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/ YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU CAN

^ y:c--^U POSSIBLY WANT IN A BARGAIN
By choosing from our to-day's
List, which includes :

»** 3* h.p. igi3 3-speedHUMBERand S'car £42 10

uLSJKF'^ 45 h.p. 1915 3-speed QUADRANT & S'car £57 10
^

—

-^^^^ 3A ii.p. 1914 3-sp. walui-cooleii riUMBER
and Sidecar £60

6 h.p. I9l3 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. and Sidecar £45
2;; h.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN-VITESSE and

Sporting Sidecar £45

3I h.p. 1913 3-sp. BRADUURY and tor-

pedo Sidecar £32 10
5-6 h.p. 1911 AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

Largest selection, best 31 h.p. 1914 3 sp. NUMBER, water-
makes, at lowest cash

"

cooled, and Montgomery Sidecar £50
prices, easiest terms, and s h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE, complete
lairest Exchanses. with latnp, liood, screen, etc. £65
Fullest guarantee and 5 h.p. 1909 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £2/10
Immediate delivery. o h.p. 1912 2-sp. ENFIELD an I Sidecar £4/ 10

6 h.p. 2-sp. N.S.U. and Sidecar £25
5-0 n.p. 1909 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £28 10

THAT'S WHAT YOU ,.! n.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar £22 10
GET AT— 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Sidecar £4d

. 9 9, Shoe Lane,

LUCHOPES ?oS.^i:—^— '^^ Wires: " Opiiicer, London."
Phoae : Holtorn 6777.

THE Sidecar for use with
Lightweight Machines.

LiKht but very BtronB. Distinctive in

aPDearance and beautifully liuiulied.

Details in Now Catalnuuo.

Milh-Fulford, Ltd., Coventry

ABSOUUTEUYTHE WORLD'S BEST
NO

RIDER
HAS
REAL

COMFORT
WITHOUT IT

28/6 ea.

SADDLE WORKS,
HAI.I. GREEN, B'ham.

THE SIDECAR — with the." \klKel ' pfat^ea

four inches in front of the

driving wheel of the motor

cycle — the only correct

and safe method. Write—

W. MONTGOMERY & CO., COVENTRY.
Sole London Agents: W. H. Elce & Co.. 13, Bishopsgale Avenue, E.C.

"THE PULLMAN CAR OF MOTOR CYCLING-'

TO SERVE THE KING
AND COLOURS LARGE CON-
TINGENTS OF

Particulars

on request

from The BAT MOTOR
MFG. CO.,
PENQE, :: ::

LONDON, S.E.

Douglas
MOTORS LEAVE WEEKLY FOR
FRANCE AND FLANDERS.
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REDUCED PRICES for i^ 5

THE MOST DEPENDABLE

THE MOST ACCURATE

SPEEDOMETER IN THE WORLD ,

Jone? Speedometer^ are constructed on the -centrifugal gyroscopic
principle, entirely unaffected by temperature changes or the proximity of
magnetic or electrical devices. Its principle is that of a natural law. as
unalterable as the law of gravity, and positively constant.

Every single instrument is in-

dividually calibrated by expert
instrument makers, and their

accuracy is endorsed by the
highest authorities the world
over.

In All-Black Finish with Black
i\Ietallic Flexible Sheathiii-4

and all fittings complete.

Model 12, showing :

Total and Trip MUeag
Speed to SO m.p.h.

Price £2:15:0
Full Literature of

MARKT & Co. (London), Ltd.
98.100, Clerkenwell Boad, E.C.

REDUCED
PRISES '

FOR 1915

Purely Mechanical. Hand Actuated.

A warning that cannot fail.

No Electrical Apparatus.

Nothing to get out of order.

Its outstanding feature is

RELIABILITY.

Does not depend on delicate
electrical apparatus—uncertain
in its action and expensive to
maintain.

Its response to a touch is

instantaneous, and tlie volume
of sound is completely under
the operator's control.

New Competition Model, No. 2,

All Black, 17/6

IN BLACK
FINISH,

Write for Llst3 :

MARKT & CO. (London), LTD.
98-100, Cl»'kenwell Road, E.C.
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«^& Motor Cycles
FOR SPEED, COMFORT, AND RELIABILITY.
THESE MACHINES SMILE AT HILLS AIID POT-HOLE ROADS.

Send or call for prices and particulars.

The Pope Motor Cycle Agency, THE BIG TWIN
Telephone—LoDdon Wall 1137. 55, BANNER ST., E.C. Telegrams—" Acarobox, London."

In aihstcering i/iese adi-erti ' is '^ieiiiable to menl-ion " The Motor Cycle.
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Munitions and the Motor Trade.

IT
is now two months since The Motor Cycle

drew attention to the possibility of the

British motor industry being thoroughly

disorganised if it were found that an

adequate supply of munitions of war could

not be maintained, unless every engineering

firm in the country coQcentrated their attention

upon these munitions. At the time, it was

pointed out that the motor industry was suffi-

ciently patriotic to put aside all personal con-

siderations, and to tackle- seriously the more
important work on hand, viz., that of sup-

pressing Prussian militarism. In other words,

thev were prepared to sacrifice at one fell

swoop the exalted position that had been gained

for the British motor industry after many years

of careful building up by the best brains of

the country. We ventured to ask at the time

whether the Government was composed of men
sufficiently businesslike to comprehend that, if

the munitions campaign were carried to excess,

the possibility of the motor industry sharing

the fate of other leading British industries, due

to the war, would become a certainty ?

In support of our apparent presumptuousness

in introducing the question of business while more
important work is on hand, we would repeat that

the Board of Trade continues regularly to issue

circulars providing information to manufacturers,

with the sole object of " capturing enemy trade.''

We have already pointed out that the position

is an anomalous one. - One section of the

Government is advising manufacturers t-o obtain

orders and cut out the enemy, and another

section is urging them to work in an entirely

opposite direction with " Munitions " as their

motto, regardless of everything else. Again,

we repeat that, if such a step is necessary,

the Government may rely upon the support of

all true Britishers, but what makes us very much
doubt if the wholesale commandeering of

materials, -factories, and labour is necessary, is

the fact that another of those unfortunate

statements has been made by a highly placed
Government official, which is in direct contra-

diction to all other statements on the subject.

We refer to Mr. Tennant's reply in Parliament
to a question on the subject of shells, when he
mentioned that there was no lack of shell cases

(the parts which can be turned out hy motor
cycle manufacturers), but that it was the other

components that were mostly needed.

If this statement is accurate and could be
pro\ed by fact, then our retort can only be that

the important motor industry of this country is

being wrecked to provide an article of which
there is no shortage. One feels a natural reluct-

ance to criticise the Government at this stage,

but those who are interested in the welfare of

the British nation cannot help throwing out a
word of warning before it may be too late, and an
industry not only endangered but irretrievably

lost.

A Sound Proposal.
A suggestion has been made to us to enable

manufacturers to keep in touch with their usual
business channels that, instead of the War Office

taking the whole -output of certain makes of

British machines, they take a certain portion
only, and the remainder from an outside source
of supply—almost certainly America. Thus,
instead of the British output being absorbed by
the Army and all other connections -cut off,

the British manufacturer would be able to deliver

small numbers to his clients, and at the same
time the Government's demands would be satis-

fied. In fact, it would mean that, instead of
machines produced in the States solely being
distributed among private buyers and all British

machines used in the Army, half and half of
either type would be available for each section.
This scheme has much to recommend it, and
with the certainty of greatly increased taxation
in the future, it behoves us to look ahead, and
particularly to develop our trade and to retain
existing business connections.

, i\-'''>

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on tlie page facing tlie back cover
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A NOVEL' eJH^FN GEAR BOX.
A TJire'e-speed; Box wi(h no Pinion Wheels.

M ANY have been the Jsi*,e;ntite ' ki ; j-spsoskets on .efhcb, .shaft. Top gear, or

reduce the noise aiid- "'increase' - (f^i'eet fliii,<'*.t, '-S eflgig'ed by locking the
the efficiency of countershaft ' *'fin'a-l- drMiifg iprcickei,, -member to the

gears, but perhaps the most
interesting construction yet devised has
recently been designed by the Coventry
Chain Co., Ltd. ; this will shortly be
placed on the market.

All those who are conversant with
modern automobile practice are aware of

the success of the " Noiseless " chain
gear boxes employed on Londoil motor
'buses and certain makes of taxicab, and,
encouraged by their success in these
directiojis, the Coventry
Chain Co. determined to
procure equally satisfac-

tory results for the motor
cycle. The most obvious
difference is that in the
motor cycle box roller

chains are employed in-

stead of the Noiseless Unusual type
type, this being due to of dog clutch
a combination of circum- used in the new

mainshaft by means of a dog clutch slid-

ing on a squared portion of the mainshaft.

If this dog clutch be moved in the
opposite direction, it locks another loose

sprocket to the mainshaft and provides
the middle ratio, the drive being from
the mainshaft to the loose member on
the layshaft and back to the final drive
sprocket member.
To obtain the low ratio, the dog

clutches already mentioned are brought
to the neutral position, and a dog clutch
On the layshaft locks the loosely mounted
member to its shaft ; thus the drive is

through the constant chain to the lay-

shaft and back to the final driving
member.
An explanation of the action is apt to

sound complicated, but in reality the

change speed mechanism is particularly

simple, the striking forks for moving the

dogs being operated by a single sliding

noiseless chain for the primary drive (as

used on Matchless and Rover machines).

We are informed that it has been con-

clusivelv proved that the noiseless chain

provides the most flexible drive, and
gives an increase in speed, due to reduc-

tion of wheel slip, with a consequent
reduction in wear to the final drive and
rear tyre.

To a certain extent the noiseless chain

is self-adjusting under running conditions,

owing to the fact that the chain has a

tendency to ride on the sprocket teeth :

and whereas a roller chain and sprocket.

stances which render the Coventry Chain cam plate- located in the top of the box
roller type more suitable gear box
to the conditions exist-

ing on modern motor cycles.

Except for the fact that chains and
chain wheels replace the gears, the
general lines of the box reseinble exist-
ing types of the countershaft gear box.
Three chains only are employed, and
each is in constant motion, the sprockets
being locked to the shafts as required
by dog clutches.

The Working of the Gear.

The primary drive (from engine to
gear box) is intended to be by Noiseless
chain thi-ongh a three-plate cork clutch,
which has three rows of corks in the
single plate, thence the power is con-
veyed to the mainshaft, the final drive
being by roller chain. The "constant

The striking member and quadrant are

attached direct to the gear box, so that
the adjustment of the selecting mechanism
is not disturbed by variations of the box
position to compensate for chain adjust-

ment.
The clutch actuating rod passes through

the main shaft to a groove formed
longitudinally in a short bar, and the
groove is shajjed to give the necessary
lift to the push rod when the bar is

pulled forward in its bush. Thus a

straight pull is obtained, and dust is

excluded from the point of contact.
Both main and lay shafts run on ball

bearings, and the box, which is solidly

constructed, is designed to clamp on to

the bottom bracket.

A discussion of the merits of the chain

Clutch operating bar on Coventr>' Chain
gear-box.

when worn, have only a line contact,
and the transference of load from tooth
to tooth is bound to cause noise, the
silent chain, even wlicn slightlv worn.
maintains a certain driving contact with
many teeth at the same time. Added to
this the construction of the noiseless

chains renders them infijiitelv more suit-

able than the roller for the high chain
speeds common to tlie primary drive,
and, provided that the chain centres are
kept short, a noiseless chain should run
throughout a good season's work without
any attention or adjustment.
The latest type of Coventry noiseless

chain has a considerably increased rivetgear box led to an interesting conversa .. __ ^ ^^
sprockets are keyed to the shafts, and tion on chain drive for motor cycles, and diameter, with the result that its wearing
there is also a pair of loosely mounted in particular on the use of a " Coventry properties have been sensibly improved

^S.

The, Coventry Chain Company's chain gear box specially designed and built for motor cycle work. (Lcfi) Sectional view showing dog
clutches and sprockets. (Right) Plan view showing cam-plate striking gear.
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Gear Box Grease Plugs.
Sergeant Harold Karslake, R.F.C., writes from

"Somewhere in France" to exempt tlie 5-6 li.p.

Ariel, which he was riding till war broke out, from
my strictures on microscopic gear-lubricating plugs
(ot course, these criticisms were never supposed
to apply to every make). His machine had a gear
box inspection plate jin. in diameter secured by
three noble nuts with spring washers beneath them,
and in its centre was mounted a substantial inch
plug. His plan was to remove the 3in. plate once
in every 1,500 miles for the insertion of half a shilUng
tin of Ambroleum, supplemented every 500 miles bv
adding a quarter of a pint of Prices hub lubricant
through the lin. hole. My paragraph brought me a
number of letters; one was particularlv irate. Its
writer is using a pecuUarly tiresome gear box, with
no other means of access' than a brass tap of the
kind usually employed as a compression or injection
cock for engine cylinders. The makers supply no
grease pump, but blithely recommend that half a
pumpful should be injected every 500 miles. As they
do not specify the size of the pump, the user is left

guessing, and he cannot verify whether the oil is

above the bearing height "or not without removing
the gear box bodily from the frame ; to do this, he
nyist remove half-a-dozen other bulky items, including
the engine !

Securing Nuts.
It may, or may not, be true that a satisfactory lock-

ing washer has yet to be invented ; but the fact
remains that the trade consistently warns us against
its own shortcomings. Every instruction manual
advises the purchaser to "go carefully o\er all nuts
with a spanner every week," and all experienced
riders are aware that if they neglect this counsel they
wiU frequently send orders to the stores department
for odd nut replacements at the absurd prices of 2d.,
3d., or 4d. a time, fees which are necessary from, a
trade standpoint, but far outweigh the value of the
nut, and represeiit stockcarrying, w'ages, _and postal
charges. That our machines shed nuts is hardly sur-
prising, if we realise- that plated nuts are fitted to
plated 'bolts, that no spring or locking washers, or
castellated nuts and split pins are employed on a
number of machines. I admit that locking Avashers
are expensive and imperfect; and that castellation
and split-pinning adds unreasonably to the cost of a
machine, and is often regarded by users as a nuisance.
But here is the solution adopted by a manufacturer
of a very cheap light car. Under every single nut on
the car there is a split spring washer. After every
nut is put in place, the bolt head is given a hght tap
with a copper-headed hammer, which imposes just

sufficient "burr" to prevent the nut ever vibrating
clean off its thread. Finally, every single bolt and
nut is painted over with a thick black paint, which
makes the nut absolutely vibration proof, and can

©7^)^L
E/ 'IXIQ/i'

COMMENT6
easily be replaced by any private owner after the nuts

have been removed for any purpose. Weekly routine,

lost nuts, and rusty parts are thereby eliminated at one

stroke, and that with the minimum of expense. There
is much to be said for the notion. Highly plated

nickel looks splendid on a show stand, but the rough

rider has nothing but bad words for it after a ride.

Cleaning out a Levis.
My Levis Popular has just completed 1,900 miles

by speedometer, which with a few unchecked rides,

just about makes up the 2,000. It has been running

as well as ever, but I was impatient to see the inside, so

the other day I took the engine down, and found that

the three bolts attaching the engine to the frame could

not be pulled out because they were too tight, and
could not be driven out. as the flywheel got in their

\vay. Presumably the makers intend one to detach

the flywheel, but not every amateur possesses a draw-
ing tool (the last borrower appears to have annexed
mine permanently!). I suggest to Messrs. Butter-

field that if they drilled a couple of holes in their

flywheels this nuisance would be overcome. As it

was, I wriggled the engine out by removing the cradle

bodily. I was astounded at the exiguity of the carbon
deposits. There were a few flakes barely jutting into

the exhaust port, the cylinder head was practically

clean, the deflector on the piston carried perceptible

deposits on its steeper slope, but its gentler slope was
merely stained. Cleaning these two-stroke engines is

child's play; they can be carried in one hand, and
are readily made to look like new by brushing in a

small basin of paraflin. Let nobody in future try to

contradict me when I say that drip-feed oiling, with

ducts, is the goods, for I ha\e yet to unearth an air-

cooled four-stroke .engine which can' run nicely for

2,000 miles without a clean. Of course, the drip has

to be adjusted to suit one's speed, but in practice one

soon learns that it has just two positions, viz.,

"traffic " and the " Open road.'" In time, no doabt..

some genius will invent a truly automatic system for

the babies'; in the meantime, the duct-drip is good
enough for me.

A Rare Bird.

The other day I met a rara avis in the shape of

a motor cyclist who uses a motor attachment cHpped
inside the diamond frame of a pedal cycle. I had
fancied that -this species was practically extinct. His
particular mount took the form of a J.E.S. attach-

ment, and he thinks nothing of doing 120 miles in

a day, of averaging 20 m.p.h. in the level Midlands,
and of covering upwards of 150 miles on a gallon

of petrol. His sole complaint is that the swinging
pedals make extremely uncomfortable footrests on
long rides—a weakness from which the earlier motor
cycles suffered, as I well remember, afid that the
frame diaiensions and construction do not readily

lend themselves to the attachment of a pair of fixed

rests in a convenient position.
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SPRING FRAME DESIGN.
Some Notes on (he Cantilever Spring as Applied to a Motor Cycle.

THE progress which has attended the evolution

of the motor cycle is distinctly remarkable.

Its simplicity of construction and operation, its

great economy, and its convenient dimensions render

the motor-propelled cycle an object of the keenest

interest to the general public. The astonishing

efificiency of the modern air-cooled engine, together

with its chief adjuncts, tiie carburetter and high ten-

sion magneto, has long since banished all doubt as to

the utility and advantages of the motor cycle.

Now there is no doubt whatever that to impart the

finishing touch to the success of the motor cycle as a

means of locomotion for the masses, to make it appeal

immediately to every class and condition of the com-
munity, and last, but not least, to ensure an un-

deniably reliable high speed and a strong machine for

our military ser\'ice, a perfected principle of frame
suspension is essential. So long as the motor cycle

continues to be constructed as a rigid, or partially

rigid, vehicle, so long will that complete success and
general favour, which it deserves, remain in abeyance.

This is the conclusion at which I arrived nearly two
decades ago, and to-day I see no reason to change
the judgment then expressed. The spring front fork

is a fair palliative, but a vastly improved method of

suspension is the desideratum at present lacking.

A Period of Transition.
In the early years of the motor movement I used

the only vehicle then evolved, namely, the motor
tricycle, followed in speedy stages by the BoUee type
tandem, the quadricycle, the Werner and other front-

driven two-wheelers, and then the four-wheeled car.

Thus gradually the sterling simplicity of the motor
cycle was forsaken for the comparative complication

of .the motor car proper. My reason for this transi-

tion from the lesser to the greater vehicle was the

natural one of seeking greater comfort a-wheel by
avoiding the effects of vibration. That reason,

coupled with the knowledge of long experience that

machinery racked by rough road surfaces becomes
deranged rapidly, was, and is still, the chief objection

to the motor bicycle. Most cheerfully would I re-

adopt the mount of bygone days if I and it might
traverse the highway protected properly from the dire

evil of vibration.

More than five years ago a description was given
me of a new notion to supersede the rigid-framed
motor cycle. • The system was simple enough : that is

to say, a pair of short semi-elliptic springs was isrter-

posed between the machine's fork ends on either side

of each wheel.

Those who are acquainted intimately with the
constructional evolution of the four-wheeled motor
vehicle know full well that considerable ingenuity has
been exercised in endeavours to improve the spring
system. Every imaginable kind of spring has been
tried—the helical spring, the bow spring, the grass-
hopper spring, transverse front or rear springs, etc.,

etc. P'rom all this there has emerged triumphantly,
and in no uncertain fash.ion, what is termed the
cantilever spring, that is to sav. merely an inverted

A14

nearly flat grasshopper spring, hung at three points in

a special manner.

It is now proposed to place this system of springing

within the reach of the motor cyclist, and to afford

him easily, and with the utmost simplicity, the means

to enjoy all the comfort that is at present only obtain-

able on the seat of an expensive, high-powered tour-

ing car. The motor cyclist possesses already speed

in abundance, accompanied, as 1 have pointed out,

by truly remarkable economy and efficiency. All he

asks for is the comfort of a perfect spring frame.

Detailed Description.

Briefly, then, as will be gathered from the drawi.ng

at a glance, this most desirable innovation is accom-

plished by using a single pair of cantilever springs,

bracketed by a trunnion on the centre tube of the

frame, and terminating at each extremity on enclosed

cylindrical slides attached to the front and rear axles

respectively. These slides, to which the spring ends

are linked to constrain the Vertical motion of the

wheels to a straight line path, are interesting in that

The spring frame described by the writer of the

accompanying article.

they remind .the practical engineer of the horn-plates

familiar to the locomotive driver. It is also to be
observed that these twin springs, set laterallv, and
in close proximity with the frame tubes and held bv a

-single trunnion, have a very important characteristic.

For they are capable of being rendered more supple
or less elastic, according to requirements, because the

bracket trunnion is slidable along the frame tube to

which it is secured by a readily adjustable clamp.
In this manner, if the clamp be moved rearwardlv the

back halves of the pair of springs are stiffened there-

by, while, coincidently, the flexion of the front halves
is rendered more lithe as the position of the pivoted
point of support is changed.
The writer considers this novel, neat, and eminently

workmanlike utilisation of what is virtually a single
spring for a pair of wheels constitutes one of the most
valuable improveinents yet devised for the motor
cycle, and that the manner of resisting the stresses

and the great length of the spring in proportion to

that of the macliine itself is an unrivalled advantage.
.Again, the feature that the springs are situated at the
upper part of the frame is excellent, inasmuch as dirt

and grit are prevented from impairing their action.

John Armstrong.
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ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.

W E h;i\'c recently been

putting the 4
h.p. iMifield two-

stroke lightweight to a

practical test on the roails.

By way of preface a few
words on the construction of the machine will not be
out of place. The engine is of the usual three-port

variety, having the inlet and exhaust ports in front

and the transfer port in the rear. The release valve

is connected with the exhaust pipe—a very desirable

feature. The accompanying sectional drawings show
the engine in two positions, at the commencement and
completion of the firing stroke ; in the first, the mix-

THE 2.l_h.p. TWO-STROKE ENFIELD.

Engine 64 x 70 mm. bore and stroke

(223 c.c.) Two-speed gear, ratios 5'4
and 9 3 (o L Chain transmission,

slipping clutches, and cush drive.

Enfield 1\ h.p. two-stroke engine.

A. Release valve. B. Exhaust port. C. Inlet port.

D. Transfer port, E. Sparking plug.

ture is entering the crank case at the inlet port C,

and a charge is compressed above the piston; in the

second the charge is being transferred through the

port D from the crank case to the cylinder, where it

is taking the place of the exploded charge shown by
the darker shading ; the latter at the same time is

making its exit through the exhaust port B. Contrary

to usual practice the flywheel is mounted on the right-

hand side, the left end of the crankshaft beine

reserved for the sprockets

carrying the driving and
magneto chains.

The lubrication is' on the
" i^etroil " system, a .small

cup being provided as an
oil measure ; this cup must be emptied into the tank
six times for every gallon of petrol placed therein.

The cup is filled from the tank by a pump, and when
not in use it is carried clipped below the tank covering

the pump nozzle.

The Enfield two-speed gear naturally finds a place

on the machine ; this can hardly 'be misused by the

veriest no^•ice, and is well-known for its reliability.

The front fork springs contain a novelty which is

clearly shown in

the sketch on this

page, and combine
the up and down
movement of
linked forks with

the rocking, or

backward and for-

wara, movement
peculiar to the

hinged variety.

On the Road.
When we took

the machine on
the road its hill-

climbing ability

was at once ap-

parent, and we found that the Coventry test hill

at Stoneleigh could be easily ascended on top gear

with a hot engine. Starting was extremely easy

;

the machine could ba» paddled off, whether hot

or cold, in a yard or so, and was pleasant

and comfortable to ride at moderate or slow

speeds, but when the pace was increased, the writer,

being accustomed to the 3 h.p. twin Enfield,

which runs very smoothly, found the vibration in the

handles and footboards more noticeable. The

New design spring forks designed to give

a combined movement.

Both sides of the Enfield two-stroke lightweight.

A17
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Road Tests of New Models.

—

handle-bars were not the standard pattern, but were

extra long. This possibly accentuated the vibration;

also it is only natural that metal footboards should

vibrate more than wooden ones sprung at the for-

ward end.

We made no endeavour to reach the e.xtreme speed,

but the machine touched 30 m.p.h. without being

opened out fully. Ibe exhaust was quiet, unusually

so for a two-stroke engine which is often very noisy.

We noticed that, in case of tyre repair, the back part

of the rear mudguard, together with the carrier, could

be quickly removed after slackening two nuts—the

nuts need not be taken off; we did not have to experi-

ment with this, but the toolbox contained a repair

outfit ready for emergencies, spare links ior the

chains, and a roll of tools.

Finally, we must mention the fact that the entire

output of this little machine has been booked for

some months to come.

A New^American Lightweight.

A TWO-STROKE Hghtweight embodying some
novel points is being produced in Cleveland,

U.S.A. The engine, which has a bore and

stroke of 63.5 x 70 mm. (222 c.c), is of the three

port type, mounted with its crankshaft longitudinal in

the frame, and drives the two-speed gear by means
of a shaft and worm w^hich . also drives the magneto

;

this is placed in an inverted position behind the gear

box. Dri^ing ratios of 5 and 10 to i are provided. A
large multi-plate clutch is placed between the gear

box and the chain to the rear wheel. The chain

sprockets are of equal size, and both small. The
machine is equipped with a B. and B. carburetter and
Brooks saddle, and although many of the features are

unusual, several . are stuongly reminiscent of a well-

known Coventry machine, notably the front forks,

mudguards, tank fixing, and cylinder. A consumption
of nearly 120 m.p.g. is claimed, the tank holds 1^-2-

gallons, and an extra tank, w'hich acts as a reserve,

is provided. The lower part of the frame is double,

the motor being mounted within the side members.
A band brake is fitted on the rear wheel operated by

.?^g?7^^n'^»r^yr;?yy3ij^^^;«^ay^nissg:'-sgp'a;ng'Sga;-w«.gl;.
'j»^^

A two-speed two-stroke American-made lightweight, which, in certain

parts, bears a strong resemblance to a famous English machine.

the left foot. Other features include 26in. x 2 J^in.

tyres, knock-out axles to both wheels, and a 52in.

wheelbase. Lubrication is on the petroil system, and
the machine is said to be capable of a speed of

35 m.p.h.
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DESPATCH RIDERS ATTACHED TO THE CHESHIRE YOEMANRY.
Reading from left to right : Lance-Corporal Smart (Bat), Lance-Corporal Bruce (Triumph), .Artificer Williams (Triumph). Lance-Corporal

Richards (Triumph), Lieut. Wilbraham, Corporal R. Locke (Matchless), and Lance-Corporal H. Locke (Rudge).
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PRESENT OUTPUT
MAGNETOS AND

READERS will recol-

lect that since war
broke out we have

on more than one occasion

referred to the magneto
supply question. To re-

fresh short memories it

may be mentioned that up
till last August about nine-

tenths of the magnetos used

in England came from Stuttgart, consequently a rather

serious position arose, as, owing to lack of support

bv British car and motor cycle manufacturers, British

electrical firms had devoted veiy little attention to the

]iroduction of magnetos, and the output of the British-

made article was so small as to make very little

difference to the general outlook. Fortunately,

American electrical manufacturers came to the rescue,

and since the war British firms making magnetos have,

by reason of great efforts, arranged for considerably

increased outputs, the only limitations to which at

present are shortage of labour and material.

In order to obtain an idea of the present position

and prospects of the future, we have asked the

principal makers of British magnetos their views, and

the replies set forth below are both interesting and

instructive. We give herewith a copy of the letter

addressed to the magneto nianufacturers. Immediately

following are the replies received

:

[Copy of letter sent to the rEJs-cir.-ix Bkitish magneto
M.\NUF.A.CTr:iiEES BY THE Editor OF The. Motor C'l/ch.}

" I am writing to ask you if you will kindly give me
sume information for the benefit of the readers of The
Motor Cycle as to your present output of magnetos and
future prospects in this direction. There appears to he

'a great amount of misconception among, users as to the

present magneto position. Some people think that after

peace is declared motor cycle manufacturers may be
obliged to fall hack upon German and American sources

of supply through the home magneto makers not being

in a position to deliver the necessary quantities. This
assumption is natural, seeing that motor cycles are

still being delivered with magnetos not of British

origin, whereas the public were led to suppose that by
this time British makers would be in a " position to

satisfy all needs.
" The Motor Cycle has always encouraged the British-

made article, and 1 would appreciate a brief statement
from you suitable for publication."

REPLIES FROM BRITISH MAGNETO
MAKERS.

C. A. VanderveU and Co.

(Makers of C'.A.V. mw/netos.)
" Our output of magnetos suitable for motor cycles is at

the present time about six hundred machines per week—in

other words, about a hundred per working day—but it is

only a question of securing the raw- materials and over-

coming certain difficulties in regard to labour that is pre-

venting us from manufacturing double this number.

OF BRITISH -MADE
FUTURE PROSPECTS.

"As we believe you are

aware, we in the first place

avoided introducing a full

range of models, our idea

being to concentrate upon
one particular type suitable

lor motor cycles, and thus
enable us to get on to a

proper manufacturing basis

quickly. We thought that
doing this was far better

than attempting to produce
several mo«!els, as this would naturally handicap any
manufacturing proposition of this character.

" Your remarks that many people consider that motor cycle
manufacturers will, after peace is declared, fall back upon
German and American sources are undoubtedly only too well
founded, for we liave ample evidence already that motor
cycle manufacturers in tlus country are not prepared to pay
more for the British-made article, although it may be
infinitely superior in every way to the foreign machine.

"Whilst manufacturing conditions are more or less normal
in the States, they are, as you are fully aware, very abhomaal
here. The prices ruling for raw materials and also labour
in connection with magnetos are extremely high ; in fact,

both labour and materials have gone up from 50% to 100%
sin<:e the war started. In the case of ebonite parts 500%
advance would be nearer, and while we are working imder
such disadvantages compared with America, it is naturally
impossible for us to produce as cheaply as they do, although
we flatter ourselves that we are producing a much superior
article.

" What Germany will be able to do after the war in regard
to competition is another matter ; but we are inclined to

think that things will level up somewhat then in regard to
price all round. But t'he competition from Germany will
naturally be very keen, as well as from America; and if

motor cycle manufacturers are not prepared to pay a little

higher price for the British article, in preference to either the
German or the American, until such time as we are able to

produce in very large quantities and .thus bring down the
raanufacturmg cost, we are afraid that British manvrfacturers

of these specialities will have to play ' second fiddle,' or
the British Government will have to look after their interests

by making a small protective tariff of something in the
neighbourhood of 10%."

The M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.

(Makers of Morris-Lister magnetos.)

" We are increasing our output week by week, the present
output being 200 per week. The difficulties in obtaining
labour and material have prevented a more rapid increase,

but these difficulties are being overcome, and in the near
future we shall be tui'ning out between 400 and 500 magnetos
per week for which we already have the necessary machinery
and plant.

" At present our business is confined to a few well-known
firms, to whom we have been making good deliveries since

the end of last year. A good proportion of this output is for
^

Government requirements.
' We have in hand a scheme for increasing production up

to 1,000 magnetos per week, but under present conditions it

is not ixissible to say when this will be completed. The
necessary arrangements are being pushed forward as far as

possible in order that we may be in a position to accept
substantial contracts immediately conditions become more
normal.
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The Bfuish Magneto Supply.

—

"In our opinion, there should be ino necessity for motor
cyele manufacturers to purchase abroad after the war. The
11 imber and standing of the firms who are taking up the
m mufacture of magnetos in this country is ample to ensure
a production equal to the demand.

" That motor cycles are now being fitted with foreign-made
magnetos is due to the difficulties under which British firms
are working, difficulties which American competitors are not
experiencing. In such a crisis as the present, Government
lequirements must have first call on all labour, plant, and
material.

" But there will be big developments after the war, and we
hope that you _ wiJl use your influence to secure such
encouragement from the Government and from the motor
trade as will see this new industry firmly established.

' The old policy was a dangerous one.- To depend entirely
on foreign supply for any military or industrial necessity
might easily result in a hopeless handicap in the event
of war."

Nicole, Nielsen and Co., Ltd.

(Muhers of Watford magnetos.)
" We have just completed an extension to our works

capable of accommodating four hundred workmen, and
have acquired sufficient land for further extensions to

enable us, if necessary, to erect buildings to accommodate
several thousand men ; so you will see that we are not
going into the magneto business with the idea of manufac-
turing only in such quantities as may be required during
the war."

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, Ltd.

(Mol-ers of Thomson-Bcnnttt magneto-?.)

" The fears which are entertained by a section of the
public remind us very much of the fears which are enter-

tained by others as to the ability of this country to furnish
itself with supplies of war material.

"It seems to us that a section of our fellow countrym.en
are always under the impression that there is no enterprise
in this country, and that, unless we are booming every
move that we have taken, nothing whatever is being done.
On the other hand, there is a large section of manufacturers
who go to work without talking about it, and are more
concerned with getting on with the business than in making
statements as to what they will be doing.

" That, we think, is the explanation of why more has
not been written from the magneto manufacturers' point of
view of what has been undertaken since the war broke out.

" One reason why the private owner is not seeing as many
British magnetos as he expected is due to the fact that,
first and foremost, the requirements of the naval and mili-
tary authorities are receiAing attention. We doubt if the
outside public realises the immense number of petrol-driven
engines of every possible description that is being supplied
to the Government at the moment. The pri\ate owner only
gets the balance. This may not be as great as_ was
anticipated, but the war has brought problems to be solved
which were not anticipated some months ago.
" You can assure your readers, therefore, that they need

have no fear ; matters are being pressed on with all the
speed that is possible. As regards our own concern, we
could give you names of dozens of _manufacturers who are
using our magnetos in large numbers, and are satisfied
with the quality. The output is being increased every
week, and on -the return of normal conditions, jvhen we are
freed from the necessity to give first attention to war
material, there will be a large additional number released
for ordinary requirements.
"As we can supply in this^country the best of all other

fitments for the motor trade, and in the large quantities
which are required, so it will be with the magneto, and
any firm who wishes to supply all-British machines from
start tonfinish will be able to do so."

The Electric Ignition Co. (1913), Ltd.

(Maker.; of E.I.C. mngnctos.)

"Our present output of. .magnetos is about 300 per week,
and it is our intention to equip for an output in a<;cordance
with the demand.

" Your kiwwledge of the average British manufacturer
will help you to appreciate the trouble we have had to
obtain many materials -which hitherto -had. not been made

^^(^ILS JULY 1st, igi5.

in this country, and for which the British makers, with
their usual pessimism, did not believe there would be a
lasting marke*.

" If the trade union rules which prohibit the employment
of female labour were '.uispended, it would-be a very great
assistance to us, as to many other jnanufacturers.
"The chief trouble, namely, difficulty of obtaining

material, is one that should disappear after peace is declared',

and then we could supply the bulk of the home trade with
magnetos suitable for two-strokes or any single-cylinder
engine up to 5 h.p.

"At the present time we know of several firms who are
fitting foreign-made magnetos purely from a point, as they
say, of a slight saving in actual cost ; in fact, it may interest

you to know tliat several firms have been patriotic enougli

to tell us that as soon as they can obtain the German
machine again they will fit it."

The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd.

(Makers of Ifu/ihaken magnetos'.)

" We are afraid at the present moment the British manu-
facturers are placed at a serious di.^iadvantage against

American makers. We, ourselves, together with practically

every large firm in this country, are at present engaged on
Government work, and are also handicapped through shortage
of skilled men ; the manufacture of magnetos is not receiving

the attention it should.

"The writer also regrets to say -that most of the English

machines that he has so far inspected <are very shoddy, and
in no way to be compared with the German machines, and
unless the various manufactm'ers are able to give more
attention to the making of these macliines, there is a very
big chance of the car and motor cycle raanufactitjers iaSing

back on the former sources of supply."

A. H. Boulton and Son.

(Mahem of Baiilton magneto?.)

" We have made magnetos for three years, but previous

to the war we obtained most of our materials from Germany.-
We have now succeeded, after a great struggle, in obtaining

British material, which is as good as the German.
" We have ample proof that our magnetos are as good

as those made in Stuttgart—in fact, they are copies—but

the prejudice is so great that we believe that on the cessa-

tion of the war German firms will be flooded with British

orders, and American magnetos will be very cheap. There
are secrets in the manufacture of magnetos, without which
it is like trying to 'make a silk purse out of a sow's ear."

"

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

(Maken of B.T.H magnetos.)
" It would appear from your letter that the manufac-

turing difficulties are not fully appi-eciatcd by your readers.

It must be remembered that up to the time the war started

British manufacturers had received so little encouragement
that practically no magnetos had been manufactured in this

country, and it was fomid that on the outbreak of the war
the source of supply had ;suddenly become interrupted, and
English manufacturers were then immediately appealed to

to undertake the manufacture of magnetos.
" Even in peace times, when material and labour could

have been obtained in plenty, it would have been no easy
matter to start this new industry and give adequate supplies
of the completed article. In war time the development has
naturally been much more difiicult. and has taken a much
longer time, owing to the very great difficulty experienced
in obtaining the necessary material and suitable labour.

" It will, no doubt, be of interest to your readers to
know that the development stage has now passed, and the
necessary tools, etc., have- been mostly completed, and the
quantities being delivered are increasing every week. As
to when the tot.il demands are likely to be satislied with
British-made magnetos, it is somewhat difficult to decide,
owing to the total requirements being somewhat indefinite,
but it may be accepted as a fact that directly the war is

over, and the material and labour market return to their
normal position, there should be no diffictdty in satisfying
the demands.

" Another reason why it is difficult to give the nianufac-
tui-ers all they require at the present time is the large amount
of Government work which must necessarily be undertaken
by the various factories engaged upon magneto work."
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THE NEW COUNTER-SHAFT

ROVER
Extract from Ireland's "Saturday Night":

RELIABILITY TRIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE
ULSTER CENTRE OF THE MOTOR UNION.

" George Graham (31 h.p. Rover and Sidecar)

was first

"I am sure that all his fellow-competitors will

agree no better sport could have won the

event than George Graham, whose new Rover

covered itself with glory by the way in which it took

all the test hills including the terror at Feestown.

It was a supreme test of hili-climbing for a

passenger mount of such moderate horse-power."

SIDECAR COMBINATION COMPLETE

£80:0:0
The Rover Co., Ltd., Meteor Works,

Coventry.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A23
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CHEAPSIDE,
and Milk Street BuildinsSf

LONDON, E.C.

.5

MOTOR CYCLISTS' OVERALLS. for wind, rai.m, or dust, waterproof department.
All Garments are guaranteed absolntely Waterproof. AH Seams stitched through, overlapped, cemented, and taped.

When ordering Motor Suits, please state Chest Measure taken over jacket worn, and inside Leg Measure.

RJ71. OUR FAMOUS "J.P." TOURIST OVERALL MOTOR SUIT.—Strong and Waterproof, made ol

extra stout untearable Fawn Twill, double texture. This material is specially recommended to stand
the hard wear that Overalls usually get. The Jacket is made double-breasted, 36in. long, with

Prussian collar, throat tab, inside winl cutis, adjustable, tabs on sleeves, square pockets
stitched right thiough, cut roomy, with loops for belt. The Trousers are made in the

Seatless Overall style, with spat and gaiter front, storui gusset, lever clip fastening

leather waist and boot strap, and shaped to fit well up in fork of leg. This Outfit

complete is ottered during the Sa.e only at 30/6. Usually sold 40/-.

JACKETS O.NLY, 20/3, Usual price, 21 lb.

MOTOR
CYCLISTS'
DUST OVERALLS.
KJ24I. Olive Heavy Twill Drill

Double-breasted Jackets and Seatless

Gaiter Troi'sers (heavily rainproofed).

Usual price, 28/-. Sale Price, 23/4.
Sizes stocked, 36 to 44 chest.

HOLLAND DUST JACKETS, &c.
" The Road " (as sketch). Holland Dust Jackets and

Overalls.

KJ24S. STRONG WASHABLE HOLLAND
JACKETS. Usual 6/6. Sale Price 5/11

Postage 3d.

KJ242. EXCEPTIONAL OFFER. SHOWER AND DUST-
PROOF MOTOR SUIT in Olive Twill, very strong. The

Jacket is Double-breasted, fitted \yith elastic wind cuffs, the over-

alls fasten with side strap to brace buttons, are easily slipped on and

off, and the spat is kept in position by small strap, making a most sightly

and useful Suit, Worth 25/-. Our Special Price, 1 /-.

36 to 44 chest in stock.

KJ24&. HOLLAND LEGGINGS,
to match ROAD JACKET.

Usual price. 3 /6.

Sale price, 3/-
Postage

2d.

KJ243. 8 Pairs only Shower and Dustprool SEATLESS GAITER TROUSERS. Fitted with

Gusset and Patent Fastsners at side. ei5jly ^lippiJ on, in the following siz55 only :

Sale Price, 9/6 Waist 32 32 34 40 40

Postage 4d. . I-eg 31 33 33 31 33
^

Cannot .repeat when sold.

<s> ^^

KJ244. 15 Pair only Shower and Dustproof LEGGINGS, fitted with Gusset and Patent Fasteners and Side

Strap to fasten on brace buttons. Sale Price, 7/6, Postage 3d.

^^^^

That's the Name
which enables you to get tlie best out of the pastime. That's the name without a query

—

QUADRANT—
the name which is spoken of with the greatest possible enthusiasm by every rider of the
mount which bears it— the name that ensures a faultless service —a service which ag.\in
ensures a "touring. time" of unalloyed enjoyment. No query— no trouble— a really
"trusty steed "never failing "out or home." It is made in several models— here is one—
THE QUADRANT 4i h.p., with B.S.A. Countershaft
3-spccd gear—solo £55; combination £66 - 11 - 0.

Let us send yon fuller details.

QUADRANT WORKS, Lawley St., Birmingham. London Depot -78. Gt. Quec Sl. Kingsw.,.
NoU that tks above and all other Quadrant prices are notn advanced by S'Ji.

iQuGr,

(;^abour

'

NPuadrant

&24 In answering .these advertisenients it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.'
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The British Magneto Supply.

—

l''roni iIk' innc ol ihcsc li-tlers it is surprising to

learn thai alter peace is declared motor manufacturers

may fall back upon German and American magnetos.

Whether this would be dive to lack of magnetos

from British makers, or because of the slight extra

cost of the British-made article it is difficult to say.

In all probability if the war is over in another year

it will be due to both, causes. There is no doubt thar

in spite of improved output the number ol magnetos
being produced in l-'.ngland is still far short of require-

ments, and although this shortage will gradually lie

lessened, no vital change can be expected whilst there

- is a lack of labour and material—both due to the war.
' • It is to be regretted that there is .still in some
i

quarters a disposition on the part of car and motor
I manufacturers " to throw cold water " on the efforts

I of the British electric-al firms.

-•••—<

An Accomplished Girl Mechanic-driver.
IN

these days oi women replacing men in so manv
and varied spheres of work, it is interesting to

reix>rd the duties performed by the daughter of a

Birmingham dealer. Miss I.ouie Ball, age 15, is

something more than a keen motor cyclist. She

knows all about the machine she rides, and is capable

of tuning up and generally helping her father, tli.e

Scott sub-agent for the Edgbaston district. Besiilcs

making short trips delivering petrol and oil she has

on several occasions driven i\Ir. Ball to the Scott works
at Shipley, a distance of 120 miles, to take delivery

of new machines. On these- occasions her father

occupies the sidecar, and drives. back the new machine
while Miss Ball follows with the empty sidecar.

Miss Louie Ball passing Five Ways, BIrmlngKam, with a load

of petrol in the sidecar.

Starting off to deliver petrol

Helping to tune up a Scott m her father's repair shop.

Taking her sisters for a run.
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MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE.
Vacancies for

Fl
IFTY first-class motor cj-clists are

required immediately for enlist-

ment in the M.M.G.S. (R.F.A.).

pay Is. 2^d. per day, all found,
usual separation allowance. Also a

limited number of qualified car drrvers

and mechanics, the pay in this section

being 6s. per day, all found, the usual
Eeparation allowance. Car drivers must
.have had at least three years' driving
•s.xperience, and be able to execute all

running repairs. Candidates for enlist-

ment as artificers must have held
similar positions in motor cycle factories

or leading garages, and be able to per-

form any repair to an engine, gear box,
or other part of a motor cycle, no matter
how difficult. Two references are re-

quired. Age limit, 19 to 38 ;_ ex-soldiers

up to 45.

Further particulars- may be obtaiAied

from Mr. "Geoffrey Smith, Editor The
Motor Cycle, 19, Hertford Street. Cov-
entry, and all recruits who can possibly
do so should attend an inspection to be
held at the Recruiting Office, JNIasonic

Buildings, Little Park Street, Coventry,
on Wednesday next, July 7th, between
2.30 and 4 p.m., when men accepted will

leave for the training centre forthwith.
Jlarried men should bring with them
their marriage and children's birth
certificates. Groups of friends who now
wish to enlist will, as far as possible, be
allotted to the same battery. Motor
cyclists in the Bristol district should

THE SPARTON HORN.

A USEFUL accessory which we lately

had an opportunity of inspecting
at JMessrs. Brown Brothers is the

Sparton horn—a hand-operated horn emit-
ting a Klaxon-like note. It is brought
into operation by pushing forward a lever,

attached to which, inside the body of the
horn, is a thick piece of felt, which pre-
vents the dust from entering the
mechanism. The latter is quite interest-

ing, and works on the principle of the
Archimedean drill. It is, moreover,
simple to use, the principal moving part
beitig the large toothed wheel driven by
the Archimedean screw, the teeth of
which come into contact with the point
on the diaphragm.

Motor Cyclists, Mechanics and Car Drivers.

A batch of recruits accepted by the editor of The Motor Cycle on the 23rd ult. The tour

motor cyclists in the foreground were passed for the waiting list of despatch riders, whilst the

others were enlisted in the Motor Machine Gun Service.

apply lo Mr. H. Smith, Inspecting Officer,

South Midland Divisional Area, Queen's
Hotel, Bristol.

During the last few days the follow-
ing have been attested for the
M^M.G.S. :

G. F. Bainbridge
E. W. Macro
W. Letheien

n. Colivell
T. C. Pett

W. E. White
J. Henderson

> Slotor cyclist?

I
Car drivers.

> .\ititicers.

->-«e«

The Sparton mechanical horn cut away
to show method of operation.

SOUTH AFRICAN ROAD
RECORDS.

SOME little while ago we alluded to

records claimed to have been made
in South Africa, and to the fact

that we had received a letter from an
independent source throwing some doubt
upon the genuineness of these records.

Since then we have received letters and
certificates from the organisers and time
keepers, which leave no room for doubt
that" every care was taken to ensure
accuracy in the measurements and times.

It is to be regretted that there is no
ruling body in South Africa to pass and
hall-mark records made in that country.
In the absence of such a body, and in

the interests of our readers, we find it

necessary to exercise great care, but now
that we have received full particulars
and guarantees respecting the time-
keepers and their watches (at the high
speeds attained an error of three-fifths

of a second means a difference of o\er
2 m.p.h.), we are glad to give publicity
to the figures. The attempt was made
by three riders of the 7 h.p. Indian, on
a straigiit stretch of road twenty-four
miles west of .lohannesburg,' and the
following are the times credited :

Onk JIile, ri.Yixo St.\et.

Owen 45|s. = 77.25 m.p.h.
E. Kellv ... 53^s. = 67.67 m.p.h.
Weddell ... 56s. = 64.28 m.p.h.

Half-milk, Flviko St.\kt.

Owen 21|s. = 83.33 m.p.h.
E. Kelly ... 25^s. = 71.44 m.p.h.

*Eoad records.

MOTOR CYCLE RECRUITS
WANTED.

MOTOR cyclists are wanted lor tlie

Royal Flying Corjis. Suitable men
of nineteen to forty years of age

may enlist for duration of war, and men
from eighteen to thirty for normal period.

i.e., four years with t"he Colours and four
years with the Reserve. Pay 2s. per
day. Candidates must be able to execute
all running repairs and have the usual

riding experience.

*D.
H.
G.

*D.
H.

Corponi W. H. G.ulick. of the 30th S;:,'nal

Company, R.E.. now stationed at Grantiiani,

on his 2:,' h.p. Hobart. In pre-war days, as

at present, Mr. Garlick was a keen Hobart

rider, and won his class at the Pen-y-Ba!l

hill-chinb in September, 1913. His machine

is giving him eveiv satisfaction.
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To-day the only

Sidecar Combination the
War Office is ordering

is the Clyno. " Yesterday "— in the early stages of the War—practically every

other similar machine was submitted to official tests—many were ordered and

utilised for actual war service, but few were capable of withstanding the rigours of

use and abuse that war service entails.

Naturally it became a question of "the survival of the fittest," and the experience

of ten months of active warfare is followed by the present sole selection indicated.

That fact is worth remembering and the m'achine that can so unmistakably

demonstrate its merit and superiority—worth waiting for.

6

K- in touch with us.

1- 4

THE CLYNO ENGINEERING Co., Wolverhampton

Telegiamti—" Clyno,

Wolverljampton.''

Telephone—992
WolveThamptoD.

In answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to ineation " The Motor Cycle.'* B3
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send that burst tyre right on to us.

It !s up to you to get the last mile out of it. .

EVERY CLASS OF REPAIR &. RETREADS handled sy EXPERTS

REMUNERATIVE mileage with every repair undertaken.

TOBVI CANN, L.ESCEST'ER.

— like

riding on

a cloud —
would' probably best

describe that somewhat
indefinable floating

motion associated with Canoelet comfort.

CANOELET COMFORT
is something that cannot be adequately

described however—it must be experienced.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF KOOELS.

MEAD & DEAKIN, TYSELEY, Birmingham

Read what

"The Challenge'
says about

Overheard
at the Front

By Chas G. Harper.

Obtainable from leading booksellers and bcokstalU, or direct trora the Publishers;

ILIFFE & SONS Limited, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

PRICE 1/- net. S'l^r

Ear-Witness at the Front.

Overheard at the Front. By Charles G.

Harper, iio pp. Iliffe & Sons. is.

net, paper.

Mr. Harper possesses the essential quali-

fication for writing a book of this character,

a quiclv observation, a retentive memor-v, a
keen sense of humour, and the ability to

make himself at home under strange cir-

cumstances and in strange places. In these

tales, which are largely in dialogue, Mr.
Harper shows us the cheerful soldier, pre-

serving a humorous and cheerful outlook
under the most depressing circumstances,
and seeniinglv indifferent to the magnitude
of the great struggle in which he and his

fellows are bearing their part

I tried one inn at a venture. . . . The place
was pretty full of soldiers and tobacco smoke
I called for a glass of beer, interrupting a

conversation at the bar, in which, as far as I

could make out, two of the Worcestcrshires were
vainly trying to make a French girl understand
that she was a "bit of all right, an' that's a

fact." ....
"Tel! 'er she's made us love 'er, but we

didn't mean to do it. . . . Go on. See what
she's got to say about it."

This is a sample, at a venture, ot ]Mr.

Harper's amusing experiences.

E.| hi uii.^irrriiiij (hesc acl vcrlisciiienis it i? <lc.<iniliU- to ni'^ntiiui " '/'/,'• .l/.>^lr Cijdf
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MILITARY NOTES.
MOTOR~ CYCLISTS - MENTIONED

IN DESPATCHES.
AMONG llic list- of those mentioned in

despatclies we notice tlie name of

Sccoud-Lieutenant L. S. Smith,
Motor Cyclist Section, R.E. Special Re-
servo. Ill the Gazette we notice Cor-
))oral \V. N. Gnrdon, Special Reserve of

Officers, lieserve Units Corps, R.E,,
Motor Cyclist Section, to be temporary
Second-Lieutenant. We presume that
this is Corporal W. Gnrdon, IMotor
Cyclist, Me^rut Signal Company, 2nd
Presidency Volunteer Rifles, who was
awarded~-the D.C.M. " for conspicuous
gallantry at Neuve Chapelle for carry-
ing important despatches under fire by
day and night, and always with success,"
whose name appeared in the London
Gazette of June 3rd.

In the Motor Machine Gun Section
are mentioned Captain H. G. Bird (now
Major), No. 4 Battery, Reserve . of
Officers (engaged in the successful opera-
tions at Hill 60), temporary Second-
LieutenaiH J. Clough, and temporary
Second-Lieutenant J. R. Farrington.

NEWS FROM No. 5 BATTERY.

J
COCKER, a member of the No. 5

. Battery M.M.G.S., in the com-se of

3 letter to the Editor, acknowledging
receipt of the boxing gloves and footballs
sent by the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C., gives some interesting news. He
writes as follows :

" I am writing on behalf of the battery
to thank you and the Coventry JI.C.
for the set of boxing gloves. I expect
you know that Sergeant W. A. Davenport
lias left us. He has been in hospital
with bronchial pneumonia, but seems to
be better now. The battery has been
doing trench work for some weeks now,
and things are fairly quiet just at present.
I get The Motor Cycle regularly every
week,, and it is always in great demand
1 can assure you. I met E. and C.
Williams recently, and we had a long
chat over old times. We are all quite
well, and as fit as fiddles."

SERGT. DAVENPORT GETTING
BETTER.

IN the letter from "which we have quoted
-J. Cocker informed us of the extremely
bad time Sergeant Davenport had been

having, so that we were relieved to
heaa- from Davenport himself that lie is

now on the right road to recovery, though
still some way off complete fitness.

Sergeant Davenport is wnth the No. 5
Battery M.Jf.G.S., and before the wai-

was with the Lea-Francis Co., and well
known to Scottish and Kiiglish "Six
Da.ys " competitors. The following are
extracts from Sergeant Davenport's
letter :

" I had a lot of trouble with my foot,
and the doctor thought it would be
necessary to operate I came to the base,
and while I was down here I fell sick,

{since when I have been seriously ill with
pneumonia. I have been in hospital for

almost a month, and I have not been
out^of bed yet, but I am getting better.

and hope to get up shortly. I shall get
a sick furlough, which will mean a holiday
in Coventry.

" Major. Waring, wlio is second in

charge of the hospital here, brings me
The Motor Oi/rle regidnrly, and I can
assure you it helps me pass a good many
weary hours. l\l,ijor Waring is the owner
of a Sunbeam, and, of course, we have
a lot to talk about in the motor cycle

line."

shall be able to exchange experiences
with tlie motori cyclists who are serving
in Krauce.—M.O , J.F.S., A.L.S., .J.B.,
T.D.T., W.L.H., R.H., O.F., W.A.T.,
C.D.M., J.L.Y., .J.S.S.. F.L., W.W.,
A.E., P.B."

SIXTEEN DESPATCH RIDERS
SEND MESSAGE FROM THE

DARDANELLES.

WE have received the following
letter from a group of Manchester
motor cyclists now serving as

despatch riders with the JTediterranean
Expeditionary Force :

" We have noticed an article by
Bernard Rice in your edition of May
20th (page 486), and should like to

pass a few comments upon it. He
mentions such unknov\n luxuries in this

country as lunch in a farmhouse and
beer served by a nice girl. Since land-

ing here such things are sweet memories
of the past. He also refers to the

unearthly roar of a gun as if it were a

rare occurrence. Out here it is one
incessant boom, and all our despatches
are carried under both shell and rifle

fire over broken country -where roads are

mere tracks
" But these difficulties all aad zest to

our work, and make us all the keener
to uphold the splendid name that motor
cyclists have earned in this' campaign.
We are indeed glad to say that our
.section is still complete, well and happy,
and .111 hiii_,iii„ foi the time when we

TRAINING WITH THE M.M.G.S.

THE Editor reCeivBs many letters troni
men he has*' recruited for the
M.M.G.S., which confirm, if any

confirmation were needed, the healthy and
inteiestihg life led by those in training
at Bisley. Not one appears to have
regretted joining, and though the work
is at times hard it i.s very enjoyable,
and the great desire of all is to get out
to the Front. The following letter from
Mechanic Alfred Fielder, now at Bisley
camp, is-.-typical of many received :

" .Just
a line to thank you for helping me to
join the M.M.G.S'. I consider my join-
ing about the best thing I have ever
done. I have been in the Army now
about six weeks, and like the open air
life very much ; in fact, it is a holiday,
but we are being paid for it. The only
thing I should like better is to be out
in France with the boys, a.s no doubt
we shall soon. I used to he a competi-
tion rider for the New Hudson Co., but
some of the roads here are worse than
in any trial."

" You will be pleased to hear that t

like the work very much, and certainly
we cannot complain of being over-
worked. We knock off at 4 p.m., and
can do what we like until 9.30 p.m.
There is plenty of bathing, and I get a
run on my Indian every day."—Extract
from letter from Harold H. Bowen, the
well-known amateur mder, now with tha
M.M.G S.

Second-Lieutenants C. T. Newsome, S. A. Rowlandson, and D. H. Noble, photographed
" Somewhere in France " one day last week. Of the hundreds of former trials riders now
serving their country, few are better known than this trio. They competed in practically

all the big events—Noble and Newsome on Rovers and Rowlandson on a Rudge. In

the above picture Noble and Rowlandson occupy the Clyno sidecar outfit, whilst Newsome
is seated on the running board of the Sunbeam car.

B7
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
tTuIv 1 9.18 p.m.

3 ... 9.18 .,

5 9.17 .,

., 7 9.17 ..

The War Office and Spares,

In the case of machines ordered Sor

use in the Army, the War Office stipu-

lates that in future spare valves for motor
C}-cle engines shall be fitted in a. wooden
holder to protect the seat, the valve
being held in place by a spring and
cotter. Motor cyclists will know that a
number of firms have made a practice of
sending out their spare valves packed in

this manner for some time past.

Second-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices of
the various second-hand models offered
for sale in the last issue of 1'he Motor
Cycle, and also the average prices for
the last eight weeks. The prices quoted
may be regarded as their standard value.

Last Average
Make. •-, Year. H.P. week's for past

average 8 weeks.

A.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

fj^ £75
,, J914 2j 3-speed /,4'i £43
, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . /;; £57

.^riel 1914 3l 3-speed £45 £41
Bal 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . i'53 £30
Bradbury .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . /io £6t
B.S.A 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . /,6i £55

,, -1914 4 3-speed ^48 £47
Chater-Lea . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . /,78 £7-
Ch-no 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . £60 £55
Douglas . .

.

1914 2^ 2-sp. kick star
/, + 2 £42

., ... 1914 2i 2-sp. T.T. . . . /37 £39
1913 zl 2-sp. kick star A 10 £36

Enfield 1914 6 2-SD. sidecar . ;6, £65
„ .... 1914 3 .2-3peed ^,42 £41
„ .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . £50 £53

Hamber . .

.

1913 3.V 3-speed ^^^ £3<5

1913 2i- T.T /,2S £28
Indian .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . £68 £63

,, .... 1913 7 2-sp. sidecar . Ml £55
fames 1014 4i 3-sp. sidecar . £52 £53
Matcliless .

.

19 14 7 3-sp. sidecar . 02 £75
>• 1913 7 3-sp. sidecar . (Al iSS

New Hudson 1914 6 3-5p. sidecar . /^=i £So
„ 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar A" £49
„ 1913 4 3-specd ^.^% £35

K.U.T 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . t.bo £64
Premier . .

.

J914 7 3-sp. sidecar . t.7S £68
„ ... 1914 3-4 3-sp. sidecar . /ii £50
,, ... 1913 3* 3-spced /w £39

P. and 11. .

.

1014 3i 2-sp. sidecar . £l'9 £04
Kover 191 + 3i 3-sp. sidecar . £52 £5=,

1913 3S 3 sp. sidecar . /,40 £44
Rudge 1914 5 Multi sidecar. /^o - £56
„ 1914 5 Multi AP £46
, 1913 5 Multi ... /,30 £30

Scott 1914 3i2-speed £50 £4 7
,, 1911 3| 2-sp. sidecar . All £44

Sunbeam .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . /,74 £74
I riumph . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . f.Sli £34

„ ... 1914 4 3-speed £45 £44
II - • • 1914 2j 2-speed ^.^^^ £J4
,1 ... 1913 3! 3sp. sidecar . /,4S £46
., ... 1913 3SF.E M=i £35

Zenith 1914 8 Gradua sidecar £55 £57
„ J914 4 Gradua sidecar Ai^ £35

1914 Gradua U5 £49

Magneto Position.

So much interest having been taken
in the British-made magneto, the position
of British magneto manufacturers is out-

lined in the present issue, and the pro-
gress recorded since our last reference
to the subject.

Obtaining a Recruit.

A native of Ceylon, who had been
contemplating the purchase of a motor
cycle, happened to see in a street in

Colombo a scrap of paper with a picture

of a machine on it. The paper turned
out to be a page, torn from The Motor
Ci/rte. containing an advertisement of

the Hobart, the result being that the
man sent an order to the Hobart Bird
Co. for one of their 2| h.p. machines.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Local LiGHrixa Regul.\tio.ns for
SiDEC.\RS.—In these days of reduced
lights on motor vehicles, it should be
noted that in certain places where bye-

laws are existent, rendering it compulsory
for three and four-wheeJed motor vehicles

to show two white lights to the front,

summonses are, being taken out against

motorists who omit to carry the additional

light.

The following are the counties and
towns in which there is an obligation

npon motorists to show two white lights

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE BRITISH MAGNETO SUPPLY.

A CHAIN GEAR BOX.
MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING MATTERS.

to the front, the lamps to be situated one
on cither side of the machine. The places

are: County Councils of Cilamorganshire

and Staffordshire. Town Councils |b'

Neath, ^Nlerthyr Tydfil. Hanley, Dudle"
Newcastle-on-'i'yne. Stafford, ilonmonth.
and Birmingham (the latter onlv during
fog).

ExCEssI^^E SrEEi) Warnings. — The
authorities at Hucknall Torkard, Notts.,

have communicated with the Automobile
Association with regard to the excessive

speed at which numerous motorists pa^s
through this district. The local authori-

ties are reluctant to take drastic steps,

but they feel it their duty to protect the
public interests. They, however, hope
that this warning will prevent any
necessity for action by the local police.

Complaints have also been received by
the A.A. regarding the speed of motor
vehicles travelling througli Horley (on

the Brighton Road), and as accidents
have resulted the authorities are being
approached to take strong action against
drivers travelling in this district at

excessive speed.

Impro\ed pattern sidecar ambulance designed by Mr. T. H. Henderson. Superintendent of

the St. John .-Xnibulance Brigade. Randwick Di\ ision .New South Wales. It is mainly intended

for city accident work, and many, we are told, have already been put into ser\'ice. The bicycle

is a 7-9 h.p. t\vo-c)Jinder American Pope. Croat attention has been paid to the suspension, and

the tvres are 700 x 85 m.m.

b8
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Features of This Issue.

An exclusive illustrated doscnptian of

tho Irish open twenty-four hours trial

appears iu this issue, as also tlie week-
enil doings gf the Jlidland Motor Cyelists

Vohnit«'er Corps—a Aveelc in a(ivaiiee of

other journals.

A Spanish road race whieli resulted in

a British victory is also illustrated and
tiescribed. in addition to our regular
features and other special articles.

Suggested Race for Officers at Brooklands.

All officer writes suggesting that there
should be motor cycle races at Brooklands
for the many officers now quartered in

and around' Aldershot and in the Brook-
lands district. The writer mentions that
he has many officer friends who would
compete.
We are afraid that the present con-

dition of the track would render long
distance events impossible.

The War Funds.

(,'ontinuing our practice of quoting
some of the war funds, we may mention
the following totals at the beginning of
the week :

Daili/ Telegraph Belgian Fund £148,599
Queen's Work for Women
Fund ... £160,207

National Committee for Relief
in Belgium £442,000

The Despatch Riders' Section.

We recently met Sergt. Albert Milner,
the Birmingham motor cyclist, who will

be recalled as an expert trick rider on
a sidecar and Levis motor bicycle.

Milner enlisted with F. C. North "(the

Ariel rider) and H. R. Davies (of Sun-
beam fame) last ' autumn, but having
experienced a fall and consequent trouble
with his knee-cap, was detained in

England, and is now at the Signal Depot,
where despatch riders are trained. In
charge of his section is Lieut. Busby,
and a fortnight ago Sergt. A. J. Sproston
took up his duties at.thib centre. As
may be imagined, the despatch riders'

training centre is a hive of activity.

There is an over-abundance of applica-

tions for service in this section, and men
are often on the waiting list for weeks.

An American Reliability TriaL

Californian motor cyclists have recently

held a 640 miles

I'eliability trial of a
most gruelling' nature,
mainly through the
burning, shifting

sands of Southern
California. Twelve
competitors faced the
starter at Los
Angeles, and seven

.finished to schedule
time on the following

day. The temperature
(throughout the run
was in the neighbour-
hood of 120°. The
seven riders who made
perfect scores • were
monnted on the fol-

lowing makes : Har-
ley - Davidson (1),

American Excelsior

(3). Henderson (1),

Indian (1), .rand Thor
(D-

Belgian Government and Motor Cycles.

H. Ci. Bell, formerly of F.N. (England),
Ltd., is now temporarily m the service

of. the Belgian Government. We had
the pleasure of meeting him in the
Midlands last week, wdiither he had
journeyed in connection with orders for
cycles and motor cycles for the Belgian
Army.

The 500 c.c. Records.

There was a slight error in the figures

.<ent to us in connection with the recent

record made by Lavanchy on the 3^ h.p.

Jlotosacoche. His best time for the

kilometre was given as 2718., whereas it

should have been 27^s., which just beats

O'Donovau's Brooklands record made last

year. Recent records for the Hying kilo-

metre are as follows :

O'Donovan (3^ Norton) 27.6s. (81.1

ni.p.h.)

Lavanchy (3g Motosacoche) 27.43. (81.6

m.p.h.)
O'Donovan (3^ Norton) 27s. (82.8

m.p.h.)

Motor Cycles used in the Italian Army.

We mentioned last week the fact that

the Italian authorities are alive to the

value of the motor cycle in warfare, as

are the British authorities, and we now
hear that most of the racing men, in-

cluding Baj Badino (the well-known
Douglas rider), Cerizza, Guzzi, Scotti,

and Monti, are at the Front. Since

mobilisation the Italian Government has
bought up practically all the motor
cycles over 3 h.p. . considered suitable

for war service. The four most pre-

valent types are British-made machines,
viz.. Triumph, Rudge,- Sunbeam, and
Lea-Francis. Among tlie sidecars which
are used for the transport of officers,

the Motosacoche and 7 h.p. F.N. are pre-

eminent. The purchases'included private

owners' machines, and the price in each
case was fixed by a Commission of

motor cycle experts and officers. Among
the experts were several well-known
sportsmen of the Moto Club Italia, and
their ruling gave entire satisfaction.

The machines thns obtained were used
in the formation of a motor cycle^ corps

which is established in Monza, together
with the Automobile Corps.

Independent of this section are the

Volunteer ilotor Cyclists, who use their

The Spanish 130 miles road race. Discussing events with the

wmnei, M. Llivina, who rode a Scott, He did not use goggles, -

and averaged forty-five miles an hour. (See page 16.)

own machines, and are now being in-

structed in GallJirate.

With the big demand.s for motor
cycles made by the Italian Government,
it will occasion no surprise to learn that
there is a scarcity of motor cycles at

present, and it is unfortunate that
British manufacturers are not in a

position to take advaiitaire of it.

Lightweights in America.

No doubt influenced by the progress
in England, America is now turning her
attention to the lightweight motor cycle.

The bad roads in the States have delayed
the production of the smallest anc
lightest power propelled two-wheeler.

Stolen Machine.

A 1911 Triiimpli motor cycle, engine
No. 1,319 Bll, Stelastic tyre on rear

wheel, Dunlop on front, free engine, was
stolen from Stephenson Place, Birming-
ham, last Saturday. The owner, Jlr. F.

j^, Tims, 146, Wheelwright Road, Erding-
ton, offers £1 reward for information
leading to its recovery.

Sauce for the Gander.

A superintendent of police appeared
last week at the Stroud Police Court
charged with having driven a motor
cycle in a dangerous manner. The
evidence was very conflicting. The
prosecution alleged that the motor cycle

had been driven "very fast," while the
defence estimated the speed at from two
to four miles per hour. From what we
know of police estimates of pace, we
should therefore be inclined to divide
by the usual factor and to place the

speed at 5 m.p.h. The defendant said

that he rode out of George Street at a

speed slower than a man could walk

!

A fine of 10s. was imposed.

The Road Board.

In opening the County Councils' Asso-

ciation Exhibition of road materials and
machinery and appliances for road con-

struction at the Royal Horticultural

Hall, Westminster, on Friday last, Mr.
Walter Long passed some remarks on
the need for reform in traffic control.

He also criticised the Road Board's
practice of stipulating, when making
grants to urban and county authorities,

that the authorities themselves should

bear portions of the costs entailed for

the work in hand. In this way, said

Mr. Long, ratepayers found at the end

of a year or two that, though millions

had been paid from the Exchequer, there

was no. relief from their burdens because

of the demands accompanying the gifts.

Camping Holidays.

Military camps liave absorbed most ol

the young and able-bodied male members
of the Amateur Camping Club, but th€

club's flag is kept flying by the ladies

and the veterans, and the first of a series

of holiday camps is being held this "week

at Cro'pthorne, near Pershore, a con-

venient centre for Shakespeare's Country.

On Saturday the tents wiU be pitched at

Symond's Yat, on the Wye, and then for

consecutive weeks the camping centre will

shift to Llangollen, Chelford, Grasmere,

Windermere, UUswater, Hexham, Ilkley,

and " somewhere in Derbyshire." The
club's headquarters are at 4, New-Union
Street, Moorfields, E.C.
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Irish Open Twenty-four Hours Trial.

33 S<arters—29 Finish within Time Limi(. Only 8 Clean Ascen(s of Glengesh Hil

There were several sidecar outfits in the Dublin and District M.C.C.'s trial, and in some cases the passenger was a lady, as shown in these

two pictures. (Left) W. H. Allen (3J h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar) signing the sheet at a control. (Right) A. W. Mooney (6 h.p. Bradbury and

sidecar) finds Glengesh a stiff proposition.

THE open twenty-four liaurs trial of

the Dublin and District Motor
Cycle Club received a vciy fair

measiue of support considering
the existing state of affairs. The event
took place on Friday and Saturday last,

and every one of tlie thirty-five entrants
"were sent away at one minute intervals

from Drumcoiidra Bridge from eight

o'clock onwards. The Cork Club recipro-

cated the support given to their open
" twenty hours " at Whitsuntide by send-
ing up half a dozen competitors.

Climbing Glengesh Pass.

The trial, as in previous years, was a
400 miles run to Donegal and back, and
GIeug«sh Pass—the steepest hill to be
found on any main, road in Ireland—was
the crucial part of the test. It was, a
condition necessary to the winning of a
first-class award that a clean ascent of

the liUl should be made at the first

attempt, a secondaiy one being that the
rider should not lose more than ten marks
at the open controls. We may anticipate
by saying that of the twenty-five^ com-
petitors who got over the hill only nine
made clean ascents—eight solo machines
and a cycle car—and as amongst those
who ranked as failures were' included
experts of the class of C. B. IVanklin and
A. W. Rlooney, it can well be imagined
that the conditions were very unfavourable.
Glengesh has never been publicly climbed
by a 3i h.p. machine and sidecar, and
this year it was in a worse state than
ever. Not one of the sidecars went round
the first of the hairpin bends mider its

own power, and most of the singles that
did so immediately came to grief, tlu-ough
the combination of surface and gr'adient.

It was universally <agreed that the hiU
was in niudi worse condition than on the

occasion of any previous trial, chiefly

owing to the long spell of dry weather
preventing the new metal and earth that
were spread on the road in the spring
becoming consolidated.

The Starters.

The weather conditions gave promise
of a very agreeable time as the men
were sent away from Dublin. Previously
their toolbags were sealed at Wallen's
Garage, repairs, adjustment^, and break-
ages en route being penalised. J. Brown
led the way on his Eover at eight

o'clock, and at one- minute intervals the
field was despatched in the following
order :

J. Browne (3V2 Rover)
A. W. Mooney (6 Brad-

bury so.)

P. Grimes (5 Indian)
T. Vfoods {4 B.S.A.)
W. J. Henderson (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.)

E. J. Jack (31/2 Rover)
J. Doleman {3V2 Rover)
J. F. A. Day (3i'i SunJ
D. Allen (2i/i Sun)
O. S. Kettle (1 B.S.A.

sc.)

M. English (254 Dong-
las)

F. L. Dooly (4 sc.)

W. H. Freeman (7-9
Indian)

G. Itavtigan (3% Scott)
C. B. Franklin (7-9

Indian sc.)

T. Toole (4 B.S.A.)
W. \y. Vi'ayte (7-9 Har-

ley-Davidson sc.)

Geo. Roche (31/2 Rover)

J. C. Cunningham (4
Bradbury)

H. W. Allen (3^4 Sun-
beam sc.)

C. Taylor (S'/j P. and
M.)

T. W. Ladd. (4 Brad-
bury)

J. O'Divyer (4 B.S.A.)
A. .1. Winstanley (3Vo

Zenith)
R. Walshe (4 B.S.A.)
R. Swanton (3V2 Indian)
F. J. Travers (5 Indian)
.T. .1. White (2ii Sun)
R. Sullivan (5 Indian)
D. S. Dick (21/4 ISew

Hudson)
D. Doolm (10 A.C. c.c.)

J. M. Gardner (L.igonda
c.c.)

R. Chambers (6 New
Hudson sc.)

A. Blair (3')4 Scott)
D. Parbury (7-9 Aniert

can Excelsior)

In the first section of 101 miles to

Belfast there was only one check, viz.,

at Dunleer, and Belfast was reached by
the early arrivals at one o'clock, an hour
being allowed for supper. There were
few missing at this control, but amongst
them was the holder of the Kudgc-
Whitworth Cup, Henderson, who won it

last year on a 5-5 h.p. Eudge solo, and
who was tills year on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson with sidecar. He was in

trouble before the dawn came owing to

the loss of a high-tension terminal. A.
W. "'Mooney came in with his wife on
the carrier, having picked up a man who
had been involved iu a motor car acci

dent outside Belfast..

Dawn came before the last of the men
left Belfast for Londonderry, a fortu-

nate circumstance, for the run across

took the men over the Glensliane Pass,

a crossing of the Spern Mountains in Co.

Tyrone, that presented sufficient difficul-

ties without the added terrors of dark-

ness. Most of the men made clean

ascents. It was one of the three non-

stop sections of the trial, and the only
one on the first half of the journey.

There were many cases of mysterious
overheating, due to the fact that the hill

rises imperceptibly for a considerable
distance before the actual Pass is

reached. Most of the men were on
time at the breakfast control at London-
derry. D. S. Dick, who had the pluck
to start on a single-gcarod two-stroke

New Hudson, was amongst the late.

A Trying Run.
The journey aci'oss the Co. Donegal

to Glengesh Hill was a very trying one,

the roads being in an appalling state

of looseness. 'Those who met with no
trouble were only able to average
twenty miles an hour by going all out,

and those who punctured—a very
common experience—could not pick up
time. At Ardara, the town at the foot

of the hill, there was a fifteen minutes
stop, and it was noted that there was
little of the usual waiting outside the

town to kill time.
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Irish Open Twenty-four Hours Trial.

—

Clean Ascents oi Glengesh.
Tlio climb ovei' Gleiii^esli reduced the

possible number of gold medal winners
to nine. Tlie eight solo riders who
made clean .ascents were :

J. C. Cunuinglinm (4 J. Dolomon \Z\'> Rover!
Bradbury)

W
m 1 5' J .

T. Toole (4 B.S.A.)
E. Walshe (4 B.S.A.

1

G. Hartigan (3'A Scott)
R. Swanton (S'/^ ludiau)

passenger-carrying machine

C. Cunuingliam
Bradbury)
H. Frcemau (7-9

Indian)
E. J. .lacli (3'- Rover)

The only

to make a clean ascent was D. Doolin
on a 10 h.p. A.O. light car, but he
lost the possibility of gaining a gold

medal by having to- stop to repair a

puncture in the non-stop section, which
ran on to Donegal. Every sidecar

machine failed before the first of the
two hairpins was reached. Most of

the singles also failed to get around the
first corner. This was altogether due
to the state of the surface, which was
admittedly abnormally bad, as, while
the hill is a very severe climb, it is not
an impossible one, a:s is evidenced by
the fact that two years ago' T. E. Greena
got. up on a single-geared o^- h.p. Eudge.

and last year, in the triaJ, Hugh Gibson
took a 2i h.p. Olyno two-!5troke uver it.

Indeed, many of those who failed uu
Saturday were successful in previous
years on similar machines, A. \V. Mooney
being a case in point.

There was some lively scurrying across

the country to the Donegal control, but
twenty-five of the thirty still in were on
time 01' near it when the luncheon stop
was reached. After an hour's delay, the
third and final non-stop section to Ennis-
killeu was entered on, but the surfaces

gave more cause of complaint than the
gradient. Rain commenced to fall before

Cavan was reached for tea, but from that
point onwards to the finish good roads
were traversed, and all of those who
checked in at the last open control com-
pleted the 3i.\ty miles to Dublin with
the exception of Blair (3J h.p. Scott).

Freeman and Franklin fell asleep on the
way and found the ditches, but otherwise
there was no incident of rfote. There
were two secret checks in this section to

assist in the possibility of finding a
winner in the event of a tie.

Finishers to Time.

The following rdniplcled the tiial within
the allowed nniigin of 30ni. nf the
scheduled time :

J, Ilrownc {3'/. Rover)
A. W. Mooney (6 Brad-

bury sc.)

P. Crimea (5 Indian)
T. Woods (4 U.S.A.)
E. J. Jacli (3',:. Rover)
J. Doleman (3',j Hover)
J. P. A. Day (2i/. Sun)
D. Allen (2'.'i Sufi)
M. Euglisli (2.;.i Doug-

las)

F. L. Dooly (4 B.S.A.
sc.)

W. H. Hartigan (3i/,

Scott)
C. B. Franltlin (7-9

Indian sc.)

T. Toole (4 B.S.A.)
Geo. Roche (-3r{. Rover)
J C. Cunningham (4

Bradbury)

(I.

B.

W. Allen (31i Sun.
beam se.)

Taylor (3'/. P. and
M.)
W. Ladd (4 Brad-
bury)
ODwyer (4 B.S.A.)
.J. Winslanlcy (3'/.

Zenitb)
Walshe (4 B.S.A.)

R Swanton (3'A Indian)
F J. Travers (5i/j

Indian)
.1- .1. White (2i; Sun)
It Snltivau {5 Indian)
D. Doolin (10 A.O. c.e.)

.J. M. CJardner (La;;orda
e.c.)

R. Chambers /6 New
Hudson)

D. Parbury (7 9 Ameri-
can Ex' elsior)

flenderson retired near Dundalk ;

Kettle was run into by another com-
petitor and his sidecar broken ; AVayte
retired at Glengesh ; Dick was not
reported after Londonderry ; and Blair
unfortunately had to retire on the last

section of the journey.

The double hairpin corners on Glengesh Hill—the piece lie resistance of the Irish twenty-four hours trial. Just as this photograph was taken

an Indian rider had tackled both corners successfully.

DEFINITION OF A CYCLE CAR-IRISH

AT a recent conference between the
Irish Automobile Club and the
Motor Cycle Union of Ireland
concerning the control of cycle car

iompetitions in Ireland, it was decided
to retain the 7 ewt. weight limit, but
such Aveight is to be exclusive of hood,
screen, spare wheel, oil, and petrol. The
engine limit is still 1,100 c.c.

It will be within the memory of most
of our readers that the R.A.C. and the
A.C/.U dropped the weight limit

altogether about eighteen months ago.

At the time w-e advocated reducing the
engine limit to 1,000 c.c. also, but this

part cf our suggestion was not adopted,
the present A.C.U. defuiition of a cycle

car being simply that the engine capacity
is not to exceed 1,100 c.c. Thus, such
well-known vehicles, built on strictly

large car lines, as the Stellite, Morris-
Oxford, Standard, Singer, and many
.others, are, according to the A.C.U.,
cycle cars.

SOLUTION.
This new move on the part of cur Irish

friends does not appear to be a forward
one. In all competitions, excepting

purely speed events, it is very uncommon
to find a competing car minus hood and
screen, so that competitors in Irish events

will, before having their cycle cars and
light cars weighed, have to take off hood
and screen, and empty the petrol tank.

In a big open trial trade drivers will not
worry about details like these, but it

will not encourage the private owiiers.

BI3
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A Road Race in

Spain.

Scolt Rider wins at an Average
Speed of 43 m.p.h.

WITH threequarters of Europe engaged in the

bloodiest struggle in hiistory, and motor
contests consequently things of the past, it

is quite a relief to hear
of a road race for

motor cycles held re-

cently in Spain. Until

within a couple of

months ago our Italian

f\i:iends ran some occa-

sional trials, but now
that they have joined

the Allies, competitions

with them are out of
the question, practically

all the well-known riders

aiV#=^

average of 12%, extended for about ten miles.

continuous ten miles climb at racing speed on a hot

day is a good test.

Competitors were
d i \- i d e d into three

classes, the engine limits

being 300 c.c, 500 c.c,
and unlimited. The
winner, M. Lliviria, rode
a Scott, and covered
the total distance in

2h. 52m. IS. ( = 45-25
m.p.h.) The first dozen
tinishers arrived in the
following order :

Lliviria (Scott).

j| »>^_^_ ^\.x

being either in the Army
or engaged on some kind
of Government work.

This Spanish race was
organised by the Motor
Club of Madrid, and,

compared with previous

events, it appears to

have been indeed a

severe test. The total

distance was 206 kilo-

metres, or 130 miles,

and there were many
hairpin corners, besides

the crossing of two
mountain ranges. On
each side of the latter

the gradient, of an
B14

SCENES IN THE SPANISH RO.AD R.4CE.

(Upper) The Scott team, showing the winner, IVl. Lliviria, on the right.

(Middle left) A Motosacoche rider rounding a bend.

(Middle right) Victor Landa (T.T. Rudge Multi) third to finish, just

after passing the timekeepers.

(Lower) Rippolez, one of the Scott riders, starts on the second lap,

Landa (Indian).

Landa (Rudge).

Cardenal (Indian).

Adariaga (Scott).

Santoyo (Scott).

Rippolez (Scott).

Manzarraga (Indian).

Pidal (Indian).

Rudernos (Indian).

Rivera (Indian).

.\zqueta (Indian).

Dunlop tyres appear

to have been used not

only e.\tensi\ely but

successfully, as riders

of machines so fitted

filled the leading places

in each class.
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Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer Corps.
THE WEEK-END AMBULANCE PRACTICE.

CORl'S drills in coniiectiiiii with the
loam ciisphiys took place, evei'y

iii^lit iluiini; the past week. On
Saturday next the men will j^ive

a military disjjlay in aid of the Birming-
ham eharities. This is the Krst occasion
that a display of a military natnre by
motin- cyclists has been given.

On Sunday the corps paraded tor a
field day. The corps was divided into
troops under the ofticers, each troop
having its own duty to carry out. A^
Troop came in off patrol and camped
for the night, throwing out a screen of
vedettes " and outposts. These were
driven in by B Troop, who made an
attack on the camp, which was repulsed.

B Troop now attempted to force a
despatch rider through to their re-

inforcements, represented by C Troop.
The despatch rider was captured, and
A Troop also sent out a despatch rider
to their main body, represented by D
Troop.

Ambulance Work.

It was assumed that a number of men
had been wounded and left on the field.

The ambulance section now came on the
scene, but before the ambulance- could
become effective it was not only neces-
sary to beat off the enemy, but also to
bring in the wounded men.
Riders now went out and picked up

the wounded men, placed them on
their backs, mounted, and brought the
wounded in—a smart piece of work.
The enemy had now retired, _ and the

ambulance w-as sent out. The corps has
stretchers attached to the sidecar punt.
The sides of these stretchers can also
be used as punt poles when joined
together. First aid was given, and the
men treated in a satisfactory manner.

An outpost section of the M.M.C.V C. In action.

The whole corps was shortly ' after-

wards assembled, and a route march to

Birmingham ended a useful day's work.

THE UTILITY OF MOTOR
CYCLISTS IN WAR.

The Commandant, commenting on the
utility of motor cyclists in the present
war, expressed the . opinion that the
motor cycle could serve 'a purpose equally

as useful in war as in the time of peace.

The Motor Ci/cIk states that 75% of

the w-ork done by despatch riders is by
no means dangerous. Possibly this is

correct, but this figure was in the neigh-

bourhood of 20% during
the retreat of the British

Army at the beginning of

the w-ar. The despatch
riders'' work during the

period while the army
has been entrenched has
not been of a hazardous,
nature. Their chief work
has been to keep intact'

the lines of communica-
tion, which are often

bro'-en by shell fire.

The machine gun is also brought
to a point near the fighting by
motor cyclists. Seldom are the drivers
under fire when running along the road.

Usually the motor cycle and gun chassis

are left a mile or two behind {he first

Jine trench. The guns are mounted
on tripods. Therefore it is apparent
that under the existing conditions the
claim of 75% of work done is not
dangerous is a reasonable statement.

Against this, as The Motor Cycle
points out, much depends on the man's
temperament. Many men doubtless con-

sider they are constantly doing dangerous
wojk. They are perfectly correct, but
not the hazardous duty wlrich will be
required of them when the ADies
advance. Sooner or later this will

happen.

Trench w-arfare is too costly, and
requires a very great number of machine
guns. These guns usually require the

services of three to si-\' men, but when
in action they can do the work of the

rifles of thirty men. (This is where Ger-
many scores.) 'The motor cycle takes the

machine gun to a certain point, but the

motor cycle does not bring it out of

action.

L^.mf^-

AMBULANCE PRACTICE. Two meinbers of the Midland volunteers bringing in a wounded comrade from the field of battle.
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After the day's work—yarns round the camp fire. A scene at last week-end manoeuvres of the Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer Corps.

What can trained motor cyclists do
when the Allies advance? Their mobility
gives them possibilities which no other
arm of the service, except aircraft,

possesses. They make ideal mobile
scouts. During the advance motor cyclists

could be employed as reconnoitring
patrols, co-operating with units of the
machine gun sections. - Bridges, stations,
and villages could be seized and held
until the slower-moving units have had
time to come up. Mobility also enables
motor cyclists to be of very great service

to the Royal Engineers, assisting in

their demolitions and constructions, lay-

ing of cables, and keeping the lines of

communication.
Tlieir mobility gives them an advant-

age over cavalry, hence their value to

the Headquarters Staff, Divisional and
Brigade Commanders is great. The
despatches entrusted to thejn can be
delivered more rapidly and over greater
distances.

The artillery units often require in-,

formation of various positions, etc.

Usually the O.C. requires the informa-
tion quicldy. Here again motor cyclists

can be very prominent.
Acting with the corps which has the

advantage over them in mobility—the
Flying Corps—the -motor cyclists' utility

would be great. They could give assist-

ance in conveying information from the
aircraft to headquarters, establishing

,

new- bases, keeping up commmiication,
and many other important duties.

The m.otor cyclists' part in a retreat

(the Commandant gave it as his confident

opinion that it will not uccnr again to the

Allies in the present war) would be to

destroy, or rather to assist hi destroy-

ing, bridges, railways, and other posi-

tions, and thus hamper the enemy.
The motor cyclist can co-operate w-ith

all arms of the Service, but to serv?
the purpose intended, he must be
a trained man. His training would
be one which requires the highe-st

intelligence ; in fact, greater than that
required of any other arm of the Service.

The courage required of him would also

be above the average.

The motor cyclist, thevefoi-e, will have
ample opportunities to gain the premiei
award in this world's competition—the
V.C.

THE NATIONAL VOLUNTEER MOTOR RESERVE.

Motor cyclists attached to the Manchester SectliDn. The picture was taken at Tatton Park, Lord Egerton's estate, near Knutsford, which is lent

to the Manchester Volunteers for week-end drills.



The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Freak Hills in Derbyshire.
Sir,—It may iiiterest readers to know that Hunger Hill,

Cathole, was climbed both, by Mr. Waddiiigton, of Chester-
field, and myself, each with" 5.^ h.p. engines with sidecars,
and passengers approximately weighing 28st. I might also
add that the hill was in much -worse condition then tlian at
present. I should have loved to have been with the party
when making their attempts, as I have had some enjoyable
hours' sport on Hunger in company with other freak
climbers. JACK HASLAM.

Fitting a Sidecar.
Sir,—A week or two ago I read an article in The Motor-

Cycle on tho fitting of sidecars, in which the writer con-
tended the sidecar wheel should be about two to three
inclies in front of the back wheel. Since then I have seen
an article in a contemporary in which it is stated that the
axes of the two rear wheels should coincide.
As this is a matter which is of great interest to me, and

no doabt to thousands of other sidecar riders, I think it

would be very instructive to have a discussion, with your
permission, on the correct position of fitting a sidecar to a
motor cycle. GEORGE E. RIGBY.

Clubs and the War Loan.
Sir,—With regard to the new War Loan, I should like to

make a. suggestion to the motor cycle clubs, ma-nv of whom
have considerable funds in hand, and which at the present
time are not being made use of, viz., to invest the cash in
the War Loan. This will realise a better interest than can be
obtained on a deposit accoimt, and at the same time the
money will always be readily accessible when wanted after
the war. In addition to tliis, club officials will have the
satisfaction ,of knowing that they are able to further even
in a small way the complete success of the War Loan.

N. T. DOWNS.
[We must say that the suggestion made above^^strikes us as

a particularly happy one.

—

Ed.]

The Boycotting of German Motor Cycles.
Sir,—The response to my invitation for support in organis-

ing an anti-German boycott has been gratifying, although
the actual number of letters I have received on this, subject
is but a small proportion of the total number of British
motor cyclists. It was clear to my committee, however,
at their last meeting that there is evei-y probability of
"Britisher's" proposals being successfully carried out, but
it was felt that sentiment alone would not be sufficient to
ensure their success. It is hoped that a conference will
shortly be arranged with the Manufacturers'- Union, and
that as a result some practical scheme will be evolved
whereby manufacturers and retailers can be protected from
unwittingly dealing in German goods and the production
of British substitutes encouraged. In this connection Sir.

Hunt's excellent suggestions should be a considerable help,
and much could also be done by the vigorous- enforcement
of the Merchandise ilarks Act, which at present is in many
ways a dead letter.

"Britisher's" proposal to enrol all the motor cyclists of

the country for this specific purpose in the Auto Cycle Union
for a nominal subscription shall have my committee's careful

consideration, but there must be no suggestion that the
A.C.U. is actuated by self-interest, whilst I would remark
that the present subscription is, in fact, a nominal one!

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH. Secretary A.C.U.

Sh',—With regard to the further communication in the

is.sue of T/ie Motor Cycle for Juno 24th under the signature

of " Iddo," this gentleman is entirely wrong in stating thai

the patents of the N.S.U. do not apply to the Sj h.p. and
6 h.p. engines. Certain of the patents which we liave

obtained possession of are used on both the 3^ h.p. and 6 h.p.

twin, therefore the same applies whether a maker attempted
to manufacture a 2 h.p. unit or a 6 h.p. unit. We are aware
that there are other patents on the 6 h.p. unit which we have
not attempted to conserve, but that will not have any bear-

ing on any maker attempting to use patents used on the

whole of the range of N.S.U. motor cycle engines of which
we are the owners for the time being. As regards the second
paragraph of " Iddo's " letter, really there is very little differ-

ence in the two engines. The wearing parts of one are inter-

changeable with the other, the only radical alteration being
tliat, instead of fastening the engine to the frame by means of

lugs cast on to the engine, we have reverted to the better

liked type of plate fastening,

HUMPHRIES AND DAWES, LTD.

Plagiarism.

Sir,—Being a lover of British fair play, I tliink it only

just and right to let you know that a, local newspaper

—

The
Evening News—has, for some time past, acquired the habit

of .copying paragraplis from The Motor~Cycle and presenting

them to the motoring public as being " specially written for

The Evening News."
The offence is aggravated by the fact that the' newspaper

in question is incorporated with the (morning) "Press"—the

acknowledged Government organ here—which has, untU
recently, shown anything but a friendly spirit towards
"motor hogs" (the editorial pet name for motor cyclists).

Latterly the management of the above journal has begun to

realise that "motor hogs" form a very considerable section

of the reading public, hence the inauguration of "Motor and
Motor Cycling Notes."
The Motor Cycle paragraphs are cunnmgly worked into

the body of the "notes," and not the slightest indication of

their origin is given. I send von an example.
Ghristchurch, New Zealand.

*

DISGUSTED.
[The cutting sent is actually word for word from The
Motor Cycle.—Ed 1

Collisions at Cross Roads.
Sir,—I note in the last issue of The Motor Cych there is

a reference to my accident at Tamworth on the previous

Saturday. I write to you as there is something to be said

on my side of the affair. Here was a cross-road, no warning
posts, high hedges, and narrow roads.- The hedges were so

high that I noticed that unless it was a large covered car

one could not see it over the hedge. The road I was on had
a slight turn in it, and till I was twenty yards away I

could not see the cross-road. I immediately applied my
brake and blew my horn, but, owing to the high hedges,

neither of us heard each other. I have written to the police

at Tamworth suggesting that they should urge that dange-
posts be put up. I am an experienced motor cyclist, and
have ridden for some years, and have already done 7,000

miles this year. Having a week-end leave I was riding

from Winchester to friends in Cheshire to enjoy it

Please insert tliis in your paper if there is room, as it may
warn others of these cross roads. They are at Bonehill farm,
off the Coventry road. I shall soon be on the road again.

FX2553.
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The Cost of Running.
Sir,—As a regular reader I have been much interested

as to the details of " Running Costs," recently discussed in

The Motor Cyde, and think you may be interested in the
following particulars of a 3i I'l.p. machine, which has been
used in all parts of the country and in all weathers since

June, 1913, and which I have now sold (in splendid condi-

tion) for considerably more than half its original cost

!

(The machine is a 3^ h.p. 1913 clutch three-speed Premier.)
Total mileage 9,945.

Ettnning ExrEXSE.s.
Petrol, 112-5 gallons ... £10 9 9

Oil, 5i gall.jns 19 8

Licences .. ... ... ... ... 3 15
Jnsra'ance .. ... ... ... 5 17
Law costs ... ... ... ... ... 3 2 3

Tyres,, tubes, and belts 5 18,

Lamps ... .,. ... ... ... 1 15
Automatic pump ... 15 6

Overalls - .... 10
Sundry repairs ... ... ... ... 11 5

Depreciation 25

Total
\

£70 7 2

This works out at a running cost of fd. per mile for

petrol and oil. With depreciation the total cost works out
a.t just over l-^-d. per mile. No longer can it be said that
motor cycling is e.xpensive in relation to the pleasure and
convenience it affords ! If you care to publish these details,

doubtless they will be of interest to new riders.

L. STANLEY PAGE.

English V. German Motor Cycles.

Sir,—j\Iay I say a word for a certain English-made motor
3vele, which should appeal to " Iddo." the champion of the
N.S.U.?
He asks for an engine with overhead inlet valve, gear-

driven magneto, reliable, etc., etc. Has he considered the

3^ h.p. Eudge-Multi? It has the excellent type of valve
he refers to. This design is certainly good, as the cool

incoming charge impinges direct on the e.xhaust, and for

theoretical reasons it is good, as the combustion head is

more compact than the side-by-side valve type. The magneto
is gear driven—in front of the engine it is true, but high

up and well shielded, whilst the vernier a<ljustment is -far

superior to that on the German machine.
The N.S.U. two-speed gear is doubtless good; the Multi

gear is delightful. Has the N.S.U. done anything to speak
of, beyond giving satisfaction in private users' hands, such
as a strenuous test like the Senior T.T. and countless IBrook-

lands races and records besides reliability trials? The Rudge
machine is fitted with the C.A.V. magneto; the earlier

models were made in Stuttgart, but I believe I am right

in saying the later models are made in England by IMessrs.

C. A. Vandervell.

I have ridden a 1913 T.T. Multi 9,603 miles, per speedo-
meter, and I have yet to have my first involuntary stop or

mechanical breakage, while the plating and enamel look

like new.
Can " Iddo " do sixty miles per hour—by accurate speedo-

meter, not guessing? Can he average ninety miles per
gallon of fuel? Will a belt last him 2,500 miles? My Rudge
has done, and will do, any of these.

The N.S.U. is a ^ood enough machine, but if "Iddo"
looks round he will find plenty of English machines that

are better, and in fairness to our own makers I write this

letter.

May I add 1 have no interest in the firm beyond that of

a satisfied usei. H. G. HARRISON.

A North Wales Test Hill.

Sir,—It seems to me, after reading j\Ir. Abraham's interest-

ing article in your Summer Number, that these are the kind
of trials we want to improve cur machines for service under
the present conditions. -What do the party say to a hill

which climbs 1,400 feet in about a mile, giving an average
gradient of about 1 in 3.8? There is such a hill at Trefriw
in North Wales starting by the bridge over the Crafnaiit

river on the road leading to Lake Cojnlyd over the Creigian
Gleision, which they might try. It lias over a dozen hairoin

bends, and on some of the^e I fouiid gradients in the neigh-

bourhood of 1 in 2.5 by the rough tests I made when I ^took

my 2| Douglas up a few- weeks ago. It is said by the people
at the farms by the lake to be the first macliine to get up.

The gear was lowered by the adjustable pulleys to llj to 1.

but otherwise the machine is an ordinary 1913 model T.T.
Douglas without a clutch, and what made it more interesting

was that the cylinders have not been cleaned for nearly 5,000
miles, and the climb was started on the spur of the moment
witji a fairly warm engine. I liave no connection with tlie

Douglas fiiun, but any credit for the climb mu.?t be given to

the fine engine and the possibility with an adjustable pulley
of suiting the gear to the work. R, C. MEESON.

Motor Cycle Front Hubs.

Sir,—I would like you to spare me a little space in your
excellent paper to point out to " AU Weathers " that the
James hubs are really jveather-proof. Instead of simply
fitting a dust shield at the side of the hub, they screw end
plates into it. The plate revolves with the hub, consequently
there are no joints to let dirt in ; but I find if I use oil it is

throAvn out through the oil cap. So now I use grease,-and
never have any trouble, and only have to add a new charge
every 1,000 miles. I am surprised. that such a vital part of

a motor cycle has received such little attention by the

designers. It will be a matter of general interest for readers
to learn that the 4^ h.p. James has Timken adjustable roller

bearings in the front hub. I notice interest is now being
displayed in spring frames, but nobody points out that the
spring frame Indian is as perfect as one could wish. I found
that ray 1913 and 1914 models liad no signs of side play at

the pivoted chain stay jomts or spring joints after 8,000 and
6,000 jniles. I could do 420 miles in one day, but with a

rigid frame 200 is ijuite enough. Why are front rim brakes
.=till fitted ? They only scrape the plating off the rim, and
if they were of real use one' dare not use them riding solo on
grease, for a locked front wheel means a fall, whereas a

locked back one does not matter much.
I would like to point out there are several machines with

a tank control to the cluteh. Now, if one is going along a

main road and a cart suddenly swings out from a side street

it is rather an awkward m'atter controlling the machine, for

one has to adjust the throttle, declutch, sound the horn, and
put the. hand brakeon; andyou are expected! to do all this

with the right hand, and steer with the left. -..._

I have no financial niterest in any motor cycle firm, but
merely desire to point out the merits of the only two
machines I have liked out of einlit. RED INDIAN.

Lending Spares on the Road.

Sir,—My faith in the freemasonry of the road has
received a shock. Apparently the road sponger still

exists: On" Sunday. May 30th, I encountered in Abridge
a ybungr fellow who had come to . grief with a machine
through a bxoken plug. He explained to me that he had
several spares at home, and asked if I could lend him
one. I did so, the plug being a new Lodge. He then
found his gear rod had cojne apart, and I put him right

again by giving him the necessary bolt and nut. He
took my address, and promised to return the phig and the
bolt the next day. They have not yet come to hand.

I mention the incident not for the value of the articles,

but as a warning to others not to part with similar
accessories to strangers without some sort of guarantee
that they will be returned. Perhaps the young gentleman
concerned in this instance may have mislaid my address.
If so, perhaps the publication of this letter will enable
him to put himself riaht in niv estimation.

A. WEBSTER.

SU.MMAin OF CORRESPONDENCE.
We have received a long letter from Mr. T. \V. Lough-

borough, the secretary of the A.C. I'., in which he criticises

the circular letter sent out to club secretaries by the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club : but as we have
the assurance of the treasurer of that club that tlie question
does not affect the A.C.U. (the 6d. affiliation fee amounting
to only a small sum), bnt concerns rather the car members'
fee of 7s. 6d. per head to the R.A.C., we do not consider

it advisable to open our columns to a controversy on this

subject.
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Harcourt

Radiators

THE

PERFECTION

OF

AIR .

COOLING.

The Harcoui't Radiators maintain the full

efficiency of engine unclen tlie worst conditions:

OIL CONSUiVIPTION HALVED. OVERHEATING
ABOLISHED.

WHAT USERS SAY.
Mr. H. Lindlev. Loss V.ird. Mp.idow Lane, Leeds.

(HiunbereUe.) " 1 am pleased to s.i\- .ill ovciheating troubles have
been overcome. Before fitting these I have tried repeatedly to climb
one or two hills with two up on top gear, and could not do so. But
now I have the satisfaction of going up on top gear and having a

cool engine to finish with."

PRICES : Motor Cycles (singles) 15/-, (twins) 18/-,
Cycle Cars 18/-.

rULL PARTICULARS O.V APPLICATION.

WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd.,
Byers Road, GLASGOW.

Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 2S9-293, High Holbora, London. W.C.
J. Barran-Ackroyd , 1+7-9, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
H. V. Prescott, 199, Deaosgate, Manchester.
RobiDS Sc Day, Ltd., The Motor House, Rochester,

MOTOR CYCLE
COMPREHENSIVE
POLICY 1915

A
4-.
<^

k

PROSPECTUS ON APPLICAT ION

HAROLD TOWNENDLtd
MANAGING DIRECTOR HAROLD XOWNEND

l3fe*14AbchurGli LaneKinaA^lliamSl
LONDON EC

TELEPHONE CENTRAL 156
2 L..ves

PEDLEY
GIVES THE

GREATEST MILEAGE.
Proved by actual experience with different tyres.

"Magnet," in Motor Cycling of May 18th,

recited his experiences with different tyres.

Of several makes tested the best results were
obtained on Pedley tyres, which gave the

greatest mileage, thus

—

4,762 MILES
STILL RUNNING.
(3,792 Miles Back \Vheel-970 Miles Front Wheel.)

Another Pedley Tyre
ran 4,206 miles
before the canvas began to show.
"Magnet" remarked this was the longest
mileage ever obtained from one cover used
solely on the back wheel.

{The machine was the big Clyno Sidecar Ontfil}

WRITE FOR 1915 LIST.

J. PEDLEY & SON, LIMITED,
Great Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON 30. Holywell Lane, EC.

PEDLEY
THE TYRE OF GREATEST MILEAGE.

In answerina these, aavertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." B23
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The J^ JJ^ is coming to the Front.
6 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER COMBINATION.

Price for
Combination

THE IDEAL PASSENGER MACHINE.

80 Guinea?.

6 and 8 h*p. Twins, CVain Drive,
3-speed Gear Box. Sliding Dog Type,

Kick Starter, and Cork Clutch*
3\ h.p. M.A G. Twin with Overhead

Inlets, 498 ccT.T. Racer Model
The Ideal Motor for the Knuts.

2i h.p. Single - cylinder, 2-speed
Handle-bar Controllei Clutch.

2i h-p. 2-stroke. with 2 or 3-speed
Gears- Quick delivery.

Special attention given to the requirements for Colonial Trade-

J. H. MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Castle Mill Street, MUMPS, OLDHAM.
Write for Catalogue at once. JAMES HOWARTH. Propielor.

FLYING
—TheWhy and Wherefore.

: ELEMENTARY
i HANDBOOKS
• FOR THOSE
INTERESTED

I 7A' A VIA TION.

MODEL : :

FLYING : :

MACHINES.
THIS comprehensive little handbook should

be read by everyone desirous of obtaining

an insight into the principles which govern

human flight by means of aeroplanes. It v^as

written after a careful study of the principal

works on the subject and gives, in non-technical

language, an interesting survey of aeronautical

progress from its early days. The text is well

illustrated with photographs and drawings.

Price 1/- net. By Post, 1/2

Obtainable from ILIFFE &
London, E.C.,

A USEFUL handbook devoted to the con-

* * slruction of practical models of flying

machines of all types. It deals in the main

with aeroplane models, but special chapters

are included dealing with direct lift and flapping

wing types. Profusely illustrated from drawings

by the author.

Price 1/- net.

SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street,

and leading booksellers.

By Post, 1/2

- B24 In (utswr ring these adi-crtiscinents it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/clf."
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VALVE STRESSES.
Mr. Granville E. Bradshaw's Reply to his Critics

MK. W. L. SPENCE, in I'oplying to my artitlL> on

the above subject, is qnite incorrect in saying that

I put "far too much emphasis on inertia stress

when attention should reaJly be directed more to

heat stress." I should be very pleased to have Mr. Speuce's

views as to how heat can increase the strcfa in the valve.

The heat certainly retluces the strength of a valve to resist

the stress, but there can be no doubt of the fact that the

chief stresses are indiK-ed by the items I mentioned.

]\Ir. Spence goes on to say that "if the chief stresses

are caused by "the valve steni, etc., being brought to rest

in an e.\trem"ely short space of time, then obviously one

should have nearly as much trouble with the inlet valves

as with the exhaust valves." I, am at a loss to understand

how Jlr. Spence can have arrived at this conclusion from

the reading of my article, for, as already mentioned, I

clearly indicated that the strength of material in the cool

valve" may be 40 tons per square inch, and in the red-hot

•\-alve 1 ton (or less) per square inch ; and whilst under

equal conditions with regard to strength of valve spring,

weight of valve stem, etc., both the inlet and exhaust

valves are stressed the same amount, the reason why the

exhaust valve gives all the trouble is because its strength

to resist the stress is so very small compared with the

strength of the inlet valve.

The valve with the shouldered stem, shown by my sKetch

(fig. 1), is not thoroughly bad, as Mr. Spence indicates, but

is at least 10% stronger than if the email diameter stem

were carried right up to the radius under the head, because

in the first place the length of the small diameter part of

the valve is reduced by 10%, and in the second place the

part which gets really hottest, and is consequently con-

siderably weaker, is largely increased in sectional area, and
therefore more capable of resisting the stress.

Mr. Spence then states that, " assuming the primary

importance of reducing inertia stress be correct, all that

is necessary is to drill up the stem with a series of stepped

holes, eacii advance being of smaller 'diameter than the

previous one, ^and then reamed out to make^ .a conical hole

of fair outline." This is quite nice in theory, but does not

work out in practice, and it is an idea that I tried over
two years ago.

Whilst iit practically removes the tendency of the valve
to become over-stressed, it is not by any means a simple
matter, with present-day materials, to drill and reamer out
a valve stem in this way.
As I mentioned at the conclusion of my article, engine

design of any sort is a compromise, and the best points of
design have often to be discarded because some other detail
is inferior in consequence. In this latter case the material
left in the valve stem at the cotter hole proved so small
that the cotter was cut through very rapidly, and new
cotters were necessitated every 2,000 miles. In addition to
this, the valve steel I have been using is of such tensile

strength and hardness that it is almost impossible to find

drills and reamers that will remove the material at all,

much less do this cheaply enough to admit of the design
being adopted.
With regard to Mr. A. W. Montgomery's letter, pointing

out that a combination of steel and tungsten is utilised by
a certain American firm in the manufacture of valves, I note
that he states he has used a set of these for six months
without stretching, breaking, or appreciail;/ pitting (the

italics are mine). I have made very careful tests with
tungsten steel, and although it is almost impossible to break
valves made of this material, I find that such valves require
grinding in from five to eight times as often, and the valve
seats are in an extremely bad condition after 500 miles.

Your correspondent "Valvular" also refers to tungsten
steel valves, but I do not agree with the person who told

him that these valves were unaffected by any temperature
in an engine in use for ordinaiy road work. The material

is remarkably strong compared with other steels when in

a red hot state (from two to three and a half times the

tensUe strength at 700° C), but the valve stems and seats

scale very badly if the heat is maintained for any length
of time.

"Valvular" is correct when remarking on the cost of

tungsten steel valves. I have had 3% nickel valve stampings
quoted at 4id.

A.i angler's

as to diet,

P. and M. sidecar outfit becomes an object of interest. Calves ale not particular

:, a fact worth remembering when leaving one's mount amid rura} suiToimdmgs.

each, and the same valve stampings in

tungsten steel have been quoted at

6s. 6d. each, and on top of this the
cost of grinding tungsten steel valves

from the stampings and machining 3%
nickel valves is almost in the same
proportion as the cost of the stampings
themselves.

Whilst on the subject of materials,

I might mention a very troublesome
point that has arisen, probably due to

the rush on materials, and particularly

high-grade steels, since the outbreak

of war. Before the war broke out, we
had with A.B.C. engines experienced

only two valve breakages in the

machines turned out^ in two years, and
with the so-called same material de-

livered after war and during the steel

makers' rush we have had no less than

ii\e valve breakages since February of

this year.

It "appears, therefore, that the steels

now obtamable are-not so reliable as

formerly, and this has necessitated

further investigation with a view to

reducing valve" stress still further to

iccommodate the inferior material. I

wonder how many other manufacture"! s

have experienced the same trouble with
materials?

Gean"vtlle E. BEADsn.\w.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
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questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
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Registration.

I liave had a new engine fitted

to my motor cycle. Will it be
necessary to communicate with
the registration authorities ? The
old one is registered a De Dion;

this is an M.M.C.—E.B.
Yes, you should communicate to the

registration authorities any change in

the construction of your machine which
would require an alteration in the
register.

Lubrication.

I have just purchased a 220
c.c. two-stroke, and no instruc-

tions as to oiling were sent. It

is a drip feed, and I find one
drop every five seconds gives

best results. Is this sufficient ? At
first I over-oiled and used a pint to

fifty miles.—B.F.
VVe should say that the lubrication

suggested in your letter would be correct.

Warming the Carburetter.

I own a 6 h.p. twin motor
cycle, which is fitted with a long
exhaust pipe. If I clipped a
4ft. copper pipe, say ^ of jin.

inside diameter, to the outside of

the exhaust pipe and- led it to the
main air intake of the carburetter,
would the warm air passing into the
carburetter be of any benefit? If I

fitted an arrangement whereby the
exhaust gases would pass direct from
the end of the exhaust pipe, through
this pipe, and thence into the carbur
retter, would I get increased speed,
or would the hot exhaust gases interfere
Avith or upset carburation? The inlet

and exhaust valves are interchangeable.
Is it advisable to give the exhaust
valve a slightly bigger lift than tlie

inlet valve, in- order to facilitate the
exit of the gases?—A.W.

The exhaust gases may be used to warm
the carburetter, but should not be mixed
with the air entering through the air
intake, as this would affect the carbura'
tion. It is all right, however, to intro-

duce these to a jacket round the vaporis-
ing chamber. The lift in both cases
shoMid be about ^in. There is no par-
ticular object in altering the lift of the
exhaust valve from that which the
makers have arranged.

A26
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Licences for a Dealer.

Having been a reader of your
paper for a number of years,

and now being about to start in

business as a dealer, can you
tell me what licences (if any) are

taken out by a motor cycle agent?

—

P.E.B.
The licences required by a motor cycle

agent are : Driving licence, obtainable
from the local licensing authorities, and
also trade licences for riders to take
out machines for testing or demonstra-
tion purposes ; registration and licence for

machine for your own use, which are
best obtained from your local licensing

authority ; and a licence to sell and store
petrol, obtainable from the local inspec-
tor under the Petroleum Act.

Coventry to Torquay.

I shall be grateful it you will

give me— (1.) The best route
from Coventry to Torquay. (2.)

Information as to hills, police
activity, and lighting regula-

tions. (3.) The average speed possible
for the journey on a modern 3^ h.p.

machine. (4.) Would you recommend
a variable pulley gear or a three-speed
model for sidecar w'ork and also for
solo use?—A.C.W.

(1.) We recommend the following route:
Coventry, Kenilworth, Warwick. Strat-
ford-on-Avort, Winchcombe, Cheltenham,
Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath,
Kadstock, Wells, Glastonbury, Durston,
Taunton, Cullompton, Exeter,'^ Chudleigh,
Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot, Torquay,
or Exeter, Dawlish, Teignmouth, Tor-
quay. (2.) There are no hills which
would worry a modern machine on this
journey. The police are not likely to
give trouble if you drive carefully in

towns and villages, nor are the lighting
regulations likely to give you trouble
until you get near the coast. An article

dealing with the lighting regulations in

force in different parts of the United
Kingdom was published in The Motor
Cycle of March 18th. (3.) You should
be able to average twenty miles an hour
with this machine. (4.) Probably the
three-speed model is better for sidecar
work, as it allows you to have a lower
bottom gear. For solo work, the low
gear on the variable pulley is low enough
for ordinary purposes.

Redditch to Weston-super-Mare.

Will you please let me know
the best route from Eedditch

to Weston-super-Mare, together

with the total distance ?—

A

Constant Reader.
We recommend the following route :

Piedditch, Evesham, Cheltenham, Pains-

wick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath. Marks-

bury, Stowey, Compton JNIartin, Blagdon,

Weston-super-Mare. The distance is

approximately 110 miles. This is a

pleasanter run than through Gloucester

and Bristol, though the latter is shorter,

and Bristol can be avoided by turning

to the right at Filton and going over

Clifton Downs and across the new bridge

over the Avon (not the Suspension
Bridge).

Overheating with a Two-strote.

I should be much obliged if

you could suggest any reason

for the trouble I am having
with a 1910 machine. It seems
to overheat badly, the crank case

getting extremely hot. It does not
answer to the throttle at all. I use

Reliance plugs. The compression is

not very good, I fear : cylinders ai'e

free from carbon, and I keep the spark
well advanced. Is it possible that any
of the exploded charge gets into the

crank case and causes it to overheat?

—

L.S.D.
It seems higlily probable that the over-
heating trouble with your engine is due
to worn pistons, which allow the

explosion gases to pass into the crank
chambers on the firing stroke. In this

event it is obvious that the worn pistons

will not allow sufficient suction on the

carburetter, since the crank chambers
are partly full of hot gases. The
inability of the engine to answer the

throttle, and the overheating, are also

indirectly due to the incomplete crank
chamber suctioji. As tlie machine is

approximately five years old, and has
probably seen a good deal of wear,

we should think the best thing that

could be done would be to lilive the
cylinders rebored and new pistons fitted,

when tlie efficiency of tlie engine should
be completely restored, provided the
crankshaft compression washers and
transfer port gauzes, etc., are all in

good ol-dei-.
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An Oily Eiipriiie.

(1.) Wlu'ii fliaiigiiif; tn hijih

"^J, !;oai' on my 2A li.p. lifjlitwei^lit

^ the explosions cliimse to a sort

_SJ of clicking or hitting noise tor a

short distance, in phico of tlie

usual round full tone of the ordinary
explosion. There is nothing metallic

about the sounds, so I am not quite

sure if this can be termed " knocking."
The same thing takes place also when
slowing down on high gear. (2.) I

find that the countersh-aft belt pulley

does not run quite freely. I mean
that when the, belt is removed the

pidley (when in neutj'al position, of

course) does not revohe smoothly
with a twitch pf the hand, but has
practically to be piished all the way
round. There is practically no force

required, but I thought that the
pulley when free from the belt could
iae sent spinning round easily. If it

is too tight, how cr»n 1 remedy the
trouble? (3.) i\Iy engine regularly
gets absolutely pattered wi-th oil. even
on short runs. I suspect a leaking
pump. I have an ordinary plunger
pump, raising it to draw oil from
tank, and depressing it to send it

down, through a spring valve, to the
engine. This spring valve, to all

appearances, is all rignt, so that I can
hardly account for any oil getting
past it, unless it be that the suction
from the engine tends to pull the
valve dowHAvards. and so opens it

:

but I take it that there would be no
oil to pass until the plunger is

raised. Can you suggest anything ?

Jly oil tank is frequently empty when
I am under the impression I have given
about two' pumpfuls, when running,
but the oily condition of the engine
points to it getting far more oil than

^this.—w.j.ai.

(1.) The trouble is probably caused
through having the spark too far ad-
vanced when you change up, or probably
you have not accelerated sufficiently on
the low gear before changing. The noise
is a sort of knocking caused by pre-
ignition. (2.) The reason why the
pulley does not revolve freely may bs
due to an .excessive amount of grease
in the gear box, or to grease which is

rather too thick. If 'this is the case,
try Ambroleum, or some similar semi-
liquid grease. Do not forget that there
are gear wheels attached to the pulley-
shaft, the teeth of which have to ciit

through tlie grease. (3.) The only
thing you can do is to clean the crank
case thoroughly, and then run the
engine on the stand, and examine where
the leakage is taking place. This ought
to be quite easj' to find. It may," of
course, be at the union or at the crank
case joints. If the former, this should
be tightened i>p, and if at the latter, if

the leakage is serious, the crank case
will hai'e to come apart and be repacked
with brown paper soaked in boiled
linseed oil. It will be best to take the
pump apart, and see that the valve is

quite sound, and that there is no pos-
sibility of leakage. Perhaps a stronger
spring would cure the trouble. Do you
tind that the engine smokes? If" it

does not, the leakage may not be due
to excess of oil, but merely to defective
unions or crank case joints.

^«^ILlg
Bicester to Llandudno.
Would you kindly give mc the

route from IJicester to Lhm-
dudno, and if pos.siblo an alterna-
tive route for the return?—H.(J.

Either of the following can be recom-
mended, though the former is the prettier:
Bicester, B;inbury, Stratford, Alcester,
Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, .Much Wen-
lock, Shrewsbury, Lhuigollen, Corwcn,
Bettws-y-Coed, Llanrwst, Llandudno.
Appro.v-imate distance 180 miles. Bicester,
Brackley. Towcester, Weeden, Daventry
(turn right at bottom of hill), Crick,
Three Pots, Atherstone, Kazeley, Gailey,
Weston (turn right), Newport, Hinstock,
Whitchurch, Wrexham, Mold, St. Asaph,
Abergele, Colwyn Bay, Llandudno.
Approximate distance 192 nriles.

Timing a Twin.

Would you kindly let me
know the correct method of

timing a 1913' 6 h.p. twin engine,
as I have had to order the
entire parts, a«d the old parts

are not ma.rked ; also do you advise
packing the new parts in grease?—S.

We should recommend you to time the
iengine in the following way ; Set the
exhaust valve to close just after the
completion of the exhaust stroke. It

will then commence to open Avhen the
piston is about one-£e\xnth of the length
of the stroke from the bottom of the
firing stroke. The inlet should com-
mence to open .as the exhaust closes,

and remain open for one complete stroke
of the piston, or while the flywheels
turn through 180°. Time the magneto
as follows : Place the piston exactly on
top of the compression stroke, and con-
nect up the magneto with the points
just about to break and the ignition

lever two-thirds retarded. It is not u.sual

to use grease for the timing gear ; a

little oil is all that is necess.arv.

The Petroil- S.ysten:,

I have recently bought a
second-lund two-stroke, and I

a.m not quite certain ol thi-

correct jircjpoition of lubricating
oil to ]>tta'ol. Could you kindly

inform mc what is the iisua'l mixture?

,
—N-A.

Some makers recommend a proportion of
one part of oil to fourteen of petrol,
others one to sixteen, or half a pint of

oil to one- gallon of petrol. This should
be taken as a minimum quantity of oil.

When an engine is new it is advisable to
exceed this and keep the engine .smoking
slightly for the first two- or three hundred
miles.

READER'S REPLY.
Valve Trouble or Worn Piston Rings.

I notice that you give valve trouble
as the cause of "CW.'s" complaint,
but I am pretty certain that it is due
to worn piston rings, as I suffered from
this same complaint on a machine that
had run 10,000 miles, and cured it by
fitting new rings.—C. S. EoscoK.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H.W." (Newry).—Binks carburetter

on 1914 or 1915 6 h.p. Enfield with side-

car. Ease of starting, consumption, free
engine running (tick over), power on
hills, and sizes of jets used.

. "E.C.G." (Bridlington).—8 h.p. 1914
Chater-Lea. and 8 h.p. Zenith with
countei'shaft gear, for sidecar work.
Speed, consumption, tvre wear, and relia-

bility.

"A.M." (North Finchley).—4i h.p.

three-speed James and sidecar. Relia-
bility under continuous hard usage, con-
sumption, power, wear on chains, ease
of steering, and stability on grease.
Also 4i h.p. three-speed B.S.A. with
sidecar.

MOTOR VOLUNTEER TRANSPORT SECTION.
Despatch rider, mounted on a RuJge-IVIulti, vvaitmg for message from officer commanding

Liverpool Motor Transport Volunteers, N.V.R.

A27
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A Steerable Sidecar Suggestion.

With tlie ubject of facilitating the
steering of a sidecar, the sidecar wheel is

caused to move irj unison with the front
wheel of the bicycle. A toothed segment
A is mounted on the steering stem and
engages a corresponding segment B
carried by an arm C pivoted at D to the
sidecar frame. The sidecar axle E,

.
instead of forming a rigid part of the

frame as usual, is pivoted at V, so that it

can move in a horizontal plane, and the
axle F and arm C are coupled together
by a rod G, so that the sidecar wheel
follows the movements of the steering
wheel. One is left in some doubt as to
what supports the hear side of the sidecar,

?^^ Emc W Walford.

seeing that tlie axle has only a pivoted
connection at F.—W. A. James, No.
16,157, 1914.

The Villiers Two-stroke Lubrication

System.

In the Villiers engine, it will be
remembered, the oil passes with the iii-

going gas into the cylinder, although it

is not first mixed with the petrol. The
drawing shows the fitting by which this

is accomplished. The carburetter A is

clipped to the cylinder at B, and adjacent

fULY 1st, igi5.

to the attachment a pipe C enters the gas

passage. This pipe is supplied with oil

from a drip feed device, so that the oil

is taken direct into the cylinder.—C. G.

Garrard, F. H. Farrer, and the Villiers

Engineering Co., Ltd., No. 14,174, 1914.

Rear Spring Suspension.

Pivoted at A is a sector B, to which
are attached five laminated springs. Of
these, C and D are duplicated on each
side of the wheel, and are attached to a
tubular member E, which passes right

over the wheel and carries the ends of the

spindle. The 'fifth spring F is equal in

tension to the other springs added

together, and it has a sliding connection
at G to the main frame, passing between
a pair of rollers to reduce friction. It is

stated that no guides are required, as the
arrangement of the springs affords .<nifii-

cieut lateral rigiditv.—J. E. Spedding,
No. 17,783, 1914.

A 48 lb. Sidecar.

In describing the Henderson sidecars
in our issue of the 3rd ult. we should
have stated that the latest coachbuilt
model scales approximately 48 lb.

A.C. Sociables.

We are informed by Auto-Carriers,
Ltd., that all communications relating
to the sale and repairs of the light cars,

sociables, etc., should be sent to the
company's London address, 181, Hercules
Road, S.E.

1916 Models.

Mr. Victor Welsford, London manager
of the Harley-Davidson Motor Co., New-
man Street, Oxford Street, W., has left

England for the United States, whither
he lias gone for the purpose of arranging
for the 1916 Harley-Davidson models at

the Milwaukee works.

Spring Fork Links.

We are informed that the spring fork
links sold by Messrs. Herbert Terry
and Sons, Ltd., Redditch, are uow made
in a specially light form for machines
of less than 2 li.p. These links increase

the comfort of certain forks very con-
siderably.

Racing in Australia.

We are informed by !Messrs. Zenith
Motors that at the Easter Carnival at

Goulburn, N.S.W., the thirty-three miles
handicap for members of the Sydney club
resulted in a first for Sergeant Fair on a

6 h.p. Zenith. The .third place was
obtained by H. Bartlett, also on a 6 h.p.

Zenith.

.^28

A Cheap Insurance Policy.

The Mutual Property Investment and
Accident Co., Ltd., of Manchester, have
inaugurated a new coupon policy for

motor cyclists, the annual premium for

which is only 5s.

Kew Birmingham Repair Depot.

The Colmore Depot has just opened
new_ repair shops in Station Street, Bir-

mingham, quite close to the firm's show-
rooms in John Bright Street. A
speciality is to be made of motor cycle

overhauls, and modern machinery has
been installed.

Sun Successes.
Some very creditable performances

stand to the credit of Sun lightweights
fitted with the Vitesse engine. We have
already chronicled the results of the
Cork Twenty Hours Trial, in which these
machines won gold and silver medals and
the special lightweight prize. The. Sun
machines were the smallest in the trial,

A'iz., 269 c.c, and the route very trying.

In addition to this, the same riders, J.

J. White and J. F. A. Day, gained tirst

and second places by a substantial margin
in the Six Mile Speed Trials at Portmar-
iiock oil May 15th.

War Publications.

Among the minor results of tlie war of

int-erest to motor cyclists are the booklets

that many of the firms engaged in

Government work are producing. The
most attractive of this kind we have
yet seen is the B.S.A. "' War Service."

which, as may be surmised, is published
with the intention of calling attention

to the e.xtensive use of B.S.A. motor
cycles and pedal cycles by the various
branches of the Army.

Sidecar Outfits in Australian Trial.

We are informed that in the Virtorian
M.C.C. Easter reliability trial first and
second places in the sidecar class were
secured by a Peerless fitted with a
4 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision engine and
a Precision "Big Four" respectively.
The first-mentioned is a locally-built

machine, and it was the only sidecar
outfit wliich kept on time right through
the run. The trial extended over four
days, the distance covered being six
hundred miles. This may certainly be
considered a strenuous test.

Rudge Overseas Successes.
As far apart as Denmark and New

Zealand. Rudge machines are doing well
in trials. In the former country the
Rudge team won a twentv-four hours
team trial. There were eleven teams,
each consisting of three riders. In
New Zealand a Rudge rider, R. Jones,
was successful in winning, at N.ipier, on
Easter jNlonday, the ten miles race, time
10m. 46s. A fortnight after, Jones won
two other races at tlie Jlartou sports.

I.e., the ten miles race and the
flving mile.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WIlKKr,. Juno triulor (rlcyole .iirriiT, with nil
liittvt improvements : price £26/5/6 uet. or 47/6

mootlily.— Soon at 248. J)i8lioiisBalo> London. E.C. [1713

A UTOWllKKLS.-ilust soil. Two 1913 models, ox-il oeptunuil oKler, barenins at £6/10 encli ; also late
1914, iguny 1915 improvonreufti, £9.—Apply. Nyo, c/o
l'uroell'6, Ltd., Clinrlutto St., TottenUuui Court Ed..
London. [7807

Bat.
AT. 4h.p,. low. only alisht ndjuttnifut to ml in

order; 80/-, oll'ors.— 81, Loufe-hirrst Rd„ Lewisljnm.
f7915BXT. 1912, 6h.p., T.T. model, in excellent condition.

Lnous lamp set. Lorn, eto.j £30,—Tlia Morris (i;ir-

ifes, OxforiL [X9819
TJ JT.J.A.P., 1913, 7-8h.p. twin, and coach sidecar;
J-» £55; exchauEcs. deferred payments.—Lamb's, 151.
Uish St., Walthamstow. [7826

B.A.T.. 2-epeed, Slr.p. J.A.P. eneine. spring frame, all
in splcudrd order; £34/10.—Colmore Depot. 31,

Colmore Kow, Birmingham. [X8265
TDAT-J.A.l'., .7h.p.. new tj-res, tubes, and belts, per-
J-*" teot; £25, or lowej power and oa?h; sidecar. £2.
wheel buoliled.—314, Leytonstone Ed, E. [7869

BAT-J..\.P., 1912, S'/jh.p., single gear, in excellent
condition: £21/10.—The E.\eter lUotor Cycle

Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. [0569

BAT-J.A.P., 1915 new models for delivery from etotk-.
ehain-uuiii-belt drive, counter-shaft 3-speed gear.

extra strong tyre back wheel; £77/3; exchange or
gradual payments.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

1Q13 Racing Bat-Jap. 8-lOh.p.. overhead valves, also
J-*^ toriieilo eane sidecar, cost £12, very fast and
powerful; £45. or exchange lower power and cash; seen
any timo.-C. Piitohett, 141, Morton Ed., Wimbledon.

[7961
Blumfield.

BLUMFIELD 1914 6h.p. Twin, 3-epeed gear, kick
start, coaehbuilt side entrance sidecar ; £40 ; sol.i

part payment.—Young, Draper, 64, Triton Ed-. Small
Heath, Birmingham. [X9715

Bradbury.
f)3h.p. Bradbury. Bosch, good running order; £7.—
/V4 Long, Newton, Grange-over-Sands. [X9893
3ih.p. Bradbury, good running order: would exchange

tJ or sell £9.-16, Gap Rd., Wimbledon. [X9647
"I Q 14 4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, splendid condition.
J-t/ all accessories.—Ward, North Bank, Ipswich.

[X9779
4h.p. Bradbury, Gondola sidecar, new 1913, 2.speed.

equal to new; best offer over £36.-96, Vavasour
St.. Bochdale. [X9888
1Q14 6h.p. Bradbury Combiuati.in. new August; cost
J-fJ £110: splendid bargain, £70.—King, Bridge St..
High Wycombe. [7742

BRADBURY, 3iih.p., 1912ij. Bowdou gear, Model
de Luxe sidecar, tyres almost new-, lamp, etc.

;

£58.—Ardcrn, Chemist, Ashtou-under-Lyue. [X9894
DE.\DBURY 4 h.p. model, witli Sturmev-Archer
J-» 3-steed hub gear, brand new. just delivered; £50.—
Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, London. [X9864
3ih.p. Bradbury, mag., B.B., spring forks, new tjies

2 and belt, drop tube frame, lately overhauled;
£18.—C/o Hutchinson, Hythe, Southampton. [7733
"DEADBUKY, 19I2t date), 3V<:h.p., good condition,
•*-' N.S.TJ. gear, with eoiiclibui'It sidecar, all acces-
sories

; £50; seen by appointment.—Marlow Cottage,
Marsham Lane, Gerrard's Cross. [X9946
3ih.p. Bradbury, with art cane sidecar, N.S.U. 2-

2 speed gear, new cover on rear, new Dunlop belt,
recently overhauled, enamelled and plated; bargain.
-£30.—Earl's, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. rX9.970

BEADBUET. 3l/2h.p.. horizontal 1915 twin opposed
engine, countershaft 3^peed gear, and chain drive-;

£64; delivery from stock: exchange or extended pay-
ments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X9807
31h.p. Bradbury, 1912, N.S.U. 2-speed, good throngh-

2 out, complete with cane sidecar, side door, ruce
appearance; seen any time; trial: bargain, £28/10;
N.S-U 2.speed gear, suit twin,- 45/-.—Cos, 85, Church
Ed., Willesden. [X9915

Brown.
31h-p. Brown, free engine. Premier sidecar, 1910.

2 perfect; £22; accessories.-Hadley, Walton-on-
Treut. [X9419
T>EOWN, 3'/-ih.p., Bosch, mag., splendid going order;
J-» owner in Prance; £15/10.-18, Chatsworth Ed.,
Clapton, N.E. [7758
"DROWN Combination, 1911-12. 3l/.-4h.p., , mag

,

-«-' Stnrmey, 3 speeds; sacrifice £23/10.—Wands-
worth JMotor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
Loudon. rX9934
"OROWN Combination, 6-8h.p., powerhil twin, 2
-•-' speeds, F.E., 1911-12 model, fully equipped, per-
fect order throughout; de28.—SpeecWey, 45, Church
Rd., Acton. [8035

B.S.4.

B.S.A.'s. 1915 models, in stock.-Parker and Son.
St. Ives, Hunts. . [8015

"D S.A., 1915, Model K, 4r,4h.p.; in stock; £59/15
-M —Butler's Garage, Baldock. [X9834

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

Is dcsiRncd for Ions IHe, and ha.s a wonderful
reserve of statiility, and is sale on Rrcasy roads.
Luf;t,'age-carrier built Into frame. Caunot shake-
loose, and is a boon wbea touring.

From £6 6s.

Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
SidecaTb. Several
Modsls.

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
the most powerful machine made. It will takg a

sidecar up a 45% grade without a murmur.
Why wait for an inferior machine ?

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved Sidecar machine made, fitted

with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-spccd sliding counter-shaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine will just tick over when
in free engine, double stem handle-bar made from
rolled cold steel, carrier, cne steel stamping, spare
petrol tank; in fact, refinements not found on any
other machine. Full detailed catalogue upon
application.

PRECE, 7-9 h.p, 3speed model .' £68 5

Ditto, ditto, electrically equipped . £76 13

We will make a liberal allowance for your present
machine in exchange. Yorkshure dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley*Daviasons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 3in. tyres^and 4-point attachment. £12 10.

4 h.p. WOLF-JAP £43
Brand new, countershaft 3-speed gear, chain drive,

kick starter. Full specification upon application.

We have taken the following machi[ies in part
paym?nt for Harley-Davidsons. Make us a cash
ofier

:

6 h.p. REX, 19x2, 2 speeds, and complete
witli«i;f 12 Sidecar £30

7 h.p. Blue INDIAN, 2 speeds, complete
with Sidecar, F.R.S. lamp, 1912 model. . £37 10

1913 SCOTT and Myers* Sidecar, horn, lamps,
speedometer, etc £49 10

3^ h.p. L.M.C, J913, 2-5peed and coach-built
" Sidecar £30

1912 ENFIELD Combination, lamp, horn,
speedometer -

- ..,-,. £46 10
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1914, and coach-built

Sidecar, 3 speeds £40
1914 CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds . , £19 19
5 h.p. twm HAZLEWOOD, 1913, 3 speeds. . £32 10
3.^ h.p. L.M.C., 1913. countershaft gear £25
3V h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 1913, 3-speed model £25
iiOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto £8 15
3 h.p. TRIUMPH £6 15

if h.p. REX, M.O.V. „ £3 15

i -h.D. ROVER, M.O.V., modern low machine £12 15
6 h.p. twin REX, spring forks £10 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, magneto £12 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand 6ew weatherproof magneto £3 10
New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11 ; 40 amps. 12/6
Gas Engine, 3X4in., dynamo, switchboard,

and lamps. Exchange entertained £12
New Underslung Sidecar Chassis, complete . . 52/6
New 31 /- Glare Brass Electric Tailiamp ... 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray stationary petrol engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES.
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L.I F AX.
'Phone 1062. ' Close at 6 D.m.

19

HBB

MOTOR CYCI.r.S FOR SALC.
U.S.A.

BS A, 1915 MorlcJ K in «tr.ck; 4l/ili D-, 3-liIiei>d

t'OiiiitiMnhatt eear, £59^5.— Bolow.

B.S.A.. 1915. model K, 4yii.p,, J-spced giMr. dono
1.000 iniloa, Liicis lamp set. born und mirror.

Biianinfwd sound; £56 —Eko und Co., 15, Uiahopafallj
A\-., Cumomilo St., E.C, [0492

B.S.A. 1915 Model K., with U.S.A. eidccor. In etocli ;

immediate delivery; £76/10.— Geo. Sharmau,
IJrackley. [X9879

B.S.A., 1914. T.T., Philipson pulley, perfect condi.
tion; £39—18, Keen's Yard, .St. Paul's Rd..

Ilishbury. [7960

B.S.A.; Models H. and K. delivered promptly: special
terms for largo deposits.—Lamb'ti, 151, Hit'h St,,

Waltliamstow. [7827

B.S.A., 4',4h.p., mode IK., one month old, ridden
twit-e. fully equipped; £58.—Cooper, 14, OakUiiid

Ed., Dovcrcourt. [7781

B.S.A., 4L.p., 1914 model, speedometer, and all accp*^-

6orie^, in first-class condition; £48.—Philpot's
Garage, Canterbury. [X9780

1Q14 B.S.A., mode! K., 3-speed, chain and belt,
JLU specification aa list, ridden 3.500 miles, perfect
conditiou; £47.—Kobinson'fi, Green St., Cambridge.

[6867

B.S.A., 3V-h.p. Minerva engine, 26in. wheels, low
frame, any trial, real bargain, £15;. also Bosch

magneto, D2, single-cyl., 60/-.—31, Avenue Ed., Ham-
mersmith. [8006

15 B.S.A., 4^h.p.. 3.speed, counter-shaft gear,

clutch, kick starrer, chain-cum-belt, lamp, horn,
..pcedometer, etc., perfect condition, only 400 miles;
£56.—Lloyd Williams, Hydro, Llandudno. PC9754

B.S.A.. Model E, 557 C-C, 2-speed, free engina hub.
fitted with a torpedo coaehbuilt sidecar; ttoe wholo

is quite new. only run about 100 miles- price £50. no
oSers.— \V., 32, Sunny Bank, Soutb Norwood. [7916

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., chain drive, 3-speed, kick starter,

coaehbuilt sidecar, done under 2.000; £60: will

eutertaiu good lightweight in part exchange.-Atkin-
tou, c/o Hill, Turner Bridge, Bolton, Lanca. [X9892

"|015 4^4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed model, kick starter, com-
-LJ7 pletely atted with accessories, ready for the road,
brand ueiv and unused, in stock for immediate delivery.

—On view, London Motor Exchange, 24, Baker St..

W. [8051

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPES, all models actually in stock.—Lamb's,

151, High St., Waltliamstow. [7828

CALTHORPE, 1915, latest 2-speed lightweight
models in stock; cash or extended terms.

—

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. [X9865

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, f.A.P'.'e and 2-stroke<.

from £27/14: send for list and easy paj-ment term,i.

-Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W. ' [0647

CALTHOEPE-J.A P., 2-speed. and Calthorpa 2.stroke.
actually in stock: free tuition.—Hucklebridge. 133.

Sloaue St.. London. Tel.: 451 Victoria. [X9S39

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., latest model. 2?lh.p., Enfield
2-speed gear, actually in stock: £34/13.—Prest-

wich's Motor Exchange, 26, St. John's Ed., Hove.
Brighton. [7764

1 Q15 CaIthorpe-J..A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15;
JLU pIso 2Vih.v. 2-5troke, 2-spced, £31/8/6; de-
livery from stock; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian.
Broid St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [X6409

Chater-Lea.

C HATER-LEA, 4h.p., late 1914. 2-speed, new condi-
tion: £37.-177, Canterbury Ed., West Kilbnrn.

[319766
1Q12 3'/di.p. Chater-Lea. in very good conaiiic-a ;

i-U £22/10.—Newuham, 223. Hammersmith Kd . w
[7819

8 h.p. Chater-uea Combination. 3 speeds, many rcnue-
nients; trial run; 50 gns.—Butler, 29, Pierrepnint

Ed., Actoirr [X9878

CHATEE-LEA, 1912%. coaehbuilt sidecar, mechanical
and general condition perfect; £55.— Gill, Tram-

way Depot, Wood Green. N. [7933

8 h.p. Chater-Lea. 3-speed model, and free engine, com-
plete with sidecar; £50. splendid bargain.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X9811

Clyde
3.h-p. CIvde, Amae, Hellesen, low, fast; £5.-152.

/V* Meeting House Lane, Peckham [7730

Clyno.
LYXO 1914 Combination, almost new, perfect; £60.
—Percy, 337, Euston Ed., London. [8027

C^LYNO Combination, 1912. free engine, 2-spced,
> kick start: £34; evenings.—Hole, 129, Park Lane,

Carshalton. ' [X9880

"|Q12 5-6h.p. Clyno and Turner coaehbuilt sidecar.
-L ?/ excellent condition : accept £43.—Parker and
Son. St. Ives, Hunts. [S020

"IQ13 Clyno and Sidecar, perfect condition, and fuliy
JLtJ equipped; bargain, £50.—Stretton and Smith. 23.
Woodstock St., Bond St., W. [7743

CLYNO, 5-6h.p.. 1914, coaehbuilt. 3-speed, clutch,
kick-start, lamps, accessories, perfect condition

;

3E53.-1T., 45, Lyndhurst Ed., Peckham. ISOOl

c

All letters relating to advertisements should iiuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the AXl
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTNO 1912 Combination, Lucas set. Pillion seat,

splendid oidex; £36; aijijointmeut.—I'artieulary,

Billlngsley, 18, Kimberley Ed., Upper Edmonton. [7769

CLYNO, 1914, 2-stloke, 2-speed, lightweight, hand
controlled clutch, epleudid order; £32.—Coleford,

153, Clapton Common. N. 'Phone: Dalston 2057.
[7963

TQ13«. Clvno Combination, with spare trheel, and
JLt7 Palmer cord tyres, 26x3, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, spares, in new condition; £50. — Dowson, 3,

Houghton Grove, Beeston Hd., Leeds. [7352

h.p. 1912 Clyno, 2.6peed, F.E., ju.st overhauled, new
_ eh.-tins, 2 lamps, and horn, large white cane side-

car, with side entrance: £37/10, or near offer, caeh.

—Viewed at 161, King's Ed., Camden Town. [7447

"IQ13 Clyno, 3-speed gear, chain drive, good tyres,

-JLt? detachable wheeJs, separate oil tank, engine,

gear box, and general condition perfect, with No. 6

Clyno sidecar: £55.-Eobim!on's, Green St., Cambridge
[0612

Dayton.
AYTON 2-stroke, De Luxe model. perfect:

£18/10.—Mansfield, Kibworth. (.X9886

6

D

D
19

Douglas.

OUGLAS, 19131/2, just overhauled: £38.-Grice 43^

Woodville Gardens, Ealing. [7986

13 Douglas, 2 speeds, clutch, complete; £35.—
Cross, Effingham, Sq.. Eotherham. [X9800

OUGLAS, 1912, 2%h.p., 2 .speeds : what oflers?-

103, Lovely Lane, Warrington, Lancashire. [.773 1

OUGLAS, 23,4h.p. to lOh.p. models.-Gouilay, the

great Douglas agent. Eollowfield. Manchester

OUGLAS. 2-speed, clutch, 2%l.p., perfect, running

order; £23.-88, Whitegate Drive, Blackpool.

121A Douglas (1915 engine), perfect condition

;

"nearest £30.—Bland, Devonehire Hall, More-

D
D
19
cam be.

DOUGLAS, 1911, single speed, good order; £16/10;

exchange considered.-Neighbour, do Gaidam s,

Staines. ['320

DOUGLAS, late 1914, model W, new condition, all

accessories, spare tyre; £43.-19, Eoseleigh Av^.

Highbury. L7924

DOUGLAS. Z'/ih.v-. 1911 (late), engine just over-

hauled, good tyres; trial; bargain, £15.—Eidridge,
Fordingbridge. {7927

1014 Douglae, 2-speed, condition as new, all acces-

Xt/ series : £36.-A. Marsh, 35, Benton Ed.. Spark-

hill, Birmingham. [X9644

DOUGLAS, 3lAh.p., model B, with new Millford side-

car, cycle complete in every detail, excellent con-

dition; £7d.-Phillippi, Blosham, Oxon. tX9722

DOUGLAS, model W, 1914, smashed back wheel,

damaged frame, engine and front untouched; what

oflers?—Wortham Blake, Waltham Cross. [7731

DOUGLAS. 1913, perfect running order, new tyres;

any trial; accessories; £34, or exchange erdecar

machine.—Day, -Si, Bicester Rd., Aylesbury. [7948

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2%h.P.. T.T. model, had little use,

excellent condition, lamp, horn, etc. ; £45 ;
first

cheque secures.-The Morris Garages. Oxford. [X9820

DOUGLAS U, 1914. almost new, £39/10; two Doug-

las, 1912, £29/10 each; Douglas, 1911, 2-speed,

£26.—Edwards, Motors, Taunton. 'Phone; 191X2. [7805

-| Q14 2-speed Gear Douglas, model V, nevi studded
J-iJ tyres. Pedley belt. B130 saddle, F.K.S. lamp
set, horn, etc.; £40.-Eobinson's, Green St.. Cambridge.

[0613

TO 11 Douglas. 2%h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, just over-

J-Zf hauled, in good condition; bargain, £18.—L.

Wood, 8, Eailwav Terrace, Penistone, near ghefflekl.

[X9887
DOUGLAS, 1914, model V, 2%h.p., T.T.. 2-speed,

nearly new condition, 3 gn. lamp, special fittings

;

£50.—Linden, Christian Malford. Chippenham, Wilts.
[7995

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1912, plating and enamel splen-

did, lovely engine, Bosch mag., easy starter, drip

and pump lubrication, very fast; only wants seeing:

f 28.-ShnckeU. 42. Mill Hill Rd., Acton, W. |:S9728

DOUGLAS, 1913 or 1914. 2-speed model, or similar

machine, for cash; must be cheap. Full particu-

lars. Telephone, and will call and see machine immedi-
atelv.—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland St., W. Tel.: 3425
Mayfair. f8012

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. (1913%), with Ealli coachbuilt

lightweight sidecar, perfect condition : £42, or

would exchange with cash adjustment for higher power
combination ; Indian or James preferred.—Reply. 28.

College Rd., Harrow. [7871

Eagle.

COVENTEY Eagle, 1915, 2i/2b.p., 2-stroke. Diinlop
studded tyres '^enspray mag., condition as new,

not done 100 mile... -^=ed for demonstration only

;

£28; exchange entertained.-Ideal Cycle Co.. Thun-
dersley, Essex. [7973

Elf.

41h.p. s-speed Elf-Precision, with Canoelct sidecar,

^ wind screen, spares, las new; £45; exchange twin

01 cycle car.—22, London Ed.. Tunbridee Wctls. r7R4I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

6 h.p. Twin-cyl. Boj-al EnBeld and Sidecar; £45.—At
Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X9812

FOE Sale. Royal Enfield motor cycles, splendid v:on- 1

dition.-J. LiU. Hogs-thcroe. Alfoid. [7793

1315 MODE US.
All ex actual stock at the time of going to press.

G.W.K., g h.p., standard model £178 10
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, standard, 3-speed model £68 5
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, rrj, electric model ... £76 13
NEW-RYDER-J.A.P., ^Jh.p., 2 speeds £33 12
J-H., 6 h.p., 3 speeds, M.A.G. engine. £73 10
REX. 6 h.p.. rgi4, 2-speed, Combmation ... £69
ZENITH, .(-; h.p.. clutch model, Millford S'car £74 4
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch, in red £82 12
ROYAL RUBY, 2^ H.p., 2-stroke £26 5
*ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke ..£32 5
NEW RYDER, 2jh.p., 2-stroke, single-speed . £27 6
•SUN-VILLIERS, 2! h.p., s.spced, 2-stroke ... £26 5
INDIAN} 3^ h.p. twin, 3 speeds, red £60
JAMES, 3^ h.p. twin, 3 speeds, kick start .... £63

5% e.xtra on machines starred.

EARLY DELIVERIES
OF

RUDGE, PREMIER, BLACKBURNE,
B.S.A., ENFIELD, INDIAN,

ZENITH, TRIUMPH, JAMES, and

ALLON Machines.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFIXS.

REX, 1914. 6 h.p., 3 speeds, chain drive £58
REX, igr-t, 6 h.p.. 2-speed, Portland Sidecar .. £55
ENFIELD, rgr^, 6 h.p.. Combination £65
MATCHLESS, lgt3, 8 h.p., 2-sp., Collier's Sidecar £55
ZENITH, igr4, 8-g h.p. (90 bore), special colour. . £75
RUDGE, rgrs, coachbuilt sidecar £52
6.S.A., rQT4, 3:'. h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt £58
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., 2-specd, coachbuilt £53

LilGHT CARS, E-tc.
PREMIER, 1913, 8 h.p., 2 sp., reverse, almost new £58
A.C. SOCIABLE, 1912}, 4-5 h.p., hood and screen £38
G.W.K., 1914 model, special heavy tyres £130

SOUO SVIAOHINES.
HOBART, 1912, 2 h.p., 3-speed, open frame £22
ARIEL, 2 h h.p., accumulator ignition £7
RUDGE, igi2, 3^ h.p., clutch model £28
RUDGE, 1914, 3^ h.p. Multi, as new
F.N., 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive £22
REX, 1911, 3^ h.p., clutch model £22
N.S.U., igi2, 3 h.p., under-geared pulley £20
NUMBER, 191 1, 3 J h.p., 2-speed gear - £21
SCOTT, 19 14, 3J h.p., every possible accessory . , £58
TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, just re-enamelled . . £20
EXCELSIOR, 3J h.p., 3 sp., magneto, spring forks £20
B.S.A., 1914, 4'h.p., 3 speeds, chain drive £52
PREMIER, 1912, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft. £28
EXCELSIOR, I9i4,"7t.p., 2 speeds (American).. £50
RUDGE 1914 3i h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £45
CALTHORPE, 1913, 8 h.p., 2-sp., chain-cura-belt £30
RUDGE, 1914, 3^ h.p. Multi. as new £54
B.S.A., T914, 4 h.p., 3-speed, all chain £49
SCOTT, 1914, 32 b.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £50

MONEY FOR MOTORS .

We buy. any make of modern cycle, light car or

cycle car" FOR OASH. Best Pricespaid.

MOTOR MART
1004 136 Gt Portland SI LondonW
Telephone -bb? Moyfair fr/ey/ami 'Abdicate Wesdo

12V'' 6h.p. Enfield CombinatioD. first rate order;
£47.-53, Brownhill Kd., Catford. [785619

EXFIELD.—Delivery of all models from etock.—Sole
"dirtrjct agent-. The Morris -Garages. Oxford. [X9821

EXl-'lELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1913, lampe, hom,
ete. ; 45 gn«.-103. St. Stephens Ed.. Bow. E.

[X9718
3 h.p. Enfield. 1912-3. 2-.^peed. clutt:h. joet overhanled;

£23: after 6.-10, ILilpas Ed.. Btocklcy, S.E.
[76013 h.p. 19131/2 Enfield, good order, aceessories ; £32.—

Hort-Snuth, Camphene, Ttronley Ed., Sutton-
[7922

1Q14 Enfield, 3h.p.. 2-6peed, tiik start, acce^oiie;.
-L«!/ Jone.;, overhaoled: going Front; £36.~Venning,
Barracks, Ipswich. - [X9917

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, new September, 1913, all

spares, and speedometer, verv little used ; £.52.—
169a. Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. [8004

EXFIELDS, 80 gn. and £100 De Lnse invariably
from stock: exchanges.—Lamb's, £nfield Spe\;ial-

ists, 151. High St.. TValthaui-tow. (7829

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination. 1915, new in ;ApriL, 3
lamps. acce.s^ories : £78, or nearest ofier: owner

buying car.—Dy.son, Lytheys. Hersham. [7791

ENFIELD, 1914ii. 6h.p.. coachbuilt combination, new
condition- trial by appointment : Lucas accessories,

Pahuer cord tyres: 60 gns.—21, Packihgton St., Isling-

ton. £7931

ROYAL Enfield 3h.p. Twin and 6h.p. Combination,
Irom stock.—The Exeter Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd.,

7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

mouth. [0571

ONE 6h.p. Enfield Combination. August, 1913, good
condition. Lucas hom and lamp, speedometer;

trials given- best price over £50.—A. E. Stott. 391 and-

393, Manchester Ed.. Rochdale. [X9249

"lQ15_^8h.p. Enfield Combination, purchased new 28th
Xt/ last month, dvuamo lighting set. irupunctured

;

cost £110. price £100. -Easy terms £2 -estra.-R. E-

Joues (Garages). Ltd.. Swansea ; also at Cardifi. [0681

1Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condition.

i-XJ fullv equipped, Lucas head and rear lamps and
horn, speedometer, watch, tools, 700x80 rear tyre: £75:
can be seen in London by appointment.—Liddell. Abbey
Farm. Eenhold, Bedford. [7847

ENFIELD 6h.p. 2-6peed Combination^ coachbuilt side-

bar, wind screen, speedometer, mirror. 3 lamps.

.

horn, tools, mat. engine just overhauled, new tyres

and tubes fitted, in perfect running order, takes any
liills owner buving car ; seen and trial given any time

;

£55.—Newton. Underbill. New Barnet Herts. [7808

ENFIELD. 3h p., T.T: model :but fitted with roadster

handle-bars and mudguards. Soman rims, and
rustless spokes), a fast ai.d reliable machine, engine

(November. 1914! and all parts in excellent condition

and "perfect running order, with or without Watiutd
speedometei-, 40 gus.—J.H.W., Carol Green Cottap^
Berkswell. near Coventry. [X88O1

Excelsior.

3ih p. Excelsior, reliable, splendid goer. Amac,
-t Whittle, tootboards, 'condition good; £7/10.—

Jory, Point. Hayle. [X9846^
Fafnlr.

Tl-VFNIR and Sidecar, 1912, 4V.h.p.. clutch model.,

any trial; 20 gns.—69, Greenside Rd.. VVest'

Croydon. 7970
F.N.

F

111 letters relating to advertisements s.^oulU quote the number at the end of each

N 2>Ji.p.. 2-speed: 12 gns.—Winifred Gowdey,

895. Fulham Ed.. S.W. [7951.

4-CYL. F.N.. mag., in running order; £7.—20,
Alphington St.. Exeter. 1.7857

F.N.. 6h.p.. 2-sp,-*ed. clutch, drip, central intake;
' £16/10.—Pearse. Staplehurst. [7723

r h p 4.CV1. F.X.. 2-specd gear, free engine, good order;

O cheap.-F. SeweU, Long MeHord. [7865

FN 1911. 5-6h.p. .spare tube, hovn; £17": seen bl
appoiutment.-Gill. 52. Iie«eut\vnter J'*'-

.^Sg'i'a

F.N. Combination. 4-i-yl.; 25 gns.. or exchange foi;

lightweight.-Winifrcd Gowdey, 895, Fulham Ed.,!

S.\V. [7952.1™

FN. Lightweight, 1914, shaft diH-e. dutch. 2.si)eed. 1

pertect condition: £35.-27. Lammas Part Rd..

Ealing. - 17894

F.N.. 1912. dutch. SSh.p.. 1914. 2-speea. and side-

car all accessories, splendid condition; *35.—67.

Bnrutash Rd., l.ee, S.E. ^8002

Oah.p. F.N., spring forks. B. and B.. new Dunlop
^1 tvre. and accumulator, powerful; first 65/-. Kir-

gaiu.-Webb. St:ltion. Oundle. [XStli

Harley-Davidson.

HA.ELEY-nAVIliSON and sidecar iu efock for iin-

uieoiate delivcry.-Xelson. Gloddacth S'- I-|»":

dudud. [X9960

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX from stock, also sidebars to

«uit- special easy payment.s and exchanges. -Lamb s,

|l51 Hisil St.. WaltlKlU'Stcw. [7823

advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCI.I;S FOR SALE.
M:itchlc89.

ATOHLKSS. 1914, 8h.l).. HpleiuUtl I'Oiulition, luiiiP'*,

linru, siiovOomotiT. uveiallrt, i-oiiiploti' : £75. ii biir-

iuii.— ShuluM aiul Admuti. Gaiiifie. Wi'IIinetou, Sult'ii,

17759
]V,irAT(MIl.KS3-.).A.P.. eh.p.. T.T. model. lastost
ItX thing on the road, beautiful condition, guaran-
teed; £31, absolute bargain.—80, Durley B.d., N.

17881

7 -911. p. Matfhle.it* Combination, free engine, TnriiibJe

gear, IlosL'h uuig., Kempwliall tyre.*, Kood running
order; neare.st £25,-80, llisiiliam Hd,, Sontliport.

[X9818
8h.p. Matchless Combinntion, hood, screen, lamps,

chain drive, countershaft 2-speed. cost £110 early
1914. new tvres recently : £55.—

[X9978
Minerva.

INEKVA 4i,;.hp. (wi'i. Bosch; fl4/10.-i0. Prairie
Ed.. Addtoton.'. Surrey. [X9944

31.h.p. Minerva, drop frame. T.T.. Bosch. B. and 11.

:

2 £15.-55. AVolsey Av.. Wulthomstow. [X9856

3ih.p. Minerra. B.B. carburetter, Bosch mag., spring
2 fortw> variable pulley, good condition.—Reynard.

Whittle, near Ch.Tley. [X9870

MotO'Reve.
3h.p. Moto-Reve. uuig.. spring forks. J. A. P. . engine,

new tubes, t.vrcs tound. just overhauled, liglit-

weight; flO.-Holyoake, 92. Battersea Rise, S,W.
[X9756

Motosacoche.
MOTO.^ACOCHE. 2h.p., large Brooks. Palmers, very

low. Dniid forks, gjod order; £4/10. or first rea-
eonable oft'er.-Huivthcrn. Coulsdon. [7739

MOTOS.iCOCHE. S'.yi.p.. mag,, spring forks, in
splendid running order. 1912; bargain, £12/10. no

Oflers.-Simijson, High St., Walton-on-Thamcs. [7718

MOTOSACOCHE. l^ih.p,, mag.. Whittle belt. S.A.
3-spped gear, in perfect order, and very little u^ed ;

f9'10.-Gordon. Kneeswnrth St., Eoyston, Herts. rX9330
3JLh.p. 1915 Motosacoche, 3-speed counter-shaft gear.

2 chain diive. M.A.ti. engine, in stock; best terms
for cash, easy terms, or exchange.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe
Lane. London. [X9308

1 Q 14 3',clip. Twin Motosacoche, M.A.G., De Lissa
-»- ^ valves, 2.speed countershaft, Lucas lamp set.
horn. etc.. practically new; £40; offers.—Empson.
Merton Grange. Gamlingay. [7912

MOTOSACOCHE. 1915. 4h.p. twin, just delivered,
fitted with the famous M.A.G. engine, De Li::sa

valves, countershaft gear, chain drive, phenomenal
acceleration ; £62 ; best exchange terms.-Eagles and Co,,
High St., Acton. [X9366

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson. 2^4h,p,. 3-speed gear, and clutch, like

new tbroushont: £30.—Colmore Depot, 31. Col-
more Row, Birmi^^ham. [X8262

NEW Hudson. 2V4b,p,. 2-stroke, new October, 1914.
absolutely perfect, and like new; accept £23 —

Spearman. Shenstone. Lichfield. , [X9757

NEW Hudson.—All models delivered from stock.—
The Exeter Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd,.

Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0603

NEW Hudson Combination. 6h.p.. counter-shaft.
1914'i4. 1.500 miles onlv. all accessories, perfect;

£65. no offers.- S.. 213. Hanworth Rd . Hounslow. [7892

NEW Hudson. 1913. 2'/2h.p., 3-speed gear; £25/10,
—The Exeter Motor Cvcle Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath

Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0570

1Q13V.? 4h.p. 3-speed New Hudson and Canoelet side-
-*.»/ car, in thorough running order, has been very
carefully u.sed. many spares: £45.—Loudon, 24, ,Har.
court St,. Marylebone Ed.. London. [7735

New Impeiial.
1Q15 Ne'.v Imperial Lightweight, 2-speed, inJ-" stock. — Blackburn, Albert Hall Buildings.
Brighouse. [X9943

IMPEEIAL-J.AP.. 2V.h.p., 2-speed gear, T,T. bars, and
acce,s.,ories, aa new; £32.—McKinnon, Walling-

ton, Surrey. [X9907
TV'EW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P.. 2V,h.p. : £34/3/6 cash, or^' fifth down, 2'/.% on balance.—Referee Cycle Co..
3J2, High Holborn, W.C. . [2774

in IS 254h.p. New Imperial-J.A.P., 2-sneed, actually
J-t/ in stock; price £34/3/6; exchanges; easy
terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024.'

N„
' [X6408BW Impenal-Jap. the most reliable medium weight

on the market, fitted with counter-shaft 2-speed
gear; price £34/3/6.-The Colmore Depot, 31, Ren-
8haw St., Liverpool, [7413

New Ryder.
NEW Ryder 2-stroke. immediate delivery; £23"

exchange entertained.—Ideal Cycle Co., Thun-
dersley. Esses. [7974

Norton. .

IQIS T.T. Norton, new Maj-, mileage 300; too fast--" for owner; £42.—F. Soivter, Brigg. (7787

1 Q15 Norton. 5-speed, lamp and horn, good as new;
-f-^ £50.-Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [3016

NOHTOX. 3iAh,p., T.T., 1915, 6 weeks old, just thor-
oughly overhauled; buying car.—Bethell, Bromp-

ton Barracks. Chatham. [X9742

GET IT AT

0IAYLORS

EXCELSIORS
A Sidecar Combination for £54.

The Excelsior Lightweight Combination can
be recommended both for solo and sidecar work.
The engine lias a cubic capacity of 349, and, as

described in last week's " Motor Cycle," made
marvellous climbs on Devoushire test hills with
sidecar and passenger.

Fitted with countershaft 2-speed gear, chain
dri\e, hand-controlled clutch, and coach-built
sidecar.

PRICE complete £54 Os.

„ machine only £44 2s.

„ 2j h.p, 2-strokc lightw't £29 8s.

Write for Catalogue and deli\-ery dates.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.
TERMS

:

Cash, Exchange, or E.\ tended Payments.

IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combi-
nation, electric lighting set, grey
finish £95 7 6

4! h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination ... £82 12 9
3', h.p. ROVER Combination £E0
3I h.p. JAMES, twin, 3-speed £66 3

23 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., - speed.
handle-b-ir control ignition £35 10 6

2j h.p. Lady's COMET, 2 stroke. 2 sp. £33 1 6
CANOELET SIDECAR, spurting miidel.

4-point attachment £11 9 6
WATSONIAN Lightweight, cane,

weight 50 lbs £7 18 6

A FEW BARGAINS 'SS^

SECOND-HAND STOCK.
If you purchase your A.J.S. from us, you can

rely on a properly adjusted and tuned-up
machine.

' And 12
Cash. Deposit. Pay-

5-6 h.p. 1915 CARDEN Is. £ s. ments of
de Lu.'ic iMouocar,

many extras 70 35 62/8
8 h.p. 1913 HENDER-
SON, 4-cyl., 2-specd,

very fast 56 2S 53/9
Forecar for same 12 12 3 3 16/11

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.Sm 3-sp.,

and new coach-built
Sidecar 65 10 20 80/3

22 h.p. 1915 ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESS Combn 38 — —

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
2-speed 18 10 S 22/-

3i h.p. MATCHLESS,
magneto 17 —

22 h.p. 1914 A.J.S., 3-sp. 42 — —
VULCANISER.—Save your tyre repair bill by

vulcanising your own tyres. Send for descrip-

tive leaflet. Car size, 35/-.
Motor cycle size, 12/6

ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS.

Special Stockists for A.J.S., J.A.P., and REX.

TYRES.—Big stock of best naakes. Write for

complete Tyre Catalogue.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wtiolesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

*Phone—Museum. IC40.
Telegrams—" Dynametro, \VestceQt, London."

o

MOTOR CYCI.LS I-OR SALE.
N.S.U.

N.H.V., 3h.p., free engine, nice condition; flO.-l,
KinB St., Acton. [7961

N.B.tr. 2-epee(l Gear, nearly now, Huit Triumph; 95/-.—
Cross, ABcnt, Eotherhani. 1X9798

N.S.ir.. 3-3V'h.p., EoKch, mechanical valves, lo«
built, perlect order; £10/10,-45, Church Hd.,

Acton. (BOS'!

N.S.U.. 3^'ih.p. twin, brand new, unridden. 2-('iieefl

b-eiir, hb.c; £45, co.st £57/10.-68, Hiijli St..

Kine.sland. N.E. (7839

3 h.p. N.S.U., h.t. mas., B. and B., ioothoaiin, eotul

condition, new tyre ; rirle 40 milcfl to likely huyer

;

£Xl, or oflers—Merrall, liiirnoldswiek, Colne, Lanes.
[7788

N.U.T.

| Q14 6.8h.p. N.U.T., complete combination, with
J- J/ speedometer, lamp, and horn, almost new; £60.
-West End Garage. Blackburn. [0677

O.K.
K. Juniors, immediate delivery; the perfected 4.

stroke motor cyclette.—Meeten, Motors, Dorking.
[7736

P. and M.

Sih.p, P. and M. and Sidecar, 2 speeds, etc. ; £36.—
a Cross. Jeweller. Rotherham. [X9798

NEW 1915 P. and M, ; imincrtiate delivery; offers.-

Box 7.928. I'he Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
[X9835

PHBLON-MOOEE, late 1912 combination, kick

starter- £37. -Shone, 70, "Watergate St., Chester.
[7891

P.
AND M. Combination. 1913, Lucas lamp set,

luggage grid and wind screen to sidecar, spare

tube case; £46.—Somerset Villa, 7, Granville Rd.,

Wandsworth, S.W. [7967

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W„ hara
several -good second-hand P. and M. machin&j for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect

Older.-Can be seen at above address. [0131

Peco.

PECO, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, brand new; usual price

iC33, accept £28/10.-45, SmaUbrook St.. Bir
mingham. [X9900

SIDEGARETTE, Peco, 2'/jh.p., 2-speed, Fitsu side-

car, go anywhere with two up, only done 200:
£43.-45, SmaUbrook St., Birmingham. [X9899

Perry-Yale.

PEEET-VALE Lightweisht. 2h.p-. tyres, belt, nearly

new, Bosch, Amac, footboards, excellent condi-

tion- first P.O. £9 eecmes.-Thorogocd, Icknield Way,
Letchworth. C""''

Peugeot.

3ih.p. Peugeot and art cane sidecar, in splendid
2 condition; £25.-55. Palmerston Rd., Waltham-

stow. [7877

Th.p. Peugeot. 2-speed gear, lamp, horn, speedometer,

warranted condition ; bargain, £20. — Bunting.

Harrow. 17940

PEUGEOT 6h,p, Combination, Mabon clutch, B. mag..

Whittle belt, good order; bargain. £20; exclis«»

2-speed Ughtweight.-72, Penton St.. N. [XSTIS

Pope.

14 Pope. 4h,p.. 2 speeds, free engine.^ shop^oUed,19^ £30 wicker sidecar for above, £3/5.—S.B., Gt.

Dover St.. S.E. [7797
Precision.

PEECISIOlSr, 2h.p.. 2 speeds, brand new; £25.—Percy.
337, Euston Ed.. London, [8024

FOE Sale. 2%h.p. Preci«ion-Torpedo, 1914%, condi-

tion as new-; £30.—E. E. King, Graham House.
Boxford, Colchester. [7785

4 ill. p. Precision and Millford sidecar, 2^speed.s. free

4 engine. 3 lamps, tools; £27/10.—Seen M.rlam.

Station Approach, Stieatham. [7874

1Q14 4''.4b.p. Precision, all accessories, recently
Xft/ overhauled, new Kempshall. perfect condition;
£35.—Peace, 49, Muswell Av., Muswell Hill. [7980

PRECISION-ENGINED Motor Cvcle. 3%h.p.,
' 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, kick start,

excellent condition; £32.—Sledhnrst, 16. Sheet St.,

Windsor. [X9837
Premier.

PREMIEE. 1913";i. countershaft, 2-3peed. as new;
£38.-47, Cambridge Rd.. E. [7888

PEEMIEE Lightweight. 1913. 3-epeed, almost new:
f25.-rerey. 337, Euston Ed., London. [8023

PEEMIEE. 3iAh.p., 2-speed gear, the bargain of the

week, £16/iO; in good order.—Colmore Depot.

31. Colmore Row, Birmingham- [X8264

PEEMIEE. 1911-12, 3'/ih.p. twin, in good order;
owner with Expeditionary Force ; £25, or nearest

ofier.-Pierce, . Boro' Green, Sevenoaks. [7753

PEEMIEE. 1914, 3J4b.p., counter-shaft gear model,
had little and careful use, perfect condition, P.

and H. lamp set, horn; £42.-The Morris Garages,

Oxford. [X9823

PEEMIEE. 1912»i. 3-speed, free, 2^ih.p. Hghhveight,
new' piston, tyre. tube, all accessories, carefull?

u^ed £19: offers and ex.:hange3 considered. — Lieut.

Morris. Grange. Lvdd. [778S

^AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aji
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P.V.

P.V. Spring Frnme SM^b.p. Twin, ;p-plated and enam-
elled as new by makers, £33 : P-V. spring frame

combination, 4^,^b.p. twin, 3-epeed, splendid order, £S5;
both privately "owned.—Seen at P.V. Garage, Forest
Hill. [7802

Quadrant.

NEW 4r/>b.p. Quadrants. 3-speed gear models, new,
£47/5, plus 5%: Quadrant Canoelet sidecars, II

gn9,_. extra: the whole combination, new, £61/3.—De-
livered from stock at Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don.

Radco.
RADCO, with accessories; cost £30

—Downs, Downs Rd., Coulsdon.

IQIS Radeo, 2-stroke: £25: liberal exchanges.—Newn-
-l"' ham. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. [7821

*IQ14''i Radco, just OTcrhauled. in perfect condition:
JLt7 18 gns., big bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Read-
ing. 'Phone : 1024. [X9326

Rex.
clntch, sidecar, £18; wanted, 8b.p.

rS9813

oiled only; £23.
[X9747

R EX, 5-6li.p.,

combination. -Pearse, Staplebuiet. [736e

6

51i.p. T.T. Rex, B. and B., mag., powerful; £12--
Leversedge, 2a, Mint St., Lincoln. [X992;

li.p. ilex and Sidecar, Bosch mag., Druids, Pedley
tyres; trial: £18.-125, Canal Rd., Mile End. [7928

RES de Luxe. 6h.p., 2-speed, coaclibuilt sidecar, per-

fect; £50; -tiTal.—26, North Gate, Haxborne.
[X9861

5-6h,p. Res, Eopch, B.B., drip feed, very fast, good
condition ; £16.—Holmes, Hovle Houee, Liuth-

waite. [X9929

REX, 3V2h.p., 1908, niag., 1913 free engine, Dunlop
heavy tyres; offers.— \Vadey, Five Oaks, Billings-

hurst. [7859

"IQlO 3V'>b.p. Bex. variable gear, good iyres, perfect
XiJ r-onrlitiou: £16/10.—Willianjs, Jeweller, Church
End, Finchley. [7783

EEX, 5-6h.p., and sidecar, B. and B., re-bushed,
poiverful and reliable; £12/10.—SouthTveil. 6. Nor-

folk Rd., Merton. [X9858

REX. 1913, 6h.p., speed model, with Millford Cruisei
sidecar, fast machine; £30.—The Premier Motor

Co., Aeton Rd., Birmingham. [7816

REX 1910 Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2
sijeeds; any trial; £23/10.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X9935

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch, mag., B. and B.,

dropped frame, coaclibuilt sidecar, reliable,

powerful; £15.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester.
[X9S8^

1 Q 1^ Rex Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed counter-shaft
JLiJ gear, h.b.c, cork in-et chitch, enclof-ed chain
drive, Enote auto-lubricator, all refinementt^, Lueae head
lamp, side and rear lights, smart outfit; £57.-90, Upton
Lane, Forest Gate. [7949

4h.p. 2-speed Roc, overbaulcd, tyree and belt good
condition ; accept £12/10.—F. Arthars, Astwood

Bank, Redditch. ' [X9717

Rover.
TJOVER 1915 Sidecar Combination in stock; £80

—Butler's Garage, Baldock. [X9786

ROVER. SV-h-p., Tforth £10. sacrifice for £7/15.—
Winifred Gowdey, 895, Fulham Rd., S.W. [7953

3ih.p. 3-speed Rover, Binks carburetter, excellent
2 condition; £25.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,

Hunts. [8019

ROVER 1915 Combination, SVsh.p., counter-shaft,
inst arrived; special E.P., exchanges.—Lamb's,

151, High St.. Walthamr;tow. [7836 !

ROVER, 1914. 3^.i^i.V; 3-speed gear, Lucas lamp
and horn, Cowey speedometer, with sidecar; £48,1

—McKinnon, WalJington, Surrey. [X9908

ROVER 1912 5V2-4h.p. Coach Combination, F.E.
|

clutch ; any trial; £32/ 10.—Wandsworth Motor
j

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X9933 h

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, delivered 1914, condition
'i

and appearan<'e as new, not used since August.
I

fully equipped; £39.—Syd. Pearson, 66, St. Patrick's
Ed., Coventry.

^
[X9972

ROVER, 3li.b.p., late 1913, done 3.800 miles, coach-
built (Sidecar, 3 lampe, horn, Watford epeedometer,

all tools, new KempshaU back; cost £80, what offers?
—H. F. Bingham, Electric Theatre, Horsham, Sussex.

[7863
ROVER, 1914, coach sidecar, 3-6peed. free- engine,

Cowey speedometer, large P. and H. lamp, electric
rear light, spare handle-bars for solo riding, accessories,
and spares, all in first-class condition ; sacrifi.ce £54,
no oflere.—Eeee, 152, Mile End Rd., E. [7741

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby, 1915, 2-etroke, almost new; £25.—

Percy, 337, Euston Rd., London. [8025

ROYAL Ruby Lightweight, 1915, not done 500 miles:
cost £28/14/6, accept £25.-47, Hastings Rd., Bol-

ton. [X9713
f)l.li.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Royal Ruby, done about 500
'^ 2 miles ; £28 / 10 ;

part exchange cycle car.—20,
Alphington St., Exeter. ['7858

ANY MOTOR
ANY PRICE

BEST ATTENTION

BEST ADVICE

Godfrey's

Can supply any make of
Motor Cycle, either for Cash
or on the Easiest of Easy
Terms.

Their Second-hand
Machines, ranging from £10
for a 2 h.p. Solo to £76 for a
1915 7 h.p. Hendee Special
with Coach-built Sidecar,
can be supplied on exactly
the same terms.

Liberal allowance for your
old mount in part exchange,
or we will purchase out-
right for Cash at your
option.

Whatever your require-
ments write to GODFREY'S,
and you will be sure of
receiving the very best
attention.

If you seek advice, you can
have the advice of practical
experts free for the asking,
whether you buy through us
or not.

If you have an hour to
spare, the doors of our show-
rooms are open to you from
8 o'clock in the morning till

7 o'clock in the evening
(except on Saturdays, when
we close at 1), and you are
welcome to look round with-
out any obligation to make a
purchase.

The name of Godfrey's Is a

guarantee for a straight deal.

Latest 1915 FORD, Model
T, 5-seater Car can be

delivered immediately from
stock.

2 Genuine FORD Bargains

at £80 and £95 respectively.

Write for full Free Lists of
New and Second-hand

and Illustrated
of Coach-built

Machines,
Catalogue
Sidecars.

Godfrey's, itn.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, Wf.
•Phone—709! Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

ROYAL Ruby.—All 1915 models ei-«tock; 2-Etrokc
25 gns., 2-speed 2-stroke £32/5, 2-speed 2'^h.p,

J.A P. £34/8, lady's 2-'itroke 2^peed £33/6. 6h-p. 3-
ipeed countershaft 73 gns.; send for lists or call and
inspect; CKchangee and tasy fiayments; trade supplied.
-Maudes' Motor Mart.. 100 and 136, Great Portland
St., London, W. Tel. : 552 Mayfair. 14294

Rudge.
RUDGE Mum, 3i:.h.p., new, nnn?ed, early 1914: 50

gns.—Payne, Victoria St.. Morecambe. [X9791

RUDGE 1914-15 Malti, 3'i>-4h,

new; 38 gns.— 1, Ebner St.,
p.. mag., almost
Wandsworth.

[X9936
1 Q13 Budge Multi for sale; accept £36: perfe- 1 con-
J- «^ dition ; fir^t cheque secures.— 2, Belmont Rd..
Luton. [7989

RUDGE T.T., 1913, 3i4h.p.. £30, fact machine, extra
good condition.—Apply after 7 o'clock, 1, Harer-

lock St., Forest Hill, S.E. r78I2

RUDGE Multi. 5h.p., 1914, with combination, side-
car, speedometer, 3 set^ Lncae lamp<=, spare tyie,

£50.—Kennington Stables, Clifton Place, Margate.
rX9826

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1912-1913. perfect conditi'''n.
2 complete with one new tyre, powerful bead lipht.

and spare belt: £35. or nearest offer: any trial.—Bart-
lett. The Elms, Watford. [X9752 -

RUDGE Multi. 1915. Si^b.p.. Isle of Man T.T.. done

-

1,000 miles, condition as new, hand-rontroUed
i:lutch; bargain, £52.—Elcs and Co., 15, "' '

Av., Camomile St., E.G.
Bishops^ute

[0551

~f
Q12 Rudge. S^^h.p., fitted with 1914 engine. 2-fipee4

J-i/ gear, kick starter, good tyre^. head lamp, and
wicker sidecar; bargain, £27.—Bedford, 174, Upper
Richmond Rd., East Sheen. S.W. [X9422

3ih.p. Rudge iVIulti and Bradbury sidecar, 1912^.-
2 only run 6.500 miles, new heavy Bates back

coyer, Cowey speedometer, F.R.S. lamp, pan seat.
'

horn, tools: £37/10 or near offer, cost £79.—The
Croft, 43, Somers Rd.. Eeigate. [7909

RUDGE Multi, 1915, 3V._.h;p.. T.T., Isle ol Man.
Multi gear, with hand-controlled clntch, 6 gn.

speedometer, torpedo sidecar, 3 lamps, all acc?j-
aories, as new, verv smart; what offer over £50?

—

Box L802. The Motor Cyclt Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.C.
'7978

Scott.

SOOTT-JOWETT. 2",ob.p.. 2-speed. mag., water-cooled,
kick starter, splendid condition; £18.—Fairbourn.

WellcTOft, Sliipley, Torks. [7913

1 Q15 Scotf. delivered too late for owner; 60 gn^^.

-L «? accepted ; offers ignored : Scotte very ecarce.—
Young and Old, Ltd^ Garage. Folkestone. [8046

SCOTT, late 1912, 2-speed, free engine, kick-starter.
lamp set. Palmer cord, tvres. speedometer :

-

£26/10.-185, ShernhaU St., Walthamstow. [7896 .

SCOTT, late 1913, with 1914 improvements, Scott
coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, new Palmer tyre,

spare tube, perfect running order, like new; £^0.—45,
Cbarlton Rd.. Blackheatb, London. [X9776

SCOTT. 1913, S^.ih.p.. with handsome 18 gn. coach-';
built sidecar, fitted wind screen, and all acces- *

.sories. good nmning condition; mu.«t sell; £35, excep
tional bargain: well worth £50.—J. Graham, 168. The
Moor, Sheffield. r7786

S.LA.M.T. ^

S.IA.M.T., 2VjhT-t in splendid running order, ty:. -

good, and complete with lamps; £14.—Xewnhat
223. Hammersmith Rd., W. [78:.

Singer.

SINGER Liphtweight. 3-speed gear, smart little mouut
25 gns.—Bunting, Harrow

3ih.p. Singer. 5-speed. 1912;
2 Alphington St., Exeter.

[-7941

Pike's Garage.
[7919

|Q13''> Singer, 2i-l.h.p., new back tyre, in real go* il

Xt/ condition, fast: £20.—Lvon, Emberton, Xewpcrt
Paguell. [X9646

SIXGER, 1913, 2Vjh.p., overhauled at works, new -

belt and tvres like new; £18.—Hartwell. Chipping
.Norton. [7BD1

"IQ12 Singer Lightweight. 2Vib.p.. fully equipped,*
X *J t:pleudid contlition £13.'10 cnsb.—54, Seymour
Ed., Leyton, [7756

SINGER and Co.. Ltd.. 17. Holborn Viaduct, hare
only a limited supply of S^-jb.p. 3-sreed models

;

prii es to cleur, £58; 4>-jb.p. countershaft 2-speed. ideal
model for sidecar work, £65.—Write, call, or 'pbone
13173 Central [0667

Sun.
SUN-TTTESSE. S^.^h p.. 1915. 2-3peed, in sto, k

;

£52/10; che<iuc secures.— Knight, Oundle. rX994l

SUN-VILLIERS. 2Ub.p., 2-stroke. new last October.
all accestJories. j.rw back tvre. perfect : £21.—

Maitlaml, May CMtage. Harold Wood. Essex. [7938

1 1 Q15 Sun, V.T.S. engine, absolutely new. 2-stroke.
JXt/ 2-speed countershaft; in stock, immediate di

livery; £35,15. -Robinson's. Green

Sunbeam.

Cambridge.
[6864

1 Ql** 6h.p. Sunbeam and Gloriu sidecar, in beantiinl
X t!7 condition, special fittings; cost witli acres^iortts

over fl20- price £80.—Davenport. Capesthorne- Cliel-

ford, Cheshire. [X9969

A36 AI) letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advei-tisement. and the date of the issue.
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•>i*.'iP- Mntor Cj-rle,
'W4 built. Bi'inl o

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

I'ri'i' cntriiio. B. and B.. low
£11—45. Slieiriiigton St.,

LoiiKoiifiht, MaiiVtiostor. [X9950

II' i'ou Want 11 real baiR'aiu in motor cyclea, you iniif^t

neo MorKun and Maxwell, The Qenernl filotonrs.

80, nigh Rd.. Streiitliiuu. LomUm, tX9328

IF You Want Bavgnins in ?econd-hnnd motor cydoa
you cnn pet tbem at Waurhope's (casb or easy

terms). 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2000

SALE. 2h.i'- Hnmbor. £11; Siutt. 2-?poed flutch. Uid:
stnrt, 1910, £15; wuiitt'd. notnl couibinatton.

Zenith 61i.ii. solo, fast.—Trowiird. 174, New Bond St.

[7935
SKCONn-HAND Motor Cyeles.-We linve a large atuek

o* uifK'hines in exeeilent condition at very low
prieea to elenr: send us your requirements and we will

euarantee to sntiefy you.—The Moriie Garages, Oxford.
£0314

1 O08 Triumph, niauv impvovemeuts, perfect, uuy
±*J trial. £15; 1910 Rex, F.E., clutch, splendid tyres,
approval, £16; 1909 N.S.U., extra tyros, pull e^idei ar.

Rift. £10: tcveral frnme<:5. speed gears, tunlcw, t\'n's,

etc., for side cheap. Just watch this firm for barpiiins.

Send your rcQuirements.-Xl'all Motor Exchauge, Seller

St.. Chester. [7964

WILL Tou Buy n motor cycle from us if we snva
you money on the one you want? We can save

you pounds over what you pay elsewhere. Large stock
of accessories. We are one of England's largest motor
cycle distributers, hence we make such savings possible
for you. Write or call to-iljiy, stating your exact wants.
—Morgan and Maxwell, The General Motorists, 80,
High Rd., Streatham, London. [X9327

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Tricar Autocarricr, gocids delivery, valuable for
.tradesman, fitted with speedometer

Wiuichope's, 9; Shoe Lane, London.
£37/10.-
[X9814

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
£5 cash.—Seen

[7794

New cigar pattern, com-
£7/7.

BASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern bodies, wicker and
rush; 45 /- each.

BASTONE'S.—New coachbuilt sidecars, with Miche-
lin tyre; £8/8.

BA3TONE"3.—Several £7/7 coachbuilt bodies at
£3/17/6.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

[8038

eelt;.—

[7895

HERALD Sidecar, practicalls' new
at 6. Silverdale, Sydenham.

BASTONE'S for Sidecars,
plete with Michelin tyre

London. N.

J. Horlock, Mcadiow, Farncombe.
'T^WO Wicker Sidefars, £1, 25/- each, 26iri. wlieelt;.—

MONTGOMERY Cane Canoe Sidecar, apron, foot
bell; £4/5.-47. Cambridge Rd., E. [7889

SIDECAR,
-Walto

cane canoe shape, " Hutchinson tyre : £4.
"alton, 77, Tantallon Rd., Balham. [7930

TJARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecars from stock
ton's, opposite Wood Green Station, N.

-Leigh

-

[7796

GOOD Assortment in stock.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamt-tow. 'Phone : 169 Walthamstow. [7822

MILLFORD Sidecar, new, cane side entrance body;
£3.—Jeavons, Draper, Lye, Stourbridge. [X9d59

MILLFORD'S Latest Corvette and Skiff Models in
stock.-Eagles and Co.. High St.. Acton, W.— [X9867

THE Latest. lighte.st, strongest, metal, sports sidecar
made.—Winifred Gowdev, 895, Fulham Rd., S.W.

[7954
SIDECAR, coachbuilt, good Dunlop, apron; £2,

bargain.—Taylor. 5, Priorv Place, Perth.
[X934a

GREEN Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1914. off Triimiph. very
li?tht: £4/10,- bargain.—Barnard, Bractnell. Berks

L7903
GLORIA Projectile Sidecar. 1914; cost £30- done

under 1,500; bargain, £16.— S. Chappie, Torring-
tou.

-^

tX9965
a 1915 4h.p. Douglaa, in
quite new.—Moffat, Yeovil.

[1479

£6/6 cash, or 11/8

[1708

sidr-car, Dunlop
135, Shernhall

[7897

DOtTGLAS Sidecar for
stock; what oflers?

Tel- : 50.

HERALD Sidecar, model D
down and 1'.

'

gate. London, E.C.

CHATER-LEA close cane torpedo
tyre, splendid condition ; £4. —

St., Walthamstow.

JUNO Side Entrance Wicker Sidecar, model A, £6/10,
or 12 monthly payments of 10/10.—Seen at 248.

Bishopfigate, London, E.G. [1706

JAMES Canoelet Sidecar, 1914, lamp, apron, 2^.-An.
tyre, splendid condition; sacrifice £6/15.-162,

Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [X9855

CORONET, cane, door, quick detachable, apron, £3/10;
Herald, t^nrpedo front, apron, £2/5.—Collins,

Awbridge, Romsey, Hampshire. [7850

SPECIAL Clearance,—25 low, racv sidecars, complete
with Clincher tyre, £4/19/6, worth double.-Comfv

Sidecars, High Rd., Leytonstone. [7846
"IXTATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecars. 1915 models;
»» £6/7/6, or 11/8 monthly; £9/10, or 17/5

monthly.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, E.C [1711

INSISTr: FASTENER

I

THE

As used by Mr D. R. ODONOVAN
|

in making his kilo record on I
June 14tli, at a speed of I

M.P.H.
I

"FORWARD," tlie fastener that |
wiil stand any strains and any
speeds.

The "FORWARD" Leather-
covered LINK

should be carried by all users of
" Forward " Fasteners.

1/- each, all sizes.

"FORWARD" VALVE STEM
ADJUSTERS.

For instantly adjusting

worn valve stems.

VALVX'STEM

hakdfned steel
WASHER

TAPPET HEAD

6cl. per set
of four.

1/- per set
of eight.

With quantity
of discs.

State size of valve stem when
ordering.

KING HOOK
The strongest
and best hook
fastener on
the market.
Costs a little

more than
others, but
worth double.

Detachable,
1/-

Adjustable,
1/3

Leather-
covered

Links, lOd.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
Makers of " Forward " British Plugs,

SIDFXARS AND FORECARS.
WATSONIAIS' Wiclicr Sidecar, linlitwoinlit, nnit;

new, witli siilf door, I'lwhioTi, und liiinp; ('i«I

£7/13, tiilie 16, no otterH.-CoouM, I'lfir rliiin, (ltirle».

lon-OM-S(-a. tX9753

JONO SidPcar, coaclibuilt, Hid^) entrance, 2Va Balo«

tyro, flniah various colourM, anici: detacbable joints:

£8/8: 15/5 monthly.— Seen at 248, BishoDngale, Lon-
don, E.C. _ [1707

CANOELET, Swan, and Middlcton record brcukine

sidecar ; trade suijplied. — Solo Wholc.tulc Agent
London, Ecy, 378-38<l, Euston Ed., and 173, Oreot

Portland Street. 15381

SIDECARS are our Bpeciality. — We make throucliont

thirty different defit'nu. If we cann-jt give value,

who can? Hoods, screens, and every eidc.ar rc'iuire.

ment.—Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone; 999. f.\1034

PHOSNIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-

plete with tyres: immediate delivery. Send for

illustrated list of different design chassis and bodies.

Sidecars on liire. Second-hand sidecars always in stock.

-Phccnix Motors, Ltd. (Motnr Cycle Depot), 730.

Holloway Rd., London, N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0135

IT'S Impossible To, they say. but call and see.--ie23

Gloria sidecars, 10 gns., or oilers, sprmg wheels,

and lock-up trunks; Montgomery and P.M.C. Phffinix

sidecars from je6/10, usual prices £16; also beautiful

Aero underslung coachbuilts, any colour, £7/10. All

new sidecars, set^ond-hand prices; photos, 2 stamps.—
Aero, 31, Queen's Mews. Porchester Gardens, Bays-

water (side of Whiteley's). [7994

BODIES.
CO.\CH Bodies, £3/10, made to order.—Bright ana

Hayles, Churci St. Camberwell. [7642

TANDEM Coach Bodies to order; £6/10.—Bright
and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell. [7843

CIGAR-SHAPE Bodies, £3/12/6; lists free-
Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

[7844

COACH Sidecar Bodies made to suit any chassis from
£3.-Grey I'riars Bodies Co., Croft Ed., Cov-

entry.
• [X5983

REPAIRS and Hepainting Coach Bodies; estirnate,

free.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Cam-
berwell. "SIS

COACHBUILT Bodies, 70/-; Cape hoods, wind screena,

repairs, and earlier boxe3.-963, Eomford Edj,

Manor Park, E. L"°*9

COACHBUILT Body, luggage or child's seat at rear,

25/-, new; 26x21,4 Wood-Milne heavy cover, 20/-.--

230, Archway Rd., N. 1'"='

NEW Coachbuilt Body, 75/-; shop-soiled Millford

Herald wicker, 20/-; second-hand coachbuilt

Clyno, 55/-.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.G.

O-SEATEE Body, latest, 9ft. long, reauires trimming,

/* side entrance door, scuttle dash: sell cheap, or

exchange anything for motor cycles. See Wanted iidrt.

-Hole. 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. L-!>-93B';

CYCLE CARS.

Ac. Sociable, screen, hood, new tyres; £40.—Bond_
245-247. Euston Ed., N.W. [X9827

MORGAN, 1914, fully equipped, in very nice order:

£85.—Percy, 337, Euston Ed., London. [8021

AC. Sociable, all accessories, etc.; expert esamina-

tion invited; £45.-Morris, Entertainer, Bourne.

6h D 2-speed Tricar, would make useful delivery

car —Write for particulars, Fred Morgan,
Talgarth. [X9896

A.C. Sociable, 1913, hoed, screen, speedometer,
lamps; £46.—Tudor House, 49, High St..

Kingston, .Surrey- [7959

5-6h p. Forecar, twin-ovl.. 2 speeds, chain drive, handle

starter, running order; £10, or oSer.-Lean.

Townshend, Hayle. [X5968

TO 13 L.M.-J.A.P. Cycle Car, thoroughly over-

it/ hauled, re-painted; £50; exchange; photo.—
224, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [X9883

MORGAN Pattern Cycle Car, 8h.p., Binks. mag..

3 speeds, reverse screen, etc., as new; trial;

£35, bargain.—Ben-Hur, Greenside Rd., Croydon.
[7959

MORGAJS', 1914. sporting model. Palmer tyres, hood,

screen, speedometer, Binks carburetter, drip lubri-

cation, 4 lamps, tools, and spares; £70.—C, 130, Brix-

ton Ed., S.W. [X9711

1Q13 (October) Morgan, hood, screen, speedo-
Xc/ meter, watch, electric horn, and spares, good
order, tyres excellent; £70, or nearest offer.—Harper,
145, Sharp St., Hull. [X9801

CARI-')EN Monocar, 5-6h.p., 2-speed Jardine gear box,

handle starting, very fast car, painted white, black

wheels, not run 300 miles; £65, or near ofler.—42,

Eadclifle Ed., Nottingham. [X8849

HUMBEEEITE, late 1914, water-cooled. Stepney
wheel, speedometer, in good condition, in use 6

months; a bargain, £100, or nearest ofter.—G- Tweed,
7, Victoria Terrace, Giilingham, Kent. [7746

SUPEE 8-lOh.p. Anzani, water-cooled, 1913 model,
tandem seater. driven in front, chain and belt,

variable pulleys, fast, comfortable, perfect order through*
out, original belts still on : free trial : good reason for

selling - accept £40.—R. Vernon, Bohun Lodge, Easi
Barnet. [X941J

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a.^9
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PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.- t2-l4h,p. F.I.A.T.
hiiulimlets, three immediately available ;

prices

fl75, £200, £225.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20h. p. Delaunay-Belle-
ville full % laudaulet, superb carriage; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Four 12-141i.p. F.I.A.T.
mo<lern IScwt. delivery vans, immediately avail,

able: £150. £176 eac-ll.

— /v =- A/— r*j — />> — ffj« ffj— ftj «
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DON'T HOPE for the BHST.
COME to the SERVICE CO. and get

it. The BEST Value, on the BEST
Terms, with the BEST Attention.

In fact, the BEST of Everything.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Oarage. Tooting.— 10-12Ii. p. Swift tor.

pedo 2-«eat., gate cljangc ; £80.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. — 24-30h.p. Dennis
double landaulet, gate change, woim drive; .£175.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—14-16h. p. Darracq
light limousine, seats 4 inside; bargain, £95.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 12.14h, p. F.I.A.T.
chassis, suitable for 2-seat., 4-seat., delivery van.

etc.; £125.

1915 MODELS ACTUALLY IN STOCK INCLUDE
O.K., 2'. h.p., 2-stroke £24 10*

O.K., Mark III., 2-speed £31 10*

COVENTRY EAGLE, aV h.p £29 8*

HAZLEWOOO, 6 h.p., and Sidecar .... £86
HAZLEWOOO, 4 h.p., 1-speed £63
ABINGDON, 3\ h.p., ^-speed £63
WOLF, 2^3 h,p., 2-stroke £23 2'

P^ laS'fet Tells '^gat'e°'=£lM"'"'-''-
^""'* '"''
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landaulet, 4 cyls., gate, £100. Ill rqyAL RUBY £26 5*
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—lOh.p. Darracq \'iVi\ry VELOCETTE, '-speed *

2-seat., 4 cyls., enclosed valves, 5 Rudge wheels,!.,. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F £68 5
fully equipped; £135. ||| Ditto, with lighting set, Model J £76 13

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—9-llh.p. Jackson VK NUMBER, 6 h.p., w.-c, 3-specd £85
sixirting 2.seat., fitted with hood, mag. ignition, |f„ NUMBER, 3^. h.p., 3-speed ., £57 10

fast, reliable; £60. ||| ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75 12»

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Singer tour. ^K E.^I.'UlfSkJt.i'P'', I'^P'^'^'' ',

' S5 J
ing car, 4 cyls., gate change; £85. '{i MOTOSACOCNE, 3I h.p., twm, a-spced. £62

P ,_-,,„_,_ „ m » ,»,,.i. r^^ j. * III BROUGH, 3.Vh.p., twin. 3-sp. c /sha t gear £60 0*ALMER S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Gladiator. Ill -'-A- "^ • -^ .' ' . ^ ..

cab-landaulet, 4 cyls., gate change; £65.
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IGNITION APPLIANjCES.
rXP.AKKX.—Kfflnipnt magneto repafr*) by ftpeciatistc

Mt. derate i«ri' e^. Eetorn within 24 bonis.

Rl XJSAKKN.— Spare parta for Beach, EiMniatjo,
U.H., etc. ill =1(1. k. S»?Teral eood i

R
nat'Dftod.

good fr«i.'OD<l - iia

I

Send for illu-trated booklet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—24-36h.p.
chassis, gate change, powerful lot; £85.

r^^ *Subject to makers' surcharge 5%.
\YA ROVERS, B.S.A.'S. ENFIELD, ALLON, CON-

S.F.A. iiB NAUGHT, &c., in a few days.

. . \\\ EXCHANGES & EXTENDED PAYMENTS
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for catalogue

, ^*/^
containing illustrations of over 50 automobiles.^

, ||.
Sole address. Palmer's Garage and Motor Auction ||

{

Rooms, Tooting. Exchanges made. [8042 v'
CHENAED, 4-cyl., touring, fast: £65: e:schange com-

!
f'j

binatton.-41, Elm Rd., New Maiden. [7864 i|||

"1014 Twin J.A.P. Midget. 8-lOh.p., 2-seater, as new;|?5/
-Lt/ £65.—Eeaidshaw, Auctioneei, W'o:,d Green. [7745:™

FORD 5-seat. Touring Cars, delivery from stock.-
D. J. Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway, N.

[8005
PHO^XIX 10-12h.p. 2-seater, dickey Beat, in good

order: £35.—Percy, 337, Euston Rd., London.
[8023

FORD, 1914, 5-seater, in exceptional nice order, as
new; 90 gns.—Percy, 337, Eustou Rd., Lond.in.

[8022
SMART Little Car, single-cyl., 3-speed. mag.,

Stepney, excellent order; £22.-210, Bury
New Rd.,^jEanchester. [X9925

"I Q 13 Ford. 4"-*eatcr, Stepnev. electric lamps, good
-l.«7 condition; £75; Douglas part payment.— 789.
High Rd., Leytonstone. [7847

SAXON 100 gn. and Ritz £120 cars, llh.p. 2-^p;iter.s;

motor cycle exchanges entertained; trials by ap-
pointment.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [7834

9h.p. Riley Car, wire wheels, 2-fteater, tyres perfect,
bodv waut^ renovating: £20, or exchange good

motor bike.—Ellis, 205, Spring Hall Lane, Halifax.
I Ell

[X9S44|w
8h.p., new tvres, 1 5>5

III

DE DION Bouton, smart 2-seat.,
tubes, hood, screen, high side doors, beautiful

condition; any trial; £28/10
—1, Ebner St., Wandsworth

exchange motor cvcJe
[X9940

SAXON and Ritz Liglit Cars at mjtor cycle prices.
4-cy!., water-cooled, 2 speeds, reverse, hood, screen,

all on, 100 gns. and £120 respectively
j motor cycles in

paft exchange
;

deferred pavinenfs ; promptest ' delivery.
—Lamb's, 151. High St., AValthamstow. [0533

III

m
11;

EXTENDED PAYMENTS. 2?
EXTENDED Payments.-All makes supplied; lowest |||

terms.—Service Co., 292. High Holborn, London !y*
t0618[J%

ENGINES. !in
Oh. p. Humber Engine, fitted whistle; 28/6.—F., 16.!''^
t^ East Ter., Gravesend. rX99oa i..i[X9904

PRECISION Spares.—Sole London stockists, Grandex,
83. Gray's Inn Rd., W.C. [3235

Oih.p^_ Ariel, powerful, adjustable pulley
P2 Chapman, 55, Camp, Tweseldown,

. . £3/10.-
Farnham.

[77553 h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v.. perfect. £2/5; 6h.p. 'twin
Antoine, good condition, £3/15.—Syd. Pearson (see

Miscellaneous). [X9974

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
Ashton's,

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Stock No. UNDER £20.

779. Old Motor Cycle, De Dion engine,

tank, wheels Incomplete £2 10
834. ij h.p. 1914 ELF, new condition,

magneto, spring forks, an ideal

lightweight £17
134. 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder,

magneto, verv nice order £17
255- 3b-P- WANDERER, twin-cylinder,

magneto, spring fi'ame and forks £17
£20 to £30.

95. 6 h.p. 1910 twin-cylinder REX,
magneto, 2-speed gear, handle
startmg, nice order £25

168. 4 h.p. 1911 BRADBURY, 2-speed
gear, just rc-enamelled, complete
with coach-built Sidecar £29

222. 3J-4h.p. ZENITH-J.A.P., with
Gradua gear, lamp, and horn.. £22 10

308. i\ h.p. O.K. Junior, 1914, 2-sp.,

in fine order -. £24
2.Vh.p. lady's HOBART, 1913, 2-sp. .

and clutch £25
£30 to £40.

906. 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed, and cane
side-entrance Sidecar £35

155. 4 h.p. 1914 CHATER-J.A.P., with
Mark VII. 3-speed hub, spare
petrol tank, 'etc £31 10

260. 6 h.p. 1913 REX de Luxe, coach-
built Sidecar, 2-speed, and clutch £37 10

173- 3^ h.p. HUMBER, igrs, 2 speeds,

and handle starter, footboards,

decompressor £30
OVER £40.

434. 6 h.p. CLYNO, 1913, 3-5peed, kick
starter, detachable wheels £50

14. 5 h.p. HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P., witli

Bramble Sidecar £55
108. 6 h.p. 1911 CLYNO and No. 6

Sidecar, just re-enamelled £63
273. 8 h.p. 1914 MATCHLESS. J.A.P.

engine, 2 speeds, c /shaft gear,

chain drive, and kiclc starter . . £50
292. 6 h.p. CLYNO, 1914, 3 speeds,

with No. I Sidecar, lamp, horn,
and spare wheel with tyre . . ... £70

306. 7 h.p. INDIAN (Oct., I9i3)> 2-sp'i

and kick starter, with MilHor. \

Indian Sidecar, lamps, whist' \
and speedometer, only dr 1

2,000 miles /£52 10
Most of the above can be sup- i on

EXTENDED PAViMENT^.V
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REMEMBER that the magneto is the very life of youi
mc<tor. and when daujaged reguir&i «pecfal sttentjuii

oy thoroQghly skilled workiaen. It will, theiefoie, paj
you to *=end it to us. othtrwi^^ irreparable harm may U
done tJirongli oarele;:? haadiinir.

THE Runbiken Magneto Co., Ltd.. Camp Str«^l
Works, Dean5gate, Manchester. Tel.: 6111 Citji

I

(3 lines). f04M
BASTONE'S for Magnetos, singles and V type :

cyls., and right prices.—228, Pentonville Bd..

I

King's Cross, London. [8041

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior U
platinum, unequalled for blade.-?, strewn, ete.

ciues misfiring ; 2/6 each rivet ; Jebron screws, fli

Boi^ch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old ccrews Jebroniced, 2'(

each.

JEBRON Contacts, Ti«ed by Messrs. Collier Bro&l
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—.Tcbron

58. Herbert Rd., "Woohrich, London, S.E. [X4331

MAGNETO Repairs of every description by Bo*ch
specialist-?; expedition and moderate char^ei

Magnetos bought and sold. 1 and 2-cyl. in stoek.—Tb«
Magneto Mart and Repairing Co., 142, TTardour St., W;

£7992
BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto Repairs.—Ee-winding, re

niagnetif^iuK. and overhauling promptly esecnted;
model ate charges.—Tlie Electrical Trades Supplr Ltd.,

41. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors. Bir-

mingham. £5610

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, arnratin
winding a speciality. We are late Irom th<

Bosch works, and entirely British, and give sam(
guarantee at half their prices.—The Magneto Repair
ing and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Euston Rd,,
London. 'Phone : Museum 1158. ^8012

B
BELTS.

.-VSTONE'S.—Lyso rubber belting, %in., 8lt. (twc

^Aa

III

^'/

III

III

t^A

MAGNETO, new: £2/12/6.
Edge, Dewsbury.

PARKER and Rioe, Magneto Specialists.—Experts on
all magnetof?. Bosch, Eisemann, etc

PARKER and Rire.—Re-winding, re-ningneti.<!ing, over-
hauling, etc.; repairs executed with exiiedition and

imapproachable workuiauship; low quotations.

-Parker and Rice give 12 month-i'
antee witli each repair.

PARKER and Rice. .John's Place. Kins St., Acton.
I<oudou.—State your trouble. Let ue quote you

. [4292

[X9891 CV. '"""•' ' *^ —

IMPOETANT.-
vritteu t^un

III

^Ta

III

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

Wires : " Adniittcdly." 'Phono : 260 Central.

Garage and Repairs :

ThcoboUl';
r and 2, Harpur Mews,
Road, W.C.
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BASTONE'S.—Best English make rubber aod o»nTa>
belting % 1/-, lin. 1/3 per foot.

B.\STONE'S.—Leather and chrome belting, ?J !/-,',(

1/2, lin. 1/4. I'i. 1/6 per foot.—228, Penton
ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N. [804C

BELTS.—New clearance Jhmlop rubber belte, an,
standard size, 10/6 each.—Palmer's Garage, Tixt-

in^. [8045

BALATA-CHROSIE Belts, highly satisfact.iry «L
weathers; ^'jin. 9d.. 'gin. lOd., lin. 1^-. l^in. 1/2

per foot, post free.—Polliu, Shepherdswell, Dorer. [599£

KAA Perfectlr New Rubber Motor Orcle Belts, all

(lIvvF (iizes, fasteners free: satisla*tion KUarantet-d

;

6(6 each: dozens of testimonials.-Dancer Motor. 69,

Gower St., Lozell.?, Birmingham. [X9746

LATTON'S.—"Will motor cycli,«ts please note that om
price for best Englieh rubber and canvas beltinfi,

.7ft. ein.Xvsin., iti 6/6, qnality as exactly adyertised
bv other dealers at a much higher figore.—Laylon's

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X9947

TYRES.
T EGG.\TE, Ediuburgh. lor 1915 Tyres.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance 1915 Chnchei

tvres. Manufactured in this city by the largest India,

rubber manufacturers in the British Empire, and
famous the world over lor quality, resiliency, durability,

and non-.«lciddiug p^opert^e<^.—See below for approral
terms. I'lompt despatch guaranteed.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh—Clearance.—1915 new iiat
tern Clincher Dreadnought, extra heavy, rubbel

studded, beaded covers. 2G\2».i 51/-, list £2,7,3:
26x2';., to Tit 2ii lims, 31/6, list £21715: 26s2>»
52/6, list £2, 10, lO.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Clearance.—1915 new i«t
tern Clincher De Luxe, heavy rubber stlidaed,

beaded covers, 26x2>4: 21/-: 26x2^s. to fit 2Vi rims,
23,6, list £2/1; 26X2!... 25/6, list £2/2/9.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1915 new r«t-
tern Clincher De Luxe. A-ply fabric, extrft heavy,

rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2i'.>, for 2!i rims,
27/6, worth double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—Extra heavy
tubes, braud new. 26x2 6,'-, 26x2'4 6;6, 26x2^

6/6, 26x21.; 7/..

LEGGATE, Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 191S Dimlop
extra heavv rubber stinlded beaded covers. 26x2*«,

29i'6. list 39/-: 26x2i... for 21; rims, SO/-, list 40,-;
26x2^^, for 2'.i rims. 28/6, list 37/9: 28x3, for
ludiiius, 33/-, list 44,'-: 28x2',i, for Indians, 31/-,

list 41,'3; hcivy 26x2^, for 2^4 lims. 23/6, list 30:6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-Tliese goods are all perfect,
anil sent anywhere on 7 days* approval against

remittance: cash refunded iu full if goods not approved
of.

LEGGATE ond Co.. Motor Cvcle SpecioUst«, 15.
Slatetord Bd.. Edinburgh. [X99]e

TUBES (3). new condition. 650X65, 700X30: 12/6
appro.—Ben-Hur, Greenside Rd., Croydon. [7971

A40 All letters relating W advei tisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

Tdcoranis : " Cyclist. Fleet, London."
Telephtme : lew City (live lines).

Editorial Offices :

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telettrftms : "Motorcycle, Coventry."
TelciiUoiiti : 10 Coventry dive lincil.

Northern Offices :

199, Deansgate, Manchester
TL'learam^ :

*'
Iliffe. Manchestor."

Telephone : 620 City,

Subscription Rates: Home, 6s. 6d. ; Canada, 10s. lOd.; Foreign, I5s. Od. per annum.
COLONIAL AND FOREIGN AGENT.S.

United States.—Tlie luteriiational News Agency. New York, Canada,—Toronto Newa Co,. Ltd., Toronto: Mo : treat News Co Ltd.. Montreal- Winnipeg
News Co,, Winnipeg ;

British Columbia News Co . Vancouver; Gordon and Qotch, Ltd,, lii'i. Bay St Toronto
ArsTRAliA,—Gordon and Gotcli, Ltd.. Molbourno (VictoriaJ, Sydney iN.S.W.). Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide <S.A.), Perth(W,A.), and Laanceston (Tasmanial.newZeaund,—GordonandGolcli. Ltd,.WolhnBton,AncUlnnd,Christcliurcli. and Dunodiu. INDIA.—A, H. Wheeler & Co., Bombay, Allahabad, and Calcutta.

South Africa,—Central News Aceney. Ltd. Paris,-Smith's English Library, 218. Roe Rivoli,

The Magneto Supply.

IT
will be within the knowledge of most of

our readers that this journal has done
its utmost to encourage the British manu-
facturer to devote attention to the subject

of home-made magnetos by persistent

references to the matter. We claim no special

credit for what we have done, though it is a

fact that two years ago, when we had the

audacity to point out that the motor industry

of this country was to all intents and purposes
entirely- dependent upon the German-made
magneto, and that, in the event of any strike,

lockout, or sudden cessation of supplies, it was
conceivable that the British motor industry

would be seriously deranged, we, in conjunction

with our sister journal The Autocar, were

subjected to considerable criticism. Later

events showed that our warning was not an
untimely one, for it is a well-known fact that

supplies of motor vehicles of all sorts (in-

cluding those for the Army) in this country

have been greatly delayed owing to the shortage

of magnetos. Had it not been for American
intervention, the shortage would have been a

good deal more serious.

At the beginning of this year, we outlined

the magneto position, as far as British makers
were concerned, and published a list of firms en-

gaged in the production of magnetos. We further

urged the British motor cycle manufacturer
to support the magneto maker in his endeavours
to fill the breach. At that time the British

magneto industry showed much promise, so much
so indeed that it was felt that within a few
months practically every make of motor cycle

would be fitted with a British-made magneto,
or, at any rate, that it would be possible to have
the- option of a British magneto if the maker's
patriotism were not sufficiently pronounced to

standardise the home product. But the promise
does not seem to have been entirely fulfilled,

as it is still a fact that the British-made magneto
fitted as standard to the leading makes is in

the minority. Readers have gone out of their

w-ay to draw our attention to this fact and
remark upon it with some regret. With a view
to clearing the air, and with the further object
of focussing attention upon the British magneto
and the desirability that the motor industry of

this country shall be a self-supporting one, we
addressed a circular letter to the different magneto
manufacturers, and in the last issue the different

replies were published ; these form interest-

ing and instructive reading. Some of he
remarks cannot be considered anything but

uncomplimentary to the patriotism of the British

manufacturer, but we know that these are

exceptions and need not be taken too seriously.

It does, however, appear from the replies that,

where manufacturers are now in a position to

give or promise definitely deliveries, there is

still a lamentable lack of support from the motor
manufacturer.

Magneto f. Dynamo
The remarks just made with reference to the

magneto apply very strongly at the present
time, and are likely . to do so in the imme-
diate future, and in the case of light machines
for many years to come. But on the
heavier and more luxurious types of motor
cycle, and more especially on powerful sidecar

combinations, there are indications that the mag-
neto may be forced from its pre-eminent position

as a spark producer in favour of the dynamo,
which, combined with an efficient accumulator,
is becoming increasingly popular owing to the
powerful and steady light produced by these
means. There is no need to discuss here the
failings of accumulators—they are well known
to all old motor cyclists—but accumulators have
been immensely improved in recent years until

they are capable of withstanding a heavy dis-

charge, and, used in the manner indicated, they
are kept always at concert pitch by the dynamo,
and should give no trouble. It really should
not be necessary to carry two electrical machines
on the same mount.

An index to the advertiseii-tents in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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How a Racing Machine has been "Tamed" by its Owner.

LAST week we receis'ed a \isit from Mr. J. H.
Wilkinson, the patentee of the Wilkinson twelve-

jet carburetter. Mr. Wilkinson called at our

Coventry offices at ii a.m., having ridden from
Doncaster via Newark and the Fosse-

way (a distance of ninety-eight miles)

that morning. The object of his call

was to demonstrate to us the control-

labilit) provided by his new pattern

carburetter, and for the purpose he
brought a machine which one can well

realise would require a carburetter of the

most controllable type. It was, in fact, an

overhead valve 6 h.p. T.T. Matchless-

Jap, and w-as fitted with a sidecar (in

which Mr. E. Goult, the hon. secretary

of the Doncaster and District Motor
Cycle Club, accompanied Mr. Wilkin-

son), the machine having a single-gear of 2,yi, to i-

Those who have had experience of the overhead
vah-e racing Jap will know that this engine is not one
of the " tick over " variety. With this high-com-
pression mount, it is usually a case- of running at

twenty miles an hour and taking a flying leap into

the saddle as the engine goes off with a rush, and
tiien hanging on for dear life for fear '

of slipping

over the back end of the

mudguard, for of power there

never was any doubt. We
believe that Mr. Prestwich
himself will admit that it is an
achievement for any carburetter

maker to provide the means
whereby one of these wondei-
fuUy efficient engines can be
rendered as docile as, or even
more docile than, an engine ot

the ordinary type.

The Engine " Tamed."

Takmg a seat in Mr. Wilkin-
son's sidecar, our driver calmh
pushed off \vith the first jet

ni operation, and the engine at

once commenced its " tick-a-

tick " in a most impressive
fashion. It would respond to

the different jet openings readily and gather speed
on hills in fine style. It should here be mentioned
that the difference between the old and new tvpe
Wilkinson carburetter is the fact that onlv one iet

AIO

Component parts of the latest

Wilkinson twelve-jet carburetter.

Mr. J. H. Wilkinson (driving) and Mr. E. Goult (lion. sec.

Doncaster M.C.C.) on the former's 6 h.p. Matchless-Jap.

is in operation at a time on the later model, whereas

last year the series of jets were gradually uncovered

and used collectively on full throttle opening.

So remarkable were the performances of the

machine that we escorted Mr. Wilkinson

to our private miniature Sutton Bank.

This rise, w=hich is only a gradual one,

leads to the local golf links and Ls

approached by rounding one of the most

acute hairpin bends imaginable. Mr.

Wilkinson, of course, did not know the

road, and, after ticking round the corner

with both cyUnders firing regularly at

walking pace, at once swept open the

throttle. But we had asked too much,

and, although the engine §tuck gamel>

to its task for sixty or seventy yards,

it was unable to gather speed, but

with a slightly lower gear the feat would have been

possible. After that, we indulged in a short speed

burst, and, unless the Cowey speedometer told

untruths we totiched a speed of fifty-four miles an

hour on the flat.

30,000 Miles in Five Years.

This particular Matchless-Jap of which we speak

has been a wonderful machine.

Mr. Wilkinson has ridden it

constantly since 1910, and
estimates that he has covered

at least thirty thousand miles

on it in the intervening period.

It is as reliable as ever, and, in

its old age, is now regularly

pulling a sidecar. Besides a

method of pre\enting the possi-

bility of broken valve heads
falling ort to the piston, the

owner has fitted a very neat

foot-operated valve lifter, a

desirable arrangement with such
strong springs as are used on
this particular T.T. mount.

Mr. Wilkinson had other

business to transact in Coventry
that afternoon, and in the

e\ening returned to Doncaster.
This is something like a run

—

two hundred miles in one day, including five or six

hours spent on business calls ! And this on a five vear
old machine, which should convince those who have
auv tiiisgivings respecting the life of a motor cvcle.
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Only a Detail.

Practically every factory employs tube spanners in

the erectini( shop. A tube spanner is the only spanner
which can satisfactorily approach the wee nuts which
lock the front brake shoes to their holes in the brake

stirrup, for the tube and girder of the forks com-
pletely prevent an open-ended or screw wrench from

approaching them. I am always detaching these nuts

during the job of fitting a speedometer to new
machines for press tests, and as I always notice that

machines lose condition marks hi Six Day Trials for

shedding these front brake shoes, I make it a rule to

test the tightness of the bolts every week on all

machines which I keep in regular use. But I have

never yet struck a machine which had the necessary

tube spanner—cost about 2d.—in its regulation kit.

Dynamo Sets—a Real Demerit.

It should be quite clearly understood alike, by

the public and the trade that at present all motor

bicycle electric sets suffer from one serious sliort-

coming. By dint of limited storag-e accommodation,

they are necessarily supplied with acciunulators de-

signed for ignition work. Such small and light accu-

mulators axe really only fitted to very slow rates of

discharge. Avoiding technicalities, one may put it by

saying that these cells are adequate for ignition work,

where their stored charge will not be used up in less

than a month, or in a thousand miles. When they are

-used for lighting purposes, the rate of discharge is so

rapid that they would be completely exhausted in from

ten to twenty hours, according to tlie number and

voltage of the lamps they serve. They are, of course,

kept constantly replenished by the dynamo, and tlie

wastage is made good as it occurs ; but it is the rait

of discharge which matters, and which determines the

longevity of the cells, and is responsible for the amount
of trouble they give. No responsible electrician would

dream of using such small cheap cells for such swift

discharging if the conditions allowed him to use the

proper type, which is far more expensive and far more
'

cumbrous and weighty. But the factors of cost,

weight and storage apparently tie down the motor

cycle illuminating set at present to a type of cell which

is technicahy unsuitable. [See " Accumulators Ancient

and Modern," April 29th, page 412.

—

Ed.] Even
the hght car, with its higher storage facilities

and greater price range, is usually confined to

these tiny cells ; and it is notoriously true that during

1914 the accumulators on light cars gave more
trouble than the whole of the rest of their lighting sets

added together. It is, therefore, high praise to assert

that our motor cycle electrical sets are already

extremely desirable and pleasant possessions ; and that

when human ingenuity has conquered the task of per-

fecting a cheap, light, and compact accumulator,

thoroughly adapted to a heavy discharging speed,

acetylene will be very hard pressed to find a survival

niche. By the way, I took out my Low generator

the other day after two months of disuse; and a roaring

flame leapt from the burner the instant I applied a

match, which I did within two seconds of opening

the stop cock. This gas had lain in the generator for

eight solid weeks

!

The 4 h.p. Douglas.

1 91 4 rumom- asserted that the big Douglas was
not yet wholly worthy of its trim little 2 ^ h.p. sister,

but rumour is a lying jade, and my own sample is

" some Douglas." As I have often written venomously
of delivery tune, let me remark that it fired with a

healthy bang on the first clepression of its kick starter,

and that its paces are so far uniformly delightful. Its

carburetter was beautifully tuned, and it ticks over

quite cotmtably in free engine, when the throttle is

shut back. Its sump lubrication is delightful \ the

W.D. and the "Velocette quite cured me of any
admiration I ever felt for hand pumps and drip feeds.

Apart from the strains they entail on the memory,
and the alert attention to engine beat which they

demand, I detest buying small quantities of oil on
tour. I normally purchase my oil in bulk at a flat

rate about half that charged by garages for isolated

pints and quarts. So my thrifty soul rejoices when
I face a trip running into hundreds of miles, and know
that if I ha\'e peered beneath a large crank case plug,

and seen the green viscid mass close up to the- lip of

the orifice, I need not bother further about engine

oiling ox engine oil until my return home. The 4 h.p.

Doxiglas is the first machine with a large output to

adopt this ideal mode of lubrication ; may others

soon copy it.

A Good Transmission.
I am now driving a light twin-cylinder of 500

c.c. fitted with all chain drive, spring engine sprocket

mounting, and cush hub. In reference to this drive

one has to retract all one has said in the past about
the harshness of chain drive. As a rule, spring

engine sprocket mountings are something of a fraud.

If you adjust them to slip when taking up the shocks

of a start or a pick-up, they are apt to slip all the

time ; if, on the contrary, you tighten them sufficiently

to prevent them from slipping under full load, they

don't ease the preliminaries. I understand my par-

ticular combination is of Enfield construction and

design, and it is certainly the goods. The pace which

the machine can attain 'proves conclusively that the

softening devices lock up solid under full load, but

there is no snatch or jar when the engine is man-

handled, and one makes it pick up from a crawl on a

A13
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gradient, or jumps it off in a hurr)'. More than that

;

the spring sprocket mounting can be heard to slip

whenever one changes gear—I do not mean that it

squeaks, but the momentary racing of the engine is

perceptible for a second or so before the drive locks

up. I am not certain that the most fastidious expert

dare assert his ability to distinguish this drive from
a perfectly adjusted belt in respect of smoothness

;

if he could, it would be that vibration is a shade more
pronounced with the chain transmission when the

engine is absolutely all out, and on that point certainty

could only be obtained by driving the same engine all

out on the belt drive. In any case, the Enfield trans-

mission is a re%'elation of what can be done in the

way of mollifying the quondam acerbity of the chain.

A New Mode of Attaching Sidecars.

All sidecar men are aware that the lighter and more
rigid three-wheelers suffer consid_erably from vibration

on really bad roads, and that it is not an unknown
thing for the connections or the cycle frame itself

to break in a strenuous week of speed work and
mountaineering as is represented by a six day trial.

A Scottish reader informs me that he is rather pleased
with a new method of attachment which he has made
and is using on his own machine (a 3^^ h.p.) As my

readers know, I am no engineer, and do not pretend

to be more than a babe in such matters ; but the idea

strikes my untutored judgment as containing possi-

bilities. What he describes as the " two bottom

stays " (presumably those to the front down tube of

the bicycle and to its chain stays) are substantial

hinged joints, the pivot of the hinge being horizontal

in each case. The saddle pin joint is sprung; the

long angular stay from the sidecar is a rigid tube,

terminating in the usual eye, and the bolt to -which

it is coupled is free to slide in a bearing, having a

coiled spring threaded over it on each side of thf

bearing. In other words, this is a variation of the

flexible sidecar, formerly popularised by Mr. Mont
gomery, the sidecar being free to swing within limit:-

round a horizontal axis. The inventor describes the

comfort as a vast improvement on the- rigid attach-

ments, and finds no counterbalancing disadvantages

in his road Work. I remember that I gave up the

original flexible sidecar partly because it was a terrible

skidder, partly because the strain on the joints was
such that the clips used to shift on the bicycle tubing

;

and so I dare not pronounce on the merits of this new
flexible pattern without a road trial. I have often

thought that there should be room for a flexible side-

car, given really substantial joints, affixed to lugs

permanently brazed on to the 'cycle frame.

Pontoon bridge over the Trent built by tbe 2/Ist Northumbrian R.E. The sidecar outfit, which is shown crossing the pontoon inunediately
ahcr completion, is used for carrying despatches to and from the camp.
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AROUND THE SCRAP
HEAP.

By a Despatch Rider on Active Service.

At the Scrap Heap.

HAVE you ever experienced that sensation of

grief, pity, and desolation as you gaze on your
motor cycle after a too sudden familiarity with

a steam roller? ^60 worth of metal that had once
convej'ed you now a contortioned nightmare at your
feet! A similar, but magnified sentiment comes upon
one when roving round the scrap heap at —.— base.

These wounded warriors that formerly played such an
heroic life at the Front are now but components of a

scrap heap.

The Life of a Motor Cycle.
It is an open secret that motor cycles have only a

short career out here, rarely, if ever,, lasting longer

than three months. Those machines that come to an
end by being struck by shells or which run into Jack
Johnson holes at 40 m.p.h. by night we can under-

stand and forgive for breaking up ; but then, the

majority of machines are ridden behind the lines, to

and from the base, and elsewhere, and for this ridicu-

lously short life the reason must be found.

Their Final Condition.
The scrap heap is composed of all makes, including

a sprinkling of nearly every well-known machine.
Here is a minus belt and magneto, with a

buckled wheel : here a , the tank splashed with

blood, and a broken steering head. The tell-tale hand
on the broken speedometer that happened to be fitted

indicated 37 m.p.h. A had been ridden in

under its own power in such a condition that it was
marvellous that it went. The four engine bolt nuts

were so loose that the carburetter could be seized in

the hand, and it, with the cylinder head, moved bodily

to and fro half an inch in either direction. In another
case, one piston ring only was left on the piston, also

there was a cracked valve seating, a broken ball race

in the magneto, and several other minor derangements.
Further, another machine that looked brand new and
in perfect order, on close inspection revealed the off

front fork cracked at the lower end and the three-

speed hub gear out of action. On another the piston

rings were broken and cylinder badly scored through
lack of lubrication. There they lie on the ground,

one supported by the other, a spectacle of abject

misery

!

How they get Worn Out.
After a comparative inspection of the various

machines the writer considers that the reason why the

motor cycles do not stand up to their work is (i) con-

,
tinual fast riding over exceedingly bad roads and
pave. (2.) Individual machines passing through the

hands of too many riders. (3.) The use of unsuitable

lubricating oil. (4.) Lack of attention and adjust-

ment. (5.) Bad handling and joy-riding.

Government Methods.
Something might be said about the Government

methods employed out here, and a fair percentage
of the blame hangs on their shoulders, so the less said

on this score the better, although, after all, the

responsibility in each small department depends on
the organisation and initiative of an N'.C.O. (usually

a regular army man), the minor, yet important, details

never reaching the ofiftcer in charge, especially as the

men are not encouraged to criticise just now. What
is wanted out here, and very badly too, is a "W.D."
model, and there is plenty of time before the conclu-

sion of this war to act in this matter. The following

suggestions put forward should, however, be of use

to those who design the machine.

Comparative Inspection.

A close inspection shows us that nearly all machines
have been running with excessive play in the wheel
bearings, due to wear, neglect, and lack of lubrication.

The hubs are never cleaned. This calls for a dirt and
waterproof hub made oiltight by internal packing and
caps. Also a redesigned and larger hub oiler.

Engines.
With' one or two exceptions where they were run

without oil on urgent business, the engines as a whole
are distinctly over-oiled. They show signs of having

been flooded, for the oil oozes out everywhere,

and the consequent carbonisation of head, heavier

pistons, dirty sparking plug points,, reduced exhaust

pipe diameter, ports, choked- silencer, etc., all help

to reduce the efficiency of the power unit, and;

formerly, where a hill could be climbed on top, Ioav

gear has to go in, and consequently the engine is raced

unnecessarily. Drip feed is not giving satisfaction,

for it depends too much on the idiosyncrasies of

the rider, tO' say nothing of the glass being invisible

at night.

An important fact that should not be overlooked

is that the oil supplied for motor cycle use out here

is, for the most part, water-cooled engine oil.

The Gears.

Of the many principles of multi-speed drives all are

satisfactory, arjd usually only go wrong through lack

of attention ; especially is this the case with the three-

speed hub. The way of fitting the gear box on a well-

known machine is not happy, for when the threads on
the holding-down bolts wear at the sides, the box when
carelessly fitted may be bolted slightly diagonally to the

frame, throwing the chain sprocket and belt pulley out

of alignment. Elsewhere the speed lever handle is

placed in an awkward position,, throwing the centre

of gravity of rider when changing gear into the wrong
place at the critical moment where judgment in riding
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is necessary, or possibly the handle may f.atch on his

knee, or the actual gear change take too long.

The Ignition.

The wiring is not yet fitted iaa businesslike fasliion ;

the passing of a' wire under the oil tank or pump
should be avoided, as oil finds its way down the wire

and on to the plug terminal.

The Carburetter.

In town the carburetter control levers are in con-

tinual use, and the sleeves or pistons in throttle and

air barrels soon wear out, so, consequently, the engine

can never be run slowly. The gauze filter over the

air intake when -screwed on -should -have some locking

device. It is invariably missing.

Spring Forks.

Certain spring forks, while^ being ideal for comfort

on good roads, are terrors on slippery places, and in

many cases are not strong enough to withstand a

hard bump.
Brakes.

Brakes are for the most part decidedly in the wrong
place. Nearly all machines out here have had their front

brake blocks removed because, directly the wheel is

slightly buckled, the brake is useless, besides giving

trouble in centring the wheel or when extracting it.

With a slack bearing, the brake block, -when applied,

has been known to catch against a spoke' and cause

a nasty accident. The brake on rear wheel belt

pulley places too much strain on the spokes. Why
not fit special V brake drums on each wheel ? They
may be unsightly, but they are most certainly reliable

in action.

Accessories.
Accessories have often been dealt with in these

columns, but they ai-e not sufficiently emancipated
yet. They are too clumsy. The finish on small

parts is invariably poor and soon rusts, whilst the

fastenings are not up to the work. The serrated

surface and nut principle is good in practice, but why
omit the spring washer to hold the nut to its work?
Put washers and split pins everywhere, especially on
the carrier bolts, brake connections, mudguard fittings,

and spring forks.

General Lubrication.
I should like to see the various small oilers on the

machine redesigned and enlarged. At the present
time the microscopic holes drilled in the frame, some-
times in inaccessible positions, devoid of any spring oil

retaining device, are in no way suitable for their pur-
pose. The oil hole is also too small or not adapted
to take the nozzle of an oil gun, and the engine oil

which is used will not pass the orifice. Further, no
idea may be formed of how much oil, if any, has
entered. One sees a small compression cock on a

gear box for lubrication purposes. Why not a screw
cap two inches in diameter through wdiich one could
see exactly what was in the gear box ?

Oily External Flywheels.
As regards external flywheels, a leg guard would

prevent oil leaking from a worn engine bearing being
transmitted from flywheel

. to rider. The suggested
form of guard to be a neat S^in. flat leather-covered

band of iron secured close across the flywheel parallel
I

TD the-cross-bar of frame. I

Handle=bar Grips.

When rough riding or on long journeys. the handle-

bar grips are found to be too small in diameter for

comfort, and, also, accidents are frequently occurring

through a grip pulling right off ; especially the right-

hand one when mounting quickly. Why not make
these a permanent fixture?-

The Right Machine in the Right Place.

At a base where three motor cycle orderlies are

attached at least four machines, instead of three,

should be provided. Say three lightweights for towi.

work and a higher powered machine for long .run^

It is asking too much of a lightweight machine td

perform long journeys. A powerful machine is mo^
unsuitable for town use.

Waste of Spares.
It is neither in the power nor in the interests

manufacturers either to curtail or economise in tt

matter of spares. This point lies entirely with th

organisation out here. It is only fair to add that man
things are scrapped when only a minor part

required to utilise them further, but this not being t|

hand a complete article is immediately requisitioned

Then, again, it is easy to obtain an expensive rhin|

such as a tyre and tube (for the mere asking), or

front wheel^and in scrapping the old wheel, of course!

, the old cover and tube go with it—but little things like|

a magneto spanner, big end bearings, crocus powdetj
nuts, bolts, horn tongues, washers, etc., are practicanj

unobtainable. Thus good material reaches the scraj

he&p. A generator is perhaps scrapped because al
rubber joint had perished, a wheel because six spokesj

were broken, a horn and bulb because the tongue 1

squeaked, etc. Although cycle parts are fairlv plenri-l

ful a certain cycle frame for a time was not, and as}

there is neither time nor means of straightening up a]

slightly distorted frame, the new parts fitted in it are]

somewhat handicapped. This point should be borne in
j_

mind when judging what passes for a new machine.
On the future W.D. model adjustable handle-bars

should be a standard feature; and be it noted that

several machines have been scrapped solely-'because

their ground clearance was too small.

Careless Fatigues.

Attention should be brought to the occasional gross

carelessness of fatigue men. Motor cycles and side-

cars in crates have been left upside down, one on top
of another, or 'in positions imposing a strain on the

machine, simply because the " drop tools hooter
"

went a minute too soon.

"Joy Riding."

Also in the repair shops work- is sometimes hurried

so that the afternoon may be spent in " tesiiiig,"' the

machine being finally delivered in a " reckless " con-
dition, maybe with the back tyre flat, and half the

detail work that was to have been attended to totally

ignored. Joy-riding is not confined to the workshop
either ! N.C.O. 's w ith no mechanical knowledge are

often to blame. If the truth of truths were known t

the mileage of these podr machines might not prove
so bad, but their actual duty to the W.D. is decidedly :

a short one, and it is surprising that manufaciurers do'

not send out representatives to enquire into the rapiil

depreciation of their goods-. The writer assures them
that thev would make some remarkable discoveries.
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Tips in Selecting a Lighting Dynamo Outfit.
Bj^ ROAD

SOME of the cl.eotricians who are hastily turning
out electric lighting sets I'or motor cycles show
a marked lack of practical genius in superficial

details which the ordinary rider is well qualified to

criticise, and a. statement of the defects in the less

perfect sets may save purchasers from blunders.
To commence with, every outfit should be sold

complete with spare bulbs for all lamps, and tlie bulbs
should be packed in substantial carrying cases because
of their fragility. Household electric installations

remind us how sudcieiily the filament of a bulb may
collapse ; on a motor cycle the bulb' is subject to

greater stresses, and as the bulb holders are by no
means standardised as yet, it is not always possible to

procure a spare- ewn in large towns, whilst the

niachine must obviously be pushed to the nearest town
if a bulb fails when the^e is no spare in the bag. The
bulbs require very careful fitting into the carrying

cases, because the glass tip is extraordinarily fragile.

Then it is absolutely essential .that a detachable
safety plug should form part of the switch block.

Otherwise, wh-enever the machine is left standing in

any public place from tlw kerb side to a garage,

whether by day or night, some meddlesome loafer is

sure to toy with the tumbler switches ; and unless an

interrupter plug is lying safely in the owner's vest

pocket, a lot of current will be wasted in this way.

It is further desirable that one connection, either

across the terminals of the -safety plug, or elscAvhere,

should consist of a fuse wire,^as tjiis will prevent the

accumulator from being rapidly exhausted by any
accidental short circuit. Such short circuits aie par-

RIDER.
licularly probable on a motor cycle, composed so
largely of metal, and so hopelessly exposed to mois-
ture in wet weather.

All terminals should be thoroughly tightened up
and inspected at frequent intervals, as a detached
wire may mean the instantaneous failure of the light

without so much as a flicker of warning, and if the
machine is travelling fast in traffic or on a twisty road,

an ugly smash may result. The connections should,
therefore, be substantial—no finger-twisting of naked
wire will suffice. Every wire-end should be firmly

secured to a proper brass terminal ring, and soldered

home, whilst the wiring itself should be strong. The
terminal screws should be a goo<l fit on their threads,

and should be tightened up gently with pliers; if

possible, packing material shoi'ld be stuffed between
. them and the lid of the battery box, so that there is

no room for them to jump off if they work loose. If

the terminals are exposed, e.g., on a top tube switch

block, it is wise to paint the outside of the connection
with a thick ropy paint, lest a terminal should fall

off. In course of cime, spring-locking terminals will

probably be applied to such fittings ; the plain screw

terminal is literally dangerous. The vent plugs of the

accumulator deserve special scrutiny. The vibration

renders the acid specially liable to spray out, and if

the plugs are slovenly in design or workmanship, the

whole top of the accumulator will presently be covered

with filthy corrosions, and the acid in the cells will

^ cease to cover the tops of the plates. It can, of

course, be replaced, but it is tiresome to be continu-

allv pouiing in a little more arid.

E. j. Jack (So H.p. Rover), one of the eight competitors in the Irish twenty-four hours trial to make a clean ascent of Glengesh H-.ll. He is

shown just past the lirot comer, and the dust cloud further back mdicates the approach of another rider.
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The Corbin-Brown Speedometer.

A
SPEEDOMETER of American
origin which is obtaining a con-

siderable degree of popularity in

this country at the present time
is the Corbin-Brown, the agency for

which has lately been taken over by
Messrs. Brown Bros., New-
man Street, Oxford Street,

London, W.
The instrument works on

the centrifugal principle,

and through the internal

mechanism itself presents

nothing startling in design,

the accompanying sketch

shows a slight departure
from standard practice. This

variation consists of the
adoption of a governor
working on the scissors

principle. As the speed
increases, the two balance
weights tend to approach
one another, and in so

doing control the indicator

hand, forcing it farther up
the dial by raising the
screw sliding on the main
spindle. The mileage re-

corder and trip mechanism
follow the principles whicli

have been in vogue amoni;
speedometer manufacturers
for some time.

An interesting point in

the design of the driving
sprocket, which in this par-

Brown speed- ticular case is attached to

ometer. the back wheel, is the fact

Flexible shaft

of the Corbin-

that this is made in two halves, bolted

together by means of two short plates

and screws. In the centre of the plate

there is a projecting pin, the object of

which is to ensure perfect alignment of

both halves of the driving sprocket, It

is therefore clear that it is not necessary
to take down the driving wheel on the
motor cycle to fit the driving mechanism
of the speedometer—a point which will

be much appreciated by those amateur's
who desire to fit the speedometer them-
selves as it means a considerable saving
of trouble.

To those who are not -acquainted with

The Corbin-Brown speedometer, which has

a black dial.

Ji—«•»•—<

Internal mechanism of

the Corbin-Brown
speedometer.

American machines, it may be pointed

out that the usual position for the

Corbin is on the top tube. The Corbin-

Brown speedometer has a black dial

with white letters, which are easily dis-

cernible. The instrument is well made,
and can be driven from either front or

back wheel.

A New Two-stroke Lightweight.
THE latest addition to the ranks of

the small two-stroke is known as

the Sheffield Minor, and is handled
by the Colmore Depot in Birmingham.
The machine has a striking appearance,
owuig partly to the sloping top tube,

which is also slightly dropped at the rear

end. The power is supplied- By a Villiers

two-stroke unit, and the transmission is

eiflier direct by belt or by chain and
belt through the medium of an Albion
two-speed countershaft gear.

Lubrication is by sight feed drip to the
inlet pipe, whence the oil is distributed
in the form of vapour. 26in. x2in. tyres
are fitted, the mudguarding is well carried

out, and the machine is finished in black

and green.

The fittings ai'e noticeably good and
include aluminium footboards, ai'mo'ured

pannier tool bags, heavy type Druid
forks, and large pan seat. The saddle

is unusuall}' luxurious for a moderately-
priced machine.

The Sheffield Minor, the latest reault to the list of two-stroke lightweights. The model illustrated is fitted with chain-cum-belt drive and

two-speed Albion countershaft gear.

B4
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B.S.A. on War Service

Belgian Soldiers with B.S.A. Motor Bicycle used for Despatch Riding with the

Belgian Headquarters Staff.

Photo knt by The Morris Garages, Oxford, who supplied above machine.

Our Allies, no less than British riders, praise the efficiency

of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles. They know by experience

that—at the critical moment—B.S.A. material and work'

manship can be relied upon to stand the severest test.

RIDE A

B.S.Ae Motor Bicycle
Fitted with

B.S.A. COUNTERSHAFT THREE-SPEED GEAR.

Write for Latest B.S,A. Catalogue
showing all models in colours.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd., 13, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Special Souvenir Booklet, "On War Service," sent post free for Id. stamp.

In answeimu this advertisement it in rlesirable to mention " ''Vie Motor Cycle." B5
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GHEAPSIDE,
and Milk Street Buildins'S,

LONDON, E.C.

MOTOR CYCLISTS' OVERALLS. for wind. rain, or dust. waterproof department.
All Garments are guaranteed absolutely Waterproof. All Seams stitched through, overlapped, cemented, and taped-

When ordering Motor Suits, please state Chest Measure taken over jacket %vom, and inside Leg Measure.
OUR FAMOUS "J.P." TOURIST OVERALL MOTOR SUIT.—Strong and Waterproof, made of

extra stout untearable Fawn Twill, double texture- This material is specially recommended to stand
the hard wear that Overalls usually get. The Jacket is made double-breasted, 36in. long, with

Prussian collar, throat tab, inside wind cuffs, adjustable, tabs on sleeves, square pockets
stitched right through, cut roomy, with loops for belt. The Trousers are made in the

Seatless Overall style, with spat and gaiter front, storm gusset, lever clip fastening
leather waist and boot strap, and shaped to fit well up in fork of leg. Thrs Outfit

complete is offered during the Sale only at 30/6, Usually sold 40/-.

JACKETS ONLY, 20/3. Usual price. 21 /6.

mOTOR
CYCLISTS'
DUST OVERALLS
Olivs Heavy Twill Drill Double-

breasted Jackets and Seatlcss Gaiter

Trousers (heavily rainproofed). I'sual

in-ice, 28/-. Sale Price, 23/4-.
Sizes stocked. 36 to 44 chest.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER. SHOWER AND DUSTPROOF
EVJOTOR SUIT in Olive Twill, very strong. The Jacket is

Double-breasted, fitted with elastic wind cuffs, the overalls fasten

with side strap to brace buttons, are easily slipped on and off, and
the spat is kept in position by small strap, making a most sightly and useful

Suit. Worth 25/-. Our Special Price, i6/-,
36 to 44 chest in stock.

Shower and Dustproof SEATLESS GAITER TROUSERS. Fitted with Gusset and Patent

Fasteners at side, easily slipped on, in the following sizes only :

Sale Price, 9/S Waist 32 32 34 40 40

postage 4d. T-eg 31 33 33 31 33

WATERPROOF CAPS
TO MATCH

The "J.P." TOURIST MOTOR SUIT.
Usual price, 4/6. Sale price, 3/11

Postage 2d.

HOLLAND LEGGINGS.
Usual price, ^-,6.

Sale price, 3 /
Postage

Shower and Dustproof LEGGINGS.
brace buttons. Sale Price, T/6

fitted with Gusset and
Postafje 3d.

Patent Fasteners Strap to fasten on

THE

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER
For Designers, Draughtsmen, Works Managers, etc.

Monthly (th'S^y) Sixpence Net.

ROSCO CYLINDER BLACK.
PRESERVES YOUR CYLINDERS.

Tins, ea. Withstands Heat. Post free, lid.

Sole Manufacturers :

O^VEN BROS., HULL, Engr-

THE ISO MlkES F>e:R HOUR
ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Revolution ludicators on same principle nsed on Government

Aeroplanes

!

The Motor Engineer and Scientific Man's Instrument.
Under Escapement Control like a Watch.

The most perfect form
overnor known.
(No centrifnyal or
nmgneto Bovemor.

)

Gives true read-
ing at all speeds
to 50 miles per
hour and beyond
UNLIMITED.

For motor cars,
i'5 12s . incUuiine
diivini,' ueur; lor
iw I'lecars, £4 16s.;
for motor cycles,
i'4 43.

Liberal Trade
Discount

See "The Motor Cycle.

"

September 2Cth, 1913.

Kecommended and i»toel;cil by

—

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, Limited,

„ Rudge-Whitworih, Limited,

„ The Triumph Cycle Co., Limited,
and Branches, and by all otlRii- liifih clos^ Firms.

MannCactiirod In- tlio inventor of tlio Kavniscl Watch

B. BONSy I KSEN, 'SiS.°^^Ki-l*Ry*'
Apply for copy of National Pliyaical Laboratory's Report.

. Send direct unless your Agent can siipp'y.

The Graves 2j h.p. J A.P. Light Touring Motor Cycle, 70 by 76 bore
and stroke; Amac Carburetter; Dunlop Rubber Studded Tyres;
Druid Spring Forks; Hans Rcnold Chain; Two-speed Counlershafl
Gear, nelivered carriage paid to approved orders for £5 now,
balance £2 monthly if satisfied. Write for Catalogue of "Speed
King" Models from £35 up, on [vasv Terms. Also Side CarS,
Clincher Tyres, Wall Auto-Wheel, Motor Clothing,
etc.. on Easy 'lernis. J. G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

^^S Are ihc niost satisfactary, because the

I have been cxpcrimentinR for over ten yeara
with miiU'rlQls and sfi-les of cnt. and I have
tested them out on tho road. This moans
satigfiiotion to you as it did to the \vritor of
the foliowiug unsolicited testimonial

:

Sept. 2Sth. 19U.
I am more than pleased with ovoralls. They

are better in every way tlmn I expected, and I

am plad I struck your advert. I shall be Riad
to recommend your firm. It's a treat to get
such satisfaction. Yon may use this as a
testimonial. Yonrs truly—W. G. Adams.

Estate Agent. Swindon, Wilts.
My Booklet will iutorost you—scud for it

to-day.—Irvine Smith.

i;('Hi=i znE3
V. Bu-ttei-sHaw, Br-:a.cl-Fo»-cl.

li. North Street. Bisliop's Stortford,
Dear Sirs, Herts. April ISth, 19U

On Feb. 5tli last yon wer^ pood cnoa^:h to send me ft

non-return release valve for crank case for my motor cycle on
which I had fitted an " Enots Driii Fee»L I should like to
express mv appreciatiou of the workiiiB of the " Enots." It lias
made an enormous increase in tho power, ensariui; at the same
time corif ct lubrication.

i; uj'J Iremain.Tenrs truly,

<L1L "^ia. S.A.Milbanfc.

Manufactured bv

BENTON & STONE, Ltd..

"Enots Works," BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: 12, MORTIMER ST., W.

ENDRICK DECOMPRESSOR
For all fon ^lr.•)»o en*;

.... .....-,. -.w..,-,s..,. .ind otlicr
. emiincwitli rec(tsscd valve caps.
I No. 2 snits flush top valve cajvs
' or hi Iteuof

r coraprcssiou 8/6 oach,
tap. No. 1 S for a> b.p.— of all Agents,
linrhiQ ayui Sereteinff Faire Cap, or direct.

U. ,M,'H ncturucd in tico howi.
Endrick Eng. Co., Warwick Rd., Olton.B'ham,

1:6 In ariswcring these adv('rtise7f}C7its it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Mechanical Features of the Two-stroke Clyno.
A MACHINE WITH SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE FhATURES.

T^\o cditn of till stroke Clyno—single-geared model (left) and two-speed model (right)

1 of the flywheel on opposite sides.

Compression release i_.

valve lever

Compression release

valve

READERS will remember that we have already

pub&hed details of die alterations in the 19 15
Clyno two-stroke models. At the time,

however, we were unabFe to give an illustration of

the complete machine, and, as the Clyno Engineering-

Co. have embodied so many unusual features in their

design, it may be of general interest to recapitulate

the main items in construction. In addition to an

open frame, ladies' model, the Clyno is marketed as

a single-geared or two-speed mount with a cylinder

bore of either 70
mm. or 76 mm.,
the stroke being 70
mm. in either case.

^^e propose to deal

with the 70 X 70
mm. two - speed

mount as being

typical of the firm's

production. Inci-

dentally, it is a

mount with which
we have had a

year's most satis^

factory riding ex-

perience.

The Clyno two-

stroke has the dis-

tinction of being

one of the very few
two-stroke machines
which is designed

and built through-

out (with the excep-

tion of electrical

fittings, tyres, etc.)

by one firm, and
the result is ob-

vious in the neat-

ness, practical lay-

out, and detail

work of the whole
machine. One
would, of course,

expect such a result.

PART SECTION OF CLYNO TWO-STROKE ENGINE.

Connectin:

Ejigine number

Ro:

Crank pin

Crank case drain plug

The main outward difference is the location

The Power Unit.

Xaturallv the engine and gear unit is the most

interesting item from a motor cyclist's point of view.

Here we find many unique fea;tures, such as the

totally enclosed flywheel, the absence of a chain from

engine to gears, and the protected multi-plate clutch.

It is not generally realised that the engine of the two-

speed Clyno runs backwards, though this apparently

unimportant detail has more than one good result.

The cyhnder slopes forward to a considerable degree,

and, as the engine

runs in the reversed

direction to- the

usual practice, the

balance is improved
to a slight degree.

In front of the

cylinder are
mounted the ex-

haust and inlel

pipes, the former

directly above the

latter, and at the

back of the cylinder

lies the detachable

transfer port cover,

which 'is instantly

removable after
loosening two set

pins. Thus it is

quite possible to

clean the piston

head without re-

moving the cylin-

der. The latest
model is fitted with

a pipe from the

release valve in the

cylinder head to

the exhaust pipe,

which does away
with the noise and
oily vapour emitted

by the unenclosed

release valve.

T37

Transfer

cover
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CYCLE OF OPERATIONS ON THE TWO-STROKE CLYNO.

(1) Compressed charge on (2) Commencement of ex- (3) End~of explosion stroke • (4) Piston rising ; exhaust and trans-

point of firing; exhaust and plosion stroke ; inlet port partly exhaust gases commencing to fer ports open ; mlet port closed ; fresh

transfer ports closed ; inlet port open ; transfer port and exhaust pass out ; inlet port and transfer charge passing into cylinder wq trans-

open, showing gas filling crank port closed. port closed : gas in crank case fer port and deflector plate ; exhaust

case and lower part of cylinder. almost fully comrressed. gases (darker shading) passing out.

C, inlet pipe E, exhaust port. T, transfer port.

The gear box is unusual, though particularly simple.

Two gear wheels are mounted direct on one side of

the crankshaft and He between a plain bearing in the

crank case and a roller bearing which takes the w'eight

of the flywheel,, a second roller bearing is mounted
- on the other side of the crankshaft, and the whole
shaft is held up to the

face of the plain bearing

already mentioned by a

light spring and ball

thrust, and thus prevents

compression leakage.
These two gear wheels

mesh with a pair of large

gears mounted on the

gearshaft. One of these

is loosely mounted, but
the other is capable of a

sliding motion only, being

mounted on keys. The
sliding wheel is fitted

with a series of pegs
in one face arranged so as to correspond with

a series of. holes formed in the loose v.'heel.

VVhen both pairs of gears are in mesh the loose

wheel revolves independently of the gearshaft,

and the high gear is obtained through the sliding

wheel, thence through the clutch, which is mounted
on the gearshaft and carries a 6in. belt pulley. If,

however, the sliding wheel is moved across it first of

all comes out of mesh with the wheel on the crank-

shaft, and then the pegs engage in the holes in the

loose wheel, thus locking the loose wheel to. the gear-

shaft and clutch so that the low gear comes into

action. There is a slight knack in changing up, but
once this is acquired the change can be made in

silence with the greatest certainty ;
^hanging down

is simple to an extraordinary degree.

b8

(Left) Magneto drive.

The frame is of the loop type, and the engine and

gear box rest on flat lugs, being held thereto by long

screws and nuts, consequently the power unit can be

removed, if necessary, with the greatest ease. The
magneto" is gear-driven from the gearshaft,_ only six

gear wheels_being employed in the whole unit. Frame

_ details and fittings are

unusually complete and
excellent, and the long

curved - up aluminium
footplates protect tlie

rider's feet and legs,

besides providing a com-
fortable riding position.

An additional silencer on
the end of the exliaust

pipe of the 1915 models
has considerably reduced
the noise, and a new
system of crankshaft
building wherein the

crankshaft is divided into

two parts only forms perhaps the most important
alteration since last year.

Engine Details.

The new crankshaft simplifies construction aad
ensures a true crankshaft, which it is difficult to obtain
in the three-piece type. The big end bearing is of
the roller type, and the gudgeon pin is fixed to the
connecting rod, the ends of the pin being free to

oscillate in bearings in the piston boss. This is an
important point, as it relieves the piston of the strains

imposed by a "drive in" gudgeon pin and reduces
the liability to warping. The Clyno claim to have got
over the difficulty of sticking top piston rings by
replacing the top ring by a series of narrow grooves.

The second ring remains as before, but a ring is now

(Right) Change speed

gear incorporated with

crankshaft.
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The Vremier House for

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS.

Any available make of Machine supplied

We add 2% ONLY to list prices for 12 months
credit accommodation.

Sole London Agent for the Ixion Motor Cy les

____ WM. WHITELEY, LTD.,
>V''')^^§^SV QUEEN S ROAD, LONDON, W. .-. g^^^,^?^J^^^
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MOTOR
CYCLE

AMC
HORN

FOUND AX LASX!
An effective, reliable, durable, and econom-
ical Warning Signal for motor cycles and
sidecars. The new "A.M.C." Electric

Horn clears the road, gives no trouble,

and will last for years, rendering it ideal for

use on motor cycles and sidecar machines.
The current consumption does not exceed i amp.
at 4 volts. A dry battery will give one to two years'

service with intermittent use ; the extra load on a
'

lighting set is practically nil.

The instrument is British made throughout, an
ornament to any machine, and is provided with -

means for adjusting the pitch of the note.

Please send Postcard io-dau for latest illustraied bo klet.

APOLLO Manufacturing Co.,
MOSELEY ST, BIRMINGHAM.

Price 25/- Nickel-plated.

27/- Black.

Complete with 2^ yards black braided

flexible copper cable, and "All- ^

weather" switch, ready for

immediate use.

IIIIIIINBIIIIIIIII lllllllll

TRACING "TROUBLES
^^^ T'HIS edition has been brousht UD

Second
Edition

THIS handy little volume deals with all

the faults to which motor cycles are

liable, explains how they can he easily

d atnosed, and shows how they can be

rectified. Every conceivable cause of trouble

is dealt with, and the remedy for it carefully

explained. It is ^vritten in simple language

by a practical motor cyclist of long experience,

and fully indexed for ease of reference.

Price

1/- Net.

By Post,

1/2.

THIS edition has been brought up
to date by the author and new

material added, including

— a section on —
two-stroke engines.

OhtamaJjlc from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

and all leading booksellers.

iiHiiiiiiiiaiiiNiiiiBiiiiii
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upremacy.

50 NIL!

CHAMPIONSHIP

OF IRELAND

Won by

J. W. SHAW,
on the

31 h.p. Norton.

Time —58 minutes 2 seconds.

5 MILE

SCRATCH RACE

Won by

J. W. SHAW,
on the

3'^ h.p. Norton.
Time—5 minutes 15 seconds.

Being further proof of

Norton Speed & Reliability.

Write for lUustraled Catalogue and Price's, to—
Norton Motors, Birmingham. London : Bartlett & Co., The Parade, Hilburn.

in answerhig this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Moto! Cycle."
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Mechanical Features of the Two-stroke Clyno.—

fitted in the skivt of the piston. Lubrication remains

on the " petroil " system, oil being pumped direct

from the oil tank into the petrol. Much has been said

both against this system and in favour of it, and we
must confess to having found it absolutely satisfactory

provided the right quantity and quality of oil were

used. The magneto control has now been moved to

the handle-bar, and the compression has been sligiilly

lowered. We cannot say more in favour of the little

Clyno than that practically every detail which
appeared to us, after many thousands of miles of use
on an early 1914 model, to l)e open to criticism has
been improved in a most satisfactory manneF."

All Russian Motor Cycle Speed Trials.
New Recordg made by a British Machine.

SPEED TRIALS .^T PETROGRAD.

Reading from left to right : Enfield passenger outfit, the driver of which made fastest time in the sidecar class. The rider of the Rudge who

lowered the Russian record for the 500 c.c. flying verst (1,1 16| yards), speed 62,5 m.p.h. A T.T. Triumph at speed.

THE annual Russian speed, trials were held on
Volkonskoe Road, Petrograd, on the 13th ult.

There were some forty entries, and the weather

was w'arm and pleasant, a great contrast to what was

experienced in the Winter Trial (an exclusive account

of which was -given in this journal), when so much
trouble occurred from over-heating, slipping belts,

and difficult starting.

Unfortunately, a bad accident to a Russian Army
despatch rider, resulting in a broken leg, caused the

Fastest time of the day, i.e., 64.9 m.p.h., was made by the rider of

this 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Matchless at the Petrograd speed trials.

commanding officer to order the retirement of the

military section, who were for the most part mounted

on American machines. This naturally caused some

loss of interest and damped the spirits of those present

not a little ; however, some excellent performances

Avere witnessed, and the previous Russian record in

the 500 c.c. class went by the board, being beaten

by the rider of a Rudge, who covered the verst at a

speed of over 62 m.p.h., while the fastest time of

the day was made by a Matchless fitted with an

overhead valve J.A. P. engine, which almost reached

a pace of 65 m.p.h.

The verst, which is rather more than a kilometre,

was covered first with a flying, then with a standing

start, and the times were taken electrically; thus any

possible source of error in the timing w^as eliminated.

There were three classes as follow-

:

Class A, 500 c.C, Open, Flying Start.

Rudge
Rudge - .".

.

Triumph T.T.
Triumph T.T.
Triumph

38is.

39is.
41|s.

43ts.
46 is.

= 62.5 m.p.h.'

Class B, 500 c.c,

*Russian record.

Handicap on Previous Time,
Start.

Standing

Rudge 54is.

Rudge ..-v ... 56|s.

Triuriiph T.T 57^8.

Triumph T.T 5S-is.

Rudge 62|s.

Class C, 1,000 c.c, Open.
Matchless ... ... ... 37s. =

*Fastest time of the day.

Class D, Sidecars.
Enfield 66is.

Premier 67|s.

Sunbeam 68|s.

64.9 m.p.h.*
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Jul/ 8 ... 9.i& P m.

10 ... 9;i4
12 ' ... 9.13

14 ... 9.12

rbe Dunlop Rubber Co. and the War Loan.

We hear that in order to Piirourage

inve.5tors to assist the country in the
present emergency, by investing in the
new War Loan, the i)unlop Rubber Co.
hav© made an offer to the debenture
holders of the Parent Tyre to Mdeem
outstanding debentures . upon favourable
terms for cash a y'ear before the due
date. This offer is being largely accepted.

Sidecars for Service in Russia.

Our Russian correspondent liks us to

draw British manufacturers' attention to

the fact that, owing to the new police

regulations and the rule of the road to

keep to the right, isidecars shipped to

Russia should be fitted on the right-hand
side of tiie motor cycle. There are quite
a number of British sidecar machines
in the Petrograd district, including Sun-
beams, Enfields, and Premiers. The-
Indian is the most popular of the
American makes at present.

f.

Junior T.T. Winner's as Despatch Riders.

Last -week Corporal Eric AV'illiams,

D.C.M., was home for a few days' leave,

when we had the pleasure of a few
minutes' chat with him. Williams bails

from Hereford. A Wolverhampton paper
refers to Cyril Williams—second to Eric
Williams in the 1914 Junior T.T.—as
sergeant, but this is premature.

Reliability Trial in the Transvaal.

Maritzburg, Transvaal, motor cyclists

held the reli.ibikty trial for the

Barns trophy on LTnion iJay, May
31st A circular route was adopteil,

giving a total distance of 144i i.iiles.

There was one official stopping place,

aiid the time allowed for this was
only half an hour. The trial v/as lun
off successfully, but there was a. good
deal of tj're trouble, which put many
competitors out of the running. Pro-
visional results gave a tie for first place

between C. Weeden (Sj h.p. P. and iL)
and V. E. Williams (Si h.p. P.udge).

Second and third places go to W. E.
Charlwood (7:9 h.p. Indian) and R."G.
Goodwin (3^ h.p. Triumph) respectively.

iSIarks were awarded on non-stop run,

times at secret and open checks, and
conditioir of machine at finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
TIPS IN SELECTING A LIGHTING

OUTFIT.
AROUND THE SCRAP HEAP.

TRIALS IN RUSSIA, SCOTLAND AND
IRELAND.

A.C.U. Membership.
The subscriptions of members joining

as from July 1st will carry them right

through to January, 1917. Prospective

members, therefore, gain nothing by
waiting to join ne.xt year.

An Appeal £or Army Motor Cyclists.

Recruiting for the llotor ^Machine Gun
Service is now re-opened. Jlotor cyclists

who wish to join the Army—and every
able-bodied rider should respond to the

call—will find all details in the Recruit-

ing Section on page 42 of this issue.

Second-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices of

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in the last issue of The Motor
Cycle, and also the average prices for

the last eight weeks. The prices quoted
may be regarded as tlieir standard value.

Last Average
Make. Year. H.P. week's for past

_ average. 8 weeks.

The only lady competitor in the Glasgow M.C.C. twelve hours trial, Miss Runc'lman, who
drove an A.J.S. passenger outfit. .The event is described on page 43,

A..T.S 1914 ~i 3-speed .... U° £43
J 1913 .6 2-sp. sidecar . £52 £57

~
i Ariel 1913 3 V 3-speed /.3i £35m Auto-Whe-l 1914 I £10 £10
W Bat J913 S 2-sp. sidecar . i55 £,15

Bradbun- .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £70 £<>7

B.S..\ 1914 4 3-5P- sidecar . £60 £.u
r-

,, 1914 4 3-speed ..... tA7 £4S
Cliater-Lea . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . £50 £66
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . J.03 £67

„ 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . £50 /.i4

„ 1913 2i 2-speed .... £32 £32
Douglas . .

.

1914 2} 2-sp, kick star £43 £42
1913 2i 2-speed .... £33 £36

Enfield :... 1914 ,6 2-sp. sidecar . £03 405
£41i»— •

•
. 1914 3 2-speed £43

„ .... 1913 6 2-s>. sidecar . £5- £.52

i 3 Hiiinber . .

.

1914 2; 3-sp. T.T. . .

.

£30 £3t

>> „ ... 1913 34 3-sp. sidecir . £40 ^ £40
,, ... 1913 3i 3-speed ....

7 2-sp. sidecar .

£32 £34
Indian .... 1914 £63 £l'3

.... 1914 7 T.T £42 £42
,1 .... 1013 7 2-sp. sidecar . £55 £53

Jann^s 1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar . /.i5 £52
„ . f. . . 1914 3i 3-sp. sidectr . /,55 £52

Matchless .

.

1914 7 3-sp. sidecar . £7.5
.,

.. 1913 7 3-sp. sidecar . £55 £5.5
Motosacocbe 1914 3i 2-speed £40 £40
Kew Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £65 £60

,, 1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . £45 £40
N.U.T 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £60 £04
P. & M. ... 1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar . /.4b £50
Premier . .

.

I9T4 3.i 3-speed £42 £43
haRex 1914 I) 3-sp. sidecar . £57

Rover 1914 3V 3-sp. sidecar . iJi £50
1914 3.V 3-spced £43 £47

Rudge 1914 5 multi sidecar. /.lo 457
1014 3.< multi /,40 £42

Scott 1913 3j 2-sp. sidecar . £50 £48
Sunbeam .

.

1914 6 3-SD. sidecar . £80 £74
,, .

.

1914 3 i 3-speed £S9 £s»
Triumph . .

.

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . £60 £56
,, ... 1914 4 3-speed £45 £44
„ ... 1914 2t 2-speed .....

£46
£35

1913 35 3-sp. sidecar . £46
Zeuitll 1914 S iGradua sidecar £70 £62

1913 .6 Gradua.sidecar £43 £43
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Brave Motor Cyclist's Death from Wounds.

'I'lirro Ikivo Iuh'ii fnini)ar;il.i\cly It'^v

casualties in the Motor Maoliine Gun
Sorvico, tlu)ii5;li it is not to be ex-

pected tluit tlic brave motor cyclists

who compose the raiiUs are at any lime
free from danger in, view of their pre-

sence in the firing; Inie. Another nrem-

Sydney R. Stebbing, killed in action in

Flanders.

ber of the No. 5 Battery (the- Coventry
Battery) to give his life for his country
is Sydney Reginald Stebbing, son of the
bandmaster of the 1st Batt. Eoyal War-
wickshire Regiment. Stebbing was one
of the first to answer the call, enlisting

last November, and died from wouitds
received in action at Zonnebeke, Flanders,
and is buried in Hazebrouck Cemetery.
He was one of the three battery scouts,

and is seen in the accompanying photo-
graph mounted on a Douglas.

Dlubs and the War Loan
It is interesting to note that the

A.q.U. has invested £1,000 in the War
Loan. The Cyclecar Club also proposes
to invest its funds in the loan. In last

week's issue of this journal, Mr. N. T.
Downs made the suggestion that, clubs
should invest their funds in the loan,

and we appended editorial support to

the suggestion

.

rhe Late Captain Anthony Wilding.

A coi'respondent in last Saturday's
Daily Mail writes :

" Beside a lonely, rubbish-strewn path
which not very long ago had been
a country road, I saw yesterday the
grave of Anthony Wilding, the lawn
tennis champion, who met his death by
the chance of a stray shell. He was
riding a motor cycle along this road when
a German shell burst just in front of

him. It is, I think, a sound ride in these

cases to go straight on, for the Germans
generally drop one or two shells about
the same place.

" A dug-out was close by, and Captain
Wilding took cover in it to wait till the
shelling ceased. In the dug-out were an
officer and some men of the Suffolk
Regiment. The very next shell fell into

the <lug-out and killed the inmates.
Wilding lies buried close to the road
witii tile Suffolk officer and his men.
A plain wooden cross, with his name
and the date of his death inscribed in

indelible pencil, marks his resting place."

Army Pay Again.

\Vc iiotire that a Scottish contem-
porary protests against 6s. a day being
paid to unskilled motor drivers and only
Is. 2d. a day to men (including many
motor cyclists) who are regularly risking
their lives in the trenches. It will be
remembered that The Motor C'l/cle has
had more than one growl on this same
topic, and as a result a question was
asked in Parliament, but the authorities

still remain steadfast.

New American Track Record.

The American 100 miles dirt track
record was lowered on June 13th on the
Detroit course (an oval mile), when an
Indian rider, Jim Davis, covered the
distance in 88m. 6|s. (68.1 m.p.h.) There
were eighteen starters, and altogether it

appears to have been an exciting race.

Second and third places were secui-ed

by riders of Harley-Davidsons. Previous
record time for the 100 miles was 92m.,
made by an Excelsior in 1913.

The War Funds.

That the principal war funds continue
to receive strong support is borne out
by the following figures, taken on Tues-
day last

:

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund £160.754
The Times Fund £1,520,970
The Daily Teleqraph Belgian
Fund .".

^
£148.763

The Lord Roberts Memorial Fund is

approximately £50,000.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

t'<ii,(irK£ii Fitu.sT Lir.HT.s on Moron
Veiiu i.ivs.—A]th<jugh the new Order in

Council (under the Defence of the Realm
Act) prohibiting the use ol colours in

reducing the inten.'^ity of light shown by
lamps on motor vehicles has been in

force since June 10th, it is noticeable
that numerous motorists, apparently,
ignorant of the new regulations, continue
to use coloured " dimmers " or coloured
glasses in their front lamps. Obviously
a red light shown in front would be the'
source of consideiahle risk.

Sidecar Runs for Wounded Soldiers.

Motor cyclists of Torquay have set

a splendid example to others throughout
the country by the system of regular
sidecar outings for wounded soldiers

that they have organised. Since last

October runs have been arranged for
every Wednesday and Saturday after-

noon, and now that settled weather
has arrived picnics are being held. The
joint organisers, Messrs. A. E. Williams
and P. J. Gilley, tell us that the trips

are most appreciated, and eagerly looked
forward to by both wounded British
and Belgians in the local hospitals.

Another Spanish Road Race.

Since publishing in our last issue par-
ticulars of an 130 miles road race
organised by the ^lotor Club of Madrid,
news has come to hand of another long-

distance race—this time over a distance
of 210 miles—held in Spain. The course

,

was over twisty and mountainous roads,
and the last sixty miles were made
very trying owang to a heavy downpour
of rain First and second places were
taken by riders of Sj h.p. twin-cylin-

der Indians, thev being the identical
maLhines u-^ed m "the 1914 T.T.

THE WEEK-END FLOODS.
A flooded road near Castle Bromwich, Birmingham. The photograph, which was taken

on Monday last after the heavy thunderstorms of the week end, shows a Harley-Davidson

passenger outfit that came through the water without a hitch.

BI5
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THE FINE LOT OF jMEN FOR

MACHINE GL

(The Editor of The Motor Cycle is now open to acce

The smaller views show motor cvdlsts ol

THE MILITARY M'
|V] O section of the community is

i > rendering more valuable work
for King and Country than the
motor cyclist. Promptly answering
the call at the outbreak of war, there
has been a steady stream of recruits

ever since, and at the present time
thousands of our readers are in

H.M. Forces, many of them having
specially distinguished themselves on
the ^•arious battlefields.
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THE No. II MOTOR
TTERY.

lits for the new batteries being forn

I.M.G.S. going into action.

)R CYCLIST.
le Biitish-made motor cycle, too,

roving its wortli in this great

;gie. Perfected in peace time

pleasure mount, it is proving

uable in war. Each type, too,

its special uses. The motor
;Ie is the ideal despatch rider's

nt, and the sidecar is adapted
:he Motor Machine Gun Service

new branch of the Armv which
ndering yeoman service.

THE DESPATCH RIDER'S SECTION OF THE 20th Co. ROYAL ENGINEERS, SIGNAL SECTION.

ALL ARE MOUNTED ON DOUGLA.S MOTOR CYCLES.
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A New Low Motor Cycle Generator.

IT
was in the issue of The Motor Cycle
of October 8th, 1914, that we
desci'ibed the first pattern Low
generator. This was suitable for

light motor cars. Since that tinie several

members of our staff have tried the
generator, and~ have found it to be most
satisfactory, " Ixion " especially having
commented on it in most favourable
terms.

The motor cycle pattern has been
some time in being put on the market,
chiefly owing to shortage of labour and
material, caused by the war. Now,
however, the Low Generator and Engi-
neering Co., 19, Craven House, Kings-
way, W.C., have the first batch of

these generators ready for delivery.

The motor cycle generator embodies
the principles of the light car pattern,

but has been altered to suit the condi-
tions prevailing on A motor cycle. The
pressed steel body has a ring in the
centre, round which the clamp goes,

enabling the latter to secure the top
firmly against the top of the body. On
the clamp ring are the screws which
attach the generator to the bracket, and
the wing nuts on these cannot be lost.

as there -are small rings at the ends of

the screw bolts Avhich prevent the nuts
from coming adrift. An important but
small improvement is the provision of

a large filler cap on the top of the
generator, by means of which water can
be introduced into the water tank. This
is provided with a large slot running
across it, so that it may be opened with
a coin.

New Low motor cycle generator attached

to lamp.

->-•••—<

The water vent is incorporated wit!

the safety valve, the object being
prevent the wat«r from splashing ab
owing to the vibration on the handle-b
The water and gas outlets are qi

separate in this, the latest Low general
The top is provided with three proj

tions like fork ends, into which the b(

and wing nuts of the clamp fit, and ei

one of these fork ends has the extremi
projecting slightly, so that, even if oi

of the wing nuts is not tightly screws
there is little chance of it coming adrif

The whole device is well made an
well finished, and we prophesy a ver
good future for this interesting fitment
which is the only pressure type o
generator which can be charged at hom<
by the motor cyclist himself. Naturally,
in the case of a motor cycle generator
the container for carbide is a good dea'
smaller than that used in the light <

pattern, but a spare can be easily carr
on the machine or in the rider's pock

In conclusion, we may add that \

generator works better with a sm
burner than with a large one, and
nearly every case a smaller burner tl

standard should be employed.

Results of the Irish Open Trial.
B.S.A. and Indian Machines Tie for Premier Award.

THE awards in connection with
the twenty-four hours open trial

of the Dublin and District

M.C.C. from Dublin to Donegal
and back, reported in the last issue of

The Motor Cycle, have been announced.
It will be remembea-ed that of the

thirty-five competitors in the trial

thirty completed the course, and as

none of them was i\iore than "thirty

minutes behind scheduled time at the

finish, all of them qualified for some
form of award. The conditions neces-

sary for the winning of a gold medal
were that a clean ascent of Glengesh
should be made at the first attempt,
and not more than ten marks should be
lost otherwise.

Nine of the competitors climbed
Glengesh, but one of them, G. Hartigan

(3| h.p. Scott), lost the total number
of marks, 200, owing to his being four
hours late at the second control at

Belfast. J. C. Cunningham (4 h.p.

Bradbury) and D. Doolin (10 h.p. A.C.)
lost two marks each for a tyre repair

in a non-stop section. This left six

riders with the maximum number of

marks, 200, and their placings were

IN view of the recent stringent regula-

tions relative to the use of movable
head lamps with the usual type of

brackets, an invention of the Austol Co.,

7, Adolphus Road, N., which we have
recently had brought to our notice, is

of intei'cst.

Lamp regulations under the Defence
of the Realm Act prohibit the use of

head lamps which swivel on their
brackets, the aim being to prevent 'the

determined by taking into consideration

the total variation from scheduled
time at the three secret checks taken
on the last stage of the trial.

W. H. Freeman (7-9 h.p. Indian)
and T. Toole (4 h.p. B.S.A.) were
found to have least -variation, viz.,

59s., and were therefore declared joint

holders for the year of the Rudge-
Whitwoith Cup, each receiving a minia-
ture of the cup and a gold medal. J.

Doleman (3^ h.p. Rover), 79s. variation,

and R. Walshe (4 h.p. B.S.A.), 107s.

variation, were placed third and fourth
respectively, for which they also received
"gold medals.

The cup presented by Mr. S. H.
Manthorpe for the best performance
on a passen<;er machine was won by
D. Doolin ,{lO h.p. A.C. cycle car),

whose mount was the only passenger
machine to make a clean ascent of

Glengesh.
There was no award of the prize for

the best performance" on a 500 c.c.

sidecar machine, as the only two
machines of that tvpe which completed
the trial—C. Taylor's 3^- h.p. P. and M.
and W. H. Allen's 3Ji h.p. Sunbeam—did

MOVABLE LAMPS.
use of such lamps for signalling pirr-

poses. The swivelling lamp being more
extensively used than , the fixed pat-

tern, and in view of the fact that
several heavy fines have been inflicted

and lamps confiscated, the knowledge
that such lamps can now be adjusted
to conform, by means of the invention
referred to, with the new regulations
at a small cost, should prove welcome
to many riders.

not secure the qualifying number
marks, viz., 180.

The prize for the^ best performai
on a single-geared machine was also i

awarded, as the only rider of a sing
geared machine in the trial, D. S. D.
(2i h.p. New Hudson), did not compl
the course.

The lightweight prize for the h
performance on a machine of unc
275 c.c. was w-oii by J. F. A. D
(2i h.p. Sun), who secured the Jugh.
marks of the three riders on simi,
machines that completed the trial.

The inter-city contest between Dub"
and Cork w-as won by the Dub
quartette, made up of Franklin (Indi
sc). Freeman (Indian), Browne (Rove
and Roche (Rover), whose total mar
amounted to 770, as against 722 scor
by Jack (Rover), Swanton (India;
Dooly (B.S.A. sc.),. and Eugli
(Douglas).

_ The team prize for the best perfor
ance of a team of tliree riders was w
by the trio consisting of Freemi
Franklin, and JMooney. who, by .t

way, al.'^o secured the team prize "in t
Cork "20."

Owing to the patent arrangements E

yet being quite complete, a descripti

of the fitment at the present time'
withheld, but we may say that it c

be attached to any existing lamp, a)

renders any attempt to swivel the lar

impossible. Tiie method of attachi:

or detaching can be carried out
exactly the same manner as befoi
either by the thumbscrews attached
the usual nuts.

BiS
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LEVIS INNOVATIONS.
A Test Gradient of 1 in 3. The New Two-stroke Horizontal Twin Model.

rTTT E have already mentioned the
\Y/ new tost track which has been

VV constructed at the works of

Buttertields, Ltd. (makers of

he Levis), adjoining Steckford Station.

lear Birmingham, and kist weelc we liad

lemonstrated to us the lightweight Levis
naking easy work of an actual gradient

)f 1 in 3 on the hill in question. Before
'Xiiniining the test hill, we were taken
through the new extensions of tlie

vorks, and while inspecting one of tlie

itock rooms on the top storey heard a

•oar overhead reminiscent of thunder,

3ut which proved to be none other than
nachines being put throngli their tests.

L"he length of the test gradient is

.wenty-seven yards, and we were told

through a similar performance. The gear
ratio of the latter, when measured, was
found to be 8^- to 1, but the performance
was later eclipsed by the rider (who
weighed 138 lb.) taking a passenger on
the c;irrier who weighed 140 lb.

As a matter of fact, the ascents were
really hair-raising, as the rise ceases
suddenly as the lead topped coverhig of
the Hat roof is reached, and it is ten
yards ahead to a low parapet marking the
front of the works ! A ride up the Levis
test hill is not to be recommended to

anj'one with a dislike for thrills, nor
should a nrachine be taken up or down
without the most powerful brakes.

Messrs. Buttertields have not yet
finished their extensions. They propose

to construct a
track around the
works which will

gi\ e them ten
laps to the mile,

and on each of
the four corners
will be erected a
4ft. 6iii. bank-
ing.

While at the
Levis works we
w ere treated to

a trip on a

new horizontally

opposed two-
stroke twin, the
engine of which
was described in

detail in our
issue of May

6tli, p. 432. This machine had been built

up in an experimental frame, which was

admittedly not particularly pleasing to

the eye, but as the engine was originally

built up as an experiment it has served

its purpose. The performances of this

new Levis twin, as related to us by tlie

makers, were such that we expected

something good, but the vim and kick

of this latest two-stroke were a revela-

tion. With chain and belt transmis.sion

it had a single gear of 5 to 1.

A Run on the Twin Two-stroke Levis.

A separate carburetter had just been

fitted for each cylinder, and, starting oft

with one .cylinder firing, the other was

soon brought into operation, and we

had the experience of being bowled

along at nearly a mile a minute in a

frail sidecar devoid of cushions or

upholstery of any sort. We must con-

fess to being startled at this unexpected

turn of events, but, at any rate, Mr.
Newey had convinced us that there is

more in the horizontal twin Levis than

we at first realised as w-e gazed upon it

reposing innocently in a corner of the

works; it is a speed machine of the

first order.

When the Levis Co. have time to

settle down to complete this new engine,

it will have water-cooled cylinders, the

jackets being made of aluminium and
screwed on to the cylinder casting. With
a chain drive and an Enfield two-speed

gear, this machine should be capable of

anything required of it in the way of

either solo or sidecar use.

;hat the record time for the ascent

was 3^5. -_ Twenty-seven yards does
not seem a very extensive test for a
new mount, but when it is remem-
bered that there is no room for a
flying start, eight yards being the
limit of flat, it will be seen that a
lightweight must be in really good
tune to maintain a, speed sufficient to
carry it over a 1 in 3 grade.

Single-geared and with a Passenger on
the Carrier.

After seeing a two-speed 198 c.c.

Le\Ts reach the roof lika a rocket,
we were treated to the spectacle of
a 2| h.p. single-geared machine going

Views of the Levis I in 3 test hill from above and below. Although only twenty-seven yards

in length, the hill is a good test by reason of the short start on the flat allowed.
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"The Motor Cycle" Recruiting Section.
Motor Cyclists now Wanted in the Motor Machine Gun Service.

THE Editor's appeal in the last

issue foi' fifty first-class motor
cyclists for immediate service in

the Motor Jlachine Gun Batteries
met with a splendid response. On
Friday there were seventy-five, on
Saturday forty-two, and on Monday
seventy-seven applications.

The undermentioned were inspected
' and attested at Coventry last week, and
are now at the training centre, whilst
a further batch of recruits were to be
interviewed by ilr, Geoffrey Smith,
Editor The Motor Cycle, at the Recruit-
ing Office, . Masonic Buildings, Little

Park Street, Coventry, yesterday
(Wednesday) :

A. J. Claike
B. reberdy
B. Alien
W. H. Ash

li. A. Bees
W. T. Harrington
A. H. Linet5
W. J. S. Bewley
J. Cbamberrt
S. Lightfoot
R. Tomliuson
E. G. Whitehead

T. B. Maloney
W. Thacker
H. Clayton

Since the last announcement Mr.
Smith has received instructions from
the Commanding Officer to re-open
recruiting, and now invites applications

from motor cyclists of good physique.

The particulars are as under : Age, 19
to 38. Sidecar experience desirable,

though not compulsory. Pay, Is. 2^A.
per day all found. Mr. Smith, who is

inspecting ofiicer in the South Midland
Divisional Area, will attend at the
Recruiting Office, Masonic Hall, -Cov-
entry, every Wednesday afternoon until
further notice for the purpose of
examining candidates, all accepted pro-
ceeding f'orth.with to the training centre.

Readers living at a distance should
first obtain . a Medical History Sheet
from their nearest Recruiting Office, and
post it to the Editor, when, if satis-

factory, a free railway wayant will be
issued to attend the next inspection.
A limited number of expert cyclists,

well developed men, with a slight
knowledge of motor cycles, will be
accepted for the Motor Machine Gun
Service. At our suggestion, batches of
friends may enlist together, and will
as far as possible be allotted to the
sanre battery. Should any man on the
waiting list not have heard from Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, he should at once apply
again.

A.S.C. Mechanics and Car Drivers.

There are still a few openings f<a

qualified mechanics with ^raotor cycll

workshop experience. Candidates musi
be able to perform any repair oi

adjustment to an engine, gear box, cl

other part. Applications, stating brieflf

age and experience, should be aceoi*
panied by two testimonials.

There are also a few openings fo

car drivers with at least three yeart

driving experience.

The pay for mechanics and car drivel

is 5s. per day, the usual separatic

allowance.

Royal Flying Corps.

A paragraph in the last issue appeal
ing for motor cyclists for the R.F.C
brought a large batch of letters

—

S

'

many, indeed, that recruiting for thi

branch of the Service was soon closed.

Boyal Engineers.

The waiting list of despatch ridert

in this section is now a fairly length'

one, it being some time since tie R.^
called up men. -

Volunteers and the Birmingham Charity Sports.

THE Midland Motor Cycle Volunteer
Corps sent a troop to give tiiree

displays at the Charity Sports

held at Birmingham on Satur-

.

day. The weather, iortunately, kept fine.

The troop's first item was a course of

formation drill on machines, demonstrat-

ing that men can move at speed in forma-
tions suitable to the ground over which
they are travelling. The men wheeled
well in line, the dressing was kept, and
all the movements accurately carried

out. Favourable comments were passed

by the military. The drill used by the

corps is the same as laid down for

cavalry.

Event No. 2.—Placed at intervals in

-the field were three posts ; on two were
heads, on the thisd a ring. The men
had to cut off the first two heads and

point the ring off the third post with a
cavalry sword. The cuts and points
were those used by the cavalry in the
pursuing practice.

The third event was practically the
corps weekly work—attack and defence.
The patrols of the corps came in and
searched for a suitable camping ground.'
This found, tents were pitched, camp
fires lighted, and vedettes posted. The
men are seated round the camp fire sing-
ing when the Commandant calls for
despatch riders. The men come up
smartly and receive despatches. These
they promptly conceal, "and depart on
their journey. Suddenly they are at-

tacked, two fall -wounded, one of the
others returns to camp and gives the
alarm, the other stands by the wounded
and defends them with his revolver.

The alarm is sounded ; two men go oul

and pick up the men and bring- them in

under protection of a patrol, who bea-t

off the enemy.
Again the camp is attacked, this tims

in force. The tents and fires ar«

knocked over, the alarm given, and the

men are seen advancing to attack. The
enemy are driven off; first aid is givep
on the field by the corps ambulance.
The men returned to the paddock, and

the final of a cycle race was in progress

when four of the riders collided and
some of the men hurt. The corps side-

car ambulance instantly proceeded across

the field, this time to render services

urgently required.

The worst case was taken up, first aid

given, placed on the stretcher and side-

car and brought in.

Members of the Midland M.C.V Corps on the Castle Bromwich flying ground.
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Twenty-one Starters in Glasgow Open Trial,
Nine Riders Qualify for Gold Medals affer Twelve Hours' Run.

43

Scene at the start of the Glasgow M.C.C. twelve hours open trial on Saturday last.

ON account of the unrest and un-
certainty created by the present
abnormal circumstances, the ^ate
of the Glasgow BI.C.C. open

twelve hours' trial hung in the balance
for some time, and even when the entry
forms were issued it was far from certain

that the event would be held. Intending
entrants were requested to return the
forms fully a week before the date fi-xed

for the trial itself, so that the committee
might have time, if sufficient entrants
offered, to make the necessary arrange-
ments.

The riders were sent off in pairs at

one-minute intervals from 8 a.m., the
route being by Duntocher, Loch Lomond-
side, Arrochar, Eest and Be Thankful.
Hell's Glen, St. Catherine's, Strachur,
Whistlefield, Ardentinny, and Blaii'more

to Dunoon, where there was a stoppage
of an Irour and a half for lunch. The
distance outwards was eighty-eight miles,

while on the return, by varying the route

to include Ballachandrain Hill, ninety-

eight and a quarter miles were covered.

Favourable weather prevailed, and the
roads were, generally speaking, in good
order, though loose in places. Several
of the competitors experienced mechani-
cal troubles, one finishing the coiu'se witli

both brakes out of commission—some-
thing in the nature of an accomplishment
on sucb a trying journey. H. W.
Ballardie was unfortlinate enoivgh to fait

while taking a bend in the road on
Lochfyneside, breaking his leg. Douglas
Alexander sportingly abandoned his

chance of an award to take Ballardie

along in his sidecar until a motor car

could be requisitioned to convey him
home to Glasgow.

Four observed hills were included in

the course, two on the outward journey
and two on the return. Successful

ascents of all four, together with the
completion of the course within the

scheduled time, earned a gold medal,
while silver medals were offered to those

who completed the course within the

specified time and had three clean

ascents. Subject to this qualification,

the following nine riders, none of whom

"•'3

1

Final touches before the test. Snapped at

the start of the Glasgow M.C.C. trial.

There were twenty-one starters.

nude an error of more than one minute
in arrival time, are eligible for gold

medals : Due. Arrived.
h. m. h. m.

T. A. M'Creadie (S'/- Sunbeam) . . 6 57 6 S7
W. G. B. Scott (41A' Excelsior) . . 6 58 6 58
B. MarzeUa (31/0 B.S.A.) .. . . 6 58 6 58
T. Tennent (31,4 Eudge-Mnlti) .. 6 59 7
A. J, C. Lindsay (SV- Rover) ..7 7 OV-
R. Holmes (6-6 Clyno sc.) .. ..7 7 1

D. B. Stirling (5-6 Clyno sr.) ..7 2 7 2
D. TH. Brash (7 Harlev-Davidsonsc.) 7 2 7 21,2

J. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian EC.) 7 4 1 Vji

AN IRISH HILL-CLIMB.

ON Saturday, the 3rd inst., the Ulster

Centre of" the Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland, held an open -hill-climb at

Red Brae, Carrickfergus, near Belfast.

The weather was very unfavourable, but

as the hill is almost perfectly straight,

and eleven of the competitors having
come to the start, it was thought advis-

able in the circumstances to go on with

the principal event. Only one of the

men entered for the novice class turned

up, and this event was cancelled. There
were twenty-one- entrants in the open
event.

This was the first hill-climb held on
'this hill, and it is by far the best venue
for such an event that has been found
in the North of Ireland ; the surface is

good, the gradient a thoroughly stiff

test, and no corner to give the slightest

trouble. The result was as follows :

H'cap. m. s.

1. E. Thompson (Rudge) .. .. 7 .. 1 26|
2. J. Ewart (Rndse) 7 .. 1 26|
3. J. W. Shaw (Norton) .. .. 3 .. 1 23
4. S. Corry (Norton) scr. . . 1 33

Shaw made fastest time of the day,

doing Im. 31s. for the full distance.

B2t
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SDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should ba addressed to the Editor, *^The Motor Cycle,** Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Clubs and the War Loan.
Sir,—The Cyclepar Club has decided to place as much

as possible of its available funds in the War Loan, and
would suggest that if all other motor clubs did the same a
very large amoimt Vfould be subscribed thereby.

A. C. ARMSTRONG, Honorary Secretary.

[Wfl are glad to see that the Cyclecar Club has adopted
the suggestion in our last issue. The A.C.U. has invested

£1,000 in the fund.—Ed.]

Lady Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—The picture in The Motor Cycle of June 24th of the

lady driver of the Regal sidecar outfit takes my fancy.
Surely I dare do what other ladies dare. Up to last year I

was always a passenger in a sidecar att.aehed to a Rudge-Multi,
driven by my husband, and I enjoyed it very much. My
husband's death has left me very lonely, and I am seriously

thinking of buying a motor cycle, but am frightened of

breakdowns on the road. I should be glad if some lady
driver would give me her experience of road troubles. Also,
I should like to know which is the easier for a learner to

drive, solo or combination. S.E.M.

A Good Samaritan.
Sir,—I think perhaps it may interest your readers to know

that every policeman is not "dead nuts" on the motorist.
I was returning from Arnside to Lytham on. the night of

June 30th when I was stopped at Preston owing to my rear
light having failed in some unaccountable way. I tried all

the ways I could think of to get it to work, but it was
no good. It had evidently made up its mind to strike—and
strike it did. The result was I found myself without a
rear light fifteen miles from home, and four miles of a
busy town between me and the nearest garage then open.
I had just made up my mind to walk to that garage when
a, policeman rode up on a bicycle. Seeing me stopped there
and enquiring the reason he, without hesitation, took off his

rear red light and fixed it on my machine, telling me to send
it back the following day. I thanked him, and set off home
rejoicing. He was indeed a good Samaritan. GRATEFUL.

British Firms and Advertising.
Sir,—I wonder if English manufactiuers have lost faith in

advertising, or do they still think that because a thing is

English-make that is sufficient to convince anybody that it is

the best?

Since March 1st I have noticed various advertisements in

your paper. The one I am most interested in is concerning
speedometers. I venture to say that not more than twice
during the last three months has an English-made speedo-
meter been advertised. I begin to wonder if speedometers
are manufactured in Britain. Tlie two makes advertised,
viz., the Jones and Stewart, are both of American j^ianu-

tacture, and very good ; but, as a Colonial, I have a' lean-
ing towards British goods.
However, if the Britisher does not see fit to push his wares

he will be the one to suft'er, and all credit will be due to
other competitors if they have the market.

Ottawa, Canada. COLONIAL.

A Motor Cyclist's Duties.
Sir,—Knowing how much you have at heart the interests

of motor cyclists, I venture to thuik you will find room
for this short letter in your paper.
My son, who is a despatch rider attached to a Signal

Company along with fifteen other motor cyclists, has just
B24

informed me that as their division is moving to a counts
which is unsuitable for the use of motor cycles they are

ride push cycles. They have, of course, been special

trained as motor cyclists, and on the eve of departure
compel them to ride push cycles seems most unjust.

My son enlisted under the distinct impression that
motor cyclist enlistment was a special one, and that

could only he used as a motor cyclist, but apparentlv th

is not so.
' JOHN HIBBEED.

Motor Cycling and Rifle Shooting.

Sir,—The following may be an item of interest to readers ;J

On June 24th I rode from Thetford to Richmond (Suri;ej'J—100 miles—on a motor cycle to compete in the S.U.R.C. rifle!

meeting at Ham and Petersham ranges. I did the rid«l
before breakfast, and was shooting by 10.50. The first target

I shot was at twenty-five yards, and was a good higheit
possible score—100. Later in the day I won the Bell Trophy
and gold medal with a score of 295. I also took a good
position in the Telegraph and E.rpress competitions, and
shot for England in the International match, which we won
against teams fronr Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. I took
prizes in two mrlimited competitions as well.

Considering that I am past middle age, I think this proves
that motor cycling is rather more a nerve stayer than a

nerve shatterer, as many suppose. I have done similarly at

other local meetings ; but the above is far more convincing,
as.the competitors were more numerous, and open to all.

My machine is a local make, Chater-Lea fittings, 5-6 h.p.

Peugeot engine, and has 50,000 miles to its credit, and
is even now the most reliable machine I know; in fact, it

could not be more so. J. G. BROWN.
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wKom appears on this page.
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Demand exceeds supply,

but price remains the same

4/-
{packed in sealed red metal box).

THE

is using to - day

THE

t:he ^"

ONE
01 L «—

TV\/^0„
STROKES

WAKEFIELD

CASTROI.
ThiOrtthit ercia»te5 Eyfrywhcrr
ANY GARAGE CAN SUPPLY

C.C.WAKEFIEID itC. wAKtP.i id H.«stCHrAPSIOe,E.C.

AUSTRALIAN

GRAND
PRIX
100 MILES
OVER HILLY ROADS

WON
ON JUNE 28th BY JAMES MILLAR
- - ON A MATCHLESS - -

WITH

PEDLEY
BELT

SECOND YEAR IN SUCCESSION.

The Melbourne-Sydney Reliability Trial in

December-January last was won by Douglas
Team with Pedley Belts against all comers.

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,
Great Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON 30, Holywell Lane, E.C.

IhAis The Mark;

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B25
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Transmission of the Speed Gear.

JARDINE - - Nottingham.

Four Speeds, Kick Start, Chain-cum-Belt,

Efficient Clutch, Simple Control.

Only one sliding part inside gear box.

All gear wheels constantly m mesh.

Fi?©m1
Stories of the War in Comedy and in Deadly Earnest.

By Chas. G. Harper.

^ Among the many books that have been written^ on the war this collection of stories, reprinted
from " The Autocar,'" stands out by reason of the
originality, force and humour displayed.

JTT The stories deal with the sayings and doings of_the
men at the front, and arc largely in dialogue. That
they are true to life is vouched for by
soldiers themselves (see appended letters).

PRICE 1/- net. By post
1/3.

Obtainable from leading booksellers and bookstalls, or direct from the Publishers :

IL.IFFE & SONS LIMITED, 20, TUDOR STRE£T. LONDON, EC.

OPINIONS
from the

FRONT

"The book ('Overheard at
the Front '} is very interest-
ing and perfectly true to life ;

since tlie lellows have heard
I have got it they all want to
borrow it."

Corporal W. Jane, .Mh
Battery E.F.A. , Uritish
Exi}ei.iitionary Force.

*' I duly received book ' Over-
heard at the Front,' which
is a splendid collection of
short tales, and I may say
that I cau ne\^er find the
book again if I lay it down,
for it is immediately snatched
by one of the other fellows
who is soon deeply engrossed
in one of the tales and
quite oblivious to his sur-
roundings."

Serpt. E. Scboflehl, 2ua
LoDdonBiv. T.F..Biitish
Esiieriitiouary Force.

in answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention *'
Th.e Motor Cucif.''.
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Tyre Covers.

Si,.,—With reference to Mv. Quinlin Miller's letter on

"Tyre Covers," pure Para with the necessary ingredients

for "vulcanising is, when vulcanised, a mottled grey colour,

and will after a short period gradually turn a whitish

grev ; this is due to the sulphur blooming up. If the piece

of rubber is cut through the centre in this state, immedi-

ately you get under the surface, the rubber will be the

same colour as when first vulcanised. The method usually

adopted with the best grades of rubber, after vulcanising,

is to desulphurise them. This usually gives the rubber a

blackish appearance, and the colour will be practically

permanent. The soft red rubber Mr. Quintin Miller speaks

of would not do in the making of tyres, and more so with

a good thick tread, as this would cause rolling, which was

felt ill the earlv days of motor cycling with some makes of

tyres ; also the tyre would, be full of cuts after the first

rim. The more compressed the tread is, the better the wear.

The Bates tyre is of a dark grey colour when cut through,

and will give "a mileas,e (without "guarantee from the maker

of the t.vre) of 3,000 "on back and 5,000 on front; at least

this is w'hat it will do on my machine with sidecar (Triumph

4 h.p.) I have a Bates tyre on the front wheel that has

done upwards of 6.000 miles, including over 3,000 on the

back wheel. G. E. SCATTERGOOD.

Tae Boycotting oJ German Motor Cycles.

Sir,—The correspondence which has appeared in your

columns under this heading seems to be directed to the end

of hitting the GermaVis after the war is over. I think that

most of us may more profitably, devote our energies, to

hitting the eheni'y now. That should be our present, truly

noble "aim. Gentlemen who discuss, what they are going to

do after the declaration of peace presuppose a knowledge

(1) of what the terms of peace will be, (2) of which side

will win, (3)' that some of us will still be alive. Respecting

(2) and (3), we all hope for and, I think, believe in a good

result, but you remember "the man who once did sell^ the

lion's skin while the beast lived was killed in hunting him."

As regards (1), I wish to say that, not knowing the terms

of peace, I cannot decide what I should do under circum-

stances which are hypothetical. But this, as a general

principle, does seem ' clear—that, if the beast's teeth and

claws can be drawn and he be rendered tame and harmless,

it would be entirely. un-British for us, after the change, to

go on hitting him.

Perhaps I shall offend the sense of the ideal in your

correspondents if I refer to the economic side of the matter.

Such action as they advocate would not only result in no

German machines being sold to us ; it would also penalise

British manufacturers "by preventing them from exporting
~- their machines to Germany. Because, if we do not buy we

cannot sell. If we are to find a market in Germany for

woollen goods or cotton, or anything else you like to name,

why should not Germany give" us motor cycles in exchange

if she can make them good enough and cheap enough to be

woi-th having ? Someone may suggest that Germany should

pay in butter and eggs and' sausages. But why should I

be" obliged to buy German butter and eggs, let alone

sausages, so that you may 'wave a flag and swank about

- with °an all-British" bicycle? And why not carry out the

proposal logically and advocate that, not only we, but our

Allies and all properly, disposed neutrals should boycott all

German goods? Why stick at motor cycles? You mean,

of course, that, after beating the German and knocking

him down so that he can never get up again, and making
peace-after-Armageddon, you are going to re-open hostilities

on tfie part of most of the world with the object of starving

such Germans as are left. Surely it would be less trouble

to shoot them all ! I am sure it would be cheaper and

safer for our children and grandchildren.

But are we not in danger of losing the fine purpose and
hii^h aim with which we began to fight ? Do we not, in

advocating reprisals, import a German product far more
deadly than gas or N.S.U. machines? I do not know to,

what extent the blame for this war is shared by the German
people with their rulers. Nor do I think that we should"

concern ourselves with the question of punishment, but with
making a repetition of the evil impossible—and that will

not be done by reprisals. But of this I am convinced,
that Germany has stepped backwards towards nationalism,

and our aim should be altogether to avoid imitating her

and ever to insist on pressing forward towards the closer

union and fuller understanding of all nations. The [nogress

of this ideal seemed at first to have been rudely disturbed

by heathen pan-Germanism. But already we find ourselves

more in sympathy with Russia and India. If not we, at

least our children may learn to find in a humbled, chastened
Germany a sane people with whom they may be friends.

I, for one, have no wish to sow dragon's teeth for the

next generation.

May I suggest that motorists may show true patriotism

by economising in petrol? At a time when we are endeavour-
ing to concentrate all our -efforts to supplying our forces,

people, and Allies with food, clothing, and munitions of

war, there is no justification for using some of our products

to jjay to import petrol e.xcept for necessary use. What is

necessary each man must decide for himself.
HUGH LEADER,

New Zealand Experiences.
Sir,—A writer from Taranaki in a recent issue asks,

"Why have 6-7 h.p. machines?" He seems to have
derived satisfaction from a 2| h.p. lightweight, and
appears to think that high-powered machines are put on
the market to benefit the oil vendors. My experience has

been that the high-powered machine is by far the safer

proposition, even though fuel consumption is slightly

greater, for the engine need never be run "right out,"

so engine wear should not manifest itself to the same
degree as in a lightweight machine when good roads

tempt one to "put on the juice."

I hardly think that 2s. 2d. is an average price for

benzine. Thte highest price I have paid is 15s. lOd. per

case of eight gallons, and that has included the extra

war risk. A refill at a garage, however, costs 2s. 5d.

Toll-gates are undoubtedly antiquated ideas of securing

revenue, but they have been forced upon local bodies b.y

the tremendous growth of motor traffic, which has destroyed
the roads faster than the authorities have been prepared
for, so under the circumstances they regard . the toll as a

justifiable levy on the motorist. And we motorists do not

mind when the local bodies give us improved roads with
our -money. There is one county in Taranaki (which is,

by the way, the butter and cheese province of New Zealand,
and provided the prizewinners at your last Dairy Show
at Islington) where the council has provided several miles
of tarred macadam road, and I am sure the 6d. or 9d. is

not begrudged by the motor cyclist for his ride over these

particular roads. Most of the roads in this fertile province
are good, but it is of little use providing a machine built

for good roads alone, for there are many places where one
may desire to go where a lightweight would be out of place.

I rode a lightweight for some time, and its limitations

were frequently impressed upon me. I have a highly
satisfactory mount now—an 8 h.p. Sparkbrook and sidecar.

Should I want a more up-to-date model machine in a few
, years' time, I think I will still be on the look-out for the
latest Sparkbrook. The chain-cum-belt system has proved
wonderfully effective. My machine has done somewhere in

the region of 6,000 or 7,000 miles, and the only trouble
I have had on the road with the transmission was a broken
connecting link, and that was because of undue strain.

Regarding prices of machines, there is no doubt need for

reform, and, so long as a machine passes from manufac-
turer to distributer, to wholesaler, to provincial agent, to

local agent, the price must remain high, for each handling
adds to the retail price. If the manufacturer could reach
the prospective rider in a less roundabout way, the price
need be little more than the retail price in England, for
trade discounts surely amount to as much as does freight-
age, etc. Why , is the British manufacturer so self-

satisfied, so content to allow his goods to speak for them-
selves ? The Americans like this attitude, I daresay, for
one particular firm from the land of Stars and Stripes is

able to put its machines on the market here at from 10%
to 15% less than the Britishers, merely by the cutting
down of some of the middlemen. But we want British
goods. We are Britishers through and through in New
Zealand, and are prepared to make sacrifices for our
homeland ; but we would appreciate British manufacturers
endeavouring to get in closer touch with us. That 10% or
15% saved on the British machine would probably mean
a greater number of motor cvclists in New Zealand, large
though the number is at pres'ent. GEORGE LIST.
New Plymouth, Taranaki, New Zealand.
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questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
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Lubrication.

I would like your advice in

regard to the satisfactory regu-

lating of a Best and Lloyd drip
feed, i.e., number of drops per
minute for average touring.

—

F.W.C.
About thirty drops per minute is usual
up to twenty miles an hour. The drops
siiould be increased according to speed,
and if you are travelling all out for any
distance, you may even let the oil run
in a continuous thin stream.

Easy Starting.

I have bought a 2| h.jj. motor
nfT] cycle fitted with a Dixie mag-

1^ neto, two-speed gear, and free

LLJ engine. I have passed middle
age, and health wU) not permit

too much.,, exertion. ? Will you inform
me how the starting of such a motor
cycle can be improved? The machine
is quite a normal starter.—J.F.

If you insert the low gear and give a
vigorous push the machine should fire

almost instantly, and with a minimum
amount of exertion. It is of course under-
stood that the carburetter is properly
adjusted, and that you flood it well before
attempting to start.

A Model Petrol Engine.

Would you kindly tell me if

phosphor-bronze could be used
for the cylinder of a small model
petrol engine? It would be
water-cooled. If not, what are

its chief disadvantages?—E.C.F.
Phosphor-bronze is probably perfectly

satisfactory for a model. The objections
to its use in large engines are the cost

and the inferior wearing qualities by
comparison with cast iron Cast iron is

most generally used as it has a special
faculty for acquiring a- glass-like surface
under friction.

Risks on the Highway.
Would you kindly advise me

on tlie following ; I was motor
cycling, near G-rimsby on a main
road the other evening wJien I
ran into some stray cows on the

road, which threw me oft' and damaged
my machine. Another motorist had
done the san'ke thing three minutes
previously. Can we get damages from
the farmer?—L.K

It is practically impossible to obtain
damages in such a -case, although the
police might get the farmer fined for
allowing his cattle to stray. This is

curious but it is the law.
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Slow Running.

I have a new 4-5 h.p. Zenith.
After trying several jets I find

I can do 78 m.p.g. with a 32
jet. Is this the usual consump-
tion ? If not, how can I improve

it, as I have tried to alter the level,

but with no success? I cannot run
in medium gear at less than about
ten miles per hour without misfiring.

There is no leakage, as I use insulating
tape. Is it correct to give half a

pumpful of oil every three miles?—E.B.
We think that the -consumption is very
reasonable. We should not recommend
you to try and improve it, otherwise
you will interfere with the power of the
machine. The cause of absence of slow
running is the fact that the carburetter
is not an automatic, or even a semi-
automatic one. It is not difficult to get
slow rimning and good consumption.
Slow running depends upon using an
enriched mixture and little of it. The
lubrication is about right, but slightly

extravagant.

Advice to a Novice.

Would you be. so kind as £o

Shelp me to select a motor cycle
and sidecar combination? I am
a novice about to take up motor
cycling, so, of course do not

want a complicated machine. I would
rather pay the price to get a sound
and reliable machine. (1.) AVhat-power
machine would you suggest? (2.) Would
you recommend single or twin-cylinder?
(3.) WJiat is the best book I can get,
to enlighten me on. the working of a
motor cycle engine? (4.) What machine
or machines would you suggest? (5.)

Do you advise me to buy a new or
second-hand machine?—A.H.C.

(1.) We should advise not less than a
3^ h.p. single or 5-6 h.p. twin. (2.) This
is a matter for your own individual
taste. A twin is more flexible and more
pleasant to use. (3.) We recommend the
following books: "Motor Cycles- and
How to Manage Them," " Motor Cycle
Hints and Tips," and "Tracing
Troubles," all of wliich can be obtained
from these offices, pi-ice Is. 2d. each,
post free. (4.) We regret we cannot
recommend any particular make of
machine If you care to ask our advice
about any um: which you tliiiik will suit

you we shall be glad to let you know
.if this wiU be the case. (5.) It will be
better to buy a new machine, as good
second-hand machines are now very
difficult to obtain.

A Misty Drip-feed.

(.1.) I have a Royal Enfield

comitershaft two - speed gear.

What oil should you recommend
for the chains? (2.) When on

the road the glass of my drip-'

feed, normally ordinary glass colour,

assumes a copperish colour. Is this a
sign of over-lubrication ? The oil leaks

terribly from the valve tappets.^
S.H.W.

A graphite grease should occasionally be
put on the chains, and a little engine
oil should be applied to the expanding
clutches of the gear. (2.) If your drip-

feed is misty it is not necessarily a sign

of excessive' lubrication. The glass'

should be detached and cleaned occa-

sionally. The fact that oil leaks from
the valve tappets seems to indicate that-

you are giving tlie engine plenty, and
you might possibly reduce the supply a
little. This might also be due to the
fact that the tappet guides are worn.

Clutch will not Free.

I am tlie possessor of a 1914

2| h.p. motor cycle on which I

have had conflicting advice from
makers and agants which I

should be glad if you woiJd
settle. WJien the machine is on the
stand and the engine running. I find

the back wheel still revolves when tlie

clutch lever is lifted, or if the back
wheel 's revolved by hand with tlie

clutch out it;m"oVes very sluggishly and
is not at all free. I wrote to the
makers, who replied :

" We cannot
miderstand the wheel rev-olving on the
stand with the clutch lever lifted. The
possible cause is tightness of cliain or
want 01 hibricption in the gear box."
The agent writes :

" Tlie back wheel
will naturally revolve with the clutch

^ lifted, or move sluggishly on account of

tliet:.pring being more or less always in

tension." WiU you ploa«e say which
is right, as I believe some wheels are
perfectly free with the clutch lifted for

running down hills? Tliis jnacliine lias

not done 500 miles, and is quite in

order as regards chains and lubrication.

—w.w.c;
Probably you are using rather too thick

an oil in your clutch, or else the cUitch
is not witlidrawn sufficiently. There is

a certain amount of friction in many
clutches when out of engagement, due
to a variety of causes. Of the two causes
suggested in your letter we should say
that made by the makers is the more
likely to be "correct.
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A Trailer for Passenger Carrying.

I liave jiisl purchasod

i-oi'lie, ;m() I hiive been woiidcr-

iiip; wlietlior, as I have never

I
I'iiTileii n motor bicycle befoi-e, a

I
bicycle trailer could be safely nm

I
behind it. What I would like to know

I

is—(1.) Can a trailer bo safely run

;

beliind a 2i h.p. motor cycle? (2.)

!l What, if any, are the objections to it,

|j' in a Hat county such as Cambridge-

i shire? (3.) Is there any more duty to

> pay than on a motor cycle or com-
I binatioii?—C.S.G.

(1 and 2.) The machine is not sufficiently

ipowerful for taking a trailer. More-
lover, a trailer is not a particularly sate

lOr comfortable means of taking a. pas-

senger ; also the rider gets the benefit

of your dust and the smell from your
engine. (3.) The local taxation licence

for a trailer ' is £1 in excess of the

motor cycle licence, while a sidecar costs

nothing extra. It is better to use the

machine as a solo mount first, and when
you have acquired sufficient confidence,

purchase a. more powerful machine, to

which a sidecar may be attached wlieu

desired.

Barrow-in-Furness to London.

I I intend riding up to London
"Zrt from Barrow-in-Furness, and I

^ believe that it is better to go
_Ll via the Great North Road in

order to avoid as many towns
as possible. Can you tell me the best

wa_\' to join this road from Penrith
(Cumberland), and also the best way
of getting to Hampton Court when
nea; London—avoiding tlie city

—

breaking off, say, somewhere about
Hatfield?—W.F.H.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Barrow, Ulverston, Kendal, Kirkby
Lonsdale, Ingleton, Settle, Skipton,
Ilkley. Otley, Ilarev.-ocd. About two

miles south of Wetherby turn right and
go throuijli Aberford, Ferrybridge, Don-
caster, Retford, Newark, Grantham,
Stanifurd, Stilton, Eaton Socon, Biggles-
wade, Baldock, Stevenage, Welwyn, Hat-
field, to Barnct, If you are going from
Penrith, make your way from Penrith
to Kendal, ai\d then by the routve we
have given. As regards getting to

Hampton Court, your best plan is to
branch off at Barnet, and follow the road
marked in blue on the H.A.C. Official

i\Iap of Recommended Routes Round
London (obtainable from 2'ke Motor Gyd'i
offices price Is. 8d. post free). Turning
right at Barnet, this avoiding route passes
through Elstree, Little Bushey, Harrow
Weald, Wealdstone, Greenford Green,
Heston, Hounslow, Fulwell Park, turning
right near Strawberry Hill, and following
tramlines to Hampton Court.

A Powerful Solo Mount.

(1.) Would art 8 h.p. spring

"ZJ, frame machine (drain driven)." fitted with T.T. handle-bars, be
-iJ suitable for solo work? (2.)

Would there be a great deal of

vibration? (3.) How long would it

take a novice to learn to manage such
a machine?—X.Y.Z.

(1.) The machine Would be rather heavy
for solo work, but some riders are fond
of a powerful macliine. (2.) There
should be very little vibration. (3.)

The machine is not suitable for a
novice. However, an intelligent rider
would not take long to learn to manage
one 0/ these machines. You could learn

to ride almost at once, and at the end
of a few weeks you would have begun
to know the machine.

READERS' REPLIES.

The Red Flag.

The following additional information
mav interest " F.B.R. and others. The
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legal obligation for a man to carry a red
flag in front of the mechanicallypropelled
vehicles on common roads wa.s enforced
by the Locomotives Act, 1865, 28 and 29
Vict., C. 83. S. 3, p. 2, for the whole of
tho United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, but as regards England was
repealed by tho Highways and Loco-
motives (Amendment) Act, 1878, 41 and
42 Vict., C. 77, S. 29, and as regards
Scotland by the Locomotives Amendment
(Scotland) Act, 1878, 41 and 42 Vict.,
C. 58, S. 4. Nevertheless, the practice of
carrying a red flag was voluntarily con-
tinued in many cases long after it had
ceased to be obligatory, and this no doubt
led to the general belief that it was done
in consequence of legal requirement. It

was heavy taxation (£10 per county
authority per annum), ridiculous speed
limits (two and four miles per hour in

town and countiy respectively), restrictive

and varying local byelaws with road and
bridge prohibitions and ' limitations, and
the obligation to have three persons in

charge v/hich hampered light mechanical
road traction prior to 189t), but not the
red flag so far as England and Scotland
were concerned.—S. R. Sheppard.

Reti'eading.

"H.L." may be interested in the
following experience of retreading : I

had a Hutchinson, 26x2iin., retreaded
last July (1914) by the Beldam Co. I

fitted it on the driving wheel of my
3^ h.p. Singer wdth sidecar. The
machine was used constantly from then
up to April this year with the retread
still on that wheel, when the tyre was
discarded owing to the bead giving out
from rust and wear and tear. The
roads here (Co. Limerick) are never
steam rolled—just pot-holes and loose
stones, mud and (in dry weather) dust.
I have had the tyre pulled off with
skidding on loose metal, but never once
suffered from the puncture fiend. The
retread is not half worn, but only dis
carded on account of the bead. I believe
that any tyre with sound beading will

make a satisfactory retreading job. Such
is ray own experience on excessively bad
roads, winter and summer. The charge
for retreading was 13s. 6d. Usual dis
claimer.—A. McBratnet.
[We think it only fair to state that we
have received other letters which speak
well of retreads by the company named.
—Ed.]

SCENE IN MILAN.
An Italian lady selling a Red Cross souvenir to a miiitaiy rider of a Triumph.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining tlie experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"F.B." (Berkhamsted) and " W.M.B."
(\''6rks.).—Grado multi-puUey for sidecar
work.

"A.G.F." (Perth).—Binks carburetter
fitted to 1914 6 h.p. twin J.A.P. engine
for sidecar work.

"E.L.F." (Hampstead).—Wooler two-
stroke. Reliability, durability, consump-
tion, and hill-climbing.

"W.F." (Worcester).—Suitable two-
stroke for sidecar work on country roads

;

also 2^ h.p. or 5 h.p. F.N. Ease of

handling, general reliability, and cost of

upkeep.

B2C»
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A Morgan Four-wheeler.

It will i e seen that the illustration is

a partial plan view of a four-wheeled
chassis. The forward part of the chassis
is on the same lines as the well-known
three-wheeler, the engine being mounted
at the front, and the drive being taken
by a shaft A passing through a tube B
built into the frame. At the rear the
main frame tubes C D are connected by
a casting E, with which 13 formed
ntegral a gear bo.K F driving the
countershaft G, from which the drive is

taken to the back axle H by either
of two chains J, giving different gear
ratios. The casting E is extended on
either side, as shown at K, to form the

|f^^(^IUI

Ewe. W Walford.

JULY 8th, 1915.

capacity, with a consequent increase of

pressure. The parts A and B are secured
together by a rod D and nut E.

—

The
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., and F. W. Smith,
No. 8,978, 1914.

chains.—H.
1914.

F. S. Morgan, No. 19,467,

A Piston for Two-stroke Engines.

With the object of increasing Che com-
pression pressure in the crank chamber
without a corresponding reduction of

compression in the cylinder, the piston is

made in two parts A and B, the upper

platioi'ms on which the springs L are
mounted, and radius rods M may also

be s>%iported by the extensions, the radius
rods being adjustable for the purpose of

effecting adjustment of the driving

part A effecting the cylinder compression
and the lower part B performing the
corresponding function in the crank case.
Thus the space C enclosed by the- piston
parts is deducted from the crank case

Forward Plugs.

We are informed by the Forward IMotor

Co., Smnmer Row, Birmingham, that,

owing to the heavy demand for Forward
plugs and fasteners by the War Office,

they have been compelled to discontinue

the manufacture of Forward motor cycles.

Mr. George King and Hutchinson Tyres.

Rumours have been current lately to

the effect that Mr. King has severed or

is about to sever his connection with the

Hutchinson Co. The origin of these

rumours is unknown, but both the

company and Mr. King desire emphatic-

ally to deny them.

The Low Accessories.

The business of the British Low
Accessories Co., Ltd., has now been taken
over by the Low Accessories and Ignition

Co., Ltd., Morley House, 26 and 28,

Holbovn Viaduct, B.C. This company
intends to deal with the Cup sparking
plug, the Low Averometer, and several

other novel and valuable accessories.

"Coolie" Motor Cycle Oil.

IMany successes have lately been credited

to Coolie oil, produced by the County
Chemical Co., Bradford Street, Birming-
ham, notably on Magilligan Sands, Rort-
marnock, and during the Cork reliability

trial on Whit-Monday, This oil is suit-

able for every class of machine, as

evidenced by the fact that it was used
by Ariel, Bradbury. Diamond, Douglas,
Levis, New Hudson, Rover, and Sunbeam
riders.

Pedley Belts.

Messrs. J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham, have just

received cable information that the

Australian Grand Pri.x Race, run on the
28th ult., was won by James Millar on
a Matchless motor cycle fitted with
Pedley belt. This win is particularly

gratifying, as this race' has now been
won two j'ears in succession on Pedley
belts. The Douglas team, which won the

Melbourne-Sydney reliability trial, also

all used Pedley belts.

Racing in New Zealand.

An important series of races was
held on the New Brighton Beach track.

New Zealand, recently. In tlie fifty

miles handicap, Brown (4 h.p. Triumph)
made the fastest time of the day,
although pitted against riders of 7 h.p.

twins. His time was 55m. 56s. On
handicap. Brown was severely penalised,

and finished third. The ten miles

handicap was won by A. J. Barker
(4 h.p. Triumph), fastest time again
being made by G. B. Brown, in

10m." 29s.

- Precision Engines in South Australia

In the fifty miles road championship
of South Australia, held on Saturday,
April 3rd, the first prize was won by
A. B. Carnell on a Lewis T.T. motor
cycle equipped with 3| h.p. Precision

engine, with overhead valves, in Ih.

7ni. 21|s. The second man finished

exactly 7m. later. Jlr Carnell's record

for the season is remarkable. It in-

cludes, in addition to the above-men-
|

tioned event, the Sellicks Hill-climb of
\

the Motor Cycle Club of South Aus-
tralia, in which he made fastest time
and the best performance on formula

:

the petrol consumption test (246 miles

to the gallon) ; and tlio half-mile specil

event for machines under 560 c.c. In
1913-14 Mr. Carnell had also won Jho
Sellicks Hill-climb and the petrol con-

sumption test on a similar machine.

Reviews.

Rudge-Whitworth. Ltd., Coventry, send

us a copy of a very attractive coloure<i

showcard depicting scones in connection

with the 1914 Tom'ist Trophy Race, also

a new edition of their 1915 motor cycle

catalogue, and a copv of " Rudgo
Wrinkles."
We have received an interesting book

let entitled " The Largest Motor Cycle
Business in the World "' from the

Hendee Manufacturing Co. The book
gives a number of interesting illustra

tions concerning the manufacture~of the

Indian, and illustrations of the various

British and American riders who have
helped to make it famous.

BJO
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MOTOR CYCI.I-S FOR SALE.
Dnt.

BAT. Ih.p. He Dii.n, Druids, li.b.

and H. iHnnis. ili'.. perfect
39. -;t;d;;vvii-k ltd., I.eytoli.

Iioin, now P.
order; di?.— VVbt'atli'.v,

[8220

g.VT.T.A.P.,

BA'r-,I.A.P., 1913, 7-Bli.p., 2-ill)eod conch conibiiiii-
tioii. witli jie(e.s.jnrics : £55; iJijeeiuJ tonus tor

liirn' deposits; cxelinnBCs.—Lamb's, 151, HiRh St., Wiil-
tliaiHsti'W. [8145

.
1912. SVih.p., single gear, in excellent

ecndition: £21/10.—The K.\oter Motor Cycle
Co., 1.1(1,. 7. Balli Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ud..
^l.vmonth.

, [0569

1Q13 611. p. 3-«i)ee<l BatJop, and eoachbuilt Eideiar.i-v .speedometer, Huslimorc lamp, and all ai-('eBsorie>,
tyies new, nil in peifeet eomiition; fIT.-ColliuH, 76.
H'b-h St.," W^itlord. [8083

i-arbnretter, SimniB mag.. Palm^ ?r, lamp, genei
no offers.—31

OXb.p. Bal. J.A.P

I'lihle; 10 ens., 'sacrifice,
KiijE;(*ton-ou-Thauies.

Bradbury
^li p.^ EiaOtiury, Gondola __«ideear, new 1913._2-speed

Burton Ed.,
[8339

"jQll Slip. Bradbury Combination, tick start,
-1- *J speed, lamp*, '

'

BRADBURY. 1912. just rc-enamelliid. lamp,
.spares ; after 7 p.m..

" "

and sideiar extra
on-the-Ilill.

spares, e.xiellent condition ; casb offers,
worth. Wakefleld.

equal to new; best offer over £36.-96, Vava.sour
St.. Eo.hdale. [X988B
"DliADBlTRT. 1915 models," Snipeed counter-shaft,
-I-' Irom stock; keen escbanges.—Motorics, 68. Hor-
ton St.. Halifa.x. (0388
"DRADBI^IEY, 4b.p., 2-speea. P.E., £24/10; sidecar.
-•-» .ane torpedo. £5/10.-20. Beaueliamp Ed., Clap-
hiioi Juuctiou, S.W. [8253

. 3-

. , speedoiuetor, spares, and tools,
hrst-ejafs condition; £65.-164, Clonmore St., Soutb-
h'lds. [8114

tools
ppointment ; 3-speed gear

i;i8/10.—3, Kenton Av., Harrow-
[8296

TJEAliBrTHr Combination, 4h.p., 1913, 2 speeds,

191f bandle-bar ilutcb, lamps, horn, speedometer.
Burgin, Hems-

[0432
Bradbury New Horizontal Twins, 1915. 3-qih.p.

^2 speed, chain drive, countershaft models; £64;
delivery from stoi-lj: excliange or f^.iisi terms arranged—\\ auehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X0535

BEOUGH. S-6h.p., torpedo sidecar,
ful; £14.-30, St "

Brougli.
rpedo sid

Martin's Ed.,
fast and power-
Stockwell. [8176

B
Brown.

Combination, 6-8h.p., powerful twin
—45, Church Ed., Acton.

•,, T. . ,
[X0627

ih.p. Brown, countershaft 2-fipeed, free engine kick
"- -tarter, basket sidei-ar; f30.-Particulars, 5,'Swau

ROWN
1911-12 model;

St., Warwick. [X043;

B.S.A.. 3>,4h.p., late
perfect condition

;

Maldoa.

TO ROWN, 3i2h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B., e.\ceed-
--' ingly sound and quite last; £18/10.—Laytons
Garage, Bicester, 0,\oii. [X0526
8h.p. Twin Brown and sidecar. B. and B. 'carburetter.

Bosch mag., perfect; £22/10.-0. Sellev, 4, Parth
Rd., I'lal^tow, London, E. [8080"

B.S.A,

B.S..A., 1912 model, 2-speed gear and clutch, acces-
sorres; £28.—Jloss, Wem. [X0666

XJ.S.A. and Sidecar, 1912, 2-spepd, beautiful condi-^J tion; £40.-Lelght3n, opposite Wood Green Station

"D.S.A. Combination, late 1913, 2-«peed, kick startJJ new condition; £38.-Walton Lodge, Surbiton Rd.
Kingston. [-g059

1912, 2-speed. free, T.T. bars
. £32 cash.-Smith, Countv Bank.

Essex. [X0346
"^TEW 1915 B.S.A., cane sidecar, counter-shaft gear-:
-1-^ chain drive; £65.-25b. Lea Bridge Ed., Clap-
ton. London. Is. -. [8372
|Q14 B.S.A.. 3-speed, chai^-cum-belt. torpedo =ide-

Y._
car. Lucas lamps, spares; £49.—D. Monro, Ban-

nockburn, New Barnet. [8313
"IQ15. new, £18/10 B.S.A. adecar. wind-screen,
J-tf apron, all-black lamp, horn, grand outfit- £70
lowe=t.-190. Divinity Ed., O-tford. [8374

JUST Received. B.S.A., 4yh.p.. chain-cum-belt drive
in crate, not unpacked; £59/15.-1. H. Nice and

Co., Bury St. Edmunds, and Ipswich. [8106
"VTEW 1915 B.S.A. Machines.-Models H and K'=
J-^ from stock, £63 and £59,'15; easy terma or ex"-
change.—TVanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X0534
-|Q14";4 T.T. B.S.A.. Lucas 462 lamp and horn
-•-I' spare belt, tube, and case, as new- £43 —
Bex 8,018, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrv. (D)

Bt. . V - J •

" [X0610
.S.A., chain drive, 2-speed. kick etart. little use

all accessones and spares. Kempshall tyres, and
eoachbuilt sidecar; £40.—Hoddinott, Evesham Wcr-
ccs-tershire. [8068
"D.S.A.. 1913, 2-specci, chain drive, 2%in. Bates
-•-» tyjes, Canoelet de Luxe sidecar, perfect condi-
tion, all accessories; accept £50, or near offer.-Bladon
House. Holywell Ed., Abergavenliv. [X0440

CORONET Sidecar Chassis"
Is (Icsifinct! for long life, nud has a womlerfiil
reserve of stability, and is sate on fireasy roads.
Luggage-carrier tuilt into frame. Cannot sliakc
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From £6 6s.

Send for ilhistratec!

catalogue describinj^

thess well known
Sidecars. Several
Models,

Easy Payments or

Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCIC
the most powerful machine made. It will take a

sidecar np a 45% grade without a murmur.
Why wait for an inferior machine?

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved Sidecar machine made, fitted

with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding counter-shaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

lyres, silent running engine will just tick over when
in free engine, double stem handle-bar made from
rolled cold steel, carrier, cne steel stamping, spare
petrol tank; in fa:;t,' refinements not found on any
other machine. Full detailed catalogue upon
application.

PRSCE, 7-9 h.p. 3-speed model £68 5

Ditto, ditto, electrically equipped . £76 13

We will make a liberal allowance for your present
machine in exchange. Yorkshire dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 3in. tyres, and 4-point attachment. £12 10.

4 h.p. WOLF-JAP £43
Brand new, countershaft 3-speed gear, chain drive,

kick starter. Full specification upon application.

MOTOI< CYGI.fiS von SALE.
U.S.A.

B.S.A.. 191.5. 2-,spa'd.
Palmer rords, liii.

free engine, 26x2' ^ ru w
bell, ticarlc uiibumlablc

I ubes (cost £4), £3/3 lamp Kot. speedometer, liorn,
mirror, watch, belt rase, uxcellpnt condition, tak*)
.^idei-ar anywhere; £37 loweBt.—Merrlrnan, iliKhhufy,
Beech Tree Lane, Cannock, HUiiU.

,
[X0604

Calthorpe.
/^"^AliTl-rOEPK Lib'htwnight : ri^-livory from atork : ox-
Vy rhiuige or e!i-y tenns.— Waurhoiic'B, 9, Shoe hntu-,
l.oudoQ. [X0S32

./'<ALTHOUPE-.T.A.P.. 1915. 2^;ih.p., Enflf-M 2-^ .Hii.^<vl. all ae.
-~

R.t,. Wuithamt^tt.w.

C^AF.THOHPl:;.
-^ models in

Kafedes and Co.

orieB: £33.—Ellis, 25, MarkliouK-;
[8160

191-5, latest 2-speed lightweight
flock : cash or extended terniR.—

High St., Aetoa. [S0572

CALTHOEPE Motor Cyc-les. J.A.P.'s and 2-rtroke^,
from £27/14; send for list and eaey paj-ment tenu*'.

-Storr.y's, 118. Gt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTH0R1'E-.T,A P., 2-Rpeed, and Calthorpe 2-stroke,
uetually in stock: free tuition.—Hucklebridge, 133,

Sloaue St., London. Tel. : 451 Vktoria, [X9839

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-8per-d, 2h.p., in good
order and appearaucc, la nip, liorn; £18/15.—

Chappell, High St., Horbury, Wakefield.

.

[X0270

CALTHORPE.—Auy of this compauy'.s well-known
motor cycles supplied, from our extensive stock.

—Colmore Depot, 31, Colniore Row, BIrmiugliam.
tX0330

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., latest model, 2"ilj.p,. Enfield
2-epeed gear, actually in stock ; £34/13.—Preet-

wiihV Motor Eschange, 26, St. Jobuo Rd., Hore,
Brighton. [7764

1 Q15 Calthorpe-J.A.P.. 2-speed and clutch, £34/16;XU ?.\io 2l^h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, £31/8/6; de-
terma.—Julian,

[X6409

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2"}:lh.p., 2-speed, and free en-
gine, lamps, horn, and tools, new end February.

pf'rfe(_t eonditi -n : £28 : owner now O-H-M S.—Box
L862, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [8180

Calthorpe Junior, 2-Bpeed, 1915 Precision en-

livery from stock: exchanges; easy
Broid St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

2"-"

We have taken the following machines in part
payment for Harley-Davidsons. Make us a cash
offer:

3X h.p. P. & M., late 1912 Colonial model,
with £12 I2S. coach-built Sidecar £45

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, late 19 13
model coach-built S'car, lamp, horn, etc. £59 15

6 h.p. REX, 1912 model, 2 speeds, and com-
plete with ^12 Rex Sidecar £30

7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, 1912 £35 q
3i h.p. L.M.C., 1913, 2-speed and coach-

built Siciecar £30
rgii ENFIELD Combination, born, speedo-

meter £42 1

3I h.p. PREMIER, 1914, and coach-built
Sidecar, ^ speeds £40

1911 CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds .. £18 10
5 h.p. Twui HAZLEWdOD, 1913, 3speeds . . £32 10
3'. h.p. ROYAL RUBY, IQ13, 3-speed model £25
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto £6 15
3 h.p. TRIUMPH £10 15
3} h.p. REX, M.O.V. ...-.....- £315.
3 h.p. ROVER, M.O.V. .modem low machine £12 15

j

4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, magneto £12 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand new weatherproof magneto £3 10
New Accumulators. 10 amps. 6/11 : 40 amps. 12/6
Gas Engine, 3 x 4in., dynamo, switchboard,

and lamps. Exchange entertained £12
New Electric Motor Cycle Lamp 5/6
8 h.p. De Dion Engine £$
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric lail Lamp . 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray stationary petrol engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SXIRCOAT ROAO,

H A U I F AX .

Phone 1062. Close at 6 pjn.

3i""

MJtli horn, tools, eto. ; accejjt £16/16, onst £26/10.—
Box L875, The Motor Ciicle Offlcw, 20, Tnrtor St., E.C.

[8348
Campion.

6 h.p. Campion. 1915. twin J.A.P. engine. Jardine g^ar,
1 ountersliatt cliain drive, fitted «ith EmrresB

coaohbnilt sidet'ar, Lucas separate generator lamp.
Lucas horn, and rear light, including 2 spare tyres and
eeveral spares, the complete combination including all

e.xtras; £67/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[0539

Centaur.
Centanr, 2 speeds, handle ftarting, splendid

order; £31; eideoar optional.—43, DoverfieJd Ed.,
Bri.xton Hill. [8338

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LEA, S'/sh.p., m.o.v., Bosch, B. and B.,

good tvres, lamp, etc.; £11; exchange coach #iide-

car.-Selbr, 26, Eo^.slyn Ed., Barking, E. [8113

Chater-De Dion.

3ill. p. Chatcr-rie Dion, perfect, ride a^ar. fparee

:

2 £7/5.—Underdoun, 2, Little Queen St., Dartford.
[8088

Chater-Lea-Antoine.
CHATEE-AXTOIJTE, 3i.4h.p., Amac. U.H.. low peti-

tion, recently overhauled; trial given; £18-—Lin-
ter and Sons, 44, London Ed., Eedhill, Surrey. [8058

Chater-Lea-Fafnir.

3 Ih.p. Chater-Lea-Fafnir, Sirams, B.B. carburetter,
2 ju^t overhauled; £10.—Box 8,012, The Motor

Cycle Officee, Coventry. CS0451

Chater.Lea-.Iap.

CHATEE-J.A.P.. 6h.p., 1915 engine, new ccach side-
car, apron, Druids, new tyres all round, speedo-

meter, electric horn, 3 lamps, 2 generators; trial;
lowest £47/10.— S., 286. Eotherhithe St., London. [8216

Chater^Precision.
4Jlh.p. Chater-Precipion, JA.P. free, variable, new
4 tyres, just overhauled at works, with cane side-

car ; £35, 01 nearest.—Mayworth, Whiteside, Greenlaw,
Berwickshire. [X0028

Clarendon.
CLAEENDOX, 3l^h.p., mag., spring forte, footboards,

carrier, etc., condition a*; new; £16; evenings 4 till

7 — Oakhurst, 19, Orlando Ed., Clapham Common. [8102

Clyde.

"I
Q14 CIyde-.Tap, 6h.p.. hill-climb winner; hot: bar-

-LU gain, £35.-224. Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [X0564

Clyno.

CLTXO, 2-stroke. late 1914, splendid condition- £25.
—35. Upper Tooting Ed., S.W. [8188

CLTXO Combination, late 1913, 3 speeds, perfect;
ofEere.—Stretton and Smith,. 23, Woods'.nck St.,

Bond St. [8073

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

^LYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., ki. k start, 3-flijee»l

;

--' £35:, in good running order; bargain.—Apply, Lea,
Hendon Bakery, Brent St., Hendon, N.W. [8062

1 Q14 Clyno, in perfect condition, with Millford Cabrio
-Lt/ eidecar, cane bodv, lamps, and spares; £60.— St.
Denia. 605, Alexandra Park Rd., Wood Green. [X0040
/^LYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 1913, now being thoi-Vy onglily overhauled: delivery mar be made direct
from works- £50.-Box L806, The Motor Cycle Offices,
20, Tudor St., E.G. [8104

TO 13 Clyno, 3-speed, twin, 5-6h.p., single chain-Lv drive, engine just overbaitled, condition guaran-
teed, with Clyno coach sidecar; ^e 45.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6865

6h.p. 1912 Clyno, 2-6peed, F.E., just overhauled, new
chains, 2 lamps, and horn, large white cane side-

car, with side entrance; £37/10, or near ofier, caah.
—Viewed at 161, King's Rd., Camden Town. [7447

CLYNO Combination, late 1913, coaehbuilt, 3-speed.
clutch, kick start, largest F.R.S. lamp and

another, 2 generators, spare wheel, Clvno wind screen,
Jones speedometer, horn, extra toolbags, strong luggage
carrier to sidecar, also specially fitted toolbox thereon

;

very large number accessories and spares : ridden under
6.000 miles: total cost £120 net; in splendid condition
and running order; owner buying car; inclusive price.
£65; must sell all on; list of spares and accessories
sent on application.—Wlieeler, 62, Church St., King's
Rd., Chelsea. , [X0592

Connaught.
"j Q15 Connaught Miniature, 2-6troke, not 3 months
-M-iy old, condition perfect, as new; £25.-6, Lans-
downe Mews, Holland Park (Tube Station). [8263

De Dion.

DE DIOX, 2*4h.p., a.i.Y., B. and B., new lamps,
generator, belt, inner tube, pump, horn, tyres

good, good running order; £10.—Const-abulary, South
Normanton, Alfreton, Derbyshire. [8249

Douglas.
4h.p. Douglas, 1915, 3-6peed, very little used ; best

ofEer.-193, Mansfield Rd., IS^ottingham. [XOSeS

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-speed, etc., grand condition;
£32/10.-11, Luna Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [8228

OUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 1912, £26; 1913,, £34; botli

perfect—Percy, 337, Euston Rd., London. [8357

15 Model IT Douglas, T.T. bars, footboard, spare-
belt and knee-grips ; £45.—Wilderspiu, Chatteris.

[8053
DOUGLAS, 234h.p. to lOh.p. models.-Gourlay, the

great Douglas agent, FallowfiLdd, Manchester.
[4241

DOUGLAS T.T., 1910, new condition, everything
original; £22/10.—Leighton, opposite Wood Green

Station. - [8169

DOUGLAS W, 1914, 2-3peed, kick start, special
tyres, new condition ; £45.—Ashworth, Cloud,

Congleton. [X0453

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2^4h.p., 1915, or late 1914, and
accessories, first-class condition.—306, Fulham Rd.,

Kensington. [X0386

DOUGLAS, T.T., late 1914, condition and tyres very
good, also lamp set ; nearest £43.-18, Kaiielagh

Av., Barnes. [8266

Q3.b.p. Twin Douglas, mag., h.b.c, new tvre, perfect
-^4 running order; trial; £14.—Sibley, 106, Market
Place, Romford; • [8134

DOUGLAS, 1913 N", fast, finest, speedometer, lamp,
coat, spares; £35.—Wall, Franche Villa, Franche,

Kidderminster. [8256

DOUGLAS, 1914, Model W, 2-speed and clutch,
little used, ^new condition, complete; £47.—

Laytons Garage, Bicester, Oxen. [X0521

IQll Douglas, new forks, frame, belt, and tyre, guar-
-lU anteed condition; £16; money wanted.-Tranter,
Hampton-in-Arden, Birmingham. [X,0485

1 Q 14 a^^h.p. Douglo'?, 2-speed, spares, accessories,
jL*J tools included, 5,000 miles: £40.—Simpson, 1,
Highbury South, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X,0473

DOUGLAS, late 1913. 2-speed, with clutch, acces-
sories,^ good condition; £36.—The Castle Motor

Co., Ltd., ^Showroom, Kidderminster. [X0697

ONE Douglas Z^h.p. Motor Cycle, model T.T., run
about 80 miles, delivered 3rd Mav, 1915.-John

. Rodenhurst, Ltd., Market Drayton. [X0341
DOUGLAS, 1911. 2^4h.n., 2-speed. clutch, and

handle starter, in excellent running order; £22.

—

Collet, 10, Solna Rd., Winchmore Hill, N. [8331

DOUGL.lVS, 1913, 2-speed, free, speedometer, stand
carrier, grand running order; £36.—Murray's,

37a. Cliarles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X0608

IQlO Douglas, tip-top condition; approval, deposit;Xt/ £16, or close ofler; must be sold.—Box L863
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [8181

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2^ih.p.. 2 speeds, F.E., clutch,
Lucas lamp, horn, all spares, good as new; £39/10.

or near ofSer.—Fereday, Bridgtown, Cannock. [X0544
IQll Douglas Model D, single gear, and wicker side-]Xt^ car. lamps, and horn, splendid condition; £25.—
F. Conyer* 22, Craven St., Ruvensthorpe. l^ewsbury.

[X0480 '*

MAUDES
MOTOR
ART

purchase any known
makes of

Motor Cycles
Sidecar Outfits

AND

Light Cars

1913 and 1 9 14 Models

at high prices for spot

cash to any value or

amount.

Wire, write, or 'phone

particulars.

Cash on the spot, not

offers to sell on com-
mission.

.

MOTOR MART
100^136 G Portland SUondonW
rekp/wne -55? Moyfoir re/eyfams Abdicate Wesdo"

LIST OF SECOND-HAND
BARGAINS POST FREE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1911, in p<'rte<:-t rondition. pull like a
new one, take any hill; £18. or exchange.—W M.

and Eug. Co., 6, Western Estlanade, Westclifl-on-8«iDr8242OUGLAS, 2'!4h.p.. T.T., 2-speed, 1914, purchased
19t5. as new, unscratched; £44, no oHers, or ex-

change combination.—Spencer, Richmond Rd., Kingston.
London. [8309

DOUGLAS, 1914-15. 2^peed model T, onl.v ran a
tew miles, tyres and everything a^ new, speedometer.

Lucas lamps and horn, knee-grips, etc. ; £46. 10.—Motor
ilart, Eii-stbourne. [X0314
DOUGLAS, 1914 model V, scarcely used, without

exaggeration as new, high-class accessories, speedo-
meter, etc. ; best offer over £45.—Chaplain, 33, Weltje
Hd., Ravenscourt Park, W. [8297

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect order, tyres and tubes splen-
did, new saddle, all accessories; £19, including

head light and Lorn : trial willinglv.—Coldham, 3, Gas-
karth Ed., Balham Hill, S.W. [X0378

DOUGLAS, 1912i4, 2=,h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
starter, new tyres and belt, just been over-

hauled, fast machine, all accessories: £27/10.

—

Humphrey, 47, Russell Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham.
[0507

FOE Sale, 1915 2%h.p. Douglas. T.T. model, condi-
tion perfect, mileage 1.200, 5 gn. Cowey, Auto-

clipse lamp and generator, horn, knee grips, complete
tools; what cash offers?—Box L870, The Motor Cycit
Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [8353

DOUGLAS Agents Eastern Counties.—Althoush
Douglas deliveries are temporarily suspended due

to the action of the Government, we are prepared to

accept orders now for delivery on the recommencement
of supplies.—Tel. : 3888. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6867

Elswick.

ELSWICK Combination, late 1913. 4i4h.p., 3 speed-",

speedometer, lamps, luggage grid, Dunlop and
KempshaUs, spares; a bargain, £39; in quite new con-

dition.— 7, Tale Terrace, King's Bd., Chelsea. [8231

Enfleld.

NFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., lamp, horn, complete: £36.
—Findlay, Bryn Ed., Swansea. [X0612

12 6h.p. Enfield Combination, nice order; £46.
—53, Brownhill Hd., Catford. [82(J3

E
19
ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coach Combination, perfect;

£56.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [8227

ENFIELD.—Delivery of all models from stock.—
Sole district agents. The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[X0617
3h.p. 1913V' Enfield, good order, accessories: £50.

—Hart-Smith, Camphene, Throwley Rd., Sutton.
[8194

ENFIELD, 2'?ih,p., 1912. with lamp, horn, etc., in

perfect condition; £20.—Motor Mart, Eastbourne.
[X0323

1Q15 Enfield Combination, 6h p., fully equipped, done
X.U 400 miles only; £80, or near offer.—Green, Ash-
fleld. Settle, Yorke.

'

[8071

ENFIELD Combination, 1914 gears, wheels, pistons,

all new tyres ; £48, or exchange s^.oh.p.-Eichert,

Wollaston, Stourbridge. [X0585

1Q14 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, good condition; two
jL«7new Palmer cord tyres; £56.—Hewitt. 193, M,ms-

fteld Ed., Nottingham. [8156

ENFIELD, 1913, 2">ih.p. twin, lightweight, 2-speed.

kick starter: £28.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0492

ENFIELD, 1914. 3h.p.. firstidass condition, equal to

new, LuQas lamp, horn; £36.—Apply, Peaiey, 7,

Caterham Ed., Lewisham, S.E. [X0272

1Q15 Enfield, 6h.p., with spring bars, C-B. sidecar,

Xc? eta« in stock; 80 gns. : spring handle-bar 21'-

extra.—Motor Mart. Eastbourne. [X0318

6h.p. Roval Enfield Combination, fully equipped.
lampsi speedometer, etc.. splendid condition, new

last April; 55 gns.—168, Roman Ed., Bow. [8221

ENFIELD, 1914, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
spares, almost new, unscratched: £32 cash.—Box

8.014, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0479

1 1 ^' ' 6h.p. Enfield Combination, new Palmer Cord
Xt/ tyres, speedometer, watch, etc., condition as new;
65 gus.-Osborue, 177, New Park Ed . Brixton. [8236

ENFIELD. Bat, Eex-.Tap. Chater-Lea combination,
chain drive, wanted for spot cash, or 4ijh.p. U.S.A.

—Letters onlv. AVhittam, Mumbles, Glamorganshire.
C8159

ROY \L Enfield 3h.p. Twin and 6h.p. Combination,
from stock.—The Exeter Motor Cjcla Co.. Ltd.,

7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

mouth. [0571

ENFIELD Combination, lat* 1914. coaehbuilt. new
tvres, electric head, side Uinips, accumulators, horn,

perfect condition; £65.-8.006, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X0044

ENFIELD 6h.p. {Oct., 19131, coaehbuilt sidecar, per-
fect, screen. lamiM, speod.uneter, luggage grid, 2

new tvrcs; £55; appointment, or after 7 p.m.— 5. Ken-
tun Av.. Harrow.. [8063

"IQ15 8h.p. Enfield Combination, purchas.-'d uew 28th
Xt/ last mouth, dynamo lighting set, uupunctured

;

cost £110. price £100, Easy forms £2 extra.—E. E.
.Tones iGaragcs!, Ltd.. Swansea ; also at Cardiff. [0681

^^ letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE
J. A. P.

luns., rerfeot nimunc ordor

O ilO.-OonUiii

MOTdE Cyole,
I HmcliiK.-C. Hajileu, CliiBwell. Essex,

Yeo Viile, linnistmilc

4h.li. J.A.P. : £25,

bnrcnin.
(X0481

or exclionpo for

[8076

r.A.I'.-MINEBVA niul Sideior, liitcst Sll.p.

' £30.-35, AikivriBlit St., NottingHam.
cusnie

:

tX0516

T.A.r.. 6h.p., T.T.
»> £22.—Hilton,
So.. Blackpool.

rnii Lislitwciglit i'M'-P-
»' ditioii, jiccessorieti

;

Olieiuist, Ibstook.

overhend valves,

Shavp, and Co.

J.A.P.
£22,

No.BARGAIN.—8h. p.

Rosoh, and double-seated
7 Chater,
sidecai"

:

.I.A.P,
on

Biowuhill Rd., Catlord

"I Q14_41i.p. J.A.P.. Clmtor-Leo, Stui'mcy-Aidier gears.

good condition;
Ltd., Foxliall

[X0550

2-«ipeed, good con-

bargain. — Simpson.
[S9710

3 speeds,
£38.-53,

[8207

-22, Melbourne Av., Wood Green,
[8061

1Q15 6I1.P. J.A.P.
X«/ Fittings Co.,

trial: lowest 36 gns
N.

Coaclibuilt Combination, by Sun
T\itli Sturmey-Archer counter-sliaft

,

gears, abs.ilntely perfect, only run 700 miles: satislac-

I

Tory reason tor eclling ; £60 : rvith Cowey, mirror, lamp
set, bora, watch.— Spriugett, Haelemere, Billericay,

Essex. [8222
J.E.S.

J.E.S., 1914. cost 23 gns., condition as ne^v; bargain,
flS.-EoUings, Kinsbam, Presteign. [8127

"I (115 J.E.S. Model de Lnxe, new from makers April,
JLi^ perfect running ovdei: £22/10.—Kimber, Wan-
boruugh, Swindon. [X0344

J.E.S. Lightweight, with Druid forks, specially built

frame, many extras; cost £26, what oflers?—
Milhird's, Cyclist, Guernsey. [8118

Juno.
JUNO-J-A.P.. 6h.p., 3-speed Sturmev-Areher, counter

shaft, kick starter, footboards; £71/18. or £6/6
monthly.—Seen at 248. Bisbopsgate, London, E.C. [1705

JUNO-TILLIEES, 2V-b.p., 2-strok8 (silver medall.
new; £27/11 cash, or £2/8/7 down and £2/8/7

monthly.-Seen at 248, Bisbopsgate, London, E.C.
[1704

Kerry.

T.T. 3^,,h.p. Kerry-Abingdon,- 7-speed gear, speedo-
meter, in solendid condition; ^20, a bargain.—

36, Bath St., E.C. [8316

ood condition and running order

:

exchange good class push cycle.—
Bishop's Castle. [X0559

KEERT-ABIJN'GDON, 3V2b.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, free
engine, spring forks, stand carrier, lamp set,

splendid condition : £25.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St.,

Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X0607

GEZT IT AT"

lAYLORS

I excelsiors!
A Sidecar Combination for £54.

m Tire Excelsior Lightweight Combination has

lB proved itsclimbingpovvers on someoftiresteepest B
hills in this countrjr. You need not fear to tackle B
any gradient. The running costs are low, and the

first cost within the reach of all who intend pur-
chasing a new outfit. Is also ideal for solo B
riding. Fitted with countershaft 2-speed gear,

cbain drive, 349 c.c. engine, hand-controlled H
clutch, and coach-built Sidecar. B

MOTOR CYCLES EOR SALl
Levis.

Luxe, 1915, 2%h.p.,

Oiih.p. Kerry,
1

'i* £6/10, 0:

Pearce, High St.,

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANCIS, 2-speed, chrteh, 3i4b.p., enclosed chain

drive, in thorough good order; £50.—Huckle-
bridge, 133, Sloane St., London [X0506

LEA-FRANCIS 1914 Twin, 2-speed gear, clutch
and kick starter, Lucas lamp and horn, 1,000

|

miles, new condition throughout; 50 gns.—47,
Waterloo Place, North Shields. [8190

LEA-iTtANCIS, 1913, perfect condition, 2-speed.
clutch, kick starter, Lucaa lamp, generator and

horn. Watford speedometer, back rest, new Wood-Milne
back: £48.-72, St. Augustine Ed., Soutbsea. [8213

Levis.

LEVIS Popular, in stock.—Hilton, Sharp, and Co.,
Ltd., Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [X0552

TEriS', 1914, 2Vih.p.. 2-stroke, thoroughly sound
—P. J. Evans, Jobr^ Bright St.. Birmingham.

;
£22.

[8280

1Q15 Levis, mileage 250. accessories: £24/10: after
-Lif 6 p.m.— 63, Fo.xbourne Ed., Balham, S.W.

LEVIS, 1913, 2-speed model, drip feed lubrication,
Dunlop heavy tyres, grand order; £22.—l\ross.

Wem. [X0614

LEVIS Popular: £28/1 cash, or
on balance.—Eeferee Cycle Co.

born. W.O.

flfth down, 2";X
332, High Ilol.

[2773

"IQ15 Levis, 2V2I1.P., Popular model, absolutely m
-'-«-' stock; £28/1; exchanges; easy terms.-Julian,
Broad St., Reading. - 'Phone : 1024. [X6410

LEVIS Popular Model, 2i^h.p., .iu't arrived from
works: immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wilkins, Simp-

eon, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [8126

LEVIS, the best of ail the 2-strokes ; immedi-
ate delivery from their sole distributing agents,

Colmore Depot, 31, Cohuore Bow, Birmingham. [X0328

LEVIS 2-strokc Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.—
Sole Loudon and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.O.
'Phone; 1432 Regent [0711

LEVIS.—Prompte-st delivery new models and 1915
model No. 1, only shop-soiled, complete with all

acL-essories : £34; deferred pai-rrrents.—Lamh's, 151,
High St., Waltharustow. [8141

LEVIS, ^ 1915 model. £33/10, accept £25 cash, in-
cluding .footboards, accessories, very ' fast : owner

bought combination.—Surgerv, 11, Greens End, Wool
rich.

'" _..---

2-.*pecd gear bos,

drive, new Lucuh head lamp «nd

liorn, tooK etc.: cost comT)lete £47/10; only done 300
miles, perfect condition: £39/10.-Erne«t Whittiuijham,

Newport, Salop. [X0543
Lincoln-Iilk.

LINCOLN-ELK, 1914, Z".,\i.v., free engine, good con-

dition: £20.-Apply, 11, Elflngham Crescent. Ilwr

15.-31A.P. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, B. and B'.., very

good "condition ; clearance £15.-Hall's, EnKineers.

Matlock CXOSSl

INCOLN Elk (,Tulv. 1913), 4i/ih.p.. 2-speed, iree

engine, hand starter, wicker sidecar, speedo-

meter, lamps, spare belt, all accessories, good condi-

tion; price £30.-64, -Liucolu Rd., Ponders End

Martin.
Tl/TARTIN, 6h.p., brand new, siiigle-geared ;

£40.—

LEVIS de
idunter-shaft

Mat

, 6h.p.,
65a, Rosendale Rd.. West Dulwich. [X0631

4h,

PRICE complete £54 Os.

„ machine only £44 2s,

„ 2i h.p. 3-stroke lightw't £29 8s.

Write for Catalogue and delivery dates.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

S A J S & EXCELSIORS 1
g Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

jj
S Contracting Agents for all makes. H
g TERMS :

H Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments. M

I A FEW BARGAINS '^S^ |
S SECOND - HAND STOCK, i

If you purchase your A.J.S. from us, you can

Matchless.

p. Matchless and Sidecar, 2-speed gears, guaranteed

perfect; bargain, £28.—25, Colchester Rd., Ley-

2 speeds, kick1913 'Combination,
- - Enston

[8359

Matcliless 2-spe?d Combination, in first-

rely

machine.
a properly adjusted and tuned-up

And r2
Deposit. Pay-
£ s. ments of

Cash.

£ s.

70 6 35 62/8

40 D 89/7

15

17 10

26
3

53/9

62/8

53/9
16/11

20 80/3

6 22/-

H 5-6 h.p. 1913 CARDEN
g de Luxe Monocar,

g many extras

g 6 h.p. rgrg A.J.S, Corn-

bination, hood, screen,

9 spare wheel, run 600
m miles ; cost over ^'roo 90
m 2?- h.p. rgr4 Lady's
S DOUGLAS, 2-sp. and
S clutch 45
S 5-6 h.p. rgrj INDIAN,
m 3-speed, 2 months olci 52 10
S 8 h.p. 1913 HENDER-
n SON, 4-cvl., 2-speed,

S very fast 56

n Forccar for same 12 12

B 6 h.p. r9r3 A.J.S., 3-sp.,

n and new coach-built

5 Sidecar 65 10

i 2} h.p. igrs ALLDAYS-
S MATCHLESS Comb'n 3S
S 3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
S 2-speed 13 10
5 3J h.p. .MATCHLESj,

magneto 1? — —
g 2j h.p. r9r4 A.J.S., 3-sp. 42 — —

VULCANISER.—Save your tyre repair bill by
vulcanising your own tyres. Send "for descrip-

H tive leaflet. Car size, 35 /-.

Motor cycle size, 12/S

9 ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS.

Special Stockists for A.J.S. J.A.P., and REX.

2 TYRES.—Big stock of best makes. Write for

5 complete Tyre Catalogue.

SIDECAR SAFETY ARM.—Converts 3-point

g suspension into 4-point. Strengthens weakest

B part. Easily fixed. State diameter of clips

g required. Price 8/3.

REAR LIGHTS.—Fit the Krisco. Works Off the

5 magneto. Easily fixed. Spare battery sup-

5 plied to light lamp when engine is not rurming.

H Price complete 15/-.

g H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
B Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wiiolesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
'Phone—Museum, 1240. H

Bl Telegrams
—" Dvnamctro, Westcent, London." H

BBBHBBaaaHaaaaaBBaiiHB

MATCHLESS 8h.p. _ .

starter, in good order; £44.-Porcr,
Rd., London.

1012 5-6h.p. -.
i , »

JLt/ class condition, fitted with lamp, horn, tools, etc_

£42.-F. Wootten, 55, High St., Oxford. [X0681

MATCHLESS, 1913-4, 8h.p., 2-speed, and Ivy .side-

car, all accessories, hood and screen; 60 gns.

;

large deposits secure preferential terms.—Lambs, lol.

High St., Walthamstow. [8144

MATCHLESS 1914 7h.p. Twin Combination, hood,

screen, F.K.S. liead lamp, sidecar, rear lamps,

Cowev, Lucas, tyres, enamel, plate, etc., as new; the

outfit is absolutely as new: cost over 100 gns., price

£76 cash, no oflers.-We-stclifl Motor and Engineering

Co., 6, Western Esplanade, Westclifton-Sea. [8241

Minerva.
IXERVA Motor Cycle, reliable and fast, £B ;

light

idecar, complete, £2.—Ison, Filemaker. Bloxwich

7-9h.p. Minerva Combination, free engine, perfect,

just overhauled; £26, or exchange with casli for

speed geared combination.—Syracuse, Saltash. [S0444

8h p. Minerva, splendid condition, Canoelet sidecar,

with wind screen, for Ford, cash adjustment, or

sell £40.-30, Bamford Rd., Wolverhampton. [X0337

MINERVA and Sidecar, 4h.p. twin, Armstrong 3-

speed, B. and B., lamp .and horn; £15;i6.-Wil-

kius, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.. Londcm.

:M^

Monopole.
2'/2h.p., 2-strote,HilVrOXOPOLE. . _

a IrA bargain.—Broad, Fnars

M-^

1:8124

2-speed, new: £35.
Coventry. [X0359

MotO'Reve.
OTO-REVE 25ih.p. Tivin, extractor silencer, m,';?

ontrol, new Dunlop: owner on service; bargain.

12 gns.-Gale, High St.. Lawston, Cambs. [8084

Motosacoche.
15 Motosacoche. 3'/"-4h.p. ; £52; owner enlisted.-

Wallace, 2, Suffolk Terrace, Thurruck, Grays.
[8295

3h p Motosacoche, evervthing splendid condition, and
perfect: £10/10, no cffers : satisfactory reason sole.

-50, Bnlkeley Rd., Cheadle, Stockport. [X0561

MOTOSACOCHE, 1913. 3V=h.p. M.A.G. engine, with

sidecar, 2-speed gear, lamps, etc.: £40.-W., c'o

P.T. Motor Works, Perrv Vale, Forest Hill, S.E [8077

Motosacoche,

or easy terms.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

"j Q14 Motosacoche."" 3i/>-4h.p

-a- *y valves, countershaft 2

Phone: Woolwich 30. [8130

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertiseraeat

19

31h.p. 1915 New Motosacoche, 2-speed countershaft,
2 chain drive; an ideal solo mount; £62; exchange

" . - — ^ London.
i:S0531

M.A.G. twin. Lissa
Lucas equipment,

evervthing perfect; bargain, ";e42/10.—17, Calvevley

Ed.; Tunbridge Wejjs. [8224

MOTOSACOCHE, 1915, 3y»h.p. twin, just delivered,

fitted with the famous M.A.G. engine, De Lissa

valves, countershaft gear, chain drive, pnenonienal

acceleration: £62; best exchange terms.—Eagles and Co-
High St., Acton. [X0573

New Hudson.
3i-4h.p. 1913 New Hudson, 3-speed, kick start, splen-

2 did condition ; £35.—Booth, Malpas. Ches.
[X0496

EW Hudson, 1912, 3l/2h.p., 3-speed and clutch,

overhauled: £26.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,

Oxon. 1X0527

EW Hudson, 1914, 6h.p., with sidecar, lamps, acpes-

ories, and spare parts; £55.—Terry, 28. Preston

Rd., Brighton. [X0371

July, 1914, New Hudson 72 gn. Combination,
hood, accessories; sacrifice. £55; want tricar.-

[8328

delivered from stock.—
Ltd.. 7, Bath Ed..

Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0603

EW Hudson, 1913, 2i4h.p., 3-speed gear; £25/10.
The Exeter Motor Cycle Co. Ltd., 7, Bath

Ed.. Exeter, and 23, Tavistock Rd.. Pl3-mouth. [0570

Oxoi

4H
Postmaster, Wymondliain.

NEW Hudbon.—All models
The Exeter Motor Cycle Co..

N=

and the date of the issue, aiq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW JMPEEIAL-J.A.P.. 2V-h.t,-. £34/3/6 cash, 01

fifth down- 2'A% on balance.—Referee Cycle Co.,

352, High Holborn," W.C. [2771

TIQ15 2=41i.p. New Imperial-J.A.P., 2-speed, actually
i-O in stock; price £34/3/6; exchangea; easy
teriEs.-.Julian, Broad St., Heading. 'Phone : 1024.

[X6408

New Ryder.

NEW Ryder, 2y2h.p. J.AP. engine, eounte^^ihalt 2-

speed gear ; 32 gns.—Motoiiee, 68, Horton St.,

Halifax. [0707

N.S.U.

N.S.U., 3iAh:p., Bosch, B. and B., low, iast. and
powerful; £10/ 10.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed.,

Acton. rX0626

N.S.U. 4h.p. Tivin, 2-speed, i>c«ch, B. and B., Lyco
belt, splendid order; £13.—Lloyd, West Langton,

Market Hai-borongh. [XOSOl

"^J-S.U. Lightweight, 2V2h.p., mag. ignition, needs
-L" slight overhauling: clearance price, £9.—Layton's
enrage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0525

N.U.T.

J Q14 N.U.T., SVah-p. twin J.A.P., lamps, horn, Cowey

:

-*-^^ £28/10.—Bailway Garage, Staines. [8346

j qi4 6-Sh.p. N.U.T., complete combination, with
-*-*r speedometer, lamp, and horn, almost new; ;£60
—West End Garage, Blackburn. [0677
"jQ14 N.r.T., 3i/2h.p., 3-6peed model, with T.T. bare,J-tf kiot etarter, etc., yery fast, and in new condi-
tion

; £45.—Motor Mart, Eastbonine. [X0320 I

O.K.
#~k.K. Juniors, immediate delivery; the perfected 4-
v-' stroke motor cyclette.—Meeten, Motors, Dorking.

1Q15 O.K., Mark III. 2-speed model, in stock- 30
-'-" gns, and 5Z advance.-Motor Mart, Eastbourne.

[X0319
Peugeot.

^h.p. Twin Peugeot, Eoc 2-speed gear, mag., Mont-
»> gomery sidecar, good running order; real bargain
alS-^Piitriek, Church Ed., South Benfleet. [8317

P. and M.
"jCJll P. and M., 2-speed, speedometer^ etc.; £26/10
jLt/ —9i_ Melbourne Ed., Eastbourne. tX0686
"DHELON-MOOEE, late 1912 combination, kick
-«- starter: £j7. -Shone, 70, Watergate St., Chester.

[7891
T). and M., S'/ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, speedometer,t accessories; £33.-54, Eathfern Ed., Catford.

[8243
"p. and M., splendid condition, 2 speeds, free engine
J- tyres perfect, take sidecar; £26; seen appoint-
ment.—24, Ne-B'ton Ed., Cricklewood. [S0446
XJARGAIU.—3Vih.p. P. and M., chain drive, .2-speed,-L" tree engine, handle start, P.H. lamp; trial- £20-
lake eidecar.—45, Bowcommon Lane, E. [8166
"p. and M., good condition, and up-to-date 3V.h.p

.

-'i- 2-speed, free engine, with Montgomery pidecar-
£37.—Eev. Stebbing, Cogenhoe Eeetory, JSTorthampton.

"DHELON-MOOEE Combination, 1914, 2.epeed gear,
-«- speedometer, Lucas head and rear lights, excellent
condition

; £50.—Matthews, Pawnbroker, Croydon.
rX0498"j013 Phelon and Moore, 3y2h.p.. 2-speed gear,-to' F.E., perfect condition, only done 5,000

miles, speedometer, lamp, tube carrier, watch, etc -

£52.—Wond, Eedclyffe, Worcester Ed., Sutton. [8286

Precision.
pEECISION. 4i4hrp.. June, 1914, Elswiek built,
-t Canoelet £4 sidecar, with luggage grid, 1915
Bmks, 3-speed, Jones epeedomeier. Palmer cord, Har-
court radiators, all in excellent condition, under 3,000
miles; £45.—Taylor, Pharmacist, Padiham, Buinley.

[X0273
Premier.

14 T.T. Premier, in perfoet condition through-
out; cheap.—Cock, Eidgebourne, Shrewsbury.

PEEMIEE, late 1912, 2iAh.p., variable gear", new
tyres, pei-fect; 20 gns.—10, Tabor Giov.e, Wimble-

don.
, [8335

PEEMIEE, 21/ih.p.. P.P. engine, good order, and
tyres, battery ignition; hargain, £5.— Gale, High

St., Lawston, Cambe. [8085

1Q12 Premier, 3y5h,p., 3-f®eed, sidecar, horn, speed-
-M-ty ometer. good condition: £26.—Apply, 178, Muu-
eter Ed., Fulliam, S.W. - [8119

PEEMIEE, 1912, 354I1.P. twin, B. and B., new tyres,
f^st, climb auy-thing, accessories ; ^my tri;il £24.

—James, 76. Cricklade Ed., Swindon. [X0325a

1Q12 3y2li.p. Premier, enamelling, plating, like
-*-«/ new, all accessories: bargain. £22, or offer.—
Pooley, 1, Wastdale Ed., Forest Hill. [8269

MILITAEY Model S'Ah.p. 3-«peed counter-sliaft
Premier, in crate, not unpacked; £60.—T. H. Nice

and Co., Bury St. Edmunds, and Ipswich. [8107

PEEMIEE, 1914, Sy-h.p., 3-speed, wicker sidecar.
Quantity of spares, new head nnd rear lamps

;

£40, no oflers.-^Stone, Worsbro Bridge, BarnsK^v.
[X0510
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THE MOST PERFECT

TOURING
COMBINATION
IS UNDOUBTEDLY THE

1915 INDIAN
AND

SIDECAR.
Fast or slow at will—it

annihilatesdistanceand
fairly streaks up hills if

you are in a racing
mood. Or, if by chance
the ma.iden in the side-

car yearns for the soli-

tude of leafy lanes, it

will run so slowly and
quietly that every loving
whisper rises clear
above the engine's note.

On the highways, in

the bye lanes, midst
the densest traffic, it

responds to every silent

call, and will run all day
and every day without
trouble.

It has stood the test
of time, and each year
increases in popularity.

SUCH IS THE INDIAN

W SUPPLY
FOR CASH OR ON EASY
TERMS, AND WILL TAKE
YOUR OLD MOUNT IN

PART EXCHANGE.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
(FREE) CATALOGUE.

If you want a second-
hand machine you can
rely on a straight deal
at

Godfrey's, itn.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

I.ONDON, y<^.

'Phone—7091 Mayfair (;: lines).

G

MOTOR CYCLES FOI^ SALE.
Premier.

3ih,p. Premier, 1913. 3-apf^, escelleat (-ciiditiVjD

2 throughout, accessories, apeedometer. iauips, t-t«;.;

£56. or near otter.—HI, Woodlands Park Ed., Har-
lingay, N. [SOTOO

PEEMIEE, 2Vyh.p., just been thoroughly cTeihauled,
re-enamelled, and plated, very tarit, and ex -elleot

climber ; coct £38 last year ; only vmnta eeeing : £25.—
Taplin, 16, Lordship Park, Stoke Sewington, Loudon

E.6304

Quadrant.
31i.p. Quadrant, perfect. £5: bepnner'e bargain; rids

30 miles.—175, Eibbleton Lane, PreitoD. [X0577

IQ 141/2 Quadrant, coach sidecar, m new. 4>4h.p., 3-

-M-iJ speed gear, used 2 weeks only, property 01 offii^er.

=£48.-59. Binaeld Ed., Clapham. [6341

QUADEANT 4"/L>h.p. 1914V2 Combination, peried
condition, practically new, 3-6peed gear, Bosch

magr., Senapiay carburetter, Canoelet coaclibnilt sidecar;
50 ens—Beaman, 11, Glaselyn Ed., -Crouch End. N-

[SI?*

Rex.

3ih.p. Ees. sidecari S-epeed, -wheel: £30.-94, Caul-
2 field Ed., East Ham. [8079

3ih.p. Eex. Bosch waterproof, B. and B., low, la.^;
2 £18.-55, Devana Ed.. Leicester. [S096

£7.—3Vjb.p. Eex, good condition, want:? accuniujator.—
Toinblin, c/o Baker. Kirkstead Ed., Woodhall Spi*.

[X005£
Qih.p- Lightweight Eex. new mag., B. and B., tine
^^2 condition; £12/10.-66, Mackenzie Ed., Bn-ben-
ham. Kent. [8185

REX, new 1914, 61i.p., 2 and 3-speed, toaeli Sidettes.
just delivered; 10%; keen exchanges.—68. HortoD

St., Halifax. [0705^

SJLb.p. Eex, powerful; trial- B. and B., climb anv
2 thing: gilt. £12.-Tucker, 142, Salmuu La:..

Liniehonae, E. l8C.t.

"JO 10 Eex, 3V-,h.p., Bosch, B. and B., stnddt^d tyr^-
-lit/ fast, low; £17.—Apply, J. Ivewnian, Kartu' :

Ibstock, Leicestershire. fXOSc

TWIN Eex Combination, good condition; £28. •::

exchange for same or higher power chain drive.—
11, Pigctt St.. Limehouse, E. [8074

3ih.p. Rex, 1911, 3-^peed, good condition, pow-rtul,
2 spare piston, acct*i<ories ; £20, sidecar £5 —E.

H. Faweitt, West St., Buckingbam. [X0441

REX 1913 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, and coachbuilt side-
car, splendid condition ; £39 ; exchange lower

power and cash.—A. Holland, Earlsdon, Coveutrr.
[XOSH

3ih.p. Eex. 2-speed. not done 10 miles since engine
. 2 re-bushed throughout, splendid puller, il8

;

smart Rex cane sidecai, £5.^Newton, Stanley Villa,
Chard. rX0594

B Q12 6h.p, Ees, 2oc 2-speed. free engine, handle
LiJ starter, overhead mechanical valves, t.peedoaieier,
wicker sidecar ; £26 ; trial ; bargain.—45, Bowcouiuion
Lajie. E.

' [8165

REX. 1914. 6h.p.. 3-speed. chain drive, kick starter,
luxurious coachbuilt sidecar, new 700x80 Step'

ticy Eoad-irrip back tyre, perfect condition; £55.—Tlie
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed . Birmingham. [8366

1 Q14 Eex Combination. 6h.p,. 3-speed couuter-shart
-Ltr gear, h.b.c. cork inset clutch, enclosed ihain
drlTe, Euotd auto-lubricator, all reinemeuts, Lucat; head
lamp, side aud rear lights, smart outfit : £57.-90, Fpton
Lane, Forest Gate. [7949

NEW 6h.p. Twin Eex Sidettes. 1914 models, 3-speed
countershaft gear, chain drive covered in. kick

start, and free engine, handsome coachbuilt sidecai.
4-point fixing, includiug apron ; £69 cash, or exchangs.
—Wanohopa's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [X0541

ReX'Jap.

REX-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p.. 2-spepd. coochbmlt eidecBP
lamp. horn, and tail lamp, perfect oonditicm; £53

—The Premier Motor Co-, Aston Ed., Birming-ham.
[8367

Rover.

lO^*^ Eover, 3^'>h.p.. like new. accessories; any trial;

i.*y £35.—Sibley. 106. Market Place, Eomford. [813fi

ROVEE. with or without sidecars; immediate delivery.

—Colmore Depot. 31. dlmore Eow, Birmimiliara.
1X0551

ROVEE. 1915, 3i-:h.p., 3-speed hub, lamp. horu. etc.,

in perfect order; £34.—Sims, Prestou, Hitrhin.
;S178

ROVER. 3'"h.p,, 1912. 3-spced, complete with £1212
caue sidecar, lamp, horn, spares ; £40.—Mojtat,

Vcovil. :S094

1014 3'».h.p. 3-speed Eover Combination, pplendiA
Lt/ condition; jESO.-Fage. 58, Kingston Ed., Ted-
dington. [X0692

LATE 1914 Eover 3-speed Motor Cycle for sah-, new
vonditiou throughout; £46.—Apply, 46. Keusins-

ton Ed., Coventry. 1X0483

-1 Q15 3-speed Eorer nnd Godivn coatihbmit sidecar,

Xt/ exccHent condition; £40.-Gandertoa, SI, Fofhpj-

ingham Ed., Enfield. [X0032

ROVEE. 19151:., S'.jh.p.. F.E., o-sreed, speedoiueicr,

all acixAssories. just ovcrlianled; JE57.—Jarvis. 33.

JaU.-sbnry Ed., Enfield Li>ck. [8£46

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

914 Vi'loootte. 2-stiol;c, 2 speeds; £21, -Cross. Auont.
R,.tln'rliniu. [X0491

(TrKI/OClOTTE, new mock'l DL. opeu frniuc. 2\;,h.\h.

T 2-sl)ttMl. 120 imles per gallon; £36/8; immodiiite
tlolivorv.—The Premier Motor Co., Astou lid., Birminp-
iliaru. [8370

VELOCETTE.—New 1915 models in stock: model A.
£27; model H., 2-speed, chain drive. £35/5; model

[PL. (speeiill open frame, lady'f^), £36/5.— Sole Midland
!Agents, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., BirniinK-

iliom. [7817

\ViIlinnison.

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. 2-speed Combination, overhauled
by nniters; £59/10; Kelninges.—Lamb's, 151

Hi|!h St., Walthamstow. [8145

WILLIAMSON New 1914 Sidecar Combination, late

delivery : reduced price £94 ; exchanged quoted.
,-Motorre«, 68, Hortou St.. Halilux. [0706

WOLFjr.A.P.,
kick starter,

condition ; must
E.O.

Wolf.
1914, 2>;4h.p., 3-speed, free engine,

epare tube, and accessories, new
ell; f30.-Getgood, 114, Fleet St.

[8099

Yate.

YALE Motor Cvcle in stock, 8h.p.. 2-speed, kick start

;

£59/10.-Jones. The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

jSole agent for N. London, trade and retail, 'rhone

:

'Hornsey 2562. [7636

Zenith.

1Q12 4h.p. Zenitli-Gradua, too fast for owner; nearest
l-O offer £24.-45, Bowcommon Lane, E. [8167

"I
Q13 Zenith,

--t/ approval.

-

Gradua gear, condition perfect ;, £30

;

Davies, Buildings, Blaenlfos, Pemb.^.
[X0379

ZFXTTH, Sh.p., 1912, T.T. bars, very fast, complete
lamp, horn, spares, really good machine ; £55.—

M.ittat. Yeovil. [8095

1Q13 Zenith Motor Cycle, clutch, kick-starter, abso
M-U lutely as new throughout, only 2,400.—Parkin
son. Builder, Chatteris. [8329

ZENITH, 1912, srih.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear, excel-
lent condition throughout.—P. J. Evans, John

:Brisht St., Birmingham. [8279

1Q13';4 6h.p. Zenith, coach sidecar. £48; 1914 shop-
-*-*/ soiled 7h.p. 3-speed F.N., £68.—Brighouse Motor
Agency, Bailiffe Bridge.

14 Zenith-Gradua, red T.T. 3i/2h.p.

[X0033

twin, lamp

SELL or Exchange 1914 (late) 6h.p. Zenith,
model, Montgomery £16/16 sidecar, just

Xt/ horn, tools, dual oiling, perfect condition, ....

Trddeu ^inee AugU(=t ; owner in Flanders; £45.— C/c
J.A.P. Works, Tottenham. (X0568

clutch
, „ ^ _- . ,_st over.

hauled; smaller power required.—Sheppard, Civil Ser-
»ice Rifles, Saffron Walden. [8218

^FINITH Gradua. clutch, kick start, perfect eondi-
«-' tion late 1913, Swan cc>achbuilt sidecar; nearest
45.—Apply specification, spares, etc., Brittaiu. 27,

'.Waterloo Bridge, London. [3232

8-lOh.p. Overhead Valve Zenith, new Sept., 1914, fitted
50/- long horn, Watford 80 m.p.h. speedometer, big

F.R.S. lamp set. knee-grips, and Scott-Westall sidecar,
combination finished cream and black, new condition,
under 2,500 miles, very fast and flexible; cost £110.
accept £72.-Gilbeit Hall, Matlock. [X0589

ZENITH, late 1914, 8h.p., T.T. red finish, counter-
shaft gear, 90 bore, side-valve J.A.P. engine.

Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, enamelled red. large electric
head light, sidecar and rear lamps, speedometer, horn,
tools, spares, splendid outfit, cost new £130, guaran-
teed sound: £72.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,
[Camomile St., E.C. _ [0480

Ladies' Itlachines.

ONE Lady's Demonstration Pacer Motor Cycle, Ih.p.
very light, ejlsy to pedal off; ~

/F"

Millards, Cycles, Gu'eiusey.
for sale cheap.—

[7750

LADY'S 1914 Douglas, absolutely as new, 2 speeds,
kick starter, run onlv 800 miles; expert examina-

tion and trial allowed.—W. Brandish, 625, Foleshill
Rd., Coventry. [X0682

Miscellaneous.
SMAET Powerful Modern Combination, smartly up-

holstered; owner neivous.—Bungalow. Wad'shelf,
Chesterfield. [X0034
T IGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, Clement engine, Bosch,
'-' B. and B., good tyres; £7/10.—Adelaide Motor
Co., 84, Chalk Farm Ed., N.A'. [8271
TF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
*- you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy
terms). 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [20 JO

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2h.p.. Druids. B. and B., h.b.e.,
all accessories, spares; ride awav: £9, or nearest.—H.B., 24, St. Mary's Grove, Chiswick, W. [X0324

Qh^^^ *''^- ^'^^' "'5° ^''I'- Singer engine, Bosch,
or.f ^•A"'' ^- ""^ <^»*'' adjustment for 2^troke. or
3i,;h.p. M.C.. -Letters, 2, Hollies, St. James Terrace,
Farnham. tX0271
ONE Sunbeam late 1914 Motor Cycle. 3>/2h.p.. with

Gloria sidecar, all '
— —

Auto-Wheel, slightly used,
Cumming, Garage, Nairn.

new condition, £68 : one
£10.—Apply, Knowles and

1X0338

The DRUID
MARKir

SPRING FORK
makes for the Rider's Perfect

Comfort under EVERY condition
of road surface— is wonderfully
Efficient in use— is the ONLY
Fork which embodies the
CORRECT "Design-Principle"— is perfect in Spring^^Action—
makes for increased Speed— is

exceedingly Strong, and

—

acts Horizontally

as well

as Vertically

Now each of these features
naturally saves wear and tear

on other parts— eliminates risk

of breakage or accident—

and lengthens

the life

of the Machine

!

The e.xpcrienccd motor cyclist

knows and appreciates all these
facts and INSISTS upon the
"DRUID" when bu5'ing his

New Machine.
#Tr If you would increase the efficiency of^^ yorrr present mount, equip it with the
DRUID MARK II— the difference will
surprise you !

Fuller details gladly on request.

A. DREW
& Co., Ltd.,

Leopold St.,

Birmingham

=^

For Solo or
Sidecar,
Made in 3 Models.

MOTOR CYCLES I OU SALE.
Misccll.incotis.

ILTEDDEN'S Have in Stock ;

1Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combinations, 3h.p. and 2i,'ihp
-IL t/ lightweights.

1Q15 Indian.?, 3'.l.li.p., 5h.p., and 71i.p., with or with
LiJ out sidecars."

t Q15 James 4'/ih.p. Combination, 3-spced ; £76/13.

1015 James, 2'/ih.p., 2-8troke, 2-8peed ; £36/13.

TO 15 New Hudson, 2'/ih.p., 2.stroke, 2.speed;
i-iJ £36.

1 Q15 Wolf-Peco 2-stroke, 2-speed; £13.

1 Q15 Wolf, 2i/:.-3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £31.

1 Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2 speed; £34/3/6.

1 Q15 2r/4h.p. Triumph, 2-speed, 2 stroke; £42.

1t|12 3'/.h p. Alldavs and Sidecor, 2-Bpeed, new tyres
Xt/ and belt; a gift. £28.

1 Q12 Hnmber, 3V_.h.p., 2-3peed, 1914 engine, new
J-^ coachbuilt sidecar, as new; £42.

T 012 5-6h.p. Clyno and Sidecar, 2-speed; a bargain.

3 ih.p. Premier, free engine, just been overhauled; a

2 gilt, £22.

QUhp. Douglas, just been overhauled, a beauty; £18

Oilh.p. Enfield, 2-spced, as new; £25.

-| Q14 6h.p. Enfield and Sidtcar, J.5 new; a69.

3 ih.p, Motosacoche, new Senspray, mag., in fine

2 order; £12/12.

Sh.p. F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, new tyre back, new Sen
spray; £17/10.

1 Q12 3'/2h.p. Phelon and Moore, 2-speed. and sidecar.

J-^ just been overhauled; a bargain, £32..

1 Q12 6h.p. Rex De Luxe, 2-si)ced, and sidecar, per-

i-iJ feet; £32.

"IQIS Tnrmbull. 14-18h,p., 3-speed and reverse, as

ii? new; £90.

1Q15 New Humberette 2-se.at. Car, 8-lOh.p., 3-speed
-LJ/ and reverse, non-skid tyres on back, jnst received

from works: £135, plus 5% advance.

1Q15 New Williamson Cyclca Car, 2-seat., S-speed,

-Lt' wa

H
ater-cooled; £120, complete.

EEDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James'
Tel. : 488.

1912-13 model. T.T.
3-speed gear, speedometer; ^23.

St., Buroipy.
[8347

EAGLES.—Itover, SVub.p-, 1914, 3-speed modftl, wi!li

footboards, front and rear lamps, accessories; £42.

EAGLES.—Bat-Jap, Sh.p. tisia, 1911-12 model, 2-

speed gear, free engine, spring frame; £29/10.

EAGLES.—Enfield, 2?;41i.p. 1912 twin. Bosch, couat€r
shaft, chaiQ drive, eJ^cellent condition,: ^21.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, free engine,

Knmpsliall tyres, footboards, coachbuilt sidecar,

any trial; £28/10.

EAGLES.—Singer, 2V2h.p..
handle-bars,

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 6-7h.p. Twin, brand new, latest

model, mechanical lubrication, loop frame, reai

springing, IVsia. belt, 2 speeds, kick-starter; offers.

EAGLES.—Dayton, 2h.p., 1914, 2-stroke, nearly new.
all accessories; £17/10.

EA GLES.—Bat-Jap, late 1912, 6h.p. twin, T.T.
handle-bars, spring frame, Bosch enclosed mag.;

£27/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., SVoh.p., 1913 model de luse (85x
88), loop frame, fear springing. Senspray carbu-

retter, 2 speeds, adjustable pulley, Millford coachbuilt
sidecar; £34/10.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be bad on approval,
"The Motor Cycle" deposit system.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. TeL: 556 Chiswick. £X0574

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear : send us your requirements and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

£0314

Sh.p. 2-speed Hazel-Jap and Sidecar, shop-souea, £80;
Sy^h.p. 2-speed Hazel-Precision, nearly new, £30

:

5i,^h.p. 3-speed Premier, £35; 3-speed Triumph and
sidecar, £48; lightweight Premier, £25; several others
from £10.—Hazel Motors, 24, Woodford Ed., Forest
Gate. [8230

MOTO-EETE. 2i^h.p., Kempshalls and Michelins.
speedometer, engine overhauled by makers, £17/10:

and magneto motor cycle, Michelins, Brooks, in very good
order, 12 gns., or near offers to clear.—Lamb's, 151.
High St., Walthamstow. |8140

1 Q13 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition.
-Lt^ speedometer, lamps, spares, £50; also Scott, late
1911, and wicker sidecar, not run 3,500, Binks car
buretter, lamp, speedometer, spares, ^>.iceUent condition
offers over £30; appointment.—Col. Lewin, 51, London
Lane, Bromley, Kent. [B32e

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the numberot the end of each advertisement:, and the date of the ssue. A2 1
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WANDSWOETH.-Allrfays
stroke, mag.. 2 speeds; bargain; offers; exchange.;.

WANDSWOETH.-Indian. 1914, 7-9h.p.,

speeds, speedometer, beautiful order

;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWOETH Motor Excbnnge, London's leading

motor cycle exchange; finet^t value in the world.

Allon, 1915, new, 2-

gain

WANDSWOETH.—Indian 1914 coaohbuilt combinn-'
tion, 7-911. p., mag., 2 speeds, complete; £65;

exchanges.

mag., 2
£52/10

Exchange

WANDSWOETH.-B.S.A., 1914, 3'/2-4h.p., mag., 3
epeeds, counter-shaft, kick, perfect; £43/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-B.S.A., 1913-14, 3Vi-4h.p., mag.,
2- speeds, counter-shaft, like new; £39/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.—New Hudson, 1913, 3M!-4h.p.
J.A.P., mag., 3 speeds; bargain, £32/10; ex-

changes.

-Sun-Villiers, 1914, 2-stroke, mag.,
cheap, £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH. — Zenith-Grfldua, 1912-13, coach
combination, 8h.p., irnig.; any trial; £42/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Humber, 1914, 3y2-4h.p., coach
combination, mag., 3 speeds, beauty ; £45 ; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N., late, 5-Gh.p., 4 Cyl6., mag.,
2 speeds, speedometer; sacrifice £28/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-
beautiful condition;

wANDSWORTH.-EDfield. 1911, 2M;li.p. twin, mag.,
Druids, :^iilendid order; £18/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-HumbcT, 1912, 2h.p., mag., very
nice little machine; £15/10; exchange^.

WANDSWORTH.-Triumph, 1911, 3y2-41i.p., mag-
fitted Zeuith-Gradua gear, perfect; £30; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Rover 1912 coach combination,
3V2-4h.p.. mag., F.E., clutch; trial; £32/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWOUTH.-F.N.. 1911-12, T.T., 5-6h.p., 4
cyls., mag., dropped frame [special) ; £25/10

;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-EIurafield {1913 engine), 5-6h.p.,
twin, mag., N.S.U. gear, perfect; offers; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Antoine 5-6h.p. tvfin, h.b.c, good
tyres, running order; £10/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town Station.

•Phone: Battersea 327. [X0649

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for purchasing. Auction sales fortnightly. Write

for catalogue

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—6-8h.p. Bat-Jap and
coachbuilt sidecar, £30; one £olo machine, similar,

^£20.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—One 3h.p. Bradbury,
£5; 2Vjh.p. Precision, 1914, 2-speed, lightweight,

as new, £21.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V:!h.p. 1913-14 Premier,
2-speed counter-shaft gear box; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2^AKp. 1910 Douglas
lightweight, 2 cyls., horizontal; £18.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-7h.p. twin Kex, 2
speeds, £21; 3V'h.p. Lincoln-Elk, £20; SV-h.p.

T.D.C., £21; 2-jih.p. Royal Enfield lightweight, £20.

Garage, Tooting, — l%h.p. Clement-
vertical engine, mag.,

PALMER'S
Garrard lightweight,

countershaft gear; £7/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2V4h.p. N.S.U. liglit-

weight, free engine, reliable turnout; £15.

PALMER'S Garase, Tooting.— 50 motor cycles avail-

able. Write for illustrated catalogue of bargains
issued fortnightly. The best and cheapest mart in
Loudon.-Palmer's Garage and Motor Auction Rooms,
183, 185, 187, and 189. High St., Tooting. 'Phone:
208 Stieatham. [8302

GOOD Second-hand Motor Cycles, combinations, and
cycle cars offered at exceptionally low prices. For

real satisfactory service they are worth much more tliaa

we ask. We can quote you lowest inclusive terms for
ony make of cycle or car. Insurances effected. Acces-
sories, new and second-hand, supplied. We ofEer more
benefits to buyers than any other house- Being one of
England's largest motor cycle distributers, we can render
vou exact service. Write or call, stating your exact
wants.—Morgan and Maxwell, The London Motor Mart.
80, High Rd., Streatham, and branches. [8188

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Delivery Tricar, large roomy box front of diiver's
scat ; £35 ; great bargain.-Wauchope's, 9. Shoe

Lane, London. [S:0538

PARCEL Car, 7h.p. Alldays, 3-wheeler, water-eooled,
reverse, box at front, 2-seatcr, used only 6 months

;

£38.—Moore, George St., Knutsford. [8191

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.

sIDECAK, less seat, perfect;
Lane, Streatham, S.W.

42/6.-6 Greyhound
[8193

INSISrr FASTENER

I

As used by Mr.
in making his

D. R. O'DONOVAN
kilo record on

June 14th, at a speed of I

882-85 M.P.H.

"FORWARD," the fastener that
will stand any strains and any
speeds.

The " FORWARD" Leather-
covered LINK

should be carried by all users of
" Forward " Fasteners.

1/- each, all sizes,

"FORWARD" VALVE STEM
ADJUSTERS.

For instantly adjusting

worn valve stems.

6ci. per set^^p
of four.

1/- per set
of eight.

-VALVESTEM

dened steel
'washer

STEEL CUP—

S

With quantity
of discs.

TAPPET HEAD

State size of valve stem wher,
ordering.

KING HOOK
The strongest
and best hook
fastener on
the market.
Costs a little

• more than
others, but
worth double.

Detachable,
1/-

Adjustable,
1/3

Leather-
covered

Links, lOd.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
Makers of " Forward " British Plugs.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
"DA.STONE'S lor Sidecars.—New cigar pattern, ccm-

BASTONE'S.-
ru.th; 45/-

B^

plete with Michelin tyre; £111.

New cigar pattern bodies, wicker aad
each.

BASTONE'S.—New coachbnflt sidecars, with Midw
lin tyre; £8/8.

ASTONE'S.—Several £7/7 coachbuilt bodies at

£3/17/6.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cro*
London, N. ISOSB

COACHBUILT Eigia Sidecar; 50/-, bargiiin^lTO.

Cape Hill, Smethwick, BirminKham. ii05S6

PHOSNIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to llgns. ; wifle

for catalogue, fully illustrating the Tanoui; ujoddB.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indiu
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHlBNIX Sidecars.—See our latest design nnocriloiit

chawis, coachbuilt sidecar: 10 gas. ; easy turn
airanged.

PHOSXIS Sidecars.-We are also making a si-edil

coachbuilt sidecar: £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made; goed

prices allowed tor other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand; we have always

large selection from 50/-; weekly list puLlished.

PHCENIX Sidecars ore built as sidecars should be;

our reputation is a guarantee: see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.- 100 complete sidecars always da

show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured througlicut >"

our own works; originators of the Phienix Timw
torecar. po;3nlar throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Phccnix lloto*

Ltd., estabUshed 1889), 736, HoUoway Bd., aid

4, 5, 6, Criterion Mews, London. N. Tel.: HonW
449. Telegrams: Sycarnix, Upholl, London.' 12218

PHCENIX Coachbuilt Sidecar, splendid condition;

£6/15.-8, Danvers Ed., Piiory Ed., Hotns.?y. [8091

BASKET Sidecar, £2; another, torpedo, cane: fsm
—108. Bennerley Ed., Baftersea Else, s.» .

tS^Sfl

MILLFOED Castor Wheel Sidecar, wicker, good cog-

dition; bargain, £2.-21, Tudor Ed., l..ast Haiu.^B^

els

Acton, W.
[X0571

Sidecar, torpedo, side

heap, £6/15.-1, Ebner St.. Wnud-worlb.

imderslung, nearly new, 4-

14, Bidgwav. Wimbledon.
[8287

PLENDID Coachbuilt Sidecar, leather upholstfr.ed;

bargain, £4/10 (near).—79, St. Albans Ed., Bjisti.l.

[X0693

DOUGLAS Sidecar ior a 1915 4h.p. Douglas, in

stock: what of!er«? quite new.-lloffat, \e.iil

Tel.: 50. tl''*

TO 15 Bramble C.iachbuilt Sidecar, like new. stcna

X-tJ apron; cost £17, bargain, 11 gn3.-Booth. MnlP"*
CLeshire, [XOaST

IDECAE, smart cane body, side door, apron, .lia'xil

reenumelled, quick-fit joints; £6.-Harrie*. Mai't™
ette. Byrteet. [X0597

SIDECAES for Hnrlev-Davidson and B.S.A.V Irnin

stock : best on the market.—Leighton, opposite \\ mo
Green station. [8171

model D; £6/6 cash, or 11 8

-pen at 248. Bi
11708

UNO Side Entrance Wicker Sidecar, model A, £6 10,

nviuents of 10/10.— Seen at 248,

Bishopsgute, London, E.C. (1706

WATSONIAN Folding Sidecar, eaual new. P:ilnier:

cost £13/13. £7.—Mertiman, Highbury. Be«oi

Tree Lane. Cannock. St,if!s. [X0o83

COACHBUILT Sidecar, perfect. £2/10: new coach

canoe bodv. 25/-: chassis, wheel and tyre. 30;---

Bnsnett, Cross St., Che:idle, Staffs. • [X0267

SIDECAR, Godiva. coachbuilt, yellow, torpedo lacinj

injdel. 1914; cost £14, sacrifice £7.-Dnv:c^
Barkerhouse Ed, Nelson, Lancashire. fX0514

SIDECAES. new and second-hand, C.B. and Toipodo,

wicker models from £5/10: immediate delivery

from stock.—Motor Mart, Eastbontne, 1X0521

WATSONIAN Featluiw-eight Sidecars, 1915 modeled
£6;7.'6, or 11/8 luouthlv ; £9/10, or 17.'5

monthly.-Seen at 248. Bisliopsgute, E.C. 0711

JUNO Sidecar, coaohbuilt. side entrance, 21^ Bate!
tyre, finish various colours, quick detachable joiiils;

£8/8; 15/5 monthly.- Seen at 248, Bishcpsg.ite, Lrn-
don, EC. [1707

CANOELET, Swan, and Middleton record breakin*
sidecar : trade supplied. — Sole Wholesale Agent

London. Kev. 378-384, Enston Ed., and 173,
L'oltland Street.

M
W

ILLFORD'S Latest Corvette and SkiH Mo^ls in

stock.—Eagles and Co., High St

ILLIAMSON Coachbuilt
door ;

"

PHCENIX, coachbuilt,

point; £8—Dines,

S^

s^

HERALD Sidecar,
down and 11/8 monthly .-Seen at 248, Bishops-

gate, London, E.C.

JUNO Side Entra..-. ,„,,„ , . -,-
or 12 monthly payments of 10/10.— been at ^48,

Great
[5581

ROY-^L Leicester, 2-seater, coachbuilt sidecar, piac-

ticallv new, hood, screen, curtains; cost £25: siuait

family tiifiiont ; sell £16, bargain.—Bond, Wolvcrhanii-

ton Ed., Cannock. [SOjsS

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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The Business Man's Sidecarrier.

THE
slow progress of the sidecarrier is some-

what difficult to explain, but the bushiess

man's tardiness in adopting it can only be

put down to the British characteristic of

fighting shy of anything unconventional.

When, at the ,
outbreak of war, hundreds of

horses were commandeered, for use in the Army,
this journal was not slow to recognise the possi-

bilities of the light motor cycle parcel carrier

for tradesmen's use, - and in several issues

focussed attention upon the commercial side-

carrier as the lightest, cheapest-to-purchase, and

cheapest-to-run motor transport in existence. It

wasjfurther pointed out that the body could, if

necessary, be made interchangeable, 7.e., as a

business carrier during- the week and transformed

into a pleasure body for week-end trips with

the owner's family, by the simple substitution

of a pleasure type body. Our efforts were not

unavailing, but, nevertheless, from enquiries

which we have engineered since that time,

it is evident that notliing like the amount of

support has been received which one would have

expected in view of the comparative dearth of

horses. This comatose condition is not to be

accounted for by the tightness of money, for,

as a matter of fact, money flows freely enough

in England, and the vast majority of tradesmen

are continuing to make good profits.

Probably our Post Office authorities have been

the slowest to adopt the sidecarrier for one of

tire most suitable purposes for which it is fitted,

and that is for collecting rural district mails.

For years the Post Office have been satisfied

to negotiate through contractors to collect the

countrv mails, and are, moreover, content

to see ponies ambling long distances morning
and evening with mails, which have necessarily

had to be collected some hours previous to the

time they would leave their nearest postal centre.

With a reliable motor cycle and sidecarrier the

expense would not have been increased—rather

the reverse—whereas the service would have been

considerably accelerated and brought up-to-date.

Some time ago we brought these facts to the

notice of the authorities concerned, and it is

some small consolation to note that, with painful

slowness, the sidecar is being adopted in the

different rural districts, happily with great

success.

Bad Roads : An Appeal.

AS
many of our readers are aware, numerous
roads in this country have been severely

damaged by motor transport waggons.

There is little likelihood of any imme-
diate improvement as regards road sur-

face, though the authorities are in most cases

gallantly struggling against tremendous odds to

keep the roads in fair order. We know the

position of certain of these roads, and we have
been to some extent assisted by the A.A. map,
which, however, is, we are sorry to say, incom-

plete and in some respects inaccurate. There is

only one way of helping our readers, and that is

for the many motor, cyclists who are touring the

country at the present time to communicate with

us when thev meet with anv roads which have
suffered severely from the extremely heavy traffic

they have to witlistand.

^^'e know for a fact that certain roads in Hamp-
shire, Wiltshire, and Oxfordshire have suffered

severely, and we earnestly hope that those

readers who are resident in these districts, or

who have occasion to traverse them, will send
us as complete and accurate reports as possible,

so that we may eventually draw up a map by
means of which we can assist ' those who are

contemplating tours, or who have to make
journeys on business.

The kind co-operation of our readers in this

respect will help not only those who are engaged
in war work, and who have a brief respite from
their labours in which to take -a health-giving

trip into the country, but also the many despatch
riders and others who are using their machines in

the service of their country, and who wear the

King's uniform.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover
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Amateur Shell Makers.
I am asked to announce that an association of

amateur mechanics is _being formed to machine shell

cases in their spare time. Mr. Watkins-Pitchford, of

Lamport, Northants, is the chief organiser, and the

armament works are behind him to this extent tiiat they

are providing unlimited supplies of blanks to be
machined up by amateurs on their own lathes. Some
of the pubhc school and technical institute workshops
are responding very eagerly, and are sending in excel-

lent work-. There must be thousands of amateur
motorists who possess medium-sized lathes, and have
four Or ftve evenings and an afternoon to spare each
week. • If they will communicate with _Mr. Watkins-

Pitchford, he will show them how to be of real service

to the nation. It is on the cards that garage workshops
may be employed on similar tasks in the evenings.

Petrol Consumption.
I have never sighed so deeply over the deficiencies

in my technical education as during the last two years,

when cycle car experience has shown me the ridiculous

anomalies of petrol consumption. Last year, to quote

a single example, I found myself in possession of a

2f\ h.p. twin motor bicycle, and a 10 h.p. four-

cylinder cycle car. The former could cover no more
than 60 rri.p.g- unless I adjusted the carburetter so as

to tune down the engine power rather considerably

;

I could get up to 100 m.p.g. in a freak consumption
trial at legal limit average, but for touring work 60
m.p.g., was the maximum I secured On a decent all-

round adjustment, which provided easy starting, occa-

sional speed bursts, and fast climbing. The cycle

car, which weighed about 8 cwt. all on, was quite

exceptionally economictri, and compared very favour-

ably with most of its rivals, but it averaged from
58-62 m.p.g. according to the road's on which it was
used. In other words, the 160' lb. 2 3^ b.p, motor
bicycle, 'carrying one person, _aiid the 8 cwt. 10 h.p.

cycle car, carrying two persons, used approximately

the same amount of fuel. I came to two conclusions

on the matter ; the one was that the motor bicycle,

having a single jet vaporiser, wasted its fuel reck-

,

lessly at low speeds ; the other was that the cycle car

wasted no fuel through '' blowback." Liquid petrol

was continuously spraved out of the air intake of the

bicycle carburetter, apparently when one of the inlet

valves shut. When an inlet valve of the four-cylinder

cycle car engine shut, a similar "blowback" doubt-

less, occurred, but the rebounding gases were immedi-
ately caught in the suction of whichever inlet valve

was then opening, and no rebound ever reached the

main air intake, situated 3ft. or more from the vah'es,

thus there was no wastage of fuel. By employing a

three-jet Binks carburetter I reduced the fuel con-

sumption of the bicycle to 85-90 m.p.g., but I could

.U4

never approach the 120 m.p.g. which one woulil

expect to obtain, and for this failure I blame the

" blowback " more than anything else. When 1

have time I shall experiment with a ver)- long inlet

pipe, -lieated if necessary, in the effort to reduce the

blowback on twins; but on single-cylinders the re-

bounds are so violent, and so unaffected by the ne.vt

suction stroke, that there will always be a heavy

wastage from this cause. Can any user of the auto-

matic Claudel-Hobson carburetter tell us what con-

sumptions he obtains with 2ii{ h.p. tmns and jj^
h.p. singles? I dislike using several very tiny jets on

motor cycles, as they can hardly be efficiently screened

from dust, and are apt to choke. The compensating

effects of motor , car carburetters, with their petrol

reserves and so forth, are probably sound substitutes

for the multiple jet.

At any rate, we are all dissatisfied with the petrol

consumption of our bicycles when we see light car

men and cycle car owners averaging from 40 to 60

m.p.g., and it is high time that some magnate of the

carburetter world reassured us by demonstrating why
our consumptions are so high, and what is being done

to reduce them.

Spring Frames.
A very cute rider remarked to me the other day,

" If our roads are overworked and under-repaired

for another twelve months, a rigid frame motor
cycle will be practically unsaleable." I do not notice

that our manufacturers are evincing any notable

interest in spring frames, and nobody could sympathise

more than I do with the troubles which interrupted

supplies of raw material and labour shortages are

causing them. Yet, is the technical designer's time

wholly absorbed throughout the vear, and do the

special problems of . manufacturing in war time

occasion any great increase of work- for him ? If not,

the neglect of the spring frame is unpardonable.
Even if our roads are put into decent order after

the war, our manufacturers will have to compete
with excellent spring frames of foreign construction.

My experience is that when foreign manufacturers
take up the springing question, they generally make
a good job of it, perhaps because their roads {e.g.,

American prairie tracks and Continental pave) are so
\

atrocious that first-rate springs are essential. In
'

the light oar world, the French Baby Peugeot ami
the American Trumbull are better sprung than 90%
of the British chassis. It is high time that we gave

'•

up our muddling methods, faced existing problems,
and set ourselves to solve them efficientlv. There
is no reason, except our innate laisscz fnirc, why every

'

standard British motor cycle should not be more com-
fortable than the average car ; at present most of our
machines are uncomfortable by comparison.
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Experiences with a

Scott Motor Cycle

and Sidecar.
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With some Hints and Tips on Care and Upkeep by a Member of our Staff.

ABOUT a 3'ear ago the writer invested in a Scott

motor cycle, this machine being selected from

other makes for certain peculiar features,

namely, a two-cylinder two-stroke engine which can

be driven hard without harm owing to the cylinders

"teing water-cooled and the absence of valves and
valve gear, an open frame of scientific design and
construction, which, moreover, is eminently strong,

and, finally, a speed gear and clutch operated by the

foot, thus allowing full-arm control of the handle-bars

at all times. The machine was altered from standard

in certain respects, and includes " Tim Wood " rac-

ing handle-bars, Binks carburetter, semi-open exhaust

outlet ; a few small fitments were substituted for the

original parts and fittings.

From the time at which the machine was purchased

up to the present moment, .the mileage has amounted
to about 4,500, which cannot be called an immense
total, but it is quite sufificient to enable anyone to

judge how a machine will behave over three or four

times that distance, and, incidentally, such mileage

also enables one to Ifearn how to treat a machine in

.the future from the amount of experience gained. So

far the machine has gi^'en great satisfaction, but the

knowledge required to keep an engine of the Scott

type in perfect order is quite distinct from that gained
iiy rm^.ning an engine of the usual four-stroke variety.

Tuning up.

The cardinal points in keeping a Scott engine in

tune are clean transfer port gauzes, clean pistons, and

consistent lubrication.

In order to give the

uninitiated reader a

clear idea how to set to

work we will presume
he has just invested in

a second-hand Scott

machine which has been

carelessly looked after

by its previous ow her

and requires an over-

haul preparatory to a

lengthy season's work.

In the first place,

the engine had better

be removed from the
2

'

machine altogether, and

Two useful tools fof scraping this is a simple opera-

out carbon deposit. tion if the makers' in-

struction booklet is followed. The engine being

on the bench, proceed to remove the exhaust and"

transfer port covers, and these, in addition to

every other small fitting, should be stored in a box

as they are taken off the engine to avoid the risk

of loss. Now withdraw cylinder holdiiig-down bolts

by slackening' off nuts under crank case lugs, and as

the cylinders are being taken off, see that the pistons

are in line with each

other, otherwise bind-

ing may occur. After

this operation, place

the cylinders on the

bench where they will

not fall, and if the

coslettised finish is

still good, do not spoil

it by placing the

cylinders amongst a

lot of odd tools and
scrap. The removal

of piston rings in the

Scott engine should

be carried out very

carefully by the old

process of three pieces

of tin (as shown in

the sketch), as in all

probability the rings

will be carbonised in

their grooves and will

have a tendency to

snap in pieces if

forced open. If. the rings are troublesome squirt

paraffin in and around the grooves via the slots, and
gently urge them to move with the aid of a blunt-

nosed darning needle. As each ring is removed
(bottom one first and the others in order afterwards)

hang it on a nail against the wall and place .a pencil

number beside it so that you will know the order in

which they are to be put back on the pistons. The
rest of the engine should now. be put on one side and
the cylinders dealt with next.

Removing Deposit.

The writer has found that two satisfactory tools for

removal ^of carbon deposit in the cylinders can be
made from steel rod, as shown in the first sketch. In

most cases the deposit in Scott engines is soft and
easy to scrape away, owing to the cylinders being

A17

Removing piston ring with three

slips of tin.
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The arrows show locahty of deposit

in sparking plug threads.

Experiences with a Scott Motor Cycle and Sidecar.—

water-cooled, but great care should be taken to clear

out any carbon that tends to collect in the few threads

that are exposed to the heat in the region of the

sparking plug as seen in the accompanying diagram.

This can be done with a sharp tang of a small file

bent over in the

form of a hook.

It is advisable here

for the novice to

note that the cylin-

der heads on the

Scott engine are

cast in one with

the cylinders them-

selves, and that

t h e detachable
rings on the outside of the cylinder heads are for

access to the water spaces only. With the aid of a

sharp penknife, scrape out all signs of deposit or

caked oil which has formed in the exhaust and inlet

ports and passages, and when both cylinders are

completely dealt with wash out thoroughly with two
or three pints of fresh parafiin and clean with a soft

brush. After, this has been done, the cylinders should
be wiped perfectly clean ^vith dry rags, so that not a

particle of grit or chipped deposit remains.

Pistons and Crank Case.
We now return to the pistons and crank chamber.

After the rings ha\-e been removed, the piston heads
and grooves can be scraped clean quite easily with a

penknife, but in doing so a rag should be stuffed in

the pit below the piston to prevent the chips of

deposit from falling into the crank chamber. Having
cleaned the pistons thoroughly, use the penknife also

to scrape away all signs of packing that may e.xist on
the surfaces of the crank chamber upon which the

cylinders sit. After this has been accomplished, the

crank chamber (minus inspection doors, clamp nuts

and bars) with pistons, etc., should be immersed in a

bath of fresh paraffin and thoroughly washed and
scoured out with the aid of a stiff hair brush, particu-

larly in the sumps and the region behind the flywheel

and chain sprockets. One cannot be too particular

in carrying out this job, as it is astonishing how much
-dirt and grit can be hidden away behind wearing sur-

faces and other important places.

The crank case can now be stood

on the bench on its base, so that

the paraffin runs down into the

sumps. By using a small oil pump,
the sumpi;-can be drained, the final

extraction of grit being carried out !

with rag stuffings.

After these operations the cylin-

ders, crank case, and internal parts

should Be perfectly clean, and if at ;-|

this stage One happens to be leaving :

\

the job for any length of time, it ,,^

is advisable to cover all parts with t-i

a sheet or two of newspaper to

exclude dust.

The remaining cleaning opera-
tions concerning the engine relate

to the transfer ports, gauzes, and
exhaust port covers.'

AlS

Transfer Ports.

A transfer port gauze, which has become clogged

with burnt oil through back-firing, is one of the most

puzzling things to clean, and it is a common impulse

by the novice to try and dislodge the deposit from che

interstices in the gauze by brushing or jamming it with

a stiff brush or something of a similar nature. It can

be done after a style by this method, but it is an

unsatisfactory job at the best. The writer cleans the

gauzes of his engine in the manner shown in the sketch.

The Scott gauzes are built up of two pieces of gauze

separated by an oblong piece of lead packing, the

whole pressed together to make it air-tight at the

edges, If a pen-knife blade is used to lever three or

four strands of wire gently from one corner away
from the lead, it becomes quite easy to pull one of

the gauzes carefully away from the packing with the

fingers. In order to render the choked dirt that is

revepled inside easily removable with a stiff wire brush,

. it is necessary to dip the whole gauze in paraffin, so as

to wash away all

Transfer port gauze

opened up to facilitate

removal of

burnt oil

depiosit.

loose oil ; it may
then be heated all

over with a match to

dry the deposit. It

will now be found
that when one leaf

of gauze is ' pulled

away the dirt inside

brushes away like fine

powder. Great care

must be taken ?iot to

pull the gauze right

off the lead packing, otherwise the final procedure

of pushing a gauze tiack into position and gently

hammering it back into the lead packing will be

spoilt.

Both inlet and transfer port covers should be scraped
and cleaned in a similar manner to the cylinders.

Similarly, the little half-compression valve in each

cylinder can be removed with the special tool provided,

and if they are suspected of leakage, the valves

should be ground in with a little fine emery and thin

oil. Wa^h them in paraffin afterwards and replace

in cylinders.

(To he continv.cd.)

he writer's Scott and sporting sidecar.

I
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ROAD TESTS
OF

NEW MODELS.
The

7 -9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
Sidecar Outfit.

Two cylinders, 84x89 mm.
= 989 c.c. ; mechanical
lubrication ; three speeds
and chain drive.

IT
was on the occasion of tlie

wounded soldiers' sidecar out-

ing, described in T//c JSloior

Cycle of Jime 24th, tliat we had
an opportunity of trying for the

first time on tlie road one of the

new Harley-Davidson passenger

outfits, which had been placed at

GUI disposal for this particular pur-

pose by ^Messrs. Robertsons' Motors.

A Smooth Working Clutch.

We took the machine over from the firm's depot
at 157, Great Portland Street, on the previous after-

noon, and had a, good opportunity of gauging its-

capabilities in negotiating traffic on the way from that

part of London to our own garage. We found the

clutch to be delightfully sweet in action, though to

anyone not accustomed to handling it the degree of

movement seemed to be somewhat greater than was
absolutely necessary. With regard to the twist handle
control, we can quite understand that 'this is highly

appreciated by a driver who, is the actual owner of

one of these macl;ines, but the writer who is accus-

tomed to' driving all makes found it difficult to get

into his mind the direction

in \vhich to turn the

handle to close the

„ . ^^ throttle, and, moreover,

J. E. HolTington ' -^ ,^ it is difficult to see at a

of the ^Bk gl-iiT'e whether the throttle

2/5tli Gloucesters, jV^BI^. is open or
on his 7-9 h.p. ^^^^^P^BB^ shut.
Harley-Davidson.

J'S'!6^

To revert to the clutch. We learnt afterwards that

it is not desirable when driving slowly to engage the

clutch to the fullest possible extent, as if it is only

partially engaged a small amount of slip is allowed to

tahe place, which is just sufficient to take the initial

shocks 'of the engine off the chains, and so to cause

the combination to run with a great deal more sweet-

ness than would otherwise be the case.

The sidecar fitted was rather narrow, and so the

machine required some amount of care, especially

when turning left-hand corners, but a new batch of

sidecars is being manufactured specially for this

model which are a great deal wider, so this trouble

will not be again experienced.

One of the features of the Harley-Davidson which

appealed to us most w'as the automatic Schebler

carburetter, which provides a wonderful degree of

controllability.

On the Brighton R.oad.

On the following day we made our way down to

Worcester Park, the machine being in excellent

condition. When a start was made at Ewell with

a wounded Belgian on board, we began to get a

good idea of the behaviour of the outfit on the open
country roads. Once on the broad highw-ay to

BrightcHi, the throttle was opened, and a steady pace
of about 30 m.p.h. was maintained. In fact, this

appeared to be about the machine's best speed. We
did not attempt any ' faster speed so as to avoid
shaking our passenger, who had been somew'hat badly
wounded. The run demonstrated the fact that the

particular combination we used was rather too highly

geared for sidecar work, and a change down was
necessary at Peas Pottage on the outward journey, and
at Handcross and Reigate hills on the way back.

Two points specially struck us as being excellent

in every degree, and of these one was the steering

A2I
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Road Tests of New Models.—

of the combination, which was one of the best in this

respect we have ever driven, and tha other was in the

comfort of the saddle.

The Advantage of Mechanical Lubrication.

It was indeed pleasant to find that the lubrication

of the machine was entirely taken out of the driver's

fiands. Once, because the machine was new, we put

a little oil from the hand pump into the crank chamber,
but for the rest of the trip the well-designed

automatic pump was allowed to carry out its duties

cf lubrication. It is interesting to note that the oil

used in this machine is of the thinnest possible

ranety, and would be looked upon with suspicion by
the average English motor cyclist.

The spring forks seem to do their duty admirably,
*vhile the interlocking mechanism on the change speed
gear, which prevents the gear from being engaged

JULY 151/1, igi5.

when the clutch is in engagement, is a most ingenious

feature. The particular model we were driving was

equipped with the Remy Electrical Co.'s electric light-

ing system, which also wprked the horn. The head

lamp was of the two-bulb variety, and we had occasion

to use the small bulb in traffic on our return to town,

and found it most satisfactory. Our passenger was

most enthusiastic about the comfort of the sidecar. -

It is interesting to note that the horn is cut out of

action by means of an automatic switch as soon as

the engine stops, thus pre\-enting children or mis-

chievous persons from tampering with it when the

outfit is left standing in the roadway. The
riding position is comfortable, and altogether the

machine impressed us very favourably, though un-

doubtedly for sidecar work it would be better for a

lower gear, larger filler caps, and one or two minor

alterations which will doubtless be embodied in the

1 916 models.

CHAIN STRETCH.
WHEN I removed the rear chain from my 3 h.p.

Enfield recently for cleaning purposes I laid

it on the bench and measured the play in

the links, the distance run being upwards of 5,000
miles in all W'eathers. The amount of play in the entire

chain of 120 links was not more than .375 inch,

or .003 per link. As the links in a new chain are not
absolutely tight, it will be seen that the wear is remark-
ably small. The chain is a Renold, Y^m: pitch and
medium weight, and is not enclosed, but protected
by a cover only. This record is, however, entirely

eclipsed by a rider of a 3^ h.p. twin James, who lives

in the same parish. This rider has during the last

nineteen months covered a distance of 50,000 miles
or more, his daily runs for business or pleasure being
anything from sixty to one hundred miles. During
this period he has had three sets of Renold chains.
He has not

|
suffered from any chain

trouble, but
] changed the chains as' a pre-

cautionary /., measure only when they had
.far exceeded /' the mileage which good chains

ought to run without trouble. In this case both

chains are enclosed. . These experiences conclusively

prove the extreme reliability of chain drive when

properly carried out with chains of good quality.

One often hears of excellent performances achieved

by belts, but I fancy they would be hard put to it to

equal the above. Aurig.\.

An old fort and

obser\'ation tONver

on the banks of the

."Xvon, used in the

days of Cromwell.

In the foreground.

is a detachment of

the Midland Motor
Cyclists' Volunteer

Corps, which has

used the building

in the course of

..•icj^ssoeiaassi.
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THE NEW COUNTER-SHAFT

ROVER
Extract fYom Ireland's "Saturday Night":

REUABILITY TRIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE
ULSTER CENTRE OF THE MOTOR UNION.

"George Graham (3J h.p. Rover and Sidecar)

was first .

"I am sure that all his fellow-competitors will

agree no better sport could have won the

event than George Graham, whose new Rover

covered itself with glory by the way in which it took

all the test hills including the terror at Feestown.

It was a supreme test of hill-climbing for a

passenger mount of such moderate horse-power."

SIDECAR COMBINATION COMPLETE

£80 : O : O
The Rover Co., Ltd., Meteor Works,

Coventry.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." • A23
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A TRIO
OF TRIBUTES.

THE FINEST 3-I H.P. IN MANCHESTER.
" I consider I have the finest 3^ h.p. in Manchester. I

have done as much as 160 ni.p.g. with passenger, and
touched 50 m.p.h. with sidecar and passenger."

F. SpEakman, Esq., Manchester.

WILI, HAVE NOTHING BUT AN ARIEL.
" A postman who bought a 3^ h.p. Ariel from me in

1913 will have nothing but an Ariel. It is a splendid
machine. After never less than 200 miles a week since

February, 191 3, it is pulling as well as ever."

An Ariei, AgexT.

GIVING EVERY SATISFACTION.
" The Ariel is giving every satisfaction. It took niv

wife, boy, and baggage, recently over Kirkstone Pass
in the L,ake District, without a murmur."

A Satisfied Owner.

ARIEL WORKS LIMITED,
(Dept. A),

BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

Ariel
A24

THE MOST DESIRABLE MOTOR CYCLE
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TO REDUCE VALVE CLATTER.
Designs Adopted to Minimise (he Noise.

" is fa

cycles. The
shows that it

stem is beins;

more than once matle mention of that

undesirable noise—-valve clatter—which
r too common on many makes of motor

very fact that a valve makes a noise

is hammering on its seating or that its

hammered by the tappet far more than

should be the case. It is not difficult

lo design valves which shall be quiet

in action at the cost

of efficiency, but to

c o m li i n e efficiency

and quietness is some-

Fig. 1. An ad-

justable tappet, the

head of which is

kept in contact with

the valve stem by a

light spring- The
tappet guide is ex-

tended to prevent

the leakage of oil.

Fig. 2. An adjustable

valve stem for an over-

head valve, similar in

principle to the tappet

shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Dispens-

ing with tappet

guides ; the tappet

is suspended be-

tween the valve

stem and cupped
rocker.

Noise here is less noticeable as the parts are enclcsed

in the timing gear and arc supplied with a libera!

amount of oil from the crank case which materially

helps to deaden the sound. It is upon these lines

that most inventors are experimenting, as evidenced
by our illustrations.

To design a cam which will give a ma.ximum
of efficiency by means of a quick lift and drop
of the valve and yet retiu-n it slowly on to

its seat is not easy, but such a cam is shown in

fig. 6. In this case the drop is \-ery quick until the

last moment before closing, when a projection on the

cam causes the valve to fall quite gently. If such a

cam would allow the engine to turn backwards it

would seem ta be a satisfactory solution of the diffi-

culty. It is very desirable that this noise of the valve
gear should- be reduced as it is most irritating to many,

but it must be done without
any appreciable loss of effi-

ciency ^— a

quality so dear

to the heart

of every motor
cyclist, and
herein lies the

crux of the

problem.

thing of a problem and one which is not entirely

solved at the present time, although, as the examples

we give on this page will show, inventors and manu-
facturers have not been altogether idle. It is obvious

that if the valve stem and valve tappet could be kept

in constant contact no noise would occur at this point.

Owing to the expansion of rnetals by heat this is only

possible by interposing a spring or springs to keep

the tappet pressed against the valve stem, the result

of which is to introduce noise at another point, viz.,

between the tappet and the operating cam, or rocker.

Fig. 4. A method of Fig. 5, A specially Fig. 6. A dia-

lubricating the valve stem ;
shaped valve, which grammatic sketch

a stuffing box formed at the prevents nearly all of a special cam
lower end of the valve guide passage of gas when which allows the

is filled with graphite. This not quite seated ; the valve to return

also prevents th; passage of final movement can gently to its seat,

air or gas. therefore be slow.

»«•—

^

Touring the Overseas Market.

WE have received from Auckland, X.Z., a letter

from Mr. J. W. Sparke, who, as we
announced some time ago, is making a tour

overseas on behalf of his firm, the Lloyd Motor
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Birmingham. The joint

enterprise of Mr. Sparke and that of his company
is meeting its just reward, for a large number of

orders ha~ve been handed to Mr. Sparke. Enclosed
with his letter was an interesting photogr.aph of a

chalet on Mount Egmont (8,270 feet). North Island,

N.Z., and a motor car and motor cycle trip was
organised for the opening ceremony. In the fore-

ground there is an L.M.C. motor cycle and sidecar,

this being the only outfit of its kind to negotiate the

climb. As a matter of fact, only ten out of a total .

of twenty-five vehicles which started managed to get

up to the chdlei, mainly on account of the road
surface, which is very bad.

-. Mr. Sparke had already been in India when he

wrote us, and, after completing his business in New
Zealand, he will return to Australia. His next trip

was to have been to Japan, but at the time of his

writing matters looked vers- serious between Japan and

China, and the Yokohama agents for the L.M.C.
cabled Mr. Sparke to postpone his trip.

It was his intention to return to England via

America, but the air having since been cleared in the

Japan-China outlook Mr. Sparke may have decided

to proceed with his original programme.
We have always been strong advocates of the

practice of personally seeking business in the British

Empire overseas. American competition is very

keen in our self-governing dominions and colonies,

and to take adequate steps to meet it it is necessary

for British manufacturers to send out representatives

to study local conditions and look after agents.
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Some
Notes for Fast Tourists.

THESE few remarks are by one who, although not a

prominent race rider, can claim to have covered

his total mileage at an average speed well above
the ordinary. It is in no way intended to appeal to

those who aim at sheer maximum speed for short

distances only : the article is meant to be interesting to

the motor cyclist who wishes to make the most of his

time on the road without indiscriminate "blinding,"

but who wishes to travel at a good average speed.

Average Speed.
First of all, let us define "average speed," a term

which many seem to misunderstand. It is not the

figure to which the speedometer needle generally

points on a long run, a,nd neither, unless specially

stated, is it the distance travelled divided by the

number of hours between setting out and arriving at

one's destination. "It is the number- of miles actually

travelled divided by the number of hours that the

machine is actually in motion. This, so far as pure

average speed is concerned, should be obvious to all,

but for practical purposes in comparing the merits of

different machines, the time spent in involuntary stops

should be included, for a machine which does thirty

miles in an hour, takes an hour's roadside adjusting,

and then covers the next thirty miles in an hour, has

the same average speed as a machine which consistently

covers twenty miles in the hour. For solo work any

machine fitted with a modern engine of over 500 c.c.

capacity, and kept in good tune, is very fast, and the

average speed of any such mount depends more on

the skill and capability of the rider than on the size

of the engine.

This type of machine has been developed and
brought to such a high pitch of efficiency that for

solo work no want of power is likely to be felt if it

is well driven and cared for. Another point in its

favour is low running cost.

The majority of riders, however, seem to want
something which will keep the speedometer hand
at a high figure when riding solo on the open road,

is docile in traffic, ecoaomical to run, and yet, when
a sidecar is coupled up, will be capable of taking a

passenger without losing the life and vigour of

a solo machine.
Let it be said here that the writer entirely dis-

agrees with a high average on a sidecar combination.
To obtain such, it is necessary to take the corners

and bends without slowing up very much, and high
speed cornering on such an unmechanical contrivance

as a sidecar imposes strains on the frame tubes far

in excess of the safety mark.
Having ridden almost every type of machine

from a 1% h.p. Motosacoche to an 8-10 h.p. Zenith
with and without sidecars, the writer is of opinion
that a 5-6 h.p. twin with some form of variable

gear, kick-starter, and clutch is . the ideal for such

HOW TO ATTAIN A GOOD
AVERAGE WITHOUT
RECKLESS DRIVING.

a double-purpose mount as is under discussion. A
big 1,000 c.c. twin in good tune may be' flexible,

easily started, and, for sheer maximum speed, cannot

be, beaten, but the extra power and speed are merely

a danger, and, further, the additional weight is

disadvantageous in traffic, in grease, and for the

rider's comfort. The petrol and oil consumption is

decidedly higher than in the 5-6 h.p. twin.

Turning to the lower powers, we have the 2>y2 h-P
and 2^ h.p. singles and twins.

Now, except in expert hands and in tip-top tune,

oier twenty miles in the hour for any length ol

time on a 3^^ h.p. and sidecar requires a good deal

of doing, and also the life and response are in many
cases W'Oefully _ absent. For ordinary touring a

3!/^ h.p. and sidecar is quite sufficient, but, if mere
vim, which is the mustard to the beef of motoring,
is required, there is not quite enough power.
The 23,4' Ji.p. machine of the popular horizontal

type can compete very favourably with many 3!2 h.p.'s

for solo work, and is very handy for all traffic riding

and very occasional sidecar work, but a passenger on'

the carrier is distinctly felt by the willing little engine.

ThusWe see that, for the man who cannot spend
much timing in "tuning," but who wants to cover
his hundred miles solo in as little time as possible,

consistent with comfort and safety, and who, when
in want of companionship, wishes to' take a passenger
without o\'ertaxing his engine, the light 5-6 h.p. twin

with a variable gear and clutch will suffice.

As a solo mount there is, of course, ample and
almost a surfeit of power, still it is economical,
efficient, and tractable, and as a passenger machine
will pull a comfortable coachbuilt sidecar up any
non-freak hill and without nursing or special tuning.

Avoid High Gears.
' There is no greater mistake which one can make

when in search of a good average speed than to over-

gear the . engine. A petrol engine is designed and
meant to " rev." and to develop power when
turning over rapidly. A high gear means either
" konking " or unnecessary "revving," ewing to a

forced gear change when climbing or in traffic ; the

drive becomes jerky, resulting in wear on tire trans-

mission and tyres, \\Jiilst the engine overheats far

more readllv.

With a low top gear, say 4.-4 to r on a 3'^ h.p.

single, quite as much speed can be obtained on the

level, provided the engine is accurately balanced, as

with a high top gear, and the machine will romp up hills

without changing into a second gear of, say, 7 to i.

A consistently good speed is required for fast touring,

and time lost on a low gear on a Jong medium-graded
slope means " blinding " on the level to make it up.

When taking off or putting on the sidecar, a change
of gear ratios is very desirable. With a belt drive
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Readers may have noticed that, since September

last, we have repeatedly claimed in our advertise-

ments that " ihc Clyno Comhination is, as far as

we can ascertain, the only Combination expressly

designed for sidecar use n'hicli the War Office is

ordering."

Before, issuing the above we obtained the sanction

of tke^ War Office to do so, and, further, secured

their assurance that the claim zms correct, but

even then we were careful to insert the qualifying

phrase—"as far -as we can ascertain"—as we

were most anxious to avoid causing any injustice

to other manufacturers. Having received no

disclaimer after several months of advertising we,

recently, announced the claim in more emphatic

and concise terms, briefly stating that "the Clyno

is the only sidecar combination being ordered by

the War Office."
,

We now learn thai another well-known firm of

Motor Cycle manufacturers have been and are

noiv supplying a special department oj the War
Office with a single-cylinder machine to which a

sidecar is attached, hence ive willingly, in justice

to them, modify our claim to the one we originally

made, and—

We do this with pleasure.

Kciip ill touch with us.

CLYNO ENGINEERING
CO., WOLVERHAMPTON.

'Plione—992 Wolverhampton.
Wires— Clyno, 'Wolverhamijton.

DDnDDDDDDnDDnnnDDnnDnnDDnDnnnrfDnDDODDDDDDD DDDDDDDDnDnDDDDnDnDDnn
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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"lam writing to let you know how pleased I am wilh my
4 . h.p. Quadrant Combination. To say that it has surpassed

nvy expectations is saying little indeed. The w^ay it tackles,
with case, these stiff hills in Devonshire is really surprising

—

tor speed and power she is IT. The -whole finish of the outfit is
superb, and one is led to wonder how it can be sold at the price,
especially when one considers this combination costs no more than
some 31 h.p. solo machines."

is an enthusiastic

QUADRANT
rider

Do interest you, including—
Countershaft 3-speed

(J. C. W. of Hoaiton) and his enthusiasm is common to them all,

you ride a Quadrant?— if not, details of our latest "models

THE QUADRANT 4* h.p. with B.S.A.
Gear— Solo, £55; Combination, £66 lis.

QUADRANT WORKS, LAWLEY ST., BIRMINGHAM
London Depot—78, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway.

The aboie and all other Quadrant prices are 7iow advanced by 5%,

^a^ourO^

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.
Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting Tyres that are inadequate for the work, but use

IKDOdMiliie
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

GRIPRIB'i

3-ply

26/9
per cover.

26 X 2'

i=

They are built specially for this purpose Irom the same
materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with great strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chance of

, Tyre Trouble to a minimum.

Wrile for new list.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire
—

"Comfort. Preston." 'Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON: MANCHESTER AVENUE. E.G.
Wire

— ' Byturning, London." 'Phone—City 4797.

Bristol, Birminsham, Dublin, Glasgow. Belfast, etc.

Wood
Milne
TYRE
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is, of coui'se, a. simple

hain drive the operation is

Some Notes for Fast Tourists.—

"and ;uljii«t:ible pulley tliis

matter, and even with a

f.iirly easy to perform.

As to lubrication, naturally a yond brand ol oil

must be used, and usually the thicker it is the better.

Lubricant with the consistency of water when heated

up is no use at all; a proper lubricant remains as

,hI with body in it under- almost any conditions.

Hard tyres are faster than soft, and do not roll

on corners. T.T. or semi-T.T. bars are a hundred

per cent, better than the upturned patterns, and all

controls should be on the handle-bars. Two pairs

of footrests really do help on a long journey.

Tall Tales.

Do not believe the tales told in garage yards and

ro.idside inns any more than you are forced to by

etiijuette. Many people are very fond of adding a

few artistic flourishes to their performances.
; The man who blinds into the yard and an-nounces

that he has just done twenty-five miles in thirty-four

and a half minutes should be encouraged, and after

aJittle time will inform you that perhaps his best

show was when he climbed " Shidgeside " (average

gradient i" in 33^,— i in ij^ for ten yards) on a wet

night on one cylinder with the petrol turned off.

Nil ; a man who does anything over thirty-live

miles in the hour for any distance is ''some'" rider,

and, except by fools who take terrible risks, over

forty in the hour is well nigh impossible. If a

hundred miles of give and take roads are covered in

three hours, the rider can feel quite i)lcased with him-

self, and with good cause.

Do not imagine that a decent average will be put

up by iblinding from one pub to the next ; it is the

machine that keeps " revving " nicely up hill and

down dale that will have outdistanced all before

nightfall.

^Vith regard to personal comfort, wear plenty of

clothes and a good water . and dustproof outside

covering. Breeches and leggings are distinctly com-

fortable, and look smarter than a pair of _bagging

overalls. To keep clean, keep out of other people's

dust; if you are the faster, pass straight away it

possible, and don't hold back in a dust cloud waiting

for a better opening.

In conclusion, there will probably be maiiy who,
having read this article, will decide that the writer

is a blinding fool urging others to risk their necks.

This, it is lioped, is the wrong view, and, as said

liefore, the aim of the article is to give a few hints, to

those who wish to put up a good average speed in

safetv and comfort. ' Miles.

>?*<:

i

THE JOY OF THE OPEN ROAD.
Bfl
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£< THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.

AVERY large number of enquiries

from prospective recruits were

dealt with last week, the total

dealt with by the Editor since

the M.M.G.S. was inaugurated con-

siderably exceeding 2,000.

i\'Iany push-cyclists are anxious to get

into the Service, but only a very limited

number of men of this class of good

physique may be accepted.

Experienced motor cyclists are desired

at the moment, preferably men with

sidecar experience. Men who have had
previous military experience are specially

desired. General conditions :

Age, 19 to 38.

Enlistment for duration of war.

Usual separation-- or dependent's

allowance.

Pay. Is. 2^d. per day, all found.

Vacancies Still Existing in the Motor Machine Gun Service
Height is not important, and glasses

do not debar a man so long as he can

see quite well with them.

Among the men accepted last week
were the following :

C. V. Lewis-Jones
'G. Darker-Gudgeon
J. F. Harkness
W. L. Eawlins
H. Monks
R. Hargreaves
K. W. Leake
J. R. Lane
C. A. Hall
R. E. James
F. Robinson
C. I. Britton

A further inspection of recruits is to

be held at the Recruiting Office, Rlasonic

Hall, Coventry, on Wednesday next,

July 21st, and all who can should

attend. Mr. Geoffrey Smith (Editor

C. G. Bodle
T. Joyce
R. Berrv
P. Whyte
A. Williams
H. Kelsey
O. T. Barker
J. R. Lewis
E. W. Jeffrey
C. P. B. Ogilvie
F. A. Burnett

Sir,

WAR OFFICE,

$0 June, 1915.

I wish to express to you personally, and to those

who have helped you in your recruiting work, my best

thanks for the energy that has been displayed by you

all in the matter of Recruiting.

I would ask you to take an early opportunity of

urging all able-bodied men in your neighbourhood to

come forward and enlist, so that they may be trained

as soldiers to take part in the War, and help to keep

our forces in the Field at the maximum strength.

I shall be glad to hear of any reasons that may

be given you by young and suitable men for not availing

themselves of this opportunity to see service in the

Field, where they are so much wanted.

I am,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

^^^ S t>^^ itit^

Fac-simile of letter received by the Editor of The Motor Cijcle from the Secretary of State for War.

B4

The Motor .Cycle) wiU be in attendance
to answer any enquiries, and those

accepted will be attested and sent for-

ward to their training centre. In the

case of men living at a distance, a free

railway warrant will be issued, provided
a man first 'obtains a medical certificate

of fitness.

-The two men of No. 4 Battery who
have been awarded D.C.M.'s will receive

the congratulations of all motor cyclists.

Their names are Sergeant J. S. Clarke
and Gunner J. Rafferty. These awards-

were made for "conspicuous devoti 1

to duty" in the operations at Hill 6.

on April 17th and 18th.

Some motor cyclists write several loiij

letters, with all sorts of statements not
affecting recruiting. To ensure prompt
attention to the large number of letters,

brief applications mentioning age.
height, when free, and if medically fit

should be sent. Tv.-o Eastbourne motor
cyclists, C. T. Barber and J. R. Lewis,
were so anxious to join last week that
they did not write at all, but paid theii

own fare to Coventry, and, two hours
after being passed by Mr. Smith, had
been attested, received their day's pay,
and were on the way to the training
centre.

T. E. Greene, of Dublin, the erstwhile
Rudge T.T. and End-to-end rider, now
with the A.S.C. (M.T.), was home for

a few days' leave last week.

So keen are some men to join the
M.M.G.S. tliat the Editor has received'
applications from four men already on
service in France to be transferred. This,
however, is impossible.

Among the last list of recruits the
name of L. A. Bees may have been
noticed. Bees was the competition rider
and tester for the L.M.C. Co., and now
joins other well-known mechanic-riders in

the M.M.G.S., such as F. H. Brown
(Rex), Fielder (New Hudson), Cocker
(Triumph), Pountney (Rover), and Daven-
port (Lea-Francis). Bees brought two
friends from Birmingham with him. and
all went home again on the single-geared
twin L.M.C.—one astride the tank^ Bees
driving, and the third on the carrier.
Naturally, it made the countryside stare
in amazement.

MOTOR
ON

N
CYCLING CLERGYMAN
ACTIVE SERVICE.

IN a postcard received from the Rev.
R. M. Bankes-Jones. on ambulance
work with the B.E.F., he tells us that

though he does most of his work on liorse-

back he manages to get occasional trips

on a Douglas or Tl'iumph. Mr. Banlies-

Jones will be remembered by many of

our readers as a keen rider and au
occasional contributor to The Motor C'l/iie

of articles on touring and kindred
topics.
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Bates-built at the "Front/'

MORE SPEED,
MORE SAFETY,

MOST MILEAGE.

W. & A. BATES, Ltd.,

Leicester. 21st June, 1915.

Gentlemen,

I feel that I must write to you and express my
appreciation of your Motor Cycle Tyres as being

second to none. Owing to the fact that I experi-

enced no trouble from a Bates Tyre in civil life I

fitted one to a Douglas before coming to the front.

Roughly, the tyre ran for about a month in England
and six months With the B.E.F., on roads more
fitted for a steam roller than a motor cycle, without

a puncture or without once being deflated, and,

surprising as it may seem, the tyre was as good as

new when evacuated with the machine. I don't

know whether this constitutes a record or not, but

I think it really marvellous.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. S. GARRARD, L.-Gpl,

Despatch Rider,

Leicester Yeomanry,
B.E.F.

P.S.—The Tyre 1 bought first from you is now at my home
in England fitted to a Triumph M.C., and was when I left

as good as new, although it had been run considerably.

I

" The tyre of no regrets"

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders:
Smith, Denham and Co., Henderson's Buildings, Von Brandis
Street, Johannesburg, South Africa. Childs, Parr, and Joseph,
Nairobi, British East Africa. David F. Laing, 9, Weld Road,
Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycles aud Motor Supplies, Ltd., Parish
Street, Wellington, New Zealand. W. Cornell and Son, 122,

124, Pine Street, and 29, 31, and 33, Hyde Street, Adelaide,
South Australia. A. G. Healing and Co., Ltd., 354-356, Post
Office Place West, Melbourne, Australia. Bennett and Barkell,
Castlereagh Street, Sydney, Australia.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.** B5
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The tJ«U* is at the Front.

IHHIil^l^^^'^H;':

This is the New 1915 T.T. Racer Model.

3| h.p. M.A.G. Twin Engine witii Overliead Inlets 496 c.c.

Also 2\ h.p. Two - stroke ; to 6 and 8 h.p. Twins.

c^atalo6ue\ ''•••• Motor Engineering Works,
AT O jV CE. i Castle Mill Street, Mumps, Oldham.

JAMESBOWART H.
Proprietor.

at!?

Unsolicited

Testimonial

from the Front.

BaseM .T . Depot Rouen

,

France,
20,6,15.

To the J.H. Motor
Works, Oldham.

Sirs,—I am writing to

state that for the short
time I have ridden your
J.H. 3i h.p. Twin, "it is

only in justice to you
to state that the machine
has never given me a
moment's anxietj', and
really is, inmy opinion,
the ultimate machine
for solo work on ail

kinds of roads—^£asy
starting, silent running,
acceleration, and speed,
being but a few of its

good points.

You may use this
testimonial as you
please. I am in no way
connected with tlie firm

.

07761, Private
Constad, H.

's.^.cJi^J^^ '^^^^'^'L ^^^^^^ 5-^ ^-^ ^-^ 3^ ^

GodboJda.

b6

BOWDEN WIRE
MECHANISM

For elTectively coutrolUag all movemeats
from the handle-bar. Made ia various
strengths aud finishes.

BOWDEN CONTROLS.
Levers for Brakes, Clutch, Air Inlet,

Magneto, etc., controls. Made for right
or left haud, for one to three movemeutSi^

BOWDEN
TWO SPEED GEAR.

A very simple count ersliaft gear with
kick-starter. Can be fitted to a number
of machines without any—to most with
slight — alteration. Guaranteed for

engines up to 6 h.p.

BOWDEN
RAPID VALVE GRINDER.
Helps to grind a valve quickly and
with absolute accuracy without dis-
mantling the cylinder. Most eificieat.

Acts also as Valve Spring Lifter.

STOPS. PORTABLE CLIPS,
Etc., and all necess,lr^' fitments for use
with Bowden Wire Mechanism.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle
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On Active Service with the M.M.G.S.
News from a Member of tiie No. 10 Battery now at ttie Front.

WK have received a letter from A.

I!. C. Wheeler, who is now
with the No. 10 Battery

iM.M.O.S. over in France. It

is one of tlit most interesting letters we
have roi-cived from the Front, and we
reproduce it i« e.rfenso, as it gives a very

good idea- of the work of the men in

Iradvc.
" As you have taken a big'interest from

the first in the il.M.G.S., I thought a

few notes as to how we get on out here

would interest you.
" In the first" place, I have not heard

yet of any battery going into action com-

plete. I c", riding tlie motor cycles right

up to the -spot where the' guns were tired.

" Of course you remember the double-

pige illustration in a contemporary
depicting a supposed scene near Hill^Ct),

wliere the machines had just been rushed

up and everyone was firing very busily

—

welly on this particular occasion the guns
wei-e taken up to their position the night

previous in box body cars.
" The motor cycles are very useful for

transporting tlie guns from place to place.

No. 10 Battery has had twelve different

billets in the eight weeks it has been in

France.
" At present we are doing spells in the

trendies—two sections in and one out

—

Despatch riders attached to the Royal Flyin

machines are P.

:
Corps studying a map.

nd M.'s.

The

eiglit days in and four out. VCc come
about five miles from our billets in the
Ihi.\ body cars— tight up to the last line

of trenches—and then have a walk of

about a mile and a half to reach our
position,\ which is on the extreme right

of the British lines, and has in front of

it a fairly well known orchard and crater.

There is very little rifle fire—only the

occasional 'crack!' from a sniper, of

wliom there are two or three quite near.

"We have far more shells than any-
tlung else—happily for ns, most of these
pass overhead—as their objective ' is on
both sides the opposing artOlery positions.

Of course, we do not get all the shells^

passing overhead. We had' quite two
dozen this morning dropping just before
and. just over our position, which was
not actually hit, although four of our

fellows were struck by pieces of shell.

Artillery Dominates Everything.

"I have been out here two months and
have not yet seen a German. In fact, the
last time No. 10 Battery was in the
trenches one of the Warwicks told me he
had not seen a German, although he had
had two months facing their trenches,

which were only 150 yards' away. This is

partly accounted for by the fact that the
Germans fire through loop-holes in their

parapets. Jly impression is that the
Artillery dominates everything else ir

this w'ar.
" No. 7 Battery has not yet been in

the trenches, although it has been out
here three months. It is attached to

a cavalry division, and tliis accounts for

its inactivity up to the present. No. 10

is billeted in the same field as No. 1

Battery. We rather envy No. I's Daimler
cars, but this is more or less equalised by
the fact that our motor cycles are better

equipped.
"No. 3 has had about eighteen casual-

ties so far." .

Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer Corps.
The Advantage of Special Training.

THE corps on Thursday paraded at

headquarters to hear the com-
mandant's criticism on the work
done, and to have explained the

schedule for future training.

The corps was formed in ilarch last,

with the idea of banding together a bodj-

of motor cyclists to be trained for home
service, and to assist in promoting re-

cruiting for H.jNI. Forces, the training
to consist of despatch riding, scouting,

signalling, vedette and outpost duty, re-

connaissance, and patrols. The men's
work has been submitted to the highest
military officers in the Seventh District,

and has met with their approbation.
Several members of the corps have joined
the Regulars. Further, a number of men
(fifty in all) has been placed on the list

to act as Special Constables in the Bir-

mingham district.

The corps now commences the second
and more difficult stage of its training.

On future parades the men will act more

on their own initiative. Each man will

now be trained so that if occasion arises

he can at once take command of any
unit of despatch riders.

Home from the Front.

The commandant lately received a visit

from Sergeant H. Newman, of Ivy fame,
who went to the Front last August. Ser-

geant Newman is convinced that no man
should attempt to become a despatcii rider

before he can read a map. He said that
competitions and the Tourist Trophy had
tlieir thi-ills, but not such thrills as are

experienced by our despatch riders at the
Front. On many nights have the\~ turned
out in mky daikness after a hard day to

carry important letters through a strange
country invested by the Germans.

Sergeant Newman is frdl of enthusiasm,
and has gone back with a stout heart.

The following is another instance of

the advantage of trainmg the motor
cvclist as a scout : A member of the

corps had jomed the machine gun section.

The battery commander gave the men a

reconnaissance of a road ; each man had

to make a repoit.

The repoits were examined, with the

result that the late member has been

appointed scout for the battery ; the bat-

tery leaves for the Front next week.

incidents like these certainly ericourage

the corps to persevere in its training.

On Sunday the corps paraded for an

attack on the village of Ashow. '
.
Reds

and Blues were the opposing forces.

Each advanced by 'parallel roads with

intersecting roads on Asliow. The first

force arrivmg there had to hold the

village against attack.

On Saturday next the corps parades at

tlie Stvle Cop hill-climb to give a dis-

play, the heads and posts will be on the

hill. Competitors ride up, cut off two

heads, and point off the ring. The one

who does the three and makes fastest

time wins.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 15 ... 9.11 p.m
„ 17 ... 9.8 „
„ 19 ... 9.6 „

„ 21 ... 9.4 „

Race in Sweden.

The Swedish race known as the
" Skaane Eundt " has recently been held
over a distance of 255 miles. In the class

for machines of under 4 h.p. three

Wanderers, one Wolf, one N.S.U., one
Eudge, and one Indian started, but, as

showing the severity of the race, only
three, finished in the following order :

Radge, Wanderer, Wanderer. The win-
ning Eudge was riden by Mr 0. Ben-
dixen of Copenhagen, who won the same
rare last year.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Obscuring Index Mauks on- Sidecars
AND Motor Cycles. — Motor cyclist

members of the Automobile Association
are warned that the authorities in cer-

tain counties are serving summonses for

the offence of not clearly showing the
rear numbers on motor cycles. Among
cases already heard, the following causes

of offence were brought forward : A lady
sitting on the carrier, the cushion had
shifted and obscured the number-plate ;

coat-tails of male passengers on carriers

covering the numbers; m another caso
a parcel hid the number. The front
number on a passing motor cycle cannot
always be seen, therefore the police

authorities are, as a rule, very strict with
regard to a clear view of the rear plate.

-Lost Toolbag.

A military rider of a Triumph lost

his pannier bag between Brentford and
Newbury in the afternoon of June 5th.

If any reader should have found it,

would he kindly forward to Lance-
Corporal A. S. Rivett, No. 055,251, 357
Company, M.T., A.S.C., Stockcross

Camp, near Newbury ?

'Ware Police with Revolvers.

The absolute necessity of immediately
stopping when called upon by either

soldier or police constable was emphasised
a few days ago when a Richmond (Yorks.)

medical man was fined £2 for not stop-

ping. Defendant, who stated that he was
hurrying to an urgent case, was motor
cycling past Scotch Corner on the Great
North Road at midnight on June 27th
when the police constable raised his red
lamp and called upon him to stop. He
did not do so, and the constable fired

his revolver at the motor . cycle' and
missed.

High Speeds in U.S.A.

At the Dodge City Speedway, Kansas,
U.S.A., on June 28th, some of the most
prominent American crack riders con-

tested a 300 mile race for the Inter-

national Grand Prize Cup. Otto Walker,
on a Harley-Davidson, came in first at

an average speed of 76 m.p.h.. Time,
3h. 55ra. 45s. Harley-Davidson machines
finished first, second, fourth, fifth,

sixth, and seventh, thus securing an
overwhelming victor}'. An American
Excelsior occupied the third place. There
were twenty-seven starters.

L_

SPECIAL FEATURES.
WITH THE M.M.G.S. ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

NOTES FOR FAST TOURISTS.

VISIT TO AN R.E. SIGNAL STATION.

iSecond-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices of

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in the last issue of TJie Motor
Cycle, and also the average prices for

the- last eight weeks. The prices quoted

may be regarded as their standard value.

Last Average
Make. Year. H.P. week's for past

average. 8 weeks*

A.B.C. .

A.J.S. ..'

Ariel . .

.

Auto-wheel
Bat
Bradburv .

B.S.A. .

'. .

.

Calth^rpe
Clyno . .

.

Douglas

Eufield

Hazlewood
Henderson

.

Humber .

.

Indian . .

.

James ....

l\Iotosacoche

New Hudson

N.U.T. ..

P. & M. '

!

Premier .

Quadrant
Rex
Rover . .

.

Royal Ruby

Rudgc' .

.

A novel method of driving a grindstone. The photograph shows a Douglas (owned by Lieut.

C C. D. Hobbs, Garrison Engineer, Ambala, Punjab), which is driving a grindstone for

sharpening bayonets.

Triumph .

Willi.uuson

Wolf
Zenith

914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . £69
914 3i3-sp. T.T I43
913 6 3-sp. sidecar , . £56
9r4 -6 3-sp. sidecar . . £68
1914 3^ 3-sP' sidecar . . £50
:gr4, i' : £10
913 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £51
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £65
914 4i 3-5p. sidecar . . £49
91+ 4i T.T £43
914 2 2-speed irt)

914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £60
914 2 J 2-speed ._. £25
913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £57
914 2j 2-sp. kick start £46
914 25 2-sp. T.T £44
913 2j 2-sp. clutch .. £36
914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £03
914 3 2-speed £36
913 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £54
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £60
9r4 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £69
913 2j 3-speed £25
914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £64
913 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £44
9r4 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £54
914 3i 3-speed £45
9r4 3V 2-speed £52
913 3^ 2-speed £48
914 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £76
913 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £53
914 3i 2-speed £43
913 31 2-speed £40
9T4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
913 3! 3-speed £35
914 6 3-sp. sideciir . . £60
914 3i 3-sp. T.T £45
914 3* 2-sp. sidecar . . £50
914 3! 3-sp. sidecar . . £40
913 3^ 3-speed £36
914 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . £50
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £56
914 3J 3-sp. sidecar . . £50
914 3I 3-spcetl £48
913 3i 3-sp- sidecar . . £40
914 3* 2-specd £45
914 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke . £24
914 5" Multi sidecar. . £54
914 3I Multi sidecar. , £45
Q14. 3I Multi £42
913 3J MiUti £37
9r4 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . £65
913 3J 2-sp. sidecar . . £40
914 3* 3-sp. sidecar . . £50
913 4* 2-sp. sidecar . . £40
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £78
914 si 3-sp. sidecar . . £63
914 3i3-spf«J £60
914 4 3-sp. sidec-ur . . £5*
914 4 3-speed £48
914 4 T.T £40
913 3> 3-sp. sidecar . . £48
913 3i 3-speed £38
914 S 2-sp. sidecar . . £60
914 2j 3-srced £30
914 S Gradua sidecar £72
914 3^ Gradua £45
913 6" Gradua £48

£69
£45
£57
£68
£52
£10
£53
£63
£54
£40
£20
£64
£io
£56
£44
£39
£36
£65
£39
£52
£55
£69
£=7
£63
£51
£54
£45
£52
£48
£7.-;

£56
£43
£40
£56
£35
£6+
£47
£60
£47
£36
£50
£56
£51
£47
£43
£45
£=4
£58
£53
£42
£36
£58
£45
£50
£40
£75
£69
£58
£58
£45
£40
£47
£37
£5:
£30
/66
£46
£43
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Sidecar Outings £or Wounded Soldiers.

Any Loiidim nioUir ryclist wlio wcmUl
can\ to yivL' a. wcniiuk'il snldior a day's
pinasiirc by taking liiiu in liis sidinai'

i'riiiu King George's .Military Hospital,
Stamford Street (near Waterloo Statioii|),

to Teddington, should write to Qiiarter-

niaster-Sergt. W. D. Atkins, Ward K5.

at tlie above named liospital.

The Motor Cycle Trade.

Tlio Board of Trade retnrns for June
show a tremendous increase in the
njjmbers of motor cycles imported into
this country over both the previous
month and the June, 1914, figures. The
totals and amounts are as follow :

Imports.
June, 1915.—822 motor cvcles, value

£34,990 (including parts, £65,671).
May, 1915.—331 motor cvcles, value

£16,982 (including parts, £34,200).
June, 1914.-400 motor cycles.

Slight Increase in Exports.

Although, of course, the number of

machines exported last month, compared
with the same period of last year, is

considerably less, the June, 1915, figures

show a gratifying, if small, increase
over those of the previous month.

Exports.

June, 1915.—1,020 motor cvcles, value
£45,128 (including parts, £68,162).
May, 1915.—858 motor cvcles, value

£36,667 (including parts, £65,221).
.June, 1914.—1,950 motor cycles.

Motor 'Volunteers for Cardiff.

In connection with the National
Motor Volunteers movement, a battalion
is being formed for Glamorgan, and
Cardiff and District will be the Xo. 1

Company. The latter is now" in course of

formation, and it is hoped that all local
car and motor cycle owners, who possibly
can, will join. Motor cyclists are required
for scouting, des-

patch, and patrol
work. All interested

should write to the
secretary, Mr. T. A.
James, City Hall,
Cardiff.

Motor Machine Guns at the Front.

We publish this week on page 59 a

letter from a member of the No. 10

Battery JI.M.G.S. Jiow at the Front.

One of the most interesting statements
is the fact that jLhe writer, A. G. C.

Wheeler) has not yet seen a German,
although he has been out in Flanders a

couple of months and often stationed in

the trenches.

Firms and the 'War Loan.

We are informed that the Dunlop
Rubber Co. has applied for £250,000 in

the War Loan ; while Messrs. Huniber,
Ltd., with a. view to encouraging their

employees to invest their savings in the

loan have undertaken to purchase the

shares of all those who wish to sell in

.January next, repaying the holders all

sums laid out with 4^ per cent, interest.

Thus money which may be wanted need
not be locked up beyond that time.

The East London Kubber Co. will pur-

chase £5 worth or more of the War Loan
for members of their stalf. and will accept

payment by weekly instalments spread
over an extended period. The firm is also

presenting 5s, to each purchaser of a £5
bond, and all accrued interest will be
liauded over to him on completion of

the instalments.

The Price of "The Motor Cycle."

We have received from John A. Uilger,

interned at Ruhleben, a postcard referring

to the letter w'ritten by Corpl. J. H. Dale,

and pablished in The Motor Cycle of JIaj'

20th, in w'hich it. was stated that copies

of this journal fetched sixpence each.

Hilger writes: "Sixpence a copy is by
no means a record, as a few old copies

were sold here last January at 2.50 marks
(approximately 2s. 6d.)' each, and were
worth twice that as copies were scarce

then. Now more come in and go from
barrack to barrack, and are scanned by
hundreds. Life here is not so Ijad now;
we have plenty' of outdoor sports, concerts,

and plays, also -science and art schools,

but what I desire most of all is to get on
my faithful Rover with a route card
marked London-Exeter-T.,ondou on the
handle-bar.'-

6,000 MILES TO ENLIST,

Corporal Fauraine, despatch rider R.E., who travelled all the way from -California to enlist.

His mount is a 1915 countershaft model 4 h.p. Triumph.

A.C.U. Membership.

Members ,iru requested to note that
meinbersliip for one year, instead of expir-

ing on December 31st, continues for twelvL-

months from the date of payment, so that
under existing arrangements ther.. is no
object in a man who thinks of joinintj

towards the end of the year waiting till

January 1st, since if he joins when he
feels inclined his membership will be :ivnil-

able for exactly twelve months.

To Stop Oil Splashing.

One of our readers tells us tliat he has

stopped the oil from his engine being

thrmvn about in the following m.anner:

He first took off the pulley side of the

crank case, and with a small round file

cut a groove half-way through the hear-

ing, and an oil-way down the outside of

the crank case. Having replaced the case

he made a tin washer slightly less than
Ihe pulley in diameter, and having a pro-

jection on one side to cover the oil-way.

This is placed in position with a tliin felt

washer, and the projection attached to

one of the crank case bolts. The device,

we are assured, is very effective.

A Successful A.A. Prosecution.

Whilst travelling on his car a few weeks
back in the vicinity of Wolverhampton a

n. tnber of the Automobile Association

met a taxicab coming in the opposite

direction. As the vehicles passed one of

the taxi passengers stood up and deliber-

ately threw an egg, which, fortunately,

struck the windscreen instead of the
occupant of the car. The car was imme-
diately turned, and a stern chase followed.

The culprits were ultimately overtaken,

and their names and addresses were
obtained. The Association, upon becom-
ing acquainted with the facts, decided to

prosecute on behalf of the member. The
secjuel to this flagr3.nt case of assault

upon motorists occurred on .June 18th,

when the Bridgnorth magistrate fined the
man who threw the egg £3. ,

Lights on Motor Vehicles.

The following lighting regulations will

come into force in the county of Kent
(including the cities and boroughs) from
July 19th : -

(a.) For motor vehicles, motor cycles,

arid ordinary cycles burning oil or candles,

no change.

(b.) For motor vehicles burning
electric light the head lights are not to

exceed twenty-five candle power, and the

side lights are not to exceed eight candle
power.

(c.) For motor vehicles using acety-

lene, the ligljts from these are not to

exceed the lights from an electric light,

i.e., twenty -five candle power for head
lights, and eight candle power for side

lights-

(d.) The whole of the reflectors, except
(a), on all lamps on motor vehicles are

to be dull blacked.

(e.) Head lights and side lights, except
(a), the upper portion of the glass

(from the top to a horizontal line half

an inch below the half-wav line) to be
dull blacked.

(f.) For motor and ordinary cycles,

except (a), the lower half of the reflector

and upper half of the glass to be dull

blacked.
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(1) For pleasure: three sidecar «
cyclists on Saturday.

(2) For business : a milkman s Tr

(3) A Senior Service man on pl»! i

(4) A lady rider with four convile li;

(5) A scene in the Dutch trial, oo «

(6) A Birmingham newsasent dal'
«j,
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SETS It

Dr. Coates s entertainment to Hull motor

liidecarrier

lit.

lldiers.

on page 63.

apers with a James sidecarrier.
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Lar^e Entry List for the Style Cop Hill-climb.

THE Wolverhampton M.C.C. has
received a large number of entries

for its hill-climb, to be held at

Style Cop, near Riigeley, on Satur-

day next. The start is arranged for two
o'clock. All the proceeds will go to the

Wolverhampton branch of the Red Cross.

Class 1.—Solo machines, single or twin-
cylinders, c.c. not exceeding 300.

W. Chinn (2V« l].p. Burnam)
W. J. Clarke (2V. li.p. Wolf)
W. H. Buttmfleld (21,5 h.p.'Lrfis)
G. E. Kulin (2i4-!i.p: LctisI
G. Brew (2JA li.p.. New Imperial}
J. G. Orfortl (2% li.p. New Imperial)
C. Lindall (1.9 h.p. Levifl

S. O. Dirck (21/, h.p. .Metro)
W. T. Berrv (2',i li.p. Metro)
A. J. Berry (21/, h.p. Metro!
E. Wheeler (2y," h.p. Yilliet.s)

W. Savaje (2V, h.p. Villiets)
H. Newey (2i/f h.p. Levis)
B. H. Morris (2i,;, h p. Sun)
E. W. Richards (2V2 h.p. Sun)
A. R. Linieworth (2V2 h.p. Sun)

Class 2.—Solo machines, single or twin,

c.c. not exceeding 350.

J. L. Mitchell (2% h.p. A.J.S.)
T. C. de la Hay (2»'j h.p. Sunbeam)
G. Dance (2^i h.p. Sunbeam)
H. ISTewey (2^-4 h.p. Levis)
r. W. Corbett (2% h.p. A.J.S.)

Class 2 (Continued).
0. Wade (2% h.p. A.J.S)

~

W. Heaton (2% h.p. Aj;.S.)
S. H. Giles (2%1 h.p. A.J.S.)
J. H. Mason (2% hp. A.J.S.)

Class 3.—Solo machines, single or twin,
c.c. not exceeding 500.

H. Petty {SV- h.p. Norton)
P. Slinesby (sy, h.p. Norton)
J. Smith (31,4 h.p. Triu.aiph)
G. Dance [2^^i h.p. Sunbeam)
G Dance (SVa-h.p. Sunbeam)
C. G. Lambert (SU h.p. Norton!
J. W Walker (3V, h.p. Norton)
J. H. Mason (23.,! h.p. A:J.S.)
A. W. Thrush (S'/. h.p. Tribmph)
J. W Walton (31/, h.p. -Eudfe Multi)
C. Smethuret (3Vn li.p. Norton)
T. C. de la Hay (3iA h.p. Sunbeam)
F. W. Corbett (2% h.p. A.J.S.)
A. Lindr^av (5i', h.p. Norton)
J. L. Mitchell "(2Si h.p. A.J.S.I
0. Wade (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.)
W. Heaton (2% h.p. A.J.S.I
S. H. Giles (25/4 h.p. A.J.S.)
K. Hoblin (B.S.A.)

Class 4.—Solo machines, single or twin,
unlimited capacity.

H. Petty (3i,i, h.p. Norton)
T. Simister (8 h.p. Dot)
T. Heath (6 h.p. Sunbeam)
S. T. de la Hay (31/2 h.p. Sunbeam)
G. Dance (2^4 h.p. Sunbeam)
W. H. Butterfleld (2=4 h.p. Levis)
H. Newey (2=4 h.p. Levis)

Class 4 (Continued).

a. Brew (2V:, )i.P-~ New -Iinpeiiali

F. W. Corbett (2°'i h.p. A.J.S.)
A. Lindsay (3'/, h.p. Xortan)
S. O. JJuck (21/., h.p. Metro)
W. T. Berry (Dot)
O. Wade (2=4 h.p. A..T.S

)

W. Heaton i2si h.p. A.J.S.I
S. H. Giles (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.I
K. Hoblin (B.8-.A-1

W, Chinn (2i/, h.p. Bumatnl
G. E. jLuhn (21,4 h.p. Levis)

J. G. Orford (2i,<, h.p. New Imperial,

O. Lindall, jun. (1.9 h.p. Levis)

C. G. Lambert (31,2 h.p. Nortonl

"

A. J. Berry i2i,'2 h p. Metro)

Class 5.—Sidecaj machines, single or

multi-cylinder, c.c. limit 600.

J. Smith [5':, h.p. Tiinraph)
J. E. O'Donovau (31.- h.p. Norton)
F- W. Corbett (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.I
W. Heaton . (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.)

S H. Giles (2=4 ll P- A.J.S.I
J. Hoblin (B.S.A.I

Class 6.^Sidecar machines, any number
of cylinders, c.c. unlimited.

T. Heath i6 h.p. Sunbeam)
W. H. Butterficld (Levis)

J. R. 0' Donovan [31-, h.p. Norton)
F. W. Crbett (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.I
H. Bottom (6 h.p. Bradburvl
W. Heaton (2=4 h.p. A.J.S.I
F. W. Giles (2=4 h.p. AJS.I
J. Hoblin (B.S.A.1
A. Hankett (6 h.p. A.J.S.I

The Irish "End-to-end."
AT 4 a.m. on Tuesday last, com-

petitors in the Irish End-to-end
trial, promoted by the Ulster

Centre of the M.C.U. of Ireland,

stai'ted from Rock Island Coastguard
Station. The trial extended over two.

days, 293 miles being covered on the

first day and 213 on the second day

(yesterday). Those who started were as

follow :

F. M. Sumiuerfield (214 h.p. New Hudson)
Lieut. V. J. Farrell (5 h.p. Indian)
W. J. Heuderison (7-9 h.p- Havley-Davidson so.)

W. J. Chambers (414 h.p. B.S.A. sc.l

R. S. Russell (2=;i h.p. Doiiplas)
J. Stewart (2=4 h.p. Dou.!>la )

W. H. Freeman (7-9 h.p. Indian)
T. Woods (414 h.p. B.S.A )

" Sou' We,^ter " (2=4 h.p. Douglas)
J. Doleman (31,2 h.p. Rover)
J. Browne (31,2 h.p. Rover!
E. J. Jack (31/', h.p. Rover)
T. Toole 141,4 h.p. B.S.A.)
C. B. Franklin (7 'h.p. Indian sc.)

J. Dyycr (4 h.p. Triumph)
T. W. Ladd (6 Bradbury sc.)

A. W. Mooney (6 Bradbnry sc.)

R. Jones (41,4 h.p. B.S.A.I
F. L. Dooly (414 u.p. R.S.A.I

Open Trial in Ireland.
AN open reliability trial of a somewhat

novel character was run off on
Saturday last under the auspices of

the Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club. It was rather unfortunate that the

date selected for the event came so close

to the End-to-end of Ireland trial.

The route was arranged by Mr. Reuben
J. Dodd, who presented the prizes for

the event, and was not made public prior

to the start. On assembling at Inchicore

Bridge the competitors were told to pro-

ceed tow-ards Carlow as far as Kilgowan,
under the usual competition conditions.
Arriving there each was handed a skeleton
map and told to proceed to Poulaphuca
by the route indicated thereon. The
route took the competitors over a series of

byroads south and east of Dunlavin and
back to the town, and by further by-
roads to the finish at Poulaphuca.

It was necessary to maintain the
scheduled speed of twenty miles over the
mapped part of the course, and several

secret checks were taken to ensure its

observance. In addition to this penalties
were enforced against anyone using in-

structions regarding the route from out-
siders.

The following competitors completed
the course\: .

J. F. A. Day (214 h.p. SunI
-G. Roche (31,2 h.p. Rover!
J. Pai,^Iey (6 h.p. Bradbury scl
R. Grimes (5 h.p. IndianI
G. A. M. Curtis (7-9 h.p. Indian scl
P. H. Hnrse (414 h.p. B.S.A. ec.)

C. S. Kettle (414 h.p. B S.A. sc.)

BI4

A motor machine gun battery complete and ready to take the load or held.
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An All-khaki Race Meeting at Brooklands.

IN
our issue of July ist (page 13) we mentioned that

an officer motor cyclist had suggested that it

might be possible to get up some races at Brook-

lands for the many ofliccrs now quartered in and

around Aldershot and the district in which Brooklands

is situated. We have been into the matter with Mr.

Kenneth L. Skinner, secretary of the B.A.R.C., and

Colonel F. Lindsay Lloyd, both of whom have offered

to lend their assistance.

It is known, of course, that the track is not in a

sufficiently good condition to allow of races taking

place throughout its whole length, but the railway

straight is in quite good order, and some short sprint

races might be held. A few gymkhana events and a

hill-climb up the test hill could also be included.

It is suggested that there should be an entrance

fee of 2s. 6d., and that all officers and men who
come as spectators should be charged is. entrance

fee, this to recompense the B.A.R.C. in some little

way for letting the meeting have the use of the track

free of charge. A small committee of well-known

motor cyclists would take charge of the organisation.

Saturday, July 31st, has been suggested as the

date.

At the present time the general public are not

admitted to the track, but it is open to members of

the B.A.R.C. and B.M.C.R.C, .while, of course, no
objection could be raised to the meeting being attended

by officers and men in uniform.

Perhaps some of the signal centres in different parts

of the country would care to send competitors. All

those who care to compete are asked to communicate

at once with the Editor, The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor
Street, E.G. We think the idea quite a good one,

as there is a distinct novelty about an event in which
all the competitors would be wearing the King's
uniform.

A decorated Triumph sidecar outfit, awarded first prize at a carnival

in aid- of a Belgian fund held at Timaru, New Zealand. The owner

—

" wounded " in the sidecar—is Mr. A. E. Dendy, at one time trials

secretary of the West Essex A.C, and in the early days a rider of a

Centaur. Mrs. Dcndy is driving.

A Dutch Tnter-club Reliability Run.
AN inter-club run known as the Three Provinces

Trip was held in Holland on June 27th under
the auspices of the Noord Nederlandsche

Motor Club, the Ned. Motorwielryders Ver.,_ and the

Friesche Motor Club. Much interest was shown,
especially by motor cycHsts. In Class A (light

machines) fourteen riders took part : in Class B (heavv
motor cycles) twelve ; in Class C (motor cycles with
sidecars) five.

The whole road was divided as follows : Fiest

.«;tretch, 41 km., time allowed ih. 40m.; second

stretch, 40 km., time 2h. 5m.; third stretch, 55 km.,
time ih. 50m.; fourth stretch, 30 km., ih. 5m.; fifth

stretch, 56 km., time ih. 50m. The start and finish

were at Groningen. Results :

Class A.

1. James (1-cyl.), silver gilt medal
2. Douglas (2-cyl.), silver medal
3. Douglas {2-cyl.i, silver medal
4. F.N. (1-cyl.), silver medal

Class B.
, (Wanderer (2-ey!. ', silver gilt medal
^-

ir
-

Jlarks lost.

...

... 1

... 2

... 4

1
3

10
24

Some of the competitors—a Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit leading.

IF.N. (4-cyl.), silver gilt medal
d. Simplex (4-cyL), silvei' medal
4. Pope (2-cyl.), silver medal
5. Rudge (1-cyl.), silver medal
6. F.N. (4-cyl.j, remembrance medal

The run was through interesting and beautiful

scenery in the provinces of Groningen, Drente, and
Friesland. The trip may seem rather complicated,

as there were different roads for motors, motor cycles,

and motor cycles with- sidecars. Everything was,

however, arranged excellently, all participants receiv-

ing a clear description of the roads, and a good map,
also the controls w-ere worked well, so that the w'hole

thing went oft" without a hitch. The weather being

very fine most of the riders were back at Groningen
by seven o'clock. An excursion to Giethoorn, a

picturesque village, had been made the day before,

and the proceedings finished with a pleasant dinnei
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A Visit to an R.E. Signal Station.

THE scene was a house labelled " To Let " in a

small country town ; in fact, it was more of

a cottage than a house. Being to let, it was
taken over by the War Office and handed over to

the R.E. Signal Service, who swept and gartiished

it, and made it habitable. It had a nice courtyard

and a lean-to shed, which our French Allies would

have called an abn, and in this there were sixteen

Douglases and one Triumph. Many of the former
were of the new W.D. pattern, being fitted with

stronger frames, new back fork ends and larger

weatherproof hubs, while the belt rims were not only

attached to the rims- by means of short spokes, but

were clipped on to the main spokes. These latter

I' 1 .^tiisi ^ ^v M!t»^unMB^n»«iuia4uiiMi; ^sms^ssm^
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(Upper) A group of despatch riders outside the signal station referred to in the accompanying article. With the exception of one Triumph,
all the machmes are Douglases.

(Circle) Some of the men in the telegraph office.

(Lower) The shed in which the motor cycles are stored. The sergeant in the foreground is one of the many men who have come from distant

parts of the Empire Overseas in the Mother Country's hour of need.
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A Visit to an R.E. Signal Station.—

wore of a much stouter t)pe than is ordinarily met
witli on these machines. Every machine had a hirgc

box on the carrier which was intended to take the

necessary spares and the rider's personal belongings.

There was room for a workshop, but this had not

been fitted up, as the workshop equipment is not served

out till the D.R.'s are sent on active service. The
men were quite ready to go to the Front, as tliey had
had their training at a big D.R. centre.

The Officers' Quarters.
in the front room, parlour, or whatever one may

call it, was the ofiicers' mess room, which was very

plainly furnished, while, of course, the luxury of an
.uite-room was denied them. In the hall there was
a rifle rack in which there were several of the new
short Lee-Enfield rifles. These were for the guard,

as the D.R.'s are armed with revolvers.

Upstairs was the officers' bedroom. In this there

were two camp beds and one mattress on the floor,

which was occupied by our friend at whose invitation

we came. down. Being a hardened soldier who had
been through Mons, Landrecies, Le Cateau, the

Marne, the Aisne, and Flanders, he scorned the

.

luxurious bed, and nightly rested his weary_ limbs on
the mattress in a " flea-bag " ; but he scored over the

others as he had purchased a real chair and a genuine
wasbstand, the only luxuries of this kind in the room.

.
Next to this was a small room, stocked with the
implements of the sartorial art. One of the D.R.'s
had been a tailor by profession, and he was made to

67

|)ly his trade to some good pinpose, as he was as

.skilful with the needle as on his doughty Douglas.

A few doors up the street was the signal office,

rigged up in a similar dwelling. In the front room
were telegraph instruments and telephones, the air

lines being ingeniously led in through a board above
Hhe open window. The field telegraph and field

telephone have reached a high degree of perfection,

l)ut air lines may be cut, also lines running along the

ground may be cut or damaged by shell fire. Then
comes the despatch rider's chance, for it is on him
that Headquarters have to depend for getting through
the all-important message. The layman little realises

that he is a swifter and surer rneans of sending a

message than flag-wagging, and his despatch cannot

be read by the enemy unless he is actually captured,

and even when this happens it may cause the enemy
some trouble to find it. How many thousand times

has the motor cyclist D.R.'s work been proved to be

of inestimable value, and how often has his pluck,

skill, and doggedness save'd the lives of our brave men?
It is interesting to note that in this small station

the D.R. and Air Line officers were each provided
with Singer light cars, though of these the former
still retained his motor bicycle as well. The D.R.'s
were mostly North-country men, and were most expert

riders. Our officer friend was a proud man when we
left him, as there had been an inspection that morning,
and most people had been called over the coals, but
the D.R.'s and their machiiies had been praised for

their smart appearance. .

The Four-cylinder Motor Cycle.
By JOHN ARMSTRONG.

THE development of the motor cycle has been
attended by a continuous, if gradual, advance
in many directions, and in none more so than

that of the engine. With the exception, however, of

the Belgian-made F.N. and the American Henderson
machines, the majority of mounts are still provided
with either vertical single . or V twin-cylindered

motors, while the English Douglas is one of the few
cycles having a two-cylinder horizontal engine.

In the early days of the movement the direct driv-

ing horizontal foui-cyllnder Holden motor bicvcle was
unique, and it was followed later by such machines
as the four-cylinder Binks and the transverse vertical

double-cylindered Princeps. Now there is no ques-

tion that to obtain the most superior torque, not to

mention several other subordinate ^ but important

advantages, a four-cylinder engine is desirable. Now
the difficulty would appear to rest with securing a

.sufficiently compact motor, but I suggest that the

obstacle is purely an imaginary one. In a word,

where more than one cylinder is required it-is at

present the custom to use a diagonal twin-cylinder

motor.

There exist, in my opinion, no objections whatever

to immediate improvement along that line by con-

structing a four-cylinder V engine. Such a motor
could be made to occupy little, if any, more width,

and certainly no greater height, than the usual V-twin
engine ; and it possesses this great advantage, that it

could easily be arranged to drive through a propeller-

shaft or a belt. This proposal obliges no alteration

in the general design of the machine, and, while a

large bore engine could be utilised for special require-

ments, it would be found quite enough, and perfectly

satisfactory, to have four small diameter c)'linders of

a size no larger than the Belgian and American cycles

already referred to.

This idea is well worthy of special attention by the

astute British manufacturer. Such a device would

dispense at a bound with the noise and irregularity

inseparable from the single and twin-cylindered motor

bicvcle.

The advertising value of a sidecarrier is strikingly ijlustrated by this

picture of a Lea-Francis outfit used by Messrs. Skinner and Rook, a

Nottingham firm of wholesale bottlers of " Bass." It has been in daily

use since early last year, and it has covered 20,000 miles. The body

was designed and fitted by Messrs. Bennetts, of Nottingham.
Big
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infantry brigade runs any very big risks. Of course, I have

known despatch riders, some of them friends of mine, get

wounded or even killed. But these cases are not very

Riding Hints.

Sir,—In reply to " K 9582 " in a recent issue of The Motor
Cycle, I ride a 2 h.p. O.K., and always run down hills a

mile or more long in neutral, and run the machine till it is

about to stop, then put in the low gear, and the engine fires

at once. I may say I have done this for a year, and liave

found no bad results. H.6.C.

Useless Brakes.

Sir,—Has it, I wonder, ever struck the manufacturing
world of motor cycles that probably the most ridiculous

and inadequate fitting to a cycle is the hand brake? Even
your staid old- motor cyclist of 50 summers will go a mile

or two over the limit occasionally ; then why not provide

him with the means of stopping in a few yards, should the

need arise?

I. venture to say that 50% of the accidents would be

averted by the using of more powerful brakes. We know
the carefulness of motorists in general, and how they

always ascertain that a main road is clear before branching
on to it from a side road. There is no reason why the

front brake should not be dispensed with, and two powerful
foot brakes fitted, acting on the rear wheel. Hand brakes

are suitable for lightweight machines and lightweight

riders, but for nothing heavier. L.G.S.

Despatch Riders' Work.
Sir,—I notice in your issue dated June 24th a letter

written by Corporal O'Connor, in which he lays great stress

on the dangers attendnig the duties of a motor cyclist

despatch rider at the Front.
Corporal O'Connor begins by saying tha!t he is "somewhere

in the firing line of Flanders." I hope his fair and im-
pressionable readers realise that, even if Corporal O'Connor
is in the habit of writing from the firing line, otiier despatch
riders do not—and should not.

The general rule for despatch riders is that brigade
headquarters is about the nearest they should go to the
firing line, in all ordinary circumstances. And it is a fool-

hardy brigade headquarters which plants itself nearer than
1,000 yards from the said firing line. The brigade witli

which I am stationed is certainly no nearer, and, like Cor-

poral O'Connor's, is subject to a good deal of shell fire. In
fact, it is also hit quite frequently by rifle bullets. Also, the

roads from my headquarters to my divisional headquarters
are for some distance in full view of the enemy. Like
Corporal O'Connor, I also " encouuter more sliells in one
day than the average man at home would care to dream
of in a year." But that is not saying a great deal, for

I do not imagine the average man at home ca.res to dream
of even one tiny little "whizz-bang" in a year, or even
any number of years. I do not wish to draw comparisons
between Corporal O'Connor's hairbreadth escapes and my
own little experiences, but I should like to say that there
is nothing left of any of the houses in my little village,

a.nd the, church (half a mile behind us) does not disappear
bit by bit ; it sat down in a heap one day under my own
rather startled eyes.

What risks have to be run by despatch riders attached to

a cavalry division I know not, but I can and do say that
Corporal O'Connor's phrase is quite correct. It is only in

exceptional cas«s that a despatch rider attached to an
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frequent, and are generally attributable either to sheer bad

luck (such as a stray bullet or a shell fired at venture) or

else to their own foolishness. If some five months with a

brigade, nearly alwaj's under shell fire, and if a period of

five weeks in one of the stiffest bits of fighting on the

British front during last April and ilay. entitle me to

speak with any authority on this subject of danger, then

I should like to say that, generally speaking, a despatch

rider never encounters such real danger that he is justified

in writing home such letters as the one in question, so

calculated to disturb and cause needless anxiety to the

parents and friends of despatch riders.

In conclusion, may I enquire it Corporal O'Connor is

attached to one of the new formations so recently arrived

out here, and if he yet knows the meaning of the Array

word " windy ' H. E. KEITH SAWTELL.
Corporal E.E.

Lady Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—I wish to answer "S.E.il.'s" letter. From my
experience I should advise a 2| h.p. Douglas. I ride a

man's model, but, -of course, ladies' models are made by the

Douglas Co. Personally, I cannot advise whether to start

with" sidecar or solo. Solo riding has so far been good

enongli for me.
As to breakdowns—well, if one is careful with a good

machine (and has a fair run of luck), nothing very serious

should happen. On the occasions on which I have ridden

alone and. had trouble with my machine I have always

found fellow motor cyclists most sporting about helping.

I think every lady who rides would advise "S.E.il."

to get a motor cycle : it is the greatest pastime going.

FRANKETTE.

The Advantages of a Petrol Strainer.

Sir,—The following may be of interest to riders of two-

strokes with petroil lubrication. I had a good deal of

trouble with the carburetter flooding and a choked petrol

pipe, owing to a kind of fluff (presumably taken in with the

oil). I have now fitted a B. and B. petrol strainer (price

3s. 6d.) in the petrol pipe, about 3in. from the tank. The
result has been most satisfactory. I often run my 191-^

Triumph Junior for 800 miles without touching the carbu-

retter or filter. All that is required then is to unscrew the

union nut of the filter, t.ake out the gauze strainer, clean,

and replace. This prevents any particles getting to the

carburettei' which can cause flooding. The running of the

machine is more regular and the consumption lower. I aver-

age 100 miles to a gallon ot mi.^turo. I always use No. 1

petrol now. I found No. 2 carbonised much quicker. I ca-n

run my machine well over 1.000 miles without dismantling.

When I do take the engine down 1 remove the piston and
clean the inside well. As a rule I get more deposit there than
on the top. I am inclined t-o think this is often overlooked,

and canses many of the troubles riders complain of in t)ie

two-stroke. I have ridden my machine now well over 10,000

miles, and it is pulling quite as well as W'hen new, if not
better. I trust this mav be of service to some readers of

your delightful paper. ' TWO-STROKER.
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Ttrc$ton«
. TYRES .

I

Most Miles

per Shilling

8

SEND I HAT BURST TYRE right on to us.

It is up to you to get the last mile out of it.

EVERY CLASS OF REPAIR & RETREADS handled by EXPERTS

REMUNERATIVE mileage with every repair undertaken,

TOM CANN, LEICESTER.

Makers
of

Motor

Cycles
and

Sidecars

requiring

TRANSFERS
are invited to send particulars of wording required,
upon receipt of which we will submit, free of charge,

a specially prepared design.

REGISTRATION LETTERS AND NUMBERS, CRESTS.
MONOGRAMS, NAMES. ETC., ALSO SUPPLIED.

JT[ When asking for gratis design makers are^ requested to state the colour of the back-
ground upon which the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Transfer rOVFNTRV LONDON:
Specialists, '-'-' * ^i ' 1 IM . 20, TUDOR STREET, E.C.

Manchester : Century Buildings, 199, Deansgate.

I

Note the

Tread.

Stocked in Sizes to fit

Indian, Harley-Davidson,

and all American Standard

Motor Cycles.

|\/|ORE powerful engines, higher
,*-^'- speeds, and heavier sidecars make
more and more severe demands upon
tyres.

The Tyres which stand up longest

under the new conditions, and deliver

"most miles per shilling," are un-

doubtedly Firestones.

The Safety of your passengers, your
machine, yourself, depends mainly upon
your tyres. The scientific high-built,

right-angled tread of the Firestone

Non-Skid, carried out in non-slipping

"live" rubber, makes it the only tyre

for the man who puts safety first.

The Firestone makers have the largest

output of any exclusive tyre and rim

works in the world—a guarantee of

satisfactory service.

Write for the Firestone Motor
Cycle Tyre Book,—post free from

FIRESTONE TYRE & RUBBER CO., LTD.,

14-15, D'Arblay Street, Great Marlborough Street,

LONDON, W.

I

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '' The Motor Cycle.'
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LIST

THE
FAMOUS

"J.P." TOURIST

OVERALL MOTOR SUIT
E.J71.—Strong n,nd Waterproof, made of extra slout

untearable Fawn T\v:ll, double texture. This material
is specially recommended to £tand the hard wear that
Overalls usually get. The Jacket h made double-
breasted, 36in. long, vfitb Prussian collar, throat tab,
inside wind cuffs, adjustable, tabs ou sleeves, square
pockets stitched right thioush, zot, roomy, with loops
for belt. The Trousers are made in the Seatless Overall
etyie. with c^pat and gtiiter front, storm g'ls^et, lever clip
fastening, leather waist and boot strap, and shaped tc
fit well up in fork of leg.

Usual Price 40;-

SALE PRICE

30/6
Jackets only, Usual Price 2T '©

SALE PRICE
20/3

117 & lis, Cheapside, & Milk St. Bidgs., LONDON, E.C.

The CONNAUGHT 2-Stroke.

The Pioneer of Lightweights, still holds the field as the best of its class.

That we cannot meet the demand is due to the common policy of " The Nation's needs first."

But we hope soon to increase our output and it will pay you in the meantime to get in touch

with us. Wfite for Catalogue, and put
your name-on our waiting list.

PRICES.
All subject to S^o advance.

Miniature . . . . S26 5

Standaid . . . . £33 10

2-speed .. .. £38

2-speed\vith Clutch £41

3-speed K.S. . . £45

Ladies' Model? in each kind.

TheBORDESLEYEng.Co.,
BIRMINGHAJVI.

London Ag'cnts: Service Co.
Wales: T. Norton. Ltd,

Llandrindod WcUs.

In aihSWifbiij thr.si: advertisements 6l (> </f.-/wi?c lo mention " Tht Motor Cycle
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Improving the Consumption on a Two-stroke.
Sir, Ti'iliaps ymi will ;illiiw 1110 U\ lli.iiiU tlu' wrilcr <jf

the artit'lc which iippciuvd sunu' time as^o 011 iinpvoving the

consumption by fitting an an'angemciit madf out of ii

vnlve from an inner tnbo and a needle to engage with the

jet. I have tried the lip, ami I may say tho result was
more than satisfactory. Oi\ my 1914 two-stroke I was
una-ble to get more tlnni 60 ni.]i.g. (petroil mixture). Wish-
ing to be able to improve on this I lilted a home-made sight

oiling arrangement, making the eonneulion to the inlet tube,

and found that while the engine got enough oil I could not

get satisfactory running either as regards power or mileage,

although I tried all sizes of jets, as at almost all except high

speeds" four-stroking continued. But what a change now.

The Senspray, since it got tlie " needle," gives me about 120

m.p.g., sweeter running, apparently more power at all

speeds, especially low ; in fact, Hie result is such that I

am looking forward to doing some decent runs this summer,
whereas last year I was afraid to go far, seeing the tank

is so small, witliout having a supply of petrol on the carrier,

which is, in my opinion, not very suitable on a lightweiglit.

In conclusion, I wisli again to express my appreciation of

. Ihc Motor C;ide, whicli has saved me—a working man.
whose hobby is his two-stroke—more money than I could

very well afford to spend. N.B.

The Protection of Patents in Spain.

Sir,—I think it would prove of considerable benefit to

British trade if you could do something to bring home to

oui- inventors and manufacturers the need for protecting

their patents and trade marks in this tountry. I am an

Englishman, and am sole agent for many English firms.

Recently I had offered to me, at a lower price tlian I

can buy in England, ~" Whittle " belting. I was offered by
the same concern the " Dr. Low " acetylene generator. The
house in question is Spanish, and the name is at your dis-

posal if you wish to know it.

The " Dependence-" tail lamp of iMessrs. .J. and R. Old-

field, Ltd.. is also being imitated, and some time back I

came across an imitation of one of the " Wood-l\lilne

productions. I was able to obtain the withdrawal of this

from the market, although it has since reappeared under
name of " Woocl-JIild." In this case it was a question of

"trade mark" only. As regards the "Dependence" tail

^ lamp, I am taking the necessary steps, as agent of Messrs.

Oldfield, to defend their interests.

It is hardly feasible that the instances I have brought
to your notice above are the. only ones, and that being so

I am sure you will see the need for giving prominent warning

to our inventors and manufacturers so that they can protect

themselves against this despicable form of modern Spanish
trading, which is calculated to rob them of the legitimate
rewards of their brains and energy.

Barcelona, Spain. HAHKY WALKER.

Overhead Valves.
Sir,—I have read willi '.;rrat interest many of the readers'

opinions published in Tin- Motor Cjji-lr, and afeo the short
articles by various designers. The things that iiitei'est me
most in the latter are the advantages claimed by the over-

head inlet valve, viz., better cooling of the exhaust valve
and less "pocketing" of dead gas. This is, in my opinion,
only going halfway. It would be far better to have the
exhaust valve overhead. This would embody both the
advantages of the overhead inlet, and also gain : (1.) A
more direct flow for spent gas. (2.) The thick metal
between the valve pocket and cylinder wall would be cooled
by the fresh charge of gas, thus avoiding local distortion.

The great drawback would be that the exhaust pipe would
not find much favour. The change from the neat side

port would no doubt disgust the average motor cyclist.

Appearance must come before efTiciencv.

(CoRPL.) S. ABRAM.

The SlOO Car.
Sir,—I have read with much interest your article in The

Motor C'l/de of June 24th entitled "The £100 Car," and
should like to criticise it a little.

Your remarks are to the effect that we have not a two-
seater car on the market at that price, which is true to a

certain extent. But what about cycle cars, which are very
near to it ?

Before mentioning the name of the one I am referring to,

I should like to add that I am not pecuniarily interested in

it. The car I refer to is the 8 h.p. Garden, with J. A.P.
engine. This little car took two of us (a comhined weight
of 23 st.) up the Cornish hills in fine style, never once failing.

1 must admit that it is fitted with only a single seat body
;

but if this little runalrout is capable of taking two people
of average weight, wliy are the makers (whoever they may
be) not enterprising enough to fit a two-seater body ? The
car, as it is, sells, I think, at about £70. For, say, £75 a

two-seater car ought easily to be well within the reach of

those who at present carry their passenger on the carrier of
a motor cycle costing anywhere from £50 to £60, and you
will notice the cost of such a car would be at least £20
cheaper than an average priced sidecar combination. The
cost of upkeep is practically the same, the weight being
divided among four (motor cycle) wheels instead of three.

WOULD B. ENTERPRISING.

" Mac," the mascot of the Australian D.A.P., M.T., is photographed

'on a despatch rider's Rudge.

The British Magneto Supply.
Sir,—The words that summed up the above-mentioned

article do not do much credit to the patriotism of the

British, although they are true.

I could only grasp from the reports of the various British
magneto companies that their present output was as much
as they could manage, and, after the war they feared a
complete loss of trade owing to cheap foreign lines.

Many motor cycle and cycle car manufacturers will fall

back on foreign magnetos as soon as possible on account
of the cheaper price ; but it rests with the buyers of such

1
machines whether these magnetos are patronised. If

' motorists when buying new machines were to insist that

Biitish magnetos should be supplied, the manufacturers
would soon supply the desired article, and I am sure I

am safe in saying that British magnetos are quite as good
as, or even superior to, foreign ones. A decrease in the

L"i price could be looked for when the trade had established
-; itself and when raw materials could be easily obtained.
]-! Give the British magneto manufacturers a chance, and
'A let us support and try their machines, and see if they
8 gain fame, not only in our islands but also in the countries
" that supplied us in the past.- C. B. HAELEY.

SUMM-ARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
H. W. Allen writes, with reference to the climbing of

Glengesh Hill, that his 34 h.p. Sunbeam, " after being

baulked at the first attempt, ' climbed the hill without
apparent effort." He picked up his passenger above the

second hairpin.

B2.S
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
zo, Tudor Street, London, E.C

, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Driving from the Sidecar.

SI should, be very glad if you
Trould tell me it one can be
summoned for driving a motor
cycle from the sidecar.—K.

We do not think you could be summoned
for driving a motor cycle from the

Sidecar, especially if j'ou could prove
tha.i. in this position the machine is

reasonably under control.

Motor Pacing.

I should be obliged if you

B
would give me. information as

to the greatest distance ever
travelled in one hour on a cycle

behind motor pacing, giving

date, man's name., and place where
the record was put up. Will you
please state the make of eneine and
h.p. ?—H.C.O.

The hour motor-paced cycle record is

held by Paul Guignard,. and is 63 miles
255 Yards. This record ' was made at

Munich on September 10th, 1909. The
pacing instrument used was a 15 h.p.

twin built up specially by the racing
mar/s mechanic from a conglomeration
of oddments which could not be possibly

designated any individual make.

- h Cracked Exhaust Valve Seating.

The exliau.?t valve seating; of
my engine has developed a

slight crack from top tu Ixittom.

Although up to the present
this does not seem to have

diminished^ the power very much. I

should like a little advice on the
matter, as to what is the best course
to take. Is welding possible in this

:ase, or will it necessitate a new
cylinder ? On releasing valves for
^rinding, in- last time, I found the
exhaust valve very badly burnt. Do
you consider the crack to be__ the
cause of this ? What I cannot under-
ftand is the fact that power and cnm-
ijression do not seem to be affected.

—

.J.E.L.

As to whether welding is possible or

not is a matter which can only be
decided by the expert to wlioin you
submit the cylinder. If the average
welding expert will undertake the job,
he will probably see it through satisfac-

torily, and wilLgive you an estimate.
The crack would account for the bad
condition of the exhaust valve, and •

will ultimately result in loss of power.
A crack of this kind is almost bound
to spread,- and when it does so you, will
soon lose compression and power.
B24

Oval Piston Rings.

I have just had a new top a'ing

made for the piston (which has
liad the groove skimmed out) of

my 2^ h.p. four-stroke. I had to

tile a considerable amount out of

the gap before the ring would fit the
cylinder. Now, "vvlien the engine runs,
there is practically no compression.
Everything else is in order, so I think
this must point to ovality of the ring.

Please advise.—B.S.B.

It is not improbable that you have filed

considerably too much out of the gap of

-the piston ring. The space between the
two ends of the ring when in the cylinder
should permit of a -[^ feeler to be
squeezed between them and no more. To
test for ovality, fit a wooden handle for

lapping-in the piston, mix some Richford's
valve grinding paste and thin oil together,
or very fine emery powder and oil, and
apply un the piston and rings, insert the
piston in the cylinder, and work it up
and down the full length of the stroke
with a turning movement. This operation
will show where the ring is touching, and
shovdd be kept up luitil the ring beds
home for its whole surface on the cylin-

der wall. After which the compression
will improve with a short run on the road.
Be very careful not to push the piston so

far into the cylinder that the ring can
expand in the cylinder head and lock the
piston in this position.

Loss oJ Power.

1 have trouble with a two-
stroke machine, ten months old.

I took the cylinder off, as I

thought it was time it came off

and had a clean out. I thor-
oughly cleaned the piston and rings,

etc., and put them together again with
a bit of packing between the cylinder
and the crank case. It started up, but
will only run on level ground, and re-

cj^uires the throttle wide open tlien.

I here is very little compression. I

13ut some oil on the top of the piston,

and it improved a little, but only for

a time. The mixture of oil and petrol

is just the same as usual. I have imt
the piston the right way in. The
timing on the magneto has not slipped.
Can you suggest the cause?

—

Secue-
TADY.

Examine and clean the carburetter.
Check the magneto timing. When timing
a two-stroke engine, bring the piston
dead on top of the compression stroke,
and couple lip the sprocket to the arma-
ture spindle with the contact breaker

that

fully retarded and the points just break-

ing on the steel segment. Examine the

piston rings. If there is any doubt

about the fit of a piston ring in the-

cylinder, scrap it; and when refitthi_

tile new ring set the gap at -reoth clear

ance. Also see that there is no carbon

deposit in the piston grooves, and that

the new rings may be easily rotated when
fitted to the piston. A dead top piston

ring on a two-stroke engine means no

powers. Jt would perhaps be as well to

remove any pacldng from luider the

cylinder flange, and replace with a care-

fully cut thin brown paper washer,

soaked in boiled linseed oil. Attention

to the above will, we have no doubt,

effect a marked improvement iu the

running of your two-stroke engine.

Uneven Running.

I should be greatly obliged if

you would kindly advise me on
"the following : (l.J I have a

rather old S^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine, and recently I noticed

when going up hill the firing

became very sharp and loud, and the

machine jerked at every explosion.

This also happened when I dropped
the exhaust valve after slowing down.
The machine has, for the last two
months, run very smoothly, and the

cylinder is quite free from deposit.

Could you please tell me the cause <.A

this, and how I could remedy it'' (2.)

Would a 3^- h.p. machine fitted with

a JIabon clutch pull a light wicker
sidecar satisfactorily?—F.V.A.

(1.) It is not unlikely that the engine
requires a general overhaul. Since the

carbon deposit has been removed, it is

OTdy necessary to have the valves sand-

blasted, the faces reground, new valve

gnides fitted in the cylinder, and the

sea tings retrued to the gnide. Fit new
and stronger vaJve springs, new piston

rings. Drain out all the stale oil from
the crank case, and Hush out willi

paraffin. Afterwards inject three fresii

charges of oil. Fit a new single-point

plug of good make having heavy elec-

trodes. Overhaul and clean the carbu-
retter, check the ignition and valvo
timing, and trim up square the high
tension carbon brush, and clean and
readjust the magneto contact breaker
points. (2.) The clutch in question
would undoubtedly give satisfaction when
fitted to a 3^ h.p. machine with a sidecar
attached, but it is necessary to fit a two
or three-speed gear to a machine if serious

touring is contemplated with a sidecai

attached.

I
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TO MEND THAT PUNCTURE OR BURST TUBE

ONLY YOUR HANDS—
A FEW MINUTES-
AND A

RUBBER
REPAIR
STUD

ARE NECESSARY.

BUT TO VULCANISE YOU NEED-
A VULCANISER, A REPAIR SHOP—
AND AT LEAST ONE HOUR'S WORK.

The "Mustikon" way permanently repairs your tube INSIDE,
OUTSIDE & PLUGS tjPTHE HOLE. " Mustikon" repairs CAN-
NOT CREEP, LEAK OR BLOW-OUT. NO METAL IS USED.

LIGHT CAR OUTFITS 10/6 each.
MOTOR CYCLE OUTFITS 5/9 each.

Obtainable from all dealers or from

MUSTIKON, LTD., 23, NEW STBEET. CARDIFF.
As supplied to the British War Office, French and Russian Governments.

A Stitch in time saves nine
and a Simms Vulcaniser saves its moderate cost manv
times in one 'season, for with it you can repair the
vuorst bursts and punctures without getting expert help.

SIMMS VULCANISER
is quite automatic ; you can make a permanent repair the
very first time you use it. You can't go wTong or injure
the tyre. Don't buy new tyres ; get a Simms Vulcaniser,
and make your old ones equal to new.

Complete, ready for use, Motor Cycle size, 10/6

OF ALL DEALERS, OR

19WaiiinirSt.Oxfora5t. LondotiW

^m

E.I.H.

In answering these, advertisements it is

t

^

The . .

Harcourt

Radiators

THE

PERFECTION

OF

AIR.

COOLING.

The Harcoupt Radiators maintain the full

efficiency of engine under the worst conditions:
OIL CONSUMPTION HALVED, OVERHEATING
ABOLISHED.

WHAT USERS SAY.
Mr. F. Connoll, 185, Graham Road,

Hackney, June 7th, 1915.
" I feel I must write and let you know how satisfied I am with the

radiator which I fitted to my Triumph {1914 model). I have just

returned from a 1,300 mile, tour through Wales with a heavy coach-
built sidecar and passenger ; and, though the engine in question
was very liable to overheat, I did not experience auy trouble in this

direction."

PRICES: Motor Cycles (singles) 15/-, (twens) 18/-,
Cycle Cars 18/-.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

^ WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd.,
i^ Byers Road, GLASGOW.
*. Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 289-293, High HoIborQ, London, W.C.

J. Barran-Ackroyd, 147-9, Hyde Park Road, Leeds,
p' H. V. Prescott, 199, Deansgate, Manchester.

Robins & Day, Ltd., The Motor House, Rochester.

anama
desirable to mention " Thi

"^.""-.
Motor Cycle."
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WHAT greater
comfort can you
imagine, when

travelling by rail, than a
seat in a Pullman Car ?

And
what greater luxury when
motor cycling than a seat
on a

BAT
"THE PULUMAN CAR OF MOTOR CYCLING."

iklabl^ ® SSSSSB ® li
1 » :

<-,. -^ i'-^i

ifB jji Wh^sat tlLiaiOPIDF^

MODEL 1.

4} h.p., 654 c.c.

Smart, speedy,
and capable for
solo work. Rigid
frame. Two or
three- speed gear.

£57 10s.

Model 2c.
Sliowing- cliain ^ide.

MODEL 2b.

5-6 h.p., 770 c.c.

Three-speed gear.
Ideal for solo,
useful for sidecar
work. Spring
frame

.

£73 Os.

MODEL 2c.

7-8 h.p., 964 c.c.

All - chain drive.

Three-speed gear.
Best sidecar
mount on the
market.

£75 Os.

Let us send you the BAT Art Booldet, detailing and illustrating the
famous BAT SPRING FRA^IE and other exclusive features.

THE BAT
COMPANY,

MOTOR MANUFACTURING
PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

m

ft
HAVE COMPLETE
CONFIDENCE IN
YOUR ENGINE.

d. You can't unless you
are sure of every part.

C Every sparking plug
nnust be above suspicion

H, The plug to depend
upon absolutely is

THE

PLUG.
Breed confidence in your engine
by fitting no other make.

BRITISH MADE

STOCKED BY ALL DEALERS.

Price Zl /— each.4/-
(Packed in sealed red metal box.)

Thf) Loderc sparking Plug: Co.. Ltd.*

Birniineha.m.

iiii

ppearance —
' with a capital

' A." We
have studied

, the Canoelet

Sidecar from

every point

of view—per-

,
fected it in

design— per-

fected it in construction— perfected it in

comfort — but we have not overlooked

outward appearance, and the famous

CANOELET SIDECARS
are worthy companions for any motor

cycle. There is not a machine the canoelet

will not fit and complete an ideal

combination — an harmonious whole.

Wriie for Catalogue to:—
MEAD & DEAKIN,
Rushey Lane, Tyseley,

BIRMINGHAM.

Ilr

In aiisioeri7ig t/icse odvertisfiiients it Is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Petrol Blowing Back.

Would vou be good enough to

toll me the cause of the petrol

blowing back at the carburetter?

It i^ a great nuisance, and must
-t be a waste of petrol. My
I

machine is a single-cylinder with auto-

I
nintic valves.—J. JlcL.

Illhe cause of the trouble is probably

jiowing to too weak an inlet valve spring.

jiYou should, therefore, fit a stronger one,

land also see that the • lift is not too

;great. This should be approximately

three thirty-seconds of iin inch.

A Countershaft Pulley.

I am fitting a countershaft

^ pulley to my free engine Eudge," and ' want to use the pedal
-LI bracket to carry the spindle.

What would be the best type of

be;irings to fit? A Jin. spindle will be

'used. It has at present a steel bush
right through mounted eccentrically on
end plates. Can this be used, as it

would be useful to adjust the chain

from engine shaft? I am fitting a Tin.

adjustable pulley. I presume this will

be large enough to give good results.
' —F.W.
v\'e are of the opinion that a suitable

method of fixing a countershaft pulley to

the machine would be to fit the counter-

shaft spindle stationary in the bottom
bracket and to mount the pulley and
chain sprocket together on a ball bearing

thereon, thereby retaining the eccentric

adjustment for the driving chain. The
pulley you propose fitting should prove
quite large enough.

A Broken Cylinder and Piston.

Having cleaned the carbon

"ZJ, deposit from the cylinder of a" 1908 Triumph, I took the machine
-U out for a trial run of about two

miles. The machine went well,

and nothing .seemed wrong. About
fifteen minutes after the trial run, and
before the engine was cold, I went out
again, and just as I had got into' the

saddle, about a distance of ten yards,

there was a. sharp crack, and the

cylinder and piston broke in pieces.
" The cylinder broke about an inch above

the four holding down nuts, and the

piston just across at gudgeon pin.

Nothing was amiss that I know about,
and I did not prime the engine before
starting. I should be obliged if you
would give, me any exjilanation for

this breakage, and if there would be
any likelihood of a similar occurrence
when I get ?. new cvlindei- and piston
fitted.—J.W. -

The trouble is that when the machine was
reassembled after having been decarbon-
ised the holding down bolts were unevenly
tightened. A good many breakages have
arisen from this cai'se. The correct
method of reassembling a cylinder is to

screw up all the holding down nuts
finger tight ; then tighten each nut
slightly in turn with a spanner, after

which slacken off all the crank case bolts
just a shade, and then finally tighten iip

diagonally all four cylinder nuts. The
crank case bolts are then tightened up
to a cylinder drawn down squarely and
firmly on to _ the case, thus ensuring
perfect alignment with no detrimental
strains.

Gear Adjustment.

I shall be much obliged it you^ can help me with the following ;

^ The clutch of my Armstrong
_lj three-speed Mark II. gear refuses

to be taken out, but everything
else about it works perfectly. It was
recently overhauled, and found in good
condition and working order, but now I

cannot get free engine since a new
sliduig push rod has been put in, which
is quite free, but will not free the
clutch. The old rod and bell crank are
lost, but new ones are fitted exactly
as the originals.—W.M.S.

We are of opinion that the new push
rod is too short, and, consequently, does
not free the clutch as it should do.

Bad Running against the Wind.
i\Iy machine climbs hills in^ excellent form, \ery often with

> two passengers besides myself,
-^ and I very seldom have to

change gears, yet on the flat

with the least head wind the engine
begins to knockj and has no power to

pick up. I may ^say my top gear is

5i to 1.—C.B.
The symptoms described in your letter

are certainly rather curious, as we should
have imagined the engine would knock .

on hills if it did so with a bead wind.
Apparently the wind affects carburation
to some extent. Have you tried closing

the air a little and retarding the spark?

ROTITES.

Farnbouougii to BLA<Kii(;n>j vi,\ Buoad-
WAV, avoiding towns : also milea"e
—A.B.

Farnborough, Blackwater, Moitimer, •

AlJerinaston, Newbury, Lambourn, Fai-
ingdon, Burford, Stow-on-tlie-\Void,
Broadway, Pershore, Woi-cester, Kijlder-
niinster, Bridgnorth, Wellington, Hod net,
Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warrington,
Wigan, Chorley, Blackburn. Approxi-
mately 230 miles.

Hull to Hkrefoed, avoiding traffic and
bad hills ; distance a secondary
consideration.—J.H.A.

Hull, ferry to New Holland, Brigg,
Lincoln, Grantham, Oakham, Uppingham,
Rockingham, Market Harborough, Hus-
bands Bosworth, R-ugby, Duncliurch,
Leamington, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon,
Evesham, Tewkeshury, Ledbury, Here-
ford.

London to Edineukgh.—H.W.
London, Barnet, Hatfield, Welwyn,

Stevenage, Baldock, Biggleswade, Eaton
Socon, Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Tuxford, Retford, Doncaster,
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Boroughbridge, Scotch Corner, West
Auckland, Rowley, Corbridge, Rochester,
Carter-bar, Jedburgh, Melrose, Edin-
burgh.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"J.D.L." (Otley). — Omega-, New
Imperial, and Sun-Vitesse. Reliability,

consumption, speed, and hill-climbing.

" H.F.C." (Leamington).—6 h.p. AJT.S.

passenger outfit. Petrol consumption,
tyre wear, and general reliability.

Ilford to Llanoiidno.—H.G.R.

From Ilford follow " blue road " on
R.A.C. Official Jlap of Recommended
Routes Round London (obtainable from
Tho, Motor Oyde Offices, price Is. 8d.

post free), through Woodford Bridge,
Woodford Green, Woodford Wells, Chase
Side, Barnet, Elstree, Watford, Berk-
hampsted, Aylesbury, Bicester, Banbury,
Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester, Kidder-
minster, Bridgnorth, Shrewsbury, EUes-
mere, Overton, Wrexham, Mold, St.

Asaph, Abergele, Colwyn Bay, to

Llandudno.

MOTOR CYCLING TO TENNIS.

Many a motor cyclist uses his mount for running to and from the tennis courts. A
number of motor cyclist engineers engaged on making munitions and other Government

work find tiifie for an hour or two on the courts to keep themselves fit.
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A Belt Fastener.

With the object of obviating the gap
which exists between the belt ends when
an ordinary fastener is used, this inventor

proposes to employ a short length of

belting A, to each end of which is secured
top and bottom plates B and C. These
plates are held in position by screws, and
the ends of the belt to be joined are
inserted between the plates and Secured.

To permit of the belt curving round the
pulleys the plates are formed with a
curve, and for additional security pro-

jections D are formed on the lower
plates to engage corresponding recesses

in the belt length A.—T. E. Eaves and
W. Miller, No. 14,396, 1914.

The Autoped.

The object of this interesting American
mnovation is statedi to be " the provision
of a new vehicle so totally different from
other self-propelled vehicles as in many
respects to take the place of walking, by
affording a motor propelled platform on
which a person usually will stand,
although a seat may also be provided,
and at the same time having a construc-
tion so compact, light, simple, and in-

expensive to make and operate, that it

will accomplish a purpose in the economic
life of individuals which is not afforded
by any self-propelled vehicle to-day," and
so on. The wheels A and B are mounted
upon a member C, which carries a foot-

plate D. The front wheel A carries the
engine E, and is steered about the pivot
F. The pillar G is shown folded down
out of use, but when it is desired to use
the Autoped this pillar is brought to a
more or less vertical position, and, besides

gear H, one member of which is acted
upon by a brake band J connected by a

rod K with the piUar G. This connection
is such that by moving the pillar through
a slight angle the engine may be caused
to drive the wheel, a free engine pro-

vided, and finally a brake applied.—The
Autoped Co. of America, Xo. 2,099, 1914.

The New Hudson Gear Box.

The chain wheel A is driven from the
engine and communicates its motion to

the gearshaft B through friction clutch
mechanism. On the .shaft B are mounted

gears D and G are constantly in mesh
and slide together, being moved by a

double forked lever (not shown). On
moving the central elements to the left

the clutch dogs on the gear D engage
those on the gear C, and the drive is

direct. On moxTiig the parts to the
right, that is, into the position illus-

trated, the drive is from D to G through
the clutch connection M to the layshatt
and thence by the gears F and C. This .

is the second gear. The lowest gear is

provided by moving the central members '

over to the right, so as to engage the

three spur gears C, D, E, which engage
corresponding gears F, G, H, on a lay-

shaft J. The spur gear C is formed
with a sleeve to which is secured the
belt pulley K. The gears C and E are
normally free on the shaft, whilst the
gear D is free to slide but not rotate in

relation to the shaft. The gears F and

right-hand dogs on the gear D with
those on E. The drive is now doubly
reduced through the gears EH and FC.—
The New Hudson Cvcle Co.. Ltd.. and
T. A. Tisdell, No. 4",875, 1914.

A Rigid Frame Construction.

Fi'om tho drawing it will be seen tli.it

the top tube A and front down tube B
axe duplicated and connected at the front

to a single piece head C, affording a

being used for steering, it affords some
lateral support to the rider. This pillar
also is formed hollow to carry the fuel.

Between the engine-shaft and the wheel
hub is arranged an epicyclic reducing

A26

H are fixed upon the layshaft, whilst
the gear G is carried on a sleeve L wliich
is provided with internal clutch teeth
M so that the gear G may be clutched
to the layshaft when required. The

strong and substantial construction. At
the rear the top tube members converge,
and are joined to a dropped member D,
allowing of a low saddle position.—W.
A. Foster, No. 10,472, 1914.
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TYRE BARGAINS
We guarantee all these goods

(o be quite new and not

damaged or repaired.

All goods sent on 7 days
approval against remittance.
Carriage forward unless post-

age is sent.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES,
Ql^^l^ ^YVAY 3/- OUTPIT^*^ ^^^ PURCHASERS OF GOODS

THE VALUE OF dEI AND OVER,
TO

COVtERS.
Our

CONTINENTAL— Price.

Kihbea 26X2i 12/6
Standard 26x2 14/-

, 26X2i 14/6
T.T. Basket Pattern . . 26X2 16/9

.. 26x21 19/-
,. „ .. 26X2iX2} 20/-

„ „ ,. 26x2j 20/9
,, „ .. z6X2iX2j 20/9

Basket Pattern Heavy 26x2 20/9
„ ,. 26X2J 24/6

26 x2s 27/-
26x3 29/9

» ., 28x3 35/-
Combinatioa 26X2^ 36/-

26X2i 39/6
„ 26x3 45 /-

„ 28x3 49/6
Autr^bi Basket Pattern 650x65 29/9
'Autobi Rubber-studded 050 x 75 31 /6

KEMPSHALL—
26 X2i heavy anti-skid 26/-

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (1913 Pattern)—

26x2,1 W/O rubber studded 20/-
26X2^ W/O ribbed 18/6

Our
CONTINENTAL— Price.
l|in. section foot 1/4
I in 1/3
im. , „ 1/.
Jin

, lid.

CLINCHER FLEXI3—
^in. (for Sin. puUevs) ., 1 /-

Usual
Price,

13/-
19/6
22/6
23/3
26/6
28/-
28/9
28/9
29/9
34/-
37/6
42/3
48/3
50/-
54/5
62/9
66/3
39/6
44/3

38/6

42/-
37/6

COVERS.
Our

Price.

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (1913 Pattern)—

26X2 W/O rubber Studded.... 16/-
050x65 Fmion 18/-

STELASTIC—
26 X 2| extra

heavy 27/6
HUTCHINSON (1913 Pattern)—
26 x 2^V Passenger 25 /-

28X2I „ 32/6

CLINCHER—
26:- 2I (for 2i) Dreadnought ... 31/6
26X2* Dreadnought 32/6
26X2|deLuxc '25/6

26X 2I (for 2i) de Luxe 23/6
26 X 2j A Won, wired-on, Ribbed 18/-

26 X 2j de Luxe, wired-on, R /S.

.

21 /-

26X2 De Luxe, B.E 12/6
26X2lnbbed 13/6
26 X 2i rubber studded 15/6
26x2i ., ,, 21/-
26X2.V „ 22/6
26X2 A Won, B.E 18/6
26x25 „ „ 22/6

Usual
Price.

30/-
50/-

50/9

41/3
43/6

47/3
56/10
30/9
41/-

35/-

37/6
30/6
36/6

COVERS.
GOODYEAR—
26 X 2} heavy rubber studded . , 19 /-

26 X 2 3 for 2i heavy rubber studded 23 /-

Our Usual
Price. Price.

32/3
40/9

TUBES.

CO.NTINENTAL—

25 X 2

z6 X 2j
26 X
26 X
26 X
2b X

2i

2J
3

650 X65

X 2l

Our
Price.

5/3
6/-
6/6
6/9
6/9
tl/9

7/9
650X 73 10/-

Usual
Price.

7/3
7/9
e/6
8/9
S/9
10/6
II/6
14/-

Butt
ends
1/6
extra.

ELITE BEST QUALITY (guaranteed)—

26 X 2

26 X 2i
26 X 2<t

26 X 3
28 X 2j
28 X 3

4/61
4/9
6/-
7/3
7/3
8/3 J

Butted 1/3 ex.

Usual
Price.

2/6
2/2
l/li
J/7

2/2

BELTS.

SHAMROCK-GLORIA-
I Jin. section (7ft. 6in. only) foot

Our
Price,

1/3

1/-

11d.

Usual
Price.

2/6

l/il

r/7

Our Usua
Price. Price

AVON 1914 PATTERN—
^in. Section footlOd. 1/3

Jin „ lid. 1/6

Jin, , „ 1/2 1/9

i>in. „ (7ft. 6ir.. only) „ 1/6 2/6

RETREADBNG.

SPECIAL HEAVY

HEAVY - - - -

MEDIUM - - -

ALL MAKES OF TYRES IN STOCK

15% allowance made for old covers,

clearance lines excepted.

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
TUDOR WORKS,

266, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.
One minute from Victoria Station,

'PHONE: VICTORIA 6553.

[n answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regula:

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle " Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoulc

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

aldressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for r^egistration,

and three stam,ped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

SWTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to imknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
tD the depositor, and ^each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IHffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tlieir enquiries are requested to regard tlie

silence as an indication tliat the goods advertised liave
already Ireen disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries tiiat it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

IQISV" Abingdon Kins riqt, .Wi.P-. 2 speeds, band
J-f/ dutch, suitable for maecar ; ^rice £33. — Bed-
fearn. 111, High Ed., Cllfc-.vjck. 'Pione: 787. [8432

A.J.S.

23,ili.p. A.J.I
53, Brownbill

A .J.S. 1915 6h.p. Comui

19\ .. 3-6peed, all accessories;

Bd., Catford.
£46.-
[8477

6h.p. Combinsition in stock.—Cyril Wil
liams. Chapel Ash Depot, Woiverliampton. [X1192

A.J.S. , 1913, 6h.p., 3 speeds, sidecar, Cbwey, lamps,
horn; £58; appointment.—Walker, 8, Sloane St.,

S.W. [8492

6h.p. 1913 A.J.S. Combination, thorouphlj' overhauled.
50 gns., biff bargain.—Julian, Broad St.,

mAUCHOPES

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, 1915, screen,
horn, Lucas lamps, speedometer, run

THE HOUSE FOR
THE MOST

SATISFACTORY
SELECTION,

PRICE, TERMS,
AND DELIVERY,

Jnvjte yoiir inspection of

Britain's largest stock of

best makes, new and
second-hand, at lowest
prices for cash, easy

terms, or exchange, all ready for immediate
delivery, and fully guaranteed.- Write for to-day's

list, which includes these :

9656. 2j h.p. twin N.S.U £17 10

9660. 35 h.p. 1915 RUDGE Multi £52 10

9663. 7-9h.p. 1914 EXCELSIOR and Sc. £55

35 h.p. igio TRIUMPH £22 10

4 h.p. 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £65

4j h.p. 1914 JAMES and Sidecar. . £60

3; h.p. 1913 3-sp. TRIUMPH ....£35

3I h.p. 190S TRIUMPH £22 10

5-6h.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

7 h.p. 1913 PREMIER and Sidecar £57 10

I h.p. lady's MOTOSACOCHE ... £10 10

2jh.p. FAIRY £10 10

8 h.p. 1915 :-seater SUPER Car. . £65

6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD —
;» h.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN VITESSE

and Sidecar £42 tO

6 h.p. igrs CLYNO and Sidecar.. —
2,J h.p. J911 2-5p. ENFIELD & Sc. £27 10

2.ih.p. 1912 PREMIER, vari. gear. £18 10

3; h.p. r9i3 3-sp. HUMBER & Sc. £42 10

35 h.p. 1913 2-sp. twin N.S.U £28 10

6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH.and Sidecar. £37 10

5 h p 1914 2-sp. water-cooled

WILLIAMSON and 2-seater Sidecar £87 10

3 h.p. 1911 3-sp. CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar £50

35 h.p. 190S MINERVA £15

3J h.p. I9r2 F.E. RUDGE £27 10

3* h.p. igio BAT £20

5-6h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar £22 10

3i h.p. r9io N.S.U £16

3l h.p. 190S N.S.U £15

3! h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-

built Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. N.S.U £40

1911 N.S.O £20

2-sp,.N.S.U. and Sidecar . . £25

1911 ARIEL, variable gear. £20

rgog 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £28 10

VINDEC.and Sidecar £17 10

1910 standarjcl TRIUMPH.. £22 10

1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. & Sc,

2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar.

r9i2 TRUMP-J.A.P

1912 2-Ep. ENFIELD & Sc,

ij h.p. 1909 (VIOTOSACOCHE ....

5 h.p. 1907 F.E. ROC

1} h.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE ....

9664.

967r.

9675-

9677.

9303-

9423.

9429.

9446.

9448.

9449.

9539-

954?.

9565-

9631.

9633-

964t.

9617.

9597-

9584-

•6343.

642r.

6842.

6863.

75=1-

7589-

7708.

7992.

8165.

8175.

8197.

8277.

8320.

8504.

856t.

8654.

8682,

8718.

8741.

8785.

8832.

9076.

9155.

3I li-P-

6 h.p.

3ih.p.

5-6h.p.

3! h.p.

Si h-P-

6 h.p.

3i h'P-

3h h.p-

6 h.p.

£45

£22 10

£30

£47 10

£9

£20

£10 10
4 h.p. Bnt-Jop, spring __ —

as new: £22,10.—Murphy, Greco View,

;X129i

Bat.
frame, variable peor, ns pcv'

Heading.
'Phone: 1024. " ' [X9961

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., Millford Corvette coachbuilt
sidecar, perfect; £50.—"W. Heemondhalgh, 119,

Gt. Moot St., Bolton. [X1082

A.J.S., eidecar. and acceesoriee, in first-rate order.
1914 model; ''Ogns.; can be seen any time.-

Meddine. 49, High St., Buxton. [X1M5
raeclianicnl
1,215. nn-

punctured.—Davieon, Chemist. Nuneaton. 1X1241.

LATEST 2':ih.p. A.J.S., 3-6peed, with all extras ; cost
£56, bargain, £46 : only used 250 miles, condition

as new; no offers.—Mr. Newbold, c/o Timberlake, Wigon.
tX0981

A28 All letters relating to advertisemetits should quote the number at the end ol each advcrils^meot, and the date of the issue

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.C.
'Phone : 8777 Holbom. Wires :

" ODiflcer, Len^loo.

"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

2-^iL.p,, 3 tipeeds. and clutch.

^ I

A.J.S., 1914.
speedometer.

A .J.S.'s
-Ci- h-p.

. Col
lamp, and hem, i.€riect couditj

40 gns.—C. C:;niieli, Pipe Lane, Victoria 6t., B4

.—6h.p. Combination, 4h.p. combination,^
2-speed, and 2^4h.p. S-speed actually in st4

ti>t cheque at full Ji^ price tecnre- any
A.J.S. Speciaiists, The Wal*uU Garage, Walsall. [Xli

1Q15 A.J.S., 6h.p., and cidecar, complete with|
XiJ spares, 3 Lucat lamps, central generator, r
horn and mirror, Stewart epeedometer: £87, cc^rt ;

-Apply bv letter, A. J. Parkes. B.E. Me*i, AWerd
ILXll6 lip. 1914 A.J.S.. 3-8peed model, and chain

titted with A.J.S. highest grade sidecar, bandv
Icr luggage, speedometer, separate generator lamp,
lar lamp, Lucas horn, rear light, full compiement^
tools; machine as good as new in every detail;
£80, first cheaue secures.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe 1

London. [X|

Alldays.

"I 013, 2-speed gear, Alldays and Onions, 4h.|
-Liy £18.—Attwood, Garage, Eccleshall. [X

ALLDAYS Allon 2-Etrcke; £3iaO caeh, or fifth d'

2',i7. on balance.—Eeferee Cycle Co., 332. T

Holbom, w.C. •[:

ALLDAYS Allon and Matchless in stock; f£C 3|

,

ferred paymente, exchanges.-Lamb's, 151. lligl

St., 'Walthamstow. ;;''5!

FOE Sale, 1915 Alldays Allon Motor. 2 speeds, i^ils

age 150, complete, lamps, horn, rmscratch-eu ler-

feet condition.—Write Scholes Eoyal Mint St . K
;;-;cn

LATE 1913 Alldays Matchlees, 3',ih.p., 2-spee: :.i

piston, new 12 gn. Coronet sidecar, wind r r-u.

good tvres and belt, will take 3 up; .£35, no < i: :-

-

Simpson, 27, Alexander Hd., Upper Holloiray, X _--;;9

American Excelsior.

1 Q14 7h.p. American Excelsior and sidecar.
Xt7 spares, etc.: £50; new last April; too f:

owner: bargain.—Mr. Hawkins, 8-9, Gt. Chai

-

Oxford St., W.
.4ntoine.

^-6h.p. Twin Antoine. B. and B. carburetter
tl running
Fulham, S.W,

Ariel.

ARIEL, 3Ja and 5-6h.p., counter-ehaft -jno':- ' 10

etock.-Jones, Broadway, Muswell Hill. t76M

AEIELS, SV'h.p. and 5-6h.p. combinations in Etl&
all black finish no extra: deJerred paymfuis.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., WiUthamstow. ;-'-l

^8/10 lor quick sale.—602, King

A,S.L.
3-speed,

sidecar to match: £50: all brand new.-

Upper Holland Ed., Sutton Coldfield.

A .S.L., 3-"'4h.p., Sturmey-Archer

3i"-^-

Auto.
Auto, map., B. and Br, will do 50 ni

hour.— 155, •Srummond St.,^ampstead K-".

Auto-Wheels
Auto-Wheel, used

J-tl Bertram, Gorebrid;
100 milee
Scotland.

only;

£10.-
Berks.

-J. Fry, juu., Cr

new,
free, h.e.. Sin. trree. spt

ciange 2-eeater cajr.—20. MilkwoC'd Ed., Heme Hi
peedcmeter : £40,

WALL Auto-Whe"el : £14/14 cash, or 26 S ' ;i

and 26/8 monthly.—Seen at 248. BisLn--^' .

London. E.C. .i i-

ArTO-TVHEEL and Specialy built cycle, cost £;3 las;

August, splendid condition; £12.—Hall, 40. P«u
St., Bristol. [XllcS

A UTp-WHEEL for sale^ good condition, 2-sp.;

free engine

;

... ...
Common, Xewhury, Berks. tXIC^.

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A.. excellent condition: owner
bought cycle and sidecar: £10. -F. Hollington. 5.

Franklyn Villas, Ordnance Rd„ Enfield Lock, iS61':i

AUTO-WHEEL Attached to invalid tricycle, wit!:

Hucklebridye attachment, new. actually in stocl:

:

35 fUS.-Hucklebridge, 133, Slonnc SI,. London. [X1265

FOR Sale. Auto-Wheel, nearly new, can be seen in

excellent running order: £10.—-\ppl.v, .\lbc:I

Swan, Go'.spie. Marlborough Rd.. St. Albans. Herts

Tral.
[X04f;

8 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, very fast and powerfu:

auv trial: £30— French, Officers' Mess, 35':

Divisional Train, Mashnm, Yorks. . [84;:

8 h.p. Bat. nearly new, coachbuilt sidecar. 2-spe^':

fr
-

[X13;;
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Halifax MotorExGhange

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'riionc : 766. Telegrams :

*' Perfection.'

1915 BRADBURYS
4 h.p., a-speed countershaft, chain drive . . £60
Sh.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain drive .. £73 10
DELIVERIES FROM STOCK. Exchanges Quoted.

WHY PAY EXTRA

When we c^iii ^^ticv \*on a Brand Xew {just delivered'

irom makri^) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, or a £72 10s,

Sh.p. 3-speed Chain Drive REX at io% discount?
if you have no customer for your present machine,
we give you this discount in addition to a liberal

exchange allowance. With Rex Coach-built Sidecar,
£1 2 10s. extra.

LIGHT CARS.
1915 de Luxe MORGAN, M.A.G. engine. .. £114 10
1915 10 h.p. DOUGLAS.electriclightmgset £200
1915 4-cvlinder CALTHORPE Minor 180 gns.
J915 Grand Duke Michael CALTHORPE. , 190 gns.

1915 G.W.K., 2-scater, NEW 170 gns.
1915 WILLIAMSON CY-CL-CA from £113 8
New VICTOR-PRECISION, Sh.p., W.-C. £100
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p £42 10
BEDELIA. S-io h.p., twin, 2-seater £36 10
1914 W.-C. CROUCH Carette, 3-seater £97 10
1914 3 h.p. Sporting VICTOR, single-seater £59 10

SHOP-SOILED. 5 per cent Cash Discount.
h.p. WrLLIAMSON W.C. Combmation. . £99 5

VICTOR 2-seater Car, hood, screen, etc. . . £100
BRAMBLE Coach-buQt Sidecar £14 14
GLORIA Cocich-built Sidecar £15 15
Keen Exchanges quoted. Delivery from Stock.

SOLO MACHINES.

1915 2X h.p. 2-speed (New) RYDER-J.A.P.. 32 gns.
1015 2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY (New) £26 5
1Q15 21 h.p. 2-speed ROYAL RUBY (New) £31 5
1914 21 h.p. 3-5peed CONNAUGHT £29 10
1913 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S £39 10
TQ13 6 h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £42 10
1911 2| h.p. 3-speed HAZLEWOOD £22 10
1911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear . £23 10
1910 si h-P. 2-speed REX £19 19
5I h.p."magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
J.A.P., 3i h.p., M.O.V., magneto, very low £16 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £14 10
N.S.U., 3ih.p., magneto : £10 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed SINGER and Sidecar. . £37 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar . . £27 10
igii 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £29 10
1911 2J h.p. HAZLEWOOD & light Sidecar £25 10
1910 7-9 h.p. V.S., 2-speed, and Sidecar. , . . £25 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. .£24 10
19105-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .. £27 10
1909 5-6 h.p. 2-sDeed REX and Sidecar .. £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, fine condition. . . £29 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
6J h.p. Humber Car, 3 speeds and reverse , .£14 10
3I h.p. 2-5peed Rex, wants attention £15
Mag. Moto-Reve Lightweight, wants attention £7 10
Shop-soiled Cane Perfection Sidecar £6 15
Auto-wheels, merely shop-soiled £9 15
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies . . 12/6, 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9 and 6 ;9
Pair Lucas Side Lamps for ligh t car 19/6
Second-hand Wicker Sidecar Body 4/9
New Mechanical Horns. Special price .... 15/11
WANTED.—1914 Douglas and Enfield Motor Cycles,

Calthorpe and Singer Light Cars, for spot cash.

MOTOSt CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enflctd.

ROYAL Enfield 3h.p. Twin and 6h.n. Combinatioh,
from stock.—The Kxetor Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Ply-
mouth. [0571

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coiubinution, flrst-iJufis order,

Lueiif^ hum, speedometer, t>parcs ; must well; b:ir-

Ruiu ut £65. ur near offer.—Rcnuie, BonnyrigK. Mid-
lothian. [X1299
ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., 2-speed free engine, com-

plete with lamp set, horn, speedometer, etc.,

new January, 1915, splendid order and condition;
£58/10.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [X1274

-f Q15 8h.p. Enfield Combination, purchased new 28th
Xi/ last month, dynamo lighting set, uupunctuied;
cost £110, price £100. Easy terms £2 extra.—R. E.
Jones (Garng-e.-;}, Lt<t., Swansea: also at CardifE. [0681

ENFIELD. 6h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, coachbuilt bideoar,
3 lamps, speedometer, watch, new tyres, 1915

cylinder-s, pistons, and B. and B. carburetter, splendid
condition; £52.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Rd., W.

[8473
IQlO Enfield (khoki), twin lightweight, enclosed
-i-t/ Bosch, Druid forks, just overhauled, engine re-

bushed, long exhaust, spare valve, etc., condition and
appearanue very good; anv demonstration given; £12/10,
lowest.-63, Norreys Av., Oxford. [X1196

ENFIELDS in stock.-Immediate delivery of all

models ; 2-3troke, 2-^peed. with free engine clutch,
38 gn6. ; 3h.p., 2-speed twin, with clutch and kicketarter.
50 gns. ; 6h.p. combination, 80 gns. : 8h.p. £2 extra;
De Luxe combination, complete with Lucas lighting
set, speedometer, and horn, £100.— P. J. Evans, Cou-
trolling Birmiugham Agents. John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [8483

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR. 3i,^h.p,. 1911. good condition through-
out ; £20, bargain. — Newton, Underbill, New

x^arnet. [XI 117

EXCELSIOR 4V2I1-P. Combination, 3-speed, spare
cover, 2 belts, splendid condition; ^55.—86, Rose-

bery Av-, Clerkenwell. . [8651

EXCELSIOR, 4h.p., and sidecar, accumiilotor igni-
tion, new accumulator, tyree, belt, mudguards, re-

liable, excellent condition; must sell ; £13/13. or nearest.
-H., 2, Madeira Av., Horsham. [X1183

EXCELSIOR (Coventry), 4i,l.h.p., 1914. 3-speed gear,

clutch Dunlop 650x65 voiturette tyres, lamp, horn,
spee<Iometer, perfect condition ; £45.— Greenwood, Fern
Bank, Navigation Kd., Broadheath. [XlOaO

F.N.
3h.p. F.N"., Bosch, £10; also 5\Qi-V. cycle, £15.—

^4= 104. Burnley Rd., Padiham. [X1084

F.N., 4-ctI., latest, 2 speed's, clutch, kick starter: £31.
—Savage. Hykeham Rd., Lincoln- [1326

F.N., 5-6h.p., 2-speed, sidecar, Sen^pray carburetter,
tools, spares, and accessories ; £1 9.—Taylor, New

Estate, Bilton, near Rugby. [X1215

"IQ13 Lightweight 2-6peed F.N., 1913 model, with
-!-«/ accessories, all in splendid condition.—Thorp and
Co.. Southampton St., Reading. rxi092

33.h.p. F.N., low, B. and B. variable jet carburetter,
4 lamps, tools, pump, etc.; seen running; £6/15

for quick sale.—602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W. [8616

2ih.p. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, just overhauled, re-enam-
2 elled and plated, new Dunlops, lamps, Ccwey

speedometer: £25.—Hampton, 4, Liffler Rd., Plumstead.
[8382

fi.N., 4-cyI., Bosch mag., Senspray carburetter,
Brooks's saddle, heavy Dunlops, fine order, will

do 55, trial : bargain, £ i2 / 10.—Fearn, Nottingham
Rd.. Alfreton. [3638

HarIey°Davidson.
HARLET-DATIDSON 7-9h.p. Twin and 4h.p. in

stock.-Turpins, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0713

HARLEY-DATIDSONS. fast, silent, and comfort-
able, llj. and llF. in stock; deferred payments;

exchanges.-Lanjb's, 151, High St., Waltbamstow. [8456

"I Q15 Model IIF. 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-Davidson,
J^*y and special Canoelet sidecar; £85 ; immediate
delivery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham". 1:8670

1015 Horley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., 3-6peed, chain drive.
-i-iJ lamps, horn, etc., with Phcenis: torpedo sidecar
to match; quite new, only done about 700 miles ; owner
going on foreign service; £75.—Lt. 'Wood, George Hotel,
Grantham. [X1058

HARLEY-DATIDSON.-We invite applications for
sole agencies from really live traders in the

counties of Warwickshire, "Worcestershire, Staffordshire,
Shropshire, and Herefordshire.—Sole Midland Distri-
buters, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [7614

HARLEY-DAYIDSON.-Immediate delivery from
stock of models IIC, HE, and llj. prices from

£50 to £76/13: special Gloria and Canoelet sidecars to
match, in stock ; book your order now.—Sole Midland
Distributers, The Premier Motor Co., "Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7613

HARLEY-DAYIDSON.-We are the sole wholesale
distributers for Lancashire and Che^hii-e, and we

are still in want of a few really live agents, where not
yet represented. Now agents, get into touch with us
right away, and we will tell you all about the finest
sales proposition now open.—The Colmore Depot. 31.
Renshaw St., Liverpool, and Manchester. [8392

I^OT OVERDUE
OP "expected shortly,"

|- Actually Here!!
I1915

6 h.p. A.J.8. Combhiation, quick de-

tachable wheels, all-roimd hood, screen,

I

and luggage grid 92 gns.

1915 6 h.p. A.J.S. as above 92 gns.

Iigrs 6 h.p. 3-speed J.H. Combination 84 gns.

I9i3 6b.p. NEW HUDSON Big Six, with

I

countershaft 3-5p. tjcar, kick starter, etc. 72 gns.

1915 2.Vh.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp. model £35

I1915
2.t b.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-sp., Model C £36

1915 4 h.p. WQLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3Sp. 49 gns.

I1915
12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyI..

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on 105 gns.

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

S Built throughout in our own factory.

Q Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

Bi exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which

are the buyers' ideal.

MODEL 4.

Underslung Chassis

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and

built for hard work.

is Model No i.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE : 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen «1,

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, P. & M. gear £12

4 h.p. BRADBURY, N.S.U. gear, nice Sidecar £2S

6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD coach-built Combinatioa £6">

3J h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, etc £20
3tV h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and torpedo Sidecar . . . £29
31 h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B. & B. carb. £16

3^ h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch £17
3i h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £19
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, baU bearing engine, M.O.V. £19

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/. each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Motor Cycle Frame for inclined engine ... 10/'-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6
Best & Lloyd's Drip Feeds, new 9/6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, ebony 25 /-

B. & B. Carburetter, h.b. control 12/6
New Clincher Clearance de Luxe Tyres

—

26X2i and 26--:2i each 25/-

Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £3 10

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £3 15 Q

8 h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engme, new £14 10

New Large Size Exhaust Whistle 5 /-

Bradbury Sidecar, canoe front £3

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919),

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should au^te the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. the ideal eidecar machine,
absolutely no vibration, wonderful flexibility; new

automatic mechanical oil pump, 3-speed eliding Rear
transmission, no noise, no ttripping. A kick etarter
that really starts. Price from £52 to £76/13/0 for the
Rerai-Edison electrical equipped model.—Sole distri-

buters for Lancashire and Cheshire, wholesale and re-

tail, Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Maachester: and
31, Eenehaw St., Liverpool. [0675

Hazlewood.
1Q14 3iAh.p. Twin Hazlewbod-Jap, 3-speed, clutch,
J-t/ carelully used; £33.-53, Brixton Rd., S.W.

[8523
HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 5-6h.p., 5 speeds, in splendid

.'ondition, new tyres, with sidecar; £45.— Corkett,
Soulbury, Leighton Buzzard. [X1047

HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 3'/oh.p., splendid condition, new
tyre?, sparer, etc., £40 ; new coachbuilt sidecar,

£9; together or eeparate.—Houghton, Boat Inn, North-
ampton. [8388

Henderson.
HENDEKSOiSr, 1914-15, 4 cyle-, 8-lOh.p., long coach-

built sidecar, extra spare for child, rear drive,

Stewart speedometer, lamps, whistle, sparer, only iiin

2.000 miles: cost £104, price £80: seen any time by
appointment.—Westbrook. 37. Priory Rd., Kew. [X1127

Hobart.
1Q14 Hobart Lightweight, 254h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed,
-L *J free engine, good condition ; what ofiers?-H.
Houlton, Lynwood, Malvern. [XI 1 1

4

H umber.
23h.p. Hnmber, 1912, splendid order; £20—1, The
4 Broadway, Muswell HilL [8666

HXTMEER. 2h.p,, splendid condition; fl8.-Mavs,
172, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. [X1285HUMBER Lightweight, 1913, in nice condition:
£16/10.~Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd..

London. [8503

*| C|12 3V>h.p, 2-speed . Humber, perfect condition

:

Jti/ £23.—The Premier Motor Co., Aeton Rd., Bir-
mingham. [8671

HTJMBER, 1913, 2">4h.p., 3-speed, lamp, etc., in
excellent condition ; £28.—Harris, Laurel Cottage,

Woodford Green. [8493

"I Q 13 Humber Lightweight, excellent condition
-I-*' throughout, fast, reliable; £15.—Davies, 18,
Paddock St., Llanelly. [X1131

"I Q 13^4 Humber, 23/4h.p. twin T.T., clutcTi, new cou-
.l-«^ dition; £30; would ex-change for Ti-iumph.—
Wright, Grtmston, Norfolk. [8565

HUMBER, 2i,4h.p., twin, 3-speed gear and clutch, in
tip-top order, aecessorie.? included ; £27.—Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row,. Birmingham. [X1071

HU^rBER, 1912, SVoh.p.. and coachbuilt sidecar.
2 speeds, clutch, and handle starter, perfectly

sound; £25.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [8486

31h.p. Humber, 1914, S.A. 3-speed, F.R.S. Jamp,
2 new Stewart, heavy 26in.x2V'in. back wheel,

many spares; £45.—The Hut, Pinehurst Av., Earn-
borough, Hants. [X1035

HUMBER 1913 Coachbuilt Combination. 3l'^-4h.p.,
mag., 2 speeds, handle starting complete, lamp,

epeedometer, horn, almost new: great bargain, 38 gns.—
36, SkelbTOok St.. Earlsfield, S.W. [X1294

HUMBER, 1911, 3Vjh-p.. 2-speed, handle starting.
excellent copdition, P. and H. lamp, spare belt,

1914 Watsonia light sidecar; £25.—GoJdburgh, Railway
Hotel, Horsley, near Leatherhead, Surrey. [8419

HUMBER, 3y2h.p., 2-spepd, free engine, handle start-
ing, jTist been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled.

and plated, tyres and belt nearly new; £23, or exchange
for 2-stroke lightweight.—Taplin, 16, Lordsliip Park.
London, N. [8303

HUMBER, 3V2h.p., 2-speed, Dec, 1912, Harcourt
radiators, new Avon Sunstone, lin, belts., B.S.A.

carburetter, in perfect condition, horn, lamp, etc.,
Canoelet sidecar; £32 net.—Robinson, 39, Catherine
St., Salisbury. [8496

NEW 6h.p. 1915 Horizontal Twin Water-cooled Hum-
bers, opposed oyls., oomitershaft 3-speed gear and

iree eugine ; £85; any make of sidecar supplied to fit —
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Exchange arranged,
or extended payments. [XI 167

Indian.
IQll Indian and Sidecar, free engine; £25.-1, The
X»/ Broadway, Muswell Hill. [8668

INDIAN Twin, 5h.p.. splendid condition; £25.~F.
Dell, 17, Station Rd., Beccles.. [8581

INDIAN 5h.p. Twin, 1910, red finish, in good order:
any trial; £19.—W., 21, Margaretts Terrace, Chc!-

f'-*a. i;X1327

INDIAN, 6h.p., 3*6peed, 1913, and sidecar, lamps,
complete; cheap for cash.-E. Fish, Owston Ferrv.

Doncaster. tXl048
5h.p. 3-speed Indian, 1915 model, run 20 milcf*; £60;

intended purchaser gone to war.—Brook, College
Bt., Burnham, Som. [7765

INDIAN, 1914-15, 7-9h.p., mag., 2 speeds, clutch,
speedometer, new condition; sacrifice, £52/10.-1,

Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X1345

KEENEST PRICES
PROMPT DELIVERIES
PERSONAL ATTENTION

1915 MACHINES.
•1915 3I h.p. SUNBEAM 66 gns.

19:54 h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £60
1915 6 h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £73 10

•1913 ROYAL RUBY, zi h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
•1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2I h.p., 2-stroke, 2 sp. £32 S
•1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2l h.p., 2-sp., J..\.P. . £35 8
1915 2! h.p. NEW RYDER-J.A.P 32 gns.

1915 G.W.K. 2-seater Car 170 gns.

1915 WILLIAMSON, 3-specd, CY-CL-CA . £120
1915 TINY Light Car, Dorraan 4-cyl. engine,

gate change, iinest value on four wheels £157

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1914 2.; h.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT £2S 10
1914 J.E.S. Motorcvcletle, as new £14 10
1911 2.; h.p. 3-speed F.Ii. HAZLEWOOD .. £22 10
Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks .... £10 15

CASH BARGAINS.
8h.p.W.-C. VICTOR Liijht Car, shop-soiled . £92 10

1914 3.', h.p. T.T. ROVER, almost as new . . £39 10
1914 (New) WILLIAMSON Sidecar Comb'n. Offers.

1914 h.p. (New) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted.

15 h.p. 4-cylinder RENO 5-seated Car £75
BEDELIA, 8-10 h.p., magneto, handle starting £36 1

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and New Sidecar . £46 10
J913 6 h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA and New

Bramble coach-built S'car, specially good £51 10
1912-13 6 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £39 10
1912 2|- h.p. F.E. REX, almost as new £19 19
19T2 6 h.p. 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10
19:2 3.', h.p, N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3! h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M"., 35 h.p., 2-speed, grand condition . . £29 10
3911 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £29 10
1911 3.V h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
1911 3S h.p. 2-speed REX, 84.'. > 89 £22 15

1911 3,V h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks £19 10
1911 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX and Sidecar £29 10
igiCLV.S., 7-9 h.p., 2specd, and Sidecar ... £21 10
1910 3; h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY £19 19
1910 3I h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £19 19
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £24 10
PEUGEOT, (5 h.p., free engine, very good . . . £15 10
P. & M., 3,V h.p.. 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, F.E., twin, spring forks £13 10

[N.S.U., 3.! h.p., magneto £10
REX, 5.\ h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 1909. twin, de luxe, and Sidecar £24 10
EXCELSIOR, 3,V h.p., 3-sp., and spring forks £19 19
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
Twin KERRY and Sidecar, batterv ignition £12 10
4 h.p. 2-speed AMTOINE, spring forks £14 10
Twin REX, frame, wheels, tank, and bars .. £3 10
Magneto MOTO-REVE, wants attention ... £7 15
New AUTO-WHEEL £9 IS
AVON 26 X 2 Studded Covers for Douglases 11 /9

26 X 2i Extra Heavy Wired-edge Tricar
Covers 15/6

BRAMBLE Coach-built Sidecar, slightly soiled £12 12

5% extra to be added to machines marked *

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBIi^ATIONS,

AND LIGHT GARS.

COLLIERS

PERFECTION SIDECARS
are the outcome of ten years' practical experience,
and no effort has been spared in workmanship and
material to make them as named— ** PERFECTION."

FROM
£5 5

Prompt deliveries to

suit all leading
makes.

200 Motor Cycles to

clear.

Send for List.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTORIES
DEAL STREET . « . iirAV

(Near Station) nMUII"/*.^-(Near Station)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

5-6h.p. Indian, eplendid conditicn. engine i^.e
overhauled by makere, 2-speed, F.E. : £29.—B

'

^on. Contractor. Enncorn. [Xl|

I^^DIA^^, 1915, Sh.p., 3-speed, done 1,700 inil**^
feet, Stewart speedometer; £55.—Chapman,

bridge St.. Waltham Abbey. [a

1Q13 Indian, clutch, T.T., delivtred January, id
J-«^ £15 sidecar, done 800 miles ; £43.—Vmd
Motor Co., Alrewafi, Staffordshire. [fij

INDIANS.—Immediate delivery all models : atto
in our showrooms: largest etoct in iha Xmfl

C. McAdams, Ltd.. Middlesbrough. {XO^

INDIAN. 7h.p., 1914. and sidecar. 2 speeds, cJa(|
electrie equipment, periect condition; hanup m

car: £58, near ofier.—W. H. Eodwell, Brewerv. TtB
Herts. - i.XOfl

INDIAN.—Delivery of all 1915 models from -v*
We are large contracting agents for : .-.on

machines, and can offer best deliveries.—The -M'TWI
Garages, Oxford. !X;2li

1 Q15 5h.p. T.T. Indian, 3-«peed. not run 200, t u^
J- 1/ May. condition a's new, large head lami'
rear, generator, horn, tools, etc. ; £57.—Seen, 64, Qd
mere Hd.. Muswell Hill, N.

INDL\N (Red), 1914, T.T. clutch mode!. 7-9hi
kick starter, in almost new condition, new 18 j

coachbuilt Canoelet sidecar, with all accessories;
bargain.—38. Bancroft Rd., Mile End Bd.. E.

INDIAN, 1915 models, delivered from stock; 7-9l3
S-spted model C, £73 10: 5h.p. 3-*peed mcdd

£63: 7h.p. road racer, £57; sidecars in stock to
Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. _

INDIAN, Hendee Special. 1914^j. 7-9h.p.. 2-*^ _
coachbuilt sideoar. electric starter, 3 elecirii )-:Qpi

electric horn, in splendid condition, just been tntu y.niif

overhauled; £65.—Bail. 1, Castledown Terrace, Hd-i.ugi.
:x:20T

1 Q14 Indian, 7-9h;p., 2-sreed, and sidecar, in '^t*-
Xt/ lent condition throughout, total mileage >- 130,

lamp, horn, etc., 2 epare covere; owner at the F.-.Dt;

£60, or near offer.—Cresswell, Woodbine Terratf, Hfi*
liam. ;x:76S

INDIAN, 1915. 3 speeds, clutch, ccmiit'e witfc

lamp, Stewart warning signal, speedcn.- :-;;
. la^

done 800 miles, guaranteed to do 60; a t...^.^.;.. £58;
owner buying sidecar combination.—Ellum. i-a.-i L-.-cfc,

Kent. .£6CS

IQI'4 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-epeed, Jlillfoid cca li ail
Xt/ Indian sidecar, disc wheeJs, and luggag<^ :;:id,

just over 5,000 miles, full ineurance until Murcj,. ^<^
lect condition; £68.—Particulars, Hicke, Chun^h >Ti!fc

Launceston. ~X1055

1 Q14 Hendee Special, condition as new. peifed xMi
-i-*y ning order, 18 gn, Millford coach eide^nr 9
match, new back tyre, electric starter, dynamo hci.ril^

set : 66 gne., or exchange for iloxsan.—Bevjii. 50.

Gilberthorpe St., Eotherham. ^^35

BLUE Indian, 7r9h.p., best Gloria eidecar. . (A.

screen, and luggage carrier, lamps, spetci v. -i*T.

spare tyre, tools, first-olas€ condition, English --.. ^u^
etter, lever control; owner going in for car; pritt zSi
or near offer.—Bos 8,027, The Motor Ctfcte O:'- f^

Coventry. (D) ;x:"5e

INDIANS in stock.—All models lor immediuie
livery, also eidecars to match: S'-jh-p- itO.

£63. and 7h.p., electrically equipped. £73 10, includi

5 speeds and kick starter; also famous 7h.p- clutch mi
road racer. £57.—P. J. Evan-?. Midland Diftribiiq
Agent. John Bright St-, Birmingham.

Invictfi.

INVICTA, S'ijh.p., B. and B., spring forks. ,

been overhauled, stove enamelled, and platedil
bargain. 20 gns.—S. M. Mcore. Soutlidown Ho
South Godstoue. Surrey.

IiLJon.

~|Ql5 2V>h.p. Ixion, 2-etroke, 2-speed, all aceewori
-LJ/ not "run 1.000 iiiiUY; : a bnigjiin. £54.—WnlW ,

91. Grange Rd.. We^t Haitlepool. ;x::w

James.
JAMES. 2Uh.p.. 2-stToke. 2-speed. excellent coli-.-':*;

£26.—Crabb, Broomlield. Essex. t5e«

"I
015 4Uh.p. James. 3-«reed combination: 6? -"^:

XkJ ready for delivery.—Parker and Son, St !''*•

Hunts. .^c5«

JAMES Combination. 1914, 4i4h.r.. o-t^pted, I • »
lami^. Joue^;. Seusprav. splendid conditit":. '^rt

3.000 miles; £57/10.—Seen by appointment. 57. H:i^

drop E4.. N. . '.^3

JAMES 4i4h.p. Combiuntious. S-speed rouuUT> 'It

chain drive, gorgeous upholstered sidecar; thi <'»

bination £76 13: exchange or €«asy terms.—Wourl. :<"*

9. Slioe Lane, Loudon. XilTl

3Xh.p. James, 1914, with Canoelet sidecar. ^•>'>-*}

•2 chain drive, complete with lamps, Stewart s'«*
ometer, and all acoe«!eories ; price £45.—The rut:-!*
;ible Pulley Co., "Wesf Gorton. Manchester.^ iXCTeS

JAMES. 1915. 4i^h.p.. 3speed countershaft pMt
clutch and kick starter, chain drive. CanoeJw

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Luca:- el«»

trie horn; .£90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261. Dean.<^g»»J
Manchester. ;05?<

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

'ER, Into 1914. Jijliii.. TT. moild. comiilcte Willi
I'lrw^on.'.^. sp;ii.' titit, mill tyre, vmy fust: £38.
8.055. 77ir Xlilar Cufh Olllres, Cuveiltry, (X1204

TjI'EK. S'.ih.p.. 3-siiw.l. 1913, nnd Millfcrd siile-
XI :»r, all iu t^plcnilirt cuiKUtiou, ntceaaories included:
.-.i«i —Coliuoie Depot. 31, Oolmore Row, Binuing-

CX1067
3 3-spopd RoTor. iu perfect order nud condition,
ijiiefully used. Iniup. nil ftcoessnries, also wii-ker

. Moiitfomery ; wliiit oflers ?—Bctt, North Rd.,
K1324

lOU. 1915. 3.i:.h.p. T.T. model, with h.c, miilip-
m pulley, delivery from stork, £52J10: couutiT-
S-f^peed riiodeL^ 10 duy.«. £63: exeluuifrtv or ex-
terms iirriiused.—Elee nnd Co., 15, Bishopsgate
aiuomilo St.. E.C. [0491

RBS iu stoek for immediate delivery: 3'.;,h.p.
speed eouuter-shnft. coaclibriilt de luxe eombrua-
;80: 3'-li.p. sportius eoaclibiiilt cornbiuiitiou. 68
ilo. 5'jli.p.. with eouuter.-;hnft sear, kiek Gtarter.
>rds, eti,. 60 gus. : 3'2h.p. fipt'rtiiig solo machine,

wit 'hiliptson pulley. 50 gns.—P. J. Evans, sole Bir-
- -'"am and District Agent, John Bright St. [8484

_ Royal Ruby.
"Il 4 Royal Ruby, 2 speed. 2':,h.p., excellent con
J-' dition; acce;
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accept £24.—Newnham, 223, Hammer

Rd.. \V. [8639
'AL Ruby, 1914, 2-stroke, ridden 800 miles.
towey speedomeler. lamps, horn, tools; £23, no

off^ -Howes, 23, Bagleys Lane, Fulham. [8532

AL Ruby. 3'-j-41i.p. JA..P., 70x64"-'. twin, dde
alvos. ball bearing to pullev side. Sturmey-Arcliet
'. Jiub gear, price £42; one ditto, with overhead
and Jardiue 2-speed conuter-Khaft gear, cbaiii

It drive, price £48.—The Roval Rubv Cycle Co.,
ester. [0704

Rudge.
5 3',-;ih.p. Rudge Multi, new, in stock; £58/15.-
Gray'ti Garage, ^tatford. [X 1 1 62

2-13 Eudge Multi, Montgomery sidecar, recently
overhauled; £34.-21, Duulace Rd., Claptoa.

[S1189
EDIATE Delivery, new condition, Rudge Multi,
';ih.p., with sidecar: £45.—Ahbev Garage, i'lv-

[X0051
3 SV^h.p. Rudge Multi, with new back tyre, and
completelv overhauled ; £30.—^Yulker, Fi?hburn,
Hili. [X1283
)GE Multi, 1915f with spring wheel coach side-
ar, condition as new; £38.-69, Hanburv St., i

elds, E. [8580
'

4 SVa.p. Rudge Multi, hand-controlled clutch,
and new Watsonian sidecar; £46/10.—38.

ille St., Grimsby. ^ [X1211
1T|JGE Multi, 1914, 3'.jh.p., practically unused this
4-iIeur: £58.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

•W. 6058 Hampstead. [8623

5 Rudge, Brooklands model, done about 800, as
new, accessories; 40 gns.. cash.—Corpl. Gash,
ch Rider, Glamorgan Yeomani-y.-Aylsham. [8628
)GE Multi, 1913 model, in perfect" order and
ondition, had exceptionally carelul use, com-
with speedometer, horn, lamp, etc. ; £40.—The
Garages, Oxford. [X1276

3 Rudge Multi. 3V>h.p., perfect condition, 1915
enspray carburetter, 1914 coachbuilt sidecar;

a, £36, or near offer; separate. £29, £7.—Robert
Electrician, Elaenau Festiuiog. [X0768

Scott.
3-14 Scott. Binks carburetter, fast and re-
liable; £35.-Hubbard, Keighley. [8635

4 3^ih.p. Scott, not ridden 1,000 miles, equal
to new: £48.—Attwood, Garage, Eccleshall.

[X1220
5 Sfih.p. Scott, new May. acce*-eories, and Cowev.
new condition; £62.-12, Brunswick St.. Citv

in^tol. ID, ^ CXII26
C TT and Cnncelet," new Dec. 27th. 1912, 1913
t^ rame, do 40 with passenger, lamps, horn, speed-

best ofEer £45.—Watson, Haslingfield, Camb<*.
t.X0603

XT. 1914, 3^':jh.p., 2 speeds, kiek starter. Canoelet
crach sidecar, just thoroughly overhauled by makers,
etc with acoe^^orie.s; - £50.—Elce and Co., 15,
psgute Ar., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

Q TT, 1913, 3^4h p.. with handsome 18 gn. coach-^ built sidecar, fitted wind screen, and all accee-
:iil good running condition ; mu.st sell ; £35, escep-

bargain; well worth £50.—J. Graham, 168, The
Sheffield. - [7786

.3 Scott and new Gloria sidecar, all accessories,
imlnding 3 lamps. 3 horns, 3 tubes. 2 driving
engine recently overhauled, everything in perfect
ion; aecr-pt 55 gn^. : owner enlisted,—Owen. 6.
in Grove, Bromley, Kent. [8112
L3 Scott and Canoelet de Luxe Sider-fir. Lukin

automatic carburetter, and improved silencer,
nly a few hundred miles, perfectly new condition.
. big lamp, and other accessories; apply quickly
gain.-E. N. Lall, Common Room, Gray's Inn.

[8397
Singer.

GER. 1913, clutch model, lightweight; bargain.
''""'

[X1249

I
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

i

WE have a number of New
1915 Models; including the I

here,

following actually in stock

or ready at the Manufacturers.
B.S.A.

- Model K, 4J h.p., 3-speeJ.

CALTHORPE.
2-sti'oke, 2I h.p., 2-speed.
2^ h.p. J, A. P., 2-speed.

~~

ENFIELD.
2-5troke, 2} h.p., 2-speeLl.

Model 140, 3 h.p., 2-speed. ^

6 h.p., coach-built combination.
HUMBER.

3i h.p., air-cooled, 3 speeds.

INDIAN.
Si ti-P-> 3-speed, and clutch.

5 h.p., 3-speed. and clutch.

7 h.p., 3-speed, and clutch.

NEW IMPERIAL.
2I h.p. J.A. P. engine, 2-speed.

ZENITH.
3! h.p., clutch model, Gradiia gear.

4-5h.p., clutch model, Gradua ^ear. .

6 h.p., clutch model, Gradua gear.

CANOELET.
Coaclj-built Sidecars from 12 gns.

GODIVA.
Coach-built Sidecars from 10 gns.

MILLFORD.
Coach-built Sidecars from 10 gnS-

G.W.K.
Light Car, 9 h.p., standard model.

SWIFT.
Light Car, 7 h.p, model.

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in exchange transactions, and will

allow full value for your old Motor Cycle or
Light Car in Part Payment for any new one.

SECOND-HAND MACHSNES
Comfletelyr Overhauled and Guaranteed Perfect.
igi2 TRlUtWPH, s-V h.p., clutch model £35
1913 TRIUMPH, 3.^ h.p., T.T. roadster ... £34
1Q13 TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., clutch model £33
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 hp., 3-speed, and

Pinnace coach-built sidecar £55
1911 RUDGE, 3i h.p., clutch model £23
1912 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., -clutch model" £23
1912 HOBART, 2i h.p., lady's model, 3-sp.,

and clutch £21
1913 P. and M., 3^ h.p., and nearly new

Godiva Sidecar, coach-built £45
1914 INDIAN, 7 h.p,, clutch model, and

Flying Middleton Sidecar £50
1914 NEW HUDSON 6 h.p. Combination,

coach-built, 3 speeds and clutch, speedo-
meter, lamps, and horn £63

1914 AUTO-WHEEL, i h.p., standard mod. £10
1912 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds. . £25
1914 JAMES, 4 h.p., 3-speed, speedometer,-

lamps and horn, and Canoelet sidecar . . £55
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., with Gradua gear,

speedometer, lamp, and horn £40

The EASTERN GARAGE Coy.,
4 18, ROMFORD ROAO,FOREST GATE, - E.

Phone— 16 Stratford. 'Gram~—" Eu'araco. London."
Official Repairers to—

R.A.C., A.C.U., A. A., antJ M.U.

£25.—Midland Garage, 0-iford. ism r^'aE

MOTOR CYCI.RS lOU SALE.
Singer.

Oh. p. Singer, I)ruiil«. Bosch, ri'llnWe, nmort liuht-

'»' weight r fll.—ToinH, Ontlierine St., Leiccater.
LX1208:i

SINOER, 1912, S'/ah.p., 3-8peod, kicti-start, lamp,
etc., new tyres: £30,—Laurel Motor Co., Wood-

ford Green. [8491

SINfJICK nnd Co., Ltd., 17, Ilolborn Tiodiict. have
only a licnited Bupnjy of 3'/^,li.i). 3.»peed luodt-U;

Iiritea to clear. £58; 4'/^.li.p. rountorgliaft 2-ai)eed. ideal

model for sidecar work, £65 —Write, call, or 'phonq
13175. [0667

Sparkbrook.
SrAEKBBOOK Combination, 1914, Sli.p., conij.i.'tf

with lamp, horn, -spare.-;, inacliiue and eoarbbiiilt

sidecar, in perfect condition, alwayri carefully n.crl,

tvres good: owner buying car; £70.—James Moft'at.

Teoyil. Tel.: 50. [854,9

Sun.
QUN-VILLIERS, 1915, 2-slroke. mileage under 100,
v3 all accessories: £25.—Write, 12, Thornbury Av.,
Osterlcy, Middlese.v. ' [8599

UN-VILLIERS, 1914, 2'.2h.p-, 2-5troke model,
single gear, perfect little mount; £20.—The

Morris Garages, Oxford. [X1273

SITN-V.T.S., 1915, 2";lh.p., 2 speeda. clutch, un-
' scratched, sporting model, 2i4in. heavy Dunlop-i.

lumps, knee-grips, and accessories, not done 100 miles:

Tust cost £41, bargain, £34.- 12a, Carpenters Kd,.

"Lozells, Birmingliam. [XI 342

Sunbeam.
QUNBEAM, 3'^,h.p., 3-6peed, actually in stock. —

s

ij Davies, Garage, Barmouth.

OUNBEA.M, 1915. SV^h.p., 3-speed model.

[3467

, . _,___,.., _ _ tock
for immediate delivery.—The Morris Garages,

O.vford. rX1273

QUNBEAM, 2^4h.p., 1914 machine, but- only used
k3 300 miles, as new; bargain, £52/10,—Timberlake,
Kins St., Wigan. [X0982

SUNBEAM, 3M.'h-P- late 1914, perfect; ^£59 nett;
exchange big clutch Zenith.—Advertiser, 26, Rox-

borough Park, Harrow. [8646

3ih.p. 1914 Sunbeam, 3-6peed, in very good condi-
2 tion, new lamp and generator, excellent tyre.'*;

£47/ 10.—Stradling, Newbury. [8375

SUNBEAM. 1913, 2-speed model, purchased 1914,
beautiful order: £45: deferred payments; liberal

i?xchangeti.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. ^57
SUNBEAM, 1914, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch. lamp,

horn, etc., almost as new, only used week ends;
take 39 gns.—123, Queen's Rd., Finsburv Park.

[X1303
jtJ14 3'/2li-P- Sunbeam, splendid condition, done
JLtJ 2,000, Lucas lamps, horn, accessories, extra
heavy tyres; 55 gns.—54, St. Gabriel's Rd., Crickie-
wood. [8644

SUNBEAM Agents.—Early deliveries SUh.p. models;
lists on application ; exchanges entertained.—Tel

388. T.A.
Cambridge.

Bicycles.—Robinson's, Garage, Green St.,

[6366

1 Q14 Sh.p. Sunbeam, with No. 5 Glsria sidecar, wind
Xt? screen,, spare new tyre and tube, every accessory,
splendid condition: 75 gns.—Turner, 6, Birchwood Rd..
St. Anne's Park, Bristol. [X1106

SUNBEAM, 1916, 3V:;h.p.. 3-speed combination, speed-
ometer, lamps,' spares, mileage 700 ; cost nearl.?

£100, accept £78, no offers; London district.-Bos
8,054, TJie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1235

QUNBEAM, late 1914, 3V2h.p., absolutely as new,
O" hand clutch, kick-starter, only done 1.000 miles,
with accessories, including Lucas lamp, horn. Brooks's
carrier case, mud screen, and spares : £63 complete,
owner going in for car.—X. J. Frv, The Grange, Warmley.
Bristol. [5200

T.A.C.

T.A.e.. 7h p.. 4-cyl., coachbuilt sidecar. 3 speeds. E.E.,
gear box; must sell; bargain, £25, ofters, trial.—

Speitchley. 45, Church Rd., Acton. [3673

Triumph.
lOl-S Triumph Junior in stock;
Xt/ Southport.

TRIUMPH Junior, 1915 model; delivery from stock;
£42.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch, eouad
mechanical order: £46.—Elce and-Ga, 15. Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0430

1 013 3i-.h-p. Triumph Combination, 3-5peed; £45

—

JL«/ 53, BrownhiU^Rd., Ca'tford. [8473

TRIUMPH. 19157 not done 10 miles, 3 speeds;
£58.—Midland Garage, O.vford. :Xl2iJ7

DECEMBER (1913) Triumph, 3-ipeed. new condi-
tion, £13 sidecar.-Chaplain, Prison, Hull. iXllSO

JUNIOR Triumph. 1915. unused; £44.—Glenwccd.
Granville Rd., North Finchley. Tel.: 361. [8445

IQIO Triumph, in very good condition: £20,—Barra-

.

J-t/ clough, Dalemocr, Thornton, Bradford: [XI 115

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3 speeds, new condition;
bargain, £44/10, -Stevens, Tcshill, Lines. [X1072
h.p. Trimaph, semi T.T„ splendid condition tlirough-

-.Seal and Ball.

[X1232

13^ out: sacrifiLe £24.—B. Ames,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

Wisbech.
[51265
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1Q14 3V2I1.P- Twin Hazlewoqd-Jap,
-1-*^ carefully used; £33.-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLET-DAVIDSON, the ideal sidecar machine,
absolutely no vibratiou, wonderful flexibility: neir

automatic mechanical oil pump, 3-speed eUdinff f,'ear

transmisfiioD, no noise, no stripping. A kick starter
that really starts. Price from £52 to £76/13/0 for tha
Eemi-Edison electrical equipped model.— Sole distri-

buters for Lancashire and Cheshire, wholesale and re-

tail, Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester; and
31, Itenehaw St., Liverpool, [0675

Hazlewood,
3-5peed, clutch

-53, Brixton Rd., S.W.
[8523

HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, in splendid
;onditiou, new tyres, with sidecar; £45.—Corkett,

Soulbury, Leighton Buzzard. [X1047

HAZLEWOOD, 1914, SVjh.p., splendid condition, new
tyres, sparets, etc., £40; new coachbuilt sidecar,

£9; together or separate.—Roughton, Boat Inn, North-
ampton. [8388

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1914-15, 4 cyls., 8-lOh.p., long coach-

built sidecar, extra spare for child, rear drive,
Stewart speedometer, lamps, whistle, spares, only run
2.000 miles; cost £104, price £80; seen any time bv
appointment.—Westbrook, 37, Priory Rd., Kew. [X1127

Hobart.
"in 14 Hobart. Lightweight, 23ih.p., N.S.U. 2-speecl,
-*- *f free engine, good condition ; what ofEers ?~H.
Houlton, Lynwood, Malvern. [XI 114

2fati.r. Humljer,

H umber.
1912, splendid order; £20,-

HUMBEE. 2h,p„ splendid condition;
172, Woodliouse Lane, Leeds.

-1, Tlie
[8566

JE18.—Mays,
[X1285HUMBER Lightweight, 1913, in nice condition;

£16/10.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Hd.,
London.

. [8505

1012 3V2h.p. 2-speed . Humber, perfect condition;
i-ij £23.-Th6 Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
mingham. [8671

HUMBER, 1913, 2?4h.p., 3-speed, lamp, etc., in
excellent condition; ^28.—Harris, Laurel Cottage,

Woodford Green. [8493

1Q13 Humber Lightweigrlit, excellent condition
-.^ throughout, fast, reliable; £15.—Davies, 18,
Paddock St., Llanelly. [X1131

1Q13?4 Hmnber, 25/4h.p. twin T.T., cInfcTr, new con-
-i-tf dition; £30; would exchange for Triumph.—
Wright, Grimston, Norfolk. [8565

HUMBER, 2l4h.p., twin, 3-speed gear and clutch, in
tip-top order, accessories included; £27.—Colurore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X1071

HUMBER, 1912, SVah.p., and coachbuilt sidecar,
2 speeds, clutch, and handle starter, perfectly

sound; £25.—P. J, Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [8486

31h.p. Humber, 1914, S.A. 3-speed, F.R.S. lamp,
2 new Stewart, heavy 26in.x2y2in. back wheel,

many sparer ; £45.—The Hut, Pinehurst Av., Farn-
borough, Hants. [X1035

HUMBER 1913 Coachbuilt Combination, 3i/2-4h.p.,

mag., 2 speeds, handle starting complete, lamp,
speedometer, horn, almost new; great bargain, 38 gns.—
36, Skelbrook St., Earlsfield, S.W. [X1294

HUMBER, 1911, S'/ih-p., 2-epccd, handle starting,
excellent condition. P, and H. lamp, spare belt,

1914 Watsonia light sidecar; £25.—Goldbnrgh, Railway
Hotel. Horsley, near Leatherhead, Surrey. [8419

HUMBER, 3'/2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle start-
ing, just been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled,

and plated, tyres and belt nearly ne^v; ^23, or exchange
for 2-stroke lightweight.—Taplin, 16, Lordslrip Paik.
London, N. [8303

HUMBER, BV-h.p., 2-speed, Dec, 1912 Harcourt
radiators, new Avon Sunstone, lin. belts., B.S.A.

carburetter, in perfect condition, horn, lamp, etc.,
Canoelet sidecar; ;£32 net.—Robinson, 39, Catherine
St., Salisbury. [8496

NEW 6h.p. 1915 Horizontal Twin Water-cooled num-
bers, opposed cyls., countershaft S-speed gear and

Iree engine; £85; o.iiy make of sidecar supplied to fit-—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. Exchange arranged,
or extended payments. [XI 167

-1. The
[8668

£25.—F.
[8581

Indian.
1Q11 Indian and Sidecar, free engine; £25.
J-*/ Broadway, Mnswell Hill.

INDIAN Twin, 5h.p., splendid condition;
Delf, 17, Station Rd., Beccles..

INDIAN" 5h.p. Twin, 1910. red frnieh, in good order;
any trial; £19.-W., 21, Margaretts TeTracc, Chel-

Bca. i;xi327

INDIAN, Sh.p., 3.«peed, 1913, and sidecar, lampi
complete; cheap for cash.—E. " - -

rtoncaster.

Sh.p. 3-speed Indian, 1915 model
intended purcl

St.. Burnham, Som,

7-9h,p.,
V C(

.vorth.

INDIAN, 1914-15, 7-9h,p., mag.
speedometer, new condition; sacrifice,

Ebner St., Wands

Owston Ferrv,
[XI 048

run 20 miles; £60

;

[7765

speeds, clutch,
;£52/10.— 1,

[X1346

KEENEST PRICES
PROMPT DELIVERIES
PERSONAL ATTENTION

1915 MACHINES.
•1915 3-J h.p. SUNBEAM 66 gns.
J9r5 4 h.p. 3-5peed BRADBURY £60
igrj 6 h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £73 10

*l9r5 ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
*l9t5 ROYAL RUBY, 2; h.p., 2-stroke. 2 sp. £32 5
•r9i5 ROYAL RUBY, 2.I h.p., 2-sp., J.A.P. . £35 8
igrs 25 h.p. NEW RYDER-J.A.P 32 gns.

rgrs G.W.K. 2 scaler Car 170 gns.
igrs VlflLLIAMSON, 3-speed, CY-CL-CA . £120
rgrs TINY Light Car, Dorman 4-cyl. engine,

gate change, finest value on four wheels £157

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1914 2.3 h,p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT £28 10
I9r4 J.E.S. Motorcvclctte, as new £14 10
igir 2j h.p. 3-5pced F.E. HAZLEWOOD . . £22 10
Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks .... £10 15

PERFECTION SIDECARS
are the outcome of ten years' practical experience,

and no effort has been spared in workmanship and
material to make them as named—" PERFECTION."

FROM
£5 5

Prompt deliveries to

suit all leading
makes.

200 Motor Cycles to

clear.

Send for List.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CASH BARGAINS.
8 h.p. W.-C. VICTOR Light Car, shop-soiled . £92 10
1914 3.1 h.p. T.T. ROVER, almost as new . . £39 10
r9r4 (-\e\v) WILLIAMSON Sidecar Comb'n. Offers.

I9r4 6 h.p. (New) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted.
rj h.p. 4-cylinder RENO 5-seated Car £75
BEDELlA,8-ro h.p., magneto, handle starting £36 10
rgr3 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
igrs 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S. aird New Sidecar . £46 10
igrs 6 h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA and New

Bramble coach-built S'car, specially good £51 10
I9i2-r3 6 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £39 10
1912 2j h.p. F.E. REX| almost as new .... £19 19
igr2 6 h.p. 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10
igrs 3.', h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
rgr; 3! h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
r9r2 3.Vh.p, 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3l h.p., 2-spced, grand condition . . £29 10
rgrr 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £29 10
igii 3.1 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
igrr 3! h.p. 2-speed REX, 84.', > Sg £22 15
igii 3.', h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks £19 10
igii 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX and Sidecar £29 10
igio V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . . £21 10
rgro 3I h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY £19 19
igro 3 1 h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £19 19
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £24 10
PEUGEOT, 6 h.p., free engine, \ery good . . . £15 10
P. & M., 3.V h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-specd, F.E., twin, spring forks £13 10

[N.S.U., 3; h.p., ni.-igncto £10
REX, 5} h.p.. t\vin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, rgog, twin, de luxe, and Sidecar £24 10
EXCELSIOR, 3.V h.p., 3-sp., aird spring forks £19 19
QUADRANT, 3.'. h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
Twin KERRY and Sidecar, battery ignition £12 10
4 h.p. 2-speed AMTOINE, spvin.L; forks £14 10
Twin REX, frame, wheels, t.ank, aird bars . . £3 10
Magneto MOTO-REVE, wants attention ... £7 15
New AUTO-WHEEL £9 15
AVON 26 X 2 Studded Covers for Douglases 11 /9

26 X 2i Extra Heavy Wired-edge Tricar
Covers 15/6

BRAMBLE Coach-builtSidecar, slightly soiled £12 12

5% extra to be added to machines marked •

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.
WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBINATIONS,
AND LIGHT CARS.

COLLIERS
MOTORIES

DEAL STREET
(Near Station) HALIFAX.

MOTOR CYCLES
Indian.

FOR SA

19
INDIANS.-Iminediate

in our shcwrooius

;

C. MrAdams, Ltd.,

w-6h.p. Indian, epltndid f.-Diiition, tLpu
*J overhauled by makers, 2-Bpeed, F.E. : i
f^on, Contrautor, Runcorn.

I>rDIAN, 1915. 5h.p., 3-fpeed, don? 1.700
feet, Stewart .speedometer; £55.—Chapi

bridge St., Waltham Abbey.

13 Indian, clutch, T.T., deliTfered Jam
£15 t^idecar, done 800 miles ; £4

Motor Co., Alrewas, Stafiordshiie.

delivery all model
largest stock in ti

Middlesbrough.

IXDTAX, 7h.p., 1914. and sidecar. 2 s

electric ei^uipuient. perfect condition ; i
car: £58, near offer.—W. H. Eodwell. Brew
Herts.

of all 191S models I

contracting agents
machines, and can offer best deliveries.—'
Garages, O.xlord.

3-«peed, not run 1

new, large Lead
rear, generator, horn, tools, etc.; £57.—Seen
mere Ed.. Muswell Hill, N.

INDLA.N (Red), 1914, T.T. clutch mod.
kick starter, in almost new condition,

coachbuilt Canoelet sidecar, with all access
bargain.—38. Bancroft Rd., Mile End Rd..

IXDIAX. 1915 models, delivered from sto-

5-speed model C, £73 '10: Sh.p. 3-6pee(
£63; Th.p. road racer, £57: sidecars in eto
Elee and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomil

I^'DIAX, Hendee Special. 1914i-j. 7-9h.j
coachbuilt ^?ideiar. electric starter, 3 ele

INDIAN.—Delivery
We are large

-| Q15 5h.p. T.T. Indian,
-L »/ May. condition as

electric horn, in splendid
overhauled; £65.—PaJl, 1,

londiTion, just been
Castltdown Terrace

"IQ14 Indian. 7-9h:p., 2-speed. and «idecai
At/ lent condition throughout, total uijl'

lamp, horn, etc., 2 spare covere: owner at
£60, or near offer.—Cresswell, Woodbine Te
ham.

1915,INDIAN, 1915, 3 speeds.
. lamp, Stewart warning ;

clutch, com
,. _^-, „ signal, speedoi

done 800 miles, guaranteed to do 60; a bar
owner buving sidecar combination.-Ellum. I

Kent.

1 Q14 Indian. 7-9h.p., 2-fpeed. -Millford
Xt/ Indian eidecar, disc wheels, and lui

just over 5,000 miles, full insurance unii: '.

lect condition; £68.—Particulars, Hick^?, Ci
La I] ni- eston.

1 Q14 Hendee Special, condition as new, i
JLt/ ning order, 18 gn. MiUford coach
match, new back tyre, electric starter, dynai
.*et ; 66 gne., or exchange for Morgan.—

J

Gilberthorpe St.. Botherliam.

Gloria eid'

lamps, s

re tyre, tools, flrst-clase condition, Engl
etter, lever control; owner going in for car
or near offer.—Box 8,027, Tfie Motor Cy
Coventry. (D)

DIANS in stock.—Ail models for imu
livery, also sidecars to match: S'-jh.p.

£63. and 7h.p.. electrically equipped. £73 IC
5 speeds and kick starter; also famous 7b.p.
road racer. £57.—P. J. Evans, Midland ]

Agent, John Bright St., Birmingham

BLUE Indian, 7^h.p., best
screen, and luggage carrier.

r'

te

D. :

b n

Invicta.

. B. and B., spring
been overhauled, stove enamelled, and

bargain. 20 gns.—S. M. Mcore, SoiUbdo'
South CJodstone. Surrey.

I.VVICT.\. 3>..h.p..

b.
-

a.
ate<

H<

Ixion.
Ixiou, 2.«trake. 2.siieed, nil

1.000 uiilf* : a bnigiiin, £3
91. Grange Ed.. Weel HartJepool.

-IQIS 2i.,h.r.
-L «/ not run

e**<
Wa
tx;

JAMES. 2H11.H.,
£26.—Crobb,

J.tmes.
2-stroke. 2-speed. e::oellenli&dit
Broomfield. Essex.

19'
Hunts

J

5 4ijh.p. Jamee, S-^pced combinatioi
readj- for deliverj'.—Parker and Sou^

AMES Combination. 1914.
l.impfi. .loner. Seuspiav.

000 miles; £57/10.—Seen by
drop R-d.. N.

TAMES 4iih.p. Combiuntion!

4i.ih.r..

splendid c or Bon,
appointmen i'

5-speed
O chain drive, gorgeous upholstered sideca rlie

binatinn £76/15; exchange or easy terms.—''
""

9, Slioe L;iue. London.

James, '1914. with Canoelet sidec
drive, ccmplete with lamps. St

accet!60ries ;
price £45.—Th fTiibi

Wesf Gorton. Mauiliester.

3ih.p. Jai
2 chain

ometer, and all

;ible I'ulley Co.

JAMES. 1915. 4^4h.p.. 3-speed counter
clutch and kick-starter, chain drivt

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit,

trie horn; i£90/15.—Colmore Depot, ""*

Manchester.

63
(

3-t^ll. L

c- tterRJ

;lChO

SI

Can<
cat,

261. ansj

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issi
|

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

BB. Wo 1914. 3i-_.h.p.. T.T. nioUi'l. oomplote witli

Hccwsoritv*. suiilc bflt, luul tyre, vuly fust : £58.
8,055. '*' ''"'"' Cy^'' Offiies, Coventry. [XI 204

'BRi Slilili.. S^peoii. 1913, und Millfcrd sitle-

If, all in epientlid eoiiditioii, necessories included

:

Colmore Deiiot, 51, Colmore Row, Binuiaff-
[xioe?

,8 3.!»peeil Rover, iu iierfect order uud couditiou,

^ caiefallr u^ej. lamp, oil accessories, niso wicker
MontKOiucry 1 wlint oSers ?—Bett., i!<ortIi Ed..

[XI 524

'EB, 1915. Jijh.p. T.T. model, witli h.c. I'luliu-

wn pulley, delivery from stock. £52/10; counter-
:t 3.«petHl nunlels 10 duys, £65; exchange© or c.\:-

...1 terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15. Bishop.sgrate
.» . Camomile St.. E.C. [0491

ROVERS in stouk for immediate delivery: 5'-jh.p.

3-8peed eounter-sliaft, coacliVuiilt de lu.\e combiua-
£80; 3'-jlr-p. sporting coachbmlt coiubiuatiou. 68
lolOt S'l'lip.. with couuter.-;haft gear, kick etarter.

11^9, etc.. 60 gus. : Si^b-p. Kportiug solo machine.
tm I'hilip^ou pulley. 50 gn.s.—P. J. Evans, sole Bir-

":h«ra and District Agent, John Bright St. [8484

Uoyal Ruby.
1IL14 Royal Ruby, 2-speed. 2',:,h.p., excellent con-
J.V dition; accept £24.—Newnham, 225. Haramer-
mith R(i.. W. [8639

;OVAr. Ruby. 1914, 2-5troke. ridden 800 miles.
Cowey speedometer, lamps, horn, tools; £25. no
Howes, 28. Bagleys Lane, Fulhara. [8552

ROTAL Euby. 3i;..-4h.p. JA.P., 70x64l.', twin, side
valrea. ball bearing to pulley side, Stu'rmey-Arcbet

2-ev^ hub gear, price £42 ; one ditto, witb overhead
fulTfS, aod Jardiue 2-speed counter-shaft gear, chain
•nl belt drive, price £48.—The Rovnl Ruby Cycle Co.,
ibactester. [0704

Rudge.
1Q15 3'".!i.r. Rirdge Multi. new, in stock: £58,15 —
it7 Gni.v's Garage, fl'atford. [X1162

12-13 Endge Multi, Montgomery sidecar, recently
ovcibanled: £34.-21, Dunlace Rd.. Clapton.

^t [X 11 8 9
:^ TJiaEDIATE Delivery, new condition, Rudge Multi.

iT J'll'V- with sidecar: £45.—Abbey Garage, I'lv

f month.
"

[XOOSl
13 3Hli.P. Eudge Multi, with new back tyre, and
winpletely overhauled: £30.-'\yalker, Fishburn,

^
^'"7 HiU. [X1285

M IJrDGE Multi. 19LSr with spring wheel coach side-

c -.
,«^'j condition as new; £38.-69, Hanburv St..

I

SpilameMi. E. [8580

1 1ft" 3;-h.p. Rudge .Multi, band controlled clutch.
J •«-f and new Watsonian sidecar; ^ic lo ^o

lanhm

w

19'

Oraniille St.. Grimsbv,

U'

£46/10.-38
rxi2ii

1"LHjE Mnlti. 1914. St-Vup.. practically unused this

L- Dj i'';',^=
»58.-Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

'^j
Ed.. >,.\v. 6058 Hampstead [8623
1Q15 Rudge. Brooklands model, done about 800, as

it!; .'i'*,^./"-''^'''','"'''^-":
40 gns., cash.-Corpl. Gash.

oespatcb Rider, Clamorgan Yeomanry.-Aylsham. [8628
DCDGE Multi, 1913 model, in perfect order and" condition, had exceptionully careiul use, com-Wle with speedometer, horn, lamp, etc.; £40.—The

i(
Moms Garages. Oxford. [X1276

JO 13 Eudge Multi. SUb.p.. perfect condition, 1915
i;„,.-» ?tS">'

carburetter, 1914 coachbuilt sidecar;

K^ t, .
? ''™' f'S": eepaiate, £29, £7.-Eobert

iwen. tlectncian, Blaenau Festiniog. [X0768

Scott.

19''i:'li *"'°,!'- ^'""^ carburetter, fast and re-^w liable; £35.-Hubbard, Keighley. [8635
IQll Sijh.p. Scott, not ridden 1,000 miles, eaual^" to new; £43.—Attwood, Garage, Eccleshall.

19'^,.''''" ?.'^?"' '^"'^ ilay. accessories, and Cowe"v.

M R,TL'm''"™' *62.-12, Brunswick St., Citv
Hd., Bn-tol. ;B, [X1126
CCOTT and Cancelet,- new Dee. 27tb. 1912, 1913
m-f.>, 1, -**" -" "'"» passenger, lamps, horn, speed-
Oi-f.ir: best offer £45.-TVat«on, Haslingfield, Cambs^.

'*'

'^33'i.\^-i*'
'"'.'> !> 2 speeds, kick .starter. Canoelet

a.ilZ
™^car, just th;,roughly overhauled by makers.

Brfi'.m,^,! 1 ^V.w™"'"*: £50.-Elc6 and Co., 15,l»=ln.psei,te Av,, Camomile St., E.G. [0562

S*^'^''iJ,'ii.'^^^' ^'''h'L-
"^'"1 bandsome 18 gn. coach-

- VZ)i
^''"'"- ^"^'1 '''"'l screen, and aU acces-

i'
C,-?""'",? condition: mn.st sell; £35, excep-

- ' ShemelA
"' "°'"' £50.-J. Graham, 168, The

lfki^ „
- [7786

J." inS!„i"'l ,'"'"" '''''•''' sidecar, all .accessories.

-=oits. eaaine ?f,/t,'™P'',.' '•°"^' ^ *"bes, 2 driving

Stion^."". 'S""',
overhauled, everything in perfect

Weston r'r,!,?* 55 gns.; owner enlisted.-Owen. 6."CSton Grove, Bromley, Kent. [8112

19" mtolJ?? "^l""*'!*
<1<^ ^'^'"^ Sidecrir. Lukin

iM onlv a ,-Sv L S""!'"*"' a^iJ improved silencer.

F.E.S hi. lanm 'J'^'lv""'"'
P"l>etly new condition.

« bar8,iin-E v""? ?,*'S accessories; apply guickly

;

^p'K'on- t. ^. Lall. Common Room, Gray's Inn.
£8397

S^lfs'-AM?; S'^A"'"
'°°<''''' 'ishtweight: bargain,••^s—Midland Garage, Oxford. [X1249

AH letters relating to advertisements si

KDCEH
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
WE have a number of New '

1915 Models, including the I

following actually in stock
{

here, or ready at the Manufacturers.
B.S.A.

- Model K, 4j h.p., 3-speeJ,

CALTHORPE.
2-stroke, 2} h.p,, 2-speed.
2h h.p. J. A. P., 2-speed. ^^

ENFIELD.
2-5troke, 2} h.p., 2-speed,
Model 140, 3 h.p., 2-speed. ^

6 h.p., coach-built combination.
HUMBER.

3I h.p., air-cooled, 3 speeds.

INDIAN.
3j ^-P") 3-speed, and clutch.

5 h.p., 3-speed, and clutch.

7 h.p., 3-speed, and clutch.

NEW IMPERIAL.
2I h.p. J.A. P. engine, 2-speed.

ZENITH.
3I h.p., clutch niodel, Gradua gear.

4-5h.p., clutch model, Gradua gear.

6 h.p., clutch model, Gradua gear.

CANOELET.
Coacli-built Sidecars from 12 gns.

GODIVA.
Coach-built Sidecars from 10 gns.

MILLFORD,
Coach-built Sidecars from lOgns.

G.W.K.
Light Car, 9 h.p., standard model.

SWIFT.
Light Car, 7 h.p. model.

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in excliange transactions, and will

allow full value for your old Motor Cycle or
Light Car in Part Payment for any new one.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
Comrletely Overhauled and Guaranteed Perfect.

1912 TRIUMPH, 3,V h.p., clutch mcdel £35
1913 TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., T.T. roadster ... £34
1Q13 TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., clutch model £33
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and

Pinnace coach-built sidecar £55
igii RUDGE, 3.V h.p., clutch model £23
igi2 RUDGE, 3.V h.p., -clutch model £29
1912 HOBART, 2\ h.p., lady's model, 3-sp.,

and clutch £21
igi3 P. and M., 3^ h.p., and nearly new

Godiva Sidecar, coach-built £45

191.I. INDIAN, 7 h.p., clutch model, and
Flying Middleton Sidecar £50

1914 NEW HUDSON 6 h.p. Combination,
coach-built, 3 speeds and clutch, speedo-
meter, lamps, and horu £63

1914 AUTO-WHEEL, i h.p., standard mod. £10
1912 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p., 2 speeds. . £25
1914 JAMCS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, speedometer,

lamps and horn, and Canoelet sidecar . . £55
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., with Gradua gear,

speedometer, lamp, and horn £40

The EASTERN GARAGE Coy.,

4 18, ROMFORO ROAD,
FOiREST GATE, - E.
'Phone—10 Stratforil. 'Gram=—" E^'araco. London."

Official Repairers to—
R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., and M.U.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

Oil. p. SinB^r, Driliils. lioaili. rflmM", ariwrt light'

-^ w.juiiti fU.—Toms, CntlipriuB St., Lfic^-itei.

l.X1208ii

SINGER, 1912, 3',41i.p., 3-.«peod, kick-start, lamp,
etc.. new tyres; ^£30.—Laurel Motor Co., Wood-

ford Green. ,[8494

SINGKK and Co., Ltd., 17. Ilolborn Viaduct, have
only a limited supply of 3VL'li.p. 3-8peed models:

[irices to clear. £58; 4Vi>h.p. countershaft 2'9peed. ideal

model for sidecar work. £65 —Write, call, or 'phone
13175. [0667

Sparkbroolt.

SPAEKBEOOK Combination. 1914. 6h.p.. complete
with lanap. horn, epare.*. machine and coachbuilt

sidecar, in perfect condition, always carefully u-cd,

tvres good: owner buying car; £70.—Jame.s Moffat.
Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [B54.9

Sun.
QUN-VILLIEE.S. 1916. 2-stroke, mileage under 100.
^^ all accessories; £25.—Write. 12, Thornbury Av..
Osterley. Middlesex. ' [8599

SUN-VILLIERS, 1914, 2Vjh.p., 2-5troke model,
single gear, perfect little mount; £20.—The

Morris Garages. Oxford. [X1273

S1JN-T.T..S.. 1915, 2"'4h.p.. 2 epeeds, clutch, un-
' scratched, sporting model. 2l4in. heavy Dunlops.

kimps. knee-grips, and accesf^ories, not done 100 mile.s

;

.iust cost £41, bargain, £34.— 12a, Carpenters Ed..

Lozells, Birmingham. [X1342

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM. 3%h.p., 3-speed. actually in stock. —

Davies. Garage, Barmouth. [8467

SUNBEAM, 1915, 3i/jh.p., 3-speed model, in stock
for immediate delivery.—Tlie Morris Garages,

Oxford.
_

[X1279

j
QUXBEAM. 2"?ih.p.. 1914 macliine, but- only used

I O 300 miles, as new: bargain, f52/10. -Timberlake,

j

King St., Wigan. [X0982-

SUNBEAM. 3V:.h.p., late 1914, perfect; £59 nett;
exchange big clutch Zenith.—Advertiser, 26. Rox-

borough Park, Harrow. [3646

SJLh.p. 1914 Sunbeam, 3^pecd, in very good condi-
2 tion, new lamp and generator, excellent tyres;

£47/10.-Stradling, Newbury. [8375

SUNBEAM 1913, 2-speed model, purchased 1914,
beautiful order: £45: deferred payments: liberal

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. ppl57

SUNBEAM, 1914. 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamp,
horn, etc., almost as new, only used week ends;

take 39 gns.-123, Queen's Rd., Finsbury Park.
[XI 303

1 Q 14 3^2h.p. Sunbeam, splendid condition, done
JL*y 2,000, Lucas lamps, horn, accessories, extra
heavy tyres; 55 gns.—54t St. Gabriel's Rd., Crickie-
wood. [8644

SUNBEAM Agents.—Early deliveries 3V2h.p- models:
lists oQ application ; exchanges entertained.—Tel- :

388. T.A. ; Bicvcles.—Robinson's, Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [6366

1ftl4 6h.p. Sunbeam, with No. 5 Gl3ria sidecar, wind
Ji*y screen, spare new tyre and tube, every accessory,
splendid coudition : 75 gns.—Turner, 6, Eirchwood Rd..
St. Anne's Park. Bristol. [X1106

SUNBEAM. 1915, 3i/jh.p., 3-speed combination, speed-
ometer, lamps," spares, mileage 700 ;

" cost nearly

£100. accept £78, no offers: London district.—Box
3,054, The Motor Ciicle Offices, Coventry. [X1235

eUNDEAM. late 1914, 3i/.;h.p., absolutely as new.^ hand clutch, kick-starter, only done 1.000 miles,
with accessories, including Lucas lamp, horu, Brooks's
carrier case, mud screen, and spares : £63 complete,
owner going in for car.—X. J. Fry, The Grange, Warmley,
Bristol. [5200

T.A.C.

T.A.C., 7h p., 4-cyl., coachbuilt sidecar. 3 speeds. F.E..
ge.ar bos; must sell; bargain, £25, ofters, trial.—

Speechley. 45, Church Ed., Acton. [3673

i

Triumph.
"IfJlS Triumph Junior in stock; £42.—Seal and Ball.
XtF Southport. _ [X1232

TEILTMPH Junior, 1915 model : -delivery from stock;
£42.-Below.

TEIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch, sound
,

mechanical order; £46.—Elee and Co., 15. Bishops-
!
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0430

I1U13 3i,2h.p- Triumph Combination, 3-specJ; £45
-L«7 53, Brownhill Ed., Ca'tford.

TEIUMPH. 19157 not done 10 mile
£58.—Midland Garage, Oxford.

smoji
tiould auote the number at tlie end of each

[3473

speeds:

DECEMBEE (1913) Triumph, 3-speed. new condi-
tion, £13 sidecar.-Chaplain, Prison, Hull. [XlieO

JUNIOE Triumph. 1915, unused; £44.—Glenwncd,
Granville Ed., North Finchley. Tel.: 361. [8443

1Q10 Triumph, in verv good couditiou: £20.—Barra-

.

XfJ clough, Dalemocr, Thornton, Bradford; [XI 115

TEIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p.. 3 speeds, new condition:
bargain, f 44/10.-Stevens, Tcxhill. Lines. [X1072

3ih.p. Triumph, semi T.T.. splendid conditiDn tlirough-
2 out; sacrifice £24.—B. B. Ames. Wisbech.

.1 _ [3;1265

advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^s
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 3]i.p. (1906), new Splitdoif mag., recently

enamelled; photo; £10.-248, Bentley Ed., Don-
caster. [3:1271

TEIUMPH, 1911-12, 2-6peed, excellent conditicn
througliout ; £34.—Harrison, 53, Meersbrook Ed-,

Sheffield. [XI 246

TRIUMPH 1913 T.T. Roadster, type E, Cowey, new.
1,643 miles, cost £61.—Merrick, 130, Loncaster

Rd., W. [8624

TRIUMPH, 19121/2, free engine, clutch model, Coivey
speedometer ; £30, offers wanted.—21, Packington

St., Islington, N. [8552

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4l3.p., and Gloria coaclibuilt side-

car; £55.—Bainee, 592a, Liverpool Rd., Irlam,
near Maneliester. [8535

TRIUMPH, 1912. Sy^h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley,
lamps, etc., good; £30.—Gray, Laurel Cottage,

Woodford Green. [8495

TRIUMPH Junior, immediate delivery, no piomium.
-Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W

6058 Hampstead. [8622

qj-SPEED Triumph and Sidecar, cost £80 August
13, little used; £48; beautiful lot.—^Leighton'

Wood Green Station.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.,
sidecar, done 2,000

;

74, High St., Wealdstone.

[8529

3-speed, Gloria coachbuilt
£62.—G. E. Strawbridge,

[8589

1 Q 11 Triumph, clutch, speedometer, lamp, horn,
-l-t/ wicker sidecar, good condition; £28.— Grisby,
London Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [8551

TRIUMPH, 1911. clutch, waterproof mag., T.T.
Roadster handle-bars, topping condition; £24.—

"Elliswicke," Aylsham, Norfolk. [X1301

TRIUMPH, 1913V2, 3-epeed gear and clutch, with cane
sidecar, epeedoiueter, and lamps, fine order; £42.

—Collyer^ 313, High Rd., Wood Green, N. [X1043

TRIUMPH, SV^bP-. 3-speed gear and clutch, £12/12
Bramble sidecar, accessories included; £37.—Col-

more Depot, 31, CJolmore Row, Birmingham. [51070

"I C| 14^2 Triumph, 4h.p., Gloria cane sidecar, 3-
J-i/ speed, cyclometer, lamps, spares, splendid con-
dition.—Osborne, 177, New Park Rd., Brixton. [8525

TRIUMPH, semi T.T., SVsh.p., late 1913, F.E., done
2,500 miles, lamp, horn, Jones speedometer, con-

dition, new ; £40.—Tardley, Rowiugton, near Warwick.
i:X1176

TRIUMPH, 2\'2h.'Q; mag., B. and B., tyres and tubes
eound condition, first -class running order ; for im-

mediate sale £16/10.—Holyoake, 92, Battersea Rise,
S.W. [S1149

1 QlO F.E. Triumph and Sidecar, 2 speeds, decom-
-Lif pressor, aiitomatic lubricator, speedometer, just
overhauled; se28.—Embroidery Works, Letchworth,
Herts. [8610

TRIUMPH, 1913, standard model, with Brampton
2-speed gear, tyres almost new, perfect condi-

tion, lamp, horn, etc.; £30.—The Morris Garages,
Oxford.

^
[X1275

"IQll^ SVih.p. Triumph, N.S.U^2-speed, perfect con-
JLt/ dition, splendid sidecar machine; sell £28. or
exchange 1912 Scott.—Eenshaw, 229, Rochdale Rd.,
Oldham. * £X1289

1 C|09 Triumph, SV^h.p., overhauled, re-bushed, re-
M-U magnetised, splendid condition. Whittle, nearlv
new Avon back; £20.—Holt, Albert St., Brierfield.
Burnley. [X1223

1 QI4V2 4h.p. Triumph, clutch, 3-speed model, with
J-t/ coachbuilt sidecar, done 1,800 miles, new condi-
tion, not scratched.— 7, Turner St., Higher Broughton,
Manchester. £5.1045

"I
Q 13^4 Clutch Triumph, almost as new, excellent

J-U condition, very iittle used, accessories; excep-
tional bargain, £37, or near offer.-A. Sealey, 88,
Princes Av., Watford. [X1210

TRIUMPH, late 1914. clutch model, as new, been
stored since Xmas ; owner wounded, perfectly

tuned, lamp, tools, etc.; £45 cash.-Box 8,053, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1243

1 Q 14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, Kempshall tyres,A t' Brooks saddle, condition engine and gear guaran-
teed perfect, £44; with MiUs-FulIord sidecar, ^51.—
Robinson's Garage, Gicen St., Cambridge. [6864

3Xh.p. Triumph, fitted with 1915 engine in June, new
2 Helsby tyre on bock, front tyre good, new belt,

not ridden since new engine fitted ; £35.—Box L905,
The Motor Lyclc Omces, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [8598

TRIUMPH, 1912, S'Ah.p.. Millford wicker, conreited
to Sturmey 5-speed July 23rd, 1914, J.S. hub.

all hack new, including" tyre, I'edley, Dunlop inner, coat
£15/i9t take £38.—Wood, Hairdresser, Wilmslow.

[X1056
"IQ14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, 1914 Millford Empress
J-t/ sidecar, new P. and H, lamp feet, Lucae rear and
horn, 2^o Stelastic back tyre, perfect condition, enamel
and plating ae new; £55.—Lieut.-Commander EJddle,
R.N. Barracks, Devouport. [8431

TRIUMPH. 1911^4, free engine clutch, etandaid
model, just overhauled, new Stelastic back. Palmer

front, all spores, with Hutehint^on cover, tube, and belt,

all new, with wicker sidecar, all in splendid t'ondition

;

any trial; bargain.-Bransby, 2. Swetenham Place, Plum-
Btead, Kent. [8468

ii ff

? ^^

Controlling Birmingham Agent for

INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT, E^FIELD,

ROVER, NORTON, CONNAUGHT,

NEW IMPERIAL, CLYNO.
Also Agent for the Triumph, Calthorpe,

James, etc.

ROVER, 3j h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, £63.

NEW 1915 Models
Indian, 7 h.p., twin, road racer, clutch £57
Indian, 5 h.p., with Sidecar £75
Indian, 7 h.p., 3-sp., electric equipt. £73 10
Rover, 3\h.p., T.T., with Philipson. 50 gns.

Rover, 3ih.p., countershaft gear ... 60 gns.

Rover, s^h.p., de Lu.xe Combination £80
Enfield, ^ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. 38 gns.

Enfield, 3 h.p., 2-speed, lightweight 50 gns.

Enfield, 6 h.p., coach Combination. 80 gns.

Enfield, 6 h.p., ditto, dynamo set. .£100

A.J.S., 23h.p., 2-speed, kick starter. £51 16
A.J.S., 2}h.p., 3-speed, kick starter. £55 2 6

A.1I.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, twin £79 5
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, twin, and Sc. £96 15
Norton, 3lh.p., T.T. Special £50
Norton, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Combin. £80
Bat, 4Ah.p., Sporting, 2-speed, twin £60
Bat, 6"h.p., 3-speed, twin £73 10

New Imperial, 2ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £34 3

Connaught, 2ih.p., miniature' £27 11

Connaught, 2I-3 h.p., standard £35 3

Connaught, 2^-3 h.p., lady's model . £35 14
Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed £60
Triumph, 2ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke. . £42
Calthorpe, 2jh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed . . £34 13

James, 2th.p., 2-speed, 2-5troke ... £36 15

James, 3\h.p., 3-speed, twin £63
James, 4ih.p.. 3-speed, Big Single. . £63
eiyno, 2!h.p., 2-stroke £30

B.S.A., 4lh.p., 3-sp., chain and belt £59 15

B.S.A., 4}h.p., 3-sp., all chain £63

Make a special point of inspecting the

famous INDIAN range.

2^^ ~

^

INDIAN, 7 b-p., Standard Model, £73 10s.

IMMEDIATE OR EARLY DELIVERY.
Special payments. Liberal Exchanges.
Expert advice gratis. Complete satisfac-
tion guaranteed.

P. J. EVANS
87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

'Phone—Mid. 662. Wire—'Lytcar, B'haai,'

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

VELOCETTE.—Xen- 1915 models in stock; M -; i
£27: model D, 2-speed. chain drive. i:5 IC

model DL (special open frame, lady's;, £36 1 - - '.I

mc*t economical lightweight.—The PiemierUcv (•

Afc-ton Ed., BinuiDgbam. - ^-'

Victoria.

1 013 3"ih.p. Victoria, fixed gear, new back ty:. <c

J-iJ pletelj- OTcrhanled: £26.—Walier, 1;- l«n

Ferryhill. -^'S*

Vindec.

VIXDEC Special, 5-6h.p.. sidecar: exchonf li:V

weight and ca'-h; £22/10.—Shiplejr. .I'c ;.:-;
.

--2

Werner.
2Ah.p. TVerner, mag., jo-st orethaiUed, gnaiant- f

4 order : £12, or exchange for Auto-Wb- -r/.

eai'h adjustment.—18, Bellevue Gardens, Clapl^-'^ li-

S.W. .il-S

Williamson.
8 h.p. Williamfion, Douglas engine. Canoelet ^ 'jr*"*

hood, wind screen; £39.'10, bargain.- 9, Wal, .n-

Ed., Teddington. 65'

WILLIAMSON New 1914 Sidecar Combinati- ;.. li

delivery reduced price £94: exchanges ^
ia-

—Motoric-!:, 68, Horton St., Haliiax. .O'C

WILLIAMSON. 8h.p., late 1913, w.c. djt :,.

speed, Douglas engine, jnst overhauled by i: ji-r

coach sidecar, lamp, .spares, tools: too power! .i :

owner: £55. bargain.—Kirkby, 3, Mcreton St., s-...tt

ways, Manoheeter. ,X10<

Wtiite and Poppe.
31h.p. TThite and Poppe and sidecar. Bcsch m.ic

.
:

2 and B. carburetter. Millennium 2-^i'^'''. c
grand puller, engine thoronghlv rverhau^d :<. rj!:-

£20.—CTark, Garage, Long MeK;.rJ, Suffolk. f--

Win. Precision.
WIN.PRECISION (Dec, 1912). 4l4h.p., Millie

sidecar, free engine. Roc 2-speed. £1C sr<

overhauling; i£27/10.—Seen, Mylan, Station ApprMC
Streatham. l8*

Wolf.

TO 15 WoU Combination; £35: fully equip!

±0 Winifred Gowdey. 895. Fulbam Ed., S.W,

WOLF, 1914. 3>.h.p., brand new. 3-speed
handle starting, chain drive; a sacrifice, , _

Midland Garage, Oxford. [Xl*

WOLF-J.A.P., 2',jh.p., 2-speed gear, hand 'In*

kick starter, actually in stock ; 34 gns.—Hoik
bridge, 133, Sloane St., London. 1X12

Wooler.
1015 Wooler, a-stroke; £35.-WeEtend G»W
XO Hereford. [5».1S

Yale.

YALE Motor Cvde in stock, 8h.r., 2-spee.l, kick fttf

£59/10.-Jones. The Broadway, Muswell n
Sole agent for N. London, tmde and letnil. 'Phoi

Hornsey 2562. ['»

Zedel.

Oih.p. Zedel Lightweight, brand new. ridden *l<

'W* 100 miles, splendid machine, climb any II

cost £32 without accessories: eell all on £24.—
Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [I

Zenitli.

ZENITH 1913 Combination. 8h.p. twin, mag.; <ra.

sale. £45.-1, Ebner St.. Wandsworth. [XI!

ZENITH Gradua, SV'h.p.. 1912. wicker sidefM. eS
lent condition; £30.-Morris, Loddon Tiouj

Norwich. [XIS

ZENITH, 1912, 3>ih.p. J.A.P., Grodiia gear, «a
lent condition throughout.—P. J.' Evans, 44

Bright St., Birmingham. [8*

1013'"i 6h.p. Zenith, eoacll sidecar. £48: 1914 A
XV soiled Tli.p. 3-speed F.N.. £68.-Brighouse MB
Agency, Bailifte Bridge. [XW

ZENITH-GEADCA. 1913. in absolutely spotless^

dition : 38 gns., very great bargain.-Julian. B
St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. g|

ZENITHGB^VJirA, 1913. SVih-P . very powerful

fast, faultless condition, a^-eestsories ; £35.—
ston, 58. Park Ed., Colliers Wood. Merton.

"I
Q14 Zenith. Gradna ge.ir. 3^4h.p. w.c, Gr*»^n.)

Xt7 cision. exceptionally fast, and in splendid

dition ; £40.—Lister, Liiienby, Eeton, Torks. .XI

ZENITH-GRADt'A. 1914. 6h.p.. new condition, >

underslung sidecar; £45. bargain; trial, seen

time.—29. St. Leonards St.. Bow, near Bow Brido

Slh.p. Zeuith-Gradna. 1913. -with sidecar, nit ac

2 sories, carefully use*l. in exceptionally pocyl i

dition: £40. nearest!—Harris, Lexden Gardens. I
Vue. Shrewsbury*. [XI

ZENITH. 1914. 4-5b.p.. model D., clnteh. with (M
torpedo sidecar. 3 fine lamps, speed.Mncter, mad

in perfect order: £60: French grey finish.—C. AW
1 Watchmaker. Shrewsbury. {Xl

ZENITH. 1912^4. Sh.p.. Gradna gear, in pel

order, new Kempshall back cover and tube, <

plete with accessories; £37/10: owner on active
vice.—4. Crownstoue Rd., Brixton. [(

rfiS

"1

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Experienced Men on Home
Defence.

DURING our experiences in recruiting motor

cyclists, we find that there is much dis-

content among practical men attached to

home battalions, by reason of the fact

that novices with little or lio military

e.xperience are sent to the Front. We publish

a letter in this issue which is typical of many we
are constantly receiving, but which, unfortu-

natiely, we are unable to deal widi. Another

complaint is from men who have been on active

service since tlie beginning of the war, and who
as the months fiit by see less and less chance of

being sent to the Front. Some of the complaints

come from men attached to foreign battalions,

a number of which are on coast defence.

Now there is some reasonable ground for dis-

content among experienced men, many of whom
have given their time, even previous to the out-

break of war, to making themselves proficient

military motor cyclists, and yet are forestalled by

men who possibly have only decided to join the

Colours since Christmas. But the matter is too

momentous to be considered individually. "It

would upset the whole army scheme were a re-

' organisation, as some suggest, to come into

effect. In our brief experience as recruiting

agents it has been only too clear to us that some

men expect their personal preferences to have

consideration. Many, for instance, specifically

ask for positions on home defence ; others go

out of the way to enquire if they are likely to be

in any point of danger at any time ; others admit

that they are too nervous to, stand the racket of

constant gun fire, yet on the other hand we have

men on home defence liemoaning their fate that

they cannot get to the Front. And these are

the men, who, by reason of their willingness,

nay keenness, are likely to make the best

soldiers. It is obviously impossible to in-

terrogate every soldier singly as to whether he

would like to stay at home or go to the Front,

and break up a battalion to form a foreign

service regiment. Therefore, we appeal to those

patriotic motor cyclists, sportsmen as they are,

to bear their fate with equanimity, supported by

the knowledge that they are serving their King
and Country no matter where they chance to be.

Complete Motor Cycles.

A
FEW years ago a campaign was launched

in the English press on the desirability

of marketing cars complete and ready for

the road, i.e., equipped with all the

necessary adjuncts which it becomes a

nuisance to the new owner to be continually

providing. Of late it has been regular practice

in the car world to supply vehicles fitted up com-
plete with lamps, horn, tools, and all other neces-

sary impedimenta for a tour of any length. Such
a policy in connection with motor cycles has

been urged in this journal on divers occasions,

and a good number of firms have been quick

enough to realise the wisdom of offering a

completely equipped machine to a prospective

buyer. But many manufacturers do not seem to

realise that when a sale has been effected the

owner is doubly thankful to have been relieved of

the petty worries and expenses connected with

selecting suitable articles for attachment to

his machine. Tliis is onl)^ natural, as accessories

offered for sale are usually of standard design,

and it is obvious that they cannot be applied to

any make of mount with the same ease and
grace, and the man who should know the best

size, design, and shape of fittings to be applied

to a machine is the designer of the machine
itself. Why should a buyer have to disturb his

front wheel to fit a speedometer, and scratch the

plating by fitting a lamp and horn which ten to

one do not fit without special padding? If manu-
facturers were to pay a little more attention to

this recommendation of complete machines, they

would be bound to benefit, and we should see

less of the unsightly horns and lamps fitted in

a place for which they were never intended and
altogether out of proportion to the mount on
which thev are used.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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RACING IN NEW ZEALAND.

Results of Recent Meetings in Various Parts of the Dominion.

Manawatu Motor Cycle Club.

THE Manawatu Club's race meeting

was conducted at Woodville on

April 28th, but rain curtailed the

programme to three races, which
resulted :

Open Handicap, Five Miles.- -P. Cole-

man (7 Indian).

Open Handicap, Seven Miles.—Osgood

(2J Douglas).

Open Handicap, Ten Miles.—R. Jones

(2| Matchless).

Marton and Rangitikei Motor Cycle

Sports Club.

The above-mentioned club held a race

meeting at Marton on April 15th, when
there was a large attendance of spectators.

The events, which were run off on a grass

track, resulted as follows :

Novice Handicap, Ftvi.; ^Iiles.- -

Franche (7 Indian).

Open Handicap, Ten Miles. —P. Cole-

man (7 Indian), scratch.

350 c.c. Championship, Five Miles.—
J. Dawber (2| Douglas).

Open Handicap, Fifteen ^Iiles.—P.
Coleman (7 Indian).

LiGHTWEiaHT GHAMPIONSIIH', FiVE
Miles.—J. Dawber (2J Douglas).

3^ H.p. Championship, Ten Miles.—
R. Jones (3i Rudge).

Times are not given, as it is staled

that the times of some of the events were
taken wrongly. In other respects the

meeting was carried out very efficiently.

Wanganui Motor Cycling Club.

The Wanganui Club held a race meet-
ing at Wanganui on April 22nd, when
several events were lun off. Results :

SiDECAK Race, Three Miles. —
Townsend (6 Royal Enfield), scratch.

Time, 5m. 16s.

Private Owners' Handicap, Five
Miles.—Cunningham (7 Indian), lime,
6m. 49Ls.

Novice Handicap, Five Miles.— \".

Creswell (23 Douglas). Time, 8m. 49s.

Open Handicap, Ten Miles.—V. Cres-
well (2J Douglas). Time, 12m. 7is.

Lightweight Championship, Five
Miles.—Healey (2| New Hudson), 160s.
Time, 7in. 1.4-^s.

Wanganui 3^ h.p. Championship, Ten
iliLES. — A. Anderson (3J- Triumpli).
'1 ime, lOni. 52^s.

Consolation Handicap. —Goldsmith (5A
Royal Ruby).

The surprise of the day was the winner
of the Novice Handicap and the Ten
Miles event—V. Creswell (2| Douglas).

This rider was only sixteen years of age
and these were his first races.

Napier Motor Cycle Club.

A very successful meeting was con-

ducted by this club at Napier on Easter
Monday on the racecourse, which was in

good order and free from ruts. There
was a large attendance, and the gather-
ing was a decided success in every way.
Results :

Novice Handicap, Five Laps.—Lim-
brick (7 Indian), scratch. Time, 8m.
14is.

Open Handicap, Five Miles.—R.
Jones (2| ilatcliless), 55s. Time, 6m. 30s.

Lightweight Championship, ^ Five
Miles.—R. Jones (2| Matchless). Time,
6in.

Jack Booth, the Australian rider, whose

name is nearly as familiar, by reason of his

speed achievements, at home as in Australia

where his records are made. His latest and
best performance is that of covering half a

mile on his 7 h.p. Indian at a speed of 83.33

m.p.h. This is claimed to be the fastest

time ever achieved by any form of motor
vehicle south of the Equator.

H.\NDiCAp, Ten Laps, for 4 h.p. and
Under.—A. Nash (2J Douglas), 200s.
Time, 14m. 57s.

He.avvweight Handicap, Fifteen
Miles.—P. Coleman (7 Indian), scratch.
Time, 15m. 42|s.

Open Handicap, Fifteen Laps.--R.
Jones (2J Matchless), 240s.

Sidecar Handicap, Two Laps.— L.
Linibrick (3i B.S.A.), 10s. Time, 4m. 4s.

Open H.vndtcap, Eight Laps.—S.
Mason (23 Douglas), 250s. Time, 12m.
lis.

Sidecar Haxdic-\p, Eight Lap-.—
Boag (7 Matchless), 60s. Time 14m. &.-.

3iH.p. Ch^uipionship, Ten Mile^ —
R. Jones (3^ Rudge). Time, 10m. 46s.

Sidecar H.andicap, Five Lai'.-^ —
Arnold (4^ James). Time, 9ni. 13s.

Consolation Handicap, Fm; Lai^ -

J. Boucher (5j Rudge), 35s. Time, 7;n.

263.

The Pioneer Motor and Sports Club.

This club held two races on New
Brighton Beach on Mav 22nd. Results :

Open Handicap. Eight Miles, Solo.—
G. Moffatt (3i Triumph), Im. Time,
8m. 27s. Fastest time was made by G.
B. Brown (4 Triumph) in 8m. 25s.

Open Handicap. Sixteen Miles, roa
Sidecar.—F. Thomas (3i B.S.A.), 2m.

Christchurch Riders aid Charity.

At a big carnival held at Christcl.uiili

during April in aid of the British and
Belgian Relief Funds the Pioneer Motor
and Sports C'Uib held a tilting-at-the-ring
event, which was won by A. Woodham
(2| Douglas) in 17|s. Several decorated
sidecar outfits took part in the procession
and excited much admiration, a decorated
Triumph outfit as a schooner coming ia

for particular mention. Several menibers
of the club treated the public to short
spins in their sidecars at sixpence a head,
the proceeds ..beinrf in aid of the fund.

HAMPSTEAD VOLUNTEER
RESERVE.

MOTOR cyclists residing in Hamp-
stead and neighbourhood, whO'
being ineligible for military service t

have not yet been able to find scope
for their patriotic energies, might do
worse than place t!n?mselves and llirii'

machines at the disposal of the Hampsttad
Volunteer Reserve forming part of the
Hampsiead Battalion of the North
London Volunteer Regiment. The corps
has some 4C{) active members, and excel-
lent headquarters at the Drill Hall,
HoUybush Vale, opposite the Hampstcad.
Tube citation. By permission of the
Grand Duke Jlichael it makes use of
the grounds of Kenwood for field practice,'
•and the range of the Mansfield Ritle Club.
-Motor cyclists who are under nineteen'
years of age. or who, if of military age,
can show sufficient reason for not enlist-

ing ill the regular forces, are iu\ited to
qualify themselves for assisting the corps
in mobilising on emergency. '

Full par-
ticulars can be obtained from Adjutant
Jlr. Tluimas Hancock Nunn. the Drill
Hall, Hollybush Vale, Hampstead, N.W.



THERE are many things to be considered witli

reference to camping, but the main requirements

of the outfit are simplicity and lightness. Do
not burden yourself with unnecessai7 luggage, have all

cooking utensils made of aluminium, and to nest as far

as possible. For instance, the plates and frying pan

fit on to the bottom of the saucepans, while the sauce-

,pans in their turn nest into one another, and the

Primus stove, being detachable, goes nicely into the

top saucepan. The spanner for the stove also makes

,a handle for all the saucepans and frying pans. The
enamel cups may
have their handles

sawn through at the

fnittom, which enables

them to nest- nicely,

iand enamel is much
^better for hot drinks,

as aluminium holds

the heat to a re-

markable degree and
burns one's mouth
very easily. Do not

carry a teapot—use
an aluminium tea >n-

'fuser and make your
tea in the saucepan.

Sleeping Arrange=
ments.

^fany campers are

lost to the sport

because they do not

understand how to

sleep at night. The
most miserable thing

1 know of in camp -.^,.

"

life is to be cold at ' ~,

night—it is impos- a i .u t , c • *
.r^,

1 Asking the tarmer ror permission to camp

—

Slble to sleep when incidentally shows how the complete

cold—many people think if it is nice warm weather

anything will do for covering at night time. This is a

great mistake; you may make many shifts during the

day, but you must have sufficient and proper clothing

for the night. After ten years' experience we find

sleeping bags made of pyreenese the warmest. Some
campers do not undress, but this is a practice to he

condemned—it is neither restful nor healthy. Undress
and use a warm sleeping suit of light texture. Next
get into your sleeping bag ; a blanket and eider-down
quilt for covering will, I think, be found quite enough.

Be sure and have

blanket and quilt

well pegged down at

the corners, then your

partner will not rob

you in the night.

The quilt supplied by
the Camping Club is

made with a lain.

valance for that pur-

pose.

If they follow out

these suggestions I

am sure intending

campers will have

restful nights (after

the first one).

The whole outfit

costs about ;£$, and

may be purchased

from the Amateur
Camping Club, 4,

New Union Street,

M o_o r g a t e Street,

London, E.G., or

may be made by one-

self. It is, however,

advisable to join the

club in any case.

A13

a request readily granted. The picture

kit is carried on the sidecar grid.
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On Camping.—

The cost of the kit will not be exces-

sive when one considers the pleasure

derived from camping and the cheap-

ness of it. It is possible to save the

cost of the outfit on your first holiday.

As an instance, my husband, little boy,

and myself went for a camping tour

in Scotland. We met with the greatest

hospitality everywhere, but, unfor-

tunately, we were one night late getting

a suitable camp site, so decided we
would get a bed if possible. This,

with a plate of porridge each but no
breakfast, cost us los. Now when you
consider that charge and our ten day
tour which cost us only _;^5, including

petrol and lubricating oil, camping cer-

tainly shows to advantage.

When on tour we find no difficulty

in packing the whole outfit for three

people in a basket, which is strapped

on the carrier of the Enfield combina-

tion. For a tour where clean clodies

are necessary a smaller basket put

lengthways in the sidecar makes a

suitable seat for the boy, and is well

away from all dust.

Our tent was designed by my hus-

band and made by myself at a cost of

38s. It is yft. long, 5ft. pin. high,

and 6ft. wide, with i2in. eaves and loin.

porch at either end. These tents are very

light ; ours weighs 5 lb. It is necessary to

pitch on the leeward side of the hedge, and
always choose a good thick one.

What to Avoid.
Remember not to pitch under trees. It is

very nice in fine weather, but when it rains

one gets all the droppings, which often keep
one awake after the rain has ceased. And

|j^OT(^IL]S

The cuisine. Mrs. Rilcy is hokiuii^

three plates, three frying pans, four

saucepans, and a Primus c.tove. There

is a milk can on her left arm, and wash
basin and three-gallon bucket on the

ground in front. At the back is the

range, which keeps three pots boiling

at the same time. The whole packs

flat, and weighs very little indeed.

JULY 22nd, igi5.

do not pitch in the same field as cattle

for, if there is a horse grazing, p
matter how large the field, he wij

want the bit of grass nearest the tent

and he generally chooses the middle o
the night in which to graze rouni

about. Calves also are most inquisi

tive ; they will come ^ery cautiously 11;

to your tent, look seriously at you wit

their big eyes, and if left alone wil

chew at the guy lines and uproot tb

pegs, -and the whole thing will collapse

They are most persistent; no matte

how many times you drive them away
back they come, and you do not wan
to stay up all night driving cattle awaj
But the worst offenders are pigs. The
'neither eat the grass around nor go i

one door and out the other as san
animals ought to, but go straigt

through the sides, tearing and spoilin

everything.

Unwelcome Visitors.

Once I camped where they had
litter at large on the farm. 1 had m
doubts about^ those little pigs, and tol

the farmer so, but he said he did nC

think they would come near us. As w
were going out for a short spin befor

lunch, I decided to leave both ends o

Afternoon callers—two varieties.

tire tent open, so that in the event of

visit they would go in one end and 01

the other if they chose. I careful!

put all eatables in the baskets an

closed them down. What I did not ha

nain for was that they first chewed tl

li.iskets away and got at all the foo<

and I can assure you they did not lea\

much, and their behaviour was truly p
fashion, for they went straight throiii;

the side of the tent, making a complc

wreck of it, and on their way out fouii

the soap and ate every bit (if lately tl

bacon of any motor cyclist has tasted

i
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I Camping.—

II sonpv he will now know the cause). They iiail gone
A hen 1 got hai'k, but, they jiaid me another visit in the

MTuoon while 1 was resting. What fun those pigs

'\ witii me when 1 drove them away! Tliey just

[Mealed and careered around the field, coming hack
iL.iiin and again.

I'o conclude, I must tell you a little story of what
lappened to some friends of ours. These friends had

had a fixed camp all the summer, the hushancl going
to business every day and returning at night. When
they at last returned home late in the fall and slept

in a bed, of course it was all very .strange. 'j'hc

husl)and woke in the night and cautiously felt around:
put his hand out of bed; he could not feel any ground.
Then he woke his wife and whispei"ed in a very low
lone, "Maggie, dear, don't move; we have camped
on the edge of a precipice."

The Simplest Form of Electric Lighting.
Low Candle Power Electric Head Lights from Primary. Batteries.

THE production of an ample illumination from
primary batteries in an electric head light of

the low candle power variety, and its upkeep-

k.:>n an inexpensive basis, depend upon four main
actors : The efficiency of the bulb and its power,

battery and its capacity, the actual type of the

mI light itself, and, in relation to the design of

lie lamp, the extent to which projection, focus, and

eflection are utilised.

I'he power and the eflficieucy of the Ijulh constitute

wo of the chief agencies in the production of a

irilliant light, and need to be considered closely in

'injunction with the second factor, the battery

apacity. As dry batteries of even 'heavy capacity

re not capable of giving reasonably long life if the

li.^charge rate exceeds 0.4 amp., it follows that a

'ulli for use with such a battery .should have an

fficiency at not more than one to one and a half

\;itts. The well-know-n pocket lamp screw^ bulb of

'2 or '^J/^ volts, with the S-shaped metal filaments

irranged at right angles to the plane of the bulb

up, consumes on an average approximately .25 to .3

imp., so that it is easily possible to obtain with

hese I'tulbs a light intensity of one candle power
rem a two-cell battery, and almost twice that

iitensity with a three-cell battery. For all ordinary

imposes a bulb of this type in the 2}, volt .'3 amp.
tries will, therefore, be quite suitable, and for

light country riding the light from one of 3-!- volts

vill be found ample if a suitable projecting lens

, ,s used.

Jj
Dry Batteries.

The necessity for keeping all accessories within limits

1 inewhat restricts the capacity of a dry battery.

Here it should be pointed out that, with the same
-urrent consumption, the greater the number of cells

ind higher electro-motive force, the stronger will be

he current and greater the light, but the smaller will

"j the actual capacity. It is, therefore, desirable to

ise a battery with the least number of cells consistent

viUi a sufficiency of light.

The small pocket lamp batteries are very useful as

spares, etc., but otherwise are unsuitable.

Experience wdth several kinds of dry batteries has
jiroved that, for all round excellence, those used for

iiand lamp refills are ideal for the purpose. Among
these may be mentioned those of the Volex series

iand the somewhat larger Helle.sen Flash. The waiter

ihad in use for over five months a z\ volt Volex Rear-
light battery, which gave about 70-75 hours' light

before becoming exh-austed. In the 4-volt class of

the same size is the Volex Handy, but having three

cells its capacity is somew"hat less, although it is

capable of generatmg a stronger current. The Hellesen

Flash and the Volex Giant and Aero are of still

heavier capacity, l:)ut when fresh, and w'here there is

much vibration, they should be used with a strong

(preferably 4-4-?, volt) bulb.

Focussing the Beam.
The actual design of the head light is to a great

extent in the hands of the manufacturer, and is

jiractically limited to the types placed on the market..

The construction of a good lamp, however, should

embody perfect insulation in respect of the machine
and lamp, good projection and focus, and should

allow for as much reflecting surface as is possible to

obtain for its size. A very successful experiment was
that in wdiich an old oil lamp of the I-^ing of the Road
pattern was employed.- The reflector was replaced

by a chink screw lamp holder, fixed so that the plane

of the bulb filaments was vertical, and the wick holder

was removed to allow of a small vulcanite switch-

board, on a rubber plug, being inserted in the oil well.

The switch was thus invisible, and the point of

illumination was found to be in correct focus with

the lens—one of the ordinary double convex form
common in these lamps.

The body of the lamp itself can be made to form
its own reflector, if parabolic in shape, and will, to

a great extent, act as a projector. In some cases

advantage can l>e obtained by enamelling the inside

of the lamp a glossy white, but, whatever be the

form, a good clear front lens is a distinct improve-

ment on the front of plain glass.

Focus is entirely a matter for experiment, so that

it is extremely useful to have some ready form of

adjusting, the focus. It should be remembered that

the nearer the point of illumination to the focus of

the lens, the longer and narrower will be the ray of

light produced, and vice versa. Care should be
taken to ensure that the light is fixed exactly in the

focal plane of. the lens, i.e., in a line with the centre

of its thickest part.

A good waterproof conductor, enabling the battery

to be carried anywhere on the machine, can be quickly

made by stripping a piece of ordinary flexible insu-

lated electric light cable of it.s silk covering ; and the

portion of the battery case which is touched by the

terminals can be lined With a piece of old cycle .tyre,

wliich will materially assist in the prevention of

leakage through wet.

H.W.H.
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Quality in Two=strokes,
i remarked some months ago that the quality of

various makes of baby two-strokes differs more than

the general public suspect, and hinted that a trial run

of two or three fancied makes was essential as a pre-

liminary to purchase in this class, unless very reliable

evidence can first be secured from a friend. I have
owned and driven a good many brands, and not long

ago I tumbled into a. pitfall, and bought a dud. Its

principal defects were violent vibration, ascribable

in equal proportions to an ill-balanced engine and a

badly designed frame, and rapid wear of the engine

bushes, due to a crude oiling system.

Slow Running on Free £ngine.
The huge popularity of the sidecar and the

universality of free engines and variable gears have
led the average motor cyclist to feel a little dissatisfied

with the slow running of his engine. Whereas a car

engine can be throttled down to tick over without
vibration or noise when the vehicle is stationary,

the slowest speed of the average motor cycle engine

is distinctly on the high side ; it is accompanied bv a

good deal of noise and not a little vibration, the result

being that riders do not run their machine on free

engine for a second longer than is inevitable. In

part, this slow running coarseness is intentional on
the part of responsible designers. They realise that,

if a single-cylinder motor cycle engine could ape ,the

running of a Rolls-Royce on free engine, users would
let the engine run for five minutes at a time, and that

this usage would be disastrous for an air-cooled engine

fitted to a stationary ma'chidE. In part, too, the

motor cycle approximates rather to the sporting or

semi-racing type of car engine than to the roadster

type ; it is designed for a very high power output
in proportion to., its cubical capacity, and there is a

consequent sacrifice of refinement ; the engines of

the majority of sporting cars cannot run very smoothly,

inaudibly, or slowly, when throttled down.-

The Future.
Nevertheless, we are entering a new era in the

history of the sport and industry. Only a small

percentage of modern owners clamour for super-

efficient engines ; the general public want a refined

engine of medium efficiency and great durability,

depending on an emergency bottom gear ratio for

stunt hill-climbs, and they neither desire por expect

60 m.p.h. all out on top gear. Moreover, riders are

becoming more intelligent. Only a fool is likely to

run an air-cooled engine with the machine stationary

for more than a pioment or two, and, if the fool is

still with us, he is in the minority, and the trade can

at last afford to deal faithfully with him and charge

him for repairs necessitated by his criminal idiocy.

So the slow running problem can be tackled. It is

intolerable that the starting-up of our engines should

ccasjoDal.
-^ommenif

I

annoy everybody within 200 yards ; that we sho
^

have to hustle with red and shamed faces to scrambll

aboard and get the noxious disturber of the peaci

removed from the locality as swiftly as possible. ..F

ha\-e a vision. I see the air-cooled sidecar outfit ^1
say, 1 91 7 A.D. It has a proper automobile carb^

etter, equipped with a wee auxiliary vaporiser-

it pilot jet, by-pass, or what you will—on which

engine ticks over at less than 100 r.p.m. It is^

excellently balanced that the engine can run wi|tll

perfect steadiness at this speed—perhaps there arl

two horizontally-opposed cylinders and an external

flvwheel of large diameter. It is sufficiently we)|

silenced to prevent the exhaust of the whiffs of

inhaled via the pilot jet from resounding thunderousll

over a tenth part of the area of the town ; I do noj

mean that it is silenced to death, for a good sportipif

car will run silently on its pilot jet with an absolutell

open- _exhaust, provided the clearance passages arl

large enough. It is accurately lubricated, so thati

even at verv low engine speeds, oil films are mainl

tained throughout the engine. It has improveJ

cooling, possibly by the use of Harcourt radiatorsj

As a consequence of these advances, the startingl

up of a sidecar engine creates no more excitemenl

in a public street than the pull-up of the starting-handlif

of a six-cylinder car; people do not stop, stand, ami

stare for a quarter of a mile in each direction : ml

windows are flung up by nervous spinsters ; no childreiB|

rush tearfully to their mammies. The rider does nor
blush and scramble. He dons his gloves in leisuren

fashion, and eventually mounts the saddle withoul

creating the impression that he is a public nuisancij

detected in an ungentlemanly action.

Fixed Carburetter Adjustments.
During the current year I ha\e received compara

lively few complaints of bad delivery tune; when sucl

letters have been received they have usually hat

reference to the carburetter setting. I think the tradi

is now spending more pains on this very vita

adjustment. Undl the last year or so it was stupidl;

taken for granted that all the engines of a batch wen

identical, and that perfect carburetter adjustmen

could be attained by selecting a given size of jet am

choke tube (if any) for all the carburetters. It wa-

a silly notion, for the trade was well aware that ever

now and then the bench tester or a road tester wouk

send word in to the running sh-ed manager; " Enj:ir.i

No. 9697 is a particular hot 'un : may we fit anothe

to Mr. X •'$ machine, and keep 9697 for the T.T

or the Six Days," as the case might be ; and the olde

hands can hardly have forgotten how one or two firm,

measured the 2fl h.p. De Dion with micromete

gauges, analysed most of its parts, and unblushingi;

copied it as closely as they could without procurinj

the same efficiency. A vital element in the varyiiij

'
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>i,isional Comments.—

irK-ioiirv of appaiontly similar engines is the 'Jegrec

lir leal:age past the \'alve stems; and 'there are

IV other details in which " must go " and " must
.I l;o'' gauges permit slight variations. Maximum
:A minimum gauges are not always used on the repe-

n parts turned out by the thousand for carbu-

rs; even when they are used, divergences are in-

Mi.ible. The sum total of all these minute diver-

cncies in engines and in carburetters suffices to render
'',. standard jet size, choke tube size, and petrol level

bsolutely unsatisfactory; so the modern maker
I'mploys the personal factor, and instructs his road

lesters to put the finishing touches to the setting by

-Xtual experiment on the roads surrounding the fac-

ory (less frequently, the bench testers essay the job).

i'iere he is up against a fresh difficulty. Expert

jesters were not numerous in peace time, and the

Iream of that noble army is now in Flanders. So the

iirivate user can hardly wonder if the carburetter

j.djustment of his new machine is not always supremely

jierfect.

I
Toolbag Sizes.

I
J believe the time has come for manufa^cturers to

fncrease the size of their toolbags a little. I know-

'ny friends are rather_ inclined to jeer at the amount
if kit I carry

—"what's your latest pantechnicon?"

s a salutation my cronies often hurl at me ; but, as a

ournalist on whose shoulders the report of an event

inay often hang, I must make sure of getting there,

;ind so I never stint my outfit. As our machines be-

I'ome more complex they gradually clamour for a

I'arger stock of spares. Last week, for example, I

pondered which of two machines should carry me
jH'er a 750 miles jaunt, and I was unwilling to strap

more kit on to the carrier than was inevitable ; it is

jilways desirable to squeeze the mechanical outfit into

the pannier bags, leaving the carrier top free for lug-

gage. I began operations on machine No. i. The
offside pannier only just held the tool roll. Into the

near pannier I wished to compress a tyre repair outfit,

two .spare plugs, a spare chain, spare .bulbs for the

head and tail lamps, one exhaust valve complete, and
about }iVo. of assorted bits, dictated by past experi-

ence of the machine's nut-shedding propensities

(this is no extravagant insurance against hold-ups
with a three-chain twin) ; but, of course, they wouldn't

go in. I had to house the chain, the bulbs, and the

valve amongst my pyjamas on top of the carrier, and
whenever I rjde this machine light I have to choose
between jamming these impedimenta in my pockets,

or tying them on to the carrier. The case of the other

machine is even worse, as its construction compels the

driver to carry two or three extra tools and odds and
ends in addition to the kit outlined above. Nobody
likes carrying a few spares wrapped up in brown
paper and tied with string on to various parts of the

machine ; but the only alternative is to wear out the

lining of one's pockets, or to. carry a carrier case of

absurdly large dimensions as an economy on buying

two carrier cases, one for luggage and bits, the other

for 'bits only, according to the nature of a projected

ride. It may be questioned whether the standard

pannier bags were ever large enough for a prudent

rider's needs on long-distance work, but now that

spare chains (which must be carried under cover) and
electric bulbs (which must be stored in bulky wooden
cases) have been added to our impedimenta, the aver-

age pannier is quite absurdly too small. I am willing

to hang a coiled belt on the carrier stays, and to lash

the spare inner tube round the handle-bar, but I draw
the line at carrying 3ft. of Hans Renold as a watch

chain,, or at floating my spare bulb case in the' petrol

tank.

Start at Groningen of the Dutch trial described on page 65 of our last issue.

B1
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the wri'er"s name and address.

A Partly Open Cut-out.

Sir,—Perhaps you will allow me to warn motor cyclists

to be very careful in the East Riding of Yorkshire. I was
recently fuied there (with a dozen or so others) for having a

cut-out on a 1912 Singer. This cut-out was partly open and had
no control attached. It had been like, this ever since I had
had the machine, and I had never been warned before, so you
see that the machine could not liave been unduly noisy.

J. BACKHOUSE.

Single V. Twin.

Sir,—I have read your very excellent paper for some years
now, and during the last two or three years I have noticed
in it many contributions and much correspondence derogatory
to the 3^ h.p. single and praising the small twin. In the
year 1913 many people predicted the 6^ h.p. single would be
dead in two or three years. The sweeping victory in the
1914 T.T. race, both Junior and Senior classes, however,
gave a fillip to its jaded popularity, and the War Office

decree against the twin set people thinking.
Having ridden nothing else but small twins and two'strokes

for the past three years, I decided to try a 3^ h.p. single this

year, and I must say it has been a revelation to me. My
machine is' a 1915 3j h.p. Norton single gear of 3|-| to 1, and
the way it glides along at 28 m.p.h. without any fuss or

effort has to be experienced to be appreciated. I can get
the engine running regularly down to 4 m.p.h., and have done
73 m.p.h. on the level without any alteration or adjustment.
As for acceleration, the small twin accelerates well on low

gear, but on top gear, accelerating from a speed of, say, 15
m.p.h., I easily beat a friend of mine who rides a 3^ h.p.

T.T. twin of well-known make geared 5 to 1.

From a point of view .of long life, the slow speed 3^ h.p.
single must be better than the high-speed twin.

I have no connection with the Norton motors except the
bonds of satisfaction, and enclose mv card. R.E.B.

Motor Volunteers.

Sir,7—Doubtless there are many motor cyclists who, like

myself, have read of the splendid work being done by the
Motor Volunteers, but are themselves unable to join, due
to the lack of a suit.able ccps
With the organisation at present existing in the many

district Volunteer Training Corps it should not be a difficult

matter to form a motor squadron, provided a sufficient

number of motorists express their willingness to join.

With this object in view, I should be pleased to hear
from any motorists in Dulwich, Streathani, Tooting, or any
other neighbouring district willing to be enrolled, and if a

sufficient number is forthcoming, I would undertake the
necessary arrangements for attachment to one of the local

volunteer units.

It must be remembered that Volunteer Training Coi-ps
exist only for those who give a valid reason for not enlisting,

such as (1) age, (2) Government contracts, (3) Government
or municipal employment where permissioii is refused, (4)

physical disabilities which would involve rejection by the
Army, (5) where enlistment w-ould involve serious dis-

location of business, and throw men out of employment.
There are other genuine reasons which cannot be classified,

and if a man has a genuine reason he need not hesitate to

come forward and give it. If the reason is good aJid valid
the commandant will accept it. J. BENNETT.
[Letters addressed c/o the^ Editor will be forwarded.—Eu.]

B4

A Curious Loss of Power.

Sir,—An experience of loss of power which my machine^

recently experienced, and its remedy, may interest others.

The machine, wliich is furnished with a reducing gear,

commenced to fail gradually, so that it became more and

more necessar3' to engage the low gear in order to surmount

a liill or travel against the wind. All the customary investi-

gations were made, to no purpose. Timing, compression,

carburation, 'connections, valves, belt, and silencer were all

examined; the piston and cylinder were cleaned, the bell-

crank lever fibre levelled, and the platinum points filed.

Still the machine would not climb a hiU right out.

At last it was noticed that the platinum points separated

with a sort of double motion not smartly, as they ought. S(>

the magneto (an Eisemann) w-as removed, the armature taken

out, and the cam filed to a sharper lift. Result : The power
was completely restored. Reason : Wear through dust—

a

gradual process, taking many months. W.L.B

Does an Engine Run Better at Dusk?
Sir,

—

I'erliap.s, in company with many of your readers, yon

may have observed that, at dusk and thereabout, motors

and motor cycles appear to gain in speed and power,

although the setting of the throttle and spark remains the

same as previously.

An explanation of this might be forthcoming due to the

fact that plants, flowers, etc., give out at dusk a considerable

quantity of carbonic acid ga«, this being sufficient to augment
the speed and power of the motor referred to.

I have reason to believe that an experiment was carried

out, by a private individual, in connection with this. It

was as follows : A cylinder of the gas was attached in front

of the carburetter, in such a position as to allow a lead from
the cylinder to inject the gas into the air inlet of the carbu-

retter. The engine was that of a. motor cycle in the usual

running order. The machine was started and run in the

usual way, and after a short interval the gas was turned on.

Coincident with this an increase of speed was noticed, the

control levers remaining untouched. G.P.G.K.

A Motor Cyclist's Duties.

Sir,—A letter under this heading in your issue dated Julj

8th from Mr. John Hibberd disgusts me, and, I hope, aU

right thinking people, in no small manner. Presumably his

son is aware that he is now a soldier, and a soldier is

expected to do what is required of him, and to do it willingly,

especially at a time like this, when every man ought tft

surrender himself unconditioi.ally for service to his country.

Where then can complaint arise when he is asked temporarily

to' perform his duties on a push cycle instead of on a motor
cycle? And is not Mr. Hibberd afhamcd to air a grievance

so comparatively slight as that ? AVheu his son comes to

France (or the Dardanelles, or anywhere where he may
encounter active service) he will find many stranger duties

expected of him than the one his fiither deems so " unjust."

I am indignant, because it shows there are some few men
at home who still seem to lack the right spirit, without

which we shall be unable to conclude the war satisfactorily.

Nor am I speaking in ignorance of a motor cyclist's duties

at the Front, since I happen to have been despatch riding

for eleven months with one of tlie first four divisions which
landed in France tlie third week in August, and mv work
has by no means always been associated with a motor bicycle,

or to my own advantage and enjoyment. Pleads, therefore,

forgive my indignation.
' SERGT. 28056. R.E.
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You riders of
Lightweights—
you cannot afford to overlook

the saddle question—it is also

the question of your comfort.

BROOKS
B150
has been designed especially for light-

weight machines. It is light, neat,

compact, and, at the same time, roomy
and beautifully sprung. Also, its perfect

finish makes it an addition to any
machine.

BROOKS
B156, with

patent compound
springs.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion WorKs, Birmingham.

liartltts
(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

PURE VIRGINIA TOBACCO

Players

at the

Front.

10 or 21
50 ^or If-.

Id.

For Wounded British Soldiers and Sailors in Military

Hospitals at Home and for the Front at Duty Free Rates.

Terms on application to

JOHN PLAYER & SONS, NOTTINGHAM.
P5O6 Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. 'of Great Britain and Ireland) Ltd.

In answering these advertisements it is' desirable to mention " The Hlotor Cycle
'' B5
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We told you so—
— For months we have been pointing out the sterling qualities of

the HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
— The HARLEY-DAVIDSON is not "a new Hne" with us—right

back at the beginning of the year we were appointed SOLE
MIDLAND DISTRIBUTORS of this wonderful machine.

— Other Agents are now awakening to its capabilities, and there is a

HARLEY-DAVIDSON boom.

— But before placing your Order, just remember that the Distributor

has to adjust and tune up each machine—the results you will

obtain depend greatly upon this " tuning-up."

— Then place your Order with us—the acknowledged HARLEY-
DAVIDSON EXPERTS.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
,

SOLE MIDLAND DISTRIBUTORS for the Counties

ot Waiwicks., Worcs., Staffs., Salop, and Hereford

:

The Premier Motor Company,
ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams—"PRIMUS," B'ham. 'Phone— Central 4310.

IM MEDIATEDELIVERY
of all Models.

Model 11 J. 7-9 h.p., 3-speed. elec-

tric dynamo- lighting equipment,

£76 13

Model j IF, 7-9 h.p., 3-spead,

chain drive, kick starter, £68 5

Model lie, 4i h.p., single-^i'lln-

der, 2-speed . . . . £58*^0

Special GLORI.A & CANOELET
Sidecars m stock—chassis and body

painted HARLEY - DAVIDSON
Grey, 28 x 3 inch Dunlop hea^-y

R.S. tyre, from £15 to £27.

TRIAL RUN and TUITION FREE.
EXCHANGES or EASY PA YMESTS

JOHN PIGGOTT'S
JULY SALEThe "J.P.

Tourist Overall
Motor Suit. Strong-
and Waterproof. Made
of extra stout untearable
Fawn Twill. Write for pattern

and full particulars.

Usual
Priro 40/-

The "J.P."

Ideal Water-
THE MARK OF MERIT. ^^^ proof Motor Over-

Nfeasa. ^^^^ all Suit. DoubleTexture
Fawn Paramatta. Com-

plete with legrgfingfs.

SALE PRICE 30/6
^?I^'29/6SALE PRICE 24/-

Titoift"'

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINE.

PETER UNION MOTOR CYCLE COVERS
LEATHER & STEEL STUDDED.

2()in. .\ 2jin. S' 50/- SALE PRICE 40/'-

2()in. X 2lin. ,, 53
'

„ 42 '-

RIBBED PATTERN.

FS' 31/9 SALE PRICE 26/3
rsnal
Prico

o4, .1 27/6

RUBBER STUDDED.

36/-SALE PRICE 28/9

, 38/- „ 31/-

WRITE FOR pII. CATAL06UE POST FREE.
OOHN RIGGOTT, UTD.,

tlT & 118. CHEAPSIDE & MILK STREET BUILDINGS,

LONDON, E.G.

In aiiswenii-i t/ie^" ndc'rli.wincnts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle."
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The Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

\ Sir,—Having been a. constant reader of your valuable paper
!br tlie last three years, I am sending you particulars of my

1 expenses during 1914 of my 1912 free engine Triumph, wliicli

I bought for £52 in November, 1915. The machine has been
ridden solely by myself up to the middle of August, 1914.

when I parted with it. I have ridden it 2,554 miles solo and
940 miles with a passenger on the carrier. These expenses
have been accurately kept, and I have not left anything out.

The nuniing costs were as follow :

Total mileage covered = 3,494. Total expenses = £14 5s.

I
7d. Running costs per mile = .980d,

\ Petrol, 20 gallons
Benzole, 21 gallons

Oil (lubricating), 2^ gallons...

Carbide
Kepairs to engine and machine
Lamp (second-hand) ...

Tyres (two) and tube
Sundries ... ...

Registration, licence, and revenue
Depreciation

Total

[The original belt that was on the machine when I bought
it stood the whole time. It was a lin. Dunlop. 1 have

. ridden many hundreds of miles on the canvas, and have
not had the slightest trouble with belt slip.

I had two new tyres—a Hutchinson (Brooklands) tyre and
a Clincher (Dreadnought) tyre—and one. Dunlop tube.-^ I

have had £50 for machine in part payment for a new one,
so this accounts for the depreciation being so small.

Ihe petrol consimiption is rather high, owing to using
the machine for carrier riding, this type of passenger carry-
ing being quite safe when the roads are dry, but not advis-
able when wet and slimy. The average petrol consumption
was about 85 m.p.g.

BERTRAM WESTALL.

£1 15 4
1 7 S

10 1

3

1 11 11

1

3 7 6
1 2 4

1 10

2

£14 5 7

How to get to the Front.

Sir,—I should be greatly obliged if any of your military
. readers can inform me what steps I can take to obtain a
commission in the A.S.C. (M.T.). [Apply to the Secretary,
War Office, Whitehall, S.W.—Ed.]

I am at present a lance-corporal motor cyclist in a
" foreign service " cyclist battalion now on coast defence.
I was serving with this battalion some considerable tim.e
prior to the outbreak of war, and therefore it hardly seems
fair to me that experienced men who gave their time and
often money in peace-time to make themselves efficient

military motor cyclists should be passed over whilst novices
with little or no military experience are sent to the Front.
Transfers, I am informed, cannot be obtained unless one

is willing to waive all claims as to the particular branch
;;
of the service one desires, otherwise getting'into the R.E.

B or A.S.C. as a despatch rider would satisfy me.

j

I understand that motor cyclists under motor cyclist

I

officers are us.ed as convoys in the A.S.C. (M.T.) ; is this
' correct? If so, that is the commission I desire.

OILCAN.
1
[This letter from a lance-corporal is typical of dozens we

are constantly receiving. The main grievance is that
soldiers are kept at home whilst others, less experienced, are
soon sent to the Front. We deal with the subject editori-
ally.—Ed.]

Despatch Eiders' Work.
'Sir,—I have read in last week's issue of Tim Motor Cycle

\
the letter from Corporal SawteU in reply to the letter from
Corporal O'Connor. As one of the first men to join the
despatch riders at the very beginning^of the war, and as
one who has trained nearly every man who has gone out
from Aldershot, may I say how sorry I am to read Cor-
poral Sawtell's letter. I think that his letter might have

' ended in a much pleasanter manner than using the Army
; slang word "windy." I take it that Corporal O'Connor
I

would not have written as he did unless he had good
' grounds for doing so. Surely our letters to The Motor Cycle

are for the' benefit of its readers, to let them know how
things are at the Front, and not to court publicity. There-
fore, let us by all means try and help each other, and not
pull each other to pieces. There is a nice way of disagree-

ing with our friends besides being personal.

F. C. SCHOFIELD, Sergeant R.E.

Stone Throwing,

Sir,— I notice that an old pastime is being revived in

some places on the Southend Road. It is that indulged in

by small children, and consists in throwing stones at passing
motorists.

These children wait at the roadside and take deliberate

aim at passing motor cycles and cars, evidently secure in

the belief that, no matter wliat damage may result, the

motorist will not stop. When I see a suspicious look of

anticipation, on, the faces of children as they watch me
approach, I make it a point to slow down and fix my eye

on them until I have passed. This usually has the desired

effect, but in one case a girl of perhaps six or seven years

took deliberate and expert aim, striking the tank amidships.

I was going at about 8 m.p.h. at the time, and you may
be sure if^did not take long to pull up. On asking the

child her name and address, the only reply was, " Don't
know, sir!" "Where do you live?" I next asked. "That
way, sir!" and she deliberately pointed in the opposite

direction to where, her home was, as I discovered on
questioning some other children who came up. I sternly

cautioned her not to be caught again, and intimated that a

summons would follow in due course. She got frightened,

burst into tears, and, ran away—in the opposite direction

to where she lived. The artfulness of it!

However, I am of opinion that if all motorists, car as

well as cycle, were to make a point of stopping on being
aimed at, whether hit or not, these petty offenders would
soon realise that the foundation of their security—the belief

that the motorist will not trouble to stop—is a false one,

and the nuisance would pass away.
FRANCIS C4. L. EVANS.

[A Ntjmbek of Intekesting Letters -a.ee rNAVoiD.iBLY held
o-s^ER.

—

Ed.]

MIDLAND MOTOR CYCLISTS' VOLUNTEERS.
An outpost party reconnoitring.
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
More Men Wanted for the New Motor

RECRUITING for the new batteries of the Motor
Machine Gun Service is proceeding satisfac-

torily. Among the recruits attested in Cov-
entry last week are the following

:

R. Hughes (Stamford).

E. W. Davis (Gravelly Hill).

P. Moss (Coventry).

H. Whaley (Wigan).
E. D. L. Walton (North Jluskham, near Newark).
W. H. Scurlock (Pembroke Dock).
S. Cogan (Newington, Hull).

H. Barlow (Pelsey, near Chesterfield).-

H. J. Edwards (Mossat, Aberd'eenshirc).

C. Green (Coventry).

B. G. Cook (Harrogate).

C. G. Richardson (Ashljoiirne).

A. J. Squire (Weston-super-ilare).

D. T. Jones (Bloonisburv).

A. D. Emsley (Salford)."

R. McFadden (Be.\hill-on-Sea).

W. Naylor (Bacup). -

S. J. Conder (Cambridge).

More motor cyclists are required, preferably with
sidecar experience, and a limited number of expert
cyclists of good physique can also be accepted. An
inspection is held in Coventry. every Wednesday after-
noon at the Recruiting Office, Masonic Buildings.
,Those accepted are billeted out for the night and
leave for their training centre by first train on
Thursday.

Candidates living at a distance will receive a -free
railway warrant to attend the next inspection on appli-
cation to Mr. Geoffrey Smith, Editor, The Motor
Cycle, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Over fifty readers had notified Mr. Smith of their
intention to attend the inspection yesterday (Wednes-
dav).

It is not ki|iown how long recruiting will remain
open. Naturally, there is a limited accommodation
at the training centre, and when a sufficient number
of men have been obtained recruiting will cease until
the AVar Office sanctions the formation of further
batteries.

5-6^ h.p. Clyno and 6 h.p. Enfield sidecars are the
machines in use at present. Other new patterns are
constantly being tested.

A certain number of experienced motor cycle work-
shop mechanics and car dri\-ers at 6s. per day ate also
wanted at the moment. Two references should accom-
pany applications for these positions. The makes of
cars used vary, luit the present type is the jo h.p.
Studeliaker.

We paid a visit to the training camp last week and
fouiid training proceeding briskly. The men looked*
very fit. Some were busy flag-signalling, others dis-

ss

Machine Gun Bdlteries now being Formed.

secting machine guns to get thoroughly acquainted

with their mechanism, whilst others were enjoying the

somewhat novel experience of being taught to drive a

sidecar. There are a number of Scotch cyclists in

training who have never handled a motor cycle pre-

viously. We found one or two of them wanted more
than their fair share of the road. They proved ver)-

willing pupils, however.

How to Join.

The general particulars for service in the !M.M.G.S.

are as under:

Age.—19 to 38.

Height.—^Not important so long as applicant is

physically sound and well developed.

Chest Measurement.—Expanded bare, ^/^%{n.

for age 19.

Enlistment.—For duration of war.

Eyesight.—Glasses do not necessarily debar men
from service, provided they can see quite well with

them.

Pay.—^is. 2i^d. per day; all found; usual separa-

tion allowance.

Readers who cut out and fill in the form below will,

provided that the particulars are in order, receive a

free railway warrant to attend the next inspection in

Coventry.

Xamc .

Address

Aye Height

Chest measurement

How long have you Ijee/i a motor ei/rlist

Can you do running repairs

Have you had any previous military . training,

and, if so, u:hen

Are you inedieally fit

Oecupation

When free ..:

Date
,

After filling in the above particulars return to :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

Inspecting Officer, R.E.,

South Midland Divisional Area,

19, Hertford Street,

COVENTRY.
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B.S.A. on War Service

Pte. S. Haylett, of the Royal Naval Brigade, with his B.S.A. Motor Bicycle,

with which he did good service between Antwerp and Ghent.

The brilliant successes achieved by B.S.A. Motor Bicycles

at the Front are eloquent testimony to the quality and
endurance of B.S.A. material and workmanship. By
standing the racket of modern warfare, B.S.A. machines

have enhanced their already world-wide reputation for

reliability.

RIDE A

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle
Fitted with

B.S.A. COUNTERSHAFT THREE-SPEED GEAR.

Write for Latest B.S.A, Catalogue
showing all models in colours.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd., 13, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Special Souvenir Booklet, " On War Service," sent post free for Id. stamp.

In anfu'erino this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B9
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SUPERIORITY « OPEN COMPETITION
ULSTER HILL CLIMB.

J. W. Shaw, 3i h p. NORTON, made
fastest time of the day.

J. Corry, 3i h p. NORTON, made
second fastest time of the day.

Don't forget the 3J h.p. NORTON holds the 50 Miles
Championship of Ireland—further proof of its

SPEED, POWER, and RELIABILITY.

Norton Motors, Ltd.,

Write for Illustrated Catalosue ;

Sampson Road North,
BIRMINGHAM. London: Bartlett & Co.

The Parade,
KILBURN
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HIGH SPEEDS AT STYLE COP.

S3

Wolverhampton M.C.C. Open Hill-climb in aid of the British Red Cross Society.

! ^TYLE GOP was the scene of consider- ..„.., class were very consistent, onl;- one rider

s able animation on the afternoon of

Satnrday last, when the Wolver-
hampton M.C-C. held their annual

open hill-climb there and ran ofi' seven

classes, each being divided' into tw-o

sections—A, expert; B, general' (or

expert barred). Mr. A. \i. Ryder, the

trials hon. sec, officiated as chief marshal,

Mr. J. Urry as timekeeper, while the

judges included Mr. Alfred Bird, M.P.,
prcsidoit of the club, and other names
well-known in motor cycling circles. The
programme was. carried out without hitch

until the last event, but the intervals

were often unnecessarily long, and the
competition occupied nearly five hours.

The hill is found by taking the Hednes-
ford Road from Rugeley for rather more
than .a mile, and then turning to the left.

Viewed from' the road the hill appears

to be steeper than it really is. The
gradient was said to be 1 in 8, but, this

is, we think, an exaggeration. Tlie rise

is very gradual for-tlie first half and the

surface perfect; it then becomes slightly

steeper and rougher, and towards the

close of the meeting was a little loose in

places, but always good. Style Cop is

surmounted by a beech coppice, thi'ck

with bracken as high as a man's head,

and the view is 'very fine in all direc-

tions. In the south-east the three spires

of Lichfield Cathedral were clearly

visible, to the north was Rugeley with
its fine church spire, while in front to

the west lay the broad expanse of

Cannock Chase.

The morning broke wet after a very
stormy night, but the rain blew off later,

and the afternoon turned out bright and
pleasant, with a very strong wind blow-

ing up the hill, which was of assistance

to the competitors, but very much the
reverse to -those who had' charge of the

timing sheets.

The Competition.

With the help of the following wind
the times were for the most part veny

good ; in fac't, the gradient was as nothing
to the more powerful machines. The
fastest time of the day was made by T.

Simister (8 Dot-Jap), whose speed was not
much less than 60 m.p.h. ; but perhaps
the most remarkable performance was
that of J. E. Greenwood, -whose Sun-
beam, fitted with a 4 h.p. single-cylinder

engine, 85 x 105 mm. bore and sti'oke

(596 c.c), accomplished the climb 'with a
sidecar and passenger in less than one
minute, or at a speed of something like

45 m.p.h., and it must be noted that the
times were taken from a standing start.

The formula 'used was that recommended.

by The. Motor Ctjde, •W
- (smallest

figure wins).

. Ct.4ss I. (one or two cylinders not ex-
ceeding 300 c.c.)— This class proved a
veritable triumph for the Levis two-
stroke machines", which showed a wonder-
ful turn of speed, and swept the board
in both sections, though W. Chinn (2^
Burman) also,did well. The awards were
on formula. Results :

OUicr pictures '.of the Style Cop Hill-

climb will be found owthe centre pages

(56' and S7) of this issue.

3i..ca8aa..Daa.a.a.D aQ.aa.a.....a.aa.Baa.;

Time.

A— 1. H. Newey (2J Levis, 60 v 70) i 8.6
2. C. Tindali, jun. (i.g Levis, 6oy 70). ..

.

i 12

3. W. Butterfield (2^ Levis. 60^ 70. ... i 12.6
B— I. VV. ButterfleW (Levis) : . i 8.8

2. C. Tindali, jun. (Levis) 1 11.8

3. G. E. Kuhn (Levis) I 9.2

. Cl.\ss II. (one-' or two cylinders not ex-

ceeding 350 c.c.)—The times in this class

showed a marked improvement in com-
parison with Class 1, but the engines
were larger and the following'^ wind had
become stronger. In the expert section
the A.J.S. carried all before it, but the
Sunbeam made fastest time in the general
section. As H. Newey (2| Levis) came
up, it was seen that he was keeping his
right leg well away from the machine,
and that a ^ spray of petrol was issuing
from the tank. This was caused by the
petrol union having come imsoldered
from the bottom of the tank. It was

- rather curious that be was able under
the. circumstances to reach the summit at
all. Awards on time and formula.
Results :

~ "

sees.

52.2

5+
54.4

sees.

54-4
58.2

A—Time.
1. F. H. Giles {2J .A.J.S., 74-81)
2. \V. Heatoii (2J A.J.S., 74:<Si)
3. G. Dance. (2J Sunbeam, 75x79) .....

B—Time.
1. G. Dance (2J Sunbeam, 75x79)
2. N. Heath (2.V A.J.S., 66.V\86)
3. J. H. Mason"(2j A.J.S.,"74X8l) 61

C1..4SS III', (one and two cylinders not
exceeding 500 c.c.)—The times in this

W. Heaton (2| h.p. A.J.S.), second on lime

and third On formula in Class II,

exceeding the minute, while 52s. was
the fastest . time recorded, j^.wards on
time and formula. Results :

A

—

Time. sees.
1. C. Sinetluu'st (3i Norton, 79X 100) 52
2. J. L. Mitchell (2I A..J.S, 74 X 81) 52.4
3. G. Dance (23 .Sunbeam, 75x79) 53

B—Time.
1. G. Dance (3} Sunbeam, 85',<S8) 53c.

2. H. Petty (3} Norton, 79X 100) 53.3
3. G. Dance (2;J Sunbeam, 75 x 79) 54.2

Besides those mentioned, W. Heaton
(2J A.,T.S.), Lieut. A. Lindsay (3i
Norton), who came from Farnborough for

the climb, H. Petty (3^- Norton), K.
Holden (3^ B.S.A.), J. Smith

.
(Oj

Triumph), 'T. Slingsby (3^ Norton), and
Gooding (3^ Brough) rode well. The
speed of the 2| machines was remark-
able.

Cl.^ss TV. (one»or more cylinders un-
limited capacity).—The fastest time of

the day was, as might have been
e.vpected, made in this class. T. Simister

(8 Dot-Jap) in his first attempt in the
expert section was timed at 47.6s., but
he had to cut (Hit for a moment near the
top of the hill because two spectators
crossed the road at this instant. His
second ascent was made in 45s., which is

said to equal the record for the hill.

Awards on time and formirla. Results:

A—^TijiE. sees.

1. T. Simister (8 Dot-Jap, gox 77^) 47.6
2. T. Heath (6 Sunbeam, 76x85)" 49.8
3. VV. Heaton (2} A.J.S., 74x81) 25.8

B—^TiME. sees.

1. T. Simisler (8 Dot-Jap, 90x77!) 45
2. — Gooding (3^ Brough, 70x64^) 33

fH. Petty (3^ Norton, 79x100) '
\

^' \W.. Dance (2'j Sunbeam. 75 X 79 /

C'L.iss V. (sidecars ' not exceeding
600 c.c. Adult passengers). Cl.4SS VI.
(sidecars unlimited capacity).—The two
sidecar classes were remarkable for the
performance of the new big single Sun-
beam, already mentioned, which made
fastest tittle in each class. Another new
machine to do well was the horizontal
twin-cylinder two-stroke Levis driven by
W. H. Butterfield, but the speed of the
sidecar machines generally was very good.

In Glass V. the awards were mi time
and formula ; in Class VI. on time only.

Results :

Class Y. .4—Time. m. s.

1. J. E. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam, 85X 105) . . i 0.2

2. D. R. O'Donovan (3} Norton, 79x100) ..I 2

3. W. Heaton (23 A.J.S., 74x81) I 5.6

B

—

Time. m. s.

I. J. Smith (3.1 Triumph, 85 X 88) i 10
(the only competitor)

CL.4SS VI. A—Time.
1. J. E. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam, 85X 105) . . 58.S

2. T. Heath (6 Sunbeam, 76x85) 1 0.8

3. D. R. O'Donovan (3* Norton, 79x100) .. i 2.8

B—Time.
1, W. H. Butterfield (Levis, 75x79) I 6
2. A. Haskett (6 A.J.S., 74X87) i 43.4

(the only competitors)

Cl.4ss VII. (cycle cars, A.C.U. defini-

tion).—There w-ere but two competitors
in this class, and, owing to a mistake of

the officials, only one of these, H. R. S.

Birkin (6. P. Morgan), 'was timed. He
ascended the hill in Im. 48.6s. H. W.
Wolverson, also driving a Morgan,
seemed to us to be considerably faster,

and we understand that he will lodge a

protest.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 22 9.2 o.m.

„ 24 8.59 „
„ 26- 8.57 „
„ 28 8.54 ,,

Firms and the War Loan.

We notice that the Shell motor spirit

interests have subscribed £500,000 to the

War Loan.

The Second-hand Market.

The demand for good second-hand
motor cycles is as pronounced as ever,
and with the continued shortage of new
British-made mr.chines, second-hands are
likely to continue to fetch good prices.

Motor Cyclist Off cers.

The number of officers who are motor
cVv-'H^ts is amazing. One ' meets them
whatever route is chosen. Even on the
stations one frequently sees an officer

follo\yed by a porter wheeling a motor
cycle and another with baggage.

All-khaki Racing at Brooklanos.

Arrangements are now completed for
the officer motor cyclists' race meeting
to be iield on the Brooklands track, and
the programme and other details will be
found on page 91 of this issue. The
meeting will be held on Saturday,
August Tth.

Demonstrations by the Motor Machine
Gun Service.

There is a possibility of one of the
motor machine gun batteries visiting

thickly populated districts in order to

give a demonstration to assist recruiting.

Week-end Accidents.

Last week-end we saw the result of two
accidents in which motor cyclists were
involved. In one case a motor cyclist had
emerged from a side lane, and collided

with a car ; and in the other case a pas-

senger suddenly stepped from a motor
bus as a motor cyclist came by, and
both were brought down heavily.

Solder the Lamp to the Bracket.

The Auto Cycle Union has been in

communication with the Home Office and
the Commissioner of Police of the Metro-
polis with reference to the interpretation
of that part of the Order in Council of

June 10th, 1915, amending the Defence
of the Realm Act which affects the use
of motor cycle lamps attached to the
lamp brackets by an adjustable fitting,

permitting the lamp to be readily moved.
The Auto Cycle. Union is authorised

to state that the use of such lamps is

considered to be a contravention of the
Order, and to advise all owners to render
their lamps incapable of any swivelling
movement by some permanent mechanical
means, such as soldering the lamp to the
bracket.

K^
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THE IRISH "END TO-END." E. J. Jack (3i l,.p. Rover), F. L. Dooly (4i h.p. B.S.A.).
and R. Jones (4^ h.p. B.S.A.) outside a tvpical Irish thatched cottage.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
A HILL-CLIMB FOR RED CROSS FUNDS.

ON CAMPING.
THE IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL (lUus.)

Second-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices of^
the various second-hand models offered •

for sale in the. last issue of T/ie Motor
Cycle, and also the average prices for

the last eight weeks.

Last .Average
Make. Year. H.P. week's for past

average. 8 weeks.
A.J.S. ..

Auto-wheel
Bat

Bradbury'
B.S.A. ...

Calthorpe .

Chater-Lea
' ClVQC . . .

.

Conn.iught
Douglas .

.

Excelsior .

Hazlewood

Henderson
Humber . .

Indian

James

1-ea-Francis
Levis

L.M.C. ...

iMatchless .

New Hudson

n.u.t! ....
Fremier . .

.

Quadrant .

.

Re.v
Rover

Royal Ruby

Rudge'

Sparkbrook

.

Sim
Sunbeam .

.

Iriuinph.

.

Williamson .

Zenith .. . .

.

6 3-sp. sidecar . . /7S
2j 3-speed £+4
6 3-sp. sidecar . . £5+
1 £10
6 3-sp. sidecar . . £65
6 2-sp. sidecar . . £4&-

4 2-sp. sidecar . . £43
4i 3-speed £47
4i 3-5p. sidecar . . £45
2 2-speed £20
8 3-sp. sidecar . . £75
6 3-sp. sidecar . . £77
6 3-sp. sidecar . . £?5
2-\ 2-spced £22
3:' 2-sp. sidecar . . £52

2I 2-sp. kick start £43
914 23 2-5p. T.T £40
913 25 2-speed £39

6 2-sp. sidecar . . £113

6 2-sp. sidecar . . £52
. .

4I 3-5peed £45
914 6 3-speed £4.";

914 3^. 3-sp. sidecar . . £49
8 2-sp. sidecar . . £So
3J 3-speed £45
3\ 2-sp. sidecar . . £40
7 2-sp. sidecar . . £65
7 2-spced . .".... £53
7 2-sp. sidecar . . £43

914 4I 3-sp. sidecar . . £58
914 2^ 3-speed £26
913 3i 2-speed £49

914
91^
913
914
914
913
914
914
913
914
914
914
913
914
914
914

914
913
914

914
914
913
914
914
913

! -speed914 21:
914 2i
:9i4 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

914 7 3-s . sidecar .

913 7 3-sp. sidecar .

914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

913 4 3-sp. sidecar .

914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

914 3^ 3-5p. sidecar .

914 41 3-sp- Sidecar .

914
914

£3^
£^3
£42
£7i
£59
£58
£40
£60
£60
£40
£55
£60

3-sp. sidecar .

_ 3-sp. sidecar .

914 3i 3-speed £40
913 3i 3-sP- sidecar .

.

£46
914 3.; 2-spceJ £44
914 2t 2-speed £24
914 31 Multi sidecar.

.

£4f>

913 3-V Multi sidecar.

.

£38
914 3J 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£,50

1914 3} 2-speed , £18
9^3 si 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£50
914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£70
914 2} £20
914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£78
914 3I 3-specd £55
914 2} 3-spced £53
914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£56
914 4 3-speed £45
9'3 3= 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£45
913 3i F.E £38
913 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£55
914 6 Gradua sidecar £53
913 6 Gradua sidecar £45
913 3S Gradua £35

£73
£43
£57
£10
£65
£53
£45
£48
£44
/23

£73
£69
£.u

in
£44
£40
£37
£63
£53
£45
£45
£49
/So
£45
£40
£64
£51
£49
£.'i4

iz6
£48
£3^
£33
£4^
£74
£h
£59
£40
£04
£53
£45
£58
in
£45
£4+
£45
£34.

£7J
£,vs

£i'i

£54
£4t
£43
£37
£53
£.';s

£48
£.=5
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This Week's Issue.

This issue of The Motor Cyc^c. contains
a fully illustrated report with complete
results of the Wolverhampton 1 M.C.C.

. hill-climb at Style Cop. The centre pages
are devoted to illustrations of the event.
The Irish End-to end trial is also fully

dealt with.

Despatch Riders Wanted in Scotland.

We hear that the Lowland Divisional
Signal Company R.E. (T) has vacancies
for seven motor cyclist despatch riders.

The first line Signal Company is at

present abroad, and the second line Signal
Company is at present in training. Hotor
cyclists are required for drafts for these
companies. The pay is from 10s. 8d.

rising to 28s. per week when fully trained.

Application should be made for full par-

ticulars to the O.C. Depot, Lowland
Divisional Signal Company, R.E. (T),

Drill Hall, Rutherglen.

Echoes from Style Cop.
Style Cop hill-climb did not go off with

the smoothness which one has become
accustomed to expect, but this was not

due to the lack of officials (there were
si.xty-two names on the programme). The
spectators, amongst whom were many
working men, frequently trespassed on
the course at inconvenient moments. H.
W. Wolverson had a rather unusual ex-

perience, for he won the Cycle Car Class

an formula without being timed up
the hill ! . .

Motor Cycle Lamps.
On the previous page the opinion is

expressed that the usual motor cycle

lamp fixed, for adjustmeat purposes, by
thumbscrews at the side contravenes
the new regulations. However, at the

South Western Eolice Court on the 1.6th

inst., when G. B. Creed was sum-
moned for having such a lamp, the

magistrate, Mr. Lister Drummond, hav-
ing examined the lamp in Court, advised
the police to withdraw the summons, as

he was of opinion that the lamp was
not illegal.

Sidecar Outings for Convalescent Soldiers.

Although the idea of sidecar runs for

wounded soldiers has met with opposi-
tion in certain quarters, the commend-
able practice continues to grow through-
out the country, and nearly every day
we hear of motor cyclists arranging
plans to give our gallant soldiers a

run into the country. From experience
gained on the Brighton outing which we
organised a few weeks ago, we can say
that the men thoroughly enjoy a run in

a good sidecar outfit, and, provided they
are well wrapped up and carefully driven,
no harm can possibly result ; in tact, the
very reverse is the case.

A Motor Cycle Traffic Census.

Our sister journal. Motor Traction, has
just published its annual Putnej' Bridge
traffic census. This is the tenth year
this has been done, and the following
information relating to motor cycles is of

interest. In 1906 129 motor cycles crossed
the bridge between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 9 p.m., in 1911 the number was 193,
in 1912 347, in 1913 358, in 1914 653, and
in 1915 (on Sunday, June 27th) 413
crossed. It will be seen from these
figures how the ranks of motor cyclists are
steadily on the increase, ignoring, of
course, the war time census.

From Overseas to Enlist.

Noticing the photograph that appeared
iu our last issue of a rider who travelled
from California to enlist, a sergeant in

the 37th Signal Company writes to the
effect that in his section of despatch
riders they have six men who came from
overseas to serve. Two came from the
Argentine, and one each from Ceylon,
Egypt, South Africa, and Canada. Can
any section beat this record?

Clubs and the War Loan.
The Bristol M.C.C. has decided to

invest £50 in the War Loan. The club
intends to hold a picnic on Saturday next
and a speed-judging competition on
August 28th, the winner of which will

hold Mr. J. King's silver cup for twelve
months.

After the War Loair had closed the
M.C.C. Committee met and decided, if

possible; to invest £400 of its funds in

the loan. This is the fourth motor
cycling body which has adopted the
recommendation in The Motor Cycle.

The War Funds.

Subscriptions continue to roll into the
principal war funds, as the following
figures (those of last Tuesday) indicate :

The Times Fund for Sick
and Wounded £1,550,335

Daily TeUf/raph Belgian Re-
lief Fund 148,989

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 162,579

Indian Soldiers' Fund ... 142,935

Motor Cyclists and Recruitinc.

The recruiting officers at Barrow-in-
Furness, Birmingham, Sheffield, and
Bristol last week referi'ed recruits to

the Editor of this journal respecting
different motor cycle sections about
which enquiries had been made. This
is pleasing to us, as we have cause to

-know that originally prospective recruits

were turned away without advice if they
mentioned a branch of the Army with
which the recruiting officer was not
acquainted.

SIDECAR RUNS FOR WOUNDED SOLDIERS.
A snapshot of some of the sidecar outfits (and their gallant occupants) used in a trip madeiy a

party of Manchester motor cyclists from the Stretford Hospital to Herridge, Macclesfield, on
Sunday last. There are about twenty-five machines in the picture, and it is probably the

largest outing of its kind seen so far, though it may not long remain unbeaten.

BI5
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rTHE Style Co
Wolverhampton Mil

I" The RED CROS

'Bl6

(Ij A W llirushO.T 1 1 luiiipli) un the scales. (2) Mr. Alfred Bird, Mi" , president ot the >Xoiverliampton l\l.C

14; Members o( the Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer G)rps besiege the Red Cross Hag sellers (5) In full flight. C Smethurst (3i h.p. No'
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"The Motor Cycle," July 22nd. 1913. Page 87.

r:Event la 0.19 o/

S FUNDS +

, talking to assistant trials hon. secretary ). T. Ireland (3) F. H. Jones Qi h.p Hockley two-stroke) starting.

f),
who accomplished fastest time in Class 111 l.b; H. W. Woiverson (.Morgan) ready to start. Though not timed, he was awarded first place.

B171
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AT the time of going to press, the

following entries have been re-

ceived :

Sec-Lieut. T. H. Blake (3i T.T. Rudge-
Multi).

Lieut. J. H. C. Lindsay (3i T.T.
Eudge-Muiti).

Sec, -Lieut. F. i\L C. Houghton (3i T.T.
Rudge-JMulti).

ENTRIES FOR THE ALL-KHAKI RACE
Captain G. L. Andrew (2| T.T. Douglas).

Lieut. G. H. Walker (3 Enfield).

Sec-Lieut. J. F. Blyth.

Sec-Lieut. C. E. H. Medhurst.
Sec. -Lieut. E. G. Kemp.
Sec. -Lieut. J. A. Barraclough.

Assistant -Pavmaster C. P. Marcel,

R.N.R. (7-9 Indian).

Corporal 0. SI. Baldwin.

JULY 22nd, iQiS-

MEETING.
Entries close on July 31st, and th(

should be addressed to Mr. T. W. Long.

borough, c/o the Auto Cycle Union, 8

Pall Mall, S.W. A list of the events '

be held and other particulars will 1

found on page 91 of this issue. Frien<

accompanying competitors will be ai

mitted to the track on payment of oi

shilling for each person.

STYLE COP HILL-CLIMB SPECIAL
The following are the results on

j_ ^ ^, ^^^^,^,,^1%,J^^;, Eur.abom, 85x86).
formula and special awards oi the open

i »
hill-climb described on page 83 :

Special Awards.

Class I SuNEE.4M Gold Med,\l (for fastest time
A-i H. Newey (Levis, 60X70) .. 3025 of the day).—T. Simister (8 Dot-Jap).

2. C. Lindajl (ditto) 3091
.

•>

A

_. ,r , ^ c
3. w. H. Butteriidd (ditto) .. 3388 ALFRED BiKD Cup (lor best periorm-

B-1. W. H. Biitteifield (ditto) .. 3043 ._„„ .„ fm-muls hv a mpmberl G
2. C, Lindall (ditto) ., .. .. 3074 ?""^^ ° „, ?, ,

?^ memDei). u.

3. G. E. Kahn (ditttO .. .. 3359 Dance (2| Sunbeam).

A-i, o. Wade (A.jXMxSI) .. 2840 A. i. Stevens Gold Med.^l (for best

2. r. H. Gi]c«. (ditto, 2917 aggregate performance).—G. Dance (2»
3. W. Heaton'(dittOi 2924 Snnbpaml

B-1, G. Dauce (Sunljeani, 75x79) ,. 3011 ouuoednij.

Class III. AvoN Cup (for best performance on
^~2. WaSJ'tmto)'^'^'^'

'"^^
till formula in Class II, B. by a member).—G.

3.' g! Dance (Sunbeam',' 75x79) '.'. 2858 Dance (23 Sunbeam).
B~l. G. Dance (Sunbeam, 75x79) .. 2989 n-r^^^-,^^ /-"^i.r r r.x-/>T7 nrr-^ if^i^ Ua^-f «oi.

2. N. Heatlt (A,.T.S., 66y,x86) .. 3290 Olyno Oiullenge Oup (toi best per-
3. li. Haddocij (Diamood, 75x79) 3405 formance on formula in sidecar classes).

Class IV. W Heaton (2^ A J S ^
A-I. G. Dance (Sunbeam, 75x79) .. 2620

"' neaion {^^ AJ.a.

,

2. W. Heaton (A.J.S., 74x81) .. 2735 DIAMOND GOLD MeD.\L (for fastest

E-f; 8: ^all !f,!T*i, Vaxs'i', ;: i?l8 time by a member in Class II. B.)-G.
2. Q. Dance (Sunbeam, 75x79) .. 3033 Dance (2| Sunbeam).
3. N. Heath (A.XS.W,X86) .. 3131 WOLVERHAMPTON MoTOR SERVICES

A-1. w. Heaton (A.J.S., '74x81) 2708 CHALLENGE Shteld (for best amateur
2. p H_ Gita (ditto) . .. 3093 performance by a member).—G. Dance
3. J. E. Greenwood (Sunbeam, 5Vn ci i \ >

88x105) ... 3495 (2| Sunbeam).

AWARDS.

\. II

Rodolfo Cardenal Q\ h.p twin-cylinder

Indian), winner of the Spanish road race

referred to on pase 37 of our issue of

July 8th.

IMPORTS OF PETROL.
12,662,635 gallons of petrol were in

ported into this country last month. I

June of last vear the figure wa
13,993,003, and in Jlav, 1915, it W3
8.190,910 gallons. Thus", although thei
is a drop in the latest figures whe
compared with the corresponding perio
of last year, thei-e is a decided increas
over the May, 1915, figures. The vain
of the 12,662,635 gallons received las

June is £443.344.

THE SOCIABLE SIDECAR.
Miss Daisy Stevens and a friend arrive at tlie Style Cop hill-climb in a double-seated

side-by-side sidecar attached to a 6 h.p. A.J.S.

WELL KNOWN MOTOR CYCLIS'
WITH THE COLOURS.

In O.xford Street, London, last wee
we encountered A. JNIackenzie Cott, th
erstwhile enthusiastic big twin user, wh
lias many times accomplished fastest tim
at open hill-climbs. Lieutenant Col
obtained a commission in the Roy;
Flying Corps in the winter, and is no^
in charge of a section. He was wendin
his way to the Royal Aircraft Factor
on a 20 h.p. Crossley, and hailed wit
joy the prospect of meeting a lat

member of our staff who is now a
instructor at the R.A.F.

THE MIDLAND MOTOR
ON Sund.ay the corps turned out for

a, field d.aj; in the vicinity of
Little Packington for observation
duties. This parade commenced

the second stage of the corps training.
On reaching Little Packington a

section was detailed off, its instructions
being to place itself .against backgrounds
of woods, trees, etc., not actually under'
cover, but sufficiently exposed for the

Bi8

CYCLISTS' VOLUNTEERS AT LITTLE PACKINGTON.
men to detect their presence at a
distance.

~"

The troops were then sent out to
locate the section from a distance, judge
the distance, and also report on the
ground covered.
A party was next taken to a trench

with a slope, which was presumed to
be a fire trench. The others had from
a distance to give information as to the

number seen, and report on any attemp
made to leave the trench.
The corps was then taken to th

flooded fields, and was exercised i

endeavouring to get through with it

machines. The chief trouble was eause>
by water getting into the silencers.

On Sunday next the corps will holi

a field day near Great Alne prior t
going into camp.
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THE IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL.
Large Proportion of Finishers in (he Big Event of (he Irish Compe(i(ion Programme.

Some of the competitors outside the control at Banbridge.

THE Eiid-lo-end of Ireland reliability

trial of the LTlster Centre of the
JMotor Crcle Union of Ireland,

which is annually held during the
period known in the North of Ireland as

^
" the twelfth " holidays, lias come to be
regarded as the leading event of the year
in Irish motor cycling circles. Last year
it was recognised by the Cycle and Motor
Cycle JIanufacturers' Union as one of

the "selected" events, but even without
that recognition it has attained an import-
ance greater than any other trial in the
Emerald Isle, and has for some years past
attracted entries from, the leading com-
petition riders of the United Kingdom.
This year the most notable feature of the
competition, which was held on Tuesday
and Wednesday of last week, was the
fact that the entry was purely Irish.
The title of the trial is rather a mis-

nomer, for while it started from Mizen
Head and went to Ft ir Head—the points
of Ireland furthest apart—it did not end
at the northern point, the men being
taken back to Belfast, and in the South
a detour was made to bring in the
mountainous parts of Co. Kerry. The
making of the event a two-day run—an
innovation which was made for the first

time last year—made the event less of a
scramble, though hardly less strenuous a
test than when the trial- was a straight-
away affair. The first day's run was 299
miles, terminating in Dublin ; and the
second was 213, terminating in Belfast.

As there was but an hour's stop each day
for luncheon, and as the conditions made
a strict adherence to schedule time abso-
lutely necessary, it was a genuine test of

the reliability of the machines and the
ability of their riders to keep to schedule.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Mooney (6 h.p. Bradbury and sidecar) appreciate a second breakfast in

the open air at the Drogheda control.

The Conditions of the Trial.

Generally speaking, the conditions may
be described as of the customary
character. The course was divided into

fifteen sections, to each of which ten

marks were allotted, and one mark per
minute was lost for being more than a

minute early or more than three minutes
late at any of the open controls at the

end of each section. In addition, secret

checks were provided, and a competitor
found to be ten minutes in advance of

schedule time . at any point was dis-

qualified. A hill failure was penalised

by the loss of ten marks, and an average
speed of twenty miles an hour had to be
observed.
Experience having sliown that the

likelihood of several men tying under
such conditions was probable, a flexibility

test was held in the mountainous country
round Cushendall on the afternoon of the

second day to ensure a winner being
found for the Palmer Tyre trophy. As a

fact, twelve got full marks at all controls.

After a non-stop run from the font of

the hil'l at Cushendun. penalised at ten

marks per stop, Jthe flexibility test was
held on Iscar Hill.

Out of an entry of twenty-one, nineteen
competitors came to the start. Five of

these were on sidecar combinations and
_

fourteen on singles.

The start, took place on Tuesday
morning at four o'clock from Rock
Island coastguard station, the nearest

point by road to Mizen Head and three

miles south of Goleen, where' most of the

competitors spent the night—in the

street. The men were sent away at one
minute intervals by Mr. W. E. Good, of

the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., and as it w-as

generally assumed—and correctly as

things turned out—that there would be
no secret checks in the first few hours of

the journey, there was a good deal of

hurrying over the first section of the

course. Indeed it is pretty safe to say
that had a secret check been found in any
portion of the first fifty-three miles to

Kenmare the whole field would have been
disqualified. It was generally agreed,
amongst competitors at any rate, that a
greater margin of grace might have been
allowed without the object of the trial

being defeat-ed, and it certainly is an
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The Irish End-to-end Trial.—

anomaly that the extreme penalty should

be enforced against a technical breach of

not ruiMiing to schedule, while a com-

petitor could be hours late at every check

on the route of 512 miles and yet win a

silver medal, provided he was not more
than an hour la^e at the last control on

each of the two days.

The First Observed Hill.

Observers were looked for in vain, as

the long ascent of the mountains from
Glengarriff was made in a heavy mist

;

tilt, as a fact, there was no failure to

make a clean ascent, as the. improved
surface, coupled with the manner in

which the road is engineered, has reduced
the one-time terrors of the climb.

Technically, every hill on the route
was an observed hill, and failure to make
a clean ascent on the first attempt
rendered the competitor liable to penalty,
but practically the only hill on the first

day's run that, was observed was Gowlane
Hill on the old coach road to Killarney.
A hill that deserved observation was
Ballaghabeama'^ Pass between Ivenmare
and Killarney. Gowiane was included in

the End-to-end route last year, and was
also in the Cork twenty-four- hours trial.

It is a straightaway ascent across the
mountams, engineered after the manner
of the Romans. Its surface is roughish,

through Kerry. On the resiUt they may
be congratulated, as even the stranger

found little difficulty in following the

intricate course from the foot of the pass

to Glencar, Beaufort, and Killarney,

where, with a hundred miles covered, the

second check was taken.

The Killarney to Limerick sectionled

through Castle'island, Abbey feale, \ew-
castlewest. Rathkeale, and - Adare and
e.xcept for the ascent into the mountains

from C'jistieisland, it did not present any
difficulties, and the sixty-five miles run

was not marked by any incident. At
Limerick there was the one and only stop

of the day, an hour being allowed for

lunch, and, as at Killarney, all were on
time, except Summerfield, w-ho was just

outside the three' minutes grace.

JULY 22nd, igi5.

generally regarded as a joy ride until

Iscar Hill was, reached in the afternoon

for the flexibility test, and as this was
looked on as the deciding factor in the

competition, there was a general determi-

nation not to do any unnecessary speed

work, so as to bring the engines to the

foot of the hill in nice tune.

The northward journey followed the

main Dublin to Belfast road by Swords,
Babriggan, Drogheda, Dunbar, DundaUc,
and Newi-y to Banbridge, checks being

taken at three points. The. cross-country
cut from Banbridge to the Belfast-

Portrush road at Antrim was looked

forward to with a certain amount of

trepidation, owing to its winding and
intricate nature, but, thanks 10 the good
offices of the police, who acted as living

but it is not of the impassable class.

Summerlield (2^ New Hudson) found his

pywe; too low for the climb, and
Chambers (4J B.S.A.) had the misfortune
to blow out a plug. Jack (3i Rover)
missed the turn at the top after making
a (.lean ascent of the whole hill and was
pcnalisod, and Farrcn (5 Indian) regis-

tered ten marks against the Indian team
and liimself by stopping to chat to some
Iricnds while m the non-slop section.

Only one man (Summertield) failed lo
ijialvc a clean ascent of Biillaghabeama
I'a^s.

The observation of Gowlano was
entrusted lo the members of the Cork
club, and, presumably, they were .tIso

responsible for thei marking of the route

Th'e direct road to Dublm «as
lengthened by taking the competitors to

Tipperary, and thence to Cashel. The
only secret check of the day was south of

Cashel, but no one was found in advance
of time.

The Second Day's Run.

When the second stage began on
Wednesday all the s'arters were still in

the running. The machines were in

control overnight in Mr. F. A. Wallen's
gajage in St Andrew's Street, and at
6.30 the first mair was sent aw-ay. The
day's run was considerably shorter than
that of the previoustday, ajid there was
nothing in the earlier stages of the route
to cause anv anxiety In fact, it was

(Upper) C. B. Franklin stops

Ills Indian and sidecar to allow

the photographer, who was his

passenger, to take a snapshot.

(Lower) " Sou'-wester," who,
by the way, wore a cap, makes a

few- adjustments to his Douglas.

signposts all along the route,

coupled with the plentiful
scatteSng of arrows, there
was little ditfioulty in follow-
ing the oflicial course, and
Antrim was reached for lunch
in good time by all save
Summerfield, whose handle-
bar broke at Sloira, compel-
ling his retirement.

After luncheon a broad
,

main road was followed to

Ballymena. where the riders
k'lt I lie direct End-to-end course which
they had followed from Cashel and crossed
the mountains in a north-easterly direc-

tion to the coast at Cushendnn, where
a check was taken before entering on the
observed hill and flexibility test. The
two hills produced more trouble than
any other part of tlie route, but the
percentage of clean ascents was greater

than in any competition held on the hill.

Henderson {7 Harley-Davidson sc.) was
stopped by the tirst sharp rise and lost

his clean certificate. Jack (5i Rover) fell

in going down one of the dips. The wheel
of the 6 Bradbury sc. ridden by Ladd
failed to bite, and he actually slipped

down the hill while his engine was run-

ning Dolemaii (S^ Rover) lost his com-
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The Irish End-to-end Trial.—

pvessioii tap, and Wood (4^ B.S.A.) broke
a chain at the start of the flexibility test,

but before actually entering it. He
repaired the rhain, and made a clean

ascent, and will probably not be penalised.
• After Ballyvoy it was plain sailing to

tlie finish. The ascent from Iscar was
followed by a grand rnn down to Cuslien-

dall, and then the coast road of Antrim
was followed to the finish. Eighteen of

the nineteen starters checked in on time
, at Fortwilliam Park.

Quite a number of men having scored
full marks at all, the open and secret

controls, it wa.s necessary to take into

consideration their performances in the
flexibility test to award the prizes.

The Awards.
VV. H. Freeman (7-9 Indian) was ad-

judged to have made the best perform-
ance and was awarded the Palmer
Trophy, the second and third prizes
going to J. Doleman (3^ Rover) and
R. S. Russell (2| Douglas) respectively.
For the fourth prize there was a tie

between C. B. Franklin (7 Indiaii sc.)

and J. Stewart (2| Douglas).
The prize for the best unplaced sidecar

performance was won by A. W. JNIooney

(6 Bradbury), ano the team prize by/the
Douglas team, consisting of .J. Stewart,
R. S. Russell, and " Sou'-wester." All
of these men wei-e awarded gold medals
in addition to the prizes.

The following also secured gold medals:
T. Toole (4J B.S.A.), .1. Dwyer (4
Tiiumph), and F. L. Dooly (4i B.S.A.)

Silver medals were awarded to the fol-
lowing : J. Farren (5 Indian), W. .J.

Henderson (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), W.
J. Chambers (4i B.S.A. so.)- J. Browne
(3i R-Dver), T. W. Ladd (6 Bradbury
sc), E. G. Jack (3i Rover), R. .Jonesm B.S.A.), and J. T. Woods (4^ B.S.A.)

The All-Khaki Race Meeting at Brooklands.
Officials Appointed. Event fo be field Saturday, August 7tti.

SINCE our last issue went to press,

considerable progress has been made
in the organisation of a race meet-
ing for officer motor cyclists.

Together with Jlr. T. W. Loughborough,
secretary of the A.C.U., we have
inspected the track. The road into

Brooklands leading into the park,
adjacent to the flying ground, was in

process of being laid with Tarmac, and
in a Very short time will be in fine con-

dition. The paddock will be put into

repair by the time this meeting is held

(.Saturday, August 7th). The amount of

track available, namely, about one and
-a half miles along the railway straight,

will be put into sufficiently good order
to enable half mile sprint races to be
held.

The actual organisation of the event

will be undertaken by the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club, and entries should
therefore, be sent to the secretary, Mr.
T. W. Loughborough, c/o The Auto Cvcle
Union, 83, Pall :\la.ll, S.W. The cost of

entry is 2s. 6d., and there will be an
additional deposit of 2s. 5d., which must
be enclosed, for the privilege of using the
B.M.C.R.C. number plates.

As regards officials, the following have
consented to act : The joint secretaries

of the meeting will be Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough and Second-Lieutenant F. 'SI. C.
Houghton. The stewards will be jMajor
D. F. NichoU, D.S.O., R.A., D.A.A.,
and Q.M.G., Dr. A. M. Low, Second-
Lieutenant, R.F.C., and Captain A. H.
Loughborough, R.G.A. Timekeepers,
Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite and A. G.
Reynolds.
A preliminary programme has been

drawn up, which we reproduce herewith.
As -July 31st was considered to allow in-

sufficient time to get in entries, the date
of the meeting has been arranged one
week later.

The All-khaki jMotor Ct-cle R.^ce
Meeting.

(Z ndrr the miS2}ices of the B.M.C.R.C.)
Open to members of the British Army

or Navy, or the Allied Forces (in

uniform), beginning at 2 p.m. Saturday,
August 7th.

Event 1.—The Lightweight Half-mile
Sprint Race for motor cycles fitted with
engines not exceeding 270 c.c

Event 2.—The Douglas Motor Cj-cle

Sprint Race. . Open to all riders of

Douglas machines.
Event 3.—Medium - weight Half - mile

Sprint Race for motor cycles fitted with
engines not exceeding 550 c.c.

EvEKT 4.—Unlimited Half-mile Sprint
Race for motor cycles fitted with engines
not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Event 5.—The Passenger Half-mile
Sprint Race for sidecar outfits fitted with
engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c, and cycle

cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

Event 6.—Two gymkhana events.

Event 7.—Hill-climb.

Entries close on Saturday, July olst.

A silver cup, presented by the pro-

prietors of The Motor Cycle, will be

awarded to the competitor making the

best aggregate performance.
The Brooklands authorities hops to

arrange for lunch and tea to be supplied .

to competitors, officials, and spectators at

reasonable charges.

We must again remind our readers that

the general public are not admitted to

Brooklands ; onlv members of the

B.A.R.C. and the B.M.C.R.C. will be

admitted, and officers and men in uniform.

Despatch riders attached to the Liverpool Mechanical Transport Corps, National Volunteer Reserve
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With some Hints and Tips on Care and Upkeep by a Member of our Staff.

(Concluded from page 52.)

Reassembling the Engine.
The various parts of the engine are now ready for

assembly, and certain packing joints will be required

as follow :

Eight transfer port washers.

Two cylinder base rubber rings.

Two cylinder base linen rings.

One bottle of Silico enamel.

First of all, the crank case should be turned upside

down and some thick oil poured in on the connecting
rods, so that it

runs down on to

the gudgeon pins

and bushes. The
crank case can itow

be returned V to its

normal position on
the bench, and the

rings put back in

their respective

grooves (with three

strips of tin) on" the

piston s, making
sure that they are

in their correct
positions as regards

their slots. The
bottom ring should be turned rouml with, the fingers
until its slot is midway between the relative positions
of the exhaust and inlet ports, as shown in the diagram,
thus preventing the edges of the piston ring from
catching on the port lips.

An operation entailing a certain amount of care
now confronts us, namely, replacing cylinders over
pistons and bedding them down in position on the
crank chamber. M'ake a perfectly clean bru.sh and
paint the cylinder wails and pistons with some good
livhricating oil, but do not let any drip on to the
surfaces that receive the cylinders on the crank
chamber. The inner cylinder rubber ring joints
should now be slipped over the cylinder extensions
as well as the linen ring joints in position on the
crank chamber, the latter being coated on either side
with Silico enamel. The next operation is to turn
tlie flywheel round until the two piston heads are
level with each other, and in do.ing .so be careful not
to dislodge the piston rings from their correct positions
in the slots. While you hold the pistons vertically,
get someone to let the cylinders down gently over the
B24

Diagram showing correct position

for seat of bottom piston ring.

pistons, meanwhile coaxing each ring into the cylinder

bore as the cylinder casting descends. Finally, just

before the cylinders actually beci down adju.st the

linen and rubber rings into their true positions. The
cylinders can now be bolted up to the crank chamber,
each nut being given small turns in succession to

equalise the pressure on the joints.

The replacement of the transfer ports, covers, and
gauzes on the engine may now receive attention. .4s

there are two gauzes and four packing joints under
each port cover it might be surmised by the novice

that they are a matter of difficulty to fix in position,

but, provided the faces of the ports and covers are

clean, and that a little care is taken to see that the

washers are each gently coated with Silico enamel
and carefully placed in position, there can be no
possibility of leaks past the packing occurring at any
time. The enamel is best applied in this case with
a child's small paint brush, and if the engine

Transfer port cover and component gauges and packings
ready for assembling on cylinder port openings.

can be shifted near a large window the^ extra

light gained will be found to be of great service.

U'hen all the packings and gauzes are in position

each transfer port cover should be tightened down
without violent strain, as the cover is only of
aluminium, and is not made to withstand undue force.

The exhaust port covers are returned to the engine
with screws, the joints in this case being made with
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TheAUTOCyCLE UNION
Another illustration of Progressive Policy,

The new rules provide that membership now carries

Full Privileges for a complete year from date of joining
(irsead cf util December 31st of each year).

The Auto-Cycic Union Insurance Policy covers all risks.
It is backed and guaranteed by the Law Accident Insurance Society, but

Disputed Claims are settled by the A.C.U. Committee.
All policies taken out under TABLE III. include,

Free Touring Membership of the A.C.U. without increase of Premitim.

Or you can obtain p *> /, A ^^ ** possible to expend such

these privileges for -^ I ' a trifle to better purpose?
Wriii: jor full payticulars to

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, A.M.I.C.E.,

Secretary A.C.U., 89, Pall Mall, W.

ENQUIRY FORM. Make of Machine. HP. Date o( Manufac'.ure. Present Value. Registered Number.

No

Please send hill particulars to: Name...

Address.

A proposition worth YOUR investigation.

Motor Cycle.
For Strength, Reliability, and Speed unsurpassed.

These Frames DO NOT Collapse

and let you down

Don't read this:

The idea was :

The finest possible

machine.

THAT idea is NOW
an accomplished

FACT.

NOTE the Rear

Springing, the

finest in the world.

It is IT
^ ^ ,...^_^_

"R 15" THE BIG TWIN
Send for Prices and Particulars of our Pjoductions to

THE POPE MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY, 55. Banner Street. Golden Lane. LONDON, E.C.
A FEW LIVE AGENTS STILL WANTED-.

^

In answerinci these advertisemenU it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." B25
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This letter is typical ot

scores we have received.

For military reasons we
are unable to publish
the writer's name.
What's better, you can
see the original at
our Showroo jns

The
Stamina— Speed—Power
The long, gruelling gradient—the short, shairp,

uphill grind, prove the power and flexibility

of the machine that's strong to endure,

having speed and stamina beyond the normal

HARLEY -Davidson
Write for juUy illustrated Catalogue Xo. 11/.

HARLEY-DAVrOSON MOTOR Co.,

59, Newman Street, London, W.
Tolerhone-
Miisouin

2070 (8 lines).

"HariiavniiJcy. Os.

B26 In answerinQ this advertisement it is desirable to mention *' T/ip MoforJ^vcle/
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Experiences with a Scott Motor Cycle and Sidecar.—

well-mixed aluminium paint instead of enamel, but

tills operation cannot be carried out until the engine

is in the frame.

Final Adjustments.
After clamping the crank case doors in position,

the engine is now more or less complete and ready

for installation

in the frame,

according to the

instructions of the

m a k e r s. The
luljricator feed

pipes should be

thoroughly
cleaned w i t h

petrol and re-

turned to the

engine, and the

carburetter may
now be fixed in

position with a

leather joint

(coated with
boiled oil) be-

tween the induc-

tion pipe and
crank -chamber.

One hears at

times a certain

amount of un-

justifiable criti-

cism concerning
the chain drive

transmission on

Hizi:

COUNTERSHAFT

^^
REAR AXLE
AND HUB

Diagram of Scott chain transmission.

the Scott, which the writer is inclined to put down
to ignorance more fhan anything else. The trans-

mission on this machine must be looked after as

with any other, and it is quite certain that the chains

and rear tyre last longer on a Scott than on most
machines, owing to the smooth " four-cylinder

"

torque. The chains on the writer's machine are

practically as good as new after four to five thou-

sand miles, and breakage is certainly not feared yet.

The diagram above shows the Scott transmission

in plan form. To adjust the engine-countershaft

chains, the countershaft is moved bodily either back-

wards or forwards on the lower tubes of the frame,

but it is of vital importance to see that its axis A (see

diagram) is dead parallel with the engine crankshaft

B. If the countershaft is out of alignment, the chains

Sliding gauge cut and bent

from tin for measuring between
countershaft and
engine crankshaft

cen'res.

will soon wear at the sides

of the links and break.

To find the true alignment,

make a tin sliding gauge, as shown in the sketch,

and measure between centres of engine cranks

and countershaft , spindle, and adjust accordingly.

If the countershaft is now parallel with the engine

and one chain is in nice tension and the other
very slack, unship the latter and take out a half

The black portions show how
sprocket teeth wear " hooky."

93

link, and readjust the countershaft until both chains

are right. As these chains generally run at high

speeds in an enclosed state, they will run for a long

time without fresh adjustment, -provided the counter-

shaft is in true alignment. To repair and alter the

length of the chains' themselves, the best advice that

can be given to a novice is to consult the Renolds

instruction booklets. The rear chain is easily kept in

adjustment by sliding the rear wheel backwards or

forwards ; it should be lubricated with ordinary engine

oil every hundred miles, and washed in paraffin and

soaked in hot tallow every thousand miles. The writer

has seen some Scotts

habitually ridden with

a perfectly dry rear

chain, with the con-

sequence that both the

sprockets and chain

wear rapidly with a

liability of breakage
at any'moment. If the

sprocket teeth have worn "hooky," the sprockets

should be replaced by new ones in addition to a new
chain, as the old chain has stretched and would not

fit the new teeth.

How to obtain Smooth Running.
" Four-stroking " and general misfiring seem to be

old bogeys with some Scott owners. With the de-

compressor in action the engine of the writer's machine
can be throttled to run so slowly that the individual

explosions can be counted on the fingers, or with full

compression in operation the machine can be slowed

down to five or six miles an hour on top gear without

misfiring occurring. This is done by eliminating air

leaks and running on the pilot jet with careful extra air

adjustments. If an air leak develops in the transfer

ports or crank case joints, or in the induction pipe or

carburetter, the „;,,,,„ ,,.^.

slow running is

completely upset

and it is useless

to try and effect

a recovery by

altering the car-

buretter setting or

ignition. If an
engine has been
very badly mis-

handled, and the

cylinders and
pistons have worn
badly through lack

of consistent lubri-

cation, a cure

cannot be effected

very well as

regards misfiring,

as the explosion

gases pass the

pistons and adul-

terate the crank
case mixture. The obvious alternative is to have the

cylinders rebored and pistons ground to fit. However,
in the case of an engine that has been well looked after,

but has seen a lot of life, new piston rings mil often

completely restore its vitality after a short time.

Reconstructed sight feed glass on the

writer's Scott.
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Experiences with a Scott Motor Cycle and Sidecar.—

There is one point which some riders of later date

Scotts. may not have noticed, and that is, misfiring

caused by' lealcage of air through a cracked oil-drip

feed glass down the oil pipes into the engine. It can

be cured sometimes by introducing a new glass and

leather packing, but the design of the sight-feed

fitting is such that if there is the slightest inaccuracy

in its workmanship air passes in and the oil leaks

out. The trouble was remedied in the writer's

machine by making and fitting an entirely new form

of glass which is circular in shape. The original glass

was taken out and the screw-down plug above it

tightly soldered up. A piece of thin brass tube a little

over an inch in diameter was then cut to shape and

soldered into position, a thread being cut on the outer

end of it to receive a threaded ring watch glass and

packing, as shown in the sketch. The tube required

careful cutting out to fit accurately in place on the

Aluminium clip on side member of rear stand.

lubricator, and the repair should not 'be attempted
unless one is a tolerably good metal worker.

Lubrication.

The Scott is an exception to most two-stroke engines

on the score of oil consumption, as the cylinders are

water-cooled, and with careful driving 200 miles to

a quart of oil (riding solo) can be accomplished. One
must confess, however, that strict attention must be
paid to the sight 'feed to obtain this figure. The
writer uses bulk oil of good quality at lod. a quart
and feeding it at twice the rate, with very little extra
expense. As one would expect, the engine runs
remarkably well on this overdosing, which, moreover,
seems to keep the piston rings free
in their slots for a considerably
longer period than usual.' Rehance
plugs have, so far, remained abso-
lutely reliable. The lubricant used
is the standard car engine oil

generally kept in bulk in garages,
but the buyer must beware of
inferior stuff that is occasionally
palmed off by unscrupulous people.
The oil feed pipes should be

periodically unshipped and cleaned
out, and if the radiator is taken off
and returned at any time care should
be taken to see that the rubber
connections are free from kinks,
which hinder the water circulation.
On this last point insulating tape
M rapped around the joints and
B28

painted with Silico enamel will effectively prevent water

leakages occurring at any time.

An illustration is given showing a small clip fitting

attached to one of the side members of the rear stand
on the machine. It is made of aluminium sheet, cut

to shape, and sprung in place on the stand, and it

is most useful in preventing the enamel from being
scratched away
w h e n kicked

down with the

foot.

A sketch is

also given show-

ing the rubber

thongs that haver

been slipped!

over the shackles

'

of the leaf

springs on the

sidecar to pre-

vent bounce of

the body when
unloaded. The
thongs are those

fitted to doors in

order to keep
them shut, and
were purchased at an ironmonger's for two or three

shillings. They were simply slipped over the springs

and part of the chassis and the " eyes " secured

together with a -Vgin. nut and bolt..

The sidecar fitted to the waiter's machine is a sport-

ing model Canoelet, and it is most comfortable. A
fourth point coupling to the machine has been added,

and the body painted in Scott purple enamel, thus

rendering the whole outfit a very smart affair. The
sidecar is light in weight and makes no perceptible

difference in the speed of the machine, and the petrol

consumption works out at approximately 65 m.p.g. on
a straightforward joumev. M.A.M.

WOODCHUCK REDIVIVUS.
How many strokes would a two-stroke stroke if a- fom--

stroke could stroke two?

A two-stroke woxild stroke all the strokes it could stroke
if a four-stroke could stroke two.

LiEFT. C. H. T. Alston,
Inventor of the Premier two-stroke engine.

rubber thongs over sidecar leaf

sprmgs.

A Scolt sidecar outfit, relcired lo in tlie accompan) Ing article.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

Two-stroke Comparisons.

You would oblige me very
— I much by answering the following

> queries : (1) Given two machines
-^ of siime horse-power, one four-

stroke, the other two-stroke, and
of same weight, does the _ two-stroke
machine consume much" more petrol

than the four-stroke? (2.) Am I

correct in thinking that the two-stroke

machine, because of the greater number
of explosions in a given time, could

mount a hill much easier than a four-

stroke engine of same horse-power and
same weight?—T.D.

(1.) A two-stroke machine will consume
slightly more petrol than the tour-stroke

machine of the same horse-power and
weight. This state of affairs is easily

accounted for, inasmuch as the two-
stroke type of engine has to perform
twice the number of power strokes over

a given distance. (2.) Your surmise

that a two-stroke machine^ will mount a

hill more easily than a four-stroke

machine of the same horse-power and
weight is quite correct. This is a special

virtue of the two-stroke engine.

Increasing the Gear Ratio.

I have a James 2| h.p. two-

stroke, tw-o-speed, 1915 model,

geared 5^- and 10 to 1. I am
wondering if it would be advis-

able to raise'' the gears by enlarg-

ing the pulley to, say, 4 and 7^ to 1.

I find that I never have to use the low
gear, even on very steep gradients. I

am practically a beginner, and would
like your advice before making the

alteration. (1.) Would this arrange-

ment tend to give a cooler engine? (2.)

Would there be less wear and tear of

the engine? (3.) Would there be less

strain on the belt? (4.) Would speed

and petrol consumption be about the

same? I may say that I average 25
m.p.h., and run about 100 miles to the

gallon.—J.G.

We see no objection to increasjng the
gear as the engine climbs so well on top

speed, but do not go. too far. 4tol strikes

us as being too liigh. (1-) The engine
would keep cooler with a higher gear.

(2.) Also, provided that the engine
were not overloaded, there would be less

wear and tear. (3.) The strain on the
belt would not be appreciably affected.

(4.) The petrol consumption would be
slightly improved, and the speed perhaps
greater on the level, though raising the
gear does not always increase the speed.

The Effect o£ Varying the Timing.

(1.) Would you be kind enough
to explain briefly to me the idea
of retarding and advancing the
spark? (2.) When is it con-
venient to retard and advance

the spark? (3.) I should feel much
obliged if you would tell me why the
front cylinder of a 6 h.p. twin engine
does not receive the required amount of
lubrication, yet the back cylinder seems
too well fed?—S.H.M.

(1.) You will find the matter fully dealt
with in " Jlotor Cycles ' and How to
Manage Them," which can be obtained
from these offices, price Is. 2d. post free.

Briefly, it is this : Tliat the farther
advanced is the spark the greater the
power of the explosion, OAving to the fact
that this occurs at the highest point of

compression ; whereas, with a retarded
spark, the explosion occurs at a point
when the compression is not so high,
consequently the explosion is weaker.
2.) Generally speaking, the spark shoidd
be kept as far advanced as possible, taking
nito consideration the conditions under
which you are travelling. You only
retard when you are ascending a hill on

The motor cycle of a newsagent. The
owner rides every day a distance of twenty
miles to get his stock of newspapers, which
is strapped on the carrier of the B.S.A.

which the engine shows signs of labouring.

(3.) This is largely governed by the

direction of rotation of the flywheels,

which tend to throw up the oil into the

back cylinder, with the result that the

front cylinder is somewhat starved. The
trouble is overcome in many cases by
introducing the oil direct to the front

cylinder.

Cami.

Could you give me the correct

^1 shape for the inlet and exhaust

> cams of a 3^ h.p. engine, also

-S-1 the correct lift and timing?

—

E.H.T.

It is outside our province to design cams
and other engine parts. You do not tell

us what result you wish to obtain from
the cams you propose fitting. Roughly,
it may be stated that for racing purposes
a quick lift and long opening are desirable,

but cams of this sort are inclined to be
noisy. Therefore, for ordinary purposes
a more gradual lift and drop is preferred.

The valve lift on your engine should be
from 7^in. to ^jin., and the valve timing
should be approximately as follows :

Exliaust valve opens when the crank is

45° from the bottom of the firing stroke,

and closes on top of the exhaust stroke

or very slightly after. The inlet valve

opens as the exhaust closes or just pre-

viously, and remains open for approxi-
mately 180°, or one complete stroke for

the piston.

Fitting a i3rip-feed.

(1.) My machine is a 3^ h.p.

"^D, T.T. model, and has ordinary

^ pump lubrication-. Would it be
_lJ advisable to fit a drip-feed, and

is this method reliable on such

a machine? (2.) W'hat is the average
number of drips per minute? (3.) Will
a wired-on tvre stand a retread?

—

A.F.J.

(1.) The modern drip feed is just as

reliable as a, pump ; in fact, it is not in-

frequently a combination of the two, as

by adjusting the drip regulating screw
you may either set the lubricator to give

so many drops per minute, or you may
open it fully and put a full pumpful into

the engine. - (2.) The number of drops
per minute is regulated according to the
speed ; for instance, at 20 m.p.h. you
may give thirty drops per minute, or even
fewer than this, while if you are really

going hard you may let the oil run in a

thin continuous stream. (3.) A wire^-on
tjTe should stand a retread as "\vell as a

beaded tyre.
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Two-stroke Rattle.

I should be very glad if you
would answer the following :

I

have a 1915 two-stroke machine
of 2^ h.p. At speeds of twenty
miles per hour the engine

develops an alaifning rattle, which I

have traced to a badly worn big end.

The macliine has only run 370 miles,

and is oiled on the petroil system—one

breakfast cup of oil to one gallon of

petrol. What do you advise to pre-

vent a recurrence of this trouble, when
rebushed?—J.W.H.

It is just possible that a faulty big end
may have been fitted in the first in-

stance. In any ca.se, to avoid fT similar

occurrence of the trouble, lubricate with
a copious supply of oil, ?'.e., use a ratio

of 1 to 14.

No Power.

1 bought a two-stroke motor^ cycle last April, and have ridden" under 200 miles so far. Recently
-U I have been troubled with a

metallic knock, not so much like

engine knock, but more as if the mud-
guard or tank were being thumped.
Recently, too, this has been accompanied
by the engine getting rather hot, and
by the machine slowing down and
refusing to accelerate again, and finally

stopping. If I slow down at a corner

and then open the throttle the machine
knocks a bit and then stops. I have
soaked the engine with the oil recom-
mended by the makers, giving it as

much as it would take without four-

stroking. Also it has lately been almost
impossible to wheel the macliine with
the compression released, but after

squirting paraffin into the cylinder it

will go all right for a mile or two. The
magneto timing is quite correct, and I

have tightened every nut on the
machine. My theoi-y is that the oil

must have stuck up the piston to such
a degree that the engine has had to.

slow down, and, at slow speeds, to
stop. This would explain the over-
heating and the effort to push the
machine. Will you please tell me your
opinion, and if like the above, why
sliould it go all right for 150 miles
before gumming up? As regards the
kimck, it occurs mostly when starting,
and is less in evidence at high speeds. AU
nuts are tight, and I can find no loose
parts. Would, any harm result to an
engine which is very oily being run
four miles without oil? This I did
some time ago, it being quite an over,
sight. The carburetter gives me only
60 m.p.g., and I can drive with the air
fully open at all speeds. Would it not
be better to give extra air. and is there
any means of doing so?—F.W.C.

We should advise you to take the cylinder
otV your engine and carefully clean the
cylinder head and tlie vnlve ports. Also
examine the jiiston rings. It is very
pjobablc that you will find the top one
stuck in its groove, in which case it
should be very carefully removed witli
the help of paraffin. The plug may be at
fault; try a single point plug with thick
electrodes. It is very likely that run-
ning n machine for four miles without oil
would do some damage, though if, as you
say, the engine was very "oily at "tlie:

beginning the damage may "not be serious.

E30

If cleaning does not improve the running,

we are of opinion that the piston is

warped, possibly owing to the engine

Iraving been run without oil, which would
cause excessive heat. In this case, it

must be submitted to the makers. You
would get better consumption if you fitted

a smaller jet, but this must not be too

small or yon will have difficulty in

stai-ting.

Low Registration Number.

As I am having a new mount,^ and the registration numbers in

> Swansea have now gone up to

-S-l four figures, I should like you
to tell me if I can register in

another county or borough, where low
numbers may be obtained.—J.P.W.

You may register in any county. We
should recommend you to apply to the
Clerk of the County Council, Darlington,
where you might possibly get a low
number, or to the following Irish

counties : Monaghan, Carlow, Clare,

Donegal, or Fermanagh.

Slow Running.

I have recently purchased a

3^ h.p. motor cycle, to which I

fitted a 1914 Senspray carbu-
retter, 34 jet. The machine starts

at about 10 m.p.h. Can you give

me the correct size of jet to use, as this

is far too fast for me, not being in any
way an expei't? The slides are properly
adjusted according to the makers'
directions.

—

J.S.J.

It is as well to bear in mind that engine
tune has a great effect upon slow run-
ning ; in fact, just as much so as a
correct carburetter setting. The chief

points to watch so far as the engine
is concerned are—cleanliness, correct
strength for valve springs and a tappet
clearance of not more than f^^in., a
good single point plug adjusted to .4 mm.,
a correctly adjusted magneto contact
breaker, and a squarely trimmed up high-
tension carbon brush. Great care must
be taken to prevent air leaks in the inlet

pipe.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience af

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"L.K.G." (Brighton).—A. B.C. 1915
T.T. and touring model for solo work.
Reliability, range of speed, hill-climbing,
durability, upkeep, wear on tyres, and
efficiency. -

'

-

"S.L." (Coventry).—650 x 65 Dunlop
grooved tyres for heavy passenger combi-
nation. Durability and freedom from
skidding.

0C><X>C>O<>CX><>O<><>C<XX><>O<>OO<><>(jj]

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories,

etc, both " Lost " and " Found," which we are
unable to find space for. As these particular
matters are of interest to two persons only, viz.,

the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such
articles, and all that are notified to us are inserted
in this list. Should we receive a letter from
the finder which corresponds to the article lost,
the two persons are put into commimication, but
it must clearly be understood that we cannot
enter into correspondence on the matter beyond

O this

GD<><x><>o<>oo<xxxx><x><xxxx>o<>o(!i)

ROUTES.

Ilfokd to BroE.—H.U.R
Tluough London via Bow, White-

chapel, Embankment, and out to Houns-
low, Staines, Basingstoke, Andover,
Salisbury, Bishopstone, Broad Chalks,
Shaftesbury, Sherborne, Honiton, Exeter,
Okehampton, Hatherleigh, Holsworthy.
to Bude.

Taun-ton to Ayr.—J.O.B.

Taunton, Bridgwater, Highbridge,
Bristol, Almondsbury, Stone, Gloucester,
Tewkesbury, Wtucester. Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Wellington, Hodnet, Whit-
church, Tarporley, Warrington, Wigan,
Preston, Garstang. Lancaster, Carn-
forth, Kendal, Penrith. Carlisle, Annan,
Dumfries, Corsock Bridge, Balmaclellan,

Dalraellington, Ayr.

SuNDERi.^ND TO BiRMi.vGHAM : also mile-

age.—W.H.D.
Sunderland, Durham, Darlington,

Northallerton, Thirsk, Topcliffe. Borough-
bridge, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferrybridge,
Doncaster, Ticklull, Worksop, Mansfield,

Derby, Burton-on-Trent, Lichfield, Sut-

ton Coldfield, to Birmmgham. Approxi-
mately 210 miles.

PoRTSJtouTH TO LoNDOS, avoiding, if

passible, roads cut up bv militarv

traffic—H.A.T.

Portsmouth, Cosham, Petersfield. Farn-

ham. Hog's Back, Guildford, Ripley,

Kingston, to London. Tliis avoids the bad
stretch of road between- Godalming and
Hindhead : the road is fairlv good.

Kearsley (Lancs.) TO GoLSriE (Suther-
land).—A.G.

Kearsley, Bolton, Horwich, Chorley,

Preston, Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal,
Penrith, Carlisle, (iiretna Green, Locker-

bie, Craw-ford, Abington Inn, Symington,
Lanark, Carluke. Cumbernauld Station,

DeniiT, Stirling, Dunblane, Auchterarder,
Perth, Dunkeld, Ballinluig, Pitlochry,

Blair AthoU, Dalwhinnie^ Kingussie,

Carrbridge, Inverness, Beauly, Dingw'all,

Bonar Bridge, to Golspie. A considerable

part of the journey could be cut off by
going through Evanton and across the

hills to Bonar Bridge.

Abeed.ire 10 Eriohtok, avoiding traffic

as much as possible.—G.R.

Aberdare, Pontypridd, Caerphilly, New-
port, follow Chepstow road turning right

to Severn Tunnel Junction, and training

to Pilning (railway companv handle motor
traffic well), JNIangotsfield, Bath. Becking-
ton, Warminster, Heytesbury, Salisbury,'

Stockbridge. Winchester, Brandean,
Petersfield, Midhurst, Pulborough, Stej-n-

ing, Brighton,

WOLYF.BHAMI'TON TO CuimN-C. OnGAR
(Essex) : also approximate distance.

—H.J.B. .

Wolverhampton, Kingswinford, Stour-

bridge, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Stratford-

on-Avon, Banbury, Avuho. Bicester,

Aylesbury, St, Albans, "Hatfield, Goff's

Oak, Chesiuint, Waltham Abbey, Epping,
Ongar. Approximately 150 miles.

IF
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AtTTO-WHEEL. U.S.A. Ue Luxo, 1914, for sole, very
little used; £10;iO.-J. Andrew, .Cliunh St.,

Itervie. [X1727

WALL Aiito-Wheel : £14(14 cash, or 26/8 dowu
and 2S/8 monthly.—Seen nt 248, UisliopSBute.

London. E.C. [1712

A' TOWHEEL nnd Enfleld S-speed cycle, 26iu., good
" " ' —

'te, 12,
[8763Oaklull Ed., Sntton, Snrrey

WALL Antn-Wheel, 1913, little used, good run-
ning order, all accessories; lO'.A gns.—Hill

House. Wotton-under-Edge, Glos. [8844

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914, practically new, ridden under
10 miles, titted gent's Royal Eagle, extra heavy

tyres; 20 gns.—42, Soutll St., Eomford, Essex. [8732

AUTO-WHEEL .ind James Tricycle, gent's 22in.,
with HuckleTjridge attiiclnuent : new, actually in

Btock: £33/11.—Hucklobridge, 133, Sloane St., London.
[X1878

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, 1914, in perfect condition;
£8/10: owner buying car, hence sacrifice; seen

any time.—R.R.,
Gate.

11, Pembridge Crescent, Netting Hill
[872r

TWO 1914 Auto-Wheels in fir.st-class order, £9 each,
or one with special B. and B. carburetter. £10;

or with 3-speed Raleigh, 22in. cycle, £15.—Ciow Bros..
190, High St.. Guildford. [8909

AUTO-WHEEL. Model de Luxe, £15/15, new
March, 1915, with shock absorber and 11/6 rear

lamp, rider selling on account of ill-health'; accept
10 gns.—Johnson, Portscatho, Cornwall. [8795

Bat.

BAT, 2?.'lh.p., spring frame, h.h.c,
-24, Li.jter St., Rotherham.

low, reliable; £7.
[8738

4h.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame, variable gear, as good
as new; £22/10.—Murphy, Green View, Tralee.

/?h.p. 1912 Bat, single gear. Whittle,1912 Bat
^ conditi

South Woodford.

LX0452
F.E.S., etc.,

Co..

[X1888

1Q14 4Joh.p. Twin Bat-Jap, 2-6peed, speedometer,
--«-' Lucad horn and lamps, Aurac, done 4,000; £46.
—Bowyer, Grosvenor Lodge, T\viokenham. rxi815

BAT-J.A.P., late 1913, 7-Sh.p., 2-speed, clutch
combination, £55; large deposits secure preferential

terms.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8776

BAT-J.A.P., 1912, 3Hh.p., single gear, in excellent
condition; £21/10.—The E.xeter Motor Cycle

Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed.,
Plymouth. [0569

BAT-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p., underslung coachbuilt side-
car, 2-speed, chain drive, F.E.S. lamp set- £48.—

W. E. White, Three Jolly Weavers, 94, Lever St., Gos-
well Ed., E.G. [8779

LATE 1914 6h.p. Bat-Jap, coach sidecar, 3-speed,
kick start, . speedometer, Lucas lamps, all acces-

sories, splendid combination, like new, cost over
£100; accept £63—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton
Heath. [8799

BAT, 6h.p., October, 1913, 3-speed, kick-starter, and
1914 Swan sidecar, lamps, horn, spare inner tubes.

belt, etc., hardly used since war, thorough overhaul
by makers last April, excellent condition; 45 gns.

—

Lieut. Thursfield, Torpedo Boat 113, Sheerness. [8928

BAT, 1915, 5-Sh.p., spring frame. 2-6peed, chain
driven, only run 3,000 miles by careful rider,

luxuriously fitted 3-ply coachbuilt light sidecar, special
luggage carrier, ideal outfit for touring; £60- -with
accessories cost £104.—J.W.M.G., Box 19354, Haddon's
Advertising Offices, Salisbury Sq-, E.C. [8752

Bradbury.
BRADBUEY, 4h.p., and sidecar, lamps, horn; £24

—54, Rathfern Ed., Catlord. [8380
"DRADBUEY, 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, and
--» sidecar; £30.-29, St. Leonards St., Bow. [8857

4h.p. Bradbury and Coach Sidecar, N.S.U. gear, grand
condition; £32.—Harper, Craven Arms, Salop. ^

BEADBURY 1915 Models, lists free.—Agents"
Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.B[8917EADBURT, 4h.p., wicker sidecar, 2-specd, F.E.,
good Older; £30.-—Seen 50, High St., Peckham,

London. [86R8
4h.p. Bradbury, Gondola sidecar, new 1913, 2-3peed,

equal to new; best offer over £30.-96, Tavasour
St., Rochdale. [8405
"DEADBUET, 1915, 4h.p., S-^peed . countershaft
-)L» model; £60; cash or exchange.—Motorics. 68.
Horton St., Halifax. [0388

1 Q14 3',L.h.p. Bradbury Twin, opposed, 3-speed counter-
-*-tf shaft gear, in perfect condition; £55, near offer.
—Apply. R. Yinson, Monkton, Kent. [8725

"IQ12 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, free'engiue, sidecar.A«/ lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £32.—Shearmon, 7,
Hargreaves Buildings, Eothwell, Leeds. [X1932

4h.p. Bradbury, 1914, Millford coachbuilt family side-
car, 3-speed, new tyres and belt, Lucas lamp,

cyclometer, accessories, £20 just spent in overhauling
and doing up; 60 gns. ; could transfer insurance.-Wise,
Middleton, King's Lynn. [X1942

MOTOR

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

S Js designed for long lile, and bas a wonderful
S rc-serve of stability, and is safe on greasy roads.

S Luggage-carrier built into frame. Cannot shake
S loose, and is a boon when touring.

From £6 6s.

Send for illustrated

catalogue describing

these well known
Sidecars. Several
Mod sis, g
Easy Payments or |

£xchanges. I

Can be supplied
|

through any dealer.
|

i

H We can give immediate delivery of all models, and I

5 suitable for any make of machine.
j

S WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK S
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

5 We will make a special allowance for your machine
H in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. HarBey-Davidson.
m The most improved Sidecar machine made, fitted

with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding counter-shaft gear, fool-proof, both
m hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, sin.

m tyres, silent running engine will just tick over when

I in free engine, double stem handle-bar made from
H rolled cold steel, carrier, one steel stamping, spare

m petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found on any
m other machine. Full detailed catalogue upon
H application.

m PRICE, 7-9 h.p. 3-speed model £68 5

g Ditto, ditto, electrically equipped . £76 13

n You cannot beat us on e\changes.>i Yorkshire H
dealers supplied.

B _ -. "

Coronet Sidecars for
2 Harley-Davidsons.
I We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey

to match, 3in, tyres, and 4-point attachment, £12 10,

B.
4 h.p. WOLF-JAP .. £43

S Brand new, countershaft 3-speed gear, chain drive,

S kick starter. Full specification upon application.

B We have taken the following machines in part

B payment for Harley-Davidsons. Make us a cash

B of[er: EB

B 6 h.p. REX, 3912. 2 speeds, and complete B
g with fT2 Sidecar £30

B 3^ h.p. SINGER, 1912, free-engine model .. £22 B
B 2" h.p. CALTHORPE Lighirweight, 1914

B model, Precision engine, countershaft H
B 2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10 B
B 6 h.p. twin BRADBURY, 1915 model, 3-sp., B
B complete with £16 16 Bradbury Sidecar, B
B speedometer, screen, £4 4 electric light- H
B ing set, only run about 1,000 mUes

;

B
cost nearly ;rioo £7S B

B 3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1910 model, M.O.V., U
B magneto, B. and B., h.b. control, enamel B
m and plating in splendid condition £12 15 B
B 7 9h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3-sp., nearly B
B new £58 15 B
B 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, late 1913 .. £59 15 B
B 3' h.p. L.M.C., 1913, countershaft gear £25 fl

B 3^ h.p. P. & M., 1910, 2 speeds £20 B
B MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto £8 15 B
B 6 h.p. twin REX, spring forks £11 10 B
S 4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, magneto £12 10 B
B 1912 ENFIELD Combination £40 10 B
S MISCELLANEOUS. B
n New 12 /6 Electric Head Lamp .- 5/6 B
5 Brand New Weatherproof Magneto £3 10 B
5 New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11 ; 40 amps. 12/6 B
S Gas Engine, 3''<4in., djmamo, switchboard, B-S and lamps. Exchange entertained £12 BS New 21 /- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp .

.

4/11 H
5 New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine, b5 electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10 b

I BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, 3XIRC0AT ROAD,

tm 'Ptione 1062. Close at 6 p.m. ^
BHaaBB9HBBBHHHBHB9aBBBaB3 BBB

CYCM.S roR
Broil jjli.

SALT,.

BBOn(iH, 5-611. p., torpc'd.j siilci'iir, fust, uiirl powiTfiili
£16. biirgiiiii.-16. UpiJiT Hull St., Pctkliuin.

1X1857
LATE 3ii.l1, p. 1914 Opposod Twin Brougll, ouly uncd

6 ^voi'liH l)y oltlccr, very fust, UD<1 still new: £44.—
Wulker, Fishhiiru, Forryliill. rX1922

Brown.
^ood pullcT with sidecar: real

London, W.
resoa

modern appourunrM?,
£19, or o«er.-59,

r8887

31h.p. Brown, m.o,
a bargain, £15.-17, Coldliawk Rd

BROWN, i'/Jli.V; mag., 1910,
fo«t. recently overhauled;

Onslow Gardens, Wallington.

B.S.A,

B.S.A., 1915, 4Vih.p., model K, in stock; £59/15.-
Priestley, Seanioor Rd., Bournemouth. [8840

B.S.A,, 1914, chain drive, with B.S.A. sidecar, com-
plete: f57;iO.-Geo, Sharman, Brackley. [X1813

1 014 B.S.A., chain drive, 3-speed counter-.shaft, and
-LO sidecar: 55 gns.—33, Coten End, Warwick. [X178a

B.S.A., 1914, 3V>h.p., 3-specd, splendid condition;
£42/10.-63, Henrietta St., Bulwell, Notts.

B.S.A., 1912, 3%h.p., and sidecar: £33/10; perfect
running order.—Jonfts, 595, High Rd., Tottenham,

N. [8747

B.S.A., 1914 model K, S-epeed gear box, perfect con-
dition, carefully used ; 45 gns.-Potter, Billericay,

Essex. [8967

B.S.A. 19141/2 4'/ih.p. Combination, 3-6peed, chain
driven, little used; £60.-Dr. Pitt, Piatt Bridge,

Wigan. [8781

B.S.A., 1914. 4h.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft, chain,
Lucas, excellent condition ; £48.—NichoU. Easing-

ton, Durham. [X1919

3JLh.p. 2-speed B.S.A. and Sidecar, Canoelet sidecar,
2 all spares and accessories; £45.—169a, IjOwet

Clapton Rd., N.E. [8946

B.S.A., late 1913, S^^h.p,, 2-speed, chain drive, Jones,
sparfti. perfect order; nearest £40.—Blown, 3,

Marlborough Grove, Tork.

-iqi4 B.S.A., 4i4h.p., 3-ay coachbuilt sidecar,

[X18I4

. chain drive, B.S.A.
ood condition; £53.—R.

Hockenhull, North Crofts, Nantwich, Cheshire. :"S;;64r

B.S.A., 4i/lh.p., late 1914, all chain drive, semi T.T.
barfl. new Luca^ lamp and horn, Watford speed-

ometer: £59.-W.S.F., 25, Briebane Rd., Reading. [8753

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, speed-
ometer, lamp, horn, little used* tip-top condition

;

£50.-J. JI. Child, 13th D.L.I., Bramshott, Hants.
[8731

B.S.A. and Sidecar, 1912, 2-speed, F.E., and acces-
sories, fine condition, and guaranteed perfect : £42.

— Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station, G.W.R.
[8791

B.S.A., 1915, 4'/ih.p., 3-speed, chain drive, Mont-
gomery coach sidecar, accessories, complete, con-

dition as new; £65.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate
Av.. Camomile St., E.C. [0480

1 QIS Model H B.S.A., T.T. and touring bars, Luca:
-L^ large lamp, rear light, and horn, cost ^68, per-
fect, unscratched, as new; £60.-
C'licle OfSces, Coventry. (D)

i,088. The Motot
[X1789

19^

1015 B.S.A. Motor Cycle, chain drive, counter-shaft
Xt/ 3-speed gear, 3 Miller and Lucas lamps, Lucas
horn, also Millford sidecar, practically unused, all new
condition; cost £80, price £65.—Dictenson, 64, Gerard
St., Derby. [S1826

1 Q14 B.S.A. Combination, ai^h.p., 3-speed counter-
J-iJ shaft gear, clutch, kick starter, chain-cum-beJt,
lamp, speedometer, etc., perfect condition, hardly used;
owner on active service ; Montgomery sidecar, waterproof
apron.—A. Glynlee, Churcli Rd., Tunbridge Welln.

[X1646

Calthorpe.
14 Calthorpe Junior, little used: bargain,
£18/10.—Church, 8, Sterling Rd., Enfield, N.

[8965
CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, 1914. little used;

£16/10.—C/o Hercules Dairy, Hercules Place, Hol-
loway. [XI 856

CALTHORPES.-All modela in stock; large deposits
secure generous terms.-Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow. [8773

CALTHORPE, 1915, latest 2-speed lightweight
models in stock; cash or extended terms.

—

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. [X1910

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'s and 2-strokee.
from £37/14: send for list and easy payment terms.

-Storey'3. 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHORPE.—Immediate delivery from stock of all

single-speed and 2-speed 1915 Calthorpe models.—
Keys and Paskells, 44, Finsbury Pavement, E.C. [8648

CALTHOEPE-J A.P. 2-speed and Calthorpe 2.stroke,
actually in stock; free tnition.—Hucklebridse,

133, Sloano St., London. Tel.: 451 Victoria. [XlBSO

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., latest model, 2^4h.p., Enfield
2-6peed gear, actually in stock; £34/13.—Prestr

wich's Motor Exchange, 26, St. John's Rd., Hove,
Brighton. [7764

CALTHORPE and Sidecar, 1912, 334h.p., Bosch, B.
and B. carburetter, Mabon S-speed gear, free en-

gine, just re-buslied : £21, or near offer.—\rrite, Hollow
Tree, The Heath, Daitfoid. [8910

AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe,

CALTHOUPE Junior. 1914. 2-siirr,il. Mifhelin tries,

li. iind B. farbiiretter. enumellinp and plating
I'raitii'iilly ns new; £18; exi-lmnge entertained.—Idr^al
I'vile Co., Tliundersley, Essex. fX1929

CALTHOEPES from .ttock; 2-speed 2.etroke models,
£31/7; also 2"'4h.p. Culthorpe-Jap, a-.-^peed models;

il'-Iivery from stoek ; e.xtended payments, or eseljange.—
Wain-.bope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [X1781

"BO 15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15:
Xif fiso 21/411.p. 2.stroke. 2-speed, £31/8/6: de-
livery Irom stock: exchanges; easy terms.—Julian,
bro-.d St.. Reading. 'Phone ; 1024. [X6409

Campion,

NEW 1915 C.nmpion, 2i/,h.p., only ridden 90 miles;
£25 cash.—Wm. doltman, Lawne, Hinckley.

Leicesterehire. [S.1697

CSntaur.
4h.p. Centaur, spring fork,=, low, B. and B., do 40

;

£12.-G., 44, Chesterton Ed., North Kensinglon.
[8687

CENTAUR. 3i/L>h.p., 2 speeds, Montgomery sidecar,
perfect; £35.—70, Evering Rd., Stoke Newington,

N. [8949

Chater-Lea.
3h.p. Chater-Xea, perfeet, just overhauled, Araac; £9.

—C. Thomas, West Royd, Formby, Liverpool.
1X1692

6h.p. Chater-Lea, 1913, 3-speed gear, with A.J-S.
sidecar, and all accessories; £40.—MeKinnon,

Wallington, Surrey. [X1796

CHATER-LEA, 1913. 6h.p.. 3-speed counter-shaft,
chain, coachbuilt sidecar ; £48, or best offer.—Hop-

kinson. Dovecote, Ashover, Cheeterfield. [X1854

CHATER-LE.\ No. 7 Combination, 3-speed, electric
light, rear seat, every luxury, like a car, a per-

1

Icct machine: lowest price £75.—Morton, 11, Green
Ter., Rosebery Av., London. [9001

CHATER-LEA, 1912, No. 7, 8L.p., coachbnilt sidecar,
ear tyiee all round. Cowey speedometer, lamps,

lools, spares, run 6.000 mile*^, perfect condition; trial;

£80.—Dixone' Refreshment Chalet, Lister Park. Brad-
tnrd. [X1821

Chatei'Precision.
/*h.p. Twin Late 1914 Chater-Precision. Braneom and^ Kent £12/10 undersluug eidecar. full kit of aeces-
s.riw, not run 2.000 miles; £48.—Write, Baker, Park-
field. Potters Bar. [8756

Clyno.

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1914; £27.-Wright. 14,
Trafalgar Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X1889

CLYNO Combination. 1914, 4 detachable wheels
50 gns.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London

[8996
1Q14[4 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2i/,h.p., 2-speea, Lucas lamf.,
J-if horn, etc.; £28, lowest.—No. 8,074, The Mnlor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XI 598

CLYNO Combination, 1912, tyres, chains, hack wheel,
and sprockets new ; £45, bargain.—LeighfonV.

oi)posite Wood Green Station. [8790

CLTNO, 1913 model, 6h.p., 3-speed combination,
lamps, speedometer, new tyres, spares; £55 —

MarstOQ, 26; Bridge St.. Chester. [8823

1Q14 Clyno Lightweight. 2-speed, and clntch, Lucas
-Ltl lump and horn, good condition, £28; small side-
car, £4/10.—Bnrnieh, Half Acre, Rochdale. [X1873

CLYNO, 1914, 6h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, and starter,
also new coachbuilt Clyno sidecar, perfectly sound

;

.<:58.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[8834

CLYNO. 1912, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, kick etart, F.B.. gi.orl
condition, very thoroughly overhauled, coach side-

car, all accessories; £38.—Rev. E. D. Jackison, Driltield
^'Tks. [X1688
CLYNO, 1914 combinalion, all spares, including

wheel, 2 lamps, sj)eedometer, etc., new condi-""" "--J'
' .Mount Culver, Foots Cray.

[8657

1 ftl3 Clyno, 3-Epeed, twin, 5-6h.p., single chainIf drive, engine just overhauled, condition guaran-
Icccl. with Clyno coachbuilt sidecar; £45.—Robinson's
Carago. Creen St., Cambridge. , [6864

JQ12I,;. Clyno, with coachbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds, FE
-»-•./ laiuiw, horn, exhaust whistle, just overhauled, al«c3
spare new Stelustic tyre and Avon inner tube- what
cUcrs?—Coc'ks, Stiction Building, Rochdale. [8424

CLYNl), 1912, 5-6h.p., 2 spee<ls, kick start, thoroughly
ovcrhiculed and enamelled by experts, icerfccT con-

dition, £40 ; also nearly new 20 gn. nurberri- sidecicr
hood imd eerecn, £12,-52, Callcott Rd., Brcindesburv'
l^)ndon. [8728
/^LYNO, 1914V-, No. B sidecar, speedometer, wind\y screi-n. spare' wheel complc-to. luggage grid and
lictiol carrier. Mill.-r lamps, all uece-sorii'.s, nmnv span*,
little, u^c-<l. cxcelli'nt .oiidition; 70Kns.—28, tiranville
l.aidens, s]jr|,I,..i,r.« Bush, W. (X1391

Connaught.
plONNACCllT. late 1913, 2Wi.p., 2-etroke. new F.E.S
r „'""« fi'«'dometer, spares; £18/10. - Johtisoii'.
Jeweller, Nuneatin. [X1976
CONNAnGHT. 2-;ih.p., sidecar model, Sturmey-

Ari-lier 3-spoc'cl and c-luteh, perfect order- i'2S--
Wood, 48, High St., Windsor. '

,89^2

tion; £70.—Readhead
Kent.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

CONXAUGHT. 2^,4li.I'.. 1914, Z^ppod, 2^troke, lannp
_ nnd generator. Lorn, «pare tube, .<paie belt, trrrw

excfllODt. first-rluss f'oudition, rooiplet^ vrith iOT'U aci
fjpar&j : oirafcr ofl' tn Frnnt; £26.—Huulpbrers, GrfryiToit,

Reading. [X 1390
Corah.

1 Q12 3'/jh.p. Corah-Jap, free engine, pedal starter,
-I-«^ new tyres, born; bargain, £20.-752, Forest Rd.,
Walthamstow. i8927

Craven.
CRAVEN-T.A.P., new lOh.p.. 90=* OTerhead na.o.i.v..

3-Epeed, coachbuilt double sidecar, hood, screen,
spare wheel, complete with tyre.=. C.A.V. dynamo iight-
ing set, batteries, 4 lamps, spare chain, many tool?,
spares, etc.. 2 spare tube':, only done 2.000 rnil*^;
owner bought car; accent £100, cost more than donble,
no oHers.—J.C., 45. De Vere Gardens, Ilford. [9002

19
Dayton.

14 Dayton de Luxe, Oct.: 18 gns.

-

Xew Parra. Honley-on-Thania?.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

"sidecar OUTFITS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, S b.p., water-cooled .... £88
INDIAN, r9r4, y h.p., = speeds, de lu.xe Sidfcar £65
B.S.A., rgr.^, 3^ h.p., chain-cura-belt, 3 speeds . £58
REX, I9r4, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Portland Sidecar . £55
REX, r9r4, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, brand new £68
REX, r9r4, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, kick start £58
REX, rgi4, 8 h.p.. 3 speeds, Spacke engine .... £55
B.S.A., 3i h.p., r9J3, 4 speeds, Canoelet Car . . £50
A.1I.S., 6 h.p., 19 r4, 3 speeds, Gloria Sidecar .. £77

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS, 1914, \", T.T., 2 speeds, accessories £44
DOUGLAS, 1914, W, 2 speeds, accessories .... £44
DOUGLAS, 1914, V, 2 speeds, Binks carburetter £48
DOUGLAS, 1914, V, £8 of accessories £46
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2j h.p., single-speed £18
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2I h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds . . £26
ENFIELD, 1915. 2.^ h.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke, as new £34
LITTLE GIANT, 1914, 2 h.p., 2 speeds, fine order £24
B.S.A., 1914, 4 h.p., T.T. model, as new £32
SUNBEAM, 1915. 23 h.p., 2-sp., all accessories. £57
SCOTT, 1914, 33 h.p., 2 speeds, kick start £50
SCOTT, 1914. 3i h.p., ^20 of accessories £58
F.N., 1911, 2| h.p., 2 speeds, nice lightweight . . £25
REX, 1909, 3.1 h.p.. 2 speeds, splendid order . . £20
AUTO-WHEE'L, 1914, i h.p., very fine order . . £10
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., chitch, go mm £65
N.S.U., 3 h,p., twin, geared pulley £20
EXCELSIOR, 3'. h.p., 3 speeds, just overhauled £20
RUDGE, :qi2, 3! h.p., clutch model £28
CALTHORPE, 1914. - h.p.. 2 speeds, as new . . £21
TRIUMPH, ii)oS, 3', h.p., 2-sp., just overhauled £20

NEW MODELS.
NEW RYDER, 2', h.p., 2 stroke £27 6
ROYAL RUBY, 2', h.p., 2-5troke, 2-speed .. £34 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2; h.p., single-speed £28 4
ROYAL RUBY 2' h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed .... £37 3
NEW RYDER-J.A'.P., 2} h.p. J..\.P., 2-spced £33 12
ZENITH, S h.p., clutch model, in red £82
MORGAN, Sh.p., screen, in red £95 12
ZENITH, 3M1.P., twin clutch model £61 19
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., clutch model £68 7
J.H., 6 h.p., M.A.G., Combination, 3 speeds £88 4
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, semi-T.T £63
RUDGE, 3'. h.p. Multi, clutch model £58 15
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speeds, -T.T £52 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p., twin, all-chain drive £69 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2A h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11
REX, n h.p,, I9r4, Combination, 2-sp., new £68
JAMES, 3^ h.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain ., £66 6
All tlic above actually in stock at the time of going

to press.

Second-hand Motor Cycles, Sidecar Combinations, &
Light Cars Bought for Cash. Exchanges arranged.

-Sam Cleriton,
(8694

Douglas.
DOUGLAS, nearlv new 1914 model U, 2-speed: £42

—Marston, 26. Bridge St . Chester. [8827

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p., little nsed. snlendid eonditinn,
Whittle; 17 gns.—154. Grenvilte St., Stockport.

[X1671
DOUGLAS, 2"jih.r. to lOh.p. models:— Gourlav. tie

great Douglas agent, t'allowlield, Manchester.
[4241

3-speed. and aeces-

Ed.. Kilbum.
[8867

model K. i*. and H. lamp : appointment
£30.—Cheal. 290, Hither Green Lane.

[8720

immediate delivery, limited number 2^4
h.p models.—Edwards, Motors, Taunton. "Phone :

191X2. [X1870

DOUGLAS. 1915. 4h.j., not ridden 300 miles, horn,
and speedometer extra: £55.—iterk, Chriet'e Hos-

10 15 4h.p. Douglas Combination. 3
-LiJ sories: £68.-Seen, 223, High

DOUGLAS,
essential

;

S.E.

"TiOUGLAS,

pital, Horsham. [8968

DOUGLAS, 1914%, 234h.p., 2-speed, accessories, as
new; £44- any trial.—Oil Stores, 1, Chnrch St..

King^-ton. S.W., [8883

DOUGLAS, 1915 mode! U, 2-6pe«J. Lnea,« lamp and
horn. Cower, 2,000 milftj : £48. — AYilderspin,

Chatteris, Cambs.

DOUGLAS, 2a4h.p., 2-spevd,
ance, only iad 2 months'

St.. Tetbnry, Glos.

[8808

late 1913, new nppear-
wear ; £40.—Robert

[X1914

1 Q14 Douglas. 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, dutch, kick start, and
-L^ accessories, in good condition; £44.—Seen, 223,
High Rd., Kilburn. [8868

IQ14 Douglas. 2-speed. in splendid condition, with
-L *y tools, complete ; price £43.—Trethewey. Rocklyn
Villa. Roche, Cornwall. rX1678

DOUGL.AS. late 1914. 2^,h.p., 2-speed, like new,
accessories; ^43.—B., 28, Eden St., Kingston-on-

Thames. 'Phone ; 1701. [8932

DOUGL.'^S. late 1911. 2-speed. clutch, engine lately
overhauled, splendid condition, all accessories;

£24 '10.— 9, Wilmot St., Derby. [X1791

1Q11 Douglas, 2-s

J-iJ hauled, tyres
peed gear, engine just ever-
and belt nearly new; £22-—

Hookers Cycle Stores, Cuckfleld. [8846

1Q14 Douglas, model \T. new condition, lamp, h«'m,
X9J everything like new. ridden about 1,500; £42.—
\V.

. - - .--
- .

.

DOUGI,.\S.
equipped

DOUGLAS, 2'-jh.p.. 1911.
piston, crank-shaft.

MOTOR MART
100$ 136 a Portland S<. LondonW
Teleplione Sb7 Moyfair /"p/«yr<7/7ij"Abdicolc Wcsdo'

£17 10.-

G. AViUirtm-s A.O. Dcpt., Harwich. [8888

1914. semi-T.T., 2 speeds, fully
condition as new; £44; seen alter

p.m.— 1, Bowles Rd.. Old Kent Rd. . [8797

jvist fitted new eylindere.
giiind sroiDE condition

;

riercy. 255, High St.. Hounslow. [X1778

4h.p. Doxiglas Combination. 3-speed clut(di
and kick starter, speedometer. ]am)>s. horn,

new condition: £68.—Miller. Bnrcate, Canterbury.
8877

BAR(iAlX.-19a4 Donglas. 2-si.eed. kick starttT,
s^m^donieter. tyros goixi : £43 ; seen at TTimbliuR-

ton.-l^ox L975. Tfte Mvtor CycU Offloes. 20, Tudor St^
EC. 18982

1014 lioujj'his, 2-6popd, clutch, kick starter. Amar car-XU bur«'tter, lamp, genenitcr. e^pi?odometer, liora

tool!^. "'tr.. Sparc belt, ok new: £48.—Write, Rex Mundy,
19. (Jralton Mctv-p. Warren St.. W. [8810

DOri-'LAS. 1915. 3-erced. model U. Lucas lamps,
Lma^ horn, ColU'pe shield. t=pare tube and lace,

acce^^oricrt. not done 250, cost or':^ £58. sacrifice £50.
—7, Holvrood, Fenthnm Rd., Huudsworth. Birmingham.

tXK-43
DOUGLAS Agents Eastern Counties.—^Vlihoiigh

Do\iplas deliveries arc tempor-irily suspended duo
to the action ot the .CJovernmejii, we are prepared to
accept orders now for delivery on the reconunenwment
of supplies.—Tel. : 3888. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's
Garage, {ireen St.. Cambridge, [6866

DOCGLAS, 1914. model W. 2''4b.p., 2-speed, kick-
start, as new jn all dt^tails. lamp. horn. £46: also

1914 model V. 2-\h.p., 2-specd. in equal condition;
.omplcte. ,£44; and one 1914 model V. 2'.4h.p.. 2-ppecd,
with raised luindle-bars. fully tqual to the avtr.age
1914 machine. £42.—l.avtou's Garage, Bicester. Oxon.
Phone: 35 Ri.otcv. 'X1899

All letters rel.iting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverttsemcnt, ,nnd the date of the isstie.
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Indian.

INDIAN. Itod. 1914, 7-9h.ii.. electrical rquipmcnt,
eU'i^tric pturter, with SUlll'ont ci'firlii>iiilt si(li?car,

with hooii and screens, only done 5,000 niiU^s, almost
new conditiou; bareain, ^73.-604, Mile End lid., E.

[8939
Ivy.

IVi'.VRECISION", 3')ili.p., o-speed gear, nearly new;
£55, or exclmnge Inrger.—Groro, 224, Fore St.,

Upper Etliuoutou, London. [8901

Jnnics.

JAMES Comhinntion, 4Vih,p., 1914, all ncceesories,
like neiv; £67/10.~Lcighton's, opposite Wood Greini

G.W.ll. Station. {8789

JAjNIES, 1914, SVsh.p., new accessories wortli £5, new
tyres : accept £45 : owner enlistiug.—P. Stalker,
Dorset Ed,, Sontli Ealing, London. [8766

TAMES. 1914, 4^i]iP-. S-spoed, CauoeJ^I.. _ perfect
order: £56;

Motor Cycle Office;?

London di(?triet.—Box L966. The
:0, Tudor St., E.G. [8751

JAMES. 1914, 4Ub-P-. 3-3peed gear, Lucas lamp
set, speedometer, horn, watch, back-rest, splendid

order; £45.—Elce and
Camomile St., E.G.

Bisbopsgate Av.,
[0481

JAMES, 1915, 4'4h.p.. 3-Epeed countershaft gear,

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive, Ganoelet
sidecar, witb Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec-

tric horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. [0674

"I
Q15 Si/^h.p. Twin James, 3-speed countershaft,

Xt/ clutch, kick-start, T.T. bars, accessories, Flying
Middleton sidecar, whole turnout unscratcbed, hardly
been used, " some combination "; £70, cost nearly
f80.—Bartters, Signs, Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone :

1701. « [8934

J.E.S.

J.E.3. Lightweight, with Druid forks, specially built
frame. many extras ; cost £26,

Cyclist, GHernsey.
what offers

[811E

03.h.p. _ „ __ ^ _.
/W4 Grosrenor St., Crosby, Lincolnshire,

Kingston,

Juno.
JUNOrJ.A.P.. 6h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, counter-

shaft, kick starter, footboards: £71/18. or £6/6
inontliiy.—Seen at 248, Bisbopsgate, London, E.G. [1705
JUNO-VILLIERS, 2i:.h.p.. 2-stroke (silver medal},

new; £27/11 cash, or £2/8/7 down and £2/8/7
monthly.—Seen at 248, Bisbopsgate, London, E.G.

[1704
s Kerry.

i>3.h.p. Kerry, low, fas';, and powerful; £6/10.—Speech-
'Vi ley, 45, Church Kd., Acton. [8984

KERRY-AEINGDON. 1912 model, Si/rh.p., perfect
order, new tyre, belt; only £21.—Midland Garase.

Oxford. [X1875

KERRY, 19131,1.. 3Vcb.p.. Armstrong S-speed, free en-
gine, Amac, spare ^Yhittle belt, lamp, tools, etc.,

complete, very little u-sed. first-class condition; £43.—
Rover, 54, Park Rd., Faversham. ' [X1945

Kingston.
De Dion, good condition.—Slater,

" " [XI 591

Lea=Francis.
LEA-FRANGIS 1913 3Uh.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch,

enclosed cliain drive, in splendid condition; £46.
—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., London, [X1879
"lQl4^i Lea-Francis, 2-speed. hand and foot clutch
Xt/ little used, perfect condition, with new 1915
(July) coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamp and horn, the
whole turnout as new: cost £86, accept £60.-23,
Albion St., Shaldon, Teignmouth. [8707

Levis.

LEVIS.-Popular model in stock; £28/l.-MaTElon,
26, Bridge St., Chester. [8826

LEVIS Populars and No. I'a delivered now.—Lamb's.
151, High St., Walthamstow. [8772

LEVIS 1915 Popular, £28/1, in stock.—Cyril
Wil'iams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolrerhampton.

[X1936
LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth .down. 2%%

on balance.-Eeferee Cycle Co., 332. High Hol-
born. W.G. [2773

LEVIS, 1915, Popular model; delivery from stock;
£28/1 ; exchange entertained.—Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. "Phone: 35 Bicester. [XI 902

LEVIS, 2V4h.p., 1914, very little used, grand condi-
tion ; £23 ; accessories. — Gaston, " Altona."

Hockliffe St., Leightou Buzzard. [8942

1 Q15 Levis, 2JAh.p,
-1.*/ stock; £28/1; exchanges
Broad St., Reading

Popular model, absolutely in
rchanges; easy terms.—Jiilian.

Phone: 1024. rX6410

LEVIS, 1913-14. 2Voh.r., 2 speed, splendid condition;
£27, or exchange for combination, cash adjust-

ment.—Phillips, Tupwood Cottage, Caterhaui Vallev.
[8796

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.

-

Sole London aad district agents, Cars and Motor
Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.G
'Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

Liberty,

LIBERTY, 3h.p.. in perfect order, 1915 B.B. car-
buretter, low frame; £7.—R. Abbott, Witton Gil-

bert, Durham. [X1761

GET IT" AT

lAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents lor CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.

TERIVIS—Cash, Exchange, or Extended Paj'ments.

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric lighting set, grey
finish £35 7 6

45 h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £82 12 9

3i h.p. ROVER Combination £80

3.V h.p. JAMES, twin, 3-5peed:. £66 3

2 J h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed,
handle-bar control ignition £35 10 6

2ih.p. lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-speed £33 1 G

miLLFORO Corvette, coach-built £13 13

A FEW BARGAINS 'jr
SECOND-HAND STOCK.
if you purchase your A.J.S. from us you can
rely on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine.

And 12
Cash. Deposit Pay-
£ s. £ s. ments

5-6 h.p. 1915 GARDEN de of

Luxe Monocar, many
extras 70 35 62/8

Sh.p. 1913 HENDERSON,
4-cyl., 2-sp., very fast. 53 26 63/9

Forecar for same 12 12 3 3 16/11

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S., 3-sp.,

and 1914 coachbuilt Sc. 65 to 20 80/3

2} h.p. 1915 ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESS Combin'n 38 — —

3 b.p. N.S.U.i magneto,
2-speea 18 10 6 22/-

3Ui.p.MATCHLESS.,mag. 17 10 6 21/3

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and
Millford Sidecar, fully

equipped 60 — —
5-6 h.p. 1913 INDIAN,
jspeed 52 10 17 10 62/S

GONDOLA Sidecar, cane. 4 10 — —

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
WIND SCREENS.—Fit the Orfo. Adjustable to

any position. Can be fixed on top of door, and
allows passenger to alight and enter. Price 30/-
Send for descriptive leaflet.

HORNS.—Double twist, black finish. Price 6/9.

REAR LIGHTS.—Fit the Krisco, Lighted from
the magneto. Supplied with spare battery' for

use when engine is not running. Easily fitted.

Price 15/-

ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS.

Special Stockists for A.J.S., J.A.P., and REX
TYRES.—Big stock of best makes. Write for com*
plete Tyre Catalogue.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, VV.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams— *' Dynametro, Westcent, London."

BBaBBIHaBH'
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each adv

MOTOR CVCI.nS FOR SAI.U.

Mncoln-Elli.
LrNCOLN-ELK, SVjh.p., B. and B., Druids, lamps,

horn, pump, biy, stand, tyrca good, late 1912;
.£17. AI90 Plia;nix canoe Bidecar; £4; new August
last.— 71, OolcriJee Kd., Crouch Knd, London, N. (8930

Little Giant.

1Q14 2h.p. Little Giant-Precision, 2-spcod unit,
-i-^ perfect, £20; 4V>h.p. twin Alinerva and side-
oar, £20.—B., 145, Meanley Rd., Manor Park. [3356

L.M.C.

L.M.O., 1913, and sidecar, 4'/ih.p., £-opeed ccunfer-
ehaft, very powerful, and splendid condition

:

£40—Bevir, Hurstdon-n. Hendon. [8400

Martin.

MARTIN, 6h.p., 1914%, brand new; what ofters?

cost f65.—65a, Rosendalo Ed., West Dulwich.
[X1916

Matchless.

1 013 Matchless Combination, 2 speeds, chain drive,
-Lt/ complete; ^£57.—CiJi33, A?ent, Rotherham.

(X1883
]l/fATCHLESS, Gh.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
iTX (Speedometer, lamps; £42.—Cbatwine, King St.,

Richmond. [8916

1 Ql4 Matchless Combination, with £20 worth accea-.
-It/ series and spares, in new condition; £80.—Seen,
223, High Ed., Kilburn. [8865

MATCHLESS, 6h.p.. 2-speed gear, £10/10 Bramble
sidecar, accessories: £45.—Colmore Depot, 31. Col-

more Row, IBirmingham. [X1983

MATCHLESS 1913 Combination, 8h.p., 2-3peed gear,

coaclibuilt car, ard accessories; £50.—Colmore De-
pot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. * [X1982

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, Bosch,
Claudel, excellent tyres, canoe sidecar, perfect con-

dition; £28.-25, Colchester Ed., Leyton. [8809

8 h.p. Matchless-Jap, 2 speeds, kick starter, blue alu-

minium torpedo sidecar, lamps, and tcols, all per-

fe;t- £48, no offers.-Fisher, ' 272, Wandsworth Ed.,

S.w: [8764

MATCHLESS, 1913-4, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, and 14
gn. sidecar, hood, wind screen ; 60 gns. ; deferred

payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow. [8778

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, for sale, 7-9h.p.

M.A.G. engine, practically new, all accessories,

lamp, generator, and horn ; £90. or near ofler.— S. B.

Wood, Horn Park, Lee, S.E. [8794

13 Matchless, 6h.p., 2 speeds, 1914 special Match-
— — less coach eidecar, new condition ; £60 ; consider

exchange 1915 Triumph 4h.p. combination.—Hodgkin-
son, 62, Markham At., Leeds. [X1921

Minerva.

MINERVA, 4'/.h.p. twin, and sidecar, variable gear,

ready to ride away; bargain, £15.—Wood, 48, High
St., Windsor. [8973

BARGAIN.-Splendid 3h.p. Minerra-Jap, B. and B.
carburetter, Simms mag.; £13.-177, Earlsfield

Ed., Wandsworth. [8749

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-REVE, spring forks, mag., splendid running
order: £10; owner bought cycle car.— 18, Nightin

gale Ed., Maddlesex. £8780

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, good condition, mag.,

Druid spring forks; sacrifice £10.-139, Clarence

Rd., Grays, Essex. [X1694

31hp. New 1915 Motosacoche, fitted with M.A.G.
2 engine, 2-speed counter-shaft gear, an ideal solo

machine: £62; exchange or gradnal payments.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ,[X1747

MOTOSACOCHE, 1915, 3V2h.p. twin, just delivered

fitted with the famous M.A.G. engine, De Lissa

valves, countershaft gear, chain drive, phenomena
acceleration: £62; best exchange terms.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton. [X1911

New Hudson.

NEW Hndson Model O. in stock; £36.—Marsten, 25,

Bridge St.. Chester. [8819

NEW Hudson, 4h P-. 1913 model. 3-speed; £35.—
Marston, 26, Bridge St., Oiaster. [8822

rt ih p. New Hudson and sidecar, 3 speeds ;
£37.-42,

«5 2 Newington Green Ed.. London. N. [8765

NEW Hudson, 1914, 6h.p., coachbuilt ridecar, grand

order; £52.—Chatwins, King St., Eichmond. [8915

EW Hudson, 1912, 3-speed, and sidecar, good order;

£40.—T. Knowlton. South Ockendon. Essex. [X1755

NEW Hudson, 2?4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, new Palmers;

£25.-133, Hampstead Way, Golder's Green. [8708

LATE 1912 3"Ah.p. New Hudson Sidecar, 3-8peed.

speedometer,' lamps, etc.; £37.—H. Wright,

Arlesey, Beds. [8872

EW Hudson Big Six Combination just arrived,

£92/8 large deposits secure preferential terms.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [8774

NEW Hudson.—All models delivered from stock. -
The Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed.,

Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0603

ertiseraent, and the date of the issue, aiJ
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson

NEW nudson, 1913. 2>/2h.p., Jspeed gear; £25/10.
—The Exeter Motor Cycle Co. Ltd., 7, Bath

Url , E.vetfT, and 28, Tavistock Ed., Plyuioutli. [0570

NEW Hudson, 31/.I1.1).. 1912, 3-speed, and clutch,

very sound and desirable machine at bargain

Ijrice of £26.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. 1^1903

NEW Hudson, S'/jh-P-. 1913. S-speed, Mills-Fulford
coochbuilt Bidecar, lullv equipped, ultio spares, all

In new condition; £44.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Cars-

balton. [X1793

NEW Hudson 1914 Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick
starter, Armstrong gears, coachbuilt sidecar. lamps,

horn, and tools complete: £58.-4, Summer Rd , Erding-
ton, Birmingham; [XI 684

NEW Hudson, 1914',^., 6h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt side-

car, engine recently overhauled makers, 2 D.A.
cylinders, Jamp.s, speedometer, watch, spares, horn, fast,

good condition ; eeen any time.—Cook. 757. Lea Bridge

Rd., Waltliaraetoiv. 'Phone: East 3618. £65. [8817

New ImperiaL

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 2Vsh.p. : £34/3/6 cash, or
fifth down. 2'/.% on balance.—Referee Cycle Co..

332. High Holborn.'W.C. [2774

1Q15 2';^h.p. New Imperial-J.A.P., 2speed, actually
XJ/ in stock; price £34/3/6; exchanges; easy
terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024.

[X6408
NEW Imperial-Jap, 1914, 2V2h.p., excellent con-

dition, carefully used, complete with accessories

;

£26, no offers.—R., 13. Freeland Rd., Ealing Common.
[8854

NEW Imperial.—The ideal solo medium weight, fitted

with the famons J.A.P. engine and counter-shaft
2-specd gear, £34/3/6.—The Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw
St., Liverpool. [8691

NEW Imperial, 1915, SV^h.p. J.A.P. , 3-speed counter-
sliaft, clutch, kick start, Dunlop heavy tyres. T.T.

bars, not done 900 miles, hardly scratched, too fast for
owner: £52. or with new Canoelet sidecar £65: ex-
change entertained.-Ideal Cycle Co., Tl-undersley, Essex.

[X1928
New Ryder.

NEW Ryder. 3%h.p. (1914), T.D.C. engine, Hoffmann's
ball bearings, Albion variable pulley, B. and B.,

Hutchinsons, wicker sidecar, side entrance, storm apron, I

careful usage, peifect. all accessories; £35, cost £55.-1
W., 106, Gaia Lane, Lichfield. [X1820

Norton.
NORTON, 1915 Brooklands special, fitted for road,

Philipson pulley, spare belt : comment superfluous ; [

£54.—Qodden, 31. Museum Chambers, Holborn. [8971

N.S.U.

N.S.TT. 2-speed Adjustable Pulley, nearly new; £3/10.
—Hilton, Sharp and Co., Ltd., Foxhall Sq., Black-

Pf°'- [SI 823
4ih.p. Twin N.S.tr. Engine. Bosch mag., 2-speed gear,

2 B. and B. carburetter, speedometer: for sale.—
Apply, 36, Creed Place. Greenwich, S.E. [8890

N.U.T.

1 Q14 6-8h.p. N.tJ.T,, complete combination, with
it;

speedometer, lamp, and horn, almost new; £60.—West End Garage. Blackburn. [0677

O.K.
Qh.p. O.K. Junior, new 1915 machine, 2-speed model./^ £53/1/6; delivery from stock; extended pay-
ments arranged.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

0'^„J'°*°'' Cycle, practically new, only covered about
200 miles; owner purchasing more powerful; will

accept £25, first ofler.-Apply, Caversham Motor Co,
Reading. [8746

Omega.
r\MEGA, semi T.T., late 1914, Sh.p., splendid condi-
V-' fion, plating perfect, good lamp, overhauled month
ago; any trial, expert examiivjtion

; £22.-Edward.
Buugulow, Carnoustie. [X1763

P. nnd M,
"lf)14yi Phelou-Mooie Combination, fullv crmippedAif only out few times; bargain, f68/10.-Abson:
49, Kirkgate, Wakefield. [X1734

P- s"nnn^;;
;,""' MiJIs-Fulford wicker sidecar' done

^^c r.-H" ."".'i'i
Splendid condition, insurance, spares;

£45.-Gill;at, 140. Williington Rd., Manchester. [XI 876
p. and M., SVih p 2-specd, and sidecar, engine just-1 been overhauled, now back tyre and inner tub-, in
bist-cliiss condition, with lamps, horn, etc • £35 —Bov
B,086, The Motor Cycle OfTiccs, Cov"it"v. [X1940

Peugeot.
gh.p Twin Peugeot, Muboii clutch, B. mag., late side-" tar; £18, bargain; must «ell.-72, Penton St

[X1751
Premier.

pEEMIEE, 1912Vi, zi,;,!, p., good nrnnins order, good

Viuera: ^"'"^ "''' *18.-C.ane, Col_e|,ilJ.

P'^HH.f.Pl'rM^KI- ?-'Pf«3..wuuter.vshaft gear, 3>;.h.p,.» lltfcd with ^^atson's sidecar, good as new- trial

uiaccir'^ivS;^
*^°-^« «'°«°' "' ''"'"\M

N,

EARLY

DELIVERY
can now be

given of all

Indian
Models,

£ s. d.

Model B, 5 h.p. Twin

Indian, 3-spegd gear,

kick starter 63

Model C. 7 h.p. Twin

Indian, 3-speed gear, ~

electrically equipped,

kick Starter, and

speedometer 73 10

Model D. 7 h.p. Twin
Indian, Road Racer,

single speed and

clutch 57 Q

GODFREY'S
LIMITED,

208, et. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.')

•PHONE-709 MAYFAIR (2 tines).

A20 All Ictteie lehUinfi to nUvertisements should quote the number nt the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PREMIER. 3'/2h P-, coBoter-ihaft 2-6pe€d, clut-Ji, ad-
justable pulley, shop-*oiled only; £42; absnluUIy

a^ new.— Gibb. Gou?h, Gloucester. FX1343

PKEMIEE, 3'/i.li.p., clutch hub model, in new con-
dition throughout: £29/10, absolnte barprain.—

Full particulars, Bradbury, Coggeshall Ed.. BrHinti*^.
[8726

PREMIER. 1913. 3'/L'h.p., 2-5peed, countershaft
gear, chain-cum-belt drive, good order; £36.—

Elce and Co., 15, Bi&hopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C
10492

7-91i.p. 1914 Twin Premier, counter-shaft gear, chain
drive, and coachbuilt sidecar, all complete: cheap

for cash, or exchange for ?oIo model, Douglas preferr*-':

—F. IDaries, Illingworth, Halifax. [X17;-

PREMIER, 1914. 2i2l)-P-, 3-speed. clnteh. electri-
light set, tool-^, spares, ridden about 400 mile-,

condition as new: owner enlisted; £30: seen any time.—
!

147, Stockwell Fark Rd., London, S.W. [8989

PREMIER. 1913. 2-speed counter-shaft. 1914 coach
buiit .sidecar, imdtTrrhing. Cowey. lamp^. jnt^t orer-

{

hauled by makers, in new condition throughout ; £45,

I

or exchange twin.—280, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [8714

1 (113 (August) Premier, 3i[.h.p., 3 epeeds, excellent
J-i/ condition, ]u=t overhaxiled. new heaviest Hun-
Jops and belt, lamp ^et. horn, large footboards: £35.—
7. Vale Terrace. Kind's Rd., Chelsea, London. rXl829

P.V.

Sih.p. Twin P.v., sidecar, spring frame, Bosch, 2
2 speed, free engine, belt and tyres excellent, good

running order; £25.—66, West Side, Clapham Common,
S.W. [8955

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 1915 4i-_.h.p. Big Single. Sturmey-

Arcber 3-3peed gear and clutch, immediate de-
livery from stock; £49/12/3.—Elce and Co.. 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

Radco.
RADCO, 1915, 2iih.p., 2-5troke. complete. Iront

and rear lamps, satisfactory reason selling;

j

£22.—Andrew, 5, Spencer Hill Rd., Wimbledon. [8855

I

Pes.

3ih.p. Rex, Bosch mag.. Binks carburetter; £8.—Sedg-
2 wick, 17, Sedgwick St.. Darlington. [X1812

REX 1909 Twin, 2-.<peed. and free. £18 10.-5..
Devoni=.hiTe Parade, J'inuer Ed.. Harrow. [8693.

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, sidecar. 1910, just overhauled;
£30: exchange.—Hall. 41, Gladstone St.. Lough-

. borough. [8744

REX Accumulator, re-bored, new piston, perfect
or<ier ; £9, or best offer.—Hazclmead, Vii arag<-

,

Rd.. King's Heath, Birmingham. [X9287

REX Twin Combination. 1913. speedometer, lamps,
horUj 2-speed, free engine, in good going order;

£35—28, Lower Addisrombe Ed., E. Croydou. [8803

REX, 1913. 6h.p., done 5,000, condition as new. 50/-

iamp, horn, cyclometer^ cost £54; very powerful;
^enriible offer.—Tiuteru, Norman Rd., Sutton, Sunev.

j;8755

MOTOR Cycle. 3Vjh.p. Rex engine, B. and B.. Dun-
lops, new accumulator, footboards, running

order; 140/-, offers.—Lnue, Carlton Villa, Cheltenham.
[XI9396 h.p. Twin 1914 New Rex Sidottes, 3-speed counter-

shaft gear, chain drive, free engine, and kick
starter, ready for the road; £69: cxtcndtnl paynieut or
cxchnnpe.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X1745

REX Sidette. 6-8h.p.. new April, 1915. 3-^pecd
eonutershaft gear, all ihain duve. not done 1.000

miles, in perfect condition; any test given to intending
purchaser ; cost £85, accept £65.—TeaU, Kerryt wy.
Mayfield Rd.. Wylde Groen, Warwickshire. [8936

REXES.—Whv pay 5% extra.^ We give iinmediat'^ de-
livery and 10% di'iconnt from new 6h.p. belt or

chain drive De Luxe models, just delivered from makers.
Rex luxurious coachbuilt sidecar. £12*10 extra. Ex-
change-; quoted.—Motorics, 68, Horton St., Halif;ix.

t0707
COMBINATION. 6h.p. Eox. 1913. eucine and Scn-

t^pray new 1914. Armstrong 3 speeds, 1915. new
Dunlop nnd Avon 650 covers, tubct:. belt. Jones f£5l.

Lucas head lightt?. child cntrier, spare cover, new tube,
valve*, perfect; anv examination; best offer.—14. Bnkct
St., Sparkhill. Birmiughaiu. [X1891

ReX'Jap.

NEW 61i,p. Twin-cyl. Ecx-Jap, fitted 6h.». J.AJ.
eiisine, and 2-speed nnd free engine; bargain at

£65—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I*ane. London, [X1739

6 h.p. 1912 Rex-Jap. perfect condition, coachbuilt
(5ideoar, new 1914, lamp, horn, electric sidecar and

tail lamps: any trial; £45.—The Premier Motor Co..
Anon Rd., Birminglmm. [8673

"1X112 Eex-^Tap, 6h.p., co;icbbuilt tddocar. t.vres good
Xtf condition, new Senspray, d|ip feed, handle starter,

fr'X" engine. Cowev t^peedoiiieter. watch, lamps, etc.;

£38.— Garai^'C. Old Fire Station. Thornton Heath. [8969

REX-J.A.P.. 1914. Sh.p., sidecar. 3-sreed. counter-
shaft gear, and free engine, £97/10 outftt, with

lampei, etc.; "iviU accept £73: been used 5 months only,

good »i= new; owner pone to France; can be »;een by
appointment.-E. M. Btvth. Witham, Essex. |8727

ndvertisement. and the date of the issue.
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IN Stock, new 1915 4-511. p.

bi'ou 20 miles;

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

Zenith, elutch model,
f64.-Wulliro CjtIo Co., Saflron

Wiikloa. Essex. [X1926

IQ15 8h.ii. Zenith find coaelibuilt sideenr, M-ith horn.
JLi/ lumps, tyres as new; £45, or otfeis.—Teiigle,

MalmftsbuiT. Wilts, [X1806

ZENITH Combination, 1914, 6h.p., cost £117,
guaranteed like new; £70.—Percy and Co., 337.

Kuston Kd., London. [8995

ZENITH-BEADUA, 1914. 3il.h.p., lamps, speed-
ometer, horn, perfect : £35.~JJavis, 43, Middle-

eafe St., Gt. Yarmouth. [8745

13 6h p. Zenith Combination, enamelled red, new
tyre, belt, and Zeppelin sidecar, perfect; £44.—

9. Station Ed., Chertsey [8871

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1913, in absolutely spotless con-
dition : 38 pns., very great bargain.—Julian, Broad

St., Beading. 'Phone; 1024. [0712

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1912-3, SV^h.p. J.A.P., excellent
condition, just ««rhauled; £27/10 casli.—Pizey,

27-34, Walnut Tree Walk, Kennington Ed., S.E. [8742

1 Q 13 Zenith, 6h.p. J.A. P., Gradua gear, and coaoh-
-!-«/ built sidecar, jnst fitted new tyres; bargain,
£45.—Hawthorn Cottage, Little Leyer, near Bolton.

[X1687
1Q 12^)4 3'/2h.p. Zenith-Gradna, accessories, spares,
J~*y including tube, perfect condition, re-bushed, new
cylinder and piston fitted recently; £32.—McDermid,
98, Micklegate, York. [X1886
8h.p. Zenith-Gradna, 1912^4. and coachbuilt sidecar,

very powerful and fast: £40, no offers, or ex-
change for cycle car.—Chaffey, Boot Stores, Stoke-
under-Ham, Somerset. [X1786

3ih.p. Zenith-Gradna, 1913 model, for sale, excel-
2 lent condition, plating and enamelling as new,

lamp. Lorn, and full kit tools, and spares; cheap, £35.
—4, Ashmeadow Villas, Arnside, Carnforth. [X1654

1 Q15 4-5h.p. Zenith, new July 8th, wibli speedometer,
-*-«^ and all spares, with new 20 gn. sidecar, fitted
with screen, hood, and luggage carrier ; combination cost
over £90, will accept £80, or nearest ofler.—Booth,
High St., Malpas, Chesbire. [X1836
"1014 Conntersliaft Zenith, twin. 3V2h.p., and MilHord
J-t/ Corvette sidecar, under 5.000 miles, lamps, horn,
speedometer, spares include brand new Kempshall and
John Bull belt, grand trim, been carefully driven; £55.
—Martin, Hillside, Portsdown, Cosham, Hants. [8929

Ladies' Machines.
LADY'S 21/oh.p. Singer, splendid order, £7; 3V'h-P-

Eex engine, 22/-.—53, Reid St., Belfast. [Xi941

1Q14 2^;4h.p. Lady's Bouglas, lamp and born; cost
-LO £57; not done 300 miles; £44.—Walker, Fish-
burn, Ferryhill. [X1922

VELOCETTE, Model DL, special open frame lady's,
2V4h.p., 2-speed, 120 miles per gallon; £36/10;

immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. [8675

Miscellaneous.
BAEGAIN.—Brand new 4h.p. motor cycle; £30

sccirres.—Mitchell, -White Hill, Crowboroirgb. [8718
DOUGLAS, £17; lady's Centaur, 3-speed, £25: F.N..

flO.-Brook, Sldppool, Poulton-le-Fj-lde. [X1398

"I K A Motor Cycles and ligbt cars for sale; low cash
-LfJxr prices.—Motorics, 68, Horton St., Halifax.

,„
- [0708

PAGLES.—Bradbury, 4h.p., 1912, free engine model,
-L^ N.S.U. 2-speed gear, condition nearly new;
£28/10.

"PAGLES.-Eover, 3V4b.p., 1914, 3-speed model, with
-^-^ footboards, front and rear lamps, accessories; £42
EAGLES.—N.S.U. ei/oh.p. Twin, late 1913, loop

frame with rear springing, heavy type 2-3peed
gear, kick-starter, Millford underslung coachbuilt
sidecar; £43/10.

TClAGLES.-Bat-Jap, Bb.p. twin, 1911-12 model, 2-
*^ speed gear, free engine, spring frame; £29/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, free engine.
Kempshall tyres, footboards, coachbuilt sidecar;

any trial; £28/10.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 23/ih.p., 1911, excellent condi-
tion. Palmer tyres; £19.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3VL.b.p., 1912, model de luxe
(85X88), Amao latest carburetter, N.S.U. 2-

speeds, adjustable pulley; £25.

EAGLES.—Precision, 4i<;h.p., 1913, 2-speed, counter-
shaft gear, kick-starter, chain and belt drive,

with sidecar; £39.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., SMjb.p.. 1913 model de luxe (85x
88), loop frame, rear springing, Senspray carbu-

retter, 2 speeds, adjustable pulley, Millford coachbuilt
sidecar; £34/10.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on appro-
val, " The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswick.
[X1912

31h.p, and sidecar, 2-6peed, free engine. Whittle belt,
2 mag., good maker; £25.-515, Kingsland Ed..

Dal.ston, N.E. [8783
5h.p. Twin, with sidecar, good running order, 2 speeds,

mag.; price £22.-H. Mitchell, 100, LilUngton
St., Westminster. ' [X1394

Vanquished.

The DRUID MARK H.
is essentially THE
Fork for providing
the complete insula-
tion of ihe Rider
from ALL Vibration.
CORRECTLY designed—and
exclusively so — it ofters a
" shock - absorbin^tj " service
which entirely eclipses tliat of
any other sprinijing device on
the market.

TFie DRUID
MARK !I.
absorbs both
Horizontal and
Vertical Shocks
and fulfils ideally
EVERY fonctic n of the
PERFECT donble-
acting Spring Fork.

It sets up no objectionable
'-dithering" action, so "com-
mon with the ordinary Spring
Forlc—eliminates ri.«k of break-
age or accident—provides re-

markably comfortable ridinc:-
and makes the machine last
longer.

Now, fit the "DRUID" to
your present mount, 01
INSIST on its presence in
your New iVlachine.

1015 Enfield Sh.p. Combinations.
--^ lightweights.

"I
Q15 Indians, 3yoh.p,, Sli.p., and 7h p.

-«- •-' out sidecar.

1 Q 15 James, 4Vib.p. 3-speed combinations and
-Lt/ h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALn,
Miscellaneous.

TTEBDEN'S Have in Stock :

h.p. and 2>/,h.p.

witii or with-

2'/l

lOlS WoII-Peco 2-stroke, 2-speed; fill.

1015 Wolf, 2'/2-3h,p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £31.

-| Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2i/jh.p., 2-speed; £34.

-j 015 Triumph, 2'/ili.p., 2 speeds, 2-stroke; £42.

1 Q15 Enfield 8h.p. Motor and Sidecar, fit with hood.
J^*y screen. Lucas head lamp, 70/- set Lucas rear

light, horn, sidecar lamp, guaranteed as new, not run
300 miles; cost £98, accept £92.

1Q14 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar,
i-V £69.

complete, as new

;

•] Q13 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, complete; a gift, £50.

1Q12 Alldays, 31/2I1.P., 2-speed, and sidecar, new
-Lt-' tyres and belt; a gift, £28.

I Q12 Humber, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, 1914 engine, new
Xt/ Canoelet sidecar; £40.

"1 012 5-6h
-L»7 £40.

Clyno and Sidecar, 2-speed; a bargain,

Oilh.p. Douglas, just been overhauled, perfect; £18.

PHELON and Moore, S'/jh.p.

complete; a bargain, £32.

-|qil, Triumph_T.T.

4h.p.
Tt ei

2-speed, and sidecar,

SVoh.p., splendid condition ; a
bargain, £20.

„- Eiley and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-speed, free

engine, kick starter, good order; £15.

IQIS Trumbull, 14-18h.p., 3-speed and reverse, as
i-ij new; £90.

"I
Q15 Hnmberette 2-seat. Car, 8-lOh.p., 3-speed and

-L?/ reverse, non-skid tyres on back, just from works;

£135, plus 5% advance.

1 Q15 S-lOh.p., dynamo lighting set, dickey seat.

1Q1S New Williamson Cycle Oar, 2-66at., 8h.p., 3-

Xtl speed, water cooled; £120.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James' St., Burnley.
Tel.: 488. [8990

London's leading
good motor cycles. Ex-

WANDSWOEIH Motor Exchange,
house for real cheap,

changes.

WANDSWOETH.—Hobart, brand new 2-stroke, mag.,
never been used; 28gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Indian, new, 1915, 5-6h.p. twin,

mag., 3 speeds; bargain, £58/10; exchanges.

TTTTANDSWOETH. Eadco, latest 1915 2-stroke, mag
only used once; £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Calthorpe, 1915, 2h.p., mag., 2
speeds, free engine, beauty; £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Indian, 1914-15, 7h.p., spring

frame, mag., 2 speeds, speedometer; £52/10;
exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.-Indian 1914-15 combination, 7h.p.,

mag., 2 speeds, speedometer, beauty; £58/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.—New Hudson, 1913, 3y2-4h.p.,

mag., 3 speeds, clutch, good; £32/10; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—F.N.. 1914, 5-6h.p., mag., 2
speeds, clutch

mag.,
£47/10: ex-

- . 1914,
speedometer, lamps

changes.

WANDSWOETH.—Buck, 1913, 3l/2-4h.p., enclosed

mag., new Grado-Multi gear: offers; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Chater-Lea-Jap combination, 8
h.p., mag., 2 speeds: any trial; £35: exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—F.N;, 1912-13, 5-6h.p., 4-cyl.,

mag., 2 speeds, inns fine; 28gns. ; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Eoc. late, 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2
speeds, new bearings; £25; exchanges.

WAN'DSWOETH.-Enfield. 1912, 2?ih.p. twin, mag.,
very nice little machine; iS8/18; exchanges.

WAA^DSWOETH.-Chater-Lca, fitted 1913 Blumfield
5-6h.p. twin engine, mag., speeds; offers; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-Oentaur, 1912-13, 2^ih.p., mag,
low built, handy little machine; £16/10; ex

changes.

WANDSWOETH.—Bramble coachbuilt sidecar, 4-

point, side door. Palmer tyre; £6/15; exchanges.

WANDSWOETH.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth Town Station.

'Phone; Battexsea 327. [X1943

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the numbei- at the end o! each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Garage, Tooting—ThoPAI.MF.R'S „-. .- - . .
. ,

place for imrohasing; auction sales lortniglitly
pre-eminent

PALMER'S Garage, „
speeds. ,-£17/10; S'/ah.p. Lincoln-Elk, i620;

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-
do LuKO combination, 3

write for catalogue.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. — JiAh.p. Premier,
1913-4, 2-speed countershaft gear box; £40.

Tooting.—5-7h.p. twin Rex, 2

J - 5-611.p.

Rex and sidecar, £20
-8h.p. late 1914 Rex
speeds, countershaft,

loot clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, hood and screen,

cycle car tyres, very reliable, as new; cost £95,
Bacrifice £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S'^h.p. Brown, mag-
low built, fast, handy; £15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-7-9h.p. Bat and
coachbuilt sidecar, free engine, fast, powerful.

£17/10; one clutch ditto, solo machine, £21; one

ditto, with wicker sidecar, 2 speeds, £25.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—3'/:h.p. Triumph and
cane sidecar, very reliable turnout; great l^ar-

gain, £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p. Humber light-

weight, m.o.v., reliable little mount; bargain,

£14/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting-—4h.p. 1914-15 Douglas,

as new, fully equipped; £68 model, accept £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5h.p. VS. 2-sp!ed

motor cycle and sidecar, £14/10; 2i/4h.p. 1914
Levis 2-stroke lightweight, £22/10; 4y2h.p. l'\N., £10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for catalogue
containing illustrations of over 50 automobiles.

—

Sole address. Palmer's Garage and Motor Auction
Rooms, Tooting. Exchanges made. [8988

1Q12 Al 2^h.p., in good order, with a<ijustable pul
Xtf ley; price £19/10, or ofier.—EdmondfiOn ~ "^

eor Terrace, Corbridge-on-Tyne.
3, Wind-
[X.1773

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycle:

you can get them at Wauehope'
terms), 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

(cash or easy
London. [2000

S^ECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.— \ye have a large stock

prices to clear; send us your requireiiieuta and we will

euarautee to satisfy you.—Tiie Morrid Garaged, Ostord-
J0314

COLMORE Depot only adyertise those machines which
they have in etock. They are here at the time

of writing, but may be sold when this advertit^ement
appears. Anyhow, write at once.—Colmore Depot, Bir-
mingham. [0714

T.T. Enfield, 2^h.p., very faet, good, £9 overhaul,
accept any offers; also 5-6h.p. twin Zedel, in racing

frame, new forks and ma^., loss tank, good condition,
also oddiuente, cheap ; enlisting ; seen Saturday aiter-

noon to Sunday.—I'ordf 11, Lower Ham Ed., King.--ton.

[8975
INDIAN 5h.p. Twin. 1910 model, £20: S^M-p.

N.S.tJ,, Mabon clutch, mag., B. and B., £12;
SVzh.p. Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed, free engine, splendid
condition, £25: 1913 Douglas, 2-speed, fitted with light
sidecar, £38.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St.; Hatton Gar
den, Holborn. [X1795

1 Q15 Bun, V.T.S., 2-6peed, standard specifications,
JL*/ £35/14; 1915 Sun, V.T.S., one speed, standard
specifications, £29/8; Bradbury. 4h.p,, second-hand motor
cycle, hub free engine clutch, firat-cluss condition, £50;
new Mille-FulfoTd coachbuilt eidecar, 12gns. : new Millt^-
Fulford wicker eidecar, 8 gns. ; new Speedwell coach-
built sidecar, 13 gns.—W. Maher and Son, 34, BridKo
St., Chester. [5:i762

1 Q12 A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, £50; 1915 A.J SA*^ 5-6h.p. combination, £55; 1912 B.8.A. S'Ah.p.
Bolo, £36; 1914 Campion 6h.p. combination, £65; 1914
flate} Chater-Lea 7-8h.p. No. 7 combination, £84; 1915
Eoyul Enfield 6h.p. combination, £55; 1914 Norton
SVah.p., Brooklands model, £48; 1915 Premier. 3'Ah p
£52: 1914 Quadrant, 4i4h.p., £35; 1913 Hex, 4h.i>.
clutch model, £35; 1914 Res 6h.p. combination, £55-
1913 Rover. SV^h-P- T.T., £30: 1914 Scott S^^ih.p. T.T.
combination, £65; 1913 Zenith 6h,p. combination.
£52/10.—Cameron, Tickhill. [X1809

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
"lyrOTOR Cycles, 12/6 day Adelaide Motor Co.. 84,

6058 llampstead. [8960

SIDECARS AND I'ORECARS.
LIGHT Wicker Sidecar, eido door; bargain, 55/--

89, Thorpe Rd., Norwich. [X1895

BASTONE'S lor Sidecars.—New clear pattern, com-
plete with Michclin tyre; £7/7.

BASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern bodies, wicker and
rush; 45/- each.

BASTONE'S.—New coachbuilt sidecars, with Michc
lin tyre; £8/8.

Several £7/7 coachbuilt bodies a i

228, Pentonville Rd.. King's Cross
[8038

SIDECAR, wicker, good tyre, 26x2Vi; 24/-.—25
Henuitiige Lane. Childs Hill. [8864

Cl^bECARS.—All the lending models in stork —
IfT^"' Marston, 26, Bridge St.. Cheater, [8825

BASTONE'S.-
£3/17/6.-

London, N.

;;IDECAR,

r*'
THE CREAM OF
MOTOR CYCLING
KNOWLEDGE
UP -TO - DATE

'•-»

is contained in the
Fourth Edition

(Revised)

Of

}

MOTOR^CUSTS
ON SALE EVERYWHERE.

Hundreds of little " wrinkles,"
gathered from the experience
of many years ot riding, and
useful to every motor cyclist,

are contained within the covers
of this book.

Price 1/- net By post 1/2.

From lUFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London. E.G., and all leading booksellers.

»9tBH 9wdf

''One Advertisement

in f|©T«(^3ys is

worth half-a-dozen

in any other paper"
—see below.

Buchlyvie,

Stirlingshire.

I
have had several
advertisements in your
paper, and each has

been a great success. A
short time ago I adver-
tised an F.N. engine, and
as a result spent quite a
small fortune returning
postal orders. It was sold
by wire the day 'THE
MOTOR CYCLE- was
published, and about six
weeks afterwards I had
an enquiry from India.
One advertisement in
•THE MOTOR CYCLE'
is worth half-a-dozen in
any other paper."

JOHN W. WALKER.
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SmECARS AND FORECARS.
PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14gn§.; writ*

for catalogue, fully iUustrutiuR the various modek.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit lodiu
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—See our latest deeign uDaeriloB*
chassis, coachbuilt eidecar: 10 gn? ; ea.-:y fenui

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-Ws are also making a special

coachbuilt sidecar; fS'15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made; good
prices allowed for other make£ in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand: we haye always a
large selection from 50/-; weekly list published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be:
our reputation is u guarantee: gee testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.- 100 complete sidecars always oa
show : call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are mannfactured throughout ia

our own works: originators of the Phoenix Trimo
forecar, popnlar throughout ^e world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Phcenil Motom.
Ltd., established 18891, 736, HoUoway Kd.. and

4, 5. 6, Criterion Mews, London. N. Tel.; Homser
449. Telegrams: Sycarnix, Upholl, London. [2218

WICKER Sidecar, good condition, plated rim. good
tyre; £3/10.—Simpson, Eodborough, tVoking.

£8698
COACHBUILT Sidecar Body, French grev. brand

new; £4.-136, St. Ann's Hd., Tottenham.
iX1918

MILLFORD'S" Latest Corvette and SkiS Models ill

stock.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, London.
;X1909

COACHBUILT Light Sidecar, nearly new, complete
with fittings; £6.—Holland, Earlsdon, Coventry.

1X1972

COACH Sidecar Bodies made to suit any chassis Irom
£3.-Grey Friars Bodies Co., Croft Ed.. Cot-

entry.
.

[X1600

DOUGLAS Sidecar for a 1915- 4h.p. Douglas, in

stock; what offers? quite new.—Moflat, Yeovil.

Tel.; 50. [1479

SIDECARS from stock to suit Harley-Davidson and
B.S.A.—Leighton's, opposite Wood Green G.WS.

Station. [8788

CANOELET. sporting, £10/10; also several new and
second-hand, £4/15.—Lamb's, 151, High St.. TTal-

thamstow. [8769

HERALD Sidecar, model D; £6/6 cash, or 11/'

down and 11/8 monthly.—Seen at 248, Bishop
gate. Loudon. E.C. [170« ;

JUNO Side Entrance Wicker Sidecar, model A. £6/10.
or 12 monthly payments of 10/10.—Seen at 248.

Bishopsgate, London. E.G. [1706

MILLS-FDLFORD Sidecar. 35/-: 4 new Pedlev bells.

inch by 8ft. Tin., 8/6 each: Mabon dutch, 20/-.-

Williams, 202, Mare St.. HaeUney. ' "

GR03VEN0R Sporting Sidecar, door and apron, dr--
200 miles, £8; wicker sidecar, £1/17/6.—Hil'

Sharp and Co., Ltd., Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [Xlt.

WATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecars. 1915 modfl-
£6/7/6, or 11/3 mouthly; £9/10. or 17 5

monthly.—Seen at 248. Bisbopsgate. E.C. [171:

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar Chassis, 26X2^ rim. SO
Chater-Lea sidecar chassis, extra strong. 650 •

rim, 50/-.—70, Evering Rd., Stoke Newington, N. [8y:

JUNO Sidecar, coachbuilt. side entranee. 2»i B.i*

tyre, finish various colours. Quick detachable joi;i;

£8/8: 15/5 monthly.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgatc. L.:.

don, EC. [1707

CANOELET, Swan, and Middleton record breatiiit
sidecar; trade supplied. — Sole Wholesale Ageot

London, Tiey, 378-384, Eustou Ed., and 173, Great
Portland Street. (5381

SIDECARS are our speciality. — We mate throughoirt
thirty difiercnt designs. If we cannot give laloek

who can? Hoods, screens, and every sidecar require-
ment—Melville Sidecars. Halifax. 'I'hone: 999. [X1034

COLLECTION ot Sidecars from 50/- to dear, soma
sporty; also new undevslung coachbuilts, aaj

colour, £8/10; photos. 2 stamps; picture coUecton
needn't apply.—Aero. 27. Queen's Mews, Porchester
Gardens, Bayswater (side of AVhiteley's).

(8709 '

c
BODIES.

OACH Botlics. £3/10, nuide to order.—Bright and
H.Tyles, Church St., Camberwell. (8919

CIGAR-SHAPE Bodies: £3/12/6; lists free.-BrigM
and Hayles, Church St., C-amberwell. (8920

C.\NE Body, side entrance, good condition; 12/6.-
Bright and Hayles. 73. Church Su. Camberwell.

[3921
UNDER Cost.—Manutacturer wishes to sell soma

cane bodies. . ready (or upholstering.—Box 8.087.
The Motor Cycle Oflfices, Coventry. ;X192?

NEW Coachbuilt Body. 75/-; shoji-soiled MiUlorf
Herald wicker. 20/-: second-hand coachbuilt

Clyno. 55/-.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate. London, K.(i
11710

FIRST-CLASS Modern Sidecar Bodies, nphclstered
best quality pegamoid. witL nickel beadm;;, coaok

painted, tix ordinary type chassis: £3/10 each: only
fcTv left.-8. Byron Ed.. Harrow. [8893

A JO
All lettei-s relatinii! to ndvertlseraentK should oiiotc the niinih»t. nt *i,« .^j • . _., . ..uuiu uuoiL ine nuniDei at the end of eacn advertisement:, and the d.nte ot the issue.
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Rear Springing.

DURING T/ie Motor Cycle' s career a number
of campaigns have been launched in its

pages to give stimulus to the production

of some particular article or fitting in

connection with the motor cycle, the

need of which has been clear to our minds. For

instance, the change-speed gear was many years

ago seized upon by us as a fitting more likely

than anything else to popularise the motor cycle.

We therefore expressed our opinion both regu-

larly and persistently, and made it a practice to

review from time to time the different types of

speed gears as they were evolved. The early

gears were of the two-speed variety without

exception, buf gradually and surely improve-

ments came hand in hand with the experience

gained, until the change-speed gear of to-day

is as reliable as any'other portion of the motor

cycle. Similarly The Motor Cycle can lay claim

to having brought about the standard adoption

of spring forks,' footrests, stands, and carriers.

Nowadays one would never dream of purchas-

ing a machine without a stand and carrier, yet

it is not many years ago that buyers had to pur-

chase these articles separately and fit them to

their machines. Now- it seems to us' that we
have reached a stage when the comfort (or

otherwise) of motor cycles is the point upon

which the brains of designers must be concen-

trated. Obviously we i-efer to the crying need

for the more general a;doption of spring frames,

or at any rate spring footrests and saddle

pillars. Alreadv we have excellent spring forks

absorbing shocks produced by road inequalities

on the front wheel, but the discomfort to the

rider by reason of the absence of springs on the

rear portion of the machine is very pronounced.

We have urged the desirability of spring frames

for some years past, but, strange to say, British

manufacturers have taken but a lukewarm

interest in them. Our reason for returning to

the topic, doubly convinced that the adoption

of spring frames is a desirability of the future.

is the rapid deterioration of our roads due to

mihtary traffic. For some months past we have

made it a practice to record the stretches of

road which a motor cyclist would be well advised

to avoid, and the list has now grown to such an

extent that it confirms the suspicions we have

had for some months that the roads of this

country may not, unless a reformation takes

place, be a paradise for motor cyclists. Of
course,- the military traffic is not wholly to

blame : the opening of so many motor 'bus

routes and the increase in that juggernaut of

the road, the steam lorry, have caused a tre-

mendous destruction of the road surface.

A spring frame on a motor cycle- is not

perhaps so easy to devise as one may suppose
when first considering the subject. The
majority of existing devices are very unsightly,

but mere unsightliness cannot in itself be con-

sidered a real objection. What is required is

(i) a springing system allowing easy movement
without rebound. (2,) Invariable distances be-

tween driving centres. (3.) Lateral rigidity.

(4.) A minimum number of joints, (5.) The
drive must be unaffected by rise and fall of the

wheel. (6.) Not much increase of weight.

The above is a bold specification, but the

objections should not be insuperable. There are

many designs which have already been evolved,

which fail only in one or two particulars, but by
a combination of ideas the ideal spring frame

should be attainable. We therefore urge manu-
facturers to devote attention to this pressing

problem. Were the leading British makes of

motor^ cycles fitted with a spring frame as stan-

dard there is no doubt that there would be few
rigid frames sold, Consequently those smaller

firms who wish to shine cannot do better than

devote their attention to the production of an

efficient spring frame.

In this issue we publish an article on spring-

ing systems in generaj, reviewing the points to

be aimed at, and illustrating some typical

designs which should provide food for thought.

An index to the advertisaments in this Issue will be found on the page facing tlie back cover.
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THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.
A GOOD RIDING SKIRT.

AM loth to return to a discussion, of

the best skirt to wear when riding

a diamond-framed machine, but the

enquiries I regularly receive from intending

riders make me think that it would be well

to give a description of a Skiit that

experience has shown to be the ideal thing.

The point to remember is that A\e all

prefer a skirt that is becoming both on and
off the machine. Several times have I seen

illustrated designs

of which complica-

t i o n seems the

dominant feature.

These only serve

to deter prospective

lady motor cyclists

from taking up the

pastime. The accom-
panying photographs
will serve to show
the type of skirt I

prefer. It is an
ordinary hobble skirt

of tweed material

made with buttons
up the centre front.

If about a dozen
are used, the lower
eight should be
made k) unbutton.
Any tailor can
supply this garment,
or almost anyone
handy with ' the
needle can make it

without the need of a special paper pattern.
When the novice is called upon to specify details

for her first machine, the various makes of carburetter
and other fitments
are confusing. How-
ever, there are refine-

ments which, in my
opinion, are worth
the slight extra cost
involved. For
instance I recently
had a pair of Terry
spring links fitted to
the head of the
front forks of my
machine, and they
have proved a great
success. The
resiliency gi\-en when
driving a high-
powered outfit is

worth the additional
outlay. No vibra-
tion is carried to
the arms from the
front wheel.

A few days agi>

I was searching a

motorists' emporium
to find the hooter

most to my taste

and worthy of my
1915 sidecar com-
bination. Many
were the weird and
awesome sounds
emitted from the

mechanical c o n -

trivances offered.

Doubtless they
would clear any
trafBc, but. much
as I should appre-

ciate a change from
the usual note, I

felt it would be

more ladylike to run

over people !

To'wing a Busi=
ness.

L,

Towing a sidecar outfit through a deep uateisplash.

A sensible riding skirt

described by our lady

contributor in the article

on this page.

Xear Welwyn an
interesting old gentleman spreads his web
e\ery Sunday and week-day evening. By
a kind fate his cottage has been placed

beside a deep -watersplash on the road to

Codicote.

The unsuspecting motor cyclist as

he approaches is met by this benevolent

personage, "who, with a guileless counten-

^^^^jZ^^^ ance and a disarming sympathy, points out

the depth of the water on the roadside

m.easure provided by the A. A., and makes his

helpful suggestion in something like the following

teims :
" Well, now, if you like to wait -till I get n

bit of rope, I'll tic-

it on to your side-

car, and you can
sit on the motor and
steer it across while

I pull. The lad\

in the sidecar can
walk across the

bridge." Slightly

amused, one accept-

the proffered help,

quite certain, wlien

one sees the thick-

nes's of the rope
and the ingenious

way in which it

is attached to the
outfit, that it is

not the first time
that sixpence h.is

been gained by this

meanis.

May W.\lker.

i
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Finicky Chain Cases.
Here's another grumble. It is not a difficult matter

to encase an engine chain by means of a substantial

cast aluminium cover attached by half-a-dozen decent
sized screws. But many makers continue to fit bendy
contraptions made of sheet iron, or a similar flimsy

material. I inspected a machine last week which,
amongst other defects, was disfigured by a tin-

chain cover made in three parts. The outer and
inner sides of the cover snicked into each other by
means of Tcry light-tongued metal projections. The
pair when once engaged (no_ short or easy job !) were
secured . to the crank case by yet a third shapeless
and bendable piece of tin, on to which thev fitted

by still more bendable grooves, and tongues ! A worse
(iesign it has ne\er been my misfortune to strike.

What's the matter with cast aluminium ? It ought
to be cheaper, and is certainly a thousand times less

troublesome. It speaks much for- motor cvclists that

we are not known as^the most profane and irascible

class in the community.

British Magnetos.
The main impression made on the mind of a patriotic

business man, after reading the magneto makers'
replies to our Editor's circular (see issue of Julv ist),

is that too many cooks spoil the broth. Price questions
have always been the chief obstacle in our competition
with Germany and America in the production of mag-~
netos ; and price questions are very intimately con-
nected with output. Now the sum total of the British

demand for magnetos is absurdly small ; and a manu-
facturer Avho is competing with

:

{a) The American magneto makers
{b) The German magneto makers
(<:) A score of small British magneto makers

can hardly hope to secure annual orders for more .

than about a fiftieth of the British trade, even if his

instrument is as good and as cheap as any rival's; srA
on this range of output he can hardly hope to keep
his prices down to the figures attained bv a rival

—

probably foreign—who has nine-tenths of the trade '

in his hands. The war may alter matters ; but,

personally, I do not beheve that anti-German pre-

judice will continue to be a very formidable factor for

more than a year after the war ends. If Germany is

mulcted in colossal indemnities, taxation will smother
her export trade to a large extent; but in that case
America w'ill simply replace Bosch as a foreign com-
petitor whose advantage is based on huge outputs.

A tariff might level rfp matters, but there are few signs

of tariffs in British politics as yet. The outlook of
the British magneto manufacturer is, therefore, far

from rosy. In the meantime, there is one obvious
step, which could be taken, and should be taken, viz..

iiiliiiliilllil IJCIQJV^
the association of all British magneto makers into a single

large combine, with a united staff, a single factory, and

a single policy. At present each of the numerous small

concern.? is wasting a Mige amount of money on estab-

lishment charges, and an economy of at least 25% is

possible if their factories and offices and staffs are

amalgamated. Even then it is a very open question

whether they could hold their own against Germany
and America after the conclusion of peace, unless they

are further aided by Government protection in some
form. The marvel to me is that they think it worth

while to enter upon a new industry under such con-

ditions. I want to add that I have bought five mag-
. netos this vear, three American and two British, and

that the British are infinitely the better, so far as work-

manship is concerned.

Increasing 'Weights.

The weight of the average tourist mount is being

increased \e.x\ perceptibly. The last time my eagle

eye was concentrated on the scales in a big garage

prior to an important trial, the competition 3}^. h.p.

roadster", ready equipped for six days, scaled from

27,0 to 280 lb. Bigger tyres, stronger frames, and

bulkier fittings are all piling on the load, and the

countershaft gear box and combination or all-chain

drive are far heavier than the belt and three-speed hub.

The other day I weighed four machines, all equipped

by sane and normal owners for ordinary use. A 4 h.p.

combined drive twin, with countershaft gear, scaled

325 lb., including a lighting dynamo. A 234 h.p.

T.T. twin tipped the beam at 212 lb. A 3^ h.p.

with combined drive and countershaft gears, scaled

298 lb. The most creditable machine of the quartette,

judged on this factor at any rate, was my own 3^^ h.p,

M.A.G.-engined Motosacoche, whicli, complete w'ith

a lighting dynamo set, Weighed no more than 197 lb.,

and is, nevertheless, quite sturdily constructed, its

chain case being the only noticeably light -element in

its make-up. If this tendency continues, it can only

have one result; the big singles and small twins will

gradually become constricted to sidecar or combina-
rion use, and the 2^4' h.p. will slowly replace them for

solo work. The tendency is admittedly unconscious.

The trade has formed no deliberate intention to dis-

qualify its 35-^-4 b.p. patterns for solo work; it

is merely strengthening and refining them wrth an
eye to the double-purpose man, who wishes to see

them better adapted for occasional sidecar work. In
time the tendency may be balanced by another aim,

exemplified by the 3j^ h.p. 80 m.p.h. .A_.B.C. which
I have on order, and. which weighs but 150 lb. all on.

"Unless the trade wishes to leave the solo market to

the smaller engines, it will have to develop two
separate 3!^. types, one intended for fast solo work,
and the other planned for efficient sidecar service.

Ai 3
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Life at the Front with

the No. 5 Battery.

A Chat with Sergeant Pountney at Home a

on Leave

SERGT. J. H. POUNTNEY, who
enlisted in the M.M.6.S. early

in the year, has been home on

leave, and one day last week we
had a chat with him. Pountney belongs

to the No. 5 Battery (the " Coventry

Battery"), and crossed over to France

early in JMarch. After a short time at

the base the battery was moved up to

within three and a half miles of the

firing line, and within sound of the guns.

After further training some of the men
became so anxious to taste the experience

of trench life that they volunteered for

trench duty, and it was arranged for one

of the sections, with a couple of machine
guns, to ,take a turn, and Pountney
accompanied the section.

En Route to the Trenches.

Two of the quietest cars obtainable

were used to run the party to the

advance post, about threequart.ers of a

mile from the reserve line of trenches.

At this stage the excitement began, as

they were under shell fire, but all

members of the section crawled safely into

the first line trenches. At the time mud
was very prevalent, so the experience
was not one to be easily forgotten if

only on that account.
Serg. Pountney gave us some interest-

ing impressions of trench life.

On hearing the whistle of a bullet or

a thud the men automatically "duck,"

but it is a waste of time, as the bullet

has by then long since past. This

ducking is a 'habit which all new-comers

have great difficulty in overcoming. It

does not do to peep over the sandbags,

as the German snipers are always on the

watch, and are from time to time

sweeping the top of the parapet with
machine guns.

One of the many
dirty habits of

the foe is to

reverse the
bullets, so trans-

forming them
into dum-dums.
One poor fellow

oi" the No. 5

'Battery, B.
Chambers, w-as

hit by one of

these bullets

and killed in-

stantly. Only
one other cas-

ualty has occurred to the No. 5. and
that was Gunner Clarke, who was hit in

the left lung whilst filling a sandbag.
All the sections have had their turn

in the trenches, and none suppress the
fact that they would prefer to tackle

the Germans openly.

It is interesting to note how religiously

the Germans shell the roads behind the
British lines on which thev believe the

y

transports bring rations and supplies.

Pountney's most exciting incident was in

fetching rations with a party of the No.
5 Battery. Going via the open road for

quickness, they W-ere spotted, and a hail

of machine gun and rifle fire followed"

them. One of the Gonna'ughts with the

party was shot through the head ; the

others crawled back through the thick

mud to get a stretcher party. •

iMembers of the No. 5 Batterj' are very

cool under fire, some of the men in par-

ticular seeming to enjoy the experience.

A grim sight which some of the men will

always remember was finding a German
and a Gurkha locked in death grips in

front of the trenches. Apparently after

a hand-to-hand fight the German had
clasped the Gurkha's throat in a last

grip, and the Ciurkha's knife was em-
bedded in the German's stomacli.

Sergeant W. A. Davenport has, unfor-

tunately, had two illnesses, and his work
has been performed by Ivor Chance (for-

merly with the Excelsior Co.).

Pountney emphasised the need of more
and yet more men at the Front, and
anxiously enquired about our recruiting

work. He called on an inspection day,
and saw sixty raw recruits being sworn in.

Major Alkin is no longer 'the com-
manding officer of the "No. 5," Captain
Hammond having taken his place. JIajor

Alkin is now in charge of a transport

column.

A novel way of converting a sidecar for business use is shown in tliese pictures of a Triumph outfit belonging to A. J. Burcombe, who carries on
a sweep s business at Bath.

_
The same sidecar is used for both pleasure and business; for the latter, the cushion and apron are removed and the

sidecar covered with a soecial waterproof canvas cover made at a cost of a few shillings.

AI4
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The Increase of Motor Cycles in the London District.

FOR some ten years past-it has been the practice

of our contemporary, Motor Traction, to con-

duct enumerations of tratfic annually at certain

points in the Metropolis. The figures obtained are

not without interest to our readers. The census of

central traffic taken in Fleet Street was naturally not

calculated to reveal any great use of motor cycles.

Nevertheless, while the average number counted from

1907 to 1910 was only about four in the course of a

day, the last census, taken in April of this year, had
multiplied that number by ten.

Again, in the Edgware Road, the number of cycles,

which averaged about ten a day from 1906 to 1908,

has during the past three years averaged over eighty

a day, these figures being obtained in the middle of
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Fig. 1.—^Putney Bridge Sunday cycle (pedal and motor)

traffic, showing steady decrease of former and increase of

latter since 1905. The decrease in the number of motor
cycles m 1915 compared with 1914 is only to be expected,

and is one of the many evidences of the great part motor
cyclists are now playing in the defence of the country.

September of each year. They do not include motor
carriers, which hardly figure at all in the results till

1912, when se\'en were counted. A surprising increase
took place in the course of the next twelve months,
the figure for 1913 being no less than fifty-one, and
this increased to seventy-one during the cen.sus of

September, I9r4.

Prom our point of view, the Putney Bridge census,
taken on a Sunday in summer, is the most interesting.

Fig. I shows the cycle and motor cycle traffic at this

point. It will be seen that the use of pedal cycles has
decreased very steadily during the whole period. On
the other hand, the use of motor cycles, which did
not show much increase from 1905 to 1909, has gone
up very rapidly since the latter date. The sudden
drop at the end of the cuiTe shows the effect of the
war upon the use of motor cycles, and is something
in the nature of an answer to those who would maintain
that motor cyclists as a class have not borne their
share.

1905 1907 1909 1911 1913 1915
1906 1908 1910 1912 1914

Fig. 2.—The progress of the motor cycle, as illustrated by the

percentage of Putney Bridge cycle traffic " motorised."

the Putney Bridge

the motor cycle is

In 1905, the motor
than two per cent,

its share had grown

Fig. 2, which also refers to

results, shows very clearly how^

affecting the use of pedal cycles,

could only claim something less

of the cycle traffic, but by 1915
to about twenty per cent., and the shape of the curve

indicates no probable diminution in the rate of increase

for some years to come, unless it be due to an apparent

set-back resulting from the abnormal conditions

through which we are now passing.

FROM THREE WELL-KNOWN RIDERS.

WE have received the following letter from the

Front :
" Just a line or two from three of the

boys to let you know that we are still going

strong, and being now in our eightli month out here,

during which time we have managed to stick together,

with the exception of such times when we were sent

out to the divisions or corps for a' day or two. Although
it is ride, ride, ride, from n>arn till night, we are still

anticipating taking part in the next T.T. with as much
enthusiasm as ever, provided we do not ' konk ' out

before, which we sincerely hope we shall not do.

—

Howard R, _ Davies (Sunbeam), Godfrey Boyton
(Triumph), and D. M. Brown (Rover)."

Former well-known competition riders —competitors in the last

TT. Race—who are now despatch riders at the Front. From
left to right : D. M. Brown (Rover), H. R. Davies (Sunbeam), and
G. Boyton (Triumph).
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The Latest 2\ h.p. New Imperial.
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THE New Imperial Co. have just

produced a modified form o£ gear

box complete with free engine and
kick-stai-ting mechanism for use

v,-ith their light tourist model. This gear

has been under test for some little time,

and a few days ago we were invited to

take a trip on a machine so fitted. The
new gear is of tlie "dog clutch" varietj,

and provides two speeds. The dry plate

clutch on the left side has five plates

—

two with cork insets. The kick starter

mechanism is arranged on the opposite

side, tlie sector and pinion behig entirely

enclosed.

With the help of tli€ clutch, gear chang-
ing liy means of the neat gate change lever

and quadrant provided is greatly simpli-

fied, besides which the clutch is of such
proportions tliat it iS' Avell able to move
from rest a machine and rider of compara-
tively heavy weight. The gear is at-

tached to the channel section bottom
bracket by two studs and a corresponding
plate fitting over the bracket.

The 2^- h.p. New Imperial-Jap, with
its 70 mm. x 76 mm. engine, is a won-
derfully handy little mount, especially
for traffic use. We were once again able
to appreciate the value of such a machine
from a business man's point of view by

frequent stops and restarts during our
trial. The ease of handling was largely

contributed to by the controllability of

the Zeta riiliinettpi The latest model

New Imperial, we are glad to note, hae

an E.I.G. magneto, so that the New
Imperial is now British in every detail

from stem to stern.

Latest edition of the 2J- h.p. New Imperial, which is fitted with a countershaft two-soeed

gear, clutch and kick-starter. It is driven by chain and belt.

ANEW and very effective method
of dealing with punctures and
small gashes has recently been
introduced for motor cycles by

Mustikon, Ltd., 20, New Street,' Cardiff.
The chief feature of the JMustikon system
lies in the method of repairing a puncture
from the inside of the air tube, so that
it is practically impossible for the repair
to develop faults during the whole life-

time of the
tube.

T h e main
feature is the
stud, w h i c h
consists of a
small cup of

rubber, below
^vllich is a
rubber flange
of approxi-
mately the

same diameter; in starting on a repair
the puncture orifice is enlarged to a

The Mustikon Tyre Repair Outfit.

Mustikon repair stud.

inner tube in part section, showing
stud in position.

4lS

The Mustikon tyre repair outfit.

certain size by a special cutter in ordex
to receive the stud. After this the stud
is held by a pair of special pliers, dipped
in self-vulcanising .solution, and simply
pushed into the orifice in the tube. The
outer or conical flange of the stud is

afterwards given a coating of solution
and pressed down on the outer surface of
the tube, and the repair is finished.

It will readily be seen that the air
pressure tends to make the repair all the
more effective, as the pressure in the
tube keeps the inner flange of the stud
up tight against the inner wall of the
tube. Furthermore, it is -claimed that
heat generated by the tyre practically
vulcanises the solution "

fixative, and
thereby renders the repair addltionallv
reliable.' In an emergency the stud can
be inserted without solution, and even
so will make a fairly airtight joint.

Various size studs are supplied in tl-.-

ifiistikoii outfit, including the necessary

tools, solution, etcry- and the price com
plete of the motor cycle outfit is 5s. 9d

We regret to note the name of Secon.
Lieutenant R. L. Keller, 4th Roya
Warwicks, in the list of those Avounde.
at the Front. He is a member of tU

committee of the Public Schools il.C.C.
and was a familiar figure at the P.S
M.C.C., and other race meetings a
Brookland?, with his light blue enamellei
Triumph.

Despatch rider Corporal H. E. Hyett and
his Douglas, on which he has put in some
good work with the British Expeditionary'

Force in Fiance, where the photograpl*

from which our illustration is made was
taken. \
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REAR SPRINGING.
By ERIC W. WALFORD.

IT
would appear that the demand for improved
springing is becoming a very pressing one, and
most British manufacturers are finding that they

are compelled to give serious attention to this suhject

in view of the fact that more than one machine on the

market has for some considerable time been provided
with rear spring suspension. This shows that it can
be done, and that the clamours of the motor cvcling

community can and must be satisfied.

The problem is by no means an easy one, and
considerable care must be exercised before adopting
what at first may appear to lie a satisfactory solution.

The introduction of a spring between an axle, par-

ticularly a driving axle, and a frame introduces far

more complications than would appear at first sight.

I am not sure, therefore, that the best solution is not

that of using 5 rigid frame and providing a spring

support for the rider. The best known exaijiple of

this kind is the Bat frame, which has been before the

public for many years. ^ I shall be describing this

frame in further detail later, but. briefly, it may be

stated that the frame is of the conventional type, but

the seat-pillar and footrests are slung on springs.

Points to be aimed at.

An ideal spring suspension should prevent bouncing

and be adjustable fur load, and the motor car manu-
facturer is now gi\ing "attention to both these points,

but possiHy it is too early for the motor cycle designer

to consider these features, when there are many others

far more important to be tackled first. It Avill not

be out of place to specifv the most important points

in rear wheel suspension. These are:

(i.) The suspension must be stiff laterally to pre-~

vent rolling. It will be remembered that many of the

earlv tricars were deficient in this respect. I remember
breaking many a driving chain through taking a corner

so fast that' the consequent rolling of the bod" twisted

the chain line.

(2.) There must be a minimum number of pi\'ots,

slides, etc., subject to wear. In some cases flexible

spring plates can be used in place of pivot- pins work-
ing in bushes, and later I will show a construction in

which this arrangement is embodied.

(3.) The suspension system must not afi-ect the

tension of the belt or chain. With a rigid frame the

distance between the centre of the engine, or counter-

shaft, belt pulley and the rear wheel is always the

same. With some systems of springing this distance

varies as the suspension acts, causing variation in the

tension of the belt, which should be avoided or made

as small as possible. In any case loading of the frame
should apparently reduce the.^ tension in the case of a

chain and increase it in the case of a belt.

(4.) The suspension should not be affected by the

piill of the belt. If the distance between the pulley

centres varies as the suspension moves it is obvious

that the pull of the belt will tend to shorten the

distance between these centres' and cause the sus-

pension to yield. The pull of the belt puts "a separate

load on the suspension, preventing it working properly.

Thus the engine pull will tend to comp)ress or release

the springs, modifying their action considerably.

(5.) It must permit the use of a rear wheel brake,

and some of the suggestions to which I am referring

later would apparently prevent a rear wheel brake
being used.

(6.) The suspension system must substantially

resist ~ driving and braking torque. This is a point

very frequently overlooked by designers because the

same difficulties do not arise in the case of a rigid

frame. ' When the brakes are applied, there is an
obvious tendency for the brake blocks to be carried

round with the wheel. This is the braking torque.

When the brake blocks are .carried by a rigid frame,

-the support is obviously substantial and no difficulty

is experienced. With a spring frame matters are very

different, and it is important that designers should

hear in mind this most important braking torque

and make certain that the brake blocks, or the

anchoring of the brake bands, are substantial and do
not yield with the springs. Otherwise the braking torque

puts a load on the- suspension for which it has not been
designed. In the case of a shaft-driven machine
there is also a driving torque. The casing containing

the be\el pinion or driving worm tends to rotate in

' the opposite direction to the road wdieel, and the casing

requires anchoring so as to resist this backward
torque. In belt and chain drive, the driving torque

is taken by the frame and can be ignored.

(7.) It must permit of constant mudguard clearance.

It would look very unsightly to have a big clearance

between the wheel and mudguard as is usual on motor
carS'. Such an arrangement necessitates a very wide

' guard increasing the weight, etc. The suspension

must therefore enable the mudguarrl to be carried

close to the wheel and to move with the wheel.

(8.) The attachment of a sidecar must be con-

sidered, and, probably, this is one of the most
important points, so that manufacturers will be

compelled to design their frames in order to take a

sidecar; that is, to proxide special points, of attach-

ment, otherwise users- will fit sidecars in various ways,
possibly interfering with and spoiling the suspension

svstem.
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(9.) No construction is likely to be successful which

adds very much to the weight or is very unsightly.

Almost anything which is unconventional appears

unsightly at first, but the objection on this score soon

wears off if there are compensating practical ad-

vantages.

I think I have made it quite clear that the path
is not easy for the designer, but it is well to point

out the chief difficulties so as to show the motor
cyclist that the solution of the problem is not a

simple one, and this largely accounts for tlie fact

that rear springing is not more general.

In order to find what different arrangements have
been invented, I have examined the patent records
for the past ten years or so, and I propose to illustrate

a few constructions so that designers can see what
-•suggestions have been made and how far 4hese are

applicable to modern requirements.

The systems shown are not necessarilv very practical

ones, but are chosen to illustrate the chief principles

followed by inventors.

Some Patented Ideas.
The first construction (fig. 1) was proposed for

a pedal cycle, and is of interest, as it sho\ys the
simple idea of fitting springs between the rear wheel

spindle and the adjacent part of the frame in con-
junction with radius rods. Such an arrangement
gives but little lateral stability, although it- might be
suitable for use on a pedal cycle, where the weights
and speed.-: are low. To prevent roll, the wheel
spindle must be supported at points as far as possible
(tip to 90°) from one another it: a vertical plane.
Another simple construction, suggested for use

on ordinary bicycles, is shown in fig 2. The chain

FiR. 2.

JULY 2gih, igiS-

stays are pivoted to the bottom bracket, and the

compression stays are telescopic just above the

wheels, this telescopic part containing a spring. The
compression stays are pivoted to the frame at the

upper ends and to the chain stays at the lower ends.

There are, therefore, six pivots as well as a slide.

Similar arrangements have also been used experi-

mentally on motor bicycles.

Another system which can be applied to a frame

of the conventional type is shown in fig. 3, which

Fig. 3.

is almost self-explanatory. The wheel spindle is

carried by a belb crank lever at each side, and these

levers are pivoted to the ends of a fork, the left-

hand end of which works in a slide on the frame

against the action of springs. As soon as the axis

of the rear wheel, the pivot of the bell crank lever,

and the axis of the engine crankshaft move out of

line when the spring yields, the pull of the__engine

puts a load on the spring and the belt slackens,

which are objectionable features. It would appear
difficult to fit a rear wheel brake and to arrange the

mudguard so as to move with the wheel. Such
" attachments " would not appear to be capable of

fulfilling the chief requirements.

A particularly interesting system is illustrated in

fig. 4. The wheel spindle is carried at each end
by a vertical tube, which can slide in relation to the

rear of the frame. These two sliding tubes are

bridged across at the top and are supported on a

leaf spring. This gives good lateral support, and

LEAF SPRING

Fig. 4.

the design is simple, but slides are always objection-

able, as the surfaces must always be' partially and

intermittently exposed, and consequently cannot be

properly lubricated.

A construction which will be familiar to many is

shown in fig. 5. The rear wheel spindle is carried

by arms pivoted to the rear of the frame, and these

arms are acted upon by springs arranged within a

housing just beneath the saddle. This housing is

pivoted to the frame at the top, and at the bottom
it is connected with the arms by a fork member. The
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THE NEW COUNTER-SHAFT

ROVER
Extract from Ireland's "Saturday Night":

RELIABILITY TRIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE
ULSTER CENTRE OF THE MOTOR UNION.

"George Graham (S^h.p. Rover and Sidecar)

was first

"I am sure that all his fellow-competitors will

agree no better sport could have won the

event than George Graham, whose new Rover

covered itself with glory by the way in which it took

all the test hills including the terror at Feestown.

It was a supreme test of hill-climbing for a

passenger mount of such moderate horse-power."

SIDECAR COMBINATION COMPLETE

£80:0:0
The Rover Co., Ltd., Meteor Works,

Coventry.

In answerimj this udvertisement it is desirable, to mention " The Motor C>jcle." A23
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BOWDEN WIRE
MECHANISM.

The only efScient method of con-

trolling all movements from the

handle-bar. Made in various

sttengths^and finishes.

BOWDEN CONTROLS.
Leversifor use with Bowden Wire for

Brakes; Clutch, Air Inlet, Magneto,
and other Controls. Straight or

Curved, for right or left hand and
for one to three movements.

STOPS, PORTABLE CLIPS,
Etc., and all necessary fitments for

use with Bowden- Wire Mechanism
and Controls.

Codholdi

TheJ.H is at the Front.

This is the New 1915 T.T. Racer Model.

3J h.p. M.A.G. Twin Engine» with Overhead Inlets 496 c.c.

Also 2^ h.p. Two -stroke; to 6 and 8 h.p. Twins.

WHITE I'OU
:

CATALOUUE\
A r OA'CjK. :

J.H. Motor Engineering Works,
Castle Mill Street, Mumps, Oldham.
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II on ART a,
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J Unsolicited

^^ Testimonial

g^ from the Front.

X BaseM.T. Depot Rouen,
"f- France,
S^ 20/6/15.
^.1^ To the J.H. Motor
^g Works, Oldham.

Sirs,—I am writing to

state that for the short
time I have ridden your
J.H. 3J h.p. Twin, it is

only in justice to you
to state that tlie machine
has never given me a
moment's anxietj-, and
really is, in my opinion,
the ultimate machine
for solo work on all

kinds of roads—easy
starting, silent running,
acceleration, and speed,
being but a few of its

good points.

Vou may use this
'

testimonial as you
please. I am in no way
coimected with the firm.

07761, Private
Constad, H.

'A,

1.^
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Rear Springing.—

Fig. 5.

rear wheel spindle, engine centre, and the pivot of
the arms are shown in line, but directly the springs
yield they come out of line and the consequent
objections previously referred to arise.

By duplicating the rear frame, a substantial support
can be obtained, as will be clear from fig. 6. The
wheel is carried by special compression and chain

105

at the rear end of a fork pivoted to the rear of the

frame and acted upon at its forward end by springs.

In this arrangement the engine and wheel centres and
the pivot do not always remain in the same straight

line. There is only one pivot at each side, and in

many other respects this arrangement would appear
to have good points.

Fig. 8.

In fig. 8 the engine is carried on the rear wheel

frame, and is therefore unsprung. Inside the tele-

scopic slide above the engine is arranged a spring, and

connecting the engine bracket with

the bottom bracket of the frame is

a flat steel spring which is worthy
of some attention, as it enables a
pivot and bearing surfaces to be

dispensed with at tliis point. In

this arrangement the belt line

remains undisturbed, but it is very

unlikely that the necessary engine

position would be acceptable

nowadays.

In the construction shown in

fig. 9, which will be recognised by
many, the rear wheel is carried in

bearings in a casing which is con-

nected to the top and bottom of

stays, which are pivoted at the

front to the bottom bracket. This
rear frame works in a slide at the

top and slides at the bottom,
at which point the springs are

arranged. There are, therefore,

two pivots and two slides at each
side, and the increase in weight
is considerable. In some respects

the design is good.

A construction which has been
in use for some years is shown in

fig. 7. The wheel spindle is carried

Fig. 9.

the frame by means of two leaf springs at each side,

and these springs take the braking and driving torque.

The arrangement necessitates the use of a band brake,

or its equivalent. As shown, the wheel moves in

relation to the mudguard, but this would not appear
to be essential. It is possible that this system could
be well applied to a frame of the conventional type

and to a belt-driven machine.

Half-elliptic springs have been suggested more than
once, and the next illustration (fig. 10) shows one
scheme. The wheel moves in relation to the mud-
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guard, and a frame of very special design is required.

A rim bralce could not be used, but, of course, this

itself is not objectionable. In fact, it is doubtful if

the rim brake will

survive much longer.

The wheel spindle is

guided in horn plates,

which, being in the

nature of slides, are

objectionable, as pre-

viously mentioned.

The wheel would not

appear to be well

r-^ ,a supported , laterally,

and one would expect

the machine to roll a great deal.

In tig. ri is shown a substantial and simple con-

struction; the rear frame, consisting of the chain

stays and compression stays, is pivoted to the bottom
bracket and works against springs at the top. At this

point a very substantial guide is provided, consisting

of curved guide plates carried by the rear frame and
bearing again.st the sides of a guide block on the main

frame. Various and ingenious arrangements of

springs are suggested, but unfortunately I am not able

to go into details of these in the present article.

There is only one pivot and one slide. The slide and
the springs are practically out of sight, and the frame
conforms, to a great extent, to conventional ideas.

The pivijt is close up to the engine or countershaft,

JULY 2Qtli, 1915.

and theje is no ditTiculty about fitting brakes and

proper mudguards.

The Bat type of spring frame is shown in fig. 12.

Correctly speaking, it is not a spring frame, as the

frame is rigidly carried from the rear wheel, and only

the rider's seat and the footrests are on spring.s.

This arrangement overcomes most of the difficulties

in the way of the designer, and I think it will be

accepted that the frame, which has been in use in

varying forms since about 1904, is very practical.
'_

The unsprung weight, however, is large, but it is

doubtful whether this is very objectionable in the

case of such a light vehicle as the motor bicycle. The

objections to " unsprung weight " may not be under-

stood, and it may not be out of place to explain that

the weight of the parts not .supporteiJ on springs'

should be as

as possible,

Fig. 12.

low

ill

order to reduce

tyre wear, due to

the wheel spin-

ning, and vibration.

Let us con-

sider the case of

two wheels, one
hea\-v and the

other light, travel-

ling over rough

ground. When
the heavy wheel

strikes a bump it

will not rise
quickly, but when
it does respond it

will jump above the top of the bump, and the wheel

will leave the ground. The light wheel will lift

immediately, and will follow the bump without leavin^j

the ground, so there will be less vibration and less

wear on the tyre. Consequently the ideal in this,

respect is to arrange a spring between the wheel

spindle and the frame, so that the wheel alone is un-

sprung, and is free to follow the contour of bumps
and pot-holes without any exaggerated motion.

In the Bat type of frame it will be understood that

the saddle moves in relation to the handle-bar. On
a very rough road this might be slightly objectionable,

but I should doubt it. and it is surprising that this

system is not more general, particularly as I believe

that with some systems of rear springing engine

vibration is very noticeable.

HENRY FORD ON

I

SEE that Mr. Henry Ford has told the American
traders that they will never really tap the potential

motor cycle market till they perfect lightweight
machines, and that they are artificially constricting
their output by concentrating so e.xclusively on the
high-powered heavyweight twin. If this is true of

America, with its frightful town-to-town tracks and
indifferent city roa<ls, how much more is it true of
England, with her highly developed roadways 1 For
mail)' a long year I contentetlly tooled about on
machines scaling between two and three hundred-
w^eight. Last winter 1 hardly e\'er mounted anything
over 150 lb.: and I find that I have almost lost my
zest for the heavyweight. I admit that it runs far

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
more smoothly than the best lightweight and that

the absence of fuss which characterises its 35 m.p.h.

gaits and the greed with which it eats up hills are

strong points in its favour. But, nevertheless, my
lightweight experiences have inspired me with a

marked distaste for hauling a 3 cwt. machine out

of its shed, or hoisting it up on to its stand, ami,

whenever a run is in prospect. I have to fight down
an inclination to select the baby two-stroke, and to

leave thts monsters rusting in their garage. If this

applies to a veteran speed merchant like myself, how
much stronger must similar inclinations be in the

breast of a rider who has but few sporting instincts

and few speed memories ? IxiON.
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The

I
'he point of superiority of the pneu-

'• matic tyre over the solid tyre is its air

cushion, and it therefore follows that the

larger this air cushion, the greater the

comfort, life, and economy.

SOME SIZES AND PRICES.

"THE TYRE WITH
NINE LIVES."

SIZES.
Tourist
Trophy.

£ s. d.

1 10 6

Passenger

(Heavy). '

£ s. d.

1 16 9

Big Three Rib.

Very Heavy for Voflurette

Rims.

£ s. d.

650x75 to fit 65 3 526x21 to fit 2in.

26.x 1\ to fit 2in. 1 12 6 1 18 6 700;-. 80 to fit 65 3 7 6

26x 3 to fit lym. 1 15 9 1 19 9 700x80 American 3 10

THE TYRE WITH
NINE LIVES."

HUTCHINSON TYRES, 70,

Basinghall Street, London, E.C.,

will send you illustrated lists. Suppliers to

British and French Governments. Hutchinson

Solid Rubber Tyres for Commercial Vehicles.

In answennr/ t/iii ad'.iitiicmcnl it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' BI



Advertisements.

Once Used

fj^l2Soft Rubber Rings

SHOmNCN.'lEND TURNED IN

Always Used

FIRST IN 1904, FIRST ever since.

GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT.
PRICE LIST.

26in. 2Sin.

i;in 8/-
2in 11/-

2J in 12/-
SJin 13/-
2;in 14/6
3in. 20/-
ilm 26/-

PedalCycle, IJ, 1J, IJin. .. 6/-
Don't BO by the liist cost, but by the money you save

in using them.

THE MOTOR CYCLE. July 29TH, 1915-

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR
when yoii use

THERICH
Detachable
AIR-TUBES
and COVERS.

ADVANTAGES. By carrying a spare
Replace tube in five minutes without unscrewing a

venience. Put a patch on the inside with ordinary
leaks; no expensive prepared patches required, ther

prolonging the life of tube and cover. No friction

out and replace from the inside without interfering

with valve seating. (All tubes are valve seated on
the inside). Turn tube inside out like a stocking
-by taking the valve out. Take tube to the water
for testing without taking machine.

WHY they are theBEST and CHEAPEST
BECAUSE—They are made of the best rubber
and of substantial thickness. Have free passages
of air, and no butt-ends to burst. Save you
hotel and train expenses. Enable you to keep an
appointment. Mo need to repair by the roadside
and keep your friends waitin.^. . Last longer than
any other tube. Save your tyre bill.

Don't spoil your Tour by delay with
punctures. Carry a Spare.

// you cannot obtain them from the Trade, write
direct. Sent per return post.

tube you can—
nut on the machine. Repair at your con-
rubber and solution which never shifts or
eby saving time, trouble, and expense, also

t patch on canvas of cover. Take the valve

Further particulars, write for booklet.

The Thames Rubber & Leather Co., 199, Upper Thames St., London, E.G.

A User writes:

Bognor.

I have been a motor cyclist for

some years, and have owned and

ridden six different machines. I

had all the usual troubles, tyres,

endless and butt-ended, and m
course of time got one of your

specially jointed tubes. The result

was so satisfactory' that I never use

any other sort, and if I had a

puncture I did not mmd much, as

by carrying a spare tube it was

only a matter of a few mmutes to

change it. When once your system

is known, no other sort will ever

be used.

=^

^

When YOU buy a New Machine invest in the
JAMES — The ORIGINAL All-enclosed Chain
Driven Type with Countershaft 3-speed Gear.

The JAMES has been styled "The PERFECT Motor Cycle" because of

the efficient "No-trouble" service it always yields even under the most
adverse conditions, and to-day is offered you in three models as under:—
^o. 6. 4i h.p. "Big Single" 3-sp. For Sidecar use 60 Gns.

or complete with JAMES Canoelet Sidecar, 1 3 Gns. exlra*

No. 7. 3.V h.p. Twin, 3-sp. with Hand-controlled
Clutch, Solo 60 Gns.

No. 8. 2j h.p. Z.stroke, Z.speed, Lightweight 35 Gns.

Us recent selection for War purposes hy tlie Allied Enslish, Belgian, French, and Ru.«ian
Governments is conclusive proof of its recognised Strength, Power and general Sen-iccabilitv
and we ask prospective buyers to note that the JAMIiS Models may be fully uispcctcj at
our Sole Agents in all princ'pal Towns.

Call to-day. or write us for copy of

An Catalogue fully describing all

TheJAMESCYCLECo Id.

Greet, BIRMINGHAM.

Lonilou Doiiot; '.iS, rolboru Yin.. E C
IS'liam Depot : fl. Broiitl Sticet Comer.

0. 8. 2i h.p. 2-Strokc,

2. SPEED UGHTWEIGHT
—an exceedingly attractive machine,
easily manipulated and con trolled,

and allowing of a low riding position

which always ensures Uiat feeling of
perfect safety. Power unit is

wonderfully efficient, en-
abling all reasonable hills

to be climbed on top
gear ; speed from
4 to 40 m.p.h.

Price: 35 GNS.

In n7)sii'cnna
Motor Ci/cle.'*
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
Good Response to Motor Machine Gun

by a Motor Cycle

ASPI.EXDII) batch of sixty-fivie to seventy men
attended the inspection of recruits for the

Motor Machine Gun Service, last week, and the

majority were accepted and attested forthwith. The
men had come from all over England as the list pub-

lished below of accepted recruit:s shows. The recruit-

ing list cannot remain open very much longer, that

is, if men continue to come forward as readily as they

have done of late. Last week's new recruits .were :

Alcock, C. A,, Bootle.

Atkinson, R. H., Scar-

borough.
Bainbridge, W., Blackhill,

Co. Durhajn.
Barkiis, H., Loughborough.
Bauerstock, W. H., Tenbury.
Binks, S., Leeds.
Bird, C. J.. Newark.
Blay, G. H.'

Burgum, J., Moses Gate,

near Bolton.
,

Crole, H. I. N., Ramsgate.
Crowther, H., Dewsbury.
Cunliffe, B., Rochdale.
Davenport, H. A., New
Southgate, IN.

Douglas, T.

Fowler, S.

Green, R. C. C., Leamington.
Gunn, W.
Hart, F., Bolton,
Hearn, G. S., Camberwell,
S.E.

Hill, A., Liverpool.

Hudson, C., Leeds.
Hunter, W.
Jones, T. H., Cannock.
Keating, V. L., Aintree.

Lane, W. H., Manchester.
fx>we, C. F.
Lyle, Victor.

Jlacdonald, W. L., Man-
chester.

Massey, W., Leicester.

Melines, G. W.
MoUe, G. W.
Moseley, K. JL, Waltham-

stow.

Owen, A., Liverpool.

Penny, C. G., Ulverston.
Philipson, A. M., Retford.

Roberts, F. S., Svdney,
N.S.W.

Russell, W. H., Higham.
Saunders, A., Taunton.
Shaw, A. J., Sheffield.

Shone, W., Chester.
Short, Wm., Coventry.
Smith, J. A., London.
Stevens, H., Gainsborough.
Stevenson, L. E., Newport

Pagnell.

Sfcubbs, W. G., Ipswich.
Sykes, G. ^i., Bradford.-
Thornett, C. A.
Tippett, F. H., Blackheath.
Tvldesley, E. C, Bolton.
Tyler, J. G. W., London, E.
Unthank, G. D., Yatton.
Walther, K. A., Newcastle-
on-Tyne.

Walton, Frederick, ila.n-

chester.

Windridge, C. H.
Wolstenholrae. John, ilan-

chester.

Young, H., Hyde.

Service. Patriotic Offer to Cyclists
Works Manager.

Of the ab^ove a number had had previous military

training—a real advantage.
,
A few pedal cyclists

were included in the batch, but only men of good
physique with some engineering knowledge were
accepted. Any good cyclists with a knowledge of

machine guns should mention the fact when applying.

The case of F. S. Roberts is worthy of special

mention. This patriotic motor cyclist left a success-

ful business in Sydney, N.S.W., to his partner and
paid his own expenses to England to enlist. Though
qualified for an artificer's position at 6s. per day, he

preferred the ranks at is. 2j^d. Having done
eighteen months military training and been in the

motor cycle trade since 1901, Roberts should be useful

to the M.M.G.S., which section now boasts a large

number of men of exceptional skill.

Another recruit just home from Sydney and accepted
last week as a car driver is Wm. Short. Others came
from Siam and Canada.

It shows the spirit with which some men enlist when
we state that one man who was rejected by the doctor

sobbed on bein>; told of the fact.

A copy of a special poster giving terms of service

in, the ALM.G.S. will be gladly sent to any applicant

who can exhibit it prominently.

A number of readers have applied stating that they

will be free in three or four weeks' time. As it is not

known how soon the requisite number of men may
be obtained, motor cyclists should not apply until they

are free to enlist.

i'"

THE DESPATCH RIDER iIN TRAINING. He £;ets there and back with his message before the telephone wire is laid.
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"The Motor Cycle" Recruiting Section.—

Friday morning's post brouglit eighty-two letters of

application.

It is likely that there will be a call for despatch

riders in the Royal Engineers ere long, as a large

batch left for the Front last week. Only experienced

motor cyclists able to perform all ordinary running

repair's are accepted for the R.E.

A patriotic offer has been made by Mr. W. H.

Carson, of Messrs. Eayliss, Thomas and Co., makers ci

Excelsior machines. Noticing that a limited number
of well-developed cvclists will be accepted and taught

to handle the sidecars used by the M.M.G.S., Mr. ,

Carson has written to Mr. G. Smith offering to place

his services at the Government's disposal in training

possible recruits either mechanically in the Excelsior

works or in driving motor cycles and sidecars. Mr.

Carson is to be heavtilv thanked for his patriotic ofTer.

We repeat below the chief terms of service, and

recommend those ready to enlist to fill in the form

on this page and post it to Mr. Geoffrey Smith, Editor

of The Motor Cycle.

The next inspection is on Wednesday, August 4th,

2._^o to 4 p.m., at the Recruiting Office, Masonic
Hall, Coventry. Candidates may attend without

necessarily writing beforehand.

General Particulars.

Age.— 19 to 38.

Height.—Not important so long as applicant is

physically sound and well developed.

Enlistment.—For duration of war.

Eyesight.—Glasses do not necessarily debar men
from service, provided they can see quite well with

them.

Pay.— IS. 2id. per day; all found; usual separa-

tion allowance.

Readers who cut out and fill in the form referred to

will, provided that the particulars are in order, receive

a free railway warrant to attend the next inspection in

Coventry.

A Douglas and a G.W.K. in Frante. At the wheel of the latter is

Sergt. R. Gore, who gained a D CM. when riding a Douglas. The
despatch rider on the Douglas in the picture is Corpl. E. Hooper,

Name ...

Address

Age Hciij/if

Chest 7neasuremrnt

Hotn Jonr/ have you been a motor cijclist?

Can yon do running repairs?

Have you had any j^revioiis viditorij training, and, if so,

when ?

.ire you rnedicatly fit?

Occupation

When free?

Date

After filling in the above particulars return to :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

Inspecting Officer, R.E.,

South Midland Divisional Area.

19, Hertford Street.

COVENTRY.

The Editor has received a number of letters from
men comfortably settled in the service, and others from
men who found sleeping on the floor rather rough,

but who took to the change good-naturedly

!

One of our contributors. Mr. H. W. Fortune, of

Harrogate, offered himself for enlistment a few weeks
ago. but was rejected on medical groinids and recom-
mended to undergo an operation. This Mr. Fortune has

done, and he is now well on the way to recovery, and
hopes soon to be well enough to be passed by the

doctor.

R. C. C. Green, before enlisting in the M.M.G.S..
was works manager of the Coventry works of \\ay-

good-Otis, Ltd., the big lift people, who have 400
employees serving with the Colours. Although engagetl

on important Government work. Green was anxious

to serve in a more combatant way, and he obtained

a man above the military age to take over his duties.

He was the owner of a luxuriously equipped 1915
6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar outfit.

Since we were authorised to recruit motor cyclists we
have had many requests for transfers from various

regiments to the M.M.G.S. and R.E. It has always

been a difficult matter, and the difficulty has increased

instead of decreasing. A few months ago transfers

from the New Armies were forbidden, and now an Army
Order, issued a few days ago. notifies that no enlist-

ments from the Territorial Force into the Navy,
Regular Army, Special Reserve, or Royal Marines
will be considered unless on urgent public grounds

B4
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A Water-cooled Levis Horizontally-opposed Engine.
Novel Method of Making Water Jackets.

The Levis two-stroke two-cylindei water-cooled engine. The left-hand sketch shows the general arrangement of the engine, and in

particular the two outside flywheels. On the right willbe observed a cylinder with and without the novel aluminium water-jacket shell.

SINCE the short description of the
Levis horizontally-opposed twin-
cylinder two-stroke engine appeared
in our issue of May 5th, some

further improvements have been made in

its design, more particularly in fitting

water-cooled cyhnders, in order to render
this power unit thoroughly suitable for

sidecar work. The chief features of this

engine lie in the arrangement of the
crankshaft, cylinders, and the two outside
flywheels. Each cylinder is of the three-
port type, being identical as regards bore
and stroke, with the standard Levis
cylinders of 2| h.p,, but with the differ-

ence that the cylinders are fitted with
water jackets, the ingenious construction
of which is sliown in one of the sketches.
These cylinders are opposed to each other
horizontally, being bolted to a small com
pact crank case which houses a double
throw crank, having crank pins arranged
at 180° to each other. The flywheels are
arranged one on either side of the crank
case, and the magneto is placed in a

W. H. Butterfield.on the

twin - cylinder horizontal

two-stroke Levis he rode

at the Style Cop
Bill-climb, fde was first

in the eeneral section

position directly on top of the crank case

and chain driven from the crankshaft.

The Principle of Working.

As the engine works on the two-stroke
principle, it will be seen that the firing

in both cylinders occurs simultaneously
at each revolution of the crankshaft,
therefore the impulses are no more fre-

quent than in the ordi-
nary two-stroke single-

cylinder engine. The
great feature, however, of

this engine is the prac-
tically perfect balance
accruing from the ar-

rangement of the crank
pins and pistons. The
flywheel on either side
of the crank case also
assists towards smooth
running. The compres-
sion of petrol vapour in
the -crank case is also
the same in this engine

as with the standard
single - cylinder two
stroke engine, owing
to the opposite move
ments of the pistons
Up to the present, the
new Levis engine has been fitted with
a separate carburetter to either cylinder.

but a .single instrument, in conjunction
with a special induction pipe, will be
fitted in future. It should be noted that
the crankshaft is cut from a solid bar
of steel, and drilled for lubrication on
the Levis system.

The Water Jacket.

The new Levis water jacket is a very
ingenious piece of work. The jacket

Levis .•lojt>ie- throw crankshaft with connecting rods and pistons.

is cast separately in aluminium and
machined all over, and attached by a
threaded flange on the cylinder and also
by a screw plug in the cylinder head.
As the cylinders are also machined out-
side down to the flange, the weight can
obviously be kept very low, whilst the
aluminium jackets render the appearance
of the engine very neat. The joints of

the jacket are made watertight by the
introduction of copper-asbestos washers.

It is the intention of Messrs. Butter-
fields, Ltd., to incorporate this engine ',n

a lu.xurious sidecar outfit in combination
with an Enfield two-speed countershaft
gear. Although the engine is rated at
5-6 h.p., and possesses a cubical capacity
of only 698 c.c, it develops over 12 h.p.

on the brake test, and this constitutes a
fine reserve of power. During all its

tests on the road it has had a single

gear of 5 to 1 in conjunction with chain

and belt drive, and hills like Ankerdine
it will ascend with the greatest ease.

B7
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CURRENT CHAT

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 29 8.53 p.m.

„ 31 8.50 „
Aug. 2 8.47 „
„ 4 &43 „

Two Carburetters.

It is an interesting fact that W. H.
Butterfield's twin horizontal Levis, which
performed well in the Style Cop hill-

climb, had one carburetter for each
cylinder.

Ite Sale of Petrol.

We are often asked what licences are

necessary as regards the sale of petrol.

First of all, to store petrol a licence

must be obtained from the local inspector

under the Petroleums Act, and in order

to sell the spirit a further licence is

necessary, which costs 5s., and is obtain-

able from the Excise Authority.

Pillion Riding.
,

^Ye ha\'e repeatedly drawn attention to

the danger of pillion riding, and only last

Aveek we read of a fatal accident from
this cause. There may be but little risk

on dry roads Avith careful driving, -so

long as nothing unforeseen takes place.

But in a sudden emeigency, which may
occur at any time, the e.xtra weight of a

passenger on the carrier may make all the

difference between success in getting out

of a tight conver and failure to do so.

Certain of our readers will, we suppose,
continue the practice in spite of all warn-
ings. We only hope that they may not

have cause to regret it.

A member of the Herhs. Women's Volun-

teer Corps at the wheel of a 6 h.p. Hobart

sidecar outfit. Part of the traming consists

in motor drivmg.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

High Hedges at Corners.—In maKing
his report concerning an accident which
occurred recently on the Worthing Road,
an A.A. patrol urged that the danger
at the corner which was the scene of

the accident would be greatly lessened

if a thick hedge could be cut down to

a reasonable height. The Association
subsequently had the spot inspected and
decided to approach the owners of the
land. Instructions have since been
given for the necessary cutting down to

be done. ^
On the Leatherhead Road a similar

danger existed at a bad corner, a-nd the
owner, upon receiving a communication
from the Automobile Association, has
kindly consented to cut the hedge down.

How TO Send Motor, Cycles n'lXH

Sidecars by Rail.—Jlotor cyclists de-

sirous of sending their machines with
sidecars by rail siiould note that, if the
sidecar is detached before despatching, a
considerably redu-ced rate is charged by
the railway companies. A case recently

dealt with by the Automobile Associa-
tion shows the importance, of observing
the regulations for the transport of such
vehicles. An A.A. member enquired the
cost of sending liis cycle and sidecar
from London to luverkeithing. He was
quoted 30s. if the sidecar were separated
from the cycle. He therefore gave the
necessary instructions to a garage where
the machine was being stored, and subse-
quently received a bill from the railway
company for £13 8s. 6d. Subsequent en-

quiries showed that the garage
had not carried out his instruc-

tions to separate the machine,
thereby incurring the higher

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE REAR SPRINGING QUESTION

lllustralijnsr

"THE MOTOR CYCLE' RECRUITING
SECTION.

THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.

charge. The member was reluctant to

hold the garage proprietor financially

liable for the larger amount he was asked

to pay, and decided to place all the facts

before the Automobile Association. The
Association communicated with the two
railway companies concerned, who gener-

ously reduced the charge from £13 8s. 6d.

to £3 7s. 3d.

Clubs and the War Loan.
We have already mentioned several clubs

whose committees have invested money in

the War Loan. Mention must also be

made of the Bradford JI.C.C. which has

put £200 in the Loan. The Bradford
Club, by the way, has"" a quarter of its

members serving in various capacities in

H.M. Forces, and of the remainder a

large number have joined the local voluir

teer corps. Quite a good record !

Spare Parts and the Holiday.
Motor cyclists in want of spare parts

would be well advised to apply for them
today, as a number of manufacturers

will, "after strenuous efforts in the works,

be closing for a day or so for the August

Bank Holiday. Strange as it may seem,

some owners with macliines temporarily

held up by repairs make a practice of

wiring to "the makers of their machines

during the holiday period, and expect

their request to have prompt attention.

A little forethought at this moment may
save much inconvenience on the road

next week.

The King's Visit to the Midlands.
Among those presented to His Majesty

during his flying visit last Tlun-sday to

some of the Coventry factories engaged
on Government work were Mr. A. H.
Xiblett (Humber), Mr. C. W. Hathaway
(Triumph), and Mr. Alfred Bednell
(sccictarv Motor Cycle Traders' Union),
as members of the .A.rm;unents Output
t'onnnittc^. In the course of his rapid

tour through tlie Rover works His
Majesty the King saw motor cycles in

course of construction, though at the
present moment the greater part of the
Kover Co.'s energies are concentrated
iqjon work of a more imjiortant and
pressing natiiro.

During his tour of the Birmingham
factories His Majesty visited the B'^S.A.

works, and among those presented to him
was iNlr. C. A. Hyde, general managei
of the cycle and motor cycle departments.
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The "Khaki" Meeting.
'I'hi' Motor Oi/ch.'u efforts to arrange

ail all-lclialu meeting at BrooUlands, as
siigKostetH to tlic EiJitor by a motor
tyi'list officer, have proved successful.
'I'he oviMit will l,il;c place on Angn.st 7tli.

Second-hand Prices.

\Vc liivo below (be averane prices of
the various soconrl-band models olTered
for sale in the last issue of T/ie Motor
CyrI,', and also the average prices for
the last eisht weeks :

L.TSt
Make. Vcar. H.P. week's

average.
for p.ast

8 weeks.
A-JS igi.t 6 3-sp. sidecar i7o £72

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar h-i £51
Bradbury .

.

1913 4 2-sp. sidecar . £29
B.S,..\ 191+ 3.'. 2-sp. chain .

.

. £44
Calthorpe .

.

191 + 2 2-speed fi8
Chater-Le.l . 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . £44

1914 2 A 2-sp. 2-stroke . ^27 £30
,. 191.1 6 3-sp. sidecar . £63 £67

Coiinau^ht . 1914 2i 2-speed £25
Douglas . .

.

1914 2j 2-speed £43 £43
„ ... 1915 4 sidecar • £68

Eofteld 1914 6 sidecar £64 £64Humber . . . 1913 2j 3-speed £25
Indian .... 1914 7 sidecar £64 £64
James 1914 4i sidecar £eo £58
Levis 1914 2-speed . f27 £31

„ 1914 2-speed • £23 £23
1914 7 3-sp. sidecar . • £70 £73

New Hudson
IQ13
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

£54
. £58

£54
£59

,> 1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . £44 £41
Premier . .

.

1914 3.1 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 £54
„ ... 1913 34 • £36

Rover J914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . - £55 £53
1913 35 3-speed £42 £44

Royal Ruby 19T4 3'. 2-speed
• £45 £45Rudge 1914 3'. Multi £31-

, 1913 3-1 Multi sidecar. £315 £37
.. 1913 3lMulti • £32

Scott 1914 32 2-sp. sidecar . £58 £5(5
1913 3::2-5peed £32

Singer 1913 3^ £28 —
1913
1914

^"5
• £75Sunbeam .

.

6 3-sp. sidecar , £75
» 1914 31 3-speed ..... £55 £58
.. 1913 24 2-speed £43

Triimiph . .

.

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . • £57 £55
1914 4 3-speed £45 £44
1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . £45 £43

,. . . - 1913 3* 3-speed . £35
„ ... 1914 2^V 2-speed . £34 —

Williamson . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £70
.1 1913 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £63 £S4

1913 6 Gradua sidecar ^44 £47
I9I4 3^ Gradua (44 £37

IRISH "END-TO-END" WINNER.
R. Jones (B.S.A.), winner of the principal

award, the Palmer trophy, in the Irish

End-to-end trial. The full results will

be found on page 116 of this issue.

The A.C.U. Official Touring Guide.

The Official Touring Guide of the
Auto Cycle Union, 1915-16; 3s. 6d. post
free from tlie Auto Cycle Union, 83, Pall
-Mall, S.W. This year's edition of the
A.C.U. handbook, while remaining of

a size suitable for the pocket, has been
revised and much new matter added. The
annual report gives some particulars as to

how the Union lias been of international
service up to March last, and since that
date the work in connection with recruit-
ing,- supplies, and assistance to the vari-
ous Government departments has con-
tinued. The most valuable information of

all is contained in that section devoted
to touring. A nunrber of favourite tours
have been drawn up, and particulars can
be instantly sent to members on applica-
tion. A circular and comprehensive tour
in England, Wales, and Scotland has
been compiled, covering a total distance

of 3,212 miles. Quite a novel featuie is .i

distance table, giving the approximate
number of miles between the important
towns in England and Wales. Further
useful information is a list of notable lest

hills, giving their approxim-ite gradient
and length. The list of ferries lias been
revised and brought up to date, and is of

great use to the tourist, including, as it

does, not only those in England and
Wales, but in Scotland also. The list of

officially appointed hotels and repairers
has been completely modernised and re-

arranged in a clear and lucid manner.
The legal section has also been revised,
and the principal headings have been
placed alphabetically. The Touring
(-Snide, although sold to the general public
at 3s. 6d., is free to members.

Swivelling Lamps.
There has been a lot of unnecessary

fuss made concerning swivelling lamps
on motor cycles. As we recorded last

week, one magistrate advised the police

to withdraw a summons. In any case,

all that is needed is simply to solder the
swivelling device, or to fit a pin right
through, as described by a reader in our
Letters page this week.

Racing in the Argentine.

A race meeting, in which British-

built machines won the principal awards.
w,as held at Buenos Ayres on itay 23rd.

The timing was over a kilometre of a

straight road of good surface. Results :

Lightweights : 1. N.U.T. ... 50 m.p.h.
2. Singer ... 48 „

3g H.P. Class; 1. Matchless ... 62
2. Bat ... 55i

;,

Unlimited : 1. Indian ... 75^ ,.

2. Matchless ... 73^- „
Sidecars : 1. jMatchless ... 50 ,.

2. Pope 53

These are high speeds, and our
correspondent tells us that the timing
was electrically controlled. The Indian
lowered the previous record of 70 m.p.h.
made on a machine of the same make.

S^-'i

A meet of the Burnley Motor Gipsy Club. The membership totals about seventy, the great raaiarity of the members being possessors of

sidecar outfits.
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THE ALL-KHAKI RACE MEETING.
Brooklands, Saturday. August 7th, at

ENTRIES for this event are coming
in quite well, and there is every

prospect of its being an un-

qvialilied success. The original

idea was that of Lieut. F. M. C.

Houghton, 25th Divisional Cyclist Com-
pany, Aldershot, who suggested it in a

letter to the Editor of The Motor Cycle,

who immediately took steps to see how
much of the track was available, and
found, on investigation, that quite a

sporting afternoon's racing might ifiiite

easily be arranged. The B.M.C.R.C.
was approached, and this body, which
has done more than any other to

encour.age ,motor cycle racing in the

I'nited Kingdom, has undertaken the
organisation.

There are no (ewer than eleven events

on the programme, the first beginning
at 2 p.m. At present the most popular

events are Nos. 3, 4, 9, and 10, being
respectively the medium-weight half-mile

sprint race for touring machines not
exceeding 500 c.c, the medium-weight

half-mile sprint for racing motor cycles

not exceeding 550 cc, the serpentine

slow race for machines of any descrip-

tion (in which competitors will ride

about five hundred yards between posts

without putting their feet down), and the

medium-weight hiU-climb for machines
not exceeding 500 c.c. Another inter-

esting item in the programme will be
the quick change plug race for solo

machines of any description. Competi-
tors are to ride a quarter of a mile,

change the sparking plug, ride a further

quarter of a mile, dismount, turn

round, return a quarter of a mile, again

change the plug, and ride a quarter of

a mile to the finish. Entrants should
arrive provided with a spare plug.

Events are provided for all types of

machines, and the meeting is one which
will especially appeal to a competitor
who has never entered a race meeting
before. Any officer or man in the
British Navy or Army, and the Allied
Forces, we.^ling unifoim, may compete.

>—••e»—<

2 p.m.

Actual entries have been received fr

Cupt,iin G. L. Aniliew
Lii'ut. ,). H. L". I.iM<l«iy

C'aiitiiiu J. H. Storey
Lt. V. Siieuici lJ.miell

Luiice-Cpl. Colhtrd
Lieut. H. W Tuit 1

Entries are also expected from

following :

I.icut i;. H W.-ilker

Licnt. F. M. C. Hougl
I'le A C .S. liv.in

Pte. U. A. WaiMy
Lieut W. E. CoUiD9

Cl'l. II R Whitmore
Cuiit. A. H. Ma»er
LiHiit. 1! li. Colliugwi

Lieut. C. 11. Siddelcy
Capt. JU'r<t'-*tey

Lieut. J . Hutcuings
Lieut. E. C. Kemp
Clil. O. M. Balilwin
Lieut. C. E. H. MeiUi;

Lieut. J. C Barnulos
Lieut. J. K. Blyth
Lieut. B. Sanderson

Astt. l*aymuster ilurcel.

B.N.U.
Licnt. J. Healy
]!r. O. O. Dixuu
Lieut. 1''. Sowiey
Lieut. H. C. H. Davies
Lieut. B. W. Btownhead
Cpl- F. E. Barker
Pte. O. Vuncburd
R. G. Parker
Lieut, tj. L. Loye
Lieut. A. Liudi*ay

OiU't. P. T. Chevallier

Entries, which close at noon

jStondav, August 2nd. should be »

at once to Mr. T. W. Loughborough,

Pall Mall, S.W. Entries cost 2s. '

per event, and 2s. 6d. deposit for '

privilege of using the B.M.C.R
number plates.

ROADS TO AVOID.
Bad Stretches Notified by Readers.

OUR appeal to readers to send us

accounts of roads which have
suffered unduly from the passage

of heavy motor vehicles since the

outbreak of war has brought some useful

information for which we ai'e indeed

grateful. The roads in the south and
soutli-west seem to have suffered to the

greatest extent. Round Oxford we leaa'U

that there are some exceedingly bad
stretches, while in the north also certain

ro.ids have been severely cut up. In-

formation is very hard to obtain, and it

is quite possible that some of the roads

which we are reporting as in bad condi-

tion have now been repaired. It is

impossible to prevent such a contingency,

as some of the county councils are doing
their utmost to remedy the damage the

roads in their districts have undergone.

The Winchester District.

We will begin at Winchester, which
is an important centre where an exceed-
ingly bad state of affairs exists. The
fine old Roman road from AJrcsford has
now ceased to be. It is a road no longer,

being inches, if not feet, deep in dust
in dry weather, and the same in mud in

wet. The avoiding route is by Itchen
Abbas and Kingsworthy, which is fairly

good. It is perhaps better to go to

Winchester from London through Basing-
stol'e, but there is a vei-y pot-holey
stretch of about two miles east of Basing-
stoke, From Winchestei', in the direction
of Bishop's Waltham, there is a bad
stretch of road in the direction of Twy-
foid. while the road from Winchester to
Ronisey is in an appalling st4ite, and
travellers journeyitig west should proceoil

as far as Bassett, near Southampton, and
then turn off and go through Shirley and
Tot ton. The road fix)m Totton to Lynd-
huist is now in tii'st-class condition.
As regards Salisbury, the road from

Upavon through Amesbury to Salisbury

BI4

was marked on the A. A. map as being
bad. The road from Salisbury to

Devizes v'ld Shrewton and L.avington is

bad between the two last-named places.

Ludgershall should be avoided, as the
roads are not only in very poor condi-
tion, but there has been lately a good
deal of loose metal lying .about. The
road between Wilton a,nd Shaftesbury
is marked as being in bad condition, also

a stretch between Warminster and Wylie.

Bristol and the 'West.

Farther west, between Chipiienham
and Bristol, the road is very bad by
Wai-mley and Wick, while Pewsey to

Devizes is rough going at the present
time. The i-o.ad from Bristol to C!loucester
is very bad as far as Berkeley Road. All
exits from Bristol are in poor condition.
The road from Exeter to Bodmin vid
Okehampton is bad.
From Guildford to the foot of Hind-

head is in bad condition (but this can be
avoided by going through Farnham,
Alton, and PetersficldK and so is the
road between JMei'ton and Sutton. In
Kent the road between Farninghara and
Wrothajn is in a shocking state, also
betw'een Farningham and Sevenoaks,
while we have reports of a b,ad stretch
between Ashford and Folkestone.
Sundry parts of Sussex have also

suffei-ed ; for instance, between Lewes
and Pevensey and each side of the coast
road with New-haven as a centre. There
are also bad stretches in the neighbour-
hood of Shoreham.

The Midlands.

Approaching the Midlands, the Oxford-
Woodstock road is in poor coiuiition as
far as Wolverton, and the Oxford-Ban-
bury load is also in poor condition. .\11

roads and streets in Oxford are in very
bad order. The Coventry-Binningbam
road is in a shocking "condition at

Meriden, near Coventry, and nearly

by-roads should be avoided in the E

mingham district. There are numen
pot-holes on the Holyhead road betwi

Daventry and Fenny Stratford.

The worst road in the Nor
apparently, is from Newcastle, ii« Ott

burn and Carterbar, to Edinburgh, '

shortest route between Newcastle and 1

Scottish capital. One of our read«

reports says that the siunmit "is a

loose, but" not very rough, an irregu

roughness which is much more conifc

able than \vi.ves at high speeds. It

quite good enough at fifty miles an h<

except"on the bends." Another of our

(orniants, however, gives a rather wo
account than this.

In Wales, certainly the worst road

which we have heard is between Corv
and Cerrig-y-Druidioii on the Holytu

road. This is in very bad order, ow;

partly to a motor omnibus service a

]iartly to traction engine traffic.

Eastern Counties.

The east coast main roads are, on '

whole, in very good condition. Howe\
an enthusiastic reader has sent us
following reports ; The road from Cs
bridge to Bedfiu'd has a tarred surf

to Eltisley, broken or loose at interv",

with good stretches, part of this n
is being rctarred, and is bad through
town of St, Neots. Cambridge to E
the first quarter of a mile is bad, tl

good to Milton village. There is a lo

portion between the seventli milestc

and the bridge over tlie river Ely. T

road from t^ambridge to Norwich
very good on the whole, but rather lo

in places. From Barton Mills, howev
this is being repaired.

We would heartily welcome any s

gestions, additions, or corrections to
above, as well as further news conce
ing bad road-< not mentioned here.
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Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer Corps.
HOW AN INGENIOUS SCHEME WENT WRONG.

ON tlu- 25lli inst. llie rdrps piiradi'd

;il Hoilgc Hill Cuiimuiii fur a roul*'

iiiai'cll unci rnaiiu'uvio.i at Great
Aliic and Aston Caiitlow. J'Jn

roiile the men pnconnlured floods owing
to the recent rain. Tliey were sent in-

tentionally hy this rontc to exercise the

men in crossing country covered with
water.

Ou reaching Henley, the honndary,
the troop comniaiKlers took over their

troops, Blues proceeding to tlieir head-
quaitors at Aston Cantlow Reds to their

head(|uarters at Great Alne. Unfortu-
nately rain commenced and continued
through the wliole of the operations,
but the troops, although drenched,
finished the day'.s work.

ACETYLENE LAMP TUBING.
THE Leicester Rubber Co. liave a good

article in their acetylene lamp
tubing, having devoted consider-

able thought and time to the evolution
of satisfactory rubber tubing.
Two troubles to be avoided in acety-

lene lamp tubing are splitting at the end
and kinking in some part (so causing the
lamp to go out), and the Leicester
Rubber Co. claim to have overcome them.
It is common practice nowadays for front
and rear lights to be fed by the same
generator, and this necessitates a long
length of tubing. This calls for all the
more care in the making of the tubing
aud quality of rubber used.
The-sample we Ixave received is un-

doubtedly of fine quality, and should
give excellent service.

made to erect a motordrome in. or near

Sydney, but a competent authority states

that they have failed in- everj' respect due
to lack of experience in such matters. It

is thought that the new motordrome- will

soon gain a big name, as motor cycling is

at present in its infancy, though very
popular in New South Wales, but it is

generally recognised that there are tre-

mendous possibilities for the motor cycle.

As soon as the track is finished and avail-

able for racing it is proposed to match
one or two of the leading British riders

against the local cracks, and the promoter
of the track is now endeavouring to fix

up contracts with leading home riders.

Li this respect he may have some diffi-

culty, as the best men, it not in the firing

line, are engaged at home on Govern-
ment work.

NEW RACING TRACK FOR
SYDNEY.

AQUARTEK-.AIILK motordrome, built
at an angle of 50°, the track proper
being 30ft. wide, independent of an

8ft. runway, is in course of construction
at Sydney, New South Wales. Previously
several luisuccessful attempts have been

LIVERPOOL MECHANICAI,
TRANSPORT CORPS.

THIS corps continues to make progress
in its training, and it has been very
busy during the past few weeks.

Drills are held every Tuesday and Thurs-
day evenings at the North Haymarket,
St. Anne Street. The heavy car and light

car sections have operations every Satur-

'i'roop ('oniin.Liider Butterfield com-
menced operatiniiH by sending out Hank-
ing patrols, who quickly returned, re-

porting a clear road. Leaving a portion

of his troop to guard his headquarters,

he made an advance on to the River
Alne. This had to be crossed before an
attack could be made on Blues
The River Ahie ju.st now is in a state

of flood. The bridges bsing out of

bounds at Henley and Alccster, there

were left only the fords and the bridge
at Great Alne. The Reds got over by
planks, and crossing the railway line got
into Blues' territory.

Blues' Troop Officer Randolph put out
his scouts, and these returned with the
information that the fords were impas-
sable and that Reds were in force at

the bridge ; therefore he decided to en-

trench and act on the defensive.

The .section of Reds, after consider-

able difficulties, had advanced over the
country and approached Blues' head-
quarters. Not suspecting an ambush,
they went ou and were captured.
At this period an interesting incident

occurred. Trooper Richards, unseen by
the Blues, slipped a note in the hand
of a country lad with in.structions to

take it over the river and giv-; it to the
Reds. The country lad took the note,

got to the river, saw some other inhabi-
tants, and asked them if they had seen
any volunteers about. No sooner had he
asked the question than a head appeared
out of a ditch, exclaiming "Yes, I am
one." The lad gave him the note. Un-
fortunately for Reds, the owner of the
head was a Blue scout.

Blues' officer now decided to rush the
bridge and make an attack in force on
Great Alne. This, after overcoming
obstacles, he succeeded in doing, captur-
ing the remainder of Reds.

day and Sunday, and the motor cj'cle and
signal sections have been equally active.

A week-end camp has been arranged
for the August Bank Holiday, and it will

be held at Helsby, Cheshire.

Those wishing to join the corps (motor
cyclists especially are wanted) should
apply to the O.G. at the North Hay-
market any Tuesday or Wednesday
evening. Needless to say, they must
have a good reason for not enlisting.

Sergt. T. Hubbard, whose name will be

familiar to many of our readers as a com-

petition rider in the days before the war.

His mount is a B.S.A., and he is now at one

of the R.E. despatch riders' tcaiojng centres
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Irish End-to-end Trial Results.
The Palmer Trophy Awarded (o R. Jones (4} h.p. B.S.A.)

THE committee of the Ulster centre

of the Motor Cycle Union of Ire-

land did not meet to consider the
awards in the end-to-end of Ire-

land reliability trial until Wednesday of

last week, and, after lengthy considera-

tion of a number of points that were
raised, they issued the following list of

awards :

Palmer Tkopht for Best Perform-
ance.—1, R. Jones (4^ h.p. B.S.A.) ; 2,

W. H. Freeman (7-9 h.p. Indian); 3, J.

Doleman (3;; h.p. Rover); 4, R. S. Russell

(2| h.p. Douglas).
Team Prize. — Douglas riders : i.

Stewart, R. S. Russell, and " Sou-wester."
Sidecar Prize.—C. B. Franklin (7-9

h p. Indian sc).

Gold Medals.—J. Stewart (2J h.p
Douglas), "Sou-wester" (2J h.p. Douglas),
J. Browne (3i h.p. Rover), T. Toole (4J

h.p. B.S.A.), C. B. Franklin (7-9 h.p.

Indian sc), J. Dwyer (4 h.p. Triumph),
A. W. Mooney (6 h.p. Bradbury sc ), and
F. L, Dooly (4-i h.p. B S.A.).

Silver Medals.—J. Farren (5 h p.

Indian), W. J. Henderson (7-9 h.p.

Harley-Davidson sc), J. Chambers (4^
h.p. B.S.A. sc), T. W. Ladd (6 h.p. Brad-
bury sc), J. T. Woods (4i h.p B.S.A.),
and E. G. Jack (3^- h.p. Rover).

It was understood that the awards
published prior to the meeting of the
committee merely awaited the arrival of
some of the checking- sheets from the
South to see that no marks were lost at

the open and secret controls These
awards gave the first prize and the
Palmer trophy to W. H, Freeman, on
the assumption that Jones would be
penalised for repairing his tyre while
officially stopped at the foot of Iscar

Hill while in a non-stop section. Tbi

committee decided that the repair wa:

permissible, and as Jones's performana
in the fle.\ibility test was adjudged t«

have been the best of the twelve ridep

who secured full marks at the open am
secret controls, he was awarded the firs

prize. As this put Franklin into fiftl

place, he was awarded the sidecar priii

for the best unplaced sidecar perform
ance, which would otherwise have goDi

to Mooney, who was the only other side

car rider to qualify for a gold medal
As Browne's stop on the last serie

of hills was not officially reported

although admitted by the rider, he wa
given his gold medal. Doleman was in

correctly reported as having failed oi

these hills. He was apparently mistakei
for Browne, who was mounted on
similar machine.

THE LATEST PATTERN RICH
DETACHABLE AIR TUBE.

THE accompanying sketch shows the
latest pattern Rich detachable
inner tube, the handling of which
has been recently taken over by

the Thames Rubber Co., 199, Upper
Thames Street, E.G.
The lower one shows the tube as

delivered by the manufacturers, ready to

Rich detachable air tube in its latest pattern.

See accompanying paragraph.

be joined up. The method of procedure
is as follows : the left-hand portion is

smeared with a special lubricant sold in

a tin and supplied with these tubes,
whiclr allow easy manipulation and
facilitate the rendering of the joint air-

tight. The right-hand portion is then
turned in to the position shown in the
dotted lines. Instructions to this effect

will be seen in the illustration. The
object of it being delivered in the position
shown is to ensure the rubber being
preserved when the tube is kept in stock
for a long time. The already lubricated
portion is pushed into place and pulled
up, so that the contact faces are close
together. The outer sleeve is then pulled
over, adequately protecting the joint of

the tube in the manner shown in the
upper of the two sketches. The tube is

now ready to be pla.ced inside the cover
and pumped up.

The manufacturers of the tube have
had eleven years' experience, and the
tube has now reached a high state of
perfection. It, of course, possesses an
advantage oyer other butt-6nded tubes, in
that there is always a fi'ee passage of
air round the whole tube.

SEARLE UNBURSTABLE
TUBES.

WE are informed by the Searli

Unburstable Inner Tube Co.

Ltd., Great \Vestern Buildings

6, Livery Street. Birmingham
that, in consequence of the larc

number of motor cycle tubes th'

War Office has been taking over fron

the firm, the output of Searle unburst
able motor cycle inner tubes has beei

greatly extended, with the result tha

the cost has now been reduced by 25 %.
Searle tubes were used in the recen

Irish twentv-four hours open trial by T
Toole (4i h.p. B.S.A.) and J. Doleman (J

h.p. Riiver), who <jained gold medals
Toole also tying for tne Rudge-WhitwortI
cup, and J. Browne (3^ h.p. Rover), win
won a silver medal. None of these rider

suffered from tyre troubles.

Repairs of Armstrong Three-speed Gears.

We hear that Messrs. Percival Bros
arid Webb, Ltd., of 72. Jloor Street

Birmingham, have decided to undertak-
repairs to Armstrong three-speed gears

Bl8

A group of despatch riders at a Signal Co., R.E. training depot. Many of these training centres are to be found in different parts of

the country.
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rhe heavy Military Traffic has simply played the

*Cat and Banjo with the roads," writes E. N. Duffield
in "Sporting Life"^quite so, and roads like that require

Harley - Davidson
Stamina, Speed, and Power, in
short—Harley-Davidson design,
engineering, and workmanship

Finishes on Time
ind wins Medal in

DRISH END-TO-END
[uly 13lh and 14th

in this two days' 5G0 mi!es

Reliability T f i a 1—T h e

Harley - Davidson Model

tlF. and sidecar (rider W.

(.Henderson) proved
superiors to the roads,

correctly described
" desperately bad " and

a trial that was
" considerably severe."

The machine which can

show such remarkable
powers of endurance has

substantiated its claim

to Strength and Stamina

beyond the normal

Wins 2^ Gold Medals

in

Glasgow 12 hrs. Relia-

bility Trial, July 3rd

Two Harley - Davidsons

with sidecars were entered

for this gruelling test.

Both won Gold Medals.

F. E. Martin rode IIP.

Model with sidecar.

Daniel M. Brash (Manager

of The Harley-Davidson

Scottish Agency, 98, Great

Western Road, Glasgow),

rode a llj. (electrically

equipped model)
with sidecar. To
quote from press com-
ments,'The Harley-David-

sons were most highly

commended and did well'

The man who broke all previous World's Records in International 300 Miles

Grand Prize Championship Race, July 3rd.—Otto Walker—Time: 3 hours,

55 minutes 45 seconds—average 76 3/10 m.p.h. 6 Harley-Davidsons finished

in first 7 places; 8 started. ALL BROKE WORLD'S RECORD

On road and track, has put up an unap-
proachable reputation for RELIABILITY
The Road's the Test.—You may select the roughest

and longest roads, hairpin bends and elbow corners,

but—you will never be able to "take it out of" the

Harley-Davidson.—For solo or sidecar work, in town

or country—put it to the most strenuous test, the

hardest possible "going," give it a real good "doing"

and even then you will find no visible signs

of wear in the vital parts of the machine. All

parts of generous proportions,- and built to limit gauge

Our Model No. iij, for ^^(i 13s., 7-9 h.p., 3-speed

countershaft gear, chain drive, 28x3 tyres, electric

pilot, head and tail light, electric horn. Brooks saddle,

Renolds chain, together with full tool kit complete.

Will do 60 miles to the gallon, and general main-
tenance cost is proportionately low. Built for

strenuous work, having previously unheard-of speed

and power, robust construction, free from faults and
frailties, finished in Harley-Davidson grey, with
nickel-plated parts on double coat of copper-plate

—

this is the machine of superlatit^e excellence

We are here to give you a[[ information possible about the Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle.
Call, write, or 'phone—your enquiry will receive courteous and prompt attention

FULLY ILLUSTR.\TED C-\T.\LOGUE ' iij POST FREE

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY,
59, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W
Telephone—Museuiu, 2070 (3 lines). Telegrams—" Harclavmocy, Ox, London." —

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cycle.^'
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" Low running cost is

one of the strongest

points ... in favour of

the light car."
" The Light Car," July yth.

ECONOMY
is one of the features of the

G.W.R.
light car which have made it so popular with owners. G.W.K.
economy is not found in low price and inferior materials, but in

simplicity of design, high-class workmanship, reUability and'
durability of operating parts, minimum oil and petrol con-
sumption, long life of tyres, and immunity from repair expenses.-

Compared with a high-powered sidecar combination the cost of
running is practically the same. The difference is that you get
all the comfort and protection of a car. The need for economy
is being urged by prominent statesmen. With a G.W.K.
you can economise withoiU curtailing your motoring pleasure.

Standard Model - - 175 gi\s.
{N.B.—This price is liable to increase shortly.)

G. W. K., LIMITED,
CORDWALLES WORKS, MAIDENHEAD.

Telegrams
—
"Cars, Maidenhead.' Telephone— 562 Maidenhead.

JOHN PIGGOTT'S JULY SALE
L.AST

The "J.P." Tourist Overall
Motor Suit. Strong and
Waterproof. Made of extra
stout untearable Fawn Twill.

Write for pattern and full particulars

Usual Price, 40/-

SALE PRICE—

30/6

VtfEEK :-

The "J. P." Ideal Waterproof
Motor Overall Suit. Double
Texture Fawn Paramatta.
Complete with Leggings.

Usual Price, 29/6

SALE PRICE—

SRECIAl. CI-EARANCE LINE.

"PETER UNION" MOTOR CYCLE COVERS.
LEATHER & STEEL STUDDED.

26in. X 2iin. ^J",^:' 50/- SALE PRICE 40/-
26in. X 2lin. „ 53/- „ 42/-

RIBBEO PATTERN. RUBBER STUDDED,

SS' 31/9 SALE PRICE 26/3 | S' 36/- SALE PRICE 28/9

.. 34/3 27/6 .. 38/- 31/-

WRITE FOR paIe GATAL06UE POST FREE.
vIOHN F»IGGOTT, LTD.,

117 & 118, CHEAPSIDE, AND MILK STREET BUILDINGS,
I.ONDON, E.G.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, anl rauit be accompiniei by the writer's nama and address.

How to get to the Front.

Sir.—I have read in your last issue a letter from " Oilcan,"
and write to give him some information on the first question
in his letter.

Applications for commissions (A.S.C.j will only be con-

sidered from men who have been right through the " shops,"
and have a thorough practical knowledge of all petrol engines.

I may add I was unsuccessful owing to never having
been in an- engineering shop, although I have had seven
years' e.Kperieuce with all makes of "ars and motor cycles,

and am no novice with the lathe.

The time taken from date of application to date of inter-

view is roughly eight weeks.
I would point" out to "Oilcan" that no difference, as

regards qualifications, exists between the motor cyclist section

and car section A.S.C. " F.J.W.

Swivelling Lamps.
Sir.—I saw in last week's Motor Cycle, a note re

soldering of a swivelling lamp. I do not consider
satisfactory, as the vi-

bration is likely to shake
it loose ; and, unless

done very neatly, it is

bound to spoil the lamp.
I have overcome the
trouble by drilling with
a ^jin. or ^in. drill

riglit through the
bracket and nut, and
riveting it, being care-

ful to burr over the
ends. This does not
spoil the appearance of

tile lamp, and the rivet

can be removed when things become normal.
T. CHICK.

the
this

Carbonisation of Two-stroke Engines.
Sir,—As a regular reader of your valued paper, I have

seen from time to time numerous accounts of two-stroke
engine behaviour, and also complaints of the rapid car-
bonisation of the cylinder heads and pistons. In this
connection I think my experience will certainly prove a
record. iSIy New Hudson two-stroke, purchased in October
last, has up to the present done over 7,000 miles without
the engine being taken down once. The machine has been
used solely for business purposes in the Black Country, and
has had very heavy usage, and the -carbon deposit is very
slight from the amount one would expect after such a
lapse of time, although the exhaust port is practically
choked up. The engine has given every satisfaction, and
is exceptionally powerful even in this . condition, and I
consider the reason for such splendid running is due to
the amount of oil which I use. My oil consumption works
out at fifty or sixty miles to the pint, which may seem on
the heavy side, but when one takes into consideration the
state of the engine and bearings it certainly seems most
profitable to over-lubricate in this manner. My petrol
consumption works out at 90 to 100 miles per gallon over
very heavy country.

I beg to add the usual disclaimer.

E. VICTOR ABEL.

Improving the Consumption on a Two-stroke.

Sir,—In the issue of your paper dated July 15th thera

is, among other "Letters to the Editor," one from " N.B."
thanking you for publishing an article on " improving the

consumption of a two-stroke."
He refers with some enthusiasm to an arrangrinent which

can be made to fit on the jet, made out of a valve from
an inner tube and a needle.

I w-ould be much obliged if you could give me particulars

of the "tip" mentioned. I run a two-stroke myself, and
anything ii,i the nature of a petrol saving device interests

me, but, as I missed your publication referring to tJre device,

perhaps vou will let me know when this was published.

FRANK LATIMER (Lieutenant).

[We have received rr.any letters on this subject. The article

was published on April 15th, page 377.

—

Ed.]

Does an Engine Run Better at Dusk ?

Sir,—I should like to suggest to ' G.P.G.K." that the_

real reason for this well-known phenomenon is the rotation

of the earth on its axis. Owing to this a road, which at

noon lies quite level, will at dusk slope downwards at an

angle of' about 45°. This enables the machine to travel at

a tremendous speed. At daybreak, on the contrary, the

slope will be upwards, and it is this that makes it so hard

to get up in the morning.
Of course I may be wrong. It may be CO, after all.

If so, let us plug up our exhaust pipes to prevent the escape

of any burnt gas, thus keeping the cylinder constantly full

of undiluted carbonic acid gas. It will be found that the

engine will then pull as well uphill as on the level.

By the way, talking about woodchucks, can anyone say

:

While the " Two-stroke " versus " Four-stroke " controversy's

to the fore.

When a "two-stroke" engine " four strokes " too, what does
it " four-stroke " for ? Y 2895.

Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

Sir,—I think it is about time, someone entered a mild
protest against the childish futility of the Motor Cycle
Volunteer movement. At a recent liill-climb "we had ' a
beautiful picture of exquisitely garbed, athletic, young men
playing themselves on their motor cycles the whole after-

noon. A glance at a contemporary of yours shows some
of this redoubtable force advancing to the attack. The
picture bears far more resemblance to a party of exuberant
Bank-holidayers on Hampstead Heath. Doubtless it was
all very exciting, recalling as it would do memories of
their not far distant days of hide and seek. They will

learn considerably more of matters military by responding
to Lord Kitchener's last appeal, and, in addition, will have
opportunities for enjoying the finest of sports. One small
group of irresponsibles took a great delight in exploding
some toy pistol every time a certain competitor passed.
Such conduct might have been the cause of an accident, by
misleading the driver into thinking something had gone
wrong with his machine. Their conduct struck me as
being just on a level with the whole organisation—to w'it,

childish. il.B.

[As so many criticisms of others have appeared in the press
from writers w-ho themselves are not in the Service, we
think it only fair to state that "M.B." Avrites from Alder
shot, and holds a commission in the Army.

—

Ed.]
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Aatomatic Carburetters.

Siv.—I was much interested in reading "Ixion's" repoii on

petrol consumption,, md gratitied to find lie got much greater

mileage when my carburetter was nsed ; but, speaking of

Diulti-jet carburetters generally, I notice he says that the

small jets are liable to get choked up. This may be so on

some; but on my latest carbui'etters the petrol is filtered after

it leaves the float chamber, and has to go tlirougli copper

muslin which will stop water passing; consequently, if your

filter is in place it is an absolute impossibility for the jets to

get choked up.

Regarding the enormous . differences shown in the petrol

consumption on a motor cycle and a motor car, as far as

weight is concerned, this is easily accounted for in the

design of the engine. If motor cycle engines were made with

a smaller bore and a much longer stroke, and each connecting

rod was on a separate bearing of adequate proportions, and

had a proper flywheel, wliich it has not got at present,

different results altogether would be got. The length of

stroke I regard of extreme importance. The flywheel, of

course, is a difficulty, as a flywheel 16in. diameter would be

awkward to enclose, and would add a very considerable

imount of weiglit to the motor cycle, w-hich would be an

objection, whereas it is not a great objection on a cycle car-

Referring to the long stroke question again, it is not
surprising that the Norton 3^ h.p. single-cylinder with its

long stroke should do such an enormous mileage per gallon.

I have dozens of letters from gentlemen who have this

particular machine and who use my carburetter, and from
which thev say thev get from 150 to 170 m.p.g.

C. BINKS, LT».

Sir,
—

" Ision " asks for experiences with the Claudel-Hobson
carbtiretter. I have been using one of these carburetters on

my 1909 3^ h.p. Triumph for nearly three years ; in fact, I

believe it was almost one of the first made for motor cycles.

,My machine weighs about 220 lb. in touring trim, and my
weight is 12 st. The petrol consumption on a straightaway
run usually is about 150 ni.p.g. The controllability is greater
than with any motor cycle carburetter I have ever used.
There is no lack of power, as my machfne will do about
67 rn.p.h. The carburetter is of the 20 mm. size. Slightly

better petrol consumption and acceleration at slow speeds
could be obtained with a 17 or 18 mm. carburetter, which
would be more suitable for ordinary use, but I wanted the
niaximum power outfit at extra high engine speeds. I should
add that I have considerably altered, my engine with this end
in view.

As sent out the petrol damping screw at the top of the
jet was adjusted for a four-cylinder engine, with the result
that the mixture tended to get richer at high speeds. I over-
came this by making a slightly longer hollow tipped screw
to increase the damping factor. As I sent full particulars of

tJiis screw to Messrs. Hobson at the time, it is possible tliat

they could supply the jets, so fitted it they are to be used
for a single-cylinder engine. The size of jet fitted in ray
carburetter is 95. This figure, of course, refers to the
diameter of the jet in hundredths of millimetres and not in
thousandths of an inch as is usual with English motor cycle
carburetters.

The chief disadvantage of this carburetter is that it is not
supplied complete and ready to fit; also it is expensive.' I

had to fit my own controls, for which I used a Bowden
magneto control. I bought an elbow pipe front Messrs.
Hobson for an induction pipe, and jnade a flange with a
contracting riiig and nut to attach to the inlet ifipple. To
this the induction iiijje and carburetter are bolted. The
flange lutt supplied with the carburetter I reduced to a plain
nut of half the thickness, and use it as a lock nut for the
induction pipe, which screws on to the carburetter. For cold
weather I have a hot air pipe, which collects hot air from
round the exhaust pipe. W'ithout some form of heating I

do not think any carburetter can give satisfactory results in
coUl weather.
The only trouble 1 liave had was that on one occasion the

flat spi-ing holding the float chamber lid slipped off, with
tlie result that I lost the lid. To guard against this I got
Messrs. Hobson to supply me with a spring iiaving a knob'on
ihc top and a projection underneath as "fitted to their car
carburetters. Tlie projection uiiderneath engages with the
lettering un the float chamber lid, thus preventing the sprin"
from slipping off. J. REED.

JULY sgth, igi~.

Overseas Prices.

.Sir,—We notice in your jssue of April 15th last a letter

from " Interested " of this city, below which you ai}pend the

local prices of several of the best known makes of motor

cycles, extracted from " catalogues " sent to you by liini.

We are at a loss to understand how the prices of " Indian

motor cycles " as published in your paper can be shown in

any catalogue. We enclose our 1915 list, from which you

will see that the prices here are altogether lower than those

you published, namely, Indian 7 h.p., two-speed (South

African cash price), £85 (not £91 17s. 6d.) ; Hendee Special

(South African cash price), £100 (not £115 10s.)

The prices last year were the same as for this year's similar

models, with the exceptions of the 7 h.p. single-speed and the

Hendee Special, which were £2 10s. and £7 lOs. higher

respectively.

We trust in fairness to us you will give this letter the

same prominence you gave to that from "Interested," whom,
by the way, we should be very pleased to interview at our

depot to discover the cause of these curious errors.

WILLIAMS, HUNT ANTD CO.
Johannesburg, S.A.

The Business Man's Sideearrier.

Sir,—Reading between the lines- of your leader on this

subject, one can see tliat the writer regrets the conservatism

of the average Britisher, and also, perhaps, regrets that

the eft'orts of Tht Motor Cycle to popularise the use of the

side-carrier have met; with rather poor results. I am only

a working farmer, but I can assure you tliat I, at any rate,

appreciate your efforts, and, in the hope that I may be of

some use to the "movement," I purpose telling my own
experiences in the use of a motor cycle and sidecar.

Towards the end of 1913 I purchased a o| h.p. 1911 Kerry-
Ahingdon two-speed and sidecar. Tlus outfit was geared

4^ and 8 to 1—too liigli for sidecaring in CornAvaU 1 However.
I made this do for some time, sei'ving my novitiate. Then I

sold it. Up to this time (March, 1914) I had used a
pony and trap for taking goods to market and for the usual

light work connected with a farm. I now, however, made
up my mind to sell out and invest in a motor cycle and
sidecar, making it do all my w'ork previously done by the

pony, etc. To this end, I purchased a. 4i h.p. Sun-Precisior.

S.A. three-speeder, new. I attached a roomy wicker sideta:

to this. My gear ratios are 4^, 6^, 10^- to 1 (approximately!
This outfit has, since April, 1914, done the whole of my light

carrying. This includes delivery of feeding stuffs, sporting
ammunition, parts of agricultural machinery, etc. Every
Saturday morning, without once failing, I take my wife
with her dairy and farm produce to catch the 7.55

train to Plymouth. Frequently my load, has been nearly
4 cwt. ; distance to station, two and a Iralf miles. Recently
I brought back from the station 2^ cwt. of sporting cartridges.

Distance run to date over 3,000 miles. As yet I have had
no punctures. The same tyres are still m use. The outfit

has been used in all weathers, and through the winter I

have had many a bitter drive. Up to date. I have
had the following stops: (1.) Slipped timing magneto:
fifteen minutes delay, torrents of rain and nearly dark. (2.)

Sparking plug shorted owing to central electrode working
loose. I frequently take my wife and two little girls, age
six years and four years, for a spin. The engine takes tlie

!iills splendidly. I have only once met my Waterloo, and
then I think it was my own fault and not the engine's. I

have had more solid enjoyment out of the machine in a year
than I should have got from a horse in twenty years. Ajiart

from this, the saving of time is very great. I can truly sav
that I am more than satisfied. I find the motor cycle mucli
more economical than a pony- outfit. I have done seventy
miles with a 200 lb. passenger (I weigh 150 lb.) on one gallon
of benzole.

You probably know what our Cornish roads are like. Hills

all the time, and, taking tliis into consideration, if a motor
outfit succeeds hei'C surely it should be an unqualified success

in the more level parts of the country. I find I can do most
of my repairs myself, although the little I know of mechanics
I have picked up gradually.

I always do what I can in advising my farmer friends to

invest in a. motor as I have done, but they all seem afraid

that " the bally thing might bust !

"

CHEWBACON.
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IMMEDIATEDELIVERY
of all Models.

Mode! II J, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, elec- y^aj

trie dynamo lighting equipment, iftvi

£76 13 i^v

Model I IF, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, Wr
chain drive, kick starter, £68 5

Model lie, 4^ h.p., smgle-cyhn- ^^.::

der, 2-speed . . . . £58
y^^J

Special GLORIA & CANOELET :^g|
Sidecars in stock—chassis and body V;':;*;,-..

painted HARLEY - DAVIDSON v;.d

Grey, 28 x 3 inch Dunlop heavy :';•.

R.S. tyre, from £15 to £27. Wi

I RIAL RUN and TUITION FREE, .(w';)

LXCHANGES or EASY PAYMENTS ]y^S\

HAfiLEY-
DAVIDSON
The Sidecar Machine.
"The Silent Grey Fellow " is the fastest and most
comfortable machine on the road. May we send
you particulars—or better still, take you a
Trial Run ?

SOLE MIDLAND DISTRIBUTORS
for the Counties of Warwickshire,
Worcestershire, Staffordshire, Shrop-
shire and Herefordshire :

—

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Teleerams
—

" PRIMUS," Birminshain. 'Phone—Central 4310-

Guaranteed Ignition.
An intense spark at all speeds

;

Breaker points adjustable whilst
magneto is running ; Oil away
from platinum points— these
are the strong features of the

SPAR E S
Always in stork in London.
Any part sent by return

Oixie 20.
A new type high-tension
Magneto suitable for
light weight twin Motor
Cycle engines. Gives a
very hot spark at very
low speed, and of same
intensity whether
advanced or retarded.
Dixie 10 is a similar
model, suitable for light-

weight singles.

^ AMERICAN SUPPLIES Co.. Ltd,,

Direct British and European
Representatives tor Splitdort

Electrical Co., Newark, U.S.-A.

162, Gt. Portland St., Londo.i, W.

fi>]i(iiiiiiiii[^iiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiE
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The .

.

Harcourt

Radiators

THE

OF

AiR

The Harcourt Radiators maintain the full

efficiency of engine under the worst conditions:
OIL CONSUMPTION HALVED. OVERHEATING
ABOLISHED.

WHAT USERS SAY.
The Rev. T. Walton, Hoddesdon, Herts..

September 5th, 1914.
(1911 T.T. Triumph with sidecar.) " I have now given your radiators
a thorough trial during the summer, and find them thoroughly
efficient, and doing all that you claim : less lubricating oil, more
power, cooler running. I took my exhaust valve out yesterday after
the summer's run, and it scarcely needed grinding in."

PRICES : Motor Cycles

Cycle

(singles) 15/-
Cars 18/-.

a
PERFECTION =

TZ a

COOLING. a

a

a

a
(IwJns) 18/-, =

_ FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION. ®

I WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd., |
= Byers Road, GLASGOW. =
a Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 289-293, High Holborn, London. W.C. \S
^ J. Barran-.'Vckroyd, 147-9, Hyde Park Road, Leeds. ^z— H. V. Prescott, 199, Deaasgate, Manchester. ^Z
^ Robins & Day, Ltd., The Motor House, Rochester. 33

I Kiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiin

In answering these advertisernenU it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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nDagonet's " Advice.
From

"Mustard and Cress"
"The Referee," July i8th, igi5.

"Have you read 'Overheard at the Front,' by Mr.

C. G. Harper ? It is published by Messrs. iHffe & Sons,

of Tudor St. The volume is filled with stories of the

war in comedy and in deadly earnest. If you want

a heart to heart talk with our Tommies in the trenches

in Flanders and France read ' Overheard at the Front'

"

Copies of "Overheard at the Front" can be obtained from leading
booksellers and bookstalls (Price 1/- net), or post paid 1/3, from
the Publishers: Hiffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

wgsgps^ggS

iTO^
FOR SPEED. COMFORT, AND RELIABILITY
THESE MACfflNES SMILE AT HILLS AND POT-HOLE ROADS

Send or call for prices and particulars.

The Pope Motor Cycle Agency,
Telephone—London Wall 113; 55, BANNER ST., E.C.

,-^5:!feos'"^*=r^l5i^**

THE BIG TWIN
releyrams— " Acarobox, London.'

In aiiiswcniid tluse aclvertiscmints it is desirable to mciitiun "The. Motor Cud
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not musl be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query seoirately. and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be tept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Speedometer Readings.

I sliall be much obliged for

^ your help in tlie:.-^ following

> matters : I have removed my
-2-1 speedometer from my 'old

machine, which had 26in. x 2;Jin.

tyres, to my new Williamson, which
has 26in. x Sin. tyres. Will you please

tell me precisely how much per cent, it

now reads slow?—W.G.
There should be no difference in the read-

ing of your speedometer, but owing' to

the fact that tyres do vary occasionally,

if there is a. difference the speed shown
will be in inverse- proportion to the

diameter of the wheel.

Slipping Clutch.

1 have a 1914 5 li.p. machine
with a two-speed Roc gear I

have ridden several thousand
mUes, and had: no trouble with
the gears, merely adjusting them

wtien necessary, but now the top gear

slips on the slightest gradients. Does
it require a new pin or washing out
Avith petrol? If the latter, will you
please inform me how ? I might say the
adjusting pin is not quite at the end of

the thread—about two threads left.

—

H.C.
We should advise you to wash out your
gear with paraffin. Xo do this the

paraffin must be run through the gear at

everj^ available opening, until it runs out

practically clean, after which the gear

should be oiled. You can then decide
if a new plunger is- necessary.

Oil Leakage.
1 have a 3^ h.p. machine. Oil

^ leaks out " behind th^ pulley

> through the ball bearing, and is

-i-J thrown over the belt, etc. The
spindle is not quite true, so that

a tight fit with the crank case cannot
be made. I have tried a leather washer
on the outside without effect. "I have
at present got the crank case apart,

and am thinking of putting a felt

washer between the bearing and the

crank case. Can you suggest any other

method? Is there any belt which is

not harmed by oil?—F.W.I.
We should strongly advise you to have
the mainshaft carefully trued up' and an
extra relief valve fitted. We do not
advise a felt washer between the bearing
and the crank case. See page 61 (July
15th), where you will find a tip to prevent
oil splashing. A leather belt is not
harmed by oil.

?

Valve Lift.

My present 3^ h.p. engine has
a maximum valve lift of ^in. Is

this cotTect? I am rather doubt-
ful 'on this point, since the
machine . will not take me up

steep hills without knocking, and in

many instances stopping. In all other
respects the engine appears to be in

perfect order.—W.S.
The valve should lift about -^in. Care-
fully examine your tappet clearance, and
also see that the cams are not worn. If

these points are looked to we think you
will find a great improvement in the
running of the engine.

Faulty lubrication.

I have been troubled with un-
equal oiling in the crank cases of

a 1910. Scott fitted with the usual

sight feed slubrioation, and I

should very much like to know if

you or any of your readers, have experi-

enced the same thing and have found a

way to remedy it. After seeing that

the levels in the crank cases were the
same, I rode sixty' mUes, and. then
found that the level in the right-hand
crank case was about half an inch
below the door, aiid in the other had
fallen nearly to the bottom of the sump,
the big end was hot, being almost dry.

I find there is considerable wear in the
small end bushing, and the engine is

inclined to knock at high speed. The
lubricator is adjusted to take one
pumpful every five miles.'

—

Greaser.
The trouble you have with unequal lubri-

cation in the cylinders of your engine is,

in all probability, due to a choked oil

feed pipe. We advise you to nnship the left-

hand feed pipe from the sight feed to the
crank chamber, and clean out with petrol

any dirt deposit that may exist in the
pipe. At the same time, also, squirt out
with petrol or parafiin any dirt that may
exist in the oil channel leadmg directly

to the left-hand crankshaft bearing. We
have known of cases in which insufficient

lubrication lias developed through a leak
in the union on the oil feed pipe.

Perhaps the union on your engine has
slackened off. The wear in the connect-
ing rod small end bush is directly due
to insufficient lubrication, as, owing to

th& piston always being under compres-
sion on the connecting rods in this engine,
the small end bushes are normally free

from knock for long periods, if the lubri-

cation is correct.

The International Pass.

I hold a motor licence here in

Ha'vre, but desire to spend a

month in England) and to bring

my motor bicycle over with me.

What should I have to do with

reference to licences, etc., as, naturally,

I do not want to pay in fuU tor just

one month?—F.G.

Your best plan would be to apply for an

International Pass from the Touring Club

de France, 4, Avenue de Villiers, Paris,

or from the Automobile Club de France,

8, Place de la Concorde, Paris. They
will supply you with an F plague and

the necessary papers for a,bout 10 fr.,

which will exempt you from taking out

licences for one year in England.

Compression Ratio.

Will you kindly inform me of

the amount of compression

space, which should he allowed

in a small four-stroke engine,

with overhead valves ^a.o.i.)

57 X 70 mm., with outside flywheel,

and which I intend to use for a light-

weight motor cycle? The inside of the

cylinder head is fiat, and the head,

together with the cylinder, is held in

position by two long bolts to crank case.

What would be the approximate h.p. ?

—J.T.W.
A 2iin. X 2|in. engme = 57 mm. x 70

mm. = 219 c.c, wliich should approxi-

mately equal 2 h.p. The compression

'

space should be about 50 to 70 c.c. The
former will give a fairly high compression,

the latter a medium one.

The Local Taxation Licence.

I hold a £1 revenue licence for

^^ a motor cycle, and having sold

^ mine and bought a 9 h.p. Swift
-iJ car, I should like some advice as

to how I should proceed for

having the £5 3s. reduced by the £1
paid for the motor cycle.—W.R.J.

Inform the licensing authorities that you
hold a £1 local taxation licence for your
motor cycle, that you have bought a car,

for which the tax is £5 3s., and that you
presume you are in order in sending a

cheque for £2 3s. We think they will

accept tills without trouble. Perhaps you
had better enquire at your local P.O., and
if any reluctance is shown to conform
with this suggestion, write direct to the

London County Council, Local Taxation
Licences Branch, 40, Craven Street,

Strand, London, W.G.
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A Question o£ Age.

I am fifteen years and three

montlis old. Does the law allow

me to drive: (1) An 8h.p. three-

wheeled Morgan Runabout, (2)

an A.C. Sociable, (3) a 6 h.p.

motor cycle and sidecar?—M.S.
The law would allow you to drive any
one of the niacliines referred to in your

letter provided it is registered as a motor
cycle.' You are not entitled to drive a

vehicle bearing car numbers, which is

legally a motor car and not a motor
cycle, until you are seventeen years

of age.

Decarbonising.

(1.) Would you recommend me
to use scrapers for removing the

carbon from my Douglas tlirough

the holes above the valves? If

so, what are these instruments
called, and where couldi I get them?
(2.) I have two spare inner tubes.

How should they be kept so as to

preserve them—flat or blown up?

—

R.D.H.
(1.) There are numerous scrapers ou the

market, obtainable from the large acces-

sory firms. In ordering, however, it

slioiild be distinctly stated that they
shoidd pass through the valve ports of a

Douglas motor cycle. As a m.att«r of

fact, a suitable scraper can be made from
a worn hacksaw blade, -which may be
softened by heating and bent to the

required sliape. They may be a little

difficult to use owing to the narrow space
in which you have to work. (2.) For
carrying on the macliine an inner tube
should be kept flat by folding the tube
iir half, removing the inner part of_ the
valve and rolling it up. When you have
rolled it up as far as the valve, and all

the air has been excluded, replace the
inner portion, and the tube may then be
folded flat, or else wrapped roundi the
handle-bars and tied into position with a
tape or strap. For storing at home we
prefer to inflate sliglitly, and keep the
tube wrapped up in a spare cover.

?

Increasing the Speed.

I have often read that drilling

the piston and comiecting rod

greatly increases the speed of a

machine, but surely tiiis must
upset the engine balance. I

have never noticed this matter men-
tioned. Could you let me know how
to re-balance the engine if drilling the
piston, etc., upsets it? I also presume
that placing thin copper tubes, through
the radiating fins of the cylinder would
tend to keep the engine much cooler.

—G.H.
Any steps taken to lighten the recipro-
cating parts of the engine will increase
the speed thereof. It is quite possible
by this means to upset the balance, but
those who undertake . the lightening of

the reciprocating parts are careful to re-

balance the engine correctly. We publish
a special pamphlet ou balancing, entitled
"The Balancing of Motor Cycle Engines,"
which may be obtained from these offices,

price Yd. post free. Placing thin copper
tubes through the radiating "fins would be
of some assistance to cooling.

Inner Tubes.

I have a 1914 Sj- h.p. machine,
and have had trouble with the
inner tubes in the back wlieel

splitting. The outer cover is a

26in. X 2|in. to fit a 2-iin. rim,
and the inner tube a 26in. x 2iin. t

was reconmiended to try a larger inner
tube, but was unable to procure a

"26in. X 2|in., and was therefore
persuaded to purcliase the next size, a
26in. X 2^in. to fit a 2^in. rim, which
I was informed, would answer my pur-
pose. Would you kindly advise me if

there is any danger in running w-ith a
tube a size larger than tlie outer cover ?

-R.M.
There is no harm in fitting a tube which
is slightly too big provided that it is not
creased when put into the cover. The
splitting seems to indicate tliat the tube
has been kept too long and that the
rubber was inclined to become perished.

JULY ogth, igi5.

" EXPERIENCES WANTED.

"C.D.R," (Ramsey).—Omega, O.K
two-stroke, Jlark V. tw-o-speed. Relia
bility, hill-climbing, frequency of clean
ing, and general cleanliness of engine.

" A.E.S." (Nottingham).—Experience
of speedometers fitted to two-stroke
Triumph^. Vibration of needle.

"W.H.S." (Edinburgh) and " H.W."
(Hounslow).—We regret that we cannot
recommend the pulley you name, so we
refrain from pulilishing your xequest.

ROUTES.
Bkistol to Do^'CASTER, avoiding heavy

traffic, and .mileage.—C.E.B.
Bristol, Tormarton, Acton Tuiville,

Malmesbury, Cricklade. Faringdon, Ox-
ford. Kidlington, Brackley, Xowcester.
Northampton, Kettering, Stamford,
Girantham, Newark, Tuxford. Retford,
Doncaster. Approximately 212 miles.

C.mDIFF TO COLWYN B.\T.—O.W.N.C.
Cardiff, Newport, Pontypool, Aber-

gavenny, Hereford, Leominster, Craven
Arms, Shrewsbury, Ellesmere, Overton,
Wrexham, Mold, St. Asajjh, Abergele,
Colwvn Bav.

W.\i,s.4i,L TO Southampton, avoiding
roads cut up bv military traffic.

—

G.H.H.
W'alsall, Birmingham, Henley-in-Arden,

Stratford-ou-Avon, Shipston-ou-.Stour,

Enstone, Oxford, East Ilsley, Newbury,
^\'hitchurch, Winchester, Soutliamptou.

Chatham to Re.adixg and Cirexcesiek.
avoiding London, and approximate
distances.—R.T.D.

Chatham, Mailing, Brasted, . Wester
ham, Eedhill, Reigate, Dorking, Guild
ford, Farnham, Odiham. Reading. Goring
Wantage, Faringdon, Lechlade, Fairford.
Cirencester : 94 miles to Reading, and 150
to Cirencester.

A remarkable motor cycling outfit on which an American rider and his famllv recentlv set out to cross the continent to the San Francisco
hxposition. 1 he bur-wheeled trailer, which provides accommodation for the family, is hauled by a 6 h.p. single-cylinder motor bicyds.
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TYRE BARGAINS
We guarantee all these goods

to be quite new and not

damaged or repaired.

All goods sent on 7 days'

approval against remittance.

Carriage forward unless post-

age is sent.

SPECIAL. CL.EARANCE LINES.
GIVEN AWAY, 3/- OUTFIT "^^ ^^^ purchasers of goods to

THE VALUE OF iBI AND OVER.

COVERS.
Our

CONTINENTAL— Price.

Kihbed 26X21 12/6
Standard 26x2 14/-

26X2l 14/6
T.T. Basket Pattern . . 26x2 16/9

.. 26X2i 19/-

.. 26X2JX2I 20/-

., „ .. 26X2J 20/9
.. 26X2iX2j 20/9

Basket Pattern Heavy 26X2 20/9
26X2i 24/6

„ „ 26X2i 27/-

,, „ 26X3 29/9

I. ., 28x3 35/-
Combination 26X2i 36/-

„ 26X2i 39/6

„ 26x3 45/-
28X3 49/6

Autobi Basket Pattern 650x65 29/9
Autobi Rubber-studded 650x75 31/6

KEMPSHALL—
26X2i heavy anti-skid 26/-

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (rgi3 Pattern)—

26x2! W/0 rubber studded 20/-
26X2J W/0 ribbed 18/6

Our
CONTINENTAL— Price.

I Jin. section ^ , . foot 1 /4
I in 1/3
I'm ,

1/-
Jin. „ lid.

CLINCHER FLEXIS—
jgin. (tor Jin, pulleys) „ 1 /-

Usual
Price.

15/-
19/6
22/6
23/3
26/6
28/-
28/9
28/9
20/9
34/-
37/6
42/3
48/3
50/-

54/6
62/9
66/3
39/6
44/3

38 /6

42/-
37/6

COVERS.
Our

Price.

BEST ENGLISH IWAKE (1913 Pattern)—

26x2 W/0 rubber studded 16/-
650x65 Puiion 18/-

STELASTIC—
26 X 2^ extra

heavy 27/6
HUTCHINSON (1913 Pattern)—
26x2:^ Passenger ' 25 /-

28x2! 32/6

CLINCHER—
26 / 2 H'or 2 J) Dreadnought ... 31/6
26X 2i Dreadnought 32/5
26X2ideLuxe 25/6
26x25 (for 2j) do Luxe 53/6
26X 2I A Won, wired-on, Ribbed 18/-

26x 2} de Luxe, wired-on, R/S.

.

21/-

26X2 De Luxe, B.E. .. .. 12/6
26 X2A ribbed 13/6
26X2S-rubber studded 15/6
26x2i ., 21/-

26x2.1 , 22/6
26X2'A Won, B.E 18/6
26x25

,
22/6

Usual
Price.

30/-
50/-

50/9

41/5
43/6

47/3
50/10
30/9
41/-

18/6

35,/-

37/6
30 /£

36/6

COVERS.
Our Usual

Price. Price.

GOODYEAR—
26 X 2j heavy rubber studded. . 19/- 32/3
26 X 2I for 2i heavy rubber studded 23/- 40/9

TUBES.

CONTINENTAL—

26 X
26 X 2}
26 2}
26 X 2j X 2i
26 X 2i
26 X 3

Our
Price.

5/3
6/-
6/6
6/9
6/9
8/9
7/9

Usual
Price,

650 X65
650X 75 10/-

ELITE BEST QUALITY (guaranteed)

7/3
7/0
8/0 Butt
8/9 ends
8/9 1/6
0/6 extra.
1/6
4/-

26
26
26
26 X
28 X
28 X

X 2l

4/6
4/9
6/-
7/3
7/3
8/3

Butted t/3 ex.

Usual
I'rice.

2/6
2/2
i/ir

1/7

2/2

BEI_TS.
Our Usual

Price. Price.

SHAMROCK-GLOFIft—
ijin. section (7ft. 6in. only) foot 1/3 2/6

Jin. ,. „ » >. "- l/ll

Jin , lid. t/7

Our Usual
Price. Price.

AVON 1914 PATTERN—
I'm. Section toot lOd. 1/3

Jin. „ - lid. 1/6

|in 1/2 1/9

l|in. ., (7£t. 6in. only) „ 1/6 2/6

RETREADINC
SPECIAL HEAVY -

HEAVY - - - - -

MEDIUM - - - -

ALL MAKES OF TYRES IN STOCK

15% allowance made for old covers,-

clearance lines excepted.

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
TUDOR WORKS,

266, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.
One minute from Victopit Station,

'PHONE : yiarORIA 6553. .

Jn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
imPORTAIMT NOTICE.
Owing to the August Holidays,
tfie issue of "The IVIotor Cycle"
for August 5th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
All copy and instructions for

Miscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must therefore be in

our hands not later than first post
on Thursday, July 29th.

#i

PIIICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regulai

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertforfi

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

sh3uld be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoulc
quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

JWrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Syste:n. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods IS three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the ainount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
iio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lliife & Sons Limited.'
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers mav be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adverliseraents and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many eniuiries that it is quite impossible to renlv to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

A BINGDO>r King Did;, Si.jh.p

£21
Uiixton, S.W

M-ith sidei'ur £24.-
, P.E., 1912. perfect.
J., 117, AngeU Ed..

[93S3

ABINGDON
elnteh; £31.-

iviek.

j^ 1

Sli'h.p., 2-spee<i
HiBh Rd., Chis-

[8085

King Diol;, 1913.
-Hedfeurn, 111

'IMioiie: 737.

Aero-Jap.
EEO-.T.A.P.. Sli.p. T.T.. lost. Uoseh. Amne, tyres
new. lamps: £14,'10, no offers.—33, Mandevillo

Ed., Enfield Wlisli. [9186

THE BEST PLACE

FOR THE BEST

Selection of Best Makes,

New or Second - hand,

ready for immediate

delivery, at' lowest prices

for cash or easy terms,

IS

^JfCiMMim^-^.
HERE ARE A FEW
SELECTIONS FRQIVI
TO-DAY'S LIST.

9682.

9683.

9691.

9703-

9706.

970S.

9713-

9656.

9660.

9663.

9664.

9303.

9423.

9429.

9446.

9448.

9449.

9539-

9542.

9S65-

9633-

964r.

9617.

9597-

9584.

642T.

6842.

6863.

752r.

7589-

7708.

7992.

8165.

8175-

8197-

8320.

8504.

8561.

8654-

8682.

8718.
8741-
8785.
8832.
9076.
9155-

LIBERAL EXCHANGES.
EVERY MACHINE
FULLY GUARANTEED.

3 h.p.J9i3 2-sp.R0YAL ENFIELD £37 10

6 h.p. Igr4 3-sp. A.J.S. & Sidecar £80

sJh.p. r9i2 2-sp. NUMBER & Sc. £32 10

3lh.p. 1912 T.T. RUDGE Multi . . £32 10

3} h.p. 1913 3-sp. NUMBER £37 10

2l h.p. 1914 2-sp. 2-strokeCLYNO. £35

6 h.p. WALL Tricar £67 10

2j h.p. twin N.S.U £17 10

3,V h.p. rgrs RUDGE ilulti £52 10

7-9h.p. 1914 EXCELSIOR and Sc. £55

3J h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH £22 10

3.1 h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £22 10

5-6h.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

7 h.p. r9l3 PREMIER and Sidecar£57 10

I h.p. lady's MOTOSACOCHE ... £10 10

2j h.p. FAIRY £10 10

8 h.p. 1915 2-seater SUPER Car., £65

6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD —
2ih.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN VITESSE

and Sidecar £42 10

6 h.p. r9t2 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £37 10

2Jh.p. 1912 PREMIER, vari. gear. £18 10

3! h.p. 1913 3-5p. HUMBER & Sc. £42 10

3j h.p. 1913 2-5p. twin N.S.U £28 10

6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar. £37 10

8 h.p. 1914 2-sp. water-cooled

WILLIAMSON and 2-seater Sidecar £87 10

3! h.p. r9o8 MINERVA £15

3$ h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10

3J h.p. 1910 BAT .
.-. £20

5-6h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidec.ir £22 10

3} h.p. l9ro N.S.U £16

3! h.p. 1908 N.S.U £15

3}; h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-
built Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 1

6 h.p. r9i3 2-sp. N.S.U £40

35 h.p. I9ir N.S.U £20

3I h.p. 1911 ARIEL, \-ariable gear. £20

5-6h.p. 1909 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £28 10

3l h.p, VINOEC and Sidecar £17 10

35 h.p. i9iost.indard TRIUMPH.. £22 10

6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P. & Sc. £45
3ih.p. 2^511. FAFIMIR .-lud Sidecar. £22 10
3! h.p. 1912 TRUMP-J.A.P £30
6' h.p. 1912 2 sp. ENFIELD & Sc. £47 10
ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... S9
5 h.p. 1907 F.E. ROD £20
U h.p. r9io MOTOSACOCHE .... £10 10

ASK FOR A COPY OF FULL LIST.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

I.ONDON, E.G.
'Phono ; 6777 Holbom. Wirca :

" Opificer. London. "

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. , new 1915 2^4h-P- 3-speed model actually in
stock,—Moss, Wem. [S.2589

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, in stock; list price secures.
—Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [3:2564

"I Q12 A.J.S., 2^h.p., 2.nspeod. clntch: any trial: £22.
Xt/ —Tomblin, 91, Buighlc-y Hd., N.W. [9081

A.J.S., 2-speed. hand clutch, ooachbnilt eideear, per-
fect condition; £37/10.— Chilton, High St., Wat-

ford. [X2611

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1913 Combination, new 1914. in splen-
did condition; cheap. £58.—Box 9,016, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2551

T Q 13 6h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, thoroughly overhauled

;

J- 1/ 48 gns., very big bargain.—Julian, Broad St..
Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X1971

1 Q12 A.J.S., 5h.p., 2-speed combination, comfortable
J~*J wicker isidecyr, tyrei^ uU good; bargain. £42.—
Skaife, Summer Bridge, near Loeds. - CX2331

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination. Lucas lamps, go_{>d
tyres, recently overhauled bv makers, perfect con-

dition; £78.—Styles, Bloxwich, Walsall. [X2524

"jit|14 2^.ili.p. A.J.S., 2-^peed countershaft, clutch, en-
-L *J closed chain drive, with lamp';, horn, and epeed-
oiiieter, etc.; 40 gns.—34, Lune Grove. Blackpool. [9189

A.J.S. 1914 Sh.p. Combination, hood, screen, side
curtains, fine turnout, new condition: £77.'10.—

Edwards, ~ Bridge House, Kington, Herefordshire.
[X257S

1Q14 A.J.S., 5h.p.. complete with Kudge coucbbuilt
-it/ sidecar, in perfect order and nice condition

;

only £67.—Embro Cycle and Motor Co., Charlotte St..
Hull. [9265

l Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutelv in stock,
J-*/ with hood, screen, etc., complete outfit;
£100/16/11.—Julian, Broad St., Readiug. "Phone:
1024. tS2595

A.J.S.. 1913, 2^. p.. 2-speed. gate change, Lucas
lamp, Cowey, Clincher tyie- {one new/, ti-nri-t

handle-bars, Bink*?, excellent condition-, £42.—BiK-k.
Park Ed., Heuton Chapel. [52500

Alldays.
ALLDAYS, 2',jh.p., good condition; £7. — Canler.

Builder, Clacton. [9142

ALLDAYS 2-stroke, not ridden 200 miles, perfect;
£23.-Wa]bro, Lynn Ed., Ely. Camb6. [52406

ALLONS, immediate deliveries, also Grosvenor sporty
sidecars for same.—Edwards, Victors. Taunton.

!:X1871
ALLDAYS Allon 2-stroke: £31/10 cash, or fifth down.

2V-;% on balance.—Referee Cycle Co., 552, High
Holborn, W.C. [2772

ALLDAYS Matchless, Sh.p.. 1915. 3-speed. coaeb-
built sidecar, in fine condition; cost £85: owner

enlir^ted: accept £60.—Sydney Hall. Stevenage. [52607

1 Q14^4 AUdaysi 2-stroke. 2i.jh.p.. splendid condition.
J-i/ very fact, tvres and tube^ unpunctured, uU ac-

cessories; £21.-18. Maidmans St., Burdett Hd.. Bow.
E. [9136

1 Q15 Alldays Allon 2-stroke, 2-speed, and clutch
J- *y extra heavy Dunlops. lamp, etc. ; cost £45 2

months ago. £33/10; any trial.—Deaue, Matlock Bath.
Derbyshire. [52515

ALLDAYS 2iob.p. 2-tftroke. 1914. new December,
with 1 lunlop tyres, 3-spped gear, speedometer, horu,

himps. eti-.. fti-.st-cla-is condition, only ridden 1.500 milcs^;

£35. original price, complete, £45.—Box L1.052, Tht
Motor Cycle. Olflces, 20, Tudor St, E.G. [9342

Ariel.

ARIEL, 3'^ and 5-6h.p.. counter-^huft models ia

stock.-Jones, Broadway, Muswell Hill. (7635

ARIEL. 1914. 5-speed, kick starter, with coach side-

car, speedometer, Lucas lamp-^ iind horu : 6*pns.—
Kimb's. 151, High St., WttItham<?tow. |9103

ARIEL. SVl-h.p., 5-speed. counter-^haft. kick st;irtei.

combination in stock; large deposits eecure *pciiai

terms.-Lamb'e. 151, High St.. Walthamstow. [9105

ARIEL, 5'-..h.p.. 3-speed, full complement o! best

class accessories. si>eedometer. etc.. nearly new:
cost £75, bargain, £45.—Washington. Middlewich.

[52546
3-SPEED 5i-jh.p. Ariel, 1912, just overhauled and

done up by makers at cost of £11. and ruuniuj;

as good us new: price £27/10; with wicker sidecar £50.
—Westland, Camp; Sconce Hills, Newark. [52327

Arno.

ARXO, 1914 model, with coachbnilt sidecar. 2 .ipcds.

and free ejigiue, speetlometer, iamp set, etc. : bur-

K'uin. £38.-Spcechley's. 45. Church Rd.. Acton. [9346

Auto-Wheels.

WALL Auto-Wheel; £14 14 cash, or 26'8 down
and 26/8 monthly.-Seeo at 248, Bishopt:gate,

Loudon, E.G. f9128

a:?.S VI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

-^J
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Halifax Motor Exchange

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX,
'rhonf:766. Telegrams: "Perfection."

WHY PAY 5% EXTRA

When we can oHer you a Brand New (iust delivered

from makers) £6S 6 h.p. 2-spee(l REX, or a £72 lOS.

6 h.p. 3-speed Chain Drive REX at io% discount ?

If vou have no customer for your present machine,
we give you this discount in" addition to a liberal

exchange allowance. With Rex Coach-built Sidecar,

£12 10s. extra.^

LIGHT GARS.
1915 de Luxe MORGAN, M.A.G. engine. , £114 10

1915 10 h.p. DOUGLAS,electriclighting set £200
1915 4H;vlindcr CALTHORPE Minor ISOgns.
1915 Grand Dulie Michael CALTHORPE. . 190 gns.

1915 G.W.K., 2-septer, detachable wheels 170gns.
1915 WILLIAMSON CV-CL-CA from £113 8
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., very speedy £42 10
BE9ELI A, 8-10 h.p., twin, 2-seater £36 10

1914 W.-C. CROUCH Caictle, 3-seater £98 10

SPECIAU BARGAIN.
New anil unused 4 h.p. 2-specd Free Engine REX,
chain drive. Maker's price, £61 5s. Our Bargain
Price, 42 Guineas.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 4 h.p. 3-sp. Countershaft BRADBURY £60
1915 3.1 h.p. RUDGE Multi, 100 miles onlv £52 10
1915 2I h.p. 2-speed (New) RYDER-J.A.P.'. 32 gns.

1915 2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY (New) £26 5
1915 2ih.p. 2-speed ROYAL RUBY (.New) £31 S
19144 h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £46 10
1913 » h.p. 2-speed V.S £39 10
19134 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain dri\"e.... £36 10
1913 3.V h.p. 3-speed PREMIER £36 10
1911 2i h.p. 3-speed HAZLEWOOD £22 10
J911 3* h.D. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear £23 10
19103I h.p. 2-sneed REX £19 19
1910 3.', h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £22 10
1909 3! h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £21
SCOTT; W.C, 2-speed, 2-stroke £22 10
5A h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
J.A.P., 3i h.p., M.O.V., magneto, very low £16 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
N.S.U., 3J h.p.. magneto £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight, runs

weU £10 15

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 Late W.C. WILLIAMSON Combinafn £99 5
1912 3j h.p. 2-speed Twin PREMIER and

Sidecar £34 10
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed SINGER and Sidecar. . £34 10
1Q12 3i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar . £27 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Free Engine REX,

chain drive, with high-class cane Sidecar £36 10
1911 6 h.p. 2-specd REX and Sidecar .... £29 10
1911 2i h.p. HAZLEWOOD & light Sidecar £25 10
1910 7-9 h.P- V.S., 2-speed, and Sidecar. . . . i25 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. .£24 10
I9i0 5-6b.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .. £27 10
1909 5-6 h.p. 2-sp'^d REX and Sidecar .. £25 10
6h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, fine condition... £26 10
BRADBURY, 3.V h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £26 10

MISGELLANEOU?.
Vinot 4-cyl. Car new Bosch magneto .... £19 10
3^ h.p. 2-speed Rex, wants attention £15
Slag. Moto-Reve Lightweight, wants attention £7 10
Shop-s:i;lecl Cane Perfecrion Sidecar. ." £6 15
Auto-wheels, merely shop-soiled £9 15
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies . . 12/6. 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9 and 6/9
Pair Lucas Side Lamps for light car 19/6
Second-hand Wicker Sidecar Body 4/9
New Mechanical Horns. Special price .... 15/11

WANTED.—1914 Douglas andEnfield MotorCycles,
Calthorpe and Singer Light Cars, for spot cash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglna.

1 Q14 2';4h.i). Douglas. 2 .'pecds^ footboards, head and
-*-/ tail lamps, horn, etc., in good condition through-
out; £43.—Saint, Manor Farm, VVt-ntworth, Ely.

LX2615
1 Q15 2-speed l-'oiiglas, as neiv, Lucfts lamp, rear lamp,
-I- tf horn, (ipecdoineter, ot(\. only in u.se 3 weck.H

;

uiarwt offer £50.—Brown. Houieville, Willowfield Rd..
K;i.^tbouru<?. [9029

1Q12 Douglas, S^jib.p., kick-start. 2-speed. excellent
X«7 tyres, lamp, horn, speedometer, engine just
overhauled ; £27/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [0613

DOUGLAS. 2^ihP-. 1914, perfect, clutch model. 2-

speed. £40; Douglas, 1915 Colonial model, 3
^^peeds. £50: all accessories on both,—AUely, Regent
St., Birujingham. [S:2552

IQI31;. 2-speed Dougla>5, tvith new aluminium light-
J-iJ weifilit sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.: complete, fast.

;ind powerful climber; nearest £46.—Ramsden, 56, Sea-
-ide, Kastbourne. [9030

1 QI5 Douglas. 3-^pee<i, T.T., 2 months old, in perfect
^*y order, new Dunlop back tyre, 3 spare valves, tools,

etf.; best ofler over £49.—Turner, c/o White's Garage,
Caniberley, Surrey. [X2410

1014 T,T. Douglas. Lucas lamp set. horn, large
JLt? Brooks saddle, nearly new Kempshall and Dun-
lop covers, heavy, condition as new; £45. — Leavis.
Downham Market. [9154^

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., 2-specd, speedometer, lamp, horn.
Brooks valise, with overalls, unexpired policy 10

months, spares, etc.. excellent condition; £49 cash.—
Bailey, Southview, Devizes. [9022

1 Q 14 Douglas, 2-speed, clutcli, kick starter, Amac
-Lf carburetter, lamp, generator, speedometer, horn,
toinls. etc., spare belt, as new- £48.—Write, Rex Mundy,
19, Grafton Mews, Warren St., W. [9138

DOUGLAS. 1913, ^-speed, and clutch, milejige under
2,500, speedometer, large lamp set, pan saddle.

horn, exceptional condition, absolutely like new; £35.
—57, Clabon Mew^s, Cadogan Sq., London. [9168

DOUGLAS (1912-13), 2^1h.p., kick start, clutch, 2
speeds, scarcely ridden, splendid condition, tyres,

plating, enamelling as new, speedometer, all accessories

;

any examination and trial; £35.-Springfield, New Cub-
biugton, Leamington. [X2407

"I
Q14 Douglas, model V. 2-spced; engine and gear box

J-t/ overhauled, condition guaranteed, Jones speedo-
Tneter. Lucas 50/- lamp. horn. Dnnlop tyres quite new,
Lvcett La Grande saddle, snares; £42/10.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS Agents Eastern Counties.-Although
Douglas deliveries are temporarily suspended due

to the action of the Government, we are prepared to
accept orders now for delivery on the recommencement
of supplies.—Tel. : 3883. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

E
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Enfield.

A'FIELD Combination, 1915. in stock: 8C gns.
Eatclifl Bros., Frinton-on-Sea. CX2624

15 3h.p. Twin Eoyal Enfield, shop^soiled; £45.—
—BrockbanU, Green St., Heyivood.. [X2361

OVAL Enfield, 3h,p. twin, good condition, very fast:
£36.—Newington, Edenhridge, Kent. [9183

1Q15 5h.p. Enfleld Combination, brand new; £84;
JLtf immediate deliverv.- Ginger, Motors, Banbury.

[Xial7
1015 6h.p. Enfield Combinations in stock; immedi-
At' ate deUvery: £84.-Celtic Motor TVorks, East
Hill. Wandsworth. [9292

1iQ]4 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, speedometer, wind
-L«? .screen, lamps, perfect condition ; 65 gns.—Ooborne,
177. Xew Park" Ed., Brixton. [9135

WHAT Offers for 1915 6h.p. Enfleld combination
a.s new; aL^o 1914 ditto, splendid condition.—

Wilkes, Castle Foregate, Shrewsbury. [X2563

ENFIELD Agents.—1915 2-stroke; 38 gns.; in stock
instant delivery.—T.A. : Bicvcles. Tel. : 388.—

Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6867

"I Q 15 (June) 3h.p. 2-speed Royal Enfield, perfect)
.L ij condition, done 20 miles onlv ; seen and tried
£45.—Box 9,018, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

[X2472
ENFIELD Agents.—1915 3h.p. T.T.; 50 gns.; '

. stock. instant delivery.—Tel. : 388. T.A
Bicvcles.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[0612
ROYAL Enfield 3h.p. Twin and 6h.n. Combination,

from stock.—The Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,
7, Bath Rd.,- Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Bd., Ply
mouth. [0571

ROTAL Enfleld, 1915, 3h.p., 2-spced. twin-eyl., forced
lubriL-ation. tyres excellent. V. and H. lamp, Stewart

horn, full tool kit : £44.—Lieut. Holmes, Roekleaze,
Nightingale Ed., Southsea. [9212

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. Binko
1915 carburetter, lamps. Lorn, accessories, excel-

lent condition; 50 miles trial; tyres all good; £65.—
Eawlings, Houghton-Ie-Spring. [X2421

1Q15 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speed, kick-start, all acces-
X t/ sories, not scratched, only done 100 : cost £57,
take £46, exchange Douglas or 2-stroke entertained.—
Louvant, Manorgate Ed., Kingston Hill, S.W. [9320

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which

are the buyers' ideal.

MODEL 3-

Underslung Chassis

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and

built for hard work.

£10 IS

Model No I.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE : 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1.

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NOT OVERDUE
OP "expected shortly,"

-HGtuallyHere!!
1915 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, quick de-

tachable wheels all round, hood, screen,

and luggage grid 92 gns.

igrg 6 h.p. 3-speed J.H. Combination.. 84 gns.

1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON Big Six, with
countershaft 3-sp. gear, kick starter, etc. 72 gns.

IQ15 2.4 h.p, IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp. model £35

1915 2j h.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-sp., Model C £36

1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3-sp. 49 gns.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on 105 gns.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
6h.p. CHATER-LEA, countershaft 3 speeds,

MUlford coach-built Sidecar £40
4 h.p. BRADBURY. N.S.U. gear, nice Sidecar £25
6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD coach-built Combination £65

3i h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, etc £20

3* h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and torpedo Sidecar . . . £20
3i h.p. 1908 REX, ll.O.V., Bosch. B. & B. carb. £16
aih.p, N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch £17
3^h.p.'l909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £19

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS. I

8 h.p.J.A.P.Air-cooled Engine, 6ne condition 12 gns.
j

Bosch i\Iagneto, waterproof, suit Morgan
Runabout £3 10

Amac Cajbinetter (new), less controls 6/6
Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new 15/-

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

Motor Cycle Frame for inclined engine ... 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6
Best & Lloyd's Diip Feeds, new 9/6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, ebony 25/-

New Clincher Clearance de Luxe Tyres

—

c6X2i eacli 25/-

Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £3 10

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £3 15

8 h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engine, new £14 10

New Larpe Size Exhaust WTiistle 5/-

FARRAR'S MOTORS g
(Telephone S19), Bj

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX. B
All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue, ah
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q15 8]i.p. Enfield Combinatiou, puieha^erl new 28tli
Xt/ last montli, dynamo lighting set, uupuuetured

;

coat £110, price £100. Easy terms £2 extra.—R. E.
Jonee (Garages), Ltd., ST\'ansea ; also at Cardifl. [0681

1 015 Enfield Combination, T.T. and ordinary bars,
M-iJ lamp and generator, Stewart alaim signal, and
many spares, very fast, new 6 wc-eks ago; good reasoii-

for eoiling; oflerd wanted.—32, Low St., "Wigan. [X2340

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, coacbbuilt side-

car, tiie finest combination made, all complete;
£84 : just arrived from works : immediate delivery.—
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. £9045

6h.p. Enfield and sidecarriage, with liood and screen,
electric light, and speedometer, only run 392 miles;

owner buying small car; insurance policy transferable;
accept £95 for quick offer.—Dr, J. Hepwortli, Beaamaris,
Anglesey. [X2342

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR 2h.p. Li?;litweight, very low position,
thoroughly overhauled, with, accessories; £S.—

After 6, 33, Gateley Rd., Brixton, S.W. [9257

3.1_h.p. Excelsior, spring forks, low frame, B. and B.
2 carburetter, adjuritable pulley, Hellesens igni-

tion, footboards, tool^, etc. : photo ; £9/10.—Godman,
55, P;igeant Rd., St. Albans. [9070

Fafnir.
frame, spriug forks, waterproof3ih.p. Eafnir, low

4 mag., excellent condition
Rd., Maidenhead, Berks.

£14.-29, Hightown
[9338

F.N.
JUotor Cycle, 4-cyI., perfect order;4h.p. --....

—i'rossell, Wootton, Beds.
£12.-
[X2364

Oili-P- F.N., wants oyerhanling ; ^4/10.—169a,
>W2 Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. [9273

,N., 2Vjh.V-, 2-epeod, F.E., splendid condition ;

Motor Cycle Depot, High St., Furley.
£14.-
[9226

F-^

F
F.N., 4-cyl., 1914, 2-speed gear and new pistons fitted

last season.—Ruffell, Thames Terrace, Cliffe, Kent.
[9139

4-CXL. F.N., 3 speed:;, clntL'h, accessories, enamel,
plating new; £30.-619, Gariatt Lane, Earlsfield.

£9296

r.N., 4-cyl.j just tboTonghly overhauled by makers, per-
fect condition; £20.—Cheny, Lein.ster Place, Bayi^-

water. [9179

SMART 2^^h.p. F.N"., long bars, dropped seat, brass
tanks, HeJlesen ignition; 8 gns.—Railway Garage.

Staines. [9218

F.N., 5-6h.p.. 19131/^, thoroughly overhauled, wicker
eidecar, lamp, horn, mirror, etc, ; £36.—Particu-

lars, apply, Jones' Garage, Droitwich. [X1841

F.N"., 1914, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, footboards, lamp,
horn, tools, complete, new Dunlop, perfect; £35.—

Graham, Balcarree, ^hott,=, Lanarkshire. [X2020

F.N"., 2Vih.p., 2-speed, engine overhauled, fast, splendid
climber, practically new tyrori; bargain, £16, no

offers; bought combination.-33, Richmond Park Rd,,
East Sheen. [X2489

1911, 4-cyl., 2-speed, perfect, E. and E., vari-
able, stand, carrier, wheels, gears, all 1914, Dun-

lop, Hutchinson, lamp, liorn, accessories; £27/10.—
Pearson, Edge Rd., Matlock. [X25li

4-CYL. F.N., B. and B. carburetter, Bosch, head and
tail lamps, generator, horn. Brooks saddle, foot-

boards, tubular carrier, pump, good tvres, very flexible;
^14.—Sinclair, 45, Horseferry Rd., Westminster. [9318

Grande.v.

GRANDEX Special, ^V^h.v- .I.A.P.. Mabou. wicker
sidecar, good condition; £30.—L., 12, Bessborough

Place, Pimlico. [9269

GRANDEX-PRECISION, 2h.p., 2-speed, good order,
re-tieaded spare unii-ied, lamp, horn ; £17/10.—

Read, 12, Old Steiue, Brighton. [9237

Harley'Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 7-9h.p. Twin and 4h.p. in

^ock.—Turpins, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0713

1 Q 15 Harley-Davidson in stock ; also combination.
J-*' slightly used, for sale.—Nelson, Gloddaeth St.,
Llandudno. [X2505

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. Models llF and IIJ actu-
ally in stock; special terms for large deposits.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltliamstow. [9098

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Immediate delivery of all
models.—Sole district agent for Spalding, TIol-

beach, and Sutton, T. Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding.
[X2621

1Q15 Model IIF. 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-Davidson,
i-O and special Canoelet sidecar; £85; iuunediate
delivery.—The Premier itotor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. £8670
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 models IIF and llJ,

delivered from stock, sidecars to fit; exchanges
or extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile §t., E.G. [0491

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-We invite application^ for
sole agencies from really live tnideis in the

counties of ^Varw^ekshi^e. Worcestershire, Stafiordshire,
Shropshiro, and Herefordshire.—Sole Midland Distri-
buters, The Premier Motor Co., A^ton Rd , Birming-
ham. [7614

\
KEENEST PRICES
PROMPT DELIVERIES
PERSONAL ATTENTION.

NEW 1915 MODELS.
1915 3^ li-P- SUNBEAM 66 gns.
I9r5 4 b.p. 3-?r'^'^1 BRADBURY £60

*i9i5 ROYAL RUBY, 2.'. h.p., 2-stroke £26 5
*i9i5 ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-stroke. 2 sp. £32 5
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2.Vh.p., 2-sp.,J.A. P. .£35 8
1915 2^ h.p. NEW RYDER-J.A.P 32 gns.

1915 G.W.K. 2-seatcr Car 170 gns.

1915 WILLIAMSON, 3-speed, CY-CL-CA . £120
1915 TINY Light Car, Dorman 4-cyl. engine,

gate change, iinest value on four wheels £157

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
19T4 2j h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2 stroke £21
1914 J.E.S. Motorcvclette, as new £14 10
igii 25 h.p. 3 speed F.E. HAZLEWOOD . . £22 10
Magneto MOtOSACOCHE, Druid forks £10 15

PERFECTIOiM SIDECARS
are the outcome of ten years' practical experience,
and no ei^ort has been spared in workmanship and
material to make them as named—" PERFECTION."

FROM
£5 5

Prompt deliveries to

suit all leading
makes.

200 Motor Cycles to

clear.

Send for List.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CASH BARGAINS.
1914 3i h.p, T.T. ROVER, almost as new . . £39 10

1914 (New) WILLIAMSON Sidecar Comb'n. Offers.

1914 6 h.p. (New) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted.

15 h.p. 4-cylindcr RENO s-seated Car £75
BEDELI A, 8-10 h.p., magneto, handle starting £36 1

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and New Sidecar . £46 ID
1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD and coach Sidecar.. £57 ID

1913 3ih.p. 3-sp. PREMIER and coach Sc. £43 10
1912-13 6 h.p. 2-5peed REX Sidette £39 10
1912 2j h.p. F.E. REX, almost as new £19 19
I9J2 6 h.p. 2-spocd inr-rii-ine REX £13 ID
1912 3J h.p. N.S.U. and Mdrcar 424 10
1912 3! h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
J912 3; h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and -j car £32 10
P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, grand condition . . £29 10
1911 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £29 10
1911 3! h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
J911 3; h.p. 2-speed REX, 84! X 89 £22 15

1911 3I h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks .... £19 10
igil 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX and Sidecar £29 10
1910 V.S., 7-Q h.D., 2 SDced, and Sidecar . . . £21 10
J910 3l h.p. '2-speed BRADBURY £22 10
1910 3V h.p. iMagneto TRIUMPH £21

1909 3i h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £20
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £24 10
PEUGEOT, 6 h.p., free engine, very good . . . £15 10
P. & M., 3.'. h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-s)peed, F.E., twin, spring forks £13 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., magneto, wants attention . . £9 10
REX, 5I h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 1909, twin, de lu.\e, and Sidecar £24 10
EXCELSIOR, 3V h.p., 3-5p., and spring forks £19 19
Twin KERRY and Sidecar, battery ignition £12 10
4 h.p. 2-speed ANTOINE, spring forks £14 10
Twin REX, frame, wheels, tank, and bars . . £3 10
Magneto MOTO-REVE, wants attention ... £7 15
New AUTO-WHEEL £9 15
CONTINENTAL 26X 2 Covers for Douglases 11 /9

2(i:<2i E.\tra Heavy Wired-edge Michelin
Tricar Covers . . .

.' 15/6
BRAMBLE Coach-built Sidecar, slightly soiled £12 12

5% extra to be added to machines marked *

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBmATIONS,
AND LIUHT CARS.

COLLIER'S
MOTORIES

DEAL STREET n. m, i^AV
(Near Station) HIMUir"/*.^.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson,

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX.-Immediate delivery from
stock of models 110, llF, and llj, prices ironi

£50 to £76/13: special Gloria and Canoelet sidecars tc
match, in stock; book your order now.—Sole Midland
Distributers, The Premier Motor Co., Astoa Ed., Bii-
tuingbam. [7613

HAHLET-DAVIDSON.-The most tremendonslr suc-
cessful motor cycle ever made. It giree unfailing

satisfaction. We are the nhole-ale distributers for
Lancashire and Cheshire. Where not already repre-
sented, we are prepared to appoint " live " agents, who
kuow how to handle a good thing. Prices from £52.—
The Colmore Depot, 31, Kenshaw .St., laverpool, and
Deansgate, Manchester. - [9163

HAELEY-DAVIDSON. the ideal sidecar machine,
absolutely no vibration, wonderful flexibility ; new

automatic mechanical oil pump, 3-speed eliding gear
transmission, no noise, no stripping. A kick starter
that really starts. Price from £52 to £76/13/0 for tha
Remi-Edisou electrical equipped model.—Sole distri-
buters for Lancashire and Cheshire, wholesale and re-
tail, Colmore Depot. 261. Deansgate, Manchester; and
31, Eenshaw St.. Liverpool. [0675

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 5-6h.E., 1916, soiled. Ivy sidcc.u, a -

eessories; £68.— Osborne, Bore St., Lichfield.
[X2579

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1914-15, 1 cyls., 8-iOh.p., long coach-

built sidecar, extra space for child, rear drive
Stewart epeedometer, lamps, whistle, spares, only ruu
2.000 miles; cost £104. price £80; seen any time bv
appointment.—Westbrook, 57, Priory Ed., Kew. [X2473

Hobart.
HOBAET, 1915. aUh.p., only done 10 miles; £24.

—Walton Lodge, Surbiton Kd., Kingston. [9322

HOBAET, 5-6b.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed gear, com-
plete with Wolbrown cane sideear, new October.

1914, equal to new in every way, exceprionally fast; a
bargain, £65.—Embro Cycle and Motor Co.. Charlotte
St.. Hull. [9262

Humber.
HrJIBEB, 1913, 2-;ih.p. twin, perfect condition, as

new; 20 gns.—Rupert Smith, Thrapston. [X1802

1 Ah.p. "Hnmber, 1910, 2-5eater, dickey, 5 detachableXV wheels, mag.; £65.-Vincent, 40, High St., Acton.
[9054HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed, good running order:

£29/10.—65a, Rosendale Kd.. West Dulwich.
[X2665

HUMBEE, Sh.p., 2 speeds, mag., sidecar: £12-
Alnutt, 134. London E5., Manchester. No po«t-

car.ls. 1X2031

3Xh-P- Humber, "ueiv tyres and belt, 1913: nnv test:
2 £30.—Box No. 8,098, JVic Molor Cijcle Omces

Coventry. [X2326

3Xh.p. 1912 Humber -Motor Cycle and sidecar, 2-speed,
2 handle start; £30.-Morris, Copthorne, Wolstan-

ton, Stokc-ou-Treut. [X2332

HUMBER, 2'>ih.p. Twiu. elutcli model, 3 sreeils,

splendid condition, reliable; £25, or oiler.—Write.
Driscoll, 58, Woedfield Ed., Ealing, W. [9284

HUMBEE, 214h.p., twin, 3-«pced gear and .-lut.h. in
tip-top order, accessories included ; £27.— Colmoie

Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Eirmiugh.-rm. [X1985

1 Q13 Humber and sidecar, S'.^h.p., 2 speeds, free eu-
JLU glue. 1915 B. and B. carburetter, almost new;
£36, bargain.-Haroki. 12, Studlcv Ed., Stoekwell. S,W

[X2370
3ih.p. Humber, 1911, tyres and condition excellent,

2 just overhauled makers considerable cost : good
bargain, £24, cash wanted.—Eev. Godwin. S. Luke's
Vicarage, Eeigate, Surrey. , [X2522

Indian.
INDIAN, new 1915 5 and 7h.p. models in stock: es

changes arranged.—Sfoss, ^\'em. [X259C

1 014'-i TT. Clutch Indian, do 75. speedometer, sv:uvs;
JlO £44.-62, Park Av„ Barrow-iu-Fluness. [X2427

TO 14 Indian, 7h.p., 2-speed, electrically oiiuipped.
-i-tf Gondola sidecar: £54.—Eev. Bartlett, Mclkslianl.

[9329
INDIANS. immediate deliveries, all models.—

Edwards, Motors, Taunton. 'Phone : 191X2.
1X1869

INDIAN Combination, 7h.p., model C, uiileage 5.500,
perfect condition; £55, no offers.-Katclifie. Friu-

ton-on-Sea. _ [X2626

1 Q13 Indian, wicker sidecar, speedometer, watch.
i-tJ etc.; £45.-Smith, 144, Crcswick St., Walklcy
Sheffield. [X2534

INDIAN, 1915, new June, 7-9h.p. T.T. roadster, not
done 400; £49.-Chamberlain, 8, Cnrysfoit Ed.,

Croucli End. .

'

[9080

INDIAN.—Sole agent: immediate delivery; repairs,
and spare parts.—Brook, Motor Cycle Specinli.st,

Buruham, Som. [9027

~|Q15 Indian, 5h.p., 3-epeed, red. lamp, horn, speed-
Xtf ometer. in splendid condition; £55.—Brook. Col-
lege St-, Burnham, Sam, (9028 .

INDIAX Twin, 3'lli.p., o-speed, and dutch, 1915. not*
done 300 : owuer bought car ; faultless ; £55.-*»

Lewin. VTaderoft. Ketti^riiig:.

A32 All lette.-s velatinj; to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each adverilssment. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M., 3',l*li.p.. 2-speed, free engine, Just been
overlumlwi, witli coaclibuilt eidecai; £35.—V. and

M., Z^, Hish St., Chesham. [9286

1 Q09 p. and M. Combination, perfect, lamp, new
JLt/ gear and tj-ie«; £32; photo 2d.—Robert William-
son, Victoria Chambers, Lerwick. [X2269

P.
and M., late 1913. and Watfionia sidecar, all in
splendid ordex. quiet running machine; any trial

given; £44.—Sydney Hall, Steveuage. . [X2604

P.
and M., late 1911, 2-speed, 1914, 12 gn. side-
car, just been overhauled, any trial; bargain,

30 gns. : expert examination.—Mitchell, The Wrythe,
Carsbalton. [9014

LATE 1913 P. and M. Combination, little used, 20
gn. Millfoid sidecar, hood, wind screen, electric

light, beautiful turnout; ^57.—After 6, 10, Tanza Rd.,
Hampstead. [9252

P.
and M., 1914, recently overhauled by makers, and
P. and M. coachbuilt sidecar, new, with grid,

mat. storm apron, spare tubes, accessories; £60.—West
View, Fleet. ^ [9306

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., Lave
several good second-hand P. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect
order.—Can be seen at above addieea. [0131

6
Peugeot.

h.p. Peugeot, coaclibmlt sidecar, fine condition ; £35.—
55, Ohildebert Ed., BaUiaui. [9356

Precision,
PEECISION', 1913, and sidecar, Brampton gear, free

engine, fully eguipped; £28.—Speechley's, 45,
Cluircli Rd., Acton. [9344
8b. p. I'recision, chain drive, 3-speed gear box, com-

fortable sidecar, perfect condition, climb anything

:

£59.—Central Garage, 31, The Parade, Golder's Green,
N.W. [913il

Premier.
"I QI4. 3',{,li.p. ispeed CountcTsbaft Premier, in newXO condition ; f42.—Earle, Ironmonger, Devizee.

[9277
TJEEMIEB. 3V.h.p., 2-speed connter-sbaft, with
-•- Bramble C.B. sidecar, splendid condition: £48.—
23, Broad St., Bath. [X2254
PEEMIEk; S'ih.p., and C.B. sidecar, N.S.U. speeds,

peile.t condition; £27/10.—Shire, 17, Johnson St.,
Netting Hill Gate, W. [9108

PEEMIEE, 1912, SV^h.p., engine just been thor-
oughly overhauled, new tyres, and belt, in splendid

order; £22.—Corwen Motor Co., Corwen. [9050

PEEMIEE, 1914-15 model, countershaft 3-epeed,
cJut.'h. kick starter, fully equipped, £45; with

sidecar- £48/10.—Speechley's, 45, Church Ed., Acton.
[9345

"IQ13 (August) PremieT, 3«2h.p., 3 speeds, excellentXfJ condition, just overhauled, new heaviest Dun-
lops and belt, lamp set, horn, large footboards; £35.—
7. Vale Terrace, King's Ed., Chelsea, London. [S.1829

IQlS Premier, 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and 1915
111 ,<^oachbuilt sidecar, 4-point suspension, abso-
lutely like new throughout, machine having been over-
hauled, re-plsted, and re-enamelled this year, new Dun-
lop tyres, fully equipped, accessories, and spares; £48;
would consider solo machine part exchange, Douglas
preferred.—Ivydene. Dukesthorpe Ed., Svdenham, S.E.

[X2634
Quadrant.

41.h.p. Quadrant, 1914 model, and Canotlet sidecar
2 *45.—169a, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. [9272

J^UADEAKT, 3h.p., Bosch, B. and B., low built: seen
^°« running; £9/10, ofEers.-45. Church E4.. Acton.Q[9347FADRANT, S^ih.p., Bosch mag., new tyres, excel-

lent condition; iei2.—106, Catford Hill, Cattord.

QUADRANT, 1915, 4i!,h.p., S-speed B S.A. gear box"
"f* £57/15; combination, £69/17/6; 3-speed
hturmey.Archer gear, model £49/12/3; delivery from
Iv"^ iT^'*^^ ^""^ '^°-' ^5' BJshopsgate Ay., Camomile

[0481

Radco.

St.. E.G.

14 Radco 2-stroke, in excellent condition; £15/10.—Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding. [X2620

(9026

19
"DADCO, 191454, 2yh.p., 2-stroke, little used, lamp,J-t and horn; £18/10 ; any . trial.—Hancock. 6,
Pavilion Ed., Aldershot. . [9141

Revere.
REVEEE 2 strokes immediately delivered from stock.

Write for '"*- •"---'- "-- - ~ -

Burnham, Som.

Rex.
T> EX Motor Cycle Combination, 6h.p., 1913, perfect:-^t -178, Upper Clapton Ed. . [9063
T> EX, 3V>h.p., new condition, little used • any trial

;

-"-•' £15.—Nicol, Friockheim, Scotland. [X2038
"OEX Combination, 2-speed gear, handle starting, good
j-v tyres, etc., complete; £27, bargain.—Buckingham,
Tindal St., Chelmsford- [9169

JJh.p. Eex Sidefte Combination, new. condition, little

^ ridden ; cost £75, bargain, accept £45, immediate
sale.-Best, Ooulsdon, Surrey. (9240

For years the recognised " leading B'ham
House"—the Depot where ALL the leading
makes are stocked and inspection cordially
invited.

ControUing B'ham Agent for
INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT, ENFIELD,
KOVEB, NOBTON, CONNAUGHT,
NEW IMPEBIAL, CLVNO.
Here is a List to choose from :

—

Rover, 3.}h.p,, T.T., with Philipson. SOgns,
Rover, sih.p., countershaft gear ... 60 gns.
Rover, 3ih.p., de Luxe Combination £80
Enfield, 2ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. 38 gns.
Enfield, 3 h. p., 2-speed, lightweight SOgns.
Enfield, 6 h. p., coach Combination. SOgns.
Enfield, 6 h.p., ditto, dvnamo set. .£100
A.J.S., 2jh.p., 2-speed, kick starter. £51 16
A.J.S., 2|h.p., 3-speed, kick starter. £55 2 6
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, twin £79 5
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, twin, and Sc. £96 15
Norton, 3;^h.p., T.T. Special £50
Norton, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Combin. £80
Bat, i^h.p. sporting, 2-speed, twin £60
New Imperial, 2jh.p. J.A. P., 2-speed £34 3
Connaught, 2ih.p., miniatuie £27 11
Connaught, 2.^-3 h.p., standard £35 3
Connaught, 2I-3 h.p., lady's model . £35 14
Triumph, 2ih. p., 2-speed, 2-stToke. . £42
Calthorpe, 2'^h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed . . £34 13
James, 2jh.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . . £36 15
James, s^h.p., 3-speed, twin , . .^ . . £63
James, 4|h.p., 3-speed, Big Single. . £63
Clyno, 2^h.p., 2-stroke £30

Invest in the famoas INDIAN.
INDIAN Design is the result of 14 years'
mechanical leadership. Ever\' htment
easily get-at-able. Cylinders removed with-
out disturbing engine. Cylinder heads
detachable. Unique accessibility.

Indian, 7 h.p., twin, road racer, cl. . £57
Indian, sMi.p., twin, 3-sp £60
Indian, 5 h.p., twin, 3-sp £63
Indian, 5 h.p., twin, 3-sp., with Sc. £76 10
Indian, 7 h.p., 3-sp., electric equipt. £73 10

INDIAN, 7 h.p., Standard Model, £73 10s.

Immediate or Early Delivery. Free Trial
Trip on ANY make of machine. Special
Payments. Liberal Exchanges. Satisfac-
tion guarante'ed.

P. J. EVANS
87-91, John Bright St., B*ham.
'Phone—Mid. 662. Wire—'Lytcar, B'ham.* .

MOTOR CYCLES fOR SALE.
Rex.

1Q13 Gh.p. Twin Rex and iMillford cruiser fiidecar,
-1-i' pood condition; £30,—The I'rc-micf Motor Co.,
Aston lid,, Birmingham. [9362

1 Q06 Twin Rex, 5-6h.p.. Bosch mag., Mabon pulley,
-*-».' Kempshall back, both tyrea good, excellent run-
nine order; ^XO.—CliH and Son, Eltham. [9195

REX 6h.p. Sidette, almost new condition, only done
1,500 miles, all accesfiories; owner on war eervicc.

—E. Vigar, 33a, Emmanuel Ed., Balham, S.W. [9089

1014 6h.p. 3-speed chain drive Rex sidette,
-L*/ Uixurious sidecar, ovei hauled and guaranteed
perfect; £50.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [9363

REX Sidettes.—1914 model, brand new, countershaft
3-speed gear, chain drive, free engine, kick-start,

handsome turnout; for £96; exchange or easy terms
arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X2482

REX 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, Ix-lt

drive model, brand new, ju.5t delivered, wonderfully
silent, powerful, flexible, and leliable; accept £66 cash,
or con.sider part exchange.—A. Holland, Eailsdon, Cov-
entry. [X2640

1 Q14 Rex, perfect condition, coachbuilt eidecai, 6h.p.,
Xi/ 2-speed, kick starter, free engine, tyrea as new,
horn, lamp,, spares, extra new tyre, extra spring scat
on luggag-e carrier ; cost irith accee^iones ;£82, bargain,
£50.—Hou-sden, 81, South Norwood Hill, London, S.E.

[X2431
TJ EXES.—Why pay 5% extra? We give immediate de-
XV livery and 10% discount from new 6h.p. belt or
chain drive De Luxe models, just delivered from makers.
Rex luxurious coachbuilt sidecar, £12/10 extra. Ex-
changes quoted,—Motorics, 68, Horton St., Halifax.

[0707

Res^Jap.

1 Q14 Rex-Jap, 6h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, and £18/18
Xt/ coach sidecar, turnout like new; 60 gns.—Brad-
sLaw's, The Motor House, Preston. [X2457

Gh.p. 1912 Rex-Jap, perfect condition, coachbuilt
sidecar, new 1914, lamp, horn, electric sidecar and

tail lamps: any trial; £45.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8673

1 Q13 6h.p. 2-speed Res-Jap and coachbuilt side-
Xt/ car, new 650x65 Dunlop rubber-studded tyres,
Lucas lamp, horn, overhauled; £55.-^The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. - [9364

EX-J.A.P., 1912, 3h.p., fitted 1914 Roc 2-speed
gear, kick starter, new Canoelet sidecar, every

accessory, small mileage ; satisfactory reason eelling

;

£54.—Perkins, 242, Coton Rd., Nuneaton. [X2600

W
Rover.

ROVER, 31/* p.. late 1913, tip-top condition; £32,
absolute bargain.— 7, Surbiton Ed., Kingston.

[9323

Id 15 Kover, 3V2ii-P-. 3-speed counter-shaft ge^Ts, de-

xXf livered June; £60, or neaiest offer.—S. Jletcalt.

Bridge St., Mold. [X2261

3ih.p; Kover, 1914, Sturmey-Archer 3-8peed gear,

2 footboards, excellent condition; £45.—Eover De-
pot. George St., Croydon. [902£

1 QlSVs Eover and Sidecar, clutch, all accessories
-L^ like new; £35 quick sale, will sacrifice.—20
Derby Rd., W. Croydon. [9312

1Q13 3V'li.p. Eorer and sidecar, S-speed, free engine,

X«/ speedometer, lamp, horn, etc.; 33 gnfl.—Juban.
Broad St., Reading. 'Plione: 1024. [X2594

IQISV" 3'M.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, recentlj

J-t/ overhauled, excellent condition; owner on activE

service; £29.— Galloway, Swalelifle. Banbury. [S.241J

'tjoVEE, S'Ah.p., 3^!peed, 1913, and Millford side
-tV car, all in splendid condition, accessories included;

£42/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Oohnore Row, Birmms-
ham. rX1981

-] Q15 Eover, 3i/.h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear; dfr

i i' livery from stock ; £63 ; exchanges or extended
terms.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., B.C. [0480

ROVER, 1913^4, 3V2h.p., Senspray, new tyres and
belt, enamel and plate as new, in perfect condi-

tion; any trial; £35. — A.9., 26, CnnlifEo St.,

Streatham, S.W. [9314

"Id 13-14 Rover, 3'.Ah.p., recently overhauled, splendid
X.*y condition, very little used, lamps, horn, anantitj

accessories : 40 gns.—Coombebnry House, Kingston Hill

'Phone: 184 Kingston. [9224

ROVEE, 1912, 3'/^h.p., free engine, 3 speeds, excel-

lent condition, used 2 seasons only, complete with
cane sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc. ; bargain, £40.—
Wright, Brooklyn, Newmarket. [9324

Royal Ruby.
21 h.p. Royal Euby, 2-stroke, Villiers engine, 2-speed

2" counter-shaft model, new August, 1914, condi-
tion as new; expert examination granted: 25 gns.

—

Snape, 261. Padiham Ed., Burnley. [X2430

ROTAX Ruby, 3ii-4h.p. J.A.P., 70 X 641/2 twin, side
valves, ball bearing to pulley side, Sturmey-Archer

2-speed hub gear, price £42 ; one ditto, with overhead
valves, and .Tardine 2-speed counter-shaft gear, chain
and belt drive, price £48.—The Roval Ruby Cycle Co.,
Manchester. [0704

All letters rel-itina to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date nf the issue, a^ ?
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

]Q13ii 5h.p. Rudge and Sidecar; *45. - 1, New
-«? Village Bd., CoUingham, Hull. [X2530

1 Q12 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, overhauled; £27.-7,XU Pemberton Gardens, llolloway. [9198

1 Q13 5-61i.p. Rudge Multi and Sidecar; a bargain
J-U at i£*2.—Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding. [X261S

5-6ii.p. Rudge Multi Sidecar Combination, speedo-
meter, watch, etc.; ^£45.—47, Newland Av., Hull.

[X2529
RT7DGE Multi, new 1915 standard model in stock,

new T.T. model ready next week.—Moss, Wem.
[X2587

"I Q 12-13 Rudge. 3y.>li.p., clutch model, and racing
-i-U Millford sidecar; *28.—40, St. Leonard's St.,

Bow. [9150

RUDGE Multi, late 1913, in new condition, and side-

car; bargain, £39/10.-7, Bolina Ed., South Ber-
mondsey. [9299

"IQ13 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Rudge sidecar, excel-
-LU lent condition; £45.—K., Imperial (Jbllege, South
Kensington. [9119

RUDGE Multi, S-6h.p., 1913, speedometer, lamps,
etc., with wicker sideeSr ; £40.-26, Clifton Ter-

race, Brighton. [9304

1Q15 Rudge Multi, LO.M. T.T. model, used 300
S-^ miles, as new, lamp set, horn; £50.—Leavis,
Downham Market. [9153

"IQ13 3y,h-p. Free Engine Rudge, Lucas lamp, horn,
-*-*' and speedometer, in splendid condition; £30.—
Thos. Booth, Frodsham. [X2480

RUDGE Multi, 19121/2, recently overhauled, new back
tyre, cane sidecar: £30, -or near offer.—Horrocks.

Coity Bd., Bridgend, Glanjorgan. (X2584

RUDGE, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, with Rudge sidecar, speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, iood and screen on sidecar,

only 3 months old ; £60 cash.—Rawson and Sons, Tun-
bridge Wells. [9122

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, 1913, 1915 engine, coachbuilt
sidecar, wind screen, foot gong,- 3 lamps, horn,

luggage carrier, guaranteed perfect; £60.—Washington
House, Knaresbro', Yorks. [X2330

DUDGE Multi. 19131/0. with sidecar (wivker), lamp,
-tv horn, mirror, speedometer, overalls, spare covers
and tyres, etc. ; £40, or nearest offer.—W. Burridge, 50,
Lewin Bd., Streatham, S.W. [9254

1 Q 14^/4 Budge, 5-6h.p., 3-speed gear, Rudge sidecar,
-L*-' with hood and wind screen, done only 1,100
miles; cost £92, accept £66, bargain, — Richardson,
Church St., Shildon, Co. Durham. [9151

RUDGE Multi, 1915, SVA.p., done 500 miles, large
Lucas lamp set, Lucas horn and rear light,

machine guaranteed as new; £55.—Elce and Co., 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0562

JQIS Rudge Multi, T.T. Isle of Man racing model,
-Ltl' hand controlled clutch, multi gear, torpedo side-
car, speedometer, 3 lamps, all accessories, as new, verv
smart; £52/10.—Box L983, The Motor Cydc Qfilces.
20, Tudor St., E.G. [9004

Sarolea.
3h.p. Sarolea. very low, powerful; bargain, £10.—

Washington, Middlewich. [X2544

Scott.

SCOTT Combination, cost £85, condition like new;
£48—23r Cromwell Bd., Rugby. [X2652

1 Q12 Scott and Sidecar, very powerful, splendid con-
-*-•/ dition. Biuks, acces.sories ; £40.-52, Lower Hast-
ings St., Leicester. tX2542

LATE 1913 Scott, practically new, mileage under
1,000, £35; large portable motor shed, 50/--— 22,

Ellerton Hd., Surbiton. [X2596
~|Q11 Scott, 2-speed. 2-stroke, condition perfect,
-LtJ lamp. horn, etc.; 18gns. ; sidecar £2.-80.
Bispham Rd., Southport. rX2647

"I
Q14?4 Scott, complete with coachbuilt sidecar, speed-

J-t/ ometer, 2 lamps, etc., run 2,500; £55, complete,
—Bradshaw's, The Motor House, Preston. [X2456

1 Q14 Scott and Mills-Pulford Empress Sidecar, best
-Ltf lamps, and equipment; cost nearly £90, bar-
gain, £57.—Deane, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. [X2516

Singer.
SINGEB, 1913, 3i/2h.p., free engine, as new, perfect

order; £28/10.—Rupert Smith, Thrapston.
[X1803

SINGER, 1914, 3i/2h.p., T.T. model, little used, speed-
ometer, spares; any trial.-Westnidge, Jmffleld,

Derby. [X2035
Sunbeam,

1Q14 31/jh-p. Sunbeam, splendid condition, as new;X«/ £63—Gore, Badley, Huugerford. rX2411
SUNBEAMS, new 1915 3V*.p. models actually in

stock; exchanges arranged.—Moss, Wem. [X2586

"IQ14 6h.p. Sunbeam, with model S Gloria sidecar,
-•-" complete.—Nelson, Gloddneth St., Llandudno.

[X2502
1 Q15 Sunbeam, Siih.p., in stock ready to ride. away";
-Lt/ exchange considered.—Leavis, Downham Market.

[9152
SUNBEAM, 1914. 2";4h.p., almost new; 50 gns-

Warncs, 14, Pennant Mews. Kensington. S.W
19161

WE HAVE

THE GOODS
and can supply on the

Best Terms
New 1915 Models
ACTUALLY IN

STOCK.
ALLON, 2-speed £37 0»
O.K., Mark III., 2-speed £31 10*
Ditto, with J. .A. P. engine £32 11»
SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £26 5»
HUMBER, 3; h.p., 3-speed £57 10
CONNAUGHf .'>Iiniature £26 S»
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model £75 12*
ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £26 5*

MOTOSACOCHE, 3', h p. twin, 2-speed, £62
BROUGH, 3.', horizontal twin, H.T.T.. £60 0*
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 5
SERVICE Sidecarette £52 10
WOLF, 2? h.p., 2-5troke £24 S*
HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p., 3-sp. Combinafn £86

*Subject to makers' surcharge of 5%.
Other makes in a few days.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS foi-

the SPORTING METRO.
Please send for particulars.

EXCHANGES & EASY EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

SIDECARS in stock include WATSONIAN
from £6 18s.; EMPIRE, from £9 19s. 6d. ;

MILLFORD, from £11 lis. ; HERCULES,
£12 12s.; CANOELET, £10 10s.; SERVICE
Sporting Model, £10 10s., etc.

SOLE wholesale and retail

AGENTS for Empire and
Hercules Sidecars.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. A nice selection

in stock. Please send for list. Extended Pa}'-

ments arranged for any machine.

ACCESSORIES. We have everything you
require. Post orders promptly executed.
300 page List post free. May we send you a

copy ?

STANDARD SERVICE BELTING (New, but
spliced) at greatly reduced prices.

i" I" 14" li"

1/9 1/11 2/1 2/3 per ft., including fastener.

289-293, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.
'Phone—260, Central. Wires—" Admittedly."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, 1913-14, 2-8peed, a^ih.p., kick start-r
Lucas accessories; 41 gns.—Lamb's, 151, High P-

Walthamstow. [91C-

SUNBEAM, SVzh.p., 1914. as new, ererything periecl,
very little used: best offer over £S8.—Jameton,

Kenton, Northumberland. [X2'549

1Q15 Sunbeam, 3',i,h.p., complete with £16.16 eide-
-L«7 car, Lucas lamp, horn, etc., absolutely unscratched,
run 400 miles ; 80 gns.—Bradthaw'.:, The "Motjr House.
Preston. :X245eB

SUNBEAM Agents.—Early deliveries S^ih.p. models;
lists on application; exchanges entertained.—Tel.

;

388. T.A. ; Bicycles.—Robinsons, Garage, Green St.,
Cambridge. [6865

LATE 1913 2Sih.p. Sunbeam. 2-5peed. F.E., kick
etart, lamp, horn, tools, etc.; £44.—Morris, 2.' 4th

EL. Co., Eoyal Engineers, Nell's Point Battery. Barrv
Island, Glam. (D) [3:2531

31.h.p. Sunbeam, late 1914, in excellent condition,
2 Lucae head and tail lamps, horn, and gener-

ator6: £58: seeu by appointment.— Shepley Grange,/
Barnt Green, Birmingham. [X2585

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam, with No. 5 Gloria sidecar,
-L*' fitted extra child's seat, wind screen, and coach-"
built luggage carrier, pillion seat, spare tyre, speedo-
meter, horn, Lucas lamps, all perfect, and, as new. only
run 2.600 miles, guaranteed; price 85 gns.—Applv,
Townly, Highclilf, Marine Av.. Westcliif-on-Sea. ;X2536

.

Sun.
"1Q15 25ih.p. Sun-VilHers, 2 speeds, dutch, like new;
-LiJ £35.-619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield. [9295

Swift.

SWIFT, 3',2h.p., with variable gear, complete with.
accessories, spare parts: any trial: £20, or near

ofler.-Baker, 2, Grjve Villas, MusweU Hill, N. [9015

Triumph.
IQI5 Junior, in stock.—The Premier Motor Co.,
At' Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9365

IQII Triumph, Bowden 2 speeds, complete; ^26.

—

XU Cross, Agent, Rotherham. ;S2567

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., 1906, good running order; £11.—
Marshall, Castle St., Cambridge. :X2490

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., reliable mount: bargain, £6—Tin-
son, Wellington Place, London, N.W. [X2356

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, SV'h.p., in excellent con-
dition; £36.-54. Rathtern Rd., Catford. [9191

TRIUMPH, 1911, J.S. hub, aud sidecar; £40.-
Hackett, 487, Kempshaw Lane, Stockport. [X2540.

3-SPEED Triumph, 1913. excellent condition: £40,
or near.-Moody, 6. Susan's Rd., Eastbourne.

£X2337
"IQ14 T.T. Triumph, 3-5peed. and accessories, in pood
-1" condition; £46.-Seen, 223, High Rd., Kilbnrn.

^ [8866
TEIfMPH. 1919, 4h.p., 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar:

£55.—-^hworth, 105, WaimerslCT Ed.. Burv. Lanes.
[X2367

"IQ12 Clutch Triumph aud wicker sidecar; £40.—
•XiJ —Thompson, Railway St., Baruetbv, Lincolnshire.

S2437
3ih.p. Triumph, in fine order, easy starter: £15 15.—

2 Richardson, 306, Whallev Range, -Blackburn.
[X2508

3ih.p. Triumph, Mabon clutch, purchased Fcbimiiy,
2 1910: £20.—Parker aud Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

i9360
1 Qll Tritmiph, free engine, new cylinder, lamp, belt,
-*-iJ tyres, t^plendid condition.—WuHey. Frankton,
Osivc^try. [X2539

TRIUMPH 1913 T.T. Roadster, type E. Cowcv. new.
1.643 miles, cost £61.—Merrick, 130, Loncaster

Ed.. W. [9057

1 Q 1 1 S^yi.p. Triumph, semi T.T., in perfect order.LU all acce*sorie«; £24.—W. H. Powis, Store St..

Llandovery. [X2422

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3.«peed. Gloria con. libnilt

sidecar, done 2,000 miles.—The Case is Altered,
Wealdstone. [9261

1 015^4 Clutch Triumph, as new, excellent condition
-M-U throughout; £37, or near otfer.—88. Princes
Av.. Watford. 1X2519

TRIUMPH, 1911, with 1912 engine, 3-speed. Rom
combination tyres; £35.—65a, Rosendale Rd..

West Dulwich. [X2666

TRIUMPH, late 1911. clutch, speedometer, laMn,
horn, splendid condition; £26.—Grisby, London

Ed., Kingston, Suney. .» [9147

TEIUMPH. 1913, S'-ih.p., S-spted, speedometer,
kimps. G'.oria cane sidecar; £39.—Jack. 5,

Grantham Ed.. Chiswuck. (920S

TEIUMPH. about 1908, just overhauled and ren»
vated. good running order, tyres good, belt new

£15.—Cliff and Son, Eltham. [919!

1Qf5 Junior Triumph, 2-speed; 2-stroke, riddel
Xt^ about 200 miles; accept £39.—W. D. Julian
4, Pydar St., Truro, Cornwall. [X266'

TEIUMPH, St-jh.p., 1912, free engine, good condi
tion. lamp. horn, spare tyres, belt ; bargain, £27.-

Keen, Germain St., Cheshain, Bucks. [934!

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

'F You Wmit Bareiiiik^ in seiond-hnnd motor cycles

you ciin t,'ot thcui nt Wnnchopf's (cusli or ciisy

niw), 9. Shoe I.ane, Fleet St., Lomlun. [2000

iKCONli-liAND Motor Cyclee.-We Imve n large stock

7 of luucliined in excellent condition nt very low

rices to cleur: send U3 your reauirenienta iinil we will

inrautee to sntiefy you.—The Monia Garages, Oxford.
lO.^ia

"iOI'MORK Depot only advertise those innchiue.^ uhiih
J tiicv have iu stock. They are hero at the time
[ writing, but may be sold when this adveiti(-enicnt

jpears. Anvhow, Write at once.—Colmore Depot, llir-

lingham. [0714

914 Littlt' Giant, 2h.p., 2-speed, new, £23; 1914
Grandex. 2h.p.. 2-spced, demonstration nun liinp,

20 : I*, and M., oVjh.p., with Montgomery ^idc^'al,

tted with lamps*, horn, and speedometer, £37.—Holden,
52, X'ylde Rd., Preston. [X2478

"F You Want a cheap motor cycle (solo or combina-
tion!, vou should write or call upon Morgan and

[nxwcil, The London Motor Mart, 80, Kigh Rd ,

trcatli:im. who hare Alldays, Anto-Wheelr;, Bat, Brad-
iiry. Brown, B.S.A., Olyno, Douglas, Entield, l-'.N.,

[uinher, Indian. James, J.E.S., Levis, Matchless, New
[ttds.in, N.S.D"., Kpx, Rex-Jap, Eudge, Singer, and
t'nith mounts in ptock. Cheap sidecars, speed gears,

lORnetfttJ, belts. tyrc~. "Write us immediately; we can
\\t you money. [^2562

TANDEM.
3ABEI.I.A Tiiudem for sale, 8h.p.. belt dliren, in
5 splendid condition, and go?d running order; cash
tter £45.—Applv. Giosvenor Garage, London Rd.. New-
IStle, Staff.*. tX2428

TRICARS FOR SALE.
at'MBER Trirar. a'/jh.p., water-cooled

and B. carburetter, just overhauled,
;10 / 10.—Latham. -Frieth, Henley-on-Thames.

rUICAU, eli.p. twin Antoine, 2 speeds, clutch : ex-
change lower power motor bike and cash.—Hinslpy,

irocer, 63. Eye Rd.. Newlands, Peckham Eye. [9097

' MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
LfOTOR Cvdes. 12/6 dav.—Adelaide Motor Co.. 84.
"1. Chalk Farm Rd., N.W. [9303

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SASTONE'S for Sidecars.—New cigar pattern, com-

plete with Michelin tyre; £.111.

BASTONE'S.-New cigar pattern bodies, wicker and
rush; 45/- each.

BASTONE'S.-New coachbuilt sidecars, with Miche-
lin tyre; *8/8.

2-speed. B. .--

lamps: IB
[9135 •'

BASTONKS.
i£3/r7/6.-

,ondon, N.

-Several £7/7 coachbuilt bodies at
-228, Pentonville Rdr, King's Cross.

[8038

rWO Wicker Sidecars; 40/- and 50/- each.—Butler,
54. Ratlifern Ed., Catford. [9192

'^OAClr Sidecar, blue, almost new; £6/10, lowest.—
^ 31. Branksome Fid., Merton, S.W. [9289

"^ANE Sidecar, with side door entrance, beautifully
-' upholstered; £5.—Gems, Weybridge. [9232

|(|14 Eover Sidecar, splendid condition- £11.-T.
L«7 Gray, Tailor, Hotel St., Coalville. [X2461

PHQSNIS Coachbuilt. quick-fit, underslung; seO £5;
exchange cane, torpedo.—4, Stag Lane, Edgware.Bi;9337RAMBLE, 1913, coachbuilt sidecar, 4-point; bar-
gain, £6/15.-1. Ebner St., Wandsworth. (X2655

ITILLFORD'S Latest Corvette and SkiH Models in
-U. stock.—Eagles and Co.. High St., Acton, London.

[X2496
aPOETS Torpedo Cane 1914 Sidecar, suit Zenith,
J lamp: £6/15.—Railway Garage, Staines. [9216
'^OACH Sidecar Bodies made to suit any chassis from
-> £3.—Grey Friars Bodies Co., Croft Ed., Cov-
ntry. [XI 600
"^ANOELET Sporting Models and several others in
-J stock from £8.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
tow. [9107

CJALLI Sporting Lightweight Sidecar, new. suit Doug-
Ll las; £7.—Tomlinson. 18, Eastbourne Ed., Middles-
rough. [X2448
KTTClvEE Sidecar, side entrance, good condition, also
»' new horn; £6.—Hudson, Flimby Lodge, Ashvale.
'i"ey- [S2253
ill^ECAR. steel over ash, couplings, been 85 miles;
^ 12gns. : cost £17.—Kemp, Maypole, Southminster,
issex.

-

[X2617
aiDECAES.—Three second-hand, wicker, good condi-
^- tion, from £3.—Leighton's, opposite Wlood Green
tation. [9115

D OOMY Cane Sidecar, modern, side door, excellent

I'*'
order, very comfortable cheap.— fardley House.

Iromsgrove [X2408
POR Sale, coachbuilt sidecar, Millford chassis, good
^ condition, luggage carrier; £7.—Baumber,- Draper,
ilablethorpe. [X2581

PJOAOHBXJILT Sidecar, underslung chassis, light and
Y strong, shop-soiled only; £7.—A. Holland, Earls-
lon," Coventry. [X2639

MOTOR
CYCLES.

LIGHT
^^OCK 1^ CARS.

III

NEW IMPERIAL
MOTOR CYCLES

19T5 9.S.A., 4{ h.p., Combination £70

1914 IXION, 2I h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . .

.

£22

1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., clutch £45

T9r2 ENFIELD, 5-6 h.p., Combination ... £45

1913 MATCHLESS, 5-C h.p., coach Sidecar £50

I9r5 DOUGLAS, 3-sp., 2 J h.p,, done" few
miles £52

I9r4 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed £52

I9r4 RUDGE, 3 J t.p., F.E £40

1914 LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-sp., lady's £25

I9r4 DOUGLAS, 2 J h.p., 2-speed clutch .

.

£46

1914 DOUGLAS, T.T., 23 h.p., 2-speed .

.

£44

r9r4 WILLIAMSON, W.C. shop-soiled . . £65

1913 TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., 3-speed clutch .

.-
£40

J913 ROVER, 3V h.p. clutch £35

I9r3 DOUGLAS, 2.5- h.p., T.T., 2-speed .

.

£36

1912 A.J.S., i\ h.p., 2-speed clutch £26

rgr2 B.S.A., 3?. h.p., and wicker Sidecar . £37

1911 TRIUMPH, N.S.U. 2-5peed £30

CARS.
r9r4 STUDEBAKER, self st-aiUer £165

igrs WHITING-GRANT, as new £140

igrs HUPMOBILE Coupe £185

T9r4 MORRIS-OXFORD £175

io-r2h.p. BELSIZE £75

ALLDAYS Midget £65

r9r4 WILKINSON, 4-cylinder £100

I9r5 PERRY, 4-cylinder, dynamo £230

1913 SINGER £150

igrs SINGER £140

I9r3 FORD, 4-seater £80

1913 FORD, 2-seatcr £75

TgrsA.C £145

1914 SWIFT £135

RE¥
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378, 380, 382, 384,
Euston Road,

'I'lione : 4219 Regent
&at 173, Gt. Portland
'Phone : 1970 Regent

AU letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end cf each
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
5 -eh. J). Forecar. twin-cyl., chain drivft, 2 Bpcodrt,

running order; £10,, or oUor,—Mra, Brown,
Townshond, Haylo. [X2G53

COACIIllUILT Sidecar Bodioa mado to fiuit nny
cliim.sis; repHire. ro-painting-, wind Bcrcens, etc.—

29, Tliornhill Ed., Lcyton. [9308

CHILD'S Liglitweiflit Sidecar, Buitablo for puali bike
or motor cycJo; i:2.—Fuller, 163, St. Alban's Av..

Itedford Park, London, W. [9053

WATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecars, 1915 models;
£6/7/6, or il/8 monthly; £9/10, or 17/5

mouthly.-Seen at 248, Biehopsgate, E.O. [9127

4-POINT Connection Sidecar, complete for fixing, in
firrit-clafis condition, beautifully flprung, mo«t com-

icrtable ridinp; cheap, £5/10.—Parsons, Bedworth.
[:X2365

CANOELET, Swan, and Middleton record breaking
sidecar ; trade supplied. — Sole Wholesale Agent

London, Rey, 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Great
I'ortland Street. [6381

WATSONIAN Sidecar, model H., weight 55 lbs., side
entrance, coachbuilt body. Palmer tyre, variou.s

colours; £10, or 18/4 monthly.—Seen at 248, Bishops-
gate, London, E.G. [9130

SIDECARS are our speciality. — We make tbronghout
thirty different designs. If -we cannot give value,

who can? Hoods, screens, and every sidecar require-

ment.-Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone: 999. [X1034

BEAUTIFUL Underslung Coach Sidecars, springs in

seat and back, any colour, ^9/10, complete; col-

lection of sporty shape secDnd-hand cane and wicker
from £2/10, complete; photos 2 stamps, picture col-

lectors needn't apply.—Aero, 27, Queen's Mews, For-
Chester Gardens, Bayswater (side ol Whjteley's). [9243

PHffiNIX Sidecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-
plete with tyres: immediate delivery. Send ft^t

illustrated list of different design chassis and bodie-^

Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecars always in stock.

—PhtBnis Motors, Ltd. (Motor Cycle Hepot), 73G.
Holloway Ed., London, N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0135-

BODIES.
^TfTINTFRFp Gowdey'.s Sports Bodies, all metaJ ex-
VV changes entertained.—895, Fulham Ed., S.W.

[9236a
UNDER Cost.—Manufacturer wishes to sell some

cane bodies, ready for upholstering.—Box 8,087.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1927

CYCLE CARS.
ROVER 8h.p. 2-seat., mag., hood, screen, lamps,

spares. Stepney, ready for use; £35.—Below.

AUTOTRIS Cycle Car, 8h.p. twin, water-cooled, 3-

speed gear bos, Hele-Shaw clutch, new condition;
£50.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Hol-
born. [X2636

HUMBERETTE, 1914, 8-lOh.p., mag., hood, screen;
beauty; £67/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

[X2654
MORGAN, 1913, sporting, hood, screen, speedometer,

5 lamps, spares; £65, lowest.—Vowles, Keevil.

Trowbridge. [9316

3-SEATED Eedelia Cycle Car, in grand mnning order,

for cash, cheap; exchanges considered.—Webley,
Furnishers, Meithyr. [X:2255

A.C. Sociable, 1912, everything' tip-top, fine lot; £45,
bargain. 'Phone: Palmer's Green 471.—Leighton's.

(pposite Wood 'Green Station. [9114

CRESCENT tandem-seat cycle car, good condition.
7-9b.p. Peugeot engine, wants mag. ; bargain,

'

£25.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester. [X2648

T> OLLO Cycle Car, tandem 2-seater, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P.
XV engines. Bosch, Binks 1915, screen, hood, new
Wliittle belts; ofieis.-Boughton, Upton-on-Severn.

[X2412
20 14 Sh.p. Air-cooled Morgan de Luxe, very fast, and
.•J in firet-class order; £75, or near offer; owner

abroad.—Lieut. Ferreira, 11th N.F., Biamshott, Hants.
[9047

WALL 3-cwt. Parcel Car, 1914 model, demonstration
car, only bad little use; over £120 outfit. £55.

-Adelaide iSIotor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.
[9301

CLEARANCE.-8-lOh.p. Sabella-Jap, 2-seater, £42/10,
runs well; lOh.p. twin Bedelia, handle Ptarting,

fine condition, £36/10.—Motories, 68, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [0709

3 -WHEEL Motorette Sociable. 6-7h.p., engine, in
good condition, tyres unpunctured, 3 lamps, horn,

jack, etc.; very cheap.—W, Whyte, 130, Adnitt Rd..
Northampton, [9164

CYCLE Car Chassis, wheels, and tyres, scuttle dash,
fitted differential ball bearing countershaft, ex-

panding pullevs for belt drive; £18, or offer.—^Boyle,
75, Osborne Rd.. Forest Gate, K [9256

Sh.p. Water-cooled Humberette, fi.tted with electric

_

horn, hood, screen, tools, electric lamps; any
severe trial given; cost originally £150, take immediate
sale £85.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X2485
8b. p. J.A.P. Water-cooled Engine, back axle, with

2-speed gear and connections, set of wheels com-
plete with Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, silencer,
and radiator, readv for being assembled to make a cycle
car; whaj offers?-The Royal Ruby Cvcle Co., Man-
chester. [0705

advertisement, and the date of the ?ue. A39
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CYCLE CARS.
SAXON Light Car, 1914. llh.p-- 4-cyl., fitted £ng-

lish radiator and running boards, done 2.00U

iuiles. and is better than new; £90; take BS.A..
Douglas, or Levis exchange.—50, Evesham St., Eed-
ditrh. Tel. : 91. ' [S2651

ROLLO 3-seat. Light Car, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. engine.

Gradua gear, going order, smart turnout, speedo-

meter, 3 lamps, horn, tools, jack, etc.; £45. or ex-

change good combination, cash adjustment.—Laundry,
71, South Row. North Kensington. [9187

VIOLETTE^ 81i.p., water-cooled. 2-fieater, detachable
wheels, with spare, hood, screen, lamps, horn,

tools, spares, in exeeptional condition; f 55, or ex-

change motor cycle or combination.—Seen any time, 3,

Green Terrace, Rosebciy Av., E.G. [9133

HUMBERETTE, 1913 model, purchased June. 1914,

hood, screen, clock, Stewart trip speedometer, 3
lamps, oversize 700x80 and new spare 700x80 tyres;

66 gns., or good motor cvcle part.—Wvatt, Ardmorc,
Upper Cumberland Walk, Tuubridga Wells. [9287

CHATER-LEA Material, built entirely ear practice,

girder frame, 3 speeds and reverse, eide lever, loot

pedals, chain drive (Ronolds), 3 wheels, 650x65, wheel
steering, ready for engine and body, real good lot; bar-
gain, £14.-Knight, 93, Park Rd., Crouch End. [9223

1 Q15 Baby Peugeot de Luxe, dark blue, with luggage
-i-*y carrier, and spare tube, done 1,000 miles, con-
dition better than new; good reason for selling; fyres
uupunetured: cost £142, will take £115; might accept
tiif^t-class 1915 Baby 2-6troke, 4h.p. Triumph, or 7h.p.

Indian in part payment.—Letters only, jB. H. Davies.
15, Royal Terrace, Northampton. [S2466

TRUiiBULL Light Cars, the most economical,
onictest. fastest, most powerful light car on the

market. Complete with 3-speed gear, hood, screen, elec-

tric lamps. 4 detachable wheels. £110; spare wheel extra
£5.—Apply for trial run (dif^tance no object) to Georgf:
Clark, Motor and Carriage Works, Arrow, Alcester;
or Frank Heath, Rushford Garage, Salford Priori,

Evesham. [X2597

CARS FOR SALE.
FORD 1913 Touring Car; £75; any trial here.—21

Tindal St., Chlemsford. [9170

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—ia-16h. p. Singer toni-
iug car, 4 cyls., gate change; £85.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-14h.p. F.I.A.T.
landauJets, three immediately available; p^iLc^

£175, £200, £225.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-14h.p. F.I.A.T.
chassis, suitable for 2-seat., 4-seat., delivery van.

etc.; £125. . •-

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Four 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T
modern 15cwt. delivery vans, immediately avail

able; £150, £175 each.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Gladiator
cab-landaulet, 4 cyls.. gate change; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—24-36h.p. S.P.A.
chassis, gate change, powerful lot, £85; also 28-36

b.p. Daimler chassis, £65.

THE

BEST Of EVERYTHING
has to be fitted to Motor Cycles

for the WAR.
That is why all the leading

machines are being fitted with
I reliable

FORWARD' Fastener

I

CARS FOR SALE.
I Ol* R.M.C. 2-Eeat., double dii-key. Brolt narter,

I

JLt? Eashmore lighting j*t. detachable rims, fpare,

3,000 miles, only, been well kept; any trial; £185.—
Leavis, Downham. !9159

19

THE "FORWARD " Leather-
covered Link is invaluable to
users of " Forward " Fasteners, and

costs 1 / only.

ALL

SBZES,

except

Garage,
type, '"

Sizaire sporting 2-8eat

PALMER'S
modern type, 4-5eat.. bargain

Tooting.—lOh.p. De
at., bargain £50

;

fast; £35.

Dion.
12h-p

13 5-=eat. Ford, just re-painted and overhauled,
Stepnev. Master vibrator, best electric head

'lamps. 2 new 'covers and tubes just fitted, speedometer,
' etc. ; £85.—Leavis, Downham. '9158

BAEGAIX.-^28b.p. Daimler brake, mag. ignition. 4-

I^-peed forward, chain drive, detachable rim-, in

IperlVf-t nrdr-r; £80; would take cheap eonnd lawUi'iIel

!liai-t.-Ward, Stoke Ferrv, Norfolk. [9117

I

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED PavmeDts-—All mates supplied; lowest

terras.—Service Co., 292. High Holbom, Londoo.
[0618

PAYMENTS by Instalments, any make of motor rycle

or car. Details arranged to suit c«?t:.mer.— Col-
more Depot, 49. John Bright St., Birmingbaui. !;8105

ENGINES.

FN. Engine, 5-6h.p., complete ivith clutch.—Hebe rts,

Li-vane, Ebbw Vale. i9059

PRECISION Spares.— Sole London stockists, Grandei,
S3, Gray's Inn R<i., W.C. [5235

yQh.p. Rex Engine, mag., and back wheel; £9, or cfEer-^.

KJ —Dinnage. Amberley. Suesex. rX2023

31,h.p. Ariel Engine only, splendid condition, £5;
2 BlOO saddle, as new, 10/-; 7lt. 6in.x"iiin.

Whittle belt, 7/6.—J.B., 12, Albion Place, Winchfield,
Hants. :9204

h.p. Twin Brown Engine, complete with inlet and
exhaust pipes, new bearings throughout, perfect

i

condition ; £8/10.—Boyle, 75, Osborne Rd., Forest

•
Gate, E. _ ;9255

I Qh.p. J.A.P. Engine. 1912. perfect, re-bushed. Eos:ch
O waterproof mag., Einks carburetter, £17 : new
500 cc. Spack engine, ^ingle-cvl., Bosch mag., £13.— la,

Eloomfield Rd.. Plnuif^tead. [52436

§h.p. New J.A.P. Twin, air-cooled, £18/10; new
Premier 4h.p. twin, mag., carburetter, silencer,

£12; 4'.'*h.p. Stevens. single-cvL. splendid condition.
£6/10; 31 oh. p. Minerva, m.o.v., £4: 3h.p. N.S.U.. £3:
Si.ijh.p. Rex, £3/10; new J.A.P. cylinders, 70 mm.. 76
mm., 90 mm., 20/- each.—Murray's, 37a. Charles St.,

Hatton Garden, Helborn. 'X2637

Reliable Hook Fastener
is the '*KING HOOK"

with roller bearings.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-I6h.p. light Argyll
4-seat., runs like new; £85.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—15h.p. K.R.I.T. tour-
ing car, £110; 12-16h.p. Star 2-seat., £55.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 10-12h, p. Darracq 2
seat., £27/10; 10-12h.p. Opel Darraca cab landau

let, £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-15-20h.p. Flanders 4-
aeat., nice order, accessories; £85. r9352

HUMBER, 10-12h.p., 4-cyl., 1906, 2-seat.; £32/10.
—Marshall, Castle St., Cambridge. [X249^:

rQ 14 Singer Light Car, dynamo set, complete lamps,
t' speedometer, etc.; £165.—Cross, Agent, Rother-

ham. [X256£

PHOilNIS 2 or 3-seat. Car, 8-lOh.p., mag., Stepnev,
lamps, all complete; £40.—Buckingham, Tindal

St., Chelmsford. [9171

DARRACQ, 10-12h.r., 1908. 2-6eater, dickey, lamps,
Stepney, head lamp, just been thoroughly over-

banled and re-painted ; £30, or exchange.—Below.

ARGYLL. 10-12h.p., mag., 2-6eater, dickey seat, quiet
running, gate change, painted yellow, lamps, Step-

nev, all tyres splendid: £27/10.—Buttenvorth, Garage.
Mill Litne, Erixtou Hill. (:X2454

8-lOh.p. J.A.P., Multi gear, new tyres and tubes, 2
seat, and dickey, fine condition; £70, or ex

change.—Dawson, 60, Regent St., Cambridge. [X265&

ALL11ATS, 10-12h.p., smart (^\de entrance, nmg., hp::d,
screen, lamps, etc.. good order; £30. bargain; part

exrhange modern lightweight.—96, Crown St., Ipswiili.
[X2622

1 A^^'P- Hwtu Light Car. small 4-seat. torpedo body,
-Lv nood, screen, side curtains. Stepney, 5 lamps,
this is a grand little car. in perlect order, 35 miles
per gallon guaranteed, and a real bargain at £110.
Leavis, Downham. [9157

QAXON and Ritz- Light Car.s ut motor cycle prices.
kj 4-cyl., water-cooled, 2 speeds, reverse, hood, screen,
all on, 100 gns. and £120 respectively; motor cycle,3 in
part exchange ; deferred pajinents

; promptest delivery.
-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthnmstow. [0533

P

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
single: £2/10.—Cliff andMagneto,

Eltliam.

1 /- detachable, 1 /S adjustable.

•KING HOOK" Leather-
covered Link, the only make
that will fit all our hook fasteners.

"FORWARD" VALVE STEM
ADJUSTERS.

'VALVeSTEM

HARDENED STEEL
WASHER

STEEL CUP—S>-

ffAPPET HEAD-

Made in 3 sizes.

ii" i" and -fy"

Gel. the set
of four.

1/- the set
of eight.

SIMPLE YET
PERFECT.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
Makers of " Forward " British Plugs.

Son,
[9196

ABKEK and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Esperte ou
all magneton, Bosch, Eisemann, etc

PARKER and Rice.—Re-Trinding. re-magnetising, over-
hauling, etc.; repairs executed with expedition and

unapproachable workmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and' Rice give 12 montli^'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Eice, John's Place. King St.. Acton.
London.— State your trouble. Let us quote yen.

[429:

SEND Your Magneto Repairs to the Euubakeu
Magneto Co., Ltd.. Camp Street Works. Dciiiis-

goto. Manchester. 'Phone: 8266 City ,3 lines] T,A.

:

Kunmag, Manchester.

RKPAIRS.—The Ruubnken Magneto Co.. Ltd.. have
the largest and best equipped works iu this

countrj' for dealing with this class of work. Mcxienite'
charges. Can return Tvitbiu 24 hours.

SPARES Department.—TVe can supply from stock a\\

.

spare parts for Bosch, Eisema'nn, Mefl, U.H.,
ti' . Send for illustrated booklet.

THE Ruubnken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street
AVorks. Deausgate. Manchester. 'Phone; 8266

City (3 Hues). T.A. : Ruumog, Manchester. Call or
write. [0404 '

BOSCH Magneto, twin, waterproof. 1914. brand new;
£5,15.-110, Willow Rd.. Birmingham. [X2663

BASTONE'S for Magnetos, singles and V type 2-

cyls,, and right prices.—228, Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross, London. [8041

"\TAGXETO Repairs and all spare rnrts.—Thi Kiia-
i.vX hiiken Miicneto Co.. Ltd.. Camp St. Workr;. li«>aiw-

gatc. Manch.-^Tff. Tel.; 8266 City ;5 lines). T.A.:
Ruumag, Mauches'ter. [0715

MAGXETO Repairs to any kind of magneto by Bosch
specialist^; expedition and moderate chargcij; 1

and 2-cyI. magnetos in stork.—The Magneto Mai-t and
Repairing Co.. 142, Wardour St.. "W. [9539

JEBRON, registered 291298. greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blade?, screws, etc.:

cures misfiring ; 2i'6 each rivet : Jcbrou screws, fit

Bosch magneto.', 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised. 2/6
each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Mes-^^re. Collier Bros.,
Cplver, Martin, making world's records.—.Tebron,

38, Herbert Ed.. Woolwich, London, S.E. [X4331

BIEMINGITAM.—Magneto Repairs.—Re-winding, re-
magnet it^ing. and ovcrhanling promptly execnted;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Tradot? Supply Ltd.,
41. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham. T.A.: Motors. Bir-
mingham. [5610

All letters relatint; to advertisement?: should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Single-geared Machines and
Hill Climbing.

MOTOR cyclists may be divided into two

classes, those who search for hills, and
those who seek to avoid them. It is

a curious statement to make in these

days of the motor cycle industry, now,

roughly speaking, twelve years old, but there

seems to be a distinct increase in the number
of readers who ask us for routes and who
specially mention that they wish to avoid hills.

It is inconceivable to the owners of the most

perfected high-class machines that motorbicycles

should exist which will not climb any main road

hill in the kingdom. The average rider has

every right to expect any machine of well-known

make he purchases not only to tak^ every main
road hill in the country, but to enable him to

do a little mountain climbing off the beaten

track, where he may get " far from the" madding
crowd " and enjoy the beauteous views which

cannot be reached otherwise.

The state of the roads at the present time,

damaged as many of them are by military traffic,

often entails the traversing of avoiding routes

which are exceedingly hilly. Take, for instance,

the road from London to Exeter. The roads

through Salisbury, Amesbury, and suchlike

miUtary centres are in places unrideable, but,

apart from this, the scenery on these roads is poor

in comparison with that by the coast road through

Bridport and Lyme Regis. From Dorchester

onwards there are numerous steep ascents, none

of which, however, should cause the least

anxiety to the rider of a 1915 model. This

particular road happens to be the only one we
can recommend to the west country, and we do

not doubt for a moment that eventually com-
plaints will come in that we have recommended
a certain road the hills on which are un-

climbable by modern single-geared lightweights.

Again, the Exeter-Okehampton-Launceston-Bod-

min road, never very good as far as Oke-

hampton, is reported to be in bad condition, and

the alternative roiite over Dartmoor, via More-
tonhampstead and Tavistock, is one succession

of long and steep hills, or if a detour is made
Tta Plymouth the road is by no means level, and
the Hamoaze has to be crossed by the Torpoint

ferry. Such instances could be increased if

necessary.

The Motor Cycle has done so much to

introdiJce the necessary change-speed gear to

motor cycles, and its efforts have been crowned
with so much success, that, for the last two years

or so, very few single-geared heavyweights were
made. Yet now, in 1915, it is with considerable

surprise that we have to record that makers
are actuallv listing low-powered single-geared

maclwnes which should have at least three

speeds, and the public buy them, thinking that

they will go anywhere and climb any hill that

may be encountered. It is up to the prospective

motor cyclist to bear in mind that the lower
powered the machine, the greater the necessity for

a change-speed gear, and, further, the smaller
the engine the more gears are necessary. If it

is found desirable that the 3^^ h.p. machine
should have three speeds, it is all the more
desirable that the 2% h.p. should have four
speeds. Four speeds are perhaps too manv
to expect in the case of a cheap lightweight,

but three at least are required, while, of course,

two are immeasurablv better than one. The
prospective purchaser should therefore remember
that his new mount should be capable of taking
him anywhere within reason. He will often
buy with the object of travelling not more than
sixteen miles an hour, and never taking a

journey longer than twentv miles in length, but
such are the fascinations of the pastime that

it is not many weeks before the tyro is touring
far afield and driving his machine within a verv

little of its maximum poAver. It is the duty of
the buying public, therefore, ,to see that they get

machines which will enable them to enjoy, to the

fullest extent, touring in this beautiful country
of ours.

An index to the advertisements in tilis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Only a Detail.

In the dim pre-historic past of the motor cycling

era you could always identify a motor cyclist by the

abrasions on his hands. Every machine on the market

was made of assembled bits, and such items as the

valve lifter and brake handles were bought by the

hundred and screwed into place with spiky brackets,

sharp-edged nuts and bolts, and not infrequently

miniature little bayonets and chevaux des frises in

the form of spring catches. The ' rigid forks and

unbalanced engines kept the driver's hands in a state

of violent and perpetual vibration, until at last his

hands became so calloused and scarred that further

Wounds could not be inflicted by any smaller tool

than a steam hammer. We pioneers were a sturdy

and long-suffering race ; . we had undergone similar

tortures on the earlier push-bicycles, and we knew
that as each manufacturer settled down to construct

his own machine from stem to stern, he eliminated these

petty worries, and
.
gave us smooth handle-bars with

rotund fittings. The same process, we fondly imagined,

would be followed with motor cycles, as they de-

veloped. .
We were fools. After nearly twenty years,

many motor cycle manufacturers still bolt on the

spikiest fittings imaginable. I know I can wrap 'the

offending protuberances in insulating tape, and so

rob them of their marked resemblance to barbed wire

entanglements; but I cherish a deep and sullen resent-

ment against the fool designer who is responsible

;

and there is more than one of him.

The Haunting Misgiving.

I- am nothing if not frank, so let me confess that

dynamo lighting reminds me to some extent of the

early days, of motor cycling, when every ride was
tempered with the cynical expectation that ere long

one's timing gear would shear, or one's contact breaker

drop off. I was once driv-rng an electrically lighted

car by night over strange roads, when the capricious

dynamo seized on a blind corner in its spite, and
plunged the world into darkness without a moment's
warning. Never did two human feet descend on clutch

and brake pedals with more weight or abruptness; and
this is surely the main weakness of electricity as ah
illuminant. Acetylene gas usually heralds a fit of

misconduct by evincing a fit of the jumps, unless, of

course, you have been fool enough to fnount your
rubber pipe where a knee-twitch may pinch it, or a

swing tangle it in the front wheel. But electricity

always acts with the mobility 'of a jerboa. At .i.tIi.

57nj. 4.3s. the road is bathed in brilUant light for half

a mile ahead; at rih. 57m. 43.5s. you find the world
has disappeared into Stygian darkness; and your safety

may depend on whether the surroundings are wide
ami straight, or whether your mental retina retains

sufficient impression of what lies ahead to give space
for a safe .stoppage; or on the happy chances that

protect us poor fools of motor cyclists in hours of
peril. Such appalling incidents are, of course, few

COMMCNT6
and far between. I can only recall one instance of_^;.

smash due to this ever-present possibihty; and 1^1

my own experience of the kind I emerged scathless. -

Electric Outfits on Test.

So far I have experienced no trouble whatever

with my electric lighting sets, apart from the batteries,

which, being new, run down extremely fast—faster,

indeed, than I am able to repair by dynamo charging.

Each of them has been removed from the machine

on two or three occasions to be charged up at a

garage. When the cells settle down, I hope that the

dvnamos will be able to keep the voltage up to the

proper level, though, judging by present experiences,

I rather think it may be necessary to keep thenf on

charge during the bulk of my day work whenexer the

lamps are in regular use. A neighbour of mine, who

is using a Lucas outfit on a big sidecar combination,

has not yet experienced this difficulty, owing to the

fact that' his battery, being stored in the sidecar, is

altogether more substantial and , capacious and the

dynamo is able to keep it up to the mark. His sole

trouble has been a broken head lamp lead, due to

the fact that he did not bind the wire to his top

tube at a point near the lamp socket, and the long.

sag he left in it caused a fractiu-e through excessive

sway. He has now taped this up arti is happy.

A Trade Innovation.

I notice with some irritation that the trade—or a

large section of it—has suddenly ceased to supply tyre

repair outfits as part of the standard kit. I have taken

delivery ofiour new machines .during 1915, comprising

three different makes, and in no single case has a

tyre repair outfit figured in the equipment. Of course,

these details are conventional. Nobody expects to

discover spare valves, sparking plugs, and belts or

chain bits—[Spare links are supplied on at least one

chain-driven, two-speed machine.

—

Ed.]—in - the

panniers of a new. machine. But the practice of supply-

ing sundry essential fitments—for example, a few tools,

a tyre inflator, and a tyre repair kit—has stereotyped

into little short of actual law ; and I wonder much
what secret cabal has suddenly deprived us of goods

to the value of half a crown or so? I suppose the

guilty firms will be able to justify their innovation;

but ihev ought at least to make it,public property, and

so I supply their omission ; for have I not twice in

this year of grace been overtaken by the puncture

fiend on my first trip with a new mount, and has there

not been a loud crescendo in my curses, as to the

knowledge of a flat tyre was slowly added the far more
disquieting information that my kit contained neither

patches nor solution? Perhaps the Government has

bought up the whole supply for repairing aeroplane

tyres ! It might seem so, for the solution in the last-

two repair kits which I procured from local agents to

complete my panniers contained a caricature of solus

tion resembling ancient ink eraser, which had exidently

mouldered in stock and dried up completely.

^
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ATrip inoto Km^hmir
:: :: Ojn a niotojr ct/c/e. :: :: :: :: :;

[HAD long meditated
making a trij) inio

Kashmir, but, owing
its great distance from the

astern side of India, it was
ome time before I had an
ipportunity of doing so. How
ver. at last I was able to get

way for eleven ~ days-, and
ccordingly I set forth from
-alcutta by the East Indiap
Railway Punjab mail train. ^^

April is one of the hottest

aonths pf the year in Calcutta,

.nd I was greatly looking forward to the pros-
)ect of being shortly in a climate comparable to

hat of England. The journey was a long and hot
me, and beyond passing through some of the most
mportant towns in India, e.g., Allahabad, Cawnpore,
Jmballa, and Lahore, there was little of interest to

>e seen.

The Delights of a Cool Climate.

Umballa, a large military station, was reached at

bout six o'clock in the morning, and it w-as necessary

here to transfer to the Xorth-Western Railway train,

rhich left about an hour later. Thenceforward to

^ahore the journey was, if anything, of even less

nterest than the previous portion, the country

raversed consisting mainly of dried-up rice fields. A
omewhat protracted stop was made at Lahore for

uncheon, or "tiffin" as it is called in India, but

ventually the train got going again. Towards evening

here was a niarked drop in the temperature, and this

ontinued as the train rolled on its way through deep
uttings and tunnels, gradually getting into much
igher country until Rawalpindi, 2,000 feet above sea

;vel, the base from which my journey was to be made,
.'as reached at about eight o'clock on Monday night.

t was, indeed, a relief to find that here there was at

iresent no need for the punkah or electric fan. In
Calcutta one has to start using fans about the middle
1 February, but in Rawalpindi the hand-pulled punkah
5 not brought into use until June. I was glad to get

iUt of the train, as I had been travelling almost con-

inuously for two days and nights, and liad come
Imost 1,400 miles, and after seeing my luggage and
[lachine, a free engine Triumph, safely on to the

ilatform, I managed to get dinner of a sort at the

tation. After this I went to search foi an hotel, and
ound one near the station.

B^G.RBPTTalbot.

A Long and TricRy Climb.

distance from Rawalpindi to Srinagar, the

of Kashmir, is, roughly, 200 miles, and I

oped to be able to accomplish this within the day,

s I had previously sent on my luggage by mail tonga

a curious sort of two-wheeled conveyance drawn by

The
apital

two horses, the usual

vehicle for passengers

and mails between the

rwo places), and although there

'irc rest houses at intervals

along the road where meals,

etc., can be obtained, no bed-
ding is available, and if one
« ishes to stop the night, it is

necessary to take one's bedding
with one. Bearing this in

mtnd; I got up at about 5.30
the following (Tuesda^y) morn-
ing, but it was nearly eight

o'clock before I started. '
-

The road for the first fifteen miles is more or less

level, but after the tAventy-third fnile there is a stiff

climb of about 4,500 feet to Murree, which is 7,000
feet above sea level. The road on this occasion was
\ery greasy and slippery owing to recent rain, and
with sharp hairpin bends and a heavy traffic of bullock
carts, troops, and camels, it was at times a difficult

matter to keep the machine upright, though the actual ,

surface of the road was not bad on the hill portion.
When within two miles of Murree the road to

Kashmir continues to the left, .and that to Murree'
branches off to the right, and is a stiff gradient from
about I in 10 to 1 in. 5 right into the town. I decided
to go there before proceeding on my way, firstly to

get breakfast, and, secondly, because an awful thought
had just struck me, namely, that the tin of petrol that

I had had sent on previously had been sent to tlie

wrong place. I had intended to have it sent to a.

place about 100 miles from Rawalpindi, roughly half

way to Srinagar, but I then realised that I had made
a stupid mistake and had had it sent to Uri, 100 miles
from Murree instead of from Rawalpindi.

A Quest for Petrol.

While having, breakfast at a comfortable little hotel

perched on the side of the hill, I made enquiries

as to whether there was any possibility of my getting

any petrol in the town. At first I was told that

it probably could be obtained at the chemist's, and a

messenger was accordingly sent off to get some, but
before long he came back and said that there was
none to be got either there or at any of the other

shops. This was cheerful news, as my petrol was'
100 miles ahead, and I only had about two-thirds of

a tankful left ! I thought it might be just as well

to go up to the town (about half a mile above the

hotel at which I was) and make quite certain that

none was to be had, so ' with a vigorous push I got

going up the gradient, which must have been about
1 in 5, rather too stiff for a free engine start, and
made for the chemist's shop. After much hunting
a quart bottle of the precious fluid was found—the

whole available stock in Murree. I carefully poured

A13
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A Trip into Kashmir on a Motor Cycle.—

it into the tank, but was still very doubtful as to

whether 1 should have enough to carry me the hundred

miles; however, it was no good waiting any longer,

and, as it was now nearly one o'clock, I made a start.

A Glorious Bit of Coasting.

In some ways the bit that now followed was

perhaps the most enjoyable of the whole journey. It

was- one long continuous coast of 31^'^ miles with

the exception of about a mile

or two of almost level ground

shortly after getting clear of

Murree. In this distance one

drops 4,950 feet, and it was

possible to go almost the whole

way with the clutch out—

a

most delightful experience.

Shortly before reaching Kohala

one can see the River Jhelum
winding its way about between

AUGUST 5t!i, igis.
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almost impossible to keep the machine upright, so I

took shelter in a roadmender's hut which I found a

little further on until the worst was over. When it

had cleared up a bit I started again, but the road >

was still terribly slippery, and it was only possible to

proceed at about five miles an hour, and even at tbb \

pace I was continually skidding, and on one occasion

found myself facing in the direction from which

I had come. However I got along as best I couldi

to Dulai, where there is a charming little dak

bungalow by the side of the

river. This was named
"Honeymoon Cottage" by

Lady Dufferin. Here I had

tea while my clothes were being

dried in the sun. It had now :

got so late that reaching Srina-

gar that night was out of the

question, and I decided that
!

the best thing to do would be

to stop at the dak bungalow

(I) Reservoir near Srinagar. The mountains are always snow-capped.

(2)
" Tongas," in which mails and passengers are (3) On the way up to Simla,

carried in certain parts of India.

(4) Grass-topped houses on the way to Srinagar. (5) Ruins on the Kashmir road.

the mountains on either side, and it is at

Kohala that one crosses the river and finds oneself
in Kashmir territory. From here forward the road
continues on the left-hand bank of the river, sometimes
being only about fifty feet above the water, but at times
too feet or so with an almost sheer drop down. It

is an interesting bit of road, as it is cut out of the
side of the precipitous bank, and, in one or two places,

passes through tunnels cut in the solid rock. After
I had gone some four or five miles from Kohala
it began to thunder, and in a few minutes it was
pouring with rain in a way'' that it only does in the
tropics. It soon became too bad to go on, as, aoart
from the rain, the road was so slippery that it was
a!4

at Domel for the night. This I did^ and it was rather

an uncomfortable experience, as I had no spare clothes

with me and no bedding.

A Pleasant Evening.

The first thing I did was to have a bath. The

khansamah (man in charge of the bungalow) pro-

duced some soap, but said he had no towel, so I had

to dry myself with a series of dinner napkins ! He
lent me a most gorgeous pair of Indian shoes and

also a blanket—about the latter the less said the better.

There were some other European travellers staying

in the bungalow on their way up to Srinagar and also

the road engineer, and we had quite a cheery
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A Trip into Kashmir on a Motor Cycle.—

dinner on the verandah. I slept in my waistcoat

and overcoat, with my waterproof overalls as a

pillow. In spite of my improvised bedding, I

slept soundly and awoke quite fresh and fit the

next morning, and, after a bath and breakfast,

I started off again, my machine having in the

meantime been cleaned. But I was very doubtful

whether the petrol still left in my tank would carry

me on to Uri.

Getting Along by Slow Stages.

When I got to Chakoti, thirty-five miles from Domel,
I looked to see how much petrol I had left and saw
there was only a very little in the bottom of the tank,

but, as it was only fourteen miles on to Uri, I decided

to risk it, as the only alternative was to buy some
kerosene oil in a bottle from the khansamah of the

dak bungalow, and I was anxious To avoid doing this

if it could be avoided, owing to the difficulty of

carrying it. All went well for about five miles, when

he would not agree to this, saying that his pony would
jump over the precipice. However, he volunteered

to go on to the next village and get coolies to push
the bicycle. Meanwhile some men came along and I

got them to push me into the village, some two miles

away. Here at a native shop I got some more kero-

sene, but, as the engine was by now quite cold, I

could not induce it to fire. As being pushed by
coolies was a somewhat slow and monotonous
procedure, I chartered an ekka (a weird sort of two-

wheeled conveyance with a canopy over it drawn by a

pony), fixed a long rope to it, and, taking one end in

each hand, was towed the last four miles or so of the

twisting mountain road into Uri, a pretty village

surrounded on all sides by hills. Hurrying to the dak
bungalow, my first question to the khansamah was
whether my petrol had arrived, and it is putting it

mildly to say that I was glad when he answered that

it had
The next stage was to Rampur, thirteen miles from

Uri. The road here makes a long detour up the

Kalka-Simla road. Simla road.

View of the Avenue which, with the

to a distance of thirty

exception of a few breaks, extends

miles into Srmagar.

the machine began to slacken and finally stopped owing
to the petrol having given out ! As it happened there
was a horse changing stage a few yards further on,
where I eventually succeeded in getting the syces

(native grooms) to produce about half a bottle of very

dirty kerosene oil. They were quite ready to sell me
the oil, but could not be induced to part with the

bottle in which they kept it, and which they apparently

regarded as a most valuable possession, saying" that

in order to get another one they would have to go to

the nearest village. I had hoped by tipping up the
bicycle to use every drop of petrol and to postpone
putting in the kerosene as long as possible, taking

it with me in the bottle, .but as this could not be
managed, I had to pour the filthy stuff into the tank.

The engine started quite easily and off I went, but

my luck was not to last for long, as, after going two or

three miles, I again came to a standstill, having used
up the kerosene.

I was still some sLx miles from my petrol, and I

started pushing and pedalling alternately, but soon got

tired of this. I then espied a native rider coming
towards. me, and I endeavoured to induce him to let

me harness his horse to my machine and tow me, but

valley, and then continues along the side of some
rocks. Near this point one sees the large electric

works—rather a blot on this lo\ely country—which
are worked bv the concentrated energy of the Jhelunt

river, the -water being conveyed some six miles in a

large flume and falling some 400 feet. The generated

current is Conveyed from the power house to Srinagar,

about fiftv-fi\'e miles, by means of overhead wires.

An Interesting and Beautiful Road.

From Rampur to Baramulla the road is compara-
tively level, but by no means uninteresting on that

account. About half way through thi.=; stage one gets

a view of the Nanga Parbut peak, some 36,900 feet

high. Apple blossom and any number of varieties of

vi'ild flowers are much in evidence, and the atmosphere

is as different from the humid climate of Calcutt.'?. as

chalk is from cheese.

Near Baramulla the river becomes navigable, and
many people join their houseboats there and tinish

the thirty-five odd miles to Srinagar in them. After

having had tea at a charming dak bungalow by ths

side of the river, on whicli were to be seen many house-

boats and dungas (a smaller and less elaborate t)-pe of

Bl
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boat), I resumed my journey. It was now about

6 p.m., and 1 soon had to light my lamp. From here

to Srinagar—34/'2 miles—-the road runs through an

almost continuous avenue of chenar and poplar trees.

Being dark it was very difficult to discern anything

ahead owing to the shadows cast by the trees, and
I very nearly ran into a horse which had strayed into

the road.

At last 1 reached my goal—Srinagar—at about 9.30
p.m., and although the actual distance from Rawal-
pindi—over 200 miles via Murree—is not a particularly

arduous journey on an ordinary road, it is distinctly

trying when one is riding continuously along the edges

of precipices and turning hairpin corners.

Motor Boating at Srinagar.

Srinagar is a delightful place, and in some ways
resembles Venice. The river is really part of the

town and flows right through the centre of it, and in

the distance are the snow-capped mountains. Many
people spend several months in and around Srinagar

in houseboats, shooting and fishing. Unfortunately I

had no time for this, as I was only there about two and
a half days. The first day was wet, and it was not

possible to do more than have a look round the place.

On Friday I went to the Dal Lake by motor boat,

starting from my friend's house. The only difficulty

we had was keeping the propeller clear of the large

quantities of weed to be found in the lake. Just at

the entrance to the lake from the river backwater is

a bridge underneath which one passes, and on coming
back one is literally shot through owing to the narrow-
ness of the opening. In the evening I went on my
motor cycle to see the Nishat and Shali Baghs—old

Mahomedan gardens a few miles outside Srinagar.

They are formed in terraces, and although not very

bright in the way of flowers, they are well supplied

with trees, and having mountains as a background, a

lake in front, and clumps of lavender and lilac in

between, the effect is very beautiful.

A Narrow Escapej
The next day I had to start on the return journey,

and decided to take it rather more easily than I did on
the way up, and so stopped the first night at Uri. As
usual, there were no bed-clothes, so I had again to

sleep in my overcoat, and very chilly it was in spite of

>

a wood fire burning in the room. As a result of my
scanty covering I succeeded in getting a stiff neck.

After putting into the tank the remainder of the

petrol that I had left at the bungalow on the way up,

I started off in the morning and very nearly annihilated

a landau which I met somewhat unexpectedly round

one of the numerous turns in the road. However, we
just managed to escape each other without ,damage.

I stopped for lunch at Domel dak bungalow, and

then went on to Dulai, where I found the petrol that

I had telegraphed for on the way up. Nothing of

particular interest happened between here and Kohala,

where I had tea at the dak bungalow, which is situated

in a most awkward position some fifty or sixty feet

above the road, and reached by a steep path.

A Visit from the Police.

Leaving Kohala, I started on the long climb to

Murree. The difference in temperature is very marked
after one has ridden for about an hour, and by the

time I got to Rowbury's hotel, over 7,000 feet above

sea level, where I stayed the night, it was quite cold.

Shortly after my arrival I had a visit from the

inspector of police, who came to warn me for having
ridden my motor bicycle within the town on my way
to Kashmir and again that day. It appeared that this

was against the regulations. I had an inkling that

this was so on the way up, as a native constable had
waved a notice at me, but, as I did not wish to walk
up the hill, I thought it best not to examine the said

notice too closely. After a night's rest I left Murree
on the last portion of my road journey. For the first

twenty-five miles it was mainly coasting and then more
or less level road. The journey was completed without

incident, except for a tyre bursting about three miles

outside Rawalpindi. This I temporarily repaired by
means of a loose bit of canvas, and this was the only
tyre trouble I had throughout the trip. I carried a
spare cover and two or three spare tubes with me in

case of necessity.

The next morning I left Rawalpindi by the mail
train at six o'clock, eventually arriving in Calcutta
forty-eight hours later, after what was the most
strenuous eleven and a half days' leave I have ever had.
The latter part of the journey in the train was
stillingly hot—in fact, we were delayed in the middle
of the day on account of a rail having buckled owing
to the extreme heat.

«»Oc*—<—

NEWS FROM THE No.

THE letter from A. G. C. Wheeler, of the No. 10

Battery M.M.G.S., published in our issue of

July 15th, has produced another equally in-

teresting epistle from a member of the No. 3 Battery,

also on active service. The writer is Art.-Sergt. C.

G. Turner, and we give extracts herewith :

" In The Motor Cycle of July 15th, page 59, I note

reproduction of a letter from A. G. C. Wheeler, of

No. 10 Battery M.M.G.S., and I think that perhaps
you would care to have some news regarding the No. 3
Battery to which I belong. We have been in the firing

line since March 6th, with very few rests in between,
and we are still going into the trenches in sections

and also as a battery. I would like to say that our
machines have often gone up to within 100 yards of
the fire trenches, as an inspection of the machines will

3 BATTERY, M.M.G.S.

show. Another way in which we have been used is

in anti-aircraft work, and very successfully too.
" The neighbourhood we operate in is noted for its

shell fire, but in several attacks in which we have been
used, we have wiped out many a score, I am pleased
to say. Our last trenches and the ones we are using

now are not more than thirty yard's from those of the
enemy, and we see plenty of Huns. We are, in fact,

so near that trench mortars are used, also hand
bombs. Artillery certainly does dominate' in this

war.
" Our Daimler car drivers are real heroes. Going up -

to within a few hundred yards of the enemy with «

rations, etc., for our boys is very trying, especially at

night. Bullets, shells, and gas galore, and the

roads (?) a succession of shell holes."

1
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ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.
THE 4 h.p. DOUGLAS.

THE engine of the

4 h.p. Douglas must
not be considered to

be a copy of the better

known 2 y^ h.p. of the same
make. There are many
points of similarity, it is true—horizontally opposed
cylinders, excellent balance, even firing, and outside

flywheel ; but there are also many points of difference—
the valves are placed side by side above the cylinders

and operated by a single camshaft, the stems and
springs being enclosed, the silencer is low down in

front of the engine instead of being underneath, and
the oil is carried in a sump which is an extension of

the crank case, no oil being carried in the tank, which
is reserved for petrol only.

The Lubrication System.

The method of lubrication to which we have just

referred is very simple and effective, as well as being

practically foolproof. When the oil is placed in the

sump beneath the crank case the rider can dismiss

the question of lubrication from his mind until he
has travelled 500 miles or so, but it is better to add
a little oil at more frequent intervals. Reference to

the accompanying drawings will clearly show the

method of working at a glance. The oil is raised

from the sump by an ele'S'ator on the Archimedean
screw principle to troughs into which the big ends dip.

These throw the oil into the cylinders, whence channels
convey it to the other bearings. The surplus drains

back through a filter composed of two gauzes into the

reservoir for future use. The elevator is driven by
a worm on the crankshaft at one-third engine speed.

That this works well in practice will be seen later.

Both crank and camshafts are carried on ball

bearings, but the big end is fitted with a plain

bearing. -
.

Engine 74'3 x 68 mm. bore and stroke
(594 c.c.) Horizontally opposed cylin-

ders. Three-speed gear, ratios 51, 81,
and I2| to 1. Cork insert clutch, chain

and belt drive.

The 4 h.p. Douglas side-

car outfit, selling at JjTi
complete, ranks as a cheap,

low-powered combination

in these days of three-

figure 8 h.p. sets. As such,

it has perhaps a better chance of ultimate survival

than most, for the costlier types are bound to be hit

rather hard in time by the competition of light cars

in general, and particularly by the second-hand British

^SPIRAL FOB
CARRrlNGOIL

Part sectional side elevation of the 4 h.p. Douglas engine.

The Douglas lubrication. Oil sump and elevator,

Hght cars and the new-imported Yankees, like the

Trumbull, the Saxon, and the Scripps-Booth. Con-
sequently the future of sidecars may depend more
on the low-priced 4. h.p. combinations than many
people are ready to admit.

Practical Tests by " Ixion."

I bought my machine for solo work, and have been
charmed by the ease with which it responds to its

kick-starter, in which respect—taking one
month with another—it easily excels any single-

cylinder I have owned. The clutch is exceed-
ingly sweet, and the normal speed of the

engine on the top ratio of 5J4 (sidecar gear)

is 35 m.p.h. ; express train speeds are possible

on full throttle, and the engine will turn o^'er

smoothly in traffic on the merest whiff of gas.

The indirect gears are unusually silent, and
on the bottom gear of i2j^ anvthing can be
climbed.' Acceleration is quite a unique
feature ; the engine is much better silenced

than the 2 s^ h.p, of the same make, whilst

retaining all its balance—in fact, I think its

balance is better, and, excluding very low
rates of 'revolution, for which I have not yet

tuned it up to my satisfaction, the running is

more reminiscent of a steam turbine than any
motor cycle engine I have yet handled. In-

creasing wind pressure on the cheeks is the

B5
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Road Tests of New Models.

most pronounced sensation as the throttle is opened.

The lubrication arrangement is very satisfactory, in

that distances up to 500 miles can be covered on

a single filling of the crank case sump, and the

circulation is such that

there is no doubt about

every bush getting its

supply; in fact, the

pressure is so good that a

little oil escapes from some
joint of my crank case,

and I have yet to trace

the point. The only defect

in design seems to be that

the carburetter protrudes

rather inconveniently on
the right side of the

machine, and one has to

execute a distinct flanking

movement with the calf

to get at the brake pedal

;

but this handicap is common to most horizontal twins

of large capacity, and at present can only be countered

Flywheel side of the 1915 model 4h,

with which are described in

by setting the brake pedal further out than most

designers consider wise.

I was so smitten with the paces of the machine that

I went out of my way to test it with a sidecar, though,

somehow or other, I have never been an enthu-

siastic sidecarist.
After driving a sidecar-

burdened " choggy
"

single-cylinder, the hori-

zontal twin is a revela-

tion. The engine seems

to ignore the extra load,

and is very perceptibly

faster and smoother at

its work than any single

of similar capacity can

hope to be. One is not

perpetually trying to avoid

a knock, or to get the

engine to pick up ; it is

literally made for the

job, and thinks nothing

of plugging away for mile after mile when occasion

requires. Ixion.

p. Douglas, the road experiences

the accompanying article.

A GOOD
FOR some little time I have been testing a John

Bull Rib-Stud motor cycle tyre. This tyre

began its work on the rear wheel of a chain-

driven 3 h.p. machine. At the end of 2,730 miles it

was removed to the front wheel, not because it was
incapable of further work on the driving wheel, but

because I wished to make a trial of another cover in

TYRE COVER.
the rear position. The total mileage is now 5,700,

and careful measurement of the rib-studs shows the

thickness to be approximately -jVin- in centre and

J^in. at the sides, the original depth of the studs being

-§-^i.n., and the thickness of the rubber below the

studs about the same. The cover is 2.;-8in. in section,

and has given no trouble. The two punctures

COYOTE RUNNING ON MOTOR
CYCLES.

A motor cycle sport popular in the Western
States of the U.S.A. is coyote running, which,
with motor cycles, is said to be more exciting

than fox hunting in the ordinary English
manner. These pictures show riders of

Harley - Davidson machines on a coyote

expedition. The coyote, it may be added,
is a kind of small wolf found on the
Western prairies of North Americt.

B6

suffered w ere
caused by wire

nails which
would have punctured any tyre. The
non-skidding properties of the tyre are excel-
lent. Auriga..
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Simplicity in Motor Cycle Design.
A Two-stroke Two-speed Power Unit for a 1916 Model.

THE two-stroke engine, with its absence of valves

and valve gear, offers great opportunities to

designers of producing extraordinarily simple

power units, and not a few have shown themselves

capable of grasping such opportunities. In this con-

nection it is interesting to note that Messrs. Butter-

fields, Ltd., are producing a newly-designed light-

weight two - stroke

engine and combined - .-MM

gear of an extremely ^3.

simple design for a

New Levis lightweight

engine and combined

gear box.

new Levis lightweight machine, which is to be placed
upon the market at a future date. Several patents
have been taken out in reference to this new power
unit, and many of the features are of a highly novel
character. The cylinder is of the three-port type, with
a bore of 60 mm., and a stroke of 70 mm., the nominal
horse-power being approximately 2-3, and the cubical
Capacity 198 c.c. The cylinder is bolted to a very

narrow crank case,
housing a plain single

flywheel which takes the

place of the ordinary

type crankshaft by
having a pin attached

to its outer face carry-

ing the corinecting rod
big end. Both the

spindle carrying the

flywheel and the con-

necting rod big end are

fitted with Hoffmann
roller bearings, and
from inspection of a

specimen engine at the

Levis works we were
agreeably impressed by
the first-class workman-
ship put into these parts

Sectional diagram of cylinder

showing streamline entry port.

of the engine. The two-speed gear and clutch incor-

porated in this unit is the Enfield twin clutch and
chain type, and it is carried in a casing cast in one
with the crank case, means being provided to allow

of the complete gear and chains being adjusted or

withdrawn from the casing by simply removing a few
screws and a cover plate. The cliitch spindle is, as

usual, held in an eccentric mounting in order to pro-

vide adjustment for the chains. The gear ratios

employed are 5^ and g}'2 to i, and both gears are,

of course, direct.

One of the patents relating to the new Levis engilie

concerns the simple and direct method of mounting
the magneto on a small platform at" the side of the

engine, and driving it by means of a small dog lever

connected to the crank pin inside the crank case.

This eliminates the chain and sprocket drive neces-

sary with the usual form of magneto drive on two-

stroke engines, whilst the magneto itself is in an

infinitely more accessible position and can be more
easily removed when required.

The Lubrication System.

The cylinder itself has several interesting features,

the chief of which is the new streamline entry port

cast with the cylinder ...,,.,„,„„... ,,..,.,,„, ,„„„

and leading from " the

carburetter. By this

arrangement the mix-

ture enters the crank

case at a considerably

higher speed than with

the ordinary type port,

thus increasing the

general efficiency of the

engine. The lubrica-

tion of the cylinder is

effected by oil being led

to an annular chamber
which leads the oil to

the piston via a series

of small holes drilled

in the cylinder wall,

whilst any excess oil is

prevented from being

thrown into the cylinder

from the crank case by Piston, connecting rod and fly-

base plates as in the wheel of the Levis lightweight

ordinary four - stroke f'^'f-
R""?. ^^^""S% ^j;<=

. I- ^ 1 htted to the big end ot the
type of motor cycle connecting rod.

engine. With this

arrangement one should therefore ha-\-e very little

trouble from excess lubrication. The piston is a very

light and neat piece of work, and only one ring is fitted.

We should imagine that this engine should do very

well in a lightweight machine, as the internal friction

of the. power unit has been reduced to a minimum,
consistent with good wearing- qualities, and although

of only 198 c.c.) the engine should have no difficulty

in taking a rider of average size and weight over almost

every road and hill in this country with the assistance

of the efficient two-speed gear incorporated in the

power unit.

B7
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.

A fine batch of men recruited last week by the Editor of Tht Motor Cycle for the M.M.G.S.—enough for a complete battery.

L
AST week's list of enlistments of motor cyclists and

car drivers in Coventry for the Motor Machine
Gun Service are given hereunder:

Avison, Artlmr D., Eainhill
Bntulitt'e, C. H., Mimslield
iiower, Harold, Huddersfield
Becliett, J. E., Eoclidale
Baker, E. W. C, King's Lynn
Black. A., Sunderland
Biadshaw.W.. Manchester (A.S.O.)
Clarke. P. O., Colchester
Dent. J.. Ulverston
DarlinB. W. J., Catford, S.E.
Fusglc. W. H., Slough
Gore. W., Manchester
Hatcher, A. S., Ipswich
Harrison, F., Shetfield
Hall, S., Beckenham, S.E.
Hingeley, C. K., Stourbridge
Hartley, W., Sunderland
Jolm.s, J. E., Devonport
Johnson, A. W., London, S-W.
Lewis, T. A., Aberaman
Langworthy, H. R., Plymouth
Lyon. W. I.. London. S.E. (A.S.C.)
Mcliew. O. G., Huntingdon"
McKenzie, V.. Haverfordwest
Merrett, T., Winchfleld
Mongiardino, L., London (A.S.C.)
Mt.Satt. E.. Harrogate
Morgan. L. H.. Market Har-

borough (A.S.C.)

Mellor. Norman, Huddersiield
May, W. E. Southcomb, London
McKenzie, C, Coventry
Nelson, E. B., Grimsby
North, P. E:, Loughborough
I'eel, J. A., London, W.
PhilUps, T:, Garditl
Price, T. J. E., Stourbridge
Peacock, W. B. (A.S.C.)
Eawden, T., Grimsby
Eawling, T. J.. Cleator
Eeyuolds, F. J. B., Coventry
Eichards, H. (A.S.C.)
Rainbow, J.,- Letehworth
Simpson, F., Hammersmith. W.
Smith, J. S., Eltham
Scruton, S., Middlesbrongh
Stubbe, W., "New Balderton
Spalding. A. (A.S.C.)
Taylor, H.. Brighouse
Tarry. A. J. W.. Northampton
Townley. D., Ashton-under-Lvne
Vitali, J. O., Manchester (A.S.C.)
"Walton. A. S , London. S.\V.
Woodland. A.. Liverpool
Wood. H. M.. Bridlington (A.S.C)
^yeight. F. A., Newport. Mon.

Still more men are wanted for the new batteries. The
form below should be filled in and forwarded to Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, Editor, T/ie Motor Cycle, Coventry, when
a free railway warrant to attend an inspection at the
Recruiting Office, Coventry, on Wednesday afternoon next,
win be issued to suitable candidates.

A few experienced motor cycle workshop mechanics are
wanted. These are A.S.C. men attached to the M.M.G.S.

The men were examined on Wednesday afternoon, Avere

sworn in, and received their day's pay, billeted out in

Coventry that evening, and marched down to the station on
Thursday morning.

The number of applications received continues to be most
satisfactory. Only a small percentage of the pedal cyclists
who apply for admission have been accepted. Men of good
physique who have either had previous military training or
engineering experience are the type usually selected.

Among the list of recruits will be noticed the name of Mi'.

Southcomb May, hon. sec. of the Motor Cycling Club
(London), who queried us as to a iNI.C.C. member who might
like to take up his secretarial duties.

L. ilongiardino is the third or fourth Britisher who has
come over from South America specially to enlist.

A solicitor who attended the inspection, though qualified
for a position as car driver at 6s. per day, preferred the
motor cyclist's work at Is. 2^-d.—;-a sporting decision which
greatly pleased the other recruits.

Oiw or two despatch riders were examined and
for the Eoyal Engineers' waiting list last week.

passed

Namd ...

Address

Ilrhjht .
Age

Chest measurement

How long have you been a niotor cyclist?

Can you do running rejiairs?

Have you had any previous military training, and, if so,

when?

Are you medically fit?

Occupation ,

When free?

Date

After filling in the above particulars return to :

Me. Geoffeey Smith,

Inspecting Officer, R.E..
South Midland Divisional Area,

19, Hertford Street,

COVENTRY.
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Harley-Davidson
We have actually in Stock for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
every model—prices from £'^2 to {^yb 13s. Also special

"GLORIA" and " CANOELET " Sidecars, painted and
enamelled H-D Grey, with 28in. x 3in. tyres. We can make
a good allowance for your present machine, or arrange
pa3''ment by instalments.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
(Wholesale and Retail) for the

Counties of Warwickshire, -

Worcestershire, Staffordshire,

Shropshire, and Herefordshire :

The Premier Motor Company,
AqrnN ROAD, RIRMINHHam ==

An intelligent use of the

riders to climb any hill

gear. Take the above

Gear is lowered a step at

when it can at once be

reached the machine is

hill were there. Hills melt

STANDARD.
TWIN-CYLINDER.

A. 3i h.p: 70 X M\ mm.
C. 4-5 h.p. 70 X 85 mm.
E. 6 h.p. 76 X 85 mm.
G. 8 h.p 85| X 85 mm.

A Clutch and Cou- tersHaft " type.

Model W., 3V h.p., 85J x 85 mm. single-

cylinder, has been introduced at the request
of H.M. War OfHce, to which a large number
has been supplied. We can execute orders
for a limited number of private users.

L4i us und you our Catalogue, iully detailing these models.

gear enables ZENITH
faster than with any other

example : the Gradua
a time till A is reached,

raised until before B is

travelling as fast as if no

away from the ZENITH.

COUNTERSHAFT.
TWIN-CYLINDER.

B. 3* h.p. 70 X Ml mm.
D. 4-5 h.p. 70 X 85- mm.
F. 6 h.p. 76 X 85 mm.
H. 8 h.p. 854 X 85 mm.

DDDDDDnDDOnnDDDnDDDDD hI^ton'^ cogRx,' ™iS: IDDDDDDnDDODnDDDDODDDI

In answering these advertisemenU it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ALTHOUGH THE OUTPUT
OF

bODBE

I

PLUGS I

I
has actually been doubled, |

= we regret it is not possible =
yet to satisfy the present =
unparalleled demand, owing to , =
the enormous number of Lodge =
plugs required for the war. =

EVER OBTAINED
FROM ONE COVER

USED SOLELY
ON THE BACH WHEEL
This result was obtained with a

Pedley Tyre by " Magnet " on a big
ClynD Sidecar Outfit, who gave his

experiences with different makes of

Tyres in Motor Cycling of May 18th.

Several makes were tested, and
Pedley gave the best results and
greatest mileage.

Another Pedley Tyre tested by
"Magnet" gave 4,762 miles (3,792

back, 970 front) and still running.
These two instances prove once

again that the Pedley is the tyre of
Highest Quality, Greatest Relia-
bility, Biggest Mileage.

Art list gratis.

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,
Gt. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM,
London 3 0) Holywell Lane, E<C*

PEDLEY

ENGLAND'S PREMIER PLUG

Designed for maximum power.

[Packed m seated red metal boxes.)

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM and RUGBY.

DELIVERY
EVERLASTING

EN GIN ES

TO ORDER
ALL PARTS ALWAYS IN STOCK.

MAG ENGINE CO., LTD.,
Harrow Road, Willesden Junction, LONDON, N.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oyde.'
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Open Two Days Trial in Ireland.
Wea(her Interferes with the Pleasure of the Glengarriff and Back Run.

THE GLENGARRIFF TWO DAYS TRIAL. (Left) S; Allen (31 h.p. James) anJT. W. Ladd (6 h.p. Bradbury and sidecar) checking in.

(Right) W. J. Henderson (Harley-Davidsoij) signing the sheet at Cashel.

THE open two days trial of the
Dublin and District Motor Cycle
Club was held on Saturday and
Monday last. As- usual, the

event was to Glengarriff and -back, and
as the off day enabled the competitors
to spend a very pleasant time amid the
delightful surroundings of that favoured
spot, the entry was very fair.

The conditions were of the customary
character, but the fact that there were
no secret checks, save in the first

sixteen miles on the first day and the
last sixteen miles on the second, made
the event of a holiday nature. The
allowance of grace at the secret con-
trols was two minutes either side of

schedule time, a similar allowance being
made at all the open controls and an
extra eight minutes at Limerick on fee
second day. Although the distances
were long—225 miles on the first day and
222 on the second—the route was a rela-

tively easy one.-^ Such hills as were
. likely to cause trouble were covered by
the non-stop sections, these including the
crossing of the Knockmealdown moun-
tains in Tipperary from Clogheen to
Lismore, and the ascent of the Pass of
Keimaneigh from the Inchigeela side on
the first day and Gowlane Hill, outside
Kenmare, on Monday. None of these
hills are of the impossible class, Gow-
lane being the severest, but as it has
teen ascended by a high-powered single
on "top gear it will be seen it has little

terrors for the modern variably-geared
machine.

The competitors were sent away from
Inchicore Bridge at one-minute intervals
from six o'clock on Saturday morning.
Two secret checks were taken before

Naas was reached, and with these dis-
turbing influences out of the way there
was nothing but the weather to interfere

with the pleasure of the southern
journey, and that it did to a considerable
extent. The route lay along the main
road to Cork by Newbridge, . Kildare,
Monasterevan, Maryborough, and Abbey-
leix, to Cashel, where an interval of an
hour gave an opportunity for a second
breakfast while the machines were in

control at Harringan's. Three of the
thirty-five starters were missing at

Cashel, Culhane (Crouch cycle car).

Grimes (5 h.p. Indian), and J. J. White
(2^ h.p. Sun) having retired, the first-

named as a result of a sideslip. All
were on time, with the exception of
Summerfield, who was twenty-five
minutes late owing to tyre and plug
troubles.

The journey was resumed by the first

of the competitors at 11.40, and, con-
tinuing on the Cork road to Clogheen,
the riders turned into the mountains to
cross to Lismore by the Gap. The long
ascent did- hot give any trouble, but the
sharp hairpin corner half way up the hill

was faced with a certain amount of
trepidation. The rain continued to
descend in a most persistent manner,
and tlie wind was so fierce on the descent
that the downward run to Lismore was
as hard as the ascent from Clogheen.
Freeman (7-9 h.p. Indian) was compelled
to drop out near Fermoy owing to his
speedometer getting mixed up with his
front wheel, but he went on after repair-
ing, and returned to Dublin on Monday
with the competitors.
The check at Cork found another five

missing. Sullivan (5 h.p. Indian) re-
tired with a waterlogged magneto. Kelly
(6 h.p. New Hudson sc.l and 'Flaherty
had tyre troubles. WaUen (6 h.p. A.J.S.
sc.) had to put right an air. lock,, but he,
as well as Freeman, went on to Glen-
garriff for the week-end, although
officially out.

A fine road put to Macroom and
Inchingeela left the engines in nice tune

.

for the ascent of the Pass of Keimaneigh.

The Return Journey.

There were twenty-seven eligible to

'

start on Jlonday morning out of the
thirty-five who left Dublin, but Day
(2^ h.p. Sun), having met with a slight

accident on Sunday, did not continue,
and Cruise (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc), who was
very late in arriving at Glengarriff on
Saturday, also retired. The return
journey was by Limerick. Leaving Glen-
garriff by the Tunnel road in better
weather than was experienced on Satur-

day, Gowlane was tackled before Ken-
mare was awake. Many of the machines
had evidently suffered from the effects of
the soaking rain they got on Saturday, as
a number of those who up to this had
clean records were compelled to acknow-
ledge stops.

The weather continued good for the
forenoon run to the luncheon control at

Limerick, but frequent and heavy showers
were experienced in the afternoon run of

120 miles to Dublin. A couple of secret
checks were taken between Naas and
Dublin, but even without these there
should be little difliculty in finding a
winner of the competition. Twenty-one
of the twenty-five men started from Glen-
garriff and completed the second day's
journey. Chambers, Summerfield, Walshe,
and Doolin retiring on the way. There
were ten failures to make clean ascents
of Gowlane Hill. The finishers were :

Cunningliaia [EradbnryJ
N". Sullivan {Sunbeam)
Coiline (Enfleld sc.)

ilooney {Bradbury ee.)

Clarke [Eudgej- -

Browne {Rover)
D. Allen (Sun)
S. Allen {JapieS)
Wooa8(BrS.A:)-- .-

Hendereon (Harley-
Davidson sc.l

BlI

Hoche [Eover}
Curtis (Indian sc.)

Hartigan (Scott)
Farran (Indian)
Hurse (B.S.A.)
Kettle iB.S.A. 6C.)

Dick (New HTud^ou)
Toole IB.S.A.)
Ladd (BTaaburysc.i
O'Dwyer (B.S.A.)
Doleman (Rover)
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CURRENT CHAE

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Auk. 5th ... ... 8.41 p.m

7th ... ... 8.58 „
9th ... 8.35 „

11th ... 8.31 „

Soldier Motor CycUsts.

We recently met two officers who are

well-known motor cyclists. Of these, one
was Second-Lieutenant C. S. Burney,
who is looking the picture of health, and
is driving a Singer light car. His
brother, Alec. Burney, is still serving in

France. The other was Vernon Busby,
whom we congratulated on getting his

second star. He is shortly to be trans-

ferred from the R.E. to the R.F.C.

The Importance of Rear Springing.

As oiu' readers know, we devoted quite
a lot of space in our last issue to the
question of rear springing on motor cycles,

and it was an interesting coincidence that
our contemporary The Scottish, Motor
Cyclist in its same issue had a para-
graph on the subject, which also formed
the title for its poster, as it did for

The Motor Cycle.

Damages for a Motor Cyclist.

It is not often that an individual,

especially a motorist, succeeds in a claim
against a corporation. Therefore, we con-
gratulate Mr. M. Kinrade upon his

success in claiming damages from the
Barrow Corporation. M.r. Kinrade, who
has but one arm, was thrown from liis

machine by a badly filled up trench, and
his shoulder dislocated. After some liti-

gation the case was settled out of court,
the damages being agreed upon at £75.

Motor Cycle Registrations in London.

Tlie number of motor cycles registered

in the area of the London County Council
during the quarter ended June 30th last

was 2,555, making a' total of 39,916 since

registration began. Registrations of

changes of ownership of motor cycles

numbered 1,223, bringing the total of

such registrations to 19,353.

Second-hand Prices.

We give beloAv the average prices for

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor Cycle, and also the
average prices for the last eight weeks.
The prices quoted way be regarded as

their standard value.
Last Average

week's for pastMake. Year. H.P.

A.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

Bat 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar
Bradbury . . 1914

£79

2-speed £i7

average 8 weeks.

B.S..\ 1913 3^ 2-speed ;^34
Calthorpe
Chater-Lea .

Clyno

Douglas

1914 2 2-speed £19
1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £61
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . ^57
1914 2i 2-speed £32
1914 2I 2-sp. kick start ^42
1914 2} 2-sp. T.T £41
191 3 2j 2-sp. T.T £37

Enfield .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £66
1914 3 2-speed £36

Indian .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £56
1914 7 T.T £46

James ..... 1914 4^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £60
Matchless . . 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £55
New Hudson 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £50
P. & M. ... 1913 3.^ 2-sp. sidecar . , £50
Premier ... 1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £42
Rex r9i4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £65
Rover 1913 3 1 3-sp: sidecar . . £37

1913
Rudge 1913

6 3-sp. sidecar .

3^ 3-sp: sidecar .

3* 3-speed £37
5 Multi £46

Scctt .'...,. 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . £55
Sunbeam .. 1914 3i 3-speed £59

2} 2-speed £42
4 3-sp. sidecar . . £56
3j 3-speed £37

3-sp. sidecar . , £82

1913
1914
1913

Williamson . 1914

Triumph . .

.

Zenith 1914 8 Gradua sidecar £61

£74
fSi
£43
£35
£20
£67
£55
£32
£43
£38
£35
£63
£42
£60
£42
£53
£55
£44
£46
£41
£37
£42
£34
£43
£54
£58
£40
£58
£3(i

£60
£59

SPECIAL FEATURES.
HOLIDAY EVENTS.

SIMPLICITY IN MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN

A TRIP INTO KASHMIR ON A
MOTOR CYCLE.

Big Second-hand Prices.

It is common knowledge that the

second-hand market is in an abnormal
condition owing to difficulty in getting

quick deliveries of new machines.

Second-hand machines are consequently

fetching high prices, and as an instance

of this we know of a 6 h.p, 1915 A.J.S.

sidecar outfit which fetched £105 after

having done 2,500 miles. Beyond wear

on tyres it was as new, and it was most
lu.xuriously equipped ; nevertheless it is

a good price.

What No. 7 Battery M.M.G.S. is doing.

From a letter received from Sergt.-

Art. S. Towler, of the No. 7 Battery,

it appears that this battery has now had
a turn in the trenches. When he wrote
two sections were in the trenches, the

other resting behind the lines. The whole
battery has been under fire at one time or

another, and the machines have been
taken right up to within half a mile of

the front line trenches. So far the

casualties have been light—only two men
wounded. . •

•

The No. 7 is ' equipped with Clynos,

which Sergt. Towler says are standing up
well—likewise the Rom tyres. At the

time of writing not one ot the eighK'on

machines had suffered from a pinicturc

—

perhaps the detachable wheels have some
mysterious effect upon the puncture fiend.

A 1 91 5 J PATTERN LEVIS.
A new Levis two-stroke lightweight, which has been submitted to one of the Allied Governments. The 24 h p. engine measures 73 X 70 mm.

and an Enfield two-speed gear, with all chain drive, is embodied. This model is really the forerunner of a new series oF Levis lightweights.

BI2
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At the Front.

Lieut. Philip Grout, who hag been
acting as secretary of the Motor Cyclists'

Reserve Committee in the Soutli INlidland

Divisional Area, left a. few clays ago for

Overseas with a field rompany. Lieut.

Grout has handled probably more des-

patch riders for the Royal Engineers
than any other single man, and has now
elected to take up "active" service for

Lieut. Philip Grout.

his' country. As late secretary and
founder of the Bristol jMotor Cycle Club,

Lieut. Grout organised
_
one of the most

successful trials held in England, viz.,

the Bristol one day event in April, 1913.

As .a result he was appointed chief

marshal at the Tourist Trophy Kaces of

1913. Grout is one of the old brigade,

and won a silver cup for the best light-

weight performance in the Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's trial of 1910. All his

motor cyclist friends will wish him luck.

Sidecars Wanted for Wounded Soldiers.

Mr. H. Milligan, 45, Terminus Road,
Eastbourne, is anxious to hear of a dozen
motor cyclists who will communicate with

him with a view to giving some wounded
soldiers an afternoon's outing one Sunday
in the near future.

A Regrettable Accident.

We learn that, while bound for a week-
end tour in AVales on their new double-

seated sidecar outfit, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Stevens, of A.J.S. fame, met with
a serious accident last Saturday. It was
caused by a collision with a large closed

car at the junction of the London. Liver-

pool, and Holyhead roads, near Ivertsey
Bank. Unfortunately, both Mr. and
Mrs. Stevens were badly cut about the

head and face, while it is feared that

Mr. Stevens is also suffering from a

broken arm. The car was turned over,
- and the occupants all required the atten-
tion of the doctor while the car and
sidecar suffered extensive damage.

Luckily Mr. W. H. Carson, of Cov-
entry, who was journeying to Carnarvon
on his Excelsior sidecar, almost immedi-
ately arrived upon the scene, and at

once hurried on to Shifnal for a doctor.

Eventuallj' Mr. and Mrs. Stevens were
taken back to Wolverhampton on their

brother's car. We wish all who were
injured a speedy recovery.

Retracing Lost Friends.

In our recruiting section last week we
mentioned the case of F. S. Roberts,, who
came all the way from Sydney, N.S.W.,
to enlist in the M.M.G.S. An old friend,

living in Edinburgh, who had not seen or

heard of Roberts for some considerable
time, saw the paragraph, and wrote
asking to be put into touch with him,
and we immediately complied.

A Competitor in the All-khaki Race
Meeting.

C. Allison, late of the Scott Co. and
Colraore Depot, Birmingham, has entered

for the All-khaki race meeting at Brook-
lands next Saturday. Allison has been at

the Front with the No. 1 Motor Machine
Gun Battery, and was invalided home on
May 5th.

The All-khaki Races at Brooklands.
Provided the weather is kind. Brook-

lands will next Saturday be as bright as

in the days before the war. There may
not be so many spectators, but with a
total of 172 entries for the eleven events,

there will be good sport and plenty to

see. The complete entry list appears on
page 136.

Motor Cyclists' Holiday Haunts.
The Peak District as usual attracted

many motor cyclists during the holiday
time. On Bank Holiday, the garages
in Buxton and Matlock were very full,

indeed overflowing when the rai^i came
down, which it did- at intervals in real

earnest. The oolite road surface of the
Peak is particularly slippery in the wet,

and we noticed with some concern
passengers on the carriers of motor cycles,

but we witnessed no sideslip. The
number of khaki-clad motor C3'clists on
the road was extraordinary.

Presents for Motor Cyclist Soldiers.

In connection with the smoking concert
organised some little time ago among the

different Birmingham and district motor
cycle clubs, we hear from Mr. S. K.
Jones that presents have found their way
to a hundred members who are serving

their King and Country, and of the dozen
or so presents still outstanding, one is

now to be despatched to Corporal Brown,

the letter in our last issue liav

Jones to apply to us for Corp
«ue liaving led Mr.

r Corporal Brown's

A remarkable two-wheeled motor vehicle,

knoum as the Gibson Mon-Auto, and biult

in the U.S.A. It is driven by a single-

cylinder engine, 66.7 mm. X 76 mm., and it

is geared to the rear wheel at a reduction of

5 to 1. Diameter of the wheels is 14in.,

the complete machine weighs 45 lb., and it

is to sell at about £20.

address. Mrs. Clarke, mother of Corporal
Kenneth Clarke, a despatch rider who
lost his life some months ago, has

received £15 of the amount rontributcd.

Death of Mr. C. W. Hathaway.
It is with sincere regret that we have

to record the death of Mr. 0. W.

The late Mr. C. W. Hathaway, tor twenty-

five years works manager of the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd , Coventry.

Hathaway, works manager of the

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. Jlr.

Hathaway, though comparatively un-

known to the outside world, had a

great deal to do with the joys of

thousands of motor cyclists, for he it

was who was responsible for the Triumph
motor cycle since the earliest days, and
everyone knows how the evolution of

the motor cycle has very largely fol-

lowed Triumph standards. Mr. C. W.
Hathaway, as a member of the Coventry
Munitions Committee, was received by
'H.M. the King on Thursday, the 22nd
ult., when he seemed fit and well, but that

same evening Mr. Hathaway was taken

ill at a friend's house, and though an

operation was performed the next day
he passed away on Wednesday morn-
ing last week. Mr. Hathaway's
abilities as an engineer and organiser

were greatly valued by his directors,

Messrs" S. Bettmann and M. J, Schulte,

with whom he came from London in the

earliest days of the Triumph Co. For
twenty-five years INIr, Hathaway has

acted as works manager to the company
in question, and it does not seem long

ago that we attended a dinner at

which he was the recipient of a

handsome presentation from his men
(with whom he was immensely popular)

on the occasion of his completing twenty-

one years' service with the company.
He was 51 yeai-s . of age, and leaves a

widow and five children, one son being

in the No. 5 Motor JIachine Gun
Battery. The funeral took place at

the Coventry Cemetery on Saturday
morning last, and among the many
handsome wreaths was one from the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club,

of which body he was a member for

many years.
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^HE views on this page show over a hundred inotor cyclist despatch riders attached to the R.E. Signal Section, being

J^ inspected by Sir Edward Every and Lieut. Howe, and served out with equipment previous to leaving for the

Front. It is, we believe, the largest batch of despatch riders which has ever left England in one instalment. The

machines, it will Le noticed, are Triumphs and Douglases, these being the two makes at present used by the authorities

for despatch riding overseas Equipment of both men and mounts is most complete. The photographs, which were taken

at a well-known training centre for those who enlist for the Signal Services, of which despatch riders form a very Large

part, will bring home to everyone the extent to which motor cycles are used, and emphasise the important part they

play in the great War. A number of these men enlisted through the recruiting section of "The Motor Cycle," an

3

our readers will ioin us in wishing them all the best of fortune.
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172 Entries for the All-khaki Race Meeting.

Sliver cup to be presented by The Motor Cycle

to the competitor making the best aggregate

performance at the All-khaki race meeting

at Brooklands on Saturday next.

Promise of Good Sport at Brooklands next

NEXT Saturday Brooklands will be the scene .)f

one of the most interesting race meetings which

has ever been held. It will indeed be a

nnveltv. and one of which a short time ago we would
never have ever

even dreamed to

see a series cf

sporting motor
cycle races in

which each com-
petitor wears the

King's uniform.

No mischievous

critics can find

fault with racing

under these con-

ditions, as no
slackers will
take part. -The
stewards will he

staff officers, and
the majority 'if

the officials will

be in khaki. The
entries have been

quite good con-

sidering the uncertainty under whicdi the British soldier

is living at the present time, and it is to be expected
that the number of spectators will be considerable.

The first race will start at 2 p.m. Members of the

Brooklands Automobile and the British Motor Cycle
Racing Clubs will be admitted free if they are wearing
their badges, whilst the general public will be admitted
on payment of is. Tea and light refreshments can
be obtained on the track.

The following is a list of the entries received by
last Monday ; further entries were received on Tuesday,
and the number of these is given also :

Event t.—Lightweight Half-mile Sprint.
2nd Lieut. E. H. Dimmock (gtli Loyal N. Lanes), Connaught, 270 c.c.

Event 2.—" Douglas " Half-mile Sprint.
Capt. G. L. Andrew (Army Cyclist Corps), Douglas, 350 c.c.

Also four others.

Event 3.—Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint for Touring Motor Cycles.
2nd Lieut. V. Spencer Danicll (8th The Buffs), James, 500 c.c.
Lieut. J. H. C. Lindesay (25th Div. Cyclist Company), Rud^e-Multi, 400 c.c.
Private Ed. R. Mecredy (52nd Company, A.S.C, M.T.), Arno, 493 c.c.
Capt. J. H. Storey (9th S. Lanes), Rudge-Multi, 500 c.c.
Lieut. H. W. Tait (D.L.I.)
Lance-Corpl. H, R. Whitmore (Royal Engineers), Lea-Francis, 496 c.c.
=nd Lieut. B. H. Rvder (R.F.A.), 'Triumph, 499 c.c.
2nd Lieut. W. C. Hull (Royal West Kent), Ivy-Precision.

Also thirteen others.

Event 4.—Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint for Racing Motor Cycles.
Capt. G. L. Andrew (.'^rmy Cyclist Corps), Douglas, 350 c.c.
Lance-Corpl. Frank CoUard (13th Cheshires), Trustv-Prccision, 500 c c
2nd Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Coinp.), Rudge-MuUi, 400 c.c.
Lieut. A. Lindsay (R.A.M.C), Norton, 490 c.c.

»

"

6 'vj

2nd Lieut. C. E. Medhurst (Royal Flying Corps), Norton, 490 c.c
Private G. VV. Miller (52nd Company, A.S.C, M.T.), Blackburue, 490 c c
2nrl Lieut. B. H. Rvder (R.F.A.), Triumph, 499 c.c.
Lieut. H. W. Tait (D.L.I )

Lieut. G. H. Walker (25th Div. Cyclist Company), Royal Enfield, 425 c.c.
Lance-Corpl, H. R. Whitmore (Roval Engineers), Lea-Francis, 49'j c.c.
Private E. G. House (273 Company, A.S.C, M.T.), Rudge-Multi, 499 c.c.

Also thirteen others.

Event 5.

—

Quick-change Plug Race.
2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Comp.), Rudge-MuUi, 499 c.c.
Private A. C. S. Invin (M.C.O.T.C), New Imperial, 293 c.c.
Lieut. A. Lmdsav (R..'\.M.C.), Norton, 490 c.c.
Asst. Paymaster C P. Marcel (R.N.R.), Indian, 994V.C.
2nd Lieut. B. H. Ryder (R.F.A.), Triumph, 499 c.c.
Lieut. G. H. Walker (25th Div. Cyclist Company), Royal Enfield, 425 c.c.
Lance-Corpl. H. R. Whitmore (Royal Engineers), Lea-Francis 496 c.c'
CorpL F. E. Barker (JI.T., A.S.C, Motor Cyclist Section), Zenith.

Also twelve others.

B18

Saturday. General Public to be Admitted.
Event 6.

—

Unlimited Half-mile Sprint.

Capt. E. W. S. Bardiley (King's Own), Indian. 994 c.c.

Lieut. R. Escombe (R.F.A.), Indian, 994 c.c.

2nd Lieut. F. iM. C. Houghton (25tb Div. C\'clist Comp.), Rudge-Multi, 499 C-*

2nd Lieut. E. W. Hai-dman (Loyal N. Lanes), Indian.

2nd Lieut. N. T. Herbert (Royal Warwickshires), Zenith.
Lieut. A. Lindsay (R..\.M.C.), Norton, 490 c.c.

Asst. Paymaster C. P. Marcel (R.N.R.), Indian, 994 c.c.

Lieut. G. H. Walker (^sth Div. Cyclist Company), Royal Enfield, 425'c-c.

Lieut. R. C. Wright (Royal Warwickshires). Bat.
Private R. H. Waddv (Oundle O.T C ), Indian, 994 c.c.

Corpl. F. E. Barker "(M.T., A.S.C. Motor Cyclist Section), Zenith.

Also ten others.

E\-ENT 7.

—

Passenger HALF-MaE Sprint.
Capt. E, W. S. Bardsley (8th Batt. The King's Own), Indian. 994 c.c.

end Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Comp.), Rudge-Multi. 499 C(

Asst. Paymaster C. P. Marcel (R.X.R.), Indian. 994 c.c.

C.P.O. W. G. McMinnies (R.N.A.S.), Morgan cvcle car, iioocc.
Lieut. H. W. Tait (D.L.I.)

2nd Lieut. W. C. Hull (Roval West Kent), Ivv-Precision.
Corpi. F. E. Barker (M.T., A.S.C, iMotor Cyclist Section). Zenith.

Also eight others.

Event S.—Junior Hill-climb.
Capt. G. L. Andrew (Army Cyclist Corps), Douglas, 350 c.c.

2nd Lieut. E. H. Dimmock (gtb Loyal N. Lanes). Connaught. 270 c.c.

Corpl. F. E. Barker (M.T., A.S.C, Motor Cyclist Section), Zenith.

Also five others.

Event 9.

—

Serpentine Slow Race.
2nd Lieut. V. Spencer Daniell (8th The Buffs), James, 500 c.c.

2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Comp.), Rudge-Multi, 499 c.(

Private A. C S. Invin (M.C.O.T.C), New Imperial, 293 c.c.

Lieut. J. H. C Lindesay (25th Div. Cyclist Companyl, Rudge-MuUi, 499 c.c.

A^st. Paymaster C P. Marcel (R.N.R.), Indian. 994 c.c.

Private Ed. R. Mecredy (52ad Company, A.S.C., M.T.), .\mo 493 c.c.

Capt. J. H. Storev (gth S. Lanes), Rudge-Multi, 500 c.c.

Lieut. G. H. Walker (25th Div. Cyclist Company), Royal En6eld. 425 c.c.

Lance-Corpl. H. R. Whitmore (Royal Engineers), Lea-Francis, 496 cc.
Lieut. A. Lindsay (R.A.M.C), Norton, 490 c.c.

Also thirteen others.

Event 10.

—

Medium-weight Hill-climb.
Lieut. W. E. Collins (Army Cyclist Corps). Triumph, 550 c.c.

2nd Lieut. V. Spencer Daniell (8th The Buffs), James, 500 c.c.

2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Comp.), Rudge-Multi, 499 cc
Lieut. A. Lindsay (R.A.M.C), Norton), 490 c.c.

Private Ed. R. Mecredy (52nd Company, A.S.C, M.T.), Amo, 493 c.c.

2nd Lieut. C E. Medhurst (Roval Flving Corps), Norton, 490 c.c.

Private G. W. Miller (A.S.C, JLT.), Blackburne, 499 c.c.

Capt. J. H. Storey (9th S. Lanes), Rudge-Multi. 500 c.c.

Lieut. G. H. Walker (25th Div. Cyclist Company), Royal Enfield, 425 c.c.

Lance-Corpl. H. R. \Vhitmore (Royal Engineers), Lea-Francis, 496 c.c.

Private E. G. House (273 Company, A.S.C, M.T.), Rudge-Multi. 499 cc.
2nd Lieut. W. C Hull (Royal West Kent), Ivy-Precision.

Also sixteen others.

Event ii.—Unlimited Hill-climb.
Capt. E. W. S. Bardsley (8th Batt. The King's Own). Indian, 994 cc.
2nd Lieut. E. W. Hardman (9th Loyal N. Lanes), Indian. 994 c.c.

2nd Lieut. N. T. Herbert (3rd Royal Warwickshires). Zenith, 770 c.c.

2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cyclist Comp.), Rudge-MuUi. 499 c.c

Lieut. A. Lindsay (R..A.M.C.), Norton, 490 c.c.

Asst. Paymaster C P. Marcel (R.N.R.), Indian, 994 c.c.

Private R. A. Waddy (Oundle O.T.C), Indian, 994 c.c.

Corpl. F. E. Barker (M.T., A.S.C, Motor Cyclist Section), Zenith.

Also eleven others.

A couple of sidecar outfits belonging to Paisley motorist?, who used
tlieni on recent flag days for war charities for collecting funds.

Besides selling flags, people were taken for "joy" rides, and by these

means £30 was collected. The machines are a 2^ h.p. Douglas and a

3^ h.p. Bradbury.
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An Inspection of Motor Cyclist Special Constables.
ON Tuesday evening of last week

Colonel Sir Edward Ward,
K.C.V.O., K.C.B., inspected

members of the A. A. in the

Motor Transport Section of the Head-
quarters Central Detachment of Special
Constables. All the special constables

were in uniform, and were ranged up
adjacent to their vehicles, which lined

both sides of the road outside the
entrance to the Zoological Gardens
in the outer circle of Regent's
Park. Both men and vehicles were
naturally all very smart in appear-
ance. There were seventy cars

and over forty more bicycles, half

of which were sidecar machines.
Quite a number of Motor Cycling

Club members were to be seen,

among whom we may mention Mr.
Chas. Jarxott (president . of the
M.C.C. and Assistant-Commandant
of the H.Q.O.D.), Messrs. -W. H.
Wells, E. Gwynne, E. Pond, R.
M. Brice, H. Horswill, E. Fiasetti,

0. C. Godfrey, F. Applebee, and S.

Dixon
The inspection was made by Sir

Edward Ward and his staff, among whom
were Assistant-Commandants C. Jarrott
and C. Temperley. An attempt had been
made to hold this inspection on the
previous Tuesday, but the heavy rain

had prevented it.

Sixteen motor cyclists are on duty at
the A. A. headquarters every iiiglit till

1 a.m. In the event of an emergency,
the duty of these men is to call up the
car owners, who, in turn, pick up the
ordinary special constables and convey
them to Scotland Yard, Keen motor
cyclists are still wanted by the A. A. for
this work.

(Upper) The sidecar fleet

ned up for mspection.

(Lower) Sir Edward Ward
(right), accompanied by Mr.

Chas. Jarrott (centre), inspecting

motor transport section of the

Headquarters Central Detach-

ment of Special Constables.

There were over forty motor

cyclists with solo and sidecar

machines

Cork Bank Holiday Trial.

THE Cork and District Motor Cycle
Club ran a one-day trial on the
Bank Holiday from Glengarriff.

The week-end weather was very
unpromising, but it was quite fine when
the first of the Cork men set out at

8 o'clock for a circular run in the moun-
tains of Kerry.
As usual, the Hon. Sec. (R. S. Russell)

was allotted the post of honour as route
finder, and promptly to time he left for

Kenmare. Twenty-three entries were
received for the event, and of these
seventeen were despatched as under at
the customary one minute intervals :

E. S. Eussell (2!>1 Douglas)
J. Gibbings (31/, Indianl

- E. G. Jack (31/- Eoverl
J, J, O'Sbea (31/2 P, and M.l
W. J. Markiam (21/4 Triumph)
E. Swanton (3Vo Indian)
F. L. Dooly (4ft B.S,A,I

E. V. Wliittaker (414 B.S-A,|
J, Hennessy (5 Indian)
J, Wilson (3>/,. Triumph)
G, Pring (4 A,J.S, sc)
W. P, Musgrave f4 Triumpli sc.)

O, M, Eyan (3V' Indian)
D, Luev (254 Douglas)
Sergt,, Hughes (2% Douglas)
Lance-Ooipl. ThompfiOn (4\4 B,S-A,i
J, Cross (6 Enfield sc)

On the ascent to the Tunnel, on the

Kenmare Road, the first portion of the
flexibility test was taken, the men being
asked to cover a sixteentli of a mile of an
easy gradient slowly. The slowest time
was that of A. S, Whitaker, on a 4^ h,p,

B,S,A., who took 62s. over the dis-

tance. The fast portion of the test was
taken on the return journey to Cork,
The ascent of Gowlane Hill brought
four riders to grief, iNIarkham (2^
h.p. Triumph) approached the ascent
with a hot engine and failed, and although

he made a clean ascent after cooling his

engine, by going down to th: foot, he

retired. J. Wilson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
broke a valve, and went on after replac-

ing it, but, losing his way afterwards, he

also retired. The other failures were Sergt.

Hughes (4^ h.p. B.S.A.) and W. P
Musgrave (4 h.p. Triumph sc).

After Gowlane, two of the best known
passes—Ballaghabeam and BaUaghosheen

—

were taken tn route to Waterville, where
an hour was allowed for lunch. The
severity of the route led the conunittee to

add thirty minutes to the customary
20 m.p.h. schedule. After the luncheon
interval the men returned by an easy
road to Kenmare, and on the way across

to Macroom a new hill was taken in over
Sheedy mountain. The day's run ended
at Cork with a total mileage of 173^ miles-
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nDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompaniel by the wri'er's name and address.

Rear Springing.
Sir,—As the patentee of one of the devices referred to

in Mr. Eric Walford's able article in the last issue of your
splendid journal, viz., fig. 11, I am naturally greatly

interested, both in the article referred to and also in your
editorial. I would like, 'if I may, however, to point out,

for the information of your numerous readers, that .the

diagram (fig. 11) accompanying Mr. Walford's article fails

in a very important point to give the best and most simple

application of the device. May I, therefore, correct the
impression created by the previous sketch by submitting
the more modern one (also protected) which accompanies
this letter? It will at once be apparent that, while in the
first design the tank space was encroached upon to make
room for the forward movement of the guide plates, in the
present arrangement no such objection or disadvantage is

present, while generally a much simpler and neater con-

struction is obtained. It will be noticed that the guide
block A fonns the rear curve of the top tube—is, in fact,

a specially designed seat-pillar lug forming the jxmction of

the top with the seat-pillar tube. In the design now
depicted, the weight-carrying and shock-absorbing springs

(omitted for the sake of giving an unimpeded view of the
guide block A) are anchored at points C and D, while the
front tube of the rear triangle F may, if desired, be dupli-

cated, and the lower extremities brazed to projections on
the main lug 6. The " snubbers," or recoil springs, are
fixed to points E E. A good position for the countershaft

Sketch accompanying Mr. C. E. Palmer's letter.

gear is indicated at H, when all three centres would be in

line, and the movement at H (or possibly nearer the point

G) would be so trifUng as to be negligible, even in an all-

chain drive. The movable rear frame being positively held
against any tendency to side-sway, both at its top extremity
(by the guide block closely embraced by the slide plates)

and at its bottom extremity (by the substantial and adjust-

able pivot), gives a frame which laterally is as immune
from side movement or tail wag under stress as is the old

type rigid frame ; no movement is possible other than the
desired vertical movement controlled by the springs. The
guide plates B are securely pinned together by accurate
shouldered bolts before and behind the seat-pillar line, and
also, of course, to the flat-faced terminal lug at the apex
of the rear triangle. The system gives a mount that may
be ridden as a "rear-sprung" or as a "rigid" mount at

the will of the rider, simple means being provided for lock-

ing up the rear to the main fram.e, in a moment, and by
the use of a spanner only. It can be ridden, all out, over
bad surfaces in comfort and without danger to the main
frame through vibration, which is never the case where the
springing is provided for the rider only.

Another application of the same principle is included in

I

my specification, applicable to frames having the straight

but rearwardly declining top tube (such as the AUon or the

En&eld), and in this scheme the springs may be enclosed

entirely within the top tube. All working parts and sprmgs

are out of the direct path of mud, du.st, and rain, and the

extra weight is very trifling. C. E. PALMER.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—Your issue of July 15th contained an interesting'

article by " Ixion " referring to the excessive consumption of

petrol with motor cycles in general as compared with light

cars. Whilst agreeing that the figures mentioned are approxi-

mately the average, I must say that they by no means re-

present the mileage that may be easily obtained if an efficient

carburetter is employed and properly fitted. One of the

principal causes of high consumption is due to the vibratioa

to wlrich the machine is subjected and the use of the old

type of single jet carburetter, in wKich the jet remains the

same size at all throttle openings. With this type the jet

must be of sufficient area to meet the utmost demands of the.

engine at maximum speeds, and also permit of the suction

being so reduced that only sufficient fuel is delivered for slow

running, the result being (as pointed out by " Ixion ") thaj

fuel in excess of the engine requirements is ejected fropi the

jet at medium throttle openings ; in fact, when a bad pot-

hole is encountered the engine will cease firing until the
e-xcessively rich mixture has passed out of the exhaust.

Objection to changing gear unless absolutely obliged

another cause of excessive consumption, there being many
users who invariably "blind" up a hill rather than risk

changing gear, and finish the hill with the air lever closed

and dense black smoke issuing from the exhaust, whilst had J

the machine been driven to a point whei-e the engine just]

commenced to labour, and then changed to a lower gear, thei
hill_would have been climbed faster, with a less consumptioni
of fuel, and without fouling the interior of the engine.

Another point is the design of the inlet pipe, more especially

with twin-cylmder engines, it being absolutely essential, if

maximum economy, prompt acceleration, and good slow run-

nuig are to be obtained, that the inlet pipe sliould be kept
at a temperature sufficient to obviate condensation, otherwise
misfiring is bound to occur, especially when opening up, and
also freezing of the carburetter in winter weather.

Blow-back is mentioned as being another source of wastage.
This, however, may be practically eliminated by correct cam
design, and considerably mhiimised by the fitting of a suit-

ably proportioned extension at the rear of the carburetter.

Regarding the objection raised to small jets and their

liability to choke, this depends largely upon the design of the

jet. I may say that there are a large number of our carlni-

retters in use on waggons weigliing upwards of 9 tons laden

and using crude. commercial spirit, and I have yet to see a
stopped jet.

Although there are. instances of extremely high mileage
being recorded with motor eyries, the speed at which tliey

were a'ccouiplished. together with the total weight of machine
and rider, has not, to our knowledge, been published, and,

without this essential information it is impossible to judge
the merit of the performance. We have avoided comparisons

with the results obtained bv some of oirr clients .ind, the

figures mentioned by "Ixion.' hut, of course, shall be pleased

to furnish particulars on application to those interested-.

EVEREST CARBURET1"ERS. COVEXTRY.
Ernest P. Evebest.
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Tyre Repairs.
Sir,—ill your issue of July 8tli, Mr. McBratuey, in an

interesting letter on " Hetreading," speaks of liaving dis-

carded a tyre possessing a good tread through breaking
away at the bead. 1 myself discarded a good tyre (excepting
a loose bead) last winter, and fitted a new one. I later
conceived the idea of having the bead sewn down on a boot-
sewing machine, getting the bootmender to use the longest
stitch the machine would allow, so as not to weaken the
canvas by a close perforation. This job cost 4d. I then
tried the tyre on my front wheel, and was pleased to find

that the stitched portion was nicely hidden by the rim all

round, I have so far used the tyre all the season, and
have piled up a fair mileage, but it has not budged. I only
take one precaution, and that is not to inflate too hard

—

particularly on hot days. My new tyre I am keeping for
next winter's slop and dirt. J.D.

The Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund.
Sir,—The value of the Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent

Fund has been brought home to me by practical proof of
what this organisation can accomplish.
Two years ago one of our salesmen, while riding a motor

cycle, met with an accident which ended fatally, and he left

a wife and three children under five years of age. The case
was brought to the notice of the Benevolent Fund, the
administrators of which at once provided for the widow's
immediate necessities, and took steps to get the eldest child

into an orphanage. Through the thoroughness of the
organisation and its influence, this child has been now
elected, and has headed the poll in the election, thus assuring
the child's future in life and relieving the mother of the
burden of her support.

I am sending this letter in the hope that it will be read
by men eligible to subscribe to the fimd, but who have not
yet done so, and that they will immediately take steps to

identify themselves with an organisation which is doing so

much good to those members o£ the trade who have fallen

under bad times. The hon. sec, Mr. A. J. Wilson, 154,
Clerkenwell Road, London, S.E., will be only too glad, to

send full particulars on receipt of a postcard.

E. C. PASKELL,
Proprietor Colmore Depot.

Lady Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—In reply to Mrs. Marshall's letter, I have ridden a

motor cycle during this season and last, but have never been
once hung up on the road through breakdowns, and would
also mention that even if I have stopped only a few minutes
to pump a tyre or any other mmor detail, I have had heaps
of willing offers from passing motor cyclists, and I can now
go out on my machine with full confidence that, should I

be unfortunate enough to have trouble, there will be always
plenty of male sympathisers who will assist me to get home.
There should be no fear of road troubles on an up-to-date

machine. AMY HARRIS.

rj9

Broken Exhaust Valves.
Sir,—The following tip may be of interest to readers who

are unfortunate enough to have an exhaust valve break some
distance from a town. I recently broke my exhaust valve
five miles from any garage, and not feeling inclined to
" push," I hit upon the idea of replacing the broken exhaust
valve by the inlet valve, and making the broken exhaust
valve work automatically, which, I believe, is a fairly old
dodge. The difficulty I experienced, however, was that the
broken valve would not remain square on its seating, so I
filed a groove round the stem just under the head and
fastened a small spiral spring to the valve head, the other
end of the spring being taken down the valve stem guide and
secured, with sufficient tension to k^ep the valve head from
falling sideways on to the seating. I then plugged the hole
at the bottom of the valve stem guide with wood to prevent
a leakage of air from this source, and my pains were
rewarded by being able to ride comfortably to the next
garage, five miles away.

Of course, the moral is " always carry a spare," but these
things usually happen when one has left the spare at home.

W. D. EDWARDS

Miss Amy Harris and her two-stroke Tyler. (See letter on this page.)

Despatch Riders at the Dardanelles.
Sir,

—

I have just received a copy of Tlit Motor Cycle
dated June 24th, which is the first I have seen since the first

landing here at the Dardanelles. Before the war I had
been with the motor cycle trade since my schooldays, so

that The. Motor Cycle, is an old pal.

I have read with interest Cpl. C. M. O'Connor's letter

on "Despatch Riders' Work." If, as he says, the risk in

many cases is enormous, what must be the risk of the
slower moving traffic, which forms a much better target

and is much more likely to draw shell fire. Here on this

Peninsula, all at times are subject to heavy shell fire, so

that I cannot at present make comparisons, but hope to
be able to say more later.

There were no roads here when we landed, and even now
they are only a combination of sand and bumps. I do not
think that the conditions could be much worse for our motor
cycles and men, but both are doing remarkahly well. At
present only Triumphs and Douglases are being used. Our
Section has three B.S.A.'s, but so far has used them but
little. The Douglases are dropping their mudguards and
odd fitments, but still ke^p plogging along. One has to

ride here with fairly soft tyres, to lessen the shocks.

ALAN V. BAKER,
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force.

Oxiord Roadways.
Sir,—I notice that you are soliciting information with

regard to the present state of the roads. It is a great
pleasure to me, and an even greater relief, to say a few
words on the condition of what are still described as streets

and roads in and around Oxford.

With its characteristic indifference to modern requirements,
Oxford has allowed its thoroughfares to become a corru-

gated abomination. Their surfaces give examples of every
imaginable sort of ridge, pit, crater, and crevasse. I often

take a stroll up St. Giles's after dinner, picking up washers,
nuts, and even tail lights ; and, though I ride with every
care for my own comfort and the efficiency of my motor,
a spanner has to be thoughtfully applied after every run.

Certain makers might well feel proud of their products could
they see them jumping on the Woodstock Road, under the
guidance of daring subalterns. It is true that belated and
costly repairs are now being begun in some parts, but the

general condition is the same. Motor 'buses are largely

responsible for this state of things. The Oxford Borough
Council does not seem quite to realise the action of con-

tinuous heavy traffic on road surfaces.

The Woodstock Road improves after Wolverton, and is

excellent before Woodstock is reached. The Banbury Road
is bad. The eastward roads are all bad. The Abingdon
Road is tolerable. The Henley Road is excellent after

Littlemore. The Cheltenham-Oxford road, generally speak-

ing, is good.

A short ride on a public Daimler (and a wonderfully fine

engine it has) would convince you, sir, that those who
are intrepid enough to travel on top over Oxford roads

are well qualified to judge of the hardships of transport

work in Flanders. C. E. VULLIAMY.
B23
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Some Notes for Fast Tourists.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article by " Miles" On
this subject in your issue for July 15th. I came down from
Scotland to Nottingham, 360 miles, in thirteen hours on end,

which I do not think was bad. My machine is a two-speed
Douglas, and T can get forty-five riiiles per hour. But why
does the writer say that semi-T.T. bars are best? Surely

they tire one's back more on a long journey. My raised

bars are quite comfortable. A. H. BEYAN.

Magneto Rear Lights.

Sir,—1 must apologise to your correspondent " HE 118
"

for having failed to answer his letter of enquiry sooner.

Although in some cases a bell bobbin will act fairly

well as a choking coil it has two disadvantages, the core

is solid iron, and it is \vound with too many turns of wire.

By this I mean that, although the wire may be suitable as

to actual length and size, manj- of the turns are too far

removed from the core to be of much use. If yom' corre-

sjxindent will make the core of soft iron wires, as explained
to those who wrote for particulars, and wind not more than
fo'.;T layers of wire, I feel sure he will get good results. I

have found that the common electric torch 3^ volt lamp wiU
work quite well, and by arranging another lamp in series

with the rear lamp and placed on top tube or somewhere
in sight, there is never any doubt as to whether the rear

lamp is alight, in addition to which the front lamp can
be of use for illuminating speedometer or watch, etc. The
4 volt Osram lamp is quite satisfactory, and will be found
to outlast the cheaper torch lamps. I should advise making
the choker of iron wires made into a bundle, having a

diameter of approximately fin. and 2iin. long.

In reply to the last query, I have not tried a ring trans-

former, and doubt if it would work. The choker is simple
and cheap to make, takes up little space, and gives every
satisfaction.

If " HE 118 " would like any further particulars I shall

be pleased to give them. As a result of my letter I received
a great many enquiries, and replied direct to all those corre-

spondents who enclosed a stamped addressed envelope for

reply. SHAZBAZZIK.

Running Costs.

Sir,^I am sending you the cost of running a. 1913 Douglas
for two years. You will see it works out at just about
Id. per mile. I think everything has been taken into the
cost. Depreciation is by far the greatest item. I exchanged
the machine for a 1915 Douglas, and the £18 is exactly
what I dropped.

You will notice that fuel works out at five miles for a
penny. I am quite satisfied with the Douglas ; it takes me
up all the hills I have comiC in contact with, and my weight
is 16 stone. The only fault I can find is that the chain
from engine to gear box should be a much stronger one.

Fhom March 12th, 1913, to March 18th, 1915.

Distance travelled, 10,800 miles.

Depreciation

Fuel—
102 gallons of petrol ... £8 2

7^ gallons of oil 1 10

(Petrol = 106 m.p.g.)

^faintenance

—

Tyr-es

Engine and ignition ..

Transmission and fittings, etc.

Carbide

Taxes, Insurance, etc.

—

Taxes and licences

Insurance
A.C.U. and clubs
Clothing
Loss of interest at 2^%

£18
Per mile

= .40d.

... £3 10 5

... 1

tc. 2 9 8
14 3

...£2 15

... 4 18

... 1 2 6

... 1 7 3

... .2 5

9 12 11 = .21d.

7 14 4 .17d.

12 7 9 = .2ed.

Total £47 15 =L06d.

LH21.

Wear in Inclined Engines.

Sir,—Have you or any of your readers ever noticed the

slight knocking that starts in engines of the inclined type

after 2,000 to 3,000 miles? This knocking has always caused

me a lot of trouble, to say nothing of the expense in getting

it cured. In every case reboring stopped the knocking,

showing clearly that it was wear in the cylinder. I have been

a keen rider of a well-known inclined engined machine for

the last three and a half years. Every one of the three

macliines developed this elusive mysterious knock. The first

two models were a 1909 and a 1911, bought second-hand.

The 1909 was badly worn, and was sold without reboring ; the

1911 had to be rebored after 2,000 odd miles, and the knock
commenced after reboring at 2,500 miles. I then replaced the

small end in the connecting rod and a new gudgeon pin, but

with no better results. Finally, I had again to g«t it re-

bored, which cured the trouble.

SPANNER.

A Canadian's Opinion.

Sir,—I think English manufacturers should consult the

tastes of Canadians more, and there would be more English

machines sold in Canada. As it is, Indians, Excelsiors, and
Harley-Davidsons predominate here. If I could get an
English Douglas or a Triumph with American handle-bars
with the " twist the wrist " system, I think I would take it

;

but the handle-bars supplied on English machines, with
their multi-controls, are a nightmare to us Canadians. Then
again your small 26in. wheels and 25in. tjTes are no good
for our roads. We use 28Ln. x 3Ln., and the twin engine is

the most popular here.

Please pardon these few suggestions. I thought you might
possibly like to have an expression of opinion from tjds side

of the pond. I have been a reader of The Motor Cycle for

a long time. A. A. STEWART.
Toronto, Canada,

A 1915 4 h.p. Trlumpli beside l^ng Richard's statue outside

Westminster Abbey. Richard Cocur de Lion was named Lion Heart

through bravery on the battlefield. In a like manner the modem
n-clci cycle is winning fame for itself on the battlefield.

B24
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ONE OIL
TWCX'STROKES

WAKEFIELD

CASlROk
C.C.WAKEFltlDltO.wAi.,

Tracing Troubles
^-^—I

MOTOB OCLE FMiTS
?^ I

Tl t R DtM r A PNi

^ ILIFTC Si SONS LIMITED

W /^NE of the most useful
||

% vJ'books ever published for %
H the use of motor cyclists. ^ p
^ Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. a|

I
Price 1/-. By post 1/2. "|

W5 - From (UE

|i ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor St., ||
|i London, E.C., and leading booksellers. |i

Motor Cycle

SPEEDOMETER
AN accessory indispensable to

the motor cyclist who desires

to keep accurate check on running

cost. But its chief purpose is to

keep you informed of the speed.

Fast or slow, no matter how rough

the road, you always know
exactly the rate at which you are

travelling. Stewart figures are

dead accurate, and you can read

them at a glance.

Registers from Zero to

75 m.p.h. Season Mile-

age 10,000 and repeat-

ing. Trip recorder 100

and repeating. Will fit

either side of front wheeH

or back wheel fitting

supplied at no extra cost.

Write for Booklet.

The Cooper Stewart Engineering Co., Ltd.,

O 11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C. Jj

^n answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B25
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All Royal Enfield Motor
Cycles are fitted with the

Enfield patent Two-speed

Gear and Chain Transmission

Model No. 200. The 2J h.p. Royal Enfield Two-
stroke Lightweight, fitted with the Enfield two-speed
gear, cush drive hub, and chain transmission. The
handiest machine yet produced. Starts with the rider

astride the machine, and makes traffic riding a-

pleasure.

Price, 38 Guineas, net cash.

For whatever purpose you need a

motor cycle there is a Royal Enfield

model to suit. Consider the merits of

the machines illustrated here — and

then let us send you the fullest

particulars of the model which

interests you most.

Model No. 140. The famous 3 h.p. Royal Enfield
Twin-cylinder Model, fitted with the Enfield two-
speed gear, etc., and mechanical forced feed
lubrication. In the Swedish Winter Motor Cycle
Trials — probably the most severe in the world —
3 h.p. Royal Enfields took all the awards.

Price, 50 Guineas, net cash.

All Royal Enfield motor cycles, from

lightweight to sidecar combination, are

fitted with the famous Enfield Two-

speed Gear, Cush Drive Hub, and

Chain Transmission. This is a

Standardisation of reliability all

Royal Enfield riders enjoy.

Model No. 180. The.Royal Enfield Sidecar Com-
bination, fitted with the Enfield two-speed gear, etc.

Exceptional power and reliability are embodied in
this model. As supplied to the British Army, the
Russian Army, and the • New Zealand Postal
Authorities.

Write for the Royal Enfield Motor Cyclf

catalogue. Please mention " The Motor Cycle.'

THE ENFIELD CYCLE
CO., LTD., REDDITCH.

London Office and Showrooms :

48, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.G.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the Belgian

Government, and the Russian Imperial Military Authorities

Price, 80 Guineas, net cash.
(With dynamo lighting set, etc., £10O net.)

B26 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

J
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Where the Military Motor Cycle can be Improved.
Sergt. Cocker, of the M.M.G.S., emphasises the Call for Special War Models.

THE day following our talk with
Sergeant Pountney (referred to

in our last issue on page 100) we
had a call from Sergeant J.

Cocker, who is with the same battery

(No. 5), Cocker was enjoying seven

days' leave after three strenuous months
in the firing line, and was looking in

splendid condition.

Originally he told us he had doubts
as to the success of the M.M.G.S., as

no real opening seemed to be found for

them, but he had since discovered that

the batteries are useful for many opera-

tions. For instance, they are used as

infantry in the trenches, for attacking

enemy aeroplanes in conjunction with
anti-aircraft guns (the latter cannot fire

directly overhead, which a machine gun
can), and for harassing the enemy from
various different points at night or day.

The success of these efforts is proved by
reason of the German artillery wasting
so many shells in trying to find the
macliine guns. No doubt the ammuni-
tion shortage has been exaggerated. At
any rate, whatever may have been the
case elsewhere, it is a relief to know
that there is no shortage of machine
guns or ammunition, so far as the

Sl.M.G.S. is concerned.

Cars are used occasionally to take men
and guns up to the firing line, as the
motor cycles are stored well in the rear.

It will settle many controversies to hear
from Cocker that the old plan of using
the sidecar outfits for conveying men and
guns as near the firing line as expedient,
and then carrying tripods and guns to
vantage points, has been retained. For
offensive operations the cars are kept well
in the rear. It is the exceptional trench

warfare conditions which have given rise

to slight changes of tactics.

Special War Models Necessary.

Cocker's opinions on the question of
design are worth having in view of his
experience as a competition rider and
record holder. He told us emphatically
that practically every part of every make
of machine could be strengthened with
advantage. Mudguards, fork springs,
and carrier at-

tachments are a
S"urce of real

trouble, whilst
frames break in

the very severe
work to which
the machines are
subjected. Even
saddles break the
supports, tearing
away the leather.

In other words,
" war models

"

are needed.
Cocker has con-

versed with well-

known riders at

every possible opportunity, and he asserts

without hesitation that there is not a
single perfect machine at the Front.
One or two makes stand up above the

rest, but a number have notorious weak-
nesses. He agreed with our suggestion
that the War Office could not do better
than appoint some expert to collaborate

with the leading users of machines at the
Front, and prepare a report on the weak-
nesses of their mounts, and point to

parts needing improvement.
The wastage of war is a well-known

fact, but opinions vary greatly as to the

Sergt. J. Cocker.

average life of a machine on active ser-

vice. There are doubtless many cases in

which motor cycles are "scrapped" for

no good reasons, and Sergt. Cocker told

us of an instance in which an officer found
an abandoned Budge—almost new—by the

roadside near Ypres, which on investiga-

tion was found to be suffering only from
a sooted plug ! But six weeks (which

has been cited as the average life of

a motor cycle at the Front) is not the

life of every motor vehicle, for the
original Enflelds of the No. 5 Battery
are still in use. There have been
no fork breakages and no hub troubles.

One or two engines have been rebushed,
but, generally speaking, their behaviour
has been exemplary. The light car tyres

fitted have saved many roadside stops.

The machines at present regularly per-

form the work of transporting rations to

the trenches—when it is dark, of course !

Blown ofi a Machine.

Cocker has had some exciting experi-

ences, the most unique of which is that
of being blown off his machine from the
effect of a shell which burst some distance

away. He likens it to being on a moor
with a hurricane blowing, and a gust
suddenly lifting him and his, machine (a

Douglas) bodily across the road into the
opposite ditch. Whilst Cocker was in the
ditch and looking round he immediately
bethought himself of the 1912 Six Days
Trial, when Dartmoor was crossed in the
teeth of a gale.

Casualties have been few. The men are
looking forward to the time when the
advance commences, so that the sidecars
with their machine guns may have a
chance of showing their work in open
country.

Despatch riders attached to the 5th East Yorks (Cyclists) Regiment. Reading from left to right : Lance-corporals Baggs (Triumph) and
Willford (Precision), Sergt. Theakston (B.SA.), Lance-Corporals Calam (B.S.A.), Chester (A.J .S.), Barringer (Norton), Artificer Powles(Rex),

Lance-corporal Taylor QDouglas), Corporal Owst (Alion), and Lance-coiporal Bowman (Douglas).
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A selecbon of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cyde,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked ' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearmg on technical subjects.

?

Transfer of Registration,

I am on the point of buying
a good second-hand machine.
May I aslc you to tell me what
transfers, are necessary and how
they are negotiated.—A.G.

Provided the registration has not been
cancelled by the previous owner, the,

number can be transferred to your name
for the sum of Is. The matter is

arranged with the clerk of the county or
borough council with which the machine
was originally registered ; for instance,
for EL you apply to Bournemouth.
The registration only is transferable.

The Petroil System.

Do you tliink the petroil- system
of oiling would be suitable for

my 1911 3i h.p. two-speed
machine, which pulls well, but
has a very nasty habit of over-

heating, even on the level? I have the
machine geared low, as it is a very
hilly district here (Whitby).—G.T.L.

We do not recommend the petroil system
for use with four-strokes, as the oil would
be fed to the cylinder instead of to the
crank case, and the result would be very
unsatisfactory. Probably a smaller jet
\vould stop the overheating from which
you are suffering, or you might try the
effect of Harcourt radiators.

Removing a Timing Pinion.

I am taking down my 1907
Triumph engine tor repairs, and
my trouble is tliat I cannot get
the timing pinion off the engine-
shaft. It appears to be keyed

on, and also held by a countersunk
screw, which I have been miable to
move. If you can advise me as to what
would be the best wav to remove the

^
pinion I should be obliged.—H.V.H.

The countersunk screw must be removed,
and to do this it is necessarv to soak
it with paraffin. Obtain an 18in. screw-
driver, apply force with it centraUy
on tlie screw head, and turn the driver
with a large screw wrench. Such a.

method should remove the most obstinate
screw after one or two tries. However,
if it cannot be removed in any other way
it must be drilled out, after whioh the
best wa_v of getting the wheel timing
pinion off is to use a timing wheel pinion
drawer, such as that supplied by Messrs.
Lake, and EUiot, Albion Works, Brain-
tree, Essex.
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Lubricating the Change-speed Gear.

I should be much obliged if

?you would give me advice on my
two-stroke two-speed lightweight

-!-l motor bicycle. How often must
I oil the countershaft gear?

What oil would be best to use, and
how much each time?—FX 2816.

Use engine oil. It is difficult to tell you
how often to lubricate the gear. It de-
pends upon how long the oil stays in,

and also upon the means taken by the
manufacturer to keep it in. The level of

oil should be up to the gearshafts.

Advice to a Beginner.

Would j'ou give me yoifr advice
as I do not understand motor
cycles, and have been trying to

gain some information from your
paper, which I find very useful?
Can I get a light motor cycle to

do about a hundred calls a day for
town work and at the same time use
it for sidecar work when . required?
I do not want to go in for a high speed
mount, but at the same time I want
a mount which AviU take any hrU. (2.)

Would you recommend a new or
second-hand machine, as I am not
desirous of paying more than £30-£40,
complete, including sidecar? I must
have easy starting, and I should prefer
a low-powered machine, if you think
this will answer my purpose.—W.H.J.

(1.) A lightweight motor cycle is very
useful as a solo mount, but for sidecar
work you have not sufficient reserve of
power, nor yet strength, and it is not
advisable to fit a machine under 3^ h.p.
with a sidecar. (2.) We .«houId advise
you to bu}- a second-hand machine of
first-class manufacture, about 5^ h.p.
You would get one of these for about
£40, with a sidecar. You will naturally
not buy without a trial run, and this
will tell you whether or not the machine
starts easily.

DDDCDDDDDDnDDDODDDDDDDnDnn
D a
n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO D
O MANAGE THEM " is recognised every- D
D where as the standard handbook on the D

motor cycle. The seventeenth edition D
(revised! is now ready, and can he obtained D
from " THE MOTOR CYCLE " Offices, D

D 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C Post paid, D
D 1/3 per copy, a
n DDnnnDDDnnDDDDDDDDDDnnDDDDD

Carburetter Adjustments.

Would you advise me on the

following : I have a new machine

with a 2^ h.p. two-stroke engine,

and I can only get about 20 \

m.p.g. It is fitted with a

special two-stroke carburetter, and
when 1 purchased the machine it wa
fitted with 26 jet. I have since put a
24 jet in, but it has. not made mueh
dift'erence in the consumption. I can

drive with the air lever practically

anywhere, and it is only when the air

is nearly closed that the engine stops.

Sometimes it is necessary to have the

throttle wide open for about half a

minute, and then close down again

before the engine will cease four-

stroking. I do not get four-stroking

when using benzole.—W.W.
We should advise you to use a smaller

jet. and to ciieck every possible point far

petrol leakage. If you use the petrol!

system of lubrication this should not be
difiicult, as the oil will collect where any
leak occurs.

An Unaccountable Knock.

I recently purchased a 1914 4^
h.p. sidecar combination tlu'ou^
a dealer of repute who was sup-

posed to overhaul it thorouf;li!y

before delivery. I find tlial,

although tlie machine runs well on tlie

level, when I come to quite a slight hill

there is such a pronotmced metallic

knock that I am obliged to put in

second gear. By retarding the spark
I can stop this for a little while, hiit

if the incline is at all lengthv the knock
quickly comes on again. If I try to

accelerate quickly the knock occurs
even on second gear. When I got the

macltine the Senspray carburetter was
fitted with a 44 jet. I have now fitted

a 52 jet, but the knock is still there. I

shall be glad if you will give me k
reason for the knock and tell me how
to remedy it.—G.L. -;

You might try fitting a good plug with
a. single stout electrode. Do not retard
the spark more than is necessary, an^
try closing the extra air a little immedi-
ately the engine is labouring. If closing

the air and retarding the spark do
not stop the engine knocking, then it is

clear tliat the cause is a worn bearing,

and there is no alternative but to t-ike

the engine down and remedy the

defect.
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Leaky Carburetter.

The running of my machine is

in every way satisfactory, but
the carburetter lealcs very badly
all the time it is running. I

can understand a certain amount
of vapour blowing out, but there is a
constant drip as well ; in fact, I think
I must waste nearly as much petrol

as I use. Can you also tell me how
often to lubricate, given fairly flat

roads and an easy speed? Opinions
seem to vary on this subject.—W.T.

The trouble is probably due to the fact

that the needle valve requires to be
ground in, or possibly there may be grit

resting on the seat, which prevents the
valve from cutting off the supply. There
are no hard and fast rules to follow
when lubricating an engine ; for the most
part this operation is left to the rider's

judgment. A half pumpful every four
miles should give good results for 3^ h.p.

Hints on Gear Manipulation.

Will you please be good enough?to give me some practical advice
on the handling of a Bowden

J two-speed free engine gear, fitted

to a 4 h.p. single? Should I be
correct if I carried out the following

:

(1.) To change up. Start and run the
engine with the clutch out till a good
speed is obtained, then gently engage

;" the clutch with the low gear in, lift the
exhaust and change gear with compres-
sion released? (8.) To change down,
close the throttle tUl the machine is

running slowly, and change gear?—T.N.

Your method is quite correct, but (1) the
engine should be accelerated sufficiently

to allow the load to be taken up on the
low gear. As soon as you feel the gear
engaged, gradually open the throttle, then
accelerate until the machine has attained
a fair speed, and change up, releasing

the compression, engaging the gear and
opening the throttle imediately after-

wards. (2,) When changing down it is
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not necessary to raise the exiiaust valve.

The engine should be allowed to quicken
up a little before the low gear is engaged.

ROUTES

READER'S REPLY.

Bad Running against the Wind.
In The Motor CycU for July 15th,

"C.B." is complaining of the run-
ning of his machine. Perhaps my experi-

ence will assist him. I bought a twin
fitted with Senspray carburetter, and
found that against a head wind I could
not give more than quarter throttle with
full air. On looking for a likely cause, I

found the float chamber was partly in

front of the air intake, and I came to

the conclusion that probably a partial

vacuum was formed behind the float

chamber and in front of the air intake,
thus starving the engine of air. I moved
the float chamber round until it was
directly in front and about half an inch
from the air inlet, and my trouble was
cured.—X 5224.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.W.B." (Norfolk). — Metro 1915

T.T. two-stroke, single speed. Speed, re-

liability, consumption, and hill-climbing.

"J.H." (Manchester).—Morgan run-
about, standard model. Hill-climbing
powers, wear on tyres, reliability, petrol
consumption, steadiness in grease, brak-
ing power, flexibility, and speed.
"L.G.R." (Narberth). — Philipson's

automatic variable gear and Grade multi-
pulley on a Triumph for a hilly country.
"W.J." (Burnley).—3i h.p. A.B.C.,

whether suitable for solo and sidecar
work. Petrol consumption, speed, etc.

"L.W." (Dolgelly).— (1.) Grade multi-
pulley. Will it act as starter on light-

weight? (2.) Calthorpe-Jap, 2| h.p.,

single speed, four-stroke. Reliability,
hill-climbing, cool running, and petrol
consumption ; also speed on level.

"A.C.P." (Deal).—Omega. Comfort,
reliability, speed, hill-climbing, and con-
sumption.

King.ston-on-Thamks to Newc.\stle-on-
Tyne.—G.F.

Kingston, Twickenham, Brentford,
Ealing, Hendon, Whetstone, Barnet,
Hatfield, Welwyn, Stevenage, Baldock,
Biggleswade, Eaton Socon, Buckden, Stil-

ton, Wanstord, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Tuxford, East Retford, Barnby
Moor, Bawtry, Doncaster, Wentbridge,
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Boroiighbridge, Leeming, Scotch Corner,
Darlington, Aycliffe, Ferryhill, Croxdale,

Neville's Cross, Chester-le-Street, Gates-

head, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Dorchester to Colwyn Bat.—L.K.W.
Dorchester, Cerne Abbas, Sherborne,

Marston Magna, Castle Gary, Shepton
Mallet, Bristol, Pilning, Severn Tunnel,
Chepstow, Tintern, Monmouth, Hereford,
Leominster, Ludlow, Church Stretton,

Shrewsbury, Ellesmere, Wrexham, Mold,
St. Asaph, Abergele, Colwyn Bay. Ap-
proximate distance, 225 miles. It is

necessary to place machine on rail at

Pilning to go through the Severn
Tunnel, but there is no difficulty about
this, as the railway authorities are quite

used to handling motor cycles.

Barrow-in-Furness to Hampton Court,
London, avoiding Metropolis.

—

W.F.H.
Barrow, Ulverston, Kendal, Kirkby

Lonsdale, Ingleton, Settle, Skipton,
Ilkley, Otley, Harewood ; about two
miles south of Wetherby turn right, and
go through Aberford, Ferrybridge, Don-
caster, Retford, Newark, Stamford, Stil-

ton, Eaton Socon, Biggleswade, Baldock,
Stevenage, Welwyn, Hatfield, to Barnet.
From here follow R.A.C. London avoid-
ing route (R.A.C. Official Map of Recom-
mended Routes round London, obtainable
from Tha Motor Cycle Offices, price

Is. 8d. post free), which intercepts the
road to Hampton Court close to Straw-
berry Hill.

I ;fei- t.-y-^'

An American motor cyclist and his v^fe, who are both as devoted to fishing as they are to motoring. They combine the two by motoring

to the scene of the fishing operations, and the boat, which is propelled by a detachable motor power unit, is slung on a special chassis and

towed behind the Indian sidecar outfit. The boat is twelve feet long, and is sufficiently roomy to provide accommodation for the whole family

;

when on the road a couple of youngsters occupy it.
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An Auxiliary Driving Set.

This auxiliary power plant is carried

by a spring fork A adapted for attach-

ment to an ordinary bicycle. There
may be a single cylinder B, or two
cylinders side by side, and the trans-

mission is 'by a roller C acting upon the
front tyre D. A free engine effect is

obtained by arranging the engine so

that it may be raised out of contact
with the tyre by means of the rod and

' ' AUGUST 5tk, ig!5.

hood from the raised position shown it is

moved backwards to bring the other end
of the slot B into contact with the roller

C, and then swung about this as a pivot

rack device shown at K. Many readers

will recall the Ixion two-stroke engine

of about 1904, which was arranged in

much the same way.—G. Stagni, No.
11,407, 1914. .

A Sidecar Hood.

The hood A is of rigid construction,

and, when raised, totally encloses the

passenger. It conforms witli the shape
of the rear part of the body, and when

lowered fits around it. The hood ,is

formed with a slot B, at each side, whi,ch

may slide upon a roller C. To bring fhe

into the lowered position.—G. A. E
Purvis, No. 2,457, 1914.

A New Spring Fork.

The fork A is connected to the steering

head B by links C and D, of which the

former is constituted p
by helical springs.

The main spring

effect is provided by
a laminated spring E
at each side, bolted

at its rear end to a
block F carried by
a curved member G
connected to the
lower end of the
steering head; At
its forward end each
spring E is pivoted
on a stud on tlie fork

blade.—B. Lund, No. 5,994, 1914

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

There is, of course, no connection be-

tween the Excelsior machines made in

Coventry by Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and
Co. and the American machine of the

same name manufactured in Chicago.

A Spanish Agent.

]\lessrs. F.R.S. Lamps, 7-9, Pershore
Street, Birmingham, inform us that their

agency for Spain is in the hands of i-ir.

Harry Walker, Calle Balmes, 84, Bajce-
lona. The firm is preparing a catalogue

written and priced in Spanish.

Reviews.

The R.A.C. Official Motor Map of

England and Wales. (George Philip and
Son, Ltd., Is. 6d. per sheet.) We are

in receipt of sheets 1 and 4 of the
above named map. This map is par-

ticularly clear, and very handy for tour-

ing. All the principal aeta.ils are marked
without any attempt at confusion. Each
map is sold in a case with an index of

hotels and repairers recommended by
the club, and a list of golf courses.

Another innovation is the R.A.C. Record
Route Map, by the same publishers.
This consists of an outline map, in which
the main trunk roads are lightly sketched.
The idea is that the tour can be inked
in afterwards, and there are spaces left

for the date, number of days occupied,
make of vehicle used, the mileage, amount
of petrol consumed, 'Cost of tour, and
members of the party ; a file Case is

provided for the map. This is an
excellent idea, as a record of each tour
can thus be filed. The maps are sold
at 3d. each or 2s. 6d. per dozen, and the
hie at 6d.
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An Alien de Luxe.

Messrs. Alldays and Onions, Matcliless

Works, Birmingham, are putting on the

market a ch luxe model of their Allon

two-stroke machine. This will follow

the standard specification except that it

has a kick startei', clutch, and larger and
lieavier tyres, and that the fittings and
finish are of superior qualitj'. The
machine can be enamelled in any desired

colour, and the price is £50.

Eaylon : A New Aluminium Solder.

Kaylon is an aluminium solder, used,

like other aluminium solders, witliout

flux. When it is required to solder two
pieces of aluminium the surfaces to be
joined are carefully scraped, with the

object of removing the outer oxidised

hard skin on the surface of the metal.

The metal is then warmed, preferably in

a blow lamp, and at the same time the

stick of Kaylon, which is held in grease-

proof paper, is gently rubbed over the

surface. It is extremely important that

all grease should be removed, and, as a

further precaution, before the aluminium
is heated, it may be wiped over with a

rag soaked in benzole or petrol. Th«
great aim in the application of Kaylon is

to avoid overheating the metal, and the
solder should just become fluid, but not
absolutely liquid. This state should be

maintained while the sold-er covering the

aluminium is rubbed in dift'erent directions

by means of a special wire brush, enabling
the Kaylon to bind well with the surface

of the metal, any oxidation of the surface

beneath the solder being removed by the

stiff bristles of the brush. Tile faces of

the two pieces of metal to be joined are

first tinned, and are then placed together,

and the heat applied until the Kaylon
runs and so forms a connecting skin.

This patent solder is claimed to excel

others in that it is more permanent,
owing to its freedom from oxidation
wheut exposed to the air. Kaylon is sold

by Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co.. 19,

Store Street, Tottenham Court Road.
London, W.C.

Catalogues Received.

A leaflet describing Cux-\Valker electric

lamps. ^ Cox-Walkers, Ltd.. North-
Eastern Electrical Works, Darlington.

The Tynesider seat. A pillion seat for

attachment to the carrier. T. E. Hender
son Go., 25, Albion Road, North Sliields.

The British Excelsior motor cycle.

Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Excelsioi

Works, Coventry. The working of thes<

machines is illustrated by clear half-torn

blocks and line drawings.

We are in receipt of a folder from thi

Benj.imin Electric, Ltd.. la, Rcseberj
Avenue, E.C., dealing with the Benjaraii

electric motor cycle horn, which is to b'

found on some of the best known Ameri
can motor bicycles.

The British Montgomery .Sideca

Masterpiece. A booklet containini

numerous models of Montgomery sidecar

of all types and prices. The book is wel

got up and illustrated, and make f

interesting reading.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

BS.A., 1912ii, 3V.li.v-. wicker sidecar, 2-speed. free

ciiBiiii', new B.S.A. oiirbuietter, pc-rfect coiulitu.ii

;

£38/10.—^Yooll<^. South-western Stores, St. Jobu's, Kniip-

liill, WokiuB, Sumy. L941-1

B.S.A. Model de Luxe Auto-Wliecl and shock ah-

sorhcr. ivith U.S.A. siwiial Auto-Wheel bierclf.

1914. paintPd all black, oil bath gear case, coaster hub
bral-e, acetyleue lamp, l.tunlop tyres, good as uew, uot

riddeu 200 miles; accept £17.—Beoty, Strathuaru,

Alderley Kdge. [X3020

Calcott.

Halifax Holidays.
1 1 consequence of above, our works will be closed

fr ni August 9th to August 14th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

1fil2 Calcott, 2V>h-p., splendid condition;
XJ/ otters.—Gaught, Hairdresser, Coventry.

£16/10. no
[X3008

CALTHORPE, 1915, latest
models in stock; cash

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

CalthoiDe.
CN.l.LTHORl'E. 2'!.h.p., perfect order; fI8/10.-Wash-

^ Jngton. Middlewich. [X3069

(J^ALTHOKPES.—All models in stoek.-Lamb's, 151.
yy Higli St., Walthamstow. [9101

CALTHORPE, 2h.p.. 2-speed, 1914, splendid condi-

tion; £1S/10.-Spink6, Lynn Ed.. Ely. C.imbs. 0"
[9585

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. Fixed Engine 1915 Motor
Cvcle; i£22/ 10.—Marshall. Castle St.. Cambridge.

[X2491
CALTHORPE, 2h.p., 2 speeds, 1914, not run 600

milix-, conditiun as nCM'. faultless; £20.—Keen, 2.

Germain St.. Chesliam, Bucks. [9340

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-6troke, not run 1,000 miles,
fully eauippcd, in excellent condition ; 21 gus.—

F. Doggett. Gil-ton, Cambridge. [9425

2-speed lightweight
T extended terms —

[X3074

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles. J.A.P.'s and 2-strokea,
from £27/14; send for list aud easy payment terms.

-Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHORPES.—Any of this famous trio delivered
from stock; extraordinary value.-Agents, Colraore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3026

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., latest model, 254h.p., Enfleld
2-speed gear, actually in stock; £34/13.—Prest-

wich's Motor Exchange, 26, St. John's Ed., Hove,
Brighton. [7764

CALTHORPE, 1915, J.A-P., 2^ili.p., Enfleld 2-speed.
just arrived from works ; immediate delivery

;

£34/13.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmitli
Ed., Loudon. [9426

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke. 2-speed, just arrived
from works; immediate delivery, fitted with special

magneto; £31/18.—"Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Ham-
mersmith Ed., London. [9427

1 Q15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15;
--»? also 2r4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, £31/8/6; de-
livery from stock; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian,
Brovd St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6409

— Campion.
CAMPIOX Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 1914, 6h.p.

twin, 3-speed, free engine, as good as new. very
fast: £55, or near ofier.—Bridges, The Lodge, Che.ster-
fleld Rd., Mansfield, Notts. [X3009

CAMPIOX-J.A.P. 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2.j?peed

. countershaft gear, handle starting, speedometer,
headland back lamp.s (extra strong sidecar, 4 points);
f47/iy.a^jiarris, 8, Avnccomb End, High St., Orping-
ton, Kent. [9452

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA. £10, twin 4-5h.B., fast good" running
order, except "magnet, new belt.—Letters, only.

Bybrow, Lindum Av., Immingham. [312989

CHATER-LEA, S'.ih.p., just overhauled. In good run-
ning condition, new a^euruulator, B. and B., lamp,

horn ; £8, or nearest.—27, Albert. Rd., Walthamstow.
[9484

Clarendon.
3ih.p. Clarendon, mag., spring forks, etc., ninning

2 order: £10. Evenings 4 till 7—19, Orlando Ed..
Clapham Common. [9419

Clyno.

CLTJ^O Combination, 1913, fully equipped, special
lubricating tank and lighting system, excellent con-

dition :- 50 gns.—Doggett, Girt jn, Cambridge. [9422

iJ^LTN^O, late 1913, 6h.p. combination, 3-speed, kick
starter, with handsome Clyno coach sidecar,

cellent order; 60 gns.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham
stow. . [9102

CLTNO 1912 5-6h.p. Combination. 2-speed. kick
start, free engine, new coachbuilt body, recently

overhauled, spares; £38.—Coleman, 3, Parsons Hill.
King's Norton. [3:2728

Douglas.
DOtTGLAS. 2»',h.p, to lOhp. models.—Gourlav. the

great Douglas agent, FalIow£eld, Manchester,
[4241

DO0GLAS, 1914 model W, clutch, complete: bought I

car; £42.—Eendall, Glasshoughton, Casflefnd. I _
Torks. [X2965 IB

DOUGLAS, immediate delivery, limited number 2~i
h.p models.—Edwards, Motors, Taunton. 'Phone :

191X2. [X1870-

1 Q15 Model V Douglas. 2-speed, ridden 250 miles:
•M-iJ as new; £^8.—Robinson's Garage, Green St..

Cambridge. [6867

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

is designed for loag lile, and has a wonderful
reserve of stability, and is safe oq greasy roads.

Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannotishake
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From £6 6s.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models.^

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for .any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
the most powerful machine made. It will take

a sidecar up a 45% grade without a murmur.
Why wait for an inferior machine ?

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted

with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, sin.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,

spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found

on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue

upon application. -

PRICE—7-9 h^p., 3-5peed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

We will make a liberal allowance for your present
machine in exchange. Yorkshire dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 3" tyres, and 4-point attachment, £12 10

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
Sl- h.p. PREMIER, new, 1915, 3-sp. model £60
4} h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new, 1915

model, single-cylinder £58
6 h.p. twin BRADBURY, coachbuilt Side-

car, 3 speeds, screen, speedometer,

£4 4s. electric lamp set ; cost nearly
£roo at Easter £75

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, coach Side-
car, nearly new £59 1

5

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, rgi2 model £41 10
3.'v h.p. P. & M., 1910, 2-speed model .... £20
4" h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, and Sidecar £30
1914 CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds £17 15
3.1 h.p. L.M.C., 1013. 2-speed counteiahaft £25
ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druid

forks. £8 15
6 h.p. REX, 1913 model, 2 speeds, com-

plete -with £16 Res Sidecar £30
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., brand new, latest

countershaft 3-speed, kick starter . . . £45
6 h.p. twin REX, spring forlcs £10 10
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1910, maguetOrB.

and B., M.O.V., enamel and plating
in nice order £12 15

7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3-speed,
Sidecar, only run 1,000 miles ........ S67

ROC Frame, complete with Druid forks,
"

tank, wheels, tyres, 2-speed gear, low-

built £8 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand New Weatherproof Magneto £3 10
New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/H, 40 amps. 12/6
New Electric Motor Cycle Lamp 5/6
5 h.p. De Dion Engine £6
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp . . 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKfRCOAT ROAD,

g H A L. I F AX.
B 'Phone ro62. Close at 6p.m.

aHBBaHBHBBB9SaaBBi
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Douglas.
DOUOLAS, 1913, N, cxt'-iitionallv fine, perfect ae-

ce»aciries; £33/10.—Wall, l'*ranche Villa, Fniufhe.
Kiddermintster. [9384

DOUGLAS, 1916. 4Kp , 3 SDcedd, kick Btart, at* new,
riddeu under 50 nuies; £60.—Dolley, Back Orf^ii,

HtTsham, Surrey. [9388

DOUGLAS, 2'f.ili.D., lyiii-13, 2-fipeea, speedoin'tr-r,

lamp.s, horn, good conditioa; £30.—Scorey, 547,
Holloway Ed., N. [9372

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^4h.p., one ouly in Etock.—Wiie or
JL t? telephone, 388 Cambridge.—Eobinson's Oarage,
Green St., Cambridge. [0612

1 015 Douglas, 25^h.p., only done 200 miles, owner
J-t/ enlisted; £45.—Moflat, Town Hall Garnge,
YeoviU Tel.: 50 Yeovil. [9203

DOUGLAS, 3'A.li.p., late 1914, coaclibuilt sidecar, siad
all accessories, excellent condition; £68-—Turpin'e,

29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0716

DOUGLAS.—All models from Btock from eole whok
sale and retail Midland agents, Colmore Depot, 51,

Colmore Eow, Birmingham. rX3036

OUGLAS, 2^h.p., 1911. engine recently OTerliauled,
new Dunlop on back, lamp, horn; bargain, £19/10.

—21, Howard Ed., Leyton-itone. [9455

DOUGLAS, 1912, clutch, 2-speed, just overhauled by
makers, accessories; nearest £35; view Bri^^tol.—

Bos 9,037, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3025

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1914, 2^4>.e„ 2-9peed, lamp, horn,
tools, in good condition, property of EE. officer

at Front; £38.—Bishop, St. George's Av., Northampton
[X2958

DOUGLAS, 2yihp., late 1913, 2-speed. clutch, and
kick starter, complete i\ith acetylene lamp, in

very good order; price £35.—Dr. Eitchie, Cavendish,
SuSolk. [X2942

1 Q14 Douglas, 3Vjh.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet coachbuilt
-M~iy sidecar, speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, all new,
and perfect running order; £55 combination.—E. Sleiirht,

134. Burley Ed., Leeds. [X300a

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, speed-
ometer, lamp, all accessories, perfect condition,

little used; owner at Front; £40.—Johnson, 97, Thorn-
law Ed., We^t Korp'ood, S.E. [9439

DOUGLAS Agents Eastern Counties.—At a very
early date we shall be in a position to execute a

limited number of orders for 1915 Douglas . motor
bicycles. Write for information.—Eobinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [0613

1 Q 14 Douglas, model V, 2-spced, engine and gear box
X«/ overhauled, condition guaranteed. Jones speedo-
meter, Lucas 50/- lamp, horn, Dunlop tyres quite new,
Lycett La Grande saddle, spares; £42/10.—Eobinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS, 1914, model W, 254h.p., 2-speed, kick-
start, as new in all details, lamp, horn, £46 • also

1914 model V, 2^h.p., 2-speed, in equal condition,
complete, £44; and one 1914 model V, 2%h.p., 2-speed;
with raised handle-bars, fully equal to the average
1914 machine, £42.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oson.
'Phone: 35 Bicester. [X3117

Enfield.

ENFIELD, 23£h.p., 2 speeds; £20.-^idney Garage,
, 29, Green St., Oflmbridge. [9405

ENFIELD Comoiimiion, 1915. in stock; 80 gns.—
Eatclifl Eros., Frinton-on-Sea. [X2624

ROYAL Enfield, 1912, 2V2h.p., as new; ii;i7. only
ridden 2 summers.—Apply, 26, Pickmere St . War-

rington. [X2719

2ih.p. Enfield Twin, excellent condition, little used,
4 new belt and tyre; £18.—G. G. Williams. Cr:iw-

land, Peterborough. [X2970

"1 015 Combination, Enfield, new May, little,, u?ed,Xv lamps, horn; owner buying car; £75.-Applr. G.,

47, East Sheen Av., East Sheen- [X2946

ENFIELD Agents.—1915 2-stroke; 38 gas.: in stock,
instant delivery.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 588.—

Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

ROYAL Enfield, 2^4h.p. twin, mag.^B. and B., just
overhauled, perfect; £21.—Sibley, 106, Slarket

Place, Eomford. Close 1 o'clock Thursday. [9473

ENFIE3LD, 2%h.p.. chain drive, accessories, perfect
tyres, just overhauled, beautiful running order;

given up riding; £18.-39, Castle St., Shrewsbury.
[X1257

ROYAL Enfield 3h.p. Twin and 6h.p. Combination,
from stock.—The Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 2B, Tavistock Rd., Ply-
mouth. [0571

1015 8h.p. Enfield Combination, purchased new 28th
Xt/ last month, dvnamo lighting set, unpunctured;
cost £110, price £100. Easy terms £2 extra.—E. E.
Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea; also at CardiS. [0681

1 Q12 Royal Enfield, 6h-p., and sidecar, head and tail^

XJ/ lamps, speedometer, 2-fipeed gear and free engine'

clutch, handle starting, nice condition; £38. or near
ofier-—S.M.O.. 30, Homefield Ed., Ohiswick. lS:2722

ROYAL Enfield 1912 Sh.p. SMecar Combination,
J.A-P. twin engine, drip feed lubrication, Amar

carhurettet, Bosch mag., 2-speed gear, new combination
tyre on back, Cowey speedometer, and all accessoriea,

good kit of tools: £45. or near offer; can be seen at

any time by appointment.—Jarvis, 42, Pickwick EcT..

Dulwich Village, S.E. [9440

i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENPIELD 1915 eii.p. Combination, coaohb\\ilt side-

car, tlie finest (jombination made, all complete;
£84

;
just arrived from Tvorke : immediate delivery.—

Willtina, Simpson, and Co., 11. HamnieramitL Rd-, Lon-
don. [9428

Excelsior.
4L.p. Esceleior and Sidecar, aocumnlator, perfect Tun-

ning' order, reliable; 11 gua., bargain.— 2, Madeira
Ar., Horsliam. . [X3088

Forward.
^3.h.p. Forward, 3 speeds, 1914, pedal etarter, lady'fi
-^4 frame; great bargain, £30, or offer.—J. M.
Sinclair. Lieut., 9th R.J.E., SeaJoid, Sussex. [9394

F.N.
^3.h.p. F.N. Engine. 1914, fine condition. F.N. car-
-^4 buretter; £3.—Stanley, 56, Victoria St., S.W.

£9415

F.N. Lightweight, 2 speeds, clutch,- just overhauled,
tyres good; £20.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

1X3115
2.3.h.p. P.N,, long bars, dropped saddle, braes tank,

4 Hellesen ignition, overhauled; jE8.—Railway Gar-
age, Staines. [9503

1 QIO F.N., 2y2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, many Im-
J-'-' provements, new tyres, lust overhauled; £20.—
Cooper, Littlebury, Esses. [X3084

F.N., 4-cy!., and coachbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch,
and kick starter, just overhauled, in" splendid con-

dition; bargain, £35,—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
1X3114

F.N., 4-cyl., 1911, little used, perfect running order,
£5 spent on new gears July, Rom tyres,, nearly new,

speedometer; £28; owner buying car.—Soundy and Co.,
Northwood, Middlesex. [X2993

Gamage.
"I Q13 Gamage, 2^ih.p., Sturm ey-Archer, clutch model,
J-«^ in excellent condition, with accessoriets ; £17.—
A. Mountjoy, 8, Rupert St., Pilsler, Chesterfield. [X299S

Harley-Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Ttji and 4h.p. in

stock.—Turpins, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0713

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, IIF, and Millford eidecar,
just delivered, not ridden 100 miles; £80.—Nowill.

Belper. [9374

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Models llF and IIJ actu-
ally in stock ; special terms for large deposits.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9098

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, all models, from stock ; no
waiting; choice of ais makes of eidecars to fit.—

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3029

"IQ15 Model IIP. 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-Davidson,
-M-*y and special Canoelet sidecar; £85; immediate
delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham". i.8670

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 models IIF and llJ,
delivered from stock, sidecars to fit ; exchanges

or extended terms arranged.—Flee and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0491

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.-We invite applications for
sole agencies from really live traders In the

counties of Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Staffordshire,
Shropshire, , and Herefordshire.—Sole Midland Distri-
buters, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [7614

HARLET-DAVIDSON.-Immediate delivery from
stock of models llC, IIP. and llj, prices from

£50 to £76/15; special Gloria and Canoelet sidecars to
match, in stock ; book your order now.—Sole Midland
Distributers, The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7613

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-Tbe machines that have
made their reputation on the road. We are the

sole wholesale distributers for Lancashire (except Barrow
district), and Cheshire, and are open -to appoint a lew
' live " agents in territory not already covered. Agents,
we can put you on to a good thing. Write us at once.
Prices from £52, and delivery from stock.—The Col-
more Depot, 3Q|} Renshaw St., Liverpool. [9443

HARLE"S"-DAVIDSON. the ideal sidecar machine,
absolutely no vibration, wonderful flexibility; new

automatic mechanical oil pump. 3-speed eliding gear
trausmiseion, no noise, no stripping. A kick starter
that really starts. Price from £52 to £76/13/0 for tha

j

Remi-Edison electrical equipped mcMiel.—Sole distri-

buters for Lancashire and Cheshire, wholesale and re-
tail, Colmore Depot, 261. Deansgate, Manchester; and
31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [0675

Hazlewood.
AZLEWOOD, 5-6h.p., 1915, soiled. Ivy sidecar, ac-
cessories: £68.—Osboine, Bore St., Lichfield.

1X2579
Hobart.

OEART, 2y.h.p.. single-speed, in stock.—Sidney
Garage, 29." Green St., Cambridge. [9402

Humber.

HUMBER 2h.p. Lightweight, splendid condition

;

£13, or near off'er.— Gill, 97, Victoria Terrace,
Dunfermline. [9n07

1 Q14 Humber M.C., 2h.p., complete with lamp and
JLTJ horn and generator, in firet-elass condition, not
ridden 600 miles; £17/10; must sell.—Barker and Co.,

Bradford Rd., Hudderefleld. [X3060

H

H

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8h.p., water-cooled £88
REX, 1914, otl.p., 2 speeds, Portland Sidecar . £55
REX, J9T4, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, brand new £68
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, kick start £58
REX. T914, 8 h.p.. 3 speeds, Spacke engine .... £55
MATCHLESS, 1914, M.A.G., hood and screen. . £86
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p.,90 bore, clutch, sporting Sc.£70
BAT, 1913, 6h.p., 3-sp., torpedo tank, coach car £50

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS, 1914, W, 2 speeds, accessories £44
DOUGLAS, 1914, V, 2 speeds. Sinks carburetter £48
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2j h.p., single-speed £18
CALTHORPE. igu, 2,V h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds . . £26
LITTLE GIANT, 1914, 2 h.p., 2 speeds, fine order £24
SUNBEAM, 1915, 2,5 h.p., 2-sp., all accessories. £57
F.N., 1911, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, nice lightweight . . £25
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p., 2 spsods, splendid order .. £20
N.S.U., 3 h.p.,'twin, geared pulley £20
EXCELSIOR,. 3.1 h.p^3 speeds, just overhauled £20
RUDGE, i9r2, sh h.p., clutch model £28
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2 speeds, as new . . £23
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3^ h.p., 2-sp., just overhauled £20
RUDGE, 1915, 3-> h.p., Multi, T.T., drop, frame £53
LEVIS, r9i5. 2ih.p., Popular mod., only done 100 £28
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2I h.p., open frame, 2 speeds £35
INDIAN, 1915, 3^ h.p., twin, 3 speeds, as new. . £55

NEW MODELS.
NEW RYDER, ^i h.p., 2-ntroke £27 6

ROYAL RUBY, 2V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed .. £34 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., single-speed £28 4

ROYAL RUBY jS h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £37 3

NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £33 12
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch model, in red £82
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., clutch model £68 7

J.H., 6 h.p., M.A.G., Combination, 3 speeds £88 4
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 soeeds, semi-T.T £63
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speeds, T.T £52 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3^ h.p., twin, all-chain drive £69 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2$ h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11

REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp., new £68
JAMES, sh h.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain .. £66 6

All the above actually in stock at the time of going

to press.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COM-

BINATIONS, AND LIGHT CARS BOUGHT FOR

CASH. EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MOTOR MART
100$ 136 O Portland SUondonW
Telephone '^y2 Moyfair Telegfams"^\id\^a\e Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
of ladies.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ^
Indian.

INDIANS, -immediate deliveries, all models.—
Edwards, Motors, Taunton. 'Phone : 191X2.

fX1869
INDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., road racer, perfect, muning

order: £'36.—Alraander'e, 115, Lothian Bd., Edin-
burgh. [9400

INDIAN Combination, 7h.p., model C, mileage 5,500,
perfect condition; £55, no offers,—Eatclifle. Frin-

ton-on-Sea. .
' [X2625

INDIAN.— Sole agent; immediate delivery: repairs,

and spare parts.—Brook. Motor Cycle Specialist.

Burnham, Som. [9027

1Q14 Spring Frame 2-speed Indian, complete, head
-Lt7 and tail lamp^, first-class condition; bargain.
f47.-Lawes Alderahot. [9435

INDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., 2 speeds, with racing sidecaT,
' e.xcellent condition; £40.—On view, Swan and

Jones, Farnham. Surrey. tX3070

"|Q15 Indian. 5h.p.. 3-6peed, red. lamp. Lorn, epeeo-
1. *J ometer, in .splendid condition : £55.—Brook. Col-
lege St., Burnham,- Som. [9028

7-9h.p. Indian, red, with Mills-Fultord sidecar, guar-

anteed perfect condition : any trial given.— George
Burt, High St.. Cosham. [9445

INDIANS.— Get the best, the well-proved machines.
Immediate delivery of all modeU.—Alexander's.

115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [9398

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coach Combination, very good condi-

tion, tyres perfect, kick start, lamps, horn, etc.;

£40.-Dubois, 63, Maple St., London, '5V. [X2997

"I (1 14 7-9h.p. Eed Indian Combination, kick start,

X«7 clutch, 2-3peed gear, electric lighting set: £58,
perfect condition.—Coveney, Linden, Fleet, Hants. [9447

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, electrical

eijuirment, £17/17 sidecar, new July lOth; £8710.
no otters.-Robinson, White Gables. Colwyn Bay. [9410

INDIAN. 1914. 8h.p. model, just thoroughly over-

hauled, complete with toole, lamp, horn, and speed-

ometer: what oflers?—Dents, Stonegate, York. JX2734

INDIANS, Sh.p. model B. and 7h.p. model 0. com-
binations in stock; large .deposits secure special

terms.-Lamb's, 151, High St., 'n'althamstow. [9099

INDIAN. 1915 models, delivered from stock; ex-

changes or extended terms arranged.—City Ageot-s,

Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.
[0492

INDIAN. 1915, 5h.p.. model B., 3-5peed, only used
about 100 miles, and practically new; owner at

Front ;
£55 —Alexander's, 115. Lothian Bd„ Edinburgh.

[9397
INDIANS.—Don't wait for delivery. 'We haver tl}em

in stock, all models, also sidecars. "VTe specialise

in Indians. Special tuning.—C. McAdoms, Ltd., Middles-
brough. [X2447

1Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed Combination, electric
JLO horn, lamps, estellent condition and appear-
ance; £60.—Fielding, Tobacconist, Market St., Hebden
Bridge. [X3115

1014 Hendee Special, 7h.p.. 3-speed, electric lamps
-Ltf and horn, £20 Moutgomerv sidecar, new
tyres: £55.—The Premier jMotor Co., -Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [9366

1 Q14 7h.p. Indian and Sidecar, as good as new, only
JLtl been 900 miles, dynamo electric lifting, well

sprung car, spare tyres: £65.—Exshaw. Pyrford Lodge.

West Byfleet. [9880

INDI.AN, 1914, 7h.p.. 2-speed. with Gloria conchbuitt
sidecar, luggage grid, etc., complete electric equip-

ment; special bargain, £56.—Alexander's, 115, Lctl;ian

Ed., Edinburgh. [9396

INDIAN. 1915, 5h.p.. 3-speed. kick starter, new fort-

night ago, 450 miles, lamp set. speedometer, and
horn, absolutely as new; cost £70, sacrifice for £60.—
5. The Parade. Belmont. Surrey. [9424

GENTLEMAN Eider wishes to dispose ol his 7h.p.

1914 Indian outfit. Lucas lamp set. speedometer,

new rear tyre, good fiout sidecar tyres, just decarbon-
ised, in good condition, and enamel; £67. or near offers;

Nottinglmm district.—Box 9.035. The Motor d/ck Offices,

Coventry. rS2985

James.

JAMES. 2-strokc. 1915. little used; £33.—Nowill,
Belper. (9375

JAMES Combination, received last month, lidden twice

oulv- OM-ner going abroad; offers.- 7. The Vale,

Acton. " [9391

JAMES, 1915 models, delivered Irom stock. Ei-
changes or extended terms.—Elce and Co.. 15.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C. [0597

JAME.^. 1914, Aijh.p.. 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

kic':. Brooks. P. and H. lamp, cane sidecar; .£45.

—CoUycr. 313, High Pd.. Wood Crccn. N. [X3066

lO'S James. 4ijh,p.. 3-speed countershaft, clutcb,

Ji*y kick-starter, fitted with James Canoelet sidecar,

complete; 80 gns.—Parker and Son. St. Ives, Hont.s.
[9477

JAMES. 1915, 4Uh.p.. 3-sreed counter-shaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, chain drive. Canoelet -

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec-

tric horn; £90/15.-Colniore Depot. 261, Deonsgnfc.
Manchester. [0674

.\20 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

"IQ14''4 Si'ott. roui]ilete ^vitli eoin-lilniilt siilecar, speed-
X*' oiiieter, 2 lump;', etc., inn 2.500; £55, complete.
— ItiiulslunvV, Tim Motor House, l*rt*tou. [X2456

I Q ^^ Scott. Lucas KiuR: of tlif? llond Innip. nnd lioru,
JLi/ spare tyre, many .spates, excellent condition, like
now; ;e50.—Alexander Lees, Viewfield, Maybole. Ayr-
shire. [9496

3iih.p. 1913 Scott, very little n?eil, and not used at
4 all past 12 months, excellent condition, specd-

onielcr. horn, electric lamp, etc.— Sillitb, 147, Union
St.. Aberdeen, [9467

OCOTT Combination, late 1912, Hne condition, Binks,
<J 1915 lubrication; £40; full particulars sent, oi
excliunse with ca.5h larger combination.—Standring. 1,
Knmsay St., Eochdnlc. [X3083

Sheffield Minor.
SHEFFIELD Minors i2-stroke). single and 2-spccd

modeld from stock onlc nt Colmorc TDepot, 31,
Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3035

Singer.

SINGEK, oh. p., Bosch mag., tyres unpunctured, X.L.
.•saddle, grand running condition; JE12.—32, Wollas-

ton Rd., Irchester. .- [X3019
SIXGEES.—Immediate delivery of 41/ih.p. dain drive

3-spced model; sidecars supplied to suit in stock.
—Colmorc Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X3033

Sun.
CUXS, with Villiers or V.T.S. engines, single or 2-

^ i'Pe<!d models
; delivery from stock.-Oolmorc Depot,

31, Colmore Kow, Birmingham. [X5028

Sunbeam.
CUNBEAM, 1913-14, 2-speed, 2">lh.p., kick starter,

I^,. '^^^^ accessories; 41 gns.—Lamb's, 151, High St..
»althamstow. [9104
QIJXBEAM, 1915, 3Voh.p., and Middleton sidecar, new^ June, run 200 miles; £70, or near offer.—Bnrlwton
Garage, Earl's Court Ed. [X3023
CjUNBEAM Agents.—Early deliveries Sl/jh.p. models;
*^ lists on application; exchanges entertained.—Tei •

388. T A. : Bicycles.—Eobinson's, Garage, Green St.,
Cambridge. [gggg
IQIS Sunbeam, 3Hh.p., complete with £16/16 side-
-^«-' car, Lucas lamp, horn, etc., absolutely unscratclied,
run 400 miles

; 80 gns.-Bradshaw's, The Motor House,
P'^'Stoi- [X2456a

Triumph.
"IQ15 Junior, in stock.—The Premier Motor On.
-^*-' Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9365
'T'EIUJCPH, 3h.p., 1S06, good running order; £11.—
-- Marshall, Castle St., Cambridge. [X2490
'yEIUMrH, 1910, F.E., in good running order- £22
-•- —J. Brackley, Kirtlington, Oxon. [X3018
lQ14ii Trimnph, 4h.p., 3 .speeds, lamps, horn, tooKJ-i' as new; £45; deposit.-i'ulleyn. Joiner, Heworth,
loik. [X2721
"POE Sale, 1914 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmev-
-«- Archer, excellent condition; £45.—Apply, Wallin"-
ford Cycle Stores, Wallingford. [9390
'T'EIUMPH S'/ih.p. Motor Cycle, in excellent condi-

o, ,

*'""
• „^^^ „ ^"' "<1<^ 20 miles.-Blackshaw, 38,

Sherborne St., Gorton, Manchester. [9483

1 Q 16 Junior Triumph, fitted witJr lamp, Irorn, rear
-%y ,

light, ridden few miles only, equal to new; £36—Farker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9478
Qlli.p. Triumph, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, horn,
« -f "jy"' "^'^i splendid condition; £30.—Shearman,
Railway Terrace, Eothwell, Leeds. [X3078
fTEItJMl'H, late 1913, Si/ih.p., 3 speeds, all accessories,
-^ plenty spares just overhauled, perfect condition;
±40.—J;.vans, Hrghertown, Minehead. [X3024
'T'EIUMPH, 1914 model, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, lamp
/" i°V,

speedometer, spares, in perfect conditionowner at Front; £45.-Scorer, 33. Percy Gardens Tyiie-
^^^* [X2945

TIRIUMPH 1909, 31/jh.p., very good condition, engineJ- thoroughly overhauled, genuine, sound machine;
*18.--Layton s Garage, Bicester, Oxon, 'Phone • 35
Bicester. [XSUS
iqi2 Trhmipli, lamp, horn, and manv spares, lately

^vm °/S'»"'i''=<^ *JL,™''''"= :
.""y trial or inspection

K^f' .*27..-James Thompson, jun., Newark, Sanquhar,
Dumfriesshire. [X296d
'T'EIUMPH, late 1914, dutch model, 3-speed, as new.

ti^ ™ '"'.^i'?'^
^° """i' ^'H5= ^*°'=''' as owner is at

S.mSV ^^\°^ '^^" oflcr.-Gnbert, Comp Farm, WestAlalhng, Kent. [9044
IJIEIUMPH, 19141/5, 3 speeds, and clutch, good con-
wi* ''}V'"^' with fortnight old semi-fiporting coach-

c^l*!,- "*'?,",,. fS6.-2nd. Lieut. MMedith? 2-7thCheshires, Bedford. [X2'736
rpEIUMPH, T.T 31/jh.p., late 1913, done 2,500 miles
.'T.j

Enilipson pulley, Stewart speedometer, Lucas lamn
tnil™Si'',7^'^/.'°A ^^ ™>»<l'«on; f37/10.-Quinis-
Tvood, Thuisby, Carlisle. [X2939

19^''n3'*- ?;5Peed Triumph and 1914 coachbuilt

hPlt tn?S I?i
^"'«'=;"'. 'amps, speedometer, horn, spare

n^nflS, 'sJ^'S^i' 5" i,".
^°°^ condition

; £53.-Philpott,
Tanfleid, St. Peler'a Ed., Margate. [X2959

QET- IT AT

AYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DlorRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.&EXOELSIOeS§
Solo District Agents for CALTHORPES. 5

Contracting Agents for all makes.
TERMS— Cash, Exchange, or lix (ended Payments, g
aiVSIVSEDBATE DELIVERY i

OF MEW mODELS. S
7-9 lip. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-

bination, electric lighting set, grey
finish £95 7 g

4.1 h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination'.'!.'.' £82 12 9
3.1 h.p. ROVER Combination £80
3; h.p. JAMES, twin, 3-speed £66 3
2i h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed.

handle-bar control ignition £35 10 6
cj-h.p. lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-speed £33 1 6MILLFORD Conette, coach-built £13 13

A FEW BARGAINS %°« g
SECOND - HAND STOCK.

'

If you purchase your- A.J.S. from us you can S
rely on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine. S

And 12 —
Cash. Deposit
£ s f s

8 h.p. 1913 HENDERSON,
'

4-cyl., 2-sp., very fast. 56 26
Forecar for same 12 12 3 3
6 h.p. 1913 A.<I.S., 3-sp.,

and 1914 coachbuilt So. 65 10 20 80/3 5
2j h.p. igrs ALLDAYS- ' H
MATCHLESS Conjbin'n 38 _ _

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto,
a-speed 18 10 6 22/-

. 5 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and
Millford Sidecar, fully
equipped- 60

B.S.A.1915AUTO-WHEEL
hardly used 12 12' 4

MOTOR CARRIER BOX, 5ft. 6in. y oft
2ft., soiled only. Price £7 I5s.

ySEFUL ACCESSORIES. S
Vulcanize your own tyres S

at home. S
Motor cycle covers and 5

tubes easily repaired by S
usiug the S
MARVEL H
VALCANIZ R. 3

Pnce complete .. 12s. 6d. H
Car size £1 15s. Od. 5
A customer writes : "I g|

find it quite satisfactory

and very suitable for

motor cycle tyres."

Pay-
ments

53/9
16/11

15/9
lin. X

Economy and a brilliant and steady

light can be obtained by using the

I LOW GENERATOR
Full particulars on application.

Price 55/- for Light Cars. Motor Cycle size 35/-

Call and see this wonderful Generator in action.
Always ready. Lights immediately on turning a
tap and applying a match. Flame increased or
reduced at will. Demonstrations daily. Imme-

= diate delivery. We can deliver a limited number
of the motor cycle size from stock.

TYRES.—Big stock of best makes. Write for com-
plete Tyre Catalogue.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London,"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trlumpli.

'TimUMrn. 1911-12, 2-Mpf?o<l. freo cngino, and BranihlH
JL coachbuilt .sidi'car, lugyagp Brid, 3 lunipti, rc-i.-iiuin-

elled. nnd thorou^hlj' overlmiilcd; prirc £32- tria! on
application to B.J.S., 20, Wuntage Rd., lltjuling. [9453

npRIUMPPI, 1914. 4h.n., 3 speeds, nnd diitcli, with
J- Millford f'linwsirt coachbuilt fiidRcur, perfect condi-
tion, done- 1,000 mile^, now Kempehall tyre- £60.—
ILinchcIifle, 43, WouibwcII Mnin, near BarnBley. 1X2940

1 (QiS'/^ 3-9peed Triumph, with new coach aidefiar,
Xt/ engine and gear recently overhauled by makers,
new tyre, lamp, and acceseoripfl, splendid condition;
£45 cafilu—Box L967, The Motor Cycle Offlcea, 20, Tndor
St., E.O. 18793

£10.—Triumph, good accumulator model, recently over-
hauled by makers, modern B. and B. carburetter,

new non-slip Dunlop and inner back, recently driven
Cornwall-I/ondon in day. good condition.—Stewart, Elec-
tricity Works, Ilfracombe. rX301l

IQlS Junior Triumph, new Middle May, roller bear-
-Lt/ ing biff end, enamel and nickel like new, not
run 1 ,000 miles, head lamp and Lucas acetylene tail

lamp, all tools and accessoriee : cost as now fitted £44/10,
price £39.~Egerton, Thomhill House, Stanhope Lines,
Aldershot. [9462

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, and clutch, with
cane-bodied Gloria spring wheel sidecar, capital

order throughout, thoroughly overhauled guaranteed
sound, well tyred, good appearance, complete; price
£55, no offers.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
'Phone: 35 Bicester. rX3120

Velocette.
VELOCETTE.—New 1915 models in stock: Model A.

£27; model D, 2-sp6ed. chain drive, £35/10;
model DL (special open frame, lady's), £36/10, the
most economical lightweigtit.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8674

V.S.

Y.S., eii.p., 2 speeds, free engine, kick starter, wicker
eideear, lamps, horn, accessories; £22.—Foxall, 17,

Birkenhead Av., Kingston, Surrey. [S3006

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON New 1914 Water-cooled Combina-

tion; £99/5. or close cash offer.-Motorics, 68.
Horton St., Halifax. [0706

8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson and sidecar, 1914, 70
gns., or exchange with cash for Singer, Standard,

or Calthorpe light car.—Bowdens'a Garage, Ivybridge.
[X293^

WILLIAMSON 1914 Water-cooled Combination, ex-
cellent condition, hood, screen, Binka carburetter,

electric horn, speedometer, lamps, etc.: £55; any trial;

no offers.-Pendene, Warwick Rd., Wanstead, Essex.
[X2987

Wooler.

"JQ15 Wooler, 2^ih.p., 2-strofce, variable gear, free
JLt/ engine, new March, not ridden 500 milea; cost
complete with accessories £50, accept £37/10 ; must
eeU.—J. Storey, Beaumont Arms Hotel, Shepherd's Bush,
W. [9416

WOOLLER, 1915, 2^.p., 2-stroke, variable gear,
Stewart speedometer, long horn, Lucas head light

;

cost £56 : mileage under 1,500, condition as new

;

£47, or offer.—Seen at Blake, 216, Westbourna Grove,
W. - [9393

Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock, Bh.p., 2-fipeed, kick start;
£59/10.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

Sole agent for N. London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Horneey 2562. [7636

Zenith.

ZENITH, 1914, Gradua gear, condition lite new,
4h.p.—CoUyer, 313, High Rd., Wood Green. N.

[X3067

1 Q12 Zenith-Gradua, in good condition; 36 gns., great
JLt/ bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. [X2593

8 h.p. Zenith 1914 Combination, countershaft, clutch
model, perfect order; £65.—Particulars, Tatham,

Shade, Todmorden. [X2991

ZENITH-GBADUA, 1912, SVah.p., good order, lamp,
loud bell, good tyres; £25.—Humphreys, Red Cot-

tage, Farnham Common. [X3016

1 (f|14iA Zenith. 5h.p., countershaft, as new, bargain,
JL*7 spares; £46.-1, Beechworth Villas, Dawley Rd.,
Harlington, Middlesex. [9451

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1913. 4h.p. J.A.P., T.T. model,
very fast, head Jamp, new belt, fine condition, en-

gine in perfect condition; beet offer over £27.—S.M.C..
30, Homefield Rd., Chiswick. rX2723

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1913V2, 6h.p., and Millford Cor-
vette sidecar, semi T.T. bars, lamps, horn, epeed-

imeter, spares, earefuJlv used, fast; £50.—10, >i ether-
ton Rd., St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [9458

ZENITH, 1915 models in stock, 4-5h.p., countershaft
^ear, £68/7; Sh.p. countershaft, £80/9/6. Side-

cars m stock to fit. Exchange or extended terms.

—

Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.
[0479

ZENITH, 1914, 4-5h.p. twin J.A.P., bought Novem-
ber, not done 3,000 miles, Watford speedometer,

lamps, and full set spares, just been thoroughly over-
hauled, excellent condition ; £45.—E. A. Ridley. 30.
Tavern St., Ipswich. [9449

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue A21
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Machines.

"BQ14 Lady's Liouglas, coiupJete, perfect condition:
jLt7 acceM £46.—Bowler, Nottingham Ed., Lough-
borougl, [X2721

LADY'S Humber. 21i.p., free engine, pedal starting,

in absolutely new condition ; £22.—Alexander's,
ns, Lothian E.d.. Edinbmgh. [9399

VELOCETTE, Model DL, special open frame lady's,

21/ih.p.. 2-speed, 120 miles per gallon; £56/10;
immediate deliyery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. [8675

Miscellaneous.

TTEBDEN'S Have in Stock:

"I
Q15 Enfields 6h.p. Combinations, 3h.p., and 2r,4h.p.

i *y lightweights.

"I
Q15 Indians, SVbh.p., 5h.p., and 7h,p., with or with-

X iJ out sidecar.

"I Q15 James, 4Vih.p. 3-speed combinations and 2r^

J-t' h.p. 2-Etroke 2-speed.

-I Q.15 WoU-Peco, 2V4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £33.

-| Q16 Wolf, 2yo-3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; iBSl.

-I 015 New Imperial-Jap, ai/^h.p., 2-speed; *34.

"1 Q15 Enfield 8h.p. Motor and Sidecar, fit with hood,
-fl-tf screen. Lucas head lamp, 70/- set Lucas rear
light, horn, sidec^Tr lamj), guaranteed as new, not run
300 miles; cost £98, accept £92.

1014 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, complete, as new;
i-J/ £69.

"J
013 6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, complete; a gilt, £50.

1 Q12 Humber, 3i^b.p,, 2-speed, 1914 engine, new
JLiy Canoelet sidecar; £38.

"11 Q12 5-6h.p. Clyno and Sidecar, 2-speed; a bargain,
-!-•? £40.

iTJllh.p. Douglas, just been oyerhauled, perfect; £18.

"I012 254h.p. Enfield," 2-speed, complete; a bargain,
Jiif £23.

"I Q15 2y2-3h.p. WolS, 2-speed, as new; £27, complete.

4h.p. Riley and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-speed, free en-
gine, kick-starter, good order; £15,

T Q15 New Humberette 2-seat. Car, 8-lOli.p., 3-speed
S.iJ and reverse, non-skid tyres on back; best offer

accepted.

1 CI 15 lOh.p. Singer Car, dynamo lighting set, dickey
-i-U seat.

"IQ15 New Williamson Cycle Oar, 2-seat., Sh.p., 3-

-t«7 speed, water-cooled; £120.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James St.. Burnlev.
Tel. : 488. [9493

PALMEE'S Garage and Motor Auction Eooms, 183,
185, 187, 189, High St., Tooting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for purchasing motor cycles and acceseories.

Auctions fortnightly.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Sh.p. Eex, low built,
fast, engine just re-buehed; £8.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-3h.p. 1913-14 Royal
Enfield twin. 2-3peed countershaft, lightweight,

as new; £37/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—3%-4h.p. 1914-5 Doug-
las combination, ae new, tyres hardly scratched

;

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— 2''.',h.p. N.S.U. twin
lightweight, 2 speeds, F.B.; £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—21,41.?. Minerva, £4;
4%h.p. E.N., 4 cyls,, £10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-S^/Sh.p. Scott, 2-stroke,
2 speeds, 2 cyls., 1913 late model, as new; £37/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—2%h.p. nearly new Levis
lightweight de luxe, 2 speeds, 2-8troke: £35.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— S'/^h.p. Humber, 2.fipeed.
£18; 3',<.h.p. Premier, 2.«peed, £25.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—7-9h.p. Bat-Jop, 2-

speed, £20; S'/sh.p. Centaur, £10; SVjh.p. Fafnir,
£12/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once for illus-

trated dual catalogue of auction sale containing
also over 50 photographic illustrations of automobiles
in stock. [9488

1 KA Motor Cycles and light cars for sale ; l.lw cash
XOXj prices.-Motorics, 68, Horton St., Halifax.

[07084h.p. Douglas, condition as new, 2'Speed, tick .start.

Lucas lamps, bora, Watford £4/4 speedometer

:

£55.

23.h.p. Sun, nearly new, Lucas lamp, horn, 2-s'peed,

4 free engine ; £35.

3Xh.p. Eudge, free engine, lamp, just been overhauled
2 bv makers """ ''' ^^ ^ ^

t-; ,.--

Buzjaid, Bed
£27.—L. H. .London, Leijrhtou

[942"

EARLY

DELIVERY
can now be

given of all

Indian
Models.

£ s. d.

Model B. 5 h.p. Twin

Indian, 3-speed gear,

kick starter 63

Model C. 7 h.p. Twin

Indian, 3-speed gear,

electrically equipped,

kick starter, and

speedometer 73 10

Model D. 7 h.p. Twin

Indian, Road Racer,

single speed and

clutch 57

GODFREY'S
LIMITED,

208,6t. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
•PHONE—709 MAYFAIR (2 lines).

E

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

3JLb.p. Mcftor BicTt-le and sidecar, done 750 iuV.fr

2 good condi'tion : £30.-99, ChuicMeld Bfl,.

Acton. [914]

Sih.p. Fafnir, in good condition- also 3*,ijli.p. Ef:S,

4 -prants overhauling; ^een any time; £20 tlif' two.
— 156, High St., PeckLam. [9421

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycle-

you can get them at Wauchope's (cath or easy
ternif), 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [2000

EAGLES.—James, S'.^h.p. 1914 twin, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, kick starter, enclosed chain drive, T.T.

liandle-bart^, all accessories, new condition; £47/10.

EAGLES.—O.K., -2h.p., late 1914. as new, 2-jipef-d

countershaft gear, belt and chain drive, semi T.T.
handle-bars, all accessories ; £23.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. Sh.p. twin, 1914, loop frame, rear
springing, 2 speeds, free engine, kick-starter, foot-

b/iards, JDunlop heavy tyres: £35.

EAGLES—Rover, 5'/2h.E., 1914, 3-spesd model, with
footboards, front and rear lamps, acceesories; £42.

AGLES.—Bat-Jnp, 8h.p. twin, 1911-12 model, 2-

speed gear, free engine, spring frame; £29/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, free engine.
Kempsball tyres, footboards, coachbuilt sidecar;

any trial; £28/10.

EAGLES.—Precision, 4'4h-P-. 1913, 2-speed, counter
shaft gear, kick-starter, chain and belt drive,

coachbuilt sidecar; £59.

EAGLES.—N.S.U.. 3','2h.p., 1912, model de luxe
{85x88), Amao latest carburetter, X-S.U. 2-

speeds, adjustable pulley; £25.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on appro-
val, " The Motor Cycle " deposit svstem.—

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswick.
CXSOTS

5-6h.p. ^Motor Cycle and wicker eidecar for 2, twin.
2-speGd, B. and B.. Beech, 2\'2 Dunlops, powerful:

£26, or exchange light machine.—Eosehank, HalTon.
Hounslow. [9589

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.-We hare a large tto<t

of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy vou.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[031-1

COLMOEE Depot only advertise those machinee whii b
they have in stock. They are here at the time

of writing, but may be sold when this advertieement
appears. Anyhow, write at once.—Colmore Depot. Bir-

mingham. -[0714

ONE F.N. 2-speGd Motor Cycle, lightweight, £25;
one F.N., 4-cyl., t^ingle speed. £25: one O.K.

.Tunior 2-fipeed lightweight, £25; one Zenith. 6h.p., and
sidecar, free engine, and kick starter, £65.—Gravce: and
Co., High St., Mablethorpe. [9436

IF Tou Want a cheap motor cycle (solo or combina-
tion), you should write or cf>ll upon Morgan and

Maxwell, The London Motor Mart. 80. High Rd.,
Streatham, who have Alldavs, Auto-Wlieek, Bat. Brad-
bury. Brown. B.S-A.. Clyno. Doughis, Enfield. F.N..
Humber, Indian, James, J.E.S., Lc-vits. Matchless. New
Hudson, N.S.U., Rex. Eex-Jap, Rudge. Singer, and
Zenith mounts in stock. Cheap sidecars, speed geari?,

magnetos, belts, tyres. Write us immediately; wp can
save you money- fX2562

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to l4gns. : write

for catalogue, fully iUustratiuff the various models.

PHCENIX Sidei^ars.— Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHtENIX Sidecare.-See our latest design unaerslnne
chassis, coachbuilt eidecar; 10 gns. ; eaey terms

arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-We are aleo making a i^pecial

coachbuilt sidecar; f8,'15.

PHOSNIX Sidecars on hire: exchanges made; good
prices allowed for other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand : we have nlwaye a
large selection from SO/-: weekly liet published,

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecnre phCLuU be;
our reputation is a guarantee; see testimonials.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars alwajis on
show; call, write, or 'phone.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throvighont in .

our owu works; originators of the Phceuix TrimO
toreoar. popular tliroughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Propre. Phoenix Motors,
Ltd., established 1889). 736, HoUowny Rd.. and

4. 5, 6. Criterion Mew.s Loudon. N. Tel.: Hornsef
449. Telegrams: Sycarnix. Upholl, London. [2218

COACHBUILT Oakieigh Sidix-ar, nearly now; genuin«
bargain, £7/10; photo.—51. Borough, Farnliaro.

[9578
TORPEDO Sports 1914 Sidecar, lamp, suit Zemth;

6 gns.—Railway Gorogc, Staine^s. 'JPhoue: 46,
[9502

COACH Sidecar Bodies made to suit any chassis from
£5.— Grey Friars Bodies Co., Croft Rd.. Cov-

entry. [X1600

CANOELET Sporting Models and several others in
stock from £8.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-

stow. [9107

A24 "^n letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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Adveriising and Publishing Offices:

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C
Telegrams: "Cyclist. Fleet, London.**
2'eiephone : 2848 City (five linea).

Editorial Offices :

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Telegrams : "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry (five tinea).

Northern Offices

:

199, Deaas^ate, Manchester
Telegrams :

*' IliPfe, Manchester."
Telephone : 620 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 6s. 6d. ; Canada, lOs, lOd,; Foreign, I5s. Od. per annum.
Colonial and Foreign aoents. .

tTNTTED States.—The Intenifttional Xews Agency. New York. Canada.—Toronto New3 Co., Ltd.. Toronto; lilontreal News Co.. Ltd., Montreal; Winnipeg
N wd Co.. Winnipeg ; Britisd Colambia News Co , Vancouver; Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., 132. Bay St., Toronto.

ADSTR.ALIA.—Gordon and Goti^h. Ltd., Meibourne (Victoria'. Svdney iN.S.WJ. Brisbane (Queensland). Adelaide (S.A.). Perth (W.A.I, and Launceaton (Tasmania^.
NEW Zealand.—GordonandGotch.Ltd., WelUn;;ton..\uckland,Chri9tchiirch, and UunBdin. India.—A. H. Wheoter &, Co., Bombay, Allaliabad. and Calcutta.

SOUTH AFilICA.—Central News Ayericy, Ltd. Paris.—Smith's EnjiHsh Library. 248. Rue RivoU.

Support for Spring Frames.
SUPPORT for our campaign for rear sprung

motor cycles has reached us from many
quarters. _ From readers north, south,

east, and west we have received letters

urging the desirability of springing the

saddle-pillar or the rear portion of the frame

of modern motor cycles. Besides this, from
evidence we have already collected more than

one manufacturer has not passed the subject

over without giving it earnest thought and_ con-

sideration, and though we may see no immediate
change in respect, of various Jeading types, the

change will come in certain makes sooner or

later. - A number-of firms, too-, have been privately

testing spring frame devices for some time past,

and may ere long hit upon a design which satis-

fies their ideals both in efficiency and appear-

ance, for as we have already pointed out, the

designing of a springing device efficient in

absorbing road shocks, which does not develop

rattle and is yet inoffensive to the eye, is a most
difficult achievem.ent. But motor cyclists must

be~patient
;

pressing as the need is for greater

comfort, the bad road surfaces we have alluded

to are by no means universal.

It will be obvious, too, that an energetic cam-
paign could not be pursued at this juncture with

the country, and especially the engineering sec-

tion, in the state it now is consequent upon urgent

Government demands, but a perfect spring-

framed machine would be of real advantage

to the Government at this time. The shocks

to every part of the machine will be cushioned,

and the reliability of the machine thus increased.

How many cases of broken mudguards, stands,,

leaky tanks and such like could be overcome by

the adoption of a springing device it would be

difficult to estimate. But experienced riders

know the outstanding need, and though many
continue to buy rigid-framed machines, ttiey

would willingly adopt spring frame mounts if

their pet manufacturer marketed one. The
chief need for springing is the huge potential

field which would be attracted to the ranks of

motor cyclists, particularly of the middle-aged
class. Now is the opportunity for mechanical
experts to evolve designs which will give them
a sure start over their competitors.

The Wastage of War Vehicles.

ONE
of the questions which must have

entered any thinking motorist's mind in

connection with the war is, What will

become of the hundreds of Government
motor cycles, motor cars, and lorries after

the war? It is a well-known fact that the

wastage on motor vehicles is tremendous—far

and away more serious than was ever supposed,
not to mention the fact that many times the

number ever contemplated as likely- to be re-

quired are in actual use. Collisions, breakages,

fires and what not have already produced many
a valuable scrap heap, and if this turmoil con-

tinues for many months to come, as there is

every prospect of it doing, there will be a big

field for the bargain hunters ere long. It is a

great pity that many of the damaged motor

vehicles, the seri'ices of which have already been

dispensed with by the Government, cannot be

released at once, as with the dearth of materials

for the manufacture of new vehicles, the prices

which would be realised are, at the moment,
likely to be greatly in excess of the figures they

would fetch when times are more normal and
" scrapped " vehicles easy to obtain. But the

Government is too much involved in a much
more important task for it to be expected that

anything can be done for some time to come,

notwithstanding the loss of several hundred
thousands of pounds. One can, therefore, only

conjure up in one's mind what a heap of treasure

there is lying aside at the different bases, and
how tempting it would be to many to pick out

those vehicles which, after the necessary atten-

tion, are still capable of further service ; for it

must be remembered that the war has yet been
rfiuch too short to wear out a first-class vehicle.

An index to the advertisements in tilis issue will be found on tlie page facing tiie baci< cover.
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Motor Cyclist Volunteers on Active Service.
OUR gallant Italian Allies in their campaign

against Germany and Austria are, needless to

say, utilising motor traction and motor cycles

on an extensive scale. In one particular direction,

and that is the active utilisation of motor cyclist

volunteers, they have gone a step further than the

British authorities. Whilst the members of volunteer

corps in various parts of England are spending their

week ends in training Avith little or no encourage-

ment firom the War Office," tlie Italian Govern-

ment has sent at least one section of motor cyclist

volunteers to the Front. Together with a corps of

pedal cyclists , they numbered about 500, and great

scenes of enthusiasm were witnessed in Milan when
they left for the frontier last month.

The majority of the machines employed by the

Italian motor cyclist volunteers are of British manu-
facture, but there are a few of Italian build. The
entry of Italy into the war and the use of British motor
cycles by the Government will mean fresh opportuni-

ties of demonstrating the reliability of the British

machine, which already has gained an enviable name.

SCENES DURING TRAINING OF THE ITALIAN MOTOR CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS. \ SECTION OF WHOM
ARE NOW ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
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COMMC?<lT6
Footboards v. Footrests.

I am rather surprised to see so many designers
equipping tlieir machines with footboards. To my
mind the best sprung footboard, whatever its angles
and insulation, cannot afford the same comfort as a
couple of pairs of rigid footrests. They limit the legs
to one position and to one angle, and the contact
between their surfaces and one's boot sole is spasmodic.
Two pairs of footrests give you something to push
against when you brace yourself for a speed burst,

and your boot sole swings round them, whereas it is

jerked off a flat board. Last, but not least, when the
long awaited tumble comes, you can kick the damaged
footrests straight, supposing you have gone to earth
with sufficient heaviness to kuik them all; but if the
machine had footboards, you can only heave the
splintered relics over the fence, and wonder what you
are to do with your feet till there is a chance to
procure spares. However, others _appear to differ on
the point; and I notice that the inodele de luxe is

generally equipped with boards.

A Novel Tyre Repair Kit.

Many tribulations have rendered me so expert with
the standard tyre repair kits that I could almost mend
a puncture with gum and postage stamp edging. So
I invariably turn a rather glassy eye on any novel and
sensational repair notions lest I should have to
undergo a fresh novitiate under the new conditions.
However, I plead guilty to a certain interest in a
sample tube repaired under the " Mustikon " patents,
which a friend, showed me the other day. The punc-
ture, it will be recalled from the description which
appeared in The Motor Cycle of a fortnight ago,
is enlarged a trifle, if necessary, and cut round,
if its shape is irregular. Then a kind of glorified

indiarubber collar stud is solutioned and "inserted by
stretching the tube, so that one boss of the stud Is

inside the tube and the other outside, the rubber of
the tube being allowed to contract round the shank
of the stud, which is of greater diameter than the
puncture. This sample repair had been made with-
out solution, and was airtight, so that I originally

fancied I had hit on a design which eliminated messv
and odorous solutions. I rejoiced greatly, for the
modern solution is more volatile than its inferior pre-
decessors, and is apt to dry up during the intervals

between puhctures. But I am informed that the
studboss is meant to be solutioned to the tube, to

resist the effects of friction against the cover. Even
so, the patent is interesting; it should make a very
strong job.

The Best Handle-bars.
I notice the trade seems to be setthng down to a

standardised type of handle-bar. A common t)^e is

fairly narrow, brought well back towards the saddle,

upraised considerably to a point an inch or two be-
hind the grips, and the tips carrying the actual grips

are "sharply dropped. The idea is that the rider can

sit straight up, and that the grips then lie at the

natural angle for his hands and wrists. Personally, I

detest this t)'pe of bar. It is probably first-rate for

sidecar work of the ordinary tourist variety, but it

gives one comparatively poor steering control for fast

work^ and especially in fast cornering, for it tempts

one to concentrate one's weight on the bacTc wheel;

above all, it creates the tendency to slouch. It fits

you equally well whether you sit bolt upright, as if you

had swallowed the poker, or whether you hutch your-

self like a half-filled sack of flour, with an ugly back-

ward hump in your spine. Purchasers should be

careful to specify the type of handle-bar which they

fancy. I plump every time for the wide medium
dropped bar, which compels me to keep my back-

bone straight, which affords immense leverage for

close steering and for correcting skids, and Vifhich

keeps part of the weight of my body on the front

wheel, and so eliminates the unspeakably perilous

front wheel sideslip, alike on grease and in fine steer-

ing^ under emergencies.

Average Speed.
" Miles's " article in our issue of July 15th naturally

attracted such a speed merchant as myself ; and I

feel I have a right to -discuss it, because I habitually

cover more than twenty miles in an hour, and

yet, as I have ridden petrol vehicles for eighteen

years and covered nearly a quarter of a million miles

without one serious accident, I dare to call myself a

safe man. " Miles " is perfectly right in recommend-
ing alight 5-6 h.p. twin for fast work, though he omits

to mention that " light " 5-6 h.p. machines are few and

far between, the weight of this class being much nearer

3 cwt. than 2 cwt. He goes on to say that the man
who does over thirty-five miles in the hour is " some "

rider, and that forty miles in the hour is practically

beyond the compass of anybody but a fool who takes

terrible risks. My own experience is that a 35 m.p.h.

average is about the limit of safety for motor bicycles.

But I am commenting on the article principally in order

to introduce a point which I have not seen in print

before, namely, that a fast car is safer at high averages

than a fast bicycle—a point which some of our readers

will not easily concede, and in which I disbelieved

until a lurid member of our staff took me in hand. In

the early morning I have done forty miles in the hour
on motor cycles on several occasions ; but I agree with

"Miles " that it is ri.sky, despite the ownership of a
cycle which can touch 65 m.p.h., which probably
accelerates faster than any car, and can certainly corner

faster than any four-wheeler which is not skidded

round every bend. The risk lies in the caution with

which a two-w"heeler must be decelerated. However
powerful its brakes, it is dangerous to stop it so rapidly

that a skid

—

^set or dry—may be provoked ; and at
" forty " averages occasion'al emergency brakings are

inevitable.

A13
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Reliability, Simplicity, and Accessibility.
THEIR RELATIONSHIP AND A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

THE heading of these notes sums up
the ideal after -which all good
designers strive, and which a
large majority of motor cyclists

earnestly desire. There is, however, a
minority who clamour for increased power
and speed, and this minority, combined
with the advertising value of a win in a
hill-clirnb or speed event, lias somewhat
blinded us to the chief importance of the
motor cycle.

Undoubtedly, racing and hill-climbs
have improved the motor cycle of a few
years ago beyond all recognition; but
the object of the motor cycle is to provide
a cheap, simple, and reliable form of

transit which the man in- the street can
own, ride, and understand with the mini-
mum of trouble and the maximum of
pleasure.

Now, the ordinary man does not
require great speed. He would seldom
touch 40 m.p.h. whatever the power of
his machine, but he requires a vehicle
\yhich will average the legal limit, or a
little over ; in any circumstances, a
machine which will carry him over any
ordinary hill (not up Snowdon, or any
silly freak climb) with absolute certainty,
a machine which is flexible and easy to
handle in traffic, and, above all, a
machine which does not go wrong, or,
if it does, is easy to put right. This
brings us once again to the words of the
heading, "Reliability, Simplicity, and
Accessibility."

Reliability.

The word reliability in regard to motor
cycles has developed a somewhat mis-
leading significance, for one has come to
look upon a machine as reliable, which
is capable of withstanding a strenuous
trial, possibly extending over six days,
and climbing freak gradients without
mechanical breakdown. A machine which
fulfils these conditions may or may not be
reliable. It may be in perfect condition
and ready to do the same trip all over
agam, orJt may be absolutely "all in"
and require serious tuning up or even
internal repair before it is capable of
fui'ther. serious touring.

Reliability should include freedom from
wear and petty attention as well as free,
dom from mechanical failure on the road.
Therefore, it may be wise to sacrifice a
small amount of mechanical efficiency and
specialise on large wearing surfaces,
efficient lubrication, the exclusion of mud.
dust, water, etc.

It is well to remember that the re-
placing of a worn part generally costs as
mucli as a good many gallons of fuel, so
that an increase of durability will more
than counterbalance a slight decrease in
mechanical eflSciency due to high com-
pression, speed cams, etc., especially as
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replacements only too often mean delay
and perhaps a week off the road. It is

too often the case that the failiu'e of one
small part may mean the replacement o£

several.

Simplicity.

In nine cases out of ten simplicity and
reliability go hand in hand. The fewer
the parts (in reason) the less there is to
look after, and the fewer the parts liable

to wear out, provided the wearing sur-

faces are well up to the work intended
for them. There is such a thing as

dangerous simplicity, wliich is generally
synonymous with bad design, for to make
one part do the work usually allotted to
two or more parts sometimes introduces
further and less obvious complications.

Complete engine, as suggested in article.

Take an instance in which reliability

and simplicity are a matter of compro-
mise. The writer is one of those who
maintain that perfect reliability cannot
be obtained without some form of
mecl^ajiical lubrication, and yet mechani-
cal lubrication necessitates a mechanical
pump, and the pump will require some
form of drive, thus adding materially to
the number of parts. The writer believes
that mechanical lubrication is at least as
essential to reliability as a magneto, but
being (though firmly convinced on the
point) one of a small minority, he pro-
poses to leave this subject alone for the
time being.
Simplicity should not be confined to

the engine alone, but should extend to

gears, transmission, frame, and fittings

—especially to fittings which require

much more attention than they generally

receive. Take, for example, lamp
brackets and horn clips. Manufacturers
of these accessories are forced to supply

fittings (usually clips) suitable for attach-

ment to various parts of any machine,

with the result . that they are often

flimsy, awkward to get at, and nearly

always dust traps. Machines should be

designed with special provision for such

fittings, so that one or two sensible sized

nuts should be capable of holding them
firmly and neatly on their proper lugs.

Here we come up against the difficulty

of specially nxade accessories for special

machines, but this has nothing to do with

simplicity.

Accessibility.

Accessibility and simplicity usually go
together, but accessibility and reliability

frequently'lead to a compromise, and it

is sometimes difficult to be certain how
much one may be sacrificed to the other.

This is the point where the experience

and judgment of the designer are chiefly

to be recognised, and there is a large

divergence of opinions on the subject.

Sometimes accessibility has to be
sacrificed on the score of manufacturing
difficulties or expense, but always the

term accessibility should include ease

of dismantling at home for repairs or

cleaning, just as much as accessibility

for small adjustments on the road.

The following notes have been com-
piled as a result of considerable experi-

ence on the road and in the shops, with
the idea of suggesting a few desirable

features, but as they are purely expres-
sions of personal opinion they must be
taken for what they are woitli. Some
of the ideas are not original, but are
in use on certain machines at the present
time. As far as possible, the notions
have been made applicable to any type
of machine, though the engine details
are suitable only for single-cylinders.

Engine Details.

The writer has no idea of setting forth
to explain tlie merits of '" an ideal motor
cycle." but merely to outline a few
possible refinements on a plain straight-
forward machine. The sketches show
an engine with an outside flywheel, '

because this happens to be his personal
ideal, but most of the features are
equally applica.ble to the more usual type.

Firstly, with regar<l to the cylinder,
the detachable head type offers so many
advantages from the point of view of
accessibility that it is obviously desirable.
This design has other advantages which
are not so obvious, and which need not
be mentioned here, and its one disadvan-
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tiige (that of Jeakago at the joint) is so

easily obviated by proper constructionaJ
process that it may be ruled out. The
head may be detaoJied with comparative
ease for cleaning purposes or valve grind-
ing, and the carbon deposit can be
quickly removed from spots which would
otherwise be inaccessible. There are
various methods of holding the head in

place, of which the A.J.S. crossbar with
two long bolts is the most simple, though
the three and four bolt principle, as used
in American designs and in the case of

the Blackburne, is, if possible, more
effective for large bore engines. The
long bolts should be made to swing at

their lower points of attachment, and the
lugs in the head slotted so that the head
may be easily removed without being
lifted unduly high. The cam gear for a
single-cylinder engine may be arranged
in a number of simple ways, and one
of the most satisfactory methods from a

A possible form of single cam timing gear

described in the accompanying letterpress.

touring point of view is that illustrated,

yiihich is typical of the 1915 Premier and
all Blackburne models. Here one cam
only is used, and lies directly below one
of the tappets (either tappet is suitable,

provided tlie design is arranged to corre-

spond). Both tappets are operated
through lockers, one being of the " bell

crank " variety. These rockers must
be correctly profiled to give a longer lift

to the exhaust valve than to the inlet

valve and may be carried on a common
pivot, which may with careful design
also act as a holding down bolt for the

circular timing case cover. The combined
cam and gear wheel may be mounted so

as to rotate on a large diameter fixed

spindle, which is~hollow and drilled in

such a manner as to supply oil from the
crank case direct to the bearing surface.

Magneto Drive.

A gear drive for

the magneto has
many advantages
over a chain drive,

as, should the

valve gear need
inspection, it is not
necessary to remove
first of all the
sprockets and chain
cover, which is both
a tiresome and
messy job, and
necessitates retim-
ing the magneto.

In the design sketched herewith it is

only necessary to remove a single
large nut or wing bolt to free the
circular recessed timing cover, and there
is no need to disturb the magneto timing.
The magneto may be mounted either in

front of or behind the cylinder as pre-
ferred, and a .single wheel between the
camshaft and magneto is all that is

required.

[f. as is intended, the magneto drive
cover is cast with the timing case, the
fi.Ying for this intennediate wheel requires
a little ingenuity, but it can be done
satisfactorily, and once
in position need never be
disturbed.

Opposite the gear on
the magneto-shaft should
be an inspection cap
large enough to permit
the withdrawal of the
gear, and the gear should
be fitted with a withdraw
nut, such as that used on
the Abingdon, Triumph,
etc.

Enclosed Valves.

The next suggestion
shows a method of en-
closing the valve tappet
without causing inacces-

sibility, but it may here
be said that this device Diagram of
is only applicable to enclosed valve
engines with a good space device, show-
between the valve chest ing cover free
and timing cover. The ^n^J „<, corn-
idea is clearly shown in pression on
the part sectional sketch, valve spring,
which shows a. metal case
sliding on an extension of the valve guide.

The lower end of the case is made to screw
on to the outside of the tappet grude,

and as the upper end of the spring takes

off from the inside of the case, the spring

is held at its normal compression. Thus
the tappet gear is enclosed and the spring

beld well away from the cylinder heat,

and if a fibre washer be placed round
the tappet guide oil cannot leak out or

dust work in. On unscrewing the case

the spring compression is released, and
the valve cotter can be removed with
the fingers.

Engine Fixings.

Engine fixings are, of course, largely

dependent on frame design, and the type
of fi.'dng which the writer prefers on the

Simple sprocket or

gear wheel remover.
Suggested frame and tank construction. Observe unusual

engine fixings.

score of accessibility and simplicity

practically necessitates » loop frame
(which ill itself is a very desirable point).

The fixing consists of platforms cast with
the crank ca.se and resting on correspond-
ing platforms on the frame. One of

these platforms may conveniently carry

the magneto, and a locating and steady-

ing fiangc may be arranged on the crank
ease. This practice is common in

America, but is confined to a very few

makes in this country. The Clyno two-

stroke is an excellent example. The Arno
attains the same end without the use of

a loop frame. One of the chief advan-

tages o£ this type of fixing is the ease

with which it is possible to remove the

engine unit from - the frame without
springing the frame or feeling for bolt

holes which cannot be seen. Another
item in its favour (especially in conjunc-

tion with a loop frame) is the fact that

the bolts which hold the two halves of

the crank case together carry no strain,

and can consequently be replaced by
comparatively light screws with counter-

sunk screw heads to replace the nuts.

This obviates ugly dirt collecting bosses

and nuts.

One other important detail in connec-
tion with the crank case deserves atten-

tion. The drain plug (ordinary taps are

no good) should be of large diameter,
and so placed that it does drain the
crank case, and yet is reasonably
accessible.

A Plea for Outside Flywheels.

Before leaving the engine, the writer

would like to put in a plea for outside

flywheels under all the three headings
of this article. Nothing could be more
sifnple and reliable than a properly
designed one-piece crankshaft and single

flywheel. There are not two flywheels

to get out of truth and cause vibration

and loss of powei', or to be erected out

of truth, which is a very common fault

even on quite good makes of engine.

The -big end bearing gets soma chance
of being lubricated (even with splash

lubrication) when it is not protected
from oil by a flywheel rim fitting closely

round it on either side, or by the action

of centrifugal force, which tends to

keep the oil or oil-filled vapour away
from it. It is not necessary to remove
one side of the crankshaft to take up
the big end bearing in case of wear,
and the big end, being necessarily of the
split type, is adjustable, and is acces-

sible in the case of wear.
One very important
feature must, however,
be remembered in de-

signing a split big end
bearing. Large diameter
special steel bolts must be
used, or trouble will occur
due to bolt stretch. Many
cases .of so-called " big
end wear" have occurred
recently on small solid

crankshaft engines, and in

nine cases out of ten no
undue wear has taken
place, but the slackness is

due to the stretch of the
bolts which secure tbe cap
to the rod.

(Tv be concluded.)
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AN
ELECTRICALLY - EQUIPPED

TWO-STROKE.
AN AUoii two-stroke motor bicycle,

recently made to the order of Sir

Henry Norman, Bt.- '^it.P., who is

a member "of the E.A.C. Committee for

the War Office, contains some novel

Al!on machine with Mira dynamo tor

supplying current for small searchlight, X-ray

set, or signalling apparatus. The batteries

are carried in a special box on the carrier.

features. The machine is equipped with a

permanent magnet Mira dynamo generat-

ing 120 watts (10 amperes at 12 volts),

by means of which a small searchlight,

an X-ray set, or a signalling apparatus
can be worked. The electrical equipment
has been carried out by the High Tension
Co., 62, Belvedere Eoad, Westminster,
S.W. The engine is provided with a fan

fixed to the end of the dynamo shaft,

so as to create a draught on the cylinder

when the machine is running on the

stand. The Whittle belt-driven djmamo
can be quickly slipped off when it is

desired to run" the machine on the road,

a notch in the pulley being provided to

facilitate this operation.

sors, and we look forward to hearing
more about it at no verv distant date.

A NOVEL PISTON RING.

WE have received particulars of a

novel piston ring, the invention

of Mr. T. Gaskell, 66, Portland

Place, North Stockwell,

S.W. From the accompany-
ing sketch it will be noticed

that the ring is divided into

three segments, the joints isiiiil
occurring in a slot cut in one Wi$MM
of the three plu^igers with W&Sii
which the piston is provided. mi:mM,
Behind each plunger^ there

is a spring tempered so as

to stand the necessary heat.

It will be further noticed

that in the sketch of the

piston, the plunger facing

the reader is provided with

a peg, the object of which
is to prevent the ring from
turning. The result is what
is claimed to be a practically

unwearable piston ring. It

has great depth, is always
kept up well against its

work by means of the
springs, the compression
cannot leak past it, and it

is easy and not expensive to

manufacture. Moreover, it

possesses the advantage of

the piston only needing one '•

ring to keep perfect compres-
sion, with the result that less

friction and consequently greater efficiency
are obtained. The device, though it has
not yet been tried on motor cycles and
cars, has been used with considerable
success in gas engines and air compres-

EXPORT OF TYRES.
THE Dunlop Rubber Co, write that

attempts are being made to purchase
motor tyres from the trade in small

quantities for export, and they point out

that all their tyres are sold on the condi-

tion that they are not' re-sold for export,

except when fitted to cars. Moreover,
apart from the foregoing, which is a

condition applicable to Dunlop tyres in

Gaskell's patent piston ring.

normal times, a Government prohibition

exists against the export of pneumatic
tyres, and persons who make themselves
in any way parties to the evasion of this

prohibition incur serious penalties.

-1

Motor cycle scenes in the gymknana. which formed part ot the Bank Holiday gaia programme, in aid of the British Red Cross Wounded
Soldiers' Home at Erdington, Birmingham. (Left) A Scott rider in the musical chairs event. (Right) Rider of a T.T. Triumph devouring a bun
at T.T. speed in the mystery race. The weather was most unfavourable.

iS

I
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DOES AN ENGINE RUN BETTER AT DUSK?
Some Mixed Opinions on a very old Topic.

THIS question which we have revived in our

columns is by no means a new one. Some
people think the whole idea is based upon mis-

conception, others are confident that the answer should

he in the affirmative, but so far as we are aware no

universally accepted soTbtion of the phenomenon has

been put forward. Some writers, again, treat the

matter in a frankly humorous manner, others with

an entire absence of that desirable quality. It is by

no means inconceivable that a damp atmosphere

should have some effect upon carburation, and also

in consequence of the moisture, which enters the

engine with the mixture, some effect also upon cool-

ing, the results of which might be beneficial. Some
light may possibly be thrown on the subject, but in

the meantime we advise our readers not to take all

the suggestions and statements made by our readers

too seriously. "Y2895" will be amused to know
that his remarks have been taken seriously by some

correspondents.

Sir,--RefeiTing to "Y2895's" letter on the, above subject,

I completely fail to see how the rotation of the earth about

its axis can possibly alter the level of a road. A roadi which
is level at noon must be level at dusk, or on any other time.

Let us suppose for the sake of argument that the road which

is level at noon does slope at an angle of about 45° at dusk,

Avhat will happen at midnight? Will things begin to fall off

the earth? That is what one would naturally expect. How
is it that the rivers do not run dry during the night? Their

beds must be practically level at dusk as well as at noon, but,

according to your correspondent, the bed should begin to

slope at about 45° by the evening.

My experience has been that a machine will run much
better at dusk in either direction than it will at noon ; but

if tlie road were to assume a slope in the evening the machine

would certainly run extremely well down the slope, but I

am afraid there would be very great, trouble in getting the

machine to go up the slope of 45". No ! the roads do not

slope at dusk : once level, ohvai/s level.

As regards plugging .up the exhaust pipes, well, it needs

no comnrent : the suggestion is ridiculous on the face of it.

. ^ - G.W.P.

Sir,—The letter from " Y 2895 " has made my head ache.

I have forgotten all my spherical trigonometry. ,Is he sure

about the angle being 45°?. Now I have my own theory,

which is this: All day long the magneto is pumping up
alternating current electricity, and by dusk, of com'se, the

whole machine is full of it—tubes, tank^ and crank case;

it cannot get to earth on account of rubber tyres insulating

the machine. Now this current, all stored up, repels the

electricity in the earth, and tends to lift the machine off

tile road ; in fact, you might call it a repulsion motor. The
copper losses can sobn be reckoned up ; thus tuppence to

the ostler at the Blue Pig, tuppence to the waitress at the

teashop, and so on. Now if "G.P-G.K." wants to test this

theory, let him trail an earthing plate behind him—a good
heavy copper plate with about two yards of flexible cable

will answer—and all the current will run to earth after

firing the engine. I am sure he will find that the machine
no longer runs better at dusk. G. Pinkek.

Sir,—I think it is obvious that "Y2895" is wrong in

his theory of the eai-th's rotation having an effect on the

running of a motor cycle at dusk. If a road is level at

noon, it can never attain an angle of 45°, but 23^° is the

maximum slope it can have, that angle being the same
as the angle of inclination of the earth's axis. If at dusk
a road did slope downwards, enabling "the machine to

travel at a tremendous speed," what if you were travelling

the other way? A " koni out," I presume! Surely a road
cannot slope in two opposite directions at the same time.

nor would it kindly alter the direction of its slope to accom
modate the riders thereon.

Besides these- inaccuracies, " Y 2895 " has evidently never
learnt that the force of gravity is always exerted towards
the centre of the earth, so that roads, etc., never alter
their slope with regard to gravity, or else how would houses
and their occupants fare if roads were alternately level
and tilted up to 45° ? The rotation of the earth, of 'course,

has no effect on making a road either uphill or down.
Personally, I am satisfied with the explanation put for-

ward by " G.P.G.K." I think the reason why engines do
not stai't away easily in the morning is because of the low
temperature of the air, and certainly not because all roads
slope upwards. " Biscuits.

Sir,—With reference to the solution of "Does an engine
run better at dusk?" "Y2895's" attempt having been
puerile, will someone else explain this curious fact?

G.P.G.K.

Sir,—In your issue of July 22nd this oft-debated question
is again asked, and it is suggested that the running of an'
engine might be improved by carbonic acid gas.

I think that an engine does run better in the evening,
but I think that the explanation is to be found in the more
uniform density of the air as the sun loses its power.

In the daytime an engine is running through layers of

air of ever varying density ; consequently each successive
" suck " of the engine takes in a varying quantity of oxygen,
and the impulses become now stronger, now weaker. As
the air becomes of more uniform density, each " suck " of

the piston takes in the same quantity , of air, and the
impulses become more regular.

I once saw it suggested in a motor paper that an engine
ran better in mist. I have not observed this myself (most
of us would throttle down in a mist to a mere crawl), but
if so, the more uniform density of the air is probably the
reason.

In one of the admirable novels of Capitaine Danrit—

I

think it is called " L'Aviateur du Pacifique," but I have
not the book by me—the author, in describing the passage

of an aeroplane over the ocean, speaks of "the well-known
improvement in carburation towards evening." It would
be interesting to know whether this is really the case in

sea flying, for the improvement in uniform density would
be very much less marked over the sea than over the land,

if, indeed, it occurs at all. C. M. Stuart.

Albert Wilkes, the famous half-back of Aston Vil

electrically-equipF>ed Harley-Davidson, with which he

pleased. Mrs. Wilkes occupies the sidecar.

and his

greatly
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ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.
3Jh.p. SUNBEAM WITH SIDECAR.

IN
spite of the well-estab-

lished popularity of the

big twin sidecar outfit,

there is ,no doubt that the

35^ h.p. touring single with

light sidecar attachment
will continue to meet an immense demand. This

class of machine appeals not only to the man of

limited means—the small tradesman and others, to

whom the luxurious twin is somewhat out of reach—
but equally to the man who does not desire his sidecar

as a permanent fixture, his use for it being only

occasional.

Recently one of our contributors has had the

opportunity, through the courtesy of the makers, of

putting a 3j4. h.p. three-speed Sunbeam to a some-

what exhaustive test among the hills of West York-

shire, his object being to test to the limit the

machine's abilities when it came to really trying con-

ditions with sidecar attached. The roads chosen,

therefore, were the worst that could be found, and
the manner in which the steady throb of the engine

kept the back wheel spinning on gradients resembling

the roof of a house was somewhat of a revelation.

There is no doubt that this machine is built on the

right lines for the double purpose mount so greatly

in demand.
When riding solo we found that the low gear is

never required. The machine picks up on the clutch

and negotiates the worst of hills on middle. With
sidecar attached, however, it is occasionally necessary

to resort to bottom, and with the engine steadily

pulsing the machine will take its double load any-

where that the' wheels can grip.

A Severe Test.

Probably the worst hill we negotiated with sidecar

and a ten stone passenger was Park Rash, which is

considered the worst public road hill in England. The
ascent of this hill is really a creditable performance
for ariy type of sidecar- machine, the gradient at one

point of the first

bend being re-

puted to equal
I in 2.8, while

a thick layer of

loose stones

co^-ers the track.

The first attempt
we made failed

from bad driving,

the m ac h i n e

coming to a

standstill with the

rear w heel
spinning merrilv.

On the next

occasion, how-
ever, a good
speed was main-
tained throughout
the climb, the

Engine 83 x 88 mm. bore and stroke
(499 c.c.) Three -speed countershalt
gear and all - enclosed chain drive.
Multiple plate clutch. Gear ratios (with

sidecar) 5i, 8i, and 141 to 1.

Spring drive fitted to main engine

the 3i h.p. Sunbeam.
haft

engine pulling evenly and

without a suggestion of

" konk.'' Later in the day

an equally successful ascent

of the Scar, at the head of

Nidder Dale, w^as made. No
preliminary tuning had taken place, the machine being

.

a standard rnodel, and we had covered 180 miles on

the previous day.

It is safe to assume, therefore, that the rider of

average ability is not likely to fail on anything he may
attempt with passenger and sidecar with a machine
of this type, for such hills as Park Rash are never

negotiated in the ordinary sense of touring. The low

gear on the 3J4. h.p. Sunbeam is merely an emergency
provision, which gives one a sense of security when
travelling in mountainous districts, but which is seldom
called into use.

the machine we rode could

own on anything resembling

As regards speed,

comfortably hold its

The Sunbeam divided back axle, which allows of the rear t>'re

and inner tube being withdrawn without disturbing the wheel.

a level road with a 5-6 h.p. twin, though the latter,

of course, obtained a considerable advantage on long

up gradients. Riding solo, we could attain a speed

of well over 50 ni.p.h. on deserted favourable

stretches. The petrol consumption was quite an

agreeable surprise, for _ we certainly expected the

energetic kick of the engine to touch our pockets

when it came to footing the petrol bill. Travelling

between Wolverhampton and Bradford, however, via

Uttoxeter, Buxton, and Glossop, the consumption
worked out at 87 m.p.g. riding solo, but with neither

wind nor road surface in our favour. It is doubtful

whether the attachment of a sidecar would make a

difference of more than 8-10 m.p.g.

The machine was pleasing to handle—particularly

at low speeds. The engine would throttle down to

the merest tick on high gear, and the hand-controlled
clutch> could be used to ease the situation when -

negotiating traffic at very low speeds. Thus one can
thread one's way througli the most crowded thorough-
fare with the engine running silently and the clutch

slightly eased, the judicious handling of the clutch

lever and the throttle control enabling one to pick up
quickly without noise and fuss.
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Where lightweight riders agree.
Whatever differences of opinion they may have regarding engines, carburetters, and so on,

lightweight riders agree completely upon the matter of saddles.

They all realise the vital necessity for a seat that will give the same luxurious ease as is

enjoyed by riders of the heavier mounts, but in a lighter and more compact form.

To meet this need we have produced our B150 model, which is constructed with all the care

and skill that have made our model B170 famous wherever motor cycles are ridden.

We do not hesitate to say

that there is no lightweight

saddle made that can compare

for comfort and quality with

BROOKS B150.

J B. BROOKS & CO. LTD., 49. CRITERION WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

^

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.
Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting TjTes that are inadequate for the work, but use

li99#lliilM
'GRIPRIB"

3-ply

26/9
per cover.

et'-"^

.MM

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
26 X 2

SPECIAL"
3.ply

26/9

They are built specially for this purpose irom the same
materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with great strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chance of

Tyre Trouble to a minjmium.

Write joT new tilt.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire
—

"Comfort, Preston." 'Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON : MANCHESTER AVENUE, E.C
Wire

—
"Byturning. London." 'Phone— City 4797.

Bristol. Birmingham, Dublin, Glasgow, Belfast, etc.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.' A23
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M
More
Miles
for
nracK

aiSMMf^^^^B!

700 X 85 not 700 X 80
fitting your 650 x 65 rim.

Mot\ey
Every milestone

passed takes a

greater toll from
your tyres

owing to the roughened sur-

face of all our roads. At a

time when all your other bills

are increasing, keep your tyre

bill within bounds by fitting

the tyre made to cope with

these adverse conditions,

The Kempshall Oversize
Tyre.

The KEMPSHALL TYRE CO.
(of Europe), LTD.,

97, 98, Long Acre. W.C.
Cambridge St. Rubber Works Manchester.

'X^liono: 214 Gerrarii ^almes).
'Grams; 'Studious. London."

Covtntry— G. B. Bromley, Warwick Chambers. Wnrwii-k
Kow. HirminBhanx—RcBinakl G. Pr.est. 71. Lionel Street.

New Ze;ilana"Goldim;ham,t Peokett Ltd..Palmorslou.
N. Scotkiud—PertJival E. role.27, JamaicaSt.. Glascow.

OJ).C.

/;! an,nveiing thin adi^ertiscmcnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Road Tests of New Models.—

Mechanical Features.
In connection with tliis slow running, the ingenious

thrust absorbing device on the engine sprocket is

worthy of mention, for not tlie slightest

suggestion of snag was perceptible at

Iwv speeds. The device consists of two

deep-toothed ratchets on the engine-

shaft, which are held engaged by', a

strong coil spring. Each thrust of the

engine tends to cause these ratcJiets

partly to disengage against the pressure

of the spring, and thus a perfect

cushion drive is given, though no slip

or loss of power occurs. Upon the

efficiency of this device, which is

carefully' set" by the testers, and there-

after requires .no further attention,

depends not only the comfort of. the

rider, but the life of his rear tyre and
the whole t'ransriiission system;

The clutch, which is of the multi-

disc pattern and of large size, can
easily be- adjusted to suit one's tastes,

while it is only ten minutes' work to take out the plates

for a periodical cleaning.

While the machine was in our possession, it became
necessary to change the rear cover, and it w'as relieving

to be able to perform this ledious undertaking
without removing tiie wheel—a messy and irritating

performance when an enclosed chain drive is involved.
All things considered, the machine appealed to us

The standard 1915 35 h.p. Sunbeam passenger outfit.

as an excellent mount for real hard work of any kind,

and it fully meets the demands of the rider who desires

to climb " anything " without loss of dignity, and, when
occasion demands, without shedding the fair one.

> ^00—<-

An Adjustable-seated Sidecar.

WE recently had the opportunity of mspecting

a new sidecar body, the invention of Mr.
B. Graham Wood^ the chief novelty of which ,

is an adjustable seat on the deck chair principle.

The accompanying sketch clearly shows the method
of operation. The frame which carries the back is

hinged at the bottom and held in the desired position

by a rack on. each side. The hammock part of the

seat is padded at each end and spring supported ; this

does away with a sharp ridge which might otherwise

be uncomfortably evident where the canvas part is

attached to the frame. The seat can be removed in

a moment when the whole of the roomy sidecar is

available for goods. If the seat is adjusted in a for-

ward position a child's seat can easily be accommo-
dated behind it, and the space beneath the seat is

capable of containing a considerable amount of luggage

A new sidecar, the feature of which is the adjustable seat made on
the deck chair principle.

Sketch showing rack and notches allowing seat to be

adjusted on the Wood sidecar.

and spares. A large storm apron is fitted attached to

a bent rod and quickly removable ; a small box is

placed in the rear suitable for the tool roll and spare

tube, and the construction is such that the body
should be light in weight as well as very roomy
and comfortable. Mr. Wood assured us that he slept

in the sidecar several nights when on a camping
holiday. The design has been submitted to a large

firm of sidecar manufacturers, and it is not unlikely

that this sidecar may ere long be offered to the

public.
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
Last Week's Record Number of Recruits. More Motor Cyclists Wanted.

THE training of suitable cyclists of

good physique at the Excelsior
motor cycle works has now com-
menced. By the sj^ecial consent,

of Lieut. -Colonel Bradley, Commanding
Officer of the M.jNI.G.S., men who are
passed by Mr. Geoffrey Smith to undergo
trainintr at the Excelsior works, under
Mr. W. H. Carson's supervision, will

receive a messing allowance of Is. 9d. per
day in addition to their ordinary pay.

As a result of calls from the Royal
Engineers headquarters, the waiting list

for despatch riders has now sunk to a
low margin, and motor cyclists of long
experience who are able to perform all

ordinary running repairs are now invited
to undergo test to be placed on the wait-
ing list. Particulars of enlistment may
be obtained on application to Mr. Geoffre'y
Smith, editor of The. Motor Cycle, 19,
Hertford Street, Coventry, and applicants
for positions as despatch riders should
clearly state at the head of the letter the
section they desire to join.

Men of suitable qualifications who state

that they are at liberty at once will

receive a tree railway warrant to attend

the next inspection at the Recruiting

Office, Little Park Street, Coventry, ou

Wednesday afternoon next, the 18th

inst.

Several Scotsmen were included among
last week's batch of recruits, whilst other

men came from all over England and
Wales.

A number of men offer their services a

month in advance, but this is unwise, as

with the huge number of applications

which have to be dealt with one or other

may be overlooked.

Recruits continue to come up very
satisfactorily for the new batteries now
being formed in connection with the
M.M.G.S. Last week's inspection pro-
duced a record number of candidates,
over ninety presenting themselves for
enlistment, though a number were weeded
out by the doctor, and one or two others
were rejected for various reasons. The

1 rooper A. R. Sliarpe. ot the Surma
Valley Light Horse, who is coming home
from Cachar, India, to enlist m the

M.M.G.S. As we have already remarked,

the number of men commg from various

and outlying parts of Greater Bntam to

serve their country is remarkable.

list at the bottoni of the page gives the

successful applicants for service.

Still more men are required, and appli-

cations are invited on the form attached.

Two of the men accepted la^t week
came from South Africa, where they have
already seen service under General Botlia.

One of them, H. Pattison, is a native of

Coventry, and went out to Kimberley a

couple of years ago. His companion, R.
V. Edouard, is a South African. A
number of men from Greater Britain have
already enlisted in the M.M.G.S., but we
believe this is the first instance of men
coming forward who have already had a
taste of- the present war. Their keenness
and patriotism are splendid. It is

interesting to note that these two patriots

saw the announcement in The Motor Cycle
whilst in Capetown, and promptly started

for England.

Men Accepted for Service Last Weell
Ashbridge, V.
Ashton. E.
Bailey, H. W.
Barber. H. J.
Bargent, II. C.

Bines, W. H.
Branston, W.
Branton, B.
Brearley, F.
Brookes, \V.

Bruce, W.
Burgess, F.
Bury, W. T.
Buxton, J. A.
Cann. B. W.
Clarke. C. A.
Cooper, P. H.
Connor, L. R.
Cosslet, E. T.
Curran, A. P.
Curtis. G. W.
Daniels, Geo.
Davies, A. W
Davies, C.
Davis. G. A.
Edouard, R
Evans, A.
Ford, A.

R.

Frencli, R. E.
Goode. A. VV.
Gorham, S.

Haigh. N.
Hall, H.
Harte, F.
Higgins, R.
Hincks, A. E.
Hodgson, A.
Hogg, J. P. R.
Holden, 0.
Hurst. R. W.
Jackson, H.
Jones, R. P.
Kilburn. A.
Leary. E.
Leeming, J. E
Lloyd, H.
Mackenzie. C.
Marston, 1'. J.
McClelland. J F.
Monk, W. H.
Munden, W. G. S
Murray, W.
Nelthorpe, R.
Newman, A.
Newman, IT. J.
North, B. E-

Pack, W.
Palmer, A. W.
Pattison. IT.

Plais, S.

Pryor, R.
Ratter, J. H. B.
Roberts. J. T.
Rothwell. C.
Ruddleson, A.
Seuard, N. VV,

Sheppard, R.
Sidebottom, A.
Smith, A.
Smith, E.
Smith, S. J.
Sparkes, W.
Stables, S.
Taylor, A.
Thompson, S.

Trevor, C. T.
Trupp, W. J-
Turner, H. W.
Twist, B. A.
Ward. H.
Watts, A. J. R,
Willeard, P. E.
Williams, H.

7,000 MILES TO ENLIST.

R. V. Edouard and H. Pattison, men who have both taken' part in

the South African campaign, and have since come home to enlist in

the M.-A'l.G.S, They were both accepted on .August 4th.

Name ..

Address

Height .Ar/e

Chest measurement

How long have you been a motor cyclist?

Can yon do running repairs?

Have you had any precious military training, and, if so,

u-hen?

Are you 7nedically fit'

Occupation

ll''/iC7i free?

Dale

.\fter filling in the above part-icul.irs return to;

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

Inspecting Officer, R.E..

South Midland Divisional Area.

19, Hertford Street,

COVENTRY.
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5

ZENITH
WITH THE GRADUA GEAR"

alivays in
front.

Quick change
Plug Race

Passenger machine
Half-mile Sprint

Junior Hill Climb

Unlimited
Hill Climb

At the BM.C.R.C.

. All -Khaki Meeting,
note the following results :

ZENITH FIRST
ZENITH
ZENITH FIRST
ZENITH tied FIRST

FIRST
and THIRD

Notable testimony to the ZENITH'S
worth, in Khaki as in Mufti.

Booklet of latest Models

free on request.

1=3
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Makers ^

of

Motor

Cycles
and

Sidecars

requiring

TRANSFERS
are invited to send particulars of wording required,

upon receipt of which we will submit, free of charge,

a specially prepared design.

REGISTRATION LETTERS AND NUMBERS, CRESTS,
MONOGRAMS, NAMES, ETC., ALSO SUPPLIED.

tfTI When asking for gratis design makers are^ requested to state the colour of the back-
ground upon which the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Transfer PnVFNTRV LONDON:
Specialists, ^^^ * '-'^^ 1 I\. I . 20, TUDOR STREET, E.C.

Manchester : Century BuiMings, 199, Deansgate.

a

You can start with one

ELASTIC" BOOKCASE
Unit, or you can buy a hundred and bouse a big library. Each
unit is solidly built, and has a sliding dust-proof glass door.
Each unit interlocks vertically and horizontally. Each unit
is a self-contained, efficient bookcase, the starting point from
which you begin to house your literary treasures as tbcy
grow. Just as good for very large as for small libraries, and
"always complete—but never finished." Ask for booklet 98B.

Packing Free— Orders for £.2 cairiage paid io any Goods Station
in Ike British Isles.

^bc 8loVc^\^rt)ickc^o.atd
Office aitd Library Furnishers,

82, Victoria Street. London. S.W. ; 98, Bishopsgate,

London, E.C; 44, Holbo-n Viaiuct, E.C.

In ajisxvermg these advertisements it is desirable to intntion " The Motor Cijde." B3
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FURTHER
SUNBEAM SUCCESSES

By 2nd Lieut. R. E. Barnard at the All-Khaki Motor Cycle
Race Meeting, Brooklands, Saturday, August 7th.

THREE FIRSTS, ONE SECOND,
TWO THIRDS & SPECIAL AWARD.

= Event

^ Event

= Event

3.—I -mile Sprint Race,
1st, 48-91 m.p.h.

4.—J-mile Sprint Race, for

Racing Machines, 3rd,
50 m.p.h.

6.—i -mile (1,000 c.c.),3rd,
51 -72 m.p.h.

Event 9.—Slow Race, 1st.

Event 10.—Hill -climb, 2nd.

Event 11.—Hill -climb (1,000 c.c),
33*36 m.p.h.

Also Aggregate Cup for best
performance.-

There was an entry of 190.

Complete Catalogue sent on application to—
JOHN MARSTON, LTD., — 11, Sunbeamland, •—

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

WOLVERHAMPTON. =
IIIIIk

To enjoy motor cycling

thoroughly

you must understand

your machine

thoroughly

" MOTOR CYCLES & HOW TO MANAGE THEM '

— the standcrd handbook for motor cyclists— will

tell you practically all you want to kr.ow about

your machine.

^ There is no doubt as to

^ the supremacy ol this

book over all others of a
similar kind. It is constantly

being checked and revised by
the staflof "The Motor Cycle,"

and consequently carries the

weight and authority of this

journal.

tfjT Its contents embrace a

^ multitude of subjects re-

lating to motor cycles, their

care and management. It is

clearly wTitten and well illus-

trated. Every motor cyclist

—

whether beginner or experienced
rider — should keep a copy
handy for reference.

Get

the

16th

Edition
(Re\-ised)

of this

useful

book

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G., ""'' ^" '=°°,^^|"

Price

1/-
Net

By
Post

1/3

ers

bookstalls.

aHBBHBBBHHHBBBaBB»IBHaBaHBHBHaHBHHHHHHHBaHflHBaHHBBaB»BBBaBaBBaaaBBBBBBBai
B4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle."
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Cork One-day Trial Awards.
Russell had the best figure of merit in

the flexibility test, and consequently holds
the Hugh Gibson cup for one year. The
^eam prize was won by. the trio consisting
of Russell (Douglas), Dooly (B.S.A.), and
Whitaker (B.S.A.), each of whom secured
five marks
On Ballaghosheen Pass, Swanton

and Hughes failed, and on Sheedy
Mountain, Ryan, Pring, Musgrave, and
Cross failed. No sidecai machine
made a clean ascent of the last named
hill, but the fact that it was climbed by
the official observer, Mr. Lister, on a
6 h.p. A.J.S. with sidecar indicates that
it is not an impossible hill.

B.S.A

THE following are the awards \n

the one-day trial of the Coik
and District Motor Cycle Club

on the August Bank Holiday, which
was reported on page 137 of our last

issue.

First-class awards were won by :

R. S. Russell (234 Douglas), figuie

of merit 5. 11.

E. G. Jack (31,^

of merit 5.01.

F. L. Dooly (4I4

of merit 5.00.

E. W. Whitaker
figure of merit 4.50.

D. Lucy (2^1 Douglas), figure of
merit 4.09.

Second-class awards were won by

:

J. Hennessy (5 Indian), G. Pring

(4 A.J.S. sc), J. Cross (6 Enfield
sc); third-class by R. Swanton (3^^
Indian), C. W. Ryan (31^ Indian),
Sergt. Hughes (234; Douglas), Lance-
corpl. Thompson {4% B.S.A.).

MIDLAND MOTOR
ON Sunday last tlie corps paraded 011

the Coventry Road for a recon-
naissance. The elementary stage
of the corps training has now

teen completed, and the more difficult
courses commenced. Smiday proved
to the men that all their past experi-
ences have to be brought in even to
jet through one section of the opposing
screen.

Commandant Silver split the corps up
into patrols, each patrol working on its
Bwn initiative. This meant that each
man had to bring in an accurate report

—

that is if he succeeded in getting
irough.

CORK AND DISTRICT M.C.C. ONE DAY TRIAL.
(Reported on page 137 of our last issue.)

(Upper) E. Wi Whitaker (4i h.p. B.S.A.) in the slow test. He covered 110 yards in

sixty-two seconds.

(Lower) W. P. Musgrave (4 h.p. Triumph and sidecar) entering the tunnel under the

mountains that divide Cork and Kerry on the Glengarrifl to Kenmore road.

CYCLISTS' VOLUNTEER CORPS FIELD DAY.
The opposing force was represented by

a skeleton army, consisting of some of the
fastest men. Each of these men carried

different coloured flags, representing
artillery, cavalry, and infantry.
The patrols, proceeding via Maxstoke,

took advantage of the old ruins as an
observation post. From here were de-

tected a force of infantry holding the
roads at each fork. Further reconnais-
sance was made, and it was found that
tlie infantry was supported by artillei-y

posted on the surrounding I'idges, the
batteries being supported by cavalry.
Large sketches were made, and a report
made out on the various positions held.

The bearings and altitudes were taken,

and -in the report was included a chart

showing the accommodation for troops.

Difficulty was now experienced by the

patrols in gettting through the enemy's
line, and it was found that practically

only one road, and that a byway, was
open. A patrol under T. Officer Egginton
was detailed off to make the attempt.

Another patrol broke through the first

line and got on to the Coleshill-Atherstone

Road. Fui-ther on the patrol ran into an
ambush of cavalry, and was cut off. On
the roll being called it was found that

very few had got through, but all the
men had brought -in good reports.

Bo
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BAD STRETCHES NOTIFIED BY READERS.
lIJs'CE the publication, on page 114

of our issue of July 29th, of bad
stretches of road that it is ad-
visable, if possible, to avoid, we

have had many more communications
from readers on the same subject. The
result is that we are now enabled to give
a second instalment of road reports in
dift'erent parts of the country, and we
have to thank our correspondents for the
information supplied.

Stamford, which are only moderate.
Again, the stretch from Doncaster via

Wetherby to Harrogate is in fairly good
condition. The Harrogate-York road is

also in excellent condition ; this remark
applies as well to the York-Market
Weighton-Hull road.

Kent.—We have received information
of the bad condition of the road between
New Inn Green and Newington, on the
Ashford-Folkestone road. The Hythe-
Sandgate road is reported to be full of
pot-holes. The road from Hythe to Folke-
stone is in very bad condition. In Hythe
itself there are some very bad turnings,
and the streets are very narrow, while
motor 'buses practically prevent any
passing. The road is also bad between
Green StreA Green and Knockholt on
the Sevenoaks-Bromley road. This is

made worse by a high hedge which
conceals the road.

Lincolnshire : New Holland-Grims-
BY - Louth - iM.velethorpe - Sleaford -

Lincoln - Bourne.—All the principal
roads of this county are in first-class
condition. In the above districts . no
trouble whatever is experienced with
military patrols, and there are apparently
few restrictions, if any.

Devonshire.—The main road between
Bideford and Clovelly is in a disgraceful
state—so bad that it is not recommended
to be traversed at all. The avoiding
road going from Barnstaple is to cross
the bridge at Bideford, turn sharp left,

and follow the river to Sandcross, and
then go from Packham, turning to the
right by the schools, keeping straight
on over the next cross roads, and then
take the next turning to the right,
leading into the main road, about 200
yards from the turning to Clovelly. The
main road is being repaired, but the
repairs are not progressing very rapidly.

SoiiERSET.—The Bridgwater-Minehead
road is not very good.

Suffolk.—The road from Ipswich to
Felixstowe is in good condition.

The Great North Road : London-
Stilton - Grantham - Doncaster - Harro-
gate.—This main highway is now in
excellent condition from London to
Doncaster (166 miles), with the exception
of portions between Alconbury and

Essex.—The main London-Colchester
road is in a very fine condition, and
only occasional bumpy patches are en-
countered. The secondary roads, such
as from Chelmsford to Tollesbury, Burn-
ham, Maldon, etc., are quite good, and
tarred through the larger villages. We
suggest to motorists on their way to Col-
chester, etc., when passing through
Chelmsford to take the road on the left
at the parting. This road has been

lately repaired, and has a splendid
surface for a mile or more, whereas
that on the right leads through
the old part of the town, and is

extremely narrow and usually con-

<?Mce^rerS Stratford
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gested with traffic. The road from Col-

chester to Clacton, Walton, etc., is good,

but dusty at times.

Dorset.—We have been informed of

the very bad condition of the road

between Wilton and Hindon and Here.
In our issue of July 29th we refer to this

road as being in bad condition, but our

correspondent states that, while he agrees

as to this, the road from Wilton to

Shaftesbury is practically impas.sable.

Herts.—The road leading into Hemel
Hempstead from St. Albans tln'ougli

Mariovves is in very bad order ; the

alternative route is through CoLtrells to

the riiirtli of tlie railway.

AN OWNER WANTED.
A parcel of lialf-.a-dozen photographs, of

which the above is one, was found in a

Covenlry-Birmingham train on Sunday,

July 1 1th. The only mark was the name -

of the machine—a two-srroke Excelsior

—

and the prints were sent to the makers,

Bayliss, Thomas and Co.. who wish to

restore them to their rightful owner.

North Wales.—A correspondent in-

forms us that the Holyhead Road be-

tween Corweu and Cerrig-y-Druidion is

not by any means the worst piece of

road in Wales. If anything, the road
between Cerrig-y-Druidiou and Pentre
Voelas is much bumpier. Of all the

main through roads in North Wales he

states that that from Denbigh to Hold
is the worst at the present time. The
road from Llangollen to Corwen (main
Holyhead Road) is much broken up and
stonv.

We shall . be glad to receive furtlier

reports of furtlier exceptionally bad
stretches of road, and in writing us

readers should remember tluit we. are as
desirous of hearing of repairs that haVA
been made to bad stretches as of bad
parts themselves.
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The "All-khaki" Motor Cycle Race Meeting.
FIRST ARMY AND NAVY MEETING PROVES GREAT SUCCESS.

rnE " AU-kliaki " motor cycle race

meeting run at Brooklands on
Saturday last by the British

Motor Cycle Racing Club was an
mqualitied success. Everything went off

vithout a hitch ; even the weather, which
lad been unpropitious in the morning,
ileared up after noon, and the sun shone
irightly after lunch.

The difficulties of organisation were
;reat. The only available portion of the
rack was the railway straight, and so

here was no proper enclosure for the

spectators. Experienced officials, owing
to many of tliem having received their
country's call, w-ere few and far between,
so the marshalliiv;^ of the comjietitors and
the keeping of the spectators off the
track was by no means an easy matter.
However, all the events were most suc-

cessfully run off. The half-mile sprint

races were started from one of the tele-

phone boxes near the flying ground, and
the I'aces were run towards the members'
bridge. The finish was marked by the
timing box on wheels known as the

" bathing machine, ' which is so familiar
a feature at B.iM.C.R.C. meetings. On
each side of this a portion of the track
was railed off for the public, while a
number of spectators were also allowed
on the opposite side of the course.

How it came about.

To digress for a moment, we may
mention that the originator of the "All-
khaki " race meeting idea was Mr. F. C.
M. Houghton, of the 25th Div. Cyclist
Company, whose letter containing the

SOME OF THE WINNERS AT BROOKLANDS ON SATURDAY.

Upper) Second-Lieut. G. Barnard (3i h.p. Sunbeam), winner of The Motor Cycle Cup. Lieut. A. Lindsay (Norton), winner of the 550 CO. half-mile sprint

(Lower) Corporal .A. Ward (New Hudson), liist in the lightweight race. Corpora! F. E. Barker (Zenith), who won three eventj.

B7
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The " All-khaki " Race Meeting.—

suggestion appeared in Tin:. Motor Cycle

some Nveelfs ago. The idea was keenly
welcomed by this journal, a-nd no stone

was left unturned to foster such a com-
mendable notion. The B.M.C.E.C. was
approached, and, thanks to the excellent

organisation of this body and the help

of its able secretary, Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, the affair was splendidly carried

out, while through the publicity afforded

it by The Motor Cycle a large entry
list was fortlicoming, no less than 190
being received. Thanks to Mr. Hough-
ton, six stalwart sergeants of the 25th
Div. Cyclist Company carried out the
marshalling in a most efficient manner,
while the spectators, being mostly soldier

men, obeyed with alacrity.'

The spectators were an interesting

crowd, and consisted mostly of members
of the British Army of all grades, ranks,
and branches, men of the Royal Naval

, Air Service—the armoured car section—
and other branches of the Senior Service,

while the drab but businesslike khaki
was relieved by the ligiit blue uniforms
of interested convalescents from the St.

George's Hill Hospital, Weybridge.

The Races and Results.

The First Event was the Light-
weight Sprint Race foe. Motor Cycles
fitted with two-siboke engines not
EXCEEDING 270 CO. For this race there
were only four entries. Corporal Ward
romped home an easy winner. Result :

c.c. m.p.h.
1. A, Ward, Cpl. R.F. (l-cyl.

New Hudson) 211 35.8
2. C. Knight, Pte. A.S.C.,

M.T. (1 Sun-ViUiers) 220 33.71
3. C. H. Dimmock, 2nd Lt.

9th Royal N. Lanes.
Regt. (1 Connaught) 270 31.58

Event 2 was a " One-design " Affair
OPEN TO 2J H.p. Douglas Motor Cycles.
It was won quite easily. Result :

1. L. A. Fedden, Lt. A.S.C. c.c. m.p.h.
(2-cyI. Douglas) 349 41.47

2. G. L. Andrew, Capt.
Army Cvclist Corps (2

Douglas) 349 39.82
3. M. Newnham, 1st 01. Air

Mech. R.F.C. (2

Douglas) 349 28.14 .

Alcock, a flight warrant officer in the
R.N.A.S., finished with a buckled rim
and most of the spokes missing from his
back wheel due to impact with a hole in
the track previous to the race.

Event 3 was the jMedicm-we:ght
Half-mile Sprint open' to IMachines
not exceeding 550 c.c. For this an
excellent entry had been received. The
winner's Sunbeam was a perfect mount
superbly handled, which carried its

owner to victory on more than one occa-
sion. Result :

1. G. Barnard, 2nd Lt. R.E. c.c. m.p h.

(l-cyl. Sunbeam) 499 48.91
Z. S. Wright, Cpl. A.S.C.

(1 Triumph) 550 45.69
5. C. L. Scott, 2nd Lt.

A.S.C. (2 Douglas) 349 45.23

Event 4, the Medium-weight Half-
mile Sprint for Racing INIotor Cycles
NOT exceeding 550 c.c, was both 'in-

teresting and popular. The winner's
Norton formerly belonged to Mr.
McKeiina, son of the well-known poli-

tician.- Kendall's Norton, also a Brook-

b8
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lands model, is used daily in D.R. work.
Result : c.c. m.p.h.
1. A. Lindsay, Lt. R.A.M.C.

(l-cyl. "Norton) 490 50.8
2. G. Kendall, Duke of Lan-

caster's Own Yeomanry
(1 Norton) 490 50.28

3. G. Barnard, 2ndi Lt. R.E.
(Sunbeam) 499 50

4. J. Alcock, Flight W.O.
R.X.A.S. (2 Douglas) 349 44.78

Event 5 was the Quick-change Plug
Race for Solo M.achines of any
Description.—Spare plugs in envelopes
with the competitor's numbers on. them
were laid at intervals on the finishing

line. Competitors raced from the start,

changed .plugs, _and sprinted back to the
starting point. It was an exciting and
amusing affair. Most peoijle badly over-
shot the mark, while one or two seized
the wrong plug. Our old friend F. E.
Barker, now one of the instruction staff

at an A.S.C. depot, got away long before
anyone else, having changed his plug in

record time. Result

:

1. F. E. Barker, Cpl. A.S.C, M.T c.c.

(2-cyl. Zenith) 350
2. A. Lindsay, Lt. R.A.M.C. (1

Norton) 490
3. H. R. Whitmore, Lce-Cpl. R.E.

(2 Lea-Francis) 496
Time, Im. 53s.

Event 6. the LTnlimited Half-mile
Sprint for Motor Cycles of any"
Description not exceeding 1,000 c.c,
produced another historical machine—the
twin Matchless, ridden byi McColl, which
formerly belonged to C. R. Collier. This
event was run in two heats. In the first

Barnard was the winner, Edwardson
(Zenith) second, and F. E. Barker third.
Result in final

:

1. A. McCoU, motor cyclist, c.c. m.p.h.
R.E. (2-cyl. Matchless) 994 52.63

2. A. Lindsay, Lt. R.A.M.C.
(1 Norton) 490 52.02

3. G. Barnard, 2nd Lt. R.E.
(1 Sunbeam) 499 51.72

4. 0. M. Baldwin, Cpl. A.S.C.
(2 Matchless) S94 51.43

Event 7 was for Sidecar Machines up
TO 1,000 c.c. OR Light Cars and Cycle.
Cars up to 1,100 c.c.—The latter were

AUGUST i2t/i, igi5.

run off first, and this heat was easily won
by Chief Petty Officer W. G. McMinnics,
R.N'.R.S., on a racing Jlorgan fitted with

an eight-valve M..\.G. engine. Result :

1. F. E. Barker, Cpl. A.S.C. c.c. m.p.h.
M.T. i2-cyl. Zenith) ... 988 46.15

2. W. G. McMinnies, C.P.O..
R.N.A.S. (2 Morgan)... 1.100 45.92

3. H. F. Edwards, Pte.

Artists' Rifles (2 Zenith) 994 44.78

4. F. B. Halford, Lt. R.F.C.
(4 Calthorpe-Minor) ...1,080 43.6S

The Hill-climbs and Tortoise Race.

Everyone quickly evacuated the rail-

way straight and made for the test hill,

on which Event 8, the Junior Hnx-
climb for Motor Cycles of any de-
scription NOT exceeding 350 c.c, was
run off. Twenty-five yards start was
allowed in this and other hill-climbs.

Results :

1. F. E. Barker, Cpl. A.S.C, c.c. m.p.h.
M.T. (2-cyl. Zenith) ... 349 26.69

[G. L. Andrew, Capt.

., I Army Cvclist Corps (2
~- Douglas)" 349

[C L. Scott, Lt. A.S.C.
(2 Douglas) 549

4. L. A. Fedden. Lt. A.S.C
(2 Douglas) 349

Event 9, the Serpentine Slow Race,
was an interesting and amusing affan.

The competitors had to ride as slowly as

possible in and out of the natural

obstacles provided by the sheds of the

paddock.
The test of skill was rendered the

more difficult owing to the fact that
that part of the paddock leading to the
flying ground was in a bad condition,

and the places Avhere the cement had
given way had been filled in with loose

gravel. The event had to be run off

twice, as no one succeeded at the first

attempt, so, instead of every shed, every
other shed had to be negotiated. Any
competitor who put foot to the ground
was disqualified. Barnard, the winner,
used his clutch magnificently, and made
extraordinarily slow time, which is all

the more to his credit, as he won the
mediimi-weight sprint on the same''
machine. The second man also put up
a fine performance.

Assistant Paymaster C. P. Marcel. RJ^J.R., driving his Indian in the serpentine race, in

and out of the car sheds.
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The "All-khaki" Race Meeting.-

Result : Time.
L-.i.. ni. s.

499 3 6i

1. G. Barnard, ^nd Lt. R.E.
(1-cyl. Sunbeam)

2. 0. J. S. Scholto, 2nd Lt.

3rd Bedi'ords (2 Har-
ley-Davidson) ... - 2 34^

3. G. H. Wallcer, 2nd Lt.

25th Div. Cvclist Co.

(2 EnHeld) 425 1 53

Event 10. Medium-weight Hill-
climb FOR Motor Cycles of any
Description not exceeding 500 c.c.

—

Result : c.c. m.p.h.
1. G. Kendall, Pte. Duke of

Lancaster's Own Yeo-
manry (1-cvl. Norton) 490 33.36

2. G. Barnard, 2nd Lt. R.E.
(1 Sunbeam) 499 32.46

3. G. H. Walker, 2nd Lt.

25th Div. Cyclist Co.

(2 Enfield) 425 31.79

Event 11. Unlimited Hjll-climb for
Motor Cycles of any Description not
exceeding 1,000 c.c.—The only incident

was McCoU's fall at the foot of the hill,

due to his missing a broken footrest

while mounting. He was allowed another

try. The competitors' speed at the

top of the hill was such ' that their

machines made extraordinary jumps.
Result :

1. G. Barnard, 2nd Lt. R.E. ,

(1-cyl. Sunbeam) ... 499
H. P. Edwards, Pte. 133.36

Artists' Rifles (2

Zenith) 994 J

3. G. Kendall Pte. Duke of

Lancaster's Own Yeo-,
maiiry (1 Norton) ... 490^32.46

R. A. 'Waddy, Pte. Ouudle
- O.T.C. (2 Indianh ... 994 •

At 6 p.m. the prizes were distributed

by Mrs. NichoU, wife of Major D. ¥.

NichoU, D.A.A., Q.M.G., who acted as

steward in company with Captain Lough-
borough, R.G.A., and Dr. A. M. Low,
D.Sc, Lt. R.F.C. Some amusement
was caused by F. E. Barker winning
three cigarette cases.

The Aggregate Cup, presented by The
Motor Cycle, was won by G. Barnard,
13 points, while Barker was second with
9 points.

Tn view of the unqualified success of

this meeting, it is hoped to be possible

to arrange another in a month's time.

All-khaki—and Navy Blue.
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A great success

!

That was the consensus of opinion of

those who witnessed the first Brooklands
meeting for not only khaki-clad men but
"sons of the sea"—but British all of

them.

Jl was a. letter m The Motor Cijde
from Second Lieut, F. M C. Houghton
that brought about this novel and inter-

esting meeting.

An amusing feature of the meeting to

practised competition men was the
novelty of the thing. I\Iany of the
competitors had never ridden in a race
before, some had never seen Brooklands,
and up and down the track they careered

like boys let loose. They bobbed up
from . everywhei'e. What an anxious
time the officials had I

A. G. Reynolds, the timekeeper at

the start, several times carefully gathered
the competitors together on the line, and
whilst busily counting off the seconds a
rider wouH suddenly decide to give his

engine a warm up, and off he would
shoot down the track. Fellow competi-
tors would resolve to do the same. Once
again the men were gathered in and the
worried but good-natured timekeeper
would give them a proper send-off.

We would like to wager that we have
seen some of the competing machines at

previous important events in the Isle of

Man and elsewhere.

What a good idea it was to invite a
party of wounded soldiers from the
neighbouring military hospital. They
appeared to enjoy the fun immensely

—

not least of all the activities of the three
"bookies" present.

The "bookies" had a fine haul in one
event. They offered 4 to 1 on the field,

and everybody knowing " the " winner
placed money on their fancy, and the
winner turned out to be a man not on
the programme I

The fastest Douglas on the track,

tuned up by S. I^. Bailey, hit a hole in

the track during (iracticc and buckled
the back wheel.

It was uiilortunate thai the state of

the track precluded the pos.jibi!ity of

complete circuits being made at speed.

I'lie defect of- short .sprint races is that
everything depends upon a quick start.

Most of the races were decided in the
liist 200 yards.

We suggest that the next event be

named the United Services or Army and
Navy meeting. By September the finish-

ing straight will have been repaired, and
the racing would consequently be much
better viewed by the spectators. In-

tending competitors should send in their

names early to Mr. T. W. I.,oughborough,

c/o the A.C-U., 83, Pali Mall, S.W.

The eight valve Morgan driven by W.
G. MciMinnies was just beaten by a

7 n.p. sidecar. McMinnies told us 'hat

he could do 46 ni p.h. on his low gear

ratio of 7^ to 1.

Most of tne finishes were rather

straggly, but in Event 4 Lieut. A. Lind-

say charged through the field in the last

150 yards to win comfortably.

Just before the start one competitor,

recognising a well known official of a

leading company, enquired how to tune
his machine up for speed. He was
recommended to remove the mudguards,
which he did in quick time

There were some cunning men in the

plug changing or " finger burning " con-

test. Several never used a spanner at

all; they had fitted the plug loosely in

the cylinder, and after riding the course

exchanged it with the fingers. Quite
simple; the times as a result were won-
derfully quick.

Expert motor cyclist spectators present
agreed that practically all the competi-
tors handled their machines most skil-

full,y, whether in the sprint racing, hill-

climbing, or slow race

Those who tried the whole of the
track were amazed at the size and depth
of the holes caused by the passage of

motor lorries to and from the flying

sheds. It will take weeks and the out-
lay of much money to put it into order
again.

Both naval and military men figured

among the prize winners.

A jollier and more healthy-looking lot

of competitors never gathered together.

When Jfr. Loughborough called for a
naval winner to come and take his prize

from Mrs. NichoU, "Aye. aye, sir, ' was
Ihe ready response

Anyone in civilian attire felt quite
' out of it " at Brooklands on Saturday.

Start ol the sidecar race v/hich was won by Corporal F. E. Barker (8 h.p. Zenith).

Among competitors and spectators one
recognised many old Brooklands habitues
and Six Days Trials riders, but in very

different attire from those good days.
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Second-Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton, 25th Div.

Cyclists' Company, who originally suggested the

idea of an all-khaki race meeting m a letter to

Thf Motor Cycle.

Private E. R. Mecredy '^Arno) at speed in the

550 c.c. race.

THE ARMY AND N
!.'\ D'-'^cn^ior; of the f.vca .

SL-

Lieut. G. H. Walker (3 h.p. Enfield) topping I'tie

cicst of the lest hill.

Major D. F. Nicholl

D.S.O.. D.A.A., Q.M.G.,
steward.

Changing sparking plugs in the race in which lU ij^^
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^ers were burned.

Captain A. H. Lieut. A M Low
ughborough, R.G.A.. R.F.C.,

steward. steward.

Mrs. Nicholl presenting. The Motor CyCe Cup to

Second-Lieut. G. Barnard, who. riding a 3i h.p

Sunbeam made the best aggregate performance

A twin-cylinder Humber, ridden by Cadet Huskinson.

in full flight

Corporal F E Barker (8 h.p. Zenith) in the

unlimited hill-climb.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
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Aug. 12th

„ 14th

„ 16th
„ 18th

8.29 p.m.
8.26 „
8.22 „
8.18 .,

principal War

Roads to Avoid.

The Wisbech-Peterborough road is in

very bad condition between Guyhirne and
Thorney.

The Accident to Mr. and Mrs. Stevens.

We are glad to announce that Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Stevens, whose unfortunate
a.ccident we referred to last week, are
now considered quite out of danger. Mrs.
Stevens has been able to get up, but Mr,
Stevens has not got on quite so well

owing to septic poisoning setting in

three days after the accident.

A North-country Hill-climb.

The Liverpool Motor Club anticipate

holding an open hill-climb at Pen-y-ball,

Holywell, on Saturday, September 11th,

provided sufficient entries can be secured.

The whole of the profits will be handed
over to one of the war funds, and in

order that the sum may be as large as

possible, the prizes will be of nominal
value, or they may take the form of

War Loan vouchers. Entries should be
forwarded to the Secretary, Mr. W. H.
Bullock, St. George's Restaurant, Red
Cross Street, Liverpool, forthwith.

£
5,431.671

163,511

1,609,689

4

8 9

National War Funds.

On Tuesday last the
Funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund

Queen's Work for

Women Fund
The Times Fund for

Sick and Wounded ...

Fund of National Com-
mittee for Relief in

Belgium

Glengarriff Trial Results.

Following are the awards in the two
days open trial of the Dublin and Dis-
trict M.C.C., reported on page 131 of

our last issue :

Winner of Cup.—Mooney
bury sc.l

Med.^ls. — Mooney,
Hurse (B.S.A.),

Toole (B.S.A.),

O'Dwyer (B.S.A.),

Sullivan (Sunbeam),

745,000

(Brad-

Farren
Brown
Woods
Roche

Hartigan

Gold
(Indian),

(Rover),

(B.S.A.),

(Rover
(Scott), and Cunningham (Bradbury
Silver Medai,s.—Curtis (Indian sc),

Clai'ke (Rudge), Doleman (Rover), Hen-
derson (Harley-Davidson sc). Kettle
(B.S.A. sc), and Collins (Enfield sc)
Bronze Med.4l.—Ladd (Bradbury sc.)

BiNKS Prize for best performance
outside cup winner.—Farren (Indian sc.

)

Speci.^l Silver Med.^ls for two-stroke
performances.—Allen (Sun) and Dick
(New Hudson).

SATURDAY'S "KHAKI" MOTOR CYCLE MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.
Major D. F. NichoU. one of the stewards of the meeting, chatting to competitors.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ALL-KHAKI RACE MEETING AT

BROOKLANDS. (Illustrated)

RELIABILITY, SIMPLICITY, AND
ACCESSIBILITY. (Illustrated)

Russian Orders £or Motor Cycles.

Russian Government officials are or

again busy placing orders for mol

cycles with the leading British mar
facturers. It is still difficult. if r

impossible. to obtain prompt delivery

a 1915 mo lei. Indeed, we have sevei

times heard of premiums being offer

for early c elivery.

Second-hand Prices.

We have followed a somewhat difiere

plan this week from that hitherto s dopt

in giving average prices. Formerl

when there were not a sufficient lumb
of one particular model advertised in t

previous issue to give an average th

model has been omitted. We have no

adopted the plan of quoting those mode
of which at least five weekly averag

have appeared during the pa;- t tv

months. In this way one gets a fair

average, and at the same time a mo
comprehensive list.

Last Aver£
Make. Year. H.P. week's for pj

average 8 weei

A.J.S igi4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £72
1913 6 3-s?. sidecar . . £62 £59

]] 1914 ~i 3-speed — £43
Ariel 1Q14 sy 3-speed — £42

1914 3 3-sp- sidecar .
. — <:53

Bat 1914 S 3-sp. sidecar . . — £56
1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £43 £5i

Bradbury .

.

3914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £63
1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £41

B.S'.A
'.

.

1914 4 3-speed — £46
1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £57

Calthorpe .

.

1934 2 2-speed £21 £9
Chater-Lea . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . — £68

„ 1913 8 3-sp. sidecar . . — £5»
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £6S

1914 2i 2-speed — £30
^

191 3 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £57 £54
Douglas . -

.

19 14 2j 2-sp. kick start £43 £37
1 - • 913 2I 2-speed T.T. . . — £35

... 914 4 2-sp. sidecar . . — £50
Enfield 1934 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £60 £6a

914 3 2-speed — £42
Humber . .

.

1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £41
iDdiao .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £"57 £62

.... 1914 4 1 3-sp. sidecar . . ^ £54
James 1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £54
Lea-Francis. 1913 3^ 2-spced — £48
Levis .- 1914 2\ 2-speed — £29
Matchless .

.

1914 7 3-sp- sidecar . . — £74
1913 7 3-sp. sidecar . . — £54

New Hudson 1934 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £63 £59
, 914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £42 £47

N.U.T igi4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £60
Premier . .

.

1914 3' 3-sp. sidecar , . —
P. & M. ... 1913 3-V 2-sp. sidecar . .

— £49
,, ... 1914 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . —

Rex igr4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £58
, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . , £35 £40

?46Rover 1914 3i 3-srecd —
,, 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £53

1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .. £35 £42
Royal Ruby 1914 3 2-spccd £45 £45
Kudge 1914 3 Multi sidecar. . — £50

1914 3f ^'u't' — ^34
„ .... 1913 3 Mul.ti sidecar. . — £37

Scott 1914 34 2-sp. sidecar . . — £60
1914 3=* 2 speed — £47

,, . . .....

.

1913 3 2-sp. sidecar . . — £46
Sunbeam- .

.

1915 3 3-s!<. sidecar . . £77
„ 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £76
,, I9'4 3i 3-specHl — £57

Triumph . . rgu 4 3-sp. sidecar . . (,^6 £59
„ ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £47 £46
„ ... '913 3* 3-sp. sidecar . ._ — £46
„ ... >9'3 3VF.E £38 £37

Williamson . 1914 S 2-sp. Sidecar . . £76 £60
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sideear — L5-

1913 6 Gradua sidecar — £47
„ 1913 3! Gradua — £35

BI4
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Cheap Garage Accommodation.

At the Birkeiilie:id Ferry, at the top ot

tlie stage, tlie Corporation have a large

well-lighted and dry room in which
motor cycles are stored. For twenty-four
hours the charge is 2d. (sidecar 2d.

extra), and for each day over the twenty-
four hours from enti'y a charge of Id.

per day is made. There must be few
places offering such cheap accommoda-
tion as this.

Important to Tourists bound for Scotland.

, The main Carlisle-Gretna Road between
Floriston Road End and JMoss Band Road
End is closed to all vehicular traffic

pending the completion of a new bridge.

jNlotorists travelling north should turn to

the right at Kingstovi'n, and so reach
Gretna via Longtown. In the opposite
direction the Longtown detour should be
followed by turning to the right at Long-
town about four and a half miles east

of Gretna.

"The Motor Cycle" in Germany.

A member of Messrs. Iliffe and Sons'
staff, Lieutenant C. E. Wallis, has sent
us -the photograph reproduced on this

pag^e. Lieutenant Wallis was wounded
and taken prisoner as long back as last

September, so that by the time the war
is over he will have had a fairly lengthy
experience of life as a captive in the
hands of the enemy. Thanks to the
efforts of the United States Ambassador
in Berlin, the lot of our men in Germany
has undoubtedly improved during the
past few montlis, and certainly Lieut.
Wallis and his friends look more comfort-
able in,tlie photograph than was evidently
the case some little time back. The
Motor Cycle finds its way to the camp
at Stralsund (where Lieut. Wallis is in-

terned) just as it reaches practically
every other country. Lieut. Wallis is

one of 130 members of the staff of
Messrs. Iliffe and Sons (proprietors of
77ie Motor Cycle and allied papers) who
have answered the countrv's call.

A Decompressor Lever.

An enthusiastic rider of a P. and M.,
who is an engineer, tells "us that he has
riveted to the plate of his decom.pressor
a lever about 1ft. in length, made of

flat iron ^in. x|in., which is cranked
slightly and fitted with a knob at the
end. He can thus operate the decom-
pressor by hand without stooping from
the saddle. This he finds invaluable in

traffic and for easy starting.

An Enterprising Firm.

A walk rouiid the Quadrant motor
cycle factory showed that this finn at

any rate had thrown itself thoroughly
into tHe important war work that is on
hand. - Several new and immensely
expensive macliines have been installed

of late in order that, the firm may be in

the best possible position to execute the
Government work w'hich it has under-
taken.

Rims and Tyres.

We would urgently warn our readers
against attempting to fit 26in. X 2^in.

covers on voiturette rims suitable for

550 mm. x 65 mm. voiturette tyres.

Though 550 mm. x 55 mm. is practically

the same as 26in. x2iin., the two rims
are quite different, and the motor cycle

beaded cover will not fit one ot these
rims nicely. It is sure tc give trouble
sooner or later if placed thereon.

Electrical B.H.P. Tests.

A new electrical testing set has been
installed at the Levis works and specimen
engines will regularly be tested on this

installation. We recently witnessed one
of the first tests on a 2| h.p. standard two-
stroke Levis and a reading of 5 electrical

h.p. w-as obtained at 2,300 r.p.m. Rather
an interesting fact was brought to light

during the test. In order to convey the
exhaust gases away from the engine a
pipe two and a half yards long has been
made with a couple of gradual bends in

it. When this pipe was fitted it w'as

found to absorb no less than i h.p.

""-w^^mm^^..

"THE PTOTOR CYCLE" IN A PRISONERS' CAMP IN GERMANY.
Readmg the paper is Lieut. C. E. Wiillis, ol the staff of Messrs. Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,

publishers of The Motor Cycle, who was wounded and taken prisoner by the Germans in
the early days ol the war. On the right is Lieut. Kevill Davis, who before the war was
with Messrs. Bentley & Bentley, Ltd., agents for the French D.F.P. car.

Woolwich M.C.C. Paperchase-

The trail for the re-run pai>ercha.se
of the Woolwich Club on Saturday next
will be laid by J. Wood (of the Yeo-
manry), on his new Matchless, and T. 1.

Ross (.special constable), on a T.T.
Triumph. A secret course has been
planned, includinfr a new Kent hill. A
gymkhana will follow.

New Identification Marks.

London has been assigned yet another
additional mark for registration pur-
poses. This is LP, previous ones being
A, LC, LN, LB, LD, LA, LE, LF,
LH, LK, LL, LM, and LO.
OB is the new mark for Birmingham,

previous marks being and OA.

The London-Birmingham Road.

It is surprising bow quickly the main
road surfaces deteriorate in these times
of heavy war traffic. The London-
Birmingham road will probably surprise
many who, owing to pressure of business,
etc., have been unable to motor along
this famous road for the past few weeks.
Practically the whole way from Coventry
to London is in a state of road waves,
due to the heavy lorries, which number
frequently several hundreds a day. A
well-known motor agent in Dunstable
with whom we chatted told us he had
counted as many as fifty of one makt
alone.

A Proposed New Overseas Model.
Many readers who will later on be look-

ing out for a good single-cylinder machine
with plenty of ground clearance, for use

where Colonial conditions exist, will no
doubt be glad to learn that it is more
than probable that the Norton Manu-
facturing Co. will, later on in the year,

place a machine of this description on the
market. It is intended to construct it so

that at no point will the ground clearance
be less tlian 6in. The long stroke Norton
single-cylinder 4 h.p. engine will be used,
and the transmission is to be by chain.

100 Miles an Hour.

The 100 m.p.h. mark is still tempting
to many a racing man, and credit for

such an achievement is greatly sought.

With a view to rendering this prodigioiis

speed possible on a motor cycle, the
railway straight at Brooklands, on which
the Army and Navy events were rem
last Saturday, is to be put into thorough
order in the course of the next few
weeks, and the two eight-valve Indians
in this country are to be brought out
again. C. B. Franklin, the Irishman,
and Sydney George will ride the
machines, and Mr. Wells is confident

that one or other will be successful, as

the mounts ai'e now tuned up better

than ever before, and it will be remem-
bered that George last year came very-

near to attaining the desired speed.

Harry Martin is another who has
several times announced his intention of

attempting this coveted record. Martin
will probably use an 8 h.p. twin J.A,P.
Last year Charlie Collier had an eight-

valve M.A.G-. engine built up into a

motor cycle frame, but only appeared on
it once or twice prior to the war, smce
when, of course, racing of all kinds nas
taken a back seat. It seems likely,

however, when normal times are restored,

that < events for eight-valve twin-cvlinde'
machines will be arranged.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, aad must be accompinlei by the writer's name and address.

Lubiication of Twin Engines.

Sir,—From time to time I notice letters <;omj)laining that

the front cylinder of a twin, " V" engine gets starved of oil,

or the back cylinder gets too much. The best remedy is, I

believe, to lead the oil du'ect to the front cylinder.

What I want to know is, why do not the manufacturers
do this in the first place, as the trouble seems to be universal?
Any other course .seems to me unbusiness-like. G.

A Monst r Racer.

Sir,

—

I enclose herewith photograph of myself and a French
Peugeot racing machine. Perhaps the machine may be of

interest to the readers of Tlie Motor Cycle. The motor is

a four-cylinder V type ; Longuemare carburetter and Le
Febre oiling device are also fitted Ignition is by six dry
cells, contained in the triangular box mounted at the head
of frame, and two sparking coils, one on each side top frame
tube.

No brake nor pedalling gear is fitted, and the motor when
"opened" up has a wonderful turn of speed. No one here
has the pluck to leave the motor opened for any lengtli

of time.

I hope next spring to bring my touring model, a 7 h.p.

Indian, to England to tour. If I cannot get passports I

will try to join some department of the Government that
will enable me to come over.

As I own machine and sidecar I believe I should have no
trouble in enlisting in the hospital or some other service.

There are lots of German residents here, but they are little

liked, and I threw away a tyre pump stamped " Blumel,"
"made in Germany," and bought another made in U.S.A.
The only thing left on my macliine that is German is the
Bosch magneto, and that in name only ; the magneto was
manufactured in Springfield, Mass.

SAMUEL EAGAN, JUNR.
'.Vicksburg, Miss., U.S.

A

A four-cylinder V-type Peugeot engine fitted to a motor cycle
owned by a reader in the United States, who informs us that its

speed capacity is such as to frighten most of his friends who
have ridden it,

B18

No. 7 Battery M.M.CS.
Sir,^I notice in The Motor Ci/rle of July 15th a letter

from G. 0. Wheeler, of No. 10 Battery JI.JI.G.S., and
should be very grateful if j'ou would put the following cor-

rection in your next issue.

No. 7 Battery has been in the trenches doing its share,

and, secondly, that it is not attached to a cavalry division.

WILLIAM W. HONYWOOD,
Lieut., 7th Battery M.M.G.S.

Timing o£ Two-strokes.

Sir,—Having had a trip spoilt partly through laziness and
partly through want of time, may I be allowed to give some
advice to other riders of two-strokes, although it is not new.

I recently sent my machine to a garage to have the driving

chains shortened. Since then it has been, going "rottenly.''

The trouble I liave found is entirely due to wrong timing.

Two-strokes, I believe, vary very much in tliis respect, conse-

quently, I do not blame the mechanic who reassembled the

engine, more especially at the present time when most
garages are short-handed. As it is the simplest thing

possible to check the timing, I should advise others to do
this. EL 1160.

Exmoor Roadf.

Sir,—Can any of your readers who are familiar with
the roads in North Devon and Somerset enlighten me on
the following two points?
At the top of Porlock Hill, a mile or less beyond where

the new and the old roads join, a road goes off to the left

down to Oareford and Oare. Another road runs from close

by County Gate direct down to Oare. Is either (or both)

of these roads rideable and climbable to the aver.nge

touring mount ? Also, how far up towards the Doone
Valley could a sidecar outfit make its way ?

I should be very gr.nteful for anv information on these

points.
'

EL 1969.

The Motor Cycle in the Argentine.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of your interesting joiu-nal,

I take the liberty of writing you a few lines with regard to

motor cycling in the Argentine, which I trust will be of

interest to you and your readers. One sees many different

English motor cycles out here, but the most prominent are
the American Indian, there also being a great number of

other well-known American makes. TJre prominent place

occupied by the Indian is due to it« fame for speed work
in this country, which appeals very much to our motor
enthusiasts ; and, secondly, for its read' springing, with its

consequent comfort, which I consider is highly necess;u"y. on
account of the roads one encounters. I follow very keenly
your articles and other readers' opinions on this subject, and
await the day when rear springing wiU become universal.

There are several motor cycling clubs in the country, and
excursions are held frequently, weatlier permitting, as after

raiu the roads outside the capital are impossible for cycles,

sometimes for days, and sometimes for weeks in tlie winter.
New and again track races are held, and yearly a road race
is held between the capital and the city of Rosario, a
distance of 190 miles or so. As a rule the latter race is

postponed several times on account of tlie. rains, the roads
simply being tracks running through the open camps.

KEEN TRIUMPH RIDER.
Quilmes, Prov. B. Ayres.
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= The GBADO GEAB as fitted to machine.

Beal what "The Motor

Cycle " says :

—

" VVe were afforded an
excellent demonstra-
tion of the action of

the gear on a 7>-^ h.p.

Triumph. Not only
was free engine ob-
tainable, but on the
very lowest gear, when
the belt was quite
slack, there was no
sign of slip, and in
this position it was
impossible to prevent
the motor cycle from
moving off easily
by any attempt to
hold it back."

Read these

letters from riders

who have proved the value of

'^Grado
The Simple Variable

Pulley arrangement for

Belt-driven Machines. Multi-Gear.
The Grado Gear is most simple in construction

—

=
there is nothing to get out of order, and it can be fitted =
to a standard belt-driven machine in 2 to 3 hours. =
Why not w^rite for our Catalogue TO-DAY? E

PRICES. =
Pulley complete (as illustrated), bored to suit r;'* rt n ^

engine shaft up to 4| h.p. *.«3 o U =
Up to 6 h.p. £3 10 =
Lightweights £2 10 =
We can supply a Special Pulley for engine with Extending Crank Bosses, -—

like the J.A.P., Old Rex, Minen^a, etc., for lo/- extra. Recess up to i|m. ^
diameter; up to 2jin. diameter, if necessary, 12/- extra. —

The GRADO Manufacturing Co., |
64, Pershore Street, BIRMINGHAM. =

Telephone - 1187 Mid. =

B19In answering this advertisement it is desirable to inention " The Motor Cycle."
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HAELEY DAVIDSON
7-9 h.p. Twin Sidecar Combinations
in SfockEeady for Immediate Delivery

The Sidecars are manufactured exclusively for us by the makers of the

"GLORIA" and " CANEOLET" Sidecars—perfectly finished, with exceptionally

strong chassis, high-class bodywork, enamelled throughout HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Grey, and fitted with 28 X 3 inch Dunlop heavy Rubber-studded Tyre—
they complete a perfect combination. Prices from £14 to £27. We can supply

from Stock fitted to the following HARLEY - DAV IDSON Models:

Model II J. 7-9 h.p. Twin, three-speed, with complete

Dynamo Electric Lighting and Warning System, £76-13-0

Model U F. 7-9 h.p. Twin, three-speed, £68- 5-0

Model li E. 7-9 h,p. Twin, Free Engine, £59-17-0

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
for the Counties of Warwlcks,

Worcs, Staffs, Salop, and Hereford

:

The Premier Motor Co.,
ASTON ROAD, -BIRMINGHAM.

HERMETIC "Peerless"
the TYRE for VALUE!

C Compare the mileage afforded by the

HERMETIC "PEERLESS" with that of any
other tyre and you wiU find that the HERMETIC
" PEERLESS" is the greatest tyre value on themarket.

It is designed and built to ensure maximum strength

and durabihty with the utmost protection against

slide-slip and puncture troubles.

PRICES 2.6m. X 2jin Standard size . . . . 39/6 each.

26in. X 2|in. or 26in. x 2-Jin. x 2^in. 42/6 „
650 X 65 mm. Cycle Car 44/6 „

Remember, the HERMETIC "PEERLESS" is the tyre that gives "more miles for money"—
hence, it's the most economical to buy. Please ask for our Illustrated List ol TjTes and
Specialities—it will aid y^'i in buying " bi:st value " goods.

THE SELF SEALING RUBBER CO., Ltd..

Hermetic Works Birmingham.

In aiiswciiiifj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

if
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Electric Lighting on Motor Cycles.

iSir,—I am rather interested in electric lighting on motor
cycles from primary and secondary batteries, and I therefore
found the article on " The Simplest Form of Electric Light-
ing," by "H.W.H.,"i in j-our issue of the 22nd inst., of

interest. Your contributor, however, has made one or two
errors which I would like to point out for the benefit of

those who intend adopting either primary or secondary
batteries for lighting purposes.

Under the heading, " Ury .Batteries," he say®, with other
things, "Here it should be pointed out that, with the same
current consiunption, the greater the number of cells and
higher electro-motive force, the stronger will be the current
and greater the light, but the smaller will be the actual
capacity. It is, therefore, desirable to use a battery with
the least number of cells consistent with a sufficiency of

This sentence is extraordinarily wrong, and is misleading,
insomuch that it is entirely contrary to facts. Raising the
electro-motive force of a battery does not raise the current;
iu' fact, the higher the electro-motive force the lower the
current. Therefore, it is wise to carry the maximum number
of cells possible, for high electro-motive force means lower
current, and, consequently, longer battery life.

Further in the article, "H.W.H.," referring to the " Volex
"

rear light, makes another mistake. He says that a four-volt

battery of the same size as the two and a half-volt battery

has less capacity, though it is capable of generating a

stronger current. How any four-volt battery of the same size

as a two and a half-volt battery can have less capacity and
yet be capable of generating a higher current I really camrot
imagine. In fact, tire four-volt battery supplying lamps of

the same candle-power and make would last infinitely longer,

because, as is herewith show'n, the current is lower.

Say a lamp takes one watt per candle-power and the total

candle-power is four, the total watts are, therefore, four. To
find the discharge current of a two-volt battery, divide the
watts by volts thus : f = 2, which is ampmeters, the dis-

charge current.

Now, say the battery is a four-volt one, divide watts by
volts as previously, and we get | = 1 ampmeter, which
shows that the higher the voltage the lower the discharge
current, and, consequently, longer battery life.

I am a great believer in electric light, and I think that if

motor cyclists just knew how to choose a battery to get the

best results this form' of lighting would compare very favour-

ably with other forms regarding cost, and in other respects,

in mv opinion, it is in advance of most of them.
W. R. MONTGOMERY..

[We submitted this letter to the writer of the article, and
his reply is appended.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I should like to remind your correspondent of the
following facts, to all of which he will find a reference made
in the article.

First, he "will notice that 2i- and-34 volt bulbs described
—and which were to be " considered closely in conjunction

with the battery capacity"—^consume approximately .25 to

.3 amp. each, so that, supposing for a given purpose a

24 volt .3 amp. bulb is found to give a sufficient light, then
the substitution of a higher E.M.F. in battery and bulb
will only result in a greater light, and not in a decrease of

the discharge rate.

With reference to the discharge rate of a dry battery in

use, I myself always understood it to be whatever the lamp
itself consumes. The capacity of a dry cell, and therefore

of a dry battery, increases in proportion to the increase of

its volume. It therefore follows that increasing the number
of cells in a battery of given dimensions must, whilst raising

the E.M.F., lower the total amperage capacity. Bearing
in mind the above-mentioned fact, that both bulbs consume

the same quantity of current, it is clear that a three-cell
battery will not light a Z^ volt lamp for the same length
of time as a two-cell battery of the same volume would light
a 2^ volt lamp.
A practical test—one upon which I based my statements

—can easily be made. Obtain one each of the two batterie.s
(two-cell and three-cell), and use with the lamps pointed
out as suitable for each. The two-cell battery will be found
to give 50-50 hours lighting, but the three-cell battery will
become exhausted after about 25-30 hours u.se. Manufac-
turers themselves frequently draw attention to this fact in
price lists. H.W.H.

The Motor Cycle in AustraUa.
Sir,— I am always pleased to see in your journal, of

which I have been a reader tor over two years, any refer-
ence to things motor cycling in Australia. I .saw in the
number for April 29th the three photographs of our good
roads which are stated to be within 150 miles of Melbourne.
Two of them are, it I am not mistaken, within ten miles of
the city. The long straight hill shown is known as Spring
Hill, an easy gradient on the main north-west highway, and
is about eight miles from Melbourne. The arched bridge
shown is about one and a half miles further on the same
road, and is at the foot of Curly Hill, so-called from having
four bends. As a contrast^to the good road at the foot, this
hill is decidedly stony and rough. If these are not the spots
shown, the photographer will please correct me. Speaking
of good roads, there are plenty of these in Victoria, also

plenty of bad ones.

Our 100 miles road race (the most important of the year)
was held on the King's Birthday at Mortlake, a small town
150 miles from Melbourne. In spite of the distance from
the capital, hundreds of motorists and motor cyclists rode
to see it, the road for practically the whole distance being
beautifully smooth. The race was held over a triangulai
(three laps) course, 33^ miles round, which except for the
corners, was safe for full throttle all the way. Unfortu-
nately, rain fell the day before the race, and also wliile it waa
in progress, this, of course, lowering the speed considerably.
The winner proved to be E. Finlay, on a 7 h.p. American
Excelsior, whose time was 112 minutes. Second man was
E. Mayman, 3^ h.p. twin J.A.P., with E. Tyler, Triumph,
third, and fastest under 600 c.c. The machine ridden by
Mr. Tyler was one of the 1914 countershaft models used in

the T.T.
Motor cycles are selling at the rate of seventy a week and

more in the State of Victoria alone ; this in spite of the war
and high prices. The single is very popular, and great
numbers of locally built machines are seen. Precision and
J.A.P. engines seeming to divide the popularity. The Big
Four, as the big single Precision is called here, is being
built up in very large numbers, whilst the 5-6 h.p. J.A.P.
twin is seen everywhere. T.T. or semi-T.T. bars are the
most popular, and are undoubtedly the best for comfort.
The tout ensemble of the Australian assembled machines

is very pleasing, often more so than British machines, while
the makers know, by experience, that enormously strong
frames are required, and their work is second to none.

Melbourne. 85x88 PRECISION.

Rear Springing.
Sir,

—

I have much appreciated the article on rear spring
ing by Mr. Eric Walford in The Motor OyeU of July 29th.
The subject has long been of interest to me, and sonie time
ago I made the enclosed sketches of a form of springing
which appealed to me. I expect rolling would be the
verdict regarding the first two forms, but I do not think
this would occur in the third, nor do I think there would
be any difficulty in mudguarding this one.

ROBERT CONNELL.

Ill
.' I

/'

/>•-

-^^y

Three alternative designs of rear sprung frame suggested by Mr. Robert Connell.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, ' The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether Intended for publication or not ihust be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urjed to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

The Advantage oJ Large Tyres.

I liave a. 2^ h.p. motor cycle,

and I find the back tyre (26in. X
2in.) wears very much more
rapidly than the front tyre.

As I very rarely use either o£

the lower gears the excessive wear is,

in my opinion, due to the extra w«ight
of the hrib gear, extra tool bag, and
sundry articles carried on the carrier.

As there is ample space between the
back stays, couM I fit a larger and
stronger tyre than 26 in. x 2in. on' the
26in. X 2in. rim? If so, what size

could I safely fit? Would the existing
inner tube (26in. x 2in.) do for a
slightly larger tyre, or should I have
to fit a. larger tube as well?—HIS.

You could fit a 2iin. or 2|in. cover on a
2in. rim. The existing tube will serve,
but it is better to fit one of the correct
size. It is only natural that there is more
wear on the hack tyre than on the front,
as it has to do all the work of driving.

Benzole as a Fuel.

I have been informed that^ benzole is injurious to metal, and
^ will in time eat away the metal
_SJ of the tank. As I am very

sceptical regarding this statement,
I shall be glad if you will kindly inform
me if there is any truth in it at aU.
Also please inform me exactly what
alteration would be necessary to a
B. and B. carburetter if I decide to
try benzole. I am quite a novice at
present, and shall be glad of your kind
assistance.—^A.M.M.

Benzole, if reasonably pure, is not injuri-

ous to metal. It will not eat away the
metal of the tank, but will rapidly
remove the varnish from the outside if

spilt over. Of course, if the benzole con-
tains impurities, such as acids, the metal
is likely to be damaged. If j-ou use a
mixture of one-third benzole and two=
thirds petrol you will get all the advant-
ages of benzole and none of its dis-

advantages. For instance, it will not foul
your engine, it will give better running

.

at slow speeds with total absence of
knocking. The only alteration which
might be necessary is that you might
have to weight the float a trifle or use a
smaller jet, but you will probably find,
even when using pure benzole, that you
will not have to alter the carburetter
at all.

Overheating.

I have a 1915 two-speed, two-
?sti-oke, 2i- h.p. It gets fiercely

hot on lulls, slows down gradu-
-i-l 'ally, and stops altogether. After

waiting five to ten minutes it

will start off again, but if the hill is a
long one it fails a second time. I have
done 60O miles altogether, the machine
being new when purchased. The com-
pression is very good. The- first 300
miles it took hills on top gear. Can
you advise me wliat to do to increase
the power on hills and to avoid over-
heating? I think I have over-oiled.

—

J.F.P.

You may try fitting a smaller jet. This
miglit cure the trouble. Also use a plug
the points of which do not project too far

into the cylinder and are fairly sub-
stantial. Such symptoms are often caused
by pre-ignition, due to an unsuitable plug
being used. It would perhaps be as well

to replace the top piston ring if this is at
all discoloured, and at the same time re-

move all traces of carbon deposit from the
cylinder and piston. Clean the inside

of the piston as well as the top.

Belt Adjustments.

(1.) What is the usual cause
of a belt twisting in the pulleys?

I have suffered considerably from
this trouble of late. The belt is

lin. Dunlop on a 3^- h.p. twin
J. A. P. with Sturmey-Archer three-
speed hub. The alignment and tension
have been checked and found correct.

When the twisting occurs, the pulley
is found to be rather hot, but I have
not enough experience to know the
temperature to be expected there after
about twenty miles running, which is

when the trouble begins. Is the depth
of the belt insufficient? (2.) Is it usual
to make no provision for adjusting align-

ment with an adjustable pulley? (3.)

Has any arrangement ever been tried

for varying the ignition while riding
by partially revolving one of the gear
wheels on its shaft, so obtaining in-

variably a. spark of equal strength?
What is the objectiou to such an
arrangement ?—E. V.W.

(1.) The trouble is caus&d by the belt
being too large for the' pulley. If the
belt IS hot, it is a sure mdication that
it is slipping. It is probably the back
pulley which is too small. (S.) No, an

both

adjustable pulley throws the belt out of

line so little that no correction is worth

while. (3.) Yes, this has been tried on

several occasions, but the idea has appar-

ently never become popular. It was done

in the case of the Eisemann car magneto
and on the Enfield 2i h.p. twin machine

made in 1910 and 1911. The advantages

gained have not, so far, justified th« extra

complications entailed.

Licences.

I should be glad if you would

^ let me know if I can ride a motor

> cycle with a car licence, as I

-iJ have a licence to drive a motor
car, and am going in for a

motor cycle.—F.Y.

A licence to drive a car also entitles you
to drive a motor cycle.

Carrying an Extra Passenger.

Although very well over fifty,

I this spring became enamoured
of motor cycling, bought your

paper and studied the subject,

and presently took courage in

hands, bought a 6 h.p. Enfield

combination of last year's make, and,

thanks to your book and the Enfield

handbook, I speedily learned to drive

and understand the machine. I find

it excellent ; but I have a wife and
daughter, and so long as one only

wants to go we are quite all right, but

the difficulty comes in with the third

party. We have tried a pillion seat

with rather disastrous results, tho

passenger having a fall, so both go in

the sidecar. It is rather rough on the

one sat upon. I have noticed a

machine with a double i\lillford side-

car, and I would much appreciate your-

opinion on this mode of carrying two
adults as passengers. Is a 6 h.p.

Enfield capable of propelling such 3.

"

load without straining the engine, and
would it surmoiint all ordinary hills?

What is your opinion of the desirability

of the use of such a combination?

—

J.F.K.

The double-seated sidecar should be quite
satisfactory, but it is a little rough 011

your engine. Doubtless, however, it

would surmount ordinary hills with this

load. If, however, you use a macliine
designed for two to take three people
about, you must not blame the machine
should anything happen.

I
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The most up-to-date Motor Cycle built in the modern

and most efficient motor cycle factory in the World.

Immediate
Deliveries.

7 h.p., S-speed countershaft gear, multiple disc clutch, X? ^O (\
chain drive, kick starter, mechanical lubrication - - ^ \J^ \J

^MnAiAix Aa I 11va ^^ illustrated above, complete withmUUeiC UC JLUAC Splitdorf combination lighting and
ignition system, powerful head and tail lamps, electric horn, -G / | 1 ||
and speedometer ---------.----» OW a X X V/

ABOVE ALL OTHERS EXCEPT IN PRICE.

Aaent^ f This is a splendid opportunity ; be sure you are not too late
^ •

with your application. CATALOGUE WITH PLEASURE.

Sole Concessionnaires:

U A DD IQ jeU QrMVFQ ^^'^^' ^2, Great Chapel Street,

ni\ivl\10 QZ. DkJI^O, Oxford Street, LONDON, W.

a

?i»^^XCEIS10R

ss

Telephone : Regent 3906,

IBBBBBBBBBEBBBBBBBBI
IBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."-

IdaBaBBBBBBBBBSaBBBBBBBBBBBBBaEBBBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBEBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBaflBBBBBBBBB
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Built lo e.idu e Lhc most exacting touring condition;.
— which It does with unremitt.ng consistency.

TWO MODELS.
6 h.p. Twin Cyl. 3i h.p. Single Cyl.
fitted with 3-Bpeed Countershaft Gears. Art Catalogu,- post free from

THE OVER-SEAS MOTOR CO., LTD.,
la. Johnstone Street, BI RMINGH A M.

"TviG^M-^p^iWW ^

MOTOR^CUSTS

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
^T Every motor cyclist should make use ot this book. It is brimful of sound advice

^^ respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabeticcil index.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged,

Obtainable from—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and alt Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.

By post 1 2.

E24 In ansivcrliKj tJu.-<c oJccrtiscmcnts it is Jciirablc to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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Dressing a Belt.

I shall be glad if you will tell^ me how to keep a Whittle
5 leather belt in good condition.
-i-l ! have 'One that has not been in

use for some time and has
become dry. What shall I dress it

withy—G.E.S.
Scrajje tlie link-s at intervals, and then
•:1i'ess them with oollan oil. The thing to
tl 1 is to keep the leather soft and pliable.

A Choked Jet.

When returning from a ride

a
the engine of my machine sud-
denly developed the following

;

It would slow down, nearly stop,

and then go on again. Having
reached home, I took the engine down,
removed all carbon deposit, thoroughly
cleaiied everything, and ground in the
valves. I now find that I can drive
on the throttle only, and the least

attempt to open the air lever stops the
engine. The carburetter is an early
type B. and B.—W.H.F.

The trouble is clearly a partial stoppage
of the petrol pipe or jet. This woidd pre-

clude the engine from taking any air. It

is just possible, also, that there may be
an air -leak in the carburetter or induction
pipe unions.

Adjusting the Magneto.
- I shall be extremely obliged if

you will let. me know how to

clean the contact breaker, etc.,

of the Dixie fixed - ignition

magneto on my 2| h.p, Caltiiorpe-

Jap.—F.K. •

The adjustment and cleaning of the con-
tact breaker on the fixed ignition Dixie
magneto are extremely simple. You have
only to pull the contact breaker cover
straight off, wlien the platinum points are
exposed. If you wish to expose the con-
tact breaker mechanism furtlier you undo
the condenser connection, which you find

inside the cover, and 'lie three screws
holding on the conde-iser. This magneto
was described m our issue of September
17th. 1914.

RE.A.DERS KEPLIIiS.

Faulty Lubrication.

• If "Greaser" finds the oil pipes are
quite clear (which he can test by taking
off the crank case cover on the defective
side and setting the crank pin vertical
and opening the drip feed ; the pump
will then force oil into crank case if

pipes and connections are free), he might
try giving the end of the crank a smart
blow, as it may be that the packing
gland has stuck up. I had a similar
trouble with a new machine, and found
that a piece of the lip of the piston had
been broken out by the head of the
screwed bush, which receives the transfer
port holding-down; screw, having broken
off and jammed under the piston. It
was found, on- returning the engine to
the works, that the faces of the packing
glands had roughened up through lack
of oii, and on these being replaced the
supply became equalised again.—Y 1867.

Increasing the Gear Ratio.

With regard to "J.G.'s" query in a
recent issue of The Motor Cijde as to in-

creasing the gear ratio of his two-stroke
James, having liad a little cKperience of

this machine, and being the owner of a
more powerful _ two-stroke than his, and
liaving experimented with . various gear
ratios, I can safely say that " J.G." will

be greatly disappointed should he raise

his gear higher than b\ to 1. The
machine will be very little- faster on the
level, except when there is a strong
following wind and running down hill:

the engine will get very much hotter
when running up long slopes, and will

require more oil, and will b'e very much
slower on steep hills, and altogether less

flexible. Another disadvantage is that
the chains would chatter when starting
off and running slowly.—C. S. Roscoe.

"R.E.H." (Stafford).—Harcourt radi-

ators on single-cylinder engines, especially
P. and M.
"F." (Cape Colony).—1915 A. B.C.,

Model A. Silence, cleanliness, reliability,

and comfort of springing.

"J.H." (Liverpool).—Simms universal
motor vulcaniser. Ease of manipulation.

ROUTES.
Manches'i'eb to Saltburn.—R.M.W.

Manchester, Bury, Accrington, Whalley,
Clitheroe, Gisburn, Skipton, Blubber-
li o u s e s , Harrogate, Knaresborough

,

Boroughbridge, Thirsk, Tontine Inn,
Stokesley, Guisborough, Saltburn. Ap-
proximately 129 miles.

Taunton to Norwich.—R.M.
Taunton, Dunston, Glastonbury, Wells,

Radstock, Bath, Chippenham, V/ootton
Bassett, Swindon, Faringdon, Fyfield,

Oxford, Bletchington, Bicester, Bucking-
ham, Stony Stratford; Newport Pag-
nell, Bedford, St. Neots, Eaton Socon,
Cambridge, 'Newmarket, Thetford, Attle-
borough. Wvmondham, Norwich.

LEtOESTEE. TO JIlDHURST. J.T.

Leicester, Husbands Bosworth, Fenny
Stratford, Dunstable, Tring. Chesham,
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough, Windsor,
Ascot, Bagshot, Guildford, Godalming.
Milford, Haslemere, Fernhurst, Midhurst.
Approximately 179 miles. The road
between Godalming ajid Milford is bad,
but it is of fairly short duration.

ASHBT-DE-LA-ZOUCH TO BiyACKrOOL.—J.E.

Ashby, Derby, Ashbourne, Leek,
Maccleslield,- Knutsford, Warrington,
Wigan, Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool,
Approximately 125 miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" W.W."_ (Hull.)—Paragon folding side-

car. Reliability and ability to pass
through a 3ft. doorway.

Hull to Chatham.—A.C.
Hull, ferry to New Holland, Brigg,

Lincoln, Grantham, Stamford, vStilton,

Huntingdon, Cambridge, Bishop's Stort-

ford, Harlow, Chipping Ongar, Brent-
wood, Ingrave, Tilbuiy^ ferry to Graves-
end, Chatham.

SCENE AT THE
START OF THE
DUBLIN AND
DI STRI CT
M.C.C. TRIAL

(reported on page

131 of our last

issue).

J. F. A. Day

(2-ih.p.

Sun-Vitesse) is just

starting, to be

followed by

C. S. Kettle

(4i h.p. B.S.A and

sidecar).

_3

«.:5
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An Oscillating Admission Valve.

The valve illustrated, which is the
invention of the designer of the ^Scott
motor bicycles, is mainly inteaded for
controlling the passage from the carbu-
retter to the crank case of a two-stroke
engine. It somewhat resembles the
Corliss type used in steam engines, and
comprises a sleeve A, within which fits a
liner B, ports C and D being formed

head lug F. Between the tubes E and
the rigid main frames are arranged
laminated springs G (or coil springs if

preferred), so that a resilient support is

provided for the back of the frame.

It is not quite clear where the tanks
will be located, and the number of pivots

is considerable.—W. C. Winterton, No.

2,948, 1915.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

Cast in a suitably enlarged upper part

of the crank chamber is an oil groove A,
the inner wall of which is formed by the

which, when in register, allow of the
passage of gas into the valve on one side,

and out on the other. The liner B is

oscillated by a lever E connected by a
link F with the connecting rod ti, and
the link system is so a-rranged as to give
a quick opening and closing of the ports,

•with a long dwell. Further, this dwell
will be longer on the outward stroke tlian

on the inward stroke of the piston,

affording a longer pause on the compres-
sion than on the suction stroke, so that a
high compression ratio is afforded.—A.
A. Scott, No. 9,880, 1914.

Real Spring Suspension.

A pair of girder stays A are pivoted at

B, and carry the rear wheel C. Project-
ing upwardly from the rear ends of the

stays A are links D, and these have
pivotal connections with a pair of tubes
E, which run the whole length of

the machine and in turn are

pivoted near the lower steering '^..f

spigot B of the cylinder. Through the
spigot are ports C for supplying oil to the

a<ri"'

1 \ '

/

piston walls. To the oil groove A oil is

fed by a hand pump through the pipe F.

Pipes D lead to the crankshaft bearings

and hollow shaft, from which, by centri-

fugal action, the oil is fed under
pressure to the big end bearing through
the ducts E. Presumably, it will be
necessary, in addition, to maintain a

sniall supply of oil in the crank case in

order that the gudgeon pin bearing may
be lubricated by splash, but the quantity
would be less than usual.—F. A. Kimber-
ley and the James Cycle Co., Ltd., No.

14,896, 1914.

A Simple Adjustable Tappet.

iNo t^eols are required to adjust this

valve tappet. The tappet stem A is

formed with a collar B and a screwed
paxt C on which the
tappet head D fits.

The collar B is

formed with recesses,

which are engaged by
projections on a sleeve

E slidably, but not
rotatively, mormted on
the head D and im-
pelled downwards by a

spring F. Thus, when
the sleeve E engages
the projections on the
collar B the head D
is held against rota-

tion, whilst, by I'ais-

ing the sleeve E
against the spring, the head can be
rotated to adjust its position on the
screwed part, thus varying the effective

lengtli of the tappet.—C. T. B. Sangster,
No. 20,605, 1914.

A Sparking Plug Improvement.

The body A and insulator B are of

ordinary construction, except that the
latter projects slightly beyond the lower
end of the body. The
central conductor C
passes right tluough the
insulator, and is formed
with a head D, between
which and the insulator

is a plate E forming tue
inner electrode. The
conductor C is held in

place by a nut and spring
washer F, which allows

of expansion and contrac-

tion, and adjustment of

the spark gap may be
effected either by bend-
ing the plate E outwards
or by inserting packing
washers between it and
the insulator B.—S. R.
Ja^-kaman, No. 14,558.

1914.

T%
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THE
AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

Devott^d to the theory and practice of AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.

Published

MONTHLY
(second Thursday
in each month).

Price

SIXPENCE
NET.

II'MIIU Illlllllliltllllllllliiiiiiliillltiiitiiiiiiin iiilirlii

ISSUED in the interests of engineers,
designers, draughtsmen, works
managers, heads of departments,
and all others concerned with the

designing and building of motor vehicles,
and dealing fully with the technical and
manufacturing side of the motor car,
utility motor vehicle, and motor cycle
industry

subscription rates.
Tile Automobile Engineer can be supplied direct, if

preferred, at the following rates :

Great Britain 9/-, Canada 7/6, other countries
abroad 9/-. per annum.

Proprietors : Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G.
Nortbern Office : Century Buildings, Deansgatp,

Manchester.

IIIIHIMIIIIIIIII

AUGUST NUMBER Now Ready.
Principal Contents :

THE DISCOVERED CHECK. (Leading Article.)

THE HORSE V. THE ALCOHOL ENGINE.
THE PRODUCTION OF SILENT CHAINS.

THE TESTING OF MATERIALS BY MEANS OF
THE SCLEROSCOPE.

THE 3J TON NAPIER CHASSIS.
TURNING TOOLS.

ECONOMY IN RELATION TO EFFICIENCY IN THE
BRITISH AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.

FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS OF ENGINE DESIGN.

Oblainable, by order, from amj newsagent in the United Km^Jom.

Mend your tubes

As suppliefl CO the British War Office,
the French and Ruaaian Governmanta.

ONLY YOUR HANDS,

A FEW MINUTES,
AND A "MUSTIKON-

REPAIR STUD
are necessary to effect
a permanent repair to
a puncture or burst in
your tube. No vul-
canising or patching.
Mends INSIDE and
OUTSIDE, and
PLUGS CENTRE.

MOTOR CYCLE
OUTFIT, 5/9 each.

Rubber Repair

STUDS

Obtainable from all

Dealers, or from

MUSTIKON, LTD.,

REPAIR

23, NEW ST.,

CARDIFF.

V ;.;.;.;:;..>.;..;« >...-«.T..T..T.«r..T..'..T..'..>.T..T..I..>.T..>«> .T.

The .

.

Harcourt

Radiators
The Harcount Radiators maintain the ful'

efficiency of engine under the worst conditions:
OIL CONSUIVIPTION HALVED, OVERHEATING

THE

PERFECTION

OF

AIR.

COOLING.

ABOLISHED.

Mr.

WHAT
E.

USERS SAY.

In answering t/iese^ advertisements- it is deSTrahle to 7nijntion" The Motnr Cycle.

H. COLLWYN .^
(Manager Godfrey & Applebee, Ltd.), t

f Upper Charlton Street, W., V
V September nth, 1914. .* " About a month ago I obtained a set of Harcourt Radiators for my .
^.^ little two-stroke motor cycle (Triumph). Since fitting them I have ^.^
* found that the heat is drawn away from the cylinder wall so rapidly J. that, even when the engine is turning round at about 3,000 revs, a .
.. minute, the well-known s>'mptoms of overheating are never noticed." *.

: PRICES : Motor Cycles (singles) 1 5/-, (twins) 18/-, :•

: Cycle Cars 18/-. >
> :
.J,

tULL PAKJICULARS ON APPLICATION. .J.

WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd.,
: Byers Road, GLASGOW. >
V Agents—^TheServiceCo.,Ltd., 289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C. }V J. Barran-Ackroyd, 147-9. Hyde Park Road, Leeds. V
.* H. V. Prescott, 199, Deansgate, Manchester. V
J., Robins & Day, Ltd., The Motor House, Rochester.

.J,::::•>::•:<::•::•:•:•:•::
A27
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See these
Forks?i9^
They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-
sary to absorb the
vibration on YOUR
machine. No others
are exactly like

them, nor quite so
good.because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks

Send postcard to-day for full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY & CO.,

Coventry Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

Make YOUR Machine an
All-weather Machine!
For an outlay of a few shillings

you can make your machine a
real all-weather machine.

The
Al Spring Roller

Blind Mudshields
protect the legs and feet of Ihf
rider from mud, rain, and coUl.

biting winds, making bad weather
riding as comfortable as it can
ever be.

Only 15/- complete.
Al MUDSCREEN CO.
39-41,GuJldford St., LEEDS.

London Agents :

East London Rubber Co., Great
Eastern Street ; Brown Brrs

,

Great Eastern Street, andijervice
Co., 292, High Holborn.

When ordering state maker's
name, year, and h.p. of machine.

IN USE

—

ROLLED DOWM,

OUT OF USE—
ROLLED UP.

ENDRICK DECOMf>RESSOR
For all four stroke otifiinea. Well made. Hravily
plated. GUARANTEED. GIVES EASY START-
ING .t SLOW RUNNING. Used by tiesmtoh
riders in H.M. nnd Allied Armies. No. 1 suits
Triiiiiiph, Premier, J A. P.. Precision, and other

GTieine<; with recessed valve caps.
No. 2 snita flush top valve caps,
or in lien of

compression
tap. No. 1 S for 2i b.p.—

8/6 eacli,
of all Agents,

ov direct.Uoraifi and Screicing Vaice Cap,
Is. each Jietunted in tirf) hourx.

Endrick Eng. Co., Warwick Rd., Olton.B'ham.

Send for Catalogue

"Fully Protected.

Sidecars
I.IGHTWEIGHTS.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

21 H.p. AND UPWARDS.

ipiCiU.HouSE, 45.3MALLBR00K St BIRMINGHAM^

Badcock's By-pass
The Rilo-t Ue-fc,

Fitted to thousands of carburetters of all types during
the last three years, has proved conclusively that
a pilot jet is essential for

—

(1) A TICK round when idle.

(2) Even pulling at low speeds on top gear
(3) Perfectly easy starting.

(4) Good acceleration.

(5) Economy in petrol, tielts. tyres, and mecha-
nism generally.

(6) Maximum results with minimum ol air valve
manipulation.

Send for interesting booklet on carburatdon ; you will

soon send for the By-pass, and add another to my
splendid collection of testimonials.

PRICE 10/6. NO SUCCESS, NO PAY.
SURREY WORKS, 110, WOODVILLE RD..

THORNTON HEATH-

THE HOUSING OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Quality and Cheapness
Combined.

Guaranteed Weather-
proof. Made in sections

to bolt tokjether.

Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free.

Telephone: Putney TSo,

ot call iXQd inspect.

South Western Timber Co., fu1ham,°s.w.

Every Tuesday. One Penny.

!l

"Uhis
*'

SPECIAL NOTE]
appears on the first page off|
miscellaneous advertisements in |

every issue of " The Motor Cycle.'.*

"Readers who reply to adver-^l
"tisements and receive no»|
" answer to their enquiries are :

"requested to regard the i

"silence as an indication that i|

"the goods advertised have'
" already been disposed of.

"Advertisers often receive soil
" many enquiries that it is J
" quite impossible to reply to »|

" each one by post."

At the present time'
readers are particularly
requested to bear thisi\

note in mind.
^T O'ning to the restricted output of (I
^^ new machines, due to the war, .1

there is an exceptionally keen il

demand for "second-hands," andMI
immediately they are advertised in i|

" The Motor Cj'cle " there is a rush i|

of purchasers.

f[ Numerous letters are reacliing the-«

office of "The Motor Cycle " from il

advertisers in tliese columns wha;)!

state that they are inundated ^vith i

replies, and easily effect a sale<

within a few hours of th&tl

advertisement appearing.

"THIS is, of course, easj- to under-
* stand when it is remembered l|

that "The Motor Cycle" has aa<

exceptionally large circulation — \

far greater than an}- similar]

journal — and is read by all'l

motor cyclists and new comers to i

the pastime.

The certified figiu-es published I

recently sho^^'ed the circulation oi\

"The Motor Cycle" to be overq

70,000 Weekly,
but this figure is now being ve

greatly exceeded ever}- week..

// you want quick

and satisfactory

RESULTS
advertise in

A28 7ji answerin;) l/iese ad re rtisc limits it is di'sirablc to mciilion " Tlie Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOH CYCLES POR SALE.
American Excelsior.

i^XCKLSIOK (Aulerioim}, 7-91i,li.. mul sporial Empire
J sidiM'nr: £76.—Colmoro JK'iiot, 31, Coliuore Row,
irmiuBliimi. [X3027

Ariel.

[ RIEt,. 3'Mi.iv, 1915, 3-speed counterslinft model

-

L —Christit' Urop., Giiraee, St. Andrews. [9660

, lUEI,. S'A and 5-61j.p.,

L stock. —Jones, Broadway,

lRIEL. 1912, S'.oh.n..

L tyres, ovoihaulea.

counter-eliaft
Muswcll Hill.

models iu

[7635

cane sideeav, new engine and
variable gear, decompressor,

.*23.—223, High Rd., Kilburn. [9763

KIEL, JVi^li.p., ruas.. controllable imlley, free engine,
L all good and sound, f^tandard machine: bargain,
;4.-Lettcr6, Ariel, Post Office, Endstock, Bath. (X3393

EIEL. 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick starter,
L Lucas accet^sorie-s, tjpcedometer : £65; deferred pay-
?nts entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wnltliam-
)w- _[9603

. RIEL 19141,1. . 5 6h.p. Coacllblrilt Combination, 3-

L speed countershaft, electric lamps, new condition

;

St £90. saerilice £60; bu.yiug ejir.—37, Atherton Ed.,
jrest Gate. • [9826

Auto-Wheels.
, UTO-WirEEL, perfect condition, several spares: £S.
•^

' —7, Vale Terrace, King's Rd., Chelsea. [9802

TTTO-fl'HEEL, Model de Luxe, not done 200 miles:
1. £9, perfect.—Bishop, King.sbuiy, Martock. [9580

,
UT0-1VHEEL. late 1914

L 75, Maie St., Hackney
first-rate order: £9/9.—
'Phone; Daleton 1373.

[9740
UTOAVHEEL. nice order, complete, to clear £5/15/6

L -I'urcells, 78. Charlotte St., Tottenham Court Ed.,
itinon. [9887
, UTO-WHEEL. excellent condition; can be tried
k. here: £8. or with bievcle i£ll.—Payne, Crich,
. Matlock, Derbj-shire [X3646
UTO-WIIEEI^, 1914, de luxe, and Humber cycle,

k. complete; cost £27/10, .iccejit *14/ 10.—Rogers,
, Church Rd., Hendou. [9731

yALL Auto-Wheel, secondhand, perfect order,
» overhauled by makers; £10.—Seen at 248,
shopsgate, London, E.G. [9128

UTO-WHEEL. 1914. with 3-speed Rover bicycle;
^ £12; owner going to Front.—Apply, Lieut. Flem-
!, 94 Camp. Fleet Pond. Fleet, Hants'. [X3213
UTO-WIIEEL and Lady's James Tricycle, with

^ Hucklebridge's patent attachment, in splendid
nnmg order; ie20,-Hueklebridge, 133, Sloane St.,
'"don- [X3158
triO-WHEEL, 1914, B.S.A. 3-«peed geaf bicycle,

^- both in new condition: sell nearest £16- Auto
mratply, _£10/10.-18, Belle Vrre Gardens, C'lapham
1., St.,ckwell, S.W. [9668

Bat.
JAT-J.A.P,, Sh.p.. Millford sidecar: cost £105: clutch,
'kick starter, perfect crder; £52/10.-17, Vale Ed.,
inbridge Wells. _^ (X3355
-Sh.p, Twin Dat-Jap, Bosch, B. and B., thoroughly

overhauled, £25; wicker sidecar, £2/10.—Smith,
, Harrow Ed., Leytonstone. _ [9517

Ol2 Itat-Jap, 4h,p., free engine, spring frame, splen-
*^ <lid condition, and wicker sidecar; owner enlisted;
1.—296, Lower ^ddiscombe Ed., Croydon. [9529
{AT-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p.. 3-speed, French grey, sport-
' mg model, with Bramble 1914 14 gn. sidecar,
icas lamps; good tyres; any trial; £42.—Styles. Blox-
ch. Walsall. [X3540
JAT-J.A.P., 8h.p., 1914, S-speed, free engine, done
» 2,500 mile!, with £20 Mills-Fulford coachbuilt
lecar. I'.E.S. kmps, tools; £58.-Steer, 42, Station
, Sittingbourne. [9627
qi4i<, Sh.p. T.T. Bat, 90x77i<., all black finish,y I'.E.S. Major, Amac and by-pass, 3in. tyres, splen-
1 condition, very fast, consumption 75 m.p.g. • £45 —
Umy, 24th Middlesex, Woldingham, Surrey. [9623

JAT-J.A.P., 1913, 8h.p., 2-speed countershaft, kick
» starter, with 17 gn. Swan sidecar, a smart lot, in
rfect condition

; £48/10 ; take 3i/'Ji.p. solo part e.x-
aagc.-Lester, 13, Alexandra Ed., Bedford. [9846

JAT-J.A.P., 1912, 4h.p. De Luxe, spring frame, 2-
' speed, free engine, countershaft gear, brand new,
on back tyro, Phanix sidecar, speedometer, all ac-
isorics

: £38.-Lawrence, 7,' Carlton Bank, Harpenden.
87 L. Wall. • [9649

JAT-J.A.P., 4h.p., late 1915, sidecar, Druid forks,
' spring frame. 2-speed P. .and M. gear, countershaft,
•sen mag., speedometer, watch, horn, toolbags. carrier
d luggage box, 2 powerful P. and H. head lights,
iller rear light, generator, storm cover, tools, spare
tte, re-bushed and overhauled, fitted with 1915 Dun-
1 extra heavy tyres, MicheUn butted tube July, in-
ranee policy to December covering tlirrd partv, per-
•X condition

; £45 spot ea,sh ; bargain ; owner buidng
r—Saturday any time. 107, Truro Ed., Wood Green,

[9588
BlackburflB.

JLACKBITENE, T.T., 1915, the Ideal single, 3-
' speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft (as fitted Tri-
ipll, new condition; £53, or earlier machine same
iKe, Scott or Douglas, and cash.-25. Park Av., Qol-
ts Green. [9516

Bradbury.
b.p. 191? Bradbury, first-class condition; £21.-Hall's.

Engineers, Matlock. [X3140

Halifax Holidays.
In consequence of above, our works will be closed
from August 9th to August 14th.

CORONET Sidecar Chassis
is designed for long life, and has a wonderful
reserve of stability, and is safe on greasy roads.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot-shake
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From £6 6s.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models

.

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate deliver^' of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
the most powerful machine made. It will take
a sidecar up a 45% grade without a murmur.
Why wait for an interior machine ?

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
nand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyrp-s, silent running engine, will just tick over
when ia free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping.
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-5peed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically ef]uippcd £76 13

We will make a liberal allowance for your present
machine in exchange. Yorkshire dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davldsoris.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 3" tyres, and 4-point att-achment, £13.

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
3J h.p. PREMIER, new, 1915, 3-sp. model £60
4} h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new, 1915

model, sinsle-r\-Iinder £58
6 h.p. twin BRADBURY, coachbuilt Side-

car, 3 speeds, screen, speedometer,
£4. 4s. electric lamp set ; cost nearly
£roo at Easter £75

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, coach Side-
car, nearly new £59 15

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, 1912 model £41 10
3i h.p. P. & M., iqio, 2-speed model .... £20
4' h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, and Sidecar £30
1914 CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds £17 15
-k h.p. L.M.C., 1913, 2-speed countershaft £25
i^' h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druid

forks £8 15
6 h.p. REX, 1912 model, 2 speeds, com-

plete with £16 Rex Sidecar £30
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., brand new, latest

countershaft 3-speed, kick starter ... £45
6 h.p^ twin REX, spring forks £10 10
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1910, magneto. B.

and B., IM.O.V., enamel and plating
in nice order £12 15

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3 speed.
Sidecar, only run 1,000 miles £67

ROC Frame, complete with Druid forks,

tank, wheels, tyres, 2-speed gear, low
built £S 15

g MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand New Weatherproof Magneto £3 10H New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11, 40 amps. 12/6

g Twin Rex Frame, wheels, tyres, springI forks, tank, etc. . . .
.- £6 15

8 h.p. De Dion Engine £6

2 New 21 f- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp. . 4/11

2 4 h.p. Roc Engine and Magneto £5 15

E BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L. I F A X .

J 'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.
2-jHi)f>( (1 Combination : £29.-53,

r9781

11 BriKlbiiry
Drownliill ltd., Catford

r»20.—Touritt Tro|)hy Bradbury, with Smrmc-y-Ari-hcr
<* gear, fine condition.—Golby, Batloy. [X3577

BBADBUBV, 1910, ju.«t thoroirKhly oierljairlfil, nciv
tyre and helt : £20.-31a. Broonifli-ld Bd., Cln-liii~-

lord. [XZIil

BRADBURV. 1915 models; lists free.—Agents.
Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

197^6
1 Q13 4h.p. Bradbnn', free engine; £25, nith H\>iiT<->
J-^ —Thomas Knibbs, Uanrlingay, Po^t Office, Saudv.
Beds. [X3404
BRAllBUBT and Sidecar, 1912, F.E., jnst over-

hauled, mirror, siieedoraeter ; £35.—ParaKre*-n.
Bicester. •

[X3449

B:EADBUBT, 1910, thoronehlv overhauled, new tyre~
and belt, eirar.iuteed sound; £18.—31a, Broonifleld

Rd., Chelmtilord. [9817

BEADBURT, 1915, 4h.p., 3*peed countershad
uimlel; £60: cash or exchange.-Motories, 68.

Horton St., Halifax. [0388

1Q13 Bradbury, 2 speeds, and Mills-Fnlford sidecar,
-t-«^ lamps, etc.. excellent order; £34.—Newnham, 223.
Hammeremith Bd., W. [9675

BARGAIN'.-4h.p. Bradbury, 1912. and sidecar, all
in splendid order; any trial; T.T. bars a:

-45, Bow Common Lane,
and tyres.

[9815

BRADBURY, 1913. 3-speed, F.E.. lamp, horn, acces
sories. very fast machine; £40.—Underdown Bros.,

64, Bellamy St., Balham Hill. [9544

1Q13 Bradburj-. 4b. p., 2-fipeed gear box, clutch.
-LO Brambie sideciir; best offer over £30.-80, Shake-
f^peare Crescent, Manor Park, E. [X3209

1 Q13 4h.p. Bradbury and eidecar, 2-speed, kick (start.
-Lt/ countershaft, chain drive, guaranteed; £35.—
Adams, 8, High St.,

guaranteed;
Witney, Oxon- [X3454

BRADBURY 4h.p. Motor Cycle and Coachbuilt Side-
car, 2-speed, kick-start, just overhauled, perfect

condition, lamps, horn, tools, spares; sE40. — Write.
Bideford, Old Bilton, Rugby. (X3570

4h.p. Bradbury, new coachbuilt sidecar. N.S.TJ. 2-speed
gear. 2 new- Dunlops, new Michel'n tj'res, new

licit, perfect running? order, tools, sparee, larnps ; £35,
or nearest cash offer.—Ill, Thorold Rd.. Ilford. [9809

BRADBURY, sidecar, 4h.p.. new March. 1914, 3
speeds, new belt, spare, good tyres, spare, lamps,

horn, mirror, speedometer, complete valve, tools, splen-
did condition ; £55, offers.—Lanslev, Tilstock, Whit-
church. Salop. [X3585

BEADBUItY. 1912 (late). 4h:p:. T.T. model. B. and
B.. variable jet. Bosch mag., adjustable pulley,

new Duulop and Micbelin tyre^, lamp set, horn, spares,
and tools, readv to ride awav; £23.-83, Iverson Bd,.
Brondfssbury, N.W. [9858

"IQ14 Bradbury Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed
Xt/ countershaft, all accessories,- Including F.B-S.
lamp (Major), only run 1,100 miles; owner been on
iictive service since outbrea,k of war; £75.—J. W. Ra.son.

51, High St., Houghton Regis. Dunstable. [X3488

Brough.

BROUGH, 3y2h.p. T.T.. 1915 engine, just been re-

painted, belt and t^-res in excellent condition, very
fast. £4;,—K. R. A. Bennett, Woodburv Hill. Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent. [X3411

Brown.
3Jlh.p. Semi T.T. Brown, splendid tyres, tubes, belt.

2 U-H. mag- exhaust whistle, sportv bike ; bargaiu,
£19: exchange 2-stroke.-69. Ridge St., W.atford. [9821

Sh.p. Brown, re-enamelled in khaki, lined red and
gold, 4-speed Jardine gear [1915, not used). En-

ilrick compressors, cane sidecar, with door : £50 ; owner
bought car.—Capt. Hardy, 1, Barrington Villas, Shooter.s

HUl, Kent. [9648
B.S.A.

B S.A.. £28.-45, High St.. Fnlham. S.W. [9537

B

B.S.A.. 3V>h.p., 1912, accessories, very little used, per-

fect; £26.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Rd..
W. [9692

B.S.A. 1914 3','2h.p. Stan'dard" Model, in excellent
order, lamp set, horn, and speedometer; £36 —

Below.

.S.A., 1913. 3i,i,h,p.. 2-speed gear, clutch, and kick
starter; £36.—Below.

B.S.A., 1915. 4r,^h p.. 3-speed and clutch, model H.
Montgomery coach sidecar, complete; £62.—EUo

and Co.. 15. Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St.. EC. [0492

1 Q 141/2 B.S.A., 4\'\h.p., 3 speeds, chain drive. B.S.-\.
i*/ sidecar, screen, apron, 3 Lucas lamps, horn.-
Rich, Garage,. Shifnal. [9791

B.S.A... 1912. 3V>h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, cane side-

car, lin. belt, 2V2rn. tyres all wheels- £35.—Spring-
bank. Wilmot Ed..jLeyton. [9717

1Q12 B.S.A.. Armstrong Mark VI. 3 speeds, new
J-^ Bates tyres; any trial; £32. or nearest cash
offer.—Perry. Foston. i^erby. [X3489

B.S.A.. 1914, 4Vih.p.. 3 speeds. Gloria £25 coach-

built sidecar, excellent condition ; £58.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [9864

411 letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date ol the Idbuc. a:?i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.s.'a.

B.S.A., late 1913, 3V:li-P-. F.E.. 2-speed, spares,
grand condition, carefully used week-ends only;

je38.—Stowe, 57, Clare Rd., Maidenhead. [X3547

B.S.A., late 1914, all chain 4rive, 3-6peed counter-
sliaft, Palmer tyres, and 22 gn. Gloria sidecar,

with hood, screen, and all accessories, hardly need ; best
offer over £58 secured.—After 2, Siveetland, 57, Jamaica
Ed., Eermondsey. [9671

4ih.p. 1914 B.S.A., 3-spccd countershaft, all chain
4 drive, and coaclibuilt eidecar, with Cape hood,

screen, and eide cui"taiu3, new condition, juet over-

hauled, with lampe, horn, speedometer, spare cover and
tube ; £65, no offers.—Kinnear, 43, Lothair Rd., Fins-
bury Park, N. (9662

Calcott.

1Q13 Calcott, 2y2h.p., thorough condition, ju.5t over-
J-*J hauled by makers; bargain, £14.—North Bar
Dairy, Banbury. .[X3406

"1 Q14 2%;h.p. Calcott, variable pulley, B. and B.,
J-^ Bosch, Dunlops back and front, all accessories,

tools, all in excellent condition; £21/10.-24, Bryn-
heulog, Port Talbot. [X3324

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., new 1915 2%h.p. single and

2-speed models in stock.—Moss, Wem. f9906

CALTHORPE, 2h.p., 2-speed, 1914, perfect order;
SlS/10.—Phillips, 8, Grand Parade, Harringay.

[9794
CAiTHOEPE-J.A.P., Enfleld gear, 1915, done 20

miles; £33/10.—Walton Lodge, Surbiton Kd.,
Kingston. [9696

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., with Enfleld 2-speed and free
engine, nearly new; ^31.—J. C. Pickering,

Shrewsbury. [X3166

CALTHORPE, 2?ih.p., 4-stroke, late 1914 model,
just as new.—H. Hirst, 18, Clayton Lane, Open-

shaw, Manchester. [X3596

CALTHORPE.-1915 latest 2-speed lightweight model-^
in stock : cash or extended terms.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. tX3497

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h,p., 2-6peed, lamp, horn, etc.,
done about 800, perfect; £17/10.—Broadway and

Co., Bridge St., Worksop. [X3142

CALTHORPE, 2h.p., 2 speeds, 1914, not run 500
miles, condition as new, faultless; £20.—Keen, 2,

Germain St., Chesham, Bucks. [9340

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke6,
from £27/14; send for list and easy payment terms

—Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHOBPES.-Any of this famous tlio delivered
from stock: extraordinary value.—Agents, Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3026
4h.p. Calthorpe-Precision, delivered 1915, 3-speed,

clutch, handle starter, as new, complete: £35.—
Box Ll,080, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St..

E.G. [9574

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2?4h.p., 1915, 2-«peed, Druid
forks, large Xl'all saddle, tools, lamp, horn, not

done 500 miles, as new ; £30.—Bright, Owlesliayes, Avles-
beare. [9568

CALTHORPE, 1915, J.A.P., 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed,
just arrived from works: immediate delivery;

£34/13.—WUkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmitli
Rd., London. [9614

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, just arrived
from works; immediate delivery, fitted with special

magneto; £31/18.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Ham-
mersmith Ed., London. [9615

1 Q15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15;
-Lxf also 214h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, £31/8/6; de
livery from stock; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian,
Bro d St., Reading. 'Phone ; 1024. [X640&

Campion.
f Q14 Campion-Jap, 4h.p., 3-speed, excellent condi-
-L»^ tion; *30.—Hawkes, 43, Blondford Rd., Chis-
wick. [9681

CAMPION, 5-6h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, late 1914,
3-.speed countershaft, chain drive.—Bowskill, 121.

Grimsby Rd., Grimsby. [9567

Centaur.
CENTAUR, SV^h.p., m.o.v., good tyres and belt, lamp,

hoin, etc.; £6ilO.-Butterworths' Garage, Mill
L;ine, Brixton Hill. [X3478

Chater-Jap.
4h.p. Chater-Jap Combination, Mabon, Whittle, lamp,

spares; £14.-29, Thornhill Rd., Leyton. [9684

8h.p. Chater-Jap Combination, 2 speeds, free, clutch,
coachbuilt sidecar, wind sci'een, tyres good; £37,

or exchange lower power.—Ideal, Cavendish Rd., Mor-
ton, Surrey. [9800

Chater-Lea.

C HATER-LEA, 8h.p., 3-sj)eed, large sidecar, fullv
equipped; cost £105, perfect; trial; £65.-4, Wal-

ton Rd., Thorpe Bay, Southend. rX3156

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, late 1914, Canoo-
Jet C-iUchbuilt sidecar, all in tirst-class condition,

only used week-ends; £55.-119, Newington Butts. [9855

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, 3-6peed,' electric
li?ht, rear seat, every luxury, like a car, a per-

fect machine; lowest price £75.—Morton, 11, Green
Tcr., Rosebcry Av., London. [9586

WE BUY FOR SPOT CASH 1913, 1914,

AND 1915 MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR
OUTFITS, AND LIGHT CARS.

Best cash offers on sight.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
WILLIAMSON, rgis, 8 h.p., water-cooled £SS
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Portland Sidecar . £55
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, brand new £68
REX, 1914, 6 h.p.j 3 speeds, kick start £58
REX, 1914, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, Spacke engine £55
MATCHLESS, r9r4, M.A.G., hood and screen.. £86
ZENITH. r9r4, 8 h.p.,90 bore, clutch, sporting Sc.£70
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1913, C h.p., 2 speeds, all

accessories £50
TRIUMPH, r9r4, 4 h.p,, 3 speeds, Phcenix So. £55

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS, 1914, W, 2 speeds, accessories .... £44
DOUGLAS, 3914, V, 2 speeds, Binks carburetter £48
DOUGLAS, igio, 2J h.p., single-speed £18
F.N., 1911, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, nice lightweight . . £25
REX , 1909, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, splendid order . . £20
N,S.U., 3 h.p., twin, geared pulley £20
EXCELSIOR, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, just overhauled £20
RUDGE, -IQ12, 3J h.p., clutch model £28
TRIUMPH, 190S, 3\ h.p., 2-sp., just overhauled £20
RUDGE. 1915, sh h.p., Multi, T.T., drop, frame £53
INDIAN, 1915. si h-p., twin, 3 speeds, as new. . £55
BROUGH, 1915, 3i h.p. twin, 3 speeds £54

NEW IVIODELS.

NEW RYDER, zl h.p., 2-3troke £27 6
ROYAL RUBY, z.Vh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed .. £34 10
ROYAL RUBY, 25 h.p., single-speed £28 4
ROYAL RUBY 21 h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £37 3
NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £33 12
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clntcli model, in red £82
ZENITH, 4-5,h.p., clutch model £68 7
J.H., 6 h.p., M.A.G., Combination, 3 speeds £88 4
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, semi-T.T £63
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., tivin, 2-speeds, T.T £52 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2l h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp., new £68
JAMES, 3ih.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain .. £66 6

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-spccd, Combination ... £84
TRIUMPH, 2ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £42
SUN, V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds —
ZENITH, 8 h.p., standard, less dutch —
All the above actually in stock at the time of going

to press.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MOTOR MART
100^136 a Portland SUondonW
Telephone -bb? Moyfoir ^/eyrafffi -"Abdicate Wesdo

Special attention given to tlie requirements
of ladies.

MOTOR CYCLBS FOR SALE.
Chater.Lea.

CHATEE-LEA, 1913, sh.p ivm, and coacLbniU til
ear, eplendid condition, only mn 7,000 niileR, n

chains, speedometer, 2 head lamps and generator;, fi

tool kit; £60.—Take, Claremont, Baker St., Enfi-Id.

i98l

CHATER-LEA No. 7 and Sidecar, 1915 woi
demonstration machine. Sh.p. twin engine. 3-spe

gear box, metal disc clutch, chain drire, etc.. good c<
dition; sell £65.—Chater-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner 9
E.C. ;95

Chater=Lea'Antoine.
CHATEE-LEA-AXTOIXE and Sidecar, -ah-p., 2-

tree engine; £12—IieLival Hotel, Old H
Northumberland. [--

ChaterRoc.
4 h.p. Chater-Roc, 2-speed, handle-starter; £22/10

52, Mildmay Grove, Dalston. ;95

Clement.
CLEMENT Lightireight. Bosch, B. and B.. ensii

enamel, plating, and tyres in gbod condition, i

cesEories ; £7/10.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Fdi
Ed., S.W. ., i98;

Clyno.
1012 6h. p. Clyno 2-spced Comhination ; £39. — E
i-V Brownhm Ed., Catford. [97;

CLXjSIO and Sidecar, 1913, lamps, horn, spcedomft-
extra coyers and tubes ; 46 gns.—50, Clapham E<

S.TV". i97:

CLYNO Combination, late I^SIS, 3-Epeed countershi
gear, perfect condition; £55.—15, Warwick S

Holbom. :97

CLTNO Combination, nearly new. .elaborately equipp*
6h.r>., 3-speed; cosT £130, accept £65.-11. Ln

Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [96

CLYNO 1912 6h.p., 2-speed combination, fine com
tion, little used, lamps, speedometer, etc.; £45

G. G. Williams, Crowland, Peterboic ugh. [X31'

CLYNO 1913-14 Combination, 6h.p., 3 speeds, ti

starter, luggage and petrol carrier, ^paie whe
lamps: trial runs given; £60.-31, Efira Ed., Bruac

[96

CLY'NO, 1913, and coach sidecar, 6h.p., 3 speeds, a
starter, detachable wheels, thoroughly sonD

£55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[98

CLYNO, 1913-4, 6h.p., with No. 5 sidecar, tl

starter, 3-speed couutershalt, 60 gns. : deierr

payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Waltba:
stow. 1961

CLYNO Combination, late 1913, 3 speeds, ki
starter, 6h.p., 4 detachable wheels, guarante

faultless; £50.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ri
London. [9ff

"|'Q13^4 Clyno 6h.p. Combination. 2-5peed countp
JL^ shaft, speedometer, watch, wind screen, spj

cover, tube, valve, perfect condition; £50.—Osborl
177, New Park Rd., Brixton. [97

CLYNO, 1915, 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, speec
meter, Lucas lamps, all accessories, travell

987 miles, demonstration, approval willingly; £70
Communicate, Davies, Llwyneos, Llandyssul. [98

1 Q14 Clyno, special combination; cost £130, new ci

Xtf dition, guaranteed perfect, speedometer, sp«

wheel, spare tyres, wind screen, 2 lamps, 2 horns, ma
other spares: £72.—Eden, Marston Green. Binuinpbft

ri3*
L.4.TE 1914 Clyno Combination, No. 6 sidecar. sp<

wheel (never been used), 4 original tyres [Hutch:
son Passenger), 3 lamps, horn, and other aecessorii

mileage 900; cost £106; one of the smartest oombii
tions on the road, evervtltiug as new ; £75.—Ardrt
287, Cleethorpe Ed., Grimsby. ;9S

CLYNO Combination. 5-6h.p.. 1912, 2 speeds, kii

starter, tyres uupunetui-ed, engine perieci. exti

new Dreadnought Clincher 44,- tyre. 2 inner tubes,
chains, F.R.S. plated head lamp as new, also side a I

rear, horn, Jones £4 ,'4 speedometer, £35: witbo
extras accept £30.—H.. 34. Clolhorn Rd., Didsbn
Manchester. [X55

Connaught.
"j Q14 2-?.ih.p. 2-stroke Connaught. and all accessor!
Xtf in new condition: cost £36, will sell for £23
Hancock, 9, Victoria St., Rugby. [97

Corah.

Sih.p. Cornh-J«p, new condition, fitte<l witli Mab
2 gears; £39.—Apply. 60, Simny HiH E

Streathum. [95
Dayton.

NEW 2yh.p. PaytoD; £19: owner at Front.—Jeroo
Station, Audover Junction. [96

DAYTON, 2h.p., 2-.stroke. little used; genuine hargai
owner joining aimy; £'14;10.—A.EX., 65, Kell'

Ed., Brixton, S.W. [96

De Dion.
E DION, 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, ointch, Bosch mag., lo

£12.-40, Comptoa Ed._, Wimbledon. (96

Douglas.
OUGLAS, 1911, 2 speeds, free engine; £25.—Pa
3, Week St., Maidstone. f9S

15 Douglas, 2'\,h,p., W. in stock, new: 154
MoSat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil, Tel. ; 50. (92

OXjQLAS, 1914, T.T.. tyn?s and everything
new, accessories ; £40.—Scholte. Melrose, Kclixstt"

[X33

D
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hunibei'.

IUMIIEB, 191211., 3«.li.ii,

siiUn'nr, auressories ; £41/10
luiiidle stiirter, with coach

deferred jmymeiits
desiri'd.-Lamb's, 151, Hiffli St., Waltlinmstow. [9604

illi-p. Twin Huniber, Sturmey-Arelier 3<^peed, clutiOi,
'4 tyres, belt gotid, hot little nmebine; £35, iieur

rer: cash wanted.—Dcau, 32, Douglas Ed., TonbridBO,
[X3154

IrMBEK. 3lMi.p.. S^ipeed, 1913, eoacbbuilt side-
car, best eiiuipment, and spares, perfect eonditinn.

ady for tour; £40.-6, Grassfleld Ay., Clifl. Man-
lester. [X3491

IU.MHER, 3M.J1.P., and fideear, July, 1913, 3-speed
Sturuiey, kick starter, free engine, lipeedometer,

'W spare belt, 2 new coyers: £36/10.-29, Cbureli
reaeent. South H,ickney. [9757

Indian.
'NDIAXS, the Premier Yankee ; all models in stock.

—Lucas, Garage, Mansfleld. [X3397
'NDIAN, new 1915 5 and 7h.p. models in stock; ex-

changes arranged.—Moss, Wem. [9907

9 1 5 51]. p. Twin-cj'l. ludian ; immediate delivery.-

913 ludian. 7h.p., 2-spc'ed, red, sidecar, ^speedometer,
spares; £45.-36. Biilaelara Rd., Surbiton. [X3438

"NDIANS.-Model IB and C from ettxk ; deferred
- payments.-Lamb's, 151, Higb St., Walthamr;;tow.

£9598
NDIAN, 1913. 7b. p., road racer, perfect running

order; £36.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian R-d., Edin-
ireh. [9400
"NDIAN, 1915, 31/jli.p.. 3-speed, model A, T.T. bars.
- used for 200 miles, guaranteed as new; £52.—
elow.

NDIAN 1915 Models in Stock.-7-9h.p. 3-speed model
- C £73/10, 5b.p. 3-speed model B £63/10. sideiars
' fit; exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15,
ishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

'NDIAN.—Sole agent ; immediate delivery ; repairs,
and jspare parts.—Brcok, Motor Cycle Specialist,

urnhiim. Som. , [9027
'NDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, all accessories, not
. done 300 miles; ^55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
t., Birmingham. [9859
"NDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p.. 2-t;peed, free engine, kifb

starter, absolutely in perfect order; £50.—BatchflJr.
larence St., Kingston. [X3214
"NDIANS.- Get the best, the well-proved machines.

Immediate delivery of all models.—Alexander ',-',

15, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [9398
'NDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, and Gloria sidecar, speed-

ometer, new Lucas lamp, complete; £39.—Small-
ood, 41. Witton St., Northwich. [9695

914 7-9h.p. Indian, very little used: £50, no offers;
(Seen any time by appointment.-H, Logan Turner,

he YatL-bes. A^tnn Clinton, Tring. [9725

"NDIAN. 1914. Hendee Special, ridden 1,500 miles,
- Kempshall tyres, perfect order; £50.—Northern
upply Co., Deansgate, Manchester. [X3524

I

Q 15 3V>h.p. 3-speed Indian, lamp, horn, not dont-
Lv 50 miles, unable to ride; cost £63. sell £57.—
owley. Eastfield Lodge, Guildford. [9652

["NDIAN 7h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination. 2
L speeds, all accessories, excellent condition; £63.—
. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [9862

[NDIAN, 1915. 5h.p.. model B., 3-3peed, onlv ut;ed
L about 100 miles, and practically new ; owner at
ront; £55.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

[9397
INDIAN, 1913. 7h.p., 2-speed. free engine, kick
L. st-arter, good tyres, spare chaiu^i, and in very good
jndition; £39.—Dr. Nowell, Handforth, Che.=hire

[X3462
[NDIAN, 1915. 7-9h.p. combination, 5-speed, eler-
L trical equipment, £17/17 sidecar, new July 10th;
earest £85.—Robinson, White Gables, Colwyn Ear.

[9699
[NDIANS.— Don't wait for delivery. __ ^Ye have them
L iu stock, all models, also sidecars. "U'e speciali^^e
I Indians. Special tuning.—C McAdams, Ltd., Middles-
rough. [X2447
[NDIAN. 1914, 7h.p., 2-speed, with Gloria coachbuilt
L sideuar, luggage grid. etc.. complete electric equip-
lent: special bargain, £56.—Ale.xander"s, 115, Lothian
'A., Edinburgh. [9396
[NDIAN 7h.p. De Luxe 1914 Sidecar Outfit, electric
L lighting, and horn. 2-speed, etc., as new. only
one 3.000 miles ; bargain, £59.—Motor Cycle Depot,
Ugh St., Purley. [9593
[NDIAN. 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed model; £63; delivery
»- from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car
)o.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
tdr, Plymouth. 0717

1
014-.; Hendee Special -and Gloria No. 3 sidecar,

Lt./ hood, screen, luggage carrier. Pillion seat, benuti-
ul combination, perfect: cost £115, best cash offer —
jowe, Stanley St., Fairfield, Manchester. [X3463

IQ14 Indian, spring frame, 7-9b.p.. 2 speeds, clutch,
-«/ kick starter, new Dunlops, Millford underslung
each sidecar, hood, wind screen, perfect running order;
largain, nearest £55.-77. Hammersmith Rd.. W. [9633
[NDIAN. 1914, late," 7-9h.p., electrical equipment.

- electric starter, with Millford coachbuilt sidecar.
Fith hood and screen.^, only done 3,000 miles, almof^t
lew condition; bargain, £67.—604, Mile End Rd., E.

£9579

GET IT AT

AYLORS
I

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
I If you do not wish to disturb your bank balance
I by paying the whole amount in cash, why not take
I advantage oi our unique method by purchasing out
I of income ? We can quote you very favourable
i ternis on nearly every make of machine.'
I The transaction will be a confidential one between
I yourself and our company, and is not, as is often
I the case, handed over to a financial house to deal
I with. You therefore remain our clients, your in-

I terests are ours, and we should be always at your
I service throughout the transaction. Please write,
I stating type and make you wish to purchase. We
I shall be happy to quote you.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

i A.J.S.
B Largest Contractors in the world

g PRICES from 49 guineas.

All fitted with detachable wheels.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

SI
EXCELSIORS.

H PRICES from £30 16s.

I Write for Catalogue.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENTS FOR THIS DISTRICT
FOR THE FAMOUS

gCAI-THO R PE
1 LIGHTWEIGHT MACHINES.H
B PRICES from 26 guineas.

-

Write for Catalogue. Immediate Delivery.

2 CONTRACTING AGENTS FOR ALL MAKES.
Send particulars of your requiremeats.

E BUY
I SECOND-HAND MOTOR
I

CYCLES and SIDECARS

I

of approved makes, or will sell

' on commission or take in part

I

exchange.

I
Send particulars of what you have

j
to offer and the price you want.

I CHEQUE BY RETURN.

ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS.

I

Special Stockists for A.J.S., J.A.P., and REX.

j

TYRES.—Big stock of best makes. Write for com-
plete Tyre Catalogue.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
I

Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

I Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

I
'Phone—Museum, r24o.

Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, lalt) 1913, 7-9h.p., wiLii Cowey fineedo-
motor and MillH-Fulford Radio KjirinR wliool Hide-

car, wholo outfit in perloct order; £55.~l'"-x';Ler Motor
Cycle and Light Oar Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Kxc-ter,
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

INDIAN, red, T.T„ 7-9h,p., ISlS'/i, kick fltort. clutch
nicidei, with now 18 gu. Canoelet coachbnilt nid''-

( iir to uuitch, new 3 go. Linns lamp net, and all a' cch-

^nii6.ii. in splendid condition : £49/10. bargain.— A.
Powers, 47. Mo^.sford St., Burdett Rd., Bow, K. [9657

INDIAN. 7-9h.p.. late 1913, T.T. clutch model, engino
completely overhauled, frame re-enamelled Indian

red, and bri(?ht parta plated week ago, new Lucas guinea
horn: price £35: anv trial allowed: owner bought car.—
Apply, G. Berwyu Hughes, Dentist, Wolveihumpton.

[X3405
1 Ql^v^ Indian, Hendee Special, 2-speed, electric
JL»/ starter, electric lamps and horn, speedometer,
bright, warranted as new. mileage solo only 820.
Kempshall tyres not scratched, with spares; a real

bj-r^aiu, 60 gns.—F. Devereux, Belle Vue, Shillington,
Hitcliin, Herts. [9780

INDIANS , in Stock for immediate delivery, all

models. '5h.p. and 7h.p., both solo and with side-

cars; prices from. £57 solo and ^£74 combination.—P.
J. Evans, sole Midland distributing agent, trade sup-
plied, district agents appointed, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. 'Phone : 662 Mid. T.A; : Lytcar, Bir-
mingham. [9865

1 Q 13-14 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed. clutch, spring frame,
Xt/ electric light, horn, kick-starter, new chain.
mudguards, etc., engine in excellent condition, fast,

and wonderful puller, luggage grid, spare handle-bars;
.£50.—Congreve, Pridgeon Vicarage. Steyniug. Also
Mills-Fulford sidecar, just re-varnished; complete with
cycle, £60. [9912

LATE 1914 2-speed 7-9h.p. Indian, electric equip-
ment, iu first -cla&s condition throughout, £50

;

buyer can have the option of new Mills-Fulford cane-
sid'^car, £13/13 f black chassis], or new latest 1915
Millrt-Fulford £19/19 Red Empress; also 1915 model C.
3 weeks old, 3-9peed, -electric equipment, absoJutely
perfect, with extra fine flexible coach Indian sidecar,

£85, or best oSer.—Indian Agent for Chester, Hoiswiil,
103, Brook St. 'Phone: 943. [9624

INDIAN, Hendee Special, new July, 1914. mileage
only 3.600, Millford Indian coachbuilt sidecar,

luxuriou6 combination, spring frame, large saddle.
tyres excellent, new batteiies and leads. 2 electric head
lamps, real light, and horn, new 2-speed gear and kick
.starter, speedometer, clutch, full spares, including new
chains and 4 lamp bulbs, tools, whole in brand new
condition, and guaranteed perfect, overhauled by makers
July; cost £105: owner enlisting, and will sacrifice for
£75 ; seen any time.— Bradley. School House, Tadworth.
Surrey. [X3455

Ivy.

IVY, 1913. 41/ih.p., Sturmey 3-speed, sidecar; £32.—
Starea, 8, St. Loyes, Bedford. [9797

Ixion.

1Q15 Ixion. Villiers 2-str.ike, new April, little used.
XJ7 perfect; £22.-60, Eingscourt Rd., Streatham,
Loudon. [9741

James.
JAMES. 1913. 4i4h.p., 3-fipeed, clutch, lamps; £36 —

A.C.. Ranneymeade, Shepperton. [9610

JAMES. 4i^h.p. T.T., condition like new, perfect;
£27.-67, Wantage Rd.. Reading. [X3464

15 James Turnout, 300 miles, full equipment,
Lucas lighting; £80.—Golby, Batley. [X3579

JAMES Combination, like new. and Lucas acces-

sories, speedometer; £60.—Leighton's, opposite
Wood Green Station. [9770

JAMES, 1915. 2-stroke, 2-speed, only 3 weeks old,

running better than new, lamp, speedometer;
£30.—Lieut. Storey, R.F.C. Mese. Dover. [9734

I Q15 James, 4'Ah.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch,
JLt/ kick starter, fitted with James canoelet sidecar.

complete ; 73 gns.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.
[9883

JAMES, 4i^h.p., Canoelet sidecar, wind screen, lamps,
etc., complete ; £60 : quick pale desired : owner

going abroad.—Dixoo, Belle Vue. Beeston Rd.. Shering-
ham. [313137

JAMES 3'Ah.p. Twin. Iate-i9l4, 3-speed. only done
900 milfs, lamp. horn, tools, etc.. perfect condi-

tion thiougbout. unpunctured: £53.—Unsworth, Grim-
sargh. near Preston. [53460

JAMES. 1915, 4i4h.p., 3-6peed coanter-shaft gear.
clutch and kick starter." chain drive. Canqelet

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit.- Lucas elec-

tric horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261. Dean-eate.
Manchester. [0674

J. A. P.

6h.p. Combiuation, 1915. J.A.P. engino. all acces-

sories; £60.—Leighton's. opposite Wood Green
Station. [9771

1 013 4h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, too powerful; ex-
Xt/ change for lightweight, or sell cheap. — 101.

Clonmell Rd., Downhills Park, Tottenham. [9ol3

J.E.S

JE-S-, Engine, in splendid condition; £11.—Nobb«,
Beech Villa, Priory Rd., Hornsey. London. [9645

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry.

KEEET-ABINGDON, S'/.b.p., 2 speeds, clutcll, side-

car; £24.—Kllercamp, Cornbrook, Baring Rd.,

Grove Park, Lee, S.E. 19856

Lea-Francis.
"1014 Lea and Franeiti, excellent order; 50 gns.—12,LU Cheltenham St., Barrow-in-Fnrnesa. [X3484

LEA-FKANCIS, 1914, ZVih-V-, perfect ; any trial

Eiyen; £45.—31a, Broomfleld Ed., Chelmsford.
[9818

LE^-FKANCIS 3i4h..p. Twin, 2-speed, clntch, chain
transmission, in absolute perfect condition ; £46.

—Huoklebiidge, 133, Sloane St., London. [X3159

Levis.

LEVIS Populars from stock.—Lamb'e, 161, High
St.. Walthametow. [9600

LEVIS, 2y.,h.p., 1913, jnst overhauled, fast; £18.—
Wilson, iless 8, Flying School, Eastohurch, Sheppey.

[X3206

"I Q15 Levis, almost new; cost with accessories £30,
-i- *y accept £24 ; buying car.—Birchbank, Queen St.,

Heywood. [X3622

LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth down, 2%%
on balance.-Referee Cycle Co., 332, High Hoi-

born, W.C. [2773

LEVIS, 2»^h.p., 1913, 2-speed countershaft model,
drip feed lubrication, heavy Dunlop tyres; £22.

—Moss, Wem. [9909

1015 Levis, 25^h.p.. done 300 milea, brand new, all

JLt' acceseories, complete: £28.-17, Upton Rd., Angel
Ed., Edmonton, London. (9592

1 Q15 Levis Popillar, perfect condition; £26, cost June
^*y £31: owner joining transport. — Lawnswood,
Huguenot Place, Wandsworth. [9552

"IQ14^:i 2^4h-p. Levis, 2-speed Model de Luse, new
X«7 condition, 500 miles; £30.—Dodd, 11, Tanners
Lane, Pendleton, Manchester. [9885

1 Q15 Levis, 2V:,li.p., Popular model, absolutely in
it^ etock: £28/1; exchanges: easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model, 2Mh.p., just arrived from
j

works: immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wilkinsi Simp-
eon and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [9613

LEVLS Popular, 2VA.p. single, and 2-speed, and Dc
;

Luxe models.—Sole Midland distributing agents, i

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham, [X3034

1 Q14 Levis, 25/4h.p., 2-speed, lamp, generator, horn,'
JLf/ mirror, speedometer, cost £50, splendid, no
trouble bike, grand condition; £32.—Nevitt, 210, St.
Albans Ed., Watford. [X3523

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.—
Sole London and district agents, Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C
'Phone: 1432 Eegent. [0711

LincolH'Elk.
10131/0 41/lh-p, Lincoln-Elk, 2-speed, kick starter, with
Xtf sidecar, just completely overhauled; price £28,—
White Hart Garage. Brentwood, Esses. [9823

Blartin.

MARTIN-J.A.P., T.T., 4h.p., F.E., little used,
Stewart, all accessories; £35.—Box 9,069, Tlic

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3610

Matchless.
-in 15 Special SVl.i.p, Twin MIA.G.-Matchless, De
JLt/ Lissa valves, 2 speeds; £57.-53, BrownLiU Rd.,
Oatford. [9787

1 Ql^ Twin Matchless, Swan sidecar, excellent com-
XtJ bination; £52; will separate.—Midland Garage,
Oxford. [X3493

MATCHLESS 1915 SB. Combination, as new, done
450 miles; £88.-Buttle, 15, Basinghall St,,

London. [9847

MATCHLESS, 1913, 2-speed, kick-starter, 8h.p.,
speedometer; £38.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston

Rd., London. [9868

MATCHLESS Combination, 1913%, 6h.p., 2-speed.
kick-starter, all accessories, first-class condition

;

owner wounded; £60, or near offer.—P.G. Garage,
High St., Hampstead (next Tube Station). [9508

MATCIILESS-J.A.P., 1911-12, 7h.p., 2-speed, kick-
starter, double belt drive, tyres unscratchcd,

26in.x3in. combination back, 26in. x2V2in. heavy front,
2 spare tubes, good condition, £31 ; coachbuilt sidecar,
£3 ; exchange cycle car.—24, Wearside Rd., Lewisham,
S.E. [X3603

Minerva.
Oilb.p. Minerva, Bosch; £11/10.-53, Brownhill Bd-
/*4 Catford. [9789

23.h.p. Minerva, re-bushed, new piston, £5/15- 3'^.

4 h.p. Minerva, £5/10.—Robinson, Sandy, Bedford-
shire. [9665

MINERVA, S'/jh.p., free, 2 speeds, mag., B.B., Druids,
low, perfect ; £18.—Chauffeur, Haddon Garage.

Weybridge. [9632

X?6.—2Vib.p. Minerva, low-built, Senspray, good order,w good condition, Hellesen ignition.— 2, Gloucester
Rd., Peokham. [9638

MINERVA, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, chain drive, mag., spring
forks, new tyres, climb anything; £15; exchange

Mglier power.—Bowker, Oakworth, Keighley. [X3519

TERMS.

You can obtain

early delivery of

(^ndia^- Motor

Cycles on easy terms

at Godfrey's and your

old mount will be

taken in part payment.

This applies to all

leading models and

also to our selected

stock of guaranteed

second-hand machmes

Write for full list

. and particulars.

.

Godfrey's, itn.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (alines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Moto-Reve.

3ih.p. Moto-Eeve Twin, mag., tyres, -tnbee as ne«,
4 perfect running order; £10.—Ford, Southampton

House, Winchester. [9531
Motosacoche

£6.—Motosacoche. spring forks, tyres good, runnini
order,—26, Alexandra Ed., Homsey, [9844 !

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, I'Ah.-O-. accumnlator. Sriit. I

class order, accumulator ; £5/10.—44, Mafeking
Av., East H*m. [9556!

MOTOSACOCHE, 2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., Whittle.
Druid spring forks; good condition: £11.—476a,

Harrow Ed., W. [9756

MOTOSACOCHE, 1914,- S'^bp- twin, 3 speeds
thoroughly sound; £35.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. (9863

aJLh.p. Lightweight Motosacoche, Bosch, Druids, oiner-

2 hauled, perfect; trial; £16.—L., The Stables

New Lodge, Windsor Forest. [9547

MOTOSACOCHE l^ih.p- LightweigM, perfect run-

ning condition, 1 speed, new tyres, new 4 volt

accumulator; £6/10.—Electricity Worke, Caterham.
[X31S3

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1913, 4h.p.. 3-speed, good tyres, per
feet; trial; £30.—Stocks, Thurlstone, Penistoae

(D) rX3635

NEW Hudson Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, good con-

dition, little used, Canoelet sidecar, many spaics:

£45.— Gale, 17, Asbburnhani Grove., Greenwich. [957*

NEW Hudson, 3h.p., 1913-14, 3 speeds, kick starta.

accessories, and spares, little used, unscratched;

£33.—Seen at 33, Deanhill Rd., E. Sheen. After 7.

[9619

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36; all models Irom

stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed-
Plymouth. i0603

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, not

done 1.000 miles, brand new condition, unscrutched,

perfect order, valuable acceesories; £40.-47, Mosford

St,, Burdett Rd., Bow, E. [X3601

NEW Hudson, SV.h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear;

£63; delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and

28, Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. (0570

2ih.p. New Hjdson, 1912, 3.3peed gear, outward
2 condition and tyres guaranteed excellent,

engine just overhauled, lamp and bom; £25.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. (6867

^

NEW Hudson 4h.p. 1913 Combination, coachbnilt

Armstrong 3-speed combined drive, Cowey, F.R.tj

lamp, excellent order; £42 cash, or entertain Scot!

exchange.—Butler, Ryegate, Helmsley. [X315C

New Imperial.

1Q15 New Imperial, 2>,i.h.p. JA.P., 2.specd. hardll

LtJ ridden, gear raised 5U— 1 ; £29/10:—Eailwaj
Garage, Staines. [984S

NEW Imperial J.A.P. Light Tourist, 2Vih.p. ; £34;3;6
cash, or on easy terms.—Referee Cycle Co,, 332.

High Holbotn. W.C. 12771

NEW Imperial Lightweights, 2 speeds, actually -in

stock; £34/3/6; exchanges considered.—City Motm
Co., 125, London Ed., Manchester. [0716

1Q15 2''4b.p, Kew Imperial.J.A. P., 2-speed. actuallj

XU in stock; price £34/3/6; exchanges: eftsj

ten- s.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.
[X640e

1 Q15 (July) New Imperial-Jap. 2 speeds, accessories;

-L»/ £29/10; exchange free engine, hand clutch pre-

ferred.- Wiltinson, Shoemaker, Bb'ton, Uaiusbcrovish.
[\54H

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2','.b.p., recently overhauled, ne»

belt, new back tyre, very little used, proliert)

of a doctor who is buying light car; may be tried anj

time.—Apply, Richards ' Bros., Axminster, Devon.
[X3175

NEW Imperial, the best all-round lightweight madft-

fitted with 2',ih,p, J.A.P. engine and countershan
2-speed gear, will take you anywhere: price £34/3/6;
delivery from stock.—The Colmore Depot, 31, EenslMl
St„ Liverpool. 194W

Norton.

NORTON, 1915, 3'-jh.p., Sturmey-Archer couutershnW:
actually in stock, delivery immediately : £62.—

Lticas, Garage, Mansfield. [X339I

"VTOETON, T.T. bars, 3-speed gear, only usetl le»
li weeks ; £52 ; similar machine with touriup baa
and footboards, £52.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, HnntB

[9831

NORTON, 1915. 3'4h,p.. Brooklands road racer, witl

Philipson pulley, certificate gvuirnnteeing over 61

iii.ph,: cost £64 few weeks ago. and only used 2w
miles, like new great bargain, £48.—Alexander's, 115
Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [SSX

N.S.U.

N.S.U.. 31-h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, very low: £16
or near'offer.- 95, King's Rd,, Kingston-on-ThameB

[9611

N.S.U., 2h.p.. cost £31 la.st year, excellent condition

seen by appointment.—Grove, 8, Portman Mansion*
W.' (96S;

N.S.U.. 1914. 2^ih.p.. 2 speeds, kicl-starter ; £22,.
bargain.—Percy and Co., 537, Eustoii Rd., I.0I

don. [986

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tiie number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1EIUi\IPH, 1914, 4h.p., jierfert as new, accessorios

;

,. f'la.-Hollinvny, 35, Lynton Kd., Aftcin. r9640

?1.T. Triumph, 1914y', nb.^olutely perfect; pnrtionlnrs,

). trial ; first offer over £39—35, Ford St., Coventry.
1X3559

909 3>ih.p. Triumph, in fine order. *20; 1910 Tri-

umph, £20.— Cross. Jeweller, Rotherhani.
[X3529

TRIUMriT. 3V>h.p.. 1906, rompletely overhauled;
. ,£14.—Auto Mart. 133, Hammersmith Rd.. W.
-- [9693

913 T.T. Triumph, in exeellent condition; a bar-
train, £29.—Newnham, 223, Hamiuersmitli Ed.,

19674

>ih.p. Triuiaph, 1911, ne-n' Senspray, just over-
)2 hauled: £19.-23, Little Ealing Laue, Ealing.

[9713

pEirMPH, 1908, S'/ih.p., splendid condition, as le-

l liable as new; £17.—Plant, 77, High St., Newport.
Ilop [X3533

913'-j Triumph, chitcll. spCBrtolueter, lamps, new
condition ; £38.—Smith. Baker, Wateringbirry,

cut. [9628

rRIITMPH. 1911, in good condition, lamp, horn,
and tools; bargain, £23.—Bacon, Wellington,

llop. [X3178

flTSirMPH, 1914 model. -4h.p.. 3 speeds, property ot
L otfleer on active eervice ; £45.—Sutton, Station Rd..
.,ir!ow. [9737

J<IEST-CLASS Late 1914 Triumph, and best Millford
t^ideear. 3 speeds; £61; will separate.—Midland

arage. Oxford. (X3492

kih.p. Triumph for quick sale, S-speed, and clutoli.
»2 in first-class order; £28.- Apply, 60, Sunny Hill
d., Streatham. [9585

912 Triumph, 3V2h.p., free ei>gine, new Tyres and
tubes, all accessories; £30.—Rowe, 82, East St..

arnham. Siirrey. [9651

HRIUMPH. 19131.'.. 3-speed. S'ih.p., in excellent con-
L dition; £38.—W. Nevison. 45. Thornville Rd..
'est Hartlepool. [X3S99

pRIUMPH Junior. 19141,2. 2-speed. lamp, horn.
L watch, spares, excellent condition; £35.—Gibb.
ough, Gloucester. rX3537

912 SV-jh.p. Triumph perfect condition, lamp, horn,
and speedometer, tvies as new; £30.-47, Skelton

d.. Forest Gate. • [9655

nEIUMPH, late Wll. clutch, speed.imeter. lamp,
L horn, wicter sidecar; £26.— Grisby, 134. London
d.. Kingston, Surrey. [9715

CRIUMPH S'ih.p. 1912 Combination. 2 speeds,
speedometer, complete; £25.—Percy and Co..

37, Euston Rd., London. [9876

914'o Trirrmph, 4h.p., 3 speeds. Gloria £23 sidecar,
accessories, equal new, only ridden 600 miles:

58.—Rich, Garage, Shifnal. [9792

PRIUMPH, 1910, S'.ih.p., free engine, 3-speed, good
L condition, new coachbuilt sidecar: £35.^jkvton.
ark Villa, Park Rd., Radlett. [X'3602

fEIXTMPH. 1913, SVah.p., 3 speeds, Cowey, all acces-
L sorie.s perfeL't condition ; £35 casTi.—Write, Eichard-
m, 9, Manor Mount, Forest Hill. [X3141
" ATE 1912 Triirmph and Sidecar, clutch model,
-J cylinder, piston, and belt new, in perfect condi-
ou.— C.Tan, Builder, Bude, Ornwall. [9583

914 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed. coachbuilt sidecar,
egual to new; £58.-F. G. Halsev, 199, Uxbridge

d.. Mill End, Eickmansworth, Herts. [9571

rRIUMPH, late 1911. clutch, lamp, horn, spares,
engine recently overhauled, splendid condition;

:25.—Beaumont. St. John St., Beverley. [X3566

rRIUMPH, late 1914, with coachbuilt sidecar, 3-
speed. speedometer, and accessories, splendid con-

ition; £55.-110, Southcroft Rd., Tooting. S.W. [9778

rEIUMPH, late 1911, Dunlop belt, adjustable pulley,
condition ^^plendid ; £22 ; appointment only.—Ed-

ards, 11, Spring Garden Place, Stepney, London. [X3155

rElUMPH, -1914%, 4h.p.. Millford wicker sidecar.
Palmer cords, all accessories, scarcely soiled bar-

ain, 50 gns., cost £70.—Percy, Goxhill, Lines. [X3145
rEIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, T.T. roadster, little used,

e.vcellent condition, Gloria cane sidecar ; £54, or
sparate.- 4, Tenby Av., Withington, Manchester.

1.X3136
Q13ii T.T. Triumph, olutcli model, Dunlops. fast

L*/ machine, perfect condition; owner at Front;
35, or near ofier.—24, Lake House Ed., Wanstead.
_ LX3432
PEIUMPH. 1909. N.S.TJ. 2-speed, cane sidecar, lamps,
- liorn, speedometer, spare.s, new tyres and belt

;

:25.-Chase Bros., 12a, Station Ed., TVest Crovdon.
_ [X3490
PEIUMPH. 1914 (July), 4h-p., 3-speed, semi T.T.,
*• with Fitsu £14 cane 'sidecar, excellent condition;
'53.—Luker, 19. Freer Ed., Handsworth, Birmingham.

r
11X3500

RIUMPH T.T. Roadster, late 1913, bought May.
1914, decompressor; open to expert examination:

verything like new-.—"Wallworth, Antrobus St., Congle-
on. [X3176

FRIUMPH, T.T., 1913=1. tyres and belt new, speed-
ometer. F.R.S. lamp, spare pulleys, belt, valve,

ierfect condition; £33.—Jakins, IS, Eolt St.. Deptford.
i.E. [9630

Kllli€lll%lll%lll»IIIKIIIXIII%IIIKIIIKI

The Service Co., Ltd.
•for PROMPT DELIVERY o-f

NEW 1915 MODELS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
SUN-VILLIERS, 2!h.p., 2-stroke .... £26 5*
WOLF, ;'i h.p., 2-stroke £24 3*

ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £26 5-

J.H. ditto £29 8
ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-specd £37 0*

O.K. Junior, 2-speed. Mark III £31 10»
O.K. "lunior, J.A.P. engine, Mark IV.. £32 11»
CONNAUGHT Miniatvire £26 5»
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-spccd £36 5

MEDIUM WEIGHT.
NUMBER, 3.', h.p.. 3-speed £57 10
MOTOSACOCHE, 3! h.p., twin, 2-5peed £62
INDIAN, Model B, 5 h.p., 3-speed ... £63

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
'

6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD, 3-speerl, with Sc. £86
NORTON Big 4, 3-speed countershaft

gear, chain drive, and Sidecar .... £80 0*
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model, and

Millford Empress Sidccac £91 7
SERVICE 23-3 h.p. 2-str. Sidecarette,

with 2-spee.l-countershaft gear . . . £50 0*
Other makes in a few days.
*Subject to surcharge of 5%.

= LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES AND
« EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

1 =

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
We have a stock of igood machines. Please
send for current list, and state your require-

ments. Selection :

Stock
No. H.P. Specification. Price.

UNDER £20.

352. :} DOUGLAS, rgro, tvvin-cyl.,

magneto, spring forks £16
3^ PREMIER, rgro-rr, magneto,
spring forks, powerful motor
cycle £18

2V MOTOSACOCHE, r9r4, vari-

able gear £19

£20 to £30.
35r. 2^ O.K. Junior, r9T4 model, 2-sp.

countershaft gear, very nice
order £24

430. 3! HUMBER, rgiT, 2-5peed and
clutch, with cane cavioe-shapc
Sidecar £28

417. 3i N.S.U., 1912, 2-speed and
wicker side-entrance Sidecar,

grand condition £30

£30 to £40.

432. 6 ZENITH (late iQti), with
Graoua ge.ar and accessories . . £32 10

307. 5-6 RUDGE Multi, r9r4, with
multi gear, good going order.. £37 10

OVER £40.
423. 2i DOUGLAS, I9r4, Model W,

2-sp., clutch and kick starter,
-- like new £45

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
GOOD SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES PUR-

CHASED FOR CASH.

Sole Agents for CONNAUGHT, CLYNO, and
METRO MOTOR CYCLES. Also EMPIRE and

HERCULES SIDECARS.

MILLFORD, WATSONIAN & SERVICE SIDE-
CARS in Stock.

1 289-292-293, High Holborn,

= LONDON, W.G.
^ 'Phone—260, Central. Wires—"Admittedly."

KlIISCIIIKIIIXIIIKIIlXillXIIIKfllXIIiHin

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH. 1912. clutth. N.S.U. 2-Kpecd, Mont-
goraeiy sidecar, lamp, speedometer, horn, ;.ll on;

nny trial; £35, or near ofler.—24, Hcarnville UcJ.,
Jialham. [X3515

1Q12 Free Engine Triumpli, with light wicker Mde-
-1.*/ ear, Liicafi lighting j^et, horn, 8parc<s, t;tolH; any
expert examinjition : offer.-^.—Butcher, 12, HolniMdalc
Ed., Coventry. [X3482

TRIUM1»H, 1914, 4h.p., 3-8peed, eluteh. Millford
eoach sidecar, lamp, car horn, spee(k)nietL'r, ^psirex,

tools, splendid condition; £55.—Payne, 96, Basing^^toke
Rd., Reading. [X3403

"I 014 Triumph, 3-speed, and 1915 Miils-Fulford
J-t? coachbuilt Skiff sidecar, 3 Lucas Jarape, and liorn,
only used 3 months; £55; any trial.—Deane, Matlock
Bath, Derbyshire. [X3583

1 Q12 Triumph, new semi-T.T. bars 3nd mudguards
J-*? 1915 cylinder, piston, valves, Lncas lamp, hora
Jones speedometer; ^£30, offers.—E. Roberts, 41, Lang
dale Rd.. Liverpool. [X35X1.

TRIUMPHS. - Late 1913 track Triumph, fully
equipped, exceptionally fast, £35; 1913y2 3-spee(J

and Corvette sidecar, £40; both excellent condition.—
Lucas, Garage, Mansfield. [X3400

TRIUMPH. 3'Ab.p., 1911, free engine, clutch, nearly
new tyres, all accessories, etc., ju«t been thor-

oughly overliauled: £28, or near offer.—Rivers, 286,
Wightman Rd., Homsey. [9680

1 QIO SViih.p. Triumph, new heavy Dunlopa, lampe,
Ai7 all accessories, splendid condition throughout,
phitin? and enamelling as new, carefully used; £20.—
436, Whiteborse Ed., Thornton Heath. [970£

TRIUMPH, 4h.p. (July. 1914), 3-speed, mechanical
condition, and tyres perfect, with £18 Gloria spring

wheel cane sidecar; cash 50 gns.; any trial; no offers.—
Houlding, Balfour Ed., Preston, Lanes. [X3551

3ih.p. Triumph, ju-^t overhauled by makers, 1915 new
2 cylinder and pieton. serai T.T. bars, ball bear-

ing mag., new Triumph carburetter, in excellent order;
£28/10.-5, The Parade, Belmont, Surrey. [X354a

TRIUMPH, 1911. clutch model, just overhauled,
splendid appearance, tyres and belt as new, P-

and H. lamp set. horn, belt, pump, etc., guaranteed;
£25, or nearest.—136, Dalmally Rd., Croydon. [9728

TRIUMPH, 1913-14, 3V2h.p., clutoh model, new
tyres, new belt, .all accessories, very fast, in per-

fect condition; take £32; owner gone to the Front.-
Hargreaves, Milton Mount, Chorley, Lancashire. [9843

TRIUMPH, SV^h.p., new Eempshall teavy non-skid
tyres, Pcdiey belt, eplendid condition, fast; £18.

or with speedometer, overalls, and spare belt, ready for

road; £20.—James, 63. Lansdowne Rd., E. Croydon.
rX3431

1Ql3-7i SV^h.p. 3-speed Triumph [new Feb., 1914),
J- 1/ J.S. 1914 Lub, Triumph decompressor, P. and
H. lamp, Lucas rear, horn, spare valve, plug, splendid
condition ; £44.—Williams, 7, Emanuel Av., Acton, W.

tX3597
LATE 1912 Free Engine Triumph, Bramble coach-

built sidecar, 2-speed, 2 lamps, horn, speedometer,
mirror, good tyres and belt. 2 spare tubes and belt,

splendid condition ; £39 cash for quick sale.—94,
Kingswood Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [9694

1 Q13 Triumph, S-speed, large J.S. hub, extra heavy
X.%j tvres, excellent condition, ridden under 2.000
miles, enamel and plate as new, condition guaranteed.
£39; with art cane sporting sidecar, underslung
chassis, £47.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [6866

Vindec.

VIKDEC 1913, 2-cyl., sy^h.p., free engine, Sturmey-
Archer 3-6peed gear, Brampton Biflex forks, with

Mills torpedo sidecar, engine just overhauled ; £32, or
close offer.—24, Lake House Rd., Wansteai [X3433

V.S.

K-6h.p. V.S. Twin BoscTi, B,B., £15: with Herald
'iJ sidecar, £17 ; trial.-Marks, College Ship, Bromley.
Kent. ^ C9524

V.S., 7h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, sidecar, good tyres,

excellent condition; £32, or nearest offer.—Pier-
son, 134, Bath St., Rugby. [X3567

White and Poppe.
3ih.p. White and Poppe and Sidecar, Bosch, recently

2 thoroughly overhauled. Millennium 2-speed, and
free engine, grand puller; £18.—Clark, Garage, Long
Melford. [9506

Williamson,
ITTILIJAMSON' New 1914 .Water-cooled Corabina-
VV tion: £99/5, or close cash offer.—Motorics, 68.
Horton St., Halifax. [0706

WILLIAMSON" Combination, 8h.p, all accessories,

tyres, new Palmer, Dunlop; £50, or neare.'^t.—44.

James St., Blackley, Manchester. [X3386

WILLIAMSON Combination. Sh.p., w.c, 19141/2
- hood, screen, speedometer, lighting set, done

2.000; 65 gns.~7, Surbiton Rd., Kingston. [969^

Wolf.

OlliP- 2-speed 1914 Wolf, new condition; £18.—Hall'a.
^2 Engineers, Matlock. [X313S

WOLF, 1915. 2-stroke. only run about 100 milea

;

£21/10.-Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm
Rd.. N.W. [9833

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacli. advertisement and the date of the issue. a^O
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

WOLF. 2V3li.P-. 3-spGed, kick starter, clutch model.
Stelastfc back tyre, in new condition, done 1.000

miles: £24.—F. Keen, Whieldcn St., Amersham, Bucks.
[9805

2ih.p. 1911 WoU, outside flywheel, T.T. bars, low,
4 powerful. Bosch. B. and B., engine re-bnshed,

CTerything splendid order: great bargain, £13.—Micky,
69. Ridge St., Watford. [X3592

Yale.

YAJjE, 1914, 2-speed, with Swan eoachbuilt sidecar;

£55.—Martin, 33, GiUingham St., S.W. [9804

YALE Motor Cycle in stock, 8h.p., 2-«peed, kick start;

60gns. — Jonea, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

buie ayeiii Ijl N. London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Hornsey 2562. [7636

Zenith.

3ih.p. Zenith-Gradua, as new. plating, enamel per-

2 feet: bargain, £40.—Timmone, Mansfield. [X3573a

ZENITH, 1915, and sidecar, countershaft, demonstra-
tion model: £75.—Lucas, Garage, Mansfield.

[X3401
8h.p. Zenith, red, countershaft, £21 Montgomery side-

car, acceseoriee; £65.-7, Pembridge Villas, Lon-
don. [9719

"I Q12 SV^li-P- Zenith-GUadua and Coach Sidecar, good
X«/ condition; £28.—Westwood, St. Paul's Schools,

Mill Hill, N.W. [S3e36

ZENITH-GRADUA,
nearest £55.

Richmond, S.W.

1Q13 Zenith,Xv condition,

3,000 miles, excellent condition;
Holte, 21, Old Deer Park Gardens,

(9539

6h.p., and cane sidecar, in excellent
and all accessories; £38.—Seen 223.

High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [9670

RACING 1914^/i 8-lOh.p. m.o.o.T. Zenith and Scott

Westall sidecar, very fast, green finish
£72. -Gilbert Hall, Matlock.

heaps of

[X3138spares

ZENITH-GRADUA, late 1912. J.A.P. engine, vari-

able gear, with nice cane sidecar and lamp*^,

lovely condition; £38.—Moss, Wem. [X3607

~| Q 12 6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, in splendid condition,
Xt7 tyres and belt as -flew, fine goer; great bargain,
35 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024

[X3558
ZENITH, 6h.p., 1913, Gradua gear, C.B. sidecar,

speedometer, 3 lamps, new tyres, spare tyre; £38
perfect condition.—F.G.B., c/o 86, Boundary Rd., Elast

Ham. [9779

1Q13 Zenith. SVsb.p. JA.P., F.R.S., Stuart, splendid
X*/ going order, done 1.327 miles, new Dunlop belt,

pood tvres, sidecar; £25.—Stovell, Ironmonger. Hall
St., Stockport. [X3450

ZENITH-GRABUA, 6h.p.. clutch, with Bramble side-

car, hood, screen, r.s new. i915; £63; owner buy-
ing car.-Box LI, 105, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,
Tndor St.. E.G. [9890

3ih.p. Zenith, 1910, and Millford wicker sidecar,
2 splendid running order, well tyred; accept £25,

or near offer; real bargain.— 7, Stanhope Rd., Sidcnp.
Seen after 7 p.m. [X3322

6h.p. Zenith Combination, late 1914, almost new,
countershaft, kick starter, speedometer, fully

equipped, guaranteed; £70.—Percy and Co., 337.
Euston Rd., London. [9874

ZENITH, 4h.p., Gradua gear, 1913 engine, running
perfectly, new belt and tyres throughout, all parts

in good order, accessories; £35.—Richardson, Post
Office, Union Rd., Rotherhithe. [9911

ZENITH Gradua 1915 Models in Stoc.k.-3V>lt.P- twin
model B 59 gns., 4-5h.p. model D 62 gns., 8h.p.

model H 73 gns, plus 5% increase; sidecars in stock;
exchanges, extended terras.—Eke and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av.. Cuniojjiile St., E.G. [0491

Ladies' Machines.

Y ADY'S Humber, 2h.p., free engine, pedal starting,
absolutely new condition ; £22.—Alexander's,

-OVERSEA RIDERS
I Should insist on

I "FORWARD"
I BRITISH FASTENERS

As fitted by all the leading makers.

115, Lothian Ed.,' Edinburgh. [9399

"IQ15 Royal Rubj', ladies' model, Lead light, generator,
J-«7 horn, etc., as_now; £23/10—Write, Eex Mundy,
19, Grafton Mews, Warren St., W. [9838

LADY'S Connaught, 1915, aVsh.p.. 3-speed. kick etart,
lamp, horn, accessories, insurance, run 300 milct^.

—Motorist, AVhite Stone Farm, Nuneaton. [S3441

Miiicellaneous.
3JLh.p. 1911 B.S.A., in perfect condition, and tyres

2 nearly new : £20.

3il.p. 1908 Triumph, recently overlauled, condition
2 good; £14/10.— Pytchley Garage, Banbury. [9605

4h.p. Carapion-Jap,
1913.—Corpl. French,

1 K A Motor Cycles and light cars for sale; low cashXtfVf prices.—Motories. 68. Horton St., Halifax.

£22; 4',4h.p. Precision, £'23- bntli
Fenny Stratford. [X3214

FOR
Maxwell,

[0708
good, cheap motor oycle, see Morgan and

well. The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd.,
Streatham, and branches. [X3512

IF You Want Bargains in second-haud motor cycles
you can get them at Wauchope's (cash or easy

terms), 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2000

SECONDHAND Motor Cycles.-We linye a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very lo\v

prices to clear; send us your renuirements and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford

[0314

the World's most

PAT.

" FORWARD,"
Fitted with Unbreakable Steel Links, which
cannot break or come apart In use.

" FORWARD
LEATHER LINK

for use with the

" Forward

Fastener.

"KING HOOK,"

1/- detachable

" KING
HOOK

Leather Link

lOd. each.

1/3 adjustable.

the Original
Hook Fastener

with Flanged Roller Bearings. Invented
by us in 1911, it has been extensively
copied but never equalled-

• "CHAMPION KNUT," •
a popular Fastener at a popular price-

Wonderful value.
Sd. detachable. 1/- adjustable.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMrNGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscetlaneous.

TJEBDEN'S Have in Stock:

15 Enfields. 8h.p. and 6h.p. combinations,
and 2\^h.p. lightweights.

Jkp.19
1 Q15 Indians, 3V2hp., 5h.p., and 71i.p., -with or with-
J- *y out sidecar.

"I Q15 James, Al^h-p. 3-speed combinations and 2^
J- 1/ h.p. 2-stroke 2-Epeed.

-j QlS Wolf-Peco, 2f4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £33.

"IQ15 'WoU, 2V2-3fa.p., 2-stroke, 2-£peed; £31.

-| qi5 New Imperial-Jap, 2i/^lup., 2-Epeecl; £34.

1 QlS Wolf, 2i/V3h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, not run 300
-l-»? miles, as new; £27, complete.

*! QlS Enfield 8h.p. Motor and Sidecar, fit with hood
X«7 screen, Lncas head lamp, 70/- set Lucas rear

light, horn, sidecar lamp, guaranteed as new, not run
300 miles; cost £98, accept £90.

2ih.p. Motosacoche. fit with new Senspray, mag.,
4 perfect; £12, a gift.

1 Q14 Enfield 6h.p. Motor and Sidecar, complete u
J- •-' new ; offers.

1 Q12 Humber, 3^^h.p., 2-speed, 1914 engine, ne«
JL*^ Canoelet sidecar; £38.

"I Q12 5-6h.p. Clyno and Sidecar, 2-speed; a bargain.
X€/ £39.

T Q12 Enfield, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, complete; a bargain.
J-*y £23.

~| Q12 5h.p. F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, and sidecar, perfect;
X«/ £19.

1 Q15 New lOh.p. Singer Car, dynamo lighting set
X t/ dickey seat.

1 QlS New Hnmberette 2-Eeat. Car, 8-lOh.p.. 3-spetd
Xt/ and reverse, non-skid tyres on back; best oHei

accepted.

1 Q15 New Williamson^ Cycle Car, 2-seat., Sli.p , 3-

BurBley
[9854

peed, water-cooled; £120.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James St.,

Tel. : 488.

PALMER'S Garnge and Motor Auction Rooms, 183,

185, 387, 189. High St., Tooting.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tocting.~The pre-eminent vIal'.

for puicha>:ins motor cyoles and &• -
Auctions fortnightly.

PALMEE'S Gaioge, Tooting.—3h.p. Ees, k» . .

^ast, engine just Te-bu€h.ed: £8.

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—3h.p. 1913-14 B.
Enfield twin, 2-speed counterehnft, lightweigui

.1^ new; £37/10.

PALMEE'S Garnge. Tooting.—3V>4h.p. 1914-5 Dong
las combination, ae new, tyres hardly scratched

£75.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting:.—2^ih. p. N.S.r. twit

lightweight, 2 speeds, F.E-: £17/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—2i^h.p. Minerva, i-;

aUh.p. F.N., 4 cyls, £10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—o^^jh.p. Scott, 2-strok*

2 speeds. 2 cyls., 1&13 late model, as new; £37.'10

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—2?4h.p. nearly new !
lightweight de luxe, 2 epeeds, 2-2troke; £35.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—3^"h.p- Humber. 2-siv
£18; 3^,i.h.p. Premier, 2-6peed, £25.

PALMER'S Gonige. Tcotine.—7-9h.p. Bat-Jap.
speed, £20: 3U'h.p. Centaur, £10; oV'h.p. Fafi;

£12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once f.T i:

trated dual catalogue of auction sale »

also over 50 photographic illustrations of au:
in stock.

EAGLES.— Jarne.*. 5^^h.^. 1914 twin, 2-speed >iiii:'

shaft gear, kick starter, enclo^ied chain drive. T
handle-bars, all accessories, new condition; £47/10.

N.S.XT. 3h.p. twin. 1914. loop frame,
g, 2 speeds, free eng: ' "

'

boards, liunlo© heavy tyres; £35

EAGLES.-Eover. 3',-jh.p.. 1914, .^-speed mod.*!, i^

footboards, front and rear lamps, accessories: f-

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap. 8h.p. twin. 1911-12 model,
speed gear, free engine, spring frame; £"9 10

EAGLES.—N.S.tT.. 6h.p. ivria, 2 speeds, free oncu.
Kenipshall tyres, footboards, eoachbuilt sidecar

any trial; £28.'10.

Precision. 4»4h.p.. 1913, 2-speed, connlfli
' ' ' " . chain and belt drin

eoachbuilt sidecar; £59.

E.\GLES.—N.S.U., 5>;.h.p,. 1912, model de Isi
(85x88). Amac latest carburetter, N.S.U. i

speeds, adjustable pulley; £25.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 1912 2-sreed model, eemi -T.l

handle-bare, excellent condition; £28.

E.\GLES.—Any of the above can -be had on ajHW
val, " The Motor Cycle " deposit system.-

Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. Tel. : 556 Chiswic)
[5:349

EAGLES
springing, 2 speeds, free engine, kick-starter, fi-

E AGLES.- ., ,

shaft gear, kick-starter,

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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Our Oversea Trade.

SOME few months ago we hinted that if it

were founid impossible to obtain a sufficient

supply of munitions for the British and
Allied armies without encroaching further

upon home motor manufacturers, a valu-.

able trade would be lost to this country. Sub-

sequent developments are still fresh in every-

one's mind. It was found that the whole engi-

neering trade must be mobilised in order to

maintain the necessary supply of munitions, not-

withstanding the serious and permanent damage
which might be caused to the Overseas motor
trade of this country, at a time, too, when
exports of costly articles is most desired in order

to counterbalance to some extent the immense
value of our imports, and thus maintain the

country-'s financial equilibrium. How unfortu-

nate this state of affairs is can best be gauged

'by a comparison of the values of imports and
exports, and especially during the first six months
of this year. In this period we have bought

_;£429,000,000 of goods from other countries

and only sold them _;;{^235, 000,000 worth ; that

means to say that each day we have been buy-

ing from them just over _^i,ooo,ooo worth of

goods more than they have bought from us.

The July returns show that British exports

of motor cycles afld parts just succeeded in sur-

passing the value of our imports, but we fear

it may be for the last time until there is some
real change in the need for munitions.. This is

disturbing to ^-any patriotic Britisher who has

watched our motor cycle exports quadruple

themselves slowly but surely in the course of a

few years.

But as a set off to this, a letter such as we
print in our correspondence columns this week

is, in its turn, most refreshing. A Pretorian

reader tells us that a group of acquaintances of

his draw lots as to who shall take the few precious

British-made mounts arriving in that quarter,

and we have no doubt that in other Overseas

dominions where British material and care and
attention to detail are appreciated, the same
longing for the home product is manifest.

This enthusiasm for British mounts should,
after peace is declared, very quickly help to

regain for our products the pre-eminence they
have obtained throughout the world, and it will

be some consolation to those manufacturers who,
having placed their (Country's call in the fore-

front, have to stand by helplessly and see our
American cousins profit. In this connection it

must not be overlooked that there are thousands
of agents who make their livelihood from the
sale of motor cycles, and, consequently, if no
British' products are forthcoming, it can hardly
be e.xpected that they shall eschew any connec-
tion with foreign-built machines, or rashly be
deemed unpatriotic for not so doing. The same
sentiment must after all apply to users. Truly,
the most effective form of economy in the
present crisis is to prevent money going out of
this country ; on the other hand, a free circula-

tion of money in this country is generally con-
sidered to be " good for trade.''

All things considered, however, it is a re-

markable achievement for the home manu-
facturers to have exported 11,506 motor cycles
during the seven months ended July 31st as

against 12,998 in the corresponding period of
last year and 15,107 during 1913, the values
with tyres and parts representing _jri 85,285.
^284,422, and ;!£309,8o6 respectively.

Nothing apparently has come of the suggestion
which was ventilated in these columns some time
ago to release a certain proportion of the motor
cycles produced in this country for the use of ;he
Army and replace them with machines of
American manufacture. Such a scheme, it will

be obvious, would enable our firms to keep up
their business connections and so more easily

pick up the threads of trade when they are in

the happy position of being able to cope with
all demands.

w

,Ito^..

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover
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DETAIL ALTERATIONS THAT

AN enthusiastic private owner of a
Morgan runabout, who hails from
Liverpool, has sent us the follow-

ing account of the alterations and
improvements which he has had carried
out, and which we feel sure will be of

interest to all owners of these handy little

vehicles. He writes: "I consider that
there is no car made which is beyond
criticism, and that the iMorgan, although
it is not perfect, is, I should imagine,
perfectly fool proof. The following ideas
which I have had carried out on my
Urand Prix type Morgan at a very small
outlay in money have well' repaid me for
the time and trouble expended.

Difficult Starting.
" In the first place I found that start-

ing up the engine either in summer or
winter was none too easy, for at times,
especially in the cold weather, the start-
ing handle grip is apt to make one's
hands sore, as the wooden handle grip
is stationary on the starting handle
instead of being made to revolve, as is

the usual practice on all cars. A remedy
'or this drawback is a loose wooden
handle fitted over the existing gi'ip.

When the engine is hard to start
in/ cold weather I have found it due
to cond nsation and freezing taking place
ill the induction pipe. Also owing
to the length of this pipe, it is very
seldom that good results are obtained
with benzole in the winter months. A
big improvement in tliis direction will h"

noticed, if the induction pipe is well

HAVE IMPROVED AN ALWAYS SATISFACTORY
MACHINE.

" It is not infre-

quently necessary to

clieck the track of the

front wheels, for in

the event of the track

being out, increased

wear is taking place

in the front tyres, no",

to mention an annoy-

ing pull on the steer-

ing wheel, -which
needs constantly cor-

recting
" Personally, I have

been very immune
from the puncture

fiend, and this good-

luck I attribute
largely to the use of

oversize, tyres on all

three wheels. ^Vhen

the car was delivered

new I noticed that

650 X 65 mm. tyres

were fitted as stan-

dard, and these I re-

placed with -700 X 85

mm. tyres, which,

although larger in

size, fitted the exist-

ing rims quite accu-

rately. iSow, after

covering a season's

mileage of 5,000 miles

on these tyres, I do

not regret my decision

in any way, for I

have not had any
necessity to worry
over tyre troubles in

anv wav.

wrapped up with flannel secured with
insulating tape.

A Clutch Improvement.

"It is a well-known fact that a leather-

lined clutch is apt to become harsh in

a comparatively short mileage unless
entirely enclosed a.s on cars, and no
matter how liberally it is dressed with
oil the drive is never taken up smoothly.
With a IMorgan clutch, which is leather-

lined, it certainly is a great advantage to

substitute for tlie existing lining either

a Raybestos or Ferodo lining, either of

which will give as sweet a pick up as

can be obtained with a fii'st-class plate
clutch, and, moreover, either lining will

certainly outlast the car, whilst the
saving in wear and tear in the trans-

mission system and on the back tyre is

most marked.

" With either of these clutch linings

fitted the only attention needed is a dose
of paraffin approximately every two
months to clear away any road dust
which may have been picked up, after

which it is advisable to spread a little oil

over thefsurfaces.
" Whilst on the clutch question, it is a

good tip to procure a stick long enough
to reach from the clutch pedal to the
seats, then to cut a groove in one end,

and after pushing out the clutch hold it

out with the stick as a wedge. The
clutch surfaces can then be very conveni-
ently and readily inspected when an
occasion arises.

A Tank Tip.

" The petrol tank

on my Grand Prix Morgan gave me some
trouble with petrol leakage after covering

the first 1,000 miles. This I attributed to

the excessive vibration set up in the whole
car when travelling at speed over vile

road surfaces, and also to the shape of

the tank, which is unusually long and

minus any central supports under the

bottom.

" This trouble, I found, can be com-
pletely overcome ,by fitting angle irons

under the tank attached to tlie dash-

board, thus effectively eliminating any

'

tendency for the tank to vibrate or
'

chatter.

" Another point which is well worth
attention is the fitting of leather flaps

to the mudguards to sa\'e the sides of

the body and the passengers' arms from
being covered with mud. Also I have
found that with constantly getting in

and out of the car the steering wheel is

apt to become badly scratched by one's

feet. This I have remedied by wrapping
the wheel tighter with tliin picture cord,

which not only is of pleasing appear-
ance, but enables the driver to obtain a

good grip.

" In addition to the speedometer and
watcii fitted, I have .added a useful refine-

ment to tlie dashboard in the shape of a

small electric light over the oil drip feed

lubricator, which I find is a great conveni-
ence when driving at night, for, of course,

varying temperatures affect the flow of

oil considerably
"

F. Rees.
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WelUfitted Toolkits.

Several correspondents write in praise of various

makers' tool-kits, notably the Sunbeam, Victoria,

Douglas, and Motosacoche. One reader informs me
that similar variations exist in respect of cycle car

land light car kits, and that in a lengthy and representa-

tive experience he has found that French makers cater

for the user's needs more adequately than our home
firms. British manufacturers please read, mark, learn,

jfand inwardly digest.

Where the Battery should be.

Readers may remember tliat I am busily " trying

out " a couple of dynamo lighting sets, designed for

solo use. Each designer tackles the problem of battery

storage in a different way, the F.R.S. putting it within

a tin cylinder in prongs projecting rearwards from the

lamp bracket, while the Motosacoche mounts it in a

rectangular tin box on the near side footboard. Neither

position is ideal. The Motosacoche notion will

obviously add to the repair bill if the machine sus-

tains a left-handed tumble, and it necessitates the

Ipresence of four lengthy wires in rather an exposed
iposition. The F.R.S. idea is probably the best that

•can be devised so long as motor cycle makers make
!no provision Avhatever for the storage of accumulators

;

the only sound alternative is a platform above a

countershaft gear box, where it would be in the way
of chain adjustments. But eventually, one would
imagine, the proper place will be identified as a plat-

form brazed to the top tube of the frame, in the

position where Norton and one or two other machines
have their toolbags. Here the accumulator would be
quite out of liarm's way. It could not interfere with

^any other part; my F.R.S. accumulator leaves no
jroom for mounting a speedometer near the centre of

ithe bar, nor can the prongs be lengthened rearwards

without obstructing access to the gear lever. Further,

'the wiring could be run very neatly along the top tube.

This improvement is obviously outside the range of

the electricians. It must be carried out by the motor
cycle makers, and will only materialise when the

majority of buyers specify electric lighting. Then the

trade will tardily recognise the problem of battery

;storage and make allowances for it.

Valve Breakages and the Use of the Clutch.

A reader sends me his confession, to the effect that

he is in the habit of running his engine declutched,
e.g., at level crossings, and enquires whether the

practice is to blame for the fact that during the last

three months he has broken two inlet valves (at the

cotter hole) and one e.xhaust valve (at the junction of

head and stem), the valve guide being simultaneously

broken in each case. I cannot answer his question

dogmatically, seeing that I have no personal experi-

ence of the latest model engine of the make to

which my correspondent's remarks refer; but as

I have had no complaints whatever of the valves

on this engine, I suspect that he has been using

his free engine to excess, and that he must ascribe

his troubles mainly to this cause. His letter

astonishes me, because I have never yet broken a

mechanical inlet valve. It looks to me as if the valve

stem had seized in the guide by reason of overheating

in each case, and that when the tappet next ascended

after the seizure, the valve snapped at the weakest

point; in the case of the inlet valve (the stem of which

normally keeps fairly cool), the cotter h6le would be.

the weak point ; in the exhaust valve, an overheated

and scaled neck might well be weaker than the cotter

hole. The engine in question is an admirable slow

runner, , a feature which almost invariably implies

close fitting valve necks and a consequent absence of

.air leaks past the guide. But I cannot be certain,

because it is possible that the firm in question has not

got its latest valves dead right, and my correspondent

gives no exact information about the amount of

declutched running to which he subjects his engine.

Generally speaking, a machine should not be run on

free engine for a single avoidable second, and if this

rule is followed subsequent trouble will be avoided.

Petrol Economy.
A Leeds reader speaks enthusiastically of a tip given

him by a colliery engineer a few weeks ago. He was

complaining that his 3^ h.p. sidecar outfit could do

no better than 50 m.p.g. under the most favourable

conditions. His auditor went into the pit stores, and

produced three small copper washers, of various

weights, for putting on top of the float. The lightest

washer was first tried, and resulted in an immediate

stoppage of petrol spraying from the air intake, im-

proved power, and lower consumption. Then the

middleweight washer went in, and the fuel economy
was raised to 70 m.p.g. With cither washer, starting

was as easv as usual. This is an interesting experience,

though it bv no means follows that the remedy will

prove efficacious in all cases. It is obvious that the

petrol level was badly out prior to the employment of

washers ; and the real interest of the suggestion lies in

the claim that alteration of the petrol level stops petrol

spraying from the air intake, a nuisance for which I

have never found a radical cure, though an air exten-

sion pipe is good. I shall verify this point very

carefully as soon as I strike a machine which sins

in this direction ; but at present I see no technical

explanation of the claim, and suspend my judgment.
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THE essence of sport is difficulty, and tl-ie

pleasure of all sport consists of triumphing

over difficulties—difficulties which, in many

cases, include personal risk. So the sporting side

of motor cycHng is not necessarily limited to racing

on specially built trade machines; it may be enjoyed

by any rider who sets himself tasks which cannot

easily be performed, and it may range from winning

a T.T. or a Brooklands event on the one hand to

successful touring on a single-geared machine picked

up for a ten pound note from a garage scrap heap

and adapted at home by a clever but impecunious

owner. Under my definition, I am bound to include

in the sporting aspects—(i) competition work of all

kinds, where the difficulty lies in surpassing rivals,

(2) grease riding, (3) night riding, (4) crock driving,

(5) driving single-geared machines in bad country, and

(6) freak hill work.

It is impossible to deal with the delights of^ all

these sub-aspects of sporting riding in a single article,

and I propose to confine myself especially to the joys

of touring on a single-geared machine, which, even

if modern in design, must be in absolute " nick '' to

get the rider round a well-planned tour, especially

if the weather breaks and grease adds terror to the

hairpin bends of the bad hills, which must- in any

case be taken at speed. I must have covered a

distance approaching 250,000 miles since, I took my
first ride with a petrol engine, and, of all the jaunts

stored in my memory, there were none I enjoyed

better than those in Devon or Scotland on a low-

powered single-geared roadster or on a high-geared

direct driven twin, minus a variable gear. A visit

to all the beauty spots of North Devon on a 5-6 h.p.

single-geared Bat is full of thrills for the driver who is

sporting at heart ; and quite the most interesting

moments of the 191 4 Scottish Trials were those

when sundry dauntless men,, mounted on grossly over-

geared single-cylinders, attempted to round the V,

bends of the test hills at speed with their inside

shoulder almost in contact with the bank or wall on

the crook of the corner.

Weight must be Reduced.

For all such jobs, of course, you must ride light.

You are content with ordinary walking kit, plus a suit

of featherw'eight oilskins, servi,ng the combined purpose
of dust and rain kit, and with a tooth brush and razor

in your pocket. Other men may carry two panniers,

A14

The Sporting Side

of Motor Cycling.
By ROAD RIDER.

and a Brooks case and spare cover on the pannier.

For you stern necessity confines the repair kit to the

tyre outfit, a 4in. King Dick, a pocket screwdriver,

a belt fastener, a sparking plug, and a \'alve cap
spanner. \\'hat doesn't go in your pocket will go in a

military hairbrush case, lashed where the front fork

joins the front mudguard. 1,000 feet beam head
lamps are an outrage for such as you ; your lamp and
generator cost 8s. 6d., and weigh 2 lb. or so ; a "' pip-

squeak," taped to the steering bar, replaces the usual,

enormous bulb hooter ; it is astonishing how much more
life a mount has when you keep its load down.

Secondly, you must pick your road from a contour 1

map, or, better still, from a half-inch ordnance,

coloured to show where the high spots come. A little

practice and an eagle eye will soon detect the places

where the country rises sheer for 500 feet in less than

a mile ; the half-inch map will show the by-roads,

and if the main highways are <;unningly graded over

shoulders, and round wide sweeping corners, you will

soon spot a scarcely marked cart track, that will ask

for three or four shots before you burble up to the

summit. On jaunts like these it does not particularly

matter whether your machine be a single-geared 6 h.p.

,

or a standard, 2 .;/j[ h.p. variably geared roadster: in

either case freak climbing will cause you trouble of an
equal order, but the faster mount offers more thrills

per square mile or' per hairpin.

The Joys of Tuning.
Then comes the tuning. A week at an inn like the

small hostelry at the top of Countisburv with a machine
which either has a single gear or a single figure bottom
gear will teach the sporting aspirant more about '

tuning than five years of pottering in an ordinary

.

district. If he takes a solemn vow to master each hill

which worsts him at the first attempt, he will go home
an infinitely wiser man. His grease-riding will improve
till he loses all sense of fear—that is, if rain falls, and
you can count on it within a week in all hilly corners

of the British Isles. His corner work will be abso-

lutely transformed ; on the first day he will slide up
towards the abrupt reverse bend with his valve lifted,

his heart a-flutter, and his eves starins;. Three davs

later he will storm up to it all out, jam on his brakes,

haul the machine violently round, correct its skid,

lean over nearly flat, let his engine in with a bang,

make a couple of lightning dabs at his air and throttle,

and shoot up to the sim;imit in a cloud of dust and a

rosy halo of glory and envious admiration.

Let the novice try the hills in and out of Parracombe,
on a wet day, with one gear ; or even better, perhaps,

let him take the road from Barnstaple to Lvnmouth,
via Loxhore, and see what he can make of the little-

known, but quite trying one-gear climb up Loxhore,

1
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—

which many of the vctirnuis hi;d to ascend somehow
oij 2 ;'4' h.p. machines geared 4J4. to i ten or twelve

years ago.

A few failures will set him virulently experimenting
with his engine compression—he will grow a hawk-
eye for leaks ; he will come to know the difference

which a 10 lb. stronger spring on the inlet valve can
make with some engines ; he will

realise the kind of carburettei

A mill of somewhat unusual and pleasing design at

Chesterton, Warwickshire.

adjustment which gives a strong puff of gas
when the engine is barely turning over at

all; he will understa'nd the unique vim
which the maximum position of a magneto
armatuse can afford provided that maxi-
mum is timed at the correct moment of the

piston stroke.

The Final Touches.
When these elementary points have been

mastered, he will sigh, if his popket and
tools permit, for a genuine semi-racing
engine. We shall hear of him drilling

holes in his piston and connecting rod, or
fitting a light steel piston—a Zephyr or a
Simplex, maybe, with a steel filigree con-
necting rod to match. Then delving into

the mysteries of engine balance—swinging
his crankshaft on a couple of knife edges,
and carving weight out of its rim; studying
dial diagrams of valve timing, and sending
an order for a special cam or two to be

machined up ; then dropping his gear a trifle to get
the benefit of the extra r.p.m. after rounding a hair-

pin, until at last nobody in his district can make a

similar machine keep in sight of his.

Anon, an Expert Competition Rider.

The iiext year we shall see him in the Six Day
Trials taking the bad hills like a master, and at a
speed which even the factory-nursed trade riders view
with real envy. He was in the last trial, too, per-

haps ; but then he rode- a standard agency-bought
mount, with its bottom gear dropped 25% by dint of

a special sprocket, or the like ; and even at that he
was nervous and clumsy on the test hills ; this year

he has standard gears, and he very seldom engages
bottom, for he has learnt how to make a machine go.

While other riders talk excitedly in hotels at night of

the morrow's timed climb, or scan the skies anxiously

for fear of rain along a soft bit, he is calm and
collected ; he is master of his job, and the only thing

he is up against is his luck. He knows he can get

over the course if the machine treats him decently,

and even if a tyre goes or a valve snaps at an awk-
ward moment when he has none too much time to

spare and a tricky bit of road to scrap over, the odds

are that he will get in somehow ; for he is a sports-

man, and welcomes difficulties, believing that they

were only made to surmount, and determines to sur-

mount them at all costs.

L-
A 6 h.p. Humber sidecar outside tKe imposing entrance to Sir W. Escott's

residence near Towcester.
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Reliability, Simplicity, and Accessibility.
THEIR RELATIONSHIP AND A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

PART II.—Concluded from page 149 of last week's issue.

LAST week we dealt with the
relationship of reliability, sim-
plicity, and accessibility, and in-

cluded a few suggestions as to

where engine construction might possibly
be improved in these respects. This week
further ideas are put forward relating to

other, though almost equally important,
parts of the macliine.

Gears.

Gears are a much vexed subject.

Provided a countershaft gear is well
designed and made, has short shafts,

ample bearing surfaces, a large filling

orifice, oil-retaining glands, and a mini-
mum of projections, the actual details are
not of the first importance.
The writer prefers fine pitch teeth with

a wide surface to narrow coarse pitch
gears, and prefers also that the engine
and gear box be made in one unit on the
lines of the late 2|- h.p. Villiers or the
two-stroke Clyno and some Singer models.
This form of construction is, however, un-
usual, and has certain disadvantages
unltss it is very well carried out.

Por ordinary solo touring work two
speeds will suffice, provided the top gear
is reasonably low, and, there is not too
big a jump between the high and low
ratios. A flexible 3i h.p. single should
be capable of any reasonable tour witli

gears of about 4| to 1 andi 7^ to 1. A
thres-speed gear is an improvement

;

An adjustable big end bearing. The
thick black line represents a brass

packing strip. Note the method of

fixing the nut with bent sheet metal.

even for solo work it is very pleasant
to have a high top gear of about 04 or
4 to 1, a middle of atoiit 6 or 6^, and an
emerg«>cy low gear of 9 or 10 to 1. For
sidecar work three speeds are almost
essentUl if heavy touring is to be under-

A18

taken, and, in any case, a good clutch

should be fitted. The dry plate type of

clutch is so simple and effective that it

would be hard to beat, though the multi-

plate type is very satisfactory and has
many staunch adherents. The chief

defects of the latter type are a tendency
to "drag" when disengaged, and the
fact that a certain amount of cleaning
out is necessary every now and then.

Transmission.

If the unit engine and gear box
system be employed, or if the gear box be
located very close to the engine, a silent

chain front drive is ideal, as this type of

cliain is more suitable to the high speed
at which it has to run. In any case, the
front drive should be totally enclosed in

an oil bath, and sheet metal is not the
best material for use in this place.

Firstly, sheet metal is apt to be bent and
to rattle ; and, secondly, it is hard to

fix a sheet metal case so that it is rigid

when in position and yet quickly detach-
able. A light alujninium casting split

horizontally is liard to beat, but it is

essential that provision for fixing this

case is made in the original design of

both crank case and gear box. Nothing
could be more unsightly or more nn-
mechanical than the strips of metal and
odd bits of tin by which the majority of

chain cases are attaclied. Some machines
are a disgrace to their builders and
designers in this respect.

The rear drive, if by belt, should be
longer than is usually the case : and if

it be impossible for certain reasons to

carry the gear box well forward, the
final drive should be by roller chain, a
good shock absorber being incorporated
somewhere in the drive. The rear chain
need not be enclosed, but should be
protected from mud dripping from
above.

Frame Design.

So much has been written on this
subject that the writer is somewhat
chary of raising the question again,
especially as his views are somewhat
unorthodox. However, we all hold our
own peculiar opinions, and this one may
be of interest. The loop frame is speci-
fied because it relieves the crank case of
much strain, and generally stiffens the
construction ; and a'top tube tank on the
lines of the Premier two-stroke is chosen
for several reasons. Firstly, the frame
is easy to clean, there being no crevices
between tube and tank and filler caps;
secondly, the construction (in quantities)
IS cheap

; and, thirdly, it is eminently
strong and removes "the objection o"f

the dropped top tube, as the drop
would take place in the powerful rear

lug group. All tubes in the frame

should be as straight as possible (the

bend in the loop frame is unavoidable,

and gives a stronger construction than

no tube at all).

Spring frames are a necessity for

Colonial work, and would be a boon even

on our comparatively good roads. This

is difficult ground, for where is the per-

fect spring frame ? There are, indeed,

several good spring frames (by whicli

sprung rear wheels are meant), and the

Indian is amongst the finest examples.

The A.B.C., the P.V.,' and the Woolei

are typical English examples, and all

have their good points—and yet we have

Tubular tank construction, sho\vmg two

lug groups.

some way to go to find perfection in

this respect, for joints exposed to mud
and grit, incorrect pivot centres and

unequal sized driving sprockets all re-

quire attention. It is true that these

spring frames are a great improvement
over the rigid frame, for. apart from

the extra comfort, they cure much more
serious faults than they introduce, and

from the point of view of reliability they

are of tlie utmost value in saving the

mechanism from sudden shocks. The
Bat and Edmmid tj-pe of spring frame,

in wliich the rider is sprung from the

machine, have much to recommend them
from the comfort view point, but they

hardly affect the title of these notes.

Wheels.

Rims, spokes and hubs are all impor-

tant features, especially to those who
live in districts wliere bad roads are the

general rule. Rims, besides being of

standard section, should be rustless and
easy to clean. With regard to rustprool
rims, the Roman aluminium alloy rim is

absolutely rustproof and very strong in

construction. These rims can be fitted

to any machine, but it is advisable tc

use secui-ity bolts to fix the tyre, owing
to the smooth rolled finisli. Front wheel
hubs are a constant source of unrelia-
bility on many modern machines, and
their adjustments are often most in-

accessible. The Timken roller bearing
hub as used by the James has much tc
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-i-omnioiiil it, and il -would ,ip|ii'ar that

hub built up of SkcfUo ball bearings

ould MiaUo a very satisfactory job. as

lose beariiij;s are capable of taking

uite a heavy side thrust. Detiichable

lul interchangeable wheels are a great

>nvenienee ; they will probably become
;iindard on all passenger machines. A
ell-designed hub with a knock-out
lindle is a first-class addition even to

ght machines.

Spring Forks.

The chief points requiring attention

1 spring forks are the protection of

liacl;le joints and springs. Everybody

/

^SgCILS

Rudge type of enclosed sprmg forlc.

The greasers are important.

iiows how even the best spring forks

levelop a certain amount of side play
iter a long season under hard condi-

tions, but everybody does not know that

this side play is responsible for much
skidding, tyre wear, and frame strain,

('oil springs should always be enclosed,

as in Rndge and Matchless forks, and
the employment of an air (or even oil)

dash]iot would save much of the shock
due to sudden reaction.

Fittings.

The subject of detail fittings, such as

lamp and horn brackets, has already

been touched upon, but the larger items

also need attention. Without doubt, the
wide domed mudguard with plenty of

wheel clearance and a very narrow
valance is the most satisfactory all-round

device, both from the point of view of

cleanliness and accessibility, and it is

probably only due to the somewhat
clumsy appearance of a light machine
when so fitted that this type of guard
is not more popular.
Toolbags form another important item,

and the writer would suggest a somewhat
unusual method of carrying the kit.

The carrier might reasonably be made
of sheet metal stamped in the form of

a shallow box and having lugs for the
permanent attachment of straps. The
rear of this box would be open, and into

it would slide a tray just deep enough
to accommodate the deepest tool. The
tray would be tilled with paraffin wax
(which sets quite hard), and the tools

warmed and dropped into position so that
they melt out the wax and form a close

fitting bed. Wooden tool handles would,
of course, need to have the bed carved
out, and the tools most frequently used
would lie in front of the drav/er. A
thick felt flap would complete' the job,

and the number plate would form a con-

venient end to the drawer. This method

177

would be simple and accessible, would
prevent rattle, and at the same time a

missing tool would at once be obvious.

There would be no room for spares in

such a contttivance, and these should bo
carried in a case on the top tube as near
the centre of the wheelbase as possible,

as in that position they will be least

subject to road shocks. While on the

subject of tools, how is it that so many
spanners are needed on the average motor
cj-cle? With a little careful designing

Suggested form of sheet metal tool-

carrier. The drawer is filled with melted

paraffin wax, into which the tools are dropped

in such a manner as to form their own bed.

two sizes of nut only are needed on the

engine (with the exception of the valve
cap spanner, which can be combined
with the steering head nut spanner) and
two sizes of nut on the frame. It might
even be possible to arrange that the sizes

of frame and engine nuts were equal, in

which case the tool kit would be greatly

simplified,

Practical readers will fhink of many
other details which would simplify the
motor cycle or render it more accessible,

but these remarks may possibly give a

start to a subject which badly needs
ventilation. The writer will look for-

ward to seeing correspondence on the
subject in the columns of T]it Motor
Cycle. Ubique

BfijfjifiltifiiMllHJi

THE "ALL-KLHAKI" MOTOR CYCLE RACE MEETING AT BROOKL4ND3.
Competitors lined up for the start of the serpentine race. It was won by Second-Lieut. G. Barnard, R.E. (3^ h.p. Sunbeam), who won

The Motor Cycle Cup for the best aggregate performance of the day. Note wounded soldiers, who were greatly interested in the racing.

A fully illustrated report of this successful meeting appeared on pages 159-163 of our last issue.
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A ROTARY TWO-STROKE ENGINE.
A Type which Combines Power with Light Weight.

IN
these days of comparative standardi-
sation it is a pleasure to come across
an engine which embo'dies really un-
usual features, especially when they

are of a practical nature. Such an engine
is now undergoing tests at the \vorks_of
Messrs. Wilfred and Co., Ltd., of Mount
Street Mills. Nechells, Birmingham, and
two experimental Diodels have been built
and run under their own power. At the

present moment,
though still in an
experimental stage,

these models have
shown great promise,
and the designers

have considerable

faith in the ultimate
results. The engine
which we examined
had two horizontally

opposed cylinders of

50 X 50 mm. bore and
stroke, each cylinder

being cast with one-

half of the crank
case, so that it is

only necessary to

bolt the two castings

together, the split

being on a vertical

line passing through
the centre of the
crankshaft,

rods are formed of

phosphor bronze castings, split and bolted

together at the big end. .
Each piston

carries two rings mounted in a single

groove, and the gudgeon pin is placed

rather high up. The piston head is flat

and has a curved vertical baffle plate

across the transfer ports. The crank-

sliaft, which is rigidlj' fixed to the main
frame, has opposed cranks, and serves as

the inlet pipe, a light snifting valve

beuig fitted to the carburetter to prevent
blow back. The transfer passages are

covered by detachable plates, and, as the
cylinder castings are identical, a good
balance is obtained. In the experi-
mental model all ports are formed
by drilling suitable holes through
the cylinder and piston walls, and

Piston and webbed
connecting rod of

Wilfred rotary two-

stroke engine.

The connecting

O-

O o\

A novel rotary two-stroke engine, described on this pagf.

the port setting is somewhat unusual.
As the whole engine, with the exception
of the crankshaft, rotates, no flywheel is

needed, and the little power plant weighs
only 12^ lb. and measures 13in. in over-
all length.

How the Charge is Fired.

The ignition is simple in the extreme,
for a distributer disc is mounted on the
crank case with an insulated copper rod
to each plug. Two carbon pencil brushes

are mounted on the crankshaft,
and have a slight rotary motion
for advancing the spark, the
current being supplied by an

accumulator thi-ough a coil. Lubrication

is carried out on the petroil system, though
arrangements have been made for a drip

feed if it is found to be necessary.

It will b€ realised that both cylinders

fire simultaneously, but that the double
explosion occurs once in every revolution,

so that very fair torque is obtained, and
the power is by no means negligible,

though at the present moment details cf

the actual brake-horse-power are not

available.

Obviously, an engine of this type would
effect a considerable reduction in the

weight of a motor cycle, and mav have a

large bearing on the future of the light-

weight movement
The patentee of this engine is

Mr. William E. Jennings, of

Walsall. In the patent specifi-

cation it is stated that the object

of the invention is Ki produce a

simplified construction of rotary
engine, to avoid the use of valves

and timing cams, and to enhance
the efflciencv.

The other day we were chat-

ting with Second Lieut. S. Theo
New-some, of the 2nd Battalion

Royal Warwicks. who was for-

merly with the Daimler Co., and
a well-known motor cyclist. He
told us that he has frequently
received letters from people who
have confused his name with

that of Second Li^t. C. T.

Newsome, the Rover rider, par-

ticularly while they were both
awaj' at the Front.
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When it's a question oi

tyres
there's only one for your serious consideration, and that is the

BATES-BUILT ; mile for mile, and sovereign for sovereign,

there is no other tyre that represents so much actual £ s. d. value.

The BATES possesses a thick, dome-shaped tread, durable and dependable,

that whilst offering the sternest resistance to punctures is withal remarkably

resilient and luxurious to ride upon.

You cannot obtain a safer tyre for use on greasy tramlines and slippery cambered

roads. The BATES is designed scientifically to prevent skidding. A ridge on

each side of the tread engages the road surface directly the machine heels over,

arresting the shghtest tendency to skid.

Motor Cycle Tyre Price List on request.

W. & A. BATES, LTD.,
St. Mary's Mills,

LEICESTER.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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Art list gratis

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,

Gt. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London : 30, Holywell Lane, E.C.

Harman.

^^

PURE VIRGINIA TOBACCO

10 for 21"
O f" If-

For Wounded British Soldiers and Sailors in Military

Hospitals at Home and for the Front at Duty Free Rates.

Terms on application to

JOHN PLAYER & SONS, NOTTINGHAM.
Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. of Great Britain anj Ireland) Ltd.

P53±.

A34 hi anstt'criiig tlicsc adfertiscuients it is desirable to mention " T/ic Motor Ci/cle."
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Rules in Cornering.
to Ride round Dangerous Corners

Quickly and Safely.

IN
learning the art of cornering, the feelings uf

the beginner are something akin to those of the

peaceful old milch cow, who discovered that she

had given birth to a steam-driven butter churn

instead of a nice straddle-legged, goggle-eyed calf.

At first he is tilled with vague uncertainties and a

sense that things are not as they should be, secondly

he makes up his mind that something is quite wrong,
and finally he proceeds to get used to it.

There is nothing that stamps the novice with such
certainty as the manner in which he takes a difficult

corner, while amateurs of long experience often

mishandle their machmes when negotiating sharp
bends in a manner which leaves much to chance
and the fortunate likelihood that there is no fast-

moving vehicle approaching in the opposite direction.

A little thought with regard to the way in which
a corner should be taken reveals the fact that it is

far easier to do "the thing safely than by taking risks.

It is, of course, unfair to other road users to

negotiate blind bends at speed, but accident is much
less likely to occur Avhen taking a corner, say, at

twenty miles an hour, in the right way than when
taking it dead slowly in the wrong way ; in other
words, the expert rider can maintain an average on
a tortuous road without taking risks that the novice
would be hard put to maintain, even though he risked
his life at every bend.

General Rules.
It is, of course, impossible to lay down hard and

fast^ rules with regard to cornering, but there are

certain conditions .which apply in every case, and
which are obvious to anyone giving the matter a

moment's thought.

The accompanying plans show an extremely

dangerous village corner which the writer has had
under observation for some time, and which may serve

as a typical illustration. It will be observed that,

owing to the buildings set at the roadside, it- is

impossible to obtain a view of the roadway ahead
till one has actually reached the turning point. The
dotted lines in fig. i mav be taken as representing the

wheel tracks of a number of motor cvcli.sts who have
passed during the week-end. Though the corner is

visible from a considerable distance, the majority of

riders are not prepared to take it till they reach the

point A, from which the natural impulse is to cut

in towards the wrong side of the road so as to avoid
too sharp a bend. The result of this manoeuvre is

that the point B, which is the danger point, finds them
on the wrong side of the road, and, not until they

have reached this position, are they able to see round

the corner.

Any amount of hooting does not excuse taking a

- corner in this manner. In negotiating a bend of any

sort it is a wise plan to aim at obtaining the first

possible view rounrj the bend before the danger point

is actually reacheif.

Contemplate the dotted line D E C, which shows

how the corner can be taken in safety, and with more
consideration for one's tyres and general comfort than

in the first case.

By approaching the corner from the extreme left-

hand side of the road one is able to obtain a view

round the bend much sooner than if one were on the

wrong side of the road; the turn, in fact, is not begun

till one has reached the point E, froiri which position

a clear view of the roadway ahead is obtained, and

having convinced oneself that the way is open, one

is still at liberty to make a wide sweep.

Y///////r//^//^/^/y/^.

^fCoJJAGE '

In taking the corner from the opposite direction,

however, that is, in taking a sharp left-hand bend, it

is not wise to hold one's proper side of the road till

the last moment. Again, we must attempt to obtain

the first possible view round the corner, and this can

only be done by keeping well out towards the ccn.tre

of the road till almo.st at the danger point.

The novice, aware that he is approaching a difficult

place, conscientiously hugs the left-hand side of the

road from the point F till he reaches the danger point

G. Not until he has reached this point is he able to

see round the corner, Avhile he himself is hidden from
view by the building. The result is that the driver of

any vehicle approaching in the opposite direction will

have begun to corner before he sees him. by which lime

they are almost end on. Further, on reaching the point

G he is almost compelled to swing out into the centre
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of the road in order to get round the corner at all, and
collision is almost as likely to occur at the point H
as at the point G.

I

Co-JTAG E-
I
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F

Hi'

^?'?^=f?^^'''?77??????7?7'

Flldi M.

Now it is obvious that by keeping to the centre of

the road, and by following the line J K L, all these

dangers are done away with. On reaching the point

K a clean view of the roadway ahead is obtained,

while any approaching vehicle has the same advantage.-

And having reached the point K, and made sure that

all is well, one is able to open the throttle and dart

ahead with much less loss of time than by labouring

round the corner by the line F G H.

Practical experience will prove that by observing

these commonsense rules one is able to spare one's

machine and one's nerves, and to make much better

time on 'the road than by practising the common but

extremely unwise method of cutting in at every

opportunity. The "cutting" can be done just as

effectively, but without taking risks. In the ordinary

course of events an experienced rider never attempts

to cut a corner till he is convinced that the roadway

ahead is clear ; not only is it bad riding to do so, but

it is not worth while. H. jMortimer Batten.

The Edmund Springing System.
Movement of Saddle and Footrests controlled by Long Leaf Springs.

AN interesting type of spring frame which has

stood the test of time, and which was not alluded

to in the article urging the desirability of rear

springing in our issue of July 29th, is the springing
system as fitted to the Edmund motor cycle

manufactured by Messrs. C. Edmund and Co., Chester.

This frame has received the most thorough testing

over the roughest road conditions for several year.s.

A machine of this type competed in the Scottish Six

Days Trial in 1913, and the frame gave excellent

results over the extraordinarily rough road conditions
encountered in that trial.

Design of the Frame.
As will be seen in the accompanying illustrations,

the chief feature is the inclusion of a double top tube.

The lower or main frame top tube is considerably

dropped. Within this main frame the engine, gears,

and wheels are carried in their normal position, while
upon the top tube, which is parallel to the ground,
the saddle is carried, and the tank, which is divided
to allow for movement of the frame. The top tube is

pivoted where it joins the head lug, while the down

Showing the design of the Edmund springing system

The Edmund lightweight, which is fitted with the Edmund patent

system of rear sprin^mg. The engine is a Levis.

saddle tube passes right through the main frame

down tube in which it is able to slide. To the

bottom of this inside down tube are attached the

footrests. The springing of these auxiliary top and

down tubes is obtained by supporting them on two
long leaf springs clamped to a lug beneath the

saddle. The rear ends of these springs are fitted

to two supports attached to the rear fork ends,

and which also form the rear stays of the luggage

carrier. At the lower ends of these stays, which are

telescopic, are fitted two small spiral springs to

take up the recoil in the same manner as shock-

absorbers on a car. A good feature of the frame is

the absence of whip or side play, owing to the portion

carrying the rear wheel having no movable joints.

In the near future we hope to record our opinion of

the latest frame, the makers having kindly offered to

place a machine at our disposal for trial. We have
already had a short run on it fitted to a Levis two-

stroke machine, and were favourably impressed with

the comfort provided ; we are therefore looking forward

to a further test.
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eXcelsiqr
c->04/77e/vcd^^ Best Auto-Cyc/e

You can have one to-day.
America's Greatest Motor Cycle—the American Excelsior—" The
Good Old X" is here! You can buy to-day this highly-efficient

product of the largest and best equipped motor cycle factory in

the world — at an extremely low price. A high - powered
machine designed for speed yet bristling with refinements, at a price

which might reasonably be charged for a second-rate machine.

7 h.p., 3cspeed countershaft
gear, multiple disc clutch, chain
drive, kick starter, mechanical

lubrication,

£62 O.

AGENTS WANTED.

MODELE DE LUXE, as illus-

trated above, complete with
Splitdorf combination lighting

and ignition system, powerful
head and tail lamps, electric

horn, and speedometer,

£71 10.
Keen Agents wanted in districts where

we are not already represented.

ALWAYS MAKES GOOD

Sole Concessionnaires:

HARRIS & SONS, 10, 11, 12, Great Chapel Street,

Oxford Street, LONDON, W.
Telephone : Regent 3903.

!SlESSSSS£E!SSS!!!!!!E°""'""'"'"°""'""BBBEHEBBBBHBBBBBBBeDHBaBaBBBIIBBGaBBaBaallSSaBaa
BBBBBliaBaBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBDBaBBBBBBBaBaSBHSBaBEBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBQBaaBBBaaHBaBSSBBaa

In ansu-cring t!tis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B3
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TWO FIRSTS

-

TWO SECONDS

ONE THIRD -

AT THE

All Khaki',,
Race Meeting at \:'^^'

Brooklands,Aug.7th >^

Again upholding its wonderful reputation for

EFFICIENCY, POWER, AND SPEED.

London: Bartlett & Co., The Parade, Kilburn. Norton Motors, Birmingham.

ADDS TO YOUR
PLEASURE.
Quite apart from all considerations of safety—which

alone warrant the purchase of a speedometer—

a

" Stewart "
is a constant source of pleasure to the

nder. He is kept informed of his speed, he can

tell at a glance just how fast he is going—and when
he arrives home he knows to a mile how far he

has gone.

Model R. (illustrated) registers from Zero to 75 miles, season

mileage to 10,000 and repeating, and 100 mile trip register.

Heavily nickelled finish, and nickel flexible shaft complete,

the most wonderful value in Motor Cycle Speedometers ever

offered.

MOTOR CYCLE
SPEEDOMETER

BOOKLET SENT POST FREE VPON REQUEST.

The Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co , Ltd.
11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C. 50/

^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible
AD !ell;rs shoiiH be addressed to the Editor, "Th3 Motor Cycl3." Hertford Strea

The All-khaki Race Msetiiig.
Sii'.-—Will j'ou kindly allow iiie a small space in your

valuable paper to say how I appreciated the All-khaki raeet-
ing at Brooklands? It was one of the most enjoyable after-
noons I have spent for a considerable time, and'l sincerely
hope another meeting will be got up on the same lines in
the near future. I believe The Motor Cyrlf was mainly
responsible for the success of the meeting. Wishing your
paper every success,

FRANK COLLARD (Lance-Corporal).

The Sidecarrier for Understaffed Tradesmen.
Sir,—Seeing that you have published illustrations of

tradesmen's sidecars, I am sending a photograph of the outfit
we are now using. It is a 1914 4-i h.p. chain-driven B.S.A.,
and IS giving the greatest satisfaction. It can easily draw
2 cwt. The cost of running is much less tlian the cost of

B.S.A. sidecanier emploved by a butcher. See accompanying leiter

from S. J, Hawkins.

Keepmg a horse, although it runs many more miles than the
latter could do. Its great advantage, however, is its speed,
winch is greatly appreciated by understaffed tradesmen. The
box body, which was made by a local firm of coachbuilders,
can quickly be removed, and a passenger sidecar fitted in its
place.

Hoping these few lines will be of some slight assistance to
you in convincing the public of the utility of the motor cycle.

S. J. HAWKINS.

Oxford Roadways.
Sir,—Mr. Vulliamy speaks of Oxford thoroughfares

apparently as a native. Speaking as a stranger, who has
sometimes to travel from London to Gloucester by road, I
should like to say that the really disgraceful state of the
Oxford thoroughfares impresses such an one, if possible,
almost more unfavourably. The public are indebted to Mr.
Vulliamy for calling attention to this matter. Perhaps to

for the opinions of his correspondents.
3t, Coventry, anJ niLiU ba accompmiej by the writer's nara3 and address.

some extent the state of affairs is due to the way the motor
'buses are driven rather than to the motor 'buses themselves.
Some of the drivers seem to lack any consideration. I

remember I was stopping for petrol somewhere to the west
of Carfax when a motor 'bus came by at full tilt, splashing
us plentifully with mud and absolutely ruining the white
dress of a lady who was crossing the road. I have no
sympathy with those who brand as a road hog every motorist
that exceeds the speed limit, but this sort of behaviour is

real thoroughfare "swinishness." L.JI.M.J.

Automatic Carburetters.

Sir,—I read with great interest, in your issue of July
29th, Mr. J. Reed's experience with a Claudel-Hobson car-

buretter. I should like to know if jMessrs. Claudel-Hobson
are now supplying carbiu'etters complete, and the price of

same ; also if i\Ir. Reed would be kind enough to give a

description of the alterations to his engine and help another
Triumph enthusiast to increase the m.p.h.

E. S. THOMSON, E.N.R.

Magneto Rear Lights.

Sir,—Seeing " Shazbazzik's " reply to " HE 118 " re

magneto rear lights, I thought I would have a go at

making a coil according to instructions given. Having
knocked the ends off a Kodak film spool, I bored a |in.

hole in each, and, having cut a number of lengths of soft

iron wire 2|in. long, pushed them through the holes, until

the last fev," had to be driven in. The wire core and ends
were insulated with tape, and then wound with 24 gauge
enamelled wire, four layers (" Shazbazzik " does not say

the size of wire, by the way), as directed. This was then
connected up with the magneto and the engine started.

Alas ! for the poor Osram lamp, which gave one or two
brilliant flashes, and then was no more. Another layer of

wire was put on, and another trial made with a new lamp,
but, as the light given was s'till very brilliant, a further
layer of wire was put on, and this seems sufficient, Sj volt

lamps, as used in the pocket lamps, were used.
I notice " Shazbazzik " says two 4 volt Osram lamps can

be used in series. Does he think there is enough current
given off to light what is really an 8 volt lamp without
taking too much from the magneto and causing the engine
to miss? H122'7.

Does an Engine Run Better at Dusk?
Sir,—In reference to the letter in your issue of July 22nd

under the above heading from " Ct.P.G.K.," I have yet to

be convinced that an engine does run better at night, but
even if this is a fact, it cannot be due to either of the reasons
advanced by your correspondent.

Carbonic acid gas (carbon dioxide) is neither inflammable,
nor is it a supporter of combustion. It is one of the products
of combustion, and its introduction into the cylinder of a

motor cycle engine cannot be advantageous. It is further
not a fact that plants, flowers, etc., at night give off a
considerable quantity of this carbon dio.xide. The green
colouring matter of the leaves has the power in sunlight of

decomposing this carbon dio.xide, the carbon of which it

assimilates releasing the oxygen into the atmosphere. If

your correspondent is convinced his motor cycle does run
better at night, he must look for other causes than those
he mentions PERCY S. CLEWS.
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Tkermoa

Disposal of Luggage on a Sidecar.

Sir,—I thought perhaps a description of the way in which
luggage for two sufficient for a ten days' tour is packed on
my sidecar might be of interest.

The heavy luggage, comprising all things needed at the
journey's end, is packed in a collapsible suitcase in a water-
proof cover, and strapped firmly to the grid. It sometimes
is undisturbed for several days. The things needed for a one
night stop are disposed of tlius ; Gentleman's, in a soft

leather bag, which fits in the rather shallow cupboard under
the seat; lady's, in a soft canvas suitcase, which fits in edge-
wise after the passenger has taken her seat.

A sponge bag, with toilet articles and towel, is carried in

the side-pocket in the door. Thus a refreshing wash can he
indulged in by the side of any spring or stream (after a

repair job, for instance) without disturbing the main
packages. A canvas
bag, with boots, shoes,

and bathing suits, is

packed in the toe of

the sidecar under the
mat, and over the
locker for spare oil

tins. I may say that
I oil liberally, and
prefer to stick to one
well-known brand, not
alwaj's procurable in

remote jjarts, so I put
two quart tins side by
side, lying forward,
with a partition be-

tween them to which
a wooden turn buckle
is screwed, holding
both tins securely in

position.

A lunclieon basket
lies on the mat under
the passenger's knees,
and a Thermos in a

hoister alongside com-
pletes the outfit.

Cigarettes, matches,
etc. , occupy the
pockets opposite the
door. Themap pockets
on either side the seat
hold maps, a copy of the Michelin guide, eau de Cologne,
electric flash lamp, newspapers, dusters, and a paint brush
for cleaning the engine, etc.

On looking at the sketch one's reflection is bound to be.
Where is the passenger going to be stowed away? But I

can assure critics that, doubtless owing to the fact that the
sidecar is large and the passenger small, there is a place for

everything and comfortable room for the lady as well. Any-
way 100 miles after lunch on a big twin outfit have no terrors
and no after fatigue. When the bags are all out of the
sidecar and the contents dispersed around a bedroom one
would hardly credit in what a small compass they travel.

The first time of packing needs some scheming, but after
that it all comes easy enough. Y.T.O.

American Machines in South Africa.
Sir,—I noticed in 27ie Motor Cycle of last mail a paragraph

showing the falling off ol motor imports into tliis country
for 1915 compared with 1914. As you are aware, the
European war is responsible for this. New British models
are hardly obtainable here, and I know several motorists
anxious to buy, but cannot get them even for spot casli.

New models arriving are even " drawn for " by deiMsitors
who have been waiting months for them.

I have just returned from a holiday in Durban, where
the agent of one of the leading Englisli makes informed me
that spares on order six months ago liave never arrived, and
that he could easily dispose of forty new models if he could
only get them.
By the enclosed cutting from the leading daily paper here

you will see what a big bid the Americans, especially the
Indian, are making for this market. Their machines are well
displayed in the shop windows with all sorts of spares and
accessories, and are well advertised, too. Tlien again, com-
pare the price of £50 for a 4 h.p. single-cylinder free engine

b6

model with that of the English equivalent at £72 10s., plus

about 10% war charges.
Of course, we realise how busy the British factories are

with war orders, but meanwhile our American competitors
are not letting the grass grow under their feet.

Pretoria, S.A. C. H. DEIGHTON.
[Tlie cutting referred to is of an advertisement of the Indian

agents in the Band Daily Mail. It states that 120 single-

cylinder Indians were due to arrive on August 1st, and
that they would be on show at all agents throughout the

Transvaal, Orange Free State, Natal, and Bechuanaland
simultaneously.

—

Ed.]

Electric Lighting on Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article on the simplest

form of electric lighting, by "H.W.H." (T/ie Motor Cyrh,

July 22nd), and his kind appreciation of the Volex dry

battery. As the producer of this battery, I have always

claimed that, for the illumination of motor cycles, it is far

preferable, more convenient and economical than accumu-

lators or any other form -of dry battery.

I should, however, like you to permit me to correct

both Mr. Montgomery's statement and " H.W.H. 's "state-

m.ent in your last issue Avith reference to the question of

the current consumption increasing by adding the voltage.

In the first place, if a bulb taking .3 ampere on two cells

were connected to tliree cells, the current consumption of

this bulb would be greater. " Ohm's Law," the basis of

the theory of electricity, demonstrated that current equals

voltage divided by the resistance, so that a little calculation

will prove that the electromotive force increasing, and the

resistance of bulb filament remaining the same, must result

in an increased current consumption.
However, there is no occasion for controversy on this

point, as the bulbs provided for use with a two-cell Vole.x

battery would be 2-^- to 3 volts at .25 ampere, and the bulbs
provided for the three-cell Volex battery are 3^ to 4 volts

at .25 ampere. The life of a two-cell battery and a three-

cell battery, each cell of the same dimensions, under these

conditions, would be exactly the same, but the light given
with the three-cell Volex battery would be 50% greater.

There is one important conclusion in which Mr. Mont-
gomery, " H.W.H.," and the writer are in agreement, and
that is, if the right battery be used, this form of lighting

compares favourablv with other forms.
M, H. GOLDSTONE.

Exmoor Roads.
Sir,—Replying to the enquiry signed " EL 1969 " in l.Tst

week's issue, I have just returned from a tour which in-

cluded E.xmoor and North Devon, and am thus able to be
of service to your correspondent.
The road from the main Porlock-to-Lynmouth Road to

Oareford and Oare is quite impossible, and it is better to

contmue along the main road for somewliere about four

miles from the top of Porlock Hill and take the direct road
down to Oare from near County Gate. This is a steep

descent, but the surface is all right.

For the Doone Valley it is much the best to leave the
machine at JMalmsmead (the " Lorna Doone Farm," there

is excellent accommodation) and e.xplore on foot—though
there is little to see. Malmsmead is most picturesquely

situated on the Bagworthy Water, which divides Somerset
and Devon (hence the .amusing difficulties of the party
attacking the Doones referred to in the famous novel) .about

a mile from Oare, and midway between there and Brendoii.

On reaching Oare from Porlock the church should be
visited, where Lorna Doone was married (and sliot at by
Carver Doone), and then a turn to the right down the valley

taken to Malmsmead.
All the hills in these parts are fearfully steep, but with

a low gear they are climbable. i\ty mount was a C.ilthorpe-

Jap 2^ h.p., gears 5^ to 1 .and 10^ to 1. Wliat is worse,

the surfaces are often very rougli and loose and stony, par-

ticuha-ly up the new Porlock Hill near the top, and tlie

main road, and from iSIalmsmead to Brendon. But the

scenery is most gorgeous.

Wishing your correspondent good luck, and earnestly

advising him to carry two spare covers,

H. CHALLEN SHARP.
[We have received other letters containing the same infor-

mation, for which we thank our correspondents.

—

Ed. 1
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Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

Sir,—In your issiiu of ,luly 29th, 011 page 117. there

appears a very sensible :iiid none too strongly worded criti-

eisiu of the childishly futile Motor Cyclist Volunteer move-
lueut. On page 115 of the same issue half a page is devoted
to a photograph and letterpress describing an outing by the

Midland Branch of this organisation.

I have seen little of this movement myself—I only re-

turned home from datj' two weeks ago from the Front, where
I have been since last September—but, if the report on
page 115 is not written in jest, and may be taken as repre-

sentative of the doings of this body as a whole, will you
allow me to take my stand in your columns beside your
coi-respondent "M.B.," and saj' to the hale healthy men
who are playing at this childish travesty of Avar, " For
God's sake give up this fooling now, and take a hand in

the sterner game. If you can't or won't do that, at least

give up j'our tooling just the same, for to those who have
seen even a little of the great grim tragedy that is being
enacted little over fifty miles from these shores, your doing's

seem like a child's burlesque of death."
A.G.M. (Captain A.S.C.)

Sir,
—

'We note with surprise and disgust each week in
your paper the pxiblicity given to the events and outings
of motor cycle volunteer corps, whose chief object is only
for a natiomal emergency.
Now the chances of an invasion are considered as compara-

tively remote, and one is struck when looking at the pictures
of manoeuvres, etc., with the fact that many of the members
are young fellows who are of an, eligible age for Acti\re
Service. It is a disgrace to the sport of motor cycling that
these young fellows should be enicourajged to join such
organisations when they are so urgently needed at the Front.
One can only conclude that, by joining these corps, they are
silencing their consciences ani ignoring their country's call

by persuading themselves they aie domg their duty

If there is no room for them as military motor cyclists
(and they have already had many clianccs of joining
various motor sections for Active Service), let them do their

duty, as so many other motor cyclists have chosen to do, by
joining infantry regiments rather than stay at liome waiting
for an invasion.

This letter is not an attack on the principles of these
motor cycle volunteer corps, but against those members
who are eligible and fit for Active Service, and who are
sheltering themselves i\nder such organisations. The ranks
ought only to be filled by those who are over age or have
been rejected as medically unfit.

The writers would like it to be understood that, before
leaving England, (1) they tried to enlist as military motor
cyclists, but there were no vacancies

; (2) ever since arrival

here they have tried, unsuccessfully, to secure a transfer to

some motor cycle coi'ps for Active Service.

Pte. J. V. PARKER.
„ A. G. BUCK.

Burma. „ R. DRINKALL.

British Magnetos.

Sir,—The question of the magneto supply is discussed very
seriously by your readers, and as we all have some that are

near and dear to us at the Front, we do not intend to

buy any more German machines. " Ixion " is voicing the
opinion of many readers when he suggests (page 99, issue of

July 29th) that all the British magneto makers should
combine. The Simms Co. are not novices at magnetos

;

why are they not more at the front nowadays ? I have a

Simms magneto, the parts of which are interchangeable
with the Bosch machine.
Some few years ago you published figures showing that

there were 13,000 magnetos needed for the motor cj'cle

trade everv year. I am sure there are more now.
ULSTER.

AT THE "ALL-KHAKI" MOTOR CYCLE RACE MEETING (Another meeting is to be held on Saturday, Sept 4lh.)

Private W J Reid, of the Royal Fusiliers, brin^ns; his 7 h.p. Indian up the test hill in the unlimited hill-climb.

J»7
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
p. .a 9 f^ rs

Latest recruits in tha Motor Machine Gun Service.

UP to the end of last week 3,443 applications from motor
cyclist recruits had been dealt with by the Editor.

We still receive a number of applications for

transfers from men in the Territorials and new armies,

though it has already been stated that transfers are now
most difficult, if not impossible, to arrange.

The M.M.G.S. is the only branch of the service requiring

motor cyclist recruits immediately.

Two Folkestone motor cyclists rode up to Coventry on
their sidecar to attend last week's inspection, and, after

being attested, at once proceeded home and reported at the

training centre next day.

Among the car drivers attested last week was P. J.

Cronie, who for three years had held the position of second
chauffeur to H.I.H. the Grand Duke Michael of Russia.

A patriotic Britisher, Mr. A. E. Milson, of Geneva,
Switzerland, wrote to us for particulars respecting joining

the Army, and on receipt of them paid his own fare to

Coventry, and was at once accepted for the JNIotor Machine
Gun Service, having had eight years experience with motor
cycles and light cars.

It is a remarkable thing that many youngsters under
nineteen years of age are desperately anxious to join the
M.M.G.S., and very often falsify their ages so that they
may attend the inspection. As several have had to be re-

jected on account of misrepresentation of age and the fact

that their measurements are not up to standard, we think
it well to throw out a warning to other youths not to

repeat this. The minimum age is 19.

The Excelsior School for training cyclists in the mecha-
nism and handling of a sidecar machine promises to render
most useful work. The instructors ai-e Messrs. W. H.
Carson and E. Milton, and every day the six recruits with
which the scheme has started receive instruction in th.e

works and are then taken on the road. The Editor of The
Motor Cycle lectured to them last week, with sectional
models kindly loaned by the Triumph Cycle Co., Bayliss,
Thomas and Co., and C. H. Pugh, Ltd". Expert cyclists
of good physique desiring to join the M.M.G.S. via the
training school should apply at once to Mr. Geoffrey Smith,
Inspecting Officer, E.E., 19. Hertford Street, Coventry.

About sixty candidates for the M.M.G.S. had notified

their intention of attending the inspection at the Coventry
Recruiting Office yesterday (Wednesday). Married men
should always attend with their marriage lines and children's

birth certificates.

More Motor Cyclists Wanted.
There are still immediate vacancies for experienced motor

cyclists in the Motor Machine Gun Service. Pay Is. 2^d.

per day, all found, enlistment- for duration of war. Ages
19 to 38. Candidates who fill up the form in our last issue

and post it to Mr. Smith will, provided they state that
they are ready to enlist at once, receive a free railway
warrant to attend an inspection of recruits on Wednesday,
the 25th inst., at the Eecruiting Office, Masonic H.ill.

Coventry, 2.30 to 4.30 p.m.

Last 'Week's List of Recruits in the M.M.G.S.
Atkins. E. [COTentr.v).

Abbott, S. W. (Cardifl).

Adams, H. G. (Coventr.v).
Bailey, F. [Newport Pagnell).
Bedford, A. W. (Lee, S.E."
Blasbr, 0. W. (Norwich).
Bonfieia, J. (Newport Pafnelll.
Boreliam. A. P. (Higrh W.vcombe|.
Brown, H. (Lancaster).
Coimell, 0. (Aberford).
Cronis. P. J. (Boxmoor).
Cross, S. B. P. (Wallinfrton).
Curd, A P. (We.st Dulwich).
Daniels, S. H.
Elms, F. (Dorlciug).
Evans, P. J. (Blackhcath, S.E.)
Fox. J. E. (Leeds).
Gardiner, A. C. /Palmer's Green).
GriflWli, G. S. (Onndle).
Hamilton, C. A. (Liyerpocl).
Hiiiirins, E. (Corentrv).
Hillhouse, E. (Denny, N" B I

Howartb, L. (Hamford).
Hughes, J. (Dudley).

Jones, D. T. A. (Ebbw Vale).
Johnson, F. S. (Long Bnckby).
Lewis, A. A.
Lodge, H. (Lanclster).
Mackintosh. R. (East Dulwich).
Mills, H. H. (Therstou).
Milson, A. E (Geneva).
Monks, H. (Wigan).
Nichols, H. H. (Kuightonl.
Nicholls. P. Ci. iBrockley).
Norringtou, "W. (Folkestone).
Norrington, E.- (Folkestonei.
Orchard, I. B. (Eettering).
Pattiuson, G. E. (Durham).
Palmer. A. fCrook).
Piper, G. L. ECondon).
Eait, C. n. (Loudon).
Hiehnrds, AV.
Scott, E. B. (Newlaud).
Stevenson. H. [Dorking).
Tanner, T. B. iTirpliil).

Went, T. C. (Lnndou).
Williams, E. P. (Llanishen).
Williams, V. (Llanwrtvd Wells).

Vacancies for Car Drivers and Mechanics.
A limited number of vacancies exists for car drivers of at

least three years' experience, and fully qualified mechanics
who have l>eld similar positions in motor cycle factories or
leading garages. The pay is 6s. per day. Applications in

each case should be made to Mr. Geoffrey Smith, Editor of

The Motor Cycle, enclosing two references from employers.

Despatch Riders, R.E.
A number of motor cyclists were passed for the waiting

list of despatch riders in the Royal Engineers last week. It

is, how'ever, impossible to state when the men will be
called up, in view of the number of names on the list.

1
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The Latest Bramble Sidecar for Spring Frames.
An Ingenious Departure in Sidecar Design.

READERS who own motor cycles
fitted with spring frames will no
doubt be interested in the latest

Bramble sidecar, which is speci-
ally designed in order to obtain to the
maximum degree the advantages of a
spring frame. In general appearance it

resembles the ordinary Bramble model
with the enclosed chassis, but in this
particular model the body actually takes
the place of the chassis. This hasseveral
advantages, the chief being the gaining
of a very low riding position and the
saving of a certain amount of weight.

In the sidecars that have been used
with spring frames up to the present,
ilthough they have allowed for the
springing of the bicycle frame, the
benefits have been considerably mini-
mised by the fact that the sidecar chassis
has been rigid, thus imparting road
shocks. In the case of the Bramble the
body is attached to the bicycle frame in
such a manner that it forms one unit
with it. The axle passes through a
recess in the body under the seat, and
is hinged at the "far end where it is

Skeleton view of new Bramble sidecar specially aesigned for machines with spring frames.

The sketch shows how the connections are attached to the body itself, which is specially

strengthened, there being no frame.

The new Bramble sidecar, the body of which
forms the chassis. it is shov/n attached to a

spring-frame Indian. Note the four-point attachment.

a few minutes to attach or detach the
sidecar.

The whole outfit has a
very pleasing appearance.
It would seem as though
the mudguard problem
has been solved in this
design, as, instead of

being supported on an.

unsprung chassis at the
end of long stays, it is

securely bolted to the
body, where it is, of

course, sprung as in car
practice. We have not
yet had an opportunity
of trying this sidecar,

but we are inclined to

the opinion that, al-

though the driver's com-
fort must be greatly in-

creased by the extra
springing, the passenger
may miss the luxury of

the springing afforded

by the usual long C
springs—of which there

is no equal in comfort
even in the car world.

electric lighting installation which con-

sists of a small magneto generator
attached to the forks of the motor cycle.

The drive is obtained from the front, or,

if preferred, the rear wheels, by means of

a small rubber-tyred wheel pressing on
the rim. This, combined with the
Superba head lamp, should make an ideal

lighting set for the man who uses his

machine much at night.

THE UNIQUE REAR LAMP.
THE small sketch here reproduced is

that of the Unique rear lamp,
which is a neat, well-made little

device for attaching to the existing

number plate. The lamp consists mainly
of a cone-shaped cap or cover, at the end
of which there is a tiny red glass. Imme-
diately below this, and facing the number.

attached to the body. The body is sup-

ported on the axle by a half elliptic

spring. It will be seen that the only

unsprung parts of the whole combination
are the three wheels and the sidecar

axle, which should reduce the strain on
the bicycle to a minimum. Further, the

least possible amount of unsprung weight

is always an advantage.

The body, of course, is specially

strengthened in order to withstand the

extra strain thrown upon it. The two
main connections pass right through the
body, and are attacked by means of

plates bolted to it, while the fitting

attached under the saddle is .simply
bolted to the strengthened side. The
attachment to the bicycle is at four
points—two on the down tube, one under
the engine cradle, and one under the
saddle. The clips are quickly detach-
able, and it should only be a matter of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY
MAGNETO GENERATOR.

AMONG the many interesting

electrical accessories sold by
Messrs. Ward and Goldstone, of

Springfield Lane, Salford, Manchester,
is the Voltalite generator. This is an

The Superba lamp supplied with Voltalite outfit.

The Unique tail lamp.

is a narrow slot, allowing the white light

from the miniature screw bulb inside to

be reflected on to the number plate. To
fix it it is only necessary to drill a half-

inch round hole in the top right-hand
corner of the number-plate, and fix on the
lamp with the nuts provided. The retail

price is 3s. without the bulb, and it is

sold by Brown Bros., of Great .Eastern

Street, E.G.

BII
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With Gun and Despatch.
T^HE military motor cyclist again looms

largely in the present issue, the im-

portant part he is playing in the great

European conflict demanding such atten-

tion. The upper illustration shows the

latest Motor Machine Gun Battery to

leave for the Front— The No. 16, com-

inanded by Major Thackwell, the section

commanders being Lieut. Carew, Lieut.

Conduit, and Lieut. Joske, who are mounted

on 4 h.p. Triumphs. It may be observed

that the number of cars in each battery has

lately been reduced, the CO. now having

the use of a standard pleasure type sidecar

outfit. Inset is a Clyno machine gun outfit

traversing a rough track.

The lower picture is an official illus-

tration of the Dardanelles operations,

showing despatch riders attached to the

Royal Engineers after landing on the

sandy shores of the Gallipoli Peninsula.

It will be noticed that " shorts" and shirt

sleeves are the standard equipment in

those sunny parts !
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SPECIAL FEATURES.
CUR OVERSEA TRADE.

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLE MATTERS.
THE SPORTING SIDE OF MOTOR

CYCLIAG.

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aug. 19th
„ 21st

„ 23rd
„ 25th

8.16 p.m.
8.11 ,,

8.7 .,

8.3
'.'.

Munitions First.

Practically all the largest motor cycle
and car manufactories have already been
or will be taken over this vseek by the
Government. The manufacturers do not
resent the Government's action^ believing
in munitions first.

No Shortage of Petrol.

15,438,500 gallons of petrol were im-
poi-ted into this country last month. This
IS a big increase over the June figures,

the amount than being 12,652,635 gallons.

It is also more than was imported twelve
months ago, the figures for July, 1914,
being 14,497,722 gallons.

A Case for Police Action.

A correspondent, Mr. W. H. Stallard,
calls our attention to a glaring instance
of a road hog whom he encountered to

his hurt on the Newport-Wellington
(Salop) Road. When travelling in the
middle of the road he met three men in

a cart coming in the opposite direction.
The cart was on the wrong side of the
road, but when the motor cyclist was
within thirty yards the driver suddenly
pulled right across the road, forcing
Mr. Stallard into the kerb, so buckling
the front wheel and throwing him on to
his head. These men, we are told, were
seen passing up and down the road
several times. In a case of this kind
it is advisable to communicate with the
police without delay.

Appointment of Leading Competition Rider.

Mr. B. Alan Hill has lately joined the
editorial staff of The Motor 'Cycle. It is

perhaps due to liim and to ourselves to
state tliat in September last Mr. Hill
joined the British Red Cross, and was
serving in France as driver on the 4th
Motor Ambulance Convoy until last

February, when he was invalided' home,
and subsequently received his discharge.
It may be remembered that, previous to

the war, he was a successful competition
rider on Rudge and Indian machines, and
competed regularly in the Scottish Six
Days Trials, having figured in all but
one of those trying events. On each
occasion he gained a gold medal, and, as
a matter of fact, has been singularly
successful in long distance competition
work, liaving won a gold medal m each
six days trial in which he has ridden

—

English or Scottish—eight in all. Alan
,

Hill has also taken part in most of the
London-Edinburgh and all the London-
Exeter runs, and has on two occasions
ridden in the Tourist Trophy Race.

E14

From SaUipoli !

"We "are all feeling the monotony
here very much, and Tlie Motor Cycle is

very welcome when it comes along. I

hope w;e go to England when we finish

here, as I should like to sample some of

your roads."—Extract from letter from
Gunner D. Gibb, of the New Zealand
field artillery, now serving on the
Gallipoli Peninsula.

Latest Boad Beports.

Kent. Loxi!ON-BK0Mi;Ey-BiByEKFQAic.s-
ToNBKiDGE. The surface of this road is

now very poor, being full of undulations
rather than pot-holes. The Tunbridge-
Hastings road is a little better. Hawk-
hurst-Maidstone-Wrotham - Sidcup - Lewis-
ham-London. This road on the whole is

in pretty good condition considering the
nature of the traffic to which it has been
subjected during the last twelve months,
and forms a good route to the South
Coast (Hastings, etc.).

Practically all roads in Winchester are
in a bad state. Winchester to Southamp-
ton, bad in parts ; Winchester to Basing-
stoke, fairly good ; Winchester to Ronisey,
bad ; Winchester to Alton, fairly good
(about to be tarred) ; Winchester to

Andover, fair; Winchester to Newbury,
fair; Winchester to Portsmouth, not bad;
Winchester to Stockbridge, fa.ir ; Win-
chester to Petersfield. fair.

A Tip for Rigid Footboards.

A correspondent tells us that foi

or five pieces of rubber gas tabin

bound together and fastened to ti

footboard form an excellent insulatic

cushion, which very considerably lesser

. the footboard viljration, and increas<

the comfort of the machine.

The War Funds.

Last Monday's totals of some of ti

principal war funds re.ad as follow :

The Times Fund for Sick

and Wounded £1,622,1£

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 163.71

Indian Soldiers' Fund ... 14&,2C

Motor CycHsts in the National ReuistK.

No doubt a great many motor cyclist

mentioned their favoiu-ite hobby whe
fillmg in the National Register las

Sunday. Thousands of roimg men hav
acquired practical skill whilst moto
cycling which should be of inestimabl
service to the State, but the form an^

instructions were not made clear on thi

point. Further, a good deal of waste-
energy would no doubt have been save'

had a question such as " Are yo
.physically sound and fit?" been asked. I

will mean many enquiries to ascertai'

wliether men of recruitable age are suffei

ing; from some disabilitv or bodilv defect

The lady's new model 2-| h.p. Excelsior passenger outfit. Driven by Mrs. W. H. Carson,

this machine has already " made good " by making a top gear dmib of Stoneleigh Hill with

passenger, and also by climbing Saintsbury—a well-known Cotswold gradient, with a grade

of about 1 in 6i. The gear ratios are SJ and 1 H to 1. There should be a good field for a

lady's special sidecar outfit, as the mcrease in the ranks of lady solo riders is now equally

noticeable among those fa\ouring passenger machines.
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Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteers.

The M..M.(,'.\'. Coins liold a reciT\->-

ing parade on Saturtiay when it was
siicceasful in obtaining reci'uits for botli

the Reguhtrs and itself. On Snnday
membei's of the Corps spent tlie day field-

slietchini; at Rowiiigtoii.

Natives of Uganda like Motor Cycles.

Motor cycles ai'e popnlar with the

chiefs of Uganda, and at Kampala there

are abont twenty natives who ride them.
The majority of the machines are

Triumphs, both four and two-stroke

models being in evidence.

United Services Brooklands Race Meeting.

As was expected from the great

success attending the "all khaki"
meeting at Brooklands on August 7th.

the venture is to be repeated, and the
second meeting will be held on Saturday.
September 4th. A list of events and other

details will be found elsewhere in this
- issue.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices for

the various seLond-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor C't/cJe. We quote
those models of which at least five

weekly averages have appeared during
the past two months. Where it is pos-

sible to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, we also give the average for the
past week.

Last Average
Make. .Vi-ar. H.P. week's for past

avt^rage. 8 wcelcs.

-A.l.S 1014 6 "5 sp. sidecar . . £7 > . £72
=913 5 3 sp. sidecar . . — £53
iqi4 2} 3-speed <;(2 £43

.*.r:cl 1914 3V 3-speed — £42
1914 3i a-sp. sidecar . . — £53
19146 3-sp. sidecar . . ffi3 £58

Bat 19148 3 sp. sidecar .. £55 £56
„ 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £52

Bradbmy . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £75 £63
„ .. 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . , — /4r

B.S..\ 1914 4 3-speed — £46
1914 4 a-sp. sidecar .. /::;o £57

Caltii-irpe .. 1914 2 i-speed £iS £19
Chater-Lea , 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £03 £6.S

. 1913 8 3-sp. sidecar . , — £52
Clyn J 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £73 £68

,. 1914 2\ 2-speed — £30
, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £55 £55

Douglas ... 1914 2^ kick start ... £42 £44
... 1913 23 2-speed T.T. . — £35

,, . . , 1914 4 2-sp. sidecar , . £59 £50
Eafield ... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . — /64

... 1914 3 -j-speed ..."..£35 £42
Humber . . . 1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £38 £41
Indian .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £58 £63
.Tames 1914 4V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £54.
Lea-Francis 1913 3.I 2-speed . ... £47 £48
Levis 1914 2 i 2-speed — £29
Matchless ., 1914 7 3-sp. sidecar . , — £74

„ . . 1913 7 3-sp. sidecar . . — £54
Norton .... 1914 4 3-speed — £50
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £57

„ 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £51
N.U.T /I914 6 a-sp. sidecar . . — £60
Premier . . . 1914 3.^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £52
P. & M. ... 1913^ 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . — £49

„ ... 1914 3.} 2-sp. sidecar . . — £59
Kes 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £58

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar
. . — £43

Kover 1914 3^ 3-speed — £46
i. 1914 3i a-sp. sidecar . . — £53
„ -. 1913 SH-SP. sidecar .. £38 £43

Koyal Ruby 1914 ^i 2-speed — £44
Rudge 1914 3I multi sidecar. . — £50

19143! multi — £34
„ ••„ 191a 3* multi £33 £34
^cott 19 r4 33 2-sp. sidecar . . — £60

1914 3} 2-speed — £47
_ , 1913 3} 2-sp. sidecar .. £34 £46
bunbeaiu .. I9r4 6 3-sp. sidecar . — £75

„ . . 1914 3l 3-speed — £57
Inumph .. 19144 3-sp. sidecar . . £55 £56

" • 1914 4 3-speed £40 £45
„ . . 19J3 3.1 3-sp. sidecar . . £46 £46

,,,.," • 1913 3* tree engine , . £35 £36
Williamson 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . /Ss £70
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar £68 £52

t, 1913 6 Gradua sidecar — £47
•» 1913 3i Gradua sidecar £36 £35

" The Weekly Blue Bit oJ Light

"

Is the title given to 'J'/ir MoUtr C't/clc

by one of our Dutch readers. He refers

to its lighting effect among the dull

collection of daily war literature.

Clamouring for British Motor Cycles.

A Pretorian reader tells us that
British-made motor cycles are practically

unobtainable in South Africa at the
moment, and he knows several motor
cyclists in his district an.xious to buy,
but cannot get them even for spot
cash. The new models on arrival are
drawn for by depositors who have been
waiting months for them. A Durban
dealer told our informant that he

could easily dispose of forty new models
if he could only get hold of them.

The Motor Cycle Trade.

The -July Board of Trade returns show
a big drop in the imports of motor cycles

over the previous month's figures, but
this drop is balanced by the big increase

in the June figures over those for May,
which we called attention to in our issue

of July 15th. The exports have dropped
back again after the partial recovery
recorded in the previous returns. Fol-

lowing are the actual figures :

Impokts,
July, 1915.—495 motor cycles, value

£24,442 (including parts and tyres 'not

imported with complete machines,

£37,827).
Jinie, 1915.—822 motor- cycles, value

£54,990 (including parts and tyres not

imported with complete machines,

£65,671).
July, 1914.—172 motor cycles.

Exports,
July, 1915.—881 motor cycles, valae

£39,924 (including parts and tyres not

exported with complete machines,

£64,601).
.June, 1915.—1,020 motor cycles, value

£45,128 (including parts and tyres not

exported with complete machines,
£68,162).

July, 1914.-2,089 motor cycles.

ILe Accident to thu Irish Mail.

Hinidi'eds of motor cyclist.s and
motorists at the week-end visited tlio

scene of Saturday's accident to the

Irish mail train on the L. and N,W.
line near Weedon. The overturned
carriages could plainly be seen from
the old Roman road known as Watling
Street from the hill a mile on the

London side of Weedon, a village

between Daventry and Towcester. The
last carriage was hauled on the line

on Sunday afternoon, about 4.30, and a

severe thunderstorm shortly afterwards

burst over the scene.

Naw Lighting Regulations.

New regulations were issued last week
to the effect that in the London area

lamps on all vehicles are in future to be

lighted half an hour after sunset (in.stead

of an hour as hitherto), and to remain

lighted until half an hour before sunrise

(instead of an hour as hitherto). It is

presumed that these regulations are the

results of the dimmed lights, but at any
time it is a good idea, and we hope to

see it permanently adopted throughout
the country. There is no doubt that the

most dangerous time on the road is the

hour after sunset, due to the fact that so

many road users leave the lighting of

lamps until the very last moment.

Presentations to a Well-known Irish Rider.

Mr, J, F, A. Day, who has for some
time past acted as assistant hon. secre-

tary ^z the Dublin and District Motor
Cycle Cl'ib. is shortly about to leave Ire-

land to taKf v.p his residence in Califor-

nia, and the members of the club took
advantage of the occasion to express their

appreciatiion of his services to the club
by entertaining him to dinner and making
him a presentation of a gold watch. A
presentation was also made to Mr. Day
on behalf of the Sun Cycle and Fittings

Co., whose mariiine he has ridden with
considerable success in the competitions of

the club. The hill-climbing competition
that was to have been held at Ballina-

slaughter Hill did not take place.

Some despatch riders' machines with the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force Douglases.

Triumphs, and B.SA.'s will be recognised ; the machine on the right is a Swiss Moser,

B!7
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ANOTHER UNITED SERVICES RACE MEETING.
At Brooklands on Saturday, Sep;ember 4(h. List of Events.

THE " United Services " is the more comprehensive

title adopted for the next Brooklands race meet-

ing, which is open to any member of the British

Army, Navy, or Allied Forces (in uniform). A good

programme has been outlined, and the meeting

generally will be conducted on the lines which ensured

such a success for the "All-khaki" gathering on

August yth. The sprint races will on September 4th

be held on the finishing straight, which is now being

put into thorough order.

List of Events.
No. 1.

—

Two-stroke Half-mile Sprint, for motor cycles

fitted with two-stroke engines of a capacity not exceeding

270 c.c.

No. 2.

—

Lightweight Half-mile Sprint, engine limit

350 c.c.

No. 3.

—

Medium - WEIGHT Half - mile Sprint, touring

machines, engine limit 550 c.c.

No. 4.

—

Medium - weight Half-mile Sprint, racing

machines, engine limit 550 c.c.

No. 5.

—

Quick-change Plug Race.

No 6.

—

Unlimited Half - mile Sprint, engine limit

1,000 c.c.

No. 7.

—

Sidecar Half-mile Sprint, engine limit 1,000 c.c.

No. 8.

—

Light Car Half-mile Sprint, for cycle cars and
light cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

No. 9.

—

Serpentine Fast Race, for solo machines of any
type

No. 10.

—

Junior Hill-climb, engine limit 350 c.c.

No. 11.

—

Medium-weight Hill-climb, engine limit 550 c.c.

No. 12.

—

Unlimited Hill-climb, engine limit 1,000 c.c.

The sprint races will be held on the "finishing

straight " with standing starts.

As in the case of the first meeting. The Motor Cycle

will present a silver cup for the best aggregate per-

formance of a competitor on any one machine. First

and second prizes will also be awarded according to

the number of entries received.

Entries close on Saturday, August 28th. They
should be addressed to Mr. T. \V. Loughborough, of

the Auto Cycle Union, Pall Mall, S.W. Mr. Lough-
borough and Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton (whose letter

in The Motor Cycle originated the All-khaki meeting)

are the joint hon. secretaries. The entry fee for each
event is 2S. 6d. Admission to the track is is., but mem-

bers of the home clubs

l< and competitors will be

admitted free of charge.

Motorists from Derby
to Leek, on the Ash-
bourne Road, should
be careful not to leave

their vehicles unat-

tended whilst calling at

restaurants or hotels.

For a breach of the

regulations a corre-

spondent was recently

fined I OS., or seven

days' imprisonment, and
was ordered to pay a

witness's expenses.

A FOUR -SPEED TWIN-

CYLINDER MOUNT.

A striking Regal which is fitted

with a twin - cylinder J.A.P. engine

and a four-speed Jardine gear. Drive

is by chain to the countershaft

gear box and thence by belt. It is

a neat looking machme and well

adapted for solo or sidecar work. The

belt pulleys of this new model, it will

be noticed, are of almost equal size.

I

(v-

BIS
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Read what "The Motor

Cycle" says:—
" We were afforded an
excellent demonstra-
tion of the action of

the gear on a 3-^- li.p.

Triumph. Not only
was free engine ob-
tainable, but on the
very lowest gear, when
the belt was quite
slack, there was no
sign of slip, and in

this position it was
impossible to prevent
the motor cycle from
moving off easily

by any attempt to

hold it back."

Read these

letters from riders

^=^ who have proved the value ofi^
x^

= «-*

The Grado
The Simple Variable

Pulley arrangement for

Belt-driven Machines. Multi-Gear.

= The GBADO GEAB as fitted to machine.

' t lliat ensures ihe
lever slipping.

The Grado Gear is most simple in construction

—

tliere is nothing to get out of order, and it can be fitted

to a standard belt-driven machine in 2 to 3 hours.

Why not write for our Catalogue TO-DAY?

PRICES.
Pulley complete (as illustrated), bored to suit „ ^ „ _

engine shaft up to 4^ h.p *.0 O U
Up to 6 h.p £3 10
Lightweights £2 10

We can supply a Special Pulley for engine with Extending Crank Bosses,

like the J.A. P., Old Rex, Minerva, etc., for lo/- extra. Recess up to ijin.

diameter; up to 2 Jin. diameter, if necessary, 12/- extra.

The GRADO Manufacturing Co.,
64, Pershore Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone - 1187 Mid.

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

In answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Mot'>r Oycle." Big
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An Outstanding Victory.

'INNING the Irish End to End Trial in the face of the

keenest competition from big twin machines of double its

h.p. is the latest achievement of the 4^ h.p. B.S.A. Motor

Bicycle. The first place in the flexibility test (solo) also fell to the B.S.A.

while the B.S.A. with Sidecar was the only combination of so small h.p.

to complete the course. It is interesting to note that five B.S.A's

started and all five machines finished. The awards given below

are further convincing evidence that it is quite unnecessary to employ an

expensive, heavy high-powered machine for solo or sidecar work.

PALMER TROPHY
GOLD MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL

Won by Mr. R. Jones.

Won by Mr. R. Jones.

Won by Mr. T. Toole.

Won by Mr. F. L. Dooley.

Won by Mr. W. J. Chambers.

Won by Mr. T. J. Woods.

Another BS.A. Success.

CORK and District M.C.C. ONE DAY TRIAL.

GOLD MEDAL Won by Mr. F. L. Dooley.

GOLD MEDAL Won by Mr. E. W. Whitaker.

BRONZE MEDAL Won by Lance-Corpl. Thompson.

TWO of the three machines WINNING THE TEAM PRIZE
WERE B.S.A's.

RIDE A

. Motor Bicycle
A Special Souvenir Booklet ** On War Service'* containing many
interesting illustrations of Military Motor Cyclists will be sent

post free for Id. stamp^

WRITE FOR LATEST CATALOGUE
showing all models in colours.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY L'MITED,
13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

In aiwu.eiiiuj i,/iis niivurtiscmcnt it is dcsirabie to muniion " Tlie Motor Cyctt.
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Hill-climbing and Racing in South Africa.

SCENES IN THE EASTERN PROVINCE (S.A.) M.C.C
ROAD RACE.

MOTOR cyclists in South Africa, or, to be more
correct, those S.A. motor cyclists not fighting

in the great war, continue to hold occasional

trials which, although naturally not so well supported
as in the pre-war

days, help to

keep those who
remain at home
enthusiastic, and
so prevent
club affairs from
becoming mori-

bund. These
remarks a p p 1 y

also to motor
cycling in New
Zealand and
Australia, and,

ivith home com-
petitions prac-

tically suspended,
the doings of our
Colonial friends

are of more than

usual interest.

The Cape Pro-
\ince, S.A., in

particular,
appears to contain

many very keen
riders, and this

week we are en-

abled to publish

details of three

trials held by
clubs in that State.

On July nth, the

Eastern Province
M.C.C. whose
headquarters are

at Port Elizabeth,

held a twenty
miles road race

which resulted in

some good sport.

As a result of

recent heavy rain.

(Top) 3| h.p. Alldays

and sidecar, driven by H.

Braybrooke, at speed.

(Middle) Some of the

competitors at the startmg

point.

(Bottom) Dennis (2J h.p

Douglas), winner of the solo

class.

J Wyllje (A.J.S.), winner of the Cape Peninsula M.C.C. flexibility test.

the road (from Uitenhage to Green Bushes v'm Fitch's)

wa.s ill a shocking state, and there were one or two
falls. Some of the competitors were in a state of

exhaustion at the end of the twenty miles over such bad
roads. Results

:

Solo Class.

1, Dennis {^y^ h.p. Douglas), actual

time 33m. ; handicap, 8m.
2, Paton (3J^ h.p. Rudge), actual time

36m. ; handicap, 4m.

3, Scrimgeour (5 h.p. Indian), actual

time 38m. ; handicap, 6m.

Sidecar Class.

1, S. Nevay (5 h.p. New Hudson),
actual time 41m. ; scratch.

2, H. Braybrooke (31^ h.p. Alldays),

actual time 44. ; handicap, 2m.

3, A. Burton (4 h.p. Triumph), actual

time 53m.;
handicap, 8m.

;

Further down
the coast the East

London M.C.C,
continuing i t s

activities, held
a hill -climb
last month at

Kwelegha. There
were sixteen

competitors, and
the hill con-

tained three
cross gulleys,

which do not

: altogether assist

one in making
good time.

Results :

1, F. Kurts

(3^^ h.p. Rover).

2, G. Cock

(3/4 h.p. Rover).

3, H. Feller

(3^ h.p. Rover).

4, F. Miles (3;^
h.p. Triumph).

A Flexibility HilUclimb.

The Cape Club recently held a flexibility hill-climb

for novices. A slow and fast climb, each about half

a mile in length, was the. order of the day, with one

class for solo riders and one for sidecarists. The same

gear was to be used in both attempts, while braking

or clutch slipping or touching the ground entailed

disqualifications.

^The course was badly cut up—S.A. is in the very

heart of winter now—but this did not prevent over a

dozen riders turning up. Results :

Solo Class.—Winner : J. Wyllie (A.J.S.), variation

in time im. '^P/^s.

Sidecar Class.—Winner : E. Binns (Premier),

variation im. 5i%s.
r.T.l
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The 2\ h.p. two-stroke Scarlet—the lady's model on the left. The engine is a 269 c.c. Metro, and both models can be supplied with or

without a two-speed countershaft gear. The illustrations are of the two-speed models.

THE SCARLET TWO-
STROKE

A NEAT newcomer to the ranks of

lightweights is the Scarlet, manu-
factured by Messrs. Scarlett and

Hodkin, of Plymouth Grove West, Man-
chester. The Scarlet is made in three
models—single - speed, two - speed, and
ladies' model. The engine is the same
in all three, viz., a two-stroke Metro,
70x70 mm., giving a cubic capacity of
269 c.c. It is fitted with an outside fly-

wheel, E.I.C. vfaterproof magneto, and
a Senspray carburetter.

In the case of the two-speed model a
countershaft gear box is fitted, with
combined cham and belt drive. The
lady's model is identical with the ordi-
nary model, only with the exception of
the top tube, which in the former case
is dropped sufficiently to give freedom for
the rider's skirt. The machines are
enamelled in scarlet, while the tank is

of a rather darker shade of red with
black lining.

A DETACHABLE SIDE-
CARRIER.

THE accompanying illustration shows
a rider on his 3^ h.p. two-speed
motor cycle and sidecarrier, in

•which he took a sheep fifteen miles to
a patriotic sale. How the woolly pas-
senger enjoyed the drive is not recorded.

but he has successfully put on the
motorist's straight-ahead stare, and
appears to be looking forward to the
journey. The sidecarrier, which is built

of three-ply wood and one-inch flooring,

is provided with a lid, which is not
shown in the illustration. It only cost

£1, and fits with thumb-screws to the
same chassis as the owner's sidecar body.
Tho passenger body can be removed and
thp sidecarrier put on in about two
minutes. The owner says he has taken
sheep, calves-, hens, paling posts, a push
bicycle, furniture, and even a cooking
range in the sidecarrier.

A NOVEL SIDECAR
CHASSIS.

ANEW type of sidecar chassis has
been manufactured by Messrs. the

Light Car Body Co., of Coventry,
the feature of which is the ash frame.
One of the points where this chassis

.scores over the orthodox type is that it

can be successfully manufactured without
highly skilled labour—an important point

in this time of national stress

^as there are no brazed
joints or machined parts. In
place of tubes an ash frame-
work is nsod, reinforced on
both sides by steel flitch

plates, which are riveted together. The
frame consists of an oval main member
that carries the wheel axle and the
diagonal saddle support. The spindle

and the rear chain stay lug are held by
two substantial forgings attached to the
chassis by means of bolts and also by
clips. These at the same time secure the

C springs. The body is supported at the
front on a transverse spring. The main
front connection is attaclied to the chassis

at four points, thus ensuring rigidity,

while the support is taken from the
centre. In order to give a finished ap-
pearance, a small roller is fitted, which
also, in the unlikely event of a con-
nection breaking, would prevent the
front of the chassis from digging into
the ground and stopping the machine
suddenly.
We are informed tliat- tlie weight is

about the same, or, if anytliing, less than
that of the tubidar type, strength for'

strength. We understand it has been
thoroughly tested, and has proved most
satisfactory, there being no whip. It
will be remembered that tliis type of
chassis was used with success on cars a
few years ago. Its simple construction

and light weight
combined with
strength should
prove just as satis-

factory for sidecars.

.An unusual sidecar passenger.

A novel sidecar cliassis with
an ash frame reinforced by steel

fiitch plates. The makers are the
Light Cai' Body Co., Coventry.
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This is Second Lieutenant Barnard and his

3^ h.p. Sunbeam.
He is holding the Cup presented him for scoring

the most wins at the All -khaki

Meeting at Brooklands, on August
7th.

His Sunbeam made both the slowest

time of the day and the fastest on
the test hill.

Catalogue on application to

—

JOHN MARSTON, Ltd.,
11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

London Showrooms—57, Holborn Viaduct, E.G., and 157-158,
Sloane Street, S.W.

" Tiie Motor Cycle" r 00.

PERFECT MOTOfi CYCLE
WITH A

PEBFfCTLY BALANCED
ENGINE.

The A. B. C. realises the
highest standard of motor
cycle coastruction in having
an engine of perfect balance,
leaf springing front and rear,

car type four-speed gear box,
gate change, chain drive, and
other exclusive refinements.

Model A(Touring) £63.

Model B (T.T.) £63-

Plus 5% Increase.

-irt catoiogue gratis on request.

A.B.C. ROAD MOTORS
(.914\Ltd., HEHSHAM,

WALTON-ON- THAMES,

Harman

ONE OIL
'T>Vp"°STROKES'

^i^^^^^B=^^^^^^^^^m

^^^^H^S5:^^^^s§l^w5^^^v^^^B

-—=^^^^|ni ^^^^^^B

' W®i
g^nmm^^^^^,,,^.^ ^^^1^^^^^

WAKEFIELD

CASTROW
CC.WAKEFIELOiCO.i.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B23
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JOHN
PIGGOTT'S

The Famous "J.P." Tourist
Overall Motor Suit. Strong
and Waterproof. Double
Texture Fawn Twill.

34/9
Full particulars and patterns free.

MOTOR
CLOTHING
The "J.P," Ideal Waterproof
IWotor Overall Suit. Double
Texture Fawn Paramatta.
Complete with Leggings.

25
Complete Motor Cycle List free.

'PETER UNION'
MOTOR CYCLE COVERS,
LEATHER AND STEEL STUDDED,

26 X 2j 40/-, 26 X 2-| 42/-

JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD. CATALOGUE FREE. .. 'J^;t H'' S:.'^^^i.ou.

ROSCO CYLINDER BLACK.
PRESERVES YOUR CYLINDERS.

Tins, 6cl. Withstands Heat Post free, 7id.

Sole Manufacturers :OWEN BROS., HULL, Eng.

THE

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER
For Designers, Draughtsmen, Works Managers, etc.

Monthly (tIS^2S?y) Sixpence Net.

SECOND EDITION.

HAND CAMERAS
A Handbook for
Amateur Photographers.

By R. CHILD BA YLE Y (Editor at " Photography and
Focus ").

This edition bas been revised throughout, and brought up to date in every
detail. Many new full-pLige plates are included.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20, TiidorSL. London, E.G.
and leading booksellers.

Get this Book

B24 In ansivering these advertisements it is

if you want reli-

able information

and advice on

motor cycle
management.

C" Motor Cycles and How to
Manage The.m " is unquestion-
ably the best and most complete
handbook on motor cycles, tlieir

care and management.

C It will be found invaluable to
beginners, and both useful and
instructive to more experienced
riders. It deals witli a multitude
of subjects relating to all types
of motor cj'cles,

C The buyer of a second-hand
machine will find the book
equally useful, as it describes

old type carburetters, ignition

sj'stems, etc, in a special chapter
on second-hand motor cycles.

desirable to mention " TIte Motor Cycle.

MotorgcLES

Sixteenth Edition
^Kn-ised),

Price 1/- net
By Post, 1/3

ObiaiHoblc from

Iliffe 'S) Sons Ltd.,

20 Tudor St., London £ C, -

siiid all lookselle 6 and Im>o' swIIf.

1
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THE MOTOR CYCLE. Advertisements.

No More Tyre Troubles.
There will be no time lost on the road through bursts or
punctvires — no wearisome" delays — if you fill your tyres with

"VS/^ITH ESSENKAY in the covers instead of
' ' air tubes you have all the advantages —
Buoyancy, Resiliency, and Lite — of the
pneumatic tyre. Yet you avoid bursts and
punctures, and appreciably increase the
mileage of the covers.

Essenkay is a Revelation.
ESSENKAY is better by far than the

pneujnatic tyre, and there is not a particle of
rubber in it. It yyon't rot or perish. It vyon't

harden. It is impervious to heat, cold and

cUmate. Proof against acids, chemicals,

petrol, and oil.

Agents — We are open to appoint

Wanted. live Agents in many districts.

The Most Perfect

Substitute for Air
yet discovered.

Not affected by continnous use.

ESSENKAY is not affected by continuous
running — when the covers have been worn
through the ESSENKAY filling can be trans-
ferred to new ones.

Test It Free.
Get ESSENKAY into your tyres without

delay. We offer you an opportunity of testing

it Free and at our expense. So do not hesi-

tate. Write to us to-day.

ESSENKAY LTD.,

28, Southgate SL, Leicester.

HOW TO FLY ! !

!

'Phone 504B Ma.yfa.iri or
Write to Dept. B,

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOL OF FLYING,

HENDON AERODROME,
FOR FULL PARTICULARS
OF SPECIAL TUITION,
WITH SERVICE

COMMISSIONS
IN VIEW.

SERVE YOUR COUNTRY!!!

The Graves 2i h.p. J A.I', l.iuht lounns Mulor Cycle. 70 hy 76 hure
and stroke; Aniac Carburetter; I>iinlop Rubber Studded Tyres;
Druid Spring Forks; Hans Renold Chain; Two-speed Couiitersba£t
Gear, delivered carriaiie paid to approved orders for £5 now.
balance £2 monthly if satisfied. Write for Catalogue of 'Speed
Kmft Moders from £35 up. on Ei^y Terms. Als.i Side Cars,
Clincher Tyres, "Wall Anto-Wheel, Motor ClothiBg,
etc. on Easy Terms. J, G. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

DALL Belt Fasteners
WITH 3 LINKS.

l\|0 2 N53
Cost only 1 13, and there is no belter at any price.

Obtainable everywhere, and worth insisting on. Made
in three sizes. They are reliable, simple, safe, and
sensible.

An appreciative user wrrites :

Cavalry Barracks, Canterbury,
7th March, 1915.

Mr. C. O. Parker would be obliged it Messrs. J. B.

Dall will send him to the above address one Jin.

Dall Celt Fastener, for which he encloses 1/3.

Mr. Parker has found the Dall Fastener quite the

best on the market.

0/ ail Agents.

DAL.1., ka.cjybanl«, Fi-Fe.

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks of every des-

cription, best workmanship and material, satisfaction

guaranteed.

Every tank tested under pressure

before Teavmg our works. PRICE, FROBfl 15 /-. ^^sk

lor booklet, post free. Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

56-60, Chapel Street.
Salford, MANCHESTER.A. GREEN & Co.

Telenl one : cioi Cfntral.

tii

^^

(f-^j/ 6jK.i

THE "GRADO
64, PERSHORE

I
n IMULTI- PULLEY

With Free Engine.

Gives gears 4—

1

to 8-1 Light-
weights TO — 1.

No Jockey
Pulley.

No Belt Slip.

starts yoLip machine
andSidecaPon steep
hills. Fitted in two
hours to Triumphs.
Precision, Brad burys.
B.S.A., Rex, Jap. etc.

Price for machines
up to 6 h.p,. £3 38.
Jap Engine 10s. extra
Lightweights,* 2 10s

MANUFACTURING CO.,
STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

Telciihone : Midland 1167.

THE H0USII^1G OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Quality and Cheap.ness

combined.

Guaranteed Weather-
r
proof. Stade in sections

rolKjk tiuether.

Illustrated Cataloeue
Post Vree.

Teleiilioiie- Putney 7^3.

or call and inspect.

...... or- L f high Stra3(,

Soutn western Timber Co., fulham, s.w.

EASY STARTING.
MINIMUM CONSUMPTION.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.
BUT IT MUST BE AN

EVEREST CARBURETTER.
WRITE FOR LIST.

Everest Carburetters, COVENTRY
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reoHes thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

zo, Tudor Street, London, B.C., and whether intended for publication or not ihust be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked *' Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Leaky Cylinder Head.

I have a 1913 model 2| h.p.

four-stroke motor cycle with a
detachable cylinder head. Will
you please let me know the

remedy to stop the leakage of

lubricating oil from this point?—S.N. P.

The joints of the cylinder head should be
clean and true, and a copper and asbestos

washer fitted. If one is not enough, try

two. See that the holding-down bolts are

screwed tightly and evenly, so that the

strain on each is equal.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

I have heard that the J. A. P.

engine is a four-stroke. If so,

is this better than a two-stroke''

What is the meaning of the
term?

—

Novice.

?

You are quite right, the J.A.P. engine

is a four-stroke. Briefly, the difference

is this. A four-stroke engine has an
explosion every four strokes, i.e., two
complete revolutions of the flywheel, while

a two-stroke has an explosion every
revolution of the flywheel. The four-

stroke is more flexible and better under-

stood than the two-stroke, but the latter

has fewer working parts, and develops
considerable power at low speeds.

No Compression in Front Cylinder.

I should be glad if you would
put my mind at rest. I have a

2| h.p. Douglas, and I never seem
to have a good compression in

the front cylinder. It sounds as

if the compression escapes into the
crank case. I cannot pull the engine
over the compression in -the back
cylinder, but can do so easily on the
front. I have just fitted new piston
rings with but very little improvement.
Is this because the back cylinder gets
more oil than the front? I cannot find

any signs of a crack anywhere, and the
machine takes me up any hill without
trouble, but will not pick up speed on
tile level on opening the throttle.—A.M.

We have had considerable experience
with the machine mentioned in your
letter, and have never suftered from a
similar trouble. The engine never seemed
to have very much compression, but it

pulled well despite this. Probably
matters will improve when the new
piston rings have become run in. Try
fitting a smaller jet. We take it for

granted that you have made sure that
there is no leakage past the valve seatings.

A26

Shaft-driven Motor Cycles for the War
Office.

Has the Triumph Cycle Co.
made for the War Ofiice a

machine which is shaft-driven
all through?

—

Cltno (Active
Service).

To the best of our knowledge no shaft-

driven motor cycle has been made for

the War Office either by the Triumph
Cycle Co. or any other firm.

Increasing the Speed.

I am the owner of a 1909

3^ h.p. machine which- is capable
of doing 55 m.p.h. with ease.

I call this exceedingly fast, con-

sidering everything on it is

absolutely standard, including a 32 jet.

I am anxious to see what this machine
can do. (1.) How should I proceed
to time it for speed? (2.) Can I run
with only one piston ring? (3.) What
difference will this make?—W.C.H.

(1.) You could fit a large jet and arrange
for more air, and possibly advance the

magneto slightly. (2.) A single piston

ring will diminish friction slightly. (3.)

You might reach a speed of 58 or 60.

We are, however, of the opinion that you
will be most unwise to upset the present
settings of such a first-class machine,
except as an experiment, more especially

since complete satisfaction is obtained.
Moreover, it is more than probable that

Lieut. Bicknell, of the 2/5tli Gloucestors,

on liis 7-9 h.p. Hailey-Davidson.

the results obtained from any alterations

or additions to the machine would result

in dissatisfaction in general riding. A
speed of fifty-five miles per hour for a

machine of this date is, we think, excep-

tionally good.

Adjustments for Touring.

My machine is a 3^ h.p., 1911,

two-speed gear, with a light

sidecar attached, and I shall be

glad if you will say: (1.) How to

time the engine to get the best

results. (2.) What size jet should

be used. (3.) Best magneto timing.

(4.) Carburetter adjustment. ^5.)

How to obtain easy starting. (6.)

Would a long exhaust pipe flattened

at end, without exhaust box, comply
with present exhaust regulations, pipe

to extend just beyond back wheel?
I want to obtain the best results for

touring. (7.) How far down the

cylinder should piston have travelled

before exhaust valve opens?—G. H.

(1.) The most satisfactory timing for

ordinary riding is as follows : Piston on
dead centi-e (top), exhaust valve just

closed. Inlet valve to open immediately
after exhaust has closed. If the valves

are set in this manner the closing of

the inlet and opening of the exhaust
v;ill come automaticalh' correct. This
timing will be found best for ordinary

touring conditions, but it is, of course,

possible to obtain better results for

speed with special timing, which car.

only be found by experiment on each

individual engine. (2.) Standard
Triumph jets about 30 and 32 will

be found most suitable. (3.) Piston
on dead centre (top firing stroke), con.

tact breaker two-thirds advanced. (4.)

Standard setting, viz., 32 jet. petrol

level rising to within a'jin. from jet

orifice. (5.) To obtain easy starting

and good running make sure all parts
are clean and adjusted correctly, i.e..

valves ground in, cylinder and piston free

from deposit, valve springs in good
order, carburetter adjusted as in No. 4,

contact breaker clean (points separating
not more than a'jin.), plug points clean
and not too far apart (about ^\n. to

T^jin.) ; compression must be good. (6.)

No; a flattened exhaust pipe does not
comply with the law, which insists on
an expansion chamber or silencer being
inserted between the engine and the
outlet pipe. (7.) The exhaust valve
should commence to open when the
piston is about half an inch from
bottom of stroke.
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Tappet Adjustme'it.

Will you please advise me on
the i'i)iln\ving : My 3^ li.p.

(single-speed) has recently been
ovei'huiiled by the makers. When
starting it clicks (it is not a

knock), the sound seems to come from
the tappets. When speed is gained

the sound stops, but on slowing down
it comes on again. I have tried all

nuts, but have not had the timing case

off. I miglit add I use plenty of lubri-

cating oil.—AB 2175.

The noise you are troubled with is in all

probability caused by the clearance be-

tween the tappets being too great. When
the engine is worn the clearance should

be about the thickness of a visiting card.

Also see that there is plenty of oil in

the timing gear.

Benzole for Two-strokes.

I have a 1915 2i h.p. single-^ speed two-stroke, geared about

> 5| to 1. I should be glad if you
-I-l would be good enough to inform

me on the following points : (1.)

you consider benzole a suitable

fuel? Is there any- truth in the state-

ment that it causes the engine to run
hot? ~ (2.) What would you say my
petrol (or benzole) consumption ought
to work out at per gallon ? At present

I do not think I am getting more tlian

65 m.p.g., and I always drive on full

air. (3.) At a steady speed of, say,

17 or 18 m.p.h., would you say that an
oil (drip) feed of rather more than one
drip per second was excessive?—P.C.H.

(1.) Benzole can be used quite satisfac-

torily. In two-strokes you will not find

it run hotter than petrol, provided you get
the air supply to the carburetter correctly

adjusted for it. (2.) There would not be
a great difference in the consumption,
though it is probable that you would do a
greater distance on benzole. Your con-
sumption at present is rather high. You
would probably do better with a slightly

smaller jet. You will require a smaller
jet for benzole than for petrol. (5.)

The quantity of oil you mention should
be about correct. Provided blue smoke
does not issue continually from the
exliaust you are not over-lubricating.

Do

Repairing a Tube.

Just recently I experienced

~| great trouble in trying to put a

> patch on an -inner tube. I did
-IJ everything possible, but could

not get the patch to stick. I

also took it to a garage, and the

people there were beaten just the

same. I then purchased a new tube,

rode home, and discovered a small
puncture. I tried to mend it, and
had exactly the same trouble—could
not get the patch to stick until it

had stood all night. Can you explain

the reason ? I consider it is the
nature of the tube. Can you suggest
any method whereby I could patch
a tube quickly, as a puncture on the
roadside should not take many minutes
to mend?--C.T.

The usual reasons for a patch not
sticking are : Tube not clean and
slightly roughed, patch old or dirty,

solution not good. With a Patch Quick
outfit or some similar outfit, you should
have no difficulty in making the patch
stick if you follow the following direc-

tions : Thoroughly clean tube with
petrol, then rough it slightly with
sandpaper, apply solution to tube and
patch (not thickly), and allow it prac-

tically to dry, then if patch is applied

and pressed into position with thumb
and fingers you will find it will adhere.

Be careful not to touch the solution with
the fingers after it has been applied.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" A.B." (Bury).—Sociable sidecars of

various makes. Comfort, wear on tyres,

skidding, name of makers and price.

"A.H." (Coventry).—Grado multi-

puiley. Is it severe on belts, and does
the belt slip on the lowest gears?

" T.K." (Bath).—3-1 h.p. water-cooled
Scott and sidecar. Hill-climbing, ease

of starting, reliability, and general
efficiency.

ROUTES.
Portsmouth to Plymouth.—H.J.W.
Portsmouth, ferry to Oosport, South-

ampton, Totton, Cadnam, Ringwood,
Wimborne, Bere Regis, Dorchester,
Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyford, Exeter,
Chudleigh, Ashburton, Ivybridge, Ply-
mouth. Approximately 160 miles.

Forest Hill (London) to Swaxse.i.—
C.H.P.

Forest Hill, Dulwich Common, Christ-
church Road, Clapliam Common, Batter-
sea, Upper Richmond Road, Twickenham,
Staines, Ascot, Wokingham, R-eading,
Newbui-y, Hungerford, Marlborough,
Beckhampton, Calne, Chippenham, Acton
Turville, Chipping Sodbury, Iron Acton,
Piluing, train to Severn Tunnel Junction
(this passage is quite easy, the service is

good, and the charges are reasonable),
Newport, Cardiff, Bridgend, Aberavou,
Neath. Swansea.

Newport to Blackpool.—E.I.

Newport, Pontypool, Abergavenny,
Hereford, Leominster, Ludlow, Craven
Arms, Cliurch Stretton, Shrewsbury,
Wera, Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warring-
ton, Wigan, Preston, Lytham, to Black-
pool ; approximately 190 miles. To
avoid the manufacturing towns of War-
rington and Wigan, foUow road sign-
posted by the R.A.C. beginning on the
outskirts of Warrington and continuing
through Rainhill, Prescot, Rainford,
Ormskirk, Rufford, to Preston.

KiDDERlIINSTER TO INVERNESS; alsO
distance.—J.M.M

Bridgnorth, Wellington, Crudgington,
Hodnet, Whitchurch, Tarporley, Eaton,
Stretton, Warrington, Newton-in-Maker-
field, Brighton, Wigan, Preston, Gar-
stang, Lancaster, Carnforth, Kendal,
Shap, Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green,
Ecclefechan, Lockerbie, Beattock, Craw-
ford, Abington, Lanark, Carluke, New-
mains, Airdrie, Denny, Stirling, Perth,
Dunkeld, Pitlochry, Blair-Atholl, Dalna-
spidal, Dalwhinnie, Kingussie, Aviemore
Station, Carrbridge, Freebum Inn,
Daviot, to Inverness. Approximate dis-

tance, 450 miles.

TWO - STROKE
MACHINES IN

THE R.N.A.S.

An imposing

group of thirty

Scott motor
bicycles, with a

background of

R-N.A.S. lorries,

photographed
somewhere in the

Near East.
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An Interesting Vaporising System.

In the specification it is pointed out

that the air passing to the engine can

only absorb a certain proportion of

petrol, and that, consequently, any
excess of petrol supplied passes tlvough
the engine uselessly. To overcome this

and obtain a saving of fuel it is pro-

posed to supply petrol from the tank to

a carburetting chamber A, which, instead

of being in direct communication with
the inlet pipe, leads to a series of con-

duits B arranged in the lower part of the
tank. The small sectional illustration

shows four conduits. These lie longi-

r-5N

!1'V1 '' ' , I. ^ "

tudinally along the tank, and are con-

nected at their ends so as to form a long
tortuous passage. The interior of the
passage is lined with some absorbent

material such as Turkey towelling, the

material being formed into a tube or

stocking and heJd in

a partly distended
condition against the

sides of the conduits by
X-shaped strips C which
fit the corners of the
conduits. The end of

the conduit remote from
the entry of the carbu-

retted air commuiiicates,
by means of a pipe D,
with a chamber E con-
taining a throttle and
an extra air valve,

from which the mixture
passes to the engine. It

is stated that by pass-

ing the 'carburetted air

through the lined con-

duits any excess of

petrol is absorbed, so

that the ingoing charge
is of such a nature that
it is completely con-
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sumed and no waste occurs.—E. Pt. God
ward. No. 12,930, 1914.

An Engine and Gear Unit.

With the engine is combined a counter-

shaft which can be driven at either of

two speed i-atios. Revolving with the

crankshaft A are two chain sprockets B C
of different dimensions, transmitting their

motion bv drains to corresponding chain

wheels D E mounted upon sleeves re-

voluble upon the countershaft F. Either

of these sleeves may be clutched to the

countershaft by the sliding dog clutch

member G, thereby transmitting the
motion, according to the ratios of the
particular sprockets engaged, to the
belt .pulley H.—F. A. Kimberlcv and
the James" Cycle Co., Ltd., No. 26.424,
1913

An Attractive Show Card.

The makers of the Abingdon King
Dick machine have issued a well-designed
showcard. A picture of a King Dick
sidecar outfit is the prominent figure.

Grease and Oil Injectors.

Messrs. Arthur R. Price, Vevo Works,
Park Lane, Birmingham, inform us that
thousands of their three-spout grease and
oil injectors have been ordered for war
purposes by the Government.

Abingdons in London.
We are informed tliat Messrs. G. H.

Smith and Co., 12, Mortimer Street, W.,
are agents for the Abingdon motor cycles

and sidecars, which can be seen at this

address.

Changes o£ Address.

The new address of the New Ryder
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., is 76, Belmont
Row, Birmingham.
The business of the H.S.M. cycle car

will in future be handled entirely by the
manufacturers, the H.S.M. Manufactur-
ing Co., from 97, Besson Street, New
Cross, S.E

War Effects on Trade.

While speaking generally the motor
cycle trade is in a flourishing condition,

there are instances in which the war has
caused tlie downfall of certain firms,

especially those in a small way of

business. A typical example is the case
of a man we know, whose accessory

business has practically dwindled to

nothing as a direct result of the war.
He is a trained engineer, and altogether
a thoroughly good man, with a good
knowledge of the trade, so he should
have little difficulty in finding a berth
where his services would be appreciated.
Any firm needing such a man will be put
into communication with him on anplica.-

tion to the Editor.

The H.D. in 1916.

Mr, Victor Welsford returned from the

U.S.A. last week, and we understand that

he will shortly be issuing details of the

Harley-Davidson programme for 1916,

which at this early stage is fully arranged.

Catalogue Received.

Alldays motor cycles. This catalogue
shows the details of the Allon two-
stroke, and the 3^ h.p. and 6-8 h.p.

machines. Alldays and Onions, Fallows
Road, Birminghan

A neat and liandy little magneto knife,

recently placed on the market by Messrs.

Ward and Goldstone, Sampson Works,

Salford, Manchester. It comprises a magneto
spanner, a contact file, and a gauge lor

setting the platinum points.

Books Reviewed.

"Aluminium Facts and Figures.
'

British Aluminium Co.. 108, \ ictoria

Street, E.C. This little booklet contains
much valuable information to those
working in aluminium.

"Staffordshire." W. Bernard Smith.
Cambridge University Press. Is. 6d.

An interesting, well written, and well
illustrated guide book of Staft'ordshire.

dealing with the county from a

geographical and historical point of

view. It is printed on art paper.

Three of the " Handy Homeland Hand-
books." The Homeland Association. Ltd.
Is. These are complete with maps, and
are fidl of useful information. The
books under review are of Dartmouth,
Totnes, and the River Dart ; Dork-
ing, Leatherhead, and Ashtead ,; and
the Council Official Guide to Barnstaple
{3d.) These books are invaluable to the
many motor cyclists who are engaged in

touring in England at the present time.

"The Internal Combustion Engine,"
H. E. Winiperis. M.A.. AM.LC.l::.,
A.M.LE.E. Constable and Co 6s. 6d.

A useful textbook for advanced students,
dealing with the internal combustion

. engine in all its types,

" Motor Cycle Principles and the Light
Car." D. Appleton and Co., 28, Bedford
Street, Covent Garden. 6s. nett. An
American book written in the American
style, which gives a fund of information
that can be generally obtained from
English handbooks. It gives informa-
tion on light cars, cycle cars, and motor
cycles, and deals with a number of

systems whicli are practically obsolete in

this country. Dealing with spring sus-

pension of motiir cycles, two illustra-

tions are given of the Indian system,
fore and aft.
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MOTOR CYCl.r;S FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, good or.l.T, ivith siiring nttnchment

;

ivilO.-Clme, 28, Worsloy R<1., Furmvorth. rX1162

AUTO-WHEEL, £9. u it run 400 miles, excellent
condition.— Browne, 94, Eiist Sheen Av., S.W.

[1215
AUTO-WHEEL, just overhauled by makers, new

Piilmer tyre; jeia/10,-Lamb's, 151, High St.
Walthamstow. [1098

WALL Auto-Wheel, second-hand, perfect order,
overliauled by makers; £10.—Seen at 243,

Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [9128

AUTO-WHEELS, standard or commercial model,
£14/14, or 25/3 monthly; Auto-Wheels de

Lu.\e, £15/15, or 23/3 monthlv.—Seen at 248,
Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [1271

Bat.
6h.p. 1913 Bat Coulbiu.^tion. 3-spced, new tyres; sacri-

ftce i:38;i0.-103, Hollowoy Ed.^ London. [9932

BAT 1913 Combination. 2 speeds, chain drive, kick
start; £42/10.-2, Trewino St., Earlsfield. [X4241

8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination; .£55, or exchange lower
power ;olo or combination; seen any time.—714

HoUoway Rd, [1129

ABSOLUTELY New 8h.p. 2.speed Bat-Jap, grand
eideuni machine; £45/10.-Colmore Depot, 31.

Colniore Row, Birmingham. [X4065
"DAT-J.A.r.. 1913, 6h.p., torpedo tank, 3 speeds, free
--' engine, tine cane sidecar, guaranteed perfect- ex-
pert e.tnmination invited; f45.—Duerdci, 37, Oak St.,
Colne. (X4ia8
"DAT-J.A.P., 8h.p., red sporting model, and Fitsu
--» sidecar, fast, complete, and perfect; £42 quick
sale.--Reeves, Lieut., 4c Reserve R.P.A., Weedon, near
Northampton. [1254

1 ft 12-1913 8h.p. Bat-Jap., 2-speed, chain drive,X«/ Gloria; £42: can be seen showrooms. Service
Co., Holborn. Quote No. 241.—Lieut. Strutt, 17th
Hatfield, Broad Oak, Essex. [1269

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 3"jh.p., 1911, with Millford sidecar,

fine condition; £19/10.-69, Hanbury St., White-
chapel, E. [1236

BRADBURY, 1913, 4h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, F.E.S.
bead licht, splendid condition; £25/10.—Alfred

I'roctor, Chepstow, Hon. [X3959
"DHADBURY. 2-6peed gear and clutci, in perfect
-•-» order, guaranteed: £35.—Cobuore Depot, 31. Col-
more Row, Birmingham. [X4061
"I ft 16 Bradbm'.v.-Immediate delivery from stock of
--tf 6b. p. sidecar combination.—Alexander's, 115.
Lothian Rd., Edinburgb. [1246
"DRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., 2-,speed N.S.U., new tyresJJ fitted, and engine just overhauled; bargain, £27/10.
—A. Holland, Earl.5don, Coventry. [X.4350

"DKADEURY, 2-speed, and free, torpedo sidecar, verv
*-* little used, everj-tbing complete ; accept £33.—
171, King's Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1294
T>EADBUBY, 4b.p., alid coachbuilt sidecar, N.S.U.
--» 2-speed, new tyres, lampe, born, tip-top condition
bargain, £38.—Williams, Douglas Hill, Bangor. [X4091

"lQ13',i Bradbury, Sturmey 3-spced, coachbuilt side-
--*' car. Lucas born and lamp, spare, all sound con-
dition; £40.—M. J. Scriven, Alcester Kd., Studley.

., i [X4012
10141., 4ii.p 3-speed Countersbaft Bradbury. De Luxe
-*.«^ sidecar, 3 lamps, born, speedometer. Pillion seat ;

£60.—W. Merry, South Normanton, near Alfreton.
[X4199DEADBUHY, 1911, 4h.p., Grado gear, Bosch mag.,

-^-» good condition: £16: seen evening, appoint-
ment.—Clark, 101, Windmill Lane, Deptford, S.E.

"DRADBURY 1914 6h.p. 3-3peed Combination.
-fJ counter.siiaft 3^peed gear, chain drive, coacbbuilt
sidecar; £55.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [1198
"1014 4h.p. Bradbury, with coacbbuilt sidecar, never
J-t/ used, owner on active service; cost £78, accept
£68, with all accessories.-Phipps, 48, Upper Mall.
Hammersmith. [X3716
"DRADBURY 1914 3i4b p. Twin, Douglas type, 3-speed^ and clutch, chain and belt, not done 1,600 miles,
in new condition; price £50.-East Dartford Garage,
Ltd., 80, East Hill, Dartford. [1143
"DRADBURY, 2?4h.p., low frame, mag., B. and B.--' carburetter, nice condition, running well- sell
chea^ £12/10, or give with cash for 3-speed sidecar
lot.—Hams, 70, Park Place, Glapbam Park Ed., S W

[X4183
Brough.

"DROUGH, S'-vh.p. twin, horizontal countersbaft 3-
f-f speed; £63; early delivery.—W. P. Edwards. Taun-
ton. [X4324
"DROUGH 1913 6h.p. Twin, 3-6peed Sturmey, ex-
--» cellent 2i4in. tyres, Xl'all. enamel and plating
good, with large Millford cane sidecar, side door, storm
apron, luggage grid, all recently overhauled: £40—69
Barras Line, Cjventry. [X4292

Brown.
Qlh.p. Brown, m.o.i.v., -perfect. B.B., Wlittle belt.
''-' ~ battery; £6/10.-Lucas, Old Lane, Prescot. rill4

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

is designed for lonR life, and has a wonderful
reserve of stability, and is safe on greasy roads.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shake
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From£6 6s.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part paN-ment. Write for terms, as we are large
contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,
3-spesd sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, jin.

tyres, silent nmning engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping.
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 28 ' 3in. tyre, apron to cover entire
body, and fourth point attachment £13

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
3I h.p. PREMIER, new 1915, 3-speed

countershaft model £60
6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with

new coach Sidecar £33 lo
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-sp,

model with coach Sidecar to match,
nearly new £69 15

2 h.p. CALTHORPE Light\veight, 1914
model, Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easv starter, nice condition £18 10

6 h.p. Twin BRADBURY, 1915 model,
3-speed, complete with £16 i6s. Brad-
bury Sidecar, speedometer, screen, £^4 4
electric lighting set, only run about
1,000 miles ; cost nearly

;f 100 £75
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1910 model, M.O.V..

magneto, B. & B., h.-b. control, enarael
and plating in splendid condition .... £12 15

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-sp.
model, only run about 1,000 miles .... £58 10

4 h.p. BRADBURY, ign, 2-speed gear,
complete with Sidecar £30

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, late 1913 £59 15
3^ h.p. L.M.C., 1913. countershaft gesr .

.

£25
3^ h.p. REX, 1Q09 Millennium 2-speed .

,

£18 10
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto .. £8 15
6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £11 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, magneto £12 10
1912 ENFIELD Combination £40 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New 12 /6 Electric Head Lamp 5/6
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 19
New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11 ; 40 amps 12/6
New 21 /- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp . 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels
. .

.

£10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L. FAX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Drown.

OJh.p. nrown, llmrouch wirkinK ordcrj £7, or ncai
'W-f oirir; uiurt m.'ll.-W.U., 66, Mountgiovc Ed., Illnh-
liiuy, N. [X411D

1 Q07-8 IJrown, aciMiiimljitor, Jliibon, S-npiv.-d, fn-c.
J-v spares, tiidL-car: bari:ain, £14/10.-556, Ltu IlriilK"

KJ.. Lcyton. [1002
B.S.A.

BS.A.. model K. ju«t arrived: £59/15.— Lamb's, 151.
riieh St., Walthamstow. (1093

15 B.S.A.. model K, and coach sidecar, in stock.
—.Middleton's, 27, Stroud Green Kd., N. [1032

S.A., 1914",{.. 4h.p., countershaft, chain drive, lamps,
horn, perfect ; £48.—Nichol, Bcal, Northumberland.

tX4D52
B.S.A., 1913, S'/oh.p., free, 2-speed, Luras, splendid

condition; £35.—I'errin, Catherine St., St. Albans.
[X3722

B.S.A. Model H., 1915, just Teceived, and Mill.s-

Fulford sidecar: £77.—Eyies and Kyle<. St.

Aldates. Oxford. [X4165

B.S.A., 1912 (late), 3i/,h.p„ Bosch mag., B. and B.,

tip-top running order; £30, no offers.— 17, Linlcy
Kd., Bruce Grove, N. [1235

B.S.A., 1914, 2-5peed, clutch, and coachbuilt side-

car, combination as new; £40, bargain.—Ram.-ev.
13, Birkbeck Av., Acton. [1085

B.S.A., 1912, 3li,h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., Montgoraery
coach sidecar, perfect, tyres new; trial; £38-—

Smith, 33, High St., Northwich. [X4163

B.S A., 1913'/:;, chain drive, 2-speed, F.E., speed-
ometer, mirror, P,H. lamp, in perfect condition;

£39.-Ormerod, New Hall Hay, Eawtenstall. (X4111

B.S.A., 1914, 4rih.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamps, and horn

;

£55.—The Premi r Motor Co., .Aston Rd , Birmingham-
[1191

B.S.A. 1914V.; Combination, 4yh.p., chain drive. 3-

speed gear, kick starter, speedometer, lampti, horn,
all spares; £55.-229, Manchester Kd., Hitter luce.

Wigaa. [X4023

B.S.A., 1913, SVih.p., chain drive, 2-speed, free en-

gine, coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, accessories,

spares, perfect condition ; £45.-50, Crayford Ed., Lon-
don, N. [9972

1 Q14y2 4h.p, B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft. 20 gn.
-Li/ Bramble sidecar, scjeen, Lucas lamp, horn,
speedometer, excellent condition: £55. — Hdder,
Reginald Rd., Bexhill. [1060

"jQ14 B.S.A., 4'.4b.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain
-Lt/ drive, speedometer, all accessories. Ivy coachbuilt
sidecar, wind screen, under 2.500 miles; £65.—Blight.
Beechwood, Beechwood Av., West Finchley, N. [1140

1 Q 15 B.S.A., new, just arrived, 4'4h.p., 3-speed
^*y countershaft gear, cbain-cum-belt drive. £59/15:
also new £12 Sun sidecar to match, first cheque
£69 secures this splendid combination.—Utting and
Son, Burnham Market, Norfolk. [X4306

1 Q15 B.S.A.. 4ilh.p., all chain drive, and B.S.A
Xtf coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, 5 lamps, horn,
mirror, 3 spare inner tubes, spare plugs, valves, chains,

puncture outfit, tools, etc., perfect condition, ready
for the road; best offer above £65.—Harnett, 9, Colling-

ham Bd., S.W. [1232
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPES. all models in stock.—Lamb's, 151.
High St., Walthamstow. [1091

C-ALTHORPE. 3V.h.p., 2-5peed; £33.—Seen at 248.
Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [1273

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. new 1915 2%h.p. single and
2-speed models in stock.-Moss, Wem. [X42S8

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-speed. good order, accessories;

18 gns.—Foi, Lodge Farm, Ongar, Essex. [1111

CALTHOEPE.—1915 latest 2-3pced lightweight models
in stock: cash or exchange.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton, W. [X4189

CALTHORPE, 4Wh.p. Precision, 1913 combination,
2-speed countershaft, coachbuilt; £40. 11,

Hermit Rd., Canning Town, E. [1207

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'s and 2-strokee,
from £27/14: send for list and easy payment term«.

Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHOEPES.—Any of this famous tiio delivered
from stock ; extraordinary value.—Agenti, Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingharm [X3026

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., a'ih.p., Enfield change speed
and free engine, new June, 1915, not done 100

lies; £28.—Corporal Cooper, Aimy Pay Office, Dover.
[1179

CALTHOEPE, 1915, J.A-P., 2?ih.p., Enfield 2-speed,
just arrived from works; immediate delivery;

£34/13.—Wilkiiia, Simpson, and Ca, 11, Hammersmith
Ed., London. (9614

CALTHOEPE, 1915, 2-strote, 2-speed, Just arrived
from works; immediate dchvery, litted with special

magneto: £31/18.-Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Ham-
mersniith Ed., London. . £9615

1 Q15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15;
J-i/ also 2^h.p. 2-stroke, 2-3peed. £31/8/6: de-
livery from stock; exchanges: easy terms.—Julian,
Broid St.. Reading. 'Phono: 1024. 1X6409

Campion.
CAMPION, 2-stroke. 1914, in splendid condition:

first cheaue £19.—Walbio' Motit Co., Ely, Cambs.
[S:4131

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the dale ol the Isnue. All
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motor cycles for sale.
Centaur.

CENTAUE Lightweight, new cylinder, piston, bushes,
tyres, belt almost new; £18.—Ings, Wegt Tisted,

Alresford. [X4197a

CENTAUR, 3V2h.p., .1912^,4, 2-speed, wicker sidecar,
fully equipped, speedometer: £28.-19, Hadrian

St., E. Greenwich. [9973

CENTAUR, SVoh.p., m.o.v., good tyres and belt,
lamp, grand bike for beginner; £6/10.-64, Mill

Lane, Brixton Hill. [X4244

Chatei'Jap.
CHATER-J.A.P., 1914^;.'i, 4h.p. twin, 2-speed counter-

fihaft, kick starter, beantifuJ condition ; £46.-4,
Loughborough Rd., Brixton, SAY. [1178

Chater-Lea. .

1 Q 14 Bh.p. Chater-Lea and Coachbuilt Sidecar,
-I- *y splendid turnout ; ^57/ 10.—Jones, Broadway,
Musweli Hill. [1255

CHATER-LEA, No. 7. Bh.p., coachbuilt sidecar,
speedometer, etc.; £50, or offer.—C, 4, Talbot

Rd., Tottenham. [9979

31h.p. Chater-Lea, coachbuilt sidecar, Eowden 2-speed,
2 free engine, kick starter, mag., speedometer, juet

overhauled; £28.—Pearce, High St., Dartford. [1120

CHATER-LEA, No 7, and sidecar, 1914, Bh.p. twin
engine, 3-6peed gear box, chain drive, disc clutch,

and accessoriea; £60.—Alford, 23, Belle Vue Rd..
Barnes, S.W. [1302

CHATER-LEA (Genuine), Bh.p. J.A.P., 1912 (late),
speeds, condition like new, perfect sidecar

machine; trial; £50.—Seen at Butterwortha' Garage,
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [X4245

Chater^Lea-Jap.
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, 16 gn.

coach eidecar, Lucas set, Lucas horn, P. and H.
set. Cower, rear lipht, new 26x3 Palmer on back; £50.
-Tafe, 69, Willmington Gardens, Barking. [9921

Chatei=Peugeot,
5h.p. Twiu Chater-Peugeot, U.H. mag., Druids, N.S.U.

gear, just overhauled, and guaranteed in new con-
dition throughout, including tyres and belt, with wicker
torpedo side entrance sidecar ; a genuine lot, 20 gns.
cufiH, or good lightweight.—A. Davis, Tibberton. near
Gloucester. [X4219

Clyno.

CLYNO and Sidecar, 1913, lamps, horn, speedometer,
extra covers and tubes; 46 gns.— 50, Clapham Rd.,

S.W. [9722

CLTNO 1913 3-3peed Combination, eeveial spares,
incJuding tyre, grand condition; £55, offers.-Neat,

Ironmongei, Middlesbrough. [S4305

CLYNO, June, 1914, 6h.p. combination, with No. 6
sidecar, 3-speed, kick-starter, all accessories ; 65

gns.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [1092

CLYNO, 1913, 6h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, detach-
able wheels, 3 speeds, clutch, and starter; £55.

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. (^1156

1 Q 1 2 Clyno Combination, escelletit condition, over-
X*7 hauled at works, done 4,500, speedometer and
lamps.—"Whalcy Smith, Westburton, Aysgarth, Yorks-

[X3698
1Q12''!ii Clyno Combination, recently overhauled, and
J-i7 in good condition, not used since August, 1914;
owner on active service; £42, no offers.—41, Manch&-teTl
St.. Grimsby. [X4114

1Q14 Olyno, 2',^h.p., 2iRpeea, and clutch, and nearly
Xt/ new light sidecar, excellent condition through-
3ut, combination £31, separate £28 and £4.—Barnish,
Half Acre Rd., Rochdale. [X4213

1 Q 13 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, cylindeis, chains,Xt/ 2 tyres new, engine thoroughly overhauled, new
ball bearing,^, etc., 2 lamps, hood, screen, 4 detachable
wheels, very comfortable, and a. splendid climber- anv
trial; price £60.—Ramuz. 151, Leigh Rd., Westclifl-on-
Sea. 'Phone: 269 Southend. [9956

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-speed 2-stroke; £35/3/6.—Lamb's.

151, High St., Walthamstow. (1099

Diamond.
DIAMOND New 1915 2V;.h.p. 2-strokD; £29/13/6;

delivery from stock. — Motorics, 68, Horton St..
lalilax. [0707

Douglas.
nSh.p. Douglas, 1911, It; £19/10.-Cox, 85, Church
'W4 Rd., Willesden. [X4239

1 1 Douglas, 2 speeds.
Jeweller, Rotherham.

complete:19
19
D
19

D
19
DOUGLAS, 1912,. 2"itt.p.. splendid tui;

new lamps ; £20.-64, Clmrcli St., Brig

JE19.—Cross,
[X4107

15 2';fih.p. 2-speed Douglas, good as new.—Cross,
Brewery, Huntingdon. [1079

OUGLAS, 1913, perfect condition; f 33. — W.
Crowder, Thimblebr, Horncastle. [X4206
15 41i.p. T.T. Douglas, 3.fipeed, occessories; £49,
—19, Tlie Drive, Oliingford, Essex. [1023

OUGLAS. 2»/il).p., 2-Kpeed, 1911, overiauled, new
tyres: £23—180. Albert Ed., Soutlisea. [X4164
15 Model U Douglas. T.T. bars, Lucas Ir.mp -and
horn; snip, £44.-Wilderspin, Chatteris. '[1170

Tunmnjr order,
" hton. [9917

I

WE BUY FOR SPOT CASH 1913, 1914,

AND 1915 MOTOR CYCLES. SIDECAR
OUTFITS, AND LIGHT CARS.

Best cash offers on sight.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., water-cooled £58
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Portland Sidecar . £55
REX, 1914, 6 t.p., 2 speeds, brand new £70
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, kick start £58
REX, 1914, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, Spacke engine .... £55
MATCHLESS, 1914, M.A.G.. hood and screen. . £86
ZENITH. T914, 8 h.p. ,90 bore, clutch, sporting Sc.£70
ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, all ac-

cessories £55
DOUGLAS, 1914, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet

sidecar, speedometer, three lamps, horn, disc
wheels, outfit like new throughout £69

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS, 1914, V, 2 speeds, Binks carburetter £48
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2^ h.p., single-speed £18
F.N., 1911, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds, nice lightweight . , £25
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p., 2 spaods, splendid order ,. £20
N.S.U., 3 h.p., twin, geared pulley £20
EXCELSIOR, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, just overhauled £20
RUDGE, 1912, "3^ h.p., clutch model £28
TRIUMPH, igo8, 3^ h.p., 2-sp., just overhauled. £20
INDIAN, 1915, 32 h.p., twin, 3 speeds, as new. . £55
BROUGH, 1915, 3> h-P- twin, 3 speeds £54
MARTIN, 19 14, 2 J h.p., overhead valves £32
TRIUMPH, 1914,2.^ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £39
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, £5 accessories £52

NEW MODELS.
BLACKBURNE, 3.! h.p., countershaft 3-speed £67 9

NEW RYDER, 2j h.p., 2-stroke £27 6

ROYAL RUBY, 2Hh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed... £34 10

ROYAL RUBY, 21 h.p., single-speed £28 4
ROYAL RUBY 2 1 h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed £37 3

NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2* h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed £33 12

ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch model, in red £82
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., clutch model £68 7
ALLON, 2.V h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £38 17

INDIAN, s'h.p., 3 soeeds, semi-T.T £63
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speeds, T.T £52 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2.i h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11

INDIAN, 7 h.p., clutoh T.T. model £57

REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp., new £68
JAMES, 3.V h.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain . . £66 6

TRIUMPH, 2|h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £42
SUN. V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds £35 14

MORGAN, 8 h.p., M.A.G. engine, many
extras £103 18

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD, CANOELET, ssM WATSONIANS ex

actual stock.

All the above actually in stock at the time of going
to press.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MOTOR MART
I00§ 136 Q Portland SUondonW
Tehpfione -Sb2 riayfair ^/iy/<7/775 "Abdicate Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
'of ladies.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 2-6peed, F.E., new tyTi~:
f3i;i0.-108a, Penwith Ed., Sonthheldj. [X4261

in 15 Donglas, 2'''th.V; W, in ftock. new; £54.-
J-«^ Moflat, Douglas AgEnt, Teovil. Tei. : 50. [9203

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. to lOh.p. njcdels.-Gonrlay. the
great Douglas agent, Fallowfield. Manchester.

[4241
DOUGLAS, 1910, new back tvrc. good condition;

£16/10.—Johneon. 4, Apsley Cieicent, BiadT.ird.

L9956DOUGLAS T.T., 1914. all acceEsories, guaranteed
perfect; £40.—Cecil Rumens. TiUden, Cranbrock.

1037
DOUGLAS'S, 1913, 2-speed, in es.ellent condition;

£34 and £32, bargains.—50, Clapham Ed., S.W.
- [9721

DOUGLAS, 2%lh.p., 1911, in good order; bargain
at £19/10.-5, Park At.. Palmer's Green. N.

1033
DOUGLAS. August, 1914, T T., 251h.p., 2-sp"eil,

Lucas lamp and horn; £57.—Paxton, Pitv M.',

Durham. [X4051

DOUGLAS. 191 3'A. 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
faultless condition: £37/10.—Sinclair, Ea..t

Molesey. fX43i4

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, as new, all accessories; £32:
owner gone to Front.—420. Eichmond Ed., Ea.it

Tn-ickenham. [1167

Oiih.p. Douglas, 1912 model,, 2-speed and kick
/W4 start, complete: price £30.—Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. [1282

DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines in
stock, £28 to £43.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston

Ed., Brighton, - [0716

f)3h.p. T.T. Douglas, 1914, Lucas lamp and horn,
/W4 _new back tyre, spare belt; £40.—15, King's
Ter., Southsea. [1270

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., clutch model, lamps, spares,
etc., excellent condition; £44'10.—8, Gt. Chapel

St., Oxford St., W. [1063

DOUGLAS, the world's best and British.—Write us
your requirements. — Gibb, Gough, Douglas

Specialists, Gloucester. [X3533

HOT Stufl, Nuf Sed.—1914^; Douglas. T.T.. 2-siieed.

verv fast, Amae. all accessories: £42.-25, Murkit
Flare. Kingston, S.W. [1119

1 Q14 Mo<lel W Douglas, 2-speed. kick, lamp, bom.
J-t/ all spares, new condition, ridden about 1,000:
£42.—Jarmaim, Harwich. [9967

DOUGLAS. 1915, 3 epeeds, all occeseories, hardly
been on road: £45, no offers.—W. Baxter. 46,

Marmion Rd., Clapham. (1118

DOUGLAS.—All models from stock from sole whole-
sale and retail Midland agents. Colmore Depot, 31.

Cohuore Eow, Biruiingham. [X3056

DOUGLAS, 1915i,i, Z^Jh.p., S-speed, V model, €cart.lr
used: £47/10.—Box LI, 140, The Motor Cjcic

Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.C. [9990

DOUGLAS, late 1913. 2";ih.p., 2 speeds, peileit con-

dition, little used: 30 gns., bargain.-Dunlop.
1(,3, Mottram Ed., Stalybridge.

- rX4094

MOTOE Cycle, Douglas, 1915, 25.ib.p., 3 speeds,
new condition, for sale.—W. Livingstone, Wilton

Castle Estate Office, near Redcar. rX4203

1Q13 Douglas. 2»ih.p., 2.speed. P. and H. lamp. Iiom.
-Lt/ and all spares, recently overliailled : £54.— Lund.
South ^'iew, Kington, Herefordshire. 'X40?l

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2">4h.r.. 2-spoed. exiellent wai\-
tiou. recently overhauled; £32.—Lt. Hiiyuo,*. lltli

Divisional Train, Frensham, Farnham. [X407.^

DOUGL.^S. 1914^4, 25,lh.I>. model W. 2-spced, all

aeeessories, tyres and condition iierfe,;t ; £45. bai-
gain.-Einkside, Penrhyn Ed., Surbiton. [1222

DOL^OLAS. 3',(.h.p., 1914^4, coachbuilt sidecar, and
till ncoes.sories. excellent condition : £68.—Woi^l-

field, St, Thomas's Hospital, Westminster. (9954

DOUGLAS, 1915. 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, kick start.

Pcrceles coachbuilt sidecar, ail on: .£68.—Seen at

Stag ilutoi Works, East Finchiey, Loudon, X. (1122

OUGLAS, T.T., 1914. 2»ih.p., 2-specd, ejieedoincbir,
lamp, horn, sparee, tools, in good condition : £40.

Hale, jun., 32, Clarence Ed., St. Albauf. [9956"

23.h.p. 1910 Douglas, good order. £18; S'.ll.p. 1906
4 Ecx. with mag., and B.B. carburettor. £11: 2I1.I'.

N.S.U., mag. ignition, £7.—Walker, FHshburn, Feirvliill.

[X4319
DOUGIjAS. 1913, new condition, 2 speeds, clutch,

kick starter. Palmer, Hutchinson, new 1915
Binks: £34.—Egerton, Winter Gardens, Bournemouth.

11038
DOUGLAS 1915 T.T.. 2.spetd, 2 new covers. =1 '>

belt, lamp.s. complete, perfect condition: i-
Letters, P. Johnson, 12, Powerscrott Ed., Chr,
N.E. i::.;s

DOLTGLAS, 204h.p., fast, drop bars, new tyre, lamp
and generator, "and accessories, in good condi.

tion : £16.—Savory, 1, Sidney Villas, Worcester Park.
S.W. (1087

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, December. 1913, froe
engine, kick-start model, Lucas lamp, generator

.

and horn, rear lamp, extended mudguard slnelds.J
Hutchinson tyres, guaranteed in thorough working^
order and condition.—L.P.. 14, Gt. Queen St., King
way, W.C. Price £42. :u05j

D

A3 2 All letters relating to adveitisenieiits should quote the number at the end o! e.ich advertisement and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Huniber.

"|OI4 2'':,h.p. T.T. 3-spccd Clulfh Hiimbcr, nil

A*' .icressorics, lovely solo machine: nt-eept £27,
Stnntou. 55, Bulstvode Rd., llouiislow, IMiddlcsex.

[1204
HtlMBER. 21\.p., bought new 1914, B.T!., variable

iRtiition, h.b.c. Dunlop tvros and bolt as now,
si>U'ndid condition; £17.—Usher, 45, Lyndhurst Rd.,
rcekliam. 11268

1 Q12 5'L'h.p. Hnmber, 2 speeds, free engine, perfect
X«7 condition, new belt, good TaUner tyres, lamp,
lioru : £26. or nearest offer.—Franks, 10, Breekon Hill
Rd., Middlesbrongh. [X4200

3 ill. P. 1911 Hnmber, 2-speed, free engine, handle
2 .itait, footbj.irds, Hnrcourt radiators, good tyrt-^,

spiue.^, tools, etc., perfect eontlition; £29.-31, llonglas
St., Barrow-in-Furness. [X5938

3ih.p. Huniber. 2-speed, handle starting, comfortable
2 pidccar, tyrer; nearly new, head light, generator,

speedometer and spares, perfect running order; bargain.
fSO.-Falkingbridge, Esplanade, Whitby. [S4121

HITMBER, 1911',v,. free engine, 2 speeds (new gears
last year), speedometer, all acce.-^ori&s, recently

overhauled, with practically new eoaehbuilt (Sidecar

:

f 27.10.-Bennett, 22, St. Mary's Rd., South Noiw. od
[999^HUMBER, SVlh.p., 2-speed, free engine, clutch

model, just be;n thoroughly overhauled, head and
tail lamps, all in splendid condition, ready to ride
away; a bargain, £25.—J. Reeves, Fordwich, Canter-
bury. [1132

Indian.
INDIAXS, Sli.p. and 7h.p. : carhest deliveries.—W. P.

—Edwards, Taunton. Thone: 19152. [S4323

IKni.\N, 1915, 5h.p., 3-*peed, equal to new; £55.-The
Premier Motor Co., Astcn Rd., Birmingham. [1196

7-9h.p. Indian, 1914. 2-speed, speedometer, Krieeo,
Miller; £40.—Habergham, Yiearage, Burnley.I[S3689NDIAN Cinibiuation, 1914. 7h.p., 2-speea, clutch,
accessories; £58/10.-28, Tranmcre Rd., Earl.^iield.I[X4260NniAN 7-9h.p. Coaehbuilt Combination. 1914. like
new; £55, bargain.-33, Killvon E4., Clapliam,

[1047
TNDIANS, model D and B, in stock, ready to ride
J- away, also sidecars.—Eatclitfe Bros., Frinton-on
Sei- [1064
"DED Indian Combination, 1913, 7h.p., many spares;
r:'', „ f 50, or nearest.-Johnson, Eynsford, Euislip,
Muldlese.'f. [9953
T^'DIAJN'.—Sole agent; immediate delivery; repairs.
-»- and spare parts.—Brcok, Motor Cycle Specialist,
Burnham, Som. [9027
7'-9hp. Indian, 1915, 6 weeks old- £65.-Tbe Park
• Motor Co.. Ltd., Wells St., Jermyn St., London,

S.\V. Gerrard 1927-S. [9948
ly-ghp. T.T. Clutch Model Indian, late 1914, laree
• head lamp, speedometer, grand order; £42.—

P

Riddelsdell, Boxford, (Suffolk. [1131
tT-Sh.p. Indian, roachbuilt sidecar, complete; £75.—
• The l^l^k Motor Co., Ltd., Wells St., Jermyn St.
London, S.W. Gerrard 1927-8. (9949
TKI'IAN and Wicker Sidecar, 1914 (early), 7h.p.,
-- clutch, speedometer, lamp, hern, new tyres; £47.—Nichpl, Beal, Northumberland. [X4053
"I015 Indian, 5h.p,, 3-speed, model B, done about
-^*J' 200; must sell, owner at the Front, £59/10 —
Jones. The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [1254

. sell
- - ^. ...— .„. -Manning. 20.

tim Grove Rd.. S. Farnborough, Hants. [1174
"1012 Indian Combination, 7-9b.p., 2 speeds, clutch
-*-*' new cbains gccd condition; £35 "" ~ "

slure St.. Bethnal Green Ed., London, E.

GEi-r i-r AT

0IAYLORS
' SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR j^

: A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS i
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.
TERMS : C.\sh, Exch.ango, or E.\lcndcd Payment!.

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY I
OF NEW MODELS. g

7-9 lip. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric lighting set, grey
fin'sh ".£95 7 SH

S-fi h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16 9
3! b. p. JAMES, twin. 3-speed £66 SOM
^3 lip CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed,

handle-bar control ignition £35 10 6
=lh.p. Lailv's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £33 1 6
2\ h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
niLLFORO Corvette, coach-built £13 13

H ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16

I A FEW BARGAINS ^oT
I SECOND - HAND STOCK. S

"ltai5 luflian Road Racer, as new, some shifter;

;f-*^ £30. cr exchange combination.—Manning.

-59, Derhv-
[1230

TxniAN. 1913. 7-9ii.p.. 2 speeds and clutch, spring
J- fmuie. T.T. bars, fully equipped, condition as new :

£56.—Bland, 13. Avondale Ed., Derby. [X4074 i

"1015 Indian, model C, Millford sidecar; £22/10;
;~^ purchased July, not soiled, lu.\urious combina-
tion.—37. Richmond Park Rd.

combina-
Bournemouth. [1039

terms for large de
Walthamstow. [1090

I^DIAN, 5h.r. model B and 7h.p. model C combina
tions in stock

; preferentia'
posits.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

'

TXDIAN. 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, new 3
-^ weeks agj, 540 mile-, lamps, speedometer, horn,
as new; cost £70, take £60.-Webb, Belmont, Surrey,

[9924TNDIAX, 7-9h.p., December. 1914. clutch model, brand^ new Dunlop tj-res and handle-bars, excellent con-
ditiou; £44.-2nd Lieut. Noble, Holm Place, Sheemess.

TNDIAN, 1910, 5-6h.p., twin, stand, carrier, spring
^ forks, lamp and horn, splendid condition- £18.—
Murray 3, 37a, Charles St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn.

- [X4221TNDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., sporting frame, coaehbuilt
-t combination, electrically eouipped. new condi-
tion; £75.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham. ;ilS^
TINDIAN, 7h.p., 2-speed, and clutch, with Millford
-*- wicker sidecar, in excellent condition; £37/10, or
near ofEer.-Holt, 1, Oak Terrace, Worton Rd., Isle-
worth. [1217
TNDIANS for Accessibility, Indians for comfort.-
-- Follow public opinion, count the Indians on the
road, tJien get one at Alexander's, Edinburgh and
Glasgow. [1238

If you purchase your A.J.S. from us you can rely
on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine.

And r2
Cash. Deposit. Pay-

8h.p.i9i3 HENDERSON,
4-cyl., 2-sp., very fast . 56

Forecar for same 12 12
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 1914,

T.T., fully equipped . . 39 10
23 h.p. ni^ ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESS Combin'n 38

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and
Mdlford Sidecar, fully
equipped 60

2} h.p. 1915 A.J.S., fully
equipped '.50

B.S.A. 1913 A U T O -

WHEEL, hardly used 12 12
4 h.p. igt4 TRIUMPH,

3-spced 43

i s.

26
3

53/9
16/11

10 10 51/11

4 15/9

USEFUL ACCESSORIES. S
Vulcanise your own tyres

at home.
Motor cycle covers and

Tillies easily repaired by
using the

MARVEL

VULCANISER.

Free complete . . 128. 6J

Car size ... £1 15s. Od*

'A customer writes :
*'

I

fnd it quite satisfactory

and very suitable for

motcr cycle t\Tes."

Economy and a brilliant and steady
light can be obtained by using the

LOW GENERATOR.
Full particulars on application.

Price 55/- for Light Cars. Motor Cycle size 35/-.

Call and see this wonderful Generator in action.
Always ready. Lights immediately on turning a
tap and applying a match. Flame increased or
reduced at will. Demonstrations daily. Imme-
diate delivery. We can deliver a limited number
of the motor cycle size from stock.

TYRES.—Big stock of best makes. Write for
complete T\Te Catalogue.

B H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
g Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C* S

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C

J 'Phone—Museum, 1240. J
J Telegrams^

—
*' D^iiametro, Westcent, London.'" S

BBBBBaBBBBaBBHHHBaHHBanBHaga
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCI.I:S FOR SAKE.
Indian.

INllIAX. 7I1.P. 1913. 2--i.'..m1, Kt!m(!;i:<I nn rU-I. «it'l
cmnhhuilt aiillford Bidfcur, liuiiii, Imrii: f <J2

:

iioar St. AlbiiiiM.—Box 9,112, The Motor Cycle Oillc*-',

Coventry. [1)1 1X411".

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-»pecd model; £63; (li.':ivcry

from 3tock.- Exeter Motor Cycle and I iyht Car
Co., T>td., 7, Bath lid., iCxctcr, and 28, Tavistock

I Kd., Plymouth. 0717

INJJiAN" Combination, 4'41i.p., 2-Hpf>e<l. fr';'C engine
(lutch lute 1912, in pprffii.-t condition, **et of

'^parprt; ftonn nfter 6 p.m.; £35, or offer.—Hurt. 12n,
Tidal Baain Rd., Ljridun. K. [X40n
1Q14 Indian, Hendt^e Spoi.-ial, 7-9h.p., electric startor,
X«/ lighting, De Luxe sidt-i'nr T^ith ^^oreen, all ai-ces-

.•ioriea, perfect condition guaranteed ; bargain, £55.—
Lovell, Crindau, Newport, M-n. fl009

INDIANS, the tried and provpn mounts. Don't ox*
perinient.—limiuediate df livery nil mndpU, at

Alexander's. 115, L-othian Rd., Edinburgh; and 272-
274, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow. [1237

INDIAN, 1914. late, 7-9h p., electrical equipmcut,
electric starter, with Slillford c- achbuilt Bidc-car,

with hcod and screens, onlv done 3 000 niilert, aliuf^t
new condition; bargain, £63.-604, Mile End Rd., N.

^1298
INDIANS have consistently af^ored for years in all

the British speed ffpuiiiftitions; for durability,
power, and all that counts, tliere's nothing to tou'.b
them.—Ail lucdels for instant deliverv at Alexapder'-;.

[1240
INDIAN 1915 models in stock; 7-9h.p.. 3--i"^t«',

model C, £73 / 10 ; 5h.p., 3-speed, model B,
£ 63/ 10 ; sidecars to fit ; exchanges or extended
terms.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.G. [0^91

31h.p. 1915 Indian, S^speed, clutch, kick ptarter,
2 F.R.S. lamp eet, \^inLO tail lamp. Turner long

horn. A.K. knee-grips, Dnnlop tyre?, tools, done about
1.000: £54.-Telephone 172. or Dickins, Heronsgill.
Horsham. U916
INDIANS, twice winners of team prize in Scottish

Six Daj's Trials ; the teat that counts ; that's the
machine which will suit vou —Buy now at Alexander's,
115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh; and 272, Gt. Western
Rd., Glasgow. [1239

"1014^,2 Indian Combination, electric equipment,
Xi/ speedometer, spares, splendid condition
throughout; 55 gns., first money order secures,
bargain, no offers.—Warren, Glenroy, Queen's Rd..
Frinton-on-Sea. [1259

INDIAN 7h.p. Twin, 3-speed, electric light and horn,
speedometer, £65 ; al^o Sloh.p. Indian, twin, 3-

epeed, £50, no offers; 1915 machines; owners left for
Front f=ooner than expected; both as new.—Lewin, Wad-
Ltoft. Kettering. [S4149

1 Q 14 7h.p. 2-speed Indian Combination, 2 new
J~*y spare Dunlop covers, dissolved acetylene outfit,

speedometer, spare chains, set College mudshields, and
numerous other spares; £65. or exchange 2-=eat.—
Wilderspin, Chatteris. [1169

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo-
meter and Mills-Fullord Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.— Exeter Motor
Cvcle and Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

INDIAN. Hendee Special. 1914"^i. 7-9h.p., combina-
tion, dynamo lighting set, Mills-Fulfoid model de

luxe sidecar, coaehbuilt, hoed and screen, speedometer,
and everything on ; bargain, £67.—Lawrence. 30.

Harriet Mews. Sloane St.. Knightsbridge. [1134

INDIANS in Stock.—All models for immediate de-
livery, also sidecirs to match, 3i^h.p- £60, 5h.p.

£63. and 7h.p., electrically equipped, £73/10, in-

cluding 3 speeds and kick starter; also famous 7h.p.
clutch model, road racer, £57.—P. J. Evans, ilidland
Distributing Agent, John Bright St., Birmingham.

ril57

1 Q 13-14 7h.p. Indian. 2-speed, clutch, spring frame.
J-*y electric light, horn, kick-starter, new chain,
mudguards, etc., engine in excellent condition, fast,

and wonderful puller, luggage grid, spaie handle-bars;
£50.—Congreve-Pridgeon, Vicarage, Steyning. Also
Mills-FuUord sidecar, just re-varnished; complete with
cycle, £60. [9912

James.
JAMES Combination, done 3,000 miles, new condi-

tion : £45.-34, Homecroft Rd., ~ ' '

S.E.

JAMES. 1914, 3'-jh.p. twin. 3-speed, handle clntch.
chaiu drive, excellent condition; £47.—Rickini^on,

Eurdon, Darlington. [X3141

JAMES, 4i4h.p., 1914. counterebaft 3-.«peed, ki.-k

starter, and coaehbuilt sidecar, overhauled: £52.
—Broadway Garage, A.?hvale Rd., Tooting. [9941

3ih.p. 5-speed 1914 Countershaft James, and ccach-
2 built sidecar, perfect order, speedometer, and all

accessories: £50.—Humphries, 8, The Tillage, Charlton,
S.E. [1072

JAMES, 4i4h.p., all chain drive countershaft gear, and
coaehbuilt sidecar, full range of accessories: £53:

anr trial: bargain.-Golmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X4057

41h.p. James Motor Cycle (late 1912), and coaehbuilt
4 sidecar, Amac, P- and H. lamp, horn. Stewart

speedometer, wind screen, engine recently overhauled,
-plendid condition throughout : £40.—Maynard, Grocer.
Scarborough. [1074

ertisetnent and the date of the issue. A55

Svdenham,
[1210
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

EXCEPTIONALLY Fasi SVi-li-p. Tvdn Jnmes, June,
1914, special engine, dom^ 68 in.pi., climb Litton

Slack with extra pa-ssenger: £40, or witli sidecar £46,
no oflers. -Millard, Chesterfield. [X4180

JAMES, 1915, 414I1.P., 3-6peed counter-shaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, chain drive. Canoelet
Bidecar, uith Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucae elec-

tric horn: £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. t0674

JAMES 1914 4i4h.p. Big Single, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, clutch and kick start, Canoelet

coachbuilt sidecar, complete with speedometer, head
lamp, sidecar lamp, watch, mirror, etc.. excellent con-
dition; £56.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate A v.,

Camomile St., E.G. [0551
J.A.P.

ih.p. J.A.P., B.B., Helleeen, new tvres; bargain,
2 £6/10.-10, Brisbane Ed., Beading. [9964

CASH Offer for 1914 5h.p. twin J.A.P. 3-speed Hazel-
wood, completely overhauled examination.— 6, Weet

Heath Av„ Hampstead. [X4070

4h.p, J.A.P. Engine, 3-speed, electric light set,

Stewart speedometer, 1914, condition as new;
^45.-80, Trafford Rd., Salford. [1248

-jinil 6h.p. J.A.P.. Chater-Lea, P. and M. 2-speed
-It? gear, and Mills-Fulford cane sidecar, eplendid
combination; £55.—Walker, Fishburn, Ferrybill. [X4320

LIEUT. MARTINIS Racing J.A.P. 90° Motor Cycle
and sidecar, capable of 90 m.p.h. ; cost £117; been

500 miles only; take £75.—Martin, c/o 65a, Eceendale
Rd., West Dulwich. [X4270

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweight, nearly new, specially built frame,
direct drive, Amac carburetter, lamp and stand;

originallv £23. £13, or close offer.—Fletcher, 20,
Broekiuan Rd., Folkestone. [X4054

Kerry,
ERRY-ABINGDON, 3V^h.p.; £16/16.—Seen at
248, Bishopsgate, London, E.C. [1272

23.h.p. Kerry, accumulator, in good order, including
4 tyree; £5/10, or part exchange juveniie cycle.—

Ben Pullan, Cirencester. [X3937

KERRY, 2^:ih.p., Splitdorf mag., B. and B., Druid
f^^rts. lamp, horn, accescories ; £15.—Shepherd.

220, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [9926

KERRT-ABINGDON, 1911, SVoh.p., in good condi-
tion, tvres good, mag., and B. and B. : £15 —

Wickes, 117, Western Rd., Lewes. [1219

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS,-1914, SUh-p., 2-speed. h.b. and foot

control clutch, F.R.S. head light, Kempf^hall tyres,
just overhauled: accept £45 quick sale.—Mulligan. 23.
Victoria At., Cardiff. [9955

J Ol5 Lea-Francie. 3y-h.p., single-cyl., khaki finish.
X«7 3-speed, hand clutcli, lamps, horn, speedometer,
done 2.000 miles, splendid order; price £55, or near
ofier.— Sutherlands, Carlisle Av., St. Albans. [1050

Levis.

LEVIS Popular, 2i4h.p., just arrived; exchanges or
cash; £28/1.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill,

S.E. [1183

LEVIS, 2-«peed gear, and special light sidecar, a-

new; £36.—Colmore Depot, -31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham. [X405S

LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth down, 2^.%
on baiauce.—Referee. Cycle Co., 332, High Hol-

born, W.C, [2773

"IQ15 Levis, 2Vjh.p., Popular model, absolutely iu
-I-*-' stock: £28/1 ; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian.
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model. 2tih.p., just arrived from
works: immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wiikins, Simp-

son and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [9613

LEVIS Popular, 2Uh.p. single, and 2-speed, and De
Luxe models.—Sole Midland distributing agents,

Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row. Birmingham. [X3054

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.—
Sole London and districc agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., Loudon, W C
'Phone: 1432 Regent. £0711

-| Q14 Levis, No. 1, 2Vih.p., cost £38/10. bought Jtine,
XtJ also lamp, generator, horn, good condition; £26,
complete.—Pines, 61, New Fillebrook Rd., Leytonstone,
Thone: Jarrold^, 3821 Central. [1295

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK. 1913, 4Ub.p.. 2-speed, 1915 B. and

B. carburetter. Palmer cord and Hutchinson tyres,
pood sidecar machine; £25.—Siggers, Kenninghall, Nor-
folk. 1:9950

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 1911^^. splendid ord-^r : £28,

ofler-s.- 15, Aughton Rd., Birkdale, Southport.
tX4072

aiLh.p. Matchless-Jap. 2-speed, Rom tyres, full equip-
4 ment; £28.—Cottis aud Sons, Ltd.. Epping.

[1277
1Q13 8h.p. Matchless Combination, complete; £55.—
-*-*-' jMeldon, 30, Harrow Rd., Lfrtonsfone, N.E.« [1011
1 Q 14 Matchless Combination, 7h.p., in excellent
J-tf condition: £ll6.~Box 9,115. The Motor Cucle
Offices, Coventry. rX4299

G
You can obtain

early delivery of

(0n^ia/?i Motor

Cycles on easy terms

at Godfrey's and your

old mount will be

taken in part payment.

This applies to all

leading models and

also to our selected

stock of guaranteed

second-hand machines

Write for full list

. and particulars.

.

Godfrey's, itn.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

L.ONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, 1913. 2 epeed-i, in
ispl-endid condition; anr trial; £45.—Lane. Com-

mercial Inn. Morley, near Leeds. [X4097

1 Q13 Matchless, Sh.p., and Pha?nis sidecar, 2 speeds,
J- *y speedometer, etc.. splendid condition : £50.—
Dixon's Motor Garage, Browahill Bd., Catford. [9927

MATCHLES. 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2 cyls.. Mont-
gomery side<.-ar, hood, screen, Cowey speedometer,

Bosch mag., good condition; after 3.—Pointer, 107,
Blackfriars Ed., S.E. (1186

MATCHLESS Combination, 1913, in perfect condi-
tion, ererythin? a^ new, spare cover, guuranteed

fuultles-; ; £55; woald entertain light car in exchange.
—J. E: Butler, Fruiterer, Ascot, Berks. [1218

MATCHLESS 1914J2 7h.p. Combination, splendid
condition, 3 new tyres, D.A. cylinder, Lucas lamp^,

hood and screen, Binks carburetter, about £20 acct*-
<j'uies and spares ; ca^h £80.—Manager, Willesden Hippo-
drome, Harlesden. [9928

MATCHLESS 7h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination.
perfect, hood, screen, F.E.S. and Lueas lamp;,

Lui.as horn. Cowey speedometer, spare tube, and com-
plete 6et of tools: cost £110, accept 80 gns.—Eamuz,
26, High St., Southend. [1216

MATCHLESS, 1914, 7h.p., 3-speed combination,
coachbuilt sidecar, with h."'od and wind screen.

luggage carrier, etc., Lucas head lamp, horn, and tuil

lamp, perfect conr3ition: £70.—The Premier Motor Co,
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [1197

MATCHLESS. 8h.p. J.A.P.. 2 speeds, F.E.. pedal
starting, lamp, rear light, horn, lai^e saddle, back-

rest. Turner £25 coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, ho:»d,

splendid condition; £39/10. — Brooklands Cottage,
Tickers Work^, Dartford. [9913

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., late 1913. 8h.p., 2*peed. and
tree engine, chain drive, fitted with Millford Cor-

vette i^idecar, new 1915 chassis, full stormproof coTer
and sidecar mat. Miller head light and generator, rear
light fitted, new cycle car Kempshali rear. Bate^ No.
1 others, spares include new exhaust valve complete.
Eenolds chain parts, Amac jets. Matchless nuts and
bolts, etc.. unridden this year, machine in excellent run-
ning condition ; £45.—Grim^on, Dvkehead Ed., Airdrie.

i:s:4268

Minerva.
3Xh p. Minerva, B. and B., spring forks, fast, climb

2 anythine. gift. £12 : sidecar optional, £3

—

Tucker. 142, Salmon Lane, Limehouse, E. [1297

MIXEEVA, 5»-A-P-. Bosch watertight mag.. B. and
B. carbureTier. verv low built, in excellent run-

ning order: £12.-29. Park Ed., Hampton "Wick. [1117

MII^EEVA Lightweight. Bosch. B. and B.. spare
belt, climb anything : £ 10.—Gibb6, 1 35. Pem-

broke St., King's Cross. London, X. [X4118

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-EEVE. 1910, 2^4h.p.. good tyres, belt. lamp.

etc.; bargain, £11. — Butterworth's Garaze.
Mill Lane. Brixton Hill. :X-i:J?

1 Qll Twin 2^4h.p. Moto-Ecve, Druid spring 1 : >
At/ lamps, hern, and spares: logns.: tyres ex ,!. :.'

—W. Haworth, 54. Xetherbury Ed.. South Ealiu^. W.
11291

MOTO-EEVE. 2h.p.. siu?le-cvl.. single gear, abso-
lutely the best M.-E. ever handled, climh all

main road hills, seed 5 to 58 m.p.h.. good throucl ::

£12/10, or give with cash for 7-9h.p. Indian -:

model.—Cox, 85. Church Ed.. Wille^eu. :X^:-0

Motosacoche
1Q15 Motosacoche. as new; owner enlisted; £47—7.
X«7 Pembert?n Gardens, HoUcway. [1056

MOTOSACOCHE, 2J4h.p.. good running order, mag-
Brown and Barlow (new), spring forks; £9.—

Greener. Shotfon. [9987

15.h.p. Motosacoche, Druid forks, mag'., spare Hutchin-
4 son tyre and tube, new; £10; just' been over-

hauled.—Homestead. Birciington. [XSSSe

MOTOSACOCHE. 1914, 3Mi.p.. twin, 2 speeds and
kick starter, -thoroughly sound; £32.—P. J.

Evans. John Bright St.. Birmingham. '1153

MOTOSACOCHE. 6h.p. M.A.G. enciue, 2-spoed c-^^r.

entire chain drive, slightly soiled only, eoir.i "

with aoies=ories and sidecar; £77.—Colmore Depct -1

Colmore Row. Birmingham. fX- "
- -i

IQll 5',-jh.p. Twin Motosacoche. chain drive. Enfield
Xtf 2-speed, speedometer, be.*t sccessories, 1915 light

roai-h sidecar, special wind screen, smart combination;
£45.-5, Dingwall Gardens. Golder's Green. tX4228

New Hudson.
*)3.h.p. New Hudson, J.A.P. 3-speed, lamps, a- ?

'W4 sories. perfect order throughout; £24.—D -
Slingsby, Yorks. [X-:: ..

NEW Hudson. 3'"4h.r.. free engine, coachbuiit
sidecar. 5-speed, splendid condition: £52,-r'

Simpson. 94, Albany Rd., Camberwell. C120a(

NEW Huds.ui. 1911. 2''4b.p., Armstrong gejir and
clutch, hrru, and lamp, with separate generatOTK

splendid conditkni. mag.; £24.— Pavis, Depot. Tod*
mordcn. [S40l8
-f Q14'-i New Hudson 6h.p. Coach Combination, per-
il/ feet. hood, screen, speedometer, watch, lamps*.
.arrier seat; £65. ccst £95.-44. Cavendish Av.. EasU--

bourne. [1202!
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.K.

Scott.

SCOTT. 1914I.-1.. T.T. liai.s liinks, I.iu as lamp ami
horn, new I'omlitioil: any trial; vi'vy fast: £52/10

— CollinpT;. Loiulon aud rr.iviiicial 3tauk, rontvyridil.
[\3695

SCOTT, 1913. 2.rj-l., 2-siicciI, kii-1; .^tarter, drip, li.wOi.

I.xuais lamps, horn, et<\, Gloria £25 sidecar, ^pUii-
iliil condition ; £42/10.-69, rembroke Ed., Waltliam-
iilow. [1144

SCOTT, 3'uli.p. (Into 1913), and M.vor« concbbuilt «idc-
c.ir, Hinks 1915 carburetter, horn, speedometer,

2 lamps, ,ind watcll, just been overhauled : £55.— llrewitt,

135, Manchester Ed., Southport [X3721

Seal.

SEAL Double.«eated Motor Bicycle. 1915. 8h.p.. steer-
ing Mheel, wind (Jcreen. and luiod, practically new

;

owner now an invalid.—No. 9,110, Tlic Motor CiicU

%lll%in%lll%lll»IIIKIII»lll%IIIKIIIKIIIK

Ortices, CoTontry. rX4196

Sheffield Minor,
SHEFFIELD Miuors {2-strol:c), single and 2-spcpd

models from stock only at Colmore Depot. 31.
Coluiore Kow, Biriuingham.. [X5035

Singer.
QtNGER, 1912, lightweight. 3-speed gear,
>Ct sories: £25.—Bunting, Harrow.

aeccs-
[1010

SINGER, 1913. 2ir.h.p. T.T. model, fast; £20.-5.
Sherboro Rd., South Tottenham. [X4220

SINGER Lightweight, Bosch mag., new back tvre.
nice little mount; £14.—Dansie, Peldon, Col-

chester. [X4208

SINGERS.—Inmicdinte delivery of 4i4h.p. chain drive
5-?peed model ; sidecars supplied to suit in stock.

—Colmore Depot. 31. Colmore Row, IJirmingham. [X3033

|(|12 Singer, Sl^.h.p., 1915 engine, 3-speed, Sturmey
•'-*' free, just fitted new (Speedometer, almost new
tyres, fme condition, go anvwhere ; trial; £50.-69. Vic-
toria Grove. East End I'aik, Leeds. (P) [X4166

SINGER. 3',i"h.p., 1912, Armstrong 3-speed, clutch,
Xrall saddle, fitted with 1914 Rover sidecar,

splendid combination, tip-top condition; £37. — Car-
penter. 51, St. John's Rd., East Ham, Essex. [1138

4ih.p. 1913 Singer and handsome 1914 Rover
2 coaclibuilt sidecar, splendid condition, 2-speed,

countershaft, clutch, lamp, speedometer, Dunlop
steel-studded tyres, several spares, done under 6,000
miles, appearance as new; £49, or offer.—Dav, 18.
Bicester Rd., Aylesbury. "tl266

Sparkbrook.
Oi^ARKBROOK Combination, Sh.p., 1914. speed-O ometer, Binks, spares ; £67.—Wigfall, Hillsbrn'.
Sheffield. [9960

SPARKBROOK Lightweights. - 2i^h.p. two-stroke
30 gns., or with 2-speed 36 gns.—In stock, nt

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [1241

Sun.
EW Sun-Tilliers, 2-stroke, 2-speed, and F.E.;
£33/17.—Walbro' Motor Co., Ely, Cambs. [X4130

UNS, with Villiers or Y.T.S. engines, single or 2-
peed modeI-5; delivery from etock.— Colmore Depot.

31, Cohnore Row, Birmingham. [X3028

JQ15 2i;.h.p. Sun-Villiers, 2-strDke, speedometer, set
-L«/ of lamps, horn, spare belt, Douglas semi T.T.
Iiandle-bars. fine condition; bargain, £28.-15, Ben-^ham
Lane, Croydon. [9984

Sunbeam.
15 3';^h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, splendid condi-

tion; £75.-Taplin, Brittox, Devizes. [X4193

N
S

19
CUiS'BEAil. 1914 model. 3',<.h.p., 3-5peed, excellent
^^ condition

; £50 ; private owner.—C/o Moore. Motors.
Audover. [1172
QTTNBEAM, late 1914, 3iAh.p., 3-speed, large coach-
*^ built sidecar, hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, done
1,500 miles, equal to new; £75.—Davies, 25, Charlton
Av., Dover. [X3407

IQIS 2^:;h.p. Sunbeam. 2 .speede, kick starter. Lucas
-*-•.' bead lamp and horn, rear lamp, spare valve, etc..
in firet-class condition; £50—No. 9,111, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X4157

T.D.C.
'T'.D.C.-AEEOW. 3Vjb.p.. .=emi T.T., splendid candi-
J- tion, early 1914; £27.-92, TVellington St., Grave*-
ena. [X4192
"1Q14 3.yet.p. T.D.C, 2 speeds, and free, and brandJ-*' new Golby sidecar; a real bargain. £34, or best
offer.-Williamson, 257, Belvoir Ed., Coalville. [X4212

Oib.p. T.D.C. 8 speeds, free, speedometer, lamps,
V'* &ood tyres, undershrng coachbnilt sidecar, per-
tect order and condition: £30, or near.—Holland, 122.
West Green Ed., Tottenham. [1220

Torpedo.
3i.h.p. Torpedo 2-stroke, used 7 week.s, like new;
* cost £33/10, £29.-Cottis and Sons, Ltd., Epping.

£17^Torpedj lightweight, 2i',h.p., H.S.. Bosch mog..
^^^ Druids, almost new ; or exchange push cvcle and
cash.-128. Dewsbrrry Ed., Leeds. [X4088

Triumph.
'PEIFMPH. 1913. F.E.. T.T. engine; £37.-36. Haw-
-*- coat Lane, Barrow-in-Furness. [X4020

|Tlie Service Co., Ltd.

^ for PROMPT DELIVERY of

I NEW 1915 IVaODELS
z= ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

= LIGHTWEIGHTS.
X SUN-VILLIERS, 2,1, h.p., 2-stroke .... £26 5»= WOLF, ;:; h.p., 2-stroke £24 3«

IS ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £26 5»« J.H. ditto £29 8= ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-speed £37 0»

JS O.K. Junior, 2-speed, Mark III £3110*
z= O.K. lunior, J.A.P. engine, Mark IV.. £32 11*

=5 CONNAUGHT Miniature £26 5*

^ JAMES, 2-stioke, 2-specd £36 5

^ MEDIUM WEIGHT.
^ HUMBER, iVh.p., 3-speed £57 10

^ mOTOSACOCHE, 3i h.p., twin, 2-speed £62

^ INDIAN, .M.Hlel B, sh.p.-, s-speed ... £63

^ SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
= 6 h.p. HAZLEWOOD, 3-speed, with So. £86 D

Jg NOkTON Big i, 3-speed countershaft— ^ear. chain drive, and Sidecar .... £80 0*

^ ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model, and
«^ .Mlllford Empress Sidecar £91 7
^ SERVICE 2j-3h.p. 2-str. Sidecarette,
kg with 2-spee.t countershaft gear . . . £50 0*— Other makes in a few days.— *Subject to surcharge of 5%.
X :

= LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES AND
^ EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

^ SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

^ We have a stock of good machines. Please— send for current list, and state your require-— ments. Selection :

JiS Stockm No. H.P. Specification. . Price.

^ UNDER £20.« 352. 2j DOUGLAS, rgio, twin-cyl.,

zz magneto, spring forks £15

Jlj 3J PREMIER, rgro-rr, magneto,
"— spring forks, powerful motor

55 cycle £18» 2! MOTOSACOCHE, I9r4, vari-— able gear .- £19

X £20 to £30.— 35T. 2j O.K. Junior, 39r4 model, 2-sp.

V countershaft gear, very nice

^ order £24— 430. 3\ HUMBER, igir, 2-speed and
31^ clutch, w'ith cane canoe-shape
z= Sidecar £28
M 4T7. 3i N.S.U., igr2, 2-speed and
^ wicker side-entrance Sidecar,

HZ gr'and condition £33

SS £30 to £40.

=: 432. 6 ZENITH (late igir), withW Grafiua gear and accessories .. £32 10

= 307. 5-6 RUDGE Multi, r9r4. with— multi gear, good going order. . £37 10

^ OVER £40.
=: 42S. 25 DOUGLAS, r9i4, Model W,
^ 2-sp.. clutch and kick starter,^ like new £45

K EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.^ GOOD SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES PUR-
^ CHASED FOR CASH.

— Sole Agents for CONNAUGHT, CLYNO, and
^ METRO MOTOR CYCLES. Also EMPIRE and
^ HERCULES SIDECARS.

= MILLFORD, WATSONIAN & SERVICE SIOE-
SS CARS in Stock.

1 289-292-293, High Holborn, =

LONDON, W.O.
^ 'Phone—260, Central. \\'ires—" Admittedly." rz

^lllS^III%III%lliSiSIII%lil^III^III%|||%|||>^
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SAKE.
Triumph.

13 Froo Engine Triiiniiih, pi:rf<-i--t condition; £30.
—Albert AinBworth, Aslihourne. [X4224 -

TUIUMl'H. 1911, 2-«pecil trcar, uplondid lot of iirccH-

sories; bargain, £27/10.—Biintintr, Harrow. [1042

JUNIOR Triuinpli, 2-str j]:e, 2-Mpeod. splendid ordi-r:
price £34.-36, Mayrteld Av., Chiswick, W. [9997

3t_li.p. Triumph, good condition, new piston, nfsirly
2 new tyrea; £14/10.—Johnson, Jcwelk-r, Nnneat< n.

tX3701
"I CI 08 3'/>h.p. Triumph, in splendid condition, with
J-tf Bo6ch inag.; £18.—Walker, l-'ishbum, I'V-rrj-liill.

[.X4318

1 Qll Clutch Triumph, excellent oondiiJon, lamp,
y.iJ etc.; £25.—Woodlandri, Barins Ed.. BeaeoiisH-Id.

[1113
TRIUMPH, 1913, free engine, splendid order, £30,

bargain; sidecar, £2.-29, St. Leonard's .St.,
Bow. (1034
1 Q 14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, splendid condition
J-t/ throughout; £37/10.—Pike, Church St., Chel-
sea. [1088
"I Q15 Junior Triumph, new July, lamps, cost £45;
-*-*? offers; -consider exchanse.—Dosser, Slingsby,
Malton. [X4201

TKIUilPH, another good machine, speed gear, and
light sidecar, lamp, horn, etc. ; £28.—Buntint:.

Harrow. [1043

T.T., Triumph, 1912, splendid condition, recently
OTOi hauled; £29.—Jesmond, Brambledown Rd.,

WaUington. [1275

TRIUMPH Junior, 2i4h.p., 2-spoed, valrelew light-
weight; £42.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..

Birmingliam. [1200

"1012 Triumph. N.S.U. 2-speed, clutch, engine ov-er-

-Lt/ hauled, tank Teenamelled.—Legge, 27, Brook St.,

Luton, Beds. [X4216

TRIUMPH I914V2 Combination, 4h.p., 3-spepd, only
run few rniles ; 54 gns., a bargain.—Emer-son, Belle

Vue Wakefield.
"

[X4207

foil Triumph, new Dunlop back wheel, new helt,
-Lt/ everji:hing in good order; £21.—Walbro' Motor
Co., Ely, Cambs. [X4133

1Q12 T.T. Triumph, excellent condition, very fa.-t.

i t^ all acoes-sories ; £25.—Norris, 19, Taver.'^tock

Terrace, HoUoway. [9981

"I
(Qll Triumph, clutch model. T.T. and touring bars,

J-t/ new piston, fast, reliable, eplendid condition

:

£24--F. Sowter, Brigg. , [1001

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., dutch, single-speed, p:rfect
condition, spares; £42.—Doctor, King Edward

Memorial Hospital, Ealing. [1226

^pEIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p., 3-6peed hub, torpedo coach-
X built tiideuai. speedometer, lamps, spares ; £55.—
Mii-'^on, Hosier. Cockermouth. [1279

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p , 3-6peed. T.T. readier, and
sidecar, tpL-edometer, lamps, accessories; £35.— Oak-

thorpe, Kingsend Av., Ruislip. ri029

|Q12 Triumph, complete lamp, horn, etc., lately
-Lt' overhauled, in splendid running order; £33.—
Phillips, Pitcairn, Basingstoke. [1253

3ih.p. Tiiiimph, 1909, acce^ories. 16 gns.; eide-^'ar,

2 wicker, high doors, £3/10; Druid forks, £1/10.
-72, Perry Yale, Forest Hill. [1187

TRIUMPH 1910 Clutch Model, in beautiful condi-
tion, lamp, etc. : sacrifice £22/10.—Longman, 1,

King St.. Acton. 1578 Chiswick. [1189

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, free engine, coachbuilt
sidecar, wind screen, all accessories; £43.-62,

Stondon Park, Honor Oak Park. [1084

TRIUMPH, 1911. in absolutely new condition, thor-
oughly overhauled, carefully used; £23/10.—

Tarrant. Manor Farm, Eton Wick. - [1078

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar, and
accessories, little u.ed. perfect condition; £55,

lowest.-48. Blunts Rd., Eltham, S.E. [1124

TRIUMPH, 1911, N.S.U. *2-speed gear [new), with all

accessories, in »^plendid condition ; £26.—W. G.
Russell. 223, Wor^ey Rd., Winton. Manchester. [X4160

TRIUMPH M .tor Cycle and Mills-Fulfcrd sidecar foi

r^ale. u>ed under 2.000 miles; price £58.—Apply.
Bos 9,078. The Motor Cycle Officer, Ccventiy. [X3687

TRIUMPH, 3VL'h.p., 1912 engine, 2 speeds, free en-

gine, usual Triumph features, trial, £27/10; with
;idecar £50.—Moca. Accountant, Chesterfield. [X3696

1Q15 Triumph Junior, all accessories, including rear
J-t/ light, not done 400 miles; price £35, bargain.
-Taylcr, Lower Green Av., Schole^, Cleckheaton. [X3697

TRIUMPH. 1912^4, clutoh model, all accessories, new
tvre. belt. carefuUv u.-ed : owner going Front : trial

here; £26.—Lieut. Bedford, Castle H-tel, Taunton.
[9985

"I013V-2 Triumph, elutch model, adjustable pulley,
Xt/ new condition, cli'ub anvthing. with accessories;

£33.—Box 9,117, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
iX4312

"I
iQ13 S'^^h.p. Triumph, free engine, variable gear.

At/ new belt, accessories, eplendid condition: £32.—
James Smith, Wccdcock Hall, Lcetorik Hall, near Pres-

ton. [X4092

Id 15 Junior Triumph, 2-speed, guaranteed carefully
X*/ run under jOO mile^ only, splendid condition
throughout: £5410.-J. S. Pratt, Colwall, near Mal-
vern. [XAIOC

\II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot eacli advertisement and the date of the irsue. A^Q
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IQll Clutch Triumph, loUowing
-*-»/ piston, tappets, valves. Palmer, F.E.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 009 Trimnpli, S^lip-. 2-«peed, F.E., "wicker sidecar,
-LiJ eugine thoroughly overhauled, lamp, horn, tool*;;

f27/10.-Bel], R.E. Office, Mill Hill. 'Phone: 1886
Finchley. [S:3702

"I
Q145^ T.T. Triumph, 4h.p., Clincher de Luxe,

J-«7 enamel and plating perfect, lamp, horn, all acces-
Eories; after 8 p.m.; £41/10.—Milford, 23, Greysiv-ood

St., S.W. [X3704
TRIUMPH, 3M.h.p., F.E.. variable gear, new

wicker sidecar, Jones speedometer, mirror, all

splendid condition; £42.-24, High St., Collier's
Wood, S.W. [1260

"IQ14 Trimnph, 4h.p., T.T., 3-speed, semi T.T. bar,
X*7 lamp, horn, speedometer, little used, condition
guaranteed as new; £53.—Robinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [6867

TRIUMPH, 3y:;h.p., 1909, fair condition, tank and
frame re-enamelled last year. Millennium 2-speed

and iree, back tyre good, front worn; £20.—J.W., 1,

Heath Hurst Rd., Hampstead. [1069

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-6peed, cane sidecar, Lucas lamp,
rear light, horn, Cowey speedometer, complete

equipment, guaranteed perfect; £45.— Sergt. Harvey,
R.E., Park Rd. North, Bedford. [X4098

1Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, Millford sidei^ar, new
J-«7 Palmer tyre on back, new Dunlop on sidecar,
new Pedley belt, in thorough condition; £55.—C. Hall,
62, Sumatra Rd., West Hampstead. [1044

"IQ13 Trimuph, free engine, semi T.T., new Dunlop
JiiJ tyres, P. and H. lamp get, long horn, Millar
rear light, recently re-bushed and overhauled by Triumph
Co.; £33.—Walbro' Motors, Ely. Cambs. [X4128

TRIUMPH, 1913. free engine, all accesfioriea, and
spares, including belt, 2 inner tubes, and cover,

just overhauled by makers, perfect; £35, neareet offer
by August 30th.—C. F. Lumbard. Ashbourne. [1017

TRIUMPH, 3Vjh.p., 1911. 2-6peed countershaft, drip
feed, new P. and H. lamp set, trip speedometer,

condition perfect ; any examination ; £27.—Pinkertou,
50. Peak Hill, Sydenham, or 'phone Avenue 976. [1121

new : Cylinder,
- - . , . hub, and

belt; good head light, spares; absolutely reliable;
£30.—Bedford Villa, Fuller's Rd., Woodford, Essex.

[1071
TRIUMPH, 3 speeds, and collapsible sidecar, acces-

sories, all in splendid condition, £55 ; clutch Tri-
umph, Palmer cords, speedometer, in good condition,
£28.—Hazel Motors, 24-28, Woodford Rd., Foreet Gate,
E. [1168

TRIUMPH, Sept., 1913, Sturmey-Archer, fitted
Gloria c^ne sidecar, recently, overhauled, in per-

fect condition, good tyres, Lucas lamp, and horn; £46,
or change higher power; private.~7, Wastdale Rd.,
Forest Hill. [1223

v.s.

5-6h.p. V.S. Combination, 2-speed, free engine, splen-
did condition; ^25, or exchange Scott, Triumph,

or Douglas.—Stone, 274, Gloucester Rd., Horfield,
Bristol. [1225

Werner.
WERNER, 2V:;h.p., splendid running order, juet com-

pletely re-bushed and overhauled,, costing £5,
late 1914 Amac, U.H. mag., tyres good. Whittle, lamps,
spring forks, etc., 100 in.p.g. ; great Racrifice, £12/10,
or nearest.—Hayes, 55, Warren Rd., Torquay. [X4315

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar, good tyres;

£38.-9, Waldegrave Rd., Teddington. [1058

WILLIAMSON New 8h.p. Water-cooled Sidecar Com-
bination; £99/5; exchange quoted.—Motorien,

68, Horton St., Halifax. [0706
WILLIAMSON Combination, 1914, done 4,000 miles,

just been overhauled, fitted with new tyres, splen-
did condition; £62/10.—Simpson, "Chemist, Brighton.

[X3945
1 Ql4 8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination,
Xt/ screen, accessories, and spares, as new, just over-
hauled; £70, . no offers.—40, Evington Valley Rd.,
Leicester. iS4119
WILLIAMSON (September, 1913) 8h.p. w.c. Mator

Cycle, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, screen,
easy starter, spares, new coudition, little used; £58/10,
or nearest offer.—Rothwell's Boot Stores, Stacksteads,
Eoesendalc, Lanes. fX4158

Win-Precision.
WIN-PRECISION. 1914, and sidecar, coachbuilt,

3f4h.p., 3-8peed, heavy Dunlop ; £40.-48, Ever-
ing Rd., Stoke Ne^Wngton. [1051

WoU.
WOLF 2V2-3h.p. 2'Strokes, three in stock; ie25/8.—

Lamb's. 161, High St., Walthamstow. [1096

WOLF. 1915, 2V2-3h.p., 2-stroke. only had little use:
£21/ 10. -Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

Ed., N.W. [1212
Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock, 8h.p., 2-«peed, kick start-
60 gns. — Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

Sole agent for N. London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Horufiey 2562. [7636

Zenith.

£25.-Dr.
[9971

ZENITHS. 8, 6, 5. 3VL>h.p.. best sidecar niachinos
extant-—Timmons, Mansfield. [X4I70

yENITH,_ 1QJ.2, 6h,p., with eidecar

;

Mullock, Southwold.

FORWARD
LEATHER
COVERED
LINK should
be carried by
all users of the

Forward fastenc

Invaluable In case <

too short a belt.

1/- from a4l agents.

FORWARD
ADJUST-
ABLE BELT
FASTENER.
The most pop-

ular and
strong-

est fas-

tener in

the

world.

1/6
complete.

FORWARD
VALVE STEM
ADJUSTERS

'VAfte'STEM

HARDENED STEEL
WASHER

STEEl CUP—

3

ItAPPET HEAD

Made in

three sizes,

iSr. i and ^

set of four.

1/-
set of eight.

With quantity of discs.

"KING
HOOK

The super
hook fastener

with
ROLLER
BEARINGS.

Double strength hobks and un-
breakable screws.

1/- detachable. 1/3 adj.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

1 t^l^_ Zenith-Green, "with cane sidecar, not ridden
300.

KING
HOOK "

leathe: vsovered

links,

lOd. each.

"CHAMPION KNUT,"
An exceptionally strong and reliable fas-
tener at a popular price. Guaranteed to
give complete satisfaction.

Sd, detachable. 1/- adjustable.

FORWARD mOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM.

Makers OT FORWARD BRITISH PLUGS.

all spares; £51.—Jarmain, Harwich. [9968

ZENITH, 1913. 3'4h.p., Gradua, and eidecar, in splen-

did order: £37.-P. Corby, 88a, High St., Merton.
[1014

A BRAND New 1915 Zenith Combination, 8h.p.;
£106.—Box 9,116, The Molor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X4300

~|015 Zeniths.—Immediate delivery from stock cf
Xt7 most models.—Alexander's, 115, I^othian Bd

,

Edinburgh. [1245

61i.p. Zenitb-Gradua Combination, clutch, and kick
starter, speedometer, accessorie.^ : £60.—E. Davis,

14, High St., Biddnlph. [X3703

1Q14 6b. p. Zenith, new underslung cigar shape side-
-Lt/ car, good 'condition; bargain, £54.-683, Ley-
tonstone Ed., N.E., Es.'ex. [1049

ZENITH. 1913, 6h.p., clutch, kick-start, Canoelet
-tidecar, all on; £45.—Seen at Stag Motor Works,

East Finchley, London, N. (1123

1 Q 13 Zenith-Gradua 6h.p., clutch, kick starter,
J-U only 2.800, absolutely like new throughout.

—

- • — [1267

Gradua gear. Bosch
£30.—P. J. Evans.

[1155

Parkinson, Builder, Chatteris.

ZENITH, 1912, 3'L>b.p. Jaj
mag., thoroughly sourn

John Bright St., Birmingham

ZENITH, 4-5h.p., 1915, countershaft model, new
condition, ridden under 200 miles; ^60.-28,

Lindsay Rd., Bishop's Stortford. £X4333

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4h.p. J.A.P., sidecar, V. and
H., exhaust whistle, hoin, new Donlops on haot.

reliable: £35.—Niehol.son, Butcher, Barking. [9922

ZENITH, 1914, 4-5h.p. twin, and 1914 fidccar, ppeed-
ometer, new condition ; £48.—B. Stone, 28. St.

Ann's Rd., Burdett Rd., London, E. 'Phone: 65 Ea^t.
[9996

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914, 5h.p. twin, excellent order
and condition, horn, lamps plug^, toolt. new tyie

back; £48.—Particulars, Tjm Simpson, Hatter, Sfaly-

bridge. L9977

TQl23,i Zenith, 5»vh-p.. new tyres and belt, J.A.P.
J-*y engine, with speeQouieter, lamps, and Montgomery
sidecar: £32/10, good condition.—Trimm, Summer Rd.,
East Molesey. [9995

ZENITH 8h.p. 1914 Combination, clutch. Gradua
gear, Cowey, lamps, fully equipped, as new;

bargain, 48 gns.; appointment.—37, Shernhall St.,

Walthamstow. [1065

ZENITH, Zenith, Zenith, 1914, 8h.p., 90x77'o. Mill-

ford coachbuilt sidecar, and all accessories; £65.
or offer.—Cass's Motor Mart. 5, Warren St., Button
Rd., W. Museum 623. - [1149

ZENTTH-GRADUA; igiS'^. 6h.p.. and Millford Cor-
TCttp sidecar, semi T.T. bars. lamp--, horn, cpeed-

ometer, r:pares, carefullv used, fa^^t: £45.-10, Nether-
ton Rd., St. Margarefs. Twickenham. [1008

"IQ14 Zenith Combination, Gradua gear, countershaft.
X*7 and kick starter, in good- coudition, 3 lamp:*,

(Speedometer, and spares, and accessories; £54.—Rhiew-
bank, Kentish Rd., Belvedere. Kont. [9999

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1913VJ. 4h.p.. clntth, kick ttart.

lamp, horn, whistle, tools, Swau sidecar (nearly

new), insurance, verv emart turnout: £41, or sell t^epar-

ately.—71, Muewell At., Muswell Hill. I^ndon. [9974

14 9b.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, No. 7 Gloria.
finiT^hed in red, excellent order, very fast, all

accessories, £80: also light car cha<?si{

19
complete with

condition as new.—
[9982

road -wheels, gear box. steerin?.
Plant, 7. Park St., Bjw.

ZENITH Gradvm 1915 Models in Stock.—5V>h p. twin
model B 59 gus-. 4-5h.p. model D .62 gus.. 8h.p.

model H 75 gns. plus 5% increase: sidei^-ars in sttvk;
exchanges, extended terms;—Elce and Co., 15. Bishops-
^ate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [(.'431

1Q15 8-lOh.p. Zenith-Gradua and torpedo sidn.ir.
At/ oulv done a few huudred miles, absolutely in I'l-
fcst condition, and guaranteed as new, aU ncccsBorics

;

cost £108.—For in-^pettion aud trial ruu apply, West
Lodge, St. George's Hill. Weybridge. [X4087

ZENITH 1915 countershaft models, dcliverv from
stock; 3'jh.p. twin, model B. 60 gns.; 4-5h.p..

model D. 64 gns.; model H. 8h.p., 74 gns.. plus 5^
surcharge ; sidecars in stock to fit ; exchanges or
extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co., IS, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. (0492

Ladies* Machines.

1 Q13 Lady's Douglo-;. condition ii.s new: £38; uuy
Xt/ trial.—Nixon, Brampton. Cnmherland. [X4112

LADY'S Forward Motor Cvcle, 1914. 2"\b.p., 3-sp' id :

£25, or near offer.-Kent. Tcrminite Buiiaiii:^

Seaford, Sussex. /"5941

LADY'S Hobart 2-4h.p. Motor Cycle. 1914 model,
le-eunmellcd aud overhauled by makers, in perfect

order; £55, or near oftor.— Qlearoy, Walsgrave RJ.,
Coventry. [X4502

LADY'S Late 1914 Douglas. Lucas' huup, horu. and
accets-^oriee, perfect condition, unsoilml. only done

400 miles; buying combinatiou : £48/10.—Blackwcll.
3, Leicetster Terrace, .Northampton. fX4l78

Miscellaneous.

N.S.U.. 2S^h.p., free engine; 1914 Connaught. 2^ih.p,

:

both good coudition, ready for the load; £20 carh
-Huut. Settle. [X4229

A40 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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Eliminating WeaKnesses.

A
FEW weeks ago a suggestion was made
in these columns that motor cycle experts

might well be appointed by the Govern-

ment to study the conditions under which

motor cycles are used at the Front and
report upon any desirable alterations or amend-
ments in design. Such an obvious course, it

might be argued, has already suggested itself

to the powers that be ; it may have been, but

we have our doubts, judging from the informa-

tion constantly reaching us. For instance, a

certain popular make of motor cycle used by

the army at the Front has given constant trouble

in one outstanding particular, and it is now
quite an ordinary thing to see such machines
running about with certain important parts,

such as fork, wheel, and hub, taken from another

make of machine. There is nothing very serious

in this, it is true, if we have an abundance of

mechanics with nothing else to do but to effect

the alterations and an inexhaustible supply of

parts, but such really is not the case. Now it

must be understood that we are not necessarily

taking to task the firm whose machine has needed
the attention to which we refer. It would indeed

be a miracle if no single machine at the Front

failed to develop some little weakness in view

of the extremely severe conditions under

which it is regularly used. The pave, the

badly cut up roads due to abnormal traffic, and

the constant riding over the roughest tracks

are bound to tell their tale, but what does

astonish us is the fact that this trouble has been

allowed to continue so long. It was last

autumn when the Aveaknesses in motor cycles

selected by the Government began to make
themselves manifest, and we contend that there

has been ample time in the interim to strengthen

up or amend the design of any fault}- part.

Manufacturers at home may have some idea of

what is needed, but only experienced men on the

spot can state authoritatively that this or that

is wrong for the exceptional conditions, -and

demand a rectification of the error in future

consignments of machines. One hears frequent

cases of the frame of a certain make of motor
cycle giving out, other cases of fork weakness,
and so on until one wonders when engineering
skill will be called in to rectify these weaknesses.
This is where expert advisers could minimise
tremendously the work of the mechanics of the
Army Service Corps.

Motor Cyclists and Compulsory
Service.

FOR
some months past a section of the daily

press has been urging the Government to

adopt compulsory service forthwith, and
without necessarily expressing a diverse

or favourable view of this national move-
ment, we should like to make it known far and
wide that, so far as motor cyclists are concerned,
to urge compulsion at present is rather beside
the point. There is no dearth of applicants so

far as this patriotic section is concerned. For
months past our efforts have been taxed to the
utmost in coping with the applications we have
received from prospective recruits, and we go
so far as to say that were motor cyclists treated
in a businesslike manner, and in a manner they
expect to be treated, the numbers would be in-

creased threefold. We refer mainly to anomalies
in the matter of payment. We have dealt with
the subject before, and, as our readers know,
it is not a question of the low rates of pay—

•

for that matter the British Army is, as a rule,

very well paid—but the inconsistencies of
paying different rates to motor cyclists perform-
ing exactly the same kind of work. The rates
for motor cyclists vary from is. 2}4d. to 6s.

per day, depending upon the section, which
every reasonable man will agree is absurd; all

car drivers get 6s. per day, and frequently a man
whose experience is just insufficient to pass him
as a car driver has to accept pay but one-fifth

of the amount. Before there is compulsion we
contend that the first move is to equalise the
rates of pay.

An Index to the advertisements in tiiis issue wit! be found on tlie page facing tlie back cover*
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The Variable Pulley Countershaft Speed Gear.
A DESIGN WHICH IS FREQUEFMILY RESUSCITATED.

ANY readers will remember that in the days

of the tricar boom, about 1904, there was

produced a gear invented by Captain Low
(named, I believe, the Lindsay-Low gear, and shown

at the Stanley Show), which then looked like solving

the problem of variable speed and transmission, but

unfortunately experience with this and subsequent

gears of the same type has shown that, although very

good in theory, there are practical objections in the

case of its application to a motor cycle which prevent

it being very successful.

A diagram making clear the operation of this gear

is shown in fig. i. Between the engine and the rear

wheel, which is represented by the circle A, is a

Drawings from the patent specification of the Lindsay-Low gear

countershaft B, which swings on an arm C controlled

by a speed lever D. The countershaft carries two
fixed pulley flanges E and F and a sliding flange G,

both sides of which are bevelled the same as the flanges

E and F. On each side of the sliding flange G there

is consequently a belt pulley, the diameter of which
varies according to the position of the flange G along

the countershaft. In the sectional view the right7hand

pulley is of large diameter and the left-hand one small.

By moving the flange to the left the diameters of the

pulley grooves change.

In full lines in the larger diagram the engine is

shown as driving on to the small pulley of the counter-

shaft, and the larger pulley on this shaft drives the

back wheel so that one has a high gear. By pushing
the lever D forwards the dotted line position is reached
in which a big double reduction of gear is obtained
between the engine and back wheel. As the lever is

moved forward the back belt tends to tighten and the
forward one slackens off. The back belt, therefore,
forces the flange over, and the diameters of the two
belt grooves change to suit the relative tensions of
the two belts.

Consequently this simple arrangement provides a
gear which is gradually variable o\-er a fairly large
range, but the chief difficulty in applying this gear to
a motor cycle is that one is compelled to use two short
belts, and everybody knows that it is difficult to make
a short belt stand up. Although one can demonstrate
the practical operation of a gear of this kind, experi-

AIO

ence alone shows that serious trouble with belts ensues.

The belt line changes as the countershaft is moved
forwards and backwards, and to overcome this various

schemes have been .suggested by later inventors. In

patent No. 20,894 of 1909, granted to Messrs. W. E.

and F. R. Lea, the whole countershaft was free to slide

slightly, so that - the positions of the pulleys auto-

matically adjusted themselves and the correct belt line

was maintained. A similar suggestion is made in

J. A. Prestwich's patent No. 30,168, 1910, in which
it is stated that the complete pulley could be made
movable on the countershaft.

It will be gathered that this kind of countershaft

gear is very attractive to inventors, and it is not

surprising to find that it has lately

cropped up again, the inventors

being Messrs. W. W. and W. H.
Wall, patent No. 25,050, 1912.
Fig. 2 shows the compound pulley

mounted upon the counter-

shaft K. This is carried by one
end of a lever L, the other

extremity extending to near the

top bar for operation by the rider.

In this case, to move the^pulley

sideways to deal with the change
of belt line "the lever near its pivot

engages a kind of cam M. These
later inventors have apparently

done nothing to overcome the

difficulties previously experienced
,

with the belts, and until one is

that this has been dealt with I cannot seeassured

that this latest construction to come to light should

be any more practical in the long run than its

predecessors.

It may be of interest to mention that a gear of this

kind, made some six years ago, is before me as I

write, having been traced in a corner of my office, dis-

carded as impractical in the limited space available

on a motor bicycle.—E.

^ "The Motor Cycle " Photographs ^
bji] ruplicatcsof photonrnplis api>earinc in " THE MOTOR CYCLE " wilUjc brt^ Biipplied at the followiiii; rates : Unmounted prints half-rlate, 1/6 post free ;

[U^

n}J rnonnted. 1/9 pnst free This refers to pfiotourttphs taJien by " THE sS
gfl lioroi! CYCLE ' oper.itors. |3
[UP Orders, whieh ranst he aecomixinied with reraittanee should lie addressed t.i [U^

f^ the I'hotii^-'raphic Dopiirtment— Iliffo and Sous Limited, 20. Tudor StretM s™
gS London. E.G. Wg
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Where Small Engines Score.

Nobod)' has laid sufficient emphasis on the vast

superiorit7 jpf small engines in respect of accessibility.

I am a born tinkerer—eternally dismounting the

mechanism of my machines, sometimes because they

need it, sometimes because it is raining and I have
nothing else to do, sometimes out of sheer curiosity

and the wish to do justice to designers. But for all

my enthusiasm I rather shirk the job of decarbonising

the average big twin, and \Yhen I overhaul a 35^ h.p.

single I am usually tempted to rest content with re-

moving the cylinder, leaving the crank case in situ.

on the fi^ame, because I know it is a heavy job to get

a 500 c.c. engine back into a frame single-handed.

But who minds whipping a baby two-stroke or other

2-M h-P- power unit out of the frame? The all-round

clearance is so great that you can be sure of getting

it away with the minimum of labour and coaxing, and
when it is out you can walk down the garden,' carrv-

ing the engine in one hand.

The Swing=up Stand.
Is there a master patent in respect of the stand

which raises itself by means of a spring when, the

machine is wheeled off it, of which the Rudge is an
excellent example ? Years ago, when our makers
compelled us to stoop over the tail of our machines,

and secure the stand by means of a dirty little wing
nut (supposing it liad not dropped off on the road)

I penned many a vitriolic note in favour of the
'

' kick-

up " stand. I don't particularly detest the kick-up

stand nowadays, but I am at present afflicted, by a

machine which has a fat place in the centre of its

cross-bar, the fat place being guarded by projections

at each end, and mounted so far out of centre that

It just fails to register with the spring catch. As a

consequence I have to stoop over the mudguard when
I wish to fasten the 'stand, and meanwhile the exhaust

extension spits carbon dioxide in my face. Thus I

am pining for the spring-up stand, such as adorned
my last Rudge. How many of my readers recall the

old Price stand, which had two separate legs, each of

which had to be disengaged from a spring catch

individually, and hoisted up? What a chance for a

little ceremonial in the M.M.G.S. if such stands were
still in vogue. "Raising stands by numbers! At
the word one, tilt machine away from you, right hand
on the saddle peak. . ."

Double Clutch Control.
I have been trying a 1916 Harley-Davidson, and

under ordinary circumstances, should have bought one,

as the design is extremely interesting, including such

attractive features as combined hand and foot clutch

control, mag-dynamo lighting-cum-ignition, and a car-

buretter w^hich permits of 4 m.p.h. on top gear. But
at a time v/hen our imports vastly exceed our exports,

it seems to be a point of honour with patriots to prefer

home-built stuff, and so I owe mv impressions of the

" H.D. " to the courtesy of a friend, whose conscience

is less fastidious than mine about the national interests.

Incidentally, the "H.D," does not seem inclined to

shed its twiddly bits, after the manner of so many
American machines, Yankee workshops appear to

stock a curious brand of taps and dies, as their bolts

and nuts tend to become frightfully loose after a tenth

part of a turn ; from this defect the " H.D." is certainly

free, I was much taken with the combined clutch

control. Hand control is certainly the goods for starts

from rest, as you want your legs for propping up the

machine while the engine is getting to work, especially

when the machine is a 7-9 h.p: and scales the best

part of 3 cwt. On the other hand, foot control is more
convenient when once the outfit is on the move, as

one hand is often absorbed with the engine control,

and the other is needed for sounding a hooter. I

recommend the dual control to British designers of

heavyweights de luxe.

Spring Frames.
The leading publicists have not yet got busy on the

benefits which war confers on nations in partial com-
pensation of its frightful losses ; but it is at least

obvious that it should benefit motor cyclists in certain

directions. In particular, it has so completely broken

up our already inadequate road surfaces that the

problem of spring frames is bound to be tackled when
the industry resumes its normal round. My experience

of motor cars seems to suggest that the countries with

the worst roads invent the best car suspension systems,

but the parallel does not apply to motor cycles, for

America's roads are probably the worst in any civilised

country, and the American motor cycle engineers have

reached no unanimity on the springing question. The
Indian, of course, is an example of what can be done,

but the average Yankee maker is satisfied with a

clumsy solution ; he piles up engine power, which

enables him to fit enormous car-size tyres and rims

;

and possibly he supplements these makeshift notions

with a spring saddle pillar, often so crudely carried

out that the saddle leather is constantly fouling some
metal part of the frame.- In England we are even less

enterprising, and so far little or nothing has been

attempted ; the lethargy of American makers under

even worse conditions suggests that the problem is very

thorny. Much of my riding is done over roads corru-

gated by heavy gun and lorry traffic ; and oddly

enough, my greatest comfort this year has been

attained with machines differing widely in design. My
Babv Le^is was genuinely^ comfortable over the bumps
at speeds up to 3.0 m.p.h., but bucketed at higher

speeds; and a 6 h.p. Ariel, with rather sloppily-

inflated tyres, was delightful up to the ?ame speed.

At high speeds practically every machine I have ridden

this year has been a real liver shaker, and made me
sympathise with the American car racer who fitted

shock absorbers between his teeth I
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ELECTRIC LIGHT FROM
A MAGNETO.

MR. PETTYT, of Maude's Motor Mart, recently

gave us an opportunity of examining a mag-
neto fitted up in accordance with a very in-

genious scheme by its late owner, who is now a

member of the R.N.A.S. The idea was to make the

magneto available to supply current for lighting lamps
or charging accumulators without rendering it useless

for its original purpose.

To put this plan into execution, a drum was mounted
on an extension of the armature shaft beyond the

contact breaker. This drum, which is shown diagram-
matically in the accompanying sketch, consists of three

portions, of which Nos. i and 2 form the commutator.
The commutator serves to change the alternating cur-

rent of the magneto into a continuous current suitable

for charging accumulators, while Nos. 2 and 3, elec-

trically connected by a pair of brushes and a metal
bridge piece, serve to regulate the supply of current

to the commutator. The various brass segments are

insulated from one another by insulating rings, and
also by the insulating blocks. There is only one such
block in segment 3, and its purpose is to interrupt the

flow of current to segment 2, and thence from the
external circuit to the accumulator for a short time
before the separation of the points occurs at the con-

tact breaker of the magneto. During the greater part

of the revolution, the current from the primary of the

magneto passes from segment 3 to segment 2, and
thence to one or other of the brushes. The other of

these brushes bears, meanwhile, upon segment i, which
is connected to the other side of the accumulator and

,^cc<^^

COMTINUOUS CURREfiT
BRUSH

IIDGE PIECC

insJLATino RINGS

insuLATinc Blocks

fOR u&HTiriG LAMP Direct
WITHOUT ALCUMUUMOB

CONTIM0OU5 CUiWETlT

ecusH

Diagram of commutator for converting alternating current of

a magneto to continuous current fpr charging, as described in

the accompanying letterpress.

fRAME.

Diagram showmg how the connections

are made for cliarging. Both wires are

connected to one terminal of the

accumulator, the other terminal being

earthed.

to the frame of the machine, thus completing the

primary circuit back to the other end of the primary

coil of the armature. As the drum rotates, the brushes

alternately bear upon segments i and 2. There are two

insulating blocks, and twice in every revolution, at the

time when the primary current is very low, the brushes

cross these insulating blocks, and exchange segments

with one another.

The result is that

each brush, in-

stead of collect-

ing an alternating

current from the

armature, collects

a current flowing

in one direction,

and therefore

suitable for

charging a

battery. This
current, of

course, is not

steady, but rises

and falls as the

armature rotates.

At the same time

it conforms to the essential of not changing in direction.

For a short time during every revolution, this current

to the accumulators is interrupted altogether. This

is when the insulating block on segment 3 passes under

its brush and interrupts the circuit. If the current

were free to flow to the cells at all times, the operation

of the magneto for ignition purposes would be inter-

fered with.

It occurred to the designer of this interesting appara-

tus, that it might be useful not only to be able to light

lamps through an accumulator, but also to be able to

keep a lamp burning when no cells were being carried.

For the latter purpose, he adopted the simple method

of fitting the two brushes A B, one of which draws off

an alternating current from the insulated central screw.

This current can be used for lighting a lamp, subse-

quently completing its circuit through the second brush

AB bearing on the side of segment i, and thus con-

nected to the frame of the machine.

The device briefly described has been proved to

work quite satisfactorily, both for charging and for

direct lighting. When the former was going on, the

magneto functions just as usual, but when lighting the

lamps direct, it is more difficult to get it to fire at low

speeds, owing to the interference with its ordinary

functions by the circuit to ' the lamps. Separate

switches are, of course, required to deterhiine the flow

of current along the two lighting circuits and the

ionition circuit.

A14
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A Visit to a Signals Training Centre.
How Royal Engineer Despatch Riders are fiUed out for Active Service.

IN
our issue of July 15th we gave a short description

of an R.E. Signal Station, and thanks to our kind

friend through whose courtesy we were enabled

to take particulars of this, we recently spent a still

more interesting afternoon at the principal centre

where those who enlist in the R.E. to tlo signal work
receive their instruction. Naturally, a number of

these men are despatch riders. The scene on this

CKxasion lay in a beautiful country residence staiiding

in its own grounds.

In tlie house itself

was the officers'

iiess and numerous
dass rooms, whi!e

nearly all the

officers and the

men slept under
cai!\as in the park.

There is a fine

village green out-

side the entrance

gates, and at the

time of our arrival

over a hundred
D.R.'s were being

inspected previous

to their departure

for the Front.

It was, indeed, a

fine sight, as may
be realised from
the illustrations in

our centre ^pages

last week. The
men were fully

equipped w i t li

-overcoats, map
cases, revolvers,

and were, in fact,

in full field kit,

while on the car-

riers were the

usual large square

box on vvhich extra

clothing rolled up
was strapped.
What a different

outfit from that

carried by the

competition rider,

who enters a long

distance trial under
"touring conditions"! With these he does not

comply, but this cannot be said of the D.R. who goes

to serve his country carrying very little more than the

average motor cycle tourist who wishes to co\er his

joumev with just sufficient for his comfort should take

with him.

The machines were the latest pattern 234; h.p. W.D.
Douglases and 4 h.p. Triumphs, and both they and
the men looked extremely smart and businesslike.

After an inspection, the men were drawn up in forma-

(Upper) Looking into the workshop at the despatch riders' training centre described on this

page. In pre-war days the "workshop" was an outhouse of a country residence.

(Lower) Two old friends at the R E. training centre—^A. J. Sproston and A. Milner.-

tion representing three sides of a square, and ai

elderly but smart Colonel, grown grey in tlic service

of his country, addressed them and gave them
friendly advice before starting on the event of their

lives—their departure to fight for their King and the

land they love so well. The address over, a sharp
word of command rang out, and all rushed back at

the double to their machines. These men were the

finished article, and the order was executed with the

alacrity one ex-

pects from the

British soldier.

The hall was an
ideal spot for a

training centre. Its

position and its

beauty could not
fail to appeal to

the men, while the

stables and cat-

houses, to say no-

thing of the court-

yard, appeared to

be made for the

purpose. Each
little outhouse was
fitted up ; most of

them were work-
shops, while one

of the stables had
been ingeniously

turned into a

power- drl\'en

machine shop.
The machinery
consisted of a

capital lathe, while

the power was
derived from a

"dis - ed" (pro-

nounced dissed)

Douglas. In D.R.
language the word
" dis " is used tc

denote anything

faulty or, even

scrapped. It has

been borrowed
from the R.E.

Signal Service,

whose men talk of

a telegraph or

telephone line being " dissed " when the messages are

interrupted, meaning thereby disconnected. The

frame of the Douglas had certainly suffered, and the

poor little mount, minus front and back forks,

resembled an old Motosacoche power unit as -we

remember it in the old days. It stood undamped on

a wooden box and drove the lathe by means of a

long belt. It was started up for our benefit and did

its work w-ell. Its cooling was aided by means of two

fan blades riveted on to the flywheel

.
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In another part, a coach house was full of hard-

working artificers, who were carrying out sundry

repairs. Here we met two old friends. Sergeant Albert

Milner, of Birmingham, and Corporal A. J. Sproston,

of whose brave doings mention has already been made.
We then had a stroll round the grounds and saw men
receiving instruction in all the various phases of

signalling. A visit to the stores was most interesting.

In the spares department there was a stock which
would almost have made some of our best known
accessory dealers envious. Next to that was the

clothing store, and a little further, on a shed with the

significant words "dissed bikes " chalked up.

A War Veteran.

Among the officer's " remounts " we saw a rusty old

1 91 4 3^ h.p. three-speed hub gear Triumph, on
which its name "Wind-up" was painted. What a

tale that fine old stager could tell ! It belongs to an
officer wdio is one of the few survivors of the original

signal company who went to France a year ago, and is

about the only motor cycle which has lived through
the whole campaign. The next shed w^as stocked
with beautiful new machines not yet taken from their

crates, waiting for the lucky D.R.'s to claim them.

AUGUST 26th, igi5.

This concluded a most interesting afternoon, and left

us deeply impressed by the feeling of what our favourite

pastime was doing in serving King and Country.

The power plant in the " machine shop." Note the Ian blade (

flywheel, also that the power unit is resting on the box without

clamped thereto.

m the
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The Two-stroke American Cleveland.
THE new two-stroke lightweight Cleveland, an

American machine, particulars of which were
given in The Motor Cycle of July ist, igrs,

page 6, has been remodelled and is now being placed
on the United States market.

shaft is longitudinal in the frame, and drives the two-

speed gear by means of a shaft. A multi-plate clutch :

is located between the two-speed gear box and the

.

driving chain to the rear wheel.

Modifications in the latest model illustrated consist 1

of a dropped frame giving a low-er saddle position]

and a straight exhaust pipe. Bowden control is]

adopted on this machine. The Cleveland sells in]

America at about ;£3o. As American prices go this I

is rather high, partly explainable by the fact that it

is about the first machine of its type.

An American two-stroke lightweight, the Cleveland, which may shortly

make its appearance on the British market. It sells in the United
States lor £30.

As we pointed out at that date, the Cleveland bears

a very strong resemblance to a well-known Coventry
machine, and the illustration of the marketed model
as distinct from the experimental model does not
lessen this impression. The design of the Cleveland
is interesting as representing practically all that is

good in British design plus American ideas in the unit

system of construction and other notable details.

Two-strokes, it may be interposed, are not generally

favoured in America as yet, and the firm's announce-
ment states that forty-three makes of two-strokes are

on the market in England. To reiterate the essential

details, the single-cylinder engine has a bore and
stroke of 63.5 mm. x 70 mm. {222 c.c). The crank-

m8

A young Baganda chief (Uganda) and his tivo-stroke Triumph. The
natives in that part of Afnca are ver>' keen on motor cycles, especially

two-strokes, for as one chief said, "
I like the two-stroke very badly,

for it makes a good noise." We have to thank Mr. R. Freeman, of

Kampala, Uganda, for the photograph-

I
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Througli ilie Lcnglh ciiid Bread Hi of Wales.
A Conipreiicnsivc Tour oF BOO Miles.

/

A halt for tea by the side of Whitesand Bay, St. David's.

A LETTER arriving from the Zenith Co., to say stopped for Junch. The weather clearing a trifle,

"Machine despatched per passenger train," we set out again, and, skirting Newtown, we were soon
sent me in haste to Lime Street Station, climbing the long twisting hill that leads to Llandrindod

Liverpool, where I found
i n .;. .- -^

~~^
^^̂ ^:-,isimi^—^—

T

TI Wells. The road was of the

it covered in just one piece

of brown papex, but quite

safe and sound. I was soon
riding home through the' crowded
streets, and was delighted to find

that the big 8 h.p. was as easy
to control as the 6 h.p. (if not
easier) that had served us -so well

for over two years. The arrival

of the new mount resulted in the
planning of a holiday tour.

After a few trial runs, the day
arranged for the start arri^'ed at

last ,; this was a signal for the
six weeks' spell of fine weather
to break. iVe crossed the river

from Liverpool to Birkenhead by
the passenger ferry, - the charge
for the machines arid passengers
being only 8d '

After leaving Birkenhead, we
covered, the sixteen miles to

Chester with but one stop to
strap the luggage on more
securely. Not until Chester was
Teft behind did w-e feei we had
really started. The, roads to
Rosset were very wet ; then to

Oswestry they were drier, but
rather bumpy. After this, in

spite of the rain, they were good.
At Welshpool (sixty miles) we Route covered by the writer.

was
scenic railway type. The Wells

here did not impress us at all

favourably. The modern red

brick building seemed far too

much in evidence. After putting

in a gallon of benzole, which
cost IS. 8d. compared with

IS. 3d. in Liverpool, we pro-

ceeded through Builth, Llan-

dovery, Llandilo, to Carmarthen,
where we put up for the night,

the distance for the day being

160 miles.

At breakfast w-e had a fish

called sewin ; it is a local fish

caught by the coracle men. It

was new to us, but was very

similar to salmon. Before
leaving, we rode to the river to

inspect one of these remarkable

little coracles. They are made
of canvas and thin laths of wood
tarred over, - and are so light

that they can easily be lifted on

one finger.

The streets of Carmarthen are

steep, narrow, and winding,

which rendered driving somewhat
tricky. We left by the Haver-
fordwest Road, which was in

very good condition. It included

a three-mile climb to Red Roses,

A2I
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IN SOUTHERN
Examining a coracle—a single seated fi;

construction. Carmarthen bridi

Through the Length and Breadth of Wales.—

then a ,
switchback to Narberth, where it was market

day. Driving through the streets was rendered

somewhat exciting by having to dodge the horses

and cattle assembled for sale. Then a pretty run

to Haverfordwest, with its castle on the hill top

and the village clustered on the hillside below it.

The High Street has a gradient of about i in 8, and

is one of the steepest main streets I have ever seen.

The road after this was loose and undulating as far

as Newgate, where it

goes down to the sea

and runs parallel with

it, separated only by a

yft. barrier of stones

thrown up by the sea.

The rise out of this bay

was a real stunner, a

hairpin bend and then

what appeared to be

about half a mile of

I in 8. I got up pretty

easily, but I should

think any under-

powered or over-geared

machine would have

considerable trouble in

this district. Further

on there "was a steep

hill into and out of that

pretty little fishing

village of Solva that

splendid ruins at the bottom. Riding down to it

required good brakes. We went in, and it seemed to

be the quaintest cathedral in the kingdom. The inside

is of a slate colour. The supporting columns staggered

and splayed outwards at the top. Some old bells, and
the stains on the floor where the bodies thrown up by

the sea were laid, were all of interest to us.

The surrounding ruins took some little time to

explore, but were well worth it. We left the cathedral

with the soothed and satisfied feeling and effect which

these grand masterpieces

WALES.
ihing boat of extremely light

re in the background

of architecture have on
one. On reaching the

motor we found the

back tyre was flat. After

repairing it we made for

Whitesand Bay, about
three miles distant,

where we had a picnic

tea and, seeming to have
the whole world to our-

selves, indulged in a

bathe. We were so

pleased with this far

corner of Wales that we
decided to spend the

night here. Going for a

w alk after supper on the

clifi^s we were stopped
by two soldiers who told

us that no one was
allowed there after q p.m.

Fishguard old harbour, showing new road in background leading up hill-side.

made me feel thankful for the reserve of power
we had.

An Interesting Cathedral. -

The road to St. David's was good as a whole, though
rather loose in parts. The approach to St. David's is

up a long gentle hill, and our first glimpse of the

cathedral was the sudden appearance of the top of

its square tour, which seemed to shoot up out of the

earth. The nearer we got the higher the tower
became, until we topped the crest and looked down
into a kind of basin with the cathedral and th.e

St. David's Cathedra] and ruins.

The road to Fishguard was very difficult to follow

as there were so few signposts, the surface, too, was

bad, having been repaired by a quantity of loose

flinty stones which w^ere left for the traffic to roll in.

Fishguard is not an inviting place, it is very similar

to Holyhead. - The old harbour is rather interesting,-

but the road down to it requires careful drixing and

good brakes. The rise out (northwards) by the new
road is fairly easy.

I should like here to warn anv reader contemplating

a tour in this part of. the country against taking the
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6,943 miles

and not a puncture
in either tyre!

A letter from William V. Pack, "Dale" Motor and Cycle

and Electrical Works, Sunningdale, Berkshire :

" Will you please send me one 26 x 2|- Cover to fit 26 x 2^- rim, the

same as supplied to the Sunbeam Co. for 1914 3! h.p. motor cycle.

" I mention this because I have had such good results with these

fitted. I have now done 6,943 miles as registered by my speedo-
~ meter, and have not even had a puncture in either tyre. I not

only use my cycle for pleasure but for business purposes. I

have a box carrier which holds 18 cans of petrol, so you will

see that your tyres have some very rough usage.

" I want this new cover for a sidecar at present until

it is needed for tlie cj'cle.

" Trusting you will send same by return."

W. &. A. BATES, Ltd.. St. Mary's Mills,

LEICESTER.
Colonial Wholesale Stockholders:

Smith, Denham & Co., Henderson's Buildings, Von Brandis
St., Johannesburg, South Africa.- Childs, Parr, and
Joseph, Naurobi, British East Africa. David F.

Lamg, 9, Weld Road, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S.
Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Parish Street,

Wellington, New Zealand. W. Cornell and
Son, 122, 124, Pirie Street, and 29, 31,

and 33, Hyde St., Adeiaide, S. Australia.

A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354-35'^»

Post Office Place West, Melbourne,
Australia. Bennett & Barkeil,
Casilereagh Street, Sydney,
Australia.

Wi -^i.

^'The tyre of no regrets
99
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'y^^O'U cannot purchase a simpler or more perfect variable gear.

AS SUPPLIED TO
Both hands at liberty

to grip the steerin ; bars

MAJESTY'S
(MOTOR CYCLE SECTION)

PHILIPS0N'S""£i!I£i2£B£

OOVERNOR PULLEY
The general report of users at home and abroad is

IT IS THE GEAR
it makes motor cycling a pleasure.

PATENTED AND

This is the Governor which
automaticaliyregulates the
Gear.

lachincs are wondcrfury improved
: the Govern6r— ' Clutch models excepted.'

ACCEPT NO GEAR AS GENUINE UNLESS
IT BEARS THIS TRADE MARK Ji»-

ENTIRELY FREE from troublesome and weighty complica-
tions- only 2 working parts—no levers, rods, wheels, etc.,
to worry about. Simply takes the place of the ordinary pulley
(one nut onK' secures the complete soar to the engine)

—

can be fitted without any alteration to most engines in a few
minutes.— SEND FOR 1915 BOOKLET. HOME AND ABROAD.

J)*- THIS GEAR HAS A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION FOR SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY "^^

SOLE MAKERS: PHILIPSON & CO., Eiigineers, ASTLEY BRIDGE, BOLTON.
Telegrams— "Safety, Bolton." ESTABJ-ISHED OVER 30 YEARS. Telephone— 1 47. Eagley.

Orders and enquiries in LONDON and DISTRICT, please apply Newsome & Fletcher, 3, Sandringham Parade, Ealing, W,

O V E
Guaranteed waterproof.

ESSENTIAL FOR
THE PRESENT SEASON.
333. Special quality drab or grey Paramatta

twill, double-breasted, with wide front. . . . £1 10
2965. Double texture, waterproof, double-

breasted 186
Belt extra, 2/6.

Overalls.
Wiih Seat.

2865A. Special quality Paramatta .. ..£110
29S4. Fine double texture 18 6

W thout Seat.
2865. Special quality Paiamatta 18 6
2983. Fine double texture . . . . . . .

.

13b
All prices plus 10% War increase.

Write for Catalogue of these goods.

Dunhills Ltd.,
359-361. Euston Road, London, N.W.
2, Conduit St., W. 42, Lombard St., E.G.

Manchester : Glasgow :

90.92, Cross Street 72, St. Vincent Street.

A24 In ansiveriiiff these adverf.isemc7its it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycie."
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coast road from Fishguard to Aberystwyth The roads

are in a disgraceful state, full of pot-holes ; also steep

gradients and sharp bends abound. Neither does the

scenery make it worth the trouble. The south-west

coast is by no means the finest part of Wales. After

we left Cardigan, a nail punctured the rear tyre, and,

while engaged in the repair, the occupants of a

two-seater car offered assistance. A mile further

along the road we found the car with the near

side wheels in the ditch. It was our turn to

offer assistance. The car was apparently undamaged,
so, with the assistance of a few local people, we had
the car back on the road in a very few minutes. We

before we reached the village of Dinas Mawddwy the

rain came pelting down and the thunder rolled ; amid
those wild hills the scene was most impressive.

Upon reaching the foot of the mountain we dis-

mounted and walked round the hairpin bend to recon-

noitre and decide the best way to negotiate the corner.

Returning to the side convenient for the corner, it

having a right hand bend, I attempted to take it fast,

but it was no good ; the weight' of the luggage behind

the sidecar when the machine was tilted on the

gradient of about i in 5 lifted the front wheel, and it

would not grip and bounced to the left; lifting the

exhaust and applying the brakes saved us from sliding

right into the ditch. I then let the machine run back-

IN THE WILDS OF WALES.
Scenes during the climb over Bvvlch-y-Groes and the Llanberis Pass.

then sped on again through the rain to Aberystwyth,
where we elected to stay a couple of nights. On the

second day, after a wet morning, the afternoon turned
out bright, so we decided to get the machine out and
do the circular tour of thirty miles to Devil's Bridge.

This was a splendid top gear run up well engineered
grades. The two hours spent exploring here are

among the most pleasant recollections of our trip.

No one should pass this way without paying Devil's

'Bridge a visit. Tiring of the seaside in the wet, we
decided to make for Bala over the highest pass in

Wales—the famous Bwlch-y-Groes. The few hours
sunshine in the morning saw us cheerfully covering
the miles between Aberystwyth and Machynlleth, but

wards into the bend of the road, then with a straight

run sailed up in fine style. At the top we stopped to

take a photograph, and as the rain had ceased we
had a picnic. We seemed to be right on the top of

Wales. The rain coming on harder than ever we
coasted do^vn the hill, having to open two gates

en route, and took a photograph of the spot where

Joe Edge, over two years ago, went over a precipice

with an empty sidecar. Reaching Bala Lake we
turned to the left and went via Dolgelly. About a

mile from Barmouth we ran clear of the rain and
entered that place with the water dripping off our

oilskins, while ladies with sunshades up stared in

astonishment. We still had a pint of benzole left from
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the gallon bought at Aberystwyth, and had covered

a distance of seventy miles of heavy country, so I was

naturally pleased with such economy. We put the

machine up at Wilkinson's garage, where we received

every attention, and the charges were the most reason-

able found on the trip. The first fine day dawned as

we left Barmouth for Harlech. Here we spent some

two hours looking over

the castle and basking

in the sunshine on the

walls. We then pushed

on to Portmadoc. Before

entering this town we
were twice pulled up at

toll bars and had to pay

pd. at each.

The Most Beautiful
Pass in Wales.

After crossing the em-
bankment we entered

the towiT and inspected

the miniature railway that

runs to Festiniog. From
here we proceeded by a

good road to Criccieth.

The place was packed,

as it was market day, so

we drove on into the

country, where we had
a picnic far from the

madding crowd, after-

Avards retracing our steps to Portmadoc and on to

Beddgelert, via the Pass of Aberglaslyn. This pass is,

to my way of thinking, one of the most beautiful in

Wales. The colours and blending of tints on the

mountain, with the Glaslyn sparkling below, make up
a scene which it would be difficult to forget. The road
is a good one, and though a long pull up, it is so well

engineered that it is a comparatively easy climb.

Staying the night at Beddgelert, we walked, to the

supposed grave of Gelert, though it is now fairly certain

that no dog was ever buried there. Next day we made
a late start, being loth to leave so charming a spot.

A nice run on top gear to the top of Llanberis Pass

The village of Beddgelert.

and a free-wheel run down brought us to old Llanberis,

where we took a walk to see the waterfall. Then,

circling Snowdon, we pulled up near the lake and

climbed the hillside, after which we went on via

Carnarvon to Bangor. From here we made trips to

Holyhead (a splendid fast road), Bettws-y-Coed,

Conway, etc. We made the return journey by

Bethesda, Capel Curig, Bettws-y-Coed, Cerrig-y-

Druidion, to Lake Bala,

and after circling round
this went on to Corwen,
Llangollen, to Chirk,

where we turned into

the lovely quiet valley of

Glyn-Ceiriog, staying the

night at Dolywern. This

is one of the few spots

not known to the average

tourist, but well worth

a visit. As I was due
back at the office the

next morning, the

machine was let out

somewhat, and the forty-

five miles to the end of

our trip was coAered

somewhat over legal

limit.

A Few Details of the
Trip.

The trip covered 800
miles, during which time
twelve gallons of spirit

were bought, ranging in prices from is. 3d. to

2S. per gallon. The only troubles consisted of two
punctures, a choked jet, and taking lin. out of

the belt. The immunity from belt trouble I put down
to the large pulley and long drive. The engine and

magneto were not touched. In conclusion, I must
say that I think that rny new 8 h.p. Zenith-Jap is

more comfortable and at the same time safer than

the lower powered mount, as one can take corners

on hills more slowly and yet still be sure of being able

to pick up afterwards. Curiously enough, I find no

increase in the petrol consumption.
Mercuri.\l.

Near the Pass of Aberglaslyn, behveen Portmadoc and Beddgelert. A good stretch of road between Llanberis and Carnarvon.
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The GRADO
Multi- Pulley
is just the thing, gives gear for
4_1_8-1, Lightweight lO-l.

Motor Cyclist ! Read
what it will do for you.

This IS no boast. It starts

your machine like a car.

Takes machine and
sidecar up hills impos-

sible without.

Gets you safely through

thick traffic.

Ensures safety over the

greasiest roads.

In fact, it turns work
into pleasure.

Just half a turn of the

handle on the top tub^

changes from top gear

to free engine. So Simple !

SS:^ Read what a Police Constable says :

~ 3^~ Police Station, Broughton.~~— Ketterins. Aug. 16th, 1915.— .^"^ Gentlemen,
^^ ^I ^! 1 received the Grado Multi Pulley

I^ISSSS mid-day Saturday last. Thanks for your^^~ prompt attention lo my order I fitted same
^"™"^" and tried it same evening, and am de'lghted
SZ^^S with it. it acts splendidly to every move of

ZZS^^ the control lever, and there is not the~^^ slightest slip with the belt. The fitting ia

^^^1^^^ quite simple. Once more thanking you,

^Z^ZZS 1 remain, yours faithfully,

=== Constable H. SWIFT.

Fitted in two
hours to

Triumphs,
B-S-A-jBradbury

Premier,
T.D.C., Rex,

Singer,

Precision, and
others.

» Here is a view
showing the curved Fit One to-day, you
slot that ensures the ^—.^^^^^^—.^—^—
belt never slipping. are Sure to be

pleased.

Prices : For Triumph, B.S.A., etc., £3 3s.

Lightweights, £2 10s.
Recessed for J.A.P., old Rex, etc., 10/- extra.

Write for Catalogue to~day.

The GRADO Manufacturing Co.,
64, Pershore Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Alldays Allon
REGD.

Two - Stroke

n^HAT It should be

possible to get a

really reliable and up-to-

date motor bicycle at

this price is in itself

remarkable, and there's

a reason for it.

CINCE the earliest days of motor
cycling we have been building

motor cycles. We have done all the

experimenting. That experience
was based on 250 years of the best

engineering experience, and the

result is seen in the perfection of

the Alldays Allon. B3' large out-

put, economical purchases of ma-
terial, and continuous emplo^'inent

of the most highly-sl:illed work-
men, we can produce the Alldays
Allon at the unrivalled - value
figure of

£30 plus 5% for Single-speed; £37
plus 5% for Two-speed; and £40
plus 5% for Two-speed, hand-
controlled clutch.

Send for free Dcscriptirc Booklet.

ALLDAYS & ONIONS I

Estb. 1650.

Matchless Works . . . . Birmingham.
London . . . . 3S, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.
Liverpool .. .. ., 33, Rcnshaw Street,

Pneamatii
V Engineering

!'"=
) Co. Ltd.

E4 In rinsiiip.Tmg these advertisement.^ it, is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION,
Recruiting Temporarily Closed for (he Motor Machine Gun Service.

FOR a short time recruiting for the Jlotor JNlachiiie Gun
Service has ceased. Motor cyclists have come
forward splendidly for this section, and the training
centre is now full up. As soon as further recruits

are wanted, an announcement to this effect will be made in

these columns.

The six cyclists who came from the Excelsior Training
School last week were surprisingly proficient, considering
their short training of only a week. The tests had been
carried out on a rough common not far from the Excelsior
Works, and the men were taught to ride in circles and to

execute the figure 8 in and out of some football goalposts
which happened to be handy. All of them, too, satisfac-

torily performed the brake test, and as the result of lectures
and explanations by means of a sectional engine and parts,

they were passed into the training batteries with a know-
ledge not only of driving, but of the internal mechanism of

the machines. Their places were taken by six more cyclist

recruits, who promise equally well.

One of the recruits, C. T. Williams, came specially from
North Queensland to enlist, and though an experienced car
driver, preferred the motor cycle section at Is. 2^d. per day.

One or two motor cyclists who have served
battalions were accepted last week.

volunteer

Any motor cycle agent willing to exhibit a special poster
as soon as recruiting is re-opened may have a copy or
copies on application to the Editor.

With further _reference to the paragraph in onr last issue

respecting transfers, under War Office letter transfers from
the Territorial armies are now forbidden. It will be known
that transfers from the new armies have been prohibited for

some time past. We have received further applications for

transfers since our last issue went to pre.ss, and xhould any
applicants not have received replies, they will gather the
reason from the foregoing.

.

Of the sixty-odd recruits who attended last week's
inspection the shortest was 5ft. lin. and the tallest 6ft. 4in.

Latest recruits

given hereunder :

Atkinson, F.

Barlow, W. S.

Bloodworth, W.
Booth, W.
Burbridge, D. .J.

Caftrey, G. A.
Camm, T. V.
Carlisle, C. H.
Carr, E.

Castle, T. E.

Catling, E. C.

Crowe, H. L.
Davey, A.
Day, G.
Dowling, R. C.

in the Motor Machine Gun Service arc

Fryer, R.
Gardner, D. G.
Haley, H.
Hamer, T.
Hewitt, C. H.
Higgins, E. G.
Hurd, J. H.
Jewell, S. N.
.Tones, W. .J.

Laws, H. E.

Lillford. T.
Lowe, C. T.
Meats, C.

JMell, L.

Murdock, H. L.

Pattison, .T. B.
Poskitt, .T. M.
Rowntree. L,
Spink, E.' R.
Stark, T.
Stearn, F.

Stranger, G. H.
Symmonds, L.

Tattersfield, N.
Templar, A.
Tompkins, G.
Walker, J. W.
Watson, J. P.
Williams, A.
Williams, C. T.

R.£. Despatch Riders.
Despatch riders are still wanted for the waiting list of

the South Midland Divisional . Area. Only experienced
riders can be passed, and, before their names can be
added to the list, a demonstration in riding abilities is

necessary. All motor cyclists residing in Warwickshire.
Worcestershire, Gloucestershire, Buckinghamshire, and
Berkshire who wish to enlist as despatch riders in the Royal
Engineers should apply for an appointment to the nearest
inspecting officer for the area, viz., Lieut. H. Smith, 6,

Brynlaud Avenue, Bishopston, Bristol; Mr. Geoffrey Smith.
19, Hertford Street," Coventry; or Mr. E. C. Davis, 11,

HythS Bridge Street, Oxford.

A DOZEN DUTCH MOTOR CYCLISTS GIVING AN EXHIBITION RIDE IN A CIRCLE.

Dutch military motor cyclists demonstrating their prowess before H.M. Queen Wilhelmina at the Hague. Many well-known British

makes will be recognised.
B5
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THE 8 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER THOR.
The Latest American Machine to be placed on the British Market.

THE 1916 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Tlior, which hails

from Chicago, follows generally American

practice. It has a pleasing appearance, being

enamelled in two shades,of blue, with panelhng around

tank and toolbox. Its mechanical features are

interesting. The cylinders, which are of 82.5 mm.
by 92 mm. bore and stroke, are place'd at an angle of

50°, and have entirely enclosed overhead inlet valves.

This contributes much to the neatness of the machine,

at the same time making for quiet running. The
machine is fitted with a Schebler carburetter. A
typically American feature is the combined Splitdorf

magneto and dynamo, mounted on an extension of the

crank case between the

down front tube and
cylinders. The accumu-
lators are carried below
the saddle-pillar. Twist

handle-bar control is

adopted, the left-hand

operating the spark

and the right-hand the

throttle. The exhaust

lifter is controlled by a

lever on the right-hand

side, operating by

means of Bowden wire.

Chain drive is em-

ployed, and the trans-

mission is direct from

the motor sprocket

(which is under-geared and driven at a reduced speed,

being mounted eccentrically to the engine-shaft) to

combined clutch and two-speed hub gear.

The springing consists of spring forks on the rigid

truss principle, the springs being housed in the fork

The cantilever front wheel

suspension.

Position ot combined magneto and dynamo, foot and hand-

operated speed lever, and footrest on the American Thor
machine.

tubes and a spring saddle pillar. The toolbox is on
the top tube over the tank, where also the speedometer
(driven from the back wheel) is fixed. The main
tank will hold two and a half gallons of petrol, and

The latest American arrival—the 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Tlior.

an oil tank holding three quarts is situated below the

saddle.

The London and Home Counties agency is held by
Watkins and Harding, Ltd., Portman Garage, 172-4,

Upper Richmond Road, East Sheen, S.W.

On the Paddington Recreation Ground on Saturday,

Harry Martin beat the track records for one mile and
five miles (flying start). He covered the first distance

in im. i7%s., thereby reducing the previous best track

figures by 3/^s. The five miles were covered in 6m.
46s., which beat record by io%s. The meeting was
mainly for push cycles, and was organised with the

object of providing a fund for comforts for men of

the 3rd City of London Royal Fusiliers.

(

8 l;.p. twin-cyhnder Thor engine, showing enclosed

overhead valves, position of sparl:ing plugs and " T
shaped Induction pipe. The cylinder dimensions are 82'5

mm. X 92 mm., giving a cubical capacity of 976 c.c.

1

I
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Ladies' model of the two-stroke Despatch Rider, particulars of which appear on this page,

NEAT CARBIDE CARRIER.
The Chemico carbide carrier is a

neat fitnaent for the motor cycle made
by the County
Chemical Co., of

Birmingham-. It

will be seen from
the sketch that
the carbide is

carried in a
leather case at-

tached to the
back down tube
of the machine
by a couple of

straps. In this

position the case

is both acces-
Chemico carbide carrier

sible and not in ^°l
3"a<:hmg to seat

the way. It is '"''^ °' ^ '"°'°'' *^>"^'^-

constructed t o
carry a 5 lb. tin of caroide, and the
price complete is 2s. 2d.

A SLIDING MUDGUARD.
As is well-known, the back wheel of a

Zenith is capable of moving back-
wards and forwards to maintain

I

correct belt tension when the Gradua
i

gear is operated ; consequently, if the

i

mudguard is attached to the frame of the

I machine -the distance between it and the
: wheel will constantly vary. The Uhistra-

tion given herewith shows a mudguard
which is designed to overcome this, and
is the patent of Mr. R. E. Dicker.

Referring to the sketch, it wUl be seen
that fixed to the chain stays is a fork A,

The sliding mudguard for filling to Zenith
machines. (See paragraph above.)

in which steel plates on the sides of the
valances slide, while the operating stays
B, \vorking ivith the sliding bushes in
the chain stays pull and push the guard;
a joint is made in the mudguard stays to
eliminate the tendency to bend. At
point C the guard s^vivels on a hardened
bolt attached to one of the carrier tubes.
A road test of the device shows that
there is no rattle, the slides do not stick,
and mud does not affect its working.
Another advantage is that by simply

removing three nuts the mudguard may
be detached from the machme.

THE DESPATCH RIDER
LIGHTWEIGHT.

A HANDY little machinfe is that made
by Messrs. Dreng and Co., of Erd-
ington, Birmingham, and known as

the "Despatch Rider." It is made in

-'-^^^

both men's and ladies' models, the speci-

fication being the same for both, except

that the latter has the top tube dropped
to allow for the rider's skirt; it also,

has a belt guard fitted. The engine'

is a 2^ h.p. two-stroke of only 211 c.c.

Druid, Saxon, or Brampton forks are

fitted, and either 25in. or 24in. wheels.

The riding position is exceptionally low,

being only 28in. from the ground. No
change speed gear is fitted, the idea being
to keep the machine as simple and light

as possible. As will be seen from the
illustrations, it has a neat appearance,
while the khaki enamel gives a smart
finish.

During a short trial run on the
Despatch Rider we were struck by its

handiness, ease of starting, and absence
of vibration. The little engine also had
a good turn of speed. It is a suitable
mount for those requiring a light and
simple macliine.

W. Ousley (Indian), travelling at full speed in an Australian road race last June. It is a

remarl^able photograph, as not only are both wheels off the ground, but the rider's feet are

several inches above the footboards. It may be a surprise to some people to see ::now,

but every kind of climate imaginable can be found in Australia, from the semi-tropical

regions of the North to the snow-capped mountains of New South Wales, and in both

Victoria and N.S.W. snow is not unknown, even on ordinary altitudes, in the winter months.

B7
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CURRENT CHAT

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aug. 26th 8.1 p.m.

„ 28th 7.57 „
., 30th 7.53 „

Sept. 1st 7.48 „
In London half an hour earlier.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Special Notice to A.A. Motor Cyclists.
—Motor cycling members of the A.A. are
notified tliat from now onwards they will

not be entitled to receive roadside and
6ther assistance from the road patrols if

their machines do not carry the red token
in the centre of the A.A. badge, denoting
payment of subscription for the current
year. Members "who have changed their
addresses since last year, and who may
not therefore have received the usual
annual intimation that their subscriptions
have become due, and have in this way
not obtained the necessary token, should
communicate with the secretary without
further delay.

Lord Eitchener Inspects Sidecar Machine
Guns.

Whilst in France last week Lord
Kitchener on two separate ' days in-

spected a complete battery of the Motor
Machine Gun Service.

OfiScer Motor Cyclists.

Reckless riding on the part of a

section of soldier motor cyclists, appar-
ently on leave, we regret to notice, con-

tinues, and, as a result, accidents are
being continually recoi-ded in the local

papers. At the week-end we had two
experiences which bear out the utter
carelessness of some military motor
cyclists. Whilst approaching a dangerous
cross road very cautiously, two officers

on a sidecar suddenly shot across with-
out warning. Had we been travelling

at an equal pace, a bad collision would
have been the result. In the second
instance a soldier motor cyclist swung
round a blind corner at such a pace
that the footrests of his machine almost
touched the ground.

^

A GOOD CLIMB. G W. Wilkin, of Sheffield, driving a Norlon " Big 4 sidecar
outfit, with a total load of seven passengers (75 stone), up Sir William Hill at Grindleford.
The hill will be remembered as having proved a stiff proposition to many competitors in
the A.C U Spring Trial last year

Ib8

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT FROM A MAGNETO.

NEW MODELS (llluslrated).

THROUGH THE LENGTH AND
BREADTH OF WALES.

Recruiting for M.M.G.S. Closed,

Recruiting for the Motor Machine Gun
Service has temporarily ceased. The
response of late has been excellent, and
it is now a question of finding more
accommodation.

Average Second-hand Prices.

We give below the average prices for

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor Ci/cle. We quote

those models of wliich a.1- least five weekly
averages have appeared durmg the past

two montlis. Where it is possible to

obtain a sufficient number of each model
we also give the average for the past

week

:

^

Make.

A.J.S, ..

Ariel

B.it

Bradbury

B.S.A. . .

.

Calthorpe
Cbater-Lea

Clvno .

.

Douglas

Enfield .

tluml^er
lii-1ian

James .

Lea-Francis
Levis . . . -

Matchless
Norton . .

New Hudson

N.U.T. .

Premier
1'. & JI.

Kex
Kover .

.

Roval Ruby
Rn.lge .

.

Scolt

^unbetmi

Triumph .

., Junior
\\'illianison

Zenith

Vear.

IC)I.t

1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1913
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1913
1913
1914
1914
19 14
1914
J914
1913
1914
1914
19 14
1914
1914
1914
1914
igt4
19 14
1914
1914
1914
1914
J914
1014
1914
1914
1913
19 14
1914
J914
1914
1915
1914
1914

Last
H.P. week's

average.
6 3-sp. sidecar . . £77 .

6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
2j 3-speed —
3i 3-speed —
3i 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
6 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
8 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
8 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
4 3-sp. s'decar . . £51
4 3-s["ee 1 —
4 3-sp. sidecar . . £53
2 2-speed —
8 3-sp. sidecar . . £54
8 3-sp. sidecar . . —
6 3-sp. sidecar , . £54
2) 2-speed —
2J kick start fc(4

i 2-sp. T.T £38-i - =t" ^- • C.I'-'

6 2-sp. sidecar . . £6^
£3
£40
f6o
£5=

3 2 -speed

3\ 3-sp. sidecar ,.

7 2-sp. sidecar .

4I S-sp. sidecar .

3J 3-speed —
2i 2-speed —
7 3-sp. sidecar . . £78
4 3-speed —
6 3-sp. sidecir . . £65
4 3-sp. sidecar . . £$y
6 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
3V 3-sp. sidecar . . £513* 3-sp. sidecar . . £51
3-V 3-sp. sidecar . . £61
6 3-sp. sidecar . . 7^a
3^ 3-speed

3.^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

3* 2-speed

3^ Multi sidecar.

.

3lMulti

3J 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3i 2-siieed ...

6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

3i 3-speed

4 3-sp. sidecar .. £52
2\ 2-speed £38
6 2-sp. sidecar . . £66
6 Gradua sidecar £60

is?

£52

AN-erage

for past

S weels.

£72

£53
£43
£42
£53
£60
£65
£52
£6.

£45
£46
£57
£8
£67

£55
£30
£43
£3')

£64

£39
£40
£67
£54
£60
£29
£74
£50
i.i7

£5'
£60

Lis
£44
£50
£34
£50
£47
£71

£57

il
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Motor Cyclist Officer Married.

We offer our congratulations to Ivieiit.

S. W. Carty, A.S.C., late of Liverpool
and Newcastle, and a leader in Northern
motor cycling circles, on his marriage to

Miss Maude Klcanor lledlev.

Army v. Navy Motor Cyclists' Hill-climb.

Following upon the suceessfiJ Army
and Navy race meeting at Brooklands,
brought about by The Motor Cycle, the

suggestion has been made to hold a hill-

climb at Kop Hill, Princes Risborough,
between representatives of the Army and
Navy.

The National War Funds.

On Tuesday morning last the principal

war funds stood as follow :

£ s. d.

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 163,868
Belgian Relief Fund ... 767,000
" France's Day " Collection 21,000
Serbian Red Cross Fund ... 20,073 13 11

Uncontrolled Dogs.

At the inquest on a motor cyclist, who
was killed by being thrown oft his

machine by a dog, held recently at

Pickering, the coroner (Dr. Francis

Porter) commented strongly on the danger
of allowing dogs to run without control

on the village streets. The animals ran

out at motor cycles and cars, as well

as push cycles, to the great danger of

riders. The foreman of the jury (Mr.

Trowsdale) demurred—although it was
esta,blislied that the deceased was a

very steady rider—on the ground that,

generally speaking, " motorists were ad-

dicted to rushing through the streets at

such a speed that the public had to

exercise care in dodging them to prevent
being run over." How a presumably
sensible man can reason in such a manner
passes our comprehension.

Dutch Contest for the Eysink Cup.

On Sunday, August 15th, the Neder-

landsche Motorwielryders Vereeniging

organised a competition for the Eysink
Cup, presented by Mr. A. Eysink, of

Amersfoort. At 5 a.m. twenty-eight

riders were started from Utrecht, the

object being to cover 375 km. with an
average speed of 35 km. per hour. The
road to be followed was : First round

—

Utrecht, de Bilt, Amersfoort, Nykerk,
Putten, Garderen, Uddelermeer, Aard-
huis, Apeldoorn, Uchelen, Hoenderloo,

Otterloo, Ede, Woudenberg, Amersfoort
(134.1 km.) ; second round—Amersfoort,
Nykerk, Putten, and same route as in

the first round to Amersfoort again (113.2

km.) ; third round—Amersfoort, Putten,

same route till Woudenberg, and bv
Zeist and de Bilt to Utrecht (128 km.)'.

The weather being fine, the ride proved
to be a success. Lunch was served at

Apeldoorn, and the riders who arrived at

Utrecht by 7 p.m. (twenty-six out of the

twenty-eight) celebrated their success at

a pleasant dinner, assisted by many
friends. The' prize-winners are : E.xtra,

P. H. L. Maas (4-cyl. F.N., type 700) ;

1, W. van Kol (Vulkaan) ; 2, B. J. ten

Dam (Excelsior) ; 3, Jac. Fonck (Day-
ion) ; 4, E. J. Veerman (Indian). Extra
prizes were obtained by : 1, H. G. Dolk
(Excelsior) ; 2, Ch. E. v. d. Bossche
(Douglas) ; 3, P. A. Bos P.A.zn (Harley-
Davidson) ; 4, C. Witteveen (James).

Lieut. F. A. McNab.
The many friends of F. A, McNab will

be pleased to hear tjiat he has obtained
a commission in the Royal Naval Reserve,
and hopes to compete at Brooklands in

the United Services Meeting on September
4th.

Swivelling Head Lights.
A motor cyclist was recently stopped

on the liOndon-Birmingham road, near
Woburn, by four policemen, who pro-
ceeded to remove his head light, which
he was not using at the time, at the
same time threatening him with a sum-
mons. The head light was of a type
recently declared to be perfectly legal

by a magistrate. It seems to us that
the police acted in a very high-handed
manner, and exceeded their duty.

Americans and British Trade.

The Thor motor cycle is the latest

American arrival, and all the time the
motor cycle press across the Atlantic is

urging Yankee manufacturers to seize

the opportunity for business while the
British manufacturers are unable to

supply. They quote the following figures

in support : British imports from United
States during the first six months of 1915
equalled $620,000,000, compared with
S350,000,(XX) in the corresponding period
of 1914, and $345,000,000 in 1913.

Motor Cycles in Botha's Campaign.

i\Iotor cycles, in conjunction with
armoured cars, played no small part in

the operations under General Botha in

what was formerly German South-West
Africa. Twelve armoured Rolls-Royces
with supply, ambulance, wireless, and
repair cars were used in conjunction with
twenty-eight Douglases, , the whole con-

tingent being perfectly self-contained with
its own stores and petrol. An interesting

feature is that of the original number of

motor cycles twenty-five came through
the campaign successfully, and were then
shipped together with the cars from
Cape Town. This is a very high percent-
age, especially when it is considered that

the riders had work to perform of a most
trying nature. The whole fleet was under
the command of Commander Wluttall,
well-known in England as a keen motorist
and wi'iter

Roads to Avoid.

The Gi'eat North Road near Newcastle
is in very bad condition, and the hint

eight miles into Edinburgh is bumpy.
There are many pot-holes betwe<^n Alton

and Bishop's Waltnam, but a single-track
machine can miss most of them ; some
of the worst holes have been repaired.
The main road fiom Bushcy Heath to

Watford is in a deplorable condition for
about three miles. This can be avoided
by turning to the rightr at the top of

Clay Hill, and then taking the lane to

the left.

The London County Council

Local Taxation Lif'ENrE.s and Regis-
tration or Motor Cars.—The growth of

the work of the London County Council
in connection with local taxation licences

and registi'ation of motor cars, pai'tieu-

larly as regards applications under the
Motor Car Act, has necessitated im-
proved arrangements for the convenience
of the public. New accommodation
has therefore been provided at 19,

Charing Cross Road, and on and after

August 30th, 1915, all business of the
above nature will be transacted at that
address instead of at the County Hall,
Spring Gardens, S.W., and 40, Craven
Street, W.C., as hitherto.

Australian Grand Prix Races.

Reports are to hand from Australia of

one hundred-mile races, held in New
South Wales and Victoria respectively.

The former provided twenty-eight starters,

and the race was won by J. E. Mcllor (6

h.p. Matchless), who, with a 12m. start,

covered the 100 miles in 2h. 3m. 2s. H.
Bartleet (6 h.p. Zenith) and W. J. Ousley
(7 h.p. Indian) were second and third

respectively, the latter making fastest

time. A pictui'e of Ousley at full speed
appears on -page 209 of tfis issue. Both
he and Mellor, the winner, used Dunlop
tyi-es.

The Victorian 100 miles race was run
over a triangular course of thirty-three
miles, three circuits having to be made.
The winner was R. Finlay (7 h.p. Ameri-
can Excelsior), who had 13m. start over
the scratch man. Second and third places
were taken bv E. Mavman (3^ h.p.

J.A.P.) and E.' Tyler (3i"h.p. Triumph).
Finlay also made fastest time.

The 2% h.p. hvo-stroke ladies' model Excelsior. An .Albion two-speed gea.' is fitted, in

conjunction with chain and belt drive. Altogether a very suitable mount for a lady, and

one which, if required, can take a sidecar.

BII
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TiiBPUGH Ye

A Trip with Side<

East Coast mai

A FEW days ago, d
East Coast by n

I put into practi

stow away a camera or

obtain some interesting

Leaving St. Albans be

I was soon well on the

to cover up all traces

through towns which ga'

tion, and a broken d
innocent of any of the i

camera, but then I cc

trouble. The owner oi

positively panic-strickeD i

know what I was doing,

it took," and commande
No doubt the stories of (

nerves, so that he was li

Very different from i

owner of a ri\ erside bai

fully consented to be photographed, and imited

us to see the cosy interior of his home cm the

water. A most interesting character this, a man
who, at the age of seventy years, having sjjent

fifty-nine of them on the sea, found it impossible

to live on dry land, so became the owner of thii

vessel, on which he has spent the last five years,

winter and summer, only leaving his moorinas i

occasionally to take a party c«i a ten days' tnp

into the North Sea. He evinced great interest

in a machine controlled by " two girls," as he

put it, questioning about the speed attainable and

use of the levers. The kick starter was the part

which called forth a good many questions. In

spite of our avowals, I doubt if we convinced him

of its merits, as when we made ready to restart

he offered a
'

' shove off.
'

' We were able to

refuse the kindly help, knowing that with our

engine still warm we could start up with little

exertion. A .few miles farther on I had a unique

opportunity of photographing a barge laden with

wheat, just running liome alongside the Stam-

bridge Flour Mills.

An Interesting Church.
One generally meets with perfect courtesy frcxn

owners of buildings one wishes to inspect, and

the rector of the historical church of Ashingdon

was no exception to the rule. He made us

acquainted with the ancient building, the tower

of which was built nine hundred years ago. when

I.

(Top left) Setting out lor a sail. The sidccV

(Bottom left) The mill, the owner of which th

fl op right) A visit to the potato picfcere.



S)GGLES
and Camera to the

by Two Ladies.

ing to reach a town on the

IS of my sidecar machine,

my theory that one should

'ery trip, and managed to

fds.

d me in the early morning,

d, and I was most careful

the camera when passing

ny sign of military occupa-

1 windmill was the least

i!cts at which I erected the

, not steer quite clear of

le mill came out with a

ntenance and demanded to

i he said he " didn't want

e to " clear off that road."

ale spies had got upon his

to all sense of reason.

; was the conduct of the

lear Rochford, who cheer-

in I020 King Canute (Knut) and the Archbishop

ffent to consecrate the church built on the spot

where four years previously he had fought his

battle against Edmund Ironsides, and—as the

Anglo-Saxon chronicle hath it
—" where all the

English noblemen lay dead." Containing perfect

ipecimens of windows of different centuries and
>ther rare architectural beauties, this church on

i-:be hill is well worth a few miles run from the

!iDeaten track of motor cyclists.

Two Slight Troubles Soon Cured.

Our first taste of trouble was a broken clutch

jiiffire, so, passing through a village which boasted
' so garage, we halted outside a tiny blacksmith's
shop. The smith pretended no knowledge of
i^hings motorish, so we carefully threaded the

iitrands of wire through the hand control, and
jiithen called on him to bring his soldering iron to

'•pnish the job. Judge of our surprise when he

]
Requested that we turned the machine upside down

~ 'so that he could get at it ! However, he finished
' ithe work, although not particularly neatly, but
ifter all neatness is not essential. A puncture in

the sidecar tyre was our only other cause of

:

|delay, and, my passenger taking her share of

;
ithe work, we soon effected a repair by the road-

1
side. With a few good levers and a repair outfit

no rider of a few months' experience should need
8|ssistance with a simple puncture.

May Walker.

I

taltes us direct to the river.

wc were spies

^m left) The barge at Stambridge MiUs
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OWLER BAR, a hamlet eight miles
from Sheffield, on the fringe of

the Derbyshire moors, witnessed

a remarkable scene on Sunday last,

when a great gathering of between
seven hundred and eight hundred people
assembled for a recruiting meeting.

A RECRUITING RALLY ON THE DERBYSHIRE MOORS.
The object was to obtain recruits for quently the number
both Regulars and the Sheffield Volun-
teer Training Corps, and we under-
stand that this was successfully achieved.
As Owler Bar is altogether inaccessible
by rail, it followed that everyone present
found his way by road, and conse-

and variety
motor vehicles present were very lar

They ranged from big chars-a-bancs
lightweight motor cycles. In the af(

noon the Sheffield Volunteers, v
have a motor cycle section, carried
some instructive manoeuvres.

MOTOR CYCLE SECTION OF THE SHEFFIELD VOLUNTEER TRAINING CORPS.
The photograph was taken on Sunday at Owler Bar, on the Derbyshire moors. A recruiting meeting for both Regulars and Volunteers was

held, the entire concourse, estimated at between 700 and 800 people, being transported by motor vehicles.

THE UNITED
As announced in the last issue of The

Motor Cycle, in view of the great

success of the All-khaki race aneet-

ing, a further event of the same type will

be run off at Brooklands on the afternoon
of Saturday, September 4th, beginning at
2 p.m. It will bear the title of the
" United Services " Motor Cycle Race
Meeting, and will be open to any member
of the British Navy, Army, or Allied
Forces in uniform.

At the present time the Brooklands
staff are making special efforts to get the
finishing straight in good condition, and
the fact of the finishing straight being
available will greatly add to the success of

the event. The following officers have con-
sented to officiate as stewards : Col. H. C.

SERVICES MOTOR CYCLE
Holden, Assistant Director of Mechanical
Transport; Major D. F. Nicholl, D.S.O.,
D.A.A., Q.M.a. ; and Dr. A. M. Low,
Second Lieutenant R.F.C.

There is no reason why the " United
Services " meeting should not be every
\'ihit as successful as its predecessor, pro-

vided the weather is fine. The pro-

gramme (published on page 190 of our
last issue) is a good one. The cluef

differences from the previous event are the
introduction of the lightweight half-mile
sprint for all makes of motor cycles with
engines not exceeding 350 c.c. ; the
serpentine fast race, which will take the
place of the successful slow race in the
last meeting, and, finally, the separation
of the sidecar and light car races.

RACE MEETING.
Entries, which close at noon on Sat

day, August 28th, slioidd be forwari

at once to the secretary of

B.M.C.R.C, Mr. T. W. Loughborou
c/o the Auto Cycle Union, 89, Pall M
London, S.W. '

At the time of going to press enti

had been received from the following:

C. P. Marcell, Assistant-paTmasf
R.N.R.

J. C. Branwell, Pte., Bradfield O.T.
R. A. Wallace. Pte.. Oundle O.T.C.
S. H. G. Stockbell, Second Lieuten

3/lst Cambridgeshire Regiment.
H. Saunders, A.M., R.F.C.
F. H. McNab, Lieut. R.N.R.
C. G. Cardew, Lieut. ,R.E.
C. L. Scott, Second Lieutenant A.S.

Portion of the crowd listening to the recruiting speech at the Owler Bar meeting
organised by the Sheffie.d Volunteer Corps This picture gives a good idea of the

number or motor c^'cles especially passenger outfits, presen. but it does not show the

huge crowd, a good proportion of which was conveyed trom Sheffield by motor
chars-a-bancs.

Ii!4
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions o' his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Mo;or Cyo'.e," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanlel by the writer's name and address.

Rear Springing.
Sir,—About a year since we were preparing to market a

spring frame, the patented design of our Mr. H. S. Bilbe,
who IS now serving in the Motor Machine Gun Service. The
design, which you have described and illustrated in Tkf
Mulor Cijclii, is a thoroughly sound and practical one, and
has been fully tried out. The design admits of many varia-
tions to suit every type of motor cycle.

THE ENDRICK ENGINEERING CO.

The Holne Chase Corner.
Sir,—When down :n the West ot England recently I found

a new road being cut through Holne Chase, which will
avoid the hairpin bend, so well known, and at one time
so inuch dreaded by competition riders. The new road is

quite an easy gradient throughout, and starts at Holne
Bridge, partly traversing a private road that used to lead
up to the Chase. It comes out at an easy angle into the
old road about three-quarters of a mile from the hairpin.
By the time the next Land's End run takes place the
hairpin bend will be closed, and competition riders will, know
of it no more. Only a short time back a lady descending
the hill in a car failed to negotiate the bend, and dashed
into the wall, demolishing several feet of it. This apparently
decided the authorities to construct the new road

F. W. CHAPMAN.

Exmoor Roads.
Sir,—The first road down to Oare through Oareford is

rough, with two unrideable hairpins with bad surface. The
second road down to Oare by County Gate has a good sur-
face and well engineered gradient. The road at the bottom
through the fir wood requires caution ; it is generally sticky
.over the narrow bridge. In Oare turn to the right, and so
in a mile of high banked lane "EL 1969" will come to the
little farms at Malmsmead. (See that you do not charge
the stone bridge as you come in.)

Leave your mount in charge of " Old John," and strike up
the Doone Valley immediately up the lane to the left, and

keep to the left. If not keen on footing it, you can hire
ponies from the aforementioned ancient. On the return

—

though you wall not want to return—the hill up to County
Gate, by which you came down, will present no difficulties.

A single-geared Triumph at 5i to 1 will take it without
an.xi'ety.

The first road by Oareford, with the trickj- work at the
liairpins, is delightful, but " EL 1969 " would be well advised

to tackle it on foot. Even with a big reserve of power, and
special tyres for the loose surface, the anxieties of progress

rob one of the proper appreciation of the scenery. It is

advisable to take plenty of spare petrol, as it is not obtain-

able in these valleys.

In closing, I would remind your passenger that toby-jugs

bought hereabout are not necessarily such good investment

as War Loan. W. R. BROCKWELL.

Two-stroke Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—Thanks to your interesting and delightful paper, 1

became a motor cyclist gradually, by two stepping-stones

consisting of two different types of auxiliary. The last

one, a £12 12s. J.E.S. of 1 h.p., mentioned recently by
' Ixion " as a rara avis, proved remarkably efficient,

even for long-distance touring, for I thrice rode from Scot-

land to England and back, once over the Grampians from

Inverness to Perth, and once from Brechin (forty miles

from Aberdeen) to Cardiff in S. Wales in four days, this

latter run necessitating three successive day's runs of 150,

135, and 140 miles—not bad for 1 h.p. on an ordinary cycle.

The valves and bearings have not been renewed, and do
not require it, in spite of constant riding.

Recently I got a well-known two-stroke. Frequently I

have noticed paragraphs in your paper showing various

experiments and improvements made to get petrol consump-
tion more satisfactory in two-strokes. But why is this left

to the customer? Why don't makers do the experimenting?

A letter from Mr. S. Wells some time back demonstrated
this very pointedly. He tried three carburetters before he
got satisfactory results with an Everest, and other riders

have had to do similarly. It seems pretty hard that the
customer should have to go to all the expense and trouble

before getting good results, when the makers know that

a better petrol consumption is possible, but do not take the

trouble to fit machines with carburetters that do give

satisfactory results. I have no doubt been spoiled by the
consumption of my J.E.S., which on one occasion gave me
108 miles to slightly over half a gallon! M.M.G.
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Sideoais for Use with Spring Frames.

Sir,—In your description of the Bramble sidecar in the
issue of August 19th there are one or two general remarks
which I think ought not to pass unnoticed.
You say, " In the sidecars that have been used with

spring frames up to the present, although they have allowed
for the springing of the bicycle frame, the benefits have
been considerably minimised by the fact that the sidecar
chassis has been rigid, thus imparting road shocks."

In reply to this, I should like to point out that for the
last si.x years I have produced a spring frame Montgomery
sidecar which has steadily grown in popular favour until

it is now one of our leading products, and the difficulty

is to keep pace with the demand.
The semi-elliptical spring shown in the skeleton view ot

the Bramble sidecar is exactly similar to those used on the
Montgomery sidecar six years ago, and only differing in

essential detail from those used to-day.

I quite agree with your remarks n luxury of the usual
Cee springs, and in my production referred to these Cee
springs are used for the body springing, and the semi-
elliptical type for the frame springing, and this arrangement
gives very satisfactory results. W. MONTGOMERY.
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An Appreciation.

Sir,—I must apologise for the negligence on my part in

not writing to thank you for the way in which you have

sent me each week, without fail, the current copy of The

Motor Cycle. You can hardly imagine how this journal is

appreciated by all of us here.

I was glad to see the " All-khaki " meeting was a success.

and good luck to T/ie Motor Cycle for arranging such an

interesting day's sport for those lucky enough to be able to

participate in the events. E. HOOPER, Corpl. R.E.,

Despatch Eider, General Headquarters.

A Tour in Wales.

Sir,—I have often heard the question raised, Can.a 3i li.p.

machine tour North Wales? So for the benefit of readers

who, like myself, cannot afford more power, I will give an

outline of my experience.

I have just completed a tour on my 3i h.p. two-speed

Triumph, with wife and two children,

through some of the finest scenery in ,

Wales. On one hill only did I have

to shed my passengers. This was the

well-known Sunrising Hill, just out -.'

of Stratford-on-Avon, on my homeward
journey. The route, kindly supplied

by you, took us through Chingford,

Watford, Aylesbury, Banbury, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, arriving at Kidder-
minster at tea-time. After tea we
made our way to Bridgnorth, where
we put up for the night. Next day
we went on through the pretty town
of Slrrewsbury to Chirk.

After having struck the borders of

Wales we began to notice the scenery
getting finer and the language dif-

ferent. When we got to Llangollen
the country appeared simply lovely,

with its winding roads, and mountains
covered with heather, etc., with sheep
dotted over them. We- soon reached
Bala with its lovely natural lake, and
then after several miles of down hill

we came upon the town of Dolgelly
nestling, as it were, at the foot of

Cader Idris. Barmouth seemed pretty
full of visitors as we passed through,
stopping to get several good views.
We reached the ancient town of
Harlech just in time to put up for a
thunderstorm, which did not last

long, so we had a good look at its castle, built on a high
rock, facing the sea, and historic in the Wars of the Roses.
The views from the castle are unsurpassed.
We made Penrhyndeudraeth our headquarters for three

days, during which we visited such places as Criccieth,

Festiniog with its slate quarries. Shell Island with its lovely

shells, and. many other interesting places.

We altered the route for the homeward journey, taking
a run round the north coast. After a long climb through
winding roads, we came to the Aberglaslyn Pass, the
grandeur and beauty of which were well worth seeing. We
then passed through Carnarvon, getting a fine view of

Anglesey and the Menai Straits, Bangor, Abergele, and
Conway, with its castle and Suspension Bridge, similar to

the Menai Bridge. When we got to Flint we struck inland
and came to Wrexham, Whitchurch, and Wellington. The
rest of the journey was by the same route as the outwai'd
one. Generally speaking, the Welsh roads were not at all

bad. In all we completed about 700 miles, with no belt,

tyre, or mechanical trouble. This machine has 30.000 miles

to its credit. F 6219.

AUGUST 26th, 1915.

time at the foot of Style Kop on the afternoon of Saturday,

July 17th, he would have seen these young men " playmg

themselves" to the annoyance of spectators and competitors

alike.

Secondly, "these attacks Irardly deserve notice." I quote

from the "article in question. Of course, the writer knows

best the value of his article, since he utilises a whole column

of his paper for it.

Thirdly, no person criticised the United Arts Volunteer

Rifles, Old Boj's, or any similar officers' training corps

organisations—organisations which are in a different street

from the bulk of these motor cyclist volunteer bodies.

Lastly, amongst those seen at the hUl-climb were many
employed on Government work. Doubtless that is why the

small coterie near the finishing line on Style Kop persisted in

playing with a toy pistol. They must liave been from some

munition factory and had annexed some T.N.T. to advertise

their interest in high explosives.

gv^V

A good load for a Triumph and sidecar. See letter from F 6219 on this page,

photograph was taken at Penrhyndeudraeth during a Welsh tour.

The

I reiterate my opinion that these motor cycle volunteer

corps are being used as a means of ba<:k-door enlistment by
large numbers of fit men eligible for service.

M.B., Lieut. R.A.M.C.

Motor Cycle Volunteers

Sir,—The carping critic would again crave some space in

your columns to thank "A.G.M." (Capt. A.S.C.) and Ptes.

Parker, Buck, and DrinkaU for their support.

"Discouraging Patriotism" is the title of an article in o

contemporary of yours. This article is a criticism of my
previous letter to you.

Firstly, I can assure the writer, hao hs Joeen waiting any

B18

Sir,—I have read the letters from Captain A.G.il. and
three privates stationed at Burma, published in your iss\ie

of the 19th inst., and I feel that I must take exception

to what I think is an unjustifiable criticism of a corps of

men who are trying to do their bit for their country. The
main objection your correspondents raise is that men of

military age are wasting their time in Motor Cycle Volun-

teer Corps when they ought to be entering into tlie spiirit

of the sterner game. Speaking for my own corps, I may
.say that without exception the members are either above

the military age or men with big responsibilities who,
_
at

the present" time, at any rate, cannot see their way to enlist,

however much they might desire to do so, while one or two
have been already rejected as medically unfit. Now, seeing

that all members of military age have signed the form

agreeing to enlist if specially called upon to do so, or in

the event of a foreign invasion of these shores. I fail to see

why they should be libelled for failiug to do their duty.

Can Captain A.G.M. deny that a large number of men who
originally enlisted in Motor Cycle Volunteer Corps have

since joined the Regular Army? C'an he honestly say that

those who are unable to do so are wasting their time in

preparing themselves for military duties by learning, under

competent instructors, signalling (Morse and semaphore),

shooting, skirmishing tactics, despatch riding, etc. ? If he

thinks "that a strenuous week-end comprised of the above
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and Power, Too !

!

4—60 miles per hour

on top gear and tract-

able all the way. That
is characteristic of

The Silent Grey Fellow

But this AU-Purpose Motorcycle stands rather

on its Reputation for Rehabihty on the Road
—that kind of reliability which makes a run

to Land's End, John-o'-Groat's, North Wales,

or the Lake District a spin of perfect pleasure

Proof against the severest tests imposed on road or

track, this reliability has won testimonial after

testimonial from thoroughly satisfied riders (many of

whom are holding Commissions in His Majesty's Forces)

In fact, you will find the more. you ride this machine
the more fully you will appreciate the Comfort, Silence,

and Dignified Appearance of tke Up-to-date

Harley-Davidson
There's Pride in pos- Come and see for

session of the /MPOS-
^^ -^

ING yet QUIETLY yo^iseii 11 you are

DISTINCTIVE able. Otherwise
write for our Free

"GREY." There's
full satisfaction in Har-
ley-Davidson Service Catalogue to-day

Telephone- HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO. Telegrazns-

Museum, 2070 _ Hardavmocy

(3 lines). 59, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W Ox,London."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B19
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What the Papers say about this Book.

"Zhc ©lasgovv
DeralD."

"These sketches will

give anyone a more vivid

realisation of life at the

front than might be
derived from many
columns of descriptive

writing They
are chips of the real thing

hammered out of hard

experience."

" ipall /IDall (Basette."
"These stories in dialogue form garnished with the

forcible figures of speech of the British Tommy are racy
and entertaining. It is an enjoyable book."

Overheard

at the Front
orieiStories of the Wdr in Comedy and in Deadly Earnest.

By Chas. G. Harper.

"Zhc Scotsman."

" These brief, lively, and

interesting tales reflect

both the humours and the

more serious aspects of the

ordinary experiences of

soldiers scr\-ing under the

conditions of modem

warfare."

Price 1/- net. By post, 1/3. From leading booksellers, or direct

from the Publishers, Ilifle & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, EX.

"TLhc IReferee."
" If you want to have a heart to heart talk with our

Tommies in the trenches, read 'Overheard at the Front.'
"

" Hbc Xlverpool Mcefilv? post."
"Many of the incidents on which the stories are based

create an immense amount of fun and laughter."

1^

In answering these adveTtisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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woi'k iiml llio usual squad di-ills is playing at the " cliildisli

travesty of war," as he puts it, and that the motor cycle

voluuloer is only fit to be iiiiide a laushiug stock of, tlieu

it soonis to me that it is hiijh time that such corps were
olhcially disbanded.

A.J.S., A t'ompy. (Surrey), 1st Motor Cycle Batt.

Sir,—In August 19th issue of The Motor Cycle two letters

appear under the above heading, and as they apparently
refer to the Midland Motor Volunteer Corps, we trust you
will grant space for reply.

Tlie letter from ''iLB." was not replied to througii the

press, but there now having been a second attack, it is only

right and fair to present and intending members that a reply

should be made.

Taking the first letter, that from "A.G.JM.," who signs

as a Captam in the A.S.C., he is candid enough to state

that he has seen little of the movement itself, and a reason-

able deduction may therefore be made that he knows very

little about the subject matter. How a captxin, therefore,

with such an admittance can bring himself b stand by the

erratic epistle of " i\I.B." is past comprehension. " A.G.M."
gives no facts which can be tackled in a manly way, but

at the same time his remarks take sach a sweeping course

that tliey are apt to convey a depth of meaning at first

glance that is non-existent, and possibly if he had known
the following, he would have refrained from putting pen to

paper on the subject chosen. Many of our members—hale,

healthy men, who are playing at this childish travesty of

wai-—have one and two sons giving of then- best in the

fighting line. Other members, too old for miiit:iry service,

yet well preserved, jjhis maybe a dozen of service age are

engaged in important positions turning out shells, lu.^es,

bayonets, grenades, castings, motors, chemicals, etc. These
men are indispensable in their various positions, and whether
they wish to join tlie Army or not, they are informed that

they are more valuable to the war at home than in the

ranks as a soldier. These are the sort of men " A.G.M."
urges to give up their fooling, men above the average
calibre ; men who are taking the war most seriously, strain-

ing every effort to increase the output of war munitions,

and who give up their short leisure to learn something of

matters military, in case it may be necessary for them to

form a last line.

What these men have also done as members of the

M.M.V.G. may be of interest. When the Corps was first

formed, there were members whose circumstances did not

l.lien permit of them joining H.M. Forces, and they trained
for the time when they r.-oujd. The.se men have since
joined the Army, many of tlicm having already seen a little
of the '-great grim tragedy." They have gained positions
as offirevs or N.C.O.'s in such regiments as tlio Warwick-
shire, Sutherland Highiaiulcrs, Motor Machine Gun Section,
-Motor Transjxirt. Royal Engineers, and Royal Flying
Corps. Several .-if the men have passed examinations which
they say would have been impossible but for their trainin"
with this Corps. Most of the remaining members are
sworn in as a special police patrol in case of air raids, etc.

The following will also give some idea of the stajidard of
training : A well-known jMajor-General has informed us
that we are training on sound successful lines. A short
time back the Adjutant of a Motor Machine Gun Section
wrote us asking that particulars of our lectures should be
sent him, as the O.C. desired them to be read to his men.
Two officers in H.iNI. Forces have become honorary members,
wishing to be associated with a Corps doing such excellent
work. Apart from the Corps members, many recruits have
been found for the Army. For instance, on Friday last, six
motor mechanics were required for France at once. Our
Commandant, assisted by several members, searched the
town, and succeeded in obtaining them for the officer, who
had come specially from London. This Corps offers no
protection for men who ought to be in the Army, and has
done excellent work, letters from officers of high rank
giving testimony to tihis.

The letter from the three Privates of Burma is practically
answered in the foregoing,

THE MIDLAND MOTOR VOLUNTEER CORPS.

Wear in laclined Engines.

Sir,—Replying to " Spanner " re the rapid wear of engines
in inclined positions, I must ask him to consider whether
the trouble was entirely due to the fact of the engine being
inclined. Personally, I do not think so. Has he examined
the oiling arrangement for the cylinder? I think the trouble
with the particular machines he had was that there was
insufficient clearance between the crank case where the con-
necting rod works, and a couple of ^in. holes would have
saved reboring. A friend of mine has an inclined 4 h.p.

tricar, air-cooled, of about 1904, which has all the original

bearings and two of the original rings ; and again, are the
many different makes of inclined cylinder machines (twins)

useless after 2,000 miles unless rebored? J. E. RAY.

A gathering of Harley-Davidson owners at Shakespeare's birthplace, Stratford-on-Avon. The meet was organised by the Premier IVlotoT

Gjmp.-my, of Birmingham, wth the object of securing some cinematograph records of Harley-Davidsons (one of. the latest Amencan im-

portations) in Shakespeare's country.
BiJ
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Midland Motor Cyclists' Volunteer Corps.

l:—

Despatch riders attached to the Mechanical Transport Section of the Liverpool National Volunteers.

ON Thursday the M.JI.V.C. paraded
at lieadquarters for lecture by
Section Leader Ricliards on the
subject of "Eye Sketching." Mr.

Richards also dealt with a report on a
village, explaining the necessary formulae
lor obtaining information useful to the
O.C. On Thursday next Q.M.S. Court
will give a lecture at headquarters on
"The Field Book and Plotting," Motor
cyclists are invited.

Map Reading Tests.

On Sunday the men paraded at Castle
Bromwich for a test of map reading and
mobility. The corps was divided into
patrols under section leaders. Each man
was given a card with the name of his
destination. No other information was
shown- The men did not know whether
their destination lay N., S., E., or W.
There were five places selected : Ganna-
way Gate, Myton, Wedgnock, Banner
Moor Green, and Woodloes. Although
the men were sent out in parties from
the moment they had their card given
them, they separated, owing to their
destinations being different, but on reach-
ing their destination they were joined by
the members of their own patrol, that
is, if each man were successful. The
places selected were practically unknown,
some of them not being marked at all

on the^ ordnance map. In one instance
the policeman patrolling the country was
disked by one of the men for his destina-
tion; the reply was "he never heard of
it." The scout afterwards found that
the very spot where he had asked the
policeman was his destination.

Commandant Silver had timed each man
to reach his destination at a certain time,
and had sent out despatch riders to reach
the same place and time the men in, then
hand them a despatch to bring in to the
main body, information being given that
they must expect an ambush. Again,
the name of the place only was given

;

this time it turned out to be Asps. The
men quickly located it, and now com-
menced the corps' usual work of 'recon-
naissance.

Many of the men got through ; in fact,

75% succeeded, which may be considered
a satisfactory result.

Revolver Shooting.

The day's .manoeuvres ended, the corps
marched to the old camp at Wasperton.
Here a small target was set up for

revolver practice, and the men are pro-
vided with Colts—not toys—but Service
revolvers.

Revolvers, unless understood, are more
dangerous to the owner than the enemy
but the corps, before firmg a, shot, had

instiiiction. Consequently, some good
shooting at a small target from a distance

of twenty yards was done.
New members are wanted to replace

those who have joined the Colours.

The corps was the first hi Birmingham
to enrol as a police patrol, and it is now
suggested that all other volunteer train-

ing corps should also form a special police

section.

The members can read a. map. make
out a road report, and, if needed, show
any military officer a short cut across

country.

- tx-—. ' . .^ -

Three cyclist recruits for the Motor Machine Gun Seri'ice who were taught to drive a
sidecar in less than a week.

11
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JROBERTSONS
beg to announcs that owin^ to the manufacturers having recently delivered to them

150
HARLEY DAVID

MOTOR CYCLES
they are now (at the time of going to press) able for the first time this season to give immediate delivery.

TELEPHONE; IVIAYFAIR 5767.

157b GI2EAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

The

W

:^

OF gNGHAJSI^ "

Highways ® Byways
of England,

.^^sx Their History and Romance, x®^

CONTENTS.
CHAP.
I. IN THE BEGINNING : ROMAN ROADS
II. .. MEDIEVAL ROADS AND BRIDGES

Hi. .. PHILANTHROPY AND THE R0.1D

IV PACK AND PILLION

V. THE WAYS : PILGRIMS AND OTHERS
VI TUDOR AND STUART ROADS

VII RESTRICTIONS ON TRAFFIC

VIII. THE EVOLUTION OF ROAD
MAKING

IX. HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
jUJD CONTROL

X. THE TURNPIKE SYSTEM :

ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
XI. THE TURNPIKE SYSTEM :

ITS ZENITH AND DECLINE

XIL

XIII.

BY THE ROADSIDE

GUIDEPOSTS AND MILESTONES

XIV. THE DECLINE AND RENAISSANCE
OF THE ROAD

The task of compressing the entire history of our road system, from its earliest

beginnings, into the limits of a single volume, would appear to be one of consid-

erable difficulty, yet the author of " The Highways and Byways of England "

has not only accomplished this successfully, but has been able to deal so generous-

ILLUSTRATED. ly with the romantic side of the subject that the work possesses the sustained

Price 4/6 net By post 4/10. interest of a well-written novel. There is not a dry page in the entire book,

Oblainable from the publishers :

Iliffe ® Sons Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street. London. E.G.
And all leading booksellers and bookstall*.

hi. answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cvcle." B&3
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Every

Motor Cyclist
should draw upon

this Storehouse

of Motor Cycle

Knowledge.

n

^
"Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists" contains what may
be termed the cream of all

motor cycling knowledge up
to date.

The book gives hundreds of

useful "wrinkles" and litlle

items of information con-

cerning the running, manage-
ment, and repairs of motor
cycles, culled from the
experience of many years of

riding, and covering every
detail of the machine.

The arrangement is simple

and straightforward and
reference is simplified by an
extensive index and marginal
subtitles on every page.

Invaluable to

the new rider.

_

0: =

^1

. FOURTH EDITION

Motor^cusTS

'*?*.

The

Fourth

Edition
Revised, Enlarged, and

brought up to date.

Contains over
400 separate
paragraphs.

#|T No matter what type of

^ machine is used, this little

book will be found of Ihe
greatest service to every rider.

Price

:

One Shilling net,

By post, 1 /2.

Fyom ILIFFE & SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London. E.C., and all

Booksellers and Railway
Booksialls.

mu X«9

Hill illlllllili llllll

TRACING TROUBLES
^* •Bfc T»HIS edition has been brought UD

Second
Edition

THIS handy little volume deals with all

the faults to which motor cycles are

liable, explains how they can be easily

diagnosed, and shows how they can be

rectified. Every conceivable cause of trouble

is dealt with, and the remedy for it carefully

explained. It is written in simple language

by apractical motor cyclist of long experience,

and fully indexed for ease of reference.

Price

1/- Net.

By Post,

1/2.

THIS edition has been brought up

to date by the author and new
material added, including

— a section on —
two-stroke engines.

Oblamabk /rem ILIKFE & SONS LTD..

20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.,

attJ aU Wading booksdUrs,

111

B24 In answering these advertisemenU it is desirable to mtittion " The Motor Ci/rle.

ii
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20. Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearlv .ind on one side of the paper only, numberin;^ each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

?
I

6
side

have
h.p.

Timing the Magneto.

1 should esteem it a favour if

you would tell me as simply as

possible how to time the magneto
on a 1914 4 h.p. single-cylinder
motor cycle.—CM

The timing of the magneto should be as
follows : Place the piston exactly on top
of the compression stroke, and connect up
the magneto with the points just about
to break, and the ignition lever two-
thirds retarded. This will mean that the
e.\plosion when fully retarded will take
place when the piston has travelled about
3 mm. down the firing stroke.

Sidecar and Solo Riding.

For several months
ridden successfully a
A.J.S. motor cycle and
1 am anxious now to ride the
motor bicycle as a solo machine,

and shall be obliged if you will kindly
indicate what precautions I should
observe in the change. Is it safe to
attempt solo riding with a cj-cle of this
weight and power?—J.A.S

If you are used to riding a motor bicycle
ami sidecar, or even a pedal cycle, after
the first few minutes there should be no
difficulty whatever in riding the machine,
especially if the roads are good. You soon
get used to the weight, which is only
really appreciably noticeable when wheel-
ing the machine iibotit before starting.

Pre-ignitian.

My machine is a 1914 4 h.p.
single-cylinder with three-speed
hub gear. After running well
for, say, twenty-five miles at
15-20 m.p.h., it" suddenly seems

to lose all its power, and a strange
rapid rattling and whistling noise be-
comes apparent, which no altering vf.

the gear, gas, or air levers will cure.
After crawling home, the machine will
rmi quite well the next time It Is taken
out. It Is a very stiff engine to start,
and needs paraffin injection after an
hour's stop on the road in the hottest
weather. The rattling Is like a very
quick tapping- on a mudguard, and I
cannot locate it. Could you give me
any idea of the possible cause of the
trouble?—F.C

The^ trouble might well be caused by
pre-ignition, due to your using a plug
of unsuitable design. A broken or tight"
fittlng piston ring would also cause
trouble of this description. It is practi-
cally impossible for us to diagnose the
trouble accurately without seeing the
machine, and the only cure is to take the
engine down and carefully examine it.

?

Flooding Carburetter.

I should be much obliged it

I you would give me the reason
for the following : Machine, 4^

-^ h.p., 1915, chain belt drive.

After a run I turn off tank
petrol tap and milled screw which regu-
lates the jet opening. On tiu'ning the
tank tap next day, petrol flows from
all parts of carburetter freely, but
finally stops. On one occasion I

tapped the carburetter while this was
happening, and whether a coincidence
or not, flooding ceased. Might I also

ask you about a 1914 twin I had?
When running on the level I had to

keep playing with controls continually,

as the machine seemed to gain speed
without alteration of controls. The
machine started very easily at all

times.—S.A.D.

The trouble you experience Is due to

the needle valve on, the carburetter stick-

ing. During the night the petrol in the
float chamber evaporates, leaving the
needle valve in the open position. Dpon
your turning the petrol on the next morn-
ing the carburetter fills up, but owing
to the needle sticking it is not shut
off when it reaches the correct level

;

the result is that it overflows. Your
tapping it, or the engine starting, moves
the valve and stops the trouble. Y'^ou

should clean the float chamber out and
see that nothing is causing the needle,
float, or the little toggle arms to stick.

The milled screw needi not be altered

;

to do this upsets the jet adjustment.
The trouble with the 1914 twin was pro-
bably due to the vibration causing the
petiol level to vary

3ij

fe^^^-r^'"^

I

The quickest and most pleasant way from
convalescence to fitness. Private Hugh Smith,

A. and S. Highlanders, who was wounded at

Neuve Chapelle, is now at home and enjoying

runs on the Campion sidecar outfit shown
above.

?

Fitting a Silencer.

Can I fit a silencer direct to

the exhaust port and then attach

an exhaust pipe to this, without
interfering with engine effi-

ciency?—W.J.

Y'ou certainly could fit the silencer direct

on to the exhaust port, but it should
not be so placed that it keeps the cooling

di'aught from the exhaust port. Silencers

have been fitted in this manner on some
machines.

The Local Taxation Licence.

Earlj' this year I registered a
motor cycle, paying 5s. and local

taxation licence iJl. About a

month since I sold to a friend,

transferring registration (Is.)

The new owner also paid the £1 local

taxation licence. I have now bought
another motor cycle. WiU the £1 I

paid cover the second machine till the

end of this year?—D.E
Y'es; the local taxation licence enables

you to keep one machine at a time from
the date on which you took out the

licence until December 3l5t of the same
year.

Piston Trouble.

I recently purchased a new
lightweight two-stroke motor
cycle, and had only ridden it a
little when I noticed a knocking
noise in the crank case. On

taking the engine down I discovered

that there was only one piston ring

fitted and a piece cracked off the

bottom of the piston. This piece had
got into the crank case, and was causing

the knocking. I liave fitted a new
piston, and I find the engine does not
now pull as weU as before, especially on
hills. I have run it about sixty miles,

so the piston should be rim in. I think

I have the magneto timed about right.

Would you please tell me what you
think may be wrong? Ought the
machine to pull better with two rings

than with one, and do you tliink that

only having one ring was the cause of

cracking the piston ?

—

Lightweight.

It Is no uncommon thing for a machine
to run badly after a new piston has been
fitted. The new piston and rings have to

be properly run hi before the old tune
wiU return, but after about 200 miles the
machine should be running as wel. as

ever. With two rings you w-ill retain the
compression better, . but perhaps there

wUl not be quite so much speed. The
fact of having only one ring wotdd not
accotmt for the piston getting cracked.

A25
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Oversize Tyres.

I have an 8 h.p. sidecar com-

bination with 650 mm. x 65 mm.
voiturette-rimmed -wheels, fitted

with tyres of that size. These
tyres, I find, are not nearly

heavy enough for the back wheel, and

wear unduly. What sizes of tyres wuU
fit 650x65 mm. rims, and what size

and. tread would you advise me to fit

on the back wheel?—J.T.J.

700 mm. x 80 mm. tyres will fit 650 x 65

mm. voiturette.rims. You can either fit

these all round, or fit one for the driving

wheel. The tread may be a combination

pattern like the Rom, grooved like the

Dunlop, or ribbed like the Palmer.

Pitted Platina.

Can you tell me why it is

that the platinum points on

my Euthardt magneto keep on
getting burnt up? I have just

had two ne\v points put on, and
these are the third set, and they are

going in the same way in less than
three mouths, and it is becoming
expensive. I shall be mucli obliged if

you can tell me the cause.—J.H.C.
The trouble is undoubtedly due to the

condenser connections being at fault, or

to the- condenser having broken down
altogether. The condenser is carried at

the end of the armature, and is con-

nected direct to the primary winding.
We think it would be best for you to

send the magneto to Messrs. C. A.
Vandervell and Co., Ltd., and let them
overhaul it for you.

Lubrication.

Could you give the reason why
no oil gets to the piston of my
Triumph? No matter how much
oil I pump into the crank case I

cannot get it to smoke, and when
I take the valve cap off I find the top
of the piston quite dry and a rusty
colour. The bottoms of the valve caps
are the same colour as well. The
engine keeps running all right but does
not develop its proper power. I may
say there are four gin. holes drilled in

the piston, which I have had made on
purpose to get more oil in the cylinder.

—J.E.J.
It would appear tliat you have an engine
witli an unusually ti^ht piston and rings.

This would account for the fact that the
oil does not pass into the combustion
chamber, which is in itself aji advantage,
but too tight a piston causes loss of power
and may lead to seizure. Tlie ends of the
piston rings should not quite touch when
test-ed cold in the cylinder.

?

EEADER'S REPLY.
Belt Adjustments.

I have had considerable trouble with
belt twisting in pulley, as described by
"E.V.W." (August i2th issue). I at
iii'St had the same idea as "E.V.W."
has, and when out for a rmi had only
gone about ten miles wheu the trouble
started. Another motor cyclist came
along, and he advised me to reverse the
belt and let it run in the opposite direc-
tion to that which it had been doing.
This I did, with the result that I have
not since seen any sign of the belt twist-
ing or turning over as it did before.

—

F.T.C

EXPERLEMCES WANTED.
"D.R." (Pretoria).—Einks carburetter

as fitted to 2| h.p. Douglas.
"A.B." (Bristol).—Aluminium sidecar

bodies. Will makers send details?

"R.J." (Trawsfynydd).—3^ h.p. 1915
Rover and sidecar. Hill-climbing, ease

of starting, and general reliability.

"A.W.W." (Bradtoi-d).—Riche's detach-
able air tubes. Durability and capability

of lidding the pressure for long periods.
" A.D." (Maidenhead).—1915 A. B.C.

Model A. Reliability, maximum speed,
lowest speed ou top gear, hill-climbing,

solo and with sidecar.

"A.A.S." (Pretoria).—Scott 1914 or

1915, and- A.B.C. 1915. Reliability,

durability, petrol consumption, and
accessibility of cylinders.

ROUTES.
Beaminstee (DonsET) to Fenton

(St.\ffs),—W.J.B.
Beamimster, Crewkerne, Yeovil, Castle

Gary, Bruton, Frome, Beckington,
Bath, Swainswick, Nailsworth, Stroud,
Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kid-
derminster, Wombourne, Wolverhamp-
ton, Penki'idge, Stafford, Stone, Fenton.

PLYJiotiTH TO London ; distance second-
ary consideration provided roads
are good.—A.B-

Plymouth, Ivybridge, Ashburton, Chnd-
leigh, Exeter, Lyme Regis, Rridport,
Dorchester, Wimborne, Ringwood, Cad-
nam, Totton, Botley, Bishop's Walthani,
West Jleon, East Tisted, Alton, Farnham.
Hog's Back, Guildford, Ripley, C'obham,
Kingston, London. Approximately 220
miles.

AeERDARE PC DULVERTON (SOMERSET).
W.N.E.

Aberdare, Caerphilly, Newport, Severn
Tunnel Junction, Pilning, Clifton Downs,
Long Ashton, Congresbury, Churchill,
Cross, Highbridge, Bridgwater, Taunton,
Milverton, Bampton, Dulverton.

Newauk to Ludlow, avoiding big towns,
and distance.—C.W.M..

Newark, Fosse Way to Leicester, Nar-
borough, Sharnford, Coventry, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester, Droitwich,
Great Wit-ley, Tenbury, Ludlow. Ap-
proximately 140 miles.

AUGUST 26!h, igi5.

Hereford to Richmond (Surrey) ; also

alternative route for return

journey —R.F.A.

Hereford, Ledbury, Tewkesbury,
Cheltenham, Northleach, Burford, Wit-
ney, Oxford, Dorchest.er. Henley,

Maidenhead, Windsor, Staines, Twicken-
ham, Richmond ; approximately 140

miles. Eichmond, Twickenham, Staines,

Virginia Water, Ascot, Wokingham,
Reading, Pangbourne, Wantage, Faring-

don, Lechlade, Cirencester, Gloucester,

Ross, Hereford ; approximately 150

miles.

Melton Mowbray to Colwyn Bay.—
C.J.B.

Melton Mowbray, Six Hills I an.

'Loughborough, Derby, Ashbourne. Leek,
Congleton, Holmes Chapel, Northwich,
Chester, Hawarden, Holywell, Rhuddlan,
Abergele, Old Colwyn.

Hemel HKMrsTE.\D TO Brigittox ; avoid-

ing Ijondon traffic.—W.H.
Hemel Hempstead, Watford. Rickmans-

worth, Denhani, txbridge, Colnbrook
(outskirts of), Staines, Cliertsey, Pyrford,
Ripley, Guildford, Cranleigh, Horsham,
Cowtold, Henfield, Brighton.

Nuxeaton to Yarsioutii.—W.A.T.
Nuneaton, W^atling Street, UllesthuipL-.

Lutterworth, Market Harborough, Wel-
don, Oundle, Peterborough, Wisbech,
King's Lynn,' Swaffham, Dereham,
Norwich, Acle, Yarmouth.

Kingston iLondon) to E.xe;ti jt : avoiding
bad roads. -H.G.J

Kingston, Esher, Guildford, Farnham,
Alton, Itchen Abbas, Winchester, Bassett,

Totton, Cadnam, Cingwood, Wimborne,
Dorchester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Coly-
ford, Exeter.

Brighton to HrnDK.nsFiKLD ; avoid ir;

heavy traffic.—J.W.L.

Brighton, Cowfold. Horsham, C'lari-

leigh. Guildford, Farnham, Odiham.
Reading, Pangbourne, Wallingford, Ox-
ford, V.'oodstock, Long Compton, Ship-
ston-on-Stour. Halford, Warwick, Kenil-
worth. Stonebridge, Coleshill, Lichfield,

Abbots Bromley, rttoxeter. Cheadle, j
Leek, Buxton, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Glos- ;

sop, Holmfirth, Huddersfield.

Three New Soulli Wales dcispalch riders photographed prior to departure from Sydney.
Their mounts are Rudge-KIultis.
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[^iQi/miaiiiiiiiyii
DEAL IN ALL
LEADING MAKES
OF MOTOR CYCLES.

,,Kuti HARLEY-DAVIDSONS '/t^ckI
^ 1 1 J Combination, £92 cash, op £24 2-3. dov/n and 1!
sV^*

1 1 J Combination, £92 cash, op £24 2-3. dov/n and 12
(Eleclrically Equipped.) payments Of £6.

IIF Combination, £84 cash, op £22 4s. down and 12
payments of £5 10s.

EXCHANGES. Exceptional allowances made on up-to-date outfits.

OPTIONAL ^'^'"ble, Canoelet, Montgomery, Swan, Millford, Phoenix
-1 '- Sidecars (subject to price adjustment).

151, High Street, WALTHAIVISTOW.

HOURS 9 to 9. THURSDAYS, 9 to 1

,

5 minutes—Hoe Street Station, G.E.R.

„ „ Waltliamstow Station, IVI.R.

Telephone—Walthamstow, 169.

SIDECARS
MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT IN APPEARANCE/

COMFORT, UTILITY.

Pat. I4557/I3.

Our No. 1 Model constitutes an entirely new and
sweeping departure from all previous designs. As will

be noticed from the illustration, there is no exposed

tubular chassis. The framework, composed of angle

steel, is completely closed in, and to it are directly bolted

all cormections and springing arrangements. It is perfect

both in design and detail, and represents the accumu-
lated experience of hundreds of private ^ owners.

THE BRAMBLE MFG. CO., LTD.,
Coachbuilders to the Trade,

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
London Agents :

Robertsons Motors, Ltd., 157 Great Portland Street, W.

The . .

Harcourt

Radiators

THE ^
PERFECTION ^

OF

AIR. B
m

COOLING. B
'—- H

Tlie Harcourt Radiators maintain the full

efficiency of engine under the worst conditions:

OIL CONSUIVIPTION HALVED, OVERHEATING
ABOLISHED.

WHAT USERS SAY.
Messrs. E. R. Rendle & Sons,

Somerton, Somerset, June 4tli, 1915.
" We are pleased to say that we consider them (the radiators) great,

inasmuch as the Morgan does not now overheat, is much faster on a
journey, and the petrol consumption is very much reduced. We
shall strongly recommend in future."

PRICES : Motor Cycles (singles) 1 5/-, (twins) 18/-,
Cycle Cars 18/-.

FULL PARTICULARS O.V APPLICATION.

WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd.,
Byers Road, GLASGOW.

Agents—^The Service Co., Ltd., 2S9-293, High Hotbora. London, W.C.

J, Barraa-Ackroyd , 147-9, Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

H, V, Prescott, 199, Deaasgate, Manchester.
Robins & Day, Ltd., The Motor House, Rochester.

igflgBgBgBSBgBgBgBgflgflgBgBgBI
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In angivering these, advertisements it is desirable tc mention "The Motor Cycle." A27
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HOW TO FLY ! !

!

JOIN THE

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOL OF FLYING.
Commissions are obtained fn the Royal
Flying Corps and Royal Naval Air Service

by competent men.

Dept, B,
London Aerodrome, Kendall's Mews,

Hendon, N.W. Portman Sqoare, W.
'Phone—151 Kingsbury, 'Phone—5046 Mayfair.

OUR OFFER THAT
ENDS TROUBLE
gives exceptionally £av-
onrable terms to all ""ho
tr? oar world - famed
Skew Tyre, the most
dnratle of all Motor
Cycle Tyria, the lyre
of Rrtatest milea(
least -ponctiirea, and
longest wear. A most '

liberal cash allowance
for any old cover for-
warded when ordering
anew motor cycle Skew
Fit the Skew to one
wheel and aee its
BUperiorwtarlnE quali-
ties against any tyre
on ofher wheel and then

f avail of our farther liberal offer.

D Write for fully detai'ed Offer and Folder.^^"^^-^^^—^—^
35^ flew Cavendish Street,

London, W.oyiiE^sMj
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Another
Advertiser's

Opinion
of

Broomhill,

Longriggend,

June i8th, T915.

To The Motor Cycle,

.

Dear Sirs,

I advertised an article in your paper,

and CD Friday morning I had three

replies. By Monday evening I bad

received no fewer than, twenty letters,

including four cheques, from Scotland,

England. Ireland, and Wales, which

Shows what a splendid advertising

medium your paper is.

Yours iaithfuUy,

ROBERT WILSON.

•THE MOTOR CYCLE'
For Best Results.
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^^ Are the most satisfactory, because the

^^ man who rides knows what is wanted

My Uvriili-; i>r'i^..-,i i,y .;vi;ry a^r, .-,iih-:.-

didly made, contain improvements ixjt foiind
in other makes, Imiirovements tried out on
llie road, and pei'fected daring ten years
motor cycling experience, after long tests of
diilerenc etyles if cut and .^nalities of
matiTial. A motor cycling suit that gives
absohit«ly complete s^atisfaction always.

The price for complete Suit from - 35s.
Competes with jirices a=ked by otlier-i for

lower 1,'rade productions without mj- imprare-
ments. And I sell only dependable t'ooda.

Reail all about the^ overalls in my booklet.
Wiitefora copy. It will solve yoar ctothing
problems.—Irvine Smith.

MOSLEY & SMITH
Bu±±& 1-5HSLW, B r-a.cl '^o r-d .

Read

T The >^

Every Wednesday. ONE PENNY.

OF ALL NEWSAGENTS.

All about Economical Motoring.

To enjoy motor cycling

thoroughly

you must understand

your machine

thoroughly

" MOTOR CYCLES & HOW TO MANAGE THEM "

— the standard handbook for motor cyclists—-will

tell you practically all you want to know about

your machine.

tfjT There is no doubt as" to

^ the supremacy ol this

book over all others of a

similar IdnU, It is constantly
being checked and revised by
thestaJiof "The Motor Cycle,"

and consequently carries the

weight and authority of this

journal.

^ Its contents embrace a
Til multitude of subjects re-

lating to motor cycles, their

care and management. It is

clearly written and well illus-

trated. Every motor cyclist

—

whether beginner or expeacnced
rider — should keep a copy
handy for reference.

Get

the

16th

Edition
(Revised)

of this

useful

book

rice

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G.,

1/-
Net

By
Post

1/3

and all booksellers
and bookstalls.

1)1 au-siceri/ig these ath-crtisr/ntnts it /.'; fli-<ii(fblc lo mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
AutO'Wheels.

llTALTj AntO'Wheel, socond-hand, perfect order.
VV overhauled by makers; £10—Soou at 248.
iiahopsgate, London, E.G. [9128

IQ15 Motor Aiit-i-\Vheol and spare pArts, used by
tV Indv .'iliort ruus; iiciept flO.-Box 9,146. The
«olor Ciiclc Offlees, Covcutry. ^D) [X490C

\k UTO-WHERL and new James gent'.s tricycle, with
|3l liucklibridpe attachment, actually in tstock ; £34,
rllucklebridge. 133, Sloaue St., London, S.W. [S4827

UTO-WUEKL. fitted
I

A
'nL Archer 3-speed gear, Motieley ' Special tyres,

to

luneturcd, per/eet order

;

5d.. We^t Norwood.

Trinmpli cycle, Sturnu'y
otieley Special

£12.—Uoymau, 72,

BBoaanBHHaBSHBHaaBiiBaHBiia

CORONET Sidecar Chassis S

IS designed for long life, and has a wonderful S
reserve ol stability, and is safe on greasy roads. S
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shako S
loose, aud is a boon when touring. S

From £6 6s. i
uu-

Casewii k

rX4815bBat.
13.—3h.p. Bat, entirely renovated, Bosch.—75,
Addington Rd., \V. Croydon. [X4959

ip.T. Bat. 5-6h.p., 1914. 2 speeds, countershaft, in
* perfect order; £36.~Percy and Co., 357, Eu^tun
lid., London. [1457

BAT-J.A.P., 1912. 1915 N.S.U. 2-speed, free en-
gine, coach sidecar, new belt and tyres, perfect

;

,;27.-68, Arthurdou Rd., Brockley. [1377

BAX-J.A.P., 4h.p., overhead, free engine, Mabou
clutch, mag., li.b.c, good luiuiing order; £18.—

^ibloy. 106. Market Place, Romford. [1465

BAT-J.A.P., 6h.p.. spring frame, front and rear lamps,
horn, condition good as new, fast, powerful ma-

Liue; £40.-KulIer, 10, Epsom Rd., Croydon. [1319

I
Q15 6h.p. Bat-Jap Motor Cycle, spring frame, 2-

>-»' speed gear, clutch, fitted with Lucas lamp and
.enerator,- conditioa as new; ^£57; lAoperty of officer
hortly leaving for the front.—Lieut. Stuart, c/o Moore,
idotcic, Andover [1607

Bradbury.

Ih.p. Bradbury, 1913. 3-speed, kick-starter, with cane
sidecar, lamps, and spares; ^eSB/lO.-48, Sumner

id,, Peckham. [1612

1 Q15 Bradbury.—Immediate delivery from stock of
1*-*^ 6h.p. sidecar combination.—Alexander's, 115.
iiOthian Rd., Edinburgh. [1246

1 Ql3'^i Bradbury, 4h:p.,* 3-epeed, new lightweightAtf coachbuilt ddecar; £40; trial.—Eirrell, Lcriston,
it Aubyn's Rd., Eaetbourne. [X4734
BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, coach-

built sidecar, accessories, any trial; £43.-27,
Gardner St., Pendleton, JManchester. [1544

"TDRADBURY. 1913, 4h.p., countershaft 2-speed,
'JJ clutch, chain-cum-belt drive, recently overhauled
by makers.-Maddock, Rosslyn Rd.. "Wellington, Salop
1^ • CX4848'pjRADBURY Combination, C.B. sidecar, 3 speeds,

nt condition, renovation cast £8 ; no dealerJ3
£38, bar^'ain: special reason sale.—C.E.B
(wyk Rd., Ip.<wich.

3, Gippes-
fX4990

4h.p Bradbury Motor Cycle, 2-speed.
haft, chain drive, F.E., kick start, just

oeen overhauled, just as good ai new, a new heavy
Dunlop tyre on back wheel, and 1913 Bradburv £10
iidecar. all in perfect order, any trial invited^ com-
plete with lamp, horn, and spares; £36, a bargain —
i. Chamberlain, 26, Stratford Rd., Wolverton, Bucks.

ri657

B rough.

BROUGH, SVzh.p. twin, horizontal countershaft 3
speed; £63; early delivery.

ton. -^.

Brown,
3ih.p. Brown, mag., spring forks, "Whittle, good con-

2 dition; £12.-51, GUpin Av., East Sheen, S.W

3ih.p- Brown Combination, perfect condition, just
2 overhauled, new tyres; £12.-80, Bispham Rd..

Southport

.

[X4 99 7

"DROWN, 3i^h.p., mag., free, Mabon,

.A 1912-:.
^-»- countershaft, chain drive.

Edwards, Tauu-
[X4324

new tyre, belt,

£15.—H. Almond,
[1435

reliable, nice sidecar machine
IShepperton, Middlesex.

:

B.S A.

B.S-A. Model K. Actually in stock, £59/15.—Lamb's,
I

151, High St., Walthamstow. [1396

LATE 1913 2-speed B.S-A., all accessories, new con-
dition; £38.—Blencathra, Walton-on-Thanies.

ii [X4947
B.S.A., 3V2h.p., 1912, accessories, perfect condition;

£27.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Rd., W.
; [1498
;"1 Q 13 B.S.A., 3-speed, and sidecar, in perfect con-
i-y dition; ^45.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell
HlU. [1630

1Q12 B.S.A., F.E.. good condition, very fast and
J-t/ powerful; £30.—Davis, 77, Scotney St., Peter-
borough. [1564
"D.S.A., 1915, 4h.p. countershaft models, August de-
J-» livery guaranteed.-Layton's Garage, Bicester,
Oxon. 'Phone: 35. [X4882

B.S.A.. 1913, SVah.p., T.T. model, very good and
reliable machine; ^30.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,

Oxon. 'Phone : 35. [X4879

B.S.A. Combination, 1915 model K., speedometer,
lamps, accessories; best offer.—Taylor, 50, King

Edmund St., Dudley. [X4778

B.S.A. 1913 2-speed Combination, and accessories,
3,500 miles, 'speedometer; £48.—Leighton'e, opp.

iWood Green Station. [1359

Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large
contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-spe3d sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
tiand and- foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine, will iust tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h. p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars i^or
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 28 X 3in. tyre, apron to' cover entire

body, and fourth point attachment £13

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
^l h.p. PREMIER, new 1915, 3-speed

countershaft model £60

£33 10new coach Sidecar

7.9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSCIV, 1915, 3-sp.

model with coach Sidecar to match,
nearly new £72 1

2 h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914
model, Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easv starter, nice condition £18 10

6 h.p. Twin BRADBURY, 1915 model,
3-speed, complete with £16 i6s. Brad-
bury Sidecar, speedometer, screen, £4 4
electric lighting set, only run about
1,000 miles ; cost nearlv £100 £75

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1910 model, M.O.V.,
magneto, B. & B., b.-b. control, enamel
and plating in splendid condition .... £12 15

8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 1912, J.A.P. engine,

3 speeds, complete with coach Sidecar £48 10
8 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled.

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, coach-
built, spare tyres and tubes £18 15

4 h.p. BRADBURY, 1911, 2-spced gear,

complete with Sidecar £30
3\ h.p. L.M.C.. 1913. countershaft geer .. £25
3^ h.p. REX, 1Q09 Millennium 2-speed .. £18 10
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto . . £8 15
6 h p. Twin REX, spring forks £11 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, magneto £12 10
1912 ENFIELD Combination £40 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Trouser Overalls, usually £1 12/6
Brand New Waterproof RIagneto -. £3 15
New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11 ; 40 amps 12/6
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp . 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L. I FAX.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

IQI6 U.S.A., 4Vili-P-. 3-fli)0c<l countorHliuft, clmin-
A£' cum-bclt, done 160 mile«; £61.-26, HomiitaBO
Lii

B
Oliilds Hill, N.W.

B

(1579

B.A., und Hidecar, lato 1911, Jamp, horn, etc.; any
trill]

: f35.— Li(-'ut. P. JackBon, 9tli Ui/J'al IrfHlt

Rifli'H, Bouth Camp, Scaford, Sui«wx. [1583

B.S.A., 1915, 41/iii.P-, 16 en. sidecar, 2 Lucas lampB,
liorn, .speedometer, mileage 3,400, as new; £69.—

Ikdgioelt, 246, Jlieh St., Rochester. [1608

rQ15
B.S.A.. model K., and Premier coach eidccar,

*y little used, condition as new; £65.—Tlio Ca^^tle

Mo1.>r Co., Ltd., Showroom, Kidderminster. [X48e4

B.S.A., 3>/'h.p., 1914, 3-speed, chain belt, little nM<l,

new condition : price £44, with speedometer.-Box
Xu. 9.127, The Motor Cycle Olflcea. Coventry. [X4689

"1 Q15 B.S.A., 3-speed, Lucae lamp, horn, speedometer,
it/ Palmer tyres, equal to new: £57/10, barRaln.—
.T. B. Johnson, 35, High Eow, Darlington. [X46B6

B.S.A., 1914'/,, 4%h.p., 3-Bpced countershaft, chain

drive, B.S.A. 16 gn. eideear, 3 lampe. Cower speed-

oiueter: cost over £90: any trial: £65; after 6.-39,
Oak-aeld Ed., Southgate, N. [1571

S.A., 1912, 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., Turner's coach-

built sidecar and apron. B. and B., Bosch mag.,

jierfect tyres, 3 lamps, tools, perfect running order;

photo; £38.—Ward, 12. Tregarvon Ed., Clapham.
[1611

Calthoroe.

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., and 2-stroke3 in stock.—Lamb's.
151, High St., Walthamstow. [1400

TO 14 Calthorpe .Junior, 2 speeds: first reasonable
i-O ofler accepted.—101, Olonmell Ed., Philip Lane,

Tottenham. [1408

CALTHOEPE.—1915 latest 2-Bpeed lightweight models
in stock; cash or exchange.-Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton, W. [X4822

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2 speeds, with acces-

sories; £18/10.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk
Farm Ed., N.W. 6058 Hampstead. [1567

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles, J.AP.'s and 2-stroke«,

from £27/14; send for list and easy payment terras.

-Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHOEPBS.—Any of this famous trio delivered

from stock; extruordinary value.-Agents, Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X30a6

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%Sh.p., Royal Enfleld

2-speed, free engine, Senspray, Dixie, condition

as new; £30/10.-376, Walworth Ed., S.E. [1494

CALTHOEPE, 1915, J.A.P., 2?lh.p.. Enfield 2-speed,

just arrived from works; immediate delivery;

£34/13 -WilkiDB, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Ed., London. t'^^''

"I iLTHORPE June, converted 1915, side valves,

iu«t returned, too late for use, perfect condi-

tion, tyres 500 miles; £23/10.-Oxenham, Helsfon

Cornwall. (D) ["04

CALTHOEPE, 1915. 2-'stroke, 2-speed, just arrived

from works; immediate deUvery. fitted with special

magneto; £31/18.-Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Ham-
mersmith Ed., London. 1^"'''

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, electric

lighting, horn, drip feed, speedy,

thing, perfect; £27/10.—Seen evenmgs,

Englands Lane, Hampstead.

15 Calthorpe-J.A.P-. 2-speed and clutch, £34/15:

also 21/ib.p. 2-strok6, 2-speed, 35 Ens.; de-

.,ve.v ir^ stock; exchanges; easy terms.-JuIiaii,

Bi-oad St.. Keadins. Phone: 1024. [.\6403

ChatefJap.
,<-NHATEE-J.A.P., 2i,ih.p.. Drmds, low; £8.-F.P.. 65

\j Gonville Ed., Thornton Heath. [1673

CHATEE-J A.P., 4h.p., and sidecar, fast, powerful;

18 E.S.,targain.-16, Upper HaU St., PgJlfg

Chater-Lea.

^HATEE-LEA No. '..Combination; £60 -Seen after

\J 7, 22, Old Park ViUas, Palmer's Green, N. [1547

1 a 13 Chater-Lea, 7-9h.p. Pengcot S-speed, coach sid^

iil car; £45.-Hardy, Teviot Dale, Stockport. (1367

8h p Chater-Lea and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1914 turn-

-out; bargain, 57/lO.^ones, The Broadway, Mus-

c-^

19'

climb any-
Godden, 41,

[1642

well Hill.
[1631

H 'Phone ro62. Close at 6 p.m.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date ol the Issue,

No 7 Chater-Lea Combination, 8h.p., new July, 1915;

£80, no oilers; or exchange lower power and ca^.

-26, Howley Place, Lambeth, S.E. 1^^==

81i n Chater-Lea, No. 7, 3-speed, coachbnUt sidecar,

'scrieTho^, new tyr4s all round; genuine bargau^

£50, no ofler6.-7, Djrrille Ed.. Lee, S.E. [1654

•mHATEE-LBA, 8h.p., early 1914, chain drive, Gloria'

O pat. coach sidecar, rear seat, engine overhaided,

X client condition: £50.-Swilt, 99. SmmyhlU Ed.

Streatham. S.W. '1*^°

r^HATEE-LEA, 1915, 2»ai.P-. 2-speed, 2-stroke, splen-

Kj did machine, not done 80 miles, all accessons

;

t40 cash, no offers; buying eidecar outfit.-Jenkins, 64,

High St., Rochester. U341

CHATEE-LEA, 8h.p., 1914. twin engine, 3 speeds,

clutch, chain drive, sight lubrication. Ilills-Ful-

ford sidecar, spares and tools; £65. cost £110.—Apply,
Chaufleur, Hillside Lodge, Snnningdale. [X4957

A3

1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clement.

CLEMENT-GAKEAED, 2Jl.p.. tarpedo model, Whittle
belt, Bosch mag., type ZAl, La Grande pan saddle,

h.b. controls, B. and B. carburetter, electric head and
tail lamps, tyres, Dunlop rubber etudded and Contin-
ental, in good condition; £15, including, all accessories,
tools, spares, etc., may be ridden away.—Ainsworth, 46.
Taylor St., Bury [X4695

Clyde.

CLYDE, 1913, special, 6h.p., T.T. model, very -hot;
£54; exchange considered.—Toms, Catherine St.,

Leicester. [X4901
Clyno.

CLTNO, 6h.p., 2.6peed, kick starter, speedometer, and
sidecar; £32.-29, St. Leonard's St.. Bow. [1529

CLTNO Combination, 6h.p., 1912, any trial, P.H-
lamp and horn, speedometer; £35.—C. W. Scares.

The Bungalow, Cleannount, Eodwell, Weymouth. [1327

CLTNO, 1914, 2-stroke, 2.fipeed, free engine clutch,
aluminium footboards, Lucas lamp set, horn,

splendid machine: bargain, 29 gus.—1. Stokes Croft,
Bristol. [3:4648

CLTNO Combination, late 1913, 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick
starter, coachbuilt sidecar, 4 detachable wheels,

tip-top order: £50.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed.,
London. [1458

CLYNO 1914 Combination, 3-speed, Lucas lamps,
horn. Low generator, Stewart, spare wheel, hood,

screen, tools, new condition; £75.—248, Bethnal
Green Rd. [1576

"|014 Cljiio Combination, low mileage, perfect con-
X«7 dition. 2 head lamps," speedometer, spare wheel,
etc: £70.—Readhead, Swanley Villa, Beacon Ed., St.

Peter's, Thanet. [1508

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, bought 1913, 2-spced
countershaft, kick starter, lamps, speedometer,

watch, tyres good, spare cover, tube, valves, periei t

condition: £44.— Osborne, 177, New Park Bd., Brix-
ton. [1592

CLYNO, 1913-4, 6h.p., completely overhauled Nov..
1914, iitted 1914 gate change gear bos and 1915

spring drive, re-enamelled and plated, Montgomery Po
Luxe torpedo cane sidecar (cost 16gns.), splendid condi-
tion: £65.—Capt. Ascroft, Herefordshire Eegt., Camp.
Abergavenny. [X4415

Cojinaught.
CONNATJGHT, 2-st,rol-;e, 2-6peed: £35/3/6.—Lamb'.'.

151, High St., Walthamstow. [1403

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 1914, 2?4h.p., 3-speed, and
clutch, speedometer, little used : owner at the

Front since last August: 2Sgns.—165, Whiteladies Ed..
Bristol. [X4692

CONNAITGHT, 19141/2, and sidecar, 'special engine,
little used, Stelastic tyres, all accessories : must 1

sell; officer at Front; free trial.—Wheeler and Co..
Queen's Ed., Hastings. [X4416

Dayton.
DAYTON Lightweight, late 1914, unused owing

war; £20.—Bideford Motor Works, Bideford
[X491'l

Diamond.
DIAMOND New ig'.S 2y2h.p. 2-stroke; £29/13/6;

delivery from stock. — Motorics, 68, Horton St.,

Haliiax. [0707

Douglas.
T\OtrGLAS,. 2»4h.p.,_1910, _T.T„ perfect; £22/10

tn

Leighton's, opp. Wood Green Station.

W, in stock.

[1358

1Q15 Douglas, 2?ih.p., W, in stock, new; £54.—
.!.«? Moffat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [9203

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. to lOh.p. models.— Gourlay. the
great Douglas agent, Fallowfleld. Manchester. ,

[4241
DOUGLAS, 1912 £26, 1913 £33: both In perfect

order.—Percy and Co., 337. Euston Ed., London.
[1465

"IQ15 Brand New Douglas, model V; £50; only one.
jLU —Jones. Anglesey Motor Mart, Llanfairpwll.

[X4639
1 Q 1 1 Douglas, splendid order and condition, com-
J^if pletely overhauled; £16.-98, High St., Hornsev,

[1604
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%ih.p., Roadster 2-speed model;

:£42.—Lavton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone :

35. [X4S80

"IQ14 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-6peed. splendid conditionX^ throughout; 40 gns.—A, Jarvis, Tickhill, Rother-
ham. [1432

NEW 1915 3-speed Douglas machines for immediate
delivery from stock.—Wauchope'e, 9, 5hoe Lane.

London. [X4803

1 Q 13-14 Douglas, 2-speed, model U, lamps, horn,XC T.T. bars, perfect; £42.—Motor Mart, East-
bourne. [1444

1Q13 Douglas 2-apeed, lamp, horn, rear light, and
Xt/ accessories, splendid condition; £35.—Dan Guy.
Weymouth. [1484

DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines in
stock, £28 to £43.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston

Ed., Brighton. [0716

DOUGLAS, 1915, 3-speed, model W, in stock.—Tel.

:

388. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's Garage Green
St., Cambridge. [6865

DOUGLAS, 1915, T.T.. 2%h.p., 3-speed, as new;
£50, no offers.—17, Tamworth Park, Cbmmon-

side E.. Mitcham. [1541

RAI.EIG H.
We have on view a new 1915 RALEIGH
Light Car for one week from date. This
is open to view without obligation to
any interested party.

190 Guineas,
plus 10% plus delivery charge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q13 Douglas, 2-spesd, footboards, spare chains, belt

, J'T^.' tubes; £34.—Delmar, 45, Copthall Gar-
dens, Twickenham. [1610

WE BUY FOR SPOT CASH 1913, 1914,
AND 1915 MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR

OUTFITS, AND LIGHT CARS.
Best cash cf-fers on sight.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

WILLIAMSON, 1913, Sh.p., water-cooled £58
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Portland Sidecar . £55
REX, 1914) 6 U.p., 2 speeds, brand new £70
REX, 1914, 6 h.p.,J speeds, kick start £58
REX, 1914, 8 h.p.. 3 speeds, Spacke engine .... £55
B.S.A., 1915, 3 speeds, £16 i6s. Sidecar £67
ENFIELD, 1913, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, as new £55
DOUGLAS, 1914, s^h-p., 2 speeds, Canoelct

sidecar, speedometer, three lamps, horn, disc
wheels, outfit like new throughout £69

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS 2;} h.p., single-speed £16
F.N,, 1911, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, nice lightweight . . £21
REX .. iQog, 3^ li.p., 2 spaeds, splendid order . . £20
N.S.U., 3 h.p., twin, geared puUev £16
RUDGE, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch model £28
BROUGH, 1915, 3^ h.p. twin, 3 speeds £54
TRSUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speeds .% . . . £52
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2 speeds, all accessories £41
DOUGLAS, 1914, 25 h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £46
HOBART, 1915, 2?. h.p., 2 speeds, as new .... £33
HOBART, 1915, 2^- h.p., as above £32
TORPEDO, T913, 2 h.p. Precision engine, 2 sp. £25
F.N., 1912, 2.^^h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive £24
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3} h.p., 3 speeds, fine order. . £46
CLYNO, 1914, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds £35
BAT, 1915, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame .... £60
CLYNO, IQ15, 2-V h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £36
DOUGLAS, 1914^ 22- h.p.. Model V £46
DIAMOND, 1914, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, accessories. £37
TRIUMPH, 1910, 31 h.p., clutch model £29
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds, excellent Older £47

NEW MODELS.
NEW RYDER, 2lh.p,, 2-stroke £27 G

ROYAL RUBY, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed .. £34 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2.V h.p., single-speed £28 4
ROYAL RUBY 2} h.p. J.A.P.. 2-sDeed £37 3
ZE.NITri, S h.p,, clutch model, in red £82
ALLON, 2.V h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £38 17
INDIAN, s'h.p., 3 speeds, semi-T,T £63
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speeds, T.T £52 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2l h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 II

INDIAN, 7 h.p., clutch T.T. model £57
REX, 6 h.p., rgi^. Combination, 2-sp., new £68
JAMES, 3V h.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain . . £66 6
SUN V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds £37 9
MORGAN, 8 h.p., M.A.G. engine, many

extras £103 18
HENDERSON, 4-cvlindcr, 2 speeds £81 18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.P-, 3 speeds . . £68 5
NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2.Vh.p., fixed gear .. £30 19

J.H., 3I h.p., T.T. model, M.-'V.G. engine .. £55 10
Machines starred thus (*) subject to 5^}^ advance.

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD, CANOELET, and WATSONIANS ex

actual stock.

All the above actually in stock at the time of going
to press.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MOTOR MART
100^136 G Portland SUondonW
Telephone -b^'^ rfoyfoir ^/<'^r£7/77^-Abdicale Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
of Isdies.

T^OUGLAS, the world's best and British.—Write m-L' your requirements. — Gibb, Gongh, DongUi
.Specialists, Gloucester. [X3538
T~J0nGLAS.—All models Irom stock from sole whole-
-'-' sale and retail Midland agents, Cotlnore Depot, 31,
Cohnore How, Birmingham. tX3036
T^OUGIyAS, 1911, fixed engine, beaatiiul matJiine;
-^-^ price £17/10; seen evenings. — Speechlfi:. 45,'
Church Rd., Acton, London. "

[1482

"T^OUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, accessories,
''-' new tyres, very little used; £46.—Auto Mart.
133. Hammersmith iid., \V. '1496

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., 1914, 2-speed, T.T., new tyres,
spare belt; £41: evchanep "RrnTTph — ru.*.

mont," -Headlands
exchange Brough.-

Kettering.
Clare-
ysoa-

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, free engine.
Whittle, T.T. bars, in excellent condition- £24;"

alter 7.—41, Flaxman Terrace, W.C. [142r

DOUGLAS, 1915 models U and V., 2-specd and 5-

speed. in st»ck.—Tel. ; 388. T.A. : Bicvcles^-
Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

DOUGLAS 1914 2?4h.p. T.T. 2-speed, all accessoriej,
\

little used and well kept, juost thorough order; y

£42.— Gill, 11t ffestcrolt Sq., Hanuncrsmitb, W. [1480

DOUGLAS. 1915, T.T., 2-«peed, 2 belts, lamp; £47
only uone 400 miles: owner bought tar.—Li.':r

A. B. Hall, 11th East Yorks Eegt., South Camp, Eii'M:.
• [1354

T^OUGLAS, 1914, 2iih.p., T.T. model, almost new
J--' condition throughout, complete with lamp, hom;
£43.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone : 35. i

[X4e81
"I Q15Vj Douglas, 3-speed, model U, lamps, hom. i

-L*/ mirror, long exhaust, etc., only used 4 weeks:
£52, or very near offer.—Motor Jlart, Eastbourne.

ri44:

DOUGLA-S 1915 T.T., 2-speed, 2 new covers, spar-
belt, lamps, complete, perfect condition ; £46. -

Letters, P. Johnson, 12, Powerscroft ltd., Claoton-
K.E [1228

DOUGLAS, late 1914. 2-specd, splendid accessoriti
little used, not scratched, something exceptionai

£43.—8, St, James Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. "Phone
1701. [148^'

DOUGLASj 1914, 2"'ih.p., T.T. model, lamp set.

horn, Watford speedometer, knee grips, excellent
condition; private owner; £40.—The Morris Ganges..
Oxford. [1623

1Q15- iDouglas, 2^ih.p., model U, 3 speeds, only
L%J run 3 weeks, lull kit, accessories and spa-cs:

;

best offer £50-—Wardingley, 21, Glynde Av.. ' •
bourne. [1638

!|

"1Q15 Model U Douglas, T.T.. 2"'ih.p., little used,

23,^4^/10, bargain.
Thames.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2"?4h.p.,

tools, spare chain and valves, hot little bike.

Market Place, KingstoT>-.in-

(1546
I

DOUGLAS, 1915V2, 2iih.p-. 3-speed, U model, with
new light sidecar and accewsories ; .£54 ; Loudun

district.-Box L1,18S. Ilic Motor Cycle Offlcev=. 20,

Tudor St., E.O- [1323

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^ih.p. Colonial model, 2-speed, only
Xt/ done 500 miles, as uew, verr fast; owner enlist-

ing: oflers.—Box LI, 212, The Motor Cycle Offices. 20,

Tudor St., E.C. [1657

T.T.. 2-spced, accessories,

ot little bike, splen-

did condition; £38—Potter. 120, Stamford Hill N-
Tel.: London Wall 3900. [S4775

DOUGLAS, 19131,0, 2-speed, clutch, lamp, bora,

speedometer, nearly new Avon combination and

Stelastic, all accessories, excellent condition; £38-
2, Pember Ed., Kensal Else. [XasS-

~f Q 14 Douglas, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick starter
-1-v Amac carburetter, head light, general.T
speedometer, horn: £45.—Write, Rex Mundy. 1?

Grafton Mews, Warren St., W, [250"

DOUGLAS. War Office model actually in stock,

special features; write lor further particulars and
illustrated pamphlet.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388.—

|

Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge, [6864

DOUGLAS. Douglas.—Prompt delivery ol all tie
j

latest models. Get right away into touch with

the sole wholesale and retail district afieuts.— The
Colmore Depot, 51, Rensbaw St., Liverpool. [1640

DOUGLAS, 2^4h-p., in splcudid condition, l.iiups,

tools, etc., property of oHicei now ser\iui; ..: the

Front- seen anv time; £24. or ufl'ei.—Apply, ^Its.

Makins. 28, Ellerby St., l-'ulhum Palace Ed., F"l!iinn.

[X4841
1 Q14"'4 Douglas, T.T., 2-speed, free engine. BoscK
-I-*/ mag., B. and B. carburetter, unptinclured,

heavv Dunlops, speedometer, accessories, spare bolU

do 60 m.p.b. : £44, or nearest offer.—141, PlumstejJ
Rd., Phimstead. [16«6

Enfield.

1 Q 1 5 6h.p. Enfield Combination, actually in etoci

;

i-iJ £S4.-Celtic Motor Works, East Hill, ^ -inS
worth. [1474

ENFIELD 3h.p. [Twin, cost with, Lucas lamp £55 on

August 2nd; accept f44,-The WaUall Gnnig,
Walsall.

" ~
rx490j)

A32 4irietters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tiie end oJ each advertisement ond tlie date of the issue
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TVY De Luxe Latest Pattern 2-stroke in stock.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

rQ 14 7li.p. Indinn. 2-srecKl. complete with dyncrao
*y eUvtiir ]i»;Iitiiiff set, electric horn, and speedo-

nielor. sn art Indian conchhuilt sidecar, whole outfit in

very pood condition, and thoroughly overhauled; 58 gns.
—Julian, Brond St,. Heading. 'Phone: 1024. [X4855

INDIANS in Stock, nil nidoels for immediate de-
livery, also sidecars to niatch; S'.'jh.p. £60, 5h.p.

£63, and 7h,p. electrically equippL^d £73/10, including
3 speeds and kick-starter; also famous 7h.p. clutch
model road racer, £57.—P. J. Evans. Midland dis-

tributing agent, John Bright St., Birmingham. [1615

Ivy.

-Sole
district agents. The Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[X4910
Ixion.

1Q15 Ixion. 2',^h.p., 2-stroke, only done 500 miles.
M-fJ Splendid condition, perfect, all accessories; £21,
bargain.—18, Maidman's St., Burdett Kd., Bow, E.

[1506
James.

JAMES 1915 Combination, ju^t arrived, 73 en3.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Wulthauistow. [1389

JAMES Combination, Lucas acceseories, speedometer,
run 3.000; £60.—Leighton's, opp. Wood Green

Station. [1356

JAMES 4h.p. Coach Combination. 1913, kick start.
fiuti.-li. speeds, etc. ; 37 gns.—Auction Eoom^. Neu

Ed., Brighton. [1313

JAMES, 1915. 4iih.p. big single, Millford family
sideiar, new. line combination; £72.—Fielder, 19.

Worple R<i, Wimbledon. [X4893

1 Q15 James, ai^b.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch.
-Lv kick-starter, fitted with James Canoelet sidecar,
complete; 73 gns.—Parker and Son.

1 Q15 4',4h.p. James,. 3-speed countershaft, clutch,
J-tf kick-starter; 60 gns.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,
Hunts. [1626

JAMES, 1915. 2i4h.p.. 2-speed, 2-6troke, new June,
perfect condition, lamps, and new horn ; £30 —

Lieut. Lewis. R.E., Haynes Park, Bedford. [X4698

JAMES, 4i.jh.p., 3-6peed combination, 1914, new
gear and engine bearings, good condition ; £46

;

exchange Zenith.—Lovick, Victoria Kd., Whitchurch,
Glain. [X4791
JAMES 1914 4i4h.p. 3-speed Combination, coach

body, excellent condition, horn, lamp set, etc.,
powerful combination; £54.—The Morris Garages,
Oxford. [162i

JAMES, 4i4h.p., 1913^, chain drive, countershaft,
3 speeds, clutch, kick start, coachbuilt sidecar,

accessories, splendid condition ; £ 42.-100, London
Rd.. S.E. [1566

JAMES, 4i4h.p., _ 2-speed, free engine, kick starter,
Canoelet sidecar, hood, wind screen, Luca« lamps

Lorn, complete, excellent condition; £42.—We^tley, 12,
Rectory Ed.. Barnes. [1596

JAMES. 4^b.p.. in fine order, 3-6peed countershaft and
clutch. Brooks pan seat, spring footboards, 2 lamps.

with cane eidec-ar and apron; lowest £45.—CoIIyer, 313.
High Rd., Wood Green. [X4738
4ih.p. James, 1914, with Canoelet sidecar, 3-speed

4 chain drive, complete with lampe, Stewart speed-
ometer, and all accessories; price £45.—The Unbreak-
able Pulley Co., West Gorton, Manchester. [X4769

1915, 4i4h.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft gear,
and kick starter, chain drive, Canoelet

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit. Lucas elec-
tric horn: £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Beansgate,
Manche.^te^. [0674

JAMES, 1915. 4^4h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,
clutch, and kick c;tarter, chain drive, Canoelet side-

car, Lucas lamps, wind screen, and apron, speedometer.
mechanical horn,- only ridden 400 miles; owner buying
car: £75.—Dutfield, 8, Albert Grove, Morpeth Ed.
South Hackney. [1322

"1015 Jame^, 4i4h.p., 3-cpeed combination, just re-
J-O ceived from works, with extra silencer, electric
lamps, luggage grid, horn, aprjn, and mat, insurance
and registration can be transferred ; price £70 ; can
be seen bv appointment.—Addr&ss, J.E.S., 30, Kirk-
stall Ed., Streatham Hill, S.W. [X4740

J.A.P.
£30.— SV'h.p. J.A.P., 2-6peed, condition as new, side

door.-152, Albion Rd., Stoke Newington. [141"2

"|Q13 4h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, gear, coach sidecar:
-Lt/ offers.-T. Winter, 24. Mount Pleasant, Louth.

[S4896
1Q15 6h.p. J.A.P. 3-3peed and Clutch Combination.
-»-*/ complete; £65.—Leighton's, opp. Wood Green
Station. [1357

J.A.P., S^.^h.p., mechanical overhead valve, eshaust
pipe, adjustable pulley, mag. table and mag.,

complete ; £10 : not been ridden 1,000 miles.—Leigh-
ton's, opp. Wood Green Station. " fl363

J.E.S.

J.E.S. MotofcTcIette, order and condition almost equal
new; cost 25 gns., £13/5.—A. Shilton, Stoke Gold-

ing, Nuneaton. [X4794
Kerry.

23.h.p. Kerry, perfect condition, nearly new tvres;
4 £7/10.—Sibley. 106, "'- '-- ^- - -- ^

JAMES,
clutch

GEZT IT AT

AYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.

TERMS ; Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric lighting set, grey
finish £95

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric
equipment £76 13

5-6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £8S 16
2} h.p. GALTHORPE- J.A.P., 2-speed,

handle-bar control ignition £37 18
2j h.p. Lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £33 1

2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16

7 6

FROM
OUR

TYRES.—Big stock of best makes,
complete T>Te Catalogue.

A FEW BARGAINS
SECOND- HAND STOCK. S
If you purchase your A.J.S. from us you can rely
on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine.

And 12
Cash. Deposit.

£ s. is.
1914 8 h.p. ZENITH,

countershaft gear, kick
starter, and coach-built
Sidecar 65 25

1914 2j h.p. DOUGLAS,
T.T., 2-speed 39 10 19 10

191^-14 4 h.p. Clutch _
TRIUMPH 45 — — B

1913 6 h.p. REX Combi-
nation, 2-sp. coach-built 40 20 35/10

19152; h.p. CALTHORPE-
J.A.P., nearly new ... 22 10 10 10

~
1911 3i h.p. ' ZENITH,
Gradua gear, and Side-
car, speedometer, lamp,
e'c 29 10 10 10 34/1

8 h.p 1913 HENDERSON, H
4-cyl., 2-sp., very fast . 55 26 53/9

Forecar for same 12 12 3 3 16/11 fl
2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 1914, m

T.T., fuUv equipped .. 39 10 10 10 51/11 gl
6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. and ft

Millford Sidecar, fullv B
equipped .60 — B

2j h.p. 1915 A.J.S., fully H
equipped 50 — H

Pay-
ments

71/8

35/10

35/10

21/6

S USEFUL ACCESSORIES, g
Vulcanise your own tyres

at home.
Motor cycle covers and

tubes easily repaired by
an amateur by
using the

MARVEL STEAM
VULGANISER.

I nee complete . . 12s. 6d,

Car size , . , , £1 15s. Od.

A customer wTites -^"'i

find it quite satisfactory

and very suitable for

motor cycle tyres."

Write for

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C- B
Wholesale. 38, ALFRED PLACE, w.C- B

H 'Phone—Museum, 1240. M
£ Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London." 5
tiBBBMBBBaaaBBBBBHBBaHBBBHBBMarket Place, Romford.

[1468

AH letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lagonda.

"VTKW 1915 Ltigonda Coupe, just delivered fresh from
J-^ \vork«: price £165, tUHh, or exuhunue.—Wuuehnpe'j),
9, Shoe Lune, Loudon. (X4797

LEA-PEANOIS. .. ,

eellent conditicui ; seen by appointment;

Lea-Francis.
1913, 31^11. p., just overhauled, ex-

. ..-n bv appointment; £35.— l>r.
Leapinewell, Oamaston Bd., llerby. [X4772

Levis.

LEVIS Popular Models actually in Btocli.— Sole dis-
trict agents. Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X4908

IMMRniATE Delivery of Popular Levin 2-«trok« light-
weights.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.

tX4798
LEVIS, 23ih.p., excellent condition : £18. or near

offer.—H. Jones, 57, Grange Rd., West Bromwi<-li.
[X4899

LEVIS Popular, 2'^h.p., just arrived; exchanges or
cash; £28/1.—South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill.

S.E. [1183

LEVIS, hardly used, not scratched, real good; £27,
with accessories.—8, St, James Rd., Kingston-on-

Thames. (1490

LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth down, 2V2'/.

on balance.—Referee Cycle Co., 332, High Hol-
born, W.O. [277.^

LEVIS, 2y2h.p., late 1913, in perfect condition:
£22/10, or nearest offer.—Cooper, 3, Mersev Rd..

S.S., Blackpool. [1336

LEVIS, 1915, delivery of one 2i,4h.p, Popalar model,
£28/1, from stock.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,

O.Kon. 'Phone : 35. [X4883

TQ15 Levis. 2VL'h-p., 2-speod. Lucas head light, horn,
Xi/ splendid condition; £55, no offers; oivner bongl t

car.—Duiose, Itarchington, Staffs. [X4780

absolutely in
£28/1; exchanges; easy terms.—.Tulian.

Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS, 2VL'h.p., late 1914, 2-speed, Lucas lamp and
horn. etc.. ridden 500 miles only; £38/10.—Box

9,138, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X4741

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model, 2l4h.p., just arrived from
works: immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wilkins. Simp-

son and Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd., London. [9613

LEVIS Popular, 2V2h.p. single, and 2-.speed, and De
Luxe models.—Sole Midland distributing agents,

Crhnore Depot, 31, Coliuore Row, Birmingham. [X3034

1 Q15 Levis Popular, practically new condition. F.B.S.
-Lt/ head, Lucas rear lamps, Enots drip, Xl'all saddle,
locitboards, tools, spares; £25, no offers.-F. Sale, Bul-
well, Nottingham. [1505

LEVIS 2-stroke Mjtor Cycles, latest 1915 models.—
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.O.
I'hone; 1432 Regent. [0711

LEVIS, 1915, 2i4h.p., nearly new condition, guaran-
teed in perfect order, semi T.T. bars, lamps, horn,

etc.- £18/10; can be seen any time.—Kelson, 79, Eochee-
ter Row, Westminster, S.W. (1372

Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN Elk, 1912, and Sidecar, adjustable pulley.

Whittle belt, excellent condition: bargain, £21.
-Clinch, 20, Ennott St., Mile End. (1665

1012 Lincoln-Elk, 2-speed, free engine, belt and
X Zf chain drive, good tyres, and new tubes, Druid--,

1Q15 Levis, 2V>h.p., Popular model,XV stock:

BE., Boech, with wicker sidecar;
Office, Bounces Rd., Edmonton.

£27/10.-Estate
[X;4860

Little Giant.

LITTLE Giant, 1915, 2iih.p. Precision engine, 2-

speed, 2 weeks old, not done 100 miles; owner
gone on active service; cost £32, accept £26.—Morgan,
Marsham St., Westminster, S.W. 1X4422

Lurquin-Cou dert.

6 h.p. Lurquin-Coudert, sidecar, 2-speed countershaft,

just been overhauled and re-bushed, 3 new tyres;

bargain. £36.—Allitt, 108, Barkwcrth Ed., South Ber-
mondsev, S.E. [1364

M..4.G.

M.A.G. SV'h.p. Twin, T.T.. single speed, Bosch mae.,
Amac ' carburetter, verv fast and reliable solo

mount; £32/10.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Ay.,
Camomile St., E.C. (0552

Martin.

MARTIN, 6h.p.. new, been 150 mi'cs; photo; list

price £57, take £35; jtirt rlE to France.—Lieut.
Young, c/o 65a, Rosendale Ed., We:t Dulwich. (X4966

Matchless.

7h p. 1915 Matchless Combination, as good as new;
cost over £100: fitted up complete: accept £90.

no offers.—Soper, Andover, Hants. [X4733

MATCHLESS Combination, 1913, 6h.p., 2 speeds,

kick starter, all accessories, excellent condition

throughout; £50.-3, Lushington Ed.. Harlesden, N.W.
[1378

MATCHLESS. 8h.p., and nearly new Millford Em-
press sidecar, B. and B., 1915 Pilot jet, drip

feed, just overhauled, smart lot; £48, bargain.-482,
Cable St., E. U324

A3 5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS 1913 SMjh.p. Twin, 70x76 mm., J.A.P.
en^ne, 3-speed gear, chaia and belt dme, light

Millford coaclibuilt sidecar; £45.—The Premier Motor
Oo., Aston Tid., Birmingliam. [1648

MATCHLESS, 1912, 2-speedl, ccaclibllilt sidecar,
splendid condition, complete, accessories; £44, or

exchange Tiinmph, B.S.A., Eover.—Stonebanks, 4, Stor-
mont Ed., Olapham Common. [1420

MATCHLESS sy.h.p. Twin, 3-specd gear, kick
6ta.rter, lamps, horn, speedometer, only run

2,200 miles, with torpedo de luxe cane sidecar, com-
plete; £43.—Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [1445

MATCHLESS 1914 8h.p. Combination, complete
equipment, including lamps, horn, speedometer,

spares, etc., splendid condition, unused since la^t
summer; owner at Front; £75.—Branksome, Ctraich
Lane, Chesliunt. [X4920

Midget Bicar.
"1 Q08 Midget Bicar, S-S'/zh.p. Fafnir engine, battery
A*' ignition, low frame, new tyre, tube, and piston
rings: £9. -Butler, Bootmaker, Bracknell. [X4747

Minerva.
MINEEVA, 3y2h.p., with sidecar, *10/10; 2%h.p.

*S.—87, New Park Ed., Brixton. [1557

MINEEVA, SVoh.p., coil ignition, B. and B., good
running order and condition, with strong siae-

oar; £14.—95a, Wakefield St., East Ham. [1561

31h.p. Minerva, 2.fipeed, handle starter, new lamp,
2 horn, tyre, splendid condition. Paragon cane

folding sidecar, practically new; bargain for quick sale.
£22/10.—Hazeldene, Woodstock Ed., Carshalton, Surrev

[X4826
Moto-Reve.

MOTO-EEVE, twin, lightweight, perfect: £14; or
exchange, with cash, for clutch Triumph.— 5.

Bonheur Ed., Bedford Park. [X4967

Motosacoche
1Q13'/^ Motosacoche, 2V2h.p., mag., Druid, variable.
-Ltf good throughout; £15/10.—Thomas, Pember
ton, Llanelly. [1493

21h.p. Motosacoche, in fine order, Bosch mag., good
2 tyres, all perfect, and a reliable machine : £9/10—Feam, Nottingham Bd., AUieton. [1521

MOTOSACOCHE, 1914, 3!/oh.p. M.A.G. engine, 2
speed countershaft gear, chain drive, kick-starter,

sound mechanical order; ;£36.—Elce and Co., 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0492

New Comet.

1 Q15 New Comet, 2^4^.p., 2-stroke, open frame, little
J-iJ used; £17, carriage paid.—Macrae and Tolfree.
2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [1331

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 1913, 3 speeds, clutch; Signs.
—Auction Eooms, New Ed., Brighton. [1315

NEW Hudson, late 1913, SVah.p., S-speed, and side-
car, perfect; £33.—Stocks, Thurlstone, Peni^^tone

[X4843a
3ih.p New Hudson, 1913^.4, coach combination. 3

2 speed, like new; £39/10.—P. Longden, 17, Cooper
St., Manchester. [X481P
6h.p. 1915 New Hudson Combination, complete, done

1.000 miles; cost £96; what offers.-Bos LI.214
The Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.G. [1661

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36; all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed..
Plymouth. [0603

NEW Hudson, 4h.p.. late 1913, 3.epeed. kick starter,
just been overhauled by makers, just like new,

complete: £36, or offer.—White, Cosheston, Martyr
Ed., Guildford. [1469

NEW Hudson, 1914, 6h.p., coachbuilt combination.
engine, etc., in perfect condition, but Armstrong

gears want repairing; £40,— Smith, 33, Kensington
Gardens, Brighton. [1433

TO 13 New Hudson, 4h.p.. countershaft drive, 3-speed
X*/ i^ear, coachbuilt sidecar, splendid engine, take
any hill: £40 lowest.—Bell, Ohatsworth, Station Ed..
New Southgate, Loudon. [1438

NEW Hudson Model E Semi-racer, 2-stroke, dark
grey Jinish, £31 ; model C. 2-speed, 2-stroke (twol

in stock, £36 ; big six combination, £92/8.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow. [1401

NEW Hudson, SV^h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear:
£63; delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0570

6h.p. 1914 New Hudson and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-
speed gear and free engine, 4-point fixing, kick

start, accessories, and tools: any severe demonstration
given; price £65, very lowest.—Seen Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [X4801

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial J,A.P. Light Tourist. 2',!,h,p. ; £34/3/6
cash, or on easy terms.—Eeferee Cycle Co., 332,

High Holborn. W.O. [2774

NEW Imperial Lightweights. 2 speeds, actually in
stock: £34/3/6: exchanges considered.—City Motor

Co., 125, London Ed., Manchester. [0718

You can obtain

early delivery of

(0ndmfL Motor

Cycles on easy terms

at Godfrey's and your

old mount will be

taken in part payment.

This applies to all

leading models and

also to our selected

stock of guaranteed

second-hand machines

G

Write for full list

. and particulars. .

Godfrey's, m.
208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

UONDON, W.
'Phone—709 i Mayfalp (alines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New ImperiaL

1 Q15 2^ih.p. New Imperial-J.A.P,, 2-speed. actualiv
-L«^ in stock; price 35 gns. : ext-hanpc^: ea=i
terrrs.—Julian, Broa4 Bt., Reading. Thone : 1024.

[X6408
NEW Imperials, the best value in English motor

cycles, fitted with the famous J.A.P. engines
and reliable countershaft 2-3peed gears. Prices Jrom
35 gns. Models No. 1, 2, and 5 in stock.—Tlie
Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. 1641 '

Norton.
NORTON, T.T. bars, 3-speed gear, only U£td fe^

weeks, £52 : similar machine, with touriD- ' :
and footboards, £52.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, ]1m:j:-

NORTOX, 1915 Brooklands road racer, -with c-rtiti-

cate guarantt-eing over 65" miles per hour, only
used about 300 miles, and like new; £50.—Alexander's,
115. Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [1244

N.S.U.

SJLh.p. Twin N.S.U., very fast, in splendid order:
2 £17.-102, Lynn Rd.. Wisbech. [X4992

.S.T7. 3h.p. Twin, 1514, 2-?peFd, clntc-h, kick starter,

as new; £35.-51, Elliott Ed., Chi^wick. :i523

i? 12/10.—N.S.ir.-J.A.P.. new. 2i'--3h.p. engine, Sen-
oW fprav, Bosch, accessories.-31, Nursery Eow.
Walworth. S.E. rX482S

1Q13 N.S.U., ei/^h.p., 2-speed, coachbnilt .sidecar, ac-

X «/ cessories, speedometer, new condition throueJiont

;

£40.—Greenwood, St. Michael's Ed., Croydon. [1591

N.U.T.

N.TJ.T.. 6h.p. twin, XA-P. engine, 3-speed gear, cnati-
built c^idecar, hood, screen, speedometer, clocfe

head light set, luggage grid, and petrol carrier, etc.:

co-st £100 in August. 1914. unused since December

:

owner Darda:ielle* ; bargain, £65, no offers.-Sinit'u.
High Ed,, Chadwell Heath. [X4651

N

O.K.

O.K. Mark 4 Junior, 31 gns.-Lamb'a. 151. HigL St

.

Walthaiiwtow. -
~ [1405

Sih.p. 1915 O.K.. 2-speed. F.E., done 200 mile-t
2 £30.-25, Dallas St., Mansfield. [X4842

O.E. Junior, 21i p., 2-speed; £33.—Immediate deliverr

at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh-
ri242

1Q15 O.K. Junior, 2h.p. ; prire £53/1/6; acttially

Xt/ in stock.—Julian, Broad St., Heading. 'Phone-
1024. [3:312;

O.K. Junior, immediate delivery, stock, Mark in.
2h.p., 2-3peed, Druid forks.—Meeten, Motors,

Dorking. [152£

1Q15 O.K., Mark III.. 2-speed, semi-T.T. bars, in
AtJ stock, for immediate delivery; £33,1 6.—
Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [1441

Oili.p- O.K.. countershaft 2-spee(l, new July, iuclod-

^ 2 ing Lucas 5 gn. lamp, and Lucas horn, not

ridden 100 miles : cost £38, accept £oO. lowest.—H.
Fletcher, Craigruie, Pleckgate Bd., Blackburn. [X485E

Omegn.
OMEGA, 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed ; 36 gns. ; in st.iei.

-W. r. Edwards, Taunton. rs:4322

P. and M.

P.
and M., 1911, S'.h.p., 2 speeds, good tyrc-s I'pr-

feet: trial; £24.— Stotfcs, Thurlstone, Penist- !!.

[X4345
"IQ13 P. and M., Millford coach sidecar, all new
JLiJ tyres, perfect condition; £45, or offer.—Cave
Decorator. Windsor. [1556

PHELOJJ aud Moore Ltd., 4. Percy St., W., haT<
several gCKid second-hand P. and M. machines foi

sale, which have been overhauled, and ate in perfect

ortler.—Can be seen at above address. 10131

Pope.

POPE Motor Cvcles. Live aeeirts wanted.—Write
j

Distributer. 895, Fniham Ed.. S.W. :i66i
I

Premier.

PEEMIEE, 1912, 3'...h.p.. in real good or.ler: £18,-
i

*

Percy aud Co.. 537, Enstou Ed., London. [145£

1 013 5';.h.p. Premier, 2-spoed countershaft gear, o.^m '

JtO plete; £33.—Cross, agent, Eotherhnm. (X486;

PREMIER, 1913, S'^.h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, P
and H. set, irew condition; £35.-248, Bethn«l

Green Rd. "1577

3ih.p. Premier Combination, 3-speed gear, as new
2 complete • £45,'10 ; seen after 5 o'clock.-I.arrad

Horhury, Wakefleld. rX49n

rQ12
3l..h.p. Premier, Brampton variable gear, anc

«' coachbuilt sidecar, onlv used twice; ,-£50.—232
Knutsford Kd.. Warrington. 1X5003

PEEMIEE. 1913, 3'.jh.p., Sturmey-Aroher 3~pee(
gear, speedometer, accessories, in good condition

£56.—Bond. 245-247, Enston Ed., London. [141':

PEEMIER. 19141 ;, Mark Vll. S-speed. 14 gn. Mills
Fulford sidecar, all accessories, in new condition

£48, lowest.—Tuson, 144, L,adbroke Grove, W. [148;

PEEMIEE. 1914, S'ih.p,, countershaft, 3 speeds, kicl

starter, condition aa \ie-^-, snlendid sidecir nrachioe
£45. -Miller. 43, Avcisd.ile Bd , Lntoii, Beds. [ISIJ

A36 AM letters relating to advertisements shouSd quoip tije siutcber at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.

I
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Jlli.r- Triumph, Bosch. B,B.,
*2 Minerva, sidecar, wind sc

iiiini^re Lime, Stratford.

JJLhp. Triumph, 1910,
2 oufiily overhauled, new tyr

19

MOTOR CYCLtS VOlt. SAKP..

Triumph.
IQ13 3Vjh.p- 3-epced Triumph nud Gloria cnuc eide-
i.U car, iu fipleudid condition ; £45.—Thotf. Bootli,
•rn.l^houl. [X4846

11109 Triiuuph. excellent condition, new KGUipshall
l-i' on hack: cheap at £21.—J. Turner, AUestroe,
A'ooilcotc. Epsom. [S4701

IQ12 Triumph, 3VL'h.p.. free engine, new tyres and
ttlf tuhos. all accessories: £30.—Rgwg. 82, East St..

''aruliam, Surrey. [1586

sidecar. £17; S'/.h.p
>en: trial; £15.-34,

[1451

rBIUMPH Junior, latest 1915 model in stock; 2i,ih P
2-speed 2-stroke. £42.—The Premier Motor Co.

i.ston Kd.. Birmingham. [1651

1014 Late 4h.p. Triumph. 3-#peed. T.T. model, head
Lt/ light, and horn, new condition: £46 cash.— 109.
t. Michael's Ed.. Aldershoi. [1328

rKIUMPH. 1911-1912, tyres, tnhes, and belt nearlj
new, witii Montgomery sidecar and acce^.=orics

:

27.-Uunt. Ti.Knll. Stailord. , [X4399

in excellent condition thcr-

. . £25.-10, Maple
errace. Western Ed.. Lymiugton. [X4795

14 Triumph, 3-speed. 4h.p., clutch, decompressor
been 2,700 mil&?, spare tyre, etc.: £44.—Dr.

S. Gnmge Ed., Bishop's Stortlord. [X489C

iPRlUMPH, 3',/„h.p.. 1913, special engine, excellent
1 order and condition; bargain. ;£29.—Pascoe, 1,
aton Terrace, St. John's Wood. N.W. [1606

HEIUMPH, 1912. coachbuilt sidecar, Kempshall-
'}- Hutchinson tyres, speedometer, and accessories;
30.-102. Eleanor Ed.. Hackney. After 8. [X4958

iMh.p. T.T. Roadster Triumph (1912), nearly nc^^
i'2 tyres, new belt. F.E.S. lamp, iJT.S.U. 2-speed; t

srgain, £28.—Horton, 113. Wellington Ed., Leeds.
EX49Sf

^pRIUMPH, 4h.p., almost new, free engine, pedal
L starter, powerful. £39; sidecar, £3; trial any
me.—29, St. Leonard's St.. Bow, near Bow Bridge.

[1487
"PEItlMPH. 1912-i,'3i,yi.p.. clutch model, new tvre-,
L all accessories, thoroughly overhauled : £35. ofiers.—
![aynard, garaged 2, Clayton Rd.. Hayes. Middlesex

[153;
.PEItJMPH. 1914, .4h.p.. 3-speed. perfect condition
'} with P. and H. lamp and Lucas horn

; price £46 :

•operty of officer just called abroad:—Lloyd and Son
'ewes. [147r

^nEIUMPH, 1912-1913, free engine, appearance per
y- feet, all parts nearly new condition, new 50/
mp. and all accessories; £30—Dyer. Curry Eivel
'Muerset. "

[X498.'"

•"'EIUMPH. 1911. 3-speed.- renovated and overhauled
s 1915 Millford spring-wheel cane sidecar witi
[Uld's seat, all accessories; £35.-67, Eagle Rd
lemWey. rS4941
{ih.p. Triumph, free engine clutch model, in spier.
'2 did order, engine recently overhauled- £25.-
rown and Barlow, Ltd., Westwood Rd.,
ingham.

910 Triumph, very
B snecd •neter.

Witton. Bir
[135

TRIUMPH, 4h.p.. F.B., Aug., 1914.- Just overhauls
i- makers, new back tyre, tube. Miller lamp, horn
are tube: £42.—Edinborough, 15th Middlesex Ect
iJlchester. [X469
'TOIUlNrPH. late 1912. clutch model, tyres anr'

^ belt, good, all accessories, excellent condition
132, 01 exchange higher power and cash.—41, Churc'
|;., Oswestry. [X487.:

iPBIITMrH, 1914!!4, 4h.p., S.A., clutch, and coacl
|L built sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, complete bar
|iin. £50. no ofiers.-King, Mansfield Ed., Sutton-in
ishfield, Notts. [X492':

014 T.T. Triumph, 3-speed^ racing sidecar, Luca.'
1-^ lamps, horn, and speedometer, new condition
reat bargain, £55.-A, J. Derbyshire, Motor and Cyeh
gent, Batewell. [X484^

. „ - order, clutch, new B. an(
d'npter- la->io- and accessories- £'''.c

[en ^ter 8, or by appointment.—Spencer, 79,' Edith
..a., W. Kensington. [1597
i ti 14 Triumph. 4h.p.. 3^peed and clutch. Canoele-
1-^ best sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn. Cowey speed
.ueter. splendid condition; cost over £90, sell £63-
llfl and Son, Eltham. [158'

llRIUlrPH, 1914 model. 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey
i" .Archer. Brooks B 170 saddle. Clincher de lux
added tyres, in excellent condition.—Robinson'f
arage, Green St., Cambridge. [0613
IRnjMPH. 1909. excellent condition throughout, re
!- enamelled and plated, new piston, timing wheels
iC. new Dunlops. spares, exceptional condition ; £20
|(oto.-248. Bentley Ed., DoncasteJ. tX4905
[PRIUMPH, 1913, 3V>h.p., Sturmey 3-speed, P. an
[ H. lamp, Jones trip speedometer, Clare specia
liencer. tyre* new, all accessories, horn, rear lamp:
!5i.-Max Travis, Park Rd., Pendleton, Manchester
I r^4flfiR
JPLEN-DID 1911-12 -Clutch Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed

;
f'tes tyres, unscratched, accessories, practicalh

^.west underslung C.B. sidecar: genuine bargain," £36
exchange higher powered twin.-14, Drake St.. End

"«' [X4409

^IIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIII^

iTIte Service Co., Ltd.!
for PROMPT DELIVERY o-f w

= NEW 1915 iVIODELS =
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

£26 6*

826 5»

£29 8
£37 10'>

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
SUN-VILLIERS, 2'. h.p., i-stroke
ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke
J.H. ditto

ALLON, 23 h.p., 2-speed
O.K. Junior, 2-3peed, Mark 111 £31 10
O.K. Junior, 2-stJokc, Mark V £24 10*= METRO, 2-stroke, Sports model £28 10

Sj
CONNAUGHT Miniature £26 5*

_^ JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 5

K MEDIUM WEIGHT.
=: MOTOSAGOCHE, 3'. h.p., twin, 2-speed £62

5J INDIAN, Model B, 5 h.p., 3 speed ... £63— JAMES, 2-cylinder, 3J h.p., 3-speed . . £63

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
NORTON Big 4, 3-speed countershaft

gear, chain drive, and Sidecar .... £80 0*
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model, and

iMillford Empress Sidecar £91 7
SERVICE 2j-3h.p. 2-str. Sidecarette,

with 2-speed co'untershaft gear ... £50 0*
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-8 h.p., with

dynamo electric equipment, and
Empire Sidecar to match £91 13

Other makes in a few days.
'^Subject to surcharge of 5%.

LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES AND
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

•"PRIUMPH, late 1914, 4I1.1.., 3 apcedj, with coaci\-
-»- biiilt 2-senter diikcar, with fioreen and opron, la
perfect condition, with lamps, liorn, and HPRcdometer

;

uhat oBers?— Giccii Street Qnrage, Hltchiu. [1368
Qlh.p. T.T. Triumph, 2..specd, clutch, and wicker
•-^ 2 torpedo sidecar, in sjilendid condition through-

.£36; 3'/2h.p,
Lion, very fast,
Wisbech.

scmi-T.T. Triumph, splendid Condi,
bargain, ^£25.—102, Lynn Rd..

[X4994

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES,
^: We have a stock of good machines. Please zzz

Jtf send" for current list, and state your require- Jtf— ments. Selection

;

^^— Stock —
^ No. H.P. Specification. Price.= UNDER £20.M 3-,2. 2j DOUGLAS, rgro, twin-cyl.,

*!I; magneto, spring forks £16= 131. 2 MOTO-REVE, twin cylinder,

llj magneto, spring forks £15
== 497. 2 CALTHORPE, 1914, 2-speed. £20

J|{
£20 to £30.— 35T. 2^ O.K. Junior, 1914 model, 2-sp.

r^ countershaft gear £24« 430. 3.} HUM3ER, igrr, 2-speed and— clutch, with cane canoe-shape
Sidecar £28

£30 to £40.

432. 6 ZENITH (late rgrr), with
Gradua gear and accessories . . £32 10

307. 5-5 RUDGE iMulti, r9r4, with
multi gear, good going order. . £37 10

470. 9 BAT-J.A.P., 2-speed, and cane
Sidecar £32 10

OVER £40.

449. 3! BROUGH, 1915, 2-sp., H.T.T.
model, only a few weeks old . . £55

ii PREMIER, 1914. 3-speed
c /shaft gear, splendid order.. £48

3i SUNBEAM, 1914, capital con-
dition, with accessories £55

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
GOOD SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES PUR-

CHASED FOR CASH.

1
1

1
i
i
i
I
K

= Sole Agents for CONNAUGHT, CLYNO, and =
9fi METRO MOTOR CYCLES. Also EMPIRE and K^ HERCULES SIDECARS. =
^ MILLFORD, WATSONIAN & SERVICE SIDE- K^ CARS in Stock.

"

j^ .MM ^
1 289-292-293, High Holborn,=

I
LOrSDON, W.C. =

^ 'Phone—260, Central. Wires—" Admittedly." ^
^^iiiseiiisisiiiseiiiKiii%[ii%i]i%iii%iii%iiiH

TKIUMPH, 191:. 2-8pm]. clutch, counicrslmft, Icitk-
stiirter, drip lecd. juBt boen overhauled, iterft'ct,

any pxamination, new lamp aet, trip spr-edomRtcr : £27.
—Pinkorton, 50, Peflk Hill, Sycfenhtim; or 'pliona
Aveuue 976. [1653
TRIUMPH, 1911'/,, clutch, 2 speodfl, yplondid £HJ

MontKomerv sporting sidecar, ju.'st ovtihaultd, i<?-

ijlated, aud re-enamelleil, in splendid condition ; any
tnul: £38, or offers.—Eric Dower, 17, Susyex Plan;,
Lond.->n, N.W. [1335

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed. complete with
MilUord coachbuilt sidecar, large Miller lamp set,

horn, and tools, this combination is in perfect ord< r

throughout and is practically new; price ^£60.—Lay-
ton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone ; 35. [S4885

1 Qll Triumph, semi T.T., Philipson, new Lucat^ and
J-*-' generator, new John Bull belt, spares, and tools,
ju«t been thoroughly overhauled, grand condition, very
last, and absolutely dependable: £24, lowest.— T., 92,
Xorthcote Rd., Wandsworth Common, S.W. [X4845

1 Ql* Triumph, 4h.p.. clutch, engine just overhauled
J-*' by makers, new crankca.se, ball bearings, bushes,
g-udgeon. rings, pulley, etc., new belt and back tyre,
lamp, horn, all spares and complete tools; £45, or best
offer.—Thompson, Custom Houfie, King's Lynn, Nor-
lolk. [X4761

Trump.
"B Q13 6h,p. Armstrong Gear Trump-Jap and pirlpear,
J- «-' lamp, speedometer, etc. ; £50.—D., 5, I . ;,'his

Rd., Canonbury, N [1532

TRUMP-J.A.P., SV^h.p.. Pho?nis 1915 coach sidecar,
3 ^=peeds, cluteh. etc.. 2 gallon tank; 27 gns.—

Auction Eoomf:, New Rd., Brighton. [1314

Velocette.

VELOCETTE.—Model A £28. and model D 2-speed
ciiain drivo £35/10, actually in stock lor imme-

diate delivery; the most economical lightweight—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1652

Villiers.

Yilliers, 2^{th-p., 2-.speed, clutch, Boeoh, B.19^^
chers, new condition, strong touring mount; cost £48,
£30. or nearest.—Seen, 20, Clavering Av., Barnes. [1388

Vindec.
"I Q15 Vindec in stock, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear
-5-*^ box. kick-start, a splendid combination, at ^85.
—Jones, The Broadway, IMuswell Hill. [1628

White and Poppe.
ih.p. ^^Tiite and Poppe, mag., fine condition; £15/10.3 2 bargain.—Glen Stiaj-e, Middlewich. [X4746

White Star.

WHITE Star, Si/jh.p., late 1914. T.T. model, las
not 'run 100 niilefi, fixed gear, very speedy and

powerful, suitable for sidecar work, lamps, horn, tools,

etc. : £40. a bargain.— Sc.irlett and Hodldn. 25, Plv-
mouth Grove We^t, Manchester. [X464"6

WiUiamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination. 8h.p.. genuine Douglas

ensine. little u.sed, hood, screen ; £70.—Bidefcrd
Motor Works. Bideford. [X49:4a
WILLIAMSOI^f New 8h.p. Water-cooled Sidecar Com-

bination : £99/5 : exchange quoted.—Motories,
68, Horton St., Halifax. [0706

WILLIAMSON 1914 water-cooled combination,
cost over £120, original tyres; exchange: easy

payments; £85.-9. Wavel Mews, Priory Ed., N.W.
ri5?9

lQ14'/2 8h.p. W.O. Williamson Combination, 2.000,
JLi/ lighting set. speedometer, etc.; £72/10.— Sibley,
106, Market Place, Romford. Close 1 o'clock Thurs-
day. [1466

h.p. 1914 Williamson Water-cooled Combination,
oachbuilt sidecar, only done 2,000, perfect con-

ditioii : £82. or close cash offer.—Hobday, 27. Evlett
Ed.. Shepherd's Bush. [1588

Wolf.

WOLF. 2V.-3h.p., 2-strokee (three), in stock: £25/4.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [1392

WOLF 2-stroke 2^peed models, £32/6/9; delivery
from stock.-Waucbppe's, 9, Shoe Lane. London-

[3;4799

2 ih.p. Wolf, new end June, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
2 start; £35/10.-Macintyre. 59, HoUand E4., Ken-

sington, W. [1527

WOLF, 2r/2h.p., 19141/2. 3-speed. free engine, dutch,
handle-starter, as new; £22.—Seen after 6, 57,

Old Park Rd., N. [1605

WOLF-J.A.P.. 2y2h.p., 2-speed gear, hand clutch,
kick starter, actually in stock : 34 gn?.—Huckle.

bridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W. [X4g2a

WOLF-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1915, S^peed, clutch, as new,
run 250 miles; owner going active service: £40

offers.-Lieut. Sissons, 11th East Torks, Eipon. [X4643

8^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacli advertisement and the date of the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wooler.

"IQ15 S^li.p. "Wooler, P.H. lighting eet, hom, h.b.
J-i/ mag. control, 10/- worth of spares, complete
equipment of tools, run 500 milee, tyres unpunetured

;

£38, cost over £50.—Wright, Patty's Cross, Leominster.
(D) [Xa767

Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock. 8h.p., 2-speed, kick start;
60 gns. — Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

Sole agent for N". London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Horneey 2562. [7636

Zenith.

ZENITH, 1912, 6h.p., with eidecar; £25,-Dr.
Mullock, Southwoia. [9971

"JQ12% Zenith-Qradua, 6h.p., cane sidecar; £37.—
J-£f 483. Bloxwich Ed., Leamoie, Walsall. [1535

1 Q15 Zeniths.—Immediate delireiy from Btock of
-LU most models.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian "Ed.,

Edinburgh. [1245

~| Q12 6h.p. Zenith, in good condition, with all acces-
-i-*y sories, lamp, generator, pump, tools,—Seen, 223,
High Rd., Kilburn. [1486

ZENITH-GRADTJA, 1914, 5h.p., lamp, speedometer,
tube, new tyrea and belt, 7,000 miles; £45.—

Bero, 15, Strand, Teignmouth. [1572

ZENITH, 1914, 4-5h.p., twin, Gradua, clutch, kick
Btarter, Bpeedometer, lamps, coachbuilt sidecar,

perfect; £55-—Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [1448

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, countershaft, kick starter,

coachbuilt sidecar, almost as new; cost £117,
accept £70.~Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London.

[1459
6h.p. Zenith, late 1914 countershaft, tick starter,

Gradua, speedometer, lamp, horn, machine in first-

cJass order ; £57. 'Phone : 8.—Christmas, Haverhill,
[1379

ZENITH, 1912, and Eadium sidecar, lamps, horn,
and luggage carrier, overhauled by makers, hardly

used aince; 42 gns.-Durrer, 8, Bidborough St., King's
Cross. [1586

ZENITH-GRADTJA, 1914, 5h.p. twin, excellent order
and condition, hom, lamps, plugs, tools, new tyre

back: £48.—Particulars, Tom Simpson, Hatter, Staly-
bridge. [1528

ZENITH, 1914, 8h.p., with Gradua gear but no
clutch, complete with Middleton cane-bodied side-

bar, Lucas lamp and horn; £46/10.—Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone : 35. [X4884

"1 Q14 9h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, No. 7 Gloria.
JL t/ finished in red, excellent order, very fast, all

accessories, £80 ; also light car chassis, complete with
road wheels, gear box, steering, condition aa new.—
Peart, 7, Park St., Borough. [9982

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1913%, J.A.P. 8h.p., sporting
combination, Bramble torpedo sidecar, hand con-

trolled clutch, mag. cut-ofl. lamp and horn, very fast

:

£60.—Mackness, c/o Houghton, Godston Rd., Whyre-
leafe, Surrey. Seen any time. [1342

Ljadies* Machines.

HOBART I/ady's, 1913, 2V''h.p., mag., 3 speeds.
beautilul machine; £27/10.-1, Ebner St., Wands-

worth. [X4951

O.K. Junior, Mark III., 2h-p., 2-8peed, roomy open
frame, cork inset clutch, actually in stock here-

—Meeten, Motors, Dorking. [1524

1 Q 1 5 Lady's Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, head light,
At? generator, horn, as new; £23/10,—Write, Rex
Mundy, 19, Grafton Mews, Warren St., W. [1501

LADY'S Douglas, 1914, 2-speed. kick starter,
electric lamps and horn, speedometer, mirroTj

etc., only run 2,000 miles, as new; £48.—Motor Mart,
Eastbourne. [1447

Miscellaneous
PALMER'S Garage and Motor Auction Rooms, 183,

185, 187, 189, High St., Tooting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Tbe pre-eminent place
for purchasing motor cycles and accessories.

Auctions fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3h-p. 1913-14 Royal
Enfteld twin, 2-speGd countershaft, lightweight,

as new; £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3y2-4h.p. 1914 Douglas
combination, as new, tyres hardly scratched;

£65. -

P-ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V'h.p. N.S.U. and
sidecar, 2 speeds, F.E., £14/10; also 5h.p.

Peugeot and sidecar, £12/10.

PALUfER'S Garage, Tooting.—4V2h.p. N.S.IT. com-
bination, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar; £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2%h.p. 1912 2-speed
clutch model Douglas.- kick-starter, 2 speeds;

£32/10; 1914 ditto, T.T. type, no clutch, £45, as new.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—SVoh.p. Rex Roadster,
powerful, low built, mag. ignition; £16.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The auction sale every
fortnight contains over 20 motor cycles. Great

bargains.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Write at once- for illus-
trated dual catalogue of auction sale containing

iUo over -50* photographic illustrations of- autouiobiies
in stock. [1160

Qih.p. Power Unit, complete, spring frame cycle, and^Z sidecar, speedometer, etc.; £25.-99, Church-
field Rd., Acton. W.

II III II

COME FOR A
TRIAL RUN
ON THE 1915

Harley-

Davidson
FITTED with an Engine of unequalled

power and llexibility, Countershaft,
3-speed Gear, Chain Drive, 2 Sin. by-

Sin. Wheels, Mechanical Luljrication.
Every Model HARLEY-DAVIDSON
is perfection.

WB have actually in Stock lor
IJIMEDIATE DELIVERY the
Model IIF, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed,

£68 5s.; Model llj, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed,
with Dynamo Electric Lighting and
Warning System, £76 13s. ; and Model
lie, 4i h.p., 2-speed: £58. Also Special
GLORIA and CANOELET Sidecars,
Chassis and Body enamelled H-D Grey,
luxuriously upholstered, 2bin. tyre, at
prices from £15 to £28.

Write now for Illustrated

Catalogue—we can arrange
Exchanges or Easy Payments

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
for the Counties of Warwicks,
Worcs., Staffs., Salop, and Hereford :

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,

Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TTEBDEN'S Hare in Stock:

,-15 Enfield 6h.p. and 8h.p. Combinations. ~.i
and 2i4h.p. lightweielits.

15 Indians, S'^h.p., 5h.p., and 7h.p.. with oi -.t.tIj-

out sidecars.

15 James 4^h.p. 3-speed Combination «nd 2U !-

2-stroke 2-speed.

,

iqi5 WoU, 2%h.p., 3h.p., 2-5troke, 2-speed; £::.

T Q15 WoU-Peco, 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £33.

J Ol5 New Imperial-Jap, 2i^h.p., 2-speed; 35 gn-

19
19
19

*y and kick starter; 41 gns.

915 WoU, 2V'h.p., 3h.p., 2-5troke, 2-Epeed, not run
300 miles, as new; £27 complete.

il.h-p. Motosacoche, with new Senspray mag,, rerf'^'-t;

'4 £12, a gift.

914 Eneeld 6h.p. Motor and Sidecar, compTt-te ar

new ; offers.

914 7-9h.p. Indian Motor, 2-speed, brand new;
best offer accepted.

912 Humber, SV^h.p.. 2-speed. 1914 engine, new
Canoelet sidecar; £58, complete.

912 Clyno, 5-6h.p., and" sidecar, 2-speed; a bari^ain,

£39 complete.

913 Sh.p. Williamson, water-cooled, 2-speed. iHd
Canoelet sidecar, hood, screen, complete; £50.

gift.

12 Enfield, 2^ih,p., 2-speed, complete; a giit. £23

4-cyl,i 2-speed, and side-JT.

19
19 12 F.N., S-6h.p..

perfect; £19.

"1Q15 5.6h.p. Rex de Luxe and sidecar, a-sfffl.

J-?/ free engine, handle start. Whittle belt; "a rjr.

gain, £32/10 complete.

-I Q IS New Ilnmberette 2-seat. Car, 8-lOh.p., S-ipeed

Ji*J and reverse, non-sltid tyres on back; best offer

accepted.

w

mti^.,- 2 speeds, hardly used, soiled: £45:
3S.

rAJSTDSWOKTH.—Indian, 1914, clutch mcdel,

A40
£1422

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the

1Q15 iS'ew Willianis.iu Cvcle Gar, 2.5eat., 8h.f .
3-

Xt/ speed, water-cooled; S120.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James St., Burnler.

Tel. : 488. Uci-'

AXDSTVOETH Motor Exchange, London's lea.iius

firm for good cheap motor cycles. Easy teiiii-

WANDSWORTH.—Hobarts, two only, brand new,^
strokes, mag.; 28 gns. each; exchanges.

WASDSWOHTH.—New Hudson 191S Spoiting-

1

biuation, 4h.p., mag., 3 speeds; £68/10;
changes. -

WANDSWORTH.—Budge, 1915, clntch model,
4h.p., mag., 3 speeds, new; £55; exchangf

TI/'ANl ISWORTH. — Bradbury. 1914-15, 3','j-4K

Chang

WANDS"\\ ultXJi.—muiau, A3i.t, cauicii iu..*ici, .

h.p., mag., speedometer, splendid maciii]

£56/10: exchangee.

WANDSWORTH. — Connaught. 1914, 2"'lli.j)..

stroke, mag., 3 speeds, nice order; 28 gns.;

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Rudge Multi. 1914, _ ..

mag., sporting sideciir, magnificent lot; £48/1^
exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Irv, 1914, 2V-h.p., 2-stroke, ma|
pretty little machine; £22/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Caltliorpe .Tunior. 1915, 2b.|
mag., 2 speeds, good order; £23/10; exchanr

WANDSWORTH.—Bnck, 1913, 5'-i-4h.p., mag.'. «
Grade gear, speedometer, beauty; £26/10;

changes.

WANDSWORTH. - Premier,
beautiful little machine

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Blmnficld, 1913 engine. 5-61

twin, mag., N.S.U. gear,

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. 1911 coach combination. !

h.p.. mae., disc clutch, .speedometer: £25/1'

exchanges.

1912, 2'i;h.p.,
opportunity ; £l€/lf

cheap, £25/10;

each combination.

WANDSWORTH.—V.S. combination. 5-6h.p.
mag.. 2 speeds: any trial; £19/19: exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Hobart lady's, pun-hased 19lS-
2'yi.p., mag., 3 speeds, clutch; £27/10; es^

changes.

fllTll TTTANDSWORTH.-F.N., 1912, T.T., 5-6h.p.. 4-crt.-

Isl VV rung., guaranteed 55 m.p.h., beanfy; f27;l<I*
exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex. 1911, 3',ir4h.n., " mag., g00«
tyres, dropped frame; £16/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.— Minerva. 3'i-4h.r.. m.o.T., nentJl*

new tyres," powerful machine; £8/15; exchaugflfc

WANDSWORTH.-Easv terms.—Wandsworth MotOt^
Exchange, Ebner St.. Wanilsworth Town Static

'l>hone: Battersea 327. rX49!

number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the issue.
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Volunteer Bodies and the Critics.

ONE
or two correspondents lately have criti-

cised rather harshly the Volunteer bodies
'

which are now so common in this country.

The Volunteer movement, which was
started with much promise and developed

at an extremely rapid rate, has undoubtedly

fallen very considerably in the estimation of the

public during the last few months, and in our

opinion the members have largely themselves to

thank for the decline of the respect in which
they are held. Last November, after the War
Office was so frequently exhorted to recognise

Volunteer Corps, a letter Avas forwarded to

Lord Desborough, laying down the conditions

upon which the Army Council was prepared to

grant recognition to the Central Association

Volunteer Corps. One rule was that only the

names of those could be registered who are not

eligible through age to serve in the Regular or

Territorial Army; another, that there might be

uniformity of dress among members, provided

that the dress was distinguishable from that of

Regular and Territorial units. It was also stated

that the accepted military ranks and titles would
not be allowed nor recognised, and that no
uniform was to be worn except during actual

training or while going to and from such training.

This was always the accepted practice amongst

Volunteers (afterwards Territorials) before the

war. The terms of this letter are still the only

conditions under which the Volunteer movement
is recognised.

It would be interesting to know how many
Volunteer bodies have acted up to the spirit of

these regulations. Several times lately cases

have been brought to light where members of

Volunteer Corps clad in uniform closely re-

sembling that of an officer in His Majesty's

Forces, and minus the " G.R." red Volunteer

armlet, have been saluted by soldiers, who
imagined them to be commissioned officers ; and,

further, of Volunteers still clad in this striking

dress disporting themselves in public places

when not training. Such actions have confirmed
the lurking suspicion of many people antagonistic

to the Volunteer movement that it was a method
of avoiding the real thing and yet being out-

wardly patriotic. This opinion is supported by
the fact that Lord Kitchener, in his most recent

appeal for recruits, asked members of Volunteer
Corps to act up to their obligations to the best

of their ability as recruits were badly wanted.
Just how far this appeal penetrated it is not easy
to say, but proof that it did not reach far enough
is provided by the number of able-bodied men
in the -Volunteer movement still to be seen
cai-eering about our roads.

Our opinion of the Volunteer movement was
outlined in our issue of April 8th. We pointed
out then that so long as Volunteers fulfilled the
requirements of the War Office letter nothing
but good could come of the training received in

a properly organised Volunteer body. We have
in the interim had ocular proof of the extremely
useful training many men had received prior to

joining the Forces—a completeness of prepara-
tion which recruits in certain sections of *-he

Army, who are hurried to the Front, could not
hope to receive in the brief period of official

training. It is, therefore, unfair to throw cold

Avater on all the efforts of the enthusiasts who
work whole-heartedly in endeavouring to make
every man an efficient soldier. After all, there

are many men engaged on munitions who choose
to spend an occasional half-day with the Volun-
teers, and again there are many motor cyclists

on the waiting lists of various sections who could
not do better than employ their time undergoing
training while waiting to be called up. We
sympathise sincerely with the work of these men,
but it appears likely that there will continue to

be occasional more or less serious outbursts

against the Volunteer bodies until they are taken

over by the Government. When that time
comes, and the corps is recognised, those who
sneer at the Volunteers' efforts will treat the

movement more seriously and with greater respect.

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on tiie page facing the back cover.
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Wanderings in Peel-land with a Lady Driver.
By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,

Author oj "Motor Ways in Lakeland," "The Complete Mountaineer," "Mountain Adventures at Home and Abroad," etc.

"D
•YE ken John Peel ?

^

over, has the question been asked
How often, the world

and

answered in the lusty chorus of the im-

mortal song ! Yet few " ken
"

the inner meaning and

romance of the magical music

until they have roamed that

region of mountain and moor
where the Northern Nimrod

hunted, lived and died. The
strange incomprehensible in-

appreciation of this fascinat-

ing northerly stretch of the

Lake country suggests the

thought that Peel is honoured

more in imagination than

reality. Yet probably this

neglect is only due to lack of

knowledge of " how to go

and what to see." The motor,

especially a sturdy sidecar

outfit, provides tlie ideal

means of settliitg these

matters, and should one be

driven by an enthusiast who
revels in hills, a very sporting

day's wandering may be

enjoyed.

Comfortably ensconced in

a Royal Enfield sidecar with

Mrs. Mary Riley as driver,

and Irer husband as optimist

of the party when typical

August dampness asserted

itself so frequently, one felt that one was learning

pleasantly much that might be useful to future

explorers in Peel-

land. Moreover,

when these warring

times are over

Lakeland trials
will be revived,

and new hill dis-

coveries were

always in mind.
This has been a

record season for

motors in , Lake-
land, and on the

busy highway there

was time to realise

the fact as we sped

northwards from
Keswick, w i t h

Skiddaw's purple

heights cloud-

wreathed above us,

and Bassenthwaite

Lake sombre and
still below on the

left..

A portrait of John Peel, from the old original oil painting in

the possession of the writer of the accompanying article.

smilingly.

A motor cyclists' camp m John Peel's country, Bassenthwaite Lake is in sight.

Nearly six miles from the Lakeland metropolis f;t

left the main road at High Side Farm. The way, ever

rising gently, was narrow and rough, but altogether

delightful. A wealth of way-
side flowers, with hare-bells

and Canterbury bells vying

in colour with the distant blue

horizon, greeted the eye and
nose pleasantly. A sudden
dip over into the depths of

a wooded gorge and a rugged
climb on its farther side up
a gradient steeper than i in

4 tested driver and machine
alike.

Wayside Gooseberries.

The clouds had now
cleared, and up on the right

the silvery streak on Skid-

daw's northerly front showed
the Dash Falls, which, had
time permitted, would have
been well worth the detour

for a closer view. Instead of

this the rich supply of goose-

berries on the roadside by

a mountain farm attracted

attention. We were busy
with these when the man
of the. place appeared in

apparently friendly mood.
" Wadn't ye like to coom
into th' garden?" he said

It rested with the writer to recognise the

Cumbrian sarcasm and suggest an onward move.
The small and

pretty but Ijttle-

known lake of

Overwater gleamed
belo\v on the left.

At four important

road ends we
swiuig away to tlie

left, with the Dash
behind and the

dam in front

which holds back
the flood waters

of the lake. Two
capital hills had
to be climbed ere

the village of

Uldale was passed
through on the

way to Ireby. Here
we were in real

touch with Peel-

land, and in touch,

also, with a sur-

prising and decep-
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lively deep water-splash, which cooled the driver's

ardour slightly. Upon the left was the grey hamlet

of Ruthwaite, where the famous huntsman lived in the

height of his hunting career. A most interesting and

almost unknown treat was found in Ireby. At the

Sun Inn the landlord, Robin-

son Bell, the genial grandson
of Peel, showed iis some
curious relics of his famous
relation. The horn, hunting

crop, stirrups, and bit were
amongst the collection, which
is still intact despite, as Bell

said, '' many a temptatious

offer fra America and nearer

hame." It was pleasing to

learn that a well-known lover

of Peel-land has a promise of

the refusal of the priceless

relics, and if they leave the

little village they will go to

London as national property.

In due course we were
bound for Caldbeck over
Aughtertree Fell, high up

" ower t' trees " and amongst the gorse and bracken,
where sly Reynard finds evening cover even to-day
ere he dodges down to the valley farms. The road
"which runs frqm Uldale to Caldbeck was shortly

joined, and there came a delightful run over the
lonely moorlands of Uldale Common. The spirit of

1 characteristic mountain road under Saddleback, on the return journey

from Peel-land, by the old road from Penrith to Keswick.

Greenrigg, near Caldbeck, where John Peel was born in 1776.

the great huntsman seemed in the breeze, which
swept heather-scented over the foothills. Shapely
Skiddaw kept distant sentinel over the wilds, w'here

few signs of human endeavour were visible. At the

first house on the right and within about fifty yards
from the road we came into practical touch with

John Peel once more.
This was at Greenrigg, where, according to the

present tenant, who is also a descendant of the

family, the huntsman was born in 1776. He went
to Ruthwaite in early manhood, but returned late in

life. In his own words he came here " because folk

nivver dee at Ruthet." He said, " I'se gaen to

Greenrigg to be handy for t' kirkyard." It was
here he passed to the happy hunting-grounds in

1854.
_ _A visit to the little, grey dwelling, with its tiny

peep-hole windows placed with peculiar irregularity,

proved most fascinating. The problem of rearing

the family of fifteen young Peels in such diminutive

space seemed insoluble. How could the two small

bedrooms, where to swing a fox would have been
impossible, suffice for so many.? Lack of space

forbids the story of all we saw and heard at Green-
rigg. Perhaps the most impressive thing was to sit

silently in the oaken inglenook in the kitchen and
remember that here on a wild winter's night the

famous song was brought into the world by John
Woodcock Graves. Success came soon. It became
the slogan of the Border Regiment, and, in the

Crimea and the Boer War, Peel's "view-halloo"

A13
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echoed through the trenches. News had just come of

the terrific Border onslaught in the Dardanelles—of

how to the tune of " John Peel " the Northern hunters

of death had leapt fiercely from the trenches, the

weird music rising in mad roar above the noise of the

guns. Small wonder the Turks ran—^it seemed more

wonderful they ever stopped running. But alas ! many
a huntsman will never return to his home on the hill.

Then we set forth from the open moor and gained

the flowery hedgerows once more

near Caldbeck. At the top of the

steep descent into the village, a

turning on the left gives access to

the " Howk," a wonderful water-

worn gorge, where caves- and

cascades hide amidst the foliaged

depths. Though little known, it

is one of the sights of Peel-land

that certainly should not be missed.

In Caldbeck itself a visit to the

huntsman's grave in the pic-

turesque old churchyard was made,
and a " crack " or two with some
of the natives brought forth many
a story of the great man of the

district.

Peel's Marriage.

As we travelled over the splendid

road to Hesket Newmarket a back-

ward glance showed a little white

cottage amongst the trees on the

westerly hill. The sight rrecalled

the typical story of Peel's marriage

to Mary White who lived up there.

His fondness for Mary was un-

known evea,to his parents until the

banns were called in Caldbeck Church. Then Mary's
mother stood up at once and forbade them saying,
" She's far ower young !

" But John was not so easily

beaten. He appropriated Mary and set off to Gretna
Green on Binsey, his favourite horse. There the pair

were married, and on their return the mother had so

far relented as to allow the orthodox service to go
forward.

. At Hesket Newmarket, with its quaint town hall,

ancient covered well, and rusty bull-baiting rings let

into the ground close by, much could be learnt of

Peel's adventurous time. Once out of the village we
followed the road on the right which led back to

civilisation under the dark crags of Carrock and
through Mosedale and Mungrisdale. The sight of

Saddleback's serrated crest high up on the right be-

tokened the approach to the main road eight miles

from Keswick.

SEPTEMBER 2nd, igij.

To add a sporting finish to the outing the old road

was entered upon by branching to the right just beyond
Threlkeld- village. Past the kennels of the Blencathra

Hounds, which now hunt much of Peel-land with

dogs descended from the famous pack, we mounted
over a good road until, bearing sharply to the left, a

long hill led downwards steeply. From the beautiful

glen of the Glenderaterra river an impressive hill

sprang upwards on the mountain's front. The sight

roused our driver. The Enfield roared forward up

A typical scene in Peel-1,

Overwater below on

md—at the crest of Uldale Hill. Sk'.ddaw is seen on the left, with

the right—Mrs. Riley's 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar in the foreground.

the slope to where some bushy trees masked a hidden

corner. This surprised everybody, for it swung round

in the curliest of hairpins on a gradient approaching

r in 3. Our speed was excessive, the pillion rider

sprang off with a startled cry in record time, and the

machine dashed sideways round the slippery bend.

For an instant there was danger of sliding bodily' over

the precipitous edge, but with astonishing skill in the

gentle use of the clutch our driver recovered direct-

ness. She was worthily proud of a non-stop climb, for

this Brundholme Hill, nearly a mile in length, must

prove a problem to any expert, and the unprotected

precipitous downward prospect added to its impres-

siveness, especially in the gloom of evening. The
homeward way was followed around the wooded slopes

of Latrigg by a hill route which will doubtless have

practical use in future trials.

At4

i
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PISTON RINGS.
Their Treatment.

WHEN taking down an engine for cleaning

or overhauling, it is rare that the pistons

and rings receive that attention which their

importance warrants. Consider the work which they

perform with the engine turning over at 1,800 r.p.m.,

i.e., thirty revs, per second, when the piston has to

commence work, travel the length of the stroke, and
stop in one-sixtieth part of a second! The wear we
should expect to be tremendous, yet, thanks to a

more or less efficient method of lubrication, this

wear is scarcely noticeable to> the naked eye even
after a season's running. There are, however, certain

signs of hard work which should be observed and
heeded if the engine is to maintain its efficiency.

Vertical Fit.

Examine the rings first for vertical fit in the piston

groove. The grooves and rings should be thoroughly
cleared free of burnt carbon. It will be found that
when there are three rings the top ring is distinctly

slack, the centre ring slightly better, and the bottom

Fig. .—Spre,iding ring

fit the groove.

to mproving the fit

in the cylinder.

ring practically perfect. We can find no explanation
for this except on the ground of unsatisfactory
lubrication. It is worth while to remedy this fault, at

any rate in so far as the top ring is concerned, and
it can be done either by fitting a new ring or doctoring
the old one. On no account should a new ring be
taken in a haphazard fashion, cut or split diagonally
at the thinest portion for the slot, and then passed as

satisfactory. Such a ring is not true, and, even if it were
originally a dead true fit in the cylinder, after slotting it

becomes oval and will probably wear the cylinder oval
before it become^ a good working fit. The correct
plan is to cut the slot, then compress the ring until,

the slot is closed, and turn it in the lathe a 'true fit

for the cylinder.

Hammering the Rings.

If the wear is slight it is quite possible to spread
the metal by hammering it while poised on an anvil.

The position is shown in the sketch (fig. i). A very
light riveting ham.mer with a narrow head is used.
The ring is rested firmly on the anvil, and the inner
portion of the circumference is tapped smartly with
the hammer on the spot where it is balanced on the

anvil. The metal will be gradually spread, and the
ring must be slowly revolved until the whole of the

inner circumference has been dealt with. The
greatest of care must be exercised in using the hammer,
for if any unsupported portion of the ring be struck

it will snap like a carrot. Hammering seems to have
a good effect upon the metal, for rings undoubtedly
wear better and hold the compression longer when
thus treated. One well-known concern uses a ring

which depends entirely upon the hammering action for

obtaining the necessary spring. In this case, the

rings are parallel in thickness all round. The force

of the hammer blows is graduated, being greatest

opposite the joint and least just at the joint. The
spring is thus of a uniform nature, and as the rings

are of the same thickness all round they fill the groove

better and afford fewer opportunities for gas leakage.

We must now examine the rings for slackness in the

cylinder. If the fit has been good the rings will have
become polished to a uniform brightness all round.

Any signs of blowing past caused by the rings not being
in contact w'ith the cylinder wall will be indicated by
that portion being of a dull and brownish colour. The
metal can again be spread by judicious hammering.
-This time (fig. z) the ring is rested flat on the anvil

or iron plate and held down firmly by the hand while

the hammer taps the non-fitting part. From time to

time it should be tested in the cylinder bore, and only

passed as being satisfactory when a cigarette paper
is held tightly at every portion of the circumference.

Cylinder Wear.
In course of time the cylinder wall become worn

unevenly, and as little can then be done with it it is

as well to send it up to the makers to be re-ground
and have a new piston fitted. As a palliative, in order

to put off the evil day when a thorough overhaul
becomes essential, it is possible to obtain a certain

amount of improvement bv fitting new piston rings.

.5^0LUS.

A promising

New South Wales rider,

H. J. Nesbit, jun..

of Young.

His machine is a T.T.
Rudge, with sloping top

tube, and he ha^ made
some fine performances in

soeed tests
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Oxford Roads.

I can assure Mr. Vulliamy that if It had not been

for the urgent need of municipal economies in war

time, Oxford—and one or two other towns—would

have been black-listed long since in every progressive

motor journal. There are not a few districts where

the local authorities have encouraged or organised

motor '"bus services without the least idea of the radical

road reforms necessitated by the advent of fast heavy

traffic. Most of the suburban road surfaces round

Oxford are the absolute limit ; they present the

semblance of corrugated iron, and are calculated to

break up any car or cycle regularly traversing their

iniquities. Such neglect is only pardonable in view

of the Government prohibition of large outlays on

every avoidable purpose. We can regard frightful

roads with more indulgence when the locality concerned
is an obscure provincial district ; but when places like

Oxford and North Devon, attractive to every sight-

seer, home or foreign, become practically dangerous
to wheeled traffic, it is time to protest ; and as soon as

war is over, and expenditure again becomes possible,

there will be some frightful rows.

A Safe Lamp Position.

Some while ago I remarked on the fact that the

head lamp usually gets more or less crumpled when a

machine sustains a fall, and that, if the trade regards

this rather unnecessary expense with equanimity, the

private owner detests it. My strictures were mild,

because the head lamps of that era were extremely

bulky contraptions, and I could devise no less

vulnerable position for them. However, I return to

the subject because I am riding a mount which would
almost have to be pulped in a steam press before its

lamp received injury. Its handle-bars extend laterally

for about 6in. on each side before they bend i-ound

towards me, and a small Ward and Goldstone electric

lamp is centrally mounted just before the steering head.

I have made experiments, and have satisfied myself

that this lamp will outlast a hundred tumbles in its

present position without suffering so much as a broken
glass, and, if it is too small for a 7 h.p. speed
merchant's twin, it is big enough for a legal limit

average in inky darkness, and there is sufficient

clearance for the remarks to hold good of such lamps
as are fitted to the electrically equipped Indian or

Harley-Davidson. The point is one fraught with real

economy to solo riders of the semi-reckless type, who
count on two or three purlers per season. I well

remember how I was despatched some years ago to

report a Six Day Trial on a very inefficient mount

;

and, what with frequent repair stoppages, the lack of

sufficient colleagues, and the number of hill-climbs,

I spent the entire week blinding at top speed over

atrocious roads. I took seven different tosses, each
of which affected the head l^mp. On three occasions

I was able to buy, beg, or borrow a new lamp, so that

the week cost me four head lamps ; on four of the

tosses a lamp already reduced to the similitude of a

concertina bore further injuries with resignation. So

I plead for compact electric lamps, fixed slightly in

front of the steering pillar, in conjunction with handle-

bars which do not curve backwards too hurriedly.

Two Falling Tricks.

The other day some of us were discussing tumbles

which we had experienced, and a well-known com-

petition rider there and then gave an exhibition of

methods which he alleged had more than once saved

him from serious injury. His first trick consisted of

seating himself on a chair, facing its back, with one

leg on each side of the chair, and his head tucked

dovra towards his stomach over the back of the chair.

He then allowed us to tilt the chair over backvrards,

as often as we wished, and, maintaining his position,

took the weight of the fall on his shoulders quite

harmlessly. He alleges that whenever he takes a bad

toss at speed he tucks his head into his stomach, and

that his shoulders will take the impact with anything

except a traction engine or a stone v?all. The second

trick showed how to accept a head on fall, i.e., if he

were jerked over the handle-bars. He knelt down on

the hearthrug, threw his chest out, and his head back,

with his hands tucked into the small of his back, and

then overbalanced forwards, without slackening the

rigidity of his body, taking the impact on the swell of

his thrown-out chest. Most of us baulked on the first

attempt to imitate him, but we soon learned that we

could not possibly hurt ourselves if we maintained the

rigidity of the body. He asserts that a very heavy

frontwise fall can be taken in this way without other

injury than a bruised chest; but that if a rider loses

his presence of tnind, and attempts to save himself

instinctively in such a fall, he will break an arm and

scrape along the road on his face and clnn, not to

mention the chance of a fractured skull or jawbone.

The first trick struck me as especially valuable, and

likely to protect all the most vulnerable points of the

anatomy. He further asserted that on two occasions

when he had been thrown over his handle-bars he l-.ad

escaped unhurt by throwing his head backwards and

landing on his feet, afterwards running off the impetus,

but when we invited him to demonstrate the method,

by charging a log laid on the road, he not unnaturally

changed the subject! His conversation reminded me

of a very neat save I once witnessed when pacing a

road-racing pedal cyclist. We ran round a bend to

discover some cows so close on us that I saw no hope

of pulling up in time, and the whole width of the road-

way was blocked. I chose a softish-looking place in

the hedge, and took it at an acute angle. The cyclist

leapt off his saddle on to the road, and as he ran off

his impetus swung his machine clean off the road into

.

the air, pulling up just short of the foremost cattle.

I never saw a smarter exhibition of coolness, for he

was well inside the time record which he was trying to

beat, and desired to safeguard his machine, and finish

inside the record, which we ultimately did, as my place^

in the hedgerow proved even softer than it looked.
J

i
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The Bamford Variable Speed Gear.
AN INTERESTING DEVICE. EMBODYING AN UNDER-GEARED BELT RIM.

ANEW speed gear of the infinitely

variable type, the design of which
makes possible the employment of

a 9in. expanding pulley and a

range of gears from 4-1 to 12-1, together

with a simple and ingenious belt-tension-

ing device, will, we have no doubt, open
up a further field of utility for this tyjje

of gear. The principal novelty of this

consists in the undergeared rear belt rim
winch maintains correct belt tension.

From the illustrations on this page
the working and construction of the
Bamford gear may be easily followed.

The rear road axle is formed with
a cranked portion towards the belt pulley

end. On the central part of this axle

the road wheel is mounted. The hub of

this wheel carries an internally toothed
ring. Meshing with this is the belt rim
pinion, which rotates on the cranked
portion of the road wheel axle. This
axle is so arranged that through the

medium of suitable hand or foot levers

it may be turned in either direction, thus
rocking the eccentrically placed belt

pulley around the internal gear and
causing it to approach nearer to or move
further away from the engine pulley, so

• that the belt can be maintained at an
.even tension on all gears. In this opera-
-tion it should be noted that the road
wheel, being centrally disposed on the
axle, does not move. The gearing down
of the driven belt pulley, which on the
experimental model is in the ratio of 3
to 1, is an important feature, as it makes
for what may be considered ideal condi-
tions for a belt drive, viz., a 9in. engine
pulley on to a 12in. rear pulley, an in-

creased belt speed in feet per minute,
with a corresponding reduction in the

pasteaBrrgfg'gtBKryg?- T.-.-^cT-a

An old pattern Rex machine fitted with the Bamford variable gear.

strain on the belt. This is very notice-

able when travelling at a slow speed on
a 4 to 1 gear, all traces of the usual
belt snatch being eliminated. The drive
is also of reasonable length.

A Test on the Road.

The machine fitted with this gear is a
5 h.p. twin Eex, which has been tested
now for some 800 miles, a goodlj' portion
of this being covered in the Peak Dis-
trict of Derbyshire.
The engine pulley, it will be noticed,

has flanges wliich intersect at a point
where the gear ratio drops to 7 to 1.

This also provides an additional grip for

Gear
ratio.

the lower gear drives. The movable
puUey flange on this machine is con-
trolled by a spiral spring. For solo work
this has proved satisfactory, and it has
undoubtedly the merit of extreme sim-
plicity.

The appended table will give an idea

of the pulley diameters and the range of

gear :

Variable Rear
engine belt

pulley. rim.

9in 12in. \ plus / 4 to 1
7in 12in.J 3 to 1 \ 5 to 1
Sin 12in. 1 reducing ( 7 to 1
oin 12in. / gear 112 to 1

The internal redaction gear is fitted

"with a dustproof cover and runs in

grease ; thus the inventor claims that it

is silent in action, very efficient, _ and, as
the whole forms a unit with the road
wheel, the latter can be instantly de-

tached. Furthermore, he states that this

design of variable gear readily 'lends
itself to the springing of the rear wheel,
ilr. Bamford is desirous of getting into

touch with manufacturers with a view to
placing the gear on the market.

Elevation and plan of Bamford's variable gear described on this pa^e.

AUSTRALIAN MOTOR CYCLISTS
AND THE ARMY.

Perth (West Australian) motor cyclists

have suggested to the Australian Minister
for Defence the formation of a motor
cycle and sidecar machine gun battery
for an Oversea contingent, enclosing in

support of the offer cuttings from Ths
Motor Cycle showing the success of the
Army motor cyclist sections. . The West
Australian JNIotor Cycle Club, through its

hon. secretary, Mr. J. W. Armstrong,
subsequently offered to pm'chase from its

funds a motor cycle and sidecar suitable
for a machine gun. We are told that
there are at least 1,000 experienced
motor cyclists in Australia anxious 'to

enlist in a section of which they know
something. Already a few have left for
England, and others are thinking of

doing the same, paj'ing their own fares.

B3
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The Service 2| h.p. Two-stroke Sidecar Outfit.

THE Service Co., of 292, High Holborn, have now in

their showrooms a new production in the way of a

.^ moderate-priced sidecar, which should help consider-

ably towards filling the demand for a low-priced

outfit which needs to be at the same time inexpensive

to run.
.

Dealing first with the machine by itself, the eiignie

is a 2| h.p. two-stroke Peco, which has an original and

highly satisfactory form of lubrication. The carburetter

fitted is an Amac, whilst the ignition is operated by a

tiigh - tension magneto, the complete power unit

being small and compact and easy to clean. Ihe
two-S25eed gear is the well-known Albion model, and
it is driven from the engine by a chain, the final

transmission to the back wheel being through the

usual form ' of rubber belt. Quite one of the best

fe:;tures of the machine is that it has a most sub-

stantial frame, and strong forks necessary to with-

Btand sidecar work ; in fact, everything on the
machine is on the substantial side, such as the tank,

which holds I3 gallons of petrol and 3 pints of oil.

Best and Lloyd semi-automatic lubrication is pio-

vided for the engine, whilst the chief features of

the rest of the machine comprise Druid forks, Lycett
saddle, aluminium footboards, front and rear stands,
Hutchinson tyres, and two up-to-date pannier tool

lookers comr)lete with tools.

One little point we noticed about the new Service machine
was the provision of a locking thumb lever for the rear

stand, which, as most motor cyclists know, is wanted sooner
or later to prevent rattle of the stand.

A Coachbuilt Sidecar.
The sidecar fitted to the new Service machine is a Royal

Leicester, having a coachbuilt body enamelled in dark green,

and the frame is of the underslung type, the suspension of

the body being by coil springs in front and leaf springs at

^"' ^1

Both sides of the new two-stroke Service light

passenger outfit. The main essentials are described

on this page,

the rear. As a two-stroke machine of the

present description is very often useful for

solo work, the sidecar is provided with the

Service quick detachable joints, which when
coupled up are rigid at ail times. A side

entrance to the body is provided, and a
storm apron is included for the passenger,

as well as a fair-sized locker luider the seat

for the reception of odd equipment.
The price of the machine, as shown in the

accompanying illustrations, is 50 guineas.

Eight of the six-

teen despatch riders

attached to the

2/6th Batt. Suffolk

Regiment. Reading

from left lo right

:

Lance-Corporals A,

Cant, S. Woods,

B Gates, Corporal

W Beales, Lance-

Corpora s L. Potter,

S Townsend. Pells,

and Read. All the

despatch riders

attached to this

reg i me nt are

mounted on three-

speed Triumphs.

^'lw%^ '^?'-*^|W\^i
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"SUNSTONE"
for machines up to 8 h.p. A
good anti-skid and unrivalled
for heavy work.

26 X 2 Jin. Cover

26 X 2-|in. Cover

26 X 3in. Cover

44/-

49/6

GO/6

"TRICAR"
for tricars and machines up to

5-6 h.p. Rubber studs.

24, 26, and 28 X 2 Jin . . 38/6

24, 26, and 28 X 2|in. . . 41/3

26X 2jin., to fit 2jin. rim 44/-

26X3in 49/6

All 26 X 3in. Covers will fit 2jin. rims.

"STONEHENGE"
Clean cut rubljer bars and
rubber studs. For machines
up to 4 h.p.

26X 2in. 22/9, 26 X 2 Jin. .. 24/9
26X2-Jin .. .. 26/9
26X 2ilin. to fit 2jin. rim. . 29/6
26 X ain. (will fit 2 Jin.) . . 31 /4

"Avon Lightweight

3-ribbed."

"Avon Lightweight

Studded."

26 X ijin. . . .. 12/- 26 XI Jin 14/10

26 X 2in 14/7 26x2in 16/6

26 X2jin 16/9 26x2jin 18/2

24 X2in 12/- 24X2in 14/10

MOTOR CYCLE TUBES,
26X if 26x2 26;; 2j 26 2}r 26x3

Endless 6/11 7/2 8/3 9/4
'

10/2
Dome-ends 9/1 9/4 10/6 11/7 12/5

MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.

Made any length / f
up to 9 feet l 1 IS

Jin.

1/11

im. igm.
2/2 2/9

AVON SERVICE DEPOTS:-
19, Newman Street, Oxford Stieet, W.
55, Queen Street, Glasgow.

106, Union Street, Aberdeen.

38, King Street W., Manchester.

119, Victoria Street, Bristol.

Mansfield Road, Nottingham.

Works: MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Broad Street Chambers, Birmingham.

5, Gallowgate, Newcastle.

Fisher Street, Swansea.

In answerina this advertixKment it is desirable to inention " The Motor Cycle..' B5
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GQDDDDODDDDDDDOZENITH
O PRIZES—including

4 FIRSTS, at the ALL-KHAKI MEETING

indicate that this popular

mount is still ready to meet
all comers, and to uphold its

prestige in open contest, as it

does in the hands of its owners

in all parts of the world.

Illustration of he Clutch and Countershaft Type.

FOR oar friends overseas we give a list of AGENTS, from whom full

particulars can be obtained.

Sole agents for South Apeica: Buttery and Hatton, Durban and Katal. Puzey and Pajtie, Bulawayo
and Salisbury (^Khodesia). The Cycle and Moror Trade Supply Co., Cape Town. >'E'\v Zealand : The British
Import Ai!ency. Christchurch, Canterbary. ami Westland. Atjstralla: T. W. Hemlerson. Svchiey and New
South Wale?. Hesselmauu & Co., Pply.. Ltil.. Melboume, Tictoria. and Tasmania. Mr. J. liuHocl;. Adelaide.
CEVLox : C- Jinasena & Co.. 7. Huiiupitiya Road, Slave Island, Colombo. Italt: Seymour Einsiham and Co..
Via Litzzaro PaK'uzi 24 iTilan. FEDERATED M.VL-iY STATES: Aylesbury and Garland. Ipo"!. Perak. TRAXSvaal.
Johannesburg, Durban, and natal: Kuhner Henderson A; Co.. P.O. Bos G6S3. Johannesburg- India.

Rangoon r aicKenzie A Co., 41, Sule Pagoda Roid, Rangoon Rawal Pindi: Fray s Motor Works. Edwardes
Road, Kawal Piadi. BELGIUM: Gh. Aronstein A Co., li, Avenue Louise, Brussels. Spain: R. A'esander.
Calle Giuebra. 43, Barcelouetta, Barcelona.

ODDnDDDODDDDDDD

UTEST MODELS.
STANDARD.
TWIN-CYLINDER.

A. 3i h.p. 70 X 64i mm.
C. 4-5 h.p. 70 X 85 mm.
E. 6 h.p. 76 X 85.

G. 8 h.p. 85i X 85 mm.

COUNTERSHAFT.
TWIN-CYLINDER

B. 3i h.p. 70 X 6+1 mm.
D. 4-5 h.p. 70 X 85 mm.
F. 6 h.p. 76 X 85 mm.
H. 8 h.p. 85i X 85 mm.

Model W., 3} h.p., 851

X 85 mm., smgle-cyl.

All models embody the re-

nouTied Gradua Gear, giving

infinitely variable ratios

between "higK" and "low."

In all models the cvlinders

can be " taken dowTi ** without

removing the engine from the

frame.

DDDDDODDDDOnDDDDDDDDD
ZENITH motors, LIMITED,
HAMPTON COURT, ENGLAND. IDDDDDDDDDODQDODDQDDD

Latest Lists, detailing the above Models, await your request.

MANCHESTER:
90-92, Cross Street.

b6

DUNHILLS
SIDECARS

/V LTHOUGH the prettiest and most sporting looking model on
* * the road, the construction has not in any way been sacrificed

for the sake of appearance. The body is of the ver>' best polished

eduminium. is particularly suitable for a 3h h.p. motor cycle ; and
the chassis is built with the stiength and qualitj- always assocated

with the name of Dunhill.

Price of Body £6-6-0
Ditto of Chassis complete with tyre £8-2-6

Plus 20 "o War Increase.

Write for our Sidecar List.

359-361, EUSTON ROAD,
LONDON, N.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

GLASGOW
72 St Vincent Street
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
WITH last week's inspection of recruits for the jMotor

Machine Gun Service recruiting for the ranks was
brought to a close for a short time. As soon as

motor cyclists are wanted feu- the formation of new
batteries, an announcement to that effect will appear in

these columns. In the meantime, those who found it im-

possible to attend last week's inspection are asked to return

at once the railway warrants which were issued. A number
of these warrants are outstanding.

There are vacancies for a limited number of experienced

motor cycle mechanics and cai- drivers for the A.S.C. In
each of these sections the pay is 6s. per day. Qualified

men should enclose two references when applying. There
will be an inspection of men of this class at the Coventry
Kecruiting Office, Masonic Buildings, Little Park Street, on
Wednesday next (the 8th inst.) from 2.30 to 4 p.m. On the

same day "those motor cyclists in Warwickshire, Worcester-

shire, Gloucestershire, Buckinghamshire, and Berkshire, who
wish to be placed on the Royal Engineers waiting list ol
despatch riders, will be tested "in riding and running adjust-
mcnLs. Experienced riders only will be accepted,

' and
candidates must bring their own machines.

The following were accepted last week for the M.M.G.S.
Summers, J.

Thomas, K.
Tidman, I.

Turner, A.
Vieira, 0.

Webb, T.
Wheeler, N. F.
Wilson, L.
Wilson, t).

Wroot. A.

Baxter, A. G.
Broadhurst, E.
Broadhurst, J.

Byway, C.
Davis, A.
Franks, B.
Franks. P.
Guest, G. J.

Hampton, C. M
Higham, A.
Kiff. P. J.

Macfarlane, J.

Harrison, .j. W.
Meakins, W. A.
Newport, J. A.,

jun.
Sarsons, B. J.

Simpson, E. G.
Smith, E.

Snape, H.
Stevens. J.

Stone, C. W.

MILITARY NOTES.
ITALIAN MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.

ITALIAN motor cyclist volunteers, illustrations of whom
appeared in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle, are doing
good work. They have been distributed in several of the

towns near the fighting line now occupied by the Italian

Army, and they are doing continuous service as despatch

riders. As in England, the majority of the well-known com-
petition riders are on active service, such names as Baj
Badino (Douglas), Frinzi (Eudge), Malvisi (Ariel), and many
others Avhose names will be familiar to our readers by reason

of their appearing as winners in Italian motor cycle competi-

tions, are now on much more serious work. Maffeis, holder

of the Italian kilometre record, is now in the Flying Corps,

also Borgotti, another Douglas competition rider.

His Majesty the King of Italy, who has been at the Front
continuously since the commencement of the war, often mates
use of a motor cycle and sidecar. Of course, the greater part

of the time he is travelling in a car, but there are certain

inaccessible places which can be better reached in a light

three-wheeler than a big high-powered car.

Lieut A. M. C. Scott, late of the Premier and Daimler
companies, is now at the Front in the No. 10 Squadron
of the Royal Flying Corps, a section which is becoming
increasingly popular among sportsmen who have passed

their novitiate on a motor cycle.

--r'-'j^]^

A bath used as a boat, with a couple of petrol cans as floats. The
photograph was taken within ten miles of the firing line in France,

and shows a couple of despatch riders enjoying an hour's relaxation.

Corporal Woodroofe, who sends us the particulars on this page, is on
the left.

A NEW USE FOR PETROL TINS.
Ill AM sending you a photograph taken 'Somewhere in

1 France ' by one of our staff officers, who thought it was
rather a novelty that we had made a boat out of a bath.

To make it more stable we used petrol tins as floats. The
photograph was taken ten miles from the firing line. We
get lots of runs to the trenches, and get in rather warm
areas at times, but I am getting used to the guns now."

—

From Corporal B. Woodroofe, despatch rider attached to the

19ih Div. Sig. Co., R.E.

PROMOTION FOR MOTOR CYCLIST OFFICERS.

WE quote the following extract from The London GazfMe :

Special Reserve of Officers, reserve units Royal
Engineers (Motor Cyclist Section). Temporary second-

lieutenants to be temporary lieutenants

C. L. Mason, A. G. Marshall, A. J.

Warrington.

H. H. Berlandina,
Harris, and J. C.

Zan Ambioeio an Italian despatch rider, and his Triumph.

A. R. Courtenav (late acting manager of the General

Electric Co., Publication Department), who was for three

years the secretary of the Tunbridge Wells M.C.C., and two

years on the A.C'lT. Committee, was gazetted recently sub-

lieutenant- in the Royal Naval Air Service, Armoured Car

Aeroplane Support (Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve).

B7
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FITTING A SPEEDOMETER.
By ROAD RIDER.

QUITE half the purchasers of speedometers
arrange for the fitting to be done either by the

makers of the machine, before delivery (when
a fitting fee is often charged), or by the local agent
supplying the instrument (when the work is usually

done gratis). These methods are advisable when the

owner is not fond of tinkering, as the job is often a

very fiddly business, and the parts seldom fit with

exact accuracy, and even if they are precisely made
and designed, some care and skill are essential to get

the drive in dead register, so that it will run silently.

However, numbers of riders order speedometers as

afterthoughts, and live at some distance from a garage,

whilst others like to do their own work, and to save

professional fees, so the following hints may be of

service.

The first difficulty is to get the large gear wheel
attached to the front wheel spokes so that it is truly

concentric with the hub flange. Various authors have
often remarked that perfect centring is best attained

with the aid of a lathe, in which to spin the parts,

and many an amateur endorses the counsel after

numerous failures to get the gear wheel true. It is

certainly difficult to mount it truly on the lines pur-

sued by many eager buyers. They attach all the

clips, get the screws about finger-tight, and then clump
the wheel this way and that with a mallet until it looks

appro.ximately central; then they tighten up, and fit

the gear box and small pinion. On spinning the

bicycle wheel to test the adjustment, the outraged

gears utter an intermittent squeal full of alternate

crescendos and diminuendos, plainly proving that the

gear wheel is running out of truth, and that the teeth

are meshed to different depths at different arcs of the

circumference. Here is a simple dodge for fitting

the wheel in absolute truth without the aid of a lathe,

and at the first attempt.

Before commencing to fit any parts at all, take a

pair of compasses, and a piece of paper. Inscribe

a circle on the paper of the same diameter as the

internal circle A B of the large gear wheel. Inside

this circle, and with the same centre, inscribe a second

circle C D equal

in diameter to

the hub flange.

The clearance be-

tween these two
circles is the

clearance re-

quired between
the outer edge of

the hub flange

and the inner

edge of the large

gear wheel ; and
this clearance must be equal all the way round. Take
any odd bit of hardish wood, and cut its end w!th a
penknife to the exact width of the clearance A C

;

it will then serve as a fitting gauge.

Fitting the Large Wheel to the SpoKes.
Now take the large gear wheel, and commence fit-

ting it. Note the number of screw holes drilled in it

b8

Fig. I

—probably twenty; i.e., there are four clips (intended

to go on the far side of the wheel spokes) ; each clip

covers four screw holes (giving a choice of positions

for the screws, so that any distribution of the spokes i

may be dodged, if they foul or cover screwholes);
;

and one screwhole is intended to be left vacant be-

tween the ends of each clip. Fit one clip, with its

two screws, inserting the

''\Esmtia
FULL

WRONG>^'' Pi
MESMinC

RIGHT ^^ri/\J-^J ' MESHING
HALPWAy

Fig. 2. Showing how the teeth

should mesh.

screws so as to avoid

spoke-crossings, which
would prevent the clip

being slid towards or

away from the hub in

any future adjustments.

Fit a second clip exactly

opposite the first; i.e., if

the centre of one clip

comes at three o'clock

on a clockface, fit the

second clip with its

centre at nine o'clock.

Ignore the two remain-
ing clips entirely for the

moment. Having made
the two clips now in

position not more than finger-tight, take the wood
gauge and measure the clearance between the innei

ring of the large gear wheel, and the hub flange along

the two arcs covered by the two clips. If this clear-

ance is right, it will • be right all the way round.

Having got this correct, which is very easily done,

tighten up the screws of these two clips, and then add
the other two clips, which can be done in the most
matter of fact way, as they cannot possibly disturb

the adjustment. The gear wheel will thus be con-

centric at the first attempt, and the rider may now go

ahead with the attachment of the small gear wheel.

Attaching the Small Wheel.
Whether this job will be easy or not depends on

the conscientiousness of the speedometer maker,
whose parts are seldom as accurate as they should
be, though the cycle manufacturer is often to blame
for any errors. There are two points to be watched,
namely

:

(i.) The depth to which the pinions mesh. If

they mesh shallowly, the teeth will rattle ; if tliey

mesh deeply, the

teeth will grind

and bind. Each
tooth should
mesh about half- '^'^'^^ ^''°"* ^^w««

way down its

correspond-
ing depression in

the opposite gear

wheel, and the
first job is to Fig. 3. Elevation end of pinions.

arrange for this
'

meshing. It may be necessary to file the slots in the-'

bracket carrying the gear box ; if so, frequent experi-
ments sliould be made, for, if the filing is overdone,^
or if the filed holes are cut out of line," the bolts wilP
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Put Your Advertisement
m

JTm ]yiorOT@CLE «".
and be sure of speedy and satisfactory results.

"Must be Hard to Beat."
I

" I may say your paper as an adver-
-ising medium must be hard to beat, as
1 single advertisement brought me thirteen
T^hes for a free-engine wheel, which I
lisposed of. You mav use this if vou
lesire." HAROLD E. MOXTEITit

: - Gladstone Place, Stirling.

'Sold within half-an-Hour."
I should like to mention that a few

veeks ago I advertised a second-hand
nachine in The Motor Cycle and had
•ighteen enquiries, and sold the motor
rithin half-an-hour of the issue of your
^T/' F. J. MAW.

Skelton Road,
Forest Gate. London.

t'A Shoal of Replies."

- ne insertion in iliscellaneous column
- .; Motor Cycle brought a shoal of

cplies, and everj" article sold. We are
mable to answer every one."

BARKER & CO.
:jmobile Engineers,
Bradford Road, Huddersneld.

'G>tild have Sold Gear
^ times over."
"I deepl;.- regret to disappoint ilr. —,

imt through the advert, (in The Motor
(^ycie) I could have sold gear about fort7v

unes over. Several wire mone}' orders
•eceived, also cheques."
I A. G. GARTOX.

I JO, Porter Street, Hull.

'Each advert, a Great Success."
I have iiad several advertisements in

our paper, and each has been a great
nccess. A short time ago I advertised
n F.X. engine, and as a result spent
tpite a small fortune returning postal
rders. It was" sold by wire the day
~he Motor Cycle was published, and about
ix weeks aiterwards I had an enquiry
rom India. One advertisement in The
lotor Cycle is worth half-a-dozen in anv
ther paper." JOHX W. WALKER.

'

Buchl>-vie, Stirling-shire.

"Forty Answers."
' I was ven.- pleased -with the advert.

in vour paper, ha-s-ing had about forty

answers." (iliss; D. JACKSON.
Fairfield, Birchington, Kent.

There is

NO DOUBT
as to the

SUPERIORITY
of

for

Miscellaneous
Advertisem en t s

It is proved week by
week that quicker and
better results are

obtained through this

jonrnal than any
other medium. :; :;

Read

THE EVIDENCE
of

ADVERTISERS

m This remarkable success of

^ "The Motor Cycle" is attri-

butable to the fact that it has
the largest circulation of any
paper of its kind and is read by
the right sort of people, jt jt ^

"Results of ad. Excellent."
" Re in)' ad%'t. in The Motor Cycle of

the loth inst., Xo. 6S39. Although the

machine was sold before issue, I received

through your paper thirtj' replies—some
of these from York, Derb}', Wilts, Hants,
Dorset. Sheffield, Cardigan, etc. — and
several callers, two of which arrived at

the same time, and were willing to bar-

gain. I consider the results of ad^'t.

excellent." E. H. COLE.
4, De Castro Terrace, Canterbury-.

"Undoubtedly IT."
" A fortnight ago I advertised a side-

car, which I sold the same morning as

your paper came out ; also a B.S.A.

motor cycle, which I sold directly after-

wards. I could have sold it five times
over again. Your paper is undoubtedly
IT." F. ilERRIMAN'.

" Highbury," Beech Tree Lane,
Cannock, St=5s.

"The Usual Success."
' Following the sale of my B.S.A. com-

bination through the medium of your
valuable paper, I advertised a cover and
tube, and am pleased to say that the

usual success was attained, same being

sold next morning following day of issue.

I was compelled to return se\-eral cheques
and money orders." F. ilERRIlLAN'.
Beech Tree Lane, Cannock, Staffs.

"Very pleased with result."

"I thought I would like to acquaint

you with the success of my advertisement
appearing in The Motor Cycle.

The same evening I received several

calls ; the second caller purchased machine
at quite a satisfactorv" figure ! You can
guess I am very pleased with such a result,

and more so as it is the second machine I

have sold through your paper with

similar dispatch."
EDWTX T. DEACON.

"Falconhurst," Blagdon Road,
New Maiden.

N.B.—The rates for paroLgraph

adveriisements are given on page 26
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on War Service

Detpatch Riders of the Royal Sussex Regt. with their B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

By being absolutely dependable in any emergency

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles are earning the highest praise

from riders at the Front. When the utmost urgency is

needed B.S.A. reliability never falters ; it relieves the

rider from anxiety and minimises the possibility of a

dangerous delay.

RIDE A

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle
Fitted with

B.S.A. COUNTERSHAFT THREE-SPEED GEAR.

Write for Latest B,S.A. Catalogue
showing all models in colours.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd , 13, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Special Souvenir Booklet, "On War Service," sent post free for Id. stamp.

In answerina tJiis ndve.Ttise.mcnt it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cvcle."
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Fittins a Speedometer.—

need very heavy tightening to enable them to maintain

the adjustment under the strains of driving, particu-

larly when grit and mud get into the teeth. '

(2.) After the meshing has been set to the correct

depth, a silent and practically frictionless drive is

assured if the two pinions an; set to run in the same

vertical plane, which can be verified either by eye

from the end-on piston, or by laying a true straight-

edge across the flats of both pinions, when the

surfaces of both must be in uniform and continuous

contact with the ruier. To obtain this result, it may
t)e necessary to bend the bracket or to pack it out
by using an oblique washer. As it is an. awkward
matter to file a washer at any time, and a more
awkward matter to file it to a given bevel, it is always
best to take a big- spanner and bend the iDracket plate

to the required angle. [Note : the correction of the

pinion plane should be made wholly by working from
the small pinion on the gear box, after ascertaining

that the cycle wheel carrying the large pinion is

mounted trulv in the forks.]

-«a^ <

A Home-made Variable Jet Attachment.
Improving Consumption with Senspray Carburetters.

GUIDE PEACHING
THROUGH AIR CONE

WE have received several enquiries recently

from readers for details of the ingenious

variable jet attachment fitted to a Senspray

carburetter by

'E.A.H.," and
described in our

issue for April 15th

last.

The attachment

consists of sundry

parts from a tyre

valve and a domes-
tic sew'ing needle.

Directly above the

jet a hole is

drilled in the car-

buretter body to

receive the tyre

valve piece, which
is soldered verti-

cally in position.

The milled cap at

the top is soldered

to a slender piece

of rod which passes

down the centre of the valve piece, and the lower

extremity of the rod is drilled to receive a fine sewing

needle, which passes down into the jet, the orifice

AIR CONE

FINE SEWING NEEDLE
ATTACHED TO STEM

Variable jet attachment for

of which is regulated by simply screwing the milled

valve cap. The needle is raised for starting, and

screwed down when a weaker mixture is required, and

the jet used is the

standard 30.

Several corre-

spondents have
stated that this

device gives excel-

1 e n t results in

economy and amply
repays for fitting.

"N.B." in our

issue of July 15th,

w^ho owns a 1914
pattern two-stroke,

asserts that, whereas
his consumption
with petroil mix-

ture was originally

about 60 m.p.g.,

a consumption of

about 120 m.p.g.

is possible with

the variable needle

fitted. Moreover, the engine is said to run more

sweetly, from which it is obvious that the mixture must

be decidedly improved.

<*S

Senspray carburetter.

Despatch riders attached to headquarters. Northern Command. Reading from left to right : Lance-Corporal R. F. \^'alker (B.SA.),

Sergeant B, Whitehead (Sunbeam), Lance-Corporals G. H. Exiey and R. S. Gregory (P. and M. and sidecar), R. H, Harlow (B,b.A.),

W. H. Bates (B.S.A.), and H Walton (Triumph).
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 2nd 7.45 p.m.

,. 4th 7.41 „
,, 6th 7.37 „
„ 8th 7.32 „

771 London halj an houT earlier.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
IN PEEL-LAND WITH A MOTOR CYCLE.

FITTING A SPEEDOMETER.

COMPLETE ENTRY LIST FOR THE UNITED
SERVICES MEETING.

Mr. W. W. Douglas.

We are glad to hear that Jlr. Douglas
is now making rapid strides towards
recovery. A month ago he met with an
accident which injured his eyesight, all

the more serious in his case as three or
four years ago he completely injured the
sight of one eye.

Ihe Rear Lighting Order.

Motorists are complaining that the

police regulation which is in force in

London and most parts of England, that
all vehicles should show a rear red light

after dark, is being ignored. Cyclists

are the chief offenders, and the police

in some districts appear to neglect this

road user altogether. Some of the trouble

is due to the somewhat loose way in which
the regulation has been framed. Accord-
ing to a police official, "The intention

was that an extra red lamp should be
carried, but the wording permits the use

of an ordinary side lamp which shows a
red light to the rear, while some cyclists

have a combination red and white lamp
low down on the front wheel forks with
the red light showing to the rear."

Lieutenant F. A. McNab.
The paragraph appearing in our issue

of August 26th rather gave the impres-
sion that Lieut. F. A. ilcNab had only
just received a commission in the
E.N.V.R. This is not the case, as he
was granted his commission as sub-
lieutenant last November, and has re-

cently been promoted to full lieutenant.

Motor Cycle Trials in Spain.

In the recent International Motor Cycle
Trials held in Spain, King Alphonso's
cup was won on a 3 h.p. Enfield. The
winner's time for 95 km. was Ih. 52m.
31s., giving an average speed of a.pproxi-

mately 31^ m.p.h. The rider of a Moto-
sacoche took second place. The course

was, we understand, a severe one.

The Munguia Cup Road Race, organised
by the Bilbao Sports Club, took place a
little later over four circuits, the total

distance being 122 km. Result :

1. P. Sorriguietta (3^ h.p. Rudge).
2. L. de Arana (23 h.p. Douglas).
3. I. Zubiaga (3 Enfield).

The winner's time was 2h. Im. 20s.,

and average speed nearly 37^ m.p.h.
Arana was very successful, and won the
Munguia cup for the best performance
on formula, the Enderica cup for the

350 c.c. class, the Ibarra cup for fastest

lap in the 350 c.c. class, the Serrano
medal for fastest lap in the 500 c.c. class,

and the Glavileno and Vacuum Oil cups.

The time of the fastest circuit was 25m.
28s. for 27 km, just over 39^ m.p.h.

Lieut. Vernon Eusby and his la^esl mount, a

Harlcy-Davidson sidecar outfit. Busby staited hi5

military career as a despatch rider, returned from

France in the autumn, when he obtained a com-
mission, and supervised the training of desp.itch

riders. He has now been transferred from I he

Royal Engineers to the Royal Flying Corps.

A 200 Miles Trial in Natal.

The Maritzburg IM.C.C. at the end ot

June last held a one day reliability trial

over a distance of 206 miles. The roads

were fairly good, and the average s[)eed

that had to be maintained was 24 m.p.h.

This is a high average for Colonial roads,

especially when it is considered that the

route—a circular one—was hilly. There

were sixteen entries, and first three places

were secured by the following :

1. T. S. Taylor (6 h.p. A.J.S.).

2. H. B. Morcom (3^ h.p. A. B.C.).

3. L. Hammond (4 h.p. James).

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices for

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor GycU. We quote

those models of which at least five weekly

averages have appeared during the past

two months. Where it is possible to

obtain a sufficient number of each model

we also give the average for the past

week :

Last Averase

Make. Year. H.P. week's
average

for past

8 weeks.

A.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £79 £73

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £53

I9H 2j3-speed £4S £13
Ariel 1914 3i3-spced £)2

J914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar £53

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £«>

Bat 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £65

1913 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £52

Bradbury .

.

J914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £01

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . • £43 £43

B.S.A 1914 4 3-speed . — £46

„ 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £0o

1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . £61 —
Calthorpe .

.

1914 2 2-specd . £20 £»8

Chater-Lca . 1914 8 3-sp. Sidecar . . t^t, £67

1913 S 3-sp. sidecar . £52

Clvno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £72 tot.

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar • €53 £55

,, , . . . . J914 2.\ 2-speed • £31 £30

Douglas . .

.

1914 2} 2-sp. T.T. . .

.

• £41 £41

I
• • • 1914 2I 2-sp. kick start £44 ^"

1914 4 2-sp. sidecar .
— £55

1015 2}3-spced . (48
Enfield .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . • {.b» £64

.... 1914 3 2spced . £39
Hutaber ... 1913 3V 3-sn. sidecar . . £40

Indian 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . ^,0.5 £02

1914 7 T.T. free engine —
i^i

James 1914 4* 3-sp. sidecar . . £47- £56

Lea-Francis. J914 3? 3-speed £«>

Levis J914 2i 2-speed . £;)

Matchless .

.

1914 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £73
Norton .... 1914 4 3-speed . 1C50

New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . ^.5- £57
IQ14 4 3-sp. sidecar .

^rl^
N.U.T 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £00

Premier . .

.

J914 3* 3-sp. sidecar . . £40 £53

P. & HL ... 1914 3J 2-sp. sidecar . £59

Rex 1914 e 3-sp. sidecar . PI
Rover J914 3^ 3-spced . £46 £46

. „ 1914 3S 3-sp. sidecar . . £53 £53

Royal Ruby IQI4 3-1 2-speed . £42 £4+
Rudge 1014 3!i multi sidecar. £50

1914 3V multi £40

1914 5 multi sidecar. . t"5i
—

«

Scott 1913 35 2-sp. sidecar . - iA$ £44

1914 3j 2-spced .
— £45

Sunbeam .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £80 i'"
1914 si 3-speed • £54 £57

Triumph . .

.

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £50 £5«

,, ... 1914 4 j-spced • '•«
Williamson . 1914 S 2-sp. sidecar . • £Si

i''/
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar — 04

, 1914 6 Gradua i5t ~
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h At Brooklands Next Saturday.

f'j The complete list of entries for the

United yervices race meeting appeai-s on
page 235. As the total is 174, it will be
seen that there is every promise of the

I great success attending the All-khaki
meeting being repealed.

Flight Lieut. Watsop's Douglas.
1; will be remLmbered that Flight-

Lieutenant Watson was killed while

Hying near Ea-stbourne a short time ago.

His motor cycle, n. Douglas, No. SR 423,

was left at a London garage a few days

.
;

previously. The proprietor of the garage

: is asked to communicate with Mrs.
Watson, The Eetreat, Dundee.

Experienced Car Drivers Wanted.
Drivers are wanted for the A.S.C.

Motor Transport. At least two years'

driving experience is necessary to qualify

candidates for acceptance. The pay is

6s. a day, all found, and the usual

separation and dependents' allowance.

Vacancies also exist for experienced motor
fitters and turners—pay as above stated.

. Applicants should apply to Captain Kay,
Recruiting Office, Coventry, stating
qualifications and enclosing two refer-

ences. Will contemporary journals de-

sirous of repeating these particulars in

the national interest refrain from doing
so more than two days after the publica-

tion of this issue.

The Plague of Eyam.
There are few more deligktful spots to

be found than Eyam, in Derbyshire,
where the plague that wiped out nearly
all its inhabitants appeared 250 years
ago. The anniversary last Sunday was
made the occasion of- a great pilgrimage,
and nearly 2,000 people listened to

Bishop Hoskyn's sermon. The majority
lame from Sheffield, and as Eyam is

inaccessible by rail a great number came
by road, there being quite a good
selection of motor cycles, especially side-

'
;' car outfits.

Roads to Avoid.

YoRK.SHiRK.—The latter part of tlie

road from Scarborough to Whitby. Selby
to Uoncaster.

Wiia-.s.—Wilton to Shaftesbury. Wilton
to Hindou.

Despatch Riders Wanted.
ilotor cyclists are wanted for the ):ew

squadron Royal Engineer's' Signal Ser-
vice. Intending recruits are asked to
apply to the depot' of the London Army
Troop Signal Company. R.E,, 12, Palmer
Str-eet, Westminster. S.W.

Admission to Brooklands.
New regulations governing the admis-

sion of members and the public to Brook-
lands have been issued. The latter are
now admitted on payment, as before the
war, to all parts except the fenced off

portion surrounding the barracks on the
members' hill and the flying ground.
The track is open from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m.

The Proposed Inter-service Hill-climb.

There is every probability that the
suggested Navy v. Army hill-climb will

be carried out by • the Streatham and
District M.C.C. The A.C.U., while
regarding the project sympathetically,
wiU not organise the event, but it is

quite willing to grant a permit to a
i'espou.sible club for the holding of such
a competition.

The National War Funds.
At the week-end the

funds stood as follow :

The Queen's Work for
Women Fund

Tlie Weekly Dispatch
Tobacco Fund

Belgian Relief Fund
(e.xceeds)

The Indian Soldiers'

Fund
The Time? Fund for the

Sick and Wounded ...

ii'PEfe.Z.!£l.".-

principal war

. £ s. d.

163,933 3 6

81;790 7 8

781,100

146,978

1.641.896 11 9

___ „__.
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Medal Winners Wanted.
The lion, fiecic-l.-iiy of the NoUiiigham

and District IH.C.C. has a number of
medals won in 1914 that cannot be for-
warded to the owners, their where-
abouts not being known. Winners in
Notts trials who have not received their
prizes should write to Mr. H. Weldon,
Devonshire Road, Sherwood, Not-
tingham.

'Ware Walsall.

Motor cyclists who have to pass through
Walsall (for their sins) are advised to

exercise extreme caution. Summonses
have been issued for driving at a speed
dangerous to the public, and an unfortu-
nate rider was recently fined 40s. for an
alleged speed of 21 m.p.h. (his own esti-

mate was 10-11 m.p.h.) The police ap-
parently used separate watches, which
they compared at intervals, so it is plain

that the possibilities of error in the

timing are considerable.

Motor Cyclists' Controlling Bodies Overseas.

It appears that the only Overseas
Dominion which possesses a ruling body
is South Africa, and in this country the
pastime is looked after by the Motor
Cycle Union of South Africa. Australia
has no such organisation, and as motor
cycling is going ahead by leaps and
bounds in the Commonwealth, it would
appear that both from the point of view
of sport and touring, and to help the
movement generally, a parental body of

some sort is very desirable. The various

States have their clubs, also the principal

towns in each State, but the huge size

of the country has something to do with
the non-formation of a controlling body
for the whole of the continent. The
English Auto Cycle Union would be glad
to advise interested Overseas readers
who feel that such an institution is

needed in the country in which they
reside.

w

Sidecars and iight cars outside the old hall at Eyam, Derbyshire. The photograph was taken on Sunday last, when many motorists visited the

picturesque village on the occasion of the 230th anniversary oi the plague.
Bij;
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Open Hill-climb at Pen-y-Ball.
Another Contest in Aid

AS already announced in The Motor Cycle, the

Liverpool Motor Club intends running an open
hill-climb in aid of war charities on Saturday,

September i8th. The event will be held on Pen-y-Ball
Hill, Holywell. The following are the classes :

Class 1.—Solo machines up to 250 c.c.

Class 2.— Solo machines up to 350 c.c.

Class 3.—Solo machines up to 5C0 c.c.

Class 4.—Solo machines up to 750 c.c.

Class 5.—Solo machines up to 1,000 c.c.

Cl-ASS 6.—Three-wheeled passenger machines up to
500 c.c.

Class
750 c.c.

Class 8.—Three-wheeled passenger machines up to

1,000 c.c.

Class 9.—Light cars up to 1,5C0 c.c.

7.—Three-wheeled passenger machines up to

of (he War Charities.

All the e\ents will be decided on time only. There
are three prizes in each class. The prizes will consist

of War Loan vouchers, and their value will be arranged

according to the amount of entrance money received.

The entire profits of the hill-climb will be handed
.over to war charities, and it is not intended to give

expensive awards. There will be two distinct sets of

prizes in each class, one set for riders defined bv the

A.C.U. as "General" and one for "Experts." There
will also be a special prize for the fastest ascent made
by a member of H.M. Forces, and for the fastest time

of the day, irrespective of class.

Entries close on September nth, and they should be

addressed to the secretary, Mr. W. H. Bullock, 5, Red
Cross Street, Liverpool.

~<

Thirteen Competitors in Irish Gne Day Trial.

A ONE-DAY trial, under the auspices of the
Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club, was
held on Saturday last, the route being from

Dublin to Newcastle, County Down. It was not a

particularly severe affair, as, with the exception of the
non-stop section from Kilkeel to Hilltown, the course
did not include any country that was calculated to

give trouble to the modern machine. The section

referred to took the competitors from the coast line

of County Down to a point about 1,200 feet above sea

level in the Mourne Mountains ; but the seven-mile
ascent was for the most part nicely graded, albeit of

poor surface, and only here and there was there any
of it that approached a single figure gradient. The
start was from the Tolma Bridge at Drumcondra.

Over the Mourne Mountains.

The ascent from the valley of the Boyne and over

TuUyesker Hill was found in splendid condition,

and at Dunleer, at the foot of the hill, the first' open
check was taken. The long hill between Dundalk and
Newry gave little trouble, and at the level crossing

the second open check was found. Afterwards the

route followed the coast line of the County Down by

Warrenpoint and Rostrevor to Kilkeel, where the non-

stop section over the Mourne mountains was entered

upon. The descent from the highest point of the road

to Hilltown called for the exercise of great care.

From Hilltown an undulating road followed to Bryans-

ford to a descent to the coast at Newcastle, where the

trial ended at the Slieve Donard Hotel. The follow-

ing competitors completed the course, and amongst

them should be found a fair number with full marks

to qualify for the silver souvenirs offered :
- 1

G. Mayne (10 Calthorpe I.e.)

R. W. Stevens (2^ Sun)
G. Curtis (7-9 Indian sc.)

D. Allen (2^ Sun)
P. H. Hurse (4^ B.S.A.)
V. J. " Farren " (5 Indian)

The non-finishers were :

W. J. Henderson (7-9 Har-
ley-Davidson sc.)

S. Allen (3^ James)
A. \V. Mooney (6 Bradbury

sc.)

J. Greene (6 Bradbury sc.)

O. S. Baker (10 h.p. Cal-

K

thorpe light car), stopped near Newcastle with timing

gear trouble; T. Woods {4% h.p. B.S.A.), stopped

after Newry; G. Roche (3^^ h.p. Rover), broke belt

in non-stop section. Mooney was the only one of

the finishers who was not able to report a no-trouble

run ; he had a stop to adjust his magneto.

Twenty-five 3i h.p. Sunbeams, a small portion ot a large order tor the Russian GovernmenL. The photograph was taken when the machines were

lined up for the Russian inspector. The small boxes by the side of each machme contam spare parts.

Br6
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Entries for the United Services Meeting.
IT

only remains for the good weather to continue

to make the United Services Meeting at Brook-
lands on Saturday quite as successful as its

forerunner, the " All-khaki " meeting of a month ago.

Racing starts at 2 p.m., and the last event should
be over about 5.30 p.m. As regards admission to the

track, the public is now admitted as before the war.

Entries, which total 174, are as follow:

EVENT I.—Two-stroke Half-mile Sprint.
Private J. C. BramwcU (Bradfield O.T.C), Calthope, 245 c.c. i cyl.

Flight Sub.-Lieiit. G. E. V. Leather (R.N.), 2} Triumph.
Flight Sub.-Lieut. R, J. Slade (R.N.), 2.V Villiers.

Lieut. G. G. Barnard (R.E.)
Sergt. A. Milner (R.E.)
1st Class Air Mech. M. NeuTlham/Radco.

EVENT 2.

—

Lightweight H.\lf-mile Sprint.
Lieut. G. S. Boston (G.H.Q. Staff), A.J.S., 349 c.c.. i cyl.

Flight Sub.-Lieut. F. Fowler (R.N.), 2} Douglas, 350 c.c.

Lieut F. A. McNab (R.N.V.), Douglas.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2J Douglas, 350 c.c.

Sergt. A. Milner (R.E.)
Lieut. Miller (R.N.)
C. Remington.
R. E. Tarrant.
P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.)

EVENT 3.

—

Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint.
2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), S J.A.P.
Sub.-Lieut J. Havers (R.N.), Indian, 498 c.c, 2 cyl.

Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C., 800 c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Air Mechanic W. Street (R.F.C.), 3.V- Arno, 550 cc.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2J Douglas, 350 c.c.

2nd Lieut. M. C. Trench (R.E.), Sunbeam, 499 c.c, I cyl.

Corpl. S. Wright (A.S.C., M.T.), Triumph, 550 c.c, i cyl.

C. O. Henfrey.
C. F. Mossman.
Sergt. A. Milner (R.E.)— Saunders.
A. McColl (R.E.)
Lieut. G. G. Barnard (R.E.)
2nd Lieut. H. Guy (R.E.)
S. R. Axford (R.N.A.S.)
Lieut. H. Guy (R.E.), Scott.

EVENT 4.

—

Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint for Racing Motor Cvcles.
2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), 8 J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), .A.B.C., 500 c.c, 2 cvl.

Private G. Kendall (D.L.O.Y.), 3V T.T. Norton, 490 cc.'
Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V.), Douglas.
Private G. VV. Miller (A.S.C., M.T.), Blackburne, 499 c.c, r cyl.
Lieut. J. E. Storey (R.F.C.), T.T. Norfn, 499 cc.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2J Douglas, 350 cc.
Corpl. S. Wright (.A.S.C., M.T.), Triumph, 550 c.c, I cyl.
C. O. Henfrey.— Saunders.
A. MacColl (R.E.)
Lieut. G. G. Barnard (R.E.)
F. M. C. Houghton.
2nd Lieut. H. Guy (R.E.)
G. W. Huntbach.
P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.)
S. R. Axford (R.N.A.S.)

EVENT 5.

—

Qltick-change Plug Race.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C., M.T.), Zenith-Jap, 998 c.c, 2 cyl.
2nd Lieut. C. G. Cardew (R.E.), Zenith, 654 c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C, 800 c.c, 2 cyl.

Asst.-Paymaster C. P. Marcel (R.N.), Indian, 994 c.c.,- 2 cyl.

Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V.),. Douglas.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2J Douglas, 350 c.c.

Corpl. S. Wright (A.S.C., M.T.), Triumph, 550 c.c, I cyl.
Private R. A.. Waddy (Oundle O.T.C), Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyl.

Cadet R. Charlesworth (O.T.C), Zenith.
A.M. C F. Mossman (R.N.A.S.), Zenith, 496 c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. C V. Parr (R.F.C.), Indian, 2 cyL
Sergt. A. Milner (R.EO, Diamond, 349 c.c, r cyl.

Lieut. Miller (R.N.)
2nd Lieut. F. Stockdale (3/ist Cambs Regt.), Indian, 6S4 c.c, 2 cyL
2nd Lieut. G." G. Barnard (R.E.), Triumph, 550 c.c, I cyl.

'

2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton {25th Div. Cvcl. Co.), Rudge-Multi, 499 c.c, I cyl.

Private H. F. Edwards (.Artists Rifles) -Zenith, 986 cc
P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.) . , . ,

,

EVENT 6.

—

Unlimited Half-mile Sprint.
. 2nd, Lieut. W. F. Abbott, (4th East S'urrey' Regt.), 7-9 Harley-Davidson.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C., M.T.). Zenith-Jap, g'98 cc, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. A. Boston (nth Suftolks), 7 Indian. .

2nd Lieut. C. G. Cardew (R.E.). Zenith, 654 c.c, 2 cyl."

2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C.)," 8 J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C., 500 c.c, 2 cyl.

Private G. Kendall (D.L.O.Y.), 3* T.T. Norton, 490 c.c.

Asst.-Paymaster C P. Marcel (R.N.). Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyl.

Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V. ), 2} Douglas, 350 c.c.

2nd Lieut. O. J. F. Scholte (3rd Bedfords), 7 Indian.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2J Douglas, 350 c.c
Private R. A. Waddv (Oundle O.T.C.), Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyL
Cadet R. Charlesworth (O.T.C), Zenith.
2nd Lieut. C. V. Parr (R.F.C), Indian, 2 cyl.

EVENT C, (Continued.)
Corpl. P. D.wey (R.F.A.), Matcblcss-Jap.
A. MacColl (R.E.), Matchless.
2nd Lieut. G. G. Barn.ard (R.E.), Triumph, 550 c.c, I cyl.
2nd Lieut. W. H. Boston (nth Suflolks), Indian, 991 cc, 2 cyl.
ist Class A.C. M. Newnha.\> (F.C), 60,92 c.c, 2 cyl.
2nd Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton (25th Div. Cycl. Co.), Rudge-Multi, 499 cc, i cyU
2nd Lieut. R. H. Dodd (A.S.C, M.T.), Matchless, 964 c.c.
Private H. F. Edwards (Artists Rifles), Zenith, 986 c.c, 2 cyl.
Capt. G. W. Huntbach (M.M.G.S.), Premier, 499 c.c, i cyL
P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.)
Flight Sub.-Lieut. L. P. Openshaw (R.N.), Zenith, 986 c.c, 2 cyl.
Private W. J. Read (R.F), Indian, 998 c.c, 2 cyl.
S. R. Axford (R.N.A.S.), Matchless.
C. J. Blumfield (R.E.)

EVENT 7.

—

Sidecar Half-mile Sprint.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C, M.T.), Zenith-Jap, 998 c.c, 2 cyl.
2nd Lieut. C. G. Cardew (R.E.), Zenith, 654 c.c, 2 cyl.
A. MacColl (R.E.), Matchless.
Private H. F. Edwards (Artists Rifles), Zenith, 986 c.c, 2 cyl.
Flight Sub.-Lieut. O. P. Openshaw (R.N.), Zenith, 986 c.c, 2 cyl.

EVENT 8.

—

Light Car Half-mile Sprint.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C , M T )— Scott, Singer.

EVENT 9.

—

Serpentine Fast Race.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C, M.T.), Zenith-Jap, 998 c.c, 2 cyL
Lieut. G. S. Boston (G.H.Q. Staff), A.J.S., 349 c.c, i cyL
2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), 8 J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C, 500 c.c, 2 cyl.
Asst.-Paymaster C. P. Marcel (R.N.), Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyl.
Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V.), Douglas, 350 cc.
2nd Lieut. O. J. F. Scholte (3rd Bedfords), Indian.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.I, Douglas, 350 c.c.

2nd Lieut. M. C Trench (R.E.), Sunbeam, 499 c.c, i cvl.
Corpl. S. Wright (A.S.C, M.T.), Triumph, 550 c.c, r cyl.
Cadet R. Charlesworth (O.T.C). Zenith.
Air Mech. C. F. Mossman (R.N.A.S.), Zenith, 496 c.c, 2 cyL
2nd Lieut. C V. Parr (R.F.C), Indian. 2 cyl.
Sergt. A. Milner (R.E.), Diamond, 349 cc, I cyL
2nd Lieut. F. H. G. Stockdale (3rd/jst Cambs Regt.), Indian, 684 c.c, 2 cyL
Angus McColl (R.E.), Sunbeam.
Lieut. G. G. Barnard (R.E.), Triumph, 550 c.c, I cyl.

1st Class Air Mech. M. Newnham (R.F.C), Yale, 60.92 c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cvcl. Co.), Rudge-Multi, 499 c.c, i cyL
2nd Lieut. R. H. Dodd (A.S.C, M.T.), Matchless, 964 c.c.

2nd Lieut. H. Guy (R.E.), Scott.
P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.)

EVENT 10.

—

Junior Hill-climb.
Lieut. G. S. Boston (G.H.Q. Staff), A.J.S., 349 cc, i cyL
Flight Sub.-Lieut. F. Fowler (R.N.), 2I Douglas.
Flight Sub.-Lieut. G. E. V. Leather (R.N.), 2i Triumph.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2% Douglas.
Sergt. A. Milner (R.E.), Diamond, 198 c.c, r cyl.

Lieut. Miller (R.N.)
P.O. C. Remington (R.N.A.S.), Douglas, 350 c.c.

P.O. G. H. Kingdon (R.N.A.S.)

EVENT n.

—

Medium-weight Hill-climb.
2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C, 500 c.c, 2 cyl.

Private G. Kendall (D.L.O.Y'.), 3}- T.T. Norton, 490 c.c.

Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V.), Douglas.
Private G. W. Miller (A.S.C, M.T.), Blackburne, 499 c.c, r cyL
Lieut. J. E. Storey (R.F.C), T.T. Norton, 490 c.c.

Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (R.E.), 2| Douglas.
2nd Lieut. M. C. Trench (R.E.), Sunbeam, 499 c.c, i cyl.

Corpl. S. Wright (A.S.C, M.T.), Triumph, 550 cc, 1 cyl.

2nd Lieut. C O. Henfrey (A.S.C., M.T.), J.H. twin, 496 c.c.— Saimders, Norton.
Lieut. G. G. Barnard (R.E.), Triumph, 550 c.c, i cyl.

2nd Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton (25th Div. Cycl. Co.), Rudge-^'uIti, 499 c.c, r cyl.

Capt. G. W. Huntbach (M.M.G.S.), Premier, 499 c.c, i cyl.

S. R. Axford (R.N.A.S.), Matchless, 498 c.c, 2 cyl.

A. MacColl (R.E.), 3! Sunbeam.

EVENT 12.

—

Unlimited Hill-climb.
Sergt. F. E. Barker (A.S.C, M.T.), Zenith-Jap, 99S c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. C. G. Cardew (R.E.), Zenith, 654 c.c, 2 cyl.

2nd Lieut. R. Scrase Dickins (K.R.R.C), 8 J.A.P.
Corpl. H. Graham Hodgson (R.E.), A.B.C., 500 c.c, 2 cyL
Private G. Kendall (D.L.O.Y.), T.T. Norton, 490 c.c.

Asst.-Paymaster C P. Marcel (R.M.), Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyl.

Lieut. F. A. McNab (R.N.V.), Douglas.
2nd Lieut. O. J. F. Scholte (3rd Bedfords), 7 Indian.
Lance-Corpl. T. Thompson (I^.E.), Douglas.
Private R. A. Waddy (Oundle. O.T.C), Indian, 994 c.c,' 2 cyl.

Corpl. S. Wright (A.S.C, M.T.), Triumph, 550 c.c, i cyl.

Cadet R. Chariesworth (O.T.C), Zenith.
2nd Lieut. C. V; Parr (R.F.C, R.B.), Indian, 684 c.c, 2 cyl.

Corpl. P. Davey (R.F.A.), Matchless.
2nd Lieut. F. H. G. Stockdale (3rd/ist Cambs Regt.), Indian, 684
Lieut. G. G. Barnard (-R.E.), Triumph. 550 cc, i cyl.

2nd Lieut. W. H. Boston (nth Suffolks), Indian, 994 c.c, 2 cyl.

1st Class Air Mech. M. Newnham (R.F.C.), Yale, 60.92 c.c, 2 cyL
2nd Lieut. F. M. C Houghton (25th Div. Cycl. Co.), Rudge-Multi, 499
2nd Lieut. R. H. Dodd (.4.5.0., M.T.), Matchless, 964 c.c.

Private H. F. Edwards (Artists Rifles), Zenith, 9S6 c.c, 2 cyL
Capt. G. W. Himtbach (^LM.G.S.), Premier, 499 cc, i cvl.

Flight Sub.-Lieut. L. P. Openshaw (R.N.), Zenith, 986 c.c, 2 cyl.

Private W. J. Read (R.F.), Indian, 998 cc, 2 cyl.

S. R. Axford (R.N.A.S.), Matchless. 498 c.c, 2 cyl.

C J. Blumfield (R.E.I

CO., 2 cyl.

c.c, I cyL

BI7
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A Novel Sidecar Hood and Windscreen.
AN ingenious sidecar hood has been

made by Mr. W. E. Boyce, 275,

Archway Road, Highgate, N., and
we are enabled to illustrate and describe

it. The first photograph shows the hood
folded up in its case, together with a

small separate case containing the neces-

sary sticks and stays. From the time
Mr. Boyce, in giving us a demonstration,
began to unpack the hood and its appur-
tenances from their cases until the device

assumed the position shown in the third

illustration, only 2m. 9s. passed.
The hood consists of one piece of mate-

rial, suitably stayed by metal rods, and
by long semi-circular pieces of cane,

which allows it to assume the necessary
curved position in front. Behind is a
series of holes giving an adequate degree
of ventilation. It will be noticed that

the front is provided with a talc window,
while the sides are secured by means of

glove button fasteners. The second illus-

tration shows the hood with the ends
tucked in, a position which may be
assumed when the rain is not very severe
and more air is desired.

Weight and Space.

It only weighs 4^ lb., and when folded
up occupies but little space. The actual
hood portion, not including the sticks,

can be carried underneath the cushion.
When ordering Boyce's patent hood

and screen it is necessary to state the
make of sidecar, whether it is cane or
coachbuilt, the height from the back of
seat to the top of back, height from
front of seat to the top of sides, length
of seat, and outside width across body.
The passenger's height from the seat to
the top of the head should also be stated.

CTop) Hood and stick folded up m their respective cases, and sidecar equipped with apron.

(Left) Hood in position, with flaps folded baclc.

(Right) Sidecar passenger completely covered in and ready to defy the worst elements.

THE MARVEL STEAM VULCANISER.
A N ingenious and simple steam vul-

[\ caniser, known as the Marvel, lias

lately been placed on the market
by Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a,

Store Street, W.C.
The vulcaniser consists of a casting

which is hermetically sealed, and con-

tains a certain quantity of water. The
bottom portion forms the spirit lamp,
which consists of absorbent wool covered
with wire gauze. To start the vul-

caniser, it is only necessary to pour a

measure of spirit through the orifice

leading to the gauze.

To repair a puncture in the inner tube,

the place is roughened with sand
paper, and thoroughly cleaned with
petrol. A special cement is applied in

the same manner as ordinary tyre solu-

tion. A piece of repair rubber the size

of the puncture is then placed over the
hole, and then another piece extending
half an inch over the first piece. In the

BiS

case of a large cut a piece of paper
should be placed on the inside of the

tube, so that the sides do not stick

together. To vulcanise the repair, place

a piece of paper as large as the

machine over the patch, and fi.x the

inner tube on to the vulcanising plate.

The plate is then firmly screwed to the

machine. For inner tubes, less than a
full measure of methylated spirit or

petrol may be used. The repair will

be accomplished in about fifteen or

twenty minutes after the spirit has been
lighted. Cuts in outer covers may also

be successfully repaired.

The Marvel vulcaniser

Another reason^ beside that of bad
city roads, why motorists should avoid
Oxford has now been brought to our
notice. Police traps are in operation
about one mile outside the city on the
Botley, Woodstock, Banbury, and Iffley

roads.
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A NOVEL SPRING FRAME.
THE spring frame illustrated is tlio

invciitum of JM. Van Geert, 59,

Beaufort Road, Birmingham, and
has many iulerosting features.

One end of tlio chain stays is pivoted,

while the other carries a sliding fork,

which embraces the mudguard. The
guide for the fork forms a lug for the

two rear frame members, and also a

bracket for one side of the spring, the

chain stays carrying the other side. It

may be noted that it is not essential to

use the kind of spring illustrated.

Section showing the manner
in which the fork is attached to

the hinged chain stay.

On referring to the sectional drawing,
!t will be seen that there is a slot in the
chain stayS; which allows the fork end
to slide in a horizontal direction. The
mudguard is secured at the top by an
ordinary pin, and the removal of a
single nut leaves it free to swivel round
the wheel, thereby uncovering a large

portion of the tyre to facilitate repairs.

The inventor informs us that he has
tested the frame on the road in Flanders
for a considerable time, with excellent

results.

The Van Gecrt patented system of rear

suspension.

AN AIR DEFLECTOR FOR
THE HANDLE-BARS.

AN interesting accessory hailing from
America is the Van Zile air

deflector. It is a device intended
to shield the motor cyclist from wind
and dust, and is attached to the handle-
bar by means of a metal bracket, which
has a vertical adjustment of three inches.

It is constructed of curved metal vanes,
which are secured to side plates, and
the wind entering the front of the

apparatus ia deflected upwards away

from the rider at an angle of 45°. Con-
sequently, air curreuts coming along
above the deflector are forced in an
inclined direction over the rider's head.
Dust, it is claimed, is treated in the
same manner, goggles thereby being dis-

pensed with.

The Van Zile air deflector.

The Van Zile . deflector may a^so be
fitted to a sidecar in the place of a wind
screen. It is stated that a pipe or
cigarette may be lighted in the sidecar
quite easily while travelling at fairly

high speeds. The weight is nine pounds.
Although few English riders would care
to have this weight on the handle-bars,
it would not be objected to in the United
States, where machines are much heavier
than those of British manufacture, nor
is it a disadvantage on the front of a
sidecar body where a glass screen is

often supported.

NEW DESIGN SPARKING
PLUG.

AN interesting design of sparking
plug providing adjustable points

has been submitted to us by
the patentee, Mr. J. A. Kennedy
McGregor, 124, Mere Road, Erdington.
It will be noticed from the section liere-

with that a vertical adjustment of the
central electrode is provided, adjustment
of the points being possible while the
engine is running, hy means of the fibre

disc at the top of the plug. We have
not yet tested the benefits to bo derived
from the plug in question, liut it is a

well-known fact among experienced riders

that the distance between the points of

the plug has a great bearing upon the
runnmg of the engine, and Mr. McGregor
tells us that during his tests it has been
easily possible to note the varying effect

on the speed of the engine by opening
and closing the points. The plug is

known as the " Gorson," and it .should

appeal particularly to owners of twin-
cylinder machines, as by closing the
points of each plug in turn the cylinders
may be tested separately until the best

results are obtained. Mr. McGregor
claims that there is' no fear of any com-
pression leakage in the plug owing to the
special stuffing box and asbestos packing
provided. The price of the plug is 5s..

mcluding a patent terminal consisting of

a spring clip which may readily be de-
tached by pressing the sides. When in

use the clip is covered with rubber, not
shown in tlie illustration.

The Gorson sparking plug, the special feature of which

is its adjustable point.

A NEW PUNCTURE-PROOF
TYRE FILLING.

A TYRE filling which has been satis-

factorily used for some years in

America, known as Essenkay, is

now being introduced into this country
by Messrs. Essenkay, Ltd., of Southgate
Street, Leicester. Essenkay is a light

elastic substance, similar in appearance
to porous rubber, though no rubber is

used in its manufacture. It is made in

sections of about 2ft. in length, and
covered with a fabric casing. It is fitted

into the tyre after the tube has been
removed ; the cover is replaced by means
of a special tool, which forces it into

place, so that the filling is under pressure.

Essenkay should prove very useful for

the rear wheel of tradesmen's side

carriers, etc., where tyre reliability is

essential while speed and efficiency are

not so important. Unfortunately, at

present it is not possible to fit it to tyres

of less than 3in. section.

We are informed that the life of tyres

filled in this manner is in-

creased by at least 100%.
When the cover is worn out

the Essenkay can be fitted to

the new tyre just as satis-

factorily. We understand it

is better to fill a new cover

rather than one partially worn.

A trial run on the carrier of

a powerful twin and sidecar

with the driving wheel filled

proved this air substitute to

be quite resilient, while the

speed and power seemed very

little affected, as during our

test a speed of 40 m.p.h. was
attained ; and at this speed the

machine was not unduly un-

comfortable in spite of there

being only a small cushion on
the carrier. Although this out-

fit had done over 1,000 miles

there was no sign of loose or

broken spokes, which goes to

show that little extra vibration

is caused.
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Races and Trials in Union and Dominion.
CAPE PENINSULA M.C.C. 112 MILES TRIAL.

COMPETITORS in the Garlkk and
Enfield Cup reliability trials which
were held concurrently over the

same course and under practically

the same conditions on the King's birth-

day found the roads in far better condi-
tion than anticipated, and once more the
sun shone in all its brightness on the
scene at the Salt River start, when A.
Manchip led off punctually at 9 a.m. AH
the competitors rode Enfield sidecar out-
fits, with the exception of A. E. Robin-
son, whose mount was a 5 h.p. Indian
and sidecar.

Turning into the Koeberg Road, the
route led past Potsdam, and the old Dutch
farm, Vissershok (once belonging to

Governor van der Stel), and up a steep
hill Here the riders encountered a
heavy bank of fog, the top of the hill,

however, being bathed in sunshine. On
descending they once more cut through
the thick mist, travelling down the hill

towards the DurbanvUle Valley, when
they met officials of the secret control.

The good villagers had turned out c«

•masse to see the men on their runs over
the leafy five-mile road which leads to

Belville.

The watersplash at Sir Lowry Pass
being fairly deep, and with a soft bottom,
caused A. Manchip's machine to stop

;

consequently, rider and passenger jumped
in the river and pushed the outfit on to

safer ground.
After lunch the journey was continued

through SteUenboscb town, up the
dreaded Hel's Hoogte (Hell's Height),
and over the shocking roads past the
village of Pniel.

The descent of Hel's Hoogt—in parts

tlirough mud^-proved trying work, especi-

ally when the village of Pniel, with its

terrible roads, was reached. After the
negotiation of many minor watersplashes
and the subsequent crossing of the rail-

way line, Klapmuts and the main road
to Capetown were regained. Results

:

1.

2.

3.

Garlick Cvf.

A. Moralee
J. G. EUiott

A. Mancliip

Ekfield Ctjp.

Moralee
Pike ...

G. EUiott

Marks lost.

...

... 5

... 20

ilarks lost.

...

.... 2

Good and bad roads encountered by competitors in the Cape Peninsula M.C.C. reliability trial described on this page. (Left) B. Walsh
negotiating a good sample of Colonial mud. (Right) A. Moralee, the winner, taking a bend. Both riders are using Enfield sidecar outfits.

JUNE saw the end of the motor
cycle competition season in New
Zealand, with the exception of a
racB meeting held by the South

Canterbury M.C.C. on June 10th. The
results of this and one or two other
gatherings are given hereunder.

South Canterbury M.C.C. Washdyke Eaoes,
Two Ijap Scratch Race, 350 c.c.—1,

A. Woodbam (2| Douglas) ; 2, R. Mar-
shall (2| A.J.S.); 3, P. A. Foden (2|
Douglas). Time, 3m. 19s.

T.HREE Lap Scratch Race, 350-550 c.c.

—1, F. Baker (3^ Triumph) ; 2, A. E.
Dendy (3^ B.S.A.); 3, H, McNight (3^
Rudge). Time, 7m. 12^s.

Three Lap Handicap, 350 c.c. Class.—1, R.
.
Marshall (23 A.J.S.); 2, S.

Hatton (2| Douglas) : 3, A. Woodham
(2| Douglas). Time, 4ni. 36s.

DOINGS IN NEW ZEALAND.
Five Lap Handicap, Open, for the

Cowan Cup.—1, F. Baker (3i Triumph),
30s. start; 2, H. McNight (3i Rudge),
55s. ; 3, C. Evans (4 Triumph), 70s.
Time, 6m. 29|s.

Five Lap Handicap, 350-550 c.c.—1,
C. Evans (4 Triumph), 60s start; 2,

H. McNight m Rudge), 35s.; 3, F.
Baker (3^ Triumph), scratch. Tinu,
7m. 24|s

Hawkes Bay Club Reliability Trial.

The Hawkes Bay Club held its annual
reliability trial recently from Hastings
to Tikokino and return. There were
twenty competitors, and nineteen
finished, despite severe conditions.

The winner of the event was Sutton
(3i Humbcr), who, therefore, holds' the
Triumph Cup for the succeeding year.

Pioneer Motor and Sports Club.

The Pioneer Motor and Sports Club
(Christchurch) held a smoking concert
on June 12th, when the distribution of

prizes won during the season was made.
Several of the donors of special prizes

announced their intention of donating
further trophies for the coming season.

There were thirteen events conducted
during the season, and all were success-

ful. The results of all these meetings
and trials have appeai'ed in The Motor
Cycle.

Wanganui Motor Cycle Club.

The Wanganui Motor Cycle Club's
eight-hour reliability trial, held on June
5rd, resulted as follows ; 1. A. B.

Collins (3i Triumph); 2, H. H. Smith
(23 Douglas).

i
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Does an Engine run better at Dusk?
Concluding Instalment—Some Interesting Theories.

THIS old topic has brought us so many
interesting letters that we feel constrained to

publish a further, but final, selection. Of course,

the larger the amount of oxygen that can be got into

the cylinder the more forcible will be the explosion.

^Moisture, too, should have some effect in the matter

of cooling (a Martini rifle always shot better on a wet
day, but perhaps the cases are hardly analogous). We
must confess that the ozone theory propounded by one
of our correspondents is new to us.

Sir,—With reference to the discussion on the question of

whether petrol motors run better at dusk, and if so, why ?

In the first place, the simple question of fact, there does not
appear to be room tor argument. Any experienced motorist
will tell you that they do run better towards evening,
whether they have been used previously during the day or

not. With reference, however, to the reason for this pheno-
menon, may I suggest a theory which I have held for some
years, and which I think is at all events as tenable as any
of those already put forward ? It is briefly this : In the
first place, it is well known that light has a peculiar action

on many substances—in particular, on certain unstable or

polymorphous elements, causing them to assume a different

molecular distribution of tTie atoms. As, for instance, the
unstable flexible form of sulphur, which rapidly assumes the
usual hard crystalline form when exposed to the action of

light.

Now, the oxygen o£ the atmosphere is known to be
capable of assuming another form, namely ozone, which is

still oxygen, but in which the molecules consist of three

atoms instead of two. This form is known to be less stable

than the usual' one, and, consequently, wiU more readily
enter into combination with other substances—petrol vapour,
for instance. Further, it is known that ordinary oxygen can
be convei"ted into ozone by the passage of an electric spark.
Why not, therefore, by the prolonged action of sunlight?
Thus, my theoi-y is this : That at the end of the day there

exists a greater proportion of the atmospheric oxygen in the
form of ozone than at the beginning of the day, much of that

which has been converted into ozone by the action of light

during the day reverting back to its original state during the
night, and that, consequently, combustion is more readily

obtained at dusk than at any other time. That it has no
connection with temperature is obvious, as otherwise there

would be an appalling difference between the running of a
motor in summer and in winter. F. C. Lyth, M.B.

Sir,—Referring to the question "Does a motor cycle run
better at dusk ?

" I think this peculiarity may be coupled
with a similar peculiarity in wireless telegraphy.

It is an accepted theory that immediately after sunset
the molecules composing the ether (being in themselves
minute magnets, each consisting of a north and south pole)

increase their magnetism owing to the absence of the sun's

rays, which weakens them ; the consequence is the range of

communication is greatly increased after sunset.

During the absence of the sun's rays the magnetic field

of the magneto would be influenced by the strengthening
of the magnets , composing the ether. This would give rise

to a considerably hotter spark through increased voltage.

Allowing the above theory to be correct, a motor cycle

should increase its speed on a thundery day, v,-hen the air

is overcharged with electricity. This is a suggestion from
W. E. G. Marshall.

Sir,—I have felt considerable interest in the correspond-
ence on this topic recently revived in your columns, mingled
with some pity for the unfortunate people so lacking in a

sense of humour that they cannot recognise and appreciate
the gentle art of "taking a rise" out of anybody.
'It may not be generally known to the motor cycling com-

munity at large that on high-powered oil engines used for

driWng launches, tugs, yachts, etc. (I have the Gardner oil

engine in mind), it is customary at heavy loads to introduce

a water drip-feed which allows a small quantity of water

to enter at the top of tlic cylinder at each suction .stroke.

This flashes into steam, deadens the heavy thud of the
explosion, and helps to do work by expansion.

I am of opinion that something of the satnc sort of thing
occurs when riding at dusk. At this time the cooling air

is charged with moisture ready for condensing, which it

does in the form of dew, especially on a spot like the intake
of the carburetter, where it can be readily sucked into the
cylinder. Personally, I have frequently found my carbu-
retter and the connecting pipe smothered in beads of

moisture on returning home.
Some people may object that it is colder in the morning,

and the same results ought to obtain. It may be colder,

certainly, but the air is not so moist owing to the condens-
ing process having continued all night, leaving a smaller
percentage of dampness in the air. If the result is as I

suggest, it would account for the extra silky feeling of the
engine, and the defective light would cause the impression
of increased speed.

My opinion coincides with that of the writer referred

to by Mr. C. M. Stuart, whose engine ran better in mist.

I know a man who gets more power and smoother driving

on a pouring wet day. Carbonic acid gas has, of cour.se,

no effect upon the engine, unless it may be to weaken the
mixture and cause slow burning instead of a sharp explosion.

"G.P.G.K." need not get huffy at having his leg pulled.

I am sure" all motor cyclists will understand and sympathise
with him in his thirst for knowledge ; let him rather join

with the " rest of us in thanking Mr. G. Pinker and '(

" Y 2895 " for pouring forth the vials of their wisdom and,
incidentally, amusing us. The same remarks apply to

"Biscuits" and "G.W.P." in a way, although the amuse-
ment is different, for their kind remarks on natural, ele-

mentary, geographical, and perhaps supernatural science.

LM 2525.

Sir,—I have Just perused a copy of The Molar Cycle, which
I have sent out to me every week. I was both highly
amused and interested to read the replies sent by readers

in reply to the question " Does an engine run better at

dusk? " In my opinion it does. My reasons for thinking so

are as follow : At dusk the trees, plants, etc., give off a large

quantity of oxygen. Although it will not burn by itself,

oxygen is one of the greatest supporters of combustion. This

can be proved by the following simple experiment : Take a

bottle, turn its neck downwards, and fill it with oxygen from
a cylinder, as used with a limelight lantern. Next take

a thin piece of wood and ignite it, th«n wait until the actual

flame goes out, and the wood assumes a red glow ; then

push the smouldering end of the wood up into the bottle,

when it will imnrediately burst into flame again. Now this

proves my statement that " oxygen supports combustion."

Consequently, at night, the air drawn in through the carbu-

retter has far better combustible properties than during the

day. Furthermore, the air is cooler at night ; therefore it

is denser. So, although the same " volume " is drawn in,

it is far heavier. Summarised, it is as follows : During the

day an engine draws in a small amount of "weak" air,

whilst at night the same engine draws in a greater quantity

of rich air. Of course, I gladly throw this letter open to

the severest criticism ; in fact, I should be far more amusefl

than offended if any other reader could prove where I am
wrong, as a correct solution of this question would be greatly

beneficial to the sport in general. J. E. Mitchell,
M.T., A.S.C., B.E.F.

Sir,

—

Re the correspondence in your journal a5 to whether

an engine runs better at dusk. All practical motor cyclists

will agree that an engine does run considerably better and

with far greater ease in the dusk. Being a motor cyclist

of over eleven years' experience, I first noticed the above

about eight years ago, and endeavoured to assign reasons

for it. After rejecting many theories I believe I have dis-

covered the reason for it, and, if possible, I hope in the

near future to patent a carburetter that wiU give to the

engine the same conditions that are usual at dusk, and so

ensure the ideal running which is so obvious when dusk

sets in. F.C.

b:3
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of hi? correspondents.

All iettars should be addressed to the Editor, "Th2 Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the wri'er's name and address.

An American Lightweight.
Sir,—The new American two-stroke which you described

last week certainly does bear a strong resepiblance to a

well-known Coventry machine, and I take it that this

machine is the two-stroke Triumph. Has it struck you or

any of your readers that the American machine also bears

a still stronger resemblance to a well-known Belgian make,
namely, the F.N. ? In fact, as I turned the page when
looking through your paper and came upon the illustration

of this new machine, I thought for the moment that it was
an F.N. until I looked more closely. The position of the
magneto, the appearance of the engine, and also the
design of the frame (bar the front forks) all strike me
as being extremely similar to the Belgian motor cycle.

ANTHONY T. PRAGA.

Motor Cycle Volunteers.
Sir,

—

I have followed with considerable interest the
correspondence in your columns re the various Motor Cycle
Volunteer Corps. I do not wish to. discourage any of the
members, but they might be interested to know that they
are invariably referred to here as "The Cheap Glory
Brigade." We are told that members must have an
excuse for not joining the regulars, yet we are given figures
showing the number of members who have joined the
Colours. . H. BROCKBANK.
B.E.F., France. ____
Sir,—I crave your kind indulgence to add a few words to

the correspondence that has already appeared on this subject.
It is quite evident that the only information your corre-

spondent Lieut. M. B. has as to the training of the :\[i(lland

A weatherproof double-seated sidecar built by Stokes and Holt, Ltd.,

of Leicester. It has been the aim of the designer to make It roomy and
comfortable for both riders. The model illustrated is cornplete with
hood, screen, and side curtains.

Motor Volunteer Corps is derived from the motor cycle press,

and if this has created a misapprehension in his mind, it is

a pity that he did not obtain more information before form-
ing views which are totally opposed to the actual facts.

The training of the corps is carried out under military
discipline, and it is just possible that even Lieut. M. B.

could pick up some useful knowledge were he to attend a

field day or lecture.

I wish to say most emphatically that your correspondent
is incorrect in saying that the corps is being used by men
to evade military duty. The names of the men associated
with the administration should be sufficient to guarantee the
impossibility of such a thing.

The sore point with 'Lieut. M.B. seems to be about some
occurrence amongst soffle members at the Style Cop hill-

climb. This charge is so childish that it hardly deserves a
sportsman's notice! Did "il.B." attend the Khaki Meet-
ing? Did he sit in a corner and weep all day? Did all

there wear long faces? Was there no fraternity and no play?
In conclusion, may I remind Lieut. M. B., with all

courtesy, that ridicule arid sarcasm never make good argu-

ments. N. RANDOLPH,
Hon. Sec. M.M.C.V.C.

Boycotting German Motor Cycles and Accessories.
Sir,—Letters on this subject appeared in your journal

during May and Jmie, and I think after, but I cannot turn
them up, having sent the numbers to a D.R. at the Front.
So far as I remember, the only objection of a practical

nature was from a manufacturer, who asked how he was
to get a certain tool elsewhere than from Germany, unless
from the U.S.A., in which case he would liave to pay three
times as much for it. One must look facts in the face, and
admit that the proposed boycott may possibly for a time
raise the cost to some small degree of motor cycling goods.

On the other hand, let us consider if cheaper goods are not
costing more than appears on the surface,, if they are only
to be obtained by co-operating with as murderous and un-
scrupulous a nation as ever defiled the earth, whose viola-

tions of warfare and of the usages of civilisation brand
them as the very Canaanites of the modern world. Let tliat

manufacturer get his tool from America or somewhere else

than from such a tainted source, and let him—as he
assuredly will—transfer the increased charge to his custo-

mers; they will, one would imagine, shoulder the burden
if not willingly at least resignedly.

Many readers of The Motor Cycle must have perused
with shame and amazen.rent the letter from a firm of British
magneto makers published in your correspondence columns,
observing that certain makers had openly avowed their

intention of resuming German magnetos when the war had
ended. These men ought to be shiunied as the pariahs of

the motor cycling trade. One can only hope against hope
that the British firm had been misinformed. 3Iy means are
not large, but I would rather give up my motor cycling
than knowingly handle another German accessory or
machine, unless paid for by the seller before the commence-
ment of the w^ar, and this is surely the attitude of mind
of the vast majority of your readers.

I trust that satisfactory measures may be forthcoming
to establish the boycott on such lines as may be effective

and permanent. DELTA.
B2a
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The GRADO
Multi- Pulley
is just the thing, gives gear for
4.1—8-1, Lightweight lO-l,

Motor Cyclist !

Read what it will

do for you.

This is no boast. It

starts your machine

hke a car.

Takes machine and

sidecar up hills im-

possible without.

Gets you safely
through thick traffic.

Ensures safety over

the greasiest roads.

I n fact, it turns work

ito pleasure.

I 1st half a turn of the

handle on the top tube
changes from top gear

to free engine. So
Simple

!

——— Read what a Police Constable says ;

"— -—— Police Station, Broughlon,

^^= Kettering. Aug. 16th, 1915.^~~ Gentlemen, „;, r-, n~~~
I received the Grado Multi - rulley~—

™

mid-day Saturday last. Thanks for your

^—

—

prompt attention to my order. I fitted sameM^^ and tried it same evenins. and am delightedZ^^ with it. it acts splendidly to every move o(^^M the control lever, and there is not the~~~
slightest slip with the belt The fitting ii——— quite simple. Once more thankmg you,

^Z Z^ IZn 1 remain, yours faithfully.

=== Constable H. SWIFT.

ere is a view
ho w i n g the

curved slot that

ensures the belt

never slipping.

Fitted in two
hours to

Triumphs,
B.S.A.,Bradbury

Premier,
T.D.C., Rex,

Singer,

Precision, and
others.

Fit one to-day, you

are sure to be

pleased.

Prices For Triumph, B.S.A., etc., £3

Lightweights, £2 lOs.

Recessed for JA.P., old Rex, etc., 10/- extra.

3s.

Write for Catalogue to-day.

The GRADO Manufacturing Co.,

64, Pershore Street, BIRMINGHAM.

EXAMINE IT—
as closely and minutely as you will—you will not
discover a flaw in any single

HERCULES
SIDECAR

Your cheque cannot buy more value, £ for £

—

bring you a better excHanger-or prove a better

investment—War Loan alone excepted—than the

Sidecar with this specification

—

Chassis—Our own patented design with circular

front giving low and most comfortable riding

position—greatest strength, rigidity, and absence

of side-drag. The details: are in the catalogue

—

Body—Large—:roomy^-handsome—strong—com-
fortable—draught-proof—and all desirable fitments

and fitted anti-skid wise. The details are in the

catalogue

—

Mudguard—Very wide with side wing incor-

porating a cute .arrangement for wheel stand—in a

ivord—adequate.. The details are in the catalogue

—

Hercules Cycle & Motor Co. Ltd.

,
Cohybere Street Birmingham

In answering these advertisements it

EOTH.
is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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GIANT
MOTOR CYCLE

LIGHTING.

BB
BB

SELF-GENERATING ELECTRIC MOTOR CYCLE
I LAMP. British Made. The First Cost the only Cost.

I
The l;imit " hich riodiice-- h the niuvemeot of the iriin-hine

I
an inexhausLible snpi>ly of electric liuht to ilUiminute

I
brilliantly the head lamp at no cost whaiever. Fitted wit'i

I
Hoffmann Ball Bearintia.

I
Corjiplete with head lamp and metal CO /O /A Post

I
filament bulb, ready for use a&O/ O/ V free.

Win Screw. Small B.C.

Favourable reports on this system of Dry Battery
Lighting have appeared in "The Motor Cycle." The
"Volex" Giant Battery is made up in convenient form
in 4 and 6 volts. No other make of battery gives such
excellent results. Equally useful for lighting head light,

sidecar, or rear light. Light Weight. Convenient Size,

Reasonable Price. . British Manufacture.

4 volts, price 6/- each. 6 volts, price 8/- each.

Only use Special " Volex" Bulbs to ensure best results.

" Volex " Bulb, Min Screw Cap, for 4 or 6 volt battery,
Price 9d. each.

"Volex" Bulb, Small B.C. Cap, for 4 or 6 volt battery,
Price 1 /6 each.

Includes "Vole-c' Giant Dry Battery. Condnctinc Cord. I

Switch, and Penotra Motor Cycle Head Lamp ftiih '

Bulbs or Sidecar Lamp I

Price 24/- complete outfit.
j

The battery can be fitted in Sidecar Bottom or carried in
|

?atchel which can be attached 10 the frame of Motor
j

Cycle. The Dry Battery will t.-ive about 80 hours' liyht.
|

and will hold up in stock for over V2 months.
|

Spare "Volex" Giant Batterj-. 6'-.

BLACK ADHESIVE TAPE.
British made. F,xi:el!ent ruiality. adhesive,

high insnlatiuu, and doorfnotdrv npinstocli.

Suppli'^d ill 3.M. and G.td. tins.

Actual Manufacturers of Hitih and
Tension Wirea.

Ri-e our :\r. and E. Catalogue.

SEND FOR SIXTY PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
POST FREE ON

APPLICATION.

:atalogue a^^

POCKET VOLTMETER
Accurately calibrated.

Highly finished.

each ^
o to 6 volts. 4/-
o to 12 „ 4/4
o to 16 „ 4/6 ^ivi

a*iBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBflBBaBflBBBBQCaBaBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBB^Tl^
B3BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaSiaBSBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB&»

WARO &
GOLDSTONE,

Contraciois to H.M. Gov^nimint,

(Bos 17), Sampson Works, SALFORD,

MANCHESTER.
•p'C'T "C*phone—70.S3-l-5-6 Central.
^--^-'^J-'grams—"Multum. Maneh£Ster."

Established 1892.

NO MORE
PUNCTURES

Now you can ride day in and day
out with never a thought of bursts
or punctures. You can increase tyre
mileage and lessen upkeep costs
by having your covers filled with

B26

— the most wonderful substitute
for air yet discovered.

Perfectly resilient — unaffected
by wear or temperature.

FREE TRIAL.
Write to-day for full particu-
lars of our free trial offer.

ESSENKAY LliMITED.
28, Southgate St., LEICESTER.

AGENTS WANTED.
Live Agents wanted in districts where we are

not already represented— Apply at once.

GodboMl)

?Si
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A Roadside Repair.
Sir,—The enclosed sketch will s;liow how I made a

temporary repair wlieu troubled with a broken contact
breaker spring recently. Tlie dotted line shows the correct
position of the spring befoVe
breaking, and X is wliere
it broke. The full line 1

shows tlie reinforced leaf '

spring, bent to press on the
platinum points of rocker
arm to close the points when
the fibre block leaves the
segment. This temporary
repair is still running and
proving satisfactory. Per-
haps making mention of
this in your paper would
prevent some other poor
motor cyclist from being
stranded.

ARTHUR
BUTTERFIELD.

A Loose Flywheel.

Sir,—I hope this may interest you and your readers.
After overhauling a 2J h.p. twin Douglas, a loud metallic
knock was heard whenever the engine fired. It could be
traced to no more definite place than the engine. The
engine was taken down three times by three different people.
It was first thought to be the valves, then the timing gear,
then the big ends, etc., but to no effect. At last somebody
suggested that perhaps the flywheel was loose. A new nut
was fitted, and it was then found that this had been the
cause of all the trouble. R. G. SPIKINZ.

A Friend in Need.
Sir,—Whilst riding a Scott motor cj'cle with my wife in

a sidecar on Wednesday, August 11th, I had a breakdown,
and could not discover the cause of it. A passing motor
cyclist came to my assistance and correctly diagnosed the
trouble as being with the Bosch magneto. He rode into
a garage at Ascot with a part of it and had it put right.

He then very kindly put it back for me, and the engine went
on without any difficulty. In the excitement and relief at
restarting, I am ashamed to say that I entirely forgot to

reimburse him for any expenditure to which he may have
been put, and, though I went out again on the following
day, all my efforts to trace him proved unavailing.

I should be very much obliged if you would^find space
for this letter in your next issue, and hope that if this

catclies his eye he will communicate with
ARTHUR ROE.

PhysicaUy Unfit.

Sir,—I wonder whether any of j'our readers are similarly

situated to myself ?

I was a member of the first survey party to cross the
Rocky Mountains on the present route of the Grand Trunk
Pacific. It was dead of winter for half the trip, and by
accident of one kind and another we lost two white men,
one Indian, and numerous ponies. Then I spent two years
forest ranging in Algonquin and B.C., and anyone familiar
with the muskeg forests will know that the life of the
forest ranger is by no means without incident. Later I

went north into the Yukon Territory ; more than once I was
without dogs and without money during the winter, with
nothing to eat for weeks but fish and pemmican, and living

generally the toughest life it is possible to imagine. I went
through the ice one night when the thermometer registered
60° of frost, and when I finally arrived at Dawson the
doctor told me that I'd better get away south, p.d.q., if

I wanted to live.

Finally I came to anchor at Porcupine, the gold camp of

the day, and for one summer I drove a gasolene launch on
the Mattagami River. I was there during the terrific forest

fire which shocked the whole civilised world with its appal-
ling loss of life and property, and out of the thirteen
members of the camp to which I belonged only three of
us came out alive. WTien we went back to look for our
chums we found only their trouser buttons and the buckles
of their belts.

241

The smoke played havoc with my lungs, 'and' noxt wintci
i got pneumonia again. The doctor told me that I could
not face another winter in the North, so I came homo
aijparcntly fit and hard as nails, but with one lung gone
At the beginning of the war I enlisted as a despatcli

rider, since the work promised plenty of fresh air, without
too much .sleeping in the damp and general exposure. I wa<
rejected at the last moment, and since then I have had
five shots to get in. Every time it has been the same
question—" Had any lung trouble?"
My grievance is against the interfering old fools wlio,

having had little experience of life beyond their ow^n townsi
are constantly talking about what they would do "if they
w^ere young again." Surely it is about time this sort of
hot air were kept under control. I have not a friend left
of military age who is not in uniform, and were it not
that I myself have experienced more than most of the.se
armchair critics have ever dreamt of, and am now payin"
for it, I should have been among the first to go.

I went into a shop the other day, and a little pale-faced
bounder behind the counter, after giving various reasons
for not enlisting, quietly asked me when I was going.
Everyone in the shop could hear the question, and one ca'ii

imagine how I felt. I wonder how this little weed would
have fared on the Yukon trail without dogs, or what he
would have thought of the Porcupuie forest fire, had he
not died of fright, as more than one man did.

Physically imfit? Yes, but unfortunately I do not look
it. I do not want a badge, because my own conscience is

clear ; but I write this letter in order to show how much
justerit would be if we were all content to leave the
obtaining of recruits to those whose work it is.

H.M.B.

Magneto Rear Lights.

Sir,—With reference to the remarks of " H 1227," I should
like to inform him that my letters in your columns were not
intended to give fuU details as to makiag the choking coil,

but that these were in every case sent to those who wrote me
for particulars. Two four volt (or 3j torch) lamps can be
used with every satisfaction connected in series, but as

regards four volt Osraras, these must be of low candle-power,
as the amount of current that can be taken from the magneto
without affecting the ignition is strictly limited. The size of

wire I recommended was gauge 26, and in my replies I stated
that the amount of wire can only be found by experiment.

I am using two 3^ volt torch lamps in series on my Lea-
Francis motor cycle, Bosch magneto. " H 1227 " does not say

whether he wound his wire closely andi carefully or other-

wise. SHAZBAZZIK.

Two French despatch riders attached to a convoy section of the

French Army. Both are mounted on Indians, and the man on the

left, L. Bertrand, who sends us the original photograph, saj-s he has

covered over 1 1 ,000 miles without an involuntary stop. Tlie vehicles

in the background are Paris motor 'buses, now used for transport work.

B27
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A selection of questions of general interest receireci from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not rilult be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write cleany and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked ' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questipns bearing on technical subjects.

Chain Adjustment.

^_^ I should be obliged if you could
'^ give me some information regard-

^1 ing a chain, in which some of
-^ the rivets seem to be tight.

Should I take out the tight ones
and put fresh ones in their place, or
would it be quite all right to put bolts
and nuts instead of rivets? I notice
where there is a bolt and nut that one
side of the chain is tapped for the
screw. This, I presume, is to prevent
slackening of the bolt and nut. I

should imagine then that if I put a
bolt and nut in place of a rivet I would
either have to tap one side of the link
or put two nuts on the bolt, one to act
as a lock-nut.—J.C.ISI.

It is improbable that you will be able
to fit bolts in place of rivets without
reamering out the holes ; it is .also desir-
able to tliread one link and screw the
bolt in, putting a nut on the end, and
hammering it to prevent the nut from
shifting, which it is very likely to do.
It is most unusual for a properly made
chain to have tight Unks, owing to the
reason you suggest. Are you sure they
are not clog'ged with dirt? Eea.lly, your
best plan would be to send the cliain

to the makers, unless you are a competent
mechanic.

A Flooding Carburetter.

I have a 1909 Si h.p. machine,
and am experiencing some trouble

. with the carburetter. When the
macliine is travelling at medium
speed, the petrol does not appear

to get consumed fast enough ; conse-
quently, the float chamber Hoods con-
siderably. It. appears to work all right
on top speed, but when slowing down
a little the engine seems to lose more
power than it really should do, and a
quantity of black smoke is emitted :

the last defect seems to me to be caused
by having too much petrol on. If I
fill the float chamber and then turn
the tap off and start the engine
it will run satisfactorily until the
petrol is consumed, but if I turn the
petrol tap on again, the engine still

goes well until the float chamber gets
full, and as soon as it starts to flood
the engine loses power and finally

refuses to fire at all.—T.K.
The trouble is probably due to the needle
valve being bent or requiring to be ground
in, as it does not shut off the supply
when there is enough liquid in the float
chamber. You can easily see if tliis is

the case by piamining the jet, turning
on the petrol, and seeing if there is any
overflow, and if so the needle valve
clearly does not shut off the supply.
Make sure, too, that the float is not
punctured.

B28

Various Questions.

Please answer the following
questions : (1.) I have a 1912 2%
h.p. motor cycle, and I find that
when on the road a thin blue
smoke is blown out from where

the magneto is fixed on the crank case.
How can I stop this? (2.) I have got
your three books on motor cycles, but
although I have read them I cannot
find any definite explanation as to
when piston rings are worn and need
renewing. (3.) What speed should I
get out of my machine on the level?

(4.) What mileage should I get per
gallon on average roads?—E.S.

(1.) It is unusual for blue smoke to come
from the magneto. It is probable that
there is a leak in the crank case joint
here which allows the oil vapour to blow
out. You should see that all the crank
case bolts are done up tightly; if this
does not stop it, the paper washer
between the two halves of the crank case
should be renewed. (2.) Piston rings
need renewing w-hen there is up and
down play between them and their
grooves, or when they have lost their
spring—that is, fit the cylinder too
easily. It is difficult to tell except by
ascertaining whether the compression is
leaking past them or not. (3.) The speed
you obtain with your machine depends
entirely upon the amount of tuning and
adjustment which it receives ; it is

'

difficult to say exactly, but you should
have no difficulty in touching 40 m.p.h.,
while this type of machine has been
known to do well over 50 m.p.h. (4.)

An ingenious idea of Gonner D. T, .Austin

Jones, of the M.M.G.S.. for silencing the

exhaust of a motor cycle engine. The exiiaust

gases are led to a form of turbine, which in

rotating reduces the speed of the gases

impinging upon the air at the exit. At the

same time the rotating blades of the turbine

do not, it is claimed, cause back pressure.

Thus the silencer is very efficient.

You should get at least ninety miles pet

gallon, and it is quite possible to obtain

120 and 130 under favourable conditions.

A Heated Crank Case.

Will you please explain the

overheating on the level (heavy-

roads especially) of a 2^ h.p.

1911 model when running at a

speed of less than 20 m.p.h. ?

The crank case becomes very hot, and
emits blue smoke from the release

valve and the bearing of the magneto-
shaft, which is slightly loose. I give

plenty of oil, my weight is 10 stone,

and the engine does 140 miles to the
gallon.—-J.B.C.

Y'ou need not trouble about the over-
heating unless the machine actually loses

power. The crank case very often be-

comes hot merely through conduction.

If, however, the machine is really show-
ing signs of distress, this may be an
indication that the rings are worn, and
that the charge is getting past them.
The remedy is then, of course, to fit new
rings.

Motor Cycle Riding in Spain.

I should be extremely obliged

_| if you could give me any particu-

> lars regarding motor cycling in

-^ Spain. Are the roads possible?

What are the regulations as to

registration, taxation, etc. ? I am go-

ing to the North of Spam—San
Sebastian, or that district—and thought
of taking my sidecar outfit. Will the
sidecar have to be on the right-hand
side of the machine instead of left as

here? If so, will this mean structural

altei'ation to machine and sidecar? I

should have a macliine of 5-5 h.p.. and
I suppose this would take my pas-

senger and myself anywhere in the
country with three-speed gear,—R.H.C.

There is quite a reasonable an.ount of

motor cycling done in Spain. The main
roads are fair, in parts, especially in the
North. Sidecars are admitted into Spain
on payment of a duty of £1 19s. per cwt.
There is no necessity to have the sidecar
fitted to the off-side. To use the machine
for one year in Spain you would have to

have an International pass, which can be
obtained at a cost of 10s. 6d. This does
away with the necessity of having local

licences. We should advise you "to be-

come a member of the .\uto Cycle Union,
if vou are not one already ; from it von
will get the International pass. This
would also do aw.ay with all difficulties

about shipment, and it would give you
the fullest possible information about the
country, roads, maps. Customs facilities,

etc. Petrol is dear—about 2s. 6d. per
gallon.
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Retreading.

I liad a pail' of 26in. X 2in.

oovei's rotreaded by a well-known

firm, who also velined tliem with

canvas. After fixing the covers

and blowing up tyres, I start-ed

on a run, and had only gone about 100

yards when the outer cover came off

one side, the inner tube came out, and
w.as fairly "chewed" up into scrap. ' I

procured a new tube, fixed it, and set

otf again, and in a similar distance the

same thing happened, but this time

with the cover and tube on the front

wheel. Now I am afraid to venture out

again until I know the reason of the

above happening and the remedy.—H.L.

It is very hard for us to account for the

trouble with your tyre which you have

experienced. We should recommend you

to report the matter to the firm who
carried out the retreading. It is possible

that, through faulty treatment, your tyre

may have become distorted or the bead

damaged, so that it does not keep in

place.

Shorting in Wet Weathero

i have a 3J h.p. engine fitl;ed

with a Bosch magneto which

has developed most unpleasant

symptoms during very heavy

rain. I got shock after shock,

and then the engine finally stopped. 1

dried the h.t. wire, plug, and magneto,

and then the machine went a few

yards, and I again got shocks. I was

an hour trying to get up a hill at

1 a.m.—not very pleasant I assure you.

Where am I to look for and remedy
the fault, for if the rain had not abated,

I might have spent the night on the

road? Another fault which the machine

has had for some time, and is not in

any way due to the rain, is that when
running slowly and one opens the

throttle ejuickly the engine knocks

itself to pieces. Yet if one opens the

throttle slowly it usually picks up.

The carburetter is a Brown and Barlow
latest automatic variable jet pattern.

Does this knocking injure the engine?

The bearings cannot be worn, as the

engine was new four or five months
ago.—R.M.

The trouble is probably due to bad
arrangement of the high-tension wire.

Perhaps this may be anchored up to the

tank. The wet runs off the tank on to

the wire, and thence down it right on to

the plug. Owing to the wet, the insula-

tion of the high-tension wire fails, with
the result that there are shorts in every

direction. If the magneto is of the water-

proof type, it is unlikely that the w-et

has affected the magneto itself ; if it is

one of the older type, probably the

magneto has become saturated with
moisture, and it should be taken apart

and stored in a warm room for a couple
of days, but, of course, not subjected to

extreme heat. The remedy is to dry tlia

wire carefully, and fix it in such a way
that shorts are not possible. The second
trouble may be due to carbonisation.
Clean off the carbon deposit, and see if the
trouble still occurs. It is unlikely that
the mixture is incorrect, but if you get

further trouble after cleaning out the
engine, write to the makers of your car-

buretter. Are you sure that the gear is

not too high? Knocking is by no means
good for the engine.

RK.MIKRS' KHPLIKS.

Repairing a Tube.

In reference to the query on pagp 195

of the issue of the 19th ult. by " C.T." re

repairing a tube, I have in tlie past had
the same difficulty as experienced by him
in making a patch stick on an inner

tube. You recently illustrated in your
paper a repair outfit known as Mustikon,
and the only repair I have had to make
since I secured this outfit was a nail

puncture which had badly jagged the
inner tube and" necessitated cutting a
)3iece out about half an inch in length.

The repair was carried out in accord-
ance with the instructions given in the
booklet, and was most satisfactory,

occupying a few minutes. The design
of the rubber stud is such that I am
sure the repair would be airtight even
if solution were not used, and whatever
heat the tyre may attain the stud cannot
possibly be displaced.—H.R.M.

In the issue of the 19th ult. your
correspondent " C.T." complains of the
trouble he had in patching an inner
tube. _ I recommend him to do away
with all patches and adopt the Mustikon
method of tube repairing. With this

method I have never had the slightest

trouble, even repairing permanently splits

of Sin. in length.—P.S.L.

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
" B.V.H." (Bradford).—Sun - Vites.se.

Speed and reliability.

"D.F.S." (Beckenham).—2i h.p. two-
stroke Metro. Speed, consumption, relia-

bility, and comfort.

"H.P." (Yorks).—7-9 kp. 1915 Indian,

Model C, for solo and sidecar work. Con-
sumption and reliability.

"G.G.H." (Leicester). — Air - cooled

Morgan. Reliability, durability, con-

sumption and hiU-climbing.

ROUTES.
Manchester to Pwi-liieli, and diBtance,

—J.H.H.G.
Manchester, Frod.sham, Chester, Hawar-

den, Holywell, Abergele, Conway, Bangor,
Carnarvon, Clynnog, Pwllheli. Approxi-
mately 125 miles.

Epsom to Hebefoed.—H.E.R.
Epsom, Ewell, Surbiton, Kingston,

Teddington, liounslow, Heslon, Southall,

Uxbridge, Bcaconsfield, Stokenchurch,
Wheatley, Oxford, Eynsliani, Witney,
Northleach, Andoversford, Cheltenham,
Ledbury,, Hereford. Approximately 12()

mife's.

UfaVON (Wilts) to BAnMOnTH,—L.A.T.P.

Upavon, Marlborough, Swindon, Crick-

lade, Cirencester, Cheltenham, Tewkes-
bury, Upton, Malvern, Bromyard, Ten-
bury, Ludlow, Craven Arms, Mont-
gomery, Llanfair, Din as Mawddwy,
Dolgelly, Barmouth. Approximately 19C

miles.

HoDDERSFiELD TO CoLWYN Bat : avoid-

ing heavy traffic as much as pos-

sible.—A".S

Huddersfield, Holmfirth, Crowden,
Glossop, Macclesfield, Holmes Chapel,
Northwich, Chester, Hawarden, Holy-
well, Abergele, Colwyn Bay.

Leeds to Cheddar (Somerset) ; avoiding

large towns as far as possible.

—

W.A.M.
Leeds, Methley, Doncaster, TickhiU,

Worksop, Mansfield, Heanor, Derby,
Burton-on-Trent, Lichfield, Colesliill,

Stonebridge, Kenilworth, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Broadway, Chelten-

ham, Painswick. Stroud, Nailsworth
Bath, Radstock, ' WeUs, Cheddar. Ap
proximately 220 mUes.

MOTOR CYCLING IN THE CAPE PENINSULA.

Hel's Hoogle, a test hill in the 112 miles trial of the Cape Peninsula M.C.C., reported on

page 238. The picture shows A. Manchip (Enfield and sidecar) coming up steadily,
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A Countershaft Gear Box.

PoTO*r from the engine is transmitted

to a chain sprocket A, which drives the

main gearshaft B through a friction

clutch C of orthodox construction. Upon
the shaft B is mounted a spur gear wheel
D, which cannot rotate in relation to the

shaft, but is free to slide thereon to

engage clutch dogs formed on either side

with corresponding dogs on the spur gears

E and F. Of these gears E is fixedly

mounted on the sleeve which carries the
sprocket G, whereby motion is trans-

mitted to the rear wheel, whilst the gear
F is revolubly mounted on the shaft B.
The gears, ~E D F engage, corresponding
gears on the layshaft L, those of H and
L being keyed thereon, whilst the gear
J is free to slide and also to rotate.

Between the gears H and J are arranged
dog clutch teeth, which may be moved
into and out of engagement by the gear
control mechani.sm. This comprises slid-

ing forks M and N, carried by arms
aiounted upon a vertical spindle 0.
Movement of the forks is effected by a
rotatable cam P, having slots suitably
shaped to provide the required movement.
When the clutch dogs on the gears E
and D are engaged the main shaft is

coupled to the driven sleeve, and the
direct or top gear is provided. The
bottom gear is afforded by engaging the
dogs on the gears D and F, the drive
being from the shaft B tlirough the gears
F K H and E. The intermediate gear is

provided by releasing the gear D from
both gears E and F and clutching the
gear J to that H, the transmission" then
passing through, the gears D J H and E.
The specification also describes a modified
form of operating mechanism, and a
simple addition to the gear box whereby
a fourth gear ratio, or a reverse drive,
may be obtained.—E. Jardine, E.
Watchorn, and J. Archer. No. 11,919,
1915.

Steering Head Construction.

The steering head of a motor bicycle

is usually Ji malleable casting, but the

present invention suggests its construc-

^\ A n

tion from sheet metal by stamping or

pressing. The drawings illustrate the
head in various stages of the opera-

tion. The blank is

first provided with
depressions A, and
is then folded over
so that the depres-
sions register and
form the sockets
for the frame
tubes. The head
then has strength-
ening rings B
slipped upon it,

and the various joints are completed by
electric or acetylene welding. An eye C
is formed during the process of manufac-
ture to accommodate a sidecar attach-
ment.—J. Sankev and Sons, Ltd., and
A. P. Smith, No. 7,964, 1914.

Two-stroke Compression Release.

Ill some two-stroke engines, when the
compression release valve is opened, the

gas is blown direct into the air, whilst in

others it passes into the silencer pipe.

In the present instance the released gas

is conducted back to the crank chamber,
passing, on its way. over the surface of

the inlet pipe to which the carbu-

retter is connected, and providing a

heating effect. The release valve A
is of the usual type, but admits the

gas to a pipe B, the lower end of which
is connected to a cover plate C, wliich

encloses the transfer passage D. This
cover plate has a tubular screwed con-

nection E with the cylinder, and tliis

tubular connection forms the inlet pipe,

and the^ carbm-etter is attached to a

spigot F. This, forms a convenient con-

struction, and enables the released gases,

heated by contact with the hot cylinder,

to warm the ingoing charge.—W. Murphy,
No. 27.887, 1915.

A Variable Jet Carburetter.

Beneath the car-

buretter body A is

arranged the fuel
chamber B, with a
float C, which cuts
oft' the supply of

fuel at a certain
level, as. usual. The
body A is pi-ovided
with a piston valve
D for regulating
the flow of air

tlirough the carbu-
retter, and the fuel
is supplied to the
air current through
a perforated sleeve'
E, which slides in
the throttle barrel
controlled by a
Bowden cable F, so
as to open the de-
sired number of
perforations in the
sleeve. The . inven-
tor also suggests that the sliding rod and
piston valve might be interconnected so
as to regulate the fuel with the air
supply, or, alternatively, the air supply
mav be entirelv automatic.—A. E.
Coyne, No. 14,395. 1914.

B-^O
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-fl'HEET.. exi'Ollont raiiulition ; f9.—Morfinn nml
Miixuell, Tlio Loudon Motor Jtiirt, 80, Hii,-li Kil.

Str.'nthum. [X<»936

TWO Anto-WhccIs. one 1914, one 1915, both nliuost

ninv: £9 nnd £10/10.—Percy and Co., 337, Eustoii

Ed.. London. [14G4

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, with 3-speed bicycle, com-
plete; £12.—18, Bellevue Gardens, Clapham Rd..

Stockwell, S.W. [1883

W.-\LL Auto-Wheel, second-hand, perfect order,
overhauled by makers; £10.—Seen at 248,

Bishopsgate, London, E.C. [9128

AUTO-WHEEL, just overhauled, perfect Roing order

;

£9,9; can be seen running any time.—Arthur Rich-
mond, 43, Broadway, Walham Green, S.W. [2004

Bat.

3h.p. Bat, spring frame, new mag. ; £10.-F. Walker.
Weston Pt., Runcorn. [X538E

BAT-J.A.P., 1915, 5-6h.p., done 300 miles; reason
lor sale, going abroad: £58.-84, Earl's Court

Rd. [1736

TWO 6h.p. Eat(3 for sale, cheap.—Morgan and Max-
well, The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd..

Streatham. [X49oV

T.T. Bat, 5-6h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, countershaft, in
perfect order; £36.—Percy and Co., 337, Eueton

Ed., London. [1457

BAT-.TA.P. 7-8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, all acces-
sories ; 50 gns. : liberal deferred terms.—LambV.

151, High St., Walthanifitow. [1781

8h.p. 1912 Bat, Montgomery sidecar, 1914 J.A P. en-
pine, Albion clutch, fa^t outfit, tyres and belt new,

complete; £36/15.-14, Napier Rd., Luton. [1992

FOR Sale, 1913 5-7h.p. Bat-Jap engine, with wicker
sidebar, in first-class order

;
price £45-—Apply,

Amp. Golf Club, Luflenham, or Wheatley's Garage,
Stamford. [X5418

BAT-,T.A.P.. 1914-15, B-6h.p., 3-speed, F.E.. sporting,
grey, speedometer, lamp, horn, accessories, sparer,

perfect, new condition ; £55 cash.—Perkins, Victoria
Ed., Devizes. [1823

4h.p. Bat-Jap, epring frame, P. and M. 2-speed gear,
new condition; £25.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor

Department, Carlton Engineering Works, 599, High
Ed., Tottenham, N. [1712

7-8h.p. Bat, 1913, 2 speeds, free engine, thoroughly
overhauled by makers, made equal new in every

leepect, complete with lamp, horn, tools: price £55:
only wants seeing.—Pullan and Sou, Cirencester. [X5371

Bradbury.
BRADBUET, 4h.p., 1913. Philipson and Binks, and

IM?., perfect: £28.—Eackley. 12, Corn St., WitneyB[1919R.\DBURY, 1915 models; lists free.—Agents.
Blight and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

[197L
1Q14 4h.p. Braiibury, chain drive, 2-spee<l. handle-
S.U bar control clutch, kick start, splendid condi-

i
tiou; £36.-B. Kerswell, Fairfield, Exeter. [1794

BRADBURY, 1912%, 4h.p., 2-speed, kick-start, all
on, very good condition, £26 ; coachbuilt sidecar,

]

£6.-43, Woodside Green, South Norwood. [X5529

BRADBURY Combination, 19123,4, 2-speed, F.E..
countershaft, speedometer, lamp, accessories, fast

:

£32, or near offer.-23, Homertou Eow, Homertou.
[1731

"JQ12 (September) Bradbury, SV^h.p., with sidecar.
! -f-*' free engine, 3-speed, lamps, spares, very re-

liable, tvres and tubes, as new; £32/10.—Lawson.
Holly Villas, Snibstone, Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch. [1895

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, spring forks, Grado gear, new belt

2 cheap.—G.O., 10, Vauban St., Spa Ed., Ber-
mondsey. [X5382
BROWN, sy^h-^p., good puller, little adjusting re

auired: real bargain, with sidecar, £13/10.-17
Gol|)iaivk Ed., London, W. [2013

1 A-12h.p. Brown Touring Car, 4-seater, dual ignition,XV new Binks, perfect, completely equipped: £55
Eeilly, 215, Oveigate, Dundee. rX5032

BROWN, 1912, Si/oh.p., 2-speed and free, tyres good.
-Saxon forks, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps; bargain.

\
£23/10.-71- Coleridge Rd., Crouch End. [1893

BROWN, 6-8h.p., with sidecar, powerful twin, 1911
model, 2 speeds, free engine, smart turnout; £28,

1 offers.—Speechley's, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [X5565

BROWN 6h.p. T.T- Twin (all red) and wicker side
car, fast and powerful, any trial; 29 gns.. no

offers. 'Phone : 2180 Streatham.—Benn, 7, Sunnv-
hUl Rd., Streatham, S.W. [2029

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1913, SVjh.p., engine in splendid order: £28.
—V. BuU, Waterbeach, Cambs. [X5415

1 Q14 B.S.A. 4yh.p. 3-specd Motor Cycle and sidecar,Xv equal to new.—E. Urmston, King St., Leigh.

,

[X533e
1Q13 2-speed B.S.A. and sidecar, in fine condition,
Xt/ lamps, horn, etc.; £40.—Jones, The Broadway,
Muswell Hill. [2009

is designed for long life, and has a wonderful
reserve of st:U»ility, and is safe on greasy roads.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shako
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From£66s.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models.

orEasy Payments
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine, will iust tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey

to match, 28 X 3in. t>TC, apron to cover entire

body, and fourth point attachment £13

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
4ih.p. JAMES, ini-t, 3-speed, kick starter,

complete with Sidecar £49 10
6 h.p. REX, 1Q12, 2 speeds, complete with

new coach Sidecar £33 10
7-gh.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-sp.

model with coach Sidecar to match,
nearly new £72 10

?. h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914
model, Precision engine, countershaft

2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10
3^ h.p. N.S.U., 1914. twin model, 2-speed,

with coach-built Sidecar, all finished

red £30

2i h.p. VELOCETTE, 1915, 2-stroke model,
2-speed gear, nearly new £28 10

3 h.p. L(NCOLN-ELK, 1910 model. M.O.V.,
magneto, B. & R., h.-b. control, enamel
and plating in splendid condition £12 15

8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 1912, J.A. P. engine,

3 speeds, complete with coach Sidecar £48 10

8 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled.

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, coach-

built, spare tyres and tubes £18 15

4 h-P- BRADBURY, 1911, 2-speed gear,

complete with Sidecar £30

3I h.p. L.M.C., 1913, countershaft gear . . £25
3V h.p. REX, iQog iMillennium 2-speed . . £18 10
M'OTOSAGOCHE Lightweight, magneto .. £8 15

6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £11 10
6 h.p. ENFIELD Com., coach Sidecar;

little worse than new £59 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
NewTrouser Overalls, usually £1 12 6

Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15

New Accumulators, 10 amps. 6/11 ; 40 amps 12/6
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp . 4/11

New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L. I FAX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CYCI.KS VOH .SALT:.

U.S.A.

B.S.A., 191G, 4h.p. rountcmhaft morlclN. AuKU4l do
livc:rv Kuarantced,— Layton'M Carage, Hu-fhlvr

Oxon. 'I'hono: 35. (XOHBl

B.S.A., 1913, i',<jh.p., T.T. model, very Bood and
rcliablo machine; £Z0.—Layton'M Garage, Uicestor

Oxon. 'I'houc: 35. [X549C

FOR Sale, motor bicycle, B..S,A., S'/jh.p., T.T.. en-

gine just completely overhauled by makers; £27.—
liox 9,179, The Motor Cycle Ulll<:ua, Coventry. [X5623

B.S.A., 1913'/j, 3'Ah.p., 2 wpeedH, F.E., luuipH, liom,
speedometer (5, 200], MilHord coachbuilt nideeur,

perfect order throughout; £48.—Lloyd, Surveyor, Spald.

ing. [X6027

B.S.A., August, 1912, 3i/2h.p.. 2 speeds, free engine,
complete fiet of tools and accessories, Bosch, J*.

and B., splendid condition; £30 cash.—Tompson, May-
Held, Tnmivorth. (X6344

B.S.A. 1914 4Vih.p. Combination, Model H., chain

drive, 5-9peed countershaft gear, kick starter,

lamp, horn, spare.*?, 2 new tyres; £55.—Petherarn, 20.

Coronation Rd., Bridgwater. [X533a

B.S.A., 1912, 3i/,h.p., 2-speed, 1913, 12 gn. Bramble
sidecar, Con-ev speedometer, P. and 11. lamp and

electric rear light spare belt and valve; £40.—Passey.
230, St. Albans Rd., Watford. [1791

B.S.A. 2-5peed and sidecar, 1912, all accessories,

guaranteed perfect and reliable, good beginner's
proposition, £37/10: another, £42/10.—Leighton's,
opposite Wood Green Station. [1983

B.S.A., 1912, 3'/'h.p., free engine, coaeh sidecar,

Cowey speedometer, 2 lamp sets. Garner exhaust

whistle, full kit, readv ride away; £35; call Sunday.—
Sales, 25, Cambray Rd.'! Baiham. [1977

TO 15 B.S.A., 41'ih.p., 3-6peed countershaft, all chain
i-U drive, with sidecar costing £15/15 to match,

perfect condition, only ridden 10 weeks; owner bought

car; £63.—Workman, 32, Bath Eow, Birmingham.

1 Q14 TT B.S.A., Lucas lamp, horn, numerous acces-

i-ij eorica, ran 3,000, condition perfect; expert ex-

amination invited : one of the fastest machiries on

the road- 40 gns.—Thursby, Harrison St., Barnoldswick,

via Colne. [X5563

"I Q15 B.S.A., 4yh.p., 3-speed, countershaft gear,

JLtJ clutch, kick starter, ehain-cum-belt, lamp (£2/15),

horn (£1/1). only done a small number of miles, ex-

rellent condition: f 58(10.-Clarton, Church T""^^
Berriew, Montgomeryshire. LX5470

BS A. 1915 Combination, 4yh.p., chain drive, J-

speed countershaft gear, kick-starter, 3 electrio

lamps and Van Radeu accumulator, Lucas horn, wind

screen; cost £85 May, take £65; going abroad.--

Wilkes, 102, Bath Row, Birmingham. li.553.i

Calcott.

CAICOTT, aVjh.p., 1911%, good going order. lecently

overhauled by makers, new tyres, epares.-Fowke,

10, St. Stephen's Gardens, Twickenham. 1.1^3

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE 2-epeed 2-6troke Models from stock:

generous deferred payments-—Lamb s, 151, fL'S^

St., Walthamstow. l^ "''

CALTHORPE 1915 latest 2-speed lightweight modeli

in stock; cash or exchange; no waitinE---Eagl«

and Co., High St., Acton, W. [X54S6

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'e and 2-strokea,

from £27/14: send for list and easy payment terms.

-Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W [0647

CALTHOHPES.-Any of this famous trio delivered

from stock: extraordinary value.-Agents, Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3026

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-6peed, as new, only done a

few hundred miles; cost £28 bargain, i:22; alter

4 o'clock.-441, Brighton Rd., South Croydon. [1768

CALTHORPE-J-A.P., 1915i,4, 2°4h.p.,^ mileage 750,

lamps, horn; £52; condition cxceUent; buying com-

bination.-Lieut. ElUott, 6, Boundary Ed-, Chatham^^^

-|f»15 Calthorpe-J.A.P.. 2-speed and clutch, £34/15:

LV also 2y4h.p. 2-sttoke, 2-speed, 35 ms.; do-

livery irom stock; exchanges; easy terms.-JiiIiaT..

Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6409

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2=ih.p., Enfield 2-epeed and

free engine, Senspray, Dunlop and Moseley tyres,

P. and H. lamp and rear Ught, long horn, and accra-

fories, all good condition, nearly new; £30.-Mad|wick,

Portsmouth Ed., HiniBiead, Surrey. [X5472

Campion.
CAMPION-J.A.P., 1912-13 model, 6h.p. twin 2

speeds, free engine, fine machme; bargain, ±,^8^
Speechley's, 45, Church Rd., Acton, London. [X;5564

1 ft 14 Campion-Jap, 8h.p., Jardine 3-fireed, Cairns 2-

ly seater sidecar, speedometer, 2 amps; cost £107

nett- run under 4.000 miles, absolutely perfect: £75.--

EUiot, Jeweller, Fleetwood. [i.5476

Centaur.

CE^"TAUR, 3ilh.p., 2-5peed. Iree, perfect: £30.-70,

Evering RdT, Stoke Newington- [1942

31 h.p. Centaur, mag., powerful machine; £12.--

2 Nicholls, 35, Nelson Ed., South Chinglord. [1730

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.
2-stroke Lightweights,NEW Chater-Lea

immediate delivery from stock.
Shoe Lane, London.

^38/6/6;
-Wauehope's, 9.

[X5444
8h.p. Chater-Lea, No. 7, 3-speed. coachbuilt sidecar,

screen, hood, new tyres all round ; genuine bargain,
£50. no oflere.-7, Dorville Kd., Lee, S.E. [1654

IQI3V2 Chater-Lea 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
-I-*/ complete with accessories, spares, 2 carrier seats;
oflers.—Mann, 61, West Ferry Ed., Milwall, E. [1698

1 012 Chater-Lea No. 7, 1915 Gloria Projectile sidecar,
J-*^ hood, metal screen, Jones trip, watch, 3 lamps,
2 .spare covers, tubes, £60,-48, Audley Ed., HendoO.

[1796TO 14 Chater-Lea 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, hood,
-*-«-' screen, complete accessories, perfect condition;
*70, cost £110.-Walsh, 119, Pepys Ed., Wimbledon.
„ [1824
/^HATER-LEA, late 1912 and 1914, coachbuilt side-
\^ car, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, re-bushed and new pis-
tons this season, 3-speed, new Kempshall tyre back,
front and side good condition, lamps, Viud screen,
spares, all in splendid condition ; £48.—Pleasant, 89,
Crayford Ed., Tufncll Park, N. [1981

Chater-Lea-Antoine.
Enshmore head

Trueman St., Liver-
[1694

Chatei-Jap.
CHATEE-J.A.P. 6h.p. Tirin Combination, 2-6peea,

P. and M., chain drive, cane sidecar, lamps ami
generators, Rom tyres, perfect condition ; bargain, £45.
S.E. district.—Box LI, 244. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,
Tudor St., E.G. [1738

Chatei -Peugeot.
K-6h.p. Cliater-Peugeot, speed gear (Matchless), and^ C.B. underslung sidecar, all modern fitments; £30,
or exchange.— 13. Footscray Ed., Garden Village, New
Eltham. [IS35

Clyno.
CLTNO, 1914, 2-stroke, all accessories; £23.—Lind-

fleld, 93, High St., Crawley, Sussex. [X5347
/^LTNO

J_914^
6h.p^ Combination,

4h.p. Chater-Antoine, Albion clutch,
lamp; £22, or near otler.-

pooj.
-54,

£64.-11, Lun;i Ed.
elegant

Thornton Heath.
turnout

;

[1862

1 Q13 Clyno and Sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, spares,
-LtJ splendid condition; £45.-50, Clapham Ed.,
S.W. [1885

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition, and
accessories; £45.—Leighton's, opposite Wood

Green Station. [19rf6

CLYNO Combination (1913), perfect running order,
spare wheel, new Rom tyre; quick sale £47/10.—

Wippell Bros, and Row, Exeter. [1941

CLYNO Combination, late 1913, 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick
etaiter, coachbuilt sidecar, 4 detachable wheels,

tip-top order; £50,—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed.,
London. [1458

1 Q14 Clyno Combination, low mileage, perfect con-J~^ dition, 2 head lamps, speedometer, spare wheel.
etc.; £70.—Eeadhead, Swanley Villa, Beacon Ed., St.
Peter's, Thanet. . [1508

CLTNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, purchased
1913, condition ftrst-class, fully equipped, speed-

ometer, watch, whistle, special carrier seat, etc. £45.— 117, Victoria Park Ed., South Hackney, N.E. [2020

CLTNO 1914 6h.p. Combin.ition, with No. 6 side-
car, 3-speed countershaft, kick starter, perfect

condition, little used, spare wheel, speedometer, good
lamps, tyres good condition, thoroughly overhauled

;

65 gns—Finney, 140, King St., Hammersmith, London.
W. [1670

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 1914, 2^troke, 3-speed. clutch starter

Watsonian coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condition

:

£38, cost £56.-7, Hampton Rd., Ilford. fl67S

De Dion.
Druids, enclosed mag., minus

sell parts.—Laybourn,
[X5466

DE DION
handle-bars

Wolsingham,

2%h.p.
seiO; will

Co. Durham.

Dene.
Motor Cycle and Sidecar, SV^h.p.. 3 speeds,
engine, fine condition ; £48.—Apply, West,

tation Approach, South Shields. rX5644

DENE
free

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p.
£42.—Fairhead,

Douglas.
, T.T„ 2-specd, 1914,
Nurseries, Colnbrook.

as new;
[X5635

sloping tube, Araac

;

• Ed., E.
-IQll Douglas,XU 67, Lower Addiscombe

TO 15 IJougl
±O Moffat,

19
DOUGLAS,

order; £18

bargain,
Croydon.

£11.-
[1802

IJouglas. 2?4h.p., W, in stock, new; £54.—
Douglas Agent, Yeovil. Tel. : 50. [9203

2-6peed Kick Start Douglas, splendid condi-
ion ; £28.—Eeeves, Y'els, Wellingborough, rX5530

1911, lamp, generator, good running'
-Campbell. The Vents, Cranbrcok. [1758

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. to lOhp. models.— Gourlay the
great Douglas agent, FnUowfield, Manchester.

DOUGLAS, 1914, model W, little used, all spares'-
£42/10.—Laybourn, Wolsingham, Co. Durham '

[X5464

!MEW MODELS.
ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £38 17
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, semi-T.T £63
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speeds, T.T £52 10
SUN-VILLIERS, 2ih.p., 2-str., single-speed £2T 11

INDIAN, 7 h.p., clutch T.T. model £57
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp., new £70
JAIWES, 3.Vh.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain . . £66 6
SUN V.TJ. engine. 2 speeds £37 9
JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-spced, Combination .... £80
HENDERSON, 4-cvlmder, 2 speeds £81 18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3 speeds . . £68 5
NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2V h.p., fixed gear .. £30 18
J.H., 3,; h.p,, T.T. model, M.A.G. engine . . £55 10
Machines starred thus (*) subject to 5% advance.

SBDECARS.
MILLFORD, CANOELET, and WATSONIANS ex

actual stock.

All the above actually in stock at the time of going
to press.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SEGOND-MAND BARGABNS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

B.S.A., 3-^ h.p., 2-speecl, cane Sidecar £41
HARLEY'-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7 h.p., 3 speeds,

all accessories £71
BAT, 1013, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, coach Sidecar .... £53
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3 speeds. Sidecar, onlj'

done 200 miles £76
ENFIELD, 1913. 6 h.p., 2 speeds, as new £55
DOUGLAS, 1914, 3-' h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet

sidecar, speedometer, three lamps, horn, disc
wheels, outfit like new throughout £69

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS =2 h.p., single-speed £16
RUOGE, rgr2, 3.V h.p., clutch model £28
BROUGH, rgr5, 3* h.p. twin, 3 speeds £54
TRIUMPH, ri)i4. 4 h.p., 3 speeds £52
DOUGLAS, lgr4, 2:,' h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £46
HOBART, 1015, 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, as new .... £33
HOBART, igrs, 2X h.p.. as above £32
TORPEDO, rgr3, 2 h.p. Precision engine, 2 sp. £25
F.N., rgi2, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive £24
TRIUMPH, rgr3, 3! h.p., 3 speeds, fine order.

.

£46
BAT, rqT5, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame .... £60
clyno; iqi5, 1), h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £36
DIAMOND, rgi4, 2;^ h.p., 2 speeds, accessories. £37
TRIUMPH, igto, 3* h.p., clutch model £29
TRIUMPH, rgr3. 3 speeds, excellent order .... £47
ZENITH, ior3, 3^ h.p., Gradua gear, and clutch £40
ROVER, rgi-i. 3i- h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model . .

.

£49
NEW HUDSON, igrj, 2i h.p,, 2-specd, 2-stroke £34

WE BUY FOR SPOT CASH 1913, 1914,

AND 1915 MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR
OUTFITS, AND LIGHT CARS.

Best cash offers on sight.

MOTOR MART
100§136 O PortlandSUondonW
Te/ep/ione -552 Moyfair re/tyfoms~f^bdtcaie Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
or ladies.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.
2^. p.. 2.epeed, modelDOUGLAS, 1914,

horn : £43.— Golding,
w, lam

Market Place, St. Ires, Huol
[I'S

1Q15 Brand New Douglas, model V: £50; only oa
-*-^ —Jones, Anglesey Motor Mart, Llanfairpwll.

;X483
DOUGLAS, 1912 £26. 1913 £33: both in perte<

order—Percy and Co., 337. Euston Ed.. LondoiD[145OUGLAS. 1915, model U, 3-speed, in stock, on
iE52/ 10.—Moffat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone

50. [181

DOUGLAS, 1914,
new condition

:

I

Heath.

DOUGLAS, T.T.,
tion; £22/10.-

Station.

clutch, 2-5peed, speedometer, lamp
£43/10.-11, Luna Ed., Thomto

[186

1910, very fast and good cond:
-Leighton's, opposite Wood Gree

.199

DOUGLAS, 25ih.p.,
£48; exchange

Kingston.

Oiih.p. Doughs, 2 speeds.

2-speed, new. all acceasoria
B.S.A. or Triumph.—Spencei

[183

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2*4h.p., 2-speed, in excellent m
nrng and condition : £40.—J. CowsiU, Lvme Gioti

Altrincham. lX552

kick starter; £38.— Mor(«
The London Motor Man. 80. Hir

'X493
and Maxwell,

Kd., Streatham.

DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines ii

stock, £28 to £43.—Turpins, 22 and 29. Presta
Ed., Brighton. (071

DOUGLAS, igiS^i, 2-3peed, clutch, kick starter, (nil

eauipped, like iiew; £38.-18, Kimberler Rd
Upper Edmonton. [175

DOUGLAS, extraordinary good, late 1914. 2-speet

all accessories: ^43. — Bartter, St. James Rd
Kingston-on-Thames. [181

lockDOUGLAS, 1915, model U, V. and 'W
Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's Gar»g(

Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS, 1915
model, 2-spee(l

plus 5% increase.

-

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2'!4h.p., T.T. model, 2-speed geu
speedometer, lamp set, horn, and tools, long ei

' "" " Bishopsgate A»
[055

2liih.p.. 'War Office all

T.T. ; delivery from stctk
Below.

:686

blac
£5:

haust pipe; ,£42.—Elce and Co.,
Camomile St., E.C.

DOUGLAS, the world's best and British.—Writ*
your requirements. — Gibb, Gough, Doagll

Specialists, Gloucester. [X353

DOUGLAS,
anteed a

Grenville St.,

2^4h.p., 1910, running order, fully goa:

8 new, re-plaled : bargain, 16 ens.—IS'
Stockport. [X549

DOUGLAS. 1913, 25ih.p.. T.T., 2-speed, spare bel'

tube, tvre, tools, lamp, horn : £32.—Lieut. Taflo:

Fort Stamford, Plymouth. [X541

DOUGLAS.—All models from stock from sole wholl
sale and retail Midland agents, Colmore Depot, 3]

Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X303

£43.—Semi T.T. Douglas, splendid machine, puiohwe
early this year, practically unused, lamps, and a<

ceseories.- 1. Moutserrat Ed., Putney. [171

4 h.p. Douglas,
scratched, 2'

1915, 3-speed, almost new.
_ n. tyre; £53.—Gardner, Sheringtoi

Newport-Pagnell; also 46, Paternoster Row, London.
[196

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2'i4h.p.. T.T. model, lamp ,

horn, Watford speedometer, knee grip, excellea

condition; private owner; ^640.—The Morris Gara««
Oxford. :X560

D0UGL.4S. 191454. T.T..
knee grips, little used

speedometer, lamp se

in splendid conaiti.'

30, Harriet Mews, Slo,

DOUGLAS, 2">ih.i

good, very 1

£43, no offers.—Lawrence.
St., Knightsbridge.

. 1914, T.T. model. 2-speed, t.x

St, head and rear lamps. \^

separate generators; £38 cash.-The Isle of Pnrtv
Garage, Swauage.

_
[X564.j

"I Q 14 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starte; i

J- *y ,\mac carburetter, head light, generst"^
speedometer, horn; £45.—Write, Rex Mundy,
Gralton Mews, Warren St,, W. [:5

DOUGL.VS. War OfBce model. Special leaturr
Write for furtlicr particulars and illustrate

pamphlets. T.A.
Garage, Green St.

Bicycles. Tel.
Cambridge.

-Robinson
:686

DOUGLAS.—Delivery from stock.—See
military model.—Place your requirements

the l>ta
tieloi

The Co
rise

the sole wholesale and retail district agents,
more Depot, 31. Renshaw St., Liverpool.

OUGLAS. 1913, 2";4h.p.. 2-speed, kick-st.lrter mode
new Watford 4 gn. speedometer, Lucas lamp Sf^

horn, spare belt, new tyres, perfect condition throu-

out; £58.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. ;X5e

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2i4h.p.. model U, Watlord spei.i

meter. Lucas horn, handle-bar mirror, siiare tul

D^

in case, rear
almost new
Oxford.

light, had
couditiou;

little use, origiual tyrei

£42.—The Morris Garagt
rX56t

1 Q14 Douglas W,
Jiu xraii

"

2S4h.p., 2-speGd. clnteh, ki^kistartt

bai-'lv-re^t saddle, Binks 1915 oarburettt

Lucas horn, Stewart trip spoedouifter ; £47/10, oo

nver £60.—Edwards. Guildford Lodge, Clarcudou B^

I

Watford. tl

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Unmlief

X*y practically nciv; any LxamiiuiUou; £^C, 'offers.—

Euivsou, Gnuilingay, Sandy. ^
,

[1792

HUMllKK. 1912, oi.ih.p., 2 speeds, powerful and fast,

lerfct condition; lowest £24.—Dell, 21,

Ed., Ncivlinry Pari;, Ilford.

BirkI)

(X5400

HUMBEE, 1912, SVyi.P.. 2-6pced, coacbL'ailt side-

car, splendid running order; £55, or nearest ofi'er.

-Dnkc, Clothier, Catcrhani Valley. tX5520

HUJIBER Motor Cycle and sidecar, good running
Older, ju6_t_ oTerhanled: £55, or offer.

Eile: King's Head Buildings, Coventry.
Apply. B

[X5341

J915

HUMBEE, 1912. 5i/2h.p., handle etnrter, coaclibuilt

eidecar, splendid condition ; £36.— iVloules, Lyn-
mouth. Gammon's Lane, Watford, Herts. [X5378

HUMBER, 1915, S'Ah.p., 3-Epeed. F.E., in stock;
price £57/10, plus 5% advance by makers.—

Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

31i.p. Lightweiglit Humber, new engine last June,
Boecli mag., new belt, good tyree : £14; T?ill ride

50 miles to ca«=b buyer.—A. Davis, Tibberton, near
Gloucester. [X5521

HUMBEE, 19121/^, oVsIi-Pm Roc 2-speed, free engine,

bandle starter, all accessories, in excellent condi-

tion, flue sidecar machine ; £52, no oSeis.—G.S., 70.

Terrace Ed., Upton Manor, E. [1746

HUMBEE Lightweight, 2h.p., mag., B. and E.

:

price £13, or exchange with cash for new or lati,

2-stroke lightweight; Birmingham district.-Box 9,173
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5260

5 Humber, 6h.p., opposed water-cooled, 3-speed,

and sidecar, speedometer, lamp and generator,

condition ns new {only done 600). property of an officer;

£85.-H. V. Moore and Sons, Bridge St., Andover. riS97

HUMBEE, 1914, S^A'h.p., 3-speed, coach sidecar, wind
screen, spare belt (new), tube, ai-re.^sories, 3 lamps,

insurance till 'Mav ; £46, or near offer.-29, Dalberg
Ed,, Brixton. Seen at 336, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.

i:X5404
3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, F.E.. handle starting, smart

2 featherweight Pha?nix sidecar, just overhauled,
mo.^t reliable mount, good tyres, Eom studded back

;

£24: exchange solo; seen any time; photo.— 1, Kennard
St. Xorth Woolwich, E. . [1674

Indian.
INDIANS, models B. and C. from stock.-Lamb's. 151.

High St., Walthamstow. [1774

immediate delivery

:

Hunts. [2016

INDI-AN. 1912, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, Gloria cane sidecar;
£40.-63, Chapel Ed., Sale, Manchester. [S5571

TNDIAN, 7-9h.p., ^nd Brownlow sidecar._ veryfa-^t

;

GEI-T IT AT

lAYLORS

JQIS 5h.p. Twin-eri. Indian
AtJ' £63.—Parker and Son, St. lyft

bargain, £30.—Farrell, 34, Lowerhead Row, Leed-
[X5525

TWIN" Indian, 2-speed, clutcll: any trial; £35.-43,
Woodlands St., Clieethani Hill, Mancliester.

[X5589
"IQll Indian. 51i.p., 2-speed, free, good condition, fast
J-t/ and reliable: £32, or exchange.-Taylor, Harker.
Carli.-Ie. [X5517

INDIAN. Sh.p., clutch model, good condition, lamp,
liorn, etc.; £50.—Adams, 21, Market Parade, East

Fincliley. [1727

"IQ14 2-speed 7-9h.p. Indian and sidecar, lamps,
-*-^ horn: bargain, £55.—Jones, The Broadway,
Muswell Hill. [2008

7-9h-p. Eed Indian and Montgomery sidecar, electric
lighting; £55.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80. High

Ed., Streatham. [X4935

1 Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, electric lamps, horn.
J-^ good condition, 3,500 solo only; £52/10.—Nias.
Porthcurno, Cornwall. [S5478

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.r., 3-speed, electrically eauipped,
coach sidecar, scarcely used; £70.—^H. Wareing,

182, Portland St., Southport. [X5555

IQIS Indian, 5h.p.. 3-speed, kick starter, perfect con-LU dition, done 300 mile6; £52, cost £63.—Clark.
Eainsford House, Chelmsford. [X5031

RED Indian, 7h.p., 1913, complete with Montgomery-
De Luxe sidecar costing £110, £42.—Hazlewood,

)1. Selly Park Ed., Birmingham. [X5320

INDIAN 1914 T.T., 7-9h.p., clutch model, yery fast,

guarantee sound : £45, carriage paid.—Macrae, and
Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [1961

"IQIS Indian, model B., 5^peed, done about 200,XU lamp.s, horn, etc., better than new; £59/10.—
Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2010

INDIAN, 7h.p., powerful, 1912, 2-speed, clutch. Mill-
ford sidecar, very roomy, new tyres; real bargain,

£40.-Mills, Slades Green Station, Eiith. [1795

INDIAN, 1914. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, elec-
tric equipment, sijeedometer, perfect condition

;

£46.—A. E. Hart, 12, Nansen Rd., Lavender Hill.
S.W. [1876

1915, 2-speed, spring frame, larnp^.
leter, good order : particulars on ap-

plication; £35.—Box 9,174, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry. [S5257

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed model; £65: delivery
from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
Ed., Plymouth. - 0Y17

INDIAN, 7h.p.,
liorn, speedometer.

26
3 3

53/9
16/11

10 10 51/11

i USEFUL AGCESSORSES.

SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

iA.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

H Contracting Agents for all makes. _
B TERMS : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY S
S OF NEW MODELS.
B 7-9 h.p. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com- B
B bination, electric lighting set, grey B
B finish £95 7
B 5-<5 h-p. EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16
B 2.1 DOUGLAS, 3-speed £52 10
B 2}h.F. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £36 15
B 2jb.p. Lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £33 1

H 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16

B MILLFORD Corvette, coach-built £13 13

B ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16
B TAYLOR'S oxy - welded, coach-built

B Sidecars, with luggage grids for

fl Harley-Davidsons from £15 15

S A FEW BARGAINS ^^7
5 SECOND-HAND STOCK.

If you purchase your A.J.S. from us you can rely
on a properly adjusted, and tu *

Cash.

i s.

1914 8 h.p. ZENITH,
counterstiaft, coachbailt 65

1913 6 h.p. REX 2-speed
Combination 40

1914 25 h.p. DOUGLAS,
2-sp., and nccessories. . 39 10

1915 23h.p. CALTHORPE-
d.A.P., run 700 miles. . 22 10

1914 6 h.p. AJ.S. Com-
bination, fullv equipped 72

1911 3i h.p. ZENITH,
Gradvia gear, & Sidecar 29 10

1915 3 li-P- ENFIELD,
twin 46

1915 6 h.p. SUNBEAM
Combinatiou, in a u y
extras, cost 1^140, six

weeks old 1 20
Sh.p. 1913 HENDERSON,

4-cyl., 2-sp., very fast . 56
Forecar for same 12 12
2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 1914.

T.T., fully equipped .. 39 10
2jh.p.i9i5 ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESSCombin'n 38

6 h.p. 19 13 A.J.S. and
Millford Sidecar, fully

equipped 60
2jh.p. 1915 AJ.S., fully

equipped 50
4 h.p. 1Q14 TRIUMPH,

clutch, and Pbilipson's

pulley 45

led-up n

Deposit.

lacbine.

And 12
Pay-
ments

fi

25 71/8

10 53/9

19 10 35/-

7 10 26/10

22 89/7

' 9 10 35/10

Vulcanise your own tyres

at home and save money.
I\lotor Cycle Covers and
Tubes easily repaired by

"the novice
using the

MARVEL
VULCANI3ER.

Price complete . . 12s. 6d

Car size £1 15s. Od

A customer wTites :
"

I

find it quite satisfactory

and very suitable for

motor cycle tyres."

g H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD. ! j
I Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.O-
' Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, w.C-

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCIJ-S FOR SALE.
Indian.

I NTHAJ7.—Delivery of all 1915 modelB from ittock.

We arc large contracting agents for thcHP
machines, and can oflor best deliveries.—Tho Morrh
Garages, Oxlord. tX6608

INDIAN, 1913, and sidecar, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, speedo-
meter, head, rear lamps, beautiful condition, per-

_ feet order, only used Thursdays; £62/10.—Hiding.
B[ Orookes, Shcffleld. [1872

5; TNDIAN, 1914 Hcndee Special, electric starter, lampK,
HIX and horn, speedometer, with 20 gn. eidccar, one
B|i>£ the smartest, mileage 1,600; £70.—Longman Jlro.s

,

a 1, King St., Acton. tl86C
" 1 Q14 7-9h.p. Hcndee Special, electric starting and

-L iy lightiuK, ^vith De Luxe eidecar, 3 electric lamps,
roniplete kit, guaranteed perfect; £65.—Apply, 24, Field..

Rd., Newport, M.on. [1871

TQIS Indian Combination, 7h.p., full equipment
XJ/ extras, hood, screen, grid, 1,000 miles, carefully

iHcd.—Particulars and price to Box No. 9,185, The Motui
Cijcle Oflices, Coventry. [X66S1

INDLAN, Hcndee Special, 7-9h.p., -with 20 gn. Mill
ford coach sidecar, dynamo lighting and starting,

practically new, only done 1,200 miles; cost oyer £100,
accept £57.-Broad, High St., Eaher, Surrey. [XS296

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915, electric lighting. 3-speed gear,

fitted ivith Ul.^ria sidecar (unused), wind screen,

liood, guaranteed a« new; cost oyer £100; unscratched;
£85.—Como;a:iC.-., Hatcher, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth.

[X5455

"Id 15 Indian B-, 3-speed, 5h.p., done about 300;
Xtf 2-6eater wanted; £58; Indian red sidecar, new,
£14; Canoelet sporting sidecar, done 300 miles, £9.—
Aslctt, 277, Seven Sisters Ed., London. Private, not

trade. [1705

INDIAN, 1915',^, 7-9h.p., sporting combination, 3-

speed gear, kick starter, electric front, back, and
side lights, all red finish, smartest outlit on the road,

only' done 1,000 miles; accept £75.-3, Anbert Park.
Highbury, London, N. [X4887

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo-

meter and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.—Exeter Motor
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0569

I Q 13-14 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, spring frame,,
i-tf electric light, horn, kick-starter, new chain,

mudguards, etc., engine in excellent condition, fast,

and wouderful puller, luggage grid, spare handle-bars;

£50.—Congreve-Pridgeon, Vicarage, Steyning. [9912

1 014 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed. complete with dynamo
-«-»' electric lighting set, electric horn, and speedo-
meter, smart IndTan coachbnilt sidecar, whole outfit in

very good condition, and thoroughly overhauled; 58 gns.

-Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phono: 1024. [X4835

fl Q15 7h.p. Indian, spring frame, electric lamps and
X*y horn, almost brand new, not been 300 miip~.

guaranteed perfect, fitted with £18/18 Swan coach-

built sidecar, very comfortable, wind screen, comidete-
accept :e78 the combination.—Wallis, 49, High St.,

Saffron Walden, Essex. [X559C

Invicta.

INVICTA, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new, wtih accessories:

£33/10, — Leighton's, opposite Wood Green
.Station. I

fl987

James.

JAMES Combination iust arriyed; 73 gns.—Lamb's.
151, High St., Walthamstow. [1778

14 James Coach Combination, 3-speed, clutch;

49 gns.-Le Marchant, Heatherlea, Ilkley. [1803

VERY Fast June, 1914, SVjh.p. Twin James, done
68, 3 speeds; £40, lowest.—Millard, Chesterfield.

[X5539
1Q15 James 4V4h.p. Combination; £76/13; liberal

Xt/ exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W. [1999

1015 James, 414h.p., 3-speed conntershalt, clutch,

JL i/ kick starter ; 60 gns.-Parker and Son, St. Ives.

Hunts. [2017

JAJNIES, 3-speed, countershalt, 1913, and sidecar,

very reliable, with accessories; £45.—^Leighton's.

opposite Wood Green Station. [1984

TO 15 James, 4%h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

Xt? tick starter, fitted with James Canoelet sidecar,

complete; 73 gns.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [2018

JAMES 1914 4i4h.p. 3-speed Combination, coach

body, excellent condition, horn, lamp set, etc.,

rowerful combination; £64.—The Morris Garages.

Oxford. [X5609

1 Q 15 4l^h.p. James, 3-speed countershaft gear, good
!-«/ as 'new, with £12/12 coachbnilt sidecar, all

complete, been little used; £58.—Wallis, 49, High St..

Saffron Walden, Essex. [X5592

JAMES 3-speed Combination, 1914, new condition

and guaranteed perfect, with Lucas, accessories,

and speedometer, fine turnout; £60.—Leighton's.
opposite Wood Green Station. [1988

AMES. 1914, 4l^h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

clutch and kick-starter, speedometer, Lucas lamp
set and horn, complete; £45. — Elce and Co., 15.

H Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

5i TAMES late 1914, 4t4h.p.r 3-speed, countershaft,

S
i

«J clutch, kick starter, with James Canoelet sideeat,
*

' Lucas horn, head, rear, sidecar lights, splendid condi-

tion; £57.—Stanton, Castle Ed., Tipton. [X5479

19^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aig
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

James.
JAMES, 1915, 41411. p., 3-epeed counter-sLaft gear,

clutch aud kick starter, chain drive, Canoelet
sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lueae elec-

tric horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deanegate,
Manchester. [0674

"VTEW 1915 James, 4i^h.p., fitted with their sidecar,
JLi also fitted with Irucas lighting set, electric horn,
rear light, sidecar lamp, all Lucas electric completo
turnout, 3-speed countershaft gear, chain diive, and free
engine; just arrived; tuition tree; £93/16/6; ready for
the road.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lone, London. [X5437

J.A.P.

J.A.P., 9h.p., 90°, and sidecar, new 3 weeks back;
cost £117, take £70.—65a, Rosendale Rd., West

Dulwich. [X5577

1 Q12 3Voh.p. Overhead Valve Ttacing J.A.P. , in new
-Ltf condition, drip ieed, do 60; £20.—Baumfortb,
Chuichtowu, Kiilamaish. [X5381

6b.p. J.A.P., 1915, Leighton, 3-speed chain-cum-belt
countershaft combination, with accessories; £65.

—Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station. [1985

J^.S.

J.E.S., in good condition, not had 18 months* wear;
£11.—NQbbe, Beech Villa, Priory Ed. Horn^ey,

London. ' .[173^
Kerry.

KERRY, 5-6h.p. twin. low. racing model, nice ap-
pearance; £23—Blake, 63, Somerset Rd.. Totten-

ham. U766

KERRY, 2%li.p., stand, carrier, toolboxes, new tubes,
good covers, both lamps, brakes, born, footrests,

fine puller; £8/15.—Sinclair, 45, Horseferry Rd., We^l-
minster. £1751

King Dick,

BARGAIN.—Brand new 5'/.h.p. King Dick; £40
secures.—Mitchell, White Hill, Crowborough. [1801

.1Q14 King Dick, S^/^h-p., 2-speed, coach sidecar, all
J- *^ accessories and spares, in exceptional condition

;

£43.-3, Green Terrace. Rosebery A?., E.G. [1955 ;j

Klement.
4h.p. Sportiiig Twin Klement, disc wheels, Cowey.

Bosch, Amao, fast: £19/10.-145, Meanley Rd.,
Manor Park. [1797

Lagonda.

NEW 1915 Lagonda Coupe, just delivered fresh from
works: price £165, cash, 01 exchange.—Wauchope's.

9, Shoe Lane, London. [X4797

LAGONX)A Coupe, 1914 model, 4-cyl-, wat^- cooled,
complete -with ail accessories; £110, bargain —

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X.5442

Lea-Francis.
"CiOR Sale, 1914 Lea-Erancis motor cycle, not ridden
X" 500 milas.-To be seen at John McNiece's. Mill
St., Ballymena. [1699

LEA and Francis, 1913, twin J.A.P. engine, in qnite I

new condition, extra heavy tyres, all perfect;
£45.—WaUis, 49- High St.. Saffron Walden, Essex.

[X5591
"1 Q 1 5 Lea-Franris Auto-Wheel Combination, in per-
i-*y feet condition, and complete, hardly scratched

;

cost £33/10, accept £19/10.—Carpenter, Fisherton. Dela-
mere, Wylye, Wilts. [X5484

Levis.

LEVIS, Baby model, new condition; £21.—Barlow, 43,
Dora St., Pleck, Walsall. fX5480

LEVIS, 1914, or similar; £16 casQi waiting.—Ottley,
52, Church Rd., Guildford. [1954

LEVIS Popular, as new, bought June: £26.-22, Os-
borne Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [X5630

BABY Levis, new March, 1915, lamp, generator, good
order: £19.—Aitken, Imperial Hotel, Hytbe. [1742

LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth down, 21/2%
on balance.—Referee Cycle Co., 332, High Hoi-

born, W.C. £2773

1 Q 14 Baby Levis, 2\^h.V; grand condition, fully
Xt/ equipped; guick sale £22.—Asquith, Gilmonby
Hall, Bowes, Darlington. [X5391

1 Q 15 Levis, 2V2b.p., Popular model, absolutely in
JHy stock; £28/1 ; exchanges: easy terms.-Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS Popular, 2V2h.p. single, and 2-speed, and De
Luxe models.—SoIp Midland distributing agents,

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3034

LEVIS, 1915Vj. 2Vi!b.p., as new, Lucas lamp set. cost
with accessories over £40 : footboards, fast ; £32

;

any trial.—Norman, 97, Virginia Rd., Shoreditch, N.E.
[2006

LEVIS, 23^h.r., 2-speed, chain and belt. Model de
Luxe. April, 1915, hardly used, lamps, born, gener-

ator; bargain, £38.— G., 106. Cole Park Rd.. Twicken-
ham. £1672

LEVIS, 1913-14, counteT.'3haft, 2 speeds, splendid con-
dition : £26, or exchange for good combination,

cash adjustment; seen any time.—Phillips, Tupwood
Cott, Caterham Valley. 1X5519

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 mpdels.-
Sole London and district agents, Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd.. 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London. W,0.
•phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

NOW.
igrs Model D 7 h.p.

Twin

INDIAN
Road Racers.

1915 3i h-P- 2-stroke

2-speed

SCOTTS.
1915 2f h.p.

CALTHORPE-JAPS
THE ABOVE CAN BE
SUPPLIED FROM STOCK.

Early Delivery of

—

1915 Model B 5 h.p.

Twin ENDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, kick starter.

1915 Model C 7 h.p.

Twin INDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, electrically
equipped, kick
starter, and speedo-
meter.

EASY TERMS.

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

WRITE FOR FULL
LIST OF NEW AND
G UARA NTE E D
SECOND-HAND
— MACHINES. —

Godfrey's, itn.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (alines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

L.M.C., 1913, 4h.p., 3-t^peed, and coachhuilt sidecar,

guaranteed sound ; £48.—Macrae and XoUree, 2,
Castle Terrace, Edinburgb. [1962

3ih.p. LM-C, foi quick sale, new piston, tyre, and
2 belt, Bosch jenewed bv makeis; nearest £11.—

33fi, Chesterfield Ed., Mansfield- [55S34

Martin.

MARTIN, 6h.p., brand new, delivered too late; oort '

£57, first cheque over £35.—Colonel Knight, 0/0
65a, Eosendale Ed., West Bnlwidi. [55576

Matchless.

MATCHLESS 1914 Combination, perfect condition. ,

complete; £70.—Albion Garage, Albion St., LeedE.
[X5406

MATCHXESS, late 1912, Sh.p., coacibuiH £Jd««r,
2-speed; £40.—'William3, Assheton Honee, Llan-

beblig Ed., Camarron. [X5474

Th.p. 1915 Matchless Combination, as good a^ newi
cost over £100: fitted up complete; accept £90,

no offers.—Soper, Andover, Hants. [54733

MATCHLESS, late 1913, 81i.p., Canoelet eidecar,
cesBories, excellent condition; £55.—A-B.S

Earlsthorpe Ed., Sydenham, S.E. 1744

19^

1 Q14 Sh.p. Matchless and sportfng- eldecar, mcdel 8,
-Ltf fully equipped : £58, or exchange 1914 Sl^kp.
and cash-—Firmin, Bell Cottage, Chelm^foid. [1991

1 Q14 Matchless 7h.p. Combination, in escelleirt
X*/ condition, fitted with speedometer and lamps;
£72.—Newnham. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. ri995

MATCHLESS, -6h.p., late 1915, clutch, kick etart.

lampa, all accessories, unscratehed, eplendid ma-
chine; £43.—Walton Lodge, Suibiton Ed., Kingstoa.

i.2002
14 Matchless SB. Combination, in perfect t^oodi-

tiori, not done 506 miles, 3 lampe, horn, wind
screen, hood, spares ; 76 gns.-54, St. Gabriel'^ BA,
Cricklewood.

' [1688

70 15 Matchless Combination, BE Model, 7h.p. M.A.G.Xv engine, done 1,200, with Lucas horn, lamps, and
full accessories ; any trial ; £85.—Smith's Garage, 23,

Tooting Bee Ed., Tooting. [1711

MATCHLESS, Sh.p. J.A.P., FJE., 2-speed, twin belt
strong combination, C.B. sidecar, wind screen,

hood, speedometer, lamps, spares, acceeeoriea ; £60. bar-

gain.-19, Hadley St., N.W. [1801

"IQ14 Ne-ff Matclilese, model 8B. combination, mn a
l.*y few hundred miles only, not a blemish on it|

speedometer, F.E.S. lamp, horn, and spares ; It ; £80.

-West, 42, Cranbrook Ed., Illord- [X5446

MATCHLESS Combination, 7h.p., 1914^^ screen, all

Lucas accessories, speedometer, numerous epaies,

new light car tyres, splendid condition, little used:

£80, or nearest offer.-28, Esmond Gardens, Bedloid
Park, W. [1677

"I Q13 Matchless, 8h.p., 2 speeds, chain drive, and
-i-t/ 1914 Matchle-s ooachbuilt eidecar, Jones tap

,

tipeedometer, largeet i\E.S. lamp, new 650x75 heary

Hutcliinson on back wheel, other tyres unpunotursfl,

machine in perfect order, enamel and plating as new;
£60.—Daintree, 17, Dornton Ed., South Croydou. rX5380

"IQIS Matchless 3V!.h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutci, kick

X«7 starter, belt-cuui-chniu drive, and Phcenix toipado

sidecar, 2 lamps, horn, speedometer, clock, mirror, tb«

most fully equipped and smartest outfit on the roan,

uot run 200 miles: to be seen and all rarticii]iir'>: 70

gns.—Cambridge Garage Frances St., Woolwich. 'I'boue:

108 Woolwich. [176^

Minerva.

MINEEVA, 2^ih-P-j Eood order: £G, or would ex-

change for push bike and cash.—Scovell, TatelOT-

Hants. [X55B5

3Xh.p. Minerva, spring forks. Bosch, B. and B.. new
2 rings, good tyres, running order.—Corpl. Turner,

3/6 Notts and Derbys,' Chesterfield. [X5537

31h.p. Minervo, Senspray, mag., clutch, spring forks, 1

2 good running order: will ride 25 miles to pwr-

L-baser: £18, offere.- 19, Wellesley Buildinge, Church-

way. X.W-. [1755

MLNEEVA, 2">ih.p., mechanical valree, coutact

breaker, in good condition ; first P.O. for 2^-
securee: Ees spring forke. complete with wheel (wired),

12/6.—Gordon, Eneesworth St., Eoyston, Herts. [1890

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-EEVE 2iih,p. Twin. 1914,

light and yet powerlul: £20.-

j
beck Garage, Swanage.

with clutch. TCT7

'The Isle of Pm*
[S:5641

MOTO-EE\TE Twin Lightweight, perfect order

throughout, enclosed mag., Amac—Laybouni,
Wolsingham, Co. Durham. [S.5465

Motosacoche
I OiliP- Mctoeacoche. new condition; £19.— Osborne,
' ^ 2 8, Glenville Cottage, Glenville Av., Enfield Town.

[1707

MOTOSACOCHE. 2»ih.p., excellent condition. Bosch

mag.: £11.—Mylam, 197, London Ed,, West
Croydon. [190?

MOTOSACOCHE. SU^iP- Druids. B. and B., Whittle,

etc.: £10- trial vrilUugly.—Howard, lona, Crai?-

dale Ed., Eomford. [169S

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunibei' at the end of each advei*tisenient, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

jj

Rudgc.
fOili.p. 1915 RuiIbc Isli- of Atiin model, complete n-ith
:: 02 uei'ossoritvs. 3-speiKi gear aild free engine; £50;

I opportunity.—Wiiuehopo's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.
''

rX5*45EniGU Mnlti. 5-61i.p.. late 1913, in splendid order.
' {iruud solo or eouibination marliiue. all aL'fOssorie.s

;

til^t elioqne £33.—A. Qucnby, I'arl; House, Hitcliin.
Herts. [1720

j)K-6h.p. Kudge Multi, Millfovd spring wheel sidecar,
;iv screen, not doiic 900 miles, spare cover, tube,
,'belt, etc., speedometer; cost £89, sacrifice £79; buy-
ing ear.—Food, Ibstock, Leicestershire. [X5536

3 111. p. Eudgc Multi. 1913, with 1914 improvements,
11 recently overhauled by malrers, new 1914 bail;

!
wli-'i'l and gears, new clutch plates, manv nece6sori<>^.
in;i,;;iiiflcent ruuiiing order; £41, or near offer.—54.

^
Trueuiau St., Liverpool. [1G9.'>

RUDGE Multi tor sale, 4 months old, 1915 model.
,

3''jh.p.. only done 800 miles, absolutely perfect
couditiou ; £50 : horn, speedometer, etc. ; no ofl.'irs

below that Irgure e.ou.sidered.—No. LI, 241, The Ml-iov
•;Cndc Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. (1690

ii Scott.
IjCCOTT. 1915. actually in stock, for immediate
" >J delivery.—Harris, Garage. Slough. [1276

SCOTTS.-Two In stoelc for immediate delivery.-Col-
more Depot, 31, Ooimoie Raw, Birmingham. tX3032

SCOTT (1914), Canoelet sidecar, faultless condition;
,

£55; take Douglas part.—Sinclair, East Molesey.

SCOTT. 1911, superb condition, lamp, horn, sprin"
footboards; £22.—Birch, 68, Lingham St., Stock-

[1966
1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, Lucas

accessories, perfect; £49, or exchange, Douglas
preferred.—Pigot-Disney, E. Molesey, Surrey. [1965

SCOTT, 1913, with skeleton sidecar, 1914 improve-
ments, speedometer, lamps, tools, etc., splendid

order
; £40.-Glover Bros., Windsor St., Coventry. [X5522

"lQ135i Scott, with Millford cabrio sidecar, 1915 forks.
-•-^ lubricator. Binks carburetter, beautifully eciuipped,
numerous spares, perfe.'t condition throughout; eicpevt
trial or examination invited ; bargain.—Bush, Wells Ed ,

well.

QCOTT,

Bath. [X5502
qCOTT 1913. 2-stroke, 2 cyls.. 2 speeds, water-U cooled, kick-starter, sm.irt 1914 coachbuilt side-
car, sound tyres, large Lucas head light, speedometer,
watch, horn, bell, tools, spares, including tube and
chains, low mileage, condition and appearance excep-
tional, been carefully driven by expert; £50. — 20
Woodbury Rd., Walthamstow. [1817

ShefBetd Minor.
Minors (2-stroke|. single and 2-speed

.stock only at Colmore Depot, 31

SHEFFIELD
models from . .„^.. „.

Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X30S5

£25.—L.
[X5560

, . , , ^ - ... eountersliaft 2-speed
kick starter, splendid order; £38.—Waddell, Headi

Singer.

Sih.p, Singer, 1913, first-class order, F.E,
2 Parker, 38, High St., Bedworth.

CIN(3EE. ,1913, 41i. p., sidecar,

^'>°'^- [X5584
Oih.p. Singer, clutch, new 1914, P.H. lamp set, de-
'*'! compressor, as new; £26.—Brooks, Wharf House
Eugeley. [X5543
CINGER, 1913, 2if.h.p., clutch model, sound condi-^J tion throughout

; £26/10. — Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone: 35. [X5491
QINGEES.—Immediate delivery of 4'4h.p. chain drive
t~J 3-5Beed model; sidecars supplied to suit in stork,
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X3033

Sun.
"in 14 Sun-VOliers, 2l,'-.h.u.. in
-*-t^ fitted with electric light;
223, Hammersmith Hd,, W.

excellent condition,
£19/10.—Newnham,

[1997
CXJNS, with Villieis or T.T.S. engines, single or 2-^ speed models ; delivery from stock.—Colmore Depot.
=1, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X3028
CDN-VILLIERS, ai.ih.p., 1914, single-speed, 2-stroke,
tJ good running order; £18.-Elce and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.G. [0491
CUN-VILLIEES, aiAh.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Dunlop
f-J tyres and belt, late 1914, accessories; £26/10,
bargaia.-105, Heeley Rd., Selly Oak. . [XS452

"I
1 5 .

21411-p. Sun-Viliiers, perfect condition, horn,
7l''_^ tools, etc.. £23; with lamp set and speedometer,
£3 extra.-17, Derby Rd., West Croydon. [1831
CjUK-VILLIERS, 1914, 2y,li.p., 2-Btrolffl. semi-auto

S^ -,™'.lii'-'
^ ''""* ^' touring and semi T.T. bars, big

Brooks-Triumph saddle, tip-top condition; £20.—Atkin-
son, 463, Smithdown Ed., Liverpool. [1856

Sunbeam.
0.^h.p. Sunbeam. 1913, no accessories, excellent con-
^•4 ditiou, 2-6peed. hand clutch, Bosch; cost £63,
take £36/10, oilers.—Hewett, Grocer, Canterbury. [1854

1Q15 3i,4h.p. 3-5pecd Sunbeam Lightweight, coach-
-*-^ built sidecar, black horn and lamp to match,
new May. not done 800, carefully used; oflers.-Arnold.
Dentist, Newark, Notts. rX5353

sERVICE
UM IVI ER
AI.E.

OUTFITTING DEPARTMENT.
GREAT REDUCTIONS. HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS.

WATERPROOFS, OILSKINS, CAPS, LEATHER
GARMENTS, GOGGLES, GLOVES. OVERALLS,

etc., etc.,

at much under usual prices, and offer an exceptional
opportunity of tilling present and future rcquire-
iiicnls which should not be missed.

SERVICE Waterproof Clothing.

, Usual Sale
Price Price,

20 pairs Separate Leeging Overalls,
black rubber face material 14/6 —

30 only Fawn Ponchos, double texture 17/6 —
A few Shop-soiled Jackets .. 17/6 to 25/- —
A quantity of Best Quality Rainproof

Suits and odd garments, etc. Must
be cleared. Great reductions.

200 pairs of Separate Leggings, all

sizes 8/6toii/6 4/8i
A few Ladies' Raincoats. Not latest

style, but suitable for sidecar.
special Bargain Line. Service Double

Breasted " All - weather " Suit,

with seatless trousers 35 /• 25 /-

Best Quality Overall Suits, extra
heavy material, jackets 4oin. long,
with belt, and seatless trouser
overalls 50 / 40 /-

50 odd Jackets — 10/-
24 Gents' Raincoats, soiled. Suitable

for motor cycling 30/- to 50/- 15/-

SERVICE Oilskin Clothing.
200 Gents' Oilskins^ long coats 18/11 10/6
30 „ ,, ,, best quality 2 s/- 15/11

Special Sale Line of Ladies' Oilskins,

various shades 14 /i t to 2 1 /- 10/8
38 Ladies' Oilsilks, various shades. . 43/9 15/11
60 Black Oilskin Suits {jacket and

leggings) : 15 .'II- 10/6
a 00 pairs Black Oilskin Overalls-.

straight leggings 4/9 2/10
50 Grey Oilskin Suits (jacket and

trousers with seat) 25 /- 14/11
100 Special Line Sou'westers, light

weight 2 /ii 1/8
200 Brown Oilskin Suits, shop-soiled 30/. 20/-

SERVICE Leather Goods.
(Please note we are quoting old prices, although

leather has acvanced 25%.)
50 large Leather Chest and Back

Protectors ig/6 10/6
75 small Chest and Throat Protectors,

all sizes 4/9 3/3
50 Tan Leather Waistcoats, with

sleeves 32/6 22/3
25 pairs Black Leather Breeches 30/- 22/6
20 Double Breasted Black Leather

Waistcoats, with sleeves 30/- 22/6
50 Grey Cold-weather Jackets, lined

throughout tan leather 30/- 21 /-

25 ditto, better quality. Much reduced prices.

A few Leather Carrier Cases, shop-soiled.

SERVICE Caps.
90 Special Service Caps, in fawri

rainproof cloth 3/6 2/9
50 Jaeger Caps, slightly soiled .... 3/6 2/3

100 Waterproof Caps, in mackintosh. 3/6 2/3
50 Cotton and Cloth Racing Caps .

.

5/9 3/6
100 Oilskin Sou'westers, various shades 2/ir 1/8

SERVICE Gloves.

"

40 dozen pairs Best Quality Black
sheepskin lined, large gauntlets . . O/ii 4/6

100 pairs Yellow Asbestol Gloves with
gauntlets, lined 7/6 4/3

50 pairs Yellow and Tan, unlined,
cord at wrist 4/6 2/6

WRITE AT ONCE FOR SALE LIST.

MOTOR CLOTHING SPECIALISTS,

289, 292, 293, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

-|Q14 6h.i).
At/ iutcly

Biinlicaui and 25 Kn. Glcrid hi(l*.-(,ar, nl>f'f>-

. iiM nt,'\v, 3 Luiuft Imuprt iiii'l lioni, nujr
iiiiioinit of BpnrpH. nvi'-'"-*ilniiii.-t*'r : cost over £120, will
HC'll for £78/10.-Aiiply, Oain Bucon, Aotou Hd., Nun-
eaton. LX5486

]Q 14-15 2'j:ih.p. Sunbeam, 2 epeeda, kick Hturtftr,^ (;Iuteli, uJuiost new, Lucas head lump, gcucriitor,
and horn, rear lamp, epnre vulve, tyrcrt und i-lioinH prr-

feet; cost over 60 gns., £48.—Morrey, 16, Nicholas St.,
Cliester. tX5477

1 Q15 Sunbeam, SV^h.p., 3-spocd, ab.snlutcly new and
J- *^ unscratehcd, done 600 miles only, with toolM,

Lucas front and rear lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror,
and extra case of spare parts, etc.; accept 80 v.^^. caf*h.

no offers.—Write or call, Olcnmore, Lantjley Park, Mill
Hill, N.W. [1784

FOR Sale, latest model 1915 6h.p. twJn-cyl. Sunbeam
motor cycle combination, with interchangeaW';

wheels, delivered July last, done just, over 2,000 miles,
better than new, absolutely perfect condition, .spar.;

wheel and tyre never used, Lucas acetylene head, rear,
and side lamps, and 2 generators, never been used,
Lucas horn and handle-bar mirror, Smith's handle-bar
watch, Stewart's speedometer. Sunbeam sidecar, Cape
cart hood, specially made adjustable plate glass wind
screen. Brooks leather travelling trunk and detachable
leather dust cover, with Brooks patent fasteners, ex-
pressly made to fit grid and ba<.-I; of sidecar (cost £61,
detachable real horse hair and spring stuffed pillion
seat, expressly made to fit over back, luggage carrier.
tools and spare jiarts; whole outfit cost 4il40, receipts
shown; reason for selling, buying car.—Apply, Private
Ottuer, Box 170, c/o Pool's Advertising Agency. 92,
Fleet St., London. [1959

Taylor.
3h.p. Tavlor, onlv wants assembling, room wanted;

£3/10.-Jones, The Broadway, MusweU Hill. £2012

T.D.C.
T.D.C., semi T.T., new August laet, not run

800 miles, perfect, will guarantee, lamps, horn,
accessories, suit complete; owner enlisted; £24, a gift.

-Whalley, 2, Hollins Grove, Darwen. [X5569

31h.p.
2

Triumph.

1 Q 12_Triunii)h, standard in del, lamp.
Peel St., Dresden, Staffs.

TKIUMPH Junior in etock afc

Horninglow, Burton-on-Trent.

etc.- 88.
[S5495

Bagnall's Depct,
[X5259

TRIUMPH, 1907, perfect order, all accessories, too)-?,

epares: £19.-Job, Hej'tesbury, Wilts. rX5459

TRIUMPH. 1912, sy-h.p., very fast, perfect; £26/10.
—Particulars, Setchfield, 55, Bridge St., Cambridge.

[X5399
TRIUMPH, new Nov., 1913, 3-speed, coachbuilt side-

car; offers; buying Indian.—Gandy, Turton, Bolton.
£X5518

10 Triumph Motor Cycle, in most excellent condi-

tion; £21 for quick sale.—Bond, E. Dereham.
£X5629

LATE 1912 2-6peed Triumph, all accessories, excel-

lent orderj £29.—Blencathra, Walton-on-Thames.
[X5494

13 Triumph. 3-speed, coach sidecar, Cowey: £40,
offer.—Oakeniood Mill, Bury Ed., Eochdale

LX5572
TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 3V2h.p., 2-speed, good tjtes,

free engine, in good condition; £22.—Ayres, Hednes-
lord. [X5377

TRIUMPH, 3-6pGed, with sidecar, F.R.S. lamp. Whittle
belt, etc.; £27/10.—Albion Garage, Albion St.,

Leeds. [X5408

TRIUMPH, cJatch, new inner fnbes, new Kempshall
back: £22.—Crisp, jun., Goodwins Rd., King's

Lynn. [X5587

19^

19^

TRIUMPH,
machine

Bristol.

1908, thoTouglilv overhauled, reliable
18 gns.—Darby, 336, Gloucester Rd.,

[X5651

TliIU;MPH Junior. 1915. as new. speedometer, Lucas
lamps, etc; £42.—Mrlam, 197, London Ed., West

Croydon. [1905

TEIUMPH. 3h.p.,
dition, Druid

sarnock.

accumulator ignition, splendid con-
spring forks; £12.—TJn^in, Glen-

[X5513

TRIUIIPH, 1912, and blue coaclibuilt sidecar, clutch,
Grada multi gear; £33.-130, Basford St., Darnall,

Sheffield. [X55a3

TRIUMPH, 3-speed. Rom, 1912 engine, in 1911
frame: £30.—Capt. Ward, eSa, Roseudale Rd.,

West Dulwich. [3.5575

TRIUMPH. 3V'h.p., excellent order, accessories

;

£18;i0.-HurreII, 2-5rd B.A.F. Amb., Camp,
Thetford, Norfolk. [XSia?

LATE 1914 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, free engine. a3
new, onlv done about 1,000 miles, perfect; £51.—

Ojglesbv, Harpennen. [1994

TRIUMPH. 1910, Senspray carburetter, Bosch iiater-
proof mag., adjustable tappets, good condition: £21.

-Gilby, St. Denis, Torquay. [1853

TRIUMPH Junior, 2-stTOke, 2-speed, brand new,
just arrived, ready to ride away; £42 secures.

—

Pepper, INIarket Hill, Royston. [1892

TRIUMPH, 1909. 3',2h.p., Bosch, new belt, tyre, ex-
cellent condition: £20: exchange 2-stroke, 2-speed.

equally good mate.— Deavall, Tewkesbury. -'1869

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumph.

TEIUMPH, 1914, 41i.p., 3 epeeds, new tyrea, beJt,

Epare valve, plug, lamp, and hoin, 'good contlitiom
£43/10.-42, St. Leonard's Rd., Weymouth. rx:5523

TRIUMPH, 1913. T.T. model, lamp, horn, and watch,
accessories, very faet, splendid condition ; eeen by

appointment; £36.-95, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [S5350

TRIUMPH, 3y2h.p., 1910, engine recently re-bushed,
plating' and enamel excellent, tools, horn; £22 —

Lucae, 81, OakdaJe Rd., Leytonstone. After 7. [1769

3ih.p. Triumph, 1911, Bosch, free engine, variable
2 pulley, decompressor, new Dunlop, Clincher, per-

fect; £25.~Chase, 111, Colwith Ed., Hammeremitli.
[les-

"IQ15 Triumph Junior, 2V2h.p., 2-Bpeed, speedometer,
Xt/ had very little use, perfect order, all accessories;
£38, bargain.—47, Mosford St., Burdett Rd., Bow. E.

[1849
TRIUMPH. 1913, 3Vah-P- 3-speed, new clutch, ac-

cessories, spares, perfect throughout ; £37 : seen
Saturday after 4.-36, Philippe Av., Worcester Park.

1X5393
1Q13 Triumph, SVah.p. clutch model, 2 lampa, horn,
X«7 etc.. splendid condition: £33.—Cambridge Gar-
age. Frances St., Woolwich. 'Phone: 108 Woolwicli.

[1761
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3V2h.P-, clutch, Brampton gear.

new rear tyre and belt, all accessories, £33; can>?

sidecar, £4 extra.—45, Ravensdale Mansions, Crouch
End. N. [X5562
TRIUMPH, S^^h.p., clutch, 1913-14, guaranteed per-

fect, £36 ; BonnikBen'a Isochronous speedometer,
used 500 miles; cost 4^s., sell £3.-28, Burga+e,
Canterbury- [1708

1 Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, T.T. Roadster, big F.R.S.,
-»-*J Cowey, Lucas horn, Grloria cane sidecar, excel-

Tenby Av.;lent condition ; 50 gns.-
Manchester,

Withington,
[S5580

"IQ13V? 3.6peed Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, engine
Xtf and gears recently overhauled at works, running
splendidly : £40 caah, loweet.—Langdale-Smith, Holton
Rectory, Oxon. [X5309

TRIUMPH. 2%h.p.. perfect running order throughoiit.
B- and B., footboards, foot brake, 2 lamps, Dunlop

belt; £9/10.—Call or write for particulars, 150, Merton
Rd., Wimbledon. [1909

TRIUMPH, 1908, N.S.U. adjustable pulley gear,
Binka 1915 carburetter, 1915 Splitdorf mag.,

climb anything eolo; with wicker sidecar £28.—Palace
Studio, Halifax. [X5322

TRIUMPH, 1910, N.S.U. 2-speed, F.E.. Eempshalk,
Dunlop belt, Dunhill sidecar, new Michelin, com-

plete; £28/10.—Parker, 3, Eckington Gardens, New
Cross Gate, S.E. [1750

TRIUMPH, 1911, 3y2h.p., Philipson automatic pul-
ley, Senspray, Bosch, Brooks, and accessories, all

in good condition ; £25.—Madgwiek, Portsmouth Rd.

.

Hindhead. Surrey. [X5471

BARGAINS.—Triumph, 1911, 2-speed gear, Palmer
cord, f27/10; another, with Brampton gear,

^25 ; another. £20 ; all been overhauled.—Bunting,
Weaidstone, Harrow. [1881

TRIUMPH, late 1913, 3-speed, and coachbuilt eide-
car, electric horn, and many spares, like new

;

£50, or exchange Matchless or Indian.—Clayeon, 27,
Bridge St., Noithamptom [X55S5

TRIUMPH, 1914 model, 4h.p., 3-speed Stnrmey-
Archer, Brooks B 170 saddle, Clincher de luxe

studded tyres, in excellent condition; £45.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6867

1Q15 Triumph, 4h.p., counterfihaft gear, and Millford-
Xfef Empress sidecar, Lucas horn, Lucas head, tail,

and sidecar lampi? and generators; best ofler for cash.
—Popham, 460, Fore St., Edmonton, London, N. [1982

31,h.p. Triumph, 1907, minus cylinder, following fix-
2 tures new—back Stelastic tyre, Dunlop belt, latest

B. and B. carburetter, eshau.st whistle, large toolbag,
recently overhauled; bargain, £9.—Bos 9,172, The Motor
Cycle OfHces, Coventry. [X5262

Villiers.

VILLIERS, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke. lamp, horn, spare belt,
acceptiories. perfect condition; £20.—Wilkins, 29,

Friars Rd., Stafford. [X5267
Vindec.

3ih,p. Vindec 2-£troke, 2-speed; usual price £38/10,
4 take 34 gns. ; shop-soiled only.—Gifford's, Over-

ton, Hants. [1786

1 Q 15 Vindec Combinations, in stock, 3-speed
X«7 Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear bos, smart
turnout; £85; easy payments arranged.—Jones, The
Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2007

Wanderer,
WANDERER. l%h.p., mag., spring frame and forks,

in good running order; £12/10.—Boyce, 275,
Archway Rd., Highgate. [1900

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., eidecar; £40.-34, Hormcad

Rd., Westbourne Park, W. [1736

8h.p. 1914 w.c. Williamson Combination; £55.—Par-
ticulars, 0. Allenby, Hehnsley, Yorks. [XSSI

6

1Q14 8h.p. Williamson, and 2-6eated eide'car, hpod,X tf and screen, lamps, horn, and speedometer, lil.-e

uew; cost £115, £70, or best ofler.-James Christie. 22.
Spens descent, Perth. [3 666

were protected by us in 1910
and enable you to adjust your
belt in a second. They have, of

course, been copied, but never
equalled. It is impossible
for them to come apart
in use as their desiirn
does not necessitate fit'

tingr them upside down

"KING HOOK," the BEST Hook Fastener,

fitted with the BEST and STRONGEST
adjustable hooks. Beautifully made.

1/-

Detachable.
Each.

"CHAMPION KNUT." A popular priced

fastener, fitted with the BEST and
STRONGEST adjustable hooks.

9d.
Detachable.1/- Each.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM.

MAKERS OF FORWARD BRITISH PLUGS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, new, 8h.p., water-cooled, sidecir
combination: £99/5; exchanges quoted^-

Motoiies, 68, Horton St., Halifax. [0706

Wolf.

WOLr 2-5troke 2-6peed mcdelE. £32/6/9; dcliraf
from etock.—Waachope's, 9, Slice Lane, Locioo.

LS4799
WOLF. 2i/2hp. J.A.P., 2 speeds, land clatch, kick

etaiter. new end of July, ridden 100 miles; coat

£41, lowest £34.—Huel-lebridgc, 133, Sloane St.. L<«.
don. [S54S1

T.T. Wolf-Jap, 2%ih.p., 19141,4. 2.5pced, countcKlialt,
kick fitarter, hand clut<Ji. do over 50 m p.^.

Stewart speedometer, F.R.S. lamps, 2 generators. Luu«
horn ; £27 : after S p.m.~10, Basendale St., Colcnihia
Rd., Hackney Ed., N.E. [18S5

Wyvern.
WYVERN, Si/I-li.p., good running order, accmnolato

ignition: "£6.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester.
[xseis

Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock. Bh.p., 2.«peed, kick start;

60 gns. — Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hilt
Sole agent for N. London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Horneey 2552. [7636

Zedel.

ZEDEL. Sh.p. twin, Bosch, N.S.TJ. 2-speed, new
Druids, and cane sidecar, in splendid conditiMi:

a bargain, £16.— Gordon, Cower Ed., Eoyston, Herts.
[1888

Zenith.

3ih.p. Zenith. 1910. Gradua gear, and accessories:

2 £15.-Colli6, 3, White Horse Cottages, Dorking.
[1956

ZENITH, 1913, 6h.p. twin, Lnca.'s lamp, horn, eplea-

did condition; £40.—169a, Lower Clapton Ed.,

N.E. 12025

TO 12 3y.h-p- Speed Gear Zenith and sidecar, new
-Lt/ tyres, all been overhauled; £32.—Boyce, 275,

Arcliway Ed.. Highgate [1839

"|Q14 Zenith Combinatiou, 6h.p.. almost new, IBga.
J-«7 sidecar, fully eqnipped; £55 —Percy and Co.

337, Euston Ed., London. [2024

~I012 Zenith, 3iAh.p., with 1915 Northern eidetar.

Xt/ coachbuilt: £35: withont sidecar £26.—Harris.
Manor. Forest Hill, Oxford. tX52$3

ZENITH-GEADDA, 3i,4h.p., 1911, and 1914 coack.

built fiidecar; a barjjain. £30, no offers.— Gordon.

Kneesworth St., Eoyston, Herts. [1889

ZENITH, 1914, 8h.p , 90 bore, clutch model, BramWs
sidecar to match, speedometer, lamps, spares : £65.

—Wasley, 9, Victoria St., Bristol. [X5463

ZENITH, late 1912, 6h.p.. Canoelet sidecar. £3(3

Lucas lamp set, speedometer ; £38, bargain.—H.

Blackburn, Bradford Ed., Brighouse. [S;5528

1Q14 Sh P- Zenith, countershaft, clntch, kick starter,

X */ lamps, speedometer, horn, and spares ; £50 01

near.-Bigwood Lodge, Bigwood Av., Hove. [1787

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, countershaft, kick startw.

coachbuilt sidecar, almost as new; cost £117.

accept £70.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed., Lcndon.
[1459

ZENITH-GEADUA, 4h.p.,, late 1912, usual ncc»-
eories, fully equipped, perfect order; trial, photo;

best over £30.—Particulars, Dinsdale, Dent, near Sed-

bergh. [X538S

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1914. Sh.p. twin, escellcnt otdeii

horn, 2 lamp sets, plugs, tools, new tyre back; -

£43 cosh.-Tom Simpson, Outfitter, Staljbridgc, neat-

Manchester. [19€«

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1912, and wicker uidecar, 4U
h.p. J.A.P., new Clincher and tube back, new

Dunlop belt, piston, timing gear; £25.-22, New Kd..

Driffield. Torks. [S5553

ZENITH Gradua, 6h.p.. 1913. with Bramble sidfo.ir,

3 lamps, horn, etc., recently overhauled, carefnllf

used; £45; seen by appointment.—W., 176, CoIdhdrtK*Q»

Lane, Camberwell. [1914

"I Q15 Sh.p. Zenith, countershaft gear and clutdl,
XfJ condition good, not done 2.000 miles, all «»
cessories: £65.—Morris. 9th South W,Tles Bordcrel*
Kiumel Park, Ehyl. [X53l«

'

ZENITH. 1914. 8h.p.. with Gradua ge.ar but n*^
clutch, complete with Middleton cane-bodied sid».^

car, Lucas lamp and horn; ^46/10.—Layton's Garagaf-
Bicester, 0.\on. 'Phone: 35. [X5498

^;

6 h.p. Zeuith-Gradua, semi T.T . in perfect condiii* jf

throughout, horn, P. and H. lamp and generator t
speedometer, new belt, tyres perfect, very fast : £52/1(1: &
grand sidecar optional, £4.-190. Choumert Ed., Ped^*
ham.

'

tlSTS-

|Q14.15 90 Bore Bh.p. Eed Zenith, 16 gn. Millfi'li
Xt/ sidecar, special engine, fitted 2 carburetters, etc^

one of the fastest eombiunlious on the road, absolutely,
ns new throughout: shcriflce £70; seen by appointtueut.>.
—Liukside, Ls-tchett Ed., Bromley. Kent. [19S»..;

ZENITH-GEADUA. 1914, Sh.p. J.A.P., and Gloria'
Projectile sidecrr, hood, screen, 3 very large lamc^

large horn, spare tyre in waterproof case, and spar« tubaf
this combin;ition cost £115 last year, price £68. "'

will t,ake 5i*jh.p. combination in part exchange, bl

must be first-class ; no dealers : can be seen at 28, Ellerl

St., Fulham Palace Ed., Fulham, S.W. [20t

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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they are

which is a great

which, as a rule,

zontally may on a

Swivelling Head Lights.

THERE still seems to be consicierable doubt
about the legality or otherwise of what
may be termed swivelling head lights.

These head lights are not swivelling

in the ordinary acceptance of the term,

are so fitted into their brackets that

capable of vertical adjustment,

advantage, as a lamp
throws its beams hori-

foggy night be set to

throw them downwards, thus illuminating the

road instead of the fog. Motor cyclists who do

much riding at night need not be told that this

makes progress much easier and safer. Some
little time ago a more than, usually enlightened

magistrate gave it as his opinion that such a

lamp did not contravene the regulations of the

Defence of the Realm Act, but in spite of this

devices for removing the adjustment continued

to be put forward, and motor cyclists are still

in danger of prosecution for carrying such

lamps. On the 20th ult. a motor cyclist was

stopped in the neighbourhood of Fenny Strat-

ford by four police officers and his lamp con-

fiscated that it might be destroyed (this was

reported in a recent issue), although the lamp

was not in a condition to be lighted, having no

rubber connection between the lamp and gene-

rator. This strikes us as a very high-handed

piece of interference. The absurdity of making

the regulation apply to motor cycles will be

realised when we state that a peg or a httle

solder between the faces of the clamp is

sufficient to satisfy the authorities. If a motor

cyclist desired to do any signalling with his lamp

it would be the work of a moment only to

remove the whole complete with generator from

the machine, and the lamp adjustments would

then make no difference whatever; or simply a

loosening of the nuts which attach the bracket

to the handle-bar would give sufticient movement.

If there is any real need to make these restric-

tions respecting motor cycle lamps, we contend

that they should be made by some responsible
central authority, and the conclusions arrived
at should be communicated to all parts of the
country, so that a motor cyclist could take his

lamp to the nearest police station and get defi-

nite information as to its suitability or other-
wise. If the lamp were passed by the super-
intendent, he would then know that he was con-
forming to the law and could go his ways in

peace. At present a man can be fined and fitied

heavily in one district for what is certified as

correct in another.

The .Psychic Relation Between
Man and Machine.

WE
publish on another page an interesting

letter on the relationship which is

possible between a sympathetic rider

and his motor cycle. Before we can
demonstrate the existence of any psychic

connection between the two .we must prove that

a motor cycle has a soul. The seat of this soul

we should take to be the engine, and there is no
doubt that the sympathy which a skilful rider

has for his engine contributes in a very large

degree to his success m getting the utmost out

of it, just as a practical driver can obtain better

results from a horse than one who is lacking in

the necessary temperament and experience.

This is a question, of course, in which it is

far easier to theorise than to produce conclusive

proof, and in this matter it is by no means alone.

Some people refuse to credit anything they can-
not understand, and a greater mistake than this

it is hardly possible to imagine, for some of our
friends would then have extremely limited

opportunities for belief; for example, v,'e all

know that electricity exists, some of us know a
few of its capabilities, but who knows what it

really is ? A more intelligent interest in our
machines, combined with an intelligent antici-

pation of events, would bring us more efficient

service and longer wear from our bits of cast

iron, steel, and aluminium.

An index to the advertisements in tills issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Some Elementary Tips on the Driving of

a Motor Cycle.

NOW that all (?) our young and expert riders

are serving their country in various capacities

at the Front, and the Yanks of enthusiastic

clubmen are sadly depleted, it has become increasingly

difficult for the novice to obtain reliable advice on
the care and management of his machine. There are,

too, hundreds of riders on the road who are past the
prime of youth, and, therefore, less inclined to risk

their necks or their machines in making the experi-

ments in which younger men delight. Many of these

are members of no club, and possibly have but few
friends who also ride motor cycles, and these machines
may be of very different patterns, and consequently

. the experience of their riders of but little use; thus

they are bound to rely eiitirely upon their own
initiative and mechanical ability (in many men a

negligible quantity) in every little problem which may
crop up. It is for riders of this class that these few
notes are penned. So much by way of preface.

Overheating.
Let us first consider the c]uestion of overheating.

Every rider knows that an engine gets hot, but a

letter in The Motor Cycle of June 3rd .shows that there

is much uncertainty in the minds of some as to what
constitutes overheating, and the margins mentioned
are extremely wide. The rider who always stops to

cool his engine when he cannot bear his hand on the

cylinder where it joins the crank case is certainly

erring on the safe side, but his progress is likely to be
slow. On the other hand, if a rider told us that he
could see his exhaust valve glowing red-hot while

riding we should not call him a liar, whatever we
might think (and say when we got home), but should

put on our " spring poet " expression and say, " How
interesting," or something equally fatuous. After all,

the power of believing impossible things is, as Lewis
Carroll says, simply a matter of practice. Perhaps,
too, he really thought he saw a red-hot exhaust valve

;

some people think they see snakes. Personally, we
should say that an engine is too hot when it begins

to lose power; so long as full power is maintained heat
'does no damage, but when an engine begins to flag

more oil should be given at once and less throttle. A
test of overheating sometimes adopted is to place a

lucifer match on the cylinder head ; if this does not

ignite it may be taken for granted that the engine is

not unduly hot. In the event of a piston seizing

paraffin put into the cylinder will prove beneficial.

The causes of overheating are many : overloading,

an incorrect mixture, a retarded spark, and insufficient

or unsuitable oil are perhaps the most common.
Therefore give plenty of oil, for it is better to err on
the safe side, and do not drive too hard. A thousand
rniles at top speed will take more out of the machine
and tyres than many thousands at a reasonable pace.

A13

Carburation.
The rider should always aim at getting as perfect a

mixture as possible. If his carburetter is an automatic

one this will be done for him to a large extent by

the designer, but most automatic carburetters have

an air adjustment which can be varied to suit

atmospheric conditions. This should be done as

carefully as possible, the rider noting the position in

which the explosions seem to be most powerful. It

is not a bad plan to open the air until the engine

begins to slow up and misfire occasionally, and then

to close it slightly. It should at all times be the rider's

object to use as much air as possible, as this economises

the petrol and also tends to a cooler running engine.

By " perfect mixture " is meant that proportion of

air and petrol which allows the petrol to be completely

burnt, but with no excess of air. This mixture gives

the hottest flame and quickest combustion, but does

not cause overheating to anything like so large an

extent as a mixture containing an excess of petrol or

even an excess of air, the reason being that the

explosion is quicker and more powerful. It will be

readily understood that a skewer, for instance, passed

quickly through an intensely hot flame will not be

heated to the same extent as one passed slowly

through a moderate flame ; also, when the explosion

is comparatively . slow, the exhaust . valve is opened
while the combustion is still incomplete, and this is

continued in the exhaust port and pipe, with the result

that these become red-hot. Hence the reason of the

apparent paradox. A retarded spark will also have

a similar effect, and for that reason the ignition should

always be kept as far advanced as the speed of the

machine will allow. The user of a two-lever carbu-

retter soon gets into the way of adjusting his air to

suit his speed and throttle opening, and with some
carburetters this adjustment has to be varied con-

stantly with the changes of pace and gradient, but

in the case of many of the popular carburetters of the

semi-automatic type the air lever is thrown right open
when a start has been made and left in that position

for all ordinary speeds, the reason being that the

throttle is so constructed that it controls both air and
gas simultaneously—in fact, it forms a variable choke
opening with the throttle, but unless the jet is enlarged

as the throttle opens, or other jet orifices uncovered,

this gives too much gir when the throttle is wide open,

and the air lever must be closed down to some extent

or the mixture will be too weak. This applies par-

ticularly to the two-lever Amac.
Some carburetters are very sensitive to correct petrol

level ; in others (notably the Senspray) this is of much
less importance, ovcing to the principle upon which
they act.

(To he continued .)

I
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Now for Tail Lamps.
As our correspondence columns have contained no

complaints on the subject, I suppose that most users

are tolerably satisfied with the new inventions. I have
tried three—all electric, and on the garage shelf there

is a fourth waiting for the day when I am driven to

return to acetylene for the moment. That acetylene

tail lamp is a substantial object, which cost me 7s. 6d.,

and which certainly will not dissolve even under the

terrific vibration which concentrates at the tail of the

carrier above a rigid rear frame ; my sole dread about
using it lies in the fear of catching my costly oilies on
it and ripping them from the shirt to the hem, for

—

shameful to relate—in these days of kick-starters, I

still cling to the pre-historic hop, skip, and a jump
mount. The " electrocities " as the office wag calls

them, have not done badly. One of them—an

F.R.S.—cost me 12s. 6d., and would stand up on a

1900 7 h.p. Panhard with solid tyres, as it ought to at

that price. Another shed its spring ring and ruby

glass on its first trip, and has since shimmered feebly

through an ill-tied knot of pink muslin, at which the

])olice blink doubtfully. The third is presumably one
of those contraptions alluded to by the gentlemen who
know what kilowatts are, as a " choking coil," for it

takes its current off the magneto and is guaranteed to

burn brilliantly without affecting the ignition. The
only time I tried it, nothing would induce the engine

to start, and I was coward enough to solve the problem
by calling up my reserves and taking out the spare

machine adorned by an F.R.S. dynamo; as soon as I

can get a spare bulb I shall try it again.

FATE OF A THREE-PIECE VALVE.

A lew years ago the three-piece valve was popular on motor cycles,

but smgle-piece valves have now taken their place. The illustrations

show how the top portion of a three-piece valve separated from the

remainder after continuous use on a 1912 Triumph, the U-shaped
top being found renting on the .top of tke piston, wJiere it had set

up a knocking hke a hammer on an anvil.

'jClOil-

The Evening Promenade.
A year or two ago I called the attention of motor

cycling tailors to the fact that nine motor cyclists out

of ten, after a speedy day in the saddle, like to stroll

round their sleeping town, and to turn their radiant

smiles on the damosels of the vicinity ; a practice as

natural as it is doubtless reprehensible. If they wear

their dusty overalls, Phyllis is not kind; if they emerge
in their house clothes, they catch cold when they lean

against a gate in some rural lane, and whisper sweet

nothings into Phyllis's rosy ear. The only solution I

then attained was a patent coat, about which the worst

thing was its name, the " Legstenshun," or words to

that effect. It was a good coat, and I still have it

;

it is more than a coat, for it has disappearing leggings

buttoned Inside its skirt; it has served me well, but

the Phyllises of my touring routes have never seen

it, for it is designed to be worn in the saddle, and the

dust from it ruined, the chiffons of the first Phyllis

who came under its proximity. (We live and learn.)

But the other week I found something better suited

to " the reprehensible brigade. I was smiting the

nimble gutty in company with a well-known trade

magnate, when a terrific cloud burst caught us just

as he was playing his third in a bunker. What time

I was burrowing for shelter in a gorse bush, and

shouting to my cowering caddie to fetch my oilies from

the clubhouse garage, his caddie produced a small

satchel measuring about loin. x 4in. froin his golf bag,

and shook out of it a featherweight waterproof of

smart cut, scaling a couple of pounds or so ; and,

oddly enough, it turned out to hail from the very firm

which makes my oilies, to wit, Barbour, of South

Shields. A similar vanity bag now graces the top of

my carrier on all long runs, and after a gruelling day

in the saddle I turn on to the local boulevards as smart

as if I had stepped out of a band box; and I catch

no more of those awful " gate-colds."

What the Baby Wants.

Most users of " baby " two-strokes will have

noticed that these handy little machines are sluggish

starters. I do not mean that there is any difficulty

in securing a few initial explosions, but rather that

these explosions are of an unsatisfactory character.

Whereas a 500, c.c. four-stroke in moderate tune will

fire at once, and fire with sufficient vim to justify the

driver's vaulting aboard or letting in his clutch

without delay, the "baby" will spit and cough and

four-stroke for a distance varying from twenty to a

hundred yards with the make of the machine or the

inclination of the road, ^^'hen I unleash my " babies
"

they have to negotiate a slightly uphill run of eighty

yards or so before they attain a dead level, and not

once in ten starts do they achieve two-stroking until

they have climbed this paltry little slope. In a start

from cold on the level they .are nearly as bad.- The_
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Occasional Comments.

—

cause of their misconduct is obvious—or so 1 fancy.

The cylinder, inlet pipe, transfer passage, and crank

case are full of cold air ; and below these volumes of

air there is, .more ofteii than not, a pool of cold oil.

In addition the chilly spirit in the carburetter

vaporises rather sluggishly, and the metal of the

engine is all stone cold. I can only get the eighty

yards of four-stroking by dint of liberally flooding

the carburetter, and the effects of the flooding are

exhausted after four or five explosions, when, to all

appearance, there are still remnants of cold air in the

induction system, the engine metal is still chilled,

and the petrol is uncertain about vaporising. It is

clear that all these defects could be overcome by a

special design of carburetter which afforded a tem-

porary surplus of petrol ; such surplus would not 'be

required when running slowly with the same throttle

opening and a warm engine. The emergency is purely

and simply confined to starting from cold, and applies

only to small engines, as a 500 c.c. engine in a

coquettish mood can still supply sufificient power. It

is plainly for this reason that the Scott manual always

advises petrol Injections for a start from cold, and in

this case the engine is gi^en. a chance to warm up by
reason of the fact that it is designed to be started

when free of its load. Is some refined designer going

to cope with the petty worry, or are we to be left to

run alongside or foot-slog, . world without end? For
the time being, I adopt one of two home-made dodges ;

either I warm the engine up on the stand by pulling

over the back wheel,

or I keep a finger on

the carburetter tickler

until the engine be-

gins to two-stroke,

as apparently a very

ricli mixture is re-

quired for starting.

Over a dozen
machines of the best

make * misbehave

identically the same
way under the con-

ditions indicated.

DESPATCH RIDERS EN ROUTE TO THE FRONT.

A Deceptive Misfire.

Before my last air-piston control-wire snapped,
I allowed myself to be thoroughly deluded. The
untinned wire was kinking outside' the sheathing,

instead of sliding into the sheathing when the lever

was moved, and the resultant symptoms were curious,

in that the exhaust suggested that one cylinder was
firing properly and that the other was suffering from
intermittent misfiring. It was dark at the time, and I

could not see what was happening. I stopped under
a lamp post and squinted over the machine without

spotting anything, so I ran the engine, declutched,

and shortened each plug in turn with a screwdriver,

only to discover that each cylinder fired perfectly

solo, but that, when both "were running, one always

missed. This suggested carburetter trouble, and the

cause was then rapidly tracked ; but I do not think

I have- ever struck an exactly parallel case before.

Truly, motor cycles are whimsical things, but let us

cheer up. A light carist of my acquaintance was seen

stopped in a busy street the other day and using

particularly strong language. In replv to mv enquirv,

he remarked there was nothing particular the matter;
it was only that his reverse gear insisted on engaging
instead of the forward gears, and that while half the

car was trying to go forward and the other half was
equally eager to travel astern, he could not make good
progress. Luckily, motor cycles have not reverse

gears. Still the Yankees are providing us with a fresh

hoodoo. One of my friends has just got an American
machine with an electrical lighting outfit. The head

lamp has a big bulb-

for speed work and
a wee. bulb for

traffic; the other

night his big bulb

suddenly exploded,

and he had to cover

se-^-enty miles in inky

darkness on a 7-9

h.p. twin with a

light about equal to

a smouldering safety

match. Moral : carry ^
a spare bulb. jm

These photographs were taken in France, when a party of forty R.E. despatch riders were on their way to active service. Tiic left-hand
picture shows men enjoying a fire and rest at a railway station in the early hours of the morning. Though summer time, warm coats are
appreciated at night and early morning

A18
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The Mechanical Testing of Metals
AND THEIR INTERNAL STRUCTURE.

By ARTHUR MARKS, F.I.C.. A.R.C.S., A.RS.M. FIRST INSTALMENT.

THE fracture of apparently strong metals whilst

in daily use has led to a closer study of the

tests to be applied to them, sO' that an exact

impression may be obtained of the way in which the

metals will act under the severe conditions which
modern usage imposes upon them.

The advent of high speed movers has revolutionised

the tests to which metals are now put, since it has

been found that the tensile test, which at one time

was considered to give a thorough indication of the

strength of a metal, has passed metal as good that in

practice gave lamentably poor results. It was there-

fore evident that the tensile test did not completely ^

indicate the way in which the metal would act in

practice.

The efforts of metallurgists have, therefore, been

directed to the investigation of methods which wdll

test the various properties of a metal independently

of each other, and further to obtain some knowledge

Fig. 1
.—^Tensile testing machine.

of the relation which each property {e.g., hardness,

ductility, malleability) bears to the general " strength
"

of the metal as the engineer understands it.

In this respect, which is scientifically the correct

way of attacking the subject, it cannot be said that

much progress has been made, but, on the other hand,

tests have been evolved which, whilst not measuring a

single property whose relation to the strength of the

metal is known, do give us much more complete

evidence of the strength of the metal than we ha\e

had before.

These tests may conveniently be grouped under the

headings of static (tensional, compressive, transverse,

torsional, and shearing), alternating, shock, and haid

ness. We shall endeavour to see what structural

changes occur in each case.

Static Fracture.

The machines for carrying out the static tests are

of two^ types—the lever machine and the hydraulic

machine. In the former a lever is used with a

travelling weight which, as it is moved along, exerts
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Fig. 2.—Stress strain diagrams for special steels.

a gradually increasing stress upon the piece of metal
which is being tested. In the latter a direct pull

is put upon the specimen of metal by hydraulic means,
the pressure exerted being measured upon a suitable

gauge.

Fig. I shows a photograph of a lever machine
arranged for conducting tensile, bending, and shear

tests made by Messrs. Buckton and Co., of Leeds,

to whom the writer is indebted for the photograph
and diagram arranged for taking a tensile test. The
piece of metal T has been carefully turned up and
its diameter measured. Two punch marks are made
on the specimen loin. apart, in order that the stretch-

ing may be measured after the specimen has broken.

One end of the specimen is then clamped by means
of wedges to the holder suspended from the lever,

and the other end clamped in a similar manner to the

screw shown at the bottom of the photograph. vVny

stretching which occurs in the test piece is taken up
by lowering the screw, and thus the lever is kept in

the " floating " position and always horizontal. The
photograph also shows the jockey weight and mecha-
nism for moving it along the lever, with the scale

graduated in tons from which the pull exerted can
be read off.

On subjecting the speci-

men to the gradually increas-

ing pull, it first stretches

slightly according to Hook's

Fig. 3.—^Elongated crystals of

steel lander stress.

Fig. 4.—Slip bands in nickel steel

(Edwards and Carpenter).
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The Mechanical Testin? of Metals.—

law—the stretch being proportional to the stretching

force. During this period the metal is elastic, and

will return to its original length if the pull is taken

off. When the load reaches a' high value the metal

will change from the elastic to the plastic state. This

particular load is known as the yield point for the

metal (Y, fig. 2). A period' of instability now ensues,

during which the minimum load is taken as the elastic

limit of the metal (E, fig. 2). The specimen now
rapidly stretches under increasing load until finally

local stretching occurs and the test piece breaks. The
course of these changes is shown in fig.- 2 for "several

steels, the curves showing the relation between the

stress in tons and the stretching or strain calculated

as a percentage of the original length.

•Examining the metal microscopically, we see that

the original metal consists of an aggregate of crystals.

A "LAPSUS PENN^."

WE are in receipt of a copy of " The Harley-

Davidson Dealer," of which the most im-

posing feature is the whole-page photograph
of a number of Harley-Davidson sidecars outside

Shakespeare's birthplace in Stratford-on-Avon. . The
enterprising Englishman who wrote the short article

entitled "A Ride through Historic England " has
been guilty of two fearful howlers, which have bee i

the source of much amusement to his colleagues". In

the first place, he points out that the cross at Banbury
is one of the historic chain of crosses which stretch

from the North of England to London, and goes on
to say that " when Queen Elizabeth died her husband
—one of the early Edwards,! think—brought her body
to London, and on the spot wheie the bier rested at

The crystals are gradually elongated under stress (fig.

3), and accommodate themselves to the new conditions

by a process of slip along the gliding planes. Fig.

4 shows the slip bands which develop in the metal as

a result of the slip. As an illustration of what takes

place, we may notice how the leaves of a book

accommodate themselves by sliding over one another

when the book is bent.

During the process of slip it is now considered that

the metal on the surfaces of slip loses its crystalline

character and becomes amorphous. In this state it

is of the nature of glass

—

i.e., non-crystalline.—and is

harder and stronger if the amorphous metal is allowed

to set. If the stress is maintained the temporary

mobile amorphous metal allows the slip, to reach its

limit, when fracture follows, and the metal exhibits

a fibrous appearance due to the elongated crystals.

(1\ he continued.)

the conclusion of each day's journey he afterwards

erected a cross to her memory." Banbury Cross is

merely a market cross, and Queen Eleanor's body
followed a different route altogether. It is interesting

to note that Charing Cross, the last resting-place of

Queen Eleanor before the cortege reached its destina-

tion," derives its name from the French Chere Reiiie.

The words, however, according to Dr. Brewer, do not

refer to the Queen, but to the Virgin Mary.

AN AUTO-WHEEL MODIFICATION.
Two Dutch cyclists who, instead of attaching the Auto-wheel to the

back wheel of the bicycle, have made it take the place of the back
wheel itself. The petrol tanks are located as on motor cycles, a spare
tin being strapped to the canier of the man's machine. The photograph
was taken at the start of a tour.

AN UNFREQUENTED AND PLEASANT
ROAD TO BRIGHTON.

THE accoinpanying

sketch map shows
a road _ from

London to Brighton which
is far pleasanter than the

more usual routes. The
correspondent, LO 3009,
who sends us this route,

tells us that on a recent

, trip he only passed two
sidecars, one on Titsev

Hill and the second on

the main Eastbourne
Road, between Godstonc
a n d Newchapel," a n d
one car on Turner's Hill,

and met about ten motor
vehicles, while he was
passed by none. The
scenery on this route is

unrivalled. Those whose
machines have plenty of

power and ground clear-

ance can further "Improve

the route given by going

over Ditchlin^; Beacon in-

stead of through Clayton

and Patcham.
There must be many of these by-way routes in

different parts of the country which are often far

pleasanter than the main roads, while the surfaces are

generally not much inferior, and in some cases superior,

to those of the more important highways.
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THE IRISH ONE DAY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
R. \V. Stevens (2J h.p. Sun) makes an adjustment with plenty of assistance.

(See page 234 of last week's issue.)

George Roche (3J h.p. Rover) checking in at a control.

CHASING BURGLARS BY
MOTOR CYCLE.

WE are all familiar, by name, with
the American "speed cop," who,
armed with a revolver and riding

a high-powered motor cycle, chases

motorists who are exceeding the speed
limit. Throughout the United States

the police use motor cycles to a great

extent, the latest use to which they
are put being in Cincinnati. Special

buildings have been set up in various

parts of the city and suburbs, each of

which has accommodation for two or

three motor cycles, besides the necessary

police. These men are used for special

emergency work, such as burglaries. By
this means Cincimiati is now freer of
burglars and other wrong doers than at

any time in her history.

IRISH ONE-DAY
RESULTS.

TRIAL

THE following competitors received

first-class awards in the one-day trial

of the Dublin and District Motor
Cycle Club, held on the 28th ult,, and
reported in our last issue :

J. E. Greene (6 Bradbury sc).

W. J. Henderson (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc.j. .

'

V. J. " Farren " (5 Indian).

P. H. Hurse (4^ B.S.A.).

Mayne (10 Calthorpe).

W. Stevens (2^ Sun).

A. M. Curtis (7-9 Indian sc).

Allen (2i Sun).

The following completed the course

:

A, Moohey (5 Bradbury sc).

S. Allen (3i James).

G.
R.
G.
D.

AIR SCAVENGING DEVICE
FOR TWO-STROKES.

A SIMPLE device for obtaining better

scavenging on two-stroke engines

is a little air valve manufactured
by the Portway Cooper Manufacturing
Co., of Braintree. It consists of a ball

valve A fitted with an adjusting screw

D to regulate the amount of air admitted.

The principle

of working is

as follows : On
the commence-
ment of the up-
ward stroke of

the piston a

partial vacuum
is produced in

the crank case

and transfer

passage B,
which sucks
open the air

valve A, filling

the passage
with pure air.

As the piston
proceeds on the
upward stroke

the inlet port
i s uncovered,
admitting a
fresh charge of

gas to the

crank case, the

Portway Cooper air

valve for two-stroke

machines.

American motor cycle police timing up a " speed cop's " mount. The photograph

was taken at Cincinnati.

piston then descends,

opening the exhaust port C, and also the-

transfer port. The fresh charge which is

compressed in the crank case is forced

through the transfer port into the
cylinder, preceded by the air which is

already in the passage. In a two-stroke

the incoming gas has to assist in forcing

the burnt gas through the exhaust port,

and in the ordinary way a certain amount
of the fresh charge is exhausted with it.

When, however, the air valve is fitted,

it is claimed that none, or very little, of

the fresh charge comes into contact with
the exhaust gas, thereby causing a con-

siderable saving of gas, and not only
increasing the power but saving petrol.

*23
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USEFOL
INTS AN© TIP

WITH APOLOGIES TO
ROAD RIDER.

COMFRESSION TAPS.

The compression tap is a decorative

brass knob, fitted in the cylinder head.

Those that work usually leak, so the

ordinary non-working type is to be

preferred.

STANDS.
These are made in two types—the

kick-up and the fall-down, the latter

being most popular. They are chiefly

used for spoiling the engine. A front

wheel stand makes a somewhat ineflicient

substitute for a brick under the

crank case.

KICK STARTERS.
It has been frequently urged against

motor cycling that it provides the rider

with no e.xercise, and to remedy this

defect the kick starter has been intro-

duced. When the kicker has got com-
fortably warm, the engine may be

started by pushing on the low gear in

the usual way.

CARBURETTERS.
The carburetter is fitted primarily to

amuse knuts, as no other part is capable

of being so easily faked to spoil the
running of the machine. Control is

nominally effected by slides, pulled in

one direction by cables, and thrust in

the other by springs, means being pro-

vided for the iugress of grit, which
effectually stops the action. Much
amusement is derived from re-threading

cables which have sprung out of place

when this occurs.

GENERATORS.
The simple drip generator being

generally satisfactory and reliable,

manufacturers are now turning their

attention to the production of compli-
cated automatic regulating devices ; the
automatic generator furnishes much en-

tertainment through its pleasing habit
of watering the road, wasting the gas,
and allowing the light to go out
suddenly. It should be added that
automatic generators burn beautifully

, in tlie maker's showroom.

The connection between generator and
lamp is usually a tube of thin rubber,
with one or more kinks in it. Good
rubber tubing might be had, but is not
worth while, as the sharp edges of tanks,
spring fork links, and the other things
it rubs against cut it into short lengths
in quick time. The generator is usually
Carried on a bracket inside the curve of

the handle-bar, so as to foul the pump
handle and prevent access to the petrol

filler.

PETROL.
Alleged to be distilled from petroleum

;

it is treated in process of manufacture
by the addition of paraffin and dirt,

and sold at enormous prices. In the
old days it was highly volatile and
inflamma.Jjle, but of late has not shown
so much propensity to burn or explode
rapidly, especially in an engine.

MAGNETOS.
It having recently occurred to magneto

manufacturers that water is apt to cause
trouble on an unprotected machine,
various types of water-tight magnetos
have been introduced. As a means of

carrying a spare supply, however, they
are not very satisfactory, and it is

better to put if straight into the

generator.

The toolbag is a device for polishing

off the sharp corners of nuts, the thread
of bolts, the jaws of adjustable
spanners, and the points of sparking
plugs. The heavier patterns are attached
to the carrier with -i^in. bolts and nuts,

so as to facilitate detachment. If in-

sufficiently distorted by its contents,

the toolbag may be further pulled out

H. Bott. a New Zealand rider who has had a

great run of successes on a 3^ h.p. Overseas

touring model. In competitions this year of

the Southern Hawkes Bay Motor Cycle Club
he has on four successive occasions made
fastest time and best performance on formula

in hiU-chmbs, besides winning premier

awards in other events.

of snape by a strap fastened round its

middle. The smaller the capacity, the

more dusters have to be crammed iu

to keep the contents tight.

UNIONS.
Fitted to a pipe which would otherwise

be petrol-tight, these serve to indicate

whether any petrol is actually passing.

On the carburetter inlet pipe, they act

as additional air ports to keep the

engine cool ; and on a twin, these

unions vary in number from three to

five, as two cylinders naturally require

more air than one. A twin engine which
proves too powerful may be made to

run on one cylinder by slightly tighten-

ing one union ; there is no known metliod

of tightening both or all. The union

on the exhaust pipe is to relieve back
pressure.

ENGINES.

Anything tliat revolves with a stutter-

ing sound. An apparatus for burning
trouser-legs. An oil-slinger. The subject

of engines is too extensive to be dealt

with here, but a few points may be

toitched upon.
The engine is fitted into a cradle,

attached to the frame by long bolts,

threaded through holes so drilled as not

to register with those in the lugs. Some
engines are' fitted with bearings durin::

the first few miles. The average engine
will get well run in in about fi\e

hundred, its owner sometimes at an
earlier stage. Compression is a desirable

quality in an engine, and may be readily

counterfeited liy making the piston a

tight fit. It is said that an engine runs

better if properly lubricated, but no
actual data are available on this point.

An engine will climb anything exceptiru
when a dispassionate onlooker is present,

and travel at any speed up to sixty when
no stop-watch is available. More re-

markable stories are extant about engine--

than about fish, and the narrators sup-

press the fact that Ananias heads their

family tree.

THE SPEEDCVETER.
An instrument for encouraging the

terminological inexactitude industry. A
common fallacy is to suppose that the
rider fits one in order to discover the
speed at which he travels ; the reverse is

the case. The most accurate speedo-
meters are those in which the hand
waggles over a space of five miles an

hour either way, as this leaves a sportina
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Smith, Denliam and Co., Henderson
BuildinsH. Von Brandis Street. Johan
nesburg, South Africa. Chikls. Parr.
and Joseph, Nairobi, British East Africa.
David V. Laintr. 9. We'd Road, Euala

. Luminir. ._ F.M S. . Cycle and,^jy:otor
Si.ijiplies, Ltd., Faiish Street, Wellinstoii,
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N.Z. W. Cornell and Son. 122, 124.
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Australia. Bennett and BarkelK
Castlereagh Street, Sydney, Aostralia.

In ansicering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '^ The Motor Cycle: ai
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/ have

ridden several machines

in the past twelve years but

have never had one which

gives me so much satisfac-

tion as the

QUADRANT
Combination.
Its even running is really

remarkable and proves the

sound way the Quadrants

are built.

I have now ridden A27 miles

since I left your factory,

and it has never caused me

one moments anxiety.

have had no occasion

adjust any part, which

another proof of the

Quadrant's sterling

quality.

I

to

is

DUNHILLS
TRIPLE

WINDSCREEN
(Provisionally Protected).

\ complete protection from all

^^ draughts by reason of its being

placed so close to the passenger. The
side wings are detachable, and the

screen can be tilted to any angle. It

will fit any make of car.

A twist of a wing nut is sufficient to

release the catch and let the screen

swing across and allow the passenger

to alight.

Those words were penned by an enthu-

siastic Quadrant rider — E. P. D., of

Thornton Heath.

You, too,- will share his enthusiasm

if you ride the " query-less Q" for

its service is always sure and none

of those irritating "unexpected

happenings " will ever mar the

full enjoyment of the Tour.

Ask for particulars of our several

models, • including the 4i h.p.

Sidecar Combination with
B.S.A. Countershaft three-

speed gear—£66 11 0.

QUADRANT WORKS,
Lawley St., Birmingham.

London Dferot: 78, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway,

The above and all other Quadrani

prices are now advanced by 5%.

In Polished Walnut
with Nickel Fittings.

Price, complete with side
wings £3:0:0

Price of single screen £2:1:6

359-361, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.

—42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.C. -

MANCHESTER

:

GLASGOW :

90-92 Cross Street. 72, St. Vincent St.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Useful Hints and Tips.

—

chanco that it may sometimes touch the
correct, figure. When telling your
friends about it, take the highest figure

;

in a police court, the lowest. The
maximum hand is a source of danger,
and should be reset to zero before leaving
the machine anywhere near a policeman.

REGISTRATIONS AST) LICENCES.
Although it is said that some lawyers

understand the regulations governing the
issue of licences and registration of

machines, there is considei'able doubt as

to their names and addresses. It is,

howefer, common knowledge that regis-

tration is done by one authority, the
issue of driving licences by another, and
that the licence to keep a machine is

obtained elsewhere ; whilst the transfer
cf an old number to a new machine can
be made for something or other, and
from one owner to another for something
else. Whether this information is correct
the writer is not sure, and issues it

without any personal guarantee.

CARBURETTER JETS.

The wise rider will experiment 'vvith

different sizes of jet until he gets the

This information is derived from a
comparison of jets and numbers, and it is

now apparent why some carburetters burn
less petrol with a .046 jet than witli
a .027.

HEAD LAilPS.

Manufacturers, recognising the desir-

ability of making their accessories uni-
versally adaptable, take great pains to
ensure that no lamp shall fit any other
maker's bracket. Brackets are supplied
with gin. fittings for a lin. bar, and
vice versa. Some lamps are designed
to swivel sideways, to facilitate tyre
repairs at night, but no special apparatus
is necessary to effect this movement.
The burner should be provided with a
focussing device. When properly
focussed, an inverted magnified image of
the flame will be seen, dancing in the
air a little ahead of the machine, which
is pleasing, though some riders find it

confusing.

Practical experience and scientific

research have resulted in lamps being
so greatly increased in efficiency that
the 12in. size is beginning to supplant
the smaller patterns. A new tj-pe will

REAR SPRINGING SYSTEMS.

WINNER OF THE KING OF SPAIN'S AWARD AT THE SPANISH NATIONAL TRIALS.

Spring saddle pillar on the 8 li.p. Thor

—

' the latest American arrival.

shortlj' be placed on the market,
fitted with windows in the hood, through
which the rider can see where he is

going.

CLUTCHES.
\aiious principles are incorporated

in the design of clutches, those
most commonly employed being
the cone and the plate system :

expert opinions are divided as

to which is the more unsatis.

factory. Some clutches make
up in fierceness what they
lack in size ; others atone for
excessive bulk by want of

grip. A clutch can be relied

upon to grip when it is desired

to effect a hurried disengage-
ment in traffic ; and to free

itself easily when climbing a

stiff hill in a non-stop trial.

As a form 'of humorous enter-

tainment, - the spectacle of a

clutch start by a novice takes

a lot of beating.

S..J.T.

A motor cycle race was included m
the recent Spanish National Trials, and
our pictures show the winner of King
Alphonso's Cup. Senor josquin Barnola,

in full flight and surrounded by an.

admiring group. Although competing
against machines of considerably higher

power, Senor Barnola, who is mounted
on a 3 h.p. Royal Enfield, succeeded In

accomplishing the fastest time of the day.

best results, but
known that jets

following way :

sizes are put in
up ; toys then
for them, and
others, who hav
certain numbers
which numbers
stamped on the

it is not commonly
are marked in the

A number of mixed
a bag and shaken
take turns to dip
pass them on to

e meanwhile drawn
from a second bag,

are subsequently
corresponding jets.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "Thi Motor Cycle." Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompaDlel by the writer's name and address.

Patriotism.

Sir,—A small, and yet great, point in " Ixion's " disser-
tation of August 26th deserves more prominence than the
context provides for it. It is that he has foregone the
pleasure of a Yankee mount on patriotic grounds.
Though I cannot obtain my fancy, I have also refused to

purchase an imported machine. Quite apart from any
opinion I may hold concerning American manufactures in
general, or motor cycles in particular, it behoves every
purchaser (for pleasure) to decide whether he will wait, i'f

necessary, for delivery of a " native," and thus keep his
money in this country, or buy abroad. If he experience
difficulty in making the choice, let patriotism have a say,
for it requires no lecture in economics to point the path
of duty here. H. J. SADLER.

A Tool Case.

Sir,—I have seen, with interest, the tool carrier suggested
by " Ubique " in Tht Motor Cycle of August 19th. It would
no doubt eliminate rattle, but the cost of fitting to existing
machines wotild be rather high. The subject of tool kits is

a sore one with me. When my motor bicycle was delivered
to me last year it boasted a single tool-bag, suspended by
two straps from the rear end of the carrier, and containing a
King Dick spanner, valve cap spanner, screwdriver, and a six-
penny bicycle repair outfit. Of course, there was not much left
of the lot after the first twenty miles, and I was rather amused
when I saw " Ixion "

praising the equip-
ment of French
motor cycles in the
same issue.

To overcome the
difficulty, I made a
tool kit as follows :

A strip of strong
canvas (two plys)

a little broader than
the broajest tool

carried, and of

sufficient length, is

folded every 3in.

first one way and
then the other, like

a concertina, and
the fides are sewn
up almost to the
top of the folds, forming pockets to receive the tools. Flaps
are sewn on the first fold, and the upper edge of the canvas
is riveted through a thin wooden board to a strip of leather
as wide as the canvas. Straps are used to close the kit, and
the tools, firmly held between canvas layers, never rattle.

The tool kit is securely fastened to the carrier by clips and
small bolts passing through leather and wood. The flaps are
folded over the canvas pockets and held by the pressure of

the leather cover: they prevent the loss of tools should the
pockets wear through. When opened the pockets are at

different levels owing to the lengths, not- sewn, which is

most convenient when putting the tools back in their
respective pockets.

This tool kit has given me excellent service and great
satisfaction, and I have found it much more convenient than

•tile (udin,ary tool roll.
'

J. W. IWHTRIDGE.
Paris.

Tool wallet described in accompanying
lelter.

Piston Rings.

Sir,—The attention of our clients Messrs. Allen and

Simmonds, engineers and piston makers, of Heading, has

been drawn to the description of a piston packing which

appeared in your issue of August 12th. In this packing the

rings were divided into segments, and closed at the joints

by slotted plungers carried in recesses in the piston head,

and forced outwards radially by springs.

It may interest j'our readers to know that Messrs. Allen

and Simmonds are the original patentees and sole manu-
facturers of segmental packing rings, closed at the joints

and expanded by slotted spring-pressed choke" pieces or

plungers of cylindrical form, in which the ends of the

segments fit.

Our clients have created an extensive market for this

type of packing, which, however, has now been almost
entirely superseded by their well-known pressure-balanced

type of segmental packing.
WHEATLEY AND MACKENZIE, Patent Agents.

The Position of the Brakes.

Sir;—I notice in yoiu' issue of July 15th a letter from
"L.G.S.," in which he advocates the use of two foot-operated
brakes in preference to the usual hand and foot brakes fitted

to most modern machines.
At the start I must take it for granted that " L.6.S."

intends that both brakes should be rear ones, as a foot brake
operating on the front wheel is a great danger to the rider.

since it cannot be applied as slowly as is necessary for safety.

Also, as "L.G.S." will know if he has ever ridden a
machine with two back brakes, one good brake is just as
effective in stopping any machine as tw'o are. Besides which,
when necessity arises for the brakes to be put oir hurriedly
there is a far smaller chance of side-slip if both front and
back brakes are applied simultaneously.

In conclusion, I may add that two foot brakes are

rather a lot to manage, especially if there is a clutch, or
even a siren to be fitted on to the footrest and to be foot-

worked.
I feel that an apology is needed for having written so late

after "L.G.S.'s" letter, but the case of a motor cycle with
two foot-operated rear brakes has just come before" me, and
so I thought a remark on the subject would not be amiss.

A. STATHAM.

Double Countershaft Pulleys.

Sir,—I shall be much obliged if you will allow me space
in your columns to make a few remaiks upon the article
which appeare<l recently in The Mo/or Cycle on the
"Variable Pulley Countershaft Speed Gear." I am writing
on behalf of my son, who is at resent doing his duty to
his country somewhere in the Gallipoli Peninsular, and is

therefore himself unable to reply to any criticisms directly
referring to our patent No. 25,050, 1912, to which you have
made reference.

We do not claim to have invented the expanding or
double slidable pulley, \vhich in itself has hitherto been
a failure so far as its use on motor cycles is concerned

;

but this failure has been owing to previous attempts not
suitably adapting the double-slidable pulley to the require-
ments and limited space of motor cycles. What we claim
in our invention is that we have solved this difficulty, and
are now putting on the market a simple and efficient "multi-
speed countershaft belt pnlley gear which can be attached

I
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10 one 1End ! I

The Allies are fighting to one end

—

Victory and Freedom.

The Manufacturers of the Great British

Tyre—The Clincher, are also working to

one end—Victory over inefficiency and Freedom from Tyre Troubles.

The allied forces behind this Tyre are, keen business abilityj high

quality materials, expert labour, and the wonderful machinery and

organization of the largest Rubber Factory in the British Empire.

For bed rock Tyre value

CHOOSE

Motor Cycle Tyres.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER COMPANY, LTD.,

169, Great Portland Street, LONDON. W- Factories—Castle MiUs. EDINBURGH.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B3
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MlMi^
62,000 Square Feet

Additional Floor Area
represents the size of the new buildings now in

course of erection at the Royal Enfield works.

Although Government requirements are now taxing

our resources to the utmost, we shall have this

addition to our present large factories to augment

our future output for the private buyer.

Full particulars of all our motor cycles in the complete Royal

Enfield catalogue, sent free on request. Mention "The Motor

Cycle " when writing.

The ENFIELD CYCLE CO.,LTD.,Redditcti,
and 48,Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. Agents Everywhere.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the Belgian

Government, and the Russian Imperial Military Authorities.

I

Bt In ansivcrin-f] tliis advKrtiserticnf it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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to nearly every make ol' single-geared belt drive motor cycle
in about half an hour without constructional alteration to

the motor cycle.

With our patent the belts are always in perfect alignment
and tension under all variations of gear, and this fact dis-

poses of all the objections you raise with the exception of

the question of the short belt.

Now, unless I have misunderstood you, I am at variance
with your views on this question. I presume that your
objection applies chieHy to the, front short belt, and not to

the rear short belt which is now being so universally used
on chain-cum-belt driven machines. In this latter class of

machine the countershaft pulley is larger in diameter than
it is possible to have the engine pulley on the direct-drive

single-geared machine, and therefore the objection to the
shorter belt is disposed of. This is exactly the same in

our patent, as the countershaft pulley is 6in. diameter.
Now we come to the front short belt. First, let us con-

sider what are the objections to a short belt. I think the
most important question is the one of "grip" of the belt

on the pulley sides ; but this only applies to the case where
the driving and driven pulleys are of uneq^ial diameter.
The greater the difference in the diameters of these pulleys,

the greater is the objection to the short- belt ; as the closer

these pulleys are together, the less contact has the belt on
the pulley faces, and therefore less " grip," with its con-

sequent liability to slip. This, however, does not apply
where the pulleys are both of equal diameter, as, whether
the belt is a mile long or only a foot long, it has e.xactly

the same frictional surface on both pulleys.

With our patent the difference in the diameters of the

eiigine and countershaft pulleys is so little that the belt

has the frictional surface of almost half the circumference
of the pulley, even at the maximum variation of the gear.

We have had this gear in practical test for the past twelve
months, and over some of the worst hills in England, and
the short belt (we adopted the Whittle because it is so

pliable) has stood the test well and given no undue trouble

;

and having given the gear such a long trial with such satis-

factory results, we feel justified in claiming that, if the

previous attempts to utilise the double or sliding pulley on
motor cycles have been a failure, then the difference

between those patents and ours is iust the difference between
failure and success. W. WILBERFORCE WALL.

'Midst Scottish Crags.

Sir,—I should like to express my appreciation of an
article which appeared in The Motor Ci/cle of November
19th last year from the pen of Mr. George D. Abraham
entitled "Autumn 'Midst Scottish Crags." Having a
week's holiday, and not being able to make up my mind
where to go, I was looking over some back numbers of The
Motor Cycle, and I came across this article, and, after

calculating mileage and time, decided to make the trip. I

was accompanied by my wife in sidecar and a friend and
his wife and boy of four years of age on a similar combina-
tion. Our machines were the 1915 Matchless, and I may
say that from start to finish of the 768 miles they gave
every satisfaction. We set out on Saturday, August 14th,

and, after spending the night at Penrith, reached Glasgow
on the Sunday afternoon, and on the Jlonday we set forth

for the mountains and lochs. Taking the advice of a

friendly garage man, we did not go through Dumbarton,
but turned off the tramlines to the right just before

reaching this place, and thence on to Balloch, where we
again joined Mr. Abraham's route. With this exception

md a short deviation from Connel Ferry to Oban and back,

n-e followed the route given in the article right round to

Edinbm-gh. At Connel Ferry Bridge the charge was 4s.

for each combination and 2d. each passenger. Mr. Abraham
gives his charge as 5s. 4d. The road from here was very

stony and loose. In places loose slat.e covered the road to

a depth of three inches or more, but, fortunately, with the
exception of a puncture from a sharp flint m my friend's

back tyre near Loch Creran, we were free from tyre

troubles till, at the end of 600 miles, I got a hob-nail in

my front tyre. We were also very fortunate in having fine

weather, no rain falling while we were riding from the time
we left Glasgow tiU the following Sunday, when we were
nearly home. The road by Loch Laggan was mostly very
bumpy, and on arriving at Laggan bridge we had no
difficulty in following Mr. Abraham's short cut over the

moor to Dahvhinnie, where the road became first-class again.
Callander to Stirling and part of the way to Edinburgh
was not so good, pot-holes abounding. After .spending a
day ill Edinburgh, we returned to Penrith by way of
Galashiels, Selkirk, Hawick, and Carlisle, which was a
splendid road, except near Edinburgh. All the party agreed
that it was the finest holiday they had ever spent, and,
although a good deal of rough road' had to be covered, the
scenery ampl_y compensated for it.

In conclusion, I sliould say that anyone attempting this
trip should carry a spare tyre or two, and a strong machine
and sidecar is essential. Anything like a light combination
would, I am sure, get shaken to pieces.

'.JOHN GIBSON.

Pay Day with the M.M.G.S.
Sir,—As your valued journal has been first and foremost

in stimulating and aiding the recruiting for the Motor
Machine Gun Service, I do not think it too much to ask you
to use your influence again on behalf of those same recruits.

I understand from J'oung men who have joined that a pay-
day would be welcomed with no little joy. Evidently there
must be a slackness somewhere, for young fellows who have
left good homes, sacrificed good livings, and who ahvays had
plenty of cash, to be kept five or more weeks without so

much as being paid a halfpenny, leaving them to be continu-
ally drawing on their savings or home finances.

We are not unpatriotic, but surely, Mr. Editor, this is no
stimulus to young men intent on serving King and Country,
and surely your paper can do something towards amending
these financial difficulties.

Certainly this should never have been allowed, and if there
is any material reason for such a state of affairs to hear of

it through the columns of your paper would oblige

G. MAIN RUSSELL.
[This letter was submitted .to the Commanding Officee.

OF THE M.M.G.S., WHOSE EEPLY IS APPENDED. Ed.]

The statements contained in the above letter are entirely

false. AU men of the M.M.G.S. present in this camp, or in

outlying camps with their batteries, are paid regularly every
Friday.

If ' G. M. Russell will come here any Friday he can
see tilings for himself. Meanwhile, it is his duty to sub-

stantiate his statements or make an ample apology.

Bisley, 3/9/15. R. W. Beadley, Lieut. -Col.

A Roomy Tool-box.

Sir,—Seeing correspondence on the subject in a recent

issue of The Motor Cycle, I should like to draw attention to

a good tool-box (in which I am not interested), the present
pannier bag being,
u n d o u b t edly, too
small.

I have an 8 h.p.

Rex, which machines
are fitted with a
large metal tool-box.

It is lined with
rubber, and into ib

can neatly be packed
a fuU tool-roU, chain
parts, tyre outfit,

spare tube, enguie
valve, oilcan, etc.

A lock and two
straps hold the
hinged lid firmly,

and the "rattle
bogey" is non-

Tool-box referred to in the accompanying
letter.

existent. This tool-box is very strong, capable of carrying

very heavy luggage, and is very neat and -weatherproof. The
frame is made of D tubuig, and is fixed to the cycle frame,

not the mudguard. In combination with a spring carrier it

should approach the ideal. F 8768.

Motor Cycle Volunteers.

Sir,—Although not a member of the Motor Cj'cle Volun-

teer Corps, I am very interested in the movement, and I

should feel very much obliged if I might trespass on your
valuable space to reply to "M.B.'s" last letter.

First, as to the corps "playing themselves" at the foot

of Style Kop, I may state that they were carrying out a
B5
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manoeuvre previously arranged and advertised in the pro-

gramme, and were not merely casually " acting the goat,"

as the tone of "M.B.'s" letter seems to suggest.

Secondly, with regard to the back door enlistment, not

only has the letter from the M.RI.V.C. ansAvered this, but
also it must be obvious that men who are sufficiently sport-

ing to give up their spare time and money to carry out

reconnaissances, despatch rides, etc., often imder adverse
conditions, must surely be sporting enough to enlist in the

Regulars if possible. If "M.B." would see the corps at

their usual work at any week-end he would be certain to

alter his opinions. If the Regular Army were only seen at

a tent-pegging competition, or the Navy only seen when
giving a display for some charitable purpose, as was the
IvI.M.V.C. at Style Kop, a different idea of their real duties

would be formed.
Lastly, as to the "toy pistol" affair, does "M.B." object

to anyone calling th^ attention of a friend who was passing
by a little noise? AN UPHOLDER OF THE M.M.V.C.

Rear Springing.

Sir,—I am interested in the letters published in Tlie

Motor Cycle concerning rear springing, and enclose a sketch
of an idea that has
occurred to me. You
will see that the only
oscillating parts are

the side plates carry-

ing the back axle. I

thmk this is an ad-
vantage over types
with moving seat and
chain stays._ If suffi-

cient support is given
to the pivots connect-
ing the side plates to

the chain stays there
should not be any side play. Double shackles or links

could be used at the top if there was sufficient wheel
clearance. The seat stays would have to be bent or split

in order to clear the leaf spring. Also, as the side plates

raise the chain stays rather much in relation to the axle,

and a bent stay to lower the engine level would weaken
the stay, double stays would make a stronger job of it.

M. L. HADINGTON.

Eliminating Weaknesses.

Sir,—^Referring to your leaderette on this subject in The
Motor Cycle, we can scarcely agree with your idea of

sending out a commission to study the weaknesses of the
various machines in use with the Expeditionary Force.

As- you are no doubt aware, the various firms who are
supplying motor cycles to the 'fVar Office have quite a

number of qualified. men in the A.S.O. who are effecting

repairs to their particular make of machines. Surely these
men (many of them well-known competition riders), who
have been out here for a considerable jieriod, and who have
a peculiar knowledge of the conditions of use and of the
machines, are better qualified to ^suggest weaknesses whicli
should be eliminated than any commission which could be
formed in England for this purpose.

A. B. WADE, Lce.-Corpl.
F. G. BALL (A.S.C.).

(B.E.F., France.)

[A properly constituted commission would have more autho-
rity than an artificer-mechanic, though doubtless the latter

are capable men, and the very fact that the weaknesses
have not yet been removed proves our contention that
somethmg more is needed.

—

Ed.]

Mind and Machine.
Sir,—Has it occurred to you or to any of your readers

that a psychic relationship may exist between the rider
of a motor cycle and his engine, or, indeed, between the
human mind and any piece of running mechanism ? We
speak of the sympathy between man and machine, of the
response of the latter to the driver's will, without realising
the literal sense of these expressions. I am convinced that
the volition of the driver, together with a kind of affection
for the engine under his control, is a positive force in the
efficient running of a motor. It has often struck me that
an engine accelerates, without mechanical inducement or

b6

manipulation, in direct reply to the mental suggestion of

the driver. Neither is the theory unscientific. The
influence of the mind on things termed inanimate is

admitted by psychologists.

Inversely, the machine reacts on the consciousness of the
driver. A sensitive motorist is aware of what is going to

happen in the engine before obvious symptoms declare
themselves. Just recently I was forewarned that my engine
was about to knock, without the least mechanical indica-

tion, and with the motor running fast and smoothly.
Again, it is not to be denied that a piece of mechanism

has temperament and moods. There are certain qualities

in engines which we cannot explain by mechanical reason-
ing. Some motors possess definitely moral attributes. A
man whose temper is rough and uneven is never a success-

ful motorist, and this is probably due quite as much to the
fact that he lacks mental sympathy with the motor as it

is to his violent manipulation. The cry of a slipping clutch
plate -is more than a mere noise of misused metal—it is the
voice of pain !

In short, the question of the influence of the mind on
machinery, and vice versa, is an extremely interesting
one, well illustrated by the experience of observant driver.':,

and opening up a new field of research and experiment. Tt

may be noted, in conclusion, that confidence in an engine
is an essential to its satisfactory running.

C. E. TULLIAMV.

The Supply of Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—One result of the present shortage of the best-known

makes of sparking plugs, due to the demands of the war,
has been a flooding of the market with cheap and little-

known brands, hurriedly constructed and designed solely

from the salesman's point of view. Such plugs can scarcel.v

give satisfaction in use, and we particularly recommend
caution in the purchase of plugs to-day. The safest plan
is only to buy plugs of known worth and permanent reputa-
tion, even though it may mean a little delav in getting
delivery. THE LODGE" SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD.

BROOKLANDS MEETING FOR ARMY AND N.A\T MtN.

Mechanic M. Newnham (R.F.C.). who rode a 7 h.p. Yale in the

serpentmc race. This new American arrival had huge handle-bars,

which would alone have attracted attention.
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The United Services Motor Cycle Race Meeting.
Great Success of (he Second Army and Navy Meeting at Brooklands.

195 Entries

PEOPLE were kind enough to say that the AU-khaki
race meeting was a success ; if this is so, the

United Services competition was little short of a

triumph. Shortly after 2 p.m. the paddock was
packed with niotor cycles, cycle cars, and cars, of all

makes, sizes, types, and dates. Viewed from afar, the

crowd assumed that drab neutral tint which showed that

it consisted mainly of the soldier element. Nevertheless,

the dull, businesslike colour was relieved by the bright

dresses of the ladies, the blue of the brave wounded from
St. George's Hill, the uniform of a Royal Nav^.l officer,

and the light blue-grey of a Flying Corps man of the French
Army.
The general organisation of the meeting was excellent, and

the work of the officials considerably simplified owing to

the fact that the half-mile sprint races could be held on
the finishing straight ; this meant that the actual finish was
opposite the bottom of the test hill, and therefore in full

view of the two grandstands on each side of the- track.

Mr. Houghton's stalwart sergeants of the 25th Divisional
Cyclist Company performed their duties splendidly, and
kept the gates leading from the paddock to the track even
as Horatius kept the bridge in the brave days of old. It

was quite a "brain wave" on the part of Mr. T. W.

Loughborough to send the competitors, after they ha}
finished, back to the starting point under the members'
bridge and behind the hill.

The start took place beyond the houses at the top of
the straight, the unmended portion of the track being railed
off by barriers. This was, unfortunately, rather narrow,
and necessitated some of the events being run oft in two,
if not three, heats. There were no finals, the fastest men
being accounted the winners, and in this way a certain
amount of time was saved.

A Punctual Start.

If any fault could be found with the organisation, it was
that the -results and starters were not clearly and speedily
announced to the public. Southcomb May, the hon. secre-
tary of the M.C.G., and now of the M.M.G.S., did his best,
but through lack of time, adequate assistance, and a proper
notice board on the other side of the track, his efforts were
of little avail. However, the meeting vvas organised chiefly

for the competitors, who were all of the fighting forces
(on this occasion the Royal Navy was well represented),
and they really enjoyed themselves. The weather, too, was
kind, and glorious sunshine favoured the whole of the
meeting.

General scene at the Ml-climbing contest, looking towards the top of the hill. Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton (the officer who suggested the

All-khak' event to " The Motor Cycle") is seen at full speed on his Rudge.
B7
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AN AMUSING EVENT. Busy with really hot sparking plugs in the Plug Changing Contest. Most of the competitors wisely wore thick gloves.

mm. c.c. ra.p.h.

60 'A 70 198 38.^
67x69 245
70x70 209

The first event, which was downj in the programjne for

2 p.m., started punctually to the minute. It was the
Two-stroke Half-mile Sprint for motor cycles fitted with
two-stroke engines not exceeding 270 c.c. There Avere six
entries, and Sergt. Milner won easily. Result :

1. a; Milner, Seirgt. R.E. (Levis)
2. J. C. Bramvvell, Pte. Bradficld O.T.C. (Calthorpej;
3. R. J. Slade, Flight Sub.-Lieut. R.N. (ViUiers) . .

.

The next event was the Lightweight Half-mile Sprint
for motor cycles with engines not exceeding 350 c.c. In
this race too many competitors, considering the small amount
of space available, were started together, and it was only
thanks to the wonderful skill of the winner—Milner—that
an accident was averted, llesult :

1. A. Milner, Sergti R.E. (i-cyl. Diamond) 75 X 79 349 42.85
2. F. H. Edwards, Pte. Artists Rifles (2-cyl. Douglas) 60.5 x 60 350
3. C. L. Scott, 2nd Lieut. A,S.C.,M.T. (2-cyl. Douglas) 60.5 x Co 350

Next followed the Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint for
TOURING motor CYCLES with engines not exceeding 550 c.c.

At the start Second-Lieutenant Guy, E.E., stripped the
thread on a sprocket of his Scott and had to give up. The
event was run off in two heats. S. R. Axford, R.N.A.S.,
suffered a derangement in the bottom gear of his Matchless,
and could not start. Result

:

1. H. G. Hodgson, Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. A.B.C.) 70x64 493
2. S. VV. Wright, Coi-pl. A.S.CM.T. (i-cyl. Triumph) 85x97 550
3. J. Bluhm, Sergt. Artists Rifles (i-cyl. Zenith) 90;; 77.5 49S

In the second heat of this race MacColl, who was ridiiii.'

a Sunbeam, had a nasty fall owing to his front tyre bursli-
ing. He rolled over and over, but fortimately escaped
injury.

The next event was. the Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint
for racing motor cycles with engines not exceeding 550 c.c.

This was run in two heats. In the second heat, in which,
by the way, Lieut. Houghton, the joint secretary of the
meeting, ran second, Sergt. Bluhm finished trailing his
exhaust pipe on the ground. The first three in the first

heat made the fastest times. Result :

t. G. Kendall, Pte. D.L.O.Y. (i-cyl. Norton) 79X100
2. H. G. Hodgson, Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. A.B.C.) 70 x 64
J. S. Wright, Corpl. A.S.CM.T. (I-cyl. Triumph) ... 85 x 97

Burning their Fingers.
Then followed the Qdick-change Plug Race fo

motor cycles of any description. The competitors had to
ride a quarter of a mile, change a sparking plug lying in

b8

44.78

490
492
55c

49.72

solo

an envelope bearing their number, and return a quarter of

a mile to the starting point. Some little confusion was
caused by the arrangements being slightly altered at the
last moment. On this occasion the competitors had to place

the plug they had replaced in their own envelope. The
competitors whose empty envelopes were left on the track
were disqualified. The event was run in two heats. In the

first heat Lee. -Corpl. Thompson (Douglas) was easily the
best. In the second heat Pte. Charlesworth (Zenith) was
quite the smartest both at arriving and getting away. The
plugs .were placed opposite the grand stand, and in full

view of the spectators. Result :

mm. c.c. Time.
1. R. Ch.irle3\vorth, Pte. N.L. O.T.C. (2-cyl. Zenith) 76x83 752 un. 50s.

2. H. F. Edwards, Pte. Artists Rifles (2-cyl. Douglas) 60*5x60 350 im. 505S.

3. T. Thompson, Lance-Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. Douglas) 6o"5X6o 350

Then came the Unlimited Half-mile Sprint for motor
cycles of any description not exceeding 1,000 c.c. This event
was run in four heats. It Avas noted in this and other races
that at the start Hodgson's A.B.C. accelerated in a most
extraordinary manner. In the first heat the first and second
men were first and third in the final, while the winner in

the fourth heat was second in the final classification.

Result :

ra.p.h.

1. G. Kendall, Pte. D.L.O.Y. (i-cyl. Norton) 79 Xloo 490 50.28
2. Noel Brown, Sergt.-Major (2-cyl. Indian) 82.5 X 93 994.

3. H. G. Hodg'-on, Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. .-V.B.C.) 70 X 64 492

The next event, the Sidecvk Half-mile Sprint, was by
no means well suiiported. as there were only six entries,

and of these MacColl and Barker were knocked out before
the event was run. C. L. Scott, Second-Lieut. A.S.C., ran
a Singer light car unofficially, and came in second, but, of

course, was not placed. Result :

" I. C. P. Openshaw, Flight Sub.-Lt. R.N. (2-cvl. Zenith) 90 X77.5 986 46.15
2. H. F. Edwards, Pte. Artists Rifles (2-cvl. Zenith) . . S5.5X85 976
J. G. J. Pidgeon, R.E. (M.irtin)

A Test of SRilful Riding.
The Serpentine 1''ast Race, open to solo motor cycles of

any description, was a most interesting affair, and called for

an excessive amount of skill. Barriers six feet apart were
placed in sets of four at two intervals on the half-mile
available, and competitors had to ride between them.
Touching the ground with the foot was forbidden. Lieut.
Boston, "G.H.Q. Staff (A.J.S.), stopped and dropped his

machine. Lce-Corpl. Thompson, R.E. (Douglas), rode with
consummate skill and was heartily cheered. His perform-
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The United Services Motor Cycle Race Meeting.—

aiico wa? quite tlio neiitest, and he was only beaten by
ena;iiie power. Sera;t. Miliier, R.E. (Diamond), touched a
barrier. CorpI, Hotlg.wu, R.E. (A. B.C.), also'failed. P. 0.
Kinijdou, U.N.A.S. (Douglas), stopped his engine. Corpl.
Wriglit, A.S.C. (Triumph), made quite a good performaucc.
Art. Mech. C. F. Mos.smaii (Zenith) touched a- barrier. 2ud
Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton, 25th Div. Cyclist Co. (Eudge),
rode well, scraping the gi-ound at intervals with his foot-

rests. Assistant-Paymaster C. P. Marcel, R.N.R. (Indian),

rode with considerable skill. Pte. Charlesworth, N. London
O.T.C. (Zenith), fell. 2nd Lieut. 0. J. F. Scholte, 3rd Beds.
(Lidian), made an excellent performance, which was heartily

applauded. Of the two remaining competitors, one touched
the ground with his feet, and the other stopped his engine.
Result ;

. mm. c.c. Time.
1. O. J. F. Scholte, 2nd Lt. 3rd Beds. {2-cyl. Indian) 82.5X93 994 im. 24s.

2. T.Thompson, Lance-Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. Douglas) 60 X 60 349
3. C. P. Marcel, Asst.'Paymaster R.N. (2-cyl. Inlian) 82.5X:g3 994

Fast Speeds on the Test Hill.

The Junior Hill-climb for motor cycles of any descrip-

tion, with engines not exceeding 350 c.c, was won by the
constantly victorious Sergt. Milner, whose Diamond, though
it missed fire, was exceedingly fast. Result ;

m.p.h.

1. .\. Milner Sergt. R.E. (i-cyl. Diamond) 75 X79 349 29.29
2. G. S. Boston, Lieut. G.H.Q. Staff (i-cyl. A.J.S.) . . 70 xgt 349

3. F. H. Edwards, Pte. .\rtists Rifles (2-cyl. Douglas) 60.5 v 60 350

Boston, like sevei-aV other competitors in the hill-climbing

events, approached the starting point with his engine

running, and started by engaging the clutch.

prof(reciLE ?,59

Then came the MEmuM-WErnnT Hill-climb, for motor
cycles of any de.scription not exceeding 550 c.c. In this
event the performances of the A.J5.C. and a Premier were
most notewoi'thy. Result :

/H. G. Hodgson, Corpl. R.E. (2-cyl. A. B.C.)
'\G. VV. Huntbach, Capt. M.M.G.S. (l-cvl. Premier).
3. S. Wright, Corpl. A.S.C.,M.T. (i-cyl. Triumph) ...

mm.
70x64
83x85
85-/ 97

c.c,

4921
490/
550

The final event was the Unlimited Hill-climb, for motor
cycles of any description, with engines not exceeding
1,000 c.c. Result :

1. O. P. Openshaw, Flight Sub.-Lt. R.N. (2-cyl. Zenith) 90 X77.5 qVt 44. 4**

2. R. A. VVaddy, Pte. Oundle O.T.C. (2-cyl I«lian).. 82.5x93 991 42.8.S

3. Noel Brown, Sergt.-Major (2-cyl. Indian) 82.5X93 991

After the meeting the prizes were distributed bv Mrs.
D. F. NichoU, wife of Major NichoU, D.S.O., D.A.A.,
Q.M.G.,'one of the stewards. The Motor Cycla Cup was
won by H. Graham Hodgson (A. B.C.), 9 points; next came
A. Milner (Levis and Diamond), 6 points, who tied with
0. P. Openshaw (Zenith), 6 points. This, the last Naval and
Military motor cycle race meeting of the season, terminated
with three cheers for Mrs. Nieholl.

NORTH COUNTRY HILL-CLIMB.
There is good promise in the way of entries for the Pen-y-

ball open hill-climb on the 18th inst., writes Mr. Bullock,
hon. sec. of the Liverpool Motor Club. There are nine classes

to be decided on time only, the prizes will consist of War
Loan vouchers, and the entire profits will be handed over to

war charities.

A DASH UPHILL. Lieut, F. A. iVlcNab, R.N.V., on the 1 in 6 stretch of the Brooklands test hill. He was riding a 3J b.p. twin-cylinder Indian.
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(I) Lieut. F. A. McNab, R.N.V. (3Jh.p. twin-

cylinder IndianV

(2) Corp, H. Graham Hodgson. R.E. (31 h.p.

A. B.C.), winner of The Molor Cycle Cup.

(3) Pte. G. Kendall, D.L.O.Y (31 h.p. Norton),

who \/on the 550 c.c. hall mile sprint for

racing machmes at 49.72 m.p.h.

S. R. Axtord, R.N.A.S.(3i h.p. Matchless),

(5) PLe R. Charlesworth, T.C. (5-6 h p twin

Zenith), winner of the Plug Changing

Race.

(6) Flight Sub-Lieut. Openshaw, R.N. (8 h.p.

Zenith and sidecar), winner of the sidecar

race and the unlimited hill-climb.

(7) Sergt. A. Milner, R.E.(Diamond and Levis),

who won Events I, 2, and 10
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Sept. 9

11

13

15

... 7.30 p.m.

... 7.25 ,,

... 7.21 ,,

... 7.16 „

In T-ondon hal an hour earlier.

82,418 15 2

Motor Cyclists with the Colours.

Last week we met R. V. C. Brook, a

leader in Midland motor cycle club

circles, who is now a lieutenant in the
R.N.V.E,., and acting as inspecting

engineer in the Royal Naval Air Service.

The National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follows

:

£ s. d.

The Prince of Wales'
Fund ... ... 5,471,473

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund ... 164,393 5 11

The Weekly Dlrpatch
Tobacco Fund

The Times Fund for

Sick and Wounded 1,658,914
Belgian Relief Fund

(exceeds) 835,000

A Motor Cyclist Aviator.

Mr. R. L. Charteris, who is a director

of A. B.C. Road Motors, Ltd., was in the

Royal Flying Corps Reserve when war
broke out. He went over to Flanders in

February last and sustained severe in-

juries to his head owing to a fall, caused
by the engine of his aeroplane stopping
while he was leaving the aerodrome. He
is now back in England, and has received

an appointment entailing the inspection

of aeroplanes for the War Office. Mr.
Charteris is an enthusiastic motor cjxlist,

and looks forward to the fime when his

eompany will be again in a position to

supply the public with A.B.C. motor
cycles without undue delay.

The Navy v. Army Hill-climb.

The above event will be run by the
Streatham and District M.C.C. The
date has been provisionally fixed for

Saturday, September 25th. The hill on
which the event will take place will be
easy of access from London, Chatham,
Bisley, and AJdershot.

Cl.\ss 1.—Two-strokes up to 270 c.c.

Class 2.—Motor cycles up to 350 c.c.

Cl.4SS 3.—Motor cycles up to 600 c.c.

Cl.^ss 4.—Motor cycles up to 1,000 c.c.

Cl.^ss 5.—Sidecars up to 600 c.c.

Cl.^ss 6,—Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.

Class 7.—Cycle cars up to 1.000 c.c.

Class 8.—Open to riders of Douglases.
Class 9.—Open to riders of Indians.
Entries, which cost 2s. 6d., should be

forwarded to Mr. J. H. Jeffery, 2,

Beomead Avenue, Streatham, S.W."

BI4

Progressing Slowly.

Mr. R. H. Lea, of Messrs. Lea-Francis,
Ltd., who sustained an unfortunate acci-

dent some months ago which resulted in

a broken leg, is now, we are glad to

state, out of hospital, and is able to take
drives in the country on a car.

The United Services Meeting.

The Naval Flying Wing.—The
naval wing was well represented. We
noticed as a spectator Flight Sub-
lieutenant W. G. McMinnies, and Flight
Sub-lieutenant C. P. Openshaw, for-

merly secretary of the Oxford University
M.C.C, was a competitor. By the
way, it was not Openshaw who was
mentioned in "Eye-Witness's" descrip-

tion of the aviator who fell out of his

machine, hung suspended from a strap,

climbed back to the seat, righted his

aeroplane, and came safely to earth, but
someone else altogether. Openshaw told

us he had never been out of England
since the war started.

The Royal Engineers (iMo-roR

Cyclists).—Sergt. Milner, who is at an
R. E. training centre, was riding both
his old love the Levis and a Diamonds
He was well in the running for The
Motor Cycle Cup, as regards marks, but
he could not have won it, as he rode
two machines.

The Au.my Service CoRrs (il.T.)—
Sergt. F. E. Barlcer was, unfortunately,
a non-starter in all the events as he broke
a connecting rod before the meeting
began. Corporal W. Pratt did valuable
work as a cliief marshall.

"The Motor Cycle" Cur.—TIus time
the aggregate prize presented by- the
proprietors of The Motor Cycle took the
form of a liandsome rose bowl. It was
won by H. Graham Hodgson on an
A.B.C, of which he was a privat-e^owner.
The machine which, to outward appear-
ance, w-as of standard design, was
delivered in ilarch this year. It is

another triumph for a young and well-
deserving firm, who, but for the war,
would this year have assumed a well-
merited place among our most successful
makers.

The Prize Winners.—The meeting
was for officers and men. On this occasion
the non-commissioned officers, and men
shone conspicuously as prize winners.

DDDCDnnDDOnDDDaDnnDDDDDDDD
a n
D • MOTOU CYCLES AND HOW TO D

M.\NAGE THEM " is recognised ever>'- D
D where as the standard handbook on the D
D motor cycle. Tlie sixteenth edition D

(revised) is now readv, and can be obtained D
n from " THE MOTOR CYCLE " OfSccs. Q
n CO, Tudor Street. Loudon, E.C. Post paid. Q
D 1/3 per copy. q

. nDDaaDnDDODDnnDDnnDDonDDDnD

SPECIAL FEATURES.
UNITED SERVICES MEETING AT

BROOKLANDS.

THE MECHANICAL TESTING OF MET.

HINTS FOR BEGINNERS.

The Nav.4l Element.—The naval

ment was far more pronounced on Sa'

day than on the occasion of the ".

khaki " meeting. We were glad

see it.

Entries.—Twenty additional ent
were accepted after the official clos

date. This brought the total num
to 195.

The Officials:—Col. Holden, Assist

Director Mechanical Transport, 1

Capt. A. H. Loughborough, R.G.
stewards, were unable to be prese

We were, however, delighted to

Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd and his frit

Lieut. N. C. Neill, R.N.V.R., fl

turned up as spectators. JIajor D.
NichoU and Dr. A. M. Low, Lie

R.F.C., did valuable work as stewar

Machines in the P.\ddock.—1

variety of makes was extraordinary, I

novelties were few and hard to fi-

Quite the rarest vehicle there was
2 h.p. landau. Another type, t

time a genume motor cycle, was
American newcomer, the Yale, ride

by an R.F.C man. It had m
peculiar handle-bars, and plated radi

ing fins cast horizontally like the Mo
sacoche. The overhead inlet valve
neatly enclosed.

The R.N.V.R.—The best kno
member of the Royal Xaval Volunt'

Reserve was our old friend Lie
F. A. McNab. He has a real taste

the sea, and looks a real sailor,

was riding poor .Take de Rosier's 1

twin-cylinder Indian.

Manufacturers and Government Require
ments.

A week or two ago the two firms w
have been supplying all the dospat
riders" motor cycles for the Goverunu
(which., be it understood, ha.s never qu
represente<i their maximum outpt
received notice of a reduction in the W
Office requirements, which means that
larger number of motor cycles have be
released for other channels. We belie

we are right in stating that the surpl
is enabling these tirms partly to satis

urgent Overseas orders.

The Clyno and P. and M. comp.an
are apparently the only firms whc
entire output of motor cycles is absorb
by the British Government, and it won
appear that there is little prospect of
change for some time to come.
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Useful Special Constables.
Two Horkshii'c special constables who

had liad warning that a German was
travelling by motor cycle from Gloucester

to London, successfully waited and
arrested him, He is now, we under-
stand, interned.

Lightweights at North-country Hill-climb.

tUass I. of the Liverpool Motor Club's
hill-climb on tlie 18th iust. has been
extended to include machines up to

275 CO. Origilially 250 c.c. was the

limit imposed.

A Ride over Hardnott and Wrynose.
Since Mrs. Riley made her trip into

Peel-land, as recounted in. our last issue,

she has accomplished a more ambitious

trip, viz., the first sidecar crossing of

Southern Lakeland from East to West.
An account of this trip (with photo-
graphs) by Ml-. G. D. Abraham will

appear in our next issue.

Ihose Troublesome Tail Lights !

John R. Ashworth, of Rossendale, was
summoned at Reedley Police Court, on
August 25th, 'for driving a motor cycle

without rear light. Defendant said he

had been to Glasgow for a week's holi-

day, and when returning had an acci-

dent. He could not get anyone to repair

his machine, and he had to sit up all

night doing the work himself. When he
looked to the rear light he found he had
lost the generator. He purchased an
electric light, and it answered for a time,

but when he got to Kirkby Lonsdale it

would not act. He then purchased a
cycle oil lamp, and this acted until he
got to Gisburn. It then went out, and
it took him four hours to come from
Gisburn to where he was reported. He
used two boxes of matches in trying to

get a light and spent 15s. 6d. He had
to be at his work' at six o'clock in the

morning, but on account of the regula-

tions he had to stay until it was light.

Defendant pointed out he had lost two
nights' sleep, and he was
compelled to be at his

work, for the firm were
on Government work.

Supt. Thompson

:

wish to with-
draw the case.

Defendant seems
to have been
punished enough.
The case was,

accordingly with-
drawn.

Some Indian, "What?

The following advertisement has been
extracted from the Belfast Evening Teh-
gra-ph and sent to us by Mr. -J. H.
VVelsh

:

"For Sale.—1914 2? 3-speed A..J.S.
;

1915 2-5 2-speed A..J.S.. new; 1915 h.p.

Indian, ncu:—Apply, Box 5,442."

Remarkable Recoveries of Speech and Sight.

The remarkable recovery of a despatch
rider's speech and hearing has occurred
in the case of Corporal Robert Beck, of

the Army Service Corps, who became
deaf and dumb whilst fighting in France.
At the Palace Cinema, Aintree, he
witnessed a humorous film which tickled
him so much that he had to laugh
heartily. Suddenly he felt a burning in

his throat and a curious sensation in his
ears as though they were about to burst.
Then he heard a shout, and, to his
surprise, found it was his own voice.

Grasping the arm of a comrade he
exclaimed, " Come on out, I've got my
voice again." When leaving the hall.

Beck seized the hand of the manager and
thanked him for the funny picture ;

then, taking from his pocket the note-
book and pencil which had been used
for the purpose of carrying on his con-
versations in writing, he tore it in two
and threw the pieces away. " No need
for that now," he said, "I am speechless
no longer." He then made his way to
the military hospital to report his re-

markable recovery.
Apropos of the above is the case of

an invalid soldier who,, according to
report, was returning home blind, per
the Allan Imer Hesperian which was
torpedoed last Saturday night. The
soldier was upset from the lifeboat into
tlie water and the shock was such that
his sight was completely restored. So
astonished and overjoyed was he that
while still in the water he kept shouting
that he had regained his sight.

A lady despatch rider attached to tie Blackpool

Women's Volunteer Reserve Corps sta ting off to

deliver a message to headquarters Many lady

motor cyclists are performmg excellent work in con-

nection with the war. Incidentally, in connection

with our recruiting work, we should like to

acknowledge the offer of the services of several

!ady motor cyclists.
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A.C.U. Repairer in Darkest Africa.

Wo do not siippn.s<: lli.'it many people
make motor cycle tours in Ug.anHa, but
it is interesting to know that a repairer

in that far oft country has applied to the
A.C.U. for official appointment.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices for

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor Cycle. We quote
those models of which at least five weekly
averages have appeared during the past
two months. Where it is pos.sibIe to

obtain a sufficient number of each model
we also give the average for the past
week :

Make. Year.

AJ.S I9i,t 6

,, 1913 6

>i ..... 1914 2j
Ariel r9l4 6
IJat 1914 8

,, 1913 8
Bradbury . . 1914 6

It 1914 4
B.S.A 1914 4

,, .... 1915 4
Calthorpe , . 1914 2
Chater-Lea . 1914 8
Clyno 1914 6

,, 1913 6
„ 1914 2A

Douglas .

.

19 14 2j
i> • • • 19 14 2.}

it • • • 1914 4
Enfield .... 1914 6

,, .... [914 3
Humber . .

.

1910 3i
Indian .... 1914 7
James [914 4*

,, 1914 3l
Lea-Francis

.

1913 3i
Levis ...:.. 914 2.V

Matchless .

.

1914 7

>• 1913 7
New Hudson 914 6

„ 1914 4
„ 1913 4i

Norton 1914 4
N.U.T [914 6
O.K 1 914 2
Premier .

.

914 3I

,, ... 1913 3*
p. & M. .

.'. [914 3i
Rex 1914 6

,, 1913 6
Rover [914 3}
„ 914 3!

,, .... 913 i\
Royal Ruby 914 3*

,, 914 2i
R'J'.'ge 914 3i
„ 914 3*
„ 914 5

Scott 913 35
., 914 3J

Sunbeam .

.

914 6

,, 914 .3i

Triumph . .

.

914 4
„ ... 914 4

9r3 3!
VVillJamson . 914 8
Zenith 914- 6

„ 913 6

H.P.
Last
week's
average.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-speed
2-sp. T.T
2-sp. kick start

2-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

2-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
2-speed
2-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

2 speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar ,

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-speed
2-speed
multi sidecar.

.

multi
multi sidecar.

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

Gradua sidecar
Gradua sidecar

£76
£54

In

£60
£67
£47

£46

£66
£38

£57

£43

£74
£57

£41
£62
£24
£50

£4_4

£62
£46
£45

£45
£55

£46
£45
£63

Average
for past
8 weeks.

£75
£57
£45
£65
£60
£49
£70
£47
£5_4

£9
£65
£69
£53
£29
£41
£43
£63
£64
£38
£39
£61

£55

£48
£29
£75
.£53
£58
£50
£40

£5o

£51
£38
£55
£59

£47
£54
£40
£44
£24
£45
£38
£52
£43
£57
£73
£57
£56.,

£44
£46
£74
£60
£43

•'A Terrible Speed."

A motor cyclist was recently fined for

travelling 34 m.p.h. on the Portsmouth
Road at Thames Ditton. We know the

trap quite well. It is justifiable when
worked from east to west, as it comprises

a dangerous cross-road. Travelling in

the reverse direction, however, both sides

of the cross-road are clearly seen, and
there is absolutely no danger. Twenty-
six miles an hour is enough to carry a

conviction, whereas 30 m.p.h., provided
the road is clear, is absolutely safe ; 34

is certainly too fast. The Chairman of

the Kingston Bench, when the' case came
on, said it was "a terrible speed for a
Sunday afternoon !

"

ni7
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THE LATEST BROUGH.
Twin-cylinder Horizontally Opposed Engine, Three-speed Coiintershalt Gear.

The latest horizontal-engined Brough, fitted '

THE 3J2 h-P- horizontally-opposed twin-cylinder

Brough has undergone some shght modifica-

tions, and is now fitted with a Sturmey-Archer
countershaft three-speed gear. The engine has a

bore and stroke of 70x64.5 mm.^ 497 c.c. The
cylinders are so designed as to be absolutely free from
distortion by heat, the valve ports being made detach-

abk and the exhaust ports provided with cooling

flanges. The overhead valves are of large size, and
make the engine very efficient. Provision is made to

prevent the valve head
from falling into the cylin-

der in the unlikely event

of breakage. The pistons

are specially light, and
provided with three rings

;

in the case of the T.T.
engine, light steel pistons

are fitted, and the T.T.
model is guaranteed to be
capable of a speed of 65
m.p.h. on the road. The
connecting rods and crank-

shaft are constructed of

high tensile -steel ; the

crankshaft is balanced and
runs, on large roller bear-

ings, while the big end
bearing is of phosphor
bronze and adjustable.

Special attention has been
given to the camshaft, which runs on ball bearings,

and the cams. The , internal rockers are fitted

with rollers to prevent wear, and Messrs. Brough claim

that, after many months of research and experiment
both on the road and on the bench," they ha\e
succeeded in designing a really silent valve gear com-
bined with great efficiency. Riders who have been
worried by noisy tappets do not need to be told how
great an advantage that is. The tappets are, of course,

adjustable.

B18

Release valve and pipe from

c.'ank case, conducting waste oil

away to the ground.

ihh Sturmey-Archer countershatt gear.

The lubrication has been carefully carried out, the

oil being taken direct to the big ends and supplied

equally to each cylinder. The oil sump beneath the

crank case holds one and a half pints, and provision

has been made, for the lubrication of the overhead

rockers. The method of' holding the engine to the

frame is by three bolts ; these can be withdrawn, and
the entire power unit, consisting of engine, carbu-

retter, magneto; and silencer, can be removed from
the frame in five minutes ; on the other hand, the

cylinders can be detached for cleaning purposes with

the engine in position. The great accessibility of all

parts is worthy of special attention ; for instance, the

contact breaker is quite clear of the flywheel, and the

magneto itself, being driven through a dog clutch, is

easily detachable and can be quickly replaced with-

out disturbing the timing.

It is statedthat the engine will start at the first kick

even in the coldest weather, and will then tick ovei

Combustion head of 500 c.c. horizontal twin Brough, showing

general arrangement of valve operating gear
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Eleven Hundred Mile:

in 3 days
from Inverness-shlre to the West of Ireland with heavily

laden sidecar and carrier, over the worst roads possible

without one involuntary stop (except for a punc- ,

ture), constitutes no mean performance even for

The Silent Grey Fellow
This remarkably fine achievement was accomplished last month by

a Harley-Davidson rider residing at Knappach, Kingussie. The
magnitude of the test on frame and engine will be

fully appreciated by riders who are familiar with the

appalling condition of the roads in the West of Ireland

p Full Marks and 1st Class Award
was won by The Harley-Davidson and Sidecar entered

for the Dublin and District M. C. C. One Day's Trial

Proof again that The f^ARLEY-DAVIDSON is the best all-round

machine with powers far above the average. The
seven mile grind up the Mourne Mountains and the

roughness of the roads made no impression on the

Silent Grey, which romped home without any trouble

The Only Motor Cycle with One Year's Guarantee

Model 11 J, equipped with electric lighting and warning

system is the motor cycle sans pareil. Fully described

in the Grey Book, which will be sent on request

Harley-Davidson Motor Company
^"iZlX^Z 59> Newman St., London, W '""'^IV-^o^r"^'-

In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Mole- Cycle ' Big
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HALF INCH MAP
of ENGLAND and WALES.

(Bartholomew 's .;

INDEX TO SHEETS
Setile of fhia Index

& fr'

Please order section or sections

required from this Key map.

Recognised every-

where as the best

large scale map
for motorists and
motor cyclists.

(Scale 2 miies to an inch.)

^T Roads are coloured red to

distinguish First-class, Secon-
dary, and Indifferent Roads for

motoring, etc. Roadside Inns and
Hotels are indicated.

^f Contours of altitude are
shown by various colours.

"THE TIMES" says of these
Maps :

"They are beautifully clear and
with every detail for all practical

purposes.''

England and Wales is divided into 37 sections, each
section being dissected and mounted on cloth.

Price per Section, 2/6.
By post 2/8.

Price of complete set of 37 sections, £4 12 6.

Obtainable Ironi

—

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.G.

(Remitlance should accompany order.)
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The Latest Brough.—

quite slowly, or if requii'ed exert as much as 7 h.p.

for hours at a stretch.

So far we have dealt with the engine as being the

most interesting part, but the cycle work is also

attractive. The chain sprocket is mounted outside

the flywheel ; this design simplifies considerably the

problem of encasing the chain in a really satisfactory

manner. Two pairs of footrests are fitted. The rear

brake is operated by the left foot, the front brake and
the clutch by hand ; Druid forks are fitted, and the

front mudguard nicely valanced. . Other standard
fittings are Brooks saddle and toolbags, Amac carbu-

retter, Dunlop tyres, Renold chain, and Jolin Bull belt.

Messrs., Brough arc busy making munitions, and
have no Government contract for motor cycles, hut

yet they can number over too officers and men who
are using their machines with every satisfaction.

-<

With the Leicester Volunteer Motor Cyclists.

THE Leicester Volunteer Motor Corps recently

spent a very interesting week-end with the

Leicsster Citizens Training Corps at the Little

Stretton Camp. After parading at the Magazine on

Saturday afternoon the contingent, under Commander
C. F. Bray, proceeded to the camp.

After three hours' guard duty the corps took part

in T " strategical reconnaissance " which was carried

to disclose their movements. It had been previously

arranged that two sides only of the camp—the front and
right flank—should be open to attack, so detaching a

small contingent of men to act as a decoy to the

enemy on the right flank, Commander Roberts with the

remainder of his force made a wide detour to the

e.xtreme point on the left. Some clever scouting dis-

covered the position of an enemy outpost consisting

of four men who were
eventually lured away
and captured in a body
before they were able to

give the alarm, a sentry

being also captured in

the same way. The
attackers reached the

gate without further

challenge and rushed

•-Itffif-XSgsS^-n

A
out on Saturday night. An attack on the camp was
to be made by a large body of the motor corps,

assisted by some of the citizens, while the defending

party consisted mainly of citizens helped by a smaller

section of the Motor Corps. The attack w,as con-

ducted by Platoon Commander F. B. Roberts (acting

adjutant), and the defence by Commander Blackney,

with whom was Commander C.F. Bray.

Having assembled at Great Glenn, the attacking

party commenced their operations at nine o'clock,

taking advantage of all available cover, as the moon,
continually breaking through the clouds, threatened

LEICESTER VOLUNTEER MOTOR CORPS.

(Top) Some of the members who took part in the week-end

camp at Stretton.

(Left) A council of war. On left is C. F. Bray (Commandant),

on right F. B. Roberts (Adjutant), discussing with officers of the

Leicester Citizens Volunteer Corps a scheme for the night operations.

(Right) Members of motor corps being inspected by the com-

manding officer of the camp before mounting guard.

triumphantly into camp. On Sunday Major-General

Lord Ranksborough (formerly Major-General Brockle-

hurst) paid a surprise visit to the camp for the purpose

of inspection, the men being paraded before him under

Commander Clements. The former expressed him-

self as pleased with all he had seen, mentioning especi-

allv the drill and bayonet fighting of the Motor Corps.
B2T
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A CHAIN-DRIVEN RACING
NORTON.

ON the occasion of a recent visit to

Brooklands we were lucky enough
to meet with D. R. O'Donovan,

the well-known Norton exponent, who
showed us his latest chain-driven racing

model. As tile photograph indicates,

it is a most attractive machine. Being
designed purely for racing purposes, it

is provided with a dummy gear box,

serving merely as a support for the

bearings of the countershaft. It will

be noted that a large Binks racing

carburetter is fitted, and a dummy belt

rim for the brake, which is of ample
dimensions. The machine is to be

used for record-breaking.

SEPTEMBER gtli, igi^.

A
A NEW PLUG.

N exceptionally neat and well made
sparking plug specially designed

for motor cycles is the A.C.
Cico,. which is now sold

by Messrs. Brown
Bros., Ltd., 15, New-
man Street, W., at the
moderate price of 2s.

The insulator is large

and substantial. The
plug has a short body,
consequently will con-

veniently go on any
make of motor cycle.

The electrodes, which
are of efficient design,

are claimed to be
unaffected by over-

oiling. The workman-
ship is good, and -the

plug is well finished.

TWO DESIRABLE
ACCESSORIES.

WE illustrate herewith two interesting

accessories which are sold by the

Benjamin Electric, Ltd., la, Rose-

bery Avenue, E.G. The electric horn is

an excellent piece of work, well finished,

and substantially made. This is a familiar

feature, as numerous American motor
cycles are fitted with it, such as the

Indian, Excelsior, Tlior, Harley-Davidson,
and others. In cases where suitable

electric equipment is not carried a battery,

A 500 c.c. chain-driven racing Norton has made its appearance. It is single-geared

but has a countershaft drive.

consisting of two dry cells enclosed in a
neat metal case, is supplied, which can be
fitted to the top, or any convenient tube.

The interior parts of the horn are
accessible for adjustment.
Another useful accessory sold by this

firm is a set of screwdrivers, which form

The Benjamin friction drive tool set.

The Benjamin Electric Horn, showing
battery and switch,

a handy addition to any motor cyclist's

garage. The screwdriver is provided
with a chuck end, and in the case are
supplied "screwdrivers of four different

sizes, one of which is specially designed
for reaching inaccessible screws.

WOUNDED SOLDIERS IN
THE PEAK DISTRICT.

THOSE employees of llessrs. Rolls-
Royce, Ltd., who own sidecars
recently took a party of wounded

soldiers and some members of the nursing
staff for a run into the Peak District.

A start wa« made from Derby barracks
at about 1.30 p.m., and, headed by a

Rolls-Royce car, the party set off for

Duffield, encountering a severe thunder-
.storm on the way. Tlience the rout* led

to Cromford and Grange, where a stop

was made for tea. Haddoii Hall was
^'isit*d and the party returned tlirougli

Matlock.

A sidecaif outing for wounded soldiers was Tecenlly arranged by employees of the Rolls-Royce works at Derby, many of whom are

enthusiastic motor cyclists.
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ACCESSORIES FROM LONDON'S
MOST FAMOUS MOTOR HOUSE.

I

THE Special Motor Cycle or Aviation Goggles
"GAMAGE"

PLUG. ^fil^TSj.

i-^xtra strong

lilectrodcs and

best porcelain.

British Make.

Does not soot up

Every Plug
G uaranteed.

Price, 1 /9.

Post free.

post free.

These Gog^gles consist of an extra
strong rubber mask in which are fitted

tlie Triplex unbreakable glasses. They
are also fitted with specially wide
elastic and strong fasteners. As being
used by the Military and Naval Flying
Men. Price 10/6. Ordinary pattern,
with spare glasses, 1 /9. Second
quality, without extra glasses, 9d.

GAMAGE PLIERS.
Enylisli iii;ike ,irnl u'liaran

ttied. A vtty liandy tool
for milit:<ry motor cvL-lisis.

fliers, ^ire cutt-rs. liuriier

liippera rjid Bida cutters
ooml'ined.
Nickel plated, 2/9. Po^t 3d-

Jil.W.GAMAGE,r-2=l_
SPECIAL OFFERS.

SVIotor Cycles in Stock .

IIViiVlEPIATE DELIVERY.
7/9 h.p. Harley-Davidson, Model IIF.

Price, £68 5 O

4i h.p. James, combination, 3-speed Model, with
sidecar. Price, £76 13 O

21 h.p. Radco, 2-speed Model, Price, £32 O O
2J h.p. "New Imperial," J.A.P. engine, 2-speeds,

kick starter, clutch. Price, £43 1 O
Auto-Wheel, Price £14 14 O

"Watsonian" de Luxe sidecar, black and gold
finish, £16 16 O

HOLBORN, LONDON, E.G.K
"ROIVI" MOTOR
CVCI-E TYRES.

The latest pattern " ROM " hard wear-
in; and non-slipping tyres, combination
rubber and steel.

24 X 2}
26 X .2.

26 X 2|
26 X 2i

' ROIH " Tyres.

50/6
49/6
52/6
55/-

Special MOTOR CYCLE CARRIER BAG.

Made in Canvas, Tweed,
and Leather. Size i6i

by 10 by 5m.

In Tweed .. .. 11/6
Canvas . . .

.' 12/9
Best Leather 16/-
Camage paid.

WHITELEYS
motor'gycles

We offer from Stock:

COMBINATIONS.
7 h.p. INDIAN Combination . . £93 10

4i h.p. JAMES Combination . . £76 13

3i h.p. RUDGE Combination £75 11

3 h.p. OMEGA 2-stroke Com-
bination £48 6

SOLO MACHINES.
8 h.p. ZENITH, Clutch Model

"H" £81 11 8

7 h.p. llj HARLEY-DAVID-
SON (electric lighting). ... £76 13

7 h.p. IIF HARLEY-DAVID-
SON £68 5

6 h.p. ZENITH, Clutch Model
"F" £80 9 8

4-5 h.p. ZENITH, Clutch Model
• D" £70 11 3

4i h.p. JAMES, 2-spd. ZENITH £59 10

3i h.p. ZENITH, Model A. . . £59 10 9

3* h.p. HAZELWOOD J.A.P.,

2-speed £63

3 h.p. OMEGA 2-stroke, 2-sp. £37 16

2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY, Lady's

Model, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £38 13 3

2ih.p. HOBART, 2-stroke,

fixed gear £30 9

2i/3 h.p. WOLF, 2-stroke, fixed

gear £25 8 3

2i/3 h.p. WOLF, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £31 7

24 h.p. CALTHORPE J.A.P.,

2-speed, (variable ignition) £38

2ihp-0.K. Mark, 2-speed.... £33 1 6

2 h.p. GRANDEX PUP
PRECISION, 2-speed £28 10

Early deliveries of most other well-known makes'
indudlni! 5 h.p. INDIAN, 2i h.p. T.T. NUT'
CALTHORPE 2-stroke, COVENTRY EAGLE'
LEVIS, INVICTA ALLEN, IXION, NEW
IMPERIAL, 3J h.p. JAMES TWIN, etc.

ANY MACHINE SUPPLIED UPON
DEFERRED TERMS.

Write for particulars.
Packing Free. Carriage paid to any

address in the United Kingdom.

WM. WHITELEY, LTD.,

Queen's Road, London, W.
Telephone : Park One. Telegrams :

" Whiteley, London."

In answering these advertisements it t« desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B2^
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Comfort.
The perfect comfort tliat endures, however long the

ride, and however bad the road. Such comfort is possible

only on a saddle to whose making has been devoted ski

special knowledge, and an indomitable determination to offer

only a faultless article.

BROOKS
have the skill, the knowledge, and the determination ; they will not offer you a

Saddle that they do not know will give you perfect ease.

J. B. BROOKS 8c CO., LTD., 49, criterion works, BIRMINGHAM.

^ J
IN THE

kaOBE
LEATHER & RUBBER.

iCOMBINATION-i.

The BELT that is breaking: ALL RECORDS.
The ONLY Belt on the market which
carries a GUARANTEED MILEAGE.

ANOTHER UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.

SS, H^h Street, \Vmoob.-mk. Sheffield. :;nd July, 1915.

Sirs—I cannot spe.-ik too highly of the " 2illa.*' My machine is an
8 h.p.. and I h.ive done o\"er c.ooo miles in the worst of w-eathers
with the *' Zilla " Belt with the greatest of satisfaction.

I might say 1 have tried each of the following (here follow the names
of live well-known makes cf belts), but only found success when I

started using yotu^. I have put it to tlie severest of tests in
Derbyshire and 'the Peak district, but have not known it to faiL

Yours faithfully, j. S.MITH.

^ ow Is the time to buy a belt that will PULL in

all WEATHERS. SEND AT ONCE FOR NEW CATA-
LOGUE and PRICE LIST.

Selling Agents for London

—

SAMUEL H. TAYLOR & CO., 21, Mlncins Lan^ E.G.

'Grams : Taylor, Je>-cebe, London. 'Phone : London Wall 5103.

The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY, Ltd..

82. Great Western Street, MANCHESTER.

B24 In mxtyeetmg Wese cift'erf&efnwite if t» desirable to mention " The Motor Cyrfe."

m
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, EC, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner ol envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

How to Descend a Hill.

Will }-ou kindly let me know
which is the correct method of

driving down hill? I have a 1913
single-cylinder and sidecar, and
have had the misfortune to break

two exhaust valves in about three
montlis. My friends say it is through
lifting my exhaust when going down
hill and not shutting ofi the gas.—B.F.

Wlien descending a hill there is no objec-

tion to yom- raising the exhaust valve.

The only danger is in partially raising the
exhaust valve and allowing the engine to

fire weakly, when the flame of the explo-

sion attacks the edges of the valve and
stem.

Motoring for an Invalid.

Will you kindly tell me what
^ I can have fitted to a Bath chair

> "to render it easy to push? My
-IJ mother is an invalid, and we

want to have some form of motor
attachment, if possible, fixed to her
chair to assist the pusher.—S.G.

We know of no motor attachment
suitable for the purpose you suggest,

though we have illustrated invalid chairs
propelled by Auto-Wheels. Under the
circumstances, we should say that the
most satisfactory method of taking out
an invalid would be a good sidecar fitted

to a first-class machine. This would be
much better than a Bath chair, and would
be quite as comfortable. You could also

have a windscreen and Cape cart hood.

The Legal Reciuirements re Brakes.

The other day, whilst engaged

?'
I

in a repair by the roadside, a
constable noticed I had no front

-^ brake to my motor cycle. He
took particulars from my licence,

and said he should report me, as the
law required two brakes. (1.) Am I

liable to any penalty for only using
one brake? (2.) Is this regulation
generally enforced, i.e., are there often
proceedings taken?—J.M.H.

(1.) You are liable, to a penalty for
having only one brake fitted, but there
is no need that the second brake should
be fitted on the front wheel. On some
machines two brakes are fitted to the
rear. (2.) We do not think that this
regulation is very often enforced, pos-
sibly because it is hard to tell, when the
machine is in motion, how many brakes
may be provided.

Insurance.

My motor cycle and sidecar is

? covered against all risks by a

comprehensive policy issued by
-^ one of the leading insurance com-

panies. I recently had the mis-
fortune to break one of the cliain stays
of the frame through driving over
rough roads with large pot-holes. The
policy covers damage to the motor cycle
and sidecar caused by "the direct
result of accidental collision or impact
with any object, etc., or by other
accidental external means." Do you
consider the case of my broken chain
stay would be covered by the policy?
—L.W.H.

It is not usual for insurance companies
to pay compensation for accidents caused
by rough or badly repaired roads. If

your machine had been damaged by
collision or a fall due to side-slip, you
would have been covered by your policy.

Ignition Timing and Excessive Vibration.

(1.) How must I time the
spark in the most efficient way
for use with a 4 h.p. and sidecar?

(2.) What would be the cause of

vibration ? Thinking it may have
been through the small end or big end
being worn, I removed the cylinder and
found tha:.t by holding the connecting
rod I can move it from side to side,

but cannot see that it has any
vertical play to speak of, although in

the doing of this I get a noise which
resembles what I notice when travel-

ling.—W.J. W.P.
About the most satisfactory position for

the spark to be timed is as follows

:

Piston dead centre (top) firing stroke ;

contact breakers two-thirds advanced

;

contact points just breaking. This set-

ting is usually about right for any
machine, but in some cases it may be
found an advantage to set it a fraction

more advanced, and in others slightly

more retarded, but this can only be found
by experiment. (2.) Excessive vibration
may be caused by a number of causes, the
chief being as follows : Loose flyivheels

;

loose pulley ; worn big or small end bear-

ings; engine loose in frame. Side play
in the connecting rod does not matter

;

it is up and down play that matters.
Before trying this you should wash the
engine out with paraffin. This removes
all oil, and you are able to tell exactly
how much play there is.

Damages in a Garage.

My motor cycle and sidecar

were stored at a garage, when
a gentleman driving in with a

big car smashed into it, causing

over £10 worth of damage. The
outfit has to go back to the works for

repairs. Have I any claim for hire of

another machine while the other is-

away? His insurance company repudi-

ates such a claim, and so I am placing it

in the hands of my solicitors.—G.H.W.
We have submitted your enquiry to our

legal adviser, who replies as follows

:

" Assuming that your correspondent is

able to prove that the damage to his

motor cycle and sidecar was done through

the negligent way in which the big car

was driven into the garage, then I

certainly think that your correspondent

would be entitled to recover, in addition

to the actual damage, the cost of

hiring another machine pending repairs.

Decided cases show that damages may
not necessarily be limited to the actual

amount of injury done to the goods, but

may also include compensation for conse-

quential losses arising out of the depri-

vation of user. Your correspondent's

solicitor will doubtless advise correctly on

this point, which is dealt with in page
151 of ' Clerk and Lindsell on Torts,' a

leading work on the subject."

Unsuitable Plugs.

(1.) My mount is a 2^ h.p. two-
^Tj speed two-stroke. I have done" 900 miles, and up to the first 500
-^ I did not seem to have any

trouble, "but now when I start

up from cold the engine pulls well until

I have done about five miles at 30 to 35

m.p.h., and then it starts backfiring.

Can you please tell me the cause of

this? (2.) Is 30 to 35 m.p.h. too great

a speed to expect the motor bicycle to

keep up, say, for two hours? (3.) How
many drops of oil per minut-e should be
given with drip feed at 30 m.p.h. ?

—

L.J.B.
(1.) The trouble is probably due to your
using an unsuitable plug, the points of

which get incandescent, and cause pre-

ignition after you have been running
bard. Use a good single point plug with
substantial electrodes. (2.) Of course,

the speed is rather high for such a small

machine. (3.) At 30 m.p.h. if kept up
for a prolonged period, the oil drip should
be kept running in an almost continuous
stream.
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Repairing a Blow-hole.

Having had my cylinder re-

^1 ground and new piston fitted, I

> find now a small hole about the
-^ size of a pin prick on the joint

between the fourth and fifth

flange from the top, probably a flaw

in the casting. Would you recommend
any of the following remedies: (1.)

Filling up with iron cement? (2.)

Could it be welded? (3.) Could it be'
drilled and riveted, being, countersunk
on each side?—E.S.L.

If the hole goes right through the cylin-

der steps should be taken to remedy it.

(1.) We should hardly think that iron

cement would be suitable. (2.) Welding
would be much, better. (3.) We do not
think this would be at all satisfactory,

welding makes a much stronger job of it.

READER'S REPLY.

Carrying an Extra Passenger.

My experience of a two-seated sidecar
may be of interest to " J.F.K.," who
writes in your issue of August 12th
enquiring if a 6 h.p. Enfield is of sufR-

cient strength to pull a tandem two-seat
sidecar and two passengers. I have
ridden a 6 h.p. Clyno, with a Millford
tandem sidecar attached, for the past two
years, covering some 10,000 miles, with
splendid results. I have gone over roads
of all descriptions, my preference being
for unfrequented roads far from the
madding crowd. At the present time I

am holidaying in the Cockbridge district,

in Aberdeenshire, where, as some of your
readers doubtless know, river bed surfaces
and single figure gradients abound. Par-
ticularly is that the case between Gran-
town-on-Spey and Ballater, which road I

have covered more than once with my
normal load of three in the sidecar—^two

children in the front seat and my wife
in the back seat. The normal human
load which the machine carries is within
a few pounds of 30 stone, and to this
has to be added the weight of spare
wheel, spare tube, jack, tools, lighting
outfit, and all the paraphernalia that pro-
vident motor cyclists should always carry.

The sidecar is also fitted with a hood
and windscreen. ^ I have renevped my
front driving chain twice and my back
driving chain once, about a month ago.

I had roller bearings fitted in the engme
last winter. I have broken two exhaust
valves. Beyond that I cannot remember
any trouble that was not easily righted
by a " mechanical amateur.

'

' With re-

gard to the sidecar, the back carrier

plate originally fitted was not strong
enough, and it broke. This plate was
replaced by a stronger one, which has
now been in use for more than a year,

and I have no doubt it is absolutely safe.

In addition, I had an auxiliary sidecar
connection fitted from the near front
corner of the chassis to the Clyno lug
right below the petrol tank. This stay
coimteracted the closing up tendency in.

taking left-hand corners and the spread-
ing apart tendency in takuig right-hand
corners, which was quite noticeable when
tliere was only one front connection. It

should also be noted that the front side-

car seat is not comfortable for a tall

passenger, but the back seat is as luxuri-
ous as that of any sidecar I have seen.

—LF 2278.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.E." (Stafford).—General experi-

ence of Harcourt radiators.

" P.W.T." (Southsea).—Grado multi-
pulley for use with a 3^ h.p. Precision.

" J.E.S." (I.CM.).—21 h.p. Torpedo.
Reliability', speed, hill-climbing, and con-
sumption.

" Sapper " (Woolwich).—8 h.p. Zenith
(clutch model) for solo work. Reliability,
highest average speed, and hill-climbing.

"E.M." (Birmingham).—2| h.p. Doug-
las (ladies' model) and sidecar. Relia-
bility, comfort, and ease of starting.

" S.W." (Hants.). — Adjustment of

B.S.A. carburetter for ease of starting.
General experience of Binks carburetter.

"J.M.W." (Birmingham). — 7 h.p.

Indian (clutch model D) and sidecar.
Tractability, hill-climbing, consumption,
and suitability of 4 to 1 gear.

Australian despatch riders tuning up a Douglas. The photograph was taken In the Near East.

SEPTEMBER gth, igi^.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
EiroN TO Salisbuhy.—Ambvl.occe Dkivkr

(Ripon).

Ripon, Leeds, Wakefield, Bamsley,
Sheffield, Chesterfield, Derby, Ashby-de-
la-Zouch, Tamworth, Stonebridge, Kenil-

worth, Warwick, Wellesbourne, Haltord,

Shipston-on-Stour, Chipping Norton, Bur-
ford, Lechlade, Swindon, Marlborough,
Pewsey, Amesbury, and Saiisbnry.

Sudbury to Abebtstwyth and Bab-
mouth.—L.A.J.

Sudbury, Haverhill, Cambridge, St.

Neots, Bedford, Newport PagneU, Buck-
ingham, Deddington, Cliipping Norton,
Stow-on-the-Wold, Tewkesbury, Ledbury,
Hereford, Willersley, New Radnor,
Penybont, Rhayader, Llangurig, Dyffryn
CasteD, Aberystwyth, Machynlleth." Dol-
gelly, Barmouth.

Castlefobd to Petersfield, avoiding big
towns.—H.M.C.

Castleford, Doncaster, Retford, Newark.
Fosse Way to Leicester, Lutterworth,
Rugby, Dunchurch, Southam, Banbury,
Deddington, Oxford, Dorchester, Walling-
ford, Streatley, Pangbourne, Reading,
Swallowfield, Odiham, Alton, Greatham.
Petersfield. Approximately 215 miles.

Bristol to Manchester.—C.F.M.
Bristol, Pilning, train through Severn

tunnel, Chepstow, Monmouth, Hereford,
Leominster, Ludlow, Church Stretton,
Shrewsbury, Wem, Whitchurch, Tarpor-
ley, Northwich, Mere, Altrincham, Stret-
ford, Manchester.

Holyhead to Folkestone.—G.I.
Holyhead, Bangor. Bettws-v-Coed,

Corwen, Llangollen, Shrewsburv." Much
Wenlock, Bridgnorth, Kidderminster,
Worcester, Pershore, Chipping Norton,
Woodstock, Oxford, Dorchester, Nettle-
beo, Henley, Wokingham, Ascot, Chert-
sey, Weybridge, Leatherhead, Dorking,
Reigate, Redhill, Westerham, LeigS,
lonbridge, Pembury, Goudhurst, Bidden-
den, Tenterden, Brensett, New Romnev,
Hythe, Sandgate, Folkestone. Approxi-
mately 315 miles.

Dover to Wroxham.—E.H.P.
Dover, Canterbm-v, Sittingbourne,

Cliatham, Rochester, Gravesend. (This
route entails a certain amount of traflic
through Chatham and Sittingbourne, but

i^
,5^*'"^ ^^ avoided bv going through

Ifolkestone, Sandgate. Hvthe. Ashford,
Maidstone, TrotteTscliffe," Meopham to
Gravesend.) From Gravesend cross bv
ferry to Tilbury, and then Billericav,
Chelmsford, Witliam. Colchester, Ipswich,
bcole, Long Stratton, Norwich, Wroxham.

Chatham to Wimbokne, avoidiiio- bad
roads.—A.J.B.

°

Chatham, Aylesford. Ightham, Seal,
Riverhead, West^erham, Oxted. Redhill
Reigcite, Dorkiiig, Guildford, Hog's Back.
Farnliam, Alton, New Alresford, Itchen
Abhas. Kingsworthy, Winchester. Aft^r
last-named town "continue along the
Soutlianipton Road until reaching a pond
about two miles out. where turn right,
and go through Bassett and Shirlev on to
the Totton Road, then via "Totton,
Cadnam, and Ringwood to Wimborne.
Approxinuitely 136 miles.

s
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The Famous "J.P." Tourist Ovei-all

Motor Suit. Strong and Waterproof.
Double Texture Fawn Twill.

34/9 Full particulars and

patterns free.

The "J.P." Ideal Waterproof Motor
Overall Suit. Double Texture Fawn
Paramatta. Complete with Leggings.

Complete Motor Cycle
List Free. /'

'PETER UNION'
mOTOR CYCLE COVERS,
leather and steel studded,

26 X 2I 40/-, 26 X 2:1 42/-

JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD.,
117 & 118, Cheapside,

CATALOGUE FREE. and
Milk Street Buildings,

London.

D
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I The .

.

Haroourt

Radiators
K
K
K
K
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!IE

THE

PERFECTION

OF

AIR.

COOLING.

The Harcourt Radiators maintain the full

efficiency of engine under the worst conditions:
OIL CONSUMPTION HALVED. OVERHEATING
ABOLISHED.

WHAT USERS SAY.
Mr. Montague B. Milligan, Nether Edge,

Sheffield, wTites, Nov. gth, 1914 :

" It is now a good time since I fitted the ' Harcourts ' to my machine
(Rex), and must say I am more than pleased with^them, and will

never have an air-cooled engine without fitting them. As an engineer
1 consider them to make an air-cooled engine (when running—not
standing) as good as, and in many cases better than, water-cooled.

The saving in oil pays the price you charge."

PRICES : Motor Cycles (singles) 15/-, (twins) 18/-
Cycle Cars 18/-.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

WYLIE & LOCHHEAD, Ltd.,
Byers Road, GLASGOW.

Agent:—The Service Co., Ltd., 239-293, High Holbom, London W.C.

J. Barran-.-\ckroyd,i47-9, Hyde Park Road, Leea^.

H. V. Prescott, 199, Deans^ate, Manchester.
Robins & Dav, Ltd., The Motor House. Rochester.

K
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In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
,
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Put Your Advertisement
m

-and be sure of speedy and satisfactory results.

"Must be Hard to Beat."
I may say your paper as au adver-

tising medium must be liard to beat, as
a single advertisement brought me tliirteen

replies for a free-engine wheel, which I

disposed of. You may use this if you
desire." HAROLD E. MONTEITH.

12, Gladstone Place, Stirling.

"Sold within half-an-hour."
" I should like to mention that a few

weeks ago I advertised a second-hand
machine in The Motor Cycle and had
eighteen enquiries, and sold the motor
within half-an-hour of the issue of your
paper." F. J. MAW.

47, Skelton Road,
Forest Gate, London.

"A Shoal of Replies."
" One insertion in Miscellaneous column

of The iMoior Cycle brought a shoal of

replies, and every article sold- VVe are

unable to answer evcrv one."
BARKER & CO.

Automobile Engineers,
Bradford Road, Huddcrsliold.

"Could have Sold Gear
40 times over."
" 1 deeply regret to disappoint Mr. —

,

but through the advert, (in The Motor
Cycle) I could have sold gear about forty
times over. Several wire money orders
received, also cheques."

A, G. GARTON.
140, Porter Street, Hull.

"Each advert, a Great Success."
" I have had several advertisements in

your paper, and each has been a great
success. A short time ago I advertised
an F N. engine, and as a result spent
quite a small fortune returning postal
orders. It was sold by wire the day
The Motor Cycle was published, and about
six weeks afterwards I had an enquiry
from India. One advertisement in The
Motor Cycle is worth half-a-dozen in any
other paper." JOHN W. WALKER.

Buchlyvie, Stirlingshire.

"Forty Answers."

" I was very pleased with the advert,
in your paper, having had about forty

answers." (Miss) D. JACKSON.
Fairfield, Birchington, Kent.

There is

NO DOUBT
as to the

SUPERIORITY
of

for

Miscellaneous
Advertisem en t s

It is proved week by
week that quicker and
better results are
obtained through this

journal than any
other medium. :: ::

Read

THE EVIDENCE
of

ADVERTISERS

HI
This remarkable success of

^ "The Motor Cycle " is attri-

butable to the fact that it has
the largest circulation of any
paper of its kind and is read by
the right sort of people, ^st ^ ^

"Results of ad. Excellent."
" Re my advt. in The Motor Cycle of

the loth inst., No. 6839. Although the

machine was sold before issue, I received

through your paper thirty replies—some
of these from York, Derby, Wilts, Hants,
Dorset, Sheffield, Cardigan, etc. — and
several callers, two of which arrived at

the same time, and were willing to bar-

gain. I consider the results of adrt
excellent." E. H. COLE.

4, De Castro Terrace, Canterbury.

"Undoubtedly IT."
" A fortnight ago I advertised a si lin-

ear, which I sold the same morning as

your paper came out ; also a B.S..A.

motor cycle, which I sold directly after-

wards. T could have sold it five times

over again. Your paper is undoubtedly
IT." F. MERRIMAN.

" Highbury," Beech Tree Lane,
Cannock, Stalls.

"The Usual Success."
" Following the sale of my B.S..'\. com-

bination through tlie meclium of your
valuable paper, I advertised a cover and
tube, and am pleased to say that the

usual success was attained, same being
sold next morning following day of issue.

I was compelled to return several cheques
and money orders." F. JIERRIM.\N.
Beech Tree Lane, Cannock, Staffs.

"Very pleased with result."

"I thought I would like to acquaint
you with the success of my advertisement
appearing in The ]\Iotcr Cycle.

The same evening I received several

calls; the second caller purchased machine
at quite a satisfactory figure ! You can
guess I am very pleased with such a result,

and more so as it is the second machine I

have sold through your paper with
similar dispatch."

EDWIN T. DEACON.
" Falconhurst," Blagdon Road,

New Maiden.

N.B.—The rates for para^/aph
advertiseme?its are given on page 26

&26
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MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE
Ariel.

Olli.p. 3-6reed Ariel nud sidi-enr. full rnneo of nt'CP^-
t»2 soriw; £35.—Coluioro Depot,
Itintiincliiiln.

3 111. p. Ariel and Swnu eidecnr,
2 lamps, find spares, porfeut

31,

li lamps, find spares, ,-..
Browu, 17, Nowluud Av.. Hull.

Coliuoie Kuw
[X5970

countershaft Keiir,

condition: £^G.—
[X6215

ARNO,
feet order:

Arno.
1914, SVjlip.. 2 speeds, find sidecar, in per-
jrder: f28.-l'erc.v and Co., 337, Button Kd..

Itondou. [2308

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL (1914), perfeut lunuing order; £8.-

-Alaekn)-. 54, Castle Hill Ed.. Ayr. rX6039

AUTO-WHEEL De Lu.\e, £15/15, or 28/3 monthly,
—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [2432

A UTO-WHEEL, perfect condition, several spares

:

J^ £7, or nearest.-Miss Stobart, Chadstone, Eytou-oii
T.vue. [2120

If) 14 Auto-Wheel, perfect order, spares, and number
-»«' plates: £8.-9,224, The Ma(or Cycle Offices,
Coventry. (X6058

W.\LL Auto-Wheel, second-hand, perfect order,
overhauled by makers; £10.—Seen at 248.

Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [9128

At'TO-WHEEL and Keiv Hudson for sale, pe.fcrt
condition, new rubber studded tvrc. all (.pares:

£10/10, or ofier.-Eeply. Box LI, 298, The Molor Cycle
Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [2094

Bat.

BAT. 1914, T.T., 5-6h.p.. 2-speed gear box, as new,
perfect; £36.—Percy and Co., 337, Eustnn Ed.,

London. [2315
"1Q12 8h.p. Bat-Jap 2-speed Combination, :e-buslied
-*-•' July by makers; bargain, £38.—Browu, Sonierhy,
Oakham. [2086

5-6h.p. Bat, Xmas, 1913, been cared for like a phial
of radium, close cane Millford, and abundant

accessories, all as new; cost £100, accept £60. -Hunt-
ing, Harrow. [2245

and M. 2-speed f:e:n,

Bell, Ltd., M. tor
Engineering Works, 599, llish

[1712

8h.p.. registered 1913, 2-speed gear b;ix,

, le, kick start, 1914 Amac, engine le-
busLed, Bradbury sidecar; bargain, £40; appointment

': 53, Cambridge Ed., Aldershot. [2284

S CORONET Sidecar Chassis

S is designed for long life, and has a wonderful
S reserve of stability, ;ind is safe on greasy roads.
B )-uggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shake
gp loose, and is a boon \vhcn touring.

4h.p. Bat-Jap. spring frame,
new condition : £25.—Tuke and

Department. Carlton
Ed., Totteuham, N.

BAT-J.A.P.,
free engine,
d

Hawki

low

"VTEW 8h.p. 1915 Bat and Bat Sidecar.
-L' tion complete, jnst delivered from work

BAT-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p.. 3-speed. free engine, excel-
lent condition, perfect order, little used; owner

active service; commodious sidecar, with door, new
tyres, accessories; ;e44.—Ridler, 35, Dartmouth Park
Hd., N.W. [2209

BAT-J.A.P., Dee., 1914, 3VJi.p. twin, 3-speed
frame, cylindrical tank, front and rear I:.....-.,

special light pist.ms, very fast, and in excellent condi-
tion

; £45, no oflers.-Box Ll,303, The Motor Cycle
Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [2111

the eombiua-
- . , 3-speed

countershaft gear and chain drive, and free engine,
sidecar 5-point fixing, the complete combination £98/8/9
cash, or exchange; also a new No. l model 4h.p. twin,
same make. £60/7 cash, or exchange.—Wauchope's. 9,
tihoe Lane, London. [X6149

Blackbi'.rne.
"DLACKBURNE, 1915, 3 months old. 499 c.c, 85x
-*-' 88, 3 speeds. 12in. flvwheel. adjustable pullev.
perfect and as new; £47.—Randall, Jun., Elm House,
Chatham. [2169

Bradbury.
BEADBURY. 4h.p., 1913i;,, splendid condition;

^

£26.-Gilbert, 14, London Rd., Kingston. [2327
IQIO Brattbury, 4h-p., variable pullev. good eondi-
-•-" tiou; £20.-Scott, William St., Stockton-on-Trcs

gKADBDRY^ ^1515 modelsj ^lists^ Iree.-Apents,
Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

[1972
£?b.p. Bradbury Twin, 3-6peed countershaft gear,

J-*
drive, as new, only ridden 600 miles: £55.—Percy

renfold. Arundel. [S5929
JTJRADBITRY, 4h.p., 1911; £25; fitted with 1915
;-•-' Fitall 2-speed gear; any trial; Sergt.-Major Kur-
iton, Nothe Fort, Weymouth. [2325a

, (J_h.p. Bradbury, free engine, £20 ; also sport model^ coachbnilt body. £2 : both in grand condition ; want
ieeiug.-80, Dorset St., Leicester. [S6322

"I
Q 141/9 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, lamps, horn, and*-f spares, new back tyre, excellent condition.—Mr.

Jtranghen, 24, Mount Ed. West, Sunderland. [X6166
1012 4h,p. Bradbur.v. N.S.tJ. 2-«peed, Supreme coach-
--*^ built sidecar, with wind screen, and apron- £30
« near ofler.-224. Wood St., Walthamstow. [2096

pEADBUET. 1911. 4h.p., 2-speed, P.E.. lamp, wi.kei
--• sidecar, screen, spares, good condition: £29, cfler.

Jr exchange lightweight and cash.—10, Burlington Av,.
Sew. [2343

"DEADBUET, Bradbury. Bradbury, 1913, SVjh.p..
--• and cane sidecar, lamp, generator, in good condi-

_£37/10.-Ca8,s'6 Motor Mart, 5, Warren St.. Eustontion;

Bd.,

all finishet:

; model,

From£66s.
Send lor illustrated

catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models.

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be supplied
through any dealer.

5 We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
H suitable for any make of machine.
H ^_„,.____^^^—^——.^^_™___^.^_^.^__

g WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
B THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
B THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.
B We wilt make a special allowance for your machine
B

.

in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large
B contractors.

I
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.

g The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted

m with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

H 3-spesd sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both

H hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

01 - tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over

g w-h?n in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping.

H spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements no* found

H on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue

m upon application.

B PRICE—7-g h.p., 3-spced model £6ff 5

B ditto, ditto, otectrtcally equipped £76 13

H You caimot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
B dealers supplied.

2 Coronet Sidecars -for

B Harley-Davidsons.
B ^^'e make a special Sidecar, enameileo French grey

B to match, 28 x sin. tyre, apron to cover entire

B body, and fourth point attachment £13

g BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
E .1} h.p. JAMES, 1914. 3speed, kick starter,

S complete witli Sidecar £49 10
S 6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with
£ new coach Sidecar £33 10
S 7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-sp.

5 model with coach Sidecar to match,
B nearb; now £72 10
S 7. h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 191.,

S model. Precision engine, countershaft
5 2-5peed gear, easy starter, nice condition £*8 10
S 3.1 h.p. N.S.U., 1914. twin model, 2-spc-ed,

S with coach-built Sidecar,

S red
B 2\ h.p. VELOCETTE, 1915, 2-strok^

S 2-speed gear, nearlv new £28 10

g 3 li.p. LINCOLN-ELK, i'9io model, M.O.V.,
S magneto. B. & B., h.-b. control, enamel
S and plating In splendid condition .... £12 15
Sj H I. .p. CHATER-LEA, 1912, J.A.P. engine.
5 3 speeds, complete with coach Sidecar £48 10
5 S h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled.
5 open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, coach-
££ built, spare tyres and tubes £18 15
S 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 1911, 2-speed gear,
S complete with Sidecar £30
S 3.^ h.p. L.M.C,, 1913, countershaft ge?r .. £25
S V> h.p. REX, 1Q09 Millennium 2-speed . . £18 10

5 ftfOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto .

E L- h.p. Twin REX, spring forks

S 6 h.p. ENFIELD Com., .coach Sidecar
5 little worse than new £59 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Trouser Overalls, usually £i 12 6
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New Accumulators, 10 araps. 6/11 ; 40 amps 12/6
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp . 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 flywheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

HALIFAX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOrOU CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
Biailbury.

BEADBURY, Ji.ih.p.. S-p'-d, (ountmlinJt
tin.' fliain drivo

acce..(*oriuH iaidudcd . .

iiioio Uow, ]Jiriiun(;haii:

£32: with MllliOrd (id.cir i37,
iiiiy trial.— Coliuoic IXpot. Col-

1X6973

B.SA.,
l.iic

4J"

£30

£8 15
£11 10

Rrown.
3ili.p. Brown, tliisli Imttt-ry iffnilion. all paitn Runr-

2 iintecd In wood touditinii, jimvorl'til etitfinr, uml
i-'iiay .•itiirter; a buryuin, £8.-1, Briidford St., AiuouU,
Miindioster." [2412

B.S.A.

1 QlJ U.S.A., SVoh.p.. 2-spep(l. ami .sidecar; ' chran,
-Lt/£aO: perfect—Jon&!, The lirjiidway, Miiswcll Hill.

_ [2300T ATR 1912 Hub 2-6pecds B.S.A., new condition,
J-i just overhauled makers; £35.—Letterd only, I'hippj-.
Suniiv^ide, Andover. [X6211

1912, S'/^li-P-. 2-8peed, Watford epeodoiuetcr,
noii-i lamp, horn ; £30.—The Custlc Motor Co.,

I^tii
, Sh.nvroom, Kidderniinster. [XG178

B.S A., 1914 model IC. conntersliaft, kid: start, chjiin
belt drive, good ordci, low iiiiienge, complet*),

I.imp; £47.—Willard, A.sceut, St. Leonaids. [2335
"1014 S'/sh.p. B-S.A,, fnlly ecjuipped, new condititn.
-L*J Gloria cane Mdec-ar : £56; cxcliange; wanted,
fast T.T. machine, speed gear.—IJosser, SlinKabv. York-._ [X6070
T>.S A., 1913V2. 2-speed, coachbnilt Bramble side-
-*-> car, Condition as new; £49 (or separately).

—

WiUiums, Eryllan, Penrhyndeudraeth, iSIerioneth.

f2372
"j d 13 B.S.A.. free engine, any examination, Lucae
JLt/ Itead and rear lamps. Lucns horn, Cowey speed-
ometer, etc.: £39.—Loader, 92, South Park Rd., Wimble-
don. [2117

I'll 15 Chain Drive Simrty B.S.A. Combination, every
-l<^ aece.'^ory :,' (-o=t £90 : as new ; reasonable oflei.

CT liglitweiglit part: photo: Midlands.— 9,223, The Motor
Cycle Offlces, Coventry. [X6061

B.S.A., chain drive model, 3-epeed gear, fitted
4c with lamps, horn, etc., and complete with Mill-

ford sideear: cost £80 July, 1914, price wanted £65.
-Bobbins, Garage. Rugby. [X6172

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination. 1913, not used for
last 12 months, S'/sh p., 2-speed, F.E., Cowey,

Lnciis lamps, aceessorie'S. in splendid r-ondition; £42--
15, Warwick Court. Holborn. [2355

B.S.A. Combination, maguificont Empress sidecar,
special lighting set", speedometer, few weeks old;

ca^t £90. accept £70; appointment.—Oak Cottage. Bell-
well Lane, Mere Green, Four Oaks, near Birmingham.

rX6169
B.S.A., 1914, 4',ih.p., model H, chain drive, 5-speed

countershaft gear, kick starter. Lucas lamps, horn,
blnuk. Swan sidecar de luxe, hood, screen. Crfwey speedo-
meter, watch, tools, spares: £55.-50, Russell Terrace.
Leamington. [X6193

B.SA., 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, all chain
drive, large coach sidecar '.with child's peat), wind

.screen, Lucoe horn. speed.imeter. big F.R.S., Luca6 rear

pparei;, first-dass condition: £65.— -16. Glenhouse Kd.
Eltham. S.E. [2293

B.S.A.. luxurious 1915 4i^h.p. chain-belt combina
tion, £16/16 B.S.A. sidecar, hood, screen, grid

Stewart speedometer, Lucas dynamo lighting. 3 lamps,
horn, 2 months old, 800 only, every fitment; .£93. oi

offer.—Taggett, Saenville, Cecil Av., Wembley. [X616C

B.S.A., 1915, 4i4h.p.. model K. 3-speed, chain-cum
belt drive, Binks carburetter. Palmer cord tyres.

lamp set. Liicas horn, new .=;pare tube, only done 500
miles, practically new condition, perfect throughout;
private owner; £53.—Seen at The Morris Garages.
Queen St., Oxford. [X6203

Brown.
ROWN, 3',jh.p., fnbes and covers new. Amac, in

good running order: £11, or offer.—Ashbee. 62.
Magpie Hall Kd., Chatham. [X6017

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Junior, late 1914. 2 speeds, as new;
£18.-101. Aylesbury Rd., Walworth. S.E. [X6026

1 Q14 Calthorpe Junior, 2h.p., 2 speeds, perfect;
XiJ £16/10.—Matthews, Pawnbroker, W. Croydon.

[X6213
CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1915, 2^4]i.p.. 2-speed. as new,

accessories; bargain.-52, Gaskarth. Kd., Balham.
[2229

CALTHORPE- J.A,P. immediate delivery; cash or
exchange; no waiting.—Colmore Depot, 261. Deans-

gate, Manchester. [2180

CALTHORPE 1915 latest 2-speed lightweight models
in stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles

and Co., High St.. Acton, W. [X6230

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, condition nearly new;
any trial by appointmeiit ; price £15.—Wilton. 8,

Crescent Terrace, Beckton, E. [2133

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'6 and 2-stroke5,

from £27/14; send for list and easy pavment terms.
—Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTHORPES.—Any of this famous trio delivered
from stock; extraordinary value.—Agents, Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3026

CALTHORPE Junior. 1914, 2-speed, excellent con-
dition throughout, Michelin tyres; bargain, £18;

exchanges.—Ideal Cj'cle Co., Thundersley, Essex. [2185

B^

W. Museum 623. [2138

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE, SV^I'-Pm 2-speed, thoroughly over--

hauled by makers, lamp, horn, and generator;
price £30.—Seen at 248, Bishopseate, London, E.G.

[9126
3ih.p. Calthoipe, White and Poppe engine, and laide-

2 auT. MiUennium 2-fjpGed and P.E., Bosch mag.,
just overhauled; £18.—Clark, Garage, Long Melford,
Suffolk. [2237

CALTHOEPE, 1915, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed,
just arrived from works : immediate delivery

;

£36/15.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Ed., London. [2084

"I Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, free engine,
*-*y not done 100 miles, suit overalls, spare belt and
tube, lamp, horn, accessories; ;E30, bargain.—1, Queen
Anne's Villas, Queen's Rd., Newbury. • [X6162

"j Q15 Calrtiorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/irj;
A«? ai<50 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 35 gns. ; de-
livery Irom stock; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian.
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X6409

Campion.
CAMPION-J.A.P., 4h.p., Roc 2-<ipeed, coachbuilt side-

car; bargain, £28.—Hilton. Sharp, and Co., Ltd.,

Foxhall Sq., Blackpool. [X6157

"1Q15 6h.p. Campion, J.A.P. engine twin, beautiful
-L 1/ coachbuilt sidecar, show model, complete, all

accessories, speedometer, insurance policy, practically

new and unscratched; what offers?-Falconer, 18, White-
hall Place, Aberdeen. [2033

Centaur.

CENTAUR 1914 Lightweight, twin-cyl., 3 speeds, in
new condition, verv little used, and reason for sell-

ing given, tyres unscratched ; caf?h £30 ; would entertain
exchange for dmall car.—H., Wiu^low, Mulgrave Rd.,
Sutton. [2110

Chater=De Dion.
3h-p. Cliatef-Ue Dion and Millford Sidecar, lamps and

accessories, complete; bargain, £18. or £15/10
without sidecar, or offers.—Warne, 64, Braemar Rd.,
South Totteiiliam. [2230

Chater>Jap.
6h.p. Chater-Jap, 1912, coach sidecar, 1914 Roc 2-

speed; £48.-22, Kennerley Rd., Stockport. rX5966

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA, No. 7, 8h.p., 1912. coachbuilt side-

car, lamps, speedometer, etc.; £48.—C, 4, Talb't
Rd., Tottenham. [2396

CHATER-LEA Genuine No. 7 'Combination, condition
perfect : price 50 gns.—P. M. Harris, 20, Kings-

wood Rd., Clapham Park, London, S-W. [2092

NO. 7 Bh.p. Chater and Sidecar, 26x3 all round, gear
box renewed last month, fine condition, and re-

liable: £46.-11, Garnies St., Peckham. [2351

8h p. Chater-Lea, No. 7, 3-6peed, coachbxiilt sidecar,

"underslung cliassis. excellent tyres all round, epeed-
ometer, accessories; bargain, £45.—16a, Woolwich Rd..
Belvedere, Kent. [X6045

"I Q15 No. 7 Chater-Lea. Sh.p. (enclosed chains), cane
-M-U tandem sidecar, hood, screen. 3in. Palmer light

car cords, accessories; £80, no offers.—65, Oglandei'
Rd., East Dulwich Station. [2228

CHATER-LEA, No. 7, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed counter-
shaft gear. Bowser 2-seater sidecar, lamps, speed-

ometer, etc.; £50'; any trial; seen evenings.—54, Whit-
bread Ed., Brockley, S.E. [2235

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Sh.p., late 1914, 3-speed, in
first-class condition,' spare tyre and tube, electric

horn, watch, speedometer, Canoelet sidecar,*?, and H.
lamp; £70. or close offer; exchange good lightweight
and cash.—33, Winslade Rd., Brixton. [2132

CHATER-LEA, August, 1913, Sh.p. combination.
1914 spring wheel coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed gear

bos, clutch, wind screen, big hood, luggage grid, speed-
ometer, spare tyre, splendid condition; £60. or exchange
good solo mount and cash.—Hurd, 61, Beckton Rd,,
Canning Town.

.
[2431

Clyno.

CLYNO, 2V2h.p., 1915, 2-stroke machine, splendid
condition; £25.—A. Holland, Earlsdon, Coventry.

[516297
CLYNO, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, perfect

condition ; sacrifice £68.—Speechley'a, 45, Church
E4., Acton. [2410

1 Q15 6h.p. Clyno. spare wheel, 2 tubes, very littleX iJ Tised ; any trial given ; £75.—Mortimer, Hornyold
Arms, Malvern Wells. tX5932

CLTNO 2-8troke. 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, accessori-es,

splendid condition; £34.—Auto Mart, 133, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W. [2192

CLTNO Combination, 19125/,, 6h.p., 2 speedt!, }ust
Qveihauled. perfect: bargain, £39; after 7.-2, Vale

Terrace, Hook R4., Surbiton. [2233

CLYNO eh.p. late 1913 Combination, 3-speed,
countershaft gear, in perlect order; £53; good

lightweight part.—15, Warwick Court, Holborn. [2354

CLYNO, late 1914. 2-speed, 2-strolce, very fast, little
used; best oft'er on £30 accepted.—Crole-Rees, 21,

Highbury Quadrant, N. 'Phone: North 1508.^ [X6187

CLTNO. 6h.p., 2-spf'ed. kick starter, .sidecar, and
lamp-^; £50, or nearest offer; officer going abn.>ad.

—Davis, The Old House, Farnham Royal, Slough. [2105

I

NEW MODELS.
INDIAN, sh.p., 3 speeds, semi-T.T £63
SUN-VILLIERS, 2ih.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11

INDIAN, 7 h.p., clitfh T.T. model £57
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp., new £70
ilAMES, ^l h.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain . . £66 6

SUN V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds £37 9
JAMES, 4ih.p., 3-speed, Combination £80
HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, 2 speeds £81 18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3 speeds .. £68-5
NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2ih.p., fixed gear . . £30 19
J.H., 3i h.p., T.T. model, M.A.G. engine . . £55 10

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD, CANOELET, and WATSONIANS ex

actual stock.

All the above actually in stock at the time of going
to press.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

B.*!.fl.. 3' b.".- :2-=ni^'^.rl, cane Sidecar f41

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, rgrs, 7 h P , 3 speeds £71
RUDGE, 1914, 5 h.p. Multi, Rudge Sidecar . . £48
P. fit M., igra, 3^ b-P-, 2-speed, 2-seater Sidecar £45
REX, r9r4, 8 h.p. Spacke engine, 3 speeds £58
REX, 1912, 6 h.p.j 2-speed, Sidecar, handle start £26
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £55
REX, 1913 6 h.p. 2-speed cane Sidecar £40
WILLIAMSON, 1913 8 h.p., 2-sp., coach Sidecar £58
BAT, 1913, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, coach Sidecar .... £53
INDIAN, 1913, 5 h.p,, 3 speeds, Sidecar, only

clone 200 miles £76
ENFIELD, 1913, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, as new £55
DOUGLAS, i9r4, 3ih.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet

sidecar, speedometer, three lamps, horn, disc

wheels, outfit like new throughout £69

SOLO MOUNTS.
DOUGLAS, 1915. 2J h.p., 3-speed, all accessories £50
ZENITH, 1913, 3-^; h.p., clutch, and Gradua gear £40
MARTIN, 1914, 25- h.p., T.T., overhead valves £30
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., dynamo model £54
P. & M., igr4, 3V h.p., 2-speed, and kick start £55

P. & M,, 1913, 3.Vh.p., 2-speed, all accessories £45
COVENTRY EAGLE, rgis, 2-stroke, lightweight £24
REX, 1909, 3A h.p., 2-speed, free engine —
DOUGLAS 2.f h.p., single-speed £16
BROUGH, 1915, 3.V h.p. twin, 3 speeds £54
TRIUMPH, T914, 4'hp-, 3 speeds £52
DOUGLAS, S914, 22 h.p., 2 speeds. T.T £46

HOBART, rgis, 2^ h.p., as above £32

TORPEDO, 1913, 2 h.p. Precision engine, 2 sp. £25

F.N., 1912, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds, shatt drive £24

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., 3 speeds, fine order. . £46

BAT, 1915, Sh.p., 3 speeds, spring frame .... £60

CLYNO,' 1915, 2\ h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £36

DIAMOND, iqi4, 2? h.p., 2 speeds, accessories. £^7

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds, excellent order £47

ZENITH, 191 3, 3^ h.p., Gradua gear, and cUilch £40
ROVER, 1914. ^'rh.p.. 3-soeed. T.T. model ... £49

MOTOR MART
100§ 136 Q Portland S«, LondonW
Telephone Sbt^ Moyfair ^/ty/a/nj "Abdicate Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
of ladies.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTNO, late 1914, perfect condition, speedometer,
lanijw, Lorn, etc., epare tyre, tnbec, T.ilveo, wiukti

torpedo sidecar, ao new; any trial; £65.—Beasley, Trin?,
Hert.s. [203'5

1Q14 Clyno Combination, 6h.p- twin. 3 speeds, kickX tj starter, handsome eo.icLbuilt sideear, detachable
wheels; £55.—Minray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden
Holborn. [X6183

CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 .speeds,
liick-starter, and brand new No. 6 sidecar, per-

fectly sound condition; £55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [2258

CLYNO, 2-stroke, September, 1914, 2-speed. clutch,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, mileage 3,800;

seen mornings; £35.-8, Spencer Rd., Cotteniiain
Park, Wimbledon. [2371

.

CLYNO 5-6h.p. 1913'/3 Combination, 4 detachable
wheeJe. new tyre*;, coachbuilt sidecar, No. 6, 3.'

speedf^, kick starter, chain driven, in real good order:

"

£48.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Bd., London. [2310;

CLYNO. 1913, 3-speed gear, detachable wheels,
separate oil tank, Lucas 462 head lamp and rear

lamp, tyres excellent, enamel and plate as new. eagin*^
guaranteed; with No. 6 Clyno sidecar, Lucas 458 lamp,
complete; £52/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [6866

CLYNO, 5-6h.p., November, 1913, fitted with 1915
spring drive and 1914 coachbuilt sidecar, si>are

wheel, 3 new Dunlops. luggage grid, V.S. pillion seat
with back and footrests, Cowey speedometer. Miller
head lamp, Lucas sidecar lamp, Low generator,
handle-bar mirror and horn, sidecar cover, carpet
and mat, spare petrol can, jack and kit of tools,:
and gODd spare re-treaded tyre e.xtra; complete, £60;
in perfect condition; owner buying car; trial run to'
probable buyer.—^Ward, 9£, Dora Rd., Wimbledon.
'Phone ; 320. [2422

Douglas.
DOUGLAS 1914 3i,i.h.p. T.T. Model, 2-speed gear,

gcod' running order; £39.—Below-

DOtlGLAS. 1915. 2"y,h.p., all-black special War Offlce
model, 2-spEed, T.T ; delivery from stock; £52

plus 5% increase.-Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At.,
Camomile St., E.C- [0492.

DOUGLAS, 1914. model U, £41.—Eussell Art Co.,,

Ltd., 92, Gt. Eussell St., W.C. [2125;

DOUGLAS. 1914, bargain at £45, c:st £56.-12,:
Myddletou Ed.. Bowes Park. [X6142

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2%lh.p., 2-speed. fully equipped;:
£25.-116, Frinton Ed.. East Ham. [2391;

DOUGLAS 1913 T.T., 25',h.p.. 2 speeds, new tvies;'
£34.-108a, Penwith Ed.. Southflelds. [S6275-

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2->4h.p.. 2 speeds; £25, or nearest)
—Westwell. Bank Ouav. Warrimrton. fX6253'-Westwell, Bank Quay, Warrington. [X6233'

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1914, f45.-Lieut. C- V. Bennett)
M.T., A.S.C.. Grove Park, Lee, S-E. [211«|

DOOGLAS. 2%h.p., T.T.. 2-specd, 1914, as newS
£42.—Fairhead, Nurseries. Colnbrook. [X5635t

DOUGLAS. 1913. T.T., 2-«peed. Amac, excellent mail
chine; £34.-59, Banbury Ed., Oxford. [X62511

DOUGLAS, 1911. perfect Older throughout; bargaiB,'

£17/10.-Speechler's, 45, Church Ed., Acton. (2409'

1015 Douglas. 2>ih.p.. W. in stock, new; £54.-»
li/ Moflat, Douglas Agent. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [920*

1 Oil Douglas, fixed engine, recently overhauled; £184

:

-It./ —E. Dyson, Chiyton West, Hudder,ifield. [X613J-
DOUGLAS. 2%h.p. to lOh.p. models-—Qourlay. tSS'

great Douglas agent. FaUowfield, Manchester, ^fl

[424aii

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 5-specd. used a few times, practi;'

callv new, not soiled.—Walsh's Garage. Blaekbiu^"
[X61

DOUGLAS Model 'V from stock ; first Cheque sec

—Cohnore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manche6tcr..^.J

(2>r
|C112 Pouglas. recently overhauled, lamp, horn, ett,
Xt/ good condition; £25.-28, Abbcv Walk, H.-ilifas.

[X6-'14
OJih.p. Douglas (1914); cost £60 complete, with si..;.;;

'V-* £42, or nearest offer.-40, Portland Ed., Ed^bas- i

ton. [S5700

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1913, 2-speed, complete witt
.

lamps, etc: £37.—Clcmmey, Metton Ed.. Be. tie

Loucs. [Xbl2!

DOUGLAS, 2"!ih.p.. 1914 T.T.. 2 speeds, nccess.riw
new tyres; £45.^Auto Mart, 135, HammersmitI

Bd., W. [219*

TEY Us.—Probably we can supply.—Gibb. Gough. th'

Douglas Specialists, Gloucester. Dougla.;e.= f"

speciality. [X355I

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2^ih.p., model V, Lucas horn aw
lamp, perlect condition ; £40.—Caison, 26, Chance

St.. Leii'ester. [X610

DOUGLAS, new 1915, model V. jnst arrived frM
J

makers; £48, plus 5;^.—Lloyd and Son, Dour*
Agents, Lewes. [2;

DOUGLAS, 1910-11, excellent running condition^
accessories, etc.; bargain, £16.-37, Eosendale aT

W.vt Dulwich. PS
DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines'

sto.'k. £28 to £43.—Turpins, 22 aud 29, Presto

Rd.. Brighton. [OTl

A30 All letters relating to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Hobart.
ITTOBAUT. 2">ih^p._ Precision. J913. S-spocd, clutch

new tyres; ^20.—Rowell. Cianleigli, Surrey.

Humber.
(2277

HUMBER 2h.p. Lightweight. 1913; cost £36,
accept £13, no offers.—Fairhead, Nurseries, Coin-

brook. [X5656
HUMBER. 2h.p., Lorn, tools, spares, variable Jgni

tion: £14; any eveniug after 6.30.
Rd-, Ttddiugtou.

36, Cedar
[2360

HUMBER. 1914. 3Uh.p., 3-speed. free engine, kick
r-tarter, new Pedley belt and back tyre, "

coachbuilt sidecar; £55.-
JJraiuble

Lenthall, Castle Lane, Bolsover.
[X6057

3JLh.p. Humber, 1912, and coachbuilt sidecar. Roc
2 2-?peed. handle t^tartcr. Palmer's and acces-

sories; £27/10.—Welch, 48, Evering Rd., Stoke New-
ington. [2418

"I
Qll Humber and Coachbuilt Sidecar, nearly new

Xt/ 2-speed, - - . ., . .handle-starter, new
grand combination; £29. — Jarvis,
Southgate. N.

studded tyres,
Corner House,

[X6249

HUMBER, 1912, oViih.p., 2-speed and free, all acces
Tories, Low generator, Stewart speedometer, com

fortable wicker sidecar, all in excellent order; £32/10.-
85, Hamilton Rd., Felixstowe, [2259

HUMBER Lightweight, as illustrated Humber 1914
catalogue, page 12. new condition, done about

200 miles; first £22 secures the bargain, no offers,

Bolwell, 421, Gloucester Rd., Bristol. [2164

3 ill. p. Humber, 1913, 2-?peed, free engine, new belt,

2 horn, and Kemp^liall tyre, 2 lamps, spares, en-

^gine entirely overhauled, climb anything; £34; with
.coachbuilt sidecar £40.-210, Putney Bridge Rd., S.W.

I227E
Indian.

5h.p. Indian, all accessories, champion condition.—

2

Albion Ed„ Fallowfield. [2288

INDIAX 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Combination. like

new; £58.-33, Killyon Kd., Clapham. [2290

"I
Q14"-', T.T. Chitch Indian, do 75. speedometer, spares;

Xt/ £44.-62, Park Av., Burrow-in-Furness. [2121

"I Q15 Sh.p. Twin-cyl. Indian ; immediate delivery

:

,-Lt/ £63.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [2399

INDIAN Combination, late 1913, 2 speeds, kick
starter; £45.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd.,

London [2309

7-9h.p. Red Indian and Montgomery sidecar, electiir

iichlins: £55.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80. Hit;]!

Rd.. Strcatbam. \ [X6239

1Q13 Indian and coach sidecar, 2-speed, 7-9h.p.,
_L«7 spring frame, a good machine, £47/10.—Jones.
Xh^ Broadway, Muswell Hill. _ [2299

INDIAN, 1912, 7h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick-
starter, excellent condition; £32.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [2256

INDIAN 1914 Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, electric
equipment, little used; £57/10, bargain.—4,

i)oUis Rd., Church End, Finchley. [2319

INDIAN 1915 Latest 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
electric lighting outfit, new condition; £75.—P.

IJ. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2257

INDIAN 1911 Twin, 5-6h.p., mag., spring forks, lamp,
stand carrier, splendid condition ; £18.—Murray,

37a. Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [S6182

INDL\NS.—Liberal allowance made for your old
mount in part payment for any model, let us

I'quote you.—Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley, Essex. [2186

7-9h.p. Indian, T.T.. clutch model; late 1914, " all

accessories, Senspray carburetter, lever control,
fBiand order; £35.—R. J. Hamilton, Hamilfield, Irvine.

12149
*l Q 15 Indian 7h.p. Combination for sale, excellent
J-«7 condition, mileage under 3,000; trial; price com-
plete £75.-9,228, Tfte Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrv.

[X6107
| Q15 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed, kick-starter, lamps.
J-'-' born, used one month; £57; will take Douglas
in. part exchange.—F. King, Chemist, Sutton, Surrey.
, [2170
IXTENDEE Special, electric self-starter, lamps, and
1-L*- horn, speedometer, and a £21 sidecar, total
mileage 1,700; sacrifice, £65.—Longman, 1, King St.,
Acton. [2251

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed model; £63; delivery
from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
Rd., Plymouth. 0717
INDIAN.—Delivery of all 1915 models from stock.

We are large contracting agents for these
machines, and can offer best deliveries.—The Morris
Garages, Oxford. [S:6208

TNDIAN, 1915, T.T. , 7-9h.p., clutch, Lucas lamp
\f- set, horn, tail lamp, tools, absolutely as new, done
500 miles only; £50, or nearest; owner buying car.—
Hawlev. Rotberwood, Penistone. " [X5691
TNDIAN, late 1913. 7-9h.p,, witb Cowey speedo-
-*- meter, and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side-
car, whole outfit in perfect order; £50.—Mebes, 156
Gt. Portland St., W. Tel. : 3426 Mayfair. [2254

1 Q ^\. 7-9b.p. Indian and Massey sidecar, electric
J-*^ lighting set, speedometer, all accessories, spare
cover and sprocket, electric born, everything in perfect
condition: £70.—Private Perry, Farm Camp, Epsom.

[X5926

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.

TERMS : Casli, Exchange, or Extended Payments-

liVliVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric lighting set, grey
finish £95 7 6

5-6 h.p^ EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16 9

2ih.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £36 15 «

2J h.p. Lady's COMET, ^-stroke, 2-5p. £33 1 9
2} h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
MILLFORD Corvette, coach-built £13 13
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16
TAYLOR'S Oxy-acet. welded coach-

built sidecar, quick detachable fittings,

specially designed frame, very stroug
four-point attachment, luggage grid
and petiol can carrier, constructed ex-
clusi\ely for Harley-Davidson, price £17 17

A FEW BARGAINS """
OUR

SECOND-HAND STOCK.
If you purchase your A.J.S, from us you can rely
on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine.

And 12
Cash. Deposit. Pay-
£ s. £ s. ments

J914 S h.p. ZENITH,
countershaft, coachbuilt 65 26 71/8

1913 6 h.p. REX 2-speed
Combination 40 10 53/9

igr4 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, fully equipped 72 22 89/7

1915 3 h.p. ENFIELD,
twin 46 — —

19T5 6 h.p. SUNBEAM
Combination, m a n >
extras, cost £140, six

weeks old 125 — —
ajh.p. DOUGLAS, 1914.
Model U 42 10 — —

2I h.p. 1915 ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESSCombia'n 38 — —

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S., and
Millford Sidecar, fully

equipped 60 — —
4 h.p. iQr4 TRIUMPH,

clutch, and Philipson's
pulley 45 — —

I USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
Vulcanise your own tyres

at home and save money.
Motor Cycle Covers and
Tubes easily repaired by

the novice by
using the

MARVEL
VULCANISER.

Price complete . . 12s. od,.

Car size £1 15s. Gd.

A customer writes :
"

i

5nd it quite satisfactory

and ver\' suitable for

motor c%-cle tyres."

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
~ Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, w.C*
'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALR,
Indian.

15 3',^h.p, 3-6pcod Indian, mileage 1,600, £7
worth uccpssorin.s fitted, inclndinn Rpcodonift'T,

hand Sparton horn, etc., all as new ; jicccTJt £55 for
speedv i-ale.—Swindclirt, Dental Surgery, l-lcctwowl.

[X5978
TNDIAN, 7-9h.p.. 3912; with Millford fiidccar, clutch.
J- 2-fipeed, ju.st been thOTOiiyhly overhauled, new back
cover, insurance policy; £45; owner in flnanoini dlHl-
culties.—Jewell Garage, 157, Archway Rd., Ilighgatc.
N. [2430

"j Q13 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, epeedometer, lamps,
Xi/ kick starter, good tsre^, coachbuilt sidecar, ovor-
liauled by makers; price £45, or exchange with casli

I'lr good make cycle car.—L.L., 201, Gipsy Ed., Wi?>'t

Xorwood, S.E. . [2285

INDIAN, 1915, 5-6h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kick starter.

T.T. handle-bars, enamel perfect, not done 800.
Lucas lighting set, spare tube, fa=t. excellent conditiou

:

£60, nearest.— S. Osmoston, 3rd Battalion, Royal Su^ex
Regiment. Newbaven, [2134

PRACTICALLY New S'/ob.p. Twin T.T. Indian. 3
epeeds. clutch, generator, lamps, and kick starter,

not been ridden 300 miles; owner gone to Dardanelles.

—

Write in first indtauce to A, L. Bain, 12, Nethcrhall
Gardens, Hampstead. [2106

INDIANS in Stock lor immediate delivery.—7h.p.
3-speed and coachbuilt combinations, 7h.p. road

lacer, 5h.p. 3-speed double-purpose mount. — P. J.
Evans. 87. John Bright St., Birmingham, sole Mid-
land distributing agent. [2259

1'A15 7-9h.p. Indian. 3 speeds, Millford eidecar.
J- tf Lucas lamp, speedometer, practically new, can
do 53 miles per hour with sidecar; owner selling, having
bought car ; cost over £90, £85, no offers.—Flannery
and Co., Ltd., Roserea, Ireland. [X6046

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo-
meter and PJills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.—Exeter Motor
Cvcle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd., Exeter.
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

1 Ql4 7h-p. Indian. 2-speed. complete with dynamo
-It/ electric lighting set. electric horn, and speedo-
nieter. sn:art Indian coachbuilt sidecar. wJiole outfit in
very good condition, and thoroughly overhauled; 55 gns.
-Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. CX4835

I

I

Ivy.

31h.p. Ivy-Precision, 1912; £16.—Particulars, Geo,
2 Bainbridge, Witton, Gilbert. [X6015

IVY De Luxe, 2Vjh.p., 1915 (June), 2-stroke, 2-speed.
special engine, light coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely

as new, mileage 500, Dunlop 2^ accessories, etc.:

offers.—Eldridge, Fordlngbridge. [2276

19
James.

15 James, 4.^h.p., S-speed countershaft, clutch
kick starter ; 60 gns.—Parker and Son, St. Ive-,

Hunts.
'

[239£

SPECIAL 3'Ah.p. Twin 3-speed Chain Drive Jame^
touch 68, 1914y'., complete: £40. lowest.—Millard

CiiL^sterfield.
~

[X602f

JAMES, 2Lih.p., 1915, done 300 miles, perfect condi-

tion : best offer over £30.—Write, Porter. 97.

T:ibernacle St., E.G. [2088

JAMES 1914^.4 414b. p. CombinatiDn, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, accessories, faultless ; trial ; £58.—

173. Victoria Rd., Alexandra Park. [2043

1 (Q15 James 4i^h.p. Combination, just' received from
Xt/ works; £76/13, or accept lightweight and cash
balance.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W. [2172

JAMES, 1914, 4V4b.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
starter, speedometer, lamps, tools, James Canoelet

r^idecar. equal to new.—Duddell, 40b, High St., Dorking
£2280

1 Q 15 James, 4^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch.
J-*/ kick starter, fitted with James Canoelet piderar,

complete: 73 gns.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.
[2397

JAMES. 4*/lh.p., 1914, 3-epeed combination, complete,
lamps, horn, tools, accessories, perfect; £57.—

Brookes and Adams, 250, Barr St., Hockley, Birming-
ham. [X6089

JAMES, September, 1914. 4^h.p. Combination, speed-
ometer, lamps, auxiliary sUencer, storm apron,

hack-reet, etc., new condition; £57.-51, Arthurdon
Rd., Brock-ley, S.E. [2240

JAMES, sy^h.p., late 1912, chain drive, 2-speed. kick
starter, all accessories, Canoelet sidecar, good run-

ning order and condition, not used this season; £42.—
Cook, Fitz Rd., Cockermoutb. [X6043

JAMES. 1914, aVi'h.-p.. 3-6peed, Canoelet sidecar, fitted

walnut locker, apron, luggage grid, lamps, horn.

etc., perfect condition; £55, or nearest offer.— 9,230,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X6317

JAMES. 1915, aVih.p., 3-6peed counter-shaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, chain drive. Canoelet
sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec-

tric horn: £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate.
Manchester. [0674

"I (Q15 T.T. James. S'y^h.p. twin, new condition, per-

X *? feet, fast, reiiable, luxuriously equipped : cost

over £75 three months ago ; excellent reason selling

;

accept best ca.«h offer over £60, or sell machine alonc-

£55.—Trevor Davies. Higbcroft, Skettv Rd., Swansea
i:239.=5

I
411 lette-s relating to advertisements slvould quo*e the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

[h.p- J.A.P., Bowden gear, M.O., Boach,

19

4h.p- J.A.P., Bowden gear, M.O., Boach, Druids,
speedometer : £17.—44, Hampden Ed., Kingston.

[2295
81i,p. J.A.P.. Druids, Albion clutch, Best-Lloyd, spring

wheej sidecar, all Chater-Lea fittings.—44, Bich-
mond Rd., Earl'a Court. [X6301

33.b.p. J.A.P., TJ.H. mag., engine, tyres, belt, all

4 excellent; dEll/10, or near.—Ketley, 20, Dal-
garno Gardens, Wormwood Scrubba. [2161

Kerry.
KERRY-ABINGDON, SV-h.p., fitted with footboards,

horn, and inflator, in good running order; price
£17.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [9127

3ih.p. KeTiy-Abingdon. with Eoc 2-Bpeed, Best and
2 Lloyd, in good order; £27; cash or eaey terms.

—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea ; also at Cardiff.
[0723

KERRY, 2y2h.p., B. and B., Hellesen, new Dunlop
back, Dunlop front, ngw belt, just overhauled,

perfect running order; bargain, £.8; exchanges.—Ideal
Cycle Co., Thundersley, Essex. [2187

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANCIS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, splendid order,

little used; £45.-193. ilansfield Ed., Notting-
ham. [X6067

7Q14 Lea-Francis, 3V,h.p. twin, 2-6peed, clutch, kick
-1-t/ etart, all chain drive, lamps, horn, epares, new
Stellastic on back: £50, or exchange 6h.p. combination,
—Carlton, Crook Log, Eesley Heath, Kent. [2143

Levis.
15 Levis, 2y'.h.p., bought June, good as new;

,

^30.-8, Connaught Ed., Leytonstone. [2206

LEVIS.—Immediate deUvery all models.—Sole agents,
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, HanChester.

[2182
LEVIS Popular; £28/1 cash, or fifth down, 21/2%

on balance.—Eeferee Cycle Co., 332, High Hoi-
born, W.C. [2773

LEVIS, 2^/^h,p., 1915, in new condition, complete,
with accessories; £25.-138, Horseferry Ed.,

Westminster. [2344

LEVIS, 1915, hardly used, not scratched, tip-top
accessories ; snip ; £26.—8, St. James Rd.,

Kingston-on-Thames. [2375

LEVIS, 2V2h.p., 2-speed gear (new), and special new
lightweight Watsonian sidecar; £35.—Colmore De-

pot, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X5972

1 Q 15 Levis, 2^4h.p., Popular model, absolutely in
M,iJ stock ; £28/1 ; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS Popular, 2y2h.p. single, and 2-speed, and De
Luxe models.-Sole Midland distributing agents,

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [S3034

LEVIS, 1915, moflel de luxe, 2%h.p., mileage 1,600,
new condition, accessories; £59, or near otter;

joined Army.—Eoebuck, IS, Somerset Ed., Hudders-
field. [X6312

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, lateet 1915 models-
Sole London and district agents, Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.O.
'Phone: 1432 Eegent [0711

Lightning.
3h.p- Lightning, raag., B. and B., adjuetable pulley,

belt drive, new tyres, Druids, low, perfect run-
ning order ; £15. bargain.—On view, Newton's Garage,
TJnderliill, New Barnet. [2042

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 4'^h.p., with wicker sidecar, November, 1913,
1914 improvements, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, 1915

Philipson pulley, whole splendid condition, good tyres
and belt ; £42 ; seen anv time by appointment.—Rector,
Monktou Wyld, Charmouth. [2099

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, 6h.p., mag., a.o.v., smart condition,

powerful.—Oakley, Hurst Green, Susses. [2332

1012 3V.;h,p. Matchless, 90x77yi, single, good condi-
-Li/ tion, and fast; £38.-Scott," Alice St., Keighley.

rX5702
MATCHLESS Combination, 1913. 6h.p., splendid con-

dition: £49.—J. Gelder, Long Marton, Carlisle.

[X6136
8h.p. Matchless Combination, fine condition : £43

;

any trial.—Wainwright Baxter, High St., Morley,
Torks. [X6303

1 Q15 Matchless Combination, 8B. model, 6 weeks
-Ltf old, 3-speed, all accessories; £90.—Basil Wood.
Horn Park, Lee. [2036

LATE 1C12 6h.p. Mat<'hles3 Coachbuilt Combination,
speedometer, perfect condition; £44.—Blencathra.

P?alton-on-Thame3. [X6267

MATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p., late 1913, little
used, flue condition, fully equipped; 50 gns.-52.

Western Ed., Eomford. [2157

1Q12 Matchless-Jnp, 6h.p., and Chater spring wheel
M-9J sidecar, excellent condition; £38.-111, Wood-
lauds Park Rd., Harringay. [2370

I Q14 Matchless, 8h.p.. 2-speed, chain driw, caneX«/ sidecar; best offer over i60.—North 2845.—7b,
Hayham St,. Camden Town. [2326

NOW.
1915 Model D 7 h.p.

Twin

INDIAN
Road Racers.

1915 3i h.p. 2-stroke

2-speed

SCOTTS.
1915 2| h.p.

GALTHORPE-JAPS
THE ABOVE CAN BE
SUPPLIED FROM STOCK.

Early Delivery of—
1915 Model B 5 h.p.

Twin INDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, kick starter.

1915 Model C 7 h.p.

Twin INDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, electrically
equipped, kick
starter, and speedo-
meter.

EASY TERMS.

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

WRITE FOR FULL
LIST OF NEW AND
G UARA NTE E D
SECOND-HAND
— MACHINES. —

Godfrey's, m.
208, 6T. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, Vl^.

Phone—7091 Mayfair (alines).

A3|. All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"VTATCHLESS, 8h.p., 1913. chain drive. 2-speed.
J-'-i- kick-starter, sidecar, new condition; £50. — 4.
Hawthorn Villa, Potter's Bar. [2203

MATCHLESS, 1913. 8h.p., twin belt, grand
machine, splendid condition; £55, with tide-

car.—5, Park Av., Palmer's Green. [2265

1 Q14 Matchlesa Combination, 7b. p., 3-6peed, fitt*d
-*-V with epeedoraeter and lamps ; bargain, £72,—
Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. [2173

6 h.p. Matchless and sidecar, late 1913, lampe, epeed-
ometer, etc., in splendid condition; cost over £100.

eell £56.—Kendall, 5, Wood St., Stratford-on-Avon.
[X6298

TIJATCHLESS 1915 8h.p. Combination, Luca^ drnamo
-t'J- hghting set, wind screen, homa. pillion seat,
apeedometer, back rest; £90.-29, Dalberg Ed.. Brixton.

_ [2359T ATE 1914 7-9b.p. Matchless Combination, fitted.
J-i very little used ; owrier buying car ; £70, rock-
bottom, no offers.-Kichfleld, 18, Lower Bridge St.,

Canterbury. [2091

1Q13 7-8h.p. Matcblese, with Cauoelet sidecar, lamp,
-LtJ speedometer, etc., in very good condition; £60;
cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garagesj, Ltd., Swan*
Bea : also at Cardiff. [0721

1 Q 14 Matchless SB Combination, hood, wind
Xcr screen, 3 lamps, mirror, all accessories, every-
thing perfect, not done 500 miles; 76 gns.—54. St.
Gabriel's Rd., Cricklewood. 12354

MATCHXESS, 1915, 3V2h.p. twin. 3-speed, Iree en-

j

gine model. Miller lamp set, horn, with cane side-

j
car, good order and condition; private owner; £35.—
Seen at The Morris Garages, Queen St., Oxiord.

)
[X62016 h.p. Matchless Combination, completely cverLauIed,

and in practically new condition, incladin? new
i Biuka, Xl'all saddle, coachbuilt sidecar; any trial: for

quick sale £42, no oflere.- 6, Grange Kd., Layton, Blark*
pool. [X6218

MATCHLESS, late 1913. 8h.p. J_A..P.. 2-speed. Dal-
ton coachbuilt sidecar, complete with spares, lamp*,

horn, epeedomet-er, et-c., perfect ; £50, no offers : any
trial given.—The Steward, E.F.A. Officers' Mess. Bor-
don. Haute. l2368

JQ13 8h.p. Matchless, 2-speed, chain drive, 1914
-I-U Swan sidecar. Tyneeider Pillion, lamps, toob>
valves, tubes, new epare Kempeball cover, very eniart,

;

excellent order, top gear climber ; £57.—Parker, 21,
j

Clarendon Rd., Blackpool. [X6217

MATCHLESS 8B. Combination, 7-12h.p., mag.,
latest model, best Lucas pet, speedometer, tratch,

1

all laterst accee.sorie^, tools, spares of every description.
'

beautifully equipped, very little u<?ed : cost £118. bar-

gain, 80 gns. ; trial given.^Box LI. 291, The Motor
Cycle Offlcee, 20, Tudor St., E.C. r2059

Minerva.

MINERVA, 2h.p., low frame, h.b.c. Amac. good trifs.

Dunlop belt: £5.-179, Snargate St., Dover. [X5920

MINEEVA, 2V>h-p-, going order, good condition, low;

£12.—Brent, 14, Cleveland Ed., South Woodford.
[2221

,

MINERVA, SVjh.p.. low built, accumulator. B.B..

good condition: owner enlisted; £9.—Turner. 3, I

Derwent St.. Rochdale. [S6102

MINEEVA, 3h.p., Amac. Hellesen, h.b.c, perf«.

running order; £8/10. offers; photo.— Jack*^-

Mather House, Cove Rd., Gourock, N.B. [X63C.;

Monarch.
MONAECH-PEECISION. 1913. 4i4b.p., 2-6peed. tin

coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition; £38—5^
Asbted Eow, Birmingham. [X6C^

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-REVE Lightweight, single, perfect condition
new Palmer tyres: £14; owner going abnvid; tk

reasonable offer refused.-Liddiards Garage. Prittlewell

Sonthend-on-Sea. [2041

Motosncoche

tQ15 3V;-4h.p. Motosacoche. as new: £45.-7. Peiu

X </ berton Gardens, Upper HoUoway, N. [205'

|Q15 Motosncoche, 3',-jh.p. twin, with 2-speed ^ai
X«7 not been ridden 500 miles ; cost over £60. io

quick sale will acce.pt £47/10.—Exetei Garage Co., Pari

St.. Exeter. Tel.: 123. [229'

MOTOSACOCHE. lM-l^/i>h.p.. special Palmer .mv)
Clincher front; any length trial, examination

145 to gallon regular, set tools, lampe; £15il3.—

C

Keut. 131, Winnock Ed . Colchester. [20»

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson. 3-speed. and clutch. 3>ih.p.. 1913
cost £60, accept £26.—Barnes, 81, Uiiih_

Slough. [

1Q12-1913 New Hudson. 4h.p.. sidecar, 3-speed,'
XJr accessories, good condition; £39.-Jordan, Bniii

Staines. [X54[

NEW Hudson. 4h.p., late 1914. 5-speed. coacbbQ|
sidecar, perfect condition; 50 gns.—OUiver U

Addis. Margate. t2?5

NEW Hudson, 5V^h.p.. 3-speed coachbuilt sidecar,

dition splendid; £35.~Hxlton, Sharp, and Co.. lA
Foxliall Sq.. Blackpool. . iXSr

J
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MOTOR CYCLUS FOR SALE.
I^udgo.

Rl'lHlE Miilti. 1914, 5-6h.p.. coaclibuilt sidecar,
lump, horn, siip'?domcter ; X52. or exchange 3^.

I, p. -Joluistiin, Adelaide Tcv.. Dundee, 1X6161

Id 12 lliidi^r, with aeeossories, T.T. bars, in pood ron-
Lt/ liilinii; first offer. £16. Bix^nres.— Whilip.-i Cross
larage, 879a. Raglan Rd,, Walthamstow. (2202

RrilliK Multi. 1913, S'.jh.p.. free euKine, torpedo
eiinc sidecar, with lamps, speedometer, etc; £35.

—

5idc«;iy, 96. Cloekhoune Ud., Ucckeuhniu. [2292

Id 15 EndBC Multi. S'-h.p.. new July, run 1,200
i-if miles only, new sidecar inst fitted, all aeccs-
ories: lowest 60 gne.—Rupert Smith, Thrapi>ton. [X6126

RUDQE Mnlti, 5-6h.p., 1915, and Emlge sidecar,
hood, tjcreen, speedometer, 5 lamps, new last July,

ittle used: £78.—Valentine, 19, St. Mary's. Bedford.
1.X6086

RUltGE. 5-6h.p., 3-speed, with Rndge sidecar, speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, ho.xi and screen on eide-

ar. only 4 months old; £60 cash.—Raiyeon and Sons,
"nnhridge Wells. [2048

rWO 5-6h.p. Rudges. one Multi ^ear, one N.S.XT.
gear, \vith or without coachbuilt sidecar, 1913

nd 1914 (late) ; £35 and £40.—Morgan and Maxwell.
10, High Rd., Streatham. [X6237
RUliGE Multi. deceased offleerV. in damaged condi-

tion, uecetif?ary repairs about £8 ;
price £28. or

lear oUer for Quick sale.—Box LI. 308, The Motor Cvch
Ifflces. 20. Tudor St., E.G. [2152

RUnGE Multi. 1915. 3',ih.p., with Lucas head ligW.
horn, tail lamp, and .Tones speedometer, coach-

milt Cauoelet sidecar, guaranteed perfect : £55.—The
'reiuier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [2425

RUDGE Multi. 5-6h.p.. bought last year, and Mont-
gomery sidecar, Lucas lamp, generator, and horn,

[ones trip speedometer, perfect condition: £54/10. or
learest offer.—Orme, 91, Ashbourne Ed., Derby. [X6097

Scott.
aCOTTS.-Two in stock for immediate delirerv.—Col-
-? more liepot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X3032
aCOTT (19141 and Canoelet. faultless condition;
^ £55; take solo mount part. — Sinclair. East
Uolesey. [X6280
SjCOTT. 1913, -with 1915 cylinders and improvements
J^ condition ae new: £35.—The Premier Motor Co.
Iston Ed., Birmingham. [2428
acOTT and Sidecar, late 1911, used under 3,500.J Gloria 18 gn.. pan saddle, wind screen, speedo-
neter: bargain. 40 gns—S«en at McKinnon's. Woodcote
Id, Walliugton. [2433
SCOTT. 1913. complete with Jones trip speedo-

meter. Lucas lamp set, horn, etc.. excellent con-
iition throughout; private owner; £40.—Seen at The
Jorris Garages, Queen St., Oxford. [X6200
33h.p. Scott Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, in first-
4 class condition, oveUiauled by Scott in May, very

rood tyres, Lucas lamp set and horn, 2 epare cliains,
nbes, all tools, wind screen, apron, overalle- £50.—
i.iir time, 21, Leinster Terrace, Lancaster Gate. [2141

Sheffield Minor.
aHEFFIELD Minors (2-stroke). single and 2-speed
-J models from stock only at Colmore Depot, 31,
-olmore Eow, Birmingham. [X3035

Singer.

Sih.p. Singer, 1912, clutch, new tyres and belt •

2 owner enlisted: £22, ofletfi.—Seen, Thaxter. Engi-
leer, Maidstone. [X5692
DIXGEE. late 1913. 3',2h.p., 3-speeds, free engine,
^ and sidecar, excellent condition; £37.—McBratney,
idare. Co. Limerick. [X6247
DINGERS.-Immediate delivery of 4r4h.p. chain driye
•J 3-speed model ; sidecars supplied to suit in stocK,
-Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow. Birmingham. [X3033
p.T. Singer, 2Sih.p., Sept., 1913, 2-.speed. F.E. clutch.
-- cylinder, tyre new, re-bushed, enamelled, makers'
Jill £9 July, accessories: £28, near ofier.—Lieut. White,
56. Tredegar Ed., Bow. [X6235
/fih.p. Singer and Sidecar. 1913V>, 2 speeds,*2 countershait gear, free engine cliitch, 2 light-
ng sets, 2 horns, mirror, splendid condition, done
!,750; £45.-8. F. Seaward, Monxton, Andover. (D)

[2366
Sparltbroolc.

SPAEKBROOE. 1915, 2yoh.p.. 2-apeed, lamps? horn,
. and speedometer, cost £42, run only 60 miles,

ibsolutely perfect; bargain, £36.—Stanley, 6, Parade,
Belmont, Surrey. [2220

Suo-
1 Q15 2r:,h.p. Sun 2-stroke. not ridden 300 miles:
J-f trial; £24.—Leonard Hook, West End. Honiton,
Devon. [2177
SUiS'^-TILLIERS 2-stroke, 1915 model de luxe, acces-

sories, perfect; £24.—T.H.L., 79, Eaton Rise.
Ealing. [X6116
QtJN, 2^4h.p. Precision, in fine splendid order, lamp,^ horn, etc.; bargain, £21.— Dance, Outfitter, Trow-
bridge. [X5694
CJtJXS, with 'Villiers or V.T.S. engines, single or 2-

'y speed models ; delivery from stock.—Colmore Deoot.
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X302S
CJTrN-VILLIEES. 1915, 2i/2h.p., Senspray, electric^ head light with dynamo, tjTes and engine perfect,
enamel and plating hardly scratched, complete with
rccessories: £24, or exchange higher power.—215, Upper
Ihames St., London, E.C. [2197

^illKIIIKIIIXIIIKIIIKIIIXIIIXIIIKIIIKIII^

KEEP SMILING.

THE SERVICE CO. have plenty of New igrs
Motor Cycles and good Second-hand Machines.
We are still making liberal allowances on good
second-hand machines in part exchange for new
ones, and can arrange the easiest EXTENDED
P.^YMENTS for either New or Second-hand
Models.

1915 MACHINES IN STOCK INCLUDE :

CONNAUGHT Miniature, 2-str., 2l h.p. £26 5«
COVENTRY EAQLE, 2.Vh.p., 2-stroke,

= speed : M5 14*
COVENTRY EAGLE, 3i h.p., 3-speed

countershaft. Combination £73 10*
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £84
JAMES, 3} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 15
JAMES, 3;. h.p., twin, 3-speed £63
JAMES, 4J h.p.. 3-speed, and Sidecar . £76 13
METRO, 23 h.p., 2-str.. Sporting model £28
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., with 2-speed

gear, clutch, ana kick starter .... £44 4
NORTON Big 4, 3-speed, chain drive.

and Sidecar £80 0*
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model J, with

electric light and bom £76 13
ROYAL RUBY, 2V h.p., 2-stroke £26 5*

SUN-VILLIERS, 2V h.p., 2-stroke .... £26 5*
SUN-V.f.S., 2i h.p:, 2-stroke £28 0*
WOLF, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp., clutch,

and kick starter £33 12*
ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch model, with

Gradua gear £75 1

2

O.K. Junior, 2-speed £31 10*
O.K. Model V, 2-stroke £26

*Plus makers' surcharge 5%.

SOME SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

Full List Post Free for the asking.

Stock
No. H.P. Specification. Price.

UNDER £20.

47r, 2\ J.A.P. Engine in low frame.
magneto ignition . . . £10 10

501, 3l TRIUMPH, 1910, Bosch mag-
neto, splendid puller £20

£20 t3 £30.

3I ROVER, rgr3, free engine mod. £30
507, 4" BRADBURY, igi2, free engine,

Bosch magneto £25 .0

£30 to £40.

432. 6 ZENITH, late igrr, with Gradua
gear and accessories £32 10

470. 9 BAT-J.A.P., 2-speed, and cane
canoe side-entrance Sidecar ... £32 10

OVER £40.

515. 3V SUNBEAM, I9r4, 3-speed and
clutch, well equipped w-itb acces-

sories £52 10

449. 3l BROUGH, I9r5, 2-5p., H.T.T.
model, only a few weeks old . . £55

EXTENDED PAYJIENTS IF DESIRED.

SIDECARS IN STOCK.

WATSONIAN from £6 18
EMPIRE , £10
MILLS-FULFORD „ £1111

EXTENDED PAYMENTS IF DESIRED.

289-293, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.
'Phone—260 Central. Wir«—" Admittedly."

Sole London Agents for CLYNO, CONNAUGHT,
and METRO MOTOR CYCLES, also EMPIRE
and HERCULES SIDECARS.

IliiiSIIIKIIIXIIIXIIIKIIIXIIIKIIIKIIIXIII

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM. Jmn", ISU, 2''iti.ii., 2-fli'<'f(I. hitnp, »pun;>,
fxedlent ord'T; £42.—A. WilkiiH, Bradlnrd-f u-

Avon. tX5934

1 Q15 3'-!h.p. Suiihcuui Coiiibiiiiition, fully f-qiilppf'^l,

X«/ new foiiditiou ; cost £95 July, cfluTs.— I^>t^|•r.

tiliiiKsby. Maiton. [X6071

IQl^'vl Sunbt'dtn, 3'','li.p., 3-8pP0(l Ronr, epeedoinft'-r.
X*/ luniprt, Hpurc-s. SloutKomery Rilecar, new coniU-
1 ion. only 3,000 miles : £65.—Peabe, Victoria Ed

,

Horley. rX59.^5

SUNBEAM. SVL-h.p.. Aug., 1914, Gloria coachbuilt
sidecar, Lucas head and tail lamps, horn, spare

valve, perfect condition ; £65.—Miller, Royalty Lane,
New Longton, Preston. [2242

1 015 Sunbeam, 3'Ah.p., with 17 gn. sidecar, abso-
J-*^ lutely new and unscratched, ridden 600 miles,
complete with tools, horn, Lucas lamps, speedometer,
mirror, extra case of spare parts, i)erlect order; accejit
80 gns. cash, no offers.—Write, Glenmore, Langley
Park. Mill Hill, N.W. [1784

FOR Sale, latest model 1915 6h.p. twin-cyl. Snnbeam
motor cycle combination, with interchangeable

wheels, delivered July last, done just over 2,000 miles,
better than new, absolutely perfect condition, spare-
wheel and tyre never u=ed, Lucas acetylene head, rear,
and side lamps, and 2 generators, never been used.
Lucas horn and handle-bar mirror, Smith's handle-bar
watch, Stewart's speedometer. Sunbeam .sidecar. Cape
cart hood, specially made adjustable plate glass wind
screen. Brooks leather travelling trunk and detachable
leather dust cover, with Brooks patent fasteners, ex-
pre.~(;lT made to fit grid and back of sidcc;ir (i^cst £6;.
detachable real horse hair and spring stuffed pillion
seat, expressly made to fit over back, lugga^ carrier,
tools and spare parts: whole outfit cost £140, receipts
shown; reason for selling, buying car.—Apply, Private
Owner, Box 170, c/o Puol's Advertising Agency. 92,
Fleet St., London. [1959

T.A.C.
7 h.p. T.A.C, 4-cyl., 3-speed, and shaft drive, in gccd

order.—S. Reid, Photographer, Dumfries. [2212

Torpedo.
"|Q12l^ Torpedo, S'^h-p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed hub.
Xt7 Ajnac, foot and h.b.c. clutch, spares, and acces-
sories; £32/10.—Peters, 49, Willmer Ed., Birkenhead.

[X6G92

Triumph.
11 Triumph, free engine, complete; £22.—Cross.

Jeweller, Rotherham. [X6223

TRIUMPH, 1915, 31'^h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, acces-
sories; £37/10.—Below.

TRIUMPH 1912 3V-h.p. Clutch Model, in excellent

order: £30.—Below.

?TiRIUMPH 1912 3',2hp. Free-engine Kod«l; £23.'10.
J- —Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile
St-. E.C. [0551

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., S-speed, perfect condition;
£46.—Lloyd and' Son, Lewes. [232G

3ih.p. 1909 Triumph, fully equipped, and perfect:

2 £18/10.-13, North St., Barking. [X6153

TRIUMPH, 1914, 5-speed, new condition; £46, a

bargain.-185, Graham Rd.. Hackney. [2385

TO 12 Triumph, free engine, new tyres, good condi-

Xt/ tioD; £26.—North, Jeweller, Maiton. [X6306

TRIUMPH, excellent order, thoroughly overhauled,

new tvre: £17.—Turnpenny, Newton-on-0use, York.
[2034

£25.—T.T. Roadster Triumph, everything in splendid
order: bargain.-7, Bulwer Rd., Leytonstone.

[2273

TRIUMPH, 1911-12. N.S.U. 2-speed, accessories.

Herald sidecar; £24.-26, Gnnter Grove, Chelsea.
[2322

3 h.p. Triumph, mag., Amac, good running order: £14.
—Quick, 4, Causeway, Great Baddow, Chehn^ford.

[2098
TRIUMPH, 1912, recently overhauled, tyres, tubes

new, accessories, spares: £26.—Moss, Stapleh'T.t.
[2115

TRIUMPH. S'^h.p.. 1906. overhauled and le-bushe-J

;

£14_Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith Rd., W.
[2193

"I Q09 Triumph, exceptional condition, little used, ac-

Xi/ ceseories; £20.—76>- Heiongate, Manor Park.
[3:6212

TRIUMPH and Sidecar. 3V2h.p., 2-speed. good tyres,

free engine, in good condition; £22.—Ayres, Hednes-
ford. [X5377

£16. or nearest offer by September 30.—Triumph.
1908, perfect condition,—C. F. Lumbard, A_sh-

bourne. [2364

TRIUMPH. 3'^^.h.p., 1908, perfect order, adjustable

puUev; 15 gns.—Richardson. 306, "Whalley Range.
Blackburn-' [X6112

TRIUMPH, late 1913, Si^h-p., 3-speed, excellent con-

dition; £40.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..

Birmingham- [2429

1013^^ 3-speed Triumph, accessories, splendi^l condi-

X«7 tion, carefully used; £38.—Hardy, Denby Dale,

Hudderofield. [i6144

MOTOR Cycle, Triumph, free engine, good condi-

tion, tvrea good ; £24.—CouLson, 44, Tanners
Hill, Deptford. [2073
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T^RIUMPH, 3h.p,, free engine, 2-5peed, tyres, tubes,
new lamps, spares; £16.—Carter, 96, Mer-
• [2207

J- bslt,

ton Rd., Wandsworth.

JUNIOR Triumph, in good condition ; owner buying
combination; £3^. bare-ain.—P.S.. 5. Conwav Bel.,combination ; £34, barg-ain.—F.S.,

Hupclecote, Gloucester.
Conway Bd

[X6100

TRIUMPH, 1912, S'/oh.p., 2 speeds, sidecar, speedo-
meter, perfect running condition; iE40.—9, Jack-

son Rd., Holloway, N. [2168

TEIUMTH, 1911, S'/.h.V: tyres practically new,
splendid condition, all accessories; £22.— Guy, 27,

Carlton Terrace. Swansea. [X6271

1914 N.S.U. 2-speed, 1916 Binks.
exchange 61i.p.—Brooks.

Charlton, Partbury, Bristol. [X6122

"IQIO Triumph,
--»/ wicker sidecar; £29;

TRIUMPH Junior, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
just arrived, ready to ride away; ;

Pepper, Market Hill, Royston.
£42 secures.—

[1892

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-spced, and Gloria coach-
built sidecar, like new; no reasonable offer re-

fu6ed.-74. High St., Wealdstone. [2348

TRIUMPH 1914 T.T., 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, splen-
did condition, lamps and horn; £45.—Wellington

House, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. [X6120

TRIUMPH, 3V-:h.p., 1911, free engine, recently over-
hauled, splendid condition, all accessories; £25.—

Beaumont, St. John St., Beverley. [X6227

"Id 15 Triumph, 2-stroke, new in July, in perfect cou-
M-iJ dition, horn, and all spares; £37.—Bos 9.225.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X6056

TEIUJIPn, 3-.=peed,

uew, accessories

;

coach body sidecar, practically

£48 : seen by appointment.—
57, Knighton Church Bd., Leicester. [X6055

1909-10, excellent order, tyres good con-
Kendall,
[X5974

TRIUMPH,
dition. all accessories: £18, no oilers.-

24, The Market, Palmer's Green, N.

TRIUMPH, 1912, speedometer, lamp, 2 pairs landle-
bars, in running order ; £29 ; seen by appointment.

-D.W., 44, Upper Baker St., London. [X6248

TRIUMPH. 1914, Bosch, new cylinder, piston, le-

CQamelled, plated, practically new machine: £25.
-5, Bromfeldc Rd., Swan, Stockwell, S.E. [2338

TRIUMPH, 1908, sidecar, thoroughly overhauled,

N.S.U. gear, adjustable pulley, new acces^iories

;

£23.—A.O., 36, Adela Av., New Maiden. [X6129

TRIUMPH, 3'/2h.p., 1912, clutch and 2-speed, com-
fortable wicker sidecar, accessories, good order, low

consumption; £33.—Brown, Engraver, Preston. [X6163

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch, latest improvemeute, per-

fect condition, exceptional engine : £30.—Seen at

Moore's Motor Works, Tamworth Rd„ Croydon. [X6016

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, condition and engine per-

fect: any trial; tyres new, lamp,s horn, and spares:
£34.-18, Queenewood Jtd., Moseley, Birininghaiu.

[X6123
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed model, lamp, horn,

etc., powerful machine, good condition; £43;
private owner.—F.G.A., The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[X6202
TRIUMl'H, 1912, and sidecar, free engine, clutch,

lamps, spare belt, tools, excellent condition ; trial

;

£30.— Motor, 65, Stockwell Park Bd., London, S.W.
[2282

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3'/-li.p., free engine, carefully kept,
enamel and plating excellent, been 6.000 miles:

£29/15.—Blackmore, 50, Beacon Rd., Loughborough.
[X6131

TRIUMPH, 1913, semi T.T. bars, Mab.^n clutch, 2
lumps, Lucas horn, new unxuinctured Dunlops, re-

bushed, engine perfect ; £35.—Ilsley, Harston, Cambs.
[2381

TRIUMPH, 3'/2h.p., 1910, engine recently re-bushed,
new Kempshall, tools, horn, splendid condition.—

Lucas. 81, Oakdale Rd., LoytDnstone, N.E. After 7.

[2346
TRIUMPH, 19121,4. clutch model, all accessories, ex-

cellent condition, new Dunlop belt, tyres, tubes,
recently overhauled; bargain, £32.—Hale, A.S.C.. Willing-
don. [2390

TRIUMPH, 2-speed. free engine, clutch model, tyres,
belt, nearly new, lamps, etc., perfect condition

:

bargain.—Brown's, Manor Park Parade, High Rd., Lee,
S-E. [X5272
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3 speeds, speedometer, Lucas lamp

set, horn, wicker sidecar, 2 belts, spare tube, in
perfect condition

; £32.—Harper, 37, Fotheringham Rd.,
Enfield. [2145

"IQ14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, Cowey, F.R.S., Lncas horn,
J- 1» new tyres, very fine fast mount, been well looked
after; first cheque £40 secures.—Ncwlands,
Ed., Walsall.

Arboretum
[X6143

1Q13 Triumph, SVih.p., F.E„ Philipson puUey, over-
J-t/ hauled by makers 1914, and since unused; oivner
on active service abroad; £35, lowest.—Feeny, 1, Madeira
Rd., Strentham, S.W. [\5701

B ARGAINS.-

£25 ; another. £20
Wealdstone, Harrow.

Triumph, 1911, 2-spee_d gear, P.ilmer
mother,
all been overhauled' BuntiUL

[1881
iqu Triumph, clutch model, and Herald sidecar

f-^ tyres and belt good condition, 1915 Sinks car-
tiurctter, speedometer: what offers ?-Hewett, 43, 'Mac-
laren St., Cbpton, N.E. [2044

fn:

MOTOR
CYCLES

__„ . LIGHT
ctOCK f/y CARS.

*-0/

OfWDON
FOR

NEW IMPERIAL
MOTOR CYCLES

SWAN SIDECARS.

BARGAINS.
New Machines in Stock.

ENFIELD Combination £100

H ARLEY-DAVIDSON, iiF £68 5

DOUGLAS, War OEfice model ;

DOUGLAS, Model X £56 14

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed 35 gns.

JAMES Combination, 4i h.p. 73 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed . 35 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-speed,
clutch 41 gns.

Second-hand Bargains.

1915 T.T. DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £48

igr4 SCOTT Combination £50

1914 RUDSE, 3! h.p., F.E £39

t9l4 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., shop-soiled £45

jgziL LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-speed, lady's . £25

1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., Canoelet S'car £55

1914 LINCOLN-ELK, 2J h.p., shop-soiled £26

T914 LINCOLN-ELK, 3! h.p , shop-soiled £32

1914 CLYNO, 5-6 h p ,
3-sp , coach-built S'car £58

1914 TRIUMPH .lunior, 2i h p , 2-speed .... £35

1914 O.K., 2} h p , 2-speed £25

1914 GONNAUGHT, 2S-3 h p , 2-speed £32

1912 ENFIELD, 5-6hp, Combination £45

1910 MOTOSACOCHE, 2] h p £15

Second-hand Cars.

1915 A.C, sporting model £175

rgis WHITING-GRANT £140

1915 MACKENZIE (new) £185

igr4 SINGER, dynamo lighting £190
19T4 FORD, 4-scater £90

1914 MORRIS-OXFORD £175

I9r4 STANDARD £190

LUCAR, ahuost new £175

1913 CROUCH Cycle C:ir £50

RE¥378, 380, 382, 384,
EusEon Road,

'Plionc : 4,^19 Rcj;cnt
&at173, Gt. Portland
Tbone : 1970 Kcyent

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q15 Trinmph and ridecar. clutch model, fper^
A-iJ tube, cover, belt, raJTe, plug, epeedometer. tamps,

watch, horn, all toole, perfect coadition : £20 —47.
Boundary Hd., Wood Green. :.045

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, Sl^h.p^ 1912 or 1913. in*
engine, dutch, single-speed, new tyre^, in (^i':ea4i4

order: owner gone abroad: what offers:'—A. E. Ht|.
greaves, Milton Mount, Chorley. l2Un

TRIUMPH, 1912Vj. new extra heavy Dunlops, a$i
lin. belt, clutch, lamp, horn, epeedometer. gdM

speed, and excellent condition throughout; bargain. M
gufl.—Lingford, 100, Hig-h St., Aylesbury. ,X£252

1 Q13 3',l;h.p. 3-speed Triumph. Tfitu 17 gn. briti:" an
JLt/ Gloria sidecar, luggage rail, lamp, etc., 1 :i«t
throughout: £55; ca'^h or ea^y terms-—E, E. -^'-wt

(Garages), Ltd., Swansea; al-^o at Cardiff. 'C720

1Q13 3"/-h.p. 3-Bpeed Triumph, P.H. lamp set. >.-^Ki
J- »/ speedometer, 2-not6 horn, reflector. T.T t-iCL

:ipare touring bars, tooh. etc., verv fast, in ^lioftia

condition.—Knight, 17, LillyTille Rd., Fulham. ,2337

TRIUMPH, 1914':;, 3-speed, free en^ne, Bramble
sidecar, mirror, lamps, tools, enam£l and pUtiag

as new, new Dunlop belt; trial by appointment: betj
oHer over £50.—Swan, 59. Onslow Rd., Ricjiriuad,
S.W. Tel. : 1645 Richmond. :256T

4 h.p. Triumph, 3-speed and free engine model, fitM
with coachbuilt Montgomery eidecar, liuof^

liunps front aud back, also Lucas horn, with ecTCtri

extras; property of olficer ordered on ser?ice; £65—
Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London- [X6145

~|Q12 Triumph, SV^h.p., free engine, clutch model
Xt/ Sturmey-A-Tchtr 3-speed, Stuart epeedometei;
Triumph lamp and rear light, horn, mirror, e^bafil
whir-tle. new belt and tubes, all accessories and spai^
thoroughly overhauled, appearance as new, with d«i
Coronet t^idecar; £45.—Keen, 108, West Wj-coml- B4,
High Wycombe, Bucks. :X6066

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P., 6h.p., 1913, 3-speed, kick-sUrtei,

speedometer, Xl'all saddle, q.d. spring wheel ta
pedo sidecar, spares; 40 gns.—5, Douglas Rd., Caooc
bury, N. [232J

Villiers.

23.h.p. Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-speed, and free •z-ngic

4 latest model (1915). epeedometer, aud ail lutt-'

accessories and eparei?, quite new; £38; write airn'i
ment any evening.—Bradford Bro^.. 116, Bo' 1

Ed., Balham, S.AV.

Vindec.
£11.—SVnh.p. Vindec, mag., epring, adjustable, OTt:

hauled, perfect.—15, Primirive Place, Beaofott
Mon. [206:

VINDEC Special and sidecar, 7-9h.r., 2-speed.
engine.—Srirling, Garage, Stockwell St.

Greenwich.
Werner.

WERNER, 2h.p., low, HeUe>=en. Amac, s

ginner, lide away; £6.-53, Chelsham Ed
Croydon.

r209.

[X59e.-

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, new, 8h.p.. water-cooled. ;

combination; £99/5; exchanges qi;

Motories, 68, Horton St., Halifax.

WILLIAMSON. Sh.p.. latent model, water-cooled cooi

bination, coachbuilt sidecar, done 2.000. as MOc
a.> new, extras included; £82, or clo?e cash offer.-^7.
Ejiett Ed., Shepherd's Bush. (2p
8 h.p. 1914 Williamson, water cooled, fitted i#b

superior 2-seat. coachbuilt side<'ar, complete iHtt
accessories; price £65; any severe trial given.

—

V'
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [Si

Win-Precision.
33.h.p. W'iu-Precision. 1914, coavhbuilt sidecar,' 3-

4 speed, free engine. P. and H. lamps, new ty^i.
excellent (.-onditiou; £38.—Brydeu, 44, Evenug oA^
Stoke Newington- [:i99

Wolf.

W
w.

OLF, 4b. p., 1914, S.A. 3-5peed, uew tjres, ^;

ouditiou : £50.—Woodpjr, 507, Goldh;t^^

Yale.

A3S Al! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each adverUsement. and the date of the issue

YALE Motor Cjcle in ftock. 81. p., 2-spewi. ki.'k -t.i:t:

60 ffus. — Jont?, Tlie Brondw;iy, Muswel! HUL
Sole agent for N. Loudou, trode aud retail. 'I'imiw:

Horneey 2562. 1763<

Zenith.

ZENITH. 1912, 6h.li. J.A.P.. GriidllQ gear. C,

sidet-ar. conu'lete; £40.—Lock, Louth, Lin-

-

ZENITH, 1913. o'-li.li.. and sidih-ar. in srlend!..

£36, or offer; any trial.—Corle.r. 8Sa. Ui^li #'

Hortiiu. I20t:

ZENITII-C.RADUA, 4h.p., 1913, tyres good, all ~
good condition: £32, or offer, — 88, B.it['r<iJ

Rise, Battersea. :N5

14 91i.p. Countershrtit Zenith, red. excellent . r^tt,

property of oflii-er; £55.—Captain Ker. BnJ
llrpot, Ashford. Eont. [XSW
ZEXITU, 1914, 61i.p., Qnidua eear, enRine .in" '^^

in perfect rendition, very fast; £45.—Zcni
Mulberry Wullc. Chelsea.

ZENITH, 1915, 4-5h.p., countershaft Gr.ldna. f.ul.:

new, only run 20 miles ; 60 gns.— Lieut. Srtir

bormisb. Eoyd Lodge. Halifax. fX61£>
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Repairs in War Time.

FROM evidence which has reached us, it

would appear that some private owners

of motor cycles are inconsiderate enough
to imagine that they should receive the

same prompt attention to repairs as they

have been in the habit of receiving in pre-war

days. Difficult repairs have been sent to the

various firms who specialise in such work, and,

on account of more than usual delay in executing

the repair, readers have been moved to complain.

But we venture to remind .motor cyclists in

general that the conditions throughout the

engineering industry are abnormal, and it behoves

riders therefore to exercise a reasonable amount
of patience in dealing with firms in the motor

and allied industries. The difficulties these firrns

have to contend with owing to the shortage of

meri and material are enormous and almost

beyond comprehension unless one has a know-

ledge of the actual situation. Every branch

of the business is affected. Letters cannot be

replied to promptly, as so many of the clerical

staff have answered their country's call, whilst,

of course, the engineering side is even more
seriously affected, owing to many firms devoting

practically all their energies to the production

of munitions of war. Indeed, some of the

leading firms find themselves quite unable to

execute repairs for private customers, and it is

only a few weeks ago that we announced, on

behalf of a leading manufacturer, that no
promise of delivery of repairs could be made in

the future owing to the amount of Government

work on hand ; and, further, the company in

question discouraged users of their products

from sending machines to the works for repair.

From conversations which we have had with

leaders in the motor industry, we are forced to

the conclusion that some members of the public

are most inconsiderate at the present time,

quite failing to realise the difficulties of

the situation. England, owing to her insular

position, is suffering less from the war than any

other of the Allies. We are lucky, indeed, to

be able to enjoy our favourite pastime. Con-
sequently, a little greater consideration should
be shown to those who are doing their best to

keep the ball rolling in face of practically in-

superable difficulties.

Government Work for Rejected
Motor Cyclists.

WE
have good reason to know that there

are very many practical motor cyclists

who have been rejected for military

se.rvice by reason of some slight physical

defect, which in no way affects their

working capacity in civilian life. Among these

are men sufficiently confident in their abilities
,

to apply for positions either as despatch riders,

or gunners, or sidecar drivers, in the Motor
Machine Gun Service. Some are rejected on
account of flat foot, varicocele, hammer toes,

loss of a finger, or slight spinal curvature, yet

are in other respects in perfect health and suffer

no ill-effects from the disabilities named.
We have a list of such men in our possession

which, though not large, could no doubt be
considerably extended by ventilating the subject,

as from private conversations we are convinced
that the cases we have instanced must be typical

of hundreds. It does not need emphasising how
wrong it is to keep at home many able-bodied

men who are ready, nay anxious, to go to the

Front, but who cannot be spared from the

particular work they are performing, when men
unfit for military service and able to perform
such work are ready and willing to do so. A
case came under our notice the other day of a

batch of able-bodied youths desirous of enlisting

who were stopped at the last moment by their

employers, who, it should be added, were on
Government work, but exercised their influence

apparently without a thought that the men's

occupation was by no means so skilled that

substitutes could not quickly be found from the

ranks of men unfit for the fighting forces.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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HINTS FOR BEGINNERS.
Some Elementary Tips on the Driving of

a Motor Cycle.

(Concluded front page 24.6.)

IN
cold weather carburetters are a.pt to freeze if

the vaporisation is as it should be. This is not a

fault in the carburetter but in its position, and the

difificulty can be overcome by fitting a warming device,

such as an air intake pipe which takes its supply from
the neighbourhood of the radiating fins. Petrol itself

does not freeze at ordinary temperatures, but benzole
freezes readily, so in cold weather a little petrol should
be mixed with it. Benzole gives very good results

(except for the failing just mentioned), and a slightly

increased mileage per gallon. Many carburetters can
be used unaltered with benzole, but, generally speak-
ing, a smaller jet is desirable, and the float may be
slightly weighted, as benzole is heavier than petrol.

An engine very seldom knocks when benzole is used,

as, a higher temperature being necessary for its igni-

tion than in the case of petrol or paraffin, pre-ignition

is almost impossible.

We do not propose in this article to deal with car-

buretter tuning, as we may take it for granted that the

instrument is sent out by the makers correctly suited

to the engine, and that it will give satisfaction if

properly handled. The rider should, therefore, aim
at giving as perfect a mixture as possible, remember-
ing that too much air is better than too little.

Lubrication.
It is very necessary to use only the best brands of

oil, and preferably the particular brand recommended
by the makers, who have in all probability tried a great

variety and know what is best suited to their engines.

The rider should remember, if using drip feed, that

the oil flows much more slowly in cold weather, and
should adjust accordingly. The same thing applies

to some of the mechanical oiling systems, that in use

on the 3 h.p. Enfield, for instance, and although,

ceteris paribus, an engine is more likely to overheat

in hot weather, lack of oil will cause overheating far

quicker than a summer temperature, and, strange as

it may seem, the motor sledges in a recent Antarctic

expedition suffered much from overheating through
this cause. Too much oil means a dirty engine, not

only in the cylinder, but inside the pistons and in the

crank case, and shorted plugs, but these are minor
troubles in comparison with the worn bearings and
damaged engine which may result from lack of proper

lubrication. If the plugs. get rapidly foul, or oil blows
out of the crank case at the tappet and joints, it is

advisable to examine the piston rings and see that the

crank case release valve is in working order.

The function of a release valve is to maintain a

partial vacuum in the crank case. This results in a

two-fold advantage: (1) it keeps the oil from working
out through the bearings, and (2) it enables the engine
to turn over with greater freedom than would other-

i^i9

wise be the case. The valve opens when the pressure

in the crank case exceeds atmospheric pressure, as the

piston falls and closes as the piston rises, thus pre-

venting air from re-entering the crank case.

Descending and Ascending Hills.

When descending steep hills, especially those which

are unknown to the rider, great care should be exer-

cised to prevent the machine gathering so much speed

as to get out of hand. It is much easier to control

the speed from the start than to reduce speed quickly

in an emergency. Therefore, on really bad hills

engage the low gear before the speed increases, and
the engine will be found to be a most efficient brake.

If a friction clutch is fitted it is a good plan to stop the

engine on hills where the brake can be relied upon to

do all that is necessary in retarding speed, remember-
ing that when starting the engine up again by means
of the impetus of the machine the high gear should

be employed, the exhaust valve raised, and the clutch

let in gradually. Some machines are provided with a

variable gear embodying a free engine position but no
friction clutch. While it is possible to coast down a

hill on such a machine with the engine at rest, restart-

ing the engine means a dismount, with its consequent

delay, for if the gears were engaged with the machine
in motion damage would most certainly result to the

gears, and possibly to the engine.

When climbing a hill on a variablv-geared machine
it is better to drop into a lower gear Avhile the engine

is still turning over quickly and easily than to wait

till it begins to labour. The road speed at which

a change is desirable will vary with machines rii

different gears, but will lie between 10 and 20 m.p.h.

in most cases. In changing down there is no need to

lift the exhaust valve, for it is desirable that the

engine should have the opportunity of quickening up a

little during the brief time while it is free ; the gear

is then engaged without shock or jar. ^^'hen the

change is from low to high, of" course, an opposite

state of things exists, and a momentary lift of the

exhaust tends to produce an easy change.

Another point in changing gear is worth noting.

When it is desirable to lower the gear at a corner and
the throttle has been previously closed to reduce speed,

the engine does not pick up speed when free, so that

it is desirable to apply the brakes to some extent and
prevent the impetus of the machine from revolving

the engine unduly fast when the low gear comes into J
engagement. This particularly applies when the drop »

between the gears is considerable or the speed of the

machine at all high. The type of gear in which each
,

speed is engaged by expanding rings, as in the case

of the Enfield or P. and M., is eminently suited to a
novice and vers' convenient to any rider.

i
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Broken Inlet Valves.
My paragraph of August 19th last brought a shoal

of letters, from which it appears that the 1914 engine
of a certain first-class machine suffered from faulty

inlet valve design. I thought one of the earlier corre-

spondents was trying to pull my leg when he asserted

that he had broken seven inlet valves in 750 miles,

but later letters go far to make his claim credible.

In one or two cases the makers appear to have .

exchanged the engines gratis, and the evidence to

hand is all against seizure of the stems in the guides.

I fear I must leave the mystery unsolved, as the cams
do not appear to have had a very quick or high hft,

and weaker springs effected no cure, whilst the firm's

policy of giving a new engine in extreme cases elimi-

iiates the supposition that the valve metal was at

fault. The makers are said to have played about with
the faulty engines in their research department for

three and four weeks at a time, and finally to have
despaired of curing them. The 1915 engine is entirely

free from the fault. A rider of another make of
engine has experienced similar trouble, and says that
the manufacturers blamed a quicklift cam, adopted
at the request of the firms for whom they manufacture
engines. He forwards a sample valve, which strikes

me as far too light for the h.p. involved, and un-
doubtedly shows signs of being too close a fit in its

guide. Readers in general need not worry- about their

inlet valves, for I have never broken a mechanical
inlet valve, despite the enormous mileage and variety

of mounts which lie behind me.

Leg Roonm.
As the few readers privileged to know me in the

fiesh are aware, I am a' dumpy little rotund personage,
with short legs; and so I feel the inherent defects of
certain riding positions more than lanky, leggy ridecs

can understand. Some of our designers appear to

take it for granted that all heavyweight enthusiasts

are bow-legged giants of 6ft. 6in. or thereabouts. For
example, my 4 h.p. Douglas Jias a tank which narrows
towards the rear, and is easily embraceable by my
nether limbs, which resemble those of Mr. Quilp

;

but the machine is spoilt (from this standpoint) by a
projecting carburetter, which has -worn a deep recess
in the calf of my left leg. My 6 h.p. Motosacoche has
a parallel-sided tank of enormous width, which hoists

the soles of my boots about 2in. above the footboards,
and makes me look as if I were hung on a clothes-

horse to dry ; while matters are made worse by the

vertical rod of the Enfield two-speed gear, which does
for my near leg what the Douglas carburetter does
for my right. Surely, most motor cyclists assist their

adhesion to the machine by thigh-gripping the tank,

and makers ought to remember that some of us are

stout and short—well-nourished bantams, in fact.

Cleaning a Cycle Car.

What the first day greasing is to the motor
cyclist; a body " in the grey" is to the passenger

man. My invariable rule, where passenger machines

are concerned, be they coach-built sidecar, cycle car,

or light car proper, is to get the factory to agree to

supplying the body in its first coat of " filling " or un-

varnished ironclad grey, and to paint and varnish it

royal blue or claret, or whatever the hue may be, a

week before I sell it. If it is a long job to furbish up

the complex details of a motor bicycle, it is a far worse

infliction to conclude a long run at 11 o'clock on a cold

wet night, and to know that it is your bounden duty

to spend another hour or 'more in a draughty, ill-lit

garage, hosing the mud off your precious coach

varnish. It is true that you may leave the body un-

touched till morning—in which case much elbow

grease and furniture polish will be needed to remove
the - spots and stains which will assuredly come out

when all is dry again ; it is true also that you may
content yourself with hosing off the mud, and leaving

the rub and dry-up till morning, in which case spotti-

ness will be less marked. But if you don't run to a

handy lad about the house and have a liking for in-

stantaneous bed after a night's ride, get your body " in

the grey." It will never look extraordinarily smart,

but it will maintain a modest appearance of compara-

tive decency on the minimum of labour.

Electric Lighting for Two=strokes.

An increasing number of riders employ the baby
two-stroke for local pottering in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of their homes. Many such owners are

engaged in businesses which entail a certain amount
of night-riding, interspersed with very frequent stops.

The lamp of a mount employed in such work is some-

thing of a problem
;
good illumination is needed, and

yet a bulky lamp is completely out of place, w'hilst

acetylene generators seldom behave kindly under

frequent extinguishings. I believe the best solution is

a dry battery- electric outfit, as the dynamo is far too

cumbrous for a wee machine. For example. Ward
and Goldstone supply a 6-volt outfit for 26s., including

a satchel for storing the battery. The cells give about
seventy hours' light, and cost 6s. per set. The same
period of illumination on carbide would cost less

money, but would include t^venty times more trouble.

There is no need to leave the lamps alight during a

business call, as the machine can be lifted on to the

footwalk and propped against the wall of a house,

except in very busy thoroughfares. The only indis-

pensable extra is a removable plug switch, to prevent

urchins playing about with the lamp during the owner's

absence inside a house. I do not think that this and
similar dry battery outfits have received the attention

they deser\-e from hvo-stroke enthusiasts. Of the more
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Occasional Comments.

—

elaborate dynamo outfits, the type supplied by the

Motosacoche people is easily the lightest, but its cost

(;^i6 15s.) may be a little too high for lightweight users,

at> it represents a high percentage on the cost of a

£'^i or £l>° machine.

Six Months on Dynamos.

I have now been doing my night work with the aid

of lighting dynamos for nearly half a season, though,

curiously enough, I am still without appreciable

experience of two or three of the best known outfits.

Up to date my chequered
vicissitudes bear out the

prophecies of last spring. The
lamps are usually first-class

—

equal to the best acetylene

types in workmanship and
reliability, and quite astonish-

ingly more efficient in respect

of illumination ; the beam
given by an eight volt lamp,
with a perfect reflector, devoid
of irregularities and obtrusive

hooter. But here's the rub : we cannot accommodate

accumulators of the bulk and weight which science

suggests unless we have a sidecar in which to store

them, and a thumping big engine to laugh at the

weight of our accessories. This detail problem will

hamper the progress of electric lighting on solo

machines for some time to come. The system is

already efficient on sidecar machines, provided the

price is not scamped by including a toy accumulator,

but I should not dream of using it for serious

long distance solo work at present, except on

certain conditions.

BRITISH-MADE MOTOR CYCLES ARE LARGELY USED
BY OUR FRENCH ALLIES.

Electric Lighting for Solo
Wortt.

As I state above, the

accumulator is the real

problem of the solo lighting

outfit. I possess second-

hand evidence that some

accumulators are already

equal to the strain, even in

the small sizes which alone

are storable on a two-

wheeler. For example, our

Our photographs show a group

attached to a lorry convoy

details, is magnificent, and has

increased my night speed by
at least fifty per cent. ; they
will have a huge vogue when
twenty - hour trials recom-
mence. The dynamos have so

far given no trouble of any
sort or kind. The wiring

details and switches seem to

.sta;nd up well, and rain does
not affect them as one might
expect, considering the ex-

posure and vibration to which
they are subject. But the batteries are the very

dickens. I should be ashamed to tell how often I have
detached them for separate charging at a garage ; how
often I have cleaned the accumulated filth of corrosion

from their terminals ; how often the cells have gone to

the repairer for internal treatment. The deductions

are twofold. First, it takes a quite uncommon breed
of accumulator to withstand the perpetual vibration to

which rather makeshift storage on a rhotor cycle sub-

jects them. Second, it is stupid to expect a light and
small accumulator to behave perfectly under the high
rates of charging and discharging which nx)tor cycle

use demands. No competent electrician would dream
of employing such patterns of cell for operating a

A35

of three-speed Rover machines

on their way to the Front.

contributor " Auriga " used

a Fuller Block accumulator

throughout last winter, with-

out recharging, and with-

out the aid of a dynamo,
and this battery is light

and compact ; while two

of my fjiends speak very

warmly of the heha\iour

of two foreign accumulators,

used w'ith and without

dynamos respectively. But

some vendors of dynamo sets provide wholly un-

satisfactory cells, and it is a costly and awk-

ward matter to substitute cells of higher class, as,

for instance, when the standard cells are of an

unusual shape, and the , carrying case includes

the switchboard and springblade connections. If

I were marketing a solo set, my first and chief

interest Would concentrate on the accumulator.

I should test every conceivable type, and I would
not advertise until I was absolutely satisfied that the

cells were up to their work.

["Auriga's" 40 a.h. accumulator was recharged in

April last simply as a precaution and stored through

the summer : it is now in excellent condition.

—

Ed.]

I
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"The Motor Cycle" and Rear Springing in 1906.
Prizes Awarded Nine Years ago for Spring Frame Design.

ROM UNI FOR zsrwHta
The winning design in The Motor Cycle Improvement Competition, submitted by Lord ToUemache. It has a 7-8 h.p. six-cylinder V type

engine, countershaft gear box, and frame sprung fore and aft.

AS far back as the year 1906, The Motor Cycle

was, as now, advocating the use of . rear

springing for motor cycles, and some very

interesting designs came to light during a competition
known as The Motor Cycle Improvement Competition
organised by this journal in that year. The designs

gaining first, second, and third positions all incor-

porated a rear springing device of some kind. The
winning design, submitted by Lord ToUemache, which
is illustrated from the original drawing, contains some
-very novel ideas. The rear springing is carried out

by means of two half-elliptic springs supported at their

farthest extremity by a substantial extension of the

bicycle frame. This design would hardly conform

to modern ideas so well as that gaining third place,

also illustrated from the original drawing. It is very

interesting to note that this design was submitted by

Mr. Alfred Scott, the well-known designer of the

famous Scott motor cycle. It is curious that in his

letter accompanying the design, Mr. Scott mentions

that he "does not favour an open frame. Of course,

as everyone knows, the present-day Scott is one of the

very few machines which are turned out with an open
frame as standard. The rear springing device in this

design is very simple, the drawing being practically

self-explanatory, the rear portion of the frame working

on a pivot and supported by two spiral springs beneath

the saddle.

The second prize design, submitted by Mr. Pilking-

ton, incorporates the cantilever seat pillar, which

was shortly afterwards adopted by the Rex Manu-
facturing Co.

Design also embodying a spring frame, for which the third prize was awarded to Mr. Alfred Scott, of Leeds. The parts numbered are :

(1) Magneto. (2) Starting handle. (3) Footboards. (4) Propeller-shaft. (5) Silencer.

A17
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Scottish Officers and their Pleasure Mounts.
JUDGING from the number of officers one sees

speeding up and down the valley b in many parts

of Scotland, it would seem that the motor cycle

is even more popular among men of the Highland

and Lowland regiments than it is in the flatter districts

of the South. This state of affairs is not surprising

when one considers the conditions that prevail in the

North. About most of the valleys many beautiful

mansions are situated, and the sons of these houses

have turned out like men to join regiments of their

own district, so that, during the initial part of their

training, some of them are within reasonable reach of

home, and a motor cycle is all they require to enable

them to spend their leisure hours most advantageously.

Up or down the valley they go, then, at dusk, returning

to the military centres late at night or in the early

morning, so that for an hour or so each day their

passage along many of the roads resembles a military

procession. A finer, tougher set of young fellows it

would be hard to find anywhere.

The variety of machines is also very interesting.

Not a few light cars are about, but, as in England,

the lightweight motor cycle, snapped up at the last

monient, predominates in numbers.

That these little machines have proved of immense
value in meeting the sudden demand of the last twelve

months is obvious everywhere. As officers' mounts
they are hard to beat, and many of the men now
riding lightweights would be without machines at all

were it not for the timely arrival of the little two-

stroke. But these Tnen, to-day new to the pastime,

will not be content with the diminutive two-stroke after

the Avar, and manufacturers of luxurious touring

machines will then have something for which to thank

the cheap lightweight of to-day.

But in addition to the little two-stroke, a wonderful

variety of old jiggers is to be seen konking at full

throttle through many of the Scottish dales during the

twilight hours. Now an old Triumph shoots gamely

by, followed by the bellowing discharge of an ancient

Rudge. A new Lea-Francis brings up the rear, and

though it seems to be travelling at half the speed, one

notices that it is far ahead when the next corner is

reached. A tiny two-stroke splutters round the bend

at a good twenty-five ; a big twin Indian dribbles

behind it at twelve. Then come more old Triumphs,

a Scott and a Douglas, and struggling manfully to

overtake the whole procession, heedless of revs, and
rattles, flies a rusty and very ancient P. and M.
Everyone runs his mount full out on each straight bit

of going, and, considering, the very mixed sample one

sees on the road, surprisingly few breakdowns occur.

Most of the main roads in Scotland are good and
reasonably level, while good fishing or shooting is

usually to be obtained within a few miles of the military

centres. Thus, even though home be out of reach,

the officer of sporting tastes is able to make good use

of his mount. As a rule the roads follow the rivers,

and at many points machines are to be seen stacked

up in the gutters while their owners find a happy relaxa-

tion from their military duties in an hour or two with

rod and landing net.

Not much shooting is done, since it is impossible to

organise parties, but seldom before have the Scottish

moors carried such quantities of game as they carry

this year. But while an hour at the river side can be
occasionally snatched, it requires time to walk up the

moorlands, and -consequently the same story is told

in every valley—game in abundance, but no guns
available. As was the case last season, many estate

owners are organising scratch parties—the village

grocer, cobbler, and poacher—to walk the moors.

THE ARMY AND NAVY MOTOR CYCLISTS' MEETING AT BROOKLANDS. Sergt. A. Miliiei,R£., uAms, a two-oiioU Le^;s

in the Serpentine race.

AlS
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'The Motor Cycle." September 16th, 1915. Page 275.

THREE PHASES OF A BROOKLANDS RACE IN PICTURES.

(I) Lining up for the start. (2) Are vou ready? (3) Gol
A2»
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, *' The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PhysicaUy Unfit.

Sir,—I was most interested in the letter by "H.^I.B."
upon the physically unfit. I myself came home from New
Zealand just before the war broke out owing to lung affec-

tion, brought on by exposure in the New Zealand bush and
on the gum fields ; also I have farmed in Canada, worked
on the railway there as a navvy, and generally roughed it

much more than the average man. Like " H.M.B.," I look

well and strong, and have had much to put up with from
interfering humbugs ; but as I have tried twice for the
Army and once to go to Servia with the Red Cioss, my
conscience is quite clear. NORilAN LAWSON.

Piston Rings.
Sir,—I read with interest your article recently on piston

rings. I hardly like the idea of peaning a ring to get spring,
as there is a danger of getting out of shape and being off

and on at the points. Also in peaning the width is bound
to be altered.

Another thing I should like to know is why makers turn
rings thick and thin? I find the wear takes place at the thin
part, and really not worse at the thick, i.e., vertical wear.
No doubt the majority of broken rings are due to vertical
wear at the thin part.

My method of making rings is to liave the same thick-

ness all around. Turn the ring l-64tli larger than the
cylinder cut gap, and fit in. Then spring the ring open to

the required spring by means of a piece of strong iron wire,
put in the fire, make red, hot, and cool out in water. This
I have done and found successful, the spring remaining on
after cooling out. MOTOR CYCLIST.

1 he Misses Reeve and their Scott sidecar outfit. In sending the

photograph Miss Reeve says :
" Perhaps the publication of it will induce

other ladies to follow our example. My sisters and 1 have glorious spins."
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Parafiin Lamps.
Sir,—Now that winter is upon us, and the lighting

question looms once more in our minds, may .1 be allowed
to advance a plea for the more extended use of paraffin

oil ? There are those who will unthinkingly accuse me ol

being out of date, but when the problem comes thoroughly
to be considered in view of the present Defence of the
Realm regulations, it will be seen that paraffin has claims
on the ground of sufficiency, simplicity, and economy.

Sufficiency.—In the pre-war days, wlien one was allowed
to enjoy the fruits of the labour of keeping acetylene
generators in order in the shape of a good light, and the
expenditure was worth it, acetylene rightly held the entire

field, but now, when if one has a good light one is com-
pelled to dim it so that it becomes but a mere rush light,

I claim that a paraffin lamp such as taxis use for side lamps
is amply sufficient, and no dimming is necessary. The point
of simplicity is so self-evident that it is unnecessarj- to deal
with it. Economy.—A halfpeniiy-wortli of oil gives about
twelve hours' steady light.

As regards rear lights, I have made a perfectly satis-

factory one from a Lucas cycle lamp (Pioneer pattern), to
which I have fitted a Barton paraffin burner. I am at
present making experiments with a Sin. lens mirror paraffin
oil head lamp, and if successful will communicate the
results to your readers. V. 0. RAYNER.

Mind and Machine.
Sir,— I have read jNIr. Vulliamy's letter and your editorial

comment on the psychic relation between man and machine
with much interest, tinged, I am fain to confess, with a
little amusement.

In your comment I venture to think that you have con-
fomided "sympathy" with "skill." A piece of machinery
does not possess a soul ; nothing does unless it has the
power of will. It is conceivable to argue that an animal,
even an insect of the lower creation, may possess a soul,

but both are possessed of a degree of what the Latins termed
"aninia," and even if they cannot think or reason, they
at least have instinct, which is not very far removed from
reason.

But when we come to an inanimate piece of machinery it

is obvious that it cannot possess any of these attributes", in

that it is entirely dependent on some outside human influence
to operate it. Were such a psychic pihenomenon, as sug-
gested by your correspondent, possible, it would be feasible
to operate a machine by volition alone, without in any way
touching the levers. There is no doubt whatever that a
motor bicycle will run better with what you term a

"sympathetic" driver, but in my opinion the term is a

misnomer, the term "skilful" being tlie real word wanted.
The analogy between the motor cycle and ?7s rider and

the horse and lus rider is, I venture to think, unfortunate.
I'he possessive pronoun shows why, for the horse being an
animate being can and does possess an actual power of

thought transference with a rider to whom he is accustomed,
or even to a strange rider whom he recognises as specially
"sympathetic" (the right word in this case).

\A"hat i\Ir. Vulliamy practically asks us to accept is the
possibility of telepathy between an animate being and an

i
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Safe at any

Crecb trade mark:\

HTHE scientifically designed- ridge on each side of the

dome-shaped tread grips the road the moment your

machine heels over. Normally this ridge is off the ground, therefore

never under wear unless the machine is inclined to one side.

This ensures permanent protection— in fact, a Bates-built tyre at the end of its

life often has more skid resistance in it than many a new tyre of another pattern.

The thick tread of a Bates-built gives a high
degree of comfort and security; whilst its

ability to stand up to the roughest roads
represents true tyre economy.

Bates-built tyres are being supplied
to the

British War Office,

South African Defence Force.
South African Police Force.
New Zealand Post Office.

Booklet and Prices on request.

Bates No. 1.

This is the original Bates,
the finest tyre for hard
work yet produced.
Special Heavy, 26 x 2J,

42/6.

^1
ilia

lip

no
regrets.'

W. & A. BATES, LIMITED,
St. Mary's Mills, LEICESTER.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders :

Smith. Denham and Co., Hendersons Buildint's. Von Drandis Street,
Johannesburg, S.A. Childa. Parr^nd Jos<Bpb, Nairobi, British East
Africa. David F. Laing, 9. Weld Road, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle
and Motor Surplies, Ltd., Farish Street. WelliugconN.Z. W. Cornell
and San. 12^, I2i. Pirie Streei, and 29. 31, and 33. Hyde Stri^et,

Adelaide, South .Australia- A. G. Healing and Co. Ltd., S5i 3>6, Post
Office Place West, Melbonrne. Anathilia. Bennett and Barkell.
Castlereach Street. Sydney, Australia.

Bates No. 2.

Designed to give 'forward
grip' on greasy roads. Ver^'

popular with all -weather
riders. Special Heavy
only, 26 X 2^-. 48/6.

II

m

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

Mm
pi
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ZENITH

I
N THE ONLY RACES held at Brooklands this

year there stand to the credit of the ZENITH
Motor Cycle the following

—

and—
in AUSTRALIA,
GRAND PRIX RACE,

4 Awards.
Only 4 ZENITHS started.

Catalogue with pleasure
on receipt of postcard.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.
HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

ALL KHAKI MEETING
4 FIRSTS.

UNITED SERVICES MEETING
3 FIRSTS.

In addition to 3 other Awards.

SUCCESSES

fTi^^aTrorr-

The Food Drink which promotes
fitness and efficiency is

HORUCHS
MALTED MILK

A glass of Horlick's is always the best invigorator. Taken
before a ride it will give strength and endurance, and after

strenuous exertion there is no better pick-me-up. At all times
it gives and maintains fitness and stamina, and is especially

useful to men on Active Service.

SUPERIOR TO TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND BEEF EXTRACTS.
READY IN A MOMENT WITH HOT OR COLD WATER ONLY. NO COOKING.

Served in Hotels, Cafes, and Railway Refreshment Rooms,
Also available as delicious food tablets to be dissolved in the mouth.
Relieve hunger and thirst and prevent fatigue.

HORUCi

...-^^andJrweli

ii,Ji'''''<:i=.2r6r(T;E.« L

llf'CK-s MALTED irtUlK

Supplied in Sterilised Glass Bottles, at 1/6, 2/6, 11/-, by all Chemists and Stores.
The Tablets also in convenient Pocl^et Flasks at 6d. and 1/- each.

Liberal sample sent post free for 3d. in stamps.

HORLICK'S MALTED IVIILK COMPANY. SLOUGH, BUCKS.

A24
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Motor Ctjch."In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The
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inajiimate objeci; and I have- yet to hea-i' of even strange
tales from the Orient to confirm snch a view. * His letter

is interesting, as anything pntting forward some new thing
is interesting to us jnst as it was to the old Atlienians.
But the cold light of reason is likely to turn down his
contentions. M.S.

The Lubrication of Spring Forks.
Sir,—I have often been impressed with the lamentable

manner in which spring fork spindles are usually lubricated.

The lubricators provided
. ,,, are almost always choked

with dirt, which seems to

delight in congregating at

their base,.- and, in conse-
qnerjcc. the oil never
reaches its goal.

;\Iy own machines are

now fitted with lubricators

as shown in the sketch

;

and you will see that if

a thick leather washer is

fitted to the nozzle of an
ordinary oil injector this

can be pressed tightly

down on to the lubricator

and oil forced right along the spindles in a cleanly manner
until its appearance at the ends gives ocular proof of its

effectiveness. E, C. FRANK EVANS.

^—P/ug screh'

^£ud/r/ca.for

A Long Distance Record—And a Sigh Jor Spring Frames.
-Can any reade" beat the foUov Up to

September 1st I have ridden a three-spee^ 1913 Triumph
40,267 miles, using the machine on practically every day for

two years and six months. The machine failed me on two
occasions only, once breaking a piston ring and on the

second occasion bursting a pulley flange. The cost works
out as follows :

Licences, etc.

Refits and repairs

Fuel
Oil

Cycle oil

Tyres
Belts

Carbide ...

Depreciation

Roughly .85d. per mile.

.. £2 10

.. 32 7

.. 27 16 5

,. 3 15 9

10
.. 30 14 3

.. 5 14 3
9 2

.. 40

£143 10 5

Except for the fact that the three-speed gear is, and has

been for a long time, out of action, the machine is running
almost as well , as when, it was new.

^ Having alniost eliminated the item depreciation,. . my
Tunning expenses during the coming winter should not

exceed ^d. per mile.

But, oh ! for the day when the Triumph Co. introduce

a rsar sprung motor cycle. My backbone is growing old,

and every month pot-holes seem to get deeper.

A. W. TOMLINSON, R.N.

Honister Hause.
Sir,—Whilst on holiday in the Lake District, I attempted

and climbed Honister Pass from Buttermere, with sidecar

and passenger.
The first attempt was abortive owing to the whole com-

bination slewing round in the loose stuff ; only the promxjt

action of my passenger in jumping out and pulling at the

sidecar averted disaster. We returned to the foot of the

pass with my friend dragging at the carrier, the machine
being almost totally unmanageable owing to the loose surface.

The second attempt was made too cautiously, and the

wheel came to rest half-way up. We returned again in the

same careful manner, and, leaving the machine, walked
half-way up mapping things out.

The thirci time we had better fortune. The first ba i

gradient was " taken all out—perhaps a doubtful met^ln d

when so much depends on tyre grip, but success justified

it. The bad bend at the top was totally unexpected, even
where all things were unforeseen. The sidecar lifted, and
in correcting this the front wheel was nearly broadside on,

but continued to steer fairly. This 1 consider inexplicable.

2T/

The remainder of the hill, although honibly .stci p and with
surface entirely disintegrated, was comparatively easy.
We left Kes\yick at 2.30 p.m., and crossed the notorious

Newlands^ r« route. We got back at 5.30, the task accom-
plished. This, I think, compares very favourably with the
performances of two well-known competition riders, who
some time ago spent four days before being successful,
notwithstanding the fact that they had in Sjiring a road
Ic undisturbed for months, whilst we, on September 2nd,
found it after a busy season's use. The coaches which
ascend the new road via the quarry descend the Buttermere
side with skidding pans on the wheels, and the pa.ssengers
have to walk. These skids plough the road surface until
it resembles a shingle beach or a river bed.
My machine is a standard touring 6 h.p. Bradbury com-

bination fitted with Wood-Milne tyres. The engine never
faltered the last time up, and the way the tyres gripped
was truly marvellous. I have no connection with either
firm beyond being a very well satisfied customer.

F. WOOD.

Tvsfo Sound Machines.
Sir,—I should be glad if you would publish my remaiks

on two machines I have had—the first and the last—as I

feel that too many intending purchasers are put off by
people continually stating that these machines are worthle.ss
and shake to pieces in a few months.
The two I refer to are the F.N. two-speed single and

the 7 h.p. Indian twin. The F.N. I purchased third hand,
very battered by rough usage (and a 1911 model, t^o, which
shows that it was rather old). This machine did over 10,000
miles to my knowled^ge, and pulls better now than when
new, owing to the fitting of a B. and B. carburetter. This
shows that this machine deserves a pardon from critics who
are not in a position to judge. My only trouble was oil

occasionally getting on to the platmum points. I wish this

had been my worst trouble with some of the more popular
mounts, some of which needed rebushing in 1,500 miles.

As for the Indian, it has already outlasted my b"^ h.p.

N.S.U., and still I cannot find one particle of wear in this

machine. Its reliability is the most remarkable featui'e

about it. This Indian has never yet konked, has never
coughed right out, and lias never yet failed to start on
the fourth stride. REAR LIGHT.

Birriwa, N.S.W.

A HAPPY TRIO. It is remarkable how canine pets are lovers ot

motoring. The subject has often been dealt with in the motoring press.

Our picture shows an Irish terrier which can find a secure perch on the

top of the tank or on the carrier, so long as he can accompany his

master. The machine is a twin-cvllnder A.I.S.
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Double Countershaft Pulleys.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Wall's letter in The. Motor Cyde
of September 9th re double expanding countershaft pulley

gear, I have had this identical gear running on my machine
for the past three years, and can confirm Sir. Wall's state-

ments in every particular. I find it simple, cheap, and
reliable. The ratios are 5 to 1 down to 12 to 1. What more
can one expect? I have ridden through miles of mud and
snow with never a sign of belt slip. Why the gear is not

more widely used I cannot imagine. I should be glad if

someone would point out the defect which has consigned
several patents to the limbo of forgotten things.

There is a patent in existence, of which I liave the name,
number, and date, which seems to me to have anticipated

Mr. Wall's, unless it is only possible to patent the application

of a principle and not the principle itself.

LOITIS DUGDALE.

Double Clutch Control.

Sir,—There is a point in your issue for August 26th which
IS of much interest. I refer to the hand and foot controlled

clutch. I fitted such a control to an engine-shaft clutch

in 1912, because the hand control was not easy enough.

and also the movement of one notch in the control freed

the clutch. The accompanying sketch explains it all.

One advantage might be mentioned. The handle control

could be set so as to give a slight slip with throttle half

open when in traffic. Then, if the throttle were half opened
at the same time that the foot let in the clutch, the irritat-

ing experience of stopping the engine would be avoided.
BA 620.

South Wales and the Wye VaUey.

Sir,— I have read with very great interest the account of

the trip entitled "Through the Length and Breadth of

Wales " in one of your recent issues. The'account afforded

me peculiar pleasure, because I have been over most of the

ground myself, and remember even the vile liills at Fish-

guard and the pot-holes on the coast road. I know it is

not practical in an account, necessarily brief, such as your
correspondent gives, to enlarge on the beauties of ell the
ground- traversed, but I would wish to draw your readers'

attention to a district disposed of in a few words in that

account, viz., the run from Llandrindod Wells to Llandovery
and Carmarthen. I have had the privilege as well as

pleasure of spending a month recently in the centre of that

district, motor driving for the Red Cross Society (for such
was my way of utilising my holidays for the cause of the

wounded), and if the author had only known, and, instead

of taking the direct road Llandrindod to Builth, had
travelled via Rhayader (some thirteen miles longer), he could
have included the wonderful waterworks at the latter ])lace

that supply Birmingham, as well as tra\'elling through the
magnificent scenery of the Wye Valley. Then, again, having
left Builth about eight miles, it he had taken the road to

the left—to Llangammarch Wells—instead of what is con-
sidered the direct run to Llandovery (a difference of only a

mile or two), he would have obtained an extremely interest-

ing view of the Irvon Valley and Llanwrtyd Wells from the
southern road, which is more elevated than th;it on the
north of the river. The country about there is full of bold
mountain scenery, with soft-hued valleys alternating, and
I am sure it is through ignorance of the splendid variety

of the landscape that the district is not more largely

patronised by motorists of all kinds. Llangammarch Wells,
for e.'cample, is a fine spot to take as a centre, being equi-
distant from a number of "crack" views and places of

interest, from the above-mentioned. Wye Valley scenery on
the north to the unexcelled view from the summit of the
Sugar-loaf on the south. There are many "trips" in the
neighbourhood very popvdar with those who know them,

and one of the finest, as well as the most exciting from
the motorist's point of view, is the circular run of twenty-
three miles Llangammarch, Garth, Abergwessin, Llanwrtyd
Wells, Llangammarch, which nobody who visits the locality,

own he either a 40 h.p. limousine or a Sj h.p. motor cycle,

would dream of missing. The place, is rich in good hotels

—

it is the only barium water district this side of Germany,
I believe—from the big hotels a mile up the Lake Road to

the Cammarch, on the main road, and very central for tours.

A few of the gradients are a bit stiff, but that is a common
failing of mountainous districts. I would commend the
district to your readers. AN IRISH HEADMASTER.

Belfast.

A Curious Short.

Sir,—As a despatch rider at the Front, I eagerly look

forward to 77(c Motor Cycle, which is sent to me every
week, as many a. pleasant hour' is spent reading and
discussing the contents. I assure you I appreciate your
valuable journal very much out here. I did so at home,
but I do so even more now.

Perhaps, for the benefit of other readers, I might be
allowed to explain a curious trouble I had with a Douglas
lately. This certain machine (as is often the case with
the Douglas) had a glazed waterproof mud shield,

which is stretched down just behind the front mudguard.
The fault was a persistent misfiring in the front cylinder
at anything over about 15 m.ph., either on high or lev.-

gear. The engine fired all right in both cylinders w-hen on
the stand at any speed, also on the road under about
15 m.p.h., either high or low gear. Everything was tried

and looked over—contact breaker, and commutator of the
magneto, h.t. cable, valves, and several plugs tried, but in

vain ; the misfiring still continued when over the said

speed. I may say the machine was tried on the stand in a

dark room, but no leakage of current was visible, and the
engine fired quite evenly on both cylinders at any speed.
One night I had to go with a despatch, and at las!

found the root of the trouble. When going over aboui
15 m.p.h. the wind bulged the mud shield inwards till i:

touched the terminal end of the plug of the front cylinder,
and so short-circuited the current. ~ When slowing down
the shield went back to its normal position, clear of tlu-

plug. The plugs had no waterproof terminals fitted. The
fault, of. course, was the mud shield not being adjusted
tightly enough.

I have cured many a fault on a motor cycle, but I

thought this was the limit, and that it would interest
some. of the readers of vour valuable paper.

G. A. SEMPLE, Lance-CorpL A.S.C., M.T..
Despatch Rider. B.E.F.

Motor Cycle Volunteers.
Sir,—I should like to inform >«". Randolph that Lieut.

I\I.B. did attend the first khaki meeting at Brooklands, and.
instead of weeping, he competed, thereby spending a very
enjoyable afternoon.
Two of. the foremost arguments brought forward by the

supporters of this movement seem to settle the question :

(1.) All members must sign a statement that they are

ineligible for military service.

(2.) Numbers of men who received their preliminary
ta-aining in some M.T.C. have since enlisted or have
received commissions.
These two statements are by no means consistent. In

conclusion, may I remind N. Randolph, with all courtesy
and quite impersonallv, that Lord Kitchener has called for

another 300.0CO men." ALEXANDER LINDSAY.

SUM.MARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A Loan of Pjotkol.—Will the driver of a 6 h.p. Bradbury

sc, who lent two gallons of petrol to the rider of a Douglas
on August 22nd, send his name and address to R. G. Clarke,
130, Brownside Road, Cambuslang?

}
NOTICE. r

i

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for loss of copy ^
in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs submitted to him. ;

Rejected matter will only be returned provided a stamped addressed J

envelope is enclosed for the purpose. f

&\
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SUITABLE FOR
ENGINES

UP TO 8 H.P. TWIN

SELF-CONTAINED
UNIT.

NEAT IN
DESIGN.

ROBUST
CON-

STRUCTION.

EASY IN
MANIPULATION.

GEAR RATIO 4, 6-4

9-2, 14-8, PRO RATIO

I v4 /% I'^r>
4 SPEEDS.

KICK-START.

EFFICIENT CLUTCH.

DOG CLUTCH
CHANGE

THROUGHOUT.

LARGE PULLEY.

ALL GEARS
CONSTANTLY IN

MESH.

mr THE ONLY SLIDING PART.

The IDEAL GEAR-MATERIALISED.
JARDINE, NOTTINGHAM.
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(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

PURE VIRGINIA TOBACCO

10 ">' ai*
50 for If-

For Wounded British Soldiers and Sailors in Military

Hospitals at Home and for the Front at Duty Free Rates.

Terms on application to

JOHN PLAYER & SONS, NOTTINGHAM.
Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. 'of Great Britain and Ireland) Ltd.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B.^
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is_the outcome of i6 years' high-class experience in the

des'gn ard manufacture of interna! combustion engines^

"

and is dstinguishcd for -SILENCE, POWER, FLEX-
IBILITY, and ABSENCE OF VIBRATION — features

which are the direct result of the A.J.S. poHc)' of close

and st;:died attention to the question of detail.

In the A.J.S. Engine the usual noise arising

from Valves, Timing Gear and Transmission
are entirely absent, the Exhaust is wonderfully
silent, and the whole unit, in design and build,

so near to perfection as to result in the A.J.S.
machine being PRACTICALLY INAUDIBLE
when travelling under ordinary conditions.

The Cylinders are of a design \\hich ensure the merit of

EVEN COOLING — a point in which the A.J.S. has
always been pre-eminent — and which also permit of their
guick and handy removal when necessary.

Before passing into the Erecting Shop every A.J.S. Engine
is submitted to a thorough running test under its own
power, having to reach and maintain a Standard of Effic-
iency, far in excess of the nominal rating, and before
leaving the Works, every complete A.J.S. machine receives
a thorough, searching Road Test at the hands of Expert
Teste: s.

Now ask for copy of Catalogue
describing all A.J.S. models.

A.J.Stevens & Co. (1914), Ltd., Wolverhampton,

Loiitloi) At-eiit ; H.Tayicr & Co..Ltd.,Store St.,Tottenham Ct.Kd.

MOTOR CYCLES.

5/6 h.p. Hazlewood
Twin Combination -

£86
6 h.p. Zenith Model E

£72 15 6
Calthorpe, two-stroke

single speed . - -

£27 14 6
Covenlry Eagle,

2.1 h.p., two-stroke

£37 15
'* Selfridge " two-speed

£39 1

"Selfridge" single-speed

£31 7

Call or write for particulars of the -

Selfridge System of Deferred Payments.

TELEPHONE: ^'GERRARD ONE.'

A
There's

no need

to

proceed

with

caution

if you

purchase

your

Motor

Cycles

and

Acces-

sories

at

S
E
L
F
R
I

D
G
E
S

CLOTHING.
Waterproof, Motor Cycling Suit,

consisting of double - breasted

Jacket and Overalls with apron

front. In strong Twills and

Cashmere Cloths of double texture

and rubbered.

45/- and 30/-

Tan Leather Under Jackets, 30

long. Wind and rain J.C/„
resisting ----- *"/

Chamois Leather Vests, light and

warm.
without

sleeves 18/6rieeves30

Tweed Motor Caps with C/C
ear flaps "/

"

Tan Leather Caps,

close fittmg - - - 5/6

Selfridge & Co., Ltd., ""^^l
rd Su

B4 In answering these adverliscmejits it is desiiabJe to mention "The Motor Ci/c!e.
'
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Cork Club's Hill-climb.

279

(I) W. J. O'Connell passing the starting line on his

2i h.p. Douglas.

THE Cork and District IVIotor Cycle Club held the
penultimate event of its competitive season on
VVednesday last week, when a series of hill-climbing

competitions were held on a hill near the city, on
the road leading from the Lough to Ballinhassig. The
number of events held during the summer has not been as

large as usual, owing to the absence of so many members
of the club on active service, but a number of those who
are still in training were able to take part in last week's
trial. There was. a special class for single-cylindered two-
stroke machines confined to members of the Forces, and
this was won by Sergt. Hughes, who made a very good
climb on the 2 h.p. Levis on which, earlier in the after-

noon, Fitzgerald had made the fastest climb in the under
300 c.c. class. The length of the hill was about half a mile,
and as the steepest portion of it did not exceed 1 in 8

there was little opportunity for the use of variable gears.

The fastest time of the day was made by C. B. Franklin,
the well-known Indian rider, who covered the distance, with
a flying start, in 38s. on a 35 h.p. single-cylindered machine.
The hon. secretary, R. S. Russell (2| h.p. Douglas), made
the best time' in the under 350 c.c. class, and, like Franklin,
he, too, won the class on The Mof^jr Cycle formula.

(2) Sergeant Hughes, R.E., at lull sjiced on liis 4 h.p. 1 iiuinph,

Hughes won the Two-stroke Military Class on a Levis,

The results on formula were as follow :

Under 300 c.c. Cl.\ss.—1, M. J. Fitzgerald (2 Levis),

time 56|s. ; 2, J. Gibbins (2 Triumph), 72|s. ; 3, Staff

Sergt. B. Pangbourne (2 Levis), 79^s."

Under 350 c.c. Cl.\ss.—1, R. S. Russell (2a Douglas), time

42s. ; 2, D. Lucy (2| Douglas), 52|s. ; 3, M. English (2?

Douglas), STjS.

Under 600 c.c. Class.—1, C. B. Franklin (34 Indian),

time 38s. ; 2, E. G. Jack (3^ Rover), 46is. ; 3, R. Swanton
(35- Indian), 51s.

TWo-STROKE Cl.\SS (confined to military men).—1, Sergt.

B. Hughes, R.E. (2 Levis), time 57-^s. ; 2, Corpl. E. B.

Russell (Zi, Triumph), 66|s. ; 3, Staff Sergt. B. Pangbourne,
R.E. (2 Levis), 71s.

Car Cl.vss.—1, Lieut. Pike (D.F.P.) ; 2, W. J. Callaghan
(Humber) ; 3, M. English (Humber).
The result of the hill-climb places R. S. Russell at the

head of the aggregate competition for the shield presented

by Mr. M. English for the rider scoring the greatest

number of marks in the season's competitions. Up to

Wednesday week, Dooley was leading. Tlie reliability

trial for the Pike Cup will decide the destination of the
shield.

P. AND M.'s FOR
THE R.F.C.

One week's delivery for ...

lamp, horn, and Kempshall tyres. They —^ «. ..

already have over five hundred P. and M.'s in use

the military wing of the Royal Flying Corps. A batch of over forty P. and M, motor cycles fitted out complete with

,1 tyres. They are of dull finish, with the exception of crank case and simdry parts. It may be added that the R.F.C.
-l,„J P ^„A M v :„ ,.„
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Motor Cycle Exports and Imports.
Government Machines not Included in Board of Trade Returns.

THE American motor cycle industry is awake to

tlie opportunities with which the war has pro-

vided it. On August 19th last the Motor Cycle
Ilbistraled of New York published a leader emphasis-
ing the fact that Germany, France, and England will

do about ^2,400,000 less trade in motor cycles,

ordinary bicycles, and parts with foreign countries than
they did in 191 4. In i9r4 the war prevented these

exports showHig their usual increase, and the actual

shrinkage in such exports must be contrasted rather

with the natural rise which i9r5 would have brought

,
in normal times than with the figures for ]9r4 or 1913.
The American Government departments inform our
contemporary that the fall in British motor cycle and
cycle exports alone will be more than 50% as com-
pared with 1 914, a fall which probably represents an
actual shrinkage of at least 75% on the sum which
would have been realised in times of peace.

The exact situation is a little difficult to analyse.

The Board of Trade returns for August, 1915, shov>'

that we exported motor cycles and parts to the value
of ;£79>866 during last month, and imported machines
and parts to the value of ;£38,582. On the surface
these figures indicate that, despite shrinkage of exports
in this line, we stilLrank as a "creditor" nation, and
not as a "debtor" nation in this sphere of industry.

But in view of the fact that our factories are so largely

engaged on munition contracts, it is difficult to believe
that we are exporting more machines for civilian pur-
poses than we are importing. An observer would be
tempted to suppose that the ^jg,S66 exports include
all machines bought by the War Office and Admiralty
for wax purposes, and possibly all the machines sup-
plied to Allied Governments as well. Against this

The Motor Cycle has ascertained definitely from the
Board of Trade that machines bought by the Govern-

ment and transported in Government ships do not

figure in the Board of Trade returns. Motor cycles

bought by the Russian Government are shown in our

returns, and, incidentally, there has been a weekly

supply going to our Ally for some time past. It is.

therefore, possible that our actual exports of motor

cycles and parts, for purely civilian purposes, still

exceed our imports for the same ends.

However, these facts do not affect the patriotic con-

tention. Even supposing that cur motor cycle exports

still show a slight cash balance in favour of this country

over our motor cycle imports, there are many spheres

in which the imports vastly exceed the exports, and

in which this nation is, for the moment, a debtor

nation, and is falling more and more deeply into debt

;

the adverse balance is bound to increase so long as

the war lasts, and we are compelled to a\-ail ourselves

of America's offices.

' The wording of the explanation mentioned above is

contained in the following official communication from

Whitehall

:

[Copy.]

From the Assistant Secretary of the Board of Trade.

The Editor, The Motor Cycle,

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Sir,—With further reference to "your letter (G.S./E.M.W.)

respecting the figures given in the " ilonthly Accounts
relating to Trade and Navigation of the United King-
dom " for the exports of motor cycles during the war, I

am directed by the Board of Trade to state that they now
understand from the Custom House that all motor cycles

shipped to foreign countries tor warlike purposes are in-

ciuded in the Trade Returns of the United Kingdom, unless

taken from British C4overnment Stores, i.e., unless they have

been bought by the' Government in this coimtry and are

exported on Government ships. Of the exports of such motor
cycles no records are kept.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) H. Fovxi-ux.

A Lancashire Road Puzzle.
WILL any reader who has lately traversed both

the direct Warrington-Wigan-Preston route

and also the R.A.C. avoiding route via

Ormskirk and Rainhill gi\-e us his opinion as to which
is the more desirable ? Last month we tried both
routes—the tramline section on the advice of an
intelligent Warnngton policeman—and found that our
experience bore out his opinion, viz., that the improve-
ment effected to the road surface of late now renders
it the more desirable route of the two—though neither

is pleasant. If both routes were equal in length,

then the balance would be in favour of the avoiding
route, but a road must be bad to necessitate forty miles
being covered in preference to thirty when time is an
object.

Again, the so-called avoiding route is very badlv
signposted, though it is supposed to be clearly marked
throughout by the R.A.C. Friends have confirmed
our experience that it is not possible for a stranger to

travel over this section without stops to make enquiry,

and the Lancashire labouring classes do not seem to

know the best way to the next town.

Bfi

We wonder if the R.A.C. is alive to the fact that

Tarmac is not now unknown in the Warrington-\\'igan

stretch. At any rate if a representative could be

spared to try both sections again, measuring each

accurately and subsequently giving his report, the

R..-V.C. would confer a benefit on thousands of

motorists who have perforce to use this badly cut up

route to the, north with its maze of tra'mlines and
cobblestones.

MOTOR MACHINE GUN BATTERY'S
MASCOT.

The loth battery of the JNI.M.G. Service in the

trenches in Flanders has a mascot, a Flemish dog,

and Gunner Hoult, of the Woolwich Club, relates

how it has just been '' decorated '' with a tricolour

bow from a tuck box, a gift from Mrs. Hardee. This

battery has been in the trenches for several weeks.

A photograph of a section of the battery to which
Gunner Hoult is attached appears on the next page.
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.

T
Vacancies in the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Engineers' Signal Section.

HE i'lillowiiig- are among tlie latest recruits accepted
fur tlie Motor Machine Gun Service by the Editor
of T/ie Motor Cycle:

H. F. Birchall S. Hilhouse H. Neville
H. Bird L. A. Hong W. H. Probert
P. Bolger A. Holroyd A. Pullen
6. Burke W. Howard (Johannesburg)
G. Evans H. Ingham P. Robinson
P. Hardy ' A. E. Jackson E. Sampson
A. G. Head E. G. Maynard F. Walker

I. Williams
Recruiting for motor cyclists has ceased temporarily for

the M.M.G.S., the motor cyclists above-named being men
who have passed through the Excelsior Training School. A
few more expert cyclists of good physique can be accepted
for the training school.

Ernest* Smith, of Birmingham, maker of the Regal motor
cycle, has closed down the works and enlisted in the
M.M.G.S. as a mechanic.

All car drivers and artificer-mechanics enlisting in tlie

Army Service Corps are now put through a practical and
theoretical test at Grove Park before being finally approYed.

Experienced car drivei's and motor cycle mechanics are
wanted for the M.M.G.S. Pay, 6s. per day. Applicants
should mention age, height, and experience, and enclose

two original references from previous employers.

Royal Engineer Despatch Riders.
A call for motor cyclists has been issued by the Royal

Engineers, which has absorbed most of the names on the
waiting lists of the different Motor Cyclist Reserve Com-
mittees appointed by the War Office. Furthermore, we
are advised that the West Lancashire Divisional Area, the

North Midland Divisional Area, and the South Midland
Divisional Area have received notification from the
authorities that a number of motor cyclists will be
required monthly until further notice. This is good
news, as, in the past, motor cyclists have had to be
content to have their names on the waiting list for many
weeks after- being passed before being called up. A great

many, indeed, got so tired of waiting that they subse-

quently joined other branches of the Service which required

recruits immediately.
A prospective, despatch rider must give a demonstration

of riding, and undergo an examination of his knowledge
of the machine and his ability to put in order any
derangement. To carry out this examination, experienced
motor cyclists in different centres were appointed as

Inspecting Officers by the Government.

A section of the 10th Motor Machine Gun Battery in the trenches

in Flanders Gunner Hoult, of the Woolwich Club, is at the

extreme right.

The secretary of the Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee
in the West Lancashire Divisional Area is' ' Mr. S. W.
Phillpott, 60, Lime Street, Liverpool, and he invites motor
cyclists in his district to make personal application to him
for positions as despatch riders ; they should attend with
their machines.
Recruits in the North Midland Divisional Area should

apply to Mr. W. H. Bishop, Inspecting Ofiicer, Bolton
Road, Wednesfield, near Wolverhampton.
Motor cyclists in the South Midland Divisional Area

should write to j\Ir. Geoffrey Smith, Editor, Tin: Molar
Ci/ch, Hertford Street, Coventry, for particulars of the
service and also an appointment.

It will save needless correspondence if we mention that
transfers to the R.E. cannot be ari'anged, and the following
general particulars applj' :

Applicants must be experienced motor cyclists : age, 19
to 38 ; pay, 2s. 6d. per day. plus 6d. after completion of
training, all recruits being made corporals on attestation.
Enlistment for duration of war. The minimum height is

5ft. 3in.

Vacancies in the Royal Flying Corps.
It will interest those readers who have applied at various

times respecting positions in the Royal Flying Corps to hear
that the R.F.C. is now open to take a certain number of

motor cyclists for despatch work. The men accepted must
have a good practical knowledge of the I'unniug and upkeep
of their machines, and before being finally accepted will
require to pass a test both in riding and mechanical know-
ledge. The rate of pay is 2s. per day as second-class air

mechanics, with enlistment for four years in the Army and
four years in the reserve, or for duration of war. only.
Applicants should first fill in the form printed below.

Application to join the

Name

Address

Age Height

Chest yjieasurement

How long have' you heen a motor cyclist:

Can you do runnimj rejmirs?

Have you had any previous military training, and, if so,

when?

Are you medically fit
,'

Occupation

When free? ;

Date .....'

After filling in the above particulars return to :

Mk. Geoffbet Smith,

Inspecting Officer.

South jMidland Divisional Area,
19. Hertford Street,

COVENTRY.
[Issue Sept. 16tli, 1915.]

B-
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A Lady's Record Ride in Lakeland.
The First Sidecar Crossing of Southern Lakeland from East to West.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Author o! ''Motor Ways in Lakeland," "The Compkti: Mountaineer," ''Mountain Adventures at Home and Abroad," etc.

At Cockley Beck Bridge, between the passes of Wrynose and Hardknott. The road is seen curling up the latter pass.

OVER the worst hills in England with a lady

driver ! The words sound adventurous, and
anyone wiio crosses the Passes of Wrynose and

Hardknott by motor is not likely to forget the outing

whatever the sex of the expert in charge. If the

weather conditions be tliose o£ the present season,

which has been damp to say the least of it, the excite-

ments of the expedition may be excessive.

Thus when Mrs. Mary Riley brought lier Enfield

sidecar along, and, pointing to the sturdy " two-year-

old," said to the writer, " Can we manage it? " the

answer was not encouraging. One remembered famous
experts and their futile efforts to climb Wrynose Pass.

Only one made a clean ascent. This was a few months
before the English Six Day Trials in Lakeland, and
the later history of the passes, as learnt from the
farmers who live " on the spot," is soon told. Despite
innumerable attempts, either three or four cars only

had crossed the passes, and about six motor bicycles

had also succeeded. About eighteen months ago Frank
Smith on his Clyno brought the writer from west to

east in perfect weather conditions, and after descending

the upper part of Wrynose towards Fell Foot Farm, thei

return journey was made to Eskdale the same day. "j

Our chances did not look hopeful. Howcxer. recent

improvements in machines, as well as in the experience

and skill of drivers, made one loth to pour cold waterij

on the lady's good intentions. A cloud burst on Wry-
nose did that more effectively when the auspicious day}

arrived. This was one of cloud and sunshine as we|
set forth for Southern Lakeland, with an experienced!

pillion rider as ballast and a heavy camera outfit

probably the most important passenger of all. Th'e

liusy main trunk road to Ambleside was follow-ed^

Though lady drivers and riders were much in evidence,!

this was almost the only sign of wartime in the districf

which has proved so popular in these stirring times^

Innumerable war workers and fighters have enjoyed for

a brief time the peace of the eternal hills.

At Ambleside we chose the quickest and best way
to the foot of Wrynose, and this enabled us to avoid

the unpleasantness of overtaking the crowd of morning
coaches which set out daily for Little Langdale by
the usual route, and thread the narrow roads. Our
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4 Lady's Record Ride in Lalteland.—

way lay first to Elterwater, with the Langdale Pikes

looming grandly ahead. Shortly after crossing the

bridge beyond the little village we turned sharply and

steeply to the right. The writer's warning cry of
" bottom gear '' enabled the steep and immediate ascent

of Owlet Hill to be made in lively st)le. This capital

mile-iong hill of good surface has distinct merits as a

new test climb, which fact will doubtless be recognised

in future trials. From its crest, high up amongst the

bracken and rocks, there was a wonderful peep of

Wrynose Gap ahead.

Cumberland Humour.
Heavy masses of grey vapour rolled across the grim

mountain barrier in front, and for a few minutes of

clearness a thin line, like a curly grey silken thread,

was seen winding up to the only gap in the scattered

crags. It was an impressive sight,

but one which did not daunt our

driver. At Fell Foot Farm, where
the real struggle of the day began,
we had a homely greeting.

"Queer mak' o' men to trust your
lives to that!" said the old dales-

man, pointing to the lady and the

machine. The writer reminded
him of the Cumbrian saying,
" Oood stuff laps up in laal

bundles!" But this did not sufifice,

and we swung outwards from Fell

Foot remembering the farm^ folk's

parting shot, " Th' kettle will be
boiling when ye come back!"

At the outset it was easy work.
The road, once so thronged with

through traffic but now neglected,

was grass-grown and stony. It

rose gradually to an awkward turfy

turn of considerable steepness, tf"..

This has proved the limit of many L-

a motor's endeavours, and an ^-^

ominous hole in the wall below '

~

showed where not long ago a -

motor car had come off second
best. We almost repeated the

same performance. There was
assurance in the gripping powers
of the new Palmer rubber-studded
tyrCj and the driver decided to trust more to speed,
despite the advice of the pillion passenger, who was
now far below having elected to walk up the Pass.

Just on the " hairpin " bend the driving wheel
failed to grip on^ the steep wet turf—the brake-locked
wheel was useless, and we slid bodily backwards
straight for the wall. The writer made a record exit

from the sidecar. Then by instant aid of a sturdy
push and the pre.sence of mind of the driver, "who
steered the driving wheel on to some stony surface,

the situation was saved as well as a repair bill for the

stone wall.

Local Road Repairing.

At the second attempt this difficult spot was over-

come by taking the slippery corner at lower speed
and more widely, thus finding a hold on the less turfy

middle part of the roadway- A rainstorm chased us up

the next half-mile of easier ascent, and with three
aboard the Enfield climbed splendidly and steadily.

We had heard at Fell .Foot that local talent was
somewhat proud of recent road repairs on Wrynose
The writer has learned from previous experience t"

beware of so-called repairs to mountain ways. On
this occasion it seemed that considerable portions of
the boggy fellside had been planted on the road, ami
the Enfield plunged into the yielding mass viciously.

There was much " mud-slinging " both by machine
and riders, but fortunately the road repairers were not
within earshot, or they might in future, mend their

ways. This was the only involuntary halt in what
would otherwise, at the second attempt, have been a

non-stop climb up Wrynose Pass.

After a safe restart, which the soft-gripping Enfield
clutch made easily possible, the upper half of the
Pass was climbed. The writer watched the perform-

STONE DENOTING BOUNDARY OF THREE COUNTIES.
One of the most remarkable topographical curiosities in the country—the Three Shire Stone on

the top of Wrynose Pass (1 ,270 feet above sea level). It marks the spot where the three counties

of Lancashire, Cumberland, and Westmorland join.

auce from the safetv of icrru jirma. It was certainly

a thriUing sight, and one did not envy the position of

the pillioir rider, who seemed to spend most of his

time bouncing in mid-air. The so-called surface was
composed of jutting rocks, loose yielding stones mixed
with turf, and i in 4 was the prevailing gradient.

Jumping, sliding, squirming, and to the accompani-
ment of a lusty roar, the machine fought its way up-

ward under the delicate control of its driver. It was

a vivid demonstration that skill rather than strength

is the main factor of freak hill work of the most
extreme variety. Up and rfp into the gap over the

final most difficult section the only visible fragment of

life and movement in the grim mountain fastnesses

threaded its perilous way. Finally, after growing

smaller and smaller, it disappeared from sight through

Wrynose Gap, and peace dwelt once more in the lonely

heights.

BII
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A Lady's Record Ride in Lakeiand.—
Then the writer joined the others, the

camera did its work, and we followed the

upper reaches to the crest of the pass, 1,270

feet above sea-level. There one of the most
remarkable topographical curiosities in the
country was inspected in the shape of the

Tliree Shire Stone. It marks the spot where
the counties of Lancashire, Westmorland, and
Cumberland join. The grey granite obelisk,

standing high and lonely amongst the wilds,

was remembered as an emblem of dissension

so far as the three counties are concerned in

the new road sclieme which has been delayed
so long. Years have passed and they have
failed to apportion their responsibility for the
various sections. But the need of a good road
from east to west across the screen of lake-

land mountains cannot be neglected much
longer. Of late months military reasons have
demanded it, and those of us who" have
searched for hidden aeroplane bases in the
inaccessible south - westerly area specially

realise its importance. - Then, mostly on a
mass of sliding stones, -we slid slowly and
carefully down into the cloud-filled depths on
the west side of Wrynose. Through a surfeit
of moisture from rain and water splashes
Cockley Beck Farm was safely reached.

The Ascent of HardRnott.
There was no rest at this out-of-the-world

spot, about midway between the two passes,
for Hardknott had still to be conquered. Un-

like the ascent of Wrynose, which, except for

the one initial grassy corner, was singularly

straight, that of Hardknott was remarkable

for its succession of "liairpins." There were

thirteen of these problems to negotiate, and a

sudden, double left and right series at the

start proved only slightly less difficult than

one grassy turn about halfway up the climb.

There were some thrilling moments on the

lower section. During an unpleasant skid the

prospect of flight through mid-air into the

rugged depths of the torrent-filled gorge on
the left seemed to startle the lady driver. A
splendid recovery was made and, except for

a momentary sliding delay on the halfway
grassy hairpin, the climb was made non-stop

throughout. Under the wet conditions this

was a unique performance, especially as no
rope or chain was used on the driving wheel.

The rubber-studded Palmer tyre was largely

responsible for success, and the excellent slow-

running of the J. A. P. engine, the whiles it

developed great power, made the need for

extra gears rather less apparent. It was
rumoured that the Enfield makers may shortly

add two more speeds to their present stan-

dard, and in these days, when sidecar outfits

go evei-ywhere, the addition would demon-
strably be an advantage.
On the crest of Hardknott the clouds were

wafted aside like a huge white curtain, and
we looked down the beautiful valley of Esk-
dale to the sea, 1,290 feet below. From the
gloom of grey and purple crags, the way

(1) The first lady sidecar driver tackling the lower hairpin on Hardknott
Pass. Wrynose Gap, with the road curling from its crest, is seen in the
background.

(2) Climbing the first grassy corner at the foot of Wrynose Pass.



dipped over into the sunny depths on
gradients of brake-trying steepness. On the

most trying bit of 1 in 2J the scenery was
gkirious ; but it looked better when seen from
the mountain side than from a seat in the

sidecar. Those upper zigzags on the Eskdale

side of Hardknott Pass must be considered

the most trying part of the crossing of the

two passes in either direction.

The Roman Camp above Eskdale.
Halfway down the descent, upon the right-

hand side and on the more level section, a

call was made at the Roman Camp, which is

one of the most remarkable in Britain. The
remains of the wayside inn and shrine were
noticed. The great fort and its many build-

ings which stand at a slightly higher level

were also of interest in these modern warlike

times. It was impressive to stand by the old

look-out fort which commanded the seaward
approach by road and the narrow gap of

Hardknott through which the savage Bngantes
hurled their attacks. Afar off lay the sea

and the golden sands, where the bricks were

made that built the now ruined and storm-

swept structures. All seemed at peace. Yet
as we stood amongst the bracken there came
a dull roar echoing in the vast solitudes of

Scawfell. Great guns spake the voice of war
from the testing grounds. '

The lower part of Hardknott Pass, though
steep and curly, was remarkable more for its

svlvan prettiness. On the steepest part, where
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A Lady's Record Ride In Lakeland.—

so many motor adventurers have ended their

upward attempt, the retaining wall had again

been repaired. Not so long ago it was carricrl

away by a large car which, by good fortune,

failed to roach farther than the edge of the

gorge in its backward slide. With tlio aid of

ropes the local farmers rescued the wanderer

from this perilous position. Once amongst

tlie larches the surface improved, and soon we
were speeding down Eskdale to civilisation at

the Wool Pack Inn. This altogether delight-

ful resting-place was found to be under new
management, and to all motorists who explore

Western Lakeland it will prove a veritable

oasis in the wilds. The temptation to linger

after a sumptuous meal was resisted, and
with the glory of the setting sun lighting the

seaward prospect, we hurried northwards by
the coast road through Gosforth and Egre-

mont. Loweswater, Lorton, and Whinlatter
Pass gave the quickest return to the starting

point.

Thus, despite adverse weather conditions,

what is probably the most severe road test

in the country had been carried out success-

fully. The "perfect running of the Enfield

outfit—there had never been a moment's
faltering—was only matched by the skill of

the driver. Now that a lady has shown the

feasibility of motoring over the much neg-

lected passes, surely they will be included in

the next official trials in Lakeland. Mere
man can scarcely refuse the challenge

!

^

(3) Descending Hardknott, amongst the craggy wilds of Eskdale.

(4) Up into" the Gap of Wrynose. The roughness of the road and_ the

wUdness of the scenery are well shown,
the summit on her 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar

Mrs. Riley is seen approaching
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Then the writer joined the others, the

camera did its work, and we, followed the

upper reaches to the crest of the pass, 1,270

feet above sea-level. There one of the most

remarkable topographical curiosities in the

country was inspected in the shape of the

Three 'Shire Stone. It marks the spot where

the counties of Lancashire, Westmorland, and

Cumberland join. The grey granite obelisk,

standing high and lonely amongst the wilds,

was remembered as an emblem of dissension

so far as the three counties are concerned in

the new road scheme which has been delayed

so long. Years have passed and they have

failed to apportion their responsibility for the

various sections. But the need of a good road

from east to west across the screen of lake-

land mountains cannot be neglected much
longer. Of late months military rea.sons have

demanded it, and those of us who; have

searched for hidden aeroplane bases in
^
the

inaccessible south - westerly area specially

realise its importance. ^ Then, mostly on a

mass of sliding .stones, -we slid slowly and

carefully down "into the cloud-filled depths on

the west side of Wrynose. Through a surfeit

of moisture from rain and water splashes

Cockley Beck Farm was safely reached.

The Ascent of HardRnott.
There was no rest at this out-of-the-world

spot, about midway between the two passes,

for Hardknott had still to be conquered. Un-

like the ascent of Wrynose, which, except for

the one initial grassy corner, was singular y

straight, that of Hardknott was remarkable

for its succession of "hairpins." There were

thirteen of these problems to negotiate, and a

sudden, double left and right series at the

start proved only slightly less difficult than

one grassy turn about halfway up the climb.

There were some thrilling moments on the

lower section. During an unpleasant skid the

prospect of flight through midair into the

rut^ged depths of the torrent-filled gorge on

the left seemed to startle the lady driver. A
splendid recovery was made and, except for

a momentary sliding delay on the halfway

grassy hairpin, the climb was made non-stop

throughout. Under the wet conditions this

was a unique performance, especially as no

rope or chain was used on the driving wheel.

The rubber-studded Palmer tyre was largely

responsible for success, and the excellent slow-

running of the J.A.P. engine, the whiles it

developed great power, made the need for

extra gears rather less apparent. It was

rumoured that the Enfield makers may shortly

add two more speeds to their present stan-

dard, and in these days, when sidecar outfits

go everywhere, the addition would demon-

strably be an advantage.

On the crest of Hardknott the clouds were

wafted aside like a huge white curtain, and

we looked down the beautiful valley of Esk-

dale to the sea, 1,290 feet below. From the

gloom of grey and purple crags, the way

i I

(1) The first lady sidecar driver tackling the lower hairpin on Hardknott
Pass. Wrynose Gap, with the road curling from its crest, is seen in the

background.

(2) Climbing the first grassy corner at the foot of Wrynose Pass,
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dipped over into the sunny depths on
gradients of brn.ke-fcrying steepness. On the
most trying bit of 1 in 2J the scenery was
glorious ; but it looked better when soon from
the mountain side than from a seat in the
sidecar. Those upper zigzags on the EsUdale
side of HardUnott Pass must be considered
the most tryinfj part of the crossing of the
two passes in either direction.

The Roman Camp above Eskdale.
Halfway down the descent, upon the right-

hand side and on the more level section, a

call was made at the Roman Camp, which is

one of the most remarkable in Britain. The
remains of the wayside inn and shrine were
noticed. The great fort and its many build-

ings which stand at a slightly higher level

were also of interest in these modern warlike

times. It was impressive to stand by the old

look-out fort which commanded the seaward
approach by road and the narrow gap of

Plardknott through which the savage Bngantes
hurled their attacks. Afar off lay the sea

and the golden sands, where the bricks were

made that built the now ruined and storm

-

swept structures. All seemed at peace. Yet
as we stood amongst the bracken there came
a dull roar echoing in the vast solitudes of

Scawfell. Great guns spake the voice of war
from the testing grounds.

The lower part of Hardknott Pass, though
steep and curly, was remarkable more for its

svlvan prettiness. On the steepest part, where

A Lady's Record Ride in Lakeland.—

so many niotor adventurers h.ivc ended tlicir

upward attempt, the retaining wall had again

been repaired. Not so long ago it wa» carried

away by a large car which, by good fortune,

failed to reach farther than the edge of the

gorge in its backward slide. With the aid of

ro[)e3 the local farmers rescued the wanderer

from this perilous position. Once amon^^st

the larches the surface improved, and soon we
were speeding down Eskdale to oivilisiition at

the Wool Pack Inn. This altogether delight-

ful resting-place was found to be under new-

management, and to all motorists who exi)lorc

Western Lakeland it will prove a veritable

oasis in the wilds. The temptation to linger

after a sumptuous meal was resisted, and
with the glory of the setting sun lighting the

seaward prospect, we hurried northwards by
the coast road through Gosforth and Egre-

mont. Loweswater, Lorton, and Whinlatter
P.iss gave the quickest return to the starling

point.

Thus, despite adverse weather conditions,

what is probably the most severe road test

in the country had been carried out success-

fully. The "perfect running of the Enfield

outfit—there had never been a moment's
faltering—was only matched by the skill of

the driver. Now that a lady lias shown the

feasibility of motoring over the much neg-

lected passes, surely tiiey will be included in

the next official trials in Lakeland. Mere
man can scarcely refuse the challenge

!

2i-

(3) Descending Hardknott, amongst the craggy wilds of Eskdale.

(4) Up into the Gap of Wrynose. The Toughness of the road and the

wQdness of the scenery are well shown

the summit on her 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar
Mrs. Riley is seen approaching
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 16 ... 7.14 p.m.

,. 18 ... 7.9 „
„ 20 ... 7.5 „

„ 22 ... 7.0 „

Amuseful Hints

!

An Irish reader writes ;
" I enjoyed

the ' Useful Hints and Tips ' in last

week's issue, and hope to see this

feature continued. By the way, should

not the article have been called

' Amuseful Hints,' etc.?"

Adjustable Lamps.

The seizing of an adjustable motor

cycle lamp at Woburn, as already men-
tioned in our columns, had its sequel on

Friday last, when the owner was fined

£1 and the lamp confiscated. The magis-

trates informed the unfortunate motor
cyclist that they could have confiscated

the whole vehicle, a motor cycle and
sidecar.

Racing at Portmarnock.

The programme of the last race

meeting of the season at Portmarnock on

Saturday last was made up of a trio of

events. The sidecar event was the least

supported, but it was rather a scratch

entry, and making a good handicap with

so many unknown quantities proved a'

difficult task. A similar remark also

applies to the veterans' handicap, in

which Dr. Shiel's L.IVI.C. was so much
faster than the machines to which he
was asked to give starts that he was
leading at half distance, and won much
more easily than the eleven seconds

that divided him from the second man
would suggest. A Harley-Davidson side-

car was successful in the passenger class

;

but Walshe, who was second on a

B.S.A., would have been the winner had
he not had the misfortune to unship his

passenger in going over a water guUey.
T. E. XJreen had not been seen in ajiy

Irish competitions during the season, as

be is now serving with the Mechanical
Transport Section. He was having a
tew days' leave in Dublin, and borrowed
an old Rudge, but apparently he spent
little time in tuning it up.
The results were as follow

:

Four MtLEs Vftkrans' HANDicAr.
Tiiue.

1. Dr. Shiel (SV- L.M.O.I. SL-ratcb .. 5m. 64s.
2. K. P. HuTSe (IV^ B.SA.), scratcb .. 6m. 53.

Ten MiLi^s Scratch Race {under 600 o.c.)

1. O. B. Franklin {314 Indian) .. 13m. 39«.
2. T. E. Greene (31/2 Itiulge) .. .. 14m. .299.

Six Miles SinECAR Handicap.
1. H..'" Davidson" (7-9 Hailey David-

eon), scrateli 9m. 6s.

S. R. ^Yalslle (414 P..S.A,), 30s. .. 9m. 43s.

BI4

National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follow :

£ s. d.

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund ... 164,524 3 5

The Weekly Dispatch
Tobacco Fund ... 83,076 2 6

" France's Day " Collec-

tion 21,843 2

Belgian Relief Fund
(exceeds) 860,000

The Times Fund for

Sick and --Wounded 1,668,236 16 10

Imports and Exports oJ Motor Cycles.

As was only to be expected, the trade
of this country decreased enormously at

the outbreak of war, and the export value

of motor cycles and parts dropped from
£125,860 in July, 1914, to £77,121 in

August, 1914. "The motor cycle trade
suffered not only from the general de-

pression, but also from the fact that^

many hundreds of motor cycles were
taken over for war purposes by the Allied

Government, and also because the manu-
facturers have been engaged to a large

extent upon the manufacture of muni-
tions. Now that the Board of Trade
returns have been issued for August, we
are able to compare a month's trade with
the same month under war conditions,

and we find that there is a welcome in-

crease in the value of exported motor
cycles and parts of £2,745, although the
actual number of motor cycles exported
has dropped from 1,324 to 1,092.

Compared with last year the imports
have, of course, increased to a very large
extent, the number of motor- cycles being
645 last month, compared with 97 for the
corresponding month of last year ; but
the total number of machines and parts,

while approximately four times that of

last year, is only about double the 1913
figure. "The figures are as follow :

Import Value of Motor Cycles and
Parts.—August, 1915, £38,582; August,
1914, £9,577; August, 1913, £19,284;
July, 1915, £37,827.

Exports of Motor Cycles.—August,
1915, 1,092; August, 1914, 1,324;
August, 1915, 1,130; July, 1915, 881.

Export Valub (inoludino Parts).—
August, 1915, £79.866; August, 1914,

£77,121 : August, 1913, £67,714 ; July,

1915, £64,601.

Seven foreign-made motor cycles were
re-exported dm'ing the past month in

addition to parts to the value of nearly
£2,000.

SPECIAL FEATURES
A LADY'S RECORD RIDE IN

LAKELAND.
SPRING FRAMES IN 1906.

FAULT FINDING AT THE FRONT

Accideat to a Well-known Rider.

E Kickham, who now has an agi

in Bristol, was, near Salisbury, teacl

a pupU how to drive a sidecar, when

latter charged a bank, throwing the

senger out. A steam lorry coming

behmd unfortunately ran over Kickhi

left foot, causing a fracture. We
glad to hear that be ia making n

progress.

Very Heavy Fines.

If the report in the local pres;

correct, a motor cyclist was very hea

fined at -Cardiff recently. He
accused (1) of driving a motor cycl

a speed dangerous to the public, (2]

driving negligently, (3) of ignoring

sit'nal of a constable. The alleged s]

was from 20 to 25 m.p.h. (defen.

put it at 8 m.p.h.), and he ran in'

motor car which turned a corner,

was thrown off his machine. Whe
he did any harm to the motor ca

not is not stated, but his fines on

three summonses amounted to £42.

defendant said he was unable to

because his foot brake was broken,

fortunately for him, he was not
:

moned on this count.

Toronto M.C.C.'s HiU-climb.

There was a large crowd of ri

in attendance at the first hill-c

of the season, which took place

Davisville on July 17th. The hiU is

of the worst in the neighbourhooo

being very steep and possessing a

rough surface and three sharp bends

Class 1.—3 h.p. anp under.
Fast. Time

1. G. Orange (2^i Douglas) .. 23;

2. H. Minney (2^., Douglas) .. -298

Slow.

1. H. Minney (2^i Douglas) .. Im. 9s

2. G. Orange |2'u Douglas) .. ols

Fli^xibiUtit.

1. H. Minney (2^j Douglas) .. F.M. 2.4

2. G. Orange (2^ Dougliis) .. F.M. 2.1

Class 2.-4 h.p. and under.
Fast.

1. G. Orange (2% Douglas) .. 22J

Siow.
1. G. Orange {SM Douglas) .. Im. 8s

Class 3.-7 h.p. and undee (PROFESsiot
Fast.

1. T. Smith (Excelsior) .. .. 20j

Slow.

1. T. Smith (Excelsior) .. .. 2m. 38i

FUxibitity.
I. 1. Smith (Excelsior) .. .. F.M. 7.1
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Grampians Road Good.

A Scottish authority states that the

rond over the Grampians is in good con-

dition, there not having been a long
enough spell of dry weather to break up
the surface as usual.

Bromley Baker's P. and M. Sidecarrier.

A Bromley baker has just acquired a

P. and M. and sidecarrier. The latter

is complete and detachable, therefore

at the' week-ends he fits a pleasure type
sidecar attachment. This has advantages
over removing the carrier bo.x and fitting

a sidecar body, but is, of course, more
cost ly

.

Honour among Thieves (?)

A young man was recently sent to a
Borstal Institution for two years at the
London Sessions for being concerned
•with two men in breaking into a ware-
house and stealing a motor bicycle and
sidecar. The prisoner, Walter John
Newman, aged 17, and the two men
tossed up to decide who should wait
outside the warehouse while the othei's

entered. Newman lost, and then each
took an oath not to "round" on the
others. When arrested he I'efused to
disclose anything about his confederates,
but when remanded he gave their
names, which has enabled them to be
traced to C41asgo\v, but we understand
they have not yet been arrested.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices for
the various second-hand models offered

for sale in The Motor Cycle. We quote
those models of which at least five weekly
averages have appeared during the past
two months. Where it is possible to

obtain a sufficient number of each model
we also give the average for the past
week :

Make.

A.J.S. .

.

Y.-ar. H.P.
Last

week's

Ariel
Bat
Bradbury .

B.S.A

Calthorpe .

Chater Lea
Clvno ....

Douglas . .

.

Enfield .'..'.

Humber . .

.

Indian ....

James
Lea-Francis

.

Matchless .

.

New Hudson

O.K.
'.'

P. & M. ...
Premier . .

.

Rex .

Rover

average
igi4 6 3-?p. sidecar . . £77
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £59
1914 2j 3-speed ^42
^913 3^ 3-sp- sidecar . . jl^6
r9r3 8 2 sp. sidecar . . —
r9i4 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 4 3-sp, sidecar . . £62
1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 2 2-speed ...... £r8
19T4 8 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £63
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £53
1914 2i 2-speed £33
r9r4 2I 2-sp. T.T £42
I9r4 2j 2-sp. kick start £45
1914 6 2-5p. sidecar . . £64
1914 3 2-speed £40
r9^i3 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . —
I9r4 7 2-5p. sidecar . . £61
1914 7 T.T. free eng.

1914 4^ 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 3\ 2-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

2-sp. sidecar .

3-sp. sidecar .

3-sp. sidecar .

iyii^ ^ 2-spced
1914 3! 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

if40

f56
£47
£69

£5_4

(.»

if53

(.a
- - .. ^-=y ='<j^^ni . . £36
[914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
^913 6 3-sp. sidecar . .

—

1914
1913 8

1914 6
1914 4
19 14

1914 3i 3 sp. sidecar .

.

1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

19T4 3.1 2-speed
1914 3i multi
1914 35 2-sp. sidecar .

.

^9^3 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

.

r9i4 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

)i • • 19x4 3^ 3-speed ......
» .. 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

Triumph . . . 1914 4 3.sp. sidecar .

1914 4 3-speed £45
1913 3* 3-sp. sidecar . . £42
19 14 8 2-sp. sidecar . . —
1014 6 Gradua sidecar —

Royal Ruby
Rudge
Scott

Sunbeam .

.

Williamson
Sfenith . . .

.

Iw

£53

. £54
£45

Average
for past
8 weeks.

17&

£44

£49
£47
£58
£67
£19
£60
£67
£53
£31
£41
£44
£64
£38
£39
£60
£43
£55

£53
£59
£48
£n
£57
£51
£59
£59
£39
£57
£40
£44
£35
£55
£43
£77
£56

£55
£44
£43
£75
£63

Illegally Equipped Motor Cycles.

At Garstang the other day, four motor
cyclists were fined £X each for not
having two independent brakes on their

machines. It is up to manufacturers and
agents to see that their machines are

properly equipped to comply with legal

requirements before sending them out.

The Zeppelin Raid.
It was a curious sight the other

night, when the Zeppelins were over
the London district, to see motor cycles

and sidecar combinations proceeding
without lights. This mostly happened
when it was all over, and we actually

saw a policeman tell a sidecarist to

light up. This was well over an hour
after the raiders had gone home.

A Death in the Dardanelles.

The Cork and District Motor Cycle Club
may well be proud: of its record in con-

nection with the war. The proportion of

ils membership that has joined the Forces
is quite as high as, if indeed it is not higher
than, any similar organisation in the

United Kingdom. All the motor cyclists

attached to the 10th Division Signal
Company were members of the club.

Although a great many of the men who
joined have already seen much active

service both in France and the Darda-
nelles, it was not until last week that a
death took place amongst them. W. J.

McCann, a prominent member of the club

and a well-known figure in Irish competi-
tions, has died of dysentery in GaUipoli,
where he was serving as a-despatch rider.

Another prominent member of the club,

Lieut. Haynes, of the 6th Jliuisters, has
been wounded at the Dardanelles, and is

now in hospital at Oxford.

2H7

Hill-cUmb, Army v. Navy Motor Cyclists.

'I'he complete regulations foi' the Army
and .\avy hill-cliiiili on Septcnilier 25th.
oigiini.sod by the Streatliam and District

M.C.C., were iss\ic<i last week. 'I'here

are ten classes, the fiist nine to be
decided on The Motor Ciji-lr foi-rnula.

CxT"
which is —Ty— , whilst the other claK«

will be decided on time.

Midland Section of the Fosseway.

Last week-end we traversed tlit

Fosseway between Leicester and Newark,
and found that the road surface had.
in common with most other road;;

throughout the country, considerably
deteriorated in the last six months. The
Leicestershire section was, as usual, by
far the worst stretch, the Tarmac of the
Notts end, withstanding its heavy traffic,

in good style, yet showing sign? of wear
in many places.

Out-oJ-date Signposting in Leicester.

Any motorist desii'ing to travel North
along the Fosseway may easily go wrong
in Leicester, for when nearing the out

skirts of the city there is an out of date-

signpost pointing to " Melton Mowbray
and Grantham-" This is the right road
for Newark and Lincoln, and though the

Fosseway has been in splendid order for

two years, the authorities have still to

think about erecting a proper sign.

Incidentally, we should have thought
that one of the local motor clubs would
have brought about this necessary im-
provement. Not until one gets nearly
to Syston is there any sign denoting the
Fosseway to Lincoln, but on the Fosse-

waj- the signposting is excellent.

TRIPLE FLAG DAY IN LIVERPOOL.
A local sidecarist. Miss McNabb, does two kind actions at once—takes two wounded

soldiers for an outing and collects for charities.

8I7
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FAULT FINDING.
An Amusing Competition at the

Front.

THE following account of a fault-finding com-

petition, enjoyed by the despatch riders of the

2nd Division (in action) within a few miles

of the fighting line, may be of interest to readers of

The Motor Cycle.

It was decided that such a competition, besides

providing much sport and amusement, would at the

same time be of material value in making the com-
petitors acquainted with intricacies of their mounts.

Consequently the artificer had first of all a busy day

in thinking out all the wily little dodges and traps

imaginable.

Apparently, in England, at the present time, men
training for despatch riding work are put through the

mill in this respect as a part of their training. But

most of the despatch riders of the 2nd Division have

been right through the retreat from Mons and right

through the war up to the present point and have not

had this advantage, though it is undeniable that one

and all are thoroughly efficient riders in spite of this.

It would have been practically impossible to have

held such a competition before the actual date, as

the Division has been continually on the move. The
CO. readily gave his consent, and was quite keen on

the result.

It appeared that nobody knew anything about the

rules regulating such a competition, so it became
necessary to draw up rules of our own. The com-
petition as a matter of fact was decided on merit,

comprising logical conclusion and coolness.

All the machines were 2'S/j^ h.p. Douglases barring

two Triumphs ; below, unless otherwise stated, Douglas
is assumed. The following is a list of the choicest

faults with remarks.

Details of the Faults.
1 (K.B.R.)—^Front cylinder exhaust valve fitted with

rotten spring which had been heated red hot and all

the temper removed, and one thickness of insulation

tape passes round back cylinder inlet valve to prevent

it from seating.

This competitor knew his machine so thoroughly

that he suspected the inlet valve trouble ; on inspecting

the tappet clearance, he subsequently soon found the

rotten spring.

2 (T.B.L.D.)—The high-tension wires to magneto
crossed over so that both cylinders fired on induction

stroke ; also the jet choked up with silver paper.

The jet trouble was soon found, but the crossing

over of the leads was a puzzler, and nearly caused this

man to tamper with his timing.

3 (S.J. A.)—Induction pipe plugged up with rag,

and one h.t. wire internally disconnected from carbon
brush.

This man tried to get a spark at the plug which

was out of action, and went straight to his magneto.

Eventually he found the ignition trouble and attempted

B18

Cardboard washer cut awa> to

admit air into induction pipe.

to Start the bicycle with no result, at least for the

time being.

4 (W.L.)—Carburetter air gauze completely bunged
up so as to be unnoticeable unless held up to the light,

also one plug shorted internally.

The plug was easily found, but the other was a teaser.

5 (W.R.)—Carburetter passage from jet to float

chamber blocked (N.B.—There is no inspection hole

on Douglas carburetters for this passage), and both

h.t. wires disconnected internally from carbon brushes.

6 (H.B.)—Carburetter joint leaking air. (N.B.

—

these carburetters are attached by means of a flanged

joint ; the thin paper washers were removed from the^
joint and, instead, thick

cardboard half washers

inserted, so that the

appearance w-as normal

from the top, but ±ere
would be a gap if one lay

on one's back and looked

upwards from under-

neath.)

This gave a lot of trouble. If the carburetter were

well flooded and the machine run hard with extra air

lever shut it would give about twenty explosions aiiil

then cease. This unfortunate competitor probed about

with a- piece of copper wire, and found all the passages

clear, eventually only finding the actual trouble at the

last moment.

7 (N.W.)—Inlet valves not working at all, rockers

having been entirely removed ; also small trouble.

N.W. soon discovered the valve trouble and asked

for the rockers, but was unfortunate enough to replace

the timing wheel so that the wrong marks came
together. Hence he had to dismantle again, and still

found, much to his annoyance, that the machine was

hors de combat. Occasion will be found to refer again

to this competitor later.

8 (P.F.)—Magneto contact breaker internally

shorted. (N.B.—The small central bolt which keeps

the contact breaker on is insulated normally from the

rear of contact lueaker by small fibre bush wh' -h can

be seen bv peering down recess at back. This recess

was plugged up with silver paper

and the contact breaker screwed

tight home.)
This was discovered, but it is

a very neat little trick which

would puzzle many experienced

motor cyclists unless they know
their contact breaker thoroughly,

as the silver paper becomes part

and parcel of the piece and has the

appearance of being quite normal.

Other competitors were J.B.

and C.L., who had practically

Diagram of back of

contact breaker. ".*\"

denotes point where

silver paper washer was

inserted.
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MACKINTOSH OVERALLS

PURE PARA.

Pure Para Mack-

intosli Jacket

Price, 36/9.

Trouser Overalls,

of finest quality.

Price (without

seat) .... 22/-. //

With seat, 26/3.

These Overalls are made

of the very best material, and

the quality is unobtainable

elsewhere.

In waterproof goods especially does

it pay to use the best, because you

are buying more pure rubber for

every extra shilling you spend. The

more rubber in a garment the

longer it will keep waterproof.

Send for fully illustrated list of Motor

Cycle Clothing.

Dunhills Ltd.,
359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.
2, Conduit St., W. 42, Lombard St., E.C.

Manchester : G'asgow :

90-92, Cross Street. 7 2, St. Vincent Street.

BIWKS
CARBURETTERS

ON 2-STROKES
These grand little machines are wonderfully

improved by fitting a Binks, it makes them run
slower without 4-stroking, start easier and
makes them tick over when in free, and greatly

increases the mileage per gallon.

WHY NOT AT ONCE
IMPROVE YOUR MACfflNE.
I send on approval for 2 weeks' trial, and return

your money, less examination fee, if you are not

delighted with it.

TESTIMONIALS EVERY DAY.
" / have, fitted the Carburetter and 1 find it does on my Allan

2-stroke 40 moje miles to the gallon than with the carburetter sent

out with the machine.'*

" I can now run at just half the speed without any ^-stroking.

I am thoroughly satisfied.

" I have now got the jets right, and on my Calihorpe can do

1 1 5 miles to the gallon, and the power is marvellous."

" My machine is quite another thing since Ifitted the Binks. Very

little 4-stroking, 120 miles to the gallon, and terrific power."

" I have now got my Calthorpe to a fine slate of perfection.

It does 1 20 to the gallon with the hot air pipe, and runs very slow.

The starting is marvellous. I can just sit on the saddle and give

the machine a jerk, forward and o0 she goes, and soon the speedo-

meter is dithering between 35 to 40 miles an hour. If other

Calthorpe riders get exactly the same Binks outfit as mine they

will then have a machine that is practically perfect."

And so on, and I can show you the
originals at my works.

MY TREATISE ON
CARBURATION
AND LIST FREE

TO EVERYONE.
PRICE

49/-
With

Spare Jets and
fuU

instructions.

Did you notice the

easy way in which
Pte. Kendal won
every race he en-

tered for at the
Khaki Meeting at
Brooklands, on his

j3.V Norton, bea ting

big twins ?

He used a
BINKS.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention *' The Motor Ci/cle.'* B19
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Hercule
—the Sidecar the ladies love.

I

LOOK ! the lovely springing, the folding
luggage grid, the safe attachments are just
perfect. That's the Sidecar
I want—with the beautiful
lines and adequate protection
in all weathers and so com-
fortable. We will send for

a catalogue to-night, study
the specifications and the
pictures and then we can de-
cide just which model will

suit us best. Here's the
address

—

L^
The HERCULES CYCLE

& MOTOR CO., LTD.,

Conyberc St, Birmingham.

X

FORWARD
British Plugs
ARE WORTH WAITING FOR

ORDER NOW

We have given up the manufacture
of Motor Cycles, in order to cope
with the huge orders for Forward
PIups and Belt Fasteners.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,

Summer Row, BIRM^GHAM.

SKILLED
ENGINEERS
Wanted Immediately

for munition work of the highest importance, large
number of highly skilled men. Skilled men at present
engagred on any work not required for the War
are earnestly requested to make applicatlon-at once
to nearest Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper
and No. A803.

The standard district rate will in all instancesbe paid,
with bonus, and overtime. The average weekly
earnings of similar men at present employed are
very high.

TOOL SETTERS, for auto-
matics, capstans, millers,
spline millers, profilers, and
small repetition work,

PRESS TOOL SETTERS,
for large and small power and
hand presses and drop stamp
setters.

UNIVERSAL MILLERS for

tool work, and to be trained
as tool setters.

TOOLMAKERS, including
tool turners, grinders, fitters,

smiths and hardeners.

PRESS TOOL MAKERS,
TURNERS for shell production.

A suitable allowance towards the cost of removal to
the district where employment will be given will, in
certain cases, be made. Only highly skilled men are
wanted and no man already engaged on War work
should apply

ROYAL LEICESTER

SIDECAR, No. 1.

12 Sidecars to clear at

£S 12 O
less Trade Discount.

First-class condition, complete with

Moseley Tyre, and Couplings for

all makes.

01

STOKES & HOLT, LTD., |
LEICESTER. i^

IIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIH
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Fault Finding.—

repetitions of the previous troubles. Both used excel-

lent methods of tracing their troubles throughout.

'I'here were other various faults, but the above gix'es

the more outstanding ones.

Amusing Incidents.

Several amusing incidents occurred in- connection

with the competition which are worth recounting. For
instance, before his machine had been tampered with

one competitor put a minute blob of sealing wax on

every joint, hoping that, if it escaped the detection of

the unsuspecting artificer, it might help him to localise

the fault.

Of course, the artiticer twigged at once and wasn't

long in breaking all the joints and then tampering with

the machine (and piling on the trouble into the bar-

gain) and finally arming himself with a similar piece

of wax and going over the bicycle with fiendish glee

and an eye to deception.

In all cases it was deemed advisable to throw dust

into the eyes of competitors by throwing dust and mud
on to parts which had been tampered with, and in

DESPATCH
RIDERS

AT THE
FRONT.

Reading from top to bottom the

pictures show—(1) A despatch

rider roundmg a well-graded curve

in pretty surroundings. (2) In

a communication trench. (3)

Despatch riders after a swim.

(4) A fine stretch of road.

some cases burring nuts

and screws which had
not. A few unwary
birds were caught in

traps like these.

And now I must narrate

a little yarn against the

artificer, that is myself.

Being the principal adjudi-

cator I was not normally
a competitor, but after the

first day's competition the
fellows

. surprised me by
bringing out my Triumph
and coolly informing me that I was expected to locate

the fauJts which they had put their heads together to

impose, upon jny machine. Nothing loth, I com-

menced to attack the job sin'rounded by a ghastly

mob and found, without more than a moment '.s delay,

that 1 was getting no . _nirk.

Having satisfied mysfflf that it wasn't tlie plug, I

was just going to set about the magneto when jjrovi-

dentially 1 found a pin stuck through my high-tension

wire and hidden well «within the guiding tube. On
attempting to start my engine on the stand, however,
there was no result. I took a rough glance at the

timing and found that all was well, and just for fun
I again looked at my high-tension wire, and found
the same pm had been stuck in again whilst I had been
looking the other way. This caused great amusement,
but the engine still wouldn't go when it had been

removed. Various funny remarks were passed by the

crowd, chiefly by N.W., who suggested that perhaps

it was the lamp. This audacious fellow was due for

the morrow's competition, hence I was able to take

easy revenge by giving him. a hard task. He who
laughs last, laughs best.

A Problem for Readers.

The trial proceeded amid great amusement,
albeit great disadvantage to myself, and I soon

found the carburetter was all right, all passage-

being clear and petrol level correct, but still very

little result.

I will put the trouble in the form of a problem :

Symfto?ns.—Good spark, timing correct throughout,

plenty of compression, all carburetter passages clear,

petrol level correct, throttle and air slides working,

no carbon deposit in cylinder, petrol itself pure.

Engine will go if throttle be-

opened fairly wide, but will

not go slowlv.

For anybody who possesses

a 1 91 4 Triumph this may
prove a very neat little problem.

I may say that it took me an

hour or so to discover the

trouble, and even then, though
I say it to my own disadvantage,

I had to be given a hint.

The prize was won by P.F.,

but K.B.R. and N.\V. were

good seconds. B.R.R.
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A selection of questions of genera! interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C, and whether intended for pubUcation or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

I luive had some trouble with

oily and smoky. The plug easily

soots up. I changed a 28 jet for

a 26, but it is no better, and now
I can only give a very little air. Should
I use less oil with the petrol or reduce
the amount of the drip feed ? I have
so far followed the directions given,

but once when I used petrol alone in

the tank it ran particularly well.

—

R.E.F.
Surely if the engine is fitted with a drip

feed lubrication system the petroil system
is not needed, so we should; say you can
safely use petrol alone in the tank, and
keep your drip feed running to a reason-
able extent.

Petrol Consumption on a Two-stroke.

(1.) I have recently bought a

^1 two-stroke motor cycle fitted with

^ Senspray carburetter, No. 30 jet.

-2J I get an average of about 70 to

80 m.p.g. I have tried both a

26 and 28 jet, but when I advance the

air lever it immediately starts to back-
fire and slow down. With a 30 jet I

can run with the air lever fully open
and the throttle lever in the same posi-

tion. (2.) I shall be glad to know how
I can get a larger mileage per gallon,

as I understand that I should get at

least 100 m.p.g. I have a friend with
a similar machine with a 28 jet who
gets 120 m.p.g. I may also state that
when travelling from 15 to 20 m.p.h.
the engine fires like a fonr-stroke. How
can I remedy this?—J.W.

(1.) There is no doubt that a 26 or 28
jet is too small, as you should be able

to give a certain amount of air, at the
same time improving the running. (2.)

The difference in the miles per gallon
between yours and your friend's machines
may be due to the fact that he is a
lighter weight than you ; his machine
may be geared more suitably, or it may
be in better condition than yours. To
get the best results, yon should make
sure the engine is in perfect order, piston

and cylinder quite free from carbon, rings

free, etc. Unfortunately, this habit of

four-stroking is a fault from which
many two-strokes suffer, especially when
running light on down grades, etc.^ It

is usually due to faulty, carburation or

choked exhaust. See Tht Motor Ci/de
for September 2nd, page, 231.
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Auto-wheel Taxes.

Is it necessary to take out

a licence for an Auto-wheel? If

so, what licences are necessary?
—T.R.

Yes
;

you have to take out full motor
cycle licences for an Auto-wheel. These
will be : Local taxation licence, available

until December 31st, 1915, and obtainable

from any Post Office, £1 ; registration,

obtainable from any county or borough
council in the United Kingdom, 5s.

;

driving licence, obtainable from your
local licensing authorities, 5s. An Auto-
wheel attached to a pedal cycle is legally

a motor bicycle.

Overheating and Loss o£ Power.

^^ What is the cause of over-

^n heating and loss of power? I

^ cannot open the throttle with-
-I-l out causing misfiring. The ririgs

seem all right, and I have
ground the valves in. Would I be
able to put a sidecar on my machine,
a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder, with a multi-

pulley attached ?—B.B.
The trouble seems to be due to your
using too large a jet. This would
account for the overheating and loss of
power, and the engure would choke when
you opened the throttle. A variable
pulley gear would be of some use to

you, and would certainly be of assist-

ance when you are using a sidecar, which
the machine should pull quite well.

Chain Adjustment.

I have a 1914 two-speed clutch^ model Indian. (1.) When tb«

> machine is on the stand and the
-iJ rear chain is removed, the back

wheel revolves freely, but when
the chain is replaced and the gear
is in tlie neutral position I cannot
spin the wheel more than half-

way round. The gear box is ad-
justed correctly, and the cluiins are
not too tight, so I think the clutclt

. is too tightly adjusted'. Can you tell

me how to dismantle it, as two of the
spividles on which the rollers revolve
are loose on the back plate? (2.) What
is meant by adjusting chains at the
tight place ? Should I measure the
sag of chain at top or bottom, and
what should this sag be in each chain ?

(3.) Kindly tell me how to alter car-

buretter to suit benzole.

—

White Eose.
(1.) The fact that you cannot spin tha
wheel freely with the chain on is

probably merely due to the resistance of

the grease in the gear box. To dis-

mantle the clutch, it is only necessary

to undo the four adjusting nuts, when

all the plates can be withdrawn. (2.) To

find a tight place, turn the wheel gently

round, and note when the chain is least

slack, then adjust the chain till it is

not quite taut (there must be no strain

on it). You w-il) probably find an up

and down play on the slack side of the

chain when the wheel is turned. (3.)

Use a slightly smaller jet, and place a

sni,ill copper washer on the float to

weight it, as benzole is heavier than

petrol.

Too Strong a Mixture.

I have a 2J h.p. motor cycle,

and have (1) difficulty (occasional)

in starting. I often have to run

the macliine along the road for

several hundred yards before I

can get it to fire. The engine tuuis

over all right, but there is no explosi-m,

and whenthey do begin they are vtry

irregular, first one in ten yards pujli-

ing, then two or three, but afterwards

it gets regular. Injecting petrol is in-

eft'ective, also flooding the carburetter

(a Senspray). The plug being changed

makes no difference. The firing after-

wards is perfect, and sometimes I am
able to start right off easily. (2.) Up
to 35 m.p.h. the engine is regular, but

on opening out the throttle further (air

full out) it misfires, and thus the in-

crease does not give more speed. I1;!S

gets more obvious as the throttle i;tis

riglit open. (3.) I have run tlic

machine 2.500 miles (it was clear^l

internally at 2.000 miles), and now liid

I have to open wider for hills whiji
formerly I coidd do on one-third

throttle, and occasionally the engine

gets very hot.—H.S.

(1.) Your trouble is most likely due to

too rich a mixture. With this make of
|

carburetter it is not advisable to flood it
'<

for starting, and if you have to at all^

do it very slightly. Simply depress the

needle valve once or twice. (2.) The ',

missing at speed is possibly due to the ]

same cause. (3.) Tlie cause of tlie engine
overheating caii probably be traced to the

too rich mixture also. You should try a

sliglitlv smaller jet. An engine of this

kind sliould be cleaned out and the valves

ground in every 1,000 miles to obtain

first-rate compression and thereby good
running.
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HIGHEST

QUALITY.

iiin

THE NORTON
DOES IT AGAIN
at the United Services Meeting at Brooklands,

and, as at the Khaki Meeting, earned
oft the PREMIER HONOURS, not only

WINNING its own class EASILY, but also

FIRST PLACE in the UNLIMITED Class,

the little All-British' NORTON of 490 c.c.

BEATING SEVERAL FOREIGN MACHINES

of 1,000 C.C., including special racers—
ONE WITH PORTED CYLINDERS.

WHY GO ABROAD
for heavy, expensive, and complicated machines when the

490 c.c. SIMPLE SINGLE-CYLINDER NORTON GIVES
MORE POWER AND SPEED AND NO TROUBLE.

Keep the Gold in England and buy a NORTON.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue :

NORTON MOTORS, LTD.,
Sampson Road North, Birn\inghatn.
London: Bartlctt & Co., The Parade, Kilburn.

Jl

SECOND
TO

NONE.

iiiiiiimiiiiiiiIII iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii III I mil nil

In answering this aclvertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. E23
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Put Your Advertisement
in

-Til JjOTOT^OUE J".
-and be sure of speedy and satisfactory results.

"Must be Hard to Beat."
" I may say your paper as an adver-

tising medium must be hard to beat, as

a single advertisement brought me thirteen
raphes for a free-engine wheel, which I

disposed of. You may use this if you
desire." HAROLD E. MONTEITH.

12, Gladstone Place, Stirling.

"Sold within half-an-hour."
" I should like to mention that a few

weeks ago I advertised a second-hand
machine in The Mo:or Cycle and had
eighteen enquiries, and sold the motor
within half-an-hour of the issue of your
paper." F. J. MAW.

47, Skelton Road,
Forest Gate, London.

"A Shoal of Replies."
" One insertion in MiscellarLeous column

of Tlie Motor Cycle brought a shoal of

replies, and every article sold. We are

unable to answer every one."
BARKER & CO.

Automobile Engineers,

; Bradford Road, Huddersfield.

"Could have Sold Gear
40 times over."
" I deeply regret to disappoint Mr. —

,

^but through the advert, (in The Motor
Cycle) I could have sold gear about forty
times over. Several wire money orders
received, also cheques."

A. G. GARTON.
140, Porter Street, llull.

"Each advert, a Great Success."
" I have had several advertisements in

your paper, and each has been a great
success. A short time ago I advertised
an F.N. engine, and as a result ^pent
quite a small fortune returning postal
orders. It was sold by wire the day
The Motor Cycle was published, and about
six weeks afterwards I had an enquiry
from India. One advertisement in The
Motor Cycle is worth half-a-dozen in any
other paper." JOHN W. WALKER.

Buchlyvie, Stirlingshire.

"Forty Answers."

" I was very pleased with the advert,
in your paper, having had about forty
answers." (Miss) D. JACKSON.

Fairfield, Birchington, Kent.

There is

NO DOUBT
as to the

SUPERIORITY
of

jy[or(»@CL£
for

Miscellaneous
Advertisem en t s

It is proved week by
week that quicker and

~ better results are ,,-

obtained through this

journal than any
other medium. :: :;

Read

THE EVIDENCE
of

ADVERTISERS

HI This remarkable success of
^ "The Motor Cycle " is attri-

butable to the fact that it has
the largest circulation of any
paper of its kind and is read by
the right sort of people, jt ^ ^

"Results of ad. Excellent."
" Re my advt. in The Motor Cycle 01

the loth inst., No. 6839. Although the

machine was sold before issue, I received

through your paper thirty replies—some
of these from York, Derby, Wilts, Hants,

Dorset, Sheffield, Cardigan, etc. — and
several callers, two of whom arrived a1

the same time, and were \\-illing to bar-

gain. I consider the results of advt.

excellent." E. H. COLE.
4, De Castro Terrace, Canterbury.

"Undoubtedly IT,
9>

" A fortnight ago I advertised a siie-

car, which I sold the same morning aj

your paper came out ; also a B.S.A.

motor cycle, which I sold directly after-

wards. I could have sold it five times

over again. Your paper is undoubtedly
IT." F. MERRIMAN.

" Highbury," Beech Tree Lane,
Cannock, Staffs.

"The Usual Success."
" Following the sale of my B.S..\. com-

bination through the medium of youi

valuable paper, I advertised a cover and
tube, and am pleased to say tliat the

usual success was attained, same being

sold next morning following day of issue.

I was compelled to return several cheques

and money orders." F. MERRIM.\N.
Beech Tree Lane, Cannock. Stafis.

"Very pleased with result."

"I thought I would like to acquaint

you with the success of my advertisement
appearing in The Motor Cycle.

The same evening I received several

calls ; the second caller purchased machine
at quite a satisfactory figure I You can

guess I am very pleased with such a result,

and more so a.< it is the second machine I

have sold tlirough your paper with

similar dispatch."
EDWIN T. DE.\CON.

"Falconhurst," Blagdon Road,
New Maiden.

N.B.—The rates for paragraph

advertisements are given on page 30

B24
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Speed of 3^ h.p. Twin Machines.

I think of investing in a 3^
h.p. twin motor cycle. Can you
tell me the greatest speed and
the consumption of petrol?

—

'

A.W.K.
We should say that such a machine
would be capable of fifty miles an hour,

and that the consumption of petrol would
be about eighty miles to tlie gallon.

Fitting a Larger Cylinder.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke,

70x70 mm. If I fitted a new
cylinder 75x70 mm.,, would the

increase of power be appreci-

able, and would it upset the
balance of the engine?—PowBK.

The increased power would be appre-
ciable, but the balance might be affected,

as you would require a slightly larger
piston. The engine could, however, be
balanced by an expert to make up for

this additional weight.

Fitting a Speedometer to a Bat.

I noticed in The Motor Cycla

?'
I

a paragraph on how to fit a
speedometer to a Bat motor cycle

-2-1 front wheel. I have searched for

this, but I cannot find the issue

with.it in. Would you kindly let me
know how you fit one.—F.W.

There is no difficulty in fitting a speedo-
meter to the Bat spring forks. The arm
which supports the small gear wheel and
cable mechanism is attached to the wheel
spindle. You will find that the distance
between the two gear wheels remains the
same when fitted in this manner, but
with this type of fork you will require
a rather longer cable than with the Druid
type. See page 163, The Motor Cxjde,
February 18th.

READERS' REPLIES.

Shorting in Wet Weather.

I have been troubled in the same
Biannei' as your correspondent "R.IM.,"
and found, after experiencing munerous
" shocks," that the cause of the trouble
was a saturated rainproof coat, which
wa.s sufficiently long continually to catch
the sparking plug. The rain, being a
conductor, caused considerable short-
circuiting.—J. E. Hensh.\w.

No Compression in Front Cylinder.
" A.M." writes in your August 19th

issue of The Motor Cycle about lost

compression in the front cylinder of his

2| h.p. Douglas. I had the same trouble,
and thought the leak was to the crank
chamber, but after grinding the valves
in very carefully, I find that the machine
runs very well, and has got its full com-
pression in both cylinders. The valves
have now got a good beai'ing all round
the seatings and the whole width.

—

G.F.C.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" W.H.H." (Rudgwick).—Torogo two-
speed gear for engines of 3^ to 5 h.p.

" W.B.L." (Ardrossan).—2| h.p. Douglas
with sidecar. Speed, efficiency, and hill-

climbing.

"J.P.M." (Glasgow).— Grado multi-
pulley; also Oakley sidecar. Springing
and comfort.

"J.E.W." (London).—3| h.p. Scott

and sidecar. Reliability, ease of start-

ing, hill-climbing, general efficiency, and
upkeep.

A GROUP OF OFFICIALS AT THE BROOKLANDS UNITED SERVICES MOTOR
CYCLE RACE MEETING.

Among the officers are Major D. F. Nicholl, Lieut. Neill (R.N.V.R.), Colonel Lloyd, and

Dr. Low (Lieut. R.F.C.). Mr. Otto Thomas (chairman A.C.U.), of "The Motor Cycle," and

Mr. T. W. Loughborough (secretary A.C.U.) arc also among the group.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Putney to Folkestonk, following th(

coast for a few miles.—T..J.D.L.

Putney Hill, Parksido, Wimbledon
Common, Merton, Mitcham, Croydon
Addington, Farnborough, Sevenoaks
Tonbridge, Pembury, Goudhurst, Bid
denden, Tenterden, Appledore, Romney,
Dymchurch, Hythe, Sandgate, Folke^

stone.

Tavistock to Cuckfield.—H.C.B.

Tavistock, Two Bridges, Moreton
hampstead, Exeter, Sidford, Colyford
Lyme Regis, Bridport, Dorchester, Bere
Regis, Wimborne, Ringwood, Cadnam
Totton, Southampton, Fareham, Havant
Emsworth, Chichester, along the Arunde
road to the Bull's Head Inn, Slindon
Whiteways, Houghton, Amberley, Stor

rington, Washington, Ashington, West
Grinstead, Cowfold, Cuckfield.

Birmingham to Handforth.—H.R.S.

Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lich-

field, Weston, Stone, Trentham, New
castle-under-Lyme, Red Bull, Congleton

Alderley, Handforth. As far as wt

know, the roads are in fair condition,

and the journey could be easily done ir

a day.

Wantage to Weymouth.—C.H.A.

Wantage, Ashbury, Swindon, Avebury,

Devizes, Westbury, Warminster, Shaftes

bury, Blandford, Dorchester. Weymouth

London to Plymouth.—A.L.G.

London, Kingston, Cobham, Ripley,.

Guildford, Hog's Back, Farnham, Alton,

East Tisted, West Meon, Bishop's

Waltham, Botley, West End, Bassett,

Shirley, Totton, Cadnam, Ringwood.

Wimborne, Bere Regis, Dorchester, Brid

port, Lyme Regis, Colyford, Sidford.

Exeter, Chudleigh, Ashburton, Ivy-

bridge, Plymouth.

Chester to Norwich.—P.R.

Chester, Nantwich, Woore, Pipe Gate,

Stone, Uttoxeter, Burton - on - Trent,

Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch, Loughborough, Mel-

ton Mowbray, Oakham, Stamford, Market

Deeping, Crowland, Wisbech, Downham
Market, Swaffham, East Dereham, Nor-

wich.

Henley to Wolverhampton, avoiding

the steepest hills, and distance.

—

E.B.

Henley, Nettlebed, Dorchester, Oxford,

Woodstock, Enstone, Shipston-on-Stour,

Stratford - on - Avon, Alcester, Crabb's

Cross, Bromsgrove, Stourbridge, Kings-

winford, Wolverhampton. The distance

is approximately 100 miles.

Birmingham to Exmouth.—K.S.E.
Birmingham, Bromsgrove, Worcester,

Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Stroud, Nails-

worth, Bath, Radstock, Wells, Glaston-

bury, Durston, Taunton, Wellington,

CuUompton, Exeter, Topsham, Exmouth,
or Taunton, Blagdon, Churchingford,

Honiton, Sidmouth, East Budleigh,

Exmouth. The distance is approximately

180 miles. The latter route is likely to

be more picturesque, but more hiUy.

A2{
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A Two-stroke Slide Valve Engine.

In the ordinary three-port type two-
stroke engine, in which the exhaust port
and transfer passage are both opened
when tlie piston reaches the bottom of

its stroke, the best results are not obtained
owing to the pressure of the exhaust
gases remaining in the cylinder when
the transfer passage admits the fresh

charge. Further, induction of the fresh
charge into the crank case takes place
only during a brief period when the
piston is near the top of its stroke, so

that complete filling of the crank chamber
is not obtained. To overcome these
defects, the present invention intro-

duces a sleeve valve, which controls the
opening and closing of the inlet port and
transfer port, so that improved position-

Eric, w Walford.

ing and timing of these ports is ob-

tained. The cylinder A is slightly

enlarged in bore, as shown at B, to

receive the sliding sleeve valve C. This
valve is formed with two sets ' of ports,

one of which (not illustrated) controls the

admission of gas to the crank chamber,
and this port is so arranged
that induction takes place

during a considerable part of

the up stroke of the piston,

ensuring an ample charge.
The other set of ports is

shown at D, and acts to open
the transfer passa,ge E after

the exhaust
port.-F has been
uncovered a

suitable time by
the top of the
piston. The
sleeve C is re-

ciprocated by a

pair of rods G
mounted around
e c c e n tries H
carried by the

engine - shaft,

the angle of

eccentricity be-

ing arranged to

effect the port openings at the desired

times —The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., and

F W. Smith, No. 8,418, 1914.
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A Zenith Clutch Improvement.

This is a combined friction and positive

clutch, and has been designed for use

with the Zenith countershaft variable

gear. The chain sprocket A, which is

driven from the engine, is carried upon a

sleeve B adapted to rotate in a casing

C. This sleeve carries an internal cone

clutch member D, and also clutch dogs

E. Passing through the sleeve B is the

driven shaft F, to which is connected belt

pulley G. Upon the shaft F is arranged,

free to slide but not to rotate, the

external friction cone H, together with

a dog clutch part J. The friction cone

is pressed into engagement by a strong

spring K, whilst the light spring L exerts

pressure on the dog clutch J. A quick

thread actuating device M works through
the casing A, and first meets with the

positive clutch J, pressing this out of

engagement. Further movement brings

the clutch J into contact with the clutch

cone H, releasing this. Conversely, on
re-engagement the cone clutcli first

operates, after which further movement
allows engagement of the positive clutch.

—F. W. Barnes, No. 15,747, 1913.

The Royal Ruby Works.
Visitors to Manchester, whether riders

of Royal Rubies or not, are invited to

pay a visit to the Royal Ruby Works
and inspect the processes of manufacture.

Bowden Wire Factory.

Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd., have
found their business increase so largely
that the capacity of their three factories

is inadequate for their needs. They
are, tlierefore, constructing a new factory
near Willesden Junction, which, it is to
be hoped, will be in full swing before
Christmas.

Our Bookshelf.
" The Irish Motor DicTioNAEY." W.

Tempest. The Dundalgan Press, Dun-
daUt. Is. We are in receipt of the
1915-16 issue of this useful book. The
early part contains a good deal of infor-

mation of value to the motorist, while
the major portion is devoted to a list of

owners of motor vehicles in Ireland,

giving the registration numbers, the

owners" names and addresses, and a
reference as to whether the vehicle is a

car or a motor cycle.

" The War, 1914-15 : Mentioned in
Despatches, Part I., from August, 1914,

to June 11th, 1915." Is. The, Army
and Navy Gazette, 22, Essex Street,

Strand, W.C. This book is one which
should be in the hands of every patriot.

It is exceedingly comforting to possess

a record of the brave deeds of our
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officers and men, so clearly set forth

as is the case in this publication. A
careful perusal of the numerous honours

and rewards contained in the book dis-

closes the names of many old motor

cyclist friends, who have gained dis-

tinction in the service of their country

while still pursuing the pastime to

which we are all so deeply devoted.

The Mex Motor Spirit JMap of the

River Thames (Is.). The Bowring Petro-

leum Co., Ltd., Finsbury Court, Fins-

bury Pavement, E.C. The map shows in

thirty-two sectional plates the river from

London Bridge to its source, together

with roads and railways in the adjacent

country. Lt the appendix are given an
extract of byelaws affecting petrol

launches on the Thames, a synopsis of

the rules of the river, and some informa-

tion concerning i\Iex motor spirit. The
map is well printed and clear, and
should be useful to motor cyclists.

Messrs. Gall and Inglis have lately

brought out a map entitled " The Graded
Jlap of West Yorkshire," which may
be obtained from our publishers, price

Is. 6d. By an ingenious system of

colouring, the relative values of the

different roads are shown, and in the

hilly country, or in the industrial dis-

tricts near Leeds, the motorist may pick

out in a moment the best road between
two points. Black triangles show where
severe hills are encountered, purple lines

show where there are tramlines, yellow

lines fast roads, and blue lines those

roads which are exceedingly rough and
hardly worth traversing.

Souvenir of the King's Visit.

We have received from the Birming-
ham Small Arms Co. an illustrated

souvenir of His Majesty King George's
visit to the B.S.A. Works, Sniall Heath.
A copy of this souvenir, which contains
an actual photograph of the King and
a facsimile of his autograph, has been
presented to every employee.

A Novelty in Guarantees.

The Harley-Davidson Jlotor Co. have
forwarded to us a copy of their late

season catalogue for 1915, which con-

tains descriptions of the various models,
together with the two and three-speed

gears and other details. The Harley-
Davidson guarantee has now been
extended to one year, provided that
the registration card is duly signed
and forwarded to the company, but the
guarantee for sidecars is limited to use
with the Harley-Davidson sidecar

chassis.

\
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J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,

Gt. Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London : 30, Holywell Lane, E.C.

WAKEFIELD

CASJROL
MOTOR Ci' '

*
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TO SUIT ANY MOTOR CYCLE,
from 2i h p and upwards-

SCALA HOUSE, 45, SMALLBROOK ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks oi every des-

cription, best workmanship and material, satisfaction

guaranteed.

Everv tank tested unrjei pressure
before leaving our works. PRICE, FROM 15/-. Ask
for booklet, post free. Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

A nRFFN Rr fn 56-60, Chapel Street,
rt. UKCCn Ot K^O.j salford, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 21QI Central,

THE HOUSING OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Quality and Cheapness
Combined.

Guaranteed Weather-
proof. Rlude in sections

to bolt together.

Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free.

Telephone: Putney785.
or call and inspect.

South Western Timber Co., FifLHAw! s.w.

OALL Belt Fasteners
WITH 3 LINKS.

N9 2 N?5
Cost only 1 /3, and there is no belter at any price.

Obtainable everywiiere, and worth insisting on. Made
in three sizes. They are reliable, simple, safe, and
sensible.

An appreciative user writes :

Cavalry Barracks, Canterbury,
7th March, 1915.

Mr. C. O. Parker would be obliged if Messrs. J- B.
Dall will send him to the above address one ^in.

Dall Belt Fastener, for which he encloses 1/3.
Mr. Parker has found the Dall Fastener quite the

best on the market.

Of all Agents.

DAL.L, l.£LCiybank, Fi-Fe.

M^'^^ Arn the mnci <:nticF.'irtftru hpraii'^o thnArc the most satisfactory, because the

man who rides knows what is wanted

My Oviiralls Jtraised by every user, splen-
didly made, contain improvements not found
in other makes. Improvements tried out nu
the road, and perfected during ten years
motor cyclini; experience, after long teats of
d ifferent styles of cut and qualities of

materinl, A motor cycling suit that giies
absolutely complete satisfaction always.

The price for complete Suit from - 35s.
Competes with prices asked by others for

lower grade productions without my improve-
ments. And I eell only dependable goods.
Itoad all about thoie overalls in my booklet.
Write; for a copy. It will solve your clothing,'

problems.—Irvine Smith.

^MOSLEY^ & SM ITH^
Bu-t-tei-shEiuv, BraLd-foi-cl.

Wiltbro Silencer Extension
FITS ANY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE.

BR.^UBUIIY P.VTTEEN. -«>S=5'

EFFICIENT, NEAT, & EASILY FITTED.
Carr. 10 6 paid.

WILLMOTT'S MOTORIES, NORWICH.

FLYING MEN
can obtain commissions in the R.F.C. & R.X..A.S.

It is worth your while to

kEARN TO FUY

AT THE

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOi. OF FLYING.

IVn'e to Depl. B—
London Aerodrome, KENDALL'S HEWS,

Hendon, N.W. Portman Square, W.
Phoiip : I'.l, Kinp-^bliry. 'PlioTi.--: .".04C May fair.

GSSamSWE GUARANTEE
ALL PETROL TANKS M4DE byus

ap e=« O^ £V£.Qr DESCJP/PT/ON

SB ^ PATEINT yf-^
.TATCKASL£SUM?^

BEST
6-lLoyi>s
AUTOMATfCaj?/pr£ED
F/7n-ea roAfrrA'/Ao
OF TAfliH PmQ£f2/-£M

Circulation

d Results.an

You get best results from
advertisements in " The
Motor Cycle " because it

has the largest circula-

tion of an
J'

paper of its

kind, and is read by the

right sort of people.

TRY IT!

229 miles per gallon

!

That's the official mileage obtained by Mr. T. Searell on a " \ elocette " in the Tasmanian A.C
Petrol Consumption Test—a remarkable record in jjetrol economy. He also obtained 217 m.p.g.
against a strong head wind, over the same course.

GRIMSBY HILL CLIMB. 350 c.c. Class.—ThU was WON by Mr c. H.
Jennison on the little " VELOCETIE" ,,„,„„„. , ,,. -:,„.-..
oi 220 C.C. VELOCE Ltd., Fleet St., Birmingham.

\

ROSCO CYLINDER BLACK.
PRESERVES YOUR CYLINDERS.

Tins, Sd. Withstands Heat. Post free, 71d.

Sole Manufacturers :

OV«^EN BROS., HULL, En^.

THE

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER
For Designers, Drauglifsmct!, U'oiks Managers, etc.

Monthly (th'SI?S?y) Sixpence Net.

A.2S In answering these advertisenicnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels,

AUTO-WnEKL. 1914. £9/10, rcrfect.-18, Belle Vuo
Gardeus, ClupLum Ed., Stockwell, S.W. [2557

WALL Auto-Wlieel and Gent.'s Cycle, perfect
order; £10/10.-15, Grcye Kd., Acton, W. [2728

AUTO-WHEEL, 19141/i, shock absorber fitted, reiy
little iwcil, perfect; £9/10.-19, Stooliwell Piirk

Orescent, S.W. [2466
WALL Auto-Wheol, second-hand, perfect order,

overhauled by makers; £10.—Seen at 248,
Bishopsgate, London, E.G. [9128

Bat.

BAT and Sidecar, SVih.p., free engine; £14/10-
Speechley's, 45, Church Ed., Acton. (2672

"DAT-J.A.P. 1913 2-spced Coach Combination; £50.—
•-» Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthauistow. [2560

BAT, 3.l4h.p., good working order, fast, Druid forks,
new belt; 10 gns.-69, Garden St., Groves, York.

[2778
C:-6h.p. Bat-Jap, sidecar, spring frame, 2-speed, free.f new tyres, accessories; £33.-Marks, College Slip.
Bromley, Kent. [2604

B.A.T., 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed Armstrong gear, painted
grey, in good condition throughout; £45.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2653

1 Q09 Bat-Jap, good condition, 6h.p. twin, mag., new
L*J carburetter, £18, or near oSer ; owner getting
lightweight. — E. S. Humphrey, W"alberton. Arundel,
Sussex. [X679S

BAT, 1913. 8h.p J.A.P.. 1914 model, 2 speeds.
clutch, kick starter, spring frame, large Millford

sidecar, good tyres; £52.—Channell, Button, Walton-on-
Thames.

_ [2606
"DAT, 5-6h.p., 1913, 3-specd, h.b.c. clutch, spring
--' frame, F.E.S. lamp, speedometer, horn, wicker
sidecar; £50.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle. Terrace,
Edinburgh. , [2436

BAT-J.A.P., 4h.p., P. and M. 2-speed gear, 1913
machine, nearly new condition; £27/10.—Take and

Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering W'orks,
High Ed., Tottenham, N. [2585

BAT, 1915 model 20, new, 7-8h.p., complete with
Bat sidecar. Lucas lighting set, etc., just delivered;

£113.—Full particulars from Morrison Bros., Balcarres
and Bruce Streets, Edinburgli. [2447

Bradbury.
31.h.p. Bradbury, good running order; price £9.-10,

2 Amity Grove, Eaynes Park. Wimbledon. [X.6794

23.h.p. Bradbury, excellent condition ; £14, or nearest
4 offer.—J. Brayshay, 53, Green Ed., Oolne, Lancs-B[X6807EADBUEr, 3-speed, very fast; bargain, £27; trial.

—13, Charlesworth Av., New Basford, Nottingham.B[X6893E.\DBURY, 1911. 3"'.h.p., clutch model; £16/16,
—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Ed.,

N.W. [2595

1Q14 Bradbury 6h.p. Combination, fully eauipped,
-It/ new condition; £65.-27, Peperharow Ed.,
Godalming. '

[2673

1Q12 Bradbury, S'/^h.p., 2-speed, wicker sidecar;Xtf £37/10; cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones [Gar-
ages). Ltd,. Swansea. [0726

BEADBUEr, SVih.p., 2-speed, free engine, in good
lunnine order: £22.—The Heywood, Motor Co,.

Queen St,, Heywood. ~ [X6705
"DRADBUBY, 4h,p., 1912, 2-speed N.S.U. gear, en-
--* gine just overhauled, new tyres; bargain, £26/10.
—Holland, Earlsdon, Coventry, [X7032

1 QllV'2 Bradbury, 4h,p., new free engine, 2%in. new
Xtf tyres, Badcock's by-pass, fine condition,- £23/10,
-Naylor, 10, Kng Eichard St., Coventry. [X6857
4h.p. 3-speed Bradbury and Gloria cane sidecar, new

speedometer, and back tvre ; £55, or near offer,
cost £90 1914.—Pearson, 46, Gerald Ed., BDuinpuiouthB[X6728EADBUEX Combination, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, everything
in splendid condition; £60.— George Wray, Virginia
St., Southport- [X6378
JDEADBCEY, 4h.p., 1913K-, cane sidecar, Sturmey--J Archer 3-speed gear, 3 bead lamps, tyres good,
done about 3,500: £40, or ofler.-Eric Barton and Co.,
Shepperton-on-Tharaes. [r-485

"DEAnBUEY 1913 4h,p. Combination, 2-«pesl and
-*-» clutch. Bosch, 2 new Dualops, spare belt and tube,
all accessories, powerful and reliable; £33.— Gilbert, 18.
Dunstable Ed.. Luton. [2555

BEADBUEY, 3V,h.p., 3-speed. countershaft gear, en-
tire chain drive; £32; with Millford sidecar £37.

accessories included: anv t,rial.—Colmore Depot. Col.
more Bow. Birmingham. [X7013
"IQ13 Bradbury. 4h.p., 2-speed, Villiers clutch, epeed-
--*' ometer. lamps, new lear tyre, thoroughly over-
hauled, with enclosed side entrance wicker new sidecar

:

£30.—H. Green, Eengeo, Hertford, [2475

BEADBUEY, late 1913. 4h.p., coachbuilt combina-
tion, 3-speed, clutch, kick-start. Palmer tvres,

accessories, all in new condition ; ^£40, nearest offer.—
Colwyn, Shirley Park Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [2759

4h.p. Bradbury, "torpedo sidecar, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, drip feed, F.E.S.. variable pullev, Brooks

170. semi-automatic carburetter : £30 ; exchange good
hghtweight —Owen, Manor Ed., Alley Hills Ed., Oldliara

1X6804

n

is designed for long life, and has a wonderful
reserve of stability, and is safe on greasy roads.
Luggage caiTier built into frame. Cannot shake
loose, and is a boon when touring.

From£66s.
Send for illustrated
catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars. Several
Models.

Easy Payments or
Exchanges.

Can be .supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we axe large
contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,
3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full^detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

Vou cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 28 x 3in. tyre, apron to cover entire
body, and fourth point attachment £13

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
4i h.p. JAMES, 1914. 3-speed, kick starter,

complete with Sidecar -£49 10
6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with

new coach Sidecar £33 10
4 h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 2 speeds, com-

plete with Sidecar £24 10
3:Vh.p. TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed model.. £35
7. h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914

model, Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10

3^ h.p. N.S.U. , 1914, twin model, 2-speed,
with coach-built Sidecar, all finished
red £30

2^ h.p. VELOCETTE, 1915, 2-stroke model,
2-speed gear, nearly liew £28 10

3^. h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed model. £20 15
6 h.p. twin REX Tricar, 2 speeds, mag-

neto, water-cooled f. £16 15
8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, r9i2, J.A.P. engine,

3 speeds, complete with coach Sidecar £48 10
5 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled.

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, coach-
built, spare tyres and tubes £14 15

3! h.p. L.M.C, 1913, countershalt gear .. £25
3l- h.p. REX, iqog i\lillennium 2-speed . . £15 15
M'OTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto .. £6 15
6 h.p. Twin REXj spring forks £11 10
6 h.p. ENFIELD Com., coach -Sidecar;

little worse than new £59 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Trouser Overalls, usually £1 12/6
20 h.p. Flanders Engine, 4-cyl., magneto,

carburetter, pump £12 15
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New- Accumulators, 10 amps 6/11
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4/11
New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,

electric ignition, 2 fiy^vheels £10

H

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A Lil FAX.
Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

iMBBHanaaaaanBaHBBBBHBBBBBHB
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY, 1914, Ch.p.. 3-Kpccd, chain drive, fido
car combination, sjiccial Bradbury coachbuilt

sidecar, machine overhauled and in perfect condition;
€55.—The Premi<T Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birming-
ham, [2802

1 Oi3';.i Bradbury, 4n.p., free enyino, and 2-8i)Ccd gear,
J-t/ with Montgomery art cane si'lecar, epeedoineter,
h'lrn, himp6, tools, engine thoroughly overhauled, in
PLTfcct condition throuehout; accept £35.-24, Lake-
house Rd., Wanstead. [2572

Brown.
BROWN, S'/^h.p., eood order, DunloD belt and tyie^,

acce^oriea: £12.-76, Shirland lid., Paddiueton.
1.2531

BROWN, 3'/(.h.p,, 2-sDeed, free engine, maff., Decfect.
B. and B. carburetter: £12.—Box 9.261, The

Motor Cycle Offi-'es, Coventry. [X6779

BROWN 1914 3'/ih.p. Motor Cycle, with cane sidei-ar,

Stunney-Archer 3-3peed, Bosch mas'., spare tyro,
tube, bell, etc., 2 lamps, condition as new; £37/10.—
PhiUipe, 95, Heath St., Hampstead", N.W. [X6933

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1912, 3'Ah.p., free engine, lamps, tools, ex-
cellent condition; £27.—Crawford Garage, Notting-

ham. [X692a

I.A., 1914, counterehaft, 3-speed, sidecar, chain-
cum-belt, speedometer.—Moat, High St., Nor-

manton. [X6884

LATE 1913 B.8.A., 3y2h.p., F.E., accessories, good
reliable machine; £35.—Musgrove, Longtown.

Cumberland. [X6998

B.S.A., 1912^, 2-speed, free engine, coachbuilt side-

car, good condition; £35.—Kennisoo, Harvey Ed..
Walton-on-Thames. [2468

B.S.A., clutch model, 19121^, condition like new,
lamp and accessories; bargain, £27.-64, Mill

Lane, Brixton Hill. [X6842

B.S.A., 1914. 4h.p., chain drive, 3-speed cotinter-

shaft, Miller lamp, Jones speedometer; ^47.-133,
Westfield Ed., West Ealing. [2691

"8 013 B.S.A. , 2 speeds, combination, new tyres, belt,

XU excellent condition, all acce^oiiee ; a bargain,
£40.—Whittle, Cinderford, Glod. [2481

B.S.A., 1915, Millford sidecar, all acceseoriea, perfect
condition, used Sundays only; any trial; £38/10.

B

-M;i6on, 31, Glenelg Ed., Brixton. [X6936

B^

IQIS B.S.A., 4i4h.p., model H. in stock, 60 gns.

;

-L«J also 1915 B.S.A., model H, little used, £60.—
Freeman, 50, Brighton Ed., Eedhill. [S:6846

1Q12 3V>h.p. B.S.A., cane sidecar, 2-6peed, perfect
-Lt/ condition; £38; will exchange for higher power.
-Ne.sbit, 81, Hasting St., Sunderland. [X6662

B.S.A., 2-speed, F.E., and cane sidecar, fine con-
dif.on, overalls, lamps, and speedometer; £42.—

Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station. [260C

B.S.A., late 1914, 4y2h.p., model H, chain drive, 3-

- speed countershaft gear, kick starter, PaUner cord
tj-res, accessories, lovely condition ; £45.—Moss, Wem.

[S6887
B.S.A. Motor Cycle, free engine, 3V2h-p., 1912 model,

lately overhauled by makers, in good running con-

dition; £30.—Calder, Billie Mains, Chirnside, Berwick-
shire. [X6n£

B.S.A., 1915, ^Vih-V-i countershaft 3-speed, chain
drive, as new, not done 200 milee; £55, or with

£17 Bramble eidecar, £67 combination.—Macrae and
Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [2a3.^

J.A.. S^Ah.p., free engine, 2-speed, Cowey epeed-

ometer, Lucas rear and head lamps and horn ; £38

:

Canoelet sidecar; anv trial by appointment.— 125. Hed-
ne.sford Ed., Heath" Hayes. Cannock. £3:6767

1 (ftlS B.S.A., 3 speed', chain-cmn-belt, Dunlop Tyres,

Xt? Lucas horn, back lamp, and generator, not
scratched, honestly only done 180 miles; cost £54,
lowest.-Seen, 223, High Rd-, Kilbnrn. N-W. [2704

B.S-A., 1912, 3^h.p., belt drive, 2-sp6ed-gear and
free engine. Eempshall heavy tyres, aooessories,

engine overhauled by makers last week, now as new,
£35; Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar for ditto, £5.—
Moss, Wem. [X6888

"I
Q13^/^ B.S.A., all chain drive, 2-speed, kick start,

X«7 Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar combination, fast,

powerful, splendid condition, all accessories; £41/10,
or would separate.—10. Pedlev St.. Brick Lane.
Bethnal Green, E. [2794

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain drive,

B.S.A. Canoelet sidecar, hood, screen, luggage grid,

Lucas lamps, horn, new Dunlops. new chains, spares

;

£55, no offers: trial run by appointment^-Mason, 32.
Xorth St., Bishop's Stortford. [2717

B.S-A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-epeed. countershaft gear, kick
starter, Canoelet sidecar to match costing £15/15,

Lucas horn, Smith's speedometer, m&it careful use,

splendid climber, whole outfit in excellent condition,
run 2.100- £58.—S. O. Salter, Pennsylvania. Alder-
shot. [56778

BS.A., 3y-h.p., 1911, free engine, Bosch, Senspray,
speedometer, 6,500, new Dunlop belt, nearly new

Dunlop heavy covers and tubes, lamp, horn, tools,

etc., only used few times in 1911, only week-ends
since, good running order, plating and epamelling
good; £26/10, bargain.—177, London Rd., Camber-
ley. [2733

A^I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

BIS.A.. ZV2iiV-< 1913, new 1914 coachbiiilt sidecar,
luggage carrier, Dunlop extra heavy tjTes, Brooks

saddle, new Dunlop belt, spare belt, plug, valves, etc.,

P. and H. lamps, horn, exhauist whiistle, carefullv used,
low mileage,- £45.—Highfleld, Pattens Lane, Rochester,
Kent. [X6755

Calcott.

CALCOTT, al/oh.p., 3-speed, Sturmev-Archer, F.E.,
Pedley new back tyre, re-tread front. Bates,

Xl-All saddle, belt, new lamp, generator, tools, in
good running order, cash wanted; £30.—Box 9,265,
The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. (D) [X6847

Calthorpe.
14 Calthorpe Junior, 2-speed, splendid condition;
£16.-6, Queen's Ed., Ilford. [2630

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-6peed, in splendid condition

;

£18/5.-H. HaU, Woodbroote Av., Hyde. PC5364

CALTHOEPES, 2-.strokes, in stock; generous deferred
payments.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[2444
CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, splendid condition;

£18.—Prcw, 136, Foitess Ed., London, N.W.
[2637

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed; £18/10.—
Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Ed., N.W.

[2593
CALTHORPE, 2-speed, good appearance, and run-

ning order; £16/10.—Millard's Cycles, Guernsey.
[2745

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, horn

;

bargain, best offer over £27.—Walsh, Felsted,
Essex. [S6902

"IQ13 4V,h-p. Calthorpe and Calthorpe Sidecar, 2-Epeed
ii' countershaft gear, and kick starter; £40/10.-38,
Granville St., Grimsby. [X6987

1Q13 Calthorpe, AVih.p., 2-speed, in perfect condition,
JLi/ -with Gloria No. 1 sidecar; £36.—Kicking, 137,
Steade Ed., Sheffield. (D) [X6752

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 24ih.p., 2-speed, all ac-
cessories, condition as new; 30 gns., bargain.—

52, Gaskarth Rd., Balham. [2739

CALTHORPE 1915 latest 2-speed lightweight models
in stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles

and Co., High St., Acton, W. [X6868

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, condition nearly new;
any trial by appointment; price £15.—Wilton, 8,

Crescent Terrace, Beckton, E. [2133

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'s and 2-sttoke6,
from £27/14; send for list and easy payment terms.

—Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTHORPE, 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, thoroughly over-
hauled by makers, lamp, horn, and generator

;

price £30.—Seen at 243, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.
[9126

"IQ14 Calthorpe, 2h.p., 2 speeds, splendid condition;
J-*^ £21, or near ofEer; 0T\-ner on active service,-
C/o Mr. Smith, Blasted Motor Works, Brasfed, Kent.

[2483
CALTHORPE, 1915, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, just

arrived from works; immediate delivery; £36/15,
—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.,
London. [2464

CALTHORPE Coaehbnilt Combination, 1914, 4>ih.p.,
countershaft gear, kick start, chain-cnm-belt, power-

ful, smart, and reliable turnout : £46 ; after 6.-10, Tanza
Ed., Hampstcad. [2788

. 1 Q15 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, £34/15;
-*- *-^ also 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 35 gns. ; de-
livery from stock; exchanges: easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X6409

CALTHORPE Junior, 2h.p. Precision engine, 2
speeds, go anywhere and back, very easy to

handle, condition as new, bargain £24; wanted,
sidecar lot.—Cox, 85, Church Ed., Willesden. [X6994

Campion.
CAMPIOISr-PRECISION, 3";4h.p., 1913, new condi-

tion throughout; £28.-67, Wantage Rd., Reading.
[X6811

"IQ14 Campion-Precision, ^Vih.V- big single, all chain
J-iJ drive, mileage 5,000, perfect condition internally
and externally, like new, handsome coach sidecar, latest
chassis, combination one of the smartest; £60, cost
over £80.—West, Clothier, Beeston, Notts. [X6721

Centaur.
CENTAUR, late 1913 T.T., ZVth.p. twin, 3-spee<3, £7

accessories, re-bushed, run 800 since, do 50 m.p.h.

;

£35.—Meeten, Dorking. [2668

Chater-Lea.
3ih.p. Chater-Lea, in thorough good order, tyres and

2 tubes good, Dunlop belt, etc.; £15; seen after
6 p.m. any evening.-i-Wisc, 37, Cray Ed., Foots Cray,
Kent. [2529

CHATEE-LEA, 1913, Bh.p., 3-speed gear box, nearly
new coachbuilt sidecar, 2 Miller head lamps and

generators, speedometer, 2 spare tyres; £55.—Tuke and
Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Work.^,
High Ed., Tottenham, N. [2582

Clement.
CLEMENT Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., not a

crock, but a really good little machine; £6/10.
—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.

[2594

i

NEW MODELS.
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, semi-T.T £63
SUN-VILLIERS, 2.V h.p., 2-str., single-speed £27 11

INDIAN, 7 h.p., Glutei T.T. model £S7
REX, 6 h.p., T9r4, Combination, 2-sp., new £70
JAMES, sjh.p., twin, 3 speeds, all-chain .. £66 6
SUN V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds £37 9
JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £80
HENDERSON, 4-cylinder, 2 speeds £81 18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., 3 speeds . . £68 5
NEW RYDER-J.A.P., 2i h.p., iixed gear .. £30 19
J.H., 3lh.p., T.T. model, M.A.G. engine .. £55 10

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD, CANOELET, and WATSONIANS ex

actual stock.

All the above actually in stock at the time of going
to ^ress.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

B.S.A., 3^ h.p., 2-speed. cane Sidecar £41
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7 h.p., 3 speeds £71
RUDGE, 1914., 5 h.p. Multi, Rudge Sidecar . . £48
P. & M., 1912, 3^ h-p., 2-speed, 2-seater Sidecar £45
REX, 1914, 8 h.p. Spacke engine, 3 speeds. . . . £5S
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar, handle start £26
REX, 1914, 6 h.p,, 3-speed, coach Sidecar £55
REX, 1913 6 h.p. 2-speed cane Sidecar £40
WILLIAMSON, 1913 8h.p., 2-sp., coach Sidecar £58
BAT, 1913, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, coach Sidecar £53
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, Sidecar, only

done 200 miles £76
ENFIELD, 1913, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, as new £55
DOUGLAS, 1914, 3§ h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet

sidecar, speedometer, three lamps, horn, disc

wheels, outfit like aew throughout £69
REX, 1914, coach Car, 8 h.p., 2 speeds £58

SOLO MOUNTS.
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., d>Tiamo model £54
P. & M., 1914, 3^- h.p., 2-speed, and kick start £55
P. & M., 1913, sl h.p., 2-speed, all accessories £45
REX, 1909, 3i h.p., 2-speed, free engine —
DOUGLAS 2'i h.p., single-speed £16
BROUGH, 1915, 3i h.p. twin, 3 speeds £54
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 b-P-. 3 speeds £52
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £46
HOBART, 1915, 2^ h.p., as above ^ £32
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive £24
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3* h.p., 3 speeds, fine order. . £46
BAT, T915, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame £60
CLYNO, 1915, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, T.T £36
DIAMOND, 1914, 25 h.p.. 2 speeds, accessories. £37
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds, excellent order £47
ROVER, 1Q14, 3'^ n.i'. ^-speed. T.T. model ... £49
RUBY-J.A.P.f 1915, 2^h.p., 2 speeds, as new. . £36
HUMBER, 1912, 2 h.p", lightweight £16
LEVIS, 191^, aVh.p., lightweight £26
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2?. h.p., as new, all acces. £30

MOTORMART
100§ 136 Gt Portland SUondonW
Telephone -^^2 Mo^yfoir Telegfoms'^^hdxcaXe Wesdo

Special attention given to the requirements
ol Isdies.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO, 1914, 3 speeds, combmation: cost £130,
£54.-11, Lnna Rd., Thornton Heath. 12686

CLYNO 2-strokc, 2-speed, late 1914, as new, acces-
sories; £33; bought cycle car.—20, Canonbnrj

Grove, Essex Rd., N, [2798

CLYNO 1914 2-str'oke, free engine clatch, 2-iieed.
accessories; bargain, 27 gns., or exchange 3'ih.p.

—M., 1, Stokes Court, Bristol. [X7019

CLYNO, 6h.p., and coach sidecar, speedometer,
lamps, horn, fine condition, owner bought car;

£42.—Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station. [2597

1Q12 Clyno, coach sidecar, Jone^; speedometer. LucasAtf lamps, horn, perfect condition, overh;iuled bj
makers July; £39.—Howaon, Draper, Ewood, Black-
burn. £2535

CLYNO, 1913, 6h-p., and Gloria torpedo eidevar, 3
speeds, clutch, and kick starter, speedometer, lamp,

and spares, perfect running order ; f55.—Jone=, Lion
Hotel, Cinderiord, Glos. [2581

CLYNO 1914 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, si^lendid
climber, also speedometer, spare wheel, 3 new covers

3 lamps, 2 inner tubes, tools, etc., fine condition : £75,
or nearest offer.—Fowler, 319, Oxtord Rd-, Eeadinp.

[2608
CLTNO 6h.p. Combination (1914), 3 speeds, kick

starter, only done 2,500 miles, complete with spare
wheel, 4 practically new Hutchinson tyres, lamp, horn,
speedometer, luggage grid, tools, the whole outfit in
perfect order: £80.—Davidson, Eldorado, Eaton Sq.,
Terenure, Dublin. [X6720

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke in stock; generous deferred

payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.
[2445

Douglas.
DOUGLAS, 1913, T-T. model. 2 speeda.-S'oble, 181.

Hercules Rd., Lambeth, S.E. [2532

1 Q12 2-speed F.E. Douglas, excellent condition, spares;
-It' £30.—Payne, Selukwe, Horsham. [X6816

DOUGLAS, Model V. War Office type, in stock.-
Marston's, 26, Bridge St., Chester. [X6923

DOUGLAS, 2^;4h.p-, splendid condition, overhauled
June; £19.-24, Golf Rd., Ilford, E. [2642

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, new condition;
£36/10.-11, Luna Rd., Thornton Heath. [2685

"IQll Douglas, splendid order, and condition, reifntly
-L«7 overhauled; £15.-98, High St., Homsey. [2546

OUGLAS, 2?4h.p. to lOh.p. models.—Goniloy. the

great Ddnglas agent, Failowfield, Manchester. [4241

DOUGLAS. 1911, lamp, generator, good runniDg
order; £16.—Campbell. The Vents, Cranbrook.

[X6601
DOUGLAS. 1914, 254h.p., 2-speed, clntch, kick staner,

perfect: £45.—Pigot-Disney. E. Moleeey, Suin y.

[2544
DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 2-6reed, lamp, horn, excel-

lent condition; £32/10.-59, Banbury Ed., Oxford.
[X6853

DOUGLAS, 1910, very fast, and excellent condition;
£20.—Norton, Larchwood, Crawley Down, Sussex.

[SiSSS

7 0^^ Douglas, new Dunlop, accessories, pan saddle:
X.U £18.— Gerring, 109, Norse Ed., Scotstoun. Glas-

gow. 1X6648

DOUGLAS. 1914. 2'jh.p.. 2-6peed, horn, speedomrter,
T.T. and touring bars; £44.-Barrow, New St.. Lin-

caster. [S6730

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery model V: first checjaM
secures.-Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate. Mrh

Chester. [2S1M'

DOUGLAS. 254I1.P.. 1913, 2-speed. T.T.. 2 lamps,
Amac, Bosch; £34.—Randall, 88, Church Rd..

Barnes. 1X7016

TRY Us.—Probably we can supply.— Gibb. Gough, thai

Douglas Specialists, Gloucester. Douglas-^ old
speciality. (XSSJtfl

1Q1S Douglas, 2"'Jh.p.. 3-speed; £48 (pertecti : or ex-
i-O change 1914 and cash.— 14, Grilfitht Bd..

Wimbledon. L2707

DOUGL.\S, 1914. T.T.. as new. £42: 1913. £52;
2 1912. 28 and £26:—Percy and Co., 337. EustoB

Rd., London. (2767

DOUGLAS, new 1915. model V. just arrived froa
makers; £48, plus 5;^.—Lloyd and Son, DouplM

Agents, Lewes. [2321

DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines io

.stock. £28 to f43.-Turpins. 22 and 29. PrestoB

Rd.. Brighton. (071S

DOUGLAS. 2»ih.p.. 1915. Colonial, 3-specd. as new:
£45 —Newbury. 159, Conway Ed., Scuthgnfc. Lolh

don. N. 'Phone. [2533

1 Oil Douglas, recently overhauled, excellent conditioa
X%y new tvres, spares: £17/10.—Frank Davics. Nel
St., Wellington, Salop. [XC9SI

DOUGLAS. 1914- model U, 2^jh.p.. 2-epeed. perfec*

new Dunlop: £41—Underwood, 92, Great Bnssel

St.. New Oxford St., W.C. [2701

DOUGLAS, 1915, immediate delivery any 2",h.p

model, including War Office black Douglas.-
Moftat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [9201

DOUGLAS. 1915. 234h.p.. 2-speed. T.T. model. COB
dition as new ; £45.—The Premier Motor 00

D

.\ston Rd.. Birmingham. [280

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davitlson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. model 11 J, 7-9h.p., 3-9peed,
witli electric dynamo lighting outfit and electric

horn, fitted with special Gloria sidecar, the finest
combinntion on the road; £97/13 complete; imme
diiite delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Birminphiim. [1922

HAELET-DAVri.)SON. 1915, model llJ, 3-speed.
electric Us^htinfr 'uuX linrn. ordinary liorn in addi-

tion. Steu-nrt speedomfitT, fcnvm^ /ft* Luxe sidecar, uitb
apron aud ivind screen to mateh, run HtwutT.,00O'rQile6,
ioiulitiou perfei't ; owner under orders; £90.—Captain
Elaukwood. Barracks, Lincoln. f2554
HARLEV-DAVIDSON Motor Cycles, the machines

with the 12 months' guarantee.—Every model
in stock lor immediate delivery. Exchanges or easy
payments arranged.—Sole Distributers and Service
Depot for the counties of Warwickshire, Worcester-
shire, StaHordshire. Salop, and Hereford, The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1923

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-Tlie motor cycles with the
real guarantee. Immediate delivery of oil the

popular models of the Silent Grey Fellow. Prices from
£52. Sidecars in stock to match. We are the whole-
sale distributers for Lancashire fexcept Barrow district),

and Clieshire, and want a few real " live " agents, where
not yet represented. Agents, get into touch with us. We
have a mo.st interesting proposition for you.—The Col-

more Depot, 31. Renehaw St., Liverpool, and 261,
Deansgate, Manchester. [2473

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 2^4h.p., free engine, 3-speed,

perfect running order; £20.—Edcell, Stanhope
Place. Sheepscar, Leeds. [X6707

1 Q15 Hazlewood, 60 gn. model, 4h.p. J. A. P. engine,
-1-*' 3-speed bottom bracket gear, lamp, speedometer,
horn, rear lamp, finished bljick grey gold, been nnder
1.000, car gears, stand any usage, guaranteed perfect,
unscratched; 49 gns.—2nd Lieut. Everard, Claremont,
Headlands. Kettering. [2679

Henderson.
HENDERSON", 1915. ridden 750 milee, macbiue and

tyres as new, perfect condition; £65.—Box 9.194.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5689

^ Hpbai't.

HOBART.—New model's in etock.-
Raihvar St.. Chatham.

H
HOEART. 2Vih.p., 1915. in excellent condition

—H. BrocklehuTst, Broadhurst, New Mills,

Stockport.

am.

OBART. 1915 countershaft 2
7 , Surbitou Rd., Kingston.

H

•Frank Bannister,
[2493

jpeeds. new; £34.—
[2753

£19.
near

[X5381
Humber.

HUMBEE 1913 2-sp6e<l free engine, landle starting,
md sidecar; £30—29, St. Irfonard's St., Bow.

[2674
HUMDEE, late 1911, 3VJi.i)-, 2-6peed, sidecar, spares,

good condition ; £26.—Nobbs, Sandleford, Bram-
ber Bd., N. Flncliley. ' ^ [X6S60

UMBER, sy^b-p., 2-fpeed, free engine, chain
drive, new tvres, witb sidecar: £16, or separate.

—49. Estcourt Rd., Woodside, S. Norwood. [2791

1Q15 Humber, 3',':ib.p., 3-speed. Millford sidecar,X t? bought July, epeedometer. all accessories ; bar-
gain. £65.—Kendall, Glengowan, Thames Dutton. [2460

HUMBER, 1913, 3-5peed, Clincher tyres, Dunlop
belt, B170 saddle, Powell and Hanmer lamp,

Jones speedometer, horn; £35.-^obinson'5 Garage.
Green St., Cambridge. [0612

HUMBER, 1911, SV^h.p., 2-speed, F.E., handle start-

ing, excellent condition, P. and H. lamp, rear
Jnmp. spare belt. 1914 Watsoniau light eidecar, recently
orerhauled: £28.—W.D., 10, Hart (3ardens, Dorking,
Surrey. [2698

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., new tank, complete,
new Brooks padded saddle, new Osborne variable

gear, new belt, 2 others, good tyres, engine just over-
hauled; £17, no offers.-Venton, Cullifjrd Ed., Dor-
chester. [X6718

Indian.
TNDJ--iNS.—Xew models in stock.—Frank Bannister,

tQET IT- AT

lAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents for all makes.

TERMS : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 b.p. HARLEY- DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric lighting set, grey
finish £95 7

5-6 h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16
23 h.p. CALTHORPE - J.A.P., 2 speed £36 15

2i h.p. Lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-sp. £33 1

2 J h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
MILLFORO Corvette, coach-built £13 13
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16
TAYLOR'S Oxy-acet. welded coach-

built sidecar, qm'ck detachable fittings,

specially designed frame, very strong
four-point attachment, luggage grid
and petrol can carrier, constructed ex-
clusively for Harley-Davidson, price £17 17

Railway St., Chatham. [2490

19 l^^j Indian and sidecar. 7-9h.p., perfect condition;
60 gns.—Thomson, Cowgate., Peterborough. [X6739

INDIAN 1914 Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, electric
equipment; £57/10, bargain.—52, Gray's Inn

Ed. [2724

INDIAN 1911 5-6h.p. Clutch Model, blue finish, side-
car to match, good running order; £25, bargain.—

Moss, Wem. .^ [X6891
7-9h.p. Eed Indian aud Montgomery sidecar, electric

liErhting; £55.—Morgtm and Maxwell, 80. Hieh
Rd.. Streatham. [X6239?

INDIANS.—Your mount taken in part payment for
one of these splendid machines, liberal exchanges.

—Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley, E:ssex. [2694

1 (rkl4 Indian. 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, spring frame, electri-
J~*^ caUy equipped -n-ith 16 gn. Millford eidecar, ne-iv

condition, and tyres; £60.—F.A., 104, Woodside, Wim-
bledon. [2464
INDIAN.—Delivery of all 1915 models from stock.

We are large contracting agents for these
machines, and can offer best deliveries.—The Morris
Garages, Oxford. [X6945

FROM
OURA FEW BARGAINS

SECOND -HAND STOCK.
If you purchase your A.J.S. from us you can rely
on a properly adjusted and tuned-up machine.

1915 6 h.p. A.J.S. and
special Sidecar, fully
equipped 82

1914 8 h.p. ZENITH. '

countershaft, coachbuilt65
1913 6 h.p. REX 2-speed
Combination 40

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, fullv equipped 72

2|h.p. 1915 ALLDAYS-
MATCHLESSCombin'n 38

6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S., and
Millford Sidecar, fully

equipped 58

Cash. Deposit.

£ s.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, 1913, 7-9!i.p.. 2 .speeds and clutcli, spring
fiame. T.T- bars, fully oauippcd, condition m new;

iSS.-BIand, 13, Avondale Rd.. Derby. 1X6375

1Q14 Indian, electric equipment, fitted with 20 gn.
-LtJ sidecar, spare tyres, cost £100; first cheque
58 gns., or offer.—331, Fulham Rd., London. [X6948

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-specd model; £63; delivery
from stock.-Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car

Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd.,
Rd., Plymouth.

Pay-
ments

89/7

71/8

53/9

89/7

68/1

TAYLOR'S SIDECAR SAFETY ARM
converts 3-point suspension to 4-pomt. Strengthens
Sidecar at weakest point. To fit 1};", ij", and
ij" tubes. State size clips required. Price . . 8/3

USEFUl ACCESSORIES.
Vulcanise your own tyres
at home and save money.
Motor Cycle Covers and
Tubes easily repaired by

the novice by
using the^

' MARVEL
VULCANISER.

Price complete . . 12s. 6(1.

Car size .... £1 15s. Od.

A customer wTites :
"

j

find it quite satisfactory

and very suitable for

motor cycle tyres."

TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
i
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C

I
Wliolesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C

'Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
[0717

INDIAN, 7h.p., with latest coachbuilt sidecar, 3
speeds, kick starter, complete electric lamp, horn,

and speedometer; £75.—P. J. Evans, John Btight
St., Birmingham. [2652

INDIAN" 1913-14 Combination, 2 speeds. 23 gn. Gloria
coachbuilt sidecar, splendid turnout, fully equipped,

lamp set, speedometer, etc.; price £52.—Speechley's. 45,
Church Rd., Acton. [2675

INDIANS in Stock for immediate delivery; 'priuos
from £57 solo and £ 74 3-speed combinations

;

exchanges and easy terms arranged.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [2648

5 h.p. Indian. 1915, 3-speed, clutch, mileage 800,
speedometer, etc., sidecar to match, cost £8Q

July, perfect throughout; £69; thorough test allowed.
—59, Bexley Rd., Erith, Kent. [2690

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo-
meter, and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £50.~Mebes, 156,
Gt. Portland St.. W. Tel. : 3426 Mayfair. [2254

INDIAN, 1915, SVsb.p.. 3-speed, free engine, kict
starter, not done 300 miles, very fast, pull side-

car: cost £63/10. sacrifice £50 for immediate cash.—A.
B. Catt, The Willows, Ham Street, near A6hford, Kent.

[2501
INDIAN 1914 2-speed Combination, Heudee special

lighting and starting dynamo, only done 2,500
miles, 20 gn. Swan sidecar; £63; exchange lower
power or solo and cash.—Carter, Edgbaston Hall,
Birmingham. [X6951

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed, not done 150 miles,
perfect, practically as new, complete with 2 lamps,

junior long horn, tools, etc.; £60; take Douglas in part
exchange or good S^Ah.p. — Ideal Cycle Co., Thun-
dersley, Essex. [2693

INDIAN, lafce 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey 1 speedo-
meter and Mills-Fuliord Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.—Exeter Mctor
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 28. Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0563

1 Ql^ 7h.p. Indian. 2-speed, complete with dynamc
JLtf electric lighting set, electric horn, and speedo-
meter, smart Indian coachbuilt sidecar, whole outfit in
very good condition, and thorouehly overhauled: 51 gns.
—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X4835

INDIAN, late 1914, 7-9h.p. Hendee Special Model de
Luxe, electric starter, electric light, in absolutely

perfect order, practically new, very fast, and reliable,

just been tuned up bv manufacturers; a bargain, price

£58.—Brewis, 75, Shaftesbury Av., London. [2550

Ixion.
"IQl^i/^ Ixion-Yilliers, 2V2h.p., single, excellent condi-
J-J/ tion, lamp, spares, good climber; £19,—Sunder-
land, North St., Lockwood. Htiddersfield.

James.
JAMES. — New models in stock.

Railway St., Chatham.

[2496

Frank Bannister,
[2492

JAMES, 2-stroke: quick delivery.— Colmore Depot, 261,

, Deansgate, Manchester. [2522

JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed, in stock.—Leighton's,
opposite Wood Green- Station.

, [2598

JAMES 414I1.P. Combination, in stock.—Colmore De-
pot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [2521

JAMES Combination, 4i4b-P-. Just arrived;
Lamb's, 151, High St., Wulthamstow.

73 gns.—
[2562

JAMES, 1914, 4J4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,
James Canoelet, speedometer, run 3,000; £55.

—

66, Honley Rd., Catford. [2640

JAMES 1914 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, chain
drive, kick starter, lamps, horn, tool';, excellent

condition; £50.-77, Mill Rd-, Gillingham, Kent. [X6810

JAMES. 1915, aVsh-p.. cJutch, kick start, 3-speed,
Millford family sidecar, fine turnout, not used;

bargain, £70.—Fielder, 19, Worple Rd:, Wimbledon.
[2677

JAMES, 1914V2, 4V4b.p., sidecar model, 3-s.peed,
countershaft, clutch, kick starter, splendid con-

dition.—Seen at 22, Holborn Viaduct, London. Central
1914. [2793

4ih.p. Late 1913 James, 3 speeds, clutch, Canoelet
4 sidecar with screen, lamps, horn, tools; any

trial; £44, or near.—Bristow, Kinross, Cremorne Rd.,
Chelsea. [2721

JAMES 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, Sturc^y-Archer,
Jones speedometer, head and side lights, horn,

.spares, perfect condition ; £45.—A- H. Walker, West
Drayton. Middlesex. [X6727

1Q14 James, 4^b.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch,
J-iJ kick starter, James Canoelet sidecar, Lucas lamps,
speedometer, horn, and screen, splendid condition; £58.
—F. Halsey, 199, Uxbridge Rd.. Mill End, Rickmans-
worth. [2533

II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

James.
JAMES 1915 Big Single, IMh.v., 3-speea, Iree engine,

stuflded tyre, horn, and lamp (unlit), complete, un-

ridden, abt^olutely faultless; buying cycle cart £55.—
Lewis, Green Court, LlandyssuL [X6806

JAMES, 1915, 4V>li.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, chain drive, Canoelet
sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec-

tric horn: £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansg.'ite,

Manchester. [0674

"1Q14 4iih.p. James, mth 16 gn. Canoelet sidecar,
-«-" fitted with wind screen, apron, strong luggage
grid, complete with lamp, generator, horn, and all spares,

tools, tyres nearly new, first-class machine ;
any trial

or examination; owner going to France; price £50, or

nearest offer.—Day, Okehampton. [2487

J.A.P.
3i-4h.p. J.A.P., 2-6peed, free, as new, take eidecar

;

2 owner enlisted; bargain, £27/10.—Side door, 152,
Albion ad., Stoke Newington, N. (2616

Kerry.
3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon, -with Roc 2-speed, Best and

2 Lloyd, in good order; £27; cash or easy terms.
—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea; also at Cardiff.

[0723
KEERY-ABINGDOiSr, late 1912, free engine, just

overhauled, re-bored, new piston, yalve, and rings,
fully equipped; £27.—Doe, Steeple Cottage, Garboldisham.

[2547

Lea-Frnncis.
LEA-FEAN"CIS, 1914, 3iih.p., Lucas lamp and horn,

engine perfect running condition, heavy tyres at'

new; £50.— Stewart, Coohnore, Parkstone. (D) [X678E

LEA-FEANCIS-J.A.P., late 1913, recently enamelled,
plated, thoroughly overhauled and tuned, as new

;

^47.—Metcalfe's Garage, Romford. 'Phone : 155.
[2779

"IQ13 Lea-Francis, purchased June, Tery little used,
-itf guaranteed in new condition throughout; any
trial or examination: £45.— George, Crescent Boarding
House, Filey. [2448

Levis

LEYIS. — New models in stock. — Frank Bannister,
Railway St., Chatham. [2491

LEVIS.-Two No. I'e actually in stock.-Lamb's, 151,
High St., "n'althamstow.

'

[2446

LE'VIS Popular Mode! in stock; £28.—Marston'e,
26, Bridge St., Chester. [X6928

LEVIS, 1915, 21/ih.p., new condition; £18.-Marr«,
OUffside, Ulwell Ed., Swanage. [2500

LE'VIS 1914 Model do Luxe, 2-speed, lampsv speedo-
meter

;
great sacTiflce, £50.-8, St. James' Rd.,

Kingston-on-Thames. [2750

LE'VIS, 2r'2h.p., 2-speed gear (new), and special new
lightweight "Watsonian sidecar; £35.—Colmore De-

pot, Colmore Row, Binninghain. [X7012

TO 15 Levis, Zy^h.p,, Popular model, absolutely in
-Lt/ stock: £28/1; exchanges: easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

1 Q14 (Nov.) Levis, No. 1 model, 2';4h.p., excellent
X»7 condition throughout, fitted lamps; cost £40, ac-
I'Cpt nearest £28.—Walton's, Dawson Sq., Burnley.

[X6916
LEVIS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, Model de Luxe, guar-

anteed absolutely perfect, Lucas lighting set, horn,
and rear light, etc.; £32.—A. Slater, 88, King St.,
Blackburn, [2743

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models-
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C.
'Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

Lincoln-Elk.

1 Q13 4i^h.p, Lincoln-Elk, free engine, 2-speed, latest
-1.^ improvements, perfect order; any trial; with
coiTchbirilt sidecar, practically ne\v ; bargain, £45.—
Wright, Mill House, Cartlett, Harerfordwest. [X6649

LINCOLN-ELK, 1913, SVih.p., 2-speed, free engine,
and coachbuilt sidecar, large lamps, speedometer,

horn, in splendid condition ; £37, or exchange light-
weight and cash.—28, EUcrby St., Fulham Palace Rd.,
Fulham. [2575

Lurquin-Coudei't.
6h.p. Lurquin-Coudert Combination, 2-speed coimter-

shaft, .iust been thoroughly overhauled and re-
bushed, 3 new- tyres and spare, very powerful • £30.—
Frazer, 106, Barkworth Ed., South Bermondsey. [2526

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 1914, 4i.lh.p., 3-speed, and sidecar; £45;
guaranteed sound.—Macrae and Tolfree. 2, Castle

Terrace, Edinburgh. [2437
Matchless.

MATCHLESS T.T., 1914, 3l,/2h.p. twin, 3-«reed,
clutch, lamp, speedometer, 60 m.p.h.—Hobson,

7, Coolhurst Av., Highgate. [2510
"1012 Sh.p. Matchless Combination, speedometer,^'J 2-speed, perfect; £45; solo machine part.—
Blencathra, Walton-on-Thamea. [X6999
TI/TATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 7h.p., 3-speed,
i-'-i Lucas lamps, in absolutely perfect condition, tyres
as new

; £73.-Motor Cycle Dept. High St., " Purlev.
[2713

NOW.
1915 Model D 7 h.p.

Twin

INDIAN
Road Racers.

1915 3l h.p. 2-stroke

2-speed

SCOTTS-
1915 2| h.p.

CALTHORPE-JAPS
THE ABOVE CAN BE
SUPPLIED FROM STOCK.

Early DeEivery of—
1915 Model B 5 h.p.

Twin INDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, kick starter.

1915 Model C 7 h.p.

Twin INDIAN, 3-sp.

gear, electrically
equipped, kick
starter, and speedo-

meter.

EASY TERMS.

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

WRITE FOR FULL
LIST OF NEW AND
G UARA NTE E D
SECOND-HAND
— MACHINES. —

Godfrey's, un.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, >V.
'Phone—7091 Wlayfaln (2 lines).

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement* and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1013 6h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, per-
--«/ feet, unscratched, go anywhere; trial.—H.
Kirkwood, 62, High St., Mayboie. rX6903

1 Ql^^A Matchless Combinatioii, 7h.p., speedometer,
J- 1? ecreen, lamp^, hood, 8pare.s, perfect condition

;

£80.—Capt. Sinclair, 41, fiandringham Gardens. Eiiliug.

\V. [X6650
1 014 Matchless. 8B. model, without sidecar, jnrt orer-
-LiJ hauled, done solo work only, spare chain, valre.

2 tubes, extra cover ; £60, or ofler.—Father MacDonald.
Kelso.

'

[2755

MATCHLESS 3Vi;h.p. T^vin, 3-speed, 1913, converted
1914 J.A.P. engine, in splendid condition; owner

at Front: £45.—J. Langlands, Sutton-at-Hone. Dart-
ford, Kent. rX6757

"IQ13 7-8h.p. Matchlew, with Canoelet eidecar, lamp.
-i-«? speedometer, etc., in very good condition; £60;
ca^h or easy terme.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd.. Swan-
sea; also at Cardiff. [0721

MATCHLESS 1914 8B. Combination, screen, 3 bert
Luca,^ larapt;, Luoae horn, mechanical horn, Wat-

ford speedometer, 2 new Dunlop heary oversize tyres,

condition aJmost new; price £76.—Hodkinson, Mill St.,

Maccle<?field. [S.6896

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination. 1913, 6h.p-. 2

speeds, kick starter, smart appearance, in esoellent

running order, new gear, chains, and 3 tyres just fitted,

3 lamps, 2 luggage carriers, tools, spare tube and cover

and other accessories; £55, or nearest offer; owner leav-

ing country.—Holmhurst, Sutton, Surrey. [2524

Minerva

.

31h.p. Minerva, new condition, Boscb, Amac; offers.

2 —129, High St., Croydon. [X7031

3ih.p. Minerva, 3-speed, clutch, mag., B. and B. : £15,
2 no offers.-H. Green, Beiigeo, Hertford. [2476

£5/10.—Minerva. 2^h.p., a.i.v., B. and B., low; photo.fi

—Jordine, St. George's Place, Cheltenham. rs:6654i'-'

MINERVA, 3'/-jli.p.. B. and B. carburetter, aecum*;^
lator, all accessories, good condition; £11.—25^5

Miskin Rd.. Dartford. [2459'*)'

MINERVA, 3Voh.p.. Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter,
.

with wicker sidecar, good running order: £14,
or ogers.—Fred Hall, Wymondham, Norfolk. [X6949 :

Moto-Reve,
'J

MOTO-REVE 2^4h.p. Twin, mag., B. and B., in real^

good condition; ^E12/12.—Derry, 25, Huddart

.

St., Burdett Rd.. Bow, E. [2781 ^

MOTOREVE, 1910, twin, 2Vjh.p., lamp, horn, low

'

machine, good tyres, in splendid condition -

mechanically; £ 10.—Butterworth Garage, 64. Mill
Lane, Brixton Hill. [X6844

Motosacoche

1 Q15 3^-4h.p. Motosacoche. as new; £45.-7, PeSfc ^

-Lt/ berton Gardens. Upper Holloway. N. [2057/

MOTOSACOCHE. 2iih.p., Druids. Amac. Bosch. Avon
tyres, new; £15.—Wright. Bardon, Washfcrd, Soul '

[2756-?

MOTOSACOCHE, mag., Amac, "Wbittle. in perfect,

condition ; £10.—Reeves, Oakfield, End?wicl:.
Susses. [2697

MOTOSACOCHE. 2i4h.p.. 1912V.. Dmids. WhitUv
new condition; £13. offers; bought combination.

—Bartlett. 248. Haydon Rd.. Wimbledon. [2603./

MOTOSACOCHl#1913, 3';>h.p. twin. 2-Rpeed EnfieWl
gear, very little u^ed; £27/10.-Tuke and BelUj

Ltd., Motor Dept.. Carlton Engineering Works, Higll^

Rd.. Tottenham. N. [2586,; ^

MOTOSACOCHE. 1914. SUli.p.. T.T. model. patenK
valves, kick starter, accessories, excellent runnii

order; £37/10.—Can be seen Motosacoche Work.^, Collet
Park, Wille^den Junction. E256l(

New Hudson.
EW Hudson 2-6trokes, models C and E from ^tO(

-Lamb'.s 151, High St.. Walthomstow. [244

NEW Hudson. 4h.p.. 3-^peed. and sidecar, rnn le
than 3.000 miles, be.^t fittings, a fine outfit; £55?

—Below.

NEW Hudt?on. 2^h.p.. 2-stroke. B model, fi.s new: bar-

gain, £26/10.-E. J. Gale, Sawston, Catubs. [2506

NEW Hudson, model C. 2-stroke. 2-speed ithrcc in

stock): £36.-Lamb'6. 151. High St.. W;iltbnmstow.
[2563

Oilh.p. New Hudson, 1912, acccissorie.i: £13. or nearest;
/V4 must sell; bargain.— 196. Ennerdale View, l-'rii-

ington. [X6817

NEW Hudson Big Six Coach Combination in stoik;

£ 92 /8 generous deferred fcrms.-Lamb's, 1 51.

High St., Walthamstow. [2439

NEW Hudson Combination. 1914iy, 5-speed, counter-
shalt drive, splendid condition; £65.— Motor,

121, Nottingham Rd.. Loughborough. [2644

NEW Hudson. 2-stroke. from £36; all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock R

'

Plymouth. [061

NEW Hirdson 3-speed Combination (coach), 1913'
3 \->'^h -p. , all aoceasories, spares, movable sen

extra seats, perfect condition; £45.—Johnson, 85, Tn
ham St., Sonthfields. [S69!

N

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1914, ciiuo .liileoan 450; superb condition
ovrrliaiilt'd, now rings; exnmiuntion invited.

-

Whotton, lloddington, Ox.TO. [X6366

SCOTT, 1914. Binl;s cnrluiretter, with Farlow Bide-

rar, 3 lamps and spares, in Ilrst-clat^ order; £55.
-Tliomeon. 36, Balgonie St., Marliwicll. rS6660

SCOTT, 1913. 1914 Scott condibuilt sidecar, 1914
Binks,

. . - . .
. drip lubricator, new Avon back

liplita. tail lamp, horn, etc.; £38,—Baker,
Ciisket." Wignu.

2 bead
Jewel
[2633

SCOTT. 3"',b.p., late 1914, 2-8pcea twin, kick starter,

born, tube in case, 3 spare cbnins, 2 spare plugs,
' 2 pair.s liandle-bars, condition and tyres perfect ; £50.—
Stewart, Coolmore, Parkstoue, Doreset. [X6967

|lQl3Vj Scott, concbbuilt sidecar, Binks, drip oil

' J- if I'eed. and other improvements, Cowey, Lucas Jiorn

I and sidecar bell, ftrst-class lamp set, ju5t overhauled,
l.erfcct-condition, many spares: £43, bargain.— Garbutt,
Yarul Lane, Stockton-on-Tees. [2461

SCOTT and CMdibuilt Sidecar, late 1912, mileage
through illness under 2,000. lamps, horn, speedo-

metir, unpuuctured Palmer cord tyres, exceptional con-
.iitiou; bargain. 40 gas.; owner giving up motoring-—
[Collins, 11, Midland Bridge, Bath. [S6711

I Singer.

II Q13. Singer, 254h;P., just overhauled; £18
dale Rd„ Eadford, Coventry.

-1, Dug-
[X6710

SIN'GER, 2V2h-p-, 2-speed countershaft, clutch, kick
start, speedometer ; bargain, 30 gne.— 6, Stone-

bridgo Cottages, Daviugton, Faversham, Kent. [2504

SIXGEE, S'.jh.p., 1912, Villiers hub clutch, head and
' tail lamps,"^ generator. T.T. bars, belt and tyres in

igood condition, fine fast machine, property of otiicei

Liust leavins for Front ; must sell ; first cheque £28
isecures.—Box 9,257, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

[S.6717
SINGEE, 4h.p., late 1914, 2-speed countershaft, free

engine, Alillford coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order,
.new Dunlop heavy tyres, 2 spare tyres, Lucas black
jbest head light, horn, Stewart speedometer, spares ; cost
over £80. accept £45, or offer; seen any time appoint-
ment.-Alsop, 39, Cedars Ed.. Ohiswick. [2509

SUD-
ICTJN de Luxe, 2-stroke, from stock.-

St., Waltham.stow.
Lamb's, 151, High

[2442

1 Q16 Sunbe.am,
I*-*' perfect condition, used 6 weeks

Sl^-VITESSE 2-stroke, only 6 weeks old, as new;
£25.-Wells, Salway Hill,, Woodford. 'Phone

;

14- [2719

SrX-PEECISION, 4l,ih.p., 3-speed, £52/10; C.B.
sidecar, £10/10.—Walmsley and Co., Lumley St-.

'.Grangemouth. . [^'484

SUN, 1915, V.T.S. engine, 2l,ih.p., 2-speed gea,r.

Dunlop tyres, Brooks's saddle, Dunlop belt, 2
flamps, -horn, watch, condition very good indeed;
£28/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge-

I [6865
Sunbeam.

1014 6h-p. Sunbeam. 25 gn. sidecar, 3 Lucas lamps.
'Xv born, speedometer, plenty spares; 80 gns., cost
:;i25.-T. Griggs, 168. High Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [2542

|1C|14 6h.p. Sunbeam and Millford sidecar, speed-
lit/ometer, watch, 3 lamps and liorn, and spares:
:71,10. no offers-—Nelson, 66. Manchester Rd., Black-
MOOl. [2757

SVL'h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear.

. ition, used 6 weeks, 500 miles: £65,
jio offers ; owner buying lightweight.—Eev. T. Fitzgerald,
lit. Mark's, Daventry- [X6863

!|Q15 Sunbeam, 3i.{.h-p., ahnost new, Lucas acces-
li/ sories: cost over £75, accept 59 gns.; any trial-—
l?rivate J. C- TTebber. D. Coy-, 18th Batt- E.P-, Jellala-
lad Barracks, Tidworth, Hants- [X6756

Torpedo.

Bih.p. Torpedo, 1911, B. and B., Bosch, P- and H-
2 lamp, spares, engine just overhauled, in capital

•rder: £19.—Lawton, Priory, Irlam-o'-th'-Height. Man-
ihester. [X6931

T.D.C.
\rATAL Officer forced to sell 1915 2?ih.p- T.D.C.
iLi De Luxe, 2-stroke: £17 first cheque.-Campbell.
;LM.S. Tiger, c/o G.P.O. [X6661

!iqi3 3ioh-p. T.D.C, jy.S.TJ. 2-speed, F.E., undsr-X^ slung coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, apron,
very fitment, spares; £42.—Apply, 139, Plaistow Rd.,
Vest Ham, E. [2632

;
Triumph.

i| Q 11 Triumph, clutch model, new belt, tyre; £22.

—

•-if 24, Park Ed., Eugby. [X6864

3-speed, perfect condition;
Lewes. [2320

ITwoStrokeI

rRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p.,

II
£46.—Lloyd and Son

rRIUMPH, 1911, perfect throughout; £20, or oSer.
-11, Luna Ed-, Thornton Heath, S.E. [2469

£25: perfect going order.— 12,
Prestwich, Manchester. [X6665

>ih.p. Triumph. 1909, free engine, lamp, horn, tools;
32 £25, or offers.- - - -

- - -

!ini2 Free Triumph:
•-U Heywood Ed., '

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

Above illustration shows our new pattern
frame that x^ill from now be fitted to oar
"De Luxe" Model Two-Stroke machines only.
It is our registered design No. 531848, and
the principle is as follows:—Instead of the
usual round down tube coming from the ball

head, we bring two oval blades from a specially
designed ball head down on each side of the
exhaust pipe to the crank case. Each of
these blades is double the strength of the
ordinary round down tube, and is made of

a specially toughened steel which will stand
being twisted a number of times .without
breaking. This frame is no heavier than the
ordinary diamond frame, and is

ABSOLUTELY
UNBREAKABLE.

I

I

I

I

I

saristocmt!
oFiTsTyPE l•^^^^^^^^

IS. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,
{

Send ior List,

Aston Cross. Birmingham. |
P^^^ *^ee. p|

MOTOR CYCLI-S IOR SALK.
Triumph.

IQ12 Triimiph, Htandanl mo<k'I, recently ovpriiftiilp'l;
X*/ £27, or nearcrtt.— 8i)it!'.T, 31, Trenthutn Rd., !/;»(?•
I""' 1X6952
'pRTUMPH. 1912'/!, cinteh model, excellent condl.
-i- tion, carefully used: £30.-Shaw, Afllileigh, Mon-
iMOuth. [X6911

TRIUMPH. 1911-12. 3-*speecl. clutch, in superlative
condition.— 5. Bonlieur Rd., Bedford Pork. 918

Cliiriwick. 1.275<l

TRIUMPH 1912 SVah.p. Free-engino Model; £23/10.
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camoniila

St., E.G. [0551

1 Q15 Junior Triumph, lamp, horn, spepdometer, not
J-t/ run 1,000 miles; £4a.—Oswakl, Bruce Hotel,
Carnoustie. [X6656

TRIUMPH. 1911. new Bates lyres and belt. Bpare.^,
guaranteed perfect; £25, or nearest.— 6, Norfolk

Rd.. Dorking. [2747

TRIUAJPH, clutch model, good order, speedometer;
£26.—Hazel Motors, 24-28, Woodford Rd.,

Forest Gate, E. [2725

TRIUMPH, excellent condition
£17/10; seen any time,—T.

Av.. Darlington.

1 Q13 New Triumph, Caao^let Bidecar, 3-speed, lampe,
J-t/ horn, speedometer; £66.—Smith, High St., Fen-
.stanton, Hunt^. [X6652

TRIUMPH 1911 Free Engine Model, lovely condi-
tion, re-bushed by makers last week, accesaoriea

;

£30.—Moss, Wem. [X6890

TRIUMPH, SVoh.p., clutch, 1913, splendid condition,
£36; accept Levis part; approval, deposit.—George,

28, Burgate, Canterbury. [2623

1Q15 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, new May, splendid
J-t/ condition, F.R.S. lamp, sparee, tools.—Julian. 49,
High St., Marlborough. [X6647

1 Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, accessories, Millford side-
-M-tJ car, recently overhauled, excellent condition.

—

Waterworks, Tewkesbury. [X6904

TRIUMPH, 1910, Grado pulley, new cover back, wicker
eidecar, side door, and apron ; £26.—Johnson, 6,

Wheelgate, Malton, Yorks. [X6753

JQll Triumph, free engine, new Dunlop tyres, lamp,
Xt/ horn, etc., splendid condition; £24. — "Williams,
Headmaster, BlaenfEos, I'embs. [X6726

TRIUMPH, 1911, late, clutch model, first-class con-
dition, head lamp, etc.; £25.—Deny, 25, Huddart

St;, Burdett Rd., Bow, London, E. [2780

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., free engine, lampa, watch,
and spares, perfect, £38; also 4h.p. 3-speed, as

new Avon covers

;

M. Walker, Linden
[2579

new, £48.—Hooper, King St., Leicester. [2505

OJLh-P- Triumph, new B. and B., perfect, £9; new^2 Grado gear, fit old Rex, £3/5; new belt, fit

Douglas, 6/-.—East, Maude St., Grimsby. [X6368

TRIUMPH, 1912 (November), 3U'h-p., dutch. Stewart
speedometer, lamp, horn, running splendidly: £35.

-Lieut. Huid, Herts. Regt., Newmarket. rX6780

TRIUMPH .Junior, 1915. run 200 miles, all acces-
sories : £58, or exchange for modern sidecar ma-

chine.—Richards, R.E. Mess, Aldershot, [X6763

TRIUMPH, SVoh.p-, 1909, frame and tank just enam-
elled, tyre and belt nearly new, splendid condition

;

nearest £20.-72, Northfield St., Worcester. [X6912

1Q13';i T.T. Triumph, clutch model, Dunlops, fast
J-t/ machine, perfect condition; owner at Front; £35.
or near offer.-24, Lakehouse Ed., Wanstead. [2571

Other exclusive features of our " De Luxe '

model are

—

Special shaped tank, holding ij g;»Us. petrol,

^-gall. oil ; comfortabU footboards; machine
enamelled khaki-grey : marvellously efificient

engine, etc.

It is no wonder the

machine is called'>
THE

Knott. Burton Salmon, Torkr;.
[X6799

I
Q 13 Triumph and Coachbuilt Sidecar corhplete,

«-*/ lamps, etc.; £48.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham.
^ [X6881
^T^RIUMPH, 1913. free engine, good condition; £34.
4- —Thompson, 50, Cambridge Av., Whitley Bav.

[27"22

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

TRIUMPH, re-bushed, new piston, cylinder, tyres and
belt, mag., overhauled, bills shown, splendid con-

dition; £21; any trial.— 1, Garden Place, Leamington.
1X6743

1012 F.E. Triumph, lamp, speed indicator, etc.,
-Lt/ gcod order guaranteed, £29: 1911 ditto, £26;
1911 ditto, fixed engine, £24.—Ewen, King's Lvnn.

[X7024
1Q14 4h.p. Triumph, Swan sidecar, 3-speed, free en-
Xt/ gine, Lucas lamps, horn, etc., excellent condi-
tion; bargain, £55.-36. Mildenhall Rd., Lower Clapton.

1:2699
"I Q 13 Triumph, 3-speed, just thoroughly overhauled,
Xt/ fitted with lamp and horn, tyres in good condi-
tion; only 36 gns.—JuUan, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. [X6858

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3i^f!h.p., clutch, just re-bushed,
and in really excellent condition; £28/10.—

Miller, West Bank, Catherine St., Ashton-under-
Lyne. [X6876

TRItrMPH and Gloria sidecar, late 1913, 3i/i>h.p.. 3-

speed, engine and tyres in excellent condition,

lamp, horn, etc.; £45.— Grevett. 113, Pevensey Rd., East-

bourne. tX6760

TRIUMPH. 1909. excellent condition, overhauled and
re-enamelled, new Kempshall on back, good climber,

accessories; trial.—J. V. H. Turaer, Allestree, Woodcote,
Epsom. - [2715

TRIUIMPH, 1914'". 3 speeds, 4h.p., clntch, 2
lamps, all accessories, fitted Phillipson pulley,

perfect condition; 45 gns.—Bnmbold, Suffolk House,
Swanage. [2795

1 Q13 3i;'h.p- Triumpb and eidecar, 3-speed. clutch,

X*J lamp', horn, tools, perfect condition, little used;

owner bought car; £49.—2nd Lieut. Gott. Holm Place.

Sheerne^s- [X6749

A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpli.

TRIUMPH, late 1913, 3-6peed, free engine, just re-

plated and overhauled by matera, with racing Bide-
car, very fast; £45, or nearest ofEer.—Wiltshaw, Carlton
HouLse, Stone. [X6870

TRIUMPH Junior, 1915, ridden 75 miles only,
really brand new, mileage guaranteed, sxaecifica-

tion as list, 2 lamps, horn; £41.—Robinson's, Green
St., Cambridge. [6866

FAST 1914 T.T . Triumph, 3-speed, Montgomery £14
eidecar, Lucae lamps and horn, Cowey speedometer;

cost £85, sacrifice £49.—Showell, 20, Dalgarno Gardens,
VTormwood Scrnbbs. [2706

THREE 1914 Model Triumphs, 3 speeds, neither
machine run more than 500 miles, condition aa

new; £48 each.—Apply, Alfred Jonea and Co,, Auto-
mobile Engineers, Dunstable, Beda. [2756

1Q15 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, and Miilford
J-*/ Empre<?a sidecar, 3 lamps, generatoie, and horn
(all Luca,^), done- few miles, like new; £78,—Popham,
460. Fore St., Edmonton, London, N- [2622

TRIUMPH, 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, speedometer,
new lamp sets, spares, tools, oilskins, all in tip-

top condition; £25, no offers, giving away price.—Alter
7, 8, Geary Rd., Dollis Hill Station, N.W. [2777

1 Q13 3V)h.p. 3-speed Triumph, with 17 gn. brand new
X*/ Gloria sidecar, luggage rail, lamp, etc, perfect

throughout ^ £55; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jonee
(Garages). Ltd., Swansea; aleo at Cardiff. [0720

TRIUMPH SVsh.p. Combination, F.E., 2-speed, handle
start, Cowey, 3 lampa, hood, screen, 4-point, sidecar

stand, 6pare valve, tubes, belt, tools, 1915 engine, mag.,
gear, carburetter: £39.-2, Barfield Rd-, Leytonstone,
,E. [X6384

31h.p. Triumph, 1912, just overhauled throughout, re-

2 enamelled, new 1915 cylinder, piston, and valves

{bill shown), nearly new tyres and. belt, all accessories,

splendid condition; £28.—Davis, Chauffeur, Pantglas,
Goldengrove, Carmarthenshire. [X6895

TRIUMPH, 1911^4, 2 speeds, 2 clutches, Montgomery
sporting £15 eiiiccar, re-enamelled, re-plated, over-

hauled, no running since; any trial; will drive 20 miles
real buver; £38, or offers.-Eric Dower, 17, Sussex
Place, Regent's Park, London. [316960

"I Q 11-12 3Voh.p. 3-6peed Triumph and coachbuilt eide-

-I-t/ car. screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, new tyres,

belt, 2 spare tubes, grid : trial anywhere ; or exchange
5-6h.p. Clyno or Indian combination, cash adjustment;
£38/10.—Stallwood, 19, Richardson St., High Wycombe.

[2784
TRIUMPH Junior, delivered in April, only done

about 800 miles, exceptionally fast, condition
perfect, absolutely unscratched, Lucas horn, Bosch
mag., insurance for nest 6 months; £35; no offers;

owner buying car.—Hedgeland, 6, Cripley Rd., Oxford.
[2730

TRIUMPH, late 1910, 3V2h.p., clutch, covers {Pal-

mer, Kempshall), new, F.R.S- lamp, new horn,

Brooks leather bos on carrier, engine perfect order,

re-bushed last January, wants re-plating and enamelling;
£22.—Smith, Ivy Cottage, Dinerth Rd., Colwyn Bay.

[X6713
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.T)., 3-speed, clutch, coach side-

car, screen, hood, electric horn, Lucas horn, Wat-
lord speedometer, head and tail lamps, several spares,
including tyre, 2 new tubes, new bdt, etc., and tools

complete ; ^65, cost £93 ; new November last, done
2,800; trial any time by appointment; this combina-
tion is better than new.—L., 38, South View Av.,
Caversham, Reading. [2689

Tiump.
TRUMP-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, kick start,

clutch, perfect condition; bargain, £33.-23,
William St., Rochdale. [2654

Vindec.
6h.p. Yindec Special, and sidecar, 2-speed, free, foot

start, with dickey seat; £26.-A. E. Walker, 90a.
Elsinore Rd., Forest Hill. [2465

VINDEO Special, 1911-12, 5-6h.p. Peugeot, free en-
gine, sidecar, very good condition ; £23.-108,

BennerJey Rd., Wandsworth Common. [2480

Velocette.

VELOCETTE. all models in stock, from £28.~Mar-
ston's, 26, Bridge St.. Cheater. [X6927

VELOCETTE 2-stroke, 2-speed, only 6 weeks old, as
new ; £30.—Wells, Salway Hill, Woodford.

'Phone: 14. [2720
v.s.

V.S. Combination, 8h.p., 2 speeds, P.E., just over-
hauled, Jones, and accessories; bargain, £30.—Dod-

•on, 50, Perkins Rd., Newbury Park, Ilford. [2587

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 8h.p. 1913 Combination, good condi-

tion: £45; exchange lower power.—Spurling. The
Cottage, 2, Brondesbury Park. [2783
WILLIAMSON 1913 Water-cooled Combination, P.

and H. lamp, speedometer, new Clincher back

:

£55.—Lamb, 96. Thornton Av.. Chiswick. [2530

Wolf.

WOLF 2V2h.p. Lightweight in stock; generous di
ferred terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St,

Wfllthamstow. [244

WOLF, 2i^h.p. J.A.P., as from makers, never ridden;
owner gone to Front; price £24.—Apply, Thomas,

24, Townley Rd., East Dulwich, 8.E. [S6740

'>

IN
STOCK,

New 1915 Models
LEVIS No. I's (3 Just arrived)

£36 17
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combinat'n £84
De Luxe £100 model due in.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, iij, and
Sidecar, electric model . , iE92

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, iiF, and
Sidecar (2 in stock) £84

ALLDAYS AUon, single-sp. £31 10
ALLDAYS AUon, 2-sp. {2 in stock)

£38 17
GALTHORPES, all models in stock.
NEW HUDSON Big Sa, fawn Com-

bination, luxurious outfit £92 8
NEW HUDSON, j-stroke, 2-speed,
Model C (3 in stock) . . . £36
Model A £29 17
Model E £31 Q

JAMES 4ih.p. Combination (just
arrived) 73 ms.

QUADRANT Canoelet 4ih.p. all-
chain Combination, B.S.A. 3-sp.
countershaft gear £71 16

LAMB'S, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow.
WOLF, 2i-3h.p., 2-stroke, £35 3 6
SUN de luxe, standard, 2-str., £29 8
IMPERIAL-J.A.P. (just arrived)

Second-hand complete List sent on"
application, free.

F.N. 1914 4-cyl. 6h.p. 2-seater Com-
bination, ridden 1,500 miles, in-
numberable valuable accessories

_ , . 75 gns.
B.S.A., 1912, semi-T.T. model, all .

accessories £29 10
ROVER 1913-14, 3 sp., fawn Com-

bmation, speedometer, lamps,
horn 5Q ttfie

WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.'p., water-
cooled. Combination, heap of
accessories 60 gns.

BAT-J.A.P., 1913, 2.sp., coach
Combination, all access.. £50

P.V.-J.A.P., 3Jh.p., twin, 3-sp., and
access., chocolate finish.. 24 ffnsCARS IN STOc6.

CHATER-LEA, 1913 (late), 8 h.p.,
water-cooled, 3-sp. and reverse,
hood, screen, lamp 90 gns.

SAXON, iih.p., water-cooled, all on
(just arrived) £120

ROVER, 6h.p., water-cooled, 3-sp
and reverse, hood, screen, grey
finish 40 g„5_

RITZ, iih.p., 2-seater, all on (due
m) £100 nSIDECARS CNEW>.

Swan de luxe, hood, electric lamp
21 gns

Express (Harley-Davidson)
. £18 14

Canoelet £16 16
Canoelet (Indian) ] ! ! ! £13 1
Watsonian, models G and ii 10 gns
Phoenix, several models from £8 15'
Also several Second-hand Side-
cars and Bodies. Ijst on appr
cation. TERMS—i down and
balance in 12 payments.
Liberal discount paid in
I. 3f or 6 months-
EXCHANGES—
Good allow-
ances.

IIWalthamstow, Essex
Phoiie— 169 Walthsmntow.

Nearest 8ia,Cioii-IToeatteet;G.E K.

Houra-8 to9.50. Thars.— 9to I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock. 8h.p.. 2-6peed. kick start;
60 gns. — Jones, The Broadway, Jluswell Bfii t

Sole agent for N. London, trade and retail. 'PLone:
Horneey 2562. 17636

ZedeL
3 h.p, Zedel, C.A.V., mag., B. and B. carbureWer,

fine condition, very low and fast, F.R.S. lamp;
bargain. £14/10.-30, Burton Rd., Lincoln, [X6873

Zenith.

ZENITH, 6h.p., 1912V2, eintch, Hek start. Caa.ielet

sidecar; £45.—Seen at Stag Motor Works. Eart
Finchley. Irf>ndon, N. [2627

ZENITH, 1912, 6h.p., MilUord spring wheel sidecar,
accessories, exceUent condition; £35.—IL, Inglfr

side. Hook Heath, Woking. [2799

ZENITH Combinations, 3 in ^ock, all as new, £55,
£65, and £75.—Percy and Co., 337, Enston fid.,

London. 'Phone : Museum 1337. [2766

ZENITH, 191434. 6h.p., Enfield sidecar, lamp, horn,
epare cover, and belt, condition excellent, Troald

separate; £56.—Lyndhnrst, Devonshire Ed., Palmer's
Green. [2513

ZENITH-GEABUA, J.A.P., 4h.p., 1913. Miadletoo
coachbuilt sidecar, nearly new, smart lot; £37/10.

Dairy Manager, Victoria Terrace, Tottenham Lane,
Hornsey. [2709

ZENITH-GBADUA, 1914, 5h.p. twin, esceUent order,

horn, 2 lamp eets, plugs, tools, new tyre back;
£40 cash.—Tom Simpson, Outfitter, Stalybridge, near
Manchester. [2660

ZENITH-J.A.P., 1913, 4h.p., fixed engine, perfect
condition, £3/3 head light, horn, tools, spares;

£24; appointment.-Austin, 15, Pemberton Gardens.
Highgate, N. [2687

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4b.p., thoroughly overhauled
by makers Easter, new back tyre, inner tube.

Service belt, sidecar, all escellent condition; any
trial; £38.-13, Mayow Rd., Forest Hill. [2792

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4h.p., single, 1913. clntch. new
Mav. 1914. new belt, tyres good, gpeedometer,

lampa, spares, and Service can© sidecar; would tepai-
ate; £39.—Aitken, 339. North End Rd., Fulham, S.W.

[2551
ZENITH, 1914\4, 8h.p., countershaft, coachbuilt

sidecar, fitted with hood, screen, luggage grid,
Terry links, spare driving chain and belt, 3in. lyres,
3 lamps, condition as new; bargain, £78, cost £110.

—

Hawkins, 206, Hard Lane, St. Helens. [X6947

ZENITH.GRADUA, 1915, countershaft models, de-

livered from stock, 8h.p. model H, 73 gns. ; 3i;:h.p.

twin model B, 59 gns. ; other models 7-10 days.

Prices snbiect to 5% increase; exchanges or extended
terms arranged.—Elc« and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At..
Camomile St.. E.C^ [0481

Miscellaneous.

"tTEBDEN'S Have in Stock

:

and 3h.p. and

1 Q15 Indians, 3Vjh.p., 5h.p., and 7h.p., with or witb-
J~*y out sidecars.

jOlS Wolf, 2i^h.p., oh.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed: £31.

1 Q15 Wolf-Peco, 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £33.

1 Ol5 New Imperial-Jap, 2^.p., 2-Epeed; 35 gns.

1 QlS New Iraperial-Jap. 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, with elatci
-Li/ and kick starter; 41 gns.

19'^n
. .fit w¥i&

lamps, horn, speedometer, equal to new; £6S> ^

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian Motor. 2-speed. and sideCKit
-Lt/ brand new. fit with electric lamps, horn. spcedt^U
meter; a gift, £70.

1 Q15 Enfields, 6h.p. combination,
-i-i/ 2i4h.p. lightweights.

Wolf, 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, not mn 300
miles, as new; £27, complete.

-| 014 Enfield 6b.p. Motor and Sidecar,

1 Q12 Humbcr, SVih.p.
J-*/ Canoelet sidecar;

-| Q13 8h.p. Williamson
-»- *y Canoelet sidecar, hood,
speedometer; £50, a gift.

, 2-speed, 1914 engine,
£38, complete.

water-cooled,
screen,

2-speed, ait3'

lamx>s, hon^

1 Q13 2^h.p. Douglas. 2-speed. free engine, clatoKJ
-L «7 and kick-starter, lamp, horn, equal to nM^»
£37/10, ;i
1 QlS Brand New Humberetle Light Car, 3-spe«l
-i-i/ and reverse, fit with non skid tyres on back;
any trial; best offer accepted.

1 Q15 Brand New Williamson CycJea Light Cm^
JLt/ water-cooled. 3-speed; any trial; £120.

A FEW Cane Sidecars to dear from £2/10; braBJ!'
new coachbnilt sidecar, Phelon and Mooi^

£15/15 model to clear.

BRAND New Canoelet Sidecar, coachbuilt, dBJff
model to clear.

HEBDENS Motor Mart, St. James'
TeL: 488.

St., Bunded
[2m

FOR a good, cheap motor cycle, see Morgan aW
Mnnvell. Tlie Loudon Motor Mart, 80, High B*.

Streatham, and branches. [S6241

A40 All letters relating to advei-tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Solo Machines in Winter.

A
MONTH ago we dealt with the design of

motor cycles used for Government pur-

poses, and drew attention to certain

slight weaknesses in those mounts which

cause constantly recurring breakages.

We have no knowledge whether some such

scheme as we outlined to overcome the trouble

has been adopted, but an article in the present

issue on the question of mudguarding calls to

mind the fact that with the approach of winter

and muddy roads this important matter is one

which should also receive immediate attention.

Maybe the subject of proper mudguarding of

motor cycles has been studied already in

anticipation of the winter campaign, but the

latest deliveries of mounts • we have seen still

have the standard English guard. Last winter

it is a well-known fact that despatch riders were

in some districts unable to progress more than

three or four miles at a time without stopping

to remove the thick mud which had caused the

wheels to clog, due to the close-fitting guards.

The trouble got so bad that practical riders, in

many instances, removed the front guard

entirely, and fitted in its stead a shield made of

wood or leather, or whatever stiff material was

handy, and attached it to the front down tube.

It seems that all these difficulties are likely to

be renewed this winter unless a very hasty

change is made, the reason apparently being

that there is no one in authority to study the

specially severe conditions tinder which the

machines are used in France, and to report upon
desirable amendments in design.

On the subject of winter riding we should like

to urge a trial of lightweight motor cycles

for despatch riders' use. It is extremely

doubtful if the non-motor cycling authorities

who control Government orders realise that a

Ughtweight machine fitted with a two-speed gear

is a far more suitable mount for solo riding in

grease. A rider may pick his way through the

thickest and most treacherous grease on a handy,

low built mount of about r25 lb. weight, where
a heavy one is extremely difficult to handle and
keep upright. Speed is of no avail on slippery
winter roads, comfort and safety are of para-
mount importance. Being in touch with many
despatch riders at the Front, we know it is a
general rule for them for winter work to select

the lightest machine they can get hold of con-
sistent with reliability. On dry summer roads
the case is different.

'

A Competition for Munition
Workers.

THE , ball has been set rolling in the matter
of competitions for Army and Navy
motor cyclists by reason of an officer's

.
suggestion to The Motor Cycle. Already
two - highly successful and enjoyable

events have been held at Brooklands, which,
it is generally agreed, have been beneficial
to mind and soul of the men engaged
in them, and this week-end we are to have
a hill-climb for members of both services.
But in the enthusiasm for the events named some
may have been inclined to have overlooked the
munition worker, the man who is as indispensable
to the success of our arms as the man in the
trenches. A suggestion from a munition worker
appears in our Correspondence columns this

week, advocating the organisation of a competi-
tion in some convenient part of the Midlands,
where thousands of busy war workers are to be
found, 'and we must say that the suggestion
strikes us as a particularly happy one, and just
as deserving of encouragement as the meetings
already held for the United Services. The
waiter pays us a compliment by suggesting that
The Motor Cycle carry out the organisation,
but this is impossible, as under the rules of the
governing body of motor cycling all events must
be organised by a recognised affiliated club.
Here is_ a chance for some enterprising club to
fill the breach. In the meantime, the views of
other motor cyclists on war work would be
interesting.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the page facing the back oovei-.
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A Motor C^^ciing Gymkhana in South Africa.
COLONIAL CLUB RAISES

IT is quite refreshing in these trying times to read

of a successful motor cycle gymkhana such as was

held on August Bank Holiday last by the East

London (S A.) Motor Cycle Club. The object was to

wipe off a deficiency in one of the local war funds, and

it appears to have been achieved with plenty to spare,

thanks to the whole-hearted manner in which members
of the club parlicipated in the event and the enthusiasm

of the spectators who numbered 2,500.

Judging by the photographs we have received, the

results achieved in the way of decorating both

MONEY FOR A WAR FUND.
machine and rider were excellent, and would rival

many similar events held at home in the days before

the war. The sidecar outfit disguised as a man-o'-war

is particularly effective, though we cannot help feel-

ing that the whiskers of the 1:wo- occupants have some-
thing to do with the general pleasing effect

!

The proceedings started with a processicKi of com-
petitors and their decorated mounts through the streets

of East London. This was in the morning, and in the

afternoon the gymkhana events were run off, to the

great amusement of competitors and spectators alike.
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My Epitaph.
A course of baby two-strokes has made a milksop

of me ; and, incidentally, it has spoilt the quondam
refinement of my driving. ^ It accustomed me to

slamming the throttle recklessly open whenever I

wanted an acceleration, however mild, for the babies

do not get away with it like a T.T. racer. When
summer arrived, I transferred my person to a 4 h.p.

Douglas and a 6 h.p. IMotosacoche, and applied the

same throttle-slamming methods to them. Gee whizz

!

The bicycle went ahead all right in each case, but it

was very nearly a.case of "also ran " with poor me.
My sorrowing wife has "been instructed to have the

following legend inscribed on my tombstone, " Un-
seated by acceleration." Joking apart, the way in

ivhich the modern twin jumps if its throttle is banged
Dpen is a positive revelation. 1 should much like to

know how its capacity in this respect compares with

1 racing car. _ Both my twins are fitted with sidecar

^ears, and the leap they make under my crude driv-

ing methods is literally colossal. The difference be-

tween sidecar work with a ^}'2 h.p. and a 600 c.c.

Dr 750 c.c. twin is indescribable.

Testing a Lighting Circuit.

\\'ith the decay of accumulator ignition the average

notor cyclist has forgotten how to test the somewhat
;omplex aiid lengthy accumulator wiring circuits in the

;vent of a fault. The other week I struck a distinctly

;lever rider hopelessly baffled by a wee flaw in his

ighting circuit, and without a notion how to proceed
except by the crude method of tightening his terminals

md inspecting his connections. Unless the fault is of

he obvious, mechanical sort

—

^.g., frayed wire ends at

I comiection shorting to some other terminal—a volt-

neter or a glowlamp of -the same voltage as the

iccumulator is really essential to tracing the trouble.

?or example, let us suppose that a single-pole circuit,

n which the metal of the frame is utilised as the

legative half of the circuit, is under discussion. The
'oltmeter on the switchbox indicates that the battery
s fully charged, but no light is obtainable at any
amp. The first test might then take the form of
ilacing one terminal of the voltmeter (or glowlamp)
>n the plus terminal of the accumulator, and the other
>n any convenient clean piece of metal on the frame, «

,

he switch being on. If the voltmeter registers no
urrent, it is plain that the earth wire is at fault,

vhich happened to be the case with the machine under
lotice. Examination showed that the earth wire was
:omiected to a screw holding a footboard to a frame
loss-spindle, and this spindle was stove-enamelled,
fhe enamel obviously acted as a non-conductor, so a
onger wire was coupled from the minus terminal of-
he accumulator to a polished steel crank case bolt,

nstantly the lamps lit up. Supposing this first test

lad shown current on the voltmeter, it would be clear

that the negative, or frame, half of the circuit was in

order, and the next tests would take the form of

coupling the voltmeter from some bright part of the

machine to each terminal on the positive circuit in

turn ; we should have followed up the plus wire to

its first ancliorage on the switchbox, and tried for a
reading across to the frame at that point ; then from
each plus terminal in turn, until at last the final cross

reading would have been from the terminal in the

lamp socket itself (against which the terminal in the
bulb base presses) to the frame ; if there were current
here, a broken bulb would have been the fault. If
there were no current here, the fault would have been
in the last stretch of the positive wiring. All this was
common knowledge amongst motor cyclists ten years

ago, but the disappearance of the accumulator from
our ignition systems has caused such information to

die out from the average tinkerer's mind, and to-day
many users of lighting outfits carry neither voltmeters

nor testing lamps. Dynamo faults are much harder to

identify, and the amateur can hardly hope to do more
than expose his brushes, see that they are clean and
unbroken, and that the portion of the armature on
which they rub is also clean. Trouble at this point
need not be expected within a decent mileage, the parts

being almost (though not quite) as reliable as the
carbon brush and slip ring of a magneto.

The 7=9 h.p. Harley=Davidson.
I have just had another spin on the new Harley-

Davidson, and a jolly good mount it is ; it is not every
leviathan which can do 4 m.p.h. on top gear, and
accelerate to a speed which only lunatics and experts

..Hi-

^>?^^,1

A NEW CONVERT TO THE .MOTOR CYCLE.
Mrs. W. Brandish, of Foleshill, Wanviclcs'hire, mounted on her 2i h.p.

Douglas, which she has ridden nearly 2.000 miles during the summer.
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Occasional Comments.

—

consider safe on the public roads. Out of its general

excellences I select a single item for commendation
to the British trade. My sample was finished in a

neat and workmanlike grey, a-nd t4ie enamel extended
to the hooter and lamps. I admit I saw no reason

why many plated details should not have been turned

out in some rustless, untarnishable finish, but the

non-plated finish of the lamp and hooter is a step in

the right direction. Some British accessoiy dealers

have got as far as blacking the bodies of their lamps
and horns, but they usually cancel the good work by
adding a plated rim or knob or two, just to relieve

the monotony, so that the inevitable selvyt and metal
polish cannot be given away after all. When will the

trade understand that nobody but the very green
novice really enjoys the daily furbishing of a multi-

tude of plated twiddlies ? We all understand that no
enamelling process is apJDlicable to metal parts liable

to friction, and that nuts must have a finish of more
resistance. Let us first get the hub shells, lamp
bodies, hooter twists, etc., finished in enamel, and
then let us howL- and rage till the nickel-plating

shops find their occupation gone, and some genius
comes along with an oxidising process which cannot
tarnish, and yet will not wear brown or shiny, as some
of the earlier black platings are known to do.

Broken Chains.

My worthy colleague " Road Rider " has burdened
me with some heavy correspondence by reason of
his dignified dislike for printing precise details, and
I propose to supplement his remarks about broken

reasons was not responsible, since the early days when
foolish manufacturers blindly fitted push bicycle chains

to powerful twin-cylinder engines'. The commonest
cause is destruction of alignment during adjustments
for length ; an ardent novice notices his chain is- slack,

falls on the machine with a bunch of spanners, corrects

the tension, and never troubles to see that the

sprockets are properly lined up again. A patent which
made it impossible for chains to get out of line save

only by twisting of the cycle frame would almost

put an end to broken chains. The other cause

is thoughtless adjustments of the tension. When a

chain is noticed to be sagging droopily between its

sprockets, the owner should not instantly adjust it

tighter ; he should first revolve the chain through a

complete revolution, testing its tension at even,' third

or fourth link the whole way round. From this

process he will emerge with the discovery that a

worn chain is never - evenly slack or taut the whole
way round. At one point of the revolution the chain

will seem so taut that he will ejacujate, " Why, the

beastly thing doesn't need adjustment after all! " and

at another, " Great snakes, it's lucky the chain hasn't

jumped the sprockets!" When he has found what

"Road Rider" calls the "tight spot" (he should

have said "the tightest spot"), he must adjust that

particular length of chain—it may be only two or

three links—as tight as is safe, and he has then made
the best adjustment possible under the circumstances.

For it is obvious that if the tautest piece of the

run is overtight, it will snap presently. This explains

why chains must sometimes be scrapped when most

of their links are apparently in good condition : if the

tightest spot is not dangerously

'73 tight, the loosest spot may hop off

the sprocket. I have ne\'er solved

the m)'Sterious problem of this

uneven wear. The details which

make up the chain are standardised

in every particular, and they all

pass over the same teeth at the same
place, whilst the sprocket sizes are

designed to avoid any one link

having to bear the brunt of thi

explosion time after time, whilst its

neighbours merely chip in anil take

up the good work after the big bang
is over. But the fact remains that

chains do not wear evenlv.

".n

SCENES AT THE LAST PORTM/\RNOCK
BEACH RACE MEETING.

(The results appeared on page 286.)

(1) G. A. M. Curtis (7-9 h.p. Indian),

taking the turn in the sidecar handicap.

(2) The start of the 600 c.c. Scratch

Race. Left to right. Corporal T. E. Greene
of the A.S.C. (Rudge), F. Winstanley
(Zenith), and C.B.Franklin (Indian).

chains. In my experience there are ^

two principal reasons for a chain
breakage^at least, I have never
known a case in which one of the
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SUPPOSE after all it is the war that has caused
such a great increase in the number of lady motor
cyclists. Although it has also brought a tremendous

lot of distress to the world in general, there is this

little bit to its credit—it has made girls and women
much more self reliant. Motor cycles were once
thought too complicated for a girl to ride or manage,
but, after my experience this summer, I am quite

convinced that it is quite easy to learn to drive a motor
cycle. As far as management is concerned, I know
that, if I keep my machine clean and take reasonable
care of it, nothing is likely to go wrong. I do not
suppose, however, that I should have thought about
having a motor cycle unless it had been forced upon
me, as it were. Two or three years ago I was one
of that great army of lady stenographers. I lived in

London, lunched in the Strand, took my amusement
in the form of a weekly visit to the tlieatre, and was
generally a " Towny " girl.

One may, therefore, imagine my disgust when I

was told that the offices of the company with whom
I was engaged were to be moved twenty-five miles
out into the country and that I could either go, with
them or leave my position. As I was fairly happy
with my employers, I thought at any rate I would
try it for a month or two while I looked out for
something else. I well remember the day when we
first came down to Kent. It was raining, and the
coiintry did not come up to my conception of its

delights. I only knew it in the summer time, when
the sun was shining, the birds singing, and the corn
was being harvested. I could only imagine what it

was like in the winter, but on that cold dismal
January day it struck me as being the most miserable
place that one could possibly conceive. However,
I, remained until the spring came; then I began to

know people, and so
decided to stay the
summer through.

My Purchases.

In August the war
broke out, and nearly all

the men on our staff

joined up in some capacity

or other. Then my
chance came. Up to then
I had not done outdoor
work at all. The work
of my firm—the Rural
Development Co.

—

necessitates the emploj'-

ment of messengers from
one department to

another. These depart-

ments are spread over
roughly 1,000 acres. In

addition to that, we had
150 men to pay in various

parts of the farm. I

found that I could do the

work of some of the men
who had enlisted, but got

tired of walking from
place to place, and so

bought an ordinary cycle,

but soon sold it again. Then I bought my
motor cycle—a splendid little two-stroke—and,

from the business and the pleasure points' of view, it

has made all the difference to me. I can now realise

the advantages of living in the country, and the

journeys which were previously irksome interruptions

to my work are now pleasing interludes.

In addition to the business advantages, of course,

there is the pleasure side of the question. Leaving
-business at 5.30 p.m., I can now get up to town
(twenty-three miles), go to a theatre, and get home

. by midnight.

Of course I have had a few mishaps on the road

!

I remember the first one,

and how it alarmed me.
I had been down the

Folkestone Road to Can-
terbury, and had stayed

rather longer there than I

should ha-s'e done, and

Miss D. Clegg and her two-stroke Levis.
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A Business Girl and Her Motor Cycle.—

coming up Wrotbam ,-Hill at dusk my petrol gave

out. Now I have never done any night riding

before, and very much wanted to get home before

dark, and here I was about a quarter of the 3vay up
the liill with no apparent alternative but to push
the machine up the rest of the way and about a further

six miles.

A Kindly Action.
I did what most other girls would do—sat down and

felt "humpy." But deliverance was at hand ! Coming
round the corner was one of those tremendous cars

which move so noiselessly and smoothly to the pleasure

of their owners, and to the extreme irritation of
" broken-down " wayside motor cyclists. As the motor
neared me coming down tbje hill it stopped, and the

man driving it very kindly asked me if he could be of

assistance. Of course he could, and I told him I

wanted a little petrol to get home with. Curiously

enough, he had only a very little, so we-sat down on
the roadside and di\'ided it between us. I found that

he had to get back to Canterbury, so his generosity

in letting me have some of the petrol was very pleasing

in this hard and unsympathetic age.

Another of my little mishaps occurred on Westerham
Hill, when the machine stopped halfway up—a most
unusual occurrence. I knew I had plenty of petrol

and plenty of oil, and the only thing I could think of

likely to happen was a "sooty sparking plug." I

found, however, that this was not the cause of the

trouble. Here again I was helped by a fellow motorist,

who, while passing, called out, " Have you konked
out ? " I did not at the time understand this expression,

and answered that " I thought so." He very kindly

stopped, and, after some investigation, found that the

carburetter had become obstructed by dirt owing, he

said, to the petrol not being strained. I always used

to think that petrol was such clean-looking liquid and

never thought it required a strainer, but I know better

now, and so shall not have a similar trouble again.

With regard to the general question of motor
cycling for ladies, I think a girl has to be careful as

to the exact type of motor cycle she purchases, as it

is unwise to get a high-powered machine in the first

instance or one with a heavy and awkward frame.

Mine is perfectly satisfactory, but without The Motor
Cycle I should have been at a loss when I first had
a motor, and even now it is very helpful in difficulties

which are apt to arise.

The Question of Dress.

Then, of course, there is the never-tiring question

of suitable dress. I wear an ordinarv walking skirt

which has_ three buttons at the bottom in the front

and three at the back, which I unfasten when riding

arid button up for walking. A short mackintosh coat

and close fitting cap complete an admirable motor

cycling costume. I also wear very high riding boots

and driving gloves. Of course there is and has been
quite a lot of discussion about dress for the

motor cycle, but I have always found mine
very suitable and comfortable. I might

mention that my machine is a gentleman's

model, as I think the various ladies' motor
cycles are awfully heavy looking, and, after

all, it is just as easy and simple to ride a

low diamond frame—at least I find it so.

D. Clegg.

A18
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Shields Instead of Mudguards for Military Machines.
Suggestions for a Much-needed ImprovemenL By H. Mortimer Batten.

CONSIDERING how much despatch riders in

France had to say last winter regarding the

inefficiency of mudguarding, it is rather sur-

prising that those responsible have not, apparently,

deemed it necessary for any extensive alterations to

be made in the mudguarding
of stock machines now going

over to France. It is true

that slight improvements have
been enforced, but no serious

effort has really been made
to adapt the machines to the

strenuous conditions of winter

warfare.

Last winter it was amply
proved that the mudguard-
ing of the ordinary touring

moimt was not only inade-

quate but quite wrong in

principle ; in fact, it was
made clear that mud shields

rather than mud guards
would best meet the demands.
Riders stripped the mud-
guards from their machines,

and improvised crude shields

of one kind and another to take their place,, and

there is no doubt that wide, flat shields, which

could be stripped from the machine by the loosening

of a nut or two, and clipped back into place just as

simply, might profitably take the place of the front

wheel guard for military use. For while providing

not only the machine but also the rider with shelter,

such an arrangement could not "make up,'

and, being attached- to the frame, would not be

so likely to rattle loose through engine vibration

at high speeds.

Now- the adapting of a suitable shield would
be a comparatively simple matter compared
with the designing of an efficient wheel guard.

Take, for example, the P. and M. leg shield ;

this simple and obvious device not only keeps

the rider warm and dry, but on the vilest of

roads it protects the whole of the power unit

from spray and splash caused by the front

wheeL A device of this sort certainly tills the

bill, but it needs to be extended both under
the engine and upwards towards the handle-

bars. If' this were done the front wheel mud-
guard, if so designed as to stop splash and the

spray from the brake block (which, by
the way, is more trouble than its existence

might be cut off short on a level

bottom of the air space in the

warrants),

with the

shield.

The advantages of such a system are more or less

obvious. We are given a fixture which is perma-
nently a part of the frame, and the front wheel mud-
guard, now covering perhaps one-third of the circum-

ference of the wheel instead of one-half, would not

be so likely to make up with

mud, since it would have no
vertical inner surface on
W'hich the mud could rest and
accumulate. It is to be
noticed that when a mudguard
" makes up," the jam first

occurs an inch or so below
that portion of the guard on
the same level as the axle of

the wheel, for at this point

the mud falling back towards

the road on the inside of the

guard is met by a constant

stream of mud attempting to

travel in the opposite direc-

tion, while the rivet heads

of the mudguard stay form a

convenient anchorage. The
short mudguard would' allow

Mudshield designed to protect machine and driver.
^j^g mud to drop out there-

fore, ere the jamming point was reached, and for the

same reason jamming in the vicinity of the forks would
not occur sa readily if the guard were thoughtfully

designed. -
,

- -

Further, the shield does what the widest of guards
cannot do : it provides the rider with shelter from Wet
and cold, and protects the whole power unit from

mud and. water, while it does not upset the

steering of the machine in a Righ wind.

Another advantage of the short wheel guard
is that it cannot foul the ground when the

machine is pushed or ridden through deep mud,
and, finally, if offers a degree of accessibility

impossible to attain with the present standard
fittings.

Possibly the greatest point in favour of the

shield system is in its solidity. The breaking

and rattling loose of mudguards- are features

which, are difficult to overcome, whereas witii

the shield we have a solid contrivance attached

to a portion of the machine which is not sub-

jected to great rattling strain.

Now produce this wide, flat shield under the

machine to the point at which it meets the

back wheel mudguard. This can be done
without appreciable loss of ground clearance,

and it will be seen that rider and engine are

now- completely protected from all splash except

for that thrown by the back wheel, which is

Short front guard

with extended leather

flap.
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Shields Instead of Mudguards for Military Machines.—

not considerable. The nooks and corners about the

silencer and crank case cannot collect great clods

of earth, the removal of which necessitates the

use of a coal pick, while rear wheel brake control,

magneto, and on some machines the kick starter,

obtain an equal amount of shelter. The smooth

surface of the shield shakes clean, since it provides no

point of anchorage for the accumulation to begin.

Regarding the enclosing of the back wheel, there

is, perhaps, no great ground for complaint, most

manufacturers having abandoned the narrow, winged

guard, made to the curvature of the tyre, for the wide,

almost flat, shield so obviously superior.

Use Before Ornament.

I do not pretend that the system described,

which is put forward merely as a suggestion, would
be highly ornamental with its freakishly short guard,

but it would be infinitely more businesslike and more
suitable for military or colonial machines than the

present system. Each season we have perceived the

enclosing process produced oqe stage further, and it

cannot be doubted that in due course we shall find all

the nooks and corners of the power unit entirely shielded

from road contributions, while it is not unlikely that the

cyhnder itself will be protected from rain by detachable
wings hinged to the underside of the tank, which will

concentrate the draught on to the engine and shield

the legs of the driver from oil and the fine spray from
the valves. Such an arrangement, similar to the early

Motosacoche idea, but produced several steps further,

would prevent the rattle of the engine from rising up
intO' the rider's face, while it would mean a cooler

engine and immunity from sparking plug troubles in

wet weather. Proper protection would tend to make
the pastime infinitely more popular, and, after all,

there is no particular reason why the vitals of the

machine should be exposed to the weather and the

world.

The objection to shields is, we are told, that they

are apt to rattle when the machine gets old, but this

is because they have hitherto been designed on such

slip-shod lines _that nothing else could be. expected.

They are by no means ugly : is not the 191 5 twin

Sunbeam one of the most handsome machines on the

road to-day ? The wide shields give the finishing touch

in the way of luxurious appearance, and, if you doubt

their value, try them (if you are lucky enough to get

the chance) on the first wet day.

A NOTED IRISH TEST HILL.

The photograph was taken in the Irish twenty-four hours trial, and shows J. C. Cunningham (4 h.p Biadburv)

tacklino G'.cngesh Hill—considered to be the steepest and most difficult hill in Ireland. It resembles Amulree Hill

m Scotland
'
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. RECS_ TRADE MARK.^

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders :

Smith, Denham and Co., Hendersons Euildinss, Von Brantlis Street,

Johannesburg. S.A. Chilcis, Parr, and Joseph. Nairobi, British East
Africa. David F. Laing, 9. Weld Jload, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle

and Motor Supplies. Ltd., Fariah Street. Wellingcon, N.Z. Coroell

Ltd., lit. U4, Pirie Street., and 2i3. 31. and 3S, Hyde Street.

Adelaide, South Australia. A. G. HealiuK and Co., Ltd- 35i-356. Post
Uffice Place West, ilelboarne. Australia. Bennett and Barkell,

Castlereab'h Sueet, Sydney, Australia.

No surface comes amiss to a

Bates-built tyre. The smooth,

slippery, setts of the city—

the flinty, rough, lanes of the

country side—are ridden in

perfect comfort and security.

A firm grip of the road, with

almost complete immunity

from puncture, and an extra-

ordinary freedom from shock

and vibration, are assured to the

man whose mount is shod with

Bates-built.

''The tyre of no regrets"

W. & A. BATES, LIMITED,
ST. MARY'S MILLS, LEICESTER.

Depots ; London, Glasgow and Newcastle.

^;»lllrllll;ll^l^l)llllllllllll>.lM^,,,,.,^/^^,; .l^.l..l^]llllJllll^llMlllnrll.nllllL^llumlMuu^^^un^^um^u^^v>n^^^^u^^n^^\^\s^^^^^\^^^.\^^l»^^'.^^^^^'^^

In answerinij this udi-ertisement it is desiraOie to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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/ have

ridden several machines

in the past twelve years but

have never had one which

gives me so much satisfac-

tion as the

QUADRANT
Combination.
Its even running is really

remarkable -and proves the

sound way the Quadrants

are built.

I have now ridden 427 miles

since I left your factory,

and it has never caused me

one moment's anxiety,

have had no occasion

adjust any part, which

another proof of the

Quadrant's sterling

quality.

Those words were penned by an enthu-

siastic Quadrant rider — E. P. D., of

Tliornton Heath.

You, too, will share his enthusiasm

if you ride the "query-less Q," for

its service is always sure and none

of those irritating "unexpected

happenings " will ever mar the

full enjoyment of the Tour.

Ask for particulars of our several

models, including the 4J h p.

Sidecar Combination with
B.S.A. Countershaft three-
speed gear—£66 11 0.

QUADRANT WORKS,
Lawley St., Birmingham.

London Depot: 78, Gt. Queen St., Kiogsway.

The above and ail other Quadrant

prices are now advanced by 5%.

r ^

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.
Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting Tyres that are inadequate for the work, but use

WMdMilne
'GRIPRIB'

3-pIy

26/9

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
26 X 2'

They are built specially for this purpose trom the same
materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with great strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chance of

Tyre Trouble to a minimum

Write for nan list.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire

—
"Comfort. Preston." 'Phone—Preslon 413.

LONDON : IVIANCH ESTER AVENUE, E.G.
Wire

—
"Byturning, London." 'Phone— City 4/97.

Bristol, Birmingham. Dublin, Glasgow, Belfast, etc.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to me?ition ''The Motor Cycle.''

J)
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A NEAT DIVIDED SKIRT.
LADY motor C}-clists will be in-

terested to see the accompany-
ing illustrations of a divided

skirt, which is an'- eminently suitable

garment for those who enjoy the sport,

and pastime of motor cycling. Accord-
ing to a well-known lady motor cyclist,

the divided skirt illustrated, which is

the design of Mr. Harrison, of 41,
the Grove, Hammersmith, W.^ has very

marked advantages over other designs

which have been hitherto used by the

fair sex. It is neat in appearance, and
has a close resemblance to the ordinary

walking skirt, and it may be worn in

the hi)u.<c or street wiih comfort. 'J'he

skirt is made rather «hort, with useful
pockets at the sides, and is finished
with a well cut high waistband, which
is fastened with two -plain brass
buckles. It will not blow about when
the wearer is mounted on her machine,
and there is no exposure of the limbs
when mounting or dismounting. The
garment, which should be ideal for use
on both open and diamond frame
motor cycles, is made in duck back
cloth ; this the maker guarantees as
quite waterproof. It can .also -be h.ifl

in gabardine, covert coating, or serge

The Harrison divided skirt, showing neat appearance presented by wearer, both on the machine and off.

A STORY FROM
Here is a striking story from 2^/ie Motor in

Australia. Henri Meyer was a racing- cyclist. He
was a German, but had spent twenty years of his life in

France, and could speak French like a native. Also,
he had begun to look -more like a Frenchman than a

German, and disguised as a French sergeant-major he
seems to have had a successful career as a spy. His
method was to enter the lines, and represent himself
as an officer belonging to some other division (the one

AUSTRALIA.
whose whereabouts he wanted to discover for his

officers); and enquire how to reach this corps. All

went well until he ran into a party of Australian motoj
cycle despatch riders, some of whom had raced with

him on the track. Someone called out, " Hello,

Meyer, what are you doing here?" His yarn was un-

convincing to men who personally knew him. He was

then found to have incriminating German passes con-

cealed in his clothes. He was shot as a spy.
El
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DUTCH TRIAL FOR PASSENGER MACHINES.
British Sidecar Outfit Wins. Contest for Light Three and Four-wheeled Vehicles.

ON September nth and 12th our Dutch friends

ran the final contest for the Cyklon Cup. It

was a reliabihty trial confined to sidecar outfits,

three-wheeled cycle cars, and light cars, and the total

distance amounted to 325 miles. The route was from
Amsterdam to Maastricht and return, and on the

return journey—on the second day—the route lay

across the hills of Limburg, all of Avhich were taken

by the competitors without any trouble. A 20 m.p.h.

average had to be maintained.

It was really a test between the sidecar outfit and

DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL FOR THE CYKLON CUP.

the cycle car, and both the reliability and economy of

running were taken into account, also the condition

of machines at the finish. A few British machines were
entered, and it is gratifying to know that one of them
brought home the winner, -i.e., M^ Witteveen, on a
James sidecar outfit. There were eleven starters.

(Top) The winning

James-Canoelet side-

car outfit driven by

M. Witteveen.

(Left) A 4 h.p.

Douglas and sidecar

leads light cars and

motor cycles off the

ferry boat.

ULSTER HILL CLIMB.
Handicap Competition Run in a Thick Fog. A Win lor the Douglas.

THE Belfast and District Motor Cycle Club
wound up a season that has been a very active

one with an open hill-climbing handicap on
Saturday last. The event was held at Red Brae Hill,

Carrickfergus, where a straightaway hill of a mile

and a half in length, with a considerable portion of

single figure gradient, gave a verv sporting course

for the event. The entry for the climb was not a very

iarge one, and a dense fog that settled down on the

hill before the start of the proceedings made things

rather uncomfortable for the competitors, but

fortunately it was not sufficiently thick to make speed

dangerous.

The handicap for the climb was made by the Ulster

Centre of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland, and
the event was decided on the " knock-out " principle,

the men being despatched in pairs. J. Shaw, on a

3;/2 h.p. Norton, was the scratch man, but he had

the misfortune to

and was not able

get awav badly ni

to cive 26 seconds

the semi-final,

to T. Stewart

(2.;^ Douglas). The latter also won the final rather

easily fro-m ,D. Hunter (3-:4 Scott).

The following qualified for the serai-final: J. Max-

well (3!/^ Norton), 7s. _; D. Hunter (334 Scott), us.;

J. Shaw (3 14 Norton), scr. ; T. Stewart (254 Douglas),

26s. Semi-final : Hunter beat ?*Iaxwell : Stewart beat

Shaw. Final :

Start.

1. T. Stewart (2.;.j Douglas) 26s.

2. D. Hunter (3 .'4 Scott) iis.

}

\

rNOTICE. S

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for loss of copy \
in Che form of manuscript, dramnjs, or photographs submitted to him. -

Rejected matter will only be returned provided a stamped addressed I

snvelope is enclosed lor the purpose.

J
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During the past two seasons these well-known racing cracks have

captured the principal motor cycling contests " down under.
"

C. C. WAKEFIELD & Co.
Wakefield House, Cheapside,
London, E.C,

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle." B3
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Even American
Automobile Engineers,
men who design and build machines in their own country,

buy Royal Enfield motor cycles. Only a few days ago a

leading engineer from Detroit—America's great automobile

producing city— called at our works before taking ship for

home. Over here on a holiday, he had searched around for

the best motor cycle and sidecar combination. Ultimately,

his choice rested upon a 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, and

after a road test of over 1,000 miles he was proudly taking

his purchase back with him.

That is one of the finest compliments ever paid to Royal

Enfield motor cycles.

Complete catalogue of all Royal Enfield motor cycles free

on request. Mention " TT/ie ^M^otor Cycle " when writing.

The ENFIELD CYCLE CO.,LTD.,Redditch,
and 48,Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. Agents Everywhere.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the Belgian

, Government, and the Russian Imperial Military Authorities.

B4 In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/ch.^'

11
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" THE MOTOR CYCLE " RECRUITING SECTION.
Excellent Response to Appeal for Recruits. Three more men from Soutli Africa.

MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE
FULL UP.

THE . training centre of tlie Motor
Machine Gun Service is full up,
and it is unlikely that there will

be further vacancies for motor cyclists
or cyclists for some weeks to come. At
the invitation of the Commanding
Officer, Lieut.-Col. R. W. Bradley, the
editor of this journal paid a visit to
the camp last week, and saw the men
busily engaged in the different phases
of their training. It was remarkable
how quickly the men had taken up their
new duties. The camp is situated in an-
ideal spot, and there was a broiling sun
on the dav of our visit.

R.E. DESPATCH RIDERS.
MOTOR cyclists all over the country

sent for particulars of the above
Service to the Editor, though it

^vas clearly stated last w-eek that there
are inspecting officers for despatch riders
in most districts. As far as possible
particulars have been issued to applicants,
and the name and address of the nearest
inspecting office furnished.
The number of a.pplications from

reeruits dealt with by Jlr. Geoffrey
Smith, editor of this journal, had grown
to 4,028 at the end of last week.

TWO GALLANT SOUTH AFRICAN
MOTOR CYCLISTS.

WE recently had a visit from Regi-
mental. Sergeant-Major Harold
Singer, who, with his brother

{of the 2nd Durban Light Infantry),
has come over to enlist in the Motor
Machine Gun Section. Singer was in

the Garrison Artillery at the start of

operations in South-West Africa, but
at Luderitz he joined the South African
despatch riders, and was attached to
General Botha's staff. The Triumph
which he rode behaved extremely well, and
he could ride for hours at a time on the
low gear (14 to 1 Sturmey-Archer) througli,

the thickest sand, against which the
smaller machines were of no avail, as
their tyres did not present sufficient grip-
ping surface. Evidence of the wonderful
organisation prevailing throughout the
campaign is the fact that Singer never
ran short of petrol. Every depot and
communication post had a case or more,
and the majority of the transport
waggons carried it. It is one of those
important details that were properly
attended to, and, in a country like tliat
in which the South-West African cam-
paign was brought to a successful con-
clusion, it is no mean achievement. It
is indeed splendid of these two brothers,

who were accompanied by a chnra
Osmond, after "doing their bit" in

South-West Africa, to come over to th«
Old Country to re-enlist, and, as our
readers know, they are not the only men
from South Africa to do so.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.
THE response to the paragi'aph in last

week's issue referring to vacancies
in the Royal Flying Corps for motor

cyclist despatch riders was remarkable.
The R.F.C. is a very popular section with
sporting men, and it is, therefore, not

surprising that more than sufficient appli-

cations were received to satisfy immediate
requirements, and, consequently, no nMre
applications should be made until the
appeal is renewed. All those who
filled in the fornl in, last week's issue

should have received instructions by this

time as to their procedure. All recruits

for the R.F.C. must be finally approved
by headquarters after passing a riding
test and an examination in their know-
ledge of a motor cycle. Some applicants
had had very short experience of a motor
cycle, and could hardly expect to be
accepted for the R.F.C.

Three motor cyclists who have come to England trom South Africa specially to enlist. On
tne sidecar are the Singer brothers ; Osmond is standing behind. All three have already served

in the German South-West African campaign.

THE MILITARY MOTOR CYCLE
IN FRANCE.

A WELL-KNOWN motor cyclist who
has had many opportunities, in his

capacity as driver of a motor
ambulance, of observing the manner in

which motor cycles stand up to military

work in France, has favoured us with
his views on the subject. From these

it would appear that the ideal military

machine is still to be devised, though
the great majority of those out there

are, under the trying circumstances,

standing up remarkably w-ell. Of course,

different makes have their own particular

weaknesses, but engines throughout,
generally speaking, give no trouble.

This speaks well for the design and
workmanship, as it is not unusual for

water-cooled oil only to be obtainable,
and this is burnt away very quickly.

Our informant emphasises the great

need for rear springing. This will be
well understood by even those at home,
and out there many riders suffer severely

from fatigue due to e.xcessive vibration.

Another interesting point he brings for-

ward is that there is no call for a very
fast machine—speed is not so necessary
as ease of control, ease of starting, and
ability to run slowly to enable the

despatch rider to pass safely lorry con-

voys. For these reasons he considers

that there is room for a two-speed light-

weight, which should be of very low
build and easily controlled. He suggests
an engine such as the 2 h.p. Precison,
with crank case and gear in one piece.

Tyres should be on the heavy side

;

26in. X 2|in. for lightweights, and
,26in. X 24in. for the ordinary Sj h.p.

machine.
In conclusion, our correspondent says

that belts appear to give no trouble, and
that a nail catcher is a useful fitment
omitted by most makers.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept, 23

„ 25
- „ 27

„ 29

5.58 p.m.
6.53 „
6.48 „
6.45 „

In London halj an hour earlier.

The Ways of the Army.

A recruit accepted by the Editor last

week had to pass simple aritlimetic and
dictation test, although he Avas a school

teacher and University B.A.

Red Rear Lights on All Vehicles.

We understand that steps are to be
taken immediately to enforce the Home
Office regulations that cycles and other

vehicles should carry a rear red light.

New Use for a Sidecar.

A motor cyclist we know has found an
easy method of mowing a big lawn. He
simply hitches a good-sized mower- to

his sidecar outfit, gets someone to guide
the mower, and the work is soon done.

Racing in Australia.

A five and a half mile road race was
recently held by the Hamilton (Victoria)

M.C.C., with the following result : 1, C.

Whitford (3i Eudge-Multi), scr. ; 2, J.

Quigley (3^ Rudge-Multi). The winner
was giving a start of several seconds
to powerful American twins.

From the Eastern Counties.

On the Colchester-London road a great

many more motor cyclists than motorists

are to be seen, the majority being
officers attached to the various regi-

ments stationed in the numerous towns
in the vicinity. The road is in very

good order, and is a safe one, possessing

several fast stretches.

Photographing.

Motor cyclists who are photographers
should exercise care when photographing
on or near the East coast. Recently
one of our staff was delayed for an
hour while being questioned by an
officer of the regiment stationed in the

locality, this despite the fact that he
photographed quite openly, and after

first asking permission of the various

sentries who happened to be standing
near the photographer. The slight in-

convenience caused was nothing serious,

and we simply quote this instance as a

warning, even when photographs are

taken in places where there are, as- far

as one knows, no objects of military
importance, and in which there is no
apparent need for secrecy.

b8

Motor Cycle Thefts.

Two privates of the West Riding Regi-
ment, Henry CoUumbine and J. Hawcroft,
were recently sentenced at Mansfield to

iwo months' hard labour for stealing a

motor cycle. They took the machine
from outside the Grand Theatre, Mans-
field, and rode it to Yorkshire, getting

free supplies of petrol on the way by
stating that they were despatch riders.

A Good Climb.

We have received information tliat E.

W. Flower, riding a, 3 h.p. Enfield and
carrying a heavy passenger;, recently

made the ascent of Mount Troodos
(Olympus) in the island of Cyprus. This
mountain is 6,000 feet in altitude, and is

approached by a zigzag roadway, which,
in places, is somewhat dangerous. This
is said to be the first ascent of Mount
Olympus.

Prominent Trade Man in the R.F.C.
Flight-Commander Frank Smith, whose

photograph we reproduce on this page,
will be known to many of our readers as

the assistant managing director of the
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. He has already
been to the Front, was subsequently
transferred to the Royal Flying Corps,
and was recently home on leave. Flight-

Commander vSmith is one of the many
motor cyclists in the Flying Corps.

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE ROY.^L
FLYING CORPS.

Flight-Commander Frank Walker Smith,

assistant managmg director of the Enfield

Cycle Co.. Ltd.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
SHIELDS INSTEAD OF MUDGUARDS

(Illustraled)._

A SUGGESTED COMPETITION FOR
MUNITION WORKERS.

THE PEN-Y-BALL HILL-CLIMB
(Illustrated).

A Lancashire Road Puzzle.

Correspondents so far agree with us

that the more direct route from Warring-
ton to Preston, viz., ri'n Wigan, is pre-

ferable to the E.A.C. avoiding route.

A Liverpool correspondent objects to cur
reference to " cobblestones " on this

route.

Probably the Lightest Four-wheeler.

A Beverley, Mass., agent has built a

very light four-wheeler with cycle wheels
and tyres, and attached an Auto-wheel.
It is driven about the streets tor adver-
tisement. The "whole outfit, we under-
stand, does not weigh so much as a motor
bicycle.

The late Mr. 3. H. Cocker.

We regret to record the death 01

Mr. J. H. Cocker, the Northern Comities
representative of the Enfield Cycle Co.

Mr. Cocker was well-known to T.T.
riders, and used to look after the Enfield
competitors in the Isle of Man.

A Coloured Head Light.

At the Moot Hall Police Court, New-
castle, a motor cyclist was recently

summoned for riding a motor cycle which
displayed a blue head light. He was
ordered to pay the costs. It was pointed
out that according to the Act the head
light should not be coloured—a fact of

which few people seem to be aware.

A Competition for Munition Workers.

A competition for motor cyclists en-

gaged on munitions is the latest sugges-
tion by a reader of T/ic Motor Cycle.

We deal with the matter editorially. It

would be easy to limit the event, if held.
to war workers by stipulating that all

entrants must be in possession of the
official war badge.

Second-Lieutenant Lodge Killed.

Our readers will be sorry to learn that
Second-Lieutenant Raymond Lodge, the
youngest son of Sir Oliver Lodge, and
associated with the Lodge Sparking Plug
Co., Ltd.. has been killed in action. He
was twenty-six years old, and was at-

tached to the South Lancashire Regiment,
which he joined just after the outbreak oi

the war.
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A Curious Pact.

In contradistinction to the Army and
Navy iiiectings held at Brooklands, when
practically every official was an Army
and Navy man, not a single official

annonnced for the Army v. Navy hill-

climb on Saturday is attached to the
Services.

The Army v. Navy Hill-climb.

We have received the following par-

ticulars regarding the hill on which it is

proposed to hold the Army v. Navy hill-

climb, starting at 2 p.m. on Saturday
next. The length is approximately 1,000

yards. The maximum gradient is 1 in 8

near the start, afterwards easing to 1 in

20. The surface is excellent. The naome

of the hill will be found on the notice

board of the Streathara and District

M.C.C., which is organising the event, at

the Crown and Sceptre, Streatham Hill,

on Saturdav morning. The committee
of the Streatham and District M.C.C.
will present a silver cup for the best

performance on formula of a member
of this club.

NEW TAXES ON
CARS, MOTOR CYCLES AND

PETROL.
In the House of Commons on

Tuesday afternoon, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer out-
lined the following new taxes
on motor cars, motor cycles,
and motor spirit.

Motor spirit: 3d. per gallon.
Motor cars, , t->.,*„ „» ii^m
motor cycles.

} .^v^lorem
.^ /"

LiverpoolClub's Hill-climb in North Wales.
. The pliotograph* in this issue of Satur-
day's Pen-y-ball hill-clrmb are exclusive

to this journal as usual. It is amusing
to observe that a contemporary publishes
a single and very old photograph of a
Pen-y-ball hill-climb, but the bare trees

in the background look very cold, and
suggest another great journalistic feat

which may yet be described as the first

illustration of autumn "leaves."
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The Testing of Metals.

The final instalnicnt u\ I Ij li.;ii_

of Jlct.ils " will appear next, week.

Average Prices,

We give below tlie average prices for

the various second-hand models offered
for sale in '/Vie Motor Cycle.. We quote
those macliines of which at least five

weekly averages have appeared in the
pa.st two months, and where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number. We give
the average for the past week.

Last Avcra{<c
Make. Year. H.P. wcifk's (or past

average. 8 weeks-
A.J.S. .

.

Bat
Bradbury ,

Calthorpe .

.

Chater-Lea .

Clyno

Douglas . .

.

Eulield ....

Humber . .

.

Indian ....

James . . : .

.

Levis
Matchless .

.

New Hudson

O.K.
'.'

P. & M. ...

Premier . . .

Rex ..

Rover

Royal Ruby
Scott

Simbeam

Triumph .

NVilliamson .

Zenith

igi4 6 3-sp. sidecar .

_"
Cr?

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar .
— £58

1914 2j 3-speed — £u
1913 8 3-sp. sidecar -

—

•

£49
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . £60
1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

_— C47
1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . £ao
1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . 0° r.58

1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . £67
1914 2 2-speed iii C'9
1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . f.60
1914 6 3 sp. sidecar . £73 £69
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£53 £53
19 14 2.'. 2-speed 1^30 £32
1914 2I2-SP. T.T ;C44 £42
'914 2I 2-sp. kick star in £44
1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £63 £64
1914 3 2-speed £34 £37
1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£39
914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£60 £60
1914 7 T.T. free eng. . £43
914 4.1 3-sp. sidecar .

.

iii £54
914 2i 2-speed £30
913 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£53
914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£60
1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£48
1914 2 2-speed £24
914 3i 2-sp. sidecar .

.

^55 £57
914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£48
913 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

.

—

£39
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . .

— £59
913 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

— £39
914 3.} 3-sp. sidecar .

.

— £57
913 3.\ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

— £40
914 3J 2-speod — £44
914 3| 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£52 £54
913 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

.

i4l £42
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £78 £79
914 3l 3-speed £56
914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 £56
914 4 3-speed ...... £47 £44
913 Sl 3-sp. sidecar ... £49 £46
914 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£75
914 6 Grndua sidecar — £63

Among the steadily mcreasmg number ot ladies who
are taking up motor cycling are many of the theatrical

profession, and these illustrations show two actresses,

Miss Sybil Arundale and Miss Betty Fairfax, out on the

road. The lower picture shows that they are not afraid

of tackling tyre repairs by themselves.

Entries for Next Saturday's Hill-climb.
At the time of going to press entries had been

received from the following for the Army and Navy
hill-climb on Saturday next :

0. P. O. Kingston Flight Lieut. Warneford.
Sergt. Milner Capt. Storey
Flight Sub-Lieut. Openshaw Lance-Corpl. Wardlow
Oapt. G. W. Huntbach Lieut. J. Everard Storey
Capt. P. W. Inglebach Pte. H. Johnson, A.S.O.
Lanee-Corpl. Thomp.ioa, E.B. Sergt. Barker, A.S.O.

As entries did not finally close imtil Wednesday,
the above list cannot be taken as being complete.
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At the starting point. W. Jones (2J Ii.p. A.J.S.) getting away.
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likewise Howard Newey,
i-vis machines with Enfield
j'ss 2 (350 c.c.) consisted of
!:hines ridden by W. Jones,
and H. Heath," which were
' «oisy and fast, and one

I'

^y a local rider who had
I before the event,
joduced the largest entry,
sman had hard luck in his
*"=n, as he showed in the
fast enough to win. A

w

I

C. B. Franklin, mounted as usual on an Indian, competing in the 500 c.c. class.

A 3J h.p. Singer sidecar, driven by Victor Horsman, in the 500 c.c. passenger class.

7^
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Pen-y-Ball Hill Climb.—,

mild diversion was caused at the starting line by Simister's

Dot-Jap getting on fire, but it was quickly put out without
damage. C. B. Franklin (3g h.p. Indian) looked all over
the winner as he left the line, and liis win compensated
him for his journey across the Irish Sea.

Few Failures.
Failures on the hill were but few. These were Horsman,

as mentioned ; J. Moore, who broke his belt within sight
of the finish w-hen going well on a Triumph, which gossip
on the hill reported as formerly ridden by Jimmy Cocker

;

H. J. Hughes, whose Matchless mysteriously dried up en
route; G. Scholes, wliose 5 h.p. Bradbury sc. fairly konked
out; and two 10 h.p. American Ritz cars, which were only
unpacked on the morning of the climb, and were thus not
run in or tuned up.

Seen from the. steepest part of the hill, with its natural
circular grass gallery either ,side, both- being literally covered
witli spectators, many of the men were noticed to be
erratic in their steering, and this was probably due to
tlie water guUeys and the loose surface. Both Newey and
Horsraan had their stands down, evidently through the
jumps over the gulleys. Amusement was caused by the
position adopted by the passenger in Bottoms's sidecar, as
he was quite out of sight until the machine was alongside,
when he was seen to be kneeling backwards face downwards.
A noticeable feature was the large proportion of khaki-

clad visitors, particularly officers, whilst in distinct contra-
diction only one competed in khaki, i.e., Sergt. F. C. Jones,
who thus with his Singer light car took the prize awarded
for fastest time of the day by a member of H.M. Forces.

Results.
Class I.

—

Solo Machines up to 275 c.c. (4 Entries).

3._W. H. Butterfield (2J Levis) 63J sec., ist Expert & ist General.
2. Howard Newey (2J Levis) 65^ sec. snd Expert.
3. R. Grice (2i New Imperial) 67f sec. 3rd Expert & 2ud General,

Class II.—Solo ^L\CHINES up to 350 c.c. (6 Entries).

H. Heatli (23 A.J.S.) 48I sec. ist Expert & ist General.
W. Heaton (23 A.J.S.) 53i sec. 2nd Expert.
W. Jones (23 .A. T.S.) 54 sec. 3rd Expert & 2nd General.
O. Wade (2} A.J.S.) 54I sec.

S. Hughes (2^ Sunbeam) 64I sec. 3rd General.

Class HI.

—

Solo Machines up to 500 c.c. (bs Entries).

1. C. B. Franklin (3J Indian) 45? sec. ist Expef* Sc ist Genei
2. T. Simister (3.J Norton) 492 sec. 2nd Expert & 2ad Genei
3. H. Riddell (3^ Precision) 50 sec. 3rd Expert,

, rVV. Heaton {A A.J.S.) 1 ,

^\0. Wade (2j A.J.S.) ' | S'l ^^c.

6. C. W. Jobborn (3.'. .A.J.S.) 52^ sec. 3rd General.

7. W. Jones (2} A.J.S.) 52J sec.

8. E. Hicl<ling (3J Premier) 585 sec.

g. W. Nolan (3^ Rudge) 69^ sec.

10. C. Hugties (3J Sunbeam) 74 sec.

Class IV.

—

Solo Machines up tct 750 c.c. (ro Entries).

1. Victor Horsman (3-i Singer) 43J sec. 1st Expert.
2. T. Simister (3 J Norton) 49 sec. 2nd Expert & ist Gener
3. H. Riddell (3-'. Precision) 49§ sec. 3rd Expert.
4. O. Wade (2j A.J.S.) 5ig sec.

5. W. Heaton (2j A.J.S.) 51J sec.

6. E. Hickling (3* Premier) 56^ sec. 2nd General.
7. C. Binks {5 Indian) 56| sec. .3rd General.
S. T. Dehanys (5 Victoria-Jap) 6o| sec.

Class V,

—

Solo Machines up to 1,000 c.c. {9 Entries).

I. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) 40J sec. 1st Expert.

- {t. Im'istTrl^^t^a^;^'^'. V. ! ; ! i ! ; i
} 43? sec. 2nd Expert & 1st Gener

4. O. Wade (2| A.J.S.) 51I sec.

5. W. H. Kelly (7 Indian) 64I sec. 3rd General.

Class VI.

—

Passenger Machines up to 500 c.c. (5 Entries).

1. W. Heaton (2J A.J.S.) yi\ sec. ist Expert.
2. Victor Horsman (3^ Singer) 79J sec. 2nd Expert.

Class VII.

—

Passenger Machines up to 750 c.c. (7 Entries).

1. H. Bottoms (6 Bradbury) 63I sec. ist Expert.
2. H. Taylor (6 J.H.) 80^ sec. "2nd Expert & ist Gener
3. Victor Horsman (3^ Singer) 8if sec. 3rd Expert.

4. H. \V. Coopland (6 A.J.S.) 83 sec. 2nd General.

5. W. Heaton {2% A.J.S.) 63J sec.

6. C. Binks (5 Indian) 98 sec. 3rd General.

Class VIII.

—

Passenger Machines up to 1,000 c.c. (12 Entries).

1. -H. Bottoms (6 Bradbury) 62^ sec. ist Expert.
2. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) .

.- 65 sec. 2nd Expert.

3. P. Tolfree (7 Harley-Davidson) .... 78 sec. 3rd Expert & ist Gener
4. E. Longden yS Morgan) 782 sec.

5. H. Taylor (6 J.H.) 8og sec. and General. _
6. S. Parker (7 HarleyTDavidson) 845 sec. 3rd General.

7. W. H. Kelly (7 Indian) 873 sec.

8. .A. W. Montgomery (8 Morgan) .... 88s sec.

Class IX.—Cycle Cars (3 Entries).

I. Sergt. F. C. Jones (10 Singer) 2m. 13s. ist Expert & ist Genera
A. C. Whitney and A. Cleator (both 10 Ritz cars) failed to climb the h

!

Manchester motor cyclists took 100 woulided soldiers for a run into Cheshire on Sunday last. The photograph shows some of the sidecar

outfits with their gallant occupants starting homewards from Kerridge Farm, Macclesfield. H. Reed, of Dot fame, is the marshal on the left

in Volunteers' uniform

B14
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AL letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A Lady's Record Ride in Lakeland.
Sir,—May I be allowed to congratulate Mrs. Mary Riley

upon her wonderful performance described in the last
issue. It is a splendid piece of driving, and readily
appreciated by anyone who knows the country and the
conditions.

I should like to say how much I enjoy the. articles from
the veiy able pen of Mr. George D. Abraham, not for-
gftting the excellent illustrations which accompany his
writings, and which have appeared from time to time in
your journal.

I rather hoped that in the reference to Three Shire Stone
the inscription would be mentioned, which reads, " Lancashire
W.F. 1816." I have never been able to find out the meaning.
Perhaps Mr. Abraham can enlighten me. Baddeley, in his
guide, although referring to the inscription, offers no
explanation.

"
R. HOLFORD JONES.

A Lancashire Road Puzzle.
Sir,—With reference to yom- enquiry re Wigan-Warrington

route, I w-as over both tliese routes" about five weeks 3.go

when going south and returning from Blackpool. Going
down we chose the R.A.O. avoiding route, and did not see
a single R.A.C. post all the way, but the ordinary posts
were fairly numerous. Had we not known, however, that,
after Ormskirk, ^ve liad to make Rainhill, we should liave
gone astray, as after Ormskirk there are many signs pointing
to Warrington which, I believe, would lead one into the
main route before the road via. Kainhill does. On a few
occasions, through poor signposting, we had to enquire our
way, and, generally speaking, found the roads rather poor,
and certainly the route is much longer than the direct one.
Coming back the weather was fine, and we decided to risk
the through route, which we found very good. I think, on
the whole, the road surface is better tlian the avoiding route,
and we certainly seemed to get tluough to beyond Wigan
very quickly. Personally, I think that this route is to be
preferred if the weather be fine, and if wet I should choose
the other, because the tramlines of the two towns appear
badly set, and in grease through the traffic as well it would
not be pleasant, to say the least of it. After Wigan towards
Preston the road is certainly quite good, and if when enter-
ing Wigan. from the south one takes the road to the right
one can avoid a little more of the actual town of Wigan.

STANLEY WORSNOP.

Si.r,—May I point out that this puzzle is entirely of

motorists' own making. Every account of a motor trip from
Warrington to Preston that I have ever read has contained

a reference to " cobbles " or " cobble-stones," and even your
article, though based on a recent trip over the road, also

refers to " cobble-stones "
; so there is no wonder the R.A.C.

planned out an " avoiding route." The real fact is that there
never have been any cobble-stones on this part of the Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's route, and writers seem to have
followed one another in perpetuating a maligning description.

It has apparently been the proper thing to make mention of

cobble-stones when coming to this part of the route, regard-

less of the fact that they did not exist. No one ever heard
of a cyclist attacking the Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
record using any other route, and the "R.A.C. avoiding

route ' IS simply ridiculous. From Warrington to Wigan
has always been mostly macadam, and even where the tram-
lines are encountered by Ashton there is a good deal of
macadam at the side until Brynn is approached. From
Brynn to Wigan is all setts, but setts and cobble-stones are
very different things, and the going is really quite good
right through Wigan, while, as you point out, most of the
macadam now takes the form of Tarmac. There is certain! v
nothing gained by taking the R.A.C. route, but even i'f

motorists preferred an extra ten miles to avoid the Brynn-
Wigan setts the R.A.C. could have planned a much better
route from Knowsley through Rainford and Lathom, joining
tlie main Ormskirk road at Burscough Bridge.

W. P. COOK.

Scottish OfBcers and their Pleasure Mounts.
Sir,—I have just been reading j'our article under the above

heading in the last issue of Tin Motqj: Cijch, and it has
occurred to me that it would be a good plan to hold a
meeting like the recent Brooklands contests, or a hill-climb,
in Scotland. Is this feasible and practicable? It would be
most interesting to us up here, seeing that we cannot get
South to attend or witness your shows. I would suggest
somewhere near Glasgow or Edinburgh as a suitable place.
Of course, you most likely have thought of this before, out I
thought I would write to vou.

Arder, Ayrshire. A. R. MOWBRAY, Lieut. R.G.A.T.

A Competition for Munition Workers.
Sir,—We have had an All-khaki and a United Services

race meeting, and I would like to suggest that an event
of a similar nature be organised for the workers behind
the scenes—that is. the hard-worked munition w-orkers,

among whom are some well-known motor cyclists.

I would suggest that the event take place one Saturday
afternoon in some convenient part of the Midlands, where
most of the workers are to be found, and that it should
take the form of either a hill-climb or speed trials, and,
lastly, that the organisation be carried out by The Motor
Cycle. All entrants should be on War Service, of course.

I shoidd be glad to see something done to relieve the
monotony of the war workers, and I feel sure that such a
meeting would meet with success. E.T.E.
[We deal with this suggestion in a leading article.

—

Ed.]

Spring Frames in 1908.

Sir,—I noticed in last week's issue a reproduction of the
design of spring frame for which you awarded a prize to

Jlr. Alfred Scott, of Leeds, in 1905, with remarks attributing

the same to me, and commenting upon my curious change
of opinion.

Upon its first appearance in your paper I foresaw possible

confusion later on ; but, whilst complimenting the designer

upon his award, permit me to affirm the constancy of my
view-s on frame design, and although I rejoice in the same
name, and appreciate the charms of the same district, " I

deny with both hands " any complicity in the affair.

ALFRED A. SCOTT, of Bradford.
[We offer our apology for the incorrect assumption that the

two Yorkshire motor cycle designers of the saiae name
were one and the same person.

—

Ed.]
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Mind and Machine.
Sir,—I Avas very interested in the letter and leader on the

psychic relationship between man and machine in your issue

of September 9th. For some years I have been mwardly
convinced that such a relationship does exist, but until read-

ing your correspondent's letter I had regarded the subject
as no more than a fancy.

I am of opinion that, besides the sympathy between man
and machine, there is a character or temperament in every
machine, which varies, as in men. Being a motor cycle

tester, I notice such differences- in machines of identical form
and design, and should like to hear the opinion of other
readers more able to speak with authority and experience
than myself. I have noticed in many cases that a man's
temperament is reflected in the machine lie rides and the
results he obtains from it. This may be definitely due to

some material cause. TESTER.

Sir,—I am not prepared to admit the contention put
forward in your "leader" (issue, September 9th), and m the
excellent letter by j-our correspondent " JI.S." (issue,

September 16th), that, before we can seriously consider the

psychic relationsliip between mind and machine, we must
prove the existence of an. "anima" or consciousness inherent
in the mechanism. The theory of such a consciousness,

though defensible, is not required by the argument. It is

through direct association" with the human mind that the
engine can apparently display sensory attributes, and then
only when set in motion. Thought itself is a phase of

motion, and, by reason of its dynamic affinity with other

plxases of motion, not necessarily animate, it can transmit
the phenomena of sensation and, will to a piece of running
mechanism. Such transmission is purely impersonal and
must be classified with the subconscious activities of the

mind, termed by psychologists "automatic."
No doubt the structural peculiarities of a given engine

modify the. action of this imparted consciousness, and we may
thus refer to mechanical temperament and. almost admit a

moral distinction between one engine and another. The
point to be borne in mind is this, that the rider does not of

necessity establish an affinity between himself and his

machine since the initial process of sensitising the mechanism
is automatic, and the condition of sympathy is dependent on
reciprocating qualities which may or may not be present.

Thus, the influence of the, machine on the conscious mind
presents a problem of the most complex nature, being partly

reciprocal and partly suggestive.

Two points to be remembered are—(1.) Tliat sensation and
thought are states of motion. (2.) That transmissive sensa-

tion is impersonal, and is related to those forces which regu-

late matter and motion of which we have as yet a very

limited knowledge, hardly more than speculation.

C. E. VULLIAJIY.

Sir,—We now have news indeed ; "a psychic relation-

ship may exist between the rider of a motor cycle and his

engine, or, indeed, between the human mind and any piece

of running machinery." This were matter for the Royal
Society, scarcely for motorists. It is far above our heads.

That a sort of sympathy (a much misused word) may
exist on the part of the driver towards an engine which,

obedient to careful manipulation, gives him little trouble

and good service, is perhaps not impossible. More than one
has spoken to his machine almost in loving words when it

carried him faultlessly up hill and down dale to see one

who was to become his wife, and also, at another time,

when the same good old bicycle as faultlessly brought the

doctor in a desperate hurry. Yet, in all seriousness, there

was nothing like the psychic relationship between the

machine and the man as there was, later on, between the

man and the dog found licking the hand of liis child it

had brought from the water. Yet, has a dog a soul ?

The influence of mind on machinel'y (without mechanical

intervention) may be an interesting subject—indeed it is

—

though one which requires .studious graduation from the

mind itself. Psychic relationship is not fully established

between humanity and other living forms downwards to the

lowest form of animal life. Even when established, there

is a further vast field for i-esearch in that other form of

life-^vegetation, again through a long line down to the

verge of that form of matter understood by the mind to

be inanimate. All this appears to be necessary before

psychic relationship between mind and machinery can be
BiS
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successfully or reasonably studied. The gulf at present is

too great. If the terms animate and inanimate have mean-
ing, it is probable that a mollusc, diatom, or seaweed has

a greater chance of psychic relationship with humanity than

a motor cycle engine. Has seaweed a soul?

When the materialist, on the one hand, informs a gasping

world that an animal feels no pain, that the cringing

nervousness exhibited and the howl or other vocal noise is

merely reflex action ; and the psychologist, on the other

hand, informs the world that the cry of a slipping clutch

is not the noise of misused metal, but is the voice of pain,

some latitude must be allowed to the normal individual who
gives little credit to what he cannot understand—mistake
or no mistake.
Prophecy, too, is apparently one of the ps.ychologist's

weapons for putting the ordinary individual to flight. "A
sensitive motorist is aware of what is going to happen in

the engine before obvious symptoms declare themselves."
This, indeed, is a branch of study worthy of development
to that stage of foresight when one would carry only the
particular spares required for the prospective journey.

Mentality is a wonderful thing, and one of its peculiarities

is that when it has not followed throughout the proper
course of thought, it considers that other things have
attributes foreign to their nature. If a sound, the cry of

a night bird, the scent of an unseen flower, the flicker of

a distant light, though unconsciously or subconsciously
received by the mind, will (particularly in a state of

loneliness) commence a train of thought or recall the
memory of something, to that moment forgotten, so by a

similar process the merest trifle, happening to the engine
an appreciable time before obvious_ symptoms occur, may
bring the mind unconsciously tow^ards the conclusion which
experience has taught it. "There is no psychic relationship

in this. In simple language, both wanderer and motorist

wake up in the middle of the mental process.

The materialist and the psychologist cannot be both right.

If it be true that you may kick your dog as much as you
like because reflex action has taken the place of pain, and
yet when the bicycle begins to spit and cough you must
sympathetically place a w-et compress round its dear little

throttle—murmuring sweet . nothings the while
—

'twould
seem .that the reign of terminological inexactitude were
W'ell-nigh established. One would rather imagine that any
stage of mood or mind between tender sympathy and
violent thought would not avail in running if the petrol

lever be turned off; but apparently the average motor cyclist

does not properly miderstand things.

Poetical metaphor, whether rhyme or prose,

misuse of words—comforting, no doubt, but
veritable 6e<e no'm of reason. The statement
of a slipping clutch is

is often a

it is the
"The cry

the voice of pani " is

not wonderfully different

in its inexactness from
"The occupant of the
sidecar is the fairest lily

of the field."

s. McClelland.

Capt.G.W. Huntbach, of the M.MG.S.,with the 3H.p. Premier on

which he tied for first place in the 550 c.c. hill-climb at the Brooklands

United Sen'ices meeting. This machine, which is fitted with a

Pbilipson pulley, he expects to ride at the .Army and Nav>- hill-climb

on Saturday.
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A Lady's Praise for her Mount.
Sir,— I have pleasure in herewilh sending you a photo-

graph of my 1915 lady's model 3.^ h.p. Brough. As can bo

seen, it incorporates many excellent features. The frame

is open, which is the important item, as a lady must look

neat and graceful when mounted ; it is also strong and

rigid. In fact, the machine may be termed the Rolls-Royce

of ladies" mounts, and if any other owner or maker think

he has a right to this term I shall be glad to hear

where he can" supersede the Brough, and in what respect.

The engine is of the horizontally opposed type, with over-

head valves, and possesses a tremendous reserve of. power,

this being apparent at the first touch of the throttle. I

have already had the speedometer touching "52," but

this is not" where the .-Brough scores most from my
point of view. It stands alone because of its really com
fortable riding position and ease of starting—just one push

of the kick starter and you have it e\ery time—it is minus
vibration, and the engine will pull as steadily through the

traffic at 8 m.p.h. on top as it would do at 20 m.p.h. What
a vast difference there is on this up-t0:date model compared
with some of the " old-time gallopers " which I have had
to pilot in the earlier days. Hills which I used to term

the real Scotch terrors are not observed with the Brough,
which roars to the summit and soon leaves everything

behind. ~ The three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box is

fitted, which with cork inset clutch and kick starter forms

a complete unit. The clutch is controlled from the

handle-bar; it works excellently, and does not "grab"
when engaging.

trim, or all on, will do 65 to 70 in.p.li., and, whiit in moi'C,

they will hold a fairly rough roud at high speed. 'I'hlB

roiid-holding ability is the result of a big heavy machine
having 28in. wheels and Sin. tyres, extremely efficient front

forks, and some sort of rear spring, either for the rider or

for the whole machine. On the same gear ratio the rnacliinns

will, in most cases, throttle down to 5 or 6 m.p.h. witliont

retarding the spark, and at that speed they are nearly, if

not absolutely, silent. A good American twin with a two
or three-speed gear (bottom gear about 9 to 1) will climb

^m^,,y^<^^^^.

Miss Mary Reid and her twin-cylinder Brough.

I am sure there must be many readers who live also in

hilly districts, who would be glad to know that such a

pow'erful model for ladies is to be had, with all the latest

improvements. In fact, I am very much disappointed that

the makers always seem to forget to talk to the ladies in

the advertising columns ; but we will excuse them, as we
know they are doing their bit making the bombs to bring

us back to the good old peaceful days.
(jMiss) MARY REID.

American Design.

Sir,—It was with considerable interest that I read '\1]he

Trend of Design in America" as viewed by a "British

Motor Cyclist."

American machines are built as they are for certain

reasons, and very good reasons, too, and some of the im-

provements that seem to be lacking on American machines
are left off for reasons known to the manufacturers only.

The average machine as produced in the United_ States

has an engine of 1,000 c.c, which must pull a weight of

some 500 lb. (allowing 150 lb. for a rider) on a top gear -of

3J or 4 to 1. On these gears the machines in ordinary road

anywhere with a sidecar where traction can be obtained,
and solo stretches of 1 in 2 may be surmounted at speed
on intermediate.
Take in comparison to the above an English single or small

twin of, say, 500 c.c. The owner of such a machine is

naturally anxious to hold his own on the road with the bigger
American twins, and he is therefore forced to ride through
deep ruts and over some stretches of road where the surface
is composed entirely of loose stones two to four inches in

diameter. These are all taken at speeds of from 30 to 60
m.p.h., and the unfortunate owner of an English machine,
with its small tyres and low footboard clearance, must put
up with a lot of rim cutting and stone bruising on his 2^iD.

or 2-^-in. tyres, and in ruts he is continually in danger of

spilling on account of his footboards catching on the sides

of the ruts. Then again, tlie average English medium-weight
machine has no rear springing other than the saddle, and the
rider is jolted about fearfully on comparatively good roads,

while on really bad roads it is next to impossible for him to

"navigate." His machine has the speed, and a good three-

speed gear with a wide range of ratios enables him to go as

fast as he desires and climb practically any hill he desires,

but if the surface is poor (and it nearly always is) it

is impossible for him to hold his own with the heavier
American machines.
Mudguarding is a point which has been carefully con-

sidered by American manufacturers, and although the
American system of mudguarding "leaves much to be
desired," it is impossible to make it much more efficient.

When it comes to "mud-plugging" it is either necessary

for the average English machine to fall out of the running
on account of plugged guards, or else remove the guards
altogether (which is not a very nice task on a muddy road
and in the rain). Lots of clearance and the design of the
guards on American machines make it possible to go nearly
anywhere without the guards j)lugging, and when tyre

chains are fitted the guards will positively not fill up
with mud.
Now, I do not want it said that I am taking a prejudiced

view of the subject, for I will admit that in detail work,
chain guarding, etc., the English machines "have it on"
the American-made machines, also when it comes to obtain-

ing efficiency from a motor of given capacity the English-

man is without an equal, but in order to compete with
American manufacturers in countries where the roads aie

poor or only partially improved it is absolutely necessary

that English manufacturers turn out a machine with (1)

lots of power and speed, (2) quick pick-up, (3) large tyres

and heavy rims to withstand rough roads, (4) some sort of

rear springing, (5) plenty of mudguard clearance, (6) a front

fork where the action is hack and vp, (7) more footboard
clearance, and also folding footboards (see illustrationj

.

Calgary, Canada. LESLIE MUNRO.
[Our correspondent's views from the other side are most

interesting and instructive. From experience gained in

this country, we cannot agree that an American twin in

the average owner's hands will take a sidecar "anywhere
where traction can be obtained " on a 9 to 1 ^ear, nor

should we care to take a road covered with 4m. stones

at 50 m.p.h. on any machine. Nevertheless, the letter

gives some interesting pointers to those who are studjang

the Overseas market. We should be glad to hear if there

is any reason for the " inaccessibility of many American
twins, i.e., the impossibility of removing the cylinders

without removing the engine from the frame, etc.

Machines with detachable heads (as the Indian) are, of

course, exempt from this criticism.

—

Ed.]
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THE REX SPARKING PLUG
THIS is an American production, sold

at a moderate figure, and possessing

the important quality of extreme

durability. The porcelain is of a special

type, which is said to stand any amount
of heat, while the central electrode is

baked into the insulating material, and
it and the other

electrode are com-
posed of a special

,illoy of platinum
and nickel steel.

The plug is easily

aemountable by re-

moving the gland
nut, and spare
porcelains can be
obtained and fitted

without difficulty.

One of the chief

features is the
shape of the porce-

lain, which is

tapered at the
point, where the

washer i s forced
down by means of

the gland nut,

therefore forming
a gastight joint,

top of the iiisu-

and is very firmly

handled by Messrs.

Ltd., 157b, Great

=SSD
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THE ORTO WINDSCREEN.

Part sectional view

of the Rex sparking

plug.

The cap at the

latoT is baked on,

fixed. The plug is

Robertsons Motors,
Portland Street, W., and Mr. Robertson
Brown in our presence subjected it to a
most rigorous, if not unfair, test. The
plug was heated to a dull cherry red by
means of a gas blow -pipe, and the whole
plug insulator and body were absolutely
glowing when it was dropped into cold

water. The plug was then taken apart,

and the porcelain was found to be abso-

lutely intact, and the brass cap at the
top perfectly firm. The plug is claimed
by the makers to be oilproof, heatproof,

and guaranteed for one year, no matter
what mileage is covered in that period.

At present it is provided with a thread
suitable only for Harley-Davidson motor
cycles, but plugs suitable for the standard
De Dion thread are in the making.

The Orto—an ingenious form of sidecar windscreen.

AN ingenious form of

sidecar windscreen,

which is patented by
Messrs. Atkinson and Co.,

24, Arminger Road, Shep-

herd's Bush, W., was
lately demonstrated to us

at Messrs. Robertson's

Motors.
It is known as the Orto,

and possesses the great

advantage of being placed

in a position on the sidecar

in which it will most ade-

quately protect the passen-

ger from draught or rain.

As will be seen in the

lower of the two illustra-

tions, it is pivoted at its

base, and mounted tele-

scopically, so that, when
the door is opened, it

causes the screen to swing

back and permits the pas-

senger comfortably to take

her seat. When the door

has been closed, the thumb-
screws may be loosened,

and the screen set to any

angle desired. The screen

is certainly one of the most
practical we have yet seen

fitted to a sidecar.

A TRANSLUCENT NUMBER PLATE.
similar hole in the metal plates. The
hole is closed up and held together byAN interesting number plate is about

to be put" on the market bv Mr.
VV. 0. Wood, of Lowfield Road,
Stockport. The plate is made up of

two metal sheets hinged together at the
bottom, one of the sheets being bent over
at the edges to form a bead into which
the other sheet may fit when closed.

Letters and numerals are cut in each
sheet in such a manner as to register

with each other.

Between the two metal sheets a trans-

lucent sheet of celluloid is placed ; in the
latter a circular hole is cut, over which
is fastened a disc of red transparent
celluloid, and this comes opposite a

two small bolts and nuts,

sketch
as shown in the

.<(^^«-.

A 3k h.p, smgle-cylmder Zemth and sidecar, the driving wheel of which is fitted with

the sliding mudguard described on page 209, August 26th issue. The machine belongs to

Mr. R. E. Dicker, the patentee of the device referred to, who has also embodied one or two

other modifications from the maker's standard practice. Among these may be mentioned

the separate oil tank fitted at the bottom of the seat tube. It is fitted with a B. and H.
drip feed, and the main tank is now all for petrol. Shorter back stays have been fitted in

order to give a lower saddle position, different type of footrests, and heel biakc.

A novel rear number plate, in which

translucency, instead of the usual reflection,

is relied upon.

The object of the inventor is to provide
a number plate which is made distinguish-

able at night by placing it in such
a position that the light from the rear

lamp shines through from the back,
showing up the number and at the same
time providing a red light. At any time
the celhiloid sheet may be taken out and
cleaned, so doing away with the necessity
of repainting.

The main improvement to the hori-
zontally-opposed twin-cylinder Brough
since the first model was introduced is

the re-designed overhead valve "ear and
valve lifter mechanism, wliich latter ia

now enclosed in the crank case.
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' MAGME7V
MILES AHEAD

If
/ \r AMERICAN SUPPLIES Co., Ltd.,

f'T Direct Brili5h mid Kuropeaii P.i
i resout ifives

' for Knlitlorf Electrical Co.. Kcn-ark, U.S.A.
162. Great Portland Street, London, W.

Some dealers are charging more than

4/.
for the standard model

LODGE
PLUG.

This advertisement is your
aiitiiority for asserting

that there is

NO
ADVANCE

IN
PRICE.

You should refuse to pay
more than 4-/-.

Your dealer has no right
whatever to extra war
profits on Lodge Plugs.

We have keptour pricesthe
same in spite of the war.

The LODGE SPARKING PLUG
CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM and RUGBY.

After 7,000 miles '^l ^l^l2i^:i
Thus writes the owner of one ol our 31- h.p. models, who is

brief and to the point. Write for our Art Catalogue.

THE OVER-SEAS MOTOR CO., LTD.,
la. Johnstone Street, BIRMINGHAM.

-^

e^o i^ E
You get a full year's service from whatever date

you join the Auto Cycle Union.
JOIN NOW and secure Free Legal Advice, Touring Services, Special Insurance Benefits,

Handbook, and many other advantages. The A.C.U. Insurance Policy (guaranteed by the Law
Accident Insurance Society) provides that disputed.- claims shall be settled by the A.C.U.

Committee. Free Touring Membership without increase of Premium.

ENQUIRY FORM.

No.

Make oi Machine. H.p. Date of Manufacture. Present Value. Registered Number.

Please send full particulars to : Name

Address

Address : T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, A.C.U., PALL MALL, S.W.

In answering these adi'ertisejnents it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B23
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ASK
YOUR DEALER
TO SHOW YOU A

1

REPAIR
OUTFIT

and judge for yourself, how simple, how quick,

and how inexpensive is this method of mending
tubes. ONtY YOUR HANDS, A FEW

^'Mv^?Ti^ON^' "MUSTIKON" STUD
STUD are necessary

to permanently repair

anything from a PIN
HOLB TO A BURST,
"The Light Car and
Cyclecar" says it is

" the ideal way."

MOTOR CYCLE
Outfits 5/9 each.

Boxes of Assorted Studs, 3/- and 5/- each. Loose Studs supplied
from 2^d. each, according to size of burst. Large stocks held by
Messrs. Brown Bros., Great Eastern Street, E.G. lALMEDL^TE

DELIVERY from most dealers, or—

MUSTIKON, Ltd., "c'^ITDiFr*'

MENDS INSIDE
PLUGS CENTRE
FASTENS BOTH SIDES

The ONLY BELT for Gradual Gears.

The BELT that is breaking ALL RECORDS

The Best and Cheapest because:
It is EVERLASTING. It has the DEEPEST DRIVE.
It is the most FLEXIBLE. Has no fastener.
It is the onlv PERFECT POWER TRANSMITTER in

ALL weathers on ANY MAKE.

- ECONOMY-
Is the question of the hour' WHY not study
this in connection v/ith your TRANSMISSION ?

Write at once for our new BOOK OF FACTS,
and see how we save you money and give you

ABSOLUTE SATiSFACTiON.

Now is the time you i''equire an

ALL-WEATHER BELT.
Address all communications to

—

The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY, Ltd.,

101. Great Western Street, MANCHESTER.

To enjoy motor cycling

thoroughly

you must understand

your machine

thoroughly

' MOTOR CYCLES & HOWTO MANAGE THEM "

— the standard handbook for motor cycHsts— will

tell you practically

your machine.

all you want to know about

gTT There is no doubt as to

Tli the supremacy of this

book over all others of a
similar kind. It is constantly

being checked and revised by
the staff of "The Motor Cycle,"

and consequently carries the

weight and authority of this

journal.

gTT Its contents embrace a
a) multitude of subjects re-

lating to motor cycles, their

care and management. It is

clearly written and well illus-

trated. Every motor cyclist

—

whether beginner or experienced

rider— should keep a copy
handy for reference.

Get

the

16th

Edition
(Revised)

of this

useful

book

Price

1/-
Net

By
Post

1/3

il

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G., ^"' ^"
'""tiXU.^.Ms.

B24 In amwtrmg these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.'
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^Asekction of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"n )_-^_... .
. ,

, _. .
_ ._

. .
. .

ivelope tor reply. Correspondents are

reference. Letters containing legal

I technical subjects-

Two-stroke Lubrication.

I have lately bought a 2\ two-
stroke T.T. model, and am at a
loss to know how much oil should
always be in the crank case. It

seems I hav« been over-lubricat-
ing to a great extent, as oil comes
through the exhaust pipe. I regulate
the drip feed to eiglity drops a minute.
Should one have the same amount of

oil in the crank case as in a four-stroke,
or would this affect the compression?

—

J.H.K.

If oil comes from the exhaust port you
are certainly giving rather too much.
Thirty to forty drops per miiiute is suffi-

cient at ordinary speeds, but more should
be given according to the conditions of
running, such as travelling at high speed,
against a strong head wind, or in very
hilly districts. No ; there should not be
so much oil in the crank case as in a four-
stroke. It would not affect the compres-
sion, but it would upset the mixture.

The Power o£ Two-strokes.

I should be glad to have your
advice as to whether a 2-^ h.p.
two-stroke would carry a 16 stone
man comfortably in a somewhat
hilly town district? I do not

want great speed, but reliability and
fair climbing power. At present I ride
a 1912 2| h.p. twin, but it has seen
much wear, and is costing me a large
sum in repairs. It -carries me, but is

not too strong on the hills. Probably
the engine needs rebushing and the
cylinders decarbonising. If I thouglit a
lightweight costing, say, £38, would
carry me reliably I would invest. My
engine misfires a great deal, and occa-
sionally I suspect only one cylinder is

acting. Can you advise me? I am
only a novice.—H.C.

A 2^ h.p. two-stroke, fitted with a vari-
able gear, would carry a 15 stone man,
but you would not have much reserve of
power. These small two-stroke machines
are good value for the money, and give
wonderful power for their size. Of
course, you could, for a small sum, have
your- machine made quite up to date, and
to pull as weU as ever. The misfiring
might be due to air leaks in the induction
pipe, faulty carburetter joints, etc.- You
can easily tell if one cylinder is firing by
short-circuiting the plug from the termi-
nal to the cylinder with a screwdriver.

In this case, if you happen to short-circuit
the good cylinder the engine would, of
course, stop.

Hints to a Beginner.

(1.) My machine is a 5 h.p. twin
combination. When I have an
adult and two young children in

the sidecar, and an adult on the
carrier, in going down a bad hill,

should I coast down or keep the engine
working ? By keeping the engine work-
ing, will it affect it in any way? (2.)

My sidecar wheel is slightly buckled,
but it does not affect the rmming.
Ought I to have it put right? (3.)

.Does driving slowly on top gear, say
8 m.p.h., harm the motor?—E.W.V.

(1.) Coast down a hill with the machine
in gear and. the exhaust lifter raised.

If you have a switch, al'so switch off.

This helps to cool the engine. If you
are descending a very steep hill put in

the second speed, and if it is excessively

steep put in first speed. This will act

as a brake. (2.) The wheel could pro-

bably easily be trued up by a competent
mechanic^ We should advise you to have
this done. (3.) It does not harm the
engine to drive as slowly as 8 m.p.h. if

it is running smoothly.

Valve Trouble.

Will you be good enough to

^1 inform me as to the probable

> causes of an engine burning out
-SJ its exhaust valves very quickly ?

The valve seating is not cracked,

but when I last ground in a valve I

noticed that the angle of the valve

face where it actually touched the
seating was less acute than the general
angle of the valve face. I use my
spark retard lever rather freely when,
riding- in traffic. Would this aflect the

valve by causing the gases to be hotter

than usual at the moment when the
exhaust valve rises, by reason of the
more recent explosion? A new valve

is required about every 600 miles.

—

B.T.

The trouble may be caused by the valves

being made of incorrect material, or

through driving too much on a retarded
spark, and also through injudicious use
of the exhaust valve lifter. We should
advise you to have your valve seating
recut and the valve trued and correctly

fitted.

Hill-climbing.

I would like your advice on a

3^ h.p. combination fitted with

a three-speedi countershaft gear.

Do you tliink it quite cajsabTe of

going up any main road hill in

Derbyshire or Whales, carrying about
20 stone.? I went to Sheffield recently

on. a 3i h.p. on middle gear, the low
gear being broken, and 1 had to push
up all hills which, were in any way
steep.—J.F.

We should say that the machine in ques-

tion would take you practically anywhere,
provided a suitable gear were fitted,

with ratios not unduly high.

Tyre Wear.

I have just secured a 4 h.p.^ solo mount, and as it differs from
> my previous motor cycle I want
-iJ your advice on a few points.

(1.) The w'heelbase being long
and the hub having no tlu-ee-speed gear,

wiU the wear on front and back tyres

be more equal? (2.) There is a three-

speed gear box and clutch. These are
luxuries, and no doubt of delicate con-

struction. Is the top gear a direct drive,

and if I confine myself to it as much
as possible are the other gears abso-
lutely at rest and likely to last a longer

time? (3.) For a sidecar, do I need a

stronger belt than the -|in. fitted, and
do I need security bolts?—J.S.H.

(1.) As the back wheel has to take the
driving and most of the braking strain,

the back tyre will naturally wear more
rapidly than the front, but this should
certainly be less in the case of a long
wheelbase machine without a hub gear.

(2.) We regard the three-speed gear and
clutch not in the light of luxuries at all,

but of necessities. They are of standard
design, and similar to those which have
been fitted to motor cars for the last

twelve years. The top gear is direct.

These gears being of specially hardened
material are built to wear. In changing
gear you have to consider not only the
gears but also the engine. If the engine

is labouring on a hill it is necessary to

change speed at. once, and if you want to

climb a- hUl qaickly it is advisable to

change early. In the gear box when the

top is in engageinent the other wheels
revolve idly. (3.) A lin. belt would be
better if the pulleys are suitable. Security

bolts are desirable.
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Four-stroking.

I have a 1915 two-stroke

which sometimes does not two-

stroke. Both carburetter and
magneto have been experimented

with, without success. The
machine has run 1,000 miles over

Scotch roads since July, when new,

and has run remarkably well. But
now. unless it is accelerating or hill-

climbing, it four-strokes persistently

and regularly. I have tightened the

magneto chain, so it is not that. The
ignition appears good (C.A.V. mag-
neto). In your opinion, does the

engine want taking down? Is there a

possibility of the ports being partly

choked with carbon? Or the silencer

choked? Or is there a possibility of

one of the piston rings being stuck?

The engine still pulls well, but only

does about ninety miles to the gallon

as against over a hundred a month
ago.—P.V.S.

We should advise you to take off the

cylinder and thoroughly clean your

engine, paying special attention to the

ports and piston rings. Four-stroking is

Sometimes caused by a weak mixture

;

therefore the carburetter should also be

inspected for obstructions in the jet or

petrol pipe.

READERS' REPLIES.
Repairing Punctures.—"C.T.'s" ex-

perience related in your issue of the

19th ult. was my own with a certain

make of tube particularly, and I put

it down to the materials employed by
the makers , in toughening the rubber.

Petrol should not be used to clean the

surface, as it is not a solvent and only

makes the rubber swell. Pure benzole

may be used, as this is a solvent: better

not use either. Use a clean scratch

brush (a file cleaner will do) to roughen
the surface, and expose new rubber to

the repair solution; rub the latter well

in with an old toothbrush handle or

clean screwdriver blade and apply when
tacky and press with a pocket patch
press for ten minutes.—E. Ch.\i>ma.n'.

Water in Petrol Tank.—While giving

my experience, I have in mind another
tip. I have seen it recommended on
several occasions to detach the tank and
thoroughly dry it. This is^ not necessary.

Empty the carburetter and petrol pipe

;

pour in the tank half a pint of good
methylated spirit and agitate. The spirit

will immediately settle out below the
petrol, dissolving all the water. Run it

off, washing the carburetter and petrol

pipe with it, connect up, and the
job is done. If benzole is in the tank,
run it off and then add the methylated
spirit and empty and filter back the
benzole through tne finest gauze. Methy-
lated spirit will not mix with petrol. It

will dissolve in benzole, but, if water is

added to the mixture in equal quantities,

the methylated spirit leaves the benzole
immediately and mixes with the water,
settling out below the benzole. It
should be possible, though I have not
tried this, io add the methylated spirit

to the wet petrol or benzole in the tank,
and agitate after cleaning the carburetter
and pipe with methylated spirit, and^
then to start up on the methylated ^

spirit; the dry petrol would then follow
on. These are facts.—E. Chai'Iian.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others vvith various.motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be torwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" H.C." (Sheringham).—Lister two-
stroke engine. Efficiency and reliability.

" S. A.G." (Notts).—Two-stroke Triumph.
General experiences. How often must
cylinder be removed?

"D.J.B." (South Wales). — A.B.C.
model A. Reliability iii wet weather,
efficiency, and general experiences.

"W.J.D." (London, N.W.)—Old pat-
tern (1911) P. and U. clutches. How to

fit the new type of split bars and pre-
vent slip.

"J.T.S." (London). — Particulars of

difference in running and general effi-

ciency between four-stroke and two-
stroke lightweights.

"E.P.F." (Somerset).—Suitabihty of

roads in Assam for motor cycling, par-
ticularly between ilangaldai and Bish-
nauth.

"J.S.H." (Boston Spa).—4 h.p. Doug-
las with three speeds and ~ clutch, and
Watsonian folding sidecar. Suitable
attachment for slanting back stay.

"H.C." (Marston). — 1915 A.B.C.
model B. Consumption, reliability, com-
fort, and general experiences.

"J.R.JL" (Kmgstown).—Low motor
cycle generator, powerful acetylene lamp
to fit Indian lamp bracket, and Binks
carburetter on Indian.

" G.P." (iSlargate).-1914 or 1915
Henderson, or 6 h.p. twin Sunbeam.
Reliability, comfort, economy, and
weatherproofness.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
ErsoM TO Bexhill.—W.G.
Epsom, Tadworth, Reigate, East Grin-

stead, Wytch Cross, Uckfield, East
Hoathly, Horsebridge, Ninfield, Bexhill.
The distance is approximately seventy
miles.

St. Neots to Ilfracombb.—G.E.
St. Neots, Eaton Socon, Bedford, New-

port Pagnell, Buckingham, Bicester,
Oxford, Faringdon, Swindon, Avebury,
Devizes, Trowbridge, Wells, Glaston-
bury, Durston, Taunton, Wiveliscombe,
Bampton, South Molton, Barnstaple,
Ilfracombe ; or Glastonbury, Bridgwater,
Williton, Dunster, Porlock—at the foot
of Porlock Hill go through the toll gate
so as to avoid the hill—Lynton, Coombe
JMartin, Ilfracombe. The latter route is

bad and very hilly, but the scenery is

beautiful.

Bedford to Folkestone.—W.H.
Bedford, Shefford, Hitchin, Stevenage,

Ware, Hertford, Harlow, Ongar, Brent-
wood, Orsett, Tilbury, by ferry to Graves-
end, then through Meopham, W^rothara
Heath, Maidstone, Charing, Asliford,
Hythe, Sandgate, Folkestone.

Leicester to Sw.AEFHAii.—R.P.
Leicester, Billesdon, Uppinghaan, Stam-

ford, ilarket Deeping, Crowland, Thorney,
Guyhirne, Wisbech, Downham Market,
Stradsett, Swaffham. Approximately 92
miles.

Stcdhaji to Ashbourne.—H.W.
Studham, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford,

Stony Stratford, Northampton, Husbands
Bosworth, Leicester, Derby, Ashbourne.

EXTREMES MEET.
An American group. Seated on the Excelsior motor cycle is Thomas N^'oods, aged 21,

Keiglit 6ft. 3in., weight 452 lb., whilst standing on the carrier is Albert Anderson, -also eged 21,

height 4ft. 1 in., weight 831b.

^

1
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TYRE BARGAINS
We guarantee all these goods

to be quite new and not

damaged or repaired.

All goods sent on 7 days'

approval against remittance.
Carriage forward unless post-

age is sent.

SPECIAL OL.EARAI\ICE LINES.
GI\#CKI AThA#A'V -a/- f\t tfaf TO ALL PURCHASERS OF GOODS TOIVEN /\W/\ir, 3/- OUTFBX the value of iei and over.

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL-
Kibbcd

Standard

T.T. Basket Pattern .

.

Basket Pattern Heavy

Combination

Autobi Basket Pattern

Autobi Rubber-studded

KEMPSHALL—
a6X2i heavy anti-skid

26x2l „ „

26x21
26x2
26X2i
26X2
26X2}
26V2JX2}

26X2J
26X2iX2}
26x3
26x2
26X2i
26x21
28x3
26x21
26x21

26x3
650 X 65

650x75

Our
Price.

12/6

14/-

14/6

16/9

19/-

20/-

20/9

20/9

25/.

20/9

24/6

27/-

35/-

36/-

39/6

45/-

29/9

31/6

28/-

24/6

Usual
Price.

15/-

19/6

22/6

23/3

26/6

23/-

28/9

28/9

34/-

29/9

34/-

37/6

48/3

50/-

54/6

62/9

39/6

44/3

33/6

32/6

COVERS.
Our

Price.

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (1913 Pattern)—

650x65 Pillion 21/-

ELITE—
3 Ribbed Lightweight cover 30/6

pLINCHER—
24 X 2 Clincher de Luxe

26x21 (for 2i) Dreadnought ...

26X2i Dreadnought

26X2ldeLuxe .

26X 2| (for 2j) de Luxe

26 X 2I A Won, wired-on, Ribbed

26 X 2^ de Luxe, wired-on, R/S.

.

26x21 ribbed

26 X2I rubber studded

26x21
26x21 „ „

26X 2j „ „

28 < 3 de Luxe

19/6

35/-

32/5

25/6

23/6

18/.

21/-

13/6

15/6

21/-

22/6

22/6

35/-

Usual
Price.

50/-

28/-

47/3

50/10

30/9

41/-

35/-

37/6

36/6

COVERS.
Our Usual

Price. Price.

GOODYEAR—
26x23 for 2i heavy rubber studded 23/- 40/9

-TUBES.

COIVTINENTAL-
26 X 2
26 X
26 X
26 X
26 X
2b X

2l
2}

2^

3
650 X 65
650 X75

X 2i

Our
Price.

5/3
6/-
6/6
6/9

6/9
8/9
//a

10/-

Usual
Price.

7/3
7/9
8/6
8/9
8/9
10/6
11/6
14/-

Butt
ends
1/6
extra.

Butted 1/3 ex.

ELITE BEST QUALITY (guarantesii-

2b X 2 4/6
26 X 2i 4/9
26 X 2i 6/-
26 X 3 T/3

28 X 2i T/3

28 X 3' 9/3

PALMER
650X65 Butted 9/9 12/6

CLINCHER—
24 .-: 2 Extra Heavy 6 /-

BEL.-rs.

CONTINENTAL—
ilin, section - . . foot

Our
Price.

1/4
1/3
1/-
im.

Usual
Price.

2/6
2/2
i/ii

1/7

Our
Price.

Usual
Price.

CLINCHER FLEXIS—
^in. (for Jin. puUevs)

(7ft. length only) foot 1 /- 2/2

SHAMROCK-GLORIA—

I in. section (7ft. 6in. only)

Our
Price.

foot 1 /-

Usual
Price.

i/ii

RETREADING.
SPECIAL HEAVY ----- 15/-

HEAVY- -------- 12/6

MEDIUM -------- 10/-

Fitted by special process.

ALL MAKES OF TYRES IN STOCK.

15% allowance made for old covers,

clearance lines excepted.

ILITE RUBBER Co.,
TUDOR WORKS,

266, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.

One minute from Victorit Station-.

'PHONE:. VICTORIA 6553.

In answering this advemsement it u desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these colmniu
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two word^ after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ofQces of
" The Motor Cycle " Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.), by the nrst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shouldl

quote the number which is printed at the end of
each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT

Under the provisions of the above Act.
advertisers requiring workmen, and whose
business cons sts wholly or mainly of

engineering: orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
Include in every such advertisement the
words, *'

jNo person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
h >ve their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade Labour
Exchange, who will allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchange or from the offices of this paper,
and each advertisement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already engaged on Government work need
apply.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " IxindoQ "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

2W"DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Systecn. If the ra7)ney be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the aniount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £xo in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to each
Dpn by post.

nOTOPES
OFFERS
CANNOT BE
BEATEN.
They enable you to choose

^v the exact machine that suits
you from the biggest stock
in the kingdom. Best makes
at lowest prices. Cash or
easy terms, or any machine
taken in part payment and

most liberal exchange allowance made. All machines
delivered ready to ride, and fully guaranteed.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE—
9823. 2j h.p. 1912 2-sp. ROYAL

ENFIELD £27 10
9837. 4ih.p. 1913 3-sp. JAIVIES Comb. . . £45
9839. 3; h.p. 1907 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10
9840. 3.Sh.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUIVIPH £28
9842. 2J h.p. 1914 VELOCETTE £20
9844. j-6h.p. N.S.U £16 10
9847. 4ih.p. 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT

and Sidecar £57 10
9848. 3 h.p. 1913 twin ENFIELD £35
9853. 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD Combinafn £67 10
9854. 2i h.p. 1914 T.T. DOUGLAS £40
9857. 3 h.p. 1915 2-sp. twin O.K £38 10
9860. 2Vh.p. 1915 WOLF £25
986,'i. 3.', h.p. 1913 3-sp. ARIEL £35
9866. 3} h.p. 1913 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £27 10
9867. 2i h.p. 2-sp. ENFIELD £26
9869. 7 h.p. 1915 T.T. roadster INDIAN £50
9772. 3^ h.p. 1914 3-speed Water-cooled

HUMBER £42
9778. 3i h.p. 1914 3-sp. NEW IMPERIAL

and Sidecar £50
9801. 3* h.p. igis 3-5peed RUDGE £50
6421. 3I h.p. 1908 MINERVA ....£15
6842. 3.Vh.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
6863. 3\ h.p. 1910 BAT £20
7521. 5-6h.p. 1911 4-cvl. F.N. and Sidecar £22 10
7708. 3i h.p. 1908 N.S.U £15
7992. 3I h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-

built Sidecar £22 10
8165. 6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10
8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. N.S.U £45
8320. 3i h.p. 191 1 ARIEL, variable gear. £20
8529. 5-6h.p. 4-cvl. F.N. and Sidecar . . . £45
8561. 3.Vh.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8682. 6 h.p. J913 2-5p. V.S.-J.A.P £37 10
8718. 3.1 h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar. £22 10
8802. 7 h.p. 1914 INDIAN, with electric

starter £60
8832. li h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £9
9076. 5 h.p. 1907 F.E. ROC £20
9155. lih.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE £10 10

9423 5-6h.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

9429. 7 h.p. 1913 PREMIER and Sidecar £57 10
9448. 2j h.p. FAIRY £10 10

9449. 8 h.p. 1915 2-5eater SUPER Car. . £57 10
9542. . 2| h.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN VITESSE. . £33 10
9565. 6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar.. £37 10
9584. 8 h.p. 1914 w.-c. WILLIAMSON

and 2-seater Sidecar £65
9594- 5-6h.p. 2-sp. N.S.U —
9597. 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10
9633. 2th.p. 1912 PREMIER, varia. gear £18 10
9656. 2i h.p. twin N.S.U £17 10
9713. 6 h.p. WALL Tricar £67 10
9732. 3i h.p. 1913 2.sp. P. & M £45
9738. 2J h.p. 1912 2-sp. ladv's DOUGLAS £32 10

9746. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON
and Sidecar £65

5 h.p. 2-sp. t\vin REX and Sidecar £27 10
9813 2i h.p. 1910 Twin MOTOSACOCHE £16 10
9821 3i h.p. 1913 3-spced Twin JAMES £55

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

UONDON, E.C.
'Pliono : 6777 Holbom, Wires :

" Opiflcer, Loniloa. "

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Abingdon.
ABINGDON, 1913. S'ih.p., 2-speed, spare tube, bflt:

£28.-Hedley, 610, Hieh Bd., Chiswick. [2859

A.J.S.

.J.S., new 1915, 2%h.p.
- stock,—Moss, Wem.

3-3pe€d model, actually in
fX7825

19

h.p. A.J.S. Combinatioa in rtock; fnll retail price

secures.— Cross, Aeent, Eotberham. [X7678

15 A.J.S., 2^/4h.p., 3-speed sporting model; cheap.
—Mitchell, Manor House, Lees, Oldham. [X7659

6 h.p. A.J.S., December (1914) combination, bockI as

new; £60.—Sheldon, Collieries, Ineleton, Tork^.
[X7097

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination in stock tor immedi-
ate delivery.-M. C. Jobborn, agent, Willenhall.

Staffs. 12'*99

A.J.S. Lightweight, 2 speeds and free, clutch model,
chain drive, fine order; £26.—Hall, Builder,

Hyde. (D)
"

[X7769

A.J.S. 4h.p. Machine, also 6h.p. combination in stock

for immediate delivery.-Doncaster Autocars and

Cycles, Ltd., Doncaeter. [0'19

A.J.S.—Prompt delivery of all models, 6h.p., 4h.p.,

and 2^ih.p.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and Dis-

trict Agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [3052

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed, 1914, Lucas lamps, horn,

speedometer, mirror, etc., beautiful condition,

cost over £60; price £43.—Stanley, Arboretum Rd.,-

Walsall. [3125

AJ &. 1915 4h.p. Combination, wind screen, hood,

footrest. speedometer, lamps, spare€, condition as

new cost £95; any trial; £80 cash.- 156, StockweU

Ed., S.W.
- t2980

A J S , 1913, 6h.p., and coachbnilt Gloria sidecar, 3

lamps, horn, speedometer. Brooks b:gi;!iBe case,

excellent condition ; £55.—Kcnnington, 1 Mill HlU,

Musselburgh. [i-.'.ST

10 14 A.J.S., 6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

-It/ lamps, horn, all accessories, spares, Miliford

sidecar, guaranteed: £75; exchange modem Milo ma-

chine and cash.-Goodmau, 20, 'Woodstock Ed., Ked-

land, Bristol. [X7i09

A J S 1913 6h.p. Combination, just overhauled, good

condition, 1915 coach sidecar, Binks carburetter.

Lucas head and tail lamps, new Palmer tyre on back

wheel, spares, also tyre; reason for selling, owner en-

listed: 52gn5.-T, Wilson, Mitchell Taithes, Degbu^^.

AJS 1914. Sh.p., and Gloria No. 5 coachbnilt side-

car, hood, screen. Lucas lamps and horn.
.
Cowey.

2 luggage vaUsea. 2 spare tyres [one new], spare chains,

electric rear lamp, engine ov^rhanled. and m perfect

condition throughout; £75.-H., 11. Station Paro'f.

Muswell Hill. [2868

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., S-speed, 7S0 engine, de-

tachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, hood, .'screen,

apron, overall apron for solo riding, luggage carritr, 3

Lucas lamps, speedometer, horn, spares, splendid tyre>,

very little used : cost Nov., 1914, £114, acc;ept £85--

Allen, Windybraee, Speldhur.st, Tunbndge Wells. [3.750B

AJS, 1915, 4h.p. model. -Tvifh MiUford Empress side-

car, anished to match machine, Lucas lamp set,

Lucas horn, electric sidecar lamp, rear lamp, etc., com-

bination in perfect condition, had exceptionally little

and careful use: cost over £95, accept £75.-H.B.j_ c,o

Tlie Morris Garages, O-xford. [X/5bl

LEFT by a gentleman on sale.—1915 6h p. A.J.S.. d^
tacbable wheels, fitted with De Luxe sidecar, wind

screen, speedometer. Lucas lamps and hooter, sidecar

lamp, spare wheel and tyre, not « si-iatch ou combina-

tion, fast bike, new; cost with all extras £125. price

to clear f 107.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London._^_^

AUdays,
ini4 2i'.h.p. .\lldavs 2-stroke; £17.-63, Brownbill

XV Rd^r Catlord. [=087

ALLON, 2-6troke: best deliveries these flue ma.hiiies.

—W. P. Edwarde, Taunton. [X7463

ALLON, nearly new; bargain, £26: unused Aiuae,

£i;i.—Lieut. Betfinson, Upavou Aerodrome. Wilte.

ALLON, 2-epeed. June, 1915, 800 miles; £34.-
Letters only, McGowan, 195, Aldborongh Ed.,

Ilford. [X7431

1014V' AUdays Matchless, 2-stroke, 2%h.p., spate

Xu belt, tools, P. and H. head Light, splendid con-

dition' £24—O.B., 4, Cedar Terrace, Enfield, Middlesex,
t5059

ALLDAYS Alien Single and 2-srecd in stock. £31/10
and £38(17 rcspe<tivelv ; d.-fcrred p:lyments speci-

ality keen price for large dcpossits.—Lamb's. 151, High
St., Walthamstow. Depot 50. High Ed., X\ ood Cj^"":

ALLDATS 2'<ih.p. 2-strcke, 1914, December, Dunlop,
3-6peed, K.E., kick starter, speedometer, P. and-

H lamp and tail, horn, splendid coiulition ; nearest 30

gns., original price complete £43.-86, «••—"- "!

Brockley, S.E.

Manor Ed.,.
[2808 .

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Halifax Motor ExGhange

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—'* Perfection."

H REXES
WHY PAY 5% EXTRA

When we caD oSer you a Brand New latest typo
(just delivered Irom makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-sp. REX,
or a £72 10s. 6 h.p. 3-sp. chain drive REX at 10%
discount ? If you have no customer for your
present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With
Kex Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra.

NEW 1915 LIGHT CARS.

1915 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 180 gns.

1915 Grand Duke Niichael CALTHORPE.. 190 gns.

1915 WILLIAMSON CV-CL-CA, 3 speeds. . £120
1915 SAXON, iseater £115
1916 RITZ, 2-sc.iler, electric light and horn £120
1916 2-seater OVERLAND £215

RITZ LIGHT CAR.

The last word in light car values. 10 h.p.

4-cylinder, mechanical lubrication, electric

horn and lighting, hood, screen, tools.

Luxuriously sprung and a grand top gear
climber. In stock for inspection and
trial. £120.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 (new) DIAMOND, =J h.p., 2-strolte ... £28 13
1915 2j h.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT (new) .. £39 18
1915 2J h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) .. £37
1915 2? h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-5peed £36 10
1915 2i h.p. 2speed ROYAL RUSY-J.A.P.

fncw) £39 10
1913 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S £36 10
1913 4} h.p. 2-speed F.E. LINCOLN-ELK . . £29 10
J912 3J h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
1912 3l h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY £29 10
2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £28 10
19H $1 h.p. 2-speed REX, N.S.U. gear £21 10
8 h.p. 3.speed CHATER-LEA and coach Sc. S39 10
1909 3.V h.p. 2-speed REX £16 10
3i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
1910 3! h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £12 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £29 10
5.t h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C, 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
F.N., m.igncto, 2.^ h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive £15 10
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10
MOTOSOCOCHE, magneto, lightweight, runs

well, good reliable mount £10 15

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 7-9h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £64 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, nearly new .... £59 10
1914 (late) w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 S
1912 3} h.p. 2-spced twin PREMIER find

smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10
igr3 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar ^£45 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar . . . £27 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £34 10
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar . £27 10
1909 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, Inne condition .. £2S 10

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 1914 Comhiiiiition, 3-spc'ed couiiterKliuft. ua
now, eimre wheel; £75. or ncuieat offer.— Wiirri,

Wliitwuy, Sliulford, ueur Guildford. [2892

CLYNO Combination and LiRhtweiRhts (ur hire or
sale.—Aero Sidecar Co., 27, Queen's Mews, Por-

chcster Gardens, Bayawator (side of Whitclcy's). [3105

CLYNO 1914''i Coaclibiiilt Conihiniition, 61i.i>., 3-

Hpeed fouiitL'iHliiiff, Inilc t^tiiiti'r, spare wheel, iiiuip,

horn, etc.. low niileiif;o, and in t-'o.-xl order: price ±'G5.—
Hindniursh, Ottcrburn, S.O., Nortlmmherliind. [X7605

CLYNO 6h.p. Conibinjition. lute 1914. 3 speeds, kick
starter, fitted AnRust. 1915. with new hood, wind

screen, spare wheel and tyre. Miller lamp, oleetric rear,

Inpijage board, ca^tint.^ £15. smiranteed : any trial; price

£75. uo offers. -Eitehie, 623. Great Eastern Bd.. Gla»-
gow. 1.X7098

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT. 1914, 2-stroke. 2i/2h.p., Sturmey-

Areher S-.speed, splendid condition ; cost £44.-5.
Morrab Kd., Peuzunee. [2811

CONNAUGHT, 2-6troke. standard model; £35/3/6.-
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.-Depot. 50.

HiBli Ud.. Wood Green. [2933

ONNAUGHT 2-6trok6. in splendid condition, good
tvres, footboards, fast, and powerful ; £20.-1*.

Eiddelsdell. Boxlord, Suffolk. [3014

CONNAUGHT. 1915, 2i/.,b.p., single snced. done 400
milea. £25: lamp and horn 30/- extra.— Geo.

Powell, 12. Claremont St.. Shrewsbury. [X7087
1 Q15 Connaught, 2Yih.p.. 2-sfroke, 2-speed, with clutch,
X*J new condition ; tost with Stewart, horn, etc.,

£45. sacrifice £30 ; owner leaving England.—Farmer,
c/o Cook and Sons. Ludgate Circus, London. (DJ [2891

Dot.
1013 Dot-Jap, 8h.p.. 2-speed. 1914 Gloria sidecar.

-L«J Binks, P. and H.. Xl'all. 2 new tyres, re-enam-
elled, excellent order; £48.—^Valker. Buchlyvie, St_irjmgj

shire.

Douglas.
\r DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, in stock.

TT DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, in stock.

TMMEDIATE Delivery on receipt of cash.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cycle Car Front and Rear Axles and WTieels

with detachable rims £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies .... 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
Pair Lucas Side Lamps for light car 19/6
Second-hand Wicker Sidecar Body 4/9
New Mechanical Horns. Special prices ... 15/11
Shop-soiled Coach Gloria Sidecar £14 10
Shop-soiled Coach I3rarable Sidecar £12
Brand New Rex Coach Sidecar £12 -.0

WANTED.—1914 Douglas and Enfield Motor Cycles,
Calthorpe and Singer Light Cars, for spot cash.

C^

[X7092

TEL. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's
Green St.. Cambridge.

14 T-T. Douglas 2-speed. in good condition; £42.

Si>eii, 225 High Rd., Kilburuu [307-2

"I Q14 Douglas, 2 sp&eds, complete lamps, Irorn. etc.;

X t7 £41.—Cioss, Jeweller, Rotlierbam-

19'

Garage,
[0612

[X7675

DOUGLAS, 1910. recently overhauled; £15 lowest.—
Thomas. 32, CoWe Ed., Forest HilL [3040

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2«ih.p-, model W, new condi-

tion
;

£44.— Stone, Cobham, Surrey. [3025

DOUGLAS, 1911. splendid order throughout; £17/10.

-A. Speechley. 45, Church Ed., Acton. [3209

clutch model: £45.—W.
near Hailsham. [2847

JUST ARRIVED.S
lo h.p. SPORTING MORGAN, M.A.G. cnf;inr. hoo'l, Q

screen, l;itrii>s, etc. All on £10S

SPECIAL BARGAIN, fl
liran<i new 1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., counter haft

gear, 3 speeds, kick starter, cliam drive, XL'All H
baddle, all latest improvements, 6nc sidecar

machinf , Perfectly new. ^B
Maker's Price is £51 t6s. Od. H

MakS us your best oOcr, cash or exchange.

1915 MODELS IN STOCK.
lo h.p. Sporting MORGAN, M.A.G. engine £103
1915 3 h.p. ENFIELU, 2 speeds, hick starter SO Etll.

1915 6 h.p. 3-spee(l J. H. Combination 84 gnl.

1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3-sp. 49 Enj.
1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, alii on 105 gns.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, P. & M. gear, Druids.. £10
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60
igrs 2-sp. 2-stroke NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 gnj.

I9r5 7 h.p. KARLEY-DAVIDSON and Coronet '

•V* sidecar. Going cheap. What offers

'

3) h.p. rgoS REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B. & B. carb. £18

si h.p. N.S.U. , 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch £17

3I h.p. rg09 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £19

FARLOW
SIDECARS."

Built tliroughout In our own factory. JS
Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style, H
exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which B

are the buyers' ideal. hh

2%h.V; 1914,
Boreham St.,

DOUGLAS,
Tugnett,

DOUGLAS. 25/ih.p. to lOh.p. models.- Gourlay. the

great Douglas agent. Fallowfleld. Manchester. [4241

1013 (December) Douglas, single speed, yery reliable,

XtJ Uet; £28.-Vernon, Nantwich Ed., Crewe. [X7667

DOUGL.\S.-Beat deUveries all 23,ih.p. ocd 4h.p.

models.-Edwards, Douglas Specialist, Tannton.
[X7461

DOUGLAS, 1913. 25,ih-p.. 2-speed; £37, or nearest.

—Lieut. Denning, O.T.C., Tort Darland, Chatham.
1X7099

2";4b.p., 3-speed, scarcely used; £52,
3, Hustler Terrace, Bradford, Torks.

[X7703
1914, 2%b.p., T.T. model, perfect speci-

omnlete.—Tolladv.- Bicester,
[X7691

1 015 4h.p. Douglas 3-speed Combination, in good
ii/ condition: £67/10— Seen, 223, High Ed.. Kil-

burn. [3073

OUGLAS, models U and ^y in stock; first cheque

"I
QIS DouglaS;

no often

DOUGLAS,
]

Oxon.

D
ehetster.

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p., 1914, T.T.. ,

new tyres; £44.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith
Rd., \V.

TEY Us.
Douglae Specialists,

[3069

2 speeds, accessories
smith
[3001

Probably we can .supply.— Gibb. Gough, the
' ' Gloucester. Douglases our

speciality. tX3538

DOUGLAS, late 1914. model U, accessories, perfect;
£44.—" Daisy," St. Helens, Pierrepoint Rd..

Acton, W. [3027

1Q15 25ih.p. 3-speed T.T. Douglas, fine condition;
-J-O' cost £60, what offers?—Martin Wright, Eiverside.

Nottingham. [X7737

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T.. lamps, tools, etc.. topping
condition, very fast; bargain, £31.-96, Cbnrch

MODEL 3.

Underslun; chassil

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
built for bard work.

£10 15

St.. Croydon. [2943

DOUGLAS 1913 and 1914 second-hand machines in

stock. £28 to £43, " ' '" -----.--Preston
Ed., Brighton. [0716

1Q15 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new, driven 500
-I tJ miles : bargain, 70 gns.—Morgan, 24, Glyn Man
eions, Kensington. [3019

DOUGLAS, 1914V4. 2 speeds, clutch, kick staxter,

accessories, spares; £42.'10, lowest.— Sinclair

Mclesey.

East
[X7790

This is MODEL No. I.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE : 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1.

Delivery Irom Stock,

Your Agent willsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
New F.R.S. Lamp Set, shop soiled 32/8

Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2^ wheel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5
Absolutely new Screw-cutting Lathe, 4J"

centres, sUde rest, change wheels, etc. . . £0 10

Set of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new £3

8 h.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns.

Bosch Magneto waterproof, suit Mor-^^an £3 10

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10 /-

Motor Cycle Frame for inclined engine 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6

Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £3 10

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £3 15

S h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engin-, new. . £14 10

FARRAR'S MOTORS
iTeleplione 9J9i

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLASES, 1915 War Office all-black modelB, 2-

epeed; delivery from rtock; £64/12.—Millar and
Son, Agents, Anaau. [X7646

DOUGLAS, 1916, 25/lll.p., Colonial model, 2-6peed,

several spares: bargain, £45—Savage, 41, Cowley
Ui., Brixton, London. [2940

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2%li.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, con-

dition as new; *45.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2801

DOUGLAS, 2%1] p., model V, 1915, excellent condi-

tion • f46 ; trial with pleasure.—H., c/o Clacisons,

119, Fleet St.. E.G. [2955

DOUGLAS, late 1914, T.T., something extra, good
accessories; ;e44.—Wire, Bartter, St. James Rd.,

Kingston-on-Thames. [3008

DOUGLAS, 1916, immediate delivery any 2?'4h.p.

model, including War Office black Douglas.—
Moflat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [9203

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, good
condition, lamp ; £33.—Ogilvies' Garage, .^Graiton

St.. Oxford Ed., Manchester. [X76T4

f Q15 ^Jr.p. T.T. Douglas, 3-speed gear, been few milee,

J-t7 exceptional machine; tuie opportunity; £60, no
Dfiers.— Moss, Liphook, Hants. [3178

DOUGLAS, 1912, ^£26, in good order; a 1913
Douglas at *33, a 1914 T.T. at £42.—Percy and

Co., 337, Euston Rd., London. [3102

DOUGLAS, 1910, been well kept, faultless condition,

powerful, fast; £16/10 ; appointment.— Sharp, Meli-

den, Northway, Wavertree, Liverpool. [S7773

DOUGLAS, 1913%, 2-speed, T.T., just overhauled,

perfect condition; £35, or nearest offer.—11., 358.

Upper Richmond Ed., Putney. (D) [2860

"Id 15 Douglas, T.T., 3-speed, liorn, knee-gripe, Binks
X.*J carburetter 190 m.p.g.) ; trial arranged; £49.-
Underwood, 19, Abinger Ed., Chiswick. [X7805

1Q15 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas Combination, with acces-
A-iJ soriee and spares: £95 outfit; excellent condi-

tion: what offers?—Hoyle, Excise, Nairn. [2836

DO You Want to get a move on?—Then secure the

little 1914% T.i. Douglas at No. 1, Church St.,

Kingston, S.W., price £43. Absolutely it. [2947

|Q13 Douglas, T.T., 2-speed, good conditiou, tyres
XiJ nearly new, speedometer, lamps, horn, and gener-

ator; £36.-Seen 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [3060

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., new in November, very
little ridden, really as new, specifications as list;

£45.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6866

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1915, perfect condition, almost
new, speedometer, lamp, etc. ; owner enlisted ; £45,

bargain.— 123, Queen's Rd., Finsbury Pork, N. [X7742

"IQ13 Model U Douglas, in absolute perfect condition,
J-if overhauled and tested by our Douglas expert;
£37.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Biriuingham.

1X7434
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2';ih.p., model V, 2-spced, in per-

fect condition, had very little irse, complete with
lamp and horn : £45.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

[X7563
DOUGLAS. 1914, 2%li.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

Amac carburetter, head light, generator, speedo-
meter, torr.; £40.—Mortou, 5, Monument Rd., Wigan.

[X7716
DOUGLAS. 1915, 234h.p., War Office model, delivered

from stock. 2-speed T.T. ; £52, plus 5% increase
—Elc© and Co.. 15. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G.

[0598
DOUGLAS, 1911, model E. 2 speeds, free engine,

just overhauled and re-enamelled; must sell.—
Godfrey, Felix House, Middleton St. George, nr. Dar-
lington. [3004

DOUGLAS, late 1913, clutch model, fast, new belt,
all accessories, in good order ; £38, offers and ex-

changes.—Lieut. Beard, 3rd Northants, Fort Darland,
Cheatham. [3021

DOUGLAS, 19141/2, T.T., speedometer, 2 lamps,
tools, etc., very fast, new condition; £42.—Lieut.

Scott, 57, Glenmore Ed., Belsize Park. 'Phone : 1557
Hampstead. [3198

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2%h.p, 1913. clutch model.
Palmer cord tyres, lamps, horn, and spares, in new

condition; price £45.—Ahnond, 39. Harrowby St., Farn-
worth, Bolton. [X7625

IF It's a Douglas, remember this address, 8. St.
James Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. Bartter, the

bona-fide dealer, can usually supply where others fail.—
'Phone: 1701. -

[3009

"PJOUGLAS, 2'/ih..p., T.T., new 1914. 2 speeds,
-t-' adjustable pulley, fully equipped, condition and
tyres as new. very fast; £36.-1. Bowles Rd., Old
Kent Rd., London. [3032

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, speedometer, footboards,
all accessories, £26/10. perfect; Triumph. 1913,

2-speed, clutch, speedometer. £30, perfect 21, Pack-
ington St., Islington. [3119

1 Q 1 4 Douglas Combination, just been thoroughly
-itf overhauled, as new in every detail, full range
of accessories included; 58 gne.-Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X7439
"TiOUGLAS, 1913, clutch, kick starter, engine recently
J~^ overhauled Robinsons, Cambridge,- good tyres, new
Hutchinson back. belt, accessories: £35. -Tee, Solicitor,
Bishop's Stortford. 'Phone: 148. [X7839

NEW MODELS.
J915 ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 6" h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 10
igrs WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA ...£120
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc £225

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1915 2-speed ALLON, 2-stroke £38 17
I9r5 NEW DIAMOND, 2-stroke (new) £28 13
rgir 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £29 10
Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £10 15
F.N., 2-speed, 2J h.p., wants carburetter ... £11 10

1916 EXCELSIOR (American).

7 h.p., Twin, 84x89, mechanical and
hand lubrication, kick starter, high-

tension magneto, spring forks, 2-gallon

petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple-disc clutch with hand and
foot control, handle-bar control, spring
seat-pillar, 3in. non-skid tyre, finish

Excelsior grey, every possible refine-

ment incorporated.

AND THE PRICE £62. COMPARE IT.

Exchange liberally considered.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Latest 6 h.p. 2-speetl twin REX de Luxe, kick

starter, 650'-. 65 Dunlops, only done about
400 miles, condition as new, fitted with
new Rex coach-built Sidecar £59 10

CASH BARGAINS.

1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

horn, lanrps, and Swan Sidecar £64 10
I9r4 (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination, Oilers

I9r4 6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted
J5 h.p. 4-cylinder RENO 5-seated Car £65
SABELLA-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-seater £42 10
X913 6 b.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 8 b.p. 2-5peed V.S. and new Sidecar. . £46 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £37 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10
1912 3* h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 34 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
1912 3? h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, grand condition. . £29 10
1911-3A h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
1911 3J h.p. 2-speed REX, 844x89 £21 10
3} li.p. tourist REX, spring forks £14 10
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6 b.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
F.N., 24 h.p., 2-speed, lightweight, as new. . £21 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
REX, 34 h.p., 1909 model, spring forks .... £16 10
P. & M., 34 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-sp'eed, F.E., twin, spring forks ... £13 10
REX, 5 J h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3'( h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
New Continental Covers, 26x2, beaded edge 11/9

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE

MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBINATIONS,

AND LIGHT CARS.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, War Office model, special features, in
stock, inetant delivery; price £54/12; rjamphlets

on application.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388.—Eobin-
Bon's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [686^

DOUGIiAS. T.T., 1913, lamp, epeedometer, ac'---
Bordefi, £33; also Iady'3 2h-p. Humber, as new, 3-

flpeed, electric lamp, £25, or £55 the two.—C. ijfoake:.

Nyetimbre, The Avenue, CTaygate. Surrey. [2869

DOUGLAS.—We can delirer ail the latest models,
including tlio military all-bluck. If you want a

Douglas, with no waiting, send your requirements along
to us.—The Colmore Depot, 31, Eeasbaw St., Liverpo-;].

[3213

"I
Ol4 Douglas, model W, 2-speed. Amac carburetter,

-Li? lamps, horn, etc., and spares, perfect condition,
splendid hill-climber, carefully ridden, fast; highest
offer over £40.—East, 40, Queen's Rd., Bayswater, W.

[3006
DISC Wheel Douglas Sidecar Combination. 1914-15,

special machine, rnedg,! winner in recent 400
mile trial, fitted Ralli discs throughout, underslong
coachbuilt sidecar, enamelled to m.atch, F.R.S. Major
lamp, non-swivelling, generator, new back tyre and
tube, spare belt, tube, valve, plugs, complete tool
outfit, sidecar apron, cushion, whole perfect, smartest
combination in London, any trial, climb anything,
80 m.p.g, ; cost £ 84, accept 57 gns ; no callers.—
Troward, 63, Ravensbourne Rd., Bromley, Kent. [2956

Enfield.

33.h.p. Twin Enfield, 1912. £18: exchange 3V'.h.p.

4 single.—18, North Parade, Peuaance. [2528

14 3h.p. Enfield, semi T-T., speedometer, and lamps:
£37/10.-B]ake, WaterlooviUe, Hante. [2901

1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, only ridden 600 milee ; cost £61
J- tf with accessories ; ofiers.—Blake, WaterlooviUe,
Hants. [2902

ENFIELD, 1915. 3h.p., large lamp set, all asnew;
£45.-17, Tamworth Park, Commonside East,

Miteham. [2918

3 h.p. 1914 Enfield, Binks carburetter, lamp, horn, new
tyre back, nearly new frout; £37.—Blake, Cl^urch

St-, Wantage. - [17452

1Q15 Enfield Combination; £84; actually in stoct.
xiF Why wait?—Celtic Motor Works, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [2814

3h.p. (October, 1914) T,T. Enfield, lamp, generator, .

electric horn, little used; £40.—Caplin, Seaside
Ed., Eastbourne. [X7618

1 Q13 2^4h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, handle start, speed-X tf ometer ; £27/10 ; perfect.—Jones. The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [2872

6 h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, lamps, etc., as
new; £65; late 1914.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80,

High Rd., Streatham. [X7777

ENFIELD 1915 Combination, speedometer, wind
screen, lamps, perfect; £78, or near offer.—367,

High St., Plumstead. [2999

ENFIELD Combination, 1913, family sidecar, splen-
did condition ; any trial; £50 cash.—DumiKiie,

Maidwell, Northampton. [X7743

ENFIELD, 1914 model, 2^4h.p., complete with elec-

tric head and tail lamps and horn; what offers?
—Dents. Stonegate, York. [2827

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, July, J914, splendid
condition, 2 lamps, horn, accessories; £60.-14,

Methley Drive, Chapeitown, Leeds. [X7832

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. 2-speed Combination, in excel-
lent order, P. and H. lamp set, horn, speedometer,

rejir light, etc., complete; £65.—Bek»w.

ENFIELD, 1913. 2"^:ih-p., 2-speed, kick starter, excel-
lent order: £28.—Elce and Co., 15, BishopsgHttf

Av., Camomile St., E.C [0480

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination in stock for im-
mediate delivery; also 5h.p. models from stock.—

Sole agents. The Morris Garages, Oxford. [3C7565

1 Q14 Enfield 6h.p. CoucJibuilt Combination. Lucas
-I-*' lamps, horn, etc. thoroughlv overhauled by
makers; £65.—J., 71, Red Lion St., Holboin. [2876

ENFIELD Combinations just arrived, £84; liberal
deferred payments; exchanges.—Lamb's. 151, High

St,. Walthamstow. Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
[2923

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914. Augu^jt, little

used, mileage 2,000. tyre>s untmnctiired. and per-
fect; genuine bargain, £60.-10, Aviemore Ed., Stanley. '

Liverpool. [3166 ',

6 h.p. Enfield, 1915. 25 gn. Gloria sidecar, lamps, and f
spares, in splendid condition : a gift. £45. or j

would tiike solo machine part exchange.—Williams. Kent-
mere, Kendal. [X7093 '

1Q12 6h.p. Royal Enfield, with special wide coach-
-!-«-' built sidecar to seat 2 cliildren, very good order;
£50; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Ganigee). Ltd.,
Swansea; also nt Cardit!. [0722

ENFIELD 1913-14 Combination, cojichbuilt, speedo-
meter, spare covers, tubes, valve, chain, engine,

and tvres, splendid condition; £53.—Osborne, 177,
New Park Rd., Brixton. [2975

ENFIELD Combination. 1913',{'. special roomy coach-
built sidecar. Lucas lighting' set and horn, ?p;ire*,

accessories, Al condition; £60.—Stanley, 196. AUester
Rd.. Moseley. Birmingham. [X7608

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and^the date of the issue;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J. A. P.

J.A.P., aV'li.r-. 1913, porioct condition; £18.—
Minshall, 79, Hish St., Newport, Salop. [X7652

J.A.P-, 2^ili p.. U.H. miiff., Amao, IDunlopa. Hormotic
belt! bargain, il4.— 10, Wiudeimera ltd., EadliiiK.

[3038

31 -4h.n. J.A.P., 2-6reeil, frco, as new, take sidecar

;

2 owriLT enlisted; baisaiu, £27/10.—Side door, 152,
Albion Ell., Stoko Newiucton, N. [3111

1012 SV'li.p. Jap-Zenitli and sidecar, tyres, engine,
XtF etc.." good condition, enamel, etc., irante reno-

ating; price f27.-Bra5-, Stationer, Potters Bar. [2937

J.E.S.

J.E.S., Trinmpli. exceptionally powerful, good condi-

tion; £9.-103, Little Heath Kd., Coventry.
i:X7404

J.H.

J.H. 1915 5-6h.p. Combination. M.A.Q. engine. 3-

speed countersliaft gear, Conoelet coach sidecar;
delivery Irom stock ; 80 gna., plus 5% ; exchanges or

extended torms.— Elco and Co., 15, Bishopsgata Av.,

Camomile St., E.G. [0492
Kerry.

3ih.p. Uerrv-Abingdon. nith Eoo 2-speed, Best and
2 Llovd, 'in good order: £27; cash or easy terms.

—E. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd., Swansea; aleo at Cardiff.
[0723

KEKEr-ABINGDON, 3VA.V; free engine, pedal

start, complete with full range of accessories;

£24.—Colmore Depot. 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X7435

3ih.p. Kerrv-Abingdon, 1914%. and fidecar, acres

2 series, Bosch, B. and B., rond.;;ion as new;
any trial; f42.-Franey, 108, Blackpool St., Brrton-on-
Trent. [X7456

Kynoch.
4h.p. Kynoch-Jap and sidecar, 3-3peed, clutch, etc.,

speedometer, Lucas lamps, all running spares;

£36.—Pearn, Kelsie, Birchaelds Ed., Eusholme. Man.
Chester.

- [X7701
Levis.

1015 Popular Levis: £28/1; in stock.-StreSords
LU Garage, Ltd., Shrewsbury. [X7321

LEVIS.—Three No. I's just arrived; £35/17.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow. [2926

LEVIS 1915 Popular, mileage 1,200, Lucas head light,

perfect condition; £25.—Young, 29, Overhill Ed..

Dulwich.
^ [3164

LEVIS. 2V>h.p.. late 1915, excellent condition, Albion
2^peed "countershaft gear; £29/10.-3, Springfield

Ed., Coventry. [X7708

LEVIS, 1914, in good running order; this week's bar-

gain, £20; exchanges.—Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender
Hill, Glapham Junction. [2952

"IQ13 2%h.p. 2-speed Levis and special lightweit;ht
-Lf/ TVatsJnian sidecar, new; £34.—Colmore Depot.
31, Cobnore Eow. Birmingham. [X7440

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model, jnst arrived from works;
immediate delivery^ £28/1.—Wilkins, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [2909

1 Q15 Levis, 2\4h.p.. Popular model, absolutely in
-Lf/ stock: £28/1; exchanges; easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Beading. 'Phone; 1024. [X6410

LEVIS 2%h.p. Model de Luxe. 1915. 2-siioed, excel-

lent condition, all accessories ; owner joined Army

;

nearest £37.—Eoebuck, 19, Somerset Ed., Huddersiield,
[X7868

REMEMBER Bartter, the bona-flde dealer, his
address is 8, St. James Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

He can supply Levis or 2-strokes when others fail

'Phone : 1701. [3011

LEVIS. 2^h.p. Model de Luxe, 2-speed gear, free

engine, speedometer, Lucas lamp, perfect concU.

tion, new October. 1914; cost £50, sell £35, lowest.—
44, Newman St., W. _ [2840

LEVIS 2-3troke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models-
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries. Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.O.
'Phone: 1432 Eegent. [0711

LincolH'Elk.

1 Q14 3h.p. Lincoln Elkf 2-speed countershaft, kick-
-L?/ starter, new condition, done only 2,000 miles
£31.—Coombs, Lockerley, Hants. [3129

LINCOLN-ELK, 1912, B.B., Bosch, good tyres and
tubes, climb anything, splendid condition ; bargain,

£19.—Clench, 20, Emmott St., Mile End. [2867

3ih.p. 1912-13 Free Engine Lincoln-Elk, in splendid
2 condition. Bosch waterproof, B. and B. ; bargain.

£17, or exchange lightweight.—Harper, Craven Arms
- [X7651

L.M.C.

3ih.p. Ii.M.C, spring forks, mag., good condition

:

2 £12, no oii'ers.—Apthorpe, Harlington, Beds
[X7S22

L.M.O. Combination, 2-6peed gear, kick start, free
engine and clutch, complete with 15 gn. special

sidecar, absolutely new in every detail; £65.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X7436

Martin.
MARTIN Brooklands Racer, guaranteed Harry Mar-

tin's actual record lightweight machine, present
holder of flying kilo, mile. 50 miles, and 1 hour Class A.
Pull road and track equipment, first-class tune, ready
for racing; lowest £49/10.—Harry Martin, 137, Cherry
Orchard Ed., Croydon. [2893

AUTO-WHEEL.
Standard touring model.

B.S.A.
Model H. 4 h.p.,3speed.

CALTHORPE.
Two-strolie. 21 li-p., two-speed.
tl h.p. J.A.P. EnHeld, two-speed.

ENFIELD.
Two-stroke. 2\ h.p.. two-speed.
Model HO. 3 ti.p.. two-speed.
6 h.p., co.ichbiiilt combination,

INDIAN.
5 h.p.. three-speed and clutch.
7 h.p., three-speed and clutch.

7 h p. road racer
JAMES.

31 h.p., twin, three-speed.

NEW IMPERIAL.
2A h.p. Jap eniiine, two-speed*

ZENITH.
3t 'i.p., clutch moilel. Orndua tlear.
4-5 h.p.. clutch model, Gradua gear.
6 h.p., clutch model. Gradua gear.

SMssars.
CANOELET.coachbuilt fr'omlSgns.
GODIVA.coachbuilt .. from 10 gn5.
MILLFORD. coachbuiltfrom 10 gns.

EXCHANGES.
A very liberal allowance is made for old

machines in part payment for new ones.

Guaranteed Perfect.'
TRIUMPH, 1912, S-i h.p., clutch
model .. .. £35

TRIUMPH, 1913, 31 h.p.,..clatch

inoilel •• 38
HUMBER. 1913, 3} h.p., 3-3peed,

Lucas headlight, back lamp and
li.ivn. Cowey speedometer, aud
Millfori Corvette Sidecar -. 48

BR ADBUR y, 191-2. SUi.p., -2 speed,

head lamp, back tamp, horn. Cowey
ypuodonietor, and Montgomery '

Sidecar 3"
CHATEK-JAP, 1912 3ih-P-.2-apeed

, and Chater Sidecar .. .- 27
RUDGE-MULTICombnmtion.1913,
3^h.p., Rudcercoachbiiilt sidecar

wttiiliooil and windscreen .. •• 'S
A.J.S., 1912. G h p., a-speea. counter-

sliaEt gear, headlamp, born and lear

lamp .. -. .. - , * ^O
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1912. 2^ b.p.,

2-3 peed •• •• *S
P. & M., 191-J, P.! h.p., 2-3iieed, Lucas
headlamp. geueiator, back lamp aud
hoin .. .. •.. .. •• 56

ZENITH, 1912. 6 h.p., Gradua Rear,

Convey speedometei-, large headlamp
and veavltmp , .. ' 3S

ZENITH, 1913, 6 h.p., Gradua gear,

cUitch and kick starter. Lucas head-

lamp, rear lamp, horn, wAtch.Cowey
'ineedometer. and Gloria stdecar 52
AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, 1 h.p.,

standaidmodel ^

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED
for either New or Second-hand Goods.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.
Official 'Repairers to the
R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, FOREST GATE, E.

Telephone : 490 'East Hum.
^^

Telegiams: " Eqaraco, London.

MOTOR cycm:s von salu.
MntchlciiB.

1 Q15 3"/jIi.P: M.A.O. MatchltFui. 2-pnMd. peifcct; X6S.±iJ _53, Browiiliill ltd.. Catlord. [3094

MATCHLKSS, 1913. S'/^h-D. twin J.A.P., S-ttpccd;
price £38.-1. Komolu Ud., llcrno Hill, 8.K,

1X71^7
1Q12 3'/jh.p. Miit.:lilcn«, 90x77'^, olriRlP. Ror;d cnri'li-
-LO tion. and fu^t; £28.-S(ott, Alice St., K'iKUUy.

MATOnr/ESS, 7]i.p., ond conclibiillt sUlticar, wpfcd-
omotor, only ridden 2,000 miicg; £75.— litwVa

Garage, Worlteop. [2890

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p., 1913, 2-Bnced,
Eplondid condition; £42.—R. Gcldcr, Lcn({.

marton, Carlisle. tX7655
8h.p. Matchlesa Combination, coocbbnilt, as new;

buying car.—Particulars on appifcatlon, Upton,
Penketh, Warrington. [3023

MATCHLESS Combination, 1912. 5-bh.p.. new tyres,
belt, and eparc^; £ZailO.~V. King, Victoiia 8t.,

Dinnington, Eotherham. [2958

MATCHLESS, new 1915 model In etock, coniplc-to
with Matchless sidecar; £92/17; ready to ri'lo

away.—Powell, Northampton. [X7096a

MATCHLESS 1913 Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P.. 2
speeds, kick starter, lully equipped, as new; £46,

bargain.—136, Lambeth Walk. [X7611

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p., and coach sidecar; £50;
all accessories, perfect throughout; would exchange

for 2-stroko modern lightweight.—70, West Hill. K.
Putney. [2864

MATCHLESS. 1915. tatest 8B. combination. 71i.p.,

iI..A.G- engine, 3 speeds, 6 weeka old, lamps, gener-
ator, horn, took, spares; £86.—Brace Wood, Home Park,
Lee, Kent. [2949

"IQ13 7-8h.p. Matchlesa. with Canoelet eidecar, lamp,
X«7 speedometer, etc., in very good condition; £60;
cash or eaay terme.-E. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd.. Swnn-
eea; also at Cardiff. [01 21

FOE the Speedman.—Matchless, 1913, 4-5h.p. twin,
overhead valves, Lucas lamp set, horn, tyree and

bait good, perfect condition thrnnghont. very fast,

capable of 65-70 m-p-h. ; nearest offer to £40 for quick
sale.-Tilley'a Garage. Dorchester. [X7840

Minerva.

MINEEVA Lightweight, good running order, low;
£6.-0.. 198, Bereeford St., CamberwelL [S7712

MINERVA, 3VAp., m.o.T.. mag., new B. and B., new
saddle, lamp, fast; £13/10.-188, Lower Addi*-

combe Ed., Croydon. [3083

MINEEVA, B. and B., born. headUght, spare belt,

thoroughly overhauled, in excellent condition;
£8/10.-41, Flaxman Terrace, W.C. [3144

MINERVA Lightweight, 2^h.p., mag., Amac, spring
forks, just overhauled, £12; 3'/^h.p- m.o.i.v.

machine. £3.-23. Balby Rd., Doncaster- [X7684

3ih.p. Minerva, a.c. Mabon clutch, B. and B., £8;
2 Armstrong 3-3peed gear and 26in. wheel, com-

plete, £3/3: 6h.p. 2-seat. car, flat belt drive, £15.—
R., 203, Beckenham Ed., Beckenham. [3168

Motosacoche
3ih.p. Motosacoche, mag., B. end B., new. spn'n?

4 forke: £7.-Bennett, Thorpe St, Shotton. [X7523

1 Q12 Motosacoche, 1^2h.p., Druids, mag., just over-
X J/ hauled, very nice machine; £14.—Alfred Proctor,
Chepstow. [X7621

MOTOSACOCHE, 2^h.p., perfect order. Boech, B.
and B. (new), Druids, fast: £15.-Barker, 12, St

Albana Mansion. Kensington Court, W. [3081

MotO'Reve.

MOTO-REVE 2^.p. Twin, Amac, Dmids, condition
like new, good tyres; £15.-12, George St., Wolver-

hampton. [X7312

MOTO-EEVE iVsh.p. Lightweight, just overhauled by
makers; bargain, £11/10.-7, Vale Terrace, King's

Ed.. Cheleea. [X7748

New Hudson.
1013 3y''h.p. 3 speeds New Hudson; £30, or offers.

Xt/ —Thompson, 80, Viking St, Bolton. [X7515

"I Q15 2^h.p. New Hudson Lighweight, model A, hardly
X tJ soiled, perfect, complete, lamp set, horn ; £24.

1Q14 3%h.p. 3-epeed New Hudson, bought in Febru-
X«7 ary. 1915, in lovely condition, and guaranteed
perfect; £40.

1Q15 2^4h.p. New Hudson, model O, 2-6pped, equal
Xt/ to new; £29.- Griffln, Coombend, Eadstbck,
Somerset. [2882

NEW Hudson, 2-st-roke, faultless condition, fast, re-

liable, good climber; any trial; £23.—E., 84,

Eegina Ed., N. [3143

NEW Hudson 1914 6h.p- Combination, condition as

new; any severe trial; £70.—Bamea, 17, Bannock
Ed., Hammersmith. rS708J

NEW Hudson. S^T^h.p., 1914. 3 speeds, speedometer,

lamp, in perfect order and condition ; £33.—Percy
and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London. [3093

NEW Hudson. SV^h.p., S-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,

speedometer, lamps, etc.; £35, offers.-Hilton,

Sharp, and Co., Ltd., Foshall Sq., Blackpool [X7S30

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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3-speed, kick starter, epeedometer, all

?essories, as neTv; 58 gn^.—57, Freegrove Ed., Holloway,

NEW Hwdsou, 1914, 6h.p. Uvin, coaclTbiiilt combina
tion,

?essories, as neiv; bb gn^.—bY, J^reegrove Jia., t±c
N. [3080

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36; all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., 7. Bath Kd.,
Plymouth.

Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd,
[0603

NEW Hudson 1915 Big >Six, grey fluieh, all acces-
i^ories ; £75

;
generous deferred terras.—Lamb's,

151, Hiffh St.. Watthamstow. Depot 50. High Ed.,
Wood Green. [2930

NEW Hudson Big Six 1914 Combination, 3 speeds,
total mileage 2,500, Palmer tyres, speedometer,

etc. ; ^63.—Roberts, 27, Crescent Grove. Clapham
Common, S.W. [3127

NEW Hudson Big Sis, luxurious combination iu stock

;

£92/8; special deferred payments, exchanges.—
Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamfitow. Depot 50, High
Ed., Wood Green [2924

3i-4h.p. 1913 New Hudson (with cane eidecar), 3-

2 speed, kick start, in excellent order, new tyres,

and brand new generator; £37/10.—Bennett, Pharmacist,
37, Fore St., Totnes [2870

NEW Hudson, 1912-13, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamp
set. etc., thoroughly overhauled, 1914 coachbuilt

imdersIunK sidecar; bargain, £38.—Box 9,268, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7073

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, 1915, new May, mileage 400;
cost £35, complete, unscratehed ; owner gone

France; £27; seen by appointment.—Morton, 6. Alex-
indra Villas, Finsbury Park. [X7559

NEW Hudson, SV^h. p.,- countershaft 3-speed ^ear;
£63; delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Rd- Plymouth. [0570

1 Q14 New Hudson 6h.p. Twin and Coachbuilt Sidecar,
JL t/ chaiu-cum-belt trans-mission, ready for the road,
3-speed gear and free engine, and all accessories ; 60 gns.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X7724

. Big 6h.p. coach combination
used, 3 lamps, countershaft 3-speed, 2

spare tyres, many other spares, epeedometer minor
£70.—Croshaw, Lister St., Nuneaton. [X7502

1014 New Hudson,
J-V Uttle

New Imperial.
IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2-6peed, iust arrived; 35 gnfi

Lamb's, 151, High Stt, Walthanistow. Depot, 50,
High Ed., Wood Greer [2932

NEW Imperial, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, variable, English
mag.; £37/18; actually in stock; first cheque.—

Alfred Proctor, Chepstow - [X7623

NEW Imperial-Jap, late 1914, 2 speeds, lamps, acces-
sories, scarcely used, climb anything; £25.—Liet.

Edwards, 17th London, Tadworth [2898

NEW Imperial Lightweights, 2 speeds, actually in
stock; £36/15; exchanges considered.—City Motor

Co., 125, London Ed.. Manchester. [0718

1Q12 4i^h.p. New Imperial, coachbuilt sidecar, Pre-
J-iJ cision engine, strong chassis; bargain, £47, or
nearest.—Halo. Co-op., Norton Canes, Cannock. [2921

actually
exchanges; easy tenus.
Phone: 1024. [X6408

IQIS 2%h.p. New Imperial J.A.P., 2-speed.
J-iJ in stock; price 35 gns.
-Julian, Broad St., Eeadiug.

1Q15 2^A'h.p. New Imperial-Jap, light tourist, 2-speed
At7 countershaft, F.E.S. lamp, rear light, horn. 2
bags, overall suit

;

Lichfield.
£33/10.—Pooles, 133, :St. John St..

[X7577

2ih.p. New Imperial-Japs, 1915 models, 2->spoed gear.
2 etc- ; £37/18. with variable magneto ; casli or

extended payments.-Wauchope's. 9,

St., London.
Shoe Lane, Fleet

[X7728

1t|15 New Imperial-Jap, 2i^h.p., 2-speed,. very little

Ai/ used (original Duhlops in excellent condition}.
lamp, horn; £28/12/6 ; owner purchasing sidecar out-
fit.—Crocker, Merchant, Minehead, Som. [X7497

NEW Imperials.—The famous English motor cycles
with the J.A.P- engines and countershaft gear

box3s built on car lines : all the popular models in stock

;

prices from 35 gns'--Hi© Cohnoro Depot, 31, Reushaw
St.. Liverpool. [3212

Norton.
3ih.p. 3-speed Norton, good condition; £33.—Towns-

2 end, 24, Upper Phillimore Place, Kensington. W.
[2850

, mag-
aauts-
[3179

1915.—We can deliver from stock the
Sl-jh.p. 3-speed model; don't delay.—Layton's

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X7695

SEMI T.T. Norton, T.D.C engine, new August last.

new condition, full tools, suit complete, will guar-
antee ; a gift, £24.—Whaliey, 2, Hollins Grove, Darwen.

[X7747
N.S.U.

I^.S.tT., SMih-p., 1909; £5. or^best offer; mag. requires

1 QIS T-T. Norton, 4 gn. speedometer, lamp, etc.. mag-
X«7 nificeut machine; 45 gns.—Moss. Liphook, Haut,

]yORTON,

attention', engine good.—Jackson, Mattishall.
[3136

6h.p. N.S.U'. and sidecar, also 4h.p. &olo: cheap.—
Enquire, Morgan and Maxwell, 80 High Rd., iEnqu

Streatham.
gh
rX7778

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T., late 1914, T.T. model. 234h.p. twin, special
overhead v^alve, J.A. P. engine. Armstrong S-speec

gear and free engine, very sporty and fast; £48, cost
£65, bargain.—Moss, Wem, rX775e

O.K.
2h.p. : price £33/1/6; actually

, Broad St., Heading. 'Phone:
[X5123

O.K. Junior,
stock.-Julian,

1024,

1Q15 O.K.. 2'^.p., 2«troke, 2-speed. mileage 500:
S.iJ what offers?—Lewinton, Femuoff, Stratheara
Ed., Sutton. . [S;7741

~|Q15 O.K., 2Vjii.p., clutch, lamp and horn, mud.
J-«7 shield, like new; cost £39, nearest £29.—
Jewell, 186, Ramsay St.. Rochdale. [X7631

Omega.
/^lIEGA.Shji., 2-stroke, 2 speeds; 36 gns., catalogue.

-W. P. Edwards, Tamiton. (S7462

" A model for every

purpose, and a price

for every purse" ! !

or, in other words — At the
" smartest Depot in Birmingham"
there's a COWPiETE. RANGE
of Machines awaiting yoar choice
and by dealing with E VANS,^ you
save money and guarantee satis-

faction always.
Note this List of world-famed
makes ;

Controlling B'ham Agent

INDIAN, A.J.S.,

BAT, ENFIELD,
ROVER, NORTON,

NEW IMPERIAL,
CONNAUGHLCLYNO
also Agnet for TRIUMPH,
CALTHORPE. JAMES, etc

Now "consult EVANS—the NO-
TROUBLE Agent" before you
buy, and fix up right away for
Free Trial Trip on ANY machine
yon favour.

Immediate or eany delivery.
Liberal Exchanges.

J
P. J. EVANS,
87-91, John Bright St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone: Mid 662. Wire; Lytcar, B'ham.

OMEGA, 1915, 3h.p., 2-speed, ridden carefully lor -

only 40 miles, absolutely new condition through-
out; £33.- Webb, Butcher, Belmont, Surrey. [3133

P. and M.
1 Q13 P. and M., 2 speeds, in. fine order, complete;
Xt/ £41.—Cross, JeTreller, Eotherham. [X7676

1 O09 P. and M., S^^h-p., 2-speed, chain drive; £12,'10;
LU cash or easy terms.—B,. E. Jones (Garaee<). Ltd.,

Swansea. [0725

P.
and M., 2 speeds, and sidecar, all accessories, good
order, and ready for service; £25.—Arthur Stan-

bury, Liverpool- [57637

^

P.M. and Sidecar, 2 speeds, acciunulat-or. running up
to last Sunday; £10. — 27, Queen's Mews, Por-

chester Gardens, Bayswater (side of Whiteley's), L3103

"I
Ql^^'i P- aud M. and Dalton coachbuilt tidecar, es-

Xtf teptionally emart, comfortable, splendid condi-

tion ; £65.-114, Bruford Ed-, Wolverhamptou. [57311

P.
and'M. 1914 Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,

speedometer, lamps, wat-ch, insurance, grand con-

dition; bargain, £50.-25, Ashburton Av., Addiscombe,
Croydon. i:3053

PHELON-MOORE, late 1911. and Montgomery eide-

car, little used, Senspray, lamps, r^pares, just over-

hauled, perfect condition; trfal; £39.—Write, Browning,
^9, Enighton Park, Sydenham. [3151

P.
and M., 1913, and wicker Serrtce sidecar, Cowey
(5,500), Lucas lamps, horn, watch, epare tube and

case, valves, tools, etc., excellent condition; £45.-0.
Norton White, Bradford-ou-Avon. [57549

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., have
several good second-band P. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perf€bt

order.—Can be seen at above addrees. [0131

P.
and M., 1913i'.. and coarhbuilt nudersluug eideoar,

petfect, aud as new, epeedometer, and sparer 2

springs and valve.-:, tubes and cover; £50; trial; no
offers.-23, KiL-hmond Rd., lung's Cross. [57082

and M- 1912 (new July. 1913). and' 1914 Mont-
gomery underslung loimge sidecar, 3 lamps, speed-

ometer, luggage grid, watch, many spares, perfect con-

dition; £43.-67, Ridge Rd-, Stroud Green. [5152

P. and M., 1910, 2 speeds, Millford 1912 spring wheel

sidecar, new heavy Kempshalls. new Stewart speed-

ometer, spares, and accessories, splendid running order;,

any trial; £28.—Moorhouse, Joiner, Meltbam. [57660

P.
and M., 1915. 3V^h.p.. 2-speed gear, chain drive,

with Gloria sidecar, speedometer, head lamps. lirst-

class combination; £45.—Tuke aud Bell, lad.. Motor
Dept., Ciirltou Engineering Worts, High Rd., Totten-

ham, N. C2584
Peugeot.

PEUGEOT, 2'-0i.p., h.b. control, accumulator, in good
running order: £4.—Arthur Stanbury, Liverpool.

[57636
PEUGEOT 5-6h.p. Twin, smart, low appearance, very

fast: £20.—Blake, 63, Somerset Rd., Tottenham.
[5002

PEUGEOT, 3h.p., m.o.i.v., Amac. new coil, aud accn-

mulator. 120 nip.g., good climber; £6/10; app^unt- .

ment.-ChaniUer, 6. Elder Av., Crouch End. [2885 •

5-6h.p. Peugeot and coachbuilt sidecar. Rex 2-5pGed, ';

Bosch, B. and B., Druids. F.R.S. lump set: bar- •

pain. £30, or exchange ior Douglas.—Middlesex House, .

High St., Taunton. [3066 •

Precision.

PRECISION. 3^jh.p., 1912. B. and B.. just over-""

hauled; bargain, £22. or exchange.—Hewee. Thorn-
tou. near Leicester. [57500

PRECISION. 5-?ib.p., 1913. 2-speed, EX.. 1915. side-

car, Powell-Hanmer, Bosch, splendid engine,
£26/10; Cowev, 45/-.—Write, 69, Kingscourt Rd..
Strcatham. [57764

PRECISION, coachbmlt sidecar, Stnrmey-Archer 3-

specd, Stewart speedometer, Jones, horn, hood,

f
screen, luggage grid, head, tail lamps, run 1.000. new
iu March; £65.— Grceu, Hairdresser, Brentwood. [57713

Premier.

1 Oil S^jh.p. Premier. W. and P. engine; £18.-53.
Xt/ Browiihill Rd., Catford. [3093

PREMIER. 1913. S'.irh.p.. countershaft 2-sreed. good
condition; £30.-224, Bclgrave Gate, Leicester.

[57640 ;

A^6 All letters relnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOK CYCI.US FOR SAI,C.

T.D.C.

T.D.O.. 191-J. 3''jli.r. Precision engine, 3speed Rear.

roadibuiU sideear. lamii, horn, and tad lamp:
.C26.--The Premier Utotor Co,. Aston Rd.. Birmingham,

[3217

Torpedo.

rftlS Torpedo Prceision, 2'',,li.r.. Boseh, B,B., head
• " and tail lamjw. everytliing complete, spotlewj con-

dition ; seen any afternoon ; £30.— drover, Nutley. Suwex.

Trump.
1Q14 SV'h.p- Trninp-Jap. 3-6peed gear and sidecar,
J-v full range of accessories: £40.—Colmore' Depot.
3). Colmore Kow, BirminKliam. [X7445

19
3i

Triumph.
09 3'-_>h.p. Triumph: £21.-- 53

h.p. Triumph

Brounhill Rd..
[3088

Clutch, 1912 model; £26.-Cl08S.

11 3',i.h.p. Triumph, clutch; £26; good condition.

1 014 4h.p. Triumph. 3-speed. and sidecar; £52.-53,
J-t/ Brmvnhill Rd., Catford. [3091

19
T 014 T.T. 3-sreed Triumph, iu good condition; £47.' ^^ and kick starter
±*y —Seeu, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [3074

fnRITTMPH, 19121/', F.E., re bushed, new piston, tyres.
X be^lt. 63/- lamp.— 6, liroadgate, Coventry. [X7873

lOlO Triumph, new piston and carburetter; bargain.
X*y £23.-10, Osborne Kd.. Finsbury Park- [2959

TRIU^IPH, 3V-h.p., guaranteed in. good order;
£18/10.—Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop. [3187

1Q13 Triumph, free engine, ]>erlect order, just over-
J-^ hauled; £35.—Hulme, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire.

[X7658
lamps,

etc.r 3'speeds; £48.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham.

^IIIS^IIIKIIIKIIIKIIIKIIIXIIISeillKIIIKIIII^

I WE WAWT I
— \'o\n present machine in part exchange lor a —
^ NEW Model. The balance.can be arr.angcd ow ^^ deferred terms if required. \Vc can .offer a ^
^ liberal exchange allowance on your machine, ^^
^ and it will pay you to get in touch with us. ^
X NEW MODELS ACTUALLY IN STOCK ^^ Include

—

^
^ AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, ;-9 h.p., 3sp., ^^ dvnaAiolightingsct, and speedometer £71 10 ^
=: BROUGH, 3; h.p., horizontal, twin, 3-sp. =
JK Stunney countershaft gear £63 J^?
=z CONNAUGHT Miniature, 2.i h.p., 2-str.. £26 5* =
^ ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin £52 10 ^« JAMES, 3V h.p., twin, 3-spced £63 «
=: DOUGLAS', c-speed, W.O. model £52 0' =
JS HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F £68 5 "K
^ HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model J, with —
^ electric lifiht and horn £76 12

IQIS 3V:!h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, complete lamps,
JLtf etc.. 3 speeds; £48.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham

|:X7738
1 Q08 S'/oh.p. Triumph, good order; particulars sent;
-Lt/ 14 gns.—AVaTcrly, Cobswood Rd., Harpenden.

[2981
TRIVMPH, 1913-14, in new condition, only done 4.000

mile-- : £37.—F. Alderton, Fern Lea, Barnolds-
wick. [X7074
1 Q14 Triumph, 2-speed. clutch; £45. — Aldershot
i-U Motor and Tyre Co., Ltd., Alhert Rd., Alder-
ehot. - [3109

TRIUMTH, 1912. SVih.p., clutch, little used, splendid
condition, £35; sidecar, £2/10 54, Jersey Rd.,

Illord. [3037

TEIUJirH, late 1910. clutch. -'haa not done 5.000
miles, splendid condition; £30.-20, Clifton Rd.,

Bushy. [X7496

1 Q 13 3 i/>h.p. Cluich Model Triumph, perfect condi-
Xtf tiou, Lucas lamp, rear liglrt.—Moss, Liphook,
Hants. [3181

10 12 F.E. Triumph, condition as new, tyres and belt
-i-*' new, all accessories; £30.-20, Garden Av.,
Mitcham. [3071

TRIUMPH, 1909 (November). Mabon clutch, good
tyres ; £15, or nearest.—Butteri/orth, King St.,

Ejiatsford. [X7671

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt side-
car, done 2,000 miles; £55.-42, Howard Rd.,

Southampton. [2973

TRIUMPH Junior, brand new. 2-speed, 2-stroke. just
arrived, in stock; £42.—Robinson's Garage, Green

St., Cambridge. [6865

"IQ08 Triumph, clutch, new tyre and tube, good con-LO dition: £17.—Woolley, c/o McGilp, 67, Nicolson
St., Greenock. . [2904

IQIS Triumph (November), 3 speeds, condition per-
-*-»? feet, used week-ends only: £39.-96, Bridgtord
Ed., Nottingham. [X7736

TEIUMPH, August, 1913, SVih.p., 3-speed, exeeUent
condition, lamp, epares; £37.—Collett, Music Ware-

house. Daventry. [X7665

1008 Triumph, Sh.p., adjustable pulley, new belt,
-*-*-' good condition: £12.—Delves, 4, London Ed., Pul-
borough, Sussex. [2888

TEITJMPH. 1914 (Nov.), 4h.p., 3-6pe'ed, chrtch. not
done 2.000; £46.—Thomas, Westley Brrildings,

Llanhilleth. Mon. tX7077

TEIUMPH, 3'/oh.p., 1910, oiHcer's sold to clergyman,
recently overhauled, tools, horn, lamp.—Smeeton,

Rectory. Leicester. [2812

TEIUMPH. 3y..h.p., T.T., 1911, excellent condition;
£25- call Saturday.—5, Ohaados Av., Chingford

Ed„ Walthamstow. [2809

TEIUMPH, SVoh.p., splendid condition, leeently over-

hauled and re-bushed, accessories: £25.—B. Taylor,
Btoke Ed., Guildford. [2866

TEIUMPH, 1913. 3i/2h.p., clutch model, perfect con-
lition throughout, little used: £40.—Tymms, Vic-

toria Hotel, Clacton. [2845

TEIUMPH. 1913. 3'/2h.p., clutch model, splendid con-
dition. carefuUv used; bargain, 30 gns.—Tyler. 14.

Eehnont Ed., Uxbridge. [3064

TRIUMPH. 1943, 3h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar. 3-

speed. lamps and horn, good condition; £37-

—

CliH and Sons, Eltham. [2961

_ £44 =
tef ROYAL RUBY, 2.V h.p., 2-speed.... £32 17 6 VS WOLF, cj h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, S— and kick starter £33 12* —
JC WOLF-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch, X
:=: and kick starter £39 5 ^^

O.K. Junior, Mark ITI., 2-speed £31 ID* S" ^K O.K. Junior, Mark V., 2-stroke £26 ^= J.H., 2.1 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £35 14*

S^ PREMrER,3l-h. p., 3-speed countershaft,

^Z hand-controlled clutch. New model

^ just out £60 0* zr;

^ INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., Model D £57 '

=: MOTOSACOCHE, 3! h.p., twin, 2-speed
(with De Le^sa valves) £62

BLACKBURNE, sjh.p., 3-sp. Sturmey-
Archer countershaft gear, with" foot-

boards £67
SERVICE, 2.Vh.p. T-A.P. engine £30
SERVICE, 2jh.p. :-stroke Dalm engine £29
SERVICE 2-stroke 2-speed Sidecarette. . £50

*Subject to makers' surcharge of 5%.

^
X

§
^

X
^
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MOTOU CVCI.I.S ion SAI.H.

Trlunipli,

TRU'MI'H. 1912.1.^, dutch, i;ctlect (Omlitloii Ihioilirll.
out, I.iirjn, /illla, •iiarcii; £26,-7, llnwnnlrn Av„

Whnlii-y Range, MancltCiter. (.\7089

TRIUMPH, late 1913, 3',i.h.p., 3«pcod, I-urai I«mp
^(t. and Stewart, sidecar to fit; £60. l.anKolari,

3168New Uolingbroko, Boston

TIUU.MPH Junior, 1915, 2-«pced, practically uniwed,
purchased early this year, uU oeecrtsorlcs; £37.—

1. .Wontserrjit Rd., Putney. [3165

rQU Triumph, free onginc, guaranteed good ronililion,
•-^ all a.i'^-os8oric.i, very fiigt; any trial given; £2^

—

18. Proston Gardonii, Willesdon. (2988

TRIUMPH. 1913, 3-.spccd, £35; light coach jidecar
to suit if required; also an earlier model, £25.-

bunting. Wealdstone, Harrow. (3138

TRIUMPH. 19131/,, 3-spced model, and sidecar,
splendid condition, new tyres; £38/10.—Price,

8, Ciflord St., Middlesbrough. 1X7863

1Q14 sy.h.p. 3.speed Triumph, Uttle used, perfect
JLi/ condition: £43; Staflordshiie.—No. 9,269. The
Motor Click Oflices, Coventty. [X707Z

TEIUMPH, 1913. F.E., e-Kcellent condition, unused
1915. new tyres, no lamps; £32.—Fceny, 1,

Madeira Rd., Streatham, S.W. [X7798

"IQll Trinmph, clutch model, adjustable pulley, new
JL*y belt, lamp, horn, perfect running order; £20.—
Salter, Dry Sandford, Abingdon. [X7520

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch, cylinder and piston new
August, good Dunlops. powerful, reliable, not worn;

f33.-Eyan, Square, Castlecomer. • [X7797

1 Q08 Triumph, fitted with N.S.TJ. 2-3pecd gear, com-
i-iJ plete with sidecar, ready for the road; £22/10.—
Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X7726

1 Q09 Triumph, new Grado gear, drip feed, Brooks
X*/ B170. lamp,?, horn, perfect condition; £19/10.—
Sindrey, 139, Graham St., Islington. [3149

TEIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., 3-Bpeed, 1914 Mill-

ford coachbuilt sidecar seen any time; 50 gns., no

offers.—Perkins, Architect, Bracknell. [2954

TRIUMPH, late 1913, S'/ih.p., 3-speed. and coach

sidecar, complete: £40, or near offer.—«o ^ew-
some's Garage, Park Rd., Crouch End. 13M7

1014V'> Triumph Combination, S-speed, clutch, Mill-

J-«7 ford coachbnilt sidecar, new condition; accept

52 gns —77, Broughton Av., Doncaster. [X7071

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES. ^ rpEIUMPH. 4h.p.. 1914-15, with sporting radecar,— -L done 200 miles. 3-speed. and clutch; qnlck ealo

Turner, 137. High St., Acton. [3058^ Every machine is overhauled before being sent m_ out. Selection below. Full List post free. ^
Stock
No.
362.

K

134-

493-

564.

Specification. Price.

DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., twin, magnet:*,

igrr model £18 r^
MOTO-REVE, 2h.p., twin-cjdinder, «
magneto, spring forks, etc £15 —
MOfOSACOCHE, rgrs, 2j h.p., W
variable gear and free engine . . £1? 3^
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., rqog model, ^
2-speed, wMth coach-built Sidecar, ^
and accessories £26 ^^

576. SUN-VILLIERS, 1915. 2ih.p.,\vith m
lamp and horn, nearly new £25 ^

537. SERVICE, 2-stroke, rgrs, 2j-3h.p.,

2-sp. countershaft, like new, oiily

used for 2 or 3 demonstrations. . £37 10

4S4. F.N., 1912 model, 5-6 h.p., 2-sp.,

and kick starter £35

5S5. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., twin-cylinder,

with Matchless-Gradua gear, and
all accessories £35

386. LEVIS, late I9r4, 2ih.p., with
2-sp. gear, Lucas lamp, and horn £33= 536. ENFIELD, J9r5, 3 h.p., 2-speed,

Jig twin, only a few weeks old £45— 566. P. & M., 3J h.p., r9t4 model, with

^ P. & M. coach-built Sidecar,

2^ luggage grid, lamps, and horn. etc. £60

=: 584. B.S.A., r9r5, 4J h.p., 3-sp., with

W lamp, horn,"and speedometer. . . . £55

=

£58, no oflere.-

TRIUMPH, 3y2h-p., overhauled recently, pnlls sidecar,

real bargain, £17; F.K wheel. 37/6.-PaTticu]ar8,

Bartoot. 187. Locking Ed.. Weston-super-Mare. [X7862

LATE 1913 3.6peed Triumph and sidecar, engine and

gears recently overhauled, splendid ccnnrtiou;

price £45.—Panther, 64, Stimpson Av., Nortnamptcn.

TRIUMPH, 3V.h.p., 1910. new Kcmpshall. tools, horn,

engine recently re-bushed, splendid condition;

£20.-81, Oak-dale Ed., Leytonstone, N.B. ;
alter 7.

"I ri 12 F E Triumph, lamp, speed indicator, etc.,

ly "cod order guaranteed, £29; 1911 ditto £26;

1911 ditto, fixed engine, £24.-Ewen, Kings jLyrm.^

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., good order, done about

3 000 lamp, rear light, horn. Harconrts; i.44.—

Hills, Solicitor, Fairview, Alexandra Ed., Epsom.^^^

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, free, clutch,

speedometer, 2 lamps, horn, perfect running

order; £45.-Neanm, 4, Western Parade, SouthsM^^^

TEIUMPH. late 1912. little used, clutch. Philipson

pnllev. Jones fipeeedometer. lamp, and spares tyres

as new': £40.-L. S- Bdx. 16, Palmeira Av., Westclifl-on-

Sea.

liTklS Triumph, 3-6peed, just thoroughly overhauled,

Xa fitted with lamp and honi, tyres. in good condi-

tion: only 36 gns.—Jnlian, Broad St., Eeadini

1024.

Phone:
[X6853

K EXTENDED PAYaiENTS ARRANGED.

= Sole London Agents for BROUGH, CLYNO,
^ CONNAUGHT, and METRO MOTOR CYCLES ;

^ EMPIRE and HERCULES SIDECARS.

— Olhn 1914 Triumph, with sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch.= 02 and all accessories, lamps, horn, etc., splendid

SS 'machine: 55 gns., no oflers.-91, Loiame l^ansio^lj

= Holloway.
[2938

V rriEIUMPH, 1910. Zenith variable gear, cane torpedo
**

' ' sidecar, splendid condition throughout, complete_ A— ' with lamps, horn,

Jl(
I

ton Heath

— '--yf ^/^ '=> /c) -yi^«= 1Q15 Triumph Junior, 2-strote, \

s ^^^^ii^^>^^5i2^^x sit; -^n^^, p^diersr-B.
=: •toKoon, / t^ ' z= Green. E.

wi'^ I 7. 7. K ' mRTUMPH 1914, S-speed. Gloria coachbnilt .sidecar.

^ 289-292-293, High HOlbOrn,= T^Wol?vfLuca£lam''p,,el_ectricJiorn,^new D^^^^^^

£32.-1, MeUort Ed., Thorn-
[2832

2-sp6ed, ridden 700
„. perfect, all acces-

Brick Lane, Bethnal
[2995

LONDON, W.O.
'Phone—260 Central. Wires-

tyres and belt; £55. Write, West, Coalway Rd.,
"0852 Wolverhampton

= rriEIUMPH. I913'-i. and Goaiva coacnomii si

' Admittedly." X
I

i Sturmey 3-speed .and lree__ engine, speedomet

„ ,.,u «,
='a7cessorir^Pl?ndidc.rder;£40.-P., 9, Station Parad^^

= Goods and Repairs, 1 & 2, Harpur Mews, ^ Tooting Junction. '^^ "

X Theobald's Road, W.C. X TATE 1914 4h.p. Triumph, 3 speeds, free engine.
I .-^^V., '„ ...i.l ''„.„i.i,.„-it ^iHsifT in tierfect oondi-

yiMA\\\yMm\mm\\\vMm\x\u}ii\uK «™enit:."HiShin'"
"'"''''" '^'"'"'^ ""'

= L^'wlth 2-seateT'coachbuilt^>id«ar.Jn per(e_ct oondi-

r28e3

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, ana the date ol the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEITJMPH, SVah.p., B. and B., waterproof Bosch,
Philipson pulley, new Pedley, wicker sidecar, splen-

did condition, accessoriee; £20.—Kayner, 154, Sandring-
ham Ed., Watford. [3062

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., splendid t'mdition, Are
lamp and generator, horn, Ohanticler whistle,

epeedometer, overalls, all accessories; what offers?—
Goble, Ore, Hastings. [X7791

3-SPEED 1913 Triumph, with 1914 Swan sidecar.

in perfect condition, lamps, speedometer, spares

;

bargain : only wantri seeing ; buying car.—Frank Ben-
ham, Chobham. Woking. [X7547

TRIUMPH, 1914V^>, 4h.p., 16 gn. coachbuilt sidecar,
speedometer, Lucas horn, Miller lamps, new rear

tyre and belt, excellent condition; any trial; £57.

—

52, Balfour Rd., Derby. [2971

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed and F.E., in good condi-
2 tion, 1915, Milllord C.B. Corvette sidecar,

lamps, tools, and spares; £39, or separate.—42,
Waterloo Rd., Hunslet, Leeds. [X7835

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3V2h.p., T.T., Lucas lamp, speedo-
meter, handle-bar controlled, Philipson, all in

perfect condition, as new; £42; private owner-—Seen
Newsome and Fletcher, Ealing. [3112

~IQ14 Trimuph, 4h.p., clutch, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
-Liy speedometer, .splendid condition, £45 ; also alu-

miuiimi coachbuilt body, £5.—Hamilton, 108, Anerley
Park, Penge. S.E. Tel.: Sydenham 718. [3018

1 Q13 SVsh.p. 3-speed Triumph, with 17 gn. brand new
JLt/ Gloria sidecar, luggage rail, lamp, etc,

III MOTOR
III CYCLES.

throughout : £55 ; cash or eaey terms —R.
(Garages). Ltd., Swansea ; also at Cardiff-

perfect
E. Jones

[0720

1Q10 Triumph, free engine, Seni?pray, practically new
-Lt/ Palmer, Hutchinson, T.T. bars, lamps, horn
ypares : trial, examination here ; £20, exchange.—Pud
ney, Orchard Cottages, Walton-on-Naze, J:.ssex. [X7603

TRIUMPH, SVsh.p., 1912, standard T.T. bars, lamp,
horn, perfect condition, just overhauled ; £29

;

officer owner, must sell at once; first cheque secure^;.—

Box 9,292, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7402

TRIUMPH, late 1913. SV^h-p., 3^peed. Miller lamp
set, horn, etc., new tyres, all accessories, with

1914 Mills-Fnlford coachbuilt sidecar, all in absolutely
perfect condition; £48.—Ereakell, 63, Craithie Ed., Don-
castei. [X7513

1014 Triumph, 4h.p., with 1915 Phitipson variable
X«/ gear, not covered 2,000 miles, carefully kept and
well tuned, tyres and belt in excellent condition, lamp,
bell, tools, etc.; 40 gna. cash.-Write, Grice, 8, Bedford
Place, W.C. [X7681

TRIUMPH 1913 and Sidecar, 3 speeds, F.R.S. lamp
and generator, new Duntop belt, tyres in s.p!endid

condition. Cowey speedom.eter, 2 extra lamps, fully
equipped for road, all spares; £45.—Walker, 15, Sneinton
St., Nottingham. [X7717

TRIUMPH (September, 1914), 3%h.p., T.T., Phillip
son decompressor, Brooks's saddle, Clincher de

luxe tyres, Lucas lamp, horn, knee grips, not done
4,000 solo, very fast, perfect condition; £42; ride 100
miles.—Smith, Oak, Kingswinford. [2962

4h.p. Triumph, 1914, T.T. roadster, 3-speed, free
engine, clutch, re-bushed and completely over-

ha\iled, in splendid condition, lamps, horn, good tyres,
accessories, very fast and reliable; £47/10. 'Phone
Hammersmith 445.—Dawson, 257, Goldhawk Rd,, W.

[3029

FOR Sale, Triumph, 1913, 3-6peed. T.T. roadster, blue
Canoelet, both new 1914, thoroughly sound, tyres

perfect, belt and heavv Pedley on back nearly new
£45, very near offer; or exchange T.T. solo, fast, not
under 3V>h.p., and little cash.—K., Downs Cottage,
Cheam, Surrey. ' [2841

"IQ14 Triimiph, 3-speed, clutch, 14 gn. Millford side-
-Lt? car, new Bates, belt, Cowey speedometer, £10
accessories, etorm apron, Lucas head and rear light, per-

fect powerful engine, been well looked after ; cost £85,
take £53: only nm 100 mile.s this year; illness cause.—
32. Armstrong Av., Newcastle-on-Tyne. -[X7617

Tyler.

TYLER Lightweight. 1915, with combined 2-3peed^
nice little machine, nearly new; £25 complete.

—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X7693

Teloce.

VELOCE, 1913. 2Vjh.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick
starter, thoroughly sound; £25.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [3044

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., water-cooled, coachbuilt side-

car, hood, screen, lamps, Cowey spee'domcter, dene
5.000 miles, painted dark blue; £80.—Midland Autocar
Co., Wan\-ifk. [^7501
8h.p. Williamson 1914 Sidecar Combination, fitted

- with speedometer and all a<'cessories, large 2-seated
coachbuilt sidei.-ar, ready for the road; any severe trial
given.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London- [X7729

WILLIAMSON Combination, 1914-15. 8h.p., w.c.
splendid condition, used very little ; owner in

France ; hoed, screen. lamps, only wants seeing ; £60
for quick sale.—Turner, 137, High St., Acton. [2815

8h.p. Williamson coachbuilt Sidecar Combinntion,
hood, wind screen, Pillion seat, set of lamps, Binks

3-jet carbiiretter, in splendid condition; trial given;
£56. or near offer.— Morgan,- 21, Parsons Green Lane.
Fulhnm. [2899 I

S-COCK //v

jjJNEW IMPERIAL
MOTOR CYCLES iii

III

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., 1914. water-cooled. 2^«atei
sidecar, hood, wind screen, matfi, petrol carrier,

2 P. and H. lif?Iiting sets, Smitli's speedometer, mirror
spare tyre, tube, valve; cost £125; insurance poiiej
transferred: £82.—Want, 574, Caledonian Ed., Hollowar
London. tX758J

Win-Precision.
"IQ13 ^Vxh.p. Win-Preci.sion and coachbnilt sid- .:

XiJ 2-8Deed Eoc tear, tvre.s nearlv new; £32.— Kiij-2-8peed Eoc gear, tyre.s nearly new

.

zett. Ideal. Cavendish Rd.. Mertjn. Surrey [316S

WIN-PBECISIOX. 1912. 3';ih.p.. Cowley stredometei,
new Hutchinson badi, Dunlop front, new Locac

SWAN SIDECARS.

BARGAINS.

Ill

III

III

III

III

IIINew Machines in Stock.

Ill ENFIELD Combination £84 and £100 |||
III HARLEY-DAVIDSON, irF £68 5 |||
III DOUGLAS, T.T., War Office Model £54 12 ill

III DOUGLAS, llndcl X, lady's £56 14 Ml
'" NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2ih;p., 2-speed. 35 gns. "!
II! NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^ b.p., 2-speed, ||f

m clutch 41 gns. Ill
ZENITH, 4-'; h.p., twin, clutch £70 12 ill

III
SPARKBROOK, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £39 12

|||

III
Second-hand Bargains. ||{

III 1915 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2J h.p., 2-speed £48 III' 1915 MATCHLESS Combination £85 III

III 1915 SPARKBROOK, :i h.p., 2-speed, 2-str.. £34 |||

mi9i4 RUDGE Multi, Isle of Man Model .... £51 |||
191+ WOLF-J.A.P., 2I h.p., 3-speed £28 I"

III I9r4 ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £39 l||
III igj4 SCOTT Combination ^SO ||J
III I9r4 BRADBURY, 6 h.p., twin, 3-speed, shop |||

m soiled £70 |||
1914 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., shop-soiled £45 '"

III I9r4 INDIAN, 7-9 h-P-, 2-5peed, and coach Sc. £55 |||
!!! I9r4 LINCOLN-ELK, 2} h.p., shop-soiled .... £26 I!!

Ill 1913 RUDGE, 35 h.p., Philipson pulley £32 III

mrgis ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar. . £49 |||
1912 TRIUMPH, slli.p., F.E. £30 "I

III 1Q12 ENFIELD, 5-6 h.p., twin, and Sidecar.. £45 |||
I}I 1910 MOTOSACOCHE, 2J h.p £15 ![I

III REX, 5-6 h.p., twin, 2-speed, and Sidecar £22 III

III Second-hand Cars.

Ill 19^5 ***•» sporting model

£3 lamp, decompressor; £23.-
Highbury. N.

-L. Bnil, r, Calabria Ed.,
[2851

Wolf.

WOLF, 2V™-3h,p., 1914, in splendid condition; £18,
or neat olfer.—Cole, 104, Victoria St., West-

minster, S.W. [2912

FOR Sale, Woll 1915 motor cycle, 2i,!:h.p., 2-speed,
free engine, in splendid order, equal to new : 30

gns.—West End Forge, Boston, Lines. [X7838

LIGHTWEIGHT Wolf. 2Vjh.p., onteide flywheel,
Dixie mag., E. and B. carbnretter. guaranteed per-

fect; £12. or nearest offer.—F. Goddaid, Swan Hotiee,
Honiton, Devon. [S7512

2ih.p. Wolf 1915 Models, delivery from stock; 2.«tToke
2 2-speed models £32/li;9. eingle-speed modeU

£25/6/3; cash or extended payments.—Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe I>ane, London, [X7733

1 Q15 Wolf Motors in .stock, model B 32 gne., kick
-LU start. 2-speed, and cluteli; another model B. 2-

speed, Peeo engine, 30 gns. ; immediate dieliverv.—
Streflords Garage, Ltd., Shrewebnry. [5 7322

Yale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock. 8h.p., 2-speed, kick start:
60 gna. — Jones. The Broadway. Mnswell Hilt

Sole agent for N. London, trade and retail. 'Phone:
Horneey 2562. (7636

Zenith.
ZENITH-GEADUA, J.A.P. 4h.p., good condition;

£23.-565, High Ed.^ Leyton. [X7795

ZENITH 4h.p. 1911 Combination, overhauled; £30.-
5, Gordon Terrace, Beauchamp Ed., E. Mclesey.

[3176
ZENITH, 6h.p. twin, 1914, fast, splendid condition

:

£45, perfect.-23. Market Place, Kingston, S.W.
[3012

ZENITH-GEADUA, 3l-jh.p. J.A.P., 1912. sidecar,
splendid runner; £37/10.—Jenkins. Photographer.

Eedhill. LS7785

6 h.p. Zenith 1915 Combination, 2 montlis old, guar-
anteed like new; £70.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston

Rd.. London. [3100

ZENITH. 1913, 3V2-4h.p., water-cooled Green engine,
excellent order; £30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St.. Birmingham. [3047

-| Q13 8h.p. Twin Zenith and Coachbuilt Sidecar, inX ij real nice order and condition ; £50,—Percv and
Co., 537, Euston Rd., London. [309S

ill

. £175 III

mi9i5 WHITING-GRANT £140 |||
1915 MACKENZIE (new) £185 Hi

III 1914 SINGER, dyn.imo lighting £190 l|l
!" r9t4 FORD, 4-seater £90 II!

Ill 1914 MORRIS-OXFORD £175 |||

m 1914 STANDARD £190 111
LUCAR, almost new £175 ill

III 1913 CROUCH Cvrle Car £60 |||

II' 1913 MORRIS-OXFORD £1« !!!

Ill 1913 HUPMOBILE Coup* £195 |||

mi9t3 HUPMOBILE, touring 4seater £160 |||
1913 FORD, 4-seater £75 111

III 1913 SINGER - £140 H|'" BELSIZE, io-r2h.p £75 M!
Ill 1914 SWIFT, 7 h.p £130 III

III

III

III

IIIREYt
378, 380, 382, 384, |||

Euston Road, iji
'Phone: 4^11) Kc-ont "
&at 173, Gt. Portland III
•Phone : 1970 Kegeut

j||

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

NEW 1915 6h.p. Counterslinft Zeuitli, delivered from
stock; £80'9'8: pradual payments or escianpe.—

Waueliope's. 9, Shoo Lime, Londou. rX7725

ZENITH-GRADUA T.T-. 1914. 5-6lJ,p., iio cUitch,
Lucas ];WHp st-ts. uew tyre, very fnst: £39.—Tom

Simpson, Outfitter, Stulybridge, near ilancliester. [2994

ZENITH-GR-^DUA and caue sidecar. KempibalUj
£29^10; deferred terms.—Lumb"^ 151, High SU,

Waltliam^tow. Depot 50, High Ed., WockJ Green. [2951

ZENITH, 1914. 6h.p., countershaft model, witb
kick starter and coachbuilt sidecar, excellent

condition; £52.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham- 13045

5 h.p. Zenith, 1915. countershaft, all accessories. Mill-
ford coachbuijt sidecar, new Duulops, 2,500, dO

45 combiuatiou. 60 solo: cost £90, nearest £70.—Cop^
Ellesnieie College. Shropshire. [X7551

ZENITH, o'^h.p.. 1914. Gradua pear, and torpedo side-

car, automatic oil feed. (^peiHiometer, lamps, spare
belt and tuols, firstiJass running order, tyres nearly
uew": £37.-606. Green Lanes. X. [3068

ZENITH. 1914 model D, 4-5h.p., countexshaft, eemi
T.T. bare, Lucas £3 lamp, brand new tyres and

belt, complete with £13/13 Montgomery sportinp side-

car, with Zenith connections ; £54.—Bortock, County
Bunk, Northwich. [X7803

ZENITH. 1914. 5h.p.. countershaft Gradua clutoh,
kick c^tarter. E.E.S. lamp, epeedometer, liorn,

spare belt, valves, all in excellent condition. £48; brand
new 1915 Milllord Empress sidecar, £12/12.—Tanfiold.
St. Peter's Kd., Marirate. [X760a,

ZENITH. 1912, Sh.p. model, bought in May, 1913. 3
lamps, spare cover aud tube^, 26x5 Palmer tyre

rear wheel, new Kempf^hall front, with Millford Corvette
sidecar, exceptionally powerful combiuatiou, iu excel*

leut condition; £45.—The Morritj Garages, Oxford. .

1X7564
ZENITH-GRADUA Combination, kite 1914. counter-,

shaft model, kick starter, Smm .sidecar, only done
1.376 miles, Cowey spe«iometer. Lucas K-O-R. hiwp
set. Lucas rear lamp, a.4l Lnca^ horn, all accessories,

excellent condition ; £65.—Ross aud .larratt, Portland.
[X7''02
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Effects of the New Tariff.

IT
is clear that the 33 J^ import duty on cars,

motor cycles, and parts will have far-

reaching effects in the motor world. Such

a tariff was generally expected in the new

Budget—it was called for from too many
quarters for the appeals to be ignored by the

Government—and the resultant effect will be to

increase the cost of motor vehicles all round,

though more particularly those manufactured

abroad. Relieved to some extent of the competi-

tion of the American manufacturer, the British

maker will, it is thought, help to adjust some of

the differences in the present cost of raw materials

to those existing prior to the war, besides which

the magnetos and other parts commonly fitted

are subject to the duty. Again, the new-

Budget proposals are reflecting their influence

on the second-hand market. Lucky is the man
who was possessed of a comparatively modern
motor cycle purchased some months ago. Were
it not for other considerations exercising a

restraining effect, such as the appreciable

increase in the Income Tax, and the increase

of 4d. per gallon on petrol, existing motor

vehicles would have been considerably enhanced

in value ; but the factors enumerated will tend

to check any appreciable rise. Moreover, the

summer has passed and w-e; have arrived at a

period of the year when motor vehicles change

hands at lowest figures, but since the British

output is slowly diminishing, due to the neces-

sity for munitions, it is a moot point w-hether

by the springtime motor cycles will not become
more valuable even than now. Thus the present

outlook would indicate that motoring generally

is to be more expensive, and if there is a shining

star in a black outlook, it is the comfort to motor

cyclists to know that they own the most

economical motor vehicle extant, not only in first

cost, but also in running costs. We have heard

it suggested that the increase in the price of

petrol will damage motor cycling," but we do not

share that view. Some devotees of the motor

cycle will, no doubt, be lost to us, but their

numbers w-ill be more than counterbalanced by
the conversion to sidecarring of many who may
have been considering the purchase of a light car.

Economy at the moment is a word to conjure

with, and consequently the motor cycle as a type

should receive a far less severe set back than any
other.

A Probable Result of the Duty.

TURNING from what we may term the ill-

effects of the tariff, we may consider

some of its more favourable aspects.

One can plainly see that sooner or

later the main effect of the Budget
will be to induce American manufacturers
to purchase as much material as they possibly

can obtain in this country, which will be
all for the general good. We refer to such
parts as chains, tanks and fittings, mudguards,
rims, and tyres, in which Great Britain possesses
an almost limitless productive capacity. Already
more than one American manufacturer has made
a practice of using certain British parts, but it

is clear that in order to avoid the tariff charges
a great deal more reliance will be placed upon
this country sooner or later to provide many
component parts, their value gradually extend-
ing as the raw material market settles down.

Speaking general!)', the new duty has been
received favourably. Even the most confirmed
free trader agreed that something should be done
without delay to, protect the business of the
British manufacturer who, by reason of concen-
trating all his energies on munitions, had to stand
aside' with his hands tied and see the astute

Yankee snapping up all the business.

The taxes on motor vehicles are not affected

by the Budget, so that present owners of foreign-

made motors escape scot free except for the
increased cost of petrol, and their vehicles, more-
over, automatically become more valuable by
reason of the tariff.

It may be added that the new tariff duties

came 'into effect on Wednesday, the sgth inst.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the oaBe facing the back covef.
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The Ariel Countershaft Three-Speed Gear.
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AVERY soundly constructed three-speed gear box

used on more than one make of machine is

the Ariel, which hails from the Ariel Works,
Ltd., Birmingham. The illustrations clearly show
the principle upon which it works. The high and

low gear pinions are loosely mounted on the main-

shaft, while the sliding gear wheel is free to slide but

not to rotate upon this same shaft. The high gear

pinion also carries an extension or sleeve upon which

the driven pulley is mounted. The operation is as

follows

:

To obtain the high gear the sliding gear wheel is

moved to the left, when the dogs on its face will

engage similar dogs on the high gear pinion, locking

the latter to the mainshaft, and bringing the direct

drive into play ; the layshaft will then revoi^e idly.

The intermediate gear is in operation when the sliding

gear wheel is in the position shown ; the dri\'e is now
through the sliding gear to the layshaft and back to the

high gear pinion

and pulley. The
low gear is obtained
by sliding the gear

'wheel before men-
tioned to the right,

and the drive is then

through the low
gear pinion, lay-

shaft, and high
gear pinion. There
is, of course, a neu-

tral position be-

tween each gear.

The gears are in

proportion of 5,

8%, and i^Vi to i,

but the whole series

can be raised or

lowered by the

adoption of a

different engine
sprocket, those

a8
Threequarter view of exterior of the Ariel gear box.

given being obtained by the use of a 1 5 tooth sprocket.

Ubas steel forgings and the best materials only are

used in the construction of the gears.

Free Engine Clutch.

The clutch is a special plate clutch with cork inserts,

and is controlled by the right foat. No lubrication is

necessary. In the event of wear the pressure of the

spring can be increased by slightly tightening the nut

shown on the left of the first picture. At the same time

a slight adjustment should be made on the clutch

operating lever, and a clearance of about j'g^in. should

be allowed. In cases where more adjustment is re-

quired than can be made by the small adjusting

screw, a further means of adjustment is pro\ided

on the clutch rod when the lock nut A is

loosened.

The gear box is carried below a special platform,

which has elongated slots to enable the gear box to be

mo\ed backwards
Or forwards for

chain .adjustment

purposes, and is

held in position by
four nuts B. A
large cap is • pro-

vided in the inspec-

tion cover for the

admission of lubri-

cant, but the box
is sent out with

sufficient for i ,000

miles running. It

should be noticed

that the first tooth

of the kick starter

is specially shaped
to allow the cogs

to mesh, no matter
Avhat the position'

of the smaller wheel
may be. -.H
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A Translucent Number Plate.

History repeats itself. Tlie Motor Cijde for Sept.
2jrd describes on page 312 a translucent number
plate, incorporating a ruby rear light. In the first

London-Edinburgh run (unless memory deceives me)
Mr. Elyard Brown used . an electric head lamp, fed
by accumulators ; and in the following year his firm

(V'andervells) made a valise for the rear carrier,

which contained, in addition to tools and kit, a couple
of twenty ampere hour accumulators which supplied
an electric head lamp, and also fed a smaller bulb
illuminating a transparent number and a ruby "disc in

the tail plate of the valise. The notion was abandoned
because the accumulators suffered from vibration and
required charging at rather brief intervals.

Cobbles and Setts.

I quite agree that the Warrington-Preston route has
been unduly maligned. Though I have not used it

lately, I have traversed it dozens of times, and I never
saw any reason to single out its surfaces for special

denunciation. Its evil reputation rather depends, I

fancy, on the fact that it is one of the few thirty-mile

suburban sections which provincial riders strike when
touring. Its surfaces have never been excellent, and
it is always easy to miss one's routes over a section
of this length where there are plenty of people about,
as one misses a direction post when one is watching
carts and pedestrians and cyclists with close suspicion.

In reality its transit is very like such a jaunt as those
on the loop routes round London, e.g., Kingston to

Windsor. The roads vary from fair to bad, turnings
are frequent, trafific usually pretty heavy, and pedes-
trians numerous, especially at certain times in the
flay. But the provincial rider, when on tour, is

unaccustomed to thirty-mile suburban strips. He
strikes the Warrington to Preston strip oftener than its

few rivals, and he detests it accordingly. Nevertheless,
though setts are not enjoyable, they are far, far better

than the virulent pot-holes occasionally encountered
along the motor 'bus routes round London, a species

of abomination now spreading to some Midland dis-

tricts, as the motor 'bus is being applied to linking

up deficiencies in the railway services.

Double Expanding Countershaft Pulley Gears.
I believe the earliest of all these gears was the Low,

of which I formed the happiest impressions ; and I

confess it has alw^ays been a puzzle to me that the

design has never been made a commercial success. I

never found any reason in practice to justify the

Accusations of belt slip commonly urged against it._

On the contrary, the contact area at low ratios was
proportionately far larger than is obtained with the

single variable pulley now in vogue, and the construc-

tion was simpler and probably cheaper. I have long

expected some designer of high-powered sidecar or

:ycle car outfits to revive this transmission, with double

belts and double pulleys, one on each side of the

lony^
BY 'ixion'

COMt^S^J:<X^
engine; anil I see no reason why such a device should

not be quite as satisfactory as chain transmissions.

Admittedly, its best chance rests with the lower-

powered outfits, as precision in gear ratios is of com-

paratively small account when one has heaps of engine

power in reserve; but when. a. ^]4 h.p. engine is set

to drag a tremendousjoad, hill work is vastly improved

when the correct ratio can be selected for every

gradient. I hope it will- be given a fresh show by

some large maker.

Spring Frames and the Next Competition Season.

Supposing that the freak hill policy is maintained

when competitions recommence, the users of spring

frames will find that their machines enjoy enormous

advantages on rough surfaces. I have tested a few

spring frames lately, and I always find that tyre

adhesion is vastly better when the rear half of the

machine is sprung. I should put the improvement at

nearly 50% in the case of a first class springing device,

and everybody knows that tyre adhesion is the real

crux on a freak hill, especially with three-wheelers.

It counts for less on a two-wheeler, because there is

always plenty of power available on. solo mounts in

such events, and the driver can afford to throttle down,

but even the solo rider will score if his frame is sprung.

He may be able to get tyre adhesion of a sort, he his

frame rigid or sprung, but with a rigid frame quite half

the entrants get unseated on a really bad hill, because

the violent bouncings upset their steering, and they

either fail to correct their swerves, or handle their

controls so clumsily that the engine finally baulks

—

any spectator of a trial up such a mild hill as Amulree

will remember that 60% of the entry usually fail from

these two causes alone, both of which would be hugely

modified by a good sprung frame. So I warn the

trade that 'certain firms are busily going ahead with

sprung frames, and that these firms will reap a colossal

advertisement from the Six Days Trials when peace

returns.

A Cycle Car Testimony.

One of our staff bears similar testimony from the

cycle- car standpoint. Not long ago he purchased a

cycle" car, the springing of which was unsatisfactory.

After a time he. added a pair of shock tibsprbers to

the rear ^xle, and the improvement in the riding was

the least of his pleasures. He found he could now

climb many slopes on top gear which had formerly

necessitated a change down. This was due, in part,

to the fact that the'increased comfort induced him to

rush them at higher speeds. But it was further partly

ascribable to the fact that his rear tyres now secured

a constant and even grip, whereas before the absorbers

were fitted his engine must have felt as if he were

alternately accelerating, declutching, and braking,

seeing that his tsTes had never been in road contact

for more than half a minute at a time. For this

reason better tvre wear has also resulted.

A9
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The Mechanical Testing of Metals
AND THEIR INTERNAL STRUCTURE.
INSTALMENT. Bj

are now about to consider

CONCLUDING

THE tests which we
have been devised as a consequence of the

fracture of normally strong steels when sub-

jected to insignificant stresses. The fact that metals

would fail when subjected to stresses below their

elastic limit was known before 1849, when the question

of the use of iron in railway construction was con-

sidered by a Royal Commission. Certain other tests

will be dealt with as they group themselves with the

question of structure. The series of dynamic bending
tests are conveniently known under the general name
of impact tests. Most motor works now insist upon
various parts of the motor being subjected to one or

other of these tests.

Shock Fracture.
It is often desirable to find the energy which is

required to bring about fracture by the application

of a single blow. The metal is

fi.xed at one end whilst a pen-

dulum weight is allowed to strike

the piece in the course of its fall

from a fixed height. A test of

this nature is frequently applied

to railway couplings, which are

subjected to shock fracture when
a heavily loaded train is started

"suddenly. The falling weight

consists of a pendulum of about

30 cwts. which strikes an anvil

consisting of a second pendulum
of about 4 tons weight, to which
one end of the coupling is

bolted. The other end of the coupling is attached to

a firm foundation. Thus, when the small pendulum
is allowed to fall from a measured height,

the energy of the blow can be calculated in

foot-tons, and after the coupling has broken,

the height to which the anvil is swung can
be used to calculate the energy above that

used to break the coupling. Thus a convenient

comparison can be made between the slowlv

applied breaking load given by the tensile

testing machine and the shock load which
the impact machine exerts. The microscope
shows that an entirely different fracture occurs in

the two cases—the former we have discussed. In the

case of a -suddenly applied load,

the fracture occurs at the cleav-

age planes of the crystal?. These
are planes closely related to the

crystalline structure, and are

planes along which there is a

tendency for the crystal to split.

This splitting along certain

planes is often noticed when a

blow is applied to a piece-of coal

or the common mineral calc-spar.

Repeated shock fracture tests

are also applied to metals.

Small blows of the order of

ARTHUR MARKS, F.I.C . A.R.CS.. A.RS.M-

the test piece of metal, supported at its two ends,

and w^ith a groove cut round it at the position

where the hammer strikes. The specimen is turned

over after each blow. Various devices on the

principle of either the tilt hammer or drop hammer
are used for the purpose of delivering a large number

of small blows. For example^ a machine might dehver

at will fifty J-^in. blows per minute, or 150 lin. blows

per minute, or intermediate values. Comparisons of

the resistance of various steels to these repeated impact

tests, using the same size pieces for the tests, gave the

following figures :

NUMBER OF BLOWS BEFORE FRiYCTURE (85 per Minute, Jin. Drop).

Repeated impact

fracture.

0*6 per cent, carbon

steel, 1 in. blow. Broken

after 6,600 blows.

%c.
Carbon
Steel. % Ni.

Nickel
SteeL % N<.

Nickel
Chroniium. % Cf.

0.04 12,500 03 14,000
i

'' 123,000 1.25

0.3 44,000 2.0 19,000 3.2 96,000 1.70

0.5 44,000 25-0 C4.000 4-5 156,000 1.45

-,-0/
25/0 nickel steel for a

number of small blows
The advantage of using a

valve which receives a large

whilst working is evident from the table, and the

remarkable resistance of a nickel chromium steel is

also shown. Each of these steels consists of Austenite,

whereas the carbon steel shows ferrite and pearlite

under the microscope. By hardening the higher carbon

steels and annealing them, thereby producing a

sorbitic structure, the resistance to repeated impact

is raised.

The fracture takes place by gradual cracking of the

metal. Small fissures start in the metal which gradually

grow until the specimen breaks quickly across the

uncracked portion.

BALL BEARINQ
MAIN BEARING

p / -^ BA

MOTOR

tf >
.s

L J

Method of testing metals by applying alternating

stresses.

Repeated impact

fracture.

0'6 per cent, carbon-

steel, Hin. blow. Broken
alter 1.800 blows.

AIO

four-inch-pounds are applied to

OIL DASH POT >3^-£:-

Historicallv the rotating

bend tests of Wohler are

most interesting. To-day
the Wohler test is carried out in the machine sketched/

The hollow test piece is rotated rapidly by the

motor, whilst the free end is held down under a

definite weight. The number of rotations required t'

break the test piece is counted, and by treating thi

various metals under the same conditions the relation-

ship of their resistance to a bending stress can h
obtained. Thus in the case of a carbon steel thel

quenched metal after annealing withstood 43,000,001

revolutions, whereas the softened metal only withstooi

27,000,000 revolutions under the same load. .„-,

Alternating bend tests have been used on shorf:^,'

lengths of metal in which the test piece of about 3in.

length is gripped at one end and the other end bent ' I
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The Mechanical Testing of Metels.—

to and fro, either by means of a long lever by hand
or l)y a pistoti actuated by means of an electric
Vibration -tests in which

ot an electric motor,
a long rod of metal fixed at

one end and vibrated at the other end bv means of
an electro-magnet have also been devised and
regularly employed.

bend

are

The alternating

carried out, and

<</,• tfl '/'',

tests are easily and rajiidly

are, therefore, frequently used.
Vibration tests are very impor-
tant, since the reflected vibrations
may encounter the next eman-
ating vibration, mth the result
that considerable stresses are
produced. Similarly, stresses

greater than the metal will stand
are frequently produced by the
arresting of vibrations at some
point in the metal causing cracks
which ultimately result in frac-

ture. Cases are known in which
the excessive vibration in steering
rods, due to rough roads, have
resulted in fracture owing to this

cause. Strengthening by increasing the cross section of
the metal was at one time vainly practised on large con-
necting rods with the object of reducing the possibility
of fracture. It was very soon found that this
method of overcoming vibration effects w-.s an
aggravation of the evil, and the design of these
motor parts now takes vibration effects into con-
sideration.

Single blow fracture.

Micro - photograph
showing fracture across

ferrite and pearlite.

Photographs of fractures produccl iiy various
mediods are shown in the accomijanving figures. 'J'iic

proce.ss of fracture in all lhe.se cases is due to the
development of small flaws in the metal. These are
at first only microscopic, and, as the reader will have
gathered, are most readily developed in the metallo-
graphic constituent ferrite, which is common, to the
softer steels. The formation of these flaws takes pla<e
by the gradual development of slip-bands in the crystal
of the metal. A complete proof
of this was given byEwing and
Humphrey, who obtained a
series of photographs at 1,000
magnification of the same crystal

of metal after it had been sub-
jected to 1,000, 2,000, lO.COO,
and 40,000 reversals of a stress

of 12.4 tons per square inch.
The gradual increase in the
microscopic bands parallel to

one another was clearly shown
in the successive photographs.

Tensile fracture.

Micro - photograph

In conclusion, we may note
s''""'"? elongated

4-u«+/\ u^ 1. p crystals, and rracturethat (i) whatever type of re- J,„33 p,,,,;,, ,„j
peated stress a metal is sub- ferrite.

jected to, even though the stress

is below the elastic limit, the metal mav break
if the stress is repeated a sufficient number of times;
and (2) the fracture of the metal occurs by the develop-
ment of cracks through the crystals of tire metal, and
not by the so-called crystallisation of the metal under
the repeated stress.

An Indian Two-stroke Lightweight.
HITHERTO America has not favoured the two-

stroke lightweight, or, at any rate, no specimen
has found its way to this country, but it was

evident, with the knowledge and experience which
American manufacturers have had in two-stroke engines

applied particularly to marine work, that an American
two-stroke motor cycle on up-to-date lines would not
be^ long in signalling its arrival. Consequently,
we were not really surprised when Mr. W. H. Wells,

in outlining his 1916 programme^ to us last week,
mentioned that an entirely new Indian two-stroke

lightweight would shortly make its appearance. The
Hendee Co. have during the past year bought and
tested samples of the leading^ British lightweights,

and have designed one which will be no less attractive

in its class than the twin-cylinder machines which
have made the Indian name famous. The new
lightweight is a two-stroke engine of the three-port

type, and is rated at 2^ h.p. It has a tSree-speed

gear box and kick starter—a miniature replica of

those fitted to the heavier models, which, by the

way, are to be modified in design in 1916, having

two sliding pinions instead of the one formerly used

—

and an enclosed chain drive.

The control is by Bowden wire mechanism. The
spring front fork is of exactly the same type as fitted

to the earliest Indians imported in this country. In
fact, the whole machine bears a strong resemblance"
to the original iSl h.p. Indian motor cycle of about

1907, except that the engine in the latest model is

fitted vertically in the loop frame, in accordance with
accepted practice. We have seen photographs of

the forerunner of the type, but further amendments
to conform to English ideas will be made before it

will be exposed to the public gaze. It is a neat and
workmanlike mount, and a feature of this new Indian,

we were told, is its silence. The Hendee Co.
have particularly mentioned that most of the examples
they have tried are noisy, but the design they have
adopted is noticeably quiet in running, thanks to its

large capacity silencer and extension pipe.

MORE NORTON RECORDS.
D. R. O'Donovan has been record breaking again,

and very successfully too. His mount was, of course,

a Norton, and on this occasion (on September 22nd)
he went for tiie Brooklands sidecar records, and
succeeded in lowering both the existing times for

classes G (500 c.c. limit), H (750 c.c. limit), and I

(1,000 c.c. limit). The single-cylinder Norton has a bore

and stroke of 79x100 mm. =490 c.c, and O'Dono-
van's time for the five miles was 5m. 6i/^s., equalling

a speed of 5.8.78 m.p.h. The records lowered are that

made by J. Cocker with a 499 c.c. Triumph at a speed

of 58.06 m.p.h., by E. B. Ware on a 744 c.c. Zenith

at a speed of 58.10 m.p.h., and by A. V. Sumner
on a 964 c.c. Zenith at a speed of 53.25 m.p.h.

The equipment of O' Donovan's Norton included

Dunlop tyres, Lycett saddle, and C.-^.V. magneto;

Pratt's spirit and Speedwell oil were used.
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Hill-climbing in Lakeland.

SCENES DURING THE HILL-CLIMBING EXPEDITION REFERRED TO BY Mr. J. COHEN.
(I.) A 3J h,p. Bradbury being ridden up Honister Pass, from the Buttermere side, by A. G. Robinson.

(2.) J. Cohen, riding a 4 h.p. Norton, on Stoneythwaite Rake.

(3.) Crossing the river Duddon, after surmounting Wrynose Pass, on a 4 h.p. Norton, with Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear.

(4.) At the summit of Wrynose Pass. BJ h.p. Bradbury (left) and 4 h.p. Norton machines, which made the climb.

AFTER reading the interesting article describing

the conquest of the Wrynose Pass from the

eastward side by a lady driver of a 6 h.p.

Enfield and sidecar, and the challenge with which
the article concludes, I venture the opinion tliat the

route is hardly practicable for competition purposes.

There are numerous places where it would be highly

dangerous, if not impossible, for one sidecar to attemjit

to pass another owing to the narrowness of the track.

As often as not the latter passes either between two
banks or between a boulder-strewn bank and a^

precipice protected by a mere apology for a wall.

On July 3rd of last year, when out testing the

Sturmey-Archer counter.shaft gear, I .succeeded in

surmounting the Wrynose Pass mounted on a ^i h.p.

Rover with sidecar and passenger (seated in sidecar),

the lowest gear being 12A to i. One stoppage only
was required, and this was to remove one or two large

boulders, which prevented progress on a part which
has since been repaired (?). No attempt was made
to lighten the machine, and. full luggage for two was
carried.

On June 29th of this year a friend (Mr. G. Robin-
son) and myself, mounted respectively on a 3^ h.p.

'>4 . -

Bradbury and a 4 h.p. Norton, both solo, easily

negotiated the climb non-stop. We descended the far

side to Duddon Bridge on to LTpha, leaving the road

to make a successful attack on Stoneythwaite Rake,

which, in my humble opinion, is the worst hill for

sheer continued gradient that I have yet encountered.
^

Our gears were as follow:" Bradbury, 4}^ top, 63-^^

middle, 9:^ bottom; Norton, 4^ top. 7^ middle, 12

1

bottom. The bottom gear on the Norton was nevef?

used on the Wrynose Pass, and only used up Stoney-

thwaite to permit the driving wheel to grip.

Mr. Abraham's remarks on road repairs are quite*

justified. The repairs on the Wrynose apparently

consisted of some soft red mud and grass, with a

few stones here and there to facilitate skidding.

J. Cohen, 'j

A LAKE DISTRICT WARNING.
The ten-mile speed limit order in operation at

Staxelev is likely to be strictly enforced by the local

police authorities at any time. The Automobile

Association learns that traps are being worked ii

the villages of \\indermere, Bowness, and Ambleside.^ I
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents arc
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legah-
<luestions should be marked ' Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Leaky Ciank Case.

My engine is in pieces, because
tlie crank case leaks badly.
How can I best pack it up to

prevent such leakage?—M.G.T.
ay V

aliascrank case the leal^age is, we can only
tell you that if it occurs at the joint, fit

a washer consisting of brown paper
soaked in boiled linseed oil.

A Carburetter Blow-back.
I have a 2'^ h.p. twin-cylinder

^ machine which consumes (or

> wastes) an abnormal quantity of
-^ petrol, its average consumption

being about 30 m.p.g. I have
discovered that a puff of gas is blown
out of the carburetter air _ intake at

each stroke of the piston, and when
the air intake is fully open this pun
is so heavily laden with petrol that the
moisture is visible on the bare hand.
I do not think this happens at the
exhaust stroke, as the puff is not hot.
If this accounts for the waste, can you
help me to remedy it. The carburetter
is radically wrongly set.—W.J.C.

The blow-back through the air intake is

probably due to weak inlet valve springs
or wrong timing. Possibly you are using
too large a jet. You should also see that
your inlet valves have not too miich open-
ing. See " Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them."

Taxes.

I am interested in your answer

qI to "T.R." in a recent issue.

> (1.) Is there any reduction in
-i-l the £1 tax for registration in

the last three months of the
year? (2.) Is there anything further
to be done to satisfy the law, whether
in ordinary times or during the present
war conditions? (3.) Should these

_ things be done before taking delivery
of a motor cycle?—W.E-.D.

(1.) Yes, if the local ta.xatiou licence is

taken out on or after October 1st half
fees are charged. This, however, does
not apply if the machine is purchased
before that date. (2.) You have, of
course, to take out a driving licence,
and register the machine. (3.) The
driving licence must certainly be pro-
cured De-fore you take the machine out.
As soon as these numbers are applied
for, the County Council begin to make
enquiries as to whether or not you have
obtained a local taxation licence.

Breaking Spokes.

I am the possessor of a 4^ h.p.

1915 all-chain combination, and
have had practically no trouble
except from broken back wheel
spokes ; in all I have ' broken

eight at different times. Each one of
my motor cycling friends has a
different reason for the breakages,
e.;/., pot-holey roads, tension of spokes
originally too great, strain at corners,
"chugging" when going very slowly
on high gear, etc. Can you suggest
the correct reason ? The spokes always
break off at the hub on the chain
side of the back wheel.

—

Scotty.

The suggestions of your friends are

quite sound ; every reason gi,ven may be
the correct one. The spokes break
because the stress upon them is greater
than they' are capable of standing, they
may have been too large in the first

place, or the spoke tension may have
been uneven, thus throwing more strain

on one spoke than another. We should
advise a stouter gauge.

Petrol Consumption.

"There are one or two points

about my 2^^ h.p. I should be
much obliged if you would
explain : (1.) The makers say
120 m.p.g. is a fair average.

This machine, when I bought it new
three months ago, had a 31 jet, and
I got about 80 m.p.g. I changed it

for a 28 jet, and am getting about 85
m.p.g. I should be quite satisfied if

I got about 110. (2.) How often should
the carbon deposit be removed from
the cylinder? I have run it about
1,400 miles, and the engine soon begins
to knock.

—

ex.
(1.) Very few 2^ h.p. machines give

the low consumption claimed. Not that
these consumptions are impossible, but
the fact remains that the ordinary driver
does not worry very much, but drives
a<;cording' to his own inclination. If

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.
Duplicatets of photographe appearing in

' THE MOTOR OTCLE " will be suppUe-!
at the followine rates; Unnionnted print*,

half-plate. 1/6 post free: mounted, !/9 poet
free. This refers to photographs taken by
'• THE MOTOE CYCLE " operators.
Order*, which mnst be accompanied with

remittance, should be addressed to the Photo-
graphic Department— Ilifle and Sons Limited
20, Tudor Street. London, E.G.

anyone tries to get an unusually low

consumption, it is comparatively easy to

do so at the risk of slight discomfort.

For instance, you have to keep the speed

down to about twenty miles an hour,

advance the spark fully, drive on the

"throttle, and coast down every con-

ceivable hill, giving !50 much air that the

engine misfires when you attempt to

slow down. Still, yuu should easily g^t

100 miles to the gallon with this machine,
and you might try using a still smaller

jet. (2.) You might decarbonise the
engine every 1,500 or 2,000 miles.

What to do in a Thunderstorm.

(1.) Is it safe to ride on in a

^ thunderstorm '.' I was caught

> in one a short time ago, when
-5-1 the lightning was very bad, but

was informed that the tyres,

being non-conductors, made it safer

for me to be on the machine than
when sheltering. Have you known
any motor cyclist killed by lightning?

(2.) What do you consider a reason-

able mileage for a back tyre on a

3^ h.p. solo machine? (3.) Is a

speedometer likely to be out of order

when it makes a distinct squeak when
I am pushing or going slowly, as if

a needle were rubbing on the glass?

—

J.J.B.

(1.) As the tyres are non-conductors, we
should say it would be much more
dangerous to be on the machine than
off it. The fact that the machine would
be insulated from the ground, if the

roads were dry, would render you far

more liable to damage than if it were
a conductor, and the current on its

way to earth were not obstructed. On
wet roads, on the other hand, the

machine being a good conductor, there

would be less chance of damage. It is

vei-j' rare, however, that lightning

strikes a moving object, and we have
no record of any motor cyclist being
struck while on his machine," or even
near it. If you aie out in a thunder-

storm, _and do not care ,to ride through
it, it is best to leave the machine and
Stand well away from trees. (2.) About
3,000 miles. (3.) . The sq^reak is pro-

bably due to some part of the speedo-

meter being dry. Detach the cable

and squirt some oil in. This will

probably run down. A drop or -tn'o of

oil each end would be advisable.
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Hints on Changing Gear.

(1.) My machine is a 1912
Triumph, htted with an N.S.U.
speed gear. Is it advisable to

lift exhaust when changing
gear? I always do so, but

have been told not to. (2.) The
machine, after running a short dis-

tance, takes full air, with throttle

very little open, say for a speed of

20 m.p.h. This looks like too large a

jet—I have never seen it, so cannot
say the size—but I am. getting 100

miles to the gallon. The machine runs
very well, but would it run .slower

on top gear with smaller jet, and do
you advise fitting one? The slowest

speed now is 9 or 10 m.p.h. (3.) Why
is the smoke from my long fish-tail

exhaust black, but it is hardly notice-

able unless one looks closely, whilst
smoke from most machines is grey and
very noticeable ? I have used two
or three different makes of oil, but
the smoke is always this dark, almost
invisible, colour.—H.C.A.

(1.) It is advisable to lift the exhaust
when changing gear. The gear is one
which is rather slow to change, and
consequently while changing from low
to high, or yjce versd, the engine would
be racing if its speed were not checked
by some means. (2.) If you are getting
100 miles to the gallon, do not worry
about the size -ef the jet. It appears
to be perfectly satisfactoi'y ; the slow
-running is also good. (3.) Black smoke,
on the other hand, certainly does point
to too strong a mixture, caused by too
large a jet, but if the valves are stand-
ing up well, and the machine is other-
wise satisfactory, we think you might
almost leave things as they are.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

Is a two-stroke engine of 349 c.c.

?' more powerful than a four-stroke
twin of the same c.c. ? My 21

-2J h.p. Douglas is rather slow to
start on Tow gear, also slow to

pick up on a hill, especially if there is

a hill after taking a corner, for which
I have had to throttle down. The
engine lias done about 1,500 miles since
last taken down. The plugs are often
sooty although I do not appear to be
giving too much oil, as the needle
gauge is only turned about four marks,
or less than half-way. My carburetter
is an Amac, with No. 26 jet. The air

I keep full open unless, of course, when
starting, but I can drive for miles with-
out touching the air lever.—L.W.

The two-stroke engine gives more power,
especially at slow speeds, than a four-

stsoke engine of the same cylinder
capacity. The engine in question is par-
ticularly good at accelerating, especially

on the low gear up hUl. The engine
should be decarbonised, the valves ground
in, and, if necessary, new valve springs
should be fitted. If you look to these
points we think that you will find the
machine will be greatly improved in run-
ning. Also, it is possible that you may
be using rather too high a gear. It

would be advisable to fit an adjustable
pulley. See that the tappet clearances,
when the engine is warm, are about
equal to the thickness of the paper on
which this journal is printed. The car-
buretter seems to be properly adjusted.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

•' G.H.S." (Dartford).—Whittle belt
for use with 3^ h.p. Triumph

" E.B." (Yorks.).—Stelastic tyre on
back wheel of a 6 h.p. twin with sidecar.
Mileage and freedom from puncture.

" T.R.F." (London). — Four-cylinder
Henderson. Comfort, reliability, and
consumption.

" P.K.S." (Brooklands). — Velocette
two-stroke. Reliability, economy, silence,
hill-climbing, and slow running.
"S.J.W." (Portsmouth).—General effi-

ciency and belt wear with Grado pulley
on 6-7 h.p. twin.

Sheffield to Blackpool.—J.W.M.
Sheffield, Midhopestones, Penistone,

Huddersfield, Elland, Hebden Bridge,
Todmorden, Burnley, Accrington, Black-

burn, Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool
Approximately 92^ miles.

Halste.\d to Northampton'.—R.C.

Halstead, Haverhill, Cambridge, Cax-
ton, Eltisley, St. Neots, Kimbolton,
Higham Ferrers, Northampton. Approxi
mately 83 miles.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Walsall to Cheddar.^H.E.R.

Walsall, Wednesbury, Tutbury, Brier-
ley Hill, Stourbridge, Kidderminster,
Worcester, Tewkesbury, Gloucester,
Bristol, Axbridge, Cheddar.

Tenbury to London.—D.W.
Tenbury, Witley, Droitwich, Alcester,

Stratford - on - Avon, Banbury, Aynho,
Bicester, Aylesbury, Tring, Berkhamp-
sted, Watford, Edgware, London.
Approximately 140 miles.

Chobham to Clacton-on-Sea.—E.H.

Chobham, Windsor, Slough, Uxbridge,
Rickmansworth, Watford, St. Albans,

Hatfield, Hertford, Bishop's Stortford,

Dunmow, Braintree, Coggeshall, Col-

chester, Thorrington, Clacton-on-Sea.

.

Approximately 116 miles.

York to Taunton.—F.W.W.
York, Tadcaster, Aberford, Brotherton,

Wentbridge, Doncaster, Worksop, ISTans-

field, Nottingham, Loughborough, Lei-

cester, Wolvey, Coventry, Warwick,
Wellesbourne, Halford, Moreton-i:i-the-

Marsh, Stow-on-the-Wold, Cirencei?ter,

Malmesbury, Chippenham, Bath, Rad-
stock, Wells, Glastonbury, Durston
Taunton.

Stranraer to Tipperaby.—M.J.K.
The distance from Stranraer to Larne

by sea is twenty miles. Your best route
from Larne to Tipperary would be

:

Larne, Carrickfergus, Belfast, Lisburn,
Dromore, Banbridge, Newry, Dundalk,
Ardee, Kells, Clonmellon, Mullingar,
Ballymore, Athlone, Ferbane, Cloghan,
Birr,

. Roscrea, Templemore, Thurles,
Cashel, Tipperary. The distance is ap-
proximately 252 miles.

Blackpool to Ramsgate.—T.C.

Blackpool, Kirkham, Preston, Wigan,
Warrington, Tarporley, ^ATiitchurch.

Wellington, Bridgnorth, Kiddermiuster,
Worcesterj Cheltenham, Cirencester;

Fairford, Faringdon, Wantage, Streatley,

Reading, Riseley, Hook, Odiham, Farn-

ham, Guildford, Shere, Dorking, Eeigate.

Redhill, Westerham, Leatherhead, Wro-
tham Heath, Maidstone, Lenham, Char-
ing, Canterbury, Sturry, Ramsgate. Ap-
proximately 245 miles.

DRIVING CONTRASTS,
A twenty-one year old road roller, with its driver, on the left, and his 2k h.p. Sun,

which he rides during his leisure hours. Both the driver and his assistant (standing by the

side of the Abingdon King Dick) have accompanied the engine since it was new. The latter

is still going strong, but the driver prefers the two-stroke as a runabout I

i
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TRAINING CYCLISTS FOR THE M.M.G.S.
How a Six Days' Course is Sufficient to Produce a Good Sidecar Driver.

Tlie Simplicity of the Motor Cycle Exemplified.

Ascending a grassy rise. Stopping and starting on this climb form one of the final tests.

WHEN recruiting for the Motor Machine Gun
Service 'vyas in full swing, it was often found
that a cyclist of good physique but lacking

knowledge of the driving of a motor cycle could not

be accepted. Being aware of this fact, Mr. W. H.
Carson, on behalf of his firm, Bayliss, Thomas, and
Co., makers of the Excelsior, offered his services in

the training of novice recruits, which patriotic offer

was communicated to Lieut.-Col. Bradley, Command-
ing Officer of the M.M.G.S., who readily assented to

the proposal outlined by the Editor.

Since that time many raw recruits have found a way
into the M.M.G.S. as motor cyclists, and are, more-
over, possessed of some mechanical and theoretical

knowledge in addition to driving experience.

Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas, and Co. entered into the

scheme in a practical manner, placing qualified in-

structors, including Mr. W. H. Carson (the manager)
and Mr. E. Milton, in charge of the work. They
have provided a room at the works for lecture purposes,

and other facilities to enable the recruits, not enly

to handle and drive the- machines in an efficient and
capable manner, but to understand thoroughly the

mechanism and working.

It is interesting to follow the recruits from the time

they commence their tuition until the inspection by the

examining officer. After being accepted, the men are

medically examined and attested at the local recruiting

office, and from that day they at once receive pay and
billeting allowance, and are, of course, subject to

military orders and discipline. As such they are turned
over to the Excelsior school, and, if tl>eir progress at

the end of a week's training is satisfactory, they are

certified efficiejit by the inspecting officer and sent to

the M.M.G.S. training centre.

Theory and Practice.

Arriving at the school in batches of six, the majority

of the men have never handled or driven a motor cycle

before, 'and it is assumed they know absolutely nothing

of the subject. The first day they attend lectures in

a room well stocked with such books as " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them," "Tracing
Troubles," which they can take home and study in

their spare time. On the walls are large sectional

drawings of engines, gears, carburetters, and mag-

netos. Still more useful, perhaps, are the sectional

working models, and the large nmnber of parts dis-

mantled which can be assembled to illusU-ate the par-

ticular topic under discussion. In addition to the parts

of an Excelsior engine is a splendid sectional work-

ing model of a 3^2 h.p. Triumph engine kindly loaned

by the Triumph Co. The men are not rushed through

the course, but the function and action of each and

every particular part are described and explained. They
are made to feel that their success as motor machine

gunners and drivers depends on their individual atten-

tion to make the most of the opportunities offered.

Questions and enquiries, however foolish they may
seem, are encouraged. Very often a foolish question

results in greater knowledge being imparted than if it

had not been asked. It is found that a morning and

afternoon lecture of two to two and a half hours each

supply the necessary preliminary insight into the

mysteries of a motor. The men are then conducted to

the works, and an engine started on the bench to afford

a demonstration of the explanatory work of the day.

E5
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Tiaining Cyclisis !or the-M.M.G.S.—

In the evening they attend aiuther lecture, this time

by Mr. Geoffrey Smith, editor of The Motor Cycle,

whose subject is usually on possible sources of trouble

and stoppages likely to be met with on the road, and

. the easiest method of tracing the cause.

On the second day the road test begins, and driving

lessons are given in real earnest. They are taken to a

common, where there is no danger to other road users,

and not until the men are thoroughly proficient in

handling and controlling a 5-6 h.p. motor cycle and

sidecar are they allowed any road or traffic riding.

Teaching Recruits to Drive.

E-Kcelsiors are used, chiefly 5-6 h.p. singles with

three-speed countershaft and chain drive. After the

men have thoroughly mastered these, they are allowed

on a 5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar, which is the private

property of one of the instructors. The first thing to

be taught is how to start up the engine, and this is

not always as easy as one would imagine. It must be

remembered the men are raw novices, not motor
cyclists. "On one occasion, in a batch of six men, not

one could start the engine during a period of i ^3

SEPTEMBER 301It, 1915.

iiours, though every time the instructor demonstrated

he did it first kick. It-is just a matter of knack, but

within two days each and all of these same men could

accomplish it first time.

The actual machine first used is what is generally

known in the works as the " 'Bus." It consists of a

5-6 h.p. Excelsior, to which is attached a rather wide
and extra strong chassis, on which a large box is

mounted. Into this box five of the men are crammed,
with an additional one on the carrier, with Mr. Milton,

the instructor, driving. The chief reason the " 'bus
"

is used is the fact that it is difficult to overturn owing
to its weight and width ; this naturally gives the men
more confidence.

With the instructor in the box, the novice is shown
how to engage the first speed. He is kept on the first

speed entirely, to get the hang of the steering, being
made constantly to stop and start the machine, using,

brakes, etc., on both up and down gradients. Then
when confidence and proficiency are attained, the

second speed is brought into use, and lastly the third

or top. As the men get more used to the machines
they have to run into ditches and are expected to dri\:e

out without assistance. They then perform circle?

_ and figufe eights in the

|| smallest of space, with
"i and without passengers.

;' Also to steer tortuous
courses between ob-
structions which only
allow for a margin 'of

6in. each side of the

machine. This with
and without passengers.

TR.4INING CYCLISTS
FOR THE ARMY
MOTOR CYCLIST
SECTIONS.

Performing circles and the

ngure " 8 " in and out of goal

posts, and ascending short

stiff rises, form part of the
dally training.

b6
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The Country's Call.

No arm in the service has figured more

prominently or with greater distinction

than the Motor Cycle Dispatch Rider in

this world struggle of the nations, and

no motor has shown greater adaptability

from peace to war conditions, and

proved its great superiority under the

unparalleled conditions prevailing, than

the Trusty Triumph.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
GLASGOW - . ... 14, WATERLOO STREET.

m answen ng this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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SUITABLE FOR
ENGINES

UP TO 8 H.P. TWIN

SELF-CONTAINED
UNIT.

NEAT IN
DESIGN..

ROBUST
CON-

STRUCTION

EASY IN
MANIPULATION. -

GEAR RATIO 4, 6-4
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4 SPEEDS.

KICK-START.

EFFICIENT CLUTCH.

DOG CLUTCH
CHANGE

THROUGHOUT.

LARGE PULLEY.

ALL GEARS
CONSTANTLY IN

MESH.

THE ONLY SLIDING PART.

The IDEAL GEAR—MATERIALISED.
JARDINE, NOTTINGHAM.
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TAKE IT AND
TEST IT!
You can have this superb speedometer on

trial for thirty days. All Stewart Speedo-

meters may be had that way. The customer

pays for the instrument, is allowed 30 days

to determme whether it is as good as it is

stated to be, and then, if not satisfied, he

simply returns the speedometer and has the

price refunded.

Model R (illustrated) registers from Zero to 75 miles,

season mileage to 10,000 and repeating, and 100 mile

trip register. Heavily nickelled finish, and nickel flexible

shaft complete the most wonderful value in Motor Cycle

Speedometers ever offered.

MOTOR CYCLE
SPEEDOMETER

BOOKLET SENT POST FREE UPON REQUEST.
The Coopcr-Stcwart Engineering Co., Ltd.
11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

50/-
b8 In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Training Cyclists for the M.M.G.S.—

Then comes a surprise. One day they find a much
nicer looking sidecar attached to the machine, which
is an extremely light wicker model on a much
narrower chassis. All are anxious to try the new
mount, and they are at once set to cut the customary
figure eights and circles. But almost before they have
started the machine they find the sidecar over their

head, much to their surprise and the amusement of

their companions.
It must not be thought. that tliis is done for amuse-

ment. It is really serious business, and the object is

to make each man control the speed of the machine
in such a manner as to be able to turn m the smallest

space without bringing the sidecar wheel off the

ground. This the light sidecar makes them do, no
passenger being carried. Immediately the speed is

too high up comes the sidecar. One day spent in this

manner makes the men most careful, and before the

day is over they can turn in either direction in about
the length of the machine. In fact, many can do the

left-hand turn, the sidecar wheel remaining stationary.

They are now considered ready for the road, and
it is usually started .by one or other driving

out to the common. The instructor then takes

two at a time on the road, the former being in such a

position as to be able to control the machine if neces-

sary. The machines naturally do not come off without
a scratch ; it is a common thing to have the footrests

smashed and carried right away, mudguards crumpled
up, and other minor injuries. On the common, also,

minor accidents occur. On one occasion the driver

could not pull up and went half through a hedge, with

the result that his face and hands suffered.

The results are more than satisfactory. On the

lasLday (six days only being given to each batch) the

men are inspected and put through their trials, and
in no case has one failed to pass the tests imposed.
We have been moved on more than one occasion to

express astonishment at the way the men went through

their evolutions in ^'iew of their short training. Dur-
ing the training, stoppages were purposely caused in

325

\arious manners, such as by secretly turning off the
petrol, or loosening a wire, and tiie men had to locate
and remedy the trouble. All sort of devices have been
adopted to prevent the machine working, and on some
occasions no less than three different things were done,
any of which would prevent the machine running.

Taking the men all round who have passed through
the Excelsior School, they appear to be above the

ordinary average of intelligence, and are most anxious

to get efficient. Of course, it is to be expected that

one or two will be slower in grasping the mechanical
points at once, but it is generally found they have
caught up their companions by the end of the week.
They come from all parts of the British Empire

—

North, South, East, and West—all with one idea to

serve their country. When imbued with such a spirit,

it is our duty, and at the same time a pleasure, to do
out utmost to assist them to attain their ideal.

H. J. Aplin and family, of Birmingham, on tour The machine

is a 6 h.p. New Hudson, which has given every satisfaction.

A Douglas Spring Frame.
Cantilever System of Springing applied to Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS BROS, are not^ the kind of firm to

allow the grass to grow under their feet ; con-

sequently it is not surprising to note among
the recent patents applying to motor cycles a design
for a Douglas
spring frame. We
illustrate a sj'stem

covered by the

patent specifica-

tion, which, it will

be agreed," is ex-

tremely neat in

appearance and
promises to be ex-

tremely effective ' in

its operation. It

will be noticed that

unsprung weight
has been reduced The Douglas patent spn'ng frame for motor cycles.

to a minimum. Two cantilever springs are employed;

these are attached to the main frame at their forward

extremities, and again at their centres by a clip which

is pivoted to the seat tube, while the rearmost point

is attached to the

back stays. The
, _ reason for these

two attachments to

the main frame is

to prevent any
lateral movement of

the back wheel.

The chain stays

are pivoted to the

main frame, and to

these the carrier is

secured, Id e i n g
again supported at

the top.

^1
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A 250 c.e. Power Unit Weighing 231b.
Details of a Remarkable High-speed Engine built by the A.B.C. Company for

Government Work. " Road Rider's " Impressions.

FINDING myself in the Hersham district the

other day, I called in at the A.B.C. works and

spent a most interesting hour with Mr. Gran-

ville Bradshaw. I am afraid it will disappoint many
enthusiasts to hear that the output of A.B.C. motor

cycles, as with many other British makes, is almost

entirely suspended. The research work in connection

with the 1 91 6 models is proceeding in odd moments,

as a preparation for calmer days, and I saw the

experimental engines and frames (now far advanced

towards perfection) of the famous Model C, which is

expected to do 90 m.p.h. on Brooklands, and weighs

no more than 150 lb. all on.

A Really Lightweight Engine.

As I walked about the toolshops, I became in-

creasingly conscious of an earsplitting uproar outside.

" Oh, that is our new lightweight!" I went to investi-

gate, and discovered a horizontally-opposed steel

cylinder twin, 60 mm. x 44 mm., undergoing a six

hours' test in the open air. With a fan brake attached

it was running at over 4,000 r.p.m. and developing

over 4 h.p. The, entire power unit weighs no more
than 2j,% lb., of which the magneto scales over 7 lb.

and the automatic Claudel-Hobson carburetter very

nearly 2]^ lb. The absence of vibration is so extiii-

ordinary that if a finger is pressed on the magneto at

high rates of r.p.m. it is difficult to determine by touch

alone whether the engine is running or not. This

23 lb. outfit is employed for starting up huge engines

on seaplanes, airships, and motor boats, and replaces

far more cumbrous alternatives ; in fact, the lightest

engine starter yet applied to such purposes (an elec-

tric dynamo) weighs nearly four times as much. What
a fascinating baby bicycle could be rigged up with this

delicious little engine, the workmanship of which is

absolutely superb^

Apart from the experimental 1916 models, the only

cycles coming through were a few spring-framed

machines ordered by the Government for a district

where rigid frames are officially considered imprac-

ticable. N.B.—The War Office considers spring

frames unnecessary in France and Flanders.

In the engine department the two-throw cr-«nkshafr

' of a colossal aviation engine was one of the most

interesting exhibits. Imagine seven connecting rods

crowded together on each of two crank pins, the

length of each pin being about 5in. Yet with roller

bearings these dimensions are found quite practical.

Increasing Cooling Capacity.
The big lathe turns out a completely machined

cylinder for the 3^^ h.p. 500 c.c. engine in thirty-five

minutes, the fins being machined and the bore drilled

out at one operation. This time economy renders the

steel cylinder cheaper than the ordinary iron castings.

Mr. Bradshaw was very " cockahoop " over a wee
discovery anent the treatment of the cylinder tore.

The alteration from standard methods of finishing the

bored surfaces results in the engine keeping 20%
cooler, e.g., with the big aviation engines the radiator

surface can be reduced to that amount, with valuable

economies in \yeight. On the air-cooled cvcle cylin-

ders the risk of overheating is correspondingly elimi-

nated. A very neat mechanical oil pump will figure

on all models when manufacture resumes its ''normal

round.

I have seldom visited a factory where magnificent

workmanship and a high degree of technical know-
ledge were so happily combined, and 1 venture to

prophesy that the A.B.C. machines will achieve a

formidable reputation alike on road and track when
once motor cycling settles down to routine work
again.

The 248 c c. two-

cylinder A.B.C.

engine made for

Government work

The foot rule on the

left will give an idea

of its size

I
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A 250 CO. Power Unit Weighing 23 lb.—

Ill !hc meantime, the works are keeping tlieir hand
well in with the 500 c.c. air-cooled pattern, which is

in great demand with the services for running the
dynamos of portable searchlights, in which duty it

represents a great sa\-ing of weight as compared with
all substitutes. 0\-erheating is prevented by an enor-
mous fan, some eighteen inches in diameter, which
keeps the engine so cool that twelve hour tests at full

revolutions result in no injury to the bearings, and in
no diminution of power output. We may, therefore,
expect the road models to be better than ever when
peace returns, and we may dream of a very fascinat-
ing lightweight when the 23 lb. 250 c.c. vibrationless
engine makes its dehit in a cycle frame. Its steadi-
ness is evinced by the fact that it does its power tests

clamped in a medium-sized parallel vice laid on the
ground outside the running shed!
Some engineering details of the higlily intei-esting

248 c.c. A. B.C. engine referred to in the foregoing notes
are given hereunder :

Engine alone weighs 14 lb.

Magneto weighs 7 „
Carburetter weighs Sj „

Power developed : 2 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.ra.

3 h.p. „ 3,000 „
4 h.p. ,, 4,000 „

As an experiment, the engine has been run on full

.
throttle without any load, and has attained the remarkable
speed of 8,000 r.p.m. This is probably a world's record for
a reciprocating engine.

The crankshaft is fitted with A. B.C. roller bearings, and
weighs 15 oz., a complete connecting rod weighing 2 oz.

:Mechanical
^
lubrication is employed in the shape of a

gear-driven oil pump, which is fixed to the crank case
cover and runs at one-fifteenth engine speed.-
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RELIABILITY TRIAL IN WICKLOW.

AN afternoon reliability trial was held on Saturday
last by the Dublin and District Motor Cycle
Club over a course that embraced a good deal

of the hill country of Co. Wicklow. The crucial part

of the competition was the ascent of Ballymacroe Hill,

a long and steep ascent that leads from the low- lying

country near the coast to the watershed of the Varlry.

The lateness of the season and the large number of

competitions that have been held recently in Ireland

caused a falling off of interest in the concluding events,

and Saturday's trial seemed hardly called for.

The route started from Donnybrook, and ()asscd

through Bray, Kilmacanogue, Newtownmountkcnni-dy,
Ashford, Ballymacroe, Roundwood, Calary, and Sugar-

loaf, joining the outward route at Kilmacanogue, and
returning by Bray. Non-stop conditions had to be
observed from the start to the first check at the summit
of Ballymacroe Hill. With the exception of J.

Cunningham (7-9 Indian), who was suffering from a

slipping clutch, all the competitors mad 3 clean ascents

of Ballymacroe, and at the check the only ones to lose

marks were S. Allen {2,% James) and W. J. Henderson

(7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar). Henderson retired,

as full marks were necessary to secure an award. At
the Roundwood check Miss " Nomen " was 9 min.

late, having taken a wrong turning after Ballymacroe.

The following completed the trial

:

J. White (2i Sun)

a. Hartigan (3J Scott)

S. Allen (3^ James)
J. Cunningham (4 Bradbury

Miss "Nomen" (10 A.C.
light, car)

»—

<

J. Cunningham (7-9 Indian

K. Walshe (4 B.S.A. sc.)

J. Browne (3^ Rover)
D, Allen (2^ Sun)
G. Mayne (10 Calthorpe

light car)

An Ingenious Spring Frame.
WE recently inspected an ingenious design for

springing the rear frame of a motor bicycle

produced by an enthusiastic motor cyclist, Mr.
W. Mason, 58, Coleridge Avenue, Manor Park, Essex.

Mr. Mason has protected the design, which strikes us

as. being ingenious and capable of further develop-

ment. The sketch renders the working of the device

self-explanatory. Fig. i shows the original design,

which we think quite good, provided the bearing

surfaces are of ample dimensions, and the spindles

are supplied with grease cups so as to ensure the

moving parts being adequately lubricated. The cost

of manufacture would be slight, and we do not see

"why the device should not be successful. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 1.—Mason's patent rear spring frame as at present

designed.

Fig. 2.—A suggested improvement. Note the grease cups

another suggested form, in which the same principles

are embodied, the chief improvement being that there

are springs top and bottom at the forward end of the

link, so that the device would be smooth working and

the rebound would be absorbed, which is not the case

with the single coil spring. The latter method also

has the advantage that it does not in any way interfere

with the space available for accommodating the tank.

We also think the device could be made to work equally

well with a leaf spring, which we consider would be a
still further improvement. This spring frame is not

yet on the market.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 30 6.43 p.m.
Oct. 2 6.38 ,,

4 6.33 „
„ 6 6.28 „
In London half an Jionr earlier.

The Latest Index Mark.

The county of the West Eiding of

Yorkshire has had assigned to it the
identification letters WR, in addition to
the letter C.

A Lancashire Police Trap.

Motor cyclists are warned that a trap

is working at the present time between
Belmont and Withnell on the Bolton-
Blackburn road.

Contribution to War Fund from Hill-climb,

As a result of the Pen-y-Ball hill-

climb, reported in the last issue of T!ie

Motor Cycle, the Liverpool Motor Club
have handed over £15 15s. to the Holy-
well Wounded Soldiers' Fund.

Enfield Co.'s Balance Sheet.

The directors of the Enfield Cycle Co.

have resolved to recommend the following

dividends : On the A preference shares,

7%, less income tax, for the half year
ended August 31st last ; on the B prefer-

ence and the ordinary shares 20%, free

of income tax; and a distribution of one
fully-paid ordinary share for every five

existing shares, B preference and
ordinary, held in the company, subject to

the consent of the B preference share-

holders and the Treasury as to the

increase of capital necessary to carry out

the scheme.

Important Regulation o£ the Postal Censor.

The attention of readers is called by
GUI' publishers to the following important
regulation issued by the Postal Censor

:

" All newspapers and books intended for

neutral countries must be despatched
either from the publishing offices or from
the office of a newsagent or of a book-
seller, and must be enclosed in a wrapper
bearing the name and address of such
agent." Under this regulation copies of

Tha Motor Cijcle must not be posted to

neutral countries by private persons,
neither may addressed wrappers be
supplied to newsagents or booksellers.

Readers who wish to send copies of this

journal abroad may, however, continue
to do so by placing a subscription order
for a period of three, six, or twelve
months either with a newsagent or direct

with the publishers. The rates are the
same in either cases, i.e., 15s. per annum
(Canada, 10s. lOd.) and -pro rata for

shorter periods.

A Worthing Road Improvement.

Motorists who have had occasion to

travel over the portion of the main
Worthing Road over the bridge between
Capel and Kingsfold, where road surface
conditions have for the past few months
been extremely unsatisfactory, will learn
with pleasure that, as a result of efforts

made by the Automobile Association, the
responsible authorities have now promised
to remedy matters.

A Year's American Motor Cycle Exports.

An idea of the growth of the American
motor cycle exports is provided by the
figures representing numbers of motor
cycles exported from the States during
each month from July, 1914, to June
30th last :

Number.
1914-15. 1913-14.

July . 501 273
August 186 238
September 117 211
October 507 204
November 83 89
December 146 379
January ... 525 390
February 724 908
March 578 878
April

. 1.274 1,165
May . 1,392 1,079
June . 2,133 596

Totals ... 8,166 6,410

The respective values were 1:1,494,176
and $1,234,194.

" >
>

[N FIELD KIT OF
THE IVI.M.G.S.

Battery Sergt.-Major

Palmer, of the Motor
' Machine Gun Service,

\\lio, after serving for
'

several months in

France with the No. 5

Battery, is now bacit at

the training centre as

an instructor. Sergt.-

Major Palmer had

formerly seen service

overseas in the Royal

Navy, and was assistant

cashier to The Motor

Cycle prior to joining

the M.M.G.S.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
TRAINING CYCLISTS FOR THE M.M.G.S.

(Illustrated).

EFFECT OF THE NEW IMPORT DUTY.

THE ARMY AND NAVY HILL-CLIMB
(Illustrated).

M.C.C. Secretary Promoted.

We have received a very cheery letter

from Soutlicomb May, hon. sec. of the

l\Iotor Cycling Club, who joined the

Motor Machine Gun Service some weelcs

ago. May has just received his second

stripe, and speaks very higlily of the

Service and 'kcw much he is enjoying it.

So far the new batteries have done little

motor cycling, but the Scotts formerly

used by a disbanded section are being

pressed into the service of the M.M.G.S.
for training purposes.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices for

the various second-hand models offered

for sale in the last issue of TJie Motor
Cycle.. We quote those machines of

wliich at least five weekly averages have
appeared in the past two months, and
where it is possible to obtain a sufficient

number of each model we give the

average for the past week :

Last Average
Make. Year. H.P. week's for past

average. S weeks.

A.J.S 191+ 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £74 £75
, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £53 £57

J91+ 2} 3-speed — £«
Bradbury .. 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £67

„ . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — (ij
B.S.A 19 14 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £65 Ao

, 1915 4 3-sp- sidecar . . — 0'7
Calthorpe . . 1914 2 2-speed £19 £115

Chater-Lea . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . — £59
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £66 £69

, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £55
1914 2J 2-speed £31 £31

Douglas ... '1914 2j 2-sp. T.T £42 £42
1914 2I 2-sp. kick start £42 £44

Enfield .... 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £63 £64
, 191+ 3 2-speed £38 £38

Humber ... 1913 3} 3-sp. sidecar . . — £39
Indian .... 1914 7 2-sp, sidecar . . £60 £60

1914 7 T.T., free eng. £46 £43
James 1914 4^ 3-sp. sidecar , . — £52
Lea & Francis 1914 3} 2-speed — £47
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £6$ £61

,, 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £52
O.K 1914 2 2-speed — £24
P. & M. ... 1914 3} 2-sp, sidecar . . £57 £55
Premier . . . 1914 si 3-sp- sidecar . . £52 £49
Rex 1914 6 3-sp, sidecar . . — £57

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £39
Rover 1914 3} 3-sp. sidecar . . £56 £57
„ 191+ 3i 3-speed — £45
,, 1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £70

Royal Ruby -1914 3 j 2-speed — £44
Scott 1914 3J 2-sp. sidecar . . — £53

„ 1913 .3I 2-sp. sidecar . , — £42
Sunbeam . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £82 £So

,, . . 1914 3! 3-sp; sidecar . . £63 £64
Triumph... 19 14 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £55 £55

1914 4 3-speed £43 £44
... 1913 3J 3-sp. sidecar .. £43 £45

Williamson 1914 S 2-sp. sidecar . . £74 £74
Zenitll 1914 6 Gradua sidecar — £64
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New Hudson's Record Profits.

Tlio New Hudson Cycle Co., \aA., lias

ni.Tile tlie largest inxiKt' foi' years pa^t, the
ligiire.<i for 1914-15 being '£27,834, com-
pared with £3,614 for tlie previous year.
A dividend of 20^ is being paid.

Motor Spirit and the Budget.
I'rices of petrol existing on Tuesday

last wei-€ as follows ;

No, 1, 2s. Id, per g«Ilon,
No. 2. 2s, per gallon.

Mex and Taxibus Is. lid, per gallon,

A Stolen Machine.

A .James two-stroke, two-speed motor
cycle W'as stolen recently from outside the
Hippodrome, Derby. " The registration
number was R 2789, though the tliief

would no doubt change this without
delay. The owner. Second Lieutenant L,
S. Innes, 25, Wardwick, Derby, would be
glad of information whieh would lead to
the recovery of the machine.

The Petrol Tax.

Second-grade petrol is now Is. lid. to
2s. per gallon. It seems an appallingly
high price to an Englishman, but it has
cost as much for years in France, and in
Italy it is half a crown a gallon in times
of peace and prosperity. Petrol has been
.sold more cheaply in England than in
any other country except America.

Side-by-side Valves on 1916 7 h.p. Indian.

The 1916 model Indians have just
made their appearance in the States, but
they differ from the 1916 models which
will shortly be introduced to English
motor cyclists. The details must for
the time being remain a. secret, but the
opinion of the Indian tester who gave
the new 7 h.p, side by side valve model
an exhaustive test (covering 1,655^
miles in 3 days 9 -hours 15 minutes) is

interesting and amusing. He writes :

" Take it from me that you have made
a motor that is a world beater on all

kinds of roads, I'll stack it against all

creation to bring home the bacon any-
where, any time. It's a bear, a big,
husky, lick-all-comers machine—that 1916
Indian, It hits me where I live,"

Tariff Tattle.

The new import duty of 33^% on
foreign-made cars, motor cycles and parts
(including tyres and accessories) came
into effect yesterday (Wednesday),

Motorists want to know why the petrol
.^distributers saw fit to add another two-
pence to petrol, making fivepence a.gallon
increase,

*' The Motor Cycle " opines that one
good effect of the Budget will be to induce
American manufacturers to send their

machines over to this country minus
mudguards, chains, tanks, rims, and
lyres, and arrange for these to be fitted

on arrival in this country. In this way
the tariff would largely be avoided and
<he British accessory maker would benefit

to a considerable extent.

Generally speaking, the new import
duty has been favourably received by
motorists. It was clear that something
must be done to" protect the important
British industry, whose hands were tied,

BO to speak, manufacturing the all-

important munitions, - No Britisher
objects to liealthy competition in normal
times.

^^"(^1112

Road Information.

\Vc jiavc received information that the
road from Bury Hill, Arundel, and right
along to Portsmouth is in a. very bad con-
ditjion, especially in Emsworth, Our
informant returned through Petworth to
Oxted and found the surface much better.

Is this the Latest?

The Bristol Motor Cycle Club held on
Saturday last a "nutting", competition
near Chipping Sodbury, the winner of
which was the person who secured the
greatest number of nuts in a given time.
We are assured that it was a great suc-
cess, being especially enjoyed by the
many children brought in sidecars!

Postcards of Despatch Riders.

A series of pictorial postcards of
despatch riders has been issued by
Douglas Bros, They are exceedingly
well produced, and many well-known
Douglas riders are included. The
Douglas Co, will be pleased to forward
complete sets to any of our readers.

A Revenue Tax Rumour.
Before the new Budget was announced

there were strong rumours in Midland
motoring circles that the taxes on foreign-
made cars and motor cycles were to be
doubled, as well as a tariff placed on
future imports. But the tax remains as
before, so that owners of foreign motor
vehicles may breathe a sigh of relief.

Too Bii?ht Head Lights.

According to The Evening Standard,
"several motor cyclists were fined • at
Willesden for having too briiliant head
lights and too little at the rear—insuffi-

cient to illuminate the identification plate."
Surely this is incorrect, as it is not
obligatory for motor cyclists to illuminate
the rear number plate, as inferred. We
thought that everybody knew that motor
cyclists might illuminate either the front
or rear number plate, although now they
must exhibit a red light to the rear.

The National War Funds.
At tlie week-end tire principal relief

funds stood as follow :

£ s. d.

National Relief Fund ,., 5,498,342
The Times Fund .., 1,679,466
The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 165,076 14
The Weekly Despatch
Tobacco Fund 84,209

France's Day collection 40,000
Belgian Relief Fund

exceeds 930,887

High Speeds in America.

A 300 miles track race was held at
Chicago on September 12th, and some big
speeds were put up. Most of the Ameri-
can crack riders competed, and com-
petition was very keen. The first three
places were secured as follow :

H. M, s,

Goudv (Excelsior) 3 29 51|
Carro'U (Indian) _.,, 3 35 17
Weishaar (Harley-Davidson)"'.., 3 35 44
Goudy's average speed was 85.71 m,p,h.,

and it is claimed to be a world's record.
He covered the 200 miles at a speed of

86,76 ni.p,h. The time for the 100 miles
was higher still, i.e., 89.11 m.p.h,, this

being made by Otto Walker on a Harley-
Davidson, Both these times are records.
There were- twenty-five starters.

Care Required at Llandudno.

Complaints have been made coiicernirit
the speed of motor cyclists and car drivei
at Llandudno, The council di,scu»fed tl^.

matter a few days ago, when all forms o;

mechanical trairsit, including tramcart,
came in for denouncement owing to their
alleged excessive speed.

The Athletes' Volunteer Force.

The AtldclHs' \'uluiiteer Force, lov.'

known as the lOth Essex Volunteer
Battalion, is fociiiiiig a motor cycle
section. All those in the district v/ho
are interested should communicate vjitli

Mr. Mitoheli, 57, .Mortmier Road, East
Ham, who will give any information.

The Effect of the Petrol Tax.

The increase in the cost oi petrol
owing to the recently imposed petrol ta,\

has caused a number cf our readers to
enquire as to the running of their motor
cycles on benzole. Unfortunately, as the
whole of the output of this fuel lias been
taken by the Government, motorists
have no alternative but to pay a price
for petrol which our Continental neigh-
bours have been paying for many years.

What made him Escape.

Sergeant Birley, of the Gloucester-
shires, was taken prisoner by the
Germans at the battle of Ypres on
October 29th, but has succeeded in

making his escape from a German prison
camp. He was congratulated by H,M,
the King on his success, and told the
King that the idea of escaping occurred
to him when it came to his knowledge
that his brother, a despatch rider in

France, had been awarded the D,C,jM.
for his plucky action in delivering his
despatch on foot, and under heavy fixe,

when his motor cycle had been smashed
by a shell. He says, " On hearing that
I thought, •' Well, if he can do that I

am going to do something,' so I made up
my mind to escape, and here I am."

The Motor Cyclist Munition Workers'
Competition.

There seems to be no doubt that sufii-

cient support will be forthcoming to

warrant holding a competition for motor
cyclist munition workers, as suggested by-

a correspondent in our last issue, .Just

what form the event will take is a moot
point at present. Both the Auto Cycle
Union and the Wolverhampton Motor
Cycling Club have expressed then-

interest in the idea, and, whilst the

A,C.U, suggest a reliability trial, the
Midland body fayour a hrll-climb at

Style Cop, and at a committee meeting
on Monday evening when the matter
came up for discussion went so far as to

suggest Saturday, October 23rd, as the
date of the event. At the moment there

" is difficulty in defining a munition
worker. The official war badge would be

the best guide, but might restrict entries

unnecessarily. The Wolverhampton Club
Committee is meeting again in a day or

two to consider the matter further.
Other Midland club representatives

have not passed over the suggestion in

The Motor Cycle, and we personally
favour the idea of all the Midland motor
cycle clubs combining in organising this

event, the proceeds to provide comforts
for our motor cyclist colleagues on active

service,

B15
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HAPPY SEQUEL TO A MOVABLE
LAMP FINE,

THE police in certain districts con-

tinue to take action against movable
lamps, and, however good the

defence, the motor cyclist seldom, it'

ever, gets off. A lady rider of a sidecar

outfit, whose experience is reproduced

below, was fined £5 for having a lamp
that did not comply with the regulations,

though the lamp was minus generator

and connecting pipes, and was incapable

of being used. The sequel, however, was
quite a happy one, as the following letter

from a lady motor cyclist shows :

" On August 20th I was driving my
motor cycle and sidecar through Langley
at 12.15 p.m., when I was stopped by
the police for carrying a l&mp which was
capable of movement independently of

the machine. I pointed out to the police

that it was quite incapable of being
used, as there was no generator, bracket,

or connecting pipes, only the projector

being present, and that it was a second-

hand machine, and the lamp had never
been intact since my purchase of it in

May last. On September 8th I was fined

£5 at Slough Police Court, and the lamp
was confiscated.

" Having seen that Messrs. J. Lucas,
Ltd., had presented the first man carry-

ing a Lucas lamp, which the police had
confiscated, with a new lamp, I applied

to them as being the first woman to be
so treated. The response was most
generous, and Messrs. Lucas agreed that

the same treatment should apply equally

to men and women, and I have now
received the lamp, which complies with
the new regulations."—C. M. A. Coombs,
L.L.A.

PJ^OTgOLlI

THE WARD TWO-STROKE
LIGHTWEIGHT.

ONE of the latest additions to the
already long list of two-stroke light-

weights is the Ward, which is

manufactured by Messrs. William Ward
and Sons, motor engineers, Wetherby.
This machine, though low in price, is

substantially built ; it is fitted with a

2J h.p. engine, and a large e.xhaust pipe

and silencer. The gas is supplied by a

Senspray or Amac carburetter and
ignited by an E. I. C, magneto of British

manufacture. Druid girder forks are

fitted, the wheels are 24in., and the tyres
2in. in section ; these latter may be
Clincher, Kempshall, or Avon. The
lubrication is on the semi-automatic
system, which the makers prefer to

petroil, a Best and Lloyd drip feed pump
being employed. The rear brake is

applied to the belt rim by the left heel.

The machine is enamelled in black
with gold lines, which gives an excellent

appearance. A Lj'cett -saddle is fitted,

and a Lyco Jin. belt. The riding posi-
tion is low, being about 28in. from the
ground, and the weight of the machine
is 120 lb. The bottom bracket is so
constructed that it can carry a gear box
without alteration ; for this an- extra
charge of six guineas is made. Two
armoured toolbags are attached to the
carrier, one on either side, and the
handle-bars may be of touring or semi-
T.T. pattern.

It is hoped shortly to turn out these
machines in considerable quantities.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " IN THE
GAMEROONS.

IN a letter addressed to Mr. Alec Eoss,
Captain G. Sambidge, now in the
Cameroons, says that he has not lost

interest in motor cycle matters, and The
Motor Cycle, which he receives regu-
larly, is exceedingly welcome. Captain
Sambidge will be remembered by both
trade and private owners through his
connection with the E.I.C. Company and
as secretary of the Midland Light Car
Club.

AN AEROPLANE FIGHT.

WE have had^ an interesting, letter

from M. A. J. Orde, who is the
son of Mr. Julian Orde, secretary

of the R.A.C. Orde was formerly an
enthusiastic rider of a T.T. Eover motor
bicycle, and is well known in the Mid-
lands. He came over from Havana to

serve his country, and received a com-
mission in the A.S.C.,M.T. He found
this work too dull, and succeeded in

getting transferred to tlie R.F.C., where
he has been acting as observer in an
aeroplane during practically the whole
summer. He writes : "I have had a lot

of fun lately—two fights in the air. The

/^^^
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first was not much, as when I had give

the old Hun about twenty shots from

machine gun he went home. The othi

was more exciting, as two Huns attack*

us at the same time, so I was kept bus;

The first one I shot, and be sudden!

disappeared, so I started on the othe

which soon ran away. When I land(

I was told that I had brought the fir

fellow down. The second fellow hit u

as there were six shots, four quite clo

to me, about a foot on either side, a:

I could hear them going by, but was
excited that I really did not know thi

were so close to us. We are very bu.

now and working hard."

POSSIBILITY OF AN AUSTRALL^
M.M.G.B.

WE recently referred to the possibiii

of a Motor Machine Gun Batte
being recruited in and arou:

Perth, Western Australia, and comi
over to this country to take up dut;

with the Motor JIachine Gun Servii

This is the outcome of a letter receiv

from Mr. J. W. Armstrong, of Peri

W.A.. the secretary of the West Ai
"tralian Motor Cycle Club, to the_ Edil

of—this journal, who, in his capacity

an inspecting officer of Army moi
cyclists laid a plan before the comraar
ing officer of the M.M.G.S., and sancti

is now forthcoming for the getti

.together of a contingent of motor cycli,

from the Antipodes, and, furthermo
the CO. has promised to do his b
to keep the men together. In writi

to us, 4Ir, Armstrong mentions that thi

are at least a thousand experienced mo'
cyclists in Australia, good riders and
good positions, who prefer to join

section of the Army of which they kn
something. So far, he states, only twe.

riders have been sent from Australia

despatch riders, and these men w
mounted on 4; h.p. single-geai

machines.
Already a considerable number of mo

cyclists have left Australia—indeed,
number are now serving in the i-anks

the M.M.G.S.—and others are think;

of doing the same, paying, of cour

their own fares from Australia to \

Old Country.

The newest two-stroke—a 2J h.p. Ward made by a Yorkshire firm.

lOTH (MID.SURREY) MOTOR
CYCLE VOLUNTEERS.

THE A Company of the 1st aift

Cycle Battalion Volunteers ',

linked up with the 10th (M
Surrey) Volunteer Training Corps,
county battalion established in

Dorking district, and will now fc

the motor cycle signal section of t

corps. The men have at lea&t

months' hard work before them, wli

will be spread over various eveni)

in the week and at week-ends. Spec

road maps are to be prepared by
motor cycle section, detailing ex8<

what routes are best available

transports and troops, and how m;
men could be billeted, if uecessa

in the surrounding villages betw
Merstham and the coast.

The 10th (Mid-Surrey) Volunteer Ci
is commanded by Jlr. H. H. Gor
Clark, and the adjutant and secret

(who will welcome eligible recruits c

the military age) is Mr. R. !M. Aitl

Rough Rew, Dorkmg.
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How the Prices of Foreign-made Motor Cycles and Parts will be advanced by reason of
tfie Import Duty of 33J % ad valorem.

INTERVIEWS WITH LEADING IMPORTERS.
Pope.

MR. CHARLES SEEMAN, agent
for the Pope, mentioned that he
had not given the matter suffi-

cient consideration to be able to
declare his future policy; but he viewed
the matter in a very patriots spirit, and
thouglit it right that people should pay
for the pleasures they enjoy during war
time. He could say, however, that the
fuU duty would not be added to prices at
present in force. His company, by being
content witli a smaller proilt, would give
the public the benefit.

Excelsior.

Mr. VV. G. Harris, of Harris and Sons,
agents for the Excelsior motor cycle,
stated that he would have to add the full

33i% tax to the cost of his machines.
He was, however, so far confident of their
excellence that he felt the public would
continue buying.

Harley-Davidson.

Mr. Victor Welsford, the general
manager of Messrs. Harley-Davidson,
said that the Harley-Davidson, despite
the tariff, would still be in competition
with English machines of equivalent
value. We had to be thankful that the
tax was also applied to cars, and he con-
sidered that this would, in a way, be a
great benefit, as people would find cars
too dear, and, consequently, would buy
motor cjxles, in view of the far greater
economy of these vehicles. In spite of
the tariff and the war, his firm liad
moved into what were probably th«
largest premises occupied by any motor
cycle -firm in the British Isles, and he
thought tliat really the tariff would be an
advantage rather than otherwise. At the
present time they were busily engaged in
getting the various agents' opinions, and
ne could not say anything definite about
the prices at the moment. He considered
that now was the English manufacturers'
great opportunity.

American Magnetos.

Mr. H. J. Hinley (American Supplies
Co.. agents for the Splitdorf and Dixie
magnetos, etc.) stated that he feared his
firm would have to put the whole tariff

on to the prices of the articles they sold.

Before. the war the prices for their mag-
netos had been lower than those of the
Bosch people, and they had only been
compelled to add 5% to cover war risks.

increased freights, etc. He viewed the
tariff in a very generous light, and did
not think it would affect their sales in
the slightest degree.

Motosacoche.

Mr. de Lissa (Motosacoche, Ltd.).

—

From a patriotic point of view, Mr. de
Lissa was thoroughly in agreement with
the tariff, and for a long time he had
felt that it must come, though, naturally,
his firm would feel the effect consider-
ably. He would be reluctantly com-
pelled, as far as he knew, to add the
tariff to the existing price.

Henderson.

ilr. Robertson Brown, Piobertson
Motors, agents for Henderson and Harley-
Davidson, stated that it was quite right
that America should pay for' the privilege
of liaving the British trade. He con-
sidered that the public would still buy
motor cycles, but help for the English
agents must come from the manufacturers.
Wliatever increase of price had to be
placed upon the Henderson, he thought
it would be a small one ; at the present
moment, he had decided to make no
advance at all. Sparking plugs might be
slightly dearer in the future, but for the
moment there would be no advance.

Thor.

Mr. Belford (Messrs. Watkins and
Harding, the agents for the Thor) stated

that his firm would have to increase

their prices, but he hoped that it would
not be necessary to put on the full tariff.

He thought that the tax was quite right,

and would give the English manufac-
turers a wonderful opportunity if they
would only rise to the occasion.

Indian.

Mr. W. H. Wells, when interviewed

with regard to the possible effect upon
the price of Indian motor cycles in view

of the new import duty of 33^%, told us

that it would be the Hendee Co.'s policy

to cut down the profits to the minimum
and exercise the greatest economy all

through the different departments.

Though there was bound to be an
increase in the price of Indian motor
cj'cles, he did not think it would be to

the full extent of the tariff. Mr. WeUs
reminded us that the Indian has never
really been ail-American, for the chains,

tyres, saddles, and usually mudguards

and certain tank fittings have been made
in this country. The Indian should,
therefore, get a pull on this account. In
view of contemplated changes in the 1916
models, the London manager of the
Hendee Co. is confident that his

machines will remain an attractive

proposition even at the enhanced prices.

As a matter of fact, the tariff came as a
great surprise to the company, who had
settled upon their 1915 programme, and,
indeed, we were shown printed leaflets

with the prices of the 1915 models all

set out. These must, however, be
revised.

An addition to the Indian range for
1915 is a 2^ h.p. two-stroke lightweight,
which is referred to in more detail on
another page of this issue.

Views of Accessory Factors.

Mr. Ernest Brown, Brown Bros., Ltd.,
was not prepared to discuss the matter
at length, but said that a tax on similar
goods to those that are manufactured in
this country will be an interesting experi-
ment, and may also teach us many things.

Goodrich Tyres.

Mr., E. R. Branston, the B.F. Goodrich
Co., speaking as a private individual,
thought that the tariff would not throw
the business of liis company out of the
normal, nor affect their standing with
other manufacturers. There was no inten-
tion of increasing prices at the present
moment. He thought the tariff to be
wholly unnecessary, but if the Govern-
ment wants money it is not for the
traders to criticise.

Jones Speedometers, etc.

Mr. F. E. Dickinson, Markt and Co.,
considered that the tariff must have some
effect upon the buyer, but it was too
early to make any definite statement at
the present moment.

Stewart Speedometers.

Mr. H. Edis, the Cooper-Stewart Engi-
neering Co., was very doubtful in his

mind as to what was meant by " parts."

In any case, the tariff would make no
difference whatever to the price of -their

speedometers. Tariff, or no tariff, he
intended to keep the prices uniform. He
considered that the tariff was just, as

money was needed, and there was no real

reason why the American importers

should not be hit.
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The Army and Navy Open Hill-climb.
80 Entries. Comparatively Few Spectators. A Two-strolce Lightweight Wins

Four Events on Formula.

k-

At the starting-point ot the Army and Navy hill-climb. Lieut. F..L. Bassett (21 h.p. Douglas) preparmg to start m Class 111., which he won.

PROBABLY the last meeting of the season to be held
near the Metropolis was the Aimy and Navy open
hill-climb organised by the Streatham and District

Motor Cycle Club, and rmi off on Saturday after-

noon on the north side of Newlands Hill leading to New-
lands Corner. There were about eighty entries, and not
very many spectators on the hill, as its name and position

had not been announced, with the object of preventing
competitors practising before the event. Saturday was a

beautiful day, and the afternoon was warm and sunny.
Originally this event was announced as an Army versus

Navy hill-climb, but fortunately abandoned, as, in view
of the lack of entries from naval motor cyclists, such an
event would have proved impossible.

An Easy Climb.
The competitors were marshalled at the foot of the hill

in their numerical order, and here Mr. W. Cooper excelled
in his duties as starter. The hill is quite an easy one, but
eminently safe, as it is a county council road, and rises

abruptly in its first section, where the steepest portion is

1 in 8, and then eases off to a consistent 1 in 15-20 until

the finish. The course is a favourite run for the London
motorist who enjoys an afternoon's spin from London, as

it leads to Newlands Corner, one of the most famous
Surrey beauty spots ; consequently there is usually plenty of
traffic, but last Saturday there was fortunately not a great
deal, and on the whole, thanks chiefly to the comparatively
small entry, the competition was fairly smartly run off.

The first man, Sergt. Milner, was sent off at 2.10 p.m.

Class I. Standard Two-stroke Machines with Engine
Capacity not exceeding 270 c.c. (no machine was taken as
weighing more than 125 lb. in this class).—This was a walk-
over, as there was only one starter. Result :

Bore and Fig. ot
Stroke. c.c. Merit.

Sergt. A. Milner (2 Levis) GO x 70 198 579
Class II. Standard Machines tjp to 350 c.c. (no machine

was taken as weighing more than 160 lb. to obtain results
on formula).—Wood (A.J.S.) was stopped owing to traffic,

but on his second attempt made a good performance. Second-

Lieut. Dreydel and Lieut. Bassett came up in excellent

form. Milner (Levis) again distinguished himself. Result :

Bore and Fig. of

Stroke. c.o. Merit.
1. Sergt. A. Jlilner (2 Levis ) 60 x 70 19S 62i
2. Lieut. F. L. Bassett (2 J Douglas) .. 60.5 x 60.5 349 415
3. C. P. Wood (2 5 A.J.S.) 7-1 x 76 327 31S

Class III. Siandabd Douglas Machines (no machines
were taken as weighing more than 150 lb. to Jjbtain results

on formula).—Sergt. Barker was riding an overhead valve

Douglas, which started oft at a good healthy pace in a

cloud of blue smoke, but, owing to a stuck ball valve in

his oil pump, the lubricant ran through mto the crank case,

and he stopped with a fouled rear cylinder plug. Then
the news came through that he had been disqualified, as

the machine was not considered a standard mount. Despite
the fact that his engine was missing fire, Lieut. Bassett
made a goodo ascent. Result:

1. Lieut. F. L. Bassett (2 J Douglas) . . 60.5 x 60.5 349 363
2. Lance-Corpl. Thompson (2 3 Dousrlas) 60.5 X 60.5 349 293
3. 2nd Lieut. Dreydel (2J-Dougltt.s) . . . 60.5 x 60.5 349 270

Class IV. Standard Machines up to 6(X) c.c. (no
machine was taken as weighing more than 200 lb. to obtain
results on formula).^Milner again put up a fine perform-
ance, though his gallant little machine was pitted against
others of nearly three times its cubical capacity. We were
pleased to see that Capt. Huntbach's Premier wuth Phihp-
son pulley, which behaved so well at the United Services
meeting at Brooklands on the 4th inst., made a capital

ascent. Wood (A.J.S.) again distinguished himself, while
the running of Wright's 4 h.p. Triumph and Miller's Black-
bnrne was much admired. Bassett (Douglas) broke a belt

fastener half-way up the hill. Result :

1. Sergt. A. iMilner (2 Levis) 60 X 70 a9S 490
2. C. P. Wood (2 i A.J.S.) 74 x 16 327 450
3. C:^pt. Huntbach (3* Premier) S3 x S5 460 409

Class V. Standard Machines up to 1,0(X) c.c. (no
machine was taken as weighing more than 275 lb. to obtain
results on formula).—In this class, as in the one preceding,
the entries were good. Engelbach's Indian created a con-
siderable amount of favourable comment owing to its fast and'
silent running. Lance-Corpl. Wardlaw (8 h.p. Zenith) was
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fhe Army and Navy Open Hill-climb.—

travelling well, but, mistaking the finish, stopped long

before he reached the end of the measured distance. Bassett
(Douglas) again experienced belt trouble, and the victorious

Milner again rame ont top. Charlesworth (5 h.p. Zenith)

came up in fine form. Result :

Bore and Fig. o£
Stroke. c.o. Merit.

1. Serst. A. Milner (2 Levis) 60 x 70 198 570
2. O. P. Wood (21 A.J.S.) 74 x 76 327 463
3. K. Charlesworth (5 Zenith) 76 x 82 74i 440

Class VI. Standahd Indian Machines Only (no

machine was taken as weighing more than 275 lb. to obtain
results on formula).—This was the second of the "one-
design classes." and, like its predecessor, was not well

supported, which is a pity, as the manufacturers interested

gave handsome cups as prizes, and such events are to be
encouraged on account of their sporting nature. Result :

1. P. W. Engelhaoh (7 Indian) 82.5 x 93 998 269
2. C. P. O. Kingston (5 Indian) 70 x 89 684 —
3. H. Odhams (5 Indian) 70 x 89 684 244

Class VII. Standard Sidecar Machines up to 600 c.c.

—

Thompson's 4 h.p. Douglas sc. was travelling well, but he
spoilt his climb by that oft-committed fault of changing
up too earlj'. In this event there were only three starters.

Result : .

-

1. Corpl. Wright (4 Triumph sc.) 85 x 97 550 366
2. Private Miller (3J Blaekburne sc.) . . 85 x 88 499 339
3. Lce.-Corpl. Thompson (4 Douglas sc.) 74.5 x 68 594 290

Class VIII. Standard Sidecar Machines up to 1,000 c.c.

—Thompson, profiting by his experience, kept in his lower
gear, and made a much better climb, while Sergt. Barker
(8 li.p. Zenith sc.) went up the hill at a surprising speed.
Charlesworth (5 h.p. Zenith sc.) had trouble with his petrol

feed, as his engine stopped several times on the way up,
apparently owing to the petrol tap shaking off. Result :

1. Sergt. Barker (8 Zenith sc.) 90 x 77.5 996 318
2. Lce.-Corpl. Thompson (4 Douglas sc.) 74.5 X 68 594 312
3. Lce.-Corpl. Wardlaw (S Zenith sc.) . . 90 x 77.5 996 197

Class IX., for Standard Cycle Cars up to 1,100 c.c,
was abandoned, as there was only one entrant, who trans-
ferred to the next class.

Class X. Any Type of Machine (motor cycle, sidecar,

or cycle car).—This, the final event, was run off on time,
and the three best men of previous classes signally dis-

tinguished themselves. Barker's ascent being . especially

spectacular. Result :

1. Sergt. Barker (S Zenith ) 90 x 77;5 996 *33|s.
2. Lanee-Corpl. Wardlaw (8 Zenith ) 90 x 77.5 996 34Js.
„ rCapt. Hunthach (3i Premier) 83 x 85 4601 „a3=
•'•tP. W. Engelbach (7 Indian) 90 x 77.5 998/ ^'''^•

•Fastest time ol the day.

The competitors and spectators then adjourned to the
Onslow Arms, West Clandon, where, after a long wait, the
special awards were announced. These were as follow

:

The cup presented by Messrs. Douglas Bros, to the winner
of Class III. : Lieut. P. L. Bassett ; figure of merit, 353.

Private Miller

XBlackburne
sidecar) keeps

iiis left hand

Ion one of the

Isidecar joints.

Iho cup presented by the Hendeo Mfg. Co. to the winriof
of Y'i'ss Vr. : P. W. ICngelbach ; figiirc of merit, 269.
The cup for the best jierformance on formula

:

A. Milner (2 h.p. Levis) ; figuro of merit, 624.
The cup presented by Mr. A. W. Torkington to the com-

petitor milking the fastest time of the day : Sergt. F. E
Barker (8 h.p. Zenith) ; time, 33gs.

Sorgt.

SIDE LIGHTS.
The Army and the Stage.

Private MUlar, who was riding a Blackhurne, is brother of
Miss Gertie Millar, the well-known actress.

A D.R. Competitor.

We were very glad to meet Frank Begby, the old Enfield
rider, who, on Saturday, was mounted on a Zenith. He was
invalided home from the Front (where he had been since the
very beginning of the war) suffering from shock. At Cassel,
some distance from the firing line, a 17in. shell exploded
quite close to liim as he was riding, blowing him riglit over
a brick wall. It is hardly to be wondered at that this un-
pleasant experience resulted in an attack of neurasthenia.

The Douglas Prize Winner.
Lieut. Bassett, who is one of the leading lights of the

Streatham and District M.C.C, went out to the Front as a
D.R. in October, and landed at Ostend. He had an exciting
time during the fighting in this part of Belgium, and later

received a commission in the Royal West Kents.

Milner and his Levis.

Sergt. A. Milner is the back bone of the mechanical section

of a well-known D.R. training centre. After winning the
formula cup, he gave an exhibition of trick riding. Racing
the engine, fie would suddenly engage the low gear, with the
result that the machine would rear like a horse. He told

us that his present clutch was too fierce, otherwise the
machine would rear and travel quite sixty yards with the
front wheel in the air. The little engine is certainly a marvel
for its size. We tried the Levis on a short run and found
it a wonderfully efficient little mount.

Ktechanical Details.

A look round the competing vehicles did not reveal a great

deal of interest. However, we noticed a double terminal
Lodge plug on C. P. Wood's A.J.S. One terminal was
connected to the magneto, while the other was coupled up
to an ordinary plug fixed into the exhaust valve cap.

On the J.A.P. engine on Johnson's Morgan we noticed

valve caps fitted with radiating fins arranged en Hoile.

How we. got There.

We reached the scene of the hill-climb on a twin-cylinder

Pope. Though provided with a solo gear it ran well,

and climbed all hills on the Portsmouth Road on top •

speed. From the sidecar seat it

was interesting to watch the work-
ing of the back wheel springing
device, wliich appeared to be
doing its duty well.

A Good Story.

Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, who with
his colleague, Mr. F. T. Bidlake,
was timekeeping at Newlands Hill,

told us an excellent yarn. In the
courtyard of a certain inn on the
East Coast a young officer, who
arrived on a twin, was telling his

troubles to some friends, and pro-

ceeding to locate the source of

mischief the while. "There! I

told you so," he exclaimed, as he
took out the back plug, " I knew
it was the plug all the time.

Fancy putting a four-point plug in

a two-cylinder. Of course, it's only
suitable for a four. What on earth

is the good of four sparks on a

two-cylinder? It is extraordinary

the tricks these beastly garage
people win play if you don't

superintend the work yourself."

B2^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should lie addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Information Wanted from Dutch Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—In reference to the illustration in your issue of the

9th September of two Dutch cyclists who have fitted the

Auto-wheel to a bicycle in the place of the back wheel,

I would be glad to know how they have made the connec-

tions. E. T. BOYD.

The Pen-y-ball Hill-climl).

Sir,—I notice in your excellent account of the Liverpool

Motor Club's hill-climb at Pen-y-ball on the 18th inst.

that you mention my 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap as mysteriously

drying up, and I should like to offer an explanation, as it

does not "seem fair to the makers or myself.

After the hill-climb I looked over the machine carefully,

and found some unsportsmanlike person had tampered with
my Amac carburetter, putting several thicknesses of paper
between the float and split pin on valve stem, consequently
reducing petrol supply and starving engine. It is quite

evident this was done by someone with a good experience
of motor cycles. Surely this practice would put the damper
on many wishing to enter for competitions.

H. I. HUGHES.

A Competition for Munition Workers.

Sir,—It is with pleasure I notice in the last issue of

The Motor Cycle, that you advocate a competition for muni-
tion workers ; this I presume to be in the nature of a hill-

climb. - ^ ,

Yqur suggestion that an event should take place in the
Midlands is decidedly appropriate, having in view the great
number of motor cyclists engaged on Government work in
the district. With a view to arranging an open hill-climb

on the lines suggested by you, I purpose bringing this
matter up at the next committee meeting of the Wolver-
hampton M.C.C., to be held 27th September, and will lose

no time in acquainting you of the decision arrived at.

In the event of this competition taking place, I would
suggest that the nett profits be allocated to an approved war
charity fimd to be named by yourselves or decided in com-
mittee. You are doubtless aware that the Wolverhampton
M.G.C. handed £25 over to the Red Cross funds as the
result of their recent hill-climb held at Style Cop.

A. H. MEE,
Vice-president, Wolverhampton M.C.C.

[Any decision arrived at by the Wolverhampton M.C.C. will
.
be found in the centre pages of tlus issue.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I have just read "E.T.E.'s" letter regarding a
competition for munition workers, and I think the idea is

an excellent one. The munition worker's life is a hard one,
and he lacks the excitement and variety which the men in
the Navy and Army experience. A Saturday afternoon
competition would relieve the dull monotony of life in the
" shops." I would suggest that some competition sliould be
arranged within an easy distance of Tyneside, where a large
number of munition workers are to be found, who are also
keen motor cyclists.

'

T.A.C.
[Other motor cyclists engaged on munition work have ex-

pressed to ur their willingness to support a competition.
—Ed.]

B24

Sir,—I have no doubt my committee would be pleased to
consider the promotion of an open competition this autumn
on the lines suggested by your contributor " E.T.E.,'" that
is, that all competitors be on war service. But before doing
so it would be necessary for me to receive some mdication
of the support such a competition would be likely to receive,

and I would, therefore, ask all those munition workers and
naval and military motor cyclists who are prepared to enter

to write to me.
The competition might advantageously take the form of a

reliability trial in the Midlands, for all classes of machines,
with entry fees as low as is possible under the circumstances.

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, Secretary, Auto Cycle Union.

Mind and Machine.
Sir,—Mr. Vulliamy has omitted to point out that the

transfusion of psychic force implied in the motion of an
engine is transmitted through dynamic affinity to the

inherent and essential sub-consciousness of the sensory-

attributes. Consequently the automatic influence of this

transfusion reacts at once on the sensitive nervous system
of the human being, and is conveyed to the cerebelhun by
capillary attraotion, being partly reciprocal and partly

suggestive.

This is liable to cause pitting of the exhaust valve.
X E.P.B.

A Two-stroke in Australia.
Sir,—I see a lot of letters in your valuable paper, The

Jlotor Ctjch, of riders giving their experiences, so I thought
mine might be interesting to some of your readei-s, and
here are just a few. I am the proud possessor- of a Con-
naught two-stroke which is ideal for these roads out here.

I^purcliased it a little over a month ago. and to date I have
covered nearly 700 miles without any mishaps except a sooted

sparking plug and a choked jet. I have not had it to pieces

yet, so I cannot say how the inside of the engine has faredT

but I have always lubricated it with half as much again as

the directions say, as I tliink it is easier to decarbonise than
rebush the bearings. The machine is running and pulling

better now than when it was new, and the compression is

just perfect. I always average a good 120 m.p.g. without
any special settings of the carburetter: it is just the same
now as it was delivered to me. with a. 24 jet.

I went for a short spin a few days ago for about thirty

miles. It included one of the worst roads about here, as it

runs around the foot of a line of hills, and the water runs

across the road every yard or so in gutters about three or

four inches deep. I think this sort of road t^ests the niacliine

more than all the mudphigging we ever get. We in this

particular di.'^trict very rarely do any mudplugging, as the

mud sticks like glue when it is wet so that it is impossible to

get along at all. The roads are terribly twisty, and we think

ourselves " going some " if we can attain to a maximum of

20 to 25 m.p.h., and it is a bit risky at that pace because it

would only take a moment and we inight be in trouble.

Since the war we are having trouble in obtaining new
machines and spare parts. The spare part business is always
a bit of a mystery to the outside buyer, as he cannot get

what he wants except at an outrageous price. I might add
the usual disclaimer. G.W.A.

Gilgandra, New South Wales ^
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A Lancashire Road Puzzle.

Qn?i"''~^
""^ ""'^''' '"'^^''^''''l 'o yo" for yom- letter of the

^Oth inst., in wliicli yon were good eiionfrh to draw atten-
tion to an article entitled " A Lanoasliire Road Puzzle " in
Z/ie Mohir Ci/clc of September 16th. We certainly will, as
soon as possible, have a special inspection made of both roads
between Warrington and Preston and carry out whatever
revisions may be found necessary in tlie signposting

J. W. ORDE, Secretary R.A.C.

Motor Volunteers.
Sir,—The Southern Home Division of the National Motor

\ oliinteers, although only two months old, consists of over
forty car owners and at least six motor cycles. Every day our
members are doing work for the War Office, for which they
are paid Army rates. The movement is quite voluntary, and
excellent work is being done every other Sunday in taking
out wounded soldiers. Our uniform is khaki, and we are
afliiiated to the Central Association.

I should be pleased to send all particulars to those inter-
«sted. GEORGE F. DOLAND.

Praise for a Good Machine.
Sir,—You may remember that I won the magnificent cup

which you presented to me for gaining the biggest number
of wins at the United Services meeting at Brooklands on
September 4th, and that I rode a 3^ h.p. A.B.C. machine.

Since then I have received many enquiries about the
A.B.C. machine; so many, in fact, that I find it difficult
to reply to them all. Allow me, therefore, to make use
of your columns.
The machine was a standard touring machine, which I

bought in the ordinary way from Traders and Co., of
Pilgrim Street, Newcastle, the Northern agents. I had
already ridden it 5,000 miles, and until a few days before
the race had not thought of entering. I rode down from
Newcastle to Brooklands, a distance of 300 miles, in ten
hours, raced on Brooklands, returned in the same time, and
all this without one single involuntary stop of any kind.

_
I have owned the machine six months, and during that

time have had no engine trouble of any sort or description.
The machine, as I rode it on Brooklands, was in no

sense a special , mount, and was equipped with a spring
frame and four-speed gear. Lastly, I have no interest in
the A.B.C. firm.- I only wish I had!

H. GRAHAM-HODGSON (Cohpl. R.E.).

G.

Eliminating Weaknesses in Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I notice a letter, signed by A. B. Wade and F
Ball on " Eliminating Weaknesses."
In the use of any new arm, time is certainly required to

ascertain the most useful men to put in charge. Now, how-
ever, we have had over twelve months' practical experience,
and still the appointment of officers is in a somewhat inchoate
condition. We find both at home and at the Front bodies
of motor cyclists are in charge of officers and senior non-
commissioned officers whose technical knowledge is, to say
the least, deficient, whUe skilled men, trial managers of great
"works, competition riders (of the practical not spectacular
variety), etc., are either full privates, lance-corporals, or at
most mechanic sergeants.

Moreover, one large firm, to my certain knowledge, volun-
teered to send a member of the firm to the base in France to
superintend large repairs and replacements, but the offer was
declined with thanks. How a commission composed of
theorists with political or social claims would benefit matters
I, for one, fail to understand. In the other areas of the
Services the men who know are appointed to superintend
and organise. Why is this not the case in the motor service?
As a civilian who has been practically interested in the

development of motor transport over difficult and dangerous
surfaces for eleven years, I have been waiting to see various
officers (who, to my knowledge, are experts in these matters)
promoted to responsible positions; meanwhUe the experts of
the trade—whose firms miss their services daily more and
more—are stiU employed in the routine work of despatch
riding and handling a few transport waggons, work on which
their attainments are absolutely wasted. Would it not be
possible for a paper such as yours, and the other motor publi-
cations issued by your firm, to represent to th-e military
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authorities that now the military qualiricationg have been
judged by practical experience a judicious selection for pro-
nuilion of technically trained men should be made, and tlie

whole supervision of motor cycles be placed under a general
officer whoso technical knowledge of the arm with which he
has to work is beyond cavil.

At the present time the abu.so of motor cycles by officers
whose knowledge is confined to being able to ride as long as
everything goes right would not bo tolerated for one moment
in the cavalry or artillery. To look after the animals used
in the Army a special department was created—the Army
Veterinary Service—where technical knowledge is the only
passport.

Can you not bring about the instant formation of an Army
Motor Department, w-here entrance can only be obtained by
knowledge, and whei'e high command can only be held by
the man who knows more about his subject than any of his

subordinates?

Had we such a department the crying scandals of the
motor service would sink into insignificance, while the gross

abuses (such as the use of thin water-cooled oil for high-

speed, air-cooled engines travelling long distances on the

low speed) would be remedied.
My thirty-five years' experience of cycles and twelve years

of motor cycles must be my only excuse in addressing this

letter to you, also the fact may be noted that during all

these years I have had no financial interest in the industry.

Further, I have no personal knowledge as to who are the

officers at the head of the various motor organisations, but

am only judging by the results obtained as I see them on
the road, at the works, or as I hear from various persons who
are or have been on service with motor cycles.

CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B.Univ.Edin.,
M.R.C.S.Eng. ; Judge Spring Trials A.C.U.,
1913 and 1914.

Overheating v. Red Hot.

Sir,—Seeing is believing, so when you see snakes you
naturally suppose they are there. I do not think any man
ever mistook a red hot engine for anything else. Of course,

there is the possibility of a sailor taking it for a port light

on the starboard side, or why not make red hot engines a
standard fitment? They would do all right for rear lights.

Just think of the time saved, to say nothing about the money
and language. However, so much for piffle.

Many years ago I owned a 3^ h.p. Rex with coil ignition

and m.o.v. engine, date uncertain, about 1907, powerful, fast,

and a good climber. This I cannot say about some of the
later models of various makes I have had. This engine
would run at an ordinary temperature when used as a solo

mount ; but, as I carried my friend behind for many miles

through hilly country, this engine got very warm, and if the
journey continued it got " red hot "—cylinder head, exhaust
valve cup, exhaust port, and about Sin. of the exhaust pipe.

It ran more silkily, less noisily, and without any loss of power
whatever. I used the machine for fifteen months, and this

was a common occurrence. The man I sold it to used it for

ten months, when he had the frame broken. It has since

been reparred, and is still running—the same engine and the
same rusty cylinder. The present owner has tried all the

makes of cylinder black, just as I did four years ago, with-

out success. GEO. F. CAMPBELL.

Two-stroke Engines and New Pistons.

Sir,—I have noticed in The Motor Cycle several questions
as to two-stroke engines after new pistons have been fitted.

Well, exactly the same thing has happened to my engine as

to others. Having fitted a new piston it has lost quite half

of its power and konks out on hiDs badly. The compression is

perfect, the timing is all right, and have tried advancing it;

also the carburetter is right, and have tried altering the float

and a smaller jet, but with no better results. The rings and
piston are a good fit. I might say it four-strokes more than
it used to do. You say 200 miles should run a new piston

in. WeU, mine has done over a hundred, and it has made
very little difference, if any. I have had four mechanics on
it, but it has stumped all of them. I should be much obliged
if you could suggest anything. T.M.B.N.
[The symptoms point to the piston being too tight a fit.

—

Ed.]
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Two-stroke Engine Improvement.

In ordei- to obtain a high ratio of

compression in tlie crank case, the con-

necting rod is adapted to act as a pump.
The crank A is of

the disc type, and
the connecting rod

end B occupies the

whole Width be-

tween the discs.

Attached to the

big end is a strip

of leather C, which
serves to fill up the

space between the
crank discs. On
rotation of the
crankshaft, the big end and leather strip

sweep ^ the charge in the crank case

before them, thus acting as a pump, and
supplying the fresh charge to the transfer

port at a high pressure.—A. M. Low,
No. 19,605, 1914.

Sidecar Spring Wheel.

The axle is mounted in a frame B,
supported from the main frame C by a

M

(hrLcWWddfoit)

Variable Jet Carburetter.
Simplicity is the keynote of the con-

struction illustrated, the float chamber
A supplying petrol to a passage B, the

outlet C of which is disposed in the air

lever D. Tliis lever has a pivotal con-

nection E to the frame. At F is a rigid

pillar carrying one end of a spring G,

the other end of which is attached to

the pivoted wheel-carrying member D.
The wheel A is therefore resiliently

carried upon the frame. A buffer block

H is arranged to check excessive move-
ment.—T. H. Tessier, No. 301, 1915.

A Cycle Car Belt
Pulley.

The pulley illustrated,

which is the invention

of Dr. A. M. Low,
comprises flanges A and
B, of simple shape,

produced by casting,

stamping, or forging.

Each flange is formed
with a boss portion C,

whilst the flange B is

shown extended at L)

to form a brake drum.
Tlie flanges are bolted
together with inter-

vening distance pieces

E and P, and are

secured: upon their shaft

bv a key in the usual
w^y.—No. 19,611, 1914.

American Excelsiors in Ireland.

Distribution of, the American Excelsior
motor cycles in Ireland is now in the
liands of Thompson's.Motor Car Co., of

19-20, Great Brunswick Street, Dublin.

Additional Works Jor making Avon Tyres.

Last week the Avon India Rubber
Co., Ltd., who have big works at

Melksham, entered into possession of

the rubber works at Bradford-on-Avon
formerly occupied by the Sirdar Rubber
Co. The Avon Co. 's purchase comprises
the freehold of the site, the buildings
(known as Greenland Mills), and the
manufacturing plant for the production
of tyres, tubes, etc.

Pratt's Successes at Brooklands.

Eleven events figured in the last

United Service motor cycle race meet-
ing programme at Brooklands, all of
which were won on Pratt's motor
spirit. In fact, out of a possible thirty-
two positions, riders on Pratt's spirit

secured twenty-six places : ten securing
second positions and six being placed
third.

British Lamps at the San Francisco
Exhibition.

Messrs. Worsnop and Co., the well-
known lamp manufacturers, have been
awarded a gold medal for their lamps
and Alklum accumulators at the San
Francisco Exposition. It is understood

; that this is the only firm in this par-
ticular line of business which has
attained similar honours.
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Zilla Belts.

A descriptive leaflet has been issued

by the Zilla Patent Belt Co., Ltd., of

101, Great Western Street, Manchester.
The Zilla belt; it may be remembered,
contains, as its chief feature, a steel chain

core and the leaflet explains the principle

and advantages of such a construction.

A Motor Cycle Accessory Maker helps the

Wounded.
Mr. C. W. Willmott, of Wilmott

Bros., the well-known manufacturers of

silencer extension pipes, whose works
are situated in Norwich, is among
tliose performing useful work in

organising outings for wounded soldiers

from the Norfolk War Hospital at

Thorpe, near the above-named city. The
country round Norwich is exceedingly
pretty, and a particularly attractive

route was chosen on the occasion of a
recent outing. The party was enter-

tained to tea by Mrs. Astlej', of Plum-
stead Hall, and after tea a fishing com-
petition was held, each competitor
having two minutes, and numbers of

fisli were caught.

passage D through the carburetter. Tlie

outlet C is adjustable by means of a

needle E of tapering section, and this

is controlled by Bovvden mechanism F
connected up to any convenient point.

At G is located the throttle barrel,

which is rotatable either totally to cut

olf the passage through the carburetter,

or to open it up progressively to the full

bore of tjie passage C. The bore of thfr

passage C in the iUustratiom is rather

small in comparison -with the outlet orifice

of the carburetter, wliich would result in

the air passing the fuel outlet- at a high
velocity, even at low engine speeds.—C.

Brown and Brown and Barlow, Ltd., No.
18,818, 1914.

Belt Service in Australian Racing.

For two years running the Australian
Grand Prix motor cycle race has been
won on a machine using the Pedley-
belt. This year it was won by -J. E.

Mellor on a Matchless.

Owner Wanted for Sidecar Outfit.

Messrs. Bron;n Bros., of Great Eastern
Street, E.G., inform us that they h.ive

had left with them by two members of

the R.F.A., whose names and addresses

they do not know, a motor cycle an('

sidecar. They will be glad to o

the necessary information.

The Manufacture of Artificial Rubber.

In the course of a lecture to the Society-t

of Arts on " cracked '' spirits and otherj|'

means of increasing fuel supplies for?

motors, Professor Vivian B. Lewes, F.I.C.,";

F.C.S., made a startling statement con-

cerning the production of rubber by;

synthetic processes. After detailing th*

results of a series of experiments lie said:,

"Tliere is very little doubt that som^
isoprone is formed, .and as this is an
excellent starting point for the synthesis

of artificial rubber, we may some day sea

the cracking of oils providing tyres 9&

well as fuel to the motor car." Tt*
speculation is a bold one, but chemistry
is one perpetual marvel. Still, share-

holders in rubber companies need noli

worry, and there is not the lca«t likeli-
[

hood that the construction of the new
f

Dunlop factory at Birmingham ndll b< i

in any way arrested by the threat o: I

rubber becoming a by-product of petrol,
j

ll
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Ido not think it would be possible

to obtain a more really satisfac-

tory combination for real hard
road work or serious touring than
the Zenith-Millford of the kind in

my possession. In 8,000 miles it has
given practically no trouble whatever
and is running as well to-day as
when it was new."

C.S.L in " The Motor Cycle and Cycle Trader,"

Sept. Uth. 1915.

The above extract siimmarises the

writer's experience of an 8 h.p.

COUNTERSHAFT MODEL

^V/HEN selecting your

mount for the coming

heavier road and weather

conditions, bear in mind this

testimony to ZENITH worth.

Catalogue with pleasure
on receipt of postcard.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

Some dealers arecharging more than

4/-
fop the standard model

kODCE
PLUG.

This advertisement is your
authority for asserting

that there is

NO
ADVANCE

IN
PRICE.

You should refuse to pay
mope than' 4/-.

Your dealer has no right
whatever to extra war
profits on Lodge Plugs.

We have kept our prices the
same in spite of the war.

The LODGE SPARKING PLUG
CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM and RUGBY.

WAKEFIELD

CASTROL
MOTOR C' '

"

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertise nents in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

shauld be posted in time tt reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle" Covent.y, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoulc"
quote the nu.-nber which is printed at the end of
each advertisement, and the date of the issue in
which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT

Under the provisions of the above Act,
advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business cons sts whollv or mainly of
enffineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include jn every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than iO
miles away, or already engragred on Govern-
ment work, will be eng:ag:ed."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
h ve their announcements Inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade Labour
Exchangre. who w^ill allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchangre or from the offices of this paper,
and each adver isement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already eng:aged on Government work need
apply.

ADDRESSES.NUMBERED
For the conveaience of advertisers, letters may be

addressei to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will Le charged for registration,
and- three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forftfardin^ replies. Oniy the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
ooD, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3W"DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Systcn. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both partjes arc advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods, is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not wc return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pavs
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ;fio in

a deposit fee of 2s. f>d. is charged, when undervalue.

;Cio the fee is is. All deposit matters arc dealt witli at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail hinisdf of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Renders who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer lo their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers olten receive so
many enquiries that it. is quite Impossible to reply to each
opfi by post.

Halifax Motor Exchange

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection,"

THAT STRANGE DEVICE.

EXCELSIOR-
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., Twin 84 x 8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tensioa magneto, spring forks,

2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-skid

tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement

incorporated.

AND THE PRICE £62. COMPARE IT.

Exchange liberally considered.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 (new) DIAMOND, 2'. h.p., 2-stroke . . . £28 13
J915 2? h.p. 2-speed GONNAUGHT (new) .. £39 18
19:5 2! h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) . . £37
1913 2.4 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed £36 10
1915 2.1 h.p. 2-speed ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P.

Inew) £39 10
1913 4ih.p. 2-spced F.E. LINCOLN-ELK .. £29 10
1912 3.V h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
1912 3), h.p. 2-specd F.E. BRADBURY £29 10
23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £28 10
8 h.p. 3-specd CHATER-LEA and coach Sc. £39 10
1909 3I h.p. 2-speed REX £16 10
3^ h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
1910 3.1 h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £12 10
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £29 10
5I h.p. m.igneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
F.N., magneto, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive £15 10
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10

RITZ LIGHT CAR.

The last word in light car values. 10 h.p.

4-cylinder, mechanical lubrication, electric

horn and lighting, hood, screen, tools.

Luxuriously sprung and a grand top gear
climber. In stock for- inspection and
trial. £120.

Exchanges quoted.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

1914 7-gh.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £64 10
igi4 6 h.p. REX Sidettc, nearly new .... £59 10
J914 (late) w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5
I9r2 3j h.p. 2-spced twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 10
1912 3.V h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar . .

.

£27 10
1912 6" h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £34 10
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed RCX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £27 10
igog 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, line condition .. £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cycle Car Front \nd Rear .-V.xles and Wheels

with detachable rims £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6,15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
Pair Lucas Side Lamps for light car 19/6
Second-hand Wicker Sidecar Body 4/9
New Mechanical Horns. Special prices ... 15/11
Shop-soiled Coach Gloria Sidecar £14 10
Shop-soiled Coacil Bramble Sidecar £12
Brand New Res Coach Sidecar £12 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 191S, S'-ih p.. a^speed^epaie tnbe.^belt:
.cL f28.—Hedley, 610, "High Ud., causirict. [2859

A.J.S.

A.J.S.. new 1915, 2i4h.p.
stock.—Moss, Wein.

3-Eceed model, actually in

tX8504

A.J.S., 1915. 4h.p. model, for immediate delivery.—

The J«orris Garages,* Oxford. [X8507

A.J.S. 6h.p. C.jmbination in stock for immediate d6-~

livery.—M. C. Jobborn, Agent, Willenhall. [X8.'i33

A.J.S., 6h.p., complete with sidecar, just delivered;

£95.—Tuipins, 22 and 29. Preston Ed.. Briehton.
L071G

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p.. Gloria cane spring wheel fide^ar;

£50.—Gieen, Union Infirmary, Crumpsall, .Man-

chester. [3378

lamp, horn, watch, mirror, tube,
-- — "'dlewich,

[X8549

;peed, decompressor, all

[X7935

hand clutch, lamp,

I Q13 A.J.S., '2^ai.V: —-, -. -. - -.,.j„ . .-

-i-O excellent condition; £30,—Harnson, MidqlewicD,

Cheshire.

33h.p. 1914 A.J.S., 3-i,, r - . ,

4 sories, spares, kick; 42 gns.—Owner, 2, Bcre^icrd

Av., Hull.

A.J.S., 1914, 2"'ih.p., 3 speeds,
horn, splendid condition; £39.—21a, Hopton

[3437

combination in stock

'[0719

A.J.S.. 5-61-p., 1913. and sidecar, complete, over-

hauled, spltndid condition ; sacjrifice first 50 gns.

-26. Farnlev E4. S. Norwood.

Rd., Streatham. (D,

AJ.S. 4h.p. Machine, also 6h.p.

for immediate delivery.-Doncaster Autocars^ ana
Cycle.=, Ltd., Doncarter.

A.J.S., 19131/2,
condition

;

Roberts,

[34X5

6h.p.. 3-speed, Gloria, Cowey, excellent

£56, or exchange A.J.S., 2-"'ih.p.-=.

Siabod. Capel Curig. fXSBSZ

A.J.S.. 1913. 6h.p., and 1915 Montgomery coachbnilt

sidecar, recently overhauled; 55gns.—H. Hirst.

1^7. Mprley St.. Bradford, Yorks. [XS553

A.J.S, 6h.p.. countershaft gears, chain drive, kick

starter, jerfect condition f f40, or e.vch;uigB

Dougtaa.—Sinclair, East Jloiesey. [X8569

AJS. 1913. 6h.p., 3-sreed, perfect condition, jnst

overhauled; 47 gns.. very great bargain.—Julian,

Broad St., Heading. Tbone: 1024. [0728

A.J.S.. prompt delivery of all models. 6h.r.. 4h,p.,

and 2"'4h.p.—P^ J. E}'ans, Birmingham and^^D^
trict agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [336S

A.J.S. 191314 S-6h.p. _-- -

overhauled, .splendid condition. 2 speeds.

Slip. A.J.S., late 1913, 3 speeds, best wicker eidecorj

new tyr&3, lamp, horn, and accessories; £53.-3.

Mnorings, Nelson Drive, Lfcigh-ou-Sea. [X848I^

AJ.S., 1914, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand dutch,

lamp and horn, splendid condition, quite equal tj>

new- £45.-Betallick, Burnev House. Boche. CornwaU.
[X3;75

A .J.S.. 2"ih.r.. 3-speed, cost £60 Octobej, 1914. tv^en-

a. did condition, not done 2,500. lamp, mechaui.-al

hum. extra toolbag; £48. oSers considered.-Box No.
1,312, Tlic Molor Cycle Offl. cs, Coventry. [X793q

Coachbuilt Combination, just
clntch,

kick starter, 1914 "Amac, all accessories, and very com-

plete equipment of tools, suitable winter riding: £47-—
15. L.Htus Ed.. Shepherd's Bush. \\. I

LEFT by a gentleman on sale.— 1915 6h p. A.J.S,, dfr

taehable wheels, tilted with D« Luxe sidecar, wind
screen, speedometer. Lucas lamps and hooter, sidtMiar

lamp, spiire wheel and tvre. not a scratch on combina*
tion, fast; cost with all extras £125, price to elra
£107.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Lomlon. [X9423

Alldays.

ALLON, 2-stroke; best deliveries these fine mnchin«a.

—W. P. Edwards, Tanuton. [X746J

ALLDAYS All™. 1915, 2s;h.ii., 2-sreed, acce330rieaj|

£30, or near offer.—74, Erlanger Rd., New CntdC

IQlS'i AUon. 2-sttoke. 2 speed, mileage 800. acoflai-

X *y series, £54 : light coachbuilt sidecar, new Jair,

£8—213, Hanworth lid., Hounelow.

ALLHAY'S JIatchless. September,
stroke, 2*peed, F.E., ki

"

£24.— Moseley. Kirby Muxloe. Leicester,

[32^
-. . 2-\ih.p.. »

F.E., kick starter, splendid ordew
[S:844|

4ALLON 2-spfed 2-stnike Models, £38/17; siagj

simmmIs. £51/10; delivery from stock; cash _^_
gradual payments.-Applv, WancJiopes, 9, Shoe LanSi
Ixindon. [S842*

"I 015 Allon. 2-speed, with Stewart, P. and H. lana
-L»7 set. 3-note horn, rear loiup. and sporting mads
sidecar, beautiful coudition; £41.-A. Consalvej, en
Unrvey, Hudson and Co., South Woodford. [X82S1

ALLllAYS Allon Single and 2-spccd in stoik. £3iat
and £38,17 respectively: deferred payments specx-

iility: keen price for large deposits.— Lamb's. 151, Higl
St .' Walthaiustow. 1-lcpot 50. High Hd., Wood Green

£333! I

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OUR SILENT

REPRESENTATIVE
IN STOCK.

1915 CLVNO 6h.p. Combination, with
lamps, speedometer, hood and screen,
spare wheel, etc., only done soomiles £85

1915 3 h.p. T.T. ENFIELD, 2-speed ... £52 10
1915 3* h.p. ROVER, countershaft Com-

bination £84 7
I9M 3i h.p. PREMIER, a-speed, Com-

bination, like new £55
1914 3} h.p. T.T. SINGER, lovely con-

dition £38

TWO STROKES.
1915 ALLON, 2-speed and clutch, only

done 300 miles £38
1915 SPARKBROOK, 2-speed £37 16
19:5 JAMES, 2-specd £38
1915 liVIPERIALMETR0,2-speed,sport-

inij model £38 10
1915 IMPERIAL METRO, single speed,

sportin° model £31
1915 IMPERIAL METRO, lady's, 2-speed £38 10
1915 ROYAL RU8Y, single speed, Vil-

liers engine £29 10
IQ15 IVY, single-geared £29 10
1915 HOBARt, 2-speed £38 10
1Q13 IXION, single-geared,- £29 10
1914 DOUGLAS, .Model U, a beauty ... £42
1910 DOUGLAS, single geared, lamp,

and horn £16 10
1912 2^ h.p. A.J.S,, 2-sp. clutch model,

fine order £30
1913 3} h.p. SCOTT, 2-5p. T.T., a beauty £45
igrs Free-engine RUDGE, speedometer,

mechanical born, lamp, fine condition £35
1912 4 h.p. REX, 2-speed, handle start-

ing, with new wicker Sidecar £35
1911 3J- h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp., good order £27
i9iiTRiUMPH £25

CARS IN STOCK.
1915 15-20 h.p. BRISCOE, 4-seater, electric

starter, lights, etc £225
12-16 h.p. SUNBEAM, delivered new

January, 19 13, finished in white enamel,
beautiful 4-seater, complete £330

We have one No. i FORD \'an in stock . . £115
1915 MORGAN, nearly new, complete . . . £85

Exchanges entertained.

SIDECARS IN STOCK.
1914 BRADBURY, coach-built £11
CANOELET, sporting model, very light . £10 10
BURBURV, coach-built £14 14
BURBURY, coach-built , £12 12
BURBURY, wicker torpedo, fronted

model £6 6
Art Cane Sidecar, second-hand, good

t>Te, all complete £3 10

STEWART SPEEDOMETERS.—We can deliver
these from stock, sent by return on receipt
of £2 10s.

We carry a stock of accessories. Let us have
your requirements. No order too small for us.

JUNIOR LONG HORNS, Stock 25/-

Thc North Wales

Motor Exchange,
HOLT ST., WREXHAM.

Telephone : 2S3.

Telegrams : " Motor Exchange, Wresham."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

|Ql4i/cr W 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-8pced. klct starting,
-i-*/ clutch: £'32; o.xrlinngo featherweight iiiid tosh.—
127. Stretford R<1., Mtinchwter. [3531

DOUGLAS, 1915'.^. mode! W, kick etarter. 3-eDee'l
T.T. burrf, 6 weekd old. abBOlutely aa uew; £52 —

Itiiikt^ide, Penrliyn Rd,, Surbtton. [3373

DOUGLAS. 1912, T.T., as^h.p., 2-«pecd. linnp. .-tc,
perfect riding' conditiou : splendid Dorb'»"n^£30.—

Lavton, 3, Castelnau Place, Barnea. 1X8449

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2^ih.p., model U, tyres excellent,
engine and bearings overhauled; £38.—Robin-

son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. {0612

DOUGLAS. 1915, model W. 2y4Lp., 3-sp&od, kick
start-, fine condition, only run few milos, himp,

horn; £50.—Fielder, 19, Worple Ed., Wimbledon. [3406

"IQ13 Model U Douglas, in absolute perfect condition,
-1-t/ overhauled and tested by our Douglas esp«t;
£37.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingliinu.

[X8299
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2^h.p.. 2-€peed, excelienx running

order; £20; can be seen and tried by appointment.
—Dr. Pedley, Hayeeford. Haye^ Lane, Bromley, Kent.

13324
DOUGLAS Late 1914 Si/sh.p. T.T., condition per-

fect, complete with lamps and tools; genuine
bargain, £48.-16, Warrender Rd., Tufnell Park.

lX8574
DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., 1912 pattern, 2 speeds, drip feed,

clutch model, good order; £30. or near offer.—
Eidgway, Euan High Lanes, Grampound Ed., Ck>rnwalL

[3513
DOUGLAS. 1914, clutch. 2-speed. free engme,

speedometer. Klaxon, spare chain and belt;
£43.—Paymaster Turner, H.M.3. Thames, c/o G.P.O.,
London. [3421

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^h.p., T.T. model, lamp set.
horn, Watford speedometer, knee grip, excellent

condition, private owner; £35.—The Morris Garages.
Oxford. [X8510

DOUGLAS, 2^;h.p.. 1914. 2-speed, Stewart Bpeedo-
meter. footboards, raised bars, lamp, generator,

iill complete, aplendid order; £43.—Lambert, Station
R-d., Stroud. [3412

DOUGtAS. late 1913. 254li.p., and new sporting side-
car, spares, accesi-ories, splendid running condition;

uuff said : £48. No dealers.—Alexander, 25, Parsons
Green, Fulham- [3316

DOUGLAS. 1910, juet re-bored,- in excellent condition,
thorjughly overhauled, new back tyre; £18. bar-

gain.—Mechanic, 23, St. Martin's Ed., Lower Edmon-
ton, Middlesex. [3263

1 Q14 2^4h.p. DoQglas, 2-6peed, condition as new, good
-L*J tyres and belt, Lucas lamp tfet and "horn, spare
belt and chain; £44.—Goodbehere, Fern Bank, Plymouth
Grove, Manchet-ter [X8180

"I Q 14 Douglas Combination, just been thoroughly
JL t7 overhauled, as new in every detail, full range
Di accessories included : 58 gns.—Colmore Depot. 31.
Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [58304

DOUGLAS . War Office model, special features, in
stock, instant delivery; price ^54/12; pamphlets

Du application.—T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS, 1910, 2^.p., overhauled, new vake
springs, back tyre, tubes, handle-bars re-plated,

lamps, toolbag. etc.. perfect condition; £16/10.—Mabb,
71. Manor Grove, Eichmond, Surrey. [3512

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p-, 1912, 2-speed, clutch model, ju>t
been overhauled, new tyres, 2'^in. Pedley back,

acceesories. all new condition; £30. near offer.—16, Shir-

ley Park Ed., Addiscombe, Croydon. [3379

"IQ14 3V2h.p. Douglas, with excellent coachbuilt side-
JLt7 car, both practically new, luggage grid, electric

light, complete, supplv spare parts and tools; £70.—.
Bingley, Fermain, Sherborne, Dorset. [^8604

~IQ15 254h.p. Model W Douglas, 3-3peed clutch,
J-tJ kick starter, semi-T.T. handle-bars, la"mps,

horn, etc., only done few miles; £53, or offer.—Bos
9,342. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X8515

DOUGLAS, 1914 2->4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-
starter model, Cowey speedometer, Lucas King

of the Road lamp set, horn, handle-bar mirror,
splendid condition; £38 lowest.—The Morris Garages.
Oxford. [X8509

T Ql5i/^ Douglas, 3-speed- model V, £45, as from
X «/ works, or £50 with speedometer, horn, lamp*,
watch, spring links, chain case. Clair eilencer, Xl'aU
caddie, etc.—Simms Wilson, 540, Woolwich Ed.. Charl-
ton, S.E. [X8442

DOUGLAS.—We can now deliver the famous
Donglas from stock ; an excellent selection to

choose from, including the military all-black model.
Call or write cs; we can fill your requirements.—
The Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [3569

"I
Q 13 (Late) Douglas, 2^4h-p-, Cowey speedometer,

_LU Lucas set, Avou back. Hufchinscoi front, sight
drip feed, very fast, all tools and accessories, watch,
plating perfect, guaranteed perfect running order ; £30,
or nearest offer.—Write, Arnold, St. Helens, Beckenham.
Kent 'Phone: Gerrard 5360. [3555

Edmund.
1 Q13 Edmncd. spring frame. 4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed
X *J countershaft gear, and free engine, kick start,

chain-cum-belt drive, accessories; £33.-59, Goodale St.,

Derby. CX8184

TRUMBULL LIGHT GAR
Absolutely "TOP NOTCH" In Llcht Car valuci.

12 h.p. 4-cyIind(.T watcr-cooIcd cnj;inc, .Splil-l-if

maRncto, mcch;»nical lubricatio;), gear box, 3 sj^ i is

and reverse; detachable wheels, with spare wheel
and tyre; electric lighting, electric horn, bood, side
curtains, screen, jack, took, etc.

All on. £120 All on.
_ACTUALLy IN STOCK. COWE AND INSPECT.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Brand new 1915 4 n.p. WOLF-J.A.P., ajuiip :^j;il'.

gear, 3 speeds, kick starler, ciiain drive, XL'AU
saddle, all latest improvements, fcne sidecar
macfaine. Perfectly new.

Maker's Price is £51 16
Make us your best orter, cash or exchanee.

19IS MODELS IN STOCK.
10 h.p. Sporting MORGAN, .M.A.G. engine £105
1915 3 h p. ENt-lELu, .: ,pe(.ds, KicK starter 50 gn,.

igrs b h.p. 3-spee': J.H. Cointjination 84 gns.

1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3-sp. 49 gns.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4<yl.,
water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on . . £120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, P. & M. gear, Druids.. £tO
J914 h.p. ENFIELD CombinatioQ £60
1915 2-sp. 2-stroke NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 gns.
1913 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Coronet

Sidecar. Going cheap. W tuit offers '

3} h.p. 190a REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B.& B.carb. £16
3ih.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and tree engine, Bosch £17
3i h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £1

9

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and tasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

MODEL 3.

Underslung chassis

with Luggage Carrier

comoined.

Splendidly made and
built for bard work.

£10 15

iDaBBHHaHHBaHaHaHaaaBaBSBBB
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b.^i

This is MODEL So. i.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE : 9 Guineas.

HooJ £2. Screen £1

.

Delivery from Slock.

Your Agent willsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

UDD BARGAINS.
New F.R.S. Lamp Set, shop soiled 32 6

Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2i wheel .... £2
Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

Set of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new £3

8 h.p. J..\.P. ..\ir-cooIed Eng., fine condition 12 gns.

Bosch Magneto, waterproof, suit -ilorcran £3 10

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new conditioa 15 /-

Cos Cycle Car Carburetter 10 .'-

Motor Cycle Frame for inclined engine .... 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6
Bosch Jlagneto, single-cylinder, new £3 10

Bcsch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £3 15

S h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engine, new. . £14 1

FARRAR'S MOTORS
Telephone 919 .

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
tiifleld.

£16^—Boyal Enfield Twin, 2l41i.p., perfect, appearance
new.—Innes, 'Wardwick, IJerby. [X8391

EJOTIELD, 1912, a^ji.p.. 2-speed, excellent condition;
£27—Wriglit, 52, Kin? St., Belper. [3290

ElfFIEIiD. 1915, 3Ii.p., not done 50 miles, absolutely
new; £41/10.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

i:S8506
EjSTFIELD, eli.p., with sidecar, also tiade sidecar, all

perfect order; £45.—Batchelor, Clarence St., King-
ston. [X8471

EKTIELD, 1914, 61i.p.. 2 speeds, coach sidecar; a
real bargain, £58.—Fenlor, 36, Clarence «t.,

King.=ton. [S8472
33.L.P. Enfield, 2-spced, semi T.T., new pistons, re-

4 bushed thronghont; £27. — Abbey Vicarage,
Shrewsbury. [X8262

23,h.p. Twin Enfield, acceseories, good condition, new
4 tyre and chain ; £18.—Roberts, Devonport Hou^e,

Upper Deal. [XS240

"IQ13 254h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, handle start, speed-
J-J/ ometer; £27/10; perfect.—Jones, The Broad-
way, Mnswell Hill. [2872

ENTIELD 6h.p. Combination, lat« 1914, lamps,
speedometer, new condition; £65.-58, St. George's

Ed,, Peckham, S.E. [3552

1Q14 Eoyal Enfield Combination, speedometer, Lucas
J.*/ lamp, new tyres; £65, or nearest ofl'er.—-M^, 20,

Talnay St., Tooting. [3233

ENFIELD, 254h.p.. 1914 model, free engine, and 2-

speed, new condition, lamp, horn, etc. ; £35.—Hop-
kins, New St., Ledbury. ^ [3587

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. cane sidecar, all acces-

sories, had very little use; trial; £48.— Gibson, 325.

Chesterfield R4., Sheffield. [3262

ENFIELD Combination, 1914 gears, wheels, piston,

forks, new tyres; offers. Wanted, lightweight.—
Eiches, Wollaston, Stombridge. [S8363

ENFIELD Combination, 1915i/f>, perfect, every acces-

sory, wind screen, hardly used; £78.—Hassall. 30,

Fetter Lane, E.C. City 9368. [3414

ENFIELD 1913>..1> 6h.p. Combination, new Wolbrown
wicker 2-seat. sidecar, perfect order; £58, com-

plete.—Booth, Green Lane, Featherstone. [3396

1 QIO 2rih.p. Eoyal Enfield Lightweight; £12, or near
J-iJ oifer, or exchange pedal cycle arid cash.—T-
Evans, 9, Ashbourne Grove, East Dulwich. [3315

ENFIELD 2?41.p. Twin, 1912 model, 2-speed, chain
drive, in perfect order; must sell; what cash offer.

—C. Smith, 2, St. Ann's Well Ed., Nottingham. [S8643

ENFIELD Combination, just arrived, £84: liberal

deferred payments: exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow. Depot 50, High Ed., Wood Green.

[3331
ROTAL Enfield, 1914, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, twin, kick

start, chain drive, speedometer, and watch, ex-

cellent condition: £35.-15. Station Ed., Plumstead.
[X8570

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913,, Jones speed-
ometer, Lucas accessories, perfect' condition : £46,

or near offer.—Write, S., 31, Charrington St., Oakley
Sq., N.W. [3247

ENFIELD, late 1912, and 1913 coachbuilt sidecar,
not used during wnr, Jones speedometer, all in

perfect condition ; £45.—Webb, 35, Connanght Gar-
dens, Highgate, N. . [3253

1 Q12 6h.p. Eoyal Enfield, with special wide coach-
JLU built sidecTr to seat 2 children, very good order;
£50 : cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd..
Swansea; also at Cardiff. [0722

EXPIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, in excellent
order, lamps, speedometer, horn, spares, com-

plete, not done 2,000 miles, guaranteed sound; £65.
—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Ay., E.C. [0599

ENFIELD 2-stroke', 2V4h-p.. 2-speed. 1915 model,
just arrived from works; immediate delivery:

£39/18: we are Enfield specialists.-Wilkins, Simpson.
and Cj., 11, Hammersmith Ed.. London. [3281

ENFIELD, 1914, 6h.p., passenger combination,
coach body, Lucas lamp set, Lucas horn and

reSr light, tvres perfect, excellent condition through-
out; £60.—"The Morris Garages, Oxford. [X8511

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. 2-speed Combination, hood,
screen, 3 lamos, horns, speedometer, spare.^,

tools, excellent condition, complete; 55 gns , cost
over £100.—Ebbutt, 53, High St., Croydon. [3491

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt side-
car, the finest combination made, all complete

:

£84: just arrived fro.m works: immediate delivery.—
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., Lon-
don. [3280

ROYAL Enfield Combination, £84; 3h.p. twin. 50
gns.; 2V4h.p. 2-stroke, 38 gns; immediate de-

livery all models.—Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car
Co., Ltd., 7. Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..
Plvmontli. [0571

ENFIELDS, all models actually in stock.—6h. p.
combinations, 3h.p. S-speed twins, T.T. and

touring models, also 2',.'th.p. 2-speed 2-stroke.—P. J.
Evans, 87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham, con-
trolling district agent. [3363

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, fitted with 3
lamps, bulb and electric horns, speedometer,

mirror, etc.. complete with tools, new condition; 75 gne.
Seen any time by appointment.-Woodhams, 7. Ewhnrst
Ed.. Crofton Park. S.E. - (3554 1

NEW MODELS.
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £Z9 10
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 6" h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
igrs ROYAL RUBY. 2l h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 10
1915 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 180 gns.

1915 WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA ...£120
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car.
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc £225

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1915 (new) 2.1 h.p. 2-speed WDLF-J.A.P. .

.

£37
^915 2-speed ALLON, 2-stroke (new) £38 17
1915 NEW DIAMOND, 2stroke (new) £28 13
loir 2} b.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £26 10
F.N., 2-speed, 2i h.p., wants carburetter ... £11 10

FOR VALUE ,

We offer a Brand New latest type (just delivered

from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at lO'j

discount. If you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With
REX Coach-built Sidecar, S12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 33S% extra?

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
8 h.p. SABELLA-J.A.P. 2-seater Cycle Car, variable

gear, tandem seating, very smart sporting appear-

ance, excellent hill-climber £39 10

CASH BARGAINS.
1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

bom, lamps, and Swan Sidecar £64 10
1914 (new) WILLIAMSON Scar Combination, Offers
i9r4 6 li.p. (new) REX Sideite. Exchanges quoted
15 h.p. 4-cvlmdcr RENO s-seated Car £65
1913 3I h.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
1913 b h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 S h.p. 2-speed V.S. and new Sidecar.. £46 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £37 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed iree-engine REX £33 10
1912 3.1 h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3J h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
I9r2 3; h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & iVi., 3I h.p., 3-speed. grand condition. . £29 10
1911-31 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
1911 3/. h.p. 2-spee.l REX, 841 S9 £21 10
3^ h.p. tourist REX, spring forks -. £14 10
1910 3I h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
F.N., 2^ h.p., 2-speed, lightweight, as new. . £21 10
PEUGE'OT, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
REX, 3^ h.p., 1909 model, spring forks .... £16 10
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .... £24 10
N.S.U. , 2-speed. F.E., twin, spring forks ... £13 10
REX, 5! h.p.. twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3I h.p.. magneto, spring forks £14 10
New Continental Covers, 26\ 2, beaded edge 11 ,9

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBINATIONS

AND LIGHT CARS.

ICl
kiin

:deal street

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bnfleld.

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2-5peed, and free ec.iL^^
chain drire, kick starter, mechanical Inbricatii

Palmer tjre^. jn'^t arrived from works: immediate^
liTerr: £52ao.—Wilkin*, Simpson, and Co., 11,
mersmith Kd., London.

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOH. 2^.^.p., 2-«troke, 2-speed, guarant
to take a sidecar; £44.—Midland Cycle Depot, 15,

Ha!e5 St.. Coventry. [X8394

AMEEICA:^ Escelsior, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-epeed, lanip

and horn; co<t £56 two weeks agt); £54, or -^-x-

change.— 4, Thornton St., Kempston, Bedford. ;;229

EXCELSIOR ^AmericanJ, 7li.p.. 3-speed. etandaid,
£62: De Luxe. £71.aO: Tuik>liire dealer sop-

plied.—Sole Yorkeiiire di.^tribnters, Halifax Motor Hi-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [0388

1013 Excelsior (Coventry) and Sidecar, 31-jh.p^
J-v Philipsoi, F-E., -Bosch mag., tyres nearly new,
lamp, horn; bargain, £23.—A. E. Massey, 3«e,
Berkhampstead Ed-, Chesham, Bucks. - [3451

A TWIN Excelsior 7h.p. Motor Cycle and sidebar, 2
speeds, free engine. clut<h ; £47 the lot, ec-'- 85

gns. in March; owner going to the tropics; any '_ _
—420, Richmond Ed., East Twickenham. [--•

Fafnir.

FAFNIR 3',-h.p. Combination, Mabon cloto":,, B.
and B., spri ig forks. Whittle belt, P. and H.

lamps, Palmer cords, and DanloD, nearW new, room
wanted; £20.-63. Park Hill, Clapham, S.W. ;3449

^ Fairy.
g^lh.p. Opposed Twin Fairy. Bosch, good order, ei :.:";.

/~V 4: epare engine, £14 ; 3^ih.p. N.S.U.. mag.. ~ d
condition, 2-speed, £12-—Huretwood, Camberley. ;?511

F.N.

F-N"., 5-6h.p., 2-speed, sidecar, excellent thronghoni^
£28/10.-^, Stafford Ed-. Sidciip. [XSSH

F.N., 1915, 5h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition; £5|H
or offer.—F. Bannister, Chatham. - [3^H|

F.N- [Late], 4i^^-5]i.p., 4 cyls., mag., drip feed, 10^9
dropped inun'e; sacrifice £22/10.-1, Ebner StT*

Wandswortli. rxS564-
1012 FJST., 4-cyi., witli sidecar, 2-speed gear and"
-Ltf clutch, 3 combinations, ranging Irom £2S u»
£35.—Earl's, 5, Heath St., Hampsiead. rXS499

F.N., 1914, 2-seater, 7h.p., heap accessories: £75 r^

generous deferred terms.—Lamb's. 151, Hi^h St.,

Walthamstow. Depot 50. High Ed., Wood Green. [5532-

F.N.. 4-oyl.. 1912, 2 speeds, in perfect order, and new

'

condition sideLar, good tyres, weatherproof
new weatherproof Lodge plugs, horn, lamps, speedomet*
price £35.—Earl's, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

[3*
Oraadex.

"jQ13 3h.p. Grandex-Precision. 3-speed, and
-L*y sories: £24.—Wood, c/o Harvey, Hudson
Co.. South Woodford- [XSSQf
GRANDEX-PEECISION, 1914, 21i.p., 5:-speed. CTflPf^

J

hauled, perfect : £20, or nearest.—Mawer.
Trinity Rd., Chelmsford. [33CJ

Harley.'Davidson.
HARLEX-DATIDSON 7-9h-p. Twin and Ah.v- in'i^

stoek—Turpins, 29, Preston Ed.. Bri^rLi u- [0713

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinations in stock;
changes.-Middleton, 27, Stroud Green Rd., N.i

[3lf ,

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX. 1914. c-'ach eidecar. perf«**
ccQdition : £50.—Seen Stag Motor Work?. East f

Fincbley, London, N. [3433 '

HARLEY-DAVID30X Sidecar Combinations
stock for immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2600

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX. 1913. 7-9h.p., 3-speed. ne«
a month ago. guaranteed perfect; £60.—Macrto

j

and Tolfree, 2, Castle Ter., Edinburgh. [3567
j

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. IIC. model, 4-6b.p., a-spe^d. 1

new hist month, complete with lamp and Lorn;
what offers ?—Watson, Draper, Terrington St. Cl-ement, I

Norfolk. l3254 (

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX. models IIC. IIF. UJ.
j

actuallv in stork; aidtn^ars to suit,—Macrae and
|

Tolfree, 2. Castle, Edinburgh- Telegrams: Strain"'
•Phone: 6565. £3'

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.-We are special agentsJ
tl-csf splendid machines and eidecare. Defei

pavmeuts anangetl.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Waftb
stow. Depot 50. High Ed- Wood Green. f3^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically e.iuipped, 19lSI
with Bntmble fsidecar. Pillion sear, speedometti I

lamp. horn, ridiltr'n 800 milets: £85; exchanges, deierlfli I

pn.nucnt?.— Lamb's, 151, High St., Wuithamstow, [333t i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Moilek delivered fro§ (
stock: 7-9h.p. 3-specd model IIF. 65 gns. ; electn I

e>Quipment, model JIJ, 73 gns.; exchangee or extCD^ Ij

terms armnged.—Elee and Co., 15, Bj^hopsgate Ad* I
Camomile St.. E.C. [0491

1

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX, model 11 J, 7-9h.p.. 3-sped I

with electric dynamo lighting outfit and ele>
"
'

tiorn. fitted with special Gloria sidecar, the fin
combination on the road; £97(13 complete; _
diate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Birmingham. [1$

B32 '^ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR

MATCUI.KSS.
lar. 7I1.P.

CVCI.nS lOU SALE.
Mntchless.

1915'.:.. iiftni.linble epiiuc wliool siilo-

M.A.O. engine, eomhiniition, Lucas

luiuiK. and born, Wntforil speedometer, spare tubes, and
otber aoeessories; £85, no ofYers.— I'atersoii, 177, LoUKb-

borousb nd., Brixton. Between 2-5. [3243

lO'S Matoble.ss Oombinntinn, model 8B., spring wbeel

JL«/ Jtat, Ideas sideeur. fitted with hood, screen, lamp

and Reneiiitor, horn, spare valves, cte., not done 500

miles, perfeet, as new; tfielliiiK tbrnnsh no fault what-

ever; cost over £100, ai-eept £90, no offers -Day, Olce-

bninpton. [3251
Minerva

MINERVA, mag.. Brown and Barlow, fast; £12.
Seen Sunday.—Addicott, 71, Arioa Rd., Brock-

ley. [3573

2^ib.p., coil ignition, spring iorte, in

£9.-77, Cbebiisford Ed., ^yaltbam-

stow. [3251

MINERVA, 2%h.p.. mccbnnicnl valvee, spring forks,

Binks, new accumulator; £7.-1, Kingslev Kd.,

Wimbledon. i:S8322

8b. p. Twin Minerva and sidecar, free engine, plating

and tvres new. very good condition tbrougbout

:

£25.-Barber, Oak Villa, Ernest Kd., Tiewsley, Middle-

sex. 1:3584

Oib.p. Minerva, Bosch, 1914 B. and B., Mabon
(Wa clutch, h.b.c, low, 26x2'4, Douglas bars, spares,

exceptional engine; £11.—Appleton, 56. Catbles Rd.

Balbam Hill. Seen aftei 7. [3355

MIXEEVA, .

luauiug order;

Motosacoche
1915, a.^ new, liitle usedMOTOSACOCHE. S'/^jli.p., _. .

£44.-2, Suffolk Terrace. W. Thurrock. Eases,

1 012 Motosacoche, Singer 2h.p.
JiU did condition, about

Honiton.

i:3351
Boaoli mag., splen-

1,000 miles; £15.—Wood.
[S8547

NEW" Hudson
£45.—Get particulars,

borough.

New Hudson.
4h.p. Combination, ^everything

Ames, Seedsman, Scar-
[3395

NEW Hudson, 2-8troke, countershaft 2-speed, epare
new tyre, speedometer, lamps, horn, watch, j\s new

Cannock,
[X8465

2-stroke. Irom £36: all models from
Light Car Co.,

Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.,
[0603

3-speed, combination C.B.
lamps, and horn, spare
Fulham Palace Rd., Ham-

[-3239

New Hudson 6h.p. Combination de Luxe, 3-

chain and belt, lamps, speedometer, splen-

' Highbury, Beech Tree Lane,

32,

£34.—Merriman
Staffs.

NEW Hudson
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and

Ltd.. 7. Bath ' ' ' "~

Plymouth.

NEW Hudson Big 6h.p.
sidecar, speedoi

cover; £60, near offer,

mersmith.

19^*
did condition ; £55,
Horaerton, N.E.

/f h p. New Hudson,

-Ludford, 46a, Erooksby's Walk,
[XS473

coachbiiilt combination, hood.

belt, and chain, condition good.—Offers to 93,
Rd., Walthamstow.

Melville
[3349

6h.p. New Hud.son Twin-cyl. Motor Cycle, fitted with
2-seated Bowser sidecar, chain-cum-belt trans-

mission, includes all acceissories: £57/10.
9. Shoe Lane, London.

T^EW Hudson, 1914, SiAli.p.-,

Wauchope's,
[X8431

Armstrong 3-6peed gear,

clutch, kick starter, Albion wicker sidecar, perfei.-t

order, verv little u.«ed ; accept £45.—No. 9,340, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X84ao

NEW Hudson Big Sis Combination. 1914V2. 3-speed
countershaft drive, splendid condition; £65; ex-

change high power all chain drive.—Motor, 121, Not-
tingham Rd., Loughborough. [3250

NEW Hudson, S^^h.p., countershaft 3-speed gear;
£ 63 ; delivery Irom stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

NEW Hudson 1915 Big Six, de luxe finish, all acces-
sories. £75; als:> 3V-.'-4h.p. 3-speed Canoelet com-

bination, 50 gns. ; special deferred payments for large

deposits.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamr^tow. [3336

NEW Hudson Big Six De Luxe Combination, £92/8:
alv^o De Luxe 2-speed model D. lightweight, £40:

model C. 2-speed, £36; model E.. £31: and A., £29/10;
in strck.—Lamb'^, 151, High St., Walthamstow. Depot
50, High Ed.. Wood Green. [3344

"1 Ql'5 Big Sis New Hudson. 3-speed, splendid c^mdi
-«-tF tion, lamps, Lucas horn, Klaxon. Cowey, spare
cover, Gloria £27 sidecar including hood and screen,

the lot £57; also 1914 Swan sidecar, almost new, wind
screen, spring cusliion, luggage grid, £9/10.—Mason.
Motor Agent, Wellingborough. [3472

NEW Hud-on. 1913. 4h.p.. 3-speed, and clutcli.

countershaft drive, and coach sidecar, etorm apron,
and luggage grid, horn, rear lamp, pump, torAs, spare
tube, cover, valve complete, chain, etc., good tyres, well

kept, and in perfect touring condition, run- under 5 000
miles: anv examination or trial.—A. Redshaw, 31, Nora
St., Barrowford, Lanes. [X8469

ITwoStrokeI

N

I

I

I

I

I

Above Uiustration show^ our new pattern

frame that wilt from now be fitted to our

"De Luxe" Model Two-Stroke machines only.

It is our registered design No. 53184.8, and
the principle is as follows:—Instead of the

usual round down tube coming from the ball

head, we bring two oval blades from a specially

designed bail head down on each side of the

exhaust pipe to the crank case. Each of

these blades is double the strength of the

ordinary round down tube, and is made of

a specially toughened steel which will stand

being twisted a number of times without

breaking. This frame is no heavier than the

ordinary diamond frame, and is

ABSOLUTELY
UNBREAKABLE.

Other exclusive features of our " De Luxe"
model are

—

:^pecial shaped tank, holding ij g^Us. petrol,

1-eall oil- comfortable footboards: machme
enamelled khaki-grey ; marvellously efficient

engine, etc.

It is no wonder the

machine is called'">

I

I

I

I

I

I

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, aVjh.p.,
Campbell, Palace, Blaelipool.

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2-sreed, lamps, nearly
£27/10.-119, I'ark Lane, Cliesold I'ark.

speeds; £29.—
13236

new:
[3547

JaRisfocMr!
I OF ITSTYPE I

MS.
A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

|

Sena .or L.s.,

As4on Cross, Eir.ningham.
I

°^ "^"
P^

MOTOR cvcm;.s for sale.
New Iniperlnl.

E\V Iruperiul-Jaii, 1915. lii[n()M, new belt, jilirt ort't'

baujeil, trjoln, etc. : £25.-10, Kent OaidctM, RaliDlr.

IllPKniAI,-J.A.r. 191S I.llcbtnelKht, 2'ip'ed, uiie.
imriea; aaclillce £26.—L.N., 19. Alaton Kd., Urirn'.l.

13374
Nr:w Imperial, 1913, Z'Ab.p., cxoellcnl condition;

£17.—Macrao and Tollruc, 2, Ca«lle Tor., F>lln-
biirEli. [3666

rQlS'.l. Imperial-Jap, Luois'b occCASoricii, everytliinKC like now; £32.—Pcarco, 39, I'ortlind Ht

,

lareliam. (3flO'j

IMPKUIAL-J.A.P., 2-npced, in (rtotk, 35 Knu.-LnmbV,
151, HiBh St., Wallhamnlow. Depot 50, High IW.,

Wood Green. [3333

NEW Imperials in stock, model 1 £37/18. model
2 (kick starter) £44/4.—Macrae and Tollrce, 2,

Castle Ter., Edinburgh. [3566

NEW Imperial Liglitweii^btfl, 2 speeds, actnallr in
6toek ; £36/15; e.\cbange6 considered.—City Motor

Co., 125, London Ud., WancliCfitcr. [0718

10^5 2^ih.p. New Imperial J.A.P., 2-spccd, actually
^*y in stock : price 35 gna. ; exchange-s ; ca^y terruM,

-Julian, Broad St., EeudlUB. 'I'bone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperials, the reliable Englisb motor cycles
with the famous J.A.P. engines and counter-

shaft gears: all the popular models in stock, from
35 gns.-The Colmore Depot, 31, Hensbaw St., Liver-
pool. [3570

New Ryder.

1 Q14'/l> New Ryder-Villiers, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, semf-
JLiy T.T., Miller lamp, splendid condition; £22.—
34, Plymouth Grove West, ilanchestei, S.E. [3441

Norton.
1 Q15 T.T. Norton; £40, bargain: owner leaving Eng
JLU land.—Andrew, 16, Jb'onea Qardene, (ioldei'6
Green, N.W. [3294

3ih.. Norton, T.T. roadster, 1913 (Norembcr), fast,
2 reliable, in perfect order; any trial; £28. nearest.

—SoutbviLIe, Manor Ed., Walton-on-Tbames, Surrey.
[3228

COMBINATION, 1914^4 Norton, 3'/;h.p., coacbbnilt
sidecar, 1915, Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed, handle

starter, 5 lamps, fir.st-class condition, &rand hill-climber,
reliable; £45.—McGready, Hose Gardens, Hitchin.

[X8557
NORTON 1915 Big Four, in stock, 3-speed counter

shaft gear, chain drive; £65/10, plus 5% in.

crease; exchanges or extended terms arranged.—Elce
and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.

(0551
N.S.D.

N.S.TJ., 3^Ah.p., 2 speeds, free engine, low frame;
nearest £16.—95, King'sEd.. Kingston-on-Thames.

[3242
3ih.p. N.S.U., new mag., belt, and piston; £15; firet

2 cheque secures.—28. Manchester Ed.. Walkden.
[xaeos

3iLh.p. N.S.U., excellent condition, not run over 400
4 mile3; bargain, £18.-10, Amity Qiove, Eaynes

Park, Wimbledon. [X835S
N.U.T.

N.U.T., 3V>h.p. twin J.A.P. engine, overhead valves

3-,>reed 'gear, all .'>,«;cesscrle5, late 1914, condition
eaual to new in all respects; price £55.—Gibbs, White-
mans Green, Cuckfleld. [X815e

O.K.

O.K. Junior, Mark HI., 2-speed, actually in stock.
—Meeten, Motors, Dorking. [3403

1Q15 O.K. Junior, 2h.p.; price £53/1/6; actually

-Lt/ in stock.—Ju'ian. Broad St., Heading. 'Phone:
1024. [X3123

OK Junior, 1914, 2 speeds, in splendid condition,

all aceeisories; £20.—Casselden, 6a, Eussell St.,

King's Ed., Brighton. [3261

Oitiegn.

OMEGA, Sh.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds; 36 gns., catalogue.

-W. P. Edwards, Taunton. [X7462

OMEGA, 1914, 3h.p., 2.^roke, good condition; £17.

—Edward, Bungalow, Carnoustie. {X8398

OMEGA, 1915, 3h.p., 2-rtroke, 2-sreed, all acces-

sories- cost £40 month ago, sacrifice £32, or

nearest; owner joined B.N.A_S—Elliott, 19. Shake-

speare Ed., Hanwell, Middlesex. 'Phone: Paddington

4193. [3465
P. and M.

Pand M. 1913 Combination; £43.—Griffin, Prescct

Ed., St. Helens. [3256

Pand M , 2 speeds, lamps, accessories, as new: £34.

—54, Eathfern Ed., Catford. [3376

1 1 1 (late) P. and M. and sidecar, perfect condition

;

-ly £35.-Apply, 44, Cambridge St., Pimlico. [3578

1ft 13 P and M.. 2 speeds, kick starter, complete

±«7 lamps, etc.: £41.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham.
[X8540

T«14^i Phelon-Moore Combination, fully equipped:

liJ sacrifice £58/10.-Abson, 49, Kirkgate, Wak^
field.

1^5445

31h.p P. and M., 1909, 2 speeds, free, lamp, horn,

2 etc., overhauled by makers: £17.-23. Hartmg-

don St., Derby. [X8555

TO 13 Phelon and Moore, property of officer abroad,

J.3 verv good condition: £35; any tnal.-128. Ba^
tholomew St., Newbury. 1X84J4

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
P. and M.

Id 14 p. and M., 3Vjb.p., 2-fipeed, kick starter, Cam-
-LH pion eoacbbuilt eidecar, lamps, good runninp
order; £48.-Howard, 18, Cromer St, York. [X8517

P. and M., twin, 6h.p., 1914, 3 lamps, tools, Cowey.
£20 cane sidecar, child's compartment at back,

hood, wind si.-reen, excellent condition, aUo slaed for
Bame: £80.—Vickermaa, Sunny Bank. Rawdon, Lcedr^.

[XSISI

P. and M.. 1913. 3V2li-P-. 2-speed gear, cliain drive.,

with Gloria sidecar, speedometer, head lamps, fir-^t-

class combination: £45.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor
Dept-, Carlton Engineering Work^, High Rd., Totten-
ham, N. [258^

Peugeot.
PEtJGEOT, 4h.p.. twin-cyl., spring forks, perfect run-

ning order; owner on active service; £12.-239.
Caledonian Rd.. King's Cross, N. [3358

7-9h.p. Pengeot, sidecar, spares, perfect, accessories,

smart combination, Villiers F.E. cltttch, tyres
Willesdeii

[X8528
tubes, as new; £30.-200, Church Rd.

Phanomen.

PHANGMEN 5-6h.p. IVin. Lowen sidec-ar, mag., free
engine, 2-siteed, thorough condition spares; nearest

offer £35.—R., 37, AVindermere Rd., Muswell Hill, N.
[3556

Precision.

PRECISION, 2i4h.p., 2-ppeed. free engine, 9 months
old £20. or near offer.—Williams, 6, Gwendolene

At.. Upton Park. H. [3510

1 Q 13 Precision, 3-V,h.p., special engine, 3-speed,
--«/ clutch, all spares, excellent condition; seen
by appointment; £35.—Partridge, Trellis House.
Dorking. [3490

Premier.
PREMIER, 2V2h.p., splendid condition; £19.—

,

Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station. [3386

PREMIER, 2^4Ji-P-t nearly new, pe^ect condition
; !

£20.—H. Brand, 33, Eleanor R'd., Woolwich.
[X829e '

PREMIER, 2V2h.p., 1913, as new; reasonable
offer not refused.—36, Russell At., Wood Green.

[3397
1013^4 Premier, 3yoh,p., 2-speed countershaft. P.
J-«^ and "H. set, horn, and tools; £37, or offer.—47.
Cambridge Rd., E. [3485

SJLh.p. Premier, 1914, 3-speed, kick start, acces-
2 series, little used; £27.—Stagsdene, Maybank

Rd., South Woodford. [3391

3ih,p. Premier, 1915, 3-speed countershaft gear, run
2 300 jjiiles ; £52; would entertain twin Indian.—

P. Collyer. Peppering, Arundel [X8274

PREMIER, 1914^:4, 3V-h.p., 3-speed. countershaft,
- coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer,

spar^: £60.—Cades, 12, Highview Rd., West Ealing.
[3453

3ih.p. Premier, 1913, with Millford sidecar, 2-speed
2 countershaft, excellent condition, accessories

:

what offers?—Di. Stephen, Bassingbourne, near Royston.
Herts. [X8353

Radmill.

3ih.p. Free Engine Radraill Precision, pedal start,

2 condition in every detail as new ; 30 gns.—Col-
more Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [XS302

Regal.

REGAL-J.A.P., 1913^4, 2';:lh.p. T.T. twin, very speedy,
in Tery good condition, new tyre and tube en

back, P. and H. lamp set among spares, low position

:

£23/15; owner enlisting.—Letters, A.L., 56, Wetherby
St., Higher Openshaw, Manchester. Could be seen in
London. [3240

Revere.
33.h.p. Revere, S-stroke (1915), not run 500 miles, ali^o

4 featherweight wicker sidecar (ne-w). very smart,
new Hutchinson- tyre, lamp, horn, etc.; cost £40. sell'

£30.—A. Church, 30, Iddesleigh Rd-, Bedford. [3305 '

THE
Silent Grey FeJIow

Rex.

REX, eh. p., coachbiiilt sidecar, free. 2-speed. all 1913;
any trial; X37.—Hole. 129, Park Lane, Carshaltou

1 Q14 Rex Combination, art wicker sidecar, and 2,speed
Jl*J gear; £45.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Bow,
Birmingham, [X830?
1Q12 Rex, 3Vah.p.. just had Sturmey-Archer 5-speed
-LU fitted, all in good order: £22.—Walbro Motor
Co., Ely. Carabs. [X83S
T>EX, 1908, 1913. tree engine, Bosch, B. and B..

variable. Dunlop tyres;

Five Oaks. Billingshurst.
lamp; £10/10.—Wadev.

[3497

REX. latest new 2^:peed twin and sidecar. £77/10:
special na.sh di-^count and liberal exchange —

Motorics. 68. Horton St.. Halifax. [0707

3ih.p. Rex. 2-epeed, handle starter. Bosch, Amac,
2 Whittle, lamp, perfect order: £16: exchange.*

entertained.—Railway Garage. Staines. [3284

Sh.p. Rex. 1913. late model. 2-speed gear, free engine,
coachbuilt sidecar, perfect going order : any reason-

able oifer.— Stone. 158, Shaftesbury Av.. London. [3507

REX. 6-8h.p.. 2-speed. coachbuilt combination, brand
new, just delivered: list price £77/10, accept £68

cash: part exchange lower power.—A. Holland. Earlsdon,
Coventry. [X8613

Model F, £88 5s. Or £17 13s. 3(1. down and
£4 10s. monthly.

Model J, £76 13s., electrically equipped. Or
£20 9s. 6d. down and £3 monthly. Various
Sidecars in stock to suit.

1915 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £84
1913 NEW HUDSON de Luxe, 2-speed,

2-stroke £40
1915 NEW HUDSON Big Six, fawn finish £92 8
jgrs ARIEL vbh.p. Combmation £90 16
1915 INDIAN Model B £63
1915 INDIAN Model C £73 10
1915 LEVIS No. t £36 17
rgij CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £36 15
I9r5 GALTHORPE, smgle-speed £30 15
r9i3 GALTHORPE, 2-stroke, smele . . £27 14 6
1915 GALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-sJeed . . £31 7
i9r=i CONNAUGHT, standard, 2-stroke £35 3 6
I9r5 JAMES 4j- h.o. Combination £76 13
igrj WOLF, 2i-3 h.p., 2-stroke £25 8
1915 ALLON, latest model, single-speed £31 10
1915 ALLON, 2-5peed £38 17
1913 HUMPHRIES & DAWES Mark IV.,

2.', h.p., ;-slroke £32 11

1915 IMPERIAL-a.A.P., 2-speed £36 15

CARS IN STOCK.
rgis SAXON, 11 h.p., magneto ignition. £125
1915 SAXON, ir h.p., magneto, electric-

ally equipped £145
rgi^ RITZ, iih.p., magneto, electrically

equipped £120
igrs CHATER-LEA, 8h.p., water-cooled,

3-speed, hood, screen 90 gns.

Second-hand IVIOTOR CYCLES in Stock.
igrj NEW HUDSON Big Six, de luxe,

bkick and grey finish £75
rgis HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, with Bramble Sidecar, heap
of accessories £85

r9r2 ZENITH, 3.'. h.p., anci cane Sidecar £29 10
I9r2 BRADBURY, 2-sp., coach Sidecar. £35
1913 BAT-J.A.P., 7-8 h.p., coach Sidecar £49 10
r9t3-i4 NEW HUDSON, 3i-4 h.p., and

Canoclct Sidecar £49 10
1913 WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., water-cooled,

and Sidecar £59 10
r9i4 F.N., 7 h.p., 4-cylinder, 2-seater

coach Sidecar 70 gns.

1913 TRIUMPH, F.E., Kempshalls. all

accessories £36

SIDECARS in Stoclc.

CANOELET, HARLEY-D AVIDSONS, and others.
Genuine HARLEY-DAVIDSON 19 gns.
WATSONIAN Lightweights 10 gns.
INDIAN 15 gns.
PHSNIX £6 15 to 16 gns.
MILLFORD-INDIAN 13 gns.
SWAN dc Luxe 20 gns.
BRAMBLE, MONTGOMERY.

Send for Special List.

ACCESSORIES. Everything pertaining to Motor
Cycles in stock.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS, i down and balance
not c.\cccding 12 monthly mst.alments.

EXCHANGES. Very lilwral'allowances.

Stocktaking shortly. No reasonable otfer (cash
or deferred) lefused on second-hand machines.

Send for Complete List.LAM B'S,
151, HighSt., WALTHAMSTOW.

5 inJiis. G.E.R.,-St. James Street.

5 niins. Hoe Street, M.R.
Hours : g to 9 ; Thursdays, 9 to i.

'Phone—169, VValthainstow.

Depot: 50, High Road, Wood Green.
'l^hone—Horuscy. 1956.

MOTOI? CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

1QH Res, SVoh.V; 2-flpeed, handle starts, Br-eeh, B-
-tv and B., new John Bull, lamp, horn, escellent ap-
pearance and condition: £21.—itanager. Theatre Eoval,
Cborley, Lanes. [S8460

Roc.

ROC, 4h.p., 2-8pee<l, F.E., in splendid going order;
£18/10.—J. Booth, King St., Market Ka=en. [3298

Rover-
ROVEE, 1913, clutch, unscratched, perfect condi-

tion; £29, bargain.—20, Derby Bd.. W. Cro7d:n.
L3484

1Q14 (December} 3-speed Kover, as new, Lncas 3 pn,
J-^ set ; £45, or nearest.—Carter, Hosebank, The
Mount, Shrewsbury. [X8544

3ih.p. Eover, 3-speed model. 1913. fast- and pC'werfal
2 solo mount, or will take sidecar ; £38.—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe I>ane, !London. f;X8420

"DOVER, 1912, sy^h.p., 3-speed. free engine, new
XV coai-hbuilt sidecar, electric lights, Beech mag.

;

±33.—E.. 143, Warham St., Kenniugton. [3478

1 Q13 Eover, 3 speeds, very good condition, engine
A iy overhauled March by makers ; £35.—Xorrhrop,
Cranmercj Eockingham Ed., Kettering. [X8538

~IQ15 Rover, 3-speed countershaft, and MiUe-Fulford
-L*/ sidecar, in splendid condition; £65.—Box LI, 463,
Th€ Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [5360

ROVER De Luxe Combination, June, 1913, mechani-
cally perfect, appearance practically as new; £40.

—58, Frederick St., Loughborough, Leicestershire.
LX7938

ROVER and sidecar, 1914, SV^h-v-, 3-spe^. free en-
gine, Dunlop tyres, 2 lamp sets, tool roll and sparer,

complete -any trial; £48.—Judson, 98, Oeborne Rd.,
Forest Gate. [3318

ROVER, late 1913, 3V2I1.P., 3-3peed, free engine, Dun-
lop tyres, Lucas head light, Middleton coachbuilt

sidecar, all in splendid condition ; £44.—Channou, Ash-
ford, Middlesex. [3380

1 Q 15 Demonstration Eover Combination, completa
JL iJ with Lucas lamps, horn, and Cowey speedometer,

,

as new in every detail; £73.—Colmore Depot, 51. Col-
I
more Row, Birmingham. [X.8306 ,

ROVER, SVi-h-p., 1913, free engine, light torpedo side-
car, just overhauled and fitted 1915 piston, new

clutch, all in first-class condition, good tyree; £57.—
I I'leturcdrome, Nantwich. [X7932

I

"I Q15 S^-jh.p. Eover, 3-speed countershaft model, Lucas
' J- 1/ horn, rear light. Watford tpeedometer. spare
belt, ail tools; cost £68. not ruu 5 m.uths, as new;

I

sell £53.—Archdale, Harborue, Birmingham. [X8348

ROVEE, 1914, T.T., Brampton variable gear, also"'-

etaudard pulley, Senspruy and B. and B, variablD
ijet carburetters, very fast, not done 2.000 miles; £55.—
I

Apply, Box No. 9,332, The Motor Cycle Office^, Coventry.
I tXS320
ROVERS, prompt- delivery all models.—5' jh^.~_^

sporting models with Pbilipson puUey, Dq ^•

Luxe coachbuilt combination, and 3-speea counter-
Shalt models.—P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham,
and District agent, 87-91, John Bright St.. [5564

Royal Ruby.
ROVAL Ruby, new, 2-stroke; list price £29.10. out

price £28/10.-Walbro Mot^ir Co., Ely, Camb*.
lX8584

ROYAL Ruby Models from stock; exchanges quoted.
.

—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. '1
I

£0706: 1

ROTAL Ruby. 2\-2h.it.. 2-stroke, like new, spares^' r

take 2 anywhere; trial, anv examinatiou: bargain, -

.£22, -Walters, 51, Avoudale Ed., Eastbourne. rX852a.^
|

ROYAL Ruby, 1914, 2i.jh.p., 2-5reed, 2-stToka'
model, in excellent condition, tyres good. Milley".

lamp set. horn, etc. ; £ 25.—The Morris Garages,
Oxiord. [XS5i3

Rudgo.
1 Q13 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, complete; £38.—
J-»/ Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [X8539

RUDGE, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, overhauled: opeu-'i
any trial; £35.—Meeten, Dorfeing. [540l<j

1Q12 i^udge. S^vbb.p., free engine; £27 cash, or easy-)!
X«J term^—E. E. Jones (Gamges). Ltd., Swansea, -f

1.0724 .1

1

RUDOE Multi and cash, new condition, for Royal
Enfield combination.—Vearncombe's Studios. Frome.

[X838S
Enfield combination.—Vearncombe's Studios. Frome.

[X838S
RUDGE, SV^h.p.^ 1913. clutch, splendid condition, '

|
ve:ery fast; £27.—Cooper. 28, Inuage Ed.. Shifnal,^

Salop. [3393>
|

RUDGE Multi Combination, 1914, excellent condi-

-

tiou: 39 gns., no offers.- 12, Newfoundland St.,

Bristol. [X8453

-speed, new accessories, with sidecar i
" 7 p.m.— 104, Church St.,

[X6397 : I

3 lb. p. Eudge.
2 £37 : seen aud trial,

Woking.

Sih.p. Eudge, new November. 1913. Sturmey-Archer'
12 3-speeil. 12 gn. coachbuilt sidecar; £46.—Smirk, ^

Contractor, Af^htou. Preston. [X8461

,

RUDGE Multi Sidecar Combination. 5-6h.p. model,;,
speedometer, etc.. perfcrt : £39;'10; exehangdjl

l»ca?la3.~47. Newiand Av.. Hull. [X7954 '

RUDGE Mulfi. 1914. 5-6h.p.. fitted with Swan side-

_ rar. liimiv. horn, all new tyres, perfect order : £45.
5ElgJS]SISJaJgiaiSlgiBJgigiaiSJaiSJSiajS|g -Walhue. 56. Clareuce St.. Kingston. [X847a

All letten: relating to advertisements should quote the number a i; the end oi each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue.
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MOion CYCLES
Wolt.

FOR SALE.

tXrOI-r, 1915, 2',:.-3h.l>., 2-slroke,
VV miles, fthinniiium [ootboards,
EIS/IS.—Aliokide Motor Co., 84,

run .ibout 1,500
powertul machine

:

Ohcilk Farm Hd.,
[3505

niic, hiuip, oti'., uew condition
3nmbcnvi'll. S.Ii

WOI.F, 2',l>li,p., 3-6peoii, Imudle or liiek starter, new
l^ilmer tyres and Inbofl. new Duulop belt, U II

£22.-29, Flaxnian Hd.,
[3509

31h.p. Wolf 1915 Models, delivery from stock: 2-stroke
2 2-siieed models £32/11/9, siuple-siieed models

B25/6/3 : c.a.'Ji or extended payments.—Wanchope's, 9.

Shoe L;ine, London. 1X8426
Vale.

YALE Motor Cycle in stock, 8b. p., 2.«peed, kick start

.

60 gns. — Jones, The Broadway, Mnswell Hill.

Sole aeent for N. Loudon, trade and retail. 'Phono-.
Hornaey 2562. [7636

Zenltli.

ITH, 1913. S'.'^h.p., Gradua, splendid order, ac-
cessories

:
£30.-44, Watling St., Gillinghain. [3357

8h.p. Zenith, clutch, kick starter, 3,000 miles, new
1914; 43 Kns.-W.Q.C, 61, New Kent Ed.. Lon-

don. ~ [X8266

ZENITH-GRAnUA, 1912, 3'/jh.p., with are cane side-

car, aiMl ncL-essorie,^; £29/10, cash only.—Lamb's.

ZENI
ce:

151, Hisb St., Walthamstow. [3339

ZEXITH-GRADUA 1912 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination,
abrsolutely perfect condition; £40, ^minimum.—23.

\^"hitting.stall Ed., Pnlham. [3350

I?AST 1914 T.T. Sh.p. Zenith-Gradua and Burberry
cane sidecar, accessorie.?. excellent condition; £43.—

Plough, Whitecross, Hereford. [X8183

ZENITH-GBADUA, S'/jh.p. J.A.P., Montgomery side-

car, accessories, excellent condition ; £34, or offer.

—65, Headstone Ed., Harrow. [3405

clntcli. kick start. Canoelet side-

condition ; £40.—Seen Stag Motor
-East Finchley, London, N. [3435

ZENITH, 6h.p.
car, perfect

Works, - "•

ZENITH, Sh.p.,
sidecar, specially tuned for speed

;

ZENITH-GEADTTA, 3l/jh.p., 1913, with new £9/15
sidecar, all in perfect order ; a bargain, £40,

Burnham Lodge, 39, Gordon Hill, Enfield- (3288

black, 1913-14, and cigar underslnng
£50; appoint-

ment made.—Bolton, 18, New Union St., E.C. [3482

ZENITH-GEADUA, 8h.p. J.A.P., 1913, Swan sidecar,
tyres as new, in splendid condition, lamp, and

Endrick decompressors ; £49.—Wyatt, Eoval Oak, St.
Neots. [3295

ZENITH-GEADUA 1915 Models, countershaft gear
and kick start, all latest improyements, fresh

from works; £80/9/8; immediate delivery; cash, ex
change, extended payments.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. [X8427

ZENITH, late 1913, 6h.p., clutch and kick starter,
Binks carburetter, 16 gn. Millford sidecar,

mechanical horn, also large horn with accessories, in
new condition; £48, or near offer.—118, Devons Rd.,
Bow, E. 'Phone ; 85 East. (3575

ZENITH Gradua 1915 Models delivered from stock:
6h.p- model F, countershaft gear, 73 gns.; 4-5

h.p. model D. 64 gns.; 8h.p. model H, 74 gns; priees
plus 5% increase; exchan,gea or extended terms.—Elce
and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.

[0481

Ladies' Machines.

FOE Sale, Singer motor cycle, lady's, free engine, good
running order.—Miss E. Mayle, 1, George St.. St

Albans. [XS367
"1013 Lady's Douglas. 2-speed gear, free engine, kick
Lit .start, as new; £36.-Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
How, Birmingham. [X8303

LADT'S 1915 (April 19th) Twin Douglas, kick
starter, 3-speed, horn, lamp, practically new : £50.

—Miss Cara Buxton, Catton, Norfolk. [X7939

Miscellaneous.
6h.p. Combination, coach, mag., clutch, new tyres,

powerful; bargain, £20.-75, Hillmorton Ed..
Engby. [X7571
"ffAGLES.—N.S.U. eVih-p. Twin, 1914, loop frame.
-*-' rear springing, 2 speeds, kick starter, with 1915
coachbuilt sidecar, nearly new. any trial; £50.

EAGLES.—Sun-Villiers, 2V'h.p.. 1915, 2-stroke, new
condition, all accessories: £25.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe, latest 1915, 2l4h.p., 2-stroke,
with 2-speed gear, just delivered: £32/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U.. Sy^h.p., 1913, model de luxe,
85x88, loop frame, rear spinging, 2 speeds, with

coachbuilt sidecar; £32/10.

EAGLES.— Bat-Jap 6h-p. twin, spring frame, 1911-
12 model. N.S U. 2-speed gear. Supreme coach-

built sidecar; £35.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 1911. 2%ih.p.,
tion, with accessories; ^19.

excellent condi-

el.EAGLES.—Calthorpe Junior, 2h.p., late 1914 mod
2-speed gear; £17/10.

"pAQLES.—Wall Auto-wheel, 1914, nearly new; £9.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Do., High St., Acton, W. Tel. ; 656 Chiswick. [X8523

Do you

realize
how very ESSENTIAL it is

to-day, when owing perhaps

to War Economies or short-

age of labour the surface of

the King's Highway is not

so level as it might be, that

you should MORE THAN
EVER be fully prepared for

"bumps and shocks" by havmg

your machine fitted with

The ONLY
Spring Fork which

totally absorbs ALL
Shocks— both Vertical

and Horizontal—The

DRUID

Mark II.

You should ask your

Agent about the DRUID
— or ask us for Des-

criptive Folder.

A. DREW
&Co.,L'd.,

Leopold
Street,

B'HaM.

R.H.S.

MOTOR CYCI.I.S VOH SALE.
MIsccllniicouB,

TTKBDION'S have in ilook:

1Q15 Knflt^lcl,. Gli.p, oomblDation, Sh.p. and 2vih-p.At^ linIitwciKhta.

>. Indian, 3-ftpccc], electric hea«l and tall

and l)orn, and ildecar fit with boMl,
luK«aKe grid; £94/10.

rQl5 7-91i
•/ lights

"lOlS New Iiuperiul-Jap, 2'/(.h.p,, 2>ipe«d; 35 for

1Q15 N'cw Imporlal-Jop. 3'i^h.p., 2-ipood. with clutch
-L*J Hiid kick Btiirter; 41 gns.

Id 15 Wolf, 3h.p., T.D.C. engine, 2-«pccd. 2-8troko;
J-*/ £31. oHera.

1 Q15 Wolf, Poco engine, 2-strokc, 2-8pccd; £33,
A«/ oUera.

1 Q 15 Wolf, 3h.p., 2-stroke. 2-8pced, not nm 300
J-i/ ^ miles, as new, complete; best oner accepted.

1 Q 12 number, S'/jh.p., 2-3peed, 1914 engine, new
-i-iy Canoelet sidecar, comiilete; oUer^.

1Q13 2'/ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, clutch,
M-tJ kick starter, complete, aa new; £37/10.

Light
£120;

1 Q15 Brand New Williamson Cycla
JLU w.iter-cooled, 3-8peed, any trial

;

changes.

1 Q15 Brand New Humberetto Light Car, 3-Bpecd
J-*' and reverse, fit with non-skid tyres on back;
any trial; best offers or exchanges.

St. James's St., Burnley.
[3540

183.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart,
Tel. : 483.

PALMER'S Garajje nnd Motor Aucticn Rooma,
185, 187, 189, High St., Tooting.

Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
motor cycles and accessories.

The DRUID
MARK'!!., for

Solo or Sidecar.

Made in three

models.

PALMER'S Garnge,
for purcljiisiny

Auctions fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3i/-.h.p. Triumph, fitted
N.S.U. 2-6peed, £25; 2y2h.p. Ariel lightweight,

aag.. £12.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4Uh. p. twin Rex. £8;
6-8h-p. modern twin Rex and eidecar, 2 Bi)eedB,

£47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—6h.p. Brown and side-

car, splendid lot; great bargain. £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—2^ih. p. Douglas T.T..
1913 type, £37/10; also 1911 type ditto. £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Brand new motor
cycle frame, complete with engine brackets,

beautifully enamelled, Coventry made throughout, abso-
lutely ready to receive engine up to 4h.p., ^6/10; also
lightweight ditto for engine up to 2V2h.p.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4 h. p. 1915 3-speed
Douglas, torpedo sidecar, as new ; £70.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4V^h.p, F.N., 4-cyl.,

£12/10; 4h p, Bat-SteveuB, very powerful. £10-

PALMER'8 Garage, Tooting.—2i^h.p. Moto-Reve
lightweight; £12/10.

J-A.P. and side-

£25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—2h.p. MotosacccLe
lightweight, handy machine; £12.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The auction sale every
fortnight contains ever 20 motor cycles. Great

bargains. Entries invited.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once for

illustrated dual catalogue of auction sale, ccn-

taining over 50 photographic illustrations of auto-

mobiles in stock. [354J

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles

you can get them at Wauchope's {caeh or easy

terms), 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2000

Rex, sidecar, £13; 25^.p. Bradbary,
Barlow . Pluniber. M onton,

Manchester. [X8463

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, low. good condition,

B and B. carburetter, new Hutchiucon tyre:

—Apply, Grant, Abbey Rd., Merton, S.W.

7-9h.p. 2-speed Combination, excellent condition

throughout, speedy, coinfortable, and economical,

complete with spares, etc.; £45.—W.M., 24, Soutbgate

Rd., N. t35C2

-| Q13 2^ilLp. Douglas, model R. 2-apeed. clutch, kick
Xt7 start. £35; -•" ""'' "^•" -"* '""

PALiMER'S Garage, Tooting.—6b. p.
car, powerful machine, 3

3ih.p. _-- .

2 modernised.

;
£6/10.
[3551

also
-GiU,

1913 WilUamson water-cooled

combination, £45—GiU, 11, Weatcroft Sq., Hammer-
smith. [3416

IF You Require a really good second-hand motor

cycle it w-ill pay you to send us your n-quirements.

We have a good selection to offer at the right price.-

The Morris Garages, Oxford. [0314

HUMBER. 1913, 2-3peed, free engine, handle starter,

tries and belt new, fully eqxiipped, indistinguish-

able from new. £28; also 1913 2-speed Douglas. £25-

—Bunn. 7, Bjwiona Parade, Eahng Ed., Wembley. [5431

A J S 4b.p. model, in stock. 66 gns. ; Indiana, 5h^.

and 7-9h.p. models, in stock; B.S.A. model K.,

4Mh n in stock. £59 15: Sunbeam. 3i^h.p. model, in

stock; £72/15: 1914 6h.p. Sparkbrook and sidecar,

guaranteed perfect order. £65: 1914 6h.p. Enfield com-

bination, equal to new. £65.-Attwncti6 Garage, EccI^-

Lall, Staffs.
[X8162

All lette-s relating to advertisements should quote the number a i the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous-

MORGAN and Maxwell, the London Motor Mart,
80, High Hd., Streatham, London, offer the

following amongst many other bargains ;

Mand M(—A.O. Sociable, 6h.p., mag., hood, screen;
• £40.-

Mand M.—AUdays, 2V.>h-p-, 2-stroke, 2 speeds.
• kick starter; £22.

Tl/r and M.—Auto-Wheels (two), latest; £9 each-

~\/f
and M-—Bat 5-6h-p. Twin, sporting, 3 speeds

;

TV/T and M.—Bat, SV-jh-P-. mag. ; offers requested-

Mand M-—Caltliorpe Junior, 2%h.p-, 2 speeds,
• 1914; £25.

TIT and M.—Douglas, 1910, 2%h.p- ; £16.

Mand M.—P.N., 2V.h.p., U.H. mag., spring forks;
. £10.

Mand M-—Two F-N.'s, late 1913, 2 speeds; £35
• each.

and M.—Humber, S'Sh-P-, 2 speeds; £20.M.
M
M.
M
M

and M.—Matchless-Jap, 3Vjb.p., Mabon; £22.

and M.—New Hudson, S'/ih.p., excellent; £30.

and M.—Moto-Reve (two in stock), 2 speeds;
£12 and £20 each.

and M.—N.S.U. (two in stock), 5-6h.p- and
4h.p., one with or without sidecar; £12 and

£20 each.

Mand M.—Royal Enfield, late 1914, 6h.p., com-
« bination, as new. Palmers, lamps, etc;; £^5.

Mand M.—Two 3V2li-P- Rovers, late 1913 and
• 1914; £36 each; 3 speeds.

Mand M.—Rover Car, 6h.p.. hood, screen, lamps;
. £40.

and M.—Rudge, 5-6h-p., late 1913, N.S.U. 2

• speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, etc.

;

M
-\T and M.—Budge Multi, 1914, 5-6h.p.; £43.

"car, 3 speeds, as new; £45.
"Ji/T and M.—Triumph-, late 1914, and sporting side*

Mand ar.—Zenith, 1914, 5b. p., sidecar. Palmers,
lamps, etc.; £55.

"RT and M.—Wall Cycle Car. 2-seat., 1913; £55.

lyr and M.—Win-Precision, "SVoh.p., fine order; £24.

Mand M.—Wooler, 1915, 2o4h.p., 2-stroke, as

• new. variable gear, patent springing, etc.; £40.
[X8586

LONGMAN Etos., 1, King St., Acton^ W.t-1915
Rudge Multi and eidecar; 55 gns. ; 1914 3-speed

Triumph, £46; 1914 James, 3-speed, £36/10; and
others between £10 and £20.—'Phone: 1578 Chisywick.

[3582

COLMOK-E Depot only advertise thoiNe machines whiu-h

they have in. stjck. They are here at the time

of writing, but may be sold when this advertisement

appears. Anyhow, write at once.—Cohnoie Depot, Bir-

mingham. [0714

IN Stock, Harley-Davidsons, A.J.S. combinations, En-
field combinations. Scotts and sidecars, L.M.C.

and sidecars, Douglas with or without sidecars, Levis,

Triumphs. AHdays, Calthorpee, and Sun 2 -stroke.?.—Col-
more Depot, 31,' Colmore Row, Birmingham.' [X8311

COLMORE Depot, Manchester, the Mecca for the
Northern cyclist.—Actually in stock, Levis 2'^^t

h.p., Douglas U, V, W, and X, Harley-Davidson IIC.
IIJ, and IIF, Calthorpe-Jap and Calthorpe Junior,
Sheffield Minor, James 4yih.p., Rover, and B.S.A.:
all for immediate delivery; select your machine and
wire your order.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. [3392

TRICARS FOR SALE.'

CHATER-LEA Tricar Chassis, complete with tyre*,

le-is engine, splendid condition; oflers.-Rich. Shif-

nal, Salop. [X8324

£15, bargain.—6h. p. twin Peugeot modernised
tricar (solo), very low, safe, Mabon clutch,

new Dunlops.—Write, Owner, 19, River View Gar-
dens, Barnes, S.W. [X8477

TRICAR, 5-6h.p. twin Rex, Bosch, Long:ueuiare,
Mabon clutch, good winter machine, thoroughly

overhauled: oivner at the Front; £15.—Donald, 20. St.

Agatha's Rd., Stoke, Coventry. [X8373

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
£12/12 Service Coaclibuilt, screen, apron, new condi-

tion; £7/10.-43, Doverfiold Rd., Brixton. [5538

MIDDLETON'S make special sidecars for Harlev-
Davidsons, etc.—27. Stroud Green Rd.. N.,[108"l

ANOELET Sidecar, 1915, cost £10, accept- £5/10.—
Sayer, Lake View, Northwood, Middlesex. [X8375C

rr========E==E===n1
II MOTOR nr^U

CYCLES. ^ ^'tO*''^

OlVDON •"

NEW IMPERIAL
MOTOR CYCLES

SWAN SIDECARS.

BARGAINS.
New 'Machines in Stock.

ENFIELD Combination £84
DOUGLAS, War Office Model £54 12
DOUGLAS, Model X, lady's £56 14
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2i li.p., 2-speed. £36 15
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., clKp., 2-speed,

clutch £43 1

SPARKBROOK, ^Vh.p., 2 speed, 2-stroke £39 12
LEVIS Popular, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £28 1

ZENITH, 4-'i h.p., twin, clutch £70 1

ALLDAYS .-\Uon, 2-5peed, 2-stroke £38 17

Second-hand Bargains.
1915 RUDGE Multi, 3V h.p.. Isle of Man Model £51
1915 DOUGLAS, T.T.; 2.} h.p., 2-speed, War

Office Model £48
1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed . . £32
1914 DOUGLAS, T.T.. 2J h.p., 2-speed £44
1914 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, footboards. £43
1914 SCOTT Combination, 3J h.p., twvn, 2-str. £48
1914 BRADBURY, 6 h.p., twin, 3-speed, shop-

soiled £70
1914 RUDGE, s-6 h.p., shop-soiled £45
1914 LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-speed, lady's. £24
1914 INDIAN, 7-Q h.p., 2-speed, and coach Sc. £58
1914 LINCOLN-ELK, 2} h.p., shop-soiled £25
1914 LINCOLN-ELK, 3.V h.p., shop-soiled £30
1914 ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p.. twin, 2-speed £38
1914 CLYNO, 3-speed, and coach Sidecar .... £58
1913 ZENITH, 5-0 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar. . £49
I9IJ. INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed £35
1913JAIVIES. 4i h-P., clutch £32
J913 RUDGE, 3J h.p., Philipson pulley £32
1912 TRIUMPH, 3.; h.p., free engine £30
1912 ENFIELD 1-6 h.p. 2-speed Combination. £45
1910 MOTOSACOCHE, 2i h.p £15

REX, 5-6 h.p., twin, 2-speed, and Sidecar £22

Second-hand Cars.
1915 A.C., sportins; model £175
1915 WHITING-GRANT £140
J915 MACKENZIE (new) £185
1914 SINGER, dynamo lighting £190
1914 FORD, 4-seater £90
1914 MORRIS-OXFORD £175

New Cars.

1915 HIILMAN, oil set £200
1915 5-seater FORD £125
1915 Baby GRANT, self-starter and d\-namo. £160

REY'S

CAR DEPOT ;

378, 330, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD.

'Phone : 4219 Regent.
MOTOR CYCLE depot;:
173, Great Portland St.

'Phone : 1970 Regent.
II

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
BASTONE'S for Sidecars.—New ci^ar pattern, com-

plete with Michelin tyre; £7/7.

BASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern bodies, wicker and
rush; 45/- each.

BASTONE'S.—New coachbuilt sidecars, with Micha-
lin tyre; £8/8.

BASTONE'S.—New Hghtweight coachbuilt bodies^ .

splendid value; £3/5.

BASTONE'S.—New best
£3/17/6, worth

King's Cross, London, N.

Juality coachbuilt bodies;
e.~228, Pentonville Rd.,

[2413

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gns.; writ^
lor catalogue, fully illustrating the Tarious mcdela.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian
and Douglas motor cycles.

PHOilNIX Sidecars.— See our latest design underslung
chassis, coachbuilt sidecar; 10 gns. ; easy terms

i arranged.

PHCENIX Sidecars-—We are also making a special
coachbuilt sidecar; £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire ; exchanges made ; good
prices allowed lor other makes in exchange.

PHCENIX .Sidecars, second-hand; we have always a
large selection from 50/-: weekly list puM • ~'l.

PHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars fihoiiJi. r;

our reputatioa is a guarantee; see testimc:_ia-=-

ijHCENIX Sidecars.—100 complete sidecars always on
show ; call, write, or 'plione.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in
our own works; originators of tlie Phoenix Trimo

! forecar, popular throughout the world.

PHOENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. Phcenix Ifotors;
Ltd., established 1889), 736, Holloway Ed.. aiwL

4. 5, 6, Criterion Mews, London, N. Tel. : Hornsey
449. Telegrams: Sycaruix, UphoU, London. ^[2218'«

SIDECARS, second-hand; two at £5, one at £4.-
Leighton's, opposite Wood Green. Station, [3388^

ANOELET 1915 Sporting Coach Sidecar, beautifOt
order; £8/15.-1, Ebner St.. VTandsworth.

[X856<^^
REX Latest New Sidecai. fits 1913 and 1914 mcdete;,

£12/10,-]VIotoiies> 68, Horton St, Halifax.
[0709.

GOOD Sidecar. £3/5^; would take ?peed gear in ex,-'

change.—W.M., 42, Newington Green Kd., London.
N. i,5525

MONTGO]\rERY Coachbuilt Sidecar, grey, quick
fittings and storm apron; £5.-40, Lower Hd^

Erith. rX3493^-

C

INDIAN Light Sidecar, for 5b.p. model,
for immediate delivery.—The Morris

Oxford.

in stock,
Garages,
[XS512

SIDECARS. Harley-DaTidson and Indian, in stockj
immediate delivery.—Leighton's, opuosite Wood

Green Station. [3387:

'

BRAMBLE Sidecar, with hood and ticreen, complete,-
1914 model, splendid condition; £9.'9.— SjivagOr

Iiraper. Harlow, Essex. [3269 .

BRAMBLE Sidecar. 1915, only done 100 mile^. 16 gn..

uioilel, disc wheel; 12.gns.—Macrae and Tcliiee. 2. I

Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. . -. :3S64

RUDGE Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1914, only used a iext

times, as new; £12/12.—Mrs. Coote, Deerpark
Farm, MountratOi. Ireland. (D) [X8571

1 Q 15 Phornix All-cane Torpedo Sidecar, 500 miles.
J-«7 iuiii-tiu£:nish:ible from new; li-^t £13, price £9 lO;
illustration ^ent.—Cluer, Eedptts, Maidenhead. [X6359 '

EXCELLENT Wicker, uphol?ter*Hl and lined. Clyno-
chas:<is, detachable joint'*, suit any lighttt>-it;ht

motor cycle ; bargain, £3/3.—Clark, Garage, Lju?; Mel-
ford, i.3257-

WATSONIAN Sidecar, model G, weight 50 lb., side
entrance, coachbuilt body. Palmer tyre, large

locker; £10, or 18/4 monthlv.—Seen at 248, Bishous-
gate. London. E.C. 19130

SIDECARS are our speciality. — We make thrcuphoo*
thiity difleient designs. If we cannot give value,

who can? Hoods, screens, and every sidecar r-', n:!-

ment.— Melville Sidecars, Halifax. 'Phone: 999. lS !-*

MORG-\N and Maxwell.—Several cheap siiUoat-
Milllord, enclosed wicker, Kempshall tyr*--, £7:

pillion seat with :;a.Iety wheel, £2; magnetos, lamps.
etc.. for sale, cheap; pay us a visit: cheapest firm
in Great Britain.—80. High Rd., Streatham, London.

lXS556
HAELEl'-DAVIDSON Siderars in stock from i: to

20 gns. ; Cauoelet to suit Indian. £15,1 to £18:
I'hcenix, £8.'15 to 16 gns. ; Watsoniau, for lights ;-IiT.

from 10gut=. : also several second-hiuid. Write Ux :i

plete li^^t. Deferred payments if desired. Sw:ni v,\x\i

hood and electric sidcL-ar lamp 21 gn-;.—Lamb's. 151.

High St., Walthauistow. Depot 50, High Rd., Word
Green. ^3347

NEW Haden Sidecar, complete, less body, with
tyre, £5/15: Montgomery chassis, with wheel

and side wing mudguard, less fittings, 15,'-: sidecar
chassis, wants painting, wheel, mudguard, and
fittings, 15/-; 20 assembled plain sidecar chassis, no
liub spindles fitted, quantity of fittings and springs. ,

wants finishing, lot £5: new coach body. grey, racy
and low, no door, £5/10.—Carter, 17, Webster St..

Greenheys, Manchester, * [X8405

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at th« end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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BODIES.
IOAOH Holly, now. £3/10; wiiker ditto, lOZ-.-Wooil.
J 49, Womlfleld Rd., KiiliiiK. [3405

JPOUTS nnd Conclilniilt Mctul Sidecar Bodies; cash
> iiiid e.\cliaiisea.-895, FiJImm ltd., S.W. [3264

^OACII Hoilivs, fit any chassis: 25/-, bnreaius.—Vcniia
J Sidfi'iir Co,, 746, Seven Sisteia Kd., Tottcnlinm.

[3306
^OACH Bodies made to suit any chassis: £3/10.—
-> Briglit and Havles, 73, Church ,St., Camberwell
reca. [3468

REPAIRS to any make of coach bodies: estimates
Ai free.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Cara-
rweli. [3461

"^OACH Body, 35/ , second,hand, splendid condi-
J tion.—Bright ana Havles, 73, Church St., Cam-
;rwell Green. [3462

JtaiART 2-senter Napier Body, with dickey seat,
J leiithcr hood, footboards, etc., as removed; bargain.
5.-79, Fernlea Ed., Matcham. [3326

rANDEM Coach Bodies, £5/10, made to suit any
chassis.—Bright and Hayles, 75, Ch'Jrch St.,

amberwell Green. 'Phone : Hop 50 [3459

IGHTWEIGHT Coach Bodies, weight under
-i 20 lbs.; ,£3/10.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church
t., Camberwell Green. 'Phone : Hop 50. [3460

CARS l-OR SALE.
PAL.MKIl'S GaraKC and Mntor Aiictfou BfMin*,

IBS, 187, 189, HfKh 8t. Tuatiti(.
ISS,

CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA Cj-cle Car, complete: £22; exchange motor

cycle.—Baker. Elm Cottage, Snaresbrook. [3245

bfOnGAN" Grand Prix, 1915, extra.3 (£20| ; 100 gna.

;

Hi. Douslaa iiai-t.-96. Church St., Croydon. [3319

hood, screen, lamps, extra
£64.-64, Eathfern Ed., Cat-

[3377

ITOBGAN", 1913 sportini
WL tyre, speedometer

4 .C. Sociable, 1912, good condition, 3 Lucas lamps,
foot pump, jack, etc.

;

!eck, Walsall.
Barlow, 43, Dora St

[X6651

ometer,

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN'S

BELT TROUBLES
were obviously caused by a weak fastener,

Obviously, also, the strength of a driving

belt depends upon the fastener, and
motor cyclists who realise this use the

STANLEY
THE ORIGINAL

HOOK FASTENER
with other

STANLEY BELT AIDS.

PALMIOtt'S
biicmmIh,

PAMIEU'S
livorv van, £37/10; alio 12-14h p.

L|"ORGAN Sporting, 1914, hood, screen, speed'
U. huups, generator, tools, tyres excellent; £72.-13,
Irunswick Place, Leeds. [X8607

aUMBEEETTE 1914 2-seat., 8-lOh.p. mag., hood,
screen; any trial; exchange motor cycle; 68 gns.—

, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X8567

A .C. Sociable, all accessories, '^perfect condition : ex-^ reit examination, any trial ; £45.—Wills, 70, Beacon
till Ed., Newark-on-Trent. [X8554

kTOEGAN, 1914, Precision engine, hood, wind
.tX screen: any trial; good condition; £70.—
[aynes. Croft, Darlington. [X3438

A .C. Sociable Cycle Car, 2 speeds, clutch, Boscli,^ smart turnout ; £55 ; motor:, cycle considered ex-
hange.— Speechley's, 45, Church Hd.. Acton. [X8458
ITORGAN Euuabout de Luxe, 1913 model, just reno-
Tl. rated at works, in first-class condition; £68:
onth Wales.—Box LI,462, The Motor Cycle Offices,
0, Tudor St., E.C. [3244

HUMBEEETTE, a.c, 1914, speedometer, 5 lamps,
nearly new tyres, 2 spares, splendid condition, un-

cratched, all accessories: £76, lowest; appointment,— 1,
lueensthcrpe Ed,, Sydenham, S.E. [3479

\|"OHGAN, late 1914, Grand Prix, water-cooled,
-'i overhead valves, painted yellow, disc wheels,
creen, lamp, condition as new; bargain, £97/10.—
Vhite, 121, Adelaide Ed., South Hampstead.

[X8462
ITOEGAN 1913 Model de Luxe, lately spent £10 on
LTX overhauling, tyres new, hood, screen, speedometer,
1st of spaies; accept best offer over 60 gns. ; enter-
flin combination in exchange.—Bentley, Butcher, Aber-
lare [3424

Humberette, air-cooled model, late 1913, very
siuart cycle au. beautifully sprung, 3-speed and

everse, speedometer, hood, screen, jack, tools, complete;
i75: any severe- trial given.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Liine.
jondoa [X;8419

1 1 h.p. Lagonda Doctor's Coupe, new, fast, delivered
--^ from works, complete with lamps, tools. 4-cyl.
engine [water cooled): first cheque secures; £165 cash,
ccchange or ©.asy terms.-Wauchope's 9, Shoe Lane.
.lOadou. [X8418
DABDEN (monocar), late 1914 Model de Luxe, 5-6

h.p. twin J,A.P., Chater-Lea clutch, 2 controls,
electric and acetylene lighting, Cowey speedometer, lot
)f spares, new condition : bargain, £65, or exchange
rood make motor cycle.—Gorham, Whyteleafe, Surrey.

8
13238

h.p, JAP. Water-cooled Engine, back axle, with
2-speed gear and connections, set of wheels com-

pete with Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, silencer,
ind radiator, ready for being assembled to make a cycle
^ar: what offers ?-Tbe Eoyal Euby Cycle Co., Man-
-hester. [0705

DARGAINS.—Absolutely must clear.-9h.p. Eilev
f-" cycle car, 5 detachable wheels, £50; 7-9h.p.
^henard Walcker sporting 2-seat., torpedo, £65; 12
n.p. Sizaire Naudin ditto, £65: 10-14h.p. 4-cyl. Ee-?™t torpedo, 2-seat., £125; 1913 R.M.C. ditto, £135:
'=-3h,p, Arrol-Johnston torpedo, 4-seat,. £185:
atners; list; motor cycles part exchange entertained:
Please call.—Liquidator, 10c, Waylett Place, West
Norwood. [X8617

^ 811

STANLEY
^/' ^-v,'

•SPARE LINK"

Oarnge, Tooting.—28-36h. p. Dnlinlnr, 4
4 oylH., mng., runs very well ; £65,

Guragc, Tooting,— 12-lGh. p. TtiatnM d©-
a, £37/10; alio 12-14h p. modulD trp«

j-.ji./v.x. dclivory van, £150.

PAf.MKR'S OaiuBC, Toolinit.-I4.201i.p. Ucnnull ",
landaulct, bcautilul condition, 4-iil)Ccd nuidol, fully

Ciiiiiiiped: £300.

PALMER'S Garage, TootinB.-9h.p, Jack«on llgbl
road racing typo 2-scat. ; jESS.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-28-361i.p. Arid cbauii
with lorry body fitted: £100

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—SlOh.p. Grceolrc light
2-seat., 3 Eficcds, mag.; X35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—6h.p. Rover small 2
seat., mag., 3 speeds; JE30.

Swift, Uttle
round, mag.;

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-S'/ih.p.
car great bargain, new tyrea all

Tooting.—6h. p. De Dion Popu-
great bargain, £20.

indisputaDly the best means of lengthening
short belt. Conserves power, avoids pulley

jwear, keeps the belt ends good, and makes
the belt run smoothly over the smallest pulley.

Fits any hook fastener, tosts 1/.

.W ^ /a" .-^ '
/"

STANLEY ADJUSTING LINKS
enable you to adjust the belt length in one Second.

6d. THE SET OF THREE.
STANLEY FASTENER 9d.
STANLEY "SHIELD " 8d.
STANLEY BELTING from 1/3 per ft. plus

10%. (A Stanley Fastener given free
with each Belt.)

"LION" FASTENER, guaranteed 5,000
miles 6d

£37/10.

PAI,MER;3 Garage
laire

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. E.M.F. Ttiur-
ing Car. £75; also 15h.p. Briton touring car;

£100.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooling.— 10-12h.p. Darracq cab-
lundaulet, mag., gate change, £27/10; ul»o 14-16

lip, 4<yl, ditto, £65.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—25h.p. 1915 ILalwoll,
with self-starter and dynamo lighting; £247/10:

exchanges.

PAT.MEE'S Garage, Tooting.—14-16h.p. Darraca long
ohnssis touring car, splendid lot ; £90.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting —Write at once (or illus-

trated dual catalogue of auction sale, containing
also over 50 photographic illustrationa of automobiles
in stock. [3542

RITZ, lOh.p., just, delivered. t4ie last word in light

car value; £120.—Motorics, 68, Horton St., Hull-
lax. t0708

"I
Q13 Sabella Delivery Van, J.A.P. engine, little used,

J-U £35; less van body, £30, oBers.-80, Bisphain
Ed., Southport. [X8480

CHATEE-LEA 8h.p., water-cooled, 3 speeds, reverse,

hood, screen, 1913; 90 gns.—Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthamstow. [3345

BARGAIN.-6h.p. Eovcr car, new Jnly, 1912, model
1910, just spent £40 modernising: exchange com-

bination value £60 ; photos exchanged, or cash oflerfl.—

80, Bispham Ed, Southport. [X8479

GENTLEMAN'S 10-12h.p. Swift, 2-seat., just over-
hauled, re-painted fawn, speedometer, lamps, spar-

^ STANSTANLEY MOTOR BELT
AND FASTENER CO

veotore of the Original Hook Fastener
and oiher B.lt .Aids),

Stanley Webb. SlanSKer,

BROMLEY, KENT

wlieel, absolutely
Staines.

as new; £120.—Railway
[3286

14, North Street. Bishop's Storttord.

Dear Sirs, Herts Apri l.--lh. 1914

On Feb. 5th Jast yon wer= good enouL'b to send ma a
non-retum release valve for crank case for my mot-r cycle on
which 1 had fitted an " Enot3 Drii-Feeil. I should like to

express m apureeiation of the workinc ot the " Enots.' It has
made an enormous increase in the power, ensurine at the same^
time corrtct lubrication.

I remain.Tbnrs truly.

S. A. Milbank.

Manufactured by

BENTON & STONE, Ltd.,

"Enots Works," BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON: 12, MORTIMER ST., W.

CARS FOR SALE.
p^ORD, 5-?eater, good condition, little used: £65, bai-
*• gain.—Hayward, Grocer, St^atford-ol^ATon. [3501

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25

D-ULTRA, 8h.p., water-cooled, 4 epeeda and reverse,

streamline body, bras6 lamps and fittings, painted
Admiralty grey, very emart car : £100 ; appointment

;

run 150 miles.—421, Batteisea Park Ed. [3585

SAXON 2-3eater, mag.. £125: also with electrical

equipment, £145; Eitz 2-seater, £120, electrically

equipped: deferred payments arranged.—Lamb's, 151
High St., Walthamstow. Depot 50, High Ed., Wcoa
Green. 13346

1 A-12h.p. EoTer, 4-seater, 1911, mag., screen, ]amp;,
J-\r Stepney, Stewart, splendid running order and
condition: a bargain at £50: any trial; modern com-
bination or cycle car in exchange.—B., 10, High St.,

Reading. [3370

G.W.K. Light Car, 1915. latest model, jn--t arrived
from works, £178/10: immediate delivery; in

etock ready to dii-ve away. We teach you to drive, and
deliver to your door free.—Wilkins, Simpcon, and Co.,
11. Hammersmith Ed-, London. [3277

SAXON and Eitz Light Cars at motor cycle orices.

4-cyl., water ^.-c^led, 2 speeds, reverse, hood, screen,

all on, 100 gns. and £120 respectively; motor cycles in

part eseliange; deferred payments; prompte«st delivery.

— Lamb'6, 151. High St., Walthamstow. [0533

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payment6.—All makee supplied,: lowest

terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holbom, London.
[0618

PAYMENTS by Instalments, any make of motor cycle

or car. Details arranged to suit customer.—Col-
more Depot, 49. John Bright St., Birmingham, [8105

ENGINES,

A.C.. 6h.p., fan-cooled, with Bosch mag.; £12/10.-21.
Burrage Ed., Tlumstead. [3375

1Q15 Universal Engine. 6h.p.. nearly finished, twin-
X«7 cvl., a.c-; £4.—Jackson. Croseridge, Thanfcerton.

C5:8374
4h p. Eex Engine, fitted with Fit All gear and Binks

carburetter; £7.-59, Corporation Buildings, Morice
Sq., DevoQiport. [X8532

B.S.A. 3\^h.p. 1913 Engine, with Bosch waterproof
mag., new, never used; £14.—A. Holland, Earls-

don, Coventry. [X8612

3ih.p. Kelecom, m.oJ.r., £2/15 : Singer, 2V^h p..

2 a.o.i.v., 16/-; Humber, 3h.p., 20/-.—Syd. Pearson,
see Miscellaneous fX8600
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PAItKER and Kice, Magneto Specialists.—Esperte on

all magnetoe, Boscli, Eisemann, etc.

PAItKER and Kice.—Re--winding. re-magnetising, over-

hauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedition and
nnapproachable -workmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
TVTitten guarantee with each reoair.

PARKER and Rice, John's Place, King St., Acton,
London.-State your trouble. Let us .quote you.

[4292
BASTONE'S for Magnetos, singles and V type 2-

cyls., and right prices.—228, Pentonville Rd..
King's Cross, London. [2414

SMALL Bosch Magnet-o. perfect, for single-cyl-,

55/-; also 4-cyl. Bosch, F.N. type, 60/--—E., 5.

Heath St., Hampstead. [X8495

MAGNETO Repairs and all spare parts.—The Eun-
baken Magneto^ Co., Ltd., Camp St. 'SVorke, Deans-

gate, Manchester. Tel.: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.:
Runmag, Manchester. [0715

SEND Your Magneto Repairs to the Runbaken
Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street Works, Deans-

gate, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.

:

Eunmag, Manchester.

REPAIRS —The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., have
the largest and best equipped works in this

country for dealing with this class of work. Moderate
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

SPARES Department.—We can supply from stock all

spare parts for Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, TJ.H.,

etc. Send for illustrated booklet.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street

Works, Deansgate, Manchester. 'Phone; 8266
City (3 lines). T.A. : Eunmag, Manchester. Call or

write. [0404

MAGNETO Repairs of every description by Bosch
specialists; esiedition and moderate charges: mag-

netos bought and sold. Several 1-2-oyl. magnetos in

stock.—The Magneto Mart and Repairing Co., 142,

Wardour St.. W- 'Phone: Gerrard 727. [3354

MAGNETO Repairs of every description, any make.
We are late from the Bosch works and entirely

British, and give same guarantee at half their prices
in ?4 hours. We hold a large stock o! spare parts.—
The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 158, Sey-

mour St., Euston, London. 'Phone: Museum 1158.
[3506

BELTS.
WHITTLE Belt, %in.x8ft., new.-

Hampstead, N.W.
5, Heath St.,

[X8497

WHITTLE Belt, lin.. cost 29/- last weet.accept 21/-.

-129, Catford Hill, S.E. [3265

ZILLA lin. Belt, longest, unused; what offers?—Fry,
242, Mere Rd., Leicester. [X8331

NO. 3 Chain Belts, advertised price 2/6, usual price 3/-,

until further notice.— 91, Burnley Rd., Colne,-Lancs.
i;S8330

BALATA-CHEOllE Belts, highly satisfactory all

weathers: 'jia. 9d.. %in. lOd., lin. 1/-, min. 1/2
per foot, post free.—PoUin, Shepherdswell, Dover. [9494

T Q15 Clearance Belts.—Dunlop, 8ft. y lin. 10/-, 7ft.
XtJ 6in.xlin. 9/6, 8ft.x%in. 9/-, 7ft. 6in.x%in. 8/6,
7ft. 6in.x-^,iin. 7/6; approval against cash.—^Albert L.
Pitts, Hedditch. [X8598

At\f\ Perfectly New Rubber Motor Cycle Belts, ali

rxVf" sizes, 8/6 each, fasteners free; satisfaction

guaranteed: dozens of testimonials.—Dancer Motor, 69,

Gower St.. Ljzells, Birmingham. [X6814

TYRES.
T EGGATE'S, Edinburgh, for Tyrti Talne.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—For great reductions in
brand new clearance Clincher tyres. Manufactured

in this city by the largest indiambber manufacturers in

the British Empire, and famous the world over for

quality, resiliency, durability, and non-skidding proper-
ties.—See below for approval terms. Prompt despatch
guaranteed.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—Cleaiance.—1915 new pat-
tern Clincher Dreadnought, 6-ply fabric, extra

heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2^ 31/-,
list £2/7/3; 26X21/.,, to fit 21/1 rims, 31/6, list

£7/7/3; 26x2i,i 32/6, list £2/10/10.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1915 new pat-
tern Clincher de Luxe, heavy rubber stiuld'-d.

beaded covers: 26x2. 21/-: 26x214, 21/-; 26x2%, to

fit 214 rims, 23/6, list £2/1: 26x2i/2, 25/6, Usrt f2;2;9

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh. — Clearance- — 1916 new
" .added " pattern (not recessed) Clincher de Luxe,

4-plT fabric, special heavy, rubber studded, beaded
covers, 26x21/2, for 214 rims, 27/6; special value.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-Standard 1916 Clincher
Dreadnought, 3-ribbcd. 650x65, for voiturette

rims of heavy passenger outfits or cycle cars; 39f9.

Edinburgh.—Clearance^—1915 Dunlop
eaded covers, " ~

33/-, list 44/-; 28x21/2, for Indians, 31/-

LEGGATE'S,
extra heavy rubber-studded beaded covers, 28x3

for Indians,
list 41/3.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-These goods are all perfiN-t,
and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval ag;iinst

remittance: cash refunded .iu full if goods not approved
of

LEQGATB and Co,, Motor Cycle Specialists, 15.
Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. [X8443

Latest Models. I
rgrs 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-specd
rprs 4 h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed
igrs ajh.p. A.J.S.. 3-speed

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7 h.p., 3-sp.

igrj ROVER, 3-speed
tgrs 3.4 h.p. T.T. NORTON, with hand-

controlled Philipson puilev
rgis NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P;, 2-speed .

igr5 LEVIS, Popular model
rgrs TRIUtMPH Junior
1915 O.K. Junior
igrs CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed ....
rgrs 5-6 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed
r9i5 6 h.p. ENFIELD and Sidecar

1914 DOUGLAS, T.T. mod., lamp, horn,
etc

I9r4 DOUGLAS, clutch mod., accessories

rgrj SINGER, 2 J h.p., T.T
rgr4 7-9 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, 2-sp.,

.perfect condition ;

I9r3 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed
1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed
rgrs RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecaf^lamp,

horn ; in good condition ....'.

1915 TRUMBULL Car
1915 OVERLAND Car

o

B JULIAN, i
BROAD STREET, H

QB READING, fi

B BIGGEST MOTOR CYCLE AND LIGHT CAR M
DEALER IN THE SOUTH. H
44. years' reputation. Hi

'Phone 1024. B

WE ARE
SOLE

LONDON
AGENTS.

1915

NORTON,
ARNO, &
OMEGA
IN STOCK.

WE ARE
SOLE

LONDON
AGENTS.

SECOND-HAND.
1911 KERRV-ABINGDON, T.T £22
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2 speed £27 10
1914 HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sc. £58
1913 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, and coach Sidecar £48 10

1913 NORTON, T.T £28
1913 ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., a-speed gear £26 10

1913 NEW HUDSON, 2 J h.p., 3-speed £27

1914 ARNO, sh ii-P-. 3-5peed, coach Sidecar. £48 10
r9r2 HOBART, 2A h.p., 3-speed gear, lady's £22 10
I9ir TRIUMPH, clutch, T.T. niodei £26

jgrs PRECISION, 3| h.p., Philipson pulley. £28
1910 DOUGLAS £15 10
igra B.S.A., Grade gear £30

BARTLETT'S.
NOTE NEW ADDRESS. NOTE NEW ADDRESS.

74, Great Portland St.,

LONDOJV, W.
'Phone—943, Ma>'fair.

E^
TYRES.

-Xew Cross 1393.

IlfiCONOMIC.—Clincher 24x2 heavy robber-stud; 2 ie
-^ luse 19'6. tubes 6/-, conaplete tyre 24/6-

IT' COXOMIC—Clincher rubber-studded de Inie, 26x
-^ 2Vt 21/-, 26x2%x2l4 23/3, 26x2>.i, 23,6.

ECOXOiiiC —Clincher 650x65 heavy fluted t.ji

24/-, 700x80 oversize for 650x65 rims 32 >

ECONOinC—Clincher Dreadnought ribbed, 2-: :U.
25/-; 26X2 Junior ribbed, 12/6; 650>t: :

ribbed Dreadnought, 32/6.

ECONOMIC—Palmer 3-ribbed 700x80 covers, £;,-:
Wood-Milne 700x80, 40/6; guaranteed 3,OC-0

miles: all 1915 stock. -

ECONOMIC—Douglas riders, note. Special: 26x2Vi
deepened tread anti-skid Kempshall for 26>-2 rim

24/6.

ECONOMIC—Kempshall clearance, non-skids :-: ;',

35/-, 26x2% 38/-, 26x21!, 40/-, 650x65 -:0
-.

23x3 55/-.

ECONOMIC—Kempshall anti-skids, 26x2i-j :-: 6,

28x3 35/-, 28x3 tubes 9/-, butted 10/6.

ECONOMIC—Dunlop heavy 650x65 3-ribbed 3:

ance covers, 35/-; 26x21,4 1913 lozenge. 19

ECONOMIC—Burnett: Special line of these =;
. : ;;o

covers, 26x214. 26X2%, and 26x2i4, 17 e ..L

ECONOMIC-Continental Model de Course. 26 ; f
214 oversize for 26x21,4 25/-, listed 33/3. ntv ^ll

perfect.

ECONOMIC-Continental Model de Conrse. 26x2',;
20/-. 26x21/3 25/-, steel-studded combination 26x

214 36/-.

ECONOMIC-Continental heavy rnbber-stndded 24/6,
650x75 heavy Autobi oversize -lor 650x65 31/6.

ECONOMIC-Continental basket pattern. 24x2 15/5.
26x2 16/9. 26x214 19/6, 26x2%x2i4 20/-.

ECONOMIC-Tubes, 26x2 5/3. 26X214 6t-, 26x2*
6/6, 26x3 butted 7/6, 28x3 9/-.

ECONOjnC—Be-treading with greatest despatch,
26xl!fi. 7/-, 26x2 7/6. 26x214 11/6, 26x254

12/-, 26x2io 12/6, 28x2i,i 13/6.

ECONOJnC.-Avon 1914 belting. %in. lOd. : Con-
tinental, ?4in. lid., Vsin. 1/-, lin. 1/3. lisin. l/4j,

fasteners free, all belts

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137. I/ewisham High Ed., New
Cross. Special clearance lines. Close 1 Thursday,

8.30 Saturday and other nights. ^5523

BASTONE'S.-Xew
below

:

clearance covers and tubes

BASTONE'S Present to Purchasers of Goodyear. Con-
tinental, Peter Union, and Michelin clearance

covers a 3/- repair outfit.

BASTONE'S.-Goodyear rubber-studded covers, 26x2^.
for 214 rims. 23/-, list, 40/6.

BASTONE'S.-Michelia covers, B.E., 26x2. 11'-, UtI
14/9. V

BASTONE'S.—Michelin standard heavy covers. 26x2,
16/6, list 29/-; 26x2i.i or 650x65. 19/6, list 36/6.

BASTONE'S—Michelin Semelle steel-studded. 26x2,
22/6. list 37/6: 26x2\i or 650x65, 25/6. list 44Jn

DASIONE'S.—Britannic rubber^tudded, 26x21,, 15(5.

BASTONE'S—Peter Union heavy covers, 26\2U^
17,6, list 28/9; 26x2';... 18/6, list 31/6.

BASTONE'S.—Peter Union twin ribbed heavy covel^
24X214. 19/6, list 30/3: 26x2, 19 6. list 29/3;

26X214, 22/-, Ust 31/9; 26x21i. 25/-. list 34/3.

BASTON"E'S.—Peter Union rabber-stndded. hea»jr»

26x214, 26/-. list 36/-; 26x2i.i. 27/6. list 381-,

BASTONE'S.—Continental combination 26x2i; 36/-
(list 50/-), 26x21... 39/6 (list 54/6), 26x3 45/-

j

Hist 62/9).

! -O.iSTONB'S.—Hntchinson Passenger, 26X2% 25/-.

BASTONE'S.-New 1915 Michelin covers, beaded. 2S
Xl''j 11/6, 26x2 14/9, 26x21,4 16/-, :6\2\4

is;-.
"' ""

stock.
28x2 16/6, 28x21.4 17/-; also wired edge ia

BASTONE'S.—New 1915 MicJrelin Trident covers,
beaded, 26x2 26/6.'26x2>4 28/6, 26x2i..- 31/^

BASTONE'S.—New 1915 Michelin tubes, 26x1^4 5/-,

26x2 6'9. 26x24 7/9, 26x213 8/6. 28x2 8/9;
butted, 26X2 8/6. 26X214 9/6, 26x2^» 10/3, 28X»
10,' 6. 28x214 11/3.

B.\STONE'S.—Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2 4.6,
X2I4 4;9. 26x212 6/-, 26x3 7/3, 28x2ii. 7/3.

BASTONE'S. 228,
London, N,

Pentonville Rd., King's Croaaijr
rj21«'

REUCCED 1915 List Tyre, all makes.—T.-i. : Tyr
—Graham, Vine St., Birmingham. [0658

ATTEE for your motor cycle at reduced price. Send
for hst,—Turner's Stores, 182, Railway Apprtaoh,

Shepherd's Bush, Loudon. [XS468

T'WO 26N21" Palmer Cord.s. 15- each; heaw Dun-
lop. same «ze, 12/6: two T.T. Hutchinson. 26x214,

10/6 each.—Cross, 180, Liverpool Ed., Islington. [3417

All letters relating to advertisements should niiote the number at the end ol each advertisement and the date of the Issue.
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The Budget and Desirable
Exemptions.

AT
one period of the debate in Parliament
last week on the import duties on cars,

motor cycles, and accessories, there were
indications that the tariff would be re-

moved altogether. As it was, the Chan-
cellor agreed to exempt motor vehicles, chassis,

and parts used exclusively for trade purposes

—

though he did not give a definition—and further

intimated that motor tyres should be exempt.
The resolution increasing the duty on motor
spirit by 3d. per gallon was agreed to. In

passing, there was one point in the debate which
should not escape the observant: The Chan-
cellor remarked that " the only ground he could

see for any opposition to the duties from the

point of view of the fiscal controversy was the

idea that they would lead to something more in

the future. But duties of this kind could not

be continued after the war."

There is also another point : It is by no
means certain that motor cycles used entirely for

business purposes will escape the import duty

—

rather the reverse, unless our organisations

controlling motor cycling lay a strong case before

the Chancellor. After all, the growing use of the

business motor cycle sidecarrier is directly attri-

butable to the war, e.g., to the wholesale com-
mandeering of tradesmen's horses at the outbreak

of hostilities. True the numbers concerned may
not in any way compare with business cars and
lorries which the Chancellor unquestionably had
in mind, but, as the definition has not yet been

framed, we sincerely hope that the claims of the

smaller tradesmen using sidecarriers will not be

overlooked. The Motor Cycle is doing its share

in drawing the attention of the authorities to

these matters, and it is to be hoped that the

request may be viewed in a favourable light.

Should no concessions be granted in respect of

business sidecarriers, there is a fear that the

future success of this type of vehicle will be

jeopardised, as tradesmen may decide that a

four-wheeler costing little more and capable of

transporting heavier and more bulky packages
is the more preferable of the two. Exemption
from import duty would mitigate that possibility

to some extent and help tradesmen to economise.

America turns to Lightweights.

SOME months ago we commented upon the

fact that our American cousins were a long
time giving attention to the lightweight

^ motor bicycle movement, which has at-

tained such a hold in this country. It

would appear that our remarks were not alto-

gether ill-timed, for at last month's Chicago Show
several specimens of American lightweight motor
cycles made their debut.

Hitherto England alone of all countries manu-
facturing motor cycles—except Switzerland—

-

has maintained faith in the future of the light-

weight motor cycle, and though the lightweight

of but six years ago could not compare with a

modern mount, it was plain to those who made
an intelligent study of the question that in the

lightweight we had the motor cycle of the future.

Six years have wrought many changes in motor
cycle designs, and the developments in con-
nection therewith have been enormous. Firstly,

the standardisation of variable speed gears made
the really successful lightweight possible, and,
latterly, the advent of the two-stroke engine gave
the movement an enormous fillip. These develop-
ments and improvements in lightweights have
been almost entirely confined to this country,
and consequently it is some source of gratification

to note that manufacturers across the Atlantic,

in a land where the opposite type, i.e., the big
twin, has always loomed large in the public pur-
view, have at last had to sit up and take notice.

The American seal of success has thus been
placed upon our home manufacturers' efforts,

and it may be taken for granted that the Yankee
will make what good use he can of the spade
work of the British manufacturer who has made
the efficient and successful lightweight solo

mount possible.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back covei".
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Sidecar Passengers.

WE often hear, or perhaps it would be more
correct to say have heard in the past,

criticisms of the lady driver, but, personally,

I imagine a few words to the passenger would not be

untimely. How greatly the driver appreciates a sporting

passenger, one who willingly takes her share of the

responsibilities in any way that is open to her, assumes
a little intelligent interest in the unit that drives the

outfit, one who doesn't mind helping with a puncture,

and isn't horrified if her hands become grimy ! We
are all more or less familiar with the passenger who
fancies she is out for a ride oiily and is quite helpless

and looks injured if called upon to lend a hand. The
ideal sidecarist is one who is capable of occasionally

making a running start, when the road is on the

decline, and whose ear tells her when to step into the

sidecar before the exhaust is dropped. However, by
the time the passenger has become trained to this

extent, she generally decides that she will invest in a
machine of her own so that

she may do all the driving. A run to a

Carrier Riding.

Many are the casualties due
to pillion riding reported in

the newspapers, but, in spite

of the proved folly, the

practice seems to be as popular
as ever. I Jiave noticed girls

j

who have grown accustomed
to this dangerous method of

riding appearing perfectly at
_

home with feet dangling and
no clutching the driver with

their hands, a kind of " familiarity breeding con-

tempt." A few days ago a typical "specimen" passed

me doing well over thirty. Some horses emerging from
a side road caused the driver to pull up hurriedly.

As the brakes were applied the machine developed a

wobble, which the driver only just managed to correct.

All this time the' fair flapper perched on his carrier

balanced herself with ease, gazing round at me with a

simple smile. Would her expression have been so

normal had she not been so blissfully unconscious of

the danger of her position ?

The Rear Light.
I was reading in the motor cycle press that copper

tubing was the best thing to carry gas from the head
light generator to the rear lamp and so save the tiny

back generator. To go one better than this, as being
more pliable and neat in appearance, use Bowden
cable; this one can easily fit one's self. All that is

needed is a few clips to keep the cable in place along

the top tube. It is a saving of trouble to have the

one generator supplying both
front and rear lights.

During the present time any
woman anxious to find an
occupation and having at

present no outlet for her
energies would probably release

a man for the Forces and
show her patriotism by taking

a post as a driver of a trade

car, if she onlv realised how
simplified driving has become,
and how rarely one gets into

difficulties that are insuperable.

May W.^lker.

friend's orchard.

The topic : h it motor cycles or the abandoned import duties on hats, or both ?

16
Blackbenying with a sidecar outfit
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Four=stroking when Starting.
A Junior Triumph owner takes exception to my

remark that some " babies " are apt to four-stroke for
a few yards when starting off. I ought certainly to
have excepted the. "petroil" machines from 'this

mdictment. The main causes of four-stroking are rich
mixture and over-oihng. If a drip-oiled machine is

left standing for some time, the oil drains out of the
bearings until an excessive amount has collected in
the crank case, and consequentiy four-stroking may
occur until the surplus is exhausted ; a condition which
is seldom present with the petroil system. I have
tested this suggestion, by draining the crank case of
a drip-oiled pattern, prior to a cold start; after this
attention was paid to it, it ceased to four-stroke when
starting.

Man and Machine.
I think we should recognise that perfect locomotion

is only possible when a rider and his mount have
established a kind of centaur-like sympathy ; but, at

the same time, we should distinguish between the
sympathy which a rider can estabhsh between himself
and a sentient mount {e.g., a horse) and between him-
self and a mechanical mount (e.g., a motor car or
cycle). The horse responds by comprehending its

master's wishes and riding tricks ; in other words, the
sympathy is mutual where the mount is sentient. With
a mechanical mount the word " sympathy " is hardly
accurate, and the idea of " control " is more accurate.
A really deft manipulator can get the most uncanny
results out of a non-sentient in.strument. Just as first

class golf or billiard or cricket players can, in common
parlance, almosl make a mashie or a cue or a ball
" talk," so a crack motor cyclist can perform miracles
with his machine. But the process is entirely one-
sided. It is, surely, all a matter of muscular dexterity

and intellectual comprehension of possibilities on the
part of the controller. I quite expect to be told by
somebody that an Indian, a Triumph, and a Levis
each has a diflferent " aura," and that " aura " can be
seen by the psychic expert, or even photographed with

a suitable screen; but I shall remain frankly sceptical.

The alleged relationship is a matter of personal
dexterity.

Four=stroKe Light-weights.
I was profoundly interested in " Road Rider's

"

description of the 23J.4 lb. engine which he saw at the

A. B.C. works. Readers may remember that this

Lilliputian power unit was a horizontally-opposed
twin-cylinder of 250 c.c. capacity, with steel cylinders

and steel pistons, and mechanical lubrication, develop-
ing over 4 bJi.p. It has been developed purely in

response to a demand for a small engine to act as

starter to the huge engines of 200. h. p. and over,

employed in so many branches of war service ; but it

is perfectly obvious that it is admirably adapted for

fitting to a lightweight motor cycle. In fact, it might
. open the door for wee four-strokes to become very

I©]H)^L
BY 'mm'

COMMnNT6
formidable rivals of the two-stroke in this sphere.
The average baby two-stroke still scales nearer 150 lb.

than 100 lb., and some of them exceed that figure;

they are of the low efficiency type, and they are more
prone to engine vibration than the little twin in ques-

tion. There is no question but that the novelty of

the two-stroke has temporarily arrested the develop-
ment of miniature four-strokes, in which field there

has been nothing to compete with the single-cylinder,

and the average 200-250 c.c. four-stroke single has

. never had as much thought and labour lavished upon
it as its bigger sisters have enjoyed. A new prospect

is opened, viz., that after the war we may see the

development of a new type of machine, roughly

resembling a Douglas, but on cheaper and lighter

lines. These machines will be of comparatively high

efficiency, as contrasted with existing two-stroke types,

and may eventually blossom into the genuine 100 lb.

fast touring machines of which imaginati^'e prophets

have often dreamed.

Foot Ease.
^ I fancy this cross-heading is the registered slogan of

a leading firm, of boot manufacturers, and trust they

will be lenient with me for borrowing it. The dis-

comfort of cycle pedals when used as footrests is that,

though they provide a varying range of sole-angles,

they do not afford a sufiiciently rigid support for the

feet, and they are generally set so far back that the

rider permanently assumes the posture of a man who
is trying to decide whether an object in the road is

a halfpenny or a washer. Both my present machines
are fitted with footboards, and I find them uncom-
fortable; in one case one end of the boards is sprung;
in the other both ends are rigid. They afford a vary-

ing range of leg angles, and a practically rigid foot

support. I ascribe their discomfort to the fact that

they offer no change of sole angle, and that there is

nothing for the instep to catch on, so that the feet

slide about on the boards. I have yet to discover

anything so comfortable as a couple of pairs of rigid,

unsprung footrests, which
.
give a hold for the instep,

a change of posture for the thighs, a rigid something

to push against, and a change of sole-angle. Why
machines de luxe nearly always have these most
unluxurious boards is one of those things which no

one can understand. I once had a machine—a Bat

—

with a pair of sprung rests and a pair of rigid rests ;

and as the sprung rests were interconnected with the

sprung saddle pin, this combination is perhaps the

best of all ; but I did not get the full benefit of it till

I added the extra pair of rigid rests, which did not

figure in the Bat specification, but struck me as

essential, in that occasional changes of position are

most desirable. In the meantime I do not want any

more footboards, though a pair of loose heel plates,

to be screwed into the boards after purchase at the

rider's discretion, would improve this system

enormously.

AI7
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Transmission

Shock Absorbers.
A REVIEW OF CURRENT PRACTICE.
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IT has been observed, and those who have ridden

machines of early pattern will not dispute the

statement, that the single-cylinder petrol engine

imparts its power in a series of short, sharp jerks.

This irregular motion is not, of course, so great in

the properly balanced engines of to-day as it was in

the engines of ten years ago, but, nevertheless, it is

sufficiently pronounced at low speeds to upset the

comfort of the rider unless the transmission be

elastic enough to absorb the shock of the explosion

strokes.

Not very many years ago it was ' quite generally

believed that chain drives were unsuitable for motor
cycle transmission, for the reason that a steel chain

could not transmit the eiigine power to the back
wheel without transmitting with it each individual

impulse of the engine, which meant, of course, that

the machine, instead of gliding forward as though
driven by an electric motor, progressed in a series

of bounds, each bound taking life out of the tyre,

chains, and engine. It became obvious, therefore,

that if the chain drive were to come to anything the

power must be conveyed through some device that

would absorb the sudden kick of the power stroke,

and impart a smooth, steady torque to the rear wheel.

The efficiency of the various devices that have since

been produced is amply proved by the sweet rumiing

of the present day chain-driven single, for every touring

machine of this type is fitted with a transmission shock
absorber of some kind. On this device largely depends
the comfort of the rider, the machine's powers of

acceleration and hill-climbing, the life of tyres, chains,

and engine. Considering, then, that the transmission

shock absorber is of such vital importance that it has

brought about the complete success of the chain-

driven "big single," it is somewhat surprising that

many riders are not even aware that such a device

is incorporated in the driving mechanism of their

machines.

Various Devices Used.

It is interesting to note the different lines on which
manufacturers have worked with regard to transmission

shock absorbers. The two most popular devices in

use are probably the friction type, which permits a

certain amount of slip to take place when sudden
strains are thrown upon the chains, and the " cushion
drive," which damps the irnpulse of the engine by
means of yielding pads contained in one of the
sprockets, '^lie former is generally used in connection
with jingle-cylinrt^r machines, and the latter in con-
nection with wins. In the case of the chain-cum-belt

AlS

drive, the belt is sufficiently elastic to answer the

purpose, and one or two machines depend solely on

the clutch.

The transmission shock absorber has not reached

its present stage of simplicity without experiment.

Many elaborate schemes have failed .in practice through

their possessing the desired property of elasticity to

too great an e.xtent. Such devices were found to

absorb the engine and road shock admirably, but,

owing to their recoil, the machine now progressed

in a series of elastic bounds, even less pleasant for the

rider than the solitary snatch of the solid drive. Then
in the case of the friction device difficulty was experi-

enced in obtaining a construction which would keep its

very fine adjustment with any degree of permanency,

since the friction surfaces and locking arrangements

were bound to become smothered in oil at intervals

;

in each case, therefore, it was necessary to com-
promise, to strike a delicate medium, and the present-

day shock absorber, which seldom or never requires

attention, called for more thought from the designer

than we are apt to suppose.

Since the thrust really comes from the road, and not

from the engine at all, the shock absorber should

theoretically, be contained in the rear wheel hub, but

in practice it is usually placed on the engine sprocket.

Most manufacturers are agreed, however, that a

de\-ice of large dimensions, contained either in the

rear wheel sprocket or in the countershaft sprocket,

is the right idea.

The Royal Enfield Cush=drive Hub.
The Royal Enfield device may be taken as an example

of the cushion drive type of shock absorber. This is

a device of large dimensions, contained in the rear

Roj'al Enfield shock absorber fitted in rear wheel sprocket.

sprocket. For convenience this sprocket niav be

described as consisting of two portions, the driving

member, which carries the chain, and the driven

member, which is solid with the road wheel.
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Transmission Shoclt Absorbers.—

The driving member, carrying the chain, is a cir-

cular flange, from the inner face of which protrude
three metal vanes, set radially; and the driven member
consists of a drum, of the same size, the interior of
which is divided into three chambers by correspond-
ing metal vanes. Each chamber contains two rubber
pads, between which the vanes of the driving member
fit when the two parts are engaged.

It will be seen, therefore, that the drive is trans-

mitted from the vanes of the driving member, through
the rubber pads, to the vanes of the driven member,
and it can be readily realised that this complete
insulation between the chains and. the road wheel has
a decidedly softening effect on the drive. With a well-

balanced twin it is not so much a matter of absorbing
" snag " from the engine as it is of smoothing out the
little jerks transmitted from the road wheel. The
Enfield machines are also provided with a friction

sprocket on the engine-shaft, in which the two
sprockets are carried between steel flanges capable of

sliding but not of rotating upon the engine-shaft, and
gripped by twelve small springs, as well as a slipping

clutch.

Lea=Francis.
The Lea-Francis machines are fitted with a cushion-

ing device. On the engine-shaft is mounted a boss, on
either side of which is a rectangular protrusion or

metal vane. The chain sprocket is loosely mounted on
the boss, and through it extend two rivets, which carry

square shoulder pieces. Thus the interior of the chain

sprocket is divided irito two compartments, and each

compartment contains two rubber blocks, between

Transmission shock absorber fitted to engine-shaft

of the Lea-Francis.

which fit the metal vanes on the boss of the engine

-

shaft. Whatever the motion of the engine, therefore,

it is conveyed to the chains through the rubber blocks,

while, similarly, any jar thrown on the chains by the

road wheel is softened by the pads before reaching the

engine bearings. The whole device is held firmly

together by a large sized nut on the end of the boss.

With these small and perfectly balanced twin-

cylinder machines, however, designed primarily for

solo use, anything in the way of transmission shock

absorbers may be regarded as a refinement rather than

a necessity. Their function is not so much to absorb

the impulse of the power stroke as to add to the life

of the engine by softening down the drive.

Humber.
On the big twin-cylinder Humber machines the

refinement is taken one step further, and here we find

a luxurious machine fitted with a shock absorbing

device which contains both rubber pads and steel

springs. In most cases springs taking the direct load

Shocli-absorbing device filtcd to

the rear wheel sprocket of Humber
machines.
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of the engine have proved unsatisfactory, since the
constant ten.sion and relaxation tend to destroy their
temjier

; but (he Humber device is sunifrienliy large to
poniiit the use of springs of considerable slrenglh.
'I'lu- mechanism is i^J^JKa
contained in the rear r^^ '^-

wheel sprocket, as in

the case of the En-
field. In conjunction
with the foregoing
explanations, the ac-

companying illustra-

tion is self-explana-

tory. _ The beautiful

workmanship e m -

bodied in this device,

together also with

ingenuity of design,

goes to prove that the

Humber Co., at any
rate, do not under-estimate the importance of an
effective transmission shock absorber.

Sunbeam,
The Sunbeam machines are fitted with an original

device worthy of. a luxurious transmission system, and,

though this arrangement has already been described in

these pages, a brief outline as to its construction may
not be out of place.

The Sunbeam device is neither a cushion shock
absorber nor a friction drive, but to some extent it

combines the merits of both. The sweet running of
the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam machines is sufficient proof as

to its. working value.

The sprocket wheel runs loosely on a centre piece,

which is keyed fast to the engine-shaft. On the side

of the sprocket wheel is a series of angular projec-

tions. These projections engage with similar projec-

tions on the driving piece, which is free to slide end-

wise on the centre piece, but which is prevented from
turning thereon by four keys.

The ratchets, or angular projections, on the two
members are kept engaged by a strong coil spring, the

tension of which can be

adjusted by means of a

nut on the end of the

engine-shaft.

Since the sprocket is

free on the shaft, and
the member that en-

gages it is keyed there-

to, it will be seen that

the tendency of the drive

is to disengage the

angular projections

against the pressure of

the spring, the keyed

member sliding 'out-

wards on its four key-

ways, but never com-

pletely disengaging.

The device is set by the testers before the machine

leaves the works, and if necessary seldom requires

attention.

Rex.
- The Rex device comes under the same category, but

is verv different in construction. The sprocket is

A2I

Sectional drawing ot Sunbeam
cush drive on engine shaft.
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Spring drive fitted to engine-

shaft of Rex machines.

Transmission Shock Absorbers.

—

mounted on a boss keyed to the engine-shaft, and is

free to revolve thereon. Next to the sprocket is

mounted a shding piece,

from which the 'drive is

Conveyed to the sprocket

by means of balls which
fit half in the sprocket

and half in the sliding

piece. This piece,
which is, of course,

keyed to the boss,

though free to move
outwards, is held in

position by a strong coil

spring. When a shock

takes place the balls ride

outwards in one direc-

tion or the other, and in

so doing they force the

sliding piece outwards against the pressure of the

spring.

B.S.A.

The device used on the chain-driven model of the

B.S.A. is attached to the engine-shaft. The sprocket

contains six strong
springs, through three of

which any strain between
the engine and the

chains is passed. The
springs are kept in posi-

tion under all tensions

by a retaining cap. It

will be noticed that the

springs are so arranged

that the forward thrust

of the engine is taken

up by the three longer

springs, the three shorter

ones absorbing the lesser

shocks which fall in the opposite direction.

Friction ShocK Absorbers.

Coming now to the friction type of transmission

shock absorbers, we find that these vary little in points

of construction. As already stated, their object is to

allow a certain amount of slip when any considerable

shock falls upon the chains.

The slight slip that occurs at low speeds or with
a heavy load eases the engine very considerably,
and, when, the device is properly set, the machine
will ascend hills with ease which would cause it to

labour were the adjustment too keen. It is only when
slip is excessive that any loss of power occurs, and
the proper adjustment is not difficult to obtain.

A.J.S. .

The shock absorber used on the 2-% h.p. A.J.S.
machines is placed on the engine-shaft and consists

of a steel boss carrying two fibre plates. Between
these the sprocket is free to revolve, and pressure is

maintained between them by means of springs, the

tension of which can be adjusted as necessaiy.

In the case of the twin-cylinder A.J.S. machines,
which were sometimes ridden solo and sometimes with
sidecar, it was found that the slipping device was not

B.S.A. spring drive fitted to

engine - shaft of chain-driven

models.

sufficiently necessary to warrant the trouble of setting

it to the load when even a sidecar was attached, and,

since 1912, these excellent machines have been fitted

with ' solid transmission.

The makers advise their

riders to ease the clutch

should any suggestion of

snag be felt at low speeds.

Phelon and Moore.

The Phelon and Moore
device is very simila'r. It

will be recalled that two

sprockets are mounted on

the engine-shaft. The low

gear sprocket is keyed to

the boss mounted on the

engine-shaft, but the high

gear sprocket is free to

revolve thereon. The drive is maiiitained through a

large spring washer placed between the high gear

sprocket and the two lock nuts on the end of the boss,

the high gear sprocket thus being firmly held between

the washer and the low gear sprocket. By tightening

up the lock nuts any amount of pressure can be

brought to bear on the sides of this sprocket, which is

thus prevented from revolving freely in the boss,

A.J.S. slipping sprocket.

Component parts of P. and M. slipping sprocket.

while, by loosening the lock nuts, the tension of the

spring washer is released till finally the sprocket

would revolve quite freely.

In the case of the P. and M. machines a solid drive

is permitted on low gear, for with the engine rex'olving

at speed no suggestion of snag takes place.

Care and Adjustment of Shock Absorbers.
So far as practical use is concerned, the main points

of difference between the friction types of shock
absorbers and the other types here described lie in

the fact that, while the former may require occasional

adjustment and periodical lubrication, the latter are

permanently fixed and need no attention whatever from
the private owner. Cush drives, for instance, need
not be interfered with, while devices on the lines of

the Rex and the Sunbeam obtain sufficient lubricant

from the engine bearing, and unless the driNe is found
to be harsh they are best left alone.

Friction shock absorbers, on the lines of the A.J.S.
and P. and M., on the other hand, require a little

attention if the transmission is to be kept in perfect

order. They should be oiled periodically, and to

obtain proper adjustment the machine should be
jacked up on the stand and the lock nuts slackened
off till, by gripping the tyre and jerking the engine
against compression, slip begins to occur. Then gi^e

the lock nuts another quarter turn, and it will probably
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Transmission Shoe; Aosorbers.—

be found that no slip is perceptible when the engine
IS thrown over compression. This should give the
proper adjustment, but a road test is usually desirable.
If the adjustment is still too slack the engine will be
felt to race at regular intervals on hills or when running
on full throttle.

Tt is best to make this adjustment with the device
thoroughly lubricated, otherwise an overdose of oil
will cause it to slip.

145

Hard and fast rules cannot he laid down, and it is

always the wisest plan to consult the makers if in

doubt on any point concerning adjustment and lubrica-

tion. Do not, however, continue to ride your machine
with the shock absorber wrongly adjusted. The engine
and whole transmission system are bound to suffer. It

is no uncommon thing to find machines fitted with
adjustable shock absorbers being used with this device
screwed up solid, while the owner comments upon
the harshness of the chain drive! H.M.B.

An Attempt at Simplicity.

A simple, though not very novel, method of rear

springing has been sent to us by F.L. (Sheerness).

The rear forks terminate in a specially formed lug

containing a curved slot (this curve must be part

c

More Rear Springing Systems.
A Parallel Ruler Movement.

STILT, another system of springing the ror.r portion
of a motor cycle frame has been broug>.; to
our notice by Mr. E. F. de Burgh Greenwood,

of 316, Chester Road, Lower Bebington, Cheshire.
This system is illustrated in the accompanying drawing,
and it will be seen that it works on the principle
of a parallel rule, the two radius forks being so
pivoted that the driving centre and driven centre
are always nearly equidistant, thus avoiding binding of
the transmission. Leaf springs are provided to govern
the action ofthe vertical member, and these, together
with the carrier, are anchored to brackets cast integral
with the top lug and extended to a rear vertical
member which carries the back wheel. Built into
thecountershaft of this machine is a machined casing,

designed to accommodate the gear box. Integral
with this casting are two housings for the bearings
of the radius forks, and so arranged that one is above
and the other below the driving centre in a vertical

plane.

PIVOTED AT END

Cbajn stays carrjing back wheel.
Rear forks, ending in specially

shaped lug.

Bolt for recoil.

Back wheel hub.

L. Curved slot in which pin slides.

P. Sliding pin attached to A and
carrying bolt C.

R. Rubber block to check rebound,
S. Spiral spring in compression.

of the- circle of which the hinged chain stays form
the radius, this stay being pivoted at the forward end).

Through this slot passes a pin P which fits into a

square in the chain stay A, flattened at this point for

the purpose. A washer and nut are the.i placed over

the pin and tightened sufficiently to allow of easy

movement in the slot ; the end of the bolt C is now
put into position and secured with a nut and split pih.

The chain stays carr)-ing the pin and bolt arc now free

to rise' and fall in the slot L against the pressure of the

spring S, rubber blocks R being placed at the top of

the lugs to check the rebound.

De Burgh Greenwood spring trame design.

The advantages claimed by the designer of this

frame are

:

(1.) Minimum unsprung weight.

(2.) Even transmission running under ideal con-

ditions, as oiltight chain cases may be fitted in a very

simple manner."

(3.) Stability—preventing rolling.

(4.) Increased comfort for the driver, and decreased

wear and tear of machine.

In the latest lighting order affecting the London
district recently issued by the Home Office the sole

paragraphs which are of interest to motorists are the

following : The use of powerful lamps on motor and
other vehicles is prohibited, {a) An hour after sunset

all vehicles, including bicycles and handcarts, must
display to the front a white light visible for a reason-

able distance (if only one lamp is provided it must be

placed on the off side) ;
{b) to the rear a red light

visible for a reasonable distance (if only one lamp

is provided for this purpose it must be placed on the

off side, and in such a position that the red light is

visible from a central point immediately behind the

vehicle).
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THE 7h.p. AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.
Three-speed Countershaft Gear. Doub'e-controUed Clutch. Two Rear Brakes.

Impressions after a Road Test of the Latest Model.

A YEAR or two ago English people
were accustomed, and with a good
deal of justifiable pride, to con-

sider ,that the few makes of

American motor cycles were a good deal
behind the British in point of design
and construction, and, with a few excep-
tions, that the Yankee machine was not
worth serious consideration. A little

later devotees to English machines began
to notice that the American two-wheelers
were being built on more scientific lines,

the engines were more like English
power units, frames were more logical,

saddles more comfortable ; in short, the
Yankees were complimenting us by the
adoption of our own ideas and inventions.
Now the war has brought about ' the
almost complete collapse of trade in

freshly-designed motor cycles, and, more
important still, of the total cessation of

that all-important co-operation between
the manufacturer and the man " who
brings out the latest ideas. The makers
of the latest Excelsior are pronouncedly
pro-English in designing their new
model, for in quite few details does it

show anything of the Yankee touch,
excepting perhaps the twist-grip handle-
bar controls, and it is evident from the
closest inspection that the machine has
been built with an idea to durability
and good service, instead of the flash

"one-year 'bus" that so often hails

from the American factories. Hence the
writer's conviction that this new type of

American machine will so'oner or later

make a great impression upon private

buyers in this country.

Comfort and Silence.

The first impression when riding an
Excelsior (solo) is that it is a very
comfortable machine to ride. That is to

say, the eye is not taken from objects
ahead to pot-holes immediately beneath,
and one can take a road of the nobbliest
sort at 30 m.p.h. without feeling it in

one's spine or wrists. This is primarily
due to the 3in. tyres, excellent spring
forks and saddle, and it is further added
to by the handle-bar grips, saddle, and
footboards being in their correct position.
The next point is that the engine

possesses as much flexibility as power,
which further adds to comfort in driving,
and it is remarkably silent in running
at all speeds, a peculiarity and a virtue
of many American engines, which may
largely .be due, in this case, to the
enclosed valve springs. One of the
features of this engine lies in the positive
feed oil pump, which delivers oil under
high ijressiire to the big end bearings as
well as direct to the front cylinder,
clutch, and gear box. The attention
given by the designers of the Excelsior
engine in this direction indicates that the
Americans are tackling the problem of
lubrication in a very thorough manner,
and that all responsibility for the
welfare of the engine is being taken off

the motor cyclist's shoulders when riding.

We noticed no sign of vibration with the

engine unless travelling at well over
40 m.p.h., and then it so little obtruded
itself that it excited no worry. The
Schebler carburetter does its work well,

and for ordinary conditions is a

thoroughly satisfactory automatic car-

buretter, but we fancy that the fads of

home riders would soon . take effect in

having an extra air attachment fitted

The power unit o{ the 7 h.D. American Excelsior.

The Excelsior twin-bulb head hght.

for operation from the handle-bar. This
carburetter is remarkably easy to adjust
with a view to economy in consumption
owing to the variable jet arrangement.
Needle valves are fitted to the petrol and
oil feed systems, and the unions used on
the pipes are equal to those fitted to

English machines in point of size and
strength.

The Gear Box and Clutch Control.

The ratios of the Excelsior three-speed

gear box seem a trifle on the high side

tor sidecar work in extremely hilly

country, being 8|- to 1, 6^ to 1. and
3| to 1 top gear; but, on the other hand,
the engine has a very large reserve of

power. For abnormal conditions, however,
a smaller countershaft sprocket should be
obtainable in order to lower the trans-

mission ratios all round. The multiple-

disc clutch and gear box seem a sound
piece of work on this machine, and, being
mounted in a slotted cradle immediately
at the rear of tlie engine, adjustment of

the chain transmission is quite an easy

matter. It should be noted here that the

lubrication of both gear bos and clutch

is quite automatic, this work being
carried out by the forced feed pump on
the engine. The opei'ation of the gears is

through a, substantial car type lever and
quadrant on the right-hand side of the

t.Tuk. in the right position for comfortable
handling. The clutch is inter-controllable

with the hand and foot, which reduces
immensely the labom' of dodging in and
out of traffic, the control bv hand being

by the left twist grip, and with the left

pedal for the foot. The arrangements of

the controls and the comfortable position

ill which one sits on the machine make it

more like driving a car than a cycle,
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1 he 7 h.p. hxceisior, with complete eiectricat equipment.

pai'tieiJarly in regard to the , absence of

small control levers. Furthermore, the
3m. tyres fitted to the Excelsior, and the
comparatively long wheelbase, make solo
riding a pleasure, and, contrary to general
impression, we noticed no roll with the
large tyres, and the steering could often
be taken for considerable distances with
."hands off." The latest model has a
very pronounced " drop " in the rear part
of the frame, consequently the saddle is

low, although the wheels are 28in. in

diameter. A very excellent device, add-
ing to the all-round comfortable riding of

this machine, is adopted in spring-loading
the saddle pillai' in the frame, which,
although an old "gadget" in England,
does not seem to be as popular as it should
be. Incidentally, the saddle is well padded

,

and its supporting springs are enclosed
in little cases in much the same manner
as with car shock absorbers. A feature
which again shows that this machine is

up to date in design is revealed in the
" knock-out " axles, thus allowing both
wheels to be quickly removed whilst on
the road. The rear wheel hub is extra-
ordinarily massive in size, the centres of

the ball races being singularly wide, and
the external contracting and internal
expanding brakes at the jear again show
evidence of the machine being designed
for serious work.

The Electrical Outfit.

As with other American types of

machines, electric lighting is regarded as

more or less standard equipment with the

Excelsior, and it is carried out in a very
neat manner as regards the wiring and
attachment of lamps and horn, etc. The
accumulator is carried in a metal case

beneath the saddle and is kept charged
by a combined Splitdorf magneto and .

MiSS IVlinnie Tulley

a professional nder of the

American Excelsior, well

Inown at Brookiand*^ ^.'

dynamo, which takcB up a very small
amount of space immediately in front of

the engine, and is, at the same time, most
accessible. The head liRht has two bulbx,
for either town or country work, and the
whole of the wiring is carried in flexible

metal sheathing, held by neat little clips

to the various parts of the machine. Tnc
charging of the accumulator by the
mag-dynamo is entirely automatic, and
it is only necessary to inspect occasion-

ally the acid in the accumulator. Need-
less to say, one has only to use this

form of illumination for a short period to

appreciate its qualities of cleanliness and
ease of handling. The tool equipment is

carried in a metal case at the side of tho
accumulator ; but we fancy that a pannier
bag as an extra would be acceptable,

there being plenty of room for it at the

rear.

Finally, we should say that the

machine, although fairly heavy, is most
docile for traffic work, and the throttle

can be slanuned open without any
stuttering of the engine or hesitation.

The kick-starter is on the left-hand side

of the machine, and the heel arm folds

away when the machine is running. The
Excelsior machines are produced in two
models for this country, the standard
three-speed, and the nwaele ile luxe, with

the Splitdorf combination lighting and
ignition system, lamps, electric horn,

and speedometer. Both are chain-driven
throughout. Our trial of the Excelsior
was arranged by the soleconcessionnaires,
Messrs. Harris and Sons, 10-12, Great
Chapel St , Oxford St., London, W.

, CONDITION OF MAIN ROADS OF KENT.
(1.) Watling Street (London-Eoches-

ter-Canterbury-Dover).^ionrfo)i-C/iai/iam
always tram-ridden and crowded. The
stretch from Gravesend to Chatham is

in an appalling condition, and should be
avoided at all costs by going via Single-

well and Cobham Woods (the original
Roman road), which is narrow but of
good surface and very pretty, and only
two or three miles longer. Chatham-
CanterhuTy mostly very pot-holey and
bad. Boughton Street Hill has the sur-

face quite broken up by war traffic, and
the road is particularly -bad from here
to Canterbury. Canterbury-Dove.T quite
"good.

(2.) London - Wrotham - Maidstone-
AsHFOED-FoLKESTONE-DovER.—This road

from London to Lenham is for the rriost

part very pot-holey, and much worse than

last year, but there are no dangerously

bad stretches, and it is quiet and free

from traffic. Lenham to Charing is good.

Charing to Ashford good. Ashford-
Foll-esione loose and bad in many places

between- Ashford and Blylhe, and ex-

tremely bad—continuous motor 'bus

"wave formation"—between Blythe and
Folkestone. This latter stretch has been
marked in the A. A. maps as a war-
destroyed road to be avoided ; as a matter
of fact it was as bad last year, and it is

due to motor 'bus activities. Folkestone
to Dover very bad ; spoilt in the last

few weeks by R.N.A.S. traffic to the air-

ship sheds on it. The best route from

Dover to London is via Canterbury-
Charing-Maidstone, and this should be
adhered to even when going to Graves-

end. Dover-Folkestone-Ashford should

be avoided.

(3.) Maidstone - Seveno.\ks - Redhill-
DoRKiNG.—Condition very fair ; better

on tl.e whole than other roads described.

Of smaller routes— Dover - Sandwich
good for these times ; Dover-Deal good
for these times ; Sandu-ich-Samsgate-
Margate pot-holey and getting worse;
Canterbury-Sandwich good : Canterhury-
Bamsgate-Margate fair.

To sum up, avoid, wherever possible,

Gravesend-Chatham, Faversham-Canter-
bury, Bl>-the - Folkestone, Folkestone-

Dover, Maidstone-Lenham.
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New Models

MNNaFTTCTORERS' PROGKHMMES FOR 1916

THE LATEST 4 h.p. DOUGLAS.
Improvements in the Lubrication System and Silencing Arrangemenis.

IN
many factories experimental work

has been completely dropped, altera-

tions to existing models have been

but few—1916 can hold forth little

prospect of radical changes oi', indeed,

even alteration to minor details. Of
course, there are exceptions to every

rule, and anyone privileged to see the

interior of Messrs. Douglas Bros.' experi-

mental department would receive ocular

proof that if many firms were content to

rest on their laurels, amongst them could
not be included the name of Douglas.
A critical eye would pause on the very

latest prodilction in sidecar outfits for

the War Office. Here a sight feed lubri-

cator on the tank would cause surprise
to those who know the standard practice
to be quite mechanical. In the new
system, the Archimedean screw has been
replaced by a rotary pump driven by a
worm off the crankshaft. Three and a
half pints of oil are carried, as pre-
viously, in the crank case sump, and, as
will be clearly seen in the accompanying
sketch, the oil passes by a duct through
the gauze filter to the rotary pump,
which is quickly detached by undoing the

oil pipe union and unscrewing the pump
base checknut and thread. From this

pump the oil is. conveyed by an outlet

pipe to the junction union, where the oil

is at liberty to take two paths. One
lead distributes and maintains a constant
level in two troughs, into which big end
dippers of pre-determined area operate,
thus securing by splash the exact amount
of oil required by the rear cylinder. It

will be seen from the following that no
matter what the speed of the engine is

the level in this trough is constant, the
overflow returning to tlie sump while
the pump delivers such a volume as to
overflow the troughs at the lowest pos-
sible engine speed. Thus automatically
the supply is governed to the back
cylinder and other internal bearings.

The other pipe from the junction imion
leads to the tank, where the oil passes,
still under pressure, to the sight feed._

This latter is conveniently situated for
adjustment from the saddle. Leaving
the sight feed, the oil is conveyed direct
to the front cylinder, the surplus return-
ing to the sump, where a glass gauge
enables the rider to ascertain the oil

level at a glance. Circulating as it does

through such a length of piping, the oil

is effectively cooled during each opera-

tion, and, consequently, the sump re-

mains at quite a normal temperature even

after a non-stop run of a hundred miles

(sufficient oil is carried in the sump for

at least three hundred miles), and it is

just, this little point that has increased

RETAINING SPRING
FOR FILTER

DOG DRIVE

INLET PASSAGE

Lubrication system on the latest 4 h.p. Douglas supplied to the War Office.

THREAD BY
WHICH THE PUHP
S ATTACHED

OUTLET LEAD 3'' ^^^

The new rotary oil pump fitted to

W.D. 4 h.p. Douglases.

the output of this already powerful'.!!

engine by nearly 2 h.p. The 4 h.p.'

Douglas has, we are informed, already

climbed Porlock, Lynton, and Beggar's
Roost in its stride, and, in fact, a
standard sidecar outfit averaged twenty-
eight miles per hour from Bristol to the
top of the last-mentioned hill, absolutely
non-stop.

Silence.

Like the oiling system, the silencer has
been entirely redesigned. Long pipes-

Ijin. diameter are now led from eai'h

cylinder to the rear of the machine,
where they converge into a snigle pipe
l-i%in. diameter, which conveys the
gases to a large barrel silencer running
towards the rear, and a neat extension
pipe completes the design, making an
efficient and I'eally silent silencer. Great
attention has been bestowed upon the
internal details of the engine ; the valve
mechanism has been further silenced and
improved by. the introduction of rollers

in the tappets. The exhaust valve
lifting mechanism is of a new type, and
it is now possible to replace a IJowden
control in a few minutes with only the
aid of a small spanner. The pistons are

B4
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Tr/?e tyre of

'T'HIS happy phrase applies equally to the Bates No. 2 and the

Bates Wyvern. Both, with the Bates No. 1, represent tyre

economy in its true sense, inasmuch . that, reckonmg the cost per

mile as real tyre value. Bates built are the cheapest on the market.

Decide upon Bates built—and kill tyre-trouble for good. Bates will

give youmore speed, more comfort, most mileage—at least expense.

Booklet and Prices on request.

W. & A. BATES, LIMITED,
St. Mary's MiUs, - LEICESTER.
Depots : London. Glasgow, and Newcastle*

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders

:

Smith. Deuham and Co., Hendereons BuildiDfrs, Von Brandis
Street. Joiiannesbure, S.A. Cliilda. Parr, and Joseph. Nairobi,

British East Africa. David F. Laing. 9. Weld Koad. Kuala Lnmpnr,
F.M.S. Cycle and Motor Supplies. Ltd., Parish Street. Welling-

ton. N.Z- Cornell Ltd., 122. 124. Pirie Stree:, and 29. 31, and
33, Hyde Street, Adelaide, South AnstraHa. A. G. Healing and
Co., Ltd., 354-S06, Post Office Place West, Melbouriifc. Australia.

Seunett and Barkell, Castlereagh Str.aet, Sydney, Aastralia.
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In ansiverino this advertisement it is desirable to 'mention " The Motor Oi/ch."
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MotorqclES
Enduring Satisfaction is only derived from

the MotorCycle which is produced in a fac-

tory where expert knowledge, thorough-

ness, and perfect organisation prevail.

Comfort, Convenience, and restful

enjoyment of Motor Cycling depend

upon the skill of the designer and the

scientific selection of material no less

than on the care of the builder.

The New - Hudson combines these

qualities in a degree unequalled. Once

you own a New-Hudson Motor Cycle,

you will not be satisfied with any other.

The Name is a guarantee of that

reliability for which New - Hudsons

are famous both in peace and war.

A French despatch rider writes :

"My New- Hudson has proved

reliable, efficient, and easy to

manipulate riding over mountain

passes and soaked roads It is the

only machine in this division which

has viithstood the heavy demands."

New Models and Catalogue for 1916 will be ready in January

next, and we invite enquiries for next season's deliveries

THE NEW HUDSON CYCLE CO,, LTD., Parade Mills, Birmingham.

London - . - . 43-45, Gray's Inn Road, Holbom.
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New Models.—

a fine piece of workniansliip, and the
matter of expansion adequately dealt
with, cross webs having been inserted

where necessary.
Inspection of the illustrations will

show that a tliird point of suspension has
been adopted for the engine in the form
.of an inverted V bracket from the
magneto platform to the secondary
parallel rail of the frame.

\'ery little alteration has been made in

the frame, but the bearing area of the
fork shackle spindles has been increased,

while the shackles or links themselves
have been strengthened. The rear brake
actuates internally on the V portion of

the belt rim, and embodies a compensat-
ing spring, thus giving an extremely
sweet, but nevertheless positive actioi).

It is coupled by the usual rod to a heel
pedal on the rear of the right footboard.
The size of the hubs would convey to

the observer in a practical way just how
the trial of this great war showed its

presence in minor matters. For instance,
the hub of the 4 h.p. Douglas is a replica

of the hub designed, for the 2| h.p.

Douglas to w-ithstand the awful winter
conditions in France.

Flywheel side of the new 4 h.p. Douglas engine, showing silencing arrangement and support

for kick starter.

WHAT PREMIERS ARE
DOING.

LIKE practically every other Coventry
iirm, Coventry Premier, Ltd., are
busily engaged on munition work,

and the selling of motor cycles to the

general public is more or less at a stand-
still. However, it is interesting to know
that, although they are in an unfavour-
able position as regards delivery of the

big 7-9 h.p. and the two-cylinder two-
stroke models, the makers expect to be in

a position shortly to deliver a limited

number of the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machines.

»••—<-

TWO NEW CALTHORPES.
A Ladies' Two-stroke and

Enfield Two

As a result of the growing demand,
the Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co.
this year has brought out a

machine which can he ridden by
the fair sex without the necessity of

wearing special . divided skirts. The ,

machine has a two-stroke engine, w-ith

a bore and stroke of 63 x 69 mm. (214

c.c.) In design it is similar to the man's

Latest model 4 h.p. Douglas power unit. Note window in crank case sump,_ improved pattern

brake, and conveniently situated pedal asked for by " Ixion."

a 4 h.p. Twin Sidecar with
-speed Gear.

two-stroke manufactured dui'ing the last

year, and it now has a Senspray carbu-
retter bolted to an inlet pipe on the

right-hand side of the engine, and pro-

vided with a special shield which pre-

vents the rider's skirts from obscuring the
air intake. To the rear of the crank case
there is an aluminium platform for the
Ericson magneto at present used, although
the type of magneto to be fitted to the

machine in future is undecided as yet.

The frame is peculiar, iu that it has a
sloping top tube from the head to the
.seat-pillar tube, while the tube under the

tank runs parallel with the top tvibe for

a short distance and then curves away to

the down tube from the bottom of the

head to the engine bracket, as may be

seen in the illustration. Between these

two tubes is a wedge-shaped tank, hold-

ing approximately one gallon of petrol,

very wide in front, but tapering greatly

towards the rear, and thus allowing plenty

of roonr for the rider. On the right-hand

side, and at the forward end of the tank,

is the new Best and Lloyd lubricator,

with sight feed glass plate at an angle of

45° and above the main pump. In the

machine illustrated the ordinary type

of Best and Lloyd is shown, but this will

be replaced by the latter model as soon

as possible. Formed in the tank is a

large slot for the gear lever bracket,

which latter is bolted to the top tube,

the gear lever being a short nickel-plated

piece with a very large knob, giving easy

and certain grip. The two speeds in the

gear box provide ratios of 6 to 1 and 11

to 1 respectively, the gears, which are

always in mesh, being brought into opera-

tion
" by sliding dog clutches.

A combined device is us.«d. the chain

from engine to gear box being on the

left-hand side and enclosed in a metal
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A new Callhorpe lady's model. It has a 214c.c. two-stroke engine and combined belt

and chain drive.

casing, while the belt, on the left-hand

side also, is enclosed for a short distance

in a metal casing suflSciently to prevent
the dress from becoming entangled or

covered with mud during the run. It is

probable tliat an Enfield gear will be used
to replace the standard gear on this

machine, and that the arrangement of

gear control will follow that of the 4 li.p.

machine described hereafter. Druid
pattern front forks are used, and the
tyres to be fitted will be 26in. x 2in.

Moseley.
The rear brake is" actuated by a pedal

on the left-hand side of the machine,
and consists of a fibre block mounted on
a bracket which can slide along the chain
stays, thus allowing the brake to , be
adjusted without altering the surface in

contact with the belt rim.

In order to provide an easy adjust-
ment for the belt, the chain stays are
provided with the collar, screw, and
locking nut device familiar to riders of

ordinary cycles, and it may be here
mentioned that the dressguard does not
in any way make the belt inaccessible
should it be desired to remove it from
the machine for adjustment purposes.
The position of the gear lever, Senspray
carburetter, and ignition controls has
been carefully studied, with the result

that the , machine seems to be in every
way fit for a lady to ride. The weight
of this model is stated to be approxi-
mately 145 lb.

The 4 h.p. Twin.

The second model introduced for ne.xt

year is the 4 h.p. twin, primarily con-
structed for sidecar work, and fitted with
a J.A.P. engine of 70x64^- mm. bore and
stroke (496 c.c.). At first sight the
machine is distinctive, owing to the fact
that it has what may best be described
as a " Zeppelin " tank, and although in

the illustration the angles are shown
lined out with gold leaf, it is proposed
both to shorten the tank and to take
one broad band of gold leaf around the
outline, thus taking away the somewhat
cmribrous appearance which the machine
has at present. Like the smaller model,
this engine is fitted with an Ericson
magneto, although it is by no means
certain that this magneto "will be the
standard. The new Best and Lloyd
lubricator also will be fitted, instead of

38

the older type drip feed seen in the
illustration, and it will feed to the centre
of the crank case, to the forward cylinder
and to the gear, thus going one step
towards a machine automatically lubri-
cated from one point.

Chain drive is used in conjunction
with the Enfield gear, giving ratios of

5^ and 10^ to 1, and having its control
lever placed at an angle, thus being out
of range of one's knee when driving the
machine. There are two shock absorbing
devices, the one on the engine sprocket
consisting of metal surfaces held up
against one another, and slipping only
when any jerk comes upon the drive;
the other the Enfield cush drive in the
rear hub. Over the upper side of the
chain is a long but narrow metal casing,
and it is proposed to keep to this
arrangement rather than the totally
enclosed drive, for this reason, that it
is far less difficult to obtain access to
the chain for purposes of adjustment.
The shorter chains on the engine side
are housed in a complete metal case.
Druid type forks are used, but having
special Terry links close to the handle-
bar. A special belt rim is used for the

rear brake, and in this model also the

fulcrum point of the brake lever can be
moved forward along the chain stay to

compensate for any wear in the fibre

block.

There is an Amac carburetter clipped

to the usual J.A.P. -inlet pipe, and in a

position where it is accessible for clean-

ing or inspecting purposes. In the

bottom bracket is the eccentric adjust-

ment for the engine chain, which adjust-

ment may be locked in any position by
means of a segment and nut. The rear

chain is adjusted by the ordinary bicycle

type of adjustment already mentioned in

connection with the lady's machine. On
the seat-pillar tube is a lug holding the
sprocket spindle for the starting handle,
and bringing the latter therefore into a
position where it would not be covered
with mud or dust during a ruji.

For the rest there are a large and com-
fortable Xl-All saddle, 25x2^in. Moseley
tyres, and the standard carrier, having',
an acetylene rear lamp fi.xed to it on a
special bracket and fed through a metal
tube run along the tank to the generator
at the front. At present there is a
rubber tube, but the obviously better
altei-native is to be adopted.

The Sidecar.

The sidecar shown in the illustration

is mer-ely for testing purposes, and the
one which will be adopted finally is, we
are informed, to be much better" finished
and upholstered. As the fitting of a side
door is a source of weakness to the side-
car as a whole, this has been done a%vay
with, and instead there is an aliuninium
step bolted to the sidecar frame. Two
quarter elliptic springs suspend the side-
car at the back, these springs being
clipped below the axle, slightly'reducing
the height of the machine from the
groimd, while at the front end is a pair
of swinging shackles, which wiU be pro-
vided with lubricators in the future.
The machine is light, although its weight
cannot be stated definitely until the
finished article is on the road, and the
4 h.p. engine should give sufficient power
for any purpose to which tlie owner
might put the outfit. •

Latest model 4 h.p. t^^^n-cylinder Calthorpe passenger outfit. The gear lever, on the driver's

left, is placed well away from his legs. The tank, which is of somewhat unusual design, will

be shortened on later models.
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THE 7-8 h.p. YALE.
The Lalest American Arrival. Twin-cylinder Engine of 930 c.c

Gear, and Chain Drive.

TyJ

Two-speed Epicyclic

The American Vale, wrtuch is a uig twin-cylinder chain-driven mount. The countershaft contains a two-spcea epicyclic gear.

AN American motor cycle which is

not altogethei' miknown to our
readers is the 7-8 h.p. Yale,

now offered for sale in Engla-nd.
A striking feature of the 82.5 mm. x 89
mm. twin engine is the horizontal position
of the radiating fins, wliich, as may be
supposed, greatly facilitates cooling, as a
direct draught of air is allowed to pass
fore and aft through the fms. In the
design the engine follows the usual
American practice, being provided with
the usual type of exhaust valve and
overhead inlet valves The rockers and
valve stems are enclosed in a dustproof
case, with the object of minimising wear.

An Adequate System oJ Lubrication.

Lubrication is effected by means of a
meclianical plunger pump of the positive

type driven oft' the timing gear by means
of a worm. The oil is taken from a

tank behind the saddle pillar to the front

cylinder and to the timing gear ; a

separate hand pump is provided so as to

give the crank case the necessary amount
of oil before starting for a run, in case
there should be any shortage, wliile a
window in the off side of the crank case

clearly shows the level. The lubrication

is further assisted by means of a self-

cimtained oil reservoir for the crank pin

bushes and a system of oil channels, thus
ensuring perfect lubrication of all the
bearing surfaces. The crank pin bushes
are of a special alloy, and the bearings

of ample size.

It will be noticed from the illustrations

that the magneto is neatly carried behind
the engine, and is consequently in a pro-

tected position. The engine is held into

the. frame by means of the usual bolts

and lugs, but the cylinder heads are
further stayed by means of clamps on the
top tube. The frame follows more or less

standard lines, the low saddle position

being afforded by dropping the top tube
at the rear. The tubes emploj"ed in its

construction are heavily reinforced.

The Yale spring seat-pillar.

Yale spring forks, showing handle-bar

fixing. Note how the control wires pass

through the bars

The sileivser arrangements are par-

ticularly well carried out, the two
exhaust pipes entering the top thereof

with an easy sweep, thus giving fi-ee

exit for the gases. The silencer itself

is merely an expansion cliamber, while

there is a long exit pipe carried away to

tie rear. The gas is supplied tlirough a

Schebler automatic carburetter.

The spring forks are neat-, and one of

the accompanjHng sketches shows the

method of constraction. The handle-bars

are connected to the fork stays and steer-

ing head by a di'op forged crosshead

anchored at three points, so that the bars

cannot twdst out of line with the front

wlieel when heavy strains are put upon

them. It will be apparent that the coil

springs are adequately protected from the

ingress of mud and g'rit. Tlie mudguard-
ing is good, and it is interesting to note

that the rear guard is hinged at its

centre, thus allowing free access to the

back tyre.

Novel Eick-startet Design.

A kick-starter is provided, which is

operated by means of pedals, the free-

wheel on tfie engine-shaft being of simple

and efficient design. The accompanying
sketch shows that it consists of rollers

working in triangular spaces in tlie small

chain wheel. When the pedals are

brought into operation these rollers are

forced towards the apex of the triangle

;

when pressure ceases to be applied the

rollers drop back into the base of the

triangle and the free-wheel is instantly

freed. The chain on the starter is inter-

changeable with the short chain from
engine to gear box.

Rather a departure from standard

practice is the provision of an epicyclic

two-speed gear on the countershaft,

which may be engaged either by means
of a pedal" or by- the long lever shown in

one of the illustrations.

The control of the magneto advance
and the throttle are by means of the

usual twist handles, but a separat-e level'

is used for raising the exhaust valves.

A good saddle, working on a hinged

spring seat-piUar, is provided. The Yale

is handled in this country by Mr. T.

Baxter, 36, Great Eastern Street, E.G.

Tlie tree-wheel on the Yale kick-

starter The position of the roUers

shows that the kick-starter is out ot

action.
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Government Work means No Change for 1916.

The Plielon and Moore works are now
under Government control, and the Union
Jack proudly flies over the company's busy
workshops. The P. and M. programme for

1916 can for this reason be summed up in

the phrase "No Change"—a remark which
applies to quite a number of leading motor
cycle manufacturers.

The Munition Workers' Competition.

The suggested competition for motor cyclist

munition workers is still engaging the atten-

tion of Midland motor cycle clubs. It would
appear that the clubs are favourably inclined

towards the idea suggested in our columns
last week, viz., that the different Midland
bodies should combine to organise such an
event, the proceeds to go towards providing
comforts for fellow club members on active

service.

The Wolverhampton Motor Cycle Club has
held a second committee meeting to consider

the matter, and resolved to send out letters

to the Auto Cycle Union and the other

Midland motor cycle clubs, asking their

opinion as to the form the trial should take.

The Wolverhampton Club—which, by the

way, was first in the field in connection with
the suggestion—considers that the event

should not be run off until November, but
at the same time it is recognised that

so late a date is not conducive to a big

entry. Consequently the club is not dis-

posed to risk an outlay of £35 to £40,
which is necessary for the successful running
of an important open event of this kind,

without some guarantee of the support likely

to be received.

Mr. Alec Ross, who took the chair last

spring at a concert organised by the Bir-

mingham motor cycle clubs, to provide funds
for colleagues at the Front, is very keen
on the suggested competition.
A reliability trial seems to be preferred

to a hill-climb, as in the case of the latter

a special type of machine is desirable. This
would be a detriment in the case of munition
workers. Perhaps a half-day reliability trial,

including one or two sporting hills, would
best fill the bill.

Vancouver to France.

A photograph taken at Vancouver and
reproduced in a recent issue showed a
lieavyweight man and a lightweight botli
mounted on the same motor cycle. The
reproduction of this pliotograpli has
brought forth a request for a copy of the
photograph from a Canadian sapper now
serving in France with the 1st Canadian
Division Signalling Company, who recog-
nises in the group his two brothers and
two friends. Thoughts of home brought
by The Motor C'ljcle l

Mud-covered Despatch Riders.

We have not heard very much lately
of despatch riders at the Front, but a
British correspondent at the headquarters
writes: "The roads, e.xcept those paved,
acquire a deep coating of thin, glutinous
mud. Everything becomes covered with
it. Long files of marching men, their
waterproof sheets pulled right over their
heads, plodding steadily through the
slush, chanting a chorus ; the endless
colunms of heavy motor lorries ; staff cars,
pushing through the ruts at the side in
their efforts to make way through the
crush of traffic, become scarcely distin-

guishable from the road itself ; motor
(cycle) despatch riders, who suffer most of
all, appear, machine and man, as one
mass of grey splashes."

The Lord Mayor Elect.

Colonel and Alderman Sir Charles
Wakefield, the new Lord Mayor elect
of London, was born in Liverpool, and
first attained distinction as a player of
Association football, and as a runner.
He has long been engaged in the oil

trade, and his company, which manu-
factures Castrol, has dope a great deal
towards solving many lubrication pro-
blems which have cropped
up in the motor industry.
He founded the firm of

Messrs. C. C. Wakefield
and Co. in 1889. Sir

Charles is also Honorary
Colonel of the London
Royal Garrison Artillery,

and holds the same posi-

tion in connection with the
Imperial Cadet Yeomanry.

mm
The National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal
funds stood as follows :

The Prince of Wales's £
Fund 5,530,270

The Queen's Work for
Women Fund 165,457 14

Belgian Relief Fund ... 950,000
7'/(.e Weekly Dis-palch
Tobacco Fund 85,049

The Times Fund for the
Sick and Wounded ... 1,687,043 3 9

Special Features of this Issue.

Elsewhere in this week's issue will be
found some new 1916 models fully de-
scribed and illustrated. Four pages are
devoted to this subject, each make being
thoroughly dealt with. Attention is also
drawn to the development of the light-
weight machine in America. We deal
with this matter in a leading article and
also on pages 355 and 356.

A Substitute for a Mangin Lens.
A correspondent tells us that he has

considerably improved the light giving

powers of his head lamp, which
I previously had an ordinary re-

flector, by fitting a small magni-
fying shaving mirror, such as

can be purchased for Is. at most
fancy shops. This was cut to

size by a glazier at the cost of

Id., and placed over the reflec-

tor with most gratifying results.

relief

s. d.

6

A novel sidecar attached to the 8 h.p. Zenith, ridden so successhilly by Sergt. Barker at

the Army and Navy hill-climb reported in our last issue. For speed and lightness it is

doubtless just the thing It is known as the Middleton.
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Average Prices.

We ' ^

Average rnces.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

2'Ae Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

^i\hl
The Latest

Zeppelin tanks are the latest thing in

motor cycles for 1916.

From Two Continents.

On Monday morning our post bag con-

tained a letter from North Persia, from

a prospective buyer of a motor cycle.

The letter made no reference whatever

to the war, despite the fact that it

emanated from such a troublous land.

On the same day we had an enquiry from
a reader in Northern Nigeria, and several

letters from men serving in France.

Woolwich Club and the Proposed Munition

Workers' Trial.

From a conversation with one or two
of the members and officials of the Wool-
wich and Plumstead M.C.C.—composed
principally of foremen and skilled muni-

tion workers at the Arsenal—a corre-

spondent learned tliat there was little

prospect of any members entering for the

proposed trial." A Midland or Northern

locale would be entirely out of the ques-

tion. If possible a separate trial should

be organised in the South of England.

A Motor Cycle Club lor Rio de Janeiro.

As a natural result of the growing
popularity of motor cycling in the capital

of Brazil, the Rio Moto Club has been

formed. It is the first club of its kind

.^o be inaugurated in Rio, and the follow-

ing officers have been elected : President,

Dr L. C. Leite ; vice-president, Lieut.

E. C, de Mello ; treasurer, N. Jlarinho;

secretary, E. Dutrain. Head-
quarters have been secured at

Rua da Alfandega, N. 130. We
wish the club and its members
•very success.

na-nana moaels onerea
_ .... Motor Cycle. Where it

to obtain a sufficient number oi eacu
model, the average for the past week
is quoted. If at least two machines were
not advertised, the last occasion within
the past month on which they were
quoted is given :

Average Latest -

for weekly
Malie. Year. H.P. last average

week, obtainable

A.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — —
,, J913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £54 —

1914 -i 3-speed £44 —
Allon 1915 2^ 2-sp. 2-stroke . £32 —
Ariel 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . £65 —

„ 1913 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

Bradbury

B.S.A. ...'.

Calthorpe .

Chater-Lea
Clynp ....

Douglas .

.

Enfield ....

Sunbeam .

.

Triumph

£65
£40
.<55

. £55

{54

£42
£48

£60
£40
£65

£^9

£66
£53
£31
£42

£38

£46

£47
£30
£69
£54

£52
£36
£55
£56

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar ,

1913 4 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 2 2-speed

1913 5 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar ,

.

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . .
—

1914 2J- 2-speed —
1914 2I 2-sp. T.T —
1914 2I 2-5p. kick start £41

.... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £63
,, .... 1914 3 2-speed —

Indian 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £57
„ 1914 7 T.T. free engine —

James 1914 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . £58
Lea-Francis 1914 3? 2-speed —
Levis 1914 2I 2-speed —
Matchless . . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . —

„ . . 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . . —
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £59 —

„ 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar , . — £47
New Imperial 1915 2i 2-speed £27 —
O.K 1914 2 2-speed — £24
P. & M. ... 1914 3V 2-sp. sidecar .

f"' —
Premier ... 19 14 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

,, ... 1913 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

Rover 1914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar .

,, 1913 3A 3-sp. sidecar .

Ru'lge 1914 5 multi sidecar.

Scott 1914 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

^913 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 3^ 3"Sp. sidecar .

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . ^d^
1914 4 3-speed £45

„ ... 1913 3\ 3-sp. sidecar . . £50 —
Williamson . 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £71 —

A Stolen Machine.

A private in the Motor Machine Gun
Service has recently had the misfortune
to have his motor bicycle stolen. The
machine is a 3^ h.p. Rover, late 1913

or 1914 model, with Armstrong
three-speed gear, frame No. 38,516,

engine No. 3,317 ; the registration

number is DU4598, but this has
probably been altered. Any infor-

mation likely to lead to the
recovery of this motor bicycle

will gladly be received by Pte.

L. GodseU, M.M.G. Training
Centre, Bisley Camp, Surrey.

- £52
£48

£50

£82
£63

An attractive sporting boat-shaped sidecar attached to a 5 h.p. Indian. It is
" home-made/'

and is a credit to the owner, Mr. Hiskins, of Saltley. Birmingham.

TIMEi )i

n
October 1

„ 9 _

„ n
... 15 .

In Loiulan li

SPECIAL FEATURES:
AMERICAN LIGHTWEIGHTS.

(Illustrated.)

SHOCK ABSORBERS.

NEW MODELS.

A LOWLAND
SCENE.
There is

plenty of game
in Scotland

this season,

but few guns.

This illustra-

tion shows a

young Scottish

laird and his

head keeper,-

accompanied
by a few of

their dogs,
which, like
their owners,

are living in

happy antici-

pation of the

days when the

guns will re-

turn.

A Copied Number.
A contemporary states that 4,028 applica-

tions for despatch riders have been received
by the Eoyal Engineers up to the present.
This figure is quite wrong, and our contem-
porary has no means of ascertaining tfie

number. That quoted was apparently copied
from The Motor Cycle of September 23rd,
but the number represents the applications
from motor cyclists dealt with by the Editor
of this journal for several different branches
of the Service, including R.E., M.M.6.S.,
and A.S.C.

The Dartmoor Roads.

The main road across Dartmoor from Exeter
to Tavistock was in excellent order a few
weeks ago, and the scenery at this time of

the year is gorgeous. The winding road
through the woods up the long ascent of
Duccombe, between Exeter and Moretoii-
hampstead, is well engineered and the views
magnificent. The day on which we crossed
the moors was bright and breezy, and it was
very pleasant coasting down the long hills

at speed with the engine at rest. Continuing
into Cornw-all, we found the famous hill at

Gunnislake in rather bad order owing to

traction engine traffic, but beyond this point
the roads were in fine condition.

A Boat-shaped Sidecar.

Of novel and weird design are many of

the sidecars met on the road nowadays, and
in their zeal for turning out something startr

ling designers often overlook the fact that an
ordinary human being has to occupy the

sidecar for perhaps hours at a time. How
ever, such a charge can hardly be levelled

at the body reproduced on this page, .ind

which, although on distinctly sporting lineS;

is yet, we should say, comfortable to ride

in, provided one is accustomed to the lying

down attitude which must be assumed.
Blr. Hiskins, who designed and built the

body in question, has succeeded in evolving

a very attractive and distinctive body, one
which at the same time lends itself to speed
work. It is only fair to add that the body
in question is not original—Mr. Hiskins does
not claim it so—as a skiff body was used in

1914 by a Coventry rider.
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TO THE TOP OF THE WORCESTERSHIRE BEACON ON A LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR.
A two-stroke chain-driven Excelsior sidecar outfit at the top of the Worcestershire Beacon, which made the chmb by the donkey path

without a stop. There was no passenger, but the sidecar contained spare petrol and the rider's luggage. This model Excelsior has a

two-speed box, and the gear ratios, we are told, were 13 and 6 to 1. It may be recalled that a 5-6 h.p. Excelsior made the first sidecar

ascent of the Beacon under our observation a few years ago .

THE SAMPSON REPAIR
OUTFIT.

WE have lately received from Messrs.
Brown Bros, a sample of the
Sampson repair outfit, and the

accompanj'ing sketch shows clearly how
the system operates. It will be ncti.ced
that the outfit consists of a number of
special plugs (shown, in the bottom left-

hand corner of the illustration), which are
threaded together by means of a short
biass screw bent over at right angles,
and a special tool is also supplied. When
the puncture is located the sharp end ol

the tool (shown in the top illusti-ation) is'

inserted in the puncture, and lli^ tool is

gripped like a pair of pliers. This has
the effect of punching a neat round hole
in the tube. The ends of the tool are
then inserted in the hole, and the
puncture expanded so that the lower end
of the plug may be inserted in position.
Afterwards it is only necessary to grip
the bottom of the plug by pinching the
outside of the tube and screwing up the

The Sampson method of repairing a puncture

top half tightly, while the next operation

is to bend back the brass spindle and
snap it off close to the top. The result

is a permanently repaired puncture,
which is quite unaffected by heat.

NEWS FROM SERGT. W. A.
DAVENPORT.

WE were surprised and sorrv to hear

that Sergt. -Artificer W. A. Daven-
port, the former Lea-Fraiicis rider

and now of the M.M.G.S., had been

through such a serious and long illness.

Some time ago we mentioned that he was
in hospital at Rouen, but since then com-
plications set in after pneumonia, and
Davenport has had a bad time. How-
ever, he is much better now, and is in

a hospital at Poole, from which place he

has written us a cheery letter. He speaks

in high terms of the considerate treatment
he received in the Rouen hospital—where
he was over three months—from the

senior officers downwards. The CO. and
the second in charge, Davenport added,

are keen motorists, and through the

kindiiess of the latter Davenport was able

to get 7Vie Motor CijcU regularly.

Our many readers who know Sergt.

Davenport will join ns in wishing him a
complete and rapid recovery.

V

THE UNITED STATES AND LIGHTWEIGHTS. (See next page.)

The American Excelsior two-stroke, which might well be taken The front wheel driven Daj-ton, one of the American h-eaks for 1916.

for a French grey Triumph—on paper. It is announced as the " world's lowest-priced complete motor vehicle."

'14
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Lightweight Motor Cycles at the Chicago Show.
/t^^Z-'C^t^'Qwi.- -.J^i ^f^^^'ij,'.' «fe.i..

(1) The Smith wheel attachment. (2) The two-stroke Cleveland. (3) The Miami, which has a tour-stroke engine.

(4) Excelsior and (5) Indian two-stroke engines. (6) The Cyclemoter hghtweight. (7) The Tiger lightweight.

THE Americans have at last followed the example of

British manufacturers and given some attention to

lightweights, both two-stroke and four-strolie, and
several machines of tliis type- were seen at the Chicago

show. In some cases they seem to have paid us the com-
pliment of following our designs rather closely. Some of

the leading examples which made their first appearance are

illustrated above and referred to in the following notes.

The Excelsior Lightweight is fitted with a two-stroke
engine of the three-port type. The piston is perforated on
the transfer port side, and the release valve connected with
the exhaust port by a passage cast with the cylinder after

the manner of the baby Triumph. The frame differs from
the large Excelsior, in "that it is of the loop type.

The Miami Power Bicvcle is made in three models, but
two of these differ only in the matter of ignition, one being
by dry battery and coil, the other by magneto (fixed ignition).

Both are driven by flat belts. The 2j h.p. Jliami engine
is a four-stroke, 53.5 bore and stroke (201 c.c), having a
roller bearing in the big end. It is inclined slightly

rearwards in the frame, and fed by a Miami carburetter
which has an adjustable jet. The third model is chain-
driven, and is titled with a two-speed countershaft gear with
gears always in mesh and a double dog clutch, the gear
ratios being 6.3 and 11.5 to 1. The friction clutch has four
Eaybestos discs interleaved with steel plates and requires
no lubrication. An electric lighting outfit can be supplied
with this machine ; it consists of a set of dry cells, a head
light, and a tail lamp.

B17
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Lightweight Motor Cycles at the Chicago Show.—

The Tiger AtriOBniE incorporates the Frederickson
engine, which is rated at 4^ h.p. at 1,100 r.p.m. ; the bore
and stroke are 63.5x76 mm. (241 c.c.) It is on the two-
stroke principle, but the transfer passage is connected to

the cylinder head by a pipe containing a poppet valve

which conducts the gas to the top of the cylinder. The
carburetter is also connected to this passage through
another automatic valve. For this method is claimed a

cleansing and cooling action, together with a freedom
from reversing and backfiring. The ignition is by a gear-

driven magneto placed before the engine. It is claimed
that this machine is capable of running 140 m.p.g. ; it is

finished in tiger yellow with black stripes, and sells at

one dollar per lb. The tyres are 28 x 2in.

The Indian Two-sthoke Lightweight was described

last week ; therefore we need only refer to it now. It has
a 2^ h.p. engine and a three-speed crear.

The Cleveland Lightweight has recently been described

and illustrated in our pages, and it has been compared to

the two-stroke Triumph on lightweight F.N. lines. The
engine, a two-stroke of 63.5x69.8 bore and stroke (220 c.c),

is rated at 2^-3 h.p., and set across the frame, i.e., with
crankshaft longitudinal. It is built in a single unit, with
two-speed gear and magneto, the whole of which can be
quickly removed from the frame. The petroil method of

lubrication is adopted, and a B. and B. carburetter is fitted.

The Smith Motor Wheel, an adaptation of the Auto-
Wheel, was also in evidence.

tS::KWk,^X

The Ctclemotor is a power unit of about 1 h.p. (91 c.c),

built for the purpose of converting a pedal bicycle into a

lightweight motor cycle; it can be fitted to any diamond
frame machine of sufficient strength, and is said to be
capable of a speed of 20 m.p.h.

The above French despatch rider, in forwarding his photograph,

reports as follows :
" After 23,000 km., the faithful P. and M. continues

to beh3ve well, in spite of the terrible state of the roads at the Front.

The P. and M. was the first motor cycle to arrive among the ruins of

Carencv."

> ^ao—<-

End of the Irish Competition
HiU-climb at Cork. the winner of the English Cup, offered

THE hill-climbing competition for for the best aggregate marks
.
in the

the cup presented by Capt. Pike competitions of the year. The cup is

was held on Wednesday afternoon won by the popular hon. secretary, R.

last week on the hill leading C'- Russell, who was also tlie winner ot

from the Lough to Ballinhassig. A Wednesday's hill-climb.

somewhat novel principle was used to Dublin Club's HaU-day Trial.

arrive at the winner The competitors
^j^^ concluding competition of the

were sent up the hill singly m the first
^^^^^^ ^j ^j^^ j^^gj^^^ ^^^ District Motor

instance, and the relative merits ot

their performances were determined, by
Cx<^

The Motor Cycle formula —\v~-
'^^e

four best competitors on the formula

results afterwards competed in a handi-

cap, in which the starts were fixed by
the differences between the tinies in the

first trial. The fact that the riders had

to do their best to get into the final

quartette prevented any attempt at pull-

ing in the first trial. The plan worked

out very satisfactorily, although two of
j .^__^_^

the finalists failed to ride up to their ,
J^H^"*KBiE5^H

first performances.' . ^ 'F'Hi.WlSII
The results on formula were as under : ^ \ f /m'K'f' ji -_^ - «__,,

Fig. of Time. i />' /// »\ fc^, IK2K.-. .,1llMnL- k*

merit, sees. [
,

^ ,i^^

1. R. S. Russell (2% Douglas) .. 1,717 39 j
i ,^

2. M. J. Fitzgerald (2 Levis) .. 1,8*7 63^ r I I *^
3. F. L. Dooley (4% B.S.A.) .. .. 2,112 40f j

ll
, S "^W ,' *SE^I2?MBIE' *

4. Sergt. Hughes (3y, Triumph) .. 2,210 401 ? 'if \ 1 #^!SC"*"^I»^
5. E. G. Jack (3% Rover) .. 2,445 16S (> 1 \ , / - 1^^ f

t M, English (2% Douglas) .. 2,550 43| r- \\ ' /'

t J. Heanessy (5 Indian) .. .. 2,550 38i L W y
The handicap result for the cup was

as follows :

Actual H'cap

1. R. S. Russell .. .. .. «s.

'

39|.' SSJ A despatch rider attached to the R.E.
2. Sergt. Hughes .. .. .. 2\s. 42 39| Signal Section, with his complete equipment,
3. M. J. Fitzgerald .. .. 15is. 70 54| L • L 1 J iL • '. Ul n I TU«
4. F. L. Dooley 2s. Jailed which includes the inevitable Uouglas. 1 tie

The competition being the last of the rider in question. Corporal J. Stuart Hyde,

season, it is now possible to announce speaks very highly of his mount

Bi8

Season.
Cycle Club was lield on Saturday after- ;

noon, when a half-day reliability trial '\

arranged by the president of the club 'A
took place. A
The conditions of the competition were '\

not made known to those taking part -.i

until they assembled at the foot of ,

the Dublin Mountains at Rathfaniham. j
Speedometers were disconnected and J
route cards were distributed, the latter A
giving the course without mileage. It |
lay for the greater part in the southern .

portion of the Co. Dublin, and embraced
\

two well-known test hills, the long
ascent through the Pine Forest of
Glendhu to the top of the Featherbed
Mountain, and the Devil's Elbow, a hill

with two sharp hairpin bends on the -^

borders of the Co. Wicklow. ^i

None of those who competed failed
to make a clean ascent ot the two hills.

A speed of eighteen miles an hour was
scheduled for the first portion of the
journey, and a speed of twenty for the i

remainder. A number of the competi-
tors were caught napping .it the one
secret check that was taken at Glen-
ciUleii, despite the liberal variation
allowance of three minutes. The route
ran from GlencuUen to Bray by Golden
Ball, and crossed the Scalp. Road and the
Ballyuian Road. Silver souvenirs were
offered to all obtaining 98"o of the full

marks, and the following were thus
qualified :

R. Roche (31A Hover)
A. W. Mooney (6 Bradbury so.)

.T. C. Cunningham (4 Bradbury sc)
J. Browne (3'". Rover)
C. B. Franklin (7-9 Indian)
3. Morrogh (3^i Scott)
S. Allen (3'.2 James)
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
R.F.C.

WITH reference to the appeal for

motor cyclist recruits for the
Royal Flying Ccrps a few weeks

aSO, the following letter has been received
by the editor from JMajor W. E. S. Burch
of the R.F.C. military wing :

" I note
the large nimiber of applications which
have been I'eceived for recruits. I am
most grateful to you for the trouble and
good work you have done."

E. Bownass, well known as a T.T. rider
and formerly with the Matchless and Nut-
Jap firms, is the latest recruit. He is an
A.S.C. artificer^attached to the M.M.G.S.

MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE.
ALTHOUGH recruiting for the ranks

of the iM.jM.G.S. ceased some weeks
ago, there are still vacancies for a

number of skilled motor cycle mechanics
with workshop experience, also for car

(

drivers having at least two years' driving
experience. Applicants should communi-
cate with j\Ir. Geoffrev Smith, Editor,
The Motor Ci/cle, 19,

' Hertford Street,

Coventry, stating age. height, chest
measurement, and when free. Applica-
tions should be accompanied by two
original references from employers.

Some recent recruits are

:

W. Bell.

R. Bownass.
C, H. Carthorpe.
J. V. Gandy.

A CHANCii FOR L,\UIi;.S TO HELP.

LADY motor cyclists in WarwickBliirc
who would care to a.ssist with the
National Register should send in

their names to the Editor, giving some
idea how much time they could spare per
day or per week. This appeal is made at
the request of the military authoritie.-i,

who have already accepted the service?
of two Warwickshire lady motor cyclists
who voluntarily offered their help to us
in recruiting some weeks ago.

E. J. Sheldon.
W. M. Thomas.
R. Wray.

An amusing illustration reproduced in a daily

newspaper advertisement of a well-known household
cleanser. The artist has evidently heard of the motor the more convenient procedure form the
machine gun batteries ' recruits' point of view.

R.E. DESPATCH RIDERS.

DURING the last few days over a

dozen motor cyclists in the South
Midland divisional area have visited

Coventry for the purpose of passing the
necessary tests to qualify them for posi-

tions in the Despatch Riders' Section of

the Royal Engineers.

As a matter of fact, over 125 enquiries
from prospective D.R.'s have been
received during the last fortnight from
all districts ; all particulars have been
furnished and the enquirers referred to
the nearest inspecting officer, that being

STILL CHEERFUL AFTER THE HARDSHIPS OF DESERT WARF.ARE
Douglas motor cycles at Cape To\vn after their return from German South-west Africa. Out of twenty-eight used by the Forces,

twenty-three, we are told, returned from the Front in perfect running order. The motor cychsts have either already joined or are joining

other branches of the Army, as their own section has now been disbanded.

MOTORING IN SWITZERLAND IN WAR TIME.

WE have lately had a visit from M.
Jules Neher, managing director
of Motosacoche, Ltd., and presi-

dent of the Swiss Jlotor Cycle Union.
At the outbreak of war M. Neher had
some difficulty in getting back into his
own country. France was naturally
closed to him, and, being in Italy, he
made a dash for the Great St. Bernard
Pass, which is open to motor vehicles
on the Italian side only. The Italian
Customs House officials told him that

he would certainly be stopped in

Switzerland, as all motor vehicles were
forbidden to pass over the frontier.

He told them not to worry, and pro-

ceeded on his Motosacoche sidecar

machine. Nothing happened till he got
right to the bottom. The jovial

gendarme and he had a friendly talk,

with the result that, after having dis-

cussed the matter over a bottle of

wine, M. Neher was able- to continue

his journey.

During the first six months of war no
petrol was sold in Switzerland for

private purposes, only doctors and a few
people who had to use motor vehicles

for business purposes being allowed to

ride motor bicycles or drive cars, the

petrol being reserved exclusively for the
use of the military. Petrol in normal
times in Switzerland averages 2s. a

gallon, and in war time it is sold at

practically double that price. English
motorists are better oS even now.

BI9
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Ali letters should be addresseil to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Strset, Coventry, and mU5t be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Scott Lubrication.
Sir,—Have airy of your readers tiied lubricating this

machine with a mixture of petrol and oil as on the smaller
two-strokes? I have been using this system now for some
time, and should like to know if it has any disadvantage.
The amount of oil used is one pint of oil to two gallonsof
petrol. I should be glad of any Seott owner's experience
in this direction. T.E.D.

Silencing the Exhaust.
Sir,—It may be of interest to your readers to note-'that it

might be possible to soften the bark of a 3i H.p. T.T. single
fitted with a long exhaust pipe minus a silencer by intro-
ducing a retarder into the pipe, such as employed in oil

A silencing idea consisting of a twisted nfetal strip inserted in the
exhaust pipe. (See letter from J. B. Bose.)

coolers, condensers, etc. A retarder is simply a narrow metal
strip twisted in the form of a helix, as shown in the sketch.
There is no reason why such an arrangement as this should
create excessive back pressure. '

J. B. BOSE.

Some Useful Tips.
Sir,—I wonder if any of your readers have tried mixing

a little paraffin oil with petrol. I find that it prevents the
piston from getting gummed up, as well as being economical.
Whilst on tour I had the misfortune to break the

petrol pipe which
leads to the car-
buretter. As I
had no means of
repairing it by
soldering, a
length of young
ash stick was cut
from the hedge,
and with a strand
of barbed wire
broken from
the neighbouring
fence a hole was
bored in the.
centre of the
stick, this being
quite easy, as it

consists of pith.

The ends were
then widened with
a penknife, to slip

Broken petrol pip outside the tube,

remporarilyrepairedby ^?'"e twme being

means of hollow stick
^'^d over and

Clergymen and Waiving the Petrol Tax. Why Not ?

Sii'.^In view of tile increased tax on petrol, I. think that

a certain class of motonsts might claim yoiu' aid. I allude

to those clergymen who, like myself, find the motor cycle

an absolute necessity for their work. If we wish to

insure, we, as "professional men," must pay more; there-

fore, as professionals, .we, like the doctors, should pay less

petrol tax. For my part threequarters of my mileage has
been for duty. Perhaps, jMr. Editor, you can come to our
aid. 23.

[It does not seem at all unreasonable that clergymen should
be placed on a par with doctors in regard to the petrol

tax.—Ed.]

Despatch Riders as Infantrymen.
Sir,—I have been an ardent motor cyclist for the past

eight years, diu-ing which tune I have been a regular reader
of your valuable paper. I enlisted as signaller and motor
CTcle despatch carrier with one of the regiments of the
Australian Expeditionary Force. We at fii'st thought we
were bound for France, but, of course, as " Jacko " the Turk
came in and had too much to say, we liad to come here and
entertain him. The nature of the country on the Gallipoli

Peninsula not being suitable for mounted troops or motor
cycles, we have left our beloved mounts behind and volun-

_

teered as infantry, as, after all, we left Australia to fight

tor King and Country and not to choose for ourselves.

Now, Mr. Editor, a.s I have read your paper for so long
and miss its news so much, w'ould you be good enough to

post me a few copies as soon as it is convenient?
SIGNALLER C. VANTIN.

Australian Expeditionaiy Force, Gallipoli.

[Signaller Vantin's request has already received our atten-

tion.

—

^Ed.]

bound round
string.

ith
under the stick.

This repair carried d i • \

me safely home. ^- '-™'"-^

If a belt becomes too loose to. drive the machine, and
there is no way of tightening it, it can be tightened by
tying securely some lengths "of cloth (or twine) along it,

provided the engine pulley is deep enough. The above
makes the belt larger, which raises it higher in the pullev
and so effects the tightening. R. IRWIN.

Cloth strip wrapped
round belt to take up
slack. (See accom-
panying letter from

Signaller C. Vantin (31 h.p. Douglas), who joined one of the

Australian regiments now in the Dardanelles, as a despatch rider, and
subsequently volunteered to go into the trenches. The photograph was
taken in Cairo. See letter on this page.

I
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A Capable Youthful Motor Cyclist.

Sir,—I have a son who, though only fuiirtocn years of age,
is a competent motor cyclist. His mount is a 6-8 h.p. J. A. P.,
to which is coupled a tandem sidecar. He l«is recently
driven a gentleman and his family to Bournemouth on a two

A youthful motor cyclist, who, though only fourteen years of age,

makes long runs daily on the 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined N.L.G. sidecar

outfit shown. See letter on this page from Mr. F. DriscoU.

weeks' tour, and while there did an average of 100 miles per
day. The gentleman was so amazed at the youthful driver
that he was almost afraid to start out, but on his return he
expressed his delight and astonishment at the able manner
in which my son had manipulated the heavy outfit.

The gentleman who was recently taken on the tour is pre-

pared to offer a silver cup to any person of the same age
driving a machine of the same power carrying the same
weight and number of passengers from London to Bourne-
mouth. F. DRISCOLL.

Mind and Machine.

Sir,—I have forestalled some of the objections to the

psycho-mechanical theory in Mr. McClelland's delightful

letter. His argument with regard to those mental processes

in which the original suggestion is unconsciously received

is made good use of, but does not in any way affect the

theory under discussion. The suggestion need not originate

from an inanimate source or from some absolutely extraneous

circumstance ; on the contrary, it is much more likely to

be transmitted from a sentient origin, between which and
the receiving mind a psychic connection has been estab-

lished. At the same time, I admit that suggestion of this

kind may be received from an inanimate agent.

Mr. jNIcClelland in one paragraph refers to " the cry of

the slipping clutch" as a psychological statement, and in

another as a poetical metaphor. This is distinctly evasive.

I can assure him that I have no wish to obscure my
reasoning by sentimentality of any kind.

The psycho-mechanical theory rests on this proposition :

That all natality and all consciousness being produced by
motion, and obeying the laws of motion in their con-

tinuance, a reciprocal and sj'mpathetic relation may exist

between the human consciousness and any piece of

mechanism with which it is associated, the motion of the

machine being sensitised by the corresponding psychic

motion of the mind. It is obvious that, if the machine
were in itself a thing possessing sentience and will, it

would be capable of spontaneous motion—a state of affairs

too appalling to contemplate, even in theory. But the

existence of a psychic relation between mind and machine
is almost a demonstrable fact.

C. E. VULLIAMY.
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Castor Oil.

Sir,—I have come to the com hision tliat castor oil is <J»ie

of the best motor lubricants one tan use. It ai)pcar« to
possess greater viscosity, which is less affected by heat than
the average lubricant, mainly composed of tlio heavy paraffins
(mineral oil). 1

I have a two-stroke Levis, with automatic lubrication.
On experimenting with undiluted castor oil I found it too
tliick and viscous to How readily down the cylinder feed,
although when I got some down the result wa.s excellent.

Unfortunately, castor oil is not miscible with the ordinary
lubricants of the mineral type, so I am unable to thin it in

this way. Is there any objection to using about 20% of

kerosene? I find on experiment that castor oil will take up
into solution this amount, tlie resulting oU being one whicli

would flow down the lubricating pipes, and the presence of

the kerosene would prevent the freezing of the castor oil in

winter.

I should like to take the opportunity of saying how useful

I find the various articles and " tips" contained in T/te Motor
Cycle, including the replies to correspondents.

H. E. WOOSTER.

Changing from Benzol to Petrol : A Warning.
Sir,—I had an interesting experience last week-end. I

have for many months used benzole, but now it cannot be

obtained, and I had to fill up with petrol. Being desirous

of going into Wales from Liverpool over a little fresh

road, I took my sidecar outfit via Birkenhead, Hope, and
to the top of the mountains, to the cross roads that run from
Llangollen to Ruthin, tvu-ning left and going down to

Llangollen. Before starting I looked into my tank of

petrol, and thought that there was enough for fifty to sixty

miles, and as I was only going about forty-five miles con-

cluded I should have sufficient. But I forgot it was petrol,

7wt benzole. As we climbed the last stretch and reached

the level on the top of the mountains, the engine stopped.

Investigation showed an empty tank, and nearly fifteen

miles to travel. Benzole would have covered it easily.

Luckily, we were high up, and were able to free-wheel with

clutch out down to the canal at Llangollen, though this

meant pushing the machine half a mile along a fiat road

into the' town.
The experience is simply a warning that motors that

would run between seventy and eighty miles on a gallon

of benzole will only do sixty on petrol. J.E.

A Lady and her Motor Cycle.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph of myself and machine. I

find the Levis splendid and quite suitable ; I can start

easily by paddling off. The man's machine is more rigid,

and not so unwieldy as most ladies' machines. I have wide
and rather low handle-bars ; these give me a most com-
fortable riding position, and with them tramlines, traffic,

and grease never worry me.
MABEL BASTOCK.

Miss Mabel Bastock on her Levis (see accompanying letter).
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ENGINE RATTLE IN TWO-STROKES.
A Reader's Experiences and Suggestions.

I

HAVE followed the correspondence re engine rattle in

two-strokes with the utmost interest. The explana-

tions of cures by various riders differ so greatly, I

was inclined to think that, as " I.xion " seems to

suggest, the phenomenon was simply the equivalent

of "knocking" or " konking " in four-strokes. I was,

on the whole, rather inclined to blame the plug points

for this, considering that they {or it, rather, as single-

point plugs are a sine qua non with two-strokes)

became incandescent much more readily than is the

case in four-strokes, owing to the much greater amount
of heat generated, a proof of this, to my mind, being that

a very thick electrode undoubtedly gives the best results,

there being less tender.cy for such to get red-hot than would
be the case with a thin one. I even theorised so far as

to assume that the rather rapid wear of connecting rod

bearings alleged for two-strokes was an outcome of this

rattle, or knock, it being naturally twice as rapid as in a

four-stroke, and therefore sounding more like a rattle than
the familiar knock. The shock to which the bearings

would be subjected at high engine speeds, when plug pre-

ignition engendered this rattle or knock, would mean their

much more rapid wear, seeing that not only was it a sort

of "double knock," but that it occurred with greater

frequency than in the case of four-strokes.

This theory of mine was apparently borne out by the
tact that when I received my machine (a Junior Triumph)
about a year ago it had a four-point plug, with, of course,

smaller electrodes than is the case with the best single-

point specimens. At high speed after some distance a

rattle commenced, which increased to an alarming extent
if the throttle were opened any further, the handle-bars
vibrating till they absolutely stung my hands, but which
diminished', and finally disappe.ired, with less throttle.

This rattle was much more pronounced than it ever has
been since I substituted a single-point plug with a good
thick electrode. (I notice the Triumph Co. now adopts a
single-point plug for this engine.) Furthermore, the
machine was new ; the engine had just about been run in,

and therefore carbon deposit could not have been the cause.

Two Curious Stoppages.
That great heat was directly or indirectly responsible

for this "rattle" was proved, to my mind, by the fact
that once, after driving the machine fairly hard for some
distance, after stopping to cool the engine, and on attempt-
ing to restart by raising the compression release valve, the
compression was not released ; and on looking for the cause
I found that the solder by which the nipple was attached
to the end of the Bowden wire controlling the valve had
melted away until not a trace was left upon the wire, only
a few " splashes " of solder adhering to the front of the
cylinder fins remaining to tell the tale. I easily effected a
start, however, by opening the valve with my thumb, a
thing which is perfectly feasible while straddling off with
the low gear engaged. I may add that since getting the
single-point plug this mishap has not recurred. But regu-
larly thereafter the rattle would become apparent at speeds
of 27 m.p.h. or more (though not so pronounced perhaps),
and at about 1,500 mileage the engine, not having been
cleaned or attended to in any way since the start, suddenly
stopped during a run.

Taking out the plug to see if it were sooted (as had often
happened with the four-point plug), I found nothing wrong
with it, and by the time I screwed it in again the engine
went off as well as ever. After some further mileage the
same thing again happened, the plug also being all right
this time. (I may say that I have only experienced sooting
of this plug once in over 3,000 miles use, and this was when
the engine had been run exceedingly slowly for some
distance.) Finally, at 1,667 miles exactly, I had the engine
taken down to be cle.nned. This, according to the makers'
instructions, should have been done at about 1,000 miles,
so I had no reason to complain of. the two involuntary stops
at over 1,500 miles distance. The carbon deposit was not
very excessive, however, although a greater proportion of
oil to petrol than usual, viz., one to twelve instead of one
to sixteen, is adopted in this engine (petmil lubrication).

The upper piston ring was stuck in its groove at the exhaust
port side (the usual experience with two-strokes), and the
big end bearings required taking up. I communicated with
the makers, who treated me more than well, and who advised
the use of a pure mineral oil to minimise the tendency of

the upper ring to stick. This I have not tried so far, as

my stock of " compound " oil was so large that I have not
yet come to the end of it. The peculiar thing is that, though
using the same proportion of oil to petrol as before (and

always being very exact about the measurement), the second
time that the engi-ie needed cleaning occurred at an interval

of 1,093 miles from the first for about what the makers
advise).

An Unexplained Cure.
The symptoms were engine rattle at lower speeds than

previously, and slowing down when driven up to 25 m.p.h.
The only way I could prevent the engine stopping was to

throttle well down, thus cooling it somewhat, when the

rattle at once stopped, and in a minute I was again able to

open the throttle moderately. Again, there was not a very
great amount of deposit, but the top piston ring was stuck
as before, though this time the bearings were all right.

Sinco the second overhaul I have ridden nearly 850 miles
(or 3,600 in all), and everything seems right. Fairly recently,

however, rattle became slightly apparent, either when the
engine was driven rather faster than usual (I do town riding
every day) or when hill-climbing—in other words, when it

had "work to do." Then on a ride of over 100 miles I

noticed that for the first five or ten miles distance the
engine rattle occurred every time I endeavoured to drive at

over 25 m.p.h., and sometimes when climbing hills on top
gear.

After the first five or ten miles of this ride, however, and
without the engine having even been stopped, no rattle what-
ever occun-ed during the whole ninety miles or so, although
the machine was driven at 27 or 28 m.p.h., and even 30
for some distance occasionally ; sometimes 35 having been
reached and kept up for a minute o>' so, and 37 being once
attained. Then a day or two later I again had a ride of

about the same distance, and during the whole time no
engine rattle whatever occurred, nor has it done so on any
occasion- since (and that is a fortnight ago, or 300 miles

back).

Now this last experience of mine goes so dead against
every possible explanation that I can conceive that I am
constrained at last to give my experience in your columns
to make the problem even more difficult than it was before!

No solution has been given by any rider which would meet'
this case of mine. Nothing was done to the engine : the
same petrol, (Shell or Pratt's No. 2) and the same oil (Price's

Motorine C) were used, in the same proportion, and the

same plug was in the engine all the time. Yet when the
engine and plug should have been getting hotter, the rattle

stopped (and has ceased altogether since, under every condi-

tion of drivmg). Furthermore, the day was hot—by a long

way the hottest we had had this year—-yet on preWous days,
at comparatively moderate speeds, and for short distances,

the rattle occurred

!

Plug Position.
•I am curious to know if any rider has found that radiating

devices, such as the Harcourt and Koolah, h.ave diminished
this elusive engine rattle ; also, incidentally, if they decrease
the tendency for the upper piston ring to stick. Another
thing that I wonder is if the sp.arking plug in two-.<trokes

were placed vertically in the cylinder head instead of hori-

zontally behind the cylinder, as is usual, would it have a
better chance of radiating its heat when the machine was
travelling fast? As it is now, the heated air from the
cylinder flanges actually converges upon the exterior portion

of the plug—and how nnicli greater heat there is than with
a four-stroke (which usually, by the way, has its plug in

the position I advocate). Of course a four-stroke plug_ is

situated in the inlet valve pocket, and is thus comparatively
,

screened from oil, whereas in the two-stroke it might be

;

argued that it would possibly get more oil thrown upon it
'

in a vertical than it does in its present horizontal position. '

OiLE.

\
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street. London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope lor re-ly. Correspondents are
urged to wr.te clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for case of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questi.questions bearing on technical subjects.

Drilling the Pistons.

Referring to the article in your

I

paper of May 6th, 1915, "Taning
a Standard Machine," I have just

-^ purcliased an Ajnerican 1915
three-speed Excelsior. I shall be

obliged if you will tell me if drilling
the pistons will not upset the balance
of the engine? If not, I would like to

drill mine a little, but not nearly so

_ much as shown in the illustration. To
' get more speed and better lubrication,
would you advise me to drill the
pistons? As it is, the machine runs
perfectly, and Ifas a marvellous accelera-
tion, and I am very well pleased with
it.—K.E. (Calcutta).

It the machine is rimning well, accelerates
well, and you are pleased with it, we
should not advise you to drill the pistons,
as you might upset the balance slightly,
and also cause a slight amount of extra
carbon deposit on the combustion head.
Doubtless you might improve the running
a little, but you would get this improve-
ment at the expense of other tilings.

An Oil Leak.

(1.) I have a 1915 6 h.p. twin-

_| cylinder machine, and lately oil

^ has exuded from the front cylin-

-JJ der, apparently from a point

near the lowest flange. I have
taken the cylinder off and examined it

carefully, and poured paraffin rouiid

the' flanges, but cannot detect any
leakage. I have also rim the machine
in .a dark room so as to see any sign

of flame,, etc., but with-, no result.

What could this be? It is most
puzzling, and apparently the leakage
is not from the" valves. Even during
a short run of three or four miles oil

comes out. (2.) The roads in winter
in this district (Edenderry, King's
County) are full of stones, and
I thought of fitting a combination
rubber and steel-studded 650x65 mm.
tyre. Would this be the most suitable

tyre, or an all-rubber of the same size ?

(3.) Is Price's hub lubricant suited for

Eenold chains ?
'

I find it seems to

keep the chains more greasy and is

more lasting than oil.—H.S.M.P.
(1.) We can only think that there is a

tiny blow-hole through which the oil

exudes. You have tried the ordinary
tests, and you must now submit the
cylinder to a high pressure water test

in the manner some makers test their

cylinders, (2.) Either of the two types
of tyres mentioned would be suitable.

(3.) The lubricant referred to would do,

but we think you would find a little

graphite grease to be better.

Advice to a Two-stroke Rider.

I am a beginner, having only^ just bought a lightweight two-

> stroke. I had previously read a
-iJ good deal about the various

parts of the motor bicycle and
their use. I am able to ride fairly

well, provided everything is in good
order, and so far have had no serious

trouble. I am a solo rider, and do not
have the advantages of club member-
ship, and only very gradually find out

that thei-e are many little tips one
•'.•ould like to know. (1.) Why does

the engine occasionally four-stroke ?

(2.) Why does it not always start

easily ? (3. ) What are the correct posi-

tions of levers in going downhill? (4.)

Should throttle be closed in rounding
corners, or is it better -to raise the

exhaust ? (5. ) What would help me to

use the oil pump correctly ? The
makers state one charge every four

or five miles.. I have no cyclometer,

and seldom see one on other machines.

(6.) Are there other remedies than
shortening for a slipping belt ?

(7.) What is the proper method of

taking off and putting the belt on the

pulleys? (8.) When should the mag-
neto and magneto chain be oiled, and
what oil should I use for this purpose ?

—E.J.W.
(1.) All two-stroke engines are liable to
" four-stroke," especially at slow speeds,

due to bad scavenging. (2.) Easy starting

Private Johnson (Morgan) starting in the

" any type of machine class " at the Army
and Navy hill-climb reported in our last issue.

is obtained by giving a strong mixture and

a small quantity thereof. Open the

throttle half-way, see that the air is

closed, and have the spark fairly well

advanced, when the machine should start

easily. (3.) When going downhill close

the throttle and raise the exhaust. (4.)

When rounding a corner close the

throttle. (5.) As regards lubrication, we
should advise you to follow the makers'

instructions. We should recommend you

to have a speedometer, which would also

give you the distance travelled, so that

you could check your petrol consumption,

lubrication, etc.
'

(6.) The only remedy
for a slipping belt, if it is a rubber

one, is to shorten it. (7.) To take off

the belt, pull it away from the bottom

of the belt rim, and wheel the machine
forwards. (8.) You may lubricate the

magneto with engine oil, also the mag-
neto chain. You will get some useful

information from " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," " Tracing

Troubles," and " Hints and Tips for

Motor Cyclists."

Decarbonising.

(1.) Which method of decar-

bonising would you recommend
to a rider who is not anxious

to take down his engine? (2.)

My machine, a 2 h.p. light-

weight, will not do more than 30

m.p.h. ; the makers claim 45 m.p.h.

The valve timing is all right, whilst

the magneto points break the instant

the piston reaches the topi of .its stroke.

The ignition is fixed. Should it be
further advanced, and, if so, how can

this be done? The top gear is 6 to 1.

—P.D.A.
(1.) The only satisfactory method of clean-

ing the cylinder and piston without dis-

mantling "is by burning with oxygen, but

even this is not "as satisfactory as taking

the engine down and cleaning it out, as

this way you are able to clean behind

the rings and inside the piston. (2.)

Thirty miles per hour is very good with

a small machine, and a 6 to 1 gear is

very low for speeds in excess of 30 m.p.h.

You would probably find that by advanc-

ing the magneto timing slightly, allowing

the points "to separate when the piston

is about one-sixteenth of an inch from

the top of the stroke, you would improve

the speed, but the machine would not run

so well at slow speeds, and would be

more difficult to start. To advance the

ignition, you will have to slacken the nut

securing "the sprocket to the armature-

shaft, loosen the wheel on the taper, then

turn the magneto armature to the desired

position, taking care not to move the

engine, then tighten the nut again.
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Two-stroke Lubrication.

(1.) I have recently fitted an
Everest carburetter to my Villiers

two-stroke. This uses consider-

ably less petrol than the carbu-

retter presviously fitted, so should
I mix more oil with the petrol? The

. engine seems to get sutficient oil. (2.)

Should I be wise to fit a Knight lubri-

cator in place of petroil lubrication ?

—

F.J.W.M.
(1.) It is not necessary to give more oil;

also, if you increase the proportion of oil

to petrol unduly you will experience
difiiculty in the mixture refusing to flow

through the carburetter, as it will be too

thick. (2.) We personally like the idea

of a separate lubricator.

Too Bright Head Lights.

I was summoned recently in^ London for driving a cycle car

? with too powerful head lights.

-^ In addition to being fiued, my
licence (so far a clean one) was

endorsed. As this is not an offence

under the Motor Car Act, was the

court within its rights in doing this,

and must the endorsement remain ?

There was no other charge against me.
—S.K.S.

Unfortunately, the Bench was quite in

order in endorsing your licence. A
similar case was recently brought to the
Court of Appeal and lost. Also, we are
afraid that the endorsement must remain
on your licence so long as you hold one.

Excessive Petrol Consumption.

I have a new 2J h.p. motor

^1 cycle, which I have ridden just

> 200 miles. The petrol consumed
-2J is 4^ gallons, which, of course,

is excessive. Can you tell me
how to cut this down?—A.L.M.
The consumption is far too high for so

small an engine. See that the right

size jet is fitted, and" the level of the
spirit just below the top of the jet

orifice. A good deal of petrol is often

lost through waste in filling the tank
too full, when a great deal escapes

through the filler cap, also through
leaky petrol unions, and owing to a

flooding carburetter. Look carefully,

therefore, to these points, and give

plenty of air when driving.

A Cracked Induction Pipe.

I have a 7 h.p. F.N. and side-

?' car. On two occasions—several

months intervening between

—

-^ both when riding at night after

considerable mileage during th^
day, the first two cylinders, counting
from the front, have become red hot,

the No. 2 cylinder especially. The fact

of a plentiful supply of oU has saved
the engine from seizing up. In the first

instance I traced the trouble to a
fracture in the induction pipe, and
when this was bound up with insulation

tape everything went well until the
present occasion. In this instance
the engine was firing well up to about
120 miles, when it became very
irregular in its running. I imagine
only two cylinders were working, and
the remainder of -the journey back
home (about sixty-seven miles) was
accomplislied with this irregular firmg
unless the middle gear was engaged
and the engine speeded up, when the
firing became more regular, but over-
heating took plaee. In starting up
from cold I liave lately had some diffi-

culty, and on mpre than one occasion I

have been obliged to make a start by
pushing off. Do you think the platinum
points require attention?—F.G.L.E.

It is very hard to say what is the matter
with your machine without actually see-

ing it. We think you are suffering from
further trouble with your cracked induc-
tion pipe. The only really effective

remedy would be to fit a new one. We
should therefore reconmiend you to get

into communication with the makers of

the machine. The trouble would account
for the difficulty in starting and irregular

running. -There seems no reason to suppose
that your ignition system is out of order,

but there would be no harm in overhaul-

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience oi

others with various motor cycles or accessories must

enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which Lhe

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"G.L.S." (B.E.F.)—.Junior Trium] 'i.

General reliability, hill-climbing, miJ

upkeep.

"C.C.W." (Hertford).—1914 or 1915

three-speed Triumph or Rudge Multi.

General efficiency, economy, stability,

Tveatherproofness, and belt wear.

"F.W.W." (Mayo).—Douglas. Cause
of blowback through lubricator, resulting

in observation glass becoming fouled and

obscured.

"L.N." (Kidderminster).—6 or 8 h.n.

twin countershaft Zenith. Efficiency ;•:!

reliability for sidecar work. Weath-r-
proofness, wear on belts, and belt slip

on low gears in wet weather.

S.C." (Ranelagh).—Grado pulley for

use with 3| h.p. Precision engine for

sidecar work. Reliability and belt slip.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CovEMTBY TO Oldh.^m. avoiding Min-

chester.

—

Motor Cyclist.

Coventry, Stonebridge, Coleshill, Lich-

-field. Abbots Bromley, Uttoxeter,

Cheadle, Leek, Buxton, Chapel-en-ie-

Frithj GUossop, Stalybridge, Asbt' -.<.,

Oldham.

RE.4DIXG TO King's Lynn.—S.H.G.

Reading, T«-yford, Maidenhead,
Beaconsfield, Amersham. Chesham,
Tring, Dunstable, Luton, Hitchin,

Baldock, Royston, Cambridge, Ely,

Downham Market,^ King's Lynn. Ap-,

proximately 132 miles.

ARMY AND NAVY OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
L-ance-Corporal Wardlaw travelling well on his 8 h.p. Zenith. (See last week s issue.)
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TYRE BARGAINS
Wc guarantee all these goods

to be quite new and not

damaged or repaired.

All goods sent on 7 days'

approval against remittance.

Carriage forward unless post-

age is sent.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES.
r^|\/PKI A^AfAV ^/_ r^l I^Sm" TO ALL PURCHASERS OF GOODS TO^^v^r^ #%inr#%T, o/- \j\j i r-i jhe value of *i and over.

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL—
Kihbecl

Standard

T.T. Basket Pattern .

.

Basket Pattern Heavy

Combination . .

.

26X21

26x2

26X2

26X2i

26y2ix

26X2J

26X2JX
26x3

26X2J

26x21

28x3

26X2i

26X2i

AutDbi Basket Pattern t

Autobi Rubber-studded fi

KEMPSHALL—
26 X3i heavy anti-skid .

26 X 2J „ non-sliid ,

12/6

14/-

16/9

19/-

2i 20/-

SO/9

2i 20/9

25/-

24/6

27/-

35/-

36/-

35/-
29/9

31/6

15/-

19 /e

23/3

26/6

28/-

28/9

28/0

34/-

34/-

37/6

48/3

50/

54/6

39/6

44/3

COVERS.
Our

Price.

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (1913 Pattern)—

650 X 65 Pillion 21 /-

ELITE—

26x2 Three-ribbed Lightweight

OLINCHER-
24x2 Clincher de Luxe 19/6

26X2 J ('or 2}) Dreadnought ... 35/-

26X2J Dreadnought 32/6

26X2ideLuxe 25/6

26X2} (for 2}) de Luxe 23/6

26X 2i A Won, wired-on, Riblsed 18/-

26X 2j de Luxe, wired-on, R/S.

.

21 /-

26X2jribbed 13/6

26X2I rubber studded 15/6

26X2i ., „ 21/-

26X2i ,
22/6

26X2J „ 22/6

28X3 de Luxe 35 /-

28/-

47/3

50/10

30/9

41/-

COVERS.
Our

Price.

GOODYEAR—
26 X 23 for 2t heavy rubber studded 23/-

TUBES.
Our Usual

CONTINENTAL-
26 X 2 ....

650 X 65 7/9
650 X75 10/-

7/3
7/9
S/6
8/9
8/9
10/6
11/6
14/-

ELITE BEST QUALITY (guaranteed)—

26 X 2l
26 X 2j
26 X 3
28 X 2i 7/3 1

23 X 3 9/3J

PALMER
650/.65 Butted 9/9

CLINCHER-
24.-2 Extra Heavy 6/-

Butted 1/3 ex.

Our
CONTINENTAL— Price.

I Jin. section -. . . foot 1/4

I in 1/3

BEkTS.
I Our
CONTINENTAL— Price.

Jin. section foot 1 /-

Jin. , „ im.

Our Usual
Price. Price.

SHAMROCK-GLORIA—
|in. section (7ft. 6in. only)

RETREADING.
FIXED BY SPECIAL PROCESS.

SPECIAL HEAVY ----- 15/-

HEAVY 12/6

MEDIUM -------- 10/-

ALL MAKES OF TYRES IN STOCK.

15% allowance made for old covers,

clearance lines excepted.

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
TUDOR WORKS,

266, Vauxhali Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W.
One minute from Victoria Staiion.

•PHONE : VICTORIA 6553.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragrapli is cliarged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to_—-r-T^
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ___Jti-^

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number wil! appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, £.0.

2»*DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle." both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods 13 three days, and if a sale is effected wc remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit tee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to luefe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaob
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

in stock,
[X9194A^.S.. 1915, new 2%h.p., 3-speed model,

waiting.—Moss, Wem.
6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, in stock; full retail price

secures.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X9160

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination in stock for immediate de-

livery.—M. C. Jobborn, Agent, Willenhall. [X8535

A.J.S., 234h.p., 2-speed, kick etart, only done 3,000
miles; £39/10.-16. Narrow Wine St., Brietol.

tX9068
A.J.S., 6h.p.. complete with .sidecar, just delivered

;

£95.—Turpins. 22 and 29, Preston Kd., Briphton
[0716

kick start,

St., Purley.
[xaesg

condition as new, lamp, horn,
£48.-Davies, Corn Merchant,

[X9250

AJ.S. 4h.p. Machine, also 6h.p. combination in stock
for immediate delivery.—Doncaster Autocars and

Cycles, Ltd., Donca^^ter. {0719

1Q13 A.J.S., 2^;ih,p., 2-5pced connterehaft. hand
JLt/ clutch. spLeiulid condition; £23 ; photo sent.—
Wallis, Motors-', Hereford. [3739

•|Q15 A.J.S-, 2^h.p., 3-«peed, clutch.
JLt7 lamps, perfect; £45.—Burns, High

A.J.S,, 1915. 3-sp6ed.
tyres unpunctured;

Bmethwick, Birmingham

STUDY OUR BIG
BARGAIN LIST

And you will soon find

the exact machine you
want. Give us a call,

and you can make your
selection from the
largest stock at lowest
prices for cash or easiest

terms, with immediate
delivery ; or your pre-
sent moimt taken in

part payment of a new one,
exchange allowance at

with largest

iiWCIIOPES
TO-DAY'S LIST INCLUDES THESE—

9880. 3! h.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVER £38 10
9894. 3* h.p. 19H TRIUMPH £25
9895. 6' h.p. 1915 3-sp. NEW HUDSON

and 2-seater Sidecar £57 10
9896. 3 h.p. 1913 z-sp. ENFIELD £35
9903. 5-6h.p. 1912 4-cyl. F.N., dutch mod. £22 10
9904. 4^ h.p. 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. & Sidecar £70
9905. 4 h.p. 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH £42 10

2 h.p. 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE .. £17 10
9823. 2j h.p. 1912 2-sp. ROYAL

ENFIELD £27 10
9837. 4i h.p. 1913 3-sp. JAMES Comb... £45
9839. 3|h.p. 1907 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10
9840. 3l h.p. igii F.E. TRIUMPH £28
9844. 5-6h.p. N.S.U £16 10
9847. 4j h.p. 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT

and Sidecar £57 ID
9848. 3 h.p. 1913 twin ENFIELD £35
9853. 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD Combinat'n £67 10
9854. 2} h.p. 1914 T. I . DOUGLAS £40
9866. 3* h.p. -1913 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £27 10
9867. 2I h.p. 2-sp. ENFIELD £26
9869. 7 h.p. 1913 T.T. roadster INDIAN £50
9772. 3^ h.p. 1914 3-speed Water-cooled

HUMBER £42
9778. 3J h.p. 19143-sp.NEW IMPERIAL

and Sidecar £50
9801. 3I h.p. 1913 3-sDPed RUDGE .... £50
6421. 3i h.p. 1908 MINERVA £15
O842. 3* h.p. I9r2 F.E. RUDGE £27 10
6863. 3i h.p. r9io BAT £20
7521. 5-6h.p. 191 1 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar £22 10
7708. 3J h.p. 1908 N.S.U £15

7992. 3^ h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-
built Sidecar £22 10

8165. 6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10
8175. 6 h.p. I9r3 2-sp. N.S.U £45
8320. 3l h.p. igir ARIEL, variable gear. £20
8529. 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar . . . £45
8561. 3i h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8682. 6" h.p. I9t3 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P £37 10
8718. 3ih.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar. £22 10
8802. 7 h.p. 1914 INDIAN, with electric

starter £60
8832. i^h.D. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £9
9076. 5 h.v. 1907 F.E. ROC £20

9423 5-6h.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

9429. 7 h.p. 1913 PREMIER and Sidecar £57 10

9448. 2j h.p. FAIRY £10 10

9449. 8 h.p. 1915 2-seater SUPER Car.. £57 10

9542. 2jh.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN VITESSE. . £33 10

9565. 6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £37 10

9584. 8 h.p. 1914 w.-c. WILLIAMSON
and 2-seater Sidecar £65

9597. 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

9633. 2ih.p. 1912 PREMIER, varia. gear £18 10

9713. 6 h.p. WALL Tricar £67 10

9732. 3^ h.p. 1913 2-sp. P. & M £45

9746. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON
and Sidecar £65

5 h.p. 2-sp. t^vin REX and Sidecar £27 10
9813 2ih.p. 1910 Twin MOTOSACOCHE £16 10
9821 3I h.p. 1913 3-speed Twin JAMES £55

EVERY MACHINE FULLY GUARANTEED.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,
I.ONDON, E.G.

Phone : 6777 Holborn. Wires :
** Opificer. Lonilon.

"

'

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
j

Under the provisions of the above Act,
advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business cons sts whollv or mainly of
engrineerlnsr or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or alreatly engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
h ve their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade Labour
Exchange, who will allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchange or from the offices of this paper,
and each adveriisement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already engaged on Government work need
apply.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A.J.S.. 2'/;h.p., 2 speeds, fitted lamp,
tools, etc.. only ridden 400 mile^

;

rington, Avonside, Evesham.

A.J.S.—Prompt delivery of all models, 6h,:

and 2^h.p.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham
trict agent, 87-91, John Bright St.

A.J S.. 1913, 6h.p., 3-speed. perfect condition, joet

overhauled; 45 gns., verv great bargain.—JuliaOi
Broad St.. Reading. 'Phone: 1024. (0728

horn, and all

£4S)10.-Pai;
[X9079

p., 4h?,'
and dK*

[3B7S

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, Lucas and
lamps, good tyres, all spares,

condition: any trial; £68.—Styl&s.

f;b.8;
engine in perleci

Bloxvrieh. 'Waliall.

[xsess
A.J.S..WOLF IV'h.p. Lightweight, good tyres, fins

running order; £6/15 or, exchange for Auto-
Wheel.—Gallant, 11, Brunswick Av., New Soutbgate,

N. 13922

1 Q14 A.J.S., 6h.p., 3 speeds, Gloria coachbnilt side-

-Lt7 lar, 650x65 tyres, 2 steel-stndded, Lucas lamp,

all in .splendid running order; £65.—Hazel Motors, 24-28,

Woodford Ed., Forest Gate, E. [3805

A.J.S., 1914L'. 6h.p. combination, hood, screen, side

cuit;iiu. interchangeable and detachable, spare

wheel. Lucas lighting sets, 30/- spring pillar seat, new
tyres- £78.— Davies, Glaumore, Holyhead Ed., Welling
ton. Salop. [X8668

A.J.S.. 1915, 4h.p. model, with Jlillford Empress side-

car, finished to match machine. Lucas lamp set.

Lucas horn, electric sidecar lamp, rear lamp, etc., com-
bination in perfect condition, had exceptionally little

and careful use; cost over £95, accept £75. — Th«
Morris Garages, Oxford. [X918a

AJ.S. 1914 (June) Combination, mileage 2.900, hood,

screen, F.E.S. Major set, P. and H. Mangin ditto,

Lucas rear light, horn, Watford speedometer, -watch, 3
spare covers, 2 spare tubes, cclleetion of spares, 70/-

1916; £77. cost £115.-Motor, 114,

Clapbani Common, Loudon. [3610 .

policy June.
Cavendish Ed.,

Alldays.

fast and poyrerful; £26/10. -Chil-
[3676T.T. Alldays, F.E

.

ton. High St., Watford.

1 QIS'A AUon 2.stroke, 500 miles, perfect; £24.
-LJ/ oilers.—Temple and Co., High Barnet. Herts

[5944

ALLDAYS Matchless. 2-stroke, June. 1915. Miller's

lamps, accessories; £24/10.-207, London Bd.. St.

Leonards. [3780

ALLD.WS, 2V2h.p.. 1914 model, only done 600 miles,

lamp. horn, etc., complete; £21.-Hopkins. New
St., Ledbury. [X9224

ALLON. 2 speeds, new May. mileage 1,200. Millers

lamp, horn, spare cover; £32.—Write, Honeygnrth.
St. Albou's Rd., Woodford. [Xe665

ALLD-\YS Allon. embodying more feature tliau any
other 2-strokc yet marketed, single-.^peed £51/10,

2-speed £38/10 : imme<liate delivery.-Colmore
51, CoUnoro Eow, Birmiugham.

»tpot,

[3695

A LLDAYS Allon in stock, £31/10, or £8/11/6 down
A. and 12 payments £2/0/10: libend discount- if.

account paid in 2, 6. or 9 instalments: 2-speed also aft

pro rata.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow. DepoJ
50, High Ed., Wood Green. [373?

A28 All letters relatini; to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Halifax Motor Exchange
1

68, KORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

A MILE IIM 36 SECOIMDS.

EXCELSIOR-
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., Twin 84 x8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-skid

tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement

incorporated.

STANDARD MODEL £62
With electrical equipment £71 10

Plus import tax.
Exchange liberally considered.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 (new) DIAMOND, ni h.p., 2-5troke ... £28 13
1915 2jh.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT (new) .. £39 18
1915 2,1 h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) . . £37
1915 2.V h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed £36 10
1915 2ih.p. 2-speed RUSY-J.A.P. (new) .. £39 10
1913 4} h.p. 2-speed F.E. LINCOLN-ELK .. £29 10
1912 3 J h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
1912 3.5 h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY .... £29 10
2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £28 10
8 h.p. 3-speed CHATER-LEA and coach Sc. S39 10
1909 3i h.p. 2-speed REX £16 10
3k h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
1910 3i h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £12 10
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
5! h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
F.N., magneto, 2i h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive £15 10
N.S.U. , twin. 2-sreed. spring forks £15 10

RITZ LIGHT CAR.

The last word in light car values. 10 h.p.
4-C5'linder, mechanical lubrication, electric
horn and lighting, hood, screen, tools.

Luxuriously sprung and a grand top gear
cUmber. In stock for inspection and
trial. £120. Plus import tax.

Exchanges quoted.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 7-9h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £64 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, nearly new .... £59 10
1914 (late) w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5
1912 3j h.p. 2-speed twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,
smart coach Sidecar £45 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-5peed N.S.U. and Sidecar . . . £27 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £34 10
1910 3ih.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
1910 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £27 10
1909 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, fine condition . . £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
"Cycle Car Front and Rear Axles and Wheels

with detachable rims £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6,15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
Pair Lucas Side Lamps for light car 19/6
Second-hand Wicker Sidecar Body 4/9
New Mechanical Horns. Special prices ... 15/11
Shop-soiled Coach Gloria Sidecar £14 10
Shop-soiled Coach Bramble Sidecar £12
Brand New Rex Coach Sidecar £12 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

CONNAUGHT. 1914, 2^;:,li.p., 2-3troko, 2-8peod BCiir,

good condition, also Wtitsonian lightweight side-
car: f38.— 23, King Edward Rd., (3. Hackney, N.K.

[X9049
Dayton.

DATTON, l',4h.p.. 2-stroko. nearly new; JB15, or near
offer.—B. 6. Fry, Hadlow Down, Sussex. [3610

De Dion.

DE DION Motor Cycle for sale; £S: good order,
suit beginner. — 6, Merton Rush, Merton Park,

S.W. [3909

Douglas.
1915, 2-speed,T-\OUGLAS V

T)OUGLAS V, 1915, 2.speed, in stock.

"r\OUGLAS W. 1915, 3-5peed, in stock.

IMMEDIATE delivery on receipt of cash. Tel. :

388. 'Grams : Bicycles.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6865

DOUnLAS, 1914, 2%h,p., flrst-clnss condition: £40.
-Nelson, Gloddaeth St., Llandudno. [X9147

J Qll 2%li'p, Douglas, lamps, speedometer, good order;
i-iJ £16.-53, Brownhill Ed,, Catfoid. [3828

DOUGLAS, 1913, clutch, nearly new condition: £35.
—PeTks, Excise Oiflcer, Tenbury, Worcs. [X9023

DOUGLAS 234b. p. Twin, good sound condition : bar-
gain, £26.-King, 206, Fulham Ed., S.W. [3923

DOUGLAS, excellent condition : £28 ; seen by ap-
pointment.—95, l^inchley Ed., Swiss Cottage. [3659

DOUGLAS T.T., 2%h.p., 1912%, 2-specd; £27-
Moody, 4, Poplar Grove, Hammersmith, W, [3641

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p. to lOh.p. models.-Gourlay, the
great Douglas agent, Fullowfield, Manchester. [4241

33.h.p. Douglas, 1913, model O, in perfect condition,
* fast: £37/10.—West End Garage, Hereford.

CS:8662
1 Q15 Douglas, Colonial model, 3 speeds, nearly new;
-Li/ £50.—Buckingham, 21, Tindal St., Chehnsford.

[3689
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%ih.p. models for immediate de-

livery.—Sole Agents, The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[X9185

1 Oil 2-speed Douglas, complete lamps, etc.; £20.

—

-Li/ Faulkner, 18, Gilberthorpe St., Rotherham.
[X9158

DOUGLAS, 1914%, 23ili.p., W, kick; clutch, etc.,

like new; £44.—Leitch, 71, Clarence St., Kingston.
S.W. [X9223

1 Q12 2-speed Kick-start Douglas, fully equipped;
-Li/ £22.—Smith, Bradbury House, Haie St., Bunt-

[3722

Douglas, bought new 1914, just overhauled:
£35.-Blencathra. Higbfleld Ed., Walton-on-

jmes. [X9117

TRY Us.—Probably we can supply.—Gibb, Gough, the
Douglas Specialists, Gloucester. Douglases our

iiigford.

siieciality. [X3538

1Q13 T.T. 2-3peed Douglas, fast, Ions extliaust pipe,
Xt/ fully equipped; £55, lowest.—336, Grays Inn
Ed., W.C. [3746

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, free engine, in first-rate

order, and trial ; £42.—31a, Broomfield Rd
Chelmsford. [3977

1914, 2-3peed, clutch, kick starter, lamp— --- " " k Ed.,
[3824

2-speed, free engine, and kick starter;
-Julian,

Reading. [X9192

DOUGLAS. ...
sets, horn, little used: £38.-155, Goldhawk Ed.

Sheplieid's Bush.

I Q14 D.^ugias, _ . _ .

X*7 42 gns.j- absolutely perfect condition.—Julian,
Broad St,

DOUGLAS, July, 1914, 254h.p., 2-spe6d, free engine,

6 moath.s' wear, fully equipped; £35.—Bennett,
College Farm, Aynhoe. [X8961

14 T-T. Douglas, 2-speed: 38 gns. ; in good condi-

tion : very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St.,

'Phone: 1024. (X9193

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^/4h.p., dropped bars, Amac, 2

speeds, splendid condition j £55.—Richardson,

19^
Reading

Thornholme, Sunderland.

immediateDOUGLAS, 1915. immediate delivery any
model, including War Office black Douglas.

[X9114

2%ih.p.

Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50.

OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1913. little used.D^
Wood Vale, Hoaor Oak, London.

[9203

2 speeds and
t.~92.
[3842

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1913, new speedometer, heavy Kemp-
shalls, lamps, orerhauled, perfect condition ; £35.

-Jakins, 18, Eolt St., Deptford. [3759

1 Q13V2 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 10 gn. accessories,
J-*J spare belt, excellent condition; 38 gns., or near
offer—Hillary, The Peak, Basingstoke. [3881

TO 15 3-speed Colonial Model Douglas, accessories.
Xtf absolutely tip-top, unscratched; £50.—Douglas,
28 Eden St., Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone : 1701.

[3789
DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., 1913 (November). 2-speed, foot-

boards, touring and T.T. handles, tools, spares, fine

machine : £36.—Kempton. Preston St., Fareisham.

TRUMBULL LIGHT GAR
Absolutely "TOP NOTCH" In Ught Car voJuei. I

12 h.p. 4-cylindcr waler-coolcd engine, Spliidorf I

magneto, mechanical lubrication, gcnr bo-x, 3 speeds I

and reverse; detachable wheels, with spare wheel I

and tyre; electric lightinR, electric bora, hood, side
j

curtains, screen, jack, tools, etc. I

All on. £120 All on. I

ACTUALLY IN STOCK. COME AND INSPECT.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Brand new 1915 4 h.p. WOl.t--J.A.P., cuunt'-TShalt

gear, 3 speeds, kick starter, chain drive, XL'All I

saddle, all latest improvements, fine sidecar
j

machine. Perfectly new. I

Maker's Price is £51 16
Make us your best offer, cash or eschange. |

1915 MODELS IN STOCK. Q
zo h.p. Sporting MORGAN, M.A.G. engine S10S an
X913 3 h.p. ENFiELU, 2 speeds, KicK starter 50 gnS. H|
igi5 6 h-p. 3-spee'' J. H. Combination 84 gns. M|
1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3-sp. 49 gns. H
19x5 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on ., £120 H
SECOND-HAND BARGAINS. Q

2^^ b.p. DOUGLAS, hne condition, good climber £14 HI
1914 b h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60 ^M
1915 2-sp. 2-stroke NEW HUDSON, done 500 28gn$, ^B
1915 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Coronet

Sidecar. Going cheap. What offers^

3i h.p. rgoS REX, M.O.V., Bosch. B. & B. carb. £16
3^ b.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine, Bosch £17 ^M
3I h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £19 ^B

FARLOW
SIDECARS."

Built throughout in our own factory. Q
Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style, H
exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which '

are the buyers' ideal. B
MODEL 3.

Underslung chatsU

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
built for hard work,

j

£10 15
I

This is MODEL No. I.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1.
'

Delivery from Stock.
]

Vour Agent willsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/. each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Hand-propelled bath chair £1

New F.R.S. Lamp Set, shop soiled 32/8

Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2J wheel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 6

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

=et of MUiers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new £3

aii.p. J.A.P. AirK:ooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns.

Bosch Magneto, waterproof, suit Morean £3 10
Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/8

Bosch Magneto, single^cylinder, new £3 10

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £3 15

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the

CX.9170 1

number at the end of each advertisement

FARRAR'S motors!
iTelephone 919),

JJ

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX. I
and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2?ili,p., 2-speed, free engine, 2
lamps, horn, etc., sound condition; £24.—Letters

only, 408, Alum Rock Rd., Birmingham. [X9211

4^30.—Douglas, 19123^, clutch, kick starter, 6peed-w ometer, lamps, horn, good tyres and belt.—"West
Heath Lodge, Hampstead Heath, N.W. [3802

DOUGLAS, 1913M?, semi T.T., 2 speeds, speedometer,
lamps, etc., appearance, condition excellent through-

ent: £36.-10, Lansdown Ed., Lee. S.B. [3827

DOUGLAS, new May, 2-speed, clutch, tick-starter,
Lucas lamp, horn, tools, perfect condition, 800

miles; £47.-5, Parade, Belmont, Surrey. [3941

1 C|15V> Douglas, model W, 3-speed, absolutely as
-Liy new, ridden 200, specificatioa as list; £52; per-
lect.—E., 23, Market Place, Kingston, S.W. [3899

DOUGLAS, ISll, 2S4h.p., 2^ipeed, clutch, T.T. bars,
tyres excellent, speedometer: £25; view by ap-

pointment.—Watson, Ardway, Avenue Elmars, Surbiton.
[3630

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed; owner in Dardanelles;
complete with speedometer, lamp, tools, euaran-

teed, done only 4,000; £34.-421, Battersea Park Kd.
[3376

DOUGLAS, late 1914 model W, perfect condition. 2-

speed, kick etart, 2 lamps, horn, and accessories

;

cost £70. price £60.-20, Thurlby Ed., Wembley, Middle-
Bes. [3671

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed. excellent condition, spare
valves, countershaft chain, tools; £36; Levis or

similar part.—Dangerfield, Rosegarth, Butcroft, Darlas-
ton. (X9061

DOUGLA'S, 191 S, bought August, 2^/ih.v., 2.specd,
perfect condition], lamps, etc. ; £48j or nearest

offer; owner on active seiTioe.-45, Victoria Rd.. Shef-
field. [X9217

DOUGLAS, 1915, 254h.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, £45;
1914 model U, 2»4h.p., 2-speed, £40; condition

as new.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. (3967

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2?4h.p., T.T., speedometer, all
spares and accessories; nearest £42, or combina-

tion to value.—Ravencroft, Woodhouse Lane, Ashton-
on-Mersey, [S.9334

DOUGLAS War Office Models; £54/12; on the pre-
mises; no waiting; send the cash. Telegrams:

Bicycles-. Tel. : 388.—Robinson's Garage, Green St,
Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS, 2?41i-p., model U, 1914 (November),
mileage 1,300, new condition throughout. Miller's

lamp, etc.; £43.-*Seymour, 21, Cavendish Place. Jes-
mond, Newcastle. [X9199

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2?ih.p., 2.6pced, clutch, T.T. bars,
kick starter, knee-grips, Aniac carburetter, over-

eize tyres, new belt; bargain, £42.—Cowlishaw, Wood
Leighton, Uttoxcter. [X8963

DOUGLAS, 1914%, 2?ih.p., 2^reed, kick start,
clutch, Bosch, perfect condition, accessories, and

spares, powerful, economical: nearest £42.—M., 44,
Walliscote Rd., Weston.snper-Mare. [X9140
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%ih.p., 2-speed, kick-starter model,

ne\\ Watford 4 gn. speedometer, Lucas lamp set,
horn, spare belt, new tyres, perfect condition through-
out: £36.—The Morris Garages, Oxford. [X9183

DOUGLAS, 1914, 254h.p., T.T. model, fast and hand-
some specimen, almost new, and absolutely

genuine, complete with lamps and horn; £44, or very
near offer.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X9234

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-sj)eed, Miller lamp set, 60
mile an hour speedometer, horn, knee grips, new

toolbag, and new kit of tools, spare chain, 2% tyres

;

£42/10.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Rd..
N.W. [3752

Elswick.

ELSWICK. 4h.p., 1913, 3 speeds, and sidecar; £36.-
1, Prebend Gardens, Chiswick, W. [3646

tnfleld.

Oih.p. 1911 Enfield Lightweight, good condi
'Va £16/16.-26, Highbridge, Waltham Abbey.

[3844
T7INFIELD 2a4h.p. Twin, luag.. h.b.c, tyres and belt
J-t good; £15.— Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford.

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2-speed, free engine, "verv
little used; £40.—31a, Broomfield Rd., Chelm^'-

ford. [3980

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, in excellent
order, complete with all accessories; £62/10.—

Below.

ENFIELD. 1915, 3h.p. twin, delivered from stock,
50 gns. ; also 6h.p. combination, 80 gns.—Elce and

Co., 15, BisBopsgtae Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

ENFIELD Combination, 1914%, as new throughout,
fully eauipped; £63.-79, Aldred Ed., Kennington

Road. S.B. [X8990
ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, in stock for im-

mediate delivery. — Sole Agents, The Morris
Garages, Oxford. [X9189
ENFIELD. 3h.p., new in June, perfect, horn, and

tools: £45, or lightweight in part payment.—God-
mn Eros., Woking. [X9153
ENFIELD 2?4h.p. Twin, 1914 model, free engine, and

2-speed gear, practically new, lamp, horn, etc
£35.—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [X9225

tion

;

NEW MODELS.
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 6" h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-'stroke, 2-speed £36 10
igiS 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 180 gns.
rgis WILLfAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA ...£UU
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc. £275

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1913 (new) 2lh.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. .. £37
1915 2-speed ALLON, 2-stToke (new) £38 17
rgiS NEW DIAMOND, 2-5trokc (new) £28 13
I9r4 2| h.p., 2-speed, Model V, DOUGLAS £43 10
1911 2i h.p. DOUGLAS £18 10
roir 2} h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £26 10
F.N., 2-speed, 2J h.p., wants carburetter ... £11 10

FOR VALUE ,

We offer a Brand New latest type (just delivered

from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10%
discount. If you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With

REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 33P/o extra?

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Sh.p. SABELLA-J.A.P. 2-seater Cycle Car, varial)le

gear, tandem seating, very smart sporting appear-

ance, excellent hill-climber £39 10

CASH BARGAINS.
r9i4 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

horn, lamps, and Swan Sidecar £64 10
i9r4 (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination, Offers
i9r4 6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted
15 h.p. 4-cylindcr RENO ."i-seated Car £65
J913 3J h.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
1913 4i h.p., 2-spced, F.E., LINCOLN-ELK £32 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 8 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and new Sidecar.. £46 10
r9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £37 10
I9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10
1912 si h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3i h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
1912 3j h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3I h.p., 2-speed, grand condition. . £29 10
1.911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX, 84! > 89 £21 10
3J h.p. tourist REX, spring forks £14 10
igio 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £26 10
F.N., 2.i h.p., 2-speed, lightweight, as new. . £21 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
REX, 3^ h.p., 1909 model, spring forks .... £16 10
P. & M., 3A h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .... £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, F.E., twin, spring forks . . . £13 10
REX, 5i h.p., twin, magneto, tourist ...... £15 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
New Continental Covers, 26x 2, beaded edge 11/9

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECAR COMBINATIONS

AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, cost nearly £100,
2.600 miles: £70; exchange modem Dougla. an

caeh.-475, Green Lanes, Harringay. [362'

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, :

speeds, starter and clutch, Lucas accessories ; £e:
—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [387.

1 015 3h.p. Twin Royal Enfield, new last month, df.i,Xv 600 miles, all accessories, and speedomet-r. lik

new; £50.—169a, Lower Clapton Hd., N.E. [38;-;

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, lamps, hoiE
speedometer, as new; £76, or exchange 3i..h.p. aL-

cash.—F. Wardle, Boot Dealer, Rothwell, Leeds.' [X925E

ENFIELD 1912 6h.p. 2-speed Combination, coaci-
built sidecar, lamp, horn, and tail lamp ; £42.-

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3971

ENFLELD Coachbuilt Combination, 1913^-4, si-eedfr
meter, spare covers, tubes, valve, perie<.t condi-

tion; £52.-Osborne, 177, New Park Rd., Brixtcn.

_ [3807
Oih.p. Enfield, 2-stroke, 1915, Pahner tyres, lamt,
/Wi horn, etc., new; £40.—The Park Motor Co.. IM

-

Wells St., Jermyn St., London, S.W. Gerrard 19;7 =

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coach Combination, in splendi 1 • . r,-

dition, tyres nearly new, with lamp, horn, el

complete; £55.—Fursland, 51, Bristol Rd., BridgirnT
£3r

1Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas lamp
-*-*^ Stewart, horn, 700x80 cover back wheel, ^
pink of condition ; £67.—Harvey, Hudson, and Co.,
Woodford. [S91

1 Q13-14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, splendid lOnfl
-»- tf tion, Pahner cord tyres, nearly new, lamps, bom
engine just overhauled; £55.—A.E.O., Felsgaith, H«B
ham. Susses. tXSSw

1 Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, new August, id'
-1 1^ punctured, speedometer, lamps, horn, etc. ; as.
trial; £78.—B.B., Strafhmore, Richmond Av., Leigh Bdu
Westclia-on-Sea. [388

!

fl

33.I1.P. Enfield Twin, 1914U. just overlic^uled \n
4 makers, done 3,750, new back tyre, epeedometo

horn, lamps, perfect condition ; £34.—Browu, 9, Bncd
St., London, W. (3701

Sh.p. 1915 Enfield Twin T-T., 2-speed. ridden l4
than 100 miles; owner leaving for foreign servioB

genuinely as new; £47/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Gre«
St., Cambridge. [68fil

1Q12 6h.p. Royal Enfield, -mth special wide coaCb
A.*J built sidecar to eeat 2 children, very §:ood order'

£50 : cash or easy terme.—K. E. Jones jGarage^, L^
Swansea; also at CardifE. [09V

1Q15 Enfield Combination, as new, fitted with LoCft
-i-v dynamo equipment, epeual tyres and spares, wia
-<creen, and hood to sidecar; great bargain at £90.-
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [3701

IQlSVi Enfield, 2^h-p., lightweight, 2-speed, twi^
J-t/ chain drive, tyres unpunctured, all acces^orlH
;?plendid condition, perfect order; £23, 10.—79, C^
narvon Rd., Romford Rd., Stratford, London, E, ^

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sl_.

car, the finest combination made, all compl^^
£84 : just arrived ironi works: immediate delireiT§'
V'ilkins, Simpson, and Co., H, Hammersmith Ed., iM
don. [36fr

ROYAL Enfield Combination, £84; 3h.p. twin. 9
gns. ; 2^h.p. 2 stroke, 38 gns ; immediaii

ery all models.—̂ xeter Motor Cycle and Liph'
Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock

Pivraonth. [051

ENFIELDS, all models act^ially in stock.-6h.i
combinations, Sh.p. 2-speed twins, T.T. ao

touring models, also 2Vib.p. 2-speed 2-stroke,— P. i

Evans, 87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham, coi

trolling district agent. [387

ENFIELD, 1915. 3h.p.. 2-speed. and free eugiw
chain drive, kick ^toiler, mechanical lubric;itioi

Palmer tyre^. just arrived from works; immediate di

livery; £52/10.—Wilkine, Simpson, and Co., 11, HrJ
mersmith Rd., London. [''"

ENFIELD Standard £84 Combination De Luxe, \
hood and electric equipment ; £105 : botB^^

-tock : deferred terms, quarter down and balance; _

12 instalments ; liberal allowances for shorter penftl
-LambV. Enfield Specialists, 151, High St., Wj
than^tow. t^fT

Excelsior.

1 Q 12 SVih.p. Excelsior (Coventry), gootl conditicij
-LU what offersF—Williams, 12, Kimberley ""'

Rugby. [Xafij

EXCELSIOR 3h.p- and Sidecar, Saxon spring fol_.

in running condition: dear at £7/10, oi oflef,? I

64. Mill Lane. Brixton Hill. [X925
j

1 Ql4 7-9h.p. American Excelsior and coachbirf I

XJ/ sidecar, 2-speed, chain, mag., head lamp, tool f

tyres as new; £50 e owner bought car.—Home, 16, Graw'
St., Rawteustall, Lanes. [X90j

EXCELSIOR (American). 7h.p., 5-speed, st^non
£62; De Luxe, £71/10; Yorkshire dealers m.

pliel.—Sole Yorkshire distributers^ Halifax Motor HI
change, Horton St., Haliiax- [03(1

EXCELSIOR. 5'>ih.p.. 1913. and Mille-Fulford com]
built .fidecar, Sturniey-Archer 3'Speed, wind acir"

•ipare belt. MiHor lamp, etc.; £48, or nearest offi

Day and Sons, Okehampton. C^

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ExcelsJor.

JXCELSIOR (Amerii-nn), 1913, 7-9h.n., handlc-bir
i

clutL'h, new Dunlop. spare Rcnold, insurance.
)ps, etc., £36. oHers; sidecar, .-£4. Lichtweight
)\ted.—Clementsou, Prospect House, llossley, near
.nchester. [X9215

F.N.
,N. 1909 LiKlitweight, mag., lamps, and tools; il2,
—Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, Londju. [3927

,N. 2h.p. Lightweight; .£8/10; in real good order.—
Percy and Co., 337. Euston Bd., London. [3853

.N., 1911-12. 4-eyl., 2 speeds, just overhauled, perfect
order throughout; f 22;iO.-Speechley. 45, Ohurcli

., Acton. [3986

'^V, }^^^,'!'I'' '-">'' 2-seater, coach combination,
ii.A. lighting outfit, 5 gn. speedometer, 3 lamps.

J many other ncces-sories ; £75, or £20 down and
fll/8 monthly.-lamb's, 151, High St., Walthnni-* [3727
I.N., S-61i.p., 4-cyI., purchased new November, 1911,

carefully used week-end,? only, nice condition, per-
t rnnmng order; too powerful for owner; higliest
Ihofler, or exchange for gojd make 3'/.h.p, machine,
'airbrother. Grocer, Moira, Leicestershire. [X9146
Ah.p P.N. Lightweight, B. and B., spring fcike,
* Hcllesen, low, modern looking, reliable, com-
tely overhauled July, including new tyres, IcK and

brake, will take passenger ea.silv; bargain, £10-
e 50 miles.-WiIson, 63. WellingbDio' Kd., North-
pton. [X9137

Harley.Davidson.
FARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Twin and 4h.p. in- Etock.-Turpine, 29, Preston Rd.. Brighton. [0713

fARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinations in stock; ex-- changes.—Middleton, 27, Stroud Green Rd., N.

fll5„,H^'''?5'-I>=i"<ison, llj model, hardly soiled;t' £73.-Coliuore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birming-
" [3701
rARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar Combinations ini stock lor immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor
., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2800
Q15 Harley-Davidson and Gloria Sidecar, 3 months
y old, electric lighting and horn, guaranteed per-
! J,"! *?^,'.' ^^°' "^ ofler.-Howes, 139, South Lam-
;ll Kd., S.n.

1^3803
FARLEY - DAVIDSON, 1915, llh.p., electrically
•- CQuipped with horn, lampa, 3-ijpeed, fortniglit old
ly done 100 miles, absolutely new- £74 or oiter

-

nnis, S, Cambridge Rd., Leo, Kent. [3886
rARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, electrically equipped.

T„o"f ^'"^'fuWurd Empress sidecar to match; cost
3/10 last week; too powerful for owner; offers wanted
:h or exchange.—Deane, Matloek Bath, Derbyshire.

j-ABLEY-DAVIDSON, model 11 J. 7.9h.p., l-^peed^
with electric dynamo lighting outfit and electric

ril, fitted with special Gloria sidecar, the finestDbmation on the road; £97/13 complete; imme
ite dehvery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rdrmingham.

[1922
FARLEY-DAVIDSON Models F. and J. (no ad-
•- Vance in price), complete with their own 20 gn
ccar, or Montgomery Canoelet, Millford, Bramble or
oem.x, dehvered from stock; deferred payments
atter down and 12 payments; discount for quicker

™f°'r;n "tJ^';'''.^',
l^l' Higli St., Walthamstow

pot 50, High Rd.. ^Vood Green. [3726
rARLEY-DAVIDSON Motor' Cycles, the machines

»
with the 12 months' guarantee.—Every model

stock for immediate delivery. Exchanges or easy
yments arranged.-Sole Distributers and Service

R. J..'"'„ "'? ,

counties of Warwickshire. Worcester
ire. btatlordshire, Salop, and Herelord, The PremierHor Oo., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [1923

Hazlewood.
FAZLEWOOD, 1914. 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, chain-- oum-belt, kick-starter, and Lucas accessories; £52
..J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [3871

Hercules.
Ql5 Hercnles, J.A.P. 4h.p., free engine, S-speed

i,^?°'',^°i' '''™''' '™E ''O™: ^''8; going in for
:.-Badcock. The Croft. Ib.stock, Leicester. [X8501

Hobart.
FOBART. 1914, 2-stroke, as new; £20; lamps, etc-
•- 11, Luna Rd., Thornton Heath. [3593

H umber.
Ql2 Humber and sidecar, 2-speed; £21.—169a, Lower" Clapton Rd., N.E. (3836
Ql2 Humber. 2-speed, and sidecar, in perfect condi-" tion: £27/10.—Chilton, High St., Watford. [3674
Ih.p. 1912 2-speed Humber and Sidecar; £32,
•i offers.—26, Highbridge St., Waltham Abbey.

9
[3846

ll'^i Humlier, 3'/2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle
starte.'; bargain, £21. -Davis, The Heath. Crav-

°- [X8968
FUMBER, 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle
- starter, and sidecar; £20.-29, St. Leonards St.,
w. [3897
FUMBER. 31/ih.p., 1913, lamp, horn, free engine, 2-
»- speed, beautiful condition: £25.— Carter, Motors,
oys- [3637

GEZT IT AT

lAYLORS
S9LE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents for CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents tor all makes.

TERMS—Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments'

IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
electric lighting set, grey finish,

3 speeds £76 13

TAYLOR'S oxy-acet. welded coach-
built Sidecar, quick detachable
fittings, specially designed frame,
very strong 4-point attachment,
luggage grid and petrol can carrier.

Constructed exclusively for Harley-
Davidson Price £17 17

5-6h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16
2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed. . £36 15

2J h. p. lady's COMET, 2-stroke, 2-sp... £33 1

2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
MILLFORD Corvette, coach-built £13 13
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16

2 USEFUL ACCESSORIES
TAYLOR'S MECHANICAL HORN.

Price 21/-
Carriage paid.

Approval againsf
remittance.

The "MARVEL"
VULCANISER.

Both Covers

and Tubes can

be effectiv ely

vulcanised. A per-

manent repair is

guaranteed. Saves

expense of sending

tyres away, and a

great saving in time.

Anyone can do it. To prove this, we will

forward on lo days' approval against remittance.

Money returned, less carriage, if not satisfied.

Immediate delivery. Price 12/6 plus 10% advance.
Carriage paid. Complete with supply of all

necessary materials.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—*' Dynametro. Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

31 li.p. Ilnrabcr, BoRch wntertJKht, B. and B., kcwJ
2 running order; XS. —TomB, Catlicrlno Ht.,

LfKf.ster. [X9219
HUMHER, 1913. 2"/,h.p., liBhtwelffht. Bow;h, B. und

ii., just overlmulod, like new; £17/10.—Cryer,
IJnUos Jlrow, Bliiukhurn, [X8924

HUMBRR, S'/irh-p., and aidpcar, 2-Rpeod, free cnRlno,
hiindle starter, KempshullH. all good ovder- £26.—

22. Durlunu Ed., Plumntead, 8.K. (X9036

3 111. p. Humhor, 2-speo(i, free engine, and coachbuiJt
a sidecar; £26, or exchange with caeh for Bowl

twin.—20, Greenwood Ed., Dayton. [3804

OAh.p. 1912 Humber, Ireo eneine, in perfect order;
-^4 a real bargain; £23; easy payments arranged.
—Jones, The Broadway, Muawell Hill. [3190

HUMBEE Motor Cycle and Ridecar, good mnning
order, ju<*t overhauled; £35, or oiler.—Apply, B.

Kiley, King's Head Buildiuga. Coventry. LX53''l

HTJMBEE 2h.p. Lightweight, latest typo, with sloping
framo, good condition, lamp, horn, new back tyre;

£18.—E- J., Holmvillo, Manor Way, Beckcnham. Kont.
[3776

1 Q14 Humber, 3-gpped, large head and rear Iainr>H,A *^ epecdometer, little used, £42 ; with new wickor
upderslung sidecar, £50.—Mould, Ironmonger, Cobham,
Surrey. [X926o
1Q11 Humber, 3K'h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle
JL«7 starting, recently overhauled, ivicker sidecar,
locker at back; £26.—Clarke, Printer, Wolverton,
Bucks. [X9154

~| Q13 3y2b.p. Humber, wicker sidecar, 3 speeds, free
-M~*y engine, nearly new tyre back wheel and eidecar;
£33; seen by appointment.—G.S., Bowland, Eickmans-
worth. {3751

HUMBER, S'/^h-P-t 1913^. and Montgomery sidecar,
3 speeds, kick-starter, lamps, horn, etc.. perfect

throughout; £42.—Mylam and Co., 197, London Rd.,
West Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2379. [3886

T Q 1 1 2-speed Humber, handle starting, wicker side-
JL t/ car, in excellent condition : price £21.—Tuke
and Bell, Ltd.. Motor Engineering Department, Carlton
Engineering Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N. [3998

HUMBEE, 1911, SVsh.p., 2 speeda. handle etaiter,

B. and B., Bosch, Lucas head light, WateonJan
leathf-rweight sidecar, 4 covers, 5 tubes, horns, a-id

spares; £26/10, near offer.—30, Uckfleld Ed., Enfield
Lock. [X9266

HUMBEE, 3^/^h.p., with 1915 Philipson pulley and
sidecar, all tyres brand new. and the whole in

perfect condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, and full

outfit of tools and accessories: price £25; can be eeen
by appointment.—F.P. Lambert, 13, Union Ed-, Ley-
tonstone, N.E. IX.8975

Indian.

INDIAN". 1915. 5h.p.. in stock; immediate delivery.

—Nelsoa, Gloddaetb St., Llandudno. [X9149

IS"-. 7h.p- Indian. 2-speed, free engine; bargain,
£35.-25, Ormstirk Ed.. Newtown, Wigan. [381619

5-6h.p. Iiwiian, 1911, just done up by makers; £28.—
Buckingliam, 21. Tindal St.. Otelmsford. [3691

IQIS 5h.p. Indian, done 450. £52: Canoelet sidecar,
J-i/ £13.—CorpL French. Fenny Stratford. fXgiOS

7itJ15 Indian, eh. p., 3-speed. month oJd: best cash
-t-tr oilei.—Harrison. 48. Station Ed.. Wem. Salop.

£X8965
INDIAN Combination, 2-speed. clutch, eplendid con-

dition; £31/10.—Wadhams, Orpianase, Turton,
Bolton. t3894

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1913 clutch model (new May, 1914),
perfect; £32.—Clutterbuck, Terrets, Kingswood,

Warwickshire. [3778

1 Q14 7h.p. Indian, Canoelet sidecar, electric, per-
XtF feet, irell kept: buying car; £70.—Burton,
Jeweller, Nuneaton. [S8970

lQ14")i Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., electrically

XiJ equipped; 50 gns., a bargain.—Thomson, Cow-
gate, Peterborough. [S8657

INDIAN, 1914 Hendee Special, coach eidecar, semi
T.T. and tourist bars; £65; splendid condition.—

89, Beckett Ed., Doncaster. CS917I

INDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., clutch, T.T. model, and torpedo
sidecar, excellent condition; ;£50.—P. J. Evans.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [3879

INDIAi^ 1914 Combination, 7-9h.p., electric eanip-
ment, little used; £55, bargain; call before 4.—

UniTCrsal, 52, Gray's Inn Ed. [3786

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., model C, new last month,
run 600 miles only, guaranteed perfect and un-

scratched; offers.—Moss. Wem. [X9195

INDI-'iN, 1915. 5h.p., 3-speed model, complete with
speedometer, etc., had exceptionally little use,

guaranteed perfect; i58.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[X9184

INDIAN, 1911, 5h.p. twin, free engine; £30, or
nearest offer; condition very good. T.T. and

standard bars.—Piears, 10. Terrace Ed., Aberystwj-th.
[3769

"I Q15 Indian. 5h.p., 3 speeds, only done 100 miles,
XfJ long horn, acetvlene head light ; cost £63. what
jfiers?-Bos LI, 518, the Motor Cycle Ofiices, 20, Tudor

, St., E.C. [3984

INDIAN 1915 7-9h-p. Eoad Eacers. model D. delivered
from stock ; £57 ; exchanges or extended terms

arranged.-Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
I St., E.C. [0597

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Indians, models D, C, and
B ready to drive away, with sidecars to matcii.

—

P. J. Evans, Jolin Bright St., Birmingham. 'Phone :

662 MidlaJid. [3867

TNXHAN, late 1913. 7-9h.p.. Mills-Fulford sidecar.
-I- clutch, and 2-speed, speedometer, whole outfit as
new; bargain, £45.—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Tel.: 3426 Mayfair. [3428

INDIANS B, Indians C, and Indians D. all in stock
ready to drive away, red sidecars to match.—Bir-

mingham and Midland distributing agent, P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [3868

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coachbnilt Combination, 2-.speed,

clutch and starter, electric lamps, horn. aJso
speedometer, thoroughly sound; £60.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [3869

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., late 1913, Mills-Fulfoid sidecar,

head lamp, horn, accessoriee, and spares, speed-

onieter, excellent condition ; exchange Douglae ; sell

£4G.-Thomason, A.S.C., Watford. [X9205

INDIAN, 1915 (July), 5h.p., 3-speed, kick etart, lamp,
generator, horn, in perfect condition, done 600

mile^ only, overhauled; £60, or very close offer.—Lieut.
Williams, B.E., Stansted, Esses. [X9058

INDIAN, late 1913, 7h.p., spring frame, 2-5peed, F.E.
model, and £17/17 Pbcenix sidecar, cane body, witli

extra invisible seat, whole outdt in perfect order ; 50
gns.-13. Marlborough Kd., Watford. [S9221

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Combination, Model de Luxe;
must eell at once; owner going abroad; cash price

£65, or arrangements for paying by instalments.—Hay-
croft, 40b, High St., Hampetead, N.W. [3635

7h.p. Indian 1915 New Combination, complete with
de luxe sidecar, electric lighting set; £94/10; im-

mediate delivery from stock; cash, exchange, or ex-

tended pajTnents arranged.—Wauchope's, 9) Shoe Xrane,

London. [X9130

INDIANS in stock for immediate delivery; 7b.

p

3-speed coaehbuilt combinations, 7h.p. road
racers, 5h.p. 3-speed double purpose mount.—P. J.
Evans, 87, John Bright St., Birmingham, sole Min
land distributing agent. [3872

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo
meter and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.—Exeter Motoi
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed., Exeter
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

1 Ol^ 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed, complete with dynamo
JLiJ electric lighting set, electric horn, and speedo-
meter, emart Indian coaehbuilt sidecar, whole outfit in
very good condition, and thoroughly overhauled ; 50 gns.
—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X4835
101354 Indian, 7h.p., T.T., clutch model, kick start,
-'-*' 18 gn. Indian coaehbuilt sidecar, 4 gn. Lucas
lamp set, tyres unpunctured, enamel and plate
hardly scratched, combination fast, powerful, splendid
condition, guaranteed perfect, accessories; £41.—47,
Mosford St., Burdett Rd., Bow, E. [3962

INDIAN Model B. and sidecar in stock : deferred pay-
ments quarter down and balance in 12 months;

Bpecial discount for 3, 6, or 9 instalments; ako 1914
7-9h.p. chitch model, full accessories, 50 gns., or de-
ferred terms —Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamctow.
Depot 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [3735

Ivy.

IVY 1915 4h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershafi, verv fast,
riddea 100 miles; owner going to Front.—Apply,

Box 9,373, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X9075

Ixion.
15 2%b.p. Ixion, 2-Btroke, new condition ; £23.--

53, Brownhill Ed., Catford. [3830

1 Q14 2^h.p. Ixion, 2-speed, new tyre, perfect; £26.
-i-t' —Quick, Causeway, Great Baddow, Chelmsford.

[3917

James.
JAMES, 2-3troke, 2-speed, late 1914. newly over-

hauled; £26.—Davies, Dunloskin, Fiaeerburgh.
i:X9l7fi

IQIS James 3V''h.p. Twin, in stock for immediate de-
LiJ livery.—Nelson, Gloddaeth St., Llandudno.

[X9148
"I Q15 4i4h.p. James Combination, Montgomery side-X*/ car, all perfect; £56.—Wallis, High St., Saffron
Walden, Essex. [X9330

JAMES 1915 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, Lucas dynamo lighting set, coach side-

car, condition as new, many extras and spares; £72/10.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.
E.G. [0492

JAMES, 1 91 5, ^%h.D., 3-speed countershaft gear,
clutch and kick etnrter. chain drive, Canoelet

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec-
tric horn: £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Dean«pate
Manchester. [0674

J. A. P.
4h.p. 1914 J.A.P., Sturmey 3-speed, new condition

complete; £40.—Chapman, 26, Highbridge St
Waltham Abbey. [3845 I

J.A.P., 33/j-4h.p., E.S.A. carburetter, ' Bwjch, good
tyres, Pedley. fast, low; £16. or exchange 2-6troke

same value —Box LI, 506, The Motor Cycle Officer, 20,
Tudor St., E.G. a [3654
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Look after

the

Novice^—
and the Expert will

come to you.

THE NOVICE OF TO-DAY
IS THE

EXPERT OF TO-MORROW.

Moral: Look after the

Novice.

Result: Your sales increase

your friends.

Your friends increase

your sales.

If you require either a

New or Second-hand

Machine for Cash or

on Easy Terms, you

can be sure of a straight

deal at

Godfreys,
Ltd.,

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

Write for full lists.

4:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

J.A.P.. 5-6b.p.. hanrtle starter. F.E.. Boc clatd
and E.. Bnsch. Druids, wicker sidecar, 2 uew 1

thorouelilv overhauled : £20.—Eeid, 41, GrOTe
East Dulwioh, S.E.

Kerry.

K'EKBT, 2%h.p., perfect running order: £6/10.-
ler. 106, Market Place, Eomford.

IfEEKY, 23^0. p., h.b.c, innning order: £4.'10. ii
^- ofier.— J, Eldon Park, Sooth Nonfood. [S:

3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon Engine 3Iachine. in si>la
2 order; cheap; owner enlisted.—Fall particJL

trom Wood, Bridge Rd., Chatburn, Lanes. [S

3JLh.p. Kerry-Abingdon. -with Roc 2-speed, Best-^
2 Lloyd, in good order : £27 : cash or ea6T_'

—R. E. Jones (Garages}, Ltdl, Swansea: al^o at '

Kynocb.
1Q14 4h.p. Kynocb, J.A-P., coaehbuilt side
-L ij speeds, clutch, lamps, horn, and spares : £47.-
Cliauffeur, Q-ueenebury Hoa,<;e, Friars Lane, Richinou^
Snrrey. [3.9276

Lea»Francis.
h.p. Lea and Francie, 1915 model, Httle used; £60.-

WriteT, 163, Lower Kennington Lane, S.E. [2645

1 Q14 3i4h.p. Lea-Francis and Henderson light side-

-LiJ car; £54.—T. Jerrison, " iloscai," Mrlltcuirt,
Sheffield. [X9237

LE.\-FKANCIS, 1914, S'ih.p. twin, 2-speed, hand
clutch, splendid order; £49/10.—Elce and Co.

15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C. [0491

LEA-FEANCIS, S^h.p., countershaft 2-epeed, Wet
starter, enclosed chain tranamie«uon, Jones speed-

ometer, Lucas lamp and horn, in splendid condition:
£46.—Hucklcbridge, 133, Sloane St, London. [XSISJ

Levis

LEVIS, 1915, 2-stroke, as new; £22 caeh.—11, Lnu
Rd., Thornton Heath. [359S

BROOK, Motor Cycle Specialist, Burnham, Som.. can
supply from stock No. 1 model Levis. [360Z

LEVIS New 1915 Models, 2iihr. Popular. deliTtrr

from stock ; £28.'l cash, or easy terms.—Wan-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. fX9131

1Q15 Levis, 2fjh.p., Popular model, absolately iaXU stock; £28.'l; esciianyes: easy terms.—juiisd.

Bioad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model, jn^ arrived from v^TaS:
immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wilkins, Simp;:- .:--

Co., 11, Haiimiersmitli R*L, London. .-^'^'"

LEVIS, Baby, carefully kept, gjod tyres, lamp, ion- l

boards, Stewart speedometer, Lycett's saddle;
-Simpson, 1, Peahen Buildings, St. Aibans. P

1Q15 Levis Popular, purchased in May, in pejXv condition, new Miller huup, horn, accessoi
tip-top bargain, £19/10.—'Wood, 89, WatetJoo Rd..

~

lington, Crewe. [X!

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.-»
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Udlili

Suudiies, Ltd., 175-177, Shafteebury Av., London. ViA
Phone: 1432 Regent. (OTItt

LEVIS No. 1 in stock, £36/17, or £10/13.'9 daai'
and 12 payments £2/6/8: special discount for 4S

6. or 9 instalments.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Wiu'thOf^
stiiw. Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [3731

Lincoln.Elk.

1 Q13 Lincoln-Elk, Slih.p., 2-speed, free engine,
Xtf condition; £25.—Mason, 60, South St.,
aister. [Xi

1Q12 Lincoln-Elk, SVih.p., Bosch, Dnnlop belt.
-*-*' tyres, splendid condition; £15.—Cpl. Smith,
Bungalow, Batchelor Village, Cove, Famborough, Hani

[J7(

L.M.C.

1 Q13 4h.p. l.MO. and Ccach Sidecar, 2-speed _X •? free engine, decompressor, drip feed oiler,

good order; bargain, £35.-75, Osborne Rd., Fi
Gate. [j;

Matchless.
\rATCHLESS Combination. Sh.p., 2-fpeed, twin iW
XtX nearest £50.-49, England's Lane, H:impstead..-.

MATCHLESS Combination. Sh.p.. good conditioS
running order: £40.—25. Upper Kennington LI

S.E. [31

MATCHLESS, 1912, 3>.jb.p.. single, J.A.P., B
B., clutch; £22.—Butter, 140, lepison Rd.. i

bridge. [X!

IQIS Matchless, S'-jli-p. J.A.P. engine, fixed,
Xt/ condition, just o'verhauled; £20, offers.-Hclli
llowns, Bromi-ard, Worcester. (Xr

MATCHLESS. 1914, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar, td|
equipped, good condition: £65, or near oflWtt

MilL-:, 14. Kirkside Ed., Blackheath. (3W
MATCHLESS. 4h.r. J.A.P.. 1915 cylinder and pistt*

specintlv built, pcrftvt condition, fast and rt

liable: £33.—Ross. 39. Holly Hill Rd., Erith. [XSOR

MATCHLESS 1914 8B Combination, in new ON
dition. not been on the road this year; bargu

£75.-40, Marmiou Rd., Clapham Common. (DJ [3S^

MATCHLESS-J.A P.. 4h.p.. P.M. 2-spee<l, free «
giuo. chain drive, with t.irpedo sidecar, and a*

cessories: £30.-165, Shernliall St., Walthamstow. [359

A34 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Two-stroke or Four-strohe ?

AT
the moment the two-stroke engine may

be said to be at the height of its popu-
larity. Though one of the oldest types of

engines, it was not until recent years that

engineers in any number devoted their

attention to perfecting the two-stroke engine for

motor cycle use, and, as we all know, the result

has been the advent of the lightweight in its

thousands. Lightweights there have been in

plenty since motor cycles came into being; in-

deed, the original motor bicycles were light-

weights, though, sorry to relate, inefficient ones.

Their main troubles, too, were such that" their

four-stroke engines, with their miniature valves,

could not retain their efficiency for any length

of time, which brought into use the common
expression " L.P.A.," signifying " light pedal

assistance," more often the reverse of light.

The valveless engine was seized upon when once

its capabilities had been proved, as it eliminated

the one weak point of the forerunners of light-

weight motor cycles, i.e., the poppet valves; but

• even now that the best brains have been ex-

pended on the development of the two-stroke

engine, it is still found wanting in certain

respects—for example, internal and external

cleanliness—and any thinking man is bound to

wonder what may be the ultimate development

of the type.

It is well-known to two-stroke users that the

excessive carbon deposit which forms so readily

in a two-stroke is its greatest drawback. This

carbon does not confine itself to the piston head,

and the interior of the piston, but causes^ the

top ring to stick in its groove, thus quickly

lessening its power output and_ necessitating

frequent removals of the cylinder. This

problem has puzzled engineers for a long time

past, as also the difficulty which has been dis-

cussed at length in our pages, viz., the metallic

rattle that is set up in certain types of engines.

This rattle does not seem to apply to every make

of two-stroke, just as the excessive carbon deposit

is not so pronounced in some designs as in others,

but nevertheless the two phenomena which have
caused engineers " furiously to think " for some
months past, are causing them to reflect that

after all the miniature four-stroke engine in its

very latest form may still prove a rival to the

two-stroke. Incidentally the modern highly

efficient four-stroke with its practically unbreak-
able valves is infinitely superior to the light-

weight engines of bygone days. We have even
heard of one or two manufacturers who, having
come to the limit of their patience in the matter
of perfecting the two-stroke, are now disposed

to change over to the four-stroke. At the

moment, the trend of development would sug-

gest that the cheapest and lightest motor bicycle

of the future will have a two-stroke engine, whilst

the four-stroke lightweight, so far from being
ousted by its simpler rival, will continue to grow
in popularity. Personally, as our readers

know, we have always favoured the two-stroke

for lightweight machines, this simple valveless

engine lending itself splendidly to this purpose,

and being so much in keeping with the light

motor bicycle selling at a popular price.

Further, the experience which makers have
had with the two-stroke is short compared to

that with the four-stroke, and we are convinced

that there is still much field for research and
experiment, and are strongly of opinion that

the troubles we have named are not insuperable.

We should not like our readers to get an
exaggerated idea of the importance of these

failings. Indeed, it is only the engineer and the

designer, or the mechanically-minded user who
worries himself unduly concerning them. The
average potterer, who forms the larger part of

the ranks of two-stroke users, does not find

these difficulties a real drawback to the two-

stroke; a little erratic running immediately after

starting, an objectionable splutter4ng on occa-

sion, and the frequency of cylinder removals,

and extravagance in petrol and oil consumption
being all that concern' him.

JS\

An Index to the atJvertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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MILITARY NOTES.

OCTOBER 14II1, igij.

SWIVELLING HEAD LIGHTS.

THE General Officer commanding the

Third Army C.F., who is the com-
petent military authority for all

Essex outside the lletropolitan police

area, all Hert«. outside the Metropolitan
police district, and the whole of Buck-
inghamshire, points out that prosecutions

have been very frequent under the

Defence of the Realm Regulations (1914),

especially in the case of motor cyclists.

This is a regulation affecting the use of

lamps capable of movement independent
of the vehicles to which they are

attached. He considers that these con-

traventions are probably owing in many
cases to ignorance. We are engaged in

a serious war, and it hardly seems
reasonable to criticise the action of the
military authorities, but we cannot help
feeling that this particular regulation is

one which was made without considering
the motor cj-clist in the slightest degree.
Having made it, the authorities will not
go baok, and will offer no suggestion as

to a means of fixing a motor cycle head
light. If the head lamp is fixed so that
it cannot be moved vertically, there is

no regulation to prevent a man taking
off the lamp and waving it in the air,

or otherwise using it for signalling.

Lieut. Chalmers was formerly a well-

known Birmingliam tradesman by reason
of his connection with the Jennings-
Chalmers light car. He will probably be
better known to our readers, especially

those in Scotland, as a competition rider
of a big twin Bat.

one of his ofiBcers) " and tell Lim
what you say. I will also inform
him that your despatch on this occasion

was a girl in a sidecar." The soldier

was obliged to laugh and admit that he

had been fairly caught, so he then satis-

fied the curiosity of the energetic spi ;:i!

with the least possible delay.

w

THE SUPREME TEST.
a A CONVOY which has no trouble

r\ with its vehicles does some
good out here to the makers.

You have got no idea the battering
about the cars and motor cycles get
on these roads. It's just awful, and
to keep them up to the work requires
the greatest possible knowledge of

their- parts."-—Extractr from a letter

received from Lieut. T. E. B.
Chalmers, who is workshop ofiicer to
an ambulance convoy in France.
The convoy consists of fifty Daimler

ambulances, one Daimler 30 cwt. lorrj-,

three Peerless 3 tonners, four Sun-
beam cars, and seven Triumphs.

A WELL-KNOWN RIDER KILLED.
E regret to learn that Pte. L. W.

Spencer, ilotor Cycle Orderly,
G. Co., 13th Kensington Battalion,

County of London Regiment, has died in

hospital in France after being shot in the
head whilst on duty.

L. W. Spencer was at one time running
the Little Giant motor bicycle at Ux-
bridge. He was, to the best of

our knowledge, the only British !~

motor cyclist to make a motor
cycle tour in Iceland. He also

contributed to this journal an
account of a tour in Devon-
shire, and was the first motor
cyclist to climb Dunkery Beacon
and Snowdon on a Sj h.p. Rover.
When our men were suffermg so
much in the flooded trenches, he
wrote to this journal marvelling
why Hutchinson boots were not
adopted by the Army. Waders
w-ere given to the men about
the time his letter appeared.

COVENTRY MOTOR CYCLIST
KILLED.

IT is only a week or two ago that we
referred to Sec.-Lieut. Theo Newsome
as frequently being confused with

Sec.-Lieut. C. T. Xewsome of the E: -rr

Co., both men being rirominent mot^-.i-t!

Corporal Frank B. Day, R.F... v.no has

spent two birthdays in France. His mount

is a countershaft model Triumph.

of Coventry, and members of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.

We now much regret having to report

the death of Mr. Theo News^ome, who
was killed in action at the end of last

month. Of the thirty-six odd members
of the Coventry Club on Active Service,

this is the first fatality.

Corporal Bevan, R.E,, makes a temporary repair to the

handle-bars of his Douglas with the aid of a stiff bough
from a tree. He had fallen into a hole made by a shell.

A Frenchman riding an .Auto-\vheel on

a pave road.

A TALE OF A SPECIAL
CONSTABLE.

A SOLDIER was out for a

spin on his motor cycle

and sidecar with his best

girl on board, when a special

constable stopped him and
asked to see his licence. As
he did not have this important
document on his person he
attempted a little bluff, and
told the special that he was
carrying despatches and must
not be detained, " Oh, in-

deed," replied the special,

"that is most interesting, I

will write to " (mentioning

DOUGLAS \V.\R WORK.
NOT onlv is the War Office reaiilarlj

taking batches of the 2J h.p.-

Douglas, but it is also demanding
big supplfes of 4 h,p, sidecar outfits

of the same make, and the French

Government has placed an order for

this same combination. On top 01

this we find Messrs, Douglas Brothers

are manufacturing a nimiber of shells,

and sets are being supplied weekly for

ilarconi wireless. They make a further

set for the Adnriralty, which is fitted in

transport lorries.

J, H, Slaughter, the old Triumph and

L.M,C, rider, is busy testing Maudslaj
lonies. He told us he woiild like U
compete in a munition workers' competi
tioa.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "

The "Dymag."
It's a horrid word, I know, but I suppose the craze

for abbreviations will saddle us with this or some
similar atrocity. Still, I want to discourse about

facts rather than terms. I have now acquired a little

experience of the combined lighting-cum-ignition out-

fits, and I see clearly that one of two things must come
to pass. Either a little trouble must be taken to

bring them up to the high standard of reliability

already attained by the magneto, or else we shall

suffer more frequent ignition stoppages. The wiring

circuit of a " dymag " is a fearsomely complex affair,

and even if its complexities are tolerably easy to keep
in working order when once comprehended, by no
means every motor cyclist is quick to grasp their

significances. To mention but one case in point,

they usually include an automatic cut-out, which pre-

vents the battery from exhausting itself into the

dymag, when the current output at the dymag
terminals is of less voltage than the current at the

battery terminals. On the machine in question this

cut-out is most ingeniously designed for operation by
the suction of the inlet valve. The owner concerned
blissfully imagined that the metal pipe connecting his

engine with the suction switch was some kind of oil-

pipe ; in course of time his check valve got a speck
of dirt in it, and misfiring set in. The trouble was
corrected in a couple of minutes when he twigged its

nature, but, needless to say, his diagnosis was long,

painful, and hesitating. The trade must consider very

solemnly whether the average rider is sufficiently clever

to he trusted with circuits so complex. For myself,

I think the trade pays the average user too high a com-
pliment in considering him worthy of such outfits.

Those Yankees !

It is interesting to notice that the American
manufacturers, from the Hendee Co. downwards, are

nibbling at the lightweight. For a long time past the

Schickel has been almost the only home-made two-

stroke on their market, but there are a lot of debutantes

in that field this autumn—^beg pardon, " this fall,"

I should say ; and precious ugly little beasts some of

them are. The big Yankee twin conceals its native

ugliness because all the odd corners are filled up with

gear of one sort or another, but when they come to

house a baby engine in a lonely corner of a half-empty

frame, the American's lack of an eye for beauty is

sadly obvious. They are making the Wall Auto-wheel

under licence, and are boosting it tremendously. In

addition there is a 21 lb. i h.p. two-stroke attachment

for push-bicycles, alleged to be capable of 4,200 r.p.m.

under load on the road ; I should imagine the load was

a postage stamp, and the road was the face of a

precipice. A contributor, under the heading " Inject-

ing Pep for Speedwork," speaks of a horizontal twin

which can da 3,000 r.p.m. when lying on a bench,

without any securing bolts! One firai announces a

new baby two-stroke incorporating poppet valves in

the head, which is expected to revolutionise the valve-

less world ! One thing is certain, and that is the big

American twins are touching a very high standard.

Doesn't it make one envious to read of petrol at

14 cents (yd.) a gallon?

IXION."

The "Tight Spot" in a Chain.
A correspondent writes to question whether the

well-known '' tight spot " in a chain is really due, as

suggested, to any unevenness of wear, and alleges

that the tension is unequal even when the machine is

brand new. He ascribes it to the fact that sprockets

(and especially the larger countershaft sprockets) are

finished before they are mounted on their shafts, and
that they generally lose their " truth " to a fractional

degree during the mounting process. He believes

perfectly even . tension could be procured if the

sprockets were tested and trued after mounting. I

regret that I do not possess the shop experience

requisite for a verdict on the point, and as it happens,

there is no showroom handy on which I can test the

truth of a dozen brand new and unused chain drives.

If my correspondent is correct, the trade could

obviously increase the life of its chains and sprockets

very considerably by attending to this detail, and it is

possible that the point may partly explain why
different riders claim such divergent mileages from a

set of chains. Alternatively, the facts, if true, would

suggest that heavier sprockets, incapable of being

strained in fitting, or a method of fixing which obtains

rigidity without forcing, might prove cheaper than &

system of re-truing the sprockets after fixing on their

shafts.

Side=by=side Valves.
The abandonment of the overhead inlet valve by a

firm of such standing as the Indian Co. gives_ one

furiously to think, especially when contrasted with a

riiarke'd European inclination to push the overhead

pattern, whilst overcoming its defects, by encasing the

rocker gear. It would be very interesting to have

access 'to the evidence on which two such eminent

concerns as the Hendee and the M.A.G. technical

staffs have come to diametrically opposite conclusions

;

and, in my lay ignorance, I am tempted to suggest

that the Swiss firm has laid the greater stress on

pure technics, and that the Hendee engineers have

been tenderly mindful of the average user and his

vearning for accessibility. On the one hand, I always

feel that an overhead valve engine (even if only the

inlet valve be promoted to the upper house) has an

extra \'im and elan which no side-by-side \alve engine

of equal cubical capacity and workmanship can quite

hope to match. Against this factor one must

remember that the overhead inlet obstructs access to

the exhaust valve ; is not too accessible in itself, even

when naked ; is apt to wear very rapidly so far as its

rocker gear is concerned, where no cover is provided

;

and will shed parts or lose adjustment unless its con-

struction is very solid and weighty; in particular, the

replacing of a stout spring on such a valve is " some

job. Per contra, the side-by-side type never seems to

produce quite the same kick and acceleration, but

is infinitelv pleasanter to handle in any repair work.

I consider' the design of M.A.G. engines ideal on the

road, but sigh for something simpler when decarboni-

sation is in the air. So I rather fancy that the Hendee

engineers settled the problem- with one eye on their

myriad customers who ride in rough lands, where time

is precious and repairers are few.
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ROAD TEST3 OF NEW MODELS.
2.\ h.p. Spring Frame Edmund-Jap ; Bore and Stroke 70 x 76 mm.. Cubic

Capacity 292 c.c. ; Enfield Two-speed Gear and Transmission.

WE recently, had the opportunity of putting a

machine of the above make to a somewhat
extensive test, and since our riding was done

over roads wliich considerably varied in hilliness and

quality, we are now able to speak with practical know-
ledge concerning this interesting lightweight.

The machine is of special interest on account of its

springing, and since almost any make of lightweight

engine can be adapted to the Edmund spring frame,

our interests were centred more on the efficiency of the

springing system than on the capabilities of the 2\ h.p.

J. A. P. engine, the merits of which ^re sufficiently

well known. In these days of bad roads any adequate

system of rear springing for lightweight machines is

of special interest to many of our readers, and it

cannot be doubted that in due course rear spring

frames will become the common order.

Description of the Springing.

Though we have already described the Edmund
springing system, a brief outline as to its working
points is here neces-

sary. The weight of ,
""

the rider is supported
by' two long leaf

springs extending

from under the saddle

to the rear carrier

stays. The tension

of these springs can
be adjusted to suit

one's weight by rais-

ing or lowering the

bolts that support

their thin ends, and
for this purpose the

stays are flattened and
several holes are

drilled to give the

various settings. Short
coil springs, which
act as shock absorbers
iof the stays.

though the

desired.

compartments can be interconnected if

\

when
speed

The Edmund spring franie motor cycle, our experiences with which are recounted in

the accompanying article.

are fitted to the lower ends
The top bar, which is pivoted at the

;

steering head, moves vertically with the saddle, and the
.footrests are attached to the extended saddle pillar

which passes through the seat tube. Thus it will be
seen that the saddle and the footrests move in unison
against the tension of the long leaf springs, which
insulate the rider from road shock and engine vibration,

the portion of the frame which carries the engine and
the road wheels being rigid.

The tank is attached to the top bar, and, since this

.member is sprung while the engine is unsprung, petrol

land oil are conveyed from their respective tanks by
flexible petrol-proof rubber tubing as used by the

British and French Governments on flying machines.
The originality of the frame design also necessitates a
divided tank, one compartment of which carries one
quart of oil and half a gallon of petrol, while the
other carries one gallon of spirit. The convenience of
possessing two tanks is fully realised in practical use,

.^i6

The Comfort Provided.

Extreme simplicity of design is a great point in

favour of the Edmund springing system, the few un-

conventional features involved being ob\-ious at a

glance. Many of the roads we negotiated would 1*

hard to equal for their rapid succession of pot-holes,

and during the year we have ridden -many machines,

from the big touring twin down to the two-stroke

lightweight, over these same roads. There is no

question, however, that the machine under review has

proved by far the most comfortable we have handled

amidst such conditions, the action of the long springs

being so gradual that only the worst of pot-holes con-

veyed anything resembling a jolt to the rider.

Probably the chief point in favour of this system of

springing is its absence of sudden recoil when
negotiating pot-holes in rapid succession. There is

no tendency for the rider to bounce up and dow'n with

increasing violence

travelling at

the action of

tile springs being at

all times slow and

steady—^a point we
emphasise for the

beiiefit of those who
have had no ex-

perience with rear

sprung frames. Some
such arrangement is

obviously in demand
during this period

.

when lightweights are

so much used about

our military centres,

where the roads are

generally of the worst.

The carrier is partly

sprung, and is more comfortable than the rigid type

for pillion riding, but it would add to the general

satisfaction of the machine for present-day demands if
,

this portion were sprung with the saddle—an embodi-,-^

ment somewhat difficult to attain.

Engine and General Efficiency.

The 2j^-2 h.p. J. A. P. engine displayed a surprising

kick and vigour when opened up to normal speed, ar.d

we found the machine slightly faster than most two-

strokes we have handled of the same power. The
marvellous economy of this little mount is, how-
ever, its most surprising feature, the re-filling of the

petrol tank being such an occasional event that one

is apt to forget it as a practical necessity. The
machine is fitted with Amac carburetter and Dixie

nxagneto.

Its hill-climbing capabilities are all that can
be desired for normal work. The Enfield gear and
transmission is delightful in action, the machine
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jiii-king up from a standing start on quite a steep

gradient. In no way, therefore, would this liltie

mount fall short of meeting the demands of the

ordinary pleasure rider, and yet it is by no means
heavy.

There are, however, one or two insignificant

points where improvement might possibly be made.
The fixed ignition prevents one from obtaining the

best out of the engine, and does not improve matters

when starting from cold. Like almost every light-

3O7

weight we have handled tliis sea.son the fwjlresl.s are
too near the ground. On these Utile machines, with
their safe riding position, one gels into the way of

leaning the machine at a considerable angle when
negotiating right angle bends, and if the road surface
is irregular one is apt to foul the footrests witii con-
sideraljle force during moments of forgetfulncss. We
would also like to see the chain guards of lightweight
machines made of more solid material, so that these

members are not so susceptible to injury and llie

resultant rattle.

M
USEFUL MOTOR

Some Aids to

OST motor cyclists who are keen on the pastime,

and there are few who are not, find them-
selves confronted at some time or other by

Queries relating tO' the effect of variations of the gear

ratio, upon the road speed, the number of engine

revolutions per minute being a known quantity, or the

effect of variations of engine revolutions upon the road
speed, the gear being the known factor, and it is with
the idea of providing simple, handy formulse that the

following notes 'are penned.
The one constant which is required in all calcula-

tions of this description is the number of revolutions

•which the wheel of the cycle makes in travelling one
mile, this being arrived at by dividing one mile (one

mile= 6336oin.) by the circumference of the wheel.

In the case of a 26in. wheel the circumference is

8i.68xin., so that the wheel will make -^—^ttt- ) which
Ol.Ohl

equals 775.69 revolutions to one mile, consequently

to find the number of engine revolutions per minute,

knowing the miles per hour that the machine is travel-

ling, and the gear ratio, the miles per hour must be

multiplied by the constant 775.69 which gives the

revolutions of the wheel per hour, this being multi-

plied by the gear ratio to give the engine revolutions

per hour and divided by 60 to give the engine revolu-

tions per minute, thus :

Engine revolutions per minute

7 7 5. 69 X speed in m.p.h. x gear ratio~
60

which simplified = m.p.h. x 12.9 x gear ratio (i)

This formula may, of course, be transposed to give

the miles per hour the machine is travelling with

known engine revolutions and gear ratio, the formula

being tlien

_ , .
,

Engine revs, per min. ,

h>peed in m.p.h. = —~— ^—7^ K-)^ ' 12.9 X gear ratio

A further variation is that required to give the neces-

sary gear ratio to provide a given road speed, the

engine revolutions being known, the formula will then

become :

Engine revs, per min.

m.p.h. X 12.9

It often occurs that the cyclist requires to know what

speed his machine is travelling when timed in seconds

and tractions of a second over a distance measured

CYCLE FORMUL/E.
Easy Calculations.

Gear ratio: (3)

in yards, and in this case the following will be found

useful

:

Distance in yards x 3,600

Time in sees, x 1,760

Distance in yards x 2.0454

Speed in m.p.h.

which simplified =

Distance in yards=

Time in sees. =

(4)

ur :

(5)

Time in sees,

or, having the speed of the machine in miles per hour

Speed in m.p.h. x time in sees

2.0454

To 'find the time in seconds required to cover a given

distance at a definite speed

:

Distance in yards x 2.0454

Speed in m.p.h.

When using the above formute for other than 26in.

wheels it will be necessary to substitute the following

values for the constant 775.6910. in formulae (i),

(2), and (3).

24in. wheels= 840.35. 28in. wheels= 720.27.

TST_B.—No allowance is made for the flattening of

the tvre. H.H.S.

(6)

A HAPPY SOLUTION OF THE FAMILY TRANSPORT PROBLEM.

The outfit is a 7 h.p. three-speed Indian, with a double-seated

Millford sidecar owned by a French reader resident in Cairo. The

owner says it is most comfortable, the t\vo eldest diildren occupying

the forward compartment, while the baby travels with his mothei.

AI9
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IVY IMPROVEMENTS.
Some Detail Refinements on both Four and Two-stroke Machines.

ALTHOUGH entirely new Ivy models
are not being produced by the
makers, Messrs. S. A. Newman
and Co., for 1916, the present

models have imdergone certain minor
improvements which should render these
machines more popular still in the future
than in tlie past.

Foot Brake Design.

As an instance of the changes, the foot

brake on the 5 h.p. twin has been re-

designed with a very much longer bear-

ing, and is now of somewhat more
massive proportions. This brake acts

upon the belt rim externally,, whereby it

is unnecessary ever to disturb the brake
shoe before removing the rear wheel for
a, tyre or cone adjustment. A great
number of rear wheel brakes develop play
in the bearings and' connections because
such parts are difficult effectually to lubri-

cate, and are inevitably bathed in mud
during a winter run. Consequently, to
add to the bearing surface must stiffen

the brake as well as making it more
durable.

Another improvement is the redesign-
ing of the rear stays to take a very mucli

wider mudguard,
which is carried
well below the
centre of the
wheel.

All single-
geared machines,
to which later

the owners may
require the stan-
dard two-speed
gear fitted, are
sent out with a
special U section
bottom bracket
slotted to re-

ceive the gear
box securing
studs, while a lug
brazed to the
down tube is

ready to carry the
gear lever and its

brackets—a detail
saving expense
and time.

A disadvantage
sometimes found with the outside
lever exhaust valve lifter when fitted
to a twin-cylinder machine is that
the lever is apt to develop shake,
to rattle, and on 'occasions to prevent
the valves seating accurately. Moreover,
the single uncovered Bowden cable being
carried from the inlet pipe bracket to the

Exhaust lifter with

rod attachment from
inlet pipe to exhaust

va'.ve lifting levers. One
of the 1916 improve-
ments on the 4-5 h.p.

twin-cylinder Ivy.

tappet-lifting levers tends to whip, and
therefore to fray out until the wire finally

parts and the average rider is in a fix.

To overcome this the latest Ivy twin is

fitted with an exhaust valve lifter oper-
ated by a rod from the inlet pipe bracket

Ivy two-stroke engine m position The
location of the compression release silencer

will be noted.

to valve-lifting levers, which rod, being
held down by an internal spring, holds
the levers stiff'. The action is exactly
that of the ordinary front wlieel rim
brake mechanism, and the Bowden cable

is used from the handle-bar lever to the

mlet pipe bracket where it is secured to

the operating rod.

Following modern ideas, the engine
chain case is a stiff aluminium casting ia

two halves bolted together, and therefore

able to^tand a good deal of rough treat-

ment. The silencer is a steel tube turned
on the outside and drawn at each end to

form sockets for the forward and outlet

exhaust pipes, the rear cylinder discharg-

ing straight into the silencer through a
short pipe.

Two-stroke Modifications.

Much useful thought has been expended
on the two-stroke model, and as a result it

seems probable that aU the machines will

have an exti'a air inlet on the induction
pipe, as experiments prove that with
the present carburetter much power may
be gained thereby. On all the compres-
sion release valve is fitted with a special

silencer, consisting of a cast box enclosing

the small mushroom headed valve ana
allowuig the escaping mixture to expand
within the casting and afterwards to

escape through a few small holes, and in

a measure preventing oil spray from being
flung all over the machine. Certainly, the

casing looks much neater than the bare
valve and operating gear : at first the
exhaust was taken from tiis silencer to

the exhaust pipe, but lattei-ly small holes

were drilled direct in the outer casing
itself.

These few detailsshow that S. A. Xew-
man and Co. are anxious to keep ahead,
and wlien competitions recommence it is

safe to say that the Ivy often will be
found in the premier p!:ii'o r-'" •;'-•(''.

1916 model 4-5 h.p. twin-cylinder Ivy, which is built on distinctly pleasing lines.

Chain-cum belt drive is employed in conjunction ^vith a three-speed box.
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Power unit of the 1916 two-stroke Connaugtit. This view sliows the new

tank and other redesigned fittings.

1916 CONNAUGHTS.
Redesigned Cylinder and

Piston.

As 1915 has seen many firms experi-

menting with -circular, or nearly
circular tanks, so for 1916 the
octagonal or " Zeppelin " tank

: seems to be gaining favour. Tlie 1916
Counaiight tank, enamelled with a
vermilion panel in the centre of an
aluminium coloured backing, the whole
being set off by black lines, is of this type.

This small two-stroke has undergone
- little alteration so far. The major de-

tails redesigned are, firstly, the cylinder,

CHANNEL TO COLLECT
OIL

EXTEJ?Ni'_ TRANSFER
- PORT

1916 and 1915 pattern pistons of the

Connaught two-stroke compared. There is

a separate transfer passage in the latest

pattern, thus deleting the piston port.

ture in the crank ciibo to the combus-
tion space ; secondly, an (tltcred crank
case, partly aa a result of tin; traUHfcr
passage design, and jiarlly to make it

more pleasing to the eye.

A slightly different piston is now
used, having a longer skirt, oil grooves
in the waist of the skirt, and a different

bafllc on the piston head. The piston
skirt port is, of cour.se, not required, as
tho mi.\ture passes outside the cylinder
to tho ports. With these exceptions,
the 1916 Connaught follows the lines of

the 1915 model.

DUNKLEY LIGHTWEIGHT
SIDECAR OUTFIT.

A Low-priced Sporting Mount
for Passenger Work.

As a result of careful experiment
and testing, IMessrs. Dunkley,
Ltd., have produced a light side-

car outfit for those who require

a moitot inexpensive in first cost and
upkeep. The designer has also had in

mind the object of checking as far as

possible the efforts of the misguided enthu-

siast who fits a heavy sidecar to an only-

too-willing small two-stroke, thereby
ruining for ever the alignment of his

machine by using it for a purpose never
intended by its designers. The model
under review has been improved and
strengthened by extra liners in the frame,

so that it can withstand the heavy usage
or a sidecar.

The engine is the 349 c.c. 75x79 mm.
Peco, with a two-speed box, the geai-s

of which are controlled by a horizontal

lever placed near the rear of the tank
after the Douglas fashion. Lubrication
is still by gravity, the oil passing
through a drip feed below the level of

the tank. The feed is adjustable through
a milled disc and locking pawl, and pro-

tected by the usual glass-faced casing.

Druid front forks are used, and a com-
bined drive is fitted, the engine chain
being protected from mud by a. shield.

Experiments are being carried out with
a large Senspray carburetter which may
be adopted in the futiure, but at present

Crank<ase of latest model Connaught show-

ing new features of design.

which now has more fins than hitherto,
and a transfer passage to the upper row
of ports only, but outside the cylinder
walls instead of inside, thus deleting
the second and lower row of ports in-

side the cylinder bore, to conduct mix-
Dunkley lightweight sidecar outfit. The engine is a 349 c.c. Peco, and a two-speed countershaft

gear is fitted.

A23
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any type specified by the buyer can be
fitted. 25x2in. wheels, a lin. Lyso belt,

and a large comfortable pan saddle are

included in the specification.

Novel Cushion Design in the Sidecar.

The sidecar is neat, pointed in front,

and provided with a large side door,

giving easy access, while great care has
been taken to stiffen the sidecar mud-
guard support and to check vibration in

the latter—a fruitful cause of unexpected
trouble. Sprung at the back and front

on large coil compound springs, the body
is comfortable to sit in. The cushions
are peculiar in that seat and back cushion
are in one long piece, divided up into

parallel strips about 3in. across, and there-
fore not liable to flatten, as might happen

" with a single large cushion. Being in

one piece and fastened to the back of

the car, it cannot be lost, while the tool
box is readily accessible.

THE C. & S. STARTING
GEAR.

OCTOBER i4tli, igrs.

AN ingenious form of starting gear has
lately been introduced by Messrs.

Simpson and Co., 39, Victoria

Street, S.W. This is claimed to be an
improvement upon the ordinary kick-

starter, which is geared up to some
extent so that a reasonable number of

revolutions may be obtained to one de-

pression of the pedal, and this fact makes
it all the harder to cause the engine to

turn. Now, the C. and S. starting gear
appears to be a considerable improvement,

THE P. & M. FOR 1916.
FOR some months past the output of

Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd.,
has been taken up by the Royal

Flying Corps, but recently the works
have been placed under Govern.ment
control, and the Union Jack now flies

over the premises. Consequently there
will be little change in the 1916 model
P. and M., though minor improvements
are to be made, which will add to the
strength and efficiency of the machine.
The gear change of the new twin is

probably to be altered, a fresh form of
change speed lever being adopted, which
should add to the pleasure of handling
this luxurious mount.

Until these improvements are carried
into practice, the machines remain as
described some time ago in the
articles dealing with the 1915 models
that have appeared in T/ie Motor Cycle,
except that the gear operating chain has
been slightlv altered.

The C' and S. starting gear, which is

described on this page.

as it consists of two gear wheels or seg-

ments, the teeth of which are constantly
in mesh, and the pitch lines' of which
form involutes, or other curves, w-hich

give each wheel a constantly increasing
radius, the arrangement being such that
the teeth of the smallest radius of the one
gear wheel mesh with the teeth of the
largest radius of the other gear wheel, so

thai when one wheel is revolving and the

Cylinder of the Ivy two-stroke engine,

showing the new compression release

silencer fitted to fropt of cylinder. (See

page 368.)

other driving a constantly increasing

velocity ratio is obtained between the

two shafts upon which the wheels are

mounted. The result is tliat when one

begins to start the engine the gear is

particularly low, and a good deal of

power is obtained at the expenditure of

comparatively little force. When once

the engine has been started, and the

initial inertia overcoce. the gear auto-

matically becomes higher, so that a

greater velocity is obtained. We are

hoping shortly to see a machine fitted

with the device, and sliall be very inter-

ested to see how it works in practice.

THE MANSFIELD SILENCER

A SKETCH on page 242 of The Mokn-
Cycle of September 2nd sliowed a

silencer containing a rotor, the

design of Gunner Austin Jones of tlie

M.M.G.S. This has brought forth the

fact that a silencer designed on somewhat
similar lines was patented by Mr. C. J.

A nearer view of the engine and transmission of the lady's Calthorpe, described on page
349 of our last issue. The position of the magneto by which the length of the h.t. wire is

reduced to a minimum should be noticed.

A24

JIansfield, of I'rinces Avenue, Alexandra
Park, N., also in the early p;>rt of 1915.

""

In the Mansfield design (reproduced
herewitli) a spiral-bladed rotor is used,

and it is mounted on ball bearings. The
device, it is claimed, is most efficient both

^
as regards silence and absence of back
pressiu-e.
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The New Lightweight Indian.
Three-port Two-stroke Engine, 64 mm. x 70 mm , 235 c.c. Re-designed Indian

Three-speed Countershaft Gear and Chain Drive.

WK have already cnitliiicd tlio

spei'ilicatiiiii of the lightweight

Indian, the newest addition to

tlie Indian 1916 range, and
are now able to give details of this

machine, which is qnite a new departure
lor the Hendee Manufacturing Co. It

is by no means a baby, as tiie engine
dimensions are 64 nun. x 70 mm. (255

CO.), and it is rated at 2^- h.p.

A glance at the sectional photograph of

the engine clearly shows its construction,

while it is at once evident that the
sheltered position of the magneto, carried,

,as it is, on a neat platform forming a

portion of the crank case casting, is a

most excellent feature.

This engine should give plenty of power
for its size, and render the machine
capable of going anywhere. The petroil

system of lubrication, which first saw the
light in America, a country in which the

two-stroke has received considerably more
attention than it has in England, has
been adopted. (In America two-stroke
engines lubricated with the petroil syste.Ti

have been in use for a long time for

marine work.)

The New Three-speed Gear Box.

An excellently designed tlu'ee-speed

gear box, which is to be tlie new Indian
pattern, is bolted to the bottom bracket.

This contains a kick-starting device and
three-plate clutch, the clutch being of the

well-known Indian Raybestos and steel

plate type.

The two lower gears are now operated

by means of a sliding double pinion

splined to the main shaft. When this is

moved to the left it engages the driven

sprocket, which is loosely mounted on the

main shaft, by -means of dogs. Two gear

wheels only are then in mesh, and these

revolve idly ; the other pinions revolve
but do not engage. For the lower gears
the pinions slide into engagement, and

The 1916 2J h.p. two-stroke Indian, the specification of which includes a three-speed gear

and clutch and cham drive.

the drive is in each case through two sets

of pinions, the third being out of engage-
ment. This makes for quietness in

running.
There are few lightweights on the

market at the present moment possessing
such up-to-date features as a three-speed
gear box and friction, clutch. The clutch
control is either by hand or foot, the long
lever shown in the illustration being that
which actuates the clutch. The chain con-
veying the power from the engine to the
countershaft is enclosed in a neat case,

while a guard protects the rear chain.

The photograph which illustrates the
gear bo.x unit shows the substantial con-

struction of the kick-starter as well as

the straight bar on the top of the box
which engages with a groove on the
frame so as to ensure perfect alignment.

As previously mentioned, when we first

referred to the Indian two-stroke, the

design of the front forks is interesting,

for they are the same as those found on the

original Indian when it was first intro-

duced into this country in 1909, It must
be admitted that the design of the

machine is most attractive. The sloping

top tube, giving a low saddle position,

an efficient carrier, and stand are excel-

lent features, while the generally sym-
metrical outlines are particularly pleasing

to the eye.

The usual twist grip control is fitted,

and from the shape of the handle-bars
and the size of the saddle it will be noted
that the comfort of the rider has been
well studied. The silencer is of large

dimensions, and particular care has been
exercised to lender the engine quiet, as

(Left) Plan view of gear box, clutch, and kick-starter on the two-stroke Indian. Note particularly the new sliding double pinion splined

to the main shaft. (Right) The gear box viewed from the exterior, showing kick-starter mechanism.

B3
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noise has hitherto been a common failing

in two strokes.

The foregoing details of this and the

firm's otiier models were obtained just on
going to press, and we hope to refer to

the other type Indians in our next issue.

This new model and the 7 h.p. engine
with Gide-by-side valves, already referred

to, constitnte the principal Indian innova-
tions for 1916.

F' *'_:;- '32'.

Sectional view of the two-stro:ie engine fitted

to the new 21 h.p. Indian lightweight.

NEW IMPERIALS FOR I9I6.
A Number of Detail Improvements.

THE alterations made to the 2^ h.p.

ladies' model have been but slight,

these alterations, however, making
the machine a great deal more

liandy and serviceable than before. In

the first instance, there is a metal disc

clutch, controlled by a lever placed close

Latest model of the 2i h.p. New Imperial. Two modifications yet to be made are extending

the exhaust pipe still further and fitting adjustable foot-plates.

to the left-hand grip, and having three

discs with cork inserts held against plain

steel discs by four coil springs adjustable
without removing any part of the clutch

cover or protecting shields. A long rod
passes through the driving shaft- of the
two-speed box and, acting on a collar,

presses the four springs outwards, tlnis

disengaging the discs from one another.

The action renders the clutch remarkably
easy to handle as is essential in a machine
made for the fair sex.

The Brake Work.
Dressguarding, an afterthought in far

too many machines, is carefully considered
in this particular case, the shields being
placed with much ingenuity so that the
mechanism is concealed completely, while
no part becomes inaccessible. As will be
seen in the sketch, the cylinder guard
also is a wind scoop, yet the contact
maker can be removed without detaching
the guard, again the neat clutch shield

exposes the coil spring adjusting collars.

Brake rods are somewhat a problem.
If they are to clear the driving
mechanism, the pedal being on the
forward footrest, a crank is necessary,
but this crank is liable to whip, making

the brake uncertain. To overcome this

the 1915 Xew Imperial brake rod is

straight to a point near the brake shoe.

Connecting the two is a + section cast

arm, so stiff that whip cannot occur

despite the crank necessary. This year

the brake shoe is above the chain stays

instead of below them.
Another detail of value is the adjust-

ment for the footplates of the 2^ man's
model, which adjustment, we were in-

formed, was evolved while striving to

fit the small machine to a particularly

long armed subaltern.

As will be seen from the sketch each
plate is hung from the supporting rods by
,slotted links. Now, by undoing all four

nuts the footplate can be moved tore and
aft or raised in the slots to suit the rider.

An adjustment of this type is most neces-

sary if the comfort of every rider is to be
considered.

To benefit those who insist on carry-

ing their friends on the carriers, the

1916 pattern lady's New imperial. Note slot in mudgCiaid for brake-operatii

shoe is now above the chain stay inrtead of below it

; arm. The brake

Slotted links allowing the foot-plates of the

1916 New Imperial to be adjusted in anv

direction.

1916 model has this accessory greatly

strengUiened, and of tubular construction
throughout.
A lever on the handle-bars now controls

the ignition advance of the ladies' model
in place of the old tank lever, while there

will be a much longer exhaust pipe lead-

ing from the silencer and clipped to the

chain stays near the rear spindle, experi-

ments having proved this to be of

greater efticiencv.

E4
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THE BANK
The symbol of wealth in reserve.

The thrifty buyer helps the Bank by purchasing

only goods with a high reputation, ensuring that

the first cost shall be the only cost.

In the Motor Cycle World, the Bank, by reason of

the sum involved by purchase, demands the closest

attention. Too low a price may be paid, setting up a

continuous run on the Bank for repairs, replacements.

etc.

The B.S.A. Trade Mark attached to the

motor cycle tells of a reputation too highly

placed to be lightly hazarded, of work-

manship above suspicion, of unequalled

productive facilities and a fixed determin-

ation to give entire satisfaction under the

only tv^ro headings which count—price paid

and value received. The whole of the

B.S.A. organization, reputation and re-

sources are behind the B.S.A. guarantee.

ride: a

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle List Free.

the BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. LTD.

13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTORBiCYCLE
FOR SOLO
& SIDECAR

Be

"On War Service"—a book full of interest to motor cyclists—sent free on receipt of Id. stamp for postage.

In miswerinq this advartiscnKnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE
O.K. MACHINES.

ALTHOUGH the 1916 O.K. Junior

motor cycles in the main ai'e to

remain unaltered, the detail work
has undergone a certain amount

of redesigning.
Firstly, improvements are to be effected

the gear control, which improvements
are not sufficiently advanced as yet to

warrant detailed description.

Secondly, the foot brake control is dis-

tinctly improved, being now placed so

that the pedal projects over the foot-

plates, and . is relatively in the same
position to the foot as is the case on a

car ; thexefore it is unnecessary to

remove the foot from the footplate, and

a steady braking pressure becomes more
possible

As is the case with some of this yeai-'s

models, the petrol tank has its seam along

the upper surface and immediately
below the top tube, a position where

Position of brake pedal on the 1916 pattern

O.K. Junior.

this, the weakest point of a tank, is

very securely guarded.
A casting replaces the strip iron used

to secure the chain case in position,

thereby stiffening the case, while it is

probable that a sliding panel will be
formed in the case itself, in order to

allow the rider easily to inspect or

remove the chain. Such small details

as this frequently escape a designer's

notice, and many a private owner has
been prevented from giving necessary

attention to a much ill-treated chain by
the difficulties of obtaining access thereto.

1916 WULFRUNAS.

THE cliief alteration made by the

Wulfruna Engineering Co. affects

the 4 h.p. and 5 h.p. machines
placed on the market for 1915.

Of these, the first is to have an Abing-

don King Dick engine, and the frame

is greatly altered, having a sloping top

tube from the head straight to the seat

pillar, and a longer head than hitherto.

This entails redesigning the petrol tank

to suit the altered frame, and brings

the machine in line with other manu-

facturers, as the sloping top tube seems
' to be a feature for 1916.

A black enamelled tank picked out

with, gold will be used for all models

for the next season, thereby adding very

greatly to their workmanlike appearance.

On the larger model a 6-7 h.p. Abing-

don engine replaces the 5 h.p. of 1915,

but the frame remains unaltered.

On all models a new heel-operated

fibre-faced brake is used, the V block

pushing into the belt rim slot, a change

allowing the rear wheel to be extracted
without interfering with any part of
the brake gear.

The 4 h.p. and 2^ h.p. are to have
the clutch slightly altered, and it will

be placed on the right-hand side instead
of on the left, while the altered 4 h.p.

frame entails a slightly shorter wheel-
base.

The 70x70 mm. engine is to be fitted

to the 2^ h.p. two-stroke model B as

standard, this machine remaining prac-
tically unaltered otherwise.

Druid forks, already fitted to the 5
h.p. and therefore to the 6-7 h.p. model,
in future will be on the 4 h.p. machines
as well, while Amac or Senspray carbu-
retters can be provided for any model,
according to the customer's wishes.

A SURPRISE FOR ROYAL
RUBY RIDERS.

THE makers of the Royal Ruby
will have a pleasant surprise for

the riders of their heavyweight
machines in 1915. As yet the

new model is hardly an established fact,

but we understand that several interest-

ing alterations are to be made.
One of these alterations, which we

most highly applaud, is the incorporation

of a rear spring frame, at present under
course of road test. It promises well,

and should add much, to the popularity

of this already famous mount.
In the Overseas Dominions the popu-

larity of the Royal Ruby is well estab-

lished, and it is chiefly in consideration

for their Colonial riders tbat the makers
have decided to adopt a system of rear

springing.

A NEW SIGHT FEED
LUBRICATOR.

ONE of the difficulties which appear
to be inseparable from the pump
lubricators as fitted to the tank of

the motor cycle is that

the glass over the drip feed tends

to become oiled up unless it is

constantly cleaned, while it is,

as a general rule, in a position

where the rider of the machine
cannot see readily whethei

Latest Best and Lloyd drip-feed pump,
having a readily visible glass

oil has ceased to flow or not. As
the advantages of this type over the
old direct pump consist almost en-

tirely in the fact that it is possible to

see exactly when oil has ceased to flow
to the crank xase, and thereby to regu-
late the quantity issued per mile, it is

obvious that the glass of the sight feed
must give a clear view of the drip. To
obviate the above difficulties, the new
Best and Lloyd lubricator lias been
produced. In this model the . pump is

exactly the same as hitherto, having a
brass filter gauze at the bottom, and
sucking oil from the main tank, but the
metal sight feed is at an angle of 45°,

facing the rider when he is seated on
the machine. At the right-hand side
is the notch and graduated disc w-hich
controls the amount of oil admitted to
the engine. Owing to the more vertical

position, it is unlikely
that oil will collect in
any quantity on the
glass, while it is

obvious that a better
view is obtained of the
drip than is the case
usually.

n

One of a fleet of fifty-six Harley-David.on sidecarriers supplied by Messrs. Robertsons to the

Russian Government for the transport of ammunition, petrol, and oil Capt. Korotkevich, the

Russian Government's representative, is seated on the carrier.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS,
Oct. 14th 6.10 p.m.

„ 16th 6.6 ,,

„ 18th 6.2 ,,

„ 20th 5.58 „
In London half an hovr earlier.

Can Any Reader Assist?

A Corporal, who has been mvalided
home through heart trouble, asks if we
will appeal to some kind reader to let

him have a motor cycle, either in the

nature of a gift, loan, or at a very low
price. He is attached to the staff of a

Devonshire hospital three miles from the
nearest town, over a hilly road, and his

duties necessitate frequent visits there,

although no transport is provided. Any
offer received will be forwarded to the

proper quarter.

Pool Engine.

The case mentioned in our last issue

of the rider of a 5-6 h.p. Bat who had
used unwittingly carbolic disinfectant for

four months for lubricating his engine

naturally caused a certain amount of

amusement. The remarkable thing was
that beyond poor running the engine
received no dam.age. Similar cases are

not unknown, especially in the early

competition days, when the refilling of

petrol and oil tanks was not so carefully

supervised as it is now.

Animals on the Highway

The question of animals straying upon
the highway is one of great importance
to motor cyclists and car drivers, as

owing to the chaotic state of the law
great difficulty is experienced in proving
negligence and liability against their

owners. However, a case recently heard
before Judge Radcliffe at Warwick
County Court reveals some rather inter-

esting facts. The charge against de-

fendant was that of allowing a number
of sheep to stray on the highway, which
resulted in a motor car being overturned,
for which damages were claimed. It

appears^ that defendant had previously
been fined for a similar offence. In
giving judgment for the plaintiffs, his

Honour said that defendant owed a duty
to the public in general, and plaintiffs in

particular, to prevent his sheep straying
on to the highway ; that he committed
a breach of that duty by maintaining an
inadequate fence between his field and
the road, as a natural consequence of

which his sheep escaped on to the high-
way and caused- damage to the traffic

thereon, and that as a natural conse-
quence of such escape the accident was
caused to plaintiffs' car, and particular

damage done to them thereby. He
would, therefore, give judgment for

plaintiffs for £100 with costs on Scale C.

..«a«^' •' '

6%

tji»v-;*-:.'^V& .'^s.-'-

Lance-Corporal W. Pratt, the erstwhile P. and M. rider, who once covered six hundred

miles under A.C.U. observation without using a tool. Pratt spent the winter m France,

driving an amrriunition lorry with the A.S.C.. but was invalided home.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
MANY 1916 MODELS DESCRIBED

AND ILLUSTRATED.

TWO-STROKE OR FOUR-STROKE?

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING MATTERS.

Condition of the Hastings Road.

Visiting Hastings last week, a corre-

spondent found the direct road via Ton-

bridge and Battle iu excellent trim. The
alternative road I'lV; Catsfield and Bex-

hill is in wonderful shape.

The Latest London Lighting Order.

According to a statement made by the

Press Bureau, last week, it is possible

that public lighting of both main and
side streets may be somewhat increased.

The Commissioner of Police desires to

emphasise the need for caution both by
di'ivers of vehicles and by foot po^-

sengere._ He has urged the local authori-

ties to assist the traffic by whitening
street refuges and kerbs at street

corners, and this course " has already

been followed by several borough councils

with excellent results.

Many Young Riders.

The reference in our correspondence
columns last week to a gentleman pre-

pared to offer a cup to any person of

fourteen years who can drive an 8 h.p.

sidecar outfit from London to Bourne-
mouth has brouglit letters from various

young readers in different parts of the

country prepared to imdertake the run.

It would seem that the number of boys
of 14 to 16 capable of motor cycle

touring is much greater than the cup
donor is aware.

What Colonial Machines have to do.

Two Capetown riders have recently

made an adventurous tour of the North-
west district of the Cape Province. The
object was Calvinia, and a different route

was followed on the return journey from
that taken outwards. JIuch of the route

followed is practically unknown to motor
cyclists, and in some places the rider.*:

attracted considerable attention. A
feature of the tour was the high altitude

reached, such as a 5,000 feet rise in a
steady nine miles climb. This and the
fording of eight rivers were severe tests

for the 5^ h.p. Sunbeams on which the

men were mounted, and it is remarkable
testimony that only one involuntary stop

(due to a sooted plug) was recorded.
JIany of the rivers were so deep that the
magnetos and carburetters were entirely

submerged, but both engines always
fired at the fii-st kick upon reaching
dry land again ! Sometimes the road
surfaces were good, but at otliers many
miles of sandv surface had to be tackled.
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The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

On Wi'dnosday, Novenibtn- lOtli, Mr.
J. H. DicUensoii will roiui a pa|jer

oiititletl "The use and abuse of steel in

aut-oniobilo construction."

The Munition Workers' Competition.

The A.C.U. has decided that the

support promised for the proposed muni-
tion workers' competition was not suffi-

ciently great in any one locality to

justify the Union going ahead with the

proposal.

- The fact that sufficient promise of sup-

port was not forthcoming is not surpris-

ing. Club secretaries well know that

€ven when the da.te of an open event has

been settled entries do not flow in until

the last minute. Often club committees,
a fortnight before the event is due to

take place, are in a quandary as to

whetlier to go ahead with an event owing
to lack of entries, when a week later a

reco-'d entry has been received. The
A.C.U. decision, therefore, counts for

little in this instance.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor C'l/de. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each

model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If at least two machines were
not advertised, the last occasion on which
they were quoted is given.

Average Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable

A.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £72 —
,, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £54
,; . 1914 2} 3-speed — £44

i
AUon iqi5 2$ 2-sp. 2-stroke . —

.

£32
Ariel 1914 31 3-sp. sidecar . . — ^65

, 1913 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £40
Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £55
Bradbury . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £60

„ .. 1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £40 —
B.S.A 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £59 —

, 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar ..£72 —
Calthorpe . . 1914 2 2-speed £19 —
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £66

„ 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £53
, 1914 2^ 2-speed — £31 .

Douglas . . . 1914 2I 2-speed T.T. . £42 —
„ ... 1914 2j 2-sp. kick start £43 —

Enfield .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £65 —
1914 3 2-speed — £38

., .... 1915 3 2-speed £46 —
Huxnt-er ... 1913 3S 3-sp. sidecar . . £37 —
Indian .... 1914 7 2-5p. sidecar . . £(30 —

„ .... 3914 7 T.T. free engine — £46
James 1915 4} 3-5p. sidecar . . £65 —

,, 19L4 4-V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £')8

Lea-Franci? 1914 3^ 2-speed — £47
Levis ...... 1914 2\ 2-speed — £30
Matchless . . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £75 —

„ .. 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . , £75 —
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecai . . £58 —

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £47
New Imperial 1915 2i 2-speed £32 —

„ 1914 2.\ 2-speed £28 —
O.K 1914 2 2-speed £25 .

—
* P. & M. ... 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . — £54

„ ... 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . £49 —
premier ... 1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £52

,, ... 1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £41 —
ReK 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 —
Rover 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £54 —

„ J913 3- 3-sp. sidecar . . £43 —
Rudge 1914 5 Multi sidecar. . — £48

,, 1913 3^ Multi sidecar. . £38 —
„ 1913 3,V Multi £34 —

Scott 1914 35 2-sp. sidecar . . £52 —
„ 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . — £48

Singer 1913 4I 2-sp. sidecar . . £43 —
Sunbeam . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £82

• • 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £73 —
Triumph ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £53 —r

1914 4 s-speed £43 —
... 1913 3* 3-5p. sidecar . . £45 —

Williamson 19x4 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £71
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar £56 —

, 1914 8 Gradua sidecar £70 —

"The Motor Cycle" Buyers' Guide

It is nearly ten years since '/'/k Miifirr

Ci/rle Buyers' Guicle was instituted. In
the absence of a show, the compilation
of a Buyers' Guide of 1916 models
becomes more urgent and necessary.
Thursday, November 25th, has been
selected as the date of a special number
enihodyin;;- such a feature.

Problems.

We deal in our leaderette this week
with problems which still confront the
manufacturer of two-stroke engines.
Excessive carbon deposit and a mysterious
metallic rattle which is occasionally set

up are the two outstanding troubles.
T/ic Motor Ci/rte, wliich has fostered the
two-stroke engine since its adoption for
motor cycle use, draws attention to the
difficulties, and expresses the opinion that
they are not insuperable.

A Pillion Seat Trial.

Whilst a continuous outcry is raised
in England against the carrying of pas-
sengers on the carriers of motor bicycles,
it is interesting to note that a trial has
recently been held in Holland for pillion
seats, prizes being awarded to the best
designs. There was a good entry list,

and various types of carrier seats were
represented, from the simple cushion to
the canework seat complete with uphol-
stery.

The National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's £ s. d.

Fund 5,541,184
The Queen's Woi'k for

Women Fund ... - ... 165,801 7 9
Belgium Relief Fund (ap-

proximafelv) 975,000
The Times Fund for the

Sick and Wounded ;.. 1,744,097 8

The Weekh/ Dkpaleh
Tobacco Fund (exceeds) 85.203 13 8

375

Exclusive Descriptions of New Models.

Six pages of this issue arc devoted to

illustrations and descriptions of new
model motor cycles, several machines
being intioduced to the public notice for

the first time.

Motor Cyclist Recruits.

It is interesting to learn that the

London Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee,
of which Mr. T. W. Loughb<irough,
secretary of the A.C.U., is secretary,

has dealt with 3,419 applications since

the beginning of the war, and of this

number 459 motor cyclists have actually

enlisted as despatch riders attached to

the R.E. Signal Service.

Motor Cyclists on Active Service.

H. B, Elliott, of the business staff of

The Motor Cycle, has been granted a

commission in the Motor Machine Gun
Service. He is the fifth member of

The Motor Cycle staft to answer his

country's call.

The number of employees of Messrs.
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., proprietors of Tlie

Motor Cycle and allied papers, who have
joined the Colours now amounts to 128.

A Busy Man.
With regard to a note in a recent

issue, mentioning that there were no
officials at the Army and Navy hill-

climb attached to the Services—which
was a fact according to the printed

regulations—we have a letter from
Second-Lieutenant F. L. Bassett, who
has evidently interpreted our paragraph
in an entirely WTong light, stating that
he was clerk of the course and chief

marshal, as well as chairman of the
organising body, the Streatham and
District Motor Club. Mr. Bassett was
evidently a very busy man, as he was
also a competitor in the event, and
obtained first and second awards. This
position, however, is not compatible with
A.C.U. rules.

f: fe.

y^'

TRACK RACING IN AMERICA.
Two Indian riders travelling on the Tacoma speedway at a speed in excess of 80 m.p.h.

The illustration gives a good idea of the magnificent board track
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THE series of exclusive pliotograplib

reproduced on this page show some
of die gallant motor cyclists of the

Motor Machine Gun Service. Many finely-

built fellows who have served their

novitiate on a motor cycle are already
overseas on active service with this section,

and hundreds of otlier no less willing and
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enthusiastic liders are now undergoing the

training necessary at the different training

camps established in various parts of

England to fit them for active service.

Meanwhile the motor cycle factories of

the Midlands, notably the Clyno Engineer-

ing Co., are working day and night to

provide the machines for the Vickers-

Clyno machine gun equipment.

The M.M.G.S. is a "motor cycle"
section throughout—even from the recruit-

Tlxe commanding officer has a tour-

ing type sidecar, whilst the subalterns

are mounted on motor bicycles. The
training of a motor machine gunnei

complete. Infantr)
aliing, trench digging
rarinn against attack,

i'jah exercise, not to

il-'-'iniportant machine
1^:

and experience, all

a member of the
a place alongside
of the different

growing army to help
oommon enemy.

j^0i practically self-exptana-
i( ^lustration officers are
laini taking the range ; in the
,is undergoing Swedish drill,

cm, and also the transport

J inife in two others the men are
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THE HIGH-POWERED TWIN.
By "IXION."

ONE reason for the comparative unpopularity of the

7-9 h.p. twin in England as contrasted with the

United States is that the'American rider seldom

takes the road in winter, whereas most of us ride

throughout the year, so long as it is moderately dry over-

head and not too cold. When the temperature is low and

the roads are filthy only the daring owner cares for

speed ; and as these conditions rule four months of every

year, and are not unknown during the remaining eight

months, there are many, many days in a twelvemonth

when the reserve capacities of a big twin are largely

wasted. Once again the majority of our riders are short

distance men, and if a man's definition of a " spin " is

limited to fifty or sixty miles .as a maximum, the amount

of traffic riding looms rather large in his purview, for

our towns are close set. Per contra, if a man is

accustomed to ride from Carlisle to Nottingham or

from Coventry to Cornwall five or six times in a

season, the long stretches of open road bulk higher

in his choice than the miseries of threading a factory

town after a shower and in the dinner hour. So long

as my club knowledge was confined to London,

Coventry, and two or three very sporting provincial

clubs, I failed to realise what short distances normally

content the average rider ; there are plenty of country

clubs which cannot coax their men to rendezvous

twenty miles from the base.

Weight in Traffic.

For myself I regard a " baby " two-stroke and a

road-burning 8 h.p. as equally manageable in traffic;

but the rather nervous and inexpert rider is by no

means of my opinion. He knows that the " baby "

will not leap away so ferociously if he blunders with

a lever ; he knows he can paddle it off with his feet

if he gets blocked ; he knows it will not fall so heavily

if he skids on a- greasy tramline ; he knows, too, that

it is easier to hoist on to its stand or to prop against

a kerb. He may enjoy an occasional speed burst on

a big twin-cylinder machine over dry summer roads

as much as I do; but he also recalls cannily that from
his point of view the roads are more often than not

too wet or the weather is too cold for speed. He
reviews his intended week-end spins, and reflects that

he finds the light and medium weights more handy
when he traverses the towns in his county, which are

his real beies noires on every ride, and so he buys one
of the low 01 medium-powered bicycles.

In sober fact, the big twin is almost as manageable
as the lightweight in these days of refined carburetters,

silky clutches, and variable gears. I had practically

as soon cross London on an 8 h.p. as on a 2i h.p. I

have only two objections to the big twin, and they

are rather of the paper order. One is that their tyres

are less easy to handle w'hen a puncture overtakes one

;

the other is that I detest hoisting a 3 cwt. monster on

to its stand. Contrariwise, 1 admit that the 3in. tyre

is not readily perforated by the little nails and tin-

tacks with which city streets are bestrewn, and that

one hardly ever uses a stand except in garage or for

serious repairs ; by the roadside one can usually pick

out a grass turf edge which will do as well.

It cannot be denied that your nervous man takes

some converting. It is no use to preach the delights

of 50 m.p.h. on the flat or of accelerating up a single

figure grade. He knows that his little machine is not

at all comfortable at 35 m.p.h. on a bad road, and

his mental conception of speed is the maximum dis-

comfort of his " baby " multiplied by ten. . It is use-

less to point out the sturdiness of your 8 h.p. to him,

nor yet to rip past him all out in an exhibition dash.

Some faint spark of surviving manliness in his soul

may twitter enviously at the spectacle, but in reality

he will be horriblv frightened.

Power for Passenger WorK..

Wait till he buys a sidecar. He w^ill gradually

acquire a hearty contempt for low-powered light-

weights regarded as tourist vehicles for able-bodied

men ; and in time he will conceive his doubts of the

3^-2 h.p. It will teach him in time that 35 m.p.h.

on the flat is a safe and comfortable speed, and when
he indulges this weakness he will note in time that

the big twin which flits past him is making far less

pother about a greater speed. Then he will com-

mence to picture the idea of fast climbing. He will

grow dissatisfied with the slow and noisy progress of

his under-powered outfit up grades, as the " hefty
"

twins roar' past him doing countable revolutions on

top gear in a manner that suggests reserves of accelera-

tion on demand. Finally, he will ven,' timidly order

a 5-^6 h.p. sidecar outfit, and, unless the sidecar

chassis is brazed up solid with the bicycle, sooner or

later the 5-6 h.p. will come out solo. Much to his

surprise he will return home alive and exhilarated

;

and then there will be a chance of these points being

settled on their merits.

In the meantime, I rather fear that the very

common dread of long distances and high speeds

indicates a certain deterioration in the national virility.

Crowds of youngsters on 7-9 h.p. machines may be-

come a sad nuisance at times, and even a public

danger; but if a day ever came when only one man
in a thousand wanted something more lively than a

2\ h.p. machine, old England would certainly be on

her last legs. The war has at least warned us that

there is a high percentage of milksops in our man-
hood, and that a superabundance of rude and un-

bridled youth is not wholly a bad sign. Bernhardi

certainly hit a nail on the head when he talked of the

enervating effects of peace and prosperity. I have s

new respect for the ''knut."

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th!

The date of fcjE "BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1916 MODELS.
The issue will be considerably enlarged and will contain an illustrated review o/ the

Various 1916 pattern motor cycles.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
DESPATCH RIDERS WANTED BY THE R.E.

ONE moi'ning last week tlie Overseas
mail brought us seven applications
from Colonials anxious to enlist in

tlie different motor cyclist sections of

the Arm J.
Among the recruits who have enlisted

as car drivers and mechanics in the
Motor Macliine Gun Service chiriug the
last few days are :

B. Bourke W. Watson
F. L. Brown (Timaru, N.Z.)
H. Eeadhead W. L. Meredith

B. Bourke was for ten years with the
New Hudson Cycle Co., ,Ltd., and has
frequently figured with success in open
trials. He was also a prominent mem-
ber of the Midland Motor Cyclists'

Volunteer Corps.

A Call for Despatcti Riders.

Last week we received a call from
Second-Lieut. H. Smith, E.E. (whose
address is 6, Brynland Avenue, Bishops-
ton, Bristol), who emphasised the need
for more despatch riders on the waiting
list of the Royal Engineers. A regular

call for men from the R.E. has drained
the South Midland Divisional areas' list

of names.
Applicants for positions as despatch

riders mast be experienced motor cyclists

able to perform all ordinary rmming
repairs. The age limits are 19-38. En-
listment for duration of war. Pay
2s. 5d. per day, .plus 5d. on completion
of training.

Motor cyclists in the South Midlands
should apply to one of the nnder-men-

, tioned inspecting officers for particulars

and an appointment for a riding test

:

R. C. Davis, 11, Hythe Bridge Street.
Oxford.

F. 0. Moseley, Summerbrook Univer-
sity College, Reading.

P. Canu, Queen's Hotel, Clifton,
Bristol.

G. Smith, Editor The Motor Cycle,
Coventry.

North-country Motor Cyclists Wanted.

Tlie secretary of the Motor Cyclists'
Reserve Committee in the West Lanca-
shire Divisional Area, Mr. S. W. Phill-
pott, of 60, Lime Street, Liverpool, has
received notice to double the number of
despatch riders supplied regularly each
month in his area, and therefore appeals
for motor cyclist recruits to pass the
test and have their names put on the
w-aiting list.

Wessex Divisional Area.

Motor cyclists residing in the. counties
of Devon, Somerset, Cornwall, Hants,
Dorset, and Wilts., will be examined as
to their technical abilities by one of the
undermentioned inspecting officers of the
Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee :

Captain G. Thorp, R.E., Military
Central Telephone Exchange, Devonport.

ilr. G. E. Dominy, 39, Jewry Street,
Winchester, Hants.
Mr. T. Golsworthy Crump, 8, St.

George's Terrace, Taunton, Somerset.
On passing the examination, a candi-

date's name will be placed on the
register, and as a vacancy occurs he will

be enlisted in due course.

Well-equipped for bad weather. A Dcuglas
mounted despatch rider CorpI E. Hocper,
R.E., who has been with the B.E.F for

twelve months.

WITH THE B.M.E.F.
LIEUT. F. E. MOCATTA, R.F.A.,

who is at present serving in the
Mediterranean Expeditionai-y Force,

writes as follows :
" The Motor Cycle

forms quite a link with home, and I

always look forward to the next copy
The machines out here, nearly all

Douglases and countershaft Triumphs,
have had a very ' thin ' time, owing to
an almost complete lack of roads ; but.
on the whole, they have stuck it marvel-
lously well. Truly it vpill be a strange
experience to ride on a surfaced road
again."

SIX N.C.O.'s OF THE M.M.G.S. WHO WERE WOUNDED AT THE FRONT.
The photograph was taken a few days ago at the M.M.G.S. training centre, and it shows that

the men are wall on the road to complete recovery. From left to right : Sergts. C. W. Stowers,
L. A, Allen, F. J Harlow. R. Jones (on sidecar), J. G. Oughapi, and Bombardier F. Beauvais.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
THERE is a drop both in the number

of motor cycles imported and e.x-

ported compared with August. The
decrease in the exports is a large one,
and follows on a small decrease that
the August figures gave when compared,
with the July figures. It is doubtless
due to the tact that more factories have
been taken over by the Government.

Imports.
September, 1915.—437 motor cycles,

value £20,859 (complete with parts and
tyi-es not imported with complete
machines, £30,125).
August, 1915.—645 motor cycles, value

£38,582.
September. 1914.—36 motor c^'cles,

value £1,389.
Exports.

September, 1915.^37 motor cycles,
value £28,847 (complete with parts
and tyres not exported with complete
machines, £52,188).
August, 1915.—1.092 motor cycles,

value £54,347.
September, 1914.-1,004 motor cvcles,

value £44,018.
The Board of Trade returns have a

special note to the effect that motor
cars and motor cycles and parts thereof
(except commercial vehicles and tyres)
a,re subject to duty on and after Sep-
tember 29th, 1915.
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A NEW TAIL LIGHT
GENERATOR.

THE accom
panying
sketch

shows a neat
and well-made
tail light gene-

rator recently

placed on the

market by
Messrs. Brown
Brothers, Ltd.

The generator
is constructed

on standard
lines, and pre-

sents no special

mechanical
features, differ-

ing only from
the ordinary
generator in

that there is no
spring device
for keeping the
carbide in posi-

t i n in the
carbide con-
tainer.

The Brown tail lamp
generator.

A NEW MECHANICAL
HORN.

YET another mechanical horn has
recently been placed on the market.
The Taylor, as it is called, possesses

several interesting features, one being
the oil hole at the top which conveys the
lubricant to the three places where it is

most needed. The interior mechanism
is clearly shown in one of the accompany-
ing sketches. It will be noticed that it

is exceedingly simple, consisting as it does
of a large bevel and a small crown wheel,
on the spindle of which is mounted the
wheel engaging with the central pin in

the diaphragm. This latter pin is, of

course, adjustable, so that the note may
be varied. The mechanism is actuated

by means of a handle, which will allow

a short note or a continuous sound to

be emitted.

Another ingenious point is the clip,

which is also clearly shown in the second

When the end is turned in and
passed under the raised portion of

the buckle, the strap is firmly locked
in position, and will not slip. The
material of which the strap is made

Interior mechanism of the Taylor mechanical

horn.

of the sketches. It is adaptable, so that
the horn may be placed on any size

tube and arranged to point in either of
two directions. It

will be noted that
one bolt only is

necessary to secure
the clip and the
horn in a permanent
and rigid manner.
The standard finish

is black, and the
price one guinea. It

ma.y be obtained
from Messrs. H.
Taylor and Co., 21a,

Store Street, Totten- The ingenious clip

ham Court Eoad, for fixing the horn
London, W.C. to the top tul^e

The Challenge waterproof fabric strap.

is practically unstretchable, and is un-
affected by wet. It is claimed to keep
its colour under all conditions, and is

suitable for tyre carriers, luggage grids,
and other uses in connection with motor-
iiig. Straps are supplied in sizes from
jin. to l^in., and are sold at from 5d. to
4s. each.

The newest mechanical horn—the Taylor,

described herewith.

CHALLENGE WATERPROOF
FABRIC STRAP.

WE have received from Messrs. Brown
Bros., Ltd., a sample of the Chal-
lenge waterproof fabric stra-p. The

fact that it is rnade of a special water-
proof fabric and not leather is one of its

chief points of in-

terest, especially as

the price of leather

is now very high ;

while the other is

the ingenious buckle
with which it is pro-

vided. The accom-
panying illustration

clearly shows how
this works. The end
of the strap to be
fastened is just

passed through the
sliding portion of

the buckle and the
strap pulled a s

tightly as possible.

FOOT EASE.
UNDER this heading " Ision," in the

last issue of Tht Motor Cycle, said
that he had never had anytliing so

comfortable as a couple of pairs of rigid

unsprung footrests which give a hold for
the instep. This has brought forth a
letter from the Kumfiu-t INIotor Cycle and
Accessories Co., who point out that one
of their claims in their patented hammock
footrests is " footboards flat or shaped to
support the instep." So that readers
may not be tempted to produce such a
footrest, and so perhaps unconsciously
infringe the Kumlurt Co.'s patent, we
are asked to make mention of the above
fact.

Pl8

A LUXURIOUS S.ADDLE SUSPENSION.
An arrangement for springing the saddle patented by Mr. A. W. Gil,

Barbados, West Indies. Two long leaf springs, one on each side of

the frame, are used. They are attached at their lonvard e-xtremitles to

the head lug, while at the rear they are slung on shackle pins. The
saddle .s fixed in the centre to a lug which binds the two springs together.
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The Editor does not hold himselt responsible lor the opinions of his correspondents.

A!l letters shoulii te addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be acsompanied bv the writer's name and address.

Motor Cycles in Gallipoli.

Sir,—As a letter in your issue of the 7th inst. gives the
impression that no motor cycles arc in use in Gallipoli, I

wish to state this is not so. At Suvla Bay and across the
Salt Lake district I saw motor cycles used. When I left

(September 2nd) there certainly was not much room for
their use. L.P.D. (Capt.)

[T/tc Motor Oycla has published a photograph of a group
of motor cyclists landing. See issue August' 19th.

—

Ed.]

Infant Phenomena.
Sir,—Please allow me space in your valuable columns to

state that I, aged 14, fail to see anything remarkable in
Mr. F. Drisccll's son riding a 6-8 h.p. J. A. P. I myself
ride, with the greatest of ease, a 7-9 h.p. electrically-
equipped Harley-Davidson, which is infinitely harder to
ride than a J. A. P.
As regards the cup offered by Mr. DriscoU, I do not think

many other people Avould so disgracefully overload a
machine for such a long run. I in no way wish to dis-
courage Master Driscoll's efforts, but I fail to see the
necessity of writing to two motor cycling journals about it.

F.E.P.

British Magnetos.
Sir,—Some time ago I noticed, in answer to your enquiries

re the magneto position from home manufacturers, one firm
was of the opinion that, as soon as the war is finished, the
German-made instrument will be given the preference again.
Since when I have looked for a contradiction from at least
one of the principal makers, but failed to find it. Perhaps
this point is not worth discussion, nor needing two thoughts,
and this is the obvious rea.son for their not contradicting the
statement.

Surely our memories would be short-lived were we to
accept a machine with a German magneto, and buyers in the
Colonies would certainly not think any more of the Home
merchants for so insulting them. There will surely be a
large demand for the British-made article, and a few shillings
added to the cost of the machine (even were it equal to the
present 5%) would not be grudged. In the course of time,
when the public finds the home-made article at least equals
the German, there would be no demand for the latter.

As regards most electrical goods, the German is _ the
cheaper at the start, but the British cheaper in the end and
infinitely better made and finished. We shall indeed be
"soft" if we allow the Germans to regain the market. I

suppose I had better certify that 1 have no interest in any
concern of this sort, other than as a well-wisher.

" Ixion," some issues since, enquired for a hot grease suit-

able for hot climates. For the past two years I have packed
my hubs, likewise gear boxes, with Price's Belmoline " A,"
and found this simply splendid for both purposes. There
is no danger of this grease running from hubs in the hottest

climate. PEB,CY. C. DEWAR.
S. Ehodesia.

Clergymen and the Petrol Tax.
Sir,—I notice a paragraph in last issue regarding clergy-

men and the petrol tax, and I am sure your correspondent
will wish to be absolutely correct in his remarks. I beg to

advise him that he is mistalcen when he claims that as a

professional man he has to pay more by way of insurance

premium than ordinary persons. This may be so with some
companies, but from my own knowledge the policy arranged

by the Auto Cycle Union through the Law Accident Insur-

ance Co. gives full privileges to professional men without
any increase in premium. Machines used for business pur-

poses as apart from professional use do entail a highfi'

premium. S. W. PHILLPOTT.

Sir,—1 have been a motor cyclist for some years, and have
often wished that the same reduction in petrol prices sliouiJ

be granted to clergymen as to doctors. In a parish like

mine—seven miles in extent, with three churches and three
villages to serve—the mileage that has to be covered every
week for services, visiting, and parochial meetings is very
considerable. I find my motor cycle of immense value for

taking out into th3 countr_v air people suffering with con-

sumption, etc. So far my income of £140 per annum has
not been taxed, now eveii that is to be reduced, so that I

feel I must sell the motor cycle and take to the penitential
" push bike " again until once more we have the blessings

of peace. If the same terms could be granted to the clergy

as to doctors I believe I could manage to keep on what is

to me at one and the same time a help in my work and
my one and only luxury! SPARTING, POESON.

Sir,—I thoroughly agree with your correspondent in

last week's issue of The Motor Cycle. Like many other
parsons, I find that this increased petrol tax is going to

be a heavy burden.
Owing to the absence of my vicar on military service, I

am left alone with a wide straggling parish of some twelve
miles in area, when under normal conditions there is suffi-

cient work to keep three hard-working priests fully

occupied with the five villages which constantly require our
ministrations.

The only solution to my difficulty was to purchase a
small lightweight machine, so as to be able to give the
parishioners the maximum of attention.

I do not contemplate any mileage at all except that in

the exercise of my duties, as I have no time for personal

LADIES AND THE IVIOTOR CYCLE.

Miss Hilda Sage, of High Littieton, who reports 1-aving ridden her

two-stroke Royal Ruby 2.000 miles withou' trouble.

EI9
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amusement, even did I so desire it, which I do not, whilst

hundreds of my parishioners are in the fighting line.

We wish to be patriotic and to support the Budget of a

Coalition Government, but at the same time it seems hard
lines that we clergy should have to pay the extra duty on
petrol, whilst medical men, who financially are usually better
off, should be exempt.

I trust that the great influence which your paper wields
may be productive of a fair view being taken of the
parson's motor bicycle, which m many cases is no luxury,
but, unfortunately, a necessity,

CURATE IN TEMPORARY CHARGE.

Sir,—In reply to " 2| " of last week's issue, I hardly
think it is fair to myself and many hundreds of working
men that professional men should grumble at the increased
tax. Surely they have the means, whereas I am an insurance
agent collecting £5 per week, with 20% commission only
(no weekly wage). To collect this I have to go out four
days each week and cover between fifty and sixty miles.
If professional men can get a reduction, what about the
hundreds who are situated as I am ?

ERNEST ROBINSON.

Eliminating Weaknesses in Motor Cycles.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. Charles S. Patterson's letter

concerning military motor organisation, I had waited so that
perhaps someone more able than myself might reply_ How-
ever, I beg to state my own personal experience in connec-
tion with this branch of the service.

In the first place, I have held a responsible post on the
technical staff of one of the largest firms in the motor
cycle industry for the past three years. Previous to this I
was with another concern of equal standing in a similar
capacity. My experience of the trade (actual practical
experience) dates from 1906. In my working capacity I
have been handling since the commencement of the war
large numbers of ofiicial requisitions for replacements,
spare parts, and repairs for motor cycles being used in
the service of the Government both at home and overseas.
The absurd nature of the majority of these orders first

drew my attention to the department in question. Appar-
ently all orders are simply copied (accumulative errors as
well) from the original request of the artificer right through
the usual red tape channels to destination, when in the
majority of cases the unit concerned has to be communi-
cated with to find out really what is required.
Knowing from my own experience exactly what would

,
be required to run the entire department in question as
far as motor cycles are concerned, and considering that
my knowledge fitted me to take up such duties without
any preliminary training or waste of time, I applied for
a commission in this branch.
Date of application. May 31st, 1915. Acknowledgment

received June 14th, and necessary forms. These were
satisfactorily completed WUt^ "' every respect as re-
gards education, charac- iHBr ter, previous military
service (six years), and gg technical ability; also

accompanied by a splendid recommendation from the

managing director of my firm.

Result—after waiting nearly four months, instructions

received to attend War Office at my own expense for

personal interview. Notification received four days later

regretting the inability to utilise my services (perhaps I

was too big). Coincident with this notification, the appoint-

ment was confirmed in the London Gaznftc of candidates

for commissions in the A.S.C., M.T., of gentlemen utraiglit

from Sandhurst. These officers, whilst no doubt possess-

ing a theoretical knowledge of military science, cannot by
any means attain to that very necessary practical knov.--

ledge which is only to be obtained by years of practical

experience in the shops.

However, I have offered my services and stood to lose

all had they been accepted. That they have been refused

is perhaps my luck, as time will show. TECHNIQUE.

Overheating v. Red Hot.
Sir,—I have read the letter of Geo. F. Campbell in the

issue of September 30th re cylinder getting red hot.
" Seeing is believing." A couple of montlrs ago, between

9.30 and 10 p.m., in this town (Grantham), a soldier was
riding a motor cycle, single-cylinder, going bang, bang,

bang, bang, bang, etc. He went round St. Peter's Hill,

came into the main street again, passed me closely, and

then I was startled to see the engine red hot, not black,

but the same as a red hot fire. W. BEECH.

Deserving of an Iron Cross.

Sir,— I came across a little incident recently that may
interest your readers. I noticed a Douglas rider in trouble,

so pulled up and put things right—merely a choked jet.

I noticed while testing that the drip oil feed was turned off.

and the engine seemed a little dry. The owner gave the

startling information that he had used the machine nearly

two yeai-s, five days a week, for business, about 150 miles

per week, and his" method of oiling was to pump three

charges into the engine on starting out each day, and then

to give no more oil till next day. This is a remarkable

testimony to the efficiency of this engine, as it was in very

fair condition after this ill-treatment. C. E. THOMAS.

An Enfield sidecar outfil, fitted with gold finished disc wheels,
belonging to a Manchester reader. The appearance should be indeed
striking

B20

Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.

Sir,—I have read with the greatest interest " Oile's

"

experiences in your last issue.

I have covered about 9,000 miles on this class of machine

—

6,000 on a Levis, and about 3.000 on my present Junior

Triumph. Now, in each case, after about 500 miles

running, this elusive rattle appears, and this on machines

lubricated in totally different w-ays, i.e., Levis drip feed

to cylinder and bearings. Triumph petroil. Taking the

Triumph as giving my present experience, I find that the

rattle seems to appear at certain critical road speeds, and
not at engine speeds. For example, suppose I am travelling

at 20 m.p.h. and open throttle to attain 24 m.p.h., the

rattle will commence, but supposing the throttle is opened
to maintain the 20 m.p.h. up a hill it will take it all

without a murmur, or, if necessary, turn over very fast

on low gear without trouble.

I have had the cylinder down four times, and, as your
correspondent mentions, the top ring is gonerally stuck on
the exhaust side (as was the case with the Levis), the

bottom ring is always free, and the cylinder well lubri-

cated. The bearings are in a very good condition.

I recently travelled to Town from Teignmouth, Devon,
eld the hilly Lyme Regis road. The whole journey of

two hundred miles vas done in ten hours, all hills except
three were climbed on top, and yet., owing to engine rattle,

I could not exceed 23 m.p.h.
I have tried Harcourt radiators on the Levis, but they

failed to effect a cure.

I would like to say that I would not change my present
Triumph for any similar machine. It is a splendid hilt-

climber, never four-strokes, even at starting, and last, but
not least, the mudguards and fittings have been put on, not
thrown on.

I feel that this rattle is common to the whole tribe, and
would venture to suggest that it is not right for any rider
whose machine has not co\ered at least 1,000 miles "to say
that his mount is free from this failing.

If your columns are the means of solving this problem
.you will deserve well of " two-strokers." A. C. BYRNE.
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Paraffin Motor Cycle Lamps.
bii",— I sluiuM be glad to know if you ov any of your

readers could tell me where I'eould obtain a set of paradin
oil lamps for a sidecar outfit. I liave been trying for some
lime to get these, but tlicy do not seem to be obtainable.
It seems to me they are just wluit are required in these days
when lighting has to bo low and expenses high.

P. W. JOHNSON.

A Satisfactory Two-stroke.
Sir,— I have often heard of intending motor cyclists being

desirous of information respecting any make of motor cycle.

I therefore send you particulars of my experiences with an
Alton two-speed two-stroke, which l' purchased early last

June, since when I have covered 1,500 miles.

On August 3rd I commenced a seven days' tour, taking
in Southend, Hurnham-on-Crouch, Clacton, Yarmouth, Skeg-
ness. Grimsby, Hull, Bridlington, and Scarborough ; return-
ing by way of Malton, Yoi-k, Selby, Doncaster, Sheffield,
Derby, Tamworth, Birmingham, Droitwich, Worcester,
Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Bristol, Bath, Newbury, Reading,
Windsor, Staines, Kingston, and Sutton.

During the tour, and before, I have never bad the slightest
trouble with the Alton, and I have not encountered a hill

which it would not climb. Since my return I have had the
engine down, and was surprised to find it so clean ; the
cylinder and piston head were perfectly clean, and there
was only a very small deposit round the top piston ring.

I may say that I have mostly used benzole and Vacuum
T.T. oil. The engine has averaged from 90 to 95'm.p.g.
ot spirit. The machine can touch 45 to 50 m.p.h., and the
low speed of 2 m.p.b. It is easy to drive and handle in

the thickest traffic.

I am in no wa}' connected with the makers of the AUon.

ALFRED D. WEBB.
[A lightweight two-stroke which can do 2 m.p.h. and also

45 or 50 m.p.h. is surely remarkable. It would be interest-

ing to know how our correspondent certified his quoted
speeds.

—

Ed.]

Eliminating Weaknesses in Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Tlie letter of Dr. Patterson comes as very pleasant
to some of us who know some of the ways of the War
Office, and probably explains why the War Office ii^ about
to send out to the Front machines with the same mudguard-
ing which proved a failure last year (see your leader, page
293, September 23rd). It can only be brought about by
the gross ignorance of those in authority. You have
repeatedly put forth requests for improvement in military

models, and I notice in your issue of September 23rd, page
299, a suggestion of how mudguarding can be improved to

remedy the defect of machines as now used at the Front.

Now I ride a machine which is fitted with mudguarding
devices, and have ridden it in all weathers over the muddiest
slush you could imagine. I can ride with white shoes and
white trousers on, and get not a splash, neither does my
engine ; as a matter of fact I never clean my engine, simply
because it gets no dirt or grit on it. Of the effioiency of

these devices I am convinced after nearly a year's riding

over country mud.
The devices I refer to are Waigh's, and some time ago

you had an article upon tliese patents for weatherprooting
a motor cycle. Does the War Office not get a copy of your
valuable paper?

I also have a rear mudguard which is the last word in

efficiency. It incorporates a carrier with weatherproof
pocket. Nothing could be better for military uses, and yet
we go on supplying machines which have to be dismounted
and cleared of mud every three or four miles, as you say
in your leader.

Dr. Patterson, as a judge in the last A.C.U. Spring Trials,

knows that mudguarding is essential, and that the methods
in vogue are inefficient. It is of such men as he that we
want to see our Board of Inventions composed, and then
we may hope to see some progress. I might say that I am
not at all financially interested in these patents.

D. PRYCE-JONES.

Machines for Despatch R'lders.

Sir, -With reference to the paragraph bended "The
Military Motor Cycle in France," giving the viewB of an
anibulance driver (your issue September 23rd), I do not
think many D.R.'a here would prefer a 2 h.p.-engined
machine, such as is suggested, for the winter. Any machine
lighter than a Douglas would be usele.ss, as occasionally its

power is ta.xcd to tlie utmost. And the frames, as at
present supplied with the 2 h.p. models, would collapse.

We have enough trouble at present with frames and front
forks,

I think every D.R. will endorse the writer's other remarks,
especially with regard to rear springing.

I was pleased to see your article on " Shields instead of

Mudguards." Already I have had to stop half a dozen
times to clean out the mudguards. If the makers will insist

on fitting guards, they should give at least 2^in. clearance
between the tyre and guard, and also fit stronger and much
wider mudguards. BRIGADE D.R., B.E.F.

Prices of Motor Cycles Overseas.

Sir,—In the Overseas Supplement for June 3rd a statement
appears that the import charges on. British motor cycles into

New Zealand amount to 20%. This statement is frequently
made out here by agents when discussing the high price of

motor cycles ; but it is not true. Some two and a half years
ago I enquired from the collector of Customs at Auckland
the amount of duty on a British 3^ h.p. motor cycle costing
about £60 at home. The following is the reply received :

" From Collector of Customs, Auckland.
" February 28th, 1913.

"In reply to your letter of the 26th inst., I have
to inform you that the engine, tyres, cranks and pedals,

chain and chain wheel of an English motor bicycle are
free, provided these articles are not attached to the frame.
The duty on the frame usually amounts to from £3
to £4."

You will see, therefore, that the duty is far from being
20% on the whole cost. The cost of putting the parts

together should be small, so that agents have in the past
traded (and are now trading) on the ignorance of the public.

The law has not been altered since the above letter was
received, though, of course, the war may bring a change
any day. NEW ZEALANDER.

Auckland.

The Modern Sidecar Outfit Compared.

Sir,—I have often thought that it was time I got rid of

my three-year-old 4 h.p. single-cylinder sidecar outfit, but

since watching the performances of similar new machines on
the road I have decided to stick to the old mount for at

least another year. The modern three-speed single-cylinder

with coachbuilt sidecar may look better, but I find that my
old two-speed with wicker sidecar is usually a good deal

faster on the level and can also climb better I have seldom
any trouble in passing a new machine of similar power. It

is almost always the machine of 1912 or thereabouts that

puts up the best race. It is the same on hills With a total

load of 24 stone and a low gear of 7| to 1 I never have
any difficulty in climbing Brockley Hill, near Elstree. The
other day I waited at the top to watch other machines come
up, and I saw several new three-speeders fail altogether, and
in other cases the driver had to jump off and run alongside.

I also saw a new 4 h.p. horizontal twin fail. On the top of

Bury Hill, near Pulborough, Susses, I was similarly dis-

illusioned. The hill is about a mile long and has rather bad
corners, but averages no more than about 1 in 11. I saw only

one single-cylinder climb it successfully with a loaded sidecar,

and that was a two-speed chain-driven macliine at least a

year old. The new three-speeders all failed to carry their

full load, and there was a "weary procession up the hiU of

passengers who had been shed.

The modern machine with its coachbuilt sidecar and three-

speed <:ountershaft gear appears to be a good deal heavier

than my three-year-old, which may account for what seems
to me to be a poor performance of the former on the road in

the hands of the average driver. Certainly there is no in-

ducement to part with an old machine while it is as reliable

as ever and can pass the elaborate modem machine both on
the level and uphill. E. C. PALMER.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for pubUcation or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
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questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Difficult Starting.

I have a new lightweight

? motor cycle. Kindly tell me :

(1.) How I can make the
-i-l engine start easily ? It starts

when I run for about twenty-
five yards, but I wish to start it from
the saddle. (2.) Would a four-point
plug make any difference? It is a
single-speed model. (3.) Can I do
anything to lessen the vibration of
the handle-bars?—C.L.P.

(1.) Difficulty in starting is. nearly
always due to air leaks at the carbu-
retter unions. If the carburetter union
is not absolutely airtight, or the air

slides are leaking, you will have diffi-

culty in starting. For easy starting it

is necessary to have a strong mixture
and little of it. Top small a jet would
also cause difficult starting. (2.) A
single-point plug is best. (3.) We are
afraid you cannot do anything to lessen
the vibration of the handle-bars, unless
you fit long rubber grips.

How to Climb Hills.

I have a 1910 Triumph. This

?' is the fifth season I have run it.

The engine was overhauled by
-^ the ma;kei-s twelve months ago.

On ordinary roads it runs splen-
didly, but on long stiff hills I have to
close the air and sometimes ease the
clutch. I find in climbing the same
hiUs when I retard it will take them
splendidly. Is this the correct way of
driving, to retard on stiff hiUs? Does
retarding injure the magneto? WiU re-

tarding cause broken valves? The
exhaust valve has been running for
three years. The cylinder is quite
clean and the valves have been ground
in. I alwavs take the cylinder ofl:'

every 1,000 m'iles.—J.F.B.

It is not uncommon to have to close the
air during hiU-climbing, or even to slip

the clutch on single gear machines, and
it is also natural to retard the spark it

the engine requires it. Of course, retard-
ing the sjwirk does not injure the magneto,
but makes the work easier for the engine.
Continual driving on a retarded spark
would cause overheating and damage to
the exhaust valves; but what you have
to aim at is to keep the spark advanced
as far as possible, taking into considera-
tion the nature, of tije road. You must,
therefore, use yoitr intelligence, and wlien
the engine shows signs of labouring you
should retard the spark slightly, after

first cutting down the air supply.

Timing.

(1.) I have a 2| h.p. J.A.P.
"^i When the engine is starting it

> blows air back into the carbu-
-!-l retter every time the inlet valve

lifts. When the inlet valve is

in the act of opening, should the

piston be at the top of the cylinder

or on the down stroke or coming to

the top of the cylinder? (2.) When
the inlet valve is in the act of lifting,

where should the magneto points be ?

(3.) When the piston head is on dead
centre, should the magneto points be
closing or opening?—D.M.T.

(1.) The trouble is probably due to too
weak an inlet valve spring, causing the
valve to close rather late. The inlet valve
opens just as the exhaust closes—that

is to say, when the piston is at the top
of the stroke or just after it has com-
menced to fall, and remains open for

one complete stroke of the piston, or

.slightly more. (2.) When the inlet

valve is in the act of lifting, the magneto
points would be about halfway round
the contact breaker after having broken,
the explosion taking place, of' course, at

the moment of maximum compression.

(3.) When the piston is at the top of

the compression stroke, tlie points should
be opening.

Pte. S. A. M Witham. who is stationed al

an A.S.C. motor cycle repair base in France.

Witham is well known to many of our readers,

as he has figured m Brooklands and T.T.
races. Previous to joining the A.S.C. he

was a member of TAe Molot Cycle staff.

Blowback througli Carburetter.

I have a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder

'Zn motor cycle. Having taken" down the "engine and cleaned it,

JJ I find that it blows petrol

through the air inlet hole of the

carburetter. Kindly tell me how to

stop this.—E.S.

You will almost undoubtedly find tliat the

trouble is due to too weak an inlet valve

spring, and if you fit a stronger one you

will probably find that the trouble wUl

cease.

Slow Running.

I recently bought a new big

^ri twin and sidecar with overhead

> inlet valves. After running it

-i-i about twenty miles, I noticed

that the inlet valves were

adjusted with a great deal of play.

the rear valve having a gap it

quit€ -ft-in. and the front one a

good tV'"- I consequently adjusted

them so that there was a just

perceptible amount of slack when the

engine was warm. Up till then the

machine had been very fiexfble, capable

of very slow nnining on top gear, and
with a good lively acceleration wlien

opening up, and it would take full air

practically the whole time. Now it will

keep up a steady 25 ni.p.h. with the

throttle only just open a small amount,
and cannot be induced to fire regu-

larly below about 15 m.p.h., nor take
any air to speak of, and now and then
chokes slightly on hills. The carbu-
retter is a Seuspray with so-called 58

jet (it looks smaller). The carburetter

slides are working freely and close

properly, and the jet and float chamber
are quite clear. Do you think tlie

trouble can be accounted for by the

.

valve adjustment, and if so, why
should a large gap be necessary to

obtain flexibiUty ?—W..\.N.S.
It is a fact that different engines require
different clearances lietween the valve

stem and the tappet, but a clearance of

i\in. will not allow the full charge to get

info the cylinder as the valve does not
begin to open tintil the tappet has
travelled the distance named. In other
words, if the lift of your tappet is i^jin.

the valve itself is opening but ^hi. You
minht try the effect of a stronger inlet

spring, as. according to what you say,*
the trouble must be due to tlie t.ippet'

clearances. We should al.=o be inclined

to suspect an air leak, probably between
the valve stem and guide.
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Licences.

In Octolior lust year I lioiight

a soooiul liaiid niiitor ovule.

Immediately after buying it I

paid tlie Inland Revenue licence,

rciiewinij it again on January 1st.

I have now bought, through a. local

agent, a new machine, giving the old

one in part payment. Shall I require

to [lay another Inland Revenue licence,

or does the present one hold good
for this machine, and will the agent

from whom I bought the new machine
require to pay the licence for the old

one he received from me?—A.T.

rhe same local taxation licence will do ;

there is no necessity to take out another.

'

The agent who has taken your machine in

part payment will have to take out a local

taxation licence foi' it if he makes use

of it.

Overheating.

I have a 2^ h.p. four-stroke

engine which was new last year.

After running, say, a couple ot

miles on rising ground on top

gear, the power falls off all at

once and the machine comes to a stop.

If the distance is not too great I can
generally get over the hill on low gear.

I suspect overheating. After cooling,

the engine pulls splendidly." The valve

tappets are adjustable, and I have
given all the lift possible to the valves,

leaving just enough clearance. The
compression is good. I use a No. 27

jet in the B. and B. carburetter. The
engine will not take full air, but
enough. . Last autumn I sent the
engine to the makers, and they found
a broken crank pin ; they also fitted

a new piston and new tappets. The
result was better, but the trouble is

not cured. The gear is the Albion
two-speed, the stajidard being 5^ to 1

on top and 10^ to 1 on bottom. Can
you help me?—J.L.

The trouble is, probably overheating.
You might try the effect of a smaller
jet, say 26. Also look to the valve
springs, and see that they have not lost

their temper from overheating. You
might also try a slightly lower gear, say

5| to 1. Use a good brand of oil and
make sure that the engine is getting a

sufficient supply.

Purchasing a New Mount.

I am a novice, and am think-
^ri ing of buying a new motor cycle.

^ I have studied various cata-

-U lognes and te.\t books, and
conclude that a two-stroke would

suit my requirements. (1.) Is a two-
stroke any good for hilly country? (2.)

Is it desirable to have variable ignition

on a two-stroke? (3.) Is it desirable to

hax'e kick-starter, or would this be
superfluous?—B.C.

(1.) The two-stroke machine is quite good
for hill-climbing. (2.) Variable ignition

is certainly an advantage on any machine.

(3.) It is not necessary to have a kick-

starter, but a two-speed gear is desirable.

Lubrication.

Will you kindly let me know
a suitable oil to use for a 2{

h.p. engine, and how many drops
per minute should pass through
the Best and Lloyd lubricator

for speeds up to 25-30 m.p.h. on level

roads? At present I am using Vacuum
B.B. Also, I am anxious to know
what lubricant to use for an Albion
two-speed gear. So far I have not
put anything in mine, as it was packed
with some kind of grease when I took
delivery. As I have since run 800
miles, I think I should be seeing to it

again. Any information you can give

me will be much appreciated. I should
also be glad to know how often the

chain from the engine to the counter-

shaft should be lubricated.—J.J.G.
We should say that the oil you are using

is quite satisfactory, and we see no
reason why you should change. It should
run forty to fifty drips per minute up
to 30 m.p.h., more if you are travelling

faster. The oil in question would do
for the gear. This you will find all

right in cold weather, but when it gets

warm you might inject some grease
through a grease gun ; do this even now
if the oil shows signs of working out.

The chain should be lubricated when it

shows signs of running dry. The best
lubricant is grease and graphite. Clean
the chain with paraffin and put it into

a flat vessel, warm it over the fire and
put some lubricant over it ; as this melts
it will run into the links. This does not
pick up dust like oil does.

5- A

KXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience o(

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in whicli the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

" W.D." (Chesterfield).—Grado multi-

pulley. General efiiciency and belt wear.

"S.D.T." (Cape Province).—A.B.C.
model B (T.T.). Speed, power, comfort,
and reliability.

" W.W." (Stirling).—Junior Triumph.
Easy starting and smooth running at

low speed.

"J.C.B." (Berks.).—5 h.p. Indian and
A.B.C. Speed, consumption, and relia-

bility.

"G.W.C." (Yorks).—Mabon gear and
Grade multi-pulley for use with 3-^ h.p.

Triumph.

"M.R.H.K." (London).^ h.p. Doug-
las, for solo and sidecar work. Comfort,
reliability, compression, consumption,
hill-climbing (slow and fast). Also Lucas
electric lighting outfit and Low generator.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
RoiiFOED TO Scarborough.—H.L.T.

Romford, Waltham Abbey, Waltham
Cross, Ware, Buntingford, Royston, God-
manchester, Stilton, Wansford, Stam-
ford, Gtrantham, Newark, Retford, Don-
caster, Ferrybridge, Tadcaster, York,
outskirts of Malton, Scarborough.

Ami'thill to Eastbourne ; avoiding

London trafiic.—J.H.C.

Ampthill, Dunstable, Tring, Chesham,
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough, Wind-
sor, Chertsey, Pyrford, Ripley, Guild-

ford, Cranleigh, Horsham, Cuckfleld,

Chailey, Lewes, Eastbourne. App.oxi-
mate distanjce, 125 miles. It is not the
shortest route, but it avoids London
traffic.

Rochester to Torquat.—F.H.

Rochester, Westerham, Reigate, Dork-
ing, Guildford, Famham, Alton, Itchen

Abbas, Winchester, Bassett, Totton,

Cadnam, Ringwood, W'imborne, Dor-
chester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyford,

Exeter, Chudleigh, Newton Abbot, Tor-

quay.

A meet of the East London (S.A.) Motor Cycle Club. The great predominance of the sidecar machine wil

fact that half the machines in the.group are Triumphs.
be noticed, and it is an interesting
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Change of Address.

Messrs. G. B. Bartlett and Co.,

formerly of Kilbum, liave now new
quarters, these being at 74, Great Port-

land Street, W.

Catalogues Received.

S.R.O. ball bearings (the S.E.O. Ball

Bearing Co., 115, Southwark Street,

S.E.). A list of ball bearings of all sizes,

single and double row, and of the thrust

and journal type.

The Revere Showcard.

A good step in the publicity campaign
pursued by the makers of the Eevere
two-stroke machine is the publication of

a well-designed showcard which will

appeal to agents. The Revere is made
by W. H. Whitehouse and Co., Ltd., of

Coventry, in two models, i.e., with or

without a two-speed gear.

Where there is No Shortage oJ Nev?
Machines.

Recently one of our North Country
contributors paid a passing visit to the

motor cycle depot of Messrs. Alexander,
Lothian Road, Edinburgh, and in these

days of scarcity of supplies he was sur-

prised at the large _ number of new
machines and sidecars on view. The
various makes of American mac-liine do
not appear to be totally unknown to our
friends across the Tweed; but, in addi-
tion, samples of the latest productions
from the Douglas works were on exhibi-

tion, while every variety of Enfield and
practically all the leading makes were
represented.

The Dunlop Wholesale List.

Motor cycle dealers who have not yet

received a copy of the new Dunlop whole-

sale list of cycle and motor cycle tyres

and accessories, which was issued on the

first of this month, are asked to -send a
postcard to Aston Cross, Birmingham,
for one. A number of new accessories

are listed, such as clip-on motor cycle

tyre gaiters, cycle valve tabs, bolt valve
plates, and a spare tube bag.

A Good Carbide.

At a, time like the present when the

demand for really reliable lighting systems
is greater than ever,, owing to the very
necessary light restrictions, and the

greater amount of traffic to be met with
on the roads at all hours of the night, it

is well to bear in mind the claims of
Chemico carbide. The makers, the
Comity Chemical Co., Ltd., of Bradford
Street, Birmingham, are amongst the
largest, if not actually the largest, packers
of carbide in the world. The treatment
of carbide has been with them a matter of

especial attention for many j-ears.

The "Old Timers" Dinner.

The "Old Timers" dinner—a yearly
gathering of riders of the old high bicycle
and tricycle of the 'seventies and
'eighties—is to be held tliis year at
Frascati's Restaurant, on October 27th.
The chairman will be Mr. Shirley
JTusseU, of the Pickwick Club, who was
the secretary of the Hampton Court
Meets, of which the last was held some
three and thirtj' years ago. The hon.
secretary of the dinner is Mr. W. J.
Harvey, Holly Lodge, Gimnersbury, W.,

who will gladly forward particulars to

any who consider themselves qualified as
" Old Timers " to attend.

Reviews.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., has issued

a revised edition of the handbook and
spare parts list of the 2i h.p. Royal
Eniield two-stroke. It is a nicely arranged
handbook, and the makers will be pleaded

to send anyone a copy upon writing to the

Redditch works. It is gratifying to note

tliat the latest model Royal Enfield is

fitted with a British magneto, i.e., the

M.L.
We are in receipt of an interesting

booklet entitled " Hints for A.C. Owners."
Every user of the A.C. Sociable should

possess one of these books, as the work-
ing of this popular three-wheeler is so

clearly explained therein. Particular

care has been taken to elucidate by means
of line drawings the lubrication system,

the gears, and method of adjusting the

machine.
Premier (Coventry), Ltd., have sent us

a copy of their new catalogue. Even in

these days of expensive and high-class

.

catalogues that under review is a remark-
abl_v fine production. The Premier range
consists of the Oj h.p. single, 7-9 h.p.

twin-cylinder, and the small two-stroke.

Of these the latter, with its two vertical

cylinders, is most interesting by reason of

the many original featm'es eoiboditd in

the design.

We have received a copy of a new
booklet setting forth the claims of Mex
spirit. It is worthy of note that Mex is

owned, controlled, and distributed by a

British company.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY SIDECARS.

A P. and M. belonging to Mr. J. Wood, a baker of Bromley, to which may be attached either a sidecarrier or a cane sidecar.

As a sidecarrier Mr. Wood finds the machine exceedingly useful in his busines.^.

A2t)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAM:.
Alldnys.

VLIiON, 2-specd. condition exi-illont. 5 weeks old

;

tnkc £56; cxi-h:inge wUli cash tor 1914 Dougla.«,
urt'ssoiics uniKM'ossary.—C. Wilkin, Wravsbury, Bucks.

[4293
4 liLDAYS AUon. 2-stroke, new May, 1915, tyii>^

-tV h'oort, J)nni\ liorn, (*iiaro licit, cliaiu. and tjnl.-*. pei-
I't order; £22,—Kay, 118, Pitslningor I*ane, Enlimr

£4244
Ariel.

A RIELS.—Special apcni, .»ones, The Broadway. Mus-
-t-*. well Hill. Easiest ol easy payments arranged.

[3994
ARIEU-l^iS. o'.'-h.p., 3-speed, with 1914 eoafhbmlt

sidecar excellent condition; price £37/10.—Ke>p,'
Vioirs Lau ', Lonth. [X^O^o

1 Q 14 Arid. 5-6h.p., 3-speed. gear box. lanip^.
At/ accessories, equal new, Millford 1915 coach
built sidecar, £72 : or with cane sidecar £65: e\
changes.—Dosser, Sling.sby, Malton. [X9989

AKIEL, 3M.h.p., 1914. adjustable pulley. decompre.^.i]-.
powerful, and very little used, new tyres; opeu to

expert examinution ; £35. or near offer.—Stovell, 16,
Alan Ed.. "Withingtou, Manchester. [X9727

"|Q13-14 Ariel. 3i,-;li.p., 3-speed, and sidecar, in tip-
Xt/ top condition, 3 lamps, electric horn, new tyres,
speedometer, and watch: bargain. £47/10; easy pay-
ments arranged.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

[2871
ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination in stock. £90/16, oi

£23/16/6 down nnd 12 payments £5/19/2; liberal
discounts for quicker payment.—Lamb's, 151, Higli
St., AValtbamstow.—Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green.

[4075
A.S.L.

4h.p. A.S.L. , excellent condition: £21.-43, Everard
St., Or&slaud Mocr, Huddersfield. [X9980

Auto Wheels.
AUTO-WIIEEL and 5-speed Raleigh, splendid condi-

tion; £12.-Erirry, 16, King's Rd., St. Pancras.
[4222

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. .Model de Luxe, new tyre.
shock absorber; £8 — Gilmour, Stationer, Cupar,

File. [X9395

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, £15/15, or 28/3 monthly;
seeond-liand Wall Auto-wheel, perfect order, oyer-

hauled by makers, £10--Seen at 248, Bishopsgat*, Lon-
don, E.G. [4389

AUTO-WHEEL, attached lady's B.S.A. bicycle, just
overhauled; together ^15/15, or separate, bar-

gain; owner bought motor.—Celtic Cycle Works, Ea.?t-
hill. Wandsworth. _ [4174

AUTO-WHEELS.—For easy starting, maximum effi-

ciency, and the limit of economy, order now au
Everest carburetter, No. 7, special model.—Write,
Everest Carburettexs, Corentry. [X9695

Bat.

~|C|14 4b.p. Bat-Jap, 3-speed, and sidecar.-Particu-
J- 1' lars, Nation, Lympi^hara, Weston-super-Mare.

i:X9984
1Q13 8h.p. T.T. Bat, 9Cx74i/.j. speedometer, large
J-v lamp set, etc., guaranteed perfect; £28, ofler^.—
Empson, Gamlingay. Sandy. [4344

BAT-J.A.P., 5-6h.p. 1913 2-speed twin, with coach-
built sidecar, new tyres, all as good as new; any

trial given; £40.- Carnarvon Arms Garage, Dulverton,
Somerset. [X9784

BAT, late 1914, 6h.p., chain and belt, 3 speeds.
countershaft,, kick starter, lamps, cane enclosed

sidecar, any trial given; £55.—Write, Bat, 1, Camp-
bell Rd., Croydon. [X9858

BAT-J.A.P.. 8h.p., 1914, perfect condition, 75 m.p.h.,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, spares, new tyres

and belt £40. or nearest.—Lieut. Denning, O.T.C..
Fort Darland, Chatham. [X9875

BAT-J.AP.. 1913-14 2-speed 8h.p. Combination, all

accessories: £49/10, or £14 down and 12 pay-
ments £5/3/4; special discount for prompter payments.
-Lamb's, 151. High St., Waltbametow. [4072

"IQ14V2 Bat, 8h.p. Jap, spring frame model, chain
-*-«/ drive, Sin. Palmer tyres, complete, with Mills-
Fulford sidecar (cost £25), hood, screen, Cowey
speedometer, lamp set; £58.—Willways, Bristol.

[X9816
BAT-J.A.P., 1914, 6h.p., bottom bracket 3-speed, chain

drive (new), coach sidecar 1915, aU French grey.
carefully used by expert, semi T-T. bars, very smart.
fast outfit, tools, spares; £65.—Liddell, 20, Denning
Ed., Hampstead. [4044

BAT Combinations., new 1915. countershaft models,
8h.p. J.A.P. engines, countershaft, chain drive.

3-si)eed and kick start, spring frame, bandsome 5-point
fixing sidecar, with spring wheel and adjustable grid,
full of up-to-date features, the combination £98/8/9.
delivery from stock; also 4h,p. twin models, solo mounts.
2-speed gear, £60/7/6, delivery from stock.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoo Lane, London. [X9900

Blumfield.
BLUMFIELD, 1915, 5-6h.p., twin, Bowden 2-speed

, kick start gear, enclosed Bosch, Mark II.

Druids, Einks 2-iet, Chater hubs, 26x2i^, mileage
under 2,000, perfect, reliable, £ 55 ; or with coach
sidecar £60.—Beeston House, Williams Av., Wyke,
Weymouth. [X9941

Bradbury.

1 Qll Bradbury, SV-.h.p., good order; £16.—Harris.XU Garage, Astwood Bank. Redditch. [X9807

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

is designed lor Inni- life, .and h.as a womlcrhil
reserve oi stability, and is sale on greasy roads.
Lu;gaf;e caiTicr built into frame. Cannot shake
ioosc, and is a boon >whea touring.

IBD

£10 15s.
Send tor illustrated

catalogue describing

these well known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.
Can be supplied

through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and

suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted

with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car.

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both

hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over

when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,

spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found

on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue

upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire

dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davic3sons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey

to match, 28 X sin. tyre, apron to cover entire

body, and fourth point attachment £13

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
2i h.p. LEVIS, 1915 2-stroke model, with

2-speed gear £28 10

3I h.p. PRECISION, i9r2 model, m nice

condition £19 10

4J h.p. PRECISION, 1913, 2-speed, and ^r3
coach Sidecar £31 10

eh.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with

new coach Sidecar £33 10

4 h.p. QUADRANT, I9r2, 2 speeds, com-
plete with Sidecar £24 10

3ih.p. TRIUMPH, r9i3, 3-speed model.. £31 10
2 h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, igi.^

model, Precision engine, countershaft

2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed modfl. £20 15

6 h.p. twin REX Tricar, 2 speeds, mag-
neto, water-cooled £12 15

8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 1912, J.A.P. engine,

3 speeds, complete with coach Sidecar £48 10
8 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled,

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, cnach-

built, spare tyres and tubes £14 15

3^ h.p. L.M.C., 1913, countershaft gear .. £25

sl h.p. REX, 1909 iSIillennium 2-speed . . £15 15

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto .. £6 15

P. & W., 1Q09, 2-speed, with Sidecar £20 10

4j h.p. JAMES. 3-speed, chain drive, kick

starter, coach Sidecar £48 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Trouser Overalls, usually £1 12/6

Wicker Sidecar, complete 32/6
B. & B. Carburetter, b.-b. control 13/6
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15

New Accumulators, 10 amps 6/11

New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4.i11

New 2 h.p. Gray Stationary Petrol Engine,
electric ignition, 2 fl>-\vheels £10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A k I FAX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CVCr.ES FOR SALE.
liriidbiiry,

BIlAhlll ItV 191112 Coiirll Corublnation, «li [.

Hiuili, 2 MK;.;(l»i i;29;iO.-l, KUncl St., WiumI.-
"iNtli. [XOMG
BltADBUny, 41i.p., 19121/... anil «idcciir; lot biiisiii.i,

£26; my tlial.-119, Uudnor St., Uullnf. .Muri-
ihcster. (.\98ao

1Q12 Bnulblir.v, 3'/.;h.p., 2.spcc(1, wicker Bldocrif;
-«.' £37/10; (KiHli or cosy tcruiB.—E. E. Jones fOur-

ML-»I. Ltd.. Suimscii. f072G

BUAliHtJnr. :911. «insle speed, T.T. bars; 20 Kn«.
-r-iniib^, 151. HiBli St., WnltliainBtow. Dcp.j| 50,

lliBli Bd., Wood Green. 14080

BBAOBUnr, lli.p., 2^ipeed, juat ovorliaukd l.y

inalrors, wifli Varley Bidccar, splendid eonditiori

;

any trial; £35— Orillltlis, 40, Dudley Ed., Oldbuiy.
1X9923

BUADBUHY, 4h.p., 3-fipccd countcrfihaft, chain
drive, absolutely as new, mileaRO 300; .£55.—

.Tones, Mandcvillo Dairy, Gray St., nr. Sellridgc'a, Lon-
don. [4288

BEADBUEY, 41i.p., 1913, 3-8peed, Speedometer, O.K.
sidecar, excellent condition, done about 3,500;

nearest to £40.—jEric Barton and Co., Sbeppcrtou-fm-
Thames. - (.4215

BEADBDBT Combination, 41i.p., 1914, 3.eDeed, and
clutcli, B.S.A. carburetter, kick starter, lamp-,

liifn. speedometer, splendid machine, climb anythlnt:.
f50.-C]iff and Sons, Eltlmm. f4228

BEADBTJEY', 3'/2h.p., h.b.c, F.E., speedometer,
Lucas lamp, new tyres and belt, plating, enaincllin;:

exo(?Ilent condition; £25.—Apply after 6, Joyland, 23,
Winsham Grove, Clapham Common, S.W. [4212

Brown.
BROWN, 6h.p., coacbbuilt sidecar, , P.E., Bosch,

Druid.5. B.B., epeedometer; £33.-99, Culford Ed.,
Southgate Ed., N. [4141

BROWN, 1914, twin 3i/.h.p.. Slurmey-Archer S-speed
gear, Millford coacfibuilt sidecar. Palmer cord

tyres as new, electric rear light, lamp, horn, tools, and
new spare Pedley belt; £55.—Pugh Bros., 97, Hollo-
way Rd., London, N. [4287

B.S.A.

"I Q15 4h.p. 3-speed B.S.A., model K, rust delivered;
i«7 £63.—Parkers' Garage, St. Ives, Hunts. [4274

B.S.A., the very latest model just arrived from works;
immediate delivery.—Timberlake's Garage, Wiean.

[X9800
1Q14 B.S.A.. 4Vih.p., chain drive. 3-speed; £45; new
-Lt/ last November.-Pooes, Commercial Hd., Bourne-
lujuth. [4016

1Q12 E.S.A., 2-speed, free engine, in good condition,
X*7 and sidecar; £35, or near ofier.—H. Barnwell.
Fleet, Hants. [4113

B.S.A., 4Vih.p. (1915), £52 model K, speedometer,
lamp. etc.. scarcely ridden.—B., Eavenscroft, South

Nutfleld, Smrey. [4205

"IQ13 B.S.A., 3V2h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar: cheap,
XiJ £40; perfect; easy payments arranged.—Jones,
The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2873

B.S.A., 1915 model K, 4h.p , 3-speed countershaft,
one just received, Immediate delivery, £59/15.—

Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X9868

B.S.A., 1916 model K, 3-speed, jnst arrived: liberal

exchanges—Lamb's. 161, High St., Walthamstow.
'Phone: 169 Walthamstow. [4067

B.S.A.. 1916 model H, all chain drive, 3 speeds,

B.S.A. sidecar, wind screen, just delivered: £84/8.
-Bond, 245, Euston Ed., London. [X9688

B.S.A., countershaft, 2-speed gear, clutch, all

accessories, £34: exchange, with cash, for twin
combination.—44, Holden Ed., N. Pinchley. [4308

1013% 3V.h.p. B.S.A. and 2.seated sidecar, 2 speeds,
XiJ free engine, chain drive, spares, in good condi.

tion- £50.—Bugs, 80, Wellington Ed., West Norwood.
[59838

LATE 1912 B.S.A., 3V:h.p., 2-speed, clutch, horn,
lamps, splendid condition, ready for road now

;

£36. or nearest.—J. Sard, Ingram House, Stockwell,

S.W. [4115

B.S.A. 4%h.p. Combination, 1915','2, B.S.A. sidecar,

as new, not done 800 miles, lamps, and extras. 2

.spare tubes; bargain, £67.—Smith, Ivydene, Clive. near

Shrewsbury. CS9839

B.S.A., 1915. 4iSh.p., model K, A.J.8. coacbbuilt

sidecar, wind screen, speedometer, lamps, all new
Whitsuntide, absolutely genuine.-Byre, 28, Newport
Ed., Reading. [X9388

B.S A., lat« 1913, 3V"h.p.. 2-speed, F.E., kick, chain

drive, lamps, horn, tools, coach sidecar, new tyres,

eood condition, the most reliable turnout on the road;

^ncrifice £48.—Chard, 9, Christchurch Ed.. Newport,

Mon. [X9785

B.S.A., late 1912, Mabon 8-speed F.E. gear, P.H.
lamps, speedometer, watch, spare valves, sidecar,

new Palmers all round, tools, good overalls, spare: rnust

not ride; clear lot £35.-Stephens, 57, Hatherley Ed^
Walthamstow. 14040

1015y' B.S.A., 4Vlh.p., chain and belt, and Mills-

Xi/ Fulford Corvette sidecar, with mat and apron,

not done more than 1,500 miles, absolutely as new, and

only wants inspecting; feS.-Eavenscroft, 126, Di}'>ui'y

Rd.. Oxford. [59347

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

*I013 E.S.A., 2-6pee<l, free engine, .^0 gns., lery big
J-t/ bargain. We aJlowed con<^ifIerahly more for this
machine; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St.,

Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [X9191

B.S.A., K, 1915. July, 4'/lh.p., Wateonian coachbuilt
sidecar, speedometer, little used, in perfect condi-

tion, running diary kept. Palmer tyree, spare belt-: £65.
—Box 9,401, The Motor Cycle Offices, Goyentry. [S:9694

Calthorpe.
CA.LTH0EPE-J.A.P.'6.—Latest models in stock at

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [4123

Oh. p. 2-speed 1914 Calthorpe, in nice condition ; price
f^ £17/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X9908
I Q15 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-speed, new June, perfect,
JLtf spares; ie23,—Leyson, Jun., Penscynor, Neath.

[4175
CALTHOBPB, 1915, 2^ill.p., 2^!peed, in excellent

condition ; bargain, £25.-92, Erownhill Kd., Cat-
ford. [4383

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2 speeds, lamp, horn;
£18/10.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

Bd., N.W. [4292

CALTHORPE. 1914, 2-speed model, nice condition,
reliable lightweight; 20 gns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [X9899

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%li.p., 2-spced, all ac-
cessories; £28.—E. Hilliei, 60, Wallinglord Av.,

North Kenfiington. [4065

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2?ih.p., Enfield S^peed, free
engine, new IVlay, good condition; £26.-6, Man-

chester Rd., Thornton Heath. [4338

CALTHORPE 1915 latest 2-speed lightweight models
in stock ; oasii or exchange ; no waiting.—Eagles

and Co., High St., Acton, W. [X9835

. 35 gns. ; delivery
exchanges, easy terms.—Julian,
Phone: 1024. [X9190

1 Q 1 5 CaltSorpe-J.A P., 2-speed

;

JLt/ from etocli

Broad St., Reading.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke6,

from £27/14; send for list and easy payment terms.
—Storey's, 118, Gt, Portland St., W. [0647

(CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, just arrived
J from works; immediate delivery; £31/7.—Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [4063

CALTHORPE, 1915, J.A.P., Enfteld 2-speed, just
arrived from works; immediate delivery; £36/15,

— Wiikine, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Eil..

London. [4061

1 Q 14 Calthorpe Junior, 2-speed free engine, iirst-

Xft7 class order and condition; £18, or near offer.

—

Cambridge Garage, Prances St., Woolwich. 'Phone :

108 Woolwich. [4263

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2^1i.p., 2-speed, delivered
few weeks ago, unscratched, lamp, horn, spares,

brand new Moeeley tyree: £32.—Lieut. Winter, 10th
Norlolks, Colchester. [4204

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-spe6d, in nearly new condi-
tion; £18, or near ofler.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd.,

Motor Engineering Department, Carlton Engineering
Works, High Ed., Tottenham,' N. [4139

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-apecd, £36/15; 2-stroke,

£31/7: 2-stroke, eingle epeed, £27/14: deferred
terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wolthametow.
Depot, 60,. High Ed., Wood Green. [4079

CALTHOEPE Junior, late 1914, Precision engine,
214I1.P., good climber, head and rear lamps, acces-

sories, tyres ae new, splendid condition throughout; any
trial; £22.-Puddy, St. Michael's Av., Yeoyil. [S9987

Campion.
"IQ14oi Campion-Precision, 4i/ih,p., Jardine S-speed
J-v countershaft, all cha.in drive, Bosch, B. and B.,
new condition, climb anything, handsome cane sidecar,

latest shape; combination £58; machine only, £52.—
Rev. Hughes, Cavendish Ed., Leicester. tX0039

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA No. 7 8h.p. J.A.P., I9141/2. and £16
Chater-Lea art cane cidecar, with luggage grid and

wind screen; cost £110, not ridden since October, 1914:
owner at Front; £80, or near offer.-129, Dill Hall
Lane, Clmrch, Lanes. [X8972

CHATER-LEA No. 7, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, condition
a6 new. coachbuift sidecar, hood, screen, epeed-

ometer, watch, Xl'all saddle, 3 Lucae lamps, and horn,
Sin. Palmer cord back tyre, insurance; cost £120, bar-

gain, £72/10.—Tonlson, 14, Ashchurcli 'Terrace, Shep-
herd's Bush, W. [4033

Chater'Lea-Fafnir.
CHATER-LEA-FAPNIR, SVih.p., B.B., waterproof

map., pood condition; £18.—Wicks, 7, Merchants'
Place, Ecading. [4116

Chatei'.Peugeot.
C^'HATER-LEA-PEUGEOT, 3h.p., fine order, new

tyres, accessories; £20.—Trotman, 74, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [4331

CHATER-PEtJGEOT (1915 engine), B. and B.. Bosch,
Hutchinsous, cylinder*^, pistons .new, re-buslied, tank

wauts repairing; £25, or offer.—E., 236, Soutliampttni
St., Oauibcrwell. [4355

I

NEW MODELS.
REX, 6 h.p., 1914, Combination, 2-sp.,

new £70
JAMES, 3;V h.p., twin, 3-sp., all chain £66 6
SUN, V.T.S. engine, 2 speeds £37 9
JAMES, 4j h.p.. 3-speed, Combination £80
BLACKBURNE, 3A h.p., 3-sp, counter-

shaft gear, footboards £67 9
ROYAL RUBY, 2h h.p. J.A.P., 2 speed £39 10
LEA-FRANCIS, 3"'. h.p., 3-speed .. £72 19 6
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch £81 18
J.K., G h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft . . £73 10
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3 speeds, and Sidecar £75 11

SALE of second-hand motor cycles
and combinations.

NOTE.—Heavy reductions for cash.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
Sale Usual
Prices. Prices.

£33. B.S.A., 3-ih.p., 2-speed, cane Sidecar £41
£50. REX, 1914, 8b.p., Spacke eng., 3-sp- £58
£44. REX, 1914, 6h.p.. hood and screen. £50
£64. ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., red, Mont- £68

gomery 20. guinea Sidecar to match.
£71. HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 191^, 3-sp., £74

Millford Sidecar.

£50. REX, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed. coach Sc. £55
£47. BAT, 1913, 6h.p., 3-speed, coach Sc. £53
£50. REX, 1914, coach Car, 8 h.p., 2-sp. £58
£60. REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-sp., brand new £70

SOLO MOUNTS.
£50. INDIAN, I9r4, 7 h.p., dynamo mod. £54
£43. P. & M., 1913, 3ili.P-> 2-speed £45
£14. HUMBER, 1912, 2h.p., lightweight £rS
£47. BROUGH,3lh.p.,i9r4, 2-speed.. . £52

TORPEDO, slh.p., r9r4, 2-stroke.. £24
£43. DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-speed ... £46
£26. O.K., 1915, 2lh.p., 2-sp., accessories £29
£48. TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 b-P-, 3-speed, £52

T.T. bars.

£47. TRIUMPH, I9r4, 4 h.p., 3-speed £52
£49. BROUGH, 1915, 3jb-P-. S-spesd ... £54
£18. F.N., t9i2, 2ih.p., 2-sp., shaft drive £24
£42. ROVER, r9r4, sSh.p., s-speed, T.T., £49

as new.
REX, sh.p., good t\T:es, suit amateur £10

£12. DOUGLAS, 1910, 2ih.p., just over- £18
hauled.

£30. VELOCETTE, 1913, 2jh.p„ 2-speed, £33
chain drive.

£31. RUDGE, 1913, 3lh.P, Multi, as new £35
£46. DOUGLAS, I9I4'\V, 2jh.p., as new.

£23. ALLOAYS Matchless, 3 h.p., 1914 £26
2-speed.

£42. RUDGE, T9-IS, sSh.p., I. of M. Multi £48
£14. REX, tgoo, 3,5h.i3.,. 2-speed £20
£4. ARIEL, 2,Vli.p., coil and accumulator £8

In view of the"hea\T reductions, 10% e.\tra

is charged tor easy payments.

CYCLE CARS.
G.W.K., T914, just repainted, like new. . £130
CRESCENT, 1914. 8 h.p., shop-soiled,

hood and screen f115
WARNE, 1914, 8 b.p., 3 speeds, live

axle, new £1 05

VECTOR, 1914, 8 h.p., 2 speeds and re-

verse, just repainted £60

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater'Precision.

8h-p. Chater-Precision and CVoch Sidecar, all accet-
sori'^, tar tyree, hood, screen, electric liorn ; a

splendid turnout ; £67/10; easy {Kijmientfi arranp^d.—
Jones, Broadway, lluswell Hill. [3990

Chater-Lea Stevens.

CHATEE-LEA-STEVENS, 4V.b.p.. new 1915 sidecar.
Saturday; £19.-105, Malta Ed., Leyton. [4245

Clyno.

CLTNO. July. 1914, 2-i^roke, lamp, horn; £22.-
Eobinson, 57,' Eu.^-t Hill. Wand-worth. [4055

CLYXO 1912 Combination, undur 5,000: baigain.
£42.-Holden, West Wickham, BeckenUam. [4178

CLYNO 2-stroke. 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, aceessoriw.
like new; £32.—Auto Mart, 133, Hauuni.'rsinitli

Ed„ W. [4003

CLTXO 1912 Combination, cost orer £100: trial;
beat ofi'ir secures it.—29. Wandle Ed., WaDd.u

worth Common. [4203

CLYNO. 1914, 2-5troke, 2-speed, clutch, Jonee, Lticbs
accessories, overhauled; borgain, £32.—Ellis, 102,

Warner E4., Camberwell. [4189

CLYTs^'O Coachbuilt Combination, 1912-13. 6h.p.,
twin, hilly equipped, smart turnout; £35; ex-

changes.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Arton. 'XOOIS

LATE 1913 6h.p. Clyno Twin Combinat:on, 3
speeds, clutch, kick-starter, detachable wheels,

periect condition; £49.-15, Warwick Court, Holbom.
[4285

CLYNO, 1914 (August). 2-5troke. 2-speed, clutch, all

accessories, not done 500 miles, as new-, bonght
cvcle car,- £52.-20, Canonbiiry Grove, London, N.

1,4352

CLYNO 1913-14 Coachbuilt Combination. 3-5pe€d
countershaft, spare wheel, 6peedometer, lamp, horn,

kit, cjnditon ahnO:;t ae new, periect order, done 3.000
miles; £60, or ofEer.—Thos. Batev. Gt. Clarence St.,

Dublin. [X9683

CLY'NO, 1913, 5-6h.p., 3-speed gear, clutch, chain
drive, kick-starter, detachable wheels, aluminium

footboards, car tyre on rear wheel, Clyno coachbuilt
sidecar, lamp, generator, and gong; £47/10.—Adelaide
Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W. [4290

Condor.
5-6h.p. Condor, coachbuilt Limoulette eidecar, Stur-

mey 3-speed, little used, complete with speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, tools, and spares; £50.— 576. Foles-
hill Ed.. Coventry. [X9780

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT. 2-stroke. 1915. 2^h.p.. 2-speed. ia

stock; £35/8.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle Ter-
race, Edinburgh. [4317

CONNAUGUTS in Stock for immediate delivery at
the Birmingham and district agent's depot. P. J.

Evans, John Bright St.

2-CONNAUGHT. 2^4h.p-,
coudition ; bargain. £35.—F. Brown, The Giove,

[4358

5-^peed, free engine, perfect
i35.—F. Brown, The Giove,

Reddicap Hill, Sutton Coldfield. [XSTIS

Diamond.
DIAMOND. ViUiers encine. 1915 model, in stoct

.

27 gns,
• - ~ .. _ _ .. _

Edinburgh.

ViUiers encine.
-Macrae and Tolfree,

DOUCLAS V
Douglas.

1915, 2speed,

Cajtle Terrace,

stock.

SMOTOR MARTE
~| 100§136 Gt PortlandSUondonWj

"TVOUGLAS U, 1915, 2.speed, in stock.

"TJOUGIiAS W. 1915, S-speed, in stock.

IMMEDIATE delivery on receipt-ot cash. T«l.;
383. 'Grams : Bicycles.—Robinson*s Garage,

Green St.. Cambridge. [686S

1Q14 model V Douglas, good condition: £37.

—

-Li' Parkers' Garage, St. Ives. Hunts. 1427S

"IQIO Donelns. just overbaulcd: £14: seeu any time.
J-iJ —18, Galesbury Rd.. Wandsworth. [S987a

DOUGIAS, 1911, good order, accessories; £17.—
Apply, 188, Higli St., leddington. [X9874

1011 Douglas, engine recently overbauied: £18. t«i
JLi/ bargain.—305, Broad St., Biruiin^buui. [X9719

DOUGI^^S, 1913.'i. 2 speeds, run 4.000, splendid
condition; £55.-^6, Honley Rd., Catiord. [41«3

|Q15 Douglas, eiatrle tpeed model, climb auywhcie:
J-i/ £22.—Cro65, Efflcgbam Sd., RoOierbiuu. [X9971

14:i 234h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. kici start, perfect

order: £41.—A. iloses. 119, Earie St.. CrewB.
[xa92l

39/10.—Loybourn, Wolsingbam, S.O., Oo. DarWol.
IS99*6

fixed eiieiue, recentlv orefbualed;
Ti*
[401S

May, pertet

Green. T«66

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^ih.p., 2-speed. laiup, born; *W.
-Macrae and Tollree, 2, Castle Terrace, EMg

burgh. t^Si^

19
DOITGLAS. 1914. 2-sree<i. ilutcb. kiok start; tiaiKtiBi

£39/10.-Loybourn, Wolsingbam, S.O., Oo. DarWol.
IS99*6

DorGLAS, 2»ih.r.. fixed endue, recently oyahaaled;
burgaia. £18: first cheQue secures.-Camerou, Tidfr

bill.
"""

1Q15 2?4h.p. Douglae, 3-6peed, new —•^-.i.ii.
-It/ order: £45, Quick sale.-23, The Vale, G^dtfS

A.^o All tetters lelating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and th; date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
r.nllcld.

ENFIRLl) CiiiMbiniitinM, 1914. lioiul, wind nrrcen. 3
liiiiuJs. luirii. .K.iiL's ^^)^'la<'IlU'tcT. 2 spiire tultiv.

valves, iliuin. pi'ilort lomlilinii iriiariuitct-'d. tliormif,'hly

oviThnuloil lit ivurl!s lust wt.'lci £63. I'Icuse n;itc Sun-
beiim coluiiui. Doiilery note, I it?iiuiro a tknibli? pur-
po.so mount to save Uoepiup two.— Murrey, Deutal Sur-
gery, Crewe. Kxelinngo eoiisulered. [X9812

Excelsior.

EXCKLSTOR, 41i.ti., Helloseu icnition. new tyrea and
belt, Rood running order, rowerlul : £9 : witb i^ide-

car f lO.-Sparlces. 5. Foster Hill Ed., ]!edford. [X9391

EXCELSIOR (Amerieanl. 1915, 7-9b.p., 3-epeed.

eluteb model, the very best value; we can deliver

irom stock: £62.—Laytona' Garage, Breester, Oxon.
[X9870

EXCELSIOR (Anierienul, 71i.p., 3-speed ; new prices,

standiird £80, electrically equipped £90 ; cx-
cbauges quoted. Yorksbiro dealers supplied. Motor
EsehanKC H.'rton St., Halifax. [0380

EXCELSIOR, 7-9b.p., and uidecar to mateli [Ameri-
can}, new October, 1914, only done 500 miles;

fluv trial- £59, or exchange lower power.—A.8., 7,

^Slinnyliill Ed., Streatham, S.W. [4234

Fafnlr.
lAFNIR, just thoroughly overhauled, goo^ tyres : £7.

Oki, 63, Hemstal Ed., Kilburn, N.W. (X9750

F.N.

F.N.. 4-cyl-, 2 speeds, F.E., Bosch; seen running;
£15/10.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed., Acton.

[X00I6

F-N., single-cyl., txr^t-class order, good tyres, reliable,

fast; £7/10.-Scrase, 381. Battersea Park Ed.,
S.W.

"
[4024

£18.—F.N. , 5-6h.p., 4-cycle, mag., Binks, P. and H.
lighting, spares, tools, new tube, splendid order

;

owner riding every day. but wants sidecar outfit.—W.
Spooner, Avondale, Send, Woking. [4084

F-N-. 1914, 7h.p., 4-cyl., 2-se^ter coach combination,
D.A. lighting outfit, 5 gn. speedometer, 3 lamps.

and many other accessories: £75. or £26 down and
£4/11/8 monthlv.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[4070
Harley-Davidson.

HAELET-DATIDSON.-Latest models in stock.-
Timberlake's Garage. Wigan. [X9802

HAELET-DAVIDSOJT 7-9h p. Twin and 4h.p. in
stock.—Turpins, 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0713

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combinations in stock; ex-
changes."—Middleton, 27, Stroud Green Ed., N.

[3106
HAELET-DAVIDSON IIF, brand new, unridden;

best offer secures.-19, Village Ed., Finchlev. N.
[4354

HAELET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Electric Combination,
new in .June, perfect order ; £75, quick sale.—23.

The Tale. Goklcr's Green. [4066a

1 Q15 4h.p. Harley-Davidson. single, as new, 2-speed,
-*-«^ fast, guaranteed faultless; 48 gns.—Eailway
Garage, Staines. 'Phone : 46. [4375

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar Combinations in
stock for immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor

Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [2800

HAELEY-DAVIDSON. 1915 llj, electrically
equipped. 5 weeks old, only done 1,000 miles: 60

ens.—2nd Lieut. N. Lee, Holm Place, Sheerness. [X9779

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, all models in stock; side-
cars to suit.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, (Dastle Ter-

race, Edinburgh, 'Phone : 6365. T.A. : Straight.

_ [4314
.XTAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-«peed, one month
J-X old. with Millford coachbuilt sidecar, all acces-
sories: £73.—Captain Stafford, c/o 30, Harriet Mews.
Bloane St., Enightsbridge. [4109
HARLEY-DAVTDSON, 1915 model IIF, 7-9h.p., 3-

speed, and special Canoelet sidecar, all grev
finish, equal to new, 9 months' guarantee; £72.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4394

HAELEY-DAVIDSON. 1915, 7-9h.p. twin, model
IIF, only 6 weeks old, done 500 miles, perfect

condition ; £58 or with boat cane sidecar, screen, £62

;

owner awaiting orders to proceed overseas.—Lieut. Hay,
Solefields Camp. Sevenoaks.

"

[4324
HAELEY-DAVIDSON Model IIL, electrically

equipped, with Bramble sidecar, spare tubes, valves,
Stewart speedometer, not ridden 800 miles : £85. or
£22/5 down and £5/8/4 monthly; bargain.—Lamb's.
151, High St., Walthamstow. [4076
HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. 8h:p., Canoelet side-

car, enamelled grey to match, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, etc., special 3in. tyre on sidecar, new turnout
month ago: cost £91/10, take 66 gns. for quick sali
—Seen at Finsbury Park Garage, London, N. [4030

HAELEY-D.WIDSON, model 11 J, 7-9b.p., 3-speed.
with electric dynamo lighting outfit and electric

horn, fitted with special Gloria sidecar, the finest
combination on the road; £97/13 complete: imme
diate delivery.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.
Birmingham. [1922
HAELEY-DAVIDSON Models F. and J. (no ad-

vance in price), complete with their own 20 gn
sidecar, or Montgomery Canoelet, Millford, Bramble oi
Phcenix, dehvered from stock : deferred payments
quarter down and 12 instalments: discount for quicker
payments. — Lamb's, 151, High St., WalthamstJw.
Depot 50. High Rd- Wcod Green. [4071

GET- IT AT

0IAYLORS
SOLE LONDON AND DISTRICT AGENTS FOR

A.J.S.& EXCELSIORS
Sole District Agents tor CALTHORPES.

Contracting Agents (or all makes.

TERMS—Cash, Exchange, or Extended Pavmcnts

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF NEW MODELS.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
electric lighting set, grey finish,

3 speeds £76 13

TAYLOR'S oxy-acet. welded coach-
built Sidecar, quick detachable
fittings, specially designed frame,
very strong 4-point attachment,
luggage grid and petrol can carrier.

Constructed exclusively for Harlev-
Davidson Price £17 17

5-6h.p. EXCELSIOR Combination £86 16 9

2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed. . £36 15
2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke £30 16
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built £16 16

CLEARANCE SALE.
A fine opportunity to obtain a bargain.

TRIAL BEFORE PURCHASE SOLICITED
And 12

monthly
Nett payments
Cash. Deposit. of

£ s. £ s.

igi5 23h.p. CALTHORPE-
J.A.P., 2-speed » 29 10 — —

191S CALTHORPE, 2 sp.,

2-stroke 26 10 10 29/6
1914 2ah.p. DOUGLAS,

2-speed 42 12 53/9
1915 3 h.p. ENFIELD,

t\vin, 2-speed 46 — —
1915 3\ lady's BROUGH,

3-speed, fully equipped,

3 months old 63 — —
1914 Sh.p. ZENITH Com-

bination, fully equipped 65 .20 62/8
191^ 6 h.p. A.J.S. and

sidecar, fullv equipped 58 18 71/8
1915 Babv TRIUMPH,

2-str., 2-sp.. 37 17 37/1

1915 4 h.p. A.T-S. Coach-
built Body only, with
screen, new 8 19 6 — —

Wicker Sidecar, complete,
suit 3^ h.p. machine . . 2 15 — —

Cane Body only, very
smart, new 5 15 — —

Coachbuilt Sporting Side-

car, complete, new ... 10 17 6 — —
TAYLOR'S MECHANICAL HORN.

Black finish.

Very ertecnve
Impossible to

get out of

order Guar- iS^^I.\ Price 21/

^llf "rl m IM Carriage paid.
years. Con- IlMMIHlMliwjl
tmuous sound mgjjwM^LJj Approval against
at will. ^SEmffiTmBiS^ remittance.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLAGE, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, T240-

Telegrams—" Dynametro. Westcent. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarlcyDnvldKon.

HARLKY-DAVIimO.NS, the iniichineii with the 12
niDiiths' Riiiininteo, wtii(.-h liuve forced tli'.-ir way

rJRht to tli« front by Hheer morit. Wo have till the
p.>piiliir nmdol.-i in Mtock for imiiirdiiitP delivery, with a
liirpe Holoition of «ido(ar« to riiiitoh. Sfod un your rc;-

nuirements; wo cfin 1111 them. Kxtcndod pfiyment* ond
'•xrhnnRfrt arranRcd.—The CoUnory Depot, 31, Hen^how
St., LiTtTpool, and 261, Dcan-gutc, MaDf-'hf«tor. (4010

Hobart.
HOBART. 2-rttrol;es.—IiDtiKidiuto dolivrry from atock.

—Alexfintler'H. 115. Lotliian Rd., Edinburgh, and
272, at. Western Rd., Glasgow. [4126

Humber.

HUMBER 1912 Combiuation. 3i.'-4h.p., mn»r.. 2
speeds: £30.-1, Ebner St., WandBworth. [XOOa?

tf)h.p. Humber, 1912, e^ccellent rondition, recently
'--' overhauled; £15.-19, Hatfield Rd., Glnufc-'ter.

I.X9952
311up. 2-3peed Humber, froe enpino, tyres excftllent.

2 mag. ; £22, or offers.—A. Caiger, Bersted, BoBnor.
[4255

HUMBER. 2h.p., perfect, late model: £19/19: acces-
sories.-Write, 8, Pollards Hill North, Norbury,

Surrey. [4018

3ih.p. Humber. late 1912. 2-speed, excellent condi-
2 tion, all spares; any trial; £28.-14, Homend,

Ledbury. [X9399

HUMBER. late 1911, SV-h.p., 2-*peed. sidecar, Rpare^;,

cood condition
; £25.—Nobbs, Sandleford, Brambpr

Rd., N. Finc:hley. [X9763
i>5.h.p. 1912 Humber, free engine, in perfect order;
-^4 a real bargain; £23; easy payments arranged.
—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3190

HUMBER. SV^h.p., 1911-12. 2-€peed, F.E., handle
starting, new back tyre and tube, spare belt and

tube in case, horn; £24.—G. Smith, 38, Sydenham Hill.
London. [4027

HUMBER, 3'/^h.p;, 3-6peed gear, coach sidecar, nnder-
slune. like new, sppedometer and lamps: a real

bargain. £48.—Sherwood. Fraserburgh, Cambridge Park,
Wanstead. rX9671

IQil 2-speed Humber, handle starting, wicker side-
J-*^ car, in , excellent condition; price £21.—Tuke
and Bell, Ltd., Motor Engineering Department, Carlton
Engineering Works, High Bd., Tottenham, N. [3998

HUMBER, 1911, 3",^h.p., 2-speed, F.E., handle
starting, excellent condition, P. and H. lamp,

rear lamp, spare belt, 1914 Wafcsonian light sidecar,
recently overhauled; £27.—W.D., 10, Hart Gardens.
Dorking, Surrey. [4236

Indian.

1Q15 Indians.—Immediate delivery of model C from
JLtf stock.-Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd.. EdinburEh.

£4121
1Q15 3-speed 5h.p. Indian, as new, used 7 days;iv sell for £60.—Parkers' Garage, St. Ives, Hunts.

[4272
INDIAN 1915 T.T. and Sporting Sidecar, 3 speeds,

kick starter, almost new; £50.-326, Euston Rd.,
London.

'

[4261

INDIAN. 1914iy^, coach combination, 7-9h.p., 2 gpeede;
£60: solo mount part exchange.—Sinclair, East

Molesey. EX9861

Kh.p. 1915 Indian, 3 speeds, kick starter, done 300 to
«^ 400 miles, practicallr new.—Shaw, Gertrude St.,

Sunderland. [X9398

1 Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, electric lighting set,
Xt/ T.T. handle-bars; £60.—De Salis, Grange Ed.,
Sutton, Surrey. [41 68

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Combination, electric lighting
set, excellent condition; £58.—The JVlorris

Garages, Oxford. [X9928

INDIAN. 7-9h.p., 3-3peed, with Bramble eidecar, new
August; £75.—Apply, The Bramble Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., Coventry. [X9754

INDIAN. 1915. 51i.p.. T.T., S-speed. accessories, new
in Julv. had little use: £49.-4, Thornton St.,

Kempston, Bedford. [S9806

INDIAN, late 1914, 7-9h.p.. and Mills-Fulford eide-
car. electric equipment, in perfect condition, as

new.—Silver Lion, Pennyfields, Poplar. [X9721

INDLAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, red, and coachbuilt
sidecar, electric lamp and horn, in good condi-

tion throughout; £60.—See below.

INDIAN, 1914. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, electric
lamp and horn, speedometer, in perfect condi-

tion throughout; £47/10.—See below.

IXDLAN, 7-9h.p., clutch model, 1915, complete with
all fittings, had very little use; £45.—Dominy.

Jewry St., Winchester. [4216

INDIAN (Blue), Sh.p. twin, just overhauled, re-

painted, with Gloria cane sidecar, complete, with
lamp, horn, etc.; £35.—Willways, Ltd.. BristoL

CX9815
"I Ql4 Hendee Special, in perfect order, electric lamps,
J-t/ horn, and starter, speedometer, done 1.900, coach-
built sidecar, and wind screen; £60.—Stovell, Hall St.,

Stockport. 1X0043

7-9h.p- Indian and Wolbrown sidecar, late .1912, 2-

speed, kick starter, overhauled last month: cost

£13, guaranteed perfect; any trial: £39.—Bon Marche.
Chesterfield. rX9975

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oE the issue, a.^?
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 7]i.p. 3-speed Combination, like new, teten
out ill May, 1915, only doue 2.000 inilefl; £74, a

bargain.—Kirkby 'b, Tlie Studio, Woodliall 'Spa. [X9886

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed model; £63; delivery
from stock —Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Cai

Co., Ltd., 7. Batb Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
Ud., I'lymonth. [0717

-| Q15 Indian 7h.p. Twin, 3-speed, F.E., Corbin-
J-t/ Brown front-drive speedometer, spring frame,
specification as list; dE55.—Robinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [0613

INDIAN, late 1913. 7-9h.p.. Milla-Fulford sidecar,
clutcii, and- 2-speed, speedometer, whole outfit as

new; bargain, £45.—Mebes, 156, Gt. Portland St.,

W. Tel.: 3426 Mayfair. [3426

INDIAN 7-9lj.p. Combination, electrically equipped,
speedometer, new June, 1915; cost £93 ; run

2 022 : price £70 ; too powerful lor owner.—Crawford,
Muirpark, Eskbank, N.B. rX9402
j(Q14 Hendee Special Indian, 7-91i.p., electric ligM-
Ji*y ing and etarter, Millford sidecar, as new, done
2,000 miles: cost £100. bargain, £60.—2a, Fountayne
Rd., Stoke Newington, N. £4190

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Road Racer, Model D, P.
and H. lamp set, done about 500 miles, condi-

tion as new; £52.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0481

1 Ql4^;i 7-9h.p. Indian and 16 gn. Gloria Sidecar,
J-U 2-speed, F.E., kick-starter, electric equipment,
4.000 miles, £10 spares; 60 gns. — Humphrey, Stow
Hill Pavilion, Newport, Men. [4185

"IQ13 Indian, 7h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, Cauoelet
JlU de Luxe sidecar, spring wheel, new tyres, and
all aote^eories ; £60.—H. Farrington, 1, Highfleld Rd.,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [X9751

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
clutch and starter, electric lamps, horn, also

speedometer, thoroughly sound; £60.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [4364

INDIANS B, Indians C, and Indians D, all in stock
ready to drive away, red sidecars to match.—Bir-

mingham and Midland distributing agent, P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [4363

7h.p. T.T. Indian, late 1914, Lucas lamp and gener-
ator, horn, speedometer, spares, and tools, com-

plete, tyres good, condition excellent; £48, offers.—
Lieut. Casper, Springfield, Darlington. [X9693

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., clutch model, new Dunlop
tyres, speedometer, large Miller, Lucae horn.

Pillion seat: 50 gns.. or £13/10 down and £3/5 monthly.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [4077

INDIAN, 1915 (July), 5h.p., 3-Epeed, tick start,
Stewart speedometer, P. and H. head lamp and

generator, Lucas rear lamp, Lucas horn, in perfect con-
dition; £56.-Utting, Burnham Market. Norfolk. [4171

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., kick etarter, 2 epeeds, spring
|

frame, electric lamp, etc., T.T. bars, rear speed-
ometer, not done 4,000, splendid, fast, and sporty
mount; £52.—Newlands, Arboretum Ed., Walsall.

[4202
7-9h.p. Indian 1913-14 Combination, 2 speeds,

clutch, kick start, Gloria coachbuilt £23 side-
car, beautiful turnout, fully equipped, speedometer,
etc.; £48; exchanges.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd.,
Acton. [X0018
7h.p. Indian 1915 New Combination, complete with

d*" '""ixe sidecar, electric lighting set; £94/10; im-
mediate delivery from stock; cash, exchange, or ex-
tended payments arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [X9898

1 Q15 7h.p. Indian, Millford sidecar, makers* stand-
-lU ard combination, special mu^tt-'narde. and many
epares, new last July, scarcely ridden : owner ordered
abroad; £80.—Lieut. X., Box 9,388, The Motor Cucle
Officee, Coventry. [X9396
INDIANS in stock for immediate delivery; 7b. p.

3-speed coachbuilt. combinations, 7h.p. road
racers, 5h.p. 3-speed double purpose mount.—P. J.
Evans. 87. John Bright St., Birmingham, sole Mid-
land distributing agent. [4361

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo-
meter and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wheel side-

car, whole outfit in perlect order; £55.—Exeter Motor
' Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

BLUE 3Vi>b.p. Indian, Feb., 1913, 2-6peed, new gears,
Just overhauled, engine, gears, and clutch perfect,

tyres good, 2 spare tubes and tyre, spare sprocket for
solo, many sparea, cane canoe sidecar, 4-point attacli-
raent, ample room for child; £42.—Brown, 48. Col-
chester Terrace, Sunderland. [4132

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 3-speed, magnificent Mills-
-*-«/ FuJford sidecar, only 2 weeks old. electric head,
side, and tail lamps, speedometer, electric horn, one ot
the smartest outfits on the road, indistinguishable from
new; cost over £94; 69 gns.; a good opportunity to
secure a ftrst-class corabinatioa, as new, at a consider-
able reduction ofl list price; exchanges, easy terms —
Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X0041

Ixion.
1XJ0N, 1914V2. SV^h.p., 2-epeed, splendid condition;

£23/10.-76. Kimbolton At.. Nottingham. [X9689
IXION-VILLIERS, 1914Vo, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-flpeed.

runs as well, all accessories, only £26; auv tiiul:
bought combination.—Norfolk Villa, Joseph's Rd., Guild-
ford. i4021

THREE
OF THE

BEST-
and No Waiting.

Model C, 7 h.p. Twin
INDIAN, 3-speed gear,

electrically equipped,

kick starter and speedo-

meter - - - - £78

2i h.p. calthorpes,
all models,

£27 16s. to £37 18s.
(2-stroke (2-speed

single-speed) variable ignition)

3i h.p. SCOTT, 2-stroke,

2-speed - £71 10s.

WE CAN GIVE
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FROM STOCK.

Cash or Easy Terms.

Write for Catalogues to—

Godfreys, b^. >

208, GREAT PORTLAND SL,

LONDON, W.
•Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

4 h.p. Twin iTyJap, T.T.. 3 fveeda, clutch, lamp,
horn, very last; bareain. £45.—Moore, Castk Hi.

Wellmgborotigh. [4179
James.

1Q15 4i4h.p. 3-speed James, just delirered; 63 got.
--*' —Parkers' Garage, St. lve=. Hunt?. ^4;i73

JAMES Combination. 3-9peed, jnrt arrired; f76a3—Lamb'e, 151. High St., WalthainEtow. [4076

1Q12 4h.p. James, Aruiatrong 3-8peed. perlett or^liT.
-L" otters— 5. Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate. [X9969

JAMES Sidecar Combination, late 1914, -pienilM
tondition: £49. lowest.—Hall, We/^t Court. Pujl'v

JAMES Big Single Sidecar Outfit, 3-tpced counter
shaft, excellent condition; £60.-45, London Rd.,

Redhill. [4298

1 Q 1 5"2 James, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hardljr Ecratched,
-I-t' perfect, lamps, born, aece«on€a: tiarguin. £32
—Keliain, Bourne fS'SlI

JAMES 4r4h.p. Models, complete with sidecar pr
vrithout, Lucas electric lighting ««t; delivery from

stock ; cash, easy terms, or exchange.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London. [X9903

JAMES. 1915, 2V<h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. lightweight,
used once only, Lucas horn, guaranteed sound,

as new: £33; 10.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C. :0480

JAMES. 1915. 4V-jh.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, chain drive, Canoetet
sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Luca* elec-

tric horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Dean^gate,
Manchester. [0674

J.A.P.

J.A-P., 1912, Bh.p.. 2-6peed, tree engine: £25.-57.
Lament Ed., Chelsea. [4020

J .A.P.. 2Vih.p.. U.H. mag.. Amac, Dunlops. lamps;
wonderful bargain, £14/14.—10, Windermere Rd-.

Ealing. [4266

J.A.P.. 4h.p.. overhead valves, Simmi^ mag.. B.B.. ball

bearing engine; tu.T fast for owner; £20.—Valleiw,
29, Canterbury Hd . S.E. [4207

J.AP.. 5-6h.p.. handle starter. F.E., Hoc clutch. B.
and B., Bosch. Druids, wicker sidecar, 2 new tyres

thor<iuchlv overhauled: £20.—Eeid, 41, Grove Vale,
East Dulwich, S.E. [3661

TQ15',, 4h.p. J.A.P. Twin Lea-Francis 3-.speed C.im-,
-Lt/ bination, Luoa.* lamps, horn, perfect condirion;
£70. or offer*: appointment.-Cpl. Dovaston. 107. I'enny
Lane, Wavertree, Liverpool- [X9912

J.A.P., 4h.p,. new la(:t Julv. 3-speed Sturmev hub,
a'l.in. Dunlops and Stel:isti.>, Splitdotf mag.. F.B.8.

lamp set, Stewart epeedjmeter. Lucas horn. Montgomery
14 gn. sidecar, perfect order: £47.—On view, Stag Motor.
Works, Bald Faced Stag, East Knchley. [43S7

Juno.

JUNO Y.T.S.. 2-stroke. 2i.jh.p.. condition a-j new;
£25. or gradual payment^.—Seen at 248, liishops-

gate, London. [4393
Kerry.

3ih.p. Kerrv-Abingdon. 1910. all accessories, pt^rfect

2 Older.—Wiceler, Victoria Hotel, Cheshunt. Herts.
£14/10. [4099

KBB.ET, 25ih.p., spring forte, B. and B.. HelleseB,
running order; £8.-S.J..A. 23. Port Hall EA,

Brighton. [40»

3ih.p. Kerrv-Abingdon. with Eoc 2-speed. Best a»d
2 Llovd, in good order : £27 : cash or easy terms.

—K. E. Jones IGaragesl. Ltd.. Swansea; ateo at Cardiff.
[0723

Lea-Francis.
"1Q13 Lea-Francie. 3',.jh.p.. twin-cyl.. 2 speeds. fiW
JLU engine ; £48.—Poo^. Commercial Ed., Bounft*
mouth. [401T

1Q14 3>4h.p. Lea-Francis and Henderson light ad*.
-Lt' car; £54—T. Jerrison, ' Moscar." MillhousM,
Sheffield. [X92S7

1Q14 Lea-Francis, with Leed.5 sidecar, splendid
-l-t/ dition. 2 new heavv Duulop tyres: £60, bar-

gain.-Crook, Church St. West, Macclesfleld, Chechia
[X98S3

LEA-FEANCIS. 1913. run 5.650 miles, perfect ord«,
new b.ack tyre, Lucas lamp, generator, horn, speffl-

ometer. back-re*t : must sell within a week : beet ojftr

over £35.-72. St. Augustine Bd.. Sonthsea. (4346
|

Levis.

LEVIS No. 1. inst arrived from works; £37/15.-1
Lycett, Burslem. [X98r

BEOOK. Motor Cycle Specialist. Burnhnm. Som.. e^ .

eupply from stock No. 1 model Levis. t36W 1

NEW Levis in stock, standard model —W. Panll and
Co., 6, 8, and 10, Barrack St.. Colchester. [4250 I

LEVIS.—Immediate delivery from st.^ck 1915 models,
j

-Alexander's, 115. Lothian Ed.. Edinburgh. [41«S

LEVIS. Babv model, good condition : £22, or exclianfB I

3i.jh.r.-H. Butcher. Wellcsbourne. Warwick. [4019 1

LEVIS New 1915 Models. 2l4h.p. Popular. dtllTarr
(

from stock: £28*1 ca&li. or easy terms.—WMt-

1

chopo's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X9697
j

•J
Ql5 Levis, 2Vjh.p.. Popular model, absolutely ill I

X*J etock: £281; exchanges: easv terms.—Julian. I

tirwid St.. Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X6410
(

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.l-.

'
. Levis.

LEVIS 191S Populnr Mi'(li>l, jiirt niiiveU Irom woilw:
inunedintii dcHvfiy: £28/1.—WilUintJ, Siinpt.oii. iiiul

Co., 11, Hnnuueismitli Ed., I.timion. [4062

L.EVIS 2-strol;e Motor Cycles, liUnit 1915 mndels.-
Sule I-oiulou nud distvid agents, Oars and Motor

Sundries, I.tJ., 175-177, Sluiftctibur.v Av., London, W.C.
'Plione: 1432 Rescut. [0711

LEVIS No. 1 in stoi-k. £36/17, or £10/13/6 donn
nnU 12 payments £2/6/3; siieeial diseount for 3.

e. or 9 in.staluients ; also I'opular, £28/1, just arrived.

—Lamb's, 161, High .St.. Waltliamstow. Depot 50, Higli

Kd., Wood Greeu.- [4075

LEVIS 1915 2"'.ili.p. De Luxe Sidecaretto, 2-spced,
electiie lamps, 6 volt aceumnlator, liRlitweiglit

sidecar, really comfortable, done 600 miles, whole good
as new, nufoerotis spares; ;£45, or near ofler ; so:-

week-end.—Voss, Halstein, Silver Lane, Parley. [4357

Llncolii'EIk.

14 Lincoln-HIk. 5'.>li.p., T.T., or ordinary bars.19 countcrslml't S-t^iieed geiir, aud clutch, iyre-s ex'

celleiit, lauii^s. Lorn; £25.—Homer, 43, Alexandra E4..
Hedford. EX9978

L.M.C.

L.M.C, 1914, 4V:.h.i5., 3-sp€ed. kick-starter, free en-
gine, and sidecar; ^45.—Macrae and Tolfree. 2.

^Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [4310

L.M.C. 4b.p., 2-speed, free engine, Mills-Fulford cane
sidecar ; £28 ; 5-6h.p. combination wanted.—

W.S.B., Bos LI, 561. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.G. [4156

Lugton.
3ih.p. Lugton-Miueiva, Bosch mag., l.b.c, fast, and

2 reliable; £I5.-Scra^e. 381, Battersea Park Ed..
S.W [4025

M.A.G.

M.A.G., 1915, SVoh.p. twin, T.T., in splendid order,
F.E..S. lamp set, horn and tools, very fast and

reliable; £35.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G. [0491

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, Sh.p. [1913), 2-tfpeed : £52, -(rith side-

car.— 5, Park Av., I'almer's Green. [4325

MATCHLESS 1914 6h.p. Twin, and eoacbbuilt eide-
i-ar. 2-speed, free engine, etc.; £35.-25, Station

K-d., Willesden Junction. [4083

IRElAND.-ah.p.. 1914 Matchless and sidecar, M.A.G.
engine, chain drive, perfect order; £60.— G. Doran,

Clonard, Kimmage Ed., Tereaure, Dublin. [X987T

Sh.p. Matchless Combination, J.A.P. 2-speed freo
engine, 1913^;4, all on., first class condition.—

Pritchard, Dynea Kd., Upper Boat, Pontypridd. [X9938

MATCHLESS and sidecar, 1912, 8h.p., 2-6peed, kick
start, and accessDries, excellent condition: £45,

or ofier.—K. Mackay, 5, Trafalgar Terrace, Eedcar.
[X9764

"1Q13 Matchless Combination, Sh.p. twin, chain drive,
-1-V recently overhauled, good condition.—Apply by
appointment, Tasse], la, Bloomfield Kd., Plumstead.

1:4095
MATCHLESS 1912-13 Combination, 6h.p., 3 speeds,

lamps, speedometer, luggage carrier ; £48 ; fine
turnout.—3, Wynnstay Grove, Fallowfield, Manchester.

EX9944
31h.p. Match less-Jap, 1913, fine condition, £27/10;

2 2h.p. Sinser Moto-Velo, overhauled, £12/10; £15
cane sidecar, fitted with Pahner tyre, £7/10.—Dakin's
Garage, Wombwell. . [S9768

1Q13 7-8h.p. Matchless, with Canoelet sidecar, lamp.
-t-t^ speedometer, etc, in very good condition; £60;
cash or easy terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea: also at Cardiff. [0721

MATCHLESS, 1914, Sh.p., free engine, kick-starter,
wicker sidecar, speedometer, lamp, and horn

;

£45, genuine bargain.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle
Terrace, Edinburgh. [4511

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 4h.p.. N.S.U. 2-speed and
free, Bosch, new John Bull belt. Premier wicker

sidecar, new drop chassis, spares, overalls, etc.; £30.—
69, Lyndhurst Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey. [4304

LATE 1913 Matchless Combination, model 8, 2-6peed,
twin chain drive (new), kick starter, Hutchinson

front, Avon combination (new) back, security bolts,
lamps,, horn, speedometer, mirror, tools, spares, Match-

_ less Canoelet sidecar, with luggage grid, interchange-
~ able tyres ; £55, cost £95 ; exchange 2-seater car.-
Eobinson, Engineer, Braunstone Gate, Leicester.

1X9832
Minerva.

3ih.p. Minerva, mechanical, perfect, readv to ride

:

2 £8/10.-39. Belmont Park Kd„ Leyton. [4224

^"IVriNEEVA," 2%h.p., running order, B.B., accumu-
-LTi lator; se5/15.—87, New Park Ed., Brixton.

[4176
MINEEVA, 3Vjh.p., Bosch, B. and B., new- tvres.

belt; £12; very fast.-Dobson, Ellison St., Wol-
stanton. [X9387
MINEETA and sidecar, S^^in., B. and B., all acces-

sories, Bpehdid condition; £15/10.-19, Balmoral
R4., Cricklewood. [4034

MINEEVA, 2^;4h.p., good or^er, Amac, h.b.c., battery
ignition, lamp, etc., - complete ; £6, or ofier.—

Scovell, Yateley, Hants. [4306

MXNERVAS, 2y4h.p. £6/10, SVsb.p. £6, m'.O.v.,

Hellesen ignition, spring forks, good condition.

—

58, Laburnum Ed., Wimbledon. [4213

Why!
Why buy a machine

which CANNOT
yield you Perfect

Comfort ?

That's exactly what you do

when you buy a mount
minus the Perfect Fork—the

RUID

ark II

with Vertical and

Horizontal Action

— for this is the ONLY
Fork which absorbs all

shocks WITHIN ITSELF
— the ONLY Fork which

incorporates the CORRECT
"Design-principle," and the

ONLY Fork which always

yields ideal riding.

r^jOTE.—If vour present mount's
" uncornfortable," then fit it with

the DRUID MARK II.
— 'twiil

smooth out all the road's irregu-

larities. Ask your Agent about it.

A. DREW
& Co., Ltd.,

Leopold
Street,

B'HAM.

eavaaDvaBaaBBO

JMOTOU CYCIJiS I'OU SAIJJ,

Minerva.
MINKEVA, 3'/.h.p., BoH.h iimK., B. find H. mrlifir

f'ttcr, b'-It drive, lu-w tjTO on biiirl: \vli(;i;l ; roniii
wimti.'d; clK'iij), £B/10.-nuxter, ChiHlcIiiir«t. [4097
4Xli.p. Minerva and Sidecar, m.o.v., Hoc 2npf'cd,

2 (roe cnKinc, handlo start. Bench, h,b.c,, tyrori
Kood; £23.-8. Stuart St., Avon Valo Ud., Barton
Hill, Bristol. (D) [X9'JG9

Moto'Rcvc.
MOTO.REVE Twin LiglitwciBht, maR., Druids, any

trial; sacrifice £ 10/ 10.—.Speechlcy, 45, Church
Ed., Acton, [X0017

2ih.p. Twin Moto-Ecve, splCTidid contlition, new lyre,
2 belt, etc., pncinfi and maKneto ju.st ovcrhoiilcd,

climbs any hill; £15.—Hooker, CuckfieJd, Busses. [4233

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, gjod running order; ninst nacri-

flce, £10.-G., Beechlands, Brooklyn Ed., Wokintj.
i.X9983

MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, 2J/ih.p., maff.. spring forks,
splendid order; £12/10.—Chase, Music Stores

Epping. [4111

t^ih.p. Magneto Motosacoche, fine order, and good
^2 lyres; bargain, £9/10.—Fearn, Nottingham Ed.,
Alfreton. [4013

MOTOSACOCHE, 2V-,h.p., F.E., new condition, very
little used; £14.-89, Boundary Ed., Wood

Green, London, N. [4155

MOTOSACOCHE, 1913%, 2iAh.p., variable speed,
F.E., Druids, Bosch, WTiittle, etc., fully equipped,

new condition: £16/10.-54, Seymour Ed., Leyton-
[4194

** New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1913-14, 3h.p., S-speed, lamp, horn.
accessoriee.-Nesma, 7, Exhibition Ed., South

[X9792

1914, 3 speeds, speedometer,___ _ . ^
^^^^

[4258

Kensington,

31h.p. New Hudson,
2 fully equippe

"

Euston Ed-, London.

NEW Hudson, 1912, and sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, ex-
cellent running order; trial; £34.—Kev, _C. H.

Luckman. Grasslngton- [X9794

3ih.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed model. In extra
4: good condition and running order; price £32/10.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [59907

NEW Hudson Big Six Coachbizilt Combination de
Luxe, speedometer. Palmer tyreg, new condition;

.^62/10.—B.E., 27, Crescent Grove, Clapham Common,
S.W. [4187

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36; all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., 7, Bath Ed.,
Plymouth.

Eseter, and 28, Tavistock Ed.,
[0603

6'

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2-stroke. .single gear; cost £29
rvitlr aecessorie^, not run 1.000 miles, perfect con-

dition, good as new; sell, £20.—Davies, Westmcunt, The
Orescent, Belmont, Surrey. [X9848

NEW Hudson, 3'Afi-p.. countershalt 3-speed gear:

£63: delivery 'from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle
and Light Car Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and
;:8, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

NEW Hudson, 1914, ZVah.p., 3-5peed, kick-starter,

Kempshal! and Clipper non-skid tyres, lamp,
horn, and tail lamp, coachbuilt sidecar; ^28.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4395

h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and free engine model,
fitted with a 2-seat. coachbuilt Bowser sidecar,

speedometer, lamp, Lucas rear li^ht; the complete turn-

out, £57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, .Shoe Lane, London.
[X9902

NEW Hudson Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-3peed gear,

clutch, Jiiok starter, new car outer cover back

wheel, with new Dunlop inner tube, everything in thor-

ough good order, lamp, horn, etc., 1914 model, pot into

use March tlris rear; accept £58/10.—Arthur Bell, High
St., Marlborough, [<025

New Imperial.

"VTEW Imperial. 1913. 2i/2h.p. ; £17.—Macrae and
-L' Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [4316

NEW Imperial, 1915, 2-speed model, in stock; 35
ens.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edin-

burgh 1*318

XTEW Imperial-Jap. 1915, 2-speed countershalt gear:

i^ trial; £27.—Harris, Norbury Farm, Inkberrow,

Worcester. [S9951

1915, in stock for immediate
35 gus.—Colmore Depot, 62,

[4387

2 soeede, actaajlv in

NEW Imperial-Japs,
delivery. 2 speeds

High St., Leicester.

NEW Imperial Lightweights, _ _., .

stock- £36/15: exchanges considered.-City Motor

Co., .-125, London Ed., Manchester. [0718

1015 2V»h.p. 2-speed T.T. New Imperial-Jap. specially

i-iJ tuned, fast, perfect condition, lamps, horn, etc.;

£27.—Flat No. 2, 206, Hammersmith Ed., W. [424u

15 2?4h.p. New Iinperial J.A.P., 2-speed, actajrlly19^ exchanges ; easy terms.
Phone: 1024. [S6408

in stock :
price ZS gns.

—Julian, Broad St.. Beading.

NEW Imperials in Slock for immediate delivery, light

tourist, kick-starter, and ladies models; pnces

from 35 gns.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and district

agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [4365

AU letteis relating to advei-tisem&nts shouid quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

New Imperial.

EW Imperials.—Tlie finest value in the world, and
oj guaranteed reliability, fitted with J.A.P. en-

gines and countershaft gears built on car linee; prices

from 35 gne., and delivery from utock.—The Colmore
Depot, 31, Eenshaw St., Liverpool. [1009

Norton.
1 Q 1 5 JS^ortons.—Immediate delivery from stock oJ the
J-f/Big Four, chain drive.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian
Ed., Edinburgh. £4120

NORTON', 1915, just received one 3'/ih.p. 3-speed

model; £59/17/6; don't wait; exchanges arranged.

—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. ' [X9871.

IQIS Brooldands Special Norton, with Sturmey hub,
jLiJ 3 speeds and hand clutch, Binks and B, and B.
carburetters, Jiorn, Watford speedometer and watch,
plating, enamel, and tyres good; cost £80; very faf^t

and sporting- mount; long plated exhautit pipe, and T.T.
bars; £52.—Lieut. Pilkinson, 16th D.A.P., Bedford.

US.9105
N.S.U.

N.S.U. 3h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., automatic car-
buretter, m.o.i.v., good tyres, new belt, under-

geared pulley; £15, or near offer.—Cambridge Garage,
Frances St., Woolwich. 'Phone ; 108 Woolwich. [4265

N.S.U., 6-8h.. twin, 2-6peed gear, large coachbuilt
sidecar, car size tyres, full equipment, an eseep-

tionah outfit, in new condition; £45.—Tuke and Bell,

Ltd., Motor Department, Carlton Bngineeriue Works,
High Ed., Tottenham, N. [4140

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 6h.p., overhead J.A.P., T.T., accessories, very

fast.—Lieut. Tait, Durham Light Infantry, Fovaut.
[4037

N.U.T., 2%h.p., late 1914, T.T. model, twin J.A.I'.,

3-6peed Armstrong gear, very fast; accept £48,
cost £63.—Box LI, 558, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor St., E.G. [4138

N.TJ.T., 3Voh.p. twin, J.A.P. engine, 1914, bought
March this year, 3-speed, speedometer, lamps, horn,

tools, good aa new; £48; ride 50 miles.—Breeze, 103,
Victoria Bd., Aldershot. [4210

O.K.

O.K. Juniors, actually in stock, 2Tstroke and 2h.p —
Meeten, Motors, Dorking. [4196

IQIS O.K. Junior, 2h.p.; price £33/1/6; actually
At^ in stock.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. tX3123

O.K. Juniors.—Immediate delivery from stock Mark
III. 2-6peed, £33/1/6.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian

Ed., Edinburgh. [4127

1 Q15 O.K. Junior, 2-speed, countershaft gear box.
X t/ only a few weeks old, looks and runs like new

;

£27/10, or near offer.—Cambridge Garage, Frances
St., Woolwich. 'Phone : 108 Woolwich. [4266

Omega.
OMEGA, 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-Epeed( all accessories, cost

^40 September, very fast, clunb anything ; sacri-

fice, nearest £50.—Elliott, 19, Shakespeare Ed., Han-
well. 'Phone: Paddington 4193. [4294

P. and M.
Pand M., 1913, equal to new, excellent running

order, all accessories ; £48.—Cripsey, Newsagent,
Pasture St., Grimsby. [X9973

PHELON and Moore Combination, 1914, 2-speed gear,
in tip-top trim, and excellent condition ; 60 gns.

—Calvert, 53, Castle St., Carlisle. [X9862

1 Qll (late) P. and M. and sidecar, 2 speeds, perfect
-It/ condition; £32; would sell sidecar separately.-
Sergt. Pine, Farm Camp, Epsom. [X9787

1 009 P. and M., 2-6peed, free engine, good tyres,
Xt/ excellent running order, £20; with coachbuilt
sidecar £25.—Dosser, Slingsby, Malton. [X9990

P.
and M., 1911, 2-speed, P.E., and sidecar, Senspray,
Kemp.shalls. lamps, horn, and accessories; £29/10;

owner enlisted.—Bradley, 322, Fore St., Edmonton. [4101

P.
and M., 1913, sy^h.p.. 2-speed, Ivy sidecar, with
hood, lamps, horn, mirror, all spares, perfect con-

dition; £45.-1, Campbell House Chambers, Campbtll
St., Leicester. [X9842

P.
and M., 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen,

lamps, horn, speedometer, spare cover, tubes,
chains, iine condition, not done 3,500 ; £55, no offers.—
7, rorlianieut St., Morley. [X9982

P.
and M. and sidecar, P. and H. head light, mirror,
spares, tools, etc., £40, lowest cash, or exchange

. 6h.p. 1914 combination, cash adjustment if necessarv.
—Tetley, Grocer, Horbury. Torks. [X9915

P.
and M., 3M;h.p., 2-Bpeed, 1913, overhauled and
enamelled, with several 1915 improvement*; £3/3

Autoclipse head light, accessories, like new; £37; owner
under orders ; deposit.—Lieut. Gill, Dorsets, Upwev,
Weymouth. [X9827

Precision.

TOEPEDO Precision, 2»41i.p., nearly new; £25; de-
posit.-Box 9,410, The Motor Cycle OiiceB, Cov-

entry, [X9765

PRECISION, 1913, 3';ili.p.. 2-speed, free engine,
Senspray carburetter. T.T. bars, sidecar; £28. or

nearest offer.— Green, 24, High St., Tettenhall, Wolver-
hampton [X0042

i)S!IIXIIISi!IIIKIII%lll%lll2!SIII%lll%lll%IIIK

We have a GOOD STOCK ot NEW MACHINES,
all LATEST MODELS, and can gi»e IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY ol the following :

BROUGH, 3'. h.p., horizoulal, twin,

H.T.T. mo'del £60 0»

C0NNAUGHTMiniature,2.t h.p., 2-stroke £26 S*

CONNAUGHT, Standard, 2-speed £38 10*

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin £52 10

ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. Combination £84

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £39 18

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 t.P-. S'Sp.,

clutch, and kick starter £80

JAMES, 3i h.p., h\-in, 2-5peed £63

JAMES, 4i h.p., 3-5p., Combination ... £76 13

IVY, 2.'. h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £35 3 6*

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 bp-. 3sp.,

clutch and kick starter, with dynamo
lighting set, electric horn, and speedo-

meter £90

WOLF, 2f h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,

and kick starter £33 12*

WOLF-J.A.P., 2lh.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick starter £39 5
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model J, with

lighting set and horn
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F
O.K. JUNIOR, Mark III., 2-speed £31 10*

J.H., 2l h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sreed £35 14*

PREMIER, 3l h.p., 3-speed countershaft,

hand-controlled clutch, new model

inst out £60 0*

INDIAN,7-9h.p.,MotIelD £57

MOTOSACOCHE, 3lh.p., twin, 2-speed,

with De Lissa valves £62

BLACKBURNE, sJh.p., 3-speed, Stur-

mey-.\rcher countershaft gear, with

footboards •

SERVICE, 2j h.p., Peco engme, 2-speed £34 13

SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2-speed, Sidecarette £50 0*

SUN-V.T.S., 2-stroke £28 0*
» Subject to maker's surcharge of 5%.

A liberal allowance made on your present

motor cycle in part exchange for any of the

above, and EXTENDED PAYJIENTS arranged.

MILLFORD, EMPIRE, WATSONIAN,
HERCULES, and SERVICE Sidecars in STOCK.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
Every motor cycle is overhauled before being

sent out. Selection below. Full list post free.

Stock
Specification. Price.

MOTO-REVE, 2h.p., twin-cylinder,

magneto, spring torks, etc £15

MOTOSACOCHE, 1913, 2lh.p.,
variable gear, and free engine . £17

SERVICE, 2-stroke, tgis, 2 J-3 h.p.

countershaft, like new, only used

for 2 or 3 demonstrations £37 10

3-Hl.p. I9r2 PREMIER, with

2-speed gear and clutch £25

CALTHORPE Junior, 2 h.p., 2-sp.,

1014 model, excellent condition £20

HUMBER, 2j h.p., twin-cylinder,

1913, 3-speed, and clutch £25

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913. 2-speed

clutch, and kick starter £43
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1912, and
cane sJde-eutrance Sidecar, new
Kempshalls £38

PREMIER, 2th.p., with Grado
variable gear, very fine order

indeed £20

SINGER, 3ih.p., 1912 model,

magneto, Druids, 2*«peed gear,

and free engine £25

P. & M., 1914, 3^ Ii-P-. with

P. & M. coach-built Sidecar, lug-

gage grid, lamps, horn, etc £60

CHATER LEA, 1914, 8 h.p., 3-sp.,

clutch, and kick starter, with
Chafer Lea cane canoe Sidecar,

brand new Stepney Road Grip
t\Te on drivmg wheel £57 10

INDIAN, tgrs, 7 h.p., 3 speeds,

ivith electric light and handsome
coach-built Sidecar, only run
700 miles £75

EXTENDED PAYMENTS arranged.

London Agents for BROUGH, CLYNO,
CONNAUGHT, and METRO Motor Cycles.

EMPIRE and HERCULES Sidecars.
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289-292-293, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. S
'Phone: 200 Central. Wires: ' ..\dmittedly." =
Goods and Repairs : 1 and 2, Harpur Mews, JK

Theobald's Road, W.C. =

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PEECISION Lightweight, 1915 (June). 2',T.b.p., 2
speeds, U.H. mag., Dunlcp tyres, aluminioiD foot-

boards, a little beauty; great bargain, £23. — 104.
Palace Gardens Terrace, W. [42&5

Premier.
3ili.p. Premier, 2-speed. free engine, periei.t ccnm-

2 tion; £27.—Whitlaru, 66, BootMcrry Ed.. Gool^.
ES9393

1Q14 Premier, 3'/)h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and ililUi-id
X«7 art cane sidecar; £35.-19. Wood Lane. 6h'p-
herd's Bush. [X93e3 '

1Q13 S^^h.p. Premier, Armstrong 3-6peed, hardly
X«7 used, perfect condition; offers.- 5, Cheltenham
Parade, Harrogate. [X9968

PEEMLES. 3':.h.p., 1911V., Sturmer-Aiclier 3 speed:-.

1914 coachbuilt sidecar; £35.—Bamford, 21, Park
Vale Ed., Leicester. [X9846

PEEMIEE, 1916, 7-9h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, all

new last Julv; owner buving car; £75.—G. Tri'tfr.
Hatfield Heath, Harlow, Essex. [4045

PEEMIEE, 3',<.h.p., 1913, free engine, 3-spec-d Arm- -
strong gear, coachbuilt sidecar, spares; any trial:,^

£34.—L., 7, Tivoli Ed., West Norwood. [4100l'S

1 Q13 21/^h.p. Premier, 3-sp6ed hub, clutch, good tyiea.
Xtf tubes, lamp, horn, perfect running condition,
appearance; £25/10.—Canada Works, Cheaham. rX9924

3JLh.p. 3-6peed Countershaft Competition Premier and
2 beautiful sidecar, gold medal winner, all new;

cost £85; bargain, £63.—H. Finch, 55, Xicholla St..

Coventry. [X0038

PEEMIEE, late 1913, 2-Epeed conntershaft, free en-
gine, clutch, complete equipment of acces6orif">i!

;

any reasonable offer accepted.—Collet, 10, Solna Ed..
Winchmore Hill, N. [X9997

PEEMIEE, 1911, T.T., 3l,ih.p., adjustable pulley. P.
and H. lamp, h.irn, speedometer, very fast, power-

ful, good condition: £23.—J. Parish, Welford Hill Cot-
tage, Stratford-on-Avon. [X9725

3ih.p. Premier, 1913^4, fixed gear, tyres unpunc-
2 tured. lamp, horn, mirror, cost £50, in brand

new condition: sell £35, or part exchange.—Jefferies,
Pondoroft Ed., Knebworth, Herts. [4299

P.V.

P.V. 6h.p. Jap, 3 speeds, F.E., clutch, coachbuilt
sidecar; £36.-66, Honley Ed., Catford. [4144

P.v., 1914, 6h.p. J.A.P. twin, spring frame, coach-
built sidecar to match, 2-speed, perfect, new c-oq-

dition; inspection by appointment evenings; £54.-27.
Dukesthorpe Ed., Sydenham. [4038

Quadrant.
QUADEANT, 4U.h.p., 1915, 3-speed, free engine, kicS

starter, Canoelet sidecar, coachbuilt, horn, speed-
ometer, mirror, done 1,800 only, smart lot; 50 gu.^.—
Hodges, Belmont, Surrey. [4345

.

Radco.
RADCO, 1915, 2^h.p., new in June, aU accessories:

£19.—Collier, 190, Common Ed., Earlestown.
CX9a05

RADCO. 2-stroke.—Immediate delivery from eti.ek.

£25/5 model.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed.,
Edinburgh. [4129

Revere.

BEOOK, Motor Cycle Specialist. Burnham, Sum., can"
give immediate delivery of Eevere 2 strokes. [3603 .

Rex.
5-6h.p. Eex Combination, good puller; £18/10. offers.—

Grant, 24, Milford Place, Bradford. [X9692

10.—Eex, 3V',h.p.. map.. Whittle belt, goc^i order,
tyies perfect.—27. Stanley Ed.. Woking. |:X97aa

REX Combination, 6h.p.. brand new; will accept low
price.—P. Timothy, 232, Gulson Ed., Cc-rentrT. •

,

[X9696
3ih.p. Rex, Bosch mag., Binks carburetter, good

4 tyres; £ 5.—Sidgwick, 17, Sedgwich St., Darling-
ton. [X9953

LATE 1913 Eex. 4h.p., 2-speed. F.E., and sidecar, in •

perfect condition: £33.-Clark, 48, Burke St..

Scunthorpe. [S9809

REX, 6h.p., Mabon clutch, just overhauled; barsaici*

£16/16, or nearest offer. — Butt, Chapel .\t.,

Bourton, Dorset. (4181

6h.p. Eex Combination. 2-spced, F.E., cverhauled:
£17 (fuick sale.-L/o. Muller, 108, Provisional

Battalion. Frinton. [4098

6 h.p. New 1914 Twin Eei Motor Cycle, S-sp«ed
countershaft and chain drive; £59.—Waucliopa'*

9, Shoe Lane, London. tX9S96.

1 012 Eex. 4h.p.. 2-speed. with 1914 coachbuilt side-

X.O car; £33—Chuck, c/o Mr. Patcman, 98, Ridjl
Kd., Letchworth, Herts. [X920a

REX—1912 6h.p. 2^peed Eex do Luxe and cosdt
sidecar: splendid value: £51/10. — ColliM^

Motorics, Deal St., HaUfax. (07OT

61i.p. T^vin Rex. accumulator. Mabon free engittl

clutch, tvres almost new, all perfect; only £10.—
40, Station Ed., Barnes. S.W. (4056

£

Qili.p. Rex, 2-speed, handle-starter, Bosch, Amao^
Oa Whittle, lamp, perfect order; £16; exohanj^
entertained.—Railway Garage, Staines.

''*
ansea

A^6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issu
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1916 Models.

ON
the question of igi6 models and

improvements, it is as well, perhaps,

that a halt has been called for one year,

at any rate, in the constant changing of

designs which had become almost the

recognised practice in the motor cycle world.

Year after year manufacturers have racked their

brains with the object of introducing something

which would attract and appeal to the fancies

of the buying public, but in the opinion of many
this ruthless changing of design has been over-

done. It has been only too palpable that

there has been a great deal of changing for

changing sake. There is an old adage that

"There is a soul of goodness in things evil,"

and this expression seems very applicable at the

moment, as manufacturers are, by reason of the

great war in which we are involved, unable to

branch out with entirely new models, and have

to be content to eliminate those little weaknesses

which may have manifested themselves in their

191 5 models, and to effect improvements Of a

minor order.

After all, this is to the good. The average

motor cycle of 1914-15 is by no means an

experiment : in ninety per cent, of cases the

machines are such that would tour the world

over, though admittedly sundry details might

develop trouble, or at any rate recommend them-

selves for improvement in the light of long

experience. This opportunity is being, as it

were, thrust upon the manufacturer, and con-

sequently we see good rather than evil in makers

having to confine their attention solely to the

improvement of details or the cancellation of

minor weaknesses which may have developed

after a twelve month. To particularise, _ 1916

may produce no entirely new British design of

motor cycle ;. . instead we shall see machines

which, to all outward appearances, are of 1914-

15 design, but which are nevertheless different

in reality, and this becomes quickly apparent

if one troubles to examine them closely. And,

in passing, it may be said that there are few,

if any, machines which have yet reached that
state of perfection that every detail is beyond
criticism.

Sidecarriers Exempted from
Duty.

THREE weeks ago, in commenting upon the

Budget and its possible effects upon the

motor cycle industry, we referred to desir-

able exemptions from the Import Duty.
We instanced the fact that, owing to the

extensive commandeering of horses used by
tradesmen at the commencement of the war,
the ^economical and light motor cycle sidecarrier

had, of late, been pressed into an important
service. Many of these sidecarriers come from
Overseas, and it was plain that a duty of 33 J^

per cent, might have been the means of restrict-

ing the growth of the sidecarrier on account of

its prohibitive cost. The motor cycle side-

carrier, or parcel-carrier, is unquestionably
the most economical form of motor trans-

port, and in the interests of the smaller

tradesman who may be using or considering the

adoption of a sidecarrier as well as the. manu-
facturers concerned, we appealed to the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer to include the business

sidecarrier in the exemptions he proposed from
the 1 916 Budget. We are gratified to be able

to state officially this week that our recommen-
dation has been considered favourably, and an
announcement is forthcoming to the effect that

motor cycle carriers intended for use solely for

business purposes will be exempt from the new
tariff of 33 J4 per cent., which is charged on all

pleasure type motor cars, motor cycles, and
parts. Though it will be seen from the com-
munication pubHshed in another part of this

issue that the Treasury has adopted the term
"sidecarrier" which we gave to the business
sidecar, it may be taken that business tricars

such as are commonly seen in the streets of our
large cities and all types of " carriers " will also

be exempt from the duty.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the oage facing the back cover.
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A MOTOR CYCLE
AMBULANCE.

OCTOBER 2ist, igi5.

The Canoelct sidecar ambulance attached to a
6 h.p. New Hudson bicycle. Mr. R. W. Vaughan,
sales representative for Great Britain for Messrs.
Mead and Deahin, is driving.

head and over rubber buffers at the tail,

straps being used to secme the stretcher
in place.

When folded both bars of the stretcher
are strapped to the wooden frame and
cannot rattle.

The illustration shows the rigidity of
the whole, no fewer than four tubes tying
the stretclier carriage to the motor bicvele.

feil

NOW that practically every motor
cycle maker is busy with war
work iji one form or another, it

is interesting to find that those
Diaking sidecars are not neglecting op-

Rubber buffers on Canoelet ambulance
frame. On these buffers the stretcher rests

at the front.

portunities of evolving some form of war
machine other than the gun-carrying
sidecars so well known in connection with
the Motor ^Machine Gun Service.

The Canoelet Ambulance sidecar, manu-
factured by ISIead and Deakin, which we
illustrate on this page attaclied to a 6
h.p. New Hudson motor bicycle, is not
the makers' first attempt to provide a
light handy vehicle for the requirements
of the Red Cross. Though not intended
for use in Flanders, as the road surfaces
preclude su'.h a combination, it is felt

tliat the sidecar ambulance has great
possibilities for home use.

Sidecar is really a misnomer, as there
is but a tubular frame mounted on; a side-
car a-xle, while above this frame is one of

stout wood, and attached to this is a
strong fabric sheet.

At the head is a bos for tlie man's kit
or ambulance stores, while the regulation
stretcher fits into special brackets at the

Rear spring steel clip for rest of

standard stretchers on Canoelet motor
cycle ambulance.

DESP.ATCH RIDERS
ATTACHED TO AN
R.E. SIGN.AL COMP.ANY
WITH THE C-VN.\DIAN

FORCES IN FR.ANCE -

Sergt. E. T. Cousins, in

sending us the photograph,

sa\-s a gramophone and a few

records would be very much

appreciated by these men

for the coming winter

montlis-
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IX

Electric Lamps for Lightweights.

Not long .ago a courtesy trial of an electric dry

ttery lighting set on a " baby " two-stroke set my
pen wagging rosily in praise of the combination.; and,

iieing a consistent man, 1 specified an outfit of the

type for my winter pottering. I have now enquired

into prices, and, though they do not tot up so alarm-

ingly as a dynamo might, they are a little steep in

proportion to the cost of the two-stroke they are desired'

to adorn. For example, one maker charges ^2 13s.

6d. for the set I deem sufficien^, and another quotes

;£3 IS. 6d. for a similar outfit, each set including,

of course, a substantial tail lamp with a separate

battery. Even at these ligures the outfits strike me
as desirable, and I am purchasing. But I wish to

correct my former paragraph in so far as it may ha^e

implied that these sets should have the preference over

light and cheap acetylene outfits, which are procurable

at about half the cost of these electric equipments.

While I am on the subject of lights, I may add that

the Low generator is now being commercially jnanu-

factured in the motor cycle size, and that it has been

improved by the substitution of stronger metal for

the top compartment, and by the removal of the water

filler from the inside to the outside of the device.

The Four=cylinder Henderson.
In common with other members of the staff I have

been sampling the paces of the four-cylinder Hender-
son, which has provided me with quite a new sensa-

tion. True, I had ridden many miles on a four-

cylinder F.N., but it was disfigured at that date by

automatic inlet valves, and, by a transmission (the

shaft drive) which impressed one overmuch with its

rigidity whenever the four little valves chose to func-

tion irregularly. By contrast, the Henderson has

mechanical inlets and a chain drive, with a fine clutch

interposed between itself and the engine. In brief, I

can only compare the experience with that of handling

a leviathan Grand Prix racing car, for the powerful

engine never asks for its emergency gear, and accele-

rates from an inaudible crawl to a thunderous roar

in response to the movements of the single carburetter

lever. Also, it can behave like a docile baby two-

stroke in thick traffic, for it can be throttled down to

seven or eight miles an hour on top gear, and to three

or four miles an hour on bottom, and will accept its

clutch on either gear without further throttle opening,

so sweet is the pick-up of its clutch. If your riding

companion's tank is empty, you need not trouble to

stop your engine outside a petrol store ; the engine

will tick over silently in neutral at a paltry rate of

revolution, and does not get hot in the process. The
acceleration is absolutely terrific^there is no other

word for it; and the gamut .of the engine is surpris-

ing, for whether you elect to drive at 10, 20, 30, 40,
or 50 m.p.h., the engine responds cheerfully.

The Control of a Four=cylinder.
I believe that the four-cvlinder engine will have a

big future on two-wheelers (still more so on three-

wheelers, perhaps), but its progress will be hampered
unless its designers sympathise with the conservatism
of motor cyclists, and supply a control with which we
are familiar. For example, the vital items of the

ION."

Henderson control consist of (a) a throttle adjusted

just not to .shut, as all good throttles should be; (b)

a switch half-way back along the top tube ; and (c) a

handle-bar clutch lever (though, I fancy, the standard

machine .has a side lever clutch control only). Years

of practice have ac-customed us all to a machine which

can be stopped " from the handle-bars " by means of

a valve-lifter, and I confess to some exciting moments
in the thick Coventry dinner-hour traflic, until I had
realised where everything was. It is never easy to

operate handle-bar clutch controls in a jiffy—they

are necessarily short of leverage, and require a lot of

muscular effort. A valve-lifter is not easily arranged

where four valves have to be lifted, though one would

think that a pedal exhaust valve lifter would "be just

the goods for a machine of this type. In its absence,

the designers would do well to adjust the throttle to

the stopping point, or, alternately, to fit a handle-bar

switch of a substantial character.

The Grease is Conning.

One feels almost ashamed of mentioning the

troubles of a motor cyclist on grease when one thinks

of the mud in Flanders. Still, we are dealing with

a national industry, and with riders, less practised and
heroic than the " D.R.," so a reference is pardonable.

When I reflect how many riders funk greasy roads

so completely that they lay up their machines for the

winter, I feel sure it will pay the trade to work on
the lines of the Garden and Aviette light, cheap, motor
cycle four-wheelers; there are thousands who want a

non-skid winter mount who will never be able to afford

a car, and who eternally lack the nerve to straddle a

two-wheeler. "There's nowt so queer as foak !

"

they 'say up north, and I remembered the adage
recently when a wild youth drove me at thrice legal

limit in a ricketty 8 h.p. sidecar outfit, and then

refused to try my two-stroke on the ground that two
wheels are always dangerous ! Between the " tinker

"

who sticks to three and four wheels and the despatch

rider who holds a two-wheeler up in the equivalent

of six inches of soft soap there exists an intermediate

class who want the steadiest two-wheelers in existence

for their winter work. The vital factors distinguish-

ing for this purpose machines equal in all other

respects are the elasticity of the drive and the even-

ness of the torque. A single-cylinder with a rigid

drive is the worst skidder of all, though a clever

rider may scorch through a Devon winter on one

without fear or fall. A multi-cylinder with a non-

rigid drive is the steadiest winter mount of all with

one exception, namely, the belt-driven baby two-

stroke, which adds extremely light weight to the other

desiderata of even torque and elastic drive. I grow
more timid with advancing years, and I have got to

die point when I can just hold up a chain-driven

single-cvlinder when there's no alternative; but I

always pick a belt-drivea " baby " for a greasy run,

supposing my stable contains an example. To this

judgment I append a note in favour of the four-

cylinder ; its length and weight are unpromising, but

the complete absence of all snatch in the grip of the

back tyre on the road results in most steady tra^'el

over slippery roads.
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HOW CAM DESIGN AFFECTS POWER.

MOST motor cyclists are aware that the power
developed by an engine is lost in several ways.

Power, for instance, is absorbed in the trans-

mission, a considerable amount being taken up by

such fittings as countershafts, chains, and belts. Power
also is absorbed by Avind resistance, by up grades, and
rough surfaces, but few riders have any iiiea of the

amount of power taken up by what is known as internal

resistance. Curiously enough, the very medium which

we use to eliminate friction causes friction and loss of

power on its own account. We all know that when
the oil is poured out of the tin into the tank on a

winter's morning it is thick and of the consistency of

treacle; it "stands to reason, therefore, that its effect

upon the flywheels," bearings, and piston is of a most
distinctly retarding nature. The same oil which has

been poured in, after a few minutes' running becomes
rapidly liquid, and is of just, the right consistency to

allow the moving parts to revolve freely.

Fluid Friction.

Some interesting experiments have been carried out

by Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co., which show how
the viscosity of the oil influences the h.p. absorbed by
internal resistance. The experiments were carried out •

by driving an 8 h.p. side valve twin J. A. P. engine at

1,000 r.p.m. by means of a belt from the shafting.

The riormal quality of Vacuum B oil was put into the

crank case, and the horse-power absorbed was read

off by means of a dynamometer. When cold the

viscous condition of the oil resulted in 1.3 h.p. being

absorbed, while after eight minutes the actual friction

set up by the moving parts raised the temperature to

85" Fahr., and the horse-power dropped to .907. This
test was carried out with the valve caps removed. The
next test was with the valve caps in place, and the

throttle fully open, and the reading' was then taken
under the following conditions, and the following
figures were shown

:

Two compression taps closed
One compression tap open
Two compression taps open
Throttle closed

1.3 h.p.

1.42 h.p.

1.58 h.p.

1.52 h.p.

It is interesting to note that the greatest amount of

horse-power was absorbed when both compression taps

were open, which goes to prove that, as w-e have pre-
viously pointed out in these pages, over a certain
engine speed compression has no retarding effect upon
the engine ; in fact, the power necessary to overcome
the compression is always partially given back on
the rebound^that is to say, that once the compression
has been overtome, the expanding air helps the piston
to descend. With the compression taps open, on the

116

other hand, the assistance of the compression is not

obtained, and we merely get the power taken up by

the actual friction of-the moving parts and of the air

which is forced through the small tap.

Another interesting experiment was to record the

,

amount of power absorbed by the oil only at varying

temperature. , It will be seen from the table below that

the pull in pounds decreases, and the horse-power also

decreases as the temperature of the oil rises, the

temperature being taken from an oil well drilled in the

crank case lug.

Temperature. Pull,

lb. oz.

H.P.

60° 7 1.84
62° 6 1.57
64° 5 .. . 1.31
74° 4 12 1.25
76° 4 8 1.18
78° 4 4 1.11
82° 4 1.05
84° 5 14 1.0
88° 3 12 .98
92° 3 10 .95

10Q° 3 8 .915
108° 3 6 .87
110° 3 4 .85

118° 3 3 .83
122° 3 2 .82

128° ;.. 3 .785

130° 3 .785
140° 3 .785

180° 3

H.P.=Pullx.262.
.785

The curve showing the variation of internal resist-

ance with the rise in temperature is also most in-

teresting.

Another source of internal resistance is in the

magneto. The actual transmission losses in driving

the magneto are quite small, but considerable effort

is required to overcome the pull of the magnets. Years

ago, when magnetos were first placed upon the market,

it was thought that about ]l h.p. w-as actually taken

up by the magneto. After various careful tests had
been made, it was found, however, that .03 or -jW h.p.

was absorbed by the average magneto, though one
showed .05 or -aV^-P-

Resistance of the Timing Gear.

Having considered the internal resistance set up by

the oil and the magneto, we will now turn to that

absorbed by the most important moving parts of the

engine. These are in the timing gear. First of all

it is necessary to consider the various types of cams
used, and their approximate contour is sho\TO in the
accompanying drawing. Before dealing with the cam
gear losses, it is necessary first of all to sav a few
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THE HENDEE

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
" Indian House," 366-368, Euston
Road, - - - - LONDON, N,W.

Telephone : Museum 1643.

Telegrams : "Hendian, Eusroad, London."

Irish Branch— 10. Wicklow Street, DUBLIN.
Australasian Depot— 109-1 1 I, Russell Street,

MELBOURNE.
Canadian Works— 12-14, Mercer St., TORONTO.

One of the cardinal
points of efficiency

in motocycle
construction
is specialisa=
tion

—and that is the
secret of the high
pitch of perfection
to whicli Indian
motocycles have
been brought.
We do not manu=
facture cars, all our
resources, our in-

genuity and energy
are concentrated
upon the evolution
of the World's Best
Motocycle. That
we have been high-
ly successful is

evinced by the
amazing popularity
of the silent Indian.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle' AI7
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RIDE an Ariel and you ride the

best. It is the supreme British

- motor cycle. A long unbroken
chain of successes in reliability trials-

enduring road service—and entire

satisfaction given to thousands of

owners, have established its bull-

dog-like supremacy.

4RIEL Motor Cycles are made in

/-\ three models—3J h.p. Single-
cylinder and 5-6 h.p. Tvvin-

cylinder with countershaft 3 -speed
gears for solo or sidecar work, and
Two -strokeTwo -speed for solo riding

List gratis on request.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD.
(Dept.A),

BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

u8

Ariel
fn ansmering this adveriiseiiient it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Internal Resistance.—

vvoids aljoul the Icnir different cams ilhislrnlcil. No. i,

it will be seen, is a earn which permits the vahe to

be i|iiickly lifted, and also allows it to fall away vvith

ci]ual rapidity. We therefore get rapid opening and
rapid closing, and a fairly long dwell. This type of

-cam puts an immense strain upon the valve, and is

also extremely noisy, as the rapid fall of the valve

head brings it into violent contact with . the seat-

ing, consequently a loud clatter is set up. This

cam involves the use of abnormally strong springs,

but it is efficient, as to get speed it is necessary for

the valve to open quickly. No. 2, it will be noticed,

affords this rapid lift, but as the back of the cam is

gradually sloped away the fall is comparatively slow

;

there is consequently less strain on the valve gear,

and it is much quieter. There is a possibility, how-
ever, of the valve bouncing at very high speeds, and
under a 40 lb. spring the valve has been known to

jump as' high as t«-in. Dr. A. M. Low has made some
interesting experiments in observing the action of

valves by means of a cinematograph with a s^'nchron-

,ised shutter. No. 3, a round-nosed cam, is a com-
promise, giving a more gradual opening, and equally

gradual closing. With this type of cam not quite so

much speed is obtained, but for road use it gives a

more modified opening and sufficient power. No. 4
is a very good shape, known as the tangent cam, and
is one of the oldest designs of cams in the history of

the internal combustion engine. It is one of the most
silent, but does not lend itself to giving the maximum
amount of power.

The Effect of Different Cams.
The following table, which shows the results of

tests -with an 8 h.p. s.v. engine running at 2,000
r.p.m., gives a clear idea of the amount of power
absorbed by the four different cams referred to, with
plain lever and with roller lever.

Cam12 3 4
H.P. (plain lever) ... .238 .183 .151 .123
H.P. (roller lever) ... .214 .174 .143 .095

The introduction of rollers on the cam levers

reduces the loss of power, but this is more noticeable

in The case of the tangent cam. The fact that the

A diagrammatic drawing of four types of cams. The contours have been

exaggerated so as to give a clearer idea of the different styles mentioned m the

letterpress. The cams revolve anti-clockwise. '

loss is not so marked with the quick lift cams is due

to the bouncing action which this type gives to the

lever, and this also accounts for the extra noise in

the gear. The greater part of the noise, however,

is due to the quick drop of the valves on their seats,

and the bouncing of the cam lever and tappet at the

normal of the cam,when using the racing type.

The present design of the valve gear in the J. A. P.

engine is the result of much experimenting on the

part of Messrs. J.^A. Prestwich and Co., who now

Graph showing how the internal resistance falls when the

temperature rises, and so causes the lubricating oil to become

more volatile.

have a combination under test which is almost noise-

less, and will allow an 8 h.p. twin engine to run freely

at 250 r.p.m., while, at the same time, it can be made

to accelerate to over 4,000 r.p.m. under load.

Cooling.

Some interesting experiments have been made to

test the efficiency of various cooling arrangements.

It is well-known that the larger the amount of surface

presented to the air, the more rapid is the cooling,

and designers, to obtain the best results,^ have placed

on the market extra aluminium fins to interpose be-

tween the existing radiator fins, and these certainly

have a most excellent effect. Aluminium, being a

lig;ht metal, does not increase the weight to any

appreciable extent, and is also an excellent

radiator of heat. Curiously enough,

practically the same resuUs can be got

by interposing coiled wire between the

radiating fins. If this is carefully and

intelligently done the cooling is greatly

assisted.
' Tests of both methods

^

were

inade by volatilising a small quantity of

oil placed in a w-ell made in the top fin

of the cylinder, and taking the time

occupied by the oil in evaporating.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th!

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1916 MODELS.
This issue will be considerably enlarged and will contain

an illustrated review of the various new

pattern motor cycles.
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The Cult of the Home-built Sidecar.
An Attractive Body made by an

Amateur in his Spare Time.

'I

AN ATTRACTIVE ALUMINIUM SIDECAR BODY.

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. White and tlieir Indian sidecar outfit. The fine aluminium sidecar body was designed and built by Mr. White himself.

THE plan of building one's own sidecar appears
to be spreading among keen amateurs lucky

enough to possess small workshops. Some of

these home-made affairs bear ai distinct " home-made "

stamp about them, whilst others are indistinguishable

from the factory article. In the latter category must
be placed the sidecar built by Mr. F. T. White, of

Burghill Road, Sydenham, and illustrated on this

page. Not only is Mr. White's sidecar pleasing to the
eye, but the design is good and the fittings embody
interesting features. It is fitted to a 191 5 Indian,
and Mr. White built it during his leisure hours last

winter.

Details of the Body.
The body is 6ft. overall, and is built up on an elm

framcAvork, covered with three-ply wood (J/^in.), and
then polished aluminium. 1 he seams are of angle
aluminium painted Indian red. Rear springing is

internal and adjustable to suit weight of passenger.
A good point is that it is so arranged to permit slight

rolling of the body, thus the passenger is enabled
to cause the body to lean the correct way when
cornering.

The front is supported on three coil springs; the
weight of the passenger is not carried by the body
itself, but by two specially-shaped X iron members,
to which the front and rear springs are attached. In
the body is fitted a speedometer, which is illuminated
by a small electric lamp. The inside of the body is

illuminated in the same manner as well as bv reflected
light.

The woodwork inside the body is varnished with
the exception of the roof, which is white enamelled
and serves as a reflector for a small lamp.
At present only a temporary windscreen is fitted, in

order to provide a little protection for Mr. White's
baby girl (one year), who enjoys a ride sitting on her
mother's lap.

A20

The chassis is by the Phoenix Co. A grey cloth

upholstery is used, and the seat and back cushions

are loose.

Since last June Mr. White has covered 3,000 miles,

including a tour of the Lakes and Yorkshire moors.

During this distance the body has given every satis-

faction, and has proved . most comfortable over the

worst roads. At the same time Mr. White pays a

tribute to the 7 h.p. Indian bicycle, which has given as

much satisfaction in its sphere as the sidecar, and he

says that he .is afraid he cannot go back to a rigid

frame, after having once tasted the delights of rear-

springing.

A DOUBLE EXPANDING PULLEY GE.AR IN USE.

Double expanding countershaft pulley gear fitted to an early pattern
machine. The owner is Mr. Louis Dugdale, a letter from whom on
the subject appeared in our correspondence pages in the issue of

September 1 6th. The left-hand view shows the top gear of 4i to 1

engaged, while the right view shows the 12 to I bottom gear engaged.
The belts are of chrome leather, and the pulleys run on Hoffmann
journal bearings fitted with dust caps.
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wf xyleauitx

The men in Khaki and
THE CLYNO.

That they need it, the Government demands

—

insistent and continuous—are ample evidence

—

To fill theif need is the one and only purpose
on which we concentrate to-day.

Every nerve, every energy, every man, every
machine, every tool, every facility — all are
working to produce the CLYNO MILITARY
COMBINATION as rapidly as possible for

—

We must not fail "the men in Kkaki" while they

fight our battles.

In the meantime the Clyno is proving, under ^
tests more arduous than any peace-days could

provide, its merit and efficiency—adding to its

reputation daily—proving beyond dispute that

even if you have to wait it is indeed worth
waiting for

!

So keep in touch.

The CLYNO ENGINEERING Co., WOLVERHAMPTON,

TELEPHONE—992, Wolverhampton. TELEGRAMS—"Clyno, Wolverhamptoo."

^J

;i4

In answerin<j this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor CyctS-' ASi
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MaoR qclES.
Enduring Satisfaction is only
derived from the Motor Cycle which
is produced in a factory where
expert knowledge, thoroughness,
and perfect organisation prevail.

Comfort, Convenience, and restful

enjoyment of Motor Cycling depend
upon the skill of the designer and
the scientific selection of material no
less than on the care of the builder.

The New-Hudson combines these
qualities in a degree unequalled.
Once you own a New-Hudson Motor
Cycle, you will not be satisfied with
any other.

The name is a guarantee of that
reliability for which New-Hudsons
are famous both in peace and war.

New Mod;ls and Catalogue for 1916 will be ready in January
next, and we invite enquiries for next season's deliveries.

ELOQUENT TESTIMONY.
Granville House, Blackpool.

April 29th, 1Q15.

Dear Sirs,—I have now run your 6 h.p. sidecar combination IX.B about Goo miles and am even more pleased mth it now
than I was on delivery. 1 do not consider your advertisements and catalogues quite do the outlit justice. Advertisers quite
commonly exaggerate a little, whereas careful examination proves your machine is better than its specification. I (ind little

improvements, refinements, even luxuries have been added for which no extra payment has been demanded. The engine is

a most flexible one, it accelerates on the level or on hills very smoothly, yet quickly, and its slow quiet running on top gear in
traffic is a remarkable feature. I have tested it for speed on quiet moorland roads and for power over ttie Lake Drstrict hills with
most satisfactory results. 1 want nothing better and I doubt if there is a better engine for one who must have power and relia-
bility combined with low running cost. The sidecar is the best I have had so far, and I have owned eight combinations, while ray
wife's opinion of its comfort is emphatic. The fittings are very strong and its alignment perfect. My satisfaction is so great
I felt bound to write you. Yours truly, Walter Howarth.

THE NEW-HUDSON CYCLE CO., LTD., Parade Mills, Birmingham.
London - . - . 43-45, Gray's Inn Road, Holbom.
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THE J.E.S..

A TRUE LIGHTWEIGHT.

THE J.E.S. motor assisted pedal

bicycle is sold as a complete

machine. The engine, which is

rated at 1 h.p., has a bore and

stroke of 51 x 57 mm. (116 c.c), and has

The tank capacity is threequarters of a

gallon, which with so small a motor
should sufhee for upwards of 100 miles.

The drive is direct, and through a ^in.

belt. The machine is fitted with DunJop
26 X IJ tyres, and weighs 73 lb. complete.
The J.E.S. is probably the lightest

machine in existence. The maker has
improvements on the tapis, but Govern-
ment work has delayed their appearance.

NEW RYDER TWO AND
FOUR STROKES.

THE New Ryder programme for

1916 is to remain unaltered.

Ladies' and men's models will be

listed, each of these being obtain-

able with either a single or two-speed

gear. There will also be^ a four-stroke

model with a 2^ h.p. J.A.'P. engine and

Section ol the J .E.S. miniature engine, which

has ah automatic inlet valve.

an .automatic inlet valve. The gas is

supplied by a J.E.S. automatic carbu-

retter and ignited b^, a Dixie magneto

Silencer ot the two-stioke New Ryder.

two-speed countershaft gear. The latest

model two-stroke engine is fitted with a

release valve, which has a connection to

the exhaust pipe, as illustrated. The
piston is provided with oil grooves, and

two rings are placed at the top.

A short run on the single-geared model

showed that the machine was distinctly

comfortable and free fi'om vibration.

The New Ryder covered in release vaive

with pipe to exhaust

The 1 h.p. J£.S. lightweight motor cycle

REVERE IMPROVEMENTS
FOR 1916.

Two models of the Revere two-

stroke machine will be marketed

next year, a single and a two-

speed model. The general design

will be as before, though a few details

have received attention; among^ them 13

the oiling system,

carried out from a

pump to the inlet

pipe. ^ On refer-

ring to. the sketch

of the new system,

it will be seen

that a pipe leads

from the pump to

the crank case,

the bolt for the

engine hanger
being drilled out

to receive it. To
improve the
w-eatherproofing of

the machine it

has been decided

to introduce
black enamelled

rims in lieu of the

usual plated ones.

A point about the

single-speed model

IS that no altera

tion is required if

it IS desired to fit

a two-speed geai

box, ample accom-

m o d a t i n for

which is provided.

The new oil inlet on

the two-stroke Revere;
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Side-by-side Valves on 7 h.p. Indian.
PRACTICAL TEST OF THE NEW LONG STROKE, SPRING FRAME MODEL.

IN
our last week's issue we described

in detail the new Indian lightweight,

which is, perhaps, the greatest inno-

vation introduced by the Hendee
Slfg. Co. for the coming year. There
are, however, several improvements in

the firm's other models to be dealt with.

The most important of these is the intro-

duction of the 7 h.p. side-by-side valve

engine, which is fitted to models G and
F. Althoug;h only just placed on the

market, it is an engine with which the

Hendee Mfg. Co. have b(en experiment-
ing for the last three years, during
which time it has received testing for

some 50,000 miles, so that intending
purchasers may now be certain that it

IS a thoroughly well tried article. This
year tlie bore and stroke have been
altered. Formerly the 7 h.p. engine had
a bore of 82.5 mm. and a stroke of

93 mm., whereas the 1916 engine is a

real long stroke model with a bore of

79 mm. and a stroke of 101 mm. This
gives a smaller capacity, being 990 c.c,

as against 994 c.c. last year.

A Novel Compression Release.

The timing gear is now carried in a

separate casing forming part of the

crank case casting, and a clear idea of

the arrangement of the distribution gear

wheels is shown in the accompanying
photograph. A small i^inion driven off

the cranksliaft drives by means of helical

gearing the tiny plunger pump at the

base of the crank case, which serves to

maintain constant level of oil therein,

thus taking the lubrication out of the
hands of the driver. The method of

releasing the crank case compression is

distinctly novel. The air passes through
a rotary valve contained in the shaft of

the first of the train of pinions, which
drive the magneto, into the timing gear
case, thence it emerges through an ample
breather pipe which carries any surplus
oil away to fulfil a useful purpose—the
lubrication of the front chain.

The tappets and springs are protected
by means of telescopic sheaths, which
effectually exclude dust from the tajipets,

and, consequently, these should last very
.much longer in the new models.

The new 7 h.p. long-stroke three-speed Indian, the equipment of which mcludes spring i

magneto generator, and lighting set.

To remove the valve, it is only neces-
sary to release the bottom nut from the
sheath and push up the lower portion.

Section of the reinforced steering head lug

used on the 1916 Indiam.

1916 model 5 h.p. twin Indian, which has a rigid fiame and overhead inlet valves.

This exposes the valve collar, and if this

latter is raised a small crescent-shaped
disc can be removed, and the valve can
be then withdrawn. This crescent-shaped
disc takes the place of the ordinary
cotter, and, as the washer is recessed to

take it, it is perfectly secure. The valve
sheaths do not extend for the whole
length of the valve stem, but reach as

far as a .separator in which slots are cut.

which serves to cool the valve stem and
allows sufficient au- to reach the spring.

The valves this year are of ample dimen-
sions, and tile washer underneath the
valve cap is recessed in the cylinder
casting; consequently there should be no
difficulty whatever about keeping the

joints gastight. To revert again to the
new arrangement of the valve gear.

This, we may mention, is a radical

departure from former Indian pr,actice,

and, beyond allowing the timing gear to

be easily accessible, it allows for wide
roller bearings for the connecting rod
big ends, while the gudgeon pin and
crankshafts are larger than ever before.

The mainshaft bearing on the off side of
the engine is of the roller type.

The "Powerplns" Engine.

The new L head engine with one piece
cylinder is exceptionally efficient for its

size, and, although it is rated nominally
at 7 h.p., on an actual brake test it has
shown from 15 to 18 h.p.

The new gear box, which wb described
on the occasion of our reference to the
lightweight model, will be embodied in

this and the other Indian machines.
Other excellent features of the model F.

such as the spring frame, spring forks,

and disc clutch, which can be operated
bv hand or foot, are retained. The
photograph showing tlie construction of

the front fork is worth careful examina-
tion, as it shows the laminated he.ad

stem, demonstrating the extraordinary
strength of this important portion of the
frame.

In writing this description we have had
before us the model F, which is the type
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"Some" Speed!
IN a 300 mile race at Chicago last month, the American

" Excelsior "—" The Good Old X "^beat all other
makes, and won in 3 hrs. 29 mins. 51f sees.

—a speed of 85.71 miles per hour.

Think of the strain on the machine ! A sprint of 85
m.p.h. would be wonderful enough—but to keep it up
for 300 miles ! It shows what the " Good Old X "

is made of.

You want a machine ready for anything—which revels in tough jobs—
which will never let you down—which " always makes good." Gome
and inspect the " Good Old X"—the American Excelsior.

STANDARD MODEL.

7 h.p., 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple disc clutch,

chain drive, kick starter,

mechanical lubrication .

.

£80
PRICES:

MODELE DE LUXE, as illus-

trated, complete with Split-

dorf combination lighting and
ignition system, powerful head
and tail lamps, electric horn,
^and speedometer

£90
We can deliver the Modele de Luxe to-day •

Complete Details from Sole Concessionnaires :

HA8BIS & SONS, "if%^Zr'a'stT' LONDON, W.
'Phone : Regent 3906.

ALWAYS MAKES GOOD

AGENTS

!

We want
live agents.

The proposition is attrac-

tive—a splendid machine,
a moderate price, and
early delivery.

In answering (his advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Once Used

NSJ SSoFT RuascnKmcs

SHOWING n;IEm turned in

Always Used

FIRST !N 1904, FIRSt ever since.

GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT.
PRICE LIST.

2Sin.

9/-
12/-
13/6
14 '6
16/6
23/-
30/-

ijin 8/-
2in 11/-

2iin 12/-
2jih 13/-
2iin 14/6
Sin 20/-
3lin 26/-

Pedal Cycle, i } , 1 3

,

1 1 in. . . 6 /-

Don't go by the first cost, bot by the money you save
in using them.

THE MOTOR CYCLE. October 2ist, 1915.

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR
when you ase

RICH
Detachable

AIR TUBES
and COVERS.

ADVANTAGES. By carrying a spare tube you can—
Replace tube in five minutes without unscrewing a nut on the machine. Repair at your con-
venience. Put a patch on the inside with ordinary rubber and solution which never shifts or
leaks ; no expensive prepared patches required, thereby savin? time, trouble, and e.xpense, alsj

prolon.irini; the life of tube and cover. No friction ot patch on canvas of cover. Take the valve
out and replace from the inside without interferin'j

with valve seatinsf. (All tubes are valve seated on
the inside). Turn tube inside out like a stocking
by takin'.r the valve out. Take tube to the water
lor testin^j without taking machine.

WHY they are theBEST and CHEAPEST
BECAUSE—They are made of the best rubber
and of substantial thickness. Have free passages
of air, and no butt-ends to burst. Save you
hotel and train expenses. Enable 30U to keep an
appointment. No need to repair by the roadside
and keep your friends waiting. Last longer than
any other tube. Save your tyre bill.

Doii*t spoil your Tour by delay with
punctures. Carry a Spare.

// you cantiot obtain them from the Trade, write

direct. Sent per return post.

Further particulars, write for booklet.

The Thames Rubber & Leather Co., 199, Upper Thames St., London, E.C-

How s this for Satis-

faction.

Bristol.

, Dear Sirs,

Enclosed please find

posta order m payment

of Tubes. The ones I

have now t ave been in

since June, 1913, and

seem as good as ever.

This is the J.H. Reliable 2i h.p. Two-stroke Single Gear.
Supplied also with two-sp3ed gear, chain-cum-belt drive, or three-speed Sturmey-Archer hub gear.

Villiers engine, 70 x 70 mm., 269 c.c. Druid forks, Bowden brakes. Palmer or Dunlop studded tyres 26in. ^ 2in.,

Lycett's saddle, Best & Lloyd drip feed, fin. Dunlop belt. Pannier bags, and folding kit of tools and number plates.

THE IDEAL MOTOR FOR THE YOUNG OR OLD Immediate Delivery.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR COLONIAL TRADE.

J.H. MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Castle Mil! Street, MUMPS, OLDHAM. James Howarth. Proprietor. « t, f„r r.t.jc.t„.

In answcrina tin ad i-rilisuindtts it i.s (!,si,,tljh in iiunlinn " V'/ir Mulor fi/c/t.
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New Models.—

of miu-liine fitted with a spring trtime.

This will be e<iuip)ied with the Splitdorf
magneto geiiorator. which is a (.oiiibiiie<I

magneto and dynamo, while an electric

horn and rear-driven Corbin-Brown
spMdometer also form part of tlie equip-
ment. It will be noticed that in the
illustration the kick starter is shown as

being on the near side of the machine,
bnt in the final model it will be on the
off side, as before.

The model G.-of which a threequarter
view is shown, is exactly the same as

the model F, except that it has a rigid

frame, and is consequently what may be
termed a T.T. type. The illustration

shows a Schebler carburetter, but this

machine will be fitted with the Indian
automatic, which has been so satisfactory

in the past. The kick starter will also

be on the other side of the machine.

The popular model B, the 5 h.p. twin,

70 mm. X 89 mm. (684 c.c), is practi-

cally unaltered for 1915. It, and the

other models described, have 28in. wheels,

wliile the 7 h.p.'s have 3in. tyres, and
the smaller twin is fitted with 2iin tyres

(Top) The rig id frame 7 h.p.

Indian model

(Left) Sectional view of new
7 h.p. Indian'engine, showing

valve covers, timing wheels

and oil pump.

(Right) 7 h.p. Indian engine

in the hame, showing change-

speed lever and hand-operated

clutch. The cyhnder dimen-

sions are 79mm. X 101 mm.
= 990 CO

A Run on the New 7 h.p. Model.

The only new Indian actually in London
is one of the early typo model F's, which
docs not represent tile liiuil type to be
placed upon the English market, as many
portions of it are hand made. It is,

liowever, an interesting prototype of the
new machines, and we were especially

gratified when Mr. Wells was kind
enough to send lis out on a trial run in

one of the luxuriously appointed Indian
sidecars. Dexterously handled by I\lr.

Ernest Frasetti, we were soon skilfully

threading our way through the traffic in

Euston Road, and revelling in the silent

running of the engine and the comfort of

the sidecar. The traffic in Euston Road
was fairly heavy, and we were much im-
pressed by the excellent acceleration of
the engine, its quiet ranning, and the
power of the brakes.

Wending our way northwards we
eventually came to Highgate Hill, the
bottom of which was, of course, ob-
structed by a tramcar. Second speed
was silently engaged, and the machine
darted forward like a thing of life.

We were now well on the gradient, and

and by no means kind to the engine, a.s

in the effort of denioiistrating the pulling
powers on top speed, which was really
rather high for sidecar use, the second
was not engaged until late. It was
perfectly obvious that, with a reason-
able gear, the engine would have sur-
mounted the hill on top. Although we
had eventually to come down to first,

We were able to finish the climb on top
gear. It was certainly a mo.st inter-
esting demonstration, and we returned
to Euston Road full of enthusiasm for
the new long stroke engine.

THE LEVIS.
One Model decided upon,

others still under test.

THE principal Levis model for 1916
will be the single-cylinder 2i h.p.
machine, which is one of the most
popular two-stroke lightweights

on the market judging by the number
seen on the road. The engine is of
Messrs. Butterfield's own manufacture,
and has a bore and stroke of 62 mm. X
70 mm = 211 c.c. A choice of magnetos

and of carburetters
is offered, either Dixie
or E.I.C. in the case of
the former, and Amac
or B. and B. in the
case of the latter. The
"Popular" model Levis
has a single gear, and

V i

yet, despite this, Mr.
Frasetti engaged the
top, and- the engine
settled down to hard
work until more than
two - thirds of the
way up the hiU. It

was really a remark-
able piece of pulling.

drive is by a Jin. belt to the 24in. x 2in.

back wheel.
An unusuaUy mteresting Levis is the one

with combined engine and gear which we"

described on August 5th. The eugme is,

of course, a two-stroke, and the complete
power unit is one of the most simple yet
devised. The engine has a bore and
stroke of 60 mm. x 70 mm. = 198 c.c,
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1916 edition ot the 2\ h.p. Levis I^opular model.

and is rated as 2-5 h.p. Tbs two-speed
gear and clutch incorporated is the
Enfield twhi clutch and chain type,

and is carried in a casing cast in one
with the crank case. Another feature i.'5

the magneto drive. The magneto is

mounted on a small platform at the side

of the engine, and driven by means of a

small dog lever connected to the crank
pin inside the crank case.

Another Levis experimental model that
may be marketed at a later date is an
e.\tremely interesting 5-6 h.p. two-stroke
twin-cylinder machine, the engine ot

which we described in our issue of July
29th. It will be recalled that the Cylin-

ders are horizontally opposed and water-
cooled, and in its air-cooled form made a
very successful debut at the Style Cop
hill-climb.

An Interesting Frame Design.

A straight tube frame, too, which is

somewhat of a departure, is also under
test. It consists of a number of small
tubes clipped in malleable iron brackets.

The frame has been used before and,
therefore, tested thoroughly ; but the
latest idea of Mr. Butterfield's is to clip

the tubes in their sockets and not braze
them. Although this idea h not new it

has not been applied to a standard motor

cycle frame before, and it the experiments
are successful it will be used for the 1916
frames.

Sectional view ot the Levis single-

cylinder two. stroke engine, showing
shape of piston head.

If success be achieved it will mean
very much to the repair shop, as, by
scrapping certain clipping bolts, the

damaged tubes may be removed at once
for others to be substituted. Brazing.
always uncertain in unknown hands, if

eliminated, costs of production reduced,
and the steel tube crystals unaltered by
intense local heating during brazing.

Obviously, tlie securing bolts when home
must be beyond suspicion of moving

;

but this is a problem not really difficult'

to solve, and there remains only the
enthusiast who may bring disaster on
himself by interfering with the bolts.

NORTON SIDECARS.
To be Supplied Apart from

the Norton Bicycles.

THE makers of the Xorton motor
cycles have been supplying their

own sidecars with their passenger
outfits for some time past. They

have now gone a step further, and will

supply two of their sidecar models i'V

themselves and ready to fit any make oi

motor cycle. This step has been taken as

a result of the demand for the Norton
de Zi/.re and sporting type sidecars. Both
models are illustrated herewith, and it

will be gathered from the pictures and
the following particulars that each is a
fine specimen of its type.

The de luxe model is both attractive

and serviceable. Interest centres in the
bulbous rear of the body, which swings
down at will so forming a table which
may be used for al fresco meals. Vndi-r
the table and in the bulbous part of the
back is a compartment capacious enough
to carry personal luggage for driver and
passenger. The compartment immediately
behind the seat can be used for spare
petrol, oil, and tools, while fishing rods
or a gun may be passed below the seat
from this compartment and carried un-
obtrusively and without inconvenience.
The upholstery and finish is all that one
would expect in a high-class sidecar, and
triple leaf C springs are a guarantee of

comfortable riding over rough roads.

The Norton de luxe sidecar 1 he capacious back compartment is worthy o( note, and the neat manner in which it folds ud. This sidecar
attachment can be supplied anart from the firm's motor cycles.
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Bates-built at the "Front.
ty

i

MORE SPEED,
MORE SAFETY,

MOST MILEAGE.

21st June, 1915.

W. & A. BATES, Ltd.,

Leicester.

Gentlemen,

I feel that 1 must write to you and express my
appreciation of your Motor Cycle Tyres as being

second to none. Owing to the fact that 1 experi-

enced no trouble from a Bates Tyre in civil life I

fitted one to a Douglas before coming to the Front.

Roughly, the tyre ran for about a month in England
and six months with the B.E.F., on roads more
fitted for a steam roller than a motor cycle, without

a puncture or without once being deflated, and
surprising as it may seem, the tyre was as good as

new when evacuated with the machine,

know whether this constitutes a record

I think it really marvellous.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. S. GARRARD, L.-Cpl..

Despatch Rider,

Leicester Yeomanry.
B.E.R

don't

not, but

pr^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde."
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PURE PARA JACKETS
Pure Para Jacket - - »

Trouser Overalls, of finest quality

Price (without seat) 22/-

Price 39/6

(with seat) 22/6

This Suit IS made of the very best material, and

the quality is unobtainable elsewhere.

Perfect comfort in winter riding can best be secured by lining

your Overalls with Camel Fleece — it is extremely warm

and cosy.

Price of Lining Jacket 15/-

Price of Lining Overalls 12/6

Send 'or fully illustrated list of Motor Cycle Clothing.

Diiv^Wiir^ I *-A 359-361, EUSTONRD.,
UlinillS l-ta., LONDON, N.W.

2. Conduit Street, W., 42, Lombard Street, E.C.

Manchester : SO-92, Cross St Glasgow : 72, St. Vincent St.

Insurance
READERS of "The Motor Cycle" wishing

to insure a motor cycle, sidecar, or light

car, can obtain quotations for suitable

policies by filling in the attached form and
iorvvfarding it to

:

The Manager, Insurance Dept.,
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" Offices, Coventry.

SPECIAL
. . NOTE. . .

A copy of

J]OTCXR(gCLE
is supplied by post each
week for twelve months
with all policies upon
which the premium is

not less than

£2 : 7s. : 6d.

ENQUIRY FORM
(To be sent to above address).

Make ot

IVtachine.
H.P.

Date of

Manufacture.
Present Value.

Registered
Number.

Will machine be driven solely by owner ?

.

„ „ „ ,, „ for pleasure ?

.

Will passenger be carried on luggage

carrier or pillion of motor cycle?.

Name

Address

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The ilt>tor Ctjch."
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New Models.—

Ill llii' sporting iiiodol a successful

;iUompt has been made to meet tlie

ileiiiands ot' those riders who, whilst

desirous of a liglit sidec-ar useful for

oeeasioual sjieed worU, wish to possess a

vehiele capable of serious touring. The
extended rear forms a. useful loekcr for

petrol, spares, and small amount of lug-

gage, and the body is roomy and comfort-
able. As its name implies, it is designed
on low, fast lines, and altogether if is a

bodv good to look at.

397

THE NEW "ALL
B.S.A.'s.

BLACK"

Powerful Single - cylinder
Machines for Solo or

Sidecar Work.

THE B.S.A. motor cycles, both solo

and sidecar machines, have proved
so successful in the past that no
radical changes have been found

necessary for 1916, but the machines
have been iinproved in many minor de-

tails. Models H and K are both equipped
with 45 h.p. engines, 85x98 mm. bore
and stroke (555 c.c). The former is

chain-driven throughout, the-chains being
enclosed in cases, and a shock absorber is

attached to the engine-shaft ; the latter

is fitted with chain-cum-belt transmission.

Both models have a three-speed gear on
the countershaft giving ratios cf approxi-
mately 5, 8. and 12| to 1. The whole
range of these gears can be raised or

lowered by fitting sprockets of different

sizes. A kick-starter is mounted on the
gear box. The T.T. model has, of course,

an engine under 500 c.c, the size being
the popular 85x88 mm. This model is

belt-driven and fitted with a variable

pulley giving gears of 43 to 5| to 1.

A Semi-automatic Carburetter.

The B.S.A. carburetter with adjust-
able- jet is fitted to all machines ; this is

fitted with an improved top feed, which
is said to prevent flooding, and renders
the machine very flexible. The number
of nickel plated parts has been much
reduced w-ith the object of making the
machines more w-eatherproof, and Pello-
lit enamel—a British invention—is used
instead ou the whole frame. This, as

our readers know, has special virtues in

The 4} h.p. B.S.A. may also be obtained with chain-cum-belt transmission. B.S.A. s arc to

have weatherproof finish in 1916.

appearance, durability, and power to

prevent rust. No less than four coats

are given. The frames are strengthened
where necessary with steel liners, and
the top tubes are butted at the head.

The B.S.A. front and rear brakes both
operate on the inside of the V of special

belt rims, the former being applied by
the right hand and the latter by the
left foot, and both wheels can be taken
out without disturbing the brakes or

connections—a very real advantage.
The tank holds IJ gallons of petrol

and 2^ pints of oil, lubrication being
by semi-automatic sight- feed drip.'

B.S.A. Sidecars.

The B.S.A. machines, being strong and
powerful, are largely used for passenger
l^urposes. and two sidecars are con-

structed ' by the B.S.A. Co. Both are

coachbuilt, and No. 2 is provided with
special springing at the rear in the

shape of helical springs enclosed 'in

cylinders, the front being supported on
leaf springs. The wheels of machines
and sidecars are shod with Dunlop or

Palmer cord 26x2^111. tyres, with the
exception of. the T.T. model, which
has 2iin. tyres. Brooks or Xl'All
saddles are fitted at the purchaser's
option.

A REAR-SPRlNGlNG
DEVELOPMENT.

WE have received from a reader

—

"E.E.," of Liverpool—a sugges-

tion for the further development
of the rear springing device developed

by " F.L." and illustrated on page 345—

3

System of rear suspension suggested by

E. R., of Liverpool,

of the issue of October 7th. The accom-

panying sketch shows "E.R.'s" scheme.

In addition to the spiral spring employed
by "F.L.," and which it is intended to

enclose, there is a leaf spring attached

to a plate secured to the bottom rail.

The 1916 model 4i h.p. B.S.A. ath and without sidecar. This machine has a three-speed countershaft gear and all-cham drive. The
single-cylinder engine is 85 mm. X 98 mm. bore and stroke.
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SPECIAL FEATURES
SPRING FRAME DESIGN (lUuslraled).

INTERNAL ENGINE RESISTANCE (Ulua-aied).

THE CULT OF THE HOME-MACE SIDECAR
(llluitrated).

TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Oct. 21st 5.56 p.m.

„ 23rd 5.51 ,,

„ 25th ... ... 5.46 „

„ 27th 5.43 „
In London half an hour earlier.

Main Roads in Kent.

A Folkestone correspondent has kindly
supplemented the information given
under the above heading in The Motor
Cycle of a fortnight ago. He reports
that the entire main road to Dover via

Maidstone, Ashford, and Folkestone is

now in good condition, with the e.xcep-

tion of a short stretch near Harrietsham
at present undergoing repair.

Trade with China.

British motor cycle manufacturers wish-
ing to enquire into the possibilities of

cultivating business in China will be
interested in the Board of Trade an-

nouncement that one of their commis-
sioners, Mr. T. M. Ainscough, has just

returned after studying the conditions
and prospects of British trade in China.
Mr. Ainscough is prepared to see by
appointment representatives of British

firms at the offices of the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of

Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, E.G.

James Machine Stolen.

A twin-cylinder James, No. 65,302-

5,390, registration No. LD 2,952, has been
stolen from outside a restaurant in

Oxford Street. The rightful owner, Mr.
P. 0. S. Nichols, 10, Stone Building,

Lincoln's Inn, W.C., would be glad of

any information leading to its recovery.

Duty Payable on Imports.

An arrangement in connection with
the collection of duties on foreign im-
ports of motor vehicles, which is likely

to prove very awkward to importers, is

the decision of the E.xcise and Customs
authorities to collect the duty at the
current rate of exchange from day to

day. It would appear from this decision
that importers will never know what
their goods are costing, and therefore
will be unable to make any fi.xed prices

to their customers without risk. A cer-

tain large importer has called our atten-
tion to the matter, and stigmatises the
rule as being most unbusinesslike and
uncalled for. The writer points out
that the Government would certainly not
be the losers if it made a fixed rate
of exchange to be in force for a period
of six months or more. Importers would
then know exactly what their goods
were costing them for a reasonable
length of tmie, and would fix their

prices to customers and agents with a

certainty of a profit.

bS

A Standard of Lighting.

We should not be at all surprised if

the authorities do not shortly come to

some definite decision concerning a

universal standard of lighting for all

motor vehicles.

Motorised Perambulators.

- As showing the influence of motoring,
the latest in baby perambulators have disc

wheels. Everything must be speedy now-
adays ! It has been suggested that Auto-
wheels might be attached to perambulators,
and, with suitable controls tor the occu-

pants, nurses could be dispensed with

'

Beating the Mail Train in South Africa.

A 7 h.p. Indian and Gloria sidecar has
recently been driven from Johannesburg
to Durban, a distance' of 420 miles, in

18h. 29m. P. E. Hunt, of Johannesburg,
and R. H. Jordan, of Durban, rode the

machine, and Messrs. Williams, Hunt and
Co., of Johannesburg, who are the Indian
agents for all South Africa except the

Cape province, inform us that the time is

record, and beat the mail train by no
less than five hours and nine minutes.
The average speed of 22.7 m.p.h. at first

thought may not seem high, but to keep
to this continually for eighteen and a. half

hours over South African roads (and all

types are encountered between Johannes-
burg and Durban) is no mean achieve-
ment. We are told that not a single

mechanical adjustment was necessary.

A Chaplain's Motor Cycle

A member of .the M.M.G.S. in

Flanders relates how he had an A.J.S.
to tune up for the chaplain. A small
nut fell into the crank case. Smearing
some grease on the flywheel he slowly
rotated the pulley, and the nut was
picked up on the. first revolution. The

machine was
soon in use
again.

Motor CycUsts in

the A.S C.

We extract the
following promo-
tions of motor
cyclist officers in

tiie A.S.C. from
the London
Gazette:
To be tempor-

ary Captains

—

Guy Lee Evans,
J. Gibson.
To be tempor-

ary Lieutenants—"B. C. Barton,
J. C. Chater-
Lea, E. A. Col-

liver, S. A. Row-
landson, C. L.
Scott.

Lieut. C. E. Holaway,

R.F C, who is at pre-

sent in France with the

B.EF. Mr. Holaway
is the designer of the

Edmund spring Iramc

motor cycle, reference

to which has on more
than one occasion been

made 'n The Motor

Cucle

Proposed Services Hill-climb in Scotland.

The suggestion to hold a competition in

Scotland for motor cyclists attached to the

Services is still beina discusseS in Scot-

tish motor cycling circles. At the moment
the trouble is to find a hiU convenient for

Glasgow, Stuling, and Edinburgh.

Average Prices

We give below the average prices cif

second-hand machines offered for sale in

T/ie Motm- Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each

model, the average for the past week is

quoted. Otherwise, the last average

within the past month is given.
.\verage latest

ior weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, cblainab'

A.J.S iQi
I
6 3-sp. sidecar . . — l~z

,
rgi3 6 3-Ep. sidecar . . £56 —

„ 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £81 —
, 191.1 ;J 3-5peed — £44

Alton i<)i5 -Ti 2-speed — £3=
Ariel 1Q14 3! 3-sp. sidecar .. — £65

„ 1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £43 —
Bat 1914 ft 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 —
Bradbury . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £wi

,, .. 1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £40
B.S..\ 1915 4ii 3-sp. sidecar . . £67 —

, 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £50
1913 3% 2-sp. sidecar . . £16 —

Calthorpe ;. 19 14 2 2-5peed . £19 —
CljTio 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . - £73

„ 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £52 —
1914 :1 2-speed £32 —

Douglas ... 1914 2! 2-speed T.T. . £42 —
,. ... 1914 2^ 2-sp. kick start £13 —

Enfield .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £63 —
1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £51 —

, 1914 3 2-speed £41 —
, 1915 3 2-speed £45 —

H,Trley-

Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £69 —
Humber . . . 1913 3! 3-sp. sidecar . . — £37
Indian- .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £60 —

1914 7 2-3pe&l £50 —
1914 7 T.T. free engine — £46

,, 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £74 —
Ixion 1914 2^ 2-speed £25 —
lames 1915 4} 3-sp. sidecar . . — £65

1014 4i 3-sp. sidec.ir . . — £53
Lea-Francis 1913 3I 2-5peed £42 —
Levis 1914 2i 2-speed — £30
Malcliless . . 1914 S 3-5p. sidncir . . — £75

,, .. 1913 S 2-sp. sidecar . . £58 —
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £59.

—
New Imperial 1915 2^ 2-speed £27 —

,,
" 1914 2i 2-speed — £28

O.K 1914 2 2-speed — £25
P. & M. ... J914 3t 2-sp. sidecar . . £59 —

... 1913 3i 2-speed £43 —
Premier . . . 1914 3I 3-sp. sidecar . . £49 —

... 19x3 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £41
Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £60
Rover 1914 i\ 3-sp. sidecar £58 —

1913 3! 3-sp. sidec.ir . . £44 — \

Rudge 1914 %' multi sidecir . — £48
, 1913 .3i multi sidecar . £40 —

1913 3I multi — £34
Scott 1914 3j 2-sp. sidecar . . — £52

1914 3} 2-s)->eed £44
—

, 1913 3j 2-sp. sidecar . .
— £40

1913 3S =-speed £38 —
Sintjer J913 4S 2-sp. sidecar . . — £43
Sunbeam . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £S2

• '914 3' 3-sp. sidecar . . — £73
. 1914 3-1 3-specd £59 —

.. 1915 3S 3-speed £65 —
Trimnph . . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £54 —

... 1914 4 ,3-specd £46 —
1913 3l 3-sp. sidecar . . £45 —

Williamson 1914 5 2-sp. sidecar . . — £71
Zenith 1914 8 Gradua sidecar — £70

1914 6 Gr-uiua sidecar — £56
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When we tell you that our B 150

is very much more comfortable

than any other lightweight motor

cycle saddle on the market, we
state what we know to be a fact.

We designed B 150 with the firm

intention of producing the best

saddle we could possibly make, bear-

ing in mind the special requirements

of the lightweight rider, and we say

quite definitely that we have done so.

Scientifically modelled and padded,

and beautifully sprung on BROOKS
patent compound springs, B 150

guarantees your perfect comfort.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,

49, CRITERION WORKS,
- - BIRMINGHAM. - -

BROOKS B150
For Lightweights.

"^(r

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.

Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting Tyres that are inadequate for the woric, but use

WMd^Milne
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

26 X 2

They are built specially for this purpose trom the same

materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with great strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chance o!

Tyre Trouble to a minimum

Write Jor new list.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire— " Comtoft. Preston.' Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON: MANCHESTER AVENUE, E.C
Wire

—
"Byturning, London." 'Phone— City 4797.

Bristol. Birmingham, Dublin, Glasgow, Belfast, etc.

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B9
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THE
WINNER

9 FIRSTS
and

6 other awards in the cnly
three Naval and Military
Events this year.

^ What a testimony to

j] the efficiency of the

INFINITELY
VARIABLE

GEAR.

A " Clutch and Countershaft" type, w'.th Kick
Starter, Positive Lockin? Clutch, Itngett Belt

Drive, and t'he Gradua Gear>m

ZENITH

>,'--<«

Models from 3h to 8 h.p.

Catalogue with pleasure

ZENITH MOTORS,Ltd.,
HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

The Strongest Possible Tribute
to the excellence of the Radco Engine is that it is accepted as

The Example of Perfection in Design
by many of the best-known makers. For evidence see
the illustration of our engine and compare vrith " the
new lightweight model" of a well-known firm recently
put on the market.

E. A. Radnall & Co.,

Dartmouth St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams :

'Cyclic, Birmingham.'

Teleplione : Central 897

A.B.C Code, Stii Edition.

London Agents —

A. W. GAMAGE. Ltd..

Holborn.

T, BAXTER. 36. Great
Eastern Street

Continental Representative :

Chas. B TIMPERLEY,
86B. Snow Hill.

BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is (/csirable. to mention " The Motor Ci/clc.'
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A Sad Accident.
Wo iTgi-L't tn see that a lady motor

cyclist was the victim of a fatal acciil*"i>t

which occiin-od in North London on
October 9tli. The lady in question, All's.

May Boulter, was travelling to Essex for
the week end with her husband, and both
wee nionnted on motor cycles. .Mrs,

Boulter collided with a motor ambulance
outside the Sonthgate Council Offices

j

with the fatal result mentioned.1

A Useful Book.
Tlie third edition of " Tracing

Troubles" is now to hand, and on -sale
everywhere, price Is. It is a bandy
volume which deals with all the fault's

to which motor cycles are liable, show-
ing how they can easily be discovered,
and the best method of rectifying the
trouble. To use the author's own words,
" Its purpose is to educate the novice
out of his normal ' Hit and Miss ' method
of tracing troubles, and afford to all a
systematic means of diagnosing trouble-
some symptoms and of curing the faults
they indicate." This new edition has
been thoroughly revised and a consider-
able amount of new material added,
especially in the section which deals
with the two-stroke type of motor cycles,

in view of the vastly increased number
of two-stroke engines now in use.

New Models and "The Motor Cycle."

During the past few weeks (niito :i

number of 1916 niodi'ls have been
described in I'hr Molnr Ci/cli:, many of
them exclusively, and for reference
purposes these are outlined as follow :

A.B.C. 250 c.c. engine, September 30th.
Br.lmble sidecar, August 19th.
Brough Z\'-> h.p. twin, Septeinl>er 9th.
(\Tlthorpe two-stroke and 4 h.p. twin, October 7th.
Conniiught two-stroke, October 14th.
Douglas 4 h.p. twin, October 7th.
iMinkicy two. stroke sidecar. t")ctobcr 14th.
Edmuud-Jap 2V3 h.p., with spring frame, October

14th.
Indian two-stroke lightweight, October 14th.
h'y two and four-stroke, October 14th.
Low generator. .July 8th.
New imperial, October 14th,
O.K., October 14th.
Scarlet two-stroke, August 19th.
Service lightweight sidecar, Sepl^ember 2nd.
Ward two-stroke, September 30th.
WuHruna, October 14th.
Yale 7 h.p., October 7th.

The current issue contains many more
1915 machines, thus showing that in

spite of Government work some firms
find time for improving existing models,
if not tui'ning out entirely new designs.

The following machines are described :

B.S.A.
Indian 7 h.p.
J.E.S. lightweight.
Levis.
New Ryder two and four-stroke models.
Norton sidecars.
Revere.
Zenith.

309

No Import Duty on Sidecarriers.

As will be seen from one of the leading
articles in this i«8ue motor cj'cic side
carriers are to be included in the com-
nuTcial vehicle exemption from the 33i%
import duly now in force on pleumire
cars, motor cycles, and parts. We
pointed out to Mr. McKenna the desir-
ability of exempting these popular and
useful business three-wheelers, and the
following letter received in reply shows
such will be the case :

Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, S.W.
October Mth, 1915.

Bear Sir,— In reply to your letter

of the 4th inst., I am desired by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to in-

form you that motor cycle side-

carriers will be exempt from duty if

the importer proves to the satisfac-

tion of the Commissioners of Customs
and Excise that they are constructed

• for use solely in the conveyance of

goods in the course of trade, and are
intended to be so used, and also

undertakes to comply with any regu-
lations as to marking which the
Commissioners of Customs and Excise
may make.

Yours faithfully,

Alax Pabsoxs.

A Coast-to-coast Despatch Ride.
AVERY interesting experiment has

been carried out by the motor
cycle section of the Sheffield

Volunteer Defence Corps in the

form of a coast to coast and home
despatch ride.

Three riders left Shefl&eld on "Saturday
last for Grimsby (seventy-eight miles) to

i

be in readiness for an early start on
Sunday morning.

These three riders (Sergeants Eathmell
and Fletcher and Private Dover) duly

presented themselves to the officer in

charge at Grimsby Central Police Station

armed with letters of authority from the
I Chief Constable of Shefiield (Ma.jor J.

I
Hall Dalwood), who is Regimental Com-

I niandant of the Corps, to claim the

despatches there awaiting them to be con-

veyed to the Officer Commanding Old
Swan Police Station, Liverpool, a distance

of 155 miles. The three riders then had
to return to Sheffield, making a total

distance of 312 miles.

All were away at 7.5 a.m., and went
well together for some distance. At
Market Rasen Sergeant Eathmell was un-
fortunate in having the valve of the oil

pump on his Rudge-Multi blocked, which
caused trouble, but he made for Gains-
borough, "where Privates Haslam and
Blake were to meet the riders. Here he
banded over the despatch to Haslam
and Blake for conveyance forw'ard to

Liverpool.

Sergeant Fletcher by this had taken
the lead on his 6 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar.

At Sheffield he had twenty minutes' leai
on Private Haslam, who had now made
up time and got into second place. This
was by no means an easy ride, the riders

having to enter Slieffield between certain -

points and avoid being captured b}" a
force of scouts, who were patrolling the
high roads and byways in the hope of

capturing the despatch riders.

So far as we are aware, no captures
were made, all the riders succeeding in

getting through.
The first men to arrive at Old Swan,

Liverpool, were Sergeant Fletcher and
Private Haslam, who tied and share the
honours. On handing in the despatch at
Liverpool, they received a reply to be
conveyed to the Chief Constable at

Sheffield.

The following distances were covered
by the respective competitors dnring the
week-end : Sergt. Fletcher (6 h.p. A.J.S.
and sidecar), 312 miles (the only man to-
complete the whole journey) ; Pte. Dover
(7 h.p. Indian and sidecar), 300 miles

;

Sergt. Rathm-eU (3^ h.p. Rudge-Multi),
252 miles; Pte. Haslam (3^ h.p. Ariel),

220 miles; Pte. Blake (2^ h.p. Levis),
210 miles.

Members of the Sheffield Volunteers (Motor Cycle Section) in the coast-to-coast despatch

ride. Pte. Haslam taking over despatch from Sergt. Rathmell at Gainsbo.'ough bridge
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BAT A.S.L.

THE SPRING FR!I
A Selection of Char|ii

OUR readers need no reminder of

our firm belief that the motor
cycle of the future will have a'

spring frame ; for years past we have

encouraged this by every possible means.

More than usual attention has been

focussed on the problem this year, ajid

this may be put down to several causes,

among them ' being the ever increasing

demand for spring framed machines from

Overseas and the deterioration of roads

throughout Great Britain due to the

excessive military transport occasioned

by the war. A casual glance through

issues of The Motor Cycle during the

EDMUND

^^qM-^.
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BME PROBLEM.
'derislic Designs.

past few months will show the activity

being displayed in this direction by
designers and makers, and it has been
considered an opportune moment to place

before our readers a collection of draw-
iiigs showing some well known rear

springing systems and other designs which
have followed our campaign in favour of

rear sprung motor cycles. The sketches
ire practically self-explanatory, but it

should be added that the problem of

satisfactorily springing the rear portion of

a motor cycle is by no means an easy one ;

the difficulties to be overcome are more
lumerous than would appear at first sight.

N.S.U.

JAUJARD

ie^^e
E13
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ZENITH 1916 IMPROVEMENTS.
Detail Modifications tending to Increased Simplicity—Good Sidecar Design.

Zenith clutch and kick starter. (Left) Clutch in engagement. (Right) Clutch out.

THERE are to be no drastic altera-

tions in the 1916 Zenith models,
but such alterations as there are
show ingenuity and reflect great

credit on the company's gifted engineer.

In the accompanying iUustrations we
show some hitherto unpublished details

in the countershaft clutch and gear. Of
these one illustrates the clutch out of

engagement. It will be noticed that
it is of the cone pattern, the male por-
tion being steel and the female portioii

phosphor - bronze.
When the . cone
clutch is in, the
engine will drive
the machine, but
on the slighteht

sign of slip the
dog clutches
(shown on the e\
treme left of the
illustration) e n
gage, and . this

operation is

effected by means
of a light spring
It will be seen
therefore, that dU
the smoothness ot

the usual cone
clutch is pre
served, but, not
withstanding, theie
can be no clutch
slip, as the drive
becomes entirely

positive. The belt

prevents the trans
mission from being
in any way harsh.

A groove in the
male portion of thq clutch collects any
surplus of oil, which when the machine
is running is thrown by centrif\igal

force through holes on to the female
portion.

Easy Chain Adjustment.

The countershaft gear box, or rather
clutch and kick starter casing, is

pivoted at its base, and to adjust the

chain it is only necessary to undo a

nut and make use Of a chain adjuster
accessibly placed .above it. A somewhat
similar improvement is also carried out
in the mounting of the magneto, the
bracket of which is pivoted below its

centre. A leg from the rearward end
of the bracket has a slot in its extremity
through which a bolt passing through
a lug in the frame engages. If this
bolt be unscrewed the bracket may be
swung through a distance equal to one

..^a^^^S^BH

sists in the simplification of its n

facture. The forward end, instea

consisting of five lugs, is now a, i

malleable steel casting. Yet an
small innovation is the provision

new clutch pedal giving increased ]

age, and a slower movement in eng
or declutching.

The Zenith Sidecar.

The chief novelty is the new Z
sidecar, which is really an exci

piece of work. Its chief features

its triangular duplex side mem
the rear member being also duplex
has a spacious carrier at the rear, a
simple and ingenious spare petrol

carrier. It possesses also triangi
stayed brackets to cany the whe
one side and the chain stay attach
on the other. It is altogether supp
at four points, and possesses the fu
advantage of • being composed e

sively of straight tubes.

Returning to the bicycle, we
mention the excellent brackets or

slightly offset secondary tube of
frame. These are cast in one witi

lugs, and after rubber buffers have
placed on these the tank is screwed
place. This is an excellent arr
ment, and allows the tank to be f

fixed in place.

New Zenith sidecar- chassis showing interesting frame design.

chain link. By this ineans the adjust-

ment of the magnet:> chain may be
effected in the simplest possible manner,
and without any possibility of dis-

turbing the alignment.
What is known as the " back sec-

tion " in the Zenith frame has been
considerably improved. It is wh,at in

other motor cycles would be called the
chain stays. ,nnd its improvement con-

BRADBURY PROGRAM
No change is to be effected ii

specification of Bradbury mac
for 1916, though two mode
this popular make are to be

drawn. The 4 h.p. single two-
chain-cum-belt, or all chain to ordi
not to be supplied during the cc

year, and the same apjilies to the 3^
three-speed horizontally - opposed
These reductions are the result ol

Bradbury works being almost en^

taken up by the manufacture of i

tions, and it is to be feared that d
1916 the 15radbury Co. will remain a
the many leading makers whose o
of machines will necessarilv be limit
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Thousands of riders of "TRIUMPH" Motor
Cycles have found Clinchers the perfect tyres.

Triumphs and CHnchers hand in hand have

given these motor cycHsts nothing but pleasur-

able ridmg. Triumphs and Clinchers together

have become a watchw^ord of efficiency.

The French Army has added to its fighting

force a very large number of Triumphs—a few

of which, photographed at Montlucon Bar-

racks, are shown above. That Triumphs and Clinchers will give the

same service in the firing hne as they have given on peaceful roads is

certain. Our Gallant Allies will find Clinchers are ready for any demands

upon their efficiency. Over the worst roads, under real war conditions,

the lives of the men who ride them will be at the mercy of their tyres,

and Clinchers will not fail them.

SPECIFY

fflNCHER
MOTOR
CYCLE
TYRES

The North British

Rubber Co., Ltd.,

169, Gt. Portland St,
LONDON, W.

Factories : Castle Mills,

Edinburgh.

and secure victory over tyre troubles

^:

^^£
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7,000 MILES NOW DONE-
GIVING THE GREATEST SATISFACTIOX."

—G.H-, London.
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Sidecar Run for Wounded Soldiers at Cape Town.
pleasure and assist in the coiiiijlete

rei-overy of their fellow roiiiitryincn.

The accompanying photographs
were taken when a party was con-
veyed from the military hospital at

Wynberg to the seaside resort of
Minzenijurg, which our Cape Town
correspondent describes as the
Brighton of South Africa. But,
judging by the photographs of
Minzenburg, we can only conclude
that our correspondent has never
seen Brighton or heard a true
account of it.

A run organised by Gipe Town motor
cyclists for the benefit of wounded heroes.

CAPE TOWN motor cyclists,

following the example set by
English riders, have of late

been organising sidecar outings for

soldiers -wounded in Botha's success-
ful campaign in what was German
South-West Africa. Many of the
more badly wounded are now well

on the way to recovery in the Cape
Town hospitals, and the sidecar
outings have undoubtedly quickened
the convalescence and made the time
more pleasant for the gallant men.
Although winter in that part of the
world, the runs have been very
much appreciated by all, and Cape
Town motor cyclists take it as an
honour to be able to give some

) a O» f-

A Petrol Consumpt
THE Glasgow Club had a hill-climb on the card

for the second Saturday of the month, but,
owing to the new petrol duty, the fixture was

changed to a petrol consumption test and postponed
for a. week. It was duly held on Saturday last over
a triangular course, starting and finishing at Clarkston,
one of the southern suburbs of Glasgow. The con-
ditions of the contest were of the simplest nature.
Competitors wera required to furnish on their entry
forms particulars' of the weight of their machines and
their cylinder capacity, and on arrival at the starting
point were re-quired to empty their tanks. Each man
was then supplied with a measured quantity of fuel,

and the rider who covered the greatest distance on
his allowance was declared the winner. The com-
petition was regarded purely as a sporting event, few,
if any, of the entrants taking the trouble to tune their

machines. There were nine starters, and the result

was as follows

:

ion Test in Scotland.
Rider and machine. c.c.

Miles
ridden. m.p.g.

1.

2.

3.

D.
G.
A.

Quinton Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

H. Cutbush (5-6 Ariel sc.)

J. C. Lindsay (5^ Rover)

... 750

... 700

... 500

39
26
24

79i
63

131

The winner used a Binks carburetter.

A Suggested liilNclimb.

It appears to be somewhat doubtful if the suggested

service competition in Scotland will now take place.

-

Owing to various circumstances the only possible form
that the meeting could take would be a hill-climb,

and it is difficult to find a suitable hill^ accessible to

riders from both Edinburgh and Glasgow. It- has been
proposed to hold a separate competition in each dis-

trict, and if anything at all is done it will probably be
in this way. Mr. J. T. Fulton, the secretary of the

Scottish A.Q.U., states his willingness to bring the

matter before the Competitions Committee of that

body if any general, desire for a contest is shown.
BI7
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MILITARY NOTES.
MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE

RED CROSS.
MECHANIC FRANK BROWN, of the

British Red Ci'oss, in sending us

the photograph reproduced on this

page; says that they hare a few motor
cycles used for despatch carrying. These
are mainly Douglas, Rudge, B.S.A.,
and Bradbury, and thev are standing up
remarkably well to the hard work. When
the photograph was taken the men had
jiist finished cricket practice, the wickets
used being pieces of a mined boat washed
ashore a few days previously. Brown
says that a football would be welcomed
if any reader would kindly send one.

I heard what I thought was a tre-

mendously fast machine gun, which I

thought at first was moving. Imagine
my surprise to find a despatch rider

forging his way along on a Douglas

!

What a grand sound he made, and how
it reminded me of less bloody battles

fought in the Isle of Man."
Drury has a commission in the 5th

Batt. Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

A FORMER T.T. RIDER
GALLIPOLI.

IN

NOEL E. DRURY, the ' well-known
Irish motor cyclist, who regularly
figured in the early Tourist

Trophy races, has written to the Irish

Cyclist from Gallipoli. It is one of the
most interesting letters from men on
service we - have read, the description

of life on the Peninsula being vivid in

the e.xtreme. It is good to know that
motor cycles are still being used out
there, as Drury refers to a couple
of Douglas-mounted despatch riders. " I
nearly shouted for joy the other day.

A few British Red Cross mechanics, all keen readers of The Motor Cycle, enjoy a game of

cricket on the sands in Northern France. The little girl building sand castles, and the

French officer sleeping in the deck chair in the background, make it difficult to realise that

the photograph was taken within the war zone.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
SPLENDID RESPONSE TO APPEAL FOR DESPATCH RIDERS.

THERE has been an excellent response
to the appeal for despatch riders
published in our last issue. It may

be recalled that we gave the names and
addresses of nine inspecting officers for
different districts, and though we do
not know how many replies

the I.O.'s in question have re-

ceived, the Editor has handled

Corporal F. Begley, who has just

recovered from wounds received

at the Front. The photograph

shows Begley on an 8 h p. Zeniih,

which he rode m the recent Army

and Navy hill-clirab.

and dealt with fifty-three applications,

many of them from Ireland and a num-
ber from Scotland. In each case full

particulars of enlistment have been
issued, and the applicants referred to

the nearest Inspecting Officer, but for

tlie benefit of Irish

and Scottish readers

we give the names
and addresses of

Inspecting Officers

in those countries :

Irel.^nd. — Lieut.

J. D. Weir, Head-
quarters Irish Com-
mand, Park Gate.
Dublin.

I

B18

Scotland.—Hiahland Divisional Area :

J. H. Thomas, ^"52, Tay Street, Perth.

Lowland Divisional Area : Lieut. J. B.

Mayor, 1st Highland Field Coy., High-
land Divisional Eugineeis, 21, Jardine
Street, Glasgow. ; Major M'Bean, Officer

Commanding, Royal Engineers, 21, Jar-

dine Street, Glasgow.
It is surprising that certain recruiting

offices still turn away motor cyclists who
make enquiries, with some such remark
as " We are not recruiting for despatch
riders." Surely, the War Office should
issue definite instructions to all R.O.'s
on the subject of men for the tecliuioal

sections of the Army.

With applications received from pro-

spective recruits for tlie R.F.C and car

drivers and meclianics for the A.S.C.
(M.M.G.S.), the total of applications"

cfealt with by the Editor from motor
cvclist recruits now comes to "1.554.

Three recruits last week rode from
Dewsbury (Yorks.) to Coventry on a 6
h.p. Enfield sidecar. This is keenness
to be admiied, but it is always well to

make an appointment beforehand.

It ^:i

Gerald Hadfield and William Norman
arrived from Johannesburg last weok,
having paid their own passages home
siicciallv to enlist. Thev are now dri\'ing

cars witli the M.^t.G.S.
Experienced car drivers and mechanics

with workshop experience are still wanted.
Applications should be addressed to Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, Editor The Motor Cycle.

Coventry.

J
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IvKTTERS TO

The Editor does not hold hiraseli responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

*1 letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." Hertford Slraet, Coventry, and must be accompanied bv the writer's name and address.

Four-stroking on Two-strokes.
Sir,—As some of your readers have complaiued that their

two-strolie machines four-stroke, it may be of use to mention
my own experience. I have a 2^ h.p. Alldays-Matchless
(Villiers engine), which insisted on four-stroking with any
but the smallest throttle opening. I came to the conclusion
that with a wider throttle the mixture must be too strong,
so changed my jet (Senspray 32) for a 28. This has com-
pletely cured the trouble. I may mention that this little

machine is capable of taking me up gradients of 1 in 7,
where a sharp corner at the bottom compelled a slow start,
and will run miles at 25 to 30 m.p.h. without a trace of
overheating. I can get 110 miles out of a gallon. The
machine is single geared. TWO-STROKE.

Boycotting German Motor Cycles and Accessories.
Sir,—Whilst heartily sympathising with the spirit of

"Delta's" letter (published in The Motor Cycle, September
2nd), may I suggest that one important phase of the question
has, to a great extent, , been overlooked. I refer to the
behaviour of British magneto makers. Perhaps a narration
of my own recent experiences will best explain my meaning.
A short time ago the contact breaker screw (a slender pin

about l^in. x -|%in.) of my U.H. magneto snapped, leaving
the threaded end in the armature spindle, but with a large
piece projecting above the thread, yet so far down in the
hollow of the tunnel as to require a long fine-nosed tool to
grip. With some such tool as a dentist's fine forceps it

would have been but the work of a minute to grip and un-
screw, -whilst I could make the new pin myself in a few
minutes. However, I had no suitable gripping tool, so sent
ofif the magneto (less magnets) to a- firm which advertised
it could return repairs in a day. I may say that before
the pin snapped the instrument was in first-class order,
giving very strong current, contact breaker clean, with points
almost as new, and there was absolutely no, sign of condenser
trouble.

In a week or so I had a pro forma invoice from the
repairers chai-ging for repairs to " faulty " condenser, new
contact breaker screw, remagnetising (the magnets were on
my workshop shelf!), overhauling contact breaker, and trim-
ming "points," etc., £1 8s. 6d. (The makers' price for
broken screw renewal in 1914 list was 5s.)

Of course, it was self-evident they were " making a job "
;

lut what was I to do, for I wanted the machine at once
for business purposes, and to have it I must pay as above.
Accordingly, under protest, and hoping to receive the magneto
at once, I sent the money, pointing out the difficulty they
must have experienced over the remagnetising. In reply,
they returned me 3s. 6d., saying the charge for remagnet-
ising was an oversight ! but no jnagneto. Eventually, after
three weeks it arrived. I examined it. The contact breaker
was very dirty, and had traces of rust, so I decided to inspect
the armature. What a mess 1 The makers' finish had been
reaUy fine, but now ! Well it suggested to me the " bog-
gling " of an old cobbler.

It is said that British magneto makers hope to obtain and -

retain home trade. I would put this proposition to them.
If they may reasonably so hope they must treat their
customers approximately as fairly as the "German makers did.

Of course, makers must charge highly in these troublous
times. I would not have objected, in the above case, to a
charge of 10s., but to charge 25s. for a 2s. 6d. job, and, at
the same time, unnecessarily to reduce one's platinum points
.is, I submit, unreasonable.

Possibly, I was unfortunate in my choice of repairers, yet

J think it would be well for makers to remember that the

war will come to an end some time, and German competition
probably be resumed ; and I would sugge.st to fellow riders

who may have experienced extortionate treatment that they
keep a mental black list of those who thus treat them.

I heartily wish well to British trade, and this is one of my
chief reasons why I have written so lengthily, for which, sir,

I ask your kind indulgence. It seems to me that a gentle

reminder to, and for the good of, the trade is desirable.

SLIDE REST.

A COPT OF THIS LETIEE WAS FORWARDED TO THE FIRM
REFERRED 10, AiJD THEIR REPLY IS APPENDED :

" We are in receipt of your favour to hand, and the
writer has looked into the complamt in question. An inspec-

tion of our works records would enable you to fornl

your own judgment as to whether care is taken in the

carrying out of our repairs. In fact, we shall be very
pleased at any time for your representative or even your
readers to inspect our works.

" We received ' Slide-rest's ' magneto and his definite

instructions to carry out any repairs necessary. Had wa
received any complaint from " Slide-rest ' as to our work,
we should have been pleased to make careful enquiries into

this. There certainly was a little delay in returning his

magneto to him, owing to our annual holidays, to the
enormous holiday rush we experienced, and also, the parts
his magneto required being unobtainable from the makers,
to the fact that we had to make them specially. We might
also add that the Government is taking almost our entire

output of magnetos and parts, and we are undertaking the
magneto repairs for the Mechanical Transport."—For The
RuNEAKEN Magneto Co., Ltd., J. H. Runbaken, managing
director.

A Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit, in which both driver and
passenger are completely enclosed. With present-day designs ot-

passenger machines the occupSnt of the sidecar only is catered for

in respect of protection against the elements, and the above way of

meeting the case is highly interesting

EI9
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Leicester Signposts.
Sir,—It may interest you to learn that upon publication

of yoiir paragraph in the issue of Sepetmber Kth, page 287,
referring to " out-of-date signposting in Leicester," the
Automobile Association got into communication with the
local authorities on the matter, suggesting the alterations
necessary for correct signposting of the road referred to.

We have now heivd from the local authorities that our
suggestion will be adopted.

STENSON COOKE, Secretary, A. A. and M.U.

A Satisfactory Two-stroke.
Sir,—I read with interest in your issue of October 14th

a letter re "A Satisfactory Two-stroke," and, like the
Editor, should like to know how Mr. A. D. Webb gets his
range of speeds from 2 to 45-50 m.p.h.

I should like to give my experiences of a New Hudson
two-stroke, which I purchased in May this, year ; since
then I have covered 4,000 miles. I consider my machine
the fastest two-stroke here (Beaminstcr), but I do not think
I can exceed 35 m.p.h. It is a 2^ h.p. two-speed, and I
have always got from 120 to 130 ra.p.g. until recently,
when^ my consumption dropped to 75 m.p.g., but after a
lit,tle ' adjusting I am,- getting 120 again. I started a 548
mile tour on August 22nd, and my longest runs per day
were 170 and 140. On the day I did 170 miles I only
dropped down to low gear three times, which I consider
exceptionally good. This was from Salisbury to Fenton,
Stoke-on-Trent. On the whole distance I averaged 19|
m.p.h., and during the 548 miles I only used 4^ gallons of
petrol (No. 2), so I do not consider Mr. Webb's average
m.p.g. exceptional, especially on benzole, as I believe an
engine is supposed to go further on a gallon of benzole
than on a gallon of petrol.

I. may say I have no connection with the New Hudson
makers, but am a very satisfied rider. BILL BAILEY.

A Motor-assisted Bicycle.

Sir,—So much has been written in your and other papers
of what should become of the motor cycles and motor cyclists

after the war that I beg to submit to you an idea for which
I have been fighting in the French papers for some years, and
which you will perhaps find interesting under the present
circumstances.

I am a cripple. Not a war cripple, although I was a
soldier some twenty years ago, but after having typhoid fever
[ lost the use of my left knee, left elbow, and right wrist,
and I became very subject to rheumatism, and my joints
tire quickly.

Well, I suppose that after the war there will be many a
one in similar case. So I am emboldened to go on. Up to
the time of my fever (1904) I was an occasional motor cyclist

and a very ardent cyclist; in fact, the privation of my cycle
was certainly what I felt most. After two years of sticks

and crutches I took to cycling again, and, aft«r many
experiments, I possess now two multi-geared bicycles on
which I can go almost anywhere, but, owing to my weakness,
twenty miles per day is my maximum.

So, naturally, I turned my eyes to motors. I ha<i "^®

motor ears, but the joys of motoring in thos« expensive out-

fits serve only to make more bitter the remembrance of my
journeys on my bicycle. So I bought motor cycling papers,

and began to learn wliat was possible for me in the future.

Jly past experiences and a few tries soon taught me that

the motor cycle was not for me. The speed and consequent

draught of air alone would be sufficient to prevent my buying

one ; but also I knew that the motor cyclist must be phya-
cally a fit man, ready in all his limbs" for all emergencies,

and" last, but not least, I did not want speed. I wanted
merely some small contrivance to do exactly what I did with

ray legs—an average of 12 m.p.h. and a return by train if

necessary.

I enquired after the auxiliary motors, French and English,

and after many references and letters, bought what I thought

the best, namely, an Auto-wheel, and as I go every year to

ALx-les-Bains for a cure, I took it with me for trying the

mountain roads. My ex^jerimenting did not go far, for I

fell and broke my collarbone.

Nothing like a broken bone for thinking. I refiect-ed theu

that a cyclist had only a power of i h.p., and that a bicycle

was built to that power. That to put upon it a 1 h.p.

outfit was at the same time wasting power and trying terribly

tile frame and wheels, and, lastly, that if a i h.p- man
could go anywhere with a suitable gear, there was no reason

why a i h.p. motor, aided occasionally with the pedalling

3 h.p. man, should not also go anywhere with the help of a

suitable gear and adequate cooling.

How can such a small motor be made is the secret of

the future ; but it occurred to me that it could have the
following lines : Two-stroke, mechanical lubrication with
oil in a sump (like a Velocette), chain drive with a sprocket,

the gearing down from the motor being 1 in 10 or in 12.

Such a motor should go anywhere, and the consumption
should be very low, perhaps 200 miles to the gallon. Perhaps
it could be made for £10 ; but if any good maker will sell

me such a one I am quite ready to pay £20 for it, and take

it to the Alps by way of experiment.

What of the cooling? The joint powei's of the cyclist and
the motor would probably negotiate the stiffest Alpine roads

at about 5 m.p.h., the stiffest gradients being about 1 in 7.

But, owing to tlieir lengths, ovei-heatiiig would perhaps be a

trouble, but it would be very simple to fit a fan frictiouing

on the exteijial flywheel of the motor.

Tills is a war letter—that is, a letter of a man who, being

unable to do his bit, finds the time very long indeed,

especially as he passed the three most glorious years of his

life learning, and subsequently teaching, the mvsteries of

the "75." M. QU"ESNEY.
Rouen.

A Dutch Lightweight.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. E. F. Boyd's appeal, I beg to

enclose photographs showing how an Auto-wheel is built

into the frame of a bicycle instead of being attached at the
side in the usual manner. The price of a new frame is £9.
Amsterdam, SAM VAN DER MARK.

Auto-whfel fitted in place o\ rear wheel of pedal cycle (See letter on this page.)
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Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.
Sir,— It was with very great interest that I read " Oile's

"

article on two-strokes in your issue of October 7tli, lor 1

at one time experienced the selfsame trouble with one of

I lie lirst 2^ h.p. two-stroke Dalm engines, made by Messrs.
Oalman and Sons.

Ill my case the rattle occurred when the engine was
turning at about 2,300 r.p.m. or 29 m.p.h. road speed. I

went to considerable trouble to try and diagnose the cause
of tlie rattle, and experimented with various plug.=i, as well
as trying them in different positions at the top of the
cylinder and at the side, but with no beneficial results.

.\iter some time I came to the conclusion that it must be
dne to the expansion of the piston head. I wrote, therefore,
to the makers, who informed me that I might cure the
trouble by filing a little metal away from the side of the
piston above the top ring. This I did, and for some time
tl;° rattle ceased. One day, however, it started again, and
once more I filed off a little more metal, which cured the
noise for about 300 miles, when once more I heard the now
familiar rattle.. So having had enough of it 1 wrote to the
manufacturers, who requested me to send them the engine
ill order that they might test it; this they did at their own
oxpense, as well as fitting a new type of piston giving a
much greater clearance above the top ring. After this my
trouble ceased until I had run about 800 miles, when it

recommenced. So I removed the cylinder, and found that
a carbon film had become deposited on the side of the piston
head, and by the glaze on the caibon I could see that there
was no longer any clearance between the head and the
cylinder walls. I rem-oved the carbon, and the engine no
longer rattled. Since then I have run 3,000 miles, and
each time the rattle starts I clean the piston and the trouble
stops.

It is very difficult to make any definite suggestion as to
why "Oile's" engine suddenly ceased to rattle after running

;

860 miles from the time of the' second overhaul, but in all

probability the reason is that the cylinder has become slightly

worn, thus allowing more room tor the piston to expand
;

or the carbon film has become detached from the side of

the piston head owing to the tapping, and thus left the
piston free to expand.
As to the use of Harcourt radiators, they make a wonder-

ful improvement to the running of the engine, especially
when a sidecar is fitted, for it is possible to run for miles
with the engine " all out " without the slightest signs of

overheating, and since fitting them I am no longer troubled
' with the sparking plugs giving out—my last plug, a single-

pointed one, has run over 3,000 miles. C. S. ROSCOE.

Sir,—Like your correspondent in The Motor Cycle of
October 7th, I have followed the correspondence and
articles on " two-strokes " with interest. This excellent
article has induced me to send you some notes on my experi-

ence with a Popular Levis, which may prove of interest to

your readers. I used my Levis daily for business and
pleasure from October 6th, 1914, to May" SOtli, 1915, when I

transferred to a 2| h.p. twin, four-cycle, but I must admit
that I have never had the same fondness for the latter, and
I sha'jl eventually go back to the two-stroke.
In a general way my mileage is made up of runs of two

and a half to nine miles over very bad surfaced roads, mostly
level, but with some short, sharp gradients—one of about
1 in 10. The Levis averaged about 90 m.p.g. In very
wet weather I was' troubled with belt slip on the stiff

gradients, but the feature of the two-stroke which appeals to
me is the wonderful torque of the engine at low speeds, for

by throttling down until the belt ceased to slip I could in-

variably mount the hills at slow speed. One engine pulley
was worn out at about 1,000 miles, so I had a new one made
which increased the gear from 6 to 1 to 5j to 1. There was
no appreciable difference in hill-climbing, but the general
running was improved.
When I sold the machine at about 3,000 miles the original

Dunlop belt was still in good condition, and the engine pulley
was just visibly wearing.
The original plug—mica, of unknown make—single point,

.. gava no trouble whatever up to about 600 miles, when I
began to get trouble in starting. I did not blame the plug
at first, because as soon as the engine started firing it would
continue quite regularly. There was no spitting or coughing

;

nothing happened as I sprinted alongside until the engine
commenced to fire with perfect regularity. I began to dread
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starling, although it usually started bcnulifully atler pad
dling three or four strides. I never knew but what 1 might
be in for an exhausting struggle. I had taken everything to
pieces and discovered nothing several times, until one day 1

only got an occasional spark' at the plug when 1 jerked the
magneto around. I bought a multipoint Lodge jilug, and
jny. starting trouble was at an end. The same plug waR
running when I parted with the machine. I tried a new
Bosch single point plug on one octuision, but took it out after
about a mile of misfiring. Tills Bosch plug ran perfectly
afterwards in a friend's Douglas.
At about 2,000 miles the Levis developed a habit of

suddenly rattling and coming to a .standstill on stiff gradients.
Examination showed that the engine was not unduly hot, the
spark was all right, and the carburetter fiooded. I would
paddle oft' quite easily, having done nothing. At last, when
it rattled and stopped I did not bother to look for the
trouble but just waited about half a minute, keeping astride
the machine, and then paddled off again without trouble,
but it puzzled me. If I started away at the foot of my
steepest gradient the machine usually went up without
any trouble; if I came over this same hill, having travelled
any distance beforehand, it invariably rattled and stopped.
It seemed like overheating, but the cylinder w-as never
unduly hot.

About this time I got off my usual beat and rode to
Bristol, a distance of 140 miles. The engine rattled and
stopped on every stiff hUl, and on some of the long pulls it

showed the same symptoms, but by immediately throttling
down I managed to keep going. On the Calne Downs I

decided to try if I could produce the same result on the
level, so I opened out and rode hard. About three miles
was enough, the rattle began, I kept the throttle open, but
came to a standstill. My average speed to Bristol, including
all stops, was 20 m.p.h. During the run I tried a new plug,
ana tried varying the oil drip, but with no effect on the
rattle and stop. At Bristol I pulled things to pieces again,
taking the carburetter (Amac) and petrol pipes and magneto
right off. Everything appeared to be in good order, but in

putting back the float I pushed the needle out and with it

the small piece of gauze on the intake of the float chamber.
This gauze was covered with fine fluff about ^in. thick,
which I scraped off. On trying the machine again there was
no holding it on hills—no need to humour it—fall throttle all

the time. I covered the distance from Bristol to Reading
(79^ miles) on the return journey in just under three hours,
without a sign of rattle, and with no involuntary stops.

From Reading to home (Besley Heath) I rode easily.

By keeping the gauze free from fluff I was never troubled
with rattle again. The two-stroke appears to be very sensi-

tive to petrol adjustment, unless it is on the strong side. I

experimented with a smaller jet and gradually opened it out
"with a broach until I was satisfied with the result. On then
comparing it with my original jet I found the difference to
be almost negligible—something under half a thousandth
difference. My experience of two-strokes is confined to the
Levis, -H'here I got no rattle so long as I kept the petrol pipes
free. May I suggest that on some makes the level in the
float chamber is not well enough maintained when the
demand is great, such as in hill-climbing or speed work on
the level.

I never had any trouble with four-stroking when starting.

May I suggest that this is more likely to occur with the
petrol! system, where the proportion of oil in the float

chamber may be too great after the macliine has been stand-
ing and the petrol evaporating. The drip feed on the Le-vis

gave no trouble except that it was difficult to estimate the
correct position of the adjustment. On the run to Bristol

and back the oil consumption was at the rate of 1,020 m.p.g.
and petrol 107 m.p.g.

I tried the Levis of a friend who complained of electric

shocks from his liandle-bars at high speeds. It was like a
strong shocking coil. The makers suggested that the belt

was bottoming in the engine pulley. A new pulley proved
to be an effective cure.

I took my engine to pieces three times for cleaning, and
found very little carbon deposit, no tendency for the rings

to stick, and the bearings in fine condition

I sold my Levis because I wanted something faster, and as

I use my motor cycle every day, in all weathers, the belt slip

was a decided nuisance, but the Levis had its points, and I

parted with it with a feeling of regret.

SAN KONTVvEIT.
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A selection of questions of genera! interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle, '

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents arc
urged to write dearly and ononesideof the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legai " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on teciinrcal subjects.

Petroil Lubrication for Four-strokes.

I have a 3^ h.p. sidecar com-
Sbination. Could you inform

me if, in your opinion, I should
get better results if I mixed
lubricating oil with the petrol?

—P.H.
,

The petroi! system cannot be used alone
for a four-stroke engine, but mixing a
little lubricating oil with the petrol is

sometimes beneficial in the case of a
new engine.

Laying Up a Motor Cycle for the Winter.

?'
I

Could you tell me what to

do with a motor bicycle which
-^ is going to be out of use for

three months?—R.T.G.
If you wish to lay up the machine, the
best plan is to jack both wheels off

the ground ; that is to say, put the
back wheel on the stand, and, if a
front stand is not provided, hang the
machine from the ceiling with a rope
round the handle-bars, so that the
front wheel is off the ground. This
will save the tyres. Cover all bright
parts with vaseline.

Leaky Crank Case.

I have received my engine

?' back from the makers after

having a new cylinder, etc.,

-2-1 fitted. It is now greatly im-
proved m running, and the only

fault I have to complain about is that
oil oozes pretty freely from the crank
case joints—not the cylinder joints.

This is particularly noticeable in the
region of the magneto, where oil oozes
from beneath, all round, and runs
down the crank case. The oil also

comes out of the crank case joints

beneath the cylinders. In short, the
engine gets into a filthy mess after

quite a short ran, and it is no use
trying to keep it clean. What effect

will this have ultimately on the run-
ning? I have tightened up all nuts
without effect, and should like to know
if it is possible to cure this without
taking the crank case apart, which I

have no desire to do, seeing the engine
has been so recently overhauled.

—

J.W.K.
ifou cannot cure the trouble without
talcing the engine down. A brown paper
washer soaked in boiled linseed oil

should be placed between the faces of
the crank case ; or the faces coated with
gold size or fish glue, after having been
carefully cleaned. A serious leakage of

oil will necessitate a more liberal use of-

the lubricating pump.

Benzole as a Fuel.

I find, after many experi-
—

I
ments, that I get far more power

> in using pure benzole than is

-^ the case with a mixture of

benzole and petrol. Unfor-
tunately, in cold weather, benzole
alone is apt to freeze. I should be
greatly obliged if you would inform
me what is the very smallest propor-

tion of petrol mixed with benzole
which would check the freezing of the
mixture.—T.H.

You may use a mixture of one-third or

one-quarter petrol and the rest benzole

;

this would prevent freezing. We should

be interested to know if you are still

able to buy benzole, as we have heard
that all supplies have stopped. It cer-

tainly cannot be purchased in London or

the Midlands.

DiflSculty in Starting.

I have a 1909 Triumph, which

^1 I find very hard to start ; one

> has to get up a good running
-2-1 pace before it gets away. This,

of course, is very exhausting,
and I often fail to get up enough paee
if tired. Several people have given me
suggestions. Can you inform me as to

whether these are correct? If not, how
I can remedy difficult starting. The
suggestions are : (1) To rebore the car-

buretter, which I think is needed
; (2)

to fit a decompressor.—H.T.
The secret of easy starting is a strong
mixture and a small quantity of it. The
more frequent causes of bad starting are
air leaks at the carburetter and induc-
tion pipe unions. As regards your sug-

gestion, we do not know what you mean
by reboring the carburetter. Do you
mean reboring the cylinder and fitting a
new piston? This is often necessary in

the case of machines which are five or

six years old. The fitting of a decom-
pressor would be of some service to vou.

f{^S(^lLE Buyers' Guide

OF 1916 MODELS.

THURSDAY, Nov. 25lh, 1915.

Since 1906 the Buyers' Guide has proved a much
appreciated feature of this iournal. In the absence

of a Show, a Buyers* Guide of 1916 models

becomes an urgent necessity. Thursday Nov 25th

has been selected as the date of this issue.

An Extraordinary Noise.

During a run, of ninety mile*

on my 1911 3i h.p. an awful

rattle started in the engine,

and at the same time the enginB

fired very weakly. This went on

for half a mile, when the rattle stopped

and the engine fired ordinarily. Ihia

happened on and off for the whoje
journey. Please explain this. I may
say the platinum on one of the points

is very nearly burnt off. Would this

cause the trouble? If so, why?—D.A.S.

We should say that there is something

loose in your crank case, a gudgeon pin

screw, for instance. We can only advise

you to have the, engine taken down and

carefully examined. The noise could

hardly be caused by a burnt-out platinum
point, but it is quite likely that this

"would cause a bad attack of misfiring.

The burnt platinum point should, of

course, be renewed if it cannot be

trued up.

Starting Trouble.

I have a 3^ h.p. singla

which has lately developed a
strange obstinacj- in starting

from cold, although when warmed
up will start quite easily and fire

perfectly at either high or low speeds.

Even after giving injection by com-
pression tap it will only fire spasmodi-
cally and erratically after a good deal

of pedalling, and goes on like that,

missing and firing alternately for about
a minute imtil warmed up. I have
plugged up the, holes in the carburetter
barrel, but this makes no difference.

There is no air leak that I can discover.

I have fitted a new high tension cable,

and get a spark with plug touching
cylinder, though under compression it

does not seem to fire. I have cleaned
and adjusted points both close and
wide without making any difference,

also cleaned carbon brush and collector

ring.—W.McK.
Your trouble is certainly extraordinary.
If an engine is particularly obstinate at

_

starting, there is one remedy which is

nearly alw,\vs certain to help matters,
though it is a slightly inconvenient one^

This is to detach the sparking plug, hold

it upside down, and fill the cap thereof
with petrol, then quickly screw it into

the engine and push off. We should
recommend you to try this, and see if it

brings about the desired results. We
shall be interested to hear if it does. Also
see that your spark gap is not too close;

try a gap of, about 1 mm. It is possible

that the valve is a bad fit in the guide,

thus admitting air.
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MUNITION CONTRACTORS, MANUFACTURERS, and others

Desiring to Cover In their Open Spaces before the Winter sets in have
now the opportunity to secure

PORTABLE WOODEN BUILDINGS
at low prices suitable for Workshops. Stores. Offices. Dining Halls, Work-
men's Quarters, Hospitals, Garages, Stables, and numerous other purposes.

SPECIFICATION.—Substantially constructed Sides and Ends in 15ft. and loft. Sections respectively, with Window
and Ventilation in each Section. Framework of 2in. by sin. and 2in. by .jin. (according to size) well seasoned
Timber covered with stout Tongued and Grooved Matchboards. Roof of strong Principals and Rafters with
Tongued and Grooved Boards and good stout Felt covering. No Floor. Complete with Doors, Bolts, and
Screws. Any handy men can erect. Carefully put on rail at Works. Any size despatched in three days.

Length. Width. Eaves Ridge Price

ft: ft. ft. ft £
30 15 7 12 30
45 15 7 12 45
60 15 7 12 60
45 20 8 14 60
60 20 8 14 80
75 20 8 14 100
BO 20 8 14 120

Length.
ft.

60
90
120
60
90

120
150

30
30
30
30

Eaves,
ft.

Ridge,
ft.

15
15
15
16
16
16
16

fYice.

£
100
150
200
120
ISO
240
300

For smaller sizes, Motor Houses, Huts, etc., see separate List, post free.

Estimates for every description of Wood and Corrugated Iron Buildings free

W. COOPER, LTD., 743m, Old Kent Road, LONDON, S.E.
Telegrams: 'Conservatories. London.'' K^,3 Telephone : New Cross 1722.

WE ARE SOLE LONDON &
DISTRICT AGENTS FOR :

NORTONS, famous for the fastest 3J h.p.

T.T. in the World.

NORTON Big 4, luxurious outit, all-chain

drive, 3" tyres all round.

ARNO. The best value ever offere'd the

public. 3ih.p. T.T.. £42

OMEGA, 3 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, first-

class finish 36 gns.

SECOND-HAND.
1914 ARNO, 3'. h.p., 3-speed gear, and Coach

Sidecar £42

1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-speed £26

1913 PRECISION, 3J h.p,, Philipscn pulley.. £29

1912 ENFIELD, 2jh.p., 2-speeJ £22 10

1913 NEW HUDSON, 2lh.p.J.A.P.,3.sp€ed £26

LIGHT CARS.
1914 HUMBERETTE, water-cooled, all

accessories £110

1914 SWIFT. 2-seater, dynamo lighting

set, 5 lamps, horn, and "speedometer £130

BARTLETT'S,
74; Great Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—943, Mayfair.

Tracing Troubles
(Third Edition)

A new Edition of this handy book for motor cyclists

is now ready, thoroughly revised and brought up

to date.

Enlarged section dealing with Two-stroke motor cycles.

New section dealing with electric lighting dynamos
as applied to motor cycles.

Price 1/- net. By Post, 1/2

From Iliffc 8L Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

And leading booksellers and bookstalls.

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
H
K

K
K
H
H

E24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

>>jlv.
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riinculty in Starting.

(1.) I have a. 2i li.p. two-spccd
Iwn-shuUo motor cvclo whicli luvs

diiiif just ovi'i- 200 iniles. La-tely

I liave I'oimd it-- hard to start (it

lias not a free eiigiui') after it lias

'icon idle for a day or two. After push-
ing it a little it partly starts, and then
.stops again. This occurs until it gets

hot, thou it starts, and I have no jnore

trouble with it, and it runs well. Could
yoii explain the trouble to mo as I am
a novice? (2.) The machine does about
50 in.p.g., but I think it ought to do
much more.—E.T.

(1 ) Von might get over the difficulty by
injecting a little petrol, placing the

machine on the stand, and staxting it by
pulling over the back wheel, then let it

run for half a ininute. This should have
the effect of warming up the engine, and

'it should then start easily on the road.

(2.) The petrol consumption is certainly

excessive. Possibly you have too large a
jet titled, or there may be leaks at the

petrol unions—at the filler caps if you
till the tank too full, and at the carbu-

retter float chamber through a. piece of

grit luider the needle. A grea.t deal of

petrol is wasted in this manner. You
should attend to the petrol level, use as

small a jet as possible, and give plenty of

air when driving.

Freight Charges to Canada.

I beg to enquire of you as to

^1 the maximum cost of sending a

> cycle car or light car out here to

-i-1 Saskatoon, including all charges

both freight and duty, ii any

;

also motor cycle. In this Western
country the roads, or rather trails,

are not a patch on the worst roads

in the Old Ck>untry ; but for experi-

ences they are unrivalled, as one has
to carry almost <i miniature workshop
on trips of any distance. The one big
fault with my 7 to 8 h.p. two-speed

; twin is the clearance between the- crank
ca^e and ground, ,and oftentiines I

have to "reverse" (?) and "go on."

again, picking my trail as I travel.

Quite a difference from riding for mOes
without having to worry about what

. kind of road you are going to travel on
_next, as in England none of these

worries confront you. You speak about
and also organise hill-climbs, etc., but
you should come - and try. some of our
"sand and mud '" climbs over here,

then you would get all the reliability
• test you wished for ; stUl, however, it

- is" part of the sport, and one gets used
to it. It is a nice sort of experience to

ride along in the dark and suddenly
find oneself looping the loop over a
newly .ploughed field, and then one
comforts oneself bj' reflecting "This
is the life." Another nice sensation is

running into a slough, or dyke, as it

is impossible to see what sort of ground
one is coming to on account of keeping
one's machine in the trails. However,
it is fascinating, nevertheless.—G.K.

' (Saskatoon, Canada).
The shipping charges from London to

Saskatoon for a cycle car or light car,

also a motor bicycle, would be as follow :

Cycle car or light car not exceeding 25
cwt., or 10ft. Sin. x 5ft. 2in. x 5ft. 3in'.

when packed, £44 Is. 2d. ; motor cycle
not exceeding 2^ cwt., or 5ft. 4in. x 1ft

piw^ILE
8in. X oft. 2in. when packed, £8 5s.;
motor cycle not exceeding 3 cwt., or
5ft. 4in, X 1ft. 8in. x olt. 2in. when
packed, £9 7s. 8d. The above rates in-
clude packing and shippini; expenses in
London and ocean, freight, but not insur-
ance, landing, clearing, and delivery
expense abroad. We understand the
duty on motor vehicles of British manu-
facture is 27i% ad valorem.

401J

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
C.uiDiKF TO CovKNTiiv .-ind distance.—

Intki!j:.stkd J{ii.u)Kit.

Cardiff, St. Mellons, Newport, Chop-
stow, Lydney, Nownham, Gloucester.
Tewkesbury, Evesham, Bidford, Strat-
ford, Warwick, Coventry. Approxi
niately 110 miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"R.B." (Devon). — 2% h.p. Lady's
Douglas, two-speed, for light sidecar
work. Efficiency and reliability.

" E.B." (Kingston).—Omega two-stroke,
two or three-speed. Ease of starting,
consimiption, efiiciency, and suitability
for touring in hdly districts.

"J.S." (Liverpool).—2-|-3 h.p. Con-
naught two-stroke. Reliability and petrol
consumption.
"J.H.D." (Ireland).—2| h.p-. Douglas

(three-speed), with Rally or Grosvenor
sidecar. Speed, hill-climbing, reliability,

and upkeep.
"R.G.E." (Gosport).-—Babcock byepass

fitted to an Amac carburetter on 5-6 h.p.
Ariel for slow running.
"C.A.C." (Lancaster).—J.E.S. auxiliary

set compared with an average liglitw-eiglit.

"J.H.J." (Dover).—3J,- h.p. A. B.C. T.T.
model. Maximum speed, petrol consump-
tion, wear on tyres, and hill-climbing.

"P.D.T." (Glasgow).—3J h.p. Victoria.

Comfort, speed, reliability, consumption,
and hill-climbing, solo, and with sidecar.

"E.G.M." (Saltcoats). — Four-cylinder
F.N. Reliability and consumption.
"A.H.D." (Luton).—Grado pulley for

2^ h.p. engine.

NliWfOUT TO HuDDEItSFIELr.—E.R.G.
Newport, Ilsk, Monmouth, Ross,

Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth,
Wellington, Hodnet, Market Drayton,
Audlem, Nantwich, Crewe, Sandbach,
Chelford, Alderley, continuing to Hud-
dersfield through Bollington, Chapel-en-
le-Frith, Hayfield, GIossop, and Holm-
firth.

Lincoln to Biukenhead.—J.R.F.
Lincoln, Saxilby, Newtown, Markham

Moor, Botliamsall, Budby, Cuckney.
Bolsover, Calow, Chesterfield, Baslow.
Bakewell, Buxton, Macclesfield, Knuts-
ford, Nantwich, Chester, Birkenhead.

Pokismouth to Nottingham.—R.G.E.
Portsmouth, Gosport, Fareham, Bis-

hop's Waltham, Queen's Head Inn.
Winchester, Sutton Scotney, Whitchurcli
Newbury, East Ilsley, Abingdon, Oxford.
Banbury, Byfield, Daventry, Kilsby
Lutterworth, Leicester, Loughborough.
Nottingham.

Hbrefohd to Mildenhall.—O.S.P.

Hereford, Ledbury, Tewkesbury, Tod-
dington, Stow-on-the-Wold, Chipping
Norton, Deddington, Buckingham, Wol
verton, Newport PagneU, Bedford, St
Neots, Cambridge, Newmarket, Milden
hall.

A picturesque cottage near Dryburgh Abbey, N.B. The machine in the foregroimd

is a 5-7 h.p. Abingdon.
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Crank Case Oil Supply.

Usually crank cases are east with a
special boss into which is screwed a

nipple for the oil pipe. This is dis-

pensed with, and a very neat construction
afforded, by the invention shown. One
of the crank case bolts A is made slightly
larger than usual, and is bored out at

B. At Its centre it is reduced in

diameter and drilled radially, as shown
at C, to afford a clear passage for the
oil into the interior of the crank case.

The oil pipe is connected to the bolt by
a union at D.—Villiers Engineering Co.,
Ltd., and F. H. Farrer, No. 9,423, 1915.

A Front Wheal Brake.

This is a simple form of enclosed
expanding band brake, an important
feature of which is that the whole
mechanism can be removed with the
wheel by merely detaching the Bowden
cable from the operating lever and I'e-

leasing the usual spindle nuts. The hub
shell A has bolted to it the brake drum

B, the interior periphery of which is

acted on by the brake "band C. This
brake band .is mounted upon a pivot D
carried by a plate E which serves to
enclose the mechanism, and at E affords
a bearing for the actuating spindle G,
the inner end of which carries an
e.\pander cam which opens out the

AC6

brake band into contact with the drum may incline to right or left on corners.

B. The end of the spindle G is pro- It will be noticed that, conti-ary to the

vided with a lever H, to which is con- old type of trailer, in which the frame
nected the Bowden wire J. To prevent was coupled to the bicycle and the body
the cover plate E rotating with the spring mounted on the frame, the pre-

sent constraction has its ' body attached
to the machine, and the axle is carried

by springs depending from the body.—C.

L. Broadbridge, No. 19,758, 1914.

Rear Springing.

Jluch attention is now being given to

the rear spring suspension of motor
cycles, and in the two constructions here

wheel when the brake is applied, it is

clamped tightly up to a shoulder on the

wheel spindle, but an additional safe-

guard may be provided in the form of

a peg K, which may engage the fork
end lug L.—Bradbury and Co.. Ltd.,

and L. W. Harvey, No. 18,349, 1914.

A Trailer Revival.

The suggestion that the trailer again
be brought to the fore comes rather as

a shock in these days of the ubiquitous
sidecar combination. Tlie illustration,

however, is taken from a recent patent
specification, and shows a form of multi-

illustrated the chain stay A is pivoted

at B, so that its rear end may rise and

fall. The slots for

the wheel spindle

are shown at C,
and in each case the
usual rigid rear
stays are replaced
on each side of

the wheel by mem-
bers D E coupled
by links F G .at

couplings are of a

that the members

C fl B

each end. The
pivotal nature, so

D E F G form «
flexible parallelogram, which is deformed
by movement of the wheel. In the _

specification various methods of applying

seated trailer A, provided with forwardly
extending horizontal trays B, which
accommodate- the legs of the passengers,
and by passing along the sides of the
machine somewhat reduce the overall
length of the combination. The attach-
ment at the front is by means of ball
and socket joints, so that the bicycle

;ested, and in^the

type shown it will be seen that

three coil springs H J K are used, SO

disposed as to resist movement of the

chain stays and deformation of the

parallelogram In the second type a

laminated spring L is employed for

this purpose, and affords a neat and
substantial construction.—H. S. Bilbe,

No. 18,770, 1914.
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TYRE BARGAINS
We guarantee all these goods

to be quite new and not

damaged or repaired.

All goods sent on 7 days'

approval against remittance.

Carriage forward unless post'

age is sent.

SPECIAL. CLEARANCE LINES.
r^|\/BIWI AlAfA'V 1/- r^l IITdT" TO ALL PURCHASERS OF GOODS TO^^V&i^ #*WW*^W, O/- KJ%J l-l I THE VALUE OF *1 AND OVER.

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL—
Ribbed
Standard
T.T. Basket Patteni

Basket Pattern Heav

26x2
26 x 2

26X2i
26X2j>
26X2i
26X2i;-;2i 20

Our
Price.

12
14
IE
19
20
20

Usual
Price.

26X3

Combination

26
26X2-V
' -3'

25 •

Combination 26 <

Autobi Basket Pattern 650
Autobi Rubber-studded fi^o

KEMPSHALL-

25
24
27
35
36

35;
29
31

/6 15/-
/- 19/0
/9 21/3
/- 26/6
/" 28/-
/9 28/0
/9 2S/9
/- 34/-
/6 3+/-
/- 37/0
/- 48/3
/" 50/-

26"-: 2i Heavy Anti-skid 24/6
26X2I
zSKzi
=8X3
26X2i
26X2i
650X65
28 .--. 3

26/-
30/-

, 32/6
Non-skid 35 /-

40/-
, 45/-

55/-

54/6

39/6
44/3

32/6
37/6
52/6
57/6
42/-
48/-
62/6
70/-

COVERS.
Our Usual
Price. Price.

BEST ENGLISH MAKE (1913 Pattern)—

650.V 65 Pillion 21/-* 50/-

ELITE—
26 < 2 3-ribt>ed Lightweight Cover 13/6

CLINCHER —
24;; 2 Clincher de Luxe 19/6 28/-

26X2Hfor 2i) Dreadnought 35/- 47/3

-6 :-c 2V Dreadnought 29/6 50/10

26X 2^ de Lu-xe 2B/6
. 30/9

26X2i (for 2i) de Luxe , 23/6 41/-

26X2i A Won, Wired-on, Ribbed 18/-

26X2i de Luxe, Wired-on, R/S.

.

'

21 /-

26X2l Ribbed 13/6

26X2J Rubber-studded 15/6

26X2i 21/- 35/-

26x2} „ 22/6 37/6

26X2J ,, 22/6 36/6

COVERS.
Our Usual
Price. Price.

GOODYEAR—
26 !2}(for2}) HeaxT Rubber-studded 23/- 40/9

CONTINENTAL-
26 X 2

TUBES.
Our
Price.

25 X
26 X
26 X 2it

26 X 2f
26 X 3

650 X 65
650 X 75

5/3
6/.
6/6
6/9
6/9
8/9
7/9

10/-

Usual
Price.

7/3
7/9
8/6
8/9
8/9
10/6
Jl/6
14/-

Butt
ends
1/6

extra.

ELITE BEST QUALITY (guarantee*)—
26
26
26

2}

2!

4/6
4/9
6/- I

7/3
f

7/3
9/3 J

Butted 1/3
extra.

PALMER—
650 X 65 Butted 9/9

CLINCHER—
24 X 2 Extra Heavy 6/-

12/6

CONTINENTAL-
lin. section foot

Our
Price.

1/3

L'sual

Price.

2/2 CONTINENTAL

BEUTS.
Our
Price.

Usual
Price-

SHAMROCK GLORIA

Our
Price.

Usual
Price.

iin section 1/- l/li Jin section . foot lid. 1/7 Jin section (-ft. 6in. only). foot 1/- i/ii

RETREADING.
FIXED BY SPECIAL PROCESS.

SPECIAL HEAVY ----- 15 /-

HEAVY- ------- - 12/6

MEDIUIVI -------- 10/-

ALL MAKES OF TYRES IN STOCK.

15% allowance made for old covers,

clearance lines excepted.

ELITE RUBBER Co.,
1 -rr\ ^

TUDOR WORKS,
266, Vauxhall Bridge Road. Victoria, S.W.

Or)e minute from Victorl* station.

•PHONE: VICTORIA 6553.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES. \i^

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in t#is section should be
accompanied v;ith remittance, and be addressed

to the omees of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d, will Le charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for torwardin? replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisernent. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The iMotor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

BarDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is efiected wc remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
j(io the lee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to llitfe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indicatioD that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tiielr enquiries are requested to regard tlie

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacli
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, King Dick, S^^h.p., Grade gear, and
sidc-CLir, splendid puller and perfect condition

;

£22, or oiler.—Butterwortli's Garage, Mill Lane,
Brixton Hill. [X0852

A.J.S.
-Marston's, 26

[X0714

A.J.S., latest, neiT 1915. 2",ili.p., o-speed, no waiting

;

50 gns.— Steven(*on, Stewartstown. [X0516

h.p. A.J.S. Combination, jnst overhauled, perfect

order, lamps, etc.—Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop.

l;470<)

A.J.S., 61. p., complete witli sidecar, just delivered;

f95.—Turpine, 22 and 29, Preston Ed., Briglton
[07U

A.J.S.. 1913, 2%h.p., 3-speed, enclosed chains, speedo
meter; £33.—Lieut. T. Neame, Colkins, Faver

sham, Kent. [X9855

A.J.S.—Prompt delivery ot all models, 6h.p., 4h.p.,

and 2»4h.p.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and dis-

trict agent, 87-91, John Bright St. llSSt

A.J.S. 1914 [June) Combination, mileage 5,200, hoed,
Fcreen, fully eqnipjied. like new; £70.— Griffiths.

114, CavGudisli Rd.. Claphain Common, London. [4504

A.J.S., latest 23',h.p. model in stock.

-

and 31, Bridge St., Chester.

6"'

FOR BRITAIN'S LARGEST SELECTION
OF BIGGEST BARGAINS
WRITE OR GALL AT A

JAUQIOPES
Ask for to-day's List of exceptional offers of

newest models ot best makes, New and Second-
hand. Every one a most desirahle imbeatable
ijargain.

THE LIST INCLUDES THESE—
4 h.p. J914 3-3p. TRIUMPH & Sc. £52 10
2} h.p. r9i4 T.T. DOUGLAS £40
8 h.p. rgis HUIWBERETTE £70
3.', h.p. rgis 3-5p. ROVER Comb'n. £42

4I h.p. 1914 3-sp. JAMES £45
25 h-p. rgrj 3-Ep. DOUGLAS £50
2|h.p. rgrj 2-sp. CALTHORPE-

J.A.P. £36
6 h.p. 19 r4 3-sp. A.J.S. & .Sidecar £73 10

2} h.p. 1915 2-sp. LEVIS £37 10
2.1 h.p. rQi5 WOLF, ^-stroke .... £22 10

3* h.p. rgis 3-sp. ROVER £38 10

3! h.p. rgii TRIUMPH £25
6' h.p. r9i5 3-sp. NEW HUDSON

and 2 -seater Sidecar £57 10

3 h.p. 1013 2-sp. ENFIELD £35

4 h.p. rgr* 3-sp. TRIUMPH ....£42 10

2ih.p. 1912 2-sp. ROYAL
ENFIELD £27 10

4l h.p. rgrs 3-sp. JAMES Comb... £45

3J h.p. rgo? 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10
31 h.p. rgrr F.E. TRIUMPH £28
5-'6h.p. N.S.U £16 10

4j h.p. igrs 3-sp. QUADRANT '

and Sidecar £57 10

6 h.p. rgr4 ENFIELD Combinat'n £67 10

2| h.p. I9r4 T.T. DOUGLAS £40

2} h.p. 2-5p. ENFIELD £26

7 h.p. jgrs T.T. roadster INDIAN £50

\\ h.pi rgr4 3-speed Water-cooled
HUMBER £42

5^ h.p. igi4 3-sp.NEW IMPERIAL
and Sidecar £50

3S h.p. rgrs 3-spepd RUDGE £48
3), h.p. rgoS MINERVA £15

\% h.p. iqi2 F.E. RUDGE £27 10

3*. h.p. rgio BAT £20
5-6h.p. rgir 4-cvl. F.N. and Sidecar £22 10

3.', h.p. J908 N.S'.U £15

3* h.p, 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-
built Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. igrs 2-sp. N.S.U £45

3I h.p. igir ARIEL, variable gear. £20

5-6h.p. 4-cvl. F.N. and Sidecar . . . £45

3i h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
6" h.p. igr3 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P £37 10

3J h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and Sidecar. £22 10
7' h.p. I9'l4 INDIAN, with electric

starter £60

rj h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... £9

5 h.p. rgo7 F.F,. ROC £20
5-6b.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

7 h.p. rgrs PREMIER and Sidecar £57 10

2} h.p. FAIRY £10 10

8 h.p. rgrs 2-seater SUPER Car. . £57 10

2? h.p. igrs 2-sp. SUN VITESSE. . £33 10

6 h.p. r9r2 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £37 10

6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

2J h.p. r9r2 PREMIER, varia. gear £18 10

6'h.p. WALL Tricar £67 10

3J h.p. rgr3 2-sp. P. & M. . . : £45

6 h.p. I9r4 3-sp. NEW HUDSON
and Sidecar £65

•i h.p. 2-sp. twin REX and S)decar £27 10

2} h.p. igro Twin MOTOSACOCHE £16 10

THE MOST LIBERAL HOUSE FOR
EXCHANGES OF PRESENT MACHINES
IN PART PAYMENT OF NEW.

ggro.

9913.
9928.
9925.
9926.
9929.
9930.

9931.
9932.

9894.
9895.

9S96.

9905.
9823.

9S37.

9839.
9840.

9844.
9S47.

9S53.

9854.
9867.
gS6g.

9772.

9778.

gSor.
642 T.

6842.
6863.

7521-
7708.

7992.

8r65.

8175-
8320.
8529.
8561.
8682.
8718.
8802.

8832.

9076.

9423
9429.
9448.
9449.
9542.
9565.
9597.
9633-
9713.
9732-
9746.

9813

LOWEST
PRICES

FOR CASH

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT

Under the provisions of the above Act,
advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business cons sts whollv or niainl> of
eng^ineering- orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can onh-
hive their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade Labour
Exchange, who will allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchange or from the offices of this paper,
and each advertisement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already engaged on Government work need
apply.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

ell. p., Gloiia-| Q131A A.J.S.. ___.._ . .
Xt/ excellent condilion, 4 uew tjTes, speedometer;

FOR SALE.

spring Tvtie^l sidecar,

-Ciirwea, 6, Portland Cotirti

[4632

free engine, all acc»

19^

£55; trial by appointnreut.-
W.
1Q14 254h.p. A.J.S., S-speed -.— , _-
Xt/ sori&?. in excellent condition: £44.—Lieut. W.
McQuillen, No. 1 Gamp, Sutton-Teny, 'Warminster,

Wilts. [3.0536

A.J.S., 1913. ah.p.. 3-speed. perfect condition. ja«t

overhauled; 45 gns., .very great bargain; ex-

changes, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
Phone : 1024; ;0738

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914io, 1915 Braniptcm
forlrs, spring caddie pillar, disc T^-heels. hcod.

screen, lamps, horn, tools, spares rrorth £10, fast, climb
anything: any trial; £75.—Hnrdcostle, Draper. Darlas-

ton. Staffs. ;4440

A.J.S., 4h.p.. Easter, 1916, Palmer cords, detncLabte

rvheels, electric head light, dry battery, Cow'y trip,

mechanical horn, -watch, mirror, Siyan conch r;idecar,

all in perfect order; £65, no offers.—Young, Optician.

Worthing. Tel.: 483. tXOlOO

14 6h.p. A.J.S. C<>mbiuation, engine straight i«tm

works, sidec.ar neivly painted, new coTcr, spare

tyre, tube, speedometer, lamp, horn, numerous sp;ires;

nearest £75 secures.—Homer, 63, Grans Rd. East,

Middlesbrough, Torks. :S0731

j^h-p. A.J.S., 1914, 5-speed countershait pear and
V> free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted wi^
Lucas lighting set, I.ucas horn, rear light, tools,

s]iarcs. any severe trial given, mechanically soun

new: 70 gns.; rare opportunity.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. (X068
Alldays.

ALLPATS Allon, 2-stroke, new July, in perfect ordaj
£27.-Keferee Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn.Jl

[47at

ALLOX. 2 speeds, new May. nrile,-ige 1.200. Millets

lamp, horn, spare cover: £32.—VTrite, Home:
St. Alban's Ed.. Woodford. [N.e«6q

Oa.h.p. Allon, 2-speed 2-stToke models, £58.'17: al;

1^4, single-speed models, £31/10; delivery from stw

— Wanchope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London. (XOSal

16 Alldays-Allon. 2-sptcd and clutch, absolutely L

stock; £40 (plus 5%!.-Julian, Broad St., BeM|
Biggest dealer in the South. 'Phone: 1024.,

A LLDATS and sidecar. 1913. 4h.r.. 2 speeds, FJ
.A. handle starter, Bosch, B.B., new Dunlops,

pletc cheap ; exchange Douglas, or lightweight.-4, W
IM.. Edmonton, X. I'l

ALLDATS Allon in stock, £31,a0. or £8,{11'6 dtfl

and 12 payments £2,'0'10; libera! discounts:

cleared in 3. 6, or 9 mouths; 2-<!peed also at r

r:ita —Lamb's. ISl. Hifih St., Walthamstow. Depot
_

Higii Ed.. Wood Green.

n m3 Alldavs Matchless Comhination. 3Vl.h.r.. Hcc^
JLif mag . B. and B. carburetter, free engine. >ian«k|

start, brand uew 3 spwds. oil drip teed, •'"f'"'J«l
overhauled, guaranteed in thorough condition. caHf faii»

front sideciir. side entrance, with apron, horn, 1»'"I»|
- ticiiiendous sacrifice for £3_5|

19^

[4Slj

complete, perfect tyre«

;

. , . ,

—Eossiter. Jeweller, Xcwtou Abbot.

Antoine.

NTOTNE, 3l.jh.p.,

Smith, Silver St.

e;unplete: flSi'lO.

Stansted. Essex.

[454:1

bargain.-!
(4431

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Antoine.

3l,jli.p., liLO. liniulle startNTOINE,
4- uvt'rliaiilott

:

liliy tri:il

84, Reedivurtli St.,

mug. jllai

£15; liplitwcigllt part.—
Keuuiugtou. [4619

'I015 (new) Arid, 3'yi.p.. 3-sree(3 countcr.shaft gear;
la £63/15.—Liddiiud's, Downias St., CumbiiilKC

1X0593
i EIRL, late 1912, exccptionallr fast, excellent con-
'X ditioii, new tjTes, belt, new spares; £24.-149,
uiuloii Bii., West Croj-don. [4498

{ill, p. Aviel, late 1911, reliable, powerful, foot-
»2 boards, good tyres: £18, or take liglitweight and
isll.-Glayphau, Lotigbton, Gainsborough. [X.O086

I EIBL, 3',oh.p., 1912, variable pulley, free engine,
1- dpeompressor, g.^od tyre.s, wicker torpedo fydecar,

."sseries, grand puller: £24, or sell separate.- 61,
handos St., Gatesbead-on-T.vne. [X0571
i KIEL, powerful SV^lr.p , variable gear, free engine,
» re-busbed, Kempsball tyre, ^pendid sidecar, Dun-
ps; 27 gus., lowest: brother Dardanelles. — Crescent
-cuse, Hertford Ed,, Edmonton Green. [4465

^^ J. WATSON'S 1913 T.T. 3<pced Ariel, 3'/'h.p.,
. • special competition engine, fast, powerful, enamel,
ate good, tyres nearly new, winner numerous trials

:

Js.—82, Harvist Ed., Kilburn, London. (4443

kEIEL, Si^h.p., 3-speed, with all acce.ssories and
^ sp,ares, including head and rear, lights, speedometer,
id watch, with or without sidecar, excellent condition

:

iol given.-Apply to Mr. Eeid, Ben View, Dunblane.
[4594

I EIEL 5-6h.p. Combination in stock, £90/16, or
». £23/16/6 down and 12 payments £5/19/2: liberal
scouats for quicker pavmeht.—Lamb's, 151, High
:.. Walthamstow.—De;;t 50, High Ed., Wood Green.

t4512
1 EIEL 1914y2 3V>h.p. Combination, countershaft
^ model (3 speeds), Jones speedometer and watch,
id all accessories, unpunctured, as new, cost with ac.
ssories £85 {receipt shown), accept £60, bargain.— 6,
'swich Terrace, (corner Park Ed.), Green Lanes. Har-
asay, N. [X0539

Arno.
I ENO,
L Brampton gear, semi

Binks, new Dunlop, Whittle,
' T.T., good order; £16,

1912, 3I/:.h.p.

ipton gear, s

mes, FnseMU St., Carlisle.
"

' [X0103

914 Eed Arno, eidecar, 3V,h.p., 5-speed, gears new,
P.E. clutdi, Senspray, lamp, horn ; £37/10

;

laianteed sound.—Eailway Garage, Staines. [4744

Auto-Wheels.
i 1 TTTO-WHEEL, Oct,. 1914, perfect order; £8/15-
•- 45. West Hill, Wandsworth. (4561

915 B.S.A. Auto-Wheel. A6, new; what offers'—
Owner, 2, Semley Ed., Norbury, London. [4425

iIJTO-WHEEL, hardly used, perfect; £10.-Ather-
» stone Motor Co., Central Garage, Atherstone.

>BAND New Auto-Wheel, never ridden, guaranteed
,

absolute^' perfect; first £10 gets it; bought car —
ulse, Worleston, Nantwich. (X0577
'TANDAED Wall Auto-Wheel, almost new, unpunc-

tured,
,
splendid running order ; sacrifice £8.—Saiu-

n, Temple St., Darvel, Ayrshire. [X0531
1 TJTO-WHEEL, complete, in good running order

:

i- £7/10.—To be seen at the Warminster Motor Gar-
:

es, Market Place, Warminster, Wilts. [4467

1 TTTO-WHEEL and Gent's Eoval Triumph Bicvcle,
'»- 3-speed, oil bath, complete outfit, like new; £15,
St £29.-Marston's, 25 and 31, Bridge St., Cliester

.TJTO-WHEEL de Luxe, £15/15, or 2B/3 mSthly^
»- second-hand Wall Auto-wheel, perfect order, over-
Jled^by makers, £10—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, Lon-
'H, E.C. [4665

, TJTO-WHEELS.-For easy starting, maximum efa
*- ciency, and the limit of economy, order now a"
"erest carburetter. No. 7, '

""
' " — "

rerest Carburetters, Coventry,
special model.—Write,

[X9695

Bat.

'l-*-?;^-;^;?-
^Sl^' 81'-I'-' <='i'iii <Jri''e. 2 speeds;

(' £32/10: exchange.— 2, Trewint St., Earlsfleld.

i>AT 1912 Sh.p. Combination, kick start, Binlos car' bnret+pr • fan —p^cfoT Trrnn^i

;>therham.
bnretter; £40.—Foster, Wood Cottage, Dalton

[4412

I

Q 12 Bat, k-speed gear bos:, spring frame, oil pipe:V front cs-lmder, £3S; eidecar £36.-Jung, Mill-
OOK, borrtliampton. [4422
iJAT-JA.P., 8h.p., clutch, sidecar, every accessory,
' perfect condition throughout- £24; eschau'e 3V>
1. solo.-SO, St. George St., Leicester. [X0575'
>AT-J.A.P., 1913. 6h.p.. torpedo tank, 3 speeds, free' engine, fine cane sidecar, guaranteed perfect- ex-
,11 examination Invited ; not used this year £40 —
lerden, 37, Oak St., Colne. ' [4495
1>AT Combinations, new 1915. countershaft models,

;-V«>=l
''j

, • V-^- ,.

™SUies. countershaft, chain drive.S -j" kicli start, spring frame, handsome 5-point
,-ing eidecar, with spring wheel and adjustable grid,

li«^
np-to-date features, the 'combination £98/8/9.

livery from stock- "i-" '^^ - *—— — ^ • '
'«,,<,., the 'combination

,„«.j - -„v.v:r-
'''^° *P- t^ii models, solo mounts!

ipeed gear, £60/7/6. delivery from stock.-Wauohope's
: SJioe Lane, London.

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

is designed lor long life, and has a wonderful
reserve of stability, and is safe on greasy roads.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shake
loose, and is a boon when touring.

£10 15s.
Send for illustrated

catalogue describing B
these well linowa
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.
Can be supplied
through any dealer.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part paj-ment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The mo5t improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,.

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-5peed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Da.viclspns.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 28 X 3in. tyre, apron to cover entire
body, and 4-poiat attachment £13 tO

Immediate Delivery.

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
2j h.p. LEVIS, 1915 2-stroke model, with

2-speed gear £28 10
3^ h.p. PRECISION, 1912 model, m nice

condition £19 10
4i h.p. PRECISION, 1913, 2-speed, and £1^

coach Sidecar '
. . £3j

-i Q
6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with

new coach Sidecar £33 10
4 h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 2 speeds, com-

plete with Sidecar £24 10
6 h.p. twin REX Tricycle, magneto, 2-speed £11 15
sh.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914

model, Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10

Slh.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed model. £20 15
6 h.p. twin REX Tricar, 2 speeds, mag-

neto, water-cooled £12 15
3^ h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-speed model, with

cane Sidecar £27 10
8 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled,

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto, coach-
built, spare tyres and tubes £14 15

3i h.p. L.MX., 1913. countershaft gear . . £25
3i h.p. REX, 1909 Millennium 2-speed . . £15 15
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto .. £6 15
P. & M., T909. 2-speed, with Sidecar £20 10
4^ h.p. JAMES. 3-speed, chain drive, kick

starter, coach Sidecar £48 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
8 h.p. Water-cooled Bradbury Engine,

M.O.V., weatherproof magneto, carb. £11 15
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New Accumulators, 10 amps 6/11
New 21 /- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4 /11
Cane Sidecar Body, side door 25/6
8-10 h.p. Darracq Engine, M.O.V., mag-

neto, carburetter, pump, and clutch. . £9

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A kl FAX.
'Phone 1062 Close at 6 p.m.

HBBaBBHBHBaaHBBaHHaHBaHnBBi i

MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALH.
Itrudbury.

BRArnURY Comhinntinn, "^h p., 1913, N S.T7.,
IJiiiIvs, perfect; £32.-95, Almu Rd,. SlicerneHH.

f453G1012 nrmlbury, S'^.h.p., 2-Bpee(], wicker sideciir;
-t*^ £37/10; caflh or easy terras.—E. E. Jones (Gnr-
au'cci), Ltd., SM-nnsfid. t0726
"ORAnnuUV, N.S.Uv Var. coachbuilt fiidcear, good
-L» coinUtion

; owner on service: £28/10.-Wybrow. 25,
Plassy IM,, Cutford. [4490

BRADRURY, 1913. 4h.p., 2 speeds, free, tools, ac-
CLVsoriw. Rpnre.<i, overalls: nearest 30 gns.— CrimeH

Arkleston Kd., Paisley. [X0422

1Q12 4h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-3peed, Forward coach
-*- •^ fiidecar, lamp, horn, all good condition ; £32.—
Stiles, Juhon Rd., Ludlow. [X0703

1Q12 Bradbury, single, N.S.U. 2-speed, new Senfipray--^ and tyres, excellent condition; £26.—Apply,
Hughes, K.E. Me«3, Blackdown. [4408

BRADBURr. l5ll, single speed, fiemi T.T. bars;
20 gnfi.-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamfito^v.

Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4523

"ORADBURY, 4h.p., 3-speed. kick starter, new tyres,-U lamp^, etc., very powerful, easy fitarter; £35. with
latest C.B. fawn sidecar, underslung; 40 gns.—TurviUe,
Grosvenor, Margate. [4562

^h-p. Bradbury, late 1911, 2-speed, F.E., makers'
^* overhaul, new cyl , piston, bearings, sidecar, car-
rier, many accessories and spares, spar© tyre: £28.—
225, Nantwich Rd., Crewe. [S0V26
BRADBURY, 4h.p.. with Gradua multl pulley, and

coachhuilt sidecar, new 1914 cylinder, 1915 new
bearings in crank case, new cover back.—Motor Ex-
change, Chri-itleton, Chester. [4575

Brown.
3 h.p. Brown, fine condition, new tyres, lamp, etc.;

approval; £8/10.-80, Bispham Rd., Southport.
[X0656

BROWN, 1912, sy^h-p., and sidecar, 2-speed, kick
start, countershaft gear, perfect condition; £26.

—Cooper, 16, Larden Rof., Acton, W. [4500

B.S.A.

B.S.A., Sy^h-p., 2-speed, splendid condition, guaran-
teed perfect.—1. Fern Grove, Blackpool. [X0772

(Q15 4h.p. 3-speed B.S.A., model K. just delivered:
J-*J £63.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [4716

1 015 All-chain B.S.A., 4y,b.p., perfect condition
-S- •J little used ; 50 gns.—Howsam, 54, Cromwell Rd.,
Grirneby. [X056£

B.S.A., 1913, 3i,^lLp., 2-speed, horn, Lucas lamps
perfect; £35.—Sharpe, Sutlierland House, Windles'

ham, Surrey. [463C

B.S.A., 1913, sysh.p., T.T. model, exceedingly sound
machine, complete ; £ 30.^Laytons' Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X0751

MODEL K B S.A.. new May, larnp, lorn, all per-
fect, £50; Pliilipsoa pulley, aa new, £3; offers.

—Poole, Castle Cary. [4552

B.S.A., 1916 model K, belt-cora-chain, just arrived;
£62; deferred pavnients if desired.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, [4519

B.S.A., 1915, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed, countershaft
gear, new August.—Nearest offer to 10, College

Av., Fishponds, Bristol. [4417

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear, splen-
did condition, also coachhuilt eidecar; £56.—Atkins,

Rosemount, Ash Vale, Surrey. CX0562

TQ14 (November) 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, S-speed

;

-LiJ bargain, £55; seen at Deal.—Bos 9,462, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0740

B.S.A., 1915 model K, 4h.p , 3-speed countershaft,
one just received, immediate delivery, £59/1 5.—

Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0757

B.S-A., 1914, chain drive, Canoelet, 3-epeed counter-
shaft, in fine condition ; reasonable price.—Jackeon,

25, Beaumont St., W. Maj-fair 4808. [X0659

B.S.A., 1913, Syah.p., 2-speed, F.E., wicker sidecar,
new tyres, belt, lamps, horn, etc., perfect condition,

carefully used; £36.—Cole, 18, Abbotsburv Rd., Wey-
mouth. [4502

B.S.A., 19151^, chain drive, nnecratched, just run in,

^ better than new, perfect, finest accessories: £55,
recently cost £67.—Hynard, Draper, Askew Rd,, Shep-
herd's Bush. [X0825

B.S.A., 1914y:., 4h.p., Empire sidecar, £14/14 model.
Palmer tjres, carefully used for 6 months only,

very fast engine; £56/10.—Hazlewood, 111, Selly Park
Rd., Birmingham [X0495

B.S.A., 2-speed, F.E., mechanically perfect, new tyres
and belt, £29 ; with Montgomery coach sidecar,

£34; or wicker, £31; ride 50; must eell.—Smith. 33,
High St., Northwich. rX0727

1Q15 4yh.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive, 3-
Xt/ speed countershaft gear, Millfoid coachhuilt side-
car, both bought new July: £65.—Bateman, Old Cottaee.
Chorley Wood, Herts. [X0529

"IQ15 E.S.A.. June, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, complete with
J-«.' Gloria eidecar, hood, wind screen, luggage grid.
Brooks saddle, chain belt. Palmer tvres, little used;
owner going to Dardanelles; £65/10.-32, Bath Row,
Birmingham. [X0494

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A.29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., late 1915 model K, Burburv ISgns. coach-
built tiidecar. Watford speedometer. Miller lamp

and rear light, lot of tools; absolutely genuine.—Gardner.
20, Duke St., Keading. tX0723

"IQ13 B.S.A., 2-6pee<l, free engine, 30 gn^., Tery big
JLU bargain. We allowed considerably more for this
machine; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St.,

Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [X9191

B.S.A., 1915, 4»4h.p., perfect order, run about 600
mile^;, K pattern, chain-cutn-belt, 3-speed, new

Lucas head lamp, rear lamp, and horn; £60.—ISant^,
Empingham Hill, Stamford. [4475

70 15 4^h.p. B.S.A. , model K. almost brand new,
J-v complete with lami^ and horn, guaranteed, £50;
brand new Canoelet sidecar, to fit, in stock; £14/14.
—Walbro Motor Co., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X0862

B.S.A., 1913, 3'^h.p., free engine, 2-speed, chain
drive, 2V2in. tyres, 14 gn. sidecar, 2 lamps,

generator, horn, bike plated and enamelled and side-

car painted this year; £45, or nearest offer.—Lower,
142, Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [X0797

1 Ql5 4i^h.p. B.S.A., chain drive, and Empress side-
J- */ car, Lucas lamp, horn, as new, £ 70 ; also
1915 model K, shop-soiled, £56; and several second-
hand machines, in first-class order.—Tebbutt, 54.
Commercial Rd., Southampton. [4592

B.S.A., 1914, 2-€peed, free engine, P. and H. light-

ing, full epares, £15/15 coach sidecar, hood,
wind screen, perfect new condition, new Dunlop tyre.s,

carefully driven owner only; anv examination; nearest
£55.—Field, Beekside, Ashly Rd., Scunthorpe, Linc8.

[X0563
Burford.

BURFORD-VILLIEES, 2-Etroke, 1915, the ideal
lightweight, very handsome, fully equipped throusli-

out, hardlv used; a bargain, sacrifice £25; see it.— 136.
Dalmally Rd., Croydon. [4624

Calthorpe.
ALTHORPE-J.A.P.'e.-Latest models in stock at
Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [4123

CALTHORPE 2-stroke. 2y2h.p., latest model, new,
with special magneto; £28/16.—Seen at 248,

Bishopsgate, London. [4672

CALTHOEPE.-We always keep a full stock of these
popular sellers: deferred terms aiTanged.—LambV,

151. High St., Waltharastow. [4518

CALTHORPE 1915 latest 2-speed lightweight models
in stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles

and Co., High St.. Acton, W. [X0617

1 QI5 Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2-speed; 35gns.; delivery
JL «/ from fitock ; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St.. Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X9I90

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, J.A.P.'a and 2-stroke^,
from £27/14; send for list and easy payment terms.

—Storey's, 118, Gt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, just arrived
from works; iramerliate delivery; £31/7.—Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London [4462

CALTHORPE, 1915, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, ju^t
arrived from works; immediate delivery ; £36/15

—Witkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Eil
,

London. [4460

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2^'4h.p., 2-speed Enfield
gear, delivery from stock ; 35 gns. ; touring or

T.T. bars.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C. .. [0481

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed. in nearly new condi
tion; £18, or near offer.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd.,

Motor Engineering Department, Carlton Engineering
Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N- . [4139

*|Q15 2^/4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed, free
JLiJ engine, Lucas head and tail lamps, horn, tools,
and spare tyre, excellent condition, good climber,
owner enlisting; £32, or nearest.—Williams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. (D) [X0750

Campion.
CAMPIOrC-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1914 model; £37/10; splen-

did conditiori ; owner in army 6 months.—Raston,
Maythorn, Holmfield Rd., Leicester. [X051

8

Centaur.
CENTAUR 2V2h.p. Lightweight, good tyres, E. and

B., extremely low frame, suit beginner; snip;-
£7, or offer.—Butterworth's Garage, Mill Lane, Brixton
Hill. [X0853

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA No. 7, 8h.p., double-seated sidecar,
hood, screen; £47.—Pearse. Staplehurst. [4601

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Sh.p. J.A.P.,- 19141/2, and £15
Cliater-Lea art cane sidecar, with luggage grid and

wind screen: cost £110, not ridden since October, 1914;
owner at Eront; £80, or near offer.—129, Dill Hall
Lane, Church, Lanes. rX8972

Chater'Lea=Buchet.
CHATER-LEA-BUCHET, 2^'ili.p., XJ.H. mag., B. and

B., spring forks, low, light, and fast; £17.— Green,
c/o 196, Fore St., Edmonton. [4427

Chater Lea«Fafnir.
CHATER-PAFNIR, 3h.p., B. and E.. accumulator

ignition, recently overhauled; £6/10.—Baltic Cot-
tage, Sufiolk Rd., Dartford, [X0422

NEW MODELS.
JAMES, s^h.p., twin, 3-sp., all-chain £66
SUN, V.T.S. engine, 2-speed £37
JAMES 4^ h.p. 3-speed Combination. . £80
BLACKBURNE, 3* h.p., 3-speed gear. £67
ROYAL RUBY, 2*"h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39
LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p., 3-sreed . . £72 19
ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch ; . . £31

J.H., 6 h.p., 3-speed countershaft .... £73
ALLON, 2! h.p., 2-SFeed countershaft. £42
ZENITH, 4'5 h.p., 1916, countershaft. £68
ROYAL RUBY, 2-' h.p., 2-sp., 2-5troke £36

SECOND - HAND
BARGAINS.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
REX, 1914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £58
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., hood and screen .... £50
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., red, Montgomery

JO guinea Sidecar to match £68
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £55
BAT, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £53

REX, 1914, coach Car, 8 h.p., 2-speed . . £58
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., sporting Sidecar . . £58

REX, igi2, 6 h.p., 2-sp., torpedo Sidecar £30
ARIEL, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Sidecar £45

SOLO MOUNTS.
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., dynamo model . . . £54
P. & M., 1913, 3^ h.p., 2-speed £45
NUMBER, 1912, 2 h.p., lightweight £18
BROUGH, 3ih.p., 1914, 2-speed £52
TORPEDO, ai h.p., 1914, 2-stroke £24
O.K., 1915, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, accessories.. £29
TRIUMPH, i9r4, 4 h.p., 3-speed £52
TRIUMPH, 1914. 4^P-> 3-sreed £52
BROUGH, 1915. 3^ h.p., 3-speed £54
F.N., 1912, 2} h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive. . £24
ROVER, 1914, 3^ti.p., 3-speed, T.T. ... £42

REX, 3i h.p., good tyres, suit amateur. . £10
DOUGLAS, 1910, 25 h.p., single gear ... £18
VELOCETTE, 1915, 2^h.p., 2-speed, chain

drive £33
RUDGE, 1913, 3'. h.p., Multi, as new ... £35

SUNBEAM, 1915^ 3V h.p., 3-speed £64
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., clutch model £52

ZENITH, 1913, 3^h.p., ckitch, Gradua gear £40
BAT, 1914, 4-5 h.p., 2-speed countershaft £40

P. & M.| 1914, 3- h.p., 2-speed, kick start £60
ALLDAYS Matchless, 3 h.p., 1914. 2-speed £26 -

ARIEL, 2i h.p., coil and accumulator .. £8

In view of the heavy reductions, 10% extra

is charged for easy payments.

CYCLE CARS.
G.W.K., 1914, just repainted, like new. . £130
CRESCENT, 1914, S h.p., shop-soiled,

hood and scjeen £115
WARNE, 1914, 8 h.p., 3 speeds, live

axle, new £1 05

VICTOR, I9r4, 8 h.p., 2 speeds and re-

verse, jiist repainted £60

MORGAN, 1913, 8 h.p., de luxe, 2 speeds.

^10 worth accessories £68

[4691

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater=Jap.

4h.p. Chater-Jap, ball-bearing en^ne. low, fast, ^cr.
feet order; £15.—Band, Long CroEs, Sorrey. [4826

CHATEE-J.A P., 4h.p., Boecl), B.6.A. carbaretlw,
lamp, spares; £16/10.—Dixon, 9, The Czuxat,

Surbiton.
Clyno.

CLXXO. 1914. 2.trtroke, acce^soriej ; £22. near ota
-Celtic Cycle Co., 75. East Hill, WanfL-wcrtli.

[45«3
CI.TNO, 1914, 2-6trol;e. 2-3pced, free engine, b«aiiti

ful machine; bargain, 25 gn*.—10, King Sgoftil

Ay., Bristol. 'X07K

CLYNO Combination, detachable wheels, all

sories, perfect ; ^60, or near offer.—Erans, Garacc
Newport, Salop. '469^

1 Qll Sh.p. Clyno Combination, 2-speed, kict t--tai1et

-Itf worth £35, sell £24; seen at Leytonstone.—Boj
9,463. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XOWl

CLTXO, 1914, 2>,-ih.p., 2-si.eed, F.E., lamps. «p«al
ometer, and accessories, almost new conditito

£30.—Jones. 63, Narbonne At., Sonth Side, Claplin
Common, S.W. [4«!

1 Q 1 2 Clyno, choice of 2 sidecarSj spares, lamps. Ac.
XZf only requires piece of exhaust pipe; baTjnrii

£29/10.-27, Queen's ilews, Porchester Gardens. Bt,t
water, side of Whiteleys. [4551

CLTNO Late 1914 Combination, e-8h.p., 3 dieedi
clutch, chain drive, kick starter, detachable wb^Bi

spare wheel, luggage and petrol carrier, lam'ps. bttili

speedometer, tools, sparer, coach sidecar, hood. iT*^

screen. Palmer cord tvres, powerful gauge pump;
£120; ofBcer going front; quick sale £70.—Seen. Hod
Motor Works. Bowes Park, Palmer's Green, X. [4^

Connaught.
CIONNATTGHTS in Stock for immediate deliver* «

' the Birmingham and district agent's depot. P.-

J

Evans, John Bng'it St. '4S9(

COJTNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 3-spe«J, 224-3h.p., 1914
perfect condition, 120 to 130 to gallon, at

sories: £31.-21, Durnsford Av., "Wimbledon Park.
(46S1

" Douglas.
T^OL'GLAS V, 1915, 2-speed, in stock; £50,8.

"pkOUGJ,.\S TJ, 1915. 2-5peed, in stock; £50 8.

"pvOUGLAS W, 1915, 3-speed, in stock; £56/14.

IMjMEDIATE Delivery on receipt of cash order. TcL
388. 'Grams : Bicycles.—Robinson's Garage. Gr«c

St., Cambridge. ;686i

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2^','b.p-, 3-speed, flrst-class coSJ
tion; £45.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. t*"^^

£38.—Douglas, 1914, 2''ih.p.. 2 speeds, clutoh. ^^
6fart.-40, Portland Ed.. Edgbaston. [XOW

1Q14 Douglas, in fine order,- complete
i-U etc.; £41.—Cross, Jeweller, Botherham. [XOB

1 1 1 Douclas, good condition, acees^ries : £16^
XV Write, 'K, 2, Croftdown Ed., Higbgafe Ed,, JJ.^

^462

iMOTOR MAKTi
1 100^136 Q Portland SUondonW-j

DOUGLAS. 1913, T.T., 2-speed. F.E., new tyres- ,_
gain, £32110.—108a, Penwith Bd., Sonth«eIdi^

TEY Us.—Probably we can supply.-Gihb. Gougb,
"

Douglas Specialists, Gloucester. Douglasf.s ^^
speciality. 1X355

llT^OUGLAS 1914 T.T., 2.speed„ splendid conditioi

I-L'
lamps, spares, accessories; £42.-1, iloutaerta

I
Ed,, Putney. [«»

ITkOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, new tyres, speedomate

j

-L' as new; £35 —Jones and Adams, The Piomeogl

I

Palmer's Green. Iw^'

I "PkOUGLAS, 2"'ih.r.. 1914 V model; net cash iU oflers.—Apply, BuUer Pratt, Highilifte

Bradford, Yorks.

DOUGLAS 2»ih.p. Twin, sound, and good ninli

order. overhauleiT; bargain, £24/10.-King,
Fulham Ed., S.W.

DOUGLAS. 1914, 3'i.h.p., clutch, spare belt,,'

tyres exotllcnt. fast, powerful; £46.—Gls
Castle fid,. Kenilworth.

'

DOUGLAS, 2''ih.p., 1913 T.T., 2 speeas. L
,

fast, knee-grips, all accessories; £34/^

Weston Ed., Guildford.

1 Q14 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed; 38 gas. : in good;
X.*J tiou; very gieat bargain.—Julian, "
Reading. 'Phona: 1024.

DOUGL-\.S, late 1914, 2-speed. complete wilb ,

horn, etc.; nearest oiler to £40.-Bose,

Lodge, Horbnry, Xork-6. [J

DOUGLAS. 1913 model X. excellent condition,

horn, etc., nearly new t.vre and belt:
""

Allerton Ed.. Liverpool.

DOUGLAS, 2?lh.p. T.T., late 1913, and new alni

torpedo sidecar, accessories, new tyres; £

near oBct.—Alexander, 25. Parsons Green, Fnlhani.^

;peedoiaclDOUGSAS. 1911. 2 speeds, clutch,

lamps, overhiinled. enamelled, plated; £19..

graph.-Gordeu, Fearuley St., Otley Kd., BradI

A30 All letters relatini! to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

A MILE IN 36 SECONDS.
EXCELSIOR-

THE GOOD OLD X
7 h.p,, Twin, 84 x8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-gaIloii petrol capacity, 3-spced countershaft gear,

mtilfiplc-disc clutch with hand and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pUlar, 3in. non-skid

tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement

incorporated.

STANDARD MODEL £80
With electrical equipment £90

lixchange liberally considered.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 (new) DIAMOND, 2'. Ii.p., 2-stroke ... £28 13
1915 2j h.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT (new) ,

.

£39 18
1915 2.ih.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) .. £37
1915 2* h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed £36 10
J915 2.5 h.p. 2-speed RUBY-J.A.P. (new) . . £39 10
1912 31 h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY .... £29 10
2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £2S 10
8 h.p. 3-speed GHATER-LEA and coach So. S39 10
1909 35 h.p. 2-speed REX £16 10
3i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
1910 31 h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., ma£:neto, Saxon forks £12 10
DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., spring forks... £18 10
5i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
N.S.U. , twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10

RITZ LIGHT CAR.

The last word in light car values. lo h.p.

4-cylinder, mechanical lubrication, electric

horn and lighting, hood, screen, tools.

Luxuriously sprung and a grand top gear
climber. In stock for inspection and
trial. £120- Plus import tax.

Exchanges quoted.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 7-9h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £64 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, as new £59 10
1914 (late) w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5
1912 33 h.p. 2-speed twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 10
1913 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar £43 10
-ROVER ^h h.p. 3-^peed Combination £48 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £34 10

. 1910 3.^ h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
2910 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £27 10
1909 5-6h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, fine condition . . £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
1914 Grand Prix Morgan, water-cooled

engine, luxuriously equipped £98 10
PREMIER 7-9 2-seated Car £58 10
Cycle Car Front and Rear Axles and Wheels

witii detachable rims £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6, 15 /6

Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
1914 Rex Coach-Sidecar, little used £9 15
Shop-soiled Coach Bramble Sidecar £12
New Mechanical Horns. Special reduced price.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

MODEL R Douglas, \vith n\\ nccesaorics oiul flporefl,

iu perfect condition ; jE35, or beat offer.—Apply,
Mr. SGolfy, Grays, Estiex. [4678

1915. immediate delivery any 2';'ih.p.

iueliuhujr War Office black Douglna.—
Yeovil. Tel, : 50. [9203

DOUGLAS, 1912 (late). 2-epGed tourinp model, best
condition,

DOUGLAS,
model.

Park Av.
with Wtitford. speedometer

;

Pahuer'tj Green.

DOUGLAS, Douplas,
sale and retail

1

Co., 115, Lothian Ed.,

£28.-71,
[4451

Dongla(5.— Get one at the wholc-
I'ottiKh Hsente, Alexander and
Edinburgh. [4118

"I
(|13 SYih.p. 2-speed Douglas, just overhauled, per-

-Lt/ feet running condition, all aceetjsories ; bargain,
£38.—Derby-shire, Garage. Bakewell. [X0767

4h.p. 3-speed 1915 Douglas Corubinntion, Watford
..-tspeedometer, Jumpt^, guinea horn ; 6i gug.— 17,

Hamilion Terrace, St. John's Wood. [4675

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, tools, fast,
splendid order; £28.— «' Ravendale," Catford Hill,

S.E., letters, or 'phone City 3345. [4656

"I Q 14 2^^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, all accessories, an
J-«7 e.xceptionaj snip; £41.~Barttor, Engineer,
Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone : 1701. [4648

DOUGLAS, 1913, T,T.. 2-speed, 2^^h.x>., in good run-
ning condition, long exhaust pipe; £30.—A. Phil-

pott, 131, Waddon New Rd., West Croydon. [4455

DOUGLAS R, 2'4h.p., late 1913, 2-3peed, clutch, kick
starter. P. and H. lamp, horn, tools, spares, splen-

did condition; £35.-81, Cecil Av., Bradford. [X0605

1Q12 Dougla.=;. 2^h.p., standard model, nearly new,
-Lt^ 26y2M Dunlop rubber-studded tyres, £20.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston ltd., Birmingham. [4738

1 Q15 Douglas, 4h.p., T.T., specification as list, in
J~*J excellent order throughout, very fast
Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

5E50.—
[6866

Write us immediately if wanting a
iel.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd .,

Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow. [4119

1 Q15 Douglas.
J-«/ 2^;4h.p. m
Edinburgh, and 272

DOUGLAS, 1914. 254h.p., 2-speed, T.T. bars, Bosch,
Aiuac carburc'tter. new belt, excellent condition;

£40.~Morton'. 20, Watkin Terrace, Northampton. [4414

DaUGLAS 1915 Model U, 3 speeds, good condition,
Watford speedometer, expeui^ive accessories; £48.

—E. Appleyard, EUercourt, Rawcliffe, Yorkshire. [4607

DOUGLAS. 1915, 25ih.p.. Colonial model. 3-6peed,
kick start, lamp, horn, speedometer, mileage 1,000,

as new; owner going abroad; £50.—Mills, Derwen. East
[X0427Ldss.

rjOUGLAS. 1914, 2S4h.p., T.T. model, like new, very
-L' little u^ed, complete -with first-class lamp, horn.
and speedometer

;

Oxon.
£44.

model,
first-clas

-Laytons' Gaiag Bicester,
[X0758

DOUGLAS, 1915, 25ih.p.. full set spares and acces-
sories, including Watford speedometer ; £46 : can

be seen London.— Cpl. Malglaive, 6389, 52 Co., A.S.C.,
Aldersliot. [4570

DOUGLAS War Office Models; £54/12;, on the
premises; no waiting; send the cash.' 'Grams:

Bicycles. Tel. : 388.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,
Cambridge. £6864

DOUGLAS, 2^4h,p., 2-speed, clutch model, new August,
1914, in first-class condition, new tyres, acces-

sories, and
Crickhowell.

spares; £44.—W. Watkins, Llangynidr,
[X04a6

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., touring, good condition,
lamp, horn, new Dunlop back; £36, iowest. or pait

exchange coachbuilt sidecar. — Douglas,
Rd., Norwich.

Earlham
[X0658

DOUGLAS. 1915. bought May, 234h.p., 2-fipeed, per-
fect condition, lamps, iiorn, spares, accessories:

price £42 : owner
Clapton, London,

on active service.—11, Newice Rd.,
[4424

tyres; ideal solo machine; bargain, £37/10,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

SPECIAL BARGAIN!!
20 h.p. FORD Motor Lorry, splmdid lyres, lii^h

|

tension magneto, 3 lamps, screen, spare tube, horn, I

jack, etc. ; also detachable 2-scater body with

dickey scat and hood.
|

The lot. <£65. The lot.
{

ONE ONLY.
Brand new 1915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershatt

|

gear, 3 speeds, kick starter, chain drive, XL'All 1

saddle, ail , latest improvements, fine sidecar
|

machine. Perfectly new. .

Maker's Price is £51 16 I

Make us your best orter, cash or exchange. |

1915 MODELS IN STOCK. ^|

1915 fi h.p. ENFIELD Combination, just I

received 80 gnj. I

10 h.p. Sporting MORGAN, M.A.G. engine £105
1915 6 h.p. 3-speed J.H. Combination 84 gns. I

I915 4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., countershaft 3.sp. 49 gns. '

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on . . £120
j

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
j

3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, Druids, P. & M. 2-specd I

gear itO
jFORD Motor Lorry, with interchangeable I

2 or 4-seater body, magneto, etc £65 !

1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comlinatiou £60 I

1915 2-SD. 2.strol<e NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 gnS. '

1915 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Coronet I

Sidecar. Going cheap. What offers ? !

3} h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B. & B. carb. £16 I

3I h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle starting £19 !

FARLOW
I

SIDECARS.'
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which I

are the buyers' ideal.

MODEL 3.
I

Underslung chassis

with Luggage Carrier 1

combined. I

Splendidly made and I

built for hard work. I

£10 15 I

This is MODEL .\'o. I.

ABEAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

I'RICE 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1 . ,

Delivery from Stock. I

Your.\gent%villsupply
|

DOUGLAS, 1913 dutch model, 2-speca, complete
with speedometer, lamps, horn, and new heavy

-Newnliam,
[4638

1 Q 14^4 Douglas, 2^;ib.p., 2-speed, free engine, new
-l-«^ tyres and belt, long exhaust pipe, very fast,
climb anything, splendid condition; 39 gns.—Tallin,
16, Lordship Park, London, N. [4651

25Lh.p. Douglas, 1915, model U, not ridden 50 miles,
4 just as new, S-speed countershaft gear and free

engine, complete with all tools and accessories: £50.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X0683

DOUGLAS 1914 T.T., 2-speed, Lucas lamps and
lioTn, fully equipped, condition perfect through-

out, spare sprocket and chain ; £40.—Corporal Hadley.
38, Portland Place, Leamington Spa. [X0638

1Q14 Douglas, model W, 2-speed, clutch, kick
J-Zf starter, new Christmas last, scarcely been used,
condition almost new, perfect order; bargain, £42/10.
—Box 9,465, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0762

D.OUGLAS, 2';4h.p., 2-3peea, tree engine, starter,

boards, makers' overhaul, new back cylinder, valves,
re-bushed. Palmers, re-euamelled, re-plated, accessories:
£27; inspection Hounslovr.-'Phone : 30 Feltham. [4418

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-speed, Miller lamp set,

speedometer, horn, knee grips, new toolbag, and
: new kit of tools, spare chain, 2^ tyres; £42/10.—

I

Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm Hd., N.W. [4625

All letters relating to advertisementE should quote the number at the end of each ad'

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Ft;lly Guaranteed,

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS. Q
New F.R.S. Lamp Set, shop soiled 32/6 H
Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2J wheel .... £2 _
Cowey Speedometer for Morgan , £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5 »
Set of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and Q

- Generator, new £3 mb
8 h.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns, H
Bosch .Magneto, waterproof, suit Morgan £3 10 »
Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/- S
Spare Belt Carrier 3/5 H
Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £4 ^ m
Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £4 4 j^

FARRAR'S motors!
(Telephone 9191, gHopwood Lane, HALIFAX, H

ertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglns.

2 speeds, clutcb, kick start, footboards1 Q13 Dongla:
-'-£' P. and H.

a bar-
[X0328

. clutcb.
-- lamp and generator, rear ligbt. B

and B. carburetter,
i Lucas horn, perfect tbrougbout

:

f33.-Box 9,419, The Molor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
[X0097

1 Q>4 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2H*peed, clutcli, kick starter.
Xt/ recently overhauled by makers, and in beautiful
condition ; £44- or would give this and cash for new
4h.p. Douglas.—Brindle-Wood, Estate OiHce, Harden
Park, Woldingham. [X0582

OJlhp. Douglas, 1914 T.T., 2-speed, lump set, speed-
-^4 ometer, trip, heavy Kempshall rear, Stewart me-
chanical horn, perfect running condition : £38, or ex-
change higher power, cash adjustment.—C. Pritchett,
141. Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [4567

"IQ14 2''4h.p. T.T. 2-speed Douglas, complete with
J-^ lamps, generator, ^born, speedonreter (new), extra
toolbag. and numerous spares, tyres in excellent condi-
tion : £42.-2nd Lieut. C. B. Stead, 2/8 West Yorkshire
Regiment. Thoresby Park, Worksop. [X0667

DOUGLAS.—We can deliver the famous Douglas
from stock, with no waiting. Send us yoUT

reqirirements and we will gladly give you all informa-
tion. Don't forget, we are the" people for Dougljises.—
The Colmore Depot, 31. Renshaw St., Liverpool. [4642

1Q14 T.T. Douglas 2-speed. This is a very fast and
Xt/ reliable mount, in absolutely perfect condition,
and is oft'ered at the ridiculously low priee of 38 gns.
This machine is many pounds cheaper than its fair
market value, but is offered at a specially low price to
Clear.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. Biggest dealer in
tie South. 'Phone: 1024. [X07fl9

Enfield.
"|Q13 3h.p. Twin Enfield, condition as new;
A*/ gain, £27.—Missin, Cottingham, Hull.

ENFIELD, 1914, 2^/ih.v.. 2-speed, accessories, spares:
£30.—Penney, Evelyn Terrace, Craigie, Perth.

[X0091
ROYAL Enfield, 1911, 2%h.p., good condition, com-

plete; £20.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
[X0752

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1915. 200 miles only; best offer

over £35.-17, Tauiworth Park, Conimonside East.
Mitcham. [4676

*|Q13 2^411. p. Enfield, 2-3peed, perfect running, com-
XCf plete, good tyree; offers.—Rumbold, Cedars,
Shaftesbury. [X0831

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination; cost £100 with
accessories, casli only £60.—Lamb's, 151, High

St., Walthamstow. [4521

ENFIELD, 3h.p., new in June, perfect, horn, and
tools; £45. or lightweight in part payment.— God-

win Bros., Woking. [X0832

ROYAL Eniield Coachbuilt Combination, genirine
1914, 6h.p., splendid condition; accept 55 gns.—

76, Summerley St., Earlsfleld, S.W. [4568

ENFIELD. 234h.p., late 1912. tyres new, re-bushed
Xmas, 1914, in splendid order; £24, or highest.—

Allen, 26, Vanghan St., Coalville. [X060S

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., 2-6peed, kick start, Binks
carburetter, lyres nearly new, lamp, horn, tools,

spares: £34.—Blake, Church St., Wantage. [X0627

ENFIELDS.-The reliable British machines, famed
for quality and durability. Immediate delivery at

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [4l24

ENFIELD. 1915, 3b. p., head and rear lamps, Stewart
speedometer, horn, excellent condition : £38 : view

by appointment.—Hall, 3, Lennox Mansions, Southsea.
txooeo

ENFIELD Combinalnon, I915V2, 8h.p., spring handle-
bars. Pillion, spare, fully equipped: cost £95, bar-

gain, £85.—Harris, Heatherlea, Dartford Heath, Kent.
[4621

1Q12 234h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-sp6ed, chitcb, chainXtf drive, footboards, everything perfect; bargain,
f 21.-0.C.E. Motor Works, St. Ann's Well Ed., Notting-
I'am. [X0628

1Q15 Enfields.—All models immediately from stock,Xtf Buy now while they are to be had.—Alexander's,
115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh, and 272, 6t. Western
Rd., Glasgow. [4122

1 Q12 6h.p. Royal Enfield, with special wide coacli-Xt/ built sidecar to seat 2 children, very good order:
£50: cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd..
Swansea; also at Carditt [0722

"PNFIELD 6h.p. and Coachbuilt, 1912^,; £46 ; enter-
' tarn exchange 3h,p. 1915; view appointment,

aturday, Sunday.—Burnup, 4, Cardigan
S.W. (4684

3h.p. Enfield, June,
,
1915, 2-speed. Amac and

Senspray carburetters, knee grips, lamp, horn,
beautiiul condition; £45, or close coffer.—Moyle,
Deneholm, Shepperton-on-Thames. [X078d

kick starter, footboards.
, property of olficer at

Jront: bargain at £43.— Seen at Taylors', 21a, Store
St., Tottenham Court Rd., Loudou. [4470
piNPIELD 1914 eh.p. Combination, in splendid
--J order, coach sidecar, backrest, luggage carrier
rear light, horn and tools, complete; £63.—Elce and
Co.. 15, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C. [0491

1Q14 Enfield 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, newXi/ February, 1915, not run 1.000 miles. Lucas
lamps. Watford speedometer, spare v;ilves and tube —
Oarrntt, 270, Mount Pleasant Ed., Tottcuhum. [4569

prefarably
Court, Richmond

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p. Twin,
2-speed, excellent order,

NEW MODELS.
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 6" h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p. J.A.P., 2-5peed £39 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-5troke, 2-5peed £36 10
1916 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 185 gns.
1915 WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA . . .£120
igre OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc. £275

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
1915 (new) 2jh.p. 2-sreed WOLF-J.A.P. . . £37
igrj NEW DIAMOND, 2-strokc (new) £28 13
loij 2j h.p., 2-speed, Model V, DOUGLAS £43 10
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, fixed gear £18 10
1911 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £26 10

FOR VALUE .

We offer a Brand New latest type (just derivered

from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10%
discount. If you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With

REX Coach-buiJt Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 33i% extra?

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Free-engine REX DE LUXE,

and luxurious coach-built Sidecar. Complete
with front and rear lamp, horn, pump, toolbag,
and tools £31 10

CASH BARGAINS.
1915 6 h.p. Countershatt 3-speed ROYAL

RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, ouly
done 100 miles £79 10

1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

honi, lamps, and Swan Sidecar £64 10
igi-t (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination. Offers

1914 Sporting MORGAN, hood, screen, etc.. £82 10
19J4 6 h.p. {new) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted
15 h.p. d-cylindcr RENO "i-seated Car £65
1913 3i h.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
19136 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
1913 3^b.p. 3 speed TORPEDO-PRECISION

and Sidecar '

. . £29 1

igi2 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £37 10
igi2 6 h.p, 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10
1912 3.V h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3i h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
igi2 3\ h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, grand condition. . £29 10
1912 (Nov.) SCOTT and Sidecar £38 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-spced PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
sl h.p. tourist REX, spring forks £14 10
igio 3^ h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speod REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £10 15
PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar .... £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, r.H., twin, spring forks . . . £13 10
REX, 5h h.-p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3.1 h.p.. magneto, spring forks £14 10
5.V h.p. F.E. twin REX, specially good £17 10
REX Coach-built Sidecar, with aprou (new) £12 10

£115 O O
igi5 Second-hand 10 h.p. .(-cylinder 2-sealer RITZ

Car, electric lamps and elecUric horu, hood, screen
and tools. Only done about 500 miles. Tip-top
condition. Complete -witlt number-pkites and
registration. Any trial or e.xaniination. New
price £120 plus import tax.

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE

MORGANS AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

T7NFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sido-
J-J car, the fiae^ combination made, all complete;
£84: jurt arrived from works: iinuiediute deliTery.—
Uilkina, SimpsOQ, and Co., 11, Hnmmeifimitb fid. Lon-
don. £4453

I

1 Q 15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination. Lucfle lampe and^*^ horn. i^plHiuUd order thronchout: any test of
examination invited; finest combiaation made, and pood

price rea(:OQable. — Veroy HoUues, LangJey.
Heanor. [4415

TpNFIELD 1915 3h.p. Twin. 6 iveekB old, tott wi*
J-^ aecfcisories £56: ab?oluttlv as new; £48- own«
proceeding abroad.—Corporal MontKomerie. 9, Woipolt
Gardens. Strawberry Hill, Middk-e.x. 'Phone; Eit-W
mond 1677. [4410

ROYAL Enfield Combination, £84; 3h.p. twin, SO
gns.; 2i4h.p. 2 stroke, 38 gns; immediate d^

livery all models.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Cw
Co., Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd.. Eseter, and 28. Tavistock Rd^
Plymouth. [0571

ENFIELD, 6h.p.. coachbuilt sidecar, new Augi: -
1914, complete lamps, mechanical horn, spar^

etc., new oversize tyres front and back, perfect col
tion; £63.—Lloyd, 32, Campbell Rd., Longsi^!
Manchester. ^X0£-

ENFLELD Standard £84 Combination in stock: -:
ferred payments, quarter down and balance in iz .

in6tolnient3; liberal allowances for shorter periods; i

cbanpes.—Lamb's, Enfield Specialiit^, 151. High St«
Walthamstow. [4509

ENFLELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2-speed, and free eagia^
chain drive, kick starter, mechanical Inbricatioi^

Palmer tyr&s, just arrived from works; immediate dfr
hvery: £52/10.—Wilkin^, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hank
mersmith Rd., London. [445S

ENFIELDS. all models actually in stock.—€h.pu
combinations, 3h.p. 2-speed twins, T.T. aiM

touring models, also 2iih.p. 2-speed 2-stroke.—P.
Evans, 87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham, cop-
trolling district agent. [4585

New Enfield Sidecar Combination, just dfr
h Irom works, fitted with handsomft

coachbuilt sidecar and storm apron^ tools, comi^ete;
£84 cash; exchange; easy terms. When purchasioc
new machines it is the same in purchasing Iron
Wauchope's as though you were dealing with the
makers direct.—Numerous testimonials are receivei
from time to time from satisfied clients who haw
dealt, with AVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet SL*
London. [0679

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR. 3"?ih.p., new HeUe^en. B. and B.. h.b.c..

lamp, stand, and carrier; £5; geen rnnnint:-—97.
Latohmere Ed,, Battersea. [4507

EXCELSIOR (Ameiican). 1915. 7-9h.p., 3-^peed
clutch model, the very best value; we can deliw

from stock; £62.—Lavtons' Garage, Bit-ester, Oxon.
[X07S

EXCELSIOR (American), 7h.p., 5-speed: new prio
standard £80. electrically equipped £90

;

changes quoted. Yorkshire dealers supplied. Mol
Exchange, Horton St., Haliiax. [O

7 h.p. Ameriian Excelsior Twin, 1914. coachbuilt sii

car, Bosi.li mag., 2-specd gear, sp^^c-dometer

;

80 gns. ; owuer going Tropic^; trial; £47.—Heath. 480
Richmond Rd., East Twickenham. [449

EXCELSIOR [Coventry'], 1914, 5-6b.p.. BromWi
toaohbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds, speedometer, la

born, niirror ; £50 ; seen by appoiutmeut.—Cooper, ^^
Silwood St., Jiotherhithe, London. t460i

F.N.

F.N., 5-eh.p-, 1912, 4-cvl. £21.-
84, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.

6 h.p.
livered fresl

F.N. Lightweight. 1912'>4. as new. £26
with cash tor good coinbioatiou.—60.

Rochdale.

F.N., 4-eyl.% Bosch, Binks carburetter, electric

inp. perfect luuning order; bargain. £l&/li

-Adelaide Motor i

: offers^
GreenU

txo

ang,
Kinnear.

perfect luuning
65. Dtilmeny Av.,

2-seater ctwch combitt
gn. speedometer, 3 IniupiS* i

70 pus.., or quaitor dowo '

exchanges.—LambV. 151,^
[49

Older : barguin,
Norbury.

F.N.. 1911. 7h.p., 4H'yl.

1>.A. lighting set, 5 g

many other accessories;
12 monthly instalments;
St , W'altham-?tow.

Grandex.
1014 3'.'.h.p. Grandex-Precision, Tariable gtJi
A«/ gootl. lamp, horu, new belt, enamel and .

jHTteot ; £55, or very near.- GriutUey's Garaye,
Salop. [XQ

Harle) 'Davidson.
ARLEY-DAVTIiSONS in <-tock.—Premier
Co.. Binuinghinu. W

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9U p. Twin and 4h.p.

titock.-Tiiipin?. 29, Preston ^d., Brighton. [Oy

AELEY-DAVinSON llF. brand new. uuriddeJL
best offer secuic-s.— 19, Villut'e Rd.. l"'»"*^'^7rLf|

model lie. 4»l.h.p.. 2-6M«l
as new. not done 500 liulflM

Riiihvay Garage, Stnine*:. W*
AKLEY-DAiaDSON Sidecar Combiinitious iu i

W
H
IQIS Harlcr-HaTidsoil.XO fast, absolutely

H
iiuvoit duty,
iitiuslmm.

-The Premier "Motor Cft.. Astou Rd.,

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Harley-Davldsoii.

MonEL IIF 7-9]i.p. Harley-DiiTidMon. 3-speed. dE68/5;
iiicMlvI n.l. oloctri.-ally equipped, £76/13.-The

l*rt'iiiier Motor Co., Biniiingbam. (4735

HAULKV-DAVinSON, 41i.p.. 2 epeeds. done ,1.500
uiilcs, as eo(M\ as )iew

B. Sliirrfff, Whitloy
£65. or nearest offer.—Ai>ply

Brow. Mellcrtlitiiii. Wilts. [X0515

TTAKLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1914. 7-9h.p.,late 1914. 7-9h.p., 2-speed.
nil Ht'ce^sorifM, lunKintiteut rondition, just over-

haalt'd: 48 pns., nearest,—Lieut. Tuvey, 6. Capel Tei-
racf. Soutliend-on-Sea. [4411

rQ15
Harley-DiiTidson, model IIJ. 7-9h.p., 3-8pced.

• ' electric light and horn, with Royal Leirester aide-

Cftr, almost new, done 500 mile^: £80.—Thomson, 9.

ilexiiudni Hd.. Leicester. rX0082

HAELET-DAVinsON, 1915. 7-9hj)., 3-6peed. elec-

tric light and horn, Watford trip speedometer.
eloik, perfect rondition ; £70,
ford.-!. Bishops Stoitford.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, llli.p.,

eaiiipped. with horn, lamps, 3-speed, 3 weeks

or ofterfi.— Garrod, Bur
[4438

electrically
' old,

only done 100 miles, absolutely new : £72, or offer.—
Dentils, 5. Cambridge Ed., Lee, Kent. [4423

HxVRLEY - DAVIDSON Model IIJ, BlecR-ically
equipped, with Bramble sidecar, epare tubes, valve»5,

Stewart speedometer, not ridden 800 miles; £85. or
£22/5 down and £5/8 '4 m.^uthIy ; bargain.—Lamb's.
151. High St.. Walthamstow. [4515

HAKLET-DAVIDSON Muu^Is F. and J. {no ad-
vance in price), complete with their owb 20 gn,

eidecar, or Moutgumery Canoelet, MiUford, Bramble or
I'ha'nix, delivered from stock; deferred payments
quarter down and 12 instalment-;: diricount for quicker
PHj-ments ; eschanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
itow.

'

[4511

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON.—Th« motor cycles of great
refinement. We can deliver the " Silent Grey

"

from stock, and have a large selection of suitable side-
-ars. Send us your re<|uirements ; we can fill them.
-Extended payments and eschangrea arranged by the
lole wholesale distributers for loancashire (except
Barrow district) and Cheshire, the Colmore Depot, 31,
.ienshaw St., Liverpool; and 261, Deansgate, Man-
heater. [4641

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD Six, 1915, 3-epeed, sidecar, acces-

sories, done 1,800; cost £96. accept £68.—Douslas
leans, 172, Great Western Ed., Glaegow. [X0606

IQ14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood and Coachbuilt sidecar, per-
l-v feet condition, twin. 3-speed^ free engine, kick
tart, Bosch mag., J.A.P. engine : price, lamps and
ools, £55; owner on active service.—Lovey*6, Bridge
;t., Tiverton, Devon. [4749

Henderson.
LTENDEESON, 1914, splendid condition, high gear for
LX fast solo work. £60.~Dodds, Kendai Grove,
tdniiralty Ed., Felpham, Bcgnor. [X0430

aENDEESON' Combination, 1914, 8-101i:p., 4-cyl.
engine, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, ivatch,

tc., various sparee, perfect condition, ju^st oveThauled

;

>y?t £110, accept £65. or close offer.—Wrightson, fiS.

las^lyn Ed., Crouch End, London. [4605

Hobart.
:ITOBAET, 2-strokes.—Immediate delivery from stock
.-»- —Alexander'e. 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh, and
72, Gt. Western Ed., Glasgow. [4126

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
Four Excellent Adjuncts, useful and necessary.

TAYLOR'S MECHANICAL HORN.

Humber.
1912. £18:' trial willingly.—Atkin>ih.p. Humber,

•'4 56, Solent Ed., West Hampstead.

'JUMBER. SVah.p..
•» condition ; £24.
y-

[4466

1911, 2-speed model, excellent
-A. Holland, Earlsdon, Coven-

[X0847

ITUMBBE, late 1911, S^/Sh.p., 2-6peed, sidecar, apare<^.
-L good c&ndition ; £25.—Nobbs, SandJeford, Bramber
1, N. Finchley. [X9763

912-13 Humber, 2-speed, and sidecar, splendid
order; £28. complete.—Chapman, Highbridge

-, Waltham Abbey. [4655

itMBEE, 1912, Si/oh-P-, 2-spe6d, handle starter,
overhauled, £24 ; or with sidecar £29.—W. Bowen

,

id Hartley, 5, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. [X0664

914 S^Ui-p., 3-speed Humber, and coachbuilt eide-

I

cor: £42/10; all new Feb., 1915; seen any time
I appointment.—42, Chandos At., Whetstone, N. [4476

IUMBER Combination, 1911, 3V2h.p., 1913 N.S.U.
2-5peed F.E., new Dunlops, new belt ; £28

:

i,;htweight and cash considered.—98, Middlewich Rd.,
arthwich, Cheshire. [X0771

."ih-p. Humber, 1911, 2-speed, handle starter, per-
.'2 feet condition; highest cash offer, or exchange

lightweight and cash.—Shears, W'hitehouses
,1
oira, A^hby-de-la-Zouch. [S:0733

:;TUMBEB, 1912, 3i,l.h.p., N-.S.U. gear, 2 lamps,
-* Jones speedometer, horn, 1915 smart cane eidecar,

F rons, tools, spares of all ejrts, perfect condition

:

al anywhere; £35, no offers. Tel.; Finchley 1675.
33, Hertford Ed., East Finchley. [4727

Ol3 3'/jh.p. Humber, wicker eidecar, Sturmey-Archer
*' 3 speeds, free engine, kick starter, lamps, horn,

recently overhauled, back wheel re-built, fitted
[inlop combination tyre ; £30 : seen evenings after
'0.—G. S. Bowland, Kickmansworth. [4530

Price 21/-
Carriage paid.

7 days*
Approval against

remittance.

A CUSTOMER WRITES.
Biirgh, R.S.O., Oct. loth, 1915.

I am keeping the mechanical horn you sent me
on approval, as I think it quite the best one I
have yet seen, and am very pleased with it.—R.R.

Designed so that all working parts can be kept
lubricated from a single lubricator.

The 'MARVEL'
VULOANISER.

Both Covers and

Tubes of any size

can be effectively

vulcanised. A per-

manent repair is

guaranteed . Saves

expense of sending

tvres away, and ^

great saving in time"

To' prove this, we will

forward on ro days' approval against remittance
Money returned, less carriage, it not satisfied.
Immediate delivery. Complete with supply of aU
necessary materials. Price—motor cycle-and cycle
car size, 13/9 ; car size, 27/6. Carriage paid.

SATISFIED USERS.
Adelaide Street, Bradford.

Dear Sirs,—I received the " steam vulcaniser,"
and I thank you for yom: prompt attention. I
have tried the machine, and am better satisfied
tham I expected, as I thought some practice
would have been necessary, but anyone following
instructions would not have the slightest trouble.
When I wished to show my friends the repaired
place in cover (the gash was 4in. long), I had
to point the places out to them, as they could
hardly be seen. Yours truly,

THOMAS WILSON.
Another letter : " I find it quite satisfactory,

and very suitable for motor cycle tyres."

Anyone can

TAYLOR'S SIDECAR SAFETY ARM
Converts three-point suspension to four-point.
Strengthens sidecar at weakest point. To fit rj'
and ij" tubes. State size clips required. Price
8/3. Extra ^ong arms extending to 28", 1 /- extra.

Economy and a brilliant and steady
lig;ht can be obtained by using the

I.OV^ GENERATOR
Full particulars on application.

Motor cycle size, 35/- ; light car size, 55/- ; large
car size, 75/-. In stock.

i H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLAGE, W.C.

'Phone—^Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynametro. Westcent. London."

1Q15 1

X«/ Btoc.

MOTOR CYCKnS FOR SALE.
Humber.

"IQll 2-«pded Humb'-r, bundle Htartln^, wlokor (titlO"

J~^ car. in f-xcellcnt condition; price £21.—Tiik«
and Bell, Ltd., Motor Eiigine'-rtnK Deitartment, Carlton
Engineering Work*, Hiyh UfJ,, Tottenham. N. [3998

Indian.
INDIAN, 1914, 7h,p., 2-«i)cc4.'i, clutch. MiUford wide-

car; £55.-28, Tranmere Ed., Earlrtfteld, [X0812

Indiana.—Immediate (U'livcry of model O from
k.— Alexonder'd, 115. Lfithian Rd.. EdinhutRh.

Lai 21

1 Q14 Indian, Vh-p,, road racer, lampa, Bpcedometer,
-* *y etc. ; £44, offers.-2, Station Ed., DovcrfOurL

£4573
INDIAN 1914'/^ coach combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds,

£60; take Douglas part.—Sinclair, East Molesey.
txoaso

INDIAN, late 1912. 7-9h.p., 2 fpeedi?, kick starter,

coach sidecar; trial; £39.—Giffen, Southwold Ed.,
Watford. [4534

INDIAN. 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T. model, excellent condi-
tion, all acce-^aories ; £50.—Miall, c/o AUpre-^s.

KdgTv-are. [4612

7-9h.p. 1914 T.T, Indian, owner joined the colonrfl in
September, 1914, not since tified.-J. Page, Hifih

St., Ware. [4445

~|Q14 7-9h.p. Indian and coachbuilt sidecar, excellent
-I- •^ condition ; accept £60.—Parker and Son. St.

Ivft;, Hunts.
.

[4713

5h.p. Indian, 1915 (July), with 14 gn. sidecar, ae new,
perfect throughout; £60; trial given.-59, Be.\ley

Rd., Erith, Kent. r£0630

BLUE Indian, 7h.p., clutch, nnder<ilang sidecar, ac-
cessories; £32; appointment.-Salt, 3, Union Rrl.,

Tufnell Park, N. [4501

1 Q 15 3-speed Sh.p. Indian, coachbuilt sidecar to
-M-O match, u.=ed 3 days; accept £75.—Parker and
Son, St. Ivea, Hunts. [4712

INDIAN, 1911, 7-9h.p., free engine; £29; splendid
condition, T.T. bars.—Corporal Hadley, 38, Portland

Place, Leamington Spa. [X0639

INDIAN 1914 Combination, 7-9h.p., little nsed, elec-

tric equipment : £55, bargain.— 4, Dollia Rd.,
Church End, Finchley. [4432

INDIAN, 1814, free engrne. T.T., 7-9h.p., epeedometer,
lamp, horn and accessories ; £45, or nearest offer,

—Smith, North Thoresby, Lines. [X0527

1 Q 1 2 5h.p. Indian, engine just overhauled, good
Xt/* tyres, £27: with wicker sidecar £29/10.—Harris,
Burnham Villa, Bookham, Surrey. [50081

7 -9b. p. Indian, new Easter, clutch model, lamps, speed-
ometer, electric horn, spares, etc. ; 40 gns.—Walker,

21, Hendon Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [SOTO 5

~|Q14 Indian Hendee Special, electric etarter and
J-t/ iight-s. smart coachbuilt sidecar; nearest i"60, or
Douglas part.-20, Chaucer St., Leicester. [X0708

INDIAN^ Motor Bicycle, 1914, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch
model, speedometer, lamp, perfect condition, very

fast.—Taylor, The Island, ilelktham, Wilts. [X0849

INDIAN 3^/^h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free engine, lampi
and horn, been iic:ed verr little, in new condition

;

£52.—Liddiard'a, Downing St., Cambridge. [X0592

1 Q15 Sh.p. Indian, 3 speeds, lamp and horn, com-
J-t/ plete, been few miles only, not scratched; £55.
—Walbro Motor Co., SafEron Walden, Esses. [X0864

INDIAN, 1915, model C, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, electric
equipment, deliverv from stock; £78.—Elce and

Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.G. [0551

LATE 1914 Indian, 7h.p;, and sidecar, 2 speeds,
speedometer, and electric equipment, splendid con-

dition ; £60, or near offer.—Asher, Wincobank, Sheffield.

[50597
INDIAN, spring-frame 1914 model, 7-9h.p., with 2-

speed, clutch, and all accessories ; in quite new
condition; £56.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

[4637
INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and kick

start, T.T. bars, large Lucas lamp set, horn and
magneto rear light, condition as new throughout;
£56.—Below.

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Road Eaoer, P. and H. lamp
Xi/ sef, as new, 1,500 miles, £49; absolutely new
red torpedo £15 Northern sidecar, £12 extra.— Gilbert
Hall, Matlock. [3:0640

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p.. 3-speed model; £63; delivery
from stock—Eseter Motor Cycle aud Light Car
Ltd., 7, Bath Rd.,
Plymouth.

Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
[0717

-| Q 15 Indian 7h.p. Twin, 3-speed, F.E., Corbin-
i«7 Brown front-drive speedometer, spring frame.
specification as list

St., Cambridge.
£55.—Robinson's Garage, Green

[6867

1Q15 Indian, 5h.p-, 3^pe©d, kick start, Miller lamp
Xt? and horn, not yet done 500 miles, guaranteed in
better condition than new; price £60.-19, Aviemore
Rd., Stanley, LirerpooL [X0668

1 Q14 Hendee Special Indian, 7-9h.p., electric light-
Xt7 ing and starter, MiUford sidecar, as new, dona
2,000 miles; cost £100. bargain, £60.—2a, Fountayne
Ed., Stoke Newington, N- [4190

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-sp6ed,
clutch and starter, electric Iaii.ps, horn, also

speedometer, thoroughly sound; £60.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [4583

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIANS B, Indians C, and Indians D, all in stock
ready to drive away, red eidecars to match.—Bir-

mingham and Midland distributing agent, P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [4584

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p.. 2 epeeds, tic-t start,

fullj' eiuipped. Premier sidecar, Cape hood, ivind
screen, all in excellent condition: cost £100, accept
£50.-Bird, 41, Quebec Ed., Ilford. [4528

INDIAN, 1915, SVoh.p. twin. 3-speed gear bos, Lucae
horn, head lamp, generator, rear lamp, and several

spare part^. splendid condition, ridden about 300 mDea

;

£5.6/10.-Groll, Eockstow, Maidstone. [X0428

7-9h,p. Indian, 2-speed. clutch, kick start, and Millt-
Fulford coach sidecar, perfect order, Tery fast,

lampfi, spares; £45; consider Douglas part.—Box 9,458,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0604

7h.p. T.T. Indian, late 1914, Lucas lamp and gener-
ator, .horn, speedometer, spares, and tools, com-

plete, tyres good, condition excellent; £48, offers.—
Lieut. Casper, Springfield. Darlington. rX9653
TQ15 S^/^h.p. Indian, equipped -with lamps, gener-
J-*^ ator, horn, unscratched. guaranteed absolutely
faultless ; reason dispof^al, purchased Indian combination

;

£49, no offers.—Frank Stansfield, Fleetwood. [4415

~IQ15 Indian. &h.p., 3 speeds, mechanical horn, acety-
J-t7 lene head light, all accessories, scarcelv ridden,
unscratehed. good as day left factory; what offers?—Box
LI, 611, r/w M^tor Cycle Officer, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

[4728
1 Ql4 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian Combination, electric
~S-^ equipment, speedometer, wind screen, etc.; cost
£95; new condition, perfect; £55," or exchange lower
power; Midland^.—Box 9,459, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X0737

7h.p. Indian 1915 New Combination, complete with
de luxe sidecar, electric lighting set; £94/10: im-

mediate delivery from stock; cash, esciiange, or ex-
tended payments arranged,—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. 1X0696

INDIANS in stock for immediate delivery; 7b. p.
3-speed coachbuilt combinations, 7h.p. road

racers, 5h.p. 3-speed double purpose mount.—P. J.
Evans, 87, John Bright St.. Birmingham, sole Mid
land distributing agent. [4586

INDIAN, late 1913, 7-9h.p., with Cowey speedo
meter and Mills-Fulford Radio spring wiieel side-

car, whole outfit in perfect order; £55.—Exeter Motoi
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter,
and 28, Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0569

INDIAN, 1914. 7-9h.p., clutch, new Dunlop tyres,
speedometer, large Miller lamp, Lucas hom, pillion

seat, 50 gus., or £13/10 down and £3/5 monthly al^-o

mrdel C just arrived, £78.—Lamb's. 151, High St,,
Walthamstow. Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4516

TNDIAN". 1913^4, 7-9h.p., with speedometer, lamp,
J- tools, spares, etc., also with coachbuilt Mills-Ful-
ford sidecar, practically new, with screen and hood,
only done about 3,500 miles; will accept £62, or near
offer-—Apply, Chaa. H. Mayo, Ivydene, Queen's Ed ,

Hersham, Walton-ou-Thames. [4549

INDIAN. 7-9h.p., 1915. spring frame, 3-speed, com-
plete with Indian sidcL-ar, electric head and tail

lamp<^, extra acetylene head lamp set, in perfect condi-
tion, oulv run 2,000 miles, £70, bargain; also 5h.p.
Indian, and sidecar, 1915 model, £59.—Lawes, Aidershot.

[xdeoo
IQIS T.T. Indian, clutuh model, 7-9h.p., appearance
-!-•-' like new, run very little, reinforced type, de-
veloping 20h.p.. 2 lamps and horn (Lucas), very fa<^t
machine; consider small 2-seater, or good 3Vih.p., or
sell £48, great bargain.—Cadzon Lodge, Hamilton.
^ ^ [X0530
"1015 7-9h.r. Indian Road E^cer, with clutch, com-
L<Lf piete with P. and H. headlight, mechanical horn,
machine 2 weeks old, infinitely better than new, in
absolutely perfect condition in "every respect, honestly
worth 60 gns. ; first cheque for 46 gns. secures this
most marvellous- bargain; one of the best and most
luxurious machines in the world.—JuliaQ, Broad St

,

Eeading. Biggest dealer in the South. 'Phone: 1024
rX0798

"IQ15 7-9h.p. 3-speed Indian, complete with electrir
-Ltf head light, electric sidecar lamp, electric tail
lamp, electric horn, speedometer, Mills-Fulford 17 gn.
most luxurious sidecar. This magnificent machine is
in every respect equal or better than new, and in abso-
lutely perfect condition; it is honestly worth £100, and
we are offering it at the ridiculously low price of 75
gus. in order to clear—Julian, Broad St., Reading
Biggest dealer in the South. 'Phone: 1024. [X0800

Ivy.

IVY, 1915, 2V,h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spGed, absolutely new;
£33/10. W. Bowen and Hartley, 5, Woodhousr'

Lane. Leeds. tX0665
ITY 1915 De Luxe Model. 2Vih.p.. 2-stroke. Lucas

lamp, mechanical horn. 26x2^4 Dunlop heavy
rubber-studded tyres, machine not done 100 miles; cost
£40 recently, £30.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..
Birmingham. [4757

Ixion.

1Q13 Ixion, 6h.p., just overhauled, re-enamelled and
-I-*/ plated. 3-speed, hand clutcJi, and sidecar: £47/10
-Evans, Garage, Newton, Salop. [4703

IXION. 2S;',h.p., 1914, new Dunlop tyres, new Avon
belt, spare tyre and tube, muffs, P. and H., fa.-;t

overhauled; £18, or nearest.-Wood, Hnrdwick Terrace.
Ohepstow; (D) [X0856

THREE
OF THE

BEST-
and No Waiting.

Model C, 7 h.p. Twin
INDIAN, 3-speed gear,

electrically equipped,

kick starter and speedo-

meter - ~ - - £78

21 h.p. CALTHORPES,
all models,

£27 16s. to £37 18s.
(2-stroke (2-speed

single-speed) variable ignition)

33^4 h.p. SCOTT, 2-stroke,

2-speed - £71 10s.

WE CAN GIVE
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FROM STOCK.

Cash or Easy Terms.

Wrile Jot Catalogues to—

Godfreys, L^-
208, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W,
Thone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ixion.

IXION Motor Cycle, recently new. good hiU-olimber,
perfect accessories, lamp, hom, and ppare tyr^i

excellent reason lor selling; bargain, f25.— Earr<=-tt, 6.
St. Matthew St., Hngby. 1X0520

J.A.P.

J.A..P., 1912, 6h.p., 2-3peed, Jree engine; £22.-57,
LamoDt Ed., Chelsea. (4681

3ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, free, grand madiine; ofleis
2 over £21.—Side door, 152, Albion Ed.. Stoke

Newington. [4704

J .A.P., 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed. Bes-Jap «idecar com-
bination, lamp, hom. Cowij- epfedoraeter ; £35.—

The Premier Motor Co.. Atiton Ed., Bimiingham, [4739

J.A.P., S'/oh-p., special racing engine, orerhead valrw,
Chater frame, 3-jet Binkf carbnretter, rertutlj

fitted vith Albion free eneine back wheel, tyre^ lamps
belt, etc., all good, very fa~t, al>o spare back wheel with
cover for above; real bargain. £25.-131. Park Lane,
Stoke- Newington, N. tl487

James.
1Qli4J/4h.p. James Combination, practically as new,
-tt/ complete; £57.-23, York Ed., S. Farnborongh.

[459B
"IQ15 James Combination, oulv done 25 miles; coit
J-v £79. bareain. £68: seen at Wimbledon—Bi.x
9,460, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X0738

JAMES Combination. 3-=peed, jnst arrived : £76/13.
Deferred t^rms Tuarter down and 12 monthly in-

stabnents.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham^ow. [4517

JAMES, 1915, 4Vih.p., 3-speed countershaft, CanoeW
sidecar, guaranteed not run 200 mil*3; £66/10

—W. Bowen and Hartley, 5, "VTcodhouse Lane, L^edt
[X06M

JAMES 414^. p. Models, complete with sidecar or
without, Lucas electric lighting set : delivery irotn

stock ; cash, easy terms, or exchange.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane. London. [X069i

1 Q14 4iih.p. Jame^, 3-speed gear, free engine, perfed
JL »7 condition, all accessories ; no reasonable cfle]

refused, or would exchange for lower powered machine
Triumph preferred.—Lowe. Old Mill. Congleton. [XOSTJ

JAMES. 1915, 4^^-h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear
clutch and kick etarter, chain drive, Canoele

sidecar, with Lucas electric lighting outfit, Lucas elec
trie horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate
Manchester. [067'

1Q14 James Combination. S-spoed. -wind screen, lei

-A.t7 ehielde, luggage carrier, extra silencer, 3 laaipi

spare chains and valve, picked engine, climb anything
£58, or late Douglas part.—EandulJ, Newcastle Emlya
Oarm. (D) [XOIO:

Juno.

JUNO V.T.S., 2-5trcke, 2l^h.p.. condition as aen
£25, or gradual payment**.-Seen at 248, Bisbopf

gate, London. [4eff^

THE Juno-Jap New 6h.p., Sturmev-Archer coun'
shaft gear, £71/18/6. 131/10 month; the Jni

2i:,h.p. 2-stroke de Luxe, £29/8. 53/11 month.—Sci
at £48, Bishopsgate, London. [46T

Kerry.
31h.p. KeiTv-Abingdon, 2-^peed, free engine, goo

2 order; £30.—W. ^Jewell. Kingsev. near tham"
Oxon. £441

3ib-p. Kerry-Abingdon. with Eoc 2-speed. Best an
2 Lloyd, in good order; £27; cash or easy term

—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea; also at Cardi:
[072

Lea-Francis.

lOl'* Lea-Francis, Jap twin engine, very good coi
XtJ dition; £46.—Walbro Motor Co., Saffron W*
den, Essex. [XO86

LEA-FEANCIS. 1915. 3V'h.p. twin. Luca^ lamp, hen
perfect; cost over £70 in May; T.T. bars: £€.

or exchange for Sunbeam, Scott. A.B.C., N.U.T.-i
Cliftou Villa, Sittingboume. i44S

Levis.

LEVIS.—Immediate delivery from st.'^ck 1915 model
—Alexander's, 115, LothJan Ed., Edinburgh. [41*

LEVIS 1915 Popular Model. ju5t arrival from woib
immediate delivery: £28/1.—Wilkius, Simpson, ai

Co., 11, Hammer>;uiith Ed., London. [441

1 CI 15 Levis, 2'4h.p., Popular model, absolutely
Xt7 stock: £28/1; exchanges; easy terms.-.lulia

Broad St., Eeading. 'Phone: 1024. .[X641

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latc^st 1915 ni-dels.

Bole London and distiitt agents. Cars and Mot
Sundries, I.td., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av.. Lou3on. W.
'Phone: 1452 Ecgeut. [07

LEVIS No. 1 in stock. £56/17, of flO/lS^e dm
and 12 payments £2/6/8; special discount for

6. or 9 months; also Popular, £28/1. just arrin
-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthauietow. Depot 50,

"*"

Ed., Wood Green.
I

L.M.C.

L.MC. 1911, o'-jh.p., Bosch, mag., good oondi
£18, or offer; evenings, 5 and 7.—Jones, 540, .

Ed., Kew. Surrey. ffl

L.MC. 2-stroke, latest model in stock. 26in
2-!iipped, footboiirds, Pulmer tyres; £36'15.—

j

stou's, 26 and 31. Bridge St., Cliester. [XOjW

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Llncoln-Erk.

rfkU liinoohi-Ellc, S'jbr., T.T.. or oidiunry burg,
i* rouutoisliuft 2-(^pet'(l Kear, uiul clutt-h, tvres ex-

ellont. hiuuw-;, horn; £25. -Homer, 43, Alexnndrn Rd.,
U«lJora. [X9978

Martin.
MAETIN^.A-P. 61i.p. Oolnliiuation, I:ltc 1913, coarh-

built sidtviir, seitt 2, liood, scroen, electric Iroru,
Coiv'^y. I.iirjis set, pood tyres; bargain, £48, uo offers;

»eeu aiiv time. P)iillii>s, Tniiivood CottJige, Caterham
Ftlloy [4690

Matchless.

MATCHLESS. 8b p. (1913). 2.«pcf.l ; £52| witll side-
lar.— 5, Park Av., I'alruer's Green. [4325

lOl- Mntcldew. 61i.p., 1914, Burbnvv sidecar; £33,
l-«/ or with 2-.<;peed, £37/10.—2a, Princess St., Black-
,>ool.

- [X0572
VC.VTCHLESS, 8h.p., T.E., sidecar, speedometer,
lu- lamp, born; £45.—Macrae and Tollree, 2, Castle
Set., Edinburgb. [4579

/llj.p. MatLliler^-Jap, Kerry sidecar, Bosch mag., B.
dt and B., and accessories; £25.—Hooper, 114, Grove
Lane. Caniberwell. [4680

VTATOHLESS Combination, late 1912, Sb.p., 2-speed,
Lu. free engine, good condition ; £40 ; trial by app.'int-
iicnt,—Hughes, Conway St., Brecon. [X0543

VTATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds:
LtI. cost over £95, " new 6 months ago, condition as
lew; £75.—Manley, Ferndale Av., Stockport. [X0766

\,fATCHLESS SVih.p. Twin. 3-speed, 1913, convetted
"A 1914 engine, in eplendid condition: owner at
"ront.~J. Langlands, Sutton-at-Hone, Dartford, Kent.

[4441
(014 Matchlese, 3'[;h.p. twin-cyl. J.A.P. engine, 5-
Lt? speed, chain-cuiii-belt countershaft drive, eport-
ng sidecar: £42.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
tirmiogham. [4740

ITATCHLESS T.T., 8h.p., overhead yalves, ex-
'A tremely last, low sporting sidecar; £46: very
acy combination.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle Ter.,
Edinburgh. [4580

(Ql5 7.8h.p. Matchless, with Canoelet sidecar, lamp.
It/ spetdouietcr. etc., in very good condition: £60;
ash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (GaragesJ, Ltd., Swan-
ea; also at Cardifl. [0721

IfATCHLESS 1913 8h.p. Combination, 2.6peed, chain
tX drive, F.K.S. and Lucas lamps, speedometer, horn,
iatl screen, overall suit, spares; bargain, £52/10.—
terens, Addington, near Mailing, Kent. [4610

LfATCHLESS Combination, 1914 SB., 7h.p. M.A.G.
'i. eugine. Lucas dynamo lighting set, 3 lamps, elec-
ic horn, all accessories, perfect condition ; owner gone
1 Front: £80.—Haynes, 11, Augustus Ed., Edgba.ston.
:irminghara. • [X0569

Minerva.
l|TXEHVA, 2ii,h.p., B. and B., accumulator, foot-
"A boards: £8.—G. Johnson, Brancaster, near Lvnn.

[X0533
LflXEEVA, 3V2h-p., Bosch, Senspray. 3^ipeed. F.E.,
'A with sidecar; £18; exchange lightweight.— 97,
atchmere Ed., Battersea. [4506

LfflNERVA, Sh.p., m.o.T., good tyres and belt, stand,A in guaranteed perfect order, suit one to learn
J; £6.—Buttenvorth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton
JU. [X0854

Monopole.
DEAXD New 1915 2',!.h.p. Monopole, Villiers engine.
-• 2.stroke, 2 speeds, a high-class mount, in stock;
37/15.—Walbro Motor Co., Saffron Walden, Essex.

[X0861
MotO'Reve.

IfOTO-REVE Twin Lightweight, mag., fine
'A machine; £10,/10.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd.,
cton. [4732

jTOTO-EEVE, 1912, 2"iih.p. twin, just been over-
"A hauled bv makers, splendid machine; £14/10.—
inch, 19, Austin Av., Stockton-on-Tees. [X00S8

Motosacoche.
jTOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, mag., B. and B., good
'A condition; £8/10.-82, Oasewick Ed., West Kor-
"«• !:4C36

ifOTOSACOCHE, 2h.p., mag., Druids, etc., recently
'A overhauled; £12/10; appointment.—W., 2, "Wood-
He Gardens, Ealing. [4622
Ih.p. Motosacoche, 1910, mag.,2 order, not done 3,000 miles

;

10/10.—Dr. Thomas, West Dravton,

Druids, excellent
no time to use

;

Middlesex. [4673

jih.p. Motosacoche. owner no further uses- engine
' 3 perfect, splendid condition. Palmer tyres, thorough
nmng order; a gift at £15.—Ashleigh, Sterndale Ed.,
imeld. [X0492

New Hudson.
Q14 New Hudson, 3-spec-d, clutch, complete; £35" cash.—Troynor, 18, Eawlinson St., Barrow.
.,.„ 1X0580JEW Hudson, latest model O 2-sfToke, in stock, 2-
' speed; f36.-Marsfon's. 26 and 31, Bridge St.,
water. [X0717
Q14 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, perfect: any" trial; cost £80, sacrifice imm ediately £45.—Moss,
heelwright, Wigau.

"

[X0614
JEW Hudson, 1912^4, Colonial model, 4h.p., 3
^ speeds, clutch, coach sidecar: £45.—Ligat, Svlvan

[X'0564
I

'i Brookland, Cheshire.

lock.

Moftos^ Cycles,
B.S.A.—Model H, 4h.p., 3-speo.l.

BROUGH.—3^1i.p., twin, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear.

CALTKORPE.—2-stroke, 2jh.p., 2-speed;
2^- h.p. J.A.P., Enfteld 2-specd.

ENFIELD. — 2-stroke, 2J h.p., 2-speed;
Model 140, 3 h.p., 2 - speed ; 6 h.p.,

coach-built Combinatioc.
JAMES.^3\ h.p., twin, 3-speed; 4^ h.p.,

3-speed, and James Canoelet Sidecar.
NEW IMPERIAL.-^ih.p. J.A.P. engine.

2-speed.
TRIUMPH.—2-stroke, 2I h.p., 2-speed.
ZENITH.—4-5 h.p., clutch model, Gradua

gear ; 6 h.p., clutch model, Gradua gear.

SINGER, 10 h.p.. with dynamo lighting.

CANOELET, coach-built from 12 gns.
GODIVA, coach-built „ 10 gns.
MILLFORD, coach-built ,, 10 gns.

EXCHANGES
A very liberal allowance is made for old
machines in part payment for new ones.

Guaranteed Perfect.
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3ih.p., clutch mddel £33^
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i b.p., clutch model £37
TRIUMPH, iqi4, 4 h.p., 3-5peed £46
CHATER- TRIUMPH, 1914, 3i h.p.,

3-sp., head' lamp, bom, and Coach-
built Sidecar £30

BRADBURY, 1912, 3V h.p., 2-sp. gear,
head lamp, back lamp, horn, Cowey
speedometer, & Montgomery Sidecar £32

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2|h.p., T.T. model,
2-speed, and speedometer £33

RUDGE Multi Combination, 1913,
3i- h.p., coach-built, fitted with hood
and screen £48

INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., clutch model,
speedometer, head lamp, and Flying
Middleton Sidecar £50

A.J.S., 1912, 6 h.p., 2-sp. countershaft
gear, head lamp, horn, and rear lamp £40 -

A.J.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-sp., Lucas lamps
and horn, Cowey speedometer, and'
Gloria £25 Sidecar £70

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, i9r4,
6 h.p., coach-built, head lamp, horn,
speedometer, exhaust whistle £65

ZENITH, 1913, 6 h.p., Gradua gear,
clutch and kick starter, Lucas head
lamp, rear lamp, horn, watch, and
Cowev speedometer, and fitted with
Gloria Sidecar £52

P. & M., 1914, 3^ h.p., 2-5peed model,
Lucas head lamp, back lamp, 6c born £46

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, i h.p., standard
model £9

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED for
either New or Second-hand Goods.

The EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
418, Romfora Road. Forest Gate, E.

Telephone—490, East Ham.
Telegrams—" Egaraco, London."

Official Repairers to the

—

R.A.C, A.CU^ A. A., and M.U.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

"IQ15 New HudHon, 2->*truk*-. 2-f*itRe(l model tic lux",
-!-•-/ run 3 wiii-'k«, perfctrt; (.uHt £42, whut oflerH?— 39.
Aimlit(.ii Rd., JJirkdulf, SouHiiiort. ' rX0435
21h.ih Now IIud«on, 2-Ptroke, 2-ipcG(l model, in r-xtra

4 good condition and running order; prico £32/10.
— WinRhoiMjV, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [X0694

NEW Hudson, 1915. 2-8trokc, 2i/ih.p., perfect condi-
tion, Miller lamp and accessonea ; £26.—Cokuii,

Surgery, Pontyiliyll, liridgend, Glam. [X0578

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 3-siiecd, und sidecar, run Ic**?

than 3,000 mile«, best flttin^s. a fine outHt : £55
—Liddiard'ti, Downing St., Cambridge. [X0591

1 Q 14 New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, coachbuilt
LiJ .-idecar, fully equipped, guaranteed porlcct;
accept best oiler.—A. Coffin, Holwell, Sherborne.

[X0775
NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, Irom £36: all modela Irom

stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,
Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. [0603

3ih.p. New Hud-Jon-Jap, lato 1912 combination, 3
2 speeds, very line condition, L-oniplftp, lamps, Jiorn,

speedometer r-£33, uo offers.~l*'rench, Manor Court Av,,
Nuneaton. 1.X0583

NEW Hudson, 3Vi;h.p., countershatt 3-speed gear;
£63; delivery 'from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd., Exeter, and
28, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

NEW Hudf^on Models A., E., C, and D. actuaJly in
stock: also 1914 m^del C, 2-?peed, ridden oolv 500

miles: £28/10.-Lamb's, 151. Hiyh St., Walthamstow.
Depot 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4522

NEW Hudson, late 1914, 4h.p. combination, hardly
used, like new, all late^Jt improvements : owner

has not time to uee it: price £48, or (ifiere.—Apply,
A. L. Norman, 855, High Ed., Lrytonstone, N.E. [4429

6 h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and free engine model,
fitted with a 2-seat. coachbuilt Bowser sidecar,

speedometer, lamp, Lucas rear light; the complete turn-
out, ^57/10.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, l-oadon.

i;X0693a

"IQ15 2-5troke New Hudson, 2'4h.p., new in July.
Ji^ fitted P. and H. lamp, horn, and all accessories
complete, perfect condition, ridden 500 miles; 27 gne.,
no offers; view and trial.—Eowse, 24, Broadway, Wej^t
Ealing, W. [50092

NEW Hudson, late 1913, 4h.p., 3-6peed Armstrong
and clutch, renewed July, 1914, 2 new DunJops,

Binks 3-iet, Bosch, Lucas mirror, Stewart speedometer,
unused lamps, Canoelet, 3,000 miles, good condition

;

£45.-63, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [4615

NEW Hudson, 3Vi;h.p.. 1912. gear recently overhauled
by makers, new 2',2x2J,i heavy Dunlop on rear

wheel, large Luca^ head light, rear light, and horn, tools,

spares; £28 cash, or exchange higher power; sidecar,
30/-; appointment.—Bower, 156, Pear Tree St., Derbv.

i:s:o643
TVTEW Hudson Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed gear,
-1-* clutch, kick starter, new ear outer cover back
wheel, with new Dunlop inner tube, ever^-thing in thor-
ough good order, lamp, horn, etc., 1914 model, put into
use March this year; accept £58/10.—Arthur Bdl, High
St., Marlborough. £4025

New ImperiaL
NEW Imperial, 1913, 2^Ah.p., excellent condition

;

£17.—Macrae and Tolfree. 2. Castle Ter., Edin-
burgh. [4582

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, 2i/^h.p., 2-speed. Dunlops,
speedometer, horn; £30, no offers.—Winch. 83,

High St., Gt. Berkhampsted, Herts. [4496

NEW Imperial Lightweights, 2 speeds, actnallv ia

stock; £36/15; exchanges considered.~City Motor
Co., 125, London Ed.. Manchester. [0718

NEW Imperial-Jap Light Tourists, both models in
stock, with and. without clutch and kick starter.—

Crow Bros., 190, High St., Guildford- [4595

1Q15 254h.p. New Imperial J.A.P., 2-speed, actually
J-*J in stock; price 35 gns. ; exchanges; easy terms.
—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperials in Stock for immediate delivery, light
tourist, kick-starter, and ladies models; prices

from 35 gns.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and district
agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [4587

NEW Imperials.—The motor cycles of guaranteed
reliability, fitted with J.A.P. engines and fool-

proof countershaft gears ; prices from 35 gns-, and de-

livery from stock.—The Colmore Depot, 31, Eenshaw
St., LiverpooL [4640

New Ryder,

NEW Ryder, J.A.P.. 1915, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, pan
seat, Amac, brand new; £35, or near offer.-B.,

4, Park Terrace, Southend-on-Sea. [4653

NEW Ryder, 2^;4h.p., very kitest 1915 model, Albion
2-speed, free engine, drip feed, etc. ; accept 37

gns. for Quick sale.—Newniam, 223, Hammersmith Rd..
W, [4659

Norton.

1 Q14 3^1i.p. 3-speed Norton, nearly new coaehbuilt
J-t/ gidecai: £56.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

1.4714

1 Q14 3%h.p. 3-speed Norton, semi T.T. bars, very
JLJ/ fast, nearly as new; £50.—Parker and Son. St.

Ives. Hunts. [4715

j
"I Q15 Nortons.-Immediate delivery from stock of the
!-tt7Big Four, chain drive.-Alexander's, 115, Lothian
I
Ed., Edinburgh. 14120

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Norton. , ,

NOETON, 1915. just reieived one SVab.p. i-spec"

model: £59(17/6; don't wait; exchanges orrangeil

—Laytons' Garage, Bicester. Oxon. lAU/bU

NOEION, 1912, SV'.liP, liorn, lamv, siicedoaieter, all

took, tyres new. "belt good, perfect running oidci

;

f25.-Bentham. 92, Eitherdon Ed., Balliam, SA\.
[X0596

1 Q14V, Norton Big Four. Colonial model, as neiv, not

X«7 done 300 miles solo, liead lamp, generator, horn,

and tools: price £50—Wood, 70, Newmarket Ed., Asu-

ton-under-Lyne. .
I'i^'i7

N.S.U.

N.S.U., 31i.p., mag., low, good ordc>i, handy solo imnnt

:

£12;iO.—107, High Petergute, York. ti.0845

N.S.U.. mac, lightweight, in good going order
:

only

fl4.—F. Sheppurd, Temple St., Swindon. [4629

N.S.U. and Sidecar, 2 speeds, mag., trial run

appointment; fl4.-A. Speechley, 45, Church Ed

^

Acton. ['"S^

-f f\ Gns.—N.S.U. lightweight, Dunlop belt, Michelin
J.U tyres, B. and B., engine re-bushed, yery fast;

enli!ted.-309. Queen's Ed., Peckham (after 6). [4491

N.8.U., 6-8h.. twin, 2-6peed gear, large coachbuilt

sidecar, car size tyres, full eciuipment, au excep-

tional outlit, in new condition; £45.—Tuke and Bell,

Ltd., Motor Department. Carlton Engineering Work.?.

High Ed., Tottenham, N. ["1*0

O.K.

O.K. Juniors, actually in stock, 2-stroke and 2h.p —
Meeten, Motors, Dorking. [4196

1Q15 O.K. Junior, 2h.p. ; price £33/1/6; actuallj
J-«/ in stock.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. 1X3123

O.K Juniors.—Immediate delivery from stock Mark
III. 2-6peed, £33/1/6.—Alexander's, 115. Lothian

Ed., Edinburgh. [4127

O.K. Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed, ridden 20 miles only

;

owner bought twin; £30, or near offer.—Box 9,450.

The Motor Cycle Offlcee, Coventry. (Dl [X0546

fOlS 2^Ah.p. O.K., 2-speed, 2-stroke, complete with
Jl*J lamp, horn, Lucas rear light, etc., in thorough
goofi running order; £26.—Bobbins, Garage, Eugby.

[X0094

Olympian.
OLYMPIAN, 3M!h-p., wicker sidecar, Mabon clutch,

free-wheel, accumulator, P.H. lamp, horn, speed-

ometer. Palmer corded, spares, good running order; £16;
seen any day, Saturday, Sunday by appointment.—
Chatelu. Eridgeman Ed., Teddington. [4409

P. and M.

P.
and M,, SVjh.p., 2-speed. in good condition; £16.—
Sanders' Garage, Kidderminster. [XQ107

~]Q13 P. and M. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete;
A«/ £48.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X0633

P.
and M, 2-speGd. mag.; £14/10; running order;
exchange lightweight.— 9, Waldegrave Ed., Tedding-

ton. [4554

P.
and M., Humber, mag., Dmids, speeds, perfect,
sidecar machine; £15/15.—Nightingale, Builder,

Ohorle-. [4434

P.
and M., 2-epeed, free engine, mag., coach sidecar,
wind screen, perfect order; £24.-139, Croydon Ed,,

Caterham. [X0840

PHELON and Moore, 19131/2, and P. and M. coach-
built sidecar, little used; £52/10.-43, First Av.,

Acton Park, London. [X0734

PHELON and Moore, Ltd.. 4, Percy St., W„ have
several good second-hand 1^. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled, and are in perfect
order.—Cau be seen at above addrees. [0131

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT 3'/2h.p. Combination, chain, belt. 2-8peed,

excellent condition ; £30.-5, Brighton Rd., New-
haven. [X0491

5h.p. Peugeot Combination, wicker Montgomery, Boech,
spring forks, Xl'all seat, B.B., all good order;

trial; £22. or exchange.—Pudn^v, 1, Orchard Cottages,
Walton-ou-Naze, Essex. [X0636

Premier.
PKEMIKE, 19141/j, countershaft 3-speed, kick, clutch,

chain', done 2,300; £57/10; oilers.—Otton, Castle
Carey. [4551

PEEMIEE. 21i.p.. Bosch, Druids, B. and B., splendid
smart lightweight; £12/10.-224. Belgravc Gate,

Leicester. [X0609
PEEMIER, 1914, 2i,ih.p., 3-speed, perfect light-

weight, almost new, cost £46/10; price £32.—
Laytons' CiariLge, Bicester, Oxon. [X0755

PEEMIEE, SVjh.p., 1911>& N.S.U. geajr, and P.E.,
coachbuilt spring-wheel sidecar, good condition

;

£27.-Arnold, 85, SulJolk St., Poplar. E. [4692

PEEMIEE, 3>,-l.h.p.. Grado multi. Phffinix lightweight,
overhauled, new belt, tyres, etc. ; immediate .sale,

£!2e.— 2, Granville Terraoe. Braccbridgc. [4564

PEEMIEE, kite 1913. S'/jh.p.. 2-spccd gear liox. with
coachbuilt underslung sidecar, in perfect order

:

bargain. £35: appointnicut.— 18, Quurn St., Edge Lane.
Liverpool. 1X0569

Harley-

Davidson
Sidecar Combinations
actually in Stock
for immediate delivery

Model I IF, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, chain
drive, kick starter . . £68 5s.

Model II J, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, electric

dynamo lighting equipment £76 13s.

IMPORTANT.—The above prices

are now subject to an uierease o/ £io
Import duly—we have a few machines
received before the introduction of the
Budget, for Immediate Delivery^

FREE OF DUTY.

A word about Sidecars—
don't spoil your machine by fitting an inferior

or badly designed sidecar. We can supply
FROM STOCK the HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Sidecar (manufactured by The Harley-David-
son Motor Co.) at 20 Guineas. Also special

GLORIA and CANOELET Sidecars, with
Chassis and Body enamelled H.-D. grey, 28 x
3in. Dunlop Rubber Studded Tyre, luxuriously
upholstered and sprung, at prices from 15
Guineas to 27 Guineas.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,

Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PEEMIEE, 1914. 3'*.?,. connter-hnit 3-sp<* ':

Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, lamii.=, hooter

plete; any trial given; £53 nett.—Premier D^.r

Holborn Viaduct. ^'•^'
1

PEEMIEE Combinatiou, 1915, 4h.p., 3-speed f'-in<M-

shaft. Matchless coachbuilt sidecar, all acc**^(.rie#.

done about 800 miles; £60.—Coates, 88, Gnlfin Bil.

Plumstc-ad, Kent. 5479

PEEMIEE, 1915. S'.ih.p., S-speed conntershafl. )ate»t

model, unused, special price for cash; al^o neailr

new coachbuilt sidecar to fit same.—Apply, MilU-r Biw-,
Burgate St., Canterbury. i4«64

LATE 1914 3V2h.p. Premier and sidecar, 3-p«wl
cormtershaft gear and kick start, perfect condi-

tion throughout: £45.-rThe Falcon Motor Co., Hi(k
Ed., North Finchley. N. i4«M

PEEMIEBS.—The manulacturers have a lew acaH-
hand 1914 3'>jh.p. 3-speed models for diipcial

with or without sidecars. — Call or write, CovenUy
Premier, Ltd., 20, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. ;4705

PEEMIERS-—Immediate delivery !rom stock; 1914
Slih.p. Premier, 3-speed countershalt, new. £60

nett; 1915 SV^b.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, new,

£66 nett. List post free on application. Triftk

arranged. [4706

Precision.

PEECISIOX. 1914, T.T. model. 3h.p., overhead t«It«.
good condition ; £22.-J, Seabrook, inn., E'lpwaic

:46JC
j Q14 Precision, 3^4h.p-, 3-«peed, pedal starter, si«*
J-if ometei; any trial; £29.-29, St. Leonard'- Sn,
Bow, E. [4«16

Quadrant.
3h.p. Quadrant, good condition, suit tradesniBO CT

beginner; £10—Sgt. I). King, 2/6th Sco. Bl(l(^
Stirling. 1X0426

QUADEANT 4i/Sh.p 1914 Combination, S-ipssd.
kick starter, lamps, etc., in splendid irmniu

order, accessories ; seen aiter 5 p.m.: £40 —B«i
Ehuwbank, Kentish Ed , Belvedere, Kent. rxO710

Radco.
RADCO, 2-stroke.—Immediate delivery from etoct

£25/5 model.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian R4.
Edinburgh. '4129

Rex.

REX Combination, 4h.p., 2.speed, complete,
1914, lamps, horn, spares; ±35.—Smith, 2. dtcm

Ed., Luton. 1X0865

6h.p. Eex, 1912, 2-sreed, perfect mnning order, flI<^

class cano sidecar; trial; £38.—Ellison, Iv;iubr<.

Coleford, Bath. [S0569

REX, 3V2h.p, Bosch mag., spring forts, foctNMnv
loot brake, good condition, lew; £12.-14, B:r"t'!i

Ed., Bedford.

6 h.p. New 1914 Twin Eei Motor Cycle, 3-specd
countershaft and chain drive; £59.—SVauchopf'i

9, Shoe Lane, London. tX069:

REX.—1912 6h.p. 2-speed Bes de Luxe and ami
sidecar; splendid valae; £31/10. — Coiliei'i

Motorics, Deal St., Halifax. [0707

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, sidecar, Bosch, B. and M.. liltaL
spring forks, all accessories: £18/10.—WliiteJ.

Elliott Ed., Thornton Heath.

3Xh.p. Eex, 2-speed, handle starter, Boscb,
2 Whittle, lamp, perfect order; £16

grey.—Eailway Garage. Staines.

GEEAT Bargain, £3/15.—SVih.p. Bex, overhai
and B., good tyres, low, fast; trial: full _--

—Chappell, Queen's Ed., Nuneaton. [X0C31

REX, SU'h.p., new Bosch. B. and B-. variable W
adjustable pulley, in going order, with Chaltr-LM

sidecar (wicker); room wanted: £13.-73, Parish Ltar
Penge. [4*«

Sih.p. Eex. 1911, Bosch, B. and B . adjustaUejj
2 new belt and back tyre, gcxxl conditio*,

or offer.—Bishop. Leith House, Hildaville Drivt, „^ „
cUff, Eseex. I«2:

"1Q13 Eex Twin, 5-6h.p., eicellent engine. v>
JL*J spare Hutchinson passenger, lamp set, »"
belt, £24; with 1914 cane torpedo underslnug iid^

car, £28 '10; close offer considered.—Hudson, 26T

Park Lane, Macclesfield. (X0T7'

Rex-Jap.

1 Q13"^ Eex-Jap, 4h.p.. fast, climb anything, for BlW
-Lt7 weight and cash, or sell £28.—Cordcr, Noitlmn*
Bridgwater.

Roc
[X05»>

Slh.p Eoc, 2-speed, handle starter, good order; JIJ/JS
2 -L. Bird. Daventry. l*W

Rover.

ROVEE. 1915.- TT., as new, Philipson: £48, «t "
change-Pigot-lJisney. E. Alolesey. Surrey. [448.

Sih.p. Eover-engiued Miikliine, new tyre: bwrj'n

2 £12; call alter 6.-70, Kingsley Ar.. V!a\,Tx.

ing. ^*^

"1014^1 Eover, S-speed, with or without co«cJib"ll

XH sidecar; f43.-'(V. G. Keen. 14, Book St., rji;'

bury Park, N. l*^

ROVEE. 1914, 3-epeed, and coachbuilt sidecil, "J
little used, all acoe«sorie6._ condition equal ttgS

J £55.—\V. J. Coe, Crown St., Ipswich.

a:!6 ^~ letleis relating to advertlstir^nts should auote th» ^umber at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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A Comparison of Old and New
Engines.

ALTHOUGH we recentl)' published a letter

from a correspondent who wrote in praise

of his ipi2 machine and compared its

performances with those of newer makes,
somewhat to the detriment of the latter,

it must not, for a moment, be supposed that we
agree with the suggestion contained in this

letter that new engines are inferior to the models
of a few years ago. Possibly our correspondent
himself would be slow definitely to make such a

statement, but certainly this is the inference to

be drawn from his letter.

Just as there are differences between engines

of the same make and even of the same year,

so also there are differences still more marked
between riders, and consequently it must often

happen that a good example of a 1912 machine,
which has been well cared for and is driven by
~a rider who knows his engine '' inside out," will

excel a similar machine of recent -make with,

possibly, an engine which is hardly " run in,"

especially if the latter is in the hands of a less

skilful rider. It is also true, as pointed out in

another letter, which, with others, we publish

in this issue on the same subject, that not every

motor cycle which stops on a hill has " konked
out," nor does eveiy driver who ascends a hill

slowly do so simply because he cannot ascend

it at speed. It is not difficult to pass another

motor cycle on the road when its rider is simply

jogging along at his own speed enjoying himself

in his own way. In the case of sidecar combina-
tions the weight of the sidecar and passengers

has, too, a large influence upon the performance

of the outfit, and sidecars have become very

much more luxurious, and consequently very

much heavier of recent years.

Hill-climbing power is largely_ a ques-

tion of suitable gearing, and a really sound
machine, which is generally used in flat open
country and geared highly in consequence, may
in a hilly district find itself at a disadvantage

when compared with a less powerful outfit de-
signed more carefully for the work in hand.

A Masterpiece of Mechanical
Paradox.

UCH is the title of an article in the current
issue, by a writer of engineering attain-
ments, who criticises very adversely the
modern motor cycle engine. We may state,

at the outset, that we by no means concur
with all the writer's conclusions, though we must
confess there is a good deal of sound reasoning
in his remarks. Our contributor is severe, par-
ticularly concerning the metals used in modern
internal combustion engines, and we feel sure
that those practical men who take the trouble to
study his remarks will be led to consider new
paths to possible improvement. After' all, the
performances of a modern high efficiency air-

cooled engine are sufficient answer to many of
our correspondent's sweeping assertions.

'

It

should be .stated, too, that he brings up points
of design which were long ago discarded in the
leading makes of machines. There are manv
sides to the question of timing-gear design, but
it may be observed here that the external cam
has, of late years, been favoured. Large valves
are not unknown, and those with a step forma-
tion under the valve head have almost sunk into
oblivion. But in the matter of inadequate bear-
ing surfaces and undue wear motor cycle engines
have undoubtedly suffered for a long time past.
His remarks concerning twins are interesting,
bringing into the limelight once again the ques-
tion of the 90" pattern, but the writer does not
explain that both this type and the larger size
of horizontal twin do not lend themselves to a
neat and compact frame construction, though
we fully realise that appearance must, in case of
necessity, be sacrificed to efficiency.

We commend the remarks to those designers
and makers who study all suggestions in a com-
mendable desire to effect improvements wherever
ihey may be possible.

An index to the advertiseinents in tliis Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover".
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THOSE readers of The Motor Cycle who may
happen to be on the look out for interesting

week-end jaunts cannot do better, should they

be Londoners, than try the following route, which is

exceedingly attractive at this time of year, when the
autumn tints and falling leaves provide such pretty

.pictorial effects.

Follow the road to Lewisham Clock Tower,
accessible from the West End by way of Camberwell
and New Cross, Then take the main Hastings Road
through Bromley and Farnborough to Sevenoaks,
observmg, on the left just beyond Sevenoaks, the
magnificent estate of Knole Park, the home of the

Sackvilles, one of the most stately mansions and parks
in England. Descending River Hill, Tonbridge, with
its castle ruins, is approached, soon followed, by
keeping to the right at the road fork beyond the

station, by Soulhborough and Tunbridge Wells.

There is much to be seen at Tunbridge Wells—the
High Rocks, and the Toad Rock on Rusthall
Common, these rocks being of sandstone and assuming
large proportions. The Toad Rock is most grotesque,

and the Pantiles is a curious promenade in the town.

A SUGGESTION FOR A SATURDAY
AFTERNOON TRIP.

Beyond Tunbridge Wells the road should be taken

for Bayham Abbey and Lamberhurst, and then round

to Scotney Castle. There is a splendid Trust inn at

Hook Green, near -Lamberhurst, called "The
Elephant's Head," close to the spot where iron .was

once smelted in days when iron was famous in these

parts. ' There are lovely lanes to explore all round

about Crowborough and Mayfield.

The Return Journey.

Returning home, the rider should go through Pens-

hurst, with its stately mansion, Penshurst Place, the

home of the Sydne)"S ; lovely church and lych-gate.

Then there is Chiddingstone, with its quaint cottages

and well-known " Castle Inn," and so on to Hever.

which castle was the home of Anne Boleyn. From
here glorious country continues right away through

Edenbridge and Westerham, with its statue of General

Wolfe. The way to Bromley and London lies over

Westerham Hill, and through Keston, where may be

seen some wonderful lakes. Altogether, this run

embraces some of the most attractive scenery in the

Home Counties A.B .\.
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Electrically=started Motor Bicycles.
A reader requests a prophecy on the future of

eugine-startii.g, remarking that the modern car will

soon be universally fitted with an electrical starter,

and that motor cycles cannot lag far behind. I

wish I dare make a prophecy on the subject. It

would be pleasant to think that as Ajino Domini gets

in its deadly w'ork on my already decrepescent
physique, I could look forward to a i h.p. (nominal)
" baby " capable of climbing Amulree at 40 m.p.h. and
fitted with a 2 lb. electric engine-starter operated
by a push button on the handle-bar. So far as the

immediate future is concerned, I should say the matter
is bound up with the survival of the costly high-

powered sidecar-puller de luxe ; and it is one of the

most difficult guesses on earth to say how far a possible

cheapening of light' cars may knock this pattern of

machine off the market. At present, the. electric

starter does not seem to be making _ good even on
the most luxurious and expensive machines. It

increases the strains on the battery (already too large)

;

it adds to the weight, for a dynamo adequate for light-

ing purposes is barely equal to any additional strains : it

complicates the machine-—and users are hardly proving
themselves w'orthv of the lighting or lighting-cum-

ignition sets as things are ; and it pushes up prices.

If the big motor cycle de luxe loses any ground as the

result of competition with light cars, imported or

otherw-ise, the advent of the featherweight electric

engine-starter may be far distant. After all, what is

the matter with a decent kick-starter? No electric

starter can ever hope to compete' in first cost, relia-

bility, and cheapness of repair with a device which
consists merely of a pedal, a spring, and a few cogs.

Clergy and the Petrol Tax.
It is .extremely doubtful whether the Exchequer

will listen to the appeals of a few clergy who desire

relief from the petrol tax. Their case is by no means
on all fours with that of a doctor. The doctor pays,

on an average, at least forty visits per diem, so that

the time-saving qualities of the motor are invaluable

to him. It is frequently necessary for him to reach
a patient as rapidly as possible. The time betweer.

visits is short, and he must refresh his memory abou.

a case between one door and the next (and dispensary

work occupies him till" the moment of starting out).

In bad weather and at night he should reach the

patient with warm hands, as he may have to handle

the naked flesh. His visits cannot be confined to a

given locality on a given day, but are dotted about all

over his round, which usually covers from six to ten

ecclesiastical parishes. Per contra, who ever heard of

a parson wdio habitually paid from 200 to 300 visit?

per week ; more probably forty is nearer the clerical

average. The parson can refresh his memory about

his flock before leaving home. It is seldom necessary
for him to go out late at night, nor is it then necessary
that he should arrive warmer than walking can keep
him. His visiting, except in comparatively rare

emergencies, can be and is confined to a single corner
of a single parish. Or one can put it this way. The
doctor's need of a time-saving and protected means of

locomotion was such that, prior to the motor era, nine

doctors out of ten used horse-drawn vehicles, usually

admitting of cover during bad weather, whereas not
one parson in a thousand, either then or now, finds

anything more ambitious than a bicycle essential to

his duties. My own vicar, who is another " Sparting
Person" (to borrow our correspondent's nomenclature),
tells me that he uses his motor bicycle on one dav in

each week for pastoral purposes in order to cram his

visits to outlying members of the congregation into a
single afternoon, but that his push-bicycle serves the
purpose quite as well. In a previous parish, of the
straggling rural order, he habitually covered sixty

miles per w-eek in pursuit of his pastoral duties, but
this mileage was totted up simply in reaching one
village or another, w-here the rest of the afternoon
or evening was spent, so that Shanks' pony or a push-
bicycle would have been equally serviceable.

Motor Cycles for Professional Purposes.
Our correspondents have, however, raised a much

larger question, in that there are 'a host of minor
professions in which the motor bicycle and cheap
multi-wheelers, like the Morgan runabouts, are being
increasingly used. One Morgan of my acquaintance
is used by a wdiolesale grocer, whose clients are the
\illage chandlers' _shops spread over half a county.

His work is such that he might conceivably get a

pleasure trip on Sundays, but for 313 days out of the

365 it is used exclusively for business. There are

others, including itinerant chapmen and canvassers

and agents who use similar cheap locomotion in work
which is professional to the extent of 75% at least of

the njileage. It may seem unfair that an occasional trip

for pleasure at the week-end should deprive such users

of the rebates extended by law to—for example—large

multiple firms owning delivery vans used exclusively

for business. The problem of relief is thorny. When
Jones, who is a bit of a nut and speed merchant in

private life and an insurance canvasser in business hours,

is seen gaily tuf-tuffing down the road, who is to say

whether he is bent on pleasure or business ? Is he going

to W'ring overdue premiums from a reluctant policy-

holder, or is he going to sit on a gate in the gloaming

with the policyholder's pretty tweenie ? Supposing re-

bates of licence and petrol tax were deemed desirable

for all motorists who can prove that 75% or upwards of

their mileage is covered on strictly business purposes,

how are the claims to be tested and verified .-" Will the

"3
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claimants have to keep a precise log book of all tlieir

journevings and show it to a detective on demand,

or what? I think it quite possible that the idea nnay

be considered after the war, though from a somewhat

different standpoint. Money will be tight, and the

Go\'ernment will desire to cut down luxurious expendi-

ture. Professional users may not get relief, but attempts

may be planned to super-tax the pleasure motorist

whose petrol is exclusively consumed in joy riding. If

sucli distinctions are made, it is more probable that

thev will be applied to the licensing process than to

the fuel.

Better Now, Thank You.

The other day a low, stertorous moaning was audible

throughout the office ; the staff rushed hastily into

my sanctum, and, after some good work with the

sal volatile, I recovered sufficiently to hand our

Brooklands expert the cause of my fainting fit. I

bad hoped that my innate modesty protected my

SCENES IN THE COAST-TO-COAST DESPATCH RIDE.

(See page 399 of the last issue

)

OCTOBER 2tith, 1915.

is a problem for your leisure. Given a hill of unknown
length and gradient, in the absence of a weighing

machine, how much start should a 9 h.p. ported and
stripped 1916 solo racer allot to (a) a 19 10 two-speed

3J^ h.p. with coach built sidecar, and to (b) a 1915
single-geared baby two-stroke ? I appreciate th-;

compliment of this letter, but, like Uriah Heep,
I very 'umbly confess myself unequal to thf

occasion.

ROAD REFORM.
A Central Authority Wanted.

A road may be likened to a carpet spread upon
boards, as it consists of a surface laid upon a

foundation. Many rural road authorities have dis-

played an incredible foolishness. No sane householder
would be so idiotic as to put down a costly pile

Brussels carpet upon naily, \\prm-eaten and undulating

floorboards. But year after year many traffic

authorities are guilty of a parallel crime. They calmlv

deposit extremely expensive tar surfacing

upon a road foundation which was barely

equal to the slow horsed traffic, which
was its sole burden twenty years ago.

When the foundation disintegrates the

costly superstructure \vithin three

months, they lift pious hands in horror
and denounce motoring and motorists.

Sooner or later we shall have to face

the reconstruction of the entire founda-
tions of many important roads. But a

sane roadway system is hardly practicable

so long as the business is entrusted to

local enterprise and local prejudice. We
stand in crying need of a centralised road

authority.

^m1

writings from any semblance of

omniscience, but it is not so.

One of our naval nuts, at pre-

sent " somewhere in the North
•Sea," had written asking me to frame
handicaps for a timed hill-climb and
one and five-mile sprints, to be con-

tested on the next afternoon ashore

by a baker's dozen of bicycles, rang-

ing from a 1910 lightweight to a

1 916 10 h.p. Some of them had
single gears, some of them had three

speeds. The timing arrangements
were to be of the makesliift order,

and no weighing was possible. We
rang up Brooklands, and the track

bulbous-brains soon scented trouble
and regretted they were frightfully

busy. In the meantime, ye be-

spectacled makers of formula;, here

A14

(Upper) The 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar outfit ridden by " Sergt." Fletcher, of the Sheffield

Volunteers (Motor Cycle Section). Fletcher made splendid ninning, and \vas the only

man to complete the whole journey.

(Lower) " Private " Dover replenishing the tank of his Indian during a brief halt.
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Use of Sidecars hxlending. ScoU Sidecars which Reverse.
SIDECARS INSTEAD OF CARS

FOR OFFICERS.

AS we have before liinted, sidecar out-

fits are now being used in various

branches of Army work, in addi-

tion, of course, to the mot'Or machine gun
batteries. We liave a letter before us
from a. motor cyclist in France who has
been driving his Commanding Officer

about on tours of inspection on a
Clyno outfit, which, he says, is well .

suited for the work, as it is easy to handle
and has a good turn of speed. Improve-
ments suggested to meet the extraordinary
condition of some of the roads after heavy
sliell fire are stronger front fork springing
and stronger sidecar springs.

REVERSING A SCOTT.

THE other day a well-known motor
cyclist told us that he had seen a
Scott motor bicycle witli a reverse

geor. When we doubted such a tiling,

he renewed his assertion, and said he
saw' a Scott actually reversing in a
Government yard, and the machine was
one of the R.N.A.S. sidecar outfits.

An explanation of the occurrence is

now forthcoming from a petty officer in

the Eoyal Naval Air Service, at present
in the .Mediterranean, wlio was moved to
write us by seeing a copy of Tht ilotor
<.'i/ch and noting the photographs of

many Royal Engineers he had inet, and
whose photographs were reproduced. He

commences, " You can imagine how
pleased 1 was to pick up a copy of T/ic

Motor Cijde while in hospital at Malta."
He informs us
tliat tlie machines
were fitted with
Splitdorf m a g -

netos, and with
these magnetos it

was possible to
drive along, put
the lever into the
free - engine posi-
tion, advance the
spark, close
throttle, and just
lift the half-com-
pressicur valves,

c II I,- 1 1
W'hen on letting

( r M 1= 'i"
' '" tlie low gea?

of the No. 1 Squadron ^gain the machine
Royal Hying Corps, would reverse.
Karslake will be better Tliis method of
known as one of the reversing a two-
most promment mem- stroke engine is
bers of the Motor used on most two-
Cyclmg Club, and a' s t-r o k e marine
consistent participator engines. It is

In all the big long- not easy, however,
distance trials. Our to do it with
present duty is to offer magneto ignition,

him our congratulations as a magneto only
upon his engagement gives the best
to Miss Mary Reid, of p o s si b 1 e spark
Fraserburgh, herself a when fully ad-
well-known motor vanced; there-

cyclist, fore, in order to

BROTHERS IN ARMS.
A fine record—four brothers who are in the Army photographed together in France quite

recently. From left to right: Sergt E. P. Williams, ."X.S.C. ; Corporal Eric Williams,
despatch rider, R.E. ; Corporal G. H. Williams, R.A.M.C. ; and Corporal L. J. Williams,
despatch rider, R.E. It is hardly necessary to add that the second man is Eric Williams, of

Tourist Trophy fame, and the writer of a very interesting article on the work of a despatch
rider that appeared in The Motor Cycle in the spring of this year.

obtain sufficient advance do reverse the
engine, it would have to be only half
advanced or even less when .running in

tho ordinary way. ;

According to our correspondent, heavy
motor bicych s are not favoured in the
countries where the Mediterranean Ex-
peditionary Forces are operating, as the
roads are almost impassable, and a
number of riders have been injured
tlirough having to keep their feet on the
clutch continually. "This is where the
hand control scores," the P.O. sensibly
remarks. It is not possible to use side-
cars on the roads in question.

The writer and his friends, together
with other members of the R.N.A.S.,
were trained with their machines, and
then at the last moment had to be sent
out as infantry, with full equipment and
also a ti'ipod and a quick-firing gun.

This IS not a man on a motor cycling

camping tour, but a despatch rider attached

to a cavalry corps with the B.E.F. The
rider, Corpl. J. N. Johnson, has covered a

big mileage over roads of all descriptions on
his Douglas.

WELL-KNOWN RIDER AS MILI-
TARY INSTRUCTOR.

CORPORAL W. PRATT, a photo
graph of whom w-e published a fort-

night ago, is now at an A.S.C.,JI.T.,
camp at Catford instructing recruits in

the handling of motor lorries. New men
are taken all round the Kent hills, such
as Cudham, Salt Box, Chalk Pit, and
Westerliam, and, as Pratt says, a 5-ton

lorry is not an easy machine with which
to make starting and stopjjmg tests upon
on hills of this nature. Despatcli riders

are, of com-se, trained on motor cycles,

Douglases and Scotts being used at the

Catford camp.

Referring to the proposed munition
workers' trial, Corporal Pratt considers

a, one day trial, after the style of the

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, would receive

excellent support in the Catford district.

Pratt, by the ^vay, was not invalided

home, but sent back to act as a motor
cycle instructor after eight montlis at

the Front, and suffei-ed his ankli trouble

whilst on service in tliis countrj. He is

now married to the lady shown in the
sidecar in the photograph reproduced on

page 574 of The Motor Cycle o- a fort-

night ago.

AI7
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THE MODERN MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE.
) "A Masterpiece of

FR|JM the enthusiastic rhapsodies of the technical

^ress, we miglit reasonably believe that the

riodern motor cycle engine was a triumph of

the ePt5'ineering science, but there are reasons for

..dt agreeing with this—it would seem—almost

universal idea.

Taking the engine part by part and carefully

examining each detail, we notice the following

peculiarities.

Piston.

The modera piston is unduly heavy, and, in addition

to weight, many types have parallel sides, thus bring-

ing into play a large amount of unnecessary friction.

The rings are relied upon to such a small extent that

even three are sometimes used. It is fitted with a

gudgeon pin as small as the designers dare make it

in section, and, not content with this, they, having

the choice of a bearing surface for the little end of

either 2^in. or -^in. long, choose the latter; finally,

to obtain a large output with ease, a material unsuitable

for high speed reciprocating motion is used, viz., cast

iron.

Connecting Rod.
The importance of weight is here again paramount,

so, with characteristic ingenuity, the designer stamps
it out of the solid into a shape which bears no very

clear relation to the function which it has to perform.

At its lower extremity we come to a bearing which,

as it takes the full thrust of the engine, is made as

small as possible consistent with safety arid of a

design which requires copious lubrication. Success-

fully to avoid the undue flooding of the bearing, fly-

wheels are ingeniously applied to each end, and
perform their work with gusto in adding pounds of

unnecessary w'eight to the engine, in making very
apparent the viscosity of the oil agitated between their

peripheries and the crank case, and, as before men-
tioned, draining by centrifugal force all oil which by
chance happens to go near the big end and main
bearings. As in the case of the piston and probably
for the same reason, cast iron is again the material
selected for their construction. In a few cases, one
flywheel is adopted and is placed outside, where,
however, the section immediately becomes unsym-
metrical; one which develops unequal strains on
different parts, i.e., the two faces being in\ariably
adopted.

The Main Shaft.
This should be quite rigid, and is again un-

accountably made in five separate and distinct parts,
the joints of which must be made readily detachable
or the machine cannot be dismantled (a very neces-
sary and far too frequent operation) ; these joints are
rather prone to work loose, which, of course, does
not improve the running.

Timing Gear.
At present the cam appears to be a necessary e\il,

but why are inside ones so prevalent? One fails
to see any advantage, and the following disadvantages
are immediately apparent. The perimeter of the cam
face is smaller for the same size of cam, thus causin"
AlS

Mechanical Paradox."

quicker wear. The cam itself is more costly, it being

more difficult to produce than an outside cam. The
force of the lift has to be carried round the projecting

rim, thus making for unnecessarily strong construction

and consequently more 'weight, and, what is far more
detrimental, more inertia in the moving parts. Con-
tinuing our survey, we come to the tappets, which.

if not of the obsolete, antediluvian and pre-historic

non-adjustable type, are still unmechanical, being

generally offset. This arrangement, whilst suitable

for the non-adjustable type, is totally unnecessary

now, a large side strain being imposed on the guides,

causing a tendency to bind. Perliaps (dare I whisper

it) it is because the makers have not troubled to alter

their cylinder or timing gear patterns.

Valves.
Every year we hear of valves being made larger,

but why only a millimetre at a time ? Small valves

mean big lift, big lift means thick heavy heads ; this

again means thick stems. In turn we get stronger

springs to obtain quick drop, and, ?.% a result, broken

valves and worn
timing gear. The
side by side position

is an abomination

:

valves certainly
should not be inter-

changeable, they per-

form different
functions and should

be of different design.

The exhaust valve

cap is a fruitful agent
' of pre-ignition, and
long valve stems and
tappet rods are

inevitable with this

system ; besides, think

Types of valves sKov.ing good
and bad design.

of the distorted cyhnder and combustion chamber.
One side of the valve chamber supplied with a

freezing mixture, and the other traversed by a par-

ticularly pow^erful blow pipe flame; all in one piece
with the cylinder, which under these conditions
quickly loses any pretension to cylindrical form
it once had. Overhead valves are infinitely pre-

ferable, and surely they can be prevented from
falling into the combustion chamber without being
made weaker in the stems. But, although over-

head valves are the thing, the method of operating
them is really amusing. At present the valves have
to be operated from a distance, and as a rod in com-
pression has to be made much stouter than one in

tension, the former is selected because it is heavier
and more massive (a British characteristic). In using

this ingenious system of transmission, power is trans-

ferred to a distance by reciprocating motion. (Most
mechanical !) Also the pivot for the rocking lever,

which is mounted on the cylinder head, is necessarily

subjected to twice the strain on the tappet rod. (More
weight !) The neck of the valve is a most vulner-

able part, and most valves yet are not stout enough
here.
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The Modern Motor Cycle Engine-

Cylinder.

Now we I'diiK to (he maslrrpicce of design, cast
iron in tension (ye gods!); this portion of the engine
performs the functions of radiator, boiler, compressor,
gnide bars, frame, and serves to hold rigidly valves,

carburetter, and rocker arms, and is wholly and
entirely composed of that paragon of all the \irtues,

cast iron. Admittedly, the fins are now cast with
much greater care than formerly, and in a very few
cases have been made so deep that the edges are
always comparatively cool, but cast iron is not one
of the best conductors of heat we possess, and con-
sequently, as the heat cannot be carried away- suffi-

ciently quickly, low compression is universal even for

Brooklands racing models, and even then konking is

not unknown. The fins also have not the right sec-

tion ; a parallel-sided fin is not in accordance with
science.

Coming now to the crank case where the otherwise
prevalent cast iron could be used with advantage,
what do we observe ? This : a material is used
closely resembling hard cheese in consistency. We
have heard it announced that this is permitted on the

score of reducing weight (which is apparently neglected

elsewhere). As a -result, the" timing gear is either

losing its screws, or else the threads are quickly

rubbed over and stripped. AVho has not seen loose

cylinder studs ? Gear boxes are in the same plight,

and some makers are finding out that bearings have

to be supported by bronze rings let into the aluminium.

One specimen has an entire skeleton frame inside.

Balance is also a good point in an engine. Pro-

bably this is why so many singles and " V " twins are

l'7

made. Ihe yo" lwii\ is sometimes iioliced, but here
we arc confronted with uneven firing periods, and also
the (lilliculty of properly building it into a frame. The
horizontally opposed twin (with slight alterations from
present practice) is undoubtedly the ciii'itif n' the
fuluic.

Other Details.

The magneto governed on the contact breaker;
oiling on the hit and miss splash system ; carburetter
which as far as one can see has two superfluous con-
trols, and not the. ones necessary. Exhaust pipe
which has either to turn sharp corners, or else run
straight into a box, thus, doing away with any scaveng-
ing action. Gears with arbitrary step ratios, non-
weatherproof- or inaccessible transmissions, rigid

frames, and spring forks which only take shocks in

one direction (some models recently improved).

There are a few makes on the market which have
been shorn of some of the above defects, but on the
whole they are common to the general design of engine
and cycle.

There is too much finality of design in the trade at

present, and the talking points of new models are

rather in the pump clips, back stands, different

coloured enamels, and " our vastly improved and
unapproachable registered design of compression tap

handle," than in any mechanical improvement.

Given time one could pick out many more points

of interest to talk about, but there are here sufficient

for the" time being. Finally, the writer is an enthu-

siastic motor cyclist. He rides, and enjoys doing so,

that " masterpiece of mechanical paradox," a motor
cycle. A. Worsdale.

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS OUTSIDE THEIR SLEEPING HUTS.

The Overseas batteries at the Motor Machine Gun training centre. These are reserves for those batteries that have already left for active

service and they are men who have completed their training. Scott machme gun sidecars may be noticed among the group.
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MHNUFaCTURERS' PR9GKHMMES FOR 19J6 •

AUTO-WHEELS FOR 1916

THE popular Auto-wheel lias only

been improved in minor details for

the coming year. The accom-
panying illustration, of the power

unit clearly shows the construction of this

interesting little engine. The section is

particularly well made, and all the Avork-

ing parts are clearly exposed to view.

on the bird fountain principle. It is in

the lubrication that the chief improve-
ment of the latest model Auto-wheels is

embodied. The hole shown in the small
screw regulates the quantity of oil which
is allowed to pass to the engine. It is

necessary that this passage should be
cleaned about every 1,000 miles. The new
device is claimed to effect economy in oil

consumption, while it also enables the
engine to be adequately lubricated.

Oil-adiusting screw on the Auto-wheel.

The oil chamber will be seen on the right,

while on the extreme left is the silencer,
which also forms part of the aluminium
casting. One of the most interesting
features about the Auto-wheel is the
system of lubrication, which is arranged

A FRONT FORK SHOCK ABSORBER.
A shock absorber designed by Mr. S.

George, the well-known Indian rider. It is

made ot rubber, and is inserted in the scroll

of the front fork of Indian motor cycles.

Mr. George is placmg the shock absorber

on the market from 3, Momington Place,

Momington Crescent, N.W.

I9I6 MODEL OMEGA.
THE Omega machines for 1916 are

almost identical with those of this

year. The firm has made no
radical changes, but several minor

improvements have been effected. The
silencer, as will be seen from the sketch,

is of a somewhat unusual shape, and is

found to be most efficient. It consists

of a cone-shaped expansion chamber into

which two pipes are thrusts-one at each
end. The ends ot the pipes which enter
the silencer are pierced with holes which,
while forming a baffle for the exliaust

gases, do not to anj' ext-ent interfere with
their escape. Anotlier improvement has
been made to stop the leakage of oil from
the crank case by way of the enguie-shaft
bearing. Oil leaking in this way is caught
by a groove which is cut in the bush and
passed down a hole bored through the
centre thereof, where- it meets another
hole bored through to the inside of the
crank case.

Silencer for 1916 model Omega two-stroke.

The piston has undergone a slight

alteration—the top portion, instead of

being curved, is now made with a plane
slope ; this is said to aid scavenging.
The Omega machine presents a very
pleasing appearance.

Sectional view ot the latest Auto-wheel engine.

I9I6 (left) and 1915 tivo-stroke Connaught
cylinders compared. Notice that the radiating

ribs have been extended. The newConnaughts
were dealt with on page 369 of October 14th.
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The

a

FIRST
MOTOR BIKE
to attain a speed of

lOO
miles per hour. I

The

HOLDER
of the

*

WORLD'S
300 Miles

Record
Xj^e MERICAN
CELSIQR

Amer/Ci^'s Best Auto-Cyc/e
The first Motor Bike to attain a speed of 100 miles an hour — has
smashed another world's record. In a 300 mile race in Chicago on
September 12th, "The Good Old X" finished first in 3hrs.29 mins.
57.2/5 sees. — a speed of 87.51 miles per hour — World's Record
for this distance.

The American Excelsior is ffte machine
for you if you want to get ahead and
keep there — call and inspect — try

and you will buy.

Always Makes Good/^

Prices

;

STANDARD MODEL. 7 Ii-P-. 3-speed
countershaft gear, multiple disc clutch,

chain drive, kick starter, mechanical
lubrication .

,

MODELE Uk LUXE, as illustrated,

complete with Splitdorf combination
lighting and ignition system, powerful
tejd and tail lamps, electric horn, and
speedometer .

.

£90
Immediate Delivery of Both Models.

Complete Details from Sole Concessionuaires :

HARRIS & SONS, '''%%fa'i^r^^'' LONDON, W.
'Phone: Regent 3906.

AGENTS! -,^
The proposition is attrac-

tive—a splendid machine,

a moderate price, and

early delivery;

lAlpWAVS MAKES GOODI BBBaBBBHBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBaBBBBB>"BB'>""B'0""*""""
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Established 1S97.

Made in various

BOWDEN WIRE
MECHANISM

For effectively controIIiuE; all movements
from the handie-bar.
strengths and finishes.

BOWDEN CONTROLS.
Levers for Brakes. Clutch, .Wz Inlet,

Magneto, etc., controls. Made for right

or ieit hand, for one to three movements.

BOWDEN TWO-
SP^ED GEAR.

A very iiraple countershaft gear uitb

kick-starter. Can be fitted to a number
of machin&s without any— to most with
slight — alteration. Guaranteed for

engines up to 6 h.p.

BOWDEN RAPID
VALVE GRINDER.

Helps to grind a valve quickly and with

absolute accuracy withcut dismantling

the cylinder. Most eflicient. Acts also

as Valve Spring Litter.

STOPS, PORTABLE CUPS,
etc.. anfi all necessan.' fitments for U;e

with Bowden Wire Mechanism.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
for the best motor cycle speedometer that money

can buy, here it is. It's the "Stewart" model

for motor cycles, and is of sturdy build and

unimpeachable accuracy. The recordmg is so

accurate, the working so dependable, one can

rely implicitly on the correctness of the figures

given, whatever be the speed or conditions of

travel. The figures, too, are_ so large and dear

that he who scorches can read.

Model R (Illustrated) registers from Zero to 75 miles,

season mileage to 10.000 and repeating, and 100 mile

trip register. Heavily nickelled finish, and nickel flexible

shaft, complete the most wonderful value in Motor Cycle

Speedometers ever offered.

BOOKLET SENT POST FKE/: VJ'UN REQUEST.
The Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co., Ltd.
11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

MOTOR - CYCLE
SPEEDOMETER

50/-
A24 fn answering these advertise in en t^ it is liesirnblc to menfion " The Motor Cycle.'
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A 6 h.p. Horizontal Twin Brough.
Road Tests and Description of an Entirely New Model.

THE twin-cvlinder horizontal Brough
is ^ niaeliine which lias created a.

good dial of attention during the
past year or two. Tliongh not seen

on the road in hirge numbers on account
cf the limited output, tliose examples
in use are performing excellent service,

judging by appreciations whicli reach us.

In trials in which they have appeared,
particularly wiicu ridden by the son of

tlie proprietor of tlie firm, ilr. George
Brough, they have usually emerged with
flying colours.

But there is an entirely new develop
ment which will create considerable
interest, And that is the introduction of a
new model of larger power. In the hoii
zontal twin-cylinder Broughs of the past
overhead valves have been used, and some
have been inclined to criticise this feature

on a touring machine, iliuugli tht-ii tlliii-

ency is well known, but on the new~
model, which we had the pleasure of in-

specting and trying last week, the

valves are arranged in the orthodox
manner, tire valve cliambers being

arranged on the top of the cylinders.

As a matter of fact, the cylinder design

closely follows th.e 6 h.p. V type Brough
of a year or two ago. The dimensions of

this new twiii are 70 x 90 mm., giving a

capacity of 546 c.c. per cylinder.

In other features advautage has been

taken of the experience gained with the

3j h.p. twin.

This new engine, though designed as

a double purpose mount, is primarily

intended to appeal to that section desiring

a motor bicycle for passenger w"ork which
sliall be of 'moderate weight, and conse-

quently not too cumbrous for occasional

.-nio wurk. Silence and flexibility are its

chief cliai'acteristics.

The Result of Experience.

It should be explained that this model,

though new to the public, is by no means
an experiment, having been on the road

for some montlis past, and being driven

under all conditions for many thousands
of miles. What impressed us more than

anything else durin'g our road test was
the absence of effort so noticeable about

this wonderfully smooth running, engine.

We sped along at all speeds w-ith the

same comfort and smoothness that one
would associate with a high-class car,

whilst the handle-bars are noticeably free

from vibration, no matter whether it was
20 or 40 m.p.h. at wliich we travelled.

We particularly applied this test while

seated in the sidecar, knowing that the

Power unit ot the 1916 Brough—an entirely

new model described on this page. The
horizontal cylinders are each 70mm. > 90mm.
bore and stroke, and it is to be noted that the

valves are of the orthodox type on top or the

cylinders. A three-speed Sturmey-Archer

countershaft gear is fitted.

surest way of detecting a badly balanced

engine is in the trem.or of the handle-

bar grips.

Acceleration 1 WeU, anyone who knows
what a well-tuned engine can do in the

hands of George Brough will get some

idea of this characteristic

The machine is provided with a

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, and

with the top gear 4^ to 1 (which is

higher than the standard wiU eventually

be), it was possible to trrrn round in a

fairly wide road with the cylinders

firing regularly. The general design of

the engine will be gathered from the

accompanying illustrations. Some minor

alterations and improvements will, how-

ever, be effected before the machine is

ready for the market.
Roller bearings are used throughout,

i.e., the camshaft, magneto timing

shaft, as well as the magneto shaft,

revolve on rollers. The lubrication

system is not defirritely decided upon at

the moment, as a pumping system is

under consideration. The countershaft

is a splendid piece of work, and is

noticeably free running. The pistons,

which have flat tops, are provided with

two rings, as well as the keeper ring

for the gudgeon pin. The flywheel is,

of course, of the outside type, the chain

sprocket being mounted outside the

wheel and drivmg a three-speed

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, a

31
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liin. belt being adopted for the final

drive.

A Quiet Engine.

As regal ds the .silencing aiiangements,

an expansion chamber ot large capacity

IS fitted under the ciank case, a long

New model 692 c.c. Brough horizontal twin-cylinder sidecar outfit with George Broughat the helm.

>—«*^^-<

pipe conveying the gases to the rear.

This new Brough twin is of the low

compression type—indeed, Mr. Brough
has been an exponent of the low com-
pression engine for years past—but

nobody could associate inefficiency with

low compression, as instance the remark-
able performances of Brough riders in

the most severe trials of the past.

And as to controllability in the hands
of ordinary riders, there is no doubt
that low compression is to be preferred.

As for "re\Ting," it may be mentioned
that on the middle gear of George
Brough's outfit a speed of nearly 40
m.p.h. was attained. In the bicycle

itself there is very little alteration, the
machine following standard lines prac-
tically throughout, but in the new-

engine we feel convinced that Messrs.
W. E, Brough and Co. have a proposi-
tion which will make a strong appeal
to the buyer who desires a passenger
machine of moderate weight, easy to
start, easy to control, yet smooth and
quiet in running. The engine, though
well up to its work, is not of such a
capacity or weight as would spoil the
machine for solo work when desired.

A Monobloc Motor Cycle Engine.
Magneto, Clutch, and Gears under One Cover with Crank Case.

A-
FEW days ago we had an oppor-
tunity of examining a motor
cycle the design of which is

both interesting and unusual.
It is purely an experimental machine,
and has been on the road for some time.

by undoing the securing screws, the
whole of the engine and gear box
mechanism is exposed.
The flywheels are inside the case, but

a train of gear wheels drives the re-

duction gears instead of the more usual

engine to gear box chain. A small

sliding cover could make the contact

maker of the magneto accessible, and
obviously the mechanism of the latter

is running under ideal circumstances, as

it is free from mud and dust.

It will be noticed that the exhaust

pipe is divided and two flexible pipes

conduct the gas to twin silencers below

the footboards, whUe the chain stays aib
duplicated, projecting from the rear of
the gear box. A single chain drive is

fitted, the sprocket being on the left-

hand side of the machine, and the clutch
operating mechanism is fitted to the lugs
shown on the right-hand aluminium
cover.

As at present constructed the machine
is heavy, but a few alterations should
bring it into competition with the more
normal design, and the result might be
a machine very much more easy to clean
—a good point to aim at, and one that
would be appreciat-ed by all riders.

Novel system of design for a power unit.

The clutch, gears, and magneto are enclosed

in extensions of the crank case. Note also

twin exhaust pipes and silencers.

The accompanying sketch shows where
the chief interest lies. It will be
noticed that the down tube and seat
pillar are brazed to lugs cast as part
of the crank case ; the latter has two
extensions, one at the front housing the
magneto, and one at the rear containing
the gear. Thus the crank case serves
three purposes, as its forward compart-
ment conceals and protects the magneto
entirely, while the gear box is in the
one unit. To make the interior mecha-
nism accessible for adjustment or repair,
two large aluminium plates are bolted
to either side of the crank case, and.

REFINEMENTS IN THE NEW ZENITHS.

(See description page 402 of the last issue.)

(Left) Transmission chain adjustment. • The clutch casing is pivoted at the bolt B. To
adjust chain the nut A is unscrewed and the clutch casing moved as desired by means of the
adjuster C. (Right) Method of carrying the magneto. The bracket is pivoted on the bolt

A. When required to adjust magneto chain the nut B is loosened and the leg of the bracket
having a slotted hole, the bracket mav be tilted back, and thus the slackness in the chain mav
be taken up.
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6 h.p. Vindec Sidecar Outfit.
A New Design under an Old Name.

ONE of the best, motor cycle produc-
tions over pliiced on the market
by Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.,
Newman Street, W., is the 6 h.p.

Vindec passenger outfit. This is a
remarkably smart combination, well-

equipped and well-designed, and sold at

quite a moderate price. The motive
power is a 6 h.p. J. A. P. engine, which is

supplied with gas from an Amac carbu-
retter. Oil is fed into the crank case by
a, Best and Lloyd lubricator. A priming
arrangement is fitted, but only feeds to
the rear cylinder, which has been found
to be absolutely adequate ; in fact, we
saw the engine started from cold at the
first kick of the pedal. A Dixie mag-
neto is fitted.

Transmission and Fittings.

As regards the transmission, from
engine to countershaft the drive is by
chain protected by a neat guard, the final

drive being by belt. The three-speed
gear, kick-starter, and clutch are the
well-known. Sturmey-Archer, the clutch

being controlled by a lever on the handle-
bars. The gear bos is suspended on four

f ' 4 i.' S

New model bl,.p Vmdec passengei oulhl. show.ntc general design 01 the bicycle.

lioits.

slidiu!

passing through oval holes and
in a groove, an arrangement allow-

ing the cliain to be adjusted without

he sidecar of the new

A LIGHTWEIGHT STURMEY-
ARCHER GEAR.

HITHERTO Messrs. Sturmey-
Archer Gears, Ltd., have con-

fined- their attention to the

production of three-speed hub
and countershaft gears for the most
popular type of motor cycle, but the

rapidly extending popularity of the

lightweight has led the company to

decide upon the production of an entirely

new gear of light weight and construction

specially for low-powered machines. It

will, of course, be fitted in the counter-

shaft. At present practically the whole
of the company's resources are engaged
on Government work, so that the
progi'ess of this new gear may tem-
porarily be retarded. The question

as to whether a clutch and kick-starter

shall be embodied was discussed with
Mr. Harold Bowden, and it seems likely

that alternative patterns will be offered.

p. passenger outht.

disturbing the alignment. A comfortable
saddle is provided, and Druid forks are
fitted. The frame is well designed, and it

will be noticed that the top tube is sloped
away at the rear, thus giving a low
saddle position.

The mudguarding has been well carried

out, side wings bemg fitted to both front
and rear guards. All the fittings are
good, and such good points as a sub-

stantial luggage carrier, an excellent back
stand, and efficient front stand are in-

cluded in the equipment. The tool-bags

are metal cased and fixed panniei'-fashion

each side of the carrier

The sidecar is a particularly neat job.

It is attached to the bicycle frame at four

points, and the main frame is worthy of

note. It consists of a single piece of

tubing, which is bent downwards at its

rearmost ends so as to give a low riding

position, and curved round in front. The
attachment of the front stays to this

portion of the frame will be seen in the

illustration. In future models a larger

apron than the one shown will be sup-

plied. The whole complete Vindec outfit

costs £84, this price not including lamps,

horn, and speedometer

A tine specimen of a 191 modei b h.p. hxcelsior passenger outht, which is htted wit.T

the Lucas dynamo lighting set.

B.^
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.

MEMBERS OF THE M.M.C.S

IN TRAINING

(Left) Receiving instruction in the

working of a macfiine gun

(Lower left) An oflicer taking a

Vickers-Clyno over rougfi ground.

(Below) One of the travelling work-

shops. Artificers have taken do\%-n the

countershaft gear of the Triumph

shown

ROYAL ENGlNEEK.'i DK.St.\.lCH
RIDERS.

OWING to the large number of

applications which the editor has
received daily during the past
week, it has been impossible to

reply thereto the" same day, but the
work is being executed as expeditiously
as possible. In our issues of October 14th
and 21st we published a list of inspecting
officers in the United Kingdom, and, to
avoid unnecessary work and delay, motor
cyclists wishing to join this branch of
the service should communicate direct
with the Inspecting Officer for their
district, making an appointment for a
riding test, etc.

It is interesting to note that in response
to the appeal which appeared in our issue
of October 14th, the total number of
replies received to date is 276, so it would
appear that there is still no lack ol

recruits.

A score of riders were tested for
experience in the Coventry Barracks
Yard on Saturday, and their names
added to the waiting list.

MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE
The following are among the mechanics

and car drivers accepted for service last
week :

n^

K. Aehton (Doncaster).
J. Baxter (Newcastle-on-Tyne).
E. Doodson (Dewsbury).
F. Gomcisall (Dewsbury).
C. Hakeman (London).
G. Howell (Letchworth).
W. H. Meadows (Westerham).
G. R. Smailes (Chilcompton).

Between eighty and ninety names of

motor cyclists anxious to join the

M.M.G.S.' have been sent us wliilst

recruiting has been closed, and Mr.
Geoffrey Smith (Editor, T/ie Motor Ci/ch:]

has now been instructed to accept about a
dozen picked men every week until further

notice. Particulars of enlistments in this

branch are : Pay Is. 2id. per day. usual
allowances; ^'oreig^ service; nc;e 19-38.

A iyi6 LEVIS It IS a single-geared 21 L.^i. model with engine oi 62x 70 mm
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SPECIAL FEATURES
A MUNITION WORKERS' COMPETITION.
THE MODERN MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE.

NEW MODELS.

TIMES TO LieIHT LAMPS
Oct. 28th

„ 30th
Nov. 1st

„ 3rd ...

in LonJon half an

... 5.42 p.m.

... 5.38 „ .

... 5.34 „

... 5.30 „
hour earlier.

"The Motor Cycle " Annual Buyers' Guide

The annual Buyers' Guide of Tlie
Motor Cycle, which is to appear on
Thursday, November 25th, will this year
he illustrated. The issue will be greatly
enlarged to accommodate, the Guide.
Manufacturers who may not have re-

ceived a Buyers' Guide form should
apply to the Editor without delay.

An Enterprising Government.

The Eussian Government offers some
valuable cash prizes to scientists to save
the great distilling industry of the
Empire. We note some of them below :

£7,930, £5,286, £3,172, and £2,114 for

inventions and improvements in the use

of alcohol for internal combustion
motors. Similar amounts for inventions

and improvements in the use of alcohol

as fuel. The prize winners will retain

the ownership of their inventions, which
they are allowed to protect by patents

an(^ to work if they like.

The A.C.U. and Munition Workers.

What do the A.C.U. think of a
munition workers' trial now ? When the
idea was first mooted in these columns
the A.C.U. threw out a feeler, expecting
to get promises from all likely to compete.
Few oti'ers were forthcoming, which T/ir

Motor Oi/cle considered quite natural, and
gave the reasons why. The A.C.U.
decided not to proceed with the organisa-
tion of such an event on account of " in-

sufficient support." Yet a single branch
of munition workers organised an event
at Brooklands on Saturdaj- and 250 entries
were the result.

The National War Funds.

On Tuesday morning last the totals

of the principal war funds were :

The Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund ... £5,578,712

The Queen's Work for Women
Fund 155,470

T/iP Times Fund for Sick and
Wounded 1,811,221

Belgian Relief Fund 1,040,000
WeeJdy Disjjatch Tobacco
Fund 87,059

Daily Tdegrajih Nurse C'avell

Fund ..'. 255
Doili/ C/iroiiicle Christmas

Gift Fund 2,845

^^J****""

«-- «&.

" BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES AMONG OUR ALLIES.

A Moroccan despatch rider, whose mount is a B.S.A., handing a despatch to a French officer.

More New Models.
We continue this week our descriptive

articles of new model motor cycles, most
of the machines being illustrated and
described for the fir.st time.

The new model 692 c.c. horizontal
Brough with side by side valves, the
new twin Vindec, and the announce-
ment of a new Sturmey-Archer gear for

lightweights will create general interest.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand machines offered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient ' number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted, otherwise the latest average.

Average Latest
for weekly

1-1. P. last a.verage

week, obtainable
3-5p. sidecar . . ^73 —
3-sp. sidecar . —
3-5p, sidecar —

1914 2j 3-5peed .

1915 2I 2-speed

5914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

1913 3-^ 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 3-5p. sidecar .

1913 4 3-sP- sidecar .

1915 -U 3-sp. sidecar .

Make.

i.J.S. .,

Veai

.

1914 6

1913 6
1915 6

AUon . . . .

,

Ariel

B.i't ......
Bradbury .

B.S.A

£30
(.53

£70

£44

£43

£40

1915 4i 3-speed £54 —

Caltliorpe

Ch-no . .

.

Douglas

Ei.field .

Harley-
Davidson

Humber . .

.

lu'dian ....

J914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

19^3 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 2 2-:-7ee'' - . .

.

1914 6 3-3P sidec.-"--

1913 6 3-S)r .K.. ec ir .

1914 2% 2-spee-' ....

igr4 2^ 2-sp. T.T. ...

1914 2% 2-sp. kick start £43
1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £61
1914 6 2-5p. sidecar .

1914 3 2-speed

19 1

5

3 2-speed

ft6
C42

£26
C41

£42

£«3

£19
£66
£52

£5'

Ixion .

Leii-Francis
MatchlCiS '.

.

O.K. . .

P. & ^I.

Premier

Rex . .

Rover

fA7
£75

T9I5. 7 3-sp. sidecar .

1913 3-- 3-5p' sidecar .

1914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 7 2-speed
1914. 7 T.T., free eng.

191:5 7 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 2i 2-speed
James 1915 4J 3-sp. sidecar .

19 14 4^ 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1913 3?.- 2-speed —
1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1913 8 2-sp. Sidecar . . £55

New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . .
—

New Imperial 1915 2?.- 2-speed —
1914 2i 2-speed —
1914 2 2-spei:^ —
1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . —
1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . £50
1914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . £49
1913 3^ 3*sp. sidecar . . —
1914 6 -3-sp. sidecar . .

—
1914 3^ 3'5p. sidecar . .

—
1913 3"^ 3-sp- sidecar . . £40

Rudge 1914 5 multi sidecar . —
„ 1913 32 multi sidecar . £35
„ 1913 3i multi —

Scott 1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . —
,, 1914 3I 2-speed —
,, 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

1913 3J 2-speed
Singer 1913 4-^- 2-sp. sidecar .

£37

£50

£64 —
- £53— £42

£73

£59
£27
£28
£25

jf59

;f4i

£60

£48

£34
£52
£44

£50 —
£38
£43

Sunbeam .. 1914 6 3-5p. sidecar .

.

£80 —
. . 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

— £73
. . 1914 3^ 3-speed — £59
.. 1915 3* 3-speed — £65

Triumph ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar ,

.

£52 —
. . 1914 4 3-speed £44 —
. . 1913 3A 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£44 —
1914 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£77 —
Gradiia sidecar — £70
Gradua sidecar — £56

Williamson
Zenith 1914

., 1914 6
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the track was a good
idea, and better than
enclosing the plug in an
envelope.

The pKOGRAMilE,

—

The tasteful design on
the cover of the pro-

gramme was done by

Among the recent achievements of the 4 h.p

tfie Great Orme at Llandudno. The picture si

the climb with a passenger.in the sidecar.

A Kentish Hill-elimbing Trip.

Another trial for Southern munition
workers is to be held this coming week-
end, this time in the nature of an
unofficial jaunt. On the 31st inst., Mr.
T. J. Ross, of the Woolwich Club, pro-

poses to conduct a party of riders of

two-stroke lightweights around the
Kentish hills, meeting at Green Street

Green at 11 a.m. Any other motor
cyclists engaged on Government work are
invited to be at the appointed meeting
place and to take part in the tour. Mr.
Ross is reputed to know every inch of

the Kentish hills, and is sure to provide
an interesting trip.

Motor Cycling in Australia.

A writer in our American contem-
porary, Motor Cycle Illustrated^ giving
his impression o£ motor cycling in

Australia, considers there is a good
opening for an American machine on
similar lines to the 2| h.p. Douglas, but
with an engine of at least 500 c.c. He
speaks of the wonderful results achieved
by the little Douglas in Australia, but
he is evidently not aware of the fact
that the Douglas bliild a larger machine,
i.e., the 4 h.p. model. There are also

three other Bi'itish-made motor cycles
answering to the writer's 'specification,
viz., the A. B.C., the Brough, and the
Montgomery.

Saturday's '"Aircrait" Meeting.—Some
Jottings.

The Judges.—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman,
C.B., superintendent of the Royal Air-
craft Factory, was a motor cyclist of
the very early days. He was one of
the original members of the Auto Cycle
Club (now the Auto Cycle Union) com-
mittee. As Capt. Bagnall Wild was
unable to be present, his post as judge
was ably filled by the Rev. Basil
Phillips, D.D.

The TiMEKEErEES.. — These were
Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. G.
Reynolds. Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite \vas
down on the programme, but as not
long ago he just escaped a very nasty
accident, he was unable to be present.

The Rules.—The rules were note-
worthy for their brevity, simplicity, and
commonsense.

The Plug Race.—Marking the com-
petitor's number opposite the plug on

Douglas sidecar: machme is that of climbing

howsiG. L. Fletcher driving his Douglas on

one of the R.A.F. draughtsmen.
A Missing Steward.—One of the

moving lights of the meeting, jMr H. D.
Teage, now an instructor on R.A.F.
engine and formerly on The. Motor Cycle
staff, was unable to be present, owing to
Mrs. Teage's illness. We greatly re-

gretted to hear the reason.

What of the Midland Munition Workers'
Trial ?
The success of the- Southern motor

cyclist munition workers' contest at Brook-
lands should' stir the Midland clubs in

organising such an event. There seen>s

no doubt about the support such an event
would receive, and there are many worthy
objects to which the proceeds might be
applied. We refer particularly to, the
provision of winter comfortsfor our brave
comrades on active service.

OCTOBER 28th, igi^.

Great Minds Think Alike.

We were told last week that Mr.
Archer, one of the patentees of the
Jardine gear, had plotted out on paper
a design of spring frame for ' motor
cycles in which a cantilever spring wa,<

the principle. The following Thursday
The Motor Cycle appeared with a

description of the Douglas patent spring-
ing system—practically identical to Mr.
Archer's scheme.

An Indian Opinion of Motor Cycle Progress*

The following extract from liidinn
Evijineerinij, of Calcutta, is interesting

as affording an idea of the respective
impressions made by early and modern
motor cycles in India :

" When the
motor cycle Avas first seen on our roads
it cannot be said to have been generally
welcomed. It was noisy, smelly, un-
certain, and a public nuisance, if not
a menace. At first also improvements
came comparatively slowly, and it was
not until the 3^ h.p. engine gave it more
power that it was at all a satisfactory
machine. Even then there were many
difficulties in matters of steering, trans-

mission, and control, which have now
been largely overcome. Then came
further improvements in ignition, the
introduction of the air-cooled and water-
cooled engines, the two-stroke type of
motor, and the modern machine is no
longer despised, and it has done much
good work in the war as a means of
locomotion for despatch riders. There
are several types of motor cycles in use
—lightweight machines costing as little

s £22 to the heavy four-cylindered
machine intended for use with a sidecar,
o'liich may cost £100, and which
appears to be steadily gaining in popu-
larity."

Examining seats in the Dutch pillion seat trial referred to in the current issue.

In spite of the obvious risk of such methods of carrying passengers there appears to

be no diminution of the practice, so that a trial to encourage suitable seats appears to

be commendable. Dutch, Belgian, American, and British machines will be recognised

in the illustration.

1
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R.A.F. Motor Cycle Race Meeting.
Motor Cyclisls engaged on Aircraft Work arrange Event at Brooklands.

Line up for the heavyweight half-mile sprint won by P. Davey (8 h.p. IVIatchless).

MEMBERS of the staff of the Royal Aircraft factory
carried out a most successful motor cycle race
meeting at Brooklands on Saturday afternoon last.

It was a feat of whicli the organisers may be justly

proud. They only decided to hold the event nine days before

the actual date, they were one and all absolutely inexperi-

enced in the conduct of such an affair, yet there were eighty-

three competitors—245 motor cycle and twenty car entries,

making 265 in all—^and though one can hardly say it was
excellently organised, it passed off well, and gave an untold
amount of amusement and enjoyment to those who took
part ui it. There was only one name well-known to motor
cyclists, and that was W. F. Guiver ; but among the officials

we noticed the names of Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman, C.B.,

S.E..A.F., Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc, A.C.G.I., Sec-Lieut.

R.F.C., Capt. Bagnall-Wild, R.I.E., and Messrs. H. D. Teage
and E. M. P. Boileau [The Motor Cycle). It was to Mr. J.

S. Irving, the clerk of the course and hon. secretary, and to

his able committee that the greatest credit was due. It is

a pity that the meeting had been arranged in such a hurry,

as otherwise it might have been gi -Hue publicity, and a,

large "gate" would have been obtaiui.-i. However, as it

was, the R.A.F. provided not only an excellent entry list

but a very fair crowd of- spectators. All showed the greatest

erithusiasm, which goes to prove how well legitimate motor
cycle events can be supported even during the present crisis.

A STRIKING BELT-DRIVEN CYCLE CAR.

A. J. H. Elverson (8 h.p. Crompton), winner of the half-mile sprint

race for cars at the R.A.F. Brooklands meeting. The lines of the

machine are very attractive, the body being tapered to a point fore

and aft. The engine is a twin-cylinder of 964 c.c, and final drive is

by belt.

It is really remarkable that one department should produce
so many motor cycles and such an excellent entry.

The TracK Improved.
As regards the machines, these were a splendid selection,

including all types and sizes, most of which were in capital

tune and well ridden. There w'as, however, a lack of novelty

and of special features among them, but it is hardly to be
expected that this would be otherwise during the present

time. Since the United Services race meeting in September
the track has been greatly improved, and the road leadmg
thereto is practically finished, but still only half-mile sprint

races could be rim off down the finishing straight.

The newly made roadway to the flying grounds runs

through the paddock, but the paddock itself is not yet fully

repaired. It is hoped that the track will be in excellent order

in the spring ; in fact, better than when it was first laid

down. The sprint races were started from the top of the

finishing straight, and the handicaps were arranged on
distance instead of time, spaces of 40, 80, 120, and 150 yards

being measured off from the starting line.

Details of the Events.
EVENT No. I.

—

Lightweight H.^lf-mile Spkint for Motor Cycles fitted

with engines not exceeding 300 c.c. capacity. Result

:

Rider and Machine:
N. A. Champion {2^ Sun-Vitesse)
C. Doczy (2^ Sun-Vitesse)
— Cook {2i- Sparkbrook)
— Payze (2i Levis)

A. H. Bates (2! Levis)

Bore and
Stroke.

70x70
70x70
70x70
64x70
3x70

Yds.
c.c. Start.

260.5 40
269.5 40
269.5 40
21.') -3 120

293 Scr.

83=.N. A. Champion won easily at a speed of 37.1 m.p.h. Time

:

EVENT No. 2.

—

Heavy-weight Half-mile Sprint for Sidecars (i.ooo c.c-

liniit) AND Cycle Cars (j. 100 c.c. limit). Adult passengers had to be carried

(minimum weight 140 lb.)

The event was well supported, and the winner came in an easy first, having

covered the distance at a speed of 43.8 m.p.h. Result:
B-TC and

Kider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls,

1. F. G. Kennard {5-6 Matchless) 85 X 65 2

2. C. Horsfield (6 Huraber) 7S X 78 2

3. A. J. Elverson (8 Cromoton c.c.) 85 X 85 2

A. Andjrews (5-6 Enfield) 7(> X S5 2

H. E. Wonham (7-0 Indian) 82.5X93 2

A. J. Sharp (5-6 Zenith) 76 X8g 2

T. Aust (s F.N.) 52.5x57 4

G. Haydon (S Imperial c.c.) 85 X85 2

Time ; 41s.

The excellent running ot the horizontal ti-vin Humber ^vas worthy of note.

The engine on this machine was fitted with a large leather covering exteniins
right over the carburetter, as this, though already warmed by the exhaust,

had to be further protected so as to maintain the correct temperature.

EVENT No. 3.

—

Medium-weight Half-mile Sprint for Touring Motor
Cycles fitted with engines up to 550 c.c.

This event was so well supported that it had to be ran oft in two beats, of

which the follo\ving are the results :

Heat i.—G. T. Tavior (Douglas), time ^q|s. • M. E. Holroyd (Ru_:ge), W. P.

Savage (Rudge), \V. J. Bird (Triumph), and F. Sawyer (DouglasJ.

BIl

Yds.
c.c. start.

737 40
745-6 40
964.5 80
771.2 40

994 scr.

771.2 40
496. 160

964.5 scr.
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I ENJOY A RESPITE AT BROOKLANDS.

2. A busy scene at the padJock.

loflour-wheelers.won by A. 1. H. Elverson

)ton cycle car).

(Sun-Vitesse), second in the hill-climb.

Matchless), a star performer at the meeting.

uglas), winner of the quick-change plug race.

Douglas), first in the half-mile sprint for

;o 5jO cc
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The final yards of one of the races at the " R.A.F." Brooklands meeting on Saturday.

for men on Government work.

This was the first organised competition held

Heat 2.—S. O. Turner (Douglas), time 3j^s. ; E. G. Perrott (Douglas), E.
Swain (Rudge), — Cotterell (Douglas), and W. F. Guiver (Ariel).

The winner of the first beat could not be found when the final was run off,

and it was then decided that this should be run again. In the final, however,
Tavlor was so excited that he covered the whole coxirse on second speed, and
forgot to change up, and so only finished sixth.

A Wonderful Flying Display.
It was dnrina this event that the rn'~st exciting incident of ihe meeting tooK

place. Lieut. Goodden, R.F.C, chief experimenter to the R.A.F., flew over from
Famborough in one of the very latest Army airplanes. Never since the time
when poor Pe^oud came down to the track and looped the loop has Brook-
lands witnessed such marvellous flying. His control of his machine was wonder-
ful, and his turns, twists, and gambols in the air momentarily took all interest
from the meeting. Then while the competitors were waiting to be sent off on
the first final, be swept down the track at a tremendous speed, just clearing the
string of flags that marked the finish. We kept our eyes upon the wires which
run across the finishing straight. Goodden. seemed to clear Ihem, but when
he had passed they lay in a tangled mess on the ground, and the Paddock clock
stopped at 2.20 p.m. This is apparently all the damage done, the poor timepiece,
which is worked electrically, being thus deprived of its source of energy.
Goodden then swept sharply up, banked at a seemingly impossible angle, swept
down the straight again, just skimming the track, and hurtling towards the
anxiously awaiting competitors at the start. At the last moment he raised his
elevator and shot up into the air. He terminated his exhibition with a brief
spell of " hands off " flying.

Final of Event 3. Result:
Bore and Yds.

Rider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls. c.c. start.

1. S. O. Turner {2% Douglas) 60 X60.5 2 347 120
2. E. G. Perrott (2J Douglas) 60.5x60.5 2 349 120
3. — Cotterell (2^ Douglas) : 60.5x60.5 2 349 120

M. E. Holroyd (3I Rudge Multi) 85 x88 i 499 40
E. Swain (3^ Rudge) S5 x88 i 499 40
G. T. Taylor (2J Douglas) 60.5x60.5 2 349 120

The winner's speed was 51. i ra.p.h. Time : 35JS.

EVENT 4.

—

Heavy-weight Half-mile Sprint for Touring i\Io'roR Cycles
jf any description.

As in the preceding event, the number of entries necessitated it being run
off in two heats, and P. Davey won the final at a speed of 56.12 m.p.h.

Heat i.—F. G. Kennard (Bradbury), time 36s. ; E. G. Perrott (Douglas)'
C. Horsfield (Humber), H. E. Wonham (Indian), and N. Tegge (Matchless).

Hi-at 2.—P. Davey (Matchless), time 33|s. ; S. O. Turner (D-^uglas)
F. Edney (Matchless), W. F. Guiver (Ariel), and T. P. Mears (Ivy).

The final result was as follows:

Bore and Yds.
Rider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls. c.c. Start.

1. P. Davey (8 Matchless) 85 X85 2 964.5 Scr.
2. C. Horsfield (6 Humber) 78 X78 2 745.6 40
3s E. G. Perrott f2jDonglas) 60.5X60.5 2 349 120

F. G. Kennard (3^ Bradbury) 8q X89 i 553.8 80
The winner's speed was 56.12 ni.p.h. Time: 32s.
The only car race to be run oil duiing the meeting was

EVENT No, 5.

—

Motor Cars Half-mile Sprint for Touring Cars ot

unlimited capacity. This was won by A. J. H. Elverson (8 Crompton cycle
car) in 43|s., 41,5 m.p.h.

The sprint races were now concluded, and there ensued a series ot hill-climbs
the results of which were worked out on The Motor Cycle formula.

EVENT No. 6.

—

The Lightweight M(jtor Cycle Hill-cumb for Touring
Motor Cycles up to 300 c,c. Result

:

Bore and Fig. ot
Rider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls. c.c. Merit

1. C. Doczy (2 i Sun-Vitesse) 70X70 1 269.5 317-9
2. N. A. Cbampioi: (2J Sun-Vitesse) 70x70 i 269.5 325.4

There was one failure. C. Doczy also made fastest time, 17s.

BI4

EVENT No. 7.

—

Medium-\veight Hill-climb for Touring Motor Cycles
fitted with engines up to 550 c.c.

In this event there were three failures. Honnsome (Triumph) caused some
amusement by stopping halfway up the test hill and dropping his machine.
Swain (Rudge) got up quite weU, which was a wonder, as his petrol pipe was
coupled up by means of a piece of rubber tubing, from which the two and a penny
a gallon fluid was simply streaming. Turner (Dougbs) managed to stop just

before reaching the summit. Taylor (Douglas) had his machine catch fire just

before starting, but it was <]mckly extinguished by the caps of numerous brave
volunteers. Excellent starts by means of the clutch were made by Guiver
(Ariel) and Mannmg (A.J.S.l Result:

Fig. of

Rider and Machine. B. and S. Cvls. c.c. Time. Merit.

1. W. F. Gui\er (3^ Ariel) 86.4x85 i 499 8|s. 77.28
2. R. J. Hampton (3i Matchless) 70 X64.5 2 496.4 SJs. 99-17
3. E. G. Perrott (2I Douglas) .. 60.5x60.5 2 349 9?s. 99-8
The fastest time was made by R. J. Hampton.

EVENT No. 8.

—

Heavy-weight H:ll-climb for Touring Motor Cycles
of unlimited capacity. Result

:

Fig. of

Rider and Machine. B. and S. Cvls. c.c. Time. Merit."

1. E. V. Perrott (2^ Douglas), i . ., 60.5x60.5 '2 349 Ss. 83.79

2. W. F. Guiver {3,^ Ariel) 86.4x85 i 499 9s. 84.80

3. P. Davey (8 Matchless) 85, X85 2 964-5 SJs. 96.21
Guiver's Ariel (on which he won both on time and formula) was a handsome

chajn-cum-belt drive countershaft model with the change speed lever at the

side of the tank.

EVENT No. 9.

—

Heavy-weight Hill-climb for Sidecars .and Cycle
Cars (up to 1,100 c.c.) carrying adult passenger (minimum weight 1401b.)

Fig. o»

Rider and Machine. B. and S. Cyls. c.c. Time, Merit.

1. C. Horsfield (6 Humber) 7S X 78 2 745-6 73*. "7-3
2. A. J. Elverson (8 Crompton c.c.) 85 X 85 2 9<M-5 I2|s. 163.7

\. A. Andrew (5-6 Enfield) 76 X 85 2 771.2 lafs. 190.8

The winner on formula also made fastest time.

GymRhana Events.
EVENT No. 10.

—

Quick Change Plug Race for Touring .Motor Cycles
oi vmlimited capacity.

In this event, spare plugs were placed opposite the competitors nmnrer,
which was chalked on the track opposite the grandstand. The men started

Irom the finishing line, cliangetl a plug, proceeded! about roo yards, cbattved

the plug again, and sprinted to the finish. The first tliree men to get away
attei' the first stop finishcl first, second, and third. Result

:

Bore and
Rider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls. c.c,

1. E. G. Perrott (23 Douglas) to. 5X60. 5 2 349
2. P. Davev (S Matchless) 85 x 85 2 964.5
3. F. Edney (5 Matchless^ 85 X 65 a 737-7^

EVENT No. II.—Serpentine Race. The competitors were started somd'
200 yds. awav from the grandstand, raced to a series of bairicrs round which
they had to ride serpentine fashion, and then sprint to the finish. The per-

centage of successes was about equal to that of the failures, thus showing that

the barriers were placed the right distance apart.

Bore and Time.
"Rider and Machine. Stroke. Cyls. cc. sees.

1. .M. E. Holroyd (si Rudge Multi) 85 X 88 i 499 404
2. V. Walka- (2 J Douglas) 60.5x60 2 347 4ijt

3. F. Edney (5 Matchless) 85 X65 a 737.7 44?
W. P. Savage (3). Rudge) 85 x88 i 499 45
T. P. Mears (4J ivy) ', . . 67 X95 2 6<^.8 47?

This concluded the meeting, as the weather, which had been dull and cold

throughout the afternoon, broke up altogether, and it began to rain, while th«
light was tailing badly. One car event was. therefore, not contested.
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A TRIAL OF PILLION SEATS.
In tho F,N. liadci) by .M. 1'. ]i. L.
i\[aiis. The pillion consisted of an
upholstered seat with low back and
hiilo, supported on four spiral springs
allached to a flat metal irame which
was clipped to the cycle carrier by four
clips, and carried the platform for the
passenger's feet.

The second place was gained by Mr.
Wyngaarder, whose pillion consisted of
a round cushion with back rest,, while
a sprung footboard was provided for
the passenger's feet. Provision for the
passenger's feet was made in most of
the designs, and was a point where they
scored over those usually used in
England. In addition to some of the
machines being English, some of the
seats were also of British origin.

CARRIER or pillion riding has
always been looked upon as a

very dangerous method of carry-

ing an e.^tra passenger on a
motor cycle, lin order to try and prove
that this is not so,- and also to find out
the best type of pillion seat, a Dutch
motor cycle club organised a reliability

trial for this type of machine, most of

the passengers being Jadies. The trial

was organised at so short a notice that
it had been expected that some of the
fitments would not stand up to the
test, but much ingenuity was displayed
in the construction of the seats, and
all proved practical.

The. course was seventy miles in
length, and had to be covered at a
scheduled speed of just under 20 m.p.h.
There were nine competitors, whose
machines had various types of pillion
seats, and the first prize was awarded

Harley-Davidson sidecar ambulance, many of which have been supplied to the Russian

Government,

(Upper) A competitor in the Dutch pillion seat triaJ. The passenger appears most comfortable,

(Lower) The winning pillion seat. The machine is a four-cylinder F.N.

- - J — THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON
AMBULANCE.

MORE attention, it would appear,

is now being paid to the motor
cycle ambulance, and we illus-

trate the Harley-Davidson sidecar

ambulance, which is an extremely neat
piece of design. It will be noticed that

a special bracket has been fitted to the
existing sidecar chassis for the purpose
of carrying the stretcher, which is held

in position by means of four bolts and
wing nuts, rendering it easily detachable.

The strength of the sidecar frame and
its excellent design render it suitable

for this sort of work. It is interesting

to note that the bracket which carries

the stretcher is sprung in the same
efficient manner as the ordinary sidecar

body, namely, on two Cee springs.

Many of these ambulances have been
supplied to the Russian Government.

B17
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The Editor does not hold himseh responsible

A!l letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle " Hertford Street

Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.

Sir,—Like your corresf,ondent Mr. Kontweit I have owned
one of the 1915 Levis popular models and experienced the
identical troubles he refers to, excepting that, in my case,

the cause of the machine not firing nor giving a splutter
was short circuiting in the magneto, which is American,
and the same make has played the same trick on a friend's

machine. Otherwise, but for belt slip, you could not have
a nicer machine nor on<; easier to handle.

J. L. BARLOW.

for the opinions of his correspondents.

Coventry, and must be accompaDie;] bv the writer'^ nam2 and address.

Sir,— I notice with interest that this question is again
occupying the columns of your valuable paper.
At the present time I am the possessor of a single-speed

two-stroke, which persistently rattles at a speed of over
20 m.p.h. When new it would do 25-50 m.p.h. with hardly
any effort, but after 1,500 miles it developed a peculiar
sound, as if the engine were working with difficulty.

The motor has done about 5,000 miles to date, and I have
already taken the engine down several times, but with no
better result. One thing I notice, however, is that after

the engine has been cleaned the rattle disappears for about
100 miles.

I have fitted new piston rings and magneto chain, but
these effected no cure. I am certain the piston is the cause
of the noise, because when I lift the compression lever there
is immediately a loud hammering sound.

Personally, I have given up trying to cure this trouble,

as I think once an engine has developed it there is no
remedy. SCUD.

Sir,—Mr. A. C. Byrne's letter (issue October 14th), giving
his experience of two-stroke engines, has suggested to nie a
possible cause and its remedy. I do not wish to dogmatise,
but sometimes a slight change in design may remove a
great trouble. Mr. Byrne says the trouble comes with
change in road speed, otherwise power exerted in relation to

change of pressure in cylinder or velocity of the exhaust
through the port. He also says the top piston ring is stuck
and carbonised on the exhaust side.

Modification in two-stroke engine design suggested in accompanying

letter from Mr. W. F. J. Simpson.

This suggests to me that perhaps when tlie exhaust begins
to open an eddy may beat against the side of the piston and
piston ring, carbonising the oil around the piston ring, and
causing a ho,t dry patch on the piston, which may cause un-
even friction resistance to the lifting piston.

I suggest a remedy which might possibly be worth trying.

Bring the exhaust pipe higher up on the cylinder so that the
top edge of the port comes in the middle of it, and shape the
top of the piston so that it is concave instead of convex. This
arrangement would also have the tendency of causing the
exliaust to part with some of its. remaining energy by trans-
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ferring some of its velocity to the piston, ariS though it

might not be of much potential value it would assistto

cause an easier flow through the port and cause less noise.

WILLIAM F. J. SBIPSON.

Cantilever Rear Springing.

Sir,—I am sending you a sketch, thinking it may be of

interest to others, of a design for a rear sprung frame,

which, Jt believe, differs from any previously shown in your
paper. It makes use of the cantilever principle, which is

now coming into favour with ears.

The chief advantages that I claim for it are that the work-

ing joijits, of which there are four, are well away from mud
splashes, and that it would be comparatively easy to adapt

it to any of the usual types of single-cylinder or V twin

machines as now made. By placing the gear box on that

portion of the frame which acts as a radius rod, the hinge

joint A is relieved of belt or final chain strain. With a
tight belt this strain is considerable. The points A, B, aud

C should, of course, be in a straight line when the rider is

Cantilever suspension applied to a motor cycle frame. See letter

from Corporal Hudson on this page.

in the saddle. A might very well be a ball bearing, as in

the Triumph front fork, so as to be easily adjustable. The
two ends of the spring might have either sliding joints pt

shackles, the former being probably cheaper and occupying

less room.
One slight disadvantage of the design is that it woold

probably necessitate a slightly higher saddle position than

the usual. The carrier and anything on it is, of couisej

unsprung weight, and that is a good reason for putting tool

bags elsewhere. I have seen them slung on either side of

the tank, just forward of the rider's knees, with complete

success. (COKPL.) J. C. HUDSON.
B.E.F.

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1916 MODELS.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th!

This issue will be considerably enlarged and will contain

an illustrated review of the various new

tjattem motor cycles.
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The Tight Spot in a Chain.
Sir,—" Ixioii's'' correspondent ia quite correct aliout tight

spots in cliains on new machines. The countershaft and
other sproclcets are always turned and milled for the teeth
before they are fi.x-ed to their respective shafts. It depends
on the construction whether the sprocket is slightly out of

truth after mounting
on the shaft or not.

If the sprocket is

machined while on a
mandrel, and the hole
in the sprocket is

accurately bored be-

fore mounting, the
hole being the same
diameter as the shaft

on which the sprocket
is to fit, then it cannot
very well run out of

triitli vertically. If it

lias a small hole in

the boss, and is made
to key direct to the
shaft, the keying pro-

cess may easily throw
it out of truth it at all weak. One of the best methods of

mounting the sprockets is to key or cotter a boss on the shaft,

true each boss on its own shaft, and provide the boss with a

flange, to wliich the sprocket is riveted by pressing the heads
of the rivets in a powerful press. The large hole in the
sprocket is made dead true with the flange on the boss, and
the sproclcet is machined on a large mandrel.

Again, difficulty crops up wlien the large driven sprocket
is between clutch plates. The boss on the shaft in this case

must also be quite true, and the ball or other type of bear-

ing, on which the sprocket is free to revolve when the clutch

is out, must be true. There is more difficulty in getting a

true running driven sprocket in this latter case than when
it is rigidly attached to the countershaft, as in the case of

the driving sprocket to rear wheel. \y.G,

Diagram to illustrate letter from " W.G
'

on the tight spot in chains

/ Tiie Army and Navy HiU-cUmb.

Sir,— I notice you refer to my action in competing at

the Army and Navy Hill-climb when I was also acting as

chief marshal as being "incompatible with the A.C.XJ.

rules."

If you will look at No. 52 of the open competition rules,

you will see that the only officials prohibited from com-

peting at an open meeting are the following, namely, the

judges, the measurer, the timekeepers, and the handicappers.

Not only is no embargo laid on the remaining officials,

but the appointment of temporary officials, who may be

competitors, is expressly provided for in the last paragraph

of the above rule.

I trust therefore that, in justice to me, you will publish

this letter. F. L. BASSETT (SEC-LIEUT.),

Chairman Streatham M.C.C.

r [Mr. Bassett claimed that he was Clerk of the Course as

well as Chief Marshal. We abstract the following from

the A.C.U. open competition rules under "officials":

Recognised OMcials.—52. The following are the

recognised officials of a meeting, and their appoint-

ments shall be subject to the approval of the Union,

viz., three or more stewards of the meeting, and such

numbers of the following as may be required.

A clerk of the course, judges, a starter, a clerk of

the scales, a measurer, a chief marshal, timekeepers,

handicappers, marshals, and observers. Of these the

judges, the measurer, the timekeepers, and the

handicappers must each, as a qualification for his

office, hold the formal authorisation of the Union,

and none, of such officials appointed for any open

meeting shall he eligilih to compete in any competition

at such meeting.

The italics are ours.

—

Ed.]

this instance the operation of the clutch is as easy aH that
of the exhaust valve lifter; also it docs operate in a
jiffy, and requires no muscular effort.

Also it would be rather interesting to know how
"Ixion" intends to start the four-cylinder Hcmlersoii,
which lie admits to being of " unpromising length and
weight," fitted with a pedal exhaust valve lifter such
as he advocates. Does ho intend to run it along against
compression? Or perhaps we shall see him hopping along
with one leg, the other being engaged in depressing the
exhaust valve lifter pedal. F.N. SHAFT DRIVE.

Tubing for Acetylene Gas.

Sir,^In your paper of October 7th I notice that on page
340 your contributor states " that it has been advocated in

the motor cycle press that copper tubing is the best thing
to carry gas from the head light generator to the rear light.

I am under the impression that copper and acetylene gas
are best kept apart, as I understand that between them they
manage to form a very explosive compound, which is liable

to explode at any moment. I believe that several home-
made generators which have caused serious consequences
have been made of copper, and that the explosion has been
traced to the action of the gas on copper. If you could
ascertain this fact (no doubt some of the makers of gene-

rators could enlighten you on the matter), then, if I am
correct, it would be in the interests of your readers to

publish it, and save them from committing this error.

I notice that your correspondent has used Bowden tubing
with satisfactory results. Tnis I am pleased to know, as

my experience of the ordinary rubber tubing (both bare and
armoured) has been most unfortunate. The rubber either

cracks and lets you down at an awkward moment, or else

the armoured gets choked up owing to the small bore.

I have used with success for the past two years a length
of ordinary |in. flexible gas tubing in conjunction with the
rubber nozzles used for connecting to gas rings, etc.

A. B. COUSINS.
[We believe our correspondent is quite correct respecting

the use of copper with acetylene gas, but brass is perfectly

safe : we have not tried Bo""den casinir

—

Ed.]

w«^

L ;....v^

Foot-operated Exhaust Valve.

Sir,—In reference to "Occasional Comments" by

"Ixion," I would like to mention that my machine happens

to be a F.N., clutch model (handle-bar controlled). In

CUMhiEKLANU LAiJY MUIOK CYCLlSTb.

Mrs. W. T. Smith, of Workington, and her sister Miss Crane, ot

Cockermouth, who have both covered over 3,000 miles this year on

their Royal Ruby two-stroke lightweight motor cycles
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Infant Phenomena.
Sir,—May I have the privilege of using yonr valuable

columns to make a suggestion? Some people seem to be

in doubt as to the capabilities of boy motor cyclists.

Could some club not arrange some item in a hill-climb

or some other test be kept for boys under a certain age ?

The reason that boys do not appear more in club events

is, I think, that it is hardly worth while for a schoolboy

to loin any club, as he is at school most of the year.

wfo.H.B.

The Modern Sidecar Outfit Compared.

Sir,—In reading your paper I saw E. C. Palmer's letter

referring to the efficiency of three-year-old sidecar mounts,
and I shoidd like to say that I, too, have undergone similar

experiences. I have a 1913 3j h.p. Triumph, and I use a

James canoelet sidecar with it. Last summer I went up the

"struggle" outside Ambleside over the Kirkstone Pass and-

down to Ullswater. I returned up Kirkstone Pass and back
to Windermere again, and not once during the rim did the

passenger (who weighed eleven stone) or myself have to

dismount. I carried a full travelling equipment, including

luggage and a full petrol tin. On going up the "struggle"
1 passed a lady who had evidently dismounted from a sidecar,

and a little further I passed a 6 h.p. twin and heavy side-

car which had failed to mount the hill. This, I think, speaks

well- for the old mounts, although before going up I pulled

the exhaust out of the silencer. The liill mentioned is, as

you. know, a good two miles long, and' is considered the

stiffest main road hill in the Lake District, I am told.

I only add I have no connection with the Triumph firm.

I can run the machine at any speed from 5 m.p.h. to 45 or

50 m.p.h. F.H.A.

Sir,—In The Motor Cycle of the 14th inst. a correspondent
rather depreciates the modern three-speed gear sidecar

outfit. As a happy possessor of a 6 h.p. 1915 A.J.S. sidecar

combination, I should like to state the following facts, having
no interest in the firm of Messrs. Stevens other than that

of a highly satisfied customer.
This summer my wife and I had a ten days' tour in the

Highlands, on nine of which it rained. On our way to

Grantown-on-Spey from Edinburgh we encountered the worst
weather over the Grampians—that is from Struan to Dalna-
spidal—a very stiff climb even in good weather. We went
the whole way up on top at a good bit over 20 m.p.h., not-

withstanding luggage for two, and hood, screen, and. side

curtains up. The only occasion I liave had to use bottom
gear (except, of com'se, when starting) was on the test hill

between Grantown and Tomintoul at the Bridge of Brown,

ti.p. iyi3 A.J.S. passenger oudit releried to in letter from
Mr, M. G. Greig on this page.

where one is faced with a climb of 1 in 8 after a right-angle

turn on a bridge. The machine has done about 4,000 miles

and has never given any trouble. The petrol consumption is

most satisfactory. With hood and screen up, 60 m.p.g. ;

with both down and good weather conditions, 76 Di.p.g.

M. G. GRfilC

Sir,—In The Motor Cycle of the 14th inst. I read with
astonishment the letter on " The Hoderii Sidecar Outfit

Compared." Your correspondent must be of a very observ ,r t

order from his remarks »e procession of modern motor t\

which failed to climb various hills with sidecar and
passenger. In the first place, he apparently fails to under-

stand that usually a wicker sidecar is only just about
half the weight of a coachbuilt sidecar. Secondly, sensible

people who travel with a motor cycle and sidecar for

pleasure are not iu the least concenied whether your corre-

spondent cares to show off the racing powers of his machine
or not. Thirdly, he does not appear to appreciate the fact

that many people with a new mouut often desire to carry out

e.xperiments, and find out the capabilities of the machine
under varying conditions on the first convenient hill.

I believe it is generally understood that very few people

properly rmderstand a new make of machine until its

peculiarities are mastered.

Bury Hill in Sussex, with a gradient averaging 1 in 11,

is specially mentioned. I am not an expert, but I guarantee
I will take any modern machine of 4 or 4j h.p. of reputable
make with a three-speed gear up this or any other similar

hill with a loaded coachbuilt sidecar at any time.

I am the owner of a 1915 4i h.p. chain-driven B.S.A., and
use a coachbuilt sidecar weighing 125 lb. I can take tliis

over almost any hill in Kent on second gear with sidecar

and passenger with ease. Plenty of these hills, as is well

known, average aboat 1 in 7 to 1 in 9 and even less, and are

of considerable length, such as Boxley, Steed Hill, Star Hill,

Trossley Hill, Chevening Hill, and many others. Those
mentioned, with others, were specially surveyed for gradient,

and used for War Office trials. I have ridden several modern
outfits of the power mentioned or thereabouts, and have, so

far, absolutely failed to find such a disreputable mount as any
which your correspondent describes. It would give me very
great pleasure to have a trial run with him as to speed or

hill-climbing capabilities under the same conditions, or rather

I take the modem heavy mount with sidecar and passenger,

and he take his 1912 light mount with wicker sidecar and
passenger. E. J. DAVIES.

Belts.

Sir,—There is one improvement for the perfection, or

rather towards the perfection, of motor bicycles which seems
to have entirely escaped the notice of motor cycle manu-
facturers, and that is the construction of driving belts of

a commonsense design. During several years experience of

motor cycling I have noticed that the only place where a
belt gives is at the fastener. The remedy is obvious. Why
not make the belt one and a half times the ordinary depth
for, say, three inches from each end, the extra depth coming
on top, i.e., on the outer or broader edge of the bolt?

EDWARD T. WAKKE.'^, Indian Police.
United Provinces, India.

Scott Lubrication.

Sir,—With reference to "T.E.D.'s" letter in the issue of

October 7th, I do not think the mixing of the petrol and oil

in the Scott macliine will nuike any d^ifference, as the result

nuist be the same a« if the oil is fed direct to the crank case.

I have not ridden a Scott for some time, but when I had
one the hand pump Avas fitted. On several occasions I care-

fully pumped oil into (he crank cases to the correct level,

when the engine was hot, and removed the covers to see that

the level was correct. After five miles running I used to dis-

mount (this was the distance recommended by the makers as

the interval between charges), and after waiting for the oil

to drain I would again verify the level. Invariably, the oil

had almost all disappeared, obviously through the exhaust,

therefore I can see no ditl'orence between crank case lubrica-

tion and mixing the oil with the petrol. I should, however,

recommend "T.E.D." to keep a little oil in the crank ease

to lubricate the big end bearings, but not enough toinake a
splash, as the pistons will be sufficieutlv lubricated bv the

other method.
" ^^^''sc6t.

%
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We have received some gratifying results of Clinchers

efficiency "down under" which go to prove that for

hard wear and service there are no motor cycle tyres to

approach them.

New Zealand motor cyclist photographed below mounted on a

"L.M.C." Motor Cycle
pulled off the following in quick succession :

—

* Jan. 20.—Southern Hawkes' Bay Motor Cycle Club:—
Swing Bridge Hill—Fastest Time, 1st on Formula.

Feb. 9.— ., „ „ „ ., „ ,,

„ 15.— „
., 17— „ „ „ „ „ ., -,

Reliability Run to Webber and back to Dennevirke,
1st, gaining 96 points.

Mar. 1.—Swing Bridge Hill. Fastest Time—2nd on Formula.
8.—Adelaide Road HUl. „ „ (A RECORD).

„ 15.—Swing Bridge Hill. „ „
„ 19.—Adelaide Road Hill. 2nd Fastest time on Formula.

April 5.— ,. „ „ Fastest Time.
At St. Patricks, Day Sports, Dennevirke, 1st in Thread

and NeedJe Race, half mile.

His machine was fitted with

.^'"1

3«t?

CHER £^M

I \\\ *

DE LUXE

ii

111

if

WlffiBli'lK

mi

The North British

Rubber Co., Ltd..

1 69, Gt. Portland Street,— LONDON, W.

Factories

—

Castle Mills,

Edinburgh. .

MOTOR CYCLE
TYRES
Which upheld the

Clincher reputa-

tion to the last.

'^^m

\m
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specially recommended to Motorists and Motor Cyclists.

The O.W. Leather Cuirass
{LEATHER JERKIN).

Wcu'lis only a few ounres. Waterproof. Windproof. Completely protects the vital ontans: dots not impede
movofiicnt. Fits any flcurc from 84in. to 4Bin. waiut or ohest. Sweater can be worn underneath.

Ordinary qmlity. Price 12/6 Extra special anality. lined, with " V " fcont
Superior quality, ^love leather. "V" front. Price 21/-

Price 15/- With sleeves in t;lnve kid. latest model.
Price 35/-

The MIT-GLOVE.
A new pattern of gloves

allowiag fr^e use of tbe fingers

when required.
Price—

Id wooUen material, palms lined

leather, 5/6.

OnJinary
Quality.

FiJigcrs and
thunib entire-

ly free.

O.W.CUIRASSSvndicate, Aberdeen Chambers,40.Gt. Marlborough St. W
Liberal Discounts to the Trade. (2 minutes from Oxford Circus.) AppHcaU'ons tnvitca.

Mit-Glov'
closed.

E'ctra Spec Lai

Quality—with sleeves.

y—_ /~^
-TV' . _£ /^/r'- ,„ ' ifC- """WHILE WRITE * HAVE YOUR NAr

THE NEW BiG"H'
- d€ lti7.e

E Sc HAVE. YOUR NAME
BOOKED FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE DELIVERY

pa®M'
Killllillllli

IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllillllllllJII^

1915 Calalo%Hi no-jD ready. - Zl

Lightweight £23 =
Chain Drive £62 =
Three-speed and Free Engine .. £56 S
Bh.p. Twin £71 =
6h.p. Combination £34 =
CAMPION MOTOR WORKS, NOTTINGHAM =

iiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiMiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiininiiniuiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiiiu

MOTOR CYCLES.

To enjoy motor cycling

thoroughly

you must understand

your machine

thoroughly

" MOTOR CYCLES & HOWTO MANAGE THEM "

— the standard handbook for motor cyclists— will

tell you practically all you want to know about

your machine.

*TT There is no doubt as to

^ the supremacy of this

book over all others of a

similar Iciud. It is constantly

being checked and revised by
the staff of "The Motor Cycle,"

and consequently carries the

weight and authority of this

journal.

^ Its contents embrace a
^ multitude of subjects re-

lating to motor cycles, their

care and management. It is

clearly %vritten and well illus-

trated. Every motor cyclist

—

whether beginner or experienced

rider — should keep a copy
handy for reference.

Get

the

16th

Edition
(Revised)

of this

useful

bookI
Price

1/-
Net

By
Post

1/3

B

B

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C., ^"' ->" ""1=1"
booUs.aiis.

iBBMHI

1
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A selecUon of questions ot general interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cjrck, '

20, 1 udor Street, London, EX., and whether intended for publication or not must bl accompanied b/ a stamped addressed envelope fur reply. Correspondents .-re
ur^ea to write clearly and on onesideof the p^per only, numbering each querv seoaratelv, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions »houid be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on tecnmcal suojects.

Testing Oil.

(1.) I have had a quantity of

engine oil given to me. How
can I test its suitability for an
air cooled motor, and what will
happen if used and not suitable?

(2.) Wlien is an air-cooled engine con-
sidered too hot to run with safety, and
how can I prevent overheating when
climbing long hUls on a low gear? (3.)
Will a windscreen and hood on a side-
car attached to a 5i h.p. three-speed
machine be too much lor the engine?—C.S

(1;) The testing of engine oil is not
within the capabilities of the amateur,
unless he is an expert chemist and has
some knowledge of lubricating oil.

Exercise great care in selecting oil for
an air-cooled engine, and avoid unsealed
tins. If the oil were not suitable it

would carbonise badly, and your engine
might seize. (2.) When the engine loses
power through overheating, it knocks,
and stops on hills ; you can prevent over-
heating by driving with spark advanced,
as little gas and as much air as possible,
and using plenty of lubricating oil. (3.)

The windscreen will, of. course, make
some difference when you are driving
against a headwind, biit we think the
engine w-culd manage it all right suit-
ably geared.

Enamelling at Home.
Is it possible to enamel my

motor bicycle and sidecar myself
and make a good job of it?

What is the best enamel to use
(of course, I should not be able

to bake it), and what is the best way
of starting?—L. A. S.

Yes, it is possible to enamel a bicj'cle

and sidecar yourself, but it requires
some considerable care and trouble to
make anything of a job. The machine
should be taken to pieces, and the parts

> to be enamelled should hare all old
• enamel removed and thoroughly cleaned
with emery cloth. Really good, enamel
should be obtained, preferably one which
does not dry too rapidly, such as
Robbialac, or similar preparation. This

. should be applied carefully with a soft

\
brush, and care should be taken to

paint in one direction only. The parts
should then be hung up in some clean
dry warm place where they can be left

to dry, after which one or two more
coats can be applied. After applying
the final coat, they should be left for
at least a week to get thoroughly dry.
It is very necessary that the place where
the work is done, and especially where
the parts are left to dry, should be as

free as possible from dust. .

Fitting a Long Exhaust Pipe.

I should be much obliged if

?you would tell me if, by fitting

long exhaust tubes to a 1915 2^
-^ h.p. T.T. Douglas, 1 should

obtain more speed and better
results?—J. de F.

There is not much object in fitting a
long exhaust pipe, unless there is a
proper expansion chamber. This is

necessary, both to deaden the sound of
the exhaust, and also to assist the
passage of the gases. Provided you
place the expansion chamber fairly near
the exit port, this has the result of
reducing the pressure of the gases and
of quietening them, while a long pipe
further aids cooling, and consequently
fui'ther lessens the pressure. The best
plan is to remove all baffle plates from
your silencer, and fit an extra pipe
about two feet long.

A Badly-fitted Speedometer.

I have a 4^ h.p. single-cylinder

motor bicycle of well-known
make. (1.) After attaching a
speedometer the fitting caused
eventually seven spokes to snap.

Does this often happen w-hen the
drive is attached to the spokes? (2.)

If I fit a, hot air inlet pipe to my car-

buretter, shall I have to use the air

lever much, or will it make it semi-
automatic?—T.A.C.

(1.) Either the spokes are too slender, or
the speedometer drive was badly fitted.

We think the latter is more likely to be
the case. The great secret is to get the
wheels to mesh dee_ply enough to drive
properly without being too deep to Jam,
and what we think has happened is that
the driving sprocket w-as not set truly.

(See article issue of Sept. 2nd, page 250.)

(2.) Fitting a hot air pipe to your carbu-
retter wiU not make it semi-automatic,
but probably will result in your not
having to alter the air lever so much. It

will certainly improve the running of

your machine.

^^(^GlE Buyers' Guide

OF 1916 MODELS.

THURSDAY, Nov. 25th, 1915.

Si-ce 1906 the Buyers' Guide has proved a much

appreciated feature of this journal. In the absence

of a Show, a Buyers' Guide of i9I6 models

becomes an urgent necessity. Thursday, Nov 25th.

has been selected as the date of this issue.

Valve Timing.

I have a 3^- h.p. old Rex
macliine. The timing wheel

slipped on the cone. In taking

the gear plate down th« timing

wheels got mixed. There were

no marks on the cogs. Will you please

tell me the best way to set the valves

properly ?—XoviCE.

The valves should be timed as follows

:

Set the exhaust valve to close just after

the completion of the exhaust stroke. It

wiU then commence to open when the

piston is about one-seventh of the lengtli

of the stroke from the bottom of the

firing stroke. The inlet should commence
to open as the exhaust closes, and remain
open lor one complete stroke of the

piston, or while the flywheels turn

tlu-ough 180°.

Misfiling.

I look after an officer's motor
cycle, and have recently been
in trouble, and have been unable
to rectify it. The machine is a

3^ h.p. 1914 model, with three-

speed countershaft gear (5 to 1 on
top). After about a speed of 27-28

m. p.h., it commences missing, and
will not go above this speed. This
occurs either straightaway from a

cold start or after prolonged running.

I have cleaned the engine, carbu-

retter, and valves. The platinum

points have been filed and different

heights of petrol have been tried,

but without avail. The trouble occurs

with a person on the carrier or solo.

The engine seems gradually to fade

off and miss until the speed drops.

I have tried a new plug as well, it

seems to point to drying up, but

there is plenty of petrol. The mag-
neto fitted is a C.A.V. Ruthardt
magneto, and the fibre bush which
touches the cam is a wheel, and is

very loose on the pin. Could this

be the cause ? It misses as badly on

the lower gears, only, of course, at

a relatively lower speed.—J. H.JI.

We do not think the trouble would be

caused by the contact breaker. It is

possibly due to the valve sticking in its

guide, owing to the stem of the former
being too tight a fit. We shoidd re-

commend 5'ou to take out the valves and
see that they are working freely in

their guides. Also, if the springs are

weak fit stronger ones, and try increasing

the gap of the plug points. Clean the

magneto carbon brush and trj" a new
plug. It would be advisable to fit a new-

fibre wheel.
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Winter Riding.

(1.) I am anxious to continue to
"^ use my motor cycle through the

^ winter for business purposes,
_IJ whicli necessitate being out in

all kinds of weather; but I

do not relish the arduous task of

cleaning the machine after a wet or

muddy ride, yet if not cleaned it so

quickly rusts. Is there any pre-

paration that can be rubbed over the
plated parts and enamel to keep the
wet and mud from causing rust, so.

that there need be no need to be con-

stantly cleaning ; and if there is any
such preparation, how often should it

be renewed? (2.) What are the most
practical accessories on the market for

keeping hands and feet protected
from the weather?—H.C.S.

(1.) We can only suggest vaseline, which
you put on and do not clean off until

the spring. Vaseline should be smeared
over all the bright parts. (2.) There are

numerous devices for keeping the hands
and feet warm. For the hands, warm
gloves and handle-bar protectors which
fit over the handle-bar grips, while for

the feet wear woollen soclis, good easy
fitting boots, and over these you may
wear snow boots or Hutchinson boots.

A Choked Jet.

Three or four months ago I

S
purchased a new 1915 twin.

Soon after I was unfortunate
enough to run into a carelessly

driven taxi. In consequence I

had to get a practically new frame,
but the carburetter, engine, and mag-
neto were overhauled (in a hurry) and
declared in good order. (1.) The
engine occasionally refuses to take top
gear and knocks badly ; then it sud-
denly runs as usual again. The plugs
are clean, and the points the necessary
distance apart, and everything else is

in order. (2.) The engine suddenly
refuses to take any air, and since the
accident has taken less air than pre-

viously. As before, the fault gets
right again suddenly. The petrol pipes
and jets are clear. I suspect a crack
in the carburetter at the junction of
the pipe to cylinders. Would this be
likely to cause the trouble, and how
could it be remedied simply ? I notice
petrol escaping there when I flood the
carburetter; should it do so? (3.) In
the booklet I am told to inject paraffin
as opposed to petrol. What is the
reason of this? Would there be any
disadvantages in using a mixture of
petrol and paraffin?—T.L.

(1-2.) Both these symptoms lead one to
suppose that the engine has a temporarily
obstructed jet. This would account for
the engine refusing to take top gear,
knocking, and refusing to take air.

There may be some foreign matter in the
tank, petrol pipe, or carburetter, which
obstructs the jet for a few seconds, afnd
then is drawn into the engine. If there
were a crack at the junction of the inlet
pipes and the cylinder this would render
the machine difficult to start, and unable
to run slowly, and would also prevent it

taking .any air. (3.) The theorj' is that
petrol washes away the oil on the
cylinder walls, but paraffin acts to some
extent as a lubricant. There is not very
mucli in the theory; either petrol or
paraffin will do.

/
OCTOBER 28th, igis-

Petroil.

I find a difficulty in properly
I—-1 lubricating the engine of my
1^1 2i h.p. two-stroke, and I have
I » I decided to mix the oil with the

petrol. Is this possible? The
carburetter is B. and B., but in place

of a jet there seems to be a disc with
four or five small holes in it. I should
be pleased if you would kindly let me
know the correct proportion of oil and

. petrol, also if there should be a certain

amount in the crank case with which
to start. I believe this would solve the
problem.—J.H.K.

Mixing oil with petrol does not neces-
sitate a special carburetter. The propor-
tion is one of oil to sixteen of petrol.

A slightly larger jet would be advisable.

Evidently your jet is fitted with some
sort of "adapter. Possibly an ordinary jet

will have to be substituted for this.

READER,'S REPLY.
Two-stroke Lubrication.

One of your readers ("F.J.W.M.")
asks you whether he would be wise to

fit a Knight lubricator in place of
" petroil " lubrication. I should strongly
recommend him to do so as soon as he
can. I had a Knight lubricator fitted

to my Connaught in the spring, and I

would not be without it on any account.

The lubrication is perfect, I use less

oil, can keep almost perfectly clean,

and get no involuntary four-stroking,

like I used to. Further, the carburetter
will now take a smaller jet, No. 23,

and I can get ten to twenty miles more
to the gallon than I could before. Also
starting is much easier, because the oil

does not gum up in the carburetter
when the engine gets cold and the
petrol evaporates. I was often troubled
in this way before the alteration, the
carburetter sometimes refusing to take
any air. Time, trouble, and expense are

saved. My attitude towards the dis-

gusting mixture known as " petroil
"

may be described in two words—Never
again ! I am much surprised that no
firm appears to have yet adopted this

simple device as a standard. I have no
interest whatever in the firm, but I

recognise its members as experts.—H.
Lewis.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"L.S.K." (N.B.)—6 h.p, Enfield as ^

double-purpose machine.

"H.O.W." (London).—3i h.p. Tri-

umph for solo and sidecar work.
" E.P." (Southsea).—1914 two-speed

Douglas with clutch and kick starter.

"T.R.M." and "J.C." (Birmingham).—Philipson governor pulley for sidecar
work.

"A.B." (Cheshire).—1915 No. 1 Grand
Prix Morgan. Comfort, reliability, ma.xi-
nium speed, and consumption.

"M.F.A." (Somerset).—5-6 h.p. Ariel.
Efficiency of chain-cum-belt drive com-
pared with chain drive for sidecar work.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
LoNDo.v TO FiSHGU-iRD, and distance.

—

M.J.K.

London, Brentford, Hounslow, Coin-
brook, Slough, Maidenliead, Henley,
Wallingford, Wantage, Faringdon, Fair-
ford, Cirencester, Gloucester, Cinderford,
Coleford, Monmouth, Raglan, Aber-
gavenny, Crickhowell, Llandovery, Llan-
dilo, Carmarthen, St. Clears, Haverford-
west, Fishguai'd ; or Llandovery, Swar-
gate, Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan, New-
port, Fishguard. Distance b approxi-
mately 246 miles.

Windsor to Seven'Oaks, and distance.

—

J.R.

Windsor, Staines, Hampton Court,
Kingston, Sutton, Croydon, Westerham, ,

Sevenoaks. Approximately 47 miles.

Torquay to London.—W.C.S.
Torquay, Teignmouth, Dawlish,

Exeter, Sidford, Colyford, Lyme Regis,

Bridport, Dorchester, Bere Regis, Wim-
borne, Ringwood, Cadnam, Totton,
Shirley, Bassett, West End, Botley,-

Bishop's Waltliam, West jSleon, East
Tisted, Alton, Farnham, Hog's Back,

^

Guildford, Ripley, Cobham, Kingston,

London.

FIFTEEN YEARS OF PROGRESS.
A 1900

1 J h.p. P. & M. motor bicycle which is in excellent order, and up till quite recently in

use, and the veiy latest twin-cylinder four-speed P. & M. sidecar.
-5
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PLAYERS

Cigarettes
(Medium Strength)

Pure Virginia Tobacco
Id. p^

forV5
For wounded British Soldiers and Sailors in Military-

Hospitals at home and for the Front at Duty Free Prices.

TERMS ON APPLICATION TO

JO,

flayers at ., _ __. „ ^
the Jront.

Joh^» Pl»ycr £>» Sons. XSTottixigKam.
Issued by Tlie Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain and Ireland) Ltd.

PURE PARA JACKETS.
Pure Para Jacket Price 39/6

Trouser Overalls, of finest quality

Price (without seat) 22/- (with seat) 22/6

This Suit is made of the very best material, and the quality is unobtainable elsewhere.

For cheaper quality see our catalogue.

Perfect comfort in winter riding can best be secured by lining

your OversJls with Camel Fleece. Most of the waterproofs

we send to Officers at the Front we line with fleece. They
ought to know what is best to keep out wet and cold.

Price of Lining Jacket 15/-

Price of Lining Overalls 12/6

Dunhills Ltd.,
359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.
2, Conduit St., W. 42, Lombard St., E.C

Miiuchester : SO-92, Cross Sti Glasgow : 72, Si. Vincent St.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycl«
" A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—r-jS'
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed .^.^—'

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remiltance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
' for iorwardini replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

IS added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, E..Q..

JWTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of out
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " ThC'
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

^oods is three days, and it a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding i\o in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
i,io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders shoulti be made
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is aa

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that ellect.

SPECIAL NOTE. /

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard Ihe
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to eacli
one by post.

SALK.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Abingdon.

A BINGDON, SVjh.p. Kerry, 1913, clutch model,
hardly soiled, absolutely perfect, all on; £28/10.

Cox, 85. Church Rd., Willesden. [5093

A -J.s..
A. £95.-

A.J.S.

6h p., complete with sid.Pcari just delivered;
-Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Bripli-tOD.

[0716
1 Q16 A,J.S. Models, ready November; order now.—
Xi/ Williams, CtmiJfel Aeh Depot. Wolverhampton.

[X1465
"I
013 A.J.S., ond sidecar, speedometer, wmd ei-reen,

X«-f sparer: £55.-6, HoUingburv Terrace, Brighton.
[X1461

A.J.S., 2^ih.p., new Jnur, 1915, onlv done 700 miles.
Inmp, liorn, and scares ; £48,— Hopkins, New St.,

Le^lhuiy. [Xiai9

A.J.rf,—Prompt delivery of all models. 6h.p., 4h.p.,
and 2->ih.p.—P. J. E^'ans, Birmingham and dis-

tiict agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [4909

A.J.S., 1915, i-epeed couuterf^hnft clutch model, all

acc°.-.-'iiries. e.\c>^llent condition ; trial ; £28, bar-
cain —239, linstni St., Birmingham. [X1609

1 Qll'-'ili " A.J.S., 2-speed, free engine, kick starter,
J- O i;;tinl 1 latcli, encIor:ed drive, tyre-; good, condi-
tion excellent; £.?8;iO.— 12. Gladstone Place, Stirling.

Halifax Motor ExGhanoe
68, HORTON ST., HALIC AX.

Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

A MILE IN 36 SECONDS.
EXCELSIOR,

THE GOOD OLD X
7 h.p., Twin 84 x 8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-galIon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control.

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, sin. non-skid
tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement
incorporated.

STANDARD MODEL £80
With electrical equipment £90

Exchange liberally considered.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 (new) DIAMOND. 2! h.p., 2-stroke ... £28 13
1915 2jh.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT (new) .. £39 18
1915 2l h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) . . £37
J915 i\ h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-fpeed £36 10
1915 2? h.p. 2-speed SUBY-J.A.P. (new) .. £39 10
1912 3* h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
IQ12 3J h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY .... £29 10
2} h.p. 2-SFeed DOUG LAS £28 10
8 h.p. 3-speed CHATER-LEA and coach So. £39 10
1909 3* h.p. 2-speed REX £16 10
3i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
1910 3i h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxoo forks £12 10
TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks. . £19 19
5.V h.p. magneto REX, sprmg forks £15 10
M'.M.C, 3 h.p.; magneto £11 10
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10

£145 RITZ LIGHT CAR. £145

The last word in light car values ; 10 h.p., 4-cvlinder,

mechanical lubrication, electric horn and lighting,

hood, screen, tools ; luxuriously sprung, and a
grand too gear car. Deliveries from stock.

Se.ond-hand RITZ, only done about 600 miles,

almost as new ; 118 guineas.
Exchanges quoted.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 7-9 h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £59 10

1914 h.p. REX Sidelte; nearly new £59 10

J914 (late) w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5

1912 3^ h.p. 2-speed twin PREMIER and
smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 10
I9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £34 10
l9to 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10

1910 5-6' h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar. . .

.

£27 10

1909 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX .ind Sidecar. . .

.

£25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT,, fine condition .. £26 10

Cash oflers wanted.

MISCELLANEOUS.
1914 Grand Prix Morgan, water-cooled

engine, luxuriously equipped £98 10
Lucas Large Motor Cycle Horn 16/-
F.R.S. Large I-iead Lamp and Generator .. 27/6
Lucas King of tlie Road and Generator ... 32/6
Miller's Head Lamp and Generator 29/6

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT

Under the provisions of the above Act,
advertisers requiring w orkmen. and whose
business cons sts wholl. or mainly of
engineering orthe productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words. " No person r-sident niOre than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 mites from London can only
h ve their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade Labour
Exchange, who will allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchange or from the offices of this paper.
and each adver.isement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already engaged on Government work need
apply.

Hopkins. Mctors,
[X.1418

£97.'S:

I! •ailing.

iX1485

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

A.J.S.

1Q15 4h.p. A.J.S., 3-specd, Stevens coachbailt tXit

Xt/ car, 41/-. months old. as new; £70. cash or easj

tenn-^.—K. E. 'Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London.
Cardiff. [0731

A.J.S. New 6h.p. Combination actually in stock loi

immediate delivery: sidecar is fitted with licx^il 80^
screen: combination complete, £100--"
Ledbury.

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition.

Lucas head and rear lamps. Lucas horn, wind
screen; anv trial; £85 cash.—Griffiths, Chemist, Kids-

grove, Staffs. [X1465

1Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutely in stock:

-I-J7 tlii.5 luxurious outfit complete only cost*

pxciianges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St.,

'Phone: 1024.

A.J.S., 1913, eh.p., Sspeed, perfect condition, jost

overhauled; 45 gns., very great bargain; ex-

[changes, easv terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. [0728

A.J.S., 1913, 2^ih.p., j-ountershQlt 2-speed gear. banJ

coutrolled clutch, kick starter. Lucas lamp. Cowtr
speedometer, new Dnnlop cover on back wheel; £30.-

Dickinsou, 1, High Town Ed., Lnt.m. [X1347

A.J.S 6h.p. Combination, 19141.J, complete with

hood, screen, Lucas and Miller lamps, speeJ-'metil.

horn, mirror, watch, spare tvres and tubes, and numer-

ous spares, little used; 75 gns.—Bartlett, Arcade. -AMei-

shot. [-'»'

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1915 Combination, Lucas head light, d.-

for sidecar, rear lamp. Lorn, Stewart speedometer.

nilecar fitted glass wind .yrcen. 700x75 Avon tyres Jll

wheels, only run 1.500 miles: £90.—Howard. 175, C^tli

Ed.. Bedford. .
1^877

6h.p. Combination, all disc wlie<'ls. hood.

screen, lamps, horn, t-ols, storm apron, spiunt

-addle-pillur, 1915 forks, spare tyie, chains, tnb.'. Tolt*.

and sprinir. last, eliiuh auytliins: any trial:

condition; 70 gns.—Hurdcastle, Drajier. llarlastou.

A .JS. 19141:,

capital
St.ifls

14864
gear and6 h.p. A.J.S., 1914, 3-speed countershaft .. .

free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted wit«

Lucas lightinir set. Lucas horn, rear light, tools, »na

spares, anv severe trial given, mechanicilly sound. »s

new; 70 gns.; rare opportunity,—Wauchope's, 9. Sop^

Lane, Lo:lSo:t. |X153J

AJ.S., 1913, 2"^ih.r.. kick start. 2-srce(l comitei<hntt.

clutch (hanil coutiolled). enclosed transmissiou,

splendid londitioii, and 1915 2-speed countershaft O R-

Juiiior, enclosed tnuisuiission, Lucas lamp, tools «iw

horn, new Julv. little usjigc; what offers?— Flctolwr,

Craigruie. Pleckgate Kd.. Blackburn. (X1306

A.J.S 1913-14 6h.p Combination, eooihbuilt si<Uv«r

Lucas head, tear, sidecar lamps, new li.irii, (.owfj

-peedonieter. new frolit and back heavy 650x65 lyre*

complete spare.! and tools, all recently ovcrliaulcd M
makers, fully insured A.A., XI.F. to June. 1916: £59.-

Baker, 16, Smithdown Kd.. Liverpool. [X1481

Alldays.
:toc-k, 2-siiccd £3S'17. and «_'"''". "^ALLONS from

£51'10 models; cash,

9. shoe Lane, London.

ALLDAYS Alkm. 1915, 2"4h.p.,

not done 500. absolutely a^

Railway Garage, Staines.

'asy term^. -Wall, hope's

:X151!

2-stroke. 2 speed

new: £34/10.-
[5131

[XISO? I

A2S, All !etl5rs re1:>ting to adveitiscnients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.nte of the issue.
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WHAT
ABOUT

THAT
Motor Cycle you are

looking for ?

Is it in this List?

1915 4 h.p. A.J.S £69 S
Can be supplied witli A.J.S. Sidecar.

1915 3I h.n. ROVER, countershaft Com'a £84 7

1915 4i h.p. 3-speed JAMES Combination.
hood and screen, and lamps £76

19153 h.p. T.T. ENFIELD £52 10

1915 4j h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar £65

1915 SUN, 2-stroke, 2-speed, and clutch . £32

1913 ;\ h.p. CALCOTT, just overhauled . . £20
1912 2\ h.p. 2-speed and clutch A.J.S. . . . £30
1914 :\ h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp., fine condition £26

1514 3!' h.p. T.T. SINGER, like new £38
191:4 h.p, REX, 2-speed £20
1911 3! h.p. TRIUMPH, overhauled £25
1910 F.E. TRIUMPH, overhauled £27

TWOSTROKES.
1915 JAMES, 2-specd £38 10
1915 Ladv's METRO, 2-speed £38 10
191S IVY, single Reared £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY £29 10
igii HOBART, 2-speed £38 10
1915 T.T. SPARKBROOK, 2-5peed £37 16
1915 EXCELSIOR, single-geared £30 16
1915 METRO, sporting model £28 10

1915 IXION £28 10
1915 LEVIS, 2-speed £44
1915 10 h.p. SINGER DE LUXE Light Car

p¥¥\'r'^ 4 no ^^ h^ve a large stock

MUJlvAKO °* these: let us have
^^* ^••^ your requirements.

STEWART SPEEDOMETERS from stock £2 10
JUNIOR LONG HORNS from stock .... £1 5
F.R.S. LAMPS, big sets £3 8 6
F.R.S. LAMPS, major sets £3 18 6
F.R.S. LAMPS, Douglas sets, from stock £2

N.S.U. 2-speed, practically new, fits

Triumph £4
One S.H. SPEEDOMETER, perfect £1 S
Art Cane Torpedo Front Sidecar, perfect

order £4

The North Wales

Motor Exchange,

HOLT ST., WREXHAM.
Telephone : 283.

Telegrams : " Motor Exchange, Wrexham."

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS T.T.. 1912'-i. 2-V,li.p., 2-spoo(i ; £27—
Moody, 4, Pijplar Qruvc, Hniiimfirsiiiitli. (5060

QHh.p. Douglas, 1911. ovcrliiiukd, re-ennmcUcd

;

^4 4:15.-205, Spring Hall I.ano, Halifax. [X1579

1 Qll Douela^, nice condition, fully eauippod, Millor
JLU lump Bet ; barffaia, £17/10.-133, Park Av.,

Burkiiife-. [X0961

1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed, lamp, just overhauled; £35.
J- i/ — Blencathra, Highhcla Rd., Walton-on-
Thames. [X1481

DOUGLAS, 2'jih.p., 1914, deliveied March. 1915; a

snip; owner active scrvico; £42.-331, Fulham Rd.,
Loudon. £4933

1Q13 2^:ih.p. Douglas. 2-speed. lamp, spare belt, ac-
J-«7 ceseoTies, overhauled: £32.—Childa, Pork Rd.,
Blandford. PC1407

TRY Us.—Probably we can .'supply.-Gibb, Gough, the
Douglas Specialists, Gloucester. Douglaeee our

speciality. [X3538

2 3 h.p. 1914 Dougi.T!. 2 speeds, speedometer, lamp,
^ £38: Douglas, 1913, £29.-Corpl. French. Fenny

Stratford. [X1341

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2">4h.p.. 2-speed, kick start, splen-
did order ; £39 ; all accessories.—Wa^shinKton,

Middlewich. [X.1460

DOUGLAS, 2^;ih.p., 1914. Colonial, all accessories.
£42; also 1913 model R, £36.—Earl, 5, Heath

St., Hampstead. - [X1468

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 1914 U model; net cash £33. no
offers.—Apply, Buller Pratt, Highclifle Hou«e.

liradford, Yorks. [4048

1 Ql4 Douglas, 2-spfed, free engine, and kick starter;
X«/ 42 gns. ; absolutely perfect condition. — Julian.
Broad St., Reading. [X9192

1 Oil Douglas, new tyre^, lamp, excellent ccndition

;

Xi/ £22.-Write, Alec Holt, R.E. Meas, Gibraltar
Barracks, Aldershot. [4862

DOUGLAS, 1915, almost new, 2 speeds, run 400
miles, fully equipped; £45.—Percy and Co., 337,

Euston Rd., London. [5017

DOUGLAS, 1915, immediate delivery any 2%h.p
model, including War Office black Douglas.—

MofTat. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [9203

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed. free engine, lack starter,

lamp, horn, 900 miles; £45.—W.' H. J. Willis,

29, Newton Rd., Faversham. [X1298

"1 Q 15 Douglas, 3-speed, semi T.T. or touring bare,
-L*y lamps, horn, etc., only used 8 weeks, aa uew; £52,
—Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [4787

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, speedometer, lamps, horn,
tyre^ perfect; £43.—Poole, 131, Holden Ed.,

North Finchley. 'Phone: 329. [4927

DOUGLAS, 1915. 234h.p., 3-^Eeed, and Rally light-
weight coachbuilt sidecar : £54 ; will separate.—

Salmon, Market Place, Banbury.
'

[4763

IQlS Douglas, T.T., 2-speed, very latest model, large
Xt7 tvres, just arrived; cash offers, or exchange.—
Deane, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. [X1545

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1915, new condition throughout,
speedQpieter, lamp set, horn, tools; accept £48.

—Peacock, 274, High Ed, BaUiam. [5061

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, acces-
sories, does 44 with flapper on bracket; 40 gne.

;

after 6.—15. Gubyon Av., Heme Hill. [4816

1 Q14 Douglas, 3V'h.p., clutch, epare belt, chain,
Xt? F.E.S. lamp, tyres excellent, fast, powerful; £42.
-Glazebrook. Castle Rd., Kenilworth. [X1597

DOUGLAS, 1915, 4h.p., S-speed, kick starter, clutch,
speedometer, accessories, sparer; offers over £55.—

Apply. 122, Bromyard Ed., Worcester. [X1514

1 Q 15 4h,p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horns,Xd speedometer, practically new; £69, lowest.

—

Lieut. Bridge,»'Sobraon Barracks, Colchester. [4956

DOUGLAS V. 1914, 2 speeds, £43/10; 1911
2-speed Douglas, £29/10; exchanges enter-

tained.—Motories, 68, Horton St., Halifax. [0707

DOUGLAS, 1915, new model U's. 3-speed gear

;

also model V's, 2-speed gear; delivery from
stock.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X1512

1 Q14 T.T. Douglas, good tyres, engine recently over-
X t/ hauled, Lycett saddle, in ex-cellent condition

;

£55.—Robineon'e Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [0613

DOUGLAS, very late 1912, drip feed, 2-speed and
free, lamps, etc., tyres good, topping condition

:

£35: by appointment.—16, Eing'6 Av., Clapham. [4352

DOUGLAS T.T., new tyres, 2 speeds, speedometer.
aJl epares ; buying sidecar combination ; condition

perfect: £35.—Pieicy, 255, High St., Hounslow. [X1325

DOUGLAS, clutch, kick-starter, lamp, horn, spare
belt, tube, etc., done 4,000, perfect condition

;

£40.—Sergt. Jennison, 3/1 Bucks Batt., Avlesbury.
[X1474

"IQI5 2-j4h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, lamps, and horn,
J-*y tools, etc., not ridden 400 miles; price 44 gns.;
seen alter 7 p.m.—30, Fulham Place, Paddington, W.

[X1636
DOUGLAS, brand new 2^4h-p.. juat received from

makers, and actually ia stock, for immediate de-
livery, latent pattern all-black machine; £56/10.—Hop-
kins, Motors, Ledbury. [X1417

SPECIALBARGAIN!
;o li.p. FORD Motor Lorry, splendid tyres, high

tension magneto, 3 lamps, screen, spare lube, bocn,

jaclt, etc.

The lot. £65. Tho lot.

1915 MODELS IN STOCK.
1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, just

received 80 gni.

1915 6 h.i^. 3-spee'l J.H. Combination 84 gni.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3 h.p. SINGER, magneto, Druids, P. & M.

2-speed gear £10
20 h.p. FORD Motqr Lorry, fine puller £65
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60
1915 2-sp. 2.str. NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 pi I.

1915 B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive . . £63 fl

^^ h.p. T90S REX, M.O.V., Bnsch. B & B carb. £16
si h.p. 1909 REX de Lu.'ie, 2-5p., handle st'g £19
h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £*0

4 h.p. WOLF, chain drive, new £44

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.BBBBBaBaaaaaMaBBBasaaaBB
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31

FARLOW
i

SIDECARS.]
Built throughout in our own factory. 1

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style, i

sxquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3.

Underslung chastit

with Luggage Carriar

combined.

Splendidly made and
built for hard work. !

£10 IS

This is MODEL .Mo. I.

ABEAUTIFULLIQHT
SIDECAR.

I

PRICE 9 Guinea]. 1

Hood £2. Screen £1.

Delivery from Stock,
I

Your Agent willsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
New F.R.S. Lamp Set, shop soiled , 32/8
Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2i wheel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

^et ot Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
|

Generator, new £3 1

J li.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns,
|

i-ukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/- l

Cox Cycle Car i.,arDuretter 10/-
j

3pare Belt Carrier 3/6
Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £5

|

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £5 10 1

FARRAR'S MOTORS9
Telephone 919i, Bg
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pvOUGLAS

D^

-IQIS 2«;,h.p.
-L*7 HntcLJnson

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

FOE Sale, 1915 Douglas. 2?)41j.p., Sviipced gear, Stewart,

horn, tyres in good Londition, ridden 1,500 miles;

£45, or near offer.—Nortligate ilotor Worts, Cbicliestc-r.

[1821

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2''iliP., 2-spced, 1912, F.E.S, 800ft.

beam, new tyres, belt, large assortment spares

;

appointment: £28.-481, Moseley Rd., Birmingham.
[X1300

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%lli.p., T.T. model, like new, very

little used, complete with first-class lamp, horn,

ind speedometer: £44.—Laytons' Garage, Bieester,

Dxon. [X1677

DOUGLAS, 1915, a'iih.ri., 3 speeds, T.T., all acces-

sories, in splendid order, very fast machil?c; must
sell, best over 40 gns.—123, Queen's Rd., Finsbury
Park, N. [X1466

War Office Models, £54/12; on the
premises, no waiting. Send the cash. T.A.

;

Bicycles. Tel. : 388.—Eobinson'e Garage, Green St.,

Dambridge. [6864

kOUGLAS, I915.-Just received one War Office

model, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, complete witll lamp and
horn; £54/12.—Layton'a Garage, Bicester, Oxon-
Phone: 3b. [XI 683

"I Q13 2^peed Douglas, hardly used this year, just over-
Ji*y hauled, perfect condition; owner in army; £33,
iPM-ept.—Smith, c/o Newsjn's Garage, Palace Parade
Hornsey, N. [XI 564

DOUGLAS, 1913, model R, 2.speed, free engine,
speedometer, horn, lighting set, very carefully

used, in very good condition, and trial; £35.—31a,
Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X1562

DOUGLAS, liite 1914, 2i-ih.p., T.T., only done
1,000, special guards and Ixandle-bars, adjust-

able pulley, lamps, complete, as new; £44.—Motor
Cycle Depot, High St., Purley. [5025

23.h.p. Douglas, 1915, model U, not ridden 50 miles,
4: just as new, 3-speed countershaft gear and free

engine, complete with all tools and accessories: £50.—
Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X1551

Douglas, T.T. model, 2-speed, 26x2
tyres, as new, exceptionally fast ma-

chine, lamp, horn, and tail lamp ; £45.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. " [5126

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2?4h.p., 2-speed, Indian red, long
exhaust, do over 50, perfect condition, :£44 ; late

1914 ditto, do 50, perfect order, as new. .£46, spares;
trial arranged.—Box LI,673, The Motor Cycle Offi< es,

20, Tudor St., E.C. [6078

DOUGLAS.—We can deliver the famous Douglas
from stock, with no waiting. Send us yonr

requirements aud we will gladly give you all iuforma-
tion. Don't forget, we are the people for Dougla.=es.—
The Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [4642

DOUGLAS, late 1913, mileage 3,500, Very good con-
dition, recently overhauled, speedometer, liorn,

lamps, mirror, new cover and tube, spare cover and tube,
repair outfit, 2 suit^ overalls, goggles, insurance, spaie
valves, plugs, chain, etc.; £33; seen 27th 10-1, 30th
2-5.—Hancock, 10, Hewitt Rd., -Hornsey, N. [4759

1Q14 T.T. Douglas 2-speed. This is a very fast and
J-tf reliable mount, in absolutely perfect condition,
and is offered at the ridiculously low price of 38 gns.
This machine is many pounds elieaper than its fair

,

market value, but is offered at a specially low price to i

clear.-.Tulian, Broad St., Reading. Bigeest dealer in
Ule South. 'Phone: 1024.

"
[X07g9

Elswick.
ELSWICK Combination, 3^;^|h.p. Precision, 3-spced

Sturmcy-Archer, lamp set, spares, etc., good
condition; 29 gns.—Dale, 26, Powis St., AVoolwich.

[X1488
Enfield.

ENFIELD 2''/,h.p. Twin, 2-speed; £21.—E. Sandi-
lands, 2, Windermere Rd., Ealing [4901

ENFIELD 1916 Combination in stock; £84; order
now.-Batclietor, Clarence St., Kingston. [X1444

"1Q15 Eufield, 3h.p., 3-specd, kick starter, etc., in
-i. *J stock, new ; 50 gns.—Motor Mart, Eastbourne.

[4786
"1Q15 3h.p. Enfield, done 300 miles, absolutely as
J-iT new; £47.—169a, Lower Clapton Rd., N.E. ,

ROYAL Enfield, 1911, 2%h.p., good condition', com-
plete; £20.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

ROYAL Enfield, 3h.p., 1515, only done 400 niilcs

;

£45, pr nearest offer.—Vincent, Brentwood, Bexicv,
Kent. [4855
"PINFIELD 1915 eh.p. Combination. C.B. sidecar, all
J-i complete; 80 gns.. in stock.—Motor Mart, East-
bourne. [4792

"IQ12 2';5h.p. Royal Enfield, Just overhauled, perfectJ-" condition; first offer above £16/10; imrst sclL-
Jaruiain, Harwich. [4988
"PNFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2-spced twin, condition as
-»-' new. one month old; buj'ing larger model; £47.—
Wilson, Hartley Wintney, Hants. [4780
TfiNPIELD 1914 Bh.p. Combination, complete with
-H lamps, horn, and numbers; f58.- Wallace, 36,
Ularence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [X14a2
P'NFIELD, 1914, 6h.p., Coney speedometer- 65 gns.;
-L* very fine order.-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walti.am-
ttow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4843

NEW MODELS.
1915 ROYAL RUBY, it h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 6' h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2% b.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
191.5 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 10
lgr6 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 185 gns.
1915 WILLIAMSON 3-specd CY-CL-CA . . £120
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc. £275

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
191.5 (now) 2.! h.p. 2-speecl WOLF-J.A.P. . . £37
IQ15 NEW DIAM0ND,.2-stroke (new) £28 13
iQil 23 h;p., 2-speed, Model V, DOUGLAS £43 10
MOTCSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £10 15
ion 2! h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £26 10

FOR VALUE .

We offer a Brand New latest type (just delivered

From makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10%
discount. If you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With

REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 333^% extra?

Trade supplied.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Free-engine REX DE LUXE,

and luxurious coach-built Sidecar. Complete
with front and rear lamp, horn, pump, toolbag,
and tools £31 10

CASH BARGAINS.
1915 EXCELSIOR de l.uxe, electric liyhtincr,

horn, and speedometer, nearly new .... £74 10
19T5 h.p. Countershaft 3-spced ROYAL

RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, only
done 100 miles, co-^i iCioi 14s £79 10

19T4 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

horn, lajiips, and Swan Sidecar £59 10
1914 (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination. Offers

iqi.i 6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette. Exchanges quoted
ROVER, 3.V h.p., 3-spced, and Rover Sidecar £46 10
15 h.p. d-cvlinder RENO 5-seated Car £65

1913 s.Ui.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
19136" h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX and Sidecar £44 10
1913 3^ h.p. 3-speed TORPEDO-PRECISION

and Sidecar, require slight atieiilion . . . £29 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £37 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-5peed free-engine REX £33 10
1912 3\ h.p. N.S.U- and Sidecar £24 10
1912 si h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3i h.p.. 2-specd, grand condition. . £29 10
1912 (Nov.)' SCOTT and Sidecar £38 10
1910 3^ h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
1910 =.-() h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £26 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
F.N., 4-cylinder, magneto, spring forks .... £12 10
P. & M., 3.^ b.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-sp"ecd, F.E., twin, spring forks ... £13 10
REX, 5.^ h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3.1 h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10

S^ h.p. F.E. twin REX, specially good £17 10

£58 10 O
7-9 h.p. 2-ssater PREMIER Light Car, chain drive,

light, fast, and good hill-climber, hoed, screen,
horn, and lamps. Any trial or examination.

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE

MORGANS AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD. 3h.p., kicfc-sUrter, 2.000, Epc-edcmet
Lucas larpps and horn, spcres, un!?crat<hed: t

without accessories £45.--See "Exchange." rxi:

1 Q12 6h.p. Enfield, special wide coacliboilt "i*l-

X if seat 2, accepsories, etc. : £45, caeh or cafiy

—E. E, Jones (Garages), Lt<l., Swan-^ea, London, C...-.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1915, ran i

miles, new condition, coachbuilt sidecar, all ac«

fsories Clair silencer; trial; £80.—SauDders, Biff-

Over, Weybridge. [XI;

3 h.p. Enfield Twin. 1913i^, 2-siw^ kick .^.tart, at

matic oiling', special mudgnaid.'?, asnal acc^^^r
splendid condition ; £31 : approval.—Ranking-. iVrnlt
Vicarage, Haslemere, Surrey. fXl:

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, ooachbtiilt ^
car, the finest combination made, new, bat <lipi

shop-soiled ; special jirice, £78/10.—Wilkin^, Siuit^
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. 141

ENFIELD £84 Standard Combination, jn-t amT<
i=pc'cial deferred payment.^ for 3, 6, and 9 iDf

ments.—Lamb't^, Enfic-ld Spei-ialists, 151. Higli :

Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4(

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2 lamp^ j

generator, mirror, ^speedometer, watch, hora.vp
tyre, tool.^, aud sundry spares: a bargain, £48- 1(

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer.;miTli Bd.. I
don. [41

ROYAL Enfield Combination, £84; 3h.p. twin.
gns. ; 2i4h.p. 2 stroke. 38 gns; immediate

livery all models.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light I

lOJ

Co., Ltd.. 7. Bath Rd. Exeter, and 28,-Tavistock 1

Plymouth.

6 h.p. Royal Eufield Motor Bicycle and ^d.'.-itr, 19
2-speed- combination, property of an otJiv^r go

to the Front, includes all accessories and speedomei
£67/10: opportunity.-Seen at Wauchope's, 9.

Lane, Loudon. [Xl;

ENFIELDS, all models actually in =to<*k.-6I
combinations, 3h.p. 2-sneed twins, T.T.

touring models, also 2Vih.p. 2-speed 2-stroke.—P.
Evans, 87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham,
trolling district agent, W!

ROYAL Enfield and sidecar, 6h.p., 1915, pnrclu
new in July lQt:t, complete with lamps, gt=ner«t'

mirror, watch, horn, and mechanical hern, perfect,

new; any trial by appointment.—W. Gcil, The H
Edgware. *r]ione Gerrard 179. [4i

ENFIELD 1914' 6h.p. Coach Combination, Bcn
Watford trip and watch, large F.R.S. set, Lv

hoofer, electric side and gas tail lamps, tyre-s perl
whole outfit good as new; £70. cost £100.—Femho
Manchester Rd., Thornton Heath. I4i

ROYAL Enfield Combiuatiou. 6h.p., 1915. iifw 1!

frame, aud sidecar chassis only just littixl, li(

Frodsham speedometer, and lighting «et. 3 ^uup-. sp
did condition; a bargain; £50. or clo?e cff>'r.—Can
seen by appointment with F., 30, Sisters At.. Clapl
Common. I*

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR {-\juerican), 1915, 3-^p(^d mcd*U
livery from stcek; £80; favourable excia

quotjitions.—Laj'tou's Garage, Bic*e«tcr, Oson. [Xli

EXCELSIOR (American). 1915. 7-9h.p , 3 spe
coachbuilt sidecar, electric equipiuent. in piri

running order; 50 gn-s.; sacrifico.—Percy aud Co.,
Euston Rd., London.

, [9

EXCELSIOR (American), standard £80. do I

£90; exchanges quoted: swb-agents wante
Yorkshire distributors, Halifax Motor Excbti
Horton St., Halifax. t©

FOR Sale, or part exchange. 3J«h.p. Excelsior 1

cycle, thoroughly overhauled, br.ind new nw(C.t

tyrod, stand, new handle-bars. footbo;irds, and
brake; offeia nearest £12 secures.—Walker, Bradenh
Thetford, C*

Forward.
FORWARD 2"?ih.i\ Ti\in. 1914 model. 3-9P

gear, complete with all accessories, cxreedii
last: price £28.—Watichope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Londi

EXlfl
F.N.

F.X, 2^111. p., seen limning, must sell; bargaiu, £5
-45, Clinrc-h Ed., Acton. {X\

F.N.. late 4',;.-5h.p., 4 cvls.. mag., ivins ncll; *12/
—1, Ebncr St., Wandsworth. [3fl

F.N., 4^^yl., 1912, 2-si)cecl, clutch, kick.starlffltj.4

—Eail, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. tXl

F.N.. 4-cvl., perfect nmninp order: £16: nffcts,

o-liauge.-60, St. Stephen's Rd., Eufleld Wmo.
14

F.N., 1911-12, 4-eyl., 4-5h.p., excellent mniiing or

clutch model : 14 gns.—Loneiuan, 1, Kittfi,'

Acton. P
F.N., 4.cvl., ju.^t thoTottpLIy overhauled br

perfect condition: £18.—Cherry, I.eiu;ter PI
E-nyiw.iter. l«

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., Bosch, undcrBeor«l pu
B B., pood condition: barg.iin, £9.—Brook, Skip

Poulton-le-Fylde. ISO

F.N., 5h.p., 4cyl., 1912 model, 2 spares, oini

lamp, horn, and all tools, good tyres, has b
ridden very little: would accept £25.—^trs. Bi

Hermougers, Budgwick. Susses. fS

A32 All letters relnting to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

rv;VIS No. I'd and Populare. niid 2 speeds in etoelr

:

J specitil dt'lcrrtHl tonus.— l.junh's, 151, Iligli St..

IVninmiilstow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green. [4835

LKVIS. SVlh.p., 2-speed, December, 191d. Hi)loudi<l

lOliditiun. Lueaa hiinpf^, liorn. upecdonvcter, fo.it-

Slielttcld

>aros, complete; i)50. -Simpldn, 32, Stende Ed
[X1239

LKVIS 2-strol;e Motor Cycles, latest 1915 mndrls.-
Sole linndon and district unenta. Cars and Motor

Snndries, Ltd., 175-177, SliaftesbuiT Av., Loudon, W.C
'riKiiio; 1432 Resent. [0711

Vili-P'» as new. run 200 miles,
lamp, generator, horn. Hnrcourt radia-

lors: £26; satisfactory reason selling.—Huglies,
Ucadowside, Trenthain. Start?. [XI 439

1Qt5 Levis Popular,
JiO Lucas

LEVIS 1915 Model de Luxe, 2MH.p.. 2-strol;e, 2Tipeed,
Rood tvrcs, Pedlej- lamp, h.>rn, speedometer, llest

ind Llojd. new cuuuiUon throui^hont ; cost over £50

:

.liijib anything, TOiy eeonomical: £36.—"Baker, North
iurrey SchooJ, Anerley, S.E. [5043

Lincoln-Elk.
LIXCOLN Elk, 1913"'2, 2>4h.p., lightweight, excellent

condition; trial any time; £14
Mostyn CJarage,

. owner enlisted,
Akerman Ed., Erixton, London. [5065

L.RLC.

L.M.C., March, 1915, 3iih.p., S-speed Sturmey-
Archer conntershalt, ,in good condition; £45.—

Kairehild, Lavenham, Suffolk. [5009

L.M.C. 3M;h.p. Combination, Bosch, spring forks, en-
gine iust overhauled by makers, strong wicker

;hair; ^15.—Jennings, Sampford Peverell. Tiverton.
[X1580

Matchless.
8h-p . Matchless-Jap, 1913'i, 2-speed, with or without

sidecar.—Buckworth, Hunstanton. (D) [X1305
MATCHLESS Combination, sh.p.. 2-speed. lamp,

speedometer, etc.—216, Lake Ed.. Portsmouth.
[X1G89

Qh.p. Late 1912 2-«peed Matchless, all acceworiee,^ and new coachbuilt sidecar;
Barnet Hill, Xew Barnet.

Olh.p. MiitchJess, 1912,

£42/10.—Newton
[5118

. renovated, overhauled 1915,
new Dunlops, complete, perfect; £25.-5, Priory

St.. Stockingford, Nuneaton. [X1607

I Q13 7h.p. Matchless, Canoelet sidecar, all accessories;-l^ £55. cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages).
Ltd., Swansea, London. Cardiff. [0721

"IQ13 Sh.p, Matchle^ Combination, epeedometer. ac-
-•-f cecsories, oversize tyres, lovely condition- £47/10.
-3, Dingwall Gardens, Golder's Green. [S6138
IITATCHLESS, 7h.p. J.A.P., F.E., 3 speeds, coach
^'A sidecar, wind screen, 2 lamps, horn, and acces-
OTies; £37—107, Lea Ed.. Northampton. [S1519
VTATCHLESS, 1912, 6h.p.. exceUent condition, 2-™ ^V!^^^

'^^- ^" ""'^ elutoh, just overhauled, lamps;
E30.-Capt. Miles, E.M.L.I., H.M.S. Impregnable,
Uevonport. (D) - "

[X1302
\TATCHLESS 1915 Combination, model 8B, sidecar*" ...th hood, gcreen, lamps, generator, speedometer,
torn, spare tyres, etc, nearly new; price £80.-Boat
leJd, Torrington.

I
Q13 Matchless,L^ car. as new.

[X1500
8H, 2-speed. with Matchless side-
not soiled, owner unable to useame owmg to ill-health ; offers wanted. — Millard'i

uotors. Guernsey, ^ [4964

M'ATCHLESS-J.A.P., 8h.p.. 1914. chain drive com-
-'-« binatron, krck starter, new tyres, speedometer.

.''JS"''^??^'''^ •
"^"^t *55: everything like new; eacriflce

.62.-ctunery, 33. Loudon Ed.. Wembley. [4858
YfATCHLESS. 3Vj.4h.p.. 1913. late, and coa.h
--». bulecar, 2-speed, kick start, speedometer, lamps,
'"'" '>""»-="-»- splendid running order; £36; alter

Ehiewbank, Kentish Ed., Belvedere.
(5050

-.30.—Fincham,
Cent.

yTATCHLBSS Combination, East«r, 1915, 8B 7h p.

u
^^y- engine, Lucas dynamo set, electric horn,

n accessories, fast and perfect; trial given; £90. no
flers-Smith, 70, High Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Xanchester. [492'g

VT^-^r'J?-^?^.?'
'-Sh.p., 2-speed countershaft, chain,'J- Millford Empress 1915 sidecar, speedometer. Lucas

acK lamp, P. and H head lamp, long horn, brand new
vres on cycle; bargain, £59.—Lawrence, 30, Harriet
lews, Sloane St., Knightsbridga [5053
Sh.p. 1912»i Mafohless-Jap, Armstrong VTL 3 speeds,
-> tree engine, kick starter, 26x2V<. rims, Dunlop
iTes new condition, 16in frame, very powerful, perfect
raer, Im. belt, tools, Neptune quickflt sidecar; £59 —
5, Charles St., Commercial Ed., London, E. [X1581
IfATCHLBSS 19141/, gjj Combination, fitted with
7j»„ °°^.,^?''^^°' .'"^iw. senerators. Matchless tandem
laecar, Pilhon with back-rest. Dunlops nearly new:
80

;
seen by appointment.-Oorpl, Archer, 58th (Lon-

oai Div., Eedhonsa Park, Ipswich. Tel.; 727. [4847

Minerva.
liflNEEYA, 3V„h.p., ma?., running order; £12.-61,'A Kennington Park Ed.. S.E. [4765
lih.p^ Minerva, just re-bushed and re-bored, Bosch,
:=-4 benspray. Druids, new E.H. Dunlops and belt,
I

rapped frame, perfect running order; £20.—Johnson,
iiereside, Cark-in-Cartmel. mm;

I

Extended Payments
and Exchanges

arranged for any make of

New Motor Cycles.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
ALLON, 2-spccil morlcl £38 17
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 h.p.,3-sp. mod. £80
Ditto Willi IJRhtiii!; set and speedometer . £90
BLACKBURNE, 35 h.p-, 3-sp. countershaft

I

gear, and clutch £67 9
BRUUGH, Model C, sspced Sturmey-Archer

countershaft gear, and clutch £63
CONNAUGHT Miniature. 2,\ h.p., 2-stroke . . £28 12

I

CONNAUGHT, standard model £36 16
ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. Combination £84
HAZLEWOOD, 5-6 h.p., 3-spced Combina-

tion, with screen £88
JAMES, 4j h.p., 3-speed Combination £80 9
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F £78 5

Ditto iModel J £86 13
I
J.H., 2\ h.p., :-speed £38 4
SERVICE .Miniature, ij h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp. £33

I SERVICE, ijh.p., 2-spced, Sidecarette £52 10

I

METRO, Sporting model £28 10

Also RUBY, O.K. JUNIOR, DOUGLAS,
WOLF, MOTOSACOCHE,
etc., in STOCK.

oe ^0-

\^tfA\>0«^'

..a^^'

,^^-:ii^'

ce^^r,.,:'

FOR
VALUE in

I

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES, we are

unequalled.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
if desired.

No. SPECIFIC.Vno.'-I. Price.

Cgr. DOUGLAS, r9r4 model, smgle speed . £32 10 I

704. TRIUMPH (late 1912), 3-sp. and clutch £35 |

566. P. & M. Combination, igr4, \vith all

lamps, lugga.ge grid, tools, spares, etc. £60 j

6S6. EXCELSIOR, rgis, 2J h.p., 2-stroke,
with 2-speed gear and clutch, lamps £35 I

635. ROVER, 3,^ h.p., I9r2, tree engine
model, nice order £28

470. BAT-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2 speeds and cane
side-entrance Sidecar £32 10

622. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. (late 1914),
2-speed, with spares, etc £30 j

FULL LIST, POST FREE.

M
M

M

6

[S1612j

AH letters relating to advertisements Baould it'-iote the number at the end of eacli adv

MOTOR CYCKHS FOR SALE.
MotO'Ueve.

OTOItKVK. 2i,/.h.i).. 1M-W ln-It. ov(-rbunIwI ; £12112
I, Manor Hd., Htolci; NfuliiKtoii. 14619

OTO-UKVIC for Bfile, niajr. iKiiillon, in riiimliiK

[4773

MotuRacoche.
OTORACOOllK, B00(] (-nkT. icnily to tUU nwoy;
£6/10.-21, llurnloy UU:, 8t<;rkwoll. [4890

21.h.p. Motosacocho, 1913, BoKch, B. and B., Rood
i2 tyrea; £14.—Hawkina, 18, Tennynon lid., I.uton

Beds. [4973

MOTOSACOCHE. iy,h.p.. mag., jockey pulley;
£10/10, or rear olfur.—Socn alter 7 o'clock, 32,

King's At., Clai)liani, S.W. [4893

MOTOSACOOHK, ZVjI^.V; 1912, free engine, nne-o-n-
dition, good tyres, lamp, Lorn ; photo; £17 -

G.N.G., W&ldeck, Loudon Ed., Newcastle, Staffs. rX154e

New Hudson.
3ili.p. New Hudyon and Sidecar, 1914; £55.—Green.

2 Haverfordwest. CX1328

h.p. New Hudson and Sidecar: cost 80 gns. 1914.
£58.—Gieen, Haverfordwest. [X1329

1 Q 14 New Hudson Combination, 3V'^41i,p., 3-3poed,
A*' just been overhauled; £45.-26, Digbeth. TTali^ali.

CK1411
1 Q13V? 3'/oh.p. New Hudson, cane sidecar, good con-
i-t^ dition, spares: 5e38.—H. Johnson, 89, Church
St., Whitby, [X1573

NEW Hudson Lightweight, single-speed, 1915
model, very little used; £24.—Pullen, The

Garage, Sittingbourne. [5037

1 Q14 New Hudson, Sh.p., grey rombination ; cost £90,
J-*/ with accessories and speedometer; £65.—Flint,
158, Church Rd.. Hove. [X1406

NEW Hudson, 3V-h.p., 3 speeds, 1914, in ideal good
order, epeedometfer, lamps ; 30 gna-—Percy and

Co., 337, Enaton Ed., London- [5018

O-ih-P- New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-3peed model, in extra
'^4: good condition and running order; price £32/10.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X15:?S

NEW Iludson, 2-3trDke, from £36; all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..
Plymouth. [0603

4 h.p. New Hudson and MiUs-FuHord Coanhbuilt Side-
car, 1913-1914. 3 speeds and clntch, excellent

condition throughout; any trial; £40.—Ling, 35, Ditch-
ling Rd., Brighton. [S1567

NEW Hudson.—Four lightweights in stock, big six

due first week November; deferred paj-ments if

desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., WaJthamstow, and 50,

High Ed., Wood Gieen. [4839

NEW Hudson, 3V2h.p., conntershart 3-spee(a gear-
£63 ; delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle

;ind Light Car Co.. Ltd.. 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and
?.3, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

NEW Hudson-Jap. 4h.p., S-speed, F.E., drip feed,

with new Watsonian sidecar, with wind screen
and apron, lamps, all accessories; ^41/10, or separate.
—Lucas, 390, High Rd., Chiswick. [X1632

6 h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and free engine model,
fitted with a 2-seat. coachbuilt Bowser sidecar.

speedometer, lamp, Lucas rear light; the complete turn-
out, £57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[S1527
NEW Hudson Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-3peed gear,

clntch. kick starter, new car outer cover back
wheel, with new Dunlop inner tube, everything in thor-

ough good order, lamp, horn, etc., 1914 model, put intt-

use Mari:h this year; accept £58/10.—Arthur Eeli, Higl.
St., Marlborough. [4025

N'EW Hudson Big Sh.p. 3-speed Combination,
specially built sidecar, speedometer, born, wind

screen, hood, luggage carrier, 2 F.R.S. Major lamps,
and spares, perfect order; cost £90 last year, accept
£65; seen any time by appointment.—25, Landgrove
Rd., Wimbledon Park. [5029

New Imperial.

1Q15 New Imperial, 2V2h.p., 2 speeds; £36/15; de-
XtJ livery. from stock.—Nightingale and Co., Crawley.

[X0941
NEW Imperials, single-speed, bought June, 1915, lite

new; £27.—Woodcock, Mineral Cottage, Low Mocr,
Bradford. [X1344

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, variable mag..
adjustable footboards, slightly used; £33.—

Latham, Lodge Rd., Southampton. [X1643

NEW Imperial-Jap Light Tonrit^ts; both models in
stock, with and without clutch and kick starter.-

Crow Bro3.. 190, High St, Guildford. [4596

1Q14 New Imperial-Jap, 2-t5peed, very little used, in
JLiJ splendid condition, complete with lamps, and
horn; £28.-Reynolds, Arcade, Bognor. [XI 100

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915. 2\Qi.p., 2-speed. lamps,
horn, new spare cover, tools, etc.. splendid con-

dition; £30.—Latham, Lodge Rd., Southampton.
CXI 642

NEW Imperial-Jap, latest model, in stock, 2Voh.p.
2-speed, variable mag., adjustable footboards^ im

proved cnain cover, etc;; £37/18.-Latham, Lodge Rd
Southampton. [X1641

ertisement, and the dote of the issue, a.^-
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[0736

2-stroke, 2-iNEW Ryder-Villiers, -„.„., ^'----
-, ,

Au-'ust, 1914, lamps, footboards, etc., complete;
" — " " '" [X1630

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
,New Imperial.

01 lip- Imperial-Jap, 2-speed. almost new, speedo-

/W2 meter, etc.; £27/10.—Brown, 1, Heather Cot-

tages, South Rd.. Hayv^ards Heath, Sussex. [4960

1015 2'Ah.v. New Imperial JA.P., 2-speed, actually

JlJ in stock; price 35gns.; exchanBe3;ea.=;y terms.

—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X640a

NEW Imperial-Jap, November, 1914, a^h p., 2-speed,

P and JX. lamp and generator, excellent condi-

tion; £25.-Box Ll,670, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20

Tudor St., E.C. [5°75

NEW Imperials in Stock for immediate delivery, light

tourist, kick-starter, and ladies models; prices

from 35 gns.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and district

agent, 87-91, John Bright St. W905

NEW Impcrials.-The motor cycles of guaranteed

reliability, fitted with J.A-P. engines and tool-

proof countershaft gears; prices from 35 gns., and de-

livery from stock.-The Cohiioie Depot, 31, Kenshaw

St., Liverpool. C''^'"'

in 15 New Imperial-Jap, 2-specd. lamp, horn, etc., all

Xtf in beautiful condition; owner going to j^Tjnt,

mu^t sell at once; machine cost £40, and is honestly

worth £35, great bargain, 27 gne.-Owner, c/o Julum,

Broad St., Beading. 'Phone: 1024,

New Ryder.
2V2h.p.

-. „„_„.., ., .s, footb

£25—Ransom. 11, Whittam St., Burnley.

Norton.

FAMOUS T.T. Norton, just arrived; £50, or T.T.

Douglas and cash adjustment.-Jones, 69, tign

St., Hereford. [X164S

1 m5 Norton, 3V.h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley, abso-

ly hitPly in stock; £54; exchanges, easy terms_--

Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X1486

ini5 Norton Big Four, Sturmey-Arehei 3-speed

i-if countershaft, ciain and belt, absolutely in stock;

£64/10. plus 5%; exchange, easy terms.-Julian, Broad

St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X1487

N.S.U.

NS v., 6-8h.. twin, 2^speed gear, large coachbuilt

sidecar, car size tyres, full eguipment, an excep-

tional outfit, in new condition; £45.-Tuke and Bell,

Ltd., Motor Department, Carlton Engineering Works,

High Rd., Tottenham, N. l''!''"

N.U.T.

T ftl4 N U T. 3i/,h.p. Tw'in, complete with lamp, horn,

X.U and tools, "very fast machine; ie33/10.-Young

and Herbert, Evesham. [i.lb3b

O.K,

lfil4 O.K., 2-«peed, very good condition, splendid

-La running order; £22.-Moorhouse, Joiner, Melt-

ham. '•'^^^

OK 2h p., 2-speed, 1915, Druid forks and mud-
guards, capital condition; £22.—Millard's Motors.

Guernsey. \.n^&2

OK, new 1915 model; customer having purchased

aiad paid for machine, is now unable for private

reasons to take delivery, and offers the machine complete

with horn at the specially low price of £28.—Apply,

O.K., c/o Julian, Broad St., Reading. [0737

OmeSn.

OMEGA, 1915, run 40 miles. 3h.p

lutely ae new, perfect; £32.-

Surrey. „
Peco.

TO 15 (June) 23/jh.p. Peco, 2-stroke, 2-speed, all-black

iSV finish, coachbmit lightweight sidecar, Lucas

lamps, carefully used, perfect everywhere; any tinil;

42gns.-Cole, 77, Barlow Moor Rd., Didsbury, Man-

chestei. '
..

[SI 40 5

P. and M.

P.
and M. 1912, 3V.h.p., 2 speeds, good condition;

trial; £32.-J. Dibb, Albion St., Otley. [X1392

LATE 1913 P. and M, and access.iries, in good con-

dition; £43.-223, High Rd., Kilburn. [4991

1 O09 P and M., 3i/.h.p., splendid condition; trial;

X-iJ £19.-Hole, 129." Park Lane, Carshalton. [4940

TO 15 P. and M., 2-speed, new condition; £40;
-li/ approval.-39, Belmont Park Rd., Leyton.

•

[5034

LATE 1912 P. and M., 3iAh.p., 2-speed, and Mont-
gomery sidecar; £34.-6, Cairns Rd., Rediand,

Bristol. [X1568

P.
and M., 1914, S'/.h-p., 2-speed gear, chain drive,

complete, conditi.-m as new; £48.-Colmore Depot,

Cohnore Row, Birmingham. [5110

1Q11 P. !>nd M., and coachbnilt eidecnr, smart and
i-fJ reliable, fullv equipped, many spares; £30, rc.ir

barBain.-41, Ashlord Rd., Crlcklewood. [4941

"I
Q09 P. and M., 2 speeds, free engine, excellent run-

-L^ ning condition; trial by appointment; £18,
lowest.—Rigby, Mulgrave Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [X1472

PHELON and Moore, 1913','2, Cauoelet sidecar, apron,

Watford speedometer, lamps, spare valve, tube, etc.,

just overhauled; £50.—Smith, 131, Queen's Rd., Wimble-
don. [X1620

P.
and M., 1913, 2-speed, kick starter, under.^lnng
sidecar, luggage and petrol carrier, had little use

;

644, or near ofler.-Spurling, Tlie Cottage, 2, Broudes-
bnry Park, N.W; [4865

2-speed,- abso-
Webb, Belmont.

[4986

i
78 SAJ
36 o £^:
29 lo s;^

aCTU/JLLV ffM SfQCH. i^i—~""*~'~"^"~"""~"^—^^~ rgjg
JA YIES, 1916, U )i-Po combinaCioQ £76 13 fM
B.S.A., 1916. model K, beltcum-chain, ^tn

.i speed - 62 O S^lENFIGLD, 1915, combination . • 84 O ^VM
.,__ Also electric moilel- • 100 O f^dl
yfa INDIAN, model C, aideear to suit. ™"
"*' "" ll and 22 cms. ....

NEW-HUDSON, model C. 2.atrok6.
2-apeed, li.:htweight

Model ,\ -

Model E • - - 31 _
HARLEY-DAYIDSON. model F - 78 S

Model J, electric ailv equipped - 86 13 HV
Al! pra-Biidget niodyla njw 80ld, 53fSUN de Luxe. 2Ui.p. - 29 8 if

CALTHORPE,a-3peed,2-atroke - 31 7 r

2-str., single Bp. £27 14 S k

Jap i-suecd - -£36 15 f.
Sinfile speed - - ZJ 15 SA

ALLDAY'S ALIiON,2-ap..2-8troke 38 17 Rr*
Siiit:le3p..2'Str. 3110 IjRJb

IMPERIAL-JAP. 2-apeed. if with VS
^-^ variable magneto, 23/- extra 35 gns. ^|^
!£$) CON NAUGHT, S-strolie. standard fAffi

SEft '"^<i 's, 21 h.p.. semi T.T. bars -£3S 3 f^M
SftS WjLF 2^ S h.p., 2-stroko - 25 S Wa
t£^ LEVIS, Ko. 1*6 • • -35 17 %na
VKii Populars. . 28 1 fc-V

ARIEIj.5-6 h.p., comljinntion . . 90 16 Mfl?

m
w

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, O.K.
mark 4 junior . - - 31 gns,
NEW-HUDSON deLuxe,2.3peed -£40 O

srcQiyo-Haw/o

OVTFITS FOR SaLE.

i
m

HARLBY-DAVIDSON, 11.1, eiec.
equipped. 7-9 h.p., Bramble aidecar,
nearly new - . - -£85 O

ARISL. Si h.p.. 1913 S.speed, Swan
sidecar, very Good order - 38 10

TRIUnPH 1913-4, clutch model, fine _
condiriou - . - 37 10 li^JI

BAT-JAP. 1913, 8 h.p.,2-speed.coach $£Vt
combination . - - 50 O Weat

F.N.. 1914, 7 h.p., 2-aeiitcr sidecar,
speedometer, ridden only 1500 miles,
D. \.li.jlitini^.set - - - - 75 OTRIUMPH 1911, fixed gear model 23 10

InDIAN, 19U, clutch mod'^l, T.T.
bar'.Ci icaahom.liiigeMi ler lampaet SOgns.CLYNO, 1914 S-speed combination,
2-seater. sidecar accessor iea, ridden
wee endaonly £69 10SUN BEAM. I9l5,:!ih,p..3-3p. combina-
tion electric and Slewart born.genuine

VS Sunbeam sidecar - - - 75 o
ij ENFIELD, 1914, 6 h.p., with Cowey
* spee^iometer - - - 65 gas
i TRIUMPH. 1914, ;S-sp..allQccQ33orie3,
M tine condition - - .£45 O
' WOLp-JAP, ridden only 700 miles 22 gns.LEVIS. Popular 1915. ridden approx.

700 m les - . £29 10
CON NAUGHT, 1915, 2-3oaCer, ridden
approx. 400 mles - - 30 gns.CHATBR LEA, 1912, Jap, 6 h.p..
2-i..eed, Premier coach sidecar, all red

..^^ ilnish- - ... 40 gns.
E5*i CHATER LEA car, 8 h.p., 3-speed.
W*m water-cooled, hood, screen • 90 gns.

sSfi Sfdecat's in Stock:

m

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
and M., genuine, late 1913. 3i,..h.p., re-enamelled,
overbalned, and tuned by P. and .M. expert.

new Rempshall covers, guaranteed: £48.-193. Broom-
wood Rd., Clapham Common. S.W. '5098

P.
and M. Combination, 4h.p., F.E.. 2-speed. stronj,

smart, good going order, complete with spare
tyres, tools, acetylene lamp, and give any examination
and trial; JE26.—Fisher, Stoke Manor, Cobham, Surrey.

[4961

Peugeot.
61i.p. Peugeot, eideear, mag.. Mabou, Druid-; <ld,

bargain.—53, Three Colts St., Limehouse. JE. [5130

PEUGEOT, 3V2I1P., new Boseh and tank. B. and B.,

fine running order: £13.-20, Empress Av., Sottlh

Chine ford. [4<'54

Precision.

SiLh.p. 1913 Precision, wicker sidecar; £32.—PybaH.
4 70, Market Place, Great Tannoiith. [11435

PEECISIOIf, Bh.p., excellent condition. 3-spe«t
gear bo.\, 700x80 back tyre, Phcenix sidecar

with child's seat, splendid hill-climber; 50 gns.—Tigg,
11, Bigwood Rd;, Golder's Green. N.W. 'Phone:
Finchley 944. ;4916

Premier.
PEEJIIER, 1913, 2Hh.p., excellent condition : £17/10.

—74, Wrentham Av., 'Willesden. l4883

TOl^ Premier, 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, eseelleot c-Ddition:
i-if £36.-Nightingale and Co., Crawley. IS0939

Oih.p. Premier, 191314, 3-speed hub. clutch, 1.500
^Z miles, excellent condition; £25.—Edwards. 22.

Braekenbury Rd., Hammersmith. [4756

PEEJIIER, 1914, 3i.2h.p., pejfect order, all acces-

sories ; absolute bargain, little used, 35 gns.—B03
9,491, The Motor Cycle Ofices, Coventry. [X1402

PEEIUEE, 3y.,h.p., 1912, overhauled, perfeet condi
tion, lamp, etc.: £23.—Sergeant Colqnhono. Eain-

gally, Cupar, File. 2-6peed gear clutch, 70/-. fX1230

31h.p. Premier, 1914. just overhauled, gcod tyre*.

2 Jones speedometer, lamp, bom, single gear ; £3E
—Box 9,490. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry, (li

[S.1400
1Q14I,;, Premier, .'i'/'h.p., fixed gear, sound climber
Xtf excellent condition, lamp, horn, (speedometer

done 2,000 miles; cost £55. sell £38.—T.G.M., 26. CroX'

teth Ed., Liverpool. (D) [X1401

PEEinEE, date 1913, 3'.«h.p., 2-speed countershott
free engine, clutch, with 1915 gear box am

attachments, Millford ccachbuilt sidebar, lamps, spar*

tvres, one new, splendid condition ; £45.—Stone. Gkn
cairn Park Ed.. Cbeltenliam. !X150<

"I 013 21^ h.p. Premier, engine overhauled, and fiaOM
-Lt/ re-enamelled by makers in January last, tyr...s am
plating as new. speedometer, front and rear lamiK
spares, a nice, fast, little machine; £20.—Sergt. Whir-
ton. East Cavalry Barracks, Alderehot. [S1397

P.V.

P.v., 6h.p. J.A.P.. 3 speeds. F.E., clutch. «piine

frame, coachbuilt sidecar: £36.-66, Honlev Bd.

Catford. - t»7SC

Quadrant.
4ib.p. Quadrant, 1914. 3-sreed. splendid condition,

4 all accessories; £37/10.—169a, Lower Clapton

Ed.. N.E. [XJSl!

1 QIO 3','.h.p. Guadrant, £12, "some goer"; trial Satur
-I-tF day afternoon, or any time Sunday.— Grey,

Hi-the Ed.. Willesden Junction, London, N.W. [4781

Rndmill.

RADMILL. 3i..h.p. free engine, pedal start, condilioj

as new; £50. complete.—Colmore Depot. 31, Q»

1

Of*

f

on

SfA Watsonian, Canoelet, Harley- &>M

B^ Davidson. Indian, Swan, ^J
Mills-Fulford. Phoenix

Occessofitis,

Huge Stock always on hand.

Defei'i-ed IPayments.

down ana 12 instalments

1

i 50

'M

*&* Special Discounts for 3,6 and 9 ^^
^^ instalments. Allowances— ti^
\^9i Exceptional prices for ""*'

Ej^ up-to-date outfits.

DEPOT:
I, High Rd., Wood Green. '4

Phane: 1056 Honisoy. ^(Under New Manaifenient.) ^

/«;« 151, High Street, Ualthamstow, N.E. lk
K>arf Hours . to 8.30. inchulin»; Sat. ; Thnra., 9 to 1. l^^^^m 'Phone: 169 Waltliamatow. f^y
l»n5D:do9.HoeSt..u E.R. 6 inins.Walthainatow M n. ^^

All letters relatiiic to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each a

I"'

more Ed . Birmingham. r5io<

Rex.

REX, 3'(>h.p., battery, good tyres, wants overhauling

fS.-Lewis, St. Mary's St., Monmouth, [XlJSS

3 ill. p. Eex. free engine. Bosch mag., good rondition:

2 £15.—Lavzell, 44, Vict.ria Ed.. Chelmsfcnl.
{481!

LATE 1913 Rex. 4h.p., 2-speed. F.E.. and sidertr

ill perfect condition; £33.-Clark. 48, Bntke a
Senntliorpe. [X143*

REX aud sidecar, 1912. twin-cyl., 2 6pee<l.s. F^B
handle starter, all accessories: £35.-77, TjrwMr

Kd.. St. John's, S.E. \14»1'

6 h.p. New 1914 Twin Rex Motor Cycle, 3-spejd

countershaft and chain drive; ;e59.—Wanclwp**
9. Shre Lane, London, [xisze

3ih p Eex. spring forks, B. and B. carbutetto,

2 h.b.c. mag., in running order: £7.—T. MnaiSi
Gosberton. Spalding. rsisss

1Q13 Ee.x. 6h,p.. and sidecar, 2 speeds, free engftie

Xir and accessories : £36. bargain.—ColmoTc l-'Cpol

31. Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [5Ui

3ih.p. Rex. 2-speed, handle starter, Bosch, Ante
2 Whittle, lamp, pertect order; £16; enameUe(

srey.—Eaihvay Garage, Staines. (5132

REX S'ih.p.. mag.. B.B., new T.T. bars, lamps, horn

new Huiilop belt, very low. good condition: K
i;iis,-2-4, Dcrbv Ed,. Chesterfield- (\094-

RISX Combination. 1913. 5.6h.p.. 2-sl>ccd. hM*
starting: £34; exchange ligbtwcight.-BlKI

White House, .•\roershom Vale, New Cross. IS<«>

dvertiseraent. and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

I EX 6h.p. 2-speod t^oachhuilt Combination, de-

j tiverod AiifiUst. 1915, only dono 150 raik-s; coat
'7/10, iioccpt £59/10.-ColUor, Uoal St., Halilax.

[0706
>EX Late 1913 6h.p. Conibiniition. 2-speed, lu'ccs-

\i eories, t^pines. speedometer, coudition eseellent

:

S. or near oUn.— Brndley, 226, ClHiddoek I,nne,

oth-fonn. [X1452

914 Rex 6ii.p. Combination, 3-speod, ehoin drive,

ronrhbuilc sideciir, pureliusod Oetnber, 1914, in
fert condition ; list priee £85, what offer?— CiUdicott
i l-'elthiuu. Cross Cheaping, Coventry. [X1261

Rex-Jap.
h.p. Res-iTap Combiuntion, eoaLllbnilt sidecar, and

Hciessorios : £55.—Coliuore Depots 31, Colmore
W, Birminghnui. [5108

Roc.
h.p. Koc, Bosch, Prnidg, pood order: £12.—Quertier,

SliusfoJd. Horsliani, [X0989

h.p. Roc, 2-speed. torpedo sidecar, overhauled;
iCl?/ 10.-205, Spring Hall Lane, Halilax. [X1578

(OC. 1911. 6h.p., sidecar seats 2, 2-speed, F.E,.
t Boscli, recently overhauled, owner active service,
a any time; £23.-26, Shaa Rd., Acton. [4913

Rover.

915 Rover, 3" speeds; immediate delivery; £66/10.—
Nightingale and Co., Crawley. [S0942

ITE 1913 Rover, flee engine, only been rnnninp
f '2 months.-Buckworth, Hunstnnt.m. (D) [X1304
I OVER, 1914, 3-speed, free engine, very good condi-
J tioD: £42.—Norman. Stansted, Essex. [X1299

915 Rover, T.T., Philipson. speedometer, lamps, not
900 miles; £43.—Nightingale and Co., Crawley

[X0940
OVER, 3>Ah.p., 2-speed, free engine, lamps, coach-

' bnilt sidecar; £38.-124, Hambrough Rd., Southall.
i:4S85

[115 3'.'..b.p- Rover Motor Cycle, countershaft gear,
^ excellent condition; £54, complete.—Haynes Bros.,
1., Maidstone. [X1241
OVER, 1912 frame, 1913 engine, 3-speed, clutch,

' just overhauled, all accessories; £29.- D. H. West.
Holyhead Rd., Coventry. [X1403
3 new, 3r{,h.p. Rover combination, complete with

full range of accessories; £69.—Colmore Depot.
Colmore Row. Birmingham. [5113

OVER Combination, late 1913, 3-speed, clutch,
' speedom-?ter, and accessories; splendid condition:
'—15, Park Parade, North Finclley. [4918
113 sy.h-p. Rover, 3-speed gear, lamps, horn, acces-
^ series, with Wolbrown sidecar, exceptional con-
on; £38.- Gilpin, Garage, Gildersome, Leeds. [X1570
!114 Rover. 3-speed, free engine, complete with lamp,
' horn and numerous spares, in splendid condi-
i; £45.—Dodwel), 35, Queeu's Rd., Coventry. [X0519
OVER, 3h.p., B. and B., TJ.H. mag., Armstrong
Hark V., good mechanical condition: £16, or

rest. — Powell, " Beaufort," Hawkesbury, Upton,
' [5012
OVER, 1915, 3ijh. p., T.T. models, in stock, with
hand-contiolled Philipson pulley; ^£56; exchanges

jxtended terms.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,
nomile St., E.C. [0481

OVER, 1913, 3-speed and free engine model, fitted
with a Rover coachbuilt sidecar; the combination

iplete. including accessories; 40 gns.—Wauchops's,
^hoe Lane, Lordou. [X1525
OVERS.—Immediate delivery all models, 3V?h.p.
sporting models, with Philipson pulley, de luxe

inbuilt combination. . and 3-speed countershaft
iels.—P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham and dis-
t agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [4906

Royal Ruby.
th.p. Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, 2-specd, new; £33/10,
* or part exchaug© for cycle car or combination.
ia|ten Bros., Alphington St., Exeter. [5064

Rudge.
Ll.p- Rudge. clutch model, T.T. bars; great bar-
2 gain, £21.-94, Adelaide Rd., Leyton, E. [X1616
UDGE Multi. late 1912, S'Ah.p., wicker sidecar,
lately overhauled: cheap,—62, Broughton Rd

5'»n. [XI 640
UDGE, new, 1915, clutch model, 3i/>-4h.p., mag
3 speeds, clutch, soiled; £52/10.-1, Ebner St.

ndsworth. [X1553
il2 S'ih.p. Rudge, free engine; £27: cash or easv
. ' terms.-R. E. Jones (Garages], Ltd., Swansea
.don, Cardiff. [0724
;112 3y2h.p. Rudge, with T.T. and Roadster handle-
i' bars, lamp, horn; approval; £20.—Young and
.

bert, Evesham. [X1540
Li. p. Rudae. late 1914. speedometer, and fittings
' big end just re-bushed.—Cook, 73, Lordship Rd .

:6 Newington, N. [4814
'Lh.p. Rudge, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, fitted with light

sidecar, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £28/10.-
' achope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X1509
UDGE. 3y>h.p., free engine, late 1913, excellent

1 running order, new back tyre and tubes, lamp
!j; £25.-Graves, Marshall Place, Perth. [X1343

jTwoStroke!

Above illustration shows our new pattern
frame, that will from now befitted to our
"De Luxe" Model Two-Stroke machines only.
It is our registered design No. 531848, and
the principle is as follows :—Instead of the
usual round down tube coming from the ball

head, we bring two oval blades from a specially
designed ball head down on each side of the
exhaust pipe to the crank case. Each of

these blades is double the strength of the
ordinary round down tube, and is made of

a specially toughened steel which will stand
being twisted a number of times without
breaking. This frame is no heavier than the
ordinary diamond frame, and is

ABSOLUTELY
UNBREAKABLE.

Other exclusive features of our " De Luxe'
model are

—

Special shaped tank, holding ij galls, petrol,

i-gall. oil; comfortable footboards; machine
enamelled khaki-grey : marvellously efficient

I

engine, etc.

It is no wonder the

machine is called

I

I

I

I

I

I
m
I

fMsfocMr!
I OP ITSTYPE I

•>

I
S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

Ascon Cross, Birmingiiam.

Send .or LiSi,

post /rd9. I

I MOTOR CYCMiS FOR SALE.

RUDGK, 1913 DrooklnridH inodi.-!. <luleh, kick Ntart,
Wtitrord HiiL-i'doiiii-tiT, nuw roiir tyre, lunt, -ull

si'urw: £32.-LiL-iit. I>. Mii<;a«l£ic. Oak Viuw, IJv«<'fl.
^n*. I.

1013 lludge, T.T., ta^t machine, in nice condition,J-v sidondid hill-climber, nearly new rear tyre and
belt: bargain. ,£20.-Itritdi»e, 73, Ilorsa Ud., Erilh.
Kent, [0069

RUDGE Multi, T.T.. 3V2I1P.. Ini"^ 1913, new £12 cano
torpedo eideeur, Cowey dpuedoiueter, Lut.-Urt lariip.s

and horn, all sparer; £10.—Lieut. Jolly, i-'arm Cuinit.
KlHoin. fX1394
RUDGE, late 1912, 3i/.h.p., freo enpine. 1914 Sen-

spray, exhaust whistle, perfect order throughout;
sidecar machine wanted; i;28.—Frank Marshall, IlaRg.
Spilsby. tXl47i
3.1 h.p. Rudge and Sidecar, exceptional bargain;

2 seen Baker's Cycle \V0rk3, Digliton St., Brutol

;

£24, or Bell separately.—Bishop, c/o Automobile Aeso-
ciation, Baldwin St.. Bridtol. [5089

-|Q12 S'/ob.p. Rudge. clutch, cotmtershaft 2-specd,
j~*J absolutely sound, canoe sidecar, apron, luggage
carrier, lamps, etc., belt and tyres good; £30, no offers;
private.— Ill, Meanley Rd., Manor Park, E. [4959
TD UDGE Muiti, 5-6h.p., couiplet^ with Gloria £25 side-
-i-li ear, all lamps, wind isireeii, Lucas horn, apeed-
ometer, bought July, 1914, in excellent condition, not
done 6,000 ; trial given ; £70.—Bentley, Bolton St..
ChcrJey. [XI454

RUDGE, 3V2-1b.p.. late 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, thor-
oughly overhauled, plating and enamelling un-

ricratched. new tyres and belt, lamps, horn, acce.-jsories,
carefully, used, almost like new; trial and approval
willingly; open expert examination; £40; ivicker pide-
L-ar, canoe shate. apron, 50/-.—Andrews, Hatfield Bioad
Oak, Essex. (D) [X1621

Scott.

SCOTT.—Immediate delivery touring model from stock.
-Lightstrung Motor Co., Ruehden. [X0959

TO 13 Sfott. in perfect condition, and in good tune;
XO* £34: easy payments arranged.—Jonea, Broadwav,
Muswell Hill. [4826

SCOTT Canoelet Combination, splendid condition;
owner joining Plying Corps; £35, or near.—

Sldlcock, 100, High Ed., New Southgate, N. [4920

1 Qll Scott and Cancelet coachbuilt sidecar, all accea-
J.*/ sories,. 2 speed.s, kick starter, splendid condition;
best offer above £48; mutst eell.—Jarmain, Harwich.

t4987
SCOTT, early 1912, and Gloria sidecar, 2-speed, free

engine, speedometer, lamps, Binks, sound condi-
tion: rea-^on, trial: £38, or near offer.—Adams, 9, Bel-
mont Hill, Lewisham. [4800

LATE 1913 3¥ih.p. Scott and cane eidecar, 2-cyl.. 2-

stroke, 2-speed, Rushmore head light, speedometer,
horn, tools, and ^spares- originally coet £82, take £42.—
Linington, 54. Commercial Ed., Portsmouth. [4934

1013^/1 Scott, 2-3peed, 2-atrok0, kick Btart, 51'aU
-L*^ saddle, witJi Canoelet coach sidecar to match,
3 gn. lamp se4, horn, etc., as new; nearest to £40;
owner has 2 machines; be sharp over this bargain.—
25, Zoar St., Lower Gornal, Staffs. [4919

SCOTT (1914) and Canoelet, little used, fine condition,
just overhauled, new chains, new F.E.S. lamps,

new tyres (all 2*/^in.), new speedometer, spares, apron,
etc., smart, reliable : cost £90, sell £58: seen by appoint-
ment.—Leng, 1, Braithwaite Ed., Birmingham.. [X1446

SCOTT. 1915 (June), 2-.';peed, Binks damping jet,

F.R-S. lamp, Lucas horn, Stewart epeedometer,
guaranteed mileage under 1,000, insured till May, 1916;
owner joined A.S.C, Mechanical Transport; £68, no
offers.— "iVrite either Denton, Eaetfields, Eushden. 01
Lightstrung Motor Co, [50958

SCOTT . and Montgomery underelnnff sidecar, pnrple,
lined French grey, irith luggage and can racks,

D.A. cylinder, and 3 lamps, large Xrall saddle, horn,
exhaust whistle, new tyres and spares; cost over £95
this spring; £68; new condition; any trial.—Houghton,
London Ed., St. Albans. [4381

Singer.

2ih.p. Singer, fine order, aU accessories; £18/10.—
2 Washington, Middlewich. [X1459

SINGEE Combination, 1914. 4V2h.p., Lucas lamps and
horn, perfect running order, condition as new;

£54.-275, Uxbridge Ed., Shepherd's Busli. [5046

Sparkbrook,
SPAEKBEOOK. 1915. 2-speed. 2-stroke, 80 miles,

perfect: cost £43, sacrifice £33.—Webb, Belmont,
Surrey. [4984

Sun.

1 Q 14 Sun-Yilliers. 2-=troke, 2-spefd. with lamps.
X.*y cvclcmeter, new Dunlop spare belt, done about
1.000 miles; £23.—Dr. Hall, Hope Hospital, Snlfnrd.

1X1546
SUN-VTLLIER3, 2%h.p., 2-3peed, as new, done

1,000, lamps, tools, etc., owner gone abroad;
£30, or offer.—Davy, 53, East St., Faversham.

[S1482
SUN-TILLTEES, 2-stroke. splendid condition, com-

plete. Lucas lamp, footboards, extra tank §tted,
magneto just overhauled: 19 gns.—Poytress. Gain T.anp,

Li.^'hfleld. [XI 550

SU^^ 2i^'h.p., 1915. 2-stroke, with Dnnlop tvres a*—
belt.' "Brooks saddle, very little used. V.T.S. et*.

ffine; only £23.—Millard's Motors. Guernsey. Also
1915 2-speed 2-stroke, new, in stock. [4963

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, new 5'Ah.p. 1915 combinatiuu. aptuaHy
in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X1673

"IQ14 Sunbearr. 2-^ib.p., Lucas accessories, srare vake,
J-*' etf. ; £42.—Waddington, 23, Algiers Rd.. LcttIs-

hara. [511303

3Xh.p. 1915 Sunbeam^ 3-speed, footboarda, semi T.T.
2 bars, absolutely perfect; £62.—Motor Mart, East-

bourne. [4788

1Q14 3V2h.p. Sunbeam and eideoar hcod.and screen,
J-^ fullv eqiiipped, afce=sorie6, -and .spares ;

£65.—
Lee, 6, White Cross Ed., York. [4778

"I Q 14 Sunbeam, Sli.p., Gloria sidecar, hood, speed-
Xt? ometer. aecesfiories: first cheque secures, £80.—
Manby, 258. Kirkgate, Wakefield. [X1336

SUNBEAM, 25/tla.p., 2-epeed, clutch, kick etarter. elec-

tric lamps, horn, etc., scarcely used, excellent
order; £55.—Bas^ett, 1*4, Elms Buildings, Eastbourne.

[4809
SUNBEAM, 1914, SV^h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter,

with coachbuilt eidecar (Mills-Fulfoid chassis) ; any
trial given ; 52 gus. ; appointment only.—RoseviUe, 11,
College Rd., Reading. 1X1441

SUNBEAM. 254h.p., 1914, good condition, new Dun-
lops [first replacement of tyres), little used, original

driving chains never adjueted; £45.—F. Kilpatrick, 34,
Shadwell Rd., Portsmouth. [X1410

SUNBEAM, 1915, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, Tv-ith Sunbeam
sidecar, and 5 gn. speedometer, electric and Stewart

horn, spares; £75; deleried teims if desired.—Lamb's,
151, High St,. Walthamstow. [4842

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., and Gloria sidecar (£24/12/6), late

1914. not gone 5.000 milee, lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, tools, perfect condition ; cost £120, complete,
£95: trial.— S., 4, Old Heath Rd., Colchester. [5045

"I
QIS^A Sunbeam 6h.p. Combination, not run 500

Xt/ miles, absolutely new conditi,.n. lamps, speed-

ometer, spares, etc. ; cost £1 25 August, nearest offer

£110.—Owner. 214, St. Margaret's Rd., Twickenham.
1X1323

"IQ15 Sunbeam, 3i2h.p., new end of June, excellent
At/ condition. Jones speedometer, lamp, long horn,

spare lower gear sprocket, steel-studded Dunlop and
Bates tyres: £63.—Jackson, Aldersyde, High Wycombe.

i:X1593
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3-speed, 3V2h.p., Gloria coachbuilt

sidecar, wind screen, hood, Lucas lamps, horn,
Klaxon, speedometer, splendid condition; 60 gue., cost
£100.-Write 2ud Lt. M. H. Jewell. 7749, Royal Flying
Corps, Polytechnic, Regent St., W. Or on view at

Blake's Garage, 216-218, Westbourne Grove, W. [4853

SUNBEAM, 1915 model, SVi-ii-P-j countershatt 3-speed
gear, and free engine naodel, been used but little

and carefully, includes speedometer, Lucas lighting
set, Lucas horn, complete set of tools, and some
spares, condition as good as new; £68; unprecedented
opportunity: first cheque secures.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London- [XI 524

Triumph.
TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed, excellent condition;

£40 lor immediate sale.

TRIUMPH, 1907, really nice sound machine, lamp,
etc.: sacrifice, £12/12.—Longman, 1, King St.,

Acton. [4893

3ih.p. Triumph, B.B., fine running; £15.—Cullen,
2 35. Graham Rd., Worthing. [4915

ABY Triumph, only ridden few hundred miles, like

new; £37.—Green, Haverfordwest. [X1327

1 Q13 Triumph, 3 speeds, lamps, absolutely as new
it/ £38.-Nightingale and Co., Crawley. [X0958

1 5 Junior Tri umph : £42 ; immediate delivery.-
Mason, Midland Rd., Wellingborough. [5022

.T. Triumph, late 1913. Grado, £57; also cane side-

car.—Brandon, Furnisher, Berkhamsted. [4817

15 Junior Triimiph, 2-stroke, little used, condition
as new; £35.—Kirk, Pannal, Harrogate. [X1622

1 013 Triumph, free engine model, splendid condition
Xt7 £36.—Braby, 68. Redington Ed., Hampstea-i.

[4752
TRIUMPH. 1913, Sturmey-Archer, accessories,

spares; £38.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead,
[X1469

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., new April, 700 miles, v-;ry la-t,

perfect; nearest £43.-5, Parade, Belmont, Surrey,
[4985

£30.-1910 Triumph combination, Kempshall, 3-

speed and elutch, engine perfect.— 2. Aeh St.. AYal-
w:.rth. [4767

TRIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed. all accessoriee, fine con
dition; £45.—Lamb's, 151. High St., W'altham-

slow. [4841

TRIUMPH. 1912, good as new; £25. or best offer.
—Grove. 224, Fore St., Upper Edmonton, Lon-

don. [4968

1 CI 14 Triumph 3-speed and Sidecar, in perfect con-
Xt/ dition, with accessories; £44.—Chilton, High St.,
Watford. [X1574
"BQll Triumph, 1914 S.A. S^speed, Pilot jet. lamps.Xtf sparer ; £o5, \vith sidecar £38.-174, Sussex Rd.,
Southport. [\1332

1 Q14 4h.p. 3-speed F.E. T.T. Triumph and CarrolX«/ coachbuilt sidecar, all in splendid cnndiiini :

£50.—Box Ll,676, 37te Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.C. [5081

B
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Tjmt

Dread
—that uneasy presentiment of

coming '* handle-bar dither*'

you often experience before

commencing a journey ove r

rough, unceitain roads

—

YOU know it ! — and the

cause lies solely in your "serai-

shock-absorbing" Forks.

Then hasten to expel that feel-

ing for one of confidence in the

security ensured by the Spring

Fork" which cohipletely
absorbs ALL Shocks— The

DRUID
Mark II

The ONLY Spring

Fork whicli totally

absorbs WITHIN
ITSELF both

Vertical and

Horizontal

Shocks

r;« DRUID
MARK II., lor

Solo or Sidecar,

Made in three
models.

Consult your Agent about the
DRUID MARK II. or write
us for Folder describing.

A. DREW & Co., Ltd.

Leopold Street B HAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q15 Triumph, 2-stroke, 2-5peed. Laca^ lamp, aja
X*/ belt, tool kit, nearly new; £37-—Dalgety, War
flete. Eton. £^fi

1 Q13 Triumph, 3'/;h.p., free engine, bought n-w 191
-*-*^ scarcely used, looks like new; £34.— ilot'.r 3Iai
JEa-^tboame. [479

1 Q09 3'/2h.p. Triumph, exceptional t-ondition. girao.
X«-' teed perfect; seen Wauchope's.—76, H-i-r-^rasat

itaocr Park. 'XISO

1 Q12 Triumph, 2-speed, free engine, splendid cond
-Lt/ tion, fast and powerful; 30 ens.—Chilton, Hir
St., Watford. [XIS?

TRIUMPH. 1913, T.T., 3V>h.p., 3-speed, and .-lotcl

Lucas lamp and horn; £36.-79, Walwurtb £4
Hitchin, Herts.

1014 4h.p. Triumph. 2-^peed, epeedometer, Lufi
J- «-' lamps, horn, etc., all complete ; £45.—Mote
Mart, Eastbourne. . [47S

4h.p. 3-speed 1914 Triumph, previously the properl
of an engineer officer; £42/10.—Wauchopes, !

Shoe Lane, LondoQ. [XISS

JUNIOR Triumph Motor Cycle, 1914i;., 2 lamp
horn, 2 tool bags; bargain, complete, £35—Stimie

Cobourg St., Plymouth. [X17C

TRIUMPH, late 1914. clutch model, lamps, hor
etc., in new condition; 39 gns.—A. Maidle, 1

03wper St., Lutoh, Beds. [S14'

TRIUMl'H, 1910, free engine, tyres (Bate; ^pe«i
heavy), belt (Dunlop), carburetter, all new; £25.

John, Cefnbrith, Tyrfran, Llanelly. CS.12:

'IQ14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-5peed, nearly new Cancel
X«7 side;,-ar, perfect condition: any trial; £55.—Tl
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. i^Vt

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914. 3 speeds, in excellent i^al
tion, complete with all act essc-ries, with Wor

sidecar ; £53.-31, Dunvegan Gardens, Elthani. iVIl

IQlo SV^h.p- 3-&peed Triumph, with Cancelct cQflc
X«./ built sidecar; £50, cash or easy terms—E.- ]

Jones (Garages), Ltd., -Swansea, London, Cardiff: lOT2

LATE 1913 Triumph, clutch model. Millford cai

S.C., not used since war, beautiful conditioi

£37/10, bargain.—15, Warwick Court, Holborn. t49(

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3'oh.p.. 3-6peed, clutch, eoac
built sidecar, wind screen, lamps, horn, -pan

perfect condition; £42.:-39,. St. Peter's Sq.. Hammt
smith. r47(

"IQ 145,4 Triumph, 3 speeds, and Mills-FuIicrJ cow
-I.«^ built sidecar, fn e.xtra good condition throaghou
a bargain to clear, £48.—Horswill,
Chester.

103, Brcok S
t49-

1 Q 141,2 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed, and sidecar,, f.
_L »/ T\TDrth of aceccsories and spares, enamel ai

plating excellent

;

Leicester.
£58, or nearest.—21, 2Cew Bond S

iX14I

1 Q12 3J2h.p. Triumph, 2-speed shaft gear. le-enar
J-t/ elled, new tyres, perfect condition, powerful, i

liable, with sidecar; £35.-265, Stamford St., Ashto
ander-Lyne. [47'

"IQ14 Triimiph, 4h.p., S-speed, large tank and pnU<
J-*^ semi T.T. bars. 5 gn. Cowey. all acce^>orie^ e
eellent condition, very fast; £47.—Price, 24. Bnttai
Rd., Bedford. fX14;

1 010 Triumph, with 1914 4h.p. engine. Mab(
J-V clutch, lamps, Jones speedometer, new tyr*

large new tank. Klaxon; £35.—Linington, 54, Commf
cial Rd,, Portsmouth. 149;

1Q13 3-speed Triumph, with brand new 17 gn. Qlor
J-t/ sidecar, lug^ga^e rail, all acceseoriee. pcrfec
£50, cash or easv term^.—E. E. Jones fGaragcsJ. Lt(
Swansea. London. Cardiff. [07*

"IQ12 T.T. Triumph. 3 speeds, elntch. handle startiQ
J-tf engine just returned iiom work<?. Very reliat

machine, gocd order guaranteed; -£35.—Bos 9,492. T
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. iXMl

~1C|12 F.E. Trimuph, excellent tyres, engine on
*-*^ hauled, head Jump, rear lamp, hern, B170, Ihi

lop belt, general condition excellent; £28.—Bobinsoi
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [061

TRIUMPH. 1913. 3i-.-h.p.. clutcL mrdel. recently on
hauli"!. I'Lilip-^OM pulley, spf-'tlometer. lamps, pt

fert condition, with Ciuoelet sidecar; £45.—Chawna
262a. King St., Hammei-smith, W. [XIS*

1 Ql4'j Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, B. an
-L«^ carburetter, complete with lamps, specdoai
Canoclet sidecar, apron, spare belt, etc., 10 srfo
condition.—Jordan's Gai-age. Totnea. [XlSi

TRIUMPH. 1909. 3^h.p., e.xcellent condition, Off

haukxi and re-enamelleil. new Kempshall on !»«
u^ual accessories: £19, or highest offer; trial.—J. - '

Turner, Al'&>tree. Wcodccte, Epsom. (49

TRIUMPH. 1912. 3'jh.p.. free engine, electric he
and tail lamp, ninchiiie had very little use. ap"

anic and mochaiiicnl (on<litiou as new; £50.—Thd
tnicr Motor Co.. A-ton Rd.. Binuiugham. [51-

TRIUMPH. 3U;h.p., 1912"*i, clutch, all ftcceswri-

ovoihauied. perfect, red Canoelet sidecar, re-w
nishM; £36 ; will separate; any trial.—Hutchinsc
79, First Av., Walthamstow, London. (X16i

TRIUMPH, 1910, eyhnder. piston, connecting,

K

bushes, valves, tappets new this month, TT. I*
all accessories, tyres perfect; £30, or nearest.—1«
Officers' Club, Peukridg© Camp, Staffs. [XIR

A38 All letters relatinj* to advei'tisement.«; <;liould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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War Funds and Winter.

OF
late quite a number of appeals have
reached us from men at the Front to

send out articles of one sort or another.

The letters in question are from men
actually using motor cycles, and, much

as we should like to satisfy all the wishes ex-

pressed, yet we find it impossible. Some corre-

spondents have suggested that we should organ-

ise a fund, and were we convinced that nothing

was being done for their comfort we would not

have hesitated long in doing so, but we know
quite well that, apart from official consideration

of winter requirements and the equipment to be

provided, practically every large town is organ-

ising a fund for the benefit of its local repre-

sentatives at the Front. For instance, Notting-

ham is endeavouring to raise _;^8,ooo, Coventry

^5,000, whilst several daily papers already have

large funds at their disposal. E.xtensions of the

scheme would, we feel, only lead to overlapping

and confusion, but the chief point which weighs

with us is the fact that hundreds, nay thousands,

of our readers are not serving in motor cycle

sections at all, but are in the line, or in Army
and Navy sections in which their motor cycle

experience is of little or no advantage. All such

would have to be left out of any scheme we
might introduce, on account of the difficulty in

tracing the motor cycUsts, that is even supposing

that a general desire to single out any class for

special favour was prevalent. This is decidedly

not the wish of the authorities, least of all the

persons intended to be so favoured, who realise,

as no one else can, the privations of the men in

the trenches. Therefore we can only urge our

readers at home to support their local funds to

the best of their ability so that everyone shall

benefit. As showing the difficulties with which any

scheme of differentiation is beset, we may men-

tion that a fortnight ago we published a request

from a mechanic for a football for the use of

himself and colleagues. A letter in the current

issue takes exception to thfs appeal, on the

ground that men earning six shillings per day
are well able to buy little comforts and luxuries

with spare cash. It is the men in the trenches

earning a shilling or so a day, who, the writer

argues quite reasonably, should receive any little

attention which we are able to provide.

Desirability of Clutches in
Lightweight Gears.

IT
is to be hoped that the lightweight two-

speed gear will, ere long, be fitted with a

friction clutch as standard. Up to the

present, the two-speed gear operated by
the simple dog clutch has answered its

purpose very well indeed, but as lightweights

are being looked upon less and less in the light

of " potterers' " mounts, but more as practical

touring machines in fairly level country, the steps

in the ratios provided are being increased. This
means that a positive form of clutch is not a real

success in the hands of a novice. The change
from low to high gear when the ratios are

approximately lo and 5 to i, means a certain

snatch and jerk, which is not good for the engine,

transmission, or tyres. This violent jerk can
be entirely avoided and a comfortable change
provided by the simple expedient of introducing

a friction clutch which may be disengaged when
it is desired to change gear up or down. The
fact that the lightweight machine attracts in

increasing numbers the absolute novice means
that a foolproof machine is particularly desir-

able. We have personally witnessed novices
climbing a hill on the low gear, and long before
the requisite speed had been attained, engaging
the high gear. This has resulted in snatching
and knocking, which was very bad for the
machine as a whole. Quick engagements of high
or low gear at inopportune moments are in-

evitable in the life of a machine with a positive
clutch, and the excessive stnin can be entirely

avoided by adopting a simple slipping medium
such as is provided by the wonderfully efficient

cork insert plate clutch.

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on the oage facing the back covei^
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A Business Sidecar.
A friend of mine has a Campion sidecar with

Jardine gear in daily use for business purposes, and
speaks very warmly of its merits. He makes the in-

teresting suggestion that every sidecar should have a

brake fitted with a pawl and ratchet holder, or other

locking device, so that it can be safely left standing

on a hill 'n its owner's absence. One day he was
calling on a customer, and left his machine in the

usual fashion, with a gear engaged, the clutch (as he
thought) in, and the back wheel chocked against the

kerb. As it happened, the compression was rather

poor, the engine having done several thousand miles

since its last tuning, and the clutch plates were barely

touching, as the pedal was not fully engaged. When
he came out he saw the machine rushing down hill

with the engine firing. Since the clutch was not fully

engaged, gravity had started the machine, which had
run back on to the road, swung round under the pull

of the sidecar, and then started its engine. He
further told me of an odd 'experience in the way of

misfires, a wet autumn leaf having blown on to one
of his sparking plugs and shorted it, when he was
doing thirty along the open road. He mocks at the

luxurious hoods and screens so fashionable nowadays.
In lieu of such fittings he carries an old umbrella, with

the tip and handle of the stick sawn off, which his

passenger uses to shield her head and body from rain.

The Control of Four=cylinders.
Mr. Robertson-Brown takes exception to my ideas

on the subject of the control of four-cylinder'

machines. He says that a valve lifter is an unneces-
sary complication, in which I am inclined to agree

with him. He emphasises what is obvious in remark-
ing that it is a simple matter for a customer to adjust

his throttle to shut off all gas from the engine, or to

fit a handle-bar switch ; indeed, he is ready to supply
any Henderson so controlled to order. Where I

differ from him is in respect of the desirability for car

control for motor bicycles, subject to the substitution

of a hand clutch control for the usual car clutch pedal.

I like a throttle which just does not shut, and I regard

a switch as a crude method of cutting out an engine

temporarily. If there is no valve lifter, if the throttle

does not shut, and if the switch is not used for tem-
porary slows, surely a foot clutch is eminently desir-

able ? A side lever clutch implies the removal of a

hand from the steering bar every few yards in hea^y
traffic, and the alternative of a handle-bar clutch lever

is bad, first because it is not yet standard, and few
motor cyclists instinctively perform the requisite action

in emergencies ; secondly, because up to date it has not

proved possible to design a handle-bar clutch control

which does not require a lot of hauling out. In my
opinion those firms who adopt the principle of car

control for high-powered multi-speeded motor cycles

should fit a foot clutch, and the Henderson clutch is

such a beauty that it is well adapted to foot control.

A14
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COJH7nE:NT6
A Second=rate Two=stroKe.

I have often asserted that two-stroke engines vary,

enormously in quality, and advised nibblers to insist-!

on a trial before purchase; but a wee puffer that I"-j

struck to-day was the absolute limit. Not but^whaf^l

it climbed strongly enough, and started easily. But asjj

compared, with my well worn Levis of happy memory,

and several other leading makes which 1 have owned

or sampled, it was what the bookmakers would call

a "stiuner." It has defied all adjustments aimed at

making it two-stroke down to ten or twelve miles an

hour, and obstinately insists on four-stroking at every

lesser speed. Its open release valve creates more noise

than the exhaust, so that a hooter is quite unnecessary.

The engine vibration at all speeds reminds me of the

first 33/2 h.p. I ever rode, which chanced to be a

Minerva, clipped to the front down tube of a very

whippy, and lanky push-bicycle frame. Accelerative -

1

powers are conspicuous by their absence; the engine

possesses two settled speeds, one for the level and the

other for hills.

A Motor Cyclist in the Transition Stage.

A correspondent who has reached the phase when
he seeks for more weather protection in daily winter

work writes to ask my comparative opinion of the

Garden monocar, the sporting Morgan, and the Baby
Peugeot. Pity the poor journaHst. It is pretty clear,

surely, that here we have one of those common
dilemmas soluble only by weighing personal fads

against price considerations. The Cardan stands

practically alone in its class, and its appeal depends ||

partly on its very low price, and partly on those con-

siderations which make some riders prefer four wheels

;

to three, such as tyre accessibility. The Morgan sup-;^

plies cosy accommodation for an extra passenger, has^I

an unparalleled reputation in the cycle car world, andil
its single rear wheel need not imply side-slips even onf
the greasy setts of the northern cities under violent n
braking emergencies. The Baby Peugeot is a car, ?|

and enjo\'s all the advantages of the car ; but, being

a car in miniature, it must equally suft'er from the
-I

disadvantages of a miniature car. If it is more com-
fortable and better protected than the cycle car proper, 1

if its mechanism is concealed, instead of bristling into

positions on to which rain and dust and mud may be J
flung, its small engine presupposes some warmingj^
up before full power is available on cold mornings,!

and the lack of reserve power suggests that the owner
^

should be a clever tuner. The multiplicity of internal

frictions imply that the simpler Cardan and Morgan
can outpace it, especially uphill ; and the squat wheel-

base hints at a tendency to skid under reallv bad con-

ditions, which must be countered by clever driving and
sound tyre treads. Yet who would dare to say whicli

is the best of the trio for an unknown enquirer'.s use?
There are men who would love any one of the three,

and refuse to be seen on the road with the others, so.

stroup; are individual preferences and antipathies.
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Chain-cum-Belt
Transmission on

Big Twins.
By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

THOUGH the " all-chain " drive has gained
general popularity for heavy sidecar machines,

there is still a good deal to be said in favour

of the properly designed chain-cum-belt system, and
having had experience of the latter it is difficult to

convince oneself that it is not better suited to the

demands of a certain class of rider than the all-chain

drive.

Carelessness on the part of the designer is very

often the cause of failure in the case of the chain-cum-

Again, why will manufacturers insist on making the

pulley and belt drum so narrow that the belt rides on

the extreme top of the grooves? Any oil that collects

on the pulley, or any water splashed on to the drum,

is thrown to the outer rim and is worked deep into the

groove by the warmth and movement of the belt. A
certain amount of oil, either from the chain or from

the countershaft bearing, is bound to find its way on

to the pulley rims sooner or later, but if the belt were

ridinjr deep down in the groove oil would be flung

from the edge of the flanges with-

out coming in contact with the belt

at all.

Both pulley and belt drum, there-

fore, should be wide and deep
enough to take a very much larger

belt than practice demands, so that

the belt used lies snugly below the

rims of the driving members, more
or less secure from oil and water

that collects upon them.

Such small points are apt to make
all the difference in the working of

belt transmission, but since, with

a little care on the part of the

Melrose Abbey, N.B. The motor cycle is

a 5-7 h.p. chain and belt driven Abingdon
King Dick.

belt system. On two 191 5 machines
I have ridden with this system of

transmission, I was horrified to

find that one bottom comer of the

rear wheel mudguard actually over-

hung the lower stretch of the belt,

between the pulley and the rear

wheel drum, with the result that the

belt was subjected to a constant

stream of drips from the guard when
negotiating wet roads. This sort of

thing is, of course, ridiculous, and is

bound to result in belt slip after

every shower. Crossing the River Tweed bv one of the manv fords in the vicinitv of Peebles.
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Chain-cum-Belt Transmission on Big Twins.—

designer, such defects would not exist, they cannot

justly be regarded as permanent drawbacks to this

system of transmission. We have given the chain

drive a degree of shelter and protection from the

elements that the belt drive has never enjoyed, and

though perhaps it would be difficult to arrange in the

latter case, it is surprising that more effort has not

been made to afford the belt at least sufficient, shelter

to render it reasonably secure from periodical drench-

ings of oil and water.

Taking it, then, that details of design are well

thought out, and that the pulley is of sufficient

diameter to assure immunity from belt slip and reason-

able wear, what are the advantages and disadvantages

of the geared down belt drive as opposed to all-chain

drive for adaption to heavy machines?

Advantages of Chain=cum=belt Drive.

Dealing first -with the advantages, to my mind

there is no question that the chain-cum-belt is gene-

rally sweeter in transmission than the all-chafn drive.

Hitherto 1 have pinned a good deal of faith on the

3j4 h.p. chain-driven single as an economical- mount,

but on my present 5-7 h.p. chain-cum-belt twin I am
obtaining an infinitely greater mileage per rear cover

than I have ever obtained with a 3^ h.p. chain drive.

The difference amounts to something in the neigh-

bourhood of 2,000 miles, the tyres used on both

machines being identical, and the rubber bill in the

case of the 35I h.p. mount was not abnormal. This

is an important point, for it augurs that not only the

rear tyre, but the engine and gears are saved pro-

portionally.

Another feature in favour of the belt drive is its

cleanness and extreme simplicity. It is the simplest

of matters to slip off the belt when
adjustments of some kind are to be
made, whereas my recollections

of the corresponding task in the

case of the enclosed chain drive

are by no means fragrant. The
slow speed belt is by far the

simplest system of transmission we
have, besides being the cleanest

and the most easily adjusted;

and these are points one might do
well to ponder before condemning
the- belt drive as unsuitable for

heavy twins. The minds of many
of us are poisoned by recollections

of the direct belt drive of a by-

gone age, but with the geared
down variety we are up against

an entirely different proposition.

The softness of this form of

transmission is, to my mind, its

special feature, for however effec-

tive the shock absorbing device on
the transmission of an all-chain

twin, one does not obtain that

silken torque peculiar to the belt

drive. On my present mount it is

possible to come atoost to a
standstill with the engine ticking
o\er on top gear, yet the machine

picks up instantly without a suggestion of snag 01

konk. I have yet to ride the chain-driven twin with

which I would think of taking such liberties.

The wear on the belt is almost a negligible quantity,

and certainly it is more than balanced by the reduced

wear on the rear tyre. Judging from my own experi-

ence the chain-cum-belt drive is verj' considerably

more economical than the all-chain drive, and for the

average pleasure rider the system has many recom-

mending features.

The Disabilities of Belts.

Coming now to the disadvantages of geared do.vn

belts for heavy twins, we have first and foremost the

belt slip nuisance in wet weather or in crossing water-

splashes. Many prominent advocates of the bell

system have tried to convince me that the modern
application of belt transmission has reduced the like-

lihood of slip SO- considerably that it need no longer

influence one's judgment, but I still adhere to my own
views wdth stolid British stupidity. I consider myself

a rider of average intelligence, yet my humble opinion

of belt drives is that they all slip, more or less, in wet

weather, ^^"ith a" 5 h.p. engine thumping away and a

heavy sidecar attached, more slip takes place even
with the belt running dry than one realises, and if the

belt accumulates oil or moisture the slip is apt to be-

come a nuisance.

It is of no use pretending that the trouble does not,

exist, for it is the real defect of the system, and unle.-.s

very elaborate guards are resorted to the rider who
goes anywhere and in all weathers is sure to find it

out for himself. On my present mount it has not yet

stopped me or necessitated a wet and clammy adju.s;-

ment at the roadside. I have always managed to get

over the brow with the engine pulling steadily, but

A CHAIN-CUM-BELT DRIVEN FAMILY SIDEC^lR OLITFIT.

Mr. J. W. Stocks, Clerk to the Council of Young. New South Wales, who has been

usin? a New Hudson " Big Six " sidecar during the last year. It is interesting to receive

confirmation that the sidecar combination has become immensely popular in Australia, and
Mr. Stocks speaks with enthusiasm of the enioyment he has derived from his machine.
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more than once 1 have found niysell' unable to thunder

to the crest of the hill at full throttle owing to bell

slip.

Even then I do not consider this defect outweighs

the many advantages of the chain-cum-belt trans

mission for the modest tourist who does not desire to

blind for hours on end through pelting rain, with thi;

sidecar piled up with luggage and the fair one. That
he will have fewer rear tyre troubles than if the trans-

mission were of the all-chain type, that he will Jind

his machine easier and pleasanter to handle at low

speeds, and probably that he will find it cheaper to

run both as regards upkeep and depreciation, it is

quite reasonable to expect, but in return he must be

willing to keep the belt clean and at the right tension.

There is no reasori to think, therefore, that the

chain drive will finally supersede the geared-down

belt for transmission of heavy machines, and certainly

it is not probable that the l^elt system will ever attain

the pojjiilarity of the all-chain. Still, it is unwise to

l)c prejudiced; there is room and demand for both.

For the powerful solo twin the chain-cum-belt system
would proliably be hard to beat, for in this case one
would obtain its advantages without its disadvantages

being so pronounced.

WHITEWASHED KERBS.
With regard to the whitewashing of kerbs, the A. A.

has communicated with every municipal corporation

in England, suggesting the adoption of this method
of protecting road users at night. The response has

been extremely satisfactory. One very interesting

reply came from H.M. Olifice of Works to the effect

that the kerbs at Menai Bridge, which is in total

darkness, are to be whitened.

PEACEFUL SCENES WITHIN ZONE.

(Top left) A well-appointed dug-out occupied by a British Signal Company.

(Top right) British despatch rider shortening the belt of his machine. A French soldier is an interested spectator,

(Bottom left) Three little Belgian refugees who have lost their parents.

(Bottom right) Despatch Rider F. Wolstenholme on his Douglas. There are apparently still some good roads in the French war zone.

A28
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The Four-cylinder Henderson on the Road.
8 h.p. Engine, 67 x 76 mm. Bore and Stroke, 1,072 c.c. ; Two-speed Hub.

YEARS ago in the dim and dark ages

of motor cycle history, when change-

speed gears were non-existent and

T,l h.p.'s were considered too powerful to

be safe, the Editor of The Autocar, at an

Auto Cycle Club (now the Auto Cycle

Union) annual dinner, ventured to prophesy

that the four-cylinder motor bicycle would

have a great future. Now the four-cylinder

motor bicycle has long been with us, and,

though it has had some adherents, it has

never had the popularity of the twin. It

is not our intention to go into the whys
and wherefores of this at the present

moment, but it suffices to say that in the

Henderson we have actually on the market-

a four-cylinder motor cycle which is one of

the most perfect two-wheelers we have

ever had the good fortune to drive. It

has been dealt with on several occasions in these

pages, and we have not hesitated to admire its

original design, but until a certain week-end we
had not had an opportunity of testing its running in

the open country. - On the occasion of the intro-

duction of the new model E, that is to say,- the

new short (58in.) wheelbase type, we had a short

run in the neighbourhood of Great Portland Street,

which gave us a keen longing to try the machine in

the open country.

On a recent Saturday afternoon one of these new
models was placed at our disposal by Messrs. Robert-

son's Motors, 157b, Great Portland Street, and a few
more words concerning it, previous to describing its

behaviour on the road, will doubtless be of interest.

The chief departure from standard was the fitting of

wide handle-bars provided with Pedley rubber grips,

which, by the way, are most comfortable, while

ordinary British " Bowden handle-bar control was
supplied to actuate the magneto advance and the

Schebler carburetter. This to one who had never

before driven the machine was a veritable godsend,

although those who are accustomed to it prefer the

American style twist handle control to any other,

but experience is necessary before this method can
really be appreciated.

Crank case, three-bearin? crankshaft, flywheel and transmission gear of the Henderson.

A stop at an important road junction at Riverhead.

The four-cylinder engine, air-cooled and with

passages between the valve chambers and the cylinder

to aid cooling, with its overhead valves, follows cat

practice pretty closely. Its design comprises com-
mendable originality, and is yet totally devoid of

freakishness. Lubrication is arranged on the gravity

drip principle, which preserves a constant level in the

base chamber, the general oiling being effected by

the splash system, and the big ends scooping up oil

from troughs. This arrangement is perfectly satis-

factory in the hands of the intelligent user, hut we
suggest that the tap controlling the drip could be
easily interconnected with the switch, so that the

engine could not be stopped without the oil being

turned off. As arranged at present, it is possible for a

thoughtless driver to leave the oil on, and to find next

morning the base chamber full up, resulting in waste,

clouds of smoke, and perhaps ultimately a complete
stoppage of the engine. As we mentioned before, the

carburetter is the popular American Schebler, which
gives perfect slow running, extremely rapid accelera-

tion, economy, and plenty of power, while means are

provided and full instructions are given for adjusting

it to suit varying atmospheric conditions. It is

adequately warmed by means of the exhaust, the main
air intake passing right through the silencer expansion

chamber.

As the crankshaft is set longitudinally,

it is necessary to use a bevel drive to con-

vey the power from the engine by drain to

the rear wheel, which makes us wonder why
the makers have not incorporated a simple

dog clutch two-speed gear in the crank

case unit instead of employing an epicyclic

gear in the rear hub. Possibly, however,

they have their reasons for not doing so.

The e.xcellent plate clutch is controlled by''

a long lever working in a quadrant on the,;i

near side of the tank, adjacent to the'-;

change speed lever. This arrangement hJUT

been greatly improved by ^lessrs. Robert-

sons, who provide a Bowden control for the

clutch, which greatly simplifies its opera-
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The

HOLDER
of the

I
WORLD'S
300 Miles

Record ^1I
aa.

^^^ /^IMERICAN
EXCELSIOR
^^^A/Tier/cdf's Best Auto-Cyc/e

— the first Motor Bike to attain a speed of 100 miles an hour — has
smashed another world's record. In a 300 mile race in Chicago on
September 12th, "The Good Old X " finished first in 3hrs.29 mins.
57.2/5 sees. — a speed of 87.51 miles per hour — World's Record
for the distance.

The American Excelsior is tfte machine
for you if you want to get £(head and
keep there — call and inspect — try

and you will buy.

'Always Makes Good.
7h.p., 3-speed

countershaft gear, multiple disc clutcla,

chaia drive, kick starter, mechanical

lubrication

Prices-
standard model. llODELE DE LUXE, as illustrated,

complete with Dixie combination lighting?

and ignition, powerful head and tail

lamps, electric horn, and speedometer

Immediate Delivery of Both Models.

Complete Details from Sole Concessionnaires

:

HARRIS & SONS, ^^-'l^^f^^t^^r''' LONDON, W.
'Phone : Regent 3906.

AGENTS! r/ramaMa'

iilllliiiiliill -----:---::-s::s:s::;s:sEsss:::::s::::s::s:::::

In answering this iuh'trti<f/nent it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.

agency for districts where we are

not represented should write at

once. The propoaition is attrac-

tive :— A splendid machine, a

moderate price, and early delivery.
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Godbold,

BOWDEN WIRE
MECHANISM

For effectively controlling all movements
from the bandle-bar. Made in various
strengths and iinisbes.

BOWDEN CONTROLS.
Levers for Brakes, Clutch, Air Inlet,

Magneto, etc., controls. Made for right

or lelt hand, for one to three movements.

BOWDEN TWO-
SPEED GEAR.

A very simple countershaft gear with
kick-starter. Can be fitted to a number
of machines without any—to most with
slight — alteration. Guaranteed for

engines up to 6 h.p.

BOWDEN RAPID
VALVE GRINDER.

Helps to grind a valve quickly and with
absolute accuracy without dismantling
the cylinder. Most efl6cient. Acts also

as Valve Spring Lifter.

STOPS, PORTABLE CLIPS.
etc.," and all necessary fitments for use
with Bowden Wire Mechanism.

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.
Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting Tyres that are inadequate for the work, but use

"GRIPRIB"
3-ply

26/9
per cover.

-^

liii-Miliii
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

26 X 2'

^~.
:>,

Woods*

TVRE^

They are built specially lor this purpose from the same
materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with great strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chgnce of

Tyre Trouble to a minimum.

Wrile jor nevi list.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire

—
"Comfort, Preston." Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON : MANCHESTER AVENUE. E.C
Wire— "Bytuming. London." 'Phone— City 4797.

Bristol. Birmineham, Dublin, Glasgow. Belfast, etc.

L 1
A24 In answeruuj these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyelc."
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rhe Four-cylinder Henderson on the Road.—

tion in traffic, as it can then be withdrawn without

removing the hands from the handle-bars. The particu-

lar machine we tried was quite new, and not even pro-

perly run in, and so the modernised clutch control" was

not in place. Consequently, we negotiated the traffic

somewhat gingerly at lirst. \\q omitted to mention that

the engine is set in motion by a handle, which is pulled

up, and alter starting, which is ([uite

easily effected even from cold, folds

neatly aw-ay. We rapidly, how-
ever, gained confidence and in a

few yards we were revelling in the

glorious smooth running, extreme

controllability, and superb accelera-

tion of the engine.

Our first ride was to a village

some miles beyond St. Albans,

which town we approached via

Barnet, the road for some distance

being nicely corrugated owing to

-the motor omnibus service running

thereon. It is interesting to note

that, within limits, the^ faster we
travelled the greater was the comfort
we experienced. This run gave few
opportunities for speed, and as few
for testing the hill-climbing power
of the machine. Still, each side of

Ridge Hill gave us some idea of

what the Henderson could do in this

respect. We were also able to note the smoothness of

the engine, which possesses absolutely no objectionable

period, whilst its response to the slightest opening of

the throttle and its ability to rmi at slow speeds are

simply marvellous.

The next day our drive was in the country south of

London. Here we had plenty of hills to try, the first

SKiEssraasss

The four-cylinder Henderson on the road.

(70 to 80 m.p.g

I if whii h was (he one which leads from the main
Eastbourne road to Upper Warlingham. To say that

the Henderson treated this as level ground a[)i)ears

to be but making use of a somewhat hackneyed
expression, but its behaviour can be described in no
other way. The hill, which is quite a good [jull anil

will bring a good four-speed car down to second, was
absolutely ignored. Tilsey Hill, desjiite an obstruc-

tion on the steepest portion, was
equally well climbed, while on
Westerham, which we took in the

evening, the machine was simidy

a revelation. The cros.s roads were
taken with extreme cautiort, and
then for the first time that day,

after a good run in hilly Kent, the

throttle was actually opened to its

fullest extent, but hardlv had this

happened than it had to be closed

again, for the first corner, and after

this had been negotiated, the engine

was picking up speed on the i in 8

gradient, as if the ground were fiat.

Such sensations of power cannot be

enjoyed on any other vehicle than

a powerful car, and yet the Hender-
son is as docile as a lamb in thick

traffic or on greasy roads. It is

heavy, it is true, but it is 25 lb.

lighter than several American twins.

It is also economical in petrol

we are assured). As no mileage

recorder was fitted, we were unable to make an accurate

test, but we can truthfully say that the consumption
of spirit is small. Tariff or no tariff, the Henderson
will sell among that section w'ho like luxurious riding

and ignore weight, as it is in its class quite without

rival on the British market.

WITH THE M.M.G.S. IN FRANCE.
On the left two men are shown using a range finder. They are lying on

the top of a trench dug in the farm-yard of their temporary headquarters.

The second illustration shows three motor cyclist scouts. They are, from

left to right : W. P. Jamieson, J. J. Swann, and T, Saunders — all Douglas

mounts.
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THbw Models

imNUFMCTORERS PROGKHMMES rOR J9J6

CAMPIONS [N 1916.

Two Heavyweights (including an 8 h.p. Four-speed Mount) and Two and Four-stroke

Lightweights.

ONE of the sturdiest built high-

powered machines which we h;ive

yet inspected is the new 1916
model 8 h.p. four-speed Campion-

Jap. This mount is obviously intended
as a go-anywhere passenger outfit, but,

nevertheless, it is not an impossible solo

mount, for we have ridden a machine of

exactly similar tj'pe, but with combined
belt and chain drive) as a solo mount,
and its flexibility, was remarkable. The
mount illustrated is the latest production
of the Campion.. Cycle Co.'s works;
finished in khaki, it strikes the observer
as a machine quite out of the ordinary-
run, but it embodies nothing experi-
mental in its design, being just solid
recognised practice throughout.
The engine is an 8 h.p. side-by-side

valve J.A.P. of the new type, and
incidentally the balance is greatly

supeiior to earlier engines of this pattern.

The front engine security plate performs
a triple purpose. It forms a platform .

for the Splitdorf magneto, and neatly
tucked under the platform is the circular

expansion chamber of genei'ous dimen-
sions, a long exhaust pipe with saw-cuts
conveys the gases to the rear.

Internal Expanding Brake.

The gear box is of the new pattern
Jardine four-speed type, giving one free-

engine position only. - Chain transmission
is used throughout, and combined with
the rear sprocket is a Tjin. Ferodo lined
brake of the internal expanding type,
operated by the usual toggle lever move-
ment. The second brake is the ordinary
rim pi. ;t-rn operating on the front wheel.
The lansmission is entirely enclosed.
The fittings throughout are on thor-

oughly up-to-date, lines7 the latest Druid
spring fork, with auxiliary damping
springs above the fork crown, being
adopted, as well as the B. and B. pilot
jet carburetter and an Knots sight-feed
lubricator. Integral with the frame are
the clips for the sidecar connections,
which are four in number. Aluminium
footplates of large dimensions, upturned

in front and provided also with heel rests,

have been adopted. Two pannier tool-

bags, with metal protectors at the back
and sides to retain their shape, are used,
whilst to facilitate repairs to the rear

Showing the stiffened supports

at the front of the Campion sidecai

attachment.

tyre the carrier is secured on both sides

by wing nuts, and the top portion of the
mudguard by a hand nut. The removal
of these three connections enables the
\vhole rear portion to ' e removed in a

very short space of time. The mud-
guarding is of modern design, the front

guard having side extensions for its whole
length, and the rear guard wings extend-
ing from the saddle springs to well below
the transmission—a small but important
point often overlix>kod.

George Hunt on the new tour-speed 8 h.p. Campion. Mr. Hunt, it may be mentioned, is the holder
of the 24 hours cycle paced record, having covered over 400 miles in 24 hours.

Detachable guard and earner on the Campion
to facilitate tyre repairs.

The 8 h.p. Campion is obtainable not
only as a solo mount, but complete with
sidecar outfit, handsomelv finished in

khaki.

The sidecar is by no means to be passed
over, for not only has it four-point
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Showing the special springing and chassis design of the Campion sidecar.

luggage grid.

Note

attachment, which is now generally
demanded by experienced riders, but the
two bent tubes in front, which are neces-
sarily used, are stiffened by two struts

forming a triangle. Still the springing
of the sidecar is the most attractive point

Albion gear, with the transmission
arranged all on the left-hand side of the
machine. The two models also differ in

that a B. and B. pilot jet carburetter is

fitted on the right-hand side of the four-

stroke model, whereas the two-stroke is

/•/.7

A Trip on the Road.
A road test of tlir mhw ti \\.\t. ('ampiori

model was proU'ered by .Mr. C!eor(;i; Hunt
(the sales representative of the lirm),

which we gladly acicpled. The reserve
power provided by such a big twin i«

most attractive. Tiie slightent touch of

the throttle lever and tlio ni.achine l>ouiid8

away like a thoroughl)rc<l, whilst a« to

hills one never notices thcni, as with tho
four gears, even with the high top ratio

that is pi'ovidcd, one can toy with singli;

figure gradients. The Coventry neiglibour-

hood does not abound in steep hills,

Stoneleigh being the only gradient of note
in the district, so we wended our way
thither, and, despite the fact that one
cannot rush at this hill, owing to a right

angle bend alnio.st at the foot, it was
possible to effect most of the climb on the
top gear, whihst the engine roared away
on the tliird ratio over the summit.
Descending the hill, we tested the ease of

changing when accelerating speed by
starting from a standstill on the low gear,

and changing gear by gear hii;hcr, and,

HJtyijjf.??.

The two-stroke Campion which is fitted with a two-speed gear and chain-cum-belt drive. As will be gathered from this illustration

alternative tank finishes are offered by the makers.

of the Campion, for double " C " springs

are used, together with long links,

reminiscent of the springing of carriages

in the early Victorian era, which give a

movement and a degree of comfort com-
parable only to expensive cars. A
luggage grid at the rear of the frame is

a standard fitting on the Campion sidecar.

The Jardine gear being obtainable with
a foot or hand-operated clutch at option,

the Campion Company offer their cus-

tomers a choice of these fittings.

A 5 h.p. J. A.P. engine may be
obtained in place of the 8 h.p. engine if

desired.

Lightweight Campions.

The Campion . Company do not confine

their attentions to any single model, but
produce machines which appeal to ,all

classes of riders. We- are able to illus-

trate two further 1915 models of the

Campion range, both of them light-

weights, one fitted with a Villiers two-
stroke engine of 70x70 mm., the other

having a J. A. P. •four-stroke engine of

2i h.p. (70x76 mm.). These lightweights

have black hubs, a black tank, and chain

and belt transmission, the chain being
enclosed. Footboards, too, are provided.

In the case of the four-stroke, a Jardine
two-speed countershaft gear is used,

whereas the two-stroke model has an

provided with an Amac carburetter.

The toolbag is placed at the roar end of

the carrier, and is protected by metal

casings, access being obtained to the

bag from one side. These two light-

weights are handy little solo mounts,

which are selling iri large numbers.

as showing how beneficial intermediate

gears are in acceleration and hill-climbing,

it was possible to get the top into engage-

ment just before the summit, and finish

the climb with ease. A further test,

which , many will consider unfair, but

which we were invited to make by Mr.

A high-powered sidecar mount—the new 8 h.p. bvin-cylinder Campion—which has all chaffi

drive and a Jardine four-speed gear. All chains have cases, but wlien photographed the latter

were removed.
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The tour-stroke Campion lightweight. The en:

shaft gear in conjunction with

George Hunt,, was to start away from
rest on the steepest portion of the hill,

first on the lowest gear, then on the

second, and again on the third. Even
this latter perfovniance we carried out

with comparative ease, the demonstration

providing a most agreeable proof of the

efficiency combined with ease of liandling

of the cork clut-ch. There was no snatcli

or jerk, and no tendency to seize

;

instead, it took up the load gently but
surely, gradually increasing its speed.

We suggested to Mr. Hunt that recom-
mending anyone to start on the third gear

of a. machine by the aid of the clutch was
not good policy, in view of the strain it

put upon the clutch ; but we have his

assurance that he regularly does so, and
also habitually slips the clutch at corners,

and has done so over a mileage of 35,000,

and has never suffered from clutch

trouble. His unboimded confidence in the

efficiency of the clutch is remarkable.
Certainly, "we have never handled a

clutch, whether on a car or a motor cycle,

with which such liberties could be taken,
and at the end of the trip the clutch took
up the drive as sweetly as ever.

Dual Clutch Control.

An interesting fitment, wliich is new
to the Campion, greatly simplified the
handling of the machine, and. that was an
inter-connected pedal and hand lever for

operating the clutch. The hand lever is

on the left bar, and, consequently, when
clianging up or down, if the clutch is half

eased by tlTe right foot and the exhaust
valve lifter, touched, a ready and silent

change can be effected. Having satisfied

ourselves that no treatment, harsh or
otherwise, of ours would affect its work-
ing in a brief mileage, we turned our
particular attention to the balance and
pulling of the 1916 model 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engine, wliich, as already mentioned, is

a great improvement oil any engine of
this make which we have tried. We
found at speeds ranging from 20 to 40
m.p.h. there was an entire absence of
tremor in the handle-bar grip, and tlierc

was no suggestion of one's feet dithering
on the footplates—an experience not un-
known to us.

This experience with the latest V type
J.A.P. engine, particularly in the matter
of the balancing of the engine, was
certainly an eye-opener to us. and demon-
strates the degree of comfort to which
modern engines are being brought.

a[ine is a 2}f h.p. J.A.P., and a two-speed countcr-

chain-cum-belt drive is adopted

T

Interconnected hand and foot control tor clutch on latest

Jardine gear fitted to the new Campion.

JARDINE
GEARS IN

1916.
HOUGH
outward ly
the Jardine
four - speed

gear remains un-

altered for 1916.

there are a number
of improvements
to be noticed
from a more de-

tailed inspection
of its pai'ts.

First and fore-

most, the shafts
have been strength-
ened very con-
siderably, and a

deep spiral groove
cut 'in the shafts
to' insure ade-
quate lubrication.

Apart from the
ball bearing main
shafts, the bearing
principle of the
gear is now steel

on steel, instead
of steel on bronze,
as formerly used.
Each wheel is

keyed in position
with two keys,
and is a ground fit.

NOVEMBER ^iJi, iQij.

this change having greatly simplified the
operation of assembling and dismantlijig
the gear. Users of the Jardine four-speed
gear will be aware of its wonderfully
silent running, despite the fact that all

wheels are in operation on the lowest
speed. One of the secrets of this quiet
running is the fact that there is very
little difference in the speeds of the
wheels, which arrangement also increases
its efficiency. The fact that the four-speed
Jardine is no more complicated than the
three-speed gear, seeing that the two
kick starter pinions are merely employed
to give an e.\tra low gear ratio, has led to
the four-speed box practicall}- superseding
the three-speed type of gear. The adjust-
ment provided in the operating gear has
lately been simplified, which will over-
come the only criticism we have heard
of the Jardine four-speed gear. The cork
clutch is retained, as it has been found
extraordinarily efficient in use, and a
52 plate clutch as a slipping medium

for the engine sprocket is

now regularly supplied.

Improvements are

noticeable, too, in the
two-speed gear intended
for lightweight motor
cycles. This gear is of

the simplest possible con-

struction, and is beauti-

fully made, the whole of

the parts, with the ex-

ception of the fork (which
is a drop forging), being
produced in the works of

John Jardine. including

even the ball bearings on
which the shafts run. In
this two-speed gear the
larger wheel is now screwed
on to the smaller wheel,
thus reversing the old

order of things.

The latest jardine two-speed gear tor lightweight machines, showing

its simple construction
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The 1916 Wooler Two-stroke.
Some Delail Improvements lo a Most Original Design.

Belt side of the latest Wooler, the engine ol

ACCOMPANYING are sectional illus-

trations showing the latest im-
provements in the Wooler engine.
In this interesting two-stroke,

which has no crank case compression, there
have been no very striking alterations for
1916. It may be remembered that the
Wooler has a double-ended piston work-
ing in a double-ended cylinder, and the
illustration shows how the gudgeon pin
and forked connecting rods are designed
to work though slots which are always

;

covered by the piston, so that no com-
pression can

,
escape either from the

cylinder or the displacer.

!
One of the improvements is to fit a

Inew detachable oil filter, consisting of a

tube of gauze, which prevents any foreign
matter from being drawn up into the oil

pipe. The pump delivers oil to the

i
cylinder through a drip feed, which can
be regulated, the excess being used to

lubricate the big ends and main bearings
of the engine.

which is a t-wo-stroke placed horizmtally.

The other improvement is the fitting of

a chamber in the transfer pipe, which is

shown in the accompanying sketch. This
chamber in the transfer pipe is of assist-

ance in the mixing of the charge,

reduces the pressure behind the
automatic inlet valve, and allows m':i">

the valve to open slightly later, :?j
"

giving more time for the exhaust
gases to escape and thus prevent-
ing the incoming mixture being
fouled. We are informed that it

renders the engine smoother in

action, and prolongs the life of

the inlet valve. It will be
noticed that this chamber, which
is fitted with a compression tap,

is situated just over the auxiliary

inlet port. It may be remem-
bered that the object of the
auxiliary inlet port is to enable
the inlet pipe to be completely
emptied of gas, and this is done as soon
as the -piston passes the port.
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DUBLIN AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. MEETING.

THK annual general mecjting of the
JJiililiri and JJistrict Motor Cycle
Club was lifid on October 28lh,
at Jury's Hotel, College Green,

Mr. G. A. M. Curtis presiding. Satis-
factory reports we're presented by the
hon. secretary and Hon. treasurer, tho
latter's showing an increased balance
forward, despite the heavy expenses for
prizes in the numerous competitions of

the past season. The meeting heard an
appeal from J. Dolman, against the
decision of the committee in connection
with the two days trial to Glengarriff
and back, but the decision of the com-
mittee was confirmed. New officers for

the year 1916 were elected as under

:

President, Mr. G. A. Curtis (re-elected)

;

hon. sec, Mr. W. H. Freeman; assistant
hon. sec, Mr. J. F. A. Day; hon.
treasurer, Jlr. W. J. Towel! ; captain,
Mr. J. Browne.
The meeting considered the matter of

ne.xt year's programme, and a resolu-
tion was passed recommending the com-
mittee to confine next year's events to

four, viz., a reliability trial at Easter,
the twenty-four hours trial, the two days
trial and a meeting at Portmornock, with
a possible winter trial on Boxing Day.

AUXILIARY INLET
PORT ,V\

SECTION CUT FROM
DISPLACER

^Jlj

, NEEDLE VALVE
REGULATING
OIL FEED

NOTE BEARING
SURFACE ON

BIG END

OIL CHANNEL
FROM FUMP

uTOR

Sectional views of engine of the 1916 two-stroke Wooler—a most original design.

The new mixing chamber in the transfer pipe of

the 1916 Wooler.

SPEED TRIALS IN SOUTH
WALES.

THE Maesteg and District Motor
Cycle Club on October 20th beld

a series of speed tests, the pro-

ceeds being devoted to the local

Picd Cross Funds. The results of the
different classes were as follow :

Cl.^ss 1. Akv Power JL^chixe.

1. W. Thomas (4 h.p. Douglas).

Class 2. jVL\chines up to 3 h.p.

1. W. Thomas (2";4 h.p. Douglas).

Class 3 Single-cylinder Machines up to
41,2 H.p.

1. E. W. Jones (S'o h.p. Triumph).

Class 4. Twin-cvlinder IVLachines of 3 h.p.

TO 41,2 H.p

1. W. Thomas (4 h.p. Douglas).

Class 5. ]\L\chines Exceeding 41.2 h.p.

1. W. Bowen (7-9 h.p. Indian).

Class 6. Slow Race for Twin-cylinder
aiACHINES.

1. T. Thomas (3 h.p. Enfield).

Class 7. Slow Race for Single-cylindee
IVLachines.

1. — . Lodwig {31.2 h.p. New Hudson).

Class 8. Polo Race for Any Power Machine.
1. W. Thomas (4 h.p. Douglas).

W. Thomas (Douglas) won the special

prize for the most prizes won.

B7
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CURRENT
CHAT \m
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SPECIAL FEATURES
BELT-CUM CHAIN TRANSMISSION ON BIG TWINS.

A NOVEL THREE-WHEELER
DURABILITY OF CLUTCHES WITH LIGHT-

WEIGHT GEARS.

TIMES TO LIGHT LAiVWb
Nov. 4th 5.28 p.m.

6th 5.26 .,

8th 5.22 „

)y 10th 5.19 „
In Lon)/on half an hour puiUer.

Motor Cyclists in the Services.

" Owner enlisting " is a reason now
frequently given for selling a second-hand
machine.

Trend o£ Design.

There are two V type twin-cylinder

two-stroke engines on test in the Mid-
lands, but neither has yet passed the

experimental stage, so each designer

reports. Newcomers to the pastime do
not appear to know that the Rex Co.

six or seven years ago produced a V
type twin two-stroke engine.

Moneylender and Motor Cycle Dealer.

A letter has been brought to our
notice, the heading of which denotes

that the writer not only sells motor
cycles, but lends money with which to

run them. Presumably the idea is to

sell a motor cycle to a man, cause him
to spend more money than he ought to,

and consecjuently return with the object

of borrowing more money with which
to run it. The idea strikes us as being
distinctly novel. Caveat emptor/

A Cumberland Road Warning.

The Automobile Association has re-

ceived serious complaints regarding the

speed of motors through Longtown, Cum-
berland. At the present time all traffic

gomg North through Carlisle has to pass
through Longtown, ow"ing to the closing

of the usual road on which a bridge is

being rebuilt, as notified some time ago
in 27/e Motor Cycle.

The Price of Petrol.

It has been said that the price of petrol

is lower in England than in any other
country except America, but a Dutch
correspondent informs us that the prices

which have existed there for the last two
years, and are the same at the present
time, are as follow : Autoline, Is. 5d. per
gallon ; Sumatrine, Is. 2^d. Both these
spirits are used for motor cycles and cars,

while Carburine, which is used for motor
boats only, is Is. l^d. per gallon.

Moskovskoye Obschestvo Motoristoff.

The JNIoscow Motor Cyclists Club has
lately been reformed and its sphere
extended, and its title is now as above.
The M.O.M. will be the recognised head-
quarters of the sport througliout Russia.

It will organise competitions, trials,

lectures, etc.. and open repair shops and
depots. Correspondence is invited from
kindred associations in England.

STILL CHEERFUL AFTER FIFTEEN MONTHS' DESPATCH RIDING.
The three men shown have been through the whole campaign in France, being attached to a

portion of the Indian Army. The man on the left (Lieut. iMetcalf) has been granted a
commission since the photograph was taken. All speak highly of their Douglas machines.

Road Repairs.

We have received a letter from the

secretary of the Roads Improvement
Association in which he points out that,

in spite of the Government's action in cur-

tailing the activities of the Road Board,
there need be but little deterioration in

the road surfaces if the local authorities

will face the problem of judicious and
skilful patching with proper material on
the "stitch in time" principle.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

•A-verage Latent
for ^\-eeklv

Vear. H.P. - .ast average
week, obtainable,

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . ^76 —
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . ^57 —
1015 6 3-sp. sidecar . . ?S7 —
1915 2j 2-speed

"—
£30

1914 3; 3-sp. sidecar . . — jfs,
1913 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £43
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . ^55 —
1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £40

B.S..A 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£73
~-—

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

~—
£56

1913 3i- 2-sp. sidecar .

.

^42
1914 2 2-speed —
T913 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—

;\ral;c.

.A.J.S. .,

.Mlon

.Ariel

Bat
Bradbury

Calthoi-pc

Clyno . .

.

1914 : -speed

£10

Douglas . .

.

1914 23 2-sp. T.T. .... £42
... 1914 25 --sp. kick start £43 —

Eniield .... 1914 6 2-sp, sidecar .

.

£63 —
., .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£50 —
1915 3 2-speed £46 —
1914 3 2-speed — I I'

Barley-
Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Humber ... 1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Indian .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

r6l
1914 7 T.T., free dig. £44

, 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£6S
iKion 1914 2.y 2-speed —
Tames 1915 4I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Lea-Francis 1913 3.V 2-speed —
Matclilcss ,

.

1914 8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
., .

.

1913 S 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
NewHudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£61

£83
£37

(2^

£42

£55

New Imperial 1014 2V
1915 2V

O.K.

eS

Speed £27
speed £"2Q

1915 2 2-sp ^25
1914 2 2-specd —

P. & M. ... 1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£47
... 1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Premier . .

.

1914 3.^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
,, ... 1913 3V 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Rex 1014 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Rover 1014 3J 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

Rudge 1914 5 Multi sidecar .

„ I9H 3.V Multi sidecar .

1913 -U Multi
Siiiger 1913 -j> 2-sp, sidecir .

.

Scott 1014 ji 2-sp. sidecar .

.

„ 1914 3i 2-speed
, 1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar .

.

M 1913 3J 2<peed — ^35
Sunbeam .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£8S —
„ .

.

1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£61 —
.. 1914 3I 3-speed — £50

,. • 1915 3-J 3-specd £66 —
Triumph . .

.

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£52 —
„ ... 1914 4 3-speed £45 —

19x3 3i 3.-sp. sidecar .

.

446 —
Williamson 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£58 —
Zenith 1914 S Gradua sidecar /6S —

„ ..... T914 6 Gradua sidecar — (<.''y

f59- 4»'>— £41- £60- £58
£4= -- £4S- £35- £31

£43
i^3

£7i
£41
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The "B.G." on November 25th.

It is ten years since " The Motor Ci/clt

Buj-evs' Uiiide" was instituted. This
year's tJuide, in tlio absence of a show, is

to be iUustratcd, iind will form tlie feature
of our issue of Thursday, November 25th.

Success of Bntish Machines in Canada.

At two recent meetings of the Toronto
Motor Cycle Ghib the Brouoh has dis-

tinguislied itself. In a liilJ-climb on
September 27th Broughs were first and
second in two classes, i.e., the 4 h.p. and
7 h.p. Again at speed tests on October
11th machines of this make secured three
first prizes.

Comforts for the Men at the Front.

Among the many calls for comforts and
games for men at the Front—a subject
we deal with editorially this week

—

perhaps the most deserving, from the
point of view of the readers of The Motor
Cycle, is a request from the No. 5
Battery, Motor Machine Gun Section,
now on active service. Th« men in this

battery say that two or three Primus
stoves, to heat Oxo, milk, etc., in the
trenches on cold nights would be a
pjodsend.

R.A.F. Brooklands Meeting.

We have received a letter from the
hon. secretary of the Royal Aircraft
Factory race meeting at Brooklands, in

which he says that not a single protest
has been sent in by any of the com-
petitors, wliich is probably a record. No
mention was made of prizes till the
meeting was over, and then the com-
mittee, finding that they had a little cash

.

in hand, decided to spend about £9 on
this object, leaving about £3 or £4 to

hand over to the War Distress Fund.

The National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follow :

£ s. d.

Belgian Relief Fund
(exceeds) 1,045,000

Weekly Dispatch Tobacco
Fund ...' 87,604

The Times Fund for the

Sick and Wounded ... 1,846,856

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund 166,611 9 11

Daily Mirror Nurse
Cavell Memorial Fund 3,500

Daily Chronicle Fund for

Christmas Gifts for the
Troops 5,156

"A Masterpiece 01 Mechanical Paradox."
We have received several criticisms of

Mr. Worsdale's article. A selection of

these will appear in our ne.vt issue.

A "'Wavy" Road
Those Birmingham manufacturers who,

following The Motor Cycle campaign in

favour of spring frames, are studying
the question, will find a most excellent
stretch of road for testing purposes on
the Coventry Road near Hay Mills.

When to Reduce Lights.

Is it not time some means of notice
were provided on the outskirts of towns
and cities showing the point at which
lights must be reduced? Several motor-
ists lately in different parts of the
country have overstepped the mark in

ignorance, which has later led to their
appearance at the local police courts.

What Others Miss

!

Tlie Motor .Cycle can truly claim to be
the only paper covering every phase of

the motor cycling movement. Not only
are new models described and illustrated
as they appear, but important trials all

over the kingdom are reported by our
coiTespondents. Readers of this journal
have recently had accounts of a coast to
coast despatch ride, Scotch petrol con-
sumption trial, a Dutch pillion seat trial,

a sidecar outing for wounded soldiers in

Cape Town, and different Irish events,
etc., etc., the majority of which have been
dealt with exclusively in these pages.
Four pages of last Thursday's issue were
devoted to the R.A.F. munition workers'
meeting at Brooklands, which attracted
265 entries,

Our campaign in favour of spring
frames has produced such remarkable
results that other journals who remained
silent while The Motor. Cycle performed
the spade work are having to follow on.

More New Models in This Issue.

This week's issue again contains a
number of exclusive features. Among
the new models, following upon our
description of the 6 h.p. twin Brough,
the latest Auto-wheel, and the 5 h.p.

twin Vindec, we describe and illustrate

three new Campion designs for 1916, the
latest horizontal Wooler, and an entirely
new three-wheeler design by Mr. Alfred
A. Scott. , This novel two-seater, which is

neither a sidecar nor a cycle car, has a

twin-cylinder vertical two-stroke engine,

shaft drive, and detachable disc wheels.

The Rain at the Week-end.
The projected Kenti»h liill-climbini,

tour for lightweight motor cycleii at thi-

weekend did not, take place owing to tli'-

miserable weather conditions prevailini;.

'J'hree munition workers braved the
elements, two of them having worked all

night at Woolwich .VrRenai. There waa .1

long wait at the meeting place for the
conditions to improve, but as the rain still

came down pitilessly the event was
abandoned.

A Bogus Lieutenant.
John Arthur Cecil Scott, described na

an engineer of Hampstead, had ridden
his motor bicycle without lights along
Rosslyn Hill after dark at a speed of

twenty miles an hour, and a mounted
constable had galloped after him for a
distance of 600 yards before he over-
took him. He gave his name as Lieut.
Scott, of the Royal Navy, and refu.sed

to give further particulars, and then,
lighting up, went off at a fast pace.
Tile police at Hampstead said that Scott
had no right to wear the Naval uniform,
and had already been dealt with at

Marylebone for this offence. On the
present summons he was fined £5 or one
month's imprisonment.

The R.A.C. Reduction of Subscriptions

At an extraordinary general meeting
of the members of the Royal Automobile
Club, the Hon. Arthur L. Stanley,
M.V.O., M.P., chairman of the Club and
president of the Auto Cycle Union,
mentioned In his introductory remarks
that by retaining the old rates of sub-
scription during, the present crisis the
Club would run the risk of losing just that
class of member which could least easily

be spared, and it was most desirable to

retain the j'oung, _ active, and enthusiastic
motorist, who could in time to come be
relied upon to foster the best interests of

the automobile movement.
It was unanimously agreed that the

subscription for town members be five

guineas, and. for country members three
guineas. This should result in an influx

of many thousands of motorists who had
been debarred hitherto from the R.A.C,
owing to the comparatively high entrance
fee and subscription. It is interesting

to note that the entrance fee has been
abolished. We are sure that there are
many well-to-do motor cyclists, the most
enthusiastic of motorists, who will now-

seize the opportunity of joining the
parent body of the A.C.U.

Part of a batch of prospective despatch rideis passed by the Editor of Th; Motor Cycle on the 23rd ult. tor the Royal Engineers Signal Service.

Thev were tested on their own machines in the Coventry Barracks yard.
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WHAT is more or less

the South African

equivalent of our motor

cycle volunteer corps is the

motor cycle troop attached to

the Cape Province Training

Association. These photographs

were taken recently and show

Cape Town motor cyclists, who

are members of the troop, in

training at a week-end camp

about forty miles from Cape

Town Motor Cycle Troop. The

elevated plateau, about 8oo feet

above sea level, at Smitswinkel

Bay, To reach this eminently

suitable location a recently

opened road has to be followed

from Cape Town, and along this

proceeds, on Saturday mornings,

an advance guard of the Cape

Town motor cycle troop. The

main bodv of men follows in
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A WEEK-END CAMP
OF THE CAPE TOWN

TROOP.

.itjie afternoon to find tents

:'pitched and everything prepared

flby the advance guard.

The surrounding mountains

offer opportunities of strenuous

training, and, beside motor cycle

:;scouting and other work inti-

ffimately associated with the motor

ncycle, the men have rifie practice

ifiand infantry training. In this

''connection it may be mentioned

hat many of the men, formerly

.. members of this troop, have

JD come home to fight in Europe.

From the illustrations it will

- De gathered that sidecar machines

-fiappear to be as popular for this

.J kind of work as solo machines

;

they are undoubtedly useful for

carrying camp material, etc.

The men look fit and keen,

and we wish the Cape Town
Motor Cycle Troop every success.
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MILITARY NOTES.
NEWS FROM THE FRONT

WRITIXG from the Front, Lieutenant
Cecil Burney, R.E., tells us that
he is very glad to be back again.

"The weather," he goes on to say, "is
turning very bad now, and the roads are
just right for D.R.'s. Bertram Fowke,
Tvho used to ride a Blackburne, is out
here, but I have not seen him yet, I

saw A. Q. Roberts the other day-
There are several people out here 1 have
met, or expect to meet shortly, including
Rowlandson, Francis (of Lea and Francis),
'Bush ' Newsome ; in fact, it is quite
like Coventry in some ways, with our
huge M.T. repair shops here."

SPRING SEAT-PILLARS FOR
W.O. MOTOR CYCLES.

IN view of The. Motor Cycle spring
frame campaign, it is worthy of
mention that a number of Douglas.

War Office models on service in France
and Flanders have lately been fitted with
spring seat-pillars

A USEFUL WAISTCOAT
THE cold weather has set in properly

in France and Flanders, and Lieut.
Philip Grout, in the course of a

letter received a few days ago, says he
finds his T.T. waistcoat very acceptable.
Grout is attached to headquarters with
the chief engineer, and says that he is

fit and cheerful. He has met S. Garrett,
the Regal-Green rider, and now in the
A.S.C.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" 2Jd.

THE illustration on this page of Des
patch Riders Lander and Thacker
was sent us by -J. L. Browning, to

whose Mechanical Transport column the
two riders are attached. Browning says

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES FO
FRANCE AND EGYPT.

THE Wulfruna Engineering Co. info

us that they have just received
order for Wolf motor cycles fr

the Flench Government for army use

A.B.C. Road Motors have received

order to supply motor bicycles to

Egyptian Government.

SEASONED DESe.ATCH RlDERi
F. C. Lander (left) and H. L. Thacker,

who have been over in France since the very

beginning of the war. Both were well-known

hrade men before the war, Mr. Lander being

connected \vith the British Deperdussm
Monoplane Syndicate, and Mr. Thacker with

Messrs. Cars and Motor Sundries, Ltd.

that practically every member of the iLT.
units are only too willing to pay the 2id.
dema4"icted by French newsagents for The
Motor Cycle, which they obtain whilst

passing through different towns, in the

execution of their duties.

No. 1 BATTERY M.M.G.S
LANCE-CORPL. A. B. WADE

(

foimer Zenith rider), who has b<

on active service for some time,
now with the Motor Machine G
Section. He tells us that the So
machines with the No. 1 Battery,
which he is attached, are standing bet
than one could really lK>pe for. Vfi

has met "Scott" Longfield, whom
reports in good health, and both are loi

ing for the good days and competitii

to come.

" ASSEMBLING MACHINES
BLINDFOLDED.

MEN of the Motor ilachine G
Service have a very busy tii

during training. One of the fii

tests a soldier has to pass in the handii
of a machine gun is, when blir
folded, to build the gun lock in t

space of
minute. Desp
the fact that t

gun lock et
sists of ninete
separate piec
the task is

no means an i;

possible one. fi

midable as
sounds. Aft
all, many
e.xpert mechai
could assemble
motor cvole e
gine in tlie dar
and even time
fairlv accuiatel

i%J

SS

.,™«.Jffc-i.(^^»'4:X,^

DESPATCH RIDERS ON THE GALLlPOLl PENINSULA.
Although the use ol motor cycles is at present limited on the Gallipoli Peninsula, there are some ready lor eventualities.

(Top) A group of despatch riders making a dug-out. (Lek) .A despatch rider coming back from a bathe uses his Douglas. (Right) Corporal
Thoiyias. a Douglas-mounted despatch rider on the Gallipoli Peninsula.

EI4
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Vacancies for Experienced Motor Cyclisfs in the M.M.G.S.

r.T^!?i'

The upper,photographs show prospective despatch riders being tested for mechanical knowledge and riding abilities before being accepted for
the R.E. The lower left photograph was taken at a training centre ; the back view of the D.R. shov.-s part of his equipment, including the
despatch case, while on the left is Sergt.-Major Finnimore, whom most D.R.'s know well. Below, the finished product—riders and their mounts
with complete equipment, ready for ser\'ice overseas.

R.E. DESPATCH RIDERS.

NO doubt on account of the Recruit-
ing canvass stirring up eligible

men, the number of letters which
have been received by the editor

from pro.5pe<-tive recruits has grown very
considerably during the past fortnight.
The majority of the applicants seek
positions as despatch riders, but,, as the
Sontli Jlidland Divisional Area list has
swollen considerably during the last
week or two, no further applications
should be sent to the editor until another
t'Ppeal is issued.

On Saturday last another examination
took place in the Coventry Barracks
^'quare o! a score of motor cvclists who
desired to enlist in the Ecyal Flying
Corps and the Eoval Engineers" as
despatch riders. Those accepted will be
apprised m due course bv the authorities.

MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE.
As stated last week a limited nnruber

of experienced motor cyclists may
now be accepted for the JNI.M.G.S.
without any waiting. Any riders of good
physique who have had at least a year's
experience and who are desirous of

enlisting in this section for the duration
of the war should present themselves at
the Coventry Eecruiting Office on Tuesday
afternoon next, the 9th inst., between
2.30 and 4 p.m. The editor of this

journal (Mr. Geoffrey Smith), who is

inspecting officer, will be in attendance
to accept eligible recruits. The il.M.G.S.
is the onlv branch of the Army desiring
motor cyclists immediately.

In addition to the vacancies above
mentioned, a few experienced car drivers
and mechanics who have had experience
in motor cycle' workshops are wanted.

The undermentioned are among
latest recruits in the M.M.G.S. :

the

C. HaU.
E. A. Hock.
.J. Kemp.

H. Tillotson.

A. L. Wrate.

Motor cyclists in the Dartford (Kent)
divisional aiea who desire to enlist as

despatch riders should apply to the Eev.
F. W. Hassard Short, Secretary Motor
Cyclist Reserve Committee, 3, Watling
Street, Dartford. There are a number of
vacancies, and as ten despatch riders have
to be famished every month, it is un-
likely that there will be so long a i;lay
in being called up as in the past.

The total number of applications dealt
with by the editor of The Motor Cycle
from motor cyclist recruits totalled o,C54
on Saturday last.
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A Scott Three-wheeler Design.
Sidecar or Cycle Car? Novelty Throughout in the True Sense of the Word.

THERE has just been published an interesting

patent specification in the name of A. A. Scott,

the designer of the well-known two stroke motor
bicycle, which gives details of a new design of three-

wheeled vehicle. This provides for the carrying of

two occupants side by side in a comfortably low
position, with considerable capacity for luggage, etc.

At first glance it resembles somewhat a sidecar

outfit, but the high vertical frame of the motor bicycle

has gone, and in its place is a low tubular structure of

detail end view, the back axle D is stiffened by a

strut H, which is connected at one end with the axle

and at the other end with the casing J which contains

the bevel or other driving gear at the rear end of the

propeller-shaft.

The front wheel swivels about a steering pivot K
such as is used on motor cars, and this is supported

by a structure L which is triangular both in plan and

side elevation. This is pivoted to both sides of the

front of the main frame, so that considerable support

is afforded. The pivoted front structure L is con-

nected with the main frame by springs M, and the

back axle is coupled to the main frame by similar

springs N. The main frame is therefore underslung

at the back.

There is also a frame extension behind the axle,

which forms a luggage carrier, and there is a triangular

structure supporting the cross member O, from which,

as shown in dotted Unes, a hammock type of seat

can be slung. The footboard is arranged along the

member R, so that it will be clear that both occupants

are arranged very low down and side by side.

A machine on these lines, with Scott patent disc

wheels, has already received exhaustive tests on the

road, but until it has passed the experimental stage

Mr. Alfred Scott is, perhaps, naturally averse to a full

description of the machine appearing. As an attempt

to produce a simple and light two-seater, this new
design is bound to create great interest.

Detail end view of axle showing stiffening strut H.

considerable strength. It will' also be noticed that all

the wheels are of the " overhung " type. That is to

say, there are no forks as used on motor bicycles, the

wheels being carried as on motor cars, so that each is

easily detachable, and the same applies to its tyres.

Another extremely important point is that all the

tubular frame members are straight, and the machine
is built up of a series of triangular structures of con-

siderable strength. All the tubes are relieved from
bending stresses, and are subject only to stresses of

compression and tension, and the

loads are all supported at the junc-

tion of the triangular structures.

Interesting Frame Design.

In side elevation the frame is

seen to comprise two parallel tubes,

A and B in the reproduced specifi-

cation, joined together by angular

tubes, so that on the left-hand side

two triangular structures are formed
of which the members A and B fcTrm /
the bases. On the right-hand side . /

of the frame the smaller triangle is

constituted by the engine crank case

casting ; the two side frames are

connected together by straight cross

members, and also by diagonal
tubes. It is claimed that the engine
is prevented from setting up any
oscillation on the frame by this

method of attachment. The engine
drives by a flexible propeller-shaft

to the right-hand rear wheel C.
This is mounted upon a fixed back
axle D, as also is the left-hand
wheel E. The axle is connected
with the frame and engine by radius

rods F, of which the right-hand one
contains the propeller-shaft. The
axle is also connected laterally with
the frame by a transverse radius SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR? Side and plan views of a new three-wheeler design by
rod G. As will be seen from the Mr. Alfred A. Scott. The engine is a t>vin-cylinder vertical two-stroke.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible loi the opinions of his correspondents.

All letlers should oe addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,' Hertford Str;et, Coven'.ry, and mast be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

The Modern Sidecar Outfit Compared.
Sit',— I quite agree that there is no question of new engines

being inferior to the models of a few years ago. AH I

suggest is tliat the new 3^ h.p. outfit, though admittedly
more luxurious, is considerably slower than its forerunner
of three years ago, both on the level and when climbing.
It appears now to be designed for the middle-aged potterer
possessed of a. wife who insists on having an ostentatious
sidecar, and the result is that those who still want speed
must either cling to their old mount or run a. big twin.
The average modern 3^ h.p. combination is too heavy, too
cijmplicated, and too luxurious for speed. Till I can get a
big twin, I shall stick to my old Bradbury and its shabby
sidecar. As for IMr. Davies's B.S.A., it is as much as I

can do to keep my three-year old under control when it

spots the familiar green tank ahead. Mr. Davies would not
have a chance. E. C. PALMER.

Sir,—Surely I\Ir. E. C. Palmer, in his letter in TU MiAor
Cj/de of the 14th inst. , makes a ratlier big claim respecting the
alleged superiority of his 1912 4 h.p. over the present 3^- and
4 h.p. I have no wish to belittle the performances of his
machine, and I also am a believer in the old saw, " Old
friends are truest," but I certainly must challenge the state-

ments. I consider I am an average rider, and for the past
seven months have driven a 1915 5^ h.p. Sunbeam single.

Now, I have successfully ta<?kled most of the worst hills in

Sussex, and with a sidecar and passengers ranging from ten
to fourteen stone have never dropped lower than second, with
the exception of, say, really bad corners or for some obstruc-

tion. All ordinary gradients have been mounted on top gear,

and, in spite of that, the petrol consumption, tested carefully

i"*»«baSCS5rtfsa®*s^^s»3rsos:i

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Green, ot Rushden, Northants. and their

1913 6 h.p. Bat-Canoelet sidecar machine. The Pomeranian is a

keen sidecarist—simply won't be left at home, and has already

covered 2.500 miles.

with an average 22 stone load, has been 82 m.p.g. The tyres

are still in good order after over 6,000 miles, and the chains

in perfect condition for the mileage.

I have no interest in the cycle mentioned, ,ind write this

only as a satisfied user. Anyway, a chat with "E.C.P."
would be interesting, but as he has the pull over me of halt

a horse-power I had better not challenge him on a 1 in 5

with a head wind. A SUSSEX SUNBEAM.

Footballs tor the Front.

Sir,

—

I notice an appeal for footballs in your issue of the

21st ult. Will yon please allow me space to point out to

those who are likely to respond that the boys in or near

the firing line are those to whom footballs, etc., should
be sent ?

Red Cross and other mechanics are paid sufficient wages
to provide them for themselves, and ought not to be
encouraged to beg of the good-natm'ed people at home.

M. J. HAWKINS.

Condition oi Main Roads in Kent.
Sir,—With reference to vour road reports of main roads in

Kent in The Motor Cycle of October 7th, I feel that the

paragraph regarding the main road from Gravesend to Chat-

ham is rather misleading. I quite agree that the surface of

this particular highway was very rough some weeks ago

;

but, in my opinion, it is now improved to a great extent,

and. as I use this road every day, through all weathers, I can

safely speak from experience. There are now only one or

two Very' short patches which could be classed as fatilty.

W. W. PINK.

Semi-T.T. Handle-bars.
Sir—It is with great pleasure that I always read your

interesting journal, and especially " Ixion's " effort. In

your issue of August 12th he writes a very caustic note

on the subject of standard handle-bars, and here he has

my fullest support. Often after a bad skid I vented my
a.riger on the handle-bars by putting one foot against one

and tugging at the other. Needless to say, I never budged
them until I scrapped them in favour of a pair of semi-

T.T. handles. Then only did I feel safe in mtid and sand,

which out here is often 6in. deep and extending for from

50 to 200 yards in patches. G.L.K.

Potchefstroom, Transvaal, S.A.

The Lady Motor Cyclist: A Protest.

Sir.—Considerable prominence has been given recently, in

the motor cycle press, to the subject of motor cyclists of

the fair sexj and the machines they ride.

It must be obvious from some of the photographs pub-

lished, that there exists some difficulty in obtaining, or

disinclination to use, machines which are especially con-

structed for ladies' use. Presuming this to be correct, I

think all who have an interest in the sport and pastime

must view this state of affairs with some alarm. I plead

'not guilty" to being a prude, but do consider a woman
loses her self-respect and the respect of all right-thinking

people by some of the exhibitions which of recent years,

and more especially recent months, have been thrust before

the gaze of the "public. I daresay no one, of the male

sex, has taken more interest in motor cycling for ladies

than I have, and some of my happiest hoiu-s, during many
years' experience of the pastime, have been spent with clubs

which encouraged ladv riders who rode ladies' machines.

B.E.F. THE DREADNOUGHT.
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Two Independent Brakei;.
Sir,—A warning to Harley-Davidson riders. Whilst riding

through Garstang on Sunday I was stopped by a policeman,
and he enquired if I had two independent brakes. Not
knowing the rules, and relying on the machine being com-
plete, I pleaded ignorance, but was reported and fined 10s.

I thought I would write you for the benefit of your readers.

, A. V. GRIMSHAW.
[In connection with the above, it should be mentioned that

the latest Harley-Davidson machines have two independent
brakes.

—

Ed.]

Clergymen and the Petrol Tax.
Sir,—I certainly agree with ',' Ixion " that there are

many minor professional users of motor vehicles who are
more entitled to consideration re rebate of petrol duty
than the clerical profession ; in fact, I think the latter

could make out but a very poor case. These "minor
professionals " are generally persons of no greater means,
but compelled to a much greater extent to rely on motor
propulsion for the rapid and economical performance of
their business, and hence the petrol tax bears more hardly
on them.
There is, however, very little likelihood of any extension

of the rebate system : even the present rebates cause so
much trouble and expense that any extension of the system
would make any but a high rate" tax unprofitable. Even
under the present system claims are made on account of
doctors' cars, hired-out motors, trade vans, threshing
engines, chaff cutters, mangel-wurzel choppers, house
lighting, and even travelling ice cream carts (a thermal
contrast surely !)

Personally, I cannot see even why doctors should be
entitled to rebate any more than the numerous body of
" minor professionals " who are users (often compulsorily)
of motor vehicles for business purposes. Doctors, as a
rule, are certainly as well able to afford the tax as the
latter class, and are equally interested in the proper upkeep
of the roads. Being a Customs and Excise Officer, how-
ever, and having to pay the full tax on all petrol used
(even that used in connection with the investigation of
these very rebate claims), I am probably biassed on the
subject. CUSTEX.

Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.
Sir,— I have read with interest the article on '

' Engine
Eattle in Two-strokes" by '.' Oile " in your issue of °the
7th inst. I own a 2i h.p. two-stroke Connaught, and have
had the same experience as " Oile," with the exception
that the rattle has not yet ceased, neither can I find out
the cause. The rattle commenced about two months after
I purchased the machine, which is now five months old.
When I approach 25-28 m.p.h. the rattle commences, and
when I throttle down gradually dies away until a high
speed iS' again attained. I do not find it, however, when
the machine is going up hill. I have tried cleaning out
the cylinder, fitted new piston rings and plugs without
benefit, and I should like to know if any other reader
has had a similar experience ; if so, whether a remedy
has been found? W.G.E.

Sir,—There is no doubt that the rattle complained of has
a cause and also a remedy, but I do not consider it common
to two-strokes. It points to faulty carburation or ignition,
or both, and these can be got over.' My machine is bad for
four-stroking at slow speeds or starting, but runs well at
anything over 10 m.p.h.
May I give my experience? I bought a 2^-3 h.p. 1914

two-stroke, petroil system, two months ago, and from
its appearance it had done some mileage. I overhauled
it, cleaned piston and cylinder, brought up the compres-
sion, and found all in excellent order. I covered some
350 to 400 miles on it, mainly by twenty-mile runs, but
recently decided to go from London to Yorkshire—a day
for each way. My outward run was covered at an averag'e
speed of 23 m.p.h. ; the engine ran grandly, and only
once did I have signs of overheating. I climbed all hills
on top (5 to 1), although fitted with a three-speed gear.
On the return journey I carefully checked the petrol in
tank at start and finish, and found the consumption just
1| gallons of No. 2 for 220 miles; this is 125.7 miles per
gallon—nothing much to complain of—and my average
speed worked, out at 24 m.p.h.. The engine ran splendidly,

^^(^LS NOVEMBER 4th, igij.

and again only had signs of overheating once (at Stamford),
no rattle whatever, and between towns ran with wide
open throttle.

I have Amac, 24 jet, gauze on intake and between
carburetter and cylinder, petrol ^^in. below jet. I paid
attention to air slide to see it opened wide, re-timed
magneto, and set it well in advance, but always retard
when engine speed faUs. The acceleration on opening
throttle widp is splendid, without a trace of knock, but I

usually open slowly. However, on this trip I took all hills

slowly, say 20 m.p.h. to start, and eased up on down
grades to give the engine a chance to cool, but drove
hard on the level, doing one stretch of nine miles in

15jm. by stop-watch.
My experience thus shows that there are two-strokes

which run well, and mine is far from new, though in good
condition. The mileage I have covered is about 800, and
not once has the engine knocked, and only three or four
times has it overheated, and 300 to 400 vards at 12 to 15

m.p.h. have cured it. WIMBLEDON.

Back wheel springing system suggested

by Sec-Lieut. W.Austin N.Smith.

Rear Springing.
Sir,—I enclose sketch of a suggested form of rear spring-

ing, or rather back wheel springing. At the rear end of the

chain stay and diagonal stay is a large one-piece bracket

in the form of a fork. Through the parallel arms of the

fork pass two parallel spindles C, slightly curved to form
an arc, and secured

on the outside of the

fork at both ends by
lock nuts. Sliding

on these spindles is a

sleeve D, through the

centre of which passes

the hub spindle, the

latter being of tlie

" knock out " type in

order to overcome any
difliculties about ba<i
wheel removal. Above
and below this sleeve,

mounted on the
spindles, are foiu- stout

coil springs.

It will be seen that

the back wheel would
have an upward or downward motion, governed by these coll

springs, the same arrangement being, of course, on either side

of the wheel ; the necessary radial motion of the wheel is given

by the fact that the spinSles C are shghtly cui'ved. What
seems to me to be a great advantage of this idea is that

there would be an absolute minimum of unsprung weight.

It should also be fairly rigid laterally, and the shorter and
stouter the spindles are, the more this would be the case.

It might be made a stiffer job by havuig the bracket in

the form of a rectangle instead of a fork ; however, this

would hardly be necessary. It seems to me that something
after this tj^ie might, at any rate, be applicable to lighf
weight machines, if not to those of "the heavier type, and
it should be fa.kly inexpensive to produce.

W. AUSTIN N. SMITH (SEC. -LIEUT.).

Farafiin Motor Cycle Lamps.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. P. W. Johnson, asks about

paraffin lamps. Let me strongly advise him, from personal

experience, to give up the idea. I had two of the best

lamps made a couple of years ago, and they blew out every

few yards—literally. A large Holborn firm made a lamp
at that time specially for sidecar use, but gave it up. It

is not the jolting that causes the trouble so much as the

excessive draught, and no arrangement of blocking holes

that either the makers or I could trv cured it. EL 1969.

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1916 MODELS.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th!

This issue will be considerably enlarged and will contain

an illustrated review of the various new

pattern motor cycles.
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INDISPENSABLE
ACCESSORIES.

Flash Battery.
" Flash/'

-we 6.V X 4-V X c'.i

Price ..'8/2"

Leather Case for
Flash Cell Baltory.

In leather, 7/2
In fibre, 3/10

Gre- Solvent.

Perfect Hand Cleaner
6 oz. tin, 3d.

M.C. WATCH

An excellent wntch with lock.

30-hour, 11/-
Bestqualitv S-day, 33/-

QUICK-
DRYING
BLACK.
For rusty or

dirty cylinder^.

1/2 per till.

A \'ery hard in\'isibie

lacquer for plated parts
of cycle or lamps.

Invaluable for winter
riding. lOd, per tin.

PATCHQUICK iM.C. WALLET.
Leather wallet, complete with the Patch-
quick Repair Outfit and three t^Te levers.

Price complete . . 6/9
All Patchquick T>Te Outfits Stocked.

Dunhills
Illustrated Catalogue post free.

359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.
42-43, Lombard Street, London, E.C.

72, St. Vincent St., Glasgow. 90-92, Cross St., Manchester.

Price cotnplcte

4-9/- ^':i
with 6 spare jets,

key, and full

instructions.

SENT ON APPROVAL
AND TRIAL.

FOR scorr
MACHINES
SPECIAL
FITTINGS
ARE

REQUIRED

15/- extra
complete.

Can be put
on in an hour

Alt my c.nrtjiircttcfs

irc (inite automatic,
hut an extra air

'(-ver is fitted, by
rneaiii of which
extra air can he atl-

rnitted any tirne or
when running down-
hill with the throttle

I AM ADVISING YOU
IF YOU WILL ACCEPT MY ADVICE YOU WILL

BEWARE OF IMITATORS .

As yo'j will remember two of my competitors have in

the past strongly advised that pilot jets were not neces-
sary. Now they a4'e fitting their latest productions
with them, as they have at last recognised that they
are really essential, but this is tlie important point for
you to remember ; they have copied obsolete designs of
mine that I have abandoned two years ago in favour of
something much better. The BINKS Jet-Damping
Carburetter is patent, and may not be copied, and is the
last word in carburetter construction. It makes your
engine really flexible, and allows it to tick over like a

clock when idle and won't race when the clutch is taken
out. and on a 5^ Single you can do over ISO miles to

the gallon (see 77k Motor C'l/clc).

WHY NOT GREATLY IMPROVE YOUR
MACHINE BY GETTING ONE TO-DAY?
I send them on a week's approval, and return your
money, less e.xamination fee, if you are not in every
way highly .satisfied. These carburetters have caused a
profound impression, as they really do what no other
caiburetter can do by reason of their construction.

The testimonials I have received are almost em-
barrassing, and I invite you to send for my testimonial

book.

Mr. Bobbins, using this carburetter, has won the
mnch-coveted " Jlanufacturers' Trophy." What higher
testimony can be suggested for touring value?

Mr. O'Donovan astonished the world by travelling at

over 81 miles per hour on a 3^- Single Norton ; no other
carburetter would give .an equal speed. No matter
what make of machine you have, a BINK,S will fit and
improve it and give you just what you so desire.

ON THE SCOTT." Well, the improvement has to be
seen to be believed. With a BINKS carburetter the

Scott engine will tick over dead slow when in free and
start with one kick.PETROL
1/

SUBSTITUTE

PER GALLON.
ALL USERS OR PURCHASERS OF
MY CARBURETTERS WILL BE
ABLE TO BUY THIS WO.NDERFUL

SPIRIT, WHICH IS INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM
PETROL AT DOUBLE THE PRICE, ENABLING
VOU TO RUN YOUR MACHINE AT HALF COST.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

C. BINKS Ltd., Phffinix Works. ECCLES. Manchester.

Ijt ansiferinr/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B2.H
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YOU ^ get a full year's service from whatever date you

join the AUTO CYCLE UNION.

JOIN NOW and secure Free Legal Advice, Touring Services, Special Insurance Benefits, Handbook, and many
other advantages. The A.C.U. Insurance Policy (guaranteed by the Law Accident Insurance Society)

piovides that disputed claims shall be settled by the A.C.U. Committee. Free Touring Membership
without increase of Premium,

X
n
X
31w

Address: mS

M /iuuiMia= T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, A.C.U., Pall Mall, S.W. w

ENQUIRY FORM. Make o( Machine. H.P. Date of Manufacture. Present Value. Reaistered Number.

No

please send full particulars to : N.\ME

ADDRESS.

THE
[WORLD OVER ^^

The British-built L.M.C. has

demonstrated its road sovereignty

—m reliability, in powerful action,

in sureness under seemingly

impossible conditions, and in

regularity of running. There is

not an instance where it has failed

to realize the expectations of owners
6 h.p. TWIN, and 3* and 4i h.p
SINGLECYL.COUNTERSHAFT
3-SPEED GEAR MODELS

Alt List Gmtis.
The Lloyd Motor
Engineering Co., Ltd.
1 J .MO.ILIIJUIH Uu
Birmingham.

c

Delivery to Order

in Quantities as usual.

EVERLASTING

ENGINES
500 c.c. 750 CO. 1,000 c.c.

Spare Parts ALWAYS in Stock.

MAG ENGINE CO., LTD..

Harrow Rd., Willesden Junction, N.W.
Telephone : 1092 Willosdea.

Telegrams: "Synouymous (Keusal) London." *
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Aselectionof questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,'

so Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
ur^ed to write clearly and on one side of the piper only, numbering each query seoarately. and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters contain ing legal
questions should be marlted ** Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on tecruucal suojects.

Fi.ting a Magneto Switch.

I should be obliged if you
would let me know if it is

possible to fix a magneto cut-

out switch to a two-stroke motor
cycl?, the magneto being a

Dixie, and, if so, the best way to
set about it.—H.L.G.

There is no difficulty whatever about
fitting a magneto switch if you desire
to do so. All you have to do is to
connect a wire from the terminal on
the magneto contact breaker to a
switch on the handle-bars. If there is

no terminal on the magneto you must
write to the makers of the magneto
for one.

Electric Lighting by Accumulator.

Do you consider that aceumii-

\fy\ lators are satisfactory for light-

> ing purposes on a motor cycle
LlU for head and tail lamp ?

—

A.E.L.
A good accumulator is perfectly satis-

factory—see The Motor Cycle, April
29th. page 412. - The accumulator there
referred to has had but one recharge
m twelve months. We advise you to

get one of 40 ampere hours and to use
bulbs which do not require a large dis-

charge, say, .75 ampere for head light

and .25 ampere for tail lamp. These
will give you ample light if your lamp
is a good one and correctly focussed.

Lubrication.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke,^ and I wish to know, if one may
? instead of keeping them separate.
-2-1 use petrol and oil combined,

If so, what is. the proportion of

to petrol? Unfortimately, the

makers do not send the machines out
with a sight feed, and in cold weather
it is somewhat difficult to know the

amount of oil being supplied to the
engine.—G.W.

We should recommend you to have a

sight feed _ arranged, so that you can see

how fast the oil is going through, in pre-

ference -to mixing oil with the petrol,

which, though satisfactory from the
lubrication point of view, is exceedingly
messy, as the mixture leaves traces of

oil wherever it leaks. The correct pro-

portion is half a pint of oil to a gallon

of petrol.

oil

well.

Paraffin as a Fuel.

I have a 3^ h.p. Trivunph,

Q and, owing to petrol being so

> dear, I have been experimenting
with best paraffin at lid. per
gallon, and find it works fairly

Now some of my friends tell

me that paraffin is injurious to the
engine, etc. I shall be grateful if you
will state if this fuel is at all detri-

mental, and if you would advise me
to continue using it or not.—T.D.

Paraffin causes sooting in the engine,

and also konking through pre-ignition,

and, of course, the latter is always detri-

mental to the bearings. You wOl be
quite safe in using three parts petrol and
one paraffin, provided the engine does
not knock.

Fitting a Larger Belt.

I am thinking of fitting a^ larger size belt on toy. machine
;

y the present one is a Jin., and it

-iJ has bedded down to the bottom
of the pulley after about 500

miles, so I thought of fitting a jin.

belt. Is there any disadvantage in

doing this? The pulley is not worn,
neither has any rubber peeled off the
belt. The machine is a new one. I

understand it will raise the gear a little,

but my weight is not much—about
nine stone—and I hardly ever use more
than half throttte. Do you recommend
this alteration of belt?—A.L.

If the belt is really a good fit on the
pulley, and does not project too much
above it, there is no reason why you
should not use a larger belt ; in fact,

this would be a considerable improve-
ment. It might raise the gear a little,

but this would not matter.

"i^tinual !!&u^itrs' ^ui6e
j

PTOMCnfOUS

An Invaluable Work of Reference. !

This year's Guide will appear in ;

our issue of THURSDAY. Nov. 25th. •

and illustrations of 1916 Models will ;

form a feature. •

Silencer Ei plosions.

(1.) My motor cycle is some-

^ times most difficult to start with

5 the kick starter. After three or

-iJ four kicks it misfires with a bad
explosion. Does this harm the

engine? (2.) I also want to know the

best method of unscrewing a tight nut.

The one in question is a small nut on
the crank case which holds the bracket

of the gear case.—G.H.
(1.) Probably the mixture is rather too

weak. At starting the air should be

closed and the carburetter flooded. If

you use the kick starter several times

and the engine does not fire, unexploded
charges get into the silencer, so the next

time the engine fires one of these is

exploded, and this causes the loud noise.

It does not do any harm to the engine,

but it might possibly blow out the end

of the silencer. You might try the

effect of a slightly larger jet. (2.) Get
a box spanner, or a spanner that

exactly fits, which has a long handle to

it, and tap it with a hammer. You will

then have no diiSculty in removing the

nut. If you use force with a small bad-

fitting spanner you will only burr the

nut over.

Carburetter Adjustment.

(1.) Should I be able to run
with the air fully open? At
present after about seven miles

with much air the engine begins

to misfire; what causes this? I

an Amac carburetter. 25 jet.

Should I try 24 jet? (2.) With
Enfield gear 6 to 1, 13 to 1, can I

raise the top gear to 4| to 1 without
altering lower gear? Please explain

the method, and would this give higher
speed?—I.J.F.

(1.) The trouble is possibly due to a

slight obstruction in the jet. iSormally.

if the carburetter is correctly adjusted,

you should be able to run on full air.

Of course, a change in temperature might
also necessitate running on less air. We
do not think a smaller jet would be an
improvement. (2.) Yes, you can raise

the top gear without altering the low by
fitting a larger engine sprocket, as the
two gears are separate, there being a

separate chain for each. This might give

greater speed, but you would not climb
so well on top gear.

have
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Changing Gear.

I uwn an 8 h.p. Williamson
^Tj combination, fitted with two-speed

> and free engine, and also pedal-
-U operated friction clutch. (1.)

On ascending a steep hill with
hea,vy load, to change down to low
gear, what is the correct method

—

use the clutch or exhaust lifter? (2.)

To change back to high gear—use the

chitch or exliaust lifter? (3:) Is it

advisable to use the clutch to free

the engine in order either to stop the
machine, not engine, or slow down,
say, when meeting a flock of sheep
or other obstruction ; or is it only
intended for starting purposes? (4.)

Is the clutch intended to assist you in

negotiating traffic by being slipped

when you want to stop or slow up
without stopping the engine? (5.)

Should the neutral position of gears

be used at all in driving, or is it

only intended for starting purposes
and wheeling the machine about ?

—

G.E.H.
(1.) Use the clutch, or change without
touching either lever. (2.) Here you
may use either method. If you with-
draw the clutch, close the throttle

right down while the actual change is

being effected, so as to take the load

off the transmission. The use of the
clutch for changing would probably give
a quieter and sweeter change. (3.)

The clutch could be used to stop the
machine, provided you throttle down
at the same time, or when you are

negotiating traffic. (4.) Certainly the
clutch is intended to help you to

negotiate traffic, but it should not be

slipped unduly, otherwise there may
be trouble. (5.) The neutral position

must not be used except for starting

purposes or when pushing the machine
about.

Automatic Inlet Valve Cotter Breaking.

I have a 1| h.p. Minerva, ,and

_| have considerable trouble with
^ the automatic inlet valve, which

L-iJ breaks the cottei'-pin constantly
in the hole, after travelling a

"

distance of from fifteen to twenty
miles. Can you kindly explain the
reason for this, and give a remedy?

—

-E.A.N.
You may cure the trouble by fitting a

washer over the valve collar. This would
have the effect of reducing the lift, con-
sequently the valve will not have so
much opportunity for chattering, and
the risk of breakage. woiUd be minimised.
The lift should be about 3/32nds of an
inch. See article on " Valve Stresses,"
published on June 3rd.

READER'S REPLY.
With reference to a letter signed

"W.McK." in The Motor Cycle of
October 21st, I think his trouble of

difficult starting and erratic running
when cold may be due to the same
.trouble as I have just experienced on
my 3^ h.p. twin with Amac carburetter.
My symptoms were as follow : When
starting from cold I flooded the carbu-
retter till petrol overflowed, and the
engine would then fire in both cylinders
for about five revolutions, and then
stop dead. I would then push off

again, and the same thing would

*^'

Sergt. (late Bombardier) Wells, heavyweight champion of Cugland, off for a spin on
a 1915 Sunbeam.

happen. This would go on for about

eight starts, when finally the engine-

would keep running, but missing veiy

badly and occasionally blowing back
through the carburetter ; after about
half a minute of this, the firing would
gradually become better, and finally

become regular. In addition to this

trouble, when on the road, without
touching throttle, the engine would
sometimes slightly accelerate, and then
slow, then accelerate again, and so on.

The variations were only slight, but

perceptible. On taking down th.e carbu-
retter I found that petrol overflowed
from the jet steadily for no apparent
cause, such as needle not seating

properly. I then happened to notice

that the cap which holds the flooder

and spring just touched the top of the
needle when tiie cap was screwed dov.n

tight on the top of the float chamber.
Removing the cap caused the engine to

run perfectly. Perhaps this may _ be
the cause of "W.McK.'s" trouble, 'or.

at any rate, it may be of use to other

riders to know that this is a likely

cause of irregular working.—D.L.E.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"F.W.W." (Mayo), " C.B." (Gosportj,

and F.G.H." "(Woohvieh). — Douglas
carburetter fitted with a Badcock by-pass.

Ease of starting and even firing at slow

speeds.
"N.C." (Runcorn).—3^ h.p. A.B.C.

(touring model). Reliability, consumption,
speed, and hill-climbing, solo and with
sidecar.

"J.B.J." (Ayrshire).^i h.p. A.B.C.
(touring model) and 3j h.p. Norton (all

chain drive). Consumption, reliability,

and all-round efficiency.

"R.H." (Andover).—2J li.p. two-specd-

Douglas with light sidecar, ffill-climbing,

reliability, and consumption.
"J.B.I.M." (Newmarket). — 5^ h.p.

A.B.C. Cost of upkeep, consumption,
reliability, and suitability for use in the

btish, West Africa.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
W-4I.KEN (Manchester) to Bisnor ArCK-

LAND.—F.E.

Walken, Bury, Accrington, Burnley,
Colne, Skipton, Harrogate, Ripley,

Ripon, Leeming. Scotch Corner, Pierce-

bridge, West Auckland, Bishop Auck-
land.

Southampton to Holyhead.—G.

Southampton, Winchester, Andover,
LudgershaU, Marlborough, Swindon,
Cricklade, Cirencester, Cheltenham,
Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kiddeiminst'er,

Bridgnorth, Much Wenlock, tfiirewsbury.

Chirk, Llangollen, Corweu, Cerrigy-
Druidion, Bettws-y-Coed, Bangor, Holy-

head.

POKTS.MOITH TO SheEENESS.—W.J. H.

Portsmouth, Coshnm, Havant, Ems-
worth, Cliichester, Duiutou, Petworth,
Wisborough Green, BiUingshurst, Five

Oaks, Horsham. Crawley, Felbridgc,

Lingtield, Edenbridge, Sevenoaks, Ight-

ham, Wrotliam Heath, Maidstone, Det-

ling, Key Street, Sheerness. ARoroxi-
matelv 117 miles.

,26
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Horizontal

In

Toronto

PROVES ITS WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY BY BEATING ALL COMERS.

4 H.P. CLASS
7 H.P. CLASS

FIRST and SECOND.
FIRST and SECOND.

Toronto M.C.C.'s Hill Climb, September 27th, 1915.

. .. 500 c.c. BROUGH. .. .,

. . 500 c.c. BROUGH
And later at

Toronto M.C.C.'s Speed Trials on October 11th.

4 HP. CLASS, 3 miles 500 c.c. BROUGH FIRST,
4 H.P. CLASS (amateur), 3 miles .. 500 c.c. BROUGH FIRST
4 H.P. CLASS, 5 miles 500 c.c. BROUGH FIRST,

fJQfJ]^ The beautiful even pull of the BROUGH ENGINE at all speeds is as remarkable as its efficiency
'

is unapproachable. "The Motor Cycle " says : "It runs in an effortless manner ususilly
associated with High-class Cars."

w. J. JoRToiXnswi^k Avenue. W. E. BROUGH & CO., Basford, NOTTINGHAM.
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Mmac
^ MCARBURETTERj
Why not write for our Catalogue

which fully describes the most

certain method of economising

petrol ?

Write us to-day.

The ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd.,

Aston Cross, BIRMINGOAM.

*^ £^

In answering these advertisements tt i^ desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle." A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

\

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to___—---g^
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ^—-Si—

^

All advertisemsnts in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"'Tbe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JPiTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected wc remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding jf^io in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. Ail deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect

SJ^ECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nnswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacli
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 1915, 6-7h.p., chain-cum-belt model,
little used; £70.—Fieeman, Brighton Rd., Redhill,

Surrey. {5445
ABINGDON King Dick, 1914, 3y2h.p., perfect con-

dition, T.T. ^'^tte^n. fast, very smart, all acces-
sories; £33.-16, Camden Ed., Wanstead, N.E. [5427

A.J.S.

A .J.S., 4h.p. model, in stock for immediate delivery.^ —The Morris Garages, Oxford. [X2405

A.J.S.. 6h.p., com^plete with sidecar, just delivered;
£95.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton

[0716
A.J.S., 1915. 234h.p., 3-speed, cost £66, as new; £50

-Young, 2 and 3, The Parade, High Ed., Kil-
bum. [5505

A.J.S., 25,4h.p., 3-speed, new August, 1915, little used;
nearest offer £49.—Meredith, Tegfan, Dolgelly,

Wales. [X2402
1Q15 2^4h.p. 3-speed A.J.S.. Lucas lamp and horn.
J-«^ perfect; £45.-A. M. Siddons, Springfield Hon?e.
Walsall. [X2185
tf) 3.h.p. A.J. 3., new June, 1915, done about 700
1^4 miles, lamp, horn, etc.; £48.—Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. [X2327

FOR PRICE AND PROMPTNESS
NONE CAN BEAT

UO^^
The House with Britain's largest stock, famed

for quick sales and constant change of Bargains
on offer almost daily. Lowest Prices ^or Cash.
Easiest Easy Terms. Instant delivery. Values

that satisfy the most exacting. Prices that suit

every pocket.

HERE ARE SOME SAMPLE QUOTATIONS.

9938. 3I h.p. 1915 3-speed SUNBEAM .. £67 10

9944. 3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £22 10

9046. 3', h.p. igi2 2-spepd B.S.A £35 10

9953. 2J h.p. 1915 2-sp. 2-str. TYLER .. £27 10

9058. 6 h.p. 1909 c-speed REX £2S 10

9963. 8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £67 10

9964. 2i h.p. 1915 2-stroke RUBY £20

9965. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. BAT and Sidecar £50
99G8. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp, A.J.S. Comb'n £85

9910. 4 h.p. 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH & So. £52 10
9928. 8 h.p. 1913 hUMBERETTE £70
9925. 3J h.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVER Comb'n. £42
9926. 4} h.p. 1914 3-sp. JAMES £45

9929. 2I h.p. J915 3-sp. DOUGLAS £50

9931. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. A.J.S. & Sidecar £73 10
9880. 3* h.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVER £38 10

9894. 3i h.p. 191J TRIUMPH £25

9895. 6" h.p. 1915 3-sp. NEW HUDSON
and 2-seater Sidecar £57 10

9896. 3 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD £35

9905. 4 h.p. 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH £42 10

9823. 2| h.p. jgl2 2-sp. ROYAL
ENFIELD £27 10

9837. 4j h.p. 1913 3-sp. JAMES Comb.. . £45

9839. 3I h.p. igc7 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10

9840. 3J h.p. 191 1 F.E. TRIUMPH £28

9844. 5-6h.p. N.S.U £16 10

9847. 4* h.p. 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT
and Sidecar £57 10

9853. 6 h.p. J9t4 ENFIELD Combinat'n £67 10

9867. 2| h.p. 2-sp. ENFIELD £26

9869. 7 h.p. 1915 T.T. roadster INDIAN £50

0772. 3^ h.p. 1914 3-speed Water-cooled
HUMBER £42

9778. 'i h.p. 1914 3-sp.NEW IMPERIAL
,ind Sidecar £50

6421. 3S h.p. 190S MINERVA £15

6842. 3! h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £27 10

6863. 3J h.p. 1910 BAT £20

7521. 5-6h.p. 1911 4-cy!. F.N. and Sidecar £22 10

7708. 3* h.p. J908 N.S.U £15

7992. 3* h.p. 2-sp. FAFNIR and coach-
built Sidecar £22 10

8165. 6 h.p. BAT and Sidecar £22 10

8175. 6 h.p. 1913 2-sp. N.S.U £45

8320. 3J h.p. 1911 ARIEL, variable gear. £20

8529. 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar . . . £45
856r. 3! h.p. VINDEC and Sidecar £17 10
8682. 6" h.p. 1913 2-sp. V.S.-J.A.P £37 10

8718. 3J h.p. 2-5p. FAFNIR and Sidecar. £22 10

8802. 7' h.p. J914 INDIAN, with electric

starter £60

8832. ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £9

9076. 5 h.p. 1907 F.E. ROC £20

9423 5-«h.p. AUTO-CARRIER £37 10

0429. 7 h.p. 1913 PREMIER and Sidecar £57 10

9448. 2jh.p. FAIRY £10 10

9449. 8 h.p. 1915 2-seater SUPER Car. . £57 10

0542. 23 h.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN VITESSE. . £33 10

9565. 6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £37 10

9597. 6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

9633. 2* h.p. 1912 PREMIER, v.-iria. gear £18 10

9713. 6" h.p. WALL Tricar £67 10

9732. 32 h.p. 1913 2-sp. p. & M £45

WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF TO-DAY'S
BARGAINS OF QUALITY.

NEWEST
MODELS.

BEST

MAKES.
__ 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London, E.C.
'Phone : 3777 Holborn.

Wires : " Opiiicer, L'don.

"

LIBERAL

EXCHANGE

FULLEST

GUAR-
ANTEE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q15 6h.p. A JS. CombiDation. in stock, spaff- whe*!.
-i-«7 etc., complete: full retail price.—Cro.'^s, Agec,
Rotherham. [X235i

A.J.S., 1914. 5h.p., all accessories, speedometer, de-

luxe Swan sidecar; 70 gns.—Blake. 216. West-
bourne Grove, W [535;

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1915 Combination, guaranteed perfect.
fully equipped ; 50 gns. — Percy and Co., 337.

Euston Rd., London. [5303

6 h.p. A.J.S,, new and ready for immediate delivery,
complete with sidecar, hood, screen, etc.: £93-—

Hopkins, Motors, Ledbury. TX2326

A.J.S.—Prompt delivery of all models. Sh.p,, 4h.p.
and 2^,4h.p.—P. J. Evans. Birmingham and dis-

trict agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [5396

A.J.S., 1915, 4h.p., condition as new, used under 3,000
miles, semi-T.T. bars, lamp and horn; 55 gas.—

H. J. Marston, 50, Argyle Sts, Birkenhead. [X2305
6 h.p. 2-speed 1912 A.J.S., iu good condition: £35,

or exchange twin or 2.*troke 2-speed lightweight,
cash adjustment-—E. P. Cooper, Sandsend, York-^hiie.

[X2158
1 Q15 4h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, Stevens eoachbnilt side-
J-*y car, 4I/V, months old. as new; £70, ca.sh or easf.
tenn.^,-E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, Loudon.
Cardia. [0731

IQIS 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutely in etock;
-Lt/ this luxurious outfit . complete only costs £97/6;
e.Kclianges, eaey terms.-Julian, Broad St., Beading.
•Phone: 1024. • [X1485

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., 3-speed, perfect condition, ju^f
overhauled: 39 gns., very great bargain; ex-

changes, easy terms,—Julian, Broad St,, Reading.
Phone : 1024. [0728

A.J.S., Sh.p,, 1913, and Gloria spring wheel sidecar,

speedometer, and all accessories, very goc-d order;
£50,— Dr. Green,, Crescent Road Military Hospital,
Crumpsall, Manchester, [5258

1Q15 A.J.S,, 4h,p„ 3-speed. interchangeable wheels,
X«7 sidecar, 3 lamps, liorn, speedometer, chain parts.

inmch, 2 tyres,, all spares, little used; cost £92. take
£69. genuine bargain.—Thompsoa, OokviUe Av., High
L;uie, Burslem. [S2332

A J.S, 1913'>.'i Sh.p, Outfit, 3-speed, clutch model,
-'s- spring wheel coaolibuilt sidecar, hood, screen, 3
lamps, 2 g&nerators, 2 h^rns, tools, new spec^lomcter.
tvres good on all wheels: £60.—Padden, 146, Cliamber-
layne Kd., Willesden, X.W, [X2479

6 h.p, A,J,S, 1914 Combination (blue). 5-spe*
countershaft gear, Lucas head light, rear light,

speedometer, horn, mirror, watch, spares, mileage
4,250 onlv, condition like new, perfect, any trial:

70 gns,—Foottit, Smith's Bank, York. [X2500

1Q14 Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, excellent coodi-
-i-iy tion, 4,500 miles, speedometer, 2 lumps, oai

ueuenitnr, all accessories: officer owner at Front since

Ausust, 1914: during last 14 months machine has not
done 50 miles

;
price £6S,-J,A.S., 64, York Ed„ Wokiog.

[5189
/?h,p, A,J,S,, 1914, 5,speed countershaft gear and
** free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted witb
1 iicas lighting set, I.ucas horn, rear light, tools, and
spares, any severe trial given, mechanically sound, as
now; 70 gns,; rare opportunity,—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe
Lane, London. rS;2272

A,J,S, 1915 6b, p. Sidecar Combination, new July,
very little used, intercliangeable wheels, S-speed

ixear, kick starter, hand and foot clutch, glass screen,

hood and side curtains, Lucas lamp, generator, tail

lamp, Simms horn, trip speedometer, 2 spare valves,

all tools; cost over £111, take £99.~rSte\vart, 54, 1

Grove Av„ J^orwich, [5436

A,J,S,, late 1914, Sh.p.. 3-speed eonntetshnft gear,

and free engine, fitted with A,J,S. c.iai-libuilt side-

cni, screen, and 2 stormproof aprons, 6 lamps, 3 ejeo-

trie, 3 acetylene, and 2 genenitors. 3 accnmiilatore, 2
liorns, electric and bulb, spring saddle-pillar, fast, and
'limb nnytbing, back tyre 700,\70, front and sidecar
650x65 Dunlop grooved, 2 spare new tubes, speed-

ometer and watch case, splendid condition, and mechani-
callv sound, engineer owned: 80 gns,, or oflfers,-Ha*t
kctt, Billesley Manor Farm. Alcester. [5199'

A.J.S, Motor Cycles —We have for years specialised

on tills partirutar make, and have the followinf
in stock for immediate delivery: Two new 1915 6h,p.

combinations: oue 4h.p. solo; one 2-'4h.p. 2-spt*ed: one
2~'4h,p, 3-spei<l: oue practically new 1915 Sh.p. com-
binatiou, Lucas dynamo liglitinc set, De Luxe sidecar*

spare wheel, and the l>est of everything th.it mouey caa
buy, cost £130. barg;iin, £105: Sh.p, twin and Canoclet
sidecar, tittetl with hood, scri^^n, lamp, speedometer, etc,

£46.-Th6 Walsall Qaioge, Walsiill, Tel,: 444, rX2425

Alldays.

ALLDAYS Matchless and sidecar, 1913, 2 speed*
handle starting, splendid order; £33,-21, Tiiidal

St„ Chelmsford, [5269

ALLONS from stock, 2-specd £3S'17. and single speed

£31/10 models: cash, easy terms,—Wauchope'e,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [X2273

ALLII.VYS Matchless, 2-stroke, T,T. model, Stewart
spce<lonietcr, G £, knee-grips, tools, etc: £22,-33,

St, Stephen's P 1,, Bow, E. - [5316

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu'
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Halifax Motor Exchanoe

68, HORTON ST. HALIFAX.
ThoDO—766. Telegrams—" Perfection

lel

:_

EXCELSIOR.
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., Twin, 84 X89, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-galIon petrol capacity, 3-spced countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-sUid
t\Te, finish E.\cetsior grey, every possible refinement
incorporated.

STANDARD MODEL £80
With electrical equipment £90
Or with high-class coach-built Sidecar, fitted

28 X 3in. Dunlop tyres £9 lOS. extra.
exchange Iiuerally considered.

We are sole Yorlishire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
New :J h.p. DOUGLAS, War Office model . £54 12
1915 (newj OlAMulMU, 2S h.p., 2-stroke . . . S28 13
1915 2| h.p. 2-speed CONNAUGHT (new) . . £39 18
1915 2l h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) . . £37
1915 2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed £36 10
1915 2i h.p. 2-speeri RUBY-J.A.P. (new> . . £39 10
I9r3 31 h.p. RUDGE Multi £34 10
IQ12 3i h.p. magneto N.S.U £23 10
I9r2 31 h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY .... £29 10
2} h.p. 2-5peed DOUGLAS £28 10
8 h.p. 3-speed CHATER-LEA and coach Sc. £39 10
3l h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
igio 3 J h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £12 10
5i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p.. magneto £11 10
N.S.U. , twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10

£145 RiTZ LIGHT CAR. £145

The last word in light car values ; lo h.p., 4-cvlinder,
mechanical lubrication, electric horn and lighting,
hood, screen, tools ; luxuriously sprung, and a
grand toD gear car. Deliveries from stock.

Second-hand RITZ, only done about 600 miles,
almost as new ; 118 guineas.

Exchanges quoted.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 7-9 h.p, twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft eear. coach Sidecar f59 10
1914. 6 h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new .... £57 10
1914 (late) w.-c WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5
1912 3j h.p. 2-speed twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 10
1913 RUDGE MULTI and Sidecar £41 10
ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed Combination £43 10
igi2 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... t3-) 10

1910 3^ h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
igio 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £27 10
1909 5-6 h.p. 2-sneed REX and Sidecar £25 10
6 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar £23 10

MISCELLANEOUS,
ig 14 Grand PrLx Morgan , water-cooled

engine, luxuriously equipped £98 10
PREMIER 7-9 2-seated Car £58 10
Cycle Car Front and RearAxles and ^^^Jeels

with detachable rims £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5 /9, 6 /9
1914 Res Coach Sidecar, little used £9 15
Shop-soiled Coach Bramble Sidecar £12
New Mechanical Horns. Special reduced price. 15/11

MOTOR CYCM-S FOR SAI.n.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-n><v(l, ilutih,
feet order; iSB.-Mnwhall. CiiHtlo

DOUOLAS. now ni.xlf
livory.—Sole ugonts,

DorCLAS. 2 speeds,
firs

1Q13 DougJa.-* 2-apeed, uccossories, just
-ttF £35. _ Blottcathrn, Hifhtield Ed-,
Tbtimes.

"TJOUGLAS, im, J-speed.

kick f^turt, per-
St., CunibriilKO.

[5187
ilfl V, in -^tdck for imuiodiiito de-

TIk' Morris OaraRes, OxJi^rd.

LX2373
.. nnd free, new forks, tyros,

st-ciass condition; £36.-107, Matlhiag Rd., N.
[535S

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2'-4h.p.. 2-8pood, kiek stiut. all

at-cessories ; £45.-15, (in.spar Mows, Cromwell lUl..
\V. [X2170

overboukMl

;

Walton-oii-
[X2358

F.E., pood condition

;

Station Ed., Suttnu-iu-
[5138

DOUGLAS, 1913. exceptionally good, fast: £32,
offers.—Wall, Franche Villa, Franche, Kidder-

minster. [5320

iQlSi,^ 2^ih.p. Douglas. 2-speed. excellent condi-
-L^ tion, accessories ; £29. — Singer, Henry Rd.,
Tottenham. [5327

DOUGLAS. 2''4h.p., 1914, Colonial, all accessories.
£42; also 1913 model R, £36.—Earl. 5, Heath

St.. Hampstead. [X25U5
1014 Douglas, 2-spfed, free engine, and kick starter;
S-iJ 42 gns. ; absolutely' perfect condition. — Julian,
Broad St., Reading. [X9192

lamp,

£15
Ashflfld.

-Apply, W, Heustock,

"I
Q15i^ Douglas, 2~;fili.p.. 3-epeed, lamp, horn,

Xi/ excellent condition; £46.—Rov. Kingeford, 8,

lege St., Gloucester.

DOUGLAS,
mil&s, as

etc..

Col-
[X1735

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2%h.p., 2-sp6ed, clutch, kick starter,
lamp sets, horn, little used; £37.-155, Goldhawk

Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5415

"IQ13 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, in good condition;
-L*/ lowest price £28.—Barrs, 9, Chosen Vilhie, Col-
lindale, Hendon, N.W. [X2324

1915, 2-;ih.p., 3-speed, only done 50
new, including lamp and horp : £50.—

Swan Hotel, St. Helens. [X2164

DOUGLAS, 3V-h.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, condition
as new, having hardly been used, 1915 model; £48.

-Potter, Stowe, Lichfield. [X2239

DOUGLAS:
model.

1915, immediate delivery any 2^ih.p.
including War Office black Douglas.—

YeoTil. Tel. : 50. [9203

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock; not
agente only, but Douglas experts and epecialistfj.

-Gibb,

DOUGLAS,
ometer

;

"IQ15 Douglas,"2-?ih.p.
J- %J equail new, only

Gough, Gloucester. [X3538

1914, T.T., Lucas lamp, Cowey speed-
£38 ; exchange touring Douglas.—Camp-

boll, Vents, Cranbrook, Kent. [5340

Colonial model, lamps, etc.,
used one month; £47/10 —

Hodgson, Wireless Station, Devizes. [5423

DOUGLAS, 4h,p., 1915, new condition throughout,
speedometer, lamp set, horn, tools ; accept £48.

-Peacock, 274, High Ed., Balham. [5061

belt.

107,
[X2312

DOUGLAS!—If it is to be a Douglas, write to Alex-
ander's, the* Scotti.sh agents and specialists, Edin-

burgh. T.A. : Motocyeles, Edinburgh. [5142

"|Q13% Douglas, 2-6peed, Dunlop tyres andX t7 thoroughly overhauled ; £34.—Dovaston,
Penny Lane, Warertree, Liverpool.

1 ni4 Douglas, Sll-h.p.,X »/ sets, speedometer,
Logg Farm, Oddington,

with 16 gn. sidecar, 2 lamp
all accessories.-W. Havnes.

Islip, Oson. [X2308

1 Q13 2-speed T.T. Douglas, in good condition, tyres
Xt7 good. 2 lamps, horn, generator, speedometer;
£33.—Turner, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [5437

DOUGLAS
2-speed

DOUGLAS, 1915,
just received

DOUGLAS, 1915. new model U's.
also model V's, 2-speed gear;

j Q15 Douglas, 2^4h.p.,
X tf ometer, splendid

V. 1914, 2 speeds, £43/10; 1911
Douglas, £29/10; exchanges enter-

tained.—Motories, 68, Horton St., Halifax. [0707

War Office model, 2^^. p.. 2-speed.
from works, actually in stock

;

£54 /i 2.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X22b2

3-5peed gear;
delivery from

stock.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X2277

3-^peed, lamp set, horn, speed-
condition, little used ; £45.—

Looms, Northampton Ed., Market Harborough. [5198

DOUGLAS,- 1914, 2^.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, lamp^, horn, watch, Jones speedometer;

£46, no oflers.—204, Eichmond Ed., Gillingham, Kent.
[5165

D.OUGLAS, late 1914, 3'A.h.p. combination. noarJy
new; sacrifice £64; will separate; exchange 2^

h.p. considered.—Clapham, King George St., Greenwich.
]:X2460

"I Q 12 Douglas, 2-speed, free, clutch, overhauled,
X*7 new tyres, Lucas, new lamp, horn, Binks,
accessories; £26.—Tooth, Shipton-under-Wychwood.

[5439
TplOUGLAS, 1912, 2^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick

starter, speedometer, good condition; what offerer
Williams, 57, Thornhill Rd., Handsworth, Binning

ham. i;X2110

1 Q13 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-«peed, 2 lamps, horn, etc.,X J/ fast, excellent condition, just overhauled; 33 gns,
Lieut, Hughes, Worcester Artillery, Baddow, Chelms-I
ford.. [X2350!

Special Snip!!
5-f)h.p. CHATER-J.A.P. Bosch mnRnclo. N.S.U. (wo- Jspeed t^car and Irec cuaioe, kick btarlL-r, Druid lorks, ^H
jiti. b.ick tyre, ^J
Sacr-i-Hco iEIS Sricri-Hco.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK. !
1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, just ^B

received 80 En». V
1915 6 h.p. s-spcclJ.H. Combination 84 gnt. ^
1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cyl., {

w;itcr conkrd rietachablc wheels, all on .£120 ^B
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P.. all chain drive, counter- fl|

shaft gear box, kick starter, spring forks £44 jj

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS. S
5-6 h.p. CHATER.J.A.P., Bosch, 2-specd. S

Druid; £18 OH
8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, W.C, and Canoclct S

sidecar £50 ^|
20 h.p. FORD Motor Lorry, fine puller £65 ^m
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60 Bl
1915 2-sp. 2-str. NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 gns, bb
1915 B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive .. £63 K|
3I h.p.lgo8REX,M.O.V.,Bnsch,b&Bcarb.£16 S
3I h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle st'g £19 H
h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £40 |m

FARLOW B
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory. H
Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style, H
exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which

are the buyer's ideal. S
MODEL 3.

Underslung chassii ^1
with Luggage Carrier ^9

combined. ^J
Splendidly made and ^J^^ built for bard work. ^H

>- ^y £10 15

ilifeja This is MODEL .Mo. r. h
ABEAUTIFULLIGHT S

jJH^ SIDECAR. g
FRICE 9 Cuineas. Hj

,,^,.,,,., Hood £2. SrcenEl.pi
Delivery trom Stock. ^
Your Agent willsupply fifl

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
New F.R.S. " Big" lamp set, shop-soUed . . 48/- |

Farlow underslung coach-built sidecar £6
Latest mechanical horn, black and nickel £1 1

uowey Speedometer for 26 x 2j wneei £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 6 |

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

jet of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
I

Generator, new £3
li.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns.

I

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-
j

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6
Bosch Magneto, single-cylinder, new £5
Bosch Magneto, t\vin-cylinder, new £5 10

FARRAR'S MOTORS
iTelephonc 919),

|

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX, j

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p.. T.T. model, little used,

like new, complete with first-class lamp, horn,

and ^|)eedometer; £44.—ToUady, Hemingford, Bicester,

Oxon. tX2263

DOUGLAS, 1912, not used this year, 2-speed, clutch,

kick starter, new tyre, pistons, and rings, new
bnshes, valves, spares; £35.—Bussell, East St., Wal-
worth. [S241

DOUGLAS (1914) Mxlcl TJ, complete with all ac-

cessorie*, condition" and appearance perfect; £39,

~B. Metcalfe, 117, Victoria Ed., Stechford, Birming-
ham. [5478

DOUGLAS, Dougla.s :—Write us your reciuirements.

We can supply from stock various latest modek
of this famed machine.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd.,

Edinburgh. [6141

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915 model V, 3-speed, just

arrived from works, in stock ; immediate delivery

;

£54.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [5231

DOUGLAS, late 1913, 2-Tipeed, T.T. model, specially

tuned, only .used 4 months in each year, very

exceptional; sacrifice, £33/10.—Longman, 1, King St.,

Acton, W. [5391

2ilh.p. Douglas, model W, 2 speeds, clutch, kick:

4 starter, bought .new Jan., 1915, condition a£

new throughout; £42. — Abrahawse, 25, Hemberton
Rd., Stockwell. [5454

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2')4hp., kick start, clutch, 2-speed.

only done 1,600 miles, fitted with new 35/- lamp.
£3/3 speedometer, new horn; take £47 cash.—Lance,
Oricklade, Andover. [X178S

DOUGLAS, 1915, model U, 3-apeed gear, Bosch mag-
neto, Am.ic carburetter, T.T. bars, first-class con-

dition; £45 (forty-five pounds)—H. J. ilarston, 50,

Argyle St., Birkenhead. [S2303

"I Q14 Douglas, model V", Bosch mag., T.T. bars, with
-i-«^ lamp, horn, speedometer, engine guaranteed, ex-
cellent, good tyres, complete; £38.'—Eobinson'a Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6866

3 .ah.p. Douglas, 1915, model U, not ridden 50 miles,
4 just as new, 3-speed countershaft gear and free

engine, complete with all tools and accessories; £50.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loiwion. [X2278

RED Douglas, 2%h-p., 2-speed, 1912, footboards,
Amac, Lucas set, Kempshali back tyre, under-

shield, specially tuned machine, perfect order, carefully

used; £29/10.—Jowsey, 1, Murray St., Scarborough.
[X2361

~|Q14 Douglas, 2-Jih.p., 2-speed, hardly used, all

XI/ lamps, speedometer, full iit of tools and in-

surance policy 10 months to run; £45, a real bargain,
or easy payments.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [5524

DOUGLAS.—We have a good selection of these
machines, and can deliver from stock, including

the actual all-black military model. Don't forget, we
are the people for Douglases.—The Colmore Depot, 31,
Renshaw St., Liverpool. [5418

DOUGLAS Model U, £50/8; Douglas Model V, £50/8;
War Office Modtel, £54/12; Douglas Model W,

£56/14; Donglas Model X, £56/14.—Above models
actually in stock at Sole Wholesale and Ketail Midland
Distributing Agents, Colmore Depot, 21, Colmore Row,
iiirmingham. [X2344

"IQ14 T.T. Douglas 2-speed. This is a very fast and
-«-«^ reliable mount, in absolutely perfect condition,
and is offered at the ridicalotlsly low price of 38 gns.
This machine is many pounds cheaper than its fair
market value, but is offered at a specially low price to
clear.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. Biggest dealer in
the South. 'Phone: 1024. [X0799

Enfield.

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1914, wicker sidecar, per-

fect order; £65.—George Birch, Lichfield. [X2193

1Q12 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, in good condi-
-i-«7 tion; £45.—Crabtree, Birkenshaw, Bradford.

rX2512
E'NFIELD Lightweight, 1911, good condition; £"15/15:

' any trial; offers.— 26, Highbridge St., Waltham
-Ybbey. [5411

ENFIELD, July, 1914, 3h.p., good condition, speedo-
meter, lamps, eta; £40.—Lieuti Mann, R.F.C,

Gosport. [5406

3h.p. Enfield, 1915 model, twin, and accessories, run
less than 100 mUes ; £48, or offer.—Terry, Fern

Cottage, Sheernesa, East. [5190

ENFIELD, 1911, 2%h.p., 2-speed, overhauled, com-
plete with lamp and horn; £20, bargain.—Lay-

ton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X2264
ENFIELD, 1914, 6h.p., C.B. sidecar, speedometer,

lamps, excellent condition; £64. — O'Neal, 5,
Tremaine Rd., Anerley, S.E. [5453

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., little used, perfect, gener-
ator, lamps, horn; £42, no ofifire.—Hodges, 33,

Tranquil Vale, Blackheath, S.E. [X2145

1Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in first-class condi-
J-^ tion, complete with lamps, horn, and spares

;

£75.-Piears, 10, Terrace Ed., Aberystwyth. [5250

ENFIELDS, Enfleldsl-Latest 1915-16 models in
stock, you can't do better than get one of these,

and now at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.
[5143

"|Q12 6h.p. Enfield, special wide coachbuilt sidecar to
-»-tf seat 2, accessories, etc.; £45, cash or easy terms.
—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, Cardiff.

[0722

NEW MODELS.
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 6' h.p. J.A.P., 3-5peed £87
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 2,i h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 10
1916 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 185 gflS.

1915 WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA ...£120
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc. £275

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
I9r.5 (new) 2I h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J.A.P. . . £37
roii NEW DIAMOND, 2-strokc (new) £28 13
rgl4 2| h.p., 2-speed. Model V, DOUGLAS £39 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £10 IS
rgit 2} h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £23 10

FOR VALUE .

We offer a Brana New latest type (just delivered

from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10%
discount. If you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With

REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 33^% extra?

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1913 3:^ h.p. RUDGE MULTI, with excellent coach-

built Sidecar, very powerful £37 10

CASH BARGAINS.
igi5 4:^ h.p. all chain drive 3-speed B.S.A.

and Sidecar, accessories £62 1

1915 6 h.p. Countershaft 3-speed ROYAL
RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, only

done 100 miles £79 10

1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

horn, lamps, and Swan Sidecar £59 10

1914 (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination, Offers

1914. Sporting MORGAN, hood, screen, etc. £82 10

1914 6 h.p. tnewl REX Sidette. Exchange quoted

I914 Sporting MORGAN, hood, screen, etc. £79 10

:^ h.p- 4-cylinder RENO -s-seated Cnr £65

IQ13 4i lip- 2-speed F.E. LINCOLN-ELK . . £31 10

1913 s^b.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
igi3 6'h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1013 6 h.p. 2-5peed REX and Sidecar .... £44 10

1913 3* h.p- 3 speed TORPEDO-PRECISION
and" Sidecar £29 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £37 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed free-engine REX £33 10

1912 3.V h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10

1912 3I h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
1912 3.1 h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, t^rand condition. . £29 10

1912 (Nov.) SCOTT and Sidecar £38 10

1912 3* h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
sfh.p.'Tourist REX, spring forks £14 10
igio 3.'. h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
1010 s'd h.p. 2-specd REX and Sidecar £26 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £10 15
PEUGEOT, 5-oh.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19

P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, F.E., twin, spring forks . . . £13 10
REX, si h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10

REX, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks ...... £14 10
5.V h.p. F.E. twin REX, specially good £17 10
New REX Coach-built Sidecar, with apron. . £12 10
KERRY, 6 h.p., twin and Sidecar £8 15

7 h.p. (American) 1915 EXCELSIOR de Luxe,
dynamo 1 igh ting, electric horn, speedometer,
nearly new, not done 200 miles. £74 IDs. for

quick sale. (New price £90.)

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE

MORGANS AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Enfield.
3 h.p. Enfield, June, 1915, ae new, £45, or ex-;- . --

Sunbf^am, P, and 31., A.B.C., or g,>od chain dr:v-:L
1914-15 5''r^h.ii., ca^.ii adjustment.—Bums, Newburr._ i:S2227
XiXPIELD. 19121/., 6h.p.. and coathbailt: be^t oflei
-Li over £40. or exchange 1915 3h.p. Engeld: Tjen
appointment.—Eurnup, 4,' Cardigan Court, Hichmond.
S-W. £5180

ENFIELD Combination, tbfs year**?, special engine,
Lucas accessories;- would accept lightweight i^art

payment.—O. Allerton, 758, Alum ItDck Kd., Birrniutr-
ham. [X2342
EXFIELD 19131/0 6h.p. 2-3peed Combination, 2 lani^.

speedometer, 2 spare tyres, tools, etc., .';pI'>D'ln]

jondition; £48; after 7 p.m.—47, Vicarage Kd., Canj*
berweJl. [5244

ROYAL Enfield, 1914?i, Bo^ch mag., 25ih.p.. 2-

epeed, kick start, free engine, chain drive, 2 lamps,
horn, Dunlop' tyres; 30 gn*.— Osborne, 7, Harpur St.,

Bedford. (D) CX2414

ROYAL Enfielde.—Immediate delivery aJl models at
Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed-, Edinborgh. Ako

a few guaranteed bargains in 1914 and 1915 second-
hand Enfields. £5150

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, 1914, perfect
condition, new covers to all -wheels, horn, lamp?,

speedometer, pan seat, accessories: £65.—WJ:.X.. 407.
Oxford St., London. lX2222

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, done 3.800
miles, perfect condition, Lucas lamps and horn,

speedometer, nimiejous spares; £65.—Priestler, 9. Gay-
thorn Kd., Bradford. [X2387

ENFIELD Combination, this year's, Lucas electric
light set, speedometer, etc., hood and screen

;

cost £115. now £87/10, bargain.-Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Row, Birmingham. £52383

ENFIELD, 1915. 3h.p., 2-speed. T.T. bars. Dynamo "

supplying head and tail hghts, bought new July, ,

used 500 miles, absolutely as new, all accessories: £55l'
"

—Caird, Gables, Qorle^ton-on-Sea. rX247fi
"

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt side-

car, the finest combination made, new, but slightly

shop-soiled : special price, £78/10.—WiLkint, Simpt^oa.
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Kd.. London. [5227

1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield, a lovely outfit, hood and" screen
-Lt/ fitted by makers, everything spotless, quite equal
new: cost nearly £100: only done one real joumev;
£80 ; terms if required--Bunting, Harrow. [5283 -

ENFIELD 6h.p. Csachbuilt Combination, 1915, very
little used, perfect condition, juet overhanled,

Lucas lamps, and horn, wind screen, spares; £58.—
Holmes, Booteries, Clay Cross, Chesterfield. [X2397

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2 lamps and
generator, mirror, epeedameter, watch, horn, spare

tyre, tools, and sundry spares; a bargain, £48.'10.

—

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmitb Kd.. Lon-
don. £5230

ENFIELD Combination. 1914, 6h.p.. 2-speed,'
coach sidecar, splendid order, complete with

accessories; £63, bargain; trial and full examination.
—Elce and Co., 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile Sts,

E.C. [0552

1 Q 14 Koyal Enfield Combination, coachbuilt side-:

-*-«/ car, 3 lampe, horn, speedometer, 2 new tyres and
spare, numerous spares, verv little used, new condi-
tion; £69.—Bennett, Brierfield, Liverpool Kd,, Patri-
croft. £X2360.

ROYAL Enfield Combination, £84; 3h.p. twin, 50
gns. ; 2^h.p. 2-stroke, 33 gns-; immediate de-

livery all models.—Exeter Motor Cvcle and Light Cai
Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Kd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Kd.^'
Plymouth. [0571

6 h.p. Koynl Enfield M&tor Bicycle and sidecar, 1914,.
2-speed combination, property of an officer going

to the Front, includes all accessories and speedometer;
£67/10: opportunity.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane. London. [X2279

ENFIELDS. all models actually in stock.—6h.pi
combinations. 5h.p. 2-speed twins, T.T. and

touring models, also 2i;',h.p, 2-speed 2-stroke.—P. J.
Evans, 87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham, con-'

trolling district agent. - [53981-

ENFIELDS, Standard and De Luxe. £84 and £100?'
delivered now; also 1914 coach combination, speed-

ometer, 65 gus. : special deferred pavmente if desired.

-Lamb's, Enfield Specialists, 151, High St., VTalthaitt:,-

stow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green. (5213.

1 Q 14 Enfield Combination, complete with lamp^:
J-iJ horn, speedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar com*
plete with hood and eeieen. machine in splendid cond^,
tion: this belonged to an ofticcr. and ha<? not been ueea
since the comuienoement of the war. except for 7 days;
£65.—Julian. Broad St., Eeading. 'Phone: 1024. *.

r^^34Ti ^

Excelsior.

3ih.p. Excelsior, a.iv., with pulley, good condition:
a 30/-.—Barlow, Plumber, Monton, Manchester. '.

rX2409^
A irERICAN Excelsior, 1914, 7-9h.p.. 2 speeds. !re«'

j-A engine, coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories; £50.—
697a. Old Kent Rd.. S-E. [529^

EXCELSIOR (American) 7-9h.p. 1915 Combination*
in exceptional nice order; 50 gnst—Percy and

Co.. 357. Euston Rd., London. [5304

EXCELSIOR (American), 1915, 3-speed model: d^
lively from stock; £80; favourable exchan|«

quotations.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X2258

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuniuer at the ead oi each advertisement, and the date of the i<;sue.
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MOTOR CYCLKS I-OR SALE.
J.A.I'.

J .A.P.. 41l.li., 1914, Sfunney-Ari'hor 3-8P0ed, complete;
Ji40; otl:cr3.-2G, Higlibridse St., Wiiltlmm Ahlwv

r5412
J.A.I*.. 1912, SVjll-P-, tJpPi'in! niiMne: Tn.)(lel. nriTlitniO

vhIvps. luM'easori&s, verv fust. Hploiidiii liill-rlimher

:

f23.-Ilryni]il. 81, Iliutmouth Eil.. lleiidoii, N.W. [6209

J.A.P.. S-eli.p., iMndle .sturU'r, F.K., Roo clutcli, li.

ami 11.. Uofli'h, Druid.''. \Yi(d:cr sidecar, 2 uew tyres.
tliorouKhly overlianled; £20.—Reid, 41, Grove Vale.
East Dulwich, S.E. [5175

Juno.
TCNO V.T.S., nearly iiciv, 2Vyi.p., 2-9troIie; £25.

JUNO-.T.A.P., Inte.'it model, now, 6Ir.p., Sturmcy-
Archer counter.shaft Rear: £78/5/6.

JUNO-VILLIERS, 2i,;jh.p., 2^itroke, second-Land:
£22, or on gradual paymeuts.—Seen at 248,

Bisliopegate, London. [6500
Kerry.

"IQ14 Kerry-AbiuRdon 6h.p. Twin, sidecar, lampe,
-i-t' l-rrn. all pert'eit order; £55.—Norria, Preston
Villas. Yeovil. [X2251

Sib. p. Kerry-Abiniidon, Albion clutch, re-dono up,
2 spleurtid Older: £20, or offer.—R. White, 16,

Prospect Ed., .Surbiton. 6188
KERRY 3h.p. Ellison, new, fitted B. and B.

:

exchange J.E.S. l^jh.p.. good order.—B. D.
Micklethwaite, Cumberworth. near Huddersfield. [5527

Lagonda.
4h.p. Lagonda Sidecar Combination, 2.speed, a good,

reliable outfit; £20.—Tennant Engineering Co.,
Pershore St.. Birmingham. [X2300

Laurin-Klement.
11 7h.p. Laurin Klement, mag. ignition fast;
iei3.—53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [5375

Lea-Francis.
1Q14 Lea-Francie, really excellent condition, pro-
X«.» pertv oftirer abroad: £46.—Bos 9,537, The lUator
Cycle OlHces, Coventr,v. [X2252
LEA-PRANCIS, 1915, with sidecar, J.A.P. twin, 3\<,

h.p., Lucas lamps, horn, mirror, speedometer, only
done 1.400 miles; cost over £84; owner active service;
£66.—Perkins, Garage, Paignton. South Devon. [X2221

Levis.

LEVIS, No. 1 model, perfect, lamp, etc.; £26/16.—
Sanders, Bridge St., Hitchin. [5481

SEMI-T.T. Baby Levis, new July; £25, including
lamps, in good running order.—Hives, 13, George

Ed., Guildford, Surrey. [6457

"IQ16 Levis, single, grand condition, lamp, tools.
-*-*' Stewart speedometer, done 300 mil&s; £25 —
Haynes, Honiton, Devon. [5318

LEVIS, 1914, 2yoh.p., semi-T.T., horn, lamps, spare
Hutchinson, tools; £21.—P.H., 120, St. Ann's

Rd.. Stamford Hill, London, N. [5292

"IQ15 Levis, 2i,ih.p., Popular model, absolutely in
J-«^ stock: £28/1: exchanges; ea.'^y terms.—Julian.
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS, Levis ;-Popular £28/1, and No. 1 model
£36/17. in stock; cash or easy payments.-Alex-

ander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [5147

LEVIS, 1916%. 2»4h.p., 2-speed, model de luxe, done
300, as new, all accessories; cost se53, first .£58

secures.—A., 23, Market Place, Kingston. [5308

aih.p. 1914 Levis, tubes, tyres nearly new. lamps,
4 speedometer, all- accessories, beautiful machine

;

bargain of the week, £21.-69, Ridge St., Watford.
tX2299

LEVIS 2-.stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.

-

Sole London and district agents. Cars and Motor
Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London. W.C.
Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

LEVIS Popular, 1915, ridden approximately 500
miles, £26, bargain; also 1916 Populars arid No.

I's; special deferred payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green

£5220
L.M.C.

L.M.C. Combination, new; £65/10.—Colmore Depot,
31. Colmore Row, Birmingham. .[X2543

Martin.
MAETIN-J.A.P. Motor Cycles, new 1916 models, from

stock. 23,4h.p., single gear, £32/10; ditto, fitted
with 2-speed Enfield gear, £37/10.—Cars and Motor
Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., W.C. 'Phone:
Eegent 1432. [5200

Matchless.
"IQIS SV^h.p. T.T. Matchless, special model; £64.—
J-t' 22, Gilmore Hd., Lewisham. [5379

1 Ql3 7h.p. Matchless, Canoelet sidecar, all accessories:
--«^£65, cash or easy terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages).
Lt-d., Swansea, London, Cardiff. [0721
4h.p. Matchless, 1912, P. and M. 2-speed, F;E., new

Millford sidecar, lamp set, horn, good tyres: bar-
gain, £26.-Suiith, 762, Forest Bd., Walthamstow. [5249
MATCHLESS. 1911, 7h.p. twin, J.A.P. 2 speeds and

F.E., Bosch, B. and B.. coach sidecar, drip feed
lamp.s, etc.; 35gn8.— 101, Devons Ed., Bow, E. [5443
MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A-P., 2 speeds,

coachhuilt, splendid condition; £48.—Swayne's
Garage, 650b, High Ed., Goodmayes. 'Phone: 763
IKord. [X2415

NEW MODELS FROM STOCK.
MOTOR CYCE.es.

A.J.S. 4 h.p., twin, 3-speed.
B.S.A. Model H, 4} h.p., 3-speed.

BROUGH.
3J h.p. twin, 3-speei;l, countershaft gear.

CALTHORPE.
2-stroke, 2^ h.p., 2-speed,

2| h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.
ENFIELD.

2-stroke, 2^ h.p., 2-speed.
Model T40, 3 h.p., 2-speed.

6 h.p., coach-built combination.
6 h.p. Combination, with dynamo lighting.

JAMES.
3^ h.p. twin, 3 speeds.

4} b-P-j 3 speeds, and James Canoelet Sidecar.
NEW IMPERIAL.

2\ h.p. j..^.P. engine, 2-speed.
TRIUMPH.

2j h.p,, 2-stroke, 2 speeds.
ZENITH.

4-5 b.p., clutch model, Gradua gear.
SIDECARS.

CANOELET.
Coach-built Sidecars from 12 gns.

GODIVA.
Coach-built Sidecars from 10 gns.

MILLFORD.
Coach-built Sidecars from 10 gns.

.UGH-r CARS.
SINGER.

10 h.p., with dynamo lighiing.

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in exchangs transactions, and will

allow full value for your old Motor Cycle or

Light Car in Part Payment for any new one.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Completely Overhauled and Guaranteed Perfect.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2I b.p., T.T., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH Junior, 1915, 2-J-h.p., 2-stvoke,

2-speed, head lamp, tail lamp, and horn £40
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch model £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V h.p., clutch model .... £37
TR9UMPH, 1914, 3' h.p., T.T. roadster,

Cowey speedometer, Lucas head lamp,
and hora £38

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed model,
head lamp, born, and back lamp £46

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed, lamps and
horn, and MILLFORD CORVETTE
SIDECAR £56

NUMBER, 1913, 3o- h.p, 3-^peed, Lucas
lamp set, Lucas horn, Cowey speedo-
meter, hack lamp, and MILLFORD
CORVETTE SIDECAR £48

BRADBURY, 1912, 3^ h.p., 2-speed gear,

head lamp, back lamp, horn, Cowev
speedometer, and MONTGOMERY
SPRING FRAME SIDECAR £32

RUDGE MULTI Combination, 1913, 3} h.p.,

coach-built, fitted with hood and screen £48
A.J.S., 1912, Ci h.p., 2-speed countershaft

^e?r, head lamp, horn, and rear lamp . £40
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1914,

6 h.p., coach-built, head lamp, horn,
speedometer, exhaust whistle, etc £65

P. 8l M., 1914, 3^ h.p., 2-speed gear, Lucas
head lamp, back lamp, and horn £46

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, i h.p., nearly new . £9
A.C. SOCIABLE, 1913, 6 h.p., de Lu-^e

model, hood, screen, side brakes, lamps,
and horn £45

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
418, Romford Road, Forest Gate E.

'PboJifi: 49i1 E,i-t Him. 'annis' " EL'ami'o. Lonii n."

Official Repairers to—R.A.G., A.C.U., A.A., & M U.

M
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MOTOR CYCMiS TOR SALK,
Matchless.

MATCnLKSH Coinbiiiutloii. 1914, SB. mwU-l, Ih.p-
M A.(i. fUK'ina, Liicuh lumpH uml linrn, Jonca upcc^

<- t'T. perfect uomlltiou; £68. — WotKlinK, Dover,
ytiiffuni [X231G
MAT0ULES9, 1914, T.T., 3'Xh.p. XA.P., overhead

vulvea, 3-Bi)ced, Biiilw 3-jet enrbiircttcr, V.ll.
mug,, nlumiulum riuiri; £48.—Stewart, Uubk-rt. Gorl'-'n*

ton-on-Seu. [X2477
MATCHLESS, 1912, 6Ji.p., excellent coudltion, 2-

flpeed V.S. Rear and cluicli, Just ovcrliaulcd, Iiiinpft;

£30.-Capt. MUeti, K.M.L.I., U.M.S. ImpiejrnHble,
IJevonpoit. (D) [XI 302

"IQ13 Matchless, BIT, 2-8pc;Cd, with Matchless sido-
-i-tJ car, aa new, not toiled, owuor unable to U'^a

same owing to ill-health ; oUora wanted. — MiUard'i
Motors, Guernsey. [4964

MATCHLESS 7-8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, chain,
speedometer, F.R.S., Lucas lamps, screen, over-

alls, spares, excellent condition; X48. — 8teveD«,
Addington, near Mailing, Kent. [5321

MATCHLESS, late 1913, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., 6*poed
Gradua gear, T.T. handle-bars, lamps, etc., UQ-

uyed fciDce outbreak of vrdT, epieudid condition; £50 —
Chandler, Abbotsfleld, Kenilworth. [Xi744
MATCHLESS-J.A„P. Combination, SVsh-P., free, 2

speeds, wicker sidecar, Watford speedometer, long
horn, lamp set, tools, new John Ball and Skew tyres,
generator, aparea; £30.—Smith, 18, High St-, Bloueli-

[5408
MATCHLESS and cane sidecar, 1913-14. Bh.p.. 2-

speed, and F.E., aemi T.T. handle-bars, kick
starter. King of the Road lamp set, 2 eleutric lamps,
speedouieter. Lucas horn, spares, etc., recently over-
hauled; £50, or exchange lower combination.—23.
Skinner St., ClerkenwelJ, E.G. [5401

Minerva.

5 h.p. Twin Minerva Motor Cycle; £8/15.-66, Grey-
hound Lane, Streatham. S.W. [5289

MotO'Reve.
OT0-E,EVE, 2V2h.p., mag. (as new); lowest £9.—
Collins, Ford St.. Harlow. [X2163
OTO-REVE Twin, 1912, 2''^.p., must sell; £9/10;
joining up.—Welch, 87, Edgware Ed., W. [5238

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE. 2'/oh.p., mag,, Drnida; £9.—Write

lor particulars, 25, Victoria Sq., Newcastle.
£X2162

MOTOSACOCHE 3V2h.p. Twin, 2-speed model, £60.—
In stock at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edin-

burgh. [5148
T Q 12 2h.p. Motosacoche, Druid forks, mag., just
Xt/ overhauled, fine appearance, perfect, very nice
machine ; sacrifice £ 12, or near.—Alfred Proctor,
Chepstow. [X2508

MOTOSACOCHE, 1914, 3M;h.p. twin M.A.a. engine.
He Lissa valves, 2 epeeds, kick starter, just over-

hauled by makers; £35.—Trechinan, 27, Langland Gar-
dens, Hampstead. [5202

MOTOSACOCHE, 1913, SV^h-p. twin, Enfield gear.
chain drive, lamp, horn, tools, etc., exceptional

acceleration; owner at Front; sacrifice, £25, no offers.-
Grove Garage, Eastbourne. [5178

MOTOSACOCHE, late 1913. SVoh.p. twin, M.A.G.,
2-speed, free engine, new B. and B., variable, new

Brooks, T.T. bars, perfect order; owner shortly pro-
ceeding on active service ; £34, near offer.-Smith-
Masters, 98, AYest St., Dnnetable. [X2268

New Hudson.
1 Ol3'/> New Hudson, 3 speeds, and sidecar, complete;
X«7 £33, offers.—26, Highbridge St, Waltham Abbey-

[5413
NEW Hudson, late 1913, 3->speed, perfect condition;

a bargain.-Lea, 20, Fernhead Rd., Paddington.
[6581

3ih.p. New Hudson, 2-3troke, 2-speed model, in extra
4 good condition and running order; price £32/10.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X22S4

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3 speeds, new tyres and belt,

first-cla« running order, Iarap6. etc.; £27/10.—
Robinson, Jack Lane Potteriea, Hunslet. [X2184

1 Q 14 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed,
i-iy clutch, kick start, just overhauled; £60-—Box
9.550, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry- [X2502
"IQ14 6h.p. New Hudcon, perfect order, 3-speed, free
X«7 engine, kick etartei, all accessories; £48; owner
in France.—Gay, Eastbreok End, Romford. [X2480

1Q12 New Hudson, 2^ih.p., 3-speed Armstrong and
Xi/ clutch, renewed February, P. and H. head light,

lear light, horn, etc.; £25.—Mole, Dawley, Salop. [X2161

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36: all models from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd-, 7. Bath Ed., Exetor, and 28, Tavistock Ed-,
Plymouth. [0603

NEW Hudson, 3%h.p., 1912, 3 speeds, sidecar, lamps,
speedometer, epares, just overhauled; £33.— Garty

and Wade, Balham Hill, or Owner, 101, Narbonne Av.,
Clapbam Common. [5337

4h.p. New Hnd.=on and Mills-Fulford Coachbuilt Side-
car, 1913-1914, 3 speeds and clutch, excellenl

condition throughout; any trial; £40.—Ling, 35, Ditch-
ling Rd., Brighton. [X1567

NEW Hudson, 1913, SU-t-P- J.A.P., 3-6peed. clutch.
Phoenix 1914 17 gn. sidecar, perfect condition.

tools. !amp<?, new belt, 30/- electric hora; £40.-119,
Taybridge Ed., Clapham, S.W. [544J

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issae. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 3i^h.p., coxmtershaft 3-apeed gear;
£63; aelivery irom stock.— Exeter Motor Cycle

and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd.* Exeter, and
28. Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

6h,p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and Iree engine model,
fitted with a 2-seat. coachbuilt Bowser sidecar,

speedometer, lamp, Lucas rear light; tho complete turn-
out, £57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X2285
NEW Hudson, 1913, SV^h-p., 3-speed, free engine.

nice coachbuilt sidecar, heavy tyres, speedometer,
2 gas lamps; bargain, accept £29/10 cash; buying
lightweight.—Clarke, Furnisher, 11, Earl St., North
ampton. [X2525

NEW Hudson Big Six Combination, 1914 model,
enamelled French grey, perfect condition ; a

, through officer leaving for active service ; can
seen in London.—Address, Mr, Baxter, 9, Eldou St
House, E.G. [X2153

NEW Hudson Models, A £29/10, O 2-speed £36, De
Luxe £40, E semi racer £31, in stock; Big Six

early November, £90/8; special deterred payments if

desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green. [5223

4h.p. New Hudson 1913Vi Combination, 3-6peed Arm-
strong, Millford Corvette, Cowey, lamp, horn.

Ding-dong, back-reet, knee-grips, Terry links, deeom-
pieesor, spare, cover, tube, valve, belt, new condition

;

£46; evenings.—48, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings. [5339

NEW Hudson, 1912%, 4h.p., Colonial model, grey.
1914 coachbuilt sidecar to match, disc wheel, 3-

speed, clutch, speedometer, Miller'e lamps, large horn,
knee-grips, exhaust whistle, nearly new tyres, belt, spares ;

•£39.-K:erry, Sylvan Av., Brooklands, Cheshire. [X2223

aCTVALLY l/V STOCK,
M5^ JAMES, 1916, iih.p.. combination -£76 13SS B.3.A., 191(5, model K, bdlt-eum-chain,
fM^ :i sneed

J5M ENFIELD, 1915,combination -

'Ww' ,„-»,- -^^° electilc model-

gain, tirougL officer leaving for actiye service; can be }Rg ,4
„'?„ °'"^=' "^^ '"^''"' ^ »""

.^„ ,„ T„„^™_A^.„„ ^, „,..„ » c.,^„„ <,\ ^^ NEW-HUDSON, nodrf C. istrok;

62 O
- 84 O
100

u

78

2-8peed, liuhtweight - . - 36 O
Model A . . 29 10 iK

__, Model E - • 31 o tSS
^4] HARLEY-DAYIDSON. model P - 78 5 rag
fjt Model J. electrically equipped 86 13 EJQT

W .,...,
All pre-Bodget models now sold. Bf™ SUN de Luxe. 2t h.p - . • 29 8 iTCALTHORPE', 2-8peed.2Btroke - 31 7 r

'2-str., single ap. JB27 14 6 i
Jap 2-speed - -£36 IS R

.rm>„.. . Single speed . SO is JfkALtDAY'S AI.I.ON,2-sp.,2.stroke 38 17 Rr
A
m

New ImperiaL
I

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915,-2 speeds, all accessories,
used one month only; £29.-7, Snibiton Ed..!

Kingston. [5279'

NEW Imperial, 1915, latest model, ]usfc received,
2V2h.p., 2-speed; £36/15.—Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X2265

4ih.p. New Imperial-Precision Combination, 3-speed,
4 spare cover, speedometer, lamp, horn ; £45, offers.

—O. Harrold, Castle Cary. [X2456
"|Q14 New Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., 2-sp
J-*' dition, climb anrthing! £26.—!
Falsgrave Ed., Scarborough.

good con-
£26.—Bellwood, 100.

[X2331

B

f
i&2

SiDgleBp..2-Btr. 31 10 IMLIMPERIAL-JAP, 2.,peed, it with SsA
variable magneto, 23/- extra - 35itns. *W*CONNAUGHT, 2-8troke, standard <Bgl
mod--ls, 21 h.p., serai T.T. bars .fi35 3 W»*WOLF, 2J3h.p.,2-stroke . - 25 8 (MSI

35 17 waLEVIS, No. rs

1

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, single speed, perfect con-
dition, all accessories; £23; seen alter 6 p.m.—

10, Kent Gardens, Ealing. [5317

NEW Imperial-Jap Light Touriets, both models in
stock, with and without clutch and kick starter.—

Crow Bros., 190. High St., Guildloid. [4696

TVrEW Imperial-Jap's, 1915, new machines, lor de
-^^ livery from stock; 2<peed models £36J15

-

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [S229S
"|Q15 2%h.p. New Imperial J.A.P., 2-speed, actuallyJ-^ in stock; price 35 gus- ; exchanges; easy terme-—Julian, Broad St., Eeading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperials in Stock for immediate delivery, light
tourist, kick-starter, and ladies models; prices

from 35 gns.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and district
agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [5399

NEW Imperials.—The finest value in British motoi
cycles, with J.A.P. cnginee and eountershalt gears.

built on car lines; prices from 35 gns., and deliverv
from stock.—The Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw St',
laverpool. [6419 -__.

"|Q14 New Imperial-Jap, 2%,h.i)., 1915 frame, 2- tV«*--*/ speed, Dunlop studded tyres as new, appeai-ancf^ I jSljJ
and condition perfect, easy starter, good hill-climber,

| SSft
splendid machine; £27/10.—Fernside, Shepherd's Lane,

:

Dartfoid. [S1737
1 Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed. lamp, horu, etc., all
-*-*' in beautiful condition; owner going to Front,
must sell at once ; machine cost £40, and is honestly
worth £35, great bargain, 27 gns.-Owner, c/0 Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [0756

Popnlars- . . . 28 ^ARIEL. 5-6 h.p., combination . . 90 16HUMPHRIES & DAWES, O.K.
mark 4 junior - - . 31 ^nsNEW-HUDSON de Luxe, 2.speed -*40 d

SEcoiva.Hania
OUTFITS FOR SaLE.

HARLEy-DAVIDSON. UJ, elec
equipped, 7-9 b.p.. Bramble eidecar,
nearly new - . - -£85

ARIEL. 3J h.p,, 1913, 3.speea, Swan
sidecar, very cood order . - 38 10TRIUMPH, 1M3-4, clutch model, fine
condition • . - - . 37 jo

(MS BAT-JAP, 1913, 8 h.p.,2.speed, coach
y9^ combination . - . .

(Sfci r.N., 1914, 7 h.p., 2->Bater sidecar,
!«g speedometer, ridden only 1500 miles
V»m T'.^.liLihtiag set - . 7q

i

.4

50 o

4'

fj« T'K'V."',''" '»"«"«'• e«M model -23 10 wSSJH; INDIAN, 19U, clntch model. IT. 9J&(» -,t"'i'';,'^""=''>l">rn.large Miller lampset SO gns. SsSMS CLYNO. 1914 3-speed combination SSSMgk 2-aeater, sidecar accessories, ridden s3h^S^ wee: ends onlv • -£i;4 in ES3

3ih.p, 1915 New Impcrial-Jap. 3-speed countershaft,
2 clutch, kick start, Dunlop heavy tyres, T.T. bars,

complete with Millers lamp, rear lamp, horn, and speed-
ometer, only 3 months old, mileage 1,800; £55 • ex-
change entertained.—Ideal C)-cle Co., Thunderslev.
Essex. [6341

New Ryder.
V-EW RIDER-J.A.P.. 2?ih.p., latest 1916 model,
-L^ brand new, countershaft 2-speed, Amac carbu-
retter, Dixie mag., Avon tyre^, Empire de Luxe saddler
list price ^£36/15, first reasonable offer accepted —
Bryon, 4, Park Terrace, Southend-on-Sea. [5407

Norton.
_exceJIeut condition

;

[5472

T.T., Philipson pulley, abso-
£54 ; exchanges, easy terms.—

'Phone; 1024. [X1486
NORTON 3Vih.p., semi T.T., new SturmevArcher

hub and clutch, very last; £32/10, no offers.-To
te seen, Alperton Garage, Church Ed,, Hanwell. [6405
TVTORTON, the Big Four, 3-6peed countershaft gear,

^^ Cham drive. £68/15/6; in stock lor immediate

1Q14 S'.jh.p. 3-speed Norton, . „ ^,.-Iw £48,-PnTker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

in 16 Norton, 3ii.li.p.,L^ lutelv in stock; _,

.

Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone-

i

i

f

k

i

.'Ce'- ends only ... .faa in
SU NBE ft M,19I5,S.i h.p..3-8p. combina-
tioaelectric and Stewart horn,genuine
Sunbeam sidecar . . - Ti; ftENFIELD. 19U, 6 h.p., with Cowev
speedometer - . - gc -,„_TRIUMPH, 19U,3-ap., all accessories

^
noe condition . . - 'fi45 Q

J'^tPJ'.o"'',?^',"'''''"' ""'y 'W ™i'<!S 22 gns.LEVIS, Popular 1916, ridden aporox
lOO miles - . . . g„* ,«

CONNAUGHT, 1016, a-seater, ridden
approx. MO miles- - - 30 tfnsCHATER LEA, 1912, Jap. 6 h.p. ^
-siieed, Premier coach sidecar, all red

CHATER LEA car, 8 h.p., s-"speed^°
*°°'

wttcer-cooled. hood, screen . 90 gns.

Sidecars in Stock:
Watsonian, Canoelet, Harley- ^K
Davidson, Indian, Swan, ^W,
Mills-Fulford. Phoenix ^

Occessofies. *

Huge Stock always on band. A
__

Deferred Payments. ^^
i^ i down ana 12 instalments ^WM Special Discounts for 3,6 and 9 JW"
gSA instalments. Allowances— JgfSM Exceptional prices for
SSa up-to-date outfits.

^ DEPOT:

# 50, Hi^h Rd., Wood Green. ||
m (.Under New Management.) >|

S@ 151, High Street, Walthamstow, N.eTS^
S'M Hours. 9 tOS.SO.iU.'lllriini- SjRt Tlinr,a 0»r.1 ifijS

k

„^ Hours. 9to8.30. indildinsSat.; Thnrs.,9t

•13 "Pboue: 169 Walthamstow,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON, 1912. 3i.ih.p., horn, lamp, speedometer,
all tools, tyres new, belt good, perfect mnning

order; ^25, or near oHer,—Plough Garage, Clapbam,
S.W. [5459
3ih.p. 3-speed 1914 (delivered 1915) Norton, with

2 superior 16 gn. coachbuilt sidecar, in new con-
dition, run 1.200 miles; lowest £55.—Seen at Sanderi,
Bridge St., Uitchiu.

'

[5479
~IQ15 Norton Big Four, Sturmer-Archei 3--pee4
-Lt? counter»:hait, chain and belt, absolately in rtock:
£64/10, plus .5%; exchanges, easy terms-—Julian, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. rS1487

N.S.U.
"V-S.I^-. 3h.p., Bosch, good order; £8; trial here.—21,

.

J-1 Tindal St.,. Chehnsford. [526S

N.S.tr., SV'h.p., spring ioi'ks, adju-rtable pulley. p«r-
lect order; £12.—A.W., Hillview, Hartford- (X2178

N-S.U. 2h.p. Lightweight, done only 500 milee; ctlit

£35, accept £19.—21, Tindal St., Chelmslord- ^
[527S

1 Q14 X.S.U., 4h.p. twin, C-B. combination, run 1,000,Xv perfect: £35; part exchange lightweight.—4,
Stag Lane, Edgware, N. - [5247

N-S.U., 1910, 3h.p., 2-speed, spring forks, mag. igni-

tion, good running order: £15.—Eice and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., KC. [0481

N.S.U., mag., 2^4h.p., good tyre;, tube.?, and belt.

ftrsf-elass order, do 40 m.p.h. ; trial given; mugt
sell: £17, or near offer, firet cheque.—Barnes, 5. Gordon
Rd., Lea Rd., TValtham Cross, Herts. [5197

N.S.U,, 6-8h- twin, 2-epeed gear, large coachbuilt
sidecar, car size tyres, full equipment, an excep-

tional outfit, in new condition: £45.—Tuke and BeU,
Ltd.. ilotor Department, Carlton Engineering Worti
High Rd., Tcttenham, N. [4140

N.U.T.
-| Q14 8h.p. N.U.T. 3-speed Combination; £62.—Si-
J-J7 Brownhill Rd., Catford. [5371

O.K.

1Q15- O.K. Junior, 2-speed, done 500 iml«6 only,
-l-«7 complete: £27.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham.

[X23S3

O.K. Junior, 2-speed, ilark HI; £33/1,'6.—In stock
at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

_ [5157

O.K., 2h.p., 2-speed, 1915, Druid forks and mud-
guards, capital- condition: £22.—Millard's Slotora.

Guernsey. [4962

O.K Junior, 1915, in splendid condition, very Uttie

used : 23 gns-, great bargain-—Julian, Broad St.,

Eeading. 'Phone: 1024. [S2346

O.K- Junior, 1914, 2h-p., 2 speeds, lightweight, new
double girder. Druid forks, new belt : £23.—Lam-

bert, 6, Hawthorn View, Chapel .Allerton. Leeds. [X2394

Omega.
OMEGA, 2^4b.p.. single gear, .food; £20, no offer.—

21. I^indal St., Chelmsford- (5271

OMEGA. 3h.p.. 1915. 2-stroke. 2 speeds, lamps. spe«d-
ometer, etc., as new: £30.-5. Carson Ed- W.

Dnlwich. [5335

OMEGA. 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, all accessories, cost
£40, Septemtwr, perfect condition: sacrifice,

£25.—Elliott. 19, Shakespeare Rd., Hanwell. 'Phon«:
Paddington 4193. [5309

P. and M.

P.
and M. Combination, numerous accessories; 39
gns.. immediately. — Hill View, Augusta Place,

Leamington Spa. [X2400

P.
and M., 1914^4, coachbuilt sidecar, screen, hood,
excellent condition; £53/10.—Capt. Jones, Soath

Staflords, Lichfield Barracks. X5367

P.
and JL, kick-start, spare wheel, forks, gear, chains,
etc., 2-note born, Lucas set, 2 badges; £31.—

Box 9,538, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X23S9

P.
and M., 1913, 2-speed, kick starter. MilUoid
coachbuilt sidecar, 5 lamps, tyres as new, splen-

did condition: £46-—Stopher, Jewr'v St., Winchester.-
(5438

"IQ12 P. and M., SU-hp., 2-speed, kick starter. lide-Xv car, 5 almost new best -\von tvres, acetylette
lamps; £35.—Vallings, 5, Ethelbert Rd., Bromlej,
Kent. [X23S7

P.
and M., 1914, and coachbuilt sidecar, in splendiA
condition, complete with Lucas lamps, holB.

Cowev speedometer, aud £5 insurance policv; £46/10:*
no oflers.-The Walsall Garage. Walsall. [3:2416

018.—3i2b.p. P. and M., best machine made. 1914^ 2 speeds and Iree. renovated by makers, all »oo»-
series, and quite ready for service; Montgomery side-

car to fit. £3 extra.—Arthur Stanburv, Liverpool.
1X2380

Peugeot.
6 h.p. Peugeot and Mills-Fulford sidecar: barsaln,

£:3.-Eev. Bell, Hillside Ed., Colwyn Boy. [X2S36

PEUflEOT. 5' oh. p., free engine, good -rendition:
.£30.—Write, Box 9.544. The Motor Cyele OfBeea,

Coventry. [X2330

PEUGEOT and Sidecar, 31-ih.p., 1912, N.S.U. Epeed
pear; £32; good condition.—Clowes. 27, Cbatcfi

Ed.. Willi-sdeu. [X231?

PEUGEOT. 7-9h.p., wicker sidecar. N-S.U. 2-spe«d,
Bosch. Druids; £25.—Seen at Mid-Surrey MotK

delivery.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed,. Edinburgh, i

[5149

A36 All letters .ehitlna to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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A New Series of Cycle Cars.

THE
sidecar, the most maligned type of

motor vehicle on the road, and generally

judged to be the most unmechanical in

point of view of design, has, if anything,
" made good " quicker than any other

type of vehicle produced in the motoring era.

Introduced as a lightweight in the same manner
as practically every other type of motor vehicle,

it has gradually grown in power and luxurious-

ness, and by reason of added weight has been

strengthened, so that it is now as reliable a

piece of mechanism as it is possible to imagine.

And so, having proved its worth, both in the

hands of the pleasure user and the trade, and
last, but not least, in the requirements of the

Army, designers have latterly turned their

attention to modifications of the sidecar outfit,

such as the fitting of a two-seated body, so that

both driver and passenger shall be protected

from the elements. As a matter of fact, the

sidecar is so cheap to buy, so economical to run,

and so absolutely reliable, as well as being fast,

not only on the level, but uphill, that its

numbers would have been trebled had it not

possessed that inherent weakness of an exposed

position for the driver. Hitherto the double

seated sidecars, which have merely dispensed

with the driver's saddle, have not attracted

the public in large numbers; but, nevertheless,

the demandjor something of the kind has been

Abundantly evident for years past, and par-

ticularly since untested cycle cars were hastily

rushed on to the market in their experimental

state and were heralded by false prophets as the

last word in two-seaters—not, however, in The

Motor Cycle Left to mature with reasonable

encouragement, the cycle car might have been

a success to-day. Instead, it was accorded a

degree of prominence wholly undeserved—and

entirely failed to come up to expectations.

Last week we illustrated and described the

latest production of a designer whose name
is a household word in motor cycle circles.

and in this design, whilst the general outlines

of the sidecar have been retained, the diamond
frame of the bicycle has been discarded.

Instead, the vehicle has been built as a

permanent three-wheeler. This is as it should
be. IF the heavy coach-built sidecar cutlit has
come to stay—and there is no doubt on that

score—then makeshift methods of attachment
are not sufficient.

We are glad that one engineer, at any rate,

convinced of the success of the sidecar as a

type, has set about designing a vehicle on
similar lines, which is intended to be a permanent
two-seater instead of a vehicle in two separate

sections, so to speak. In this manner it has
been found possible to improve upon many
features which have been open to criticism in

the past. A weatherproof shaft drive, for

instance, has been incorporated, and it is possible

to co-ordinate the frame design, by which we
mean that, no matter how strong the bicycle or

the sidecar frame of an ordinary type of machine
may be as separate units, the idea of their

attachment is not sound. Again, the wheels
not being carried in fork ends are readil)

detachable and interchangeable. One excellent

feature of the sidecar type of three-wheeler is

its wonderful mobility and the great ease with

which it may be turned in either - direction in

the space of a narrow road. It is thus possible

to dispense with the complication of a reverse

gear, and so simplify driving from the novi.ce's

point of view. It was only the old pattern

light sidecars with a narrow track which gave
trouble on this score.

We hail with considerable satisfaction the
arrival of this very original design—the com-
mencement of a new series of cycle cars—as

there is no doubt that sidecar makers have got
into a groove, yet the call for a weatherproof
two-seater has been and is insistent, and the

possibilities of such an outfit as a result of the

failure of the belt driven four-wheeled cycle car

are doubled.

An Index to the advertisements m this issue will be found on the page facing the back coveis
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOTOR CYCLIST. A SIDECAR SCREEN.

IT
is most interesting to watch the development of

the motor cychng habit in the beginner. The
way in which the sport captures the entliusiasms

of everyone who tries a venture is surprising to those

people- who have yet to try their hand on the driving

and management of a motor cycle of their own. Pass-

ing my window several times each week, probably on
her way to town, is a rider who has recently acquired

a new lady's Dou ,las. Some three years ago this

same rider piloted an old tricar, with no passenger, up
and down the (Same highway. Her experiences with

this machine of uncertain date must sometimes have
been the reverse of plea-

sant. How often had I

seen her pedalling vigor-

ously to assist an engine

which spluttered and mis- /
fired as it faced the rising /,
road. One day, however, .

'
.^

the old tricar was " no
more," and the rider was
astride a small-powered /

solo machine, about a /

2 h.p., that the Singer Co. t

placed upon the market |

some four or five years
\

ago. This, doubtless, was \

a great improvement, but \
,

now, in turn, this has been
discarded for the new
Douglas. This rider's ex-

periences would make in-

teresting reading. I imagine
few wayside repairs can be
unfamiliar to her, but the

joy of a well-designed new
mount must be intensified

by the memories of the

vicissitudes met by venturing abroad on an ancient
c»ock.

\

\

Nurses at hospitals throughout the country are having a most

strenuous time, and a run in a good sidecar outfit is gready

appreciated as a temporary relief from work that is always trying.

A Fellow=feeling.

I can speak, perhaps, feelingly on this score. Well
I remember my own first mount, an old open-framed
Phoenix-Minerva, for which I—like many another
novice—paid a great deal more than its value.

Fitted with accumulator and coil and other devices now
obsolete, it generally carried me beyond the ken of
motor repair shops and then refused to budge. How
many times during my first summer's riding did I leave
the refractory object in the care of a friendly cottager

and trudge home ! No sooner did I master one of its

failings than another cropped up. It is many years

since a discerning poet said, " There are tears in the
affairs of thisiife." Maybe he was the owner of some
contrivance whereby he was carried a distance from
his " ain fireside " and then "let down."

My Ideal Machine.

I always, when meeting a lady motor cyclist, and I

meet many in these days, look closely to gather the

make of machine that has captured her fancy. I,

like most riders, have my pet ideas of what I con-
"7;—--,^ sider would constitute an

ideal mount. I am looking

for a two-stroke for potter-

ing which embodies my
choicest features. An
engine of about 2j4 h.p.

with gear box and well-

designed open frame, built

particularly low, a clutch

of the hand-controlled type,

and some form of starting

arrangement, for, in spite

of the two-stroke ease of

starting, it is an additional

advantage to be able to

start up the engine without

pushing when required.

The lady's Clyno is nearest

these ideals, but whilst the

military are absorbing all I

the output and energies of

the motor cycle manufac-

turer, we cannot expect :

our whims to be considered.

When pe.ace is again re- :

stored our needs will doubt-

less receive attention, and we shall participate in the-

results achieved by experiments in the springing for

frames. Occasionally comfort is sacrificed for smart-

ness. I wonder if other lady riders will agree with-

me re aluminium footboards ; whilst they please the

eye, the feet are apt to slip about them and are unable

to get a grip. To my mind, wood covered with

rubber or cork lino is preferable. It prevents the jar

to the legs and is generally more comfortable.

A Sidecar "Windscreen,

I have had made to my own design a windscreen,

the illustrations of which might be useful as a guide
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New sidecar screen described by our lady contributor. It adjustable, and tlie object aimed at is to get the screen as near the passenger

as possible.

to anyone who is thinking of fitting a shield for the
passenger. The usual small screen I found to be
ineffective, as with an open sidecar the screen is too

far from the passenger to be of much benefit; and the

door does not allow the screen to be placed nearer.

In the one I had made the hinged woodwork allows

H
LADIES IN A TRIAL FOR

OLLAND is certainly not getting .behind as far

as motoring is concerned, and lately has been
to the fore with soriie very novel forms of

competitions. Not only have the Dutch held a trial for

pillion seats,, but they recently organised a trial for

Auto-wheels, in which quite a number of lady riders

took part. The little machines were represented in

several different forms, though ,most were attached in

[Somo/tHatsitRai'
'"\-il<S»-A\V/ffl/) • ""
Kiortaii-

a;yjiax5>tnaTf/
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the whole fitment to be put out of the way—the dis-

tance determined by a check strap when getting in oi

out, and it provides a good cover fox the knees of the

passenger and diverts the rain spots. By following the

phoio^raphs a mechanic can make and fix this screen

in a few hours. May Walker.

fm^
AUTO-WHEELS IN HOLLAND.

the usual way. In two cases the attachment was

carried rigidly fixed to the chain stays of the cycle

and driving direct to the rear wheel. Another was
built into the cycle in place of the back wheel, as was
illustrated in a recent issue. Several machines were

even fitted with light spring forks. These machines

must be very popular in Holland if it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of enthusiastic riders to

warrant the holding of a special

competition.

A set of clever and amusing sketches that appeared In the New York Show number of our

contemDorary, " Motor Cvcle Illustrated."

The increase in the number of

lady riders is really remarkable.

The majority ride modern light-

weights, and it must not be forgotten

that the perfection of this type of

mount with its clutch and change-

v^peed gear has had a lot to do with

the popularising of motor cycling

among ladies. At the same time,

there are signs of the medium and

high-powered sidecar outfit increas-

ing in favour, it being not at all

uncommon to meet machines of this

type drivai byva lady with another

in the sidecar.

We should like to take this oppor-

tunity of warning lady novices of

the advisability of examining the

tyres of their mounts with the

approach of winter weather. To
avoid skidding it is necessary that

the studs or corrugations on the

back tyre should be in good condi-

tion; if worn smooth, or if a plain

cover is fitted, a change should be

made by the fitting of a good non-

skid.
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A Pair of Douglases.

The bulk of my 1915 riding has been done on a

pair of Douglas machines, this being the first year

in which my zf h.p. has been flanked by its bigger

sister. I can hardly praise the big 'un more than by

saying I don't know which of the two I like best. I

generally found that the 4 h.p. got the verdict for

long cross-country work ; its weight imbued it with

extraordinary steadiness over bad roads, and its extra

pace always found a weak spot in such a confirmed

sinner as myself. The little 'un found itself under

orders whenever there were many stoppages ahead,

because it could be propped against a kerb and
paddled off when I wanted it again. Neither machine

has caused a single road stoppage, even the tyres

earning me a pair of white gloves. I hear next year's

4 h.p. is even better than the 1915 edition, and only

hope that delivery will be easier to obtain.

The High=efficiency Single.

1 do not know that I drew any contrast between the

8 h.p. solo mount and the 3^^ h.p. T.T. in my recent

article, but a correspondent writes to urge the claims

of the high -efficiency or T.T. single-cylinder as a long

distance speed merchant's mount. Well, let us essay

a comparison. The twin is, perhaps, 10 m.p.h. faster

on the road when all out ; but, as it can seldom be
fully opened out, this does not matter, except in so

far as the extra speed is usable on hills. I know that

the racing singles often approach or equal the racing

1,000 c.c. twins in the unlimited classes at a hill-climb,

but I shrewdly suspect that the surface and corners

generally set a limit to the speed of both. At any
rate, my own big twins invariably accelerate uphill

better than the T.T. single, and touch a higher speed
in short bursts on main road hills. Then the twin

is heavier, and more expensive to run, which is cer-

tainly not in its favour; nor is it so cheap to buy. On
the other hand, it will stand a higher gear than the

single, and this is a great point, for however pleasant
'" revs " may be when one is tuning for a brief sprint

event, the subdued hum of an 8 h.p. on a gear of

3 to I is much less obtrusive company on a, 200 mile
jaunt. On the next point I must gang warily, for, to

speak the truth, I haven't been running a high
efficiency 500 c.c. single of late, and singles may have
made progress. But on previous occasions, when my
pet mount for the year has taken the shape of a T.T.
single, I generally found that the m.p.h. above fifty

were rather elusive gentry. They were on the spot

when it was new, and gradually vanished ; a little

tuning, and they would return. But in my road work,
and especially in hill work, I was often asking the
engine to give of its very best; and when the best

wasn't forthcoming, I missed it, and was correspond-
ingly irritated. Now the big 8 h.p. is normally run
far below its maximum efficiency, and therefore keeps
its tune better. Moreover, it usually has a fairish

reserve of power up its sleeve, and even when it is

considerably under par, it can still do all one is likely

to ask of it on the open road. Ergo, it does not often

inspire the petulant reflection, " The old 'bus is run-

ning rotten to-day! "—a sensation not unfamiliar to

most owners of sporting singles. Finally, the tuning

up and overhaul of the big twin is a much more for-

midable job than that of the single. No! 1 had not

visualised the comparison which my correspondent

suggests; but when I tackle it, I think ihe big twin

just gets my personal verdict.

Side=by=side v. Overhead Valves.

The same writer is on more open ground, methinks,

when he challenges my printed preference for the over-

head valve. 1 have not had a season on the 79 x 100

mm. Brooklands Norton, which is the text round

which his discourses are written, though oddly enough,

I met a man who was a raving maniac about that ver\-

machine on the day when this letter reached me. h
so happens that all my best twins and singles have had

either overhead inlets, or two overhead valves ; and

as the last really hot side-by-side T.T. machine I

owned dates back a year or two, I was probably a

little hasty. Track statistics certainly indicate that

the side-by-side valves hold their share of the records.

Still, I won't plead guilty. Theory and racing car

practice are all in favour of the overhead valve.

Motor cycle designers have never had a really free

hand. In the motor car world racing and touring

practice are sharply divorced, and nobody expects a

Sunbeam or Peugeot Grand Prix racing engine to be

ostensibly a partial copy of the standard pattern.

But, for some curious reason, there would be a horrible

outcry in our correspondence columns if the Triumph
Co. (Mr. Schulte will pardon my using his firm as an

illustration) should win a T.T. with an overhead

valved engine, and then stage side-by-sides at the next

Olympia. So I am not sure my thoughtless impres-

sions were not justified. When I have had the

opportunity to test the two designs in the same year,

the overhead pattern has impressed me as showing

the more ginger. It may be true to-day that you can
buy a side-by-side, e.g., a Norton, which is quite as

lively as any o.h.v. on the market ; hut it hardly

follows that if Mr. Norton thought well to build an

o.h.v. for track and T.T. work, it would not give his

side-by-side several seconds in a mile. I suppose the

fact is that the average motor cycle business is hardly

big enough to justify the creation of a special racing

department ; racing is just one of the odd jobs which

is squeezed in between other things, according as the

buying public happen to be interested in speed events^

or the firm wants a leg-up in the advertising depart-

ment. Whereas, in the car world, racing is scientific-

ally organised by the crack firms at any rate, and

time, men, and money permit a racing programme to

be pursued " regardless," in the motor cycle world

the ordinary staff take the ordinary engine, and adapt

it as well as circumstances permit.
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THE TREND OF ITALIAN DESIGN.
An Interesting Italian Machine Reminiscent of Several British Makes.

WE have on more than one occasion
commented favoiirabJy on the
clean lines and attractive ap-
pearance of the motor cycles

lately produced in Italy, and noted a
growing resemlihince to British motor
cycle design. The Borgo machine, which
we illnstrate herewith, is no exception
to the general tendency referred to; it

is taking in design and of sound con-
struction.

Tlie engine, which strongly resembles
the Rudge, has a bore and stroke of

85 X 88 nun. (499 c.c), the popular Britisli

size; the inlet valve is overhead, and, of

course, mechanically operated ; the Bosch
magneto is carried in front on a platform
cast with the crank case, is handle-bar
controlled, and provided with a cut-out.
Reference to the illustration of the

single-seated model will show that the
- timing gear and magneto transmission ai-e

contained beneath a single cover—a very
commendable practice—but the cover itself

strikes us as being rather ornate, for
tliough the coat-of-arms looks well when
clean, it will, in use, collect much dirt,

Avhich will be difficult to remove. The
outside of a crank case should be smooth
and free from crevices. The carbm-etter
—a special two-lever type—is constructed
in^ the Borgo factory. The silencer, it

will be noticed, is unusual in appearance,
and althougli it will probably prove very
effective from the point of view of absence
of back pressure, it is unlikely that its

silence would satisfy the authorities in
this country unless it were furnished with
a pipe to the rear. Both oil and petrol
jiipes are provided with rubber insertions.
So much for the power unit.

The Variable Gear.

Turning now to other details, we come
to what is 'perhaps the most novel point
of the "whole machine, viz., the variable
gear. This consists of an expanding
pulley such as is fitted to several British
machines, and a method^ of maintaining
correct belt tension by moving the rear
wheel ill the manner of the Zenith.
However, in this case, not the rear -wheel

only, but the whole of the rear part of

The tandem-seated Borgo, a new Italian production. A variable pulley gear In conjunction

with an extensible rear frame is adopted.

the frame moves backwards and forwards.
This rear portion is pivoted below the
saddle, and the front ends of the chain
stays are carried by the extremities of a
long lever, which extends upwards on the
left side of the tank and has its fulcrum
on the engine bracket. When this lever
is puslied forward it forces the wheel
backwards and tightens the belt, at the
same time opening the pulley. The pulley
can be further controlled by rotating the
lever ; thus, a free engine and clutch can
be brought into use at. the requirements
of the rider. The pedalling gear (used for

starting purposes only) is mounted upon
the chain stays,^.and so the tension of the
chain is unaffected by any" movement of

the wheel ; the chain is, however, pro-

vided with a jockey pulley on its under
side. The arrangement of the movable
part of the frame and the distribution of

weight is such that the weight of the
rider tends to maintain the belt tension.

Tandem Seats.

The cantilever arrangement upon which
the saddle is mounted is reminiscent of

another British machine, viz., the Rex.
In one of the illustrations a second seat,

together with hand grips and footrests, is

shown mounted in the rear. This method
of carrying a passenger is very jjopular

in Italy, being much cheaper than a side-

car an'd more comfortable than the padded
pillion-seat. The handle-bars are adjust-
able, on the lines of the A. B.C. or Indian,

but the spring forks are essentially Italian.

Two brakes are applied to the belt rim

—

one on either side of the V—and both
are operated from the handle-bars by
means of Bowden cables. The sCand is of

the spring-up variety, bat differs from
those to which we are accustomed in this

country. When a carrier is fitted, neatly
consti-ucted. metal-cased tool boxes are

supplied. The tyres are heavy Dunlops,
26in. X &iin.

We understand that the Borgo (but

with a single gear) is being supplied in

large quantities to the Italian Govern-
ment. The Italian manufacturers are
making but few changes for 1916, as the

more important houses are fully occupied
with Government work, while business in

general is more or less at a standstill.

Slessrs. Bianchi, whose motor cycle •we

illustrated and described some time ago,

are adopting belts instead of chain drive,

for the sake, we presume, of economy
and simplicity.

The single-cylinder Borgo, showing the extended ribbed exhaust port which takes the place

of the silencer. The engine dimensions are 85 mm. X 88 mm. = 499 c.c.

CAUSE AND EFFECT OF A
BREAKAGE.

A LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER in

the Navy recently broke a timing
wheel of his twin-cylinder sidecar

outfit owing to the fact that he accident-

ally left the throttle open when de-

clutching on a hill. He has applied

to the makers for a spare, and was
astounded to hear that it is quite im-

possible for them to supply another. The
machine "^vas bought second-hand, and

this point should be a w-arning to readers

to take care when selecting a second-hand

outfit that it is not of obsolete design, or,

at any rate, that spares are avanable.
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MY colleague " Ixion " published a paragraph on

p. -389 of our issue for October 21st last,

entitled "The Grease is Coming," in which

he stated his conviction that there is a great and

permanent demand for light four-wheelers on motor

cycle lines, which the trade would do well to study-

Some people consider the cycle car to be as dead as

the dodo, but my own belief is that it is no more
extinct than the lightweight bicycle was extinct when
half a dozen premature attempts to foist 80 lb.

machines of little roadworthiness merely led to fresh

booms in heavier and more expensive patterns. The
demand for a light, efficient, comfortable, and
economical four-wheeled two-seater must in the nature

of things persist until the mechanical and commercial
problems which surround it are solved. The fact that

the latest attempt to foster such vehicles has produced
something entirely different, to wdt, the ^120 sidecar

outfit de luxe and the £,200 12 cwt. light car, does

not prove that the demand is non-existent, or that it

cannot be fulfilled. It only shows that the trade is

not yet able to solve the problems. The reality of the

demand is proved by the huge sales of the Morgan
runabout and the high-powered sidecar, not to mention
the big output of the more costly G.W.K. light car,

and the fairly numerous sales of such four-wheeled

motor cycles as the G.N., Garden, etc., etc. Sooner
or later the trade will return to the cycle car problem
like a giant refreshed with wine ; one of its returns

—

perhaps the next return—will not be as premature as

former essays ; and then the cycle car boom will come.
It might have been with us already if half the energy

devoted to developing the ancient single-geared motor
bicycle with basket chair attachment had been con-

centrated on light four-wheelers, not too ambitious in

design. The usual history of developments in the

motor cycling industry is that the trade and the pubHc
agree in recognising an empty niche. The trade is

making some other type of vehicle, which it can
sell ; and it shrinks from entering a breach which
it may f^il to fill. Small firms rush in, and do good
pioneer work, without achieving full success. Thev
sell a few dozen machines, perhaps even a hundred
or two. Some journal or other exaggerates the merit

of the new patterns. The public is misled into form-
ing a false estimate, and pays for its blunder. The pre-

mature boom peters out, and there is a lull. Finally,

soHie genius produces a machine which succeeds. The
trade jumps off the fence, and the big firms seize the
idea, and improve on it. Presently, a new type which
is roadworthy is successfully launched. This final

stage of the cycle car movement is possibly nearer
materialisation than the public thinks.

There are two factors in the present situation which
contain hints of big events. One is the evident deter-

AlS
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Future of the Cycle Car.
By ROAD RIDER.
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mination of the American factories to supply us widi

practical four-wheelers at ;£ioo or so. Every sidecar

maker knows that if the Americans succeed, the siile-

car de luxe will be killed, for good and all. The
American factories are probably inferior to our own

in engineering skill and honesty; they are less clever,

and they have often shown a lamentable willingness

to "boost" inferior stuff-; but they may easily point

the way towards the solution of the engineering

problems, and their commercial honesty is improving

under stress of competition. In the other and more

acute aspect of this particular problem they display

positive genius ; nobody can equal them in scientific

economy of production. They certainly threaten alike

our sidecar and light car industries. I regard it as

certain that within a very few years they will be offer-

ing us cheap four-wheeled "two-seaters good enough 10

challenge the sales of the big sidecar outfit and the

^200 light car.

On the other hand, the number of British factories

and engineers more or less connected with aviation

work has increased by leaps and bounds during the

war; and this work bristles with suggestions of

potential value for the future cycle car. For an

example, a not uncommon type of aeroplane chassis is

built of spruce ; its main frame members may not

exceed 5in. x 2]5^in., hollowed out on each side, and
drilled for lightness, stiffened with wire stays and

strainers attached to the spruce beams by Slieet iron

clips. Such a chassis resists all the strains of gra\-ity

in banking or volplaning or looping the loop ; it

remains true under wind resistances equal to speeds

of 100 m.p.h. or more; and it bears engines up to at

least 100 h.p. When the industry settles down again,

many _of these suggestive facts wdll permeate the de-

signers of road motors. The transit from such chassis

to something on the lines of a modernised Orient buck-

board is neither long nor difficult. Such detail in-

ventions as the Harcourt radiator assist the elimination

of water-cooling. Light and ciieap three-speed gear

boxes have now been perfected for motor bicycle

work, and with slight modifications would suit the next

batch of cycle cars, whilst the tendency to organise

factories specialising in components produced by the

thousand all helps. The belt drive is gaining a- new
lease of life, as adapted to run over big pulleys in the

secondary half of the transmission. A cycle car far

surpassing all previous essays is already practicable ;

and the situation changes with incredible rapidity. If

only one leading firm, possessing clever engineers,

sufficient capital, and a position of authority, should

elect to jettison the make-shift sidecar de luxe when
peace returns, and concentrate its attention on the

;£ioo four-wheeled, two-seated cycle car, the industry

may easilv be revolutionised.

J
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'*THE
MODERN MOTOR
CYCLE ENGINE."

"UBIQUE'S" CRITICISM OF MR. WORSDALE'S ARTICLE

IN
his article headed "A Masterpiece of Mechanical

Paradox," Mr. Worsdale touches with no light

finger several very sore spots in motor cycle design

and construction.

No one with any pretence to mechanical knowledge
can condone the criminal lack of bearing surface

either in the top or bottom end of the connecting

rod nor " the ingenious application " of the flywheels

to prevent oil reaching the big end bearing.

On the subjects of solid crankshaft, outside

flywheels, and mechanical lubrication, the editor

has allowed me to air my views on previous occasions,

so that I will not enlarge on these points now, except

to agree cordially with the writer.

So far, then, my humble opinion is in agreement

with Mr. Worsdale, but, though his destructive

criticism as such is excellent, he does not help us

mucliwith regard to the future.

Pistons and Cylinders.

Piston design on motor cycles is usually bad,

but what material are we to use in place of cast

iron ? In the course of twelve years' work on

internal combustion engines for land, sea, and
air, I have seen many substitutes tried, but in nearly

every case the designer has come back to some
form of cast iron as the most suitable for all-round

purposes. Steel pistons are satisfactory where large

clearances are permissible or when distorted pistons

can be easily replaced, such as is the^-case in racing

practice. The built-up steel piston is perhaps the

most satisfactory form, though under continuous hard

work it not infrequently disintegrates at an awkward
moment. Perhaps aluminium pistons were the type

Mr. Worsdale had in mind. A considerable amount
of e.xperimenting is going on in this direction at the

present time, especially in America, but let us not

Issue October 28th).

forget that this is no new idea and that due of the
best known British automobile firms has had pistons
of this type under obser\-ation for years, yet has not
adopted them on the latest models.
Much the same argument applies in the case of

cylinders. Steel cylinders, though excellent in

tension, are limited in design to commercial machining
possibilities. Cast iron, it is true, is vile in tension,

but a cast iron cylinder need not be held down
from the base. As I write I have before me a ten

year old 'amateur-built motor cycle engine, having a

cast iron cylinder held down from the head. The
cylinder walls are only 2% mm. thick, and yet the
engine runs well and pulls good power pef capacity
and does not burst cylinders. I may add that this

engine has a one-piece crankshaft, large bearing
surfaces, and a symmetrical outside flywheel.

Valves and Tappets.
Overhead valves are obviously the most correct,

but, though the ideal inlet and exhaust valves should
differ both in size and shape, commerce once again

steps in, and it will be found that the pros and cons

of each type about cancel out. Internal cams are

more or less obsolete, as the chief exponents of this type
discarded it for 1915. Offset tappets are an abomina-
tion, and adjustable tappets are usually much too

heavy. Mr. Worsdale admits that he is a keen rider,

and, in consequence, his machine should prove a

most interesting one, for I cannot believe that one
so keenly alive to the faults of existing types would
leave these faults unimproved.

In conclusion, may I hope that now Mr. Worsdale
has pointed out the many weaknesses of the motor
cycle engtrje, he will prove himself a public benefactor

bv giving us the benefit of his experiences both in

general design and alternative materials.

»••-<-

THE LIMITATIONS OF A MOTOR CYCLE DESIGNER. • By A. C. Wickman.

PRACTICE and theory do not always agree. An
engineer has well been described as being a

person who can do for one shilling what any

fool can do for two. It is unfortunately very often

that the ideal (in theory) clashes with practical con-

siderations, such as machining and cost. As these

two are dependent on one another, and as the price

of a machine cannot successfully be raised above a

standard set by other firms, it is necessary to modify

the ideal theoretical design so as to conform with

these practical factors. There are two ways of pro-

ducing a new design.

(i.) By trial, i.e., eliminating designs which are

found to be defective.

(2.) By theory, i.e., strictly applying the principles

of mechanics.

The second, in many cases, becomes too complex
to handle. The first takes time, is wasteful, and
therefore expensive. Here, as in many other cases,

we have to be content with a comprorriise. The pro-

duction will, therefore, have to be by means of theory

coupled with practice. Take the case of the H-
sectioned connecting rod. Now on a strength for

weight consideration the tubular one is considerably

preferable; that is, if we could make the connecting

rod complete with no joins. This is an impossibility;

the two chief ways of manufacturing them being to

press them out in halves complete with gudgeon and
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SIDECAR MACHINES FOR DESPATCH WORK.
A French despatch rider, attached to the headquarters staff of the

1 38th Brigade, who uses a Triumph sidecar outfit. When the picture

was taken, three weeks ago, the machine had seen nearly twelve months
hard and daily service.

main bush holders, and to weld them down the centre,

or to keep the tube weldless and to weki the bush-

holders.

Quantitative commercial welding is rather an un-
certain thing. When one, or even a few pieces, are

done by a firm specialising in this sort of work, the

results are ver}' satisfactory, but when you have got

to turn them out in thousands it is quite a different

matter. They cannot each be tested, except by the

eye of an expert. A sample one may be taken from
a batch and tested to destruction, but this gives no
promise that the others are similar (a thing which is

rare even when welded by the same man). The cost

is high and quantity does not materially decrease the
welding charges. The H-section rod, however, lends

itself easily to quick and cheap production, and can
be forged complete with upper half of a split brass

bearing if wanted.

The Strength of Aluminium Alloy.

As regards the piston. Here undoubtedly there is

vast room for research. Shall I send cold shivers

down the back of your contributor when I say that an
aluminium alloy seems to give the best results?

Mr. Worsdale refers to aluminium as having a con-
sistency resembUng hard cheese. That may have b'een

so many years ago, but improvements have been made.
The Alloys Research Committee in their report of

1912 obtained an alloy consisting of approximately
25% zinc, 3% copper, and 72% aluminium, the sand
castings of which, after annealing for one hour at
400" C, gave a yield point of 15.3 tons and an ultimate
stress of 17.23 tons per square inch. I think that
your contributor will agree that it is some cheese I

Let us consider the case. From a mechanical stand-
point the material should be tough and have a high
elastic limit. This the alloy has to a marked degree.
From an efficiency basis the material must be light and
of high conductivity.

It is a well known fact that in order to obtain a good
m.e.p. at high speeds, high compression should be

used. This latter, however, is very limited owing to

pre-ignition. If, however, we use a piston with a high

conductivity, we could get rid of more heat, and there-

fore increase our compression ratio, thus obtaining a

higher m.e.p. for that particular critical speed. The
power curve will not loop over so quickly, and we
shall have a more efficient machine. Of course, the

coefficient of expansion is large, and care has to be

taken to provide the necessary clearance ; but this has

been successfully done, and though a slight slap may
be heard when starting from cold, twenty or thirty

revolutions are all that are required to make them run

as silently as any others. Also from a machining point

of view it is an ideal metal. However, great care is

required in the temperature regulation when annealing,

as if too cold it gets hard, and if too hot it powders.

Mr. Worsdale also says that cylinder studs work
loose, timing case stud holes strip their threads, and
ball races in gear boxes have to be held by bronze

rings. As regards the first, do not blame the material

;

alter the design. The studs can easily have enlarged

ends through which the case bolts can pass (as in the

Douglas). A little experimenting in threads and stud

sizes will, I feel sure, cure the second. The third is

nothing but condemnation of really good practice.

The outer race should be a sliding fit in its housing,

and if the bearing gets gritty it may occasionally turn.

Aluminium as used for gear boxes is not good as a

bearing material ; no one wants it to be. (Mr.

Worsdale seems to think that an aluminium box has

not enough mechanical strength to hold together with-

out a skeleton frame.) By pressing in a bronze ring

as a housing we have an ideal bearing. Perhaps your
contributor does not realise that aluminium is daily

coming into greater use. An entire car engine has

been constructed of it in America, the valve seats,

guides, cylinder liner, and other friction parts being

of steel or cast iron as the case may be. An aluminiimi

cylinder with deep taper fins would give ideal cooling.

Lightness, moreover, is a super-consideration

amongst the public, as it means more speed, less up~
keep, and less wear and tear for the same'power.

i

A NE.AT FAMILY SIDECAR OUTFIT
The ow-ner is Mr. T. Suffling, of Hitchin, and the machine is a 6 h.p.

1915 model A.J.S. with a Bowser tivo-seated sidecar. Mr. Sufiling is

very pleased with the complete outfit, and he tells us he gets sixt\- miles

per gallon with a full load.
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MNNaFJJCTCrRERS' PRQGKHMMES FOR 1916

<^:^w
THE TWO-STROKE NEW RYDER.

IN
our issue for October 21st we briefly

described' New Ryder models for

1916. We are uow able to furnish a
furtlier description of these" machines.

The two-stroke engine has a bore and
stroke of 70 X 70
mm., giving a cubic
capacity of 269 c.c.

The magn-eto is

mounted behind the
engine on a platform
cast integral with the
crank case. Lubrica-
tion may be carried

out on the " petroil
"

system or from a

drip-feed lubricator

as desired. The rear

brake is heel-operated

Piston, connecting lod, and cranks of the

two-stroke New Ryder.

1916 pattern two-stroke New Ryder, the

to on this

from the left footrest, and the front is

the ordinary Bowden rim brake oper-

ated from the handle-bar. The frame
has a dropped top tube which affords

a low riding position, and Saxon spring
forks are fitted. The release valve
is enclosed, and has a connection to the
exhaust pipe, and the silencer, which is

large and most eiBcient, is furnished with
extension pipes at each end. New Eydei-
machines are supplied either with a single

gear, as illustrated, or two-speed counter-

shaft. Referring to the sketch of the

impiovements to which are referred

page.

internal parts of the engine, it will be
seen thai grooves are provided in the

piston to assist lubrication. The finish

is in black enamel, the tank being black

with a broad gold line round the edges.

A desirable feature of these machines is

the freedom from vibration which is ex-

perienced when on the road, denoting
careful attention to engine balance.

A lightweight passenger outfit—the 1916 model 2J h.p. Excelsior sidecar machine. The

engine is a two-stroke, and chain drive throughout, in conjunction with a two-speed

countershaft gear, is employed

NO ALTERATIONS TO
A.J.S. IN 1916.

WE learn from Jlessrs. A. J.

Stevens and Co., Ltd., that

A.J.S. machines in 1916 \yill

be exactly as produced during
the present year. The entire absence of

change is not only due to the fact that

a large section of the works is busily

employed on munitions of war (including

parts for Clyno machine guii sidecars),

but also to the fact that A.J.S. machines
have proved so entirely satisfactory that

little or no change is called for. The
most popular of the series during the

present year has proved to be the 6 h.p.

twin-cylinder three-speed mount, which,

'

with its detachable and interchangeable

wheels, is, and will remain, a sidecar

mount par excellence.

The 4 h.p. model with a sloping top

tube has been a mount much sought after

in 1915, but there have been difficulties

connected with this model as regards

delivery.

It may not be generally known that

three Princes of the Royal Danish house-

hold are enthusiastic users of the 6 h.p.

combination.

I
:
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Scotts for Next Year Practically Unaltered.
Two-s(roke Twin-cylinder Waler-

cooied Engine ; Bore and Stroke

2|in.x 2^in. ; Capacity 532.5 c.c.

No alterations worthy of ' special

note are taking place in the con-

struction of the Scott motor
cycle for 1916. A fifth point of

connection has been added to the sidecar

couplings, this consisting of a light steel

rod passing between the front end portion

of the sidecar chassis to the steering head,
a hole being drilled through the leg

shield for its admission. While this extra
connection adds little to the work of

attaching and detaching the sidecar, it

very much improves the steering of the

outfit when a heavy load is carried.

A Dixie magneto is to be fitted as

standard for 1916, and a B. and B. or

Binks carburetter to order.

Running brietly over the mechanical
pcints of this machine, the engine is

provided with roller bearings throughout.
All parts are in constant thrust. Lubri-
cation is mechanically operated by the

engine and automatic in action. An
adjustable sight feed is provided.
The gear is foot-controlled and simple

in construction. Two chains drive from
the engine to the countershaft, and the
countershaft sprockets are mounted on
expanding ring clutches. These sprockets,
being of different sizes, represent the
high gear and the low gear respectively.
The drive to the rear wheel is by a Hans
Renold heavy i^in. pitch chain.

Artistic and efficient leg shields,- set

on either side of the radiator, protect
the rider's feet and legs from cold and
mud. These shields, also the footboards,
are instantly detachable, and the boards
are sprung at both ends.
The spring forks provide for vertical

movement only. All working parts are
enclosed, and specially strengthened for
sidecar use.

An open frame, providing very low

centre of gravity, is a special feature of

the Scott machine, this being immensely
strong, and designed throughout to meet
the strains of high speed and hard usage.

The kick starter is situated well back,
being almost on a level with the rear

wheel.
The Scott engme is capable of enor-

mously high speed, and owing to its low
centre of gravity the machine holds the
road remarkably well.

The Scott Sidecar.

The Scott sidecar is of very rigid con-
struction, and the body is excellently
sprung. All straight tubes are used.
The springing is instantly adjustable to

suit the passenger's weight, and ample
provision is made in the way of space for
carrying spares, etc.

The sidecar body is finished purple with
thin white relief lines to match the tank.

The 1916 pattern Scott passenger outfit. The right-hand view shows the additional sidecar connection, which consists of a light steel rod from
the forward end of the sidecar chassis to the steering head—a lesson from sidecar machine gun experience.
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It is worth while to wait

when you know it is wait-

ing for a good thing.

Will you wait while we fill the urgent needs of

the Country—while we help, as far as it is in our power,

the men bearing the heat of the fray ?

To every patriotic Britisher the Country's needs

come first. The destmy of Empire is m the balance.

Will you surrender your personal requirements in this

hour of stress, while we throw our immense manu-

facturing resources into the scales, and wait for the

day of peace which every moment draws nearer ?

The Triumph Motor is doing a great work in

helping our brave men, but the call is constant and

insistent for more—a striking tribute to their marvellous

efficiency.

Will you help us and wait ? Peace day will again

see us at your service.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TH E LAW COURTS

i/7 \l/ X\o.

J USTICE
invariably ensures that all transactions between
buyer and seller shall be reasonably equitable, and if

at any time the buyer receives less of value than is

his by right, justice may be obtained by legal

methods, but few will agree that there is anything

of thrift behind any transaction having such a sequel.

The B.S.A. Trade Mark is the reliable

guide to motor cycle value. The B.S.A.

Company places everything— reputation,

goodwill, business advancement, and suc-

cess, upon the quality of the article to

which is attached the B.S.A. Trade Mark.

In the case of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle,

the whole energy, facilities and organiz-

ation of a vast concern is centred upon

one ideal, that of giving to the public such

goods and service as will ensure complete

satisfaction for the purchaser, and at the

same time enhance the reputation of

B.S.A. manufactures.

R I OE A.

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle List Free.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. LTD.

13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTo^BiCYCLE
FOR SOLO
& SIDECAR

"On War Service"—a book full oj interest to motor cyclists—sent free on receipt of id. stump foi postage.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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1916 Model N.U.T.'s.
Coun(ershafl Three-speed Gear and Twin J.A. P. Engine.

The latest 3i h.p. twin-cylinder countershaft-geared N.U.T.

ALTHOUGH there has been no T.T.
race in the Isle of Man this year,

the name of Hugh Mason and
the famous N.U.T. machines are

always associated with speed and relia-

bility.

The machine is still almost unaltered,

except that a countershaft, and, of course,

chain-cum-belt transmission, now replace

the hub gear model always used in these

exciting events.

The N.U.T. models for 1916, with the
exception of a few small details, are
practically the same as in 1915, two
extremely neat machines being the 3^ h.p.

twin st.andard and the 6 h.p. standard,
which we illustrate. The 3^ h.p. is fitted

with a side-by-side valve J. A. P. engine,

70 X 64.5 mm., giving a capacity of

496 c.c. An S.A. three-speed countershaft
gear is fitted, with kick-starter and chain-

cum-belt transmission. The latest pattern
Druid fork, which gives both an upward
and backward motion, is a feature of

this model. The neat cylindrical tank is

still retained, while the large filler caps
are a useful feature, gained by experi-

ence in the T.T. races, the lubrication

being by a sight drip-feed pump. The

riding position is very low, the top of the
fun-s.ized saddle being level with the top
tube. The footrests are fitted amidships,
which should give an extremely comfort-
able position.

The fitting of the rear brake shoe on
the outside of the belt rim makes it an
easy matter to remove the back wheel.
The 6 h.p. model, which is intended for

sidecar work, is almost identical in detail

with the 3g h.p. model. Long upturned
footboards are fitted, and the sidecar lugs
are brazed to the frame. The whole
machine presents a substantial yet neat
appearance.

AN EXPERIMENTAL
OILING SYSTEM.

IN
onr issue of October 21st we described
and illustrated a new method of oil-

ing on the two-stroke Revere machine.
The engine on this mount is a Villiers,

and it transpires that the system of oiling

referred to, viz., by a pump to the
hollowed out crank case bolt forming the
engine hanger, is a system which has
been introduced by the Villiers Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., but which the company ask

4O7

us to mention has not yet passed tho
experimental stage. The drawing accom-
panying will convey an accurate idea of

the system, tho oil passing direct into

the crank case instead of viil tlic induc-

tion pipe as on tho 1915 X'illiera, but,

The Villiers experimental oiling system.

owing to the war, and the difficulties in

obtaining labour and materials, it is not
likely tliat it will be used on standard

Villiers engines for some considerable

time.

BRITISH MOTOR HORNS
AND MIRRORS.

HITHERTO the production of

motor cycle horns and mirrors

has largely been in the hands
of the Germans, and it is cheer-

ful to find one or two British manu-
facturer s now well equipped for the

The British-made black-finished Hill bulb

horn.

production of these minor necessities.

Thus it is good to announce that we
have recently received a horn and back
glass from Messrs. Ernest H. Hill,

Ltd., Beta Works, Sheffield. These are

of black finish, and are very strongly

and efficiently constructed. The finish

1916 model 6 h.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P. passenger outfit. Features to be noted are the three-speed

countershaft gear and the latest pattern Druid forks.

. A mirror for motor cycles made by

Ernest H. Hill. Ltd.

is excellent, and the provision made
for their attachment to the machine is

of ample dimensions.

BJ
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WATSONIAN SIDECARS
FOR 1916.

A Comprehensive Range.

THE chief feature of the Watsonian
programme for 1916 is the Aero
model produced for use with

3^ h.p. bicycles, when weight must
be kept at as low a figure as possible. In
this case the sidecar weighs but 29 lb.,

and is of unusually attractive exterior,

besides being comfort.able, almost luxuri-

ous, to ride in, and well fitted out for the
comfort and convenience of the occupant.

Watsonian tourist model sidecar.

Broadly speaking, the outline of the
body, with its curved back and painted
tapering front, resembles the French
battleship of a year or two ago, and the
resemblance would be more complete but
for the absence of the familiar " tumble
home " sides.

As can be seen in the sketch there is a
ram bow, very pleasing to the eye, while
the sides taper from the rounded back
panel until they sweep in to follow the
arched cover over the occupant's feet, and
form a convenient edge to which the
apron may be attached. Beneath the seat
is a locker for such spares or extra tools

as the owner may desire to carry.
As the panels are of three-ply wood,

and the utmost care is taken with the
joints and moulding, the whole structiire
is remarkably stiff and does not seem
likely to develop rattle or strain under
hard usage.

The above machine looks at its best
fitted to, and is indeed designed for, a
sporting machine. For touring mounts
there is another new model, without the
ram front, but witli a more blunt outline
and more room. The touring model "is

Novel lines 01 the Watsonian " Aero
model sidecar.

also beautifully upholstered, has a pocket
in the door for maps, goggles, or other
small details, a locker below the seat
cushion, and weighs 30 lb.

Two new wicker bodies are to be
marketed^the model S, which is the

wicker equivalent of the sporting model
Aero, and the new model T, which is

made as the equivalent of the wooden
Tourist model.

A FOOT OR HAND-
CONTROLLED CLUTCH.
OWING to the Premier Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, being almost entirely

on munition work, the out-

put of motor cycles is naturally

extremely limited, and the 1915 models
(very, few of which are on the road) will

be continued with practically no change
whatever, except in small details. A
refinement which will be appreciated is

the fitting of a Bowden hand control, in

addition to the pedal, for operating the

clutch. The Bowden cable is attached to
the operating lever just above the rod
from the foot control. This rod is

attached in such a way that, if the clutch
is operated by hand only, the rod will
slide tlu'ough the operating arm, so that

TO FOOT REbAL

Qimbined handle-bar and foot-controlled clutch

—

a new fitting on the Premier.

the pedal is not moved as well. Thus,
it is truly a foot or hand control, and not
simply interconnected. The chief advan-
tage of this dual control is that the
average clutch requires a considerable
amount of force to operate it by hand,
and so throws too great a strain on the
cable ; whereas with the Premier method
it is possible to take the clutch out by
foot, after which it is quite light work to
hold it out and let it gradually in again
by hand, while both feet are free.

RUDGES IN I9I6.

THE Rudge-Whitworth Works, like
most other motor cycle factories
throughout the country, are so
busily engaged on munitions that

it has been found
quite impossible to
devote any atten-
tion to the ques-
tion of modifica-
tion to current
models. Indeed,
the Rudge being a
Government con-
trolled works, the
only type of
Rudge which is

being made is the
3^ h.p. Roadster
Multi, and this
will be continued
in 1915 as in
1915. Even pro-
spective buyers of
this machine have

had to take a back seat, as the output,
we are told, is absorbed by the British

Government or our Allies. Rudge depots
throughout the country have been prac-

tically drained of all motor cycle stock
during the past few months.

"NO CHANGE."
The Lea-Francis and the James are

two more manufacturers of popular types
of motor cycles who propose no change
in the specification of their 1916
models. The output of both firms, it

is needless to mention, is greatly re-

stricted owing to Government demands.

A Levis refinement. Extension on
forward end of front mudguard, a useful

addition that will be appreciated in very

rainy weather

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
SIDECAR CHASSIS.

THE accompanying illustration gives
a very clear idea of the Harley-
Davidson sidecar chassis, which,
we may mention, is the same as

that to which the ambulance for Russia,
illustrated in oiu- issue of the 28tli u!t..

is attached. It wiU be noticed that the
a.xle is telescopic, so that the width of
the track is variable from 44in. tn 56in.
The mudguard is of exceptional width
and very substantial, while the wheel
has a Voiturette rim and a 28in. x5in.
tyre, interchangeable with either tvre
on the motor bicycle. The hub is said
to be. 100% over strength.
Another feature is the diagonal mem-

ber running from the extremity of the
, main rear member to the forward attach-
ment, stayed by lugs on the centie
longitudinal member, and on the forward
cross member. Compensating ball joints
are provided to the four ma'in points of
attachment.

New Harley-Oavidson sidecar

chassis, the main features oi

which are described on this page.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
A Limited Number of Vacancies in (he Motor Machine Gun Service.

As showing llie patriotism of manu-
facturers in encouraging men
desirous of enlisting, it is inteiest-

ing to note tliat the following

employees of the New Hudson Cycle
Co. (Hepairs Dept. ) have recently

Ambulance - driver Percy VV. Moftat,

who is known to all open competition riders

and many readers as a consistent performer

in the leading trials. His mount was a

Douglas, and his principal performance

was the winning of the jarrott Cup in

1913. He is now driving a motor ambu-

lance in France.

joined the Motor Machine Gun Section,

every one of them possessing excellent

testimonials from the directorate :

B. Bourke.
A. Holroyd.
T. Rigby.
J. H. Beasley.

W. F. Fitchett.

E. J. Sheldon.
W. A. Bell.

E. H. Dodds arrived from New South

Wales last week, having paid his own
passage home specially to enlist as a

sidecarist-gunner in the Motor Machine
Gan Service at Is. 2id. per day. At the

outbreak of war he was a despatch rider

to the New South Wales Government
for a period of four months.

W. C. Comber, who during the last

sixteen years has been in the service of

the Duke of Portland, latterly as a

chauffeur, enlisted in the M.M.G.S. as

a car driver last week.

Last week's recruits in the M.M.G.S.

J. H. Beasley (Birmingham).
J. C. D. Browning (CuUercoats).

C. S. Chalfont (Wembley).
H. A. Chitty (Clapham).
W. C. Comber (Worksop).
E. Didcote (Coventry).
E. H. Dodds (New South Wales).
A. Ellison (Wolverhampton).
W. J. Fitchett (Birmingham).
L. R. Outsell (Shaftesbury).
0. W. Lister (Pudsey).

J. Lovatt (Coventry).

W. Price (Leicester).

A. Redding (Cambridge).

C. A. Held (Whitley Bay).

G. S. Hicliards (Wembley).
J. H. Robinson (t'hatburn).

J. M. Shotton (North Shields).

P. P. Simm (Cullcrcnats).

W. F. Sugden (Werneth).
A. L. Warrender (Cannock).
E. G. Williams (Rhondda).

Only two were rejected by the doctor.

no further applications .should be sent in

until further notice.

A dozen or so men are being selected

for the M.M.G.S.
each week from !

the applications I"

received, in which
should be mentioned
age, height, ex-
perience, if medi-
cally fit, and when
free to enlist.

Only experienced
m 1 o r cyclists,

preferably with
sidecar experience,
can be accepted at

present.

The terms of

enlistment in the
M.M.G.S.' are:
Age, 19-38 ; en-

listment for dura-
tion of war

; pay,
Is. 2|d. per day,
all found, usual
separation allow-

ance.

Applications, in

brief, should be
sent to the Editor,
Mr. Geoffrey.
Smith, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry

The newly-appointed secretary of the
East Anglian Divisional Area is Capt.
R. Wilson— Headquarters, Kast Anglian
Divisional R.E., Ashburnham Road,
Bedford—who asks motor cyclists in

his district desirous of enlisting ns
despatch riders in the Royal Engineers

Some ol the riders attached to the Lowland Divisional Signal

Company. Reading from left to right, the names are ; Elklngton

(Douglas), Norton (Douglas). Allan (Douglas). Simpson (Bat), and
Sutchffe (Douglas)

The next inspection is at the Coventry
Recruiting Office, Masonic Buildings, on
Wednesday next, the 17th inst., 2-30 to

4 p.m.

It may save needless correspondence if

we repeat that the waiting list of

despatch riders in the R.K. South Mid-
land Divisional Area is now so long that

to apply to him, as he has a definite call

for ten motor cyclists per month.

Four despatch riders, all hailing trom Barnstaple, photographed
preparatory to leaving for the Near East. The machines are two
Triumphs, a Douglas, and a Sunbeam. We have to thank Mrs. P.

Chanter, wife of Lance-Cpl. P. Chanter, for the original photograph.

A Sussex motor cyclist, writing on
behalf of himself and a friend, says :

" We are willing to enlist, but on making
enquiries at the local recruiting offices

have been met with such remarks as ' We
are not recruiting for despatch riders,'

and are given no advice how to proceed."
As these grumbles-have become so
frequent, we in-
t e n d to repeat
them until recruit-
ing officers gene-
rally give advice
to prospective re-

cruits. The men
referred to above
have written to the
editor appealing
for particulars and
advice how to en-
list in a motor
cycle section, and
mention at the end

f their letter,
'

' We think you
have done the
country a valuable
service, at any
rate."

This is an example
from one of many
similar letters
which we have
received.

B7
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The Whiting Spring Frame.
SEMl-ELLIPTlC SPRINGS APPLIED TO FRONT AND REAR.

T UST as The. Motor Cycle persistently

I
advocated the general adoption of

I the change speed gear, and so

^ rendered the modern motor bicycle

a go-anywhere, safe, and tractable

mount, suitable for young or old, so

has it worked equally hard to get the

manufacturers to devote their attention

to a properly sprung frame. For many
years we have had spring forks, but it

IS not until recently that the question

of rear springing has been studied.

The result of our labours is beginning
to bear fruit, and many makers are

now going into the question carefully,

so that as soon as normal times once
more prevail the improvement in com-
fort will do much to popularise the

motor cycle.

Not only is the properly sprung frame
a real benefit in point of view of com-
fort, but beyond the comfort of the
rider, valuable as this point is, other

considerations have to be borne in

mind, such as reduction in wear,
greater ease of maintenance, and longer
life for the tyres. Nuts will no longer

become loose, and tyres will last much
longer, if the frame and engine be
adequately sprung.
The enormously increasing amount

of heavy traffic due to the war has
resulted in a serious deterioration of

road surface, which is practically uni-

versal, and this state of affairs has
made the demand for the introduction
of spring frames even more necessary
than it was before.

One of the latest devices of this

kind owes its being to a clever
Australian, Mr. Whiting, who in the
early part of this year brought over
one of his spring frames fitted with a
Douglas engine.

Not an Untried Design.

It was clearly a success, and was
favourably received by the few people

whom the inventor and his colleague.

Mr. Herbert Credgington, approached
This gave Mr. Whiting sufficient en

couragement to build up a new and

Showing details of construction of the Whiting spring frame.

improved model, which we recently

had the opportunity of inspecting. In

his design, Mr. Whiting has adopted
semi-elliptical leaf springs, wisely fol-

lowing automobile practice, and at the

same time bearing in mind that this

particular type of spring is smooth in

action, almost devoid of rebound, and
unlikely to break or give trouble. Not
only in the springing, but also in the

design of the frame itself, has a con-

siderable amount of ingenuity been
displayed. The frame gives a low
riding position, is immensely strong,

and is at the same time by no means
heavy. The back forks are produced
forward in a continuous line, so that

they take the place of the secondary
tube and terminate in a point at the

base of the steering head. These two
tubes are stayed by a substantial strut,

and thus a triangle is~ formed giving

great strength. The bottom bracket
casting is specially designed to take
the Jardine four-speed gear box, which
is attached by means of bolts running
through oval holes, thus providing
means of adjusting the transmission
chain. Alignment is preserved by the

provision of a groove, along which the

gear box slides.

The Whiting spring frame as it looks when applied to a motor bicycle. 1 he engine is a twin
J.A.P., and the gear a Jardine.

b8

This frame, we may mention, was built

up by Mr. Whiting himself in the Mid-
lands, is of entirely new design, and has

not been previously described iu any
other journal. Turning first to the

suspensions of the front wheel, it will be

seen from the accompanying sketch that

a V-shaped girder runs round the wheel,

and is supported by stays on each side,

extending from its rearmost end to the

bottom of the fork crown. This girder

serves as a form of attachment for the

semi-elliptic springs which are provided
with shackles at their rear. The upper
part of the movable portion of the
fork terminates in a dashpot arrangement,
consisting of a phosphor-bronze piston

working in a brass cylinder, which has a

compression tap screwed into its top so

that oil may be introduced from time to

time. This device acts as an excellent
shock absorber. The only unsprung por-

tion of the frame is the short piece of

mudguard to which the number plate is

attached, and the manner in which it is

bent up at the rear so as to prevent
the oozing of mud and water on a wet
day should be noted.

The Rear Springing.

Now, as regards the rear springing
The bottom bracket casting, which holds
the gear box as it terminates in a fork,

serves as a lug for the chain stays, and
also acts as a support from the spindle on
which the inner frame which carries the

rear wheel moves. This is a device
similar to that employed on the old

Lagonda tricar, and serves to maintain
lateral rigidity and to allow the wheel
free vertical movement without altering

the belt tension ; thus the two arms of

the inner frame act as radius rods, and
are coupled directly to the centre oi

the serai-elliptical springs, which have
shackles at each end. The spring clamps
surround square blocks, which are pivoted
at the base of the arms to which the

wheels are attached, and so prevent jam-
ming and allow the springs to work
freely. Particular cire has been exercised
in the manufacture of the frame, and all

moving parts, such as shackles, joints, and
spindles, are provided with phosphor-
bronze bushes.
The whole frame is ingenious, affords

an excellent system of springing, aud is
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The Whiting Spring Frame.—

not unsiglitly. The fiiimc a.lso lends itself

readily to tlie attachment of a sidetav,
and it is interesting to note tliat Mr.
Whiting has the designs of a speciiil side-

ear in liajid, in the frame of which the
triangular method of construction is

47
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employed. Lujjs are provided, by means pear with chaiii-cum-belt drive, Besi
of which the sidecar may be easily fixed

to the rigid portion of (he inotor bicycle

frame. The machine as a whole is

thoroughly practical in every detail, and
the specification is first class, such as a
4-5 h.p. .J. A. P. engine, Jardine four-speed

nd Lloyd lubricator, and a capacioue
tanU.

I'he interests of the Whiting Bpring

frame are being looked after by Mr.
Herbert Credgington, The Waverley
Hotel, Sciutbaiiipt<iii Row, London, W.C.

A Test of the Frame on the Road.
MANY spring frames appear to be

efficient on paper, and yet in

a itiad test do not come up
to expectations, so to supple-

ment the preceding description we gave
the Whiting machines a good thirty
miles run. Mr. Whiting being an
Australian on his first visit to the
Motherland, we took him down the Ports-
mouth Boad, that favourite and historic
highway from which Brooklands is but
a stone s throw, so that he might see the
famous track. He was mounted on the
new model described in this issue, while
for the first part of the journey we rode
the original model fitted with a Douglas
engine.

It wa« in Goodge Street where we first

noticed the efficiency of the springing, ns
the surface is badly-worn wood, furrowed
with sharp shallow pot-holes, which on a
rigid frame motor bicycle are most keenly
felt, but on the Whiting they were prac-
tically imperceptible. The next severe

test was down Exhibition Eoad, South
Kensington, at the bottom of which a
steam roller was doing much needed
repairs. We know this piece of road
extremely well, and purposely made for

every rough crossing or bad pot-hole we
could find at a good smart pace. It only
suffices to say tliat all road shocks were
most efficiently absorbed, though when
going over one very bad hole the front
fork bumped to its limit, owing to either
the springs being a trifle light for our
weight, or to the dash-pot not doing its

duty. If the latter were the case, the
matter can be easily remedied.
A good example of an ordinary rough

road is that stretching from the Robin
Hood Inn at the foot of Kingston Hill
until the tramlines are reached. Here
the value and efficiency of the springs
were appreciated to the full. The
machine was eminently comfortable, even
though driven at a good speed, while
the only effect of an excessively bad

bump wao a tendency to throw the rider

off the saddle, which was not an

unpleasant sensation, as the return was
made without shock or jar. A circuitous

route . was purposely taken through
Kingston, to find out how the machine
would corner. We found that the motor
bicycle would take corners at a good
pace with absolute steadiness, and give

the rider evei'y sense of security, and
this was undoubtedly due to an ab.^ence

of side play. In the open country the

machine was purposely driven fatt, so

that the springing might be adequately
tested. The la.st severe test was the road

from Cobham to Brooklands, which is in

really bad condition. This w'a.s taken on

the new 4-5 h.p. model, which we found
excellent, though the springs were a trifle

stiffer than those on the mount we had
been riding. Altogether we were most
satisfied with the Whiting spring frame,
which certainly appears to fulfil the

claims made for Jt by its inventor.

Road Test of Zilla Belt.
RECENTLY we have subjected a

belt of the above-named make to

a thorough road test, the machine
cm which it was tried being a

5-7 h.p. Abingdon of considerable vitality,

fitted with belt drive from countershaft.

Having now covered 1,000 miles with
"this belt, our riding being of the all-

weather variety over mountainous roads,

we are able to form some idea as to

its merits compared with the rubber and
canvas belts previously used.

It will be recalled "that the Zilla belt

consists of rubber and leather washers
mounted alternately on a steel chain core,

and the makers claim as its special merits

(1) flexibility, (2) strength, (3) exceptional

A self-contained

acetylene tail light

placed on the market

by Messrs. A. W.
Gamage, Ltd. It is

shown complete

with bracket, and is

attached to the rear

carrier. The lamp is

neat and well made

. The Zilla chain belt. A and B are leather

or rubber blocks which fit over chain links.

A fits over that part of the chain where the

links join, and B over the centre portion

of link.

wearing qualities, and (4) exceptional

gripping qualities.

When first the belt was fitted we cer-

tainly noticed a marked improvement in

the transmission, there being no tendency
for the belt to slip on sudden acceleration

on up grades, but we could detect no
traces of harshness in the drive, the pull

being just as smooth as with the more
elastic variety of belt.

The Zilla "belt is considerably deeper

than any other we have used, with
the result that initial sla<Jc soon takes

place as it beds down into the pulley.

For some days we ran the belt much
slacker than the makers recommend, but

experienced no trouble with slip, and

after the initial slack was taken up it

kept its tension perfectly.

Extreme Fle.xibility.

As regards its wearing qualities w-e

cannot speak too highly, and its flexi-

bility is certainly a recommending
feature, since it can be wound round a

lin. tube. The wear on the pulley may
be slightly greater than with a rubber

belt, but this is a negligible quantity.

It does not slip in rain, but on crossing

a watersplash every kind of belt we have
ever used promptly relinquishes its

duties, and the Zilla is no exception to

this rule.

On account of its strength and its

gripping qualities this belt is one of the

most businesslike we have tried, and
would appear to be specially suitable for

high-powered sidecar machines with com-
bination drive.

AN EARLY COMPETITION
RIDER'S NEW ROLE.

MOST of the older competition riders

will remember L. W. Bellinger,

who figured successfully in trials

and hill-climbs in the early days on

Quadrants, and later on Indians when
they were first introduced into this

country, and with which firm he was
connected for a considerable period. He
is now a driver in the M.T. in France,

where he has been practically since the

outbreak of war.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Greenwich Time.

Nov. nth 5.17 p.m.

„ 13tli 5.14 „
„ 15th 5.11 „
„ 17th 5.8 „
In London half an hour earlier:

Thursday, November 35th.

A fortnight hence, the annual Buyers'
Guide of 7'he Motor Cycle, which this
year will be illustrated, is due to appear.

Police Warning.

We understand the police are active
in the neighbourhood of Ballycastle, so
motor cyclists beware !

Motor CycUsts in the R.F.C.

Graham Price, a member of the com-
mittee of the Streatham and District
Motor Cycle Club, who has been despatch
riding in France since the early days of
the war, has been granted a commission
in the Royal Flying Corps. Lieut. Price
may be remembered as an open trials
competitor, his mount generally being a
Bat.

Spare Valves for Two-strokes.

We wonder if the rumour is true that
the War Office recently ordered a large
consignment of spare valves for two-
stroke Scott motor bicycles.

Military Douglas Stolen.

Gunner A. Dale, stationed at Shore-
ham Camp, has had stolen his 2^ h.p.

Douglas. Engine No. 20906, gear box
No. 17441, frame No. 20510, registration

No. HC 852. A reward is offered to

anyone giving information to the police

likely to lead to its recovery.

Coventry Club Suspends Activities.

Owing to the fact that practically evei-y

member of the Coventry and Warwick-
shire M.C. is either on militai-y service

or munition work, the committee has
decided to suspend the club temporarily,

as from the end of the present financial

year, i.e., December 31st.

From the Gallipoli Peninsula.

Corpl. A. J. Sproston, a well-known
rider artd trader, who has been on active

service since the beginning of war, is

now in the Dardanelles. A postcard from
him dated September 15th only came to

hand last week, so he may have been
moved since. Sproston says that at

present tlie use of their motor cycles is

very limited owing to absence of roads.

Some Recent Balance Sheets.

The Triumph Cycle Co. are paying 65%
on tlie preference shares, 20% on the
ordinary, and a 10% bonus.
Eudge-Whitworth, Ltd., are paying a

10% dividend, and putting a sum of

£20,000 to reserve.

Piovers are likewise paying a 10%
dividend. They are placing £30,000 to

reserve, in addition to £7,500 to tl>e fund
for employees' dependants, and £10,000
to plant reserve fund.

Wl

AT A WESTERN AUSTRALIAN RACE MEETING.
The Goldfields Motor Club at certain times of the year use the dry bed of a lake near

Kalgoorie for racing purposes. It provides an excellent surface, and the photo^aph was
taken on the lake bed. The riders shown, H. Myers (B.S.A.) and A. V. Norton (Sunbeam),
are successful W.A. competition men.

Severe Test for Machine Gun Sidecars.

Whereas tlie Tiiuniph and Douglas macliines
intended for tlie use of despatch riders in the
Royal Engineers Signal Section are (apart from
the works test) given an extremely short test

on tlie road before being taken over by the
Government, it sliould be of interest to know
that every Clyno motor machine gun sidecar
outfit which is produced is given a hundred
miles on the road by a works tester before
being submitted to the Government Inspector,
and subsequently every machine is given a
further hundred miles test accompanied by the
inspector. The fact that the runs take "place

in all kinds of wea.ther adds severity to the
trial, and such a testing should be the means
of weeding out any single machine wliich may
not be up to stan<5ard.

New Models.

JIany 1916 models have been described in
Tlie Motor Cycle during the past few weeks,
and for convenience of reference we give
below an alphabetical list showing the dates
on which these descriptions have appeared :

American Excelsior 7 h.p.

Ariel 3-speed gear
Auto-wheel
Bamford variable gear .

.

Bradbury
Brough horizontal twin

October 7th, page 346
Septen;bcr 30th, page 316
Octot)er 28th, page 418
September 2nd, page 227
October 21st, page 401
September 9th, page 264
October 28th, page 419
October 7th. page 349
Noveratjer 4th, page 442
October lilh. page 369

7th, page 348
14th, page 369
14th, page 366
14 th, page 371
2i5t, page 394
I4lh, page 368

Calthorpe 2-stroke & 4 h.p. twin
Campion 2 and 4-strokes
Connaught
Dougias 4 h.p. . . . . . . October
Dunkley lightweight and £i;!ecar October
P-dmnnd spring (ranie . . . . October
Indian 2-stroke lightweight . . Octoljer
Indian 7 h.p. twin .. .. October
Ivy 2 and 4-strokes . . . . October
Jardine gears November 4tb, p-)ge +44
I. li.S. I L.p. lightweight .. October 21st, page 393
Levis . . . . . . . . October
New Imperial . . . . . . October
New Ryder 2 and 4-strokes . . October
Norton Sidecars .

.

. . Oc toiler

O.K. .. October
Omega . . . . . . . . October
P. and H. October
Revere 2-stroke . . . . . . Octotier
Service 2jh.p. 2-stroke & sidecar
Sturmey-.\rcber lightweight gear
\'mdec '6 h.p. and sidecar
Wo'.'ler 2-stroke .

.

VVulfruna
Yale 7 h.p. twin
Zenith

2i5t, page 395
14th, page 372
2ist, page 393
2ist, page 396
14 th, page 373
28th, page 418
14th, page 370
2i5t, page 393

Septtml>er 2nd, page 228
October 2Sth, page 421
October 2Sth, page 421
November 4th, page 445
October 14th, page 373
October 7tb, page 35)
October 21st, page i

Impcsts and Exports.

The Board of Trade returns show that it

October there was a drop in the import;

and an increase in the exports of motoi

cycles over .the previous month's figures

The neAv import duties came into effec'

on September 29th, and, though it is tot

early to gain an accurate idea of their effect

the drop in the number of machiires i

worth noting. It is satisfactory to not"

the recovery of the exports, though this i

still far behind what it was in the day
before th; war. We cannot expect any bi(

increase in the number of British machine
exported so long as the principal manu
facturers are engaged on munitions. Th
actual figures are :

Imports.
October, 1915.—314 motor cycles, valu

£13,888 (complete with jiarts and tyres no
imported with complete macliines, £23,161).

September, 1915.—437 motor cycles, vain

£20,859.
October, 1914.—280 motor cvcles, valu

£12,144.
Exports.

October, 1915.—880 motor cycles, valu

£38,257 (complete with parts and tyres nc

exported with complete machines, £64,825).

September. 1915.—637 motor cvcles. valu

£28,847.
October, 1914.-1,124 motor cycles, \t^

£50.982.
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The Dangerous Dog.

A fatal motor cycle accident occurred at

Leek Wootton, between Konihvorth and
"Warwick, one evening last week which was
directly due to a dog. A sidecar outfit was
passing through the village in question wlicn

a dog rushed across the road, colliding with
the outfit with such force as to overturn it.

The lady |>assengcr suffered a fractured skull.

Presentation to a Motor Cyclist S.C.

Of the motor cyclists who are enrolled as

special constables, under the a^gis of the
Automobile Association, a squad of fifteen

are on duty each night at Fanum House.
The Wednesday night squad is in charge of

Sergt. F. A. Hardy (of the Motor Cycling
Club), and so popular has lie become with
his men that they have presented him with
a silver cigarette case.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief funds
stood as follow :

The Belgian Relief Fund £1,060,000
The Queen's W'ork for Women
Fund 166,756

The Times Fund for the Sick and
Wounded 1,854,204

WeeHy Dispatch Tobacco Fund ... 88,239
Daily dironicle Christmas Gift
Fund 7,009

Cork and District M.C.C.

The Cork and District Motor Cycle Club
recently held its annual general meeting at

the Imperial Hotel, Mr. Frank Daly pre-

siding. The secretarial and financial reports

presented were both of a satisfactory charac-

ter, and the events of the year were well

supported, despite the fact that twenty-tive

of the members of the club had joined the

Colours. .The new officers for 1916 were
elected as follows : President, Mr. Frank
Daly; hon. sec, R. S. Russell, 4, Prince's

Street, Cork; asst. hon. sec, F. L. Dooly, 68,

South Mall; hon. treas., H. P. Dobbin, King
Street.

Parafiin as a Fuel.

A reader who has persevered with paraffin

for his motor cycle, adding a quart to three

qua-rts of petrol, suffered from knocking in

his engine. The makers of his machine gave
a remarkable explanation which frightened the

owner of the machine. The paraffin, according

to the works' representative, does not burn
completely in the cylinder, but runs down the

sides past the piston and thins the lubricating

oil This process continues until the oil in the

crank case has lost its lubricating properties,

and, as a result, the bearings begin to weaj.

Has any other rea-der an experience to confirm

this? We hardly like to suggest that the

explanation struck us at first as a very ingeni-

ous excuse for rapid bearing wear.

More New Models in this Issue.
Continuing our descriptions and illustra-

tions of 1916 model motor cycles, in this

issue we deal with the following well-known
makes of British motor cycles, the illustra-

tions and descriptions being mostly exclu-
sive to The Motor Cycle as usual :

Scott Two-stroke, page 466.
New Ryder, page 465.

Nut-Jap, page 465.

Watsonian Sidecars, page 465.
1916 Enfield, page 465.

L.M.C. 6 H.p. Twin, page 465.
In addition to the above, we outline the
programmes of the Rudge, A.J.S., and other
companies who are making no change for
1916, and describe and illustrate the latest

Whiting spring frame motor cycle, as well
as the Borgo—the latest Italian product.

Kent Lightweight Tour this Week-end.
It has beer, decided to run the Kent

hill tour for ligiitweights on November
14th, meeting at Green Street Cirecri at
11 a.m. After a tour round on a Clyno
two-stroke, the organiser, T. J. Ross,
of the Woolwich Club, reports the roads
in fair trim. el
Average Prices

We give bel

second-hand
The Uoto
to obtain a

1^ tii4i„ ii/v:(uvv i/Ui:; tivtr^i

nd-h;ind models offered for sale

The Motor Cycle. Where

prices of

in

l/rh. Where it is possible
tvj ijiut<iiii it sufficient number of each
model, the average for th^ nnst, wppU i.=imodel, tlie average tor the past week is

quoted. It there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
Avhich they were quoted is ^iven.

Make.

A.J.S. ..

Year. H.r

£74
£55
£46

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar

„ ..... 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar

,, 1915 2|^ 3-speed ....
Allon 1915 2|- 2-speed
Ariel 1914 3I 3-sp. sidecar . . £56

, 1913 3I 3-sp. sidecar . . £41
Bat T914 6" 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
Bradburv . . 1013 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
B.S.A Ill'; a\ -i-SD. sidecnr . . /6q

occasion on
IS given.

Average Latest
for weekly
last average

woek. obtainable
/«.;

^A^l
SPECIAL FEATURES

IS THE CYCLE CAR DEAD 7

DESCRIPTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
OF MANY NEW MODELS.

THE MODERN MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE

(30

£40

Average Prices.

Rudge

KraaDurv .. 1013 4 3-sp. siaecar .. — ^4*^

B.S.A igi5 4i 3-sp. sidecnr . . £69 —
„ 1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 —-y-^ -r» 3-sp. siuecai . . ^UL
„ 1913 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

.

— £^2
Calthorpe . . 1914 2 2-speed £19
Clj'no 1913 6 3 sp. sidecar .

.

£45
TnrA o] J

Douglas

1913 6 3 sp. sidecar . . £45
.... 1914 zi 2-spee-d £30
... 1914 2-} 2-sp. T.T £41

„ ... 1914 2-j 2-sp. kick start £43
Enfield .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £66

„ .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £52
„ .... 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £81
„ 1915 3 2-speed £50

1914 3 2-speed .• — t4J
H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £74 —
Humber . .

.

1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £32 —
Indian 1915 7" 3-sp. sidecar . . £72 —

— £41

Scott .

Sunbeam

rriumph

Williamson
Zenith .

£55

£36

£35

f53
£44
£41
£38
£88
£Ci

£59
£66

£58

^56

1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £64 —
1914 7 T.T. free eng. . — £4^

Ixion 1914 2S- 2-speed
James 1915 4J 3-sp. sidi

114 2* 2-speea —
jtuiits ±-~fi5 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . £65
Lea-Francis 1913 ^h 2-spced —
Matchless . . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
,, . . 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
V Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
V Imperial 1915 2 V 2-speed '. £25

TnjA oi- o-t^vtppf] £'?.'7

O.K. .

P."& M

^rdiiiier .

1914 2%
1915

2"

£29
£27,3-, _.^ _-speed ^_.

1915 2 2-speed £24
1914 2 2-speed —
1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£52
1913 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
""rdmier . . . 1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
„ ... 1913 3S 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Rover 1914 sh 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£54
T9T3 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£40

£44

^r
£42
£75
£:55

£61

£25

£47
£49
£41
£60

1913 3i multi sidecar.

1913 3* multi
r9i4 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 3I 2-speed

1913 33 2-sp. sidecar .

1913 3J 2-speed

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

^914 3^ 3-speed
1915 3i 3-speed
I9r4 4 3-5p. sidecar .

1914 4 3-speed
I9r3 3i 3-r.p. sidecar .

1913 3I 3-speed

1914 8 2-sp. sidecar .

r9i4 8 Gradua sidecar £6&
1914 6 Gradua sidecar —

120 Petrol Tins Wanted.
We have received an appeal from a

medical officer for 120 two-gallon petrol

cans, to enable the men of his unit ia

the trenches to be supplied with drinking
water. Empty tins should be sent by
parcel post addressed to the Medical
Officer, 2nd Black Watch, Bareilly
Brigade, Meerut Division, Indian Ex-
peditionary Force, A. If the sender
encloses his or her name and address
an acknowledgment will be made.
Readers who send tins will be rendering
services that will be felt immediately
right in the front line trenches.

Next year's 6 h.p. passenger model Enfield. This is the Colonial model, and a feature is

the good ground dearance of the crankcase. (See next page.)
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Royal Enfield 1916 Models.
Chain Drive Througliout ; Enfield Two-speed Gear.

LIKE many other of the larger manu-
facturers, the Enfield Cycle Co.,

of Redditch, has been engaged
to a great extent on Government

work, and has also been supplying motor
cycles to the Russian and Belgian Govern-
ments ; thus, we must not expect to find

any radical departures from this year's

specifications, but detail improvements
have been made where it has been found
necessary.

To take the several models in order

:

The 2J- h.p. (64 x 70 mm., 225 c.c.) two-
stroke has proved so satisfactory that no
alteration has been needed. It is supplied
as before with the Enfield two-speed gear,

which embodies a slipping clutch—an
item found on only a few baby two-
strokes—cush drive, and chain transmis-

sion, but owing to war conditions the
price has been advanced to forty guineas.

The frame and forks of the 3 h.p.

(60x75 mm., 425 c.c.) model are now
of extra strength, and are on the same
lines as those formerly supplied for

Overseas use. The principal alteration

lies in taking a supply of oil direct to

the front cylinder, this supply being
controlled by a tap close to the cylinder.
The shape of the inlet pipe has been
modified, so that the carburetter lies

snugly between the cylinders, where it

is kept nicely warm and at the same
time quite accessible. This model is

supplied as an ordinary roadster or a
T.T. model, both at the old price, viz.,

50 guineas. The latter can be fitted with
special light mudguards, or the standard
guards, which are well valanced, and
footboards or footrests.

,
These few

improvements should add to the value
of a machine which we know from
experience to be excellent.

Engme of the latest 3 h.p. Enheld, showing new induction pipe design, and oil pipe leading

direct to front cylinder with tap for turning oil on and off

The sidecar combination remains prac-
tically as heretofore, but the front
brake now operates on a special brake
drum fitted to the wheel, which makes
the wheel quickly detachable, and is

powerful in action—a valuable point on
a sidecar machine. The sidecar is built

and upholstered throughout bv tl

Enfield Co. The price "of the 6 h.)

(76x85 mm., 770 c.c.) models has bee

ad>-anced to 85 guineas, or 100 guine!

including a Lucas dynamo lighting si

and Lucas horn. An 8 h.p. engine ca

be fitted at an extra cost of 2 -guineas.

The 6 h.p. L.M.C. Twin.
FOR 1916 the Lloyd Motor Engineer-

ing Company will concentrate its

attention upon the 3^ h.p. smgle-

cylinder L.M.C, which lias an
engine of 85 x 88 mm. = 499 c.c, and

tlie 6 h.p. L.M.C, which lias a twin-
cylinder engine of 79 x 86 mm. = 842 c.c.

Whereas the 3j h.p. mount is well-known

tf) our readers by reason of its outstand-

ing performances in the dift'erent trials

''^*«*^^««..**«a*^

^al£ iis:^^^ UiRi': ^ r'J>5i>BiSfJ

The 6 h.p. twin-cylinder 1916 model L.M.C The chain covei was removed when ttie photograph

was taken. A feature of tliis machine is the location of both brakes on tlic belt rim

when ridden by L. A-. Bees (who is no'

with the Motor ilacliine Gmi Service

the new twin-cyluider machine has nc

been heard much of, mainly on account <

the war- putting a stop to the raanv

facturers' proposals in connection wit
this ne;w mount. NeveTtheless., we ar

able to illustrate the finished design, an^

it will be noticed' that the engiue. whic
is to the design of Jlr. W. J. Lloyd, i

of the side-by-side valve pattern, lubr:

cated by drip feed. An Amac carbiirett-e

is used, and a sensible sized petro] tan

(having a capacitv of two gallons) wi
please the long-(Jistance tourist. Th
transmission is of the combined type, ii

conjunction with a Sturmey-Archer tlire<

speed countershaft gear. In the illnstra

tion the case enclosing the front chain ha
been removed.

It will interest our Overseas readei-s t

know that the gi'ound clearance of th

L.M.C is 5iin. in combination with
54in. wheelbase, wliilst the standard siz

of tyres is 650 X 55 mm.
The 6 h.p. twin L.iLC is a sonnc

strongly built machine, retailing at £74
but the firm has never yet been in

position to satisfy the demand, for th
reasons stated above

B14
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AN INGENIOUS MONOCAR.

The Binns three-wheeled monocar—a rakish looking home-built machine described on this page.

IT
is not often that much enthusiasm can be aroused
by a three-wheeled runabout built by an aiiiateur,

and we may frankly say that it is exceedingly rare

to find such ingenuity displayed in the construction

of a vehicle of this type as is the case with the run-

about illustrated on this page. It has been built by
Mr. 1*.

J. Binns, of 87, Blackfriars Road, S.E., in his

own workshop.

It has an ash frame, at the rear end of which the

8 h.p. J. A. P. engine is fitted tandem fashion. Under-
neath the seat there is a three-gallon petrol tank,

while the dummy bonnet in front contains a tank

holding one gallon of lubricating oil. The petrol tank,

owing to its position, has to feed the fuel to the car-

buretter under pressure, and this is accomplished by

blowing down a rubber pipe, at the end of which there

is a tap.' After the owner has given a good hearty

blow down the pipe the pressure is maintained by the

engine, the crank case compression being used for

this purpose. The system is exceedingly simple, and

works well, as pressure is maintained by the aid of

two ball valves. Further, pressure is maintained for

quite threequarters of an hour after stopping, and even

if pressure has escaped and there is sufficient petrol

in the carburetter to start the engine, pressure is again

raised by the engine itself.

The lubrication is through a drip feed on the dash,

the oil being supplied to the engine by crank case

suction. The little dashboard contains a watch and
switch, the latter allowing the two side lights, tail

light, and dashboard light to be lighted, or the tail

light only. Practically every part of the vehicle was

made by Mr. Binns himself, including the lamps,

and the side lamps especially are most ingenious, being

manufactured out of bedstead knobs. Having no e.\-

terna! wiring, their appearance is exceedingly neat.

The illustrations show on the left of the vehicle

the hand-actuated clutch, which is also foot con-

trolled. To start the vehicle, which is single geared,

the clutch lever is pressed forward, the exhaust lever

on the half steering wheel is depressed, and the cable

starter smartly pulled up, when the engine fires, usually

on the first pull, and the driver then takes his seat.

On his depressing the clutch pedal the clutch hand
lever flies back into its normal position. The clutch

itself is 7in. in diameter, and is of the cork insert

pattern.

The drive is by chain and belt. The carburetter

is of the pilot Jet type. The sparking plugs may be

removed and various adjustments effected to the engine

without removing the bonnet ; and even the compres-

sion taps can be opened and petrol injected through

lubricators, from which the copper pipes run down to

the compression taps, these lubricators being situated

on the outside of the bonnet. The chassis is sus-

pended on quarter-elliptical springs fore and aft.

THE LATEST AND LIGHTEST THREE-WHEELER.
A Califomian youngster is responsible for this buckboard, which is built up with three pedal cjxle wheels, a motor cycle engine, and a. few oc'ds

and ends. Drive is by belt direct from engine to front wheel and steering is by the back wheels, though how we are not in a position to say.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions ot his correspondents.

AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Ooventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Reversing a Seott.

Sir,— I read with interest the account of a Scott reversing

in your issije of October 28th, as the one I had formerly

would reverse. It was a 1915 model fitted with a Splitdorf

magneto.
It would reverse most unexpectedly, as, often after kick

starting, when the low gear was gradually let in, the machine
would go backwards. I then used to stop the engine, and
turn it over against compression. On kick starting again

and letting m the low gear it would go forwards. Your
correspondent's method of retarding or advancing the

magneto was of no avail in my case. I should like to kmow
if any other of your correspondents have had a similar

experience. RED I.NDIAN.

Signposts.
Sir,—During a short tour lately I found a difficulty now

and then with signposts. On a motor cycle it is necessary
in some cases to stop before the sign can be read. In this
case, if two of the
arms were placed
lower as shown there
would be no trouble.

As it is, they are
made invisible by one
another. At times
they are a puzzle, and
speed is lost examin-
ing them. Thanking
you for past help,

2J.

Xbe Modem lOotoi

Cycle Engine.
Sir,—I was much

interested by the con-
tribution of A. Wors-
daie, but some of his
criticisms strike one
as unjust. He con-
demns the side-by-
side valve arrange-
ment, but offers no suggestion as to how this is to be
improved. If overhead valves are adopted it introduces
the complication of rocking levers and the supports, which
will interfere with the free expansion and equal cooling of
the cylinder head. Also the inertia of the operating
mechanism is greater. I agree with him regarding making
the tappet rods in tension instead of compression, but this
might add complication.
Now for his big criticism—the cylinder. He remarks it is

a masterpiece of design to u.=!e cast iron in tension. If he
refers to any other prime movers he will still find this
masterpiece of design still in evidence. And admitting cast
iron is not the best of metals in tension, what alternative
has a designer? Steel is such a difficult metal to cast with-
out getting spongy places. Also he says that radiating fins
are cast parallel ; but this is not so, or the pattern would
not draw from the sand without breaking down the mould.

I certainly think aluminium is not the best metal for crank
cases, as the crank case forms the bed and support for the
cylinder, besides being an important member in the frame.
I consider that crank cases might well be pressed up from
steel. I wiU close by remarking that it is easy to criticise,

especially destructively, but difficult to suggest improvements.
R. CUTLER.

Bl8

"Deserving of an Iron Cross."

Sir,—I have been looking for a reply to C. E. Thomas f

letter under the above heading in The Motor Cijde of October

14th. To me his statements have proved that the Douglas was

not ill-treated. It got three pump charges every morning fol

the thirty miles to be covered on a business trip. The

machine has been ridden thus five days a week, and at 150

miles per week it has covered, say. 15,000 miles in close on

two years, and is in a "fair condition." Yes; because it

got ample oil. True, the rider put in too much oil at a time,

and was thereby liaile to have sooted plugs, etc.

Before the days of drip feeds ninety miles to one pampful

of a special oil were quite the rage, and engines did not suffer.

Possi-bly the Editor can teU us again about the expert who,

some years ago, did a big mileage without adding oil to his

engine en route. I have forgotten the details of this success-

ful experiment.

Now, the rider who puts in three pumpfuls ot oil before

doing thirty miles is better able to preserve his engine than

those (and there are many) who at times fail to keep the

drip flowing.

I believe the Triumph Co. have discarded the drip feed

system for tlie old direct pump. Why? Not the fault oi

the system, but the average man behind it.

A rider with the experience of having covered 15,000 miles

SMceessfffUy within two years on the same motor cycle must
know a little about the oiling liis engine requires, and I say

he is to be congratulated and not condemned. W.H.

[It is true that a rider was once reported to have ridden from
Coventry to London without oiling his engine en route,

under the observation of a contemporary, but we do not

know why he did it, or the condition of the engine bear-

ings at the finish.

—

Ed.]

Sp^ng Frame Design.

Sir,—I have examirted with great interest the illustrations

of spring frames in your issue of October 21st, and whilst

I cannot but admire the ingenuity displayed in the variotis

designs, let us Iwpe that they are as efficient as their makers
intend them to be.

Leaving out of the question front wheel springing, I prefer

that the back wheel alone should have the spring movement,
and that the carrier should be firmly fixed to the frame of

the machine.

Judging from your illustrations the carriers of the Douglas,
Matchless, Van Geert, and A. B.C. are fixed more or less

firmly to the back wheel spindle attachment, and would
share the vertical movements of tlie back wheels of the
iiMchines mentioned, the Indian being the only carrier fixed

to the main fi'ame.

When the weight of the rider is in the saddle of the
Indian and A. B.C. the back springs naturally cuine into

play, and the main frame is forced down somewhat, say,

lin ; the pivotal centres of the back wheel and chain driving
mechanism respectively remain almost constant in relation

one to the otlier, but with the Douglas the tendency is for

the back wlieel centre to become further away from "the belt
pulley centre, thus stretching the belt very considerably.
Should the Douglas springs allow of a vertically inclined
movement of the back wheel 2in. upwards, the fielt would
be called upon to stretch iin top and bottom, total ^in.,

by reason of the relative position of the countershaft pulley
ajid the pivotal centre of the back forks. I mav be wrona.
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but 1 have worked tho movpmont out to scnle; and cannot

see where 1 have erred. I, however, hope the mistake is

mine.
To make my moaning clearer, the more the Donghis is

loaded (including bumps from pot-holes and other obstruc-

tions on the road), the further docs the back wheel bolt

rim qet from the countershaft pulley. Moreover, I should

imagine that the ineviUible liapper on the carrier would

have a somewhat bumpy time. Perhaps Messrs. Douglas

Bros, will assure us that this is not the case.

To my mind, the only possible method of keeping the

back wheel (he same distance from the countershaft when
back wheel springs come into play is to pivot the back forks

on the axis of the countershaft pulley. This could easily

be done, but the modern practice of squeezing the back

forks to almost a point would have to be departed from.

C. A. FORBES.

Easy Starting

Sir,—Your readers may be interested in a small alteration

I have effected to a Senspray carburetter fitted to my 3^ h.p.

Kudge-Multi and sidecar. I have found it quite s;itisfactory

as regards power and acceleration, but there was a difficulty

in starting and running
slowly. As my machine
is a T.T. model—no
clutch or kick-starter

—

both these qualities were
desirable. Therefore, I

drilled a -|\in. hole in

the throttle valve next
the engine, so that
when the throttle was
shut the hole was in

centre of the inlet pipe.

I then tapped this hole,

and sci'ewed into it

bushes having various
sized holes through

their centres. T found that a bush having a ^ in. hole
gives an immediate and unfailing start and really slow
running. You will see that with this arrangement there is

a tremendous suction on the jet at even the slowest speeds,
provided the throttle is shut and air slightly open. It is

impossible to get this suction to the same degree with the
carburetter unaltered, as the air is opened at the same time
as the throttle. I am enclosing a rough sketch, which will
make the idea clear.

J. DOUGLAS.
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A model ot a Premier 3i h.p. sidecar outfit mounted upon the

tank of the origmal. With the exception of the wheels the model
was made from scrap pieces of metal. The model, which has

been made, by Mr. J. Coles, of Westgate-on-Sea, has an
overall length of S^in., and the sidecar is a model of the

Canoelet

•«, I,

18,757 MILES WITHOUT TROUBLE,
Sergeant -Major Wllmore, of the A.S.C., and his Brough motor bicycle.

The owner reports having covered 18,757 miles of military despatch work
on this machine, and mechanical repairs have cost nothing.

The Lady Motor Cyclist : A Protest.

Sir,—I have read with interest in last week's issue of

Tilt. Motor Cycle the protest as regards the dress of some
lady motor cyclists, and I am pleased to see this serious state

of affairs being taken up in the right way. It is true that
of late we have seen some frightful illustrations of ladies in

the press (thanks not in The Molar Cijcle), some of them
wearing riding breeches, other times tbey hold themselves
up to the public ridicule wearing a suit of gentlemen's over-
alls, whilst one lady was actually standing on a gentleman's
machine performing acrobatic tricks with her feet in the air

—almost standing on her head—and to have this sort of thing
thrust before the public gaze is most degrading and certainly

does injury to the pastime. If a lady is to lose her self-

respect in this way she should not make a public exhibition
of herself, and if she cannot do the pastime any good, well,

she should not do it any harm, for it is just this sort of

thing that causes many who hitherto were contemplating
joining our ranks to give up the idea in horror and disgust.

It should be the aim of our sisters to look at all times neat,

graceful, and feminine, not bold, mannish, and, shall I say,
" slightly touched."

It is not necessary in any way for a lady to wander away
from the ordinary walking costume for the purpose of riding
a motor cycle, as to-day we have many different makes
especially designed for " our " use. These we can get suitable
for all riders, and there is no need for a lady to adapt her-

self to a machine which has been made for her requirements.
I appeal to the press to reject any photographs in future

of " the lamb in wolf's clothing," and once this nonsense has
died a natural death, aided by public ridicule, then the
pastime will be largely taken up, and our friends will look
forward to an outing with us just as in the days of the push
cycle, and very shortly it will be " the fashion of the future."

It is ten years ago since I took to motor cycling, and I

have always advocated an open frame, so that I could sit

my steed with gracefulness and always look womanish.
MARY REID.

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1916 MODELS.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25th.'

This issue will be considerably enlarged and will contain

an illustrated review oj the various new
pattern motor cycles.
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Petrm! Lubrication.

Sir,—I noticed a letter in The. Motor Cycln Jor October
28tli from a Connaught rider condemnatory of the "petroil"
method of lubrication for two-strokes and recommending the
substitution of another syS'tem in this machine.
Though the writer of this letter does not say what his

troubles were, I feel that I must write to say tliat my experi-
ence of this machine and metliod of lubrication are such as

to make me perfectly satisfied with both, and I cannot con-
ceive of anyone fitting another lubrication system to this

machine unless from a natural fondness for fitting " gadgets."
I have used a standard Connaught three.-speed machine

with sidecar since July, 1914, and this year toured with
a 10 stone jaassenger (I am 12 stone myself) from Bucking-
hamshire to Scotland and via Dumfries to Stranraer, crossing
over to Ireland, taking the Antrim coast road, and visiting

Portrush, the Giant's Causeway, etc. This October I have
toured with the same passenger from here (Stone) to Bodmin,
Cornwall, taking the difficult road to Moretonhampstead and
across Dartmoor, %na Two Bridges, to Tavistock, Gunnis-
lake, and Callington. With some occasional foot slogging
the machine was able to ascend practically every hill. This
serious touring would surely test any method of lubrication.

However, since my return, I have had the cylinder off, and
found everything in good order and apparently well lubri-

cated. The exhaust ports had some deposit, and were
scraped, but this was to be expected, as it had only been
done once before.
The other week I fetched friends from the station three

and a half aniles away and a steady rise. These were a well

nourished gentleman on the carrier, liis wife and child in the
sidecar, with a hnge portmanteau across them in front;
total 42 stone up.

Is it to be wondered at that I see; little wrong with
"petroil" or the proportion I use of 1 in 14?

(Dr.) T. S. LOGAN.

Ladies and Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Just lately I have seen illustrations of lady motor
cyclists in The Motor Cycle which have caused me to make
up my mind to drive. At first I felt rather nervous, as I

thought the gas, air, spark, clutch, oil, gears, brakes, etc.,

were so much to remember that I should not be able to stop

-when I wanted to, but now I think it is lovely (my husband
says he likes it in the sidecar). I enclose photograph of

our Premier outfit. MAY OTTON.

Dimming Bright Lights.

Sir,—As a matter of interest to your readers who have
electric lamps fitted on their motor cycles, I note that the

usual method of compliance with the Govenunent lighting

rules is the obscuration of the glass front of the head lamps.
I have often wondered at tlie impractical 'and extravagant
method of obtaining this light diminution, and would inform.

your readers that the best method at wliich they can attain

tlie reduced lighting, and at tlie same time attain proportion-

ately reduced current consumption, is by having a bulb of

higher voltage inserted in the lamp. As an example, my firm

(Ward and Goldstone) are providing a special 7^ volt bulb

for 4 volt head lamps. The 7i volt bulb in a 4 volt liead

lamp gives a red light sufficient to comply with the conditions

for road lighting, and also the regulations as to volume of

light.

The convenience and economy gained by using this method
of liglit reduction are remarkable. For example, the Volex
Giant dry battery liglits the 4 volt head lamp bulb for about
eighty hours in ordinary ase, but when this special 7^ volt

bulb is used upwards of some 200 hours of light are obtain-

able. j\I. W. GOLDSTONE.

Mr. and Mrs. Otton, ot Castle dry, and their 3A h.p. Premier
sidecar outfit.

A Novel Three-wheeler.

Sir,—I recently saw in Bedford a very natty little three-

wheeler with tire wheels as on a sidecar outfit. What
fascinated me was the neat War Office green finish, which
was remarkably smart and workmanlike ; also the very silent

engine, which showed wonderful speed and acceleration. I

think it was a horizontally-opposed twin, or two-stroke, or

both. I did not care for the position of the wheels if it

were to be designed as a complete cha.ssis (as opposed to a
bicycle and sidecar), but it overcomes the objection of the

three tracks, and also brings it into direct comparison with,

not the 8 h.p., but the 4 h.p. sidecar outfit, as it looked no
heavier or more elaborate than something like a 4 h.p.

Douglas with a wide and very low sidecar, but no handle-

bar's, saddle, etc., and I think the petrol tank at the back.

I do not think it is the same as the two-seated sidecar outfit

steered from inside, which I think was called the H.S.M.
Could you tell me the name and power and price of this

little "'bus," if you happen to know? I meant to explain

that there were two, both brand new and driven by
mechanics, and that they were registered AJI.

I am just leaving for the Dardanelles, and would like to

hear the name of this little vehicle if vou can tell me.

R. F. MEREDITH (LiF.rr.)

[Doubtless our correspondent met with two of the new Scott
three-wheelers described in our last issue, as they are now
being tested by the War Office authorities.

—

Ed.]

A Trial for Armlet Wearers—A Proposal.

Sir,—I read with interest in the d.iily press that khaki
armlets are to be issued to men who are either unfit for

sei'vice, or who have been invalided out of the Army.
We have had of late trials, races, and hill-climbs for

special constables, munition workers, the Army, and the

Navy. Why should we now not have these for weiirers of

the armlet?
I received a commission in August, 1914, and was invalided

out of the Army in January of tliis year, but I am able

to ride a motor cycle. I was not allowed to compete in

the Army events, as I am not entitled to wear uniform,
and neither am I eligible to ride as a munition worker or
special constable.

There must be many others like me, and also a great
number of motor cyclists who have been refused service.

I therefore write to ask you to organise, if possible,

a trial or trials for armlet wearers when we get our
armlets. I see no reason now why open trials should not
be run—even the hardy Bristol M.C.C., which ran its New
Year and Easter open trials this year, in both of which I

competed, has bowed before the storm, and has decided not
to run its Land's End trial this winter.

Surely the manufacturers would now support an open trial,

provided that entrants had to be armlet wearei's, for ara
not many of our experts unfit for service?

I hope this letter will catch the eye of some sporting
club secretary, who will provide the trial asked for, against
which there can be no objection of anv sort.

E. RIDER IROWARD.
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The Morley Spring Frame.
A Despatch Rider's Attempt to Solve the Rear-springing Problem.

AUATHKl! novel rc\ir springing
iii>vii.'e has been patented and
adapted to a Donglas motor cycle
by iMv. K. W. Morley. The rear

portion of the hicycle frame has been
extended in order to form a snbstantial
support for the springing- portions. An
additional pair of chain stays are inserted
to carry tlie wheel, and are attached to
the main frame at the point A in the
smaller ilhistration, where they are
hinged. The countershaft pulley "is also
momited at this point in order "that the
distance between the pulley centres shall
not vary, and also that ' the angle of

movement of the wheel shall be the best
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Douglas machme htted with the «IVloney ^:pring trame.

,StS5>^>KH^rS3:S5!!g?22^^S^

The Morley sprmg trame

for reducing as far as possible the strain
on the radius rods.
The springing is obtained by supporting

the ends of these radius rods on two
coiled springs. The stays are prevented
from moving sideways by inserting two
curved supports upon which the stays
slide in bronze bearings. These supports
also form guides to keep the springs in

position. Two small springs are fitted

under the stays to take up any recoil.

It would appear as though these]

sliding members would be considerably
affected by mud and wet, while it also

seems as though the position of the
countershaft renders the belt extremely,
short, and we should think it would ba
apt to get in the way of the rider'a

legs. We are told that tlus frame has
been thorouglily tested over the very
worst roads in both England and France,
and has proved most satisfactory.

->-••«

How to Carry an Accumulator.
Two Excellent Ideas Neatly Carried Out by a Practical Motor Cyclisi.

WHILST we were on a recent
visit to Messrs. Brown and
Barlow, Ltd., Mr. Evans, the
works manager, showed to us

an extremely interesting gadget for

securing the accumulator in place on
his New Hudson. As is usual with
machines owned by enthusiasts, the
device is bj' no means temporary, but,
on the contrary, is substantial and well
thought out, being so arranged that
there is no possibility whatever of acid
jumping out of the accumulator, spread-
ing over the case, and ruining the
padding used to prevent rattling. The
accumulator is bedded down on a thick
rubber sheet, and is held rigidly in

position by a bar of wood lined with
more rubber, the whole being pressed
down by the lid of the tin box enclosing
the accumulator.
As can be seen from the sketch, this

tin box is mounted on the bottom
bracket of the machine immediately
behind the securing nuts of the gear
box, there being a wooden platform
held in position between the two tubes
to which the gear box is attached,- and
on this platform yet another thick
rubber pad, the wooden platform and
the pad being kept in position relative
to one another by small pegs. Upon

.
the rubber pad goes the metal accumu-
lator box, w-hilst on the seat tube of the
ticycle is a small adjustable clip having

a lug to which is attached a short screw
with a clamp end, adjusting nut, and
locking collar. The clamp end fits

down upon the lid of the accumulator
box, which then is pressed down hard
upon its rubber pad by the adjusting
screw, and the whole locked in position

Location of accumulator on New Hudson
belonging to Mr. Evans, works manager of

Messrs. Brown and Barlow.

by the lock nut shown. Wires go

through holes drilled in the side of the

metal box, are carried upwards to a

switch below the saddle, and then

taken along the top tube of the bicycle

to a small car side lamp mounted in a

bracket as a motor cycle head lamp.
The switch had to be placed in tiua

position owing to the mischievous natura
of small boys, who, if they are ablej

switch on the lamp and waste currenn
whilst the owner is away. Since the|

earlier troubles of accumulators (and
some of the modern ones, too) are

caused by the accumulators working
loose inside their boxes and spDling
quantities of the acid on the securing
padding, this device is bound to be
copied by other motor cyclists having
electric light installations, and a simpler
or more rigid attachment could scarcely

be imagined.

On the same machine was another
device, evolved from the rider's desire

that the engine should not show any
external signs of oil, because, however
careful one may be, some is almost
certain to spray out from the compres-
sion release valve. On the New Hudson
the compression release valve is housed
inside a tube. At the end of this tube ia

a long copper tube, by which tlie oil is

carried to the magneto chain drive case,

and the oO blown out serves to lubricate

the chain.

B23
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Am^nc the

Accessories

SOME DUNLOP NOVELTIES.

THE Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., have
lately placed on the market
several new motor .cycle acces-

sol'ies. Probably the most novel
of these is the cover bag, which we

Dunlop waterproof cover for spare

outer covers.

illustrate. This is quite a useful acces-
sory, tending as it does to preserve
the spare outer cover considered essential

by riders of passenger machines on

m'f'^,,/,Mm'''''''''''''^''^''''f'.

pmi^mm^fm

New Dunlop tyre gaiter.

tours of any length. It is made of
American cloth, and the inner edge is

stiffened by means of segments of wire,
arranged at intervals. These spring
into position when folded round the

Tube bag sold by the Dunloo Gj.

B24

cover, and are secured by eyes fastening
on to steel hooks. It will be noticed
that each segment is provided with a

tab allowing it to be pulled into position.

The Duniop gaiter is another useful
accessory, and should always be carried
in the tool bag in case of a bad cut.

It is fixed by being hooked into the
rim. A gaiter of this kind will often
allow a rider to return safely home
even after his cover is damaged beyond
repair.

The third accessory which we illus>

trate is an inner tube bag, a well-made
article, in which three 65 mm. or 2^in.
motor cycle tubes may be easily stored
in perfect safety in the sidecar locker.

THE AUTO-WHEEL SHOCK
ABSORBER.

PEOPLE have often noticed how
Auto-wheel attachments bump
right off the road when the sur-
face is rough. When this happens

a great deal of power is lost. The engiue
races, and when it comes down to the
ground it naturally skids, causing an
abnormal amount of tyre wear. The
accompanying drawing shows how a
device made by Mr. E. Hammond, Elmers
End Road, Beckenham, should overcome

this trouble. Fig. 1

FIG.I (( ))
F'IG.2 shows the shock ab-

_Q sorber in detail,
while fig. 2 shows the
uppermost end of the
shock absorber which
is attached to the

M-

7^

Hammond s patent telescopic shock
absorber for Auto-wlieels. The letters

are referred to in the text.

post of the Auto-wheel, and fig. 3 shows
the device in use.

The clip C is attached at the upper
end and secured to the post A of the
Auto-wheel, and the clip C has its lower
end fixed to the frame or chassis B. The
rod R is made a free sliding fit in the

tubular extension T. A spiral spring S
is placed on the rod E, the lower end of

the spring en-gaging and compressing the
top part of the tube T, and the upper end
of the spring engaging with and compress-
ing the lower side of the adjustable sliding

collar D, which is capable of being fixed

in any desired position by means of a
small hand lever.

The shield U is for protecting the

spring and .sliding rod from dust and
wet, but is not fitted to the shock
absorber unless specially ordered, at a

price of 2s extra. It is obviously neces-

sary for the spring to be protected, conse-

quently, in our opinion, the extra price

should be added to the total cost, which
is at present 7s. 6d. In using the device
the tyre of the Auto-wheel should be
pimiped on the hard side. We certainly

think the idea is good, and should be a
boon to Auto-wheel users.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
LAMPS.

MESSRS. H. MILLER AND CO.
send us an illustration showing
how an adjustable lamp may
be prevented from swivelliHg,

and thus made to conform to the new
lighting regulations. All that is neces-

sary is to drill one or two small holes,

New Miller lamp, showing attachment

to comply with the new non-swivelling

regulations.

after the lamp is in po.sition, through
the girder bracket and the boss of the
lamp, and insert small pegs which catt'

be screwed or riveted to the bracket,.
This makes a much neater job thail

soldering. We have used a similar;

method on one of our own lamps fot

the last low mouths. Non-compliaucO
with this regulation may Wad to the con-
liscation not only of the lamp, but the
whole machme, as well as a heavy fine.

>.
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A selection of questions of g:eneral interest received from readers and our reolies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,'

20. Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied b/ a stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents arc
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paoer only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on techmcal suojects.

A Cracked Crank Case.

The aluminium crank case of
my mathine has cracked at one
of the frame lugs, and allows oil

to escape when the engine is

running. I am told the only
thing I can,do is to have a new crank
case. Can you suggest any way of
stopping this leakage?—S.H."

Your best plan will be to take the crank
case to a firm of aluminium founders, and

• see if they can weld the crack. We
should think this would be quite easy to

' do, but it is impossible to say without
actually seeing the fracture.

Knocking on Hills.

I have a 2^ h.p. 1915 single-

iQ cylinder lightweight. When new

J.^ it would take full air, and go
up almost any hill on top. Now,
however, after having run 800

I'niles, it will not take full air, and is

very much inclined to knock, and does
on almost any hill. Is this due to

carbon deposit, and, if so, is not 800
Bniles a very short distance to go before

getting carbonised? The ignition is

fixed.—G.J.M.
"The trouble may be due to a partially

obstructed jet. It is quite possible that
"the engine requires to be cleaned of

carbon deposit, but it ought to run at
least 1,000 miles before this is necessary.

We do not altogether agree with fixed

ignition on an engine of this type. See
that the tappet clearances are correct.

Pre-ignition.
-

I have for some time been

^ troubled with the curious

5" behaviour of my two-stroke. If

-i-1 I travel all out for a brief period

(about thirty-five to forty miles

per hour) the engine will suddenly
knock, and the machine will come to a

standstill just as if the brakes were
hard on. 1 may mention that when this

knock occurs it is quite impossible to

free the engine by the clutch or by the
gear lever, but as soon as the macliine

has stopped I can at once insert the low
gear and start off again for about an
hour when this will again occur. A
friend suggested overheating.—W.A.C.

You are obviously over-driving youT
machine. The trouble is overheating or

pre-ignition, caused by an excess of

carbon deposit or a plug which is not
'suitable, probably the latter. You ought
to use a good single-point plug of first-

class manufacture. Drive slower and use
more oil.

Difficulty in Starting.

Will you please give me some
advice ? I am a novice, and
about six weeks ago I bought a

1913 5-6 h.p. single-cylinder free

engine motor cycle, and at all

times I have a terrible job to get the
engine to start. I put the machine
on the stand, inject a little petrol

in the compression tap, and pedal
hard. Sometimes the engine will

start like that, but nine times out of

ten it only explodes in the silencer.

The only way 1 can start the engine
is to run it on the road, and when it

has started to fire suddenly to take
the clutch out and retard the spark,
but I find this dangerous ; also the

exhaust pipe and chamber get red-

hot. If I open the air lever it has a
tendency to stop the engine unless
it is going fairly fast. I use a

Senspray carburetter, and have fitted

a new sparking plug, also a new com-
pression tap. None of these seems to

make any difference to the starting of
the machine, and I am afraid to go
for a ride for the fear of having to

push the machine home.—C.S.
Advance the spark halfway, inject a
little petrol (not too much), close the
air, and open the throttle about a
quarter or one-third, and the engine,
if properly adjusted, should start quite
easily. The sparking plug should be of
the single point type, and the points
should not be too close together : try a
gap of just under 1 mm. It is quite
natural for the engine not to take full

air unless it is running fairly fast, but
for the exhaust pipe and exhaust
chamber to get red-hot is quite wrong,
and seems to indicate that the timing
of the spark is too late ; always run
with it as far advanced as possible.

Y'ou might try new valve springs. Also
make sure that the contact breaker is

quite clean, and that the points do not
separate more than ^ mm.

• ••• %
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An Invaluable Work of Reference. :

This year's Guide will appear in ;

our issue of THURSDAY, Nov. 25th. ;

and illustrations of 1916 Models will ;

(
form a feature. •

Misfiring.

My 5i h.p. single-cylinder

machine has recently started

missing fire when the ignition

lever is fully advanced, but it

goes all right when the lever is

about one-third retarded. I have

examined the platinum points, carbon

brushes, plug, and valve timing, and

find everything in order, while tlie

compression is good. I have also

cleaned out the carburetter. The
platinum points break with the lever

two-thirds advanced and the piston at

the top of the firing stroke. The
machine has gone perfectly up to just

lately. I shaU be obliged if you will

kindly give me your advice.—P.G.

Are you sure that the magneto points

separate properly when the spark is fully

advanced? Possibly owing to wear, the

points do not break adequately in this

position. Watch the contact breaker

carefully Avhile some one turns the engine,

and see the spark is advanced while you

do this. If this point is correct try new
valve springs.

The Effect of Explosion in Silencer.

I shall be obliged if you can

tell me the cause of the engine

backfiring. It did so on starting

the engine a few days ago. The
explosion took place in the

exhaust box and caused a fire, which

did not, fortunately, do any damage,
as it was put out by chemical extin-

guishers. The machine had only come
back after being overhauled by the

agents from -whom I bought it second-

hand. The machine is "with a firm near
here (Bandon). The firm seems to think

that the cause of the accident—back-

firing—was due to one of two catises

:

the exhaust valves leaking or the

timing gear being set wrongly. I am
anxious to know as soon as possible, so

as to get the thing put right in the

correct way.—F.N.A.
There is always a danger of fire in this

way, especially if there is any petrol

leakmg from the carburetter, and if the

carburetter is over the silencer. What
happens is that when you attempt to

start the engine the first charge is not
iired, and is carried away into the

sUencer. The next chai'ge, which is

fired, causes an explosion in the sUencer,

and if any petrol has dropped on it a

fire is caused. Of course, if the timing
is incorrect and the inlet valve is opening
at the wrong time you "ivill get a back-
fire through the carburetter and cause a

fire in this way.
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Diflftculty in Starting.

(1.) I have a 1915 2i h.p. two-
stroke machine, and I find great
difficulty in staiting. I have
examined the carburetter and
spai-king plug, but cannot find

fault. If when running the
machine I keep opening and shutting
decompressor smartly it gives a loud
explosion, and then starts away all right,
and runs for about half a "mile, and
then suddenly ceases to fire, but as soon
as I lift the decompressor it does the
fame as when starting. Sometimes it

refuses to start unless I change the
plug, but still the old plug seems to
spark all right outside cylinder. (2.) I

am troubled a. great deal with four-

stroking, and it is only when I liave a
load on or am gohig up an incline that
it will two-stroke. I have fitted an 18
jet in my carburetter and adjusted the
petrol level, and always drive with the
air fully opened. I have been told I

should get at least eighty miles per
gallon of petrol, whereas I only get
about sixty.—W.W.

(1.) The symptoms point to the fact that
you are starting on too strong a mixture.
Probably you flood the carburetter vigor-
ously, and inject petrol as well. To
render the mixture explosive you open
and shut the decompressor, thereby
admitting air which corrects the fault.

Try a good single-point plug of first-class

manufacture. (2.) The fault is a common
one with two-strokes, and appears to be
practically incurable. This may be
exaggerated through the use of too large
a jet, which might also cause the difficulty

in starting. Yes, you should get about
eighty miles to the gallon. Using a
smaller jet would probably rectify this

trouble also.

HEADER'S REPLY.
Winter Riding.

I have been a reader of your valuable
paper for many yeai's, and an all-weather
cyclist for the last two years, and I

noticed in The Motor Cycle for
October 28th that your correspondent
''H.C.S." asks for information re

keeping enamel and plating bright, and
yet reducing cleaning after a wet ride
to a minimum. You advise the use of
vaseline, but may I make a suggestion ?

I have ridden my 2| h.p. two-speed
Roj'al Enfield in all weathers, and only
use it on Saturday afternoons or
Sundays, and yet I have no rust. The
fact is that I have—eineared all parts
with raw linseed oil very freely, and
although I cannot say it looks pleasing
it is a splendid preservative. A coating
twice a winter will keep out any amount
of wet. I have often found many useful
suggestions in The Motor Cycle from
various motor cyclists, and I trust that

my suggestion may prove of some value
to some all-weather rider.—H.R.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c/o The Editor,

"F.N.J." (Bucks). — Grado multi-

pulley. Wear on belt and reliability.
" C.A.J." (York).—Philipson governor

pulley for sidecar work. Also folding
sidecars able to pass through a 5tt.

doorway.
"T.A.B." (jSTewburn-on-Tyne).—6 h.p.

Royal Enfield and sidecar. Reliability,

hill-climbing, petrol consumption, and
wear on tyres. Also £9 Lucas dynamo
lighting set.
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RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
BinMiNGHAM 10 Acio.v (Cheshire) —

R.W.C.
Birmingham, Sutton Co'.dfield, Lich-

field, Rugeley, Weston, Stone, Pipe Gate,

Woore, Nantwich, Tarpoiley, Acton.

Approximately 52 miles.

Che.\m to Bleicheet.—W.F.J.

Y'ou cannot get from Cheam to JBleti h-

ley without passing through a consider-

able portion of the Metropolis, and you
should time your journey so that you
go through this portion in daylight.

Uheam, past "The Plough" (Maldeu),

Kingston, over Kingston Bridge, where
turn right and follow the main road to

Hounslow, then go through Heston,

Norwood Green, Greenford, Greenford
Green, Harrow-on-the-Hill, and thence

to Watford. This part of the journey is

clearly shown on the R.A.C. Official -Map
of Recommended Routes Round London,
obtainable from these offices, price Is. 8d.

post free. Continue through St. Albans,

Dunstable, Fenny Stratiord to Bletchltv.

FkOJI HoLTHE.iD TO HoKITON, Ho.MTON
TO Braixteee, and Beaixtree to
Holyhead.—T.U.B.

Holyhead, Bangor, Conway,' Abergele,
Wrexham, Slu-ewsbui'v, Bridgnorth,

Kidderminster, \\"orcester, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester, Stroud, Bath, Wells, Glaston-

bury, Taunton, Honiton. Honitou, II-

minster, Ilchester, Bruton, Fronie,

Devizes, JIarlborough, Newbury, Read-
ing, Henley, High Wycombe, Watlord,
St. Albans, Hertford, Bishop's Stortford,

Braintree. Bra.intree. St. Albans, Dun-
stable, Towcester, Daventry, Atherstone,
Tamworth, Lichfield, Stone, Nantwich,
Chester, ilold, Abergele, Holyhead.

J
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HlLL-CLIMBlNG IN CHILE.

The Valparaiso Motor Club recently held a hill-climb at which Britisli machines—both lour and two-stroke—did remarkably well,

securing three first and two second places. Our pictures show—(Le(t) Harold Wilson (Junior Triumph) first in the 300 c.c. class and
second in the 450 c.c. class. (Right) Edmund Maillard (3.V h.p. Triumph) has a tumble at speed, but it did not prevent him getting first

place. He also made fastest time of the day, beating 7 h.p. twins.
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THE
AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

Devoted to the theory and practice 0} AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.

Published

MONTHLY
(second Thursday
in each month).

Price

SIXPENCE
NET.
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ISSUED in the interests of engineers,
designers, draughtsmen, works
managers, heads of departments,
and all others concerned with the

designing and btulding of motor vehicles,
and dealing fuUy with the technical and
manutacturing side of the motor car,
utility motor vehicle, and motor cycle
industry.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
The Automobile Engijiecr can be supplied direct, if

preierrei,!. _h[ tbe followine rates :

Great Britain 9'-, Canada 7/6, other countries
abroad 9/-, per annum.

Proprietors : Iliffe & Sons Lid.. 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.
Nortbera Office : Ceutury Buildings, Deansgate,

iilandiester.
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NOVEMBER NUMBER Now Ready.
Principal Contents :

UNITY OF EFFORT (Leading ArOcle).
GEAR-BOX DESIGN,

AMERICAN PORTS AND SEMI-RAW MATERIALS.
NOTES ON AUTOMOBILE CYLINDER CASTING.
WOOD WORKING MACHINES IN AEROPLANE

MANUFACTURE.
SHOP METHODS AT THE DOUGLAS MOTOR

CYCLE WORKS.
AEROPLANE ENGINES.
THE PEERLESS TRUCK.

THE TREND OF INVENTION.

Obiainabte, by order, jrom any newsagent in the United Kingdom
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New Edition (Revised) Now Ready.

Tracing Troubles
(Third Edition)

^ A new Edition of this handy book for motor cyclists

is now ready, thoroughly revised and brought up
to date.

^ Enlarged section dealing with Two-stroke motor cycles.

^ New section dealing with electric lighting dynamos
as applied to motor cycles.

Price 1/- net. By Post, 1/2

From Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

And leading booksellers and bookstalls.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in tbese columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. lor every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for advar-
tisements should be made payable to ___—r?r"
lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __Ji^^-^

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the ofSces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the £nd of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADIiHESSES.
For the conveaience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
Wlien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Coventry"

; or if "London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
*' The Motor Cycle/* 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^lo in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£io the fee is is. AH deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
•ne by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON. 1 91 5, 6-7h.p.. chain-cum-belt model,
little used; £70.—Freeman, Brighton Kd., Kedhill.

Surrey. [5445

ONE 1914 Abingdon Combination, coachbuilt, connter-
eiaft 2-^peed and F.E., B. and B. oarburetter,

Dunlop tyres, Brooks B220 saddle, lamps, horn, and
all tools, and Cowey speedometer, in new condition : any
trial; £40.-116, Rathbone St., Canning Town. [5685

A.J.S.

1Q15 A.J.S., 2^ih.p., 3-speed, little used, acceg-sories

:

A«7 £45:—Smith, Skellgate, Ripon. [X3199

A.J.S., 6h.p., complete with sidecar, just delivered

;

£95.-Turpins. 22 ^nd 29, Preston Rd.. Bright;m.
[0716

1 OI6 A.J.S. Models, early delivery, order now.

—

-Lt/ Williams, Chapel Ash Deiwt, Wolverhampton.
[X3237

1Q13'.'' A.J.S. Combination; offers; must sell; reason
J-«^ given.—Brooklands Cottage, Tickers Works, Durt-
lord. [X3125

1Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutely in stock;
jLiJ this lusTirioue outfit complete only cost^ £97/6;
exchanges, easy terms.-Jnban. Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. [X1485

Halifax Motor Exchange

68, HORTON ST. HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

EXCELSIOR-
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., T^vin, 84 xSg, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-ga!lon petrol caj)acity, 3-speed countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, sin. non-skid

tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement

incorporated. :

STANDARD MODEL £80

With electrical equipment £90

Or with high-class coachbuilt Sidecar, £9 10s. extra.

Deferred payments, 2% extra and balance in 12
montliJy payments.

Exchange liberally considered.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES. .

igrs (new) DIAMOND, 2.V h.p.. 2-stroko . .

.

1915 2j b.p. 2-5peed CONNAUGHT (new) .

.

jgrs 2ih.p. 2-5peed WOLF-J.A.P. (new) ..

1915 2* h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2 speed

1912 3* h.p. magneto N.S.U
1912 3* h.p. 2'Speed F.E. BRADBURY
2I h.p."2-speed DOUGLAS
S h.p. 3-speed CHATER>LEA and coach Sc.

3* h.p. magneto REX. spring forks

1910 3* h.p. tourist TRIUMPH
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks . . .

.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks.

.

5^ h.p. magneto REX, spring forks

M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed, spring forks

£2S 13
£39 18
£37
£3S 10
£23 10
£29 10
£28 10
£39 10
£15 10
£22 10
£12 10
£19 19
£15 10
£11 10
£15 10

f E R iA n 1914 7-9 h.p. 2-speed RedX/OZf l\J \J INDIAN, with electrical

equipment. Swan red coach-built Sidecar with
luperb coach-built ^ body, electric sidecar lamp,
apron, and screen.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1914 7-9 h.p. twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £59 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidctte, nearly new £52 10
8 h.p. w.-c. WILLIAMSON (new) £99 5
1912 33 h.p. 2-speed twin PREMIER and

smart coachbuilt Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 10
1913 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £41 10
1912 6 h.p. 2.speed REX and Sidecar .... £34 10
1910 si h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1909 5-6h.p. 2.speed REX and Sidecar .... £25 10
6 h.p. 3-speed PEUGEOT, fine condition ... £26 10

" Cash oflters wanted.

New MORGAN and accessories (November
deUvery) £111

1914 Sporting MORGAN and accessories . . £82 10
RITZ, 10 h.p., 4-cylinder, 2-seater (new).. £145

MISCELLANEOUS.
Lucas Large Motor Cycle Horn 16/-
New F.R.S. Large Head Lamp .and Generator 39 ,'6

Lucas King of the Road and Generator .... 32,6
Miller's Head Lamp and Generator 29/6

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT

Under the provisions' of the abo\ e Act.
advertisers requiring workmen, and whose
business cons sts whoUv or mainly of
engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
hive their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade Labour
Exchange, who will allocate to each
advertisement a box number, and collect
and distribute to the advertiser all replies
received. The necessary forms of applica-
tion can be obtained from any Labour
Exchange or from the offices of this paper,
and each advertisement must contain a
clear reference to the effect that no person
already engaged on Government work need
apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1915, 2^4h.p., 3-5p6ed, cost £66. a; new; £50.
-Young, 2 and 3, Tbe Parade. High Rd.. Kil-

burn. 15505

"IQ15 A.J.S., 2 epeeds, done 1,000 miles only, com
-L t/ plete Lucas lamps, etc.—Gro=5, Agent, Eother
ham. 1X2776

1Q15 2^4h.p. A.J.S., lanip.=. .horn, speedometer, is

Xt/ good condition: £48.—Campbell, Goal Farm. Pii-

bright. [X3163

1 0^5 6h.p. A.J.S., brand new, witb horn; first £74;
-i-»/ buj-ing car.—274, Gloucester Rd., Horfield.

Bristol. :588i

A.J.S.. 1915. 2^4b.p., S-speed. overhauled by makers,

luauy 1915 improvements: £35.-53, Ro:;« oe St.,

Middle^brougli. iX3203

A.J.S., 1913, and coacb sidecar. Cower speedometer.

Lucae lamps, nearly new tyres; £55.—Edward. 3^
Corn Exchange, Leeds. [5572

1 Q15 A.J.S. Gh.V- Combination, complete with Lucm
Xtf lamps, etc.. done little work; 90 gn<s.—Ck**,
Elflngham Sq.. Kotherham. [X3228

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, in exceptional nice

order and condition, guaranteed: 50 gns.-Percy
and Co., 337. Euston Rd.. London. (5712

A.J.S.—Prompt delivery cl all modele. 6h.p.. 4h^.
and 2S4h.p.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and dis-

trict agent, 87-91, John Bright St. " [5726

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination. ?creeu, Liua.^ laoipe

and horu, tirst-vhips touditicn throughout ; £M
cash.- Griffiths. Chemist. Kidsgrove, Statt?. [X3151

A.J.S.. 2^4h.p-, new May, 1915, 3 speeds, dene 2,00^
lamp, horn, spiues. Stewart speedometer, epleodifll

rendition; £50—I^utt. Pass's Bank, Bridport. [5755

1 Q15 4hp. A.J.S.. 3-speed, Stevens coachbuilt side-

X«7 ear, 4^^ months old. ae new: £70, i-ash cr easy

term'; —R. E. Jones (Garages}. Ltd., Swaneea, Loudoa«
Cardiff. [0731

A.J.S., 1913. 6h.p.. 3-speed, perfect tondition, jort

overhauled; 39 gns.. very great bargain; tx-

changes, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., BeadjOfc
'Phone : 1024. [OTM

A.J.S. Combination, late 1914, in first-cl^ss oouditioB,

engine as new, speedometer. lnmp>s, horn. spMt
I over. tube, chain, all accessories: owner bought 1915;
nearest £70.—Heesian. S. Lorue St.. Stockton-«'u-Te«.

IX 3210

A.J.S.. 1914, 6h p.. Cairns C.B. touring eide^'ni, totalb

enclosed hoo<l and wind screen. Lucne lamps em
horn. Cowev speetlouieter. A^J.S. spring pillar sad^fc
tools, sparer, little used, perfect condition : £68.—ittt'
ager, JJauchester Corporation Sewage Works, UrmatOB.

1Q15 4h.p. A.J.S.. 3-<5poed. Stevens coachbuilt sid*
Xt/ oar. 5 months old. speedometer, all wheels inW
changeable. 650x65. enclose<l chain drive, free eviM*
kick starter, hand controlled clutch, perfect ivMjdition;

price £70 cash.-Bos 9,596. The Moior Cufif Offloes

Coventry, tX32W

6 h.p. A.J.S., 1914. 3-speed countershaft gear ^_
free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted wiU

Lucas lighting set, Lucas horn, rear light, tools. »BC
spares, any severe trial given, meohauioally sound. »;

[new; 70 pns.; rare opportunity.—Waucbope's. 9. Shw
1
Lane, London. [XSITI

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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THIS
IADVERT.

I
is a failure without

^ your enquiry — help
us make a success of

B it, and send it along.

IN STOCK.

MOTOR CYCI.I-S FOR SALE
I)»ii|!liis.

10^'* T.T. Dnilirllis, in KOnd rnlnlition
J-*^ 223, High IM., Killiuni.

£40.-Soi>i
[578E

1915 4 h.p. A.J.S £69 6
Can be supplied with A.i).S. Sidcciir.

1915 3V h.p. ROVER, counlccshaft Com'ji £84 7
1915 4i h.p. 3-speed JAMES Combination,

hood and screen, and lamps £76
IQ15 1 h.p. T.T. ENFIELD £52 10
1914 TRIUMPH 3-speed Combination, fine

condition £52
1Q14 =.J h.p. T.T. DOUGLAS £38
1913 2>! h.p. CALCOTT, lust overhauled . . £20
igiS T.T. 7 h.p. INDIAN, clutch model,

nearly new £50
19124 h.p. REX, ;-speed £20
191 1 3V h.p. TRIUMPH, overhauled £25
1910 I'.E. TRIUMPH, overhauled £27
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, tij, electric-

ally equipped, complete mth luxurious
Gloria coach-built Sidecar to match,
only few weeks' old car £90

1915 IXION, 2-stroke, practicallv new . . . £26
1914 3! h.p. T.T. SINGER, Uke new £38

TWO STROKES.
1915 JAMES, 2-speed £38 10
1915 Lady's METRO, 2-speed £38 10
191'; IVY, single geared £29 10
nA ROYAL RUBY £29 10
I9fl HOBART, 2-SDeed £38 10
1915 SPARKBROOk, 2-speed £37 16
J915 EXCELSIOR, single-geared £30 16
191 5 METRO, sporting model £28 10
i9i5 LEVIS, 2-specd £44
1915 IXION £28 10

1915 SINGER Light Car, finished in green.. £235
1913 HUMBERETTE, a.-c., nice condition,

complete with Stepney, hood, and screen £60

STEWART SPEEDOMETERS from stock £2 10
JUNIOR LONG HORNS from stock .... £1 S
F.R.S. LAMPS, big sets £3 8
F.R.S. LAMPS, major sets £3 18
F.R.S. LAMPS, Douglas sets, from stock £2

SECOND-HAND ACCESSORIES.
Luc:is Handle-bar Mirror 5/-
A.J.S. Sidecar Hood, new 35/-
Pair of Knee Grips 3/6
Loraax Backrest 3 /-
Exhaust Whistle, brass 2/6
P. & H. Lamp and Generator, nearly new . . fil

Large Horn, suitable for Morgan 15 /-

Sidecar Body, wicker 7/6
Motor Cycle Speedometer £1 5
Sidecar, art cane, canoe fronted, complete.. £4
1914 Rudge Mnlti Tank £1
Good Spare Plugs each 9d.
Electric Rear Lamp 5 /-
Brooks Saddle, B150 15/-
N.A.B. Seat-pUlar 5/-

The North Wales
Motor Exchange,
HOLT ST., WREXHAM.

Telephone : 2S3.

Telegrams : " Motor Exchange, Wrexham."

"IQ14 2^ili.p. DouRlns, ooiuplete, lamps, etc.; £40,
i-if Cross, Jcwellor, Itotlierham. (X3229

DOTinLAS. 1912, 2"'Jh.P., 2 rpenU: £27.-31, KnnerS'
dido ltd.. Hither Green, S.K. [5548

"1 013 T.T. D.iuRlna, in lToo<l condition; £33.—Seen any
-ItF time, 223, Ilieh lid., Kilburu. [5787

1Q14 2-speed Douplas; best offer over JB32.— Smith.
-Ity 26, Bmvnesa ltd., Boirow-in-Furncsa. [.\3258

DOT'OLAS Militnrj- JIadel in ptoek: £5>AJ2.-Tur-
piiw, 22 and 29. Preston Ud., Brifhton. [0713

"IQ14 DongLnfi. 2 speed.i, F.E., lamp.';. Klaxon, new
-LiJ tyres : £40.-77, Hummersuuth Rd., W. (5854

lamps, horn, complete, perfect

;

riee, Bootle, Cnniberland. [X3120
1 Q15 Donrlns, T.T.
-LO £46.—T. B. Gl

"IQ14 2-speed Donglas, with lamp and horn, in grand
-Li' condition; £35.—Thos. Booth, Fiodsham. [X3287

SPECIAL 1913% T.T. Donslas,
.Sayer, Lake View, Northwoo

. . TPTv fnst; £37/10.—
orthwood, Middlesex. [X2579

|OUGLAS, 2 speeds, and free, new forks, tyres,
fiist-claES condition; ^36.-107, Matthias Rd.. N.

_^ [5355
T^OUGLAS, 1914, T.T.. 2-speed. lamps, accessoriea,
J-' as new; .-£42.—Green, 32. High St., Reigate.

[5833
yjOTTGLAS, T.T. nioilel, 1914, 2 speeds, £42; 1912,

2 speeds, clutLli. £29.—Sycamore, Ramsey. Hunts
[5872

41i.p. Douglas, all accessories, speedometer, etc?, ex-
cellent '-onditiou.—King, Wigginton, York.

.^ [X3235
T^OUOLAS, 1913 model U, 2-spewl, accef:Rorie6, eplen-
J-' did condition; £32/10.-27, Meiton Rd., Bootle.

_^ [X3122
T\OTTGLAS, just overhauled, gnarantced sound; £16.
J--' —Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edin-
burgh. [5531

DOUGLAS, War Office model, actually in stock; no
M-aiting; £54/12. — Jackson Bros., Horshnm,

Sussex. tX3018
DOUGLAS. 2?ih.p.. late 1914, 2 speeds, accessories,

likj new; £42.—Auto Mart, 133, Hammersmith
Rd., W. [5747

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2y,h.p., 2-6peed, in first-class con-
dition.-Alex. Mather and Son, Orwell Terrace.

Edinburgh. [5561

1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, lamps and horn, any ei-
J-t/ amination; £41.~Nurton, 29, Montpelier Vala,
Blackheath. _ [5814

£14/14.-1910 Douglas, good order, well tyred, lamp,
horn, fools; trial with pleasure.—Hull, Bakery.

Buckingham. [5844

DOUGLAS. 1914, delivered March, 1915; owner active
service: £40; wonderful Dargain.—15, Pelham St.

South Kensington.

1
qi3 T.T. Douglas,

[5541

. 2-speed, adjnstable pulley, ac-
cessories, new condition; ^E35. — Blencathra.

Walton-on-Thames. [X321

8

DOUGLAS Lady's 1915. model S, 3-speed. lamp.
horn, etc., as new, £53.— Gibb, Gough, Douglas

D^epot, Gloucester. [X3256

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p.. 3-speed, condition as new,
had little use : first offer over £40.-4, Thornton

St., Kempston, Bedford. [5735

LATE 1914 T.T. Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
little used, as new; 40 gns.—3, Lime Villas, Oak-

field Rd., Anerley, S.E. [5823

DOUGLAS, *915, immediate delivery any 2^.ih.p.
model, including War Office black Douj^las.-

Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [9203

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock; not
agents only, but Douglas experts and specialists.

-Gibb, Gough, Gloucester. [X3538

DOUGLAS, 1912, 234h.p., standard model, new
Dunlop back tyre; ^£20.-The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd,, Birmingham. [5897

1Q15 Douglas Model U, 3-speed, Amae, speedometer,
Xi/ lamp, horn, handle-bars optional; £46/10.—Gibh.
Gough, Douglas Depot, Gloucester. [X3255

DOUGLAS*—If it is to be a Douglas, write to Alex-
ander's, the Scottish agente and specialists, Edin-

burgh. T.A.: Motocycles, Edinburgh. [5142

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., 1912, 2-speedj free engine, kick-
start, footboards, and accessories; £28.—Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5924

DOUGLAS, 1913%, 234h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, speed-
ometer, Lucaes horn^ many spares, exceptional con-

dition; £37.—Temple Roberts, Liskeard. [5736

DOUGLAS
2-speed

V. 1914, 2 speeds, £43/10; 1911
Douglas, £29/10; exchanges enter-

Motories, 68, Horton St.. Halifax. [0707

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, semi-T.T., usual acces-
sories, perfect condition; ;e36.—F^ Halsey, 199,

Uxbridge Rd., Mill End, Rickmansworth, Herts. [5839

~|Q15 Douglas, 2^h,p., Colonial model, 2-speed, lamp,
JL t7 horn, speedometer, -excellent condition ; £50.—

WHAT HO!!
SlnKlo cylinder ROVER Motor Cycle, vorti' n\

eniiino, mochanlcai valvco. Ui'uld rtprlnit forku,
Bosch waterproof mntlnoto. P. & M. two-8no<fJ
fionp (ind free oni<lno. kick starter, ail-rhnln
drive. 26lii whoolo. anJ compiote with FaKow
Sidecar,

the lot £12 the lot.
Being Bhort of mcchardcfl, wc huvon't tlnn*
o overhaul this coml>inatioQ; honco reason
A low prico.
Don't write—wire the mODey or you mlfls

this "snap.'*

B

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, just

received 80 gns.

1915 6 h.p. 3-speed J.H. Combination M gni,

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car. 4-c>-L,

water-cooled, deuchable wheels, al) on .£120
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P.. all chain drive, counter-

shaft gear bos, kick starter, spring forks £44

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
S-6 h.p. CHATER'J.A.P., Bosch, 2-speed,

Druids £18
8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, W.C, and Canoclet

sidecar £50
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60
1913 z-sp.%-sti. NEW HUDSON, done soo 2Sgns.
191 <^ B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive .. £63

,^! h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V.,Bosch, B&Bcarb.£16
3! h.p. igog REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle st'g £19
6 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £40

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3.

Under3lung chassis

wltb Luggage Carrier

combined.

^is^

Splendidly made
built for hard w

no IS

made and
ork.

This is MODEL No. r.

ABEAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1

.

Delifcry from Stock,

Your Agent willsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
New F.R.S. "' Big" lamp set, shop-soiled . . 48/-

Farlow underslung coach-buili sidecar £6

latest mechanical horn, black and nickel £1

i_owey Speedometer for z6 x z^ wheel £2
Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

3et oi Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new £3

J Li.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eog., fine condition 12 gns.

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Cos Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

3pare Belt Carrier 3/6

fcioscb Magneto, single-cylinder, new £5
Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £5 10

FARRAR'S MOTORS
Telephone 91^

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.2na Lieut. A. O. Sciiven, lOth Suflolta, Colclester,
1 [5704

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOTTGLAS, late 1914, model U, all accessories, ni^w

Palmer back, perfect condition; £42, or nearet^t.

-J. H. Taylor, 6, Montpelier Vale, Blackheath, . S.E.
[5865

10141/2 Douglas, 2%h.p., in perfect condition, with
J-«7 peedometer, lamp, and other accessories, owner
enlisting; £48.—Arthur Robinson, The Hollies, Led-
bury. [5816

DOUGLAS, 2^.p., T.T„ 1915, 2-6peed, 2 tail lamps,
new back tyre, kne€-grips, epare cover, belt, and

chain, tool kit; £46, or near offer.—Maeon, Old Alanor^
Hereford. [X311(j

DOUGLAS, Douglas!—Write ne your requirements.
We can supply from stock Tarious latest moaek

of this famed machine.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd.,
Edinburgh. [5141

DOUGLAS, 2^h.p., 1915 model U, 3-speed, just
arrived from works, in stock ; immediate delivery

:

£54.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammeremitb
Rd., London. [5606

DOUGLAS, 1911, fitted 2^in. tyres, P. and H. head
and tail lamps, horn, tools, etc., all in perfect run-

ning condition; £19.^Sus6es Cycle Car Co., 76, Grand
Parade, Brighton. [X2773

1 Q14 T.T. Douglas, Amac carburetter, head lamp,
J-*/ generator, horn, tools, etc., in excellent condi-
tion; £40, or near offer.—Rex Mundy, 132, Great
Portland St., W. [5809

DOUGLAS 1914 3V2li.P- Combination, luxurious
sidecar, wind screen, clutch, 2-speed, spare belt,

chain, just overhauled, F.R.3. lamp; 448.—Glazebrook,
Castle Rd., Kenilworth. [X3261

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2'^/4'h.v., 2-speed, free engine model,
in good condition, just overhauled, F.R.S. lamp

set, horn, fipares, tools, etc.; £24/10.—Hunts, Ltd., 117,
Long Acre, London, W.O. [S3061

1 014 Douglas, model V, Bosch mag., T.T. bars,
Xi/ lamp, horn, speedometer, engine guaranteed
excellent, good tyres, complete; £38.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6865

23.h.p. Douglas, 1913, all accessories, complete,
4, front and rear lights with separate generators,

2'Speed gear, new tyres and tubes, just been over-
hauled.—Collins, Fulham House, Putney Bridge. [5913

1 IS Douglas 3V2h.p. 2-8peed Combination, clutch,
J-iJ kick start, new Phcenis coachbuilt torpedo side-
c-ar; £50; will separate; heavier combination wanted.
Zenith preferred.—Lt. Barber, Thames Haven, Esses.

[5645
~|Q14 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, hardly used, all
A*/ lamps, speedometer, full kit of tools and in-
surance policy 10 months to run; £45, a real bargain.
or easy payments.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [5524

1 Q15 Dor.glas, brand new, model U, 2-speed,
-L *y £50/10 ; also War Office model, £54/12

;

actually in stock, first cheque secures.—The Walbro
Motor Co., High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone

:

45. [X3208

DOUGLAS, 1915, model F, 3-8peed gear and free
engine, fitted with dropped handle-bars, separate

generator, lamp, horn, spare belt and inner tube with
case combined; £50; condition like oew.-Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [X3187

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2%h.p. T.T. model, practi-
cally new, large tyres, F.R.S. lamp, Low genera-

tor, speedometer, waterproof kit bag, etc.; exceptional
bargain, guaranteed, £45.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2^p. T.T. model, 2-speed, foot-
boards, long exhaust pipe, complete with P- and

H. lamp, rear lamp, Lucaa horn, Jones apeedometer, ex-
sellent condition throughout: £45; exchange entertained.
—Ideal Cycle Co., "Thundersley, Essex. [5677

DOUGLAS Model U. £50/8; Douglas Model V, £50/8;
War Office Model, £54/12; Douglas Model W,

£56/14; Douglas Model X, £56/14.—Above models
actually in stock at Sole Wholesale and Retail Midland
Distributing Agents, Oolmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X2344

DOUGLAS.—We can deliver from stock the latest
models, including the actual War Office all-black.

Send ue your money ; we will send the machine you want.
No waiting. Remember, we are the people for poug-
lases.-Sole district agents. The Oolmore Depot, 3] Reu-
shaw St., Liverpool. [5674

DOUGLAS, new 1915 models, delivery from stock;
model V, 2-speed, £50/8; model U, 3-speed,

£52/10; War Office model. T.T,, 2-speed, V, £54/12;
buy fpDm Wauchope's, where extended payment or
exchange is arranged to customers' satisfaction.—9,
Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X3186

Elswick.
ELSWICK-PRECrSION. 3-speed gear, 2^h.p., 1914

machine, special winter mudguard, and acces-
sories ; £28.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham. [5933

Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, electric light, 3
months old; £85.—Pooss, Commercial Rd., Bourne-

mouth. [5594

1 Q15 Enfield, ZV^h.-p., 2-3peed, 2-atroke, all acccfwories,
J-t/ head and tail lamps, horn, overalls, etc., condi-
tion perfect; £32/10.—IJeut. George Lofthouse, Wnke-
field. [X3155

NEW MODELS.
igrs ROYAL RUBY, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke £29 10
19T5 ROYAL RUBY, 6" h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed £87
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-"stroke, 2-speed £36 10
1916 4-cylinder CALTHORPE Minor 185 gns.

igrs WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CL-CA ...£120
1916 OVERLAND 4-cylinder touring Car,
latest model, electric lighting, starter, etc. £275

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
New 2|h.p. DOUGLAS, War Office model . £54 12
1915 (new) 2* h.p. 2-speed WOLF-J,A.P. . . £37
1915 NEW DIAMOND, 2-stroke (new) £28 13
1914 2| h.p., 2-speed. Model V. DOUGLAS £39 10

MOTOSACOCHE, rangneto, lightweight £10 16
igir 2^ h.p, 2-speed DOUGLAS £23 10

FOR VALUE ,

We offer a Brand New latest type (just delivered

Irom makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10%
discount. It you have no customer for your

present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With

REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay S% to 33J% extra?

Trade supplied. Exchange offers wanted.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Free-engine REX DE LUXE,

and luxurious coach-built Sidecar. Complete
with front and rear lamp, horn, pump, toolbag,

and tools £31 10

CASH BARGAINS.
1915 EXCELSIOR de Luxe, electric lighting,

bom, and speedometer, nearly new . £74 10
1915 4i ^-P- All-chain Drive B.S.A., counter-

shaft 3-speed, Millford Sidecar and acces-

sories £62 10
I9r5 6 h.p. Countershaft 3-speed ROYAL

RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, only
done 100 miles ; cost £ror 14s £79 10

*

New WILLIAMSON Sidecar Combination . Offers

ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, and Rover Sidecar £46 10
15 h.p. 4-cylinder RENO s-seated Car £65 D
1913 7-9 h.p. Twin QUADRANT and Quad-

rant coach-built Sidecar . £49 10

1913 3* h.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
1913 6' h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £44 10

1913 sJh.p. 3-speed TORPEDO-PRECISION
and Sidecar, require slight attention .... £29 10

3912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £37 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-5peed free-engine REX £33 10
Igl2 3.V h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3V h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
•1912 3i h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & M., 3V h.p., 2-speed, grand condition . . £29 10
1912 (NovO SCOTT and Sidecar £38 10
1910 3^ h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £24 10
1910 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £26 10
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
F.N., 4-cylinder, magneto, spring forks .... £1210
P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, F.E., twin, spring forks ... £13 10
REX, 5* h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
5S h.p. F.E. Twin REX, specially good £17 10

£58 10 O
7-9 h.p. 2-seater PREMIER Light Car, chain drive,

light, last, and good hill-climber, hood, screen,

horn, and lamps. Any trial or examination.

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE

MORGANS AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD Combination, bought last month, periect;
beet offer orei £75.—Dowdinf, Little Haren, Pan-'

brokeeliire. CX2933

1 Q15 3i^h.p. Enfield and sidecar, and accessoriet,
Xt7 in new condition; seen any time; £55.-223,
High Rd., Kilbum. '5784

ROYAL Enfield Latest Combination, LncM elei-txie

lighting set: seen any time.—Sprigens, 22, B'^rkB*
ley Ed., Crouch End, N. [XJISt

1Q14 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, practically new,
XiJ mileage 980, speedometer; £58.—Ooboroe, 177,
New Park Ed., Brixton. [5603

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coach Combination, epeedometeij,
lamps, tools, excellent condition; price £50.-^

White, 9, Eardley Ed., Streatham- £5852

ENFIELD 1914 6h-p. Combination, complete. Lead,
eide, and rear lamps, horn, etc., perfect ordtr; £58.

—Batchelor, Clarencs St., Kingston. [X32S2

1Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, complete, lamp seti^
-i-iy horn, speedometer, not done 3,000, as new; £65.
-W. Holloway, Sidbury, Worcester. [X31J1

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, speedometer,
lamps, etc., oyerhaTiied, and in perfect condition;

£63.—Mylam, 197, London Ed., West Croydon. [5875

ENFIELD, Sb.V; July. 1915, ridden rmder 100 milit,

as new, bad to kick start, otherwise perl'ect: £45.
—Chamberlain, Land Agent, Enville, Stourbridg.?. [5564

3.3h.p. Enfield, perfect condition, juet overhauled,
4: speedometer, new tyre, acceseories; bargain. £19;,

seen appointment.—Minerva, Shoreham Beath, Suscfix.

[5579
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., with Lncas head and

tail lamp, horn, special engine, condition a? new;
£68.—Oolmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[5937

ENFIELDS, Enfieldsl-Latost 1915-16 mwlel* in

stock. You can't do better than get one U tbe«e,

and now at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.
[5143

1 Q12 6h.p. Enfield, special wide coachbuilt sidebar to
JLJ/^^seat 2, accessories, etc.: £45, cash or easy tennfl.

—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, Caidifl.

[0722

ROYAL Enfielde.—Immediate deliverv all models at

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinbnrgh. Aleo

a few guaranteed bargains in 1914 and 1915 second-

hand Enftelds. [5150

ENFIELD, 1913, '3h.p., twin, 2 speeds, F.E.. Mok
starter, speedometer, lamps, etc., splendid con-

dition; £40; after 7 p.m., Saturday 2 p.m.—15, Dorset
Rd., Wimbledon. [5766

ENFIELD 1914 Coach Combination, heap acces-

sories; 65 gna.; deferred payments arranged.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [5656

ENFIELD 1915 Sh.p. Solo Twin Model, can be
delivered from stock; £52/10; exchanges or

extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Ai..

CamomUe St., E.C. [0481

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, coachbuilt side-

car, perfect running order; £55, or ne.ir oflCT:

trial any time by appointment.—Apply, Weiss, Lonff-

field Mills, Hecfauondwike. [X3010

ENFIELD, September, 1914, 254h.p., 2-speed. ii<4

starter, Watford, mechanical horn. Lucas lamp.

electric rear, accessories, splendid condition ;
£34.--

140, Wynddiff Ed., Charlton, S.E. [5713

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, electric liphtilU

outfit, speedometer, 2-seater coachbuilt eideMl,

screen, spring handle-bars, condition perfect; -90.-"

Merok, Tennyson Rd.. Mill Hill, N.W. [5547

6 h.p. 1913 Royal Enfield Combination, a nice reliable

motor cycle and sideenr, with all lucessories, coitt-

plete: £50; 'guaranteed: any severe trial given; tuitjon.

free.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoa Lane. London. [S3196

ENFIELD 2-speed 5h.p. Combination, Into 1913, tute

equipped in every way, new tyres. I'uli kit of toUB.

chains, spares, etc., Lucas car generator and lamps; tnil

willingly: £55 cash.—Burow, Palace, Alton, Hante.
CS27M

ROYAL Enfield Oombination, £84: Sh.p. twin, 80

gns.; 2i^h.p. 2-stroke. 38 gns.; immtxiiate do-

liverv 'all models.—Exeter Motor fycle and Liflit CM
Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Bjy
Plymouth. P'V-

ENFIELD, 6h.p., coachbuilt. sidi>car. new AnttiA
1914, complete lamps, mechanicU horn, eptt*^

etc., new oversize tyres front and back, perfect OOBU'

tiou; £63.—Lloyd, 32, Campbell Ed„ LimguMfc
Manchester. [XOMS

6 h.p. Royal Eufield Motor Bicycle nnd sidecar, BM.
2-3peed combination, property of an officer gwBS

to the Front, includes all nce-essories and speedomnjt!

£67/10: opportunity.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9. SWJ
Lane, London. tX31¥«

ENFIELDS. all models actually in stock.—6h*
combinations. 3h.p. 2.speed twins, T.T. MM

touring models, also 2Vih.p. 2-speed 2stroke.—P. J.

Evans, 87-91, John Bright St., Birmmgham, o^
trolling district ngeut. [57w

ROYAL Enfield. 3h.p.. 1915, twin, kick-start. »
speed, little used, like new, horn, lamps, WfM;

lord speedometer, Peter Tnion puncture-prool balm.
£i)6. without accessories £42. — Thompson. Bnjn.
Fenham, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [iaaw

A32 All letters relatinj! to advertisenlents should quote the. numbei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Juno.

JUNO-.T.A.P.. Jatest iiiodol, urw. 6h.p., Stunuey-
Arclipr ootuitersliaft Rcur'; £78/5/6.

TU.VO-VIi:,r,IERS, 2i,ill.p,. a-stroliC, secona-lmnd

;

Y. i'^". '^r nil griiduul payiiieuta.—Seen at 248,
Blsliopsflito, London. [5858

Kerry.

1 Q12 S^jh.p. Eerrr-Abinpdon, fvco engine, lamp,
J-«' liorn, and tools.—Colnioro Depot, 31, Colmoro
Row, .Birmingham. [5923

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FEANOIS. 1915'ii (Septembcrl. MmitRomeiy

special sidecar, liead and lear liclitini;, Stewart
fiunnl. practically unused: cost £92, £75.—2nd Lient
Wlieeier. iM il G S., Bisley. (X26S0

Levis.

LEVIS 2-spee(l in stock i f«4,-Cox, 29, Green St.
Cambridge. [5635

T EV'IS. 1915'/2. almost new, only done 500 miles
-»-' i£25.- 1, King St., Acton. 15700

11 Levis. 2i,5h.p., lamp, horn, perfect order; 25
gns.—895, Fulham Rd., S.VV. [6891

T EVIS Popular Models actually in etocli; £28/1- no
J^J \raitins.—Jackson Bros., Horsham, Sussex. (X3019

1Q15 I'o^ular Leris, tingle and 2-sreed, in stock.--tf Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [5743

LEVIS, 1914, 2'/jh.p., 2-.speed, speedometer, lamps,
spares, as new; £29.— O'Neill. 28, Wellealey Ed..

Lirerpool. [5851

IQIS Levis. 2'^h.p., almost new condition, lamps.
J-if horn, etc.; £21 cash, no oflers.-Burow, Palace
Alton. Hants. [X2783
1Q15 2V-jh.p. Levis, Edmund spring frame, Enfield 2-
-1-tf speed, chain drive; £46 — Wilkin and Co.,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [6742

1Q15 2i,ih.p. Levis. 2 speeds, good condition, full
-LfJ -ccessories, officer going Front; £24.-2, Grove
Mansions, Hammersmith. [5768

LEVIS Popular Model, new end of September, not
done 200 miles, condition as new; £25, no offers,

—ilayuard. Hairdresser, Bude. [5588

IQ15 Levis. 2>,4h.p.. Popular model, absolutely in-L^ stock: £28/1; exchanges: easy term<s.—Julian,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410
LEVIS, Levis :—Popular £28/1, and No. 1 model

£36/17, in stock; cash or easy payments.— Alex-
ander's, 115, Lothian Ed.. Edinburgh. [5147

LEVISES, No. I's and Populars and 2speed3 da-
livered ex. stock; deferred pavments arranged.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [5659

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models —
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries. Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., Loudon, W.O.
'I'hone: 1452 Regent. [0711

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLX-ELK, 19131/,, SVj-ah p., mag., new tyrea;

£18/10.-35, Skelbrook St., Earlsfleld. (X2574

1Q13 oVoh.p. Lincoln-Elk, 2-speed gear, and free en-
LtJ gine, all aecessories, basket sidecar, excellent
condition; bargain, £25.— 165a, Westbourne Grove, Lou-
don, W. [X3141

THROUGH Enlistment must eell.-Lincoln-Elk. 3h p ,

1911-12, Bosch, B.B., Pedley, exhaust whistle,
splendid condition; £16/10 —Clarke, 15, Deubeigh Ed.,
West Ealing. [X3051

Martin.
1014 Martin-Jap, 2%h p. racei, 60 per hour: £33.—
-*-^ Nightingala and Co.. Crawley. [X3045
MAETIN-J.A.P. Motor Cyclee, new 1916 models, from

stock. 2^ih p., single gear, £32/10; ditto, fitted
with 2-speed Enfield gear, £37/10.—Cars and Motor
Sundries, Ltd., 175-17-7. Shaftesbury Av., W.O. 'Phone:
Regent 1432. [5200

Matchless.
MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., T.T., overhead

valves; £36.-82, Caledonian Rd. [5777

1Q12 6h.p. Matchless Combination, 2-speed, excellentXO condition; £38.— Lacey, Ironmonger, Stratford-on-
Avon. [X2931

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h,p., 2-speed, lamps,
speedometer, etc.; £45.-216, Laka Rd., Ports-

mouth. _ [X3295
"IQM Matchless 3i,4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, kick starter-XU £37.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed, Bir-
mingham. [5899

MATCHLESS, perfect condition, coachbuilt side-
car, 2speed; i£45, or near offer.—86, Boundary

Rd., East Ham. [X3I47

1 Q13 7h.p. Matchless, Canoelet sidecar, all accessorie.o;XU £55, cash or easy terms.-R. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swauccav London, Cardiff. [07214

MATCHLESS 1914 SB. Combination, M.A.Q. en-
gine, lamps, generator, horn, etc., excellent condi-

tion; £75.—Jones, 37, Kyverdale Ed., Stamford Hill.

(5684
Tl/TATCHLESS. Sh.p.. 1913, free engine, speedometer,
L'X lamp, horn, rear lamp, wicker sidecar; £45. or
£40 eolo.—Maciae and Tolfree, 2. Castle Terrac'e. Edin-
burgh. [55"2

You must have
A REAR LIGHT

RECiSTEREO

FIT THIS ONE!

!«ss?!WW^I;^t.

HEILESEN \

TyPeVK- Jf -MO i4 /^

FITS EVERY MACHINE.
SIMPLE, STRONG, EFFICIENT.

By undoing; one nut and removing lens j'ou have
an Inspection Lamp for all putpcses.

Fig. 372 - 7/6 Complete.
Renewal Batteries - 2/6 Each.

Lasting probably a season, with average inter-
mittent use.

H.H. GREASE or OILINJECTOR
Fig. 313. 5in. long. Price 1 /6 each.

tvlany other types and sizes always in stock.

H.H. BADGE HOLDER. SmaU, neat,

and well-plated. Fig. 778. Price 1 /I

H.H. INSULATING TAPE. H.H. NEW IVIODEL

The tin protects tape. MAGNETO CUT-OUT.
Convenient to carry. Moulded body, unbreak-
Price, 3d. & 6d. tin. able. Fig. 410. 1 /6 ea.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET, E.G.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
IMutclileit.

ATCHLESS
. Coinbinatinn, 191514, _ SB, 7li n.M M.A 0. engine, Lui-oh horn, lanipi, Cowuy Piicfj.

niiiotvr. fijrinB whcol BlilPnir. nil Jn icrffrt tnndltirm ;

£90.-IJoi L1,7G0, The Motor Cycle OJlIcm, 20, Tiidrn
St.. E.O. fGG84

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin I.iKlitwoight, mag., Druldt; leoD

runuina; £10/10.-45, Church ltd., Acton. f5906

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOOOE 3'A.hp. Twin, 2-i>pee(1 mo<1el, £60.-

lo Btocic at Ale.'L.-imlcr'e. US, Lothiun ltd.. Kditi-
biireh. [^.148

MOTOSACOCnE, 1913, S'/sti P- twin T.T. model,
overJioad exhaust valvoa, 2-9pced counter ^halt

-'uar. clutch and kick ^tarter, very last and rfhabl»
niac.liine; Boing cheap, £30; cash or extended tcrrrH.—
Eice and Co., 15, Biaiiopjgato Av., Camomile St., E.G.

f0551-
Neall.

NEALL-PRECrSION, S^^h.p., 3-?peed, Irce rnpinc,
with coachbuilt sidecar, done 10.000 mile^ only,

perfect; £41. — Ilarriss, 332, Wellingboro* nd..
Northampton. (X3266

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 2-3troIie, 2-flpeed, good tyroa. reh'ablt

mount; £25.-31, Sharsted St., KenDingtoii.
[5763

1Q14 6h.p. New Hudson Combination. 3-«peeil Arm-
X*J utiong; any tnal.—Crawford, 106, Morrir- St,
Oldham. [X2923

3X-4^-p- Ne\v Hudson Combination, 1914. -"plcn-

2 did running condition; £43/10, — Fermainf?.
Rushall, Walsall. [X3236

NEW Hndaon, 1915, 2i4hp., 2-9troke, 2-6pe6d, T. and
M., lamp, horn, -studded rear tyre, ai new; £32 —

Lockington, Maiden Rd.. Maiden. Surrey. [5732

1 1^ 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, S-speed,
XJJ clutch, kick start, just overhauled; £60.—Box
9.550, The MoioT Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2502

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke, from £36: all modela from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycla and liight Car Co.,

Ltd-, 7, Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd ,

Plymouth. [0603

1013 3V2h.p. New Hud'on-Jap and sidecar, 3 epeeds,
Xt/ splendid condition, speedometer, tools, lamp<*,

=pyre rover and tubes; any trial; £43.-153, Peckham
Park Rd., S.E, [X3065

NEW Hudson, 1914-15, 2%h.p., 2-Btroke, 2-6peed, r.ew

condition, new lamp det, lear light, horn, tools,

new spare belt, chain, tube, faat, done Birdllp; bargfiin,

£32.— Prebble, Spa Hotel, Bath. [5632

NEW Hudson, 3V2h-p., countershaft 3-Bpeed gear;

£63; delivery from stock.— Ezeter Motor Cycie
and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7. Bath Rd.. Exeter, and
23, Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0570

6h.p. New Hudson, S-speed, and Iree engine model,
fitted with a 2-seat. coachbuilt Bowser sidecar,

speedometer, lamp, Lncas rear light; the romplete turn-

out, £57/10.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London.
[X3178

NEW Hudson.—Order your 1916 model now;
actually in stock, modeJa A, C, D. and E, and Big

Sis : wril6 full particulars : deferred payments arran^'i^-d.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [5661

New Imperial.

NEW Imperials, lightweighta in stock.—Macrae and
Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [5536

~IQ15 New Imperial, 2y2h.p., 2 speeda; £36/15; de-
Xt/ livery from stock.—Nightingale and Co., Crawley.

1.X3047

NEAT Imperial, 1913. 2V2h.p., excellent conditic^n

;

f17.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2. Castle Terrace, Edin-
burgh. [5536»

1Q15 2%h.p. New Imperial J.A.P., 2-Epeed, actually
Xt/ In etock; price 35 gns.: exchanges: easy terms.-
Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperial-Jap's, 1915, new machines, for de-
livery from stock : 2-epeed models £36/15.—

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London. [X3179

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, variable ignition,

new March, 1915, not ridden 500 miles; owner en-

listed; £30.—Wareiug, Greenacres, Heaton, Bolton
txagio

~|Q14 New Imperial, 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, spares and
X«/ acceesoriea: 25 gns.. or exchange good combina-
tion.—Buckingham, Cycle Agent, MoHand, South Mol-
ton. [X2779

NEW Imperial-Jap Light Tourists, both modela in
stock, with and witiiout clutch and kick starter;

£37/18 and £44/4.—Crow Bros., 190. High St..

Guildford. [577B

NEW Imperials in Slock for immediate delivery, light
tourist, kick-starter, and ladies models; pncet

from 35 gns.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham and district

agent, 87-91. John Bright St- £5725

NEW Imperial.—The latent modelj of these famoai
macliine3 are the finest value obtainable ; price*

from 35 gna.. and delivery from stock.-The Colmort
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [5673

1Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2-3peed. lamp, horn, etc., all

X«7 in beautiful condition: owner going to Front,

ninst eell at once; machine cost £40. and is honestly
worth £35, sreat bargain, 27 gns.-Owner, c/o Julian,

Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [0738

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

3ih.p. 1915M; New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed, clutch, tick
2 start, T.T. bars, 3 ruontlis old, mileage 1,800,

complete with lamp, rear lamp, mechanical horu, speed-
ometer, epare chairr and belt: bargain, £55; exchanges.
—Ideal Cycle Co., Thnndersley, Essex. (6678

Norton.

"I 01^ SV-'h-P. 3-sp6ed Norton, exceJleut condition;XV f48.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [5803

~|Q15 Big Four Norton Combination, just arrived,
X.U with hood, screen; £88/17/6.—Wilkin and Co.,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [5710

NORTONS.—All models actually in stock for imme-
diats delivery.—P. J. Eyans, Birmingham Agent,

87-91, John Bright St. [5730'

NORTON", 19141/2, Big Four, P. and H. lamp, Lucas
horn, Cowey, carefully used, excellent condition

;

£45.-18, Western Kd., Oxford. [5639

NORTON", the Big Four. 3-fipeed countershaft gear,
chain drive, £68/15/6; in stock for immediate

delivery.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.
[5149

1 Q16 Norton Big Four, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
J-*J countershaft, chain and belt, absolutely in stook

;

£64/10, plus 5%; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X1487

~|Q16 T.T. Norton, new in August, with Philipeon
J-^ pulley, lamps, mechanical horn, featherweight
coachbuilt sidecar, very sporting combination; £47/10-
—Lieut. Storey, R.F.O. Mess, Dorer. [6850

N.S.U.

N.S.tr., 3h.p., m.o.T., Bosch mag., B. and B., yariable
jet, Tunning order; £5/10.—Steel, 26, Elmore St.,

Islington. [S543
O.K.

O.K. Junior, 2-spccd, Mark III; £33/1/6.—In stock
at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Bd., Edinburgh.

[5157

O.K. Junior, 1915, in splendid condition, very little

used ; 23 gns., great bargain.—Julian, Broad St..

Reading. 'Phone; 1024. [X2346

-| Q15 O.K., 21/oh.p., 2-speed, J.A.P., very little used,
-L*' tyres good as new, lamps, etc.; ^28.—Thomas,
Homstead, Rottingdean, Brighton. [5819

O.K., 1916, 2i/;h.p., 2-stroke, mark V. 2-specd, 500
miles, no lamp or horn; genuine bargain, £23, no

offers; Saturday afternoon.—N., 69, Roydene Bd., Plmn-
»tead, S.E. [6848

P. and M.

P'.
and M., 1915 (March), 2V2 tyres, B500 saddle,
condition as new;

' £62.—John Sudbury, Wonersh
Park, Guildford. [X3049

"IQll P. and M., just overhanled, 3i/.h.p., 2-speed,
J-iJ chain drive, coachbuilt sidecar, corrrplete; £32.—
Proctor. 27, Greenhill Crescent, Harrow. [X2932

P.
and M., 1913, 2-speed, kick-start, underslung
sidecar, luggage and petrol carrier, all acces-

sories, had little use; £42.—Spurling, The Cottage,
2, Brondesbuvy Park, N.W. [5886

P.
and M., 1914, and coachbuilt sidecar, in splendid
condition, complete with Lucas lamps, horn,

Cowey speedometer, and £5 inaniance policy; £48/10.,
no offers.-The WaLsail Garage, Walsall. [X2426

Peugeot.

/*h;P- Peugeot and large sidecar, in perfect' running" order; trial; lamps, etc.; £20.—Norman, Baker,
Boham, Cambs. [X3012

Precision.
|Q14 3%h.p. Precision and sidecar, new condition;
LiJ £22.-123, Bond St., Macclesfield. [X3246

"I Q13 ^h.p. Precision, wicker sidecar, good tyres;
-li/ g .—Dyball, North Market Ed., Gt. Yarmouth.P[X3064REOISION, 3=/lh.p,, single-cyl., Bosch mag., B. and

B,, new tyres, perfect condition, £18; low coach-
built sidecar, £3.-The I'remier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birrrunghain. [5900

Premier.
1Q14 Premier, 3>l,h.p., 3 .speeds, excellent condition:
-»-t» £34.-Nightingale and Co., Crawley. [X3044
1Q15 S'/ah.p. Premier, 3 speeds, countershaft, uot
-•-" 1,000 miles; £45.—Nightingale and Co., Crawley.

[X3046
TJREMIER, 1913, 3i/jh.p., 3-speed, fine condition;
-•- i£33.—Hemsley, Market St., Ashby-de-la-Zonch.
_^ [X3263
T>REMIEE, 19141/1,, 2M;h.p., 3-speed, clutch, as new;
-»- first reasonable offer.—Norfolk "Villa, Joseph's Rd.,
Guildford. [5620
"PREMIER, 2i'2h.p., new let April, perfect order, guar-
-•- anteed; £30, or exchange 3i/.h.p.—A. J. Hill, Nin-
aeld, Sussex. [5568
~| Q13 Premier, SV^h.p., 3-speed gear and clutch,
-*-»^ also sidecar, and accessories; £35. — Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5927

"I Q 131/5 31/2!. p. Premier, 2-speed, countershaft, with
--*^ 1914 £11/11 coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condi-
tion; any trial; £48.—Clarke, Jeweller, Stowmarket,
Suffolk. [5720

1 Q13% Premier, S'/jh.p., 2-speed countershaft, com-
J-t/ fortable cane torpedo sidecar, lamps, horn,
etc., splendid condition; £50, or near offer.—Morris,
Chemist, Sutton, Surrey. [5885

FORWARD

The success of this Fastener has
been phenomenal. From friend to
friend by word of mouth Its great
reliability has been attested by
thousands who appreciate QUALITY

FORWARD Leather Link, 1/-ea. -

KING hook'

horn, lamps,
Peacne,

The original Hook Fastener with
flanged roller bearings. No other
equals it, and who wants an imita-

tion when the real thing is avail-

able P though it may cost a few
pence more.

1/- detachable. 1 /3 adjustable.

KING HOOK Leather Link, lOd each.

FORWARD
VALVE STEM
ADJUSTERS

'VALVfSTEM

6d.
Set of Four,

1/'

.STEEL CUP-

(tAPPET HEAD->-l

Set of Eight.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,

Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PEEiXIER. 2<,4h.p., 1913. 3-i-pce.i gear, Patmcr tyrf'.
lamp, horn, fipeedomcter. new «pare tube, acces-

sories; £20; tplendid condition; appointment.-C.G.E-.
52, Lanercost Ed., Tube Hill. London- [5591

"I Q14 3'/i;h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, doae
-•-«/ 3,000 miles, Wolbrown sidecar, "

spares, excellent condition: £43.—Lieut.
Bleak House, Houghton Regis, Dunstable. [X3303

PEEJIIEE, late 1914, 3i,ih.p., 3-speed countershaft,
splendid condition, new Uunlop covers and tiibea.

Einks carburetter. Millers 52/- lamp t^et new, now b*5lt.

lliliford coachbuilt sidecar. Corvette; £60:-^Gladilen,
High St., Cheshain, Bucks. ;X3021

PEEJirER, 1913, Si'-h.p.. Armstrong S-^iKvi, free
engine chitch, kick start. Bramble coachbuilt side-

car, rainproof apron, lamps, speedometer, excellent
condition ; £45.—Townsend, 6, Pavilion Parade, "Wood-
Jam, Wormwood Scmbbs, W. [5571

PEEMIEE, S'/.h.p., late 1914, countershaft S-speed,
and co-achbuilt sidecar, complete, in first-rafe mni

ning order; £55; owner returning to Colonies, wants
2\'fth-P- Douglas; seen by appointment.—"Vaughan, 72,
Lyncroft Gardens, Hampstead, N.W. [5759

Quadrant.
3ih-p. Quadrant, B. and B., spring forks, in ccK>d

2 order; must sell; £10/10.—HoUoway, The Betieat,
Bradford-on-Avon. ~ i564€

Radco.
RADCO 2-strokes, single gear £25/5. 2-specd £33.—

Immediate delivery from Alexander's, 115. Lothian
Ed., Edinburgh. .^ [5152

RADCO, 2i/;h.p., 1915, only done 100 miles, all acces-

sories, excellent condition: trial; £25.—C. Adams,
52, Park Ed., . Aldershot. [5601

Radmill.
RADMILL, 3l/l,h.p., free engine, new tyres, 1914-15

machine, complete with lull range of accessories;

£30.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[5928

Regal.

REGAL-J.A.P., 1913"si. 2?4h.p. T.T. twin, in very
good condition, very speedy, spares; bargain,

£21/15; ill-health cause of sale.—Alter 7.30 p.m.,

A.E.L., 65, KcUett Rd.. Brixton, S.W. Seen _at
garage any time. South Slastern, Heme Hill, S.W.

[5889
Rex.

REX, 5-6h.p. twin, sidecar, accessories; £20. offers.—

34, Bevcrstoue Rd., Thornton Heath. [5843

31.h.p. Rex, good running order; £15.—W. Brandish.
2 Triumph Garage, Foleshill Rd., Coventry.

[X3302
REX, S'ih.p., Bosch, Biuks, Druids, adjustable pulley,

lamps, horn; £17.—GiU, 21, Shrewsbury St.. Old
TrafEord. Manchester. [X3215

REX, S-eh.p., 2 speeds, F.E., Bosch, with CanoeJct
coachbuilt sidecar; £25; esJchtiuges.—Speechley.

45, Cliurch' Ed"., Acton. [5903

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, clutch, mag., B. and B. carbur-
etter, good order; £13.—The Laurel Motor Co.,

High St., Woodford Green. [5671

3ih.p. Rex, 2-speed, handle-st.aTter, Bosch, ^ Amac.
2 Whittle, lamp, perfect order; jElB; enamelled

grey.—Railway Gai-age, Staines. [5917

REX 6h.p. Twin, free engine, handle st.nter. and
sidecar, fast, powerful ; s;icrifice £38.—Attinson.

3, Town Hall Buildings, East Ham. [5575

REX, 3i/.h.p., inng., T.T. bars, lamps, horu, new
Dunlop belt, low, nice condition: a bargain. £11.

-Hairdresser, Derby Ed., Chesterfield. [X3054

1Q13 Rex, 6h.r., and sidecar, 2-<pecd, kick starter,
J-t' engine just overhauled by makers; bargain. £56.
—Hariy Lewthwaitc, Egrcmout, Cumberland. [X5240

REX Conibiuation, twiu-cyl., good sidecar, 6h.p. en-

gine, re-bushed, Bosch mac. B. aud B. inew),

lamp, complete; £20.—Farrant, High St.. Cobham.
[5707

EEX 6h.p. 2. speed Coachbuilt Combination, de-
' livcrcd August, 1915, only done ISO miles; cost ^

£77/10, accept £59/10.—Collier. Deal St., Halifax.
[0706

1 Q12 4h.r. Ecx and Torpedo sidecar, 2 speeds. N.S.U.
S.iJ and clutch, 5 gu. speedometer, very little used:
£35, bargain.—Seen Brownings Garage, 68, Gt. Percy

St., Pentonville, W.C. [5537

1 Q14 6h.p. Ecx, with Gloria coach sidecar, 3-spw^
Jt-iJ chain drive, speedometer, lamps, horu. tools,-

spare chains, etc, in splendid order: »care.st £65.—FiiU
particulars from Cooper, 114, Polwarth Gardens, Edtn-
burgh. LX3041

311i.p. Rex Model do Luxe, free engine, Bosch mag,
2 low 16in. frame, 1915 B. and B. carbntcttei,

Dunlop tyres, splendid order and condition, powerful.
fast, accessories, complete. £19; coachbuilt sideoaz^

I>lutod rim. Clincher studded. £5.-17, l!edl.>rd S«.
Commercial Ed., E. (X3130

RcX'Jap.
"1013 8hp. Re.x-Jap (1914 engine). P.M.O. 16 gn.
J-O sidecar, not done 3.000 miles; £50.—Wilkin and
Co., Hunters Bar, «liemeld. [5745

1 013 61i.p. Ecx-Jap, 2-spccd. coachbuilt sidecar, lamp,XO horn, and tail lamp; £52.—The Premier Motor,
Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham. [5901

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the ntunlter at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU CYCM.S FOR SALE.

Ki:X-J.A.P. 8h.p. Do Luxe Combination, rccontly
ovjrliaulod and rc-onamolIoJ, uppoiiriiuco as

now; £48: or cx-^hango for jjood solo mount.—Now-
linE. 77, Urook Green, W. [6773

A BARGAIN,—Ros-Jap, 6h.p., 3-9recd coar, comploto
with trmu-libuilt aiderur, glaw screou, io eplomlid

couditiou, not bot'ii run ubove 200 uiilefl; £65.—Arthur
Ui'UB, 81, Griiusby Ud.. Grimaby. [G565

Rover.
OVKR. 1912, Hiitoh. 1914 engine: £23 cash.-33,
li->scoe St., MiildltK-'bruuKh. 1X3202
15 Rnvrr. 3 cpecds; immediate delivery; £66/10.—
NiKhtinyalo and Co., Craivley. [X3048

R
19
ROVKR Coiubiantion, 1914. 3-fpeed, £60; also 1913,

£A".-Cox, 29. Green St., OambridBe. [5637

ini2 Kovcr, SH'li.p., 3-speed. eood condition; £26.—
J- 1' 39, \\ jilalairet Rd., Olapham Jnnctioa. [5560

1 Q15 5V'Ii p- Euver Combination, just arrired ; £84/7.
'•'^ —Wilkiu and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheflield. [5741

ROVKK, 3V..li,p., 2-siio6d, free en^ne, lamps, coach-
built sidecaj; £38.-124, Hambroueb Ed,

Soutlinll. [5761

FOU Sale, 1914 Hover motor cycle, 3-epeed, in good
I'Mii.litani; niiui uflero?—Parry, 2, Kohiuoor Villau.

Burmoutli. [X297B
"poVEK. 1914Vi, T.T. model, Hinka, lamps, etc.- £42-
J-Ij owner on active service.—Tranter and Hancos,
Cycle Agents, Belpcr. [X2928
"IQ13 Rover. SVJi.p.. 3-speca, clutch, and sidecar, ex-Av cellent condition, lanip^-. etc.; £40—27 Kirk-
stall Rd., Hunters Bar, Sheflield. [S2676
ROVER. 1912, 3y2h.D-, tree engine, Cowey speedo-

meter, very Rood condition; £26.—The Premisr
Motor Co., Aston lid., Birmingham. [5515
"DOVER. 3'l.b.p., 1915^;,, T.T. model. Philipson pulley,J-l practically as new; £4S: exchange entertained.-
ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley, Eesex. [5679.

1 Q15 Rover Combination, special demonstration
-»-y turnout, £10/10 of accessories; £75, bargain —
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5919
T ATE 1913 T.T. Rover, ju.rt been re-built and thor-
--' I'Ugltly overhauled, do £0 ; genuine bargain £32 •

approv;il.-C.C.E. Motor Works, St. Ann's Well Ed..
Nottingham. [X3050
poVEE, 1913, 3-speed and tree engine model, fittedM-x with a Rover coachbuilt sidecar; the combination
Muiplete, luoludiug accessories; 40 gns.—Wauchope's,
9, bhoe Lane, London. [X3180
DOVER, 1915, new, 3y,h.p. T.T. models, in stock,
-"-l- with hand-controlled Philipson pulley; £56;
exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15,
Btshupsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492
"DOVER. 3-fpeed, S'ih.p., 1913(/,. irith coachbuilt
, S,'"''"'

'''"«''" all in splendid ci'nditiou, suitable
f.ir otHre work : f40.-Apply, M O.. No. LI, 767, Tht
Motur Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [5612
"DOVER. 1915, 3V..h.p., counter^hult 3-speed, four
-*-•' luonthf,' use; owner going t'rance; just thoroughly
oveihauied; nearest offer £60.-Lieut. T. S. Green, 10th
north ataflords, Peuk-ridge Camp, StatJord. tX2577

"P OVERS.—Inmiediate delivery all models, 3iAh.p
-i-t sp.:rtijig models, with Philipson pulley, deluxe
coaolibuilt combination, and S-specd countershaft models.—I

.
J. Evans, controlling Birminghtim and district

agent, 87-91. John Bright St. [5724

Royal Ruby.
TJOYAL Ruby 2-strokes. 2Vjh.p. Villiers engine- £29.
„ r —Immediate delivery at Alexander's, 115, Lothian
Hd., Euinfaurgh. [5151
"DOTAL Ruby, 1915, 2M,h.p. J.A.P., 3 epeeds, clutch,
-«-*' aJuiiunium footboards, acces.-M;'rie3, practically brand
new machine; £35.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk
Farm Ed., N.W. [5792

Rudge.
RUDGE and Sidecar, 1913, topping condition- best

over £20.-441, Brighton Rd., Croydon. [5647

"I
Q 15 3',<;h.p. Multi Eudge and sidecar, in good

--•^ condition; £55.—Seen 223, High Bd., Kilburn.

"1012 SVjh.p. Eudge, free engine: £27; cash or easyJ-" terms.-R. E. Jonee (Garages), Ltd., Swansea.
London, Cardiff. [0724
"p UDGE, 1911 clutch model, new tyres. lamps, speed-
J-** ometer, excellent condition; £28.—Rogers, 42,
Cliurch Rd.. Heudon. [6869
"pUDGE Mnlti. 1912-13, SV.h.p., complete with
-J-t lamji. horn, and tools; £23.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Jlow, Birmingham. [5932

RUriGE Multi, 5-6h.p., fitted with Swan sidecar, 2
lamps, all spanking order; £45.—Fenlor, 36, Clar-

ence St.. Kiugston-ou-Thames. [i3253
"Itftl3 5r/,h.p Eudge, 2-speed. wicker sidecar, good
J-tf couditiou; £35.—Motorist. East Brae, Little-
over Lane. Old Noriuanton, Derby. [X3060
"1Q12-13 Eudge Multi and Large Sidecar, all acces-
^*^ series, good order; £32. — Smith, Old Kays,
Tuiton Rd., Tottingtvin, Lancashire. [X5264
*p UDGE. 1912'>'i. sVjh.p., free engine, tyres as new,
.*-«' Lucas set. mud.-.lijelds: genuine bargain, 19grw —
67. Newington Green Ed., Canonbury, N. [5818

THAT is the Fork
you should fit to your present

mount or specify on your New
Model if you would be abso-
lutely assured of comfortable
riding over every kind of road
or track the

DRUID MARK 11.

(Vertical & Horizontal Action).

Don't leave the important
question of Forks to chance,

but specify the DRUID
MARK II.—the ONLY Fork
which totally absorbs WITH IN
ITSELF every kind of shook to

which the machine is liable.

Fuller details

with pleasure

A. DBEW
&Co.,Ld.
LeopoldSt.,

B'HAM.

The DRUIDMARK IL
for Solo or
Sid e c a rM a c h i n e a.

Madein three
models. 2 3

w

n H.s

AlOTOR CYCI.I-S VOW SALIJ.

UIIGK Multi, .early 191,',. Mdlford Kideofir, good ron-
flitiuii throuRhoiit, \^m\^^. hum. fu-'l: £36.-n., DI4,

WL'^i Grt'L-n Rd., Green I.uimd, ],nridon. N. fCS40
IQIS 3"/,h.p. Froo Engine Uudtrc, in uplcndid mn-
J-*' dition, roinpluto with aci .['H<,iic«; i:26.~C.)I-
moro Depot, 31, Colmoro Itow, IliiininKbttm. [6925
3ih.p. Iludno Multi, 1913, Bpccdomct«'r, lnoip«,

12 iiorn, n.iiror, rear Kcmp&hull done 100, per-
f<!ct condition, Kparcn; dE32.—Lieut. Child, ICth DX.l.,
Vcnlcridjjo Camp, StaUurd. [0890

iQl'l Iludgo Muiti, 3'/^b,p,. special engine, tcmi-
J-t/ T.T. bai«, clutch, pcdaU, large tank, loot oiler,
alt'^esKorics, spares, only used solo, nearly new; jC42.—
225, White HorbO Lone, South Nonvood. [6821

1Q14 Uudge Multi, with eidecor, in Hploudid condl-
J-t/ tion, new belt. iamp«, etc.; pell £44, wortb £50;
or exchaiigo with 1914 iJouglas niid £4 cuwb ; owner
wuut*j Bolo mudiine.—2, BeJinont lid., Luton, Bcdv*

[5538
1Q15 Eudge Multi, 5.6h.p., new April, litdo u-t.-d,

J-*^ lamps (unused). Lorn, upcedometer, tool.s. v-\niiii6,

Rudge coach sideair, Bereen, hood, aproo, €ver>'thing
latcvit : 65 gns.—Write appointment and trial, 151, Grove
Lano, 8.E. [5870

"IQlS 5-6h.p. Rudge MuItl and Bramble nidecar, born,
-I-v handle-bar miiror, 2 lamp»», upeedouieter, oparc
bolt, 2 inner tuhea, outer cover, Biiiks carburetter, in
good condition ; £55, or nearert; Midlands.—Box 9,593,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3162

3ih.p. Rudne Multi Motor Cycle, late 1913, engine
2 in pel feet condition, new front tyre, complete

with horn, lamp, and all accesHoriea, and new hct of
overalls ; must be sold at ouce, owner eulittiug.—Har-
nett, Stag Lane, Buckhurst Hill. [5592

Scott.

1 Q12 Scott and coachbuilt sidecar, Binks, pplcodid
-LU condition; cheap for casb.—52, Lower Hastings
St.. Leicester. £5643

SCOTT and Canoelet, in good order, lamps, horn:
speedometer, and spares; £35.—Watson, Hasling-

field, Cambs. [X2S03

1Q13 Soott, grand condition; a real bargain, £48,—
-LiJ Apply, Tlie Northern Sidecar and Motor Co.,

Ltd., N-S.O. Worke, Darlington. [5616

SCOTT, late 1913, and Scott 1915 aidecAr, in perfect
condition, just been tboroucrhly overhauled; £50.—

Sunbeam Depot, 94, Western Kd., Hove, Suseex. [5853

1 Q14 Scott, uuderelung Myers sidecar, good condition,
J-U owner joined Flying Corpe.—Write for particu-
Jara, LongstafE, 89, Gurney Valley, Bishop Auckland,
Durham. [2l2785

1Q14 Scott, Binks 3-jet carburetter, Jones cpeed-
-L JJ ometex, i*6W extra heavy Dunlop on back, head
and rear lamps, perfect; bargain, £41.-Wilson. 72. High
St., Ibstock, Leicester. [X3150

SCOTT and Sidecar, perfect condition, Binks • and
Scott carburetters, tyres as new, new special

Bidecar, any trial; £48/10.—Eaves, 165, CiiXton Rd.,
Balsall Heath, Birmingham. [5769

33Lh.p. Scott, late 1914, 2-6troke. 2-3p6ed. kick etarter,

4 Binks carburetter, Lucas lamp and generator.
Klaxon born, touring and T.T. bars, epare set chains,
spare plugs, tube, case, all toole, tyres and condition
perfect; £46.—Stewart, 54, Grove At., Norwich. [5715

Sheffield Minor.
SHEFFIELD MinorB.—Inunediate delivery of tliis ex-

ceptionally fine 2y2h.p. 2-6troke single-speed, 28
gns.; 2-8pe6d, 33 gne., including 1916 improvements.—
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham. [S2340

Singer.

SINGER, T.T., SVsh.p., 1912, speedometer, Dunlop
belt, perfect; £24.-108, Broadway, Cricklewood.

[58224 lb. p. Singer, Oct., 1913, 3-speed, free engine, lamp,
3 original tyres good as new; £40.—Steele, Harp-

ley. [X0560

"l 012 Singer, 3i^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, iampe,
J-t/ etc.; £26.—The Laurel Motor Co., High St.,

Woodford Green. [5669

4Xh.p. Singer and eidecar, coachbuilt, new 1914. Lucas
2 lamps, horn, 3 spare tyres, tubes, vaKee, variable

pulley, extra tools, splendid condition ; £45, at once.
—Hughes, Westwood Lane, Lower luce, Wigan. [S2911

Sparkbrook.
6h.p. Twin Sparkbrook Sidecar Combination, slightly

shop-soiled; special clearance price, £77/10. —
Batten Bros., Oullompton- [X3042

Sun.

SUN, 2^jh.p. Precision engine, in splendid order, lamp,
horn, etc.; to clear, £18/10.—Dance, Outfitter.

Trowbridge. [5705

SUN-VILLIERS, 2i^h.p., 1915. hardly used, com-
plete range of accessories; i^25. bargain. — Col-

more Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5929

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, new, 3V''h-p.. 1915 combination, actnally

in, stock.-Mobs. "Wem. [X3305

UNBEAM, 2^jih.p., 2-speed, cJntch, kick starter, equal
to new.—23, Balby Ed.. Donca<jter. CX2514S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

3I.L.P. 1916 T.T. Roadster Sunbeam in stock.—A. J.

2 Young- and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [5595

SUNBEAM, 1914, SVai-P-. and S^van eidecar, eplendid

order; £60.-39, Sheet St„ Windsor. [X3146

IMIIEDIATE DeliTcry new SVsh.p. Sunbeam, latest

model.—WippelJ Bros, and Bow, Exeter. [5675

JUST DeliTered, 1916 S^Mp- Sunbeam, 70 gns.—
Arthur Dyaa, 81, Grimeby Ed., Grimeby. [5567

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., 1914, Millfoid eidecar, in excep-
tionally good condition; "3675.—Newton, Cromford,

Matlock. [X3020

ABARGAIN.—SVoh.p. Sunbeam, in perfect condition,

like new; £55'.—Arthur DyaB, 81, Grimsby Kd.,

Grimsby. [5566

SUNBEAM, 1915, SVoh.p., new May, excellent con-

dition, accessories ; ^£60 ; bought 6h.p.—Najlor,
Leahayen, Kidderminscer. [5884

IQll-lS SV-h-p. 3-Bpeed Sunbeam, tip-top condition,
X*7 lamp, horn, generator, complete; £49.—Tom
Green, Ingatestone, Essex. [5760

-| 015 Sunbeam, S'/oh.p., and Ivy sidecar, run 2,000
J~*y miles, peifect., 3 lamps, and speedometer; £75.
—Foulkes, Shawbury, Salop. [X3262

SUNBEAM, 3V'.h.p., late 1915V2, done 1,500, perfect,

with accessories; £64.—Bos LI,766, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [5611

-|Q 145/4 6h.p. Sunbeam, Gloria sidecar, large Lucas
Xil lamps, Lucas horn, Cowey speedometer, spares,

in excellent condition; cost £120, accept £78; private

owner.—29, Barlow Moor Rd., Didsbury, Manchester.
[X3292

-| Q14 6h.p. 3-6peed Sunbeam, GJoria spring wheel
Xt/ sidecar, hood, screen, Lucas acceeaories, speed-

caneter, etc., perfect condition; cost £128, £80, or near
offer- Derbyshire.—Box 9,592, Th$ Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X3198

SUNBEAM, 1916, 3y2h.p., T.T., 3-Bpeed, chain drive,
brand new; £73/10; trade not entertained.—

Cambridge and district agents, Robinson's Gajage,
Green St., Cambridge. [0612

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., 1914^, Canoelet de luxe com-
bination, 3 speeds, Lucas lamps, horn, mirror,

Jones speedometer. Perry links, aprons, under 4,000
miles, beautilul condition; £89.—Feiron, Woodcroft
At., Mill Hill, London. [X3296

SUNBEAM. 1915 model, S^h-p.. countershaft 3-speed
gear, and free engine model, been used but little

and carefully, includes speedometer, Lucas lighting
let, Lucas horn, complete set of tools, and some
epares, condition as good as new; £68; unprecedented
opportunity; first cheque secures.—Wauchope'a, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [X3181

Trlumpta.
IQll Clutch Triumph, good condition; £25.—Seen
J-V 223, High Ed., Kilhurn. [5786

1 Qll T.T. Triumph, Grade gear, fast, low; bargain.
A.U —Stuart, Hatfield Heath, Essex. [5827

"iQ13 Triumph, 2-speed, and sidecar, all acceeeories;
At/ bargain, £40.-11, Clifton Ed., W. [5719

EARLY Triumph, low, Splitdorl, good condition;
£12, offer.—35, Lyttleton Rd., Leyton. [5829

TEIUMPH. 1912, good as new: £25.—Grove, 224,
Fore Street, Upper Edmonton, London. [5795

TEIUMPH, T.T.. late 1913, Grado; £37; also cane
fiidecar.—Brandon, Furnisher, Berkhameted. [5586

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph, T.T., 3 speeds, and light side-
J-v car, complete; £50.—Oroas, Jeweller, Eotherham.

LX2777
TRIUMPH, 1907, 2.speed gear, with sidecar; £22/10;

running well.-Wauchopt's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[X3195

TEIUMPH Junior, 1914V2, Bplendid running order;
£32.—Mason, Qlenfinnart, Luard Ed., Oambridge,

[X3248
TEIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., 3-epeed, guaranteed perfect;

£43.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2, Castle Terrace, Edin^
burgh. [5533

3ih.p. Triumph, Grado gear, new tyres. 1915 Amac.
2 engine perfect; £20.-27, Elmhurst Rd., Enfield

Wash. [5817

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., late 1914, nearly new, 3-Bpeed gear
£45: wanted, Douglas.—76, Bummerley St., Earls

field, S.W. [5652

TRIUMPH. 3V2hp., 1913, clutch model, acceeaories,
excellent condition; sacriflce £27/10.—Sinclair,

East Mole^ey. [X3201

1Q13 Triumph, 3-8peed. Gloria ooaohboilt sidecar,
M-tJ perfect condition; 38 gna.—Kay, 49, Bridge St,
Gainsborough. [5753

TRIUMPH Junior, 1915, as new. speedometer, Luca^
lamp5, horn, etc.; £40.—Mylam, 197, London Rd.,

Weet Croydon. [5874
rriRIUMPH, 1907, N.8.U. 2-speed and clutch, perfect.
•*- Lucas lamp, horn; £15.—Oompton, Elder House.
WaJrow, Highbridge. [5651

TEIUMPH. 1914. 3-speed, 4h.p.. O.B. sidecar, acce^-
sones, thoroughly overhauled; £52—55, High St..

Maidstone. No offers. [5551

"I OlO Triumph, Villiers free engine, in good order.
•M.%7 complete with lamps ; £19.—Springett, Hasle-
«ere, Billericay, Essex. [5750

MOTOR SHOW
AT READING.

1915 ROVER and Mills-Fulford coach-
built Sidecar £80

igiS B.S.A., rbain-cum-belt £62
lgi4 ENFIELD CombinatioD, hood,

screen, many accessories £65
1915 ROVER, 3ih.p £66 10
1915 B.S.A., 4} h.p., ch«in-cum-belt . . . . £62
1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD and Sidecar 85 gni.

1915 9 h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp., and Sidecar . £97 8
1915 2| h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed £55 2 8
1915 NORTON Big 4, 3-speed £67 14 8
1915 LEVIS, 2-Etroke £28 1

1915 ALLON, 2-speed, 2-strolte 40 gnt.

1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed .... 35 gnfc

1915 O.K. JUNIOR, very little used 23 gnj.

J915 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., little used 27 gns.

igrs INDIAN Road Racer, good condition 47 gns.

1915 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, electric lighting . £78
1916 ; h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed £70
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-speed 47 gns.

1913 B.S.A., 2-speed 30 gns.

1913 TRIUMPH, 3-speed and Sidecar . . 39 gns.

CARS.
1916 OVERLAND, 5-seater, practicaHy

equal to new 210 gnl,

1915 SINGER, dynamo lighting set,

dickey seat, hood, screen, lamps,
bora 235 gns.

1915 FORD, 4-seater '£135
• Plus carriage from works

1914 HUMBERETTE, water-cooled,
hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc. .... 95 gns.

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.

JULIA.^,
Broad Street, READING.
BIGGEST MOTOR CYCLE AND LIGHT CAR

DEALER IN THE SOUTH.

44 years' reputation. 'Phone 1024.

EXCEPTIONAL

BARGAINS.
1914 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed £42
1914 DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-specd, T.T £43
1915 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed £45
jgrs BAT 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination £70
lgi4 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £63
lgi4 ZENITH-GRADUA, 6 h.p., clutch model £48
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £45
rgi4 F.N., 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £32
igi3 NEW HUDSON 3* h.p. Combination ... £38
igi4 JAMES, 3-* h.p., t\vin, 3-speed £42
igi3 RUDGE, 3'* h.p., T.T. model £32
lgi4 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-g b.p £45
lgi3 B.S.A., 3* h.p., 2-speed £32
1912 PREMIER, 35 h.p., 3-speed £27
igi4 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination ^ £55
J914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed £45
1914 NORTON, 3i h.p., T.T £36
igi5 INDIAN 7-g h.p. 3-speed Combination.. £70
igi5 INDIAN, 7-g h.p., road racer £48
igi2 REX 5-6 h.p. 2-SDeed Combination £35
1915 VELOCETTE, 2,1. h.p., lady's model £25
J913 MOTOSACOCHE', 3* h.p., 2-speed, T.T.. £30

All machines thoroughly overhauled and guar-
anteed in good order, and can be supplied for

CASH or EXTENDED
TERMS.

15, BISHOF>SGATE AVE.,
CAMOMILE STREET, LONDON, E.G.
'GramB- "Eltemocyeft. Londop." 'Phone: ATenaeSfiJB.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1911, 31/2^1.?., Iree engine, complete with
lamp and faorn ; £21.—Colmore Depot, 31. Col-

more Eow. Birmingham. [5926

~|Q12 Triumph, free engine, as new, 4,0ft4 milea,
-i-i/ Oowey speedometer, epare belt and tal>e: £22/10.
-33. Cockepnr St., S.W. [55fl<;

TEITJilPH. 1910, in perfect order, new lyre*. le-

bushed, all accesBories ; £20, bargain-—Holman
Steddr. Birchington-on-Sea. [XSOeS

TEITTilPH. 3',2h.p., 1903, re-enamelled and plated
bv makers, splendid condLition ; £16.—Harper.

Oiaven Arms and Clun, Salop 1X3165

TEIUMPH. 1912, olQtch model, excellent condition,
lajips, horn, decompressor, spare valve.—Miller,

49, Tonsley Hill, Wandsworth. [5815

-| Q12 Free Engine Triamph. good condition throogh-Xv out; any trial: £29/10—W. Brandish, Triumph
Garage, Foleshill Ed., Coventry. [X3298

TEIUilPH, 1913. T-T. 2-tpeed N 6.U , and cjutch.
speedometer, horn, lamp, and tools. £37/10—259.

Warwick Ed., Kensington (Garage). [5553

TEIUilPH. SVih.p., 1912, 3-speed Armstrong, and
sidecar: eell 28 gns Wanted. 2-€troke lichtweight.

—Tott. 81. High St.. Ponders End ' [X2935
'

1 Q13 Triumph, 3J4h.p., 3 speeds (Sturmey), and
M-iJ sidecar, complete with accessories; £37 —Col-
more Depot, 31, Colmore Eow. Birmingham. [5920

1 Q13 3i^h.p 3-6peed Triumph, with Canoelet cc-ach-
-L«-' huilt aideear; £50, cash or eaey terms.—B E
Jonea (Garagesl. Ltd.. Swaneea. London, Caidifl. i0734

1 Q 13 SVsh.p. Triumph, 2-speed, free engine, com-
-L «7 plete with sidecar and accessories ; £33.— Col-
more Depot, 31, Colmore Eow. Birmingham ;5921

1 Q14 3-speed Triumph, Lucas front and rear lampi,
J- */ condition guaranteed as new , £47 — W.
Brandish, Triumph Garage, Foleshill Ed., Coventry.

[X3299'

LATE 1914 4h.p Triumph and MiUford family sidft-

car, 3 lampe, horn, speedometer, spares, perfect
condition: £60.—Phillips, Sunbury, St. Cross, Farnham.

[5639

"I C|15 Triumph and Sidecar. 3-speed, Epeedomet«r,
•LiJ lamps, etc., all aa new; £55. lowest; otvner en-
Ufited.—Apply, White, 21, Burghill Ed., Sydenliam

[X3013
TEIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed. and new coach sidecar;

£55; deferred payments arranged.—Lamb's. 151,
High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed . Wood
Green. [5657

1 Q13 S-speed Triumph, with brand new 17 gn Gloria
Jl i/ sidecar, luggage rail, all accessories, perfect

;

rfiSO, cash or easy terme.-E E. Jones (Garagesj. Ltd..
Swansea, London, Cardiff [0720

TEIUMPH, 1911, 3iAh.p.. single epeed. complete
lighting ict, new Avon back tyre, excellent con-

dition, jui^t overhauled . £19.—HE.. Nurees Cottag*,
Sutton Ed., near Maidstone. [X3249

1 Q 13 Triumph, free engine, speedometer, 2 c^s
JLiJ lamps, Mabon gear and clutch, ail new tyrM,
only done 3,000 miles; £37/10.—W. J. Machreli, The
Druid's Head, Broadway. Deptlord ;5779

TEIUMPH, 1910, cylinder, piston, connecting rod,
bushes, valves, tappets new this month. TT Inri.

all accessories, tyrea perfect , £25, or nearest —L*w,
OflBcer'a Club, Penkridge Camp. Staflts [X2780

4 h.p 1914 Triumph, 3-apeed and free engine, touriu
model, fitted with Gloria sidecar, including aU

accessories : pric« £48 ; guaranteed ; opportunity to
secure a reliable bargain.—Wauchopo's, 9. Shoe Lane.
London [X3190

TEIUMPH, Sf^h.p., magnificent condition, extra fast,

climb anything, only wants seeing. £22; another
ditto, with 2 speeds, and Montgomery sidecar, perfect.
£30; car wanted--Brooks. Churcb St., Cavershanl,
Reading. {5609

1 Q14 Triumph. 4h.p.. 3-speed. large P. and H bead
X«7 light, rear lamp, horn, knee grips: OTerhaoIed
at a cost of £14, in magnificent condition throughout:
only 44 gns.—Julian, Broad St.. Eeading, Biggest
dealer in the South 'Phone: 1024 (X080|

TEIUMPH and Gloria eidecar, both new this yeai.
4h.p.. 5-*peed hub. Lucas best accessories, trip

speedometer. Pillion seat, back-rest, epaie tyres, valveti
tubes, et^o. : cost £90, sacriflce £55, nearest; appoinV
ment.— Booth. Paddington Infirmary. W. [X3063

TRIUMPH. 1913. 3-speed. magnificent £17 1915
Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely as new and

unscrat.ched, luggage grid, tyres in splendid condition*
speedometer, bead and tail lamps, horn, etc.. wholt
outfit in magnificent condition and one ol tbe smartail
and most luxurious on the road; cost over £83, aceeBl
for quick sale 45 gns.—Julian, Broad St., RcAdtBjL
'Phone: 1024. [X3l«

Tyler.

TTLER 2-stroke3. 2Vjh.n. 2-Gpeed: £33/1/6.—la etock
at Alexander's, 115. Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [5158

4^ih.p. Tyler. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1915 model. oom>^ 2 plete, with all accessories; £27/10.—Wao*
cbope's. 9, Shoe Lone, London. JX&Ui

Velocette. *

VELOCETTE 2-^troke, model D, 2-sreed, the ««>•

nomicjil 2-stroke : £36/10 : cliain drive —Immodl-
ate delivery at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd,. Edin-
burgh. [5154

A^8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Rattle in Two-stroKe Engines.

WHY does a two-stroke engine rattle is a

question very much akin to tiie old query

"Wily does an engine konk?" There

are many answers to each of these

questions, but none hitherto has been

entirely convincing. It is, therefore, more than

likely that the cause is not the same in every

engine. In fact, there is but little unanimity

amongst users regarding either the cause or the

cure.- A sound theory is that the rattle is caused

by piston tap, due not to the change of angu-

larity of the connecting rod, but to the piston

being blown across the cylinder by the rush of in-

coming gases against the bafHe plate on the piston

head. But if this be the cause, new engines

should rattle as well as old, and the rattle does

not as a ruld occur during the first few hundred

miles, and a cure would be effected by admitting

the inlet gas on both sides, though in this case

the scavenging would probably be very faulty.

It would be interesting to hear whether those

engines which are designed to admit the charge

tirfough a valve at the cylinder head ever rattle.

It is also suggested that carbon on the

piston head is the cause. This collects all

round the edge, forms a hard ring, and touches

the cylinder head at the top of the stroke.

Filing the edge of the piston is sometimes

found to be a cure in this case. A dirty engine

can produce rattle as well as knocking either

when combined with overloading or not. Here

again we find great differences of opinion, _
for

some riders assert that overloading alone is a

frequent cause of rattle, while others assert that

rattle ceases when the engine has work to do.

Again, it has been urged that rattle in a tw^o-

stroke is equivalent to konking in a four-stroke

engine; others deny this, for thev assert that

they can make their engines konk as well as

rattle. Other possible causes are stuck piston

rings and faulty crankshafts or connecting rods,

and the rings catching the lip of the ports

;

this last is naturally more likely to occur when
the ports are wide.

It is possible that an offset gudgeon pin or a
gudgeon pin set higher up in the piston might
mitigate, if not cure, the trouble. We are,

however, of opinion that, if an engine is kept
clean, especially the ports and piston head, the

rattle will be much less likely to make itself felt.

CranK Cases.

IN
view of the rapidly increasing uses for

aluminium in connection with motor
vehicles and aeroplanes for warlike pur-

poses, it is quite conceivable that ere long

there may be a shortage of this material.

Consequently, it behoves manufacturers of motor
cars and motor cycles to look ahead for an
efi-icient substitute. The reason aluminium has

been used for the crank cases of motor cycles is,

of course, wholly and solely its lightness. In

some respects aluminium is an entirely unsuit-

able material. We refer to its porous nature,

w'hich renders it difficult to arrange a firm

security for the cylinder holding-down bolts.

Now, there is no reason whatever why we should

use a cast iron cylinder mounted on an
aluminium crank case split vertically. There
would be certain advantages, such as the elimi-

nation of another joint and rendering the internal

parts more readily accessible, in casting the

cylinder in one piece with the top half of the

crank case, the lower half to be a stamped steel

casing, or, for that matter, a cast iron base could

be used A disadvantage of cast iron, how-
ever, is its susceptibility to damage in the event

of the crank' case fouling any obstruction, but,

after all. an impact on the crank case of an

engine, sufficient to break- metal, is a most
unusual occurrence.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing tlie back cover.
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A STREAMLINE SIDECAR,

WE recently had the oppoitunity of seeing ,an

exceedingly^ neatly' designed sidecar body
which has been invented by Mr. Poznanski,

a Russian gentleman who has lately been in Russia

in charge of 400 Sunbeam motor cycles which have

bean supplied to the Russian Army. The body was
mide by Messrs. Haywood, of Wolverhampton, and
is of an exceedingly attractive appearance, forming a

practically perfect ovoid. It is constructed of metal,

shaped on a wooden frame, the metal, which, by the

way, is of no constructional importance as it forms

merely a mould, is absolutely smooth, and, moreover,

beautifully finished. It has a neat half screen in front,

and a well upholstered back, while behind there is a

spacious locker capable of containing spares and other

useful articles.

The hood is worthy. of attention, being of very smart
design, and one of the illustrations shows how com-
pactly it may be stowed away when not in use. The
joints of the body are all brazed and are invisible.

The sidecar axle tube passes through the hollowed out

portion of the body, and is not noticeable unless

actually looked for. The Millford chassis lias beeir

very slightly altered to render it suitable for the special

-

body.

Hood and screen fitted to Poznanski's sidecar.

—>—aOOsBS—<-

Motor Cycling on the Australian Goldfields.
{BY A CORRESPONDENT IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA.:

HOME readers will probably be interested in the
doings of fellow-motorists on the goldfields of
\Vestern Australia. Motoring here on roads

that are universally rough and bumpy is perhaps not
so pleasurable as on the beautiful roads of England,
but still it is fast becoming popular, and is now being
followed keenly by many riders in the Kalgoorlie and
Boulder City districts. British machines are the most
popular, B.S.A. being first. in favour, followed by
Douglas, Triumph, Rudge, and others, with a few

.

Indians. At present we have only one cycle car,
though several are being built privately.

Some time ago the Goldfields Motor Club was
formed, and it has successfully run several sports
meetings and road races. The club's proudest
possession is its uninue natural racing' track, Lake
Perkolille, which is situated about twenty-two miles
A12

from Kalgoorlie. It is remarkable for the fact that

during the dry season its hard clay surface is perfectly
flat, and the heaviest motor cars and motor cycles can
race on it all day without at all cutting up its surface.-

The lake is about two miles long by one and a quartec
miles wide, and a splendid circular track of two anS
a half miles can easily be pegged off which is jierfectly

safe, and can carry any pace which the machines are
capable of. A straight mile can be run down tte
centre, with plenty of room for starting and stopping.
The lake is surrounded by low rolling hills wiA

plenty of natural shade, the only drawback—a very
slight one—being that water has to be carted from
a place called Kanowna, ten miles away.
Owing to the exceptionally wet season the club has

been unable to use the lake since last Christmas.

Countershaft.
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Dimming Electt-ic Lights.
I notice many of the car men are dimming electric

lamps by slipping a small tulip-shaped cap of black
material over the bulb, its sides being slashed like a
mediseval swashbuckler's jacket. One at least of the
fmns catering for motor cyclists has adopted a more
excellent way. It may not be public knowledge that
Messrs. Lucas now market a duplex bulb for use with
their head lamps ; there are two filaments, one faint
and the other bright, operated by a switch embodied
in the lamp socket. This method is 'economical of
current, and leaves half or full illunlination instantly
at the rider's service.

The Absolute Limit.
One of my soldier visitors home on leave says the

absolute limit is to be sent with a despatch through
Ypres on a wet night w^ith steel-studded covers. No
lamps are allowed—that should go without saying.
Vpres is shelled intermittently at all hours of the' day
and night, and the never-too-excellent paving is freely

scarred with shell holes. Supposing the unfortunate
D.R. manages to dodge shells and old craters alike,

and can see his way sufficiently distinctly to dodge
ruined houses in the inky gloom, his reserve intelligence

and courage can be devoted to keeping the machine
upright on a surface so vile that a traction engine
might be pardoned for capsizing on it at 2 m.p.h.
The M.M.G.S. men say their job isn't a tea party,

but that it is slacking compared with the lot of certain
D.R.'s who are well up near the Front.

Three='wheeler Design.
Mr. A. A. Scott's latest notion in the way of a

-modern three-wheeler suggests a contrast alike with
the fin de siede sidecar and various obsolete inven-
tions on other lines. Among them I specially

remember the Avon Trimobile, which "some readers
will recall as consisting, broadly speaking, of the front

half of a De Dion tricycle and the rear half of any
old two-seated small car. It had its faults, as all

motor vehicles of the same date had theirs ; but can
anybody tell me why the designers of three-wheelers
will do anything and everything rather than put their

single front wheel in the centre of the chassis ? [^lany
designers prefer two tracks to three.

—

Ed.] If

you put it out to one side, as the common practice
is, you spoil the balance of your vehicle and you
weaken the frame ; not improbably, you further

complicate the steering. There is not the least reason
in the world why a vehicle should not be evoh'ed
on these lines, which would look better and last better

than any lop-sided three-wheeler, besides being easier

to manipulate, weighing no more, and costing no
more. But we began our three-wheel passenger
development with a lop-sided idea, and it looks as if

we were too conservative to abandon it or even to

i;i\c a more healthy-looking plan a decent trial. We
should at least hear no mure of broken frames if wq
discarded the lop-sirled ideal; and there are large
areas in this particular market where detachability,

the basic principle of the original sidecar boom, has
long ceased to be either desirable or possible.

An 8 Cwt. Sidecar Outfit.

Little 'did 1 think in the early days, when we all

saw a crude wicker chair flimsily attached to a 2 h.p.

Minerva and marvelled greatly, that I should ever live

to ride in a sidecar outfit de luxe scaling 8 cwt. Yet
this is the exact weight of a combination in which I

was riding the other day, a dynamo set accounting
for the best part of the last cwt. The outfit had just

recorded its 3,500th mile, and was still running excel-

lently, though it had never been decarbonised;
engines carbon up comparatively slowly if worked on
a small throttle opening, with just the wee trickle of

oil required foj gentle speeds. The back tyre, a

Palmer cord 700 x 80 mm. light car type, had no

ribbing left on it, but would have been good fcrr a

considerable mileage if the owner had not left it stand-

ing in a pool of oil during a month of disuse ; at least

that -is how I should diagnose a single patch of the

tread, which was worn right down to the casing, the

remainder of the periphery being in first-rate order.

Brake Control on Spring Frames.
The one caveat we shall have to enter when the rear-

sprung frame at last comes into its own has reference

to brake control. Our main brakes have always been
mounted on the back wheel, and though our trans-

missions are becoming more reliable, we must still

refrain from fixing the service drum on the gear box

after car practice. If the rear portion of the frame

is constantly varying its position, we shall be unable

to use the rigid rods employed at present for actuat-

ing the rear brake. I know such rods work well on
cars, but they are usually 6ft. or so in length, so the

angularity is small, and the rods have a certain degree

of elasticit)'. A couple of feet is nearer the distance

between pedal and brake crank on a motor bicycle,

and the angularity therefore forbids rigid" control

rods. It looks as if Bowden wire would have a fresh

innings. There will be some prejudice against it

amongst the old brigade at the outset, for we suffered

many things with the push bicycle rim brakes hastily

fitted to the original motor cycles of 1900 or so; but

I see no reason why the famous firm should not rise

to the emergencv. Its wire can siand strains a

hundred times heavier than motor cycle braking occa-

sions ; when the boom comes I hope the Bowden
people will be well ahead with substantial long range

adjusters, heavy cables, and well-butted sheathing.

It will be needed! Perhaps we may see final shaft

transmission, and the main brake on the countershaft.

A13
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HINTS AND TIPS FOR WINTER RIDING.
Some Methods of Protecting both Rider and Machine.

By H. MORTIMER BATTEN.

THE season of rain and puddle is at liand, and
since many riders—some from choice, some
from necessity—use their machines throughout

the winter months, an article on the above subject is,

I suppose, seasonable.

In the first place we have to accept the fact that

90% of the machines on "the road are hojielessly

Jnefficient as regards mudguarding and personal pro-

tection. Thus it is that the rider who wishes to

remain on the road during the winter months must
make special preparation for the season—both as

regards his own personal comfort and the welfare of

the machine.

Prevention Better than Cure.
Every practical rider knows the hopelessness of

cleaning his mount during the winter months. Per-

,

^^
, - sonally, I abandoned the habit

,
.'. something like ten years ago, and

instead I make a rule of starting

the winter with the machine
thoroughly waterproof, so far as

^
- it is possible to make it. If this

is done properly no material

damage can result by neglect

of the cleaning process, and the
ultimate spring cleaning should
reveal a machine little the worse
for the lusty bucketing it has
undergone. Certainly it is in

better condition than if no special

preparations had been made,
for any amount of time spent in

cleaning cannot overcome the

, ' : mischief done by the exposure
;«-/ of those parts, which really
' • » should be protected, to the road

and the weather.

'^'
I am inclined to thinJc, too,

Fiont view of latest that constant cleaning is a mis-
model Scott showing t^^]^e, for it is almost impossible
good shield design. ^^ ^^^^^ ^ machine thoroughly

without working grit into the cycle bearings.

Guard against Winter Atmosphere.
Again, it must be remembered that deterioration

goes on not only when the machine is on the road,
for it is the damp atmosphere of winter that takes
off the lustre even more than mud and rain. Copious
polishing between the intervals of use in no way
protects the machine from the detrimental effects of
the atmosphere. On the contrary, each polishing
takes life out of the plated parts, so obviously it is a

better plan to protect these parts from the atmosphere,
and then leave them severely alone.

Many riders experience trouble with their wheel
hubs from the effects of winter riding, and this is

really not to be wondered at when one realises the
usual system of lubricating these parts. Ordinary
hub or engine oil is generally used, and probably thic

hub is caked with mud during each periodical oiling.

AI4

Under such conditions it is almost impossible to

prevent grit, either from the hub or from the spokes,

falling into the oil cups, and thus finding its way to

the cones. Further, the oil, being thin, hangs about

the joints of the

wheel bearings, and
the action of the

wheel causes it to

" squelch
'

' in and
out, carrying finely

ground grit w'ith it.

The cycle bear-

ings suffermost by
winter riding, and
the problem of pro-

tecting them is per-

fectly simple. First

purchase a tin of

thick grease (the

.stiffer the better)

and a grease in-

jector with screw-

down plunger. Remove the oil cups from the wheels

and make neat little wooden plugs to screw in their

place. Pack the hubs cram-jam full of grease and
replace the plugs.

This system of lubrication is far more permanent
than the oilcan system, and the grease, being thick,

acts as a packing, and prevents grit working in at the

cones. It does not squelch in and out of the bearings,

but forms in a solid lump round the loose joints.

The steering head and other parts can, of course^

be similarly treated, and when properly packed require

no further attention for at least 1,000 miles.

Every rider takes a sneaking interest in his plated

parts, even though he upbraids their existence, and
a very simple and handy way of waterproofing these

parts, also those enamelled parts which are particu-

The College mud-shield for fitting

to existing machines.

The P. and M. leg shield is in one piece, provision being made lof

the cooling of the cylinder.
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larly exposed to road contributions, is to paint thr.ni

liberally with a coating of beeswax dissolved in petrol.

Keep a tin of the solution Jiandy, and daub it on every-

.time the machine is cleaned. A soft bristled brush
should be used, and the mi.\ture made to the con-
sistency of crea'm.

The, preparation does not add to the appearance of

things, but it is quite the most practical method I ha\c
come across. As regards handle-bars, the best plan
is to wrap them from beginning to end in insulation

tape.

Guarding against Chill.

Having accomplished these seemingly commonplace
duties tlie next thing to aim at is to protect one's
lower members from mud and wet. Of course, this is

easily done by piling on snow shoes, overalls, and
waders, but this kind of protection is of a very super-
ficial order, and it is far better to get down to the very

root of things. If the mudguarding is at all as it

should be there is no need to don special suits of

armour for winter riding, and the thing to aim at is to

prevent the slush from reaching one's person, particu-

larly one's feet. So long as one's feet are exposed to

damp and cold, chill is sure to follow, and on a long

ride this chill gradually creeps upwards through one's

limbs in spite of thick and heavy clothing. If, on the

other hand, a rider can succeed in keeping his feet and
legs dry and warm, the trouble is largely overcome.
The Kumfurt Accessories Co. have tackled the

mudguarding question very ably and thoughtfully, and
most of their fitments are genuinely efficient in making

-'•
,

' V

A.J.S. leg shield, which protects engine and magneto in addition

to the rider's feet.

up what is usually lacking for one's personal comfort.

The fitments that particularly take my fancy are the

Hammock footboards—in that they fill the bill on the

point of chief importance, that of keeping one's feet

and legs dry and secure from draught. They also

afford a degree of protection for the magneto (if placed

low down), engine, and transmission, and, finally, they

are designed to save the machine in case of a fall.

" I have many times previously pointed out the com-
fort of leg shields, and personally I would not con-

template the winter months with a machine unequipped
in this direction. At the same time I am compelled

t1

^r.

The Kumfurt hammock leg shields and footboards, designed to

protect the rider and insulate him from road shock.

to own that the fitments necessary for winter riding

often defeat their own ends when it comes to the dry

roads of the summer months. It is then that their

presence creates something like a vacuum behind the

rider, with the result that the dust whips in and makes
an intimate acquaintance with those parts of one's

person the shields are primarily intended to protect.

I suppose this is why makers do not fit leg shields

as standard. The average rider is a fair weather
rider, and he would regard their presence as an
uimecessary and troublesome encumbrance. It would
appear to be difficult to design a shielding system
which meets the demands of winter and summer also,

and it seems to me that, for a long time to come, w-e

shall have to be content with the " quick detachable
"

variety, and really they leave little to be desired if

riders will but sample them.

A Home-made Leg Shield.

An adequate leg shield, which can be adapted to

most machines, is very easy to make for those who
prefer the home-made variety. All that is required

is a length of ^in. round iron, flattened and drilled

at the ends to be screwed to the footboards. A glance

at the accompanying sketch explains matters. The

A home-made
shield.

iron is bent upwards so that it protects the feet and
ankles of the rider, while being insufficiently high

to prevent the necessary cooling current from reaching

the engine. A piece of American cloth is then sewn
to this supporting frame, thus entirely enclosing the

intervening space. It is a good plan to allow" a

weighted strip of the fabric tO' hang- down to within
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an inch or two of the road, as this prevents mud thrown

up by the front wheel finding its way to the trans-

mission and the machine generally.

Some years ago I rode with a contrivance of this

sort attached to my ancient P. and M., and it served

admirably throughout the winter. Many times I rode

without overalls in a dress suit on that machine, an

idiot in an opera hat clinging to the carrier, and,

strange to say, the topmost portion of the opera hat

was the only portion of our attire to collect road

splash

!

The Comfort of a Third Wheel.
Last autumn I advocated in this journal the use of

light and inexpensive sidecars as stabilisers for solo

machines during the winter months, and though such

an attachment takes the polish off one's road speed
in windy weather or on hilly roads, the convenience

of the third wheel far outweighs any such trivial draw-
backs. A dry pair of gloves, a duster, and sundry

odds and ends in the way of personal equipment can
. be kept clean and dry under the sidecar apron, and
this ample carrying room is very convenient in addi-

tion to the extra degree of stability in city traffic.

My present business outfit, a 3J3 h.p. Sunbeam
fitted with the maker's leg shields, and with " Empire "

featherweight sidecar attached, reaches my ideal as a

winter mount. _ The Sunbeam people have given some
attention to the mudguarding question, and on this

machine, in spite of its very considerable speed, it is

possible to ride over the worst of roads and emerge
unspotted. I have added a fourth attachment to the

sidecar connections, and this addition I have found
necessary with every featherweight I have ridden.

The " Empire," however, in spite of its extreme light-

ness, is quite a rigid little affair, and the Sunbeam
clutch is worth at least another i h.p., and on account
of its weatherproofness.

The Question of Personal Attire.

We now come to the ^'itally important point of

personal attire. Gne could, of -course, write volumes
on this subject, but I am attempting -to consider the

demands of the everyday rider of humble means who
has no intention of attempting elaborate experiments.

During the last few winters I have experimented

with many varieties of patent motor clothing, and
though the majority have their distinct merits, I

employ the simplest of clothing for business use. A
seaman's tarpaulin, with leather belt amidship, costs

but a few shillings, and is good for keeping out the

wind and the weather for at least 4,000 miles. Rub
it over with a clean oily cloth now and then, supple-

ment the bottom button with a well sewn strap, and
you have one of the strongest and most serviceable

motor cycling m.ackintoshes it is possible ^ to buy.

Back view of Sunbeam leg shield.

A serviceable cover-all cape made by Mr, J. Rogan, of Rippingham

Road, Mottington, Manchester. It answers the double purpose of

keeping both rider and machine dry and dean.

The loose, tarpaulin leggings, resembling very bagg)

trouser legs, made to match, make an excellent com-

bination with the mackintosh, but two pairs should

be bought, as they become ragged in half the time.

Something is, of course, required under this, as the

wind and the weather work in through the joints on a

long ride, and a short poncho, reachmg down to the

knees and made with only a short joint at the neck,

answers admirably. A good woollen muffler is by fat

the best thing for preventing the water from running

down the neck as it is absorbent and makes what

fitters call a close fitting joint. A leather apron,

such as blacksmiths use, is an excellent thing to we.ir

round one's waist, and personally I wouKl not be

without one of these on a long winter ride.

A trouble which is most difficult to overcome is

brought about by water collecting on the top of the

tank and blowing back on to the rider's Jcgs. Knee
grips largely do away with this trouble by diverting

the stream, but so long as the water is able to collect

it is bound to drip somewhere.

Jt was this state of affairs which first drew my atten-

tion to the cover-all mackintosh made by Mn J.

Rogan, of AVithington, and during the last few weeks

I have put one of these capes to a thorough test. It

has the distinctive merit of keeping the rain not only

off the rider but also off the machine, and thus it gets

to the root of half the trouble.

AlS

J'
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THE "CARRIER MOTOR."
How Inventors are Turning Attention to the Motor-assisted Bicycle.

THE motor attachment for pedal cycles is at

present receiving attention at the hands of

designers, and, as distinct from the Auto- wheel

type, latest designs consist of a small power plant

carried on a platform above the rear mudguard. The
principal difference in the two types of " carrier

London and Westminster pedal cycle motor attachment complete.

motor " described hereunder is that one is friction-

driven and tl^ie otlier belt-driven. There should be a

fair demand for an attachment of this type, provided

that it is efficient and reliable. Both designs are

certainly neat and compact. We describe first the

attachment, which is at present in its experimental

stage, and is being placed on the market by the London
and Westminster Industrial Syndicate, S, Victoria

Street, S.W.
The sketch clearly shows the form the present model

will assume when absolutely complete. It will be seen

that the power plant is carried on an aluminium plat-

form held by brackets and stays which are adaptable

to any form of pedal cycle. The engine in this first

model is a four-stroke, the dimen.sions of which are

52.5 mm. X 54 mm., 117 c.c, which is carried hori-

zontally on the platform. The tank is carried saddle

fashion over the crank case, and at the present time

an external timing gear is fitted. The transmission is

by chain to a sprocket on a rocking arm, this arm
having a phosphor-bronze bearing at its uppermost

FIBRE RING LOCKING RINGS

Details of the transmission shock absorber

on the London and Westminster Industrial

Syndicate's motor attachment.

end, moving on a steel sleeve fixed over the boss of

the crank case. The lower end of the arm carries- a,

spindle, on one end of which is fitted the driven

sprocket, and on the other a fibre pulley wheel

engaging with the underside of a belt rim spoked on

to the wheel of the bicycle.

The next sketch shows the form of transmission

shock absorber employed, the sprocket being loose on
the spindle, secured merely by friction, there being

one fibre ring and two locking rings.

Now, when the engifie has started there is a tendency

for the fibre pulley to run towards the rear of the

machine along the belt rim, and this has the effect

of increasing the grip in proportion to the amount of

pull. The spring shown in the illustration has not

for its object the pulling up of the pulley against the

The pedal cycle motor attachment marketed by the London and

Westminster.Jndustnai Syndicate, in position on a pedal cycle.

It is complete except lor the petrol tank.

Another type of "carrier motoi " attachment patented by

H. H. Patrick and the Oxygen Welding Works, Ltd.
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The "Carrier Motor."—

belt rim, but is merely a " take off " spring, so that

when the lever on the handle-bar is applied the arm

is pulled into the central position and free engine is

obtained.

The future model \vill be provided with a two-

stroke engine, lubricated on the petroil system, and

supplied with gas from a floatless carburetter. The
weight will be in all about i6 lb. Stays in two

different sizes will be provided, so that the attachment

can be fixed on cycles with 26in. or 28in. wheels. The
attachment is certainly neat, and the method of trans-

mission ingenious, and we shall be interested to see

how it behaves when actually used upon the road.

Another Design on Similar Lines.

Curiously enough, an attachment somewhat similar

to that described has just been brought to light by

the publication of patent specification : No. 3,514,

1 91 5, in the names of H. H. Patrick and the Oxygen-

Welding Works, Ltd., of New Summer Street, Bir-

mingham. In this construction also the power plant is

^^(JOLE NOVEMBER iSiIk 1915.

Ju^ling with a Motor

WE have on more than one occasion illus-

trated trick riding " stunts " on motor
cycles, so that the accompanying pic-

tures will not come altogether as a surprise.

T.hey show G. A. Roberts, a young Leeds motor
cyclist, who -appears to be able to do anything he

likes with his mount, which, by the way,

is not a modern one.

Whether motor cyclists do things of

this sort merely for amusement or as a

preliminary training to despatch riding,

we are not in a position definitely to

say. No doubt they assist in making

located on a platform mounted over the rear wheel.

but the cylinder head faces forwards, and power from

the engine is conveyed by a chain to a gear box. P"rom

this the drive passes to the rear wheel by means of

a V iielt. The chain which transmits the power to

the gear box is arranged also to effect rotation of the

magneto' driving .^sprocket. The tank is mounted on

supports as shown, and the silencer is attached to the

underside of the platform.

Colonel H. C. L. Holden, C.B., F.R.S., who on
many occasions has atted as judge at various A.C.U.
trials, has recently been elected one of the Wardens
of the City Guild of Gunmakers, a company still

exercising to the full the powers granted to it by

charter, under which it was constituted the Proof

authority for London. Colonel Holden is an old

artillery officer, and he brought out, some thirteen

years ago, what was the first four-cylinder motor
bicycle, and although he has seen forty years' service

he is still doing valuable work for his country.

Cycle and Sidecar.
a man part and parcel of his machine, so to

speak, and so alDle to act quickly in emer-

gencies, though if trick riding were a necessary

preliminary 'to fit one for a motor cycle under

all conditions, the circulation of Tlie Motor
Ci/rlc would not be what it is. At any rate,

the pictures go to prove that rational

riding cannot be so difficult anyway.

We should not advise readers tO:.

attempt to emulate the tricks illus-

liated unless it is done on a borrowed
machine and on a deserted stretch

of road.

A DARING
MOTOR CYCLIST

AND
SIDECARIST.

(Top) Standing on

the saddle and steer-

ing with string.

(Left) Standing on

the sidecar chassis

with wheel off

ground.

(Right) Steering

\v:th the feet.
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Aselectlonof questions of general interest received from re.ldcrs and our renlies tlierctn. All questions sliould be n'Mre-.-erl to llic E'Ji'or, "Tlte Motor Cycic,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended tor publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondent:* arc
urged to write dearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions thould be marked '* Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical tiubjccts.

For

Quality of Petrol.

Yoti would greatly oblige if

you would kindly give a liiut as
to the working value of petrol
No. 1 and No. 2 compared with
the price.—2* h.p.

dinai'v running you would probably
not notice any difference between the
two spirits, except that it is possible
that you would obtain a greater mileage
per gallon on No. 2, while starting
from cold in winter would 'possibly be
slightly more difficult. No. 1 would
give greater speed, owing to its more
rapid evaporation.

Smoke from the Pulley Release.

I should be obliged if you

?'
I

would kindly answer the follow-
ing questions: (1.) Hy engine has

-^ lately started to issue smoke and
oil from the hole in the pulley-

shaft. Should it do this, and what is

the cause, as it never used to do it

before I had my engine taken down?
(2.) Would it be harmful to close the
hole?—G.D.T.

(1.) We do not think there is any harm
in a. little smoke issuing from the hole
in the pulley-shaft. It might mean that
you have been over-oiling, or there is

a slight leakage past the rings ; but if

the engine is not giving trouble, or if

there is no falling off in power, we do
not think you need worry. (2.) If you
close the hol-e, oil will be forced out
through the bearings, and you will suffer
from an oily crank case.

Misfiring.

I liave a 2| h.p. Douglas, but
?^~" in getting up speed it misfires

a lot. It seems- much better
-^ after I have attained a speed of

about 20 m.p.h. I have tried

retarding the spark, but it does not
make any difference.- The engine has
liad a complete -overliaul just recently.

I should be glad if you would tell me
the remedy.—A.G.N.

Your trouhle is possibly due to incorrect
laixtiue. You should make sure there are
no air leaks in the ind'uction pipe unions,
and see that the unions are screwed up
tightly. The latter can also be bound
lip with insulating tape. You should
also make sure the plugs are not faulty,

and that the. points are clean, and are

adjusted between ^ and 1 apart.
The contact breaker should also be looked
to, and you should see that the bell crank
is not sticking, and that the points do
not separate more than -^ mm. Retard-
ing the ignition would certainly make
matters worse. Y'ou might also make
sure the valve springs are strong enough.

Size oii Belt Rim.

(1.) What sized belt rim (lin.

^ri belt) would be necessary on the

^ back wheel of an 8 h.p. machine
_iJ which is to have a maximum

gear of 3^ to 1, with a Philipson
governor pulky ? From what points is

tlie diameter of a belt rim measured?
(2.) I have a pair of handle-bars which
are very wide, and' although not very
low (the grips are level with the top
tube) give a low position. I have found
them perfect for grease and traffic, but
find that I get a slight " speedman's
wobble " on even fairly good roads at

50 m.p.h. or so. They are like the
Rover T.T. bars, but much wider, so

if I took oft' two or three inches at each
end, would I be steadier? If not, what
shape and w-idth would you recommend ?

I think the rake of the head and its

.distance from the saddle are both
normal.—N.V.G.

(1.) With a standard Philipson pulley of

S^in. diameter you would require a belt

run of 18in. to give you the gear you
mention. It would probably be more
satisfactory to obtain a rather larger

pulley, if possible, rather than fit a very
small belt rim. For the purpose of

anea.suring the gear it is usual to take
the point in the pulley where the centre

of the belt is when bedded down. In
giving the measurement of a pulley or

belt rim it is usual to quote the measure-
ment from edge to edge. (2.) Excessively
wide bars are certainly inclined to exag-

gerate a wobble at speed, though it is

hardly likely tliat the bars are the cause

of it. It is more likely that the wobble
is caused through loose joints in the

spring forks or a tight or excessively

loose steering head. The best bars for

preventing wobbling at speed are those

that are perfectly comfortable for the

individual rider; this can only be found
by experiment. It is not wise to have the

grips too wide apart. Any good cycle

or motor repair man should be ahle to

make you up a pair of bars to the shape
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which you think would be most comfoKt-

able for you, or you would probably bo

able to obtain some various patterns

already made up from some of the

accessory stores.

Fitting a Magneto.

I have an old 2 h.p. Minerva-
engined motor cycle. The
engine is fitted in an inclined

position, and is attached to the

down tube of the frame. I have
asked several cycle dealers about

fitting a magneto to it, but they

all say it would be better to buy a

second-hand modern machine. I would
like your opinion on the matter. (1.)

Will the above machine run as well

with a magneto? (2.) Could the

magneto be driven from the shaft the

contact breaker was on? (3.) How
many teeth would be required for

the sprocket on the shaft, and how
many for the sprocket on the mag-
neto?—J. S.

It would, of course, be better to have
a modern machine. (1.) The machine
would go better with a magneto. (2.)

Y'es, the magneto could be driven from
this shaft. (3.) It does not matter

much how many teeth, as long as you
have the same number on each sprocket.

The usual number is twelve. The shaft

is already rimning at half engine speed.

Starting from Rest.

I have just purchased a two-

stroke two-speed countershaft

motor cycle, and up to the

present I find it very difficult to

start. I might say that I am
a cripple, and do not like to run and
jump on from footboards, being afraid

I should overbalance. I have ridden

a pedal cycle for years, and always

mounted from rear step. Is it possible

for me to hav« any other means of

starting? The makei;s advertise a
slipping clutch. Could "this be fitted to

answer my requirements? Could I

place the change speed lever in neutral

and' paddle off?—J.W.S.
By all means have a clutch, two-speed
gear, and kick starter, then you wiU be

able to start away without any difficulty.

If the makers ot your machine advertise

a clutch, we presume they can fit it, and
we sliould recommend you to get into-

commuiiication with them. If you put
the change speed lever into the low gear,

and raise the compression release, you
will possibly be able to start off by
paddling with your feet on the ground.
It is no good putting the change speed
lever into neutral, as you cannot start

bv this means on the run.
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The Magneto Switch.

I have a 2-^- h.p. lightweight
motor cycle fitted with a U.H.
magneto which has a screw on
the side for a connection—

I

expect a cut-out. Will you
please say if this is so, and if it is

advisable to couple it up, and how to
do this ? On the engine tliere is no
drain tap,

, so how can I drain the
dirty oil out, and why is this omitted ?—H.W._

The terminal in question is for a cut-
out switch. To connect this up get an
ordinary magneto switch, fix this to the
handle-bar, and lead low tension wire
from^ the terminal on tlie magneto to the
terminal on the switch. In place of the
drain 'tap there is probabh' a plug
tiiroiigh which oil in the crank case may
be drained. If not, we should advise you
to have a plug or tap fitted.

Rattle in a Two-stroke.

My 25 h.p. two-stroke has
developed a, rattle, especially

when descending hills, also im-
mediately I open the throttle
further at twenty miles an hour.

I believe this is a sign of wear in the
big, end. Am I right? If so, how can
I remedy it? I intend taking the
engine down for the first time. Please
inform me the best way to remake
joints with brown paper.—J.W.H.

The causes of two-strolce rattle are not
yet agreed upon. The rattle may be due
to_ excessive carbonisation, and, if so, the
cylinder should be removed, and the
carbon deposit cleaned from the cylinder
head, piston, and the ports. If the big
end is worn, the only cure is to have
this rebushed. If you are careful in

dismounting the cylinder, there is no
reason why you should disturb the joints,

which are made of brown paper soaked

IJ^MgOLE
in boiled linseed oil. If, however, you

are mifortunate enough to break one ol

these, it is quite easy to make anotlier,

using the old joint as a pattern, or, if it

is too far gone for tliis purpose, you -may
get a piece of brown paper about the

size of the top of the crank case, smear
oil on each of the holding down bolts,

then press the paper on. rhis will give

you the positi^jn of the holes, which can

tlieu be cut. Next smear the top of the

crank case where the washer is to go
liberally with oil, slip the paper over it,

well over the part you have oiled, tapping

the edges gently with a hammer. By
this means you will get a perfect washer.

Other washers in your machine are likely

to be of the copper and asbestos variety.

READERS' REPLIES.
Misfiring.

I notice in the issue of Thz Motor
Cycle for October 28th, page 433, a

question from "J.H.M." I had exactly

the same trouble with my machine, a

1914 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi, also fitted

with Ruthardt magneto. In my case the

trouble was traced to the sticking of the

rocker arm in the contact breaker on
which the fibre wheel is fitted. I first

thought it was the fibre wheel wliich was,
and is still, very loose, but now my
machine fires perfectly at all speeds.—F.

W. Algak.

If "J.H.JM." bends the spring of his

contact breaker, so that a stronger con-

tact is made by the platinum points, I

think his trouble will vanish. One
pattern of C.A.V. magneto is so designed
that the centrifugal force opens the points

at speed, so that they do not meet till

the speed lowers.—A.H.J.

"J.H.M.'s" case, given in Tlie Motor
Cydt of October 28th, reminds me of a

Lieut. Jack Woodhouse, of the

Royal Flymg Corps, who was recently

home on leave. It will only be

necessary to lemind readers that

Woodhouse is a well-known Midland,

competition rider of Quadrant and
Precision machines. Seated m the

Matchless sidecar is Mr. F. S.

Whitworth, of the Colmore Depot.
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similar case I heard of a short time ag •.

His trouble seems to be in the silencer

chamber, and I would strongly advise

him to remove the silencer and go into

some out-of-the-way part and test the

behaviour of the engine. I rather fancy

the slowing -down will disappear as it

did in a case I heard of, thus giviuf;

him the clue as to where the troubh-

lies. I had a short spell of a siniilai

trouble on my own motor cycle. Since

I Orove a flattened piece of steel into

each of the opened ends of the silencer

the trouble, which was due to sooting

up, has entirely gone.—J. Scakes.

A Simple Test of Lubricating Oil.

I see in youi- issue of October 2Sth

that a correspondent asks how he may
test the quality of lubricating oil. There
is one way which should be easv to any
amateur. A poor lubricating oil always
causes a big carbon deposit. Let your
correspondent take a little of the oil he
wishes to test, place it in an open tin,

and heat over a flame, letting the oil

boil for some time. If the oil is poor,
there will be a burnt residue left on tlie

tin, and similarly, of course, a large

carbon deposit if this oil be used in the
cylinder, the top of the piston correspond-

ing to the tin. The better the oil, the

less the burnt residue, and the less the

carbon deposit. A good oil should give

no residue at all, and hardly any deposit.

I trust this tip may be of some use.

—

Eric
R. Troward.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Eastbourne to BorRXEiiorxH.—E.W.
Eastbourne, Lewes, Brighton, Shore-

ham, Broadwater, Arundel, Chichester,

Emsworth, Havant, Fareham, South-

ampton, Totton, Lyndhurst, Christchurch,
Boiu-nemouth.

PoRTSMOrTH TO "SYOOLWICH.—E.T.

Portsmouth, .Havant, Emsworth. Chi-

chester, Duncton, Wisborough Green,
Five Oaks, Horsham, Crawley, Felbridge,

Lingfield, Edenbridge, Westerham, Kes-
toii, Bromley Common, Bickley, Hotting-

ham, Woolwich.

SOCTHTORT TO LtN'COLN.—J.J.

Southport, Ormskirk. St. Helens. Rain-

ford, Prescot, Rainhill, Warrington,
Knutsford, Macclesfield, Buxton, Bake-
well, Chesterfield, Barlborpugh, Clowne,
Cuckney, Markham jMoor, Saxilby, Lin-

coln.

Biu.iiroRr) to Hicreford.—H.S.

Bradford, Brighouse, Huddersfield,

Holmfirth, Woodhead, Glossop, Havfield,

Chapcl-en-le-Frith, Buxton, Leek,. Stone,

Eockshall, Newport, Shifnal, Bridgnorth,
Burwartoir, Ludlow, Leominster, Hereford.

ilCLHON (CoR-VAVALL) TO CuTBRIDGE.—
J.S.L.

Mullion, Helston, Trmo, Bodmin,
Liskeard, Callington, Tavistock, Two
Bridges, Moretouhainpstead, Exeter, Cul;

lompton, Wellington, Taunton, Durston,

Glastonbury, Wells, Marksbuvy, Bath,

Chippenham, Cirencester, Burford, Chip-

ping Norton, Deddington, Ayuho, Buck-

inghain, Wolverton, Newport Pagnell,,

Bedford, St. Neots, Cambridge.
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MERICAN
_CELSIQR

Amer/c^'s Best Auto-Cyc/e
— the first Motor Bike to attain a speed of 100 miles an hour — has
smashed another world's record. In a 300 mile race in Chicago on
September 12th, "The Good Old X" finished first in 3hrs.29 mins.
57.2/5 sees. — a speed of "87.51 miles per hour — World's Record
for the distance.

The American Excelsior is the machine
for you if you want to get ahead and
keep there — call and inspect — try

and you will buy
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'Always Makes

P; . STANDARD MODEL. 7 h.p., 3-speed
rices . countershaft gear, multiple disc clutcli,

chain drive, kick starter, mechanical
lubrication

MODELE DE LUXE, as illustrated,

complete with Dixie combination lighting

and ignition, powerful _ head and tail

lamps, electric horn, and speedometer
£90

1

HiJMK^ MAKES com
In answering this advertisement it

Immediate Delivery of Both Models.

Complete Details from Sole Concessionnaires

:

HARRIS & SONS, '^"h^tf^^^^tf^'- LONDON, W.
'Phone : Regent 3906.

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

ATPNT^ ? Applicaata for
HUDlllO. this valnable
Bgencs' far diatriocs where we are

not represented ehould write at

once. The proposition Is attrac-

tlve :— A splendiJ machine, a

moderate price, and eaily delivery.

desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle,'*
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: LATENT POWER ::

FOR ALL classes of riding

where power is required

you cannot choose better
^

than a ZENITH : its resources

are under such complete con-

trol, by means of Clutch and

Gradua Gear — it transmits

the pull so smoothly to the

rear wheel, by means of the

Longest Belt Drive, that it is

comfortable, economical, and

safe to use under all con-

ditions.

Models from SJ to 8 h.p.

Catalogue with pleasure.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,

HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

ZENITH

STYLES
for Office or
Home Use.
FINE DESIGNS.
SOLIDLY BUILT.

One for every purpose.
Globe Wernicke Desks are renowned for their high quality.
They are designed on the most approved lines, are built of
choice, well-seasoned woods, and are beautifully finished in
every detail. Over 50 styles. Write for Free C.\talogue 9SD.
PACKING FREE. Orders of £2 CARRIAGE PAID lo any Goods Station in

the British IsUs.

Slhc 8loljc^Vcrt)tckc ^o. s^ta.

Office and Library Furnishers,

98, Bishopsgate, London, E.G.; 44, Holborn Viaduct E.C.

;

82, Victoria Street, S.W.

SIMMS VULCANISER
A Profitable Investment

WE have been
compelled to

advance prices

a little, but even then
Simms \'ulcaniser is a

splendid investment.
See what it saves you :

not only in "repair'

"fees, but on tyre bills.

"Tj-res and tubes last

double as long when
they are kept in repair

—a simple matter for

anvone to do with
Simms Vulcatiiser.

^ 'if

jmvctHres or bunts om road or i-;

oaraffc B4.«.

Stnallcrshe /or inner (Hhfsatiiu tSf

T>es<:riptive List, j>ostfr€r.

fanmsMotorUnits
l91M'auinirSt.Oxfaia5t, LondoaW

A Hit ,-i!l Dot:,',

B2 In ansieerina these advertisetnents it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TNew Models

MHNUFTJCTCmERS PROGKBMMES FOR
. J9J6

A NEW HORIZONTAL
HUMBER.

FOR once in a way the old-estab-

lished name of Humber, Ltd.,

will not appear in our Annual
Buyers' Guide. The position is

a curious one. Prior to the outbreak of

war the firm was busily engaged on its

3g h.p. single-cylinder air-cooled and
6 h.p. horizontal water-cooled twin
machines, but the whole of the stock.'

of these two models have now been
exhausted, and the firm's energies are

concentrated upon the very necessary

munitions of war. Immediately after

peace is declared, the company proposes

to produce an entirely new model, which
we liave seen on the road on several

occasions under test, and we are able

to outline its specification. The machine
in question will have a 4 h.p. horizontal

twin-cjdinder air-cooled engine, and in

general appearance will follow the lines

of the 6 h.p. water-cooled twin, a large

number of which are. now on the road
and giving satisfaction to their owners.

The cylinder dimensions of the new
" after the war " model are 68 mm.
bore X 68 mm. stroke (494 c.c).

The 4 h.p. mount will have a three-

speed gear box and clutch, the design

of which will be practically a replica

of the 6 h.p. model, while the ever-

popular chain and belt transmission is

used. This new Humber is intended as

a double-purpose mount, and w-ill prove
quite a departure for the firm, which,

by the way, has now had several years'

experience in the manufacture of hori-

zontal engines. Had it not been for

the war, the 4 h.p. horizontal air-cooled

NEW MODELS ALREADY DESCRIBED.

Many 1916 models have been described in

" The Motor Cycle " during the past few weeks,

and for convenience of reference we give

below an alphabetical list showing the dates on

which these descriptions have appeared :

.\riel 3-spccd gear . . . . Sept. 30, p. 316

.^uto-^vhecl Oct. 28, p. 418
Bamford variable gear . . Sept. 2, p. 227
Borgo (Italian) .. .. Nov. 11, p. 461
Bridbury Oct. 21, p. 402
Brough horizontal twin . . Sept. g, p. 264

„ ,, . Oct. 28, p. 419
Calthorpe 2-str. & 4 h.p. twin Oct. 7, n. 349
Campion 2 and 4-strokes . . Nov. 4, p. 442
Connaught Oct. 14, p. 369
Douglas 4 h.p Oct. 7, p. 348
Dunkley lightweight and.sc. Oct. 14, p. 369
Edmund spring frame . . Oct. 14, p. 366
Excelsior (.American) 7 h.p... Oct. 7, p. 346
Indian 2-stroke lightweight. . Oct. 14, p. 371
Indian 7 h.p. twin . . . . Oct. 21, p. 394
Ivy 2 and 4-strcke5 . . . . Oct. 14, p. 368

Jardine gears . . . . Nov. 4, p. 444
J.E.S. I h.p. lightweight . . Oct. 21, p. 393
Levis Oct. 21, p. 393
New Imperial . . . . Oct. 14, p. 372
Now Ryder 2 and 4-strokes . Oct. 21, p. 393

,, ,, ,, . Nnv. II, p. 465
Norton sidecars . . . . Oct. 21, p. 396
N.U.T. Nov. II, p. 467
O.K Oct. 14, p. 373
Omega . . . . - . . Oct. 28, p. 418

P. and M Oct. 14, p. 370
Piemier Nov. 11, p. 468
Revere 2 -stroke .. .. Oct. 21, p. 393
Scott - Nov. IT, p. 466
Service 25h.p.2-stroke and sc- Sept. 2, p. 228
Sturmey-Archerrweight gear Oct. 28, p. 421 /.

Vindec 6 h.p. and sidecar . . Oct. 28, p. 421
Wooler 2-stroke . . . . Nov. 4, p. 445
Wulfruna Oct. 14, p. 373
Yale 7 h.p. twin . . . . Oct. 7, p. 357
Zenith Oct. 21, p. 402

Humber would have been very much to

the front at this period, as so satis-

factory had it proved imder test that

it was proposed to embark upon its

manufacture in large quantities. As it

is, the 4 h.p. horizontal twin must
remain, an entirely new type, to be

eagerly awaited after the war.

Power unit of the 1916 two-stroke Metro.

THE METRO TWO -STROKE
Open Frame and Sporting

Models.

FOR 1916 the Jletro Manufacturing
and Engineering Co. are concen-

trating their energies on the 2^

h.p. two-stroke sporting model,

which will not be altered radically from

the 1915 design, and also an open frame

model, which we illustrate.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

70 mm. X 70 nun., giving a capacity of

269 c.c. Very large air cooling ribs are

used, with further transverse ribs across

the top of the cylinder, curving down-

wards in the centre to receive the pressure

release valve and its separate small pipe.

The fins taper towards the base, and

give the cylinder the modern pear-shaped
appearance first familiar with the Gnome
aviation engine. Every care is taken,

both in manufacture and erection, to

prevent the escape of oil from any of the
joints, a trouble rather frequently en-

countered even with modern two-stroke
engines. The flywheel is external and
of large diameter, with the weight massed
at the outer edge. The crank pin is

solid with the webs, and the big end of

the connecting rod is, therefore, split to

take the two gunmetal halves of the

bearings. Hence, it is easy to remove
the connecting rod and piston when it

becomes necessary to adjust the bearings,

and there is no necessity for fresh bushes

when the ones originally placed in the'

engine may have become worn.

'Iwo rings only are used for the piston,

the gudgeon pin being secured in

phosphor bronze bushes by a small set

screw firmly locked in position when it

has once been screwed home.
There is an external transfer passage

cast as part of the cylinder and delivering

mixture from the crank case to the com-

bustion space when the piston falls below
a port cut in the cylinder wall, there

being the usual sharp-edged baffle plate

on the top of the cast iron piston to

direct the incoming mixture towards the

. head.- A Senspray carburetter is bolted

to a port behind the transfer passage,

and feeds the crank case through a cast

passage, divided from the transfer passage

by a wall. The carburetter is at the

rear of the cylinder, while the exhaust

pipe, w^hich is of large diameter, is taken

in an easy curve from the front of the

cylinder to a large circular silencer

secured below the magneto platform. Oil

is led from the tank through a large Best
and Lloyd sight feed lubricator and
adjustable drip feed to a pipe connected

to the inlet passage from the carburetter,

oil being sucked into the engine with the

mcoming gas, a method which tends to

Compression release of Metro two-stroke

sporting model.
B3
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mately 4 h.p., measuring 3in. x 2iin.

(570 C.C.), its weight, without extras, is

not more than 5 cwt.

This double-seated sidecar is the
result of Mr. Scott's labours for many
months past—in fact, ever since he left

the Scott Engineering Co.'s works to

act as consulting engineer to the com-
pany. Mr. Alfred Scott has many
admirers among jthe motor cycling
fraternity, and a weatherproof touring
vehicle on the lines of the machine we
illustrated a fortnight ago will be eagerly
awaited.

I
i^ L. i. _-

Specimen of the latest lady's model Metro, showing sloping handle-bars and dress-guard design.

keep the carbjiretter cleaner, and, in

some measure, to prevent oil being blown
from the air intake of the carburetter all

over the machine and its rider.

An Attractive Petrol Tank.

In the sporting model the top tube of

the frame is inclined from steering head
to seat pillar, and the tank is therefore of

wedge shape. In order to increase the

capacity oi the latter, however, it also

widens gradually towards the forward
end, being in shape somewhat like the
Tourist Trophy tank fitted to the Douglas
machines, and giving this sporting model
a remarkably neat and workmanlike
appearance. Brampton biflex front forks

a.re fitted.

There is a heel-operated rear brake on
the left-hand side of the machine, the
pedal being on, the footrest tube, while
the brake acts on the belt rim below the
chain stays. The Bowden operated liand

brake acts as usual on the front rim.

We understand that the special' com-
pression release shown in the sketch
is manufactured and fitted under licence

from the Triumph Company, although
it is of slightly different form from that
on the Junior Triumph. Every effort has
been made to stop oil diffusing from the
end of this tube and spreading about the
enginetand machine.
Both the oil and petrol fillers are large

enough to enable the rider to do without
a petrol funnel should this be necessary ;

26in. wheels are fitted.

THE SCOTT SOCIABLE.
Possible Developments.

READERS may wonder why we do
not describe and illustrate by
photographs the Scott three
"wheeled sociable, a drawing and

description of which appeared in our
last issue, page 452. When we state
that this entirely new design, the pub-
lication of details of which has created
great interest in the motor cycle world,
is under test by the military authorities,
it will be seen that an illustrated
description at the moment would be in-

judicious. Needless to say, our connec-
tion with the Motor Machine Gun
Service renders Mr. Scott's latest
creation of special interest to us.

B4

There are two examples on the road
at present which have been before the

military authorities, and these are being
exhaustively tested under all conditions.

It is remarkable that, though this

vehicle has a shaft drive, a three-speed
gear, and a two-stroke engine of approxi-

THE SINGLE-CYLINDER
ALLON.

T has been known for some time past
that the AUdays and Onions Pneu-
matic Engineering Co., Ltd., were
experimenting with an air-cooled

twin-cylinder vertical-engined two-stroke.
Some premature details of an engine of

this type, purporting to be a new model
AUdays, have already appeared in print.

but the makers assure us that the model
lo be placed on the market eventually
(not in 1915) will be very different from
the experimental model, and a descrip-

tion of this engine would; therefore, be
confusing. For 1916 the firm will

4-5 h.p. twin-cylinder Zenith in its latcsl luiiu. 1 in. upper view shous the dri\c, which,

of course, embodies tlie Gradua gear. The 1916 Zeniths were described in 7"/i£ Moloj Cycle

of October 21st, page 402.

\
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New Models.—

dovote its attention to tho 2J Ii.p.

Allon siiigle-ryliiidoi', which lias a boro
and stroUo of 70x76 mm. =292 c.c. This
little mount—one of the first incorporat-
in" tlio increasingly popular sloping top
tuue, with its cofTin-shiiped tank—has
been wonderfully successful during the
past year, and it is not surprising, there-
fore, that little or no alteration is being
made to it for 1916. It may be obtained
as a single-geared mount, or with a, two-
speed gear, clutch, and kick starter, or
minus the two last-named fitments.

405

ROYAL RUBY IMPROVE-
MENTS.

THERE is no lack of enthusiasm
and progress at the Royal Ruby
works. JMany improvements are
under way, but the difficulty lies

in carrying them into practice.

Royal Ruby Lightweight.

Dealing firstly with the Royal Ruby
lightweight (269 c.c. Villiers engine),
one or two minor alterations have been
made which should add to the efficiency

of this model. Side shields have been
added to the mudguards, and a very
much stronger and heavier carrier has
been fitted. The tool bags fit snugly
in at the sides of the carrier, and are
strongly secured. Dunlop rubber-studded
tyres are now fitted as standard, and a

specially strengthened ball head has
been adopted. The seat lug, supporting
the two top bars, is strengthened and in

one piece, but, excepting these altera-

tions, the lightweight models for 1916
are Ainchanged.

Heavyweight Machines.

In the standard heavyweight models
considerable alterations are to take
place, though final arrangements are

riot yet completed. A Jardine four-speed

gear is to be fitted, and very strong

and businesslike rear forks have been de-

signed for its adaptation.' A hand lever

on the tank is provided for controlling

the clutch in addition to the foot lever,

and its usefulness is beyond question.

A special feature of the new model will

The sporting model two-stroke Metro, described on page 49i ot this issue.

be in the ingenious construction of the
rear portion of the frame. The back
stays, carrier, and mudguard can be re-

moved as one unit by simply drawing
two bolts. The rear mudguard has
been very considerably widened, and the
stand is automatic in action, rising and
engaging with a strongly constructed clip

when the machine is pushed forward.
The rear wheel can be withdrawn in a
few seconds by simply removing the
spindle, the wheel falling clear "when
this is done.

Another excellent feature of the new
model will be the uigenious provision
made for adjusting the height and angle
of the footboards. By simply loosening
one nut the boards can be swung into a
position to suit the rider, and securely
locked there.

The makers are also experimenting w-ith

a new pattern fibre-to-metal internal

expansion rear wheel brake, and though
it must be clearly understood that some
time will elapse ere these improvements
can be carried into practice, it is pleasing
to note that, in spite of the difficulties of

manufacture, every effort is being n\ade
to improve the new models. Many minor
points of convenience are to be incorpor-

ated, and the makers are paying special

attention to the demands of their many
Overseas riders.

Royal Ruby Rear Sprung Model.

Though far from completed, this model
is well advanced in the experimental
stage, and during our visit to the works
we were privileged to examine and try a
rear sprung machine. Probably the worst
stretch of road in Manchester—a small
back street paved with huge cobbles of

considerable anticjuity—was selected for

these activities, the machine being fitted

with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine and .Jardine

four-speed.

It may be mentioned that long leaf

springs are used, and that all the working
members concerned are ot ample dimen-
sions and very strong in construction.

Tile wearing surfaces throughout are
large, and it may further be mentioned
that the unsprung weight is reduced to

an absolute minimmii.
The machine we tried during a Man-

chester drizzle over this abominable and
greasy stretch of road was minus Ijack

stays, and it would seem that these usually
important members are of value only in

assisting to check any side roll, were the
existence of such probable. Even without
the _stays w-e noticed no irregularity in

the steering, though the road was un-
usually slippery, and the machine hardly
of a type one usually rides solo.

The action of the springs was excellent.

There was no rattle, and even when
ridden at high speed over the pot-holes
no suggestion of jar was conveyed to the
rider, though the road was so bad that
the front forks bumped continuously.
The Royal Ruby rear spring frame is

unquestionably a mechanical proposition,

and no effort is being spared by the
makers to provide something really good
in this line.

BAT MOTOR CYCLES
IN 1916.

T'

The 1916 model two-stroke singie-geared Royal Ruby lightweight.

THE Bat motor cycle works have
. been almost entirely taken over
by the Government, so the output
of Bat motor cycles for 1916 is

likely to De quite infinitesimal. There
have been no alterations whatever since

the particulars of the Bat 1915 models
were published in The Motor Cycle eleven
months ago.

B5
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THE 1916 J.H.

An M.A.G. Mechanical Oil

Pump.

THE J. H. Motor Engineering Co.,

of Oldham, are making few altera-

tions for 1916. The lightweight
model remains imchanged, except

that B. and L. drip feed lubrication is

now preferred to the petroil system
hitherto employed. Also side valances
have been added to the rear mudguard.

It will be recalled that a Villiers 70 x 70

mm. engine is used on these sporting
little machines, and an Albion two-speed
gear is usually fitted.

Touring Machines.

In the case of th-e heavy touring

machines (M.A.G. or J. A. P.) a Sturmey-
Archer gear lias been adopted for the new
models. It will be seen that the foot-

boards are now designed with a double
sweep. All heavyweight macliines are
built with reinforced tubing, and an im-
provement has been effected in the rear

wheel mudguarding. The guard is now
6irr. in width, and side valances from the
back stays to the chain stays have been
added. A Splitdorf magneto has taken the
place of the Bosch, and a B. and B. pilot

jet carburetter is used as standard.

A Positive Lubricating System.

While at the J.H. works we inspected
a very interesting sporting model fitted

with 44 h.p. M.A.G. engine, overhead
inlet valve type. This attractive solo

mount differed from the standard model
in that it was fitted with a neat oil pump
of ingenious design. This pump is

mounted just below the timing gear, and
is instantly detachable. It is driven by
worm gearing at a ratio of 24 to 1 from
the main shaft, the two plungers of the
pump being horizontally opposed, work-
ing from a small cam set between them.
The bearing on the driving side is pro-
vided with a reservoir in which the oil can
collect and overflow into the crank case.

At the bottom of the crank case is a small
sump, containing a gauze filter, which
can instantly be withdrawn for cleaning
purposes, and from the sump the oil is

drawn and forced back to the tank for
re-circulation. This neat and simple
device provides an efficient and econo-
mical way of oiling. Unfortunately,

NOVEMBER i8th, iqi^.

7 h.p. chain-driven J.H., which is designed mamly tor sidecar work. A guard to the chain

is Htted, but not shown

difficulties at present stand in the way
of its manufacture.

Engine of the 41 h.p. twin J.H. sporting

model. The neat oil pump (connections not

made) fitted under the timing case will be noted.

This attractive solo ma/chine is fitted

with a clrain-cum-belt drive, Sturmey-
Archer gear, round sporting tank,
fastened with ornamental plated clips,

and T.T. bars. The finish is of the same
high order as that of other J.H. models.

BRITISH MAGNETO FOR
1916 LEVIS.

WE outlined the Levis programme
. for 1916 on page 395 of our
issue of October 21st, but it has
now been decided to tit the

E.i.C. magneto to. the Popular model.
This machine is the one upon which
Blessrs. Butterfields' efforts will be con-

centrated, and, owing to increased cost

of materials and labour, the price of £28
has been increased by 10%.

The new 2^ h.p. with Enfield two-speed
gear will be introduced as early as

possible. This was fully described in our
issue of August 5th, and it may be
mentioned that with Roman rims, which
will be a standard fitting, the price will

be in the region of £46 10s.

T'

A TWO-SPEED INVICTA.
fHE single-speed model Invicta,

manufactured by Messrs. A.
Barnett and Co., Coventry, is

well known to our readers, and
it will be of interest to announce that a
two-speed model is now obtainable. It

is identical in evei'y respect to the single-

speed model, except that a Jardine two-
speed gear is fitted. The chain from the
engine to the gear box is entirely en-
closed in a neat metal case, and final

drive is by belt. The machine is fitted

with a 2^ h.p. two-stroke Villiers engine,
70 mm. x70 mm., Senspray carburetter,
and drip-feed lubrication. The complete
machine is neat and compact.

2Ah.p. two-stroke Invicta with two-speed countershaft drive.

Owing to the exceptional conditions
prevailing, Messrs. Montgomery and Co.
will not market their twin-cylinder
hnrizontally-opposed motor bicycle in

1916, but will devote all their energies
to the production- of sidecars.
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE
PHILIPSON PULLEY.

NO radical alterations arc being
made in this simple and effective

variable speed device, tlumgli

one Or two improvements wliiili

will donbtless add to its wearing (juaU-

ties and general effectiveness have re-

cently been carried into practice. The
most import-ant of these is in the new
jirovision made [or excluding diit and
grit from the working parts, for, thongh
there is no delicate mechanism about the
I'hilipson pulley, its life naturally dc-

]ionds to some extent upon its weather
and dust-proof properties.

During the latter portion of the year
the makers have adopted the use of a
large rubber buffer, which fits on to the
Hoating portion of the pulley and over-

laps the governor portion. Round the
buffer a tliin metal clip is drawn to

prevent the rubber from expanding by

^S^LS

Latest model Philipson pulley. Note

rubber buffer bound by thin metal clip.

centrifugal force, and the governor por-

tion of the pulley overlapped by the

buffer has been specially turned down
so that the dust excluder cannot bind
upon it and prevent the free action of

the gear. We are specially requested to

mention that during the tail end of the

summer a few pulleys were sold before the

makers discovered that the rubber is apt

to expand by exposure to oil, and, while

the buffer now used fits sufficiently closely

to exclude dirt, its existence cannot
hamper the independent working of tlie

two members.

A Longer Screw.

Equally important, so far as the W' ear-

ing qualities of the device are concerned,
is the provision of a longer internal

thread by which the floating flange is

controlled. It will be recalled that the
gear can be set to give any range of

gear ratios required, the variation

obtained automatically being proportion-

ately the same whether the top gear be
set at 3|- to 1 or considerably lower. It

was found, however, that when the pulley

was set I to give a very low range of

speeds, uneven wear occurred owing to

the internal thread being only partly

engaged, so that a " step " was ultimately

formed at the point in the thread at

which the wear began. It is obvious,

therefore, that with the longer thread
this uneven wear cannot occur.

The keyway which carries the floating

flange ia now being made ^'jin. deeper
than hitherto, thus giving greater
strength and better wearmg qualities.

.Siiu'c erroneous impressions cunirfionly

exist regarding this device, we may
mention that it is almost impossible for
belt slip to occur even when the pulley
is wide open and the belt at its

slackest. The tension of the belt, in-

deed, is of little importance so far as
"grip" is concerned, for the strong
spring inside the governor of the pulley
tends to keep the two flanges tightly
pressed together, so that the belt, Tying
between them, is constantly subjected
to the tension of this spring. In other
w^ords,

. the belt is tightly gripped and
held between the two flanges, and thus,
when running slack on a low gear, the
belt simply rides on the top portion of
the pulley, instead of being bent round
its reduced circumference. Thus it is

quite reasonable to think that this
system entails less wear upon the belt
than if it were run taut on a pulley of
fixed circumference, since the belt is

never subjected to bending strains at
high speeds.
The very considerable success this

device has attained in public competi-
tion is sufficient recommendation as to
its efficiencj'. Being automatic in action,
it is constantly in action, and conse-
quently the degree of flexibility attained
must effect a considerable saving.
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and scat HUflpension, The teat !« of lUe
liannnock variety, und Uiotigh wc are

not as yet at liberty to dencribc the
principle of the framework, wc may sny
that it iuonii»os well . for rigidity and
extreme liglitncHs.

J[r. Reed is also busy with an attrac-

tive featherweight sidecar, which differs

from others of its class, in that the body
is .s|n ung on heavyweight sidecar linen

;

it is, indeed, a heavyweight sidecar in

miniature.

The manufacture of Dot standard
models is almost at a standstill, though
one or two twin cylinder machines are
under course of construction. No altera-

tions are to be made in these mounts for

1916, except that the Overseas models are
to be given slightly greater ground clear-

ance than hitherto. The lightweight
model is also to remain unchanged, this

excellent machine having already reached
the maker's ideals as regards simplicity

and effectiveness.

A DOT DEVELOPMENT.

MR. HARRY REED, the weU-
known speed rider and maker
of Dot motor cycles, is at present
constructing a novel and interest-

ing lightweight, which, is quite a new
departure as regards frame construction

MATCHLESS MOTOR
CYCLES.

MESSRS. H. COLLIER AND
SONS, LTD., though they are

only turning out motor cycles in

exceedingly small quantities,

owing to their works being almost entirely

taken over by the Government, have lo

far remembered the existence of thej
former business that they have betn
engaged in de-signing an interesting spriig

frame. It has, however, only reached the
paper stage, and a trial model has not,

up to the present time, been constructed.

Still, this shows that when the war is

over the new iMatchless will be a

thoroughly up-to-date mount.

The experimental 6 h.p. twin-cylinder two-stroke Levis engine. There is a separate

carburetter for each horizontal cylinder, and there are tivo outsIde_ flywheels. The
machine illustrated is an experimental one, which won a hill-dimb on its first

appearance ; when placed on the market it will be water-cooled. The war has hindered

its progress.

B?
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z/^T2>^C.l'ZHl-^ F'E^^'TUjRoE.c/^
HINTS AND TIPS FOR WINTER RIDERS (Illuslrated).

THE 'CARRIER MOTOR" OllusiraKKl).

OPEN SOUTH AFRICAN TRIAL (Illustrated).

"Jlme to Ixght Ia?^p>5
Nov. 18th 5.7 p.m.

„ 20th 5.4 „
„ 23rd 5.2 „
„ 24th 5.0 „
In London half an hour earlier.

Motor Cycles in the Lord Mayor's Show.

That the despatch rider is still a public

ido. was demonstrated by the cheers

which were accorded three military motor
cyclists who ' formed part of the Lord
Mayor's Show. They were all mounted
on 1915 Triumphs, one of the riders being

Sergeant Barker, the well-known competi-

tion rider.

A Wounded Desjatch Rider.

News is sought by his parents of Corpl.

A. Lindsay, R.E., No. 54,326. Corpl.

Lindsay was attached to the 11th Signal

Company, and his parents received formal
notice on August 24th that he was suffer-

ing from wounds at a place not stated.

Since that date no further information
has been obtainable from the War Office,

and his parents are naturally anxious
concerning jiim. Any information will be
gladly received.

Support from the Front.

Our spring frame campaign has
attracted great interest with our numerous
readers in the Services. An officer in one
of the IMotor Machine Gun Batteries, now
on active service, says he hopes we shall

induce the authorities to adopt a better

method of springing for War Office motor
cycles, and he thinks our readers are, if

anything, too mild in their criticisms.

The mudshield problem, to which we have
devoted much space on several occa-

sions, is another of those requiring

attention, and which, like the springing,
will probably be remedied, as our corre-

spondent remarks, after the war

!

The Lighting of Street Repairs.

A correspondent draws attention to the
very real danger of lighting street repairs
by means of red lights. In these days of

reduced lights it is very easy, when
seeing a red light ahead, to suppose that
one is following another vehicle, and
possibly to discover the mistake too late

to avoid an accident. The whole regula-
tion of lights seems to need much stricter
police supervision. Within the last few
weeks we have overtaken many cyclists
and one or two carts showing a wliite
light to the rear, a large number of both
classes with no rear light at all, and
innumerable unlighted handcarts, also
one cyclist with a red light in front.
Such disobedience to the regulations adds
much to the dangers of our darkened
streets.

The Reduced Lighting Order.

A London judge recently gave thirty

yards as the limit distance for a beam
of light from ordinary lamps on motor
vehicles.

Police Activity.

Last week fines ranging from £10 to

£20 were imposed at various London
police courts for non-compliance with the

lighting regulations, and for driving

motor vehicles at an excessive speed. We
noticed last week-end that the police were
active on the Portsmouth Egad between
Thames Ditton and Esher.

Disc Wheels Popular.

A surprising number of sidecar outfits

on S.IJ. and Kent roads have wheel
discs, mostly of sheet tin. One on a

Scott combination, seen at Becbenham,
had coloured circles on JJie discs match-
ing the red finish. It suggests colour

variations and kaleidoscopic effects like

a spinning top.

Foreign Patent Applications. Official Con-
sent to he Obtained before Filing.

Under a new Order in Council, no
application may be made for any patent
or design registration in foreign countries
or the Colonies without the permission
of the Comptroller-General of the
British Patent Office being first ob-
tained. The requirements are that tlie

request for such permission be filed at

the Patent Office with a copy of the
British specification, and that the re-

quest lie before the Comptroller for one
month.
The object of this Order is to prevent

foreign patent applications being made
on -nventions which should be kept
secret from the enemy. It renders it

necessary for patentees to give instruc-
tions to their patent agents much earlier
than hitherto, or, at any rate, steps
must be taken to obtain permission from
the Comptroller so as to leave plenty
of time for lodging the foreign appli-
cations.

Leon Cushman.
late head tester of

Coventi7 Premier.

Ltd., and now a

petty officer in the

R.N A.S

Horizontal Two-strokes.

Two more horizontal two-stroke twins.
in addition to the several already
described in our pages, have been
b'ought to our notice. They differ only
in detail from the designs already
illustrated. It may be observed here
that Messrs. Douglas Bros, some years
ago gave their attention to the '

sub-
ject. Promising as the horizontal two-
stroke design of engine appears to be
on paper, there seems to be a " fly in
the ointment."

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of
second-hand models offered for sale in
The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advei-tisements, then the' last occasion on
which they were .quoted is given.

.A-^'crage Latest
'

, , for weekl%
Make. Year. H.P. last average

week, obtainable
^--1-^ 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £90 —

1914 '5 3-sp. sidecar , . [M. —
3913 <i 3-sp. sidecar . . i'sj —

„; 1915 2j 3-speed Ci7 —
Alion 1915 2j 2-speed — ^30
'^itl 1914 3 1- 3-sp. sidecar . . — £'^

1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £41
Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — ^55Bradbury . . 1914. 4 3-sp. sidecar . . f\y

,, .. 1913 4 3-sp. sidecar . .

~—
r^o

B.S..'^ 1913 4} 3-sp. sidecar . . _ £69
1914 4:1 3-sp. sidecar . . — £60
1913 3 ' 2-sp. sidecar . . — i"4;

Calthorpe . . 1914 2 2-spced ...... £iS ~—
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £62 —

, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £44 —
191-1 2; 2rspeed "_ /30

Doitglas ... 1914 2j 2-sp. T.T £42
~—

... 1914 2 j 2-sp. kick start
"—

r^~,
Etiiield iqij 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £79 —

igi-t 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £63 —
1913 6 2-sp. sidecir . . £53 —
191.1 3 2-speed ?45 —

,, .... 19143 2-speed — £41
H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . — £74-
Humber ... 19:3 3; 3-sp. sidecar . . — £32
Indian 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £76 —

1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £6c —
1914 7 T.T., free cng. — r^^

Ixioa 1914 2I 2-specd — - £25
James..... 1913 4I 3-sp. sidecar . . — £63
Len-Frnncis 1913 3.V 2-spced ..."... — jS;
Matchless . . 1913 8' 2-sp. sidecar . . — £55
Nev- Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £(.1
New Imperial 1915 2i 2-speed £20

"

,. 1914 2.V 2-spced "^-
/27

O.K 1915 2' 2-speed £2^
"—

P. & M. ... 1914 3l 2-sp. sidecar . . — £^2
1913 3* 2-sp. sidccw . . — £^7

Premier . . . 1914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . £51 —
1913 3; 3-sp. sidecar . . £40 —

Rpvcr 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £^4
1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £41 ^

Rudcre 1913 3I nmlti sidecar . — £54
Scot I 1914 35 2-sp. sidecar . . — £53

1914 35 2-speed £44
"—

;

1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . — £41
1913 3-J 2-spced — /;;$

Sunbeam . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £So —
• . 1914 3a 3-sp. sidecar . . — £61
. . loi I 3I 3-si)eed — £-so

- 1915 3; 3-specd £61 —
iriuniph... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £5-

'914 4 3-spe«i £4-
• - 1913 3s 3-sp- sidecar . . £43

,, ... 1913 3> 3-spced -
Williamson 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £(•- ^
Zenita 1914 8 Gradiia sidecar

"

—

£:>*

1914 6 Gr.adua sidecar £5) —
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Road Improvement in Devon.

Tlie read between Bidetord and
Clovelly, which luis for a very long time
been iu a notoriously bad condition,
chiefly due to the heavy cluu--sl-banc

traffic, is now being remiuie with a
substantial stone foundation. It should
shortly be in excellent condition.

War Office Motor Cycles.

All motor cycles intended for use by
the Royal Engineers Signal Section are
now tested by a military officer before
being finally accepted by the Govern
meut. This new rule is due to certain
machines having been turned out in a
faulty manner. We fear, however, that
the War Office test of a couple of miles,
and at the rate of over fifty a day,
is not sufficient to detect anything more
than superficial adjustments whicli may
be at fault. It is said that this brief test
" relieves manufacturers of responsibility."

Tail Lights for Policemen.

This is indeed an era of universal rear

lighting. The city police now carry red
bull's eyes at th-e back of their belts.

The idea is . an excellent one, and has
undoubtedly saved many policemen's
lives.

Another development is the marking
of the constables on point duty with a

broad white band about the left cuff,

so that the drivers of vehicles may dis-

tinguish in the gloom the official arm
when upraised to control the traffic.

Motor Cycling in Holland.

The war has affected motor cycle,

agencies and trade circles in Holland
very considerably. The fact -of there

being no goods to handle has seriously

jeopardised the state of the motor cycle

trade in that country. The public, we
are assured by our correspondent, is

willing enough to buy, since, not being
involved in the war, the Dutch are,

financially, rather strong. Our corre-

spondent mentions that lie has on order

a Rudge-Multi from the Dutch agent,

and has already waited several months
for it. The lot of existing motor cyclists

is not altogether happy, for tyres also are

now very difficult to obtain.

The [Jycle and Motor Trades Benevolent

Fund.

As last year, instead of the customary
banquet, an appeal is being made by
Mr. H. Smith, the President of the

Council, fot funds to carry on the good

work. During the past year 140 appli-

cants benefited to the extent of £2,700,

and upwards of £100 was given to hos-

pitals. The year's subscriptions amounted
to £1,500 odd, so it is hoped that the

donations will be_ large. The annual

general meeting will be held at the Con-
naught Rooms, Great Queen Street,

W.C, on 'Wednesday, the 15th December,
at 5.30 p.m., and will be followed by a

meeting of the ^council.
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IHE. LIGHTER SPIRIT BEHIND THE FIRING LINE.
Latest pattern motor machine gun "sidecar, ' as designed and built by seme R.E. despatch riders

serving in France with the B.E.F.

Motor Cyclists and Lord Derby's Scheme.
We are officially informed that motor

cyclists on the different waiting lists of

the Royal Engineers are not exempt
under Lord Derby's scheme, but must
consider themselves free agents. Such
men would, after November 30th, be in

the same position as other single men
who may not have presented themselves
for enlistment

Light Cars n 1916.

Wednesday's issue of The Light Car
contains the annual Buyers' Guide, which
should be of interest to many of our
readers in view of the niunber of Ught
car i-ecruits obtained from the ranks of

sidecarists. The Guide is a complete
list of the whole of the light cars at
present on the British market, with
prices and all essential dimensions and
particulars. Three-wheelers are included,
and an article of considerable interest

in the same issue is " The Light Car of

To-day," written by the editor of The
Autocar.

"Imitation the SmcerestForm oJ Flattery."

Having copied practically all the
features which have earned for The Motor
Cycle its present popularity, a con-
temporary this week recapitulates our
leaderette on " Double-seated Sidecars,"
which appeared in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle (and which, by the way,
was inspired by the new Scott Sociable
which was dealt with exclusively in this

journal). Not content with that, the
same journal introduces a new ( ?)

featm-e—" Average Prices of Second-hand
Models." No wonder an excuse is

deemed necessary I

Next Week's Buyers' Guide.

The annual Buyers' Guide of 1916

models, to appear in our next issue, will

this year be set out in original form,

and illustrated. The Motor Cycle

Buyers' Guide is an invaluable work ot

reference ; its utility in past years has

been proved over and over again. It

is an issue filed for reference throughout
the year by manufacturers, agents, and
users at home and abroad.

The National War Funds

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Times Fund for the Sick

and Wounded £1,876,775
The Queen's Work for Women
Fund ..; 166.926

The WeeHii Dispatch Tobacco
Fund 89,119

The Belgian Relief Fund
(exceeds! 1,090,998

Dcrili/ Chronicle Christmas
Gift Fund ... 9,780

Daily Xcics Christmas Gift

Fund 10,500-

No Special Privileges to Wearers o£ the

King's Uniform.
George Condv, a pettv officer in the

R.N.A.S., who was "fined £4 for

exceeding the speed hmit, and 5s. for

driving without a licence, stated at the

West London Police Court- the other day
that he was taking an urgent message
for the Admiralty. Mr. Fordham
stated that he had received a letter

from the Admiralty which said that

there had been no necessity for the

defendant to have exceeded the speed
limit.

NEXT THURSDAY !

THE ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE OF M^^®^
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and 2. River aos*'

A competitor carries his passengc :c

4 and 5. Enfield sidecar ( t:

6. A couple of P. . r

1. The steep portion of Rooi I" ':!

S. Leavino the control at

THE most important one-day relia-bility

trial ever held in South Africa was
that organised last month by the

Cape Peninsula M.C.C. It was held

over a course of 210 miles, wliich included

the climbing of mountains and the wading
of flooded rivers. The prize Tvas the Barling
Cup, and tlie fact that it is the last trial of

importance for some four or five months) c

added interest to the proceedings.
There were a dozen staiters—six solo and

six sidecar mounts—and tlie start from Cape
Town was made at 6 a.m. An early start

was necessary in view of the distance to

be accomplished, and the average speed set

of twenty-four miles an hour was on the

high side. Two hundred and ten miles in

the day in England is a fair mileage, but
over Colonial roads and in bad weather it

is a severe test. Likewise the percentage
of adventures was much higher than would
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ing wasjonly one of the tests

• on the carrier owing to trouble with sidecar.

utfits going well on good stretches.

and M. riders at a control.

Mgte Hill (1 1 8 miles from Cape Townl

I'orcester (% miles from the finish).

occur on" our roads. The ascent of the

Bainskloof Pass over a road with six inches

of mud called for more than ordinary skill,

but the great test was crossing the flooded

Breede river, the height of which at the

time of the trial was about three feet and
the distance across at least thirty yards.

Naturally, there were trying times on the
other side when it came to restarting the

engines. One competitor emptied a quantity
lo of water out of the crank case of his

D machine, and two others spent two hours
um-avelling the mysteries of a waterlogged

li magneto of the waterproof pattern.

The luncheon halt was at Villiersdorp

(125 miles out), and at 5.15 p.m. the first

man arrived home. Results proved that
!i three men tied for first place, their names
-• bemg E. W. Watts (8 h.p. Enfield), J. B.

Elliott, and J. F. Smuts (P. and M.).
Fourth place was taken by J. Hunter.

X'.'-- - .>-*<t. •__
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J.A.R ENGINES IN 1916.
BETTER BALANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS TO GUIDES AND BEARINGS.

SOME interesting improvements in

J. A.P. engines have been recently

introduced. Some of these have
been dealt with before, but iu

reviewing next j'ear's models it is advis-

able to deal with all the principal points

of interest. The chief engines to be
manufactured during 1916 will be the 2j
h.p. single, 70 x 76 mm- (292 c.c.) ; the

3^ h.p. twin. 70x 64.5 mm. (496 c.c);

the 5h.p. twin, 70x85 mm. (654 c.c);

the 6 h.p. 76 x 85 mm. (770 c.c.) ; the

Piston of the 24 h.p. single-cylinder

I.A.P. Note the increased bearing

surface and the oil retammg grooves.

3 h.p. Morgan engine, with special mag-
neto fixing, the magneto being carried
on a special bracket in front of the H.iank

case, and bevel driven, 85 x 85 mm.
(964 c.c.) air-cooled; the 8 h.p. water-
cooled ; and the cycle car engine with
heavy crankcase 85 x 95mm. (1,078
c.c.) It is interesting to note that
the manufacture of the short stroke
engine, which had a bore of 90 mm. and

a stroke of 77.5 mm., has been discon-
tinued, and all J.A.P. engines are now
of the long stroke type.
Ihe chief improvements in all models

are a decided bettering in balance, a
new type piston, new big ends for the
twiiis, and adjustable tappets. The first

named point we have had opportunities
of noting on recent road tests. One of

the accompanying illustrations shows the
latest piston of the 2^ h.p. model, which
lias been considerably improved in design,
being light, and having a much larger
bearing surface than formerly. The
number of oil retaining grooves will also
be noticed. The 2^ h.p. Iras been fitted

with a new pattern cylinder, the cooling
surface of which has been considerably
increased, the radiating fins being of

much larger dimensions. Both valves and
valve ports are larger, and the latter are
now of the streamline type.

To Exclude Air.

The inlet valve guide is of cast iron,

with a series of internal grooves cut in

its inner surface. It is afterwards re-

amered out to standard size, allowing a

clearance of only .002 of an inch. The
object of the design is to collect the oil

in the grooves, which shall lubricate the
stem, and, at the same time, exclude the
air. Particular attention has been given
to the prevention of air leaks at the
carburetter and induction pipe unions.

It maj' be remembered that the usual
practice is fii'st of all to slip the nut over
the inlet pipe and then braze a flange
over the end of the pipe. Engines vary
just a shade, and if there is not a good
fit there is a danger of the rider, after
taking down his engine, screwing up the
union so tightly that the flange is broken
off. Also, it is exceedingly difficult to
keep such a joint airtight. ilessrs.

Prestwich and Co. have overcome the

r

1916 J.A.P. ENGINES. (Lett) The 8 h.p; water-cooled cycle car engine tas used on Morgans)-
and (right) The novel external exhaust valve liher on the 4-5 h.p. twin.

BI4

difficulty by making a cone practicall;

driving fit over the end of the pipe, f

by turning the inside of the union nnt
fit the cone exactly. The result is t

the thin edge of the sliding cone is

tightly pressed over the union that

is excluded, and an exceedingly sec

fitting is obtained. This method sho
be most effective, and should overco
the difiiculty many motor cyclists exp<

ence, which can be only overcome
the unsightly process of wrapping insal

ing tape round the unions.

One of the most interesting innovatii

in the 1916 J.A.P. engine is the impro
ment iir design of the big end bearfa

which we illustrate herewith. A di

culty which is experienced in design!

the big end is to get 'sufficient bean
surface with the small amount of a;

available to withstand the power thr

CONED SURFACE
CONEOSHAPEDft

The J.A.P. air-tight induction pipe union,

of two powerful. cylinders and the iner

stresses which occur at • speeds, and
keep the bearings adequately lubricate(

Messrs. Prestwich have adopted t

forked and centre rod principle, whi
is probably the best, as there is

binding strain due to the connecting re

being out of centre with the piston,

will be noticed, on referring to t

sketch, that a phosphor bronze bv

passes through one side of the fork r

to the other, while the centre rod woi
directly in the centre portion of the bu:

This design allows a greatly increas

beai'ing surface. The chief improvenw
is in the design of the bush, which
composed of steel lined with phospl

bronze. The centre rod in this case h

also a phosphor bronze busli and woi

on the outside of the steel bush.

In the case of a hea\y twin engii

one of the greatest troubles is that
overheating. This
is overcome to a cr'

great extent by fit-
[,

ting extra radia-

«

ting fins, but the

'

exhaust valve cap '

is not usually pro-
J I

vided with any
i

means of radiating
the heat. The ac-

companying sketch ^

shows the J.A.P.
method of over- Radiating fins on th

coining this defect, exhaust valve cap <

by the insertion of the 8 h.p. \AS. twi

star - shaped fins engine,

which considerably
assist the cooling of the exhaust val

cap.

i I
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MORE SPRINGING SYSTEMS.
Progress o\ "The Motor Cycle" Campaign.

" The Motor Cycle '

' campaign i

ideas from our readers, who, as well
give publicity to all promising design

The Double Leaf Spring
Frame.

THE iioveUv in this design consists

only in using two leaf s))rings

where one is generally employed,
tlie object being to prodnce the

vtriangulation which will have the

n favour of spring frames continues to grow in volume—every week brings us new
as manufacturers, are taking great interest in this subject. We shall continue to
s which may reach us.

A form of triangulated rear springing.

effect of causing great lateral rigidity.

It is intended that the chain stays should
be mounted on the bottom bracket in ball

be,%rings; in other respects the drawings
are self-explanatory. There are no slides.

and the joints are not unnierous. The
designs were submitted by a keen reader
who prefers to remain anonymous.

Front forks ot similar design.

Another Adaptation of the
Palmer System.

R. PALMER, has still another
adaptation of the spring frame
which we have alre&dy described
and illustrated, in whicli the

recoil and rebound springs are placed in
the top tube ot the motor cycle. Beneath

M"

the saddle are slides which are gripped
by horn plates. The rod carried by the
springs is attached to the horn plates by
links, or springs in tension. The sketch',

which is only diagrammatical, explains
itself. It is, of course, obvious that the

Spring Support lor the Rider.

THE aijcompajiyiii;.^ ilhiistratiuiis show
a method, designed and patented
by Mr. G. Thomson, of Gilcoms-
ton, Aberdeen, of springing the

saddle and footboards of a motor cycle.

Coupling rods, which can be
made in two pieces and
screwed together to allow of

adjustment, are hung from
the rear of the .saddle and
su|iport the rear ends of the
footboards. Lateral movement
is prevented by means of

jointed links att;iclied to the

chain stays The original

r^ ^f

r'A<« ^ ^

A system of interconnecting the springing of saddle and footresls patented by

Mr. G. Thomson, and described on this page. The arrangement is shown fitted to a

6 h.p. Enfield sidecar outfit.

top tube must be a straight one when
this system of springing is employed,
but this is a method of construction
which is gaining in favour. This con-

struction,- has the advantage of neatness,
the springs being entirely enclosed.

The Palmer springing system. The points A A are connected on each

side o{ the frame by means o( links which push the sliding rod.

supports of tlie footboard are, of course,

removed. In the illustrations the coupling
rods are shown bent. This is to clear the

sidecar attaclunents ; on a solo machine
they would probably be made straight.

The front of the boards can be supported
on the small
springs at present
used on the En-
field machines

;

but almost the
whole weight of
the rider appears
to be supported
on the saddle
springs, and
about two inches
of springing
movement is

available. The
same system can
b e applied t o
footrests. It is a
well-known fact
that the passenger
is far more com-
fortable than the
driver of a sidecar.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Latest Enlistments in the Motor Machine Gun Service.

FUETHER inspection of recruits

for this branch of the service was
held last week, the
being among the men

G. W. Almond (Coventry).

J. Baldock (Coventry).

J. T. Birch (Birmingham).
P. Brewster (Hertford).

C. Capstick (Bolton).

R. Couzens (Sheffield).

H. Craddock (Birmingham).

A. H. Driver (High Ferrers).

H. Ellocott (Cardiff).

G. M. Hall (Ashford).

A. Higginbottom (Hyde).

A. J. Hunt (Johannesburg).

W. A. Hunt (Saltley).

F. Johns (London).

I. J. Linnett (Coventry).

H.
F.

C.

E.

F.

following

accepted

Lord (Bacup).

Lomas (Rhodesia).

R. lUackenzie (London).

J. Riley (Hull).

H. Sneat (Elsdon).

J. Storey (Elsdon).

J. R. Strachan (Canonbridge, N.B.).

V. Toms (Nottingham).

H. TJnbeham (Java).

G. Wallis-Bone (London).

C. A. Weatherill (Holton le !\Ioor).

C.

c.

The enthusiasm wliich exists among
motor cyclists anxious to serve their King
and Country is remarkable. Of the above
it is interesting to note that C. H.
Unbeham (Java^^, A. J. Hunt (Johan-

nesburg), and F. Lomas (Rhodesia) paid

their own passages home specially to

W. A. Davenport, formerly artificer-sergeant

attached to the No. 5 Battery, M.M.G.S.,who,
as mentioned in Tht Motor Cycle, has had a

very long illness, from which we are glad to

say he has now practically recovered. In

pre-war days Davenport was a well-known
Lea-Francis rider.

enlist in the JLil.G.S. Gunner
L^nbeham's passage, cost £60, and he
enlisted at Is. 2^6.. per day. He is an
expert motor cyclist, having driven a
sidecar in the Celebes (Straits Settle-

ments) in parts where motor cycles have
never previously been seen.

A.S.C. Closed.
As the Motor Machine Gan Service ia

now up to strength as regards car drivert
and mechanics, no further applications for

these positions can be dealt with until

a further annoimcement appears in Tht
Motor Cyclt. Recruiting generally for

the Army Service Corps (M.T.) closed

last Thursday.

The total number of applications dealt

with by the Editor of The Motor CycU
from motor cyclist recruits totalled 5,515
at the week-end.

Yesterdav (Wednesday) further recruits

for the M'M.G.S. from all parts of the

country were to be examined.
The next inspection is on Wednes-

day, the 24th inst., at the Coventry
Recruiting Office, Masonic Hall, 2.30 to

4 p.m. Experienced motor cyclists who
are medically fit should write to the in-

specting officer, Mr. Geoffrey Smith, 19,

Hertford Street, Coventry, mentioning
age, height, and experience, and when
free. A railway warrant will be issued

to suitable applicants. Only a limited
number of recruits may be accepted.

Recruits cannot be accepted under
Lord Derby's Recruiting Scheme, i.e., to

join at once and be called up for service

when required.

E. G. Firkin (late advertisement
manager of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.)

and Arthur Gough, of Coventry, are

among recent recruits in the A.S.C. (M.T.)

The sergeants' mess at the training centre of the Motor iMachine Gun Section.

Bl8
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The Editor Joes not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letieri sbould be addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle." Hartford Street, Coventry. anJ must be accompanied b< the writer's name and address.

A Trial for Armlet Wearers.
Sii-,— I most heartily agree with Mr. E. R. Troward's

suggestion for a trial for armlet wearers. Might I suggest
that the trial be for both Services, although it does not
»ppe.ar clear whether the discharged Naval men are to
receive an armlet. As your correspondent points out, there
miist be a very large number of men eligible for a trial of
this kind, and I, for, one hope his suggestions will be
heeded. H. T. CHAMBERS (late P.O., R.N.A.S.).

Comforts for the Royal Flying Corps.
Sir,—With reference to your article in The Motor Cycle

of November 4th, I would like to draw your attention to
the Military Wing of the Royal Flying Corps, in which
numerous motor cyclists have enlisted.

This corps is composed of men drawn from all parts of
the Empire, and, consequently, there is no regimental fund
or comity association to provide the comforts, which are so
much appreciated by the men at the Front.
Lady Henderson at the beginning of the war. acting on

the suggestion of Alajor-General Sir David Henderson,
Director-General of Military Aeronautics, started to collect

sufficient funds to send out to each man such comforts which,
in the ordinary way, would have been supplied from their
own regiment or county.

In view of the large number of motor cyclists who have
enlisted in this corps, I feel sure from among your readers
there are many who would be glad to send something towards
helping the splendid work that Lady Henderson is doing.
Subscriptions would be most gratefully accepted, and

should be sent to

Lady Henderson, honorary treasurer,

Surrey House, Marble Arch,

London, W.
The Royal Flying Corps has increased enormously during

the last year, and . in consequence the demand on the
resources of the fund is much greater. At this time of the
veai- the work is particularly trying, and the mechanics are
ousy day and night with the care and repair of the machines,
m w-hich the lives of the fliers depend. B. JIARIANS.

The Lady Motor Cyc'ist—A Protest.
Sir,— If you will allow me spa<;e in your valuable paper, I

should like to answer the protest against rational dress for

motor cycling.

Your correspondent, Mary Reid, must forget that perhaps
aearly 50% of the ladies who ride use high-powered sidecar
machines, which, with the exception of the Scott, have
diamond frames. Also many riders of lightweights prefer,

is I myself do, a diamond frame for various reasons,

rhen why should women be called "bold and mannish" and
other pleasant things I for weariiig what is after all only a

aeat and serviceable costume? Om- brave nurses in Serbia

md also our women transport drivel's at the Front wear
breeches, and also in tlie hunting field the larger proportion
of women are dressed very like the men and ride astride.

As Mary Reid looks so graceful on her machine she is

certainly to be envied, but many women ride for the joy

of the sport alone, and so are satisfied if thev look neat and
serviceable. FRANKETTE.

Sir,—A correspondent in your issue of November 4th,

signing himself "Dreadnought," makes a protest against

ladies riding, motor cycles other than those specially con-

structed for their use. Probably the majority of lady motor

cyclists drive sidecar outfits. In my own case, my wife
is pleased to give me a rest occasionally by driving her.self,

and by doing so I cannot agree that she provides an exhibi-

tion or loses her self-respect. As a matter of fact, the

average man's machine can be ridden with ease and decorum
by any woman, provided her dress is not unduly restricted.

Although always interested in lady motor cyclists, I have
never yet noticed, either on the road or in the press, the

exhibitions your correspondent mentions, and I consider his

complaints are exaggerated.
It seems doubtful whether tlie specially constructed ladies'

machine will ever become popular, except in lightweight

sizes, owing to constructional difficulties.

Generally speaking, in machines of 3^ h.p. and over, there

is not too much room for the removal of cylinders, and in

an open frame machine tlie accessibility is reduced.
Again, an open frame cannot be made as strong as a

closed pattern frame of the same weight, as the strength of

a frame is proportional to its depth. In a motor cj'cle all

the strength available is required.

It is interesting to learn that your correspondent has been
associated with clubs, which attempted to dictate to ladies

the type of machine they were to ride, but one would imagine
that any club which indulged in such interference would
be left severely alone by the fair sex. LK 2994.

[Has our correspondent ever seen a Scott?

—

Ed.]

Petroil Lubrication.
Sir,—As I am the writer of the letter criticising petroil, re-

ferred to by your correspondent Dr. T. S. Logan, perhaps
you will allow me a few words in reply.

I am prepared to admit, for the sake of argument, that

the use of petroil mixture as a method of lubrication is

probably as efficient for that purpose as any other system,

if one can caU petroil a system. What I complained of

was that it involved certain disadvantages in riding which
were successfully overcome by fitting a Knight lubricator.

I will enumerate them in order :

(1.) The messiness of petroil. The splashing of minute
quantities of pure petrol through the hole in the filler cap
v/hen the tank is full is hardly noticeable. With petroil,

however, the oil is left behind on evaporation, and manages
to absorb dust and dirt and penetrate everywhere. I want
to lubricate my engine ; I object strongly to the lubrication

of my overalls and exterior person.

(2.) Inefficient carburation. A carburetter is not de-

signed for passing lubricating oil, and cannot be expected

to behave as well as with pure petrol. I find with a

Knight lubricator I can use a smaller jet and get nearly

twenty more miles to the gallon than I could with petroil.

(3.) Difficulties in starting, owing to the fact that on the

evaporation of the petrol part of the mixture in the carbu-

retter the oil would remain and frequently gum up the jet,

so that I have had to take it down and clean it before I

could get the machine to take any air. These troubles are

now absolutely over.

(4.) Time and trouble. The mixing process takes time,

and is far from agreeable. All I do now . is to see that

there is sufficient oil in the tank, turn on a tap, and turn

it ofl when I stop. The hotter the engine gets, the more
oil it uses. Jly Connaught, good before, has, in my opinion/

been greatly improved.

No ! the petroil method is one of those unscientific short

cuts so popular in England, but it wiU not survive.

H. L. LEWIS.
B19
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Tubing Jor Acetylene Gas.

Sir,—1 notice a letter in the issue of October 28th from
Mr. A. B. Cousins commenting on my remarks on tubing
for carrying acetylene gas to the rear lamp. Jlay I say
that copper tubing was recommended in an article which
appeared in a paper (not Tlic Motor Cycle)'! The Bowden
casing is excellent for this purpose, its greatest points being
that it does not perish, is flexible, lends itself to clipping
better than rubber, and is not liable to get pinched. I have
used the casing some considerable time and have found it

most satis factory. Of course it must be fitted with short
rubber connections. MAY WALKER.

Water on the Knee.

Sir,—I have been in the habit of using my motor cycle

in all weathers and at all seasons for long week-end runs
during the last three years. For some time past I have been
troubled with occasional swelling of one knee joint, and now
I am suffering from water in both knees. My doctor advises
me to give up motor cycling, which I am very loth to do,

and I can scarcely afford a two-seater car Avith petrol costing

about a penny a mile. I wonder if any of your readers
have had a similar trouble to mine, and, if so, do they
blame motor cycling for it? I have had no accident that
would account for the trouble, but I have travelled fast

whatever the temperature, and the proofing of my overalls

has been decayed for a long time now, so that it is possible

that my knees have been getting warmed by the 7 h.p.

twin underneath, and chilled by the blast of air in front,

thus setting up rheumatic inflammation. I shall be very
pleased to hear any of your readers' views on this jx)int.

MEDICALLY UNFIT.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

Sir,—I am now riding my fourth two-stroke machine.
This is the first one on which petroil has been the system
of lubrication used. I find that owing to blow-back from
the carburetter the lower half of the cylinder and the
whole of the crank case gradually become covered with oil.

The oil then collects dust and the engine invariably looks
dirty.

Another reason for my dislike of the petroil system lies in

the fact that when ascending long gradients, or even riding
against a strong breeze, I am unable to give just that small
extra drop of oil which cools the engine and inspires con-
fidence in likelihood of the bearings receiving their share.
Have any of your readers tried a separate oiler which

does not enter the engine by way of the carburetter ?

Would it be advisable to drill and tap the cylinder wall
and take a pipe with "drip feed" from the tank to
this place ?

I shall be glad of the opinions of any two-stroke riders
who have made alterations similar to that suggested above.

E.M.

Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.

Sir,—I have read with interest the comments on above
in Tlie Motor Cycle, but up to now nothing definite has
been proved to be the cause of this mysterious complaint.
I have an idea which, if carried out, might
solve the problem.

In the fii-st place, referring to sketch on left,.

the burnt gas, in passing into the exhaust
pipe, exerts a pressure as indicated, the chief
direction concerned being that indicated by
arrow marked A, which tends to force piston
in the direction B. Then in the nex-t sketch the
pressure of exhaust gas has sunk to practically
nothing, v.'hile the inlet gas is at full pressure
and charges against the top of piston, as
indicated by arrow marked C, forcing the
piston in the direction D. Thus we have a
back and forward motion set up in the
piston owing to its contour, which at high
speeds might rea.sonably be expected to indi-
cate itself by the rattle in question.
My idea is that contour of piston top be made

as sketch on right, allowing for two exhaust
ports opposite each other and two inlet ports opposite each
other, and thus getting rid of uneven pressures on the
piston. A.W.M.
B20

Air Leaks.

Sir,—Although I have not put this idea into practice, I

think a small packing gland placed at the bottom of tli-

valve guide would eft'ectuaily prevent all air leaks througl

the guide and improve the slow running qualities of an

engine. T.T.

Broken Spokes.

Sir,—I owned a 7-9 h.p. twin of 1914 make which occasion-

ally broke a rear spoke or two at the bend. My 1915 mode!

of the same make was a still great siimer. Kebuilding tht

wheel did not cure the trouble, nor did a new wheel frcr:

the makeis. Other owners of similar machines in this locality m

are bothered by this spoke-snapping pest, but not to the

same e.xtent as I am. I am a thoroughly experienced driver,

but the roads about here are of the Six Days Trial order.

I would be glad to hear if readers have found any cure

for this most aggravating trouble. 1 suppose a new hub

with bent spoke flanges and straight spokes would effect a

cure. Why on earth will makers not make their hubs se

that spokes can be replaced with the wheels t;i sitxi.'

WILD.

Dangers of the Darkened Streets.

Sir,—Now that our streets are so exceedingly dark at

night, may I be permitted, through your columns, to beg

pedestrians, for their own safety, not"to walk along in tht

roadway, so long as there is a reasonably good .path alongside

which they can use?

I am a motor cyclist, engaged on Government work at

Woolwich, and every night in the course of my six-mile

journey home I pass a considerable number of people walking

along in the roadway, quite regardless of the fact that they

cannot' be seen by approaching traffic. It would appear to

be a prevalent idea among pedestrians, who probably have

not seriously considered the matter, that a motorist's lamps

still enable him to see objects some way ahead of him ; but

I would point out that this is not the case at the present

time, no matter how slowly he may be travelling. Khaki

is especially diflBcult to see at night.

Driving liome every night through almost unlighted streets,

after long hours at work, is already quite enough strain for

one's nerves, without the added danger of unlighted pedes-

trians walking along in the road. If a man specially desires

to walk in the road, I should suggest that he carry in his

hand something white, such as a paper or a handkercliief;

though even this would be almost invisible, it would be

better than nothing at all.

May I also appeal to drivers of vehicles of all kinds, horsed

ones especially, to have lamps on hoth sides in front, with a

separate red lamp at the rear? The usual offside lamp with

a red glass at the back is quite invisible from behind, if the

road curve slightly to the left ; in many cases, too, such a

light is obscured "by the rim of the wheel or by an ovei>-

hanging load, though technically a red light is there, 'it

a cross-road, if only the one front lamp is carried, a vehicle is

quite invisible to anyone approaching from the driver's left.

Further, lamps on vehicles should be placed at a reasonabte

-ik, fix

A two-stroke

of
••

piston designed in accordance with the ideas

A.W.M." (See accompanying letter.)

height only, as on a car or taxicab. One frequently me^B
vans or lorries with their lamps placed very high up

—

mot^
'buses also being great offenders iu this respect—with tM
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TAN LEATHER
M.C. COSTUME.

Best Quality Tan Chrome Skins, lined camel fleece.

A magnificent costume
for Winter Riding.

The coat is double-breasted and cut on smart lines.

The Trouser Overalls are also lined camel fleece and

have a strap at the ankle.
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"Uhe

Cheapest Way

BUY EXPERIENCE

Every purchaser of this book
gets the benefit of the
accumulated experience of
many hundreds of thousands
of motor cyclists during the
past fifteen years.

It is a storehouse of useful information,

compiled with care and discrimination

for the benefit of all users of motor
cycles.

I—

^
In the present
Edition the chapters
dealing with the
Carburetter, Trans-
mission, and Gearing
have been carefully
revised and enlarged,

and are a most
important feature of
the edition.

The Chapter on the
Two - stroke Engine
has also been
enlarged, and practi-

cally every Two-
stroke Engine on the
market is now de-
scribed.

^
Gas and Electric
Lighting, including
Rear Lighting, are
dealt with very fully.

n
A useful feature
is a table of com-
pa r a t i ve running
costs.

"M'
[OTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO
MANAGE THEM" is unquestionably

the best and most complete handbook on

motor cycles, their care and management. The
first edition was issued as far back as 1900, smce

when it has always been regarded as the standard

handbook, and no fewer than sixteen editions

have appeared.

Every new edition has been carefully and thoroughly

revised to keep pace with the mechanical and other

changes that have taken place, until, at the present

time, the book is a complete and reliable com-

pendium of motor cycle knowledge, invaluable

alike to begmner and experienced rider.

The sixteenth edition, revised (now on sale), is a

great improvement on its predecessors, and deals

with a multitude of subjects relating to all types

of motor cycles.

The buyer of a second-hand machine will find the book

equally useful, as it describes old type carburetters, ignition

systems, etc., in a special chapter on second-hand motor cycles

LADY
RIDERS
who wish to acqiure

the knowledge that

will enable ihem

to manage their own

mounts, and thus

become independent

of outside help or ad-

vice, will be well

repaid by a careful

study of this book.

- . Sixteenth Edition (Revised), Now on Sale.

Price 1/. Net. By Post, 1/4.

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C
And all booksellers.

i
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result that unless one be on a very familiar roiul, it is very

easy at a distance to mistiike their lights for those of street

. lajiips.

r I feel sure that this slate of things is sinnily the result of

thoughtlessness, and therefore, in the interests of public

! safety, I venture to call the attention of your readers to

these points. •

A me:\[bee, of the illuminating engineering
SOCIETY.

A Home-made Clutch.

Sir,—A small alteration which I have effected to my
3i h.p. Ivudge-JIulti and sidecar may be of interest to your
I'eaders. It is a T.T. clutchless model, and I found it some-
what annoying to have to dismount if compelled by traffic,

cattle, etc., to reduce my speed to a crawl, as, ot course,

the lowest gear of the -Multi is only about 7^ to 1.

I disconnected th.'i flat rod connecting the engine a.nd back
wheel belt pulleys, and fitted the arrangement shown in

RODTOBeUT RIM

Home-made clutch fitted to T.T. model clutchlejs Rudge-Multi

by a correspondent, Mr. J. Douglas.

sketch. The lever A is of fiat strip, pivoted on the engine

pulley cover as shown, the centres of this pivot and the

usual' Jlulti gear lever being coincident. From the bottom
of the lever A a rod is connected to the usual bell crank

and plunger rod operating the back belt rim. The top of

the lever A is slipped over a stud B, screwed into the usual

gear lever, as shown.
Now on moving the Multi gear lever along its quadrant

ill the usual way, lever A also moves with it, and operates

the front afid back belt pulleys just as though the usual

arrangement were fitted. But at will, lever A can be slipped

from its stud and moved forward or backward independently

of gear lever, this movement tightening or slackening the

belt by opening or closing the back belt rim.

If the gear lever is in the lowest gear notch of quadrant

and the lever A is moved forward independently the belt

becomes slack ; this allows it to slip considerably, thus acting

as a clutch. On gradually drawing the lever back the belt

'is tightened, and the drive is again taken up until, with

the lever again on its stud, the belt is at its normal tension,

and no slip occurs. I find that this arrangement acts as a

perfect clutch," and enables me to proceed at a crawl, turn

round, etc., just as though an ordinary clutch were fitted.

I do not claim that it entirely takes the place of a clutch,

of course, but it does all that a clutch is usually used for,

except starting from a standstill.

Further, I can, by its use, tighten the belt temporarily

on a bad hill, should the belt slip, by simply disengaging

the lever A and pulling it backwards, the gear lever, of

course, remaining in place in the quadrant. I do not find

the belt suft'ers to any extent, though, no doubt, it would
shorten the life of the belt if used excessively.

J. DOUGLAS.

5^7

Red Ligh'.s on Streot Repairs.
Sir,—I\fay I draw your atlcntiiiM to the; ini^nacc to niglit

riding caused by the use of red lamps for indicating street
repairs? When riding I have had several narrow cacapCH
by mist.aking these lights for the rear lights of cycles. If

lights of another colour, say purple or green, could hi:

instituted universally to indicate street repairs, 1 think
this danger would lie obviated. \V. IVEY.

Reversing a Scott.
Sir,

—

Apropos of Scotts firing backward, I owned one ot

tlie fust Si:otts built'—^a 1909 macliine, with water-cooled
heads only. On one occasion this niaffiine was l>aulked on
the White Hill, Henley-on-Thames, and started to run back-
wards. I engaged the low gear, wdien the macliine started
violently, ran backwards with considerable impetus, and
turned over, sidecar and all ; fortunately, no damage was
done. Curiously enough, this was the only occasion on which
this happened, and although I tried I could not repeat the

performance. At the time of the accident ignition was fully

advanced and the throttle well open. This Scott would pull

a heav^ coachbuilt sidecar with tliree up at about 40 m.p.h.,
and climb a 1 in 8 hill with ease when 1 sold it last year.

E. RIDER TROWARD.

An Open Exhaust.
Sir,—Some few weeks ago "Ixion"—to whose delightful

weekly talks I am sure T!ie Motor Cycle owes no small degree
of its world-wide popularity—remarked that a good racing
car can tick over at low engine speeds quite silently in spite

of an absolutely open exhaust. The exhaust of my 1912 T.T.
racer Triumph, without bemg in any way impeded by any
of the usual silencing devices, is more silent tlian it used
to be with the standard silencer and the cut-out closed.

I will explain how this has been achieved. The left-hand
end plate of the silencer box has been cut away and a Sin.

extension of the same bore has been fitted to the expansion
chamber. To the extension a l|in. copper pipe is welded
and carried to the extreme rear end of the machine. The
exhaust gases have thus ample opportunity to expand and
reduce their pressure, and are in consequence almost silenced.

Can any Triumph rider beat this for flexibility? I can
paddle off on a 3|- to 1 gear, and walk beside the machine,
which fires regularly at about 3 m.jj.h. There are few main
road hills I cannot take at 45 m.p.h., and my best speed on
the level without any tuning is 58 m.p h , all with exactly
the same adjustment'. TRIUMPH -iLIS

A CLEVER AND .APPROPRIATE MASCOT. An exact

scale model of a 75 h.p. eight-cylinder Renault airplane engine

fitted to the front fork of a motor cycle owned by an Admiralty

inspector.
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Change of Title.

Tlie makers of the A.B.C- motor cycle

have changed the title of the company to

A.B.C. Motors, Ltd.

New London Showrooms.

On and after Monday, November 22nd, |^
Triumph motor cycles in London will be
foimd at 218, Great Portland Street, W.,
instead of Holborn Viaduct.

LITJ",

Motor Cycle Handbooks.

Owing to the increased postal rates the
post free prices of our publishers' car and
motor cycle handbooks liave been slightly

increased. For example " Motor Cj-cles

and How to Manage Them" is now Is.

4d. post free instead of Is. 3d.

Oil for Hardening Bayonets.

Messrs. the Coro OH and Rubber Co.,
of Birmingham, who manufacture oils for

motor cycle engines, inform us that their

products are giving great satisfaction, in
other directions, their hardening oil being
used with great success for the hardening
of bayonets.

Longuemare-Haidy Carburetters.

Messrs. Ed. J. Hardy and Co., Ltd.,

Queen Victoria Road, Coventry, alter

having been in business for thirteen years
as general factors of motor accessories,

have now decided to devote the whole
of their time and attention to pushing
the sale of the Longuemare-Hardy car
buretters, Scott conibined starting and
lighting sets, Efandem lighting sets,

Hardy patent universal joint discs,

Thcrmoid brake lining, and copper and
asbestos washers. They have, therefore,
disposed of their factoring "department to
Messrs. Page . and Kaye, who will trade
under that title in premises adjoining the
present ones.

TEN-YEAR OLD TRICAR NOWUSED IN A BAKER'S
DELIVERY SERVICE.

The present owner, a Toddington baker, bought the tricar—a Humber
Olympia tandem—about a year ago, and substituted for the front seat
the box body shown. It gives excellent service in its present form, and
when one remembere that it is at least ten years old one can form a
good idea of the lasting qualities of Humber material.
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A Business Change.

ilr. Sidney George, the well-known
Indian racing rider and holder of the
fastest sjjeed ever done in England on
a motor cycle, has severed his connection
with the Sendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

New Beldam Tyre Works.
The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd., of Brent-

ford, JMiddlesex, have found it necessary
to make considerable additions to tlieir

factor}'. The work was started some three
months ago, and it is hoped that it will

be completed very shortly.

Eeview.

"The Petrol Motor." F. J. Kean,
B.Sc. E. and F. Spon, Ltd. 4s. The
book is one which does not appeal
directly to motor cyclists, but, inasmuch
'as it deals with the principles and
working of the petrol engine, it will be
of undoubted general interest. The
chapter on two-stroke engines will cer-'

'tainly be of value to all those interested
in this increasingly popular type of
engine.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a catalogue from
Slessrs. the Watsonian Folding Sidecar
Co., Ltd., Conybere Street, Birming-
ham, listing all the well-known folding

Watsonian sidecars
suitable for machines
of 2^ h.p. and up-
wards.

5. We have received
a- striking pamphlet
from the Vacuum
Oil Co., entitled
'

' Lubrication of the
Automobile

:

(1)

The Engine."
Though this does
not appeal directly

to motor cyclists, as

the motor car engine
is dealt with, the
publication is of
general interest.

The colour drawing
is particularly clear,

and the whole sub-
ject is gone into
very thoroughly.

We have received
the latest price list

of Skew motor cycle
tyres from Oviers,
Ltd., 35, New
Cavendish Street,

W. It is interesting
to be able to record
tliat Messrs. Oylers'
works have been so

far extended that,

although they have

been working night and day on Govern
ment orders, they are now able to moke
prompt deliveries to private motorists.

We are in receipt of a useful list of

magneto parts and accessories, which has
been sent us by the Piunbaken Magneto
Co., Ltd., Camp Street Works, Deam-
gate, Manchester. It lists spare parta-

for all types of Bosch, Eisemann, Mea,
and U.H. magnetos, t\-pes for which
spare parts cannot be obtained from their

sources of manufacture. Spare parts are
also listed of other well-known magnetos.'
lu addition to the -above, magneto
spanners, magneto knives, special mag-
neto oils, sprockets, driving chains, and
platinum points are included.

The Hendee ^Manufacturing Co. havo
sent us a copy of the advance Indian
catalogue. Although a more complete

WHEN FATHER'S OUT 1

The nine-year old son of Mr. .A. E.

Ferris, of Green Street, near Sittmgboume,
photographed at the helm of his father's

6 h.p. New Hudson sidecar outfit.

and fully illustrated catalogue is to b

issued later, the present list contains
illustrations a.nd complete specifications

'

of aU the 1915 model Indians. In connec-
tion with the new 33^% import tariff,

the following extract from Jlr. W. H.
Wells's introduction is of interest :

" The
burden of the import duty on such parts

as we have to import we bear ourselves.

We are not believers in the common
expression, 'let the public pay.'"

John Bull Motor Cycle Tyres.

The John Bull tyres, both Cross-Groove
and Rib-stud, remain unaltered for 1916.

The former is made va two qualities, tllS

Toiu'ist Trophy type being bnilt upon
four-ply fabric iui the larger sizes, and
the Standard on tlrree-ply. The latter is

made in the T.T. qiuility only, but is

supplied in 2|in. section (we have one
of these tyres iui use at present with
6,800 miles to its credit) and also in the
50in.x3in. size.

Quite a novelty is the latest idea in

p.Ttches. John Boll patches are now pwh v
vided' with a protective covei'ing on thsCf
prepared suifa<;e, which is easily re-^
movable, preserves the surface, and aM|
thesama time prevent-s it from beconiin^^
soiled. Other articles manufactured by.'
the Leicester Rubber Co.. Ltd., are the:,

deep-drive belts, " Unkinkable " gsS'^
tubing, overalls, and &iany other thinra.'*

useful to a motor cyclist, among wliii

the "Oversize" horn bulb must not
forgotten.
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The Evidence Accumulates

^ Here is further proof that " The Motor Cycle " is far and away the best
jJ medium for Miscellaneous Advertisements relating to second-hand machines,

spares, fittings, etc.

So many letters are received from satisfled advertisers that it is impossible to publish
them all, but a typical selection is given below.

Reasons why

brings such

GOOD
RESULTS

First.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" has
by far

The Largest
Circulation

of any paper published in the
interests of motor cyclists—the
present figures being very con-
siderably in excess of

80,000
copies a week.

This means that it reaches by far

the greatest number of BUYERS.

Second.

The influence exerted by "THE
MOTOR CYCLE" throughout the

movement is far greater than that

of any similar journal. It is re-

cognised everywhere as the paper
of authority.

~^~^~^

Third.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" con-
tains, week by week, nearly twice
as many advertisements of second-

hand machines, etc., as any other

paper, and buj-ers turn to it

naturally to look for bargains.

' Delighted with the Resalt.

"With reference to the two motors advertised in your valuable
paper a fortnight ago, I am delighted with the result. The-
machines were sold the next day, and I had over 20 replies,

and it was impossible for me to reply to all. This is proof
that 'The Motor Cycle ' cannot be beaten for a sales medium."

—T. E. Dosser, Slingsby, Malton, Yorks.

'Had many offers."

"The Enfield Twfin for which I put two advts. in 'The Motor
Cycle ' was exchanged with cash for a Zenith the next day
after first advert, appeared, and I have had many offers since."

—A. V. Sandoe, 18, North Parade, Penzance.

"4 splendid Advertising Paper."

"I am delighted to say that in reply to my advert, in 'The
Motor Cycle' of a Lady's 191 4 Douglas I received over 30
enquiries, including wires and telephone calls, in fact I did not
know who to save the machine for. No doubt you will be glad

to hear that ' The Motor Cycle ' is such a splendid advertising

paper, and personally I am delighted to give you the credit

which you deserve. '

'

—W. Brandish, Foleshill Road, Coventry.

"Quite Satisfied with the Result."

" I have pleasure in informing you that the P. & M. and Side-

car I advertised in your issue of the 1 6th was sold within four

days. I am quite satisfied with the result of the advert."

—A. Thorpe, 55, Market Place, Leicester.

"18 Replies to date.'

"You will be interested to hear that we have received to date

about 18 replies to our advertisement in 'The Motor Cycle'

last week of- a Lightweight machine."

—The Adelaide Motor Company, 84, Chalk Farm Road,
London, N.W.

" What a splendid medium."
" I thank you for forwarding on letter in reply to my ad. in

'The Motor Cycle.' This makes the i6th letter I have
received, which shows what a splendid advertising medium
your paper is." _p_ £_ c^oss, Winsham, Chard.

Send your next advertisement to "The Motor Cycle"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., or Coventry.

The rales for prepaid paragraph annottncemcnts are given on the first page of Miscellaneous Advertisements.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES. I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

!

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. tor every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

:

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
j

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertiseraants in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oHices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in
]

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical I

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes. '

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers letters may be

; addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if '* London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20,. Tudor Street, E.C.WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Persons who besitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, out if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit tee of 2s. 6d, is charged, when mider
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer lo their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed o(. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite Impossibie to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J-.S., lateslr 2";4b.p. 3-speed mo<Iel, iu stOL-k.— Mlii-
stou, 26 and 31, Bridee St., Chester. tX.4011

A.J.S., 1915, 3-speed model. ue..arlv new, done 1,500
only: bargain at £45.-I^elson, Agent, Eijyl. [X3870

A.J.S.. 1914, 2%h.p., 3-speed. spares; £42.—Davies,
2, Darley Ed., Wlialley Bange, Manchester. tX3917

A.J.S., 1915, 2'f4h.p., 3-speed, Lucas l^mp set horn,
accessories; £48.-43, High St., Allreton. [X3918

A.J.S.. 6h.p , complete with sidecar, just delivered

;

£95.—Turpins, 22 and 29. Tleston Rd., Briglit,.ii.

t071t
A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, ivith screen, £90; 2~'4li p

3-speed, £55/2/6; ju-!t delivered.—Dan Guy, AVey-
iiiontb. [6104

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-3peed model, now Dunlops, lamp and
horn; £35.—Marston, 26 and 31, Bridse St..

Chester. [S4010

A.J.S.—E**rly deliveries of 1916 models. Book your
order now at Marston's, 26 and 31, Bridge St.,

Cbe.ster. [X-4012

in 14 Sh.p. A.J.S.. with MilUord Corvette sidecar.
J-t/ lauips, and horn; 70 gu«.-S. J. I'air, 201. Chcl-

A VISIT TO

nCHOPES
IS ALWAYS INTfcRESriNG
AND REMUNERATIVE

To every motor cycle Imyer. You see the largest

collection of maclim&s oi all best makes. New and
Second-hand, staged side by side easy for examina-
tion and comparison, and if you buy you get

advantages that amply repay the expense of

your visit.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S BIG BARGAIN LIST.

IT INCLUDES THESE :

NEW MODELS IN STOCK.
9809. 4} h.p. rgis 3-sp. JAMES and S'car,

with dec. horn and dynamo lighting £59 10
9803. 6 h.p, igrs ZENITH, counter-

shaft gear £80 9 8
9861. 2.Vh.p. r9i5 2-sp. 2-slr. WOLF £32 11 9
987r. 8 h.p. 1915 3-sp. BAT and S'car £98 8 9
0886. 3.1 h.p. igrs Single-sp. ALLON ... £31 10
9902. 21 h.p. 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P. . £37 4
9911. 4l h.p. igrs 2-sp. BAT £60 7 6

90to. 2J h.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN-VILLIER3 £35 9 6

9949. 3.1 h.p. rgis 3 sp. SUNBEAM .... £73 10
g95r. 2} h.p. rgrs 3-sp DOUGLAS, Vo<\. U £52 10
9966. 2j h.p. jgi'j 2-sp. CALTHORPE-

J.A.P. £36 15
-9969. 2'. h.p. 1975 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P. £36 15

9977. 4ib-P' t9l6 3-sp. B.S.A., chain
and belt drive £62

9978. 6 h.p. igrS ENFIELD Coiiibinat'n 85 gns.

9989. 23 h.p. rgis 2-sp. DOUGLAS £50 8

9997. 4! h.p. rgia 3-sp. QUADRANT ... £60
9998. 2', h.p. 1915 2-sp. ALLON £38 17
10Q03. 2} h.p. 1915 2-sp. DOUGLAS, W.O.

model £54 12
9973. 3'. h.p. rgrs 3-sp. PREMIER £45

9974. 2j b.p. rgr; 2-sr>. DOUGLAS £47 10
9975. G h,p. 1973 3-sp. BAT £35

9979. Ii h.p. J914 AUTO-WHEEL and
3-sp. cycle £12 10

9984. 4 h.p. 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH &Sc. £49

9984. 4ih.p; 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and S'car £67 10
99SG. 2} h.p. 1915 3-sp. T.T. DOUGLAS £50
9987. 7 h.p. 1911 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £35

9994. 2| b.p. 1915 2-sp. DOUGLAS £46 10

9995- 4-5 b.p. 1913 3-sp. HAZLEWOOD
and Sidecar £45

9996. 2j h.p. 1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS £48
10002. 2J h.p. 1913 3-sp. GRANDEX .... £22 10
10004. 2|h.p. 1915 2-sp. BALTHORPE-

J.A.P. £33 10
9938. 3.V h.p. 1915 3-sp. SUNBEAM . . . £67 10
9944. 3i h.p. 1900 TRIUMPH £22 10

9940. 3\ h.p. 1912 2-sp. B.S.A £36 10
9953- 2I h.p. 1915 2-sp. 2-stroke TYLER £27 10
9958. 6 h.p. 1909 2-sp. REX £28 10
9963. 8 b.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £67 10
9928. 8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £70
9925. jJh.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVER Comlj'n £42
9931. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. A.J.S. & Sidecar £73 10
9880. 3l h.p. J913 3-sp. ROVER £38 10
9895. 6 h.p. 1915 3-sp. NEW HUDSON

and 2-seater sidecar £57 10
9896. 3 h.p. 1913 2-sp. ENFIELD £35
9837. 4j h.p. 1913 3-sp. JAMES Comb. . £45
9839. 3* h.p. 1907 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10
9840. -3J h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£28
9847. 4ih.p. 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT

and Sidecar £57 10
9S53^ 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD Combinat'n £67 10
9S67. 2.} h.p. 2-sp. ENFIELD £26
9869. 7 h.p. 1915 T.T. Roadster INDIAN £50
9772. 3jh.p. 1914 3 sp. w.-c. HUMBER £42

MOST LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE FOR
PRESENT MOUNT IN PART PAYMENT OF NEW.

LOWEST
PRICES

FOR CASH

INSTANT

DELIVERY

tenhani Ed.. Bristol. [X4051

I

, Shoe Lane,
h l^etSL, London, E.C.
'Phone : 5777 Holtjorn.

Wires :
" Opiljcer. L'don.

"

EASIEST

EASY

TERMS.

FULLEST

GUAR-
ANTEE.

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT

Under the provisions of the above Act,
advertisers requiring workmen, and whose
business cons sts whollv or mainly of

engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident nore than 10

miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of applic ition can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need appb-.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

.\.J.S.

A.J.S.. 1914. 2%h.p.. 3 speeds, kick-starter, in per-

fect order; £28, a bargaia.—Percy and Co.. 337.

Euston Rd., London. [6159

AJ.S.. 6h.p., 3-speed, just receired from makers : fir€t

cheque for £79/7/6 secures; immediate delivery.—

Lewis and John, Narberth. ^
rx3?73

1015 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete Tfith Lucas
i-ij lamps, etc., done little work; 80 gns.—Cross,
Effingham Sq., Rotberham. [X3228

A.J.S., 1913, 2a4h.p., 3-speed. clutch. Lucas lamis,
mechanical horn, in absolutely perfect condition;.

£32.—Longman, 1, King St., Acton. [6145

A.J.S., 1913, Sh.p., coachbuilt sidecar, hood and
screen, spares: £56, near offer.—Hilton, Sharp,

and Co., Ltd., Toxhall Sq., Blackpocl. :X3996

-JQIS A.J.S., 2-uh.p., new August, dene 700 miles,

XfJ owner enlisted, speedometer, lamps, horn; £50.

—Rowbotham, 25, Normanton Rd,. Derby. [X3941

15 2-speed 2=ih.p. A.J.S., just orerhauled and
enamelled, lamps, born, aceessoriet? ; £45.—

Wright, Springfield Ed., King's Heath, Birmingham.

1014 Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, perfect condition.

XU hood, screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, all acces-

sories; £65.—Hood, 348, Great Horton Ed., Bradfort.

AJ.S Lata 1913 Sh.p. Combination, coachbuilt cfde-

car, head light, Jones speedometer, horn, tools,

ensines newlv overhauled: £40.-Cada5, llandrline. Ayr-

shire.
"

[X3811

to 15 4hp. A.J.S., 3-.<peed, Stevens coachbuilt side-

it/ cor, 4".'. months old, as new: £70, ca.-^h or easj

terms.-E. E, 'Jones iGaragesl. Ltd., Swansea, Loun,"''/

Cardiff. - [0731

,1 .J.S. 1916 61i.p. Motor Cvcle, actually in stock;

-ti. £84—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,

Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..

Plymouth. lOSOi

AJS 1013. 6h.p., 3-sreed. perfect condition, just

overhauled; 39 gns.. very great bargain; ex-

changes, easv terms.-^ulian. Broad St., Readu*
'Phone : 1024. i"''"

AJ.S., 6-6h.p., 1913, C.n. sidec.nr, band chltch,

countershaft, kick starter, lamps, born, ovia^

hauled, splendid condition; £48, bargain.—26, Farnlw
Ed., S. Norwood. ' [6137

1015 6h p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutely in stock:

Xt/ this lu-Kurious outfit complete onl.v costo

£102/10; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad SL,

Reading. 'Phone : 1024. IX14S5

-|Q14 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lie Lwxe body, J
XU speeds, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel com-

plete. hood, screen, Lucas horn and lamps, c^rr gener-

ator, speedometer, tool*:, splendid condition; 80 gns.:

-e"cn by appointment.—YTalker, 67, Primrose ilansioDi.

BatteTsea. [X3907

^h.p. A.J.S., 1914, 3.speed countershaft gear and
O free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar. tTttcd with

Lucas lighting set, Lucas liorn, rear light, tools, and
spares, any severe trial given, mechanically sound, a$

new: 70 gns.: rare opportunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, Loudon. [6306
Alldays.

1015 Allou. 2"'ih.p.. 2-«peed; £32: perTect.—CiMfe
X^J Whitkiik. Leeds. [5953

ALLONS from stock. 2.spccd £33/17, and single spefd.

£51 /lO mo<leIs: cash, easy terms.-'\\'auchope>.
9. Shoe Lane, London. [6306

A26 -Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the niiniber at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the
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CORONET Sidecar Chassis

1Q16 Allclays-AIIon, S-spt-i-a mid clutpli, iilisolntolv in
t' .sUH-k; ,*45.—.Iiiliiin. nroad .St.. Hondina.

I'it;g0!:t dealer ill the South. 'Plioue : 1024. tXOiJ0:J

i LLDAY.S a-strokP, ai.jli.p., (liorouglily ovoritmilwl.
.^1- new tyres, Mt. Iniiii'S. Jioni. neeessniies: £22:

rsl83

A I.I.OX. 1915, 2.«i)eotl in sood eondition: tlii;

tyres, l>eit, Iniiii'S, Jioni, nceessnii
itprt.—Gowir, Sidley Sttites, Bcs-hill,

1915, 2
in.' iKnv oo.st £42, for iiuiek snlo will aiiepl

26 pn.*,— .luliiiu, Brond St., Eeuding. 'rboiie ; 1024.
I.X4120ALLDAYS Muteldess 3l.;ii.p. ComWlintion, 1913. 2

^M. specd'^, elnteh, Itiiiip:^, siiecdniueter. 2 ueiv tvii~.
belt, eiuiinoHcd, overhauled tlii.. rear; £32.-55. Gral'tnn
St.. Mile End. [6274

A LM'AYS MatelilP.s». 2iyi.p,, 2-^trote,. , . f^plendid enn-
djtion, full eiiuipuient; inclndiui? many extra?;

mli' a^vay: bargiiiu, £22.-Chinde Nettlctou, Greenwav.s
I'uiihtidse '.Yells. . [6256

ATjI.ONS. single-speed. 2.speed. and 2-speed clutch
_aetu.a_lly in stoek: deferred payments -

Walthantstow,
[ desired

and 50, Jlieb
[6339

tiamb'-. 151, Hish St
^d.. Wood Green.

Ariel

AEIEL.. 1911-12 nifidel. just overlmuled, new tvres
and belt; bargain. £19; 15.-Speechlev, 45. Clmreb

ad.. Aeton. [6294
ARIELS.—5-6h.p. eombination in stock.—Special

-, agent. Jones. The Btoadivay. jMuswell Hill.
Easiest ol easy payments arranged. [4823

Arno.

1 014 Red Arno. sidecar, 3i:.h.p., 3-speed. gears new.Xt/ F.E. cluteb, Senspray. lamp, horn; ^37/10;
guaranteed sound.—Railway Garage, Staines. [5915

AiitoAVheels,
AT:ITO-^VHEEt, de Luxe: £15/15; 26/3 montlili-.-

Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, l^ondon. [629S

very little used, and in
-D:in Gvly, Wevmnutb.

[6110
ALMOST New Auto-Wheel, witli new £10 evi-Ie

att.iehed: £17.—Apply, Geo. Gr:iy. 4. Mount I'leas-
ailt. Cbesbuut. [60J3
A UTO-WHEEL.-jA 1915 at «10. a 1914 "at i£S/10,

-'-A both guaranteed perfect and as new.—Percy aud
Co.. 337, Euston Rd., London. [6157

ATTTO Wheel, attached to 3-speed Fleetwood cvele
-ready lor the road: £12/10; excellent condition-

guaranteed.—\\ aucbope's, 9, .Shoe L,ane, London.

ATJTO-WHEEL. 1915. B.S.A. model, as new, cnly
run 200 miles: £11 /1 1.—Arthur Mylam and

Co., 197, London Rd., W. Crovdcn. Phcne : 2379.
[6272

A UTO-WHEELS.-For easy starting, maximum effl
£\^ cieney. and The limit of eeouomr, cr-^er now ait

Everest carburetter, JSTo. 7. speci.al model.—Wiile.
Everest Carburetters, Coventry. [X9695

AnO-WHEEL de Luxe,
splendid condition; £8/10.-

is dfiiigncd lor long life, and Ii:h a w.inderlul
reserve ol stability, and is sale on gre.asy roads.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Cannot shako
loose, and is a boon vvbcQ touring.

£10 15s.
Send (or illustrated

catalogue describiiig

these well Udowq
Sidecars.

new 1914, 2-speed aud iH
new tyre and tu'ir iB

Raleigh bicvclc S- -la

AUTO-WHEEL, cost 19
tree wheel, ridden 2,050 mik^s,

at 1, 820th mile, for sale, 9 gus. ; f

.3-speed^ cost 11 gns., for sale 6 gns.—J. Dover. Tot
Bay, Isle of Wight. fsge; :

Bat. i

BAT-J.A.P., 7-8h.p., sidecar^ free engine,
perfei't runniu

Elmfleld Ed., Ballia
order; £38;

peed...

ownef enlisting--27.
[594C

1Q11 4b.p. Bat.

BAT Combination.
_
speeds, countershaft

earner
worth.

accessories

;

fixed engine, re-bored, new pistoi.
and bushes, excellent condition: £20.—Fitt. St

-James's St., King's Lynn. ;6257

1913j chair d-ive, 8h.p., ?
^:eaT. siectnc born, lugc^^ge

£45.-29 Crieff Ed., Wands
[6264

T>AT Combinations, new 1915, countershaft models,^ 8h.p J-A.P. engines, countershaft, chain drive,
o-speed and kick start, spring frame, handsome 5-point
fixing sidectr, with spring wheel and adjustable grid,
fuU of up-to-date features, the combiu.ation £98/8/^
3e]ivery from stock; also 4h p. twin models, solo mounts,
2-speed gear, £60/7/6. delivery from stock.—Wauciope's,
9. Shoe Lane, London. [6308

£91

1Q14 BlackburneLO £32.-A- ,T. Young, Newmarket,

Blackburne.
3-speed._ runs nicely; bargain at

[5598

RLACKEURNE. 1914, latest improvements, 3-spced 1

-L' Sturmey hub gear, lamps, generator, horn, tools,
:ind spares, in perfect tune aud condition, enamel un-

1

siratcbed; £45,—Willonghby, 41a, Acre Lane, Bri.xton.
[6064 1

Bradbury. '

fJEADBURT, 4h.p., 1913. T.T. ba.; B.B.: ±13-

I

-L» Hole, 129, Park Lane, Ci.arsbalton. !>;i>?S

^nd tVicfcei Sidecar, 2 speec-. nc
'. Jeweller Rcther'nam. \3990

;

rjEAEBLJEi:, 2.y4h.p., mag., B. and £,. (^h- lEsia. ac- •

f^ cessones, ready for service; £S.-.1rtiu, "tanbury
Liverpool. •

1X3979 I

"DEADBTTET, 3%h.p., Bosch. B. and B., good tvres i^ and belt; first money order £13 secures.—Fletcher,
Grocer, Bedford. tX3704

!

1 Qll Braaou'
-L«/ £27. -rJio

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for anv make of machine.

Coronet Sidecars •for

Harley-Davidsons.
We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 28 x 3in. tyre, apron to cover entire

body, and 4-poin't altachment £13 10
Immediate Delivery.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

^\'e w-ill make a special allowance lor your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Haiiey-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed slidini; countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
band and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 310.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, earner one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

BOOTH'S BSG BARGAINS.
3^ h.p. LEA-FRANCiS, 1915, nearly new,

3-spced, kick starter, Hercules £1^ 13s,
Sidecar, l.\ 4s. speedometer, £3 10s.
lamp set ; tlie whole cost ,^94 9s £72 10

3.V h.p. Lady's BROUGH, free engine £19 15
2I h.p. LEVIS, 1915 2-stroke model, with

2-sreed gear £28 10
3I h.p. PRECISION, 1912 model, in nice

condition -
'.

, . £19 10
4^ h.p. PRECISION, 1913, 2-speed, and £13

coach Sidecar £31 ifl

eh.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with
new coach Sidecar _. . . . £33 10

Auto-Whcel, cost £16 i6s £6 10
7 h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight. 1914

model. Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easystarter, nice condition £18 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed modtl. £20 15
6 h.p. twin REX Tricar, 2 speeds, mag-

neto, water-cooled £12 15
3* h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-speed model, with

cane Sidecar , £25
8 h.p. BRADBURY Tricar, water-cooled,

open frame, 2 speeds, magneto £13 15
3^ h.p, L.IVl.C., 1913, countershaft gear . . £25
3^ h.p. REX, 1909 Millennium 2-speed . . £15 15
3"h.p. LLOYDS, P. & M. 2-speed, complet':

with Sidecar £10 10
P. & M., 1909, 2-speed, with Sidecar .-. . . £20 10
4i n.p. JAMES, 3-speed, chain drive, kick

starter, coach Sidecar £48 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand New Waterproof Magneto -,- £3 15
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4/11
New 2-V h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine two -

fly-wheels, magneto ignition, English
make; listed £22 los £17 10

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L.I F AX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m

iii.) Ai. •J

Olli

MOTOR tVCI.l.S 10I< SAI.I;.

Ili'iidhiiry.

l;. llnnlbiirv. 2 hliiedi, Irce, ivltlltr oiili'ilir, (i.l.l-

„ ,
„„""' 'li"""!". Tn-at\y 0Torll01lln<l i £2S.-12, R»iilii

IM . Thornton lliotli. (6013
TJItADHimY, Ih.p., N.R.0. 2..pocd. now cvUnrler
-•-» iind piBton. new belt and lyrcn, decomiire'/or;
.£23/10.—.Slack, Uirlijmonl, I)cd«. (X3924

tyre,

. tilt
[X3801

JO 10 Drailbury, mnKii.-i;.vl., ncwliih'tunnd linL^ nI«o new bi-lt (Continental), niidy 1., riilO' £lit
-223, Mundicsli.r Bd., Poplar, E. [X3801

rQ12 31/jli.p. Bradbury, 2-«rccd, wicker Biilennr. {ten
9^ engine, acfPHsorlM; £30, caah or cmy teimi«

—

11. E. Jones (Quragen), Ltd., gnnnscn, London, CardiB.
107324 lip. Bradbury, 1913, now sidecar, 2.«pced, nciw

cvlimler. lately ro.bushcd, equal to new; bent
oKer c.vi'r .C43; a))pointment. — Boothroyd, 39,
Cburcbfll St., Oldham. 1X4025
1 Q13 Ih.p. Bradbury Combination, 3npeod, Mont-
-»-«^ eomcry cane sidecar, wants slight altenlion;
l-articnlars on application.—89, Durants Rd.,
End. Middlesex. £32, oHcrs.

Pond'-rn
[6127

BRAnBURy, S-speed, F.E.. late 1911, with Herald
sidecar, access^ories, spares, carefully used, good

condition; ;£28, complete; detached particulars will.
ingly.—Westbourne House, Dover. (6135

1Q15 61i.p. 2-cyl. Bradbury, 3-fipeed countershaft gr^ar,
-L«/, chain drive, lKind..onie coachbiiUt sidecar, almost
new: coet £94, price now £70, cash or ea.sy terms.-E,
E. Jones {GaragesJ, Ltd., Swansea, London, Cardiff.

[0726
BEADBUET, 41i.p.. 1914. 2-?perd conntr-rshaft, chain

drive, ki(jk starter, Canoelet .-idecar, hood, scicen,
apron, tools, epringr pillion seat, large Lucas Jiphtine
set and generators, tyres new, Dunlop extra heavy bacb
and front, cycle just been enamelled and overhauled;
talce £43- o-n'nex bought car.—5a, Hollinge St. Penton,
.Staffs. .'602J

Z^h.p. Bradbniy Combination, late 1915 nuwlel, with" detachable wheel, latest B. and B. carburetter.
with Pilot jet. fitted with B.K. tandem sidecar body,
with close-up dickey seat (which can be nticd for log.
^'aire}. also Taylor beet wind screen, and all accessories,
including loag horn, spare valves, tube, etc., had very
little use. condition as new; owner having bought car,
will accept £85 cash, or will accept easr pavments.—Vic-
toria Motor Works, Ltd., Godalming, Surrey. [X3709

Brough.
BaOTTGH, 1916 model HC. S-speed countershaft, just

arrived; 53 gns.-Nelson, Agent, Rhyl. [X3867

_ Brown.
il XJEOWIf, SlGh.p., with sidecar, 2-speed countershaft
g jL> kick starter, lamps, horn; £29.—P. Boynton, Moor.
h! town Station, Lincoln. [X3701~

B.S.A.

B.S.A., splendid condition, all accessories; £28,
combe. Ember Lane, ijsher.

B.S.A., 1916 model K: £62; in stock.—Jenkins, 139,
Kettering Ed., Northampton. [53994

£63.-
[5265

.-Sal-
[6282

7Q16 4"2h.r. 3-speed B.S.A., countershaft;
-»-«/ Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, sidecar, lamps, horn, i-ompiete,
perfect order; £42.-167, Arundel St., Sheffield

[X4032
Tj 016 Brand New Model K B.S.A.; *62; in stock.
J-iJ —Walbro Motor Co., Saffron Walden, Essex.

tS4106
B.S.A., 1916, model K, in stock for immediate de-

livery.—B.S.A- Agents, The Morris Garages,
O.-cford. [X3897

B.S.A-, 1915, model K, new condition, speedometer,
spares, lamp; £52.—Freemnni 50, Brighton Ed,

Eedhill. [6171

B.S.A., 1914, T.T. model. Mabon clutch, perfect, fast:
£34, complete.—Webster, Cornwall House. West

St., Newbury. r3;376l

1Q12 B.S.A.. 3V'>h".p., clutch, lamp, etc., good t^Tes
atr and belt; £27.—Abram, 5, Gloucester St.,

.Middlesbrough. [X4031

B.3.A.. Montgomery sidecar, late 1914. 3-6peed, F.E.,
speedometer, Lucas set, perfect : £55.-33, Belgrare

Ed., Wanstead. [X3792

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, in splendid condition; 30 gns.;

very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
•Phone: 1024. (X2345

B.S.A., 1913, S'Jh.p. T.T. model. esceJIeut condition,
good lamp and horn ; £29.-Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X3984

3 ih.p. B.S-A., free engine, clutch model, 1912, nice
2 condition ; a bargain at £29.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London. [6309

1Q15 B.S.A. 4i^h.p., new model K. 3-speed coirnter-
Xt/ shaft, chain-cum-belt; actually in stock; £62/15;
—Jackso.i Bros., Horsham. Snssas. [^3017

BRAND New B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, from works: £3
down, balance by arrangement.—Apply, R. Q. Nve.

2, Semley Ed., Norbury, London. [5252

2-speed. and sidecar; cheap,
easy pavments arranged.

—

Jones, The Broadway, Moswell Hill. (482S

1013 B.S.A.. 3",'ih.p.,

J-tf i637/10; perfect;

All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at. the end of each

B.S.A., SV^h.p., 2-speed, all chain drive, Gloria side-
car, kick starter, new trres ; trial given ; £35.

! 'Phone: 1261 Hop.—21, Nine Elms Lane, Vauxhail
[6238

dvertisement, and the date of the issue. a27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A.. J916, 4Vjh.p., model K, just delivered, chain-
cum-belt, 3 speeds, kirk-starter ; £62 ; exchange

or deferred payments.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton,
London. [X3932

B.S.A. Lightweight, spring frame, tank, guards.
wheels, etc., for inclined engine, 45/- (forty-

five shillings).—Love, 55, Springfield Rd., New South-
gate. N. [X3937

B.S.A.. 1913Vo, 2-speed, new 7 gn. sidecar, B.S.A.
carburetter, engine and gears recently " over-

hauled; £38, or separatelv.—Mason. Old Manor,
Hereford. [X3954

B.S.A.. model K, and B.S.A. sidecar, actually in

stock ; £80 1 IS; deferred payments if desired.—
Lamb's, X51, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood" Green. [6332

B.S.A., 1915, mod-sl H, 4i4h,p., with BTamhle £12/12
coachbuilt sidecar, eombiiiaticm almost like new,

had exceptionally little use. Palmer tyres; £60.—The
Morris Garages, Oxford. [X3896

1 Q 14 4^b.p. 3-speed B.S.A., 16 gn. sidecar, best
XJ/ lamps, horn, sepedometer, perfect condition,
cost £88; £53, or Douglas part; Midlands.—Box
9,633, Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3921

B.S.A., 1913-14, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, chain
cum-belt, tyres perfect, coachbuilt eidecar. wind

screen, luggage grid, 4-point, perfect condition, acces-
sories, and Bpares; £45; appointment.—Teague, Old Hill,

Staffs. tX3999

B.S-A.. 1914, 3-spe6d countershaft gear, chain drive,

complete with B.S.A. Canoelet sidecar, windecreeu,
storm apron, lamps, long horn, etc., excellent complete
outfit, guaranteed condition; £60.—Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon.

~
[X3948

B.S.A.. 1915%, model H, 3-speed, chain drive, B.S.A.
sidecar, luggage grid, Lucas lamps, horn, 10

weeks old, not ridden 500 miles- cost over £85, will

accept £ 70, no offers, genuine bargain ; any trial.—
Munden, biddings. Alfreton, Derbyshire. [X3952

B.8.A., new model K.S., 4i4h.p., cTiain-cum-belt, 3-

speed and free engine models, a consignment jnst
delivered from works with all the very latest improve-
ments; £62; tuition free, and free delivery to customer's
address ; cjating free ; extended payments arranged

;

second-hand machines taken in part payment, New
B.S.A. sidecars from, stock.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [6310

Calthorpe.
3h.p. Calthorpe, 1914, little used, grand order; £18.—

Wallis, Motors, Hereford. [6115

14 Calthorpe Junior, 2^h.V-, 2-speed, spares; £18.
—Hughes, Eock Cottage, Glan, Oonway. [X4064

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2%lLp., 1915, Enfield 2-speed,
excellent condition; £26.-2, Priory Pavement,

Hornsey. [6121

19

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.,
ridden 500 miles, ai

Clothier, Chepstow. (D|

CALTHORPE 2-stroke.
with special mag.

Bishopsgate, Xondon.

1915, 2%ih.p., 2-3poad, not
8 new: £29.—J. Onrtifl, jun.,

[X3710

2%h.p., latest model, new.
£28/16.—Seen at 248,

[6300

CALTHOKPE, latest 2-speed ligltweight models in
stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton, W. [X3931

CAI.THOEPES, 2^5troke and J.A.P. models all in
stock here. Scottish trade supplied.—Alexander's.

115. Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [5140

"I Q 1 5 Oalthorne-J.A.P., 2«peed ; 35 gns. ; deliTeiyLU from stock; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian,
Broad St., Heading. 'Phone; 1024. [X9190

CALTHORPE.J.A.P., 2%h.p., 2 speed models, de-
livered Irom stock; £36/15.—Elce and Co., 15,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0480

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed Enfield
gear, all accessories, fine order;- only £26.

—

Norfolk Villa, Joseph's Rd., Guildford. [6086

CALTHORPr-J.A.P., 1915, Enfield 2-speed, ZVz'i'-P:
Lucas lighting set; cost ^£40 2 months ago, aa

new, £28/10.—Longman, 1, King St., Acton. (6143

CALTHORPE, latest 2-stroke, 2.«p«ed, just arrived
from works; immediate delivery; £31/7.—Wilkins,

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammeismith Rd., London. [6016

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914V2, Precision 2%h.p., 2
speeds, lamps, horn, tools, splendid condition, little

used: £20.—Olark, 9, Olaremont Terrace, Normanton.
Torks. [5046

CALTHORPE, latest J.AP., Enfield 2-6pe6d, jnst
arrived from works; immediate delivery; £36/15.

—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd..
London. [6015

CALTHORPES for 1916 include lady's and oom-
binntions. Send yOTir name for new catalogue,

ready eliortly; easy payments arranged.—Storey's, 118,
Qt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTHORPES, all models in stock, also 1915
J. A.P., with Enfield 2-speed, complete with

Lucas accessories; £30; deferred payments if desired.
—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [5358

CALTHORPES, latest models, just delivered from
works, 2.,'Sli,p. J.A.P. engine models, fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear. 35 gns. ; 2-stroke 2-sreed models.
36 gns.

; extended payments arranged ; exchange.—Won.
«hope's, 9, Shoo Lane, London. [6331

NEW MODELS.
RALEIGH II h.p. Light Car, dynamo

equipment £219 10
JAMES 4j h.p. 3-speed Combination. . £80
BLACKBURNE, 3I h.p,, 3-speed gear. £67 9
ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
J.H., 6 h.p., 3-speed countershaft £73 10
ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-speed countershaft. £42
ZENITH, 4-5 h,p., 1916, countershaft, £68 7
ROYAL RUBY, sih.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke £36 10
J.H., 4j h.p., 3-speed, M..A.G. engine. £64
LEVIS, 2 J h.p., Popular, single-speed. £28 1

ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combinatiion, 2 sp'ds £84
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 9 h.p., 3 speeds £78 5
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric equip.. £86 13
B.S.A., 4i h.p., " K," cham-cum-belt, £62

SIDECARS.
WATSONIAN, red body, disc wheel . . £10 12
WATSDNIAN, as above, less disc £10
CANOELET for Harley-Davidson £16
CANOELET, green, Ct, hood, screen . £18 2
CANOELET Sporting, K3, apron, grey £11 11
CANOELET, K3, spats less apron, grey £11
CANOELET, B3, in green, black chassis £13 4

SECOND-HAND.
WATSONIAN, disc wheel, done 10 miles £8
VERONA, suit 3^ h.p., coach body, 1915 . £8
PORTLAND Chassis only, wheel and tyre £2
PORTLAND, 1914 £13 13s., cane body .

.

£5
PORTLAND, 1915, light coach, body green £7

All the above actually in stock.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

JAMES, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet Sidecar £43
REX, 1914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £58
REX, 1914, 6 hj)., hood and screen .... £50
REX, 1914, 6 h7p., 3-speed, coach sidecar £55
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-sp., torpedo Sidecar £30
ARIEL, r9r4, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Sidecar €45
ARIEL, I9r5, 3J h.p., 3 speeds, all acces. £58
INDIAN, r9i3, 7 h.p., 2-sp., Millford S'car £46
TRIUMPH, rgii, 3i h.p., clutch, and S'car £25
ENFIELD, rgis, 3 h.p., 2 speeds and S'car £57
MATCHLESS, I9r4, 8B, IH.A.G., 3 speeds £78
HARLEV, 1915, 7 h.p., MiUford Sidecar . £72
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., 90 bore, clutch,

WiUford Car £71

SOUO n/IOUNTS.
BAT, 1915, 4i h.p., twin, 2-speed, T.T.. . £43
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2j h.p.. Colonial, r.T. £47
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, handle start £25
KERRY, 1910, 3! h.p., 2-sp., handle start £21
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., rgio, belt drive £17
ENFIELD, 1915, 3 h.p., T.T., 2 speeds . . £48
PREMIER, 1014. 3i h.p., 2-speed £33
BLACKBURNE, 1914, 3i h.p., 3 speeds . . £53
TRIUMPH, rgig, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, as new £40

' REX, igio, 3i h.p., 3 speeds, take Sidecar £25
HUMBER, I9'i4, 2 h.p., 3-sp., open frame £25
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., T.T., clutch £50
SUNBEAM, 1915, 3i h.p., 3-sp., all acces, £64
O.K., 1915, 2i h.p., 2 speedsi chain drive £29
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., 2-sp., shaft drive . . £24
ROVER, 1914, 3i h.p., 3-speed, T.T £42
P. & M., 1914, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, little used £58
RUDGE, 3i h.p.", clutch model, very fast £24 I

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., electric equip., 2-sp. £52 1

P. & M., 1913, 3^ h.p., 2-sp., handle start £45 1

VELOCETTE, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke £33
I

ZENITH, 1913, 35 h.p., clutch, and I

Gradua gear £40

MOTOR MARTi
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHOEPE JuDior, 1914, 2h.p, 2 speeds; fl7-
exphange with ca-«h for UgLer jxtvcer, 2 or 4^

atroke.— 4, Rosedale Terrace, Fulwell. Sunderlan*!. [6285

Campion.
MANCHESTER Agent for Campion Motors, \V. H

Jones, 415, Bury New Rd., BJgher Brou^Moa
Inspection invited. [X3902
4h.p. Campion-Tap, 1912i'j. clutch model, lamps, horn,

tools, just overhauled: trial K-ilUnglr; banraio,
£23.—Kew, 108, Ilex Ed., WiUesden. [X3847

CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination. 1913. 6h.p.. 2-epped
countershaft, handle starting, chain drive, epeed*

ometer, head and tail lamps, coachbniJt adeca'r, extra
strong 4-point; £47/10.—Harris. 8, Arnscomb End,
Orpington, Kent. [6010

Centaur.
CENTAUR. 3M:h.p., ma?., lamps, spring forts, Cj <i

tyree, ju^t been overhauled; £22; after 6.— Plnio.
764, Holloway Ed.. N^ [5956

1Q13 2%h.p. Centanr, fast, and in good condition.
-*~*^ £22. or exchange push bite and caeh.—Gadd. 119.
GladetDiie Ed., WimJjledon. f6255

Chater=Lea.
CHATEE-LEA, Bh.p. J.A.P., re-enamelled: any trial;-

£33.—Page, Acre Lane, Brixton. [5958

CHATER-LEA No. 7 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination.
complete, speedometer, lamps, horn, spares, splen-

did condition; £47.—Seen Dadds, 2, Hogarth Ed., Earl'e
Court. iX4037

CHATEE-LEA, 8-iOh.p., water-cooled, 3-6peed, reverse
exchanges, deferred payments if desired.—Lamb's.

151, High St.. Waltham~tow, and 50, High Ed., Wcod
Green. [6345

CHATER-LEA. 1915 model, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
Villiers engine, Sensprav carburetter, ridden less

(ban 400 miles; £25.—Southern Motor Gar?ge.
Bromley Rd., Catford. [6153

Chater'Lea-Jap.
3-SPEED Chater-Lea-Jap, nearly new basket sidecar,

speedometer, tools, spare trres, perfect, recently
overhauled, £50; 1910 Motosacoche. £7; eeen by ap-
poiatm.ent only.—Old Ferry House, 'Wiaysbuxy, Bucks.

tX3135
Chater-Precision.

1014 6h.p. Chater-Lea:Precision. 4-speed countershafl
-L«-' Jardine gear. Klaxon, Bramble de Luse sidecar,
,711 accessories; £65, cash or easy terms.—E, E. Jones
Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, Cardiff- [0723

Chater^Rex.
CHATKE-LEA-EE5. 7-9h.p. twin, in new condition.

extremely powerful, Phalipson pulley gear, cluKi
ajid kick starter, with light wicker sidecar, lamps, horn,
eta; £30, bargain.—Johnson, 2, Hazel St.. Warrington.

[X4089
Clyno,

CLYNO 1914 Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed. hcM>d.
screen, interchangeable wlieels; £65.—Universal.

52, Gray's Inn Kd. [6220

CLYNO Combination, 1912^4, 61i.p., 2-speed, In par-
feet condition; £35, or nearest.—14, Deronsbire

^Jd^s Westi Marylebone. [6284

C"tLYNO, 1912'/-, and Gloria spring wheel sidecar,
^ perfect, accessories; £40: good lightweight part.

— G. G. Williams, Crowland, Peterborough. [X4023

CHLYNO. 6h.p., 1915";4, with 1914 sidecar, 5-spced
' countershalt, spare wheel, lamps, speedometer,

all fine order; £61.—Chatwin's, King St^ Richmond.
[6163.

CLYNO 19141^1 Combination, luggage c;irrier, sci^en,
radiators, Terry springs, perfect condition, £65;

with eleetrio head, tail lamps, and horn, 6 volt accuuia-.
•iator, Stewart speedometer. £68.— Pedlev, Nantwicli.

CX3914.

.

CLYNO Combination, 1913, 5-6h.p.. 3 speeds, hood,
glass wind screen, spare wheel tiod tyre. 5 lamps.

2 generators, speed indicator, watch, foot pump, tool'

bag and tools; £40; in splendid order.—Seen at 248i.
Bishopsgate, London. (6299

I'l/^LYNO 1914 Combination, 6-8h.p., 3 speeds, clatclv

I

v-/ chain drive, detachable wheels. Palmer rords, epare

I

wheel and tyre, luggage, petrol carriers, lamps, horn,

II
(Speedometer, set tools, many spares, coach sidecar, hood,
screen, gauge j>ump, etc> ; C(.>st £120, for Quick eal©

I

I

£60: owner going Front; seen Huckle's. Garage, llow«9

.Park. Palmer's Green, N.—Cnpt. Griffin, South Cnmp.
, Seaford. [6124 ,

1

1

Connaught.

II
r^ONNAUGHT. 1914i^. 2-,h.p., 3^peed. tick, as newj-
\y £52.—Fairburu, Kinainaish. Sheffield. [XoTST

I]

r^ONNAUGrrrS in stock lor immediate dclivc^ al -
I V-' the Birmingham and district agent's depot, P. X

1!
Evans, John Bright St. [GlS^s-

1
f^ONNAUGHT. 254h.p., 2^troke. 1914, Sturiuer- ;

Ivy Archer 3-speed gear, lamp, horn, T.T. bars; £25.-2

j

Bond. 245-247, Eustou Rd., London. [S3853-

I
j

Dnyton.

I:

"plAYTON 1914 Ch.p. C-^troke Lightweight, F.H.
!
J-' mag., Amac carburetter, Druide, Avon, in splca*

I

did condition; first - chei|ue . £15 secures—Chauffeuft
Bittisiombe Manor, Wivehscombe. Somerset. rTTovfltX5877

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Enflcld.

I?NKIHTJ1 1913 Ch p. Ojiiibiuiltiun, 2 liunrs iiuil

i Kiii^'iiiti^r. inirroi. fipoedLiuiL-tw, ivatdi. horn, simru
tyre, tuolt*. iiud tunnlry »;iiiuc,-i: u I)iirKiiiii, £46.— Williiiis.

Siuilt?oii. mul Co., 11. HiiiiuiiiT3mitli IM., Lt>udoii. [6020

ENl'TKLl) 61i.li. Coiubiuiitiou, 1915, ti'iiiplito ivltli

haiiv. goiKTiitor, and horn. al>M'Iut-ly un-iiriitrlicd.

liavinp olilv boen used 200 niik'?. iiiHlVi t in i-vti v wav :

X73/10.—Ak'.-inndoi's, 115, Lothian Ud., KiUuburch.
[5975

6h.p. Royal KniU-ld Motor I!ii-.vclc and sidecar, 1911,
2-.^In'L'd i-onibination, prulicrty of an olllcor going

to tho l-'roat, inolndt's all ai.oe.'wones and spei-^doiuetor:

£67/10: opportuuity.—Seen at Waucliope's, 9, Shoo
.Lane, London. [6313

ENFlm.ns, 1916 models' aotuuUy in sto<'lc.-6h.p,
combinations, oh.p. 2-speed twins. T.T. and

touring models, also 2Vih.p. 2'speed 2-stroke.—P. J.
Evans. 87-91. .Tohn Bright St.. Birmingham, con-
trojiijj^' <Hstriet agent. [6190

IJ^NFIKLD, 1914, standard model, with Lric.ns acces-
^ series, 65 gus. ; also 1915 6h.p. dc luxe, hood and

screen, electric equipment. 90 gns. ; deferred payments
if desired.—Lamb's. 151. High St., VValthamstow, and
SO. High Rd., Wood Creen. [6341

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, complete with Lucas
horn, head, sidecar and re.ir lamp sets, sidecar

complete with screen, apron, and luggage grid, spare
cover and tube, been ridden few hundred miles, and
is like new; 70 gns.—Pitts. Hedditch. [X4112

EXFIKLl) Motor Cycles nnd Sidecar Combinations,
latest models, fltted with 6h.p. J. A. P. twin-evl.

engine, chain drive, just delivere<l fresh from Morks;
85 gns. ; tuition f r<?o : deUvery free ; extended payments
arranged, or excLiinge.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [6314

1014 Enfield Combination, complete with lamps,L^ liorn. speedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar c.an-
plcte with hood and eereen. machine in splendid condi-
tion; this belonged to an officer, find has not been used
since the couinieucement of the war, except for 7 days;
£65.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.'

1X2347
Excelsior.

."PXCELSIOE. 3U-h.p.. free engine (Mabon), B. and
-L" B. carburetter, tools, etc.: £18.-S. Crawford. 18.

mom^ i-nrAT-

(illAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. & British

Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents forCalthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

Hammond's Lane, Bieutwood.

"PXCELSIOE (Americanl. 1915: delivery from stock
J-* of standard 3-speed models: special quotations.—
Lnyton .s Oarage, Bicester, 0.xo;i. [S3986
pSCELSIOB (Americanl, 7-9h.p., 1915, cleotricallv
JLJ equipped, not run 2.000; i£60.—Nesma. 7".

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. . [6141

EXCELSIOR. 7h.p.. 1914, and sidecar, to be sold
by auction on Wednesday. 24th November, by

Messrs. Aldridge, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C."

"PIXCELSIOR Combination. 1916. in exceptional
-L^ order and condition. 3 speeds, electric equip-
ment; sacrifice, 50 gns.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston

Loudon. [6158Ed..

IXb.p. Coventry Excelsior. 1913, Binks carburetter.
^.: bturmey-.\rcher 3-speed gear, yyitli lamp and
horn and cane sidecar, overlianled; £39.—Hall's,
Engineers, Matlock. [X3943
pXCELSIOE (Aiupricnn). standard 7h p. model, £80:
-LJ De Lirxe, £90; very .liberal exchanges quoted:
we can surprise you-— Sole, Yorkshire Distributers.
Halifax Motor Excliange, Horton St.. Halifax. [0380

EXCELSIOR (American), 1915, 7h.r., 3-speed, twin
combiuatiou, complet-e with electric lighting set,

used for demonstration purjxises; offers wanted —
Apply, Harris, 10, Gt. Chapel St., O.xford St., W.
^_ [6249
T^XOELSIOR (British) 2-stroke '-Latest 2i4b.p. model
-Li in stock. £30/16, the famous hill-climber. 'O'lre
and secure one of these famed Coventry machines.-
Alexander's. 115, Lotlian Ed., Edinburgh. T.A.

:

Motoeycleti. [5144
Forward.

FORWARD 2?:ih.p. Twin, 1914 model, 3-speed
gear, complete with all accessories, exceedingly

fast; price £28.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[6315

F.N.

2-SPEED F.X., and sidecar; £20, no offers.-Oarr.
Dalton Brook, Eotherham. [X3357

pi.N.. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition; must sell,
-•- ie26, or near offer.-Ovenden-, Church St., Eshev.F[6128 ,'

-N., a^l-h-p., 2-speed, and clutch, lamp and horn, mag.
:

'

£16.—Marsfon, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester.
^ [X4017

Itbl2 4-eyl. F.X. and sidecar, 2 speeds, and clutch,
-'-*' good machine; £27.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
rtcad. [X407S
8il^.p. F.N., coil ignition, fast, and reliable machine,
* good _ condition ; £7.-Scrfse, 381, Battersea Park

Ed., S-W. . [5981 i

F.N., 1912 model, 5-6h.p., 4-cvl., footboards;'
£19/19.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

Rd.. K.W. [6139

T^.iN".. 2"'4h.p.. just overhauled, new tyre's, belt, and
-- piston rings, mag., perfect; iei2/10.—Undeidonn,
2, Little Queen St., Dartfovd. [6168

F-X.. 2"'.thp., new spring f,,rks. T.'f. bars, mudguards,
Bosch, in splendid condition; £12/10.— Welch. 172.

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or
Extended Payments.

To make room for 1916 models, we are clearing
our present stock at bargain prices. Trial runs
arranged for all second-haiHl machines. Try
before you buy.

NEW MACHINES.
Usual Sale

. Price. Price.

iC s. £ s. d.
IQ15 2,2 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sr.,

latest War Office model . . — 54 12
1915 2jb.p. CALTHORPE-

J.A.P., 2-5peed, soiled ..... 36 15 34 15
igrs 2] h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-

stroke, 2-sp., variable ignition 32 10 30 10
igrs 2jh.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-

stroke, shop-soiled 30 16 28 10
I9r5 2.}h.p. EXCELSIOR, ^

[6063 g stroke, 2-speed, and clutch,
shop-soiled 44 2 41 15

igrs 4! h.p. EXCELSIOR C im-
bination, shop-s iile^ 82 12 9 78 10

I9l5 5-6h.p. EXCELSIOR.. .-

speed, comrtorsbaEt 71 ii 66 10
1915 2^ h.p. A.J.S., 3-spccd,

cancelled order — 55 2 6
igr5 4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination,

cancelled order — 88 r 6
1915 7-9 b.p. H.-D., with elec- -

trie equipment, free of duty — 7b 13 t>

1915 --9h.p. H.-D., ModelF .. - 78
Taylor's Acety. \Ve,:led Side-

car f.^r same — 11 17
g IHILLFORD Kmpress for H.-D.
S machines — £18 15
g ROVER Coach-built Sidecar.

g with bcake. shop-soiled 1/ I? 15 15
lorf. 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb'n — 89 5

S SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.B
igrj 3; h.p. Lady's BROUGH, 3 speed,

B nearly new £63
rgrs 2j h.p. MATCHLESS and Sidecar £38 —
1915 2i h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke ..£26

B igis 2|h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 sp. £26
B 1915 3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £38 10
B I9r4 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2 speed £42
H" 1913 6 h.p. A.J.S. and Sidecar £58
B 1911 3 V h.p. ZENITH and Canoelet Sc. £28
B 1914 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, and
B Bramble coach Sidecar £65

LIGHT YOUR LAiVIPS EARLY.

SF.R.S. LAMPS.s
9 F.R.S. Lamp and Generator, to fit Douiirlas

B 40 -and 42/6
H „ Sp. Lightweight Set 4S/-
B „ Junior Sets 45 /-

H „ 8ooft. Beam Sets, grid generator. . 58 '6

81 ,. i.ooott. „ „ „ „ 68 6
B „ i.2oo!t. .. „ „ „ .. 78/5

B H. TAYLOR & CO.,
8 LIMITED.
' Showrooms 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

B Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
™ 'Phone—Museum, 124.0.

A T3legrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

Cr.;5bro('k St., \A'aItham Cro^.s Herts,

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SAI>K.

P.N.

I7.N'.. 5-6Ii.p., 4c>l., chitch^ 2>ttD0(M], In aplcmlld iim
iiliiK oi(li-r and conflition, <-omi>I'jto with hiiuif.

hi)Cf'duiii(;tor, lioiii, julrror, Uw\m, miur'vt, wicker nldw-iir
uii.l upron ; £38.-5, Kloronco 114., KoUuk, W. [6066

5 Gil. p. a-<yl. VN., fUtfvl Willi 2-%ii(;fyl Rc'ir nnd hant\
Mciim cniniiidiilt nideeiir, tho Wiinhlnatlrm conjpIcl<

Hilli all arLOHHoiios; dO ko"-: any »ovory trial nlvon

.

tiiitioti free; |jiiuiabt«;d,—Wauchope'*, 9, Bhoo Lam-
London. [631C
1:ji.N., 5-6h.p., a-eyl.. 1911, wftb wickor ftldccur, 2

speed K'*ar, cntjiiio Just ovt-rhanJed by luakoirt, tranii
Miis'-iou roiioivc<l, *(piiu(j fi.'id'Ilc-pillar, lamp, Joi)C« wpcod
njiieter. footbourdf, spurrrj, fraino fractured, wunta re
pair; what offeri?-Wrlto, X.Y.Z., 63, Onitchcd Priari,
1^.0. t0251

LATE 1912 5-6I1.P. A-<y\. F.N., 2 Bpoeds and free, now
licavy tyre^, Ljcctt'a pan saddle, Lucas lamp

set, whole in perfect condition, £23; with reed cane
canoe Mills-Fulford spring wheel sidecar, £28: ^.any
trial or expert e%'anilnal ion.—English, Asylum Fann,
Bexloy, Kent. [36252

Grnndex.
Qilh.p. Grande.x, fltted with 3-.specd gear ond free
^4: engine, siipffior liplitweightr i20 ;

guaranteed.—
Waucliope's, 9, Slioo Lane, lAindoa. [6330

Harley•Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSOXS in etock.-Premler Motor

Co., Birmingham. [4734

1 QlSy? Harley-Davidson. 7-9h.p.. mnd.:-l 11J, nnd fide-
J-*/ car, new; must cell, £70.—W. Coombs, Bt. Cathe-
rine'-g, Guildford. [6045

7- 9h .p. Harley-Davidson, 1914, speedometer, Lucas
accessorie.s, rery fast; £55.—Hastie, Glen«idc,

iirookwood, Surrey. [6060

NEW Harley-Dandsoni, model F, Big Jaraea 3-speed,
lijjhtweight James, in stock; escnanges.—Triumph

Agent, King's Lynn. [X4104

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, one only, model HJ, elec-

trically equipped : offered at 73 gna. ; absolutely
new.—Nelson, Agent, Rhyl. [X3868

1 iQ15 Harley-David-'on, electric equipped. Coronet side-
l-*y car, bought August; any trial; bargain, £78.—
Hughes, Brynsion, Rhyraney. [i.3756

1 Q15 Model 110 Harley-Davidson, 4»^h.p., 2-speed,
-Lt/ fast, absolutely as new, not done 500 miles; 45
gns.—Railway Garage, Staines. [5916

1 QIS T^lectrically-equippcd Harley-Davidson, Mill-
JLt7 ford sidecar, tyres unscratched; £76; exchange
car.—Willson, 22a, Prince's Sq., Bayswater. [6092

1Q15 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electriraliy equipped.
jLU mileage 250; £70 cash: lightweight considered
part.—Collins, 133, Shaftesbury St., Newport, ^on.

[X4060
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. second-hand, and sidecai,

model Fll. ne^v August, 1915. mileage 280, fpeed-
ometer, lamp. horn, all enamelled grey; £95.—Bond.
245-247, Euston Rd., N.W. [53855

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, model IIF, 7-9h.p.. 3-6peed,
£68/5; model llj, 7-9h.p., S-speed, with dynamc

electric lighting equiprnent and electric horn, £76/13
for immediate delivery; free of duty.—The Premiei
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5515

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—We can giro immediatb
delivery from stock of models 110, llF, and IIJ:

Hatloy-Davidson sidecar, 20 gns-, in stock; also special
Gloria and Canoelet sidecars from 15 gns. to 27 gns.;
trial run, delivery, and tuition free.—Tlie Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5513

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—We can deliver the latest
Silent Grey Fellows from stock, with suitable

sidecars.—Exchanges and extended payments arranged
by the wbolesate distributers for Lancashire (except
Barrow district) and Cheshire. The Colmore Depot,
31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [6232

Hazlewood.

1 Q 14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood, coachbailt Canoelet side-
J-tJ car, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £65.—Mounfield,
Brook House, Walton, Warrington. [X3923

Henderson.
HENDERSON 4-cyl.. the smooth and flexible motor

cvcle ; model E. £85, now in stock at Alesander's,-
115. Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [5145

1 Q14 Henderson Coachbuilt Combination, fully
-L iy equipped, and thoroughly overhauled ; £68. —
Watson, 14, Gleneldon Mews, Streatham. [6151

HENDERSON Empress Sidecar, new combination,
onlv tuned, magnificent turnout; cost £111, will

iir.ppt first ofler £95.—Bos 9,620. TIte Motor CycU
OlfiLes. Coventry. [X3707

Hobart.

HOBART, 1915. 2-stroke, 2-5peed, 2i^h.p., excellent
condition ; £30 ; complete, lamps and horn : seen

bv appointment, Croydon.—Bos 9,619, TAe Motor CycU
Offices, Coventry. [S.3706

HOBART, 2-stroke models delivered from stock, 2-

speed. handle-bar controlled countershaft gear,
Villiers 2V''*h.p. engine: £36/15.—Elce and Co., 15,
Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.G. [0481

[X5T91 BBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBS^ 19
Humber.

X3 2^ita{i. TTvin Humber, T.T. mode!; £19; ra-
fianee.— 53,' BroivDlill Ed., CaHoid. [eaK

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE,
Humber.

HUMBEE, SVsh.p., 1910, excellent condition, 2-3peed,
free engine; £16.—E. Chadwick, 17, Westbourne

Ed., Unnston. tXa039

HUMBEE, 21i.p., mag., B. and B., lamp and horn,
guaranteed perfect; £16.—Mareton, 26 and 31,

Bridge St„ Oliedter. [X4008

HUMBEE and eadecar, 3%li.p., free engine, chain
drive, h.b.c. j seen going; £12, or near ofier, bar-

gain—46a. Devonport Ed.. Catford. [6281

HUMBEE, 1912V2> 3V2li-P-, 2-speed, free engine,
handle starter, tyree new condition, enamel and

plating excellent; £22.-106, Eiverdale Ed., Erith.
[6061

HtrMBEE. 1913, 2^/^.v. twin lightweight, 3-Epeed,
free engine, excellent condition thronghont, engine

jnat overhauled; £25.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
CX3898

HUMBEE, 1912, 2h.p. lightweight, tank controlled
magneto, B. and B. carburetter, excellent condi-

tion; £15.—P, J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[6197

HUMBEE, new June, 1915, and 20 gns. Bramble
sidecar ; cost £92, will accept nearest £70 ;

per-
fect condition, only -done 650 miles, 4h.p., water-cooled.
—27, Waterloo Bridge, London. [X3358
31h.p. Hmnber and sidecar, 2 speeds, free engine,

2 handle start, front and rear lamps, generator,
t'ood order; £20; take gent'e cycle or typewriter in
part- payment.— 119, St. AJban'a Ed., Watford. [X4034

Indian.

INDIAN" 3V2h.p. Twin, new, but shop-aoiled; £55.—
Dan Guy, Weymouth. [6109

1 Q15 7h.p. Indian, little used, all spares; £50.—A. J.
X«/ Young, Newmarket. [5596

1 Q13 Eed Indian Combination,- spring frame; what
J-«^ offers?—230, Archway Ed., N. [6126

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed, all accessories, as new;
£60.-Marston, 26 and 31. Bridge St.. Cheater.

tX4014
INDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc., done

only 600 miles ; £58 caeh.—Hayward, New St., Ash-
ford, Kent. [6031

1Q15 Indian, 5h.p. twin, clutch, S-speed, kick starter,
-^*J not done 400 miles; £60.-2, Manor Park Cres-
cent, Edgware. [5951

1 Q13 Indian, 7-9h.p., and aidftcar, perfect condition;
-M.^ bargain, £37, or nearest.—Pooloy, 1, Wastdale
Ed., Forest Hill. - [6287

INDIAN, Hendee Special, with splendid coachbuilt
sidecar, electric lights, horn, starter ; £54.-224,

BelgraTe Gate, Leicester. [X3891

1 Q 13 2;speed Indian and sidecar, with all acces-
Xt7 Eories; £40, a bargain, or easy payments.
—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

\ 5523

INDIAN Combination, 1913-14, 7-9h.p., beautiful
turnout, fully equipped; £48 ; exchanges enter-

tained.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed., Acton. [6292

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., standard, sidecar, mileage
2,000 only, rrmuing perfectly, insured till March

;

£65.—Indian. H.M.S. Yarmouth, c/o G.P.O. 1:5582

INDIANS 1—Now in stock for immediate delivery the
1915-1916 models B and C, 3-8peed.—Alexander's,

115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. Easy payments. [5146

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7h.p., racing model,
tree engine, tyres as new, electric lights, spares

;

£65.-97, Gartmoor Gardens, Southfields Station.
[6263

INDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, full
electrical equipment, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick

•tarter; £75.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. ]:6194

INDIANS, models B and C delivered Irom stock;
exchanges, deferred payments if desired.—Lamb's,

151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green. [6334

1 Q15 7h.p. Indian, T.T., electric' front and rear
J-^ lamps, Stewart trip speedometer, Lucas horn,
done 1,600; £50.—E. Wilga, 15, Adam St., Portman
Square. [5968

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, elec-
-1. •^ trie lamps throughout, epeedoraeter, accessories,
perfect condition; £65.—E. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd.,
Swansea. [0735

Th.p. Indian 1915 Millford Sidecar Standard Com-
bination, electric lighting set, kick starting, com-

piete, as new; £80.—Box L5, The Motor Cycle Offices,
20. Tudor St., E.C. [5911

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
clutch and starter, electric lamps, horn, also

Bpeedomet^r, tlioroughly sound; £58.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [6195

1Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch, done only 1,500,
J-*/ oleitric tront and rear lamps, Stewart trip speed-
ometer, Lucas horn, spares ; £50.—Wilga. 15, Adam St.,
Portman Sq., London. [X4071

IQ14 Hendee Special Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-8peed, electrioX *J lighting and starter, Millford 22 gn. sidecar,
ipeedometer, accew^oriee ; absolute bargain, £55.-34,
Aahtale Ed., Tooting. [5947

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., clutch, T.T. model, B160 saddle,
good lamp, rear lamp, horn, tyres, nearly new con-

Jition, engine guaranteed; £42/10.—Eobinsou's Garage.
Green St., Cambridge. [6S67

A RE you thinking about the pur-
chase of a really dependable

motor bicycle ?
Then before decision just weigh up
EVANS* offer of the BEST in mounts,
advice, and terms.

Controlling Birmingham Agent

:

INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT,
ENFIELD, ROVER,
NORTON, CONNAUGHT,
NEW IMPERIAL, CLYNO.

Also^Agent for

Triumph, Calthorpe Zenith. Jam -is.

Note just a few Prices listed below:

—

INDIAN, 7h p., twin, road racer,
clutch £65

INDIAN, 6h.p.,twin. 8 sp ed .. £70
INDIAN, fi h.p., 3-8pe6.l, with

Sidocar £84 O
INDIAN, 7h.p., S-speed. electric

efiuipment £78 O
EOVER,3.ih.p..count;ersliafteear £66 10
ROVER, 84 hp.. T,T,, with

Pliilipson £56 O
ROVER, Si h.p., de Luxe Com-

bination , £84 7
ENFIELD. 2t h.p. 2 sreed,

2 stroke 40 gns.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., coaoh Com-

hinatiim 85 gns.
A.J.S.,23b.p.,e-speod, kicks ar er £58 O
A.J'S., 6 It. p., 8-speed. twin, and

K dccar £102 18
NORTON, 51 h.p., T.T £50 O
NORTON, 4 h.p., S-speed, coach

Combinatio'i £84
NEW^ IMPERIAL, 2i h.p.

JAP. 2 speed 35 gns.
CONNAUGHT,'4-8h.p,8tandad£35 3
CALTHORPE, 23 h.p. J. ,.P,.

' si>eed 35 gns.
JAMES, 4t hp.,^ 8 speed. Big

Sincle £66 5
JAMBS, 2i h p., 2-speed,

2-3troke £38 12 6

INDIAN, 7 h,p. Standard £78 O

1916 MODELS of the
INDIAN, A.J.S., ENFIELD.

Now on View.
Preliminary Catalcgue of the 1916
INDIAN, giving particulars of ALL
models, free on application.

You've careEuUy noted tlio above. Your noxt
Btcp is obvious and tliat is to sea EVANS ut
once and arrauije (mi Free Trial Trips. Libera
Exchanges. ImmeJiato or Early DeJiverios.

P. J. EVANS,
87-91. John Bright Street,BIRMXNGHAM-
>1kur': Jliii. Ci32. Wiie; " Lytcai, ll'liaiu."

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR S.M.E.

Indian.

INDIANS B, Indians C. and Indian-^ D. all in ttock
leady to drive away, red Eidecure to niatcli — Bir-

mingham and Midland disiribatiDg agent, P. J. Evans.
John Bright St., Birmingliaoi- [6191

BEST Bargain Ever Offered.—7-9h.p. Indian. 1914.
kick etarter, electric light and bom. new tyre*,

De Luxe coachbuilt eidecar. 3 lojkers, all tooJ^. etc.

:

any trial; £54 for quick sale.—H. Millard, Esq., Cliester-
field. i:X3864

7h.p. Indian 1915 New Combination, complete witb -

de luxe eidecar, electric lighting set: £94/10: im-
mediate delivery from stock: cash, excbange, or ex-
tended payments arranged.

—
'Wauchope'E, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. • [6317

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p. model C, coachbuilt combina-
tion, 3-6peed gear, clutch, and tick starter, eieo*

trie head, rear, and horn, Corbin-Brown, under 3.000,
in excellent condition : 70 gns.—J. H. Dorrington. Scot'f
Hall, Westleton. nS3850

1 Q16 7h.p. Indian, spring Irame. 3-Epeed, electric
-L V lighting, speedometer, etc., absolutely in Etock.
^78; 1916 Sh-p. 3-speed model in stock, the solo or
sidecar machine, £70.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone : 1024. [X3145

1 Q14 Th.p. 2-5peed Indian, electric self-starter, lamps
-i-«-' fitted with electric liL-ht, splendid Indian c:.ach-
built sidecar, irith electric light attarlied, ranchine only
done 600 miles: £65.—Box L33, Tlu Motor CycU Offices,

20, Tudor St., E.C. ^ [6012

1Q14 Indian. 7-9h.p-, twin-cyL, 2-6peed, attachment-
-itf for sidecar, just overhauled throughout, splendid
condition, speedometer, and acce-wories; price £60, or
near ofler.—Lieut. E. C- F. Lon-thorpe-Lutwidpe. 3rd
Border Regiment, Shoeburyness. [X3016

5 h.p. 1915 Indian, model B, 3-speed, absolntelv un-
Bcratched, new in October, and not covered iOO

miles; owner joined forces; for quick sale will accept
£60; money returned if not as titated.-Seen at Alex-
ander'e, 115, Lothiua Rd., Edinburgh. [5974

1 Q14 7-9h-p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
J-*' electric lighting set, Corbin-Brown speedometw,
new anti-skid Kenipshall tyre on back wheel, in excel-
lent condition; £50.—Apply, 2nd-Lient. W. C. Farn*-
worth, 26th Manchester Regt, Frees Heath, Whit-
church. [6266

5 h.p. Indian, £50; 2-3troke Calthorpe. £32; 2-stroke
Hockley, £28. These machines are the latent, and

in epotless condition, having been only u^ed lor test

.

runs; ther are fitted irith Bint*? L-aibuieiter';, and are"
better than brand new, and worth from £5 to £10 mere
in a shop. Good opporiunitv of -^ev^^uring specially good
machines.—diaries Eiuks, Phoinis: Works. Ec^^les. [6049

INDIAN, model C, 1915^,2. 7h.p., 3-speed. spring frame,
very latest model, new in September, and only

used 76 miles in a few demonstration runs, epecially
tuned engine, all as new, complete electric equipment
and speedometer; £66, no offers; a very special chance
of securing a special and prnctically new machine at ar

bargain price.-Alexander's, 115, Ix>thian Rd., Edin-
burgh. [5973

Ivy.

1 Q15 Ivy, 2-strolte, splendid order; £24, or nearest
-i-i? .offer.—Davies, Alma Cottage, Maesgwyn Rd^
Wrexham. [X5953,

IVY 1915 2l'2h.p. 2-ctroke Lightweight, cMuplete idtli'

lamp and horn, used one month, and as new: £25;
going on service.-Rev. Rees, c/o Layton*s Garage
Bicester, Oson. [S3987

Ixion.

IXION, 2^jh.p., Hellesen ignition, new Kick type, \
lamp, horn, etc., good running order; £8. — OC.

Marks, Shrawley, Worcester. [X4026

'

"j Q14 Ixion, 2i,jh.p., 2-stroke, Lucas lighting set,
-!-»/ new Palmer cord tyre, horn, spare belt, tools;
£20.—Albinson, Cowhill, Wemeth. Oldham. [X4116

IXION 2-*troke. 2i^h.r., 2-speed. done 150 miles on&,
unscrat<'hed, and absolutely as new; any triul;

aorept £29/10: wonderful climber, and fast; good reason
sale—Norman Hunt. Tenbury, Worcs. [X3802

James.
15 4^b.p. Jume.>, S-sjieed conntershaft ; 63 gns.—'
Parker and Son, St. Ives, Huutri. {626^

1 Q15 James Canoelet Sidecar, slightly shop-soiledt
J^*y 10 gns.; wicker sidecar, £3.—Cross, AFestr
Rotherham. -^ "

[X399>

JAMES, 1915. 4»4h.p.. 3-6peed, with all accessorifli
Gloria sidecar, en^no faultless, guaranteed: £6&

—Daa Guy, Weymouth. [6105

JAMES. 4i4h.p.. 3-6pe6<1 countershafts sidecar •
apron. £81/6/6; 2-3troke 2-speed model, £38/ll/9i:

just delivered.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [6106

JAMES FRYER. Ltd., Leominster, have in stock lor
immediate deliver}' new B.S.A. model K molH

cycle, 4i4h.r-. just delivered from works; price £62 cML
[6009

JAMES, 2»:4h.p.. 2-stroke. 2-speed: J:38/12/6: dj
(erred payments if de.^ired.—Lamb's. 151, II^D

St., Walthamstow, and 50, Hish Rd.. Wood Gi-een. -:
[633fr

JAMES. 1915. 4l-jb.p.. 5-spced iK^untersJiuft p«it,
olutih and kick starter, chain drive. CfluoelH

eidecar. with Lucas electric lighting outfit. Litcae elae-

trif horn: £90/15.-Colmore Depot, 261. DeausMt*
,M;imIi.\<er. [06W
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Re\.

3 111, p. 2-sncc<5 Box. Uoacli, B. niu\ B.. now )3\iulops;
2 will tlikc siilot'ur; fl8.-G9, Old Oliuiuli Hill,

Cliiiisfwd. [liOOO

RKX, 2^1i.r-. Simins-Boseh iuok-. B. niul B. cinbur*
cttor. ^iilonditl condition; JS7/10.—Bonner, Cor-

IH'iiition St.. Nuneaton. tX:^7G8

31 h.p. Rox, 2-siieod, linndle-stnrlor, Boscb, Amiic,
2 Whittle, lamp, pcrloct order; ^16; onnmelled

groy.—Hnilway Garnt'e, Staines. 15917

RKX 5h.p. Twin, 1911-12. with sidecar, reeently over-
hauled. tjTes. belt, ete.. new; £27, bnrgaiii.—

Siriisc. 381. liattereea I'arlc Ed., S.W. [."iSBO

RKX Gli.p. 2-speod Co;nihbuilt Combination, delivered
An^nst, 1915, only done 150 miles; cost £77/10,

oecopt f68;i0.—Collier, Deal St., Ha,Ufax. [0706

REX, 6h.p., 1911, cauo sideear, perfect, £23;
Olinelier do Luxe cover, 26x2%x2%, 25/-: tube,

5/- (both new) ; anxiliary nria, 4/-.—7, Hawarden Av.,
Wlialley Rang-o, Manchester. [X4115

1013 6h.p. Twin Eex Combination, new July, 1915,
J-v eoiuplete with" lamps, lioin. speedometer; ecst
£69/10: owner enliated; accept £48, lowest.—C. 0.1!

.

Motor Works, 2, St. Ann's \Yell Ed., Nottinsham.
[X3887

*1Q13 61i.p. Eex Combination. 2-speed gear, wind
J-if seieen, new Dunlop belt, and Snustone rear tvre,
in excellent comtition, also well made shed for same

:

£36 the lot.—Graham, Eegent Ed,. Horsfoith. Leeds
1:6217

1Q14 Ecx, 6.8h.p., connter-shaft 3-,«peed, chain drive
-I-tF (new August, 19151. extra large cane sidecar,
hood, side curtains, screen, perfCLt ; £75 cash, eof^t

£110, all accessories.—Box 9,623, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry. [X3809

Rex-Jap.

eh- Eex-Jap nud sidecar for sale, late 1914, elioib
anything ; any trial given: owner bought car; £60.

or oflers.—Dennis, Eoyal Standard Hotel, We=t Il.ir

Green. Sheffield. LX4053

ABAEBAIN.—Eex-Jap, 6h.p.. 3-speed gear, complete
with coachbuilt sidecar, gla-; screen, in splendid

condition, not been run above 200 miles : £65.—Arthur
Dv.is. 81, Grimsby Ed., Grimsby. [5565

REX-J.A.P.. latest 1915 model in stock for imme-
diate delivery, countershaft 3-speed gear, chain

drive, kick-starter, j£75/12; sidecar, 16 gns.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed-, Birmingham. [X4124

Ro^er.
ROYEE, SMjb.p., clutch model, perfect; £38.-Mar-

sfon, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester. [X4016
"IQ15 T.T. Eover, -accessories, grand condition, very
-It' fast; accept £45.—Lieut. Tait, Durliam LI.,
Fovant. [6056

ROVEE, 1914, 31/2I1.P.. 3-speed, bead and tail, and
horn, with eanoelet sidecar; £45.—Dan Guy. Wey-

mouth. [6100
"1Q13 Eover, SVeh.p., 3-speed, clutch, and sidecar, ex-
-*- •-' cellent condition, lamps, etc. ; £38.-27. Kirk-
~tall E<J., Hnnteii Bar, Sheffield. [X4054
13 0rEE, 1913'/,. 3 speeds, with Eover coachbuilt
-Lt/ srdecar, 3 lamps, Cowey trip, mirror, lot of spares,
etc.: £42; would separate.— 7, Vale Terrace, King's Ed.,
i-'ielsea. [X3895

1014 Eover and sporting sidecar, bought in 1915.
--t/ 3-speed and free engine, complete with lamp
horn, and full complement of spares; £45. — Strong.
Acton, London. [6250
pOVEE, 1913, 3-speed and free engine model, fitted
-»-»' with a Eover coachbuilt sidecar; "the combination
complete, including accessories; 40 gns.—Wanchope's.
a. Shoe Lane, London. [6321

ROVER, 1915, new, 3'/Mi.p. T.T. models, in stock,
with hand-controlled Philipson pulley; £56-

exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0491

1015 Eover, fitted with variable gear pulley, T.T.
-I-t/ roadster model, in condition good as new. Pal-
mer tyres, and all accessories, etc., complete, 40 gns -

snarautecd; opportunity.—Wanchope's, 9, 'Shoe Lane.
London. [6529
"DOVER, 1914, 3'/2h.p., 3-fipeed. free engine model.A^ perfect condition, just overhauled, heavy Dunlor
tyres, complete with horn, spare belt, tvre, vaive, plugs.
and all accessories, grand machine; £'38.-Drake, 29,
Kailway St., Beverley. [X3910

"P OVEES.—Immediate delivery all models, 3V::h.p.
-•-ii sporting models, with Philipson pulley, do luxe
coachbuilt combination, and 3-speed countershaft models.
.—P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham and district
agent, 87-91, John Bright St. [6196

Royal Ruby.
T> OTAL Ruby, with Millers lamp set, new 6 weeks
-•-^ ago; £25.-ChUton, High St., Watford. [X4045
"pOYAL Euby 2-strokes, 2i/2h.p. VUIiers engine; £29.
Bj —Jnimediate delivery at Alexander's, 115, Lothian
o4., Edruburgh. ~

[5151

TJO'TAL Ruby, 1914 model, 2-stroke, 2-speed, Villiers
--*' engine, Amac carburetter, done less than 500
miles, new tyres; £20.—Southern Motor Garage.
Uromley Ed., Cattord. [6164
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DUTYFREE!
Our Stock of pre-Budget macliines

is getting low—if you wish, to secure

a brand new HARLEY-DAVIDSON
at the old price FREE OF IMPORT
DUT\', now is your chance.

Actually in stock

for immediate delivery.

Model 1 1 F, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, chain

drive, kicli starter .. £68 5s.

iVlodel 1 1 J, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, dynamo
electric lighting outfit. . £76 13s.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON "CANOE-
LET '*

Sidecar ; body and chassis

enamelled H.-D. grey; spring back,

cushion, and footboard ; 28in. x 3in.

Dunlop heavy R.S. tyre; coverall

apron, etc. . . Price 16 Gns.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON ' GLORIA

'

Sidecars ; equipped with every pos-

sible refinement, and superbly fin-

ished. Prices from £20 to £27 10s.

Catalogues free on request.

Exchanges and Easy Pay-
ments arranged.

The Premier
Motor Company,

Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

Model 11 J H.ARLEY-DAVIDSON. Etted
with special No. 5 GLORIA Sidecar, with
Spring Wheel— the iinest combination on the road

S'

MOTOK tVCI,l":S ron .SAI.I!.

lUiUKu.
12',(, Rudiic, free oniiln", mng., lOIB pinion : £2B.
—YouiiK, Uiiicldeno, I,aneiiit, Suwox. [X4074

DHE, fpcelal T.T. iNortcl, lamp and liorn; £2« -

JIuMtOD, 2G uud Zi. IlrldliO St., Ciieiti'l. 1X4007

rQlJ 31/jh.p. Rudno, N.8U. 2<ipc«l, cone ulilernr:
•-' owner at I'roiit: £32.—Liiniian, 292, Kluiiilunn

liil.. London. 1X4068
~IQ12 3Vjb.D. RudKC, free engine; £27: coRh or cony
•M-tJ tcniirt.—E. J:;. Jonco (GaratfU), Ltd., Swuiwh,
Lonrlun. Ouldllt [0724

1QU-13 Itndite Miilll, aijlondld condition, trTM tin

-I-*' now, 8por*?.H, lauip, llOTDB; £32.~Talbot, 43, WfK^l-
Tillo ErL, Curdifl. (D) tX3957

RUIJQE Multi, 1913, oxccllcnt condilinD. tfi-nl-
oincter, spare tnbo and belt, all ut-reHjioik- ; £33,

or ncaroat.—Young, 10, Apsley Bt., (Jlii^gow. [5941

T> UDGE, Iroo engine, now cyl., piston, rollor (onii'X't
-tV ing rod, etc., Jutrt fitted by iniilccri, tyiut uud
bolt as new; £26.—Suvugc, Uykehajn Ed.. Lincoln.

[X4091
RUDQE, 1913, 3V,li.p., free t-nglne. cxcclknl tondi-

tion, new Dnnlop belt, lin. ; £32 ; mil ride &>''

iiiilc3 to purchaser.- E. Berry, 137, Adnitt Ed-, North-
ampton. [i38S8

T.T. Rndgo AInJti uud Henderson eidecar, 1916, Islv

of Man model, eoiuplete with apeedometer. luinii,

and hnrn, very fast; niiv trial ; ati new; £55.-0. L. Nuy-
lor, The limigalow, Millbou«cs Lane, Shcffleld. f5998

RUDGE Multi, 1915, Isle ol Man T.T. model, in

splendid condition, large Lucas lamp eel. «j)ee"lo

meter, horn, rear light, siiarcs; bargain. £.nO, t-lc-
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile ijt.» E.C

10552

"P UDGE Multi (1914), 3'/:ll.p., and eoachbnilt tide-
XV car to matcb, all tools and acceseorieg, horn, lamp*,
head and tail, separate generatoKJ, and upeedouietc:.
practically new, only used 3 months; owner with f .-rcer

:

complete. £55 cash (cost £84).—Claj-ton, Redelylle, Ecclet,
near Manchester. [X3912

Scott.

TO 13 Scott Combination. 2 speeds, eanoelet, powerful:
J-V £38.-53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [6212

COTT, latest semi T.T- model, in etoct; £71/10.-
Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester. [X4005

SCOTT. 1912. variable B. and B., T.T. bare (no lamps)

:

£24.-1, Heath Gardens, Twickenham, Middlcic;;.
[6276

SCOTT Motor Cycle. 1913, good mnning order, new
tyre^: £30.—Li,:ter-Kaye, Stoborough, Warehan;

[boca

SCOTT, semi T.T., 1914, lamp, generator, horn. tw.l.-.

fipare inner rube: £44.—Lieut. Bntlei, Biisu^t
Huts, Lnton. [6079

QCOTT and Canoelo.t, in good order, lamps, horn,
speedometer, and spares; £35.—Watson, Hasling-

field, Cambs. [X2503

SiCOTT, 3%h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, periect
^ throughout; would exchange lor lightweight and

cash.—Gorton, Evelith Mill, Shilnal, Salop. [X4048

SCOTT, 1910, later improvements, little used, sound
condition, tyres as new; £22, or consider ex-

change.—51, Gilpin Av., East Sheen, S.W. [X4056

SCOTT 3"!4h.p. 1913-14 Coachbuilt Combination,
countershaft 2-speed, water-cooled, kick-starter,

Binks, Lucas lamps, mirror, speedometer, new tyres,

condition perfect; any trial; 48 gns.. or exchange lor
high-powered 1914-15 Indian, A.J.S., or Sonljeam
combinations, cash adjustment.—Harding, Church St..

High Wycombe. [6089
Slieffield Minor.

SHEFFIELD Minors.—Immediate delivery of this ex-
ceptionally fine 2^.p. 2-6trok6 single-speed, 28

gns.; 2-speed, 33 gns... including 1916 improvements-—
Cohnore Depot, 31, Oohnore Row, Birmingham. [X2340

Singer.

SINGER Lightweight, just overhauled, perfect order;
bargain, 12 gns.—Fox, Naughton, Lattice Bam,

Ipsi\dch. [X3764

1 <D 12 2^4h.p. Sinee-T Lightweight, in perfect order

:

JLiJ cheap. £10; hrst ciieune.—H. Bellwood, Victoria
I!d., Scarborough. [5950

-j Q13 Singer, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start,
J-*J lamp, etc., in excellent condition; £28.—Wat-
son, 14, Gleneldon Mews, Streatham. [6150

1Q12 Singer, 4h.p., 2 speeds, head lamp and tail

JLt/ light, horn, new Palmer cordjs, new Dnnlop belt,

and full kit of spares; £22.—Gordon Warr, Hindhead.
Haslemere, Surrey. [5987

SINGER, 2t4h.p.. late 1913, Stonehenge and Palmer
cord tyree, almost new, exceptionally lively and

leliable luonnt, splendid condition; £25.—Corfe. 169.
High Ed., Tottenham. [5942

SparkbrooU.
SPAEKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed gear, new, in stock;

£40.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [6108

SPAEKBROOK, 1915, 2^.p., 2-6peed, 2-6frote. run
70, nnscratched. absolutely perfect in every way

;

£32.—Webb, Belmont, Surrey. [6024

SPAEKBROOK, 2i4h.p.. 2-speed. 2-stroke; £40;
actually in stcck.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light

Car Co., Ltd., Bath Hd-, Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
I Ed.. PljTnouth. [056 i

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a3t
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MOTOR CYCLES
Sun.

FOR SALE.

f>Hi.p. Siin-Villiers. 1914, 2-stroke, like new;
f^ 2 Wallis, Motors, Heiel'ord.

£22.-
[6116

SUN-VILLIERS, 2V.h.p., 1915, go anywhere, acces-
sories; £22.—Evins, 34, Abbey Ed., Torquay.

[X4083
SUN-VILLIERS, 2-spee<-l, T.T., nearly new; snip; £25

—Bartter, St. Jamea' Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
'Phone: 1701. [6261

SUN, V.T.S., 2-stroke,
£24.-Seen at Crolts Bro.s.,

1915, complete, new condition
499, West-Derby Rd.

Tiie Brook, Liverpool, any time. [X3797

model,
£26
[6152

"1Q14 Sun Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed
-*- 1/ thoroughly overhauled, and new tyres

;

Watson, 14, Gleneldon Mews, Streatham.

Sunbeam,
NEW 1915 S'.Mi.p. Sunbeam ;' immediate delivery

list.—Eioe Bro,^.,

Ail, 70 gn.
changes invited.

-

31h.p. 1916 T.T,
2 ifoung and Co

Horeham.

GtJNBEAM, 70 gn. model; immediate delivery; ex-
Bunting, Harrow,

Roadster Sunbeam in stock.

-

Ltd., Newmarket.

[5979

; ex-
[X4057

-A. J
[5595

JUST
-Arthur Dya6,

SUNBEAM, 1916, SVah.p., just delivered; £73/10.-
Coldbam, Sunbeam Agent, Northampton. [X3995

Delivered, 1916 3V„h.p, Sunbeam, .70gns.—
81, Grimsby Ed., Grimsby. [5567

SUNBEAM, 6h.B., 1914, Millford sidecar, in excep-
tionally good condition; £75-—Newton, Cromford,

Matlock. [X3020

A BARGAIN.—SV-h-P. Sunbeam, in perfect condition,
like new; £55.—Arthur Dyas, 81, Grim.sby Rd.

Grimsby.

SUNBEAM, 1914, Sl/ah.p., 3
starter, excellent condition

John Bright St., Birminsham.

speeds,
£48.-

[6566

clutch, kick
r. J. Evans,

[6198

SUNBEAM. September, 1914, S'/ah.p., 3-6peed, with
cane eidecar, perfect condition ; £55,—Particulars

from Webb, Glasbury, Redditch. [S4038

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas lamps,
J-«/ horn, speedometer, new Kempshall, many spares;
£85.—Manager, Theatre, Hawick. [6053

SUNBEAM, 19151A, 3JAli.p., 3-speed, handle-bar
clutch, kick-starter, lamp, horn, speedometer;

£60.—Naylor. Leahaven, Kidderminster. [6148

SUNBEAM Sidecar Combination, 3iA.b.p., 3-speed,
speedometer, lamps and horn, suit of overalls; £68.

—Marstou, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester. [X4015

SUNBEAM, 19141/,, SVoh.p., fine condition, lamps,
horn, speedometer, all complete, miJeage onjy

2,700; £49.-100, or 162, Queen's Rd., Dalston, N.E.
[6207

SUNBEAM, 1915, SVSh.V: 3-speed, Lucas £3/10
• head light, Lucas 21/- horn, and tail lamp, very

little used, guaranteed; £62.—Dan Guy, Weymouth.
[6099

SUNBEAM, August, 1914, Sll-b.p., 3-speed, Cowey,
Lucas lamps, excellent condition, guaranteed

perfect; 50 gns.—Eich, Victoria Ed., Horley, Surrey.
[6200

3-lh.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, 1914V2, lamp, horn, spare
2 touring bars, footboards, links, valve, tools, new

Binks, new covers, excellent condition ; 55 gns.—Le^ns,
Garth, Llanelly. [X4033

SUNBEAM, 1916, 3»Ah.p., in stock, 3-6peed, chain
drive, brand new; £73/10; trade not entertained.

—Cambridge and district agents, Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6866

1Q15 SVah.p. Sunbeam, 3 speeds, free engine clutcli,
J~iy fitted Stew"art speedometer, Millar lamps, long
horn, all in black finish, done 2,500 miles, no trouble,
no punctures; view Continental Garage, High St.,

Bloomsbury; owner going foreign service; price £60.—
J. Murray, Shaftesbury Hotel, St. Andrew St., W.C.

tC014
SUNBEAM, 1915 model, SVnh.p., countershaft S-speed

gear, and free engine model, been used but little

and carefully, includes speedometer, Lucas lighting
set, Lucas horn, complete set of tools, and some
spares, condition as good as new; £68; unprecedented
opportunity; first cheque secures.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London. [6322
T.D.C.

Olh.p. T.D.C, 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar; cost £66,02 v«ry little used; bargain, £44.—Parker, St. Giles,

Oxford. [S3758
Triumph.

1 QIS,, Trimnph^ Junior,^ 2-8peed, perfect: £34.-53
Brownbill Rd., Catford. [6209

1016 4h.p. Triumph, all accessories: offers over £60.
LiJ —53. Brownhill Ed., Catford. [6210

Qih.p. Triumph, new mag., B. and B., low: £10:
-WE photo.-114, Cowper St., Luton. [X3352

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h^p., 3 speeds, clutch, Philipson
pulley: first cheque £41.—Rumbold, Swanage. [5984

09 SVjh.p. Triumph, good order; £20: exchange
entertained.—53, BrowuhUl Rd,, Catford. [6215

- ^_. 5 eneeds, all accessories, splendic
dition : £37

19
"IQ13 Triumph, 3 speeds, all accessories, splendid con-
-•-»/ dition; £37.—Earl, 6, Heath St,, Hampsteiid.

[X4077
TRIUMPH, clutch model, 1911-12; £28; photo,

particulars.—142, Lowe St., Wolverhampton.
[6166

TRIUMPH, 1907, 2-speed gear, with sidecar; £22/10;
running well.—Wanchopt's, 9, Shoe Liine, London.

[6323

Ready to Rev Away
INDIANS

Model C, 7 h.p., 3-speed,

kick-starter, complete with

full equipment, including

electric head Ij^ip, electric

tail lamp, elect/ricTiom, and

speedometer £78

Model D, 7 h.p., road racer £65
Model B, 5 h.p., 3 speed £70

DOUGLAS
W.D. Model, 2-1 h.p., 2 sp. £54 12

ZENITH
Model D, clutch, 4-5 h.p. £73 18 6

CALTHORPES
2-| h.p. J.A.P. Engine,

2 speed, hxed ignition . . £36 15 0-

2f h.p. J.A.P. Engine,

2 speed, variable ignition £37 18

SCOTT
3f h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speed,

fitted with B. & B., or

Binks carburetter £71 10

ROYAL ENFIELD
6 h.p. sidecar model .... £84

J.H.
6 h.p., twm-cylin d er,

3 speed, countershaft gear,

M.A.G. Engine £80 17

B.S.A.
Model K, 4| h.p., 3 speed,

countershaft gear, cum belt

drive -. . £62

RADCO
2i h.p., 2-stroke, No. 2,

single speed £25 10

NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P.

2^ h.p. Light Tourist,

2 speed, variable ignition £37 18

Ditto, 2 speed, fixed ignition £36 15

Ditto, single speed, variable

ignition £32 5

DALM
2 stroke, Albion gear,

variable ignition £36

Any of the above 1916 models supplied on

Easy Terms and your old mount taken in

part exchange.

SECOND-^HAND MACfflNES
Solo and Sidecar Combinations

from £20 to £89 10

Godfrey's take into stock, either by Cash
Purchase or Exchange, only high'
class reliable machines, which, when
overhauled according to their invariable 1

rule, are often equal to brand new
]

machines,
THEY ARE ALL GUARANTEED.

// you cannot call to inspect write for

full list. I

WITH GODFREY'S YOU ARE ALWAYS |

SURE OF A STRAIGHT DEAL. I

I Godfreys, L'^. -

1

"
208, GREAT PORTLAND ST., !

LONDON, W.
I

"Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph. ^

1Q14 Triumpl), in perlect condition, with JigLiii.-
J-*/ Bet and hooter; 40 gii^.—Chilton, Hieh Sf.,'Wi,-
i"rd. [S404:

TEITTMPH. SV^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, in rerr gc-;
condition; owner e-alisxing: £30.—Gretu. Shefloni

Beds. ^ j;5955

7 012 Triumph and sidecar, good condition, com-J-^ piete; £25, oflere.—He«l]ey L. Cole. Witney,
Oxon. tX3804
3ih.p. 1912 T.T. Triumph, excellent condition, Tiill

2 do 60; trial; £26,—Davis, 4, Mooatjoy Bd.,
Newport. [X4055
1 Q 15 Triumph Junior, little ii&ed, and in loTely
-Ltf condition; sESS.—Crow Bros., X90, High St..
Guildford. [6130

TK.IUMPH, 1908, single gear, engine excellent, had
very little use; £16/10.—Cftombes, Builder. -6t.

Helens, Eyde. tX4111
TRIUMPH. 1911, perfect condition guaranteed, trr*^

nearly new, spare cover and tools; £20.-6. Nor-
folk Ed,, Dorking. rX3838

TRIUMPH. 1912^4, free engine, very good condition,
very fast, new tyres; i33.—Lt. Wanklvn. Polo

Ground, Canterbury. [X4027

TRIUMPHS.—1912 free engine model, good coudi-
tion. £28; 1913 3-epeed model, overhauled. £36.-

Nelson, Agent, Rhyl. 1X3869

TRIUMPH. S'/oh.p., engine sound, countershaft vari-
able gear, and F.E.. exhaust exteneion : £28.—

Clark, Thames Haven. [6005

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, new tyres, engine re-
bu.shed. F.R.S. lamp, numerous spares; price £23

—Monteith, Dalkeith. [X4136

TRIUMPH, SVjh.p., 1913, clutch model, new Dunlop
back, spares and tools; £30.—2nd Lieut. Jdi o!i<i.

The Caetle, Monmouth. [X3905

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed. Bramble coachbuilt side-
car, perfect condition; £50.—Seen, Stag Motor

Works, East Finohley. r624e

1Q14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, 3-speed, F.E., nearlr new
X*/ tyres, in splendid condition; £40.—Barber.
Starling's Bridge, Hitchin. ^6204

TRIUMPH Junior, 1914V2, absolutelv perfect con
dition, has run 800 miles; £30' cash.—Wilfrid

Robinson, Stainley, Rochdale. [6188

1Q12 Triumph, 2-speed gear and clutch, with lamp
-l-tf set and hooter, very faet and powerful; £28 10-
-Chilton, High St., VTatford. [X4045
1 Q^3 3Voh.p. Triumph, clutch, nearly new Palmer
J-*/ cord tyre and Dunlop belt; £30.—Cleaver.-
Ballard Coombe, Kingston Hill. ;6077

1 Q12 Triumph 2-speed and F.E.. good condition,
X*/ accessories and spares: £25.—Box No. 9.630.
The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. [X4029

4h.p. Triumph, 1914, 3-6peed. Gloria sidecar, perfect
condition; any trial ; £52,10.-Ireland. Santey.

AYarrington. "Phone : 8 Penketh. [X3799

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. 3-speed. tip-top condition,
and thoroughly recommended, lamps, horn, and

sidecar; £50.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [6101

TRIUMPH. 4h.p.. 5-speed, late 1914. not done 1.000
miles, all aceessorie-s ; £50 : exchange Zenith.-

Bargrave Gray, Halgate. Doucaster. [5959

TRIUMPH, 1914^j. 4h.p.. 3 speeds, Gloria sidec*r,"
all accessories, 900 miles, condition as new; £65.

—Rogers, 42, Church Rd., Hendon. [6075

TKIUMPH, 1944"»4, 4h.p., run 700, fop hole condi-
tion, exceedingly fast, perfect condition through-

out ; £40.-5. Parade. Belmont. Surrey. [6023

1 Q14 4h.p. 5-speed Triumph, only run 1,500 miles,
-L U speedometer. lamp, horn, condition as new ; £48.
-Apply. Brook, Moturs. Burnlmm, Somerset. [5965

1 Q14"^4 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed. tyres, plating. *te«
JLiJ as new. all accessories, spares, powerful, reliable;
42 gn^.—Bandmat^ter, Soaforths, Cromarty, N.B. [X3765

TRIUMPH Junior. 1915. completely equipped, aa
new: £^0. cost £49.—Arthur Mvlam and Co.,

197. London Rd.. W. Croydon. 'Phone': 2379. [6270-

TRIUMPH. 1913-4. clutch, P. and H. lamp, M
lamp, perfect condition, well onvwl lor, run 2.00(K

equal ucw: nearest £35.—Webb. Belmont. Surrey. feOBS

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. 3-si>eed, Canoolet coachr
built sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn; £52.—Tht

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [X4188

TRIUMPH, late 1914, semi T.T.. 4h.p.. 3-spe«4^,

clutih. migine .just overliauItHl. excellent fonditifl>«

very fat^t; £46.—Tollev, Naval Air Statiou. Hendon.
- LN.37(iS

1 C|15 3-spced Countershaft Triumph, model H. to]

X-*y pedo sidecar, accessories, riaden a few mill

only; offers wanted.—Willson, 22a, Prince's Sq., Bayif'

water. [6091
]

-j Q12V> Triumph. 5',{;h.p., cluteh model, and N.S.I7- I

i*/ 2"-spe6d, 1915 C.B. sidecar, lamps, acccssoriw,

totils, spiires, perfect; bargain, £38.—Finn, 764, Fulham I

Ed., London. [6136
|

1 Q13 Triumph. 3-«5peed. in really magnificent rondi-

-Lt/ tion. large tyree. Lucas head light, horn, all i>«r-

lect. unscratched; 36 gus.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

'I'houo: 1024. [X4119
|

A36 AH letters relating to advertisementfl should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR cycm:s for sale.
Triumph.

r015
3'...Ii,p. 5-NpoLHl Triiiiiipli, with Oiuioclet coafh-O Imilt sitlofur ; JCGO, cash or ou-^y terms.—E. 1'^

Joiica {Uiirages), Ltd., Bwanecii, Loiulon, CiirditY. L0734

1Q13 3-spocd Tii^mph, with bvuud new 17 gn. GlorinXU sidt^fiir. lupKago rail, all acccssorica, perfect

;

£50, cash <• easy teniif!,—U. K. Jouos (Garngos), Ltd..
Swansea, Loudoii. Caidilt. [0720

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p.. S-spocd and clutch, pedal
start, model O, l.ucas lamp sut, liorn and tools,

splendid onier; £42/10.—EIoo aud Co., 15, Bishops-
tiatg Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0597

TRIUMPH. 3'/jh.p., 3-spoed, nowl914, 2'/.in. Dun-
lops this season, touring aud 3omi-T.T. Imra,

L\ica3 lamps, and all accessorioa
jp/ifl Motor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

£42.—Box 9,631
[X3981

"IQ14''.'i Triumpb, 4h.p.,
J-t/ eoiiiau coacli ijfdeear, done under 250 miles,

lOlS Tiiunipli, 3'/^h.p., Stuimey-Arclier 3-specd, fittedXV A\itli Mill-;-Fulfoi-d coachwork tiideeur, £48; 1914
Doiifilas T-T. motor cycle, good cjiulition, £42.~The
Alsagei (.iiirat;e, Crewe Rd., Alsngoi. [X3807

• "I Qll Triumph. N.S.U. 2-specd, new piston and Binks
XiJ 3-jet carburettor, in tine condition, just over-
hauled, with luuipci and horn; £27, or cxohaugo light-
weight.-Hiubley. Rylstone St., KeigUley. [X3894
"IQ14 Triumph and Gloria sidecar, 3-6peed, LucasXU best neccssories, Jones trip spcedomoter, spares,
eveij-tbing tip-top order, aud good condition; over £90,
accept £54.-65, Bath Rd., Cheltenham. [X4135

3-specd, all accessories, ^Vut-
" I! [" ._. new

couditiou ; trial by appointment ; £50.—L. Fletcher.
I'aiklands, Sydenham. 'Phone: Battereea 2276. tX5849

TRIUMPH, 1914, Sturmey-Aicher 5-speed, new heavy
Dunlop back, Palmer frout, Dunlop belt, B170

saddle, general condition excellent, engine guaranteed;
£42/10.—Robinson'6 Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [0612

1 Q 15 Triumph, coxmterehaft gear, mileags aboutXO 3,500, lamp, horn, speedometer, excellent condi-
tion, with light sidecar; £60; owner going ou active ser-

vice.—Box 9,621, The Motor Cycle OUices, Coventry.
[X3771

TRIUMPH, 3i;l.h.p., 1911, belt and tyres as new.
Boech mag., overhauled, new piston June last, re-

ceipts shown, adjustable pulley, lamps, and tools ; join-
ing up; £22/10.—Webb, 75, Tubbs Rd., Willesden, N.W.

[6120
IQll Triimiph, free engine, thoroughly overhauledXU l)y makers last month, speedometer, l'\R.S. lamps,
Dunlop extra heavy tyres unscratched, only used week-
ends, perfect condition; £30.™Wright, 108, Plymouth
Place, Leamington. [X4093

"IQI3V2 3V->h.p. Triumph, 5-speed, Senspray carbur-
XtJ etter, Badcock by-pass, Caaoelet sidecar, wind
screen, luggage grid, 3 electric lamps, battery, perfect
condition; £46.—Schotield, 125, I?orthumberland Rd.,
Old Trafiord, Manchester. [X3860

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, complete with excellent
coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, whole

cCSubination new April, 1915, and as new, thoroughly
genuine, aud guaranteed throughout; £60, or near oiler.
—ToUady, Hemingfoid, Bicester. rX5949
TRIUMPH, 1915, 5-speed, magnificent £17 1915

Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely as new and
unscratched, luggage grid, tyres iu splendid condition,
speedometer, head and tail lamps, horn, etc., \\hoic
outfit in magnificent condition and one of the smartest
and most luxurious on the road; cost over £83, accept
for quick sale 45 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: 1024. [X3145

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. Tvrin, 6h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar,

3-speed gear, free engine, kick start, fast going,
perfect condition, very little used, new tyres and tubes,
tools, lamps, horn, all complete; trial run- bargain,
£50.—Postana, 56, Elnohurst Rd., Eufleld Wash, Middle-
sex. £6057

Tyler.
TTTLER 2-strokes, 2y2h.n, 2-speed ; £33/1/6.—In stock
•*• at Alexander's, 115, Lothiaii Rd., Edinburgh, [5156

Oih.p. Tyler, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1915 model, com-
^2, plete, with all accessories; £27/10.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. "

[6524

Velocette.
yELOCETTE.—All models in stock, from £28.-Mar-
' ston, 26 and 51, Bridge St., Chester. [X4005
"yELOCETTE, nearly new 1915 model, Harcourt radi-
' ators, Dunlops, Senspray, lamp and horn; £22.—
ilarstou, 26 and 51, Bridge St., Chester. [X4009
yELOCETTE 2-otroke. model D, 2-speed, the eco-
T nomical 2-stroke: £56/10; chain drive.-Immedi-

ate delivery at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edin-
burgh. [5154

. JT'ELOCETTE. immediate deliTery; model D. 2i/ih p .:~ 2-speed. £35/10; model A, £28; the most
Bcoaomical lightweight.—The Premier Motor Co.,

,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4599

Victoria.

1Q14 2h.p. Victoria-Precision, 2 speeds, good run-J-*' ning order; £16.—Thelma, Cornfield Rd,, Middles-
;

brough.
^ [X3831

VICTORIA 2-stroke. 2V'h.p.. 2-speed model; £56/15.
T — Fi. stock at Alexander's. 115, Lothian Rd..

Motoeycles. [5155

The

-Iu „„.,.
Edinbuigli. T.A.

;

New Motor Cycles

Delivered at once from

Stock, for best CASH, EASY EX-
TENDED PAYMENT, or on liberal

EXCHANGE TERMS.

ALLON, ;; h.p., 2speed £39 18
CONNAUGHT Miniature, 2.>,li.p., 2-str. £26 5»
CONNAUGHTStandaul, :-"specd £33 10*
ENFrELD, 3 h.p., twin £52 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p., Combination £84
ENFIELD, ^-stroke, 2-speed £39 18
OOVENTRY EAGLE, 2Ui.p., 2-stroka £29 8«
AMERICAN EXCELS'lOR, 7-9 h.p.,

3-speed, clutch, and kick starter . . £80 1

Ditto, with dynamo lighting set,

electric horn, and speedometer ... £9)
B.S.A., Model K £62
t'AMES, 3J h.p., twin, 2-speed £63
JAMES, 4ih.p., 3-speed, Combination £76 13»
WOLF. 2f h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter £33 12*
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, IVIodel J, with

lighting set and horn.
O.K. Junior, Mark III., 2-speed £31 10»
J.H., 2* h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £35 14*
MOTOSACOCHE, 3I h.p., twin, 2-sp.,

with de Lissa valves £62
BLACKBURNE, sjh.p., 3-sp. Sturmey

Archer countershaft gear, footboards £67 9
SERVICE, 2jh.p. Peco engine, 2-speed £34 13
SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2i-3 h.p., 2-speed,

Sidecarette £50 0*
SUN, V.T.S £29 8
METRO, lady's model, 3-sp., 2-stroke £36 10
ROYAL RUBY, sV h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp. £36 10

* Plus makers' surcharge of 5%.

SECOND - HAND MOTOR CYCLES
for Cash or Extended Payments.

stock
No. Specification. Price.
131.—MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin-cyl.,
magneto, spring forks, etc £10

493.— MOTOSACOCHE, 1913, 2} h.p.,
variable eear, and free engine . ... £15

622.—TRIUMPH, 1907, 3 h.p., with
dropped frame, X.S.U. 2-speed gear,
vers- tine order £21

6go.— HUMBER, 1911, 3^ b.p., 2
speeds, handle starting \dth v icker
side-entrance Sidecar .... . £27

537.—SERVICE, T915, 2Hh.p. 2-sp.,
countershaft, soiled only ., . ... £37 10

G86.—EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke. 1915,
2^ h.p., with 2-speed gear and clutch £35

70-1. -TRIUMPH, 3ih.p- (late 1912),
3-speed gear and clutch, new tyres £32 10

7^9.—PREMIER, iqrs, 3.V h.p. 2-sp.,
countershaft gear and clutch £33

iWe»^_^^J^^^- SOLE
LONDON

AGENTS FOR
BROUGK, CONNAUGHT,

CLYNO, & METRO MOTOR CYCLES.
EMPIRE, MILLFORD HERCULES,
WATSONiAN & CANOELET Sidecars

IN STOCK

TyU.LIAMSON, 1914, S-lOh.p., Z-npocd,
^'T^ cooled, 2-80at. Bidccur, perfect; JE76.-

MOTOU CYtl.i:.S I^OR SAM:.
Villleiii.

HIUIIKHT Gimlu VIllliJ do I.ux", 2*tiol<», braii'l
new, luxiirioiH inuliiinciiti Il«t<-<1 33 (fnn. uncoiit

£2Q c(uJj.— 1, Mount UJ., I'liuil, WolTCllmiopton. [X4121

v.s.

V.S., 5-6h.p., 2-/pe.;il, I'.E.. sad nljocor, flnt-cUun
oruor nod coiidltlou; £27/10, or ''iclmon for IIkIH-

woJitlit and cub.—Sccvcll, Vatoliiy, IIiiiit«. (60J9

WilllnmHon.
WKtor*

K.\:bJbitlon Rd., South kcns'loiilua.' [6142

M'iiiPrcclBlon.
WIN-rBKOISION. 1914. anil ridccar, eoachbullt. 3%

h.p., 3-8i)ee(i. Dunlops, excellent coDdftioa; £33.—
Welch's, 48, Evcrintt ltd.. Stolie Nenlnyton. [6068

WIN-PRECISION, 1913. 4iih.t,., 2.Bpco<i, clutch.
Irco en;;ino, handle-start, good condition, fa»t,

hirnp, horn; i;25; after 7 o'clock Amos, 84, Hayt4.'r
ltd., Brixton. (X3927

Woll.

WOLF-J.A.P., 2'/:h.p., 2 speeds, accessorlM, prac-
tically new; 24 gns.- 13b, ElKin Crescent, \V.

[6096
1Q14 Wolf 2'/;li.p. LiehtweiRht. 2-»peed, good eondi-
Xif tion: accept £22— Bennett, Holly Bank, long-
etone, Bake\voIl. [X3851
TIT'OI.FJ.A.P., 1914, 4h.p.. 3 n.eed«, free enslno.
*' clutch, DuDlops, perfect order; £44. — Jame",

Grocer, Treforest. [5996

WOLP. 2?.ih.p., 1916 model, just delivered, 2-epeed.
2-stioke. kick-atarter. band controlled clutch;

,£36/19/6; exehanges or deferred payments.—Eaglef
and Co., High St., Acton, W [X3933

Qih.p. Wolf Models. 1915, delivery from stock of
'V2 2y2h.p. J.A. P. engine, 2-speed gear, £37/4- 2-

stioke 2-speed models. £32/11/9; single speed moaeU,
4^25/6/3; cash or extended payments.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London. [6325

Vale.

YALE Motor Cycle, 8h.p.. n-ith coaehhuilt oidecar.
also 6 gn. insurance policy trjin-'ferahle, quite new.

cancelled by customer thrnuch uufcreeeen circnuiFtauf w.
original price £90. to clear 70 gna.—,Jonee, Broadwav,
Muawell Hill. London. fX3062

Zedel.

3ih.p. Zedel. 1914. L'H ma,
•* frame, .wmi T.T. ha

£19: after 8.— 13. Arkloiv Kd.. .Vew Cras-^,

B. and B., and Chater
ihert:

S.E. (6078

Q3.li. p. Zedel, Bosch. B. and B., adjustable pnliey.^4 low, taat, mechauieallv sound; photo, particnlars

;

must sell; £12, or offers -7. UiUai St. Criofl. [X3983

Zenith.

ZEXITH 3V>h.p. Tnin, new. in stock; £60.-
WWeymouth.

,DaD Gov.
[6107

1QI1 6b. p. Zenith, excellent condition, englneei
-L«? oivned; £32.—Bent. Elcctiicity Works, Canter-
bury. [X3367

ZEXTTH. 8h.p., and underslung cigar sidecar. Novem-
ber, 1913; £60.— Bolton. 32. Bowes Ed., PalmeT'e

Green. [5962

1Q12 3V2b.p. Zenitb-Gradua. ueual accessories, gnar-
-Itf anteed perfect; £23.-77. High St.. St. John'e
Wood. (6185

ZEXITH-GRADUA. 3",<.h.p., 1913, and Gloria side-
car: £29. a bargain.— P. Corby. 88a, High St.,

Merton. [5994

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1912. 6h.p., lamp. horn, perfect
condition: £35.—Nesma, 7, Exhibition Rd., Sontb

Kensington. [614C

T.T. Zenith. 4h.p., accessories, perfect; £35; or
exchange 2-stroke and cash; appointment.—7,

1
Percival Parade. Worcester Park- [6112

ZEXITH, 1913, 3'/ih.p,. (iradua gear, wicker sidecar,
useful spares; £36. bargain, no offers.—P A.

I

Duckett. Post Office. Sulham, Berks. [X3993

"|Q13^ 3Vjh.p- Zenith, elutcb, kick starter, Gradua,
-!-? Whittle, new Wat-;onian eidecar, etc., perfect;
£55— Falkus. HeIt:.D, Cornwall Rd., Cheam. [5988

^^^-

"IQ14 Zenitb-Gradiia. wicker sidecar, lamp, horn, ac-
Xij cesoories. guarnuicwl in splendid running, order;
£20. bargaia.— 35. Bnw Oommon Lane, Bow, E. [6221

ZENITH. Bh.p. rwTD. Gradua combination, late 1914
model, run uulv 2.000 miles, complete with acces-

sories: a bargain, £60—92. Gloacester Ed., S.W. [5990

ZKNITH-GRADUA 1915. Z^h.p.. twin connter-
shaft gear. cluicD -ind kick starter, perlect con-

dition, ^aranteed: exceptional bargain, £45.—Below.

ZENlTHGttADUA Latest 1916 Models in Stock,
countersbaft gears. 4-5h.p. 64 gns., Sh.p. 73 gns..

Sli.p. 74 gns.. plus 5% increase: eschanges or extended
pavmenti on liberal terms.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishops-
gate Av.. Camomile St.. E.C. [0492

ZE^"ITH-GRA l_fUA. 1915 model E, connterehatt,
.Tbsolntely egual in every respect to new, not done

500 miles: bargain at £50.—I^eLson, Agent, Rhyl.
tX3871

2r£XITH. 1912. SVzh.p.. perfect order and cccdition,
J spare new DunJop tyre, inner tube, belt, ping, new

head aud rear light, all accessories; £27/10.—Smith,
Square, Leomiuster. [X3840

411 lettei'j relating to ad\ertisemeiits sho^ild quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Zenith.
1

ZENITH, model F, countershait, and Mills-Fulford
|

Empress sidecar, actually in stock; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, Higli St., Waltham-
stow. and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [6337

SPECIAL Racing 1914 Zenitb-Gradua, 8-lOh.p., ortr-

head valves, clutcli, l/ucas set. Stewart warmer,
foot lubricator, perfect condition, done 91 m.p.li. ; cost

illOS, take £60.—Further particulare, Innes, Wardmck,
Derby. tX4041

SALE or Exchange, 4h.p. Zenitb-Gradua and rhcenix
sporting sidecar, as perfect as new, just over-

hauled, new J.B. belt, and tyres good, footboards, head
and tail ligbte; £35, near ofler, or exchange email ear

and give cash balance; approval both ways.—Priest,
Dunstable, Beds. [X4065

1Q15 Zenith, 8h.p.. countersbatt, kick start, clutch,
-i-t/ Clincher extra heavy tyres, 2 Dunlop belts.

Smith's 5 gn. speedometer, watch, head and electric

rear lamps, horn, knee pads, Swan de luxe sidecar,
rear locker, lamp, apron, mat, under 1,000 miles,
guaranteed as new; £78/10.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6864

NEW 1915 Zeniths from stock: 6h.p. and 4-5b.p.

countershaft fre^ engine and kick start a'odels;

cash, exchange, and easy terms arranged. When deal-

ing with Wauchope's your orders are assured to come
satisfactorily through. Wauebope's, are the oldest motor
cycle dealers, and have a reputation for fair dealing.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London (bv Ludgate Cir'^ns,

City). [6326
Ladies' Machines.

ROYAL Ruby (lady's model), 2V2h.p-, J.A.P., coun-
ter.^haft 2-3peed, semi-automatic lubrication, iust

delivered from works; £38/5.—Hncklebridge, 133,
Sloane St., London. [X3900

Miscellaneous
COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.-

Special second-band bargains:

1Q12 3-speed Ariel and Millford sidecar, £30; 1913
Xt/ 6h.p. Rex-Jap and sidecar, £34; 1912 water-
cooled Rex and sidecar, £25: 1913 3-speed Premier and
sidecar, £34 : 8h.p. Bat-Jap, new, £40 ,- 1915 Eover
combination, £69 ; 1911 free engine Triumph, £21

;

1912 free engine Rudge, £23; 1912 lady's Douglas,
£28: 1912 2h.p. Hunlber, free engine, £19; 1912
Chater-Lea combination, special Gloria car, £40: 1915
Grandex-Precision, free engine, £40 : 1912 all-chain
drive 2-speed B.S.A., £35; 1910 free engine Triumph
and acce>-6ories, £20; 1912 3-speed James and sidecar,
£25: special Harley-Davidsou combination, electrically
equipped, £80; Velocette, 2-stroke, £20; 1915 4h.p
Douglas, £50 ; 1912 2-speed free engine chain drive
Triumph. £28; 1913 3-speed Rover. £32; 1914 model
W Douglas, £37/10: 1912 2-speed Douglas, £23; 1912
Ariel. £16/10; 1912 2-sperd Bradbury, £23; 1914
Elswick-Precis ion, 3-speed gear, £26/10; 1912 Rudge
Multi. £27/10; Sh.p. sporting Bat, £12; 1914 Sun
Villiers, £21; 1915 Calthorpe Junior, 2-6peed, £21
1915 Sun-Villier.s, £24; 1915 New Rvder, 2-ppeed.
£26/10: 1912 free engine Kerry-Abingdon, £20.

A LL Overhauled and Tested. [X3835

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
lor purchasing. Auctions fortnightly,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—6h.p. Chater-Lea and
sidecar, 2 cyls., 3 speeds, foot clutch, all chain

drive; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4y2h.p. F.N., La
Grande saddle; exceptional bargain, £12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SV^h.p. Humber and
,
sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch, £27/10: one similar,

£20.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Ih.p. Auto-Wheel,
late type; clearance price, £7/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2';ih.p. Douglas 1914
T.T., 2 speeds, fast; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2y2h.p. Campion, 1914,
2-speed, Precision unit; £17/10.

PALAFER'S Garage, Tooting. — 3V'h.p. Brown,
£12/10; 3V,h.p. Rex, £10; 2iAh.p. Jap, £10;

all magneto machines.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V2h.p. 1914 James
twin, 2 speeds, all chain drive, splendid veinter

machine; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once for 500
bargain catalogue; 79 illustrations motor cycles,

cycle cars, cars, accessories, etc. Sole addr&ss;

PALMER'S Garage, 183, 185, 187, 189, High St..
Tooting. [6178

EAGLES.—Abingdon King Dick. 3V'h.p., dropped
frame, T.T. handle-bars, Kempshall tyres, new

roDdition; £22/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U.. 3y^h.p., model de luxe, 1913,
spring frame, 2 speeds, Iree engine; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Chater-Lea, 8h.p., 1912-13, twin, 3
speeds, chain drive, Phrenix £14/14 sidecar, all

accessories; £46.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe, 1915, 2Vih.p.. 2-stroke model.
2-speed gear, variable mag. control, only used 250

miles, as new; £28/10.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 2^ih.p., late 1914, 2 speeds, fully
equipped, new condition; £41/10.

EAGLES.-T-Any of the above can be had on approval.
T7t,c Motor Ciiclc deixisijt system.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton, W. Tel. ; 556 Chiswick. [X3934

^OfMDON ^

NEW IMPERIAL and LINCOLN-
ELK MOTOR CYCLES.

Ill

ill

III

IIImbbn mviun WIWI.I.U. Ml
SWAN, MIDDLETON, and SCOTT-

, J

WESTALL SIDECARS.
|jMachines In Stock,
jjj

3-speed £52 10 |||

III

III New
III DOUGLAS, Model V, T.T., ^ .

„: ENFIELD Combination, 5-6 h.p., 2-5peed. £84 |i|

III DOUGLAS, Model \V, aj h.p., 3-sp., clutch £56 14 111

mNEW IFJIPERIAL-J.A.P., 2! h.p., 2-speed. £36 IB |||
NEW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed, \\\

III dutch £43 1 III

;;; DOUGLAS, war office Model £54 12 |||
III SPARKBROOK, 2ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £39 12 HI

m ZENITH, 4-s h.p., "twin, clutch £71 12 |ll

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, 2-stroke £38 17
| J

j

III Second-hand Bargains. {'{

III 1915 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2ih.p., 2 speed, War III
::: Oeece Model **^ III
III HENDERSON, 4-cvlinder, and Swan Sidecar. £84 ''

mioi4 DOUGLAS, t.T., 2} h.p., 2-speed £44 |||
SCOTT Conibmation, 3J h.p., twin, 2-stroke.. £40 m

III BRADBURY, 6 h.p., twin, 3-speed, shop-soiled £70 III

m RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., shop-soiled £45 Ml
LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-speed, lady's £25 j"

m INDIAN, 7-9 li.p., clutch, T.T £43 ||{
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, and coach Sidecar £60 m

III INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, and torpedo coach ill

Hi Sidecar £^8 |||
III LINCOLN-ELK, 2J h.p., shop-soiled £25 '['

m LINCOLN-ELK, 3 J h.p., shop-soiled £30 |||
CLYNO, 3-5peed, and coach Sidecar £58 m

III TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £44 III

iii r9i3 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar.. £48 Ml
ill JAMES, 4ih.p., clutch £32 JJ'

m RUDGE, 3* h.p., Philipson pulley *32 jM

m
ROVER, ^\ h.p.. 3-speed, T.T £34 III
1912 ENFVELD 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Combmation £45 III

m TRIUMPH, ^S h.p., clutch £30 M|
MOTOSACOCHE, 2Vh.p £15 Mj

III
REX, 5-6 h.p., tivin, 2-speed, Sidecar £22 |||

III Second-hand Cars. |j|
III 1915 A.C., Sportins; Model £165 |||
III 191S WHITING-GRANT £140 HI
miQi4 SINGER, d>-namo lighting £190 |||

1914 MORRIS-OXFORD £170 J"
III 1914 STANDARD £185 |||

ill 1913 MORRIS-OXFORD £140 |||
III 1913 HUPMOBILE, touring 4-seater £160 Ml
mi9t3 FORD, 4-seatei: £75 |||

J913 SINGER £145 JII

III BELSIZE, JO J2hp £75 III

llj
1915 HILLMAN Delivery Van £172

jjj'" New Cars.

£160
III

£145 III

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

HEBDEN'S haTB in itock now, and no waiting,
first come firet served, clearance prices

:

"|Q15 Enfields. 6h.p. combination, Sh.p. and 2^h.p
-Li' lightweights.

1 QIS Indian, 7-9h.B., 3-speed. electric head and toil

X«/ 'itrt.ts and horn, and -sidecar 6t w-ith hood,
screen, luggage grid; old price to clear, oflers or ex-
change.

1Q1S Imperial-Jap. 2V2h.p.. 2-Bpeed, brand new,'
«^ slightly shop-soiled: oflers.

1 Q16 Advance Model Imperial Jap, 2^b.p., 2-speed
X«7 and kick starter, ii.b.c. to clirtch, rariable igni-

tion: 41 gns.

1 Q15 Wolf, Peco engine, 2-5peed; £30 to clear.

1 Q15 'Wolf, 2i,5,-3h.p., 2-6troke, 2-epeed, £28 to clear;
-l-t7 Douglas, 2->4h.p., "War Office model, in stock,
£54(12.

~IQ15 8h p. "Williamson, water-cooled, and sidecar.
-i-f screen, petrol and oil tin holder, Lncas lanjps,

2 horns, guaranteed as new; cost £110, accept £80.

~| dl4 Entic-ld 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, screen,
J-iJ guaranteed: a gilt, £59/10.

"I Q14 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, complete; a bai--
Xt7 gain, £50.

"IQ15 EnSeld, 2>4h.p.. 2-stioke, 2-speed, complete,
A-iJ lamps, horn, scarcely soiled; £30, a gilt.

1 Q14 James, 3>-jh.p. twin, 3-speed, kick starter, lamp,
-LiJ horn, speedometer, new t^-res, as new; £42,

1Q14 T.T. B.S.A.. Lucas lamp, horn, unsoratched, •

Xi/ very fast, tyres, belt as new; a gilt, £40.

*| 0131,^ 3V2-4h.p. Zenith-Jap, Gradua gear, new badt
X iJ tjTe and belt, lamp, horn, speedometer, Terr last

;

a gift, £30.

1 012 Humbej, 3^->h-p., 1914 engine, as good as new;
Xi/ £28, or nearest.

1 Q15 Williamson-Douglas Cycle Car. brand new Irom
Xt/ works, 3-3peed, water-cooled, lamps, hem, com-
plete: any trial; £120, or exchange good side<^r
machine, or ofl'ers. A icvr new and second-hand side-
cars to clear.

HEBDEX'S Motor Mart, St. James' St., Burnl<:v.'
Tel.: 488. !586'7.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Easy payment
system, quarter down, 12 monthly instalrntnts;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Eudge, 1915, new. 3>ih.p., mag.,
3 speeds, magnificent machine; i52/10: ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH.—American Excelsior 1914 coach
combination, 7h.p. twin, mag., speedometer ; 49

Itib. ; exuh.;nges.

WANDSWORTH.—HoTjart, brand new. 2-slrok«,

mag., just delivered from works; 28 gns.; ex-
changes.

WANDSWORTH.—Clyno. 191S. 2-stroke. 2Vjh.p..
mag., practicallj' new, unscratched; £32/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Calthorpe, 1915. 2-stroke, 2>..;h.p.,

mag., 2 speeds; bargain, £29/10; exchange;.

WANDSWORTH.—Williamson 1914 coach combina-
tion, 8h.p., water-cooled, Bosch, speedometer;

gift, £68/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Ivv, 1914. 2-stroke, 2i._.h.p.. mag.,

nice little machine; £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury. late, 4h.p., coach

combination, mag., 2 speeds; cheap, £32/10;
exchanges.

\TITj\-NDSWORTH.—Hobart, lady's. 1913, 2M:h.p.,
VV Bosch, 3 speeds, dntch, perfect; £23/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH—Levis, 1914, 2Vih.p., 2-slroke,^

mag., splendid order; only £22/10; eichanget.

Ill igrs SCRIPPS-BOOTH. Immediate deliver;

mi9i5 Baby GRANT, self-starter and dynamo.
1915 Baby GRANT, self-starter and dynamo,

III
shop-soiled

ill J915 SINGER, dynamo. |||
III igrs Babv PEUGEOT £147 "I

III
MACKENZIE, 4-cylinder £185

|||

III

III

III

III REY'S

CAR DEPOT :

378, 380, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD.

'Phone : 4219 Regent.
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT :

173, Great Portland SL
'Phone : 1970 Regent.

Ill

III

III

III

III

"IITANDSWORTH.-F.N.. late. 5-6h.p., T.T., mag„
VV nearlj' new machine; oppoiluuily, £28/10; ex-

chan

w
changes.

7 \NDSWORTH.—Triumph, with sidecar. 3'.-i-4h.!>..

' mag., 2 speeds, F.E.; clearance, £23/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWORTH—Rex 1913 combination, 6h.p,

Bosch, 2 speeds, like new; £58/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH. — Kerry-Abingdon, 1911-12, 3*
h.p., mag., 2 speeds, good machine; £23/10:

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, 1911, 3i—4h.p.. mag., fcW

frame, ready ride away; £15/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH—Woll lightweight, lY.h.p.. mag..

new tyres, runs well; £10/15; exchanges.

"1T7 VNDSWOUTII.—Easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor
VV '

EN.hanse, Ebner St.. Wandsworth Town
Station. Phone : Battersea 327. [X3967 .

IF You Want Bargains in seooud-hand motor cycle*

you can pet them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

Flott' St., London. [5624

MOTOR Cvcle, 1915, 6h.p., single speed, brand new;

can sluiw i«x>ipt for £56. will take f38.-BuniM.
65a, Eoseudale Rd., West Dulivieh. [S4072

A3S All letters relating; to advei-tisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Cycles in 1916.

FROM the descriptions and illustrations

which have appeared in these pages during

the last few weeks, motor cyclists will have

been able to gather the trend of design of

motor cycles in 1916. Our forecast of a

few Weeks ago, that there would be little altera-

tion to existing models, has proved not far short

of the mark. Makers have been content this

year to concentrate their attention upon im-

provements to detail work and the elimination

of any weaknesses in design. As a result,

changing for changing sake has, for once in a

way, been automatically cancelled by the war,

and instead the public is offered machines which

have withstood at least a year's constant road

usage, and upon which improvements have been

effected as experience dictated. Despite the

high' standard to which modern designing has

been brought, it may not generally be known
that it is still regarded as almost a miracle if a

design acts up to the expectations of the de-

signer in every detail. Usually some modifica-

tion, more or less important, is required, for

when a design appears very promising on paper

road experience alone can discover a weakness.

In the matter of trend of design, it is impos-

sible to draw a definite line, for whilst the whirns

and idiosyncrasies of the motor cycling public

differ as they do, there is bound to be a big

range of machines, widely divergent in design,

offered to tempt its fancies. Thus in the 191

6

Buyers' Guide we have machines ranging from

I h.p. to 9 h.p., and prices varying from ;£i9

19s. to £g4 los. Of the 85 makes of machines

described and illustrated, no fewer than 53

are of the single-cylinder variety—33 of these

two-strokes—and chain and belt transmission in

conjuncrion with the countershaft gears
_

is

adopted on 47 machines, chain drive claiming

26 adherents, and belt drive the remaining 12.

Three-speed gears are standardised on no

less than 38 makes of machines. Tw-o-

stroke engines are still confined to the lighter

mounts, with one notable exception, and there

are now unmistakable signs (as we hinted that

there might be a few weeks ago) that certain

troubles which seem to be inseparable from the

present type of two-stroke engine are bringing

the miniature four-stroke engine into the lime-

light again. These troubles have been venti-

lated in The Motor Cycle with a view to con-

centrating thought upon their eradication, so

far with little success, and it is significant that

quite a number of firms which have in the past

confined their attention to two-stroke mounts
now offer a four-stroke lightweight as an alter-

native. The indications at the moment are that

the simple two-stroke lightweight is to be the low-

priced motor bicycle of the future, whilst the

four-stroke .lightweight will form a class of its

own and continue to gain in popularity.

Combined chain and belt transmission is still

extremely popular, and many makers who adopt
this form of drive are now fitting the very neces-

sary cover for the chain. We should like to

see the driving pulleys a little more equalised,

in order to obtain a large gripping surface for

the belt on the front pulley, so necessary with

a short drive; this should be done by enlarging

the front pulley rather than by diminishing the

belt rim. Unfortunately, the introduction of a

number of spring frame designs has been
retarded by the war.

This year's Guide does not pretend to be com-
plete, the obvious reason being that many firms

are engaged in the production of munitions of

war, and cannot devote any attention to motor
cycles for the public. This fact is emphasised
in the introduction to the Guide, and a further

point for buyers to note is the fact that the

prices cannot be regarded as definite for any
lengthy period, in view of the state of the raw
materials market. As a matter of fact, quite

apart from the inflated prices, raw materials are

very difficult to obtain at all, and that being so

long delivery dates are quoted by manufacturers,
consequently riders should order early.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bic;< OQvar.
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ON October 28th we published the outline of a

trip from London to Tunbridge Wells avoiding

the beaten track. This was much appreciated,

so the following route through the byways of Surrey

will probably also be of interest to our London readers.

Travel down the Epsom Road through Leather-

head to Dorking, then turn to the right at Beare
Green beyond Holmwood Station, on the Horsham
Road, for Ockley on the Roman Road. Just before

reaching the "Red Lion" at Ockley, a right-hand

turn takes one round by the " Parrot ''
at Forest

Green, and so the lanes maj be followed by Ewhurst

to the main road at Cranleigh.

ANOTHER SUGGESTED SHORT ITINERARY
FOR METROPOLITAN RIDERS.

Around here there are lovely little villages to see,

with many high hills around, Hascombe and Hamble-
don especially, and Highdown Ball, that fine hil

preserved by the National Trust. Arriving eventuall)

in Guildford the rider may reach home by way
Ripley and Kingston, after a most enjoyable sauntei

amidst delightful lanes. If time permits the ride:

should make for Godalming, and pay a visit to Comp
ton, near by, for many years the home of the artist

Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A., and his wife, a noted designe:

of garden pottery, and see the church there, which i:

one of the most interesting in the land.

ABA.

ol

^^T OcJcU-f

"' f^lfV

''uiLpfoep

SPARE VALVES FOR KNIGHT ENGINES.
Anent the paragraph in our last issue respecting

orders for valves for two-stroke machines, we heard
of a very similar case that occurred at a certain base

in France where an officer of high rank was questioning
A.S.C. men as to their equipment, and asked a driver

A23

if he had a spare exhaust valve complete with sprin

and cotter for his car. On receiving a reply " Nc

sir," he demanded in a loud voice to know why n

spare valve was carried. " Because it is a slee\

valve engine, sir," the driver meekly replied.
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An American Cycle Car.
One of my colleagues has been showing round

a photograph of an American cycle car, compounded
out of aeroplane bits and the engine and transmission
of a Harley-Davidson bicycle. It is asserted to be
capable of 70 m.p.h. and is an extraordinarily attrac-
tive little vehicle to look at. Most cycle cars look
spidery and flimsy, but the make-up' of this little

monocar satisfies the eye at any rate. Its body cut-
lines are those of a Grand PrLx racer with a very long
tapered snout ; but the secret of its pleasant appearance
seems to rest with the wire aeroplane wheels shod
with 2oin."x4in. tyres—they absolutely eliminate
the faint, haunting suggestion of a buggy or perambu-
lator which offends one in most British monocars
with their high, Hghtly shod wheels. If I can rake

a few pennies together this winter, I think I must have
a try to see what I can do on similar lines. These
big puddingy tyres should go far to solve the springing

problems usually associated with light and speedy
cycle cars.

A .T^vo=speed Gear for Simple Machines.
It so happens that two machines of very different

types now being built to my order— the one a " baby
"

two-stroke, the other a speed demon—both have an

unusual type of two-speed gear, well adapted to any
mount on which cheapness, simplicity, and absence of

friction are desiderata. The drive consists in both

cases of a single chain to the countershaft, on which

a sliding dog couples up either of two chain and
sprocket drives to the back wheel. Such a method
is obviously cheaper than a gear box. It eliminates

friction, in that the whole of the transmission runs on
ball bearings, W'hilst one of the chains can be removed
for speed events. The gears are easily changed, and
their ratios are as easily varied by fitting different

sprockets. The design seems to me preferable to that

which employs two front chains and one back chain,

as the slower running chains should wear less rapidly.

I wonder the idea .does not figure on more " baby
"

machines, whilst it is plainly ideal for a speed

merchant's jigger.

Foreign Magnetos.
I started this season with the liveliest anticipations

of magneto troubles ahead, and my apprehensions

deepened when my first two 1915 magnetos—both

."Vmerican—promptly gave up the ghost in their first

thousand miles, both of them suffering from acute

.internal troubles. Luckily I have had no more mis-

fortunes, as the two American instruments which

replaced them gratis are still sparking gaily. I am
careful not to tinker with them unnecessarily, as their

small screws have very poor threads. Up to date I

have only struck one of the new British magnetos, a

C.A.V. ; it possesses the obvious solidarity of the

Bosch, and has functioned quite as well. I hope the

other British debutantes are as good. I hoped my
last new cycle car would boast another Britisher, but

©J^>^L
F/ 'IKiarl'

COMMt:NT6
as luck would have it the makers fitted the last

siuvivor of their last pre-war batch of Bosch. I hope
ne.xt year will bring me a varied assortment of home-
made igniters, and that they will be worthy of their

nationality. How are other users getting on, I

wonder? I have heard very few complaints.

Single Lever Carburetters.
I have been teaching a couple of tyros to drive

lately, and as usual, my main troubles arose in con-

nection with the air lever. Neither had the pluck

to straddle the four-cylinder Henderson and the

70 m.p.h. A. B.C. which 1 showed them, but both

were cute enough to perceive that these machines
possessed single lever carburetter control, and
demanded why they were afflicted with twin levers?

There was nothing to be said. You cannot deny that

the single lever is economical, for the Claudel-Hobson,

as fitted to the A. B.C. bicycle, will take a 12 cwt.

car forty miles on a gallon of petrol, which is tanta-

mount to about 120 m p.g. on a big twin bicycle, and
the Henderson, developing about 10 b.h.p., does 70
m.p.g , and accelerates like a scream on its one-lever

Schebler. I could only say—knowing that I lied

—

that motor cyclists are mostly mechanics, and find the

single lever dull. Tap twiddling is all very well so

long as the motor cycle is a new toy; but when one

wants it for serious locomotion, the coquettishness of

the air lever is nothing more or less than a nuisance

to most tnen. At any rate, it should be a simple

matter for the carburetter makers to offer us an

option; and if they do, they will find that 60% of

their trade will be in the one-lever type.

Rubber^-cum^steel Treads.
An awful week of fast work over grease in a former

Scottish Trial, which is now ancient history, served

to teach me that the " combination " type of tyre

tread, in which rubber projections alternate with steel

studs, is easily the best for solo work on genuinely

virulent grease. In those days I was by no means so

steady on slimy surfaces as I am now, and the speed

at which the trial was run, the vile weather which

accompanied it, and the delays which my machine
occasioned en rouie, combined to fix the non-skidding

merits of such covers indelibly in my memory. I

notice that comparatively few- winter riders employ
these treads, but if anybody finds that the standard

rubber studs do not give him adequate confidence, he

can hardly do better than try a combination on the

back wheel at any rate. Its value needs emphasising,

because it has never really made good in the car

world ; the stresses of heavy vehicles result in the

rubber bars wearing down or ripping off before the

studs get low, and the result is a miserable caricature

of the ordinary full steel-studded tread. But on

motor cycles and light cars the rubber projections last

much better, and as long as the tread retains any pro-

jections at all, it is a good non-skid on all manner of

surfaces.
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THE DOUGLAS SPRING FRAME.
A Neat Design gradually evolved after Three Years' Experiment.

THE matter of springing the rear portion of the

frame is at last beginning to claim the atten-

tion of the various manufacturers, though,

perhaps, more slowly in this country than in America.

This is probably due to the fact that British manu-
facturers will not place an article on the market until

they are thoroughly convinced that it is a reliable and
satisfactory article. However, several British manu-
facturers have announced their intention of standard-

ising a spring frame in the near future. Among these

are Messrs. Douglas Bros. There is no doubt that

there are hundreds of Douglas enthusiasts in England
and the Owrseas Dominions who will receive this

announcement with joy and anxiously await the

delivery dates, which unfortunately, owing to the pre-

sent crisis, are likely to be very uncertain.

As far back as the year 1912 Messrs. Douglas Bros,

realised that a spring frame was a necessity, and ever

since have been testing to destruction a number of

experimental models, out of which has been evolved

u^^s^srjsisrsiw-isrisc:';

The Douglas spring frame which is described on this page. It has

received a thorough testing.

the latest design. Not only has this model undergone
very strenuous tests in the experimental department,
but has during the last twelve months given most
satislactory results in Scotland, Canada, France, and
Australia in the hands of riders unattached to the firm.

As will be seen from the illustration, the springing
is carried out in a very neat and unobtrusive manner,
and at the same time contains very few moving parts.

The Method of Attachment.

The back forks are pivoted about the centre of the
bottom bracket, and are attached by an unusually
large plain bearing. On both sides of this are fitted

steel thrust bearings, which are adjustable, and by
means of which the little wear that is bound to take
place from time to time may be taken up. The first

duty of these side thrust bearings is to prevent all

lateral play in the back stays. The movement of the

Testing the spring-framed Douglas on the snow-bound roads

of Canada. Mr. W. j. Tester, who is driving, has given the new
Douglas a year's hard work under all conditions. His wife,

seated in the sidecar, came over to England to take delivery of

the outfit.

forks is in a radius, the centre of which is only jusi

behind that of the pulley centre, so that the tension

of the belt is practically unaffected by the movement.

Cantilever Laminated Springs.

The springing is obtained by means of cantilevei

laminated springs. The benefits derived from the

adoption of this system are beyond question, for it is

the inethod generally used and approved by the manu-
facturers of our most expensive and luxurious cars.

These springs, as will be seen in the illustration, are

clamped at their forward end firmly to a lug attached

to the tank tube, while they are suspended by a

bracket hung from the saddle lug. These long springs

also have the advantage of assisting to pre\ent to a

considerable extent any liability of lateral sway of the

rear wheel. All the moving joints are, of course, pro-

vided with suitable methods of lubrication.

One of the nevs- spring frame 4 h.p. Douglas oulfiti tliat has

been giving Mr. A. H. Alexander, of Edinburgh, satisfaction

for the past twelve months.
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PATENT
AUTOMATIC

GDYERNDR PULLEY
AS SUPPLIED TO MOTOR CYCLE
S.0T0.0.

HIS MAJESTY'S
FORCES. GIVING

GREATER DBIVINC POWER.

MORE SPEED. NO TROUBLE.

A Thousands of our Governor Pulley Gears are in use at home and abroad
which, according to reports of users, are giving entire satisfaction.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.
Lincoln, March, 1915.

Messrs. Philipson & Co.

Dear Sirs,—When you first placed before the public your
wonderful pulley gear I ordered one immediately from you
through Messrs. Binks & Co., of Lincoln. At the end of

some weeks 1 had the gratification of testing it, and was
thoroughly satisfied with it. Since then 1 have become
the proud possessor of medals, etc. for which 1 am in'

some way indebted to you. I have used this pulley all

this time and have had practically no trouble with it.

1 put up fastest time of the day at the Oakamoor Hill

Climb, after which Mr. J.A. P. ordered a racing pulley
from you through Messrs. Goodwin & Co.. of Hanley.

In the meantime 1 became foolishly interested in a new
type of variable gear made by another firm. This was a

most unsatisfactory affair, so 1 put the Phiiipson on again

and went to the makers of the other gear. They fixed

their gear on in a fashion, and 1 returned to test same
under load and against watch

—

result nil. I go into my
shed and take the beast off and find 1 have lost the

Philipson, it having worn a great hole in my portmanteau
and got lost on the road.

1 am writing to see if you will let me have another new
racing pulley for T.T. Triumph. Please let me know exactly

on what date it will arrive and 1 will send you cheque.

Yours truly, A.F.W.G.

A FEW SUCCESSES
with tlie

PHILIPSON aJtJmHtic governor PULLEY
in the hands of Experts and Aniatei.ii-'s.

GRAND PRIX OF TURIN.

FIRST—Malvisi. Six Philipson Pulleys ran on "Ariel"
engines in the same race.

BOURNEMOUTH.
Winner of Experts' Cup, Mr. W. F. Newsome (Triumph).
Winner of Silver Cup for General Riders, Mr. E. H.
Littledale (Ariel).

COLMORE CUP TRIAL.
' Winner of Silver Cup for best Amateur Performance; also

Gold Medal, Mr. E. H. Littledale (Ariel).

PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

Gold Medal Winners.

CIRCUIT DE RAMBOUILLET.

Mr. C. T. Newsome on 3J h.p. Rover and Sidecar obtained

First Award (in 500 o.c. class). Silver Cup (from Motor
Cycle Union), and Bronze Award (for first in 500 c.c.

sidecar class). Mr. Newsome also obtained Bronze Cup
for best Sidecar Equipment, beating all Solo and Sidecar

machines entered.

STOCKPORT OPEN HILL CLIMB.

In Classes 2, 4, 6, 7, 10. Rover First. Motor Cycling says:

"The features of the day were the wonderful speeds put

up on the 3J h.p. Rover. Newsome had the Philipson

Pulley on, and found it of great service."

P.iTEXTED AND

ACCEPT NO GEAR AS GENUINE UNLESS P^'^^g^̂ j
IT BEARS THIS TRADE MARK ))) >

^ ^

ENTIRELY FREE from troublesome and

weighty complications—only 2 working parts—
no levers, rods, wheels, etc., to worry about.

Simply takes the place of the ordinary pulley

(one nut only secures the- complete gear to the

engine)—can be fitted without any alteration to

most engines in a few minutes—Send for 191

booklet.

!»»• THIS GEAR HAS A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION FOR SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY. -^C

isotE MAKERS: PHILIPSON & CO., Etiglneers, ASTLEY BRIDGE, BOLTON.
frelegpams—" Safety, Bolton." ESTABUISHED OVER 30 YEARS, Telephone—147. Eagley.

|0,Pclers and enquiries In LONDON and DISTRICT, please apply Newsome and Fletcher, 3, Sandringham Parade, Ealing. W.

In aTisioering this advertisement- it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." E7

Extract from "The IVIoJor Cycle," September 30th, 1915, page 334:—

We were pleased to see that Capt. Hunibach's Premier

with Philipson Pulley, which behaved so well at the

United Services meeting at Brooklands on the 4th inst.,

made a capital ascent."

NOTE.—This was a 31 h.p. engine competing with 7 and 3 h.p. engines.

HOME k^D .\EP.O.\D

SEND FOR 1916 BOOKLET.
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TAN LEATHER
M.C. COSTUME.
Best Quality Tan Chrome Skins, lined camel fleece.

A magnificent costume
for Winter Riding.

The coat is double-breasted and cut on smart lines.

The Trouser Overalls are also lined camel fleece and

have a strap at the ankle.

Price of Coat, £2 12 6
Price of Overalls, £2 2
Overalls (lined tweed) £1 12 6

Dunhills Ltd.,
359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.

2, Conduit St., W. 42, Lombard St.. E.G.

Manchester : 90-92, Cross St Glasgow : 72, St. Vincent Sl

b8 In answering these advcTtiscments it is (IcsirnhJc to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.'
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/^[ew Models

MNNUFJICTURERS PRQGKHMMES rOR 1916

AN 8h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER SUNBEAM.
New Three-speed Sidecar Mount in Addition to SJ h.p. Single-cylinder.

THOUGH it has beeni known to a
select few that Messrs. John
Marston, Ltd., have had under test

for some months past a powerful
sidecar machine fitted witli an 8 h.p.

twin-cylinder M.A.G. engine of 82 x 94

mm. bore and stroke = 992 c.c. capacity,

the secret has been well kept. The
machine having emerged successfuUj'

from its varied tests, and been definitely

adopted as one of the Sunbeam jnodels

for 1916, we are able to illustrate it. In
general design the machine follows the
high standard which has characterised

Sunbeam models of the past, the chief

difference, as already indicated, being the

adoption of the 8 h.p. twin-cylinder "V"
type engine in place of the 6-7 h.p. engine
used in. 1915. The M.A.G. enguxe is so

well known to our readers that it needs
very little description ; but it may be
recalled that it has overhead valves, the
mechanism being entirely enclosed and
auf omatically lubricated

.

A characteristic of this engine is the
silence of its valve mechanism, its quiet
running comparing very favourably with
a four-cylinder car. There are but two
timing wheels in this engine, three cams

being formed on the single half-time
wheel, one of them operating the exhaust
valves and the other two the inlet valves.

The engine is fed by an Amac carbu-
retter, though a B... and B. may be sup-
plied to order if desired. The capacity
of the tank is no less than two and a lialf

gallons.

Transmission throughout is perhaps
naturally by cliain in conjunction witli

the Sunbeam "little oil batli" chain
cases, whilst the standard Sunbeam three-
speed countershaft gear, in conjungtion
with a kick-starter, represents another
fitment which has survived the test of

time. One important departure from
previous practice is the adoption of an
internal expanding rear brake in place of

the brake acting on a dummy belt rim.
This brake is used in conjunction with a
powerful front rim brake.

Details of the 8 h.p. Mount.
The mudguarding is excellently carried

out, the valances extending the whole
length of the front guard, whilst the
back guard is very wide. In addition,
leg shields are provided from footboards
to tank tube, such as were dealt with in

our article in the last issue on '" Hints
and Tips for Winter Eiders." ,

The 1916 8 h.p. Sunbeam is one of the
most attractive sidecar mounts on the
market, for it has quickly detachable and
interchangeable wheels, which are now
so much sought after, -ft'liilst its design,
down to the merest detail, has received
very careful thought and attention, not
a single flimsy part figuring in its con-
struction. Stands for both front and
rear wheels are fitted ; the standard
tyres are 550x65 mm. Bates or Dunlop.
A ground clearance oi 4jin. is provided.
The new Sunbeam is not a- cheap

machine—its very complete equipment
could not permit of that—the price being
£94 10s. With the standard sidecar
fitted, the 8 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar com- •'

bination retails at £119 14s.

The only other model Sunbeam for
1916 will be the Sg h.p., which remains
unaltered in design. No doubt the war
has prevented the firm carrying out their
intention of marketing the 4 h.p. long-
stroke model, which scored such a signal
success on its first appearance at the
Wolverhampton Club's liill-climb at
Style Cop.

A NEW SUNBEAM-
new models, fitted with s

these we illustrate.

-the 8 h.p. passenger machine, which follows the lines ol tli£. 6 h.p. 1915 model. .-X number of these
idecarncr and finished in khaki, have been supplied to the Russian Government, and it is a specimen of
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WOLF MOTOR CYCLES
IN 1916.

FOR 1916 tlio Wnlfriina Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., of VVolvei'li.nniiiton,

liave a rangfi of moilols wliicli
should maUc a strong appeal to

riders of all ta.^tes. Commencing with
the smallest machine, this is a 2i h.p.
two-stroke with T.D.C. engine, and, like
the other single-cylinder models manu-
factured by the iirni, may be obtained
either with a single speed or counter-
shaft gear, and also countershaft gear
combined with k'ck-startcr.
The second model two-stroke has a

2| h.p. Wolf engine with the same
capacity as the former, viz., 70x70 mm.

Power unit of the 2| h.p. two-stroke Wolf.
It has a countershaft gear and the usual
chain-cum-belt drive.

Two four-stroke single-cylinder Wolf
macliines are obtainable fitted either
with a 4 h.p. J. A.P. engine or a 4 h.p.
Abingdon, both with side by side valves.

^
A sturdy mount which should attract

sidecarists is the 6 h.p. twin with a
three-speed countershaft gear. This
model may be obtained complete with a
coachbuilt sidecar attached if desired.

1916 TWO-SPEED OMEGA.

IN
our issue of October 28th we gave
some details of modifications to Omega
machines for 1916, and suice then
further improvements Ivave taken

place, notably in the oiling system Oil
was formerly ad-
mitted through
the inlet pipe,
and it was foimd
that a certain
amount leaked at

the joint of the
pipe, thereby
causing the en-

gine to present a
dirty appearance.
On referring to

the sketch it will

be seen that in

the new system
two unions of the
oil pipes are
screwed to bosses
on the cylinder
wall. Oil enter-

ing by these
means lubricates

the piston and

New piston of the
Omega . two - stroke

engine. The back of

the deflector has a

"flat" formed on it.

The 1916 model 3 h.p. 340 c.c. Omega two-speeder, improvcmcnls lo ll,c cneinc of which
are described on this page.

its bearings, and trickles down the
cylinder, and is caught by cup-shaped

W. J. Green, Ltd., the makers of
the Omega, have gone carefully into
the point, with the result that the
e.xliaust port has been widened and the
bottom of the piston head lias been
hollowed out to give the exhaust gases a
freer escape. This modification, •ive are
assured has made an appreciable differ-

ence to the "revving" powers of the
engine. '

The two-stroke Omega may be obtained
with a single or two-speed gear, and the
two-speed countershaft model has an
aluminium cover over the chain. A fur-
ther option is the fitting of a neat
Watsonian sidecar attaclunent.

Sectional drawmg showing method
of lubricating piston and engine-

shaft bearings of the two-stroke

Omega. The piston dips into the

well of oil on the bottom of the

stroke,

projections cast on the kiside of the
crank case. Thence it. is conducted
through ducts
direct to the
engine-shaft bear-

ings. These latter

are thus constantly

and amply lubri-

cated so long as

any oil remains
in the engine, and
leakage of oil is

prevented by a

channel leading

excess lubricant
b,a c k into the
bottom of the"

crank chamber.
Recognising tliat

bad scavenging is

responsible in a

large w-ay for loss

of power, Messrs.

JUNOS IN 1916.

JUNO motor cycles for 1915 will be
marketed in no less than eight
different types, thus catering for
all requirements. The smallest is

the 2J- h.p. two-stroke Juno-Villiers,
of which there are four varia.tions, from
the - standard fixed gear machine to the
modih de liixa two-speeder. At the
other end of the programme is the 6 h.p.

Juno-Jap with Sturmey-Archer three-
speed countershaft gear.

Owing to the fact that all the em-
ployees in the motor department of the
Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,
have enlisted and other men are unpro-
cm'able, the motor cycle production of

the firm is practically at a standstill.

A two-stroke iight^ve!ght passenger outfit. The latest two-speed

Omega with sidecar.
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COVENTRY EAGLES FOR
1916.

The Addition of a Four-stroke

Ligiilweight Model.

THE models of the Coventry Eagle
Cycle and Motor Co. will remain
unaltered for the coming year,

vij., the 5-5 h.p. twin for sidecar

work, which is fitted with an Abingdon
engine and chain-cum-belt transmission,

the 3^ h.p. single, and a lightweight two-
stroke, which is listed in both two and
single-speed models.
We were interested to hear that, owing

to the extravagance and many other little

eccentricities of the small two-stroke type
of engine, the company are also fitting

the lightweight model witli a single-

cylinder 2^ h.p. J. A. P. engine for the
coming year, making yet another model.
This helps to prove the correctness of the
remarks in our leader of October 14th,
viz., that unless these small faults in the
two-stroke were remedied, it is quite
possible in the future that the lightweight
tour-stroke engine would eventually come
into its own again, instead of being
entirely ousted by the simpler two-stroke.

NOVEMBER 25H1, 1915.

THE NEW TWO-STROKE
HOBART.

FOE the coming year the two-
stroke Hobart w-ill incorporate, in
addition to several small detail
improvements, an entirely new

design of frame and tank. Instead of
3n!T dropping the rear portion of the top
tube, the whole tube is sloped, making a
straight line from the head to the upper

A Sun innovation—a twin-cylinder V type two-stroke, which has been under test tor

some months past.

wheels are fitted. The engine is the
VUIiers, having a bore and stroke of 70
mm. =269 c.c. The Chater-Lea two-speed
countershaft gear is used, this being
operated from the handle-bar by a Bowden
cable. The touring model has aluminium
footplates, the T.T. machine having two
sets of footrests. AH models are fitted^

with Druid spring forks. Lubrication is

carried out from a Best and Lloyd sight
drip feed lubricator to the induction pipe

;

the mudguards have deep side valances
and are of ample width. The new design
tank will have a larger capacity than the
old pattern, and will be finished like the
rest of the machine in black enamel.
The Hobart lightweight has gained a

fine name for quality and reliability in
1915, and its reputation
promises to be enhanced next
year.

*-|-fI

New design frame to be adopted on the 1916
two-stroke Hobart.

ends of tlie rear stays—a design growing
in favour. This not only has a neat ap-
pearance, but also increases the strength
considerably. The tank, of course, is
altered in shape to suit the new design,
and is of the wedge-shaped variety, being
wider in front than at the rear.
An extremely low riding position is

provided, the top of the saddle being less
tlran 28in. from the ground when 26iu.

odel

The new Hobart wedge-shaped tank.

SUN MODELS.
A V Type Two-stroke.

HE Sim Cycle and
Fittings Co. have a
range of models which
appeal to all tastes,

the Z^ h.p. two-stroke being
the lightest and the 6 h.p.
J.A.P.-engined model the
heaviest mount. The light-

-.1, •
,'^^'^'g'it may be obtained

either wath a Villiers or V.T.S. enguie,
and with ^ two-speed countersliaft
gear of the Jardine or Albion
type. An excellent point of the
two-S(?eeder is the neat and 'efficient
chain case provided for the .primary

The fact of the flywheel of the
being separately detachable

the shaft enables the chain
to be^ fitted very neatly and

efficiently, and, moreover, it
is a comparatively simple
matter to remove "

the case
to shorten or replace tlie chain.
Whether with a Villiers or
V.T.S. engine, the new
Thomson-Bennett lightweight
magneto is used, this instru-
ment being of very neat and
compact construction .md all-
British.

drive.

V.T.S
from
casing

bio

The 4 h.p. single-cylinder J.A.P.-
engined model has been modernised by
the adoption of a Sturmey-Archer three-

speed countershaft gear, in place of

the hub gear formerly used. This
machine follows standard lines through '

out, but strikes one as being of very
staunch construction and workmanlike
design. The same remarks apply to the

6 h.p. twin-cylinder J.A.P.-engined model,

which also has a Sturmey-Archer three

speed countershaft gear. An improve
ment in design noticed on this model
is the substitution of a powerful brake
operating inside the groove of the belt

pulley, which is substituted for the

band brake formerly used. Alumioium
footplates of substantial size are used.

Chain and belt drive is adopted as

the standard transmission on all Sun
machines, and the fitting on the larger

models of the Sturmey-Archer counter-

shaft gear with its operating lever con-

nected directly to the gear unit greatly

simplifies the work 6f adjusting the

chain. This operation may be per-

formed by simply loosening the fonr

supporting nuts and sliding the gear

along the slots provided in the bottoni

bracket lug on which the gear is

suspended.

A V Type Two-stroke Twin.

AlUiough the two-stroke V type twin
is not by any means new, the number
of different designs now undergoing
experimental tests gives hope that this

type will appear on the market as a
capable rival to the four-stroke V engine.

i\Iore especially does one hope for tie
success of twill two-strokes, whether V
or horizontally opposed cylinder, because
they are exceptionally nice to handle,
smooth in running, and. liaviiig unusual
"pull" at low speeds, should be equally
tractable either in the thick traffic of a
town or the open roads of the country.
The latest machine is the V twin

Sun shown in the illustration, and,
although it is of necessity an experi-

mental machine, nevertheless our readers
will admit that its lines are particularly
pleasing, while the engine fits into the
frame in that workmanlike manner only
attained with careful design.
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We wete informed that the road trials

have proved" liiglily satisfactory, the
machine developing plenty of power with
a sidecar attached, running smoothly,

The 2i h.p. two-stroke countershatt-driven bun lor iVIo

The two cylinders are .stagger-ed, as
the engine, although it has but one
crankshaft, is otherwise composed of two
"singles" joined together and having
.the exhaust ports so ^.t.

arranged that the pipes
curve easily from the
ports through forks in

the frame to a very large
silencer slung below the
engine securing bracket.
Thus there are no sudden
corners or changes of

section, and the exhaust-
ing gases have a free
path of exit. It will be
noticed that the rear
cylinder discharges
through a pipe curved
almost to a senii-circ

tl

out
rim
the
one

before reaching
silencer.

As the flywheel
external, its size is

of the common, the
being deeper and
width greater than
is accustomed to see—a fact which should
help to gain for the engine smooth running
and low speed torque. Both inlet and
transfer ports are on the right-hand
side of the engine, being at an angle
of 90° to the exhaust ports, while for
experimental purposes small baffles are
placed in a branch of the inlet pipe
to adjust the flow of gas in each pipe
from the B. and B. carburetter.

Oil is fed to a central chamber and
then to the cylinder walls by the pipes
seen in the illustration. Both com-
pression releases are in the crowns of the
cylinders.

As to the frame, the top tube is

sloped in conformity with modern ideas,

while there is a tank tnbe, and the head
gives, good space between the bearings.
Both seat-pillar and down tube are
forked to clear the exhaust pipes as
already mentioned.

One brake acts on the front wheel rim,
the other upon the belt rim well below
tile chain stays ; this is operated by a

small heel pedal of which the spindle is

j
clipped to the bottom bracket by lugs.

!
At present the drive is by belt with a
hub gear controlled from a small lever
in a quadrant bolted to the frame near
the forward end of the tank.

The Sun bidecar outht. The engine is a twin,

and drne is by chain and belt. The sidecar has

our points of connection, and there Is the usual tool locker

under the seat.

and giving every satisfaction. It should
be understood, however, that the tests

are not complete, and there is no prospect

of it being marketed just at present. The
illustration and description, however,
show that the Sun Co. are alive to possible

developments of the future.

5-'

5

NEW ALP TWO-STROKE.
TIIK Alp for 1916 will have a 5 li.p.

two-stroke engine fitted with a
iripcluinical lubrication Kyiitcm,

Alp magneto, and Ainae Varbu-
lellc'r. 'llie two-speed gear is contained
in an extension of the crank caw, and is

provided with a clutch. The Aliierton
ivlotor Co., Ltd., AlpertOM, Middle.tei,.
have also adopted a spring frame, and it

is hoped tliat the machine will be pL-iced
on the market shortly.

THE 1916 TORPEDOES.
MESSltS. V. HOPPKK AND CO.,

Jiarton-on-Hiiiiiber, have, as
usual, a variety of niodelf.

There are two 2^ li.p. machine.",
a Uvo-stroke of 225 c.c, and a four-stroke

(292 c.c), the latter being fitted with a
two-speed countershaft gear as is also the
25 h.p. The larger machines have engines
of 3i h.p. and 4^ h.p., 499 c.c. and 597
c.c. respectively, the latter being provided
with a tliree-.speed gear in the counter-
shaft, and specially designed for side-

car work. The engines employed are
Precisions.

1916 TWIN P. & M.

THE twin P. and M. is not
altogether new to our readers, as
it was described in detail in this
journal as long ago as last Novem-

ber, but, owing to the demands of the
R.F.C. for the 3-^- h.p. model, the firm
has been unable to deliver the twin to
the public, and it is feared that these
conditions will prevail for some time to
come.
Some details of- the latest twin will

no doubt prove interesting. The out-
lines of the machine closely follow those
of the famous single-cylinder. The
engine is rated at 6 h.p., and has a
bore and stroke of 76x85 mm., giving a
cubic capacity of 770 c.c. The cylinders
are placed at an angle of 90°, and, as
in the case of the single-cylinder model,
the front cylinder takes the place of
the down tube of the frame. The mag-
neto, which is snugly placed between the
two cylinders, is driven by a shaft and
bevel from the valve timing wheels. A
four-speed gear is fitted. There is a
kick-starter, and the drive is by entirely
enclosed chains.

"Tfg

The 1916 edition of the 6 h.p. twin-cylinder (90'') P. & M. .'Ml chain dnve and

a four-speed gear are features of note.

?i.^
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Harley-Davidson Twin-cylinders for 1916.
84.1 mm. x 88.9 mm., 988.83 c.c, Chain Drive, Three Speeds, Electrical Equipment.

THE Harley-Davidson is compaia-
lively a newcomer to these shores,

but during the brief period it

has been with us it has attained

a well-deserved degree of popularity. It

is chiefly in details that the Harley-
Davidson machines have been altered.

For 1916 the engine has not under-
gone a great deal of alteration, the
chief difference between the 1915 and
1916 models being that the valve ports
are now of the streamline variety. A
good deal, however, has been done in

the way of improving the material used
in its construction, the large inlet

valves being made of nickel steel, and
the springs of genuine Vanadium steel.

In the case of the exhaust valves, the
springs are of the same material, but
the valves themselves are of tungsten
steel, a material which is one of the
most suitable for the purpose. Nickel
steel is used for the flywheel keys, and
the cages for the roller bearings of the
connecting rod are now also of steel.

7-9 h.p. de luxe mode! Harley-Davidson tor 1916.

fnlet valve rocking levers. The cam is

shown separately.

A new type of lubricator is fitted to

the inlet valve rocker arm, and there

is an oil hole in the push rod bearing
on the inlet rocker arm, which ruakes

it easy for this part to be lubricated.

The Electrical Equipment.

There is not very much alteration in

the Remy electrical equipment, which,
it may be remembered, serves to pro-

vide the current for the ignition and
to charge the batteries, the chief being
that a hand switch is fitted in place of

the vacuum switch, as the latter was
known on occasions to give a little

trouble through the ingress of dirt.

This year it is impossible to start the
engine without turning on the ignition

switch, which precludes the possibility

of the driver running his generator
without the battery being in circuit.

In last year's model it was possible to

run
. the generator without the battery

being connected up, with the result

that the voltage at high speeds was
raised as high as 25, which would burn
out the lamps and eventually burn out
the generator. The head lamp is sup-
plied with a bright and a dim bulb,
and there is a plug in the generator
casing for a sidecar lamp.

An Ingenious Release Valve.

In the sketches (next page) of the timing
gear the inlet rockers will be seen, and
also the rollers at the end of the exhaust
rockers. The great point of interest,

however, in the timing gear case is the
small wheel in mesh with the main
pinion. This is a controlled release

valve, whicli works in the following

manner : The wheel spindle is hoUow
and projects right into the interior of the

crank case. In it is cut a square slot

which registers with a square port cut in

the bearing. These two ports are made
to register while the piston is descend-

ing, and remain open for practically lialf

a revolution. This does away with all

pressure in the crank case, and prevents

the oil being blown through the bearings.

So far it is clearly understood that the

crank case pressure escapes into tl'.e

timing gear case, whence the escaping il
is carried through a pipe of large

diameter on to the front chain. One oi

Sporting edition ol the 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson

Exhaust valve rocking levers. The
cam is shown separate from gear wheel

to indicate operation of levers.

the advantages of this release valve is

that on account of the size of the port

plenty of oil is blown through into the

timing gear case, thus lubricating it

adequately.

Three-speed Gear Box.

One of the chief innovations in the

Harley-Davidson for this year is a nev
type kick-st,arter on the three-speed
models, of which all the workiiig par6'
are entirely enclosed, while the starter

pedal folds so that if the niachiue W".

pushed over accidentally it cannot W"
damaged, nor injure the gear box. TlJB.

starting pedal crank has been niadt
heavier, and the leverage has been in-

creased. A longer starter key of special

steel is now fitted. The gears employed
are genuine' nickel chrome steel, heat

treated.

BI4
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Inlet VALVt rocking levers

Exhaust Valve
rocking levers

GEAR WHEEI>
OPERATING AIR

RELEASE VALVE

Timing gear case with cover removed

exhaust valve lifter, mechanically-operated

inside of timing case cover.

As regards the gear box, the main shaft

runs on special annular ball bearings, but
the lay-shaft is now mounted on two
Harlej'-Davidson roller bearings, in place
of the bronze bushes formerly employed.
As in the case of the engine, the rollers

run in steel cages. The end thrust on the
lay-shaft is taken np by ground and
hardened steel tlirust washers, while the
shaft itself is now made heavier, and
composed of chrome nickel steel. Self-

aligning thrust ball bearings keep the
new specially heat-treated striking rod
and the clutch actuating parts in perfect
alignment at all times. Special means are
taken to prevent oil from leaking. The
change-speed gate is made without a

notch so that the lever may now be
moved right through from first to second
without a stop. All other parts have
been specially strengthened.

Considerable improvement in the
appearance of the machine has been
brought about by the adoption of the
new streamline tanks, the ends of which
are beautifully rounded, and no seams

. are exposed to \Ae\s. The tanks have
been increased in capacity, the oil tank
now holding one gallon and the petrol

lifter cam

Half-time pinion with cam

Main-shaft pinion

,
showing timmg gears, rocking levers,

release valve, and mlet vaive tappets on

tank I65 joints, while a small emergency
tank holds S-j pints, making a total of

22 pints (2g gallons).

We are glad to note that Messrs.
Harley-Davidson have been enterprising

enough to meet. Englisli tastes by in-

corporating larger filler caps, the new-

type being now Ijin. - in diameter.

Petrol taps are now fitted underneath
the tanks, and gauze strainers are fitted

inside both petrol tanks to prevent dirt

reaching the carburetter.

Cycle Parts

As regards the frame, this is now
made of~ special carbon steel tubing
throughout, while nickel steel forgings
are used in all important frame fittings.

The head has been specially strengthened
so as to render the machine still more
suitable for sidecar work, and for this

purpose the frame has received further

strengthening in other portions. Wider
front forks are now fitted, and through-
out there is greater clearance for the
tyres. Both mudguards have been made
much wider, and the flap at the bottom
of the front guard is also of greater

dimensions.

?^7

The connideiulilit ini|inisrM]iMit in tho
material used in the (oiiHtniction of thn
mncliincB is due to llie now lluiicy-
Davidson process of lieat treating tfic

steel.

This, then, deals with the chief
improvements in tlie 7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson do Inxe model. Yet another
interesting machine is the 7-9 li.p.

Harley-Davidson sporting model, which
is single-geared, but provided with a
clutch situated in the back hub. The
ignition is by Bosch ignition, and rigid
forks are supplied.

A NEW FOUR-STROKE
DIAMOND.

IN
addition to the two-stroke Diamond

lightweight which is described and
illustrated in onr Buyers' Guide, the
makers of the Diamond will intro-

duce for 1916 a machine fitted with a

2^ h.p. J. A. P. engine of 70x76 mm.
This is a sign of the times, for we have
several times thrown out hints of late

that the miniature four-stroke engine
would yet come into its own, in view
of the difficulties connected with two-
stroke engines which makers do not
appear to be able entirely to overcome,
even after two or three years' constant
study of the question.

models
stroke,

the 6

DETAIL IMPROVEMENTS
TO NEW HUDSONS.

HARDLY any change is to be
recorded in the Xew Hudson
machines for next year, and the

makers will concentrate on three

These are the 25 h.p. two-
the 4 h.p. single-cylinder, and
h.p. 'twin. All models have

countershaft gear boxes and chain and
belt drive, the lightweight having a two-
speed gear and the two others three-

speed gears.

The 25 h.p. two-stroke lightweight is

a sound and thoroughly tested proposi-

tion. The cvlinder dimensions are 52 X
70 mm. (211 c.c.l, the tank holds li
gallons of petrol, and 24in. w-heels with
Dunlop tyres are standard.
The 4 h.p. single-cylinder engine (85

x88 mm. =499 c.c.) is now built into

the same frame as the 6 h.p. twin model,
and with its three-speed gear makes a

good solo or sidecar machine. The 6

h.p. model is specially suited for sidecar
work.

NEW HUDSON 1916 MODELS (Left) The 3.1 h.p smgie-cylinda and (right) the two-stroke hgtitweight, both cha:n-cum-be.t driven
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J.A.P. ENGINES IN I9I6.
Further Details of the New Models.

IN
last week's issue (p. 502) we gave a

description of the new J.A.P. con-
necting rod, and this we are now
able to illustrate. It will be re-

membered that a phosphor bronze bush
passes through from one side of the
fork rod to the other, while the centre

rod works directly in the centre portion

of the bush, a design which allows of a

greatly increased bearing surface. The
chief improvement is in the design of

the bush, which is composed of steel

lined with phosphor bronze. The centre
rod in this case has also a phosphor
bronze bush.
The latest pattern J.A.P. timing gear,,

the new method of lifting the exhaust
valves, and the latest type of adjustable

^DOUBLE CAM WHICH
RAISES EXHAUST

Timing gear on the latest J.A.P. engine

tappets are also worthy of note. The
exhaust valves are raised by means of
a double cam, which, when the exhaust
lever is actuated, brings each cam in

contact with two heels on the exhaust
valve rockers, thus forcing them apart
and causing the tappets to lift the valves.

We now come to the interesting

J.A.P. system of lubrication. The
pressure system of lubrication is utilisedj

In this case the pressure is provided by
the descending force of the piston. This

forces a quantity of oil through a hole

at the base of the crank chamber into a

passage, and past the non-return valve

into a box or reservoir cast upon the

exterior of the crank case. This reser-

voir gives a sufficient head of oil to

allow of a continuous flow. The only

means of escape is a pipe through which
it leaks into a recess under the main bear-

ing bush into the flywheel, the oil being

then led into a semi-circular recess on the

flywheel boss, which presses tightly

against the side of the crank case and
registers with the

oil channel, so that
this recess is filled

with oil under
pressure, which
flows through a
hole in the recess

through the fly-

wheel to the centre
of the crank pin,

thus adequately
lubricating the big
end bearing. From
the crank pin it

descends again to

the main bearing
on the pulley side.

Dotted lines are also

shown indicating
the passage of the
oil from the main
bearing to the
hollow bolt running
through the top
of the crank case,
where there is an

,ADJUSTING
MUTS

RODTDARMOM
CAM SPINDLE CRAMk
WITM SLOT FOR
'WIRE MIPPLE

OUTLET TO
FRONT CVLINDER

-'TO PUMP

STEEL BUSH
PHOSPHOR BRONZE LINER

The new J.A.P. torked connecting rod,

snowmg the arrangement ol the bushes.

Details of the exhaust lifter cabl>

attachment.

outlet to the front cylinder. This
bolt communicates with the apex oil

union, to which the oil flows from
the auxiliary pump or, drip-feed into the

crank chamber via the front cylinder

;

it is provided with a ball valve to pre-

vent any blow back in the oil pipe. The
non-return valve, which controls the

supply from the crank case to the oiling

system, is merely a flat steel disc.

The whole system is most ingenious,

as practically the same effect is obtained

as if a mechanical oil pump were

employed, and yet the only additional

moving part is the tiny, though abso-

lutely reliable, non-return \-alve. It is

also interesting to note that centrifugal

force aids the passage of the oil to the

SDRIPFEEC '^'S ^^^ directly it reaches

the flywheel Leakage from
the bearings is prevented

by cutting threads on the

OILUNION inside of the bushes to

force bade any excess of oiL

PASSAGE TO
T^NTCyUMDCR

CHANNEL TO
MAIN BEARING

DRILLED CRANK
PIN

-CHANNEL
TOCRANK PIN

•RECESS IN
rLYAtlEEL

"^MAIN EMTRANCE
FOR OIL

MOM RETURN VALVE

PIPE LEADING
O PASSAGE
.SERVOIR BELOW ^MIN BEARING BUSH

J.A.P. lubrication system II

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Co/ijcs 0/ Ttu Motor Cycle' may only be sent lo iwiilral European countries il posted direa Irom llu office ot the
publtshcrs or by newsagents who have obtained permission Irom the War Office lor this purpose. The publisliers ol " Th^ Motor Cycle " hav^
obtamai the necessary permission, and, consequeiuly, can send subscribers' copies as usual. Be/ore smding through newsagetits it is important to
enquire 1/ permisswii has been obtained, as otherwise copies intended for ueulraJ European couniri^is will not be iorwaried by llu Post Offic:
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CLYNO AND GOVERNMENT
REQUIREMENTS.

THKRE are one or two notable
absentees from the " Biij'ers'

Guide," publislied in tliis issue,

Tlie reason is not far to seek, it

being due to the fact that as such (inns
are solely engaged on munitions there
is practically no prospect of them cater-
ing for the general public for a con-
sidea-able time, unless the war ends sooner
than at present appears probable.
One of these firms is the Clyno, the

entire output of which is booked by the
Government, As our readers know,
Clrno motor cycles are used in increas-
ingly large numbers by the War Office,

their main sphere of action being in the
Motor Machine Gun Section. In this and
other work we have good reason to know-
that the Clyno is giving remarkably good
results.

As has been pointed out on more than
one occasion, motor traction, from the
despatcli rider's motor cycle to the big
internal combustion engined tractor used
for gim haulage, is undergoing a, gigantic
trial in the various theatres of war, and
every motor manufacturer making war
machines will benefit greatly by the
lessons learnt, and the good derived
therefrom will be reflected in "after the
war" models.

Thus, the Clyno Co, will be in a posi-
tion to put on the market a passenger
motor cycle that, should be an improve-
ment on the already excellent 5-6 h.p,

twin-cylinder Clyno, The manufacturers
are already making their plans.

«

"^"^^^^i

1916 model 8 h.p J.A.P. motof cycie engim
(See previous page.)

THE ALLDAYS TWIN.

WE are informed by Jlessrs. Alldays
and Onions that the twin-

cylinder vertical engined two-
stroke AUon, which we men-

tioned in oui' last issue had been on the
road under test for some time, will be
marketed within the iiext month or so.

As soon as it is available for the market
it will be dealt w-ith in these pages.

KENT LIGHf WEIGHT TOUR.
Munilion Workers h<ivc ci

Welcome Break.

0\ EH a score of niuiiilioii woikern,
mostly on two-strokes, took part

in tile very successful Iwo-hour
forlynillc tour of the Kenlish' hilJs

"u the l4tli iust. Several compclitoru
had been working all night at Woolwidi.
The two-strokes included Baby Triumphs,
AUon.-;, Clyun, I.vion, and P.V., and
Scott and sidecar, and the four-strokes

included Douglas, .J. A. P., and Enficlds.

A Grand Prix Morgan and a two-seater

StrakerStjuire joined in part of the tour.

The leader, T, J. Ross, captain of the

Wuolwich and District M.C.C., rode a
newly acquired Junior Triumph.
Owing to the bad state of Salt Box

and the "new and secret hill," both
were avoided, but the course included

both Cudham hills. Chalk Pit, Polsteeple,

and Titsey. Chalk Pit accounted for

most failures. Both .Junior Triumphs
made clean climbs, the Sj to 1 low gears

suiting the climb. A fine climb was made
by J. C. Bateman (Douglas) with a

passenger on the carrier. The Scott side-

car was not apparently in tip-top condi-

tion. A rider of a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar
with two passengers climbed this and
other hills. Two Matcliless sidecar com-
binations, one steered by G. Hardee,
made light work of the hills.

The return via Polsteeple and Cudham
Church, provided some clean climbs, the
two-strokes showing up well with one or
two exceptions.

SOME OPn/y FRAME MODELS

Top left) The 2| h.p. Douglas with clutch and two-speed geai

(Top right) Ladies' model oi the 2.V h.p. New Imperial, which also has a clutch ani two-speed gear

iLower left) Centre portion of the chain-cum-bek driven Calthorpe.

(Lower right) The Velocette has a t%s'o-stroke engine and all-chain drive.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 25th 4.58 p.m.

„ 27th 4.56 „ ,

„ 29th 4.54 „
Dec. 1st ... ... 4.54 „

In London half an hour earlier

A.C.U. Notes.

Recently Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
secretary of the A.C.UTt had a visit from
Sergeant Self, who is vice-president of the

Canadian Motor Cj^clists' Association,

which is affiliated to the A.C.U. Sergt.

Self is attached to a Canadian contingent
of the A.S.C., at present stationed in the

south-east of England. The motor cycles

they use are mostly Indians and Harley-
Davidsons.

The Dlness of Lord Bagian.

We regret to hear of the serious illness

of Lord Raglan, Lieutenant-Governor of

the Isle of Man. The King has appointed
Mr. Thomas Kneen, Clerk of the Rolls of

the Island, as Deputy-Governor during
Lord Raglan's illness. Mr. Kneen has

on many occasions during the Isle of Man
Races acted as Deputy-Governor, and
has taken the place of Lord Raglan at

various functions in connection w'ith the

Tourist Trophy Races.

Items trom Australia.

Australian motor cyclists are taking a

leaf out of their English cousins' book.

7'/ie Motor in Australia says :
" On

English roads they are beginning to find

that the 2iin. cover does not give such
good results, and is not so economical as

the 2-^-in. How much more so, then
does it apply to this country, with its

inferior roads.
'

Quite a number of motor cyclists are
considering the advisability of holding a
genuine T.T. race of 220 miles in

Australia, run under similar conditions
to the classic event held in the I.O.M.

The Darkened Streets.

An inquest was recently held after

an accident in which an unknown
woman was kiUed by a motor omnibus.
The omnibus driver said that he would
have seen the woman if she had been
wearing light-coloured clothing. He
thought that it would be a good thing
to carry a handkerchief or newspaper
when crossing streets at night. Dr.
Waldo, the coroner, stated he lived in

a very dark road, and at night he
always carried a newspaper which could
be easily seen in the dark. Everyone is

now wearing dark winter clothing, or else

khaki, and khaki is the most difficult

colour to distinguish at night.

ffTiiirniir
""

Iwo ol a large batch ot 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar outhls delivered to Ihe Italian Aiiny I he
photograph was taken alter the test the military authorities made belore taking over tht

1 They are being used mainly tor tl-.e rapid triinsport of officers, but in some cases

for carrying ammunition and general supplies

for despatch riders have also been delivered

A number of solo machines of the same make

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ANNUAL BUYERS' GUIDE

Over 130 Illustrations.

NOVEL TEST OF ENGINES AND CLUTCHES.
OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE

Where is Cheddar Gorge ?

Following a statement below a picture

in a Scottish paper to the effect that
Cheddar Gorge is in Dorset, the office

lisjy has suggested that Dorset must dis-

gorge. CThe perpetrator has been
awarded an Iron Cross.)

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

T/ie Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

.\veragp Latest
for • weekly

.Make. Veai H.P. last average
week. obtainabte

A.J.S 1915 6 3-sp- sidecar .
— £90

„ 1914 6 3-sp. cid^car . ^74
191 3 6 3-sp. sidecai . US
IQ15 25 3 speeil US

AUon 1915 zj 2-speed /28

Ariel 1914 3- 3-sp- sidecar .
— £56

,, 1913 3^ 3-5p. sidecar .
— Cn

Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .
— £55

Bradbtlry .

.

1914 4 3-sp. siCecar .
—

i"47
B.S.A 1QJ5 4i 3-sp- sidecar . fb^

,, 1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar . ISO —
,, 1913 3^ 2-sp. sidecar , Uo —

Caltliorpe .

.

1914 2 2-speed /.!» —
Clyno ... 1914 6 3-sp- sidecar . /6, —

,. . . 191^ 6 3-sp. sidecar . /SO — "

,, 1914 2.1 2-speed iSO
Douglas . .

.

1914 2} 2-speed T.T. Uo
> 1Q14 2j 2-sp. kick ster '42 —

KnOelcl .... 1915 5 2-sp. sidexar . /7S —
» - - 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . m —

1913 D 2-sp. sidecar . fSO —
11 . . . 1915 3 2-spced /46 —

H.-Davidson 1915 7 S-sp- sidecar . (bo —
Huml-er . .

.

1013 3'. 2-sp. sidecar .
— Ci'

Indian 1915 7 3-sp- side<raT . '76
1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . /,sg —
1914 7 T.I.. Iree eng. fu

tames 1915 4l 3-sp. Sidecar . /bs
Malcliless .. 1913 S 2-sp. sidecar . (55

?6.New Hudson ign 6 3-sp. sidecar .
—

New Imperia -.915 2?. 2-sFoed Aaq
„ 1914 2i 2-sreed /=6

O.K 191S ? a-specd (2S
P. &M. ... 19T

1
3.'. 2-sp. sidecar .

.

i5«
,, . .

.

191^ 3-'. 2-sp. sidecar . fr.
Prcniior . .

.

1014 3I 3-sp. sidecar . £54
1913 3' S-S]--. sidecar .. {44
i9i-( 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . ^45
1913 3a 3-sp. sidecar . . ,^42

Scott T914 33 2-sp. sidecar . . —
IQ13 3ii 2-?p. sidecar
If; 1

4

6 3-sp. sidecar

1914 3 ; 3 sp. sidecar . . —
19^4 31- i-spc&l £52
I9T5 3} 3-sreeii £6^
1014 4 3-sp. sidecar . . 1^53

1914 4 3-sp<^eJ £44
1913 5i 3-sr. sidecar . . U$
1953 3' 3-speed isS
J914 S 2-sp. sidecar . . —

Gradua sidecar —
Gradua sidecar —

Rover .

.

Sunl cam

Triumph .

as

\\'illiamson

Zenith 1914 S

1914 '

£61

a*
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Motor Volunteers in the North.

Tlio Newcastle and District. Motor Club
ha."! (lecidcd to take no steps with a view
to vlie foniiatioii of a local branch of the
National Motor Volunteers. This decision
has be<?n arrived at by reason of the fact
that nearly 70% of the club members are
at present on active service, and of the
remainder a good proportion are con-
nected with the Voluntary Aid Detach-
ment

Analysis 01 the Buyers' Guide

Of the eighty-five different mal<es of

motor cycles of which specifications and
•illustrations are published in The Motor
Vi/ch' Buyers' Guide embodied in this

issue, it will be seen from the analysis
published below that the most populai-
mount as determined by numbers is the
single-cylinder two-stroke chain and belt-

driven machine. The figures are very
interesting to students of design, but it

must be remembered that only the most
popular of a firm's productions is

classified :

EXGIXES.
Shirjle-Ci/lmder 53
Two-stroke ... ... 33
Four-stroke ". 20

Ticins 31
V 26
Horizontal 4
Two-stroke -... 1

Four-cylinder ... ... ... ... 1-

Traxsmtssiox.
Chain and belt 47
Chain drive ... ... ... ... 25
Belt drive 12

Ch.ange-speed C4e.\rs.

Three speeds 38
Two speeds ... ... 34
Single speed ... ... ... ... 8
Variable ... ... ... ... ... 3
Four speeds 2

Sir

A Closed Bridge.

From December 1st motor vehicles will

be prohibited from using Penworthara •

Old Bridge (LancJishire). A new bridge
is oeing constructed, and will in duo
course be open to motor tralfic.

Undignified Attacks to Cease.

In the interests of truth we feel bound
to correct a misstatement which has been
twice repeated in another paper in regard
to our list of average prices of second-
hand machines. In this, one of a series

of attacks, we are accused of plagiarism,
whereas the fact is that this feature
appeared' in our columns on January 1st,

1914

—

fmirtcen montlis prior to the date

of the rival claim. This paltry incident
is akin to other unsavoury attentions
which we would willingly have ignored,
e.xcept that they are likely to mislead.
However, we observe that the contem-
porary in question has at last seen the
error of its ways, and, after a final out-

burst, announces that it will cease its

quibbling.

Despatch Carrying over the Pennines.

In our next issue there will appear an
article from the pen of Mr. G. D. Abra-
ham describing a despatch riding test

over the "backbone of England." The
ride took place when the heights were
snow-covered, consequently the difficulties

to be overcome were enormous, and for

once the motor cyclists were forced to

accept defeat. The article will be iUus-

trated by many striking photographs.
Another article, which, in view of the
great interest taken in the subject at

present, will be read with interest, con-
tains an account of the advantages to be
gained by the use of aluminium pistons,

or, to be more exact, of pistons con-

structed of an aluminium allov.

NEW MODELS ALREADY DESCRIBED.
Many 1916 modehi hn» - ijcen (lesi:ribcd m

" The Motor Cycle " dunng the past iew week*,

and for convenience ot reference we gift

below nn oIphnbcticAl list showint; ihe dates on

which thc!io dcr.criptions hav appeared :

AlloD 2-*troke .. .. Nov. 18, p. 404
Ariel 3-specc1 pear .. .. Sept. 30, p. 31O
Auto-wticcl Oct. 28, p. 418
linniforH variable gear ., Sept. a, p. 227
Mortin fitalian) .. ,. Nov. 11, p. 4O1
Hndbury .. .. .. Oct. 21, p. 4<«
iJrougb boriznotal twin . S<*pt, t), p. 264

„ „ 6 h.p. . . Oct. 28, p. 419
H.S.A Oct. 21, p. 397
Calthnrpc 2-str. & 4 h.p- twin Oct. 7, p. 349
Campion 2 and 4-strokes .. Nov. 4, p. 442
Connaufibt .. .. .. Oct. i-;, p. 369
Dot .. .. .. Nov. 18, p. 197
Douglas 4 h.p. . . . . Oct. 7. p. ^^^
Dunklcy lij;ht\vei{;ht and sc.. Ort. 14, p- 369
Edmund spring frame .. Oct. 14, p. 3W'

Enfield .

.

. . .

.

. . Nov. 1 1, p. 474
Fxcelsior (American) 7 h.p.. . Oct. 7, p. 34'j

Humbcr 4 h.p. horizontal . . Nov. 18, p. 493
Indian 2-stroke lightweight. . Oct. 14, p. 37^
In.iian 7 h.p. twin . . .- Oct. 21, D. 394
Invicta 2-speed .. .. Nov. 18, p. 496
Ivy 2 and 4-strokes .. .. Oct. 14, p. 368

J.A. P. engines .. .. Nov. 18, p. 502
J.H Nov. 18, p. 496
Jardine gears .. .. Nov. 4^ p. 444
J.E.S. I h.p. lightweiebt .. Oct. 21, p. 393
Levis Oct 21. p. 39';

Metro 2-stroke . . Nov. 18, p. 493
New Imperial .. .. Oct. 14. p. 372
New Rj'der 3 and 4-strokes . Oct. 21, p. 393-

,, , . Nov. II, p. 465
Norton sidecar? ., .. Oct. 21. p. 396
N.U.T. Nov. II. p. 467
O.K. .. .. .. Oct. 14. p. 373
Omega Oct. 28, p, 418
P. and M .. Oct. 14. p. 370
Philipson pulley .. .. Nov. i3, p. 497
Premier .. ,, .. Nov. 11, p. 46S
Revere 2-stroke .. .. Oct. 21, p. 393
Royal Ruby Nov. 18, p. 495
Scott ' Nov. II, p. 466
Service 23h.p. 2-stroke and sc. Sept. 2, p. 228
Sturmey-Archer I'weigbt gear Oct. 28. p. 421
Vindec 6 b.p. and sidecar . . Oct. 28, p. 421

Wooler 2-stroke .

.

. Nov. 4, p. 445
Wulfnina . .. .. Oct. 14, p. 373
Yale 7 h.p. twir - . Oct. 7, P- 357
Zenith . . Oct. 21 p. 402

Sonic well-knuwi^ nderi wlio now spend part oi their time testing and delivering

V';ckei5-CKTio motor machine gun outfits, .rrom lek to right—Noakes, Freeman, Hugh
Gibson Notl, Ne\ve\. Archie Cocks, and an A.S.C. corporal.

A Wounded Despatch Ride..

A paragraph in our last issue, under
the above heading, enquiring for news
concerning a despatch rider has brought
forth the required information, which has
been forwarded to his parents

The National Relief Funds

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Ti7nc>: Fund for the . £ s. d.

Sick and Wounded ... 2,110,163 4 2

The Wcekit/ Dispatch
Tobacco Fund ... 89,617 4 11

The Queen's Work for

Women Fund ... _ ... 167,039 11 5

Dnihj C'h ronich Xmas
Gift Fund ... ... 12,659 3

Drill 1/ A'c u'S X mas Gift
Fund 15,294

Cork Club Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Cork and
District Jlotor Cycle Club was held on
Saturday evening last at the Victoria

Hotel, Cork, under the chairmanship of

Mr. Frank Daly, the president of the

club. There was a very big attendance

of the members of the club and members
of the Dublin club. It was announced
that the open twenty hours trial would

be held in 1916 on the Whitsuntide Bank
Holiday as usual. Twenty-sis members of

the ciub have joined His Majesty*a

Forces, all of whom, with one exception,

are now serving in the field.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Motor Cyclist Sections Closed until Further Notice.

Some of the riders

attached to the 1 /37

(West Lanes Div.)

Signal Coy. R.E.

Reading from left

to right : Corpls.W.

Kerr (Douglas), T.
Chorley(Triumph),

F. Martin (Doug-
las), G. Brown
(Zenith), F. Rush-

ton (Douglas), C.

\V. A b b o t s o n

(Douglas), Major
Oppenheim, Corpls. R. P. Scaddan (Douglas), S. Wagstafte (B.S.A.). Artificer C. Smith (Douglas), Sergt. W. G. Clements (Douglas), and

Lieut. Moant (Douglas).

RECRUITING for the Motor
Machine Gun Service has had
a good run, and many hundreds
of readers of The Moior

Oi/cle— scores of them names well

known in the motor cycle world—are

now doing their duty to King and
counti-y.' The JI.iLG.S. has proved a

very popular section among motor
cyclists. No doubt the fact that friends

were able to enlist together and to be
allotted to the same battery has been a

great inducement. This arrangement
was suggested to the Commanding Officer

of the M.M.G.S., Lieut.-Col. E. W.
Bradley, by Mr. Geoffrey Smith, Editor
The Motor Cycle, many months ago,

and was readily agreed to. Since that

time many chums have come up together
to the weekly examinations. Their in-

creased value as fighters ' as a result of

the esprit de corps will be obvious.

Recruiting ceased with the batch of

recruits accepted yesterday (Wednes-
day), and no more enquiries can be dealt
with until further notice.

Though there has been a steady flow
of applications every morning for many
months past, the inilu.x has been greatly
augmented since Lord Derby's recruiting
scheme was announced. So nriraerous
were the applications of the last fort-

night that it was found impossrble to
accept more than a proportion of those
offering their services, and naturally
men of good physique and experienced
motor cyclists had to be given preference.
Among the recruits accepted for the

M.M.G.S. last week by Mr. Geoffrey
Smith are the undermentioned :

F. E. Barnes (Coventry)
A. Boswell (Coventry)
R. Brown (Dorking)
R. T. Caldecott (Birmingham)
W. Cheadle (Manchester)
R. Clarke (South Bank)
0. F. Collins (High Wycombe)
L. J. Davis (London)
H. E. Gross (Barrow-in-Furness)
R. -Hall (Hertford)
A. E. Haydon (Birmingham)
J. Hill (Birmingham)
W. Hudson (Birmingham)
A. E. Hunt (Birmingham)
B. R. Hurst (Birmingham)
F. Hurst (Skipton)
J. Loving, jun. (Belper)
V. C. Newby (Bra<3ford)

B2S

A. Xicol (Hull)

J. J. Parsons (Bedwoi'th)
A, R. Pearce (Doncaster)

W. J. Peckham (Ringmer)
E. Read (Tunbridge Wells)
F. A. Rennison (ilanchester)

C. C. Ridout (Birmingham)
J. E. Robson (Dover)
G. L. Russell (Birchlields)

R. F. Shaw (Stafford)'
'

W. F. Steer (Sittiiigbourne)

W. H. Stockdale (East Grinstead)
T. D. Thomas (Llanelly)

J. Turner (Birmingham)
T. -Wyatt (Fillongley)

ing Office, and those accepted will be
on their way to the training centre by
the time this issue is in the hands of

readers.

In reply to enquiries, there are no
more vacancies for officers -in the
M.M.G.S. at present.

We mentioned last week that recruits

for the M.M.G.S. could not be accepted
under the Group System, which will

answer all enquiries addressed to us on
this subject.

Yesterday a further batch of fifty

men were to be examined -w-ith a view
to enlistment at the. Coventry Recrnit-

Those who liave enquired for positions

as motor cyclists in the Royal Flying
Corps should note that recruiting in this

section closed last week-

Wherever they go, the motoi machmt gun sidecars attract attention, and our illustration shows
the interest aroused among Eton boys when a batch of new Vick-ers-Qyno outfits were passing

through the ancient borough on their way to the M.M.G.S. training centre.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of hia correspondents.
II letters should be addressed to the Editor. ' The Motor Cycle." Hertford Street Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name ana addrest.

5,000 Miles with Double-seated Sidecar.

Su',—After eighteen months' experience, during which
period I have covered the distance mentioned, I claim to

know something of the behaviour of this type of motor
vehicle. I am sure there are many sidecar users who will

be interested in my experience. When I contemplated the

purchase I did not receive much encouragement from my
sidecar friends, but time has upset their prejudice, and I

have yet to find a sidecar driver or passenger who, after

a trip with me, will not readily admit that the double-seater

possesses distinct advantages over the type he favours. Of
course the great advantage is that both driver and passenger
ai-e protected by hood and screen. After long journeys
through rain, mud. and wind, my passenger and I arrive

dry, clean, and warm. The position of a sidecar rider to

the cycle driver is not my idea of comfort and sociability

—

the double-seater gives both. Satisfactory wheel steering, I

am sure, is far and away better than handle-bar control,

and I must not forget to mention the comfort of back sup-

port, specially noticeable on long journeys. As to the

conduct of the engine and other working parts, I have
nothing but praise. Jlinor troubles have been experienced,

but. on the road I have only had a broken inlet valve and
one puncture—not so bad for 5,000 miles ! The 8 h.p. air-

cooled engine is " some " power unit, and, although the

double-seater is rather heavy, a speed of over 40 m.p.h.

is possible with a passenger. When it comes to climbing,

well, Reigate on top gear, not less than 22 m.p.h. all the
way up, is a specimen of what can be done. The three-

speed gear box and clutch also call for praise. The chain

drive ha« given no trouble whatever. The springing of the

little car I will admit might be better, but with 700 x 80
tyres the running is not by any means uncomfortable, unless

a very bad road is struck ; 175 miles in eleven hours lias been
accomplished without fatigue. The initial outlay was not

greater than that of a de luxe combination, but the running
cost is perhaps a little more. When I took delivery I could

not obtain more than 40 m.p.g. ; now the consumption is

50, which is better than any cycle car I know. Being a
three-wheeler the tax is £1. At 3,500 miles the tyre on the

driving wheel was removed for retreading, and is now good
for more service. The tyres on other wheels are in splendid

condition. Altogether I am very well satisfied, and gla<l

I did not go in for a motor cycle and sidecar. I am firmly

convinced that the double-seated sidecar is a practical pro-

position, and I really wonder why a leading firm has not

promoted such a vehicle. I have purposely omitted to

mention the make of the machine I am driving with pleasure
and satisfaction I</.N.I.

An Assembled Motor Cycle.

Sir,—In reading The Motor Cycle I have noticed several
articles and illustrations on rear springing, and I thought that
it would be of some interest to you and your readers to let you
know what I have done in that connection. A friend of

mine who emigrated to Australia left me a 3i h.p. Fafnir
engine, a Bosch magneto, and an Indian frame with odd forks.

The front and rear wheels are Cliater-Lea. The spindles of

these wheels were too short to bridge the frame, so I hit on
the idea of making bell cranks and leaf springs, as will be
seen by the accompanying illustration. This got over that
difficulty, and also gave me a spring frame into the bargain.
I sent the engine away and got the cylinder re-ground and a
new piston fitted, and I overhauled the valves and working
parts, which made it as good as new It is chain-driven,
with a single gear of about 5 to 1. The double wheel on the
countershaft was a find. It is cupped out on either sides,

and also lias a free wheel ring, wliich I purchased for 2s. at

a second-hand shop. After getting cones and balls to fit I

turned a steel spindle on which to mount them. The chain
case is a wooden frame cut out of a solid piece of plane-tree
with a sheet steel panel on either side wliich is both light

and strong. The tank is home-made. I have a B. and B.
carburetter with an induction pipe made out of two betds
used for electric wire casing. The brake is very simple. It

has a wooden shoe with an iron back which thrusts against
the belt rim. It is operated by a connecting rod to the foot-

rest, and is very effective. The carrier and stand are home-
made. The lamp, horn, and mudguards I bought new. I

have painted it the prevailing colour—khaki—and it excites
great curiosity amongst motor cyclists on the road.

Seeing that I have had no expei'ience outside of a wood-
turner's shop, you will excuse me feeling a little proud of

my achievement.' T. PURVES. Jun.

A home-assembled machine, mainly from Indian and Fafnir parts (See letter on this page trom Mr. T. Purves, Jun.)
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Spring Frame Design.

Sir,—Will you allow me a small space in your journal in

order to answer the letter from Mr. C. H. Forbes, which
appeared in your issue of the Uth inst., and which refers

to "elastic" frames?
He is under the impression that only the Indian possesses

a luggage carrier that is unaffected by the shocks of

roads, but this is not so.

I wish to point out that in my frame the luggage carrier

is independent of the wheel, and that this improvement
is obtained without weakening and changing the shape
generally. In my system it is only the wheel and the
mudguard which move. j\I. VAN GEERT.

Sir,—Your coi'respondent last week on spring frame design
is in error in stating that the luggage carrier on the Match-
less design of rear spring frame is fixed to the back wheel
spindle attachment. A careful examination of the illustration

which appeared in The Motor Cycle will show- that the carrier

NOVE^IBER 25ih, 1915.

convenience. This, however, is but a side issue, and Mr.

Forbes is privileged to retain his own opinion.

What we really object to is the paragraph in which Mr.

Forbes claims that, unlike two other particular makes, the

belt tension of the Douglas cannot remain constant, and

endeavours to substantiate his statement by mentioning the

fact that he had worked the movement out to scale. Con-

sidering that Mr. Forbes has never had. access to the

drawings of the Douglas spring frame, nor yet the oppor-

tunity of measuring the actual frame, we fail to see hov.

this could be possible. It may interest Mr. Forbes to learn

that the Douglas spring frame is so constructed that a ^111.

movement above or below the centre line affects the chain

or belt tension to the very infinitesimal extent of A"'-

Now considering a chain requires at least im. slack to run

efficiently, and that dirt and grit may affect the tension

more than ^in., we fail to see how the tV'I- variation will

prevent a chain, let alone a belt, from carrying out its wort

successfully. In this respect the Douglas frame is no worse

off than the examples Mr. Forbes

cites. Finally, we can assure Mr.

Forbes that the Douglas is a prac-

tical frame, and has proved itselt

-.—,.#^3, H during the past two years both at
.^ssszijSB,^ H home and in the Colonies, and wrll be

included in our 1916 programme.
DOUGLAS BROTHERS.

How the Matchless earner is sprung (see letter accompanying).

is fixed to the main part of the frame, and is, consequently,
sprung.
The Ulustratioii described was presumably taken from the

Patent Office Records, and I might say "that the present
design of frame differs in detail from that shown.

H. COLLIER AND SONS, LTD.,
H. A. Collier, Works Manager.

Sir,—We notice in your issue of November 11th a letter

from a correspondent, Mr. 0. A. Forbes, dealing with
spring frames in general, but the Douglas in particular.

We at all times welcome criticism, but in this case we think
the author should liave given a little more consideration to

the subject in question before seeking the' pulilicity of
the press.

Mr. Forbes admits that his information is oMained from
the illustrations published in the above issue, and claims
that the carriers of certain spring frames are unsprung.
We are afraid your correspondent pays but a very poor
compliment to the artist responsible for the drawings, and,
although we have never liad an opportunity of examining
these frames, the illustrations leave little doubt that two
of the carriers are exceptionally well sprung.
We admit that the Douglas carrier is unsprung, and it

was the deliberate intention of the designer it should be
so. The carrier, to our mind, is a convenience by which a
certain amount of luggage may be carried, and was never
intended as a passenger-carrying attachment. Otherwise we
should have designed something that, although not altogether
eliminating the danger of such a practice, would at least

obtain for the passenger a certain amount of comfort and

s^2

Sir,—In the November 11th issue

of The Motor Cycle I notice a letter

by Mr. C. A. Forbes on this subject,

.and concur in his remarks regarding

the tension of transmission on thi-

Douglas and other spring frames of

similar design. In every case where

the radius fork is mounted behind the

driving centre, the distance between

driving and driven centres is bound

to vary with the movement of back

axle.
" This is more pronounced in

some designs than in others. In the

- Indian machine the radius forks are

mounted only about two inches behind

the driving "centre, and therefore the

transmission tension is not seriously

affected. At the same time this vary-

ing distance and transmission tension

precludes the fitting of oil bath chain

cases.

I would draw Mr. Forbes's atten-

tion to the fact, however, that .ill

these difficulties have been got over in my patented

system of rear spiinging (as illustrated in The Motor Cyh.
October 7th). With my design there is always an equal

transmission tension, whetlier chain or belt be used. Oil-

tight cases may be fitted if desired. The carrier is sprung

along with the frame, and the only unsprung weight is the

back wheel and mudguard.
I have secured these advantages in my design without.

as your correspondent suggests, mounting the radius fork

on the countershaft driving centre (which in the case of a

countershaft gear box would be a rather complicated

matter, not to mention the inaccessibility of the clutch,

gears, etc.). His suggestion would work all right with gears

of the Enfield and P. and M. tvpe.

E. F. DE BURGH GREENWOOD.

The Lady Motor Cvolist—A Protest.

Sir,—Just allow me to give a few words in reply to

"LK2994" and "Frankette," and I will be eis brief as

possible.

Surely "LK2994" has jumped before he looked. He is

entirely wrong when he says an open frame cannot be

made as strong as a closed pattern, and I would particu-

larly draw his attention to the 3^ li.p. horizontally-op)iosod

lady's Brough, for instance. The frame of this machine
is, if anj'thing, stronger than a diamond frame : it is made
throughout of straight tubing, two strong duplex tubes

run down the centre forming tlte open trame, and the

mount is thus rendered very rigid.

Accessibility, your correspondent " LK 2994 " says, is

reduced in a ladv's mount, and here again I must contra-
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(lilt liim. Accessibility has always boon an iin[i()rtiuit

fcaluic ill the lady's Broiigh, ami I can roiiiovo both cylin-
(lors from my niiichiiic witliout takiiii; out tlio oiij;iiic.

Smoly lie sees tliromjli one eye only wlicii lio speaUs of
" cuiisti'uclioiial ilillieultics," foi' llu'se, to me, are siimetliing
new when connected with a lady's motor cyelo of to-day.

I note what "Frankette" says, and if she considers
herself neat, as she s.iys she is, whilst encased in a man's
overalls and riding breeches, well, then, she should sign
herself "Frank," not "Frankette."
After all is said and done, I am pleased to l;iuiw thai

my sisters of the pastime agree with me when I say that
a woman encased in a man's attire is,not a tiling of iieanty
and a joy for ever. IMARY REID.

Sir,—I have read with interest during the past few
weeks the articles entitled "A Protest," and if you will
kindly allow me space I would like to add "my bit." I
do not think our readers will say that I look '' bold and
mannish " when they look at my photograph. The costume
whicli I use for motor cycling is quite an ordinary one. ft
is made of heavy navy cloth. The skirt is open" down the
front, which enables me to tuck the ends round neatly
after I have mounted, which is the work of one moment,
and answers my purpose admirably. When I dismount I

fasten the front, ily knickers are of the same material
as my costume, therefore when mounting I do not " shock
the public." iDuring the past three years I have been
motoring I have seen many lady motor cyclists : some have
been attired in knickers and puttees, and some in men's
overalls. After - all, men's attire is the safest, and the
women that have the pluck to wear it for motoring—well,
good luck to them.
My present mount is a two-stroke lightweight Sun, which

I should not wish to exchange for any open frame. It has
given me every satisfaction, it is most simple to manipu-
late, and is very powerful and reliable.

RUBY ROBERTS.

Miss Ruby Roberts, the

writer of the accompanying

letter, rides a Sun lightweight.

Sir-,—If you will allow me a. small space of your paper,

I would like to say a, few words on the subject of the
lady motor cyclist. I do not see that your correspondent

IMary Reid should call her own sex names, when in her
letter published in your paper of September 23rd she states

tliat she must e.xcuse the makers of her machine for not

advertismg their machines, as she knows they . are doing

their bit in making bombs to bring us back to the good old

peaceful days, but yet she can call members of her own
sex who are wearing breeches and doing dangerous work at

the Front such names as mannish, bold, and slightlj' touched.

I myself ride a diamond frame with much comfort, but as

for looking graceful or womanish I leave that to others.

EVA LILLEY.

Faiaffln as a Fuel.

Sir,—The experience of your correspondent of Novemoer

nth on the use of "Paraffin as a Fuel" closely resembles

my own. I ran a 1912 Douglas a considerable distance on

a "mixture of paraffin and petrol in the proportion of one

to two. This necessitated a large increise in the oil con-

sumption, though even this liberal oiling did not prevent a

Miss liva Lillcy on her New
Imperial. (Sec letter on this

page.)

seized big end witii il.s tiam ol nun, a ln-nl ..onn. .i n^ ,. -1

and fractured piston, as I was at the time travelling" well
over the limit. Although this mishap cost me 30s., yet,
reckoning this and the saving in the petrol bill and the
increase in the oil bill, I saved money by the use of the
heavier fuel.

For use in police infested districts a slightly greater per-
centage of paraffin might be used, as the opacity of the
local fog in the rear of the machine is thereby greatly
increased, completely obscuring the rear number plate from
prying eyes. 'Ware, however, police interference for creat-
ing a nuisance, " to wit a visible vapour, evil-smelling,
calculated to do grevious harm to animal life on, upon, by,
or proximate to the King's highway." Smoke helmets can
be obtained for a few pence or less. Wishing your paper
cojitinued success,

K. S. KELWAY (Corporal, R.E., 54180).

A Cure for Four-stroking.

Sir,—For a considerable time I have noticed in The Motor
Cj/cla letters and enquiries from owners of two-stroke
machines, who, like myself, have found that their machines
have a great habit of four-stroking at slow speeds and also

when going down hills, i.e., when the engine has only a
light load.

It may interest those who are still unable to find a remedy
to know that I haxe quite overcome the evidently mysterious
symptom.

ily machine is an AlJdays-AUon single-gear model. 1 can

reach a speed of forty miles per hour, and can throttle down
to such an extent as to be able to get off and walk with

the engine still revving; and it simply loves hills.

The whole secret is just this : An extra air valve, and

also a non-return valve in the induction pipe. With these

fitments it is possible to run down a bill with the throttle

only just open, and the air valve at ;> position determined

by "trial, and engine firing on every stroke. Petrol consump-

tion is cut down to about two-thirds the origina^ amount;

in fact, the difference these two small additions make is

remarkable, and I strongly advise those who have the oppor-

tuiiitv to do the same as I have done and try it for them-

selves. E- S. CARE.
1335
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Open Letter fAMK/ , ^;?^
to the Trade. ii^^^~A^4^-

By B. H. DAVIES.

GENTLEMEN,—]\ly epistles of previous years

have usually sounded a faint note of impatience.

A motor cycle manufacturer is first and fore-

most a trader, and in most cases he is the managing
director of a limited liability company, and trades with

other people's money. His primary attention must,

therefore, be given Xo profits : and if he is already

making saleable machines of a sound
design, he is excusably loth to face

the expense and uncertainty of evolv-

ing novel and revolutionary models.

On the other hand, nobody can
effect much in this v-ale of tears with-

out being something of an idealist,

and most of you cherish visions of

the fearsome motor cycles of days

to come. So there is constant war,

we hope, in your bosoms—war be-

tween the commercial caution which
urges you to adorn your well-tried

last season model with a few trivial

novelties, and the inventive originality

of the keen engineer, which makes
you dream dreams of a to h.p., 60 «
m.p.h., 200 m.p.g., 100 lb. four-

f:

cylinder lightweight, or some other

world-shattering bantling. I have
often suggested that your trading

instinct is too prone to smother, your
inventive faculties : but at a time like

this such innuendoes are silenced, and 1 hope that

after the Peace of Berlin they would be wholly un-

justified. For the present time we, the users, and
you, the purveyors, are alike marking time—marking
time till Joffre ceases to nibble and until the Watch
on the Rhine needs a fresh mainspring. So my letter

to you this vear will be couched in unaccustomed
accents, as befits un-

accustomed times.

The Industry's Part in
the War.

And first I join heartily

with your innumerable
clients, whether at home,
in Flanders, in Gallipoli,

in Serbia, in congratulating you -on the magnificent
manner in which you have organised yourselves, your
staffs, your works, and your brains unreservedly at

the serwce of the nation. You are making almost
anything and everything in the world except motor
cycles : the few thousand machines with which you
provide the despatch riding and machine gun services
are a drop in the ocean compared to the shells, fuses,

B36

Power unit ot the 1916 model two-stroke

New Ryder. The cylinder dimensions are

70 mm. X 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

Attractive tank as fitted to the 1916 mode! two-stroke Connaiight.

searchlights, hand grenades, guns, aeroplane parts,

and other munitions, destined—we hope shortly—to

hunt the Hun back into his Fatherland. Vou have
had to plan and scheme largely as men groping in a

fog. You seldom knew whether the completion of a

contract spelt the closing of your works, or the

receipt of a second contract ten times as big. You
had to frame quotations in abysmal

ignorance about your chances of

securing raw materials, or of the

prices you would be charged for them.

You have lost the cream of your

skilled men, and you have had to

improvise fresh staffs out of their

wives, sweethearts, and daughters

—aye, and even out of their fathers

and grandfathers. You have had to

control a—mercifully small—per-

centage of men temporarily demoral-

ised by inflated pay sheets, and to

employ a few hands whom you never

expected to see inside a decent

factorv again. Many of these

factors contain the seeds of possible

labour troubles in days to come.

But, all credit to you and to those

who have flocked into your employ-

ment, the industry has emerged from

all these ordeals, and to-day it is

among the most formidable in an

iron ring of menacing organisations.' which is daily

being welded tighter and tighter round the heart of the

Central Poivers. We, who have often sneered and

cavilled and grumbled about some of your petty

shortcomings, are lost in honest, British admira-

tion at what you have done, what you are doing,

and what you mean to do.

Nevertheless, though

you are Government
munition makers for the

nonce, you' have not for-

gotten your first love, nor

have we. When we
speak of peace, we re-

member, not first, nor

second, but we remember
still, the call of the road. So do you, and ere long

you will help us again to respond to that call. Let us

pretend, for a moment, that the Allies entered Berlin

ill triumph yesterday, and weave our fancies about the

summer's riding that lies ahead.
Our roads were bad before poor William went

crazy, and they have hardly been touched in the way
of repair ever since. Ceaseless streams of W.D.
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Ideal for
YOU
cannot do better than

select a Norton, whether
you require a machine
for solo-riding or as a

passenger vehicle.

The T.T. Model illus-

trated has a small engine
— only 3|h.p. 490 cc—
(which means Economy)
yet it forms an ideal

combmation if used with
our light model sidecar.

Remember also this machine
holds the sidecar record for

Brooklands Hill, the 50 miles

Championship of Ireland, and
many other honours.

NORTON MOTORS, LIMITED,
Sampson Road North, Birmingham.

London ; Bartlett & Co., 74, Gl. Portland Street.

The BRITANNIC 1 91 6 Coachbuilt Sidecar
£10:10:0

With Extra Strong Undsrclung Chassis, Valances, anil Michelin Tyre.

Est. 1M77. Send k.r ArcCatalosil^3ho«inj ii la!i;e variety- of mo.iels, to i he nl:inil£a turer

J. HARRISON & SONS (B^HAM) Ltd., 49/51, Constitution Hill Birmingham.

BOOKS for MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them*

A standard handbook on the Motor Cycle. A reliable guide
to the beginner, and a helpful companion to the more
advanced rider and expert. Splendidly illustrated and
copiously indexed. Price, 1/- net. By post, 1/4

Tracing Troubles.
Motor Cycle Faults, their identification and their remedies,

simply and fully explained. Third edition now ready.
Price, 1 /. net. By post.. 1 /2

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists,
Full of useful " wrmkles ' with regard to the care and
management of motor cycles. Price, 1 /- net. By post, 1 /2

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G., also from all Booksellers

I

I

I

I

I

B&B
TWO-STROKE MODEL

tTfPt TOO)

Have you had an opportunity of trj'ing

your friend's machine fitted with one
of these carbuxetters ?

We don't want you to take our word
for it—we want you to prove for your-
self that they

REALLY HAKE TWO-STROKES TWOSTBOKE

Then you will never be satisfied until

you have one on your own macliine.

Seiid ior Descriptive Booklet to

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD..

Westwood Road.

WITTON, BIRMINGHAM.

CARBURETTERS

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B37
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(< Hermetic" Repairquisites.

An essential
equ ipment

for the
Motor Cyclist.

Good and Reliable.
IVIotor Cycle Tyre Gaiter.

"Hermetic" Inner Tyre
Shield.

Rubber-coated and very strong.

Shaped to exactly fit the Tyre.

For" A\p Tube op
Tyre Repairs

"Hermetic Fixkwik"

Patches and Solution

are unequalled.

Everything of THE BEST.

Supplied by any Cycle

or IVlotop Cycle Agents

Please ask for our

illustrated booklet.

The SELF-SEALING
RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

Hermetic Works,

BIRmiNGHAIVI.

A message

to those who want a Douglas !—

Colmore Depot — have one or two ! !

Write—

Bifmingham :

31, Colmore P-ow.

Tct, : 1658 CeiUrai,

Liverpool :

31, Renshaw St.

Tgl. : 1537 Royal,

Leicester t

62, High St.

Tcl.: 4774 Lsicettr,

Manchester :

26 1, Deansgate.

Td. : 5927 CUy.

B38 In answeriiuj i/itae adctrliiLJiuuls it is ilcsiiablc to mention " The Motor Cycle."

^i
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Here's your
Lucky Mascot!

Pioneer of

the Cheapest and Best

of all Motorcycles.
See that the "WOLF " trade mark appears on the tank of your
new Motorcycle, and you will be certain to obtain a machine of

proved reliability and wonderful value. There is a splendid range

of "Wolf" models, from 2h h.p. Lightweight to 6 or 8 h.p. Twin
and luxurious 4 h.p. Sidecar combination, sold at prices never before

thought possible. Write now for full particulars— post free on request— Do it NOW !

The 2! h.p. "WOLF" (Model "A") LIGHTWEIGHT.
SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE—Tha bore and siroke is 70 mm.,
and it is specified as2<-3h.p. The main sh^'ft

of the enyine and the big end ha\6 roller
bearings, which ensurea its fl'iiooth rnnninc
and flexibility, and allows it to quk-kly develop
its full power, and instantly to picli up af tt-r

being retarded in traftio or on bills.

CauBUEE r 1 EB Senspray or Amae, latest
type, actuated by Eowden handlebar control.
I<iNITION — iVJagnelo, hieh tension, well-
kn(u\'n make.
FK\ME—Height 2R1 ins. from Rround, easy
riding position, boilt of best Weldless "' nhioe.
with Acclesi Pollock reinforced tubing where
required,
"WHEELS — James 26 x 2 in. Beaded Ertpe
rims, all black enamelled special tempered
steel spokes. -

T\RES — We have a scecial studded tvre
named "The Wolf," boilt for this Model,
which we can recommend.
FORKS— Pilot Sprinp Forksof the lat^.n type.
If Urnid Forks are required, we can sunulv at
20/ extra. ^

TKANSQIISSION-On Gingle gear by Sin.
rubber belt, either Dunlop, Avon or Pedley
Two-speed— Perry'fl chain from engineto cear*
and [Jin. belt from Rear to driving rim. The
chain is enclosed iu a neat, hut substantial
steel cover.
FOO rHOAEBS-Alnmimom, light and easily
detached '

MUIiGU.iRDS--Wide with side splasher=!
STAND AND LUGGAGE CA1:IUER-De-
tachable, tubular, • f the latest desicnTANK AND LUBRICATION- Well mad.-
steel tank with one chamber, containing about
1 ,

callons Lubrication is the usuaiPetroil self-
actinp The approximate qnaniify of petrol
and oil 13 1 pint lubricating to i gallon of

petrol; this can be obtained and mixed iu the
tank lit one operation, thus avoiding carr\ ing

a separate oil chamber. The engine will con-
sume about one ga'Ion of petrol to 120 miles.

HANDLEBARS AND BRAKES— The Front
Brake, Handlebai', and all levers and controls ai e

manufactured by the Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.
The bar is neat in design and fitted with two
inverted levera. one whif-h actnates the Bowden
front brake. The back brake is operated by the
foot on the left side ol machine.
FINISH AND FITHlENT.s — Highly polished

black enamel to all usual parts. Handlebar,
controls, and usual small parts plated. Tnnk
and chain guard i:namelled black, with broad
gold lines. Fitted with Ljcett saddle, too! bag.
tools, number plates. oilers, pump and clips- If

Lycett Pan Seat Saddle 6/6extTa.

PRICE—Single Gear:

£26 - 11 - 6
other Models.

Model B 2-stroke

,, C— 2| Jap

„ D-4h.p. -

Prices :

£28 17 6

£31 5

£41 12 6

WuHrumi Engineering
Co., Ltd.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Telephone; 73*. WolverhaniptoD.

Telegrams: " En;z>neerinK, Wolverhampton.

"

I

In answering tliis adcerlkement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle. b39
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TL JJuyers (juide

To Duyiiva LianT
When you buy a lamp it is not material only—it is not workmanship
alone— it is not finish independently— you pay for, but the

combination of all three and the experience which has enabled the

producer to so combine them as to ensure, at all times, that the lamp
fulfils its purpose perfectly

—

Therefore you are " buying light."

Therefore, again, before you buy consider well the reputation of the

makers—their experience and—the success of their productions.

And, in such consideration, always bear in mind that

MILLED S LIGHTGIVEDS
—"the lamps that won't go out"—are the product of a Company with an

experience extending over four decades and a reputation quite unequalled.

Miller merit will please you—Miller dependability ensure your safety under all

conditions—even the enforced darkness of the present War period.

And there are models for every need—prices to suit every purse—so ask

your agent.

H. MILLER & CO,, LTD., BIRMINGHAM

N.B.—It's a safe guide to tell you to insist on

40 In answc-rii>{/ this advertisement it is desirable to mcrdion " Tlie Motor Ciide-"
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An Open Letter to the Trade.—

lorries and heavy guns ha\e hammered and battered

them ever since, and to-day their surface resembles

the craters of llie moon as viewed through a 6in.

telescope. On my desk lies a letter from an able-

bodied professional man of 35. Last month by an

incredible miracle of perseverance

and wire-pulling he obtained de-

livery of a brand new 1916 3I3 h.p.

• well, one of the very best con-

ventional machines of the day.

Last week he advertised it, because

his doctor told him the vibration

was injuring his spine. Money is

very tight, despite the indemnity of

_£'i,ooo,ooo,ooo of which Mr.
McKenna fetches the first instal-

ment from Spandau next week.

The roads will not recover inside

five )ears, and we are not going to

buy any more rigid frarnes. You
will tell me that the satisfactory

springing of a motor bicycle is an

awkward problem. I know it,

gentlemen. I also know it is

soluble. At this moment there rests

in my garage a certain machine—again

names, because it cannot be available for the public

just yet—-with fore and aft springing so ingenious and
efficient that I can take it to the roads mentioned by

the above correspondent, and cover them without

vibration at 20 m.p.h. ; without perceptible discom-

fort at 30 m.p.h. ; and at 40 and 50 m.p.h. without

more unpleasant sensations than your 1914 machines

produced at 20 m.p.h. on the average road surfaces

of that date. We buyers rejoice to know that a dozen

of you have heeded the exhortations of The Motor
Cycle and are busily perfecting spring frames by pro-

longed test on the road ;
yours are the machines

round which we shall crowd at the next Olympia

Show.

^

The Consumption Question.
Olu- next anxiety has reference to petrol cotisumji-

tion. The war has made things diflicult for the petrol

jieople in many ways : and some of us fancy that the

Government monopoly of lienzole has enabled iheni

to do more than recoup themselves. There is less love

Mechanical features of the 1916 model 7 h.p. long-stroke side-by-side valve Indian.

(Left) New design gear box, which has two sliding pinions in place of the single member
as in 1913. (Right) Valve timing gear and magneto drive, showing mechanical pump.

I mention no

A high-powered machine—the 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Campion—which, with its Jardine

four-speed gear and all-chain drive, is a most desirable sidecar mount.

than ever lost between thern and us, but that is not

your business. ' Still, here is a point that intimately

concerns you. Last week I made a certain journey
on a light car equipped with a water-cooled four-

cylinder foreign engine. I took a passenger with me,
and the entire outfit scaled over half a ton. We used
petrol at the rate of 58^ ra.p.g. I covered this

identical route under identical conditions with a brand
new Bristol 2 h.p. two-stroke and a brand new British

•3^ h.p. touring machine; the " baby's " consumption
was 60 m.p.h. and the tourist's 72J m.p.h. I do
not know what percentage of your customers may be
seriously affected by the gross wastage of fuel which
such figures prove, nor whether petrol will be cheaper
after the war. 1 put it to you on the highest grounds.

You are—or should be—scientific

men, and your true scientist's con-
science is as sensitive as that of a
Christian saint. Will your engi-

neering conscience connive at the
continuance of such -glaring care-

lessness and inefficiency ?

For many years past we have
watched appreciatively your suc-

cessful development of the single-

cylinder engine. The time has

arrived for us to say frankly that

we are tired of it. It was perfect,

regarded as a temporary makeshift.

We are now familiar with the in-

finitely smoother paces of the-

" baby " two-stroke, we have

tasted the power of the Scott twin,

and we have gloried in the delicious

running of the horizontal Dougla.s

and its imitators. No rider

acquainted with such sensations is

in the least danger of backsliding

towards the thumping one-lunger,

or is he likely to become smitten
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An Open Letter to the Trade.—

with the jig-jiggety firing of the V twin. Yet the

majority 'of you still fianker after the vertical four-

stroke single and the unconscionable V twin. Leave

the first to the second-hand market and the second to

the Yanks, whilst you come on ahead with us. So
long as British roads remain, there will be sufificient

inevitable vibration without designing engines to pro-

duce more.

two-

The latest

and Lloyd

The Two=stroke Light'weight.

A word must be said about the " baby
•stroke. The market must cause you some
anxiety. The best firms are head over ears

in munition work, and a few unscrupulous

duffers have been dumping some miserable

caricatures on a guileless public, and so

threaten to poison a most promising boom.
Well, Joffre enters Berlin, and the way lies

open for a proper scientific trial of the

." babies," to take account of fuel consump-
tion, bearing life, easy starting, even firing

at low speeds, absence of vibration, and all

tJie rest of it. Then these get-rich-quick

gentry shall go to their own place.

I have been asked to suggest that you
should list a complete equipment in your

catalogues if only as an option. The faddy
man, with time- on his hands, money in his pocket,

and opportunities of inspecting accessory stocks,

naturally likes to fit the new machine out in accord-

ance with his own whims. But the practical rider is

increasing in numbers. He does not wisH protracted

delays and manifold expenses to intervent between
delivery and use. He wants his -machine to arrive

ready equipped with lamps, numbers, speedometers,
spares, and hooter. At the very least you should

imitate' Triumph, Rudge, and Douglas procedure by
adding to your catalogues a priced appendix of suit-

able accessories.

Sidecars or Cycle Cars.

I approach the question of sidecars with some
timidity. The sidecar is frenziedly popular at the

moment. You know it is an unmechanical job from
start to finish : you know it is expensive to buy and run,

considering what it is. But it sells, and it goes. This is

where your trading instincts may wreck the true
hope of the light passenger industr)-, and even
betray themselves. The sole alternative is, of course,
a " cycle car," an ill-omened word for you, since
you have seen a tricar boom and se\^eral feverishlv-

fostered cycle car booms die of sheer internal

inanition : and a few of you burnt your fingers rather
badly over one or the other. Well, forget all about
dividends, shareholders, and the amiual meeting foi

half an hour. Put off the merchant, and put on
the engineer. Turn over your well-stored memorw
Pull out and glance at, for a moment, your mind-

picture of the first push bicycle and the

latest, the first motor car and the latest, the

first motor cycle and the latest, the first aero-

plane and the latest, the Montgolfier balloor

and the super-Zeppelin. Done it? Got c

prophet's cap anywhere on those .pegs in the

hall? Fit it on, take a long breath, con-
centrate your memory and imagination

—

now then for it, the first cycle cars and your
own igiy cycle car?

A little exhausted by the effort, eh, gentle-

men ? You shall have a wee breather, and
then 1 have done. Become the merchant
again for a minute. Been to Araerici

lately? Well, anyhow, you know what they

are doing. Perhaps you've seen an Argo, a

Ritz, or a Saxon? Not quite in your line, I know. But
they're brand new, aren't they? Give them two years

to grow up. Take the 33>i% impiort duty off. Multi-

ply their output by 1,000 a VAmericaine. You
know. Where will your ;£r2o sidecar outfit de luri

be then?

Well, I see Sergeant Smithers has just gone off

duty for the day—there he goes back to the station.

The sun is shining, and I've a new Brooklands Norton
in the garage. No, there's no carrier on it—nevei

approved of that dangerous practice, anyhow. One
last drink? No, thanks, I'm on the King's pledge
for the war, like so many of you : but we'll have it

without heel taps when the Kaiser is interned on the

summit of Mount Erebus. To our next merry
meeting, I am, gentlemen.

Yours with imfeigned resrect.

B. H. D.wiES.

pattern Best

lubricator.

(Left) 6 h.p. twin-cylinder three-speed cliain-driven Bradbury—a fine sidecar
wben the photograph was taken. (Right) The new twin-cylinder 4 h.p.

aluminium step on sidecar frame, and substantial sidecar connections.

machine. The cham cases were removed
Calthorpe with sidecar attached. Note
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MOTOR CYCLES IN 1916
A Brief Commentary on (he Design of New Models.

IN
normal times there is no difficulty

in keeping oneself au fait with the
various manufacturers' yearly amend-
ments in design. The show at

Olympia proviiles that opportunity, but,
liaving been abandoned for the second
year in succession, the press alone fills

the breach. Perhaps a short review of

the most notable machines for next year,
which have already been described in

these pages, will be of general interest.

Wliile the British motor trade is so

occupied upon the all-important munitions
of war, it is not to be wondered at that

- "the alterations from last year's models
are very slight indeed, being confined to

detail only in most cases. This we look

upon as a blessing in disguise. Instead
of bringing out new models, a number
of firms have ceased making some of their

e.xisting ones, and are strengthening up
a.nd improving the detail work. Some
firms are not able to produce motor cycles

at all. Messrs. Humber, Ltd., are a

notable example of this. When circum-
stances permit they will produce a very
attractive mount in the form of a double-
purpose 4 li.p. horizontal air-cooled twin,
on the lines of the big 6 h.p water-cooled
model which has proved so satisfactory.

Among the Horizontal Twins.

Talking of horizontal twins reminds one
that when this type of engine was first

introduced in the form of the Fairy, and
later in 1908 by Messrs. Bonglas Bros.,

it was difficult to convince the public that
this was a sound proposition and the fore-

runner of a popular type. Of late, how-
ever, the horizontal twin has been coming
into its own, as is proved by the ever-

increasing number of firms now listing

machines with this type of engine. Even
this year, in spite of the war, several

horizontal new-comers are to be found,
including thp Connaught two-stroke and
the new 5 h.p. Brough. Perhaps one of

the most interesting is the horizontally-

opposed twin two-stroke Levis, the first

example of which was described in The
Motor Cycle of July 29th. In this inter-

esting engine, which works on exactly

the same principle as the well-known
Levis single, the explosions occur in

both cj'linders simultaneously. It should
-be mentioned that this model is not yet
actually on the market. Of course, the
machine which has practically made this

class is the Douglas ; this wonderful little

machine, which, among other achieve-

ments to prove its worth, has attained

on Brooklands a speed of nearly 70

m.p.h., can now be obtained in either

2| h.p. or 4 h.p. models. Very few
alterations appear in the standard models
of this make, though the firm intends to

list a model for the coming year fitted

with a very neat spring frame, which
depends on two cantilever laminated
springs to absorb the road shocks.

The new 6 h.p. horizontal Brough
sliould appeal to the man requiring a
double-purpose mount. In spite of the
fact that it is fitted with so large an
engine, the whole machine presents an
extremelj' neat appearance. In this

model a point of interest is that the over-

head valves previously used in the Brough

horizontal twin have been replaced by
valves of the more usual side-bvside
type.

The "Growing" Lightweights.

Among those machines which claim to
come under this heading there are few
now e.Tcept the baby two-strokes which
can genuinely claim to be lightweights.
The addition of two and even three-speed
gears, clutches, kick-starters, etc., has
brought most of them well up to the
150 lb. mark, when, except for the small
capacity engine, they can hardly claim
this title. It is interesting to notice that
most of the pioneers of this type of
machine have now grown to siich au
extent, freqilently in both power and
weight as well as price, that there
would appear to be but little demand
for the ultra light machine. No doubt it

is not the light weight so much as the low
price of these little mounts which makes
them so popular.
Though French and Swiss manu-

facturers were always partial to light-

weights. British makers iiave had to

perfect this class, but the introduction
of the 1916 Indian baby two-stroke
denotes the first arrival of American
competition. It will prove quite a
novelty so far as this type of machine
is concerned, possessing, as it does, a
gear box with three speeds, a proper
free engine clutch, kick-starter, and chain
drive throughout.
At present all the real lightweights

have two-stroke engines, - but in the

2j^ h.p. class the four-stroke is stiU a

rival to the "valveless" engine.
Although some makers are dropping

four strokes in favour of the -two-stroke,
on the other liand, one or two firms who
have only made two-strokes have now-
added a four-stroke lightweight to this

range Notable examples of this are the
Calthorpe and the Coventry Eagle Co.'s,
which will list machines with 2^ h.p.

J.A.P. engines in 1916. The Campion is

another example of a four-stroke light-

weight. These firms also make models
with two-stroke engines.

Sidecar Outfits.

In spite of the criticism of this type of

passenger-carrying device, mainly owing
to its unmechanical design and the
exposure of the driver in wet weather,
the sidecar machine is still gaining in

j)opularity. The Clyno Co. are so busy
making gun-carrying sidecars for the
M.M.G.S. that there is little possibility

of their producing pleasure inachines for

a long time to come. Messrs. Brown
Bros, are making a serviceable machine
under the old name of Vindec. It has a
6 h.p. J.A.P. engine and three speeds.

Mr. Scott's three-wheeler, which is

really a permanent sidecar outfit in a

weatherproof form, undoubtedly opens
up another lease of life for the " cycle

car." It overcomes a large number of

the disadvantages that the ordinary side-

car presents, especially the driver's dis-

comfort and the difficulty of changing
tyres, as all tl-Q-ee wheels are detachable
and fitted outside the chassis.

The American invasion does not seem
to bring so many new makes of bicycles

as it does car.s to this country. Tlie

only new arrivals of recent date are the

Excelsior, Yale, Thor^ and Pope machines
—all chain-driven big twins beloved of

the Yankee. One of tlie biggest surprises

of the autumn was the fact of the Indian
abandoning the overhead inlet valves and
detachable cylinder heads that have
characterised this machine since its

infancy, and which the designers have
steadfastly adhered to for so long.

Another point where this machine has

altered in design is the fitting of the

timing gear outside the crank case and
CO eriug both the magneto wheels and
valve gear under one cover. This was
originally done to give more room for a

larger big end bearing, but will also be

a real benefit when the engine has to be

taken down for overhaul. The new twin
Indians, too, are of the long stroke

variety—which should cheer up Mr. -J.

L. Norton, who has always been a firm

believer in this type.

The four-cylinder Henderson is a power-
ful machine which has no rival at
present—it is a machine apart. Now
that the wheelbase has been reduced
there is no doubt that it will appeal
even more than before to the rider who
delights in the luxurious running of a
powerful car, yet requires the handiness
and convenience of a motor cycle.

The Harley-Davidson completes the
entire list of Americans over here. This
luxurious outfit has caught the favour
of the British motor cyclist in sur-

prisingly quick time.

Fittings and Accessories.

To turn to the cjuestion of spring
forks, gear boxes, clutches, lubricators,

carburetters, and the like, we find many
detail improvements. Even among lubri-

cators of the drip-feed type, we
find a number of small improvements,
although various forms of mechanical
lubricators are becoming more popular.
Among machines fitting some form of
this system we find such machines as
Enfield, Indian, and Harley-Davidson.
The latest pattern of J.A.P. engines are
also fitted with a device of this kind.
The countersliaft three-speed gear is

now practically a standard fitting, at
any rate on machines of 3j h.p. and
upwards, though four speeds are receiv-

ing a certain amount of support. The
new Jardine countershaft gear, in addi-
tion to several other makes, has a fourth
speed incorporated. By utilising the
kick-starter pinions in such a way that
they furnish the low gear train, it is no
more complicated. The Zenith and
Rudge maehines are now practically the
sole representatives of the infinitely

variable type of gear, although the
Philipson pulley is still very popular as

a simple light compromise for people
who prefer the simplest type of machine.
Rear springing systems are gradually

beginning to be looked upon as desirable

standard equipment. Among the new-
comers in this direction we have the
Royal Ruby, Matchless, and Douglas,
and satisfactory results are obtained
from such machines as the Indian,
Edmund, Bat. P.V., A. B.C., and Pope.
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A NOVEL TEST
OF ENGINE
AND CLUTCH
EFFICIENCY. |

A Practical Test Providing ' ^

Useful Information.

RECENTLY a novel and interesting form of com-
petition, in which a number of Leeds and
Bradford motorists took part, was organised by

the Headingley Motor Co. at their Leeds premises.

A variety of machines having been obtained, each, in

turn, was attached to a set of spring .scales, and
readings were taken as to its pulling capabilities on
the various gear ratios with which it was provided.

This novel test opens up many interesting lines of

enquiry, but it will readily be understood that the

results obtained were almost as much dependent on
the efficiency and the progressive action of the clutch

as on the pulling capabilities of the engine. With
most of the machines it was found that the same
reading could be obtained time after time, the engine

beginning to " konk out
'

' each time the pointer

reached the deciding figure. This fact alone speaks

well for the efficiency of modern clutches. With one
or two of the machines, however, much difficulty Avas

experienced in obtaining an accurate reading, the

tendency being for the clutch to bind solid suddenly
after a few seconds of slipping in half engagement.

This difficulty was experienced only with the metal-

to-metal expanding ring clutches, which, with the

exception of the P. and M.,were all susceptible to

a certain harshness of engagement. The pointer of
the spring scales recorded very accurately the smooth-
ness of engagement, and with the expanding ring type
of clutch it was very difficult to obtain a steady read-

ing with the engine pulling at its best. Only too

often the clutch would suddenly grip and stop the

engine, and, though this type of gear has the
desirable features of reliability, simplicity, and fool-
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Preparing to test the 5-7 li.p. twin Abingdon.

proofness, it cannot be regarded as so ideal in action

as, for instance, the multi-disc type.

In the case of the machines fitted with hand-
controlled multi-disc clutches no difficulty whatever
was experienced in obtaining a reading. Each
machine was tried several times, and there was seldom
variation of more than 3 lb. or 4 lb. in the different

readings.

The Results zirrived at.

The object of the trial was, to test (i) the efficiency

of the various clutches employed
; (2) the compara-

tive pulling powers of the engines of various cubic

capacity; (3) the power actually conveyed to the road

wheels on the different gear ratios provided.

This seems simple enough on paper, but it is only

to be expected that bewildering and contradictory

results are to be obtained in practical test. It was
generally found, for instance, that, though the engine

speed was kept constant, the machine that could

pull 50 lb. on a 4 to I gear could pull very much
more than 100 lb. on an 8 to i gear, though one would

naturally anticipate a certain loss of power by the

friction of the gears on the lower ratio.

How the Test "was carried out.

The machines to be tested were placed on a dry

plank, erected at one end of which was a strong post.

To the post was secured the spring scales, and the

machine was harnessed to the latter in such a manner
that, when desirable, the scale registered half the

energy exerted.

The accompanying table gives at a glance the

results produced. It will be seen that in the last

Comparison of H.P. at

No. Gear Ratios. Pull Exerted Engine Power Road
Machine. H.P. of

Sp'd.s

Drive. in lb. on Top Gear at

Common Ratio
of 4.5 to 1.

Speed C.C. Remarks.

Top. Mid. Low. Top. Mid. Low. 20 m.p.h.

1914 Sunbeam U ?, Chain 4.9 8.2 13.7 70 120 204 641b. 3.7 499 Clutch action excellent.

1914 Sunbeam . . .

.

6 3 Chain 4.5 7.5 10.5 110 170 270 110 ,. 5.9 770 Clutch action excellent

1914 P. and M. . .

.

3i 2 Chain 4.8 — 8.4 65 — 115 61 „ 3.5 498 Steady engasement.
1915 Abingdon . . .

.

5-7 3 C.&B. 5.3 8.7 16.4 135 180 320 110 „ 6.65 796 Belt slip.

1914 Matchless 7-9 3 Chain 4.5 8.2 11.0 100 190 280 100 „ 5.33 994 Steadv reading.

1914 A.J.S 6 3 Chain 4.75 7.5 16.0 61 130 250 58 .. 3.3 696 Engine in dirty and

neslected state.

1914 Scott ?,} 2 Chain 3.75 — 6.8 60 — 120 72 „ 3.2 532.5 Fierce chitch.

1915 Edmund -Jap . n 2 Chain 4.6 8.9 30 70 29 „ 1.8 292 Fierce chiteh.

1915 Edmund-Levis 2* 2 Chain 4.6 — 8.9 35 — 80 34 ,. 1.9 293 Fierce chitch.

1914 Bradbury . . .

.

4 3 Chain 5.2 8.6 15.0 90 150 240 78 „ 4.8 554 Clutch action excellent.

H.P, :ntistant = 0.0533, by which to multiply the pull in pounds at 20 m.p.h.

1
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The Scott, ridden by H. 0. Wood, pulling 120 lb. on its low gear.

column is entered the actual horse-power conveyed

to the road wheel on the top gear with which the

machine is provided, while the column next to it

shows the actual pull exerted by the various machines

at a common gear ratio of 4.5 to i. From this we
obtain the comparison that while two of the 5 h.p.

machines each pulled no lb., the two 2^ h.p. light-

weight machines pulled 29 lb. and 34 lb. respectively,

the t^vo-sr^oke beating the four-stroke. Therefore,

if 34 lb. represents sj^. h.p., no lb. represents 9^^
h.p., which is not so bad for the twin.

At all events these figures help us to realise the

folly of overloading small solo mounts.

The column also points to the distinct advantage

of the big twin for sidecar use. Whereas on a 3-J h.p.

machine it becomes necessary to change down from

a 4i to I gear when the machine is exerting a pull

equivalent to 63 lb.', the change-is not necessitated in

the case of a 5 h.p. twin till a pull is equivalent to

something in the neighbourhood of 107 lb. And
while apparently tlie average twin is capable of exert-

ing a pull of about 120 lb. on its top gear, it is

doubtful whether the average 3^ h.p. single is

capable of exerting a pull of 60 lb. on its top gear

unless that gear be unpleasantly low.

The column showing what the machines actually

pulled on their bottom gears points an emphatic finger

to the advantage of a really low gear. Note that the

Abingdon King Dick, with its low gear ratio of

i6.4"to I, tipped tlie beam at 320 lb., and.also that

the 3|- h.p. Sunbeam, with its low gear of 13.7 to

I, is enabled thereby almost to hold its own with the

twin-cylinder machines when it eomes to climbing.

Really at all times the low gear is merely an emer-

gency provision, so why not have a provision that is

sufficient for an extreme emergency ?

The Results.

Dealing briefly w-ith the machines as they came,

the 2,h t'-P- Sunbeam was the first to toe the mark,

and s"tarted off >vith a bark fragrantly reminiscent

of the good old competition days. The clutch of

this machine and of the twin Sunbeam that succeeded

it was all that might be desired, and the twin ran

beautifully steadily and without apparent exertion on

the heavy load. Some little delay was occasioned

with the latter owing to the clutch plates becoming

hot and refusing completely to disengage, but, having
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cooled down, the clutch was as .sweet in action a.s

before.

The P. and M. was the only machine with expand-
ing ring clutches that caused no difficulty. JJoth

gears engaged in proper proportion with the movement
of the controlling lever, and the friction surfaces

showed no teixlency to seize suddenly together after

a few seconds of slipping.

Surprising Power of the Abingdon.
Some little excitement was experienced with the

Abingdon " King Dick," which obtained the highest

readings for the day. Having piled sundry spectators

on the carrier to prevent rear wheel spin, the belt

began to slip, and, this remedied, it was still found
impossible to subdue the vitality of the engine till

the cork insets of the clutch began to bum. The
fire extinguisher was produced, and the highest reading
yet obtained was taken as a fair estimate.

The Matchless behaved well, but the A. J. 8. was
out of condition after two years of hard use. We
would omit the entry were the merits of the A.J.S.
less generally known, but since the reputation of this

machine is established, we give the figures on account

of their interest. Here we have a machine in a

neglected and flabby condition, but which, with its

emergency gear of 16 to i, is capable of exertin>g a

pull of 250 lb.

Difficulty -with Expanding Ring Clutches.
A twin-cylinder Royal Enfield next brought to the

test refused to submit to such plebeian treatment,

the clutches being too fierce to render a reading

possible. Similar results were experienced with the

Scott, which would insist on jerking the scales up to

a-nd beyond the 400 lb. limit, stopping its engine in

the proceeding. Yet anyone who has ridden one of

these machines and knows the thrills of a foot-

controlled clutch which can be made to grip instantly,

together with absence of flywheel weight and an engine

that roars off the mark, can testify that the clutch

and the engine are an exact combination. The final

readings obtained, however, were just, and, considering

the gear ratios employed, they are very creditable.

The Edmund Levis and the Edmund J. A. P. were

both suffering from the fierce clutch epidemic, but

The P. and M. was the only machine fitted with e:.piuiu. .5 .

that occasioned no difficultj' in obtainins a reading.

A3.S
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.Some of the machines and riders outside the Headingley Motor Co.'s premises at Leeds, at which the trial of engine and clutch efficiency

was made. Note the testing instrument in the foreground.

since the Enfield gear is almost ideal for these small

machines when it comes to practical use, the results

must not be taken too seriously. It may be men-
tioned that the clutches engaged much more sweetly

on the two-stroke than on the four, probably owing
to the more even torque of the engine.

The 4 h.p. Bradbury behaved excellently, and it is

interesting to learn that the "big single" really is

capable of developing slightly more than the popular

3^ h.p. single, a point many of us may have doubted.

The Instrument Kept as a Standard Fitment,
This trial has proved interesting in many ways, and

though, of course, the results obtained open up many
subtle enquiries to the theoretically minded, the

Headingley Motor Co. and their friends are to be

congratulated on having carried into practice a most

original competition. The instrument has now be-

come a standard fitment in the garage of the above-

named company, and any rideir who enquires " Is my
mount developing its full power?" is in a few moments
able to ascertain how his machine puUs in comparison

with others of its cubic capacity. If there is any

question as to clutch or belt slip, a few seconds on

this test is calculated to settle any doubt, though it

cannot be pretended that prolonged tests of this kind

would prove particularly good for any part of the

transmission.

H. Mortimer B.\ttex.

> ^tf^ <

An American Opinion.
THE following are extracts from an interesting letter

received from Mr. E. B. Holton, of Wew Jersey, a
member of the " Federation of American Motor
Cyclists." His views are particularly instructive as

representmg the American opinion on the subject of many
motor cycling matters. He writes

:

"This letter will be rambling because I have a lot to

say. First, I want to congratulate you on the efficiency

of your paper in covering every phase of motor cycling
in every quarter of the globe, also for the way you are so
intimately in touch with the riders.

" Our American motor cycle papers lack that get together
tone, because they have no ' Letters to the Editor ' pages.
Whether this is due to the fact that American riders are
not great at letter writing I do not know, but the lack of
these pages is to be deplored.

" Another thing that interests me is the difference in the
slang in the two countries. Motor cycling js a sport that
is essentially the same both in England and America ; still

the language is altogether different in many cases. For
instance, your riders ' konk out,' we ' stall

' ; yon use ' petrol,'
we 'gas'; you are 'all out,' we 'open wide,' etc.
" We have a growing coterie of lightweight manufactm'ers,

but with the roads of the States none too "good I cannot see
where the market will be very large. A lightweight will
haye the touring radius of s. bicycle, for the teal light-
weights have not enough speeds to negotiate steep hills as
fcwmd in many States.

" From photographs published in recent issues, I should
judge your- roads are rapidly becoming as bad as ours.
American practice is to build a good road, then let it
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gradually weai' out without any effort to save the road surface

at all.

" I have just been at work on an article regarding sidecar

accessories. We are without many of tlie refinements tliat

make the sport attractive in wet or cold weather', but have
hopes that some keen manufacturer will see the chance and
grasp it. We need waders, good ponchos, oil skins, trunk
and tyre racks such as the English motor cyclist has.

" I will now pass on to endurance runs. The New Jersey

M.C. two days' run was quite a contest; but I have come
to the conclusion that the secret check is a tiling of tlie past.

"Our run was over a 435 mile course, with eleven secret

checks, and the whole affair became a guessmg contest rather

than a competitive event in which the machines figured

largely. The Indian team out-guessed the Harley-Davidson
ridei-s in locating secret check stations; therefore, they won.

" Tlie ideal two-day contest—in our section—is a 450-500

mile course over such abominable roads as to cause the com-
petitors' anxiety over their ability to hold to a 20 m.p.h.

schedule. We can fhid sand and clay roads enough for this

type of run, too, but feel that something regarding flexibility

and hill-climbing ability shoidd be brought out as well.

" Now, if one of those sneaking German U boats does not

attack the ship which carries this letter, I sliaU expect to

see it, or some conunents in regard to it.

" At one time I marvelled at the English T.T. handle-bar,

but since riding a Harley equipment with a semi-racing bar I

agree with ' Ixion ' when he favours a bar that causes one
to throw some weight on the front wheel. The added sense
of securitv in loose stuff is great.

"Newark, N.J. " Eexbst B. Holtox."
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Side Play on Connecting Rod.
My macbine is a baby two-

stroke, and lias run about 2,200
miles. On taking down engine
tor decarbonising, i find there is

considerable lateral play on both
big and little ends of connecting rod.
Shonld this be taken up, or is it

immaterial? There is no "up and
down" play.—A.O.H.

Side play on eitlier end of a connecting
rod does not matter ; vertical play is all

that matters. Of course, it is "just as
well not to have an excess of side play,
especially at the gudgeon pin end. The
idea of allowing slight side play is

so that the connecting rod can find its

own central position between gudgeon
pin and crank pin without any risk of
strain through being lined up in-

• correctly.

Tuning Up.

Will you tell me how to obtain
?more speed out of my 3 h.p. twin?

The exhaust and valve opens
-^ 15 mm. from the bottom of the

stroke and closes on top. The
inlet opens 2 mm. after the exhaust has

..-closed, and closes at the bottom of the
stroke. The magneto fires 3 mm. over
the compression stroke with the spark
retarded and 3 mm. from the top of the
compression stroke when advanced. The
tappets have 4;1000ths clearance. The
engine will only do 30 m.p.h. all out,
and slows up on small hills. If I slow
down to 6 m.p.h. the engine snatches,
and when I try to get away agam the
same thing happens. When I try to

start in high gear (5^ to 1) the front
cylinder gets a light straw colour after
about five miles running. The front
cylinder gets plenty of oil as the piston
gets carbonised, but I cannot cure the
overheatmg.—O.W.Y.

The timing of your machine seems to be
perfectlj' correct, and we do not suggest
your altering it. Evidently there is

loss of power through wear or want of

adjustment. Perliaps the valve springs
have become too weak and require
renewing, or the carbureter requires

adjustment. The fact that the engine
overheats so badly that the front cylinder
gets red hot is a sure enough indication
that things are not as they should be.

No wonder you cannot get speed if this

happens. The engine needs to be taken
down and thoroughly examined by an
expert. Possibly new piston rings are
needed, and the valves require to be
grciynd in. You might also try a slightly

i

smaller jet.

Excessive Vibration.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
machine which runs very well,
with very good mileage per
gallon. I can do 100 m.p.g. in
level country. What is the

cause of excessive vibration on the
handle-bars? The spring fork is free,
and the tyres are 26x2^, not pumped
too hard. It seems like engine vibra-
tion. What can be done to prevent
it? The piston is rather heavy, much
heavier than the piston of a four-stroke
I owned previously. Does your book
on " Balancing of Motor "Cycle
Engines " deal with two-strokes?

—

Ivy.
The vibration is always rather excessive
on two-stroke singles, but nothing can
be done except to have the engine re-

balanced. The same formula would be
used for a single-cylinder two-stroke as
for a four-stroke. Thus the book on
balancing applies equally to both. You
should make sure that the engine is

securely bolted into the frame, as, if this
were not absolutely tight, it would
exaggerate any vibration.

Difficolt Starting.

My machine is a 1915 2J- h.p.
four-stroke, fitted with two-speed
countershaft gear, Senspray car-
buretter, and fixed ignition, the
platinum points being timed to

open as the piston reaches the top of
its stroke. I run along in bottom
gear with exhaust raised to start up.
On dropping the exhaust lever nothing
happens. On raising it again a
moderately loud backfire takes place.

This happens two or three times, the
backfire getting louder each time,
until the machine suddenly starts off.

On changing into top gear no explo-
sion takes place until the exhaust
lever is raised for an instant, when
a loud backfire takes place, and the
machine either starts up or else

stops. I should be much obliged if

you could help me in the matter.
The machine runs well once it gets
going.—R.B.D.

Probably you flood the carburetter too
much before starting, and there is too
much petrol, causing the mixture to be
so strong that it cannot be ignited.

Raising the exhaust admits air into the
cylinder, and after this has been done
once or twice the excess of spirit is

evaporated; With this make of carbu-
retter it is advisable not to flood it at

all before starting, or, if it is absolutely
necessary, only depress the plunger once
or twice.

Magneto for Vertical Twin Engine.

I have a vertical twin engine,
5-5 h.p., with cylinders side by
side. I require a magneto for
it. Could you advise me wliat
degree magneto is required?

—

W.H.F.
It the pistons of your engine both rise

and fall together, the engine is intended
to fire at every revolution of the crank.
You will require- a magneto similar to
those used on machines such as the
Douglas, viz., 180°. In this case it

should be run at half engine speed. If,

however, the cranks are set at 180°, that
is, one piston at top of stroke while the
other is at the bottom, the explosions
will occur in quick succession, with a
long interval until the next two explo-
sions. In this ca-se the same magneto
will do, but will have to be run at engine
speed. It is important to note that two
non-effective sparks will occur at the end
of eacli exhaust stroke ; this, however,
will not affect the running of the engine
in any way.

Misfiring.

I have a new 1915 machine

^ fitted with a 1915 B. and B.

> carbm'etter and Dixie magneto,
-^ which runs very well along level

or undulating roads, but as soon
as I come to a long hill and open up
the throttle, it runs about 500 yard.'

and then misfires itself to a standstill,

unless I almost close the throttle again
(full air), when it fires regularly, but,
of course, without sufficient power on
such a small throttle opening. I have
tested the sparking plug and the wiring
for shorting, but everything seems to

be all right. I have cleaned out the
carburetter and petrol pipe, so there
is no shortage of petrol; it is correctly

adjusted, and the slides work properly.

I have tried two new plugs, but it

makes no difference. Can you teU me
from this what the trouble "is, or make
some suggestions as to the possible
cause? I may say that the timing of
the valves and spark has been checked
by a local expert; also, the valves do
not stick in the guides. Could such a
trouble be caused by pre-ignition? If

so, how could it be prevented?—L.C.F.

The trouble seems to be due to too large

a jet, wliich causes the engine to choke
through too strong a mixture. The
trouble could be caused by the ignition,

but we hardly think the symptoms point
to this, especially if you have tried two
different makes of plugs.
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Lighting from Magneto.

(1.) I have a fairly large

single-cylinder Simms magneto,
giving a good hot spark. I wish
to convert this into a dynamo
to light three lamps, also to give

a spark for a twin engine. Of course,

I sliall liave to fit a contact breaker for

this. Could you enlighten me as to the
necessary operation for converting? (2.)

My present mount is chain-count-ershaft

driven, and is geared 6 to 1. I wish to

gear it 5 to 1. What number of teeth

on the engine sprocket would I require,

fin. X sin. pitch? Countershaft,

forty-five teeth on big wheel, seventeen

teeth on small wheel ; back wheel
(26in. diameter), thirty-eight teeth on
sprocket.—E.Y.

(1.) We do not think you would be able

to light the lights and at the same time
use the magneto for ignition purposes on
a twin. If you want to use the magneto
for lighting purposes only it is possible

to do so by connecting the lamps in a

circuit formed, by a wire from the switch
terminal on the contact breaker, and one
from the fram-e of the machine. It is

possible to light a small lamp suitable for

tail light purposes only by taking the
wire from the switch terminal to a

. choking coil and from that to the tail

lamp of about 2 volts. This enables you
to draw a small proportion, of the cui-rent

to light th« lamp and still leaving suffi-

cient to produce a good high-tension

current for ignition purposes. (2.) Iii

order to obtain the gear ratios of a
countershaft-driven machine it is necessary
to multiply the number of teeth on the
driving sprockets together, also the driven,

and divide the product of the driven by
the product of tlie drivers ; this wiU give

you the gear. The following is the

method of working it out for your
machine, X being the number of teeth in

the unknown sprocket (the engine)

;

45 X 38 ,

fJ^^fiOLI!

X X 17

45 X 38 5 (X X 17)

45 X 38 342

17^ - 5 X 17

= 20 teeth.

Therefore, twenty teeth on the engine
sprocket is what is required to give a
gear of 5 to 1.

Exhaust Valve Sticking in Guide.

(1.) jMy exhaust valve keeps^ sticking up in its guide, and this

^ has happened twice within 300
-Sj miles. The first time I cleaned

the valve stem and replaced it,

but this lasted for rougldy 300 miles,
when I replaced the valve with a
new one. (2.) My compression tap has
to be taken off and cleaned after about
IPO miles, or after about five or six runs
(engine allowed to get quite cold). Un-
less I clean this tap I cannot inject

petrol into the cylinder as it is choked
with burnt oU. My machine is a 4
h.p. Triumph. The oil I give is

Vacuum T.T., one pumpful every five

miles.—R.T.

(1.) The exhaust valve sticks up probably
because it is too tight a fit in the guide,
or slightly bent. We should recommend
you to rub the stem down with emery,
and dust a little blacklead round it. See,
also, that the guide is quite clear, and
that the valve is working freely in it

when warm. (2.) You need not trouble
to take the compression tap off to clean
it. You should push a piece of fine wire
down the centre when the tap is open.
You can clean it quite well enough to
allow you to inject petrol for starting.
Half a pumpful of oil every five miles
should be enough.

Overheating.

(1.) What is known as over-

?' heating, and- should the crank
case get hot at all? If so, what

-2-1 is the extent to which this may
be regarded without alarm? 1

am rather mixed in regard to this

matter generally. (2.) What is a good
test for compression, and how is this
to be judged, i.e., how am I to know
whether the compression is good or
bad? (3.) What may be regarded as a
fair consumption of petrol, i.e., how
many miles per gallon? I am at present
using the machine (a 5-6 b.p.) with side-

car on the hills, where I have fre-

quently to climb steeps of varying
gradients from 1 in 20 to 1 in 4. But
I wiU shortly be down in the plains
again.—M.V.H.C. (Simla, India).

(1.) Overheating occurs when the cylin-

der reaches such a temperature that the
expansion of the gas is so rapid, that a

6 h p. 1916 model A.j.S.—oiie of tlie most representative passenger machines on the market.

Detachable wheels, all-enclosed chain drive, and a three-speed gear are features of this mount.
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sufficient quantity cannot be, drawn in, J

and so the engine cannot maintain its

normal degree of efficiency. The heat
also burns up the lubricating oU, and is

liable to cause a seizure. The crank ca.se

often gets hot througii conduction, and
there is no great harm in this. (2.) You
can tell fairly well by trying to overcome
the compression. If there is considerable
resistance the compression is good. (3.)

The consumption of petrol wUl be between
50 and 60 m.p.g.

\
READERS' REPLIES.
A Cracked Crank Case.

Your correspondent " S.H.," in the
issue of November 11th, asks for a sug- '\

gestion for leaking crank case. I frac-
"^

tured mine and had the same trouble,
through a slightly twisted frame. I

straightened the frame, and then care-

fully hammered the fracture in crauk
case both inside and out. This was some
years ago, and it is still satisfactory now.
—J.H.K.

riaSculty in Starting.

Referring to ". W.W." in your issue of

November 11th and your reply thereto
regarding difficult starting, I at one time
experienced the same trouble, and was
more than once "held up." I came to
the conclusion eventually that it was due
to the sparking plug points being too far
apart. Correcting this ha^ stopped the
trouble. The puzzle is why an explosion
should occur upon the release valve
being lifted. I am not an electi'ician,

but imagine that under normal pressure -

a spark can jump a larger gap than if

under compression. Would this explain .

it?—H.C. .'

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"R.W." (Stirling).—Triumph two-
stroke with Everest or Binks carburetter, .4

slow running. -
J

"H.R.B." (East London, S.A.).— -

A.B.C. Reliability, lubrication, diua-
bility, petrol and oil consumption, and
smoothuess of chain drive.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES. 1

Livi-atrooL TO Beukh.vmi'Sted.—J.D.A. %
Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, Tar- f

porley, Nantwich, Woore, Pipe Gate, \
Stone, Weston, Rugeley, Lichfield, Wee- f

ford, Atherstone, Daventry, Weedon, ,1

Towcester, Fenny Stratford, Dmistablc, s
Ivinghoe, Tring, Berkhampsted. «

ClKENCESTER TO OSTERLEY P.VRK.

—

C.C.M. ,

Cirencester, Fairford, Leohlade, Far-
ingdon. Wantage, Wallingford, Henley,T
Maidenhead, Slough, Colnbrook, Houns-si
low, Hestun, Osterley Park.

Bedfobd to Folkestone.—G.D.D.
Bedford, Sheft'ord, Hitchin, Stevenage^

Watton, Ware, Harlow, Ougar, Bient- '

wood, Orsett, Tilbury, bv ferry to .

Gravesend, Meopham, Wrotliara Heath,
jMaidstone, Lonhani, Ashford, Hythe,

\

Folkestone.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldnys.

IQI6 AlUliii-s-Allii^i. 2-8i.ced uiul olntcli, iibsolnlolv in

# X%f stock; £45.—Julian. Broad St., Heading.
Biggest dealer in the South. 'Phone : 1024. [X080:3

AI.T.ON"S. 2-',llIi., 2-.srcMl raodeh, £38/17; WUKle-
s|H'oa iiioclils, £31/10; heat tenuB lur ousli, eusT

terms, or exi'hansc—Wanehopc's, 9, Shoe Lane. Lon<lon
|:X481,'

ALLDAYS Matchlesa. late 1914. 2-strol;p. 2i,:.li,p

perfect ninnins order. Miller.^ lamp yet, horn.
acee.-*.^nrie.s: any trial; approval; photo; £22.— Crow,
Brantwood, Lloyd St., Llandudno. [X3071

Aiitolne.
^li.p. Antohie. low, Chater spring forks, Amao. Pluteli-X in.sou.s, Brook-<!. new tnbfo^, belt, guaranteed ^i1nnd.
—Bri.seoc. 1, Bridge Ed.. Tnnbridgs Welh. [6377

Ariel.

ARIEL 1914 SVih.p. Combination; a real bargain.
£55 : easy payment arranged.

ARIEL 1915 6-6 and S'Mi.p. Combinations, actually
in stock; easy payments arranged.—Ariel's

Special Agent, Jones. The Broadway, JVIuswell Hill.

[6671
A KIEL Late 1915 4h.p. Combination, all accessories
ty. done 200 miles; photo eent; £65.—Christie Brn~
St. Andrews. (D) [6411

AKIEL. SVih.p.. 1915, 3-speed model, and Millionl
sidecar, absolutely perfect, lamps, horn, all spare,-

and accessories; £68.—Seen at any time at Heaton's
Garage. -Six ^Yays, Aston. [X460r

ARIEL 3V2h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed, fleeom.
pressor, kick start, speedometer, lamp, and spares

sidecar new 19^5; lot equal to new, elimb anyw^icre

:

bar.gain, £50.—Lindtieid, High St., Crawley, Susse.x
[X460L

Arno.

SMART Arno Combination, 1914, 3i/.h.p., S-speed.
cane sidecar, well upholstered, lamp, horn. Sen-

spray; 38 gns.—Railway . Garage, Staines. [6394

A.S.L.

1Q14 A.S.L., 4h.p., Sturmey 3-speed, clutch, lulh
Xt/ equipped, Lucas lamp set and horn, fast

; machine, perfect condition; £37/10.—Eay, 10, Elms
Buildings, Eastbourne. [6628

AutO'Wheels.
AUTO.WHEEL de Luxe: £15/15; 26/3 monthlv.-

Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, London. [6641

AUTO Wheel, attached to 3-speed Fleetwood cycle,
ready for the road; £12/10; excellent condition;

guaranteed.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[X4798

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915 model, had little wear, with
gent's cycle: £9/9, or nearest offer; owner en

listed.—Watson, Burton Rd., Ashby-;le-la-Zonch.
[X4844

Bat.

BAT, 4i/,h.p., and sidecar, good order throughout: 7

gns.—Collard, Sfretton, Sydney Ed., Muswell Hill

__
'

[6428
TJAT 5-6h.p. Twin, 1914i,'i 3 speeds, kick starter
--• eaue sidecar; £50. or near.—Write, Bat,- 1, Camp-
bell Rd., West Croydon. [S477S

BAT-J.A.P., 1912, 6h.p., 2-6peed, grey, coachbnilt
sidecar, wind screen: £42; g%od tyres, Kempshall

back.— 1, Keuilworth Gardens, Seven Kings. [X4659

BAT, 1914'/.., 5-6h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3 speeds, and
kick starter; any trial given; sporting - model

;

£52, or near offer.-Bat, 1, Campbell Ed., West Croydon

B
10740

AT-,T.A.P.. 1913 Model de Luxe Sh.p. combination
chain drive, new- tyres, in fine general condition,

with spares: £50 accepted; owner enlisting.—172, Canj-
field Ed., East Ham. [6442

Sh.p. Bat. 1915 machine, fitted with f^n handsome
underslung sidecar, 3-6peed countershaft gear and

free engine, complete with all accessories ; £65, guaran-
teed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X4821

1Q14'/> Bat-Jap, S^ih.p., overhead valves, 90 bore,
J,t/ T.T. model, 3 speeds, hand controlled clutch,
Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, belt and tyres nearly
new, tirst-closfi condition throughout; £46. or 2-stroke
and cash

: Triumph free engine wheel, £1.— Blake, 9,
St. Michael's Ed., Aldershot. -- [6392

BATS.—The very latest up-to-date combinations sup-
plied from stock : 5 and 8h.p. twins, and 4h.p. solo

twms, immediate delivery, with or without Bat side-
cars. Also we have for sale a 1916 second-hand Sh.p.
combination, fitted with handsome underslung sidecar.

,
3-speed countershaft gear, includes speedometer, and all
high-class accessories, price £65, guaranteed. — Sole
wholesale London agents, Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. •

[X4816
Blackburne.

14 Blackburne. 3-speed. runs nicely; bargain at
£32.—A. J. Young, Newmarket. [659819

CORONET Sidecar Chassis

•s designed lor long lile, and lias a woiidcrlul
reserve ol stability, and is safe on greasy ro:uls.
Luggage carrier built into frame. Caunul shako
loose, and is a boon when touring.

£10 15s.
Semi lor illustrated

cnt.ilogue (lescribini;

these well known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey

to match, 28 X 3in. tyre, apron to cover entire

body, and 4-poinl attachment £13 10
Immediate Delivery.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.

_ THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.
H We will make a special allowaoce lor your machine~

in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car,

3-speed sliding; countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 310.

tyres, silent running engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steet stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue

upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You" cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.
3^ h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, nearly new,

3-speed, kick starter, Hercules £13 13s.
Sidecar, ^4 4s- speedometer, £"3 los.

lamp set ; the whole cost .^94 9s £72 10
3^ h.p. Lady's BROUGH, free engine £19 15
2I h.p. LEVIS, 1915 2-stroke model, with

2-speed gear £28 10

3I h.p. PRECISION, ,1912 model, in nice
condition £19 10

4J h:p. PRECISION, 1913, 2-speed, and ^i-^

coach Sidecar £31 1

eh.p. REX, 1912, 2 speeds, complete with
new coach Sidecar £33 1

Auto-Wheel, cost £16 i6s £6 10
2 h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 1914

model, Precision engine, countershaft
2-speed gear, easy starter, nice condition £18 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed model. £20 15
6' h.p. twin REX Tricar, 2 speeds, mag-

neto, water-cooled £12 15
3?. h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-speed model, with

cane Sidecar £25
7 h.p INDIAN, 1912, 2 speeds, with

coach-built Sidecar £36 1

5

3i h.p. L.M.C., I9i3> countershait gear . . £25
3^ h.p. REX, 1909 Millennium 2-5peed . . £15 15

3 h.p. LLOYDS, P. & M. 2-speed, complete
with Sidecar £9 10

P. & M., igog, 2-speed, with Sidecar £20 10
4j h.p. JAMES 3-speed, chain drive, kick

starter, coach Sidecar £48 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4/II
S h.p. Darracq w.-c. Engine, M.O.V. car-

buretter, clutch, and magneto £8 15
2S X 2.\ Palmer Tvre for Indian 22/6

MOTOU CVCMiS lOU SALE.
Ilnulhuiy.

T>It.\nnnitY, 1913. 2-n'Wl, y.r,., iyrp*i iind l.cit fin
-LF iifw, t-vriy1hJiiK in in,*rfi;(t coiuUlIori : <'xrentiriiiiii
liiiiKiiin. i:20.-\V. Alulluy, IlivfrHidc, Ui^woll, Winhn-h.

1Q12 3'/jli.p. Brndbury, 2-»DPcd, wickrr tildcfiir, Ir.-"iA«^ fUKUni, ii(;i-cnMorifF(; £30, ijfiHli or curty t'-nin' -

It. K. .If.iiCK (UiiruBH, Ltd., SwaimcH, London, CnrdilT

4 h.p. Bradbury and fiportlnft Sidecar, 2«pccd, and
I'.K, DniidB, fawt find ;>owf_Tlul; owner ut Uio

I'lont; .£30.-86, Ltiwrio Park ltd., Hydcnham, S.K.
[6690

IQIS Cli.p. 2-ryI. Rnidliiiry, 3-t*i)rM-d roiinffrhdmft k.-h',
-!-«/ i;iiHin drive, liundf-onic coiiehbuill nidociir, uliiifi«t
new: cwt £94. price now £70, ciirth or m^y lennrt.— It.
E. Joneti (Garnyt;.''), Ltd,, Swunawi, London, Cardiff.

[0726
"DRAnBURY, 1912. 2-#<pcod, ronrhbnilt t^idocar, «ii.
--» gine recently overhauled, 3 liiinpH, 2 K<:nerator«.
.'^pare vnlve, belt, 2 tubes, hcavv- Kt»rnp^h»llfl, enanjcl
and phitinp Rood; £32, or pxehange Morgan und ciiKh.—
Stephen, Royal Arcade, Cardiff, rX4503

FOR Srils, 1913 4h.p. Bradbury and flidprar. rondition
n« new, all. chain flrive, F.E.. 2 fipccd-^, clntih, kick

start, lamps, and horn, wheels and gear box new 1)ii«
vetir, now Dimlopa, extra heavy tyreH. Rpare Kemp»li;ill
and tube, spare chains, linko, etc.; £38; tip-top condi-
tion: owner buying Ford.—Anderton, Grocer, BilinKc,
^ipan. [X4576

Bi'ough.

BROTJGH, 1915 engine, 2-fippcd rountcrshaft; £45.
-Coles, 78, High St., Hamp-itead. [6616

Brown.
BROWN, 2":ilh.p., Bosch. B. and B., good runninc

order; £12, or offer.—Walters, 86, Lawrie Parli
Rd., Sydenham, S.E. [6597

31h.p. 2-speed Brown and Coachbuilt Sidecar, new
2 tyres, perfect; bargain, £25; easv payments

arranged.—Jones, The Broadwav, Muswell Hill. [6672

B
Blumfield.

LTJMFIELD 5h.p. Twin: rare bargain
fast.—21, Tindal St., Chelmsford.

£20; verv
[6555

IQll Bradbury,
•-O tyres; £12.-Hailand'

Bradbury.
3V2h.p.. in perfect condition, new-

Garage, Sheerness. [6402

i BOOTHS MOTORIES,
I PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

§ H A I. g F' AX.
S 'Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

aSEQBBEHHBaeBBBfiBBHBBHBBBBB
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B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, in splendid condition; 30 ens..
very preat bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Beading.

•Phone: 1024. [X2345

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., model H, coachbuilt Burbury
sidecar, good condition; 55 gns.—Edwards, Pen-

rhos, Kington. [X4863

1014-15 B.S.A. , 4i4h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick
-l-t/ starter, etc., run 2,000 miles; £47/10, complete.
—i'ki^tow, Grimsby. [X4666

3ih.p. E.S.A., free engine, clutch model. 1912, nice
2 condition ; a bargain at £29.—Wauchope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [X4799

B.S.A., 1915V2, model K, and £1 3-/1 3 coachbuilt side-
car, equal to new; £63.—Harris, 327, Welling-

borough Rd.. Northampton. [X4719

jl
QlS B.S.A., model K, in Btock for immediate de-

J-*-' livery; first cheque £62 secures.—B.S.A. agents,
The Morris Garages, Oxford. [X4827

BRAND New E.S-A. Auto-Wheel, from works: £2
down, balance by arrangement.—Apply, R. G. Nye,

2, Semley Rd., Norbury, London. [5252

1Q15 B.S.A., 4^h.p., new model K, 3-speed countcr-
-Lt/ shaft, chain-cum-belt; actually in stock; £62/15.
—Jacksoa Bros., Horsham, Susses. [X3017

1C|15V? 4%h.p. B.S.A., 1916 3-speed gear box, chain
XU drive, lamps, horns, tools, splendid condition

:

£55.—Marshall, Coningsby, Lincoln. [G649

"I Q 13 E.S.A., 3V2h-p.. 2-speed. and sidecar: cheap.
-I tl £37 /lO ; perfect ; easy payments arranged.—
Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [4825

B.S.A., late 1913, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, free en-
gine, Cowev speedometer, lamp, horn, perfect order

;

£39.—Bicknell, 14, Harrington Sq., N-W. [6634

B.S.A.. 31/^h.p., late 1912, 2 speeds, Ji.b.c, speed-
ometer, lamp, horn, good tyres, new belt and tools

;

£30.—A. Fioet, 68, Yant Rd., Tooting, S.W. [6852

B.S.A. Model K, late 1915. condition and appearance
good as new, mileage under 700; owner joined

colours; £55.—'Wilkinson, 43, Washington St., Work-
ington. [X4743

B.S.A., 1916, 4i'4h.p., model K, just delivered, chain-
cum-belt, 3 speeds, kick-starter; £62; exchange

or deferred payments.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton,
London. [X4725

B.S.A., 1915. 4i/4h.p., model K, Bnrbnry 15 gn. coach-
built sidecar, Watford speedometer, large Miller

lamp, and rear light, lot of tools; £62.—Gardner, 20,
Duke St.. Reading. 15549

B.S.A., 1913V2, SVsh.p. combination, 2-speed, all

accessories, excellent condition, any trial, owner
joining Army; sacrifice £36/10.—J.M., 23, Wrottes-
ley Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [6623

B.S.A., 1915 model E, Grosvenor (B.S.A.) coachbuilt
sidecar, Lucas horn, 3 lamps, excellent condition,

hI £3 15 insurance policy to August, 1916: £67.—Cliaston,
5 1 E.^tuourt Rd., Gt. Yarmouth. [X4509

a
"I QlS B.S.A. 3V^h.p. Combination, 4-poiut attachment.

I

-L *y clutch, 2-6peed. lamp, horn, speedometer, toolo,
. -- -----i-age and petrol carrier, just overhauled; £47;

Lieutenant Steggall, Royal Engineers. Luton.
[X44E8

j

spares, lug

I

aDy trial.-

-A43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1916 Model K aifually in stock, also 1914 3-

speed combination, carefully used, oil acceissoriea,

£59/lU; deleficd payments if desired.—LambV, 151,

HiRh St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
[6431

1Q15 B.S.A., 414I1.P., 3-spced, clutch, Millford coach
-*-*^ sidecar, Palmer cords, under 1,000 mile^, in new
condition, 2 Lead light-^, Cowev, horn, mirror, and
spares; cost over £75, accept £63.—A.H.H., 175, Staple-

ton Hall Ed., Stroud Green, London, N. [6653

B.S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p., Sspeed countershaft, all chains,

K.S., P. and H., horn, rear lamp, with Phcnix
latest ci^ar sidecar. 2V' Palmer cord covers, only done
100 miles: nearest tn £73: excellent reason? for selling:

particular-s, appointment.—J. Boulte, 12, AJbijn Place,
Winchfield, Hants. [6525

B.S.A., new models K and H, 4i4h.p., chain-cnm-belt
drive, £62; all chain drive, £64. These are 1916

models, just delivered from works, all the very latest

improvements: tuition free; delivery free 50 miles,

crating free. B.S.A. in stock if required: immediate de-

livery of the sidecar combination or single machine;
exchange arranged, or easy terms.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [X4795

CQiCOtt.

"IQ12 Calcott, 2%;h.p., T.T., handle-bars, new Dnnlop
-i-t' hack and belt, mag., B.B., good condition; £14.
nearest.—Bees, West St., Btidport. [6574

ONGMAN" Bros.,
-i Chiswick.

Calthorpe.
1, King St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578

LONGMAN Bros.-Calthorpe-Jap, 1915, 2 months old,

cost £40, 2-speed, 3V2h.p., magnificently equipped

:

£28. [6481

CAXTHOBPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed, spares, good
condition; £20.-62, Stondon Park, Honor Oak

Park. [6538

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2 speeds, lamp, horn;
*16/16.—Adelaide Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm

Ed., N.W. [6589

"015 Calthoipe-Jap, 2nspeed, shop-soiled;
JLU very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St.
'Phone: 1024.

30 gns.

;

Beading.
[X4886

C"<-VLTHORPE 2-stroke, 2y2h.p., latest model, new,
^ with special mag.; £28/16.—Seen at 24^.

Bishopsgate, London, [6642

CALTHORPE, latest 2-.speed lightweight modeL< in
stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton, W. [S4725

C.4LTH0RPES, 2-etroke and J.A P. models all in
stock here. Scottish trade supplied.—Alexander's,

115 Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [6140

CALTHORPE, 1915 model, 2h.p., 2 speeds, foot-
boards, horn, etc., fine condition; £25.—Samson,

Temple St., Darvel, Ayrshire. (D) (X4706

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, in excellent condition
throughout, horn, speedometer, etc.; £14.— G. N.

Higgs, 31, Tauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W. [6549

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2!i4h.p., 1915, Enfield 2-si eed,
free engine. Lucas lamp, horn. little aid care-

fully used; £28.—Rev. H, Pinck, Woodvill, Norwich
Av., Bournemouth. [X4845

CALTHORPES for 1916 include lady's and com-
binations. Send your name for new catalogue,

ready shortly; easy payments arranged.—Storey's, 118,
Gt. Portland St., W. [0647

CALTHORPES, all models actually in stock, from
£27/14 to 35 gns. : deferred payments if desired;

special terms for short period.—Lamb's, 151, High St..

Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [6436

CALTHORPES, latest models, just delivered from
works. 2^4b.p. J.A.P engine models, fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear, 35 gns. ; 2-stroke 2-speed models,
36 gns.: extended payments arranged; exchange.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X4800

Campion,
CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, 191351, Bh.p., 2-

speed, chain drive, handle start, coaclibuilt sidecar,
glass screen, and hood, 3 lamps, new tyres and spare.
Pilot jet, splendid condition; £55; exchange 2-stroke
and cash.—PiJkington, Cottesmore, Oakham. [S4708

Chatei'Lea.

CHATER-LEA, 8h.p., and sidecar, 1912, 2 speeds;
£38—Buckingham, Tindal St., Chelmsford. [6659

CHATER-LEA, late 1913, 8h.p,, 3 speeds, clutch,
handle starter, coachbuilt sidecar, 2 large head

lamps, Lucaa horn, condition as new; £47/10.-697,
Old Kent Ed., S.E. [6683

CHATER-LEA 1915 8h.p. Sidecar Combination, 2-

seated cane body, Lucas dynamo set, all acces
series, perfect condition; £80, — Seen, Stag Motor
Works, East Finchley. [6581

Chatei'-Lea-Jap.
^h.p. Chater-Jap, 2-spced countershaft, chain drive,

ano sidecar; £12/10.—Johnson, 52, Solon New
Hd., Clapham.

Chater-Precision.
[6594

1Q14 6h.p. Cliater-Lea-Precision, 4-speed countershaft
-*-«/ Jardine gear. Klaxon, Bramble de Luxe sidecar,
all accessories:
IQarages), Ltd

£65, cash or easy terms.—R.
Swansea, London. Cardiff.

NEW MODELS.
RALEIGH rr h,p. Light Car, dynamo

equipment £219 10
JAMtS 4{ h.p. 3-speed Combination. . £80
BLACKBURNE, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed gear. £67 9
ROYAL RUBY, 2i"h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
J.M., 6 b.p., 3-speed countersbatt .... £73 10
ALLOW, 2! h.p., 2-speed countershaft. £42
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., rgiC, countershaft. £63 7

ROYAL RU8Y, 2i h.p„ 2-sp., 2-5troke £36 10
J,H., j4 h.p., 3-speed, M.A.G. engine. £64
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination, 2 sp'ds £84
ENFIELD, ditto, igre Combination. . £89 5
B.S.A., I9r6. 4} h.p. Combination £80 18
B.8.A., 4} b.p., 1916, " K " £62

SIDECARS.
I

WATSONIAN, red body, disc wheel . . £10 12
WATSONIAN, as above, less d:5c .... £10
CANOELET for Harley-Davidson £16
CANOELET, green, Ci, hood, screen . £18 2
CANOELET Sporting, K3. apron, grey £11 11

CANOELET, K3, spats less apron, grey £11
CANOELET, B3, in green, black chassis £1

J

4

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS-
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

|

JAMES, 4 b.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet Sidecar £43
REX, T914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £58
REX, T9r4, 6 b.p., hood and screen .... £50
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-spced, coach sidecar £55
REX, 1912, 6 h.p.. 2-sp., torpedo Sidecar £30
ARIEL, I9r4, 4 h.p., 3-sp,, coach Sidecar £45
ARIEL, igrs, 3J b.p., 3 speeds, all acces. £58
INDIAN, rgrs, 7 h.p., 2-sp., iVlillford S'car £46
TRIUMPH, rgrr, 3* h.p., clutch, and S'car £25
ENFIELD, r9i3, 3 h.p., 2 speeds and S'car £57
MATCHLESS, r9l4, 8B, M.A.G., 3 speeds £78
HARLEY, igrs, 7 h.p., Millford Sidecar . £72
ZENITH, r9r4. 8 h.p., clutch, Millford .. £71

BAT, I9r3, 6 h.p., 3 speeds and Sidecar £56

SOLO iVIOUNTS.
BAT, 1915. 4^ h.p., twin, 2-speed, T.T. . £43

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2| h.p.. Colonial, T.T. £47

REX, rgog. 3^ b.p., 3-speed, handle start £25

KERRY, rgio', 3'. h.p., 2-sp.. handle start £21

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 19TO. belt drive £17

ENFIELD, 1915. 3h-P- T.T., 2 speeds .. £48
PREMIER, ror3, 35 h.p.. 2-speed £33
BLACKBURNE, 1914. 3! t.p.. 3 speeds . £53

TRIUMPH, 1915, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, as new £40

REX, rgio. 3I h.p., 3 speeds, take Sidecar £26

KUMBER, r9'r4, 2 h.p., 3-sp., open frame £25

INDIAN, I9r4, 7 h.p., T.T.. clutch £50

O.K., igrs, 2I h.p., 2 speeds, chain drive £29

F.N., I9r2, 2i h.p., 2-sp.. shaft drive .. £24

ROVER, 1914, 3i h.p.. 3-speed, T.T £42

P. &M., r9r4, sjh.p., 2 speeds, little used £58

RUDGE, 3^ h.p.', clutch model, very fast £24

INDIAN, 1914. yh.p. electric equip., 2-5p. £52

P. & M., 1913, 3! h.p.. 2-5p.. handle start £45

VELOCETTE, 1915,2* h.p., 2.Ep.. 2.5troke £33

ZENITH, 1913, 3! h.p., clutch, and

Gradua gear £40

NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2^ h.p,, 2 stroke . , £28

DIAMOND, T914, 2.i h-P-. ' speeds .... £34

NORTON, 1913, 3S h,p.. T.T., very last £45

UIGHT CARS. &o.
G.W.K., 1914. red and black, all fittings £130

PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., chassis only, brand

new MO
VICTOR, 8 h.p., late 1913, 2 speeds and

reverse 800

WARNE, 1914. 8 h.p., 3 speeds and re-

verse, new £100

NAPIER, 1914, 20 h.p., de Luxe model £360

FORD, 20 h.p., Flat Van, new tyres . . £72

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYN'O 1914 Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed. hooa,
screen, interchangeable wheels; £60.—4, Dollia

Rd., Church End, Finchley. 15621

CLYXO. 1914, and coachbuilt «idecar, 7h.p. twin.
just overhauled: £65. or near offer.—Captajo

Harry, Bonnybridge, Park Av , Bromley. (6356

CLTNO, 1913, 5-6h-p., 3-speed gear, clutch, chain
drive, kick-starter, detachable wheels, aluminium

footboards, car tyre on rear wheel, Clyno coachbuilt
sidecar, lamp, generator, and gong; ;£47/ 10.—Adelaide
Motor Co., 84, Chalk Farm P.d., .N.W. [6588

Connaught.

1 Q16 Connaught Miniatures, both models in stock
-Li/ —Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton,

rX4792
CONNAUGHTS in Stock for immediate delivery at

the Birmingham and district agent's depot, P. J.

Evans, John Bright St. [6477

CONNAUGHT, 1915, 2'>4h.p., 2-stroke, lamp, horn.
tools, perfect condition; b'.rgain, £21; enlisting.-

Manager, Long, Draper, Lichfield. [X4891

CONNAUGHT, 1915. 2'2ii p.. 2-strcke, done about
1,000 mi'e«, spare hell, lamp. Lorn, etc : £25 —

Eyre, 178, Bevington Ed., Aston, Birmingham. [X4682

CONNAUGHT 1914 2=jh p Ladies ilcdel . thil

machine has been caretul.v used atid is in topping
order; price £25 -Write. 48 Bromley Common.
Bromley, Kent [6508

CONNAUGHT. 2^th c . 2-5troke, 2-5peed gear boi,
latent mode., brand new never been used; oirner

unexpectedly called to Front, price, with all accep-
soriai. £40, no oilers —Write. Til., £124. Sells Ad-
vertising Offices Fleet St, EC [6451

Dot.

LATE 1914 Dot-Jap Combination. 8h.p , 3 epeedi,
chain driven all sparee. like new. perfect : any

.

trial. £70.-76, Station Ed. Swmton, Manchester
tS4496

Douglas.
"1Q14 T.T Douglas, last, and perlett order: £40—A,
-It/ J, Young, Newmarket [5597

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2%lhp. 2-speed, as new; £38-
54, Eathiern Rd,, Catlord [6521

DOUGLAS, model U, 2 speedj, in stock: £50'8.—
Cross, Agent, Eotherham. - tX4753

DOUGLAS. 1912, thoroughly overhauled, single speed:
what oflersP-Dents', Stonegate, York. [6459

DOUGLAS Military Mrrtel in stock. f54;i2.-Tut-
pius. 22 and 29, Preston Ed. Brighton, [0713

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2speed. free engine: any trial;

£40 -31a, Broomfleld Ed., Chehusford [X4771

1Q13 Douglas, 2*ih p., 2-speed. aceessones, almost
i-iJ new; £34.—C , 44, Busthall Av., Bedford Part,
W. [6610

DOUGLAS War Office model actnally in stock .
no

waiting: £54/12 —Jackson Bros., Horshaoi.
Sussex. [X3018

DOUGLAS, 1914, TT., £37: a 1915, practicallj
new. 40 gns.—Percy and Co.. 337, Euston Ed..

London ' [6437

DOUGLAS. June.- 1913. 2^h p . clutch. lamp. horn.
spare belt, tyre, valves. £28 —Payton. Alderbrook

Ed., Solihull. [X4736

DOUGLAS. 1914. 2^jhp, 2 speeds, clutch, kiet
starter, lamps; £42.-204, Richmond Rd , Gil-

lingham. Kent. .^ [X4749

DOUGLAS. 1914. 2,^4h.p.. 2-speed kick siart. sub-
stantial accessories; £42; photograph.—88. Bay«-

ham St.. Hereford (X4604

"I Q13 Douglas. 2-speed accessories, just overhauled,
JLt/ excellent older; £33 lowest.—Blencalhrft,
Walton-on-Thames. (X4773

1014 T.T, Douglas, very fast, new tvies. Klaxon pat-XU tern horn, lamps, ete : £40—Cook, HFC.
Euislip, Middlesex. [6611

DOUGLAS, 1915, immediate delivery any 2'^ih.p.

model, including War Office black Douglas.—
Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 60 [920S

~1Q14 T.T. Douglas. 2 speeds, al; accessories, very
Xt/fast, perfect condition; £39—359, Wimbledon
Park Ed., Southflelds. (6523

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock; ttOt

agents only, but Douglas exieils and 6pe.)alist».

-Gibb, Gough, Gloucester. [X3S38

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^4h p., 2-speed. T.T. bar», lonr
exhaust pipes, speedoni<?ter, lamps, Teiy fast : £32.

—Metcalfe. South St.. Eomfoid. [6378

MOTOR MART!
Jones
[0723

1

1

100§ 136 Q Portland SUondon Wj
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Douglas:—If it is to be a Douglas, write to Alex-
ander's, the Scottish agents and specialists. Edin-

burgh. I.A. : Motocycles. Edinburgh. [514S

DOUGLAS. 1913, T.T.. perfect condtKon, spares. "2

lamps- £35; seen after 6.30.— Orrinsinith. Elms-

cott, Wildwood Else, Golder's Green. [X4640

DOUGLAS, 1911. perfect, climb anywhere, £16;
New nudson, 2^4n.p. J.-^.P.. variable gear, £2QJ

bargains.-Peirin, 6, Etna Rd.. St. Albans. [6585

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2^ih.p.. standard model, new Din-
lop tvres, very good condition; £18.—The

Premier Motor Co., -\ston Rd., Birmingham. [6677
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\ WHEN yon have
selected this,
place your order
early with a reli-

able FIRM, who
will execute it to
your satisfaction

;

this means every-
thing to you.
MOTOR CARS
are a side line
with us, we are
MOTOR CYCLE
SPECIALISTS.

B
The North Wales
Motor Exchange,

Holt street,

WREXHAM, N. Wales.

£69

£50

£62
£26

IN STOCK.
19153 h.p.T.T. ENFIELD £52 10
1916 2j h.p. A.J.S., sporting model .... £58
1915 DOUGLAS, militarv model, black . £54 12
1915 <! h.p. ROVER Comb., countershaft £84 7
19154 h.p. A.J.S

1915 7 h.n.TT. riutch INDIAN, like

new ^

1915 INDIAN, M.idel B, T.T., 3-speed

etc.. complete with lamp and horn
nearly new

1915 IXION, 2-stroke, practically new .

.

1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
11J, electrically equipped, complete
with luxurious Gloria Sidecar to

match, coach-built, onlv lew weeks old £90
1915 4-5 h.p. Clutch ZENITH, ivith lliU-

iord coach Sidecar, pertect £75
1914 ;J h.p DOUGLAS, T.T £38
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, and

Sidecar, pract'callv new £60
1914 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-5peed, and

Sidecar, fine condition £52
1914 3.V h.p. T.T. SINGER, like new £38
1912 4 h.p. REX, j-speed, fine order . . £20
1911 3l h.p. TRIUMPH, overhauled, T.T. £25
1910 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, F.E., overhauled £27

TWO-STROKES.
1915 JAMES, c-spced £38 10
1913 METRO, lady's, 2 sped £38 10
J915 IVY, single-seated £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY £29 10
1915 HOBART £38 10
igii SPARKBROOK, ^-speed £37 16
igi'-i EXCELSIOR, single-geared £30 16
1915 METRO, sporting model £28 10
1915 LEVIS, 2-speed £44
1915 IXION £28 10
1915 IXION, lady's, 2-stroke £38

CARS.
1915 SINGER Light Car, finished in

green £235
1913 HUMBERETTE, A.C., hood and

screen, and Stepney £60 10

B

THE NORTH WALES MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

Hol't Street, \A/rexham.
Telephone : 2?3.
Telegrams : " Motor Exchange, \\'rexham."

MOTOR CYCI.IiS von SWA:.

DOUOLAa. aii.p. Colniiiiil niful.'l. rliM!tri.? llKlltiiiB.
iimti'i 300 inili'rt; loA £G4. imincdiiito «iilo i;58.—

IjiMit. (idiulwoitli. Tilt' Manor UnuHL-, Morton. [X4685

DOn(iT,AS U, 2-suoeJ. rlufch Mclivorwl Antrust,
1914). Imd vory little ma. cxi-oUeut t'omlltiou; £3G,

nr ucnr oflor.— Douglnn, IviiiKtonbury, Lconiinntir.
[X'167G

DOUGLAS Now Militiiry Moilol, just dlllloR^-i.
£54/12: sivond-hniid siiiele-spued DoukUis, £10/10;

Sajieeder, £23/10.— Motorios, 68, Horton St., Halifax.D[0707'OUQLAS. 2V,h.p., new 1915 uwM. 3-«peed. with
tJpeedoiiiotor, lump, luid horn, e\;j'rytIiin(T now. done

50 mile.s: I'ost £58/10, tako £50.— Haddow, Lynwood,
Falkirk. [X4220

DOUGLAS. 1912. 2^ih,p.. 2-specd. free ongine, now
tyro-;, complete lamps, etc.. ovorlmulnd, pood condi-

tion; owner ealisting; £32.—Rnilway Hotel, Bosnor.
Susies. [X4495

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2'?ih.p.. T.T., Stewart speedo-
meter, accessories, perfect order: £38; seen by

arrangement.—Shearn, St. Edmunds, Woodlands Grove.
Islcworth. [6544

1 Q15'/^ Douglas, 2"?ih,p., 3-speed, Colonial model,
J-*^ Lucas lamp, watch, horn, etc.; excellent condi-
tion; a bargain, £45.—Rev. Kingsford, 4, Palace Yard,
Gloucester. [X4781

DOUGLAS, Douglat? !—Write U6 your requirements.
We can supply from stock various latest models

of this famed machine.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ud.,
Edinburgh. [5141

DOUGLAS, 1914 T.T. model. 2^h.p., 2-8peed. long
exhaust pipe, footboards, with 2 lamps; horn, and

spei?dometer; £45; exchanges. —Ideal Cycle Co.,
Thunder^lcy, Essex. [6414

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2'?ih.p.. 2-speed, free engine model,
in good condition, just overhauled, F.R.S. lamp

set, horn, spareg. tools, etc.; £24/10.— Hunts, Ltd. 117.
Long Acre, London, W.C. [X4793

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, T T., mileage 490, excel-
leut condition, Watlord speedoniPter. 50/- lamp,

new spare chain, belt, and tyre; £40.—Taylor, 115,
Altenburg Gardens, Lavender Hilt, S.W. [6615

DOUGLAS.—We liold an actual stock of the latest
models, including the famous military all-black.

Send us your money and we will do the rest,—The Col-
more Depot, 31, Reojihaw Sts, Liverpool. r6479

1 Q14 Model V Douglas, 2-speed, Bates extra heavy
At/ tyres, Dunlop belt, Lycett La Grande saddle.
Jones speedometer, lamp, and horn, spare tube; £^0.
—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [0612

DOUGLAS, late 1915. War Office modeJ, new a month
ago, with horn, only covered about 100 miles, and

ii>; new; first cheque £48 secures; owner at Front

—

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Kd., Edinburgh. [5976

1 Q 14 T.T. Douglas, Amac carburetter, seU-con-
A*/ tained head lamp, tail lamp,. separate generator.
large gong, speedometer, etc.. in excellent condition;
£37/10.—Rex Mundy, 132, Gt. Portland St., W.

[6620
DOUGLAS, 1915, model V, 2-speed. as list, with

Lucas lamp, horn, and tail lamp, College mud-
shield, with pockets, 2 months old, perfect condition;
£45/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[0613

I Q ^^ Douglas, 2''ih.p., 2-speed, hardly used. a!i

J-«/ lamps, speedometer, full kit of tools and in

surance policy 10 months to run; £40, a real bargain,
nr easy payments.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill.

_
[5524

DOUGLAS Eastern Counties Agents.-Models U,
V, and W., 2 or 3-speed, in stock, immediate de-

livery; at rock bottom nett cash prices; trade sup-
plied. Illustrated lists on application.—Tel. : 388.
T A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [6866

DOUGLAS Model U. £50/8; Douglas Model V, £50/8;
War Office Model, £54/12; Douglas Model W,

£56/14: Douglas Model X. £56/ 14.—Above models
actually in stock at Sole Wholesale and Retail Midland
Distributing Agents, Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row.
Birmingham [X2344

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2S4h.p., 2-6peed model, with kick
start and clutch, fitted with speedometer, separate

generator, lamp, electric horn, rear light and tools, com-
plete, aud ready for the road, completely overhauled.
sound as new ; £37/10, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9.

Shoe Lane, London. [X4818

DOUGLAS, new 1915 models, delivery from stock;
model V. 2-speed, £50/8; model U, 3-speed.

£52/10; War Office model, T.T., 2-speed, V, £54/12;
buy from Wauihope's, where extended payment or
exchange is arranged to customers' satisfaction.— 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [X4801

DOUGLAS, 1914. purchased new 1915. 2^;h.p..

T.. 2-speed, large tyres. Low generator, F.R.S.
lamp, speedometer, rear light, horn, waterproof kit

bag. machine not done 1,500 miles, guaranteed; per-

fect bargain, £42/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

DOUGLAS, model U, 2-speed, footboards, £50/8:
model TT, 2-6peed. footrests, £50/8: model W, 3-

speed, kick starter, £56/14: War Office all grey finish.

£54/12 ; deferred payments entertained; strictest pri-

vacy observed.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Waltham.^tow.
and 50, High Rd., Wcod Green. [6430

SPECIAL SNIP!
3 h.p SINGER, magneto ignition,
P. Si M. 2-8peod cenp, chain drive,
Druid spring torlo, good order,

£10.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
1916 5-6 li.p. EXCELSIOR, counlcrslmll,

3 speeds 68 gni.

191S bli.p. ENFIELD Combination, Just
received 80 gn,.

1915 6 Ii.p. s-sped j.H. Combination 84 gn«,
1915 12 li.p. TRUMBULL Cycie Car, 4-cyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3-4 h.p. ROVER, Bosch, P. & M. fear,

Druid spring forks, I-'arlow sidecar, the
lot • tl2

3 h.p. SINGER, vertical, maRneto ignition,
P. & M. 2-spced geai, Druid spring forks tlO

8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, W.C, and Canoelet
sidecar, fine condition £50

1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £60
1915 2-sp. 3-str. NEW HUDSON, done joo 28 ens.
1915 B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive . . £63
3} h.p. 1908 REX, M.O.V., Bosch, B&Bcarb.£16
34 h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, a-sp., handle st'g £19
6 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £40

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory.
Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3

Underslung chassis

with Luggage Carrier

combinei).

Splendidly made and
built for hard work.

£10 IS

ThisisMODELN'i. I

ABEAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE 9 Guineas.

HooJ £2. Screen £1.

Delivery Ironi Stock.

Your Agentwillsupply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Farlow undersJung coach-tmilt iHecar £6

Latest Eoechanical horn, black and nickel £1

Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2! wbeel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5

Wicker Sidecar, good order £2 5

,eC of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new £3

J ii.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Eog^ fine cooditioa 12 gns.

Liikin Cycle Car Carburetter, new conditioD 15/-

Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

spare Belt Carrier 3/6

tioscb Magneto, single-cylinder, new £3

Uoscli Macneto twin-cylinder new £o 10

FARRAR'S MOTORS
Telephone 919

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IQll 234]i.p. TT. Douglas, complete irith 2-speed
-B-V gear and tli6 following- aeoesaories: 2 lamps,
senerator, torn, knee grips, 3 toolbags, 4 outer covers,

2 Hutcliimons, 1 Dunlop, 1 Palmer Cord (oversize), 4

spare va-Ives, 4 spare tappets and guides, complete set

nf tools, speedometer; macliine in excellent condition,

ftrted up regardless of cost; 38 gns. or close offer.—

Box L108, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., EC.
[6689

Eagle.

COVENTRY Eagles, 1915. 2l/oh.p., 2-stroke, perfect

little moant. in excellent order throughout

;

sE25; private owner.—Seen at The Morris Garages,
Oxford. [X4828

Enfield.

ENFIELD, 3h.p., just bought, done 100 miles; £47,
—47, Hamilton Bd., Reading. [6585

ENFIELD, 1914. 5h.p., 2 speeds, Hok start, as new;
£37.-Scholes, 75, Eoyal Mint St., B. [6386

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, new condition;
£52/10.—Burow, Palace, Alton, Hants. [6587

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, coachbnllt, good tyres,

and spares; £63.-Lewis, Normandy St., Alton,

Hants. £6493

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, electric light, 3
months old; £85.—Pooss. Commercial Ed., Bourne-

mouth. [5594

ENFIELD Sh.p 1914 Combination, 2 speeds, lamps,
etc.; £62.-Write, Enfield, 72, Wolflngton. West

Norwood. [X4780

ENFIELD 1914 Coach Combination, new condition,
speedometer, etc.; bargain, *65.—72, Cedar St.,

Southport. [X4751

"I Q14 Enfield Combination, all on; £58/10; ex-
J. •J change entertained.—Fred Coupe, Walton-Le-
Dale, Preston. [X4784

T Q 1 5 Enfield, Sh.p. T.T. model, practically new, little

XU used, bought end of September: £43.—Alex-
ander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [5977

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, wind ecieen,

lamps, speedometer, horn, etc., perfect condition;
£64.—J., 54a, Eedclifle Sq., Earl's Court. [X4747

ENFIELD 6h.p, Coachbuilt Combination, Palmer
tyres, speedoiueter, horn, good condition; 40 gns.

for quick sale.-109, St. Michael's Ed., Aldershot. [6630

1 Q12 6h,p. Enfield, special wide coachbuilt sidecar lo
XJ/ seat 2, accessories, etc.: £45, cash or easy termc.

—E. E. Jones (Garagesl, Ltd., Swansci, London, Cardiff
[0722

ENFIELDS. Enfields !—Latest 1915-16 models in

stock. You can't do better than get one. of these.

and now at Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh
15143

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, latent pattern, 1916
model, cduiplete; immediate delivery; 85 gns.—

Sutherland Garage, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale. W.
t0739

ROYAL Enfields.—Immediate delivery all models at

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. Also
a few guaranteed bargains in 1914 and 1915 second-
hand Enfields. [5150

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, guaranteed done 200
miles only, Lucas head lamp, generator, horn, rear

lamp generator; £79.—Write, W., c/o Jennings and
Hill, 12, Eltham Rd., Lee Green, S.E. [6461

6h.p. 1913 Eoyal Enfield Combination, a nice reliable
motor cycle and sidecar, with all accessories, com-

plete; £50; guaranteed; any severe trial given; tuition
free.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [S4802

ENFIELD 61i.p. Combination. 1915, complete with
lamp, generator, and Sorn, absolutely unscratched,

having onlv been used 200 miles, perfect in every way

;

£73/10.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.
[5975

T> OYAL Enfield 1913 Lightweight, 234h.p. twin, 2-

XV speed gear, chain drive, fitted stand carrier,
hooter, lamp set, splendid running order; £25.

—

Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.
[X4767

ROYAL Enfields, combination 85 gns., 2-stroke
40 gns., Sh.p. twin 50 gns.; all models actually

in stock.—E.\eter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,
Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth.

, [0571

"I Q15 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, done 100 milea,
Xtf all accessories, would not know it from new,
and an insurance policy covering all risk ; the lot
£80; easy payment arranged.—Jones, The Broadway,
Muswell Hill. [6673

ENFIELD Combination, new Sept., .1914. splendid
condition, lamps, watch, spare tyre, tubs, pillion

seat, new Palmer cord tyre on back wheel, 5-gallon
drum T.T. oil; the lot £65.—Soden, 31, Doughw IM.
Acock's. Green. [X4892

ENnELDS, 1916 models actually in stock.-6h.p
combinations. 3h.p. 2.speed twins, T.T. and

touring models, also 2i4h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke.—P. .)

Evans. 87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham, con
trolling district agent. [6473

ROYAL Enfield New Combinations. Sh.p., chain
driven machines, fitted with handsome coachbuilt

sidecar, countershaft gear and free engine, up-to-date
turnout, complete with storm apron ; 85 gns. - tuiti.m
free, and free delivery to any address within 50 miles of
London

;
best terms for cash, exchange, or extended

payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, I.,ondon [X4794

NEW MODELS.
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed ... £87
ROYAL RUBY. 2i h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed ... £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 10
4-cylinrier CALTHORPE Minor 185 gns.
WILLIAMSON 3-speed CY-CI.-CA £120
OVERLAND 4-cylinder Touring Car, latest

model, electric lighting, starter, etc. . . £275
Special exchange quotations.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
New 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, V\ ar Office model £54 12
New 2l h.p.'2-speed WOLF-J.A.P £37
NEW DIAMOND, 2-stroke (new) £28 13
itjt.l. 2jh.p., 2-speed, Model V. DOUGLAS £39 10
MOTOSACOCHE, m.a£;nefo, lightweight £10 15
1911 2jh.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £23 10

FOR VALUE .

We oner a Brand New Latest Type (just delivered
from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 10°;,
discount. It you have no customer for your
present machine, we give you this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With
REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait tor deliveries or pay 5% to 33i% extra ?

Trade supplied. Exchange offers wanted.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1912 STi.p. 2-speed Free-engine REX DE LUXE,

and luxurious coach-built Sidecar. Complete
with front and rear lamp, horn, pump, toolbag,
and tools £31 10

CASH BARGAINS.
igrs EXCELSIOR de Luxe, electric lighting,

horn, and speedometer, nearly new .... £74 10
191=; 6 h.p. CouDtersbatt 3-speed ROYAL

RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, only
done roo miles ; cost £lor 14s £79 10

New WILLIAMSON Sidecar Combination .. Offers
1914 Sporting MORGAN, specially goo<i £82 10
ROVER, 3* h.p., B-spccd, and Rover Sidecar £46 10
15 h.p. 4-cylmder RENO 5-seated Car £65
1913 7-9 h.p. Twin QUADRANT and Quad-

rant coach-built Sidecar £49 -|o

1913 3i h.p. RUDGE Multi
, £36 10

I9r3 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £44 10
1&13 3i li-P. 3-speed TORPEDO-PRECISION

and Sidecar, require slight attention £29 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £37 10
igra 6 h.p. 2-sreecl Irce-engire REX £33 10
r9r.i 35 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £19 10
igr2 3ib.p. 2-5p. BRADBURY and Sidecar £32 10
P. & M., 3.V h.p., 2-speed, grand condition . . £29 10
I9r2 (Nov.) SCOTT and Sidecar £38 10
1910 3.V h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
igro 5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £26 10
V.S., 6 h.p., twin, P. ci M. 2-speed, F.E., and

coach Sidecar £27 1
PEUGEOT, 5-0 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
F.N., 4-cyliU'":cr, magneto, spring forks .... £1210
P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, and Sideci^r £24 10
N.S.U., 2-speed, F.E., twin, spring forKs ... £13 10
REX, 5^ h.p., twin, magneto, tourist £15 10
REX, 3.1 h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
55 h.p. F.E. Twin REX, specially good £17 10
N.S.U., 3V h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £21 10

£58 10 O
7-9 h.p. 2-seater PREIVllER Light Car, chain drive,

ligtit, fast, and good hill-ciimber, hood, screen,
horn, and lamps. Any trial or examination.

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF UP-TO-DATE
MORGANS AND LIGHT CARS.

A46 AI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Enfield.

EXFIELD 1916 CombingtiOQ, Uica'i born. L'a«i and
rear lanip.s, oaly ja-t taken delirerj': felling solely

because doctor forbids riding; cost orfr £92. ro. f.-ipta

shown; sacrifire £88, or near offer.—Dariw. 196. C:ile-
donian Kd., London, N. |e36S

E:?^FIELD Combination (1914). done 3-800. perfect
every accei-sory. Lucae lampi;. only lit twice, lonff

horn, speedometer ; expert examination invited ; £65,
spot rash.—Seen at Bafeco. 10. North Mews. Grnft
Inn, W.O. 'Phone: Central 2366. [6368

IQlS Enfield 61i.p. Combination, Lucaa sets, Klaioa
-»-«' and buJb homs; the whole turnout is in new
cnnditian, and has been very little a^^I; mileage under
3.000; prioe £50, or nearest.— ilromlev Motor Worka,
Mason's Hill, Bromley, K^nL 'Phone 961. [6507

ENFIELD Newest 1916 Combination, delireied from
stock, also 1915, electrically equipped, hood and

srTcen; £90, bareain; deferred payments arranped;
strictest privacy observed.—Lamb'e, 151. Hieh 6t., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wo:^ Green. :6432

ENFIELD 1914-5 G-8h.p. Passenger Combination.
Lucas dynamo lighting set. Palmer tyres, new

spare tube, lot of spare?, eiceptioQally powerJul
machine, splendid order and condition; £70; feen by
appointment.—Bishop, 2, Victoria Rd., Oxiord. [X4829

|Q14 Enfield Combination, complete with lamps,
J-fJ bom, speedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar c<.-in-

[jiete with hood and ecieen. machine in splendid condi-
tion ; this belonged to an Cittlcer, and has not been Uf^ed
<inr9 the commencement o: the war, except for 7 days;
£65.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

tX2347
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOK fAmerican), 7-9h.p.. 1915. standard
model; £62.—Bos L95, Tlu Motor Cycle Office*:,

20. Tudor St., E.G. ^ [6458

"IQ14 Excelsior (Coventry) Coach Combination, 4^
-i-*^ h.p., 3-6peed, kick starter, speedometer, good
condition, accessories; £50.— Pipler, Pcole. [6576

AilEEICAN Excehior, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, electric
e'luipment, and coaclibnilt 6ide^-a^, as new, per-

fect : 50 gn<5. to clear.—Percy and Cj., 357, Euston Ed.,
London. [6486

EXCELSIOR [American}, st^andard 7b p. model, £80;
De Luxe, £90 ; very liberal exchanges quoted;

we can surprise you.—Sole Yorkshire Distributers,
Halifax Motor Excliange, Horton St., Halifax. [0380

AMERICAN Excelsior ISlAio Coadi Combination. 7
h.p., mag., 2 speeds (countershaft), lamp, horn,

speedometer, beautiiul order; any fcrial; 49 gns.; ex-
change lightweight.—1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. Lon-
don. [S4713

EXCELSIOR (British] 2-stroke:- Latest 2i4h.p. mc4el
in stock, £30i'16, the lamou.3 hill-climber. Wire

lud secure one of these fumed CoTentry mai:hine=.—
Alexander's, 115. Lothian E4., Ediabutgh. T.A-:
Motocyclee. r5144

Forward.
6)3.1i.p. Twin-cyl. Forward, 3-tfpeed pear model, a I'ld
/-^ 4= little gem, economical and fast : £29. en n lu-

teed.—Wauchope'6, 9, Shoe Lane, London. ;\-;i?19

F.N.

N.. with eidecar, 1912, 5-6h-p.. mag., MuHi ciut.h:
£25/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X4715

"I Oil F.N. Motor and sidecar, in first-cla£« condition;
Xt/ cash wanted. £13/10.-F.N., 1, St. Mary's M.in-
sions, Newington Butts, S.E. [6427

F.N.. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch mag.. 2^^ tyres. B. and
B.. h.b.c. ; any trial; carefully used marhiue. and

;i gift for £12/12. or Tcry near offer.—J. Boulter. 12.
Albion Place, Wiuchfield, Hant*?. [6526

F.N., 1912-13, 25jh.p., 2-fipe€w:i, hand dntth. shaft
drive, new Duulpo tyres, P. and H. head Uunps,

generator, fullv equipped, easy starter; seen by apiK'iut*

meut; £28.—Baxter. Chisleliurst. r6607

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., fitted with 2-speed gear and hand-
some coachbuilt sidecar, the combination complete

with all accessories; 40 gns.; any severe trial given;
tuition Iree; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. i;Z4803

Grandex.
^ 3.h-r. Grandex, fitted with 3-speed gear and free
-^4 engine, superior lightweight; £20; guarantied —
Wauchope s 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon. [314804

Harley- Davidson.
TTARLEV-DAVIDSONS in Stock.-Premicr Motor

F

Co., Birmingham. [4734

BARGAIN.-Nearly new Harley-Davidson. 4h.p.. 110
iucdel. 2-««peed. in absolutely perfect order: 45

gns.—Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone: 46. [6395

H

HART.EY-DAVrDSON. 7 9h.r-. UJ model, eloctjl-
cally equipped, new, also Harley-Davidson 20 gn.

sidecar; bargain. £89.—Eldridge. Fordingbridgc. [6662

\RLEY-D-4VlD.SON Combination, electric laodd,
new .\ueu.«t. 1915. will cost iElOO to-day. tyres .

nnpunctured. little used, perfect; .£80.—ShacklctoO.
Jeweller. Sowerhy Bridge. [X48M

-;j

H.VELEY-D-WirSON, 7-9h.p.. 3.speed.
1915. done 500. tyres unpwnctured,

coaolibuilt sidecar, snares, guaranteed perl<

over *70 ea.sh.—Lieut. Farrington. M.M.G.S . . ..

Surrey. '6609

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Aluminium Pistons.

IN
this issue we publish an autiioritative

article on a little known subject, viz., the

employment of aluminium—or, rather,

aluminium alloy—pistons in internal combus-

tion engines. This material was adopted

originally on account of its remarkable lightness,

but the tests to which it has been put have

brought to light a number of other inherent

advantages which render an aluminium alloy

piston peculiarly suitable for the requirements

of an air-cooled petrol engine. Though the

use of aluminium alloy for pistons is at the

moment confined to car and aeroplane engines,

it is very clear from the facts enumerated by

our contributor that before I'ong the aluminium

piston will figure largely in motor cycle engines

—

possessing, as it seems to do, just those pecu-

liarities which commend themselves to the notice

of air-cooled engine makers. The fact that an

aluminium piston has no tendency to seize, even

if on the tight side, but instead conveniently laps

itself in, is a particularly attractive point in the

case of an air-cooled engine running at high

temperature. Again, the fact of aluminium

being such a light material enables a design to

be employed embodying a good deal of metal.

Now aluminium is a fine heat conductor, and

consequently the increased thickness over the

usual cast iron piston assists in conducting the

heat from that important yet most vulnerable

point, the piston head. By this means the heat

in the head is quickly reduced, and consequently

the oil which reaches the top of the comparatively

cool piston is not nearly so likely to be carbon-

ised on to the head. The question of carbonisa-

tion is still a difficult one with all types of

motor cycle engines, particularly two-strokes, for

carbon—caused by oil finding its way past the

rings and being burnt on to the piston—^leads to

knocking, and the only way to get rid of it is

to dismount the cylinder frequently in order to

remove all traces of carbon. There are still

other advantages to be derived from the use of

aluminium, but those already enumerated would
in themselves be suflScient to warrant enter-

prising manufacturers devoting their attention to

the matter, and after careful study of the subject

we are of opinion that aluminium pistons will

figure largely in motor cycle engines.

A Standard for Reduced Light-
ing Required.

FOR
many months past motorists have badly

needed information on the question of

reduced lighting. It has been impossible

to obtain an official definition of a

powerful light, yet motorists have been
summoned and mulcted in fines for innocently

using lamps which are considered powerful in

the official eye. The curious part is that lights

which ate sanctioned in one district are not

approved in another. We, personally, were
requested to reduce our lights in a certain

district, though the same electric lights had
been in regular use for six months all over the

country. After all, it is most unfair to leave

the important decision as to whether a light

is- powerful -or not to the average constable,

and the personal factor should be eliminated,

or, at any rate, motorists sliould be given some
definite standard upon which to work. This we
•believe, from, a hint which has reached us, is

about to be done, and we should now like to

urge that the w'hole matter be cleared up at one
operation, and the position made clearer as to

when lights must be reduced on approaching a

town, and also when they can be raised on
leaving the outskirts of that town. The latter

point is not so necessary as the first, except that,

in some populated districts, street lights continue
from one town or village to the next, and even
for miles on end ; so that those who go by the
fairly common rule of switching on their head
lights immediately they have left the street

lamps behind are sometimes unduly incon-
venienced. We do hope the autliorities will this

time appreciate the position in its entirety and
settle the question once and for all.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the baoK cover
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Combination Treads.
Two members of The AiUocur staff inform me that

I am quite wrong in supposing that the rubber bars

rip off combination treads under the stresses of heavy
car work. This fact is hardly germane to these

columns, but, as I dragged it in before, I must
drag in a correction. It is curious that these com-
bination covers are comparatively uncommon on large

cars, when they are so emphatically the goods for

real grease on two-wheelers ; and I had been led to

adopt the above—apparently incorrect—explanation.

Expense is possibly a factor in the matter.

Wire Control for Rear Brakes.
Anent my remark on the probabilities of Bowden

wire gaining a greater vogue in brake control gear

for rear sprung frames, the Bowden wire people
remind me that the A.J.S. and Zenith machines
both already employ this mode of operation. The
incipient demand has led the makers to increase their

range of fittings and to manufacture adjusters with

a suitable margin for .such purposes ; when the big

demand comes, as the result of the spring frame
movement, they will be quite ready to cope with it.

The Sporting Single.

One and the same post brought me a mournful wail

from a twin enthusiast (" Why have the J.A.P. people

stopped making their divine 90x773^ mm. twin

—

nothing but dreams of it sustain me through the dolours

of active service ! "), and also a glowing letter from an

officer employing the pseudonym " Raving Maniac
No. 2," whose message may comfort the bereaved

J.A.P. owner. This officer drove a 3^ h.p. T.T. Norton
down from Scotland for the All-khaki Meeting last

August, and ran it against the clock along the railway

straight at Brooklands in the teeth of wind and rain.

It was started just as it came off the road, untuned,

with a 4j^'2 gear, horn, lamps, tools, and Philipson

pulley, yet it did 31 seconds for ihe half-mile. He
offers to wallop any twin I can produce up Dashwood
as soon as the war is over. Well, I don't know when
the war will be over, so I cannot guarantee what
machines -will adorn my stable when my sportsman is

at liberty.

In Winter Kit.

All the winter riders must have gone to the Front;
for the other week I covered several hundred miles

without meeting a single solo rider, barring one or two
local potterers gingerly going brief business rounds
on two-strokes. I was a pretty sight—gumboots, oilies,

three jackets, U\o pairs of socks, two pairs of gloves,

a scarf, and ear sausages. Halfway round the trip I

broke my mudshield, and finished without it. Its
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absence appeared to make no difference to the tem-

perature of my nether limbs, and I believe the real

value of these fittings is that they prevent wet mud
from sloshing on to one's leggings. By the way, I

don't think I ever suffered before from serious belt

slip in the last half of a countershaft drive, but I got

it in the neck on this occasion. But the machine in

question is so thoughtlessly designed that the counter-

shaft pulley has no bigger diameter than the average

direct drive engine pulley. WTiat fools men be ! It

is plain that one great merit of the combined drive is

the facility it affords for a bread-trencher pulley.

A Catch ?
Mr. F. G. L. Evans has written challenging me to

a twenty-mile speed contest on the road, in which I

am to ride " my four-cylinder Henderson " solo, and
he a 7 h.p. F.N. with sidecar and three up; he
further offers me half-a-mile start. There are two
obstacles to my acceptance, one being that I haven't

got a four-cylinder Henderson, the other that my
identity is purposely kept pseudonymous. I do not

know whether there is some catch about this obviously

absurd " dare," or whether Mr. Evans happens to

know that I personally cannot accept it, and wishes

to boast that the Henderson cannot face the F.N. ;-

or whether Mr. Evans is so ignorant of Henderson'
quality that he expects its engine to seize up at the

pace he hopes to set. Possibly some Henderson rider

who has a freer hand in such matters will take on Mr.
Evans, and convince him that whatever may be the

comparative merits of the two four-cylinders, the

Henderson can certainly knock spots off any machine
ever made in such a ridiculously unequal contest as

he proposes. Mr. Evans seems to be a little hurt

'

that I have not yet published a panegyric of the
F.N. The explanation is perfectly simple. I cannot
purchase a sample of all the machines on the market,
and it so happens that I have not had a chance of

straddling an F.N. "four" for several years past.:

However, I am quite ready to take Mr. Evans's word,
for the excellences of the latest F.N., and I will make']

a point of sampling its paces at the first opporlunitv. .'

The Editor has Mr. Evans's address, if any Henderson)
enthusiast desires to explore his curious challenge, j

I should suggest a dual venue for the running off, as

such scraps are naturally illegal on the open road.

Brooklands would afford a chance of showing Mr.
Evans's exaggerated partiality up on the straight, and
one of the private manufacturer's tracks in the Mid-
lands would prove whether the sidecar outfit is handier|
round a continuous stream of corners. I doubt
whether Mr. Evans would ever catch up a yard of his

proffered half-mile start, even on a music hall trick
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SOME NEW SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
The sidecar, in spite of its theoretical disadvantages and lopsided appearance, has, in practice, proved itself to be

a very satisfactory little vehicle, as well as the most economical passenger machine on the road. When attached to

a suitable bicycle it is capable of a speed of 40 m.p.h. or more, and can travel as much as seventy or eighty miles on
a single gallon of petrol. What wonder then that, with all its disabilities, it is popular, and likely to remain so. We
illustrate below the latest products <rf some well-known manufacturers of sidecar attachments.

A NEW MONTGOMERY
SIDECAR.

Fl-IW sidecar maiuifacturov.s have
achieved sucli uniformly good
results from their goods as W.
Jloutgomoi-y ami Co., of Coventry,

who have" been making sidecars for

thirteen years. The productions of

such a firm command interest, and \vc

are glad to be in a position to publi.sh

details of a new Montgomery model for

1916, to be known as the Lounge.
The new model hos a substantial

coaohbnilt body, the feature of which
is the higli back and sides. Two lockers

are provided, one under the toe and the

other under the seat. The upholstery

is well carried out, and the car, which
is e.xtremely roomy, should be very
comfortable to ride in.

The chassis will not be altered, as

under all conditions it has proved
most satisfactory. The two side mem-
bers are triangulated : this gives great

strength, and also allows of the sidecar

being attached close up to the motor
cycle, the side member being well out

of the Nvay of the footrest. It will be
noticed that the sidecar is slung at the

rear on spring sliaoldes. and it is

New design Montgomery sidecar to be known as the " Lounge,"

Montgomery chassis

inowing shock absorb-

ing spring shackles.

claimed that these damp the shock.

Other commendable points of the
Montgomery chassis are its extreme
lightness, simplicity, and strength.

Needless to say, ^Messrs. j\lontgomery
have a complete "range of sidecars in

addition to the above model.

HENDERSON SIDECARS
FOR 1916.

THESE sidecars are now made in

several different models, though
the main features of the chassis

remain much the same as those

that have proved so satisfactory for the

past few years. All tubes used in the
construction of the chassis are straiglit,

and in the main frame only four lugs are

employed. The springing is xjuite novel,

the method being a combination of leaf

and coil springs. The rear springs consist

of two quarter-elliptic springs, attached
vertically to tlie rear portion of the

chassis in such a way that
they can be adjusted to suit

the passenger's weight, and
the bacli; of the body can
also be elevated or lowered
to suit the different heights
of attachment for various
machines. The body is then
suspended on coil springs

which, ai the same time, act a-s shackles.

Tile body is sprung at the front also on
a combination of leaf and coil springs.

The attachment clips have been modified,

and are now adjustable to any chain stay
without alteration.

The mudguard is attached bv three

substantial stays, and is fitted with deep
side valances.

Disc wheels can be supplied with all

models. A special model is also made to

suit Indian, and similar spring frames.

Another new Henderson sidecar, showing

quarter elliptic springs placed vertically with

the body attached on spiral springs, which

act as shackles. The tool locker will be

noticed.

A number of different pattern bodies are

obtainable coachbuilt, cane, or wicker,

with and without lockers.

LATEST MODEL HENDERSON SIDECARS

Tble one on the right weighs 48 lb. complete, and with disc wheels is well suited for fast woric

AI3
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A BATH-CHAIR SIDECAR.

AT the termination of this war a
problem will arise to which few
people have given any attention,

namely, the disabled soldier, who
once was an enthusiastic motor cyclist,

but now is debarred from this pleasure.

For his especial use Messrs. S. A.
Newman, Ltd., have designed and built

a sidecar unlike all other sidecars, in that

it can be transformed into a bath-chair

with very little expenditure of time and
labour.

The chassis and springing used for this

model are exactly similar to the firm's

standard model, the body being mounted
on long C springs with interposed coil

springs at the back, while there is a

platform carrier for luggage, and a screen

with a fabric cover for the fore end of

the car. In detail, however, the design

is much altered, as at the forward end of

the chassis is mounted a motor cycle head
wherein is a pair of small forks holding
a solid-tyred wheel, the whole giving a

caster action when the sidecar is being

pushed as a bath chair. A second wheel
with pneumatic tyre is attached to the

frame, together with an extra mudguard,
both wheel and guard being detachable
when a few nuts have been unscrewed,
and when detached that part of the frame
which acts as the wheel spindle becomes
one point of attachment for the motor
cycle. Permanently in position is the
forward attachment tube, but when the
motor cycle is detaclied this tube can be
swivelled out of harm's way. The smaJl
easter wheel at the front comes of^ when
one bolt is undone, while there are lugs
for the remaining two supporting tubes
between the sidecar frame and the motor
cycle.

An Adjustable Back.
As a patient may not always be in a

condition to sit upright, the rear panel
can fall over at a large angle, but can
be supported by a strap at any point over
this angle, thus allowing the occupant of
the sidecar to assume a prone i^osition,

while the foot space can be raised by
fitting a special cushion.

DECEMBER 2nd, igij.

Attached to each side panel is an arm
to take the handle by which the machine
is pushed, and as the arms are attached
by butterfly nuts, both can be removed
in a moment. Thus, we have a
machine which can be driven as a sidecar,

and, if necessary, converted to a laath-

chair in a very short time. Obviously,
the advantages of this dual purpose
machine do not appeal to everyone.
Nevertheless, there are many cases where
some such arrangement would be an in-

estimable boon.

SOUND SIDECAR CHASSIS
CONSTRUCTION.

THE new Britannic model biought
out by J. Harrison and Sons has
several interesting details. Fur
instance, the body is slung from

a long double C spring having the smaller
C at the front, where the spring ends
are fastened to a bar running Ijelow the

body. At the back is the larger C, and
special shackles have been introduced

THE IVY BATH-CHAIR SIDECAR ATTACHMENT.

The novel Ivy sidecar, which can be converted into a bath chair by a few simple adjustments. The top right and bottom left hand pictures show
how the back is adjustable to give a reclining position for an invalid who is unable to sit upright.

AIJ J
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Seme New Sidecar AUachments.

—

as connecting links between springs and
body, thus allowing a more free niovo-
nient to the body and adding to tho
rider's comfort. The chassis is triangular
in sliapc, \vitl\ the base of tlie liorizontal
ti iangle formed by "the axle of the side-
1,11- and the apex projecting below the
ncse of the body. There a.re two cross

tubes, one a specially strengthened tube
just ui front of tlie axle, while the otlier

is placed below that point where the body
sweeps ujiwards to the nose.
The sides of the triangle are used as

rests whereupon the long double C springs
are clipped by two shackles apiece, while
the attachment tubes are adjustable in
every direction and secured to lugs on
the motor cycle in such a manner that
tho sidecar can be removed with ease,
it being necessary to undo one bolt only
for each of the three attachments.

Coachwork Details.

As to the body, this is of the same
shape as the 1915 model, has well-padded
comfortable upholstei'y, and a. small but
neat side door on the off side of the

^
INDEPENDENT OF RAILWAYS. Most motor cycle manufacturing lirnis use

sldecarriers for quick delivery, and our illustration shows a couple of B.S.A.'3, whicli are

continually running between the manufacturers' Reddltch and Small Heath works. The
first one, it will be noticed, is fitted with a sidecar brake and a dynamo lighting set.

Latest model Britannic sidecar showing new design chassis.

and should pi'otect the
varnish adequately
while being a rigid

fixing, and with its

black enamel form.s a
pleasing contrast to

the body. Standard
finish is dark green
or grey.

The makers, J.

Harrison and Sons,
Ltd., Constitution Hill,

Birmingham, have
several other models,
including a sidecarrier.

body. A stout mudguard, with a deep
extension on the body side, is supported
from the axle by three flat steel strips,

MORE REAR SPRINGING.
STILL another spring frame lias been

brought to our notice ; it is the

design of Lieut. T. S. Vaughan
Phillips, R.N. A moving chain stay

is pivoted at the driving centre of tho

countershaft by means of a large ball

bearing. This chain stay is carried right

round the back wheel to ensure rigidity ;

it is also strengthened in girder form.
The springs, which are leaf springs, are

secured to a, casting formed on the end
of a rear member of the frame, their

extremities being attached by means of

shackles to the end oi the moving chain
stays.

THE INSTITUTION OF
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

The next general meeting of the Insti-

tutioh of Automobile Engineers will be
hield on December 15th (not December
8th as previously announced) in the Hall

of the Surveyors' Institution-, 12, Great
George Street, Westminster, S.W., at 8

p.m., when Mr. F. W. Lanchester,

JI.Inst.C.E., will read a paper entitled

"The Cylinder Cooling of Internal Com-
bustion Engines, more especially as con-

cerning Automobile Practice."

The A.J.S. detachable wheel. To remove
the front wheel it is only necessary to unscrew

the centre pin (shown on the floor in the

illustration) and withdraw it with a distance

piece. To the left is the dust cap for

protecting the driving face of hub when
used as the front wh^el.

FURTHER
LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
The Commissioner of Police states that

from December 1st all vehicles and
bicycles in London must after dark carry

a back red light, as well as a white light

in front. For horse-drawn vehicles it is

sufficient if lamps are carried on each

side at the front, showing white lights

forward and red lights behind. If only

one lamp is carried in front (on the off

side) there must be a separate red lamp
on the off side at the back. Tliis is

uideed a sensible regulation, and we only

wish we were at liberty to say that it was
to be in force over the whole coimtry,

but we should like to see a rear light at

the back of the cart, or load, always

compulsory.

Rear springing device designed by Lieut. T.

S. V. Phillips, R.N., described on this page.

It will be seen that the only unsprung
weight is the rear wheel, stays, and mud-
guard, the carrier being attached to the

rigid portion of the frame. It is suggested

to carry the rear chain ease on the right-

hand of the machine and secure it to the

moving member, and, obviously, there

will be no variation in the distance

between the chain centres.

AI7
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Aluminium Alloy Pistons.

A Metal Giving Several Advanlages
besides Light Weight

LATELY there has been a great deal said on the

subject of employing light aluminium alloys

in the construction of high-speed highly

efficient internal combustion engines as used in car,

aero, and motor cycle work. One of the most strik-

ing novelties in this respect is its introduction as a

metal for pistons. When used for this purpose the

selection of the metals and the proportions in which

they form the alloy is of the highest importance, and

makes just the difference between siiccess and failure.

Pure aluminium is quite out of !he question for

several reasons, the chief being its brittleness, which

prevents it standing up to the strain imposed on it at

the high temperatures under which a piston has to

work, especially in an air-cooled engine. Beside this

the melting point, friction, wearing qualities, expan-

sion, etc., are all points which have to be carefully

considered, and in most of which pure aluminium

proves unsuitable. There are a number of different

aluminium alloys which have proved quite satisfactory,

though it is extremely difficult to make a satisfactory

job of casting these alloys, and each maker special-

ising in this work has some secret process.

Light Weight the Original Object.

The original object of using aluminium or aluminium

alloys for pistons was that owing to its apparent light-

ness, combined with the fact that its material strength

was very little under that of cast iron, bulk for bulk,

the fitting of these pistons would save a considerable

amount of weight in the reciprocating parts, a point

much sought after by designers of high speed motors.

It is still the general belief that lightness is the sole

object of this type of piston. It was, however, found
after much experimenting that these alloy pistons

proved to be little lighter, if any, than the light steel

pistons used on racing engines. This extra weight

was due to the fact that owing to the greater expan-

sion and softer nature of the aluminium alloy it be-

came necessary to fit a considerably larger gudgeon
pin in order to overcome the tendency of the pin

working loose, the result being that the total weight

was very nearly that of a steel piston, and it would
appear that there was little left in favour of the light

alloy piston. However, during these experiments it

was gradually discovered that there were other and far

greater advantages in the alloy piston than the mere
saving of weight, which would justify the use of

aluminium even if the weight had to be exactly the

same as that of either cast iron or steel pistons.

Reduction of Carbon Deposit.

Perhaps one of the most noteworthv of these

advantages is the fact that aluminium is one of the

finest conductors of heat, and is roughly three times

better in this respect than either cast iron or steel.

It will, thei-efore, be seen that the heat generated by
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the explosions on the piston head is very quickly

carried off to the piston skirt, where it can be more
rapidly transmitted to the cylinder walls owing to the

greater amount of surface in contact. For this reason

the piston will never reach such a high temperature,

with the result that the carbonisation of oil on the top

of the piston is very greatly diminished, and, in fact,

in the case of water-cooled engines with these pistons,

carbon on the piston top is almost non-existent. Pro-
vided a piston of sufficient thickness is used, this point

might prove to be of the very greatest advantage
in the construction of lightweight two-.=:trokes, where
one of the greatest troubles is the rapid carbonisation

of the piston head and top piston ring, which is appar-
ently due almost entirely to the e.xtra amount of heat
generated in this i:ype of engine, and the inability of

the cast iron piston to carry the excess of heat off

quickly enough. In order to obtain to the full the

advantage of this rapid cooling it is even advisable

to make the piston thicker than is really necessary for

the sake of strength, for the thicker the material the

quicker the heat can be carried away, on the principle

that a thick cable is capable of carrying, in the same
time, more electricity at the same pressure, than a thin

one. This point is, of course, more important when
the engine is air-cooled, and where the effect of carbon
deposit is more noticeable.

Little Tendency to Seize.

Another point very much in favour of aluminium
alloy pistons is that the liability to seize is ver)' small,

and even if they do seize the con-
sequences are, as a rule, not serious.

Should the pistons be too tightly

fitted they will lap themselves in

without any evil effect being noticed.

These conditions are due to the
softer nature of the metal which
enables the high parts to be smoothed
down easily in running without tlie

usual liability of seizure. Here,
again, the greater conductivity of the

metal enables the extra heat caused
'

by the friction to be conducted
'

rapidly away, thus also reducing the liabilitv to seize.

How the Aluminium Wears.
The question as to whether the two metals, the cast

iron of the cylinder and aluminium allov of the

piston, work together satisfactorily is a matter to be
considered, and the best illustration in its favour is

the satisfactory results obtained by the use of white
metal for bearing surfaces where very similar condi-
tions prevail, viz., a soft and a hard metal working
together. It is a well-known fact that in most cases •

white metal bearings give far superior results to those";

obtained with, say, even phosphor bronze, and here "^

-^
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Aluminium Alloy Pistons. — /
aSiiin the (cikUmicv to seize is small, while in the event
iif such an aceident happening; the damage resulting
i-^ also considerably less than when harder metals are
iisod.

A point which would appear to be a great drawback
to the use of aluminium alloy pistons is the fact that
I lie expansion of this metal upon being heated is very
considerable, with the result that in order to obtain
satisfactory running when the engine is hot, a very
much greater clearance between cylinder and piston

has to be given, so that when start-

ing from cold the piston is inclined

to tilt, which, of course, causes a

slight rattle. However, after run-
ning a short while (a few seconds
in the case of an air-cooled engine),

the piston beconies warm and ex-'

pands, after which it will run as

sweetly as a piston made of any other

material. This trouble may be

greatly reduced by making the piston

longer in the skirt than is usual; as

will be seen from the exaggerated
sketches (figs, i and 2), with the long piston the

tilting effect is greatly reduced. The longer piston

also has the advantage of being able to conduct more
heat as previously mentioned. Another advantage of

having the piston extra long is that, if it is of sufficient

length to overlap the stroke travel, the oil is not

able to work past the rings so easily, and this con-

dition assists in reducing the carbonisation caused by

burnt oil.

A Satisfactory Gudgeon Pin Fixing.

The method of securing the gudgeon pin illustrated

in fig. 3 is a method used largely in connection with

American engines, but is particularly suitable for use

with aluminium pistons. The pin is secured in the

small end of the connecting rod by means of a split

small end and clamping bolt. It works in the bosses

'@Xffi 55/

if Ihc piston, which .irr bnslicd with phospFlor liroiliff

forced into place under |)rcssuri-. This method of

lixing overcomes the necessity of the larger giidKeoii

pin previously mentionetl, as the bronze cxpanfis much
more evenly with the aluminium than .steel <loes. Il

is, therefore, not necessary to make the giulgeon pin

so large, and for that reason weight is rciluced.

Finally, although apparently lightness was ilif

primary oljject for attempting to discover an aluminium
alloy suitable for making pistons, it would seem that

advantages have been brought to light in favour of
these metals that are of even greater value than the

saving of weight.' As a matter of fact, pistons which
will work quite satisfac-

torily for a short time can
be made of steel much
lighter than at present can
be produced in aluminium,
but the fact that they are

of so fragile a nature

renders them, for any pur-

pose other than a short

sprint race, quite unsatis-

factory. In the case of

aluminium alloys, although
the weight may be rather

more than the very lightest

workable steel pistons, they

are considerably ligh'Tr,

strength for strength, than
the lightest cast iron

pistons. The fact that greater bulk can be em-
ployed for the same weight renders the alloy pistons

more suitable for all-round purposes than the light

steel ones, and, agam, the fact that the alloys work
better in conjunction with the cast iron of the cylinder

is another point greatly in their favour. There is

little doubt but that in the future we may expect great

things from alloy pistons in connection with motor
cycle engine construction. G. Funck.

Fig. 3.
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Opening of the New Zealand Competition Programme.
SUMMER is now in full swing on the other side of

the Equator, and the last comnnuiication, pub-

lished below, from our Auckland (N.Z.) corre-

spondent, shows that the various clubs in that part of

the world are recommencing outdoor activities.
' We do not think that some New Zealanders can

realise the effective manner in which the British Navy
has stopped the so-called submarine blockade of the

Germans. We are led to make this remark by reason

of the fact that our Christchurch correspondent goes

to the trouble of sending dupUcate reports by follow-

ing mail boats in case the first one should be

torpedoed
Latest club activities are reported in the following

paragraphs

:

Napier Motor Cycle Club.

The opening run of this club was held on Sep-

tember 4th, when a large number of membei-s

journeyed to Hastings, where they were entertained at

afternoon tea by the club captain, Mr. J. Taylor. The
annual reliability trial and sidecar trial will have been

held by now.

Pioneer Club, Christchurch.
During the winter months the Pioneer Club has held

no competitions, but the racing season was to be
opened a month ago with beach races. An opening

run was held to Waihora Park on September 26th,

when many members had an enjoyable outing.

Wellington Motor Cycling Club.

The above club held a fast hill-climb at Wellington

on September 25th, the entries being fair. The hill

selected was 500 yards long, steep, and rejoiced in

four sharp corners. The climb was won by R.

Keene, 3^^ h.p. Triumph.

Otago Motor Club.
The annual meeting of the Otago Motor Club was

held at Dunedin on September i8th, when there was

a large attendance. Many important affairs were

discussed, and it was decided to continue putting be-

fore local bodies the question of better roads. It was

stated that the club had collected sums of money for

the different patriotic funds,, and had paid over ^£300
towards providing motor ambulances for the New
Zealand Expeditionary Forces.

I:
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Over the Snow-Bound Pennines
WITH THE Despatch Riders.

--<-.

The five despatch riders on the crest of the Pennines at Dent Head. From left to right—Troopers W. J . Skurr, J. T. Frankland,

H. L. Roberts, T. Walker, and G. Wightman.

"C

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Author of "Motor Ways in Lcikdand^* "The Complete Mountaineet'" '^'Mountain Adventures at Home and Abroad"

I OME over for a sporting day with the
' despatchers ' on the Pennines!" Thus,
on a dull November morning of cheerless

promise came the welccn>e message from Kendal.
However, fair weather or foul, it was impossible to

refuse the privileged invitation, for George Braith-

waite, the well-known competition rider of that town,

had spent weeks organising the training of the despatch
riders, and now was the chance to see the results.

Kendal, as the eastern gateway of Lakeland, had
afforded a starting point for many splendid runs, and
aided by keen instruction from Lieut. Parker and
Corporal Wraighte, the despatch riders had been
trained under conditions strikingly similar to those at

the Front. This northern mountain land had
afforded ample practice in following a fixed but
devious route in quickest time over the roughest and
most trying of roads. These north country methods
may lead to further developments, for the authorities

are learning that fiat country riders are at a dis-

advantage amongst mountain regions where campaign-
ing is now in progress.

Teams and the Route.
It was pleasing to note the workmanlike steadiness

of the men who were sent forth at two-minute intervals

from the Kendal Drill Hall on a characteristic com-

petition route. All were as keen as the early morn-
ing air which swept down the Valley of the Kent and
from the fog-hidden Pennine heights. There were

three teams of riders. The Dtike of Lancaster's Own
Yeomanry were represented by Lance-corporal Wight-

man and Troopers Fletcher, Kendall, Biddle, and
Sydbury. For the Lancashire Hussars there started

Corporal Wiggalle with Troopers Watkins, Roberts,

Lind, Ecclesron, Seddon, and Viall, whilst for the

Westmorland and Cumberland Yeomanry Lieut.

Grierson, Troopers Watson, Frankland, Kigg, Skurr,

and Walker were sent first away. The machines were

mostly Douglases and B.S.A. 's, but it was noticed

that Trooper J. Kendall rode the Norton on
which he recently performed so successfully at Brook-

lands. \

The route lay over the Greyhound Hill to Sedbergh,^

thence to Dent and up the long Dent Valley to Dent
Head Hill, by which Newby Head and Hawes would

be reached. Buttertubs Pass gave access to Keld,

Tan Hill, and Bowes, whence the homeward way was

planned by Tebay. Probably no finer test could be

proposed, but alns! man proposes and the weather

disposes.

The writer followed the cheerful crowd of riders oti

a standard 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar outfit driven by Mr.
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The

HOLDER
of the

•«̂ WORLD'S
300 Miles

Record ^^iI
MERICAN

_CELSIOR
Amer/c^'s Best Auto-Cyc/e

— the first Motor Bike to attain a speed of 100 miles an hour — has
smashed another world's record. In a 300 mile race in Chicago on
September 12th, "The Good Old X" finished first in 3hrs.29 mins.
57.2/5 sees. — a speed of 87.51 miles per hour — World's Record
for the distance.

The American Excelsior is the machine
for you if you want to get ahead and
keep there — call and inspect — try

and you will buy.

)ays

r nCCS . countershaft gear, multiple disc clutch,

chain drive, kick starter, mechanical

lubricatioa

MODELE DE LUXE, as illustrated,

complete with Dixie combination lighting

aud ignition, powerful head and tail

lamps, electric honv and speedometer
£90

ilMAYS MAKES dOOD
In answering this advertisement it

Immediate Delivery of Both Models.

Complete Details from Sole Concessionnaires

:

HARRIS & SONS, """ovSrS's^^'ir"'' LONDON, W.
'Phone : Regent 3906.

SBBBBBBBBBflaBBaSBOBBBBaBBSBaBBaaBaflaBBBBBBBBBBBB

AGENTS I^'^uAi:
agency for districts where we are

DOt represeQted ahoiild write at

once. The proposition is attrac-

tive :— A splendid machine, a

moderate price, and eaily oelivery.

dt6ti-able t<y nKittiun ''The Motor Cych. A23
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This is the J.H. Rehable 2h h.p. Two-stroke Single Gear.
Supplied also with two-speed gear, chain-cum-belt drive, or three-speed Sturmey-Archer hub gear.

Villiers engine, 70 x 70 mm., 269 c.c. Druid forks, Bowden brakes, Palmer or Dunlop studded tyres 26in. / 2in.,

Lycelt's saddle. Best & Lloyd drip feed, Jin. Dunlop belt. Pannier bags, and folding kit of tools and number plates.

THE IDE4L MOTOR FOR THE YOUNG OR OLD. Immediate Delivery.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR COLONIAL TRADE.

J.H. MOTOR ENGINEERING WORKS, Castle Mil! Stre'et, MUMPS, OLDHAM. James Howarth, Proprietor, wriui.^r cat.i .^^

r ^

r

Concerning Tyres for Lightweight Machines.
Because you run a Lightweight machine, do not be misled

into fitting Tyres that are inadequate for the work, but use

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
26 X 2'

They are built specially for this purpose trom the same
materials (fabric and rubber) as our famous Car Tyres,

and unite the maximum of resiliency with gieat strength,

leaving an ample margin, which reduces the chance of

Tyre Trouble to a minimum.

Write jor nevj list.

WOOD - MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Wire

—
"Comfort, Preston.' Phone— Preston J13.

LONDON: MANCHESTER AVENUE, E.C
Wire

—
" Byturnins. London." "Phone— City 4797.

BristoL Birmineham, Dublin, Glasgow, Belfast, etc.

Wood-

tyRE-T

A24 In ansivcriiig tlicse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ele.
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Over the Snowbound Penninos with the Despatch Riders.—

Harry Whiimerah, whoso sporting purlormancos,
especially with the despatch riders, have become
famous in the North. For a one-armed driver to

have driven a standard machine over 16,000 miles of
difficult country since July is remarkable. At any
rate, in the writer's mind, that day on the Peiinines

settled the recently much-discussed question—should
a one-armed motorist drive ?—most effectually.

Soon the steep gradients of the Greyhound lifted us
above the morning mists which hung over Kendal.
It was a perfect winter's morning. Dry, clean roads,
even near the 800 foot level, showed little signs of the

icy blizzard that had swept over the heights only two
days previously. Close to the crest of the hill there

was a glorious backward prospect over a sea of snow-
tipped mountains, with the Lakeland heights o'er-

topping all. But two riders were quite oblivious to

the wonderful scene. They were more concerned
with the wonders of

the American mag-
netos which, as it

happened, were fitted

to their faltering

engines. They were
not the only sufferers

on that account,
and it is pleasing

to learn that this

defect, the only one
revealed during the

day's run, is likely

to be remedied by
fitting an English
pattern to the de-

spatch riders'
mounts.

Dentdale.'

Then there was a
magnificent run over
the uplands, and
thence, after a

descent of Black
Horse Brow, an
excellent test-hill, Sedbergh was reached. This
much-maligned section of the route was found in

excellent surface condition. A keen crowd of boys
from the famous old school gave cheerful greetings

as we swung off to the right and on towards Dentdale.
'Midst showers of late autumn leaves we threaded the

curly intricacies and rushed the gravelly gradients

of the dale. Dent village, with its narrow paved lanes

and timbered dwellings so reminiscent of many an
Alpine hamlet, would have well repaid a long halt.

There was just time to notice the country smells

and a curious village fountain gushing forth from a

huge rock monolith, and out we dashed again into the

narrowing dale with snowy heights creeping nearer

and nearer ahead.

Up into the Snow.
Away up on the right there were two splendid hills

of much merit and interest. The former of these,

Flinter's Hill, seemed to spring straight above the

village of Dent, and local repute, avers that no motor
vehicle has ever climbed it. The other hill, Deepdale
Head, curled up to the snowv skyline farther to the

Climbing Dent Head Hill—a snowy, slippery gradient.

south-west, and this had already yielded to a fornxr
attack by (he despatch riders.' It was the sight of this

sn<jwy scarp, with the ahibastcr crest of Whernside
towering two thousand feel aloft, tiiat lir.st roiwed
serious misgivings regarding the pnssiijility of the ilay's

run. Moreover, as our road climbeil gradually up
into the narrow dale between Longshaw Pike aiirl

Wold Fell, the splendid dry road-surface changed
gradually to an icy slope and eventually wc were
ploughing through the thickening snow on middle gear.

The slower progress diil, however, allow time to note

the prettiness of the rocky glen alongsid-, where the

turbulent Dee leapt down from ledge to ledge with

scarce a boulder to break its dash over tlie curious

limestone slabs.

Battling 'with the Snow.

At last the road led straight up the mountain
front. On low gear we dashed round the

first turn and into

a mixed naass

of despatch riders

and followers. So
serious was the

block and so solemn
their mien that there

might have been
a German maclvine

gun raking them
round the corner.

The noise was cer-

tainly there, for

one machine with

open exhaust was
struggling on the

steep gradient, its

back wheel spin-

ning helplessly on
the snowv incline.

Winter reigned

here with a ven-

geance, and this

first part of Dent
Hill marked the end
of several riders'

efforts. About a dozen enthusiasts managed to mount
halfway up the mile-long gradient, which, in normal
condition, would have been nothing more than a stiff

climb. There were many adventures here. More
than one over-dashing rider bit the dust, or rather the

snow, for anything but slow speed seemed prone to

produce severe side-slip. The superiority of the

chain-driven machines on this class of work was very

noticeable. The B.S.A.'s were specially successful.

Eventually se^•en machines reached the top of -Dent

Head Hill, but only one entirely under its own power.

The last of them arrived minus the tread of the rear

cover, and with the engine hot enough to burn a large

hole in the rider's overcoat. It was amusing to stand

upon the snowy crest and note that the first sign of an

up-coming machine was the smell, and this long before

sight or soimd revealed any living thing.

Thanks to help from Lieut. Grierson, the A.J.S.

sidecar reached the summit. Then we followed five

of the despatch riders,. Troopers J. T. Frankland, H.
L. Roberts, W. J. Skurr, G. Wightman, and T.

Walker, steadily upwards over the white wastes to
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Over the Snowbound Pennines with the Despatch Riders.
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near the 1,600 feet level. At this point there came
more than an hour's struggle with many deep drifts.

All ideas of competitive riding had long ago vanished

;

all efforts were concentrated on helping each other

through and over the difficulties. Sometimes there

were spaces between the drifts where the storm had
swept the road surface comparatively clear. From

, these vantage points the despatch riders dashed wildly

at the opposing drifts, gradually forcing a way through

or over. One solid mass

about five feet high was
surmounted by placing an

old gate over it and thus

steadying the snowy mass
sufficiently to carry the

weight of the machine. The
sidecar was used on certain

occasions as a snow plough.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE RUSSIAN
GOVERNMENT.

arrived and found that he could "do his bit '' for once,

for it seemed that half-past two was the civilian closing

time. On such an occasion this seemed a strange

anomaly.

The waning afternoon light showed that further

continuance of the competition would be useless. Thus
a way Avas made to Hawes, and on roads entirelv free

from snow Kendal was reached as the first moonlight
gleam spread over the icy crests of the distant Pen-
nines. It was interesting arid amusing to learn what

had become of the various officials

who had been appointed to observe

and check upon some sections of

the route. Of some no informa-

tion was available, but George
Braithwaite, who was making the

direct route to Tan Hill on his

Morgan, made a non-stop run past

the Slip Inn, only to end with a

Large consignments of British-built motor cycles, such as

B.S.A., Sunbeam, Rudge, P. and M., and Premier, have been

despatched to Russia for our Russian Allies. The photographs

reproduced above were taken at the port of disembarkment,

and show British representatives of the firms in question

supervismg delivery of the machines m boxes. The B.S.A.

man evidently does not believe in losing an opportunity of

advertising his machines. The row on the right are 3i h.p.

Premiers.

At one of the big obstacles

the writer elected to photo-

graph the attack. The
camera was placed on the

only vantage point, which
was the middle of the road
beyond the drift, and
directly in the track of the

oncoming " 'bus." With
two uproarious despatch
riders aboard, they crashed
madly into the white, soft

mass, while the writer
" pressed the biifton " and
disappeared into the snowdrift on the roadside almost

simultaneously. However, " all's well that ends well,"'

as one of the accompanying photographs show.

"The Law is a Hass."

Then, eventually, every obstacle on these Pennine
heights was vanquished, and we sped skiddingly on-

wards and downwards to the only sign of civilisation

in these mountain wilds. This was Newby Head Inn,

1,450 feet above sea level, and one of the many highest

inhabited houses in England. Wet through, weary,

and much the worse for wear, we at last hoped for

refreshment. Alas! it was past two o'clock, and the

men who serve their country could not be served. The
landlord was obdurate until the civilian of the party

B2

Eil

slip into a hopeless big drift near

Barras Station. Corporal Wraighte
watched the check on Dent Head.
Perhaps Lieut. Parker made the

most creditable performance of

the day. He had been deputed to

check on Buttertubs Pass, and he

actually succeeded in climbing the

snowy heights. No competitors

disturbed his chill vigil, and the

kind help he gave the flockmasters

in the rescue of their sheep from
the great drifts was much appre-

ciated. In the expressive official

words of the despatch service, the

competition was pronounced a ''wash-out," and cer-

tainly the snowy Pennines had wiped us out com-

pletely. They had had the best of tiie argument

that day. Yet ere long we hope to renew the battle

and ride to victory with the despatch riders of the

North, than whom no finer sportsmen can be found,

though one wander the wide world o'er.

Last month complaints were received by the Auto-

mobile Association from members regarding a cross-

road sign in the West of England, which has for several
"

years been fixed right on the cross-roads, instead of

some distance back. The Association's local manager
brought this matter before the notice of the authorities,

and the sign will be refixed in a more suitable position.

- -if
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MNNUI7ICTCIRERS' PRQGBHMMES

M A.G. WATER-COOLED
ENGINE.

THE accompanying line drawing
shows tlie 8 li.p. twin-cylindei-

water-cookd M.A.G. engine, the

bore and stroke of which are

82 X 103.5 nun. respectively (1,093 c.c).

with water-cooled cylinders, that the mag-
neto is carried on a special platform in

front, and is bevel driven, and that both
exhaust ports face outwards, tlie last two
features being specially introduced for the
benefit of the Morgan Motor Co. It will

be noticed, that the engine preserves the

well-known M.A.G. features, such as
overhead mechanically operated inlet

valves, the controlling mechanism of

which is entirely enclosed in a dustproof

casing, and works continuously in oil.

.M.A.G. twin-cylinder (45^) water-c

engine.

which is -- now being supplied to the

Morgan: Motor Co. This engine closely

follows the excellent practice embodied in

the 6 and 8 h.p. air-cooled models, and
differs only in the fact that it is provided

NEW HUDSON LIGHT-
WEIGHTS.

SUPPLEMENTING the particulars

of the 1916 New Hudsons given in

our last issue, it may be mentioned
that there will be two editions of

the 2i h.p. two-stroke lightweight model.

They differ but slightly as regards details,

and one may be regarded as a de luxe

model, whereas the other is built within

a certain price limit. Although this

means that the de luxe model priced at

£42 is fitted with all the luxuries_ which

go to make modern motor cycling so

enjoyable, yet there is nothing essential

lacking either of material or mechanism

in the £38 model.

As an instance of the detail difference

between the machines, one has hand
pump lubrication, the other hand pump
witli a visible drip feed. Moreover, there
is a slight, but noticeable, difference

between the external finish o( the two
models. As before, the cylinders aro

heavily ribbed, the ribs flattening to

allow the plug to be screwed into position

with ease, while tlie compression release,

situated in the cylinder crown, discharges

through a long pipe, and will have the
extension tube to the chain case.

The exhaust pipe is curved gradually

until it joins the silencer sUnig below the

magneto platform, the down tube being

forked to allow the exhaust pipe to curve
straight away from the cylinder. There
is a B. and IB. carburetter, while lubrica-

tion is effected by feeding oil to the

crankshaft main bearing, then allowing

the escaping oil from this bearing to be
caught in a ring and delivered to the

crank pin througli drilled passages, thus

lubricating the big end from within and
at pressure due to centrifugal force.

Novel Gudgeon Pin Fixing.

A copper tube is placed within the

hollow tapered gudgeon pin, and the pro-

jecting ends of this tube are riveted over

in recesses machined in the piston, thus

Timing side of M.A.G. water-cooled

engine, showing position of magneto and

overhead inlet valves.

Power 'unit of the 1916 model 3i h.p. single-cylinder Premier. . ..ed driving

chain from crank case to countershaft gear box was removed when the ohotograph was taken.

The auxiliarv exhaust port and latest design cylinder wll be noted.
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the taper pin, being a driving fit, cannot

move round while the tube ends eifectu-

ally stop endwise motion. Tliis year the

chain case between the flywheel and
crank case is complete and holds suffi-

cient oil to keep the chain lubricated,

further supplies of lubricant coming from
the compression release tube. On the

gear box the oiler used last year now is

replaced by a' square-headed plug in a

more accessible position, but the box itself

is unaltered.

As to prices, the " single " is listed at

£65, or with sidecar at £78 10s. ; while

the big twin is £75 12s. as a solo and
£92 8s. with the sidecar.

THE THOMSON-BENNETT
MAGNETOS.

Features of a British-made
Instrument.

FOR 1916 the energies of Messrs.

Thomson-Bennett, Ltd., are
centred on production, as, owing
to the tremendous demand for

motor cycle magnetos at the present
moment, it is practically impossible to

think of redesigning, or of bringing out
a mode! with any great alterations. The
1915 machines have, however, been
altered in a few respects, and now are

much improved in appearance since die

castings took the place of sand castings

for the end plates. Five types are manu-
factured, three being for lightweight, and
two for heavyweight machines.

The Thomson-Bennett magneto for

single-cylinder machines. It is known
as the type A.C. 1

.

We take as an example the A.C. 1

single-cylinder magneto, for, except in

detail, it is exactly the same as the other
machines, as the end plate holding the

contact maker has been so designed that
either one or two high-tension collector

brushes can be fitted. The contact maker
is remarkable for the extremely solid

rocking arm, this being quite three times
the size of that usually employed, while
the fibre bush on which this arm rocks
is larger, and therefore gives greater
bearing surface than hitherto. We under-
stand that certain minor alterations may
be carried out to this portion of the
machine as soon as the pressure of work
allows of redesigning, but these altera-

tions in no way affect the running of the
machine and -are refinements, not correc-
tions of previous trouble. The contact

B4

maker is secured as usual by a taper and
a small key, cast as part of the contact

maker, the whole being held rigidly in

position by a central hexagon-headed
screw. Behind the contact maker is a

carbon brush, the holder for which is

riveted on to the contact maker disc.

At a later date this may be altered, and
the brush holder will be a solid part

cast with the contact maker itself,

while the brush - may be of larger

diameter and held up to its work by a

spiral coil spring. The Hshaped arma-
ture has at one end what may be best

described as a distributer, in place of

the collector ring more often employed.
In most magnetos there is at the high-

tension brush end of the armatui'e a

vulcanite or composition double ring, in

shape very like a motor cycle pulley. At
the bottom of the groove of this ring
is a strip of brass connected to the
high-tension winding of the armature,
and the carbon brush is' held down
against the ring by a coil spring, thus
collecting the current and delivering it

to the plug as the disc revolves.

Thoroughly Waterproof.

The Thomson-Bennett ring has some
interesting details of design. In the first

place, there is no continuous brass ring
round the bottom of the groove, but a

single small strip which registers with the
collector brash at the moment that the
current is required for the plug, while in

the two cylinder machines it registers in

turn with each of the brushes fitted on
opposite sides of the end plate. High-
tension current has to be insulated very
thoroughly, else it wilf short to earth and
not travel along the high-tension wire.

Therefore, the greatest care has to be
taken with the distributer disc, as at the
slightest pretext the current will creep
along the "flanges" of the distributer
and short on to the casing of the magneto.
To overcome this two grooves are cut
concentric with the edge of the disc, and
as these grooves make the surface of the
flange much greater the current is forced
to do more work before it can creep along
the face of the flange, and this, therefore,

makes it more difficult for shorting to

occur. Ball bearings ar.e employed for

the armature, which hearings are lubri-

cated through small troughs as usual,
while there are holes drilled below tlie

bearings to drain off an excess quantity
of oil, because should any oil creep along
to the armature during the time that the
machinery is stationary it would soak
through the insulation and cause internal
shorting. Those people who have had
occasion to inspect the armature of so-

called "waterproof" magnetos probably
know that it is usual to find a quantity

of dirt within the machine itself, and
that this dirt is a result of the exposed
position of the magneto on motor cycles.

To make the instrument really water-

proof, Jlessrs. Thomson-Bennett, Ltd.,

have one field magnet only, not two or

four magnets as is more usual. Thus,
there is no gap in the centre of the
machine between the two magnets.

Again, both ends of the magnets are

closed by die cast aluminium plates, ajtid

these plates are provided with felt

washers pressing hard against the ends

The A.M. V-type Thomson-Bennett
magneto for 60° V engines.

of the magnets and making it impossible
for wet or dirt to find an entry at this

point. As the contact maker lias its

cover, while the brush holders fit down
tight upon cone seatings, there is veiy
little likelihood of any foreign matter
entering the machine at all.

The brush holder is held down on its

cone seating by a double flat spring. As
the small screw which holds the high-
tension wire in place is awkwardly placed
for that type of screwdriver likely to be .

found in a motor cycle kit, the contact
maker spanner provided with the machine
is fitted with a small screwdriver as well
as the gap -gauge. This screwdriver can
be seen just above the central hole of the
spanner in the sketch.
The A.C. 2 machine is similar to the

A C. 1, but, of course, slightly altered for
a two-cylinder machine, while the A.M. 1
IS a lightweight instrument for single-
cylinder machines, and a replica of the
A.C, 1 on a smaller scale. The A.M. 2 is

a small scale model for horizontally
opposed cylinder engines, while the
A.il.V is for sixty degree engines and
is also a lightweight model. Partly owing
to the single magnet, and as a result of
the improved die castings, tlie new
machine lias a very serviceable and neat
appearance, while "the fact that the out-
put is very large, and yet insufficient for
the orders in hand, is in itself a testi-

'

monial to the reliability of the Thomson--
Bennett magneto.

(Left) Method adopted to fasten H.T.
wire in brush holder. (Right) Magneto
spanner, showing the gap gauge and special

screwdriver.

A SUN GEAR BOX.
In the early part of 1916 the Sun \

Cycle and Fittings Co, hope to have a S
gear box with clutch and kick-starter -
ready for the different lightweights of'

the company's manufacture. This gear
'

is already well in hand. The demand for
quieter motor cycles has received tl»e

careful attention of the designers of the
Sun motor cycles. In 1916 "the exhaust
will be rendered much quieter than in
previous models by the addition of an
extension pipe from the silencer.
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while tho one seen within tha gear box
is nttachrd to the rlriving pulluy. 'I ho
sliding <ln|j is inountrii on the niitin iihiift,

and is prevented fruni revolviiiu; indrpend-
crillv liy the long feutheni. Thin dug i«

bioiight to unguge either of the two gear

wlicels, BO as to revolve them with the

main shaft, and so produce the variation

of ratios by means of the striking fork.

VVIu'ther on top or low gear the whiil

.

always revolve.

The simple two-speed countershak gew shovving component parts

BUYERS' GUIDE ERRATA.
Unfoiturialc-ly, a few errors have

crept into the inas8 of information

given in Jast week's issue. The price

of the Enfield sidecar combination is

now 85 piiineas, or 100 unincas with
Lucas dynamo lighting outfit.

It may not have been quite clear from
our la.st issue that the New Imperial
lightweight is supplied with two-speed

gear but no clutch or l<ick starter at

35 guineas, as well as ^t 41 guineas
including these fitments.

In the Royal Ruby lightweight models
a two-speed machine costs £7 more
than the same m;ichine single-geared.

WILLIAMSONS FOR 1916

Output Limited Owing
to War.

THE war has affected the William-
son Motor Co. in much the same
way as all other motor firms,

and as the result of the difficulty

in obtaining materials, etc., their output
for the present is e.xtremely limited.

The Williamson sidecar outfit, as most
of our readers know, is a high-powered,
luxurious mount, fitted with a horizon-

tally-opposed water-cooled twin engine.

A two-speed gear has been fitted up to

now, but in future, when supplies are

procurable, a gear box of the three-

speed type will be standard practice.

The sidecars are fitted with several

types of bodies.

Just previous to the outbreak of war
the new Williamson three-wheel cycle

car was being tested. In this design

the Williamson horizontal water-cooled

engine is again used, placed lengthwise

in the chassis, which is of channel

steel, and driving by chain to an

crdinfcry Douglas three-speed motor
cycle type gear box, and then by another

chain to the single rear wheel. An
interesting point in the design is the

fitting of torque tubes to all wheels.

The back wheel is fitted in a separate

framework, which is hinged to the

chassis on a substantial bearing. This
• is sprung in the usual manner of three-

wheelers on two quarter-elliptic springs.

The front is sprung on threequarter-

eUiptic springs, while the axle is kept

from whipping by two substantial torque

rods, which are hinged in a similar

manner to those fitted to the rear wheel.

THE TWO-SPEED COUNTER-
SHAFT GEAR.

A
TYPE of gear commonly used on

two-stroke lightweights is the two-

speed gear box in which the

wheels are always in mesh and the

change is obtained by means of a sliding

dog clutch. From the illustration _
the

simple construction and small number of

component parts will be noticed. The MORGANS IN 1916.

T"

One ot the standard Morgans lor 1916.

layshaft pinions, which are made in one
piece, are mounted on the shorter shaft,

and mesh with the two pinions which
revolve freely on the main shaft. These
two pinions are provided with dog teeth.

HE Jlorgan run-
about will be
continued i n
three models

for 1915. The first

is the J. A. P. - en-

gined model, the
cylinder dimensions of
which are 85 mm. x
85 mm. (980 c.c.) : the
next is the same
chassis with an M.A.G.
1,100 c.c. engine; and
the third is the Grand
Prix model. The last-

named has a wheel-
base of 7ft., as com-
pared with 6ft. of thf
first tw'o models. It

is an extremely fast

machine, and one that
has an establisbpd reputation, though
this is a remark applying to all Morgan
models. Features common to all three
are Splitdorf magnetos, B. and B. cai'bu-

retters, two-speed gears, and chain drive.

(Lett) Kiek-starter on 1916 Harley-Davidson. All the mechanism is enclosed, and the

pedal is made to fold back when not in use. (Right) Three-speed gear and clutch-

operating mechanism. (See pages 526-7 last week.)
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A MODERN
SYSTEM OF

TYRE REPAIR.
By ROAD RIDER.

except that two special advantages are

IT
has always been a puzzle to me that the orclinary

flat patch method of repairing inner tubes has

proved as satisfactory as it has. The patch

clings to the tube by means of a purely superficial

contact, and the modern solutions show colossal

tenacity in adhering at all, for they are subject to

two permanent stresses, acting in different directions.

On the one hand, there is a partly horizontal strain,

seeing that the tube expands laterally under inflation,

and the patch must expand with it if applied to a

deflated tube ; on the other hand, there is

something of a vertical strain even in a

pinhole repair, as the adhesion may be

regarded as vertical between each square

millimetre of the tube and the patch, not

to speak of the blow-off strain when the

hole is large enough for the air pressure

inside the tube to exert a lifting strain on

any appreciable area of the patch. The
adhesion and tenacity of the patch rise

superior to much careless and imperfect

application, and to the great heat generated

in the tyres of a fast machine driven at

speed for miles together.

If we get good repairs by this system,

it is obvious that we should get better

repairs from - a system which employs a

similar patch and similar solution, in con-

junction with additional qualities ; and for The strains on a patch are shown
this reason I was much interested in a above in an exaggerated form.

Mustikon repair outfit which I began to

employ last season. The process has been
described in these columns, and need only

be summed up very briefly. Its basic

principle is the substitution of a double
patch, the two flaps being'joined by a thick

rubber neck for the ordinary flat patch

;

the plug resembles an fndiarubber collar

stud with large flat head and base. The
plug is held in tweezers, dipped in solution,

and its base is pushed through the punc-
ture, which is trimmed to an even contour by a small

drill in the case of tiny holes, or by a pair of scissors

in the case of a large patch. When the repair is com-
plete it compares with an ordinary flat patch repair

as follows

:

(i.) The head of the plug remains outside the

tube, and is solutioned thereto after the fashion of a

normal flat patch, to which it exactly corresponds in

b6

(Top) Semi-honzontal. as tube

expands under inflation.

(Middle) Vertical or lifting strain,

as air pressure Inside tube

increases under inflation.

(Bottom) Mustikon stud in

position. An almost air-tight

seal secured, even before cup-

head (corresponding to an
ordinary flat patch) has been

solutioned down.

every detail,

secured.

(2.) This head—otherwise equivalent to an
ordinary flat patch—cannot " creep " or shift its

location on the exterior of the tube, because it is

rigidly locked into the puncture by the neck of the

stud.

(3.) This head cannot " blow out," i.e., is not

subject to any lifting strain whatsoever, because the

puncture—through which the air pressure in the tube
normally blows at the patch—is plugged by the
neck of the stud. For this reason the stud system
effects rehable repairs to really large holes (even
up to 2^ in. in diameter); these are practically

unrepairable by the flat-patch system, as

in such cases only the edges of a flat patch
possess adhesive contact, and so the flat

patch cannot long resist the lifting air

pressure on its centre.

(4.) With a flat patch repair, there is

always a column of air pressure 'pushing
up through the puncture, and seeking to

find or make a path through the film of

solution which joins the tube and the
patch. With a stud repair, the puncture
is plugged by the neck of the stud, which
is fractionally larger than the puncture.
I have more than once found a tube to

be airtight after a stud was inserted before
any solutioning has been done, showing
how efficiently the stud seals the hole,

supposing its neck really fits the hole, and
supposing that the hole has been trimmed
or drilled into a true circle. ,

(5.) In addition, the base of the stud

adds a further safeguard. Its rubber is so
moulded that it springs up against the
inside of the tube as soon as the stud is

in place. The solution in which the stud

is dipped as a lubricant prior to insertions

helps this spring-base to cling firmly to

the inner wall of the tube ; and when the

tube is inflated, the air pressure further

assists the contact.

I submitted the process To a long ,

writing about it, as I fancied it might
an amateur to mismanage it in

trial, before

be possible for

use ; but it now strikes me as a sounder and simpler
process than the normal method. As most motor
cyclists cannot employ vulcanisation, seeing that they

do not carry spare wheels and cannot readilv insert .

spare tubes, the Mustikon method deserves their best '.

attention.
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Latest Recruits in the M.M.G.S,
Tip from the Front.

MILITARY NOTES.

THE RECRUITING SECTION.

AS we stated in our last issue, recruit-
ing for the Motor Machine Gun
Service ceased on Wednesda.y, the

24tli ult., when the following men were
examined and passed on that date by Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, Inspecting Officer for the
M.M.G.S. :

E. L. Appleby (Castle Ca-ry).

A. E. Ashby (Sheffield).

D. M. Birkbeck (Hull).

P. Boult (Stoke).

G. B. Collins (Yeovil).

J. W. Crofton (Grimsby).
B. Crossley (Kendal).
E. Cutts (Coventry).
E. J. Edwards (Newhaven).
D. Foster (Oxford).

R. R. Garlick (Cape Town).
L. 0. Groutage (Erdington).
C. N. Harrison (Putney).
A. E. Hemington (Sheffield).

D. Hill (Edgbaston).
VV. Illingworth (Middlesbrough).
C. Jones (Coventry).
F. Lewis (Watford).
R. MacDonald (Ely).

J. W. Makin (Bolton).

..A. U. Malcolm (Edinburgh).
C. B. Mason (Acocks Green).

L. H. McAdam (Toronto).

J. Milliken (Liverpool).

A. Nichol (Hull).

A. Parkinson (Longridge).
C. F. Phillips (New Maiden).
F. R. Pickvvorth (Bingham).
R. Reiffer (Sydenham).
H. Savage (H.unslet).

A. G. Selby (Ijondon).

A. Sims (Derby).

J. Stagg (Yeovil).

S. J. Sulston (Worcester).

H. E. Teft (Gainsborough).
H. J. TifRn (Kirkoswald).
A. Till (Boreham Wood). '

F. Turner (Matlock).

V. Ursell (Coventry).

W, Walker (Loftus).

T. F. Wilson (Grasmere).
A. Wood (London)

"
. R. R. Garlick, who enlisted in the

Motor Machine Gun Service last week,
is a son of the proprietor of Garlick's

Stores, well knovjn to Cape Town and
district motor cyclists.

PROMOTIONS.
FROM the London Ga-.ette: Corporal

(motor cyclist) G. G. Boynton, from
R.E. to be temporary 2nd Lieut.

(September 28th) ; Corporal (motor
cyclist) G. Price, from R.E. to be tem-

. porary 2nd Lieut.

SECURING TANK FILLER CAPS

T'
HE other day we had the pleasure
of meeting Lieut. S. A. Rowlandson,
who is home on leave from the

Front. Mr. Rowlandson is attached to

General Headquarters, and is officer in

command of motor cyclrs there. Many
other well-
known motor
cyclists are with
him, such as

Sec.-Lieuts. C.

S. B u rn e y ,

" Rover " New-
some, and Dud
ley Noble.
Rowlandson told

us that the

motor cycles
generally have
behaved re-

markably well,

considering the

severe work to

which they are

put. A common
trouble which
he mentioned to

us, but which
we do not re-

member having Method of securing filler

seen m print caps described on this page.
before, was the

continual loss of tank

filler caps, due to the

excessive vibration caused

by the wretched pare j

The continual call for J
filler caps led to a short- '']

age, and consequently a

useful tip has now been .

adopted, at Mr. Row-
landson's suggestion, to

prevent filler caps being
'

lost in future. The idea
._.

is illustrated. It simply .'

means taking a short „

length of Bowden %Mie

cable, giving it one turn

round the top tube, and
soldering each end to the

tank filler caps. Thus it

they are caused to jump
out of place due to .,

excessive vibration, they

are anchored securely

.

whilst it is a great con-

venience when replenish-
, i

ing tanks, for the caps '

cannot drop to the ground
and roll away into some
inaccessible place after the

aggravating manner ot

such tilings.

"A SEA OF MUD."
nPHE above is the description applied
1 to the present state of the roads

in that part of Franco in which a
reader. Motor Cyclist T. G. Chatwin, is

stationed. His Triumph, he continues,
gives great satisfaction in spite of it all.

THE STRAIN OF ACTIVE SERVICE
ON MOTOR CYCLES.

CORPORAL ALFRED B. WADE, the
former Zenith rider, has sent us a
most interesting letter from the No.

1 Battery M..M.G S. As mechanic in

charge of the machines in this battery
he has many opportunities of studying
their Behaviour under service conditions
and noting the development of weak spots
in design and construction. One of the
toughest propositions to be tackled is that
caused_ by the constant " hammering "

vibration set up by pavi, which must
be borne in mind when designing any
type of vehicle for active service in
France. It is far more destructive, says
Corporal Wade, than any other form of
vibration and stress he has previously
encountered. One result is that the con-
stant hammering very quickly causes
"fatigue" of the tubes In conclusion,
Corporal Wade mentions the great desira-
bility of stands for sidecar wheels.

Two Douglas mounted despatch riders. Corporals G. W. Baker

and Leeds, attached to one of the Signal Compames in France.

The former, we regret to say, died a few days ago as a result of a

fall from his machine.

BQ
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS

Dec.
Greenwich Time.

2nd 4.53 p.m.
4th 4.52 „
6th 4.51 „
8th 4.51 „

I London half an hour earlieT

Motor Cycles for the Italian War Office.

Befoi-e being finally passed over to the

military authorities each Indian, sidecar

outfit that is supplied to our Italian

Allies undergoes a forty miles road test.

On specially severe routes, which are
easily found in Italy, forty miles at speed
with three people up will soon find out
any weaknesses.

A New Metal.

A correspondent sends us a cutting
from Machinery, which describes a new
metal which has been produced in the
United States, and is intended to fill the
gap between iron and aluminium. It is

named Krauselium, and is prepaa-ed in

four grades possessing the following
physical properties :

Specific Tensile strength
Gi'ade gravity lb. per sq. in.

1 . . 1.92 ... 35,ODO and over
2 .. 2.04 ... 29,000 „ „
3 .. 2.12 ... 23,000 „ „
4 ... 2.16 ... 21,640 „ „

This metal is the product of the Poly-
.phone Motor and Jilanufacturing Co., St.

Louis; it IS, we imagine, an alloy contain-
ing aluminium as its principal constituent,
and should be most useful in the motor
trade.

Reduced Lighting Prosecutions at Banbuiy.
All motorists convicted at the Banbury

Police Court in respect of infringements
of the reduced lighting Order at Banbury,
occurring since April 9th, are requested
to communicate with the secretary of the
Automobile Association and Motor Union,
66, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C. In
a recent appeal to Quarter Sessions, it

transpired that this Order was revoked on
the date above mentioned, and the Asso-
ciation proposes taking the necessary legal
steps to secure the annulment of all such
convictions, and the remission of the
penalties imposed.

Military Motor Cycles for Russia.

Two thousand Indian motor cycles have
been supplied to the Russian Govern-
ment. In addition to these, it is common
knowledge that several well - known
British manufacturers continue to send
regular consignments to the same country,
so that by now our Ally must have a
very considerable fieet of motor cycles.

Bad Road North of Carlisle

We have received information that the

road to Scotland from Carlisle is in a

terrible condition just north of that cit}'.

Drains of some kind have been laid down,
and frost has set in before the surface

could be levelled over. Our informant
says that it is almost impossible for the
average machine to negotiate it. He
rides a 7 li.p. twin, which has a large

ground clearance, and he writes, " I do
not know how I escaped without a broken
crank case. As it was the drain tap w-as

broken clean- off, and I badly bent one of

the sidecar arms."

Lantern Slides as an Aid to Recruiting.

As showing the value of lantern slides

as an aid to recruiting, we may cite the

experiences of Mr. S. W. Phillpot in

his capacity as secretary of the Motor
Cyclists' Reserve Committee, West
Lanes. Divisional Area. Perhaps the

best slide from the point of view of

atti'acting prospective despatch riders

was from a striking photograph of
motor cyclists in the Dardanelles that

appeared in The Motor Cycle of August
19th. The result has been so satisfac-

tory that Mr. Phillpot has had to stop

temporarily the exhibition of the slides,

but they will shortly be going the

rounds of cinemas and music halls in

Manchester and the West Lancashire
Area.

The Biter Bit.

A young E.E. officer, who is not
unknown in the motor cycle world,
recently came home on five days leave.

Hearing that recruiting was very active

in London, he slipped into mufti and
promenaded the streets, hoping that some
unsuspecting sergeant would recruit him.
He meandered round Piccadilly Circus,

drifted into Trafalgar Square, mingled
with the crowd at the recruiting meeting,
and planted himself under the nose of

every sergeant who was wearing the
national colours, but all to no effect.

History relates that he was so disgusted
that he went home and went early to

bed. The next morning he was deter-
mined to be- told that his "King and
Country " needed him, so he followed
more or less the same route and the same
procedure, but still had no luck. Getting
desperate, he walked down to the Central
Recruiting Office in Whitehall, and
sauntered up and down before the
sergeant outside. Still no luck. Driven
to desperation, he walked up to the
sergeant and said, " Well, sergeant, and
how's the recruiting? " " Fine, sir,"

responded the sergeant ;
" we are hoping

to send you out a very big draft sliortly !

"

Collapse' of officer.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
OVER THE SNOWBOUND PENNINES

Striking Photographs.

ALUMINIUM ALLOY PISTONS.

STANDARDISING REDUCED LIGHTING.

Tail Light tor PoUcemen.
We mentioned a fortnight ago that

City police had been seen with red

lights arranged at the back of their

belts, and it is now announced that as

a safeguard against being run down
whilst on traffic dut^ at night Brixton
policemen will be similarly equipped.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Cydc- Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

Average Lau-^i

Make.

.\.J.S. ..

^'ear. H.P.
for weekly
last average
week, obtainalile

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

, iqi3 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1915 2j 3-speed

Alion 1915 2§ 2-speed £36
.^riel 1914 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£53
, 1913 3! 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
^ "

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
^915 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

^64
1914 +i 3-sp- sidecar .

.

— £5'

1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£"40 —
1914 2' 2-speed(; £19
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£63
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
1914 2?f 2-speed —
1914 2} 2-speed T.T.

Bradbur\'
B.S.A.

.

'

Calthorpe
Cl>^lO . .

.

£77
£55 -
- a?

Douglas .

Enfield ..

£30— U"
... . £41 •—

1914 2J 2-sp. kick stall £4

1

—
2-sp .sidecar

2-sp. sidecar .

2-sp. sidecar .

2-speed £45
rso

£64
£51

£75
£60

1915 6
1914
1913 6

,
1915 3

H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

Humber ... 1913 3V 3-sp. sidecar .

.

Indian 191,^ 7' 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 7 T.T., free eng.

James 1915 4 J 3 sp. sidecar . . —
New Hudson 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
New Imperial 1915 2l 2-speed £30

„ 1914 2 J 2-speed ^
O.K 1915 2 2-specd £22
P. & M 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . —

„ ... 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . —
Premier . . . 1914 3J 3-sp. sidecar . . £49

„ , . . . 1913 3.^ 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Rover .'.... 1915 3I 3-sp. sidecar . . £56

, 1914 3* 3-sp. sidecar . . —
, 1913 si 3-sp. sidecar . . £44

Scott 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . —
1913 3j 2-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 6 3-sp. sidecir .. —
^914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 si 3-spccd

1915 3* 3-siKcd

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

J9>4 4 3-speed
1913 3.1 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1913 3i 3-spced

1914 S 2-sp. sidecar .

.

Gr.idua sidecar
Gradud sidecar

Sunbeam

Triumph . .

.

Williamson
Zenith 1914 S

.1 1914 (.'

£52
£65

£44
£46
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More niumiuated Policemen.

We ai-i.' nhul to spo that the illumin-
ateii poIi\\'nian schonio is spreading.
Leeds has gone one bettor llia.n pni-ls

of London, for not only will the police-

men have red lights behind, but also
while lights in front. Of course, only
police 0!i traffic duty will be so equipped.

Captain Noel E. Drury

A few weeks ago we mentioned that
Noel Drury, whose name is almost as

familiar to English competition riders as

to those in Ireland, was on the Gallipoli

Peninsula. We now hear that he has
been promoted from lieutenant to captain
in bis regiment, the 6th Battalion Royal
Dublin Fusiliers.

Police Activity in Bromley.

We have received information of a

police trap in the Bromley ten-mile

limit, there bf^ing a measured furlong

from the Market Square in the direc-

tion of the railway station on the

new wood paving. A twenty-mile
limit measured furlong is also being
worked regularly at week-ends between
the Catford Town Hall and the A.S.C.
Depot on the Bromley Road.

A General Lighting Order.

Some weeks ago we referred to the

possibility of there being a general light-

ing order to be in force throughout the

United Kingdom. This, we understand,

will come into operation in the very near

future. It is especially gratifying to note

that what practically amounts to a definite

standard of lighting has been decided

upon. As things are at present- it is

difficult to imagine a more ludicrous, or

rather annoying, state of affairs than the

existing regulations in which nearly every

town and county almost has a different

set of lighting rules from its neighbour.

Good to look at.

One of the impressions gained 'by a

perusal of the complete Buyers' Guide
that appeared in, the last issue of 2Vie

Motor Cycle is that a distinct improve-

ment is tD.be observed in the general

appearance of 1916 machines. True,

there are still some rather ugly ones,

but the average motor cycle, especially

the twin-cylinder, is generally of very

pleasing appearance.
'While on the subject of the complete

Buyers' Guide, we should like to thank

those readers who have written compli-

menting us upon the last issue.

Dark Streets worse than Zeppelins?

Last Sunday's Wceldy Despatch con-

tained some interesting information under

the above heading. Figures are given

which show that the number of people

killed by vehicles in London has enor-

mously increased since the new darken-

ing regulations came into force. For the

same period of the year (October 11th-

November 22nd) the" number of road

fatalities in 191?, 1914, and 1915 were as

follow : 59, 85, and 121. Since September

7th 162 people have been killed by

Zeppelin bombs, and since October 11th

121 people have been killed by vehicles.

These figures confirm the remarks we
made some months ago, when we stated

our belief that, as a result of the new
lighting regulations in London, more

people would be killed by vehicles than

by bombs from hostile aircraft.

A.JS. Dividend.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd., manu-
facturers of the A..I.S. motor cycle.s, have
dechired a dividend of 10%. The profit

for the year ending August 31st was
£5,956.

Government Orders foi Cars.

At the annual meeting of the Swift
Cycle Co., Ltd., last week, the ('hairnian
expressed the surprise and regret of the
directorate at the failure of their
attempts to obtain orders from the
Ciovernment for their cars, despite the
fact that thousands of American cars
wer« being used. Here is a case when
gold could have been kept in this

country.

Juggling with a Motor Cycle.

Interest has been aroused by the
illustrations of trick riding published
in The Motor Cycle of a fortnight ago,
and in particular by the f.ict that the
machine used is a,n old one. It is a
2 h.p. Minerva which has been modern-
ised by the rider, Arth^u Bryden (not
G. A. Roberts, as originally stated), of

New Wortley, Leeds. Bryden is only
17 years old, and has already shown
himself a successful competition rider in

addition to being a clever exponent of

trick riding,

D.C.M. for Motor Cyclist.

Tlie latest list of men awarded tlie

D.C.M. contains the name of a despatch
rider. Corporal H. G. Cooper. The official

notice reads :

'"' (Motor Cyclist) H. G. .

Cooper, 9, Southern I'rovinces Mounted
R. (Madras). For conspicuous gallantry

on July 14th, at Mbuyuni (East Africa),

when he carried messages on foot under a
very heavy fire to and from the firing

line, and, though severely wounded, with
great coolness and braverj' continued his

work, and delivered all his messages
safely. His devotion to duty was most
marked."
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Motor Cyclists and RecruilinK.

We have received quite a niinilier '

'

letters from renderH ejeprenKing llnii

regret that recruiting for the XIol. '

Machine Gun Service in cloned. I'

appears tliat some readers were settlli

their atfnirs in the hope nl joiniiij; tli

branch later, and were not expecting l'

see tin- .'irnidun* i-fni.*nt in our last it^MUe,

Second-band Macbiie (or a War Fund.

A 1912 clutch model 3^ h.p. 'J'riumph
has been presented to the National
Cyclists' Union to be sold on behalf
of the Union's prisoners of war fund.
The machine has been well overhauled
and i.s said to be well worth £20, and
the highest offer above that figure re-

ceived by December 15th will be
accepted. The N.C.II. offices arc at
Lonsdale Chambers, 27, Chancery Lane,
W.C.

Proposed Bicycle Tax.

The following resolution is being passed
by rural district councils in Norfolk :

" That in view of the heavy cost of

maintenance of roads and pariah high-
ways, the burden of which falls entirely
upon local rates, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer be asked to consider the
probability of imposing a small tax on
all users of bicycles, the revenue from the
same to be applied in aid of local

taxation."

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal funds
stood as follows

:

The Prince of Wales* National
Belief Fund (£2,673,000
distributed) £5,622,609

The Times Fund for tlie Sick
and Wouudeil 2.333,298

Tlie WceJily Dispatch Tobacco
Fund 90,248 I 4

The Queen's Work for Women
Fund 167.127 2 5

The Belgian Relief Fund 1.180,000
Dailv A'cirs Xmas Pudding

fJund 19,191
Daily Chronicle Xmas Gift

Fund 15,044 7 5

QUICK WORK IN AN EiVlERGENCY A despatcti rider s machine catcnes nrt

following a fall. The photograph was taken near a D.R. training centre, and shows what

to do in the case of a fire. Flames can be beaten out wth caps and coats assisted by gravel.
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(\) Going well on the aest ot the icy Pennines—Lieut. Grieison seated in the sidecai ot the 6h.p. A..I.S. oulht which loUovred the despeitch riders._ >
'

. (4) Using a sidecar outfit as a snow plouah on Newbj Head, (') L)**^'^
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1 A sidecar outht held up temporarily m a Pennme snowdritt.
,

(3) The ;• sergeant major "b.tes the dust ^or Uu aaow;-^ .-piU on Dcat Head Hill.

^ "ders at Newby Head Inn-1 ,450 feet above sea level, and one ol the highest mhabited houses in bngland.
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Motor Cycle Clothing for Both Sexes.
WITH the approach of winter

the question of warm clothing

is again present in the minds
of most motor cyclists. In this

connection we recently had an oppor-

tunity of inspecting at the Euston Road

An ideal suit for winter riding. It is a tan

leather jacket and overalls made by Dunhills.

premises of Messrs'. Alfred Dunhill,

Ltd., a tan leather motor cycle suit.

This, we may point out, is in no respect

like the old leather suits which were
in vogue when the pastime first came

WAR WASTAGE
OF MOTOR
VEHICLES.

A large batch

of Army motor
cycles, with a few

lorries in the back-

ground, waiting

at a repair base,

where many of

ihem will be put

in good repair and

ready for renewed
active service. In

this connection we
are reminded of

a matter we
brought forward

in " The Motor
Cycle " some
months ago, i.e.,

the scrapping of

motor cycles
which could at

small expense be

put in thorough

running order and
sold to dealers

with a view to re-

lieving the second •

hand market

into prominence. It is made of the

best quality tan chrome dressed skins,

and lined with camel fleece. The coat

is double-breasted, and is provided with

a belt, and there are also wind
cuffs. It is somewhat of a

novelty to have leg overalls

with a coat of this kind, but

iMessrs. Dunhills have satisfac-

torily solved the problem, and,

as will be seen by the accom-
panying sketch, have produced
an excellent pair of overalls,

provided with straps at the

bottom, so that their lower
extremities may be tightly

fastened round the ankles. The
leather is beautifully soft, and,

of coui^se, exceedingly warm,
and, moreover, should stand a

considerable amount of rain.

Messrs. Dunhills have also

not lost sight of the fact that

motor cycle riding is becoming
more and more popular with
ladies, and they have designed
a special skirt which the tveai'er

may use on either a gentleman's
or lady's machine, while in

walking it has the appearance
of an ordinary skirt, as is seen

by the smaller sketch in the
second illustration. The coat is

made in the tunic style, with a

wind flap in front, and ample pockets,
while it is provided with a strap collar

and cuffs, which fasten closely at the neck
and wrists, keeping the rider warm. It

may be had in Dunwear waterproof
cloth, in proofed covert coating or

Lovat tweed, or in Drencherproof tweed.
In view of recent correspondence in The.

Motor CijcU, the Dunhills lady's costt

is very interesting, as it shows, we c

sider, that a woman motor cyclist n

not be unsuitably dressed.

The Dunhil! motor cyclmg costume for lady riders

A.A. Special Constables.
The rifle shooting competition h'

in the range o^ the A..\. between \

various squads of motor cycling spec
constables came to a conclusion a f

days ago. The winning team was un(
Sub-Inspector Ernest Frasetti.

The .\iit».»inobilo A^^s^k i.nu'ii Se
tion of the Special Constabulai
still has a few vacancies for mot<
cyclists and motor car owners wl
are prepared to give up a portic

of theiv time to the duties unde
taken bv the' section.

BI4
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The Lancashire Avoiding Route.
Confirmation of Our Opinions. Use Di

ON September i6th we published a puragraidi

referring to the main Warrington-Wif^an-

Preston road and the avoiding route sug-

gested and signposted by the R.A.C. In this para-

graph we suggested that if the R.A.C. could spare a

representative to again inspect both routes a benefit

would be conferred upon the motoring community.

This has now been done, and we append the R.A.C.
representative's report, forwarded to us by Mr. J. W.
Orde, secretary of the R.A.C.

Alternative Ro\ds between Wabkinoton and
Preston.

In accordance with instructions, 1 inspected the
alternative roads between Warrington and Preston on
October 20th and 21st, and report as follows :

1. Direct road via Wigan.—From Warrington to

Ashton-in-Makerfield, road fairly good ; tramlines run
for two miles out of Warrington and for a short dis-

tance into Ashton.
From Ashton-in-Makerfield through Wigan to Standish

tramways run the whole distance, and the road surface
is built of granite setts either the whole width of the
road or the width of the tramway track. In places the
setts present a bad and uneven surface. There is no
difficulty encountered in driving over this part of the
road in dry weather, but the surface is obviously
treacherous in damp weather. The roads throughout
Wigan and the traffic thereon are by no means difficult.

A finger-post is required at one point on the south of

Wigan showing the way to Warrington.
From Standish to Preston the road is fair to good

the whole distance, and runs through a rural district.

The distance is twepty-nine miles, of which about
ten miles carry tramlines.

2. Via Knowdcy and Or7nshirh.—Between Warring-
ton and Prescot the road generally runs through an
industrial district, -with tramlines both on leaving
Warrington and entering Prescot, but neither road nor
traffic conditions present any difficulty. The road
generally is distinctly good. Sankey Bridge, although
not finished, is available for traffic the full width.
From Prescot to Ormskirk the district is generally

rural in character, and the road is fair to good the
whole way, although, like many other roads in the
district, half the surface is in places laid with old
stone setts.

From Ormskirk to Preston one has a good main road
throughout, traversing, except at Burscough, a rural
district.

Penworthan) Bridge is now open for traffic.

reel Route Except in Very Bad Wenther.
The diKt.ince is forty and a half tiiilcs.

Our signpoHting is undoubtedly jjorfectly efficii'nt,

and any driver looking for the guiilance of llio oignu

should have no difficulty in following them. Signu all

require repainting badly, and I will take ntep8 to have
this done.

3. Vid Prescot and Ilaiv/nrd.—This road throughout
is of much the same character as that vi/1 OrmHkirk,
which it leaves either in Prescot or Knowsley and re-

joins at Burscough. The distance is practically the
same, but it is a little difficult to follow at some point*,

and reference to the map is necessary. If this road
is followed it appears to me to be unnecessary to

make the ditoiir via Knowsley, as one can go straight

from Prescot on the eastern side of Knowsley Park.
Conclusion.—The direct road vid Wigan gives a

saving in distance of eleven and a half miles, and
presents no real difficulty, at least during dry weather,
tut for half its distance passes through a sombre
industrial district. Where time and distance are
important, I would recommend this road, but for the
touring motorist having no desire to traverse roads
of this character the alternative road vid Knowsley and
Ormskirk, which we have already signposted, should
still be recommended. The alternative is to be pre
ferred in wet weather.
The third alternative, by way of Rainford, is not

valuable, and offers no advantages over the other cither
in point of distance or ease of travelling. H.W.N.
November 24th, 1915.

Some members of the No. 6 Battery M.M.G.S. now on active service.

Mr. F. K. Bolton, father of the second man fiom the right on the back

row, kindly sent us the original photograph and says the copy of The

Motor Cycle he sends out to them is read from cover to cover every

week.

A
AN ILLUMINATED MOTOR CYCLE CLOCK.

N interesting motor cycle or car clock has been
designed and patented by Mr A. H. Wheeler,
of Hobart, Tasmania. The feature of this

An electrically illumin-

ated handle-bar clock. It

Is the invention of a

Tasmanian reader, Mr.

A. H. Wheeler, and is

described on this page.

instrument is that by pressing a button the face of the

clock is illuminated and the time easily read on the

darkest of nights. The clock mechanism is contained

in the rear portion of the body, and the hands are

driven by means of an extended shaft. In the space

between the works and the face a small four-volt flash

lamp bulb is arranged and coupled by means of a

flexible cable to a small dry battery, which can be

carried in any convenient position, such as the tool

bag or a specially made case on the handle-bars.

The dial is made of ground glass with bold figures

and hands, making it readable from a considerable

distance. A fitting of this kind would undoubtedly be

greatly appreciated by many riders, and especially in

times of peace by competitors in such events as the

London-Edinburgh and Exeter trials, and other all

mght rides.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A Sidecar Windscreen.
Sir,—With reference to Miss May Walker's ajticle on the

wind shield, I should be pleased to hear if she has used the
screen during the summer. I fitted one very near to the

.passenger, and foimd that an eddy of wind was brought up
from the back of the sidecar and covered the passenger's
head and shoulders with dust, and this was cured by putting
the screen nearer the front.

Wishing your journal continued success,

A NINE-YEAR-OLD READER.

Dangers oJ Darkened Streets.

Sir,—The " Member of the Illuminating Engineering
Society " writes a long and interesting letter, but he surely

forgets that his letter does not get to the right people, as

the majority of readers appreciate from their own experience

his troubles. He is writing to fellow sufferers. His letter

should be sent to the dailies and evening papers. I think the

main point and basis of the trouble is the utter imbecility

of the present lighting laws (sic), for over a year we have
suffered like fools this lighting absurdity. It never prevented

Zeppelins from reaching London, nor had any effect on their

dastardly work when they did. Now we are told no more
will ever reach the Metropolis, so for Heaven's sake let us

kick and kick till the lights are restored, and our lives and
limbs safe from our own people. If it did any good no one

would object, but time has proved that the remedy is useless,

and is worse than the disease.

SOLE MEMBER FOR THE SOCIETY FOR ILLUMINA-
TING LONDON.

Freemasonry of the Road.

Sir,—We have heard so much recently concerning the
" road sponger " that it might be of interest to your readers

to hear the other side of the question.

I am possessed of a certain 1915 4 h.p. machine, which,

although its behaviour in other ways has been exemplary,

has", in the course of 10,000 miles, broken four countershaft

puUeys. I will relate the circumstances regarding the
incidents separately.

First pulley. Cornwall, ten miles from a town. Dark.
Seven motorists in a fom'-seater found room for toe unasked,

and conveyed me to the town.
Second pulley. Kingston Hill. Driver of a Singer light

car asked to give me a lift to Putney. Drove me to my
bank in town, waited, and finally deposited me at my
destination.

Third pulley. Orpington. Given a five-mile lift on the

carrier of a sidecar combination.

Fourth pulley. Near Henley, on November 9th last. Pelt-

ing rain. A motor cyclist stopped, and, although I was a
total stranger, offered to len.d me his own motor cycle to

return to Henley, saying he, had only a little way further to

go, and would walk it. Wliilst we were talking a lady in a

car approached, and gave me a lift into Henley.

In view of the above facts, who can say that the free-

masonry of the road is dead? The above are the ouly times

I have been stranded this year, and tlu-ee times out of the

four it was a car driver who rescued me.
I should like once more to express my gratitude to these

various good Samaritans, and to hope that the day may come
when I shall be able to repay a part of my debt.

E. RIDER TROWARD.
Bl6

Winter Riding.
Sir,—To keep a macliine clean in winter the easiest way is

to remove as many fittings as possible which can be dispensed
with for the time being. Then polish every part with John-
son's prepared wax. This imparts a hard brilliant gloss

almost like varnish, and when the mud dries it will brush
off as easily as dust. Greasy substances, such as vaseline,

collect the dirt and make it very difficult to remove, besides
giving a most unsightly appearance to the machine. C.E.E_

Sir,—Regarding keeping dry, I certainly tliink oilskins far

the best, as i\Ir. H. M. Batten suggests. I find the following
very good. Sew a piece of oilskin to the bottom of overall

like the front of a spat, and at the side put a button and a

broad piece of elastic 18in. long with a hole at the end.

When on, fold the overall as you would trousers for a clip,

and wind the elastic -once round the leg, cross over, and once
under the foot, and over the spat like a figure 8, and fix the
end on the button. Of course, the fold will end where the
button is. This arrangement gives room to put on easily, and
keeps out wind and wet. Hundreds may use it for all I

know, but it may be new. . _ (Rev.) L. GREGORY.

Variable Electric Lights.
Sir,—Having seen in recent issues of The JiLolor Ci/de

articles on the new lighting rule for motor cars and motor
cycles, I should like to suggest the following idea : None of

the ideas you have yet published deal with a solution of this

difficulty with regard to electric lamps. The theoretical solu-

tion is surely to have two lamps, which can be used either
in series or parallel at wUl. Assuming the e.m.f. to be
constant, the theoretical result would be a quarter of the
light on series using a quarter of the power. Of course, this
would not be procured in practice, but the results should be
good enough to" satisfy even the most fastidious purchaser.

PLAN FOR ADAPTER ON LAMP

SWiTCH^.^
--^ o

—

1

o H

— 8 PARALLEL

A (Br.ght)

-B SERIES

-ft (Dim)

DIAGRAMMATICAL
ELEVATION OF LAMP

PLANS OF SWITCH

Wiring diagram of electrical lamp to meet lighting regulations.

(See letter from H. E 1. Palairet on this page.)

As a motor cyclist, when riding solo, requires one lamp
only the two lamps liave to be run into ohe. Tliis can be
done by means of an ordinary lamp with an idle lead A
tapping the middle coil, and suitable leads.

In parallel the current flows on at the -|- terminal, through
the switch to the lead A, and divides at the lamp through
the coils B and C. From C it goes straight to the terminal,
from B through the switch to the texniinal. In series the
lead A is cut out. H. E. H. PALAIRET.

J
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Help on the Road.
Sir,—The more I am on the road the more I tecl what a

comfort it would be if there were some simple and recognised
signs between the apparentlv stranded motor cyclist and the
one who is willing to help him.

In tlie present state of things, both parties yell out some
unintelligible words, and by tlie time the driver has made up
his mind whether he is wanted or not, and has pulled up, ho
IS a good way past. On going all the way back, in nine cases
out of ten, he is told, in a very curt manner, that be is not
wanted, with the result that he is not so keen to look into
other people's troubles in the future.
Are there any objections to the following suggestion : The

driver who is willing to assist holds out his hand (fairly low
down) on the side that the man is in trouble, who, it he
wants help, liolds his hand above his head, so that even if

the driver is a good way past he can see it over his shoulder.

ANY HELP?

A Cudous Incident.

Sir,—About two months ago I fitted my Triumph with a
vaporiser in the form of a spiral spring ovei the jet. The
other day I had occasion to take down the carburetter, and,
to my surprise, the vaporiser had disappeared. A careful
search on the floor failed to find it and on consulting an
expert friend, he suggested that the vaporiser might have
got loo.'ie and been sucked up the air chamber and through
the induction pipe into the engine. It seemed scarcely
credible, but on taking off the valve caps the vaporiser was
found lying in the combustion chamber in the groove which
runs round the chamber under the level of the inlet valve'.

Not only that, but another similar vaporiser was found
lying beside it, and I then remembered that last July I had
occasion to take down my carburetter by the roadside for a
choked jet, and the spiral spring vaporiser went mysteriously
amissing there also, but I thought it had fallen out as I took
down the carburetter and had rolled among the grass at the
roadside. Both vaporisers seemed a fairly tight fit for the
jet when put on.

Lying as they did in the engine they made no apparent
difference to the running of the machine. Is such an occur-
rence an unusual one? JOHN F. FERGUS, M.D.

Fetrol Consumption on Two-strokes.

Sir,— I have been much interested in the correspondence
about petrol consumption on two-strokes, and, being the
rider of a T.D.C. Wolf, I am writing to you to know if

any of your correspondents would be so good as to help
me in my small difficulty.

My petrol consumption is heavy, 70-80 miles to the
gallon, and I find that, although I never flood the carbu-
retter, even when starting, there is always a pool of petroil

on the plate I have fixed under the carburetter to catch
these drainings and prevent their getting into the contact
breaker. I cannot account for them. The level is true

;

I have tested it carefully, and the cai-buretter is not tilted

The only thing I can think of is that there is a back
rush of mixture when the port closes ; and, as there is

no induction pipe, and the carburetter is a Senspray, it

comes straight through into the air inlet. I am running on
a jet equal to about 32 B. and B. (I don't know Senspray
numbers), and the machine climbs magnificently, and will

travel at 27-32 m.p.h. uphill and down dale for as long as

you like. It pulls like a three-horse twin, and I have nothing

but praise for it. M. P. SARGENT.

Jhe Lady Motor Cyclist—A Protesi:.

Sir,—Regarding the opinions expressed in your paper on

the question of the lady cyclist's dress : although I do not
think it right that anyone should dictate to another what
they—he or she—should wear, I would like to put the

matter in a logical way.
First of all, man and woman are designed almost alike in

general outline ; woman is now taking her place beside man
in work and play as an equal, and as she becomes more
practical in her ideas she will very soon see that it is silly

to handicap herself by clothing which immensely restricts

her movements. The days of the simpering maid have gone
with the crinoline, and the sooner the woman discards the

5(>7

skirt, tlio high heel, and the stays, the quicker will bo her
progress.

The practical woman aspires to be more the chum of man
tliun his idol, and, she is wise; for his friendship is likely

to last longer than his "worship." Mary Reid wants to
" sit her steed with gracefulness," and she thus uncon-
sciously discloses her desire for man's good opinions; but
no person with any powers of reasoning could say that a

hobble skirt is graceful. If Mary Reid has conformed \fi

the fashions she is wearing one, and breeches could by no
possibility be worse looking. To get the maximum of grace-
fulness slio* should wear an "Empire gown"; the flowing
draperies would be extremely pretty when travelling at

speed.

The lady's frame may be strong enough, but it is mechani-
cally impossible for it to be as strong as a diamond frame,
and if a woman has the courage (and the money) to become
the user of a "mo-bike," then she is silly as well aa
inconsistent in her ideas if she buys anything but a man's
model, which she can again dispose of, if she wants to, much
more easily than a. lady's.

I shall welcome the day when women adopt a rational

dress, but the pioneers of the movement must expect to hear
that they are "slightly touched," etc., to quote your corre-

spondent again. Before she dies she will probably have to

get into breeches every morning or be out of the "fashion."

LOGISTES.

Sir,— Writing as a medical man, and also as a motorist of

considerable experience of many types of machines, may I

suggest that one aspect of the question has not received
attention in the correspondence which has hitherto appeared
in The Motor Cyrli on the bast type of machine for lady
riders. It is this. The open frame, in addition to, and
because of, its inherent structirral weakness, has the effect

of magnifying the vibrations from the engine, so that at
anything over, say, 20 m.p.h., it is, on many types, almost
impossible to hold the handle-bars finnly. Moreover, this
" dither " is most distressing on a long run, and tends to

produce a nervous tremor which lasts for some time.

Furthermore, as is recognised by the manufacture of

rubber tank pads, many riders like to grip the tank with
their knees, and find additional steadiness and safety in so

doing. This is abolished with the open frame.
Now, sir, is it right to expect the weaker sex, constitution-

ally more nervous and highly strung than the male, to ride

a machine possessing these inherent disadvantages? With a
wide ordinary skirt, or, better stQl, with one of the admirable
double skirts on the market, it is possible for a lady to ride

a diamond frame without loss of dignity or grace, and would
it not be well to relegate the open frame to the limbo which
is in the act of absorbing that similar product of perverted
prudity, the side-saddle for horsewomen? MEDICO.

A SPORTING LlGHTWE.GHT F.AbSENGER OUlFll.
A two-stroke Allen o\™ed by Mr. A. 0. Goncalves, of South Woodford.

B19
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Water on the Knee.

Sir,—Although not a medical man, but a pharmacist, I

am taking the liberty of replying to the enquiry of " Medi'
cally Unfit," and my reason is a rather long and bitter

experience of a similar trouble. I should say that motor-
ing has nothing to do with his indisposition : there must
be some other cause, for which only a medical man knowing
all the history of the case could account. From my own personal
experience, the only remedy is absolute rest for the joints for

a somewhat prolonged period ; in my own case, in plaster of

Paris bandages. For a promised quicker relief I tried

practically every other method suggested by one and another
professional man, and spent much money and time, which
I think I might have saved had I accepted the first advice,

but which . necessitated my lying up for three months at

least. I regret I did not take this advice, but after twelve
months of treatment, some of it very severe, I was very
glad to adopt the sound proposals of the first medical man
I consulted, and after every appearance of being somewhat
of a cripple for the rest of my days, a complete cure was
effected, and I am once again able to enjoy the pleasures

of motor cycling. It would be no good to the majority of

your readers to go into any details, but the Editor has my
address, and if "Medically Unfit" cares to write me, I

can perhaps help him. PHAEMACIST.

Engine Rattle in Two-strokes.

Sir,—I have had the same experience as your correspondent

"Scud" on a single-geared two-stroke. When travelling at

about twenty-five miles per hour the engine "seems to be
working, as he says, with difficulty, and when the compres-
sion release valve is opened a loud hammering sound is

emitted, which increases to an alarming extent if the machine
gains speed down hill.

The fact that the noise is non-existent for some time after

cleaning points to carbon deposit being the cause. A ring

of carbon is formed about one inch from the top of the

cylinder, and it is my opinion that when the piston is hot
and expanded it knocks against this. Two things lead me
to think this. Firstly, when I dismantled my engine, I

found the sides of the raised portion of the piston head were
well polished, as if they had been coming into contact
with soimething. Secondly, on one occasion I was nuindng
slowly down hill,' with the compression release valve open
to the accompaniment of the usual clatter, when something
seemed to snap inside the engine. I could, however, find,

nothing amiss, but was surprised immediately afterwards to

find that the noise had almost entirely ceased. For the
next hundred miles or so this state of thing continued,

but after that the noise gradually increased again. My
theory is that the snapping sound I heard was the breaking
away of part of the aforesaid carbon ring, which would
account for the subsequent absence of rattle. I may be
entirely wrong in thinking this, but at any rate I believe

carbon deposit is primarily the cause of engine rattle.

LL9026.

Reversing a Scott.

Sir,—I have been interested in the two recant letters call-

ing attention to the fact that a Scott two-stroke occasionally,
or even frequently, reverses when starting np. I have a 1915
Scott fitted with Splitdorf magneto and a B. an-d B. 1915
carburetter, and the same thing often occurs. Sometimes it

is a nuisance, but I have occasionally turned it to good
advantage to back out of a yard. I can usually make the
engine run in the right direction by slowing it down with
the throttle and slightly braking the engine with the clutch
and foot brake.

Some of your readers may probably be interested in the
results I am obtaining with the machine. I have attached a
Millford family sidecar to it. This is fitted with a wind-
screen, and has seating accojnmodation for an adult and a

child. The whole outfit runs splendidly, and will climb
most ordinary hills on tlie top gear of 6 to 1. The machine
has run' a distance of 2,400 miles, about 1,900 of which have
been with the sidecar attached, and although the cylinder

and pistons have not been down at all it shows no signs of

knocking or loss of power. In fact, the jwtrol consuhiption
is better than ever it has been, largely due to more careful

driving with the extra air lever, together with trial adjust-

ments to the needle of the carburetter and with the ignition

rather more advanced than usual. I am getting 75 m .1 _

with the sidecar, whilst on a recent out and home journey oi

200 miles, using the machine solo, I obtained 105 m.p.g. on
No. 2 petrol.

A tour this summer in lieu of the usual summer holiday,

with two passengers and heavy luggage, included Leicester-

shire, Gloucestershire, Monmouth, Oxfordshire, Buckingham-
shire, etc., a total distance of over 700 miles, without a single

hitch of any description, notwithstanding the fact that I had
then only had the outfit tlu'ee weeks and had had no previous
experience with motors or motor cycles.

W. HOCKXEY.

Clutch Operation and Transmission

Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " "Occasional Com-
ments" in last week's issue of your paper, I must take
exception to his remark, " Up to date it has not proved
possible to design a handle-bar clutch control which does

not require a lot of hauling out." Has " Ixion " felt the

clutch lever of a 1915 3-^- h.p. Sunbeam? A perfect clutch
action is provided, and the lever is as easily raised as the

exhaust valve lifter.

Then, again, I see he advocates foot control of the clutch.

Personally, I do not consider foot control can compare with
hand. I always slightly slip my clutch in cornering, or

even in accelerating, and I am sure that these finer touches
cannot be given by the foot. Again, it is quite possible

for the handle-bar muff to be fitted over the handle-bar
clutch lever, and thus the chances are very slight of the
fingers becoming so cold as to cause handling impossible.
How difficult it must be to "gently insinuate the clutcli

"

(vide a well-known manufacturer's handbook) with cold feet

under boots and Hutchinson waders. Also, what about
when one has to declutch and brake, when riding in grease,,

for, in my opinion, declutching greatly reduces the likeli-

hood to skid ? (I am not mentioning the well-known point-

of both legs being required to recover balance when
skidding.)

I should like to say a word or so with regard to the
article " Chain-cum-belt Drive on Big Twins." I cannot
believe it possible for a chain-cum-belt driven 5-7 h.p. twin
to give a greater mileage per rear cover than the 3^ chain-
driven single. I regularly get, by speedometer, 6-7,000

miles from a cover on the back wheels, and from one
Dunlop I obtained 8,000 on back, 6,000 on front (14,000 in

all), and this tyre was still in good condition when I dis-

posed of that machuie (it has done several thousands since

and is still on). All this, please note, on a "harsh" chain-
driven single (2J h.p. Sunbeam).
Then, again, the petrol consumption on ray present mount

(Sj h.p. Sunbeam) is a full 115 m.p.g. ; this over muddy
roads.

Then, with regard to cleanliness, I know which machine
I would prefer to have for all the year round riding. The
mud can remain on the chain case, but not so on the belt.

In 23,000 miles on Sunbeams I have only once liad chain
trouble (rear chain broke after 13,000 miles), and I have
only renewed one chain (front one after 9,000 miles, at a

cost of 7s.) in the whole mileage. I have nothing to com-
plain of with regard to harshness of drive. My advice is,

use your clutch as much as you like, but keep it clean and
oiled. Never have I had clutch trouble.

Also, what about the spares one has to carry with chain-
cum-belt drive? I only carry a couple of detachable links,

and it is a big advantage to be able to travel light on
greasy roads, and not loaded with spares.

I see Mr. Batten admits that he is troubled with belt

slip. This is a real bogey for ajiy all-weather rider, and
what disadvantage of equal importance can he cite with
enclosed chain drive ?

I frankly admit I am very keen on Sunbeams. You see
in 23,000 miles one gets to Icnow a good thing. I have
ridden most machines on the market, but—well, my next
machine will be a Sunbeam, too.

Surely if a chain drive is successful with single-cylinder
machines, its success should not be questioned with the
twin's more equal torque, and I should expect that with
greater power and weight the disadvantages of chain-cum-
belt would be increased.

I must apologise for the length of this letter, and must
say, with sorrow, that I have no interest in the firm whose
goods I mention. A. I. DOWLER.
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EFFICIENCY— ECONOMY— ELEGANCE.

pFFICIElNCY IS secured by correct mechanical design,

careful choice of material, and skilful construction.
All these you have in the Zenith, and, in addition,

the infinitely variable Gradua Gear.

C'CONOMY results from the maximum transmission of

power to the road wheels, with a minimum of wear
in the parts. Again, the Gradua Gear, which provides
the right gear for every gradient, and the smooth
transmission of the Longest-Belt-Drive, materially assist.

pLEGANCE of form and finish is apparent in the above
picture : it is even more noticeable in the actual machine.

Models from 3^ to 8 h.p.

Catalogue with pleasure.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,

HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

ENITH

THE advantages and superi-
ority of the Sturmey -Archer
countershaft gear have been

fully recognised by the War Office

and it is owing to that recognition
that we are unable to supply
regular customers. Thousands
are in use at the front and in

England
,
giving daily proof that the

can be depended upon under every
condition. Why ? Because tiiere is

fifteen years' experience of three-speed
gear manufacture behind every
Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear.

IT'S worth getting to know about now for the
time when we shall be able to supply private

needs. Meantime, practically every gear we can
produce is being used for military purposes.
Isn't this the very finest evidence of quality ?

STURMEY-ARCHER
GEARS, Ltd., Nottingham.

The Maimers of the Gear
that is " at the front."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable,to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Just your two hands,
a few minutes,

and

Repair Stud
—all you need to permanently repair anything
from a pin-hole to a spn. burst in yonr tube.

Patches leak, creep, and frequently blow out.

Vulcanising perishes the tube. The Mustikonway
is the best because itMENDS INSIDE,M1DDLE
AND OUTSIDE. And it is infinitely cheaper.

I MOTOR CYCLE OUTFIT S/9 EA,

Boxes of Assorted Studs, 3s. and 5s. Loose Studs from 2id. each, accord-
I ing to size of burst. Large stodts held by Messrs. Brown Bros., Great

Eastern St., E.G. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from most dealers, or—

I
MlMUSTIKON, Ltd., ilh^l^ CARDIFF.

Edited by R. Child Bayley,

Published Weekly. Price One Penny.

A helpful paper for every camera
worfcer. Splendidly illustrated

by half-tone reproductions of best

work of the day. Pithy and practical

paragraphs. Lessons for beginners.

Numerous competitions. " Piffle," the

celebrated humorous comment on
things in general by "The Walrus,"
are weekly features.

Foreign Subscription Rate

:

10/10 per annum. Canada, 8/8.

SpecimeD copy sent on request.

PUBLISHING OFFICES

:

20, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.G.,
EXG.

H
H
K
H
H
H
K
K

K
K
K
K
H
H
K

New Edition (Revised) Now Ready.

Tracing Troubles
(Third Edition)

^ A new Edition of this handy book for motor cyclists

is now ready, thoroughly revised and brought up
to date.

^ Enlarged section dealing with Two-stroke motor cycles.

^ New section dealing with electric lighting dynamos
as applied to motor cycles.

Price 1/- net. By Post, 1/2
From lliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

And leading booksellers and bookstalls.

In answeriiiQ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cvcle."
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The Schebler Automatic Carburetter.
THE Schebler

auto m a tic

carburetter is

very popular in the

United States, and

it is found on many
of the American
machines imported

to this country.

Anyone who has

ridden an American
motor cycle so

fitted for the first

time will be
struck by the extra-

ordinarily smoodt
running and rapid

acceleration. More-
over, he will be
pleasantly surprised

to find that when it

is throttled down
the engine will run

slowly and regularly

Av i t h o u t missing

fire. Many British

machines, both twin

and single-cylinder, p- |

suffer from this lack

of flexibility, which is almost always due to an in-

efficiently designed carburetter. . Thus we think that

a description of the working of the Schebler and some
hints on its adjustment will be appreciated by our
readers. Outwardly the carburetter appears to be some-
what complicated, but a glance at the accompanying
drawdngs will show that it is not really so. The method
of working is quite simple, but there are numerous
adjusting screws which allow the carburetter to be
adjusted to any make of engine.

The float chamber works on the usual principle,

but is rather peculiar in shape. It is shaped like a

ADJUSTABLE TABLE THROTTLE ARI>1

FOR SETTING THE DEGREE OF
OPENING OF JET NEEDLg

Sectional views of tne

Schebler carburetter
described on this page. The

lettering is referred to in

the text.

Fig. 2.

JET NEECt-E:

ADJUSTING;|CgM|

EXTRA AIR .LEVER

Extra air inlet

EASY STARTING BUTTON

t^AIN AIR

Fig. 3.—^External view of the American Schebler carburetter.

cup, and contains the annular varnished cork float,

the needle valve H being in a separate chamber. The
main air enters through the inlet K and rushes past

the jet J, carrying the mixture into the mixing chamber
M (fig. 2), where it receives an additional air supply

through the automatic valve A. It will be seen,

therefore, that there are very few moving parts.

The chief ingenuity of the carburetter lies in the

control. As the throttle T is opened, the needle valve

N is lifted up from the jet by means of the cam C.

so that more petrol is allowed to exude at high speeds.

Delicate adjustment is provided by means of the screw,

which permits the throw of the needle valve to be

altered. The contour of the cam operating the jet

needle may be altered by turning a pointer on the

throttle mechanism from the figures i to 3. This has

the effect of lowering the cam and reducing the petrol

supply. Adjustment is also provided for controlUng

the pull on the spring of the extra air valve A Jby turn-

ing the knurled screw, clearly seen in fig. 2,

while in the same figure the dotted line shows
the position of the knurled screw when it is

pulled out and turned round. This tightens

the spring and prevents the valve from

opening at low .speeds, and thus gives a

sufficiently strong mixture to render starting easy.

It will be noticed that the throttle arm T is

adjustable, so that this may be set at any angle to

suit the convenience of the assembler of the machine.

The screw S (fig. i), which, it will be observed,- is

provided with a locking arrangement, provides a means
of leakage past the throttle w^hen closed, thus

permitting slow running when the gear is in neutral

or the clutch is out. An extra air lever is also fitted

for use on very hot days.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addre<;sed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents arc

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and Iceeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters contaijuag legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Re-magnetising.

I should be much obliged if

a
you would tell me how to re-

magnetise the magnets of a

magneto. I have a dynamo that

is used for lighting purposes.—J.D.

You require a powerful two-pole electro-

magnet, and need to wipe the ends of

the poles of the magneto magnets across

these, being careful to apply similar poles

to one another, otherwise, instead of

magnetising the magnets, you will de-
magnetise them. No special skill is

necessary, and, if you draw the poles of

the magneto across the poles of the

electro-magnet about a dozen times, the
magnetism will be improved.

Cover Blowing Off. -

(1.) I have fitted a new

IqI (extra heavy) tyre on the back

|> wheel of my 3^ h.p. motor
LlJ cycle, 26in. x 2^-in. for a 2i|in,.

rim. It blows cif the rim, and,
of course, bursts the tube. If I fit a
security bolt opposite the valve, will it

prevent it liappening again, or will it

be still more safe if I fit two security

bolts? Up to now I liave only used it

solo. If I fit two bolts, should I space
them out equally around; the rim, count-
ing the valve as one bolt? (2.) Is a
cover more sure to remain, on. pumped
hard than soft? (3.) Can the makers
repair my new tube, which is also

a 26in. x 2iin., by fitting a new length
in it, as it has a burst six or seven
inches long? Is it worth it?—P.E.

(1.) The trouble may be due to the tyre
being badly fitted, causing the tube to be
nipped under the beads, which would
cause the cover to blow oif. If the cover
is a. fairly tight fit this is very likely to
happen.. In this case there should be no
need for security bolts,, though, in any
case, you might use a " bolt valve." If,

however, the cover is a slack fit, then
two security bolts would undoubtedly be
useful in addition to the bolt valve, and
these should be spacedi equally round the
rim, taking the bolt valve as one. If the
cover is a vexy slack fit it is possibly
faulty, and it would be as well to con.sult
the makers. (2.) It is safer to have the
tyre blown fairly hard, (3.) Yes; it is

quite satisfactory to have the damaged,
portion, of the tube removed and a section/
let in. The nianufacturers would do it,

or any other good firm of tyre repairers.
It would cost a matter of a few shilings.

?

Large versus Small Valves.

I should be much obliged if

you would give me your opinion
on a point that puzzles^ me. It

is generally admitted that big
valves make for efficiency, and

many well-known makes have big
valves. But one well-known make,
on the other hand, is fitted with small
valves in comparison with the others,

yet it has put up some fine perform-
ances and has proved itself to be effi-

cient. This make seems to be able to

compete -with any of the big valve
machines, so where is the advantage
of big valves? In theory, the small
valve engine ought to be far below the
rest in efficiency.—W.F.

The theory is -that- if -large valves were
fitted, the valves need not have such a
big lift, consequently there is less wear
on the vklve mechanism. If small valves
are fitted, the same results are obtained
by giving a higher lift. You see that
practically the same degree of efficiency

can be- obtained in either case.

Incorrect Mixture.

Please can you teU me what is

wrong with my motor cycle? It

is a 2^ h.p. two-stroke, with
Senspray carburetter and Dixie
magneto, fixed ignition. I have

had it about three months, and have
run about 1,300 miles. It has given
every satisfaction until recently, when
it started to splutter at the carbu-
retter and then stop running, and I

had to run with it for about fifty j'ards

before it would start again. It would
just run for a hundred yards or so and
stop. I examined the jet and it was
all right, also tested the plug and
looked to the petrol pipe, looked in
the tank to see that nothing was float-

ing over the petrol outlet, and also
examined the timing and found all

correct. I raised the petrol level, and
tried three different sized jets, 26, 28,
and 30, hut with no benefit. I had
been running with a 30 jet until the
machine stopped.—J.W.R.

The symptoms you mention cerrainly
point to incorrect mixture. Make quite
certain there are no obstructions in either
the petrol pipe, carburetter passages, or
jet. If these are all clear, then the
trouble may be due to an air leak. Jlake
sure all joints between the carburetter
and engine are quite airtight, and also all opeuin

the crank case joints, as in a two-stroke,

this is most important. You might also.

make sure that the vent in the petrol

tank is clear and not causing an air lock.

You should also make certain that the

timing of the magneto has not slipped

;

the spark should take place when the

piston is about gin. to ^in. from the top

of the stroke. Examine the contact

breaker and see that the rocker is not

sticking, and that the points separate

about ^ mm. Try a new plug ; often a

plug will spark out of the cylinder, but
will not spark under compression.

High Petrol Consumption.

I have a 1911 2 h.p. fixed gear

^1 motor cycle fitted with a new
^ Amac carburetter with 25 jet. I

-i-l have had it a few months and
it I'uns well, and wiU do all

that I require as regards power. I

have been told, however, that it ought-

to do at least 100 m.p.g., whereas I

can only get 50 m.p.g. out of it.

Would you kindly tell me if it is

possible or worth while to get a

machine of this age to do better? I

am told that my engine is in very

good condition, and it certainly pulU
splendidl}'. It has an automatic inlet

valve. Will that account for greater

petrol consumption? I find that

experimenting with the carburetter

upsets the running, and I cannot yet

get it to do better than 50_ni.p.g. If

you think it would be labour lost to

try any further I will sell it and get

a modern one, although I like Uie

machine very well.—W.H.G-.

Evidently there is something very wrong
- with your machine for you to get only

50 miles to the gallon. You should cer-

tainly do at least 100. As to where the
leakage is taking place we cannot
imagine, unless the petrol leaks from ths

float cliamber; tlie needle valve requires

to be ground in ; tliere are leaks at the

petrol pipe unions, or through the filler

caps when you have the tank too full.

Of course, the automatic inlet valve is

bad for slow runuing, unless you have a
very weak spring, and if you have a
weak spring the petrol consiunption
would be' greater than if you had a
fairly strong one. Try fitting a slightly <

stronger inlet valve spring, "and see ft--

this will effect the desired improvemonti^
also, by means of a washer, restrict the

to about
jIj

in.

B24
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Misflriug'.

f am Ihi' |mssosMii' of a. 1915
7 9 I) p. llarlo_v-Da\ idsou (electri-

cally iigbtcu model), and I want
your advice about some trouble
I am liaviug. The trouble

bct;;\u with bad mistiiiug. This only
took place when the engine was pulling'

hard. Then the hoi'n wont wrong, and
1 discovered that the fuse had gone.
This was replaced, and now the engine
goes with considerably less power tliaii

usual. I think there is a short circuit

somewhere. The electric equipment is

the Reniy. Cjin you give anj' reasouj

for this misbehaviour?—W.F.C.

When a misfire has been definitely proved
to be due neither to the carburetter,
valves, nor plug, you should look to the
vacuum switch, breaking the circuit

between the generator and the battery,
which may not close at all speeds. The
switch should close at the least suction,

and then open as soon as the engine
ceases to turn over. It is as important
that the vacuum releases promptly, as it

is that it closes as soon as the engine
starts, and remains closed at all speeds.
If this is not the case, the fault lies in
the diaphragm, in the vacuum pipe, or in

the check valve. The diaphragm leather
may be so dry that the vacuum cannot be
retained, in which case a few cU'ops of

good leather dressing, or castor oil, should
be rubbed into the leather surface. The
diaphragm should always be soft, pliable,

and clean, but any excess of oil must be
wiped oft' with a clean dry cloth. If it

becomes oily and dirty the vacumn will
not release quickly, and Avhile the platina
remain in contact the battery will dis-

charge itself through the generator wind-
ings. If the switch is in order the check
valve should be next inspected. This is a
small tube fitting in the Y. piece connect-
ing the vacuum pipe wath the crank case.

Disconnect the pipe and unscrew this

tube, when it may be found that the ball

is rendered inoperative through being
gummed up with dirt or oil. The remedy
is to squirt petrol through, and test the
vacuum by drawing air tlixough the upper
end with the mouth. Should the switch
and the check valve be in order, then one
of the connections between tlie two may
be leaking, a state of aft'airs easily

remedied by drawing up the unions at

one or both ends of the controller pipe.

Should llu' (rouble jiot then In- fcjinid, it

is possible lliat the contact breaker spring
on the other side of the um't nuiy have
hist souio of its tension, iji whicli case the
sprin" will have to bo re|jlaccd. It

sliould also be noted that the platinum
points should be cleair and the rocker
arm working properly.

Chain Stretch.

(1.) I have just purchased a
1915 3 li.p. twin, and after run-

ning only sixty miles I find that
the tension of the driving chain
varies considcKibly as the back

wheel is rotated. The sprockets are
trulj' central, botlv oib the back wheel
andi on the countershaft, and are pro-
perly lined up. There are iio broken
bushes on the chain, and, naturally,

no appreciable 'wea.r on the chain or
sprockets. The back wheel is set

squarely in its ioAs. Caui you suggest
what lias caused this, and is it serious?

The sag varies from about \\n. to ^in.

in the middle of one side of the chain.

(2.) Is there any rough test to deter-

mine whether the engine is overheat-
ing? For example, should a piece of

paper held against the cylinder flanges

show signs of being charred? By the
time " knocking " commences things
liave usually gone too far. (3.) Is a
speedometer designed for a 26in. wheel
with 2in. tyres equally suitable for a
25in. X 2^m. ? I have been told that
the diameter of the rim is adjusted so

as to make the overall diameter of the
tyre the same in each case.—C.

(1.) The trouble with your chain appears
to be due to uneven stretch, causing the
chain to mount the sprockets slightly at
intei'vals. This should not happen in so

short a distance, so proliably the chain
is a faulty one, in which some of the
rivets are soft. You should return it to

the makers to be tested. The only other
possible cause of the trouble would be
either worn or eccentric sprockets. \''ou

must adjust the chain so that it is not
too tight at the tightest point. Unless the

chain is so slack that it jumps oflf no
damage will be done by runnmg it in this

condition. (2.) There is no method of

testing whether an engine is overheatecl.

The temperature w-hich will give bad
running on one machine ^vould possibly

have little or no ett'ect oni another. The

571

only way of Unorting i* when poor
running or knocUinK occurn. If iiii enuine
is running ruiusnnahlv ciioi you »hould not
be able to light a gafelv imitch by pla<;iii){

it on the cylinder hcjid or viilvo pockclH.
It is poKsiblo that paper would lie

scorched if jdaccd on the cylinder of a

motor running even reasonably cool. (3.)

Yes; a siicedomctcr may be iiBed juiit

the .same with either 26in."x 2ii). or 2\\\\.

whc^cls, there being so slight a difforenco
in the overall diameter a,s to make very
little dilTerenco in the accuracy of the
instrument. If the 2iin. tyre were run
slightly slivck it would probably be sufli-

cient to overcome the difference.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience o(

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"V.C.R." (Birmingham).—Water and
air-cooled Blumfield engines.

"B.F.R." (Birmingham).—2J h.p. de
luxe T.D.C. Reliability and capability
for sidecar work. Also Grade pulh-y.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
UPPlNGH,iM TO Bkadfokd.—R.G.F.
Uppingham, Oakliam, Cottesmore,

Grantham, Newark, Tuxford, Retford,
Doncaster, Wakefield, Bradford.

Bath to Mumbles.—J. P. P.

Bath, Cliipping Sodburv, Iron Acton,
PUning, by train to Severn Tunnel
Junction, New^jort, Cardiff, Cowbridge,
Bridgend, Abei-avon, Neath, Morriston,
Swansea, Murable.*.

Lbdbtjbt to BniEJix.—C.R.X.il.

Ledbury, Tewkesbury, Coombe HUl,
Cheltenham, Cirencester, Fairford, Lech-
lade, Faringdon, Wantage, Streatley,

Pangbourne, Reading, Wokingham, Ascot,
Virginia Water, Chertsey, Byfleet.

Ilkiey to Ambeegate.—L.Le M.
Route avoiding Sheffield.—llkley, Brad

ford, Huddersfield, Lockwood, Holme,
Lang-don Dale, Glossop, Chapel-en-le-

Frith, Buxton, Bakewell, Jlatlock.

Ambergate. Nearest Route.—Hudders-
field, Penistone, Sheffield, BakeweU.
Matlock, Ambergate.

MOTOR CYCLISTS ATTACHED TO AN AMMUNITION PARK IN FRANCE. Reading from left

to right : Pte. J.

Blanks and Q.M.S.

J. Baxter (Clj-no

sc), Lance-Corpl.

J. Betts (B.S.A.).

Lance - Corpl. H.
Thacker (B.SA1.
Pte. F. C. Lander

and Sec-Lieut. R.

B. Clark (Cl>Tio

sc), Pte. J. f^ice

(Douglas), Pte. C.

Mlaidens (B.S.A.),

and Pte. J. Cain

(CljTio sc). ^'e

have to thank Sec-
Lieut. Clark, a pro-

minent member of

the Motor CycHng
Club, for the ori-

ginal photograph.

A23
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An Auxiliary Driving Set.

The complete driving set is arranged

beneath the bottom bracket of a pedal

cycle, and is sufficiently narrow not to

interfere with the rotation of the pedal

cranks. The connecting rod A in the

cylinder B drives on to an eccentric C,

afi'nrding a narrower construction than
would be the case an ordin^.Ty ^rank

were used. Tte engine is supported by

^OTTOILS

clips D E, whilst the magneto is shown
at F and the carburetter at G. Mounted
CO axially with the eccentric C are arms
H, the lower ends of which afford a

bearing for a wheel J driven by the -chain

sprocket K from the engine sprocket L.

A cable M is employed to draw the wheel
J into contact with the rear wheel tyre

for driving purposes.—S. Dorsett and O.
M. Brnnton, No. 24,485, 1914.

(prlcJflOal/drd

A Detachable Rear Mudguard.

Attachment of the mudguard A to the

chain stays B and saddle stays C is

effected by lugs D E, which engage
brackets on the stays and are secured in

position by bolts F. The guard A is

further supported by the frame G of the
luggage carrier, and a spring clip at the

rear end supports the stand H. By
removing the bolts F and also the studs

J, by which the luggage carrier is

attached to the fork ends, the complete
giiard and carrier can be easily detached.

—G. E. Rigby, No. 19,963, 1914.
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A Cantilever Spring Fork.

The employment ot cantilever .springs

in the suspension systems of vehicle.? is

increasing in popularity, and their

adoption for the front forks of motor
cycles is being .suggested. In the in.=tanc6

sKoAvn, the nam girder A is rigidly

attached to .he steeiiog pillar B, and
carries at each side a pivoted link C in

which the wheel
spindle is se-

cured. Bridging
the wheel and

ensuring that the side links C always move
in unison is an arch member D, to which
the front end of the cantilever spring E
is attached. The spring is duplicated on
each side of the girder A, and the centre

is attached at the point F, whilst the rear
end passes thi'ough a guide G carried by
an arm H. The specification mentions that
the links C may, if preferred, extend back-
wards instead of forwards, as in the draw-
ing.—G. E. Bradshaw, No. 24,191, 1914.

Coro Tyre Repair Outfits.

Among the long and varied list of oil,

rubber, and othe.r jyoods tor the motorist
sold by the Ooio Oil and Rubber Co.,
Ltd., of Aston, Birmingliam, attention

is drawn to the tyre repair outfits. Great
care has been expended in both manu-
facturing of the contents and the case

itself ; for example, the pa.tches are
contained- in special clip pockets.

Catalogues Received.

Enots Automatic Drip-feed Lubricator
with Auxiliary Pump ; Messrs. Benton
and Stone, Ltd., Birmingham. This
booklet gives full information concernmg
the working of the Enots automatic drip-

feed with auxiliary pump, and also par-

ticulars of a crank case relief valve.

-1.8.A.—The Birmingham Small Arms
Co., Ltd., Small Heath, Birmingham.
The 1916 catalogue is a fine production,
and the three-colour plates of the com-
plete machines are very pleasing. The
latter are accompanied by full specifica-

tions of the models they illustrate, and
Dther pages are devoted to illustrating

ind describing the many detail features
and refinements possessed by the B.S.A.
The Enfield Cycle Co., Redditch, have

issued a new edition of " The Book of
the 6 h.p. Enfield." This contains full

instructions for the use and care of this
popular model, and a complete list of
spare parts (with latest prices). Ws
would especially draw attention to the
valve timing diagrams on page 22. A
copy of this booklet will be sent gratis
to any owner of a 6 h.p. Enfield who
asks lor one, giving the number of his
machine.

A26

Tyre Repair Outfits for War Office.

We are advised that the Government
has recently placed with the County
Chemical Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, what
is possibly the largest contract for tyre

repair outfits to War Office pattern ever

given, covering as it does twelve months'
supplies.

All-weather Capes.

Some misunderstanding may have been
caused in the reference on page 488 of

November 18th to the Rogan capes by
the address of the makers being given
as Mottington, Manchester, and- With-
ington, Manchester. The latter is the
correct one.

A.J.S. Machines in London.

Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a,

Store Street, Tottenham Court Boad,
W.C., will be showing during the present
week a range of all A.J.S. motor > ycfes,

together with sections of working models
of the detachable wheel, and showing the
methods of lubrication in vogue on these
engines. An A.J.S. fitted up with Lucas
dynamo set will .also be on view. This
exhibition wiU be open each day from
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. until Saturday, De-
""mber 4tli.

Fire at Howes and Burley's Premises.

A portion of the works of Messi'S.

Howes and Burley, Ltd., lamp manufac-
turers, of Birmingham, was seriously

damaged by fire in the early part of last

week.

A Manchester Agency.

Mr. E. Woods has taken over the

sole control and management of the

W. and H. Motor Co., of 287, Deans-
gate, Slanchester. The firm handle
several well-known and important motor
cycle agencies.

American Simms Magnetos.

The capital stock of the Simms Magneto
Co., of East Orange, New Jersey, has

recently been increa.sed. The works have
been considerably extended, and the firm

is very busy on the production of mag-
netos, etc.

Buying Inexpensive Tyres.

Motor cyclists are often chary of buy-
ing tyres and tyre accessories at greatly

reduced figures, and we may say that

in most cases Ihev have good re.ison.

The Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.'! 260, Vaux-
hall Bridge Road, A'ictoria, S.W., how-
ever, inform us that the goods they offer

are quite new and in perfect condition.

They also point out that tliey have pur-

chased Continental tyres under the super-

vision of the Boarti of Trade, and the

money paid for them is held in trust

by tiie Board of Trade authority. It

is, therefore, not unpatriotic to purchase

these German covers, as it is obviouslx

more beneficial for the Government to

hold money in trust than goods of a

more or less perishable nature.
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DUNHILLS PATENT TRIPLE WINDSCREEN
Provides extreme comfort for WINTER RIDING.

AN ideal windscreen— keeps the passenger always

snug and cosy in the coldest weather, and

free from draughts.

The side wings are detachable, and the screen can

be tilted to any angle. It will fit any make of car,

A twist of a wing nut is sufficient to release the

catch and let the screen swing across and allow the

passenger to alight.

Dunhills
359-361, FUSION RD., LONDON, N.W.
— 42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.G.—

LTD.

MANCHESTER

:

90-92, Cross Street.
GLASGOW

:

72, Vincent Street.

In Polished Walnut with Nickel Fittings :

Price complete with side wings - - £3

Price of Single Screen -.--£220

''fmVNAKD'' ^^ ACCESSORIES

^^^

y~i^_

>FQRWAR[J

INSIST on Forward
British plugs for best
results.

B Made in a dozen types

"FORWARD" adjustable

belt fastenep with the unbreak-

able links and rollep bearings.

Made In all sizes and sold by

all agents.

1/6 eacn.

Fopwapd Leather Link 1/- each.

'KING HOOK" the strongest

hook fastener in the world.

Fitted with double strength

hooks, roller bearings and un-

breakable screws.

1/- detachable. 1/3 adjustable.

King Hook Leather Link 1Cd. each

I

- FORWAROr:;:^RM[N^AM
„ ,,„„ fi,^„^ nrli-prfisi'me'nfi; it. is rlF.nirrible to mention ''Tilt Motor Ci/dC ^-7

In anKwcrinj t/iesc advertisements it is desirable to mention '-The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFG & SONS Ltd., and crossed
All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in
which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies jnyr^t be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

a»«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and ii a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
:Cio the fee 13 is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive somany enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Advance.

ADVANCE, SVA.p., 1912, Bosch mag., B. and B.,
good runnine order; first cheque ^11, bargain.

—

Dunn, Sunningdale, Berks. [6846

4.J.S.

A.J.S.. latest 191C model, 2'!ih.p., in stool:, immediate
delivers'.—Timberlake'.i Garage, Wican. [X5264

A.J.S.. 6h.p , complete with sidPClT, ju.at deliTered
£95.—Turpins. 22 and 29, Tlcston Ed., BriElilan

A.J.S. 1913^!^ 6h.p. Combination, Lucas lamp*=. horn.
mirror

i £67/10.—Samuel Hewitt, Morton Ci>iie«,

Cannook. 11X4929

A.J.S., 1913, 61i.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lamp, hern,
new tyree, good running order; £43.—White. Kil-

maine. Birr. [XS262

A.J.S., 1913, Sh.p., with Gloria sidecar, mechamrnlly
sound : a bargain, £54.—Beauehamp, 28, Tudor

Terrace. Aberd.Tre. [6723

1Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combiniition. complete, Luoas
JiiJ lamps, horn, uumberp, etc.; 80 gn,^.—Cioss.
.Jeweller, Rotherham. fX5552

A.J.S., 1913V0, Gloria sidecar, screen, hood, speed-
ometer, 3 speeds, eound condition; £55.—Hughlcck

ond Hindle, Empire Garage. Cliorley. [6465

FOR SATISFACTORY VALUE

UCttOPES

ARE FIRST AND BEST.
The House with the Kingdom's largest

stock of desirable Bargains, Newest
Models, Best Makes, all offered on
terms that defy competition, including

complete guarantee and most liberal

exchange offers for present mounts in

part payment of new.

TO-DAY'S LIST INCLUDES THESE:
10005. 3^ h.p. 1915 ROVER, variable gear £42 10
10007. 4i h.p. T915 3sp. JAMES and S'car £72 10
10008. 4tb.p. 1915 3 sp. QUADRANT &Sc. £55
10009. 4I h.p. I9r5 3-speed JAMES £52 10
10012. 3I h.p. 1914 3-specd A.B.C £47 10
10014. 7 h.p. 19T4 H E N D E E Special

and Sidecar £55
10020. 4 h.p. 1914 3-speed TRIUMPH .. £45
10025. 8 h.p. 1915 3-sp. BAT and Sidecar £65
10026. 7 h.p. 1915 3-speed HARLEY-

'DAVIDSOI\l and Scar £57 10
10027,5 h-P- J915 3-sp. INDIAN & S'car £65
1002S. 3I h.p. 1914 Twin ZENITH £32 10
10034. 2I h.p. 1915 Single-speed NEW

HUDSON £27 10
9803. 6 h.p. 1915 ZENITH, counter-

shaft gear £80 9 8
986r. 2i h.p. 1915 2-5p. 2-str. WOLF £32 11 9

9886. 2i h.p. 1915 Single-sp. ALLON ... £31 10
9902. 2th.p. 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P. . £37 4
9911. 4i h.p. 1915 2-sp. BAT £60 7 6

9940. 2th.p. 1915 2-sp. SUN-VILLIERS £35 9 6

9949. 3,1- h.p. 1915 3 sp. SUNBEAM £73 10

9966. 2j h.p. 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE-
J.A.P. £36 15

9977. 4i ll-P- ^9^6 3-sp- B.S.A., chain
and belt drive £62

9978. 6 h.p. 1916 ENFIELD Combinafn 85 gns.

9997. 4.t h.p. 19x3 3-sp. QUADRANT ... £60

9998. 2j h.p. 1915 2-.sp. ALLON £38 17

9974. 2 j h.p. 1915 2-sr>. DOUGLAS £47 10

9979. ij h.p. 1914 AUTO-WHEEL and
3-sp. cycle £12 10

9984. 4 h.p. J9T4 3-5p. TRIUMPH Sr. So. £49
9984. 4j h.p. 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and S'car £67 10

9987. 7 h.p. 1911 2-sp. REX and Sidecar £35

9994. 2| h.p. 1915 2-sp. DOUGLAS £46 10

9995- 4-5 h.p. 1913 3-sp. HAZLEWOOD
and Sidecar £45

9996. 2| h.p. 1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS £48
10002. 2|h.p. 1913 3-sp. GRANDEX .... £22 10
10004. 2jh.p. 1915 2-sp. OALTHORPE-

J.A.P. £33 10
0938. 3!. h.p. 1915 3-5p. SUNBEAM £67 10

9944. 3I h.p. 1900 TRIUMPH £22 10

9053. 2i h.p. 1915 2-sp. 2-stroke TYLER £27 10

9958. 6 h.p. 1909 2-sp. REX £28 10
9025. 3j h.p. 1913 3-sp. ROVER Comb'n £42
9931. 6 h.p. 1914 3-sp. A.J.S. & Sidecar £73 10

9895. G h.p. 1915 3-sp. NEW HUDSON
and 2-seater Sidecar £57 10

9896. 3 h.p. I9r3 2-sp. ENFIELD £35
9837. 4j h.p. 1913 3-sp. JAMES Comb. . £45

9839. 3* h.p. 1907 2-sp. TRIUMPH & Sc. £22 10
9840. sih.p.igii F.E. TRIUMPH ....£28
0847. 44 h.p. I9r5 3-sp. QUADRANT

and Sidecar £57 10
9853". 6 h.p. 1914 ENFIELD Combinafn £67 10
9S67. 2}h.p. 2-sp. ENFIELD £26
9869. 7 h.p. 1915 T.T. Roadster INDIAN S50

9772. 3i h.p. 1914 3-Ep. w.-c. HUMBER £42

STUDY
OUR

LOWEST
CASH
PRICES
AND
EASY

TERMS.
_ , Shoe Lane,
FleetSL, London, E.C.
'Phone : 5777 Hoibom.

Wires :
" Opilicer, L'don.

"

OUR
BOOKLET
AND

TO-DAY'S
LIST
SENT

FREE TO
ALL WHO

ASK.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.

advertisers requiring^ workmen, and whose
business consists whollv or mainly of
engrineering: orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and w hose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted \^ith
the approval of the board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A J 3 . late 1913. 6h.p. oombiuation, Lucas head and
rear lights, horn, Cowey speedometer, tool-:, -pares,

done 4,500; £52 —Keoworthr, Tithe Bara Kd., Stafford.

i:X5303
1Q15 4h.p. AJ.S., 3-speed. St-evene coachbuilt side-
J-*^ oar, 4Vo months old. as new,- £70, ca«h or easy
terms.— R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd , Swansea, London,
Cardiff. [0751

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p Motor Cycle, actually in stock;
£84.—Exeter Motor Cvcle and Light Car Co..

Ltd., Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd..
Plymouth. [0603

1Q15 6h.p. A.J S Combination, absolutely in etock;
-i- *y this luxurious outfit complete only costs
£102/10; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian. Broad St..

Reading 'Phone : 1024. [X1485

6 h.p. A.J.S., 1914, 5-speed countershaft gear and
free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted with

Lacas lighting set, Lucas horn, rear light, tools, and
spares, any severe trial giren. mechanically sound, as
new; 70 gns.; rare opportunity.—Wauchopes, 9. Shoe
Lane, London. [S5457

Alldays.

ALLO.V. 1915, 2-?tioke. new conditicn; £25.—Baxter.
West Stockwith, Gainsboiough. [X5329.

1 Qie Alldays-Allon. 2-speed and clutch, absolutely in
J-f stock; £45 —Julian. Broad St., Reading.
Biggest dealer in the South Phone: 1024. [X0802

ALLONS. 2^ihp., 2-speed models. £38'17; eiugle-

speed models. £31 '10. best terrus for caeb, ea?y i

terms, or exchange.—Wauthope'a. 9. Shoe Lane, London
rX5458 I

1Q15 AUon 2-etToke. ruu 100 miles, perfect coudi-
-M.i7 tiou. complete- Lucasv lamp horn, etc : £50. or
nearest — O. 'Whitehouse. Poplars. Bridgtown. Staffs

rX5551
ALLONS, single-speed. 2-epeed. and 2-epeed clutclrJ

models actually in stock . deferred payments it f

desired —Lamb's. 151, High SL, 'VValthanistow. and SO*.!
High Rd.. Wood (Jreeo. [6778,^

Ariel.

"I Q15 Ariel 5-6h p Combination, ne-r August: cost]
Xt7 £92. accept £75: owner «ilisted —Apply. Fetch,'
Lj-the. Whitby. rX53573|

1Q12 SV'h.p Ariel Motor Cvde. just overhauled. new.J
it/ Duulop belt; a bargain, £18 —W. Lewis. 31^'
Wiudmill St.. Gravesend. [670f

ARIEL. 5-6h.p . 1914. coachbuilt sidecar, all ao
_

fiories, verj' little used, just overhauled at Ari<
works, perfect oon«Htion: cost £95. accept £65.—

Q

Lightfoot, Solicitor. Carlisle. [X^SS

Arno.

SMART Arno Combination. 1914. 5'-ih p.. S-spc
cane «;idefHT. well uphoitstered. lamp, horn, Sei

i:priiy: 38 gns.—Railway Gwrage. Stniues. [69©

fast; 8 ens.—Seei
[674fl

Auto=Wheels,
14 Anto-Wheel, little need,

.Teuks, Garage, Bewdlcy.

T'TO-WHEEL De Luxe: £15fl5. 26/5 monthly.
L Seen at 24S. Bishopsgate, London. [69;

rXO-WIlEEL. 1914. iu good ordor. new tyre; £8.^
L Rer. Sumner, Kmmiugton Rectory, Thame. [X5S«

14 Auto-WheeJ. Model do Luxe. B.S.A.. perfect
£9/10.-WalbTo Motor CO., Ely. Camhe. [X542

19

19
(k28 All letters lelatiiig to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Halifax Motor Exdiange

68, NORTON ST. HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telp5rnms—" Perfection.'*

SOLO MACHINES.
New 1914-15 6 h.p. 2-spcod REX, 650 x 63

Dunlops £56 10
New DIAMOND, 3 j h.p.. ; stroke £28 13
New cj h.p. 2-speei.l CONNAUGHT £39 18
New 2! h.p, 2-spcccl WOLF-J.A.P £37
New 2I h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-specd £38 10
New 2j h.p. 2-5peecl RUBY-J.A.P £39 10
1913 3i h.p. RUDGE Mulli £34 10
1912 3i h.p. M.ngncto N.8.U £23 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY £29 10
1912 2-sp. SCOTT, specinlly gooil £31 10
3} h.p. 2-spocd OOUQLAS £28 10
8 h.p. 3-speed CHATER-LEA £33 10
3} h.p. Magneto REX, spriiis forks £15 10
1910 3i h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., m.ifnicto, Saxon forks £12 10
5i h.p. M,igneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
N.8.U., Twin, 2-specd, spring forks £15 10
RE^» 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks £14 10
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., Twin, spring forks £16 10
SCOTT, w.-c, 2-speed chain drive £22 10

EXCELSIOR,
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., Twin, S4'.. Sg, mechanical and hand lubrica-
tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring forks,

2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft gear,
raultiple-disc clutch with hand and foot control,
handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, sin. non-skid
tyre, finish Excelsior grey, every possible refinement
incoFpor.ited.

STA!^DARD MODEL £52
With electrical equipment £71 10

Or with high-class coach-built Sidecar, fitted with
23 X 3 Dunlop non-skid tjTe, £13 lOs, extra.

Exchange liberally considered.
We are sole Yorkshire distributers.

Yorkshire dealers supplied.

£145 RITZ LIGHT CAR. £145

The last word in light car vaUies ; lo h.p., 4-cyIinder,
mechanical lubrication, electric horn and lighting,
hood, screen, tools ; luxuriously sprung, and a
grand top gear car. Deliveries from stock.

Trial nms by appointment. Exchange liberally
catered for.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
I9r4 7-0 h.p. Twin PREMIER, chain drive,

countershaft gear, coach Sidecar £59 10
191+ 6 h.p. REX Sidette, ahnost as new .. £57 10
W.-C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar (new) £89 15
1912 3J h.p. 2-speed Twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecar '£34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,
smart coach Sidecar £45 10

1913 RUDGE MULTI and Sidecar £41 10
ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-5peed Combination £43 10
1012 6 h.p. 2-5pced REX and Sidecar £34 10
igto 3ih.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
6 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar £23 10
Brand New 6 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £69 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New 1916 3-seater OVERLAND £275
Sporting MORGAN, grand condition, screen,

horn, lamp, and speedometer £82 1

PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., 2-seated Car £58 10
Cycle Car Front and Rear Axles and Wheels £3 10
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
1914 Rex Coach Sidecar, as new £9 15
Shop-soiled Coach Bramble Sidecar £12
New Mechanical Horns. Special reduced price 15/11
Triumph Pattern Horns, new 5 /1

1

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Ooiigliis.

T~)OUGLAS, motlol \Y, 1914. 2%L.p., 2-hiio<h1, elllleli,
--' Icli'k oturt, exCQlleut londitlon: £H0, or unite*!
oBer.-Dr. Unawcirth, Norlli llil., St. Ueleui. |Xrj648

T^OUOLA.S, 1913, 2-8i>ned, peral.T.T., InmuB und
•-' horn, perfect condition ; £35.—F. Hulney, 199,
Uibridno lid., Mill End, Rickmnnjworth. Herts. [0825
T\OL.'ai..AS, 1912f)i, 25ih.Ii.. 2-siiCOil, eluteh, foot
•-' iKiurds, T.T. har«, 2 lirnud n.'w Iicdvv IMinloi) tvie.i,
spares: £29.-15, I'ottM St., UiHlioi.'n Stortford, Herl>.DI6761OUGI/AS, November. 1915, 3-»iieed. lamp, horn,

practically new; owner r'cfivcd eoinmliwion; £50,
no oilers.-Cibb, Gough, Douglas Depot. Gloucester.

T\OUGLAS, latest all-black military models In etock;
-^ S54/12; exchanges or extended terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishop'BOto Ay., Camomile St.,
EC. [0492

"TVOTOLAS, lata 1912, 2'fji.p., 2^!peed, P.E., tyres
•*--' and tub63 prnetioally new, speedometer, nil acces-
aqnee.-Nichols, World's Fair, Old Cuttle Market. Ips-
wich. (6711
pvOUGLAS, late 1913, 2-speed model, kick-starter,
-^ speedometer, lamp, etc.; .£35, or exchange com-
bination, cash adjustment.—14, Griffiths Rd., Wimble-
don. (5334

1 014 Douglas, 2iih.p., kick-start, clutch. 2-speed,
-Ltf P. and H. lamp set, Lncas horn, lull kit, and
pare belt; photograph; i;40.—88, Baysham St., Here-

lord. (6941

•pvOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-speed, Lucas black head-^ light, tail lamp, horn, speedometer, new Clincher
214, spares, perfect; £42/10—Butter, Chemist, Syden-
ham. [6875

"T^OUGLAS. 1912. 2?ili.p.. T.T., free engine, 2-spced
•^^ gear, new front and rear lamps, all accessories,
ondition perfect; f28.—Lan-tou, 3, Castelnau Place,
Barnes. S.W. [X5321
T\OUGLAS llodel U. 3-6peed gear and free engine

;

-»--' £52/10: just arrived from worlw: immediate de-
livery.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [6739

"PJOtJGLAS, late 1914, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,
--' clutcli, P. and H. lighting set, Luacs horn, pan
saddle, all accessories, perfect condition; £41.—Red
House, Sideup. [6859

1 Q13 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, in good condition, 2
i- 1/ lamps, horn, generator, speedometer, tyres good,
fast engine, Senspray carburetter; £32.—Turner, 223,
High Rd., Kilburn, K.W. [6821

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2iili.p., new September, 1914,
in good condition, and with complete acceesories,

property of oificer on service
; price £55.—Robbins,

Honeystreet, near Pewsey. -
[6710

DOUGLAS Models U. TT, W, and War Office, de-
livered now, from £50/8 to £56/14; deferred pay-

lueuts arranged.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.

^
[6772

1 Q14 Douglas, 2?4h.p., 2 speeds, 'T.T. bars, both
-Lt/ lamps (front Lucas), new horn, new spare tube,
.Stewart speedometer, very little used; £43/10.—Long,
15, Westbourne Rd., Forest Hill. [6942

DOUGLAS, 2?41ip., 1914V=, model W, clutcli, 2-speed,
kick start, condition as new, only ridden 700 miles,

tyree unpunctnred, expensive accessories, full kit; £42.
—Simpson, Legge Lane, Birmingham. [X5330

DOUGLAS.—We hold an actual stock of the latest
models, including the famous military all-black.

Send us your money and we will do the rest.-The Col-
aaore Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. _ [6479
-I Q14?i Douglas, T.T.. 2'4h.p.. 2-speed, free, Bosch,
-Lt/ Amac, Watford speedometer, unpunctured heavy
Dunlops. accessories, spare belt; £40. or nearest offer.
—Pte. Taylor, Albert Place, Coggleshall. [6831

1 Q 14 T.T. Douglas, Amac carburetter, self-con-X Zf tained head lamp, tail lamp, separate generator.
arge gong, speedometer, etc., in excellent condition:
£37/10.—Rex Mundy, 132, Gt. Portland St.. W.

[6620
DOUGLAS, 1915, model V, 2-speed, as list, with

Lucas lamp, horn, and tail lamp. College mnd-
shield with pockets, 2 months old, perfect condition;
£45/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[6864
LATE 1915 DougKas. 224h.p., model W. 3-speed.

clutch, kick starter, horn, and tools, not done 50
uiles, shop-eoiled onlv; too high for owner; seen Bridg-
pnd, S. Wales; £54.—Box H58, The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [6770

LATE 1912 Douglas, 23ih.p. twin, 2-speed, P. and
H. lamps, speedometer, spares, tools, etc.. -good

ondition. just overhauled. 1915 frame, mudgnards. and
-Tring forks just fitted, also new evlinder; what offers?

-Nash, 72, South St., Bridport. [X5614

DOUGLAS Model U, £50/8; Douglas Model Y, £50/8;
War Office Model, £54.12; Douglas Model W,

!:56;i4: Douglas Model X, £56/14.—.Above models
ictuallv in stock at Sole Wholesale and Entail Midland
Distributing Agents, Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row.
Hinningliam. [X2344

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2?ih.p., 2-epeed model, with kick
start and clutch, fitted with speedometer, separate

::enGrator. lamp, electric horn, rear light and tools, com-
plete, and ready for the read, completely overhauled,
-ound as new; £37/10, guaranteed.—Wauchope's. 9.

?lioe Lnne. Loudon. rX5462

1916 MODELS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK HERE:

1916 6h.p.ENFIELD Combination 85 gns.

19 1 6 6 h.p. J H. Crjiiil)in;ition. . . . 90gns.

1916 5-6 li.p.EXCELSIOR, Stiirmf;y
countcnslKift. '-speed gear . . 68 gns.

1916 4lli.p. EXCELSIOR.Slurmoy
cotintcrslialt 3-speed gear . . 64gns.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle
Car, 4-cyl., walcr-cotiled, <Ie-

tacliable wheels, all on .... £120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3 h.p. SINGER, vertical, magneto ignillon,

P. & M. 2-speed gear, Druid spring forks £10
1914 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 160
1915 2-sp. 2-str. NEW HUDSON^ done 500 28 gm.
1915 B.S.A. Combination, all cham drive . . £63
3! h.p. 190SREX, .M.O.V.,Boscb, B&Brarb.£l8
il h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle st'g £19
6 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £40

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which

are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3.

Underslung chassis

with Luggage Carrier

comblnetL

Splendidly made and
built for bard work.

£10 15

This is JIODEL Sa. i

ABEAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Screen £1.

Oellfery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Latest mechanical horn, black and nickel £1

Cowey Speedometer for 26 X zi wheel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for ilorgan £2 5

3eE ot Millers Cycle Car Lamps and
Generator, new t3

iii.p. J.A-P. Air-cooled Eng,, fine condition 12 gns.

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Jos Cycle Car Carburetter 10 /-

^pare Belt Carrier 3/6

LJoscti Magneto, single-cylinder, new £5

LJoscb Magneto, t^vin-cyiinder, new £0 ly

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 9191,

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

D,OTJGI/AS, 1913. 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter.
overhauJed last niontli, now in perfect condition.

both tyres new, Duulopa, also new Lucas King of the
Road head li^ht, generator, and tail lamp (black finish),

Sparton horn; accept £35 cash: owner left for Front.—
Lieut. J. Dunn, 4th Royal Dublia Fusiliers, Sitting-
bourne. [6696

LATE 1914 Douglas, 3V-h.p., 2-6peed, clutch. Idrk
starter, oniy run 1,200 milee, speedometer, Elaxon

hOTO, tool kit, spares, etc., starts like a car; owner'
foreign service; this fine model, which will easily take
sidecar, is now almost unobtainable; cost £65, price
£43, lowest.—Officers Blenheim Hoxise, Brook St.,

Kiugston-on-Tliames. CX55 1

7

Enfield.

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, just received; 80 gns

—

Motor Mart, Eaetboume. [6897

16 Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke, been ridden 10 mile<i;

35 gns.-Pitte, Bedditch. [X5654

ENFIELD, 1916, 2-spGed, 3h.p., kick starter, in stock;
50 gna.—Motor Mart, Eaetbourne. [6898

LATE 1913 6h.p. Enfield Combination, splendid order
and condition; £50—Daisy Bank, Matlock. [X6398

ENFIELD, 2i4h.p., 1912, excellent condition; £14,
nearest offer.—Downing, Mapperley, Derby. [X5415

ENFIELD Coach Combination, 6h.p., 1913, lamps,
spare cocer; £52.-10, Higb St., Mortlake. [6791

ENFIELD 2Mih.p. Twin, single-speed, new carbm-etter,
perfect order; £15.—Moorhouse, Joiner, Meltham.

[6702
ENFIELD, 2^4h.p., kick start. 2 speeds; genuine bar-

gain £18a0.-29, St. Ann's Rd., Willeuhall.
[X5485

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., in good trim, nicely fitted.

T.T. bars; £34.-Young's, 2 and 3, The Parade,
Kilburn. [6951

ROYAL Enfields, 1916 ihodels, inclnding electric

Model de Luxe, in stock.—Batchelor's, Clarence
St., Kingston. [X5602

ENFIELD, latest 1916 model, 6h.p. Enfield combina-
tion in stock, immediate delivery.—Timberlake'ii

Garage, Wigan. . [X5267

1 Q12 2^h.p. Enfield, just been tboronghly over-
-Ltf hauled, perfect condition; ^16, or offers.—Jar-
main, Harwich. [6918

ENFIELD, 1912, 234h.p. twin, fast on hills, good
.condition, accessories; £20.—Douglas, 2, Kemplav

Rd., Hampstead. [6915

ENFIELD 1913 Combination, little used, lamps, hoin,
etc., tyres perfect : £45.—Kirkham, 33, Holden-

hurst At... North Finchley, N. [6768

1Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, watch.
J-tf lamps, etc., excellent condition ; 65 gns.—Her.
Skinner Law, 138, Windmill Rd., Brentford, W. [6870

1 Q12 6h.D- Enfield, special wide coachbuilt sidecar to
-M-iJ seat 2, accessories, etc.; £45, cash or eawy term(5.

—R. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd., Swansea, London, Cardiff.
j;0722

ENFIELD 6h.D. Combination, latest pattern, 1916
model, complete; immediate delivery; 85 gns.—

Sutherland Garage, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Yale, W.
£0739

6h.p. Royal Enfield, with sidecar, 2 speeds, speedometer,
and all accessories; can be seen by' arrangement.—

Williams, Gamon ^ and Co., Kaleyards Works. Chester.
[X5514

ENFIELD Combination, August, 1915, speedometer,
lamps, etc., very little used, absolutely as new;

genuine bargain, 70 gns.—31, Estella Av., New Maiden.
S.W.

_

[6781

3h-p. Royal Enfield Twin, chain drive, .2-speed, kick
start, lamp, horn, speedometer, thoroupbly reliable

;

£35, or near offer.—Avey, Confectioner, Newport Rd.,
Stafford. [X5414

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, just arrived from
works; immediate delivery; £89/5; make sure of

this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [6741

"p OYAL Enfield 1914 Sh.p. Combination. 2 speeds,
-tV Palmers, lamps, tools, sidecar screen, etc., excel-
lent condition; £63.—Write, Enfield, 72, Wolfington
Rd., West Norwood. [X5589

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, late 1914, perfect con-
dition, done 3,900 miles,' Lucas 'lamps and liorn,

speedometer, numerous spares; £60.—Priestley, 9. Gav-
thorne Rd., Bradford. ~ [6746

1016 Enfield Combination, just received from
J-V works ; 84 gns. ; immediate delivery for cash

;

emchanges or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bjshopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0607

ENFIELD, 1914, October, 3h.p., kick start, Cowey
horn, backrest, P. and H., accessories, perfect

condition, new Dunlop; £40; apply evenings.— 3, Hill-
side Villas, Stonebridge Park, Harlesden. [6874

6h.p. 1913 Royal Enfield Combination, a nice reliable
motor cycle and sidecar, with all accessories, com-

plete; £50; guaranteed; any severe trial given; tuition
n«e.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lano, London. [X5463

1 Q13 6h.p. Enfield, 2-speed clutch, handle-starting,
L*y 26x21^ Avon heavy tyres, Lucas 458 lamp, rear
lamp, Jones trip speedometer with maximum hand,
born, Brooks saddle, with Enfield sidecar, nrt cane
body, condition excellent; 3245.-Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [0613

HALIFAX.

7h.p. (American) 1915 EXCELSIOR de Luxe,
dynamo Lighting, electric horn, speedometer,
nearly new, not done 200 miles. £69 10s. for
quick sale. (New price £90.)

FURTHER REDUCTIONS.
We offer a Brand New Latest Type (just delivered

from makers) £65 6 h.p. 2-speed REX at 12i%
discount. If you have no customer for your
present machine, we give y&u this discount in

addition to a liberal exchange allowance. With
REX Coach-built Sidecar, £12 10s. extra. Why
wait for deliveries or pay 5% to 33i% extra?

NEW MODELS.
SUNBEAM, 35- h.p., 3-speed model £7^ 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p. J.A.P., 3-specd ... £87 C
ROYAL RUBY. 2^ h.p. J.A.P., 2-specd ... £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed ^... £36 10
WILLIAMSON 3-speedCY-CL-CA £120
OVERLAND 4-cylinde,r Touring Car, latest

model, electric lif^hting, starter, etc. . . £275
IQ16 Sporting MORGAN, M.A.G. engine,

hood, screen, lamps, etc £111 13

CASH BARGAINS.
[915 6 h.p. CountcL-shaft 3-spccd ROYAL

RUBY-J.A.P. and Bramble Sidecar, only
done 100 miles £79 10

1914 7-9 h.p. 2-speed INDIAN, fitted electric

bom, lamps, and Swan Sidecar £59 10
1914. (new) WILLIAMSON S'car Combination Offers
igr4 Sporting MORGAN, hood, screen, etc, . £82 10
15 h.p. 4-cylindcr RENO, s-scated Car £65
1913 3* h.p. ROVER, Grade gear £27 10
1913 3% h.p. RUDGE Multi £36 10
1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £53 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX and Sidecar .... £44 10
I9r3 3i h.p. 3-speed TORPEDO-PRECISION

and Sidecar, special bargain £29 1

igiz 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £37 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Free-engine REX £33 10
1912 3i h.p; N.S.U. and Sidecar £24 10
1912 3^ h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY and S'car £32 10
P. & JVi., 3* b.p., 2-speed, grand condition . £29 10
1912 (Nov.) SCOTT and Sidecar, extra good £38 10
1912 3ih,p. 2-<\K-vd PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1911 2^ h.p. 2^pLud DOUGLAS £23 10
3^ h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks £14 10
1910 3V h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
1910 's-0 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £26 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, lightweight £10 15
PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., 3 speeds, twin £19 19
P. & M., 3.'. h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £24 10
N.S.U., 2-spced, F.E., twin, spring forks £15 10
REX, 5^ h.p., twin, magneto, Tourist £15 10
F.N., 4-cyliuder, magneto, spring forks .... £12 10
5^ h.p. F.E. Twin REX, specially good £17 10
New REX Coach-built Sidecar, with apron £12 10
KERRY, 6 li.p.. Twin and Sidcc:ir £8 15
WILLIAMSON Sidecar, almost as new £9 15

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1913 Z\h.p. RUDGE MULTI, with excellent coach-

built Sidecar, very powerful £35 10

Lists on application. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WE ARE CASH BUYERS OF DOUGLASES,

MORGANS, AND LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

EXTTELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2 lamps and
generator, mirror, speedometer, watch, horn, epare

tvre, tool»f, and sundry spares; a bargain. ±44.—Wilkins,
Simpson, and Co., 11, Hiimmersmith Ed, London. [6742

ROYAL Enfields, combination 85 gns,, 2-stToke
40 gns., 3h.p. twin 50 gns.; all models actually

in stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.,
Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. 10571

ENFIELD Newest 1916 Combination, delirered from
stock: aI=o 1915, electrically efpiippetl, hood and

screen, £95, bargain; deferred payments arranged;
-trictest privacy observed—Lamb'e, 151, High St., Wal-
ThamstoTT, and 50, High Rd, Wood Green. '6774

1 Ol3 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, Lucas s^ts. Klaxon
J-«-' and bulb horns; the whole tnmonr ie m new
condition, and bas been very little oeed; mil«'a^e nndec
3,000; price £50, or nearest.—Bromley Motor Woita,
Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. 'Phone 961. [6507

T Q14 Enfield Combination, complete Trth lamip,
X*7 horn, epeedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar canh
piete with hood and screen, machine in splendid condi-
tion : this belonged to an officer, and has not been need
pince the commencement of the war, except lor 7 days;
£65.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

LX2347
ROTAL Enfield New Combinationa, 6h.p., ehaia

driven machines, fitted with handsome coaclibuitt
-iidecar, countershaft gear and free engine, up-to-date
turnout, complete with storm apron ; 85 gn^, : tuition
free, and free delivery to any address within 50 miles ol
London ; be^^t terms for cash, exchange, or extended
payments.—Wauchope'8, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X5464

Excelsior.

1 Q15 American Excelsior, 7-9h.p., eleetricallf
Xt/ equipped model, onlv done 500 miles, like new;
£60.~-Camm, Calderbank, Todmorden. rX5649

EXCELSIOR (Coventry), 1913 (late), 3',:.b.p.. 3-

speed, sidecar, speedometer, accessories, perfect;
£35. 2-speed Douglas wanted. — 26. Norfolk Rd.,
Southampton. -'6921

EXCELSIOR (American), 7-9h.p., delivei *to-day oi
one 3-speed model; accept £63, great, oppor-

tunity, usual price £80; cannot repeat.—LaS-ton'
Garage, Bicester, O.xon. 1X5570

EXCELSIOR (American). 1913. 8-lOh.p., clutch,
Bosch waterproof, Schebla- pilot, diip lubrication,

adjustable tappets, Renoid Donlop. spring eeat-pillar,

lamp6, etc.: offers above £29: lightweight or cycle car
exchanEe.—B., Clementson, Mosslev, near Manchesrer.

j

£6694

i Forward,
I OJih.p. Twin-oyL Fomafd, 3-5reed gear model, 3 real
/W4 little gem, economical and faat; £29, pnaiaB-

, teed.—"Wauehope'B, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X5465

F.N.

F.^..
2^ih.p., seen running: great bargain, £5/15.

Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [6973

F.N., 1913, 4-cyl.. 2 speeds, and clutch, splendid
dition; £30.—Earl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

[X5604
£15.—F.N., 2^ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, speedometer,

tube, lamps; bargain.-J., 156, Gt. Port-land 3ti
W. E6925

F.N., l^ih.p., mag., spring forks, excellent t:.ndition;

£12. — Lightfoot, Higher Wliitlev, Northwich,

I
Cheshire. 1X5392

"I 012 4-cyI. F.N. Combination, 2 speeds. F.E.
XiJ fvres. new coachbuilt sidecar, all in nret-clas:

condition: £35.—Redlauds, Cove Rd., Fleet. [6717

llQ13''i F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p.. 2-speed, F.E., and tor-

-M.tJ pedo underslnug sidecar, combination fa.-t. power

ful, splendid condition, perfect; £54.—Rose, 5, Foreetei

I St., Canal Rd., Milend Ed.. Bow. l<o8&i

' S;-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N.. fitted with 2-speed gear and hand'
tl some coachbuilt sidecar, the combination complcU
with all accessories; 40 gns.; any severe trial given'

tuition iree; guaranteed.—Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Laai
Loudon. [S546I

Green.
GREEN-PRECISION Water-cooled Motor Cvcle, 3rtf

h.p., 3-speed gear. 1914 model, fitted with
built sidecar; cost £78 seU £38.-35, Whittatt
Birmingham.

Harley'Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSONS in Stock.—Premier

Co., Birmingham.

FREE of Import Duty.—Model llF Harley-Davif
7-9h.p.. 3-spe\Hl; 65 gns.-The Premier Motor

A<ton Rd., Birmingham. E6S

HAKLET-PAVIDSON Combiuiition, 7-9h.p., 11
model, brand new; £70 to clear.—Percy and

357. Euston Rd., LiOudon. ['

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. electric model, soiled

J)igccst Jiarpnin^of the week; £70.—Young;i
and The Parade, Kilburn.

HARLEV-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 1914, speedoniej
2-speed Iree engine; 50 gns.—Hastie, M«

Machine Guns, Bisley, Surrey. [69

HARLET-DAVIDSON, IIF, new, jufit arrived, fii

with Swan sporting sidecar to match lif rciiuirt

in stock.—Motor Mart. Eastbourne'

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisements.and th** Hnte ,of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON', 3";lM>., semi T.T . J914, Smt srlciuliil con-
dition : £28, nonicst.— Girt'oitl, SlmkliUK. rX5660

NORTON, JVMi.p.. T.T., AuBUst. 1915, siimlomptor,
lainps and tools, porlecfc couilitioii; £40.—

Giliboii, K.P.C., Norwich. [6924

1QI6 SVjIl.p. 3-srocd Norton, conntorsliall, 62 gns.

;

Xtf ;ilso scvor.al 1914 Norton? in stock; £43.—
I'lukiT .md Sou. St. Ives, Hunts. L6934

N.S.U.
K-61i.li. Twin N.S.U. , 2-sprcd, fre& engine. Bosrll map.,

eoaelibnilt 2-seat. sidoear, tyros new; bargain, £26.
-Scott, 37, Asbbnrnhani ltd., Belvedere, Kent. [X6795
Olli.p. N.S.TT. Motor Combination, recently over-Oa bnniod, spring forks. 2-speed, free engine, also
ppare magneto and parts, value £25; will take £15,—
Gawne. 15, I'nirliekl Kd.. Warrington. [X6276

N.U.T.
-|Q14 2:;b.p. Twin 3-speed N.U.T,, only run 400
JLt/ mile.s. perfect condiviou; owner going to I'ront

:

£40.-Box 9.680. I'hs Motor Ci/ch Ofliees,' Coventry.
[S.4932

O.K.

O.K., 1915. 2-speea, special clufeli model, l.imps, liorn.
etc.. only wed few weeks; owner enlisted; £31.—

Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [6900

O.K. Junior, 1915, in splendid condition, yery little
used : 23 gns., great bargain.—Jnliau, Bio'ad St.,

Eeadiug. Tlione; 1024. [X2346

O.K. Junior. 2.speed, 19141/^, condition as new, new
tyres and belt; bargain. £21.—Edwin Hindle. 99,

Princess Ed., Moss Side, Manchester. [X5648

O.K. Junior. 1914V'', new condition, little used, com-
plete accessories: £22.-Write or call. Doctor, 13.

Leonard riace, Kensington Ed 'Phone: Western 226.
i:X5523

P. and M.

P.
and M.. 2-speed, tyres nearly new, good running
order and condition: bargain, £24.—Moorhouse,

Joiner,- Meltbam. [6701

1 Q13 P. and M.. S'/jh.p., 2-6peed gear, lamp and gener-
-*-*^ ator, speedometer, watch, horn, tube in case, per-
fect condition, ouly run aborrt 5.000 miles • £45. or
oear.—Burch, Eedelyfie, Worcester Ed., Sutton. [X5582

Peugeot.
61i.p. Peugeot Twin, Boscli mag., Mabon clutcli (new),

large wicker sidecar, speedometer, lamps.—Taylor
19, Upper Grove, South Norwood. [6728

Precision.
PRECISION, 2i.Mi.p., perlect condition, overhauled

by makers; £17.—Leighton Cycle and Motor Co.,
opposite Wood Green Station. [6904

PRECISION, 2*lli.p., Senspray, low build, £15;
-*- also A.C. cycle car. in good condition, £35.-37.
Roscndale Rd., West Duhvicll. [6827

PRECISION, 3^1h-p., Bosch mag., Amac carburetter,
lightweight coachbuilt sidecar; £22.—The Pre-

mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [6958

PRECISION, 4yh.p., bruit. 1915, 2-spe6d, excellent
condition, under 2.000 miles; £30, or near.-Seen

at Channou'e, Cycle Agent, Higli St., Sutton,- Surrey.
[6745

Premier.
PREMIER, SVJr.p., 1911-12 model, fine maobine;
-•- great bargain, £17/10.—Speechlev, 45, Church
Rd., Acton. [6972

1Q13 Premier, 3';yi.p., 3-spe*d. and sidecar, lamps,
-Lt/ Lorn, speedometer, all in perfect condition; £38.
-169a, Lower Clapton Ed., Clapton, N.E. [X5577
PREMIER, 1913, Silb.p., fixed engine, lamp, etc.,
-- in perfect running order; property of oflrcer at
Front; iE21, or near.—Smith, 24, Stanley Gardens.
Belsise Park, N.W.

"

[6817

PREMIER, 1914, 2i/2h.p., with 3-speed and free
-*- engine hub, a charming arid almost new machine;
cost £46/10, worth easily £36, accept £30.—Lavton's
Garage, Bicester, 0-xon. [X5574

Puch.
1Q15 3h.p. Puch Lightweight-, eingle-cvl., forced
J-fJ lubrication, enclosed Bosch, h.b.c, extra heavv
non-sWds, new .May, originally £45, like new; bargain,
£27/10.-rorrett, 58, Broidesbury Rd., Kilburn.
N-W. [6877

Quadrant.
'QUADRANT Cycle, 2S,4h.p., Amac carburetter, climb
f any hill, excellent tjres; £7.—Keat, 66, Beresford
Ed., N. [6783

1 Q12 3y2h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, in first-class
-•-I/ condition; only £20.—F. E. Wootten, 55, High
St., Oxford. -

[5852

1014 Quadrant, 4V4h.p., 3-speed, in new condition,
-•-«-' .accessories; £35.—169a, iower Clapton Ed.,
Clapton, N.E. [X5576

4Xh,p. Quadrants, latest new 1916 models, chain-cum-
2 belt transmission. ES.A. 3-speed gear, free en-

Pine, and kick start,; delivery from stock; price £60;
cxcliauge or eusy tenns.-Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London.^ [X5450

Radco.
RADCO, 1915, only ridden 100 miles; 19 sns.-Wil-

liams, Cliapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X5503

B.S.A., Model H, .tjh.p., s-spccd.
B.S.A., Model K, .ijh-p., 3-speed.
BROUGH, 3,V h.p., twin, vsp., coimtei-shaft gear.
CALTHORPE, c;-strokc, ajh.p., 2-speed.
CAUTHORPE, 2i h.p. J..\.P., 2-spced.
DOUGLAS, Model V, 2; h.p., 2 or 3-speed.
DOUGLAS, Model W, 23 h.p., 2 or 3-speea.
ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2J h.p., 2-speed.
ENFIELD, Model no, 3 h.p., 2-spced.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., coach-built combination.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p. combination with dynamo

lighting.

INDIAN, Model B, 5 h.p,, 3 speeds.
INDIAN, Model C, 7 h.p., 3 speeds.
INDIAN, Model D, 7 h.p., road racer.
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2} h.p.. 2 speed.
JAIVIcS, 3i h.p., twin. 3-speed.
JAMES, 4.} h.p., 3-speed, and James Canoclet

Sidecar.

NEW IMPERI AL, 2! h.p., J.A.P. engine, 2-speed. ,

ZENITH, .1-5 h.p., clutch model, Gradna gear.

Jidi« iCSilTi

Od-

CANOELET, co,ich-built from 12 gns.
GODIVA, coach-built ,, lOgns.
MILLFORD, coach-built

, 10 gns.

SINGER, 10 h.p., with dynamo lighting.

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in exchange transactions, and will

allow full value for your old motor cycle or
light car in part payment for any new one.

Complelely overhauled and guaranteed perfect.
JAMES, 1915, 2J h.p., 2-stroIie, 2 speeds,

bead light, rear lamp, and horn £33
tJ.A.P., 1914, .) b.p., 2 speeds, accessories,

and iindti-slung Sidecar £35
MATCHLESS, 1914, 4 li-P- twin, 3 speeds,

and clutch, and Gloria Sidecar, coach-
built £50

TRIUMPH, igi2 3^ h.p.. clutch naodel . . £30
TRIUMPH, 1913, s'.V b.p., clutch model . . £34
TRIUMPH, 1914, iVh.p., T.t. roadster,

Cowey speedometer, Lucas head lamp
and bom £38

TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h-P-r 3-speed model,
bead lamp, horn, and back lamp .... £46

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-5peed, lamps
and horn, and Gloria Sidecar £56

B.S.A., 1915, 4i b.p., 3 speeds, chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting set, and Sidecar,

upholstered in Bedford cord £75
BRADBURY, 1912, 3.Vh.p., 2-speed gear,

head lamp, back lamp, born, speedo-
meter £27

A.J.S., igi2, 6 b.p., 2-speed, countershaft
gear, bead lamp, horn, and rear lamp £40

P, &. M., 1914, 3i h.p., 2-speed gear, Lucas
head lamp, back lamp, and bora £46

AUTO-WHEEL, 1913, i h.p., nearly new . £9
CALTHORPE Light Car, 1915, loli.p.,

fully equippe-i £165

§^
The EASTERN GARAGE CO.,

418. Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.
Telephone : 490 East Ham.

B Telegrams :
" Egaraco, London,"

^ Official Repairers to

—

G R.A.C., A.CU-. A.A., «& M-U.

n DMBE] ^SDDM BEJD»D

MOTOR CYCM-S FOR SAI.n,

Kiidco,

R.\n('0 z.itroko, ii.'K <onillllon. elcclrlcally
C(iiil|i|t(>il, lifad iirid r<-:<r l.,,,.,. ,..,,1.:.,.,. .1 i...rn,

watch, nluniiritilin fnothoiir' ' ,,'

tyrcH. nniMinrtnrcd. acci'

vuu Curdcni, Claipliain IM ,
',;

Rc«.
1Q13 "Ih.p. Ilex, 3 i.pci-d«, perfect; £18/10.-2,
.•-•' Stjinicr Ht , Ltiiih, I.ano«. 1X4051

Ri:X 1913 Oh. p. 2<^l>'ll ConihlniilloD, dMCih.Mi. t, r;
i45.-133. Dark ilamlrt, Ip«wlcli. IXf.'.Jl

RlOX, 3',0h p., nccumiilntor ignition, Mileiidld ci.n-

<litlon; £8.—A. llobcrt), I'rccliindi ltd., C'obhmn,
.'^uircy. [C86<(

RKX 3',l,li.p. Oonlblnolton, 2 fpccta, inuif., ororlionlcd,
iiiauv Hpiiro-; £17/10 for Qiifck oalc—4, l-'cnditk

Uil., rccliham, 8.K. [6720

REX, bnritnin, 3',ili.p., 2-«pcod, I'.E. clatch, Bowll,
.'\niac. Whittle, hiiiip, exceptional order, duiiii'dlcd

^;^(v; 15 gns.—Ittiilwaj- Garage, Stuiues. [SffBZ

Ri;x. 3',4b.p.. O.A.V. iiinR., Bates, Palmer, lidjuxliibk
pulley. fn«t. reliable: £9: exchange lower power.—

(iihhard, Borough Buildings, Abingdon. {X&<14S

3Xh.p. Hex Motor C.velo, spring fork«, ning. ; oxebaiigc
2 for a good 2-otrol(0 2';ih.p., or -ell £14/10. limb

ad,iustmont.—137, Adnitt Ed., KortbuinplOD. [X55e6

Rex-Jap.

BEAXI) Xew 1913 Bex-Jap. 2-6peed. and free engine
luoik'l. ^hop-soiled only: £45, if fitted nitb new

Canoek't sidecar £55.—Waui-hopo's, 9, ,Shoo Lane. Lon-
don. [X5454
1Q13-14 Eex-.Tap 6h.p. Combination, 3 gn. Lncaa
i-^ lamp, speedometer, mirror, numerous spares,
about 5.000 miles; £38.—Banister, 123, Askew Rd..
Shepherd's Bush. [6945

Rover.

ROVEE. 1912','™. 3-speed. T.T., new tyre, 2 lainjw,

grand condition; £28.-110, High Ed.. KilhuTn.
[68C9

ROVEE. 1912-13. 3%h.p., 3-3peed. fnllv etinipped.
excellent condition: £30.-325. Bafh Ed., Houns-

low. [X5541

ROTEE. 1914^;.^. 3 speeds, clutch, new tyres, like new:
accept £39.—Tavlor, Chemist, Holmwood, near

Chesterfield.
"

[X5336
"IQ15 3l2h.p. Eorer Motor Cycle, countershaft gear.
i «7 epeedometer, lamps ; best offer.—Thompson. 30.
Orford .St., Ipswich. [6697

ROVEE, 1915, T.T.. practically new; £45; compre-
hensive policy dated September included.—Binks.

Benedict Sq., Lincoln. [6930

ROVEE, 1913. S'/i'h.v-, T.T., F.E., speedometer, lamps,
horn, will do 60 m-P-h., absolutely perfect: £35.—

Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [6899

ROVEE, 3V2h.p.. 191414. T.T., Philipson, with sport-

ing C.B sidecar, condition as new; £45.—Britton.
Glendale. Vesey Ed.. Wylde Green, Birmingham rS5408

ROVER, 1913. 3-speed. and free engine model; fitted

with a Rover coachbuilt sidecar; the combination
complete, including accessories; 40 gns.—Wanchope's.
9. Shoe Lane, London. f3^5466

1 Q13 SV^b.p. Eover Combination, with Sfunney-
Xt/ Archer 3-spec-d gear, in eplendid condition, re-

cently overhauled bv makers.—Bos 9.711, The Motor
Ctide Offices, Coventry. [X5617

ROVEE, 1913. 3-speed. free engine, Burbory coach-
built sidecar. 3 lamps, wind screen, storm apron,

and all accessories: £35, complete with spares.-Bow-
man, 46. Har<isbaw St.. St Helen's. [X5407

ROVER.—Delivery from stock of SM^h.p- T.T. models,
fitted with hand-controlled Philipson pulleys;

£56 ; exchanges or extended terms. — Elce and Co..

15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C. [0600

1 Q 1 5 Eover. fitted with variable gear pulley, T.T.
-Lt^ roadster model, in condition good as new. Pal-

mer tvres. and all accessories, etc., complere, 40 gns.

;

guaranteed: opportnnity.—Wane-hope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. [X5469

ROVEE, sr^h.p., 3-5peed. free Migine, speedometer.
Lncas bead and tail lights, done 4.800 miles, with

new Montgomery sidecar: £37, complete: seU separ-

atelv: any trial; owner on active service.—Apply. Thomp-
son's Garage. Elrkhy Stephen. [6755

ROVEE. 1913^-1, 3 speeds, coach sidecar, luggage
carrier, Lucas lighting set and horn, electric side-

car lamp, Cowey trip. Dunlop tyres and belt as new.
recentlv overhauled by makers, several spares; .-£42;

would separate.-7, Vale Terrace, Kings Ed., Chel-ea.

S.W. [xseie
Royal Ruby.

ROYAL Eubv, 1915. 2-5troke, in perfect ora«;
18 ens.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London.

[6905
1Q15 Boval Eubv. 2-5peed gear. Pnnlop tyre= and
±iJ belt, ridden 400 miles only, condition genuinely

as new; £29/10.-Robinson's Garage, Green St.. Cam-
bridge. [6865

Roy AT. Eubv. ladj-'s model. Si^h.p. J-AP., counter-

shaft 2-speed^ semi-automatic lubrication, just np
from works: £38.'5.—Hucilebridge. 133, Sloaiie St,
London, S.W. [X5S10

ROTAL Eubv. I9ISV3. 2'^h.p.. 2 speeds, free, kick

starter, as new, done 100 miles, £30: also 2^h.p.,

fixed engine, 1915, done 300 miles, £24/10, newest.—
Giflord. Spalding. [3:5662

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

pUDGE Multi, 5V'>li.p., late 1914, little used; £42.-
XV 26. Rivington Rd., Seacombe, Cheshire. [X5277

"I Q13 Kudge, Si/Mi.p., clutch model; £20, great bar-
Xt/ gain.—169a, Lower Clapton Ed., Clapton, N.E.

[X5578
T.T. Kudge, 1912, cylinder le-boied, new pi.'^tou, le-

bushed. clutch.; £22.—Dr. Frith, Morley, Leeds.
[X5501

RTJDGE, 1913. N.S.TJ. 2-6peed and F.E., Milltord
sidecar; £30, complete.—Wnlbro Motor Co., Ely,

Caiiibs. i:S5420

EUDGE Multi, 3i/ih.p., 1913, clutch, belt, case, horn,
tools; nearecit £33.—Apply before 6.30 p.m., 23,

Sloane Sq., S-W. [6787

1 Q12 3Vjh.p. Eudge, free engine; £27: cash or easy
JL«/ terms.-E. E. Jonee (Garages), Ltd., Swansea,
London. Cardiff. [0724

1 Q13 Free Engine Eudge and wicker sidecar, grand
M~*J condition; £30; would exchange lightweight.—W".

Gilbert, Bilton, Rugby. [X5342

1Q13V2 T.T. Rudge Mnlti, perfect condition, tyres
J~U and belt as new, lamps, etc.; £33.—Noble, 90,
Kensington Gardens Sq.-. London, \V. [X5544

RUDGE (1912). 4i,4h.p., free engine, 2-.speed, newly
overhauled, sidecar, accessories; offer.-Address,

Rudge, Wm. Porteons and Co., Glasgow. [6707

RTJDGE Multi, 1915, lele of Man T.T. racer, large
Lucas lamp set, horn, and rear light, speedometer,

epares, etc., eplendid order; bargain, £47/10.—Below.

RUDGE, 1913, 3i/^h.p., T.T. model, with Philipsou
pulley, new extra heavy Dunlops; bargain, £27/10.

—Elce and Co.* 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.,

E.G. [0479

WAR Bargain.-1912 SVoTi-P- Eudge and sidecar, .F.E.,
in good condition, do 45 miles, and climb with

2; quick sale £22.-2, Cavendish Av., Finchley. [6729

RUDGE Multi, 1912-13, with sidecar, splendid
order throughout, speedometer, lamps, horn,

tools, etc.; bargain, £28/10.—Speechley, 45, Church
Rd., Acton. [6971

T> UDGE MuJti, late 1913, little used, like new, abso-
-tV lutely perfect, very powerful, horn, speedometer,
new Dunlops; £39; appointment.—Henry, 41, Onslow
Gardens, Muswell Hill. [X5411

RUDGE Multi, 1915, lele of Man model. Miller lamp,
complete spare contact breaker, engine and tyres

in excellent condition; £46, or reasonable offer.—Apply,
Crompton, Woodhaven, St. George's Hill, Weybridge.

[X5333
Scott.

SCOTT, 1913-14, cane sidecar, drip feed, all new
chains, new tyre, very fine condition; £40.-268,

Humberstone Rd., Leicester. [X5498

T.T. Scott, very fast, lamps, horn, speedometer,
beautiful condition throughout; £26,—Lamb,

113, Bonnerhill Rd., Kingston. [6826

1 Q 14 Scott and Canoelet Sidecar, 2-speed. kick-
-M-iJ start, lamps, horn, tools, etc., perfect; no reason-
able offer refused.—Jarmain, Harwich. [6917

1 Q 14 Scott Combination, £ 16 coachbuilt sidecar
-JLt7 and screen, perfect order, many accessories;
50 gns.; exchange T.T. Douglas and cash.—4, Queen's
Row, CamberweU Gate, S.E. [6876

SCOTT, 1912-13, Einks carburetter, new Palmer tyres,

lamp set, horn, rear light, Cowey speedometer, .fuet

OTcrhauled, and in excellent condition, £33; also Mill-
ford wicker £10 sidecar, cheap.—Harding, 272. Slade
Ed., Erdington. [X5488

1Q12 Scott and Millford sidecar, 1915 Binks, 75-85
X*-' m.p.g., large P. and H. head, and electric rear
light, Dunlop combination and Palmer tyres, horn, tools,

spares, excellent running order, do 45 m.pi. ; 53 gns.—
Rev. Philpott, Arbury Rd., Nuneaton. [X4927

SCOTT Combination, latest model, 1915, fitted with
Myeia coach sidecar and cover, Lucas best lamp

and horn, speedometer, watch, and mirror, very smart
turnout, only month old; cost over £100, first cheque
£72/10.—Farrington, Avonside, Evesham. [X5483

Sheffield Minor.
QHEFPIELD Minors.—Immediate delivery of this ex-^ ceptionally fine 2V2h.p. 2-stroke single-speed. 26
gns.; 2-speed, 33 gne., including 1916 improvemente.-
Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X2340

Singer.

SINGEE T.T., 1913, 4h.p., in splendid condition, very
good climber; £28.—Mills, Furnisher, CoI^tu Bay.

tX5535
1014 4i^h.p. Chain-driven Singer. Bramble combina-
-Le/ tion, 2-6peed, as new, room for child's seat, Lucas
King lamps, horn, ecieen, speedometer, tools, etc.; £46,
near offer, bargain.—16, Mitcham Ed., Tooting. [X5535

Sparkbrook.

NEW 2-stroke 2-speed Sparkbrook; no reasonable offer
refused.—Williams, Bodolwyn, Bala. [X5275

SPARKBROOK, 2Vah.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke; £40;
actually in stock.—iLxeter Motor Cycle and Light

Car Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock
Rd., Plymouth. [0569
1015 Sparkbrook Combination, 7h.p., splendid coach-
J-t/ built sidecar, wind screen, 3 lamps, and electric
horn and tools, 2-6peed, kiek starter; cost £100 in July,
not been ridden 300 miles; wiU take £85.—Collins. 84.
Westmorland St., Barrow-in-Furness. [X5526

THE

HENDERSON

"FOUR"
CYLINDER
MOTOR CYCLE

IS

YEARS AHEAD
OF ANY OTHER MAKE, AND ONLY COSTS

82 GUINEAS

DIAMOND
TWO-STROKE

IS THE FINEST LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE ON THE MARKET.

Saddle position 27in.

Ground clearance 5ia.

Weight 95 lb,

\Mieelbase 49in.

PRICE . . £28 13 6. |'p"fj-

PRICE £37 O O. s'p^r-.

DOUGLAS, Model W.O. 'V" £54 12
B.S.A., Model K, and Sidecar £80 18
B.S.A., Model H, and Sidecar £82 18

SECOND-HAND
BARGAINS.

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Jlodel iiF £55
1915 B.S.A., Model H £45
1914 RADCO, a-speed, 2-stroke £16
191 ^ HENDERSON, T.T., roadster £72
1914 CAMPION, 2 h.p., 2-speed £15
1911 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model llF £49
1915 HENDERSON and Sidecar ...^ £T9
191.I HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model loF £45
1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, T.T. bars, Model loF .

.

£48
1914 HENDERSON, clutch model £45
1914 HENDERSON, 2-speed model £55
1914 HENDERSON and Sidecar £68
1914 ZENITH and Sidecar, (3 h.p £58
1914 CHATER-LEA and Sidecar, S h.p £49
1913-14 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, like new £44
igi.^ BAT and Sidecar, 8 h.p £40

ROBERTSONS
I57.CREATPORRAND STRfCI.W.

S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

1 Q 14 San-Villiers 2-stroke. fitted with lamp, horn,
i-if tools, etc.; je23.—F. E. Woott«o, 55. High St.,

Oxiord. [6847

"I Q14 Sun-Villiers 2-8troke, go anywhere, accessories,
-Lv owner enlisted; ^20.—E., 79, Longhurst Rd..
Lewisham. [6816

SXJ.N-VILLIERS, 2-stroke. late 1914, countcrsLalt
2-speed gear, P. and H. lamp, accessories, equal

new; bargain, £25/10.-35, Whittall St., Birmingham.
rXS596

SL'N-VrLLIEES, 1914 model, 2'ih.p., conntershalt
2-speed, completely equipped, tyres practically

unsoiled; £22.—Adelaide Motor Co.. 84. Chalk Farm
Ed., N.W. [6800

STJN, V.T.S., 2^.^., 1915 T.T. model, 2 6Ii»<kS.

clutch, speedometer, watch, lamps, horn. tooL?, new .

Dunlops, B170 Brooks, Epcedy; £35.-119, Steelhons*
Lane, Birmingham. [X5478

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, new 3Hh.p.. standard and T.T. models,

-

actually 4n stock.—Moss, Wem. [X5587

UNBEAM, 1916. 3'ih.p., just delivered : £73 10.-

Coldham, Sunbeam' Agent. Northampton. [X5639

1Q16 3^ih.p. Snnbeam, just arriTed: 70 gns.: ex-
-L«7 changes.-Dosser, Agent, Slingsby, Torks. [X5495

SUNBEAM, latest 1916 model, 3'.ih.p.. in stoik. im
mediate delivery.—Timberlake's Garage, Wigao.

[X5265
SUNBEAM, 1914, S'lh.p., 3-speed; £50. — Lieut.

Llewellyn, Fort Cumberland. Eaetney, Portsmouth.
[6762

SUNBEAM, new August, 1915. and tyre^ not punc-
tured- £60.—Basnett, Cross St.. Cheadle, Staffs.

;X5513
SUNBEAM. 2%h.p. model, complete, only used 600

miles; bargain.—Timberlake's Garage, Wigan.
[X5266

SUNBEAM, 2?ih.r., 2-speed. clutch, kick starter, equal

to new; price £40.-23, Balby E<1., Doncaster.
[6727

SUNBEAM, 2'"ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, hom, etc.. veij

little used, practically new: £52, or near offer.—

Motor Mart, Eastbourne. [6893

"IQ15 SVih.p. Sunbeam, new August, with Grosrenor
J-«7 sidecar, Lucas hom and lamp€. spare tyre and
tube: 75 gns.—Dr. Pitt. Piatt Bridge, Wigan. [6563

1 Q14 6h.p. Snnbeam, Empress sidecar, with screen. 3
J~*y lamps, horn, and all sparer, done 5.000 miles
roughly: £68.—Nelson, 85. Corporation Ed.. Newport^
Mon. [X5647

SUNBE.4M. 2?.5h.p.. late 1913. 2-speed. kick starter,

h.b. clutch, excellent condition: £33. or part
exchangs o'-jh.p. or 6h.p.—Firth. 27. Woodbridge Rd.,
Moseley. Warwickshire. [X5579

T Q16 3V'h.p. Sunbeam, with the latest improvements,
Jl*J in stock, immediate delivery; exchanges enter-

tained. ~ T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 388. — Robinson's <

Garage, Green St.. Cambridge. [6867

SUNBEAM, 1914lo, 3>-ih.p., Gloria sidecar. 3 lamps,
2 horns, speedometer, wind screen, cost £100,

splendid condition, recently overhauled; ofiers.—

Aspden. 6, Southport Ed.. Chorley. [6803

SUNBE.\M, 1915, 3V,h.p.. new 16 gn. Swan sidecar,

Antoclipse lighting. Stewart speedometer, and me-
chanical born, complete sot tools: owner buying car:

70 gns.—Box 9.708, The Motor Cuch Offices, CoventlT-
rX5340-

3ih.p. New Sunbeam, latest model, countersnait S--

2 speed gear, and chain drive, still in crate, jvist

as delivered from m.ikers. price 70 gns. : also a maguifl-

cent second-hand 1915 Sunbeam. 3-speed conntcrshait

model, aud chain drive, fitted with speedometer, lamp,

horn, and tools, etc.; £67/10 cash: extended paymente/
or eschauge.—'Waucliope's, 9. Shoe Lane. London. [X5455

T.D.C.

T.D.O., 2-stroke. 1915. elei^trical equipment: £20.—
Shund, 14, Braudram Rd.. Lee. S.E. [67M

Triumph.

f 014 4h.p. Triiuuph. speedometer, lamps, tyre almost
£54.— Stoner, A^-lslmm. rS56S7.

1 Q07 Triumph, good order, new tyies and belt; £1S;1
X*J or near offer.-Howley. Devizes. [8810'

3H1.P. Triumph. N.S.U., 2 speeds, and wicker sideoarl-
2 £27.-Cross, Jeweller. Eotherham. (S55S*

TRIUMPH. 4h.p.. late 1914. 3-speed gear, in few*
fiuo order, a beiluty.—Bunting, Harrow. [6850^

IQll Triumph, free engine, completely ovorhauh .„
JL t^ with sidecar ; 27 gns.—Yates, Sunuingdale, Bertej^<

LX561d
T012 Triumph, S^'.h.p.. free engine, very good condi
-J-J tion: £28.-\Vheelhouse. Albion St.. South Wl(
stou. [670

1 Q14 Triumph and C.B. sidecar. 2 Lucas lamps; owod
-i-V enlisted: f65.—ConcUve, Veterinary Surg<~^
Bewdley. [XS:

"|Q13 Triumph (new 1914). 3 speeds, full equipmott
JL*' Uttle used, almost as new; £40.—Dosser, SJingsba

MiUton. , [XSASI

4h.p. 1914 Triumph. 1914 mcKlel, in nice conditio!

throughout, last machine; £45; also a 1907 Tri'l
umph and sidecar. £22/10.—Wnuehope's, 9, Shoe Lau&.l
London. CS5456'|

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each.,3<lvertisement. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLUS FOR SALE.
Tiiunipli.

1Q15 Triumiili Junior, litllo used, and In loToIy
,
XU condltiou; £36.—Crow Broa., 190, High St.
CulWtord. [6879

I

rpulUXll'H, free engine nioilel. Pliilipaon Dulley, accei-
' X worietf. ciWendid condition; £29.— G. Stovens, Cow-

Icy. MIdilI'VOx. [6719

3 lb. p. Triumph, 1911. tree engine, all parts in pcr-
i li'ct order; £22/10 Adams, 36, HIbU St..

Eton, Windsor. [X5606

10 12 31,411. p. Ttiiuupli, excellent running oider, tyic«
X«/ unpuuutured; £20, or ueareot.—Vcbster. Stan-
(ord-k'-IIope. Est^ex. [6S71

TEIOMPH, 3V2I1.P., 1912, Jiee engine. lump, liorn,
mid spares: nearest offer £30.-Huckleb[idKe. 133,

Sloono St.. London, S.W. (X.5511

TRIUMPH, 1910, in peifett order, new tyres, re-
bu,^lied, all accefisories; £20, bargain.—Holniau

8teJdy, Biicliiugton-on-Sea. (X5418
TRIUMPri. J911, clutch model, wicker sidecar.

lam]is. and speedometer; £27/10.-81, Amersham
Vale, New Cross, London. 1X5619
TEIUMrH. 3',ih.p.. 1909, new outer covern and belt,

lamp, born, carrier. £11/10.— Marshall, Fairliolme.
llvde Ed., Gorton, Manchester. [X5597

T.T. .Triumph, 1913, 3-epeed, splendid condition, prac-
tically new tyres, accessories ; any examination

;

36 gfls.—Crookes, Kirkby Ay., Ilkeston. 1X5600
TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., 3-5peed, Bramble sidecar,

speedometer, overhauled, perfect condition; £48
—Seen Stag Motor Works, East Finchley. (6864

LATE 1913 Triumph, 3spoed, clutch, Cbater-Lca
cane sidecar, spares; £43, or near offer.—Daniel.

Sydney Arms, Holmshaw Rd., Sydenham. [6801

1Q12 TT. 3i.jh.p. Triumph. N.S.0-, 2-fpeea and free,XU tyies and belt like new. powerful and fast: 25
gns.-Turuer, 12, Stratford St., Iffly Rd., Oxford. [6806

1Q13 Sfl.h.p- 3-fipeed Triumph, -with Canoelet coath-
Xt/ built sidecar: £50, cash or easy terms.—E. E.
.lones (Garages), Ltd-, Swansea, London, Cardiff. [0734

1012 Triumph, P.E., Lucas lamp eet, horn, rear light.Xw engine just been te-busbed, practically new belt
and tyres: £24.-Walbro Motor Co., Ely, Cambs. [X5421

"IQll Free Engine Triumph, 1914 N S.0. 2-speed,
-!-«/ engine le-bushed, good condition, £24/10- with-
out 2-speed £20.-0verton, Masou, Broadstaits, Kent.

L6805
|Ql35i T.T. Roadster F E. Triumph, splendid con-
-*-*^ dition. Philipson pulley, lamp set, Cowey, etc..
new heavy Dunlop; £38-—Jackson, 8, Brock St., Lan-
caster. [6931

LATE 1913 SVL'h.p. Triumph, free engine, good tyres
and belt, lamps, look, spares, machine in new

ondition: price £27/10.—Horace Plommer, Seasalter.
Wbitslable. [X534E
T'BIITMPH, late 1913, free engine, Pliilipsons pullev
-- 3i/2h.p-, grand condition: £25; owner gone tc
iTont.-uapt, A. K. Procter, 526th Cov., 62nd Divnl
Train, Toll; Green, York. [X5481

' 1*)'^ 3-5peed ,Triumph, with brand new 17 gn. Gkiri.-i
At/ sidecar, luggage rail, all accessories, perfect:
-50. cash o easy terms.—R. E. Jones iOarages), Ltd.
Swansea, London. Cardiff- [0720

"IQ14 3-speed Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, speedo--L^ meter, Philipson pulley, Lucas horn, lamp,
practically new, only run 2 678 miles; cost £85, offers.
—31, Market St-, Tottington, Bury. [6940

'PEIUMPH. 1914, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, just overX bauled by makers, new heavy Dunlop and tnbe on
back, very little nsed, as new: offers.-Victor Wrisht
192, Albion Ed., Stoke JTewington. [6700

TIEIUMPH, 1912, 3>.ih-p-, exceedingly fast, Cowey
J- speedometer. Bosch mag., all absolutely Al condi
tion 'as new), late ow-ner engineer: real bargain, £33/10.
-Lawley Villa, Albert Ed . Watford. [X542e

T.T. Triumph Eacer. 1914, special competition en-
gine, complete with tools, spares, A.K. knee-pads,

i
F.E.S. lamp. Chanticler, fine condition; £36/10.-22

j

Muriel Ed., Christchurch Ed., Norwich. [6759

IQI^'2 Triumph, 3 speeds, Canoelet sidecar, wind
f-^ screen, luggage carrier, in first-class condition

: uone only 3.500 miles: any trial: £55. no offers

-

Willmore, 94, Midland Ed., Wellingborough. [X5557

"pRnTirPH, 1914, 4h.p., late model, Sturmey-Archer
-*• 3-speed pear, and clutch. Lucas lamp set, tools
complete, sound order; bargain. £39/10.—Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0597

T'RIDMPH, 1913, 3-speed, and Milltord coach.
-•• screen, hood. 3 lamps, speedometer, new .Sun-
stone back, lot spares, excellent condition ; £40.—Row-
hotham, Deanhouse, Thongsbridge, Iluddersfield.T[X5608RIUMPH, 1913, 3y2h.p., 3-speed, clutch. T.T.

model, fitted electric head lamp and battery,
speedometer, horn. etc.. recently overhauled, in splen-
did condition; £37.—Stiby. 45. Old St-, E.C, before
6 o'clock. 'Phone : 746 Holborn. [6949

TEIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, with Millford side
car, liood, screen, speedometer, horn, lamps, spare

tnbes, new back tyre, cost £93 ?fovember, 1914, perfect
condition; owner bought car; sell 55 gns., no offers —
38, South View Av., C.Tversham, Reading. [6860

EVANS
'VALUE'
COLUMN

In Motor Cycles there's

VALUE of all sorts, but

jnEVANS' Stockthere's

only ONE—"Tip-top."

The keen buyer will note
this, and take full advantage
of EVANS' Free offer of

exhaustive point - by - point
comparisons.

Aided by E.Kpert advice, he i^

absolutely assured of a final

selection that's Right from
EVERY point of view.

Controlling B'ham Agent

:

INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT,
ENFIELD, ROVER,
Norton, Connaiight,

New Imperial, Clyno.
Also Agent for

Triumph, Calthorpe, Zenith, JameSk

ROVER, 3k h.p.,couQteishafc,3-8i>., £66 10

Note just a few Prices :

—

INDIAN, 7 li.p,, twin, road racer.
clut.h £65 O

INDIAN,5h.p.. twin. 3sp?ed £70 O
INDIAN, 5 lip., S si^eed, w th

Std CLi £84 O
INDIAN, 7 h.p.. 3-speed. electric

eauip i-eut £78 O
ROVER, 3i li p,. T.T., with
Philipson £56 O

ROVER. 31 h.p., de Luxe Com-
bination.. £84 7

ENFIELD, 21 h.p. 2 speed, 2 stroke 40 gns.
ENFIELD. 6 h.p., coach Com-

binati ii 85 gns.
A.J.S.,'2i h.p. S-5per.J.kick5ta ter £58 O
A.J.S.. 6 i>.p., Sspeed. tv.in, aod

Sid cir £102 18
NORTON, 3ih.V .T.T £50 O
NORTON, 4 h.p.. Cispeed. coach
ComfeinaiJo- £34 O
NEW IMPERIAL, -d'i h p,

JAP .2 speed 35 gns.
C0NNAUGHT,-t-3h.p, standard £35 3
CALTHORPE, 2j h.p. J.A.P..

.i speed 35 gns.
JAMES. 11 h p.. 3 fspeed.BicSind" £66 5
JAMES.'Ji h,p..2 speed.-j .-troke £38 12 6

NEW 1916 MODELS
NOW ON VIEW,

Now, don't buy hastily, tut firat consult
EV.\KS for Free Trial Trip on the mouni yon
fancy most. Exchanges arranged. Immediate
or Early Deliveries.

P. J. EVANS,
87-91, John Bright Street,

BIRMI NGH AM.
'Phone: Mid 662. Wire; "' Lytcar, B ham.**

MOTOR CYCtnS FOR SALB,
Tiitiinph.

TUIUMI'II, 1013, z'/.hv. .! appcd. onJ OlorU tUl*
(ur. Hith liiKHtiKr ritil, to t\"'\Umt f itu*Ul\i>u. tiaw

fxini licuvy I)mil«.i) Mil liJiclc, A»<iii *>u front nml •lilr

Lur, hmil mill icur lixtit, hum. ii<:w LliitiloD txlt. £40
hikIi.-LI. Oitoii, 55, CardluKlt-ii Ht., J^jnilou. X W
TinUMPH, 1913. 3Ai»offd. masntnccnt £17 I9IS

(florin Loarlibuill >i<IiM-iir. a)>toIuUjl]r ai n*TW nnd
nil rnit'-hrrl, luKC^Kf? Krid, iyiun in ^lilradl'l (oudUlon,
y pi f'loincUT, lifiid nnd tail lamp-, Iiorn. fttc,, whole
cuilil in innRniflcciit coiidittuti nud onfi of Ihc mniirtrit
mid iiiOHt Itixiiiiuiui ou Um mud; c-fnt orer i;83, h'tJtpt
tor quirk m\o 46 goi.—Julian. Broad St., KcAdlnr.
Phone: 1024. [X3145

Torpedo.
|Q14 Torpedo, 2^4b.p. PrccMon, re-bushed, Tio*rh.
*-iy Scnspray. ticct^roruTt. icood nolo mount; £Z0.-
Pte. Taylor, Albert Place, CogglchslI, Kucx. (6B32

Vclocette.

VELOCKTTE, imracdiato delivorr: model D. 2'/ih p.,

X-Fiiovi, £35/10; model A, £28; tho rnoit t<MUo-
raical litrlitweight.—The Fiemicr Motor Co., Aiitoo Bd,,
mrmiugliani. [4399

NEW Velocette, economidil lightweight, immediate de-
livery from btock, model D, 2-Bpfced counterBhuft.

£34: uew and «>ecorid-haad cycles.—Wlllianu and Kfl-

wards, Llaniuchell, Rhosgoch. (6403

Victoria.

VICTORIA Precision, 1913, S^^i-p., fixed engine.
Bosch mag., B. nud B. ciirburetter, new cylinder,

belt, and tyrea. perfect; £22.—Toome, Durham Ed-
l-'erryhill. [X5268

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, complete, with £12 ac-

res^ories, new condition, had little running; only
reasonable offers entertained.—Whiting, Rectory, Han-i-
lope. Stony Stratford. [6721

1 Q14 "Williamson, vater-cooled. special sidecar, bood.
-I. *y and screen, combination in splendid order and
condition, speedometer, many lefinements; price £68.—
Kiteon, King St., Gia.^gow. [X5540

WILLIAM.SON, late 1913, 8h.p., W.C, 2-8eat. side-

car, Lood, screen, Cowey, brass lamps, horn, etc.,

new tvres, splendid condition : trial ; £65.—Roger*. 2,

Usbndge Rd., Hampton, Midd:eses. f6794

MoJI.

WOLF, 2';4h.p., 1916 mode!, iu&t delivered, 2-9pecd,
2-stroke, kick-starter, band-controlled clutch;

£56/19/6; exchanges or deferred paymenta*—Eagles
and Co.. Higli St., Acton, W. [5563

1Ql^4 3>/"h,p. Woll-Jip, with coachbuilt sidecar.
XJ7 chain drive, Jardine connterahaft gear, just

overhauled and re-enamelled; X40, or lightweight
part exchange.—22, London Rd-, Tunbridge WelU.

[6828
Oih.p. "Wolf Models. 1915.—Delivery Irom atoclt of
/WZ 2'Ah.p. J.A P. enffiue. 2-sp&ed gear, £37/4; 2-

stroke 2-Epeed models, £32/11/9; single sp«d models,
£25/6/3; cash or extended paymsnta.-Wanchope'i. 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [X5470

Zenith.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3'/.b.p.; bargain. £27.—Otter-
way, Prmca Alfred, Egham, [6926

ZENITH, 19125/2, 4hp., overhauled: £25: aci-essories;

owner enlisted-—Poole, 129, Copenhageu St., King's
Cro63. [6886

ZENITH, 1912-13, 3V'bp-. excellent order, guaran-
teed throughout: £28.—Young's, 2 and 3, The

Parade, Kilburn. [6952

'HQ15-X4 4h.p. Zenith, Gradna gear, new 14^. side*

-Lt7 car, beautiful combination; eacrifice 55 gns.—
Alfred Proctor, Cheprtow. [X4917

ZENITH Combination. 1915, 6h-p., connter;haft. guar-

anteed as new. fuUv equipped; £65.—Percy and
Co., 557, Euston Rd., London. [6909

ZENITH. 1916, 8h.p., model F and Empresa cidecar,

£104/6- deferred payment? arranged: strictest pri-

vacy observed.-Lamb'e, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High E<L, Wood Green. [6776

ZENITH, 6h.p,, 1915, 3 weefe old, countershaft,
speedometer, fully equipped, D-A- cylinder, guar-

anteed indistinguishable from new; £60.—Percy and
Co., 337, Euston Rd., London. [6910

ZENTTH-GEADUA. J.A.P. 61:. p. twin. 1912, Binka
1915 5-jot tarbin'-tter, M^nrgom?:y wuker side-

car, fast raaohine, and in splendid running order: bar-

sain, £33.-Bos 9.714, The Motor Cyde Offices. Coventry.
[X5492

IQI'^ 8b.p. Zenitb-Grodua, countershaft, dutch, with
Xt? 20 gQ. Bramble coachbnilt sidecar, wind screen,

-torm apron, lamps, bom, spares, tools, 2 belts, exceH
lent order; any trial; £65.—Leney, Cbilham, Kent.

[6857
"VTEW 1915 Zeniths from stock: 6h.p. and 4-5h.p.
Xi countershaft free engine and kick start modeU;
cash, exchange, and easy t^rma arranged. When deal-

ing with Wauchope's your orders are assured to come
satisfactorily through. Wauchope's are tlie oldest motor
cvcle dealers, and have a reputation for fair dealing.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London (by Ludgate Circu=.

City). [X5471

All letters relating to advertisements_shou!d quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith,

fTDMTH-GRADUA, latest 1916 models, juet re- 1

^-i ceived, 4-51i.p. twin, coimtershatt gear, clutch,
and kick-startei- ; model D 64 gns., 6h.p, model F 75
gns., Sh.p, model H 74 gns., plus 5% increase; ex-

j

changes or extended terms arranged.—Below. I

ZEmTH-GB.A.DUA. 1914. 8h.p.. couutershalt model,
clutch, and kick-starter, Millford coach sidecar,

wind screen, large head lamp, speedometer, elertii,;
rear light, splendid bargain, £67/10; also a 1914 6h.p.
countershaft model, complete with all accessories, solo
at £42/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At.,
Camomile St., B.C. [0491

Ladies' Machines.
SINGEE., 2^4h.p., free engine, countershaft gear, new

condition; £42.—Coldham, Singer Agent, North-
.-impton. [S6638
LADY'S Douglas, 1914, 2-6peea, clutch model, perfect,

done 1,000 miles, accessories; £42.-11, Carlvle
Ed., Addiscombc. [X5302

Miscellaneous.
EAGLES.-Bot-Jap, Shp. twin, 1912, 2-speed, free

engine, coachbuilt sidecar; £33/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., Sy.h.p., model de luxe, 1913,
spring frame, 2-steed gear, free engine; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe, 1915, 2i4h.p., 2-stroke model,
2-speed gear, variable mag. conti'ol, only used 250

miles, as new; £28/10.
piAGLES.—N.S.TJ. 3^,l;h.p, Popular, dropped rear frame,
-•-' T.T. handle-bars, thoroughly overhauled; £16/10.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 254h.p., late 1914, 2 speeds, new
condition, with accessories ; £40.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval.
Tile Motor Ci/dc deposit system.—Eagles and Co..

High St., Acton. Tel. ; 656 Chiawick. 1X5564
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction sales fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once for
illustrated dual catalogue, 500 bargains.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3'/'h.p. 1915 T.T.
Rudge, 60 m.p.h. machine; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2?4h.p. 1915 Roval
Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft; £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V2h.p. Triumph, with
Gi:ado gear; great bargain, £18.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S-6h.p. modern F.N.,
2-speed, clutch, as new, £30; also 4iAh.p. F.N.,

£12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—234h.p. Premier 1914
lightweight,, splendid condition, as new; £20.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2i4h.p. Campion, 1914,
2 speeds, as new; £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h. p. Cljno and
sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch; £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—2?4h.p. Douglas, 1913,
T.T., 2 speeds, fast; £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3 i/-h.p. Brown, £10
2i4h.p. F.N"., £10; 2Hh.p. Ariel, £5; 2l,4h.p.

Werner, £4; 2iih.p. J.A.P., £10; 3h.p. N.S.TI., £8:
6h.p. Zenith, £50; 3V*.P. Triumph, £12/10; 4h.p
Bradbury, £18; 2h.p. Humber lightweight, £16
4i,;2h.p. F.N. and sidecar, 2 speeds, £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Great bargain. 4h.p.
Zenith, J.A.P. engine, mo. v., Gradua gear; £15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3>/>h.p. Humber and
sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch; £20. [6913

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cyelee
you can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

Fleet St.. London. [5624

1 Q13 Scott, perfect condition, £34: 1914 Rover, witL
-»-«-' sidecar. £48.—London and Thames Motor Co..
Kingston-ou-Tliames. [6712
T ONGMA:y Bros., 1, King St., Acton, W. 'Phone:
-Li 1573 Chiswick.—Before making your choice of
a machine compare our machines and prices. Ex-
changes, etc.

LOXGMAN Bros.-Zenith, 1914 (late), sy.h.p. twin,
with cauoelet sidecar, magnificently equipped

:

£45.

-Premier, 1913, 2'A,h.p., 3-speed,LONGMAN Bros.-
clutch, as new; £20,

LONGMAN Bios.-Calthorpe-Jap, 2i;.h.p

,

1915; cost £40 10 months ago; £27.

LONGMAN Btos.—Two 1912 Tiimnphs, one special
machine £30, other £28, with Middlcton sidecar,

clutch models.

T ONGMAN Bros.—Cheapest machines in London.
-*-* [6881

IF 'You Require a really good second-hand motor cycle
It will pay you to send us your requirements. We

have a good selection to offer at the right price.-The
Morris Garages, Oxford. [0314
CCRIPPS-BOOTH Car, month old, electric starter amiKJ lighting, 5 detachable wheels, unpnnctiu-ed, com-
rlete m crery respect: £235, baigain.-G., 12, North-
umberland Ed., Coventry.

TIJUST Clear; last bargains.—6h. p. 4-oyl. bicycle

, ^'T, ^Si-''- tili'ch. chain drive, battery ignition, £10
:

iJtii.
3',=h.p. Hmuber, 2-«peed, handle starting, £17/10:

1912 ditto Humber, £22/10; eidecar, 36/-. no oftPi<
-Please call. Liqmdator. 10c, Wavlett Place, We-t
^olwood. (See Cycle Cars.) [X5641

tne

New Motor Cycles

Delivered at once from

Stock, for best CASH, EASY EX-
TENDEa PAYMENT, or on liberal

EXCHANGE TERMS.
ALLON, :J h.p., 2-speed £39 18
CONNAUGHT Miniature, 2jh.p.,2-st. £26 5»

CONNAUGHT Standard, :-speed ... £33 10*

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin £52 10
ENFIELD, 6 h.p. Combination £89 5
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2,i h.p., 2 stroke £29 8*

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £39 18
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 7-9 h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, and kick starter .

.

£80
Ditto, with dynamo lighting set,

electric horn, and speedometer .

.

£90
B.S.A., Model K £62
JAMES, 3* h.p., twin, 2-speed £63
JAMES, 4I h.p., 3-sp. Combination . £76 13*

WOLF, 2| h.p., 2-stroke, 3-speed,
clutch, and kick starter £33 12*

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2! h.p., 2-sp. £36 15
O.K. Junior, Mark 111., 2-speed £31 10*

J.H., 2l h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed .... £35 14*

BLACKBURNE, si h.p., 3 sp., Stur-

mey-Archer countershaft gear,

footboards £67 9
METRO, lady's model, 3-speed, 2-str. £36 10
ROYAL RUBY, zh h.p., 2-str., 2-sp. £36 10
QUADRANT Combination, 4 h.p., 3-

speed countershaft £72 10
SUN-V.T.S., 2-strGke, 2 speed £35 14
SERVICE, 2lh.p. Pcco engine, 2-sp. £34 13
SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2J-3 h.p.. 2-5p.,

Sidecarette £50 0*

ZENITH, 4-5 h.p. countershaft mod..
with Gradua gear , £73 18

IVY, 2i h.p., 2-5troke £29 14
IVY, 2* h.p., 2-speed model £36 17

"* Sui^ject to makers' surcharge 5%.

SECOND - HAND MOTOR CYCLES
for Cash or Extended Payments.

stock
No. Specification. Price.

134. MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin-cyl.,

magneto, spring forks, etc. .. £10
690. HUMBER, igii, 3i hp ,

2-sp-,

handle starting, with wicker
side-entrance Sidecar ". £27

537. SERVICE, J915, 23-3 h.p. 2-sp.,

countershaft, soiled only ... . £37 10
686. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 1915,

z\ h.p., with 2-speed gear and
clutch £35

704. TRIUMPH, 3ih.p. (late 1912),
3-speed gear and clutch, new
tATCS £32 10

650. CLYNO, 1913, 6 h.p., 3 speeds
and kick starter, with No. 6
Sidecar, spare wheel £55

SOLE
LONDON

AGENTS FOR
BROUGH, CONNAUGHT,

CLYNO, & METRO MOTOR CYCLES.
EMPIRE, MILLFORD, HERCULES,
WATSONIAN & CANOELET Sidecars

N STOCK.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miecellancous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange. London's leading
motor cycle firm; greatest bargains ever known;

exchanges.

WANDSWOWTH.-Clyno, 1915, 2',ih.p.. 2.Btrok6
mag., little used, mostly soiled; £32/10;

changes. ,

WANDS'WORTH.-Hobart. brand new. 2V2h.p.. 2-

ttroke, just delivered from works; 28 gns.; ex-
changes.

WANDSWORTH.-P.udge. 1915, new, 3'L-4h.p..
mag., 3 speeds, magnificent machine; £52,10;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—American Excelsior 1914i,.i coacS
combination. 7h p.. 2 speeds, speedometer;

.£58/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Williamson 1314 coach combin*
tion, 8h.p., Bosch, water-cooled, Cowey; £59rUb,

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH—Indian 1914 combination Th.pk,
Bosch, 2 speeds, speedometer, beaaty; £58; 10;

exchanges.

WANDSWOHTH.-F.N.. 1913. red. 5-6h.p.. Bosch,
2 speeds, fine machine; offers; exchanges.

WANDSWOHTH.-Humber, 1913. 3',:h.p.. mag.. 3
speeds, beautiful order; cheap. £32/10; e»

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Sunbeam, 1915, new, 3'A-4h.p;,
mag., 3 speeds, countershaft: offers; excnangeK.

WANDSWORTH —Bradbury coach combination,
4h.p , Bosch, 2 speeds, nice order; £32/10; «^

changes

WANDSWORTH, -Premier, 1914-15, S'i-ahp.. maf.,
3 speeds, kick, nearly new; 38 gns.; exchange^

WANDSWORTH.—Sun-Villicrs 1915 2-stroke. mag:,
only soiled; bargain, £25/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-James 1915 2.stroke. mag.. 3
speeds, Cowey, as new; £36/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH-Rover, 1914. 3l.V4h,p.. mag.. S.

speeds, clutch, beaatiiul order; offers; e&
changes.

WANDSWORTH—Abingdon, 1915. 3V.-4h.p.. mag.,
only ridden lew miles; sacrifice, £28/10; e».

changes.

WANDSWORTH.-Ladys Hobart. 1913, 2',-ih.p.,

Bosch. 3 speeds, practically new; £23/10; ex-

changes.

TrrANDSWOHTH.-

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 1912. 5-6h.p.. with side
car, multi clutch, speedometer; gift., £26/ 1»;

exchanges.

W.aiNDSWORTH.—Easy terms.-Wandsworth Motor
Ex.-hange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth TowB

Station. Phone: Battersea 327. IS5$59

MORG.\N a^d Maxwell, the London Milor Mut.
80. High Rd., Streatham. Loadon, offer the

ioUowing amongst many other bargains;

M
"Vr and M.-Bat-Jap. S'.ib.p.. Bosch; £16.

Mand M.-Bat, 5-6h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, chaiocnm,-
. belt, as new; £50.

"VT and il -Bradbury. 1913, 3 speeds; fJS.

"VT and M—Two Clynos, 2i,2h.p., 1914; cheap.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
MORGAN and Maxwell have also a 1915 .\merialB!

Excelsior, a 1912 3-specd Rover, a 1914 Tri-

umph, and many others; over 100 in stock. Oheapafr
and best in Clicat Britain. Write or call iiumediate&i

—

Tlie London Motor Marl. 80, High Eii., Strei)th(U»
London. (S559a

-Humber. 1913, 2i,.jh.p..

and M.—A.C. Sociable, 6h.p., map., hood, sctecttl

£30.

as ne<r:and M.-Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., 1915,
£38.

and M -Matchless-Jap. SV^i.p., Mabon; £18.

and M.—MotoReve 2lili-P. Lightweight; £10.

and M.—N S.U. 3h.p. Twin, 1912, Gradua geav
lamps, etc.; £17.

and M.—Royal Enfield, lata 1914, 6h.p.. OMBf
biuation. lamps, etc.; £62.

and M.—SunPiedsioD, late 1913. 2'.ih.p. ; £lt»

and M —Triumph, 1909, 2 speeds, sidecar, laapb
etc.; £30.

and M.—Truimv>li. late 1912. and sidecar, IF

speeds, £54 ; also several Tiimuphs.

and M.—V\'nll cycle car, 2-seat., 1913; offers

and M.— Win-Precision, 3V2h.p., fine order; £3*.

and M.—Wooler. 1915. 2^ih.p.. 2-slrokc, >
new, variable gear, patent springing, etc; £40e

AjS .All letters relating to adveitisements should nuotc the inimbei at tUe end of each .ndveitisenient, and the date of the is: lie.
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Fittings on American Motor
Cycles.

THE
American nation has a reputation for

smartness, hut tlie American manufac-
turers who are endeavouring to obtain a

footing in this country seem extremely

loth to conform to Britishers' ideas.

These remarks do not so much appi^ to the

larger firms, who are endeavouring to meet the

wants of the British motor cyclist, but certain of

the newcomers are somewhat slow in realising

how our tastes differ from those of the American.

Almost without exception, the motor cycles which

come from the United States are provided

with filler caps of a size which was heartily con-

demned on all sides over here four dr five years

ago. Another favourite error is practically to

ignore the existence of the sidecar. The sidecar

has not yet attained in the United States any-

thing like the popularity which it enjoys in this

country, and perhaps this accomits for the fact

that many twin-cylinder machines are sent over

here with 3V2 to i gears for sidecar work. The
hand-controlled clutch is satisfactory as far as

it goes, but surely it would be very much better

to control the clutch by means of a Bowden lever

on the handle-bar, a method which does not

necessitate the driver removing his hand from

one of the handle-bar grips. There are many
points which we greatly admire in American

motor cycles ; for instance-, the mechanical

system of lubrication, which practically relieves

the dri\er of any anxiety or worries on this score ;

the excellent steering, arid carburetters giving

wonderful controllability,- but points such as

those we have mentioned above certainly need

attention. The handle-bar twist control is

exceedingly fascinating to those who are accus-

tomed to it, but we are quite sure that the

English rider, if given the choice, would infinitely

prefer the handle-bar lever. We are well

aware that in large factories where everything

is standardised, any alteration entails a certain

amount of ejtpense, but when a foreigner wishes
to popularise his products in a strange country
he must be prepared to make some small sacrifice

to suit the whims and fancies of its inhabitants.

Cooling Valve Caps.

IN
the attempt to extract the maximum amount
of power from an air-cooled engine, such
points as solid masses of metal as are con-
tained in the valve cap must receive atten-

tion in the matter of cooling, and it is really

surprising that designers have not already stan-

dardised some form of cooling for valve caps,

as the plain metal must be a point at which heat

is harboured to the detriment of the plug which
it holds, and the valves directly below. When
Tourist Trophy Races and other strenuous tests

are on the /apis, it is quite usual to see valve

caps fitted with a cooling tower composed of a

hollow rod with radiating fins to dissipate the

heat, and it is usual for fitments which have
been proved to be efiicient in the races to be
adopted subsequently on touring mounts, but

so far as a valve cap cooling device is con-

cerned, nothing has been done. Confident in

the belief that an improvement in the running
and a prolongation of the life of plugs and
valves would result as a consequence of

efficiently cooling the valve cap, we have col-

lected together and published in this issue illus-

trations of the different valve cap cooling devices
which have so far seen the light of day.

Finally, as is usual in discussing such problems,
we may turn to the experience of car and aero
engine manufacturers, where it has been found
that by adopting a water-cooled cylinder head,
minus valve _caps, the plugs which are con-
tained in the cylinder head, and consequently
efficiently water-cooled, give no trouble at all.

Valve troubles, too, are practically unknown.
Improvement in running can directly be ascribed
to the complete and even cooling of the hottest

parts of the engine, viz., the cylinder heads, by
the elimination of valve cap.s

An index to the advertisements in this issue will t>3 found on the pa^e f.-\cin3 the JiZi sovap
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
AN INGENIOUS LIGHT
DIMMING MhTHOD.

ASOTJNP device for reducing the

glare of a head light has lately

been brought out by the Simplex
Lamp Dimmer Co., 52, Gray's

Inn Road, W.C. It consists of a small

threaded spindle, provided with a sub-

stantial boss, which is fixed by means of

cement to the centre of the front glass

Lamp dimmer worling after the style of a

lady's fan.

of the lamp. Several segments of mica
are next placed in position, the whole
being held by a wing nut and washer.
The lamp is shown with the light half

dimmed. When it is desired to use prac-

tically the whole power of the lamp, the

segments are closed up together and
placed in a vertical position by undoing
the wing nut. Any degree of light can
be obtained, or, if it be desired, the

segments can be placed in such a position

that the whole front glass is obscured.
The idea is good, and the outfit is sold

complete with cement for sticking on the
central spindle, cotton-wool for cleaning
the glass, and full instructions for fitting

and finding the centre of the front glass.

It is suitable for almost any lamp.

A BATTERY TAIL LAMP.

WE illustrate herewith an ingenious
dry battery and tail lamp sold

by A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon
Street, E.G. The two hooks in

the casing are designed to fit on to the

The Hunt dry battery tail lamp outfit.

chain stays, while one clamp fits round
one of the back forks. Tlie little bulb
holder, if turned to the right, acts as a

switch, and switches on the lamp. It

will be noticed that the cover may be
removed and the lamp used for inspection

purposes, as by undoing one screw it can
be easily detached from its bracket. The
lamp is certainly ideal for use by riders

who use their machines for short night
runs.

GROSE SPECIALITIES.

THERE have been numerous pillion

seats introduced upon the market
of recent years, but we have seen

few more ingenious than that

lately brought out by James Grose, Ltd.,

4, did Jewry, E.G. The seat may be
either placed length-
wise on the carrier,

in such a position
that it would be suit-

able to be used by a
boy, while if it is

desired to carry a
lady the seat can be
placed round the other
way—that is to say,

transversely. The back
is adjustable, and,
moreover, can be
folded away simply by
first lifting it up,
and then allowing it

to fold down.
Jlessrs. Grose have

also introduced a tyre

accessory known as the

Tiresaver, which is

designed to assist a

motor cyclist to return home even if the
cover has burst at the bead. It consists

of two steel plates, of which the smaller
goes inside the cover and the larger out-

side. The two plates are fastened to-

gether by driving bifurcated rivets

through them. The head of the rivet,

however, must be inside the tyre.

We also inspected on the occasion of

our visit to Messrs. Grose's premises a
sparking plug, which is sold at a very

A moderately

priced sparking

plug sold by

J.Grose, Ltd.

moderate figure (Is. 5d.). It is well

finished, has a steatite insulator, and the

electrodes are of substantial design.

Of other accessories may be mentioned
a sidecar cover, made of rainproof

material. This cover may be made to

any pattern supplied by the purchaser,
and is excellent value.

The firm is also making a speciality

of remaking slightly worn tyre covers.

The process includes strengthening and
vulcanising on a 24 oz. rubber-studded
tread.

Grose's " Tiresaver," a device for temporarily

repairing bursts at the beads of outer covers.

A SCRAPER PISTON RING.

IN
order to prevent the oil working past

the rings and^ reaching the piston top
where it would burn and form carbon
deposit, a novel piston ring has been

patented by Jack SlarshaU, the old

Triumph rider, after successful experi-

ments on a 1906 Triumph extending over
a period of two years.

In the sketch the ring is sho^vn at the
bottom of the piston, but the position is

unimportant. The construction of the

The Grose two-position pillion seat.

Piston fitted with new t>'pe of ring patented

by the former Triumph racina motor cyclist,

Jack Marshall, who won theT.T. in 1908.

device is as follows : Fitting into the
groove, which is deeper than usual, is a
broad, thin ring with an ordinary di.igonal

cut. Over this ring two more rings are
fitted, one above the other, and held in

position by pegs driven into the inner
ring ; the two outer rings have straight

cuts, and are, therefore, cheap to manu-
facture. On examining a piston so fitted,

which we were told had been in use for

a lengthy period, we found scarcely any
trace of carbon.
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Softening Copper=asbestos Washers.
Every practised rider knows tiuit a lew thousand

miles of lieat and compression render a copper asbestos
waslier leaky. Its elasticity can usually be restored
by heating it red-hot and cooling it off in water ; and
I personally never scrap such -a washer, especially in

the larger sizes, without first annealing it afresh and
seeing it is not fit for a further spell of active service.

I find these washers harden much more rapidly than
is desirable ; and, wherever possible, I scrap them,
and make the compression joint with fish glue or
seccotine, or graphite jointing paste. Still, their use

lis practically inevitable for sparking -plugs and com-
aression taps at any rate; and here the tip is to fit

pew washers or to re-anneal the old washers at verv

requent intervals.

"Some" Sidecar!
The other day I was waiting for the gates to open

it a level-crossing when I noticed something quaint

ibout the appearance of a sidecar just ahead, and
dismounted to investigate. It consisted of a modified

"7-9 h.p. Matchless with a two-seated tandem type

sidecar attached. The sidecar was almost longer

than the bicycle, and contained roomy accorrmioda-

rion for two big men, plus a huge luggage box astern

and a windscreen in front. This unwieldy combina-
tion was fitted up to be driven from the front seat

in the tandem sidecar, the well of which contained

pedals for operating the clutch and brakes. The oil

pump was operated by -an inverted Bowden brake

lever on the near grip ; the steering was performed

by a bent bar fastened to a crosspiece joining the

ordinary handle-bars, and carrying the carburetter

and magneto controls ; the gear lever had been
adapted for the driver's position by brazing a short

horizontal tube and knob to project inwards at right

angles. All the special fittings were readily detach-'

able, so that five minutes' work with a spanner

enabled the owner to drive from the saddle, leaving

the fore tandem seat to be occupied by a teriium

quid. The owner remarked that he found the

cumbrous outfit extremely handy, and thought nothing

of taking it across London.

Delivery Tune.
1 suppose I must be indulgent towards the trade in

war time, but really the condition of a ' baby " two-

.=troke which was delivered brand new to a friend of

mine last week has dried up the venom in my ink-

stand. The tank, as usual, was full of small brass

oddments and filings, and the carburetter flooded

freely through the needle valve getting jammed open

untilthe solid particles had all been drained from the

tank. Beneath the float, and threaded round the

needle, was a short length of brass tubing, pre-

sumably employed by assemblers as a level gauge.

which also had to come out before the needle could
possibly cut off the supply of spirit to the jet. The
engine had apparently never been run at all; two
strong men laboured with it for an hour before
getting an explosion, and when it at last fired it was
so stiff that it had to be kept on low gear with

copious injections of oil before it showed any inclina-

tion to two-stroke or even to pull. Still, it is war
time ; and we have less excuse to grumble when we
are left to do our own tuning, and we must try to be
grateful that w-e can get anything through at ail. I

really publish this grumble because the firm in

question—and others—are supplying a few machines
to the military, and I wish to do all- I can to save

them from similar annoyances. By the way, I

noticed an unpardonable bctise in the way of design

on this little jigger; the petrol pipe passed within

half an inch of the tip of the right-hand footboard,

so that a little clumsiness with the toe would be bound
to strafe it badly. Also the machine was delivered

minus tyre pump, tyre repair outfit, and oilcan.

Surely these three items should figure in every stan-

dard outfit

Agents as Manufactures.
In .the pre-war days there was little scope for a

repetition of the old pu.sh-bicycle practices, whereby
a .provincial agent bought parts from the big compo-
nent factory, and made up a really decent machine
under/his own transfer. I have found a few motor
cycle agents who build up a good engine, e.g., a

J. A. P., into a good frame, e.g., a Chater Lea,

decorating it with various proprietary fittings to suit

their own notions or the tastes of their customers

;

but the practice has never been extensive. Xow that

the quondam flood of new machines emerging from
our factories has dwindled to a thin and uncertain

trickle, there is a gaping opportunity for the smart
agent, and I wonder that our columns are not full of

advertisements from small traders, eager to fill up the

winter months by turning out "own transfer"

machines for machineless enthusiasts. There are

plenty of small repair shops, owned and run by men
long past military age, whose staff still includes one

or two smart youths under the enlistment age, anc 1

have no doubt at all that the demand exists. Ot
course, conditions are less favourable for adapting

this idea to the motor cycle trade, for the simple

reason that few men run a motor cycle to destruc-

tion, and that the depreciation on an unknown make
of machine is heavy, even if all the components are

first-class. For example, whereas a carefully kept
Triumph need not depreciate more than 20-25% in

its first season, an equally costly multi-speeded ^%
h.p. bearing some such local transfer as the
"' Buckingham Blizzard " would probably not fetch

more than 60% of its original cost at the end of its

Ail
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first year. Nevertheless, the demand so far exceeds

the supply, that the agents could be sure of effecting

sales.

Duplex Lubrication.

The James two-stroke, which does all my short

work nowadays, has " petroil " lubrication for the

cylinder, assisted by pump-feed for the main bearings

and big ends. The double system is unquestionably

admirable so far as durability goes, but seems to

suggest that the babies are almost as extravagant in

oil as some of them are in petrol. Oil is, naturally,

cheaper than new bushes, and the single system,

whether " drip " or " petroil," as adopted by many
makers, does not always conduce to the longevity of

the bearings. But my present oil consumption is too

high when contrasted with automobile practice.

Allowing a gallon of petrol per 100 miles, which is

more than I can get on heavy winter roads, but should

be possible in summer, the cylinder sucks in four

ounces of oil via the carburetter ; meanwhile the

engine bushes take twenty pumps of oil direct. I

have not measured the pump charge, but it is at least

two ounces, more probably three. Putting it at the

lower figure, the two-stroke consumes forty-four fluid

ounces of lubricant in 100 miles.

Government Control.

It is b)' no means certain that the scheme by which

part of the output of factories under Government
control w'as to be released for normal purposes will

come to early fruition. For example, I have had a

machine on order for some months past, and when
the makers wrote to tell me it would arrive this week,

I replied that I had plenty to ride just now. and if

they liked to send my jigger to some less fortunate

rider I should be perfectly satisfied to wait till the

spring for another. Their answer was that I had
better collar it while it was available, as goodness
only knew when they would be able to get another

batch through. Verb. sap.

FROM WORKS TO
ARMY.

In no places en route

from Wolverhampton to

the M.M.G.S. training

centre do the motor

machine gun sidecar

outfits attract more

interest than at Oxford

and Eton. The car

sho\\Ti on the left is a

Vauxhall, driven by

Mechanical Transport

Inspector Lieut. Stavers,

who is bringing up the

rear of the machine gun

convoy.

(See opposite page.)
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FROM WORKS TO ARMY.
How the Machine Gun Sidecars are

delivered to the Aulhorilies.

*'j«;-j(«^

A study in motor cycling attire for the winter months—a photograph taken of a batch of motor machine gun outfits and the men who drive
them from works to training centre.

TO keep pace with the requirements of the Motor
Machine Gun Service, the Clyno works of

Wolverhampton (the capacity of which has been
doubled during the last few months) are kept at full

pressure day and night. Men in khaki, who have seen

service in the trenches, have been fetched home again

to handle the lathes. " The success of the motor
machine gun sidecar outfit is now common knowledge.
Since Mr. Winston Churchill inspected at the Horse
Guards Parade, Whitehall, at the end of last summer,
the first unit of the kind produced by Mr. Alfred A.
Scott, and adapted for warlike uses by Messrs. Vickers,

Ltd., developments in design have been rapid, and
the Vickers-Clyno machines which are now used are

very different in construction from the original machine
gun sidecars. We wish we could tell our readers all

about them and their capabilities, but we must bow
to the decision of the Censor who forbids.

At regular intervals a long procession of machines
moves from the Wolverhampton works of the Clyno

Engineering Company to the Government base near

London, and the accompanying photographs were
taken on the occasion of one of these journeys. To
see them reminds one of a long distance trial. A very

early start is made from Wolverhampton, so that the

machines may be delivered at the Government depot
in daylight, and the inhabitants of certain districts

of Wolverhampton have now become quite accustomed
to the roar of engines disturbing them from their

slumbers at about 3.30 a.m. A move off is made at

4.15 a.m., Mr. Frank Smith usually leading the way
on his 20-30 h.p. Sporting Peugeot, the sidecars

forming a very orderly line, the rear being brought up
by an A.S.C., M.T., Inspecting Officer, who is usually

at the wheel of a Vauxhall car and observes all per-

formances and cause of stoppages, .should any occur.

The toolbags incidentally are sealed prior to the start.

The first stop on the trip under notice was at Shipston

for breakfast, and the party then proceeded to Oxford,

veering off to the right after leaving Maidenhead, and
passing through old Eton, where the passage of the

machine gun sidecars has now become an event to be

A string of Vickers-Clyno. machine gun outfits on the way from the makers' works to the M.iM.G.S. trammg centre.

AI3
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looked forward to by the boys of Eton College. In

fact, all along the route the machines in their khaki

finish are regarded with the greatest interest, and,

as they flash along the road in orderly fashion, many
an old farm hand, judging by his look of consterna-

tion, observes to a fellow son of the soil some such

remark as was recently heard, " By gum ! What are

we coming to now? They be airyplanes."

A Study in Riding Apparel.
The garb which some of the drivers adopt is really

funny. The men usually wear two or three coats with

a full length oilskin on top, with a waist strap which
causes the top and bottom of the coat to bulge. And
sou'-wester and Hutchinson waders remind one

inose of a shipwrecked mariner than a motor
cyclist. But as a good deal of the 130 miles route

is traversed in darkness, and very often at tem-
peratures below freezing point, appearances do
not count for much with these motor cvclists.

to organise a strike. But after all, as we pointed out

at the time, motor cycles had reached such a stage

of excellence that abnormal surfaces were imperative

to weed out the weaklings. We, personally, co\'ered

both the trials in question on a motor bicycle, and

admit that we suffered discomfort on occasion, but,

though we were jolted about on bumpy stony tracks, we
realised the good that was being done in eliminating

weaknesses in design—particularly in sidecar cliassis

—

by reason of the extreme severity of the test. Now,
moreover, British manufacturers are reaping the benefit,

for, instead of having to evolve a machine which shall

be suitable for abnormal uses in Flanders and other

countries where roads are not so perfect as in England,

Among their number, ii

may be observed, are some
well-known in the motor
cycle world.

It is seldom that any
trouble is experienced on
the road, the regular line

being maintained from
stare to finish, for absolute

reliability, after all, is a

sine qua non in the case of

every motor vehicle in-

tended for warlike pur-^

poses, and, indeed, the

name Clyno was one to

conjure with for reliability

country thought about a war.

The Beneficial Effect of the Six Days Trial.

In this connection one can only now fully appreciate

the good effect which was caused by the A.C.U. Six

Days Trials routes being arranged over the most
difficult road surfaces in the country, usually off the

beaten track. In the Lake District and Peak District

trials of 1913 and 1914 there were many manufacturers
and competitors who considered that the A.C.U. had
acted most unwisely in selecting such impossible

surfaces, and it will be remembered that some even
of the more assertive called protest meetings and tried

Al.)

before anybody in this

Motor machine

gun outRts en

route from the

Midlands to the

M.M.G.S.
training centre.

All these photo-

graphs were
taken on the

same day. and

show both
bright and dull

stages of the

journey.

our machines are so staunchly constructed as a result

of abnormal trials that they are well able to with-

stand the roughest usage to which they may be put.

Of course, motor cycles were never intended for riding

regularlv over ploughed fields, rough commons, or

over roads churned up by shells, and being grossly

overloaded in the bargain ; consequently strengthening

here and there has been found necessarj'. For

instance, instead of four-point attachment for the

sidecar, five separate connections are now the rule.

Generally speaking, however, the machines which have
proved invaluable in this war follow the same broad

outlines as the machines evolved and perfected in the,

piping days of peace.
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SOME CRITICISMS
ANSWERED.

FROM a motor cycling point of view British girls

are divided into three classes—those who are
lucky enough to possess motor cycles of their

own; those who retain the motoring spirit while
they lack the motor cycle, and who occasionally get
a chance of a mount through a brother or a friend

;

ai"Jd those w-ho either disapprove of, or are not in

the least interested in, motor cycling.

These last, unfortunately, are by no means least,

and I should feel rewarded if this article reduces their

majority. A keen motor cyclist myself, it seems to

me an owrwhelming pity that, in these days when
motor cycles are on the road in their thousands,
carrying riders of both sexes, many women should
remain so sternly set against such a splendid sport.

That it is. a fine sport is undeniable. There is simply
no limit to the joy of it, of flying up hill and down
dale on a tireless thing which never stoDs and which
passes everything on the road, which is absolutely

at your command, and which will carry you miles and
miles into the country every fine holiday. Nothing
will bring so effectually to your cheeks the colour
which the cinema and the theatre and the concert

have driven out of them.

Is it Expensive ?
Now for the objections. The foremost one, of course,

is that of expense. Motor cycling is not so expensive

as people belie\'e, that is, of course, if we consider

A POWERFUL MOUNT FOR A LADY.
Mrs. Quinlan, of Barrow-in-Furness, on Ker four-cylinder Henderson.

It is not often one sees ladies mounted on such powerful machines as

the Henderson, but the flexibility of this machine renders it quite

suitable for use by the fair sex-

the lightest types of motor cycles with

which it is usual for a lady to com-
meni-e, at any rate, her motor cycling

novitiate. Now that so many lightweight machines
are being made, many of which are ideal alike in

size, speed, and simplicity for the lady rider, and
few of which exceed ;£,35, it cannot be urged that

the first cost is prohibitive. How much does the

\

A NOVEL GUN M.^SCOT
A neat aluminium-bodied sidecar recently seen in Birmingham,

which has a small model of a naval gun mounted on a special

platform above the nose of the body. Pres'jmably the gun was
intended for a replica of the 4'7in. wespon, although some of

the breech mechanism was dubious. Attached to a T.T. twin,

and handled by an officer of the sporting type, the combination

created quite a sensaiton.

average father pay out on his daughter's behalf

in theatre tickets, dances, riding lessons, and singing

lessons every year ? A man with whom I talked on
this subject the other day said that his two daughters

cost him a hundred a year good, in allowances and
extras. "Perhaps," he said, ruefully, "if they had
one of these motor cycles each they wouldn't want

to be gadding in and out of entertainments the whole

of tlie day long. " I can assure him that they would

not—nor would there be so many doctor's bills to pay

on their behalf, perhaps.

More Grandmotherly Objections.

The second great objection—I hear it principally

from the lips of mothers—is guised under the word
"unsuitable." In these enlightened days of the

sporting girl, "improper'' and "unladylike" seem

to me to be the last words to apply to this particular

form of sport. It is no more unladylike to ride on a

motor bicvcle than on an ordinary^ "push bicycle,"'

and it cannot even be said of the sport that it is

unusual—hundreds of girls can be seen racing com-

fortably out into the country either behind their friends

on the pillion seat or on machines of their own.

" Dangerous "

is another word applied—and this 1

would dismiss with contempt as regards the actual

driving of: a motor bicycle, for the average woman has

a head every bit as clear as that of her brother.

With regard to pillion riding, however, there is some
A17
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thing in the com-
ment. Accidents

have liappened to

those riding on
carriers, but more
often than not they

have been the

result of careless

or reckless driving.

Some
Advantages.
Now for tiie

advantages. A very

solid one lies in

the fact that
motor cycling can

sometimes be made
an asset in a

business career.

Not very long ago,

a friend of mine
who had entered
the crowded ranks
of women secre-

taries, and who
was badly in need of a post, saw an advertise-

ment for a secretary to a motor cycle agent.

Hosts of girls answered the advertisement, but my
friend gained the day in front of thirty-seven likely

candidates simply because her employer discovered
that she had an interest in and knowledge of motor
cycles. Here is a good opening for girl secretaries

SOME LOAD ! A lady motor cyclist with a

as that shown is not to be recommend

who have their

living to make,
and another lies

in the r a p id 1 y
growing demand
for lady demon-
strators. Hence I

would advise those

who cannot at the

moment afford a

mount of their own
to make themselves

familiar with the

makes and methods
of operation of the

modern motor
cycle.

Before actually

ordering a machine
go as thoroughly

as possible into the

science—for it is

one—of the winged

roadster. Get tc

understand the
engine and the parts thoroughly. Get to know the

makes—you can easily see them all by a visit to a good

agent or a walk down Great Portland Street—so well

that you can recognise them when you see them on the

road. Get a handbook and study the care of the

machine and the possible obstacles which you will

have to overcome. O.M.S.

full equipment of luggage. Such loading

ed for reasons of personal safety.

1

DELIVERING MOTOR MACHINE GUNS TO THE MILITARY AUTHORITIES. (See pages 577-57S.)

The delivery convoy halts for lunch. Note the pleasure type sidecars in the foregrouni ; these are mainly used for the conveyance of officers.

THE VILLAGE CLOCKMAKER TO THE RESCUE.
The other day we heard of a strange magneto trouble

on one of the makes of machines accepted by the War
Olfice. The contact breaker springs were far too

brittle, and snapped frequently. This is fortunately

an uncommon occurrence, but so prevalent did the

AlS

trouble become that the particular officer in charge

at the Signal Station called in the village clockmaker

to the rescue, who, by skilfully making new springs

of a less brittle nature out of clock springs, saved

the situation.
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THE

CAUSES OF ENGINE STOPS.
How an Intelligenl Diagnosis may save

Needless Trouble.

[T is almost im-

possible for a

novice to ac-

quire the know-
ledge necessary to enable him to effect any sort of

repair to a motor cycle merely by means of a hand-
book. Practical experience on the road is absolutely

necessary, but there are certain troubles which are

likely to occur more frequently than others, which can
well be anticipated and the cure known beforehand,
and it is with these particular troubles that this short

article is intended to deal. However, before pro-

ceeding to outline them it is desirable that the rider

should know that by treating his machine with sym-
pathy and considering carefully the symptoms, he will

be able to determine what is really the matter with it

merely by the pull and behaviour of the engine.

Again, before a rider attempts to dismantle any por-
' tion of the machine, he should consider carefully for

a moment or two the symptoms and the possible

cause, as it is most unwise to disturb any part of a

machine which is working properly on account of dis-

turbing the joints. By tackling repairs hastily and
thoughtlessly, it is quite easy to take down parts which
are in thorough working order.

The Ignition System.

On the road,' the most likely cause of trouble with

a modern motor cycle is the plug, but with modem
plugs if the proper amount of lubrication is gi^'en to

the engine, trouble should not occur after a short mile-

age. We will suppose the rider is careering along the

road at a comfortable speed with the engine firing

regularly, when suddenly the engine stops firing, and
• the compression shows itself to be present when the

machine is pulled up. _ Now a moment's thought will

prove that this is due to the ignition. Tt can hardly

be due to the tank having run dry of petrol, as an
engine which runs out of petrol invariably gives signs

a few minutes before it gives up the ghost, by ' mis-

firing, spluttering, and then continuing for a short

distance. Again, foreign matter

wiiich might clog up the jet does

not come through in such quanti-

ties as entirely to stop" the petrol

The gap between the sparking plug points

should be "5 mm.

flowing. Thus w-e arrive at the

simple diagnosis that the trouble

is due to ignition, and the most
iikelv cause of ignition trouble is

in the plug. We thorefore remove the jjlug, clean the
points if they should be found to be charred or to
have become oiled, and see that the clearance is

.5 mm., measured by the " feeler" on the magneto
spanner. If the porcelain of- the plug and also the
electrodes are tight, and the points clean and ihe
light distance apart, the engine should fire again, fail-

ing which the contact breaker of the magneto should
be examined. In damp weather the rocker arm sticks
owing to the fibre bush on w-hich it works swelling.
If the engine be turned round, it will be seen whether
the steel cam causes the platinum points to make and
break properly. If the rocker arm remains stationary
it will be necessary to remove it, and ease the fibre

bush by rolling a piece of sandpaper as a pencil and
easing the bush out very

slightly. Even warming it

will have the desired effect,

but the cure would only be
temporary.

The platinum points

should separate .4 mm.
When checking the break
of the points, notice par-

ticularly that the surfaces

of the two tiny points of

platinum are perfectly flat

and clean. After a time

they become charred or

burnt, and it is then desir- ^o;;^^ gap of platinum
able to use a fine jeweller s points.

file in order to clean and
flatten them. This operation should be done very

lightly, as platinum is expensive, and it is easily

possible to file away a shilling's worth in a moment.
After cleaning and facing up the points, the amount
of break should be checked, and if an adjustment is

necessary it is easily done by loosening the locknut at

the end of the screw, and adjusting by the aid of the

small spanner provided with every magneto. If this

is not the trouble, and the timing has not slipped (this

will have been proved by noticing if the contact

breaker functions properly w-hen the engine is being

turned round), it may be due to the carbon brush in

the high-tension terminal on the magneto. This

Contact breaker, showing

The high-tension terminal re-

moved, showing carbon pencil, the

action of which is governed by the

tiny spiral spr ng showTi.

brush bears on the brass slip-ring mounted on the

armature, and is pressed into contact thereto by the

aid of a tiny spiral spring, and so collects the current.

Sometimes this pencil gets charred up; and more

A2I
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The Causes of Engine Stops.

—

frequently sticks in the guide on account of the

presence of oil. Occasionally, therefore, the terminal

should be removed and the pencil cleaned, and faced

by rubbing it lightly on a piece of fine sandpaper or

a file ; also before replacing it ascertain ithat the

pencil moves freely in its guide against the action of

the spring.

Carburetter Troubles.

Reverting to our imaginary trip along the road

aforesaid, had the engine shown signs of misfiring and
spluttering and a

refusal io take any
extra air, one could be
almost certain that it

was due to a stoppage
of the petrol supply,

either by foreign

matter in the petrol

pipe itself or in one of

the passages or jets of

the carburetter. Al-

most invariably the

extra air lever will

Sectional end view of twin-
determine this before

cylinder magneto showing car- a machine even COmes
bon brushes whidi bear on brass to a standstill, and
""S- the jet of the carbu-

retter should be taken out and cleared, likewise the

petrol feed pipe. If the misfiring is due to a plug

which has been oiled up, this trouble can usually be
anticipated, as it is due to over-oiling, and over-oiling

is signified by blue smoke emerging from the silencer.

\n engine should never be allowed to smoke, as it

only leads to an excessively oily engine, rapid carbon
deposits, and trouble with the plug points.

Compression.
If, after the engine had stopped firing, the machine

ran along more freely than usual when the valve lifter

was released, it would show that" compression was non-
existent, and this might be due to a broken valve.

Supposing, however, that the engine had been gradu-

ally falling off in power, and the explosions had be-

come fluffy before it finally stopped, the trouble may

Norton sporting model sidecar, which can be supplied separately from

motor cycles. The right hand view shows the convenient tool locker at

be found -to be due to a broken valve spring, or to the

elongation of the valve stem, due to overheating, so

closing the gap between -the tappet and valve stem
and preventing the valve head from touching its seat-

ing. (The exhaust valve most
probably, as this is the hotter.)

The correct tappet clearance is

I -64th of an inch, which is' equal r;

Correct clearance between valve tappet and
valve stem.

to .4 mm., and can be iested with

the magneto gauge before men-
tioned, but some engines need
slightly more cls-aran^e, i.32in.

not being excessive in some cases. On modern
engines the clearance can readily be adjusted by

means of the locknut on the tappet rod, which is a

far better method than the laborious one of filing the

end of the valve stem.

Cleanliness Essential for Efficiency.

In outlining the above possible causes of engine

stops on the road, we have intentionally omitted the

possibility of the insulation of the high-tension wire

being damaged, due to a sharp bend, or to the fael

that it may have been cut by the metal security

clips. At regular intei"vals the terminals, as well as

(the insulation of the wire, should be examined to make
sure that leakage of current is impossible. Wet and
mud, too, will readily cause short-circuiting, and the

rider who desires to guard against ignition trouble

should protect as far as possible the magi">eto terminals

and wiring from the elements, and wrap each terminal

with insulation tape. A' tip to prevent water drip-

ping down the high tension wire and so to the mag-
neto, where it will cause endless trouble, is to cut a

tiny hole in the middle of a rubber patch and thread

the high tension wire through it. In this way the

patch will act as an umbrella and drain off the water.
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MERICA>4
_CELSIQR

Amer/c^ls Best Auto-Cyc/e
— the first Motor Bike to attain a speed of 100 miles an hour — has
smashed another world's record. In a 300 mile race in Chicago on
September 12th, "The Good Old X" finished first in 3hrs.29 mins.
57.2/5 sees. — a speed of 87.51 miles per hour — World's Record
for the distance.

The American Excelsior is the machine
for you if you want to get ahead and
keep there — call and inspect — try

and you will buy.
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''Always Makes Good."

n • . STANDARD MODEL. 7 h.p., 3-speed

r rices . countershait gear, multiple disc dutch,

kick starter, mechamcalchain drive,

lubrication

MODELE DE LUXE, as illustrated,

complete with Dixie combinatioa lighting

and ignition, powerful head and tail

lamps, electric horn, and speedometer

Immediate Delivery of Both Models.

Complete Details from Sole Concessionnaires

:

HARRIS & SONS, ^"-'l^rd's^^e^.r'"- LONDON, W.
'Phone: Regent 3906.

BBHBBaHaaBBHHaaHBflaBBHBBaHBBHBaBBHBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBaBBBaBaHaBflBBBBeBflBBBBBBBaBBBBB;ALVmYS MAKES COOp^

*
In answering"7r""riisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.''

ATPNT^I Applicants lor
HUulllO.this valuable
agency for districts where we are

not represented should write ftt

once. The proposition ifl attrao-

tive :— A splendid machine, a

mOLierate price, and early delivery.
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The Food Drink which promotes
fitness and efficiency is

HORLICHS I

MALTED MILK j
A glass of Horlick's is always the best invigorator. Taken =
before a ride it will give strength and endurance, and after =
strenuous exertion there is no better pick-me-up. At all times §
it gives and maintains fitness and stamina, and is especially =
useful to men on Active Service. e

SUPERIOR TO TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND BEEF EXTRACTS. =
READV IN A MOMENT WITH HOT OR COLD WATER ONLY. NO (iOOKING. =

Served in Hotels, Cafes, and Railway Refreshment Rooms. =
Also available as delicious food tablets to be dissolved in =
the mouth. Relieve hunger and thirst and prevent fatigue. 33

Supplied in Sterilised Glass Bottles, at 1 /6, 2 /6, 11 /-, by all Chemists and Stores. =
The Tablets also in convenient Pocket Flasks at 6(i. and t/- each. :^

Liberal sample sent post free for 3d, in stamps. ~

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK COMPANY, SLOUGH BUCKS. |
iiiiiiiiiillliliililliiiliiiiliilillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiMiMii HMiifiiiii'iiiiiiiii^

The Handy Worker
COMPRISES:

A Powerfol Vice, with jaw
opening of 4J inches. The
jaws are 4 inches in width, and
will hold any wood or metal
article firinly and securely.

Pipe Vice, which will grip
pipes up to ij inches in
diameter.

Anvil, strongly and sub-
stantially made.

Drill Press, which can be
operated at two speeds. Two
drills supplied, and a rest
to hold job to the drill,

A Ste -I Catting Hardy, for

cutting wire or steel.

Carbornndam Grinding
Wheel, diameter 45 inches,
for sharpening wood or metal
cutting tools. Three speeds

—

direct, 4 to I, and 16 to i.

Buffing Wheel, small Circiilur

Saw, etc., could be fitted where
Grinding Wheel attaches.

DRILLS

CABBORUNOUM
WHEEU

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET.

Price Complete, 50/-
The '"Bazaar and Mart " says :

"One of the cheapest and most ingenious coinbinaliou tools for both

amateur and professional mechanics that we have had broui^ht 10 our nonce

is the Stewart Handy Worker, which embraces a nuniber of different devices

in most compact form, and whether iu workshop, store, or garage, cannot fail

to improve, while it will very greatly simplify, a great variety of jobs."

Of Ironmongers, Stores, or direct from

The COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,

11, BROAD ST., BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, W.C.

SIX TOOLS IN ONE.

THE STEWART Handy
Worker is a solidly-built

tool, 2 feet long, i foot

high, and weighing 76 lb.

jt compiises six essential

de\'iccs, each absolutely
efficient, and as good for its

purpose as the most expensive
01 its kind. Together they
lonQ a tool outfit which
motor cyclists and others can
use with great advantage.
Apart from its efficiency, it3

compactness will appeal most
to anyonewho is short ofroom
space. The Stewart Hand}'
N\orker takesupso little space
that it can be used in the
smallest workshop. Its cheap-
ncss.too.cannot faU to impress
those who, wliile requiring the
best tools,\i'ish to obtain them
at the lowest price possible.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR
ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET.

A24 In aiiswerinij these advertisements it is desirable to imnlinn ' The Motor Cyele'
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THE A.J.S. LUBRICATION
SYSTEM.

Direct Oil Supply fo the
Main Bearings.

MESSRS. A. J. STEVENS AND
CO.rLTD., <io not rely entirely

upon the splash system for tlie

adequate lubrication of all the
moving parts of their engine. The oil is

delivered to the crank ease Ihroush a

semi-automatic lubricator. On
the plunger being depressed the

spring forces the oil into the
crank case union, but, as in

previous models, it does not
pass through a. sight feed, as

Messrs. A. J. Stevens and Co.
consider this to be unnecessary,

as an oil orifice of a certain

diameter is supplied, and tliey

consider that this orifice allows
sufficient oil to be delivered to
the engine, irrespective of the
thickness of the lubricant. After
leaving the union, "which is

screwed into a part of the crank
case casting, the oil enters a
small chamber

;
part of it leaks

through into the crank case,

but the majority passes down
the special oilway to the main
bearing on the pulley side. The
bush is drilled and the hole
communicates with a deep
groove surrounding the journal,
which -is alwaj's full of oil. A
hole in the jom'nal is connected
to a passage through the tiy-

wheel, which in turn leads to

another passage inside the crank
pin, whence- the oil exudes
through three holes, and gives
the big end—one of the most important
bearings in the engine—plenty of oil.

To revert again to the journal of the
main bearing, it will be clearly seen that
the two holes register every complete
revolution. On leaving the crank pin
the oil descends through the flywheel to

the main bearing on the other side. The

owner is rccomnioudod to depress the
plunger every live miles, and all the time
the oil pump is emi)tying itself the lubri-

cant is tlowuig into tlie crank case.

This is certainly a very sound scheme,
and a. great iniprovementupon Iho simple
splash system. Of course, the oil natu-
rally leaks through into the crank ca.><e

in sulTicient quantities to lubricate the
cylinders and timing gear by splash. ]5y
this means all trouble aiid worry of
adjusting the drip f.cil -axv ,,\ . i , muk".

A.J.S,

2>ectional drawing of the A.J.S. crank case.

The oilways to main shaft and crank pin are

shown black.

lubrication, showing drilled oilways leading to

ma;n bearings.

LATEST BROWN & BARLOW
CARBURETTERS.

Improved Flooding Device.

ALTHOL'GH the B. and B. carbu-
retter itself is in principle un-
changed, yet there is a minor im-

provement which will be of

interest to motor cycli;ts. This consists

of a new float ch.'iiKter and flooding

button having several peculiarities. The
B. and B. carburetters so far produced
have had the bearing and spring for the

flooding button outside the float chamber
cover, a thin stem projecting through the

bearing to come in contact with the float.

The latest button has its bearmg and
spring wholly w'ithin the float chamber
itself, and the end of the button only
projects through the lid, making the ap-

pearance of the carburetter very much
neater. Tlirougli the centre of- the flood-

ing button a hole is drilled, forming the

sole air vent for the float chamber, and it

is here that the question of careful design

comes in. It will be remembered that with
the carbxu-etters of some years ago, if the
flooding button were held down for any
length- of time, petrol would flow through
the vent in the float chamber as well as

out of the main jet. The result would
be a considerable amount of waste petrol

as well as a certain risk of fire if the
engine should fire back into the carbu-
retter when starting. The hole through
the flooding button gets over this diffi-

culty very easily and simply, because

5S3

wh«n the thmnli is placed on the button
the air within the llont cliumU-r cann>it

csciipe. CoMBwiut'iitly, when tlio butlon
is pressed down petrol can only ari«o in

the float thanibcr until the air iibovu the
petrol is at a certain pressure, and it

cannot rise to suih an. extent an to leak
from the float cluiniber itself. On the
other hand, as the petrol which is in thn
float chamber is at pressure duo to the
compressed air in the float chamber, it

flows in a steady stream through the jet,

and an excess of petrol i.s obtamcd where
it is required for starting purposes.
To demonstrate the foregoing, a carbu-

retter was shown to us fixed on an ingeni-
ous test stand used by Messrs. Brown and
Barlow. The choke tube and throttle

casing having been taken away the jet

(haniber was exposed, and by sharply
depressing the Hooding button a stream of

petiol was jerked out of the jet if the
tlumib covered the air vent. If, on the
uther hand, the flooding button was de-
jiressed by the finger nail only, thus un-
covering the air vent, petrol filled the
float chamber, and first bubbled out of
the jet, finally proceeding from both jet

and air vent in a steady stream.

The Petrol Feed.

The B. and B. carburetters are o£ that
type wherein petrol is fed to the top of

the float cliamljer instead of to the under-
neath part. This lias been done for some
little time, but it is interesting to recall

the reasons for the change. In the first

place the little weighted levers acting on
the needle valve through a coUar and
resting on the float could not be mado
to stay steady, but rattled about, jerking
the needle off and on its seating during
the time the machine was on the road.
Thus considerable wear took place on the
needle valve face, wliile the cut-o£E of the
petrol was anything but steady. With
the present instrument the needle has a
small collar, and its stem is placed
tlu'ougli a hole in "the float, the collar

resting on the top of the float, while the
needle end of the valve is, of course,
uppermost, and rests in a seating immedi-
ately below the petrol pipe. Thus, there
is no lever mechanism, and the cut-off is

much smoother, as can be demonstrated
by experiment.
The jet supply pipe now is placed

nearer to the ' bottom of the float

Top feed float chamber of latest pattern

Brown and Barlow single-jet caituretter,

showing hollow flooding button.

chamber, yet not sufficiently near to allow
accumulated dirt to flow into the jet.

Last year's models had the supply pipe
somewhat higher up on the side of the
float chamber, with the result that if a
machine were swung over to any great
extent at a comer the supply of petrol
was interfered with.
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Cooling Devices for Valve Caps.
Greater Efliciency obtained by Reduction of Solid Masses of Metals.

Air-cooled valve cap fitted to a F.N. compression tap, as

B.S.A. ridden by Kenneth Holden used on T.T. machines of

in a T.T. race. that make.

FOR a very considerable time designers of petrol

motors, especially those of the air-cooled

variety as used on motor cycles, have been
endeavouring by various means to reduce to the
greatest possible degree the temperature generated and
retained in the cylinders, valves, and pistons of the
engines. Up till quite recently their efforts have
been chiefly centred on improving the design of

valves, valve pockets, ports, cams, and so on, all aim-
ing at the reduction of the heat, thereby increasing

the volumetric efficiency, but after a certain point is

reached the heat can no longer be reduced by these

means, and artificial ones have to be adopted. There
is little doubt that one of the chief causes of damaged
plugs and burned and broken valves, especially on
air-cooled engines, is not so much the actual heat
generated, which, of course, is very considerable, but
the heat which is retained and accumulated in the
various masses of metal such as valve caps, heavy
spark plugs, and the thickened portions of the castings

necessary to allow these parts to be screwed in. The
chief offender is probably the valve cap, which up
till recently has frequently taken the form of a heavy
almost solid piece of metal capable of retaining any
amount of undesirable heat, the bulk of which is im-
mediately transri='tted to, and retained in the region
of, the valves and plugs.

In connection with aero engines, where every ounce
of efificiency is required, this point has received con-

Radiatmg device on valve cap of

T.T. Ariel.

Blackburne valve cap, des:gned

to provide an increased cooling

surface.

siderably more attention with very satisfactory results.

Even in the case of water-cooled cars it has been

found an advantage to do away with rnasses of metal

used when valve caps are fitted, and now quite a

number are fitted instead with detachable cylinder

heads and plugs screwed direct into the cylinder, and
so receiving the benefit of water-cooling, and in spite

of the reduction in accessibility they have proved very

beneficial in reducing valve and plug troubles, in

addition to reducing expense of manufacture which
was the main object.

During the last few years quite a number of cool-

ing devices have been tried on motor cycles, especi

ally in races, though hardly any have so far been
adopted as standard fittings. They have taken
various forms, consisting m some cases of fitting

auxiliary fins to give more cooling surface for the

valve pockets and cylinder heads, devices for simply

cooling the valve caps, and even compression taps and
spark plugs, the chief idea being to enable the

heat usually retained by these fittings to radiate away
as rapidly as possible.

Devices that have been tried.

In the i9r3 T.T. races we find the Ariel

machines with a radiating device fitted to the

exhaust valve caps. It consisted of five thin metal
discs mounted on a bolt screwed into the cap; these

discs were shaped so that the centre was raised

slightly and acted as a means of separating the discs,

which thus offered ' considerable
^ '

' radiating surface. In the same race

B.S.A. 's were fitted with valve cap
radiators, and the Matchless and

Fitting on T.T. B.S.A. valve caps

to facilitate quick removal, at the
~- time providing extra coolingsame .

surface.

Radiating (ins attached to sparking plug,

as used by Matchless and Motosacoche in

I9I3 Tourist Trophy races.

FJ^. ulet valve rccker support showine
cooling fins.

B2
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Cooling Devices for Valve Caps.—

M.A.G. - eiigiiiod Motosacoclie
with a device lor attaching
radiating fins to the plugs. The
former consisted of a tube let into
the valve cap and drilled with
numerous holes, while the latter

consisted of several cast-iron
radiating fins which were drilled

to the size of the body of a long-

bodied plug and split and fitted

with a clamping screw ; this

de\-ice must have kej)! a con-
siderable amount of heat away
from the plug porcelain. In the
1912 T.T. the Scott racers had
special thin steel plug adapters
which were let into the cylinder
through the water jackets, so that
the plug was practically water-

cooled. Turning to the 1914
T.T. races we find the F.N.
machines fitted with radiating

fins on the compression taps and
even on the studs supporting the

inlet rocker arms. The Matchless was again fitted

with the plug radiators, while the Motosacoche was
fitted with the De Lissa patent air-cooled exhaust

valve, which entirely does away with the valve cap
and actually exposes the valve to the air; in addition

to this the powerful spring fitted to the top of the

valve acts as a radiator to the valve itself. This

arrangement also scores tremendously over all the

'(QOLE

Additional radiating

surface provided on

the Cyclonette.
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others used, inasmuch as that where the others add
metal to gain the extra cooling surface this one dots
away with it.

So far as ordinary touring mounts go, one seldom
finds any of the arrangements filtcfl as standard.
Some years ago a device was invented and placcil on
the market, the object being to water-cool the cxhau.si
valve cap. It consisted of a water-jacketed valve
cap and a small tank and radiator placed at the side
of the petrol tank.

In the German Cyclonette and Phanomobiles, long
copper tubes with radiating gills were attached to the
valve caps. The Motosacoche has the De Lissa valve
as standard, and for the last two years the Blackburne
has had a valve cap with fins. This year's J. A. P.
engines also have a valve cap of this description.
Quite a number of spark plugs,

especially those intended for

aero work, have bodies grooved

Radiating fins on ex-

haust valve caps of the

p , •

I J L , 1916 model 8 h.p. J.A.P.
ruch air-cooled exhaust •

I
engines,

valve cap.

to increase the surface exposed to the air for cooling
purposes.

RE-MAGNETISING MAGNETS.
InslrucHve Damonslrations.

I

A GOOD many readers are of the opinion that there

is some great mystery about the re-magnetising

of the magneto magnets. The process, how-
ever, is an exceedingly simple one, which anybody can

do provided he has the necessary apparatus, but the

worst of it is that the apparatus necessary is very rarely

found elsewhere than in a magneto factory or a

generating station. The process consists simply of

wiping the poles of the magnets across the poles of

an electro-magnet about twelve to fifteen times in

succession, and the job is done.

We recently saw the operation carried' out in the

electrical laboratory of Messrs. the Harley-Davidson
Motor Co., Ltd., and also in the magneto department
of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd. Messrs.

C. A. Vandervell have a large electro-magnet through

which a 230 volt town circuit current is passed.

The operation consists in taking the magnets and
holding it loosely above, but not too close to, the

electro-magnet after the current has been switched on.

If the correct pole pieces are opposite the magnets
will remain perfectly steady, but if, on the other hand,

like poles are opposite—that is to say, the north pole

of the magneto is opposite the north pole of the electro-

magnet—a violent repelling action is felt, and ihe

magneto is either twisted or pushed in the hand.

This reminds one of the old rule in the books on
elementary electricity and magnetism, that " like poles

repel, unlike poles attract." Therefore, if the repel-

ling action is felt the magneto is turned round, when
the two poles are rapidly pulled down to the electro-

magnet. Th& pulling force exerted is usually so great

that it is impossible to pull the magneto straight away
vertically, but the magneto-magnet can nearly always

be slid off the poles of the electro-magnet by pulling

it hard tow-ards one. If this is done, say, a dozen
times in succession, it is more than likely that the

magnet has been adequately magnetised. Messrs.

Vandervell, however, have improved upon this process

by fitting up a circuit-breaking arrangement on the

wall adjacent to the bench on which the electro-magnet

is fitted, and the operation in this case is merely to

leave the magneto in position and to turn the handle
on the circuit-breaker switch about a dozen or fifteen

times in succession.

The magneto is now adequately magnetised, or, in

other words, saturated with magnetism, and the degree

of magnetism is tested by means of an instrument

known as a fluximeter, which measures the degree of

magnetic force. The instrument shows a graduated

scale, divided into degrees of magnetism, and by the

aid of this it is seen if the magneto is up to the requi-

site standard of magnetism. Once magnetised, a

" keeper " or flat bar of iron is placed over the poles

of the magnet and left there until it is mounted on the

magneto.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Dec. 9th

„ 11th

„ 13th

„ 15th

Greenwich Time.

4.50 p.m.
4.50 „
4.49 „
4.49 „

In London tialf an hour eariief

Eoad Signals for Cattle Driving after Dark.
The A.A. and M.U. has made repre-

sentations to the Home Office on the
subject of the danger caused by the
driving of cattle and other animals on
the road after dark without lights, or
any adequate means of indicating to
approaching vehicles their presence on
the road. The Association has sug-
gested that the persons in charge be
compelled to carry lamps of a suitable
type both at the front and rear of the
animals, and that there should also be
an obligation u'pon these persons to

signal to approaching vehicles.

The cattle danger is an old trouble,
and so long ago as the early part of

1909 the Coventry Motor Club pre-
sented a petition bearing hundreds of

signatures to the Warwickshire County
Conticil on the same subject, but without
avail.

B.E. Despatch Riders.

The position of motor cyclists who
are on the different waiting lists of the
Eoyal Engineers despatch riders is still

somewhat obscure We have, on behalf
of our readers, endeavoured to obtain

details of their position under Lord
Derby's scheme, and it is clear that
men should enlist under the group
system, notifying the Recruiting Officer
that they have been passed for the
R.E. when a vacancy occurs. We learn
that men who now apply for positions
as motor cyclist despatch riders will
be enlisted, classified, and passed to
the reserve, as in the usual case, and
a note made of their wishes to join the
Royal Engineers Signal Service as des-
patch riders. Should vacancies occur
before the group in which they are
placed is called up for service, they
can present themselves for immediate
enlistment with the Colours.

The arrangement which has already
been made for the Lancashire district,

at any rate, is for the application forms
of motor cyclists, signed by the inspect-
ing officer, to be first approved by the
Officer Commanding the Training Centre,
then forwarded to the Recruiting
Officer nearest the candidates' homes, with
instructions to the R.O. to enlist the men,
classify and pass them to the reserve,

making a note of their wishes to join

the R.E. as motor cyclists. The R.E.
application form for enlistment will be
attached to the men's attestation

papers, and as the men are required to

be called up the respective Recruiting
Officers will be notified.

Motor cyclists in the West Lancashire
divisional area should apply to Mr. S.

W. PhiUpott, 60, Lmie Street. Liieipool

AUSTRALIAN MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.
A portion of the Motor Cycle Corps of New South Wales receiving final instruction after

completing a three days trek under Lieut. T. H. Henderson.

d6

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE CAUSE OF ENGINE STOPS

COOLING VALVE CAPS.

FROM WORKS TO ARMY (lUustraled).

Motor Cyclists and Recruiting.

Applications still continue to reach us
from prospective recruits for the Motor
Machine Gun Service, but for two
weeks it has definitely been stated that
recruiting is closed for this branch of'
the Service,

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number of each
model, the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

.^veraije Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable

A.J.S 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £90
,. 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £y^ —

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
1915 -% 3-speed —

Allon ...... 1915 2% 2-speed —
Ariel 1914 si 3-sp. sidecar . . —

1913 3\ 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Bat 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
B.S.A 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . fjo

191+ 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
1913 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . £36

Bradbur>- . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

Calthorpe . . 1914 2 c-speed £19
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —

1913 P 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 ci 2-speed —

Douglas . . . 1914 2j 2-sp. kick start £'30

, ... 1914 2;2-spT.T £41
Enfield .... 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . /S5

1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £64
1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . . r4S

, 1015 3 2-speed '—
1914 3 2-speed £37

H.-Davidson T915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £73
Humber . . . 1913 3V 3-sp. sidebar . . —
Indian 1913 7 3-sp. sidecar . . —

1914 7 =-sp. sidecar . . £60
"—

19147 T.T. free engine £44 —
.T.imes 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 —
New Imperial 1915 2 V 2-speevl — £30

„ 1914 2^ 2-speed — £26
O.K 1915 2 2-sreed £2S

"^
P. & M. ... 1914 3> 2-sp. sidecar . .

— £52
„ ... 1913 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . — £43

Premier ... 1914 3 V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £49
„ ... 1913 3S 3-sp. sidecar . . — £44

Ro^'er 1915 3V 3-sp. sidecar . . — £56
1914 i\ 3-sp. sidecar , . — £45
1913 sy 3-sp. sidecar . . £10 —

Scott 1913 3} 2-sp. sidecar . . — ^44
Sunbeam . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £So

„ . . 1914 31 3-speed — £51
... .. 1915 3! 3-spe«d — £65

Tnmnph . . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £57 —
.. ... 1914 4 3-speed — £44
„ ... 19x3 3} 3-sp. sidecar . . £4'; —

,„.,". • • • I9'3 3i 3-speed /3S —
Willuamson . 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £65
Zcnitb 1914 8 Gradua sidecar {^tiy —

, 1914 6 Gradua sidecar — £54

£48
£36
£53

£55

- £47

£63
£50
£40

£45

f3J

£75

i
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Park Speed Limits. Aeroplane v. Motor Cycle.
Wo understand that the twelve miles An.v spocd "stunt' out of the ordinarv

per hour speed limits in the London gratitics our Anicriean friends, and, conse-
parks are being very slri.lly enforced quentiv, it was not altogether surprising
J"*'- "'-"^'- to heaV tluit at the Wisconsin State Fair

Commission tot WeU - known Scottish
"'"'^ "'"* " '''\<^^ between a motor cyclist

Motorist ''""' '^" aeroplane round a dirt track.

Mr. George H. Culbush, A.M.LA.E., "^l"-'
"''?'";', "'"' '" outclassed that the

well known in connection with Glasgow! ''^'\. "^
''!, ^^^ ?'"^''

. '^"^l?"
inntnr ,>;i.,^tn= .,„^ ,„i, , i,„ 1 V- " Uavidson—had to slow down to keep themoior cuctes, ana wlio has been actin^' as • i j- c xi , ^ *

in<;ni>cfnr nf R,^,-.il T?„„;.,,r, A °t\ '"'^'^ uiterestuig for the spectators,inspectoi 01 Ko^al hjUgnioer despatch
riders for the Lowland" Division, has Three Roads.—Edinburgh-Glasgow.
been given a commission in the Lowland Xherc are three main roads between
Divisional bignal Company R.li. (T.) Scotland's two principal cities, and having
A Fine Record. tried all thi'ce on many occasions lately

The December jiumber of the Rudge «" '^oth passenger and solo mounts (on-

Record, the house journal of Rudge- sprung frames, of course), the writer's

Whitworth, Ltd., consists of a second experiences may be useful to motorists

special war issue. As such it contains "'''° '"=>.>' ''''^'^ occasion to do this journey,

pictures and letters from many E.W. "^^^ first road tried was via Bath-
men who are on active service, and when S<'^te and Airdrie. Though short (about

one remembers that the works are work- forty-four miles) the surface is abomin-
ing day and night on munitions, one ^'^'^' ^^ would afford excellent

realises" that the Riid^e Hrm are doin.r preparatory training for an intending

their share in the coutiict.
°

despatch rider in Gallipoli. Avoid
__ „ ,. , --, r, , it at all costs. The second route is via
The Nataonal War Funds. Falkirk, and enters Glasgow by Cumber-
At the week-end the principal war nauld The surface is excellent, except

funds stood as follow : about Linlithgow and Falkirk ; the
Tlie Prince ot Wales'.* National narrow streets of the latter town necessi-

Eehef Fund ^2,795.000 i i ;• i i t-i ^ e ^

distributed) .. .... £5,631,980 ^^^^ carelul driving. This route is fairly

Tlic Queen's Work i,. Women long. The third route is by far the best.

ruJ'TcMy Dhpaick Tobacco
"''" " ° The surface is uniformly good, the

Fund 90,934 gradients insigmficant, and the distance

^**.r^'"w,.„^r? "" *^'' ^'"'' o^onvo, ,r o comparatively short (about fortv-four
and W oundea 2.400,723 15 9 ., , rr-, V ,, i -41. 1 '

1 i

Vnily Chronicle Xmas Gift miles). Ihe road runs turougli Midca.der,

n .}''™"^„ -v • ^..•- 1^'^^^ ^ ° Holytown, and Bellshill. This is indeed
Daily News Xmas Pudding .,

•'
i 1 1 n ,

Fund 22,638 0,0 a no trouble route.

MOTOR CYCLING IN DENMARK.

5^7

0,995 Motor Cvclisl Recruits

Now that recruiting for tli. \| \|.(;>.
mid K.K. (signal secliun) htm clom'/l, it

is interesting to note that no fewer thiiti

5,995 prospective recruits have been dealt
with by Mr. (ieoffrcy Smith, ]!:ditor of
Till- Motor Vijch, who is boiiorury
inspecting officer for these scctionn. The
ligines give some idea of the magnificent
response of motoi cyolistg to the call of
the country.

Our Spnn-,' Fiarai Campaign
For once in a way we have this week

an i-ssue of Tht Motor Cijrlc devoid of
matter relating to the rear springing of

motor cycles. For some months past
liaidly a week has passed without a

description appearing of a new device,
and our correspondence columns have
contained many instructive letters on the
subject. However, the matter is not
being dropped, and the numerous readers
who are so interested in rear springing
will h,ave further opportunities of study-
ing new systems and taking part \n the
discussions involved.

Twin-cylinder Two-strokes.

During last winter the Connaught Co.
produced a horizontal twin two-stroke
engine, a type with which a number of

manufacturers are experimenting. The
latest production of the firm is a V-type
twin, which to all intents and purposes
is two engines coupled together and
mounted into a special frame. The latest

engine is rated at 5 h.p., and has a
capacity of 586 c.c, the bore and stroke
being the same as the standard Con-
naught, viz.; 73x70 mm. It will be
interesting to observe its performance on
the road.

Incidentally the two-stroke twin is

now attracting much attention. Of the
vertical type there are the Scott, Premier,
and Allon, and of V-type two-stroke
engines we have the Sun-Vitesse and
Peco. The best known horizontal twin
two-stroke is the Levis, though several

other makes are under test on the road.

Justice y

A case has been brought to our

notice in which a despatch rider un-

fortunately exceeded the speed ,
limit

in Sheen Road. Although it was his

first offence the magistrate fiued Irim

£5. The soldier's mother, in writing to

the Richmond magistrate, thanked him
for the unjust Hne on her son, and said

that the magistrate thus deprived the

lad from being able to purchase the few

luxuries he required before fa.cing many
hardships. John Bull says, " We do not

envy the feelings of the magistrate when
he read that rebuke signed by ' His

r^ Mother.' " From every point of view the

fine was mercilessly severe, and we regret

to say we have had similar complaints
frtm other despatch riders to whom no
leniency has been shown. Apparently
mei'cy does not temper justice when
applied to motor cyclists in Surrey.

(Upper) five Rudge riders who took part in the Dan:sn Grand Prix. It

they are using standard machines- This make has been very successful in

competitions.

(Lower) A club meet in Denmark. All the machines are Rudges. and

Rudge club.

will be noted

Danish molo.'

it IS icnown a=

that

jyde

tiK

B9
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HOME OFFICE ORDER FOR REDUCED LIGHTING.

As suggested in a leading article

in The Motor Cycle last week,

a new Home Office Lighting
Order is to be issued shortly,

by which it is ho^Lj the difficulties

arising from the present chaotic lighting

restrictions will be reduced. According
to the A. A. and M.U., p'l i' tr'' 'ed areas

in England and Wales \.
:

I Le Li..Jed into

two classes, the names (^i whn:n will be

scheduled. In all districts except those

mentioned in the schedule, and certain

important military centres, there will

be no restrictions on lights at all

beyond those obtaining under ordinary

conditions.

New Regulations.

The exact conditions of the new
Order are not available for publication

at the moment, but it may be stated

that in all districts mentioned in the

schedule motor car head lights of any
kind will be entirely prohibited, while
in one class of restricted area side

lights may be used up to a power pro-

vided by the Order, but also subject to

PROPOSED STANDARDISATION OF
obscuration, together with motor cycle

lamps, if necessary.

In the second class of area lights

must be still further reduced by means
of an official type of disc made of card-

board or some other opaque material

;

Design ot lamp shade which may
possibly be officially adopted.

LIGHTS.
this disc will be 6in. in diameter, with

six holes each the size of a shilling.

Lamps with a glass larger than 6in. will

not be permitted.

Lighting-up Time EarUer.

Under the proposed new Order all

vehicles will have to show a rear red

light provided by means of a lamp
placed at the back of the vehicle. More
than two lamps showing lights to the

front will not be allowed on any vehicle.

Lighting-up time will also be half an

hour after sunset throughout the

country, instead of only in London as

at present.

This new Order does not apply to the

Metropolitan or City of London police

districts. To assist mbtorists in know-
ing ivhen they are entering the restricted

areas, the Home Office will ask _
local

authorities to display certain distinctive

signs on the street lamps similar to

those supplied by the Automobile As.~ -

ciation, and now fitted in the lamp.5 f

many towns and districts where sti>-t

lighting restrictions have prevailed.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
THE fact that practically all motor

cyclist sections are closed for

recruiting has caused great

regret among prospective recruits,

particularly in view of the special

efforts of the past few weeks and the

possible termination of Lord Derby's

scheme next Saturday. The position,

however, is not generally understood,

and we will endeavour to explain it.

The Royal Engineers is the only

section taking motor cyclists at present,

and the requirements are restricted to

ten men from each recruiting' area every

month. To supply this regular demand,
in most cases there are sufficient names
of "eligible men on the different waiting
lists. These men have waited patiently

for weeks past.

The Motor Machine Gun Service, for

which the Editor of The Motor Cycle
has acted as recruiting officer, is up to

strength, and recruiting closed a fort-

night ago.

The Royal Flying Corps closed for

motor cyclist recruits three weeks ago.

The A.S.C. is open for fitters and
turners only.

It will thus be seen that at the present
time there are limited vacancies for

motor cyclists, though when the R.F.C.,
M.M.G.S., R.E., and A.S.C. were open
some weeks ago there was a regular
weekly influx of dozens of motor cyclist

recruits

Last October, when certain R.E. areas
were appealing for recruits and other
areas were turning eligible men away,
we urged the desirability of a central
control for recruiting motor cyclists, and
subsequently wrote the War Office on
the subject. The A.C.U. secretary,
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, who is secre-
tary of the London Motor Cyclist Reserve
Committee, thoroughly concurred in our

views, and, moreover, drew up a scheme
for submission to the War Office.

As to the procedure in connection with
motor cyclists and the new recruiting
scheme, Mr. S. W. Phillpott, of Liver-
pool, seems to be the only inspecting
officer who has received detailed instruc-

tions (see page 585).

MOTOR MECHANICS WANTED.
THE Wireless Section R.E. has

vacancies for about thirty-six motor
mechanics with good practical know-

ledge of petrol engines. Applicants for

these positions must .be able to carry

A despatch rider. Corporal H. Akehurst,

R.E., photographed by a French refugee

after a long run over the roads of Flanders.

The state of the Triumph indicates the

mud-covered condition of the roads over

there after a period of rain, and Corporal
Akehurst considers that one requires to be
a trick cyclist to negotiate pave under such
conditions.

out repairs to such engines in the field.

Applications for enlistment, statins
qualifications, should be sent to the

O.C. Wireless Training Centre, Worces-
ter, from whom information regarding
terms of service can be obtained.
Men would be required to enlist as

sappers in the Wireless Section of the
Royal Engineers.

THE ORIGINAL BATTERY.

NO. 1 Battery, M.M.G.S., is still going
strong, and according to Sergeant
Norman Longfield there are very

few " lightweights " left, which speaks
well for the commissariat in France.
What helps to brighten mattei-s is the
unexpected meeting of motor cycling
friends, and in this connection Longfield
tells us that during the past few weeks
he has met many men well known in the
motor cycling world, inchiding Lieut.
Rowlandson and Lieut. CoUiver.

Lance-Corpl. A. Wade (a former Zenith
rider) is now with the No. 1 Battery, and
is putting in some splendid work in the
maintenance of the outfits. He has just
had -a week at home after thirteen months
on active service. He had quite a good
time, not the le.ast enjoyable being a
dinner given in his honour by Cardiff
motor cyclists.

MIDL.\NDERS ON SERVICE.
THE Colmoi-e Depot has a roll of

honour of thirty-two—an excellent
record — and quite recently it

honoured three of its men by a com-
plimentary sufiper. Corporal J. Morton,

'

who has had a sou killed on the Galli-
poli Peninsula, aud Drivers H. J.

Woodgate and A. Rowley being the men
in question.
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Refinements in the 1916 American Excelsior.
7 h.p. Twin-cylinder Engine, 84 mm. x 89 mm., 986 c.c.

All-chain Drive.

THE Excel. 'cr has certainly had a
good reception since its introduc-
tion to England, and we can speak
of its excellent running after per-

sonal trial. The 1916 model has not
undergone many alterations, and this was
hardly to be expected, as the 1915 pat-
tern did not lead one to suppose that
there would be many features \. hich
could be altered for the better.
A refinement on the new type, which,

however, is not obtainable at the present
moment, is a new priming device, con-
sisting of a T piece union screwed into
the bottom of the petrol tank. From
this there are two branches, one of w'lich
goes to a point close by the ink t \ alve
dopie on the back cylinder, and the ether
to a similar point on the front cylinder.
The supply of petrol is controlled by a
small needle valve, brought into opera-
tion by turning a milled screw.

Three-speed Gear and

Near side ot the latest 7 h.p. American Excelsior.

countershaft gear with all-chain drive

The compression valves on the off side
of the cylinders are "still retained, as is

also the petrol squirt incorporated in the
fiUer cap. This filler cap, by the way,
is no longer flush with the tank, but has
been raised considerably above it, so that
it is much easier to unscrew.
A novel feature is the fitting of. the

kick starter on the oft side of the
machine. Formerly it was on the near
side, as in America. The sidecar is

placed on the opposite side of the
machine to what it is in England.

The Lubrication System.

The usual American system of mechani-
cal oil pump, keeping a constant level of

lubricant in the crank case, is employed.
Below this pump there is a T piece union,

at the end of the upright of which there is

a small screw. This is a good feature, as

it is intended, when the screw is removed
and the engine is set in motion, to free

the oil pipes of air locks, and as soon
as the oil makes an appearance the screw-

can be replaced, and there will be no
doubt about the pump doing its duty.

There is also a special lead carrying oil

to the front cylinder.

I^lo model Amencan Excelsior, the chiet pomts ol interest ol which are described in the

accompanying letterpress.

The graceful design of the frame is

another point worthy of mention, and it

will be seen that the top tube is pro-
duced to coincide with the line of the
back forks, thus rendering the design
quite synunetrical. It wiU be noticed
that, incorporated with the frame are
eyelets into which the sidecar attach-
ments are fixed. An efficient form of leaf

spring fork is fitted.

Method of Control.

As regards control, the twist grip on
the off side raises the exhaust valve in

one direction, and when twisted the

opposite way opens the throttle, while
the near side grip controls the clutch,

which is also actuated by foot. The small
lever adjacent to the clutch control grip
is for the operation of one of the two
brakes, both of which work on the same
drum, the other being operated by means
of a pedal. One is internal expanding,
and the other is of the contracting type.

A 986 c.c engine and a three-speed

are features of note.

A CHAIN-CUM-BELT-DRIVEN BRITISH EXCELSIOR.

Fitted with an 8 h.p. JAP. engme, a three-speed couniershatt gear, and

chain-cum-belt transmission, the latest Elxcelsior is a fine specimen of a

powerful British twin.

BI5
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SOME NEW SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Lightweight Chassis Design—A Collapsible Body.

WATSONIAN SIDECAR
CHASSIS.

THE four new bodies .
designed by

the Watsonian Folding Side Car
Co., Ltd., have been described

- already (issue of November 11th,

page 468), and for these models a new
lightweight chassis has been evolved. As
will be seen in tlie photograph of the

chassis, the main frame is rectangular,

having the axle at one end and at the

other a cross tube on which are the sup-

ports for the nose of the body, while the

offside tube of the frame is extended to

form the rearmost support of the mud-
guard. Since this tube is of the same
diameter throughout its length, it forms
a very stiff support indeed. Attached to

New lightweight sidecar chassis built by the Watsonian

Sidecar Company and described on this page.

the forward cross tube is a supporting
tube adjustable for height in a lug near
the frame, and locked when in position

by two bolts. Near the axle comes the
rear supporting tube bolted to the frame,
while the axle end also is clipped to the
motor cycle frame, but with a telescopic

joint for aligning the sidecar and motor
cycle.

To make it easy to detach the sidecar
all joints are made up with one big
securing nut, an easy fit on its thread.
The back of this nut is serrated, and
there is a small spring-held pawl to

engage with the serrations, thus forming
a ratchet and making it impossible for the
nut to come unscrewed. By holding back
the pawl one can unscrew the nut by~
hand and without using a spanner.

This chassis has a Sin. drop between
the wheel-spindle and axle, obtained by
designing two special malleable cast
brackets of strong section; and securing

111

The following sidecars were escribed in oui

last irsue :

HENDERSON page 547
BRITANNIC ,,547
MONTGOMERY ,,547
!VY BATH CHAIR SIDECAR .

.

„ 548

one end of the bracket to the axle tube,
while the other holds the one inch spindle.

Stift'ening webs are ' employed for the

bracket next to the motor cycle.

From the top of the wheel-spindle

bracket a short rigid tube supports the

mudguard, while, a third support is a
small bracket bolted to the frame and
secured to the forward end of the guard.

Either coil springs or Gee springs may
be fitted, the former being connected to

a bar running athwart the
lower side of the body,
the latter clipped to the
side tubes, the nose of the
body resting on a cross-

bar pivoted to allow the
body to rock" freely on its

springs. With the Cee
springs long shackles are

used.

With 26in. x 2\m.
Michelin tyres, a 2iin.

drop, and weighing 45 lb.,

this chassis is fitted with
the " Tourist " model body.

The same cliassis having
one more connecting tube,

a 5in. drop, and weighing 50 lb., is used
for the "Aero ' spoitmg model.

1

'1

Watsonian " Aero" sporting model sidecar.

The coachbuilt "Aero" body weighs

but 29 lb., and the complete sidecar is

buill for ii.sp with Sj h.p. machines when
weight must be

y"^
' kept at as low a

MONTGOMERY FOLDING
SIDECAR BODY.

Made in Seclions to Reduce
Cost of Export.

THE cost of exporting such articles

as sidecar bodies is always rather

expensive owing to their bulk,

which in comparison with their

weight "is very considerable, and this

extra cost is naturally more noticeable

under the present conditions of increased

shipping charges. In order to reduce
this as much as possible, Messrs. Mont-
gomery and Co. have recently brought
out a novel coachbuilt sidecar body which
will take to pieces and pack into a very
small space; in fact, Mr. Montgomery
inferiors us that five of these bodies can
be packed into rather less space than
that previously occupied by one complete
body.

CLYNO DETACHABLE WHEEL SUPPORT.
The quickly delacliable fixing for the spare wfieel,

which IS fixed on the off side of the carrier

The body is complete with door fasten-
ings, upholstery, tool locker, paint and
varnish. All that has to be done when
the body arrives at its destination is to
assemble it and fit the screws which hold
it together. No skilled labour is required,
and we saw two men tit one together
in exactly thirteen minutes. When
assembled the appeai-ance is e.xaotly
similar to the standard Montgomery
body, except that the rounded heads o"f

tile securing screws were visible, which
was in no way objectionable. There are
seven sections— the bottom, two sides,
back, two panels top and botrom of the

-1 of the bodv, and the seat " ~

New collapsible Montgomeiy e.\port sidecii. designetl lo lessen freightage

charges by reducing dimensions when packed for shipment.

B24
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The Editor does not hold himsell responsible for the opinions of hi corres|)undents
All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle." Hertlord Strest Coventry, and must bo accompanied by the wrlt«r'» name and uUtmi.

Carburetter Adjustment.
Sir,—I was interested in Mr. W. Hockney's letter under

the title, " Reversing a Scott." I, too, luve lately been
riding a Scott, but am unable to get anytliing like the
mileage per gallon tliat he can. With a passenger on the
carrier I get about 54 m.p.g., riding solo about 60 m.p.g.
The machine is fitted with a Binks two-jet carburetter, and I

drive as much as possible on pilot jet, from which I can get
any speed up to 24 m.p.h. Owing to increased price of petrol,

lam very anxious to get a big mileage per gallon. Perliaps you
could put me into direct communication with Mr. HoQkney,
who would, no doubt, be quite pleased to give advice or hints
to a "fellow Scott" as to how he manages to get about 100
m.p.g. riding solo. V. B. YEARSLEY.

Sir,—I noticed in the last issue of your paper (December
2nd) a letter written by W. Hockney, which appears under
the heading " Reversing a Scott." In the latter part of

his letter Sir. Hockney says that he is getting a mileage
of seventy-five to one gallon of petrol on his Scott with
sidecar attached, his carburetter being a 1915 B. and B.,

which is, I presume, of the variable jet type, specially

adapted for fitting to the Scott.

A few months ago I had a 1915 B. and B. semi-automatic

variable jet caxburetter fitted to my Scott, which is a 1913

model. After several adjustments of the needle I can, with

careful manipulation of the air lever, obtain a mileage of

forty-five to one gallon, with sidecar attached and one

passenger.

I should be pleased if Mr. Hockney would inform me as

to how he has adjusted his carburetter to give him his

mileage of seventy-five per gallon, which is, I should think,

a record small consumption for a Scott, which is acknow-

ledged to be fairly heavy on petrol.

I may say that the carburetter has effected a great

improvement in the starting of the engine, about three kicks

being sufficient to set the engine purring, even during the'

severe frost of a few davs ago, without having to press the

"tickler."
"

JAMES F. STANLEY.

Paraf&n as a Fuel
Sir,—It may be interesting to you to know that th«

writer, doing appro.ximately 1,000 miles per month, is using

nothing else but half household parafRn and half Crown
spirit, with perfect results. An experiment was carried

out gradually adding parafRn to the petrol until a mixture
of threequarters paraffin and one-quart' ' "i.l was arrived
at. This answered quite well once the m^ . e was started,

but a very dirty exhaust was the result, aiiu some difficulty

in starting on a cold morning After the engine bad been
warmed up this mixture was as easy to start as pure
petrol. However, to get rid of the bacl effects as mentioned
above, the half-and-half mixture was finally decided upon.
The only difference perceivable is a very slight falling off

in power, and pernaps about ten yards further run
with the engine in the morning before it fires. Of course,

the easiest way to overcome all these difficulties is to fill

the carburetter in the morning with pure petrol, then a
greater proportion of paraffin to that which the writer uses

can be adopted, but, as a rule, this method is too much
trouble

The above is used on a 2^ h.p. T.T. Douglas with Amac
carburetter. The writer knows of an 8 h.p. twin Premier
being run on pure paraffin, the rider only ha\'ing to fill his

carbtiretter with pure petrol in the morning. A mixture
of benzole, Jones's Xl'AU, and paraffin seems to give the
same residts as petrol-paraffin, but the benzole gives greater
trouble on a cold morning in freezing up.

F R. SWINBURNE.

Sir,—I note the enquiry in your issue of the 11th inst.

as to the harmful effects, if any, resulting from the use

of paraffin alone or mixed with petrol. The suggestion of

a motor manufacturer that unburnt paraffin escapes past

the rings into the crank case and there dilutes the lubricant

is no myth, but actual fact. Some particulars of a case

A Tip to Indian Riders.

Sir,—I dare say a good many riders of 1915 Indians are

troubled with the way in which they rev. when in free

engine. Of course, it not only means unnecessary wear on

the bearings and every part in general, but in these hard

times it is not exactly economical. Now this is my idea

after having tried choke tubes and various other devices

which all failed.

As is well known among all Indian riders, the carburetter

has two jets, and all the slow running is obtained from the

smallest of these two jets; each jet having a separate

induction pipe.

Now take the pilot jet induction pipe, cut it at the top

and bottom, and^ you will have the centre piece out. Now
at any motor cycle dealer's buy an ordinary tap and solder

it to the two ends of the pipe and you have a separate

throttle to the pilot jet, so that when you are held up in

traffic or on any other occasion your engine will tick over

slower than a cart, and take you along at a walking pace.

I myself know about ten people who have copied my idea

and. they consider it a great boon. To improve matters,

control this by Bowden wire and a magneto control on the

handle-bar. I trust you will publish this, as I worked a

month to satisfy myself, and I dare say there are many
others who will find this useful. G. H. GIBBS.

Despatch riders with tneii respirators in position. 1 ne photograph

was tatcen on the Gallipoli Peninsula.
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whicli came to my notice may be of interest. A boat was
fitted with a pair of six-cylinder engines running on paraffin
fuel. In one set the results were good, but in the other,
although apparently under similar conditions, the bearings
were wearing out quickly. The lubricant was, of course,
suspected, and, in the case of oil drawn from the sump of

the troublesome engine, there was a smell of paraffin, and
tests showed the presence of this fuel in small quantities.
After making sure that fuel could not possibly have been
added to the engine oil, I suspected the carburetter, and
was informed that, after recent adjustments, the fuel con-
sumption had increased. Further, I elicited tlie information
that whereas, in the case of the satisfactory set, the sparking
plugs rarely needed attention, in the other set the sparking
plugs had to be cleaned of sooty deposit daily. It was soon
proved that the carburetter on the faulty set was giving
too rich a mixture which was incompletely burnt, and that
a portion of the fuel was condensing on the cylinder walls
and percolating into the crank ca-se, assisted, of course, by
the oil film between the pistons and cylinders. The efficiency

of the lubricant was quickly spoilt and wear of the
bearings resulted.

Proper heating and accurate adjustment of the carburetter
are essential in the case of paraffin or paraffin and petrol or

benzole mixtrres. Similar precautions should be taken in

the case of ber.zole, and under all conditions the lubricant

in the crank case should be changed more frequently than
when petrol is used. Incidentally, one may remark how
closely cajburation and lubrication are related in the running
of internal combustion engines. J. W. G. BROOKER.

Clutch Operation and Transmission.

Sir,—It was with great plea-sure I read the letter from
Mr. A. I. Dowler in your issue of the 2nd inst. " Ixion's

"

contention that the handle-bar clutch takes a lot of hauling

out is certainly wrong when that remark is applied to the

Sunbeam models for 1915, and, in my opinion, it is essential

with a sidecar combination for the handle-bar clutch to

be fitted.

I began motor cycling in July, 1913, when I purchased a

Wall Auto-wheel. This I ran for four months, and during
that period the only troubles I had were an occasional

sooted plug and punctures. In October^ 1913, I bought a

well-known 3^ h.p. single and sidecar, belt drive with hub
gear and foot control clutch. This was a 1913 model, and
had done 600 miles when it was sold to me. I had it three

months and did 700 miles, averaging 35 m.p.g. During that

time I spent £10 odd for repairs and tyres. I found that

it was not desirable to attempt a restart on a steep hill,

as it nearly always ended in faDure because the engine

could not be relieved of the taking up of the load to any
extent, as I had to be seated in order to let the foot clutch in.

Early in February, 1914, I purchased a 6 h.p. Sunbeam
1914 combination, and during the fifteen months I had it

I did 5,300 miles. I averaged 72 m.p.g. during a tour of

1,009 miles in the summer of 1914, from Cardiff, over Dart-

moor, to tlie Isle of Wight, and as far as Eastbourne. It

was during this tour I found the advantage of the. hand
clut^^h. I was on the steepest part of Birdlip when the

front plug became sooted up. I stopped and put a stone

under the back wheel, and put the plug riglit. I restarted

at the fii'st attempt because I was able to ease the strain

by pushing as I let the clutch in. The total weight during
this tour was 8^ cwt. When I sold the combination the
orignial chains and the front and sidecar tyres were on it.

R.O.M. combination, 700x80 mm., were the tyres. I spent
£2 on repairs, excluding tyres, and had one puncture for

the fifteen months.
In Hay this year I purchased a 6 h.p. Sunbeam 1915

ccmrbinatiou with Lucas dynamo outfit. I average 58 m.p.g.,

and up to date I have done nearly 4,000 miles, and have
just replaced the back tyre ; the original tyres are on the
other wheels. I again use the oversize R.O.iM. tyre, and
have not had a puncture. There is a vast difference between
the Sunbeam 1914 and 1915 clutch control. I grant the
1914 did take a bit of hauling out, but the 1915 control a
child could lift. My repair bill for the 1915 combination is

3s. 6d. so far, and this month I am exchanging it for the
8 h.p. Sunbeam 1916 model. I have always carried com-
plete spare chains, but have never had to use them.

I add the usual disclaimer. R. WILFRED REES.

A Catch?
Sn-,—With reference to Jlr. F. G. L. Evans's wish

expressed to " Ixion " to pit a 7 h.p. F.N. and sidecar
with three up against a Henderson solo in a speed contest,
if this is really a serious challenge from Mr. Evans, I shall
be pleased to ride my Henderson against his little lot as
described, the loser to pay £5 to one of the war charities.
In view of the terrific speed Mr. Evans presumably expects

to obtain from his overloaded machine, I am afraid that
Brooklands track in its present condition might prove
dangerously bumpy for him, but a stretch of road might
be found to accommodate him. Unless Mr. Evans insists,
I would agree to waive the half a mile start offered.

VIVIAX OLSSOX.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.—A Protest.
Sir,

—

Apropos the controversy with regard to feminine
attire, there are, in my immediate vicinity, three examples
which would appear to cover the extreme range of taste.
The first is an elderly female who rides a powerful sidecar
combination. She wears a mackintosh jacket of the sloppy,
waistless sort, and heavy boots. The lower portion of her
attire may be, from aU appearances, shared by the partner
of her private life (possibly this is a step towards economy
necessitated by the war !) Huge spectacles and an aggres-
sively unbecoming headgear complete this rig-out.
The second case is that of a younger woman who wears

an ordinary male suit of overalls and an ordinary common
{very common) peak cap. The latter is anchored down
by something that resembles a skewer, and is strikingly
reminiscent of washing day in the back kitchen

!

The third case is that of the youthful rider of a Rudge.
She wears well-cut riding breeches, and a long-waisted
jacket reaching almost to the knees. A smart leather belt
and high brown boots to match put the finishing touches
to this gracefid, easy, and becoming attire.

Why does " Lo^istes " blunder into sarcasm because
Mary Reid, very naturally and desirably, wishes to " sit

her steed with gracefulness"? The "logic" of the
first-named correspondent is, apparently, to the effect that
in abandoning the skirt, the high heels, and the stays, the
woman of enlightened ideas will further make a point of
discarding everything -womanly and graceful, in order
that she may r-ise to the proper and dignified standing to

which she rightly belongs !

The allusion to the Empire robe is on a par with the
other points of "logic," and I certainly do not think~
that the practical woman, who aspires to be man's chum,
would go about it by copying his garments to an extent
which would entail the sacrifice of pi'ettiness and grace.

PffO BONO PUBLICO.

Miss Anna Blakiston, of Dote, Derbyshire, who rides a hvo-stroke

Revere. She favours a man's model, and wears ordinarj- trouser

overalls.

J
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A Cure for Four-stroking.
Sir,—I road witli iiilorost Mr. U. S. Carr's " Cure for

Four-stroking" in your issue of November 25tli, and, as I
.tIso have a two-sUoko motor cycle, I should be much obliged
ifhe would slate a few more particulars as to these lilments.
What kind of non-return valve is best, and how is it lixeil
into the induction pipe? What is the cost of having the
extra air valve and the non-return valve fitted?

D. G. COSSHAM.

Bioken Spokes.
Sir,—I noticed in The. Motor CiicU for November 18th,

under heading of " Letters to the Editor," an. enquiry from
a Mr. Wild re broken spokes.

I assume the machinQ he refers to is a 1914 Indian spring
frame model, for undoubtedly this particular mount is a
bad offender; only after many experiments have I managed
to arrest the very annoying trouble. I took the wheel out of
the frame, and, with a pair of pliers (not the usual spoke
spaimer), carefully trued up all the spokes to their correct
tension.

_
I then lapped all the spokes at the crossing on

the driving sprocket side withj copper wire, and soldered it

in position. (This prevents whipping, -which is usual when
the wheels are built in the American way, viz., outside
spoke on. outside of inside spoke instead of the reverse.)
The clutch must then be carefully adjusted so as to give
slight slip under power of engine immediately on release
pedal being pressed forward.

I think it your reader will try this method he will be
surprised with the results. I never have a spoke break at iU
now, even, though I often carry a third passenger weigi.uig
9 St, I might also mention that with the spring frame
Indian the clutch should always be very slightly released
when going over pot-holey roads, otherwise nothing will
prevent spokes from going.

I believe I am right in saying that the Indian people intro-

duced a hub in their early models making It possible to
insert a new spoke with the wheel in situ.

ROBERT RUSSELL.
A COPY OF THIS LETTER WAS SUBMITTED TO THE HeNBEE

M.iNUEACTURINQ Co., WHO REPLIED AS FOLLOWS :

Sir,—We are in receipt of your favour of November 23rd in

regard to spokes breaking on Indian motor cycles.

We think the trouble is caused entirely by riders running
their machines with the clutches too tight, though, we are
pleased to say, we have liad practically nO' complaints in this

respect for the past year, undoubtedly due to the fact that
motor cyclists are getting more familiar with the chain drive.

Some years ago we used a buttonhole spoke attachment in

the rear hub, but we found this was not satisfactory, for

the reason that it gave the heads of the spokes considerable

movement, which had the tendency to snap ihem off.

It is our firm belief that if the clutches were adjusted so as
to give a slight slip, riders of Indians, as well as of other

chain-driven machines, would aave no cause to complain of

spokes breaking. Hexdeb Manofactdtiino Co
,

W. H. Wells, Manager, London Depot.

Sir,

—

Re "Wild's" experiences with his big twin, I

should like to suggest that the breaking of his spokes is

mainly due to hanging on to top gear with a large throttle

opening at low speeds. This causes the engine to " chug,"
and a "snatchy" drive results. This trouble seems rather

peculiar to American machines, as, owing to their great

flexibility, their riders are apt to use the top gear when
it would be much more practical, if a little troublesome,

to change down to middle. INDIAN EX.

Sir,—Seeing your correspondent's ("Wild's") letter, and
having experienced the same trouble with my 8 h.p. chain-

cum-belt drive twin, namely, broken spo'ives at the bend,

I think that perhaps my remedy may cure his case also if

he care to try it.

I suggest that he take out his back wheel and examine
.it most carefully to see if every spoke is taking its fair

"share of the pull. To do this he should grip two spokes
^ with his hand close up to the belt rim, watching very care-

fully for any movement between the spoke and the clip,

which in my case was a small plate and two bolts. I fancy

he will find, as I did, after having been all round the

wheel, that not more than one half of the spokes are
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actually gripped by the plates, na Ihcir faces nro Hat and
smooth. On my machine the reaKon whb becauno the bollii
wore not threaded far cnouL'h down. I llirTcforo purchngcd
new bolts with the tlireads running right down to the
head.s, removed one plulo at a time, after marking the
po.sition of the spoke, and cut a siJKlit croovo to allow
the spokes to bed themsolvea down into the plates when
screwed homo tight. I have done four Uiousand miles witli
the lu.uhino since, and the trouble 1ms coniplulely vaTiishcd.

I might mention that the agent from whom I purcliased
my machine was at a loss to find the cause, although ho
had ridden the machine for a season prior to sellinK it to
me, and admitted he was continually replacing brokca
spokes himself. SKCOND YEAR RIDER.

Dimming Bright Lights.
Sir,—In view of the existing regulations for d:mming head

lamps, I have had the following conversion made to my big
F.R.S. Actually it comprises a pilot light, which was con-
structed in tlie following manner :

About 3in. of -i^in. brass tube was tapped out at one end
to take a Lucas tail lamp burner. This was then soldered
in a hole in the face of the lamp, so that the main burner

and pilot were within -f^in.

of each other (see sketch).
The main gas tube along

the top of the tank was then
cut about midway, and a
two-way tap inserted, the two
tubes from this tap being
connected to the two burners,
and the single one to the
generator. It will be seen

^^8=
Pilot light fitted to acetylene lamp to meet dimming regulations.

See letter on this page from Mr. D. H. West.

that a turn of the tap will supply gas to either burner,
and once alight the main burner w-ill light oS the pilot
jet and vice versa.

The addition can be made at a very small cost, and will
ampljf repay the trouble taken. Its advantages are obvious,
and when approaching a town it is only necessary to turn
the tap on to the pilot light (which cuts off the main burner),
and in the country one can enjoy the ma.ximura light.

DOUGLAS H. WEST.

Reversing a Scott.

Sir,—With regard to your paragraph in October 28th issue,

the following incident which happened to me may be of

interest to your readers, and perhaps someone can offer an
explanation for it.

I ride a 1914 Scott and sidecar fitted with a Bosch magneto.
I was driving this machine into my garage the other night
when I accidentally stopped the engine at the door. I started

up with the kick starter in the usual way, and, as there

is a stiff rise at the door, I speeded the engine up before
engaging the low gear, which I did rather quickly. I was
very much surprised when I was somewhat rudely carried

backwards into a rose bed. For some time after that I

could not be certain whether my engine was running the
right way or not till I let the clutch in, but now in some
mysterious manner the fault has disappeared.

May I add a word of praise for my Scott, which has
carried me 17,840 miles in seventeen months, and has never
let me down on the road, and has cost nothing for repairs,

except a new set of chains and tyres?

With reference to "Scot's" letter in October 28th issue,

I may say I have tried mixing the petrol and oil on the
Scott machine, and have noted carefully the results.

The acceleration was not so good, the machine was
not quite so fast, the petrol consumption was considerably
increased, and the machine was inclined to four-stroke at
slow speeds, so I had no hesitation in going back to the
drip feed.

Need I add that I have no connection with the Scott
Co. whatever? GEORGE ALLEN.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each qnery separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal '

' in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Use of a Decompressor.

I should be obliged to you if

you would explain to me the
advantage of a decompressor.
Would not opening the compres-
sion tap serve the purpose? Also,.

I should like to know if there are any
means of preventing belt slip in wet
weather on a 2J h.p. direct-drive
machine.—T.J.

A decompressor reduces the compression
so that the engine is very easy to start

;

it does, this by permitting a certain
portion of the gas under compression to
escape. The compression tap would not
answer the same purpose, as it would
also upset the quality of the mixture by
permitting air to enter the cylinder on
the induction stroke. There is no satis-

factory method of preventing a rubber
belt from slipping in wet weather: A
leather belt is less likely to slip than a
rubber one.

A Mysterious Trouble.

I have a 2| h.p. twin with a

\ty\ two-speed gear, which was run-

> ning well until the other day,
L-S-l when it suddenly ceased firing,

and, having tried everything
without result, I pushed it home. I

am unable to get a spark at the plugs
at all, but upon removing the magneto
from the machine I get a beautiful
spark at both plugs, without making
any alteration to the magneto and using
the same plugs and high-tension wires.
Upon refitting the magneto to the
machine and trying it, I again failed

to get a spark, or even a shock when
I held my finger on the magneto ter-

minal. I again removed the magneto
from the machine and, without any
alteration, tried it, and at once got
perfect sparking at both plugs. I may
say that the magneto is a 50° 1913
Bosch, which is clamped behind the
engine on ihe frame lust behind tht
countershaft. I have tried to see if

I could find a short by pedalling it

over in the dark, hoping I might see
a spark on the frame or somewhere,
but this was also without result. I

should be glad if you could enlighten
me on this matter.—H.W.D. '

Evidently there is a short circuit some-
where when the magneto is in position,

but it is impossible for us to say where
without actually seeing it. If a switch
wire is connected up when the magneto

is fitted to the machine, the short circuit

is almost certainly somewhere in this

wire. You should disconnect it from the
magneto and see ii matters improve. The
mere fact of just bolting the magneto
into position should not affect the spark
ill any way. ilake quite sure the high-

tension cables are in perfect order and
not shorting to the frame anywhere. If

these points are in order, the trouble is

probably due to the windings being
broken down, but the fact that you get

a spark when the machine is not in

position is certainly very difficult to

explain.

Erratic Running.

I have a 1905 Rex with
automatic inlet valve, and fitted

with an old pattern B. and B.
carburetter. If I inject a good
squirt full of petrol, it Avill

start easily and run for thirty or
forty yards, but will then stop firing

suddenly, and refuse to start again
till another injection of petrol is

given ; it will then do exactly the
same thing again.—E.A.H.

The trouble is most likely caused
through a stopped-up jet. Therefore
the engine simply runs on the petrol
you have injected into the cylinder, and
when this is exhausted it ceases to fire.

It could also be caused by an air leak
in the induction pipe or carburetter
unions. You should thoroughly clean
the carburetter, and see that all passages
are free from obstruction, and that all

joints between carburetter and engine
are tight and not admitting air. See
that the valve springs are quite strong
and valves are not sticking.

Cause of Difficult Starting.

I have a 1912 6 h.p. twin witJi

kick starter and two-speed gear.

Some little time ago I had it

re-bored, and new piston, rings,

gudgeon pin, and a 1915 carbu-
retter fitted. It has run well up to a
Aveek or so ago, but is now very
difficult to start. I have fitted new
plugs and bound all joints in induction
pipe to stop air leaks, and have
cleaned carburetter, but with no effect.

The only way I was able to start
last time was to get two to push and
then put in low gear.—E.P.

Difficult starting maj' be due to any of
the following points : Carburetter par-
tially choked. Plug points dirty or
too wide apart. Carbon brushes on

?

magneto oily. High-tension wires damp
and shorting. Switch wii'e shorting; to

-test this detach switch -s^'ire from ma_'-

neto. Eocker arm on contact breaker

sticking owing to the fibre bush swell-

ing. Make sure that the valves are

seating properly and -are not leaking at

all. If all these points are correct and
you can obtain a spark at the plu_- =

when you test them by placing the brMJ-

of the plug on the cylinder, taking gu' 4

care not to let the terminal touch any
part of the frame, and turn the engine

over fairly fast, there is absolutely no

reason why the machine should not start

quite easily. Yoir should go over the

machine systematically, testing each

part separately. If the engine is stiff,

and so makes it difficult to tui-n over,

you should inject .a little -petrol or

paraffin thi'ough the compression taps,

and then turn the engine over a few
times to free the rings.

Loss of Power,

(1.) My 3^- h.p.. machine will

carry me and a passenger up
any hill shortly after starting

and before the engine gets

heated—in fact, I need not o])en

the throttle more than half-way—but
after it has been on the road for a
while it seems to lose power and will

not take even small hills. I recently

ground in the valves, but this did not
cure the trouble completely, although
it improved it. (2.) I cannot possibly

start the engine on any speed without
first injecting petrol ; the piston seems
to stick the minute the engine gets
cold. I use a good oil, but perhaps it

is too thick. (3.) I have steel-studded
tyres on both wlieels, and if the roads
are dry aU the patches melt off the
inner tubes.—M.P.L.

(1.) Apparently the valve stems expand
with the heat, so that the valves do not
seat properly, and thus the compression is

lost. The remedy is to adjust the tappets.
A smaller jet might be advisable if

you suffer from overheating. (2.) Pos-
sibly the jiiston is too tight a fit in the
cylinder. The rings being a tight fit or
stuck in their grooves with carbon
deposit might also cause the trouble.
When rings are fitted into the cylinder
the ends should not quite meet". (3.)

You had better give up using steel-

studded tyres in the summer time. These
cause the patches to come off the tube,
as thev generate so much heat.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Copies of "The Motor Cvclc" may only be seni to nrulral European couillries if posted direct from the ogkes of llu publishers or
by !!cwsrige>ils who have oUanu-d permission from the War Office /or this purpose. The publishers of "The Motor Cycle" have obtained the necrssan permission
and, consequently, can send subscribers' copies as usual. Before sending through ncttisageiUs it is important to enquire if permission has been obtained as othmds'e
copies intended for neutral European countries will not be forxarded by the Post Office.
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Uneven Running.

I own a 1912 2' h.p. twin. I
_iiotieo a great deal of misfiring
in tlio front cylinder, wliile tlio

back cylinder fires very evenly
indeed. Every now and then

both of them are qnite all right, bnt
on the whole the front one misfires
much more than it onght to. Will you
please tell me the cause of this?—li.N.

There are several causes of the trouble
you are experiencing, the most likely
being a faulty plug, or one where the
points are adjusted either too closely or
too wide apart. The gap should be about
•jijin. The carbon bru.sh for the front
cylinder may be damaged or dirty. See
that the insulation of the high-tension
wire is not damaged and so shorting to

the frame. You should also make sure
the valve springs are in good order and
are not too weak. The contact breaker
points should break evenly for both
cylinders an-d should separate .4 mm.

Lubrication Devices.

Will you kindly explain the
advantages and disadvantages of

the various kinds of drip feed

lubricators: for motor cycles*'.'

First, those operated by suction
from the vacuum in the crank ca.se

;

second, those actuated by a spring?
Am 1 correct in assuming tTiat tlie

former (No. 1} give a supply to the
engine automatically gi'eater or less

according to whetlW the engine is

running fast or slow V If so, where is

the need of the second, class of lubri-

cators actuated with a spring? Is the

vacuum in the crardi case liable to fail

from any cause? If theji the No. 1

class of lubricator give.* the engine its

oil automatically according to s|ieed,

what more is rctjuire-d, and wheje is

the need of applying a spring which,
instead of .supplynig the engine with oil

according to its speed, supplies it

according to time, which appears to me
to be intorreot? Or, in case of the

spring lubricators, is tliere not also, as
in the case of the No. 1 lubricators, a

suction going on in the crank case to

increase the supply in those also when
the piston is moving more rapidly

;

that is to say, do not the No. 2 lubri-

cators work partially by spring and
partially by suction.?—E.J.H.

No ; the automatic drip feed lubricator

Xo. 1 does not vary the amount of oil

supplied to the engine according to the
increased speed. The partial vacuum iu

the crank case which sucks the oil from
the tank through the sight feed alters

so very slightly with the variation of

speed that it would not affect the
quantity of oil di-awn through. The
quantity is practically entirely regulated

by the needle valve. This also applies to

the type operated by the pump and
spring, but in this case the tiow also

varies according to the position of the
plimger, viz., vvhen it is first depressed

the compression on the spring is greater,

therefore more oil is forced through. In
the case of No. 1 the chief trouble arises

from faulty crank case joints, but frequently

from the ball valves becoming stuck, thus
allowing air to eniter the crank case and
spoil the vacuum. The ideal lubrication
syst^-ni has yet to be designed for a motor
cyck—one similar to that fitted to
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COUNTRY LANE WANDERING ON A SIDECAR.
As a change from straightaway runs on main roads, nothing is more delightful than a

ramble on the byways, and for such a trip a sidecar is, for obvious reasons, a very suitable

vehicle. Our picture shows a 1915 3J h.p. Premier sidecar outfit.

Daimler cars is wliat is wanted, viz.,

where the amount of oU is increased or
decreased as the throttle is either opejied
or closed, so giving more oil to the cylin-

der and piston when the engine is work-
ing hard and less when running light.

Misfiring on Rough Roads.

I should feel very much
obliged if you would enlighten
me on the- following points con-

cerning my 1911 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder machine : (1.) Wlien
travelling at a fair pace, say 20 lu.p.h.,

a misfire occasionally occurs, and it is

specially noticeable when going over
m object in the road, since, as soon
as the machine receives a jolt it will

misfire. The jet size is, 1 Uiink,
about 33 or 7A. Petrol sometimes
drips from the carbio'etter if the
machine is tilted over slightly on one
side. Everything is clean. The car-

buretter takes a good deal of air, but,
however one adjusts the levers, this

occasional misfiring occurs. Is the jet

too large ? The engine gets very hot.

(2.) The saddle position being high, I

thought of having the top tube dropped
at the rear; that is, either curved at
the roar, or brought straight down as

in the A.J.S. Would this weaken the
frame at all, and which would be the
most preferable, the straight or curved
tube? (3.) I can just touch 40 m.p.li.

Is this a good speed for this machine,
or ought I to get more, as the engiuo
is in perfect condition?—G.L.

(1.) We should say that the trouble is

probably due to the level of tho' petrol in

the carbui'etter being slightly too high.
Going over a bamp'would cause an excess
of petrol, and, consequently, too strong a
mixture and misfiring. Also make su..'e ,

the high-tension wire is quite soijiid and
is not shorting to the frame anywhero
when jolted. (2.) You will find a tulj«

curved at the rear or a straight droppid
tube perfectly satisfactory Neither wQl
weaken the frame if the work is

properly carried out by a competei.t
repairer. (3.) You should get about
45 m.p.h.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or acce^^sorieb must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the quefie*

should be addressed c.'o The Editor.

"S.T.C." (Sussex).—2 h.p. Calthoi-pe

two-speed. Consumption, maximum
speed, hill-climbing, and reliability.

"E.A.H.M." (India).—G.N. cycle car
nnd Morgan runabout in India. Effect of

lieat on engine.

"B.R.F." (Birmingham).—2} h.p. De
Luxe T.D.C. two-stroke. Stability, lubri-

cation, efficiency, and suitability for side-

car work. Also Grado multi pulley.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
St. Neots to Ecislip.—Mrs. V.S.

St. Neots, Sandy, Hitchin, St. Albaas,
Watford, Rickniarijworth, Ruislip.

HUNTINODON TO GrIMSBY.—R.W.
Himtingdon, Alconbury Hill, Norman

Cross, Market Deeping, Spalding, Gos-
berton, Donington, Horncastle, Louth,
Grimsby.

BiEMixoKjvii TO Dewsiiuev.—R.J.

Birmingham, Lichfield, Derby, Ripley,

Alfreton, Clay Cross, Chesterfield, Shef-

field, Barnsley, Wakefield, Dewsbury.
Tho distance is approximately 103 miles.

ACCBIXOTON TO Llan'bebis.—^W.B.

Accrington, Blackburn, Chorky, Wigan,
Warrington, Stretton, Crabtree Greea,
Chester, Mold, Knlliin, Corwen, Cerrig-

y-Druidion, Pentre-Voelas, Bettws-y-Coed,
Capel Cnrig, Llaiiboris.

St;N"DERLAJrD TO Gi-Vioow.—^T.W.T.

Sunderland, Newcastle, Blaydon, Hei-
iiain, Haltwhistle, Greenhead, Brampton,
iiow Cro»bv, C.arlifle, Gretna Green,
Sonlefeohan, Lockerbfe, Beattock, Cravr-

lora, Abingfon, Douglas MiU, Lesmaha-
gow, Larkhill, Hamilton, Botkwell, Udr
dingston, Glasgow.

A35
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Whatever type of motor cycle you require there

is a Royal Enfield model to suit—and in every

one the famous Enfield Two-speed Gear, Cush

Drive Hub, and Chain Transmission are

embodied. Royal Enfields are reliable.

The illustration above shows the 6 h.p. Royal

Enfield sidecar combination. There never has

been a more satisfactory passenger model than

this—it is the standard of quality and efficiency

the world over.

Four gieat Allied Armies are all using Royal

Enfields. rf

At 40 guineas
The 2J h-P- Royal Enfield

Two-stroke Lightweight.

At 50 guineas
The 3 h.p. Royal Enfield.

At 85 guineas
The famous

6 h.p. Royal Enfield

Sidecar Combination.

At 100 guineas
The 6 h.p. Sidecar Com-
bination. Complete with

Lucas Dynamo Lighting

Set, etc.

Meulion " The Motor Cycle"

and wrile for the Royal

Enfield Catalogue.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD., REDDITCH.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the French and Belgian Governments, and the Russian Military Authorities.

London Office and Showrooms: 48, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. Agents Everywhere.

A26 In answering this .adi;eit,'jscment it /;•• dcgirubl': to mrntioii •' T/ic Molor Cycle.'
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Useful and Economical Christmas Presents.
A suggestion that these well-known books would provide
appropriate gifts for friends in the motor sections of the
Army, or in training for these branches of the Service.

maltcr what ty|)c> nf macliine is iiacd, tlip liook will ihkvp
equally valuable. Alllioupli nearly 1,000 liiiiU anil ti|m
aie given, the size of the book ia only 6iM.x4iii., ami it

occupies, tlieiefiire, very little space in tlic pocket or
valise—an important consifleration to the military motor
cyclist with full equipment. Price la. net, by po»t Is. 2d.

THE selection of Christmas gifts is always a matter of

some difficulty, and the unusual conditions pre-

vailing this year render it even more difficult.

As a means of assisting our readers to choose
appropriate presents for their molorini; friends, particulars

are given below of the various handbooks issued by the
publishers of The. Motor Cycle. These would no doubt be
found suitable for presentation to motor cycling friends
serving as despatch riders in the Army, in the Motor
Machine Gun Section, or other branches of the Service.

For friends in the Motor Transport the motoring handbooks
mentioned would be most useful.

"MOTOR CYCLES & HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
Of all the books that have

been published for motor
cyclists this easily takes pride

of place. It is recognised

everywhere as the standard
handbook on the motor cycle,

its care and management, and
the fact that it has now
reached its sixteenth edition

(revised) shows the exceptional

degree of popularity it enjoys.

The book, though comparatively
small in size, is a veritable

storehouse of useful informa-

tion, compiled with care and
discrimination for the benefit

of all users of motor cycles.

The present edition is a great

improvement on the earlier

ones, and it may be said with

strict accuracy that it tells the motor cyclist everything he

wants to know.
In this edition the chapters dealing with the carburetter,

transmission, and gearing have been carefully revised and

enlarged, and are a most important feature. The chaptei-

on the two-stroke engine has also been enlarged, and

practically every two-stroke engine on the market is now
described. Gas and electric lighting, including rear lighting,

are dealt with very fuliy. There are numerous illustra-

tions, and a very comprehensive index is included to

facilitate reference to any particular subject. The price

of the book is Is. net, by post Is. 4d.

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCUSTS."
This book gives hundreds of

useful "wrinkles" and little

items of information concerning
the nmning, management, and
repair of motor cycles, and con-

tains what may be termed the

cream of up-to-date motor
cycling knowledge. The large

mass of knowledge which is

more or less common . to all

experienced riders has been

collected in the course of years

and " boiled down " in this

book for the benefit of riders

of lesser experience. By a

careful system of paragraphing
and indexing all this knowledge
is presented in a most convenient

form. Every part of the machine
and every aspect of its use is

, , , . •

fully covered. Each item of information is reliable, being

the result of practical experience on the toad. Here, again,

two-stroke machines are given their meed of space, so, no

MotorgcusTS

lurrc * sows unma

"TRACING TROUBLES."
Nothing in this world is free

from trouble, nut even the almost
perfect modern motor cycle.

Faults of various kinda will

develop occasionally, and these
are often a source of worry to

the rider, even if he has had
considerable e.tperiencc. This
book has been written to- put
an end to such worry, by
enabling the rider, not only

quickly to trace the cause of the

fault, but to remedy the fault

in the shortest possible time.

The work is ingeniously arranged,

so that it can be used witli

equal facility whether the rider

knows exactly what is wrong
with his machine, or whether "^
he does not know what is the

matter. The system of identifying and remedying faults

is applicable to all makes of machines, both four-stroke

and two-stroke. A special section is also included, dealinu

with dynamo lighting sets for motor cyclists, and in all

other respects the book is fully up to date. The price is

Is. net, or Is. 2d. if ordered by post.

"THE AUTOCAR HANDBOOK."
•A practical cuide to the motor car— its care_, manage-

ment, and equipment. Thoroughly up-to-date in matters

relating to electric starting, car lighting dynamos,

carburetters, lubrication, etc. Price Is. 6d. n>-t. B.\

I'OSt l^. lid.

"COMPLETE HINTS & TIPS FOR AUTOMOBILISTS."
A selection of the most useful 'Hints and lips ' thai

have appeared in The AuUnar. New and revised edition

now ready. Price 2s. 5d. net. By post 2s. lid.

"THE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR OF MOTOR CARS."

Written specially lor the man who looks after the l;ii.

and dealin..; entirely with the upkeep of the car, m
eluding miiior repairs. Price 2s. 6d. net. By post 2s. 9d

'ELECTRICITY AND THE MOTOR CAR."

Dealing with electric car lighting, electric engine slart-

incr and electric ignition, with simple explanations ol

v;uiou3 apiiliaiices. Well illustrated. Price Is. 6.1. net.

By post is. 9d.

"FAULTS AND HOW TO FIND THEM."
A system of locating faults in motor cars, with a remedy

tor 'each fault. Ne'w edition (fuUy revised) now ready.

Price 2s. 6d. net. By post 2s. 9d.

"THE AUTOCAR DICTIONARY."
Uiviiiir twelve thousand technical terms Hml other words

used in connection with motors and niotoniig, in t.''g''?''-

French and German. Price 3s. 6d. net. By p-st 5s. iM

Any of the above books can be obtained direct from

the publishers-IIiffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street.

London. E.G. A remittance should in aU case-

accompany the order. If required, the books order.-.'

will be sent direct by the publishers to a .ri.:-d. on

receipt of the address or a prepared label.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
— First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
sepirafely. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed
All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveoieuce of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numDers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
Wlieu this is desired, the sum of 6<J. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the immber will appear
in the advertisement. Replies should bJe addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Jlotor Cycle," ao, Tudor Stteot, E.C.

3I«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal m perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System, if the money bo deposited with "The
-Motor Cycle." both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods IS three days, and if a sale is eflected wc remit (he
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carnage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io m
value, a deposit fee of 25. 6d. is charged, when under
iio the lee is IS. AU deposit matters are dealt wiUi at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lUffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
Uie Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply (0 adverlisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard (he
silen^ as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed cf. Adverlisers of(en receive somany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1916, 25ih.p. : £58.— Tiuiuns, 22 and 29, Trcs-
tou Ed., Brighten. [0716

A.J.S., 1916 models, for early delivery; limited supply:
book now.—Motfs, Wem. ~ [X6280

A .J S. 1916 Models; older uow to avoid disapptiiit-
.^*- meut.—Williams, Chapel Ash t)epot, Wolveihiuupton.

rS6278
A.J.S., 6h-p., 1914, with wicker sidecar, Lucas lamps;

any trial; ^£65. -64, Doggett Bd., Catlord, S.E.
(7311

A.J.S.. 1915. 2%h.p., a-spced, Lucas outfit, liorn. nil
accessories ; 45 gue.—Dr. Moore. Wilton Hcuse.

Eotheihum. [X5678

A.J.S., 1914. 2»jh.r., T.T., 3-rspeed, Lucas lamp and
horn,- perfoet condition: je40.—Tranter, Eedluiids,

Kiddenuiiwtcr. fX6181

"I Q15 A.J.S., 2-yih.p., 3-speed, just deliveied; £53.—A" F. J. Bull and Co., 228, Wellington Hd..
Northampton. . LX6380
A .J.S., 6h.p., 3 speeds, late 1913, hiiiip and linin,
ii- etc.. new tyrcti, excellent condition; £50.— Rii^scll,
Chfl'ord St., York. [7129

A.J.S.. 2^;ili.p., 2-spced, speedometer, new tyres, lamps,
and tools: £22.— W. Viekery, 24, Elmhnrst Ed..

Bruce Grove, Tottenham. [7005

Halifax Motor Exchange

68, NORTON ST. HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. TeleRTams—" I'crfcction.'

EXCEL,SIOR.
THE GOOD OLD X

7 h.p., twin, Sr-'^o, mechanical and hand lubrica-

tion, kick starter, high lension magneto, spring forks,

2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft gear,

multiple-disc clutch with band and foot control,

handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-skici

t^ne, linish Excelsior grey, every possible vcfincmcnt
incorporated.

STANDARD MODEL £62
With electrical equipment .... £71 10

Or w ith high-class coach-built Sidecar, £13 10 extra.

Exchange liberally considered. Test this.

^^'e arc Sole Yorkshire Distributers.
Yorkshn^e dealers supplied.

SOLO MACHINES.
New DIAMOND, :!-stioke £28 13
New 6 h.p. 2-specd REX de Luxe, 650x65

Dunlops, late 1015 delivery £56 10
New 2j h.p. 2-spced CONNAUGHT £39 18
Now ;.V h.p. 2-spccd WQLF-J.A.P £37
New 2V h.p. ROYAL RUBY, c-speed £36 10
r9i3 3! h.p. ROVER, Gradj gear £27 10
1912 3-1 h.p. 2-specd F.E. BRADBURY ... £29 10
iqt2 2 speed SCOTT, specially good £31 10
22 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £26 10
3.V h.p. magneto REX, sprini: forks £15 10
101031 h.p. tourist TRIUMPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £9 15
TRIUMPH, 3l h.p., magneto, spring forks .

.

£19 19
3 V h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £15 10
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £9 10
N.S.U., hvin, c-spccd, sprng forks £15 10

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
1912-13 6 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe and coach-

built Sidecar, with lamp, horn, tools, and spare
tube 30 guineas.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
loi.t 6 h.p. REX Sidrtlc, iic.nlv new £52 10
8 h.p. W.-C. WILLIAMSON (new) £89 15
1014 31 h.p. ROVER and Sidecar £35 10
6 h.p."2-spccd ENFIELD and Sidecar £47 10
1912 3.^ h.p. 2-sp. twin PREMIER and sm.art

coacli-built Sidecar £34 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-specd KH. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £45 1

1913 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £38 10
1912 3.< h.p. RUDGE Midti and Sidecar ... £34 10
1909 5-6 h.p. 2-s\-ecd REX and Sidecar £25 10

(-ash offers wanted.

New RITZ Light Car, 2-scatcj-, 4-cylindcr engine,
hood, screen, electric lamps, and horn .... £145.

Exchanges quoted.
New 1916 5-seatcr OVERLAND Car £275.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Lucas Large Motor Cycle Horn 16/-
New E.R.S. Large Head Lamp and Generator 39 '6

Lucas King's Own and Separate Generator.

.

32 6
Miller's Head Lamp :md Generator 29/6
Smith's Speedometer 35 /-

Cowey Specdoioctcr £2 15
Diuilop 28x3 Non-skids (.\incacan sizes) .. 28/6
Dunl.ip 28x3 Tubes 10,'6

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.

advertisers requiring: workmen, and u hose
business conssts whollv or mainly of
engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already enf?ae:ed on Govern-
ment Mork. will be eng:aged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 1'^ A-J.S. 6h.p. Couibinatiou. iutenhaugeable
X«7 wheels, fully equipped, esL-elleut condiiiou.—67,
Primrose Mansions, Battersea. CX6269

A.J.S., 6h.p., latest model, just delivered, complete
with sidecar fitted, hood and wiud screen: £98.

—Hopkins, New St., Ledbiiry. [X6273

A.J.S., 1915, 2^4li-P-. horn, hrad light, spare?, run
1,500 Jiiiles only, new condition; £48.—Portesvoe.

Hill House, Purbrook, Cosham. [719

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, every accessory, nen
Au^st, owner enlisting; £85, nearest otfer.-

Cox, 30, Hinton Rd., Gloucester. (7159

A.J.S., 1916 models in stock; 2^ili.p., also 4h.p. and
6ti.p. combinations; ready to drive away.—P. J.

Eviins. John Bng:ht St.. Birmingham. [7264

A.J.S,, 1914 (June), 2";jh.p., 3-speed, clutch and kicll

starter, punrantecd sound: £37/10.— Elee and Co.,

15 16, Bishopsgate Av., CamomiJo St., E.C. [0600

IQlS 6h p. A.J.S. Combination, absolutely iu ttock;
JLnJ this luxurious outfit complete only costi

£102/10; exchanges, easy terms.—Julian, Broad St,
Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [X1485

6 h.p. A.J.S., 1914, 3-speed ' countershaft gear and
free engine, fitted with Gloria sidecar, fitted with

Lucas lighting set, Lucas horn, rear light, tools, and
spares; any severe trial given; mechanicall,v sound, as

new; 70 gns.; rare opportunity.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe
I.ane, London, lX6208

Alldays.
A LLON", 2-spoed. perfect roinUtioo. fast, eliuibf
^^ Sutton: bargain, £33.—W'alker-Tisdnle. Xo:th:ilIer-

Ton. tX6569

ALLDAYS Allou, 1915, siuRle speed, absolutely per
feet: £27.-Cogdiile, 19. Eagle Rd., WemMev, Lon-

don. 1:7239

ALLDAYS MfttiLless. 1915, 2-stroke, 2'/jh.p.. excellent

condition: £21.—Ronmcy House, Park Hill, Cat*
haltou. r-S60€0

ALLDATS Alien, 1915. 2-speed, 2^troko, perfect.

Lucas lamps; £33.—Mason, 265, Portiiall Bd.
Kithurii Lane. [7078

1 Q16 AIIdavs-Allon, 2-spced and clutch, absolutely id
At/ stock; ;£45.~Julian, Broad St.. Reading.
Biggest dealer in Uie South. 'Phone : 1024. [X0803

NEW Aliens. 2-spced models £42. single sixed
models 4^54 ; delivery from sto<.'k ; cash or ei-

tindcd payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
LX6232

ALLD.VYS Allous.—You will alixays find tlx^o laniow
machines in stock from £34 to £45; deferred

Iiavuient.<. rxcliani:i>^.—Lamb's, 151, His:h St., Wal-
thamstoM-. and 50. High Rd., Wood Guvn, [7084

Ardini'Minerva.
AidiuiMincrva. 90° twin, m.oj^v.. outs flr

whrol. low. laft. witli biiltciy imd U.T. m:ilc. : i'lT.
-' " " •— '^ " -i^nilti

[73M
Yarvvootl. 16. Itiov

l.oudon. Seen «f1«T
Mansion?. Grove, Hmuine

; I'.iu.

Ariel.

vntiiible i:t';tr. ili'tH>nii'H>«s»T. n-'

i\- and B.; £22, oHcis.—9, Tcrront Rd., West C.mH,
N. [7103

lOi- S'.li.r- Arirl Motor CvvK jnst orcthfluJrd, nn
Xif lliliiloii bolt; n barguin. £18.—W. Lcnis. 3L
WinduiiU St.. Gr«vcsond. [6708

A28 .VII letters relating to .idvertiscments should (luotc the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the dnte of the issue.
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"FLYING

MACHINES
of the road.

^5

IN STOCK.
No I G.l'. MORGAN £111 6
23 h-r. A.J.S., 3-speed, with kick starter.

.

£58
rj li.p. A.J.S., si"K)rting model, 3-speed . . . £58
2} li.p. A.J.8., model B. j-sncec'l £58

2J h.p. DOUGLAS, black military model. . £54 12
3 h.p. ENFIELD, T.E.. =-sp., kick starter £52 12

3j h.p. R5VEB, countershaft, Combinat'n £84 7

IhUIaN, 5 h.p., T.T., model B £70

TWO-STROKES.
T.T. SPARKBROOK £37 16
T.T. IXION £28 10
JAMES, 2-5peed £38 10
Ladv's METRO, 2-sreed £38 10
IVY, sinsle Reared £29 10
R¥ AL RUBY £29 10
HDB IRT, ^-spee'l £38 10
SP tRKBROOK, 2-speed £37 16
E (CELSIOR, single-geared £30 16
M ;TRO, sporting mo.Jel £28 10
E |'5, ; speed £44

IXION £28 10

SECOND-HAND MACHINES,
OVERHAULED.

il

MOTOR

1 Q14 noUBloi,
A t' Hpleiidid order.

CYCLES FOR SALE.
DougliiB.

2'>i1i.I>. T.T. iiumIoI. 2-ip<M>d RO/ir, In
tfiiuiuntiHMl loiind; buTgiilu,

!

8

1914 ^'^ h.p. T.T. SINGER, lamp and hom . . £38
1014 2I h.p. T.T. DOUGLAS, lamp and hr.m. £38
1915 5 li.n. T.T. INDIAN, 3-spee.l, like new,

complete £62
1915 4-5 h.p. rliitch ZENITH, complete with

Canoelet Sporting Sidecar, practically new £70
191S IXnN, 2-stroke, nearly new £26
1914 IXION, 2-stroke £22
X911. T.r. KUDGE, Philipson pulley, lamp,

and spf^&:lometer. A beauty £32
igii T.T. TRIUMPH. Just renovated £25
igiz 4 h.p. ^-speed REX, fine condition £20
1910 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
i«)i4 3 h.p. ENFIELD, T.T., 2-speed £35
1913 TRIUMPH, 3-SI).. and coach-builtSidecar £48
1913 HUMBERETTE, nice conditini, complete

with SiepneVf hood, and screen £60

SECOND-HAND ACCESSORIES.
A.J.S. Sidecar Hood (new) 35 /-

I max Back Rest 3 /-

Exhaust V/histle, brass 2/6
1'. ^t n. L.amp and Generator, nearly new . . £1
Sidecar Body, wicker 7/6
Si ecar, art cane, canoe fronted, complete. . -£4

1914 Riidge-Multi Tank £1
Brooks Pan Saddle, B150 15/-
Good Spare Plugs each 9d.
^Hb-Ful-nrd Coach-built Sidecar, fits Trimnph £8
R ge Adjus able Pulley 10/-
^ hite & Poppe Car Carburetter £1
S .'vsari Aiecnanical Hom •. , 15/-
L icas No. 462 Lamp Set £2 5

r>isiiop.tKiiti.'

*37,'10.-lli.|o\v

lCliI,A.S War Oflhn All-blri.k Mod.'U in •toik,
rwi.ly to ridi) iiwiiy : f 54/12. -KIco uiid Vu., 1510.

"
~

[0601

(!LAS, 19IM2, 2 miTOila, foot ilutoll. fine niu-
Iliac, wpocilonieter, etc. ; £23, ofler».— Blieci-lile>',

Cliureh IW., Acton. (7329

Qaii.p. DouKhift, 1911, jujrt orcrhnuled by niiikerH,
r^-i sjund tliroUKlioiit ; £25.—Wrifo, W. IJobaon,
Kclsi.lc Erl.. Alnliliwidc. [X6205

DOmiLAS T.T., 1913-14, 2\'.h.p„ 2-«pecd. very fn«t,
lioru. lamp, wants eiiaiiu}llinK ; £30.-30, BtatiOD

RJ., Ashley IJown, Uri.itol. CX6277

DOUGLAS, 1914. T.T. model T, 2 »pe«l8, Amac,
^lilendid i-.mdition, all aeeutiaorieB ; £39.—Morftaa.

Mmwham St., Westmin-iter. [7100

DOTJGLwVS, 1915, iuiniediate delivery any 2^'ih.p.
model, iiu'ladiOK War Oltlce black i)o«Klu^'.—

M.Hat, Yeovil. Tei. : 50. (9203

DOUGIiAS.—Iiomediato delivery from (itoek : not
agentd onlv. bat DoilgJari experts and epeciali»t«.

— Gibb, Goaeli, Gloaceater. [X3538

DOUGLAS, 1914?i, 2^.ih.p., model W, elutch, T.T.
bars, Amac, 2 lam])^, condition excellent; nearest

£42.-21, West St., Beigate. (7168

2^;pced, ju.st over-
£20, or near offer.

(X6251

E

The North Wales
Motor Exchange,

HOLT STREET, WREXHAM.
Telephone : 2?3.
Telegrams :

" Motor Exchange, Wrexham."

DOUGLAS, late 1911. 2^!tii.p.,

hauled, new tjTt;s, ucct'.Hsones

;

—Lieut. H. Mole, Newhaven.

LATE 1915 4h.p. 3-9i>ecd Douglas Combination
accessories, perfect, guaranteed; £69.—Lieut.

Bridge. Sobraon, Colchester.

DOtTGLAS, 2^ih.p.. 2-8peed.
good condition, lamp set,

St. Georgo's Gate, Canterbury.

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2''ih.p., 2
speedometer, FJK.S.Jamp,

[7254

good tyrcf*, 1913. in
tools; £30.—Bate^. 3.

[7021

peed, clutch, kick i^tarter,

excellent condition; £38.
Dr. Fox, Brook War Hospital, Woolwich. [7120

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, electric hght front
and rear, condition like new; 39 gns.—Victni

.Shillingford, 103, i'ox Lane, Palmer's Green. [7020

DOUGLAS. 2-3peed. 1914. T.T., £58; a 1914. 2 speeds,
kick starter, £37: a 1913. 2 speedri. kick starter.

i51.—Percy and C:)., 337, Euston Ed., London. [7188

1 Q14 Douglas, 2^ili.p., semi T.T., perfect condition
JLt/ verv fully equipped; first cheque £42 .'^ecure^ thi.s

baiKain.-Tom Hull, Garage. Terrington, Norfolk. [X5952

1 Q15 Douglas. 2^h.p., 3-spced, footboards, head and
-L*/ tail lamps, horn, full equipment, only run 1,600
miles, as new; £45.-33, Liverpool Rd., Southport.

[7290
"j 4\14 T.T. Dougla*?;, in good condition, Stewart spet-<l

-Lt/ ometer, F.E.S. lamp, horn, epare^?. 2\'4 Palmer
ord and Moseley tyres; £35.—Withington, Uplea'tham.
Vorks. tX6048

OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—Immediate delivery
model V, 2-^peed. £50/8, and war model £54a2,

actually in ttock.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edin-
burgh. , [7001

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., U model, new May, 1915, 3-

speed, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, spares, tools,

D^

<^llent condition

;

Hi! . Aberystwyth.

DOUGLA.S. July, 1915,
kick starter, clutch, accessoriee.

only run 100 miles

;

owen. Birmingham.

Williams, Ea^t Bank, North
[X5670

2%h.p.. 2-speed, model W.
lamp and hom.

Stevenson, The Drive, Hales-
[X5951

"I Q 13 Douglas, model W. clutch, kick start, condi-
X tJ tion engine guaranteed perfect, enamel and
:>late exceptionally ?ood; £32/10.—Robinson's Garage,
lireen St., Cambridge. [6367

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles.—Full range of models in
ctock : immediate delivery.-Colmore Depot, "sole

wholesale and retail Midland distributing agents. 31.

CoLmore Row, Birmingham. [7147

OUGLAS, 2'>4h.p., November. 1913. Amac, new
tyre, sprockets, and chain, recently overhauled,

T T. bars, footboards; £30. or nearest.—Letters only.

3., 39a, Kitsbury Rd.. Berkhamsted. [7308

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles.—Book your 1916 machine
now; exceptional demand anticipated; many new

features.—Colmore Depot, wholesale and retail Midland
agents, 31, Cohnore E.w. Birmingham. [7146

2>4h.p.. War Office model, £54/12;
2-speed, £50 /8 ; model W. 3-speed

;

actuallv in stock ; easv payments 2% onlj* extra.—Wm.
Whiteley, Ltd.. Queen's Rd., London. W. [7231

0.5.h.p. Douglas. 1913, all accessories, complete, front
/v4 and rear lights, with separate generators, 2-5pi?ed

"eat. new tyres and tubr-.^. just been overhauled; price

£30.-Co]lin5, Fulham House, Putney Bridge. [6982

14 T.T. Douglas, Amac carburetter, self-con-

tained head lamp, tail lamp, separate generator,

lar^e gong, speedometer, etc., in excellent condition
£37/10.—Rex Mundv. 132, Gt. Portland St

D'^

DOUGLAS,
model U,

19

1OUGLAS.

Mundy.

-We have

W
[7113

of these machines
J-' actual stock, ready for immediate delivery. Let
us know your requirements. We are the people to

fill them.—The ColmorR Depot 31, Renshaw St.. Liver-

pool. [7174

1916 MODELS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK HERE:

(916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 85 gnt.

1916 6 h.p. J H.Omibinntion. ... 90 gnj.

1916 5-6li.p.EXCEL8IOR, Sturmcy
countersli.ift 3-.spceil year .. eSgnt.

1916 .^k h.p. EXCELSIOR.Sturrocy
countershaft ',-spei'l gear .. 64gns.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle
Car, 4-cyl., water-cooled, de-

tachable wheels, all on .... £1 20

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

t33
1913 2} h.r. DOUGLAS, T.T. Ij.ir ,, ;

speedowieler, horn, and lamp .

.

3 b.p. SINGER, \ertical, maj:ncio if^nilion,

P. & M. 2-specd ^;ear, Druid spring forks £10
1914 6 h.p- ENFIELD Coml.aialion l«0

191; 2-sp. 2-str. NEW HUDSON, done 300 28 em.
1915 B.S.A. Combiiiatioti, .'dl chain drive .. t63

<j h.p. 190BREX, M.O.V., B<*cb,li&Hoarb.t16

si b.p. noo REX de Lu.xe, 2-sp., handle sl'g £19
6 b.p. ZENITH, clutcb model and Sidecar . . £40

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout In our own lactory

<='arlow Sidecars have that pleasing styie.

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities whicii

are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3.

Underslune chassis

with Lueeage Carrier

comblmil.

Splendidly madcan
built tor hard work.

(10 15

Thjs is MODEL No. i

A3EAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE 9 GQinav

Hool £2. Scr-en £1

Delivery from Stock

YourAgen I will supply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Latest mechanical horn, black and nickel £1

^owey Speedometer lor 26 x 2} wheel .... £2

Cowey Speedometer for Morgau £2 5

,et 01 Millers Cycle Car L-amps and
Generator, new £3

J n.p, JJ^P. Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gni.

uukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new condition 15/-

Jox Cycle Car Carburettei 10'-

jpare Bell Carrier ,? ''„

BoscD Maaneto, siogle-cyUnder, new £5

Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, ne%T j;* K

FARRAR'S MOTORS
Telephone 919.

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2~y,h.p., 3-3peed gear, only run 300
miles, in absolutely new condition; £46; esclianpee

eatertaini?d.—Tiike and Bell. Ltd., Motor Dept.. Carlton
Engineering Works, 599, High Bd., Tctteiiliam, Lon-
don, N. [7054

DOUGLAS, 1914, 31/2I1P- kick etarter, clutch, 2-

speed, large new Miller head, tail lampf. Low
generator, new back tyre and epare, all took, excellent
condition • £48, .or part exchange Morgan.—Capt. Hep-
woith, Thames Haven. [7011

LATE 1915 Douglas, 234h.p., model W, 3-speed,
clutch, kick starter, horn, and tools, not done 50

miles, shop-soiled oulv; too high for owner; seen Bridg-
end, S. Wales; £54.—Bos L158, The Motor Cuclc
Officer, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [6770

DOUGLAS Model V, £50/8; Douglas Mode) T, £50/8
War Office Model, £54/12; Douglas Moael W,

£56/14; Douglas Model X, £56/14.—Above models
actually in stock at Sole Wholesale and Eetail Midland
Distributing Agents, Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. ''S2344

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^/ih.p., 2-6peed model, with kick
start and clutch, fitted with speedometer, separate

generator, lamp, electric horn, rear light and tools, com-
plete, and ready for the road, completely nTeriianleu,
sound as new; £37/10, guaranteed.—Wauchoi>e s, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [56213
DOUGLAS Eastern Counties Agents.—Models U, V,

and W., 2 or 3-speed, in stock; immediate de-
livery ; at rock-bottom nett cash prices ; exchanges
entertained; trade supplied; illustrated lists on appli-
cation, 'Phone : 388. 'Grams : Bicycles.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6864

Elswick.

1Q15 Elswick, ,2V2h. p., 2-stroke, 2-epeed; £28, or ex-
-L*? change _]ngher power, ca-sh either wav.—Tavlor,
Harker, Carlisle. [X6309

Enfield.

NPIELD. 3h.p., 1915, as new; £42.—Bush, 20,
Whittaker Rd., East Ham. [7310

13 2-speed Enfield, 3h.p., accessories ; £28
PaseaU, Woodbridge Ed., Guildford. [7276

ENFIELD Coach Combination, 6h.p., 1913, lamps,
spare cover; £52.-10, High St., Mortlake. [6791

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin. 1914, lamp and horn, excel-
lent condition; £34.—Eu,-^sell, Clifford St., York.

[7131
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p-, 1914, accessories;

£65, o2er^.-H. Oakley, Huret Green, Su.'^sex.

[X6183
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, latest, almost new,

sjieedometer, lamps; 70 gns.—M.. 24, Glyn Man-
sions, W. Kensington. [7154

f>ih.p. Royal Enfield. 1910, for sale, new tyres and
-^4: belt, owner enhsted; £14. —A. White, Retreat
Cottage, by Cupar, Fifeshire, rX6068

ENFIELD 1913 Combination, little used, lamp.,, horn,
etc., tyres perfect; £45.—Kirkham, 33, Holden-

huT6t Av., North Finchley, N. [6768

WORTH £30.-1913 2SAh.p. Enfield, 2-speed, un-
punctured; £24; seen Bow.—Bos L226, The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [7316

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p. twin, lamps, etc., mileage
3,000, perfect order ; £39, or near offer.—Write

>i 'phone. Scholes, 75, Royal Mint St., E. [7282

1 Q 13 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, and
J-tf speedometer, good condition: £50.—Samuel Biu-k-
pitt, Wadstray, Blackawton, near Totnee. [X6057

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, l914i,'2. 2 speeds,
lamps, tools, etc.; open to anv trial; £62.—Write,

Enfield, 72, Wolfington Rd., Weet Norwood. [X6140

ENFIELD Combination, Bh.p., 1915, Lucas horn.
head and tail lamps, excellent condition, spares

:

£73.-TTeby, 527, Romford Rd., Forest Gate. [7240

ENFIELD, coachbuilt, October, 1914, splendid condi-
tion, 5 lamps, watch, blind, mudehields, horn, and

spare-:; £60.— Gealy, Tumble, Carmartheusbire. [7067

1C612 6h.p. Enfield, special wide coachbuilt sidecar to
-1-t^ seat 2. acces.^ories, etc.; £45, cash or easy terms.
—R. E. Jones [Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, Ciiitlifl.

1:0722
ENFIELD 6h.D. Combination, latest pattern, 1916

modeJ, complete ; immediate delivery ; 85 gns.—
Sutherland Garage, Canterburv Terrace, Maida Vale, W.

£0739
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, coachbuilt side-

car, perfect running order; £45; trial any time by
appointment.—Apply, Weise, Longfield Mills. Heckmond-
wike. [X6290
1013 Enfield Combination, new cha^sie. coach body,X t/ re-enamelled, wind screen, new Palmer cord on
back, accessories; any trial; £54.— Lewie, 20, Normandy
St., Alton, Hants. [6987

ENFIELD 1915 Combination. 3 weeks old, Lucas
head lamp', generator, horn, rear lamp, gener-

ator; £78, no offers.—W., c/o Jennings and Hill. 12,
Eltham Rd., Lee, S.E. [7125

1016 Enfield Combination, just received Irom
-»-^ works, 85 gns. ; immediate deJivery for cash

;

exchanges or extended terms.—Eloe and Co,- 15-16,
Bisbcpsgato Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0597

6h.p. 1913 Royal Enfield Combination, a nice reliable
motor cycle and sidecar, with all accessories, com-

plete; £50; guaranteed; any severe trial given; tuition
liee.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X6214

Why not
buy your

HARLEY-
DAVIDSON
from the recognised HARLEY-
DAVIDSON EXPERTS -you
can then rely upon getting the

most careful attention to your

requirements, the best possible

terms, and a machme which has

been specially tested and tuned up,

We have a limited number of

machines to offer FREE OF
DUTY— these are, of course,

brand new, and carry the full

Twelve Months' Guarantee.

Nett Cash Prices

:

Model 1 1 F, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive,

kick starter .

.

. . £68 5s.

Model 11 J, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, electric

dynamo lighting equipment . . £76 13s.

The above prices show yon a clear

saving of £10 {Ten Pounds),

SIDECARS—We can supply from stock special

HARLEY-DAVIDSON GLORIA & CANOE-
LET Sidecars, chassis and bodv enamelled
H. D. Grey, 28 x 3 inch Dunlop" R.S. Tyre,
etc., at prices from 15 Guineas to 27 Guineas.

t
The Premier
Motor Company,

ASTON ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

<q[EU5>

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, complete »
lamp, generator, and horn, ahncet new; gi'-at b

gain, £74. first cheque setures; guaranteed perfect
Alexander'^, 115, Lotbian Ed., Edinburgh. [69

*| Q13 6h.p. Enfield Oombination, 3 Luca.« lamp^, epe
-*-*/ ometer, wind screen, horn, and sundry i-par

evtrything in fxcellent condition: prir^ £50.— Si^tipst

15, Belgrave Crescent, Eccles, Manchester. rX62

ENFIELDS, 1916, actually iu stock for immedii
delivery ; 6h.p, coachbuiu comDinutions, 3h.p.

speed double purpose models, and 2^ih.p. 2-*'i-^-ed

strokes.—P. J. Evan*, eole controlling Biruiiuebi
agent, 87 to 91, John Bright St. [72

"1014 6h.p. Enfield and coachbuilt sidecar, ^pri
-I-*/ handle-bar:;, ho:.d and screen, head and t
lamps, horn, and spee'lomt-t'-r, extra bnsine~-s b^'dy s
springs, all in good condition, tools, and quanTitr-
spares; price £65, or exchange with cash for 19!

ilorgau.— March, Builder, Hamptou, ili<liUt-ex. [71-

1 Q 14 Enfield Combination, complete with lami
-Lt7 horn, speedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar cdi

plete with hood and screen, machine in splendid com
tion : this belonged to an ofl&cer. and has not been as
since the couimencement of ttie war, except for 7 day.

£65.—Juhan, Broad St., Beading. 'Phone: i024.
1x25.

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, chain drive, <

livered by makers in October, only run 214 mill
Mills-FuJford coachbuilt sidecar, new same date, Wi
ford speedometer, horn; 55 gn=.: can be seen Albii
Garase. Streatham, London, S.W. — Eithard^on. . 9
Church Rd., Upper Norwood, London. No postcards.

[X62^
ROYAL Enfield New Combinations, 6h.p., cha

driven machines, fitted with handc^ome coachbn*
sidecar, countershaft gear and free engine, up-to-da
turnout, complete with etorm apron ; 85 gn>. ; Tuiti<

free, and free delivery to any address within 50 milesr*
London: be^t terms for casn, excJ^ange. or extendi
payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X621

Excelsior.
"1Q14 American Excelsior, 2. speeds, with Watsonii
Xt? sidecar: £48.—Moore, 7, Poplar GroTe, Stookpoi

[xeor
EXCELSIOR, 7-9h.p;. 1915, with lamp, horn, spee

ometer, only done 400 miles; £68.—G. Minto:
124. High St.. Woolwich. [X604

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1914. 7h.p.. 2 speeds, wil

coachbuilt liidecar, speedometer, horn : £42 10.

Adelaide Motor Co., 84. Chalk Farm Rd., N.W. [717

TWO Only, new 1915 3-speed 7-lOh.p. American E
celsior motor cycles, electrically equipped. :!t tl

old price, £71/10 cash.—Midland Motor Co., Devtinpai
LSSOe

AMERICAN Excelsior, the fine>t and cheape-^t Md
car mount marketed; dem.inritrations, ex-hange

etc-, from Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmiai
ham. [714

EXCELSIOR (American), 7-9h.p., delivery to-day
one 3-speed model ; accept £ 63, great oppor

tunity, usual price £80; cannot repeat-—Lav ton
Garage, Bicester, Oson. [X634'

AMERICAN Excelsior 1915-16 Coach Combinatioi
7-9h.p., mag-. 3 speeds, clutch, horn, lampc

speedometer, beautiful order; only 58 gns.: exclian^
lower TK>wer and cash.— 1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

[X632
EXCELSIOR (American). 7-9h.p.. 3-speed. ma|

dynamo lighting, special Millford coachbuilt si*
ca.r with screen, fast and powerful, only done 800 milei

condition as new; list price £108, accept £78.-W. £
Hines,_ Castle Brewery, Bedford. [X626

Forward.
^3.h.p. Twin-cyl. Fonvard. 5-speed gear modi=l. a ret

-W-t little gem, economical and fast- £29. t.'ii:iiai

teed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X621

F.N.

F.N.. 2^h.p., eplendid condition: £10/10. — MotO
Works, 317a. Hoe St., Walthumstow. [700

F.N. 2^4h.p. Lightweight, mag., Mabon dutch. lami
stand, carrier, wants cleaning; great bargail

£7/10: also SV-h.p. De Dion, new tvre. wants ovorbaa;
ing, 50/-.—Brown, 554. High Ed., Totteuhaai. (701*

Harley-Davidson.
t^ -Bh.p. Harley-Davidson, special Milltord sidecal
• shop-soiled onlv: 78 gns.—Stretton's. Gloucester,

i7ia
HAELEY-DAVinsON Models in st^xk. compl^

with Gloria (Sidecar.-Turpius, 22 nod 29. Pn^stdl

Rd . Brighton. i07K

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Model llC. 2 speeds. 4-61i.^

perfect order: £50 luot guiueasj.—Northern Sid-'C*

Co., Dorlingtnii. rX59SI

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 7-9h.p.. 11.T model, am
special sidecar; .£96/10.-F. J. Bull and Ca

228. Wellington Ed.. Northampton. [X63Bj

BARGAIN.—Nearly New 4'..h.p. Harley-Davidsop
lie model. 2-speed, in absolutely perfect ordfflT

45 gns.—Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone : 46. [73dtJ

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, model lU. 3
speed. 7-91i.p., dynamo lighting enuipinent. electrfc

horn, Stewart -ipee^lometer, watch, Milts-b'uiford sidB

car, with electric .side lamp, done under 5.000 miles:

a bargain *t £70 (not guineas).-Northern Sidecar Oo.

DaxJington. [XSSSl

A32 All letters relating to advertisemeuts should quote the number at the end of eacn advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Nen' Hudson.

;\v Hudson Biff Six, £92/8; model O, 2-8troko,
^8: dolivcred iroiu atoek ; exclmngea and penerouB
t pajTuents if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,
iiiwto^v. t7081
t New Hvidson Bie Six. coacli sidecar, speed-
'iiieter, newly oTCrhaiiled, not <Iono 800 miles,
iind tools ; prioo £55.—Morgans, Bootmater,

, Carm. [X603a
1915V. New Hudson, S^peed countersTiaft gear,

niixar, Cowey, Lucas born, P. and H. lampa, car
, spares, perfect order ; £75.—Weldon, Devonshire

L Nottingham. [X6146

rieW Hudeon Liglifweiglit. 2-speed, 2-stTote, and Bide-
I car, only 6hop-t:oiled ; £38 ; deferred payments, ex-
inRW.—Lamb's, 151. High St., W'nltliainstow, and 50,
h'U Ed., Wood Green. [7088

New Imperial.

915 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed. F.E., variablo mag.,
done 500m.; enlisting; £28.—Write, 7. Hay

uc, Cuventry. [5:6032

TEW Tmperial-Jap, 1915. 2^'ih.p.. 2-«peed. shop-
I soiled: 32 gas.-Julian, Broad St., Beading,
tione: 1024. [X6408
SIPERIATy-J.A.P.. 1915, aa new, 2Vnh.p.: £37.-

Jap. 18. Beechwood Av., Thornton Heath. Seen
appointment only. [X6139

TEW Imperial-Jap, lightweight, 2il.h.p., 1915 model,
' only run 500 miles, guaranteed perfect ; £24.—
.irney, Station Garage, Harpenden. [7075

PW Imperial-Jap's. 1915, new machines, for de-
livery from stock ; 2-speed models £36 / 15.—

anchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [X6219
TEW Imperials, the all-British motor cycles of per-
1 feet dependability: prices from 35 gns., and de-
(?ry from stock,-The Colmore Deoot, 31, Eenshaw St.,
rerpool. [7176
TEW Imperial-Jap Light Tourists, both models in
1 stock, with and without clutch and kick starter;
:7/18 and £44/4.—Crow Bros., 190, High St.,
ildford. [5770
|EW Imperial, 1915.—Just received one 2'^h.p. 2-

speed model, J.A.P. engine, nothing to equal it

anvtliing near the price; £36/15.—Layton's Garage
:ester, Oxon. [X6349

fEW Imperials. 1916 models, in stock; light touriot,
il

, with 2 speeds, also kick starter models ; ladies' ma-
,-nes, prices from 35 gns.—P. J. Evaus, John Bright
Birmingham. [7261

TEW Imperial, lady's, J.A.P. 2i'2h.p., countershaft
2-sp6ed gear, kick start, hand-controlled clutch;

t delive'red from works; £45/3.—Hueklebridge, 133,
ane St., London, S.W. [^6262
ih.p. New Imperial, 1915, J.A.P., 3-speed connter-
2 shaft, mileage 1,900, 2 lamps, mechanical horn,
pedometer, spare belt and chain; cost £67/10,
•ent £54; exchanges.—Ideal Cvcle Go., Thundersley,
sei. [7210

TEW Imperial, 2V2h.p.. light Tourist clutch model,
1 2-speed, variable ignition, £44/4; lady's 2-speed
itch model, kick-starter, £46/6: actually in stock;
iy payments 2% only extra.—AVm. Whit^ley, Ltd.,
leen's Ed., Ix)ndon, W. [7232

New Ryder.
"EW Bydej, J.A.P. 2-spped gear, 3 months old, un-

u-^ed : best offer over £30: seen by appointment.—
J.B., c/o "Grocers' Gazette" Office, 71, Eastcheap,
C. [7038

Norton.
916 Sf-oh.p. 3-speed Norton, conntershaft, 62 gns.;

ilso several 1914 Nortons in stock, £48.—
irker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [7306

TOETON, 1915, 3%h.p., 3-speed countershaft, Binks
carburetter, not run 300 miles; £60; exchanges.

Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley, Essex. - [7212

JORTONS, 1916, in stock for "immediate delivery:
_ T.T. models, 3Vih p. and 4h.p. big single coach-
Jlt combinations, both sporting and de luxe; prices
mi £50.—p. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham agent,
•hn Bright St. [7258

N.S.U.
Jih.p. Twin, N.S.U. engine, Bosch mag., low. fast,
rZ finished Indian red, torpedo tank, splendid
der; £15, or £10 and lady's cycle or gramophone
fid records.—B. B. Ames, Wisbech, Cambs. [S6249

N.U.T.
T.U.T, 234h.p. Twin, T.T.. 3-speed model, £69^9/2;
' actually in stock; easv payments 2% only extra.—
m. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Ed., London, W, [7234

O.K.

THE
fj.K., 2l4b.p., new, accessories, everything necessary,
^ offers.—H., 23. Grantham. St., Coventry. [X6351
\.K., 3-speed, like new, with all accessories: £26/10.
/ —Colmore Depot, 51, Colmore Eow, Birmingham.
^' [7140
I'.K. Junior, 1914V',, 2.speed, splendid condition
^ throughout, all accessories; £21.—Cowling, 24,
annycroft Ed., Leicester. [X6204
iVKL, 1915. 2i^h.p., 2-6peed, J.A.P. engine, splendid
.-' condition, spare Clincher tvfe ; £25.—Jellev. Po?t „ , .

Iffice. Gomshall, Surrey. [X6114 {Wires :
" Adnuttedly."

NEV\f

SIDECARS
FROM

^9 - 40 DEPOSIT and BALANCE in

9C#^ " U\J MONTHLY INSTALMENTS.
Any of the following can be supplied on
tfiese terms. All the Sidecars referred to
in this list arc actually in stock. We have
thf finest se ection In the kingdom.

HERCULES, Model B, as illustrated, with
coverall storm apron, painted dark
green {no screen) £14 14

DITTO, with 28in. wheel and t^rre, painted
to match, and fittings to suit Harley-
Davidson £16 16

MILLS-FULFORD SKIFF, a handsome
coach-built medium weight Sidecar,
apron and mat £13 13

Colours in stock : Grev and black and gold.

CANOELET, Model C4, with coverall apron,
4-point attachment £14 14

CANOELET, Model C4, as above, for

Indian motor cvcle, 28 X sin. tyre, RED £16 16
CANOELET, Model C4, as above, but

painted to match, and fittings to suit
Harley-Davidson, 28 x 3in. tvre .... £16 16

WATSONIAN Featherweight, filodel G,
coach-built. Colours in stock : Grey
and dark green £10

EMPIRE Coach-built Featherweight,
s'ightlv soiled ; cost £10 . . . £8 10

MILLFORD-INDIAN with 2-seater cane
body, can be used as single-seater with
covered-over luggage compartment,
new ; cost £16 16s ~. £14 14

SUN Sidecar, luxurious Empress pattern
body, 4-point attachment £13 13

SECOND-HAND SIDECARS.
775. GLORIA Coach-built Sidecar, side

door, well upholstered, in almost
new condition ; cost £15 15s. ... £910

767. MILLFORD Corvette (dark green
with apron), luggage carrier, etc., nice

order £7 10
776. MONTGOMERY, open wicker body £2 10

MILLFORD Empress £7 10
Cane Canoe Sidecar, with side door,

would take child's seat £3 10
Wicker Sidecar 15/-
MILLFORD, castor wheel, wicker

body, good order £1 5
MONTGOMERY, coach-built, with

door, coverall apron. Clincher tyre,

suit Bradbur>' or similar motor
cycle

Wicker Sidecar, canoe shape, side

entrance £3 10
BRADBURY Sidecar, wicker cauoe

shape, side-entrance \vith apron,
Hutchinson tyre £3

MILLFORD Radial, cane canoe, side-

entrance bodv, \\'ith apron. £3 10
BODIES.

WICKER Body, open, with cush on
(soiled only) 12/6

CLYNO No. 4 Body, side door,
painted dark green £2

TRADESMAN'S Cane Body, 37 X
26 X 26, hinged top vdih padlock,
slightlv used £1 2 6

TRADESMAN'S Body (wood), 37 X
21 X 28, with back door, fit any
chassis 19/6

SERVICE Sidecar Chassis, complete
with attachments, 26 x zjin.

wheel and springs (shop-soiled but
otherwise new) . ...a^.^.j ....... . £2 15

608.

762.

417-

582.

709.

570.

739-

591-

£6 10

SERVICECo-.m.
289-292-3, High Holborn, London, W.C.

*Phone : 260 CentraL

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
O.K.

OK, 1915. 2h p., 2-Hx>rr<l, ncir Jnn«: trlnl wHIInnI)-:
lamp; £26. or olTcr -KurIoiiK«r, WocKlford, AM

Hiiint* nd., Wcirtnn-finp<ir-.Mnrc [6980

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2«ipi?«], In nplendld ron'liti'n,
very little uhoU: orlKinnl price £33/10. to ho (I'lr'-I

at 23*:n'i., very ffreat kurKrila.—Julian, Itroad Ht . It'iO
in«. 'Phono: 1024. i\'.'5'\r>

Omerin.
OMEGA, 1915M. 3h.p., 2-»p(MSd, 20 mllfrt. abto-

lutuly unscrntchi'd; noaroit £33.—Webb, Bel-
mont, Surrey. (7263

P. and M.

P.
and IL Conchbullt Combination, 1913. perfect con-

dition, Bpfiodotueter, mechanical horn; £37.—
Osborne, 177, New I'ark Rd.. Brixton. [7060

P. and M., 1911, and sidecar, 2 ipccds, epcodonieler,
etc.. Rood runninc order; £23.—Arthur Mylam

und Oo., 197, London ltd., West Oroydon. (7298

1QI3 P. and U., and coocbbnilt ftidecar, lamp andXv Bparefl, in excellt-nt condition ; murt sell : wl);it

offera?—Box 9,748, The Motor Cycle OUIcch, OovCDtrF.
[X613G

P.
and M., late 1912, 3',4h.p. combination, 2 6pced«»,

free engine, excellent condition thronphont, ei)eed-
ometer, Lucas lighting set, all acceseorioa; £36.—I>wter.
LcckhEimstead, Buckingham. [6983

Peugeot.
7-9h.p. Peupeot. dicker sidf^car, N.S.U. 2-epeed, BoRcb,

Olaudel-Hobsou ; £25, or nearest.—Seen at ilid
Surrey Motor Garage, Addle^tone. [7061

7-9h.p. Peneeot Twin Engine, extra ontelde flywheel,
suitable for cycle car, £6; pair 650 cycle car wire

wheels, with belt rims, new, 17/6; light be^el driTen
Ij back axle and diflerential, email berel damaged. £2/10:
complete steering gear, £1.-138, Catherine St., Leicester.

[X6244
Precision.

3 ih.p. Precision, condition perfect, new tyres, 2-€peed
4 gear; £25.—Bayleigh Garage. Rayleigh. [7269

PEEOISION" Pup, 2M!h.p.. 1915. 2 months old, 2-

speed. unscratched, complete: £22/10.-18. Sooth
Brnton Mewj» Bond St., W. [S6061

PRECISION. 2Sih.p., 1914. as new, not run- 150
miles ; cost ^36, accept £30 ; exchanges.—Ideal

Cycle Co., Thxmdersley, Essex. [7211

Premier.
PEEMIEE, 1913, S^'-h-p., 2-6peed connterBhaft, cJntch;

£28.-29, Hampton Ed., Grabtree, Sheffield. [S6135

PEEMIER. 1911, 3'/oh.p.. 3-8peed. just orerhauled.
with eidecar-: £30.—Stevenson, 8, Bigbv St.. Brigg.

[S6198
3ih.p. Premier, 3 epeedg, as good a« new: £30, with

2 P.H. lamp .and horn.-The Garage. WhUland. 8.

Walea. [X6149

PEEMIEE, 3^h.p., 1912 model. 3-speed gear, really
good condition, new Dunlop cover on back; £22.—

Chimey, .Station Garage. Harpenden. [7074

PEEMIEE, 3V2h.p., 2-speed, and free engine, wicker
sidecar, esicellent condition : £30.—T. Dodds, Plean-

bank Cottage. Plean, Stirlingehire. [X6085

PREMIER, 3i^h.p.. 3-speed. military type; £66/3;
actually in stock; easv pavments 2% onlv extra.

—

Wm. Whiteley. Ltd., Queen's Ed.. London, W. [7235

PEEMIEE, 1913. 2V2h.p., 3-3?eed, clutch, lamp, horn,
just orerhauled, re-plated, new tyre, belt, pulley,

etc., splendid order; ISgne.-73, Balfour Ed., Dover.
[7279

PREMIER. 1914, 2%h.p., with 3-3peed and Ire©
engine hub, a charming and almost new machine;

cost £46/10. worth easily £36, accept £30.—Lavton's
Garage, Bicester, Oxon. rS6350

Quadrant.

1 Q12 3'-^h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, in first-class
J-t/ con.::.iun; only £20.—F. E. Wootten, 55, High
St.. Oxford. [6852

QA/«. Bargain.-2^.p. Quadrant, orerhauled. low.
U\j I fa^t, mag.. B. and B-—Full particulars ;stampi,
34, Earl'3 Ed., Nuneaton. [X6196

4ih.p. Quadrants, latest new 1916 models, chain-cnm-
2 belt tranfcUiiosion, B.S.A. 3-€peed gear, free en-

gine, and kick start : delivery from stock : price £60

;

exchange or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe T-Jine,

London. [X6220
Padco.

IQI6 2-speed Eadcos actually in etock: £33/10; easy
At/ pavments arranged.—Eadec Agent, Jones. The
Broadwav.. Mnswell Hill. [7046

1Q15 Eadco, absolutely as new, plating and
I X«-' enamelling like new; £17/10, or nearest offer.—
Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding. [X6368

RADCO Lightweight, 1915 mode!, nice condition;
£20, complete with accessurieb and tools-—Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X6207

Rex.
EX, Si^h.p., good running order; £6/10.—Hill,
Bursar S(iool. Cleethorpea. [X6362

pOR Sale. 6h.p. Eei motor cycle. Foifher particulars
from F. Fulcher. Orpington. [X56eO

EX. 4h.p., 2 speeds, F.E.. clutch, 8-E. sfdecar: £27.
or offer.—271, Fulham Palace Ed., S.W. [7051

R

R
All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each adiftitiscin.'nt. nnrf the date of the issue, kxc.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

Slli.p. Bex, B. and B., Hellesens ignition, requires
2 tuning; £8/10.-145, Henniker Ed., Stiattold,

. [7030T>EX 5-6h.l). Twin, Jast, and powerful, Maion clutch,
J.V ju.st overhauled; £16, or near offer.—Butt, Obapei
Av., Borerton, Dorset. [X5948
6h.p. Ke.^ Combination, 1914, 2-apeed, Lucas lamps,

electric horn: £50. or near offer, baigain.—
Montacute, Ilminster, Somerset. [7029

REX 1912 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, free, good con-
dition, Stewart speedometer, all accessories ; £28.

—Pahner, 29, High St., Kingston-on-Thaines. [X6260

SEMI T.T. Eex, SVjh.p., Bosch. B. and B, m.o.v.,
spring forks, Watawata belt, good tyres, low, power-

ful; £15.—Turner, Bower, Birchanger, Essex. [7148

"1014 Eex Combination, 6h.p-. 2-speed, handle starter,X t/ grey coaehbuilt sidecar. Pillion seat, been care-
fully used; £45, or close o'ffer.-93, Blythswood Ed.,
Goodmayes. [X6193

REX, 1914, complete with all lamps, speedometer,
and all accessories, in perfect order, kick starter,

footboards, luxurious sidecar; bargain, £47.— Sydney
Hall, Stevenage. , [S6100

REX, late 1913, 5-6h.p., and 16 gn. Portland side-
car, fitted with Bluemels wind screen, complete

machine recently overhauled and enamelled, also adjust-
able t^ppete fitted to engine, in splendid order through-
out; £40, or best' offer.—163, Eailway Approach, Shep-
herd's Bush. [7031

MUST Sell Immediately.— 5-6h.p. twin Eex, Bosch
mag., studded tyres, just enamelled and over-

hauled, absolutely perfect ; owner joining txanspoit ; £14,
worth double : carriage paid anywhere-, too cheap for
approval ; references given.-Atkinson, 46, Station Ed..
Poulton-le-Fylde. [7015

Rex.Jap.

BEAND- New 1913 Eex-,Tap, 2-epeed, and free engine
model, shop-soiled only; £45, if fitted with new

Cauoelet sidecar £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Lon-
don. rX6221

Roc.
31.h.p. Eoc Motor Cycle and torpedo sidecar, 2 speeds

2 great bargain, £20.—Brown, 554, High Ed.
Tottenham. [7013

Rover,
1Q14 (December) 3-speed (S.A.) Eover, as new, Lucas
-L^J 3gn. lighting set; £40.—Carter, The Mount
Shrewsbury. 1X6056
ROVEE, 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, in flrst-class order and

condition ; 31 gns.—Percy and Co., 337, Eustcn
Ed., London. . [7187

"1Q13 Eover, 3V.,h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and sidecar, per-
-It' feet condition, all accessories; £37.-538, Ecclee-
hall Ed., Shefaeld. [X6248

ROTEE, 1913. S'-Mi.t; 3-6peefl, splendid condition,
spares; bargain, £30; owner going to Front.—The

Nest, Spring Ed., Bedford. [X6109

ROVEE, 1914. 3.speed, sidecar, shop-soiled, and un-
scratched, all accessories; list price £75, will ac

cept £58.—Sydney Hall, Stevenage. [X6102
TJOVEE, 19151/2, T.T., ftted PhiUp,5on pulley, very
*-^ fast ; any trial ; condition as new ; £48.—James.
Bread and Cheese Hill, Thundersley, Essex. [7094

TOOVEE, 1915, 3-speed (countershaft), had but little
-i-i' wear; £55, with accessoTiea, including speedometer.
—Colmor& Depot, 31, Cohnore Eow, Birmingham. [7141

ROVEE, 1913. 3 speeds, clutch, and sidecar, with
lamps, speedometer, and tools; £40- condition

new.—Parrott, 187, Gatratt Lane, Wandsworth, S.W.
[7004

TJOVEE, SJ/oh.p.. P.E.. 1912, just overhauled, new
xt, tyres, belt, wicker sidecar, grand condition • no
reasonable offer refused.-21, The Avenue, Elworth.
Sandbach. [X6291

ROVEE, 1913, 3Vjh.p., free engine, condition as new,
very fast, complete accessories; £33, cost £59;

trial invited.—Letchfield, 29. Andrews St. South, Bury
St. Edmunda. [X6307

ROVEE, 1913. 3-speed. and free engine model fitted
with a Eover coaehbuilt sidecar; the combmation

complete, including accessories; 40 gns.—Wauchope's.
9, Shoe Lane, London. [X6222

ROVEES in stock; immediate debvery of T.T. and
sporting machines; early delivery of countershaft

models.-P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham agent,

'

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7262

1

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby, with Miller^s lamp set, as new- £25/10

—Chilton, High St., Watford. [X6274
ROYAL Euby, 4h.p., overhead valve J.A.P., perfect 1

condition, fast, lamp, etc.; £32, or exchange for
machine with gear.—Grundy, Queen St., Louth. [X:6084 1

ROYAL Ruby. 2>/'Ii.p., 2-stroke, fiicd, ie29/10:
2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, de luxe model,

^38/15; actually in stock; easy payments 2% only
extra.—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Kd., London, W.

'

[7233

yiri, lyij

19
Rudge.

|13 3i{.h.p. EudBP Multi; £26.—Baines, 165, Bel-'«|
grave Gate. Leicester. [X6354f^'

The DEnH)
ir.iEK n.,.

For Solo or Sid&;ar.

Ma4e ill three models.

A sureGuide
to the satisfactory selection of the

Motor Cycle is to see that the

Forks fitted bear the well-known

DRUID name —
A guarantee of comfortable riding— a certam means of ensurmg
the longest possible life of the

machine.

Tbe DRUID
MARK IL
with Vertical and

Horizontal Action

as illustrated above, is easily the

most efficient Spring Fork ever

designed, and is different^ and
superior to any other make,

being the ONLY Fork which
totally absorbs WITHIN
ITSELF every kind of shock

to which the machine is liable,

hence—
when baying, INSIST
upon the DRUID!
Fullest details gladly sent upon
request to the makers —

A. DREW & Co., Ld.

Leopold Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rudge.

I .0-31- T.X. Budge ilclti. as ntw. ran only 800 mi
very fast; £48.-Eus(:eII, Cliflord St., York.

"^

"|Q12 SVljL.p. Eudge, free engine: £27: casli oi
J-*J tejma.—H. E. Jones (Garagesj, Ltd., S' _
London, Cardiff. p|

RtjrM3E Mnlti and sidecar, S^^h-p., 1912-13 ma
speedometer, lamps ; £27 ; offers.—Speeoli lev.

CLurch Kd., Acton. ^i

1 015 Rndge Multi, not run above 500 miles, lun
-I-*7 etc.; ^50.—F. J. Bull and Co., 228, Welhn«(
Rd., Northampton. [XSi

"IQI'I Rndge, S'oli.p., free engine, jn^t oTerhaift
J-iJ £28. or ntiir offtr.—To be seen at EarFs Gam
5, Heath St., Hamit^tead. E7C

RUDGE Multi. T.T., SVjh.p-, clutch, excellent con
tiou, new tyres, all acceeeories; £27/10.—Ket

Office, Feme, Salisbary. - [7C

"IQ14 5-6b.p. Rudge llulti and Swan sidecar, SB)
Xt/ lamp; £42, or near offer; fine conditiwi,-=fl
Garage, WTiitland, S. WaJes. [Xei

RUDGE llulti, 1915, clutch, new bact tyre, lii

Lur-as lamp, splendid condition; price
Cardell, St. Neot's, Hunts.

IQIS Rudge Multi, T.T., Lucas set, just vomi. _

J-v overhauled makers, new back cover : £31/U
Box 9,719, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. lX56

RUDGE, SVob.p., T.T. Multi. 1915, 2 months old, Oc
about 200 mile^ only, head, tail, and gei

spare belt; £50.—Brookfield Garage, Swains Lane,
gate.

RUDGE Multi, 1915, Isle of Man T.T. racer,
Lucas Jamp pet, horn, and rear light, ppeedi

spares, et<:., splendid order; bargain, £45.—EIco'
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.

"

"|Q14 Rudge. 3ioh.p., free engine, tyres MictttfX iJ front, Dunlop back, as new, latest extension
"

to silencer, in excellent order throughout, lamp
horn.—A. B. Wright, 29, Amble Grove, Sandiford
castle-on-Tyne.

Scott. .

GCOTT. 1914, 3^^h.p., 2 speeds, clntch, and iB
O" starter, exceptionally good condition ; £38.—V^
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. p^
SCOTT, 1912, and Wne sidecar, re-enamelled

plated, good tyres; any trial ; Binks ; £33,
offer.—3, Beech Grove, Ashton, Preston. [X62

SCOTT, 1914 model, fitted with Mills-Fulford coat
built Corvette sidecar, smart and reliable wo

bination ; bargain at £55 ; inspection invited.—W<
cliope'e, 9, Shoe Lane, London. tX62

SCOTT Combination, latest model, 1915, perfect, vi
Scott sidecar and cover, new tyres, Lucas

and accessories, Binks carburetter; £75; may be
by appointment in Birmingham.—H. Brown, Wo<
\Tawen, near Birmingham. [XSSi

19

Sheffield Minor.

SHEFFIELD Minors.—Immediate deliTery of this *

ceptionally fine 2V2h.P- 2.«troke single-speed, !

gns. : 2-Epeed, 33 gns., including 1916 improTemente.
Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Eow, Binuingbam. [X23'

Sparkbrook
SPARKBROOK, igi5»i, 2">ih.p., 2-strDlie 2-spe<

40 miles, absolutely as new, unscratched; neare
£33.—Webb, Belmont, Surrey. [72.'

Speed King.

SPEED King, model 19H, S'-hp., Binks c;irburetti

juet been overhauled, owner going in for
power; £25, or nearest.—Wragg, 22, Lvudlinrst
South Shields. [Xi

Sun.
14 2Vjh.p. Sun, 2-stroke; f16;iO.-Baine«. It
Belgrave Gate, Leicester. rX63J

1 Q14 Sun-ViUiers 2-stroke. fitted with lamp, _.
J- if tools, etc.; £23.—F. E. Wootten, 55, High 1

Oxford. [e

STTX, 1914. like new, 2Uh.p. Villiers engine, alic|

cft>sories; £22/10.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Row, Birmingham.

1 Q15 Sun-V.T.S., 2-speed. run about 400
-Li/ £23/10.-F. J. Bull and Co., 228, WelliiL
Rd., Northampton. [S®

SCN-VILLIEHS, 1914 model, 2';ih.p., Dunlop stl

tvres. practieally new. P. and H. lamp ; £20.^
\V. Herbert, 26. ilostya St., Llandudno. IS

SDN-VILLIEBS 2-speed. T.T.. little used, new (

tion: £26, or eee Excnange adyert.—Bartter, ..

Jamee's Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone; 1701. [7^

Sunbeam.
7 Q15 3>4h.p. Sunbe-am, as new, not done 1,500 i

-!-«/ £58.—Rose's Garage, Uxhridge.

SCXBEAM. 1916, new SV.l.p. T.T. and stall*..l.p. ^
models actually in stock.—Moss, Wem. fXw

iUNBEAM. 1916 model, S^h.p., just deUverod^
gns., cash, or exchange.—CSliiney, Sonbemn

3ill. p. Rudse, 1912, clutch model, condition perfect;
2 £25.-Eayleigh Garage, Eayleigh. [7270,

Ai6 .411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Harpenden.

2-lh.p. Sunbeam, .1914. 3 speeds,
4 excellent condition; £40.-

Sea, Colwyn Bay.

dutch, kick stan
Brothwell, Rboe

tXSl
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE,
,

Siinbenm.
[TNllEAM, 1916: £73/10. Cnn I help you from

wimt yoii have now to the very best obtainiblr '/

.s vv cycles wanted.—Bunting, Harrow. [7319

Q I tj 3Vi.'Ii.p. Sunbeam, with the latest improve-
t" luouts, in stock; immediate delivery; exehangea
tiTiained. 'Phone : 388. 'Crams : SieycK>s.—Robin-
IS Carage. Green St., Cambridge. [6865

UN REAM. 1914. 6h.p.. 3-spped. Gloria coachbuilt
.' r^iileear. Luiiis lamps, a fast and economieal iu;i-

irn,', outtit in peifcut condition ; trial invitb'd ; mn^t
I ; rost £120. accept £85.—Commander Jones, Ad-
r.iltv Pier. Dover. [X6250

rNTiRAM, 1914'/::, 3h.p., all bhick. Gloria coach-
' luiilt to match, wind screen, h.^od, Lucas lamps,
iXi'ii horn, speedometer, two uew Avon tyres, all iu
>uhIu1 condition.—2nd A.M., N. Jeivell, Royal Flying
rps, 7, Sloane St., S.W. [6981

UNBEAM, 19141/2, SVib.p., 3-speed, kick starter,
' clutch, Gloria sidecar, 3 Lucas lamps, extra
.t>'s out^T cover new, speedometer, complete set of
'1.-., some spares, fully insured imtll next:- May. splen-
1 rondition; £70.—Clay, 120, Villa Rd., Handsworth,
rniiDshaiU. [X6275
"101! Sale, SVoh.p. Sunbeam motor cycle, 3 epeed^, free

engine, new September. 1914. only run 1,432
Ics, all in first-class order; this machine belonged to
ottii.er who fell in France; proceeds of sale will go

vcnids endowing a bed in Britiish Hospital in France.
Vprly. G. Blane, Allton Doun, Nairn. [X6108

' J^h.p. New Sunbeam, latest model, countershaft 3-
' li speed gear, and chain drive, still in crate, ju-^t

delivered from makers, price 70gns. ; aleo a magnifi
lit second-hand 191-5 Sunbeam, 3-fipeed countershaft
idel, and chain drive, fitted with speedometer, lamp,

„rn, and tools, etc.; £67/10 cash; extended payments
exchange.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[X6223
Triumph.

„,'lh.p. Triumph, perfect condition. Klaxon, lamps,
]>2 etc.: £26/10.-24. Mountfield Rd., Ealing. [7312

911 Triumph, 3y2h.p., free engine model, splendid
condition; £23-—Huesey, Grocer, Totton, Hants.

[X6053
iRiraiPH, Baby, August. 1915, practically new.

superb condition; £38.—Donkin. Shrewsburv.
[X6134

}'Q12 Triumph. 2-speed, and F.E., lamps, tools, etc.,

I

v good condition- 26 gns.— 9. Mav Mount, Leed<s. E.
[X6373

iQl4 T.T. 4h.p. Triumph, F.E., first-class condition;
*y £42/10.—Baker. Donington, Wylde Green.

[X6301
TRIUMPH, 1914^!i, 4h.p.. roadster, 700 "miles, per-

fect; nearest £40.—Webb, Belmont, Surrey.
[7251

914 Triumph, 4h;p., new condition, lamps, speed-
ometer; £38.-105, Shakespeare Crescent, East

jam. E. [X5672
iQ15 Triumph Junior, little used, and m lovely
]-0 condition; £36.—Crow Bros., 190, High St..

uildford. [6879

TRIUMPH, 1913, Millford torpedo cane eidecar. ac-
cessories; £38.—Capt. Bird, Marne Lines, Black-

)Wn, Farnborougli, Hants. [7122

EW 2-stroke Triumphs, delivery from stock; £42,
plus 5%; cash, exchange, or easy terms.—Wau-

Iiope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [X6231

Q12 3V2h.p. Triumph, free engine model, with lamp
*y and horn, new Dunlop tyre and belt, fine machine

;

!»-.-The Garage, Whitland, S- Wales. tX6150

ATE 1914 4h.p. Triumph and Millford family tside-

I car, 3 lampe. horn, spares, perfect condition: £55.
iPhillips, Sunbury, St. Cross, Farnham. [7026

913 oVsh.p. 3-speed Triumph, with Canoelet coach-
built sidecar; £50, cash or easy terms.—R. E.

m&s (Garage.=;), Ltd., Swansea. London, CardiS. [0734

HRIUMPH, 4h.p., 30/- spent on magneto, all acces-
eories, good tyres and belt, everything like new

;

23.-S.E., 42, Elm Park Rd., Church End, Finchley.
[7150

ih.p. Triumph, 1913, delivery Feb., 1914, 3 spe^s,
'2 Alldays basket sidecar, lamp, horn, splendid corn-

nation: £35.-30, Statioa, Ashley Down, Bristol.
[X6276

909 Triumph, recently renovated, and overhauled,
all in perfect condition, lamps, horn, and Dun-

ips; £18.—Heather, 83, London Rd.. Bromley, Kent.
I £7200
HRroMPH and Sidecar, o^^h.p.. late .1909, 2-speed,
L good tyres, new belt, smart; seen after 6 p.m.;
Incept £25. or offer.— '* Norman," 67. Effra Rd.,
rixton. - [7243

rRIUMPH Junior, 1915. 2 speeds, as new, 2.000
miles only, speedometer, and every accessory;

;3a.—Arthur Mylam and Co., 197, London Rd., West
1 roydon. [7297

th.p. 1914 Triumph. 1914 model, in nice condition
throughout, fast machine; £45; also a 1907 Tri-

aiph and sidecar, £22/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
ondon. [X6224

||Q15 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, Bonniksen speed-
Li/ ometer, Lucas horn, manv valuable ^spares, abso-

uwu

1^1

lltely perfect condition; ;£63.-
ioventry.

Treliever, Quinton Rd.,
[X611B

The IVY—during the year 1915 has I

maintained its splendid reputation, I

and we are assured by letters from
|

our clients that the little machines 1

are giving every satisfaction. We .

take this opportunity of thanking I

those past and present riders of the I

' IVY Two-stroke, whose kind patron-

age has enabled us to put before the I

I

public the aristocrat of its type, and I

to assure potential purchasers that

I
for 1916, although only improved in |

I

detail, it is better than ever.
(

I We are retaining all the models I

which have been such a success last

I season, viz.:— Tourist, De Lu.xe, I

I
and Lady's two-strokes, with or I

I

without 2-speed gears, and areintro- 1

ducing one new model— a 3 h.p.

I

two-stroke (70x90) single-cylinder,
j

(which will be sold as a solo machine,
^

and with a sidecar as a lightweight

I

combination. This latter, however,

will not be ready for delivery before

February, 1916.

I
•
I

I

Tourist Model f^'^^ engine £29 10 i

2ih.p. (64.'i7o)

Solo Machine. j-speed £36 '

De Luxe Model Fix<:<i easing £34

2-speed £40 10
2ih.p. (64x70)

Solo Machine.

Lady's Model Fixed engine £31 I

2} h.p. (64x70)

Solo Machine. 2-speed £37 1

3 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke,

70 X 90 bore and stroke. Solo

machine, and with sidecar as 1

combination, with or without

2-speed gear. Prices not yet I

fixed ; deliveries cannot be com-
i

menced before February, 1916.

DKIUilPH, 1913%, T.T. roadster, S-speed, excellent

condition, Lucas lamps, also splendid coachbuilt
lit car; £45: sell separately.—Trebr, 627, Eomlord Ed.,
urest Gate. [72411

I
S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

Aston Cross, Birmingham.

Advance 1916
Folder post free-
Catalogue will be

ready shortty. I

MOTOR CYCM'.S 1-OR SALE.
Ti'liimph.

TUUIMl'II. 1914',^, 4)1 p., 3-«p<^fd. chiU'h. toudfig
m.)4li>l, 11/4 ni-w, dono 2,000, MillJoril C(<rvt'tt(? nidc-

i-nr, equipped, uptiii-ji ; i;62; will Mfpiinit''.— I(i.'rin"t1. Col-
b-i:*< Farm, Ayiilioc. (X!iC77

Oil. p. Triiimpli, IJfwcli, B. nnd U., good tn'.'n, now
-> iniiin li.'iiririKjt, liiiKH, Ijiih1ic«, Mt, iicrliM-t iuiiihijk

• <u\iT, itiiinlcd bliii!: £18, oflfrn.—Huiuilton, Anlilort,
Dnmisiiii, Vu. ICntniMtliiiwii. [7072

rQl4 5-^pccd Tiiiinipli and torpedo Btdocar, In Hplpri-

mill rciir luuijii, lioni, und tuuU: £52.—J. L. Uulmlortli.
a, AiiKliton .St., Oiiii"lciilc. (7127
"1 Q13 3-spo(Ml Triiiiiipli, with brand new 17 gn. Gloria
J- «-' sidoiur, luKKutje riiil. nil ut.*ce!worie«, pcrf<.'t;t

;

£50 cash I eiisy tL-ruH.— U. E. Jones {Gurageaj, Ltd.,
Swansea, London, Ciirdilf. [0720

TBIUMPH, 4h,p., Into 1914, 3-6pecd. perfect ondl-
tiou, complete with (*idi;ca/. new, coachbuilt bwly;

£55: would take as part light 2-«troko.— Sellick'* Mot i

Works. Stantonbury, llucka. I\6049

1Q14 Triumph, 4h p., 3-3pecd, clutch, lamp, horn, and
-1-*/ all tooici, 1,'uaranteed in tiound and splendid con-
ditJon throughout; accept £40.—Box L213, 7'he M<Aor
Cycle OJlced, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [7134

TEIUMl'H. 1914, 3-epoed, pedal etaiter, new tyren.
beautiful order, with sidecar , £55; exchange^, de-

ferred pajinents.—Lamb'8. 151. High St., Waltham?tow,
and 50. High Ud-. Wood Ureen. [7087

TEIUMPH, late 1912, juat been re-bu^hed, re-enam-
clled and plated, and new-3i^peed fttte4, new Lucnb

lamp and long horn, splendid machine. £33.—Firth. 27,
"Woodbridge Rd.. Moseley, Waiwickshire. [X6286

1 Q12 Free Engine Tnumph, exceptional condition.
Xt/ perfect, low mileage. Luca» 50'- lamp set, horn,
and spare belt, tube and case, ralve, etc.; £26.—Bar-
retts'. Frmteierd. High St., Cheltenham. [7281

TKIUMPH. 1914. 3-4h.p.. with ilontgomery tldecar.
Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed, freo engine clutch, lampr

and accessories, splendid condition . tried by appoint-
ment: £55.—Pavitt. Eedcot, 8 Ockendon. [6986

TEIUMPH Combination, 1912-13, 3V2li-P-. 2-6peed.
clutch model, kick start, torpedo sidecar, all acces-

.soriee, recently oTcrhauied, exceptionally reliable ; only
£59; any trial.—Norfolk Villa, Jo.seph'^ Ed., Guildford

[7058
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed. with Torpedo side-

car, lamp, horn, speedometer, etc., exceptionallj
fine outfit, had fine weathei use only; price ^55, or
for quick sale very near offer.—ToUady, Ueminglord
Bicester, OxoQ. [X6325

"I
Ql'5 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, new November last yeai.

X«!/ only done 800 mile«. lump, horn und all spares,
condition throughout aa new ; owner dX Front : £53

;

carriage paid.—Boi L222, The JHotor Cycle Offices. 20.
Tudor St., E.O [7331

TEIUMPH, 3-dpeed, late 1914, only little ridden, ex-
cellent condition; owner going abroad; new heavy

Duulop back wheel, and new Dunlop belt; can be =eeu
iu I^ndon . pricb £45.—Lieut. E.M., 11, Kensington
Palace Gardens, W. [X6147

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, machine
recently overhauled at Coventry', new extra heavy

Dimlop tyreti. Cowey gpeedometur. lamps, and usual ac-
ce.^surie?. excellent condition ; £40.—Beresford Garage.

' Sutherland St.. Walworth Rd., S.K [7055

IIQll Tnumph, clutch, Grado gear, wicker sidecar
Xt7 with duor, mat. storru apron, large P. and H.
rear light, Jones trip, new back tyre, horn and spares,
good condition, 30 gn^ , owner on active service,—

I
Cross. 12. Colvestone Crescent. Dalston r7294

TRIUMPH. 1913, 3-speed. magnificent .£17 1915
Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, absolutely as new and

nnscratched. luggage grid, tyres in iplendid condition.

I

speedometei, head and tail lamps, norn, etc., whole

I

outfit in magnificent condition and one of the smartest

)
and most luxurious on the road; cost over £83, accept
for quick sale 42 gns.—Julian, Broud Bt_, Reading
•Phone: 1024. tX3143

'Williamson.
TTTU^LlAMSON 1913 Sh.p. w^.c. Combination, had
VV little use; £58, ur exchange 4h.p. Douglas com-
bination.—Spurlmg, The Cottage, 2, Brondesbur.v
Park. N W. [7245

WILLIAMSON, late 1913. 8h.p., with 1914 William
son lidecar, coachbuilt. complete with hood

wind 5creeu. lamps, horn; bargain, £52; exchanges.—
Ideal Cycle Co., Thunderslej, Essex. [7212

Wolf.

h.p. Wolf, free engine; £11; wanted, lady's cycle.—
Jupy, Hoismonden. [6988

15 Wolf, 4h.p.. 3-6peed gear box, as new; £40.—
Eussell. Clifford St.. York. [7132

NEW 4hp. Wolf-Jap, 2 epeeds, clutch, kick start;

£47. makers' price £53.-93. iloraht Ed., Col-
' cheater. [7076

WOLF, 2^h.p., 1916 model, just delivered, 2-speed,

2-stroke, kick-starter, hand-contnlled clutch;

I
£36 / 1 9 / 6 ; exchanges or deferred payments,—Eagles
'and Co., High St., Acton, W. [S:6257

3' ihp Woli Models, 1915 —Delivery tram stock of

2 2i«>h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-3pe^d geai, £37/4; 2-

ifitioke 2-speed models, £52ai'9; siuglfrspeed models,

I £25/6/3: cash oi extended paimenls.—Wauchope s. 9.

Shoe Lane. London. [i622i

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
,

Wolf.

WOLF, 2V2h.p., 1914, fiied, second-hand, in really

excellent order, complete with head lamp, rear
lamp, and horn; ^19/19; easy payments 2% only
extra.—\Vm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., London, W.

[7236

Yale.

YALE. 8h.p., never ridden; cost £72; enlisted; £56.
—736, Holloway Rd., London. [7283

Zenith.

IQll 3'''.h.p. Zenitb-tJradna. recently overhauled, re-
Xf/ bushed.—Sams, 120, Coulston Ed-, Lancaster.

[X6095
3ih.p. Zenith-Gradua, Lucas's lamp set, in perfect
2 condition; £27/10.-Chilton, High St., Watford.

[X6236
ZENITH Combination, 1915, 6h.p„ 3 weeks old, guar-

anteed as new; 62 gns.—Percy and Co., 337. Eirston
Rd., London. [7192

ZENITHS.-P. J. Evans, of ,Tohn Bright St., Bir-
mingham, for prompt delivery all models. "Write

for particulars. [7263

ZENITH-GEAnUA, 1914, 6h.p. J.A.P., «th side-

car, lamps, horn, etc., in excellent condition ; £45.
-D. Prout, Foss St., Dartmouth. [X5058

1Q15 Zenith, 6h.p., countershaft, kick starter, not
-fi-*/ run 2,000. accessories, spares. 2 belts; £60.—
J. Clegg, Tetney, Bath Rd., Slough. [7172

ZENITH-GEAIWA, 4U.p., 1913, and racing sidecar,

fast machine, good condition; £27.—Firth, 27,
Woodbridge Ed.. Moseley, Warwickshire. [X6287

ZESriTH, 1915, 6h.p. model, Gradua gear, clutch, kick
starter, and torpedo, Phcenix sidecar; £52.—Lieiit.

Hoseveare. Officers' Mess, Baldock, Herts, [X5958

ZENITH Empress Combination, £104/6; deferred
payments if desire<l : exchanges.—Ltimb's, 151.

High St., Walthamstoiv, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.
[7082

31.b.E. Zenith-Gradua, 1913, and sidecar, in good run-
2 ning order; £29/10, or £20 cash and gramophone

and records.—Hives, 13, George Ed., Guildford, Surrey.
[7238

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1916, 5h.p., dutch, kick starter,
long horn, lamp, overalls, etc.. as new; 60 gns.—

Can be seen at Newson's Garage, I'ark Rd., Horusey.
N. [6984

ZENITH 6h.p. Tivin, 1913. with coachbuilt sidecar,
speedometer, tally equipped, in perfect order and

condition; £56.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., Lon-
don. [7190

ZENITH-GEADtTA, 6h.p. J.A.P., 1913, sporting
sidecar, undersluug, lamps, horn, accessories, smart

lot; only wants seeing; any trial; £52/10.-89, Queen's
Ed., Dalston, N.E. [7019

ZENITH, 1912. splendid condition, with 1914 .side-

car, both hardly used for last two seasons : £40,
01 near offer.—Llanberis, Eidgway, Sutton, Surrev.
'Phone: 1160 Sutton. [S;5679

ZENITH. 5i.'.h.r.. model A. £62/6; 4-5h.p., clutch
model D, £73/18; 6h.p. clutch model F,

£84/6; easy payments 2% only extra.—Wm. Whiteley,
Ltd., Queens Rd., London, W. [7229

ZENITH, 1914, 8h.p., 90 bore engine, and sidecar,
new tyres and belts, all accessories, e.xcellent con-

dition; any trial; £75, or nearest offer.-Box 9,752.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrj-. [X6171

1Q16 Zenith-Gradua, 4-5h.p., has scarcely done 200
-L 4/ miles, never out in wet weather, would pass as
brand new; price complete with accessories 65 gns.-
Box L201, The Motor Cijde Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.C.

[7047
ZENITH (6h.p. twin) Bed Combination, 1913, £17

sidecar, new last June, window screen, apron, tools,
speedometer, belt (Zilla). tyres., lamp, all new, very last,
lust overhauled, perfect condition, tine appearance ; £56
-Berry, Rose St., Peterhead. [Xe059

ZENITH-GRADUA, latest 1916 models, just re-
ceived, 4-5h.p. twin, countershaft gear, clutch,

and kick-starter; model D 64 gns., 6h.p. model F 73
.^ns., 8h.p. model H 74 gns., plus 5% increase; ex-

i hauges or extended terms aminged.—Elce and Co, 15-
16, Bishopsgate -Av.. Camomile St., E.C. [0491

NEW 1915 Zeniths from stoek: 6b.p. and 4-5h.p.
countershaft free engine and kick start models;

cash, exchange, and easy terms arranged. When deal-
ing with Wauchope's your orders are assured to come
satisfactorily through. Wauchope's are tbe oldest motor
cycle dealers, and have a reputation for fair dealing.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I.aue, London (bv Ludgate Circus,
City). [X6226

Miscellaneous.

E.iGLES.—Bat-Tap. Sh.p. twin. 1912, 2-spced. tree
engine, coachbuilt sidecar; £33 10.

E.4.GLES.—N.S.U.. 3';*. p., model de luxe, 1913,
spring frame. 2-speed gear, free engine; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe. 1915, 2lih.p., 2-sti'oke model,
2-speed gear, variable mag. control, only used 250

miles, as new; .£28/10.

E.\GLES.—N.S.U. S'Mi.p. Popular, dropped rear frame,
T.T. handle-bars, thoroughly overhauled; £16/10.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 2!;ih.p.. late 1914, 2 speeds, new
condition, with accessories ; £40.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval.
The Motor Ci/cle det>osvt system.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., .\cton, W. Tel.: 556 Cbiswick. [6258

What good would a Belt

be without a Fastener?

I It would be useless, of course, and it i^ |
just about the same fitting a cheap
fastener, which will wear out quicldy,

jump apart in use, and probably break

at a critical moment.

PAT.

19488.

FORWARD, 1/6
The Strongest Fastener in the World.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent pll
for purchasing. Auction sales fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write at once
illustrated dual catalogue, 500 bargains.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3L;jli.p. Triumih. wi
Grado gear; great bargain, £16.

P.ALMERS Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.n. modern FJ
2-speed, £17;10: also 4'2b.p. F.N., £12.10.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—3i«.h.p. 1915 1
Rudge, 50 m.p.h. machine; £45.

P.ELMER'S Garage, Tooling.— 2''ih. p. Premier ligl

weight, 1914, splendid condition, as new; £2C

P.iUtER'S Garage, Tooling.—5-6h.p. Clyno _
sidecar, 2 speeofs, clutch. £32/10; one solo diO

,
£25.

P.ALMERS Garage, Tccting.—2*,h.p. Douglas. 191
2 speeds, clutch, fast; £32/10.

P.ALMERS Garage, Tooting—3i-h.p. Brown, £1
2i4h.p. F.N., £10; 2-4h.p. Ariel, £5; 3h.

N.S.V., £8; 3>_.h.p. Triumph. £12,10; 4h.p. Bn
bury, £18; 2h.p. Humber lightweight, £16; A>.4l
F.N. and sidecar, 2 speeds, £25.

P.\LMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S'-jh.p. number ai

sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch; £20.

P.ALMERS Garage, Tooting—Great bargain, 4h.
Zenith. J.A.P. engine, ni.o.v., Gradua gear ; £1

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—3U-4h.p. 1915 N<
Hudson combination. 5 speeds; £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4h.p. 1914 Triump
3-speed, clutch, nearly new machine; £39.

P.ALMERS Garage. Tooting.—2>4h.p. Royal EnSe
lightweight. £15. Fifty other machine^ in stoc

Write for illustrated dual catalogue, containing
'

illustrations, 500 bargains. more interesting
motorists than a sixpenny magazine. Details ne
auction. December 22nd, at 2 o'clock, are included

[711

LONGMAN Bros., 1, King .St., .\cton. PhoM
1578 Cbiswick. We have the loUowing bargaiu

LONGM.AN Bros.—1914 5l.jh.p. twip Zenith, T.I
actually special machine; £37/10.

LONGM.4N Bros.—1914 4h.ii. twin Zenith, Can<
let coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped; £42/10.

ONGMAN Bros. -1915 2'...h.p. Premier.
J meter, 3-5peed, clutch, as n^w; £22.

st»€ed

KING HOOK, 1/3
The Strongest Hook Fastener. •

With One Hook Only, 1- I

CHAMPION, 1/-
A wonderfully Popular Fastener,

recently known as the KNUT.

With One Hook Only, 9d.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW. BIRMINGHAM

LONGMAN Bros.—CaUhoipe-.Iap, 2i^b.p., only
months old. as new; lost £A0. £27.

LONGJVtAN Bros.—Note : We are not keeping o
stock to obtain big luioes in tlie spring, com

queutly now i^ the lime to buy. Write, "phone,

call. :72:

6h.i). Soi'inble. 2 speeds, mag-, £12: S'-jh.;. Bron
£9, auitk iale; evenings.—31, Cowper Av.. Suite

.X61.

IF You Want Bargain-'' in ^econd-liand motor ••50i

you can get theiu at WauehopeV, 9. SUv - Ijue

Kleet" St.. Loudon. I'iG:

1 013 Scott, perfect condition. £54: 1914 Bcvt^r. _ .XV side>ar. £48.-Loutlo:i and Thame- M*ic,i C
Kins^ton-on-Thames. JCV

£6-—Motor cycle, new mag., new B. and B. i-arb*

etter, tiood t>•Ie^;, re<inires fitting np.—37. Vnn
hill Kd., Plymouth. X60!

3ih.p. Automotor-engineii Chater-Lea, perlect ordi
* trembler coil, dropped frame, good tyre^; £5/1

—Railway Garage, Staine>. '73*

ABSOLUTE Bjiipuius in ut-w and .^e. oud-Land mot
cycles; finest stocl: in Midlands.—Colraore Dept

31. Colmore Kow. Birmingham. tVl'

MOTOR Cyclf-s. .-illop ';;oiied and .second-hands, goi

;it barg-ai.'i prii»s. all guaiuutee<l.—Coliuoie Uept
31. C»ilniore Row, Birmingham. [?!'

3Q15 8B. Combination, lamp:*, born, generator, do
-V 5.000: owufi goii.e to Front; £80. co>t £115.

Morgan. M;n>=ham St.. W«sstiuiu.-;ter. (70*

"IQll 3'-.-4h.p. Rex. £15; S'-h-p. Bcebuck and sit

Xi/ car. luw. c^priug forks. £12: b-th m.o.r. : Msb"
« hitch, so;-; N.3.U. gear, £3; offers.—39, Wcstm*
Rd,. Sutton, Surr.T. [72i

IF You Reqnirt' a really gowl ^ocoud-bnad motor or*

it will pnv you to send US your rcartireint'nt:^ V

hiivc a ireful selection to otTer at the right pri^e.—

T

Monis Oaracc^, Oxford. [03

GENTLEMEN wishing to purchase a good mot
cvcle at a bargain price (over 100 machines

selei-t "fromi should consult Wandsworth Motor E
change, Ebner St., Wandswortli Town Static

•phone : Battersea 327. .X63

FOR a Real Rarguin in secoud-haud motor cv< 1'-. cp
ours. »:ctir>. nuigueto-;, ftc. yon ^otild call or wri

Moreiiu and Maxttcll. the London Motcr Mart, t

Uigli Rd . StTtatliain. whi> can positively f^avc y
[utiunl-. ^billiiii:-. iind i"iu<\ At tlie moment wc ha

\.1S.. Anifri.-.m Kx.fi-uir. Ariel. A.S.L.. Bat. Bn
i.nt\-. (^iltliori^- . Chat -r- Lea. Glyuo ;2 and 4->trok

II. uirla-^. Eulic'.d I6h.p. t onibiuHtiou, chtap . F.

---v.iar. Hmnber, ImperiaNTap. Indian, Ixii-ii 2-strol

M;it. hi.—:, Moto-Reve. yu to-a.o«lie. X.-w Iluds*

X.S-V. isevenili. Premier {tomhination. iLcup;. RudJ
Snic* r. Triumph,, Z»'Hith: sevend cheap •iidrcar-;: A.
Suciablc lor -^ale 'heap. HiUi-;, 9.30 to 10: W.tlu<^fdl

1 oM.uk. iX61.

A3S AH letters relating to advertisements should qiiote the number :it the end of each advertisement, and the d;ile nf the i::isue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlsccllnneoug.

l/TUST Cli>ar; Inst li:irBiiim.-6h.p. H-cyl. bli-viOo,
U. lu.o.i.T., oliitoh. rliiilii dilvo, batti'ry iirnitlnii. £10:
911 3^h.li. Hiiliibor, 2-«iii'im1, liniiiil" Mtnrtiinr. £17/10-
»12 illtio Iluinbcr. £22/10: «iil.<(ar, 35/-. no ofTiTJ,
Tien*!- cnll. I.liiiiiilntor. 10c, Waylitt l"lui-c. W.-t
lorwood. (Seo Cyili.' Ourti.l (Xejeo

FMKDCALl" imd Co., Colclimtor. 'riiono; 171 -
• We liuTc for (HBpn«al the followinir inntor ryclei

:

b.p. 1913 Itox-.Tap twin anil sidp.nr. £30- Ji:.li p.
914 BuilBO. T,T. inod.<l. £30: 2-'lili.i). 1915 llouitlov
ipecJ. £^0: 1914 Trliiiiipli, 2.spRp(l. 2-»trolio. £30:
h.p. 1915 B.S.A,, 3-»pi'Cil, uhain-cum-hclt, £48- SV.Ii.p,
913 n.SA.. 2-«|a-(-<l. £30: 2',ih.p. 19ia Lrvi«. 2-apml.
•Itlokc, Bood c-i.i]rtitioii, £27: S'.lip. 19)1 Sunbeaui,
-tpftd. 06 new. £57: 2''4h.p. 19ia Uonglun, 2-«pfpa,
58: 3'^Ii.p. 1914 I'remier, with 2-«pppd crmnter.^hafl
Mr. £28 : Douelaa luagneto, £4 : 80 aoilpd motor cvcle
I'lta. all 8ize«, from 3/6 each: Douplae franio. £1: B.
Dd 11. parburtlter, 23/-: one Bosi-h mamieta. £3:
ciflchbuilt sidecar. £4; several ftpeedomptpr-*. neiund-
uud. little used, from 35/- each. Wc wiH exchauKe any
f the above motor cycles, etc., for the followine. with
Q8h uiljustmentfl

: Good malre 2-.itroke engine, motor
jcio rims, motor cycle mudgnards. liead lamp sets
ycl« or motor cycle lamps, fltanrl^, or footrests. car
oat pn:Qps. jacks, tail loiups, tyres. Ford parts. [6380

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ITcKENZIE Coach Sidecar, new heavy Dunlop, Jnst
-'X iittpd: £5.—Spencer. Ilrapei, Ledbury. [X5953
ICrBES' £17/10 Sidecar lor Scott. Bood condition:
-»i £8.-52, Lower Hastings St., Leicester, rX6194
DHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14gnj.- writs
> for catalogno. fu:ly illustrating the various models
PHCENIX Sidecars.—Special models to suit Indian

and Douglas motor cyctea.

DHCENIX Sidecars—Ses our latest design undarslung
L

. chassis, couchbuilt sidecar; lOgns. : easy terms
rrangea.

We are also matingpHCENrX Sidecars
C coachbnilt sidecar: £8/15.

PHCENIX Sidecars on hire; exchanges made: good
prices allowed for other raakea in exchange,

DHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand: we have always a
I- large selection from 50/-: weekly list published
pHCENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be-
•- our reputation is a guarantee: see testimonials.'

IiHCENIX Sidecars— 100 complete sidecars always on
k show: call, write, or 'phone.

pHCENXX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in• our own works; originators of the Phcenix Irimo
orecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. (Proprs. PhcEnii motors.• Ltd., established 18891, 736. Holloway Ed and
Criterion Mews. London, N. Tel. : Hornsey

Sycarnix, Upholl, London. '
["2218

I. 5. 6.

149. Telegrams

R-^^o'^^S^S'S ^°f Sidecars. See last week's advertsV 228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N
J ,

[7338
coach, underslung, new, suit

£6.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Ed
[7286

aiDECAR. latest
J any SVjb.p,
.Cottenham.

RACING Canoelet Sidecar,
Davidson finish,

Guildford.
and

. just delivered, Harley-

ai„i, at r. -iaJ-.,- wheel.—Crow Bros., 190,
.aigh St., Guildford. r63''8

f ATEST 1915 Sanbeam Coachbuilt Sidecar (new)LJ ,.„,„„i„t. „„., 17 gn5 . bargain, £14—Bickell,

[7202
r<HATEE-LEA Sidecar, coachbnilt, quick det.ichables

<f Kempshall tyre, good condition; £3.-8. Pri..rv
Place, WeU St., Hackney. [X6240
DAEGAINS.-Sidecars (torpedo), coachbuilt, w-ith
*-» attachment, new and second-hand.- 165a. 'O'efit-
Murne Grove, London, W. [X6172
QIDECAES.-Several bullet-.sliaped coachbuilt bodies
^, „'>''tti or without chassis, cheap.—'Write. Stokes
ma Holt, Ltd., Belgrare Ed., Leicester. [0718
np'ATSONIAN Featherweight Sidecars. iE6/14/6
i;;« ^^'i ™°°'>'. £6/18/6 12/8 month, £9/16/6
18/4 month, £10/10 U/3 month; cabriolet, £13/13
J3;4 month.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, London [7334
QIDECAES are our speciality. — We make throughoui
S^ thirty different design.?. II we cannot give value.
*no can.= Hoods, screens, and every sidecar require-
uent.—Melville Sidecars. Halifax. 'Phone: 999. ixi034
'\A/E lave Mills-FuJford Empress, Watsonian, Canoe-" let. Phoenix. Swann, Harley-Davidson, and Mont-
gomery; 30 cars actually in stock.-Lamb's, 151, High
ot., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.

[7090

TRICARS FOR SALE.
MUST Clear.-Three 1913 Autocarriers, from £35-
I

Call, Liquidator, 10c, Waylett Place, We.=t Xor-
Md. :X638S

BODIES.
f^AMBEE Coach Bodies, £3/10; liats free.-Bright

and Hayles, Caurch St., Camberwell. [7221

piAMBEE Coach Tandem Modeb, f4/12/6.-Bright
and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7223

CAMEEE Lightweight Mjdels, weight under 20 lbs.

:

£3;5.-Bright and Hayles, Church St.. Camberwell
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New Machines in Stock.
DOUGLAS, Model W, ^-spccd £56 14
SUNBEAM, ii h.p., sspced £73 10
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., ;Jh.p,2-sp... £36 15
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2) lip., 2-sp.,

clutch, lady's ' £43 1

SPARKBROOK, 2* h.p., 2-5need, 2-str. £39 12
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., twill clutch £73 18 6
ALLDAYS Alloii, 2-speed, 2-stroke £33 17
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2l h.p., 2-sp.,

var. mas., clutch '. £46 6
DOUGLAS, Model VV, 3-speeil, clutch .. £56 14
DOUGLAS, War Olfice .Model £54 12
DOUGLAS, Model .K, ladv's £56 14
DOUGLAS, Model V, 3-speed £52 10
DOUGLAS, Model V, 2-spced £50 8
DOUGLAS, Mfidel U, i-sneed £52 10
DOUGLAS, Model U, 2-speed £50 8
B.S.A., -ii h.p., 3-speed, chain drive. . . £64
B.S.A., 4ih.p., 3-speed, chain-cura-lK;U £62

Second-hand Bargains.
1914 INDIAN, 7-0 h.p., clutch £42
1914 RUDGE, 5-0 h.p., 3-speed £49
1914 A.J.8., s-6 h.p., 3-5pecd (x)mbination £73
igrs DOUGLAS, T.T., 2j h.p., 2-speed £48
igi'i HENDERSON, and Swan Sidecar £80
I9r4 INDIAN Combination, 7-9 h.p., 2-spefc.l £60
I9r4 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2} h.p., 2-speed £41
J914 RUDGE, s-6 h.p., shop-soUcd £45
1914 LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-sp., ladv's £25
1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., and coach S'car£58
I9r3 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., clutch and Sidecar £48
191 ^ RUDGE, 3^ h.p., Philipson pulley ., £32
1912 MOTOSACOGHE, 2i h.p £15
1914 SCOTT Comb'n, 3I h.p., twin, 2-stfoke £37

1915 BARLEY-DAVIDSON & Scotl-Westall

Sidecar £70
I9r5 JAMES, 4lh.p., and James Canoelet

Sidecar £65
T9r2 TRIUMPH, 3; h.p., free engine £27

Second-hand Cars.

191^ WHITING-GRANT £140
I9r4 SINGER, dvr, .- o I'-ihtiiig £175
1914 MORRIS-OXFORD £160
I9r4 STANDARD £175
I9r3 MORRIS-OXFORD £130
1913 FORD, 4-seater £70
BELSIZE, 10-12 h.p. £65
rois HILLMAN Delivery Van £172
I9r4 AUTOCRAT, dynamo £160

New Cars.
1915 Babv GRANT, self-starter & dynamo £160
r9i5 SINGER, dynamo —
MACKENZIE, .4-cylinder . . . .- £185
1915 SCRIPPS-BOOTH. Immediate delivery.

KEY'S

CAR DEPOT :

378. 380, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD.

'Phone : 4219 Regent.
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT :

173, Great Portland St
'Phone : 1970 Regent.

BODIES.
^OAf;II BodJei, Mmi-nndfr,<tnnr, 26/-: itpNirf r*.
'-^ Milnlini. nhiinKi-i — Vi-niM HWcror Cu., 740,
S'ven Hlitiia nd,, 'roll.-nluilii. [7104
W/'IOKKB IlfMly, o(J 10 BH. Idirnr, poddM. llnM »llll
*' J'rK'Miiold. flide 'loot, "PiliiK ful, iirurly nn«

;

^' " llull. 'X'.Z'.J

(7U;«

34, Hei.lord Hf., Jlull.

CYCLE CARS.
8-IOhp li.u, 1913, £55: B lOhp. I- M.,

I'lilmer'H CJuruifc, T'MjtinK.

AC flrx-luble, complete with lamp*. h'>o4. 800.J <oniI|.
lion; butgulri.—Parker, 08. Ut. (111'.', Oxfoid

l.XCUSS
HII)IBKUI':TTK, 1914, lD'IUtlnirill>hlil>|e from mw;

£80 eecurCi.-Pilcr unJ Co., 337, Kasl jN IW3
London, L719.

C*b.p. 3-»heel Sociable; cash, or fxchun^e for motor
' and flidecar; bargain.—W.H., Bt. JJecuinaui, Crow-

borough, Sunicx. [7050

MOECIAN. 8h.p. .T.A.P., n.c., jn-t orerhonleil «»4
pnintod; £50.-Boi 1,212, Tlie it'iUir CyrU OBlw..

20, Tudor St., E.O. (712;

A.O. Sociable, ju'<t thoioughlr OTcrhaiiled. now hood,
screen. 3 lauiiw; £35.-8. Bloye, 34, Fortia Oreen,

At., East Finchlcy. (7098

A .C. Sociable, with hooJ, flcrecn, lampn, tooU, aod
il- spares, Ki><A riinoins condition; £40.-408. Mo**-
ley B.d., Birmingham. (X6155

A.C. Sociablo, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, spare,
chains and valves; trial: £50, aci:ept motor cycle

part payment.— Galley, New Wa-htngtjn, Ijurharn.
[X630e

SINGLE Ge,ar Cycle Car, 61i.p. twia Hex, Bos'h. 1
speeds, BowdMu bruk'>, suit tra^l^nmaD; £17/10, or

near oiler.—Bellamy, 12, ilelljourue Sq., Briilon, liW.
[X623S

MOEQAK Grand Prir, 1915. water.«iolc<l, cpeed.
ometir. Luton lamps and horn, p< rfe't througlK

out: £110.—Arthur Mylaui and Co., 197, London lid..

West Croydon. [7298

BEDELIA Cycio Car, 7-9h.p.. twln^yl., hrod ood
screen. £20; alsj Phauomoblle, 7-9n.p. twin, 4-

«eater, torpedo bwly, hood, and s-.-ieen, i j new.—Brown,
554, High Ed., Tottenham. 17012

MORGAN 1915 Grand Prix, Indistinguishable from
new, J.A.P. engine, di«c wheals, pa:nte4 rod,

hood and screen, fully equipped, guaranteed perfect:

JSIIO.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. (7184

NEW Light Cur Chassis, complete with 4<.-rl. Dormsa
engine, clutch, gear box, 3-*peed. reverse, gf.1*

change, Eidley back axle and steering, Sanbey delacb-

able wheeb; £100.—Baiue-. 166, Belgrade Got*,
Leicester. [X6356

EOLLO Cycle Car, 1915, engine 8h p. J.A P.. I91f
' cyliudere and pistons, thoroughly orerhauled by

makers a few weeks ago, 26x2'^ tyres, almost new.
Whittle belts, ustial acteseories ; £45.— Gilpin Garar*
Gildersome, Leeds. [X6259
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1Q15 Morgan, sporting mod'd .

-l.tr screen, hood, 3 lamps. Low and Miller gener-

ator, three 700x80, four 650x65 tyie^ speedometer,
lull tools and fiparc'i, mileage abcal 3,000, iusuraoot
policy: £78.—Seen, 34, Forest Hill Bd., Dolwich. S.E.

[7028
8 h.p. J.A.P. Water-cooted Engiuft back axle. Wit»

2-epeed gear and coi'uectlGna, eet of wheel* t^r»-

plete wita Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, silencer,

and radiato., ready fo^ being assembled to make a cycle

car. wha. oScil'-nie Boyal Eubj Cjcle Co., Man-
cheste. [0705

Biley cycle ear, detachable wheels, /SO: 14-16h.l
Hurtu. £65- lOh.p. Warerley cha.«w. 4-cyl. mouoblc.
enclosed valves. Zenith, Bosch. £85; l^-lSii.p. ShetKe!-:

Simplex coupe, £110: 10-14b.p. 4-cyL Eenanlt. £125
l.''..9h.p. S.CA.B., sportine. 191.1. £lt,5; several «

seaters, landanlets: list: what offers?— Pleaee call. Liqn

dator, 10c, Waylett Place, West Norwood. (X6384

CARS FOR SALE.
Dew ^ret, hood,
Wanoawortb,

[X6321

1 QIS Lbgondi Conpc, llh.p., practically new,
1-^ speedometer, clock. 5 lamps, Eparo wheel, guar.

auteed found; £150.—Below.

DE DION BOUTON 2.featcr, 6h.p.,

screen; £19/19.-1, Ebner St.,

llh.P..

kl4 CaltUorpe, lOb.p., how?, screen, 5 lamps, spare
"

'uil n.--'— ' ——-
is-ie.

19V
order; £150.—Elce and Co.,

Camomile St., E.C.

F. Light Car. 1916. la(«t model, jn^tartJTed

tJishou«gat« Ar..
[0638

GI.W.I
r irorem works: immediate dehrery: f173'10.—Wil-

kinB Simpson, and Co., 11, iJammersmith Hd., LoDd.a-
[7109

/~<ALCOTT. lO.Sh.p., 1916. latest model the \aiAvi-_

\' light car, dynamo lighting eel. and dickey msi.

nl iust arrived from worts; immediate dciTerr--Wiltin-
I Simpson, and Co., 24, Sheet St.. Wi.ud»r. [71P3

IB TkOUGLAS Light Car, 1915, lOli p., 2-s»at iporllnr

ii .\J 'oody, painte>l aod nphoUterel red. C.A.T.
dynamo lighting set, speedometer, spare wheel; whole

in aew condition; price £180.—Gibh. Worc-Mt?r St.,

Gl0DCe«lar. [X626i

II

II
II' Qb.p. Super Car, low racy body, 4 «beelt. wheel

a O steering, smart little runalxjnt. fitted with Anzan-

II water-cooled engine, xariable gear, ncan appearanr-

,

anicelr opholstered. with dark red finifb; £65.—Wau
chope'5. 9. Shoe Lane, London. [S522'/

[7222

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A ^9
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CARS FOR SALE.
C'^EOtrCH, :913. 8-IOli.p., v.-ater-cooled, B-speed, licixl

.'' flcleen, Chater-Lea 3-speeJ, Mater-cooled: Ford 5-

i-a^ter, £135, carriase £4/10 extra; delcTred paymeats,
niotor cycle cxcliaDpes.—Lar;)b"3. 151, High St., Wal-
tljamstoir, aad 50. High Rd., Wood Green. [7089

"S'\EIi.4.GE, 12h.p., 2-8eater, hood, screen, side, tail,

J*-' and Fallot head lamp.s. dissolved acetyleire outfit,

t^peedometer, hcrD, Warland rims, sparer, toolt;, etc.,

all tyres as ne-vy, in exceptionally good condition through-
ont: cost over £300 June, 1914, accept £230.—Rex
Muiidy, 132, fit. Portland St., W. [7111

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, for cars" of every
description.—2-Eeaters : 6h.p. Rover £30, eV^h.p-

Swift £20, 9h.p. Jackson £25, 10-12h.p. Unic coupe
£100, 9h.p. Riley £35, 12-16h.p. Siddeley £27/10;
8-lOh.p. Gregoire £35, 12-14h.p. F.I.A.T. £100; 4-

seaters : 12-20h.p. moderrr Humber £135, 35h.p. Iris

landaulet £100, 20h.p, Standard landaulet £200,
16-20h.p. Argyll £35, 15h.p. Humber £22/10, 15.9h.p.
Crofsley coupe £150, 18-22h.p. new 1916 Maxwell
£235; 28.36h.p-. Daimler chassis £60, 10-12h.p. Dar-
racq chassis £25, 14-16h.p. Darracq cab £45, 15h.p.
Flanders £75. Several delivery vans in stock at
from £25 t« £150.—Write for dual catalogue of 500
barga'ns to sole address, Ij. N. Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms. 183, 185, 187, 189, High St.,

Tooting. Details of ne.xt sale, December 22nd, are
included. [7167

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments. — All makes supplied ; lowest

tenns.— Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.
r061f

EXTENDED Payments arranged on new motor
cycles of all best makes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [X6228

ELCE and Co. have a large selection of new and
second-hand motor cycles and light cars which

can be purchased on the most advantageous extended
terms.— 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.

[0608WE Are Prepared to supply motor cycles or light cars
on special deferred payments by mutual airange-

ment. Write us yonr requiremente. Liberal discount^
for prompt payments ; strictest privacy observed.—
Lamb's. 151. High St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wocd Green. [7091

ENGINES.
4h.r. Antoine. new magneto, decompressor, silencer,

pulley; £6/10.-27, Walpole Ed., New Cro=s, S.F.
[X623E

3ih.p. Quadrant Engine, with mag. platform, ex-
2 haust lifter; 35/-.—Linfoot, Rumsgate, Stock-

ton-on-Tees. [X6312

1 Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian Engine, all complete except^v magneto, done 1,000 miles; £13/10.-27.
Wellington St., Deptford. [7274

TWIU" Rex-, 61. p., a.i.v., complete with Bocsh, B. and
B. carburetter, £9; t.win 61i.p. N.8.U., a.i.v., 2-

speed N.S.U. gear, geared Bosch, £9.—Bellamy, 12.
Melbourne Sq., Btixton, S.W. [X6235

J.A.P. Sh.p. Twin, 1912, for sale, complete with
pulley, exhaust box pipes, induction pipe, union

nuts, compression taps, spanners, new, never been used

;

what offers?- Barnett, 72, Edgba.ston Rd., Birmingham
;D) [X6097

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Bpecialicts.—Experts on

all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann. etc.

PARKER and Rice —Re-winding, re-magnetising, over
hauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedition and

r;napproachable workmanship; low quotations.

IMPOETANT-Parker and Rice give 12 month:
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, John's Place, King St., Acti
London. 'Phone; Ohiswick 1518.—State yi

trouble. Let us quote you.

F.N. Type Bcsch, almost new, £2/18.-L220, The Motor
Cycle Offlces, 20, Tudor St.', E.O. [7326

311i.p. H.T. Magneto, guaranteed perfect condition

;

a sell 52 /-.-C. Heath, Woodmancote, Durslev, Glos.

__ [;X5949
TDOSCH. ZEL new, £4; U.H. twin, anti-clockwise.
-L» angle 50". £4; smaller size, £3/15.-69, -^Vind-
mill Rd., Croydon. [7124

MAGNETO Repairs and all spare patts.-The Eun-
baken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp St. Works, Deans-

gate, Manchester. Tel. ; 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.

;

Runmag, Manchester. [0715

SEND Your Magneto Repairs to the Euubnkea
Magneto Co., Ltd., Caurp Street Works, Deans-

gate, Manilicster. 'I'bonc: 8266 City '3 lines). T.A,
Rnnniag. Mauclicster.

REPAIRS.-The Ruubaken Magneto Co., Ltd., have
the largest and best equipped works in this

country for dealing with this class of work. M, derate
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

SPARES Depart 'lent.-We can supply from stock all
spare parts for Bosch, Kisemann, Mea, U.H.,

etc. Send for iliustriited booklet.

THE Runbakcn Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street
Works. Deansgate, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266

City (3 lines). T.A. ; Rnniuag. Manchester. Call or
write. [0404

MAGNETO Repairs by Manufacturers ; all repairs
I

guaranteed: spare part.; for any niakc; prompt
delivery.-Kenyon and -Torrance, 399. Gt. AA'cstern St.,
Rusholme. Mancliestcr. 'Phone; 362 Rusholiiic. rfi407

GET IT AT

NEIIV 1316 n/IODEI-S.
DOUGLASES, Models U, TV, W, and

War Olfice, delivered now, £50 8 to £SS 14
1916 B.S.A. Comb., actually in stock . £80 18
1916 JAMES, 4} h.p. Combination ... £80 10
I9t6 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2J h.p £38 12 6

igre ENFIELD, Model 180 85 gns.

1916 INDIAN, Model C, and Canoelet
Indian car . £94 16

INDIAN, Model B, expected momentarily.
HARLEY-DAVIDSONS i Model F,

S78 5s. ; ModelJ.£83 13s. 'Very
latest models.

ZENITHS and MiUford E:npcess S'car £104 6

CALTHORPES, all models .... From £27 14
to 35 gns.

ALLONS, single, 2-speed, and 2-speed
clutch models in stock £34 to £45

NEW IMPERIAL, kick starter, clutch
model 41 gns.

LEVISES, No. IS £36 17 Populais £28 1

NEW HUDSON, Big Six, £92 8 ; also

Model C, £36 ; Model D, 2-stroke £40

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
TRIUMPH, rgir, single gear, very

good order £23 10
WOLF-J.A.P., nearly new 22 gns.

B.S.A. , T9r4J-, 3-speed kick starter,

countershaft, B.S.A. Sidecar £59 10
B.S.A., 1913}, 2-speed kick starter . . . £39 10
P. & M., 2-speed, kick starter, heap

accessories £45
HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed clutch, and

Sidecar £29 10

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
j down and balance in 12 monthly instal-

ments. Discounts allowed for 1, 3, and
6 months.

50, High Road, WOOD GREEN,
Telephone: 1956, Horiisey. (Under Scid M-xnageineitt).

151, High Street, WALTHAMSTOW

on.
our

[4292

SPECIALCASH BARGAINS
EXCELSIOR, 1915, 7 h.p. model, electric lighting,

horn, and speedometer, nearlv new . . £67 10
ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, coun-

tershaft 3-5peed gear, £87, sbop-soiled ;

take £78
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., and Sidecar, shop-

soiled £89
WOLF-J.A.P., 2* h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled £33 10
REX C^ h.p. Sidette. Brand new £69 10
REX 6 h.p. 1913 Sidette and accessories. . £39 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p., 1913, and Sidecar. . £46 10
RUDGE Multi, jgrs, 3! h.p £29 10
ROVER, i5r^, 3', h.p., 3-sp., Sidecar Com. £43 10
ENFIELD, 6h.p., and coach Sidecar £47 10
REX, 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed, 1913 engine.. £28 10
BRADBURY, 1012, 3S h.p., 2-speed £27 10
HUMBER, 1912, 3.', h.p., 2-speed £28 10
RUDGE Ifulti, 3I h.p., 1912 model £26 10
SCOTT, W.-C, 2-speed, fine condition . . . £29 10
PREMIER, 3jh.p., 2-speed, twin. Sidecar £31 10
PREMIER, sJh.p-., 2-speed, and Sidecar. £31 10
REX, r9r2, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar.. £29 10
BBADEURY,_i9i2, 3.V h.p., 2-sp., Sidecar £31 10
DOUGLAS, i9ir, 2} h".p., 2-speed £23 10
S.P.K., 3) h.p., chain drive, counter-shaft

3-spee.d, and coach Sidecar £27 10
TRIUMPH, 3.5 h.p., tourist, new tyres ... £19 10
REX, 1910, twin dc luxe, 2-speed £22 10
P. & M., 3', h.p., 2-speed, riue, condition. . £27 10
P. & M., 3! h.p., 2-sreed, and Sidecar . . . £24 10
REX, 5.: h.p., inagncto, twin, spring forks £13 10
REX, iqio, 3; h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. £19 19
F.N., 4-cylinder, magneto, spring forks . . £11 15
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring fort-s .... £12 10
M.M.C. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks .... £915

COLLIERS MOTORIES
DEAL STREET

(near Station), HALIFAX.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO Repairs.-The Lond:n and Pati«

neto Co., 154, Gt. Portland St., Londou.—

I

prices compatible with good work. Avoid linke^
and e.^cessive manufactujere' charges. Masai
bought and sold.—'Phone : Gerrard 1908. [5!

MAGNETO Repairs of every description by
specialists. Expedition and moderate chalj

Magnetos bought and sold. Every repair carrieL
twelvemonth guarantee. 1 and 2-cyl. magnetosj
stock.—The Magneto Mart and Repairing Co.,
Wardour .St., W. 'Phone : Gerrard 727. 1%

MAGNETO Repairs of Every Description.—'WeJ
late from the Bosch Works, and entirely Bn

and give same guarantee at half their prices" ii

hours. We hold a large stcnk of spare parts.-
Magneto Repairing and "Winding Co., 158, Se:

St., Euston, London. 'Phone: Museum 1158. [7|

TYRES.
T EGGATE'S, Edinborgh, for Tyre Valua

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—For great reanctioDl^_
brand new clearance tyres. Seo below for tp-

proval terms. Prompt despatch guaranteed.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—Clearance.— 1915 ne^ rat
tern Clincher Dreadnought, 6.ply fabric, .st.-i

heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x214 :!
list £2/7/3; 26x21,4, to fit 2W rims, 31/6. list £; 1:1;
26X21,4 32/6, list £2/10/10.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—aearance.—1915 new t«t.

tern Clincher de luxe, heavy rubber studdecL
beaded covers; 26X2. 21/-; 26x2li, 21/-; 26x2%, to

fit 214 rims, 23/6; 26x2"i, 25/6.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh. - Clearance. - 1915 no
Clincher de Luxe, beaded edge, 4-ply fabric, speeul

heavy, rubber studded, " added " nou-skid pattern {(*,
recessed) covers, 26X2V2, for 2\{t rims, 27/6; special

value ; absolutely " it " for greasy roads.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.-Standard 1915 Clinclw"
Dreadnought, 3-ribbed, 6-plv fabric, beaded coven,

650x65 39/9, 700x80 44/9, 700x80 for 650x65 nun
44/9; specially made tor voiturette rims of estra powc
ful passenger outfits and light cars.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.— Clearance.—1915 Donljp
estra heavy nibber-studded beaded covers, 26x2%

28/6, list 37/9; 28x2i(; Ifor Indians!, 31/-, list 41/3;
28/3 (for Indians or Harley-Davidsons), 33/-, list 44/-.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-1915 Dnnlop tubes, M
quality, estra heavy, fnllv guaranteed, 24x2 fin

24x2% 7/-. 26x1% 6/6, 26x2 '6/9, 26x2ii 7;9, 26xfll
8/6, 26X21/. 8/9, 26x3 9/6, 650, .65 10/6, :8x2'i 8^
28x3 10/6.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-These goods :

new, and sent anywhere on 7 day*' api : - :
*I

remittance; cash refunded in full if goods not approv^
of.

LEGG-iTE and Co., Motor Cycle SpeciaUsts, Vi,

Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. rX549l

ECONOMIC-We hold written testimonials fcr ow
10,000 miles for our 650x65 Pillion mbll*

studded covers at 18/-,

,

^

ECONOMIC—Avon clearance: 26x2 Stonehei«
Druid, and rubber-studded, 16/9;,26x2ii mm,

Invicta, and rubber-studded, 17/6. •

ECONOMIC—Avon clearance: 26x214 tricar, 27M,
listed 38/6; 26x21,2 27/6, listed 41/3.

ECONOMIC—Kempshails, special for Douglas uj
26x2 rims; 26x2^ clearance anti-skids, deep«M*

treads, 24/6 carriage paid.
'

ECONOMIC-Kempshali clearance nonskids, 26xM
35/-, 26x2% 38/-, 46x21,:. 40/-, 650x65 50K

28x3 55/-, carriage paid.

ECONOMIC-Kempshali clearance anti-slcids, 26x.|H
24/6, 26x2% 25/6, 26x2i<; 27/-, carriage r«ia

ECONOMIC.-Clinchers, special for Levis, 24X8
heavy 4.ply de luxe covers 19/6, tul^s 5/6, «•

plete tyre 24/-.

ECONOMIC—BuTuett Suction Cup, also rnbSjf
studded patterns, 26x21^ 15/6, were 17/6; 26xl»

15/6, were 18/6; 26x3 22/6, were 25.'-.

ECONOMIC—Continental 4 ply heavy Model *•
Course, 26x21,1 18/6, 26x21-1. 18/-; spcial W

clear.

ECONOMIC-Kempshali 650x65, steel studs to

fibre, fully guaranteed, 55/-; 24x2 Michelin •«•
stud, 21/-; carriage paid.

ECONOMIC-Continental Model de Course, 26xa!toi

2Vi, oversize for 26x2ii, 25/-, carriage paid, bttW
new.

ECONOMIC-Continental 26x2i4 wired 10/6. 26x211

steel stud combination 36/- (listed 50/-).

ECONOSnC—Continental basket pattern, 24x2 IBI*
;

26x2 16/9, 26x2>i 19/6, 26x2% 20/-.

ECONOMIC-Clincher tsin. section in 7ft leoftt*

lid.; two-piece belts cut to any requirenienii

ECONOMIC-Continental belting, ->iiD. Hi, 11*.

1/3; Shamrock-Gloria, 'iin. 1/-, lin. 1/2; At*
Vain. lOd. ; fasteners free all belts.

ECONOMIC Tvre Co.. 137, Lewisham High
New Cross. /Phone : New Cross 1393. S.

clearance lines. Close 1 Thursday, 8.30 Saturdays. .

t721»

A-|0 Ml letters rclatinf! to .Tdvertisemciits shoi:ld quote the number nt the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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The Influence of Aero Engines
on Motor Cycle Design.

AS
there are several points in common

between aero engines and those used on

motor cycles, we make no apology for

introducing a feature which some, at a

first glance, might consider to be outside

our province. A little thought will, however,

show that, although an aero engine is a much
more ambitious affair, the desiderata are very

much the same in each case. Light weight is,

perhaps, the first point which will occur to the

reader, and here what is an absolute necessity

for aeropl.ane work is also very desirable in the

case of a motor cycle, for a light engine means

also a light frame, with its consequent ease of

handling and economy of tyres and petrol.

This brings us to a secon(i desirable point, viz.,

economy. On a motor cycle the tank capacity

is limited, and possibly the rider's purse is

limited too, therefore an economical and efficient

engine is a sirie qua non. In aeroplane practice

it is most undesirable that frequent d'sscents

should be made for the purpose of obtaining

fuel ; also it is essential that the initial weight

of the fuel should be kept as low as possible.

Engine efficiency is another point which is

bound up with the two already mentioned; we

allude to power in comparison with cubic

capacity as well as power for fuel consumed.

This, again, is of equal importance to both

sports (if such a word can at present be applied

to airmanship). Evenness of torque, an absolute

essential on an aeroplane if vibration of the pro-

peller is to be avoided, is also " a consummation

devoutly to be wished " on the humbler mount.

Here again an economy in tyres and trans-

mission would result, and' frames could be made

lighter.

On the other hand, there are also many points

of difference. The engine frame can be made

much lighter for work in the air, and the crank

case is not expected to supply part of the main

frame. (This is a methocJ of construction with

which many motor cycle designers are not in

agreement.) Road vibration has not to be con-

sidered, and an aeroplane engine, although it

may have to work all the time at high pressure,

while a motor cycle engine is only called upon
to exert its full power at intervals, is yet running

under ideal conditions, far removed from dust

and dirtj.it can, too, have a free exhaust, while

a motor cycle engine must be silenced.

At the present time motor cycle designers are,

as it were, " resting upon their oars " and im-

proving details only, but the aeroplane world is

more active than ever before. Thus it is quite

likely that innovations now introduced in the

latter sphere may reflect beneficially upon the

fomier in, the near future.

A Failing of Sidecar Stands.

ONE
of those minor points which are often

overlooked in the design of a machine,
but which, nevertheless, cause a great

deal more inconvenience than one would
imagine, is the type of stand which is

made to do duty on machines which are intended

for sidecar work. With motor bicycles, of

course, the legs of the stand must be of equal

length, so that the machine stands upright. It

is apparently overlooked that when a sidecar is

attached, and it is desired to support the bicycle

by the aid of its stand, only one leg is brought

into operation by reason of the bicycle being

pulled out of perpendicular. This quickly strains

the stand, and,- moreover, loosens the parts, so

causing rattle. We have never seen this simple

fact dwelt upon in print before, and we are

reminded of the shortcomings of the modern
stand in use with sidecars in a letter from a very

smart mechanic in No. i—the original—Motor
Machine Gun Battery. Is it not time that

manufacturers either produced a stand which will

support the entire rear portion of a sidecar

machine, or, if the present type be adhered to,

then a stand with legs of unequal length in order

to distribute the strain more evenly?

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will Oe found on the page faoinS the bacK cover
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A Dutch-built Motor Cycle.
Little Change in Eysinks for 1916.

W^'

THE Eysink is not unknown to our readers as a

soundly built macliine, liailing from Amers-
foort, Holland. ' The 1916 models are little

altered from those of 191 5, and the illustration that

accompanies this letterpress is a

typical example of one of the latest

machines. . It is a single-cylinder

model, the engine dimensions being

74 mm. X 85 mm. (365 c.c), and
is rated at 3 h.p. A two-speed
countershaft gear is fitted, and
drive is by chain and belt, the chain
being enclosed. Both engine and
gears a>e manufactured in the

Eysink works— a nemark that

applies to all models.

Another typical Eysink model is

the large twin-cylinder 816 c.c.

machine. The cylinder dimensions
are- 74 mm. x 95 mm., and three

speeds in conjunction with an all-

chain drive are standard.

Two other single-cylinder, models
complete the list. These are the

2^ h.p. (68 rnm.j<85 mm. =309
c.c.) and the si h-P- (74 mm. x

95 mm. =408 c.c.) Amac carbu-
retters and other British, fittings are included in the
specification of all models.
As regards road performance, we may recall the

splendid showing made by A. Eysink on a 3 h.p.

machine of his make in the Anglo-Dutch trial of

1913. The Dutch riders in this trial did not shine

on hills, which was not surprising in view of the

flat nature of the roads to which they are accus

A Dutch production—the 3 h.p. single-cylinder Eysink, which is made at Amersfoort.

It is fitted with a two-speed countershaft gear, the engine and gear box being formed as

a. unit.

tomed, but Eysink did well, making a fine ascent

of Kop Hill. As a matter of fact, he put up a very

good performance throughout the trial, and was one

of the prize winners.

A Jump in British Exports.
THE November Board of Trade returns show a

very gratifying iix;rease in the amount of British
exports in respect of motor cycles. Compared

with the corresponding month of 1913 and 1914, last

month's figures are appreciably larger,, and incident-
ally expose the fact that a great many more machines
are finding their way abroad than the average man
supposes. British exports are most necessary in view

S»|gJ

A HOME-MADE BOAT-SHAPED SIDECAR.
The body illustrated was built by a Mr. Hiskins, of

Saltley, Birmingham, m his spare time.

of the enormous quantity of imports—particularly

munitions—against which it is necessary to keep up

a balance of trade. Whereas in November, 1913—

a

peace-time month be it noted—we exported 1,427

machines, and in November, 1914, 1,374, last month's

exports totalled 1,690 motor cycles. Including tyres

and parts, the respective values were £&'J,549>

£95,233, and ^^124,543. A good deal of the jump

can be ascribed to the fact that Army requirements in

respect of motor cycles have been cut down during

the last month or two. ^Ve have known, too, the wise

decision of a number of leading manufacturers to

cultivate their Overseas market in preference to dis-

tributing the whole of their output in this country.

In this connection the export figures relating to British

South Africa are of interest, the value of the machines

exported to the Union for the months of November
in the years 1913, 1914, and 1915 being _£i9,884,

_5{^6,ii7, and ^7,295 respectively.

Imports, too, show an increase, but do not in any

way compare with the volume of British exports. The
November returns for 1913, 1914, and 1915 show that

61, 12, and 105 motor cycles respectively were im-

ported. With tyres and parts (the value of which

exceeds the value of complete machines), the import

figures for November were £2-j,gi6 in 1913, ;^2,io3

in 1914, and Xi7-754 i" ipiS-
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Safeguarding Tank Stoppers.
There is nothing new under the'sun. In our issue

of December 2nd, Lieut. Rowlandson described how
despatch riders at the Front avoid the loss of their
tank stoppers by soldering to them a short piece of
Bowden wire. Five years ago I lost three or four
tank stoppers in a month from a machine afflicted

with a very rigid frame and an ill-balanced engine.

I purchased a spare stopper at a small agency in

Yorkshire, and the agent showed me his own machine.
He had employed the method which Lieut. Rowlandson
suggests, but used a leather shoelace instead of
Bowden wire. I tried the dodge for the rest of that

season and found it also cured petrol spraying from
the tank vent.

" Snatching."
As I have been riding twins and two-strokes almost

without intermission since the outbreak of war, I found
myself in an unusually impartial frame of mind for

testing a big single-cylinder with two-step drive when
one came into my hands last week. It is no exaggera-

tion to say I was appalled by the snatchiness of the

'drive when the engine was running slowly on any
gear. Of course, I was well aware that we had sacri-

ficed the delicious elasticity—or, as one would term it

in wet weather, accursed slipperiness—of the belt when
we began to coquet with chain-cum-belt and all-chain

drives ; but a prolonged period on twins and two-

strokes had allowed me to forget how rough and harsh

the average two-step drive really is with a big single-

cylinder engine in front of it. I soon accommodated
myself to the conditions, and formed the habit of

keeping the engine '"revving," i.e., I was in much less

of a hurry than usual to change up after starting, and
in a much greater hurry to change down when a hill

hove in sight. These strictures do' not apply to all

machines. For example, one famous chain-driver has

such efficient cushioners included in its transmission

that it pulls very smoothly when it is throttled down,

though it certainly does not approach the silkiness

of a first-grade horizontal twin. In fact, this par-

ticular machine (and possibly others of which I have

no personal experience) is really less snatchy than the

average chain-cum-belt single, because it has cushion-

ing devices, and the belt is falsely regarded as a

sufficient cushion in the alternative design. The limit

in snatching is experienced when a two-stroke with

two-step drive is four-stroking at low speeds, or when
a four-stroke twin engine is firing on one cylinder only.

T-wo Alternatives ?
I wonder which way the pendulum will swing on

Sis point. Will this tendency to snatch ultimately

_pll the big single-cylinder now that two-step drives

are practically universal? Or will the single-cylinder

survive, being toned down by the inclusion of cushioned

hubs or spring pulleys ? The superiority of the twin.

and especially of the horizontal twin, is so marked
that one is tempted at first sight to prophesy the early

disappearance of the single. On the other hand, the

job of re-tuning the 500 c.c. single is infinitely simpler

than that of re-tuning a 500 c.c. twin, be it a V or

a horizontal ; and it is not easy to see how the hori-

zontal twin can ever be so mounted that its accessi-

bility can compare with that of a first-class single. I

fancy our staunch single-cylinders will play their part

in future developments ; but the rougher makes stanrl

in crying need of a smoother transmission, and run

heavy risks of losing their customers when the war
is over and the public discovers how harsh some
modern drives can be. If the 250-350 c.c. horizontal

twins go on improving their efficiency at the present

rate, they may ultimately rank as the most popular
all-purpose mount of the future.

The Life of Dry Batteries.

I commented recently on the respective merits of

various lighting systems, and a member of the trade

considers that I over-emphasised the maintenance costs

of a dry battery set. His remarks are naturally

partisan, but I quote them on the chance that some
more experienced user may be able to confirm them.

He asserts that a first-class dry battery, costing about

8s. 6d. under the present war conditions, should light

satisfactory head and tail lamps for from 80 to

100 hours in intermittent use. It w.ould not, of course,

last so long on a straightaway consumption, for it is

a charcteristic of dry batteries that they recover during

brief periods of disuse. If the lamps are used, say,

DRY BATTERY
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

A neat method of

carr>'ing a dry battery

which should recom-

mend itself to riders

having many short

trips to make.

for four hours per week, and the four hours are dis-

tributed over two or three evenings, the single 8s. 6d.

battery should last from four to six months, i.e.,

through the best part of the winter j and the running

cost will be about id. or i^^d. per hour for the pair

of lamps. In peace time, when the batteries cost

but 6s., the maintenance was plainly cheaper. The
usual mistake consists in using the wrong kind of bulb

;

a bulb which takes from a half to one ampere is

obviously wasteful, when the battery dealers can supply

special high efficiency, low consumption bulbs, taking

no more than .3 ampere. It is, of course, a further

extravagance to use current at this rate, and dim the

lamp by painting the glass, or slipping a "tulip"
dimmer over the bulb.
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STANDARD practice in construction must not be

regarded as a fetish, but, on the other hand,

to depart from the usual in design just for the

sake of being original is equally a mistake, since it

must not be forgotten that standard practice generally

has been arrived at from bitter experience. In order,

therefore, to approach more closely to one's ideals,

or rather to a better compromise—^since it is of

engineering that we write-—it is imperative to tap all

sources of knowledge that are available. What is

common knowledge in one branch of engineering

frequently is almost unknown to another closely allied

industry, and therefore a close acquaintance with the

standard practice of similar branches of engineering,

as, for instance, the

construction of the auto-

mobile, the aeroplane,

the motor lorry, the

motor boat, and the

motor cycle, may lead

to the avoidance of mis-

takes, besides producing
in the mind a better

balance as regards the

true worth of improve-
ment. No other excuse,

therefore, is necessary,

for the devotion of

space in The Motor
Cycle to the subject of

the aeroplane engine.

It is possible that the

motor cyclist may
borrow from the aero-

plane as the motorist

does to-day in discharge

of the debt which the

areoplane owes to the

motor car.

When the Wright
Bros, turned their dream
of flight into a reality they were only able to do so be-

cause of the existence of the petrol engine, which alone

was capable of producing the necessary power under a

great limitation of weight. Not that the four-cylinder

engine employed by Wright Bros, was light, as petrol

engines go, but the evolution of the motor car enabled
them to produce something sufficiently light for their

purpose. Directly flight became possible owing to the

stage of development of the petrol engine a new field

for the engine was at once opened up. The cry of

the aeroplane designer has been, and continues to this

day to be, for greater power and less weight. It is

true that red herrings have been drawn across the
scent which the aeroplane engine designer followed,
but of recent years the fact has become patent to every

HOW WAR-TIME DEVELOP-
MENTS MAY HELP

MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.

student of the aeroplane that the power-for-weight

problem is as pressing as ever.

The Importance of Speed.

Simply from the point of view of safety, without

taking into account any military qualities, it must be

obvious that the greater the speed range possessed

by an aeroplane the safer it must be. By speed range

one means the capacity of the same machine to fly

slowly as well as fast. For instance, a good modern
machine may be capable of flying in safety at 35
m.p.h., and obtaining a maximum speed of eightj- or

inore miles an hour. The high speed means that the

machine is less at the mercy of atmospheric disturb-

ance, and the low speed

means that it can be

got off the ground or

landed with far less

danger of breakage and
without a long run being

necessary. The aero-

plane engine must,

therefore, be as light

as possible in order

that the complete aero-

plane may not be over

heavy per square foot

of its supporting sur-

face. It is of very little

use, however, to pro-

duce a light engine

unless it is also an
eflicient engine, using

the term efficiency in its

correct sense, that is,

unless the engine can
produce the maximum
power for the minimum
fuel consumption. The
Gnome engine can be
used as an illustration,

of this fact, and will be referred to later in this

connection.

The Advantage of Light Weight.
The aeroplane and the motor cycle ha\e one great

feature in common—the lighter they can be made
the better they will be. In the case of the aeroplane
for the reasons given; and in the case of the motor
cycle for the reasons that the heavy machine is more
difficult to steer in grease, more tiring to handle, and
more expensive to run than a light one. This, bv
the way, must not be taken to mean that we regard
the lightweight metor cycle as being superior to tlie

heavy touring variety. This' does not by any means
follow. A touring machine is well up to its work,
and the lightweiglit machine is excellent for " to-in";

The first really successful

and standardised flying

machine engine, the 50 h.p.

rotating cylinder Gnome.
The inlet valves are con-

tained in the piston heads,

and are automatic in action.

The exhaust valves are large

and are in the cyhnder head.

The crankshaft is held

stationary, is hollow, and

is a conduit pipe for the

mixture, which is fed into

the crank case. The crank

case and the cylinders

revolve. Of the seven

connecting rods, one is a

master rod rotating on the

crank pin on a large ball

bearing. The other six

rods merely rock.
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an.l rro-in-.' iuil: what one would like lo sec woul.l
he the liKhiweight machine with the power of the
tounng variety. There is also in favour of the light-
wcight machine its economy in fuel. This it is tnie
IS not a matter of saving any considerable amount
ot money, but, on the other hand, in these days
liarticularly, -the saving, however small, is worth
effecting.

We have then arrived at a point that a con-
structional similarity between the aeroplane and the
motor cycle does exist—both needs must be as- lifht
as possible. It is true that the parallel cannot "be
drawn too closely, because the motor cvcle has to
nde upon the road and is subjected to road vibration
applied through two points, i.e., the points of contact
of the wheels with the road, whereas the aeroplane
rides upon air and is

subjected to extreme I

and violent buffeting

rather than to vibration^

this buffeting being
applied to the machine
as a Avhole rather than
to any particular part of
it. Again, the motor
cycle by itself was
originally intended to

carry one person, or at the

most two, whereas the
aeroplane will extend
from the single-seater

machine up to a limit so
far unguessable in the
matter of size," since
already there are machines
capable of carrying ten or
twelve passengers.

601

act one would suppose that Ihc tip of a propellpr
blade 8ft. 6ni. in diameter, rotating at 1,200 r.p.m..
having actually a speed ai)proa(hing .^50 miles an
hour, linds the air anything but clastic. Since (he
work of the engine is smooth, therefore, one great
ihfficulty in mounling is avoided. The problem is slill
tiirther eased if the engine itself be designed to give
an even tonjue and if the greatest care is devoted to
Its balance. That is why the tendency is 'all the time
towards a multiplicity of cylinders, more cylinders
being added as greater power is required, the size of
the bore remaining much the same. The large number
gnes the even torque, and the comparatively small size
means that the individual reaction of each cylinder is
not heavy, and therefore a massive mounting is not
necessary. The limit of size of the aeroplane engine
cylinder seems at the present time to lie somewhere

A sectional side elevation of the 50 h.p. Gnome engine.
The crank case and cylinders revolve upon massive ball
bearings. A double ball thrust is also provided, and
ball bearings for the connecting rods. The timing gear
IS somewhat similar in design to the back gear of a lathe,
as the cams are concentric with the crankshaft. In the
type of engine illustrated, the exhaust valve is operated
by a rod, pulled inwards through the agency of thin
stirrups, against which the central cams bear.

Engine Attachments.
Before coming down to

the individual design of

aeroplane engine, perhaps
a word or two concerning
'the way it is attached to

the machine may be of

interest. The lightness of the fastenings never fails

to strike one as extraordinary. In the majority of

cases the engine carrying arms, pressed steel plates,

or wooden bearers, are built into a framework consist-

ing of four ash longitudinals extending from the nose

of the machine to the tail and forming the fuselage,

these ash members being in the neighbourhood of

I J4^in. square section and cross braced with steel wire.

Upon this light framework will be found engines

capable of developing anything from 100 to 150 h.p.,

and W'eighing, perhaps, 400 lb. To stand by one of

these big engines going all out on the test bench
driving a big propeller which creates a draught that

one can lean against, it seems hard to credit that these

few small pieces of ash are sufficient, yet in practice

they are perfectly satisfactory-. The reason, of course,

is not far to seek. The \vork done by the engine is

done against a medium of great elasticit)', i.e., the

air. At least one would imagine it to be elastic when
compared with the hard road, although as a matter of

between 130 mm. to 150 mm. bore, more power being
obtained by using more cylinders.

The Limitations of Price.

It may be advanced that it is all very well to bring
up arguments in favour of the multi-cjdinder engine
for motor cycle work when the motor cycle lies under
a commercial restriction from which the aeroplane does
not suffer, that is, the restriction of price. So far as

the aeroplane is concerned it is, of course, true that,

within certain limits, price is of no consideration

whatever at the present tin5e. One must have the best

material disposed in the best possible way irrespective

of the cost. This fact may not hold good when the

aeroplane becomes a commercial proposition, but at

the present time it can hardly be said to be a commercial

proposition. The public do not buy it, and it is sold

only to Governments who buy it for war w-ork, and for

war work in these days price cannot be considered.

However, it seems reasonable to suppose that if com-
AI3
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mercial difficulties of manufacture could be overcome,
the employment of tlie multi-cylinder engine for the

motor cycle might assist in a general decrease of

weight. How far this may be true is a matter, for

argument. It is hard to

say at what point the small

cylinder becomes too small

to be practical, and also

how light the framework
of the machine may be
made, seeing that the road

shocks are probably more
serious to the engine

mounting than any vibra-

tion or torque of the

engine is likely to be.

Air V. Water=cooling.

Aeroplane engines
generally can be split up
into two classes, i.e., air-cooled and water-

cooled. In the first class are generally to be
found low efficiency, low compression, low speed
designs, and in the water-cooled class, although
examples of the low efficiency engine exist, the

greater proportion tend towards higher com-
pression and higher efficiency, which, after

all, is made possible by the water-cooling. Of the

slow speed, low compression, low efficiency

engine, the Gnome is an excellent illustration. There is

no doubt that the Gnome engine in the past has done
more to make flying an accomplished everyday matter
than any other individual engine. There are many
reasons for this, the outstanding one being that the

Gnome engine was, and still remains, the lightest design

per brake horse-power ever produced. It should be
noted that the words " per brake horse-power " are

used, and not "per brake horse-power per hour" which
implies a very different thing, and which is the real

criterion of excellence.

It is well-known that the petrol consumption
and castor oil consumption of the Gnome are very

high, so that if the Gnome engine is required to

fly a machine for more than three to four hours the

total weight of the power plant becomes greater out

of all proportion, so that it exceeds that of an initially

heavier engine which has a higher efficiency and a

better consumption.

From time to time one hears people say that the

Gnome engine is dead as a modern aeroplane power
plant, but the fact remains

that until somebody can

produce an engine of less

initial weight, and having

a better consumption, the

Gnome will always be
assured of a place as the

engine for " stunt " flying

purposes. Practically all

the world's flying records

have been won with

Gnome engines initially.

As a triumph of engineer-

ing skill it is hard to beat.

The design of it is such
that one coming upon it for the first time would
hardly expect it to work, aixi certainly not expect

it to work well, quite apart from the extraordinary

lightness of its construction, which in the first

place is made possible because it develops a very

small horse-power for its capacity, and .therefore

its parts are but lightly stressed and can be built

of the thinnest material. The strongest material

for its weight being steel, the Gnome engine is

built almost entirely of steel, parts being machined all

over and very highly finished.

There is another reason besides that of its weight

which has caused the Gnome engine to be regarded

with great favour by designers of flying machines,

and in explaining this reason it is possible also to

explain how it is that the four-cylinder engine for flying

machine work is extinct. The Gnome engine, by

virtue of its excellent balance and extremely even

torque, forms an excellent motor for turning round an

an- propeller. In the earlier days it was found that

if the 50 h.p. Gnome engine was taken out of a stan-

dard type of machine, such as the original box kite ,

Henry Farman, and a four-cylinder engine of actually

greater brake horse-power put in, that the new engine

did not possess the same power to fly the machine as

Some of the parts of the 50 h.p. Gnome engine. On the left is the crank case shell, next the master<connecting rod with one of the
subsidiary fjig end pins in place, next a gudgeon pin, and then the bracket in which the ends of the gudgeon pin are carried and which is

screwed into the piston head. On the extreme right is an inlet valve which screws into the piston head from the top, whilst above can be
seen one of the pistons with ilr. single ring, next to it one of the thin steel cylinders and an exhaust valve.

AI4
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did the Gnome (of which the effective liorsc-power is
generally supposed to be about 38). The reason was
that (he more shai-ply defined impulses of the bigger
four-cylinder engine caused vibration in the blades
of the propeller to be set up, and this vibration
seriously interfered with the efficiency of the latter.
This phenomenon was generally referred to as pro-
peller flutter, and even if the four-cylinder engine
dro\e the propeller through the agency of a 2 to i

reduction gear the results were still unfax-ourable to it,

partly owing, perhaps, to the additional weight of the
gearing. It is true that the four-cylinder engines used
in the Wright machines, which drove twin propellers
at comparatively slow speeds through the. agency of
chains, were fairly efficient, but, on the other hand,
those same machines if equipped instead with a Gnome
engine at once became very much better performers,
leaving on one side, of course, all question of long
distance flying. As almost everybody knows in these
days, in the Gnome engine the cylinders and crank
case revolve whilst the crankshaft is held stationary,

a reversal of the usual procedure, which has the effect

6uj

oj giving an excellent balance whilst at llic siiiix.- liriie

dispensing with (he weight of the flywheel. 'Iliis is

111 interest to the iiiolor cycle designer, inasmuch as
the flywheels on motor cycle engines represent a very
large projxjrtion of the total weight of the engine; also
the machine on which the flywheel weight is cut down
is by no means so comforlable to ride. However, it

would hardly be possible to make a single-cylinder
rotating engine; conceivably the very minimum number
of cylinders for a rotating, engine is three, whilst, on
the other hand, it is questionab'e whether the extra
complication of three cylinders is worth while for a
motor cycle, even supposing that the difliculties of
silencing a rotating engine were overcome in a satis-
factory manner. The Gnome Co. did, however, at

one time build an experimental three-cylinder engine,
of which we reproduce an illustration, but exactly
what happened to it the company alone know. The
fact that it never became well known may have been
due merely to the fact that it was of too small a power
to be sought after for aeroplane work, and of too high
a price to be needed for any other purpose.

(To be continued.)

Varying the Power of Electric Light.
RIDING IN FOGGY WEATHER.

TWO letters hg.ve recently appeared in the corre-

spondence columns which should be of con-
siderable interest to those motor cyclists who

have to ride at night. Both letters refer to lighting

regulations at present in vogue. The first, from Mr.
M. W. Goldstone, suggests the use of a 73^ volt bulb
with a 4 volt accumulator or dry battery giving 4^^
volts. This has a two-fold advantage : it reduces the
light where necessa'ry and economises current to a very

considerable extent ; but it has the disadvantage that

the light cannot be varied from the saddle when one
leaves the town where the lighting restrictions are in

force, and finds oneself in the open country where a

brighter light is necessary. The second letter, from
Mr. H. E. H. Palairet, suggests a valuable bulb of in-

genious construction, excellent in itself, but requiring

structural alterations in the lamp, or bulb holder, even

if such a bulb were on the market.

A Practical Suggestion.

Personally, I should advise any motor cyclist who
is thinking of installing a cheap electric lighting outfit

to purchase a 6 volt accumulator of fairly large size

and good quality and wire it up to a two-way- switch

placed on the top tube in such a way that all three

cells, or two only, could be made to supply current to

the 6 volt bulb in the lamp. The wiring could be

changed occasionally, so that the same cell would not

always be cut out, and the " idle " cell could be made
to light the rear lamp^ In this manner 4 volts could be

used in town and 6 volts in the country-, the change

couM be made in a moment without dismounting, no

apparatus is required which is not already on the

market, there would be a saving in electricity, and no

harm could be done to the bulb in switching on and

off, as might be the case when switching on a fresh

bulb—a bulb is said to be rather _ brittle at the

moment of heating up—w'hile in motion. A 6 volt

lamp supplied with electricity by a 4 volt current will

give but a moderate light, and the full voltage will be
instantly available when wanted.

Winter Fog.

All electric lamps should be made capable of being
focussed, partly because ithis enables the rider to

obtain the kind of beam best suited to his purpose,

partly because it gives him another method of com-
plying with the aforesaid regulations, for a beam which
illuminates objects at a distance of more than thirty

yards (the limit in some districts) can be cut down
and diffused, and partly because of its great conveni-

ence when riding in a fog. All riders know that a

powerful and concentrated beam has the effect of so

illuminating a thick fog that it looks like a white

blanket, and nothing can be seen but the fog itself.

It is often the case that the fog is lying very thickly

upon the surface of th.=, ground but has no great

depth, and it is quite lik'.ly that the moon and stars

may be visible. In such :ases if the light be turned

off it is at once apparent that the road can be seen,

though indistinctly, for a moderate distance, but if

the light be turned on again it at once vanishes in the

lighted fog. When such conditions obtain it is advis-

able to throw the lamp out of focus by bringmg -the

bulb nearer to the parabolic reflector. This has a

double effect : it reduces the light upon the fog in

front and enables something of the road to be seen

—

though perhaps not much—and it lights up the sides

of the road to some extent, thus enabling a rider to

locate his position with more ease and confidence.

It is, I suppose, hardly necessary to point out that,

under such conditions, it is as well to proceed with

the utmost caution and at a slow speed.

It may interest readers to know that I have just had

a Fuller Block accumulator purchased in September,

1914, charged for the second time.—Auriga.
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A^^^K ill^e°^^ST ^^^^
J^nJ^n/oy^B/e t-EconomlcaLHolid^ on a. 3^^h'p. Sidecar-.

A FRIEND and myself in the late summer
enjoyed a very pleasant and interesting trip

in the West Country and on the South
Coast. During the trip we carried our own food,

only paying for suppers; beds, and breakfasts in

hotels ; this we found a considerable saving of

time and expense.

We commenced our first day's run from the

North of London and made our way through the

lanes to Cranford Bridge, where we experienced
our only trouble ; this was caused by a 3in. nail

penetrating the outer cover and punching several

holes in the tube. To prevent delay we fitted a

spare tube. From Cranford we made for Newbm-y [^

and thence to Bath (109 miles), v.-here we stopped 8

for lunch. After leaving Bath we headed for Wells, P

Glastonbury, and Bridgwater, which ended our first

day's run, a distance of about 150 miles. From
London to Bridgwater we only had to use middle

(

gear on two occasions, and only used the lower '-

gear for starting purposes. Monday morning broke
with it raining in torrents, which continued until after

mid-day, so as this was a pleasure tour we postponed
our start until afternoon, when it abated somewhat. We
then made for the North Devon Coast and spent

Monday evening at Minehead. We were now con-

siderably behind our programme, our original intention

being to reach llfracombe, but owing to the heavy rain

and the Porlock-Lynton section being within a few
miles we decided to go no ^further that night. The
weather was again dull and threatening as we left Mine-
head for the 191 2 Six Days terror, viz., Porlock. Just

before entering Porlock there is a very bad left-hand

hairpin bend downhill, with the road sloping away
to the outside, which, when wet, is a positive death

trap. We were told that two cars and a sidecar

combination had been smashed here just before we
arrived. This bend is the making of a lot of repair

work for the motor repairer in Porlock village.

Now began the long climb up Porlock ; to the first

bend we used middle gear, changing down to low at

the bend itself, and so continuing for the rest of the

c
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How the author of the touring article reproduced on this

page increased the luggage-carrying capacity of his sidecar.

The small board platform was fixed to battens by four nuts

and bolts. The battens were fitted over and under the

chassis, so making the platform a tight lit, and only requiring

four clips to keep it from moving, '

The writer, F. J. Watson, and his companion, with the 3o- h.p. three-

speed Ariel sidecar used on the trip.

climb ; the second bend is the worst part of the hill,

but we suffered very little wheel slip, keeping up an

even speed of about 8 to 10 m.p.h. It is wonderful
how a 2>y^ h.p. engine pulling a hea\n^ sidecar and
passenger will run uphill for mile after mile on the

lower gears without overheating ! We continued over
the top of Porlock -to Countisbury without stopping,

dropping down into Lynmouth .very carefully, as

Countisbury Hill was in a very wet and slippery con-
dition.

Up Lynton Hill.

We stopped in Lynmouth whilst the passenger
bought postcards, and while I was waiting for him
at the foot of Lynton Hill an 8 h.p. twin and sidecar
of late design fitted with a countershaft gear started
up the hill with a roar, taking a flying start from the
bridge. However, the driver did not .succeed in his

attempt ; his speed seemed to be the cause of his

failure, for his wheels refused to grip, and he came
to a standstill about half-way up with the rear wheel
tearing a hole in the road.

After this I was greatly pleased at being able to

make a clean climb on the low gear with hardly a sign
of wheel slip, although the engine had literally "to

lift the sidecar wheel through the ploughed up stones
of which the hill is composed : a narrow strip on the
off side is the only place where grip for the motoi
cycle wheels can be found. The drag of the sidecar
was so great up this hill that the front wheel had to

be held pointing over to the right to keep the machine
straight, and more was taken off the front tvre
than the rear; this is remarkable, but was easily
noticeable at our next stop at Parracombe. I am
sure the success of my 3^ h.p. passenger outfit was
a great surprise to those on the hill, who ran up after
us evidently expecting that we should want a push,
but they were disappointed, as we went right up at an
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even speed; tlie hill was wet and in as bad a condi-
tion as I have ever seen it.

We then pursued our way via Parracombe, Ilfra-
combe, Barnstaple, Bideford,' Holsworthy, Launccston,
to Bodmin, where we stayed the night. On Wednes-
day morning we went through Probus and Truro,
staying an hour to visit relatives, and then to Pen-
zance, where we had lunch, and in the afternoon spent
a very enjoyable time at the Land's
End. Thursday was wet, so we
amused ourselves as best we could
in the town, and started the return
journey on Friday morning, taking
the M.C.C. course through Tavi-
stock, over Dartmoor, . via Two
Bridges, Dartmeet Bridge, Holne
Chase, Ashburton, and Exeter, then
to Lyme Regis, which was our halt
lOr the night. On Saturday our way

60s

being i-jo miles—as on the Montlay, Wednesday, and
Thursday, owing to the rain, we only did a small
mileage. We had not the slightest trouble, with the
exccplion of the cut tyre mentioned, and wc had the
satisfaction of covering a course which would cause
the throttle of a big twin to be well opened. Single
figure gradients abound on the stretch from Porlock
to Ilfracombe, the most notable being Porlock and
Lynton hills ; there are also two steep hills at Parra-

lay through
Bridport, Dor-
chester, B e r e

Regis, Bourne-
mouth, Lynd- '

hurst, and South-
hampton; then ;'

via Botley to

Poole, Havant, Chichester, and Arundel, where we
stayed the night.

On Sunday, the last day of our trip, we rode into

Brighton, and, after spending a few hours on
the front, made for London via Cuckfield, Hand-
cross, Reigate, and Wimbledon, which finished the

run.

The distance covered during the eight days was,
roughly, 730 miles, our average for a full day's run

(Top) -A roadside stop to mend a

puncture.

(Left) Crossing over a bridge be-

tween Tavistock and Two Bridges.

(Below) .A fine open road in

Devonshire.

conVoe. Countisbury was
descended on this trip. The
second trj-ing piece of road is

that between Tavistock and
Ashburton with its long single

ligure cliinbs at Moorshop
- . and from Merrivale Bridge.
~ There is a sharp descent to

Dartmeet Bridge, followed by
an equally sharp and longer rise ; beyond this place

the worst hills were taken in the downward direction.

We did not ride at any time after six o'clock in the

evening, and our summary of daily runs is as follows

:

Miles.

Sunday (fine). —London to Bridgwater ... 150
Monday (wet).—Bridgwater to Minehead ... 30
Tuesday (dull).—Minehead to Bodmin 140
Wednesday.—Bodmin to Land's End and back

to Penzance 60
Thursday (very wet).—No riding
Friday.—Penzance to Lyme Regis 150
Saturday.—Lyme Regis to Arundel 120
Sunday.—Artmdel via Brighton to London ... 80

Total 730

I must say a good word for the 1915 --Vriel 3J h.p.

combination, which never gave a moment's trouble

during the entire run. F.J.W.
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THE SPRING FRAME PROBLEM.
SOME FURTHER PROMISING ATTEMPTS AT ITS SOLUTION.

Designers, both amateur and professional, are still busily occupied with the spring frame campaign of "The Motor Cycle,

and new ideas reach us almost daily. On this page we illustrate four of the more recent arrivals.

Simple and Sound Design.

MR. HERBERT WOODS employs one leaf spring

attached more or less vertically to the bottom
of the saddle-pillar; the rear wheel is carried

in a rigid rear frame composed of the usual two pairs

of stays having a fixed connection at the axle end,

while immediately outside the mudguard is placed a

Mr. Herbert Woods's

method of rear springing.

curved down tube brazed to the bridge pieces, thereby .

ensuring absolute rigidity. This construction does not

interfere with the removal of the rear wheel, and is

excellent in the matter of lateral play or roll, while

mo\ing joints are reduced to a minimum.

A Flexible Rear Frame.

I
N the design

sent by Mr.

J. S. Arlett,

the seat - pillar,

chain stays, rear

fork stays, and
connecting link
form a quadri-

lateral pivoted at

all its four corners

ABCD. Now if

the back wheel

meet an obstruc-

tion it will rise

in relation to

the saddle, and
the angle ABC
will be reduced.

Springs are so

placed that they

tend to open the

angle ABC.
This system is

novel, but con-

tains rather a

large number of

joints, which should be avoided if possible. On the

other hand, the lateral rigidity should be good.

b6

The Arlett spring frame. TTie lettering

is referred to in the text.

An Original Design.

AVERY original design is that of Mr. W. R.

Mackay. The rear wheel is carried in a

separate frame which takes the form of a

lever of the first order pivoted in the centre of the

main frame. The front end of the lever is attached

by links to a cross head controlled by spiral springs

held in a casing under the seat. The springs ^re

adjustable to any .tension by screws v.'hich are not

Novel design of motor cycle embodying a spring frame. The
originator is Mr. W. R. Mackay.

shown in the sketch. Leaf springs can be employed,
but adjustment is not so easy. The lever frame is

made of sufficient width to clear a gear box, and the

driving shaft is concentric with the pivots on which
the frame swings. An inspection of the sketch will

show that the whole machine possesses many novel

features.

A Grasshopper Spring.

THE patent of Mr. G. F. Shimmin outlines quite

a new -and original method of rear springing.

The leaf spring is mounted on a pivot midway
between the saddle and the bottom bracket ; the
upper end is connected bv a pair of stavs to the rear

Spring frame patented by Mr. G. F. Shimmin.

wheel, while the lower end is similarly stressed by the
weight of the machine and b)- obstacles met with on
the road by means of diagonal stays and bell-crank
levers. This system should gi\e easy springing, but,'

as in many other designs, the carrier is unsprung axid

tlie pivots are somewhat numerous.
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XCEISIOR
BETTER VALUE THAN EVER.

Kick-
starter
Fitted
Right-hand
Side.

The most perfect motor cycle it is now possible to produce.

When a better motor cycle is built it will be an Excelsior.

The serene consciousness of personal safety, with absolute

certainty of troubleless travel, is only one of the pleasures

of riding an ^^
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Preliminary Specification from Sole Coiicessionnaires—

O AOOfQ P Qr^MQ 10-12, Great Chapel Street,

rlAKKiiD OC O^no, Oxford Street, LONDON, W.
Telephone—REGENT 3906.

In answerincj this adirertUcment it is d<.<irabU to mention ' The Motor Cijo."-.' H7
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The

HERMETIC"

bS

TIC

In ansioer'mg these ad vcrtiseme7its

TAN LEATHER
M.C. COSTUME

Best Quality Tan Chrome Skins, lined camel fleece.

A magnificent costume
for Winter Riding.

The coat is double-breasted and cut on smart

lines. The Trouser Overalls are also lined

camel fleece, and have a strap at the ;n":!e.

Price of Coat, £2 17 9

Price of Overalls, £2 6 6

Overalls (lined tweed) £1 15 9

Dunhills Ltd.,
359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.

2, Conduit St., W. 42, Lombard St., E.C.

Manchester ! 90-92. Cross Si. Glasgow : 72, St. Vincent Sl

it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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DOUGLASES FOR 1916.
Many Detail Improvements learnt from War Service Experiences.

(Left) The model W 2\ h.p. Douglas, which is a full touring model, but without clutch or kick starter. (Right) The 4 h.p. Douglas, a

machine intended (or solo or passenger work.

THAT the war has resulted in the
running of the finest and most
valuabFe reliability trial in the

world is amply proved by a care-

ful study of the latest W.D. Douglas.
Writing to us from the Front, an officer

holdincj an important post at G.H.Q. is

loud in his praises of this popular
machine, though he does not hesitate to

criticise when criticism is necessary.

His remarks, with others, have been taken
to heart by Messrs. Douglas Bros., with
the result that the War Office model is

as nearly as possible perfect for despatch
riding.

Before dealing with .the improvements
serialim, we will enumerate the models
which will be on the market for the
ensuing season. These, as usual, are

designated by letters, the meaning of

which is here explained. These are :

The Model U, which is of the semi-T.T.

pattern; this model has a two or three-,

speed gear, but footboards instead of

footrests, and upturned touring handle-
bars. Thus it is an ideal touring machine,
but without the extra weight and compli-

cation of a kick-starter and a clutch,

which are hardly necessary. The Model
V, the genuine I'.T. pattern—a fast light

model, but with T.T. handle-bars, foot-

rests instead of footboards, and a two
or three-speed gear. Tliis type is a

universal favourite. The W, or touring

model, fitted with kick-starter, clutch,

touring handle-bars, footboards, and wide!

mudguards. The spring frame model,

which 'is identical with the above, bat

with the addition of the nev?ly adopted
spring frame, which was described in our

issue of November 25tb, and the Model
X, which is the much appreciated lady's

Douglas. We now come to "the 4 h.p.

machines, of which there are two models

—A, which is the touring pattern; and
B, the sidecar combination.

Now the particular and favourite

product of the Douglas firm is the 2|
h.p. medium weight machine, the success

of which has made the name of Douglas

A household word, and it is therefore

not surprising to hear that the lessons

learned on the 2^ h.p. in "The Great

Reliability Trial" over the water have

resulted in improvements which will be
embodied, where possible, ia all the

models. W'e will . take for our standard
the perfected W.D., which, in its turn,
is a perfected Colonial model. The most
important lessons of all have been taught
by two things—mud ,ind pave. To save
wear, mud, -which means grit, had to be
excluded, and parts had to be strength-
ened enormously to withstand the shocks
and bumps of the pavi.

Strengthened and Improved Front Forks.

We noted, with great interest, the
very wide hubs, which are behaving in

a most exemplary manner " over there,"

and the immensely improved front forks,

which have been greatly strengthened,

and, so far, made more efficient, that
they not only add to the rider's comfort,

but save the frame from shocks which
might ultimately result in breakage.

The side links and the tube which forms
a bearing for the spindle are now
integral. This gives much greater

strength, and ensures a much larger

bearing surface, while large grease cups

are pi'ovided, which serve to lubricate

the moving parts and thus prolong their

life. These grease cups are hexagonal in

shape, so that when stiff, as may well

happen' when using a thick grease in cold

weather, they may be turned by means

of a spanner. Each side of the fork

is a complete unit, and if one is damaged
its replacement is a simple matter.

Much larger springs, which in tho

Douglas forks are in tension, are now
fitted, and tho eyelet at each end is

screwed into the spring. To absorb the

heavier shocks a special device is fitted

to the top links. A casting is situated

behind the head, and in thjs there are

two sets of springs, between each pair

of which are blocks which carry the

pins. at the end of the links. This is a
most excellent device, which may be
fitted to existing machines of this year's

date.

This design of fork is quite'devoid of

sideplay, has a special light cross mem-
ber in front, which acts as a bracket

for the front brake adjuster, and special

holes in which the new forked -lamp
bracket is carried.

Extra Mudguard Clearance.

Ihe mudguards are very wide, and,

as can be seen from the illustration, the

clearance between guard and tyre is

exceptional, this being due to the fact

that the Flanders mud often clogged the

mudguards to such an extent that the

wheels refused to revolve. The mud-

i;i'^c,£a^aBBffy^^-''«s;

War Office model 2i h.p. Douglas, the result of actual experience with hundreds of

machines on active service. Note large pannier bags, mudguard clearance, and supplementary

front guard attached to down tube.

pg
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Couglases for 1916.—

^^^LE

Dojglas carrhr, sliowing extra long

metal-covered tool bags.

guards are bolted direct to lugs brazed
on to the frame. A most efficient front

stand is fitted, which pivots on the ends
of the front wheel spindle. The un-

usual width of the back forks is very
noticeable.

The rear brake is a great improve-
ment over existing patterns. Its pedal

is carried on a bracket separate from
the footrest, and it is actuated by one
rod running direct from pedal to brake
shoe. This latter acts in the groove of

the belt rim, and is compensating, so

that on full pressure being applied the

shoe is directly square and true with
the belt rim. Tlie front brake shoes
are now far more accessible than in

previous models.
The tank has been slightly altered

in shape, and its appearance has been
improved by rounding the edges, while
both filler caps have been placed right

forward, thus leaving room for a bag
or parcel to be fastened to the top tube.

Very large metal-cased tool bags extend-
ing the full length of the carrier are

now fitted.

As regards the lubrication, the oil pipe
from the drip feed to the engine now
passes neatly through the tank.

Many Detail Engine Improvements.

It might not be thought possible that
the Douglas engine was capable of much
improvement, but really quite important
alterations for the better have been
carried out. Both cylinders and pistons

New design spring fork on the 1916

Douglas, sliowing strengthened links.

are entirely new. The former have
greater radiating surface, the shape of
the ports has greatly facilitated the
admission of the mixture and the pas-
sage of the exhaust, and much unneces-
sary metal has been removed, thus

making the engine lighter and yet con-
siderably inci'casing its efficiency. The
evils caused by the arch-enemy mud and
grit have been combated by making the
valve guides detachable. They are
simply a driving fit in the cyHnder, and
in the event oi an inlet guide being
so badly worn as to prevent even running
at slow speeds a replacement may be
quickly and easily effected. Again, grit

causes severe wear in the tappets, and
this has now been prevented by fitting

metal shields over these, which com-
pletely cover that part of the tappet
which is continually moving in and out
of the tappet guide.

A Lighter Piston.

The new piston is much lighter, but
its strength is increased by the pro-
vision of four webs. An improved
Amac carburetter is now fitted, in which
the vaporising chamber is very ade-
quately warmed by a tube leading from
the front cylinder exhaust pipe to the
large hot air jacket, whence the gases,
having done their work, pass out through
another tube to the silencer.

The silencer has been altered for the
better, and the exit pipe, which now
carries the gases from the top of the expan-
sion chamber, is of large dimensions and
has a fish tail end. Other improvements
are a detachable back to the frame, so
that in case of damage this portion may
be easily replaced, while the spring
frame may be substituted at any time
should the owner desire it; also a new
and most efficient belt guard and detach-
able footrests. Altogether, the latest
W.D. Douglas is a delightful machine,
and calculated to stand the hardest,
work in its country's service.

For 1916 all 2§ h.p. Douglases may
be had with either two or three-speed
gears. The principal improvements in
the 4 h'.p. model were dealt with in the
issue of October 7th.

DECEMBER i6th, IQ15.

SOME FEATURES OF THE
NEW 7 h.p. INDIAN.

WE have already dealt with the
new 7 h.p. side-by-side valve
long stroke Indian for 1916
(see issue October 21st), and

the two accompanying sketches show the
latest innovations on this model. The
view of the top tube gives a very clear
idea of the general arrangement of the

TOOLBOX

ELECTRIC SWITCHES

CHARGING METER

New position of mechanically operated

pump in base of timing gearcase on the

1916 Indian engine.'

electrical fittings and the new position
of the speedometer, which can be now
far more easily read than before.

The second illustration shows the
arrangement of the oil pump. Note the
screw at the back of the pump, which
can be opened when it is desired to see
if the oil is flowing freely, and that there
is a total absence of air locks, which
would otherwise interfere with its satis-
factory working. There is a glass gauge
(seen at the bottom) behind which is a tin
disc to render the oil more clearlv seen.

NEW
POSITION or

SPEEDOMETER

p gear lever

clOTch lever

t

1916 Indian tank, showing location of tool box, speedometer, electrical controls, etc.
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MILITARY NOTES.
A Couple of War Veteran Motor Cycles. News of We'I-known Riders.

"FIVE BIG ONES."
THE following is an extract from the

diary of Captain A. H. Loiigh-
boroiigli, U.G.A., who is tlie brother

of the secretary of the A.C.U. :

" November lUth. At the park met
Colonel Lindsay-Lloyd of IJrockiands
fame. . . . Lloyd and Loder turned
up end stayed to tea, during which live

big ones came over, apparently going in

the direction of rest billets—no damage
done."

PULLING HIS LEG.
A DESPATCH rider who recently

l\. enlisted was told by an officer and
some men that the casualties among

the D.R.'s were between 85 and 90%.
In military parlance he got the wind up
so badly that he wrote and asked us if

it were true. We were able to comfort
him by telling him that the casualties

by shot and shell were comparatively
small, but those due to tumbles and
collisions, owing to carelessness and reck-

less driving, were considerably greater.

FOURTEEN MONTHS' DESPATCH
RIDING ON THE SAME
MACHINES.

WE hear a great deal of the short

lives led by some motor cycles at

the Front, and it is a decided relief

to hear of machines still running that

have been over in France since practi-

cally the beginning of hostilities. An
instance of the latter is brought to light

in one of the welcome letters we often

receive from readers on active service.

In the letter referred to. Despatch Riders
D. Maple and F. N. Foster tell us that

they are still riding 3^- h.p. Triumphs
that have been in constant use under
most trying circumstunces for some four-

teen months. Both mounts are running
splendidly, and the engine of each has

only been taken down once ; the only

trouble experienced has been the occa-

sional snapping of the front springs due
to frequent night riding over shell-holed

roads.

THE RAW RECRUIT.
A group of R.E. despatch rider recruits photographed when joining a training centre.

Shortly after the photograph was taken the men were put into khaki. Observe the " blue

cover" in the foreground.

HOME AGAIN.

SERGT. HAROLD KARSLAKE, of the

R.F.C., who has had nine months in

the most advanced aerodrome in

Northern France, has returned home and
been appointed instructor at Reading
University for the R.F.C.'s Officers'

School of Instruction. Karslake is glad

of the change, as conditions where he was
located were never particularly pleasant.

seasoned riders look none the worse for

their long service, and they are un-

doubtedly pleased with the splendid

running of their mounts.

A COMPARISON.

IT is interesting to compare the two
pictures on this page, and in doing

so it is difficult to realise that the

war-stained veterans in the lower one
were, only fifteen months ago, in the

similar garb to those above. The

WATER IN THE TRENCHES.

WE have received a letter from M.
C. Breese, who was formerly a
competition rider of B.S.A.

machines. He writes :
" I recently

received my commission in the 8th North
Staffs. Regiment. I have been out here

despatch riding since January last, and
liave had my share of experiences in

tliat line. I am now, however, having
my turn in the trenches, and with
water up to the top of my Hutchinsons
the whole time it is not very pleasant.

How I am looking forward to a bit of

peace time riding ! This is among the
many things I am arranging for that
happy time aprii la guerre."

COMMISSIONS FOR WELL-
KNOWN RIDERS.

WE notice from T/ie London Gazette
that the following members of the
Motor Cyclist Section of the Royal

Engineers have been appointed Second-
Lieutenants :

.J. Erskine.

H. H. Dommett.
G. T. Cray.
H. R. Davies.

AFTER FOURTEEN MONTHS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

A couple of 3i h.p. Triumphs ridden by Corporals F. N. Foster and D. Maple.

G. T. Gray is the well-known Rudge
rider ; he served with the 7th Jf iddlesex
in Gibraltar and later as a despatch rider
in France. H. R. Davies has figured with
great success on Diamond and Sunbeam
machines, his most notable achievement
being in the Tourist Trophy Race of 1914
on a Sunbeam, when he tied for second
place, averaging 48.39 miles an hour over
the course of 225 miles.

BIl
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
GREENWICH TIME.

Dec 16th 4,49 p.m.

., 18th 4.49 „

„ 20th 4.50 „
„ 22nd 4.51 ,,

In London half an hour earlier.

Which is the Worst Road?
A significant message from a well-

known motoi' cyclist, writing from
Crewkerne, is as follows :

" Worst road
in England is Salisbury-Shaftesbury.
Just been over it !

"

High Heflgei on Comers.

A few months ago two motor cyclists

were involved in an accident on the
road between Barton and Broughton
station (near Broughton village and
Garstang), where a liigh hedge at a
dangerous corner had already been the
cause of danger to many road users.

The A. A. patrol on duty on that road
reported the full circumstances to his

headquarters, and the owner of the land
was subsequently approached. The need
of improvement was urgently put for-

ward, and the owner has now had the

hedge cut down to a safe height.

Maker sees his Machines on War Work.

Mr. W. W. Douglas has just returned

from an interesting trip in the war
zone. The visit was connected primarily

with the Douglas motor cycle, and after

visiting the various bases and personally

e.xamining the actual conditions under
which despatch riders and other users

of motor cycles have to work, he is

more than surprised at the piesent re-

sults the authorities are recei\-ing. Mr.
Douglas speaks in glowing terms of the

capabilities of the D.E. as a motor
cyclist, and he assures us that the past

deeds of civilian experts are every day
occurrences in the firing line. "Why,"
he says, "those fellows who went on
strike in the last Six Days' Trial, when,
you will remember, our machines were
so successful, had an armchair ride to

the trial of this great war ! To see the

riders dodging in and out long lines of

transport trains for mile after mile, on
shell plastered roads, furrowed twelve

and eighteen inches deep by the over-

loaded lorries ; to watch them sliding

on the slimy mud, first here, then there,

mastering just by an hairsbreadth an
otherwise fatal skid that would leave

them a crushed muddle of man and
machine, not once, but time after time,

until it almost becomes a monotonous
series of thrills, makes one wonder how
on earth any of the older hands e.xist

to-day."

1B12

Lamps on Policemea.

The policemen at Eastbourne on point
duty at night now wear red lamps on
their belts back and front. Those who
smiled at our hint that policemen would
soon be provided with tail lights should
note that the practice is growing.

Age Limit of Drivers.

The E.A.C. in conjunction with the

Commercial Motor Users' Association
propose to approach the President of the

Local Government Board on the question
of a reduction of the minimum age of

holders of drivii^g licences. The object
is to meet the difficulty of the present
shortage of drivers. It is suggested that

the age limit for car drivers be reduced
from 17 to 16 or 15. .

Motor Cycle Mudguards.

After the unusually drj' weather of

November, a member of our staff was
caught on a recent wet morning with his

splashguards at one end of his daily

journey and himself and his machine at

the other. The roads were awash with
rain which had fallen during the night,

and consequently his feet were deluged
with iold water which dropped from the

front mudguard. The splashguards were
refitted that day, and will remain in

position until the spring brings dry
roads again, for equally wet journeys
have since been undertaken without any
discomfort from road splashings. These
splashguards e.xtend from the top of the

tank to the front of the footboards.

^^pssffxy^^^^y^vn

One of the uses of The Motor Cycle

Buyers' Guide. The photograph was
taken at the North Wales Motor
Exchange. Wrexham.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
HOW WARTIME DEVELOPMENTS OF
AEROPLANE ENGINES MAY AFFECT

MOTOR CYCLE DESIGN.
A TOUR IN THE WEST COUNTRY.

StiU Plenty of Petrol.

10,254,496 gallons of petrol were im-
ported into this country last month.
The figures for the same month of 1913

and 1914 are 8,629,174 and 10,614,143

respectivel}'. Figures such as these are

almost staggering, and convey better

than anything else an idea of the

gigantic proportions that motoring has
reached.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

Average I.ate>t

for weekly
Year. H.P.Malie.

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar

1913 6 3-sp. sidecar

1915 ~i 3-spe«t

191 5 2j 2-speed ....

1914 3* 3-sp. sidecar

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar

1915 4l 3-sp. sidecar .. —
1914 4.1 3-sp. sidecar . . £52
1913 3V 2-Ep. sidecar . . £43
1913 3J 2-speed £33
1914 2 2-speed £i-S

Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 2.^ 2-sp. kick start £40

A.J.S.

Allon
Ariel . . .

.

Bradbury
B.s.A. . :

.

Caltliorpe

last average
week, obtainable

£90
£70 -— £55— £48— £3«— £53

£47
£70

Douglas

Enfield

£63
£50

1914 !-sp. T.T. £38
£75
£63
£49

£C'3

1915 6 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 6 2-sp. sidecar .

,, .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar ,

„ .... 1915 3 2-speed

,, .... 1914 3 2-speed .

H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. siilecar *.

ludian .... 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

,» 1914. 7 2-sp. sidecar .

„ .... 1914 7 T.T. free eng.

Janies 1915 -i^ 3-sp. sidecar ,

New Imperial 1915 2 V 2-speed —
1Q14 2 i 2-speed —

O.K 1915 2 2-speed £25
P. & M. . .

.

1913 3.^ 2-sp. si.lecar . . —
Premier . .

.

1914 3J 3-sp. sidecar . . —
,. ... 1913 sl 3-sp. ?idecar . . —

Rex 1014 6 2-sp. sidecar . . ^48
Rover 1915 3I 3-sp. sidecar . . —

,, 1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . —
,, 1913 si 3-sp. sidecar . . £40

Rudgc 1913 3,1 Multi £29
Scott 1013 33 2-sp. sidecar . . —
Sunbeam .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
n .• J915 3^ 3-speed .T £63

.. 1914 3V 3-speed
Triumph . .

.

1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . ^^56

„ ... 1914 4 3-speed £45
... 1913 3l 3-sp. sidecar .. £45

1913 3^3-speed —
Williamson 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . —

,, 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . ^ £55
Zenith 1914 5 Gradua sidecar —

„ 1914 6 Gradua sidecar —

£43
£37 —
£75
£7S
£62

£44

£30

£^6

£«
£49
£44

£56
£45

£44
£So

— is-

£38
£65

£67
£54

i
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Next Week's Issue.

In accordiince with our ns\ial practice,
tlio next issue of The Motor Cycle,
which will be published two days before
Christmas, will contain articles of a
seasonable nature.

The Benefit of Special Experience.
The new Douglas machines are illus-

trated and described in this issue. They
are_ notable for the many improvements
which have been effected solely as a
result of experience in the war "zone.

Motor Cyclists and Army Commissions.
We hear that commissions will not be

granted to men who have not enlisted
under the Group scheme, and, moreover,
men who have served six months in the
ranks and are under thirty years of age
will receive preference. The new War
Office scheme puts an end to the work of
Officers Training Corps.

An Appeal to Motor Cyclists.

Many appeals have been nrade to
motor cyclists, and the latest is one for
a few men for evening work in the
neighbourhoods of Westminster, Charing
Cross, Piccadilly Circus, Middlesex Hos-
pital, Covent Garden, Paddington,
King's Cross, Whitechapel, Dalston,
Poplar, and Southwark.

Unusual Cause of Accident.

It is seldom one hears of the breaking
of a belt causing an accident, but a case
of this kind occurred a few days ago,
the victim being Lieut. Rex Brass, a
member of the Durham M C.C. Lieut.
Brass was returning to duty by road,
when the belt broke and became
entangled in the back wheel. Hs sus-

tained severe injuries' to his right arm
and shoulder, but is now progressing in

a favourable manner.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follow :

The Prince oi Wales's National
Relief Fund (£2,793,000
distributed) X5,650,B52

The IFeekhj Dispatch Tobacco
Fund 92,000

The Times Fund for the Sick
and Wounded 2,599,411

The Queen's Work for Women
Fund 167,340 11 6

Daily News Smas Pudding
Fund 25,361

Daily Chronicle Xmas Gift
Fund 20,485 4

Motor Cyclist Recruits.

During the past week many enquiries

have reached the Editor from readers

desirous of enlisting as motor cyclists in

the Army, and enquirers have been
recommended to enlist imder Lord
Derby's Group Scheme, notifying the

recruiting officers that they are desirous

of enlisting in a motor cyclist section

when one is open. There is no guarantee

that a man in the Group System can be

accepted for a motor cyclist section, as

there may be no positions open at_ the

time the group is called up ; but it is

unlikely that the authorities will over-

look tfie claims of experienced motor
cyclists, at any rate, seeing that motor
cycles form a standard part of the equip-

ment of evei-y division, and the more
men there are enrolled the more motor
cyclists will be required. As soon as

motor cyclist sections are opened again

for recruits announcements to tliat effect

wiU appear in these columns as hereto-

fore.

Well-known Motor Cyclist Killed.

Wliilo chatting wi(h .\lr. W. W. Douglas
who has recently returned from a visit
to the British llcailquarters in Krance,
we were infornieil of the sad new.s that
Victor Wilberforce, a well-known Uouglas
rider who had joined the R.N.A,S,,

The late Victor Wilberforce, yet another
well-known motor cyclist who has given his

life for his country.

had been killed. Those who knew him
as a good rider, an excellent sportsman,
and a motor cyclist of the best type, will

greatly regret his loss. Unfortunately,
we have received no information as to
how he met his end.

Rapid Promotion for Well-known Motor
Cyclist.

As an example of rapid promotion,
Staft'-Captain W. B. Little is remarkable.
He joined the Army just over a year
ago, and he is now appointed on the st^^ff

of the 151st Brigade in the 2nd Army in

France. He was one of the few survivors
of the Durhams, who were so badly cut
np in April last at Ypres. Except for

being gassed in this engagement, he has
com© through scatheless thus far.

Staff- Captain Little, who will alwaj's

be remembered for his motor cycle hill-

climbing record in Lakeland and for his

first ascents of Skiddaw, Helvellyn, and
Sty Head Pass, has just fini'ihed a week's

Staff Captain W. B. Little.

6rr

holiday in hlu nntivo county of lunilnT-
land. Military dulicg linvo liikcri him
from Iho motor cycle lo tlw liornc anil
the motor car.

In these dnyg, when pcuiimiiini in upl
to be much in evidence, it is fiicoiirajjinn
to meet one with ntulT niilliority who in

entirely optimintic. SliitlCapUlii Liltlu
holds Ktrong opinioUH thai «flairi( in tlio

Balkans are merely a " Hirlc-»liow," and
that the war will be seltled in Krarico.
He has not the slightest doubt that wo
shall be able lo break through when the
time conies. That should he in the early
summer, when, with full equipmint of
men and material, the banks of the Hhino
will, at least, be reached. At present
the weather bars everything. 'JTii; «amo
energy, indomitable pluck, and deter-
mination which carried the famous motor
cyclist over Sty Head, Helvellyn, and
Skiddaw will doubtless serve him and his
country well in the onerous future which
lies ahead.

A Manchester Police Decision.

On account of the danger to the
public, the Manchester Watch Committee
has framed a new regulation prohibiting
motor and other vehicles overtaking
tramcars on the near side when the
latter are discharging or picking up
passengers.

An Important Decision.

We learn that a certain popular section
of the Army will obtain any further
recruits it requires from time to time
direct from existing sections. In other
words, there will be no further civilian
recruiting for this branch.

Subscripticns to the A.C.U.

Subscriptions to the A.C.U. will bo
shortly due, and it is to be hoped that
all members will renew for 1916. The
only body devoting its attention .solely

to motor cyclists is worthy of support
from all those using motor cycles, and
the withholdmg of a subscription to the
Union is not an economy which we
advise motor cyclists to exercise.

The A.C.U. and the War.
Since the outbreak of war the .•\uto

Cycle Union has dealt with over 4,000
applications for motor cyclists desirous
of enlisting as despatch riders, and of

these 489 were passed as being suitable

for this class of work, thus showing that
considerable discretion was exercised in

selecting the men. The secretary of the
A.C.U., Mr. T. W. Loughborough, is

also secretary of the London Jlotor
Cyclists' Reserve Committee, and in one
capacity and another is doing a great
amount of useful work on behalf of his

country.

The Value o£ Direct Observation.
ilonths ago motor lorry manufacturers

were permitted to send representatives to

the Front to observe the conditions uuder
which their products were used in the
hope of valuable lessons being gained.
We commented favourably upon this

commonsense decision at the time, but it

is only during the last fortnight that
motor cycle manufacturers have obtained
permission to visit the different bases in

France in order to observe their machines
in active service. Mr. W, W. Douglas's
impressions after a visit to the Front are
given in this issue.

B15
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THE DESIGN OF
MOTOR CYCLE
LAMPS.

THE efficiency of a motor cycle acetylene lamp
depends primarily on its optical construction,

and secondarily on the candle-power of its light.

The chief faults of a badly constructed lamp are un-

doubtedly due to loss of light, either by diffusion or

absorption. Perhaps loss by diffusion is rather a

general term, and waste of light by allowing it to fall

or pass where it is not useful should be substituted.

There is very little absorption of light in the lamp,

for all the interior parts are well polished, and light,

like heat, is reflected by shiny surfaces, whilst it is

absorbed by dull or black surfaces. It is a well-

ARROWS SHOW DIRECTION OF LIQHT

A - SOURCE OF LIGHT

known fact that if the polished parts of a lamp are

allowed to become dull its efficiency is thereby re-

duced. It would, perhaps, be advisable to explain

here that the efficiency of a motor lamp means the

ratio of the light emitted through the transmitter to

the total light emitted by the source of light. (The
front glass through which the light is transmitted is

called- the transmitter for convenience.) In well de-

signed lamps most reflected light, including that which
is lost in badly designed lamps, is. collected and thrown

out in a straight, well-defined beam of light. This

kind of light is most essential for country roads, but

it is unsuited for town work, being too " harsh " and
blinding. The kind of light most suited for town

use is a soft light with no particular penetrating

powers. This, no doubt, will suggest some mechani-

cal device by which the light emitted from the lamp
may be adjusted to give this soft diffused light or the
" harsh " penetrating beam at will, and it is actually

effected on some of the later type of lamps by a

small adjusting screw at the back of the mirror to

move it nearer to or further away from the source

of light.

A Comparison of Metal and Glass Mirrors.

The most important points in the optical construc-

tion of a lamp are the mirrors, lenses, and their

Bl6

arrangement. These vary in quality proportionately

to the price paid, from those ground optically correct

to metal mirrors. Those which are ground optically

correct are usually silvered glass, and are the most
expensive. They are ground so that each is part of

a true parabola, and the nearer they are to being parts

of true parabolas the better are the results obtained

from their use, consequently the more efficient are

the lamps to which they are fitted.

Metal mirrors do not possess such good reflecting

powers, neither can they be made so near to being

optically correct as the silvered glass. Thus, with a

metal reflector more light is absorbed, more light is

diffused, and therefore more light lost.

Standard Constructions.
There are several standard optical constructions in

lamps familiar to the motor cyclist, some simple and
some complex. The simple type usually consists of

a concave mirror for a reflector and a plain glass

transmitter. The complex type usually consists of a

concave mirror reflector and a transmitter composed
of a convex lens set in the centre of a circular piece

of plain glass.

Let us consider the light from a source of light

emitted in the form of rays, and the rays represented

by lines. Then the light emitted from a lamp with

a simple optical construction is shown in fig. i

.

It will be noticed in this figure that all direct rays

diverge from the light, dift'use over a large area, and
are very soon lost, whilst the reflected rays are parallel

and are thus collected together in one straight beam
of light.

How to Find the Focus.

There is only one position of the light, with regard

to the concave mirror, when all reflected rays are

parallel, and that is at what is termed the Principal

Focus of the concave mirror. This point may be

obtained for any concave mirror by taking a source of

light which will give practically parallel rays such as

the sun, and fixing a paper screen in front of the

mirror so that an image of the sun is focussed clearly

upon it. Measure the distance between the screen

and the centre of the mirror, and this distance, known
as the focal length, will be the correct distance of

the acetylene light from the mirror in the lamp, for

if all rays of light from the sun incident on the mirror

are reflected to this point, then all rays of light from

this point incident on the mirror will be reflected

back to the sun. Therefore, following this line of

reasoning, the distance that a beam of light so reflected

will travel is proportional to the candle-power of the

light.
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The Design of Motor Cycle Lamps.—

Tlie complex type df acetylene lamp is rarely used
by motor cyclists, and even on cars it is not so
much in evidence as the simple type. The light

emitted from a lamp of the complex type is repre-

sented in fig. 2. The source of light is so placed

TRANSMITTER.^

A- SOURCE OF

Fig. 2.

that all direct rays of light which fall on the small

convex lens will be transmitted in parallel rays, and
all reflected rays will be reflected along their own
paths, consequently those reflected rays which finally

fall on the lens will be transmitted in parallel rays,

whilst all direct and reflected rays which fall on the

glass will diverge and diffuse. This gives a smaller

but more penetrating beam of light, and a stronger

diffused light on the surroundings. It is apparent
that the size of penetrating beam depends upon the

size, of convex lens used in the transmitter ; in fact,

it is possible to convert all the rays of light emitted

from the lamp into parallel rays by having a convex

lens for the complete transmitter. An experiment was

once conducted on these lines by the author, and a

tremendously powerful penetrating beam of light was
obtained, but there was practically no light on the

immediate surroundings, and it would have been

dangerous to have ridden at night with the lamp as

a sole means of light. The point at which the light

is placed in a complex type of lamp is the principal

focus of the convex lens.

Why Mirrors should be Truly Ground.

It is now fairly obvious why mirrors and lenses

should be ground accurately, i.e., in order that all

rays of light shall traverse the path they are mtended

to traverse. Supposing, for instance, that a given

A- SOURCE OF LICMT^

Fig. 3-

("3

concave mirror was not truly ground but liad small
flats or bumps, each of which coiislilutcs minute por-
tions of different spheres, tiien the principal focus of
each of these minute portions and liic main sphere
would not be coincident, consequently all rays of liglit

inciflent on the given mirror would not be rcflcctofl in

parallel rays—lliere would be diffusion, and the beam
would not be so penetrating.

Some readers will be wondering why a plain glass

mirror would not serve equally well. A cursory

glance at fig. 3 will suffice.

Approximately 66;.?% of the light incident on the

mirror is reflected to theJop and bottom of the lamp,
w'hilst there is no penetrating beam whi(;h is so essen-

tial for country driving. So much for acetylene lamps.

Electric Lamps.
Now let us consider the electric lamp, the lamp

which has great possibilities before it. Not only is

the electric lamp a reliable, convenient lamp, but as

regards efficiency nearly 100% of the total light is

Fig. 4.

emitted from a good electric lamp, whereas, in its rival

acetylene, there is loss of light by absorption and

contra reflection. The modern electric lamp consists

of a parabolic mirror made of metal or optically ground

correct silvered glass, with the light set at the focus

of the parabola (see fig. 4).

This parabolic mirror is a concave mirror whose sur-

face is generated by revolution of the arc of a para-

bola about its axis, and so constructed that all rays

incident on its surface are reflected in parallel rays

giving the necessary penetrating beam, whilst the

diffused light to show up the surroundings is given by

the direct rays. It is obvious from fig. 4 that all the

light is either reflected, or pa.sses direct through the

transmitter, and that loss of light can only occur by

absorption, which is, as aforementioned, practically

negligiiile. As in the acetylene type, an adjusting

screw is fitted to some of the later types of electric

lamps, so that the penetrating beam may be diffused

at will for town riding. This is usually connected to

the electric bulb itself, so that it can be moved, as it

w-ere, ' out 'of focus," and if the light be brought

nearer to the reflector the rays will be more
scattered.

Summarising, one might say that the best light for

town driving is a diffused fight, ^vhilst for country driv-

ing sufficient diffused fight to show up the immediate

surroundings and a penetrating beam which should

show up objects at least 100 yards away is most

desirable. Tux.
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A New Design Gloria Sidecar.
All Fittings Brazed—Luxurious Suspension.

THOUGH the Gloria Cycle Co. are
in much the same position as most
other large manufacturers—that is,

their chief energies are devoted to
the manufacture of munitions—yet they
are able to devote sonio little time to
their usual work, and the latest pattern
Gloria sidecar has many attractive fea-
tures. The alterations, however, from
pi-evious models are in detail only. The
chassis has been improved and strength-
ened in several ways, perhaps the most
notable beiu" that "

all tlie littings are
brazed to the frame insteiid of being
clipped as previously. Other points also
have received attention. The main frame
has still further been stiffened by the
addition of another cross tube, while both

the luggage carrier

and spare petrol

tin carrier have
been strengthened.
The luggage grid is

formed by an ex-

ten s i o n of the
chassis, and is now
con structed o f

heavier tubing. The
petrol tin carrier

is situated in the
space between the
rear cycle connec-
tion and the bi-

cycle, and the
method of secur-

ing the can and
preventing it from
rattling is not only

handy, but very

neat and simple. It

consists of a

cross bar,

Chassis ot the new Gloria sidecar. Note
transverse front spring in addition to C
type springs and robust construction of

chassis.

A sidecar de luxe—the 1916 model Gloria. The line drawing on this

page shows the luxurious springing employed.

wliich is held by a single wing nut. The spring

wheel that has proved so satisfactory for the
past three years has, of course, been retained,

and has not been altered except tluit the bear-

ing on which the arm supporting the wheel i»

attached is now of the ball-bearing type. Four^
point attachment is used, and all joints are capable
uf being rapidly detached.

The rea"r spring a.\le passes right through the

body, and is coiuiect-ed to the springs by sliacklesi.

Several novel features are incorporated in the body.^

Padded arm rests are now provided. There is'ample'

room for storing tools and spares, as lockers are
arranged behind the seat and also under the cushion.

Drop in Second-hand Prices.

As usual, the advent of winter has
h.id the effect of reducing the
prices asked for second-hand
motor cycles, and fhere is no

doubt tliat the present uncertain times,
with so many of the men who were
likely to have taken up motor cycling

average taken for August and September
it is interesting to find that in sixteen
well-known machines selected at random
the average drop in prices is £4 per
machine. In three cases the drop is to

the e.vtent of .S7, £10, and £12 respec-

tively. On tlio other hand, three makes,
namely, two models , of Triumph, Scott,

and Indian, have gone np slightly, the
Scott and Indian having gone up to the
extent of £2 (the latter no doubt due

to the new tariff), while Triumphs have
gone up £1—possibly owing to the diffi-

culty in obtaining deliveries due to war
requirements.
The advent of spring, with finer

weather and, let us hope, moi-e settled

conditions, will no doubt aguin have
the effect of sending the prices up. Even
in times of peace it is never wise to sell

at the end of the year if it is po.'ssibic to

hold over to the following spring.

*^1P
In the new Douglas front fork provision

is made for backward and for\vard

movement, as shown in this sketch, in

addition to upward and downward move-
ment. (See pages 607 and 608.)

having either already enlisted or been
attested under Lord Derby's scheme, have
assisted in still further reducing the
average prices of 1914 model machines.

In comparing the average second-hand
prices quoted for this week \v ith • an

bt8

The 21 h.p. spring-liainc Dougl.is, showing entirely enclosed chain and latest design

silencer outlet pipe. The Douglas spring frame was described in The Motor Cycle of

November 25th. and the 1916 models will be found on pages 607 and 608 of this issue.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AU letters should be addressed to thi) Edilor, " The Motor Cycle." Hortlord Street, Covenlry. and rami be accompanied by the wriler'i mmt and addreti.

Carburetter Adjustment.
Sir,—I notice in the issue of December 9th two letters

asking how to get a good m.p.g. from a Scott. I possess
a 1912 Scott, to which I have fitted a 1915 Kinks three-jet
carburetter. Most of my riding is short distances, but in

six weeks in August and September last I did 900 miles
on eleven gallons of Pratt's No. 1, i.e., 82 m.p.g., of course
without a sidecar. About 500 miles of this was in Wales.
I use Nos. 0, 3, and 7 size jets, and generally ride with the
extra air slightly open and ignition fully advanced. Using
the two pilot jets, I can get about 30 ra.p.h. on the level

and climb anything in reason.

I should strongly advise Messrs. Yearsley and Stanley
to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the excellent

hints on tuning a Scott given in j'our issues of July 15th

and 22nd, particularly in reference to sealing up the transfer

ports. (Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.

Sir,—In reply to the letters from V. B. Yearsley and
J. F. Stanley. For a long time I was only getting 45 miles

to the gallon t\'ith the sidecar attached, or 50 with very
careful driving. I tried quite a number of different needle
positions, but must say the adjustment of the needle never
raa^le more than 10 miles per gallon difference. Anyway,
I found the most economical and efficient position of the

needle, and then found that there was one economical
position of the petrol and extra air lever which gave really

extraordinary results. This position gives me a speed of

Mr. Hockney's Scott passenger outfit. See letter on this page

concerning petrol consumption.

30 m.p.h. on the level with sidecar, and 1 keep the levers

in this position as far as possible.

I have just measured the position of the levers, and the

'throttle lever is 2in. from the fully closed position (measured

on the extreme radius of the lever), and the air lever is

liin., so that they are ahnost 'equally open. The air lever

is then central with the handle, and the petrol lever ain.

off the centre. I find that if I open the petrol lever beyond

the position indicated I have to close the air lever con-

siderably, and yet get no more, and in fact Icfid, power,
until the petrol lever is opened considerably more.

W. HOCKNEY.

Valve Cap Cooling Devices.
Sir,—In view of the article re valve cap cooling in your

issue of December 9th, it may interest you to know we
introduced a radiating cap
for Norton machines during
1909, and forward one of
a pair used in the I.O.M.
during that year.

NOllTON
MOTORS, LTD.

Sir,—I note in your
leading article on " Cooled
Valve Caps" the last Cooling ribs on 1 909 Norton cxhaurt
paragraph, which reads as valve cap
iollo%vs : " Improvement in

running can directly be ascribed to the complete and even

cooling of the hottest parts of the engine, viz., the cylinder

heads, by the elimination of valve caps."

I would like to suggest that the hottest part of an engine

is the exhaust valve, and if provision can be made to cool

this -important part the engine will not overheat. This

had been proved without any shadow of a doubt with the

De Lissa air-cooled e.xhaust valve as used on a 3^-4 h.p.

Motosacoche machine.
This valve also does away completely with the exhaust

valve cap which you .state is the hottest part of the engine,

so you can quite imagine, with an air-cooled exhaust valve

and no valve cap, there is no reason why an air-cooled

engine should get hot.

On all other engines provision has been made to cool

the cylinder, but no provision has been made to cool the

valve, which is undoubtedly the hottest part, and the

accumulated heat spreads to the piston, as it is always on

the exhaust valve side that the rings are carboned up and

burnt. Moreover, this dries up the oil and then heat from

friction begins, which causes seizing up and the general

overheating troubles. MOTOSACOCHE, LTD..
OsBOKXE DE LisSA, Managing Director.

The Lady Motor Cyclist—A Protest.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Logistes " seems a bit

spiteful when she expends such an effusion of satirical

remarks on high heels, stays, and the hobble skirt.

She is wrong when she says that a lady's motor cycle

is more difficult to dispose of than a man's. The demand

for a lady's second-hand model of a good make is tremendous,

and I have found over twenty buyers for each of my
machines. But, of course, there are motor cycles and motor

cycles, and perhaps your correspondent had one to dispose

of which had not a reputation.

"Medico" should try an up-to-date lady's mount of

medium weight, plenty of power, and perfect construction,

and he wiU find that it is possible firmly to hold the handle-

bars of some ladies' mounts at over 20 m.-p.h. Why, my
mount will do over 50 m.p.h., and, being of the honzontally-

opposed type, there-is not the slightest vibration at this

speed, and I am willing to back it against any man's machine

for comfortable riding and absolute absence of vibration.

Furthermore, if knee grips are so essential to the rider's

steadiness 'and safetv as " Medico " endeavours to suggest,

he reconcile the "fact that knee pads are not to be found

on 5% of men's models. MARY REID.
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Scott Lubrication.

Sir,—I have ridden a Scott for a long time, and was
always dissatisfied witli the oiling arrangements, both the

pump and the single drip feed. My objection was that

one could never get each cylinder to take an equal share

of the oiling I remedied this by cutting off the single

DECEMBER i6t/i, rgij.

I have not yet done 100 miles on the machine, and went
up the hill with the ordinary jet as supplied by the makers.

I have made enquiries, and cannot hear of anyone who
has got up this hill with a sidecar on a gear of 4| to 1,

irrespective of the horse-power. It, therefore, appears to me
to constitute a record.

dnp feed arrangement and fit

ting a Best and Lloyd diip feed
to each cyhnder, using the
ordinary spring pump to sup
ply it.

I may say since fitting the
above I have never had any
oiling troubles, and before I had
several seize-ups I should also
like to state that I nde with a
faiily heavy coachbuilt sidecar,
and the petrol consumption
comes out between 55 and 60
m.p.g., Sinks carburetter fitted.

I enclose a photograph of the
machine, which shows very
plainly an aluminium chain case
which I made to replace the
Scott one, which I did not like.

The machine is a 1913, Avith
air the latest improvements, and
is enamelled French grey. The
sidecar was made entirely (except chassis) by one of my
lance-corporals. It is made with an ash framing, covered
with three-ply wood, enamelled French grey, and upholstered
with gi-een Rexine, and is quite light. The total cost,
including chassis and tyre, and £3 which
for his work, was £8.
My only regret is that Messrs. Scott

machine about 800 c.c, because' for com-
fort I think Scotts are unsurpassed, and
I have ridden a few makes.

J. W. DODDS (C.4PT.).

As you well know, the engine

is only a 745 c.c, and the whole
machine is exceptionally heavy
for its size. On the same day,

in a speed test, I touched 48-50

m.p.h., using the same gear and

j^t-
jS. w. phillpott.

i. l^^ifft'^'f^
'"^^

The lubrication system on a reader's Scott—the outfit referred to

the letter on this page from Capt. Dodds.

I gave the man

do not build

Dangers of Darkened Streets.

Sir, — Your correspondent,
" Sole ^lember for the Society

for Illuminating London," tells

us many things but proves none

of them. The darkening of the

streets was not expected to pre-

vent the Zeppelins from reach-

ing London : the object was to

prevent them from picking out

any particular object. Our own
airmen reported that they could

no longer discern important

gs and places, and this led to the further darkening

A Good Climb.

Sir,—The following may possibly be of
interest to you. Parbold Hill is a well-
known test hill just north-east of Orms-
kirk, near Liverpool, and was in the early
days the test ground for motor cyclists
before variable gears came into vogue.
Even to-day car manufacturers and agents
quote performances at Parbold as a guide
to the capabilities of their vehicles.
Having recently purchased a second-

hand 6 h.p. watei'-cooled horizontally-opposed twin Humber,
and fitted a sidecar, I decided to run along there and see
what the machine would do. To my intense astonishment,
I climbed the hill on the top gear—4| to 1—without slipping
the clutch, or other assistance—a fair and square steady pull.
The sidecar is coachbuilt, fitted on to a heavy Millford

chassis. I had a passenger (with rug), and we were both
of us clothed for very frosty weather.

buildii

order.

Also, if we alloAved motor vehicles to use powerful lights,

it would be comparatively easy for a Zeppelin to pick out

an important Loudon street by the number of bright lights

proceeding along it.

Please do not think that I am a bigoted non-motorist, for

I own both car and motor cycle. I fully

appreciate the difficulty of night driving,

but think it is one of the things due to
.
Olass. PLuooro the war which we must accept cheerfully.

<TO PREVEMT OIL (-1 T(TX-OMl\r TT'\"

Alteration to Scott lubrication sy.stem

carried out by Capt. Dodds. The larger sketch

shows the standard Scott oil pump and the

smaller one the adapter.

Sidecar Windscreen.

Sir,—In reply to the correspondent
" A Nine-year-old Reader," I do not
use a windscreen during the summer
months. The rough weather of winter
is the only time that I consider justifiea

the wind resistance of a sci"een. Still,

I believe my fitment is devoid of the
defect "A Nine-year-old Reader" com-
plains of. With regard to tlie screen

the reader fitted, it an increased current of air was just
behind the passenger with the screen close, would not
moving the screen further forward bring the draught in
the passenger's face"/ This was my experience with the
shield I first had fitted - Probably my screen is larger and
moi'e gradually sloping upwaj-ds. and the meeting of tJie

currents of air from it is, therefore, thrown much farther
behind. MAY WALKER.
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"THE TYRE WITH
NINE LIVES."

CR. COLLIER
says:

uieiiis@i
OVERsizc TYRES

are Matchless.

O.C.GODFREY

.s-"^

says

UTiiliSM
OVERsizc TYRES

are the best he has

ever come across.

J. R. ALEXANDER
says:

4^
V ill

OVERsizc TYRES
have done 7,000

miles and look
like repeating
this same mileage.

There's a tyre for every

purpose at

70, BASINGHALL ST.,

LONDON E.G.

EoyH.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B23
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The best Xmas Gift is a

T.W.R. Aluminium
Motorcycle REAR LAMP

It Will last a lifetime.

h Will not bruise or break.

It will not rust.

It IS an ornament to einy cycle.

It IS sold on the money-back principle.

Any Agent can supply, or from

SOLE MAKERS :

T.W.R. MANFG. CO.,
BALDWYN GARDENS, ACTON,

LONDON, W.

I NO MATTER WHAT
! YOUR REQUIRE-
f MENTS IN THE WAY
' .... OF ... .

TRANSFERS
« Write to

For
j
ILIFFE& SONS Ltd.,

Motor Cycles 5 Transfer r'/^T7TrxT'r"D\7
I Special.sts CO VH-lN IKY.

and ^
r London : 20, Tudor Street. E.G.

f Manchester : 199, Deansgate.

and

Sidecars.

Crests

Monograms
Letters

Names
Etc.

To enjoy motor cycling

thoroughly

you must understand

your machine

thoroughly
HHB^BaSSnaaaSBBSaBEIBBBaHBIIBBBBBaBHaySD

" MOTOR CYCLES & HOW TO MANAGE THEM "

— the standard handbook for motor cyclists— will

tell you practically all you want to know about

your machine.

gT[ There .s no doubt as to

^ the supremacy of this

book over all others of a

similar kind. It is constantly

being checked and revised by
the stafi of

'

' The Motor Cycle,"

and conseqaently carries the

weight and authority of this

iouroal.

47T Its con tents embrace a

^multitude of subjects re-

lating to motor cycles, their

care and management. It is

clearly written and well illus-

trated. Every motor cyclist

—

whetber beginner or experienced

rider — should keep a copy
handy for reference.

MoTORgcLES
tt^^^Ltom^Tvagc tKcn\.

Cet

the

16th

Edition
"I^evisedJ

of this

useful

book

Price

1/-
Net

By
Post

1/4

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C., ^"^ ^"
""""tiXL kstalls,

HBHaBHaHBBBaaBBaBBaBBBaHBBBBHBBBaaBBHBHBaHBHIiBBHBHaBBHHI
B24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention The Motor CycU.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or-not must b3 accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Corretpondentt are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for case of reference. Letters conlAining legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on tcctinical subjects.

An Extraordinary Allegation.

Recently I hired a motor cycle,

J^ and on taking it back to the

> dealers thej' accepted it, but
-il the next day sent me a letter

saying that I luid removed the

original piston and replaced it with one
of another make. They are claiming
from me the price of a new piston.

Have they any claim?—G.S.K.
To accuse you of having removed the

original piston and put in another one is

certainly a serious allegation to make,
and we shbiUd advise you to ask them
what proof they have that the piston was
removed while the machine was in your
possession. Unless they have any proof
the garage people certainly have no claim
upon you.

Sluggishness in Starting

Can you tell me why I have^ difficulty in starting my motor

^ bicycle? It is a 2^ h.p. four'

-^ stroke. It is chietly when the

engine is cold that I find

difficulty in starting. I have done
about 500 miles on it, and have been
continually troubled in starting the

machine.—S.H.I.
If the machine is difficult to start, owing
to its being stiff to push when cold, it

is due to the oil in the engine becoming
congealed owing to the cold. It can be
treed to a great extent by injecting a few

drops of petrol or paraffin through the

compression tap before trying to start,

turning the engine over once or twice

to enable it to work past the rings. In

order to get an easy start you should

have the following adjustments correct

:

Contact breaker points clean, and separat-

ing .4 mm., and you should make sure

the rocker arm is not sticking. Carbon
brush on magneto should be free from

oil or dirt. Plug points should be clean,

and with a gap of between 5 and 1 mm.
Valve tappets should have a clearance

when cold of about -^in., and the carbu-

retter should be clean. In most machines
the usual setting of the levers for starting

is air closed, throttle about a quarter

open, and spark fully or nearly fully

advanced. If the carburetter is any make
except a Senspray it is advisable to flood

it slightly before starting by depressing

the plunger on top of float chamber. If

you follow these instructions there should

be no trouble whatever. You would

find ' Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them" a useful book.

Notice of Intended Prosecution.

Please tell me if it is a fact

g^l
that notice of intended prosecu-

> tiou must be given before the
-2J expiration of twenty-one days

from the time the offence was
committed, namely, exceeding the speed
limit, or is this only a legal quibble,

conviction following nevertheless. I

was trapped, told my speed, particulars

Were taken, and my address confirmed,

but nothing has since happened, and
seventeen days have already elapsed.

No mention was mad* of the summons
even verbally at the tims of the offence.

—F.W.F.
In the case of an offence for exceeding

the speed limit notice of summons must
be given at the time the offence is com-
mitted or witlrin twenty-one days, other-

wise a conviction cannot be obtained. This
is usually done at the time verbally by
the policemen working the trap. If they

did not do so on this occasion it was
probably an oversight.

Unevenly Worn Cylinder.

My motor cvcle

3i

IS a 1912

jj h.p. I have purchased two
new piston rings from the

makers, believing that soon I

shall require them. The piston

head has two rings at the top, conse-

quently the bottom of the cylinder is

not worn at all where the rings do not

reach when the piston is at the bottom

of the stroke. Therefore I cannot get

the new rings into the bottom of the

cylinder, being too tight, but no doubt

they would fit better a little higher up

where the cylinder is worn. Will you
kindly advise what had best be done?

—H.W.H.
If yom' cylinder is so badly worn that

vou' are unable to get the piston rings

in at the bottom of the cylinder, yet they

fit easily when at the top of the stroke,

the only remedy is to have the cylinder

rebored and a new piston and rings fitted.

You should carefully measure the cylinder

with a pair of callipers, and if the differ-

ence between the top and bottom of the

bore does not exceed, say, one or two

thousandths of an inch, there is little need

to have it rebored for some time, in

which case, to make the rings fit, you

should file a little off the ends, so as to

allow them to compress a little more.

There should be about i mm. clearance

between the ends when the ring is placed

absolutely squarely in the cylinder.

Loss of Compression.

I have a 1914 4i h.p., ningle

cylinder, and up to the pri-Keni

it has been running well, but

it is now losing comprension.

Could you please tell me the

cause of the trouble and how to cure

it? The cylinder has not been taken

down and cleaned yet, so would thi«

be the cause?—S.G.D.
Loss of compression is due to the valve*

requiring to be ground in, or valves

not closing properly owing to the valve

tappets requiring adjustment, worn

piston rings, or piston. If you take

the cylinder off to clean the piston and

cylinder head of carbon deposit, also

remove the rings and clean the carbon

deposit from behind these, and see that

the valve springs are strong enough.

Knocking.

I have a 4 h.p. two-speed

machine which, after running a

few miles, starts to knock on

slowing down. Shuttirig off the

air sometimes stops this, but on

opening the throttle again it knocks

very badly for a few minutes, but

generally leaves off on the level. If

I run at a greater speed than twenty

miles an hour the engine gets hot and

starts knocking. In climbing nearly

every hill I have to shut off the air.

If I 'am climbing a long hill the engine

pulls w^ell on top gear, but knocks

badly all the time, and even changing

into "low gear does not stop the knock-

ing. The result is that the engine

overheats and generally stops at the

top. After cooling down it starts up

quite well again in low gear. There

is not much carbon deposit. I give

plenty of oil.—S.H.T.

The trouble is probably due to the use

of a sparking plug which does not suit

the engine. A good single-point plug of

first-class make should be used. It is

not uncommon to have to close the air

a little to prevent the engine knocking

on hills. We presume the machine is

not geared too highly? You might also

look to the tappets and make sure

the clearance is not too great ; Jjin.

is about right. Too small a jet would

also cause knocking. If a general tune

up does not remedy the trouble, you

should take the cylinder off and make
certain the rings a"re qnite free in their

grooves, that the piston is quite true and

not binding, and the bearings in order.

^ . / .. T-r i.f„/™. r,,/-;^" m/iu oii/v be sciU la nculra! Europain comilria if posted direct from Ikt offica ol the pMishtrs. er

SPECIAL tiOTlCE.-Coptes of "The
'^^f^

Cv^' ""V;' J^*"'^"^^
The publishes of "The Motir Cycle" have obtained the necessary pcrmxssun.

h''jewsage,,ts^'Iu,kaveobUiinfp^m.ss:ont^^^^^^^ ^ -^ . '^,„^ „ ,^^ire if permission has bee,, obleUned. as oAer^v^
and, consequently, can send subscribers copies as usual,

/V^'^Jf^f™""'? '';",? p . ff^
copies inteiuied tor neutral European countries wM not be forivard^ by the fosl Office.

.
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Registration of Second-hand Machines.

_
I have bought a second-hand

?~~| machine. (1.) Do I have to get

a new number, or can I use the
-iJ old one? (2.) What steps do I

have to take ior insurance?

—

P.D.T.P.

(1.) If the previous owner is -willing you
can have the existing registration number
transferred to your name at a cost of Is.

It he is not, you must obtain a new
number from any county or borough
council office at a cost of 5s. (2.) You
should write to the Insurance JNlanager,

The Motor Cycle, Hertford Street,

Coventry.

Broken Overhead Valves.

I have an 8-10 h.p. machine

qI with overheadi valves. Now I

> do not like the idea of the valves
-^ breaking and dropping in the

cylin-der. Do you think I could
lessen the risk of that if I had touring
cams put in the timing gear in place
of the racing ones, and would it stop a
lot of the clatter? The above are the
only faults that I have against it, as
the machine is simply grand. I fitted a

sidecar to it, which caused it to knock
at times, but I liave overcome that by
fitting two tV™. plates between the

cylinder and the crank case, but I am
alway-s afraid of a valve breaking and
falling into the cylinder. It is not
because of the price of a new one, but
perhaps the fitting of a new cylinder
might alter the running of the machine.
—E.A.

The fitting of touring cams would un-
doubtedly lessen the risk of broken valves,

and would probably reduce the clatter to

some extent. There are quite a number
of ideas for preventing the heads of

broken valves falling on to the piston

and causing damage. Probably the best

is to fit three hooked metal pegs into the

cylinder head round the valve, the hooked
portion being far enough away not to

interfere with the opening of the valve.

If the valve should break,- the head is

caught by the hooks of the three pegs.

The chief disadvantage of this method is

that, unless the pegs are fairly substan-
tial, they might cause pre-ignition by
becoming incandescent. Another method
more or less satisfactory is to drill the
stem of the valve and fit a steel wire in,

riveting it at each end, the idea being
that if the valve should break the wire
would hold the valve head from falling

into the cylinder while the machine is

being stopped. There is no doubt tliat

this method weakens the valve very con-
siderably. It is, moreover, we believe,

patented.

RE.-VDERS' REPLIES.

Misfiring.

In answer to "L.C.F." in The Motor
Cycle of November 25th re his 1915
machine with 1915 B. and B. carbm-etter
misfiring on long hills, I have had the

same trouble with my 1915 Calthorpe
Junior, Precision engine and 1915 B. and
B. carburetter. I ran same for 800 miles

with a lot of trouble, and always seemed
to misfire on long hills. I tested every-
thing, and at last sent it to my engineer,

who had the engine, etc., right down,
but could not find any fault, and it was
just as bad when I got it home again.

It was not long after that I found out
the cause in the B. and B. carburetter.

One slide (tlirottle) faces the engine and
the air slide faces footboard, and the
calf of ray leg covers up the slide, only
allowing a little air to be drawn in, which
causes misfiring. I have remedied this

by altering footboards, and have never
since had any trouble, although I have
ridden 1,500 miles. I have only got to

shift my leg a little, and I have the old

complaint, so 1 tliink that if "L.C.F."
tries my idea he Avill not be troubled

again from misfiring.—A. Morgan.

Tuning Up.

In reference to your correspondent
" O.W.Y.," of issue of November 25th,

I have been riding three twins, apparently
the same make, and found marked
absence of compression in front cylinders.

I ground in the valve, etc., but found
no improvement even .after fitting new
ring. I submitted the difficulty to an
expert, who said it was probably due to

warped valve seating, and that a new
cutting would be required to effect a

cure. The cylinder did not appear to

have been starved of oil, and I had even
removed the baffie plate. I then simply
flooded the machine w-ith oil, and was
surprised to find my lost compression had
come back. I tried the same experiment
with an almost new model of the same
make with the same result. The radical

cure seems to be to fit a special oil inlet

to the front cylinder. I may also menticjii

that a liberal mixture of oil with petrol

produced a marvellous effect until the

carburetter showed signs of choking. I

see thait the makers are fitting the extra
oil inlet on the 1916 model.—J.D.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience oJ

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"J.M.D." -(Ireland).—2i h.p. O.K.
Junior. Consumption, speed, hiU-climb-
ing, ease of starting, and reliability.

"P.D." (France).—3^ h.p.- four-speed
A.B.C. and sidecar. Reliability and-
efficiency.

"M.W.W." (Bromborough).—5-6 h.p.
Bat and A.J.S., 1916 models. Speed,
reliability, petrol consumption, hill-climb-

ing, ease of control in traffic, and effi-

ciency of mudguards.

"E.A." (Birmingham). —1915 Royal
Enfield combination with Lucas electric

lighting set. Reliability, durability, con-
sumption, and advice for running and
keepuig outfit in good order.

'W.E.J." (South Wales). —3i h.p.
three-speed Brough for sidecar work.
Hill-climbing, efficiency, ease of starting,
silence, slow running, and reliabilitv.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Grimsby to Bb.\dfohd.—R.W.
Grimsby, Caistor, Brigg, W. Butter

wick, Ha:xey, Doncaster, Pontefracl,
Leeds, Bradford.

Hereford to Blrmixgh.vm.—^AX 1086.

Hereford, Ledbury, Malvern, Worces-
ter, Droitwich, Bromsgrove, Nortlifield,

Birmingham.

CL.YPH.lit TO GUSTOXBURT.—B.B.

Clapham, North Side, Battersea Rise,

Upper Richmond Road, Richmond,
Twickenham, Fuhvell Park, Hounslow,
Colnbrook, JIaidenhead, Re.-iding.

Theale, Hungerford, ilarlboroiigh, Pew-
sey, Rushall, Larington, Westbury,
Frome, Shepton ilallet, Glastonbury.

B26

A MOTOR CYCLIST AIRMW. Pilot J. Alcock. R.N., and his overhead valve T,T,
Douglas. He is well known in the aviation world, and in the famous London-Manchester-
London flight he finished third on- a Maurice Farman (Sunbeam engined) plane.

HeRNE B.iY TO LlVEltPOOL.—-S.E.M.

Heme Bay, Graveney, Siftiiigbourne,

Cliatliam, Rochester, Gravesend, ferry-

across the Thames to Tilbury, Orsett,

Ingrave, Brentwood, Chipping Ongar,
Magdalen Laver, Harlow, fjishop's Stortf

ford, Puckeridse, Buntingford, Baldoct,
Shefford, Bedford, Kettering, Rothwell,
Market Harborough, Leicester, Lough-
borough, Derby, Ashbourne, Leekj
Congleton, Holmes Chapel, Northw-ich,

Runcorn, LiverpooL
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^ Comparison will readily convince you that in miniature motor cycles the^ famous "O.K. JUNIOR"has no equal. Inspect it at your Agent's—note
its many special features and marked superiority in every detail of construc-
tion—J70U will then decide thatthe "O.K. JUNIOR" is your mount for "lorG "

NOTE—The "O.K. JUNIOR" models can be
'

examined
following Agents' depots

:

at any of the

LONDON — James Grose, Ltd.,

A , Old Jewry, Cheapside, E.C.

;

8, New Bridge Street, I.udgnte
Hill; 255-257, HoUoway Road.
The Service Co.. Ltd., 289-293,
High Holborn, W.C.
Whileley's, Ltd., Westbourne

Grove, \\'.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.
—at their following depots :

ABERDEEN—330, Union Street.
BIRMINGHAtI—145, Corporation

Street.

BOOTLE—376, Stanley Road.
BRISTOL— 17, Queen's Road.
BEDFORD—41, "High Street.
CARDIFF—94, St. Mary Street.
COVENTRY—34, Hertford Street.
DERBY—4, Babington Buildings.
EXETER—28, Sidwell Street.
HULL—4f\ King Edward Street.

MANCHESTER—r92, Deansgate.
NORWTCH—20a, St. Stevens.
NOTTINGHAM—Theatre Square.
O.XFORD-36, Comniarket Street.
SOUTHPORT—23, London Street.
SHEFFIELD—iir, Pinstone St.

SUNDERLAND—28 and 29, Vine
Place, Borough Road.

WOLVERHAMPTON—17, Victoria
Street.

Provincial Agents

:

ASHINGTON, Northumberland.—
The .^shington Garage.

.ABERDARE — Parker Brothers,
Station Street Garage.

BRADFORD—A. Hodgson.
BIRMINGHAM—W. Watson, Easy
Row.

BRIGHTON—Turpin's Garages.
BALLYMENA, Ire.—W. Cameron.
BASINGSTOKE-A. W. Smith.
CANTERBURY—E. J. Philpot.
COOKSTOWN, Co. Tyrone — D.

Slade.
DUBLIN—Wallen's Garages.
DORKING—T. G. Meeten.
DRO.XFORD, Hants—T. Mering-

ton, Mill Cvcle Works.
EASTBOURNE AND DEPOTS—

Caffvn's Garages, Ltd.
The'.Motor Mart.

EDINBURGH—.A.lexander & Co.
R. D. Ewart.

FAKENHAM-G. Baxter.
GLASGOW— T. Calbraith & Son.
HUDDERSFIELD—Earnshawft Co.
HEPTON-LE-HOLE, Co. Durham-

F. B. Willis.

HUNTINGDON—Murkett Bros.
HALIFAX—Scotfs.
IN\'ERGORDON, Scotland—A. W.
Tavlor.

IRONBRIDGE, Salop—R. Tomlins
LEEDS — Headingley Motor and

Engineering Co.
LEWES—Lloyd & Sons.
LEAMINGTON AND WARWICK—

Sleath's, Ltd.
LEICESTER—H. Petty.
LIVERPOOL— Forde ' Sc Bron-n,

1-3, Berry Street.

LISBURN, Ireland—J. Fletcher,
Railway Street.

LONG MELFORD—F. J. Flack.
MONMOUTH—L. Hunt, loi, Mon-
now Street.

MAIDENHEAD—Heyboume & Co.
MAIDSTONE— R. Nelson & Co.
MIDDLESBROUGH— Wm. Arm-

strong, 258, Linthorp Road.
NEWCASTLE - ON - TVNE — J.
Robertson 6c Co.

NEW ROSS, Ireland—J. Roche.
NEWTOWNAUDS—J. Irvine, 3O,

Regent Street.
NORTH SHIELDS-George Swan,
The .Market, 9, Tyne Street.

PETERBORO'— A. I. Robertson.
PRESTON — E. Bradshaw, the
Motor House.

RADSTOCK—A. W. Grilfin.
READING—H. Julian.
ROTHERHAM—E. Cross.
ROCHESTER- Robins & Day, Ld.
STIRLING— T. McArthur.
SOUTHAMPTON- Binning & Co.

B. B. Tebbutt.
SCARBOROUGH—G. W. Moore,

Ltd.
SOMERTON, Somerset-G. Mundy
TAUNTON—W. P. Edwards, Cor-

poration Street.
Tl'NBRIDGE WELLS—E. Powell.
WELLINGBOROUGH—E. Pearce.
WE^'JIOUTH-Guv & Reynolds.
WOLSINGHAM, Co. Durham—W.

Lavbourne, Central Depot.
WORCESTER—F. Lewis.
WORKSOP—C. Parker.
WORTHING—Ray & Sons.

GUERNSEY—K. Millard & Co.
HOLLAND — .Aug. Ma\hmajur,

"

Amsterdam.
RUSSIA— Serch Bros., 2-13, Kron-
verksky Prospect, Petrograd.

NOTE: A certain number of "Two-Stroke " models can be delivered

immediately — if you could do with one ORDER NOW.
Sole Manufacturers :

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, Ltd., Hall Green, BIRMINGHAM

\

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/el^-" B27
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THE
AUTOMOB ILE
ENGINEER

Decoted to the theory and practice of AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.

Published

MONTHLY
(second Thursday
in each month).

Price

SIXPENCE
NET.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

4tiiiMiiiiui(iMiniiitunhiiluuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiuniiniitiiiiiriiMnniiMnMnuiiiiiuiinrfilKinuniiiinihuiuniiiiuiniHMiiuuninnniiiiiiiniuuirunMniiuiiiiniiinMihiiiiiiiiiniiiniiuiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiMiui ii'

ISSUED in the interests of engineers,
designers, draughtsmen, works
managers, heads of departments,
and all others concerned with the

designing and building of motor vehicles,
and dealing fully with the technical and
manufacturing side of the motor car,
utility motor vehicle, and motor cycle
industry.

SUBSCRIPTrON RATES.
The Automobile Engineer can be supplied direct, if

preferred, at the following rates :

Great Britain 9/-, Canada 7/6, other countries
abroad 9/-, per annum.

Proprietors : Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G.

NortherB O lice : Ceotury Buildings, Deansgate,
Manchester,

DECEMBER NUMBER Now Ready.
Principal Contents :

FIRST PRINCIPLES (Leading Article).

TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
THE CHOICE OF STEEL FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILE

CONSTRUCTION.
ORGANISING BRITISH ENGINEERING INDUSTRY.
THE 40 H.P. SPORTING MODEL LANCHESTER.

THE CASE FOR BRITISH MOTOR MANUFACTURERS.
AEROPLANE ENGINES (Concluded).

THE THEORY OF GRINDING.
IRON, STEEL, AND METALS MARKETS REVIEW.

THE TREND OF INVENTION.

Ohtamable, by order, from any newsagent in the United Kingdom.

*Po^ Motor Cycles
FOR SPEED, COMFORT, AND RELIABILITY.

THESE MACHINES SMILE AT HILLS AND POT-HOLE ROADS.

Send or call for prices and particulars.

The Pope Motor Cycle Agency, THE BIG TWIN.
Telephone—London Wall ii37- 55, BANNER ST., E.C. Telegrams—" Acarobox, London,"

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.fouBTH comon

Motor^ciisTS C Every motor cyclist should make use of this book. It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a veiy exhaustive alphabetical index

Fourth Edition^ Revised and Enlarged.
Obtainable from—

ILIFEE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1 /- net.

By post 1 2.

B28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Auto-Wheels.
915 B.S.A. Auto-Whcol, onlv run nbout 10 miU";

as new; ilO.—TiUey, The Esplanudi;, Wcv.
Lottlh. (X7088
:l UTO-WIIEEL De Luxe, 1915'/., loss tlinu 2 ciius
JL vetiA used: JEIO/IO.—Miss Smiles, Siiu(ler»toiKl.
jricv il>) [7097
lUTOWHREI.S Do I.uxo, £15/15. 26/3 montli; al socond-haud standard model, Slo. — Seen ot
te, Kisiiopstrate, I.ondon. [7536

VUTO WHEEL, B.S.A. , de lu.\e, 1915, bought 6
wook.s ago, just like new, cost 18 gils. ; sacrifice

.9.—64. Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [X7094a
IQlS Model Auto-Wlioel. only ridden 50 miles, as
Lv new, with shook absorber, number plates, owned
r Ij'ly; £12.—Anderson, Marton, Rugby. CS6739

Bovvn.
30WXS. 3b.p., 2-stroke. purobased September. 1915,

only done 150 miles, reliable and elfloient uuieljinc

:

)st £59; all aceessories; offers.—Greenaway, Wliaii
;ii., Stanford-le-.Hope, Esses. [X6955

Bradbury.
BEAnBtTRT, 4b.p., 1912, free engine, reliable.—44,

\\ est Side, \A'andswortb Common. [7377

[Q13 2-speed Bradbury, and accessories, in perfectL" condition; £26/10.—Seen, 223, High Ed., Kil-
'«™. [7553

th.r. Bradbury. 2-speed. disc wheels, last, splendid
comUtion; £35.—Coe, 101, Mill Hill Ed., Acton.

[7343
BEADBUET. 1913. 4h.p., 2-6peed, with wicker side-

oar, perfect order, new cylinder, piston, yery fast
ud poiverfnl

; £20.—Nash, 27, Cross St., Cromer. [X6917
BE.VDBUEY, SV^h.p., 2-speed gear, and sidecar,

porfect condition; £35.—-Mehling. Swayne's Garage,
[igh Ed., Goodmayes. 'Phone: 763 Illord. [X6961

BEADBURX, 1912, 3-speed gear, Brndburys' wicker
sidecar, in first-class condition, hardly used, looks

ie new: what offers f—Posman, 35, West Park, Eltham.
[7409

Q12 3V-jh.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, wicker sidecar, free
L*/ engine, accessories: £30. cash or easy terms.—
1. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, CardifT-

,„ [0732
[Q15'.j Bradbury, 6h.p., 3.speed combination, new thisLv montli. owner left for Front, onlv used about 80
liles. and like new: £82, cost £95 two weeks ago.—
Lle^;ander'6, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [6999

DEADBtJET 1914 6h.p. Combination, countershaft
L» 3-speed. chain driye, kick starter, Bradbury coach-
uilt sidecar, lamps and horii, perfect condition- £55.—
lie Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingh.am. [7577

BEADBUET, 1914, 4S.p., single-eyl., 3-speed, kick
-tarter, Bradbury coaehbuilt sidecar, Cowey speed-

metor, F.E.S. head lamp, tail lamp, and horn, excellent
ondilion: £42.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.,
tirmingham. [7578

IQ15 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed countershaft gear, chain
'.«' drive, heavy Dnnlop tvres on all wheels, acety-
me head and rear lamps, horn, fitted exhaust whistle,
)mplete tools, handsome lightweight sidecar, run about
00 miles, as new: 55 gns.—Bos 9,776, The Motor Cycle
mces, Coventry. jDJ [X6731

Brown.
OEOWN', 1913. SUh.p.. 3-5peed. Millford wicker eide-
L» oar: £30.-Day, 50. Enokholt Ed., Le.vton. [X6732
ilb.p. Brown, single gear, Simms mag., cylinder re-
-^ bored, new piston fitted, in good running order;
12.— Sargisson, Mrunby, Alford, Lines. [X5855
OEOWN, 6h.p., Chater-Lea. Mabon "clutch, electric^ head light and dynamo, wicker sidecar; quick sale
Mftisary; bargain, £27.-436, High Ed., Streatham.i
-•1 [7411

1
Oil Brown, Siih.p., clutch, and kick-starter, Cowey,

I-" good tyres and belt, very last and powerful: sell
25, or exehange ligltweight and cash.—O. Pritchett,
41, Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [7501

B.S.A.
[5.3.A.. 19141 J, 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-belt,
\* oomplete, very little used; £40.—Snow, East St.,
ipsom. £7452
[J.S.A.. 1913, 2-speed, in 'splendid condition: 28 gns..

^ very great bargain.-Julian, Broad St., Reading.
?hone; 1024. [S2345
fJ.S-A.. 1916, T.T. model, £50/10: immediate delivery.

f Also models H and K from stock.—Alexander's.
15. Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. - [7000

I
Q !''' B.S.A.. 4il,h.p.. s-speed, chain drive, and best^" B.S.A. coaehbuilt sidecar, lamp, etc.: £57.—
ovedean, Lurdon itd., jMaidstone. [7432

5 8. A. 1913. Slih.p., T.T. roadster model, complete
f and in good order, must sell; owner on service:
26/10.—Layton's Garage. Bicester, Oxon. [X6981
O.S.A.. 1916, model H, 4l4h.p., all chain driye. just i

f dehvered from works, all latest improvements;
p4.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W.

Bo .
[X6261

.b..\.. 1916, 4l4h.p.. model K, just delivered, chain-
cum-belt, 3 speeds, kick starter: £62; exchanges

r deferred payments.-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.
ondon. [X6994
1Q14 3-5peed Chain Drive B.S.A., 16 gn. sidecar.
J*' Miller H30 lamp, horn, etc., splendid condi-
OH: £54, or solo machine part.—Box'g,787, The Motor
We Offices, Coventry. [3:6911 i

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—fSuppLEMENa
CORONET Sidecar Chassis

IS dcsiRned lor lonR life, and lias a wondcrlnl
reserve ol stability,,and is safe on gre.isy roads.
Luggage carrier built into (ramc. Cannot shako
loose, and is a boon when touring.

£10 15s.
Send (or ill list fa I >< I

CAt.iIoguc cicscribin;;

these well knowa
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for aay make of machine.

Coronet Sidecars -for

Harley-Davidsons.
We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 2S X ain. tyre, apron to cover entire

body, and 4-point attachment £13 10
Immediate Delivery.

WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK
THE WORLD'S RECORD MACHINE.
THE WORLD'S VALUE MACHINE.

We will make a special allowance for your machine
in part payment. Write for terms, as we are large

contractors.

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
The most improved sidecar machine made. Fitted
with automatic mechanical oil pump like a car.

3-speed sliding countershaft gear, fool-proof, both
hand and foot control to clutch, spring seat, 3in.

tyres, silent nmning engine, will just tick over
when in free engine, double stem handle-bar made
from rolled cold steel, carrier one steel stamping,
spare petrol tank ; in fact, refinements not found
on any other machine. Full detailed catalogue
upon application.

PRICE—7-9 h.p., 3-speed model £68 5
ditto, ditto, electrically equipped £76 13

You cannot beat us on exchanges. Yorkshire
dealers supplied.

BOOTH'S BIG BARGAINS.

3I h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, nearly new,
3-speed, kick starter, Hercules ^13 13s.

Sidecar, ^.1 4s. speedometer, ^3 los.

lamp set ; the whole cost l^\ 95 £72 10
6h.p.T\vin REX Tricar, 3 speeds, magneto £11 15

2ih.p. LEVIS, igig, 2 speeds £28 10

4 h.p. WOLF, 1916, 3 speeds £55 11

3I h.p. PRECISION, 1912 model, in nice

condition £19 10

4J h.p. PRECISION, 1913, 2-speed, and ^13
coach Sidecar £31 10

7 h.p. INDIAN, 1912, 2-speed, and coach-
built Sidecar £36 15

2 b.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight. 1914
model. Precision engine, countershaft

2-speed cear, easy starter, nice condition

3Jh.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed modtl.

2% h.p WOLF, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed . .

.

3^ h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-speed model, with
cane Sidecar

3^ h.p. SINGER, 1912. 3 speeds
6" h.p. Twn REX, 1912, 2 speeds

3ih.p. L.M.C., 1913. countershaft gear ..

3! h.p. REX, iQog Millennium 2-speed .

.

3 h.p, LLOYDSi P. & -M. 2-speed, complete
with Sidecar

P. & M., 1909, 2-=peed, with Sidecar ....

4^ h.p. JAMES, 3-speed, chain drive, kick

starter, coach Sidecar £48 15

£17 15
£20 15
£33 10

£25
£22 10
£25
£25
£13 10

£8 15
£18 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4 '11

New 2\ h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, 2

fl\T\-heeIs. magneto: listed £22 los. . £18 10

New Torpedo Cane Sidecar body £3

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A Ul F AX.
'Phone 1062. Close at 6 D.m.I

V.) Advertisemknts. -.^5

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A

I'
ATK 1915 DBA. iii«l.| K. HMnao rlnu. Monl.

J Komi-i, «lcki>r »li|i^(ir; £72 oiildl, *'." --<
m iicw.-Uox 9,785, Tht Motor Cycli Offl'

"R.8.A.. 19IJ, V.'.tt.v., 2-'Vw\, mid lH'arl)
.«-» bulll aiilcc'ur, jipit Knnp.hiilU, Iniiipi, :uoi i .,,
Iinruniii. £43.-1,. lliudcHun. 224, I/mifon IM, HUf.
fli'lil. (\r^n•^

I Q15 a'/.li.p. n.R A.. mixM K, iiti.i

tf.. i)nicrati:lioil r flrst 'rlnqiio oror .

iiiKir. Elmllcli), CultiP, WilU.

i«38.-Lato 1913 USA., concliburlt ilil.
c*^ Iroo oiiKinc, Iiiinpa, horn. Cover ;

t;ii.iranto<^(i pcrlt^rt; owner on..a(-tivo icrvi"- — <"
ii: <t

ivrito, 156, Gt. I'oilliind St., W. (7007

1Q13 3',41i.p. U.S.A., clntch model, OTPrtnulfd br
M.%J makers, 2 new tyrc», new belt, pan iwat, bmpt,
liorn, FParcB, nfl (rood as new tlirougliout ; £32, or ncir
oner.—Wnltons', Dawon Si., Burnley, [XC43&

B.S.A., 1914, T.T.. 3'Ah.p.. t>erfect condition, tlctl-
lent hill-cIimlKT. mow running, (a<t, tyres and

belt verj- Rood. P. and H. lampn, honj, tooU, tpare*;
£34.—N. AUbon, Sunnyside, Hitchin. (76C5

B.S A. 1916 Moilels mtuiilly in rtod:; anotlicr, 11-

and K and sidecar, e.-cpecle'l rnomcntarllf : de-
ferred payment it dewired.—I^iiiibV. 151. Hii,'h 6t., Wnl-
thumstow, and 50, High Hd-, Wood Green. [7397

B.S.A.. 1916, model K, 4h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-

spced; Layto[1'» can deliver to-day; do not delay;
delireries for forward dates cannot bo snarant<c4;
buy now; price £62.—Lavton's Garage, Biceilor, Oxon.

pC69e2
B.S.A., 1913, 2-5peed, free engine, chain dnre. art

cane sidecar. Lucas ICing of tho Uoad head light,

.TouGs speedometer, mirror, etc.. new tyres, chain gnard

:

£50, or near offer.-186, Wandsworth Bridge Ed.. Fnl-
iiam, S.W. £7056

B.S.jV., 1914. model H, chain drive, 3-spccd, kick
start, combination, B.S.A. coaehbuilt sidecar

with wind screen, perlect outfit, sound in all respect*,
excellent appearance, 2 lamps, big horn, etc., worth
over £60; will accept £56.—Tollady, Hcroingford.
Bicester, Oxon. [X6983

B.S.A. 1916 Models juH received from worke: 4Uh.p..
3-speed countershaft gear, chain drive, mooel H,

£64: cliain-cum-belt, model K, £62; exchangca or ex-

tended terms arranged; now is the time to buy sidecars

in stock to fit.—Elco and Co., 1516, Bishopsagte Av..

Camomile "St., E.C. [0491

Calthorpe.

1Q15 Calthorpe, 2-5troke, 2-spced, lamp, nnd gener-
-L«7 ator: £25.—Bamsgate Motor Works. [7368

CALTHOEPE Junior. late 1914, little used: £17/10.
bargain.-Church, 342, Baker St., Enacld. [7421

TO 15 Calthorpe-Jap. 2^ih.p., Enfield 2-?peed, F-E..

i-%J almost new; £30.—Keast, Springfielde, Allet,

Truro. tX7104

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P-, 1915, 27ih.p.. 2-spced. not

ridden 400 miles ; £28.—Pearce, Ceptist, Henley-
_

en-Thames- [7385 '

CALTHOEPE Junior, 2-speed. flr6t-cla33 condition:

first £15 eecures-—W. Dawson, 24, Mdburr Bd-,

Weymouth. £7413

1015 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-sp6€d, shop-soiled; 30 gns.:

\-*y verv great bargain.-Julian, Broad St., Eoadlng.

'Phone: 1024. rS488S

CALTHOEPE. latest 2-speed lightweight mwiels in

stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagles and
Co., High St., Acton. [X699S

IfklS"^'- Caithorpe-Jap. 2"-;h.p., Enfield 2-«peed. very

X.U little used, as new, very fast: £30.-T. S. Pear-

son, Royal Military Academy. Woolwich. 1X6921

CALTHORPE-J-A.P., 2^ih.p., 2-speed, bought new
3 months ago, only done 300 miles; cost £40,

accept 25 gns.—Longman, King St., Acton. [7520

TO 15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, only done 20
X!7 miles, like new; £30; approval against cash.—

John Jone6, Cycle Agent, Llanerohymedd. AngleMa-

1015 Calthorpe-Jap. complete with lamp, hom, rear

JLt/ iicht, and speedometer, in splendid condition:

^98 —Colmoie DepJt, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham.
[X6840

CALTHOBPE-J.A-P., 2»;h.p., Enfield 2.epeed gear,

free eneine, electric head lamp, hom, tools, new

last May.—Underwood, 14, Warwick Eow, Ooventn'-
LA.6909

CALTHOEPE-J.AJ.V, 2 speeds (3 models in stock):

deferred payments, exchanges, hl)eral allowances-—

Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed.. Wood Green. £7^03

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914. 2-speed. excellent condi-

tion and runninir order: £17.—Tote and Bell,

Ltd., Motor Depl.. Carlton Engineering Works, ago
Ed.. Tottenham. N. £7621

CALTHOEPES for 1916 include lady's and com-
binations. Send your name for new catalogue,

ready shortlv; easr payments arranged.—Storey's. 118,

Gt- Porthjnd St.. W. [0647

CALTHORPEJ-A.P.. 2^ih.p., latest models in stock,

2-5peed Enfield gear, ideal lightweight for winter
riding; 35 gns. cash, or £9/15 deposit and 12 monthly
payments of 45/- each.-Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishops-

gate At., Camomile St., E.C- Phone : Avenue 5548.
;0551

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b^i
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Calthorpe.

(^ALTHORPE Janior, late 1914, 2-3i]eed, P. and H.
-^ hftid light, toolbags, footboards, excellent tyres,

not done 600 milee ; bargain, £20,-15, Cleveland Man-
sions, Chapel St., Brixton. [7351

Campion.
1Q14 ell. p. Twin Campion Combination, large lamp,A tf generator, and saddle, iorn, and spares, 3 speeds,
handle starter; only wants seeing; i55.—C. Baker,
Cropland, near Peterborough. [7592

CAMPION-J.A.P.. 4h.p., Armstrong heayy 3-speed
gear, new Britannic coachbuilt sidecar, Cape hood,

glass screen, apron, lam-ps, gear and tyres as new: bar-
sa-in, £48.-A. Wood, 48, High St., Windsor. £6993

Chater.Lea,
Combination, with 25 gn. Gloria

Colmore Depot, 31.
[X6849

"IQ13 Chater-Lea, __^
J-v coachbuilt sidecar.

Qh.p. Chater-Lea

Colmore Row, Birmingham

CHATEE-LEA, 1912, No. 7, 3 speeds, Lncas head
lamp, with spring wheel sidecar; £49.—Fishwick,

Brook Lane, Alderley Edge", Cheshire. [3:6438

8h.p., 3 speeds, handle starter,
- -- - ___ecar, large head lamp, Lncas horn,

condition as new; £47/10.—697a, Old Kent Ed., S.E.

C
17485

HATER-LEA and Sidecar, 1915, 2-seat., wicker
body, Lucas dynamo lighting set, perfect condi-

tion; £75.—Stag Motor Works, East Finchley, London,
N. [7505
CHATEE-LEA, 1913, 8h.p., S-specd gear box, with

Turner sidecar, hood, wind screen, lamps, etc., ail

in good condition; £60.—Parker, 43, Hampden Rd..
Hornsey, London, N". [7606

CHATEE-LEA, 1911, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed P.
and M. gear, with large 2-seater coachbuilt side.

car: a bargain,- £27/10.-Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor
Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, High Ed., Totten
ham, N. [7620

Chater=Singer.

ABOUT 1907 Chater-Singer, 2S4h.p., mag.; £7.—Par-
ticulars, Shei-ratt, Victoria View, Uttoxeter

LX682E
Clarendon.

C>.3h.p. Clarendon. B. and B., Hellesen, low machine.
'W4: drop back frame, spring forks, engine in splendid
order, guaranteed in perfect condition; £7, no offers.
—71, Stanbury Ed., Peckham, S.E. [7487

Clyno.
CLTNO Combination, 19121/,, 6h.p., 2-spced, lamp,

speedometer, spares; bargain, £31.—Edmonds. 24,
Trinity Ed., Weymouth. [X6940

CLYNO, 2-etroke, 2-speed, and Jiand clutch, acces-
sories, perfect order; £31.—Box L274, The Motor

Ciicle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.C. [7383

CLYNO 1915 Combination, 6h.p., spring drive, spring
saddle pillar, spare wheel, wind screen, lamp^. horn

etc. ; £85.-150, Lea Ed., Wolverhampton. [X6927

CLYNO Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., counter-shafi
2 speeds, tick start, Bosch, fully equipped; sai'n

ice £28.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed., Acton. [761;

CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, and kick starter, spare wheel and tvre,

usual accessories, new condition; £65.—P. J. Evans
John Bright St., Birmingham. [7444

CLYNO, 6h.p., late 1913, cane sidecar, engine per-
feet order after overhaul, 1915 pilot B. and B .

tyres perfect, speedometer, spares, accessories, 65 m.p.g.,
46 m.p.h., better value than a new" machine, property
of a flying officer; £47.-Appointment to Stack, 5. Tavi-
stock Rd., Croydon. [i6922

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 2%-Sh.p., late 1915 miniature, almost

new; £24/10.—A. Wood, 48, High St., Windsor.
[7599

OONNAUGHT, 1915, standard, 2-stroke^ S-ylh.p.

;

cost £36/17, accept £21. or nearest offer; F.E.S.
head light and horn included; must sell.—Waddams.
Gaia Lane,. Lichfield. [X7004

CONNAUGHT. 1916 models in stock; immediate de-
livery of miniature and standard models, with 2 or

3-speed gears, also single-speed models.—P. J. Evans.
.Tohn Bright St., Birmingham. [7440

Diamond.
Tj Q15 Diamond 2-stroke. perfect, lamp,
i-^ plete; £26.—Eich, Shifnal, Salop.

TWO'Diamond 1916 2-stroke single-speed Models,
actually in stock.—Sole District Agents, The

Walsall Garage, Walsall. [7629

Douglas.
DOUGLAS, W., 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter; £39.-

F. Lycett, Burslem. [X7016

etc.. com-
[X7013

NEW Douglas, model U, 3-spee
—Cr-.su, Agent, Eotherham.

"I
QIO Doug. as. 2-6peed, with lamp, horn, etc.

J-t/ Julian, Broad St., Reading.

DOUGLjVS. 1914, T.T.. 2-speed, lamp,
used; £37.-369, Wimbledon Park Rd

1Q12 Douglas, just overhauled, splendid condition
-Lt' throughout; £21.-16, Beechcroft Ed., Bushev.

[X7021

in stock; 50 gns.
[X7023

iggns.-
[X5539

horn, little

S.W. [7434

XMAS BARGAINS
JAMES 4i h.p. 3-speed Combination £80
BLACKBURNE, 3J h.p., 3-speed gear £67 9
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p. J.A.P., 2-sp. £39 10
J. H., 6 h.p., 3-speed countershaft .. £73 10
ALLON, 2\ h.p., 2-speed countershaft. £42
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., J916, countershaft. £68 7
ROYAL RUBY, 2| h.p., 2-sp., 2-str. £36 10
J H., 4.^ h p., 3-speed, \I.A.G. engine. £67
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 1916 Combination . . £89 5
B.S.A., rgre, 4J h.p. Coiubination . . . . £80 18
B.S.A., 4l h.p., rglli, " K " £62
ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 2-str., 2\ h.p. £27 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-5tr., single speed £34
SUN-VILLIERS, 2i h.p., 2-5tr., single-

speed £29 10
ROYAL RUBY, 25 h.p. J..A.P., single

speed £32 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2! h.p., 2-str., single-

speed £29 10
NEW RYDER, 2V h.p., 2-sp. J.A.P. . . £33 12
INDIAN, 7 h.p.. Model C £78
JAMES, 25 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke ... £38 11
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, Model B . . £70

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

REX, 1914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £58
REX, r9r4, 6 h.p., hood and screen .... £50
REX, Tgr4, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £55
ARIEL, rgl4, 4 h.p,, 3-sp., coach Sidecar £45
TRIUMPH, rgrr, 3* h.p., clutch, and S'car £25
MATCHLESS, 1914", 8B. M.A.G., 3 speeds £78
HARLEV, igrs, 7 h.p., Millford Sidecar . £72
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., clutch, Millford . . £71
BAT, I9r3, 6 h.p., 3 speeds and Sidecar £56
V.S.-J.A.P., 1913, 8 h.p., 2-speed, coach-

built Sidecar £32
JAMES, 1914, 4i h.p.. 3-sp. Corabinatiou

SOkO nflOUNTS.
BAT, igrg, 4?, h.p., twin, 2-speed, T.T. . . £43
DOUGLAS, tgtg, 2} h.p.. Colonial, T.T. £47
REX, 1909, 3* h.p., 3-speed, handle start £25
ENFIELD, 2ih.v>., rgro, belt drive £17
ENFIELD, r9i5, 3 h.p., T.T., 2 speeds .. £48
BLACKBURNE, r9i4, 3S h.p., 3 speeds . . £53
REX, rgro, 3^ h.p., 3 speeds, take Sidecar £25
HUMBER, I9"r4, 2 h.p., 3-sp., open frame £25
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., T.T., clutch £50
O.K., 1915, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, chain drive £29
F.N., rQr2, 2i h.p., 2-sp., shaft drive .. £24
ROVER, r9r4, 3J h.p., 3-speed, T.T £42
P. & W., 1914, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, little used £58
RUDGE, 3.V h.p.~, clutch model, very fast £24
INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., electric equip., 2-sp. £52

P. & M., 39r3, 3i h.p., 2-sp., handle start £45
VELOCETTE',1915, 2I h.p., 2-sp.. 2-5trcke £33
ZENITH, rgrs, 3! h.p., clutcb £40
NEW HUDSON, rgtg, ajh.p., 2-stroke .. £28
DlfiMOND, 1914, 2jh.p., 2 speeds £34
JAMES, 191=;, 2.'. h.p., 2-speed, 2-5trolie . £35
CALTHORPE, igr4, 2 h.p., 2 speeds £21

T.M.C., 8 h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame .... £14

I.IGHT CARS. &c.

PREMIER, 7-9 b.p., chassis only, brand
ne« £40

VICTOR, S h.p., late I9t3, 2 speeds and
reverse £60

WARNE, 1914, 8 h.p., 3 speeds and re-

verse, new £100
FORD, 20 b.p.. Fiat Van, new tsTcs .. £72
OVERLAND, igre. Model 83, s-scater,

like new, all e'piipinent £225
CADILLAC, rgt^, 20-30 h.p., 6 speeds,

self-starter, etc., only done 6,000 . . £280
STANDARD, t9i4, 9-5 Light Car, dickey,

just thoroughly overhauled and re-

painted £188

MOTOR

DOUGLAS,
Whittle belt; 'fi'lS.—SmiVb.

Essex.

DOUGLAS,
faultless

;

Molesey.

19^^

CYCLES FO« SALE.
Douglas.

2^ih.p^, good tjTes and running orde
Plumber, Wivenhoi

:7si

1915, 2 speeds, clutch, accessorie
sacrifice, £42.-124, Walton Rd.. Eai

rx7oi
T.T. 2-'i'4h.p. 2-8peed Douglas and aocessorie

in good condition; £42.— Seen, 223, High Bd
Kilburn. [75£

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., £40; a 1913,
speeds, £30.—Percy and Co., 337, Enston Bd

London. [752

1Q15 T.T. 254h.p. 3-speed Donglas and acceBsorie
J-»^ in perfect condition; £45.—Seen, 223, High B4
Kilbnrn. (76J

1 Q15 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar. Lncas lamps, hjn
JLt/ etc., complete; £72; like new.—Cross, Jewelle
Eotherham. 'XTOJ

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2 speeds, clntch, kick starter; fSS
footboards, excellent condition.—Peart, ilarb

Harhorough. IX68«

.hp..
i'nlint

[7SC

"|Q14 Douglas, delivered March. 1915, 2'
-Lt/ speeds, property officer; 36gn8.—331.

MOTOR MAKTi
1 100^136 G Portland SUondon W.I
\Telephone -bb? Mayfair /^/(p^/»;wj"Abdicole Wesdol

Ed., London,

T.T,1Q13 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, new tyres, lamp
i-*y speedometer, good order; £35.—Andei^on. Dn
Hall, Kilmarnock.

bor
Dti

X692

DOUGLAS, 1911-12, 2 speeds, foot clutch, fine

cbine, (Speedometer, etv- ; £23.—SpeecLley,
CluiTch Ed., Acton.

1Q15 41i.p. 3-speed Douglas Combination and aeof
-t-*? eories, in gccri Londition ; £63; seen any timt'
223, High Ed., Kilburn. [75(

DOUGLAS, 1915, immediate delivers" any 2'^ilL

model, including V\'ar Ofifice biack DGii:rIas.

Moffat. Yeovil. Tei. .- 50. £92C

DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from stock
ai

- - - .

agents only, but Douglas experts
-Gibb, Gough, Gloucester.

and 6pe<jialiil

rx353

DOUGLAS, 1913, 3-speed. semi-T.T,, perfect orde
accessories: £34.—F. Hal-^ey, 199, Uxbridge W

Mill End, Eickman sworth, Herts. ISA.

DOUGLAS, 1912, cVuteh, speedometer, ao ^

excellent engine, good condition, privately

—FryV Garage. L^e Terrace, Blackbeatb.

33.h.p. Dongla-;. 2-6peed, U model, all acce^orie->. p<
4 feet condition ; any trial : £35 ; OTvner bonff" " - [73r

X691

Benr

19^

D"^

OTvner

car.—P. Eve, Cianbam Hall, Upmins-ter.

OR Sale, late 1914 Dongla-~, 2^4h.p., 2-speed. tc
fast, all accessories.—Apply, V.E.C., c'o F.

Bennett, Ltd., 24-7, Orchard- St., London, W. [73t

14 Douglas. 2''4h.p.. T-T., 2 spe^d^. ridden 4!

mile^, new tvrcs. lamp^. horu: £40, no offew.

Lient. Maltby, 1, Marlborcngb Ed.. Watford. ;S681

lC|15-?4 Douglas, 2-speed, new Dunlop tyres, be!

J^*y accessories, excellent condition; £29; appoit
mcnt.—Cpl, Dovaston, Penny Lane. Liverpool. iXTO;

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^4h.p., S-speed, footboards, head ai

-LJ7 tail lamps, born, lull equipment, only run 1.6(

miles, as new; £45.-33, Liverix)ol Rd., Southiort.
721

OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—Immediate <.uiitt

model V. 2-^peed. £50/8. and war mti'dcl £54B
Lirtually in etoek.—Altsander's, 115, Ix>tbian Ed.. 1^
burgh. t«|

DOUGLAS. 1914"^:i. T.T. mode] T, new condition^
acccf^ories, not u^ed dnce March, perfect; 0i3

m France; 39 gns.—Mrs. E., Einkside, Penrbyn^
Kingsfton.

*"

05.b.p. Twin Douglas-Fairy. Bosch, B. and B., __
1^4: saddle, enamelled khaki, lined green, compld
overhauled; £10/10.-56. Cuthles Ed., Balham
S.W., after 7. T

DOUGLAS. 1915. T.T., 2-6peed, done 5.000
only, lamps and all accessories, perfect toiiil

ts ni'w : £4210 cash; active service.-2nd Lient. HutlJ
1. Mentoue Place, Leeds. 173-1

DOUGLAS. 1910, good order, just overhauled,
speedometer, pan saddle, lamp, and rear K||

.: toolbags and tools, Fhixite ease: £18/10.—Turneia
Hcrkclev Ed., We>tbury I'ark, Bristol.

DOUGLAS.—We can deliver from actual st(

waiting, no disappointmeut. If you want a
l;is. we are the people to get into touch with.—The _

.iiore Depot, 31. EencJiaw St., Liverpool. £7^1
|014 Douglas, clutch model. 2-3peed, speedom
J- J/ large head lamp set, rear lamp, horn,
etc.. new 2^4 rear tyre, exceptional condition. '

new throughout: £37.-94. Gloucester Rd.. S.W. ^751

12 Douglas. 2-spced. in order. foolb>ai ds. Bl I

saddle. ^lillcr lamp, generator. Li dc': w^l
proof plugs, tools. Beacon outfit, sound; tir,-;i iheqi
£25/10.—Dolling. 21, Thompson St., Stantoubury. [

751
lCbl4 T.T. Douglas, Amac carburetter. seli-0(|
J-jy tained head lamp, tail lamp. sep.%rate generic
laf^e gong, speedometer, etc., in excellent condill
£37/10.—Rex Mundy. 132. Gt. Portland St., W."^!

C7ll
OUGLAS, 1913, 2';h.r., 2-sreed, clutch and fcl

starter. Jone-; trip speedometer. Ltuas lamp a I

horn, spare belt and tntw carrier, very good c>ondilte|
£35.—The Premier Motor Ca, Aston B4., Biru

19^

D^

B32 All letters relating to advertisements <ihoul(I quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
fndlnn.

Intlian, 3-*;iiiLATK 1915 5h.p,
liit'^ly iirw I'oiulttion, imd very littl(2 \isgiI ; £58. no

od. jiKxk'l B, in ab«o-

uftery.—Alexander^

TNOtAN. 1915,

115, Lothian ltd., Kdiuburgb. [699'

r-9h.;i.. road racer, dutch, tinned'
om«*t<^. lump, generator. Stewart warniug eipnal,

done 3.000 niiled, excellent condition, fast; ownsr Kone
to I'ront; £48.—Ai>ply, Gordon. 35, De Yore Gardcur*.
Kensington, W. '

[7355

IQ15';.. Indian, 7h.p. model C, S-speed. with hixurions
X«7 Indian coachbnilt sidecar, complete \' '

'

ment. and speedometer, only ut^ed 3 days; owner at
Front. AVho wants a bargain at £85 for this splendid
new owtftt?—Alexander's. 115. Lothian Rd., Edinburc;h.

t6998
1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian. T.T. model, witli dutcli, all ac-
•M-fJ cestjories, including lamp aud horn, macliine in
perfect condition- bargain, £55, or offer; also Indian,
sportiufi model, sidecar to suit abore machine, excellent
condition; £12.—Box 9,784. The Motor Cycle Otfices,
Coventry [S:6880

JNDIAiS^ r^, 7-9h.p., late 1914, Mills-Fulford coach-
built tiideear complete, electric lamps, horu, 2 spare

covers «nd tube, full tit of tools, aud other eparec;. 2
new accumulators, Corbin-Brown speedometer, A.A.
badge, all risk policy, done 2,000 miles, grand condi

;

tion ; £60, or near offer ; too fast foi owner.-J. S.
Campion, 5, Acton St., W.C. [7605

Ivy.

IVY. 1915. 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, complete, og new, and
worth new price; going on service: price £24.

Eei^ Eees. c/o Laytons' Garage. Bichefitei, Oson.
_ [X6989
TV\.—Three latest 1916 2-stroke models in stock,A tourist single-speed, de luxe single speed, de luxe
2-speed.—Sole District Agents, The Walsall Garatce,
Walsall. (7627

Ixion.
1X102^ 2-stroke, 2-speed. early 1915. excellent condi-

tion, lamps; £26.—Crew. 212. Edward Ed., Cannon
Hill. Birmingham. [X6854
IXION, 2^:4h.p., 1914V2, fast, overhauled, new piston,

rings, gudgeon pin", chain, sprocket, tyres, belt.
P. and H., muffs; owner enlisted; ^£20.—Apply. Wood.
The Rosery. Penygarne. Pontypool. {D^ [X7012

James.

1 Ql5l^ James. 2-etroke, as new, all acoessonee ; £32XU —Clergyman. 33, Gloucester Rd.. Finsburv Park.
N", iX6106
JAMES 1916 4i4h.p. Combination actually in etock

:

£30^10; exchanges, deferred payments if desired
—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow. [7404

JAMES. 1916 models; immediate delivBry from
stock, twins, 2-strokes, and 4V2h.p. combinations.

—P. J, Evans, Joh.n Bright St., Birmingham. [7448

1 Q14 4i,4h.p. James Combination. 3-speed counter-
X*^ shaft; £50; exchange with 3V^h.p. considered,
cash adjustment —tihavle. Great Alne, Alcester;

[X7019
31h,p. Twin James, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, in perfect

2 condition, engine recently overhauled bv Jame.-
Co., speedometer, and all accessories: £40.—Capt. Judd.
Drill Hall, Andover. [X6033

JAMES, 1915, AV^h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,
clutch and kick starter, chain drive. Canoelet

eidecar, with Lucas electric Lighting outfit. Lucas elec-
tric horn ; £90/15.—Colmore Depot. 261, Deansgate.
Manchester [0674

1Q15 James, 2i4h.p., 2-6peed. 2-stroke, new May.
-^-tf enamel nnecratched, P. and H. lamp, generator,
horn, electric tail lamp, "Veeder trip cyclouiWer, as new

:

owner got commission; fine on hills, impossible to tell

from new; 33 gns.-Kwato, Liskeard Gardens, Black-
heath, S.E [X6440

J.A.P.

3Xh.p. J.A.P. Path Racer, in perfect order; £25.—
2 Bos L271, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor

St.. E-C [7376
8h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea fittings, 2-speed gear, P.E.,

new belt, tyres good, Montgomery coachbnilt side-
ear, speedometer, and accessories: offers.—10, West-
bourne Place. Clifton, Brietol. [7508

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Motoreyclette, 1914, excellent condition, Eadco
spring forks, B.S.A. 3-6peed gear to cycle, com-

plete, horn, tools, sparea, etc., really efficient machine:
bargain, £12/10.—Clark, Cairns Cottage, Gorgie, Edin-
burgh. [7390

Junu.
JUNO 6h.p. Twin J.A.P., the finest twin on the

market. Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, kick
starter, 2Voin. heavy Dunlops, aluminium footboards;
price 72 gns.

JUNO-VILLIERS, 2Voh.p., 2-stroke, 2in. Mosley
tyres, semi-automatic lubrication; £29/10.—Both

ihe above seen at 248, Bishopsgate, -London. [7537

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1914. 3i4h.p., very fast, lamp, hoin.

and speedometer: accept £39, bargain.— Galbraiths,
10, Renfield St., Glaspc^^ [X7103

LEA-FRANCIS 1915 3V2h.p. Twin. 2-speed, clutch,
kick (ftarter. enamel perfect, tyres new ; £55, or

nearest.—Lieat. Denning, 1. Langdon Ed-, Rochester.
[7345

LEA-FRANCIS, 1915 (October). 3-speed. head and
rear lamps, Stewart horn, with l^Iontgomery

sidecar; cost £92, complete outfit £65.—Lt. Wheeler,
M.M.G.S., Bisley. [X6970

QEI-r IT AT

0IAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. & British

Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERWIS

—

Cash, Extended Payments,
or Generous Exchan^res.

NEW 1916 MACHINES
FOR

lirnnediate Delivery
(at time of going to Press).

A.J.S., 6 h.p. Combination de
luxe £134 16

A.J.S., 6 h.p. Combination . . £102 18

A.J.S., 4 li.p. Combination . . £93 17

A.J.S., 4 h.p., machine only . . £76

A.J.S., 2| h.p., Sporting, s-sp. £58

A.J.S., 2f h.p.. Touring, 3-sp. £58

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p.,

3-speed, twin £78 15

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 6 h.p.,

3-speed, single £68

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 44 h.p.

Combination '.
. . . £82 13

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2^ h.p.,

2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p.,

2-stroli;e £30 16

NEW 1915 MACHINES
TO BE CLEARED TO MAKE /ROOM

FOR 1916 STOCK.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, iij, free of duty . . £76 13
Taylor's Acetj'. Welded Sidecars for same £17 17
Millford-Empress Sidecars for Harley-

Davidson £18 15

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., usually f36 15s £34 1

5

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke. usually £32 los. . £30 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1914 8 h.p. ZENITH and-coach' Sidecar,

countershalt £65

1913 A.J.S. and coach SidecarJ detachable
wheel £63

1913 A.J.S., cane Sidecar £55

1915 Lady's 3^ b.p. BROUGH, 3-specd . . £58 10

1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 speed £25

1915 AUTO-WHEEL and cycle £12

1913 6 h.p. ZENITH and cane Sidecar £50

Sole London and District Agents:

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
LIMITED,

21a STORE STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT R0„
LONDON, W.C.

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE,

Telephone: Museum 1240,

Telegrams: ''Dynametro.**^i
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each adv

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Levin.

T")oPlI,AII Lr.vi,, |u«t Brrlnd; old i.tlcp, XJB;!.-
* F. Lycott, Marlcat Placg, Uuralom. 1X7018
LKVIR, 1910. 2i,yi.p., tlionmitlilr ovfiljnllM: t.niirtt

£30.-26, Kdso Ijinc, Cliorlton.cumHnidy. Mnn.
ilicst.T. (X0832
LKVIS Popiilnr Model, ono only at llio old prlco:

£28/l.-Solij Diitrict Agonti, WaUiU Garano,
\V.il«all. (7628
1Q15 Lp»ia, SWi.p., Popular moikl, nbioIiil<lr la
J-tf iitocic £28/1; Mdinneo": muiy tfriiw.— .Iiilinu,
Uroad St., Kr.iiclnig. 'Plioao: 1024. [XailO

LKVIS, 7 moclols In ntocit, £28/1 and £38/17: dij.
fcrrid imyincnti If dcjlrcd.—I/amb'/i, 161, IKkIi

St.. \VjiItliaii|.itow, and 60, Hinli Ed., Wood Green. [7400

LEVIS Jlubr, 1914, Binl;«, rear, front lamps, ncn
tyres, clinin. belt, countershalt, aplcndid condition;

£20, or ofler.-O., 10, Burlington At., Kcw. Bnriey.
17419

LEVIS 2.6troIco Motor Cyclcj, laturt 1915 modeli.
Solo London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177. Shafteabury At., London, W.C.
'Phone: 1432 Regent. (0711

LEVIS-rOl'ULAE. 1915. splendid condition, fcmi
T.T. bars, fully equipped: best offer over £21

pocurcs thid bargain.—llox L280, Tht Motor Cycle
Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E.O. (7570

LEVIS.—We can delirer new Popular models from
stock at £23/1. Don't wait. Tho 1916 prico

is fixed at £32. Wily wait longer and pay mor<..—
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Okou. [XG984

L.M.C.

L.M.C. Combination, absolutely new; £60.—Colraor«
Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Birmingham. (X6853

Matchless

1 Q13 6h.p. T.T. Matchless, Lucas lamps, horn, etc.,
-Lt» complete; £37.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Rother-
bam. [X7025

1 Q12 6h.p. 2-sneed MatcUess Coach Combination.
-Li? lamp, speedometer, excellent order; £42.—Blen.
cathra, Walton-on-Thames. [X69B0

T QI3 7h.p. Matchless, Canoelet sidecar, all accessories;
-i-^'^SS. cash or easy ternifi.-E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. London, Cardiff. [0721

MATCHLESS Combination, 1912, 2-specd, speed*
meter, lamps, spares: £47/10.—Brown, 7, Manor

Paik Parade, High Kd., Lee, S.E. (7561

MATCHLESS 1915 8B. Combination, Lucas light
ing eet. and many spares, condition perfect : lowest

price £83.— Galbraiths.'lO, Eenfield St., Glasgow. [X7102

1Q14^:i SB. Matchless Combination, lamps, hern
-Lt? generator, done 2,700: owner going to Front;
£80, cost £115.—Morgan, ilarsham St., Westminster

£7601
MATCHLESS Combination, special sidecar, cauy 2,

August, 1914, 8B model. 7-9h.p., fidly equipped.
owner driven, spares, etc.; £80, C06t £106.-70. High
St., Walthamstow, Essex. rS6433

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1913, 8h.p., 2 speeds, tree;

Iiick, single control, last, good order, coacbbuilt
.sidecar, 2 new tyres, fully equipped; trial: £36: ap-
pointment.—Eenant, Eepton, Derby. (X6437

MATCHLESS 1914 8B Combination, trip speedo-
meter, lamps, bom, etc., perfect throu^nout;

£70.—Arthur Mylam and Co., 197. London Ed.. W.
Croydon. 'Phone : 2379. Open Sundays. [7562

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, 7h.p., 2-speed
countershaft gear, kick start, chain drire, aqces-

series, cost over £100, very nice running order and
condition; £55: consider 3V2h-p. combination part
exchange.-Bramlea, Charlton Ed., Sbepperton-on-
Thames. (7514

Minerva.
4h.p. Minerva, B. and B., splendid condition; a

bargain, £14, or near.—18, Bickley St., Tooting
[7465

Oih.p. Minerva, B. and B., sprinE forks, 26in.
iil4, wheels; £5.—Eoy, o/o Petrie, 1, Lochrin Ter-

race, Edinburgh. [X7037

31h.p. Minerva, Bosch, B. and B., m.o.i.T., low
2 frame, new tank, saddle, aud belt, spring forks,

verv reliable; owner enlisting: £18-—Bendle, Printer,

Torquay. [7344

MINERVA, SV-h-p., 1910, m.o-V., mag., dropped
frame, Amac, T.T. bars, footboards, new Dnnlop

tvres and belt; £9, absolute lowest.—54, Mill Lane,
Brixton Hill. [X7095

MIXERVA. S'.^h.p., in perfect- condition. Bosch mag.;
B. and B.. 'new piston and ringe, Brooks saddle,

powerful head and rear lights and horn. 2 spare tyrea

and belt: £12. or ofler.—Jarvis, Willow Sursery, Water-
loo Ed., tJxbridgo. [7414

MotO'Reve.

MOTO-EEVE, 2i!.h.p. twin, mag., Druids, Amac:
£10.-22, Xew'Ed., Driffield. [X6959

A/rOTO-EEVE Twin Lightweight, mag.. Draids;
Irl £8/10.—Speediley, 45, Church Ed., Actou. [7614

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 2-6tT0ke, Bosch, long horn: £19: Sun-

beam cycle part.-95, Alma Ed., Sheeme™. 17502

1 Q13V' 254h.p. New Hudson, gplendid condition

-Li/ throughout; £25.—Norman, Star Hotel, Bri'lg-

water. [7^59

ertisement, and the date of the issue. Aig
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 41i.p., 3-speed, F.E., -(Titli new Pedley
tyres, extra ieavy ; £29.—Lucas, 390, High Ed..

Chiswick. [X6911

NEW Hudson, 2i/ih.p., new Au^ist, only done 100
mile^, in perfect order; £24. or offers.—LaidlaAv,

45, Johnstone Dr., Rutherglen. LX6736

1 Ol5 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2 si>eeds, Lucas lamps.
-L •-' horn, and tools, run about 200 miles, all as
new.—Tilley, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [X7089

NEW Hudson, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clutchr Watford,
lamps, spares, very powerful, with light sidecar

attached, all new tyrea; £25.—Holmes, 595, Manchester
Rd., Bradford.

.

rX6919

LATE 1915 New Hudson. 2iili.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed
countershaft, lamp, horn, etc., only run 200

miles, and equal to new ; £32/10.—^Bircn, Newport
St., Faruworth, Bolton. [X70a7

NEW Hudson 1916 Big- Six jn^t arrived: £92/8; al^o
model C, 2-speed, 2-sti"oke, £38; deferred payments

if desired.—lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Ed., Wood Green. [7401

"J
015 New Hudson 6h.p. Combination, done 800 miles,

X«/ Lucas lamps, horn, etc., £6/6 speedometer, new
epare tyre, complete with spares and latest accessories;
cost £120, accept £85 cash, no offers.—Henderson. 136a,
Eoikgate, Leedd. [X6835

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, 2^f|h.p., 2-speed, shop-
soiled ; 32 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

'Phone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperial, 1915, 2^Ah.p., 2 speeds, complete
accessories, new oendition; £30.~P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7447

IMPERI-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1915, 3-5peed Sturmey, Mont-
gomery sidecar, speedometer, perfect condition;

£44.—Stag Motor Works, East Finchley, London, N.
[7506

NEW Imperial-Jap Light Tourists, both models in

stock, with and without clutch and kick starter;
£37/18 and £44/4.—Crow Bros., 190, High St.,

Guildford. [5770

NEW Imperial, 1915.—Just received one 2i/2h.p. 2-

speed model, J.A.P. engine, nothing to equal it

at anything near the price; £36/15.—Layton's Garage.
Bicester, Oxon. [X6985

NEW Imperials, 1916 models, in stock; light tourist,
with 2 speeds, also kick starter models; ladies' ma-

chines, prices from 35 gns.—P. J. Evana, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [7437

NEW Imperial Combination, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed,
coachbuilt sidecar, lamp, horn, and tail lamp,

very good condition; £45.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7583

NEW Imperial, lady's, J.A.P. 2y^h.p., countershaft
2-speed g^ear, kick start, land-controlled clutch

;

just delivered from works; £45/3.—Hueklebridge, 133,
Sloane St.. London, S.W. [X6262

NEW Imperial.—The best all-round medium weight,
medium priced, British motor cycle; prices from

35 gTie., and delivery from stock.—The Colmore Depot,
31, Renshaw St., Liverpool [7450

"1 Q15 SV^h.p. New Imperial, 3-speed coimterehaft,
Xt/ clutch, kick start, complete with lamps, me-
chanical horn, speedometer, mileage 1,900; £54 cash;
extended terms, exclianges ; liberal allowances for light-

weight—Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley, Essex. [7493

19
New Ryder. .

15 New Ryder, 2'/2bp., 2-6trok©, perfect condition;
£23.—H. Turner, Wellesbourne, Warwick. [7364

Norton.
"VrORTON, 3V2h.p., T.T., Philipson, in stock; £54.—
-Ll P. Lycett. Market Place, Burslem. [X7015

NORTONS, 1916, in stc>ck for immediate delivery;
T.T. models, S^h.^. and 4h.p. biff single coach-

built combinations, both sporting and de luxe
;

prices
from £50.—P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham agent,
John Bright St.

• [7441

N.S.U.
3'lh.p. N.S.U., mag., E. and B., reliable, £6; xrith

4 coachbuilt sidecar, £11.-47, I^eigh Rd,, East
Ham. [7476

N.S.U., IGISV*, eVah.p. twin. 2-epeed. B. and B., Mills-
Fulford sidecar, new lamps and speedometer, little

used, stored early part of war ; seen in London ; £40.
or near offer.- 9, The Terrace, Oamberley. [X6875

O.K.
K. Lightweight, late 1914, 2-speed, in splendid
condition; £20/10.-64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

[X7094

1 QIS 2^^.p. 3-speed O.K., complete with lamp, Lui u-^

X*/ horn, and rear light; £27.—Colmore Depot. 51.
Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X6839

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2-speed, in splendid condition,
very little used; original price £33/10, to be cleared

at 23 gns., very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St.. Read-
ing. 'Phone: 1024. [X23a6

Omega.
ONE Only, 1915 Omega, new, 3h-p., 2-stToke, 2-Bpeed:

list price £37/16, big bargain at 30 gns.; lamp
and horn gratis.—136, Dalmally Rd., E. Croydon. [7544

O

Under a spreading Chestnut tree

A mournful Cyclist stands

;

A very "fed up" man is he,

With black and greasy hands

;

ForMs troubles with the engine parts
Seem endless as the sands.

And children coming home from
A dozen strong or more

;
[School

Just love to get between his legs.

They want to "hear it roar."

He knows alas that burning sparks
Will fly from plugs no more.

Toiling—grousing—sorrowing,
One thing in life he knows

;

Next morn will see a task begun

:

To Godfrey's shop he goes
And buys a Power Plus INDIAN

Before the evening's close.

Week in, week out, from morn till

You can hear his engine roar, [night
You can see him swing his trusty bike
At speed up one in four

—

And the Village Blacksmith died
with fright

As he stood at his smithy door.

We are more than sorry that the
exigencies of rhyme compel us to
deprive the Village Blacksmith of the
night's repose awarded him hy the
gentle Longfellow long before the
advent of the Power Plus Indian. We
are sure that the Village Blacksmiths
of to-day (if there are any left) will

he proof against the phenomenal
speed of the Power Plus Indian
flashing past their smithy doors ;

especially when they learn that it is

just as easy to ride this wonderful
machine with "measured heat and
slow " as it is to attain a speed which
it would be unwise to mention.

Godfreys.

™' Power
Plus Indian

is the finest motor cycle
yet offered to the Motor
Cycling Public.

NOW ON VIEW
AT

Godfreys, L':".'

208, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
•Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

CALL AND INSPECT OR WRITE
FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE.

CASH OR EASY TERMS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

piIELON and Jfoore, S'.ih.p., 2-5peed, 1912, wivb
J- Canoelet 16 gn. coachbuilt sidecar. Epeedometer,
riiechanical horn, lamp, etc.; £33, lowest.—64. Mill
Lane, Brixton Hill. [X7091

P.
and SI., parl7 1914. 2.spccd, kick etartfr- £46;
very good order; exchanges, deferred paym'^nts ix

desired.—Lainb's. 151, High St., Waltham--toif, and 50,
Hii^h Ed., Wood GTeen. [7405
T>. and M.. coachbuilt sidecar, new March, J914,
JL only ridden 5,000 miles, complete with l-ucat
lamijs, horn. Cowey speedometer, and in=uranc«
policy: £48/10, rare bargain.—The Walsall Garage,
Walsall. i7626

Precision.
"jQ14 Precision-Martin, 2^jh-p., 2-spe''d gear, free en-
XiJ gine, splendid condition, foot plates, horn, lamp,
gener.itor: genuine bargain, £18/15 (luick sale.—4, BnJW
Villas, Andover. ^7460

Premier.
3ih.p. Premier, 3 cpeedp, a.s good as new: £30, with

2 P.H. lamp and horn.—The Garage, Whitland. S.
Wales. [X6149
PEEMIEE. 31..2I.P.. 1912, Senepray. Bosch, efares,

tyres perfect; £20.—Sargeant Colquhoun, Euirit:ally,
Cnpar. Fife. [S688I
1 Q14 Premier Lrghtweight, 2i^h.p., 3 speeds, and
-i-^ clutch, perfect condition throughout: £30, oSers.
-Blake, 9, St. Michael's Ed., Aldershot. [7469

1 Q15 3','2h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, ilatcb-
->-*J le.ss piderar, done 900 miles; bargain, £48.—
Coates, 88, Griffin Ed., Plumstcad, Kent. [7356

PREMIER. 1913 (late). 3-speed and sidecar, all
accessories, speedometer, in perfect condition:

any trial; £36. no offers, bargain.—169a, Lower
Clapton Rd., N.E. 7X7076
PREMIER, 1914, 2lih.p., with 3-speed and free

engine hub, a charming and almost new machine;
cost £46/10, worth easily £36, accept £30.—Lavlon's
Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X6986

PEEMIEE. late 1914. 4h.p., 3-spe«l gear box, Mill-
tord coachbuilt sidecar, epeedometer, lamps, and

horn, all in .splendid condition, done 3.500. guaranteed
pfrfect; £54.—L. Henderson, 224, London Bd.. Sh'^f-
tiiia. [X6962

Quadrant.

1 Q 14 Quadrant, 4Uh.p.. 3-5peed, ia new and perfect
Xt/ condition, very little used; £34, lowest.— 169a,
Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. [X707V

Reading.
FEANK EDWARD MOEEISS, 54-55, Piccadilly, han

several 1915 4'ih.p. single-cyl. Eeading-Standard
motor cycles, been used as samples only; brand new:
clearance price £45 each. [7380

Revere.
REVERE-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 25ih.p.. 2-SFeed,

speedometer, machine as new, only done 350
miles : no reasonable offer refused ; officer shortly re<

turning to Front; bargain, ;£35.—Harris, Garage,
Slough. [7566

Rex.
6h.p. Rex Combination, 1912. 2 speede, clutch, ep.ir-'ST

£36.-327, Upland Ed., Dnlwich. (7612

REX, 3\^h.p., mas., nice condition; great bargain
£8/16.-41, Ashford Rd.. Cricklewocd. [7517

3ih.p. Rex, mechanical valves. Bosch. B. and B.;
2 bargain, £8.-25, Farley Rd., Catford, S.E. [7354

J Q12 6h.p. Rex Combination, condition pen-cct; tri.il:

-lEF f30.-Full particulars, Garritt, 138, New Xortll

Rd.. N. [7348

REX, 3V.h.p.', Roc 2-speed, handle start-, cylindrr re-

bored, new piston; £14.-7, Neptune Terrace,
Sheerness. [7474.

fJEX de Luxe, 6h.p.. late 1914. cost £84, littl*
JtV used, perfect; £55 cash.—Delahay, Callincton,
Cornwall. ;X6973

RES, 3V>h.p.. and sidecar, in perfect order, new
tyres; £9 to clear.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston

Rd.. London. [7527

REX. 3V*h.p., low, new tyres and belt, coil ipnitiou;
£6/10, bargain—Box 9,779, Tlu afofor Cuctt

Oftlces. Coventry. [X6829

REX 1912-13 6h.p. 2-spced Combination, all acces-

sories; £25, or exchange 1913 Triumph.—96. Short-

hindr. Rd., Kingstou, Surrey. [X6936

61i.p. Ee.x. open frame. 1913 model, Binks carbuT^
etter, fully equipped, huh clutch, very light and

fast, and uiechanirallv perfect; £34, or near offer.—
Jones, Ecsedene, Lichfield. [X6964

REX de Luxe. 1915 model, brand new Jnne. 191S,
6h.p., 2 speeds, tyres perfect, new Bates backi

rh.ruix underslung coachbuilt, smart, fast outfit; sjirri-

fice £52/10, no oflers-—N.. 32, Grosvenor Terrace. York.
[X6884

Rover.

ROVER. 1914',i. T.T.. shop-soiled, lamp. horn, all'

accessories; £40.—S. and G. Skinner, Readincr. *

[7461-

ROVER. 1915. T.T. model, practically a new
machine: £38 ' 10.—Walsall Garage. Walsall.

[76;
'

ROVER 1914 Combination, 3 speeds, guaranti
liko new; £40.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston B

London. [751

A20 AH letters relating to advertisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

3 111. p. Rovor. 19U. in 1914 C)mti>r-Lca frame. apl«n-
a ilul oomlition; £15, or oUcr.—C, 10, BtiilinK'

ton .\v., Kew, Surrej*. [7420

1Q15 3-siiee(l Rovi^r. comiilete with Luoatt lumps nndJ-f Cowi'y .ijip.Hloiiietor ; f56/10.-Colruore Depot. 51.
Cvilinore Row, Binuint'liiitn. fX6846
"DOVER, 1914, 3-spped. Mills-Fulford 16 gn. sidecar.
J-t' speodomt'tor, lamps, watch, horn, in flist-clas'^
ordiT; 40 gns.-Hildor, 16, Reginald Rd.. Bexhill. [7471

^40.-'Rovor, T.T., 191S, I'hilipson puUey, horn, do-cW compreeisor, tool8 and sparer, like new througli-
OMt.-Qneen St. Garage, Old Hall St.. Liverpool. [X693.',

Qlh.p. Rover, 1915, Philipson variable gear, 2V. I'nl-".i mer cord tyres, inn 800 miles; £50; wowfil e\-
rtiunge for older machine and cash.— r. Collyer, Pepper-
ing, Arundel. [7418
"DOVER, 1915, 3-speed countershaft, coachbuilt side-
J-tj car, wind screen, speedometer, lamps, horn, spare
tubes, etc.; bargain. £65.-0/0 Simpson, 6, Battersea
Rise. Clapham Common, London. [7600

"p OVERS in stock
; immediate delivery of T.T. andJ-t sporting machines; early delivery of countershaft

niodelSj— P. J. Evans, controUine Birmingham agent.
John Bright St.. Birmingham. [7446
poVER, 1912, 3ioh.p., low position. Armstrong 3-
J-t* speed, free, Gloria cane, 3 good tvres. good me-
chanical condition, used very little 1914 and 1915, fully
equipped, new belt; £26; appointment—Renant, Reptou.
iJ"l'y. [X6436
ROVER, 1913, Siih.p., 3-speea, splendid condition,

new back Palmer and Dunlop belt, speedometer.
all accessories, carrier seat, wicker sidecar, Millford
chassis; trial Saturday afternoon, Sunday; 40 gns., or
sidecar separate.—Eyrl, 21, Northumberland Grove, Tot-
tenham. [X6877

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby, 2-stroke. 1915, as new, fully

equipped; £19.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd.,
London. [7525

Rudge.
RUDGE, SVjb.p., T.T.. 1913. free engine, new tyres;

£23.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London.

RUDGE, 1912^4, free engine, recently overhauled,
completely equipped; £25.—Wood, Skipton Rd..

Colne. [X6960

1Q12 SVih.p. Rudge, free engine: £27; cash or easy
X«/ terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea.
London, Cardiff. [0724

ISLE of Man T.T. Rudge Multi. 3y.,h.p., 1915. lamps,
etc.; £48.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Rd.,

Streatham, London. [0751

1Q13 Rudge Multi. new tyre, machine thoroughly
X«/ overhauled; £26.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmoie
Row, Birmingham. [X6845

"I
Ql* 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Swan sidecar. MillerXtf lamp; £42, or near offer; fine condition.—The

Garage, Whitland, S. Wales. [X6148
5-6h.p. Multi Rudge, fitted with Canoelet sidecar, nice

smart combination, very powerful engine ; must sell

:

lowest £45.-lempiere, 76, Herongate Rd., Wanstead
Park Av., London, E. [X6416
*IQ 12-13 Rudge Multi, coachbuilt sidecar, speed-
J-t/ ometer. Lucas lamps, new back wheel, 1915 Sen-
spray carburetter, completely overhauled by makers, ex-
cellent condition; £38, or near offer.-Siderfln, Sel-
worthy, Sidcup. [X6932

Scott.
*1Q12 Scott, splendid condition; £30.—Raines, Bel-
-*-»' grave Gate, Leicester. [X7069

SCOTT, 1913, splendid running order, new tyres: trial
any time; £30.—Lister-Kaye, Stoborough House,

Wareham, Dorset. [7590

SCOTT, 1914, SHh.V: 2 speeds, clutch, and kick
starter, exceptionally good condition; £38.—P. .T.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [7439

1Q15 Scott, complete with large Lucas head Light.L^ Watford speedometer, new spare chains, and com-
plete kit, new in April last, in excellent condition, very
little used; f 52/10.-Address. Captain Jones, 2/6th
Battn. Lancashire Fusiliers, Tunbridge Wells. [X6941
33.h.p. Twin Scott Motor and Gloria sidecar, water-
4 cooled engine, hood, screen, side curtains, etc.,

2 new tyres, new spare chains, late 1914, just thoroughly
overhauled by Scott manufacturers; sacrifice £45, or
will accept goods in exchange.—Write, G.S.G., c/o Gibbs,
Smith, and Co., 10, High Holborn. [7423

Sheffield Minor.
SHEFFIELD Minors.—Immediate delivery of this ex-

ceptionally fine 2i2h.p. 2-stroke single-speed. 28
gns.; 2-speed, 33 gns., including 1916 improvements-

—

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X2340

Singer.

SIXGER, 3W,h.p., 1913. free engine; £23.-Lncas, 390,
High Rd., Chiswick. [X6915

SINGER, 3i'2h.p., 1913, free engine, in first-class
order and condition; £23.—Percy and Co., 357.

Euston Rd., London. [7533

"1012 Singer, 4h.p., 2 speeds, new Palmer cords, new
J-tf Dunlop belt, lamps, etc., perfect condition: ac-
cept £25.—Gordon Warr, Beacon Hill, Hindhead, Surrey.

[7341'

:i
MOTOR CYCI.I;S lou SAi.i;.

.Sun.

n
Some "Service

SECOND HAND 'SNIPS'

Clearing at Special Prices to

makp room for 1916 machines.
Any one of tiie following may
be purchased by

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

ONE-FIFTH DEPOSIT
and the Balance in equal

MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Every machine overhauled in

our own WORKSHOPS.
671. SINGER, 3.V h.p., 2 speeds and free eng. £25

776. ROYAL RUBY, 1915, 2i li-P-, 2-stroke,

with lamp and horn £22 10

537. SERVICE, 1915, 23-3 h.p., 2-5troke,

2-speed, soiled only £35

756. DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, T.T £38

672. CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p., 3-speed, 191+
model, with Chater-Lea canoe S'car £53 10

760. INDIAN, T915, Model D, with lamps
and horn, practically new, a gift at £48

774. JAMES Combination No. 6, 1914-15,

44 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, chain

drive, with lamps and horn, extra

silencer under sidecar £52 10

734. REX, 1914, 8 h.p. model, 3-speed chain
drive, kick starter and hand-con-
trolled clutch, complete with hand-
some coach - built Rex Sidecar,

lamps, horn, and speedometer £52 10

7. ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, si h.p., 2-

slroke, 1914 model, all grey, excel-

lent condition throughout £20

71. REX de Luxe, late 1912, 6 h.p., 2-5p.,

with canoelet Sidecar, complete
with screen, lamps and horn and
speedometer, very powerful £35

139. OVERSEAS, 3^-4li.p.,Sturmey-Archer
3-sp. gear, cJutch and kick starter,

decompressor, spring footboards

and brand new Avon tyres £31 10

607. SCOTT, IQI4, 3* h.p- twin, 2-stroke,

complete with Comfy Sidecar with
apron and the following accessories :

Electric head, tail, and Sidecar

lamps with batteries in separate
case, Lucas horn, Stewart speedo-
meter, spare tube and case, and an
assortment of spare parts ; the
whole is in extra special condition
both as regards appearance and
going order 50 gns.

650. CLYNO, 1913, 6 h.p., 3-speed, clutch '

and Idck starter, complete with a
No. I (^C2o) CljTio Sidecar, lamp.-

\

horn, and accessories, just over- i

hauled, ver>' nice order £55

ROVER (very late 1915). 3^ h-p..

3-speed coiiD tershaf t, with kick
starter, complete with a Rover
canoelet Sidecar, lamps, and horn ;

the whole in practically new con-
dition £60

The SERVICE Co., Ltd.,

289-292-3, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.'Phone
Wires:

260 Central.
' Adniittedlj-."

IQI-I fitin-ViUiff-. .otiiiil.-tn «itj| (iM/-.M,rtr-»- ::0 gfi*.X«^ -CohiioiP IiciH*t, 31. CVduioro How, IlirminylmtiL

OMN VH.rjBRfl. 1914. rount«ni)i>rt a^iW,' mm-
. . V''^^'''>*

"^'''PPfJ. tyrot i.racUrally onKillod; £22.—Adflaldo 3Iolor Co., 84, Chalk Farm IW.. N.w7

Sex V.T8. 191« nK«l.-I. 2.Mi.,U. 2.»i,rM, 3 -^w^K
old. tr(fil tmiy 5 ml|f*. I.u'at lamp ••rt. nnd )if-r».

mi iM.'d. iii,,.tl.v^: ,r,nt £42, ...It £?S, largain-r.
Pritihett. 141, Mi.-iton Hd.. WJmlltdun. [74«9

Sunbeam.
QUXnEAM, lulo 1915'A. 3',^h.p.. done 2.000, perfect.
^~y With atrwuorlc^ • X62.-JJox L270, Th4 Motor Cwct4
omens, 20, Tudor St., E.O. (7376

1Q15 3',41i.p. SttDhoam Coinhlnotlon. « new, lamp,
-i-*' Iioru. Hpecdftint'tcr. 1.500 uiilos.~8DOwdon. Vlr-
tnrm Park View, Kcighlcy. CX7041
SCNBKAM. 1915, 6h.p., nnd Mdfvar. perfect condU

tion. und till a(:ce-»»ari<;«: £85.— N'o. L273, Th4
Motor Cycle Offleo-*, 20. Tudr>r St., K.C. [7384
6 h.p. Sunbeom, 1915, Gloria sidecar, spare wheel,

Luras ncrc^soricw, fiptcdometer, only done 2.000
miles, as new; owner buying car; JC98.—Kineibury.
Hampton. Middlesex. [6652

1 Q16 S'.l-h.p. Sunbeam, with the lateit improrementj,
-Lt/ in stock; immediate delivery; cxchaneei enter-
tained. Tel.: 388. Telegrams: Uicyclcs.—RobfnsoD'a
Garage, Greco St., Cambridge. [6865

LATE 1914 3',:.h.p. S-.tpoed Sunbeam. Luca% 462
lamp and liom. not done 1,500, original tyici nn-

tou'bed, guaranteed perfect as new; neaie^tt £52.—IJoi
9.786. The Motor Cycle Offlcw, Coventry. [D) (X6910

1Q14 SV.'h.p. Sunbeam nnd Millford Bidecar, with
X*/ several r^purc^, Stewart f*p**«.'domo1er. Lucae lif^'m

and mirror: fan be seen 57, Holborn Viaduct: £60.—
Bos L285, The Motor Cycle OHIli;*. 20, Tudor St.. E-C.

[7635
StlXBEAM, 2-;b.p.. 1914, 2-=pecd, kick starter, hand

clutch, Stelaslic buck tyre, spare chains. Miller
iront lamp, roar lamp, fpare tube, *;pare ralre complete,
in excellent condition; price 40 gne.—P.. 26, Stubbinir-
ton Av.. rortsmouth. [7378

FAMOUS 1915 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, hardly
soiled, fitted witn spare wheel and tyre complete

(which has never been used), Lucas electric lighting
set and horn, sidecar, with hood, ecreen, folding
luggage grid, this outfit is like new, haa ncTcr be;n
punctured; £115, lees electric outfit £105, bargain.—
Edwards, Bridge House, Kington, Herefordshire.

[X7020
Torpedo.

TORPEDO-PRECISION. 2V.h.p.. 2-8peed; £17.—
Seen at 24S, Bisbopsgate, London. [7540

Triumph.
TRIUMPH. 4h.p., 3-speed. free engine, new Ia?t year.

little used.-Vicarage, Shap, "Wedtmorland. [Xe920

3ih.p. Triumph, 3-speed, good condition: £25; part
2 uselul exiJiange.—67a, Dickson Ed., Blackpool.

[S6432
TRIUMPH. 1911"^i, new cylinder, adjustable tappets.

perfect condition ; £22.—Lodg^ Ashleigb, Lincoln.
[X6869

IQIS Baby Triumph, with all ar-ce-^eories ; £38.—Ccl-
-LU more Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[X6842
1 Q 15 Triumph Junior, little nsed, and in lorely
-Lt/ condition; £36.—Crow Bros., 190, High St.,
Guildford. [6879

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., single. P.H. lamps, just
like new, done 1,000; £43.—Smith, Joiner.

Howden, Vorks. [7464

TRIUMPH, late 1912 T.T. mode], Lucas lamp and
horn, excellent condition; £24/10.—The Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [7633

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed. Bramble Eidecar,
perfect condition; £44.—Stag Motor Works, East

Finchley, London, N. [7507

TRIUirPH, 1914 (late), original tyres, 3-speed, with
accessories, almost new condition; bargain. £39.

—64. Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [X7090

1 Q12 3'^'h.p. Triumph, free engine model, iritli lampXU and horn, new Dunlop tvre Tind belt, fine machine

;

£24.—The Garage, Wliitland, S. WalM, [X6150

1 Q13 3-5peed T.T. Roadster Triumph, lamp, horn,
JLJ/ 50/- euit overalls, perfect: £36, nearest.-Box
9.788, The Motor Cycle Offices. CoTCntiy. (D) [X6912

31h.p. Triumph. 1910, Bosch, lamp. horn. 2 spare
2 tvres. sidecar less trams clip; lot £16; stamp

ensures reply.—80, Bispham Rd., Southport. [X7073

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4b.p., and Sydenham ddecar, 3-
epeed, Lucas lamp and horn, epeedometer; £50.—

Xesma, 7. Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [7371

1 QI3 3^2h.p. 3-speed Triimiph, with Canoelet coach-
J-*y built sidecar; £50, caih or easy terme.—B. E.
Jones (Garages), Ltd., Siransea, London, Cardifl. [0734

1 Q 14 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, with Montgomery
Xc/ coachbuilt sidecar, pplendid condition; 55 gns.,

no offers.—Caes els, Clarewood, Fortscue Ed^ Paignton.
[X6735

1 Q14 Triumph. 4b.p., F.E., 3-^eed, cltrtch, and side-
JLt/ car, speedometer, horn, lamps, and epares, all

in perfect condition; £50.-91, Christcburch Ed-. Bead-
ing. rX6439

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR SALE.

1 QIO Triumph,
-1- *^ maff., nerf

«

"I
Q13 3-Epee<3 Triumph,X ij sidecar.

TKItTMPH Combination, 1912-13,
clutch model, torpedo sidecar.

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

IQIO Model SVoli.p. Triumpli, free engine, T.T. bars,
J-^ tyres as new, all accessories, perfect condition;
pri(?e £22/10, ofEere.—Ronald Monies, 54-55, Picca-
dilly. [7379

1Q 141/2 Triumph, 3 speeds, Canoelet eidecar, in first-

A*^ claas condition, done only 3,500 miles ; expert-

examination invited : 50 gns.— 94, Midland. Rd., Welling-
borougl:. [X6924

3Vob.p., free engine, 1914 watertight
mag., perfect running order, accessories; £17

:

exchange contiidered.—EUis, 231, High St., Shoreditch,
London. TVall 4872. [7426

with brand new 17 gn. Gloria
luggage rail, all acceseories, perfect

;

£50, cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd..

Swansea, London, Cardiff. [0720

3V2h.p., 2-speed.

, .__^_ _ ... , exceptionally re-

liable, extra heavy' Dunlops; only £38.—Norfolk Villa,

Joseph's Rd., Guildford. [7463

TRIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed. Lucas accessories, and
Swan sidecar, like new; 60 gns. ; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [7399

"I Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, Gloria sidecar, recently
J-«^ fitted with extra lieavy Dunlop tyres, Dunlop
belt, new lamps, overhauled recently, splendid condi
tion; £55, nearest.—Reed, Marnhull, Dorset. [X6928

TRIUMPH, 1910, 2-speed, splendid condition, ad-

1

justable tappet, tyres nearly new. Whittle belt

!

and Dunlop, sidecar new last season, luggage grid,

lamps; reasonable offer accepted.—151, Broomfield
Rd., Coventry. [X7098

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, with Torpedo side-

car, lamp, horn, speedometer, etc., exceptionally
fine outfit, had fine weather use only; price £55, or

for quick sala very near offer.—Tollady, Hemingford.
Bicester, Oxon. [X6987

4h.p., 3 speeds, and sidecar, corn-
lamps, horn, tools, etc.,

only done 1,700 niilee; owner proceeding on active

service: £50, or nearest ofler.—Can be seen at King's
Garage, East Grinstead, Sussex. [7424

TRIUMPH, 1914%, 3-speed, clutch, special engine,
just been thoroughly overhauled and renovated

by makers, new Dunlop and Hutchinson tyres, light-

ing set, horn, spare valves, etc.; ,£42/10, no offers.---

Hodgskin, Letchmore Heath, Watford. [X6974

JULT {1915) Triumph Junior, electric lighting, Stewart
speedometer, horn, spring saddle-pillar, unused

RicTi tube, etc., only ridden 1,100 miles, condition per-

fect; cost £49, accept £58; owner going abroad this

month.—M., 21, Marlborough Place, N.W. [7458

magnificent £17 1915
absolutely as new and

unscratched, luggage grid, tyres in splendid condition,

speedometer, head and tail lamps, horn, etc., whole
outfit in magnificent condition and one of the smartest
and most luxurious on the road; cost over £83, accept

for quick p^ale 42 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading
'Phone : 1024. [X3143

Velocette.

1Q15 2-spejd Vejoce; £26.—Colmore Depot, 31. Col-

THE

HENDERSON

1 Q14V' Triumph,
X*/ plete with speedometer.

TRIUMPH,
Gloria coachbuilt sidecar,

more Row, Birmingham.

2-stvoke, 2-speed, 1914,
etc.; £25.—Andrew^

VELOCETTE,
tion, with lamp;

Nailsworth, Gloe.

[X6843

good condi-

, Eair View,
[X6741

1014 2-speed Veloce, in splendid ^ondition^ with full

it/ range of accessories
Colmore Bow, Birmingham.

Cohnore Depot, 31,
[X6844

William.don.

WILLIAMSON, 1914, 8-lOh.p., 2-epeed, tick start,

water-cooled, 2-seater sidecar, as new; £75.
Nesma, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [7372

"FOUR"
CYLINDER
MOTOR OYOLE

IS

YEARS AHEAD
OF ANY OTHER MAKE, AND ONLY COSTS

82 GUINEAS

WILLIAMSON, late 1913, 8h.p., 2-8peed, with 191^
Williamson coachbuilt sidecar, complete with

hood, wind screen, lamps, and horn : £52 cash ; ex-
tended terms, exchanges.—Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersley.
Essex. [7494

Wolf. '

WOLF, 2-8troke, nearly new: must sell: £17/17.—
Coward, Bootmaker, Betkenham, Kent. [X6738

1 Q14 Wolf, 4h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3 speeds, kickAv starter, and well sprung coachbirilt sidecar, good
condition; £28.-4, Talbot St.. Burnley. [X7038

WOLF, 2S4h.p.. 1916 model, just delivered, 2-speed,
2-stvoke, kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch;

£36/19/6; exchanges or deferred payments.—Eagles
and Co.. High St., Acton, W. [X6996

FOE Sale, 4h.p. Wolf sidecar combination, J.A.P.
engine, 2-speed, 1915 mode], perfect condition

;

will exchange for motor, chassis or motor car, suitablp
for delivering goods.—Apply by letter only, 3, Oaks
Crescent, Wolverhampton. [7602

DIAMOND
TWO-STROKE

IS THE FINEST LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE ON THE MARKET

Saddle position zym.
Ground clearance 5in.

Weight 95 ib.

Wheelbase 4gm.

PRICE .. £28 13 6. %;i^t
PRICE . . £37 O O. 8^«».,.

DOUGLAS, llorlel WO. " V " .-. £54 12
B.S.A., Model K, and Sidecar £80 18
B.S.A., Model H, and Sidecar £82 18
B.S.A., Model K, solo tOZ

SECOND-HAND
BARGAINS.

IOI5 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model iiF £55
J915 B.S.A., Model H £45
iqi5 HENDERSON, T.T., roadsier £72
1014 CAMPION, ; h.p., 2-speed £14
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model llF £49
1915 HENDERSON and Sidecir £79
1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model loF £45
1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, T.T. bars, Model loF .

.

£48
1914 HENDERSON, clutch model £45
1914 HENDERSON, 2-speed model £55
1914 HENDERSON and Sidecar £68
1914 ZENITH ,uid Sidecar, 6 1i.p £58
1914 CHATER-LEA and Sidecar, ,S h.p £49

1913-H TRIUMPH and Sidecar, like new £44
1913 BAT and Sidecar, 8 h.p £40

Yale.

YALE. 8h.p.. never ridden ; cost £72

;

—736, Holloway Ed., London.
enlisted; £56.

[7283

Zenith.

WANTED, £17 for Zenith and sidecar, sood rnnnini;
order.—Brignall, Westgnte, Rillington. J7367

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Zenith.

SALE.

a 1913, 1914.
good order.

—

London. '7524

special model,
.. excellent con-

Longman, 1, King St.,

:7519

ZENITH and Coach Sidecar, good cODdition, -

ometer; £25.—J. Horlock, Meadrow, Godal;.^

ZEXITH-GEADUA 6h.p. Combination, exceJlem
dition ; £35.-465, Green Lanes, Harringay. :^

17366
ZENITHS.-P. J. Evan-, of John Bright St.. Bir-

mingham, for prompt delivery all models. Write
for particulars. [7445

ZENITH, 6h.p., 1912, .speedometer, new Dnnlop b<=lt,

lamps, accessories, fast mat-hine, perfect condition;
£35.-14, Somerset Ed., Dartford. [7486

ZENITH Combinations, three in slock
and 1915; £35. £50, £65: all ii

Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd.,

ZENITH 1914 SVoh.p. Twin. T.T..
turned out lor competition work,

dition, and very fast; £37/10.-
Acton.

ZENITH, 1914, S^/^h.p., twin, excellent condition,
tyres and equipment, with 15 gn. coachbuilt

Canoelet sidecar; sacrifice £42/10.—Longman Bro=.,
King St., Acton, W. ^7513

ZENITH, 1913-14, 6h.p., clutch model, all acces-
sories, 20 gn. sidecar, hood and screen, excellent

condition ; any trial ; £55.—Edward, 22, Heathfield
South, Twickenham. [7543

Sh.p., 90 bore engine, clutch, and
. excellent condition, very fact : too

powerful for owner; exchange low^r power and ca-h ad-
justment, or sell £50.—C. Pritchett, 141, ilerton Ed-
Wimbledon. [7500

STANDARD Model 1913-14 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua
Coachbuilt Combination, sparf^ and acces^orieB

vaJue £15; the lot, wortlt at least £50, to be sold for
nearest ofler £40 ; part exchange con.>idered ; trial v.=ek-
end.—.136, Dalmally R<3., E. Croydon. [7545

ZENITH-GRADUA, latest 1916 models, just re-
ceived, 4-5h.p. twin, countershaft gear, clutch,

and kick-starter; model D 64 gns., Sh.p. model F 73
gns., Sh.p. model H 74 gns., plus 5?; increase; ex-
changes or extended terms arranged.-Elce and Co.. IS-
IS, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. [0492

1Q14 6h.p- Zenith, etandard model, with Montgomery
Xt/ sporting s.idecar, colour grey, lined blaik, whole
outfit re-enamelled and overhauled by makers. Lucas
lamps, Watford speedometer, horn, spare belt and tube
caee, decompressors, new tyre^, guaranteed in perfect
condition; 48 gns.; can be seen at The South E><^px
Motor Co., High St., Ilford, or write 2nd. Lieut, il.

B. EUiot, M.M.G.S., Bisley Camp. Brookwood. [0745

Ladies' Machines.
HOBAET. 2V;h.p., 1912. 3-^peed. Whittle belt

cellent tyres, just ove

ZENITH, 1914^4,
kick starter.

stones, Oakwood,
overhauled: £20,

Hexham.
or offer.—Grey-

[6980

Miscellaneous.
EAGLES.—Douglas. 1914. T.T. model V, 2 speeds,

excellent condition, with accesssories; £56/10.

EAGLES.-New Hudson, 4h.p.. 1913 model, with 3-

speed gear, kick-starter, with accessories; .£32, 10,

EAGLES.—N.S.U.. 3i;.h.p.. model de luxe. 1913,
spring frame, 2-speed gear, free engine: £27/10.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe, 1915. 2iih.p., 2-stroke model,
2-speed gear, variable mag. control, only used 250

miles, as new; £28/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. S^yi.p. Popular, dropped rear frame,
T.T. handle-bars, thoroughly overhauled; £16 10.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 2S:ih.p.. late 1914. model T, 2
speeds, new condition, with accessories; £40.

EAGLES.—Any ol the above can be had on approval.
The Motor C>/rle deposit system.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton, W. Tel. : 556 Chiswick. ;X6997

IF Xou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycl«
you can get them at Wauchope'e, 9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet St., Loudon.

1 Q13 Scott, perfect condition. £34.
J-t/ sidecar. £48.—London and Thames Motor Co.,

[5624

1914 Bover. x^iih

Kingston-on-Thames. (6712

ROBERTSONS
l57»GRtAT PORTLAND STREET.W

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

6 h.p. Twin, 2-speed. free engine, coachbutlt sidtc.ir,

Gowev speedometer, lamps, etc.; £26.-28. Idle-

combe Rd., Tooting, S.W. [7563

IF You Require a really good second-hand motor cycle
it will pay you to send us your requirements. We

have a good selection to ofler at the right price.—The
Morriis Garages, Oxford. ["^5 14

LONGMAN Bros.. King St.. Acton, have some
exceptional bargains : Two 1914 twin 5^-li.p.

Zeniths, T.T., £37/10; Standard and coachbuilt
Canoelet sidecar £42 '10; Calthorpe-J.A.P., 1915. 25
gns.; and numerous others. ["521

BARGAINS, must clear.—Good sidecar, 35/-; 1914
Auto-Wheel, almost new, £8,8; 6h.p. 4>iyl.

bicvcle, m.o.i.v., dutch, battery ignition, £10; good
5i..h.p. Humber,, 2-speed. 1911. £17;I0: discount to

trade. — Please call, Liquidator, 10c, Waylctt Place..

West Norwood. [570d3;

SPEECHLEY'3 Great Bargains.—Clyno coachbnitf
combiuntinn. 6h.p., countershaft geans, kick i^taH*'

£28- Rudj;e Multi, £25; Douglai' 2-fipe'^d. foot clutcli,

£23- Ariel. £22,10; Moto-Reve twin light^Teight. £8;ia;
N.S.U- and sidecar, 2 spted-^, F.E., £14/10.—Write for

particulars, Speechley's, 45. Church Bd., Aoton, Ixrtl-

Son. [7616
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MOTOR CYCLI-S TOR SAM:.
Miscellaneous.

WANDS-WORTII Motor ExchnnffO.-RocofrnisecP tli«
I'lieaiust jiuil boat firm iu L<>iKlon. Easy terms,

WANDSWORTH. -AbinRdon-KiiiK-Dirk, 1915. 3'/.

li.p., inaK- (now), mostly soilocl; 28 gus. ; exoliaugosT

WANDS\VORTH.-Siiu, 1915. 2-atrol;o, maff., hardly
bt>eii iisotl, as uew; £26/10; exclmneoa.

WANDSWORTH.-Jnmcs, 1915, 2.stroliO. mng., 2
sptHxis, l-'.E., Cowoj-;'.oppoituuity, £35/10; ex-

clinnges.

WjVNDSWORTH.—Premier 1915 coach combination.
7-91i.p., 3 speeds, first-c'hiss; £65; exchanges.

WANDSWORTir.-American Excelsior 1915 coach
combination, 7-91i.p., 3, speeds; ouU"£59/10; jks-

changes.

WANDSWOBTH.-ITobart (brand new), 2y2h.p., 2-
«t roke, j ust delivered from works ; £28/10;

;
exebangea.

WANDS\VORTH.-Ivy, 1915. 2Vjli.p., 2-Etroke. mag.,
nice little machine; £23/10; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Premier, 1915, 3V-4h.p., mag..
3 speeds, kick, magnificent machine; £45 ; ex

changes.

ANDSWORTH. -Radge, 1915, clutch model. 3
sp&eds, r\evr, mostly soiled; offers; exchanges.

ANDSWORTH.-B.S.A., 1916, model K, just de-
livered, 3 speeds, couutershalt; £62; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Amerieaa Excelsior 1914-15 coach
combination, 7-9h.p., mag., 2 speeds ; 49 gna.

;

I

exclianges.

WANDSWORTH.—Williamson 1914 coach combina-
tion, 8h.p., n-ater cooled, 2 speed?, Cowey; £58/10;

W^ANDSWORTH.-Premier 1914-15 coach combina-
tion, 7-9b.p., mag., 2 speeds countershaft; £59/10;

exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.-Witliamson 1913 coach combina-
tion, 8b. p., water-cooled, 2 speeds; only £52/10;

exchanges.

ANDSWOUTH.—Rndge 1913 coach combination.
3',ob.p., mag., 2 speeds; extra; £38/10; exchangt«.

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury coach combination, 4
h.p., mag., 2 speeds, splendid order; £32/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-Trimnph with sidecar, 3y2h.p.,
mag., 2 speeds; any trial; £23'10; exchanges.

ANDSWORTH.-Rex, 1911. SVeb.p., mag-, good
tyres, runs well; £12/15; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy Terms.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town Station.

•Phone: Battersea 327. [X7082

TO Make Room for 1916 stock, we offer the follow-
ing at bargain prices: 1915 Connaught, 2^4h.p.,

2-stioke. £31; 1915 Precision, 2^4h.p., as new, £30;
1915 New Imperial. oVjh.p., 3-speed. £54; late 1913
Williamson combination, £52; nearest cheQiie to price
listed secures; if sold cheque returned; easy terme if

deeired; exchanges. — Ideal Cycle Co., Thunderciley,
Essex. [7495

FOR a Beal Bargain in second-hand motor cycles, cycle
cars, gears, magnetos, etc., you should call or write

Morgan and Maxwell, the London Motor Mart, 80,
High Rd., Streatham, who can positively save you
pounds, shillings, and pence. At the moment we have
A.J.S., American Excelsior, Ariel, A.S.L., Bat, Brad-
bury, Calthorpe, Chater-Lea, Clyuo (2 and 4-stroke),

Douglas, . Enfield [6h.p. combination, cheap), F.N.
(eeveral). Humber. Imperial-Jap, Indian. Ixion 2-stroke,
Hazlewood, Matchless, Moto-Reve. Motosacoche, New
Hudson, N.S.U. (several), Premier (combination,
cheap), Rover (several). Royal Ruby, Rudge, Singer,
Triumph, Zenith; several cheap sidecars; A.C. Sociable
for sale cheap; over 150 in stock. Hours 9.30 to 10;
Wednesdays 1 o'clock. [0748

FMEDCALF and Co., Colchester. 'Phone: 171.-
• We have for disposal the following motor cycles

:

6h.p. 1913 Rex-Jap twin and sidecar, £30; SVoh.p.
1914 Rud^e, T.T. model. £30; 2^4h.p. 1915 Douglas,
3-3peed, £40; 1914 Triumph, 2-speed, 2-stroke, £30;
4h.p. 1915 B.S.A., 3-spced, chaiu-cum-belt. £48; 3yjb.p.
1913 B.S.A.. 2-^peed. £30; 2V2h.p. 1914 Levis, 2-speed,

2-stroke, good condition, £27; 3V'h.p. 1914 Sunbeam,
3-speed, as new, £57; 2''ih.p. 1914 Douglas. 2-3peed.

£38: 3V?b.p. 1914 Premier, with 2-6peed countershaft
gear, £28; Douglas magneto, £4: 80 soiled motor cycle

belts, all sizee. from 3/6 each; Douglas frame. £1; B.
and B. carburetter, 23/-; one Bosch magneto, £3;
coachbuilt sidecar, £4; several speedometcre. second-
hand, little used, from 35/- each. We will exchange any
of the above motor cycles, etc., for the folJowing, with
cash adjustments: Good make 2-stroke engine, motor
cycle rims, motor cycle mudgnards, head lamp sets.

cycle or motor cycle lamps, stands, or footrest-s, car
foot pumps, jacks, tail lamps, tyres. Ford parts. [6380

TRICARS FOR SALE.
BARGAINS.—Three 1913 Auto-Carriers, from £35.

—Please call, Liquidator, West Norwood. (See
Cycle Cars.) [X7084

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.

A GOOD Second-hand Sidecar, in perfect condition;

;£4/4.—Seen, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [7554

W

W

EVANS
VALUE
COLUMN

In Motor-cycles there's

VALUE of all sorts, but

in EVANS' Stock there's

only ONE—" Tip-top."

Buyers should note this, and
take full advantage of EVANS"
Free offer of exhaustive
point - by - point comparisons.

Aided bv Expert advice, they are
absolutely assured of a (inal selectioQ

that's Right from EVERY standpoint.

Controlling B'ham Agent

;

INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT,

ENFIELD, ROVER,
Norton, Connaught,

New Imperial, Clyno.
Also Agent for

Triumph, Calthorpe, Zetiith, Jamea.

INDIAN, 7 h.p.

S-speed, £78.

INDIAN, 6 h.p., twin. 3 speed £70
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3-speed, with
Sidecar £84

ROVER, Sihp., T.T., with
PhilippoD £56

ROVER, 31 h.p., de Luxe Com-
bination £84 7

ENFIELD, i2i h.p. 2 speed, 2 stroke 40 gna,
ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. coach Com-

bination 85 gna.
A.J.S.,2ih.p. S.srend.kickstaiter £58
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed. twin, and

Sidecar £102 19
NORTON, Si h.p.. T.T £50
NORTON, 4 h.p., S-speed, coach
Comhiniition £84
NEW IMPERIAL, 2? h.p,

.T A P , J spoed 35 gn9.
CONNAUGHT, jA-.'lh.p .standard £35 3
CALTHORPE, 23 h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed 35 gns.

JAIUES. 4\ h p., Sspeed, Big Single £66 5

NEW 1916 MODELS
NOW ON VIEW.

Now don't buy hastily, but first consnit
EVANS for Free Trial Trips. Eichangea
arranged. Immediate or Early Deliveries.

P. J. EVANS,
87-91, John Bright Street,

BIRMI NGHAM.
'Phone; Mid 662. Wire: " Ljtcar. B'ham."

SIDIXARS AND FORECARS.
B ASTON 1;h tor 8idcc«r«. - Nnw coiiclibulll •IdeoiA

with Mklicllii Ijro; £8/8.

BASTONK'.S.-Ncw rliinr |.nltorn. nldcr»ri, wilt
Ml.li.'lln tyre; £717.

"|»ASTI)NI-;S.-Mlll«Fullor(l pocondliand ildirni,
-l-» c.jmpliio; £3/0.-228, Pcntonrlllo lid., Kltin
Oo-Mi; l.ondun, N. 17675

Hi:RCUI.r,S Wirknr Toriicdo Sidecar, nnw condi
lion; £3/ 10.-43, Kllmotlo lUI., Ford Jlill.

Trmi'HDO SIdei-ar lor i<,<.h.p. mMliIno, not donil
200 mllen; £5.-Bntclifr, 60, London W«ll, B.C.'

(742S
£14/14 Conch Sidcrnr, Kcarcoly u.pd, hood, ncroen.

ttc: X7/10, lowest,—10, KoiWMd Crccent,
Soudiporl. (X7074

HARLEY-DAVID-SON Cnnoclct and Gloria SIdwari
in fjtock.—The rremier Motor Co., Aklon ltd..

Biriiiinghara. [7S64

RACING Canoclct Sidecar, jiist doliTercd, llarloy-
Davidson finitih, and wheel.—Crow Broi., 190.

High St., Ouildlord. (6878

QIDEOAnS.—Screral bnllct-shapcd coachbuilt bodltii.

»^ with or without cha^sln, cheap.—Write, Stoke*
uii'l riolt, Ltd., Belgruve 11*1., Leicester. (0718

~|Q15 Canoi>]ct Coachbuilt Sidecar, pracHcally now.
XrJ coraplftc with apron, etc.; cost 13gni*., cheap,
£8/10.-Eastwood, Banlv Terrace, Heckmondwlke.

(XG87a
MON'TGOMERT Sidecar, wicker, new Hutchiusou

tvre. apron, complete, perfect: £3; no accommo-
dation.—Box 9,798, The Motor Cycle OIBces, Covenlrr.Spt7006rECIAIi Sidecars to fiuit American Excelafor and

Harley-Pavidson ; Cape hoods 30^, wind Bcreenn
17.'6: splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
ville Sidecars, Halifax. (X1034

LABGE Stock ahvayfl on hand; best makes stocked,
inclndiiig tho^e suitable for HarlGy-rjavid,sonA and

Indians.—Lainb'fl. 1.51. High St., Waltliametow, and 50.
High ltd., Wood Green. (7407

GLORIA Model III. Cane Spring Wheel, new
Dunlop studded, 4.point attachment, storm

apron, mat, etc., £5/10; also 2 others, 50/- each.—
Birdseye, Saxmundham. [X7008

STIPEEIIE Eed Coachbuilt Sidecar, cost £14, uphol-
stered deck chair seat, on epring,;. 28in. wheel,

handsome car, new, not run two miles; £8-— S. Nichol..,
(I'to.), 10, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C. [7417

THE Juno. £10/10, 19/3 month; Watsonian
leatberweight, E, £6/13/6. 12/3 month; E,

lined, £6/18, 12/8 month; G, £9/19/6. 18/4 month;
H. £10/10, 19/3 month; Watsonian cabriolet,
£12/12, 22/9 month.—Seen at 248, Bishopsgate.
London. [7541

PnCENIX Sidecars. highe»^t grade; Immediate delivery.
Send for our 1916 catalogue. Special models for

Hnrley-Davidgon, Indian, Yale, and other American
motors. Large Ftock of second-hand eidecars. Special
weekly Ii.it published. Sidecare on hire. Exchanges
made.—Phosnix Motors. Ltd. (Motor Cycle Depot!. 736.
Holloway Ed., N. Tel.: Homsey 449. [0135

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON Eiders. — Buy the sidecare
recommended by the Hafley-Davidson Motor Co.;

don't spoil a good machine by fitting a badly designed
sidecar; we can give you immediate delivery of the
Harley-Davidsou Canoelet sidecar, cha.-sis and body
enamelled H.-D. grey, 28x3iu. Dunlop E.S. tyre,
spring back and cushion, etc., price 17 gns.; and also
special H.-D. Gloria sidecars, from £20 to £27; lists

free. Trade supplied.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [7585

BODIES.
BASTONE'S for Bodies.—New cigar pattern, wicker

and rush; 45/- each.

BASTONE'S.—New lightweight ccacbbnitt bodies;
splendid value, £3/5

BASTONE'S.—Special offer; new best quality coach-
built bodies; £3/15, worth double.

BASTONE'S.—Williamson second-hand coachbuilt
body; 40/-.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross,

London, N. [7576

C~
AMBER Coach Bodies. £3/10: lists free.-Bright
and Hayles, Church St., CamberwelL (7483

QECONTI-HAND .Coach _Body; 25/-.—Bright and
Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7491

CAMBEE Conch Tandem Model=. £4 12 6.-Brisht
and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7489

CAMBER Lightweight Models, under 20 lb.; £3/5.—
Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell.

[7490
CLE.AHANCE ol Torpedo Coachbuilt Bodies from

£1/10 to £4; list free.—The Premier Motor Co.,,

Aston Ed., Birmingham. (7586
^

COACH Bodies. 6emi-under.?lung. 25.'-: repairs, re-

painting, exchanges. — Venus Sidecar Co., 746.
Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [7106

CYCLE CARS.
IQll PhoeniK 2-seater. dual ignition, silent drive,
-Lt/ nice condition; £65.-10, Norwood Crescent,

Southport. rX707a

A.C. Sociable, with hood, screen. lamps, tools, and
spares, good running condition ; £40.-408, Mose-

I ley Ed.. Birmingham. [X6155

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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CYCLE CARS,
C1.N. Type Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p., 3 cpeeds, spare tyres
f and tube, thorough good going' order; price £45.—-

Clifford, 46. Eldon Ed., Wood Green. [7395

MORGAN Grey Sporting Model, ready for tmrae-
diate delivery ; £ 94/ 10 ; cash exchanges con-

sidered.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall. [7631

CHATER-LEA, 19151/2, 8h.p., w.c, very complete
equipment, cost over £160, excellent condition;

;£95, or offers; private owner.—Arthur May, Heybridge,
Maiden, Essex. [7610

CHENAUD-WALCKER Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p.. 2-cyl.,
smart 2-seat., worm drive; gate change, nood and

screen, electric lamps; £55. — Percy and Co., 337,
Euston Ed., London. [7532

COLIEUI 10-1 2b.p. 4-cyl. 2-seat. Sporting, hood,
screen, lamps, lately overhauled, do 45 m.p.h.

and 35 m.p.g. ; £65, or nearest offer.— 34, Killieser
At., Streatham Hill, 3.W. [5:7014

MORGAN, 1915, Grand Prix, disc wheel, 5 lamps,
speedometer, hood and screen, perfect condition,

£100; a brand new 1916 Grand Prix, £111. -Percy
and Co., 357, Euston Rd., London. [7530

/*h.p. Humberette Chassis, w.c. engine, same re-O bushed and bored, 3-speed and reverse, the lot
overhauled and painted, all tyres and body ior same;
£10, or excliange for motor cycle engine.—Smith,
l^lnmber, Wivenhoe, Essex. [7511

8h.p. J.AP, Water-cooled Engine, hack axle, with
2-€peed gear and cornectione, eet of wheels com-

vlete witn Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, silencer,

and radiato-, ready fc being assembled to make a cycle
lar. wha^ ofEer.':?—The Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Man-
fheste. [0705

SWIET, 7-9h.p., De Luxe 2-3-seater, complete with
hood, ecreen. Stepney, lamp.?, etc., dual ignition,

excellent condition, good appearance, property of Govern-
ment official; nearest offer to £55 received by Saturday
liiiaday (ISth) will secnre: car must be sold; wire your
» ffdr.—Layton'3 Garage, Bicester, Oxon. tX6990

NEARLY Finished Cycle Car, new Sh.p. JA.P. en-
gine, Splitdorf mag.. Zenith carburetter, 2-seater

.?ide entrance body, finished grey, petrel tank in scuttle,
Avind screen, 700x80 Dunlops, F.R.S. lamps, and large
(generator, aleo 3-speed and reveree Cbater-Lea gear bos,
leady for assembling; £60, or offer; private.—Heath
liioe. Garage, Park Ed., Aston, Birmingham. [7561

BARGAINS.—Must clear following 2-seaters : lOh.p.
Adams, 1910, £40 ; 8-lOh.p. Jackson sporting,

ni.o.i.v., Bosch, £45 ; 9h.p. Riley Baby cycle car, 5
<:etachable wheels, mag., £50; 12h.p. Sizaire sporting,
bulbous back, 1911. £65; 14-16h.p. Hurtu, 4-cyl.,

Zenith, mag., 4 speeds, splendid condition, £65;
15.9h.p. S.C.A.R., 1912, sporting, £185. Several 4-

=eaters, landaulets, chassis, etc. List.—Please call.

Liquidator, 10c, Waylett Place, West Norwood. [X7085

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER, 8h.p., smart 2-seateT, dickey, hood, screen,

eto., condition as new; £45.—A.G.M., 363, Hack-
ney Ed.. N.E. [7^91

G.W.K. Light Car, 1916, latest model, just arrived
from works: immediate delivery: £178/10.—Wil-

kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.
[7389

"fOlS Sason, scarcely u*ed. £120; Cbater-Lea, £90;
XiJ 1913 Crouch, Morgan 1915, slightly soiled, £110.
Motor cycl66 accepted in part exchange.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow. [7406

CALCOTT. 10.5h.p., 1916, latest model, the leading
light car, dynamo lighting set, and dickey seat,

inst arrived from works: immediate delivery.—Wilkins
Simpson, and Co., 24, Sheet St., Windsor. [7588

HUMBERETTE. 1914, water-cooled, hood, screen, 2
bead, side, and tail lamps, speedometer, horn,

tools, etc, 700x80 tyres, in excellent condition
Ihroughout; £100.—Rex Mundv, 132, Great Portland
St., W. [7618

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments. — All makes supplied: lowest

terms.-Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.
[0618WE Are Open to accept reasonable sngge-stions for

motor cycles on deterred payments; strictest pri-,

vacv absPTved.— Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow.
and 50. High Ed., Wood Green. [7408

ELCE and Co. have a large selection of new and
second-hand motor cycles and light cars which

can be purchased on the most advantageous est-ended
terms.—15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.

[0479
ENGINES.

•>ih.p. Singer, excellent condition; 30/-.—Hunt,
rJ 2 Brookliouse Hall, Caton, Lancaster. [^7029

4ib.p. Precision Complete Unit, perfect; £12.-487,
4= Coventry Ed.. Small Heath, Birmingham. [X6428

1014 lOh.p. Bloomfieia Engine, water-cooled, £15;
X*/ 3V.;b.p. J.A.P., £6.—Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate,
Leicester. [X7068
4h.p. J.A.P. Engine, mechanical, gear wheels en-

closed in case for mag. drive, silencer, good as
new: approval; £5/10 lowest.—Curd, 17, Gardner St..
Brighton [7480

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
BASTONE'S for Magnetos.—Right prices.—228, Pen-

tonville Rd. King's Cross, London, N. [7574

THIS k.lNK
is designed specially for

use with tiie world-famous

FORWARD APJUSTABI.E
FASTENER

and costs 1/- only.

PAT. n:

19438/03

The FORWARD ^J^^IJ^r"^
costs 1/6 complete.

KING HOOK. The orig
inal hook

fastener with flanged rollen bear-
ings. Stronger than any other
make obtainable.
^/- detachable. 1 /3 adjustable.

KBNG
HOOK

LEATHER
LINK.

lOd.

"CHAMPION"
The Popular Fastener.

9d. detachable. ^/• adjustable.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAI

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER :incl Eire, Ma^eto SpeeiaMsts.—Exper*= n.

ail jnaj^netos, Bosch, EiBsmann, etc.

PARKER and Rice —Ee-vrinding. re-magnetising, rTc;.
haubng, etc.; repairs execnted with expediticn r,i,ri

unapproachable workmanship; low qnotatiooa-

IMPORTAZsT.-Parter and Eice give 12 mcctLs'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice. John's Place, King St., Aotm.
London. "Phone: Chiswit.k 1518.—State v<iir

trouble. Let ue quote yon. [4292

BOSCH Magneto, little used, suit big single; So/-.—
28, Idlecombe Rd., Tooting, S.W. [7564

BOSCH Anti-cloct, 70/-; ditto clockwise, 70/-; Split-
dorf Dixie, 65/-.—L281, T?ie Motor OgcU Offlcfs,

20, Tudor St., E.C. [7568

MAGXETO. C.A.T., single, anti-clock, triple mag-
net^ rariabJe ignition, just overhauled by C.A.V.,

36 new; 55/-, bargain.—"Vfilmot, 12, Hill Ed^ ^Vimble-
don. CX6946

PRACTICAIi Hints" cm High Tension Magnetos;
illustrated; copyright ; 1/-, cloth 1/6 nett

—

Leveland Bros., Magneto Designers, 97, Appach Ed..
Brixton, Londonn. [7475

MAGNETO Repair? and all spare parts.-The Ena-
baken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp St. Works, Deans-

rate, ilanohester. Tel.: 8266 City (3 lines). T_^-:
Runmag, Manchester. [0715

SEND Tour Magneto Repairs to the Bunbat*=n
Magneto Co., Ltd.. Camp Street Works, Dejns-

uatp, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.:
Runinag, Manchester.

REPAIRS.—The Ronbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., h.^re
the largest and be?t equipped works in this

country for dealing with thi? elas^ of work. Mc^derate
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

SPARES Deparlment.—We can enpply from stock all

spare parts for Bosch. Eisemann, Mea, tT.H.,
ttc. Send for illustrated bcoklet-

THE Rnnbaken Magneto Co.. Ltd., Camp Street
Works, Deansgate, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266

City (3 lines). T.A.: Ennmag. Manchester. Call or
,

write- [0404

MAGNETO Repairs by Manafactnrera ; all repairs
guaranteed : spare parts for any mate ; prompt

delivery.—Kenyon and Torrance, 599. Gt. Western St.,

Eusholme, Manchester. 'Phone: 362 Rusholme. ^6407

JEERON. registered 291298, greatly superior to

platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.

:

curee misflnng ; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screw;, ut

Bosch magnetca, 5/6 pair; old screws Jobronised, 2 6
each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Mesere. Collier Bt^i.,

Colver, Martin, mating world's re-^'ords.—JebicD.
58, Herbert E4.. Woolwich. London. S.E. 1X4^51-

MAGNETOS, Repairs, Spares.—Repairs to all tyivi
at our own works by experts. Re-winding, re-

magnetitting, spare parts for any mate. Prompt-
delivery guaranteed.—Brooklyn Engineering Co.. la,
Bailey St., Pendleton, Manchester. [X7022

MAGNETO Repairs of every description by Bosch
specialists. Expedition and moderate charges

Magnetos bought and sold. Several 1-2-cyL magnetos in
stock.—The Magneto Mart and Repairing Co., 142,
Wardour St., W. 'Phone: Gerrard 727. [7415

MAGNETO Repairs of Erery Description.—We ai«
hite from tha Bosch Works, and entirely British,

and give same guarantee at half their prices in 24
hours. AH spare parts stocked.—The ilagneto Repair-
ing and Winding Co., 158, Seymour St., Euston,
London. 'Phone : Museum 1153. 17623

BELTS.
BASTONE'S.—Best leather and chrome belting, ^j

1/-. "p 1/2. lin. 1;4, l^s 1/6 per foot.—228.
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, X. [7575

7^f\ Dunlop Motor CVcle Belts, perfectlr new, all
0\J sizes. =f^in. at 1/3, ^in. at 1/5. 'Rin, at 1 '8,

lin. at 1/11, l>§in. at 2/4 per foot, carriacra paid;
Sphinx 3/- sparking plug given free with each belt.—

"

Dancer Motor, 69, Gower St^, Birmingham. [S7C44

BALATA-CHROME Belts, highly satisfactory aU
weathers; '\ir 9d., •sin. lOd., lin. 1.-, l^sin. 13

per foot, p St free: extra etronff belts for paseencer
work, with eteel drilled eyelets and washers all thrcuch,
lin. 1;'6. I'Mn- 1''9 rer foot. — Pollin. Shepherd~well,
Dover. [9J94

TANKS.
TANKS Made, repaired, and enamelled.-Bright and

Hayles, 73, Church St.. Camberwcll. [7492

TANKS, tanks, tanks, any shape, to order or
repaired: all metal sidecar bodies; general sheet

metal work; lists free.—.\ttwood's. 86. Roseberv At.,
E.C. Tel.: Centra! 12445. '[5136

TYRES.
REDUCED 1915 Lift Tyre, all raate3.-T.A.: Tvre«.

—Graham, Vine St., Birmingham. [0658

tf>i5in'X2'/jin. Perfectly New Inner Tubes: 5/- each,^^ carriago paid.—Dancer Motor, 69, Gower St.,
Birmingham. [X7045

T //? Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre towards ne.irly
* ' \^ all new motor cycle corers.—Particulars to

Taylors'. Tyre Stockists, Store St,, London, W.O- r062B

A24 An letters relating to advertisements sliould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Christmas, 1915.

ONCE more, but we sincerely hope for the

last time, the usual Christmas greetings

seem somewhat out of place. The time-

honoured wish of a Merry Christmas is

an empty one when addressed to those

whose nearest and dearest are in places of danger,

or to those who are mourning the loss of friends

and relations. Still a cheerful spirit is to be at

all times commended ; our country has weathered

many a storm, and will do so again, and through

it all has been known as Merry England, as Sir

Walter Scott bears witness in the following lines

from " Marmiori "
:

" England was Merry England, when
Old Christmas brought his sports again.

'Twas Christmas broached the mightiest ale,

'Twas .Christmas told the merriest tale;

A Christmas gambol oft could cheer

The poor man's heart through half the year."

The Lighting Regulations.

JUDGING from what we hear of the new

rules for regulating the power, i.e., the

. light-giving properties, of motor cycle head

lamps, we incline to the opinion that the

authorities are only making confusion worse

confounded. They seem to have assumed that

all motor cycle head lamps are equal in size and

power, an(3, therefore, all that is needed is a

uniform method of cutting off the light in the

prescribed districts. This assumption is,_ of

course, entirely fallacious; head lamps differ

almost, if not quite, as much as the motor cycles

themselves, and a general rule for keeping down

the speed by attaching a 56 lb. weight to the

tail would be just about as sensible.

^What is wanted is a uniform beam of light,

not a uniform screen, and it should, in our

opinion, be left to the rider to reduce his light

in any way most convenient to himself, provided

that the reduction be satisfactory. It would be

a simple matter to submit his reduced light to

the chief of police in any of the special districts

and get from him a certificate that it was satis-

factor)'. This certificate should pass him freely

in anyone of the districts, provided that he could

prove that his lamp had'not been tampered with

and the light increased. It is obviously absurd

to produce a powerful light simply to hide it

under a bushel as it were, and if the proposed
obscuring disc, with its shilling-sized holes, is to

become compulsory, none but a powerful light

will be of any use at all. Several excellent sug-

gestions for reducing the light and at the same
time the expense—another desirable object in

these days of enforced economy—have appeared

recently an these pages, and those who have the

framing of official regulations would do well to

consider some of these before adopting drastic

rules which are suitable only in some cases.

Another absurdity is shown in the treatment

of what are called swivelling head lamps ; these

are really nothiTig of the sort : they are simply

adjustable, and many of them cannot be moved
without the help of a spanner. In the unlikely

event of a motor cyclist wishing to signal to the

enemy, he could take his lamp bodily from his

machine—the work of a moment only—and hold

it in his hand. The rule, therefore, is of no use,

but is only an annoyance, for in the case of a

foggy night it is a real advantage to be able to

throw the beam more down on to the road in-

stead of keeping the rays horizontal. Such
regulations defeat their own ends by making it

more difficult than it should be for loyal motor
cyclists to comply with the law of the land.

While we are upon the subject of lights on
vehicles, it may not be out of place to suggest

to the police that some notice should be taken

of that very real danger on country roads, the

covered van or trap whose only light is a stable

lantern throwing a white light all round and
held in the left hand of the man who sits beside

the clriver. This only dazzles the eyes of the
unfortunate behind, who, supposing that he is

meeting another vehicle, keeps to the left, and,

his own light being reduced, is lucky if he finds

out his mistake in time to avoid an accident.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will ba fotind on the page faolna the bicK oovai-
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I
MUST first of all tell

you that I have a

husband, and, of

course, he always lets me
have what I want, but we
nearly fell out over the

new motor cycle and side-

car he bought. It is a

lovely machine, all grey

and silver, and he simply

revelled in the mechanism,

and only seemed reaUy

happy when he was
" tuning it up " as he-

called it—whatever that

wonderful process may
be—anyway, he made
himself fearfully greas_\

,

but the result was worth
it, for the speed was in-

creased to 60 m.p.h., and
my husband, Ted, assured

me the petrol consumption
was reduced as well, but

whether that was to salve

his conscience on the score

of economy I don't know.
Now, I ask you, don't

you think you would get

tired of just riding in the

sidecar.? even though it is

romfortable and cosy, and
rides far better and more
easily than the light car

ue had previously. So I

coaxed and coaxed, and at last I was allowed to drive.

I had often driv^.n light cars, but had never been on
a motor bicycle before, so you may imagine the delight

with which I mounted the saddle for a trial trip. The
road was open and clear, with very little traffic, and,

as Ted pointed out, it had " soft sides," this being a

warning that if I did anything wrong I should do less

damage on a soft grass bank than by driving through

a barbed wire or iron railing or into a brick wall.

Horrid man! Just as if I should have done such a

silly thing. Anyway, the engine was started and low

gear engaged and away we went, Ted on the carrier

telling me the uses of the different le^'ers, while I

endeavoured to keep the outfit on the road. A few

hundred yards on low speed—and that must have been
agony for any experienced driver—and I had gained

sufficient confidence and understood how to use the

levers well enough to change into second speed, which
was kept in for .another few hundred yards, and then

I was permitted to change into "top." Then and
not till then did I realise the delights of my mount;
How my fingers itched to open out the throttle, but

no ! I must first learn to drive slowly and to keep the

machine straight. Somehow or other the sides of

the road wou.id keep turning and twisting until .the

proper knack of steering was learnt ; and then came
the trial, I set my teeth, glared ahead with a fearful

stare (I know I must have looked a fright), and with

a great sigh realised the danger was passed. Don't

be alarmed, it was not a Zeppelin bomb, or a mouse,

a8

•^tersa.-e^-n

hpW.I^/CgNED TO DRIYE
' AMOTORCyCLt,

The author en a 6 h.p. Bat sidecar outfit.

or anything like that

—

no I but I had passed the

first cart without hitting it,

Ted said the strain oi

it was too great for him,

and he must sit in the

sidecar and smoke his old

pipe, and for once I made

no demur. Then I found

he had played a nice littlel

joke on me, for, of course,

I had stopped so that he

could mount the sidecar,

and foolishly I had also

stopped the engine. How.

ever, the "kick" starter

would start the engine

again, I was told, but

when I tried it I could not

move it ; then the fact that

the engine was in gear was

forced upon me, so I

learnt one other lessoa

Then a few futile

attempts, and Ted, com-

placently smoking, ia

formed me the " air lever

'

was wide open and I was

initiated into the mysteries

of " tap twiddling," and,

sure enough, on the first

push the engine started

Of course, it \vas just like

Ted to sit there and loci

on all the time, but, any

way, I kno\^' how to work it properly now, and leami

in that way quicker than in any other.

Confidence at Last.

Up into the saddle again and off we went; in^m)

enthusiasm while changing gear I nearly went intc

the hedge, but " once bit twice shy," that one scare

was enough ; now I never look at the gear lever -^vher

changing speeds. However, top gear was safel)

engaged and away we went in real earnest, not tot

fast, of course, but the magic of the machine was nOw

in my blood, and I could hear the call of the road ii

my ears. The least touch to the throttle and tlie bij

" Bat " responded just like a horse, and we wen
speeding away, westward to the counties of gladsome

sunshine and luxurious greens. The steady beat of the

engine sang a song of freedom and careless power tc

me—away, away, away, and on we went, uphill, down-

hill, speeding along on the level, somehow it all came

to me at once, that here was the real thing. 1

seemed to have a vital force beneath me, no mere mass

of machinery, but a living thing, pulsing, vibrant, anc

full of life.

'

Later on, when we pulled up for lunch, Ted sak

in his usual slow way, " not so bad," but with spark

ling eyes and cheeks aglow, I answered, " It's grand

It's the real thing, why didn't we sell the car year

before and have a motor cycle? You will buy me oni

all of my own, won't you?" Do you think he will

Lady Beatrice.
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^mu^
Thick Mud.

I have been doing some lanework in the recent wet
weather, and I wonder what advice some unfortunate

county surveyor, or other daily mudphigger, would
: give me on the subject, for I had a most miserable

time. I can hold my own with most men when the
' main roads are slippery or heavy, but the six inches

of coagulated sludge in tliese twisty lanes absolutely

beat me. I tried taking them slowly, and before

long my machine would slide into a rut perhaps 6in.

deep and nothing would get it out; one either stopped

and made a fresh start on the crown of the road

or tried to steer straight until the footrests began to

. catch on the sides of the rut. Then I tried charging

• the abominable surfaces at 25-30 m.p.h., which has

• always been my pet recipe for stones and other

brands of unusually formidable going ; but whether

I am getting old and nervous ot whether my wrists

have lost their cunning,

1 found it impossible to

hold the steering straight,

and, after a heart-chill-

ing series of leaps and

bounds and - bumps and
: skids, I usually settled

;' down to a slower pace

I

before I had covered

move than 200 or 300

yards at the faster pace.

My machine was certainly

too big and heavy for the

job ; I must try a baby

two-stroke over the same

route when another oppor-

tunity occurs and see if

it is more manageable.

Dry Battery Lighling
for Two=stroKes.

I have made further re-

;
searches into the question

of dry battery lighting

outfits for baby two-

strokes, and have at last

pitched upon a set which
strikes me as about the

'lightest and cheapest

likely to give satisfaction.

;iii construction the set is

hardly too heavy for a

push bicycle, as it scales

but 8 lb. 9 oz. all told,

of which 6 lb. 14 oz. con-

stitutes the weight of the

^two batteries, including

their metal cases. The
cost of the various items

is as follows : Head lamp,-

The Editor and Staff of "The IVIotor Cycle'

wish all readers at home and abroad

A HAPPY CHRISTMAS.
IVlay a speedy victory crown our arms!

:sXtl^.y')ia,T<^^-'

'jcion

complete with switch, wiring, and bulb, 133. 6d. ; head
lani]) battery, 8s. 2d. ; metal carrying case for same
(hooks on to siile tube of carrier, with patent clip to

lock to carrier strut), 6s. 6d. ; metal fitment, contain-

ing red rear lamp, small dry battery, and switch,

clipping to chain stays, 7s. 6d. ; spare bulb (fits

either lamp) in wooden case, iid-. ; total, £,x 18s. 7d.

The light given by the outfit is all one could require

for pottering at medium pace on a light machine, and
the strength of the various items appears adequate.

The switch nf the 'tail lamp is ingeniously concealed

from meddlesome urchins, as it is operated by twist-

ing the bulb holder. I will report later on the life of

the batteries, but judging from my friends' experi-

ences, I cannot expect more than about t\venty hours''

lighting, the cost of which is los. 8d. (8s. 2d. for

head lamp battery, and 2S. 6d. for tail lamp battery).

This is expensive on prolonged rides, but its cleanli-

ness and convenience for

intermittent short work are

obvious, and carbide is

the reverse of cheap when
lamps are employed for

brief spins. Some riders

inform me that I shall

get astonishingly long life

from the big head lamp
battery, but I reserve

judgment, as a friend

used up a similar set in

a winter " 48 " hours

trial ; the makers only

promise twenty hours from
the small tail lamp cells.

The Next A.C.U. Trial.

I know this cross-head-

ing alludes to events

which may be far distant,

but it is dictated by an

interesting suggestion. An
inveterate speed merchant
remarked to me last week
that there are only three

motor bicycles in the

world. On being chal-

lenged he admitted that
" any old 'bus " would
serve the turn of an owner

who is content to potter

along at 25 m.p.h. average

speed. The speaker

habitually averages 30-35
m.p.h. on his long trips

and does his 20,000 miles

every year. On these

terms the ordinary machine

soon crumples up. It sheds

A9
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Occasional Comments.

—

its pretty fittings, wears out its engine and gear box

bearings, and, possibly, even suffers from serious struc-

tural fractures. " I take no notice of six days trials !

"

he remarked haughtily. " Any machine can get through

them if it is lucky with its tyres." There is a

modicum of truth in his remarks. The motor cycle

butcher is the man who tests quality down to rock

bottom, and learns to sift the wheat from the chaff

—

a function which A.C.U. Trials have lately ceased to

fulfil. But reliabiUty trials on the public roads

have already been stiffened up to the last notch.

The police will not allow us to pile on the average

speed. The trade will not allow us to prolong the

distance or the time. Nature forbids us to accentuate

the hill tests, and, if we could unearth worse hills

than we have yet employed, a general lowering of

gear ratios would promptly cancel our efforts. We
are in a dilemma. Shall we continue after the war
is over to organise trials which notoriously fail to

differentiate between first-class and second-class

machines, which perhaps even misrepresent facts so

badly as to place third-rate crocks on an apparent

level with the best machines in the world ? Or
shall we hold our next big trial on Brooklands at a

vastly increased speed schedule and relieve the

monotony, from the driver's standpoint, by employing
relays of riders ? I returned home from the two last

A.C.U. Trials in profound disappointment. Freak
hills and the fortuitous incidence of tyre troubles

under a close time schedule had doubled or trebled

the element of luck, whilst the tests provided were so

unexacting that merit had a comparatively poor
opportunity of distinguishing itself.

The Cost of Combination Covers.

A recent paragraph of mine might be taken to mean
that combination covers were normally more expensive

than steel-studded types. Needless to say, this impli-

cation is unjustified. "All-rubber" treads, whether
plain, scolloped, or studded, are cheaper to produce
than compound treads, embodying leather or metal

;

but the combination cover is, if anything, a shade
cheaper, as a rule, than a - full steel-studded , tread.

When I alluded to the cost of combination treads as

perhaps exercising some deterrent effect on the huge
popularity to which their intrinsic merits certainly

entitle them, I was specially thinking of motor cycles

and light cars, both of which can be regarded as fairly

safe on most kinds of grease when " all-rubber " treads

are employed. On the other hand, heavier cars are
generally thought to need greater insurance against

skids than any all-rubber tread affords ; in this case,

the question of cost hardly applies, as the combination
tread is as cheap as, or cheaper than, the full steel-

studded tread, and is an efficient non-skid on ice or
greasy macadam or asphalt, where the full steel-studded

cover is not particularly satisfactory.

Chaos in Bach Wheel Accessibility.
If you buy a modern motor cycle, you can absolutely

rely on getting a good engine, a reliable magneto, and
a tolerable carburetter. The only gamble is whether
it will take seconds or hours to take out the back
wheel. Odd, isn't it? When one maker gets his teeth
deep into a sound idea, the others usually copy his

lead like sheep; but there is- some sort of Hague Con-

vention about back wheels, exempting them from..

plagiarism. Two or three firms adopt knock-out .'

spindles, or miraculous axles which spit the back

wheel into the road if a novice ejaculates "Sesame! "

leaving the brakes and chain cases adhering to the

rear frame. Per contra, the next machine you buy is

obviously modelled on those wire puzzles which are

found in the best brand of. Christmas cracker—you

know the sort of thing : an anchor, two bracelets,

three keys, four corkscrews, and several miles of Hun
barbed entanglements, which dissolve mysteriously if i

you give them the proper sort of shake, but keep

grandfather quiet in his corner chair till the New
Year. For this sort of machine you want the temper

of an archangel, the leisure of twent>' years' penal

servitude, a tin opener, a crowbar, and sixty assorted

wrenches should you desire to remove the back wheel

and fit a new cover. I speak feelingly; let me add

that it was raining ; the thermometer about zero ; no,

railway arch or tavern within parasangs ; and She wai

waiting on the gate eight miles away

!

What a Spring Frame can do!

There is little doing in the motor cycle world

present, apart from catering for the Army's needsi

but such glimpses as one can obtain of the hopes

designers are cherishing for post-war activities suggest

that the spring frame must boom soon after the Peace

of Potsdam. I wonder if the rider who glibly

murmurs that "we want better springing" realises

what a good spring frame can do. To quote an

actual example, I took a trial some weeks ago of a

certain machine which was efficiently sprung fore and

aft without any sacrifice of lateral stability. Its

front wheel could rise 4in. from the datum line of
'

the road without jerking the rider or saddle a milli-

metre upwards, and the back wheel could jump no

less than Sj^in. upwards whilst lea\ing the rider's

level unaffected. On such a mount a level crossing

.

can be taken at speed without its presence being.

felt at all. The machine can be ridden at 30 m.p.h.'

o^'er really bad pot-holes without tlie wheels ever

leaving the road at all. It can be bucked at right

angles over a row of planks measuring 3in. x 3in.

square without the least risk of losing steering control

and without the rider quitting the saddle or his feet

being thrown off the rests, though the extremely

vertical and angular nature of such artificial obstacles

renders their presence under the wheels perceptible.

Trials men will recall the horrible character of thi

road from Applecross to Tornapress in the Highlands.

In the last Scottish Trials manv a man dismounted

for two or three rests in tire descents of the two long.

hills on this pass simply to seek a moment's ease from
the agony of aching wrists and jarred teeth and
jawbones ; another man bit the mouthpiece of his pipe

clean through over one of the bumps. The ascent

of these twin hills of loathsome memory would not

feel as smooth as newly rolled asphalt with the spring

frame in question ; hut if it were ridden up those

rugged roads and naked rock reefs, the rider would
not wish to dismount for a rest, and his body move-
ments during the ascent would remind one rather of

skipping on a spring mattress than of being rolled

down stone steps in a barrel. The spring frame has

got to come ; and the designer who ignores its possi-

bilities will get left when peace returns. i
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Tho E(o;pomtmt of ^mmiiiitn
'1

By ANGELINA SIMPKINS {AixUwr of " Lilacs

IT
was a dark- and stormy

night. Overhead the

chill moon was casting

down its yellow rays. Far
away in the dim west a
purple cloud heralded the

coming dawn.
In the bushes by the

roadside a branch snapped.
Lady Araminta MacHaggis,
only daughter of the proud
Earl of Ettrick, stepped out

to the moonlight. Clad
daintily in a chiffon veil, a
purple parasol to match the

sunrise, and a pair of high-
heeled shoes, she might have
sat for a cubist painting.

Her golden hair and blue
;yes gleamed brilliantly, and

and Love," "Burning Kisses," "A True Hero," etc)

out the clutch, and in a sudden dash the bicycle nearly
went through the hedge. With a magnificent effort of
driving Roland turned the corner (he had once taken
the first prize at Brooklands), and they sped off down
the broad high road at nearly sixty miles an hour.
Lady Araminta looked back. " Oh, Roland !

" she
gasped, "there is father on his new twin Levis just

behind 1

"

Roland looked back, and just missed the hedge.
" You are right," he said, " but my old Minerva holds
the world's record for speed, and we will beat him
yet."

With set teeth he bent again to his task. He turned
on more petrol, and did something to the accumu-

" And a fledgling sparrow
fell from its nest."

a fledgling sparrow fell

from its nest.

The horn of a motor
cycle sounded far down
the road. With a roar

and a whirr of dancing

wheels a vast two-stroke

racing motor bicycle

sprang along the road

like a giant untamed,

and stopped dead as the

rider applied the brakes.

Roland St. Clair leapt

from the saddle and

sped to meet die waiting

maiden. He took no»' ~"^^^^^^==- "°°°^^
notice of her unusual

'The parson is waiting at attire, but Cried, "My
Aberdeen."

darling I You are here

omeet me ! Does your father know you are gone? "

" No, Roland, all is well."
" The parson is waiting at Aberdeen, a hundred

liles away. Come, my dar-

ing, our mount is ready."
; He caressed the engine of

is beloved Minerva. It burnt

is fingers, but he made no
ign.

A trailer had been attached

y the side, and into this

traminta climbed. Roland
Juched a lever, and the great

(vo-stroke sprang into life, its

ajves racing up and down as

f they knew w^hat a duty was
^eirs that day. He advanced
&e ignition of the magneto,
nd they moved off down the

pad, gathering speed. Soon
ie changed the gear and let Th^re is father just behind !'

" Something was terribly wrong."

lator with a penknife. Slowly they drew ahead. At
the end of half-an-hour the Le^^s was several miles

behind, in spite of its two engines.

The path of love is never smooth. Roland sud-

denly felt a great bump below him, which he put

down to the uneven road. In a few seconds, how-
ever, he realised that something was terribly wrong,

and, glancing down, he saw his suspicion confirmed.

The back wheel had fallen off, and was lying some dis-

tance down the road. He ran

back and fetched it; but time

had been wasted, and as they

started off again the panting

of the Levis could be heard

drawing nearer in the distance.

But scarcely had the lovers got

up full speed again, when, in

turning a sharp hairpin comer,

the indiarubber belt broke in two.

Roland did not waste a

moment. He seized the chiffon

veil and tied it tightly round

the wheels. " I would rather

be drawn by a veil of yours,

darling," he panted, "than
the best John Bull deep drive

that was ever made."

A13
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The Elopement of Araminta.—

The Levis was now only a few yards away, and they

could hear the Earl of Ettrick bawling loudly that he
would have the law on them. " How I wish it would
break down!" sighed Lady Araminta.

Roland shook his head. " It cannot," he said.
" There are two engines, and when one gives out he
can use the other."

"He is riding it like a horse."

It was a neck and neck race. But aided by
Roland's marvellous skill in driving, the Minerva
drew ahead, in spite of the load of the trailer. Several

times the Earl of Ettrick was seen to run into the wall

at corners, and his curses drifted faintly down the

breeze.
" He drives very badly," said Araminta, looking

back. "It is the first time he has been on a motor
bicycle, and he is riding it

like a horse. Look at him
digging his heels, into the

engine 1
"

Roland looked, and very nearly ran into a gatepost.
" Really, darling Araminta," he said firmly, " the next

time you make me look round it will mean a funeral."

He accelerated violently, and the cylinder blew off,

just missing Lady Araminta. This is one of the worst

misfortunes that can happen to a motor bicj'cle, and.

nine riders out of ten would have given up hopfe

Not so Roland St. Clair. As the engine raced on

erratically, staggering under the faulty compression, he

leant over and snatched

his loved one from the

trailer into his arms.

"My angel," he
breathed, gazing into

her clear blue eyes,
" for thee I will dare
anything !

"

Swiftly the Levis

drew abreast with the

tottering two-stroke, and
the Earl of Ettrick

grinned spitefully, and
attempted to hiss

through his clenched teeth

lack of practice,

by side, Roland

*' His spurred and booted, j^^
heels." ^^K

But he failed, owing to

As the two machines were ruiuiing side

gave one strong push with his spare

hand on the Earl's waistcoat. The nobleman fell off

at once from his rather uncertain seat, and, head down-
wards, found a soft resting-place in the ditch. His
spurred and booted heels stuck up stiffly in the air.

Roland had grasped the steering wheel of the Le\TS
motor cycle, and now he made a magnificent leap.

and landed with his living burden safely on the pot-seat

saddle. With his Araminta in his arms he touched
the levers, and the swift steed sped obedientlv aivay

to distant Aberdeen.
But the deserted Minerva pursued its erratic course

with no hand to guide it. Whirring and clanking, it

reeled for hours along flie

lonely roads, until at last

petrol gave out, and all

still.

THE SECOND-HAND MARKET.
WINTER-TIME BARGAINS TO BE OBTAINED.

IT
is dear that the inflated prices which have ruled
during the summer for second-hand motor vehicles
are a thing of the past. At the present time there

is an undoubted slump in second-hand machines when
prices are compared with those in vogue in . August
and September, and the present figures more nearly
approach the normal, i.e., peace time, value of motor
cars and cycles. Consequently, now is a chance for
the buyer who is able to anticipate his wants in the
spring, as it is evident that the sudden reaction in
the second-hand market is due primarily to two causes,
viz., the advent of winter, which usually Has a damping
effect in more senses than one, and the new Recruiting
Scheme. We feel confident that, with the arrival of
spring, the prices will harden again appreciably, as
they usually do, and may be increased more than usual

A14

in view of the comparatively small number of new

macliines which it is now possible for tiie manufacturers

to produce. Therefore our advice to readers who may

shortly be requiring a second-hand machine is to

consider whether it would not be more advantageous

for them to purchase now while prices are ruling so

low. The highwater mark of August and September

is past, and December seems to be touching |he

lowest level.
" "

In times of peace December is always a bad month

in which to sell, while March is probably the best time.

This is due, of course, to the near approach of

Easter, the first public holiday of the year, \^
many persons find that they cannot obtain qO

delivery of new machines and so turn to the sec(^

hand market.

you

Ckie
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By CHARLES MURRAY.

'"AAS, sir,_ we're on time with everything, and
all we want now is the formula."
The speaker was a man of about forty,

with a big strong body and deep nasal voice. He
drawled his remarks to his employer, John Gray, the

sole proprietor of the Gray Motor Co., who, a few

years previously, had appointed him general manager
of the great business which held the premier position

among motor cycle manufacturers in this country.

At the commencement of the war the whole output of

the works had been taken up by the British and Allied

Governments, and day and night the factory had
hummed with the busy forging, casting, welding, and

assembling of '" War Office models " and sidecar out-

fits complete with machine guns. Then came the call

for high explosives, and most of the works had been

monopolised for making munitions.

"Quite so," said Gray, "we must have the for-

mula by to-morrow, but I have not yet made up my
mind how to .get it here."

" Why not let me go and fetch it?" asked the other

in a casual tone.
" For the same reason that I don't go myself. We

are both too well known in connection with this muni-

tion business. Well, I need not keep you any longer,

Mr. Sleath. Oh! before you go, tell me—has young

Bernard Russell been worrying any more about

enlisting?"
" Why, yaas," replied the manager. " He's

always shooting hot air about it, but I've told him
repeatedly that no one can be spared from liere.

However, it seems to me a pity not to let him go.

He's doing no good where he is."

"You never have much good to say for that

young fellow," remarked Gray quietly. " However, I

will talk to him about it myself."

Gray telephoned to the repair shop, and, as Sleath

left the room, carelessly laid the receiver on the table

in front of him.

A few minutes later a man, twenty-five years of

age, knocked and entered the room. He did not look

his height, which was well over six feet, for his figure

was well proportioned, nor his age, his face being

that of an honest schoolboy with bright eyes which

sparkled as he spoke, and his untidy mop of brown

hair was as unruly as that of any little fourth form

rascal.
" I understand that, in spite of being a starred man,

vou are anxious to join the Armv, Russell," said his

Chief.

"Yes, sir, I am," he answered. "At least, it's

not necessarilv the Army, sir, but I want to be doing

something really useful for the country. I would be

The 5tory of a 5crap
of Paper.

niustrated by OSWAZD CUNNINGHAM.

glad to stay here if I were doing the right work, Ijut

Mr. Sleath has put me in the repair shop, where I ran
do nothing but tinker up private owners' machines,
and I feel my training is worth something more than
that, sir."

" So do I," said Gray, looking into the boy's earnest
face. " Therefore I am going to give you a chance
of serving your country to-day.
"England is about to make, from simple in-

gredients, a most powerful explosive, which experts
believe will bring about the speedy collapse of our
enemies. A.s these works are especially suitable for
this particular service, we are to have the privilege of
making the first lot of new shells for the use of the
Allies' big guns."

Gray paused, and then asked, " Is your motor cycle
in perfect order? "

" Yes, sir, I always keep it well tuned up."
"'Good. I consider the road safer than rail for the

expedition you are to make. You will ride to London
at once, and go to the War Office. Ask for Major
Everar'd Worsdell, saying that you come from Grays.
Repeat these numbers to him—one, four, five, nine."

Gray had been toying with his telephone receiver,

which he now replaced on the stand.
" I believe I have made a mistake in the numbers

myself," he then said, turning over some papers.
" Yes," I thought so. I had got the order wrong.
It should be one, four, nine, five. Remember that."

He then gave Russell a few more directions.

"Does anyone know, sir, that I am going?" the

latter asked.
'' I have told no one. though Mr. Sleath mav have

guessed. Mention nothing to him or to anyone else.

Slip out of the works and go. I shall expect vou
back at about nine o'clock this evening. Come straight

to me here when you arrive. Here are a couple of

pounds for meals, petrol, and anything else vou mav
need on the road. Put this also in your pocket; it's

loaded. Don't use it unless you are absolutely obliged

to; but if you have to shoot, shoot straight."

The Ride to Town,
Russell was burning with excitement as he took

the flight of stairs at one bound, and ran roimd into

the shed, where all machines belonging to the staff

were kept. He wheeled his own mount out into the

yard, turned on the petrol, flooded the carburetter,

and gave one, two, three quick kicks to the starter.

Xo result. No shock when he held the plug terminal

and kicked. Insulated wire all right. ^Magneto nuist

be wTong. Who in thunder had been monkeying with
his machine ?
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He had no time to tinker about with a magneto,

so he looked about him for another suitable mount.

An almost new big twin with a luxurious sidecar

caught his eye at once.
" Sleath's, by Jove. The very thing!" he said to

himself. " Won't he be wild when he finds it gone."

It took him but a few seconds to detach the sidecar,

and within a minute he had slipped out of the gate,

and was quietly purring up the road. It was a bitterly

cold day with a keen north-east wind, so he had
wrapped himself up in the General Manager's thick

ulster which had lain invitingly in the sidecar.

Russell decided to go by the main London Road
and to return by a more circuitous route. Snow soon
began to fall heavily, and the cold wind drove hard
in his face, trying, as it seemed, to keep him away
from London. However, both snow and wind met
their master in the powerful machine which, divested

of its usual burden, made light of all opposition, and
responded gladly to the

throttle which the rider

opened more and more as

he tore along over the

rapidly whitening ground.

Russell was supremely

happy. He was being

recognised at last, and
had now been entrusted

with a mission of vital

importance. Further, this

mission was taking him
just where he had been
wanting to go for many
months past. True, he

would not have much
spare time there, but he

would be able to leave his,

or rather Sleath's machine
at Martin's Garage, and
then he might catch a

glimpse of, and perhaps

a few words with, Mary
Martin, who was working
so hard for her father in place of the brother now
somewhere in France.

Mary and he had been on terms of healthy friend-

ship for years, but latterly he had felt awkward and
tongue-tied in her presence. This time, though, he
would speak out and tell her something that he had
tried but been unable to frame in his letters.

Thus he thought as he sped along, covered with

snow and ploughing through the thick white crust

on the roads. He had been riding hard for nearly

three hours, when the crystal surface became a greasy

sludge, churned up by the traffic of a busv London
suburb. Thoughts of skidding never came to him as he
whirled round trams, between 'buses, and past streams
of slow traftic. It was half past two when he wheeled
his mud-bespattered machine into the large garage.

There was Mary in a blue overall, running the

show, and at the moment instructing a bullet-

headed mechanic how to set the timing of a si.x-

cyUnder car.

She came forward with joy written all o\er her
pretty face.

^S'(^ILII DECEMBER 23rd, iQi-

" She came forward

" Bernard !
" she exclaimed as he seized her hand.

" It is delightful to see you. How long are you going

to stay in Town ?
"

" Only a few hours, I'm sorry to say, and I shall be

engaged most of the time. I'm up on important .|

business for the Governor, and must get back to

Minford before nine o'clock this evening. Can you

spare half an hour now ? I'm famished and want some

lunch. Come and have some with me, before I

go on."

Mary could not leave the garage as she was in

charge, but she sent out for a meal for him so that

they might have a few words together when her duties

would permit. She asked no questions; Bernard

had said he was up on important business, and unless

he volunteered more information, that was enough

for her.

Refreshed, he decided to go on by taxi and to

return as soon as possible, so that he might have a

little more time with Mary. When he left she insisted

on giving him a ticket

for the machine. It was

garaged with her, and
" business is business,

you know," she said.

At the War Office.

On alighting from ihe

cab in Whitehall, Russell

drew some change froni

his pocket and, with it.

the garage ticket. Ho
was selecting a coin t'l

pay his fare when an

obviously drunken man
lurched against him, and
sent the money spinning

over the pavement. The
man, muttering fuddled

apologies, helped him col-

lect the money and then

hurried away. Russell

did not notice until he was

'

waiting in the vestibule of

the War Office that he had lost the ticket. However.
this did not worry him. He would have a joke with

Mary about it when he returned for his machine. He
had to wait some time and state his business to various

officials before he was ushered into the presence of a

tall, gaunt-looking officer, who riveted him with the

eye of a hawk.
" From whom do vou come?"
"Grays."
" Number, please."
" One, four, nine, fi\e."
" Quite right, but you are not the first man who

has been here about this. The other gave the order

w-rongly, and is now under arrest.

The Major then handed Russell a slip of blue pa[ier

with some unintelligible hieroglyphics on it.

" This is your despatch," he said. '" Vou know
of its importance, so I need not give you any warnings.

In case you are being watched you had better leave

the building by a side door."
'

He led Russell through a labyrinth of corridors and
let him out through a small door into a side street,

over her pretty face."

1
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" Good luck to you, my boy," said Uic soldier, and
the door was shut.

It was getting dusk when Russell reached iMartin's
Garage, where Mary met him with an anxious face.
"1 hope I did right," she said, "in not letting

him have the machine."
"He? Who? What machine?" he asked.
Mary then told him tiiat during the afternoon a big

man with an American accent had presented the
garage ticket which she had previously given to
Russell, and had demanded the motor cycle. . As she
would not part with it, the man had stormed at her,

saying that the machine had been stolen, and that he
would fetch the police. However, he had not yet

returned with the arm of the law.
" Good Heavens, Sleath !

" exclaimed Russell. " 1

always thought the man was a blackguard, but I never

dreamed he was as bad as that. Well done, Mary,
you did quite right. If our American friend is what
I think, he won't seek the assistance of the police."

Russell decided to get away at once, as he was
anxious to be well out of London
before it got quite dark. He could
have said a whole lot to Mary just

then, but it must wait for another

time. As he wheeled his machine
from the garage he drew the scrap

of blue paper from his pocket and
slipped it into his saddle pillar.

He looked up and saw that Mary
was watching him. That did not

matter, he thought, she was as safe

as a church, but he did not notice

that the occupant of a racing car

which had just drawn up also had
his eyes on him.

Hurrying Home.
A hasty good-bye, and he w-as off.

It had stopped snowing some time

previously, and a severe frost had
set in. The roads were already

hard, but the frozen lumps of mud and snow made
riding difficult. However, he sped through the

suburbs at a good pace, but it was dark before he

reached the open country, and when he switched on

his electric head and tail lamps he was still within

the area Avhere lights are restricted. He tied his hand-

kerchief over the head lamp, but was suddenly pulled

up short by a cry of " Stop! " A policeman was

standing in his way. He dismounted.
" Licence, please."
" What's the trouble? " Russell asked.
'

' Your light is too bright and your engine is making

a tremendous noise. You have no silencer, or else it

has a hole in it."
" Of course I have a silencer," said Hussell." And

of course it has a hole in it. How do you think the

exhaust gases would escape if it hadn't?
"

" Then it's illegal," said the constable defim'tely

and with a great air of knowledge. Jusf then the

purr of another engine was heard, and round the bend

of the road appeared the beam of another head light.

The policeman swelled visibly with dignity. He
was going to make a double haul. He shouted to dais

rider also to stop, but the engine had already ceased

f>37

to fire before the conimnnd had l^ecn uttvrcd. Tho
•second motor cycle glided silently up to the gcntl<--

man in blue.
" Licence, please," he said a-s before, Inil this time

he seized the handle-bars of the ofTunding machine
as if in fear tiiat it would suddenly boimd forward
and escape him. The rider left the nun hine in the
policeman's hands and ran ui) to Ku.ssell.

"Go on, Bernard, go on for all you arc wortli,"
said a girl's voice very quietly, but rapidly, and with
a strong note of appeal. " A racing car i.s in pursuit,
but I slipped by in the traflic to warn you."

Russell recognised Mary, and, instantly obeying her,
lifted his exhaust and pushed off. After covering many
a mile, he was careering along a straight road with a
pine wood on either side, when suddenly' a beam as
from a searchlight behind him turned night into day
and transformed the track into a glistening and
brilliantly-lit tunnel. Russell did everything he could
to get still more speed from his mount, but although
his pace was terrilic, the thunder of the huge car drew
closer and closer. It was only just behind him now,

' The thunder of the huge car drew doser and doser."

and Russell instinctively drew over to the left, to allow
the overtaking vehicle to pass. He then shut his

throttle and put on his brakes, so that the car might
shoot ahead, and not be able to stop and turn round
before he had found some means of escape. The
car did not keep straight on; it also drew over to the

left. Russell heard a grinding crash, felt himself

flying through space amidst a firmament of stars, and
then all was dark.******

Presently Russell came to and was still wondering
what to do when the lights of two cars appeared in

the distance, advancing at a good pace. He sprang

into the road, shouted and waved to the drivers to

stop. They drew up, and Russell immediately recog-

nised !Major Worsdell with another man in the first

car. He explained his position in a few words,

jumped into the car, and was soon making for Min-

ford at all speed.

The Capture.

When they were within a mile of Minfprd,. lamps

v.ere switched off and they proceeded very cautiously.

A couple of hundred yards from Gray's worTss they

3
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stopped. A burly sergeant and seven men got out of

the second car, and the party proceeded silently to-

wards the works. There stood the racing car under

the shadow of some trees. Two soldiers slipped away
from the others and took possession of this. The
rest crept into the yard, unnoticed by a rapidly moving
figure which they saw busily attaching wires to what
looked like several round pegs. He was working to-

wards them, standing more pegs upright in the snow
and connecting them with wire.

The sergeant moved noiselessly forward, and before

the man could cry out had whipped a scarf over his

head and gagged him. Two more of the soldiers

seized the victim and carried him outside.

The gentleman in civilian clothes, who had
travelled in Major Worsdell's

car, spoke for the first time.
" Just as I thought," he

said. "Roman candles ignited

by an electric current, a most
useful guide to a target in

darkness. Now for the head
of this gang."
They walked to the office

entrance of the building. The
door was on. the latch, and they

heard voices in the room above.

After a whispered consultation

on the stairs it was agreed that

Russell should take his despatch

to his chief, and the others would
wait on the landing outside.

He entered the room with-

out knocking. Gray, seated at

his desk, looked up and smiled.

Sleath, as bold as brass, was
lolling back- in a chair, hands
In pockets, and with his back
to the door.

"Well, Russell," said Gray,
" I am glad to see you back
in good time."

Sleath started, but quickly

controlled his astonishment.

Gray took no notice of him.
" Have you the formula? "

he said to Russell.

"Yes, sir," the latter replied.

At that moment Major Worsdell, his companion,

the sergeant, and one soldier entered the room.
" Baron von Schleigel," said the gentleman in mufti,

deftly slipping a pair of handcuffs on Sleath's wrists,

" I hold a warrant for your arrest on the charge of

espionage."

He had not finished speaking before a droning noise

attracted the attention of all. It grew rapidly louder

and louder until it resembled the roar of an express

train overhead.

"Curse the lot of you," cried Sleath. "Do you
hear that? That is one of our great Zeppelins, which
will bring your devilish country to her knees. He is

an hour too early, but he shall blow all of us and
these works of hell into little bits to-night."

"I'm afraid you are to be disappointed," said the

man who had arrested him. " Your friend below,

" His Majesty never fails to recognise distinguished conduct

such as you have shown to-day.'

who was to have given the signal, is otherwise engaged

just now, and will not be able to give his little firework

display."

Snarling an oath, Sleath bounded to the window
and with his two manacled hands was about to seize

the blind. A shot rang out and with a howl of pain

the German-American rolled on the floor.

" Good shot, lad," said Major Worsdell to Russell.
" Got him clean through the wrists. Take the wretch

away," he added to the sergeant, who, with the private,

draggad the spy bellowing and cursing from the room.

The noise in the air had grown faint and was now
but a droning in the distance.

Gray stood up and shook Russell by the hand.
" Mv dear boy," he said. "You have proved

yourself worthv of much better work than you have

ever had the chance of doing,

and I am afraid what I am
going to tell you now will cause

you some pain. This scrap of

paper for which you have done
so much is of no use whatever.

It means nothing."
" No, Russell," Gray con-

tinued, " the War Office does

not send important despatches

in that v.-ay. The formula we
require has been in my head
for a week past. This scrap

of paper was all bluff, but it

was bluff with an important

object, which with vour splen-

did help we have attained.

Three of the most dangerous
German spies in this country

have now- been caught red-

handed. One of them was.

captured at the War Office

to-day by a simple trick. Yoi;

may remember that I corrected

the numbers I first gave vou
this morning, ^\"hen I said

them in the wrong order mv
telephone receiver was in m\'

hand. Sleath, I guessed, was
listening. He informed a con-

federate who fell into the trap.

You have just assisted in the

capture of the other two. Now I can no longer keep
you wasting your time in my repair shop, and Sir

Edward Naughton here has other work for vou
to do.-"

The Reward.

" By Jove! " broke in Major Worsdell, '' I never

introduced you. This is Sir Edward, who is the

Chief Officer of the Secret Service Police of Great
Britain."

Sir Edward put his hands on Russell's shoulders.

" I have recently been looking," he said, " for a

live young man with some brains, plenty of muscle,

and a whole lot of nerve. I think I have found him
this time. There will be plenty of work for you in

the service of your country now, and I may mention
that His Majesty never fails to recognise distinguished

conduct such as vou have shown to-dav."

B4
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MILITARY NOTES.
THE KING HONOURS THE M.M.G.S. A SERVICES HILL-CLIMB.

IMWI M III ! dl
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,
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Officers, N.C.O.'s, and men of the No. 18 Battery, Motor Machine Gun Section.

HONOUR FOR M.M.G.S. which Lieut. Wickham-Conduit is also Results

:

OFFICERS. responsible. It is a very luxurious affair,

D__.^^,^„

1 . , . . , . - ^nA ,'^ ^nll^^ *-Vi« <* rr«+«i n ;i >» Sinxle-c^xinder LTniiTWEiciiTS not exceeding
TIRING his last visit to his troops and is called the Hotel Cecil. 300 c.c. (Two or Fodr-siroke Engines).
in France, His Majesty the King Time.

inspected the No. 15 Battery, Motor -vTi-uro r^-r. c^nr-,^ t. •» -r^.^^ ^- Fernow (li Omega) 2m. 2s.

Machine Gun Section, which with many ^EWS OF SERGT. E. J. BASS. =. Wl.i.°ew.l Bnfidd)
^

30.^ .s.

other batteries is now on active service \Y/ ^ recently heard from Sergeant J"' *"* ^ J" •;

on the Western front. Major Thackwell, W E. J. Bass, the well-known official
T-,vo or Four-stroke Es-gp^es, 560 c.c. L«.,i.

p.C, commanding the No. 16 Battery, of the Essex M.C. He writes: - f^S^^^ETt^ —.V::. Jm! o ?!

had the honour of showing His Majesty Just a line to tell you I am still 3. PavU (si Zenith) im. lijs.

round, and the latter was much im- quite safe, ajid have had a change since
U.vlimited

pressed by the construction of the gun I wrote you last as I am now not with
^^ Houghton (4 Triumph) ..' im. 255.

ambulances, but atta<;hed to a siege 2. Ramsey (7-9 Harley-Davidson) im. 31s.

battery. As road sergeant, I use a 3- Evisard (3I E.S..4.) im. 4s.

Triumph motor cycle, and find it stands Sidecars and Cycle Cars.

ii*-" * "P ^^''y ^*'^ ^° ^^^ work." 1. FJlis (3-6 Ariel sc.) im. 50s.

it^^SjK "• Hart (8 Sunbeam sc.l 2m. 21s.
IP^^a^^^ —

—

3. Gamble (Scott sc.) —
A SERVICES HILL-CLIMB.

AN event of a sporting nature, devoid MOTOR CYCLIST AVIATOR.
of all trade interest, was the hill- C LIGHT SUB-LIEUT. C. W.
climb for Service men, held in the F GRAHAM, R.N.A.S., the pilot

Isle of "Wight on December 5th. Th« who sank a German sejplane off

^j^MhMBB^^Kb leading light in the enterprise was Lieut. the Belgian coast early last week, was
l^f^^MW^^B ^^B Q £_ Dalton, and the competition was at one time engaged with the Triumph

open to officers, N.C.O.'s, and men of Co. at Coventry, and at the outbreak

j=S^^BBjUSM V V both Services. of war be was with the Bosch Co. at
.^ssm-mmm^^'^" j^^ j^jjj selected was 890 yards long, Stuttgart. He managed to get away

with a very sharp corner near the start- from Germany soon after the declara-

ing point. The gradient was not very tion of war, and his adventures in trying

_ severe, and the surface was in fair con- to smuggle his Triumph along with his

Lieut. G. Wickham-Conduit, ot ditioni Unfortunately, it rained so personal luggage via Switzerland were

the No 16 Battery' M M GS. hcavUy that it was only possible to run recounted in The Motor Cycle of Angnst
off four of the seven classes, and the 27th,. 1914.

emplacements and trenches. Lieut. G. times varied to a considerable extent, for Mr. Graham is well known in Coventry,

Wickham-Conduit was responsible for the which the rain may also be held partly and is a member of the Coventry and

selection and manufacture of the em- responsible. Timing was done by an Warwickshire M.C. He is tne son of

placements, and His Majesty congratu- electric cable. _ Mr. C. Graham, ot Barnes, a director of

lated him upon them. An important regulation was that lor- Brown and Barlow, Ltd. Uur readers

Another matter which interested the bidding the use of Government machines. will join us in offering him our congratu-

King durino- his visit to the No. 16 It is a pity that the bad weather pre- lations on his achievements, and wishing

Battery was° a inagnificent dug-out, for vented some entrants from turaing up. him the best of fortune in the future.

-^ B7
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A NEW FOUR-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL.

IT
was recently pointed out in The

Motor Cycle that quite a number
of firms who have been manufac-
turing two-stroke lightweights were

now turning their attention to four-
stroke models, either instead of, or in
addition to, the two-strokes. Among
the several firms to do this are Messrs.
W. J. Green, Ltd., of Coventry, the
manufacturers of the Omega lightweight.
This firm has specialised in two-strokes
all along, but for the coming year it

is placing an additional model on the
market fitted with a 2^ h.p. J.A.P.
engine of 70x76 mm. bore and stroke,

giving a capacity of 292 c.c. An E.I.C.
magneto is situated behind the engine,
above which is fitted an Amac carburetter.

The frame of the new model is exactly

The latest four-stroke lightweight—the new 2A h.p. Omega, which has a two-speed counter-

shaft gear and the usual chain and belt transmission.

Power plant ol the new four-stroke hght-

..eight Omega. The engine is a 23 h.p.

292 c.c. J.A.P The neat chain cover will

be noted.

the same as that used on the two-stroke,

the only difference being that the front

down tube, instead of being forked, has
a special lug to accommodate the J.A.P.
engine. The tubing used is of special

heavy gauge to enable a light sidecar to

be attached without fear of over-

straining the frame. A two-speed
countershaft gear is fitted, operated by
a strong gate type lever. The drive is,

of course, by chain and belt, the chain
being enclosed in a most substantial yet
neat cast aluminium case, which is far

better than the usual stamped sheet

metal type. Druid spring forks, 26x2in.
wheels, wide mudguards with side

-

valances back and front, strong tubular
carrier, at the side of which is fitted a
large toolbag, hand-operated front
brake and heel-operated back, and large
Brooks saddle complete the specifica-

tion. The general finish is excellent.

The tank as fitted to the two-stroke is

still retained ; its rounded edges, tapered
ends, and finish in black with red panels
give it a distinctive appearance. Enots
quickly detachable filler caps are used.

We were recently favoured with an
opportunity of trying the new four-

stroke Omega on the road, and we were
much struck by the handiriess and easy

running of the little machine. The
roads were in a particularly greasy and
muddy state after the recent thaw, so

we had plenty of opportunity of testing

its stability, which we found excellent,

and which was probably considerably

helped by the wide bars, which gave a
most comfortable riding position. The
speed on the level was very satisfactory,

while a mere crawl was possible for

negotiating traffic.

The Two-stroke Model.

The two-stroke has been altered and
improved in many small details. The
engine will remain the same as tliis year,
except that the design of the exhaust
port will be alt-ered slightly, and will be
of rather larger dimensions and witli

slightly tapering instead of perfectly
straight sides, as at present.

The compression release valve will

also be larger, so as to give an abso-
lutely free release of the compression
for starting purposes. Mr. Green told
us of some experiments he has been
carrying out in connection with the
lubrication system, and said he was
rapidly being won over by the system
which supplies the lubricant to tlie in-
duction passage, owing to its cleanliness.

->-«•» <

A New Sparking Plug for Two-strokes.
Special Design

THE mysterious but more or less

trifling troubles which attend the
running of some two - stroke
machines, especially those of the

air-cooled variety, can, as a rule, be
traced to faulty plugs. Probably the

most common troubles are inefficient

lubrication and faulty plugs causing pre-

imition. The first is due to the fact that
there is so short an interval between the
explosions tliat the plug has very little

time to cool ; the second is most often

due to the method of lubrication, which,
in the majority of two-strokes, is of the
petroil system, the oil therefore readily

entering the combustion chamber, and A new Loi

becoming rapidly deposited on the plug for two -

electrodes. engines

bS

to Withstand Heat and Oil.

In an attempt to

overcome these
troubles the Lodge
Sparking Plug Co.
have designed a
special plug for use
in two-stroke en-

gines. The plug is

of the single gap
variety, and the
central electrode is

of a very substan-
tial nature ; the
other point is
formed by a circu-
lar piece of metal
with a hole in it

through which the

central electrode protrudes. This piece is

let into the end of the plug body, and
at one point has a slight protuberance,
which forms the second electrode.

It is stated that the plug is designed
in such a way that the heat is rapidly
conducted away from the electrodes,
while sparking is unaffected by oil.

dge plug

stroke

Enquiries having reached us respect-
ing tlie marketing of the new Levis
5-0 h.p. horizontal twin-cylinder two-
stroke machine, we communicated with
the makers on the subject, who inform
us that the Admiralty are having first

call of these engines. They are, tliere-

fore, not likely to be offered to the public
for some time to come.

i
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B.S.A. MOTOR BICYCLES
FOR SOLO 6? SIDECAR.

The "Daily Telegraph" says:

"Regularly with the'autumn comes along the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle
Catalogue, always interesting and always helping to uphold worthily
the great B.S.A. traditions. The issue for the ensuing season is

as interesting and well produced as ever. . ... Undoubtedly the
outstanding features of the 1916 Catalogue are the beautifully printed
ftdl page colour plates, which give a correct rendering of the appear-
ance of the various models, and it is safe to say they mark the

highest advance yet achieved in motor cycle illustration."

The "Motor Cycle" says:

"The 1916 B.S.A. Catalogue is a fine production, and the colour
plates of the complete machines are very pleasing. The latter are

accompanied by full specifications of the models they illustrate."

The "Autocycle" says:

"The 1916 B.S.A. Catalogue of motor cycles is conspicuous by the

excellence of its coloured illustrations of the firm's products."

A COPY OF THE B.S.A. 1916

MOTOR CYCLE CATALOGUE
AS DESCRIBED ABOVE WILL

BE SENT POST FREE.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd.,

13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ct/de." BQ
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Whatever type of motor cycle you require there

is a Royal Enfield model to suit—and in every

one the famous Enfield Two-speed Gear, Cush

Drive Hub, and Chain Transmission are

embodied. Royal Enfields are reliable.

The illustration above shows the 6 h.p. Royal

Enfield sidecar combination. There never has

been a more satisfactory passenger model than

this—it IS the standard of quahty and efficiency

the world over.

Four great Allied Armies are all using Royal

Enfields.

At 40 guineas
The 21 h.p. Royal Enfield

Two-stroke Lightweight.

At 50 guineas
The 3 h.p. Royal Enfield.

At 85 guineas
Th^ famous

6 h.p. Royal Enfield

Sidecar Combination.

At 100 guineas
The 6 h.p. Sidecar Com-
bination. Complete with

Lucas Dynamo Lighting

Set. etc.

Mention " The Motor Cycle
"

and write for the Roya>

Enfield Catalogue.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD., REDDITCH.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the French and Belgian Governments, and the Russian Military Authorities.

London Office and Showrooms : 48, Holbom Viaduct, E.C Agents Everywhere.

In answciing this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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CYLINDER COOLING.
Is the Modern Air-cooled Cylinder with Cast

Iron Flanges Sufficient?

REFLECTIONS ON Mr. LANCHESTER'S PAPER.

THE ordmar)^ air-cooled engine of the motor cycle
is_ so satisfactory that at first sight one is' in-

clined to think that it is hardly open to improve-
- ment so far as its extremely simple cooling methods

are concerned ; or if we think of improving the cooling
at all we are apt to turn instantly to water-cooling,
with all its weight, complications, and delicacy. How-
ever, a new light has been thrown upon the whole
subject of cylinder cooling by Mr. F. W. Lanchester
in his magnificent monograph, " The Cylinder Cooling
of Internal Combustion Engines," which was read last
week before the Institution of Automobile Engineers.
Mr. Lanchester's gifts and achievements as a scientist,

a mathematician, and an automobile engineer are well
known, but many have forgotten, if they ever knew,
that the cars first associated with his name were driven
by air-cooled engines. Concerning these engines some
very interesting and significant facts were brought to
light by Mr. Lanchester. The first were made with
thin cast copper gills or flanges, which were shrunk on
to the plain cylinder barrel. These were very satis-

factory. As great or greater satisfaction was obtained
by substituting spun sheet copper gills for the cast
copper or aluminium flanges. With the thinner
material, double the number of flanges could be used,
and although, of course, the cooling power was not
doubled it was materially increased. At this point,

and for the convenience of manufacture, the separate
gills were abandoned and flanges cast integral with the
cylinder were substituted. These were a failure not
merely because it was not practical to cast as large
a number of flanges per cylinder this way as with the
separate flange or castings, but also on account of the
fact that cast iron was used, and the conductivity of

copper is approximately ten times greater than that

of cast iron, while the conductivity of aluminium is

about half that of copper.

Food for Thought.
This bare recital of facts is full of interest and sug-

gestiveness to the motor cycle designer, because it is

obvious that to-day the motor cycle cast iron cylinder

with its flanges cast integral is but a perpetuation of
Mr. Lanchester's least successful efi"ort. His spun
sheet copper flanges and his separately cast aluminium
or copper flanges had succeeded where the cast iron

flanges had failed. We do not say that this is any
reproach to the motor cycle designer, for, if it be, he

sins in good company, as practically all air-cooled aero

engines follow motor cycle practice in using cast iron

or steel flanges which are part and parcel of the

cylinder itself. Mr. Lanchester shows in his paper.

both by theory and practice, that much more satis-

factory cooling can be obtained by the use of metals
of higher conductivity than cast iron, and the thing
is so obvious that one cannot help wondering how it

is that no investigator has followed it up before. It

is true that sheet metal cooling flanges have been used
on motor cycle engines, and we believe that separately
cast flanges have also been employed; but the experi-
ment has evidently been vitiated by some other con-
ditions, or at any rate its advantages have not been
appreciated.

At this point it is well to ask ourselves why we
should consider the expense of separate flanges of
copper when we are getting highly satisfactory results

with integral flanges of cast iron. We should, there-

fore, say that the reason why we think the subject is

so well worth further investigation by the motor cycle

engine designer is that the active mileage of the air-

cooled motor cycle engine would be greatly prolonged
if it ran somewhat cooler. It follows that with better

cooling we should have less burning and pitting of the

valves and seafings, fewer sparking plug troubles, less

carbonisation, and cleaner piston rings.

Air=cooled or Oil=cooled ?
It may be said that in a way the air-cooled engine is

- partly oil cooled. This is' not strictly the fact, but the

results are the same. In other words, the great heat

of the cylinder walls bums up the oil so quickly that

considerably more oil must be used than if the walls

were cooler. This large amount of oil which is

necessary means that whenever the engine is running

on a partly open throttle or with the throttle closed,

that it is more or less over-oiled, ' and this excess of

oil is burnt above the piston, resulting in carbonisa-

tion of the piston and the cylinder head, and in the

fouling of the rings. No arguments are necessary to

show that the valves, valve seats, and plugs would
run longer without attention at somewhat lower

temperatures, and it therefore follows that satisfactory

as the present system of air-cooling may be it is

decidedly open to improvement, and Mr. Lanchester's

paper has shown the lines along which the designer

can experiment with the minimum of uncertainty. In

any case, there is no doubt that the paper will have a

marked efi'ect on the future design of air-cooled aero

engines which in their turn will react upon motor car

design, in which, as our readers know, water-cooling

is to-day paramount. However, air-cooling is essen-

tially the motor cycle engineer's province, and we
feel certain that he will be among the first to profit

by the volume of fact which Mr. Lanchester has

placed before him.
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Christmas Despatches from Service Readers.

On this and the following pages will be found Xmas Messages from men well-known fn

the motor cycle world now serving their country in one capacity or another. Some are

from men on active service, others from those still at home, and all show the quiet

confidence in final victory that is a feature in all ranks.

Lieut. Vebnon Busby, R.E. and
R.F.C. (a leading Birming-
ham com-peiiiion expert).

"All the old sporting circle of

motor cyclists are now far separated
semng their country. I much
appreciate The Motor Cycle scheme
of exchanging good wishes with old

friends whom I hope soon to meet
again back in old surroundings and
ready to fight in that other war of

maintaining the supremacy of the

British motor cycle industry through-

out the world. My wishes to all are

the best of luck and a safe return."

H. D. Teage, R.A.F. instructor on
aero engines (formerly of
" The Motor Cycle'' staff).

" To all my old friends—^may 1915
be your worst year."

Lance-Corpl. a. B. Wade, No. i

Battery, M.M.G.S. (highly

successful hill-climber -wiih

twin Zefiith).

" Hearty greetings and good
wishes to friends at home. Don't be
depressed. We are 'top dogs.'

Keep everything in good tune and
we wiU be looking forward to a

London-Exeter Run for next Boxing
Day, and may we all have a happy
re-union- before then."

Sergt. - Artificer L. A. Bees,
A.S.C., attached to Motor
Machine Gun Service (for-

merly comfetiiion rider of
L.M.C.)

" E'xpect to go overseas very shortly

to join the boys. Good luck and a

Merry Christmas to those at the

Front and those on the way."

J. S. Irving (organiser of tJie

R.A.F. Munition Workers'
Meeting at BrooJdands, for

which there were no less than

265 entries).

"Comrades! Sincere wishes for

safe conduct through the conflict and
a speedy return. May you all safely

receive Christmas puddings and suffer

less than your less active comrades
at home."

2ND-LIEUT. G. T. Gray, R.E.,
Motor Cycle Section (a suc-

cessful competition rider of
Rudge).

" To all despatch riders serving

abroad, and especially to fellow

competition riders, Christmas greet-

ings ! May you have a congenial

gathering in tlie mess, and for a day
at least forget all about stew, bully,

and dog biscuits. May you all have
the best of good luck throughout the

New Year."

Lieut. J. W.
Weir, R.E.
(leading
Irish motor

cyclist and
secretary
Motor
Cyclist Re-
serve Com-
mittee I.e.).

"The best
of luck, and a
peaceful and
glorious Christ-

mas at home
next year. Best
wishes to you
personally and
your very in-

teresting
paper."

Sergt. H. Karslake, R.F.C.
(" Oily " and his Dread-
nought are very well knoxin

figures in motor cycling club

circles).

" Heartiest greetings to the boys

overseas. They have done, and are

doing, great deeds, as I have se^n.

Keep the flag flying and show ' our
friends tlie enemy' that the motor
cyclist makes the best of sportsmen.'
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Xmas Messages.—

Dr. a. M. Low, R.F.C. (member
A.C.U. CommitteeJ.

" I have been away e.vperimenting
at flying station, and only hope
motor cyclists are not working day
and night as I am. Best wishes."

Sergt. E. J. Bass, R.F. A. (well
kiioivti in Essex club circles).

" My kind regards to all my motor
cycle friends. I trust that all will

have a successful and peaceful
1916."

CoRPL Eric Willi.\ms, D.C.M.,
23rd Infantry Brigade, Head-
quarters 8th Division (winner
Junior T.T., igi4, on
A.J.S.)

"The order for the day is, for
many of us, the same as last year,
but this does not damp my spirits, so
here's to all of you this Christmas
and to ' The Day ' when we all meet
again, may it be in 1916."

Sergt. Albert Milner, R.E. (a
Midland rider of Levis
machines).

" A Merry Xmas and Happy New
Year to all my old friends at home
and overseas. Kindest regards and
good luck to Archie Sproston, Charlie

North, and the rest of the boys I

know, and here's hoping to see them
all at Quarter Bridge before 1916 is

out."

2ND-L1EUT. Howard R. D.^vies,

R.E., Motor Cycle Section

(Sunbeam trials rider, second

in igi4 Tourist Trophy Race).

" To the despatch riders at present

in France, and especially those with

whom I was stationed when out there,

I send greetings, and I sincerely hope
that on Christmas Day they will be

able to join together and forget for

the moment the hardships and anxiety

which they are called upon to endure

whilst on duty. May happiness and
the best of good luck attend all

throughout the coming year!
"

Corp I.. \V. Pratt, A.S.C. (formerly
P. ami M. rider, captain of
British trade team in Anglo-
Dutch Trial).

" Bonne chance, boys ! May we
soon be all together again on the good
old English roads. Should this

message meet the eyes of Archie
Sproston (Dardanelles) and Bcib
White (France), will they accept it

personally."

Sergt. Norman Longfield, Motor
Machine Gun Service.

" Dear Motor Cycle and all at

home in dear old England,—As
jolly a Christmas as you wish your-

selves, and may the New Year see

us all once more in the only country
worth living in, and all talking of

reliability trials and T.T. races, and,
if possible, participating in them.

Bonne sante, bon courage, bomie
chance.

^^

PxE. F. G. Ball, A.S.C, M.T.,
Repair Base (successful coin-

petition rider of Douglases).

" Taking all points into considera-

tion, it is surprising how well the

modern motor cycle is standing the

racket of war service conditions. It

is quite the exception nowadays to

meet with defective workmanship or

ill-chosen design since manufacturers
have profited by the military riders'

experiences. With best wishes for

Christmas and the New Year."

Lieut. F. M. C. Houghton,
Flanders (originator of " All-

khaki " Meeting at Brook-
lands).

" To those at home the ' All-

khaki ' Meeting is a thing of the past,

but there is another one with room
for heaps more competitors. So buck
up and help us along to the finish.

And, to those who ' stand and wait,'

keep it up and take the place of those
who have gone. Keep the motor
bicycles going till the boys come
home. A Merry Christmas to all."

n
LiKirr. D. U. .Noble, A.S.C., on

active .service (Rover cvnipdi-
iion rider).

"Christmas greetings u> all motor
cyclist brothers-in-arm.s. May the
New Year see us all back in England.
Sirafings to all sidecar chassi.s de-
signers! May their Christmas dinner-
give them new ideas, so that a .sidr

car will run at least a forlnight out
here without falling to pieces."

Staff-Capt. W. B. Little, ii-t
Brigade (a Lakeland motor
cycle mountaineer).

" Greetings from my dug-out
home! The most acceptable Xmas
gift this year of the readers of
The Motor Cycle would be

—

themselves given to King and
Country. The infantry needs them."

Pte. S. a. M. Whitham, A.S.C.
(late of Singer and Triumph
Companies).

" The Darinetar (Rouen) motor
cycle repairers wish The Motor Cycle
a prosperous New Year, and hope.

that the war will end with all speed.

A happy Xmas to all and the best of

good luck for the coming year!"

Lieut. S. A. Rowlandson, A.S.C,
on active service (formerly'

Rudge competition manager).

" To all my old friends and
acquaintances, those met in ' Six

Days ' trials, T.T.'s, Grand Prix,

and Olympia Shows, greetings from
this show over here. What with no
TT., no show for two years—well,

it is a bit thick, but we do not have
to wnrry about which group we are

in."

2ND-L1EUT. S. W. Carty, A.S.C,
M.T. (a- leading North-
country motor cyclist and club

founder).
' Here's the best of good luck to

all motor cyclists in the coming
season. May they all do their duty
by the country that gave them birth,

and more power to your own elbow !

'

'

Bl=i
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THE ENTHUSIASTIC MOTOR CYCLIST— HOW
HE AMUSES HIMSELF IN COUNTRIES
ENJOYING SEVEFE
WINTERS.

OTOR sleighing

l is a popu-

lar sport
in North
America,

and the accompanying
photographs, which were

taken in Canada and the

States, will produce en\T in the

minds of many of our readers.

Sleighing, and in particular

motor sleighing, owing to climatic

conditions, cannot be enjoyed

in this country to anything like

the extent it is on the other side

of the Atlantic, as our spells of

winter are short and sporadic.

But in the piping times of peace

young enthusiasts who own motor
cycles might get some days'

sport if they cared to go fo the

trouble of converting their

machines to the shapes illus-

trated on these pages. The point

is that, apart from Scotland and

the North, it is the exception to

get more than a few days

throughout the winter on which

sleighing is possible.

o

Novel Motorj)

such as are

and the Ue

Bl6



Great ingenuity has been dis-

played in the conversion of the

outfits illustrated. With the ex-

ception of the four-cylinder

Henderson in the left-hand top

corner they are all typical

American twins, and all the tyros

are fitted with non-skid chains.

Some riders have stripped their

machines more than others. For
instance, compare the two
Indians on the right. The centre

one is rainus the cycle frame,

while the lower one contains the

motor cycle complete, except for

ilie front wheel. Another in-

teresting comparison is in the

methods of steering employed.
Appearance is not studied,

though the owner of the outfit

sliown in the centre has evolved
quite an attractive affair. The
car-type bonnet and dash not
only improve the appearance but
also provide a certain amount of

protection for the feet and legs.

All, however, look as if they
would provide fine and most ex-

hilarating sport.

"Till. Motor Cvclk." DrciMnni 23Hn, I9li PAcr A3>

WE OFTEN REFER TO lUE AUAPiAUiLIIV
OF THE MOTOR CYCLE -THESE ILLUS-

TRATION.S filVL
lURIIII.R ]']{UO\

OF OUR CON-
II N I ION.

Cycle Sleighs

sed in Canada
nited States,
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Greenwich

Dec 23rd ...

„ 25th ...

„ 27th ...

„ 29th ...

TIME

4.52 p.m
4.53 „
4.54 „
4.56 „

In London half an hou earlier.

Overseas Trials.

Just as this issue goes to press we
have received from our Overseas corre-

spondents photographs and particulars

of trials held in Holland, South Africa,
and New Zealand, and they will be
published next week.

Special Features of this Issue.

In accordance with our usual custom,
this being the Christmas ' issue of

The Molar Cycle contains sev&al
features of a seasonable nattire.

A number of readers well-known in

the motor cycling world and who
are serving their coimtry in various

capacities have sent Christmas greetings.

Flight Lieut. Wilberforce.

The statement in our last issue respect-

ing Mr. Victor Wilberforce, made on the
authority of Mr. W. W. Douglas, is,

happily, untrue. We have received a

communication from Mrs. WilberforcS
stating that her son is now at home on
leave. Needless to add, we are only too
delighted to make this announcement,
and offer Mrs. Wilberforce and her son
our sincere apologies. Flight Lieut.

Wilberforce joined the B.N.A.S. before
the outbreak of war, and has been on
active service ever since.

N.W.A.A. Meeting,
The annual general meeting of the

N.W.A.A., which constitutes the north-

western centre of the A.C.U., was held
in Liverpool on Saturday last, Lieut. T.

A. Moulds being in the chair. It was
resolved, owing to the extremely
difficult circumstances now prevailing,

and the utter stagnation of the sporting
side, that the Association should be
suspended until the end of the war, or

whenever it may be possible to resume
activities. Three trustees were appointed
to look after the interests and affairs of

the Association, these being Messrs.

Moorhouse, of Bury ; Whithouse, of

Oldham ; and Kettle, of Liverpool.

Bl8

Trend o£ Design.

Still another four-stroke lightweight
made by a firm 'hitherto specialising on
two-strokes is illustrated and described
in this issue.

Home-made Mudshields.

A reader resident in Siam, who
regularly rides in white cotton suits, has
sent us particulars of a neat and simple
mudshield he has rigged up on his Sun-
beam, It is referred to an page 638.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal' national

relief funds stood as follows :

The Prince of Wales's Fund .. £5,657,546
The Weekly Dispatch Tobacco

Fund 93,257
The Times Fund for the Sick

and. Wounded 2,755,068 0.
The Queen'6 Work for Women

Fund .. .: .. .. 167,497 7 4
Dally Chronicle Xmas Gift

Fund (conduding total) .. 21,871 4 7

The New Lighting Regulations.

The new lighting regulations have now
been issued by the Home Office, and will

come into operation on January 10th,

1915. With reference to rear lights, a
month's grace is allowed in those places

where the rule is not already in force.

The restrictions in those areas con-

tained in Schedule I. are as follow :

Electric Lamps.—The bulb must not
exceed 12 watts, or give in use a greater

candle-power than a 12 watt (12 nominal
c.p.) bulb as standardised for side lights

by the Engineering Standards Committee.
The front glass, if circular, must not
exceed 6in. in diameter, and if rectan-

gular, the longer side must not exceed

6in. The whole of the front glass must
also be obscm'ed with one thickness of

ordinary white tissue pa.per.

AcETYLKNE Lamts.—The burner must
not consume more than 14 litres (half

cubic foot) per hour, and the size must be
as above. The whole of the front glass

must be obscured with one thickness of

white tissue paper, or with paint, ground-
glass, or a disc of some other uncoloured
material, so that the obscuring effect is

not less than that of one thickness of

ordinary white tissue paper.

Oil Lamps. — One burner only is

allowed, and the wick must not be more
than jin. in width.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE ELOPEMENT OF ARAMDJTA

BLUFF.
.

CHRISTMAS DESPATCHES.

Side Pamels.—With the. exception

small red or green side panels, these m
be covered with some opaque materii

The material used for obscm-ing

light must not be wetted or treated

any way to reduce its opacity.

The same restrictions apply in th

places mentioned in Schedule II., I

in addition, an opaque disc of card

some other material having six ho
such as we exclusively described in j

Motor Cycle of December 9th, page £

must also cover the front glass. T
disc must not interfere with the i

miiiation of the number plate.

All vehicles must show a red light

the rear hy meaiis of a rear lamp.
Lighting-up time is now half an h

after sunset, instead of one hour

formerly.

Districts Affected by the Oedkb

Schedule I.—The whole coast wit

six miles of the sea or navigable wat

of an estuary. The counties of Angles

Bedford, Cambridge, Durham (nea

all), Essex, Hants. Herts, Hants, K<
Lincoln, Norfolk, Xorthumberl;
(nearly all), Suff&lk, Surrey, Suss

Yorkshire (nearly all). Important to\

in Berks, Bucks, Lancashire, Leicest

Northants, Notts, Stafford, Warwj
The boroughs of Stockport and Chest

field.

Schedule II.—Bedford, Luton, C;

bridge, Darlington. Hartlepool, Jarr
Stockton-on-Tees, Durham, Gateshf
South Shields, Sunderland, Celebes
Harwich, Southend-on-Sea, Portsmoi
Chatham, Dover, Folkestone. GiUi

ham, Gravesend, Hythe, Maidstc
Margate, Ramsgate, Tunbridge W«
Grantham, Loiith, Great Grimsby, I

coin, Great Yarmouth, King's Ly
Norwich, Peterborough, Berwick, Wa
end, Newcastle, Tynemouth, Bury
Edmunds, Lowestoft, Ipswich, CiO(

ming, GuCdford, Reigate. Bexhill, He
Brighton, Eastoourne, Hastings, B
Lington, Hull, Middlesbrough, S;

borough, Thornaby-ou-Tees, and York
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An American Trip.

Mr. Robprtson Brown, British agont
for the Henderson four-cylinder motor
cycle, who is paying a visit to the
Henderson factory in America, has just
supervised the shipment of sixty-three
maeliines to London. It is interesting
to note that he has expressed the
opinion in America that, after the war,
there will be several British machines
fitted witli four-cylinder engines.

Cumberland County M.C.C Record.

The annual general meeting of the Cum-
berland County M.C.C. was held at the
club's headquarters, Crown and Mitre
Hotel, Carlisle, on November 27th ; Mr.
D. K. Leech in the chair. Owing to a

very large percentage of the members of

this sporting club being on active service

the attendance was small. It was
announced, and received with keenest
regret, that two of its gallant members
had already laid their lives on the altar

of patriotism, viz., Lieut. G. N. Frazer,

who fell when nobly leading his company
at Neuve Chapelle on March 10th, and
Lieut. Dick Gilbanks, who fell in Gal-
lipoli on August 9th, when with splendid
heroism he was leading and cheering on
his men. The president, jMr. Christopher
W. Lowther, is recovering from his very
severe wounds. Members of this club
who are serving their King and country
have been made honorary members for

the period of the war. The activities of

the club have been suspended for the

duration of the war, and practically all

its funds invested in War Loan. A small
committee has been appointed to look

after the club's interests. Mr. W. B.

Anderson, 157, Warwick Road, Carlisle,

is hon. treasurer ; Mr. T. Rutherford,
79, West Walls, Carlisle, hon. sec.

b

Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Page, ot St. Leonards-

on-Sea, in their 3^ h.p. Rover sidecar. No
better testimony to the reliability of the

modem motor cycle will be found than the

number of middle-aged people who indulge

in motor cycling nowadays. Mr. and Mrs.

Page have a son and daughter who are

motor cyclists.

Greater Britain Still Answerini; the Call.

Among Inst week's enquiries respecting
recruiting letters reached us from
Australia, Singapore, F.M.S., South
Africa, and Jamaica.

A Well-known Motor Cyclist Marrisd.

On Friday last S. L. Bailey, the well-
known Douglas rider, who is now hold-
ing an important position with Messrs.
Douglas Bros., Bristol, was married to
Miss Pullin, the sister of C. G. Pullin,
who won tlie Tourist Trophv Race
in 1914.

Pohce Traps—Threatened and Actual.

The Automobile Association is informed
that proposals h.ave been made for the
establishments of speed limits for motor
cars in Aspatria, Penrith, and Longlown
(Cumberland). The local Highwaj-s
Committee resolved that the matter be
referred to the police with a suggestion
that proceedings might be taken against
motor drivers if found to be driving to

the danger of the public.

Traps are in constant operation along
the Barking Road, East Ham, and Alders-
brook Road, Wanstead Flats.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

Thi Motor Cycle-. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
•which they were quoted is given.

Average Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable

A.J.S 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £90
„ 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £70
, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £55

1915 =3 3-speed — £48
.\Uoa 1915 2j c-speed — ^36
Ariel 1914 3* 3-sp. sidecar . . — £53
Bradbury . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £47
B.S.A 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £70

,, 1914 41 3-sp. sidecar . . £56 —
„ 1913 3V 2-sp. sidecar . . £44 —
„ 1913 3I 2-speed £31 —

Calthorpe . . 1914 2 2-speed £19 —
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £03

,
1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £50

Douglas . . . 1914 2j 2-speed T.T. . £40 —
,, ... 1914 2j 2-sp. kick start £38 —

Enfield 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £72 —
,. .... 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £61 —
,, .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £49 —

.... 1915 3 2-speed — £45

, 1914 3 2-speed — £37 .

H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £Si —
Indian 1915 7 3-sp- sidecar . . £80 —

„ . 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £60 —
„ 1914 7 T.T., free eng. — £44

James 1915 4i 3-5P- sidecar . . — £63
MatchlKS . . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £77 —
NewImperialiQis 2| 2-speed £32 —

„ 1914 2i 2-speed — £26

O.K 1915 2" 2-speed — £25
P. &M. ... 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . — £43
Premier . . . 1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £49

„ . . • 1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . — £44
Rex 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . — £48
Rover IQ15 3V 3-sp- sidecar .

. — £36
„ 1914 3V 3-sp. sidecar . . £41 —

1913 3i 3-sp- sidecar . . — £40
Rudge 1913 3i Multi — £29
Scott 1913 3} 2-sp. sidecar .

. — £44
Singer J913 3} free engine ... £23 —
Sunbeam . . 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £95 —

„ . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £80
• • 1913 3I 3-speed — £63

„ . . 1914 3i 3-speed — £32
Triumph . . . 1914 4 3-sp- sidecar . . £53 —

„ ... 1914 4 3-sp«ed £42 —
„ ... 1913 3} 3-sp- sidecar . . £48 —
,, ... 19J3 3* 3-speed — £38

Williamson 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £65
1913 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £55

Zenith 19x4 ? Gradua sidecar — £67

jj 1914 6 Gradua sidecar — £54

A FlyinK Visit to Ihe Unilci Statw
Mr. W. H. Wellit left for Amprirn

last week, hii intention lifini; to vimt
the Indian factory with a view to
improving the delivery of mnchincii
inteiidc<l for the llritiiih market.
According to Mr. Wellii, Amcriian
manufucturcm ore findinj; dilTiculty In

obtaining raw material, but he hoped to

help matters by arranging to fit utilj

more British cf|iiipment on the Indians
sold here, and, inridcntally, avoid tho
tariff. Jle had as companion Mr. Chas.
Jarrott, the well-known motorint, who,
we understand, has gone to America in

connection with motor car requirements
of the Government.

Dublin and District M.C.C. Dinner

The annual dinner of the Dublin and
District Motor Cycle Club took place on
Thursday of last week. The proceeding!!,

in which many Cork Club memoers joined,

were very enjoyable, and the evening's

entertainment was greatly added to by
a very excellent musical programme.
IMr. G. A. M. Curtis, the president of the
club, occupied the chair, and had on liis

right the president of the Cork Club,

Mr. Frank Daly.

The president distributed the prizes

won in the numerous competitions of the

club during the season, the chief trophy,

the Eudge-VVhitworth cup, for the club's

open twenty-four hours trial, being
shared by the honorary secretary, W. H.
Freeman, and T. 'Toole, while the

Roche cup for the Glengarriff and back
two days event went to A. W. Jlonney.

These cups, and also the large number
of minor ones, were duly filled and circu-

lated in the customarv manner.

Mr. Charles Jarrott and .\lr U'. H.

Wells leaving Euston last week en Toaie for

the United States. The former is making

the trip on Government work, the latter to

visit the Indian factor>'.
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F.R.S. LAMPS FOR 1916.

FOR next year the F.R.S. Co. is

marketing tlu'ee new types of

lamps, each one type having
certain, iinprovements either in

design or manufacture, while the 8 volt

dynamo has been redesigned as regards

certain of its details.

The chief new model is the F.B.S.
Junior, a substantially made gas lamp
haying an improved parabolic mirror and
a lens front glass in place of the old flat

glass. In deference to the new lamp.

The F.R.S. Junior lamp.

regulations, the lugs by which the lamp
is secured to the bracket now are

soldered to the side spindles of the lamp,
and as these lugs are set to fit the
F.R.S. bracket no further adjustment is

necessary. The finish is for the most
part black, so that it is easy to clean.

Two new tail lights now aie marketed.
One—^a black finished circular lamp
with a slotted plate riveted to the body,
in order that the light may be adjusted
to the number ' plate—is priced at 4s.

only. It is extremely strong, has good
wide air holes, and the top is maide with
a bayonet fitting so that access may be
obtained to the burner. It has been
found that a loose top is less often lost

than a detachable underplate.
The other tail lamp is nickel-plated,

costs 5s. 6d., and has also a slotted plate
for adjustment on the number plate.

The lamp body is triangular, and the
front (that part with the red disc) opens
on a hinge when a loop-headed pin has
been withdrawn.

The Dynamo Outfit.

As regards the dynamo, readers will

remember that it gives light for a 40 c.p.
lamp, and a beam which renders anyone
recognisable at a long distance with a

lamp of 7in. front.

The appearance of. the machine is

exactly the same as it was when last

described, but the detachable cover over
the brush gear is fitted now to bed down
evenly and so remain watertight under
the worst conditions. This necessitates

certain minor alterations to the end plate

and the removal of certain lugs.

The brush gear itself is now altered,

and instead of the brass brush holders
insulated with bushes of vulcanite tliere

is now an extension of the aluminium
centre piece wliich carries the brushes,
their springs and the leads. To insulate

the brush from the body sheet vulcanite
is used with bushes of simpler form,
while the cables or leads have beads of

vulcanite strung on them, so preventing
any contact with sides or cover.

in the 1915 Douglas dynamo an extra
flywheel was fitted upon the gear box
shaft outside the big sprocket of the
Douglas, the dynamo being clipped to

the seat-pillar and driven from this fly-

wheel. Now, however, a small alu-

minium pulley is fitted upon the gear
bos sliaft and clamped thereto by the
big sprocket securing nut.

CHATER-LEA DETACH-
ABLE WHEEL.

MESSRS. CHATER-LEA, LTD.,
have introduced for their latest

No. 7 sidecar outfit a detachable
wheel, a desirable innovation

which will be much appreciated. The
wheel runs on standard Chater-Lea
waterproof journal bearings, which have
been specially adapted for the purpose.
The wheel is detachable by unscrewing

BRAKE CASIMG S SPROCKET

A NOVEL MUDSHIELD.

A
RATHER novel and at the same
time somewhat unusual t\-pe of

mudshield has been invented and
fitted to a Sunbeam motor cycle

by a Mr. J. A. Macgill, of Bangkok,
Siam. The chief advantages of these
guards are that, in combination with a

reasonably efficient front guard, they
afford perfect protection from mud, wet,
and cold for the rider's legs and feet,

yet at the same time the air is not pre-
vented from
reaching the en-

gine. They are

extremely simple
and- are rapidly
attached or de-

tached. The
guards consist of

two strips of var-

nished leather or

some similar
material attached
beneath the foot-

boards, carried
over ' a crossbar
situated some si.x

inches above the
front of the footboards, and then carried

back and attached to another tubular
crossbar situated in any convenient posi-

tion on the top tube, preferably as near
the rider's legs as possible. The idea of
carrying the leather over the lower front

crossbar is so that, if it is desired to

attach the top ends well back along the
top tube, thff shield at the bottom is

Clip for securing

mudshield to top

tube of frame.

(SUT

WHICH HOLDS ON
SPinDLE

^^^^STANCE PIECE

^ -PEG EMGi^aMGWim HOLE IM DISWICE PlEa

SPIMDLE ^

the nut shown on the extreme
left hand of the sketch, and re-

moving the ingenious distance piece.

When this has been accomplished, the
wheel can be detached. There are six

pegs in the internally expanding
brake casing, which engage with six

holes in the wheel hub, through which
the drive is taken. When the wheel
has been withdrawn, the brake and
sprocket remain in situ.

The Chater-Lea detachable wheel.

vertical and so does not hinder the action

of the brake pedal, etc. The guards are

attached beneath the footboards by
means of straps, with which it is

possible to adjust the tension of the
shields. The top tube crossbar is

attached to the clip by means of a single

nut ; it can therefore be rapidly detached.

The black finished F.R.S. tail lamp.

NEW GLORIA SIDECAR.
With regard to the new pattern

Gloria sidecar illustrated on page 614
of our last issue, we are requested by
the Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry,
to point out that they are not in a
position at the present time to execute
orders, and, as far as can be seen at
present, the firm will be unable to
place the new design on the market
until after the war.

Auxiliary leather guards made by Mr. J. A. Macgill,

of Bangkok, Siam.
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Sidecar Standi.
Sir,—Anollii'i' lruiibli< with aiiloar

Klniidii in npniiroiil in my 6 li.n. Kiifi<-lil

siilccnr (•(.niiilnnllon, 1(315. Thin oiin-
l>iniiliijii, tlKjriffh cxlrnmoly w<ll
<icj(ignc(l gononilly, mfrorii from linviiiK
II front wheel ntand with n. r'liin'hxl

ond where it rPHtn on the groiin'l

(prolmhly mndo no to fit into Iho front
inuiJHiiarcl). Tlio romilt ia thnt no
.(train cunicB on tho frnmo a» in the
two-legged variety, bnt tho front rolln

over on tho U, making it difTicuIt to
worlt on tho front wheel tyre, nnh'iii

the handle-bar iu tied to Iho naddle.

N. FIELDER.

-lyETTE"
TO -THE
EDITOR^

I

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be
accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Winter Lubrication.

Sir.—I should be pleased to hear from some of the many
readers of Tlic Motor Cycle what is the best lubricant to
mix' with castor oil for winter riding. I notice that in
using tliin lubricating oil mixed with castor oil the thin oil

rises to the top and does not mix readily.

CONSTANT READEE.

Broken Spokes.
Sir,—With reference to the correspondence on the subject

of broken spokes in connection -with chain-driven motor
cycles, our experience may be interesting to you as we have
iised chain-driven machines now for some years, and such
a thing as a broken spoke we have no recollection of, which
is undoubtedly on account of the fact that we use a cushion
hub. With this system it is of no importance whether the
slipping clutch is adjusted up tightly, or vice versa; in fact,

it is better that it should be adjusted up tightly, otherwise
"the power of the engine will gradually loosen it, so much so

that it will not then keep tight without constant adjustment.
This system of hub is also a wonderful chain^ saver, the

system comprising rubber buffers, and one lias only to
imagine the impossibility of breaking a st^el spoke by pulling

at it through a rubber medium to realise what a fine sj-stem

it is, and for the same reason it can be understood why thi

chains last so extraordinarily weD.
MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,

OsBOENE DE LissA, IManaging Director.

V

A Curious Fault.
Sir,—I have a two-stroke machine which has an

objectionable fault wMch perhaps some of your readers can

explain.

When travelling at fairly low speeds (15-20
_
m.p.h.) at

times the machine almost pulls up with a violent jerk,

resembling a partial seizure of the engine. I always give

plenty of oil, and have tried everything I can think of to

effect a cure without success. The piston and rings are a
free fit and show no signs of seizing at any place.

The symptoms only develop at small throttle opening,

never when climbing a hiU and never after the first half-

hour of a ride. I may say I have written to fJie makers

on the subject without obtaining any explanation. The
machine is very powerful for its size, and has a good turn

of speed for a two-stroke. The carburetter is a Senspray.

H. WEBSTER MOSS.

Winter Ridinp;.

Sir,—Although I have taken in

your admirable paper for some yenii.,

this is the first offence as a corre-
.'prndent. I have been reading your

1:1.; on "Hints and Tips for \Vi"nt<r
l^i ling," and may I suggest tho uxe
of disc wheels? About two years ago
1 fitted a set to my Triumph machine,
and they have not been removed since.
I find that the mudguards do not get
so much choked up now as was the
case previously. I am often a.sked if

I suffer trouble with the wind. Well,
to tell you the truth, my only troubli-

is when I am riding on greasy j)ai:
and there is a stiff wind, then, to

counteract that, I always ride very
carefully. Up to now I have not had

a single slip or fall through my disc wheels. But I advise
anyone who does fit them to use low semi-racing bars ; they
are far steadier.

They (disc wheels) are also easily made from sheet
aluminium. Cut round a little larger than the rim of your
wheel, and a hole cut in the centre for the hub. Then' cut
frohi edge to centre, and rivet together to make a com-
shape. Then put one disc either side and bolt together with
about eight nuts and bolts, which will never rattle loose.

Mine .cost me, ready cut to size, 8s. They are also a fine

preventive for grit getting into hubs. Another tip is this.

Continue your front mudguard a little over half-way round
the front wheel, as there is always a certain amount' of mud
taken round to that point. When one is travelling fast or
against; a head wind it is all blown back on to the cycle, so

that if this is guarded the mud is then thro'svn either on to

the mudguard or else the ground again.

CHAS. DAUNTON-SHAW (Trick Cycli.?t).

A Novel Test o£ Engine and Clutch Efficiency.

Sir,—Being verj- interested in the article in your
issue of November 25th last, I was recently able to test my
own machine in a similar manner, and was rather surprised

at the results obtained, so am writing you to see if the
method of testing were carried out correctly. In the fir,-t

place, a spring balance was obtained, reading up to 500 lb.

and fitted with a maximum hand ; this was roughly tested

for accuracy by weighing myself upon it. One end of the
spring balance was secured to a ring in the wall at a con-

venient height, the other end being attached to the back
rail of luggage carrier by a short length of rope. The engine
was then started up, with the wheels on the gronnd, and
the clutch gradually engaged, the throttle being also opened
to get maximum power. The first reading registered a pnll

of 90 lb., which could easily be maintained for, stiy, half a

minute, the engine rtinning at about 1,500 to 1,750 r.p.ni.

Other readings of 95 to 100 lb. were afterwards obtained.

and one of 110 lb., which latter, however, caused the engine

to konk out.

As these results do not compare with those obtained by
Messrs. The Headingley Motor Co., perhaps you can throw
some light on the subject. These results can be vouched
for by Mr. C. Foster, of the Coventry Magneto Repairing

Co., 9a, Fleet Street, Coventry, at "whose premises my
machine was tested, and who would no doubt be willing to

carry out a test on any of the local motor cyclists' machines.
B23
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My machine is a self-assembled one, having a 1912 3^ h.p.

Triumph engine, B and B. carburetter (30 jet), and a Villier?

clutch, single gear ratio 4.75 to 1. The valve timing is not
the makers' standard, but has been set according to various

hints culled from the pages of The. Motor Cycle. It is also

fitted with a M-L magneto, which is a soundly-made British

article, and has proved to be a very reliable instrument, and
one which will really give a fat spark at a low engine speed.

ESLUH.
[The test appears to have been carried out correctly, and
our correspondent is to be congratulated upon the excellent

results obtained.

—

Ed.]

Fittings on Ameiican Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Your article in your i.ssue of December 9th in refer-

ence to the failure of American manufacturers to adapt
themselves to English ideas has struck me as being radically

unfair and. also written by one who lias not had very much
experience of American machines.

The first thing I have to complain about is your statement
to the effect tha.t machines sent over here hy American
•fnanufacturers are fitted with 5j to 1 gears and are not
suitable for sidecar tvorh. I consider tliis is misleading
to your readers, especially considering the wide circle

of popularity your paper enjoys. You seem to forget that 3g
to 1 gear is a standard solo gear, and I have no hesitation in

saying that if a rider enquires of the maker of the machine
and explains he will use it for sidecar purposes the necessary
sprockets are obtainable which will give him any gear he
desires. As an instance of this I quote the Harley-Davidson
service, holding no brief for this company whatever, but
being a great admirer of their pushful methods and the
thorough' business-like way in which they conduct all their

transactions.

My second, point is in reference to the lever controls.

You oppose the handle-bar control, which is simplicity itself,

and for all-weather riders is the ideal. How many thousands
of riders will speak of the incessant trouble they get after

a wet day's riding, of grit and rain getting underneath the
protector of the air and throttle levers, and in the morning
when they come to use the machine their air and throttle

lever rusted up.

I liave little to add to what I consider absurd remarks in

reference to the Boicden wire control to ilie gear^ but, as an
Englishman, and one who likes to see fair play, .and a rider

of some twelve years' experience, I consider the American
and his methods in dealing with spare parts alone miles
ahead of the English manufacturer. Where is the firm to-

day in England who, on receipt of a telephone message, will

despatch one of its mechanics by the first train because
one of its riders is hung up, and when the question of
expense arises writes and informs the customer there is no
expense to him whatever as this all comes in his guarantee.
And do not forget you are manifratly rmfair to firms who
come to this country and establish English companies, and,
in spite of the present tariff, have not altered any of their
arrangements in their guarantees which were established
before the war. S. A. SERPELL.
Reading.

[Our correspondent has distorted the views expressed in our
article. We have therefore italicised liis inaccuracies.
Also he has criticised our article without reading it care-
fully. We did not suggest that all American machines
are sent over here fitted with a 5^ to 1 gear for sidecar
work, but it is a fact that such ratios were lately not mi-
common on machines sent out for demonstration with
sidecars attached. This experience of ours is also con-
firmed by correspondents. With regard to the second
point we do not oppose handle-bar control (we think that
our more observant readers are quite aware of this), but
we pointed out that most English riders prefer tlie

handle-bar levers to the twist grip so popular in America.
Thirdly, a Bowden wire-controlled gear was not suggested,
and a wire-controlled clutch is by no means an absurdity,
but a well tested and successful fitment. Our correspon-
dent writes slightingly of English firms, but we have
recently heard of two English manufacturers who liave
done the very thing which he suggests they never do, viz.,
Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth and the Enfield Cycle Co., and
we have no reason to suppose that these are isolated
cases.

—

Ed.]
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Rapid Progress of a New Rider.

Sir,

—

I have recently returned on recuperation leave from
the German Cameroons, and take tliis opportunity of saving
how much I have appreciated the valuable information con-
tained in your columns from week to week. I have just

taken delivery of a two-stroke machine—my first mount. I

was able to ride it through a busy city without the slightest

trouble. The next day I did a trial trip of twenty-five miles,

the next day eighty miles, the next day fifty miles with
passenger on the carrier and a retmn journey of eighty
miles.

As I had never been astride a motor cycle up to the
moment of delivery I consider my experience should be a
great encouragement to all intending beginners.

REGINALD ROWLAND (Nigerian Survey).

Varying the Power of Electric Light.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article by " Auriga "

on varying the power of electric light, and also the two
letters to which he refers.

I would suggest that the best metliod of dimming the
lights is as shown in

upkniAKAn the enclosed sketch,HEADi^P TAIL LAMP the wiring of which
is quite simple.

With the switch in

the position shown,
the lamps would be
in parallel and giving

fuU power. On
switching over they
would be in series

and the light gi'eatly

reduced. The inter-

mediate position
would, of course, be

off."BATTER/

Probably an electrician would find a simpler way of wiring
than the one I have illustrated. W.K.O.-M.

The Psychic Relation between Man and Machine.
Su-,—I entirely agree with those who think there is some

sort of understanding between owner and macliine. Who
has not experienced the " cussedness of inanimate objects"?
And this must have its opposite nmnber at the other end
of the scale. For instance, who has not taken a bad toss

and found the machine unscathed and able and willing to

go on at once, as if in sympathy with your bad luck, and
anxious to give you fresh heart? And who has not had a
poisonous ride when all the elements seem to be doing their

level damnedest to stop you, and yet you rim through, with
the faithful steed dripping with mud and water, but always
plugging cheerily away against the wind and dark? Isn't

this gratitude for care and attention in the garage, and do
not macliines often put you to shame by responding gamely
to your call on bad hills and ui tight corners in spite of your
guilty conscience of over-driving and neglect? I am sure of

it, according to my experience. I have owned machines wliich
wei'e thorough good companions on. the road : also one
brute, curiously (or naturally) enough, a Hun make, which
was possessed of seven devils, each worse than tlie first.

This leper amongst stink bicycles never missed s, chance of

doing the dirty on me, in spite of care such as that of a
young mother on her first-born. Its crimes were worthy of
its ancestors. I ran it 1,000 miles in seven months at a cost

of just over one sliilling a mile. And then I couldn't get rid

of it. I hope it has gone to its makers by now.
Someone in the same nmnber remai-ks about there being

no motor cycles in GaUipoli. There may be none now, but
there were in April soon after the landing. I saw- several
Douglases. One afternoon I saw a fellow riding along a
road, (such roads !) being sniped by a Turk, of whom there
were several behind our lines in those days. It must have
been rather boring it the Turk was anything of a shot.
Five men of the R.W.Y. went after him, but I could not
wait to see if they got him. I saw several at Suvla, too, but
the Peninsula is not the country for them.

I fear I have been very verbose, but it is a great pleasure
to read and write about the pastime—if one cannot eujov it.

H.JI.S. Euryalus. C. T. NUTHALL, Lieut. R.>f.
[Our correspoudent returns to an old topic, but as he is on
Active Service with the Fleet his letter lias taken many
weeks to reach us.

—

Ed.]
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Motor Cycles for Home Service Men.
Sir,—.May I tlnoiigh the medium of your paper be per-

mitted to voice a suggestion which inaiiv men engagecf in
the services at home, tempoiarily or periiiiinently for dura-
tion ot war, would very much appreciate?
Many are engaged on duties which necessitate running

about considerably, aud not having tlie wherewithal to
pm-chase a machine of their own would greatly appreciate
the lo;iii of a motor cycle.

.

There must be a considerable number of machines which
have been rejected by the War Ofiice as unht for further
use m tlie war zones, which at a small cost could be put
into running oi'der.

If the War Office would sanction tile loan of these
machines, anyone who might be allotted the use of one would
repair it at his own cost and return it at the end of tlie war.

Personally, it would give me great satisfaction to be
m granted the use of one on tliese conditions.

CHIEF PETTY OFFICER, E.N.V.K.

Engine Design.

Sir,—In the course of your remarks re ne.xt vear's models
in a recent issue, you say, "There are infinitely too many
nooks_ aud crannies, .especially on the engine, which hai-bour
the dirt": also, "Bearings are too small for the loads they
have to cai-ry." Now whilst there is always room for
improvement—and the intelligent section of manufacturers
will ahvays welcome suggestions for such—it is, nevertheless,
an extremely difficult matter to point out where, or rather
how, improvement may be made in the parts mentioned, at
any rate in some engines.

Generally speaking, the crank case is an offending member,
and the custom of panelling the cover and casting a name
and various webs, ti-i>

rings, etc., in pro-

minent relief is to be
deprecated. In many

"cases this is undoubt-
edly done for appear-
ance sake, but the
accompanying illustra-

tion surely proves that
appearance need not
suffer, and is, in fact,

enhanced by a clean

and smooth exterior.

It will be noticed

that in the Norton
engine there is a total

absence of interstices

for the lodgment of

dirt, that all cornas
are radiused and edges
rounded ; in addition,
all cover screws are
sunk flush with the
case, so giving a per-

fectly flat surface.

Regarding small bearing areas, so long as manufacturers
adhere to narrow crank cases, cramped timing gear cases, and
internal cams, with their necessarily, narrow faces, small
rollers and smaller shafts, adequate bearing dimensions will

be difficult of realisation.

In the engine mentioned external cams are fitted, having
a total bearing surface for the jin. rocker face of 2\ square
inches to each cam, and a camshaft bearing roughly 2in. long

by ^in. diameter—considerably larger than many small end
connecting rod bearings which take the thrust of combustion

;

but arta of bearing is not the sole consideration where
durability is concerned. Large bearings may give shorter

service in a badly-designed engine than smaller bearings in

one of otherwise good design.

The Design of Connecting Rod and Piston.—The strength

of piston rings and the design of flywheels affect the

durability of bearings, as also does the stroke-bore ratio.. A
large diameter piston with short throw crank must neces-

sarily subject the bearings to greater load or pressure than
a long stroke and small piston with its smaller load, friction

(i.e., wear) increasing with the load. This advantage with
others of the long-stroke engine must at last be receiving

recognition in view of the many models of lengthened stroke

now being marketed. JAS. L. NORTON.

The clean crank case ot the Norton
engine. (See letter from the maker
on this page.)

0.//

Unliuhted WaKKoru.

should like to briOK the following complaint to your nolleEvery oven.iig aftxir dork 1 moot A. Is. (J. y.;Ji.,u» "a iL
m.dd lo ot the road Surely the Uovcn.mo.,1 c-uld provd.a ight for ihe Icadmg waggon. Wo ,.r« not allowed hea.i
lights, so how can we bo c.\pccted lo nee Iheno wagKon*'

U. J. CANN.

Winter Ridini?.
Sir,—

I have noticed your reference recently lo the di»-
comforU experienced in motor cycling in winter lime, and
1 wnte to express my satisfaction with the protection which

_,

llie bcolt machine alToids. I use mv machine with eidccai
constantly throughout the winter for my professional vi.ilinK
as a clergyman, and Und that the protection againjl mud
splashing is perfect so that I can wear ordinary professional
clothes. Moreover, the situation of the radiator with thewarm air generated by it makes it quite unne<.c.s.tary, even in
the coldest weather, to wear leggings, and the frame allowv
an overcoat to be worn without any inconvenience.

1 have just been realising more and more how admirablv
adapted the Scott machine is for work such as mine

(Rev.) HERBERT F. FALCONER.

Duplex Lnbrication.
Sir,—Those of us who have read our " Lxion " for as

many years as the writer has know the value to be attached
to his opinions, but for the sake of the novices, and in
justice to a machine which I ride myself, 1 should like to
state that the two-stroke James really does not use " forty-
four fluid ounces of lubricant in 100 miles." The measure
in the petrol tank holds just three and a half ounces, and
it will be found that seven full strokes of the pump are
required to fill it. The pump therefore holds half ao ounce
of oil—not two or three ounces, " lxion "

I

One pumpful of oil per five miles is really a good deal
more than the engine wants, but taking it at this figure,
the oil consumption will be ten ounces per 100 miles through
th^ pump, and three and a half ounces in the petrol, or
tliirteen and a half ounces total.
This is about 1,2(X) miles per gallon, which is quite good

for a motor cycle. Surely even " lxion " would have noticed
the effect on his oil bill if he had been using one gallon
per 360 mOesI W. WOODWARD.

Four-stroking on Two-strokes.
Sir,—I note many of your readers who own two-stroke

machines complain of four-stroking, especially on going
downhill. My advice to them would be to try a B. ana
B. two-stroke carburetter, as my machine is fitted with
one, and it is very seldom I can get it to four-stroke. I

am sme the carburetter has a lot to do with this
nuisance, because a friend of mine has the same make
of machine as I have, but with a different carburetter, and
it is a chronic four-stroker. I may state that I am in no
way connected with this firm, but give mv views as a
satisfied user. WILFRED F. GOWER.

Oildag.

Sir,—Some time back " lxion " wrote very favourably of
his experiences with Oildag, and as several of my motor
friends swear by it, I determined to try it on my machine
—a Scott. I first experimented with the concentrated Oi'dag
mixed with the oil I was then using, and was so delighted
with the results obtained that I decided to go in for Oildag
all ready mixed for using, as supplied direct by the Oildag
people. Jly hopes have been more than realised, and one
has only to try this wonderful oil to become a confirmed
OUdagger, and to know, what " Iiion " so aptly terms.
"silky" running. Less oO is required, and yet, after a Ion.:

solo " bund," or a long puil up a bad hill with sidecar
attached, my engine keeps as cool as ever. I have just taken
my engine down after 5,000 miles on Oildag, and, apart from
carbon deposit, evervthing is in perfect order.

PERCV WATTE.

[MA>rr OTHEa IXIEBESTrxG LETTERS ARE CX.1V0'D.IBLS BELD
OVER UXIIL XEXI WEEK.

—

Ed.]
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The Chater-Lea Carette—a Forerunner of the Modern Double-seated Sidecar.

IN
these days when economy is a very considerable

item in all things, especially motoring, the man
requiring a passenger-carrying outfit would think

twice before purchasing a full-blown car, whereas the

vehicle incorporating the economy of the sidecar outfit

with some of the comforts provided by a light car,

especially so far as the points of cleanliness and
weatherproofness are concerned, would in all proba-

bility attract his attention. The advent of the new Scott

three-wheeler undoubtedly opens up a new field in

this direction. At first it would appear that this is an
entirely new type, but by looking back nearly a decade
we find a very similar machine in the Chater-Lea
carette. This machine was first experimented with

in 1906, was quite one of the simplest forms of

light car, and was certainly the forerunner of the

cycle car, which had a " boom " a year or so ago, when
it was supposed to be an entirely new type. The first

Chater-Lea carette appeared on the road in 1907. This
took the form of a
light four-wheeled
car, with the

engine, a twin-cylinder Sarolea, fitted at the side. If

we take away the off side front wheel, we have prac-

tically a double-seated sidecar, wnth the mechanism
delightfully accessible. The drive was by means of

a belt to the right-hand rear wheel, and a variable gear
and free engine were obtained by means of an expand-
ing pulley operated by a single lever. The body,
springing, steering, and brakes followed car lines, the
springs being semi-elliptic, the steering by wheel, and
the brakes internal expanding.

A Chain=driven Model.
This machine proved perfectly satisfactory, and in

1908, the following year, a model was produced
incorporating chain drive. The drive was carried

across the frame by shaft through a two-speed gear
box, whence it was transmitted by chain to the near
side rear wheel only, so obviating tiie necessity of a
differential gear. This model was driven by jMr.

Chater-Lea in the London to Edinburgh trial of that

year, in which it ran most successfully. However,
cycle cars or light cars were not in public favour at

that time, so Messrs. Chater-Lea decided to turn their

attention to the powerful twin-cylinder cycle and
sidecar combination, with three speeds and chain drive.

This outfit was placed on the market in 1909, and was

B26

.-\n eai'ly moiiei cycle car—ihe ch.iin-dnvcn Chaler-Lea built in i9US. and
which successfully completed the London-Edinburgh mn of that y ar.

the first sidecar combination to complete the London to

Edinburgh trial.

The experiments with the cycle car were abandoned
at the end of 190S, as Messrs. Chater-Lea were con-

vinced that if a motorist decides to abandon a sidecar

outfit in fa^'Our of a car, a car in every sense of tlie

word is what he desires. Therefore since 1912 tiiey

have devoted their attention to light cars in preference

to cycle cars.
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Magneto Lighting Set.

I shall be much obliged if you
would give me some advice as
regards the use of the Dynalite
lig-hting system. I bought one of
these mstrumeats a month ago

and liave had no success with it up to
the time of writing, as I have not loeen

able to get a bulb (miniatiue screw
type) that will stand the current.
Perhaps some of your readers have had
experience with this system.—C.G.C.

We should think you are using lamps of
too low voltage, you might try a lamp of,

say, six or eight volts. It is possible that
you might not get so good a light at low
speeds, but it would be less likely to burn
out at high. With these small magneto
lighting dynamos the voltage rises rapidly
when first rotated, but as the speed gets
above a certain number of revolutions the
voltage does not increase to any great
extent ; it would, therefore, appear as
though a slightly higher voltage lamp
would stop the trouble of burning out.
The usual run of small screw bulbs as sold
for flash lamps, etc., are barely four
volts, and even with a four-volt accumu-
lator are apt to burn out readily. You
want to be careful to obtaia one of good
make, and be sure the voltage is at least

two volts higher than at present fitted.

Magneto Conversions.

I have a single-cylinder

machine which is not powerful
enough for sidecar work. My
magneto is a U.H. 50° twin.

I nave thought of buying a
bicycle with a 6 h.p. twin engine, with
cylinders at an angle of 90°. (1.) Is

there any means of altering the mag-
neto from 50° to 90°, and by what
method? Also, what would be the

approximate cost? (2.) Would it be
practicable to obtain a fresh crank case

for the present cylinders, pistons, etc.,

say, from the makers of the engine, to

bring the angle to 50°? (3.) Which
of the two alternatives would it be best

to adopt? (4.) What is the correct

procedure for adapting a twin magneto
to a single-cylinder bicycle, and does

it in any way affect the magnetism or

injure the armature with the one point

not firing?—W.H.B.
(1.) No, it is not possible to alter a
magneto of 50° to make it suitable for

an engine of 90°, as the construction of

the two is absolutely different. (2.) It

would, of coui-se, be possible to have a new

crank case made to alter the angle of the
cylinder, but it would mean practically
rebuilding the entire engine, and would
be extremely expensive. (3.) It would
be far more satisfactory, and, in fact, is

the only really practical method, to pur-
chase a proper magneto for a 90° engine

;

this would also be cheaper than the
conversion. (4.) All that is necessary to
convert a twin magneto to a single is a
new contact breaker. It would not injure
the magneto, as with a single-cylinder

contact breaker the second high-tension
current is not generated.

Starting a Big Single.

I have a 4i h.p. (650 c.c.) 1914
single with three-speed hub gear
and heavy coachbuUt sidecar,

Bosch magneto, Senspray carbu-
retter, and kick starter. I find

it quite impossible to start on the kick
when cold, and I have often had to run
100 yards. I usually have to get some-
one to push. The machine runs well

when warmed up, and" will theu start

readily enough on the kick. I have just

taken down the carburetter and cleaned

it, and the magneto also , seems right.

In summer I use Motorine A, and now
Huile de Luxe, siunmer grade. These
are the oils JMessrs. Price reconmiend.
Can I safely put in a lighter oil in

winter than the Huile de Luxe summer
grade? And would this oil do for

summer? I presume they recommend
these heavy oUs, sinqe it is a big cylin-

der. An injection does not help much,
for if I can only get sufficient "way"
on the machine it will start. If you
can give me any advice that will enable

me to start more easOy I shall be much
obliged.—E.H.B.

If you look at all the following adjust-

ments you should experience no difficulty

in starting ; the machine should start

from cold with not more than half a
dozen kicks. See that the contact breaker
points are clean and are separating about
.4 mm. ilake sure the rocker arm is not
sticking. The carbon brush should be
clean and quite free from oil. The plug

should be clean and fi'ee from oil ; have
the points adjusted about -s'jin. apart.

You might try an absolutely new plug

;

the one you are using may be faulty.

See that the valve tappets are correctly

adjusted ; when the engine is cold there

should be about ^ mm. to -j^fin. clearance.

Make sure there are no air leaks in the

induction pipe between the carburetter

and engine ; to ensure Ihie you niiglit

bind all joints with adhcuivo tape. Make
quite sure all passages in carburcllrr aro
free. Directions for starting : To free

engine in cold weather, inject a little

paraffin or petrol through comprcniion
tap, and turn the engine over a (uw
revolutions to let it work past the ringa

and thin the congealed oil. If the car-

buretter is any but a Senspray, llood il

well ; if Senspray, only depress the needle
valve once or twice. In most ca.ses it

will be found best, in order to obtain an
easy start, to set the levers as follows

:

Spark fully advanced or nearly so,

throttle quarter Open, air fully shut. Do
not give too much throttle ; it will some-
times be found an advantage to shut it

completely and then suddenly open it

while pushing. You might also make
sure the valve springs are strong enough

;

weak springs sometimes cause bad start-

ing. Price's Huile de Luxe winter grade
would be quite suitable ; it is always best
to use as he;>vy an oil as pnssible. We
think if you check all the above adjust-
ments you should have no further diffi-

culty in startiug.

The Effect of Wet.

Ou one or two occasions lately

1 have been compelled lo leave

my machine, a liKhtweigbt.

standing in the rain for upward*
of a quarter of an hour, atler

which I find considerable difficit'ty

in getting a start. Usually thi«

machine will start off at tlie first push,
but under these circumstances 1 have
to run with it till 1 am almost
exhausted ; I mean while it is splutter-

ing and exploding in a most bewilder-
ing fashion. Can you please tell me
what it is that is affected by the rain?
I am only a novice, this being my first

mount, so if my question seems rather

crude you must excuse me on that

account. The machine is fitted with
B. and B. carburetter and Dixie mag-
neto, and starts and runs beautifully

when dry.—J.L.
The trouble is probably due to moisture
on the plug or high-tension wire, which
would cause either a total or at any rate

a partial short circuit, which would cause
bad misfiring. If you have to leave the

machine in the wet it would be a good
plan to cover it with a light waterproof
cover, so as to prevent the water from
getting on the plug, high-tension wire,

or magneto.

SPECIAL NOTICE Cofyits of "The Molor CyoU" may only be senl lo neutral European countries if posted direct from Ihe ogices of the publishers, cr

by tlewsasents who have obtained permission from the War Office for this purpose. The publishers of - The ilolor Cycle" have obtained the necessary permssuin,

and, consequently, can send subscribers' copies as usual. Before sending throush ne^isageiUs it is vnportaiU lo enquire •/ permission has been oAained, as oOiemue

copies intended for neutral European countries uiill not be forwarded by the Post Office.
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Faulty Oontact Points.

I have a B.S.A. motor cycle
with C.A.V. magneto, which
misfired occasionally, and on
examining the contact breaker
points I found them burnt or

worn unlevel. I filed them flat, and
after running ten miles misfiring
again began. I tried adjusting, with
still the same result, and finally put
some oil on the points. After that
it fired properly for another ten
miles, and then again started misfiring.

I applied more oU, and was all right
for another ten miles, and then com-
menced misiiring. I have done this

several times, with the same result.

—

J.H.R.

Your trouble is evidently due to the
contact breaker points being at fault.
You should make sm-e that the points
are either pui'e platinum or one of the
special metals sold for this purpose.
You should also make sure they are
perfectly flat and meeting absolutely
squarely, then adjust them to separate
exactly .4 mm., which would be,
roughly, the thickiiess of a stout visiting
card. If, after doing this, the points
stiU burn or pit and give trouble, it is

probable that the condenser of the
magneto has broken down, and you
should send it either to the makers or
some reliable firm of magneto repairers
to be overhauled.

Running on Paraffin.

(1.) Is there any reason why
Q parafiin should not be used in

> place of petrol in my two-
-2J stroke ? I have tried paraffin,

and found that when once the
engine was warmed (which was done
by fining the float chamber with
petrol and running on this to sta,rt) it

ran and seemed to have the same
power as if petrol were being used.
Perhaps it did not accelerate quite
so quickly,- but the plug was not
sooted, and the only difference I

found was that the engine was much
freer after standing overnight. (2.)

Which is the best method of getting
the top piston ring loo'se? This ring
gets absolutely stuck long before the
engine requires cleaning. (3.) Please
tell me the best method of removing
carbon from the inside of the piston.
The gudgeon pin has never been out,
and I am afraid that it might now

|a5fH*'w^<j=/5»y«>?j^ 6??K.-

be difl&cult to remove it.

—

Pethoil.

(1.) Paraffin does not give so much
power as petrol, and it tends to foul up
the engine. Of com'se, most engines
will run on it after being warmed up
on petrol. There is also a tendency
for the engine to knock badly. It also
makes a mess, as it creeps everywhere,
and, of course, dust collects. It is better
to use a mixture of petrol and paraffin

—

about two parts petrol to one part
paraffin. (2.) When a piston ring has
stuck as badly as this, there is nothing
to do but dig it out, generally speaking,
in pieces. The small blade of a pen-
knife is perha,ps the most suitable tool

for this pm'pose. (3.) Use a blunt
screwdriver for removing the carbon
from the inside of the piston. Special
tools for removing the gudgeon pin
can now be obtained. Take care to
remove it the correct end.
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DECEMBER 23rd, iqis-

READER'S REPLY.
Cover Blowing OS.

I have just read in Tlit Motor Cycle
of December 2nd your correspondent
"P.E.'s" letter (page 570) with regard

to cover blowing o5, and thought pos-

sibly a similar experience of mine might
be of some use to him. About six

months ago I had occasion to renew the

cover on the back wheel of my S^- h.p.

motor cycle, so ptu'chased an extra

heavy Dunlop cover. Much to ray dis-

gust, it blew off after it had been on
about five minutes. I may state here

that its size is 26x2|in., fitted to a

2jin. rim. Previous to this I had been
using Kempshall covers of the same
size. Notliing- daunted, I re-fitted it,

thinking perhaps that on the first occa-

sion the bead was not quite home, though
from all outward appeai'ances it was
perfect. This time it blew off whUe I

was pimiping up. On each occasion it

came off between the security bolt and
the valve. I next took the wheel and
tyre up to the Dunlop people, who in-

formed me that my rim was an odd size

(date of machine 1913^-), there being a
difference of jin. in width between mine
and their standard, and that also the

beading on mine was much too small. I

must say at the time I was rather

doubtful that this slight difference was
the cause of the trouble. However, I

purchased one of their rims, and built

it into my wheel and re-fitted tyre, and
from that date to this it has been in

perfect condition ; as a matter of fact,

it has only been pumped up twice in

six months The ordy reason that I can
account for the Kempshall tyre keeping
on the small rim is that it is what I call

a " stiff " tyre compared with a Dunlop,
i.f., will stand up and keep its shape
when off the rim, whereas a Dunlop will

not.—M.W.T.

EXPERIENCES WAXTED.
"P.M.D." (Brighton). — T.D.G. De

Luxe lightweight. RefiabiKty, maximum
speed, and consumption.
"C.A.H." (BexhJU).—3 h.p. Enfield.

Consmuptiou and speed, reliability, ease

of starting, lubrication, and gear. Re-
sults fitted with Binks carburetter.
"A.C.R." (Middlesex).—Grado-multi

pulley for fitting to 2| h.p. twin. General
efficiencv and belt slipping on low gear.

"A.D.P." (Bury St. Edmunds).—34
h.p. Norton with Philipson pulley. Flexi-

bility at slow speeds. Also 3i h.p.

Brough. Behaviour of overhead \-alves.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Ahundel to H.\siixgs.—R.C.

Arundel. Broadwater, Shoreham,
Brighton, Lewes, Ringmer, Horsebridge,
Xinfield, BexhOl, St. ' Leonards, Hast-

LivEKpooL TO Ipswich.—W.D.E.
Liverpool, by ferry to Birkenhead,

Chester, Nantwich, Woore. Pipe G;ite,

Stone, Weston, Rugeley, Lichfield, Tam-
worth, along Watling Street through
Atherstone to Lutterworth, then through
Husbands Boswortli, Market Har-'
borough, Kettering, Thrapston, Himtiug-
don, Godmanchester, Cambridge, Linton,
Haverhill, Cavendish, Sudburj', Had-
leigh, Ipswich,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..I.S.

6]i.l\ 1916 Mcxk'l A.,1.S. Motor Cyclo ilo Lu.w, tittod
suiRMbly, ImviiiK 5-^ii<i'(l fiottr and rhitcli driv.;,

only (U'liveicil by inaiuifnrliiirvK last wook to tlio order
of an oflii-.T oiv leave; having suddenly to return to daty,
1m offers tliia nitKliino. wliieli coat £88. for £77/10.—
omcer, c/o Motor Sui>i)ly Co., Cliard. [7892

Alldaya.

ALLDAY.S Matelilcss. 3'...li.p,

liuikiut'liiiui,

I'hit

lixcd gear: £22/10.—
21. Tindnl St., Clicliusford. [7701

ALLON, 2-9i>eed. .hitrli.

liorn, done 800 miles
Rd..

^"

]an)i)s,

_ .- £38.-
Hund^wortli, liiniiinebuiu.

s\)Oodoiueter, clntrii'
Carter. 45, Muntork

fX7452

ALLONS.— \\"e ]mve five modrls
payment and oxehunges

stncU
: deferred

, . . i^iitertuined,— Lamb's. 151,
High St., Wulthumstow, and 50, Higb Kd.. AVood Lireen.N[7687E\V Allons. 2-spced models £42, single-speed

models £34; delivery from stoek; cash or ex-
tended payments.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

[X7550
A LLDAYS. 6-8h.p.. 1915. 3-speed gear box, kiek
J3- starter, eoachbuilt, indistingnishable from new.
guaranteed fnllv equiiiped, scarcely soiled; 55 pns.—
Percy and Co.. 337, Euston Rd., London. [7758

1 Q15 Alldays AUon 2-stroke. 2 weeks old. done 200,
Xt/ rear drive speedometer, in perfect condition,
better than new; a good, cheap lot, £30; easy pay-
ment arranged.—Jones, The Broadway, Muswell Hill,
N. [7875

Ariel.

I Q13 Ariel. S'.Ui.p.,
At/ celleut rnnning
£58.-Sergt. Wilson, "

3-speed. Canoclet sidecar, ex-
order : bargaiu for quick sale,

64a, Clarcuce St., Laucat^ter.
[X7380

AKIEL, 5-6h,p., 1915. new Angust, 5-speed counter-
shaft. Moutpomerv eoachbuilt sidecar, perfect con-

dition
; £80.—A. Downie, 19, Haymarket Terrace. E^ljn-

bnrgh. [X7373

sidecar, o-f^peed Stur-
. . perfect condition; £38,

close offer.—Apply, Half-moon Garage, London Ed.,
Croydon. [7789

1Q12 oVjli-P- Ariel, eoachbuilt
J-*/ mey. clutch, Jarups, horn, j

close o;-
Croydor

1Q15 Ariel, _3i^h.p., eoachbuilt sidecar, countershaft

carrier, Biuke carburetter; £60,
108. Linaker St., Southport.

neareet.-T. Ba:
[X6966

ARIEL, 3'/2h.p.. 1916, 2 weeks in u«e, only done 345
miles. 3-speed countershaft, Luca^- head light, Wat-

lord speedometer, as new; offers invited.—A. Downie,
19, Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh. [X7374

Arno.
T.T.. 2--speed N.S.U.. cane tor-

. , .-^ -. „_onard, 6, Harbour Rd.,
jLoughborough Junction. [7674

SJIART Arno Combination, Si^h.p.. 3-speed, cane
sidecar, well upholstered, lainp, horn, Senspray

;

38 gns.—Railway Garage, Staines. [7902

Auto=WheeIs.

1Q14 Arno. 3V'h.p.
J-t/ pedo ,S.C.; 434.—Leonard,

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, perfect condition,
hauled ; bargain, £6.—Kendall

just over-

Ockley, Surrey.
[7673

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to 24in. Premier cycle: ac-
cept £11/11 for quick sale.—Newnham, 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W. [7768

AUTO Wheel, attached to 3-speed Fleetwood cycle,
ready for the road; £12/10; excellent condition;

guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.
[X7551.

Bat.

1 Q 15 6h,p. 3-speed Countershaft Bat-Jap, including
J-*/ Canoelet sidecar, speedometer, lamps, spares,
nearly new; £72.—Mason, 39, Midland Ed, Welling-
borough., [7785

BAT-J.A.P., with sidecar, 3 years old, spring frame,
6h.p., £33; also 2%h.p. mag. motor cycle, wants

elicht overhaul, £9/12. — Warburton, Inner Temple.
Liverpool. [S7522

BAT-J.A.P., 19141,4, 5-6h.p., chain-cum-belt, sport-
ing model, 3 speeds and free countershaft, as

new; £45. Write first.—" Bat," 18, Beechwood Av.,
Thornton Heath. [0754

BAT, Sh.p., 1914, 3-cpeed countershaft, and Godiva
pidecar. finished in Frencli prey to match, powerful

and ia-it combination. Bat only done about 2,000 miles,
sidecar oulv 40 miles.-L.R., Officers' Mesfi, 14, Cliff

Terrace, Hartlepool.
'

[X7420

BATS.-
plied from stock

;

-The very latest up-to-date combinations sup-
1 from stock; 6 and Sh.p. twins, and 4h.p. solo

twins, immediate delivery, with or without Bat side-

cars. Also we have for sale a 1915 second-hand 8h.p.
combination, fitted with handsome underslung sidecar,

3-speed countershaft gear, include.^ speedometer, and all

high-class accessories, price £65, guaranteed. — Sole
wholesale London agents, Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. [X7552

Blumfield.

BLUMFIELP 5-6h.p. Twin. T.T„ very fast; £20.
bargain.—Buckingham, 21, Tindal St., Chelmstnrd.

[7698

Bradbury.
1 Q 14V. 4h.p. Bradbury and eoachbuilt sidecar, 2-

-^iy speed countershaft, kick start, good tyre^,_ Lucas
bmps, horn, tools; £45.—Peatfield, Uleeby, Lines

[X7465

CORONET Sidecar Chassis
is dcsijiiicd 1f»r Luil; lib-, aiirl b,is ;i wiukI.-umI
reserve of stability, and is safe on grc.i^y road-.
I.uggapo c.irricr butlt into (rainu. Cannot sluike
loose, and is a boon when touring.

£10 15s.
Scud (or illu^tr.it'' 1

catiiloRuc ('cscribiti'.;

these well Known
Sidecar-..

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

We can Ki\r inmicdi;

suitable tor aiiv mal
il.liMi-v of il

"1 liKirliiiie.

.ii;.d.-ls,

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a sperial Sidecar, eaamelle 1 I'retiell sre\-

to match, 28A-3i[i. tyre, apron to cover eiitire

body, and 4-point attacliment £13 10
Immediate Dcliverv.

7-3 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
iij, electrically equipped, 3 speeds
iiF, standard 3-spced model
Deiiveiy from stock. I'xclianKes ciitert.

£76 13
£68 5
lined.

£28 15

£17 15
£18 IS

£36 15

NEW 1916 FORDS.
5-seater Touring Car £135
DeliveiY \'an £1 35

Motor cycles t'lken m exchange.

SPECIAL XMAS BARGAINS.

3V h.r. LE.A-FRANCIS, 1915, nearly new,
3-speed, kick starter, Hercules ^13 13
Sidecar, £5 5 speedometer, Ci 10 lamp
set : the whole cost £04 10 £67 15

2j h.p. WOLF, IQ16, 2-stroke, 2-specd . . . £33 10

4 h.p. WOLF, 1916, 3-srccd, chain drive. £55 11

2I h.p. LEVIS, 11)15, 2-stroke. 2-specd . .

.

2" h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, 191 (,

countershaft 2-speed gear

33 h.p. PRECISION, 1912, nice condition.

.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 1912, 2-specd, .Milltord

coach-built Sidecar

3\ h.p. RUDGE, 1912, free-engine model. . £19 15
4' h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed model £20 15

3! h.p. SINGER, 1912. 3-speed model, with

cane Sidecar £25

3! h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-spced gear £22 10

3^ h.p. L.M.C., 1913, countershaft gear .. £25 10

2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed £25 10

3.V h.p. REX, 1909, 2-speed gear £13 10

3I h.p. P. & H., iqoo, 2-sp., with Sidecar £18 15

4i h.p. JAMES, late 1913, 3-speed. chain

drive, kick starter, coach Sidecar . , £43 15

6 h.p. twin REX, with Forecar attached,

•'-speed, magneto ignition, a bareain at £11 15

3J h p EXCELSIOR, vertical eng., B. & P.. £5 5

3! 1 p. PREMIER, 1911. B.S..^. 2-spced.. £19 15

Light Parcel Car, fitted with 8 h.p. De
Dion engine, 3 speeds and reverse,

new radiator that cost £8 ;
only wants

tyre^ ;
practically giving away at .

.

Ok h.o. DE DION 2-seater Car, in splendid
*

condition, 2 speeds and reverse, bucket

seats, tyres worth (S, 3 good lamp:

£9 15

£16 15

MISCELLANEOUS.

New Stationary Petrol Engine, 2 flywheels,

bore and stroke 3^11. x 4iu., electric

ignition,hopper cooled, complete ready

for running £7 15

B &B.,.Amac and Binks Carburetters, each 12/6

New 8ft. tin. Rubber Belt, l>est make ... 8/6

Sparking Plugs for Harley-Davidsons 3/6

Wicker Sidecar Bodies ; to clear 3/6

Cane Body, with side door and locker

under front 22 6

New Coach-built Body, side door 57 6

Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15

New 21/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4 11

New 2! h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, two

flywdieels, magneto; listed ^22 10 .. £18 10

New Torpedo Cane Sidecar Body £3

All tetters relating to advertisements should auote the numbe, at

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A l>l r AX.
•Phone 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

MO I OK
Itriidhiiry,

KAI.I:.

HIlAlllirilV 11, :
•

Vlllll'K llut'li '

lilrc-.li. vi-ir (ii-l, 1

I'd HiliKotr. Wlutoii, I

i.*y Mioiitti, u»ur-r Itfl lor Kr<.r."

iiillei. ond llko nrw; i82, lot 1

.Vlnandor'fl, 11$, Luthlnn UiL. l->liiit>>^

Brouith.

Bnocnll. 1916 II C ini«1-l.
'

iirerlintd valv., 3.«jn>wI < •

-tattei. liiind oiw-nil'-tl tliit<-b. t,

'iUiliT orileie,! (t)il<>ii<l; olT'-l" ln*lt"l

lliiyinnrki-t Terriuo, Kditiliufitb.

BS.A,.
£26.

B
Vho

B'
115,

19'

B

B

>n.'. 19.

1X7571

B.S.A.
1912I.4, K.R.. eieollcnt candiUoD; Iwmln.
-16. Vork 8t., Dorir. rX74!2

BS A,. 1915. 4h.p,. 3-«p<>«l. klik •t«ll. rholn.<tltil-UII.

nideeiir; X62.-Neinin. 7, Kxhlbllioo Bd .
B-.illll

Keii'tinRtoii. 17715

B.8.A.. 3Wi.i).. 2 «pccd». new bs'k Ounl'i-
unil horn ; £27, or cxehon«<!.—Mmkhain. "

ware lid.. W.

S.A.. 1913. 2.<iree<l, In uplrndl'l mnilitloii

very creiit barKoin.—JuliaD. Broad 8t . I:

Vbone: 1024.

S A., 1916. TT. nio<lol, £50(10: Itnintdlnl'

AN 1 ino'lfl.* IT Hud K (loin flock.—Al-

ii 5, Lolhiiin Ell.. EdinbafBh.

12 3i/.h.p. U.S.A.. 2-»l>«<d and Irm entlti'

let ("iilerar. firiit<luM order, and well •

i:37'10.-nirtdelwk'll. Bo.\ford, Boffolk.

B.S.A.. 4h.p.. 3*pe<yl. ebiiin belt, liimr 't. ,ii^:"•

tonld. dime 900 milcK. rnmlition b« ne«: t^ —
Moxhain Bros.. Bodncy Bd.. Newport. Mon. (X7176

.S.A.. 1913',i. 2-«pced. F.E.. and 16 (cn. Ol'irla »id.-

jiwt toiupletely ovrrbiiule'I : £42: buyiof 'Ht.

— Bronda, Ix>nguioie Lane, Shiller, ninninBliiiin. i7727

B.S.A., 1916, model 11. 4'ih.n.. all ch»in dri»e. |ait

delivered from works, all lat<:st imp^0Tclnent^

;

£64.-nueklcbridsc, 133. Sloano St., London, 8.W.

S.A.. 1916. 4i,4h.p.. model K. i««t deli»cr«d. ch»ln-

eum-helt. 3 ipeedj. kick starter: £62; «ichan«fi
nr doterred paymcnU.—EagJM and C3o., High 81., Artnn.

I»ndon. [X7687

S.A.. late 1913. Canoclet undcrfluni! 8.C.. 2

speeds, free. k.s.. wind scrctn. luggage grid. Loca;

lamps, condition perfect; £A5, - "
Rd.. Tottenham, N.

i. ... Wc lave two model K'» ond one mod'l II

inii .sidecar actuollv in stock : deferred i.aym>nt.;

exehangei'.-LauibV, 151. Higb St.. Waltbam^tow. nn.l

50. High Ed.. Wood Green. (768J

S.A.. 1916 models, from slock; inspection cordi»il.»

inyited; all-chain driTC. £64; chain-cum-belt

transmission. £62. fitted with B.S.A. countershaft 3-

=pecd. free engine, and kick-start; tradesmen s sidecar

carriers, coachbudt and roomy, soluble lor t»ter>.

grocers, fii^hmongers. etc.. £14; gradual pa>Tnenu

entertained : second-hand machines taken in exchange,

generous allowance; tuition and free dcliierj. ^?.^»-
Appointed agents. Thone : Holborn ,5777. W h-n

dealing with Wauchope's buyers can rely with confi-

dence on their orders going through satislactorily.-

Wauchope-s. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London (iu>< o«

Lndgate Circus). „ , _ [X7547
Calcott

1014 2'-ih.p. Calcott. variable jet B. and B., Bo»<-li

i/V waterproof mag., new Palmer cord trrc and Kon-

Inp belt, spares, little n.;ed, economical. 130 m.r^K- :
»"r

tnal £23 ; owner active scrviee.—Constant. Ivy Beslaui-

ant. Gt. Yarmouth. I'*''"'

Calthorpe.

ALTHORPE. 1914. 21y •,
2^^reed«: £16.^6.-Ade-

laide Motor Co.. 84. Chalk Farm Bd.. N.W. P8lj

10151.'. Caltborpe-Jap. 2-«peed. accessories : mmI £42.

ly perfect order; £30.-Eoe, 58. Loncaeter (.ate.

London. Ii74»j

CALTHOBPE. 1915. 2i-;b.p.. 2-5trote. 2<peed. new;

f32/10.-Xe3ma. 7, Exhibition Bd.. South Ken-

sington.

2-speed, shop-soped;

B'
larap
Rd.,

gSA.

50.

B^

oUcr.—5, Greyhound
[7875

C^

17717

28 gni.;

ly very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St, B«adlnr

'Phono: 1024. rX4886

TO IS 2'-4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap. 2-speed ronntershaf;

-LJ7 gear, condition like new; £27/10.-\\anrhoij >.

9. Shoe Lane. London. LX.553

CALTHOBPE. latest 2-sreed ^shtweicbt mndebi in

stock; cash or exchange; no waiting.—Eagira ana

Co., High St.. Aeton, W. ii7588

10 15 2"'ih.p. Calthorve-Jap. connter«halt gear, un-

X«7 punctured, spare tube, etc.: eacriflce -26: «??°-r

Hesketb. Ponkey. Wrexham. [X7168

CALTHOBPE Junior. 1914. 2-5pcea. excellent condi.

tion and running order: £17--Tuke and Bell.

Ltd.. Motor Dept.. Carlton Engineering Worbi, Hrcb
Hd., T.-ttenham. N. [7621

1015 Calthorpe-Jap. 254h.p.. 2-«pc«d. new Jone. jnrt

X«7 overhaulfd. condition as new, mbber handle crip«.

Binks carburetter. Palmer outer coverj fitted. 2gn. lamp,

bom. accessories; cost £40 entire, take £27.— Li*-')*.bom. accessories

;

Lewis. Baldock. [T741
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthoipe.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., latest models in stock,

2-speed Enfield gear, ideal lightweight tor ivinter
riding; 35 gns. cash, or ^69/15 deposit and 12 monthly
payments of 45/- each.—Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishops-
gate Ay., Gamomilo St., E.G. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0492
eALTHORPES.—Delivery from stock of all models,

fitted with 2%h.p. J.A.P. engines and Enflcld 2-

speed gear, variable magneto, £37/18; 2i/4h.p. 2-Etroke,

2-speed models, with variable magneto, £32/13 cash,
easy terms, or exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [X7554

Campion.
CAMPION, 1915, 2-stroke, guaranteed, as new;

£23.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London.
[7763

CAMPION-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 2'Ah.p., lamps, tools,

new condition, fast, reliable; £20.—Robinson, 41,
St. Michael's Hd., Bedford. [7878

CAMPION Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, 1916
model, perfect condition, only used a few months

;

i675, or nearest, cost £90.—Grundy, 21, Saxe-Coburg
St., Leicester. [X7521

Chater-Lea,

CHATER 8b.p. 3-speed Olutch Combination, acces-

sories, and dickey seat; £55.—Leighton's, opposite

Wood Green Station. [7830

CHATER-LEA, 1911, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-sBeed P.
and M. gear, with large 2-6eater coachbuilt side-

car; a bargain, £27/10.—Tukc and Bell, Ltd., Motor
Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Totten-
ham, N. [''620

Cbater-Lea-Jap.

CHATER-LEA, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-specd: £33.-Bnck
ingham, 21, Tindal St., Chelmsford. [7713

QA° Jap-Clater, 2-speea, and £20 Eudge sidecar;^" cost in June £110, take about £50, or exchange.
—65a, Ro&endale Rd., West Dulwich. [X7641
3ih.p. Ghater-Lea-Jap, Armstrong 3-speed, and

2 coachbuilt sidecar, lamp, horn. Whittle belt,

Xl'All saddle, in good running order; £24.—Seen at
248, Bishopsgate, London, [7862

Clyno.

"I Q14Vo Clyno, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, spares,
J-t' like new: cost over £40, accept £30.-127, Pine
,St., Nelson. Lancashire. [X7461

CLTNO Combination, 6h.p., spare detachable wheel,
2 lamps, speedometer, and horn, been thoroughly

overhauled ; £55.—Evans, Garage, Newport. Salop. [7863

"IQ15 Clyno, 2i/^h.p., 2-6peed, hand clutch, Lucas,
-LiJ Long horn, speedometer, heavy Dunloi)s, acces-
sories, sporting; £35.—Hutton, Kineton, Warwick.

!:X7578
CLYNO 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, countershaft gears,

kick starter, beautiful turnout : must sell Immedi-
ately ; nearest £28.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed., Acton.

rX7595
CLTNO, late- 1914, 6h.p. combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, kicli starter, spare wheel with tyre, excel-
lent condition; £65.—Lewis, 20, Allevn Rd., Dulwich.

|:X7431
CLTNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kick starter, spare wheel and tyre,
usual accessories, new condition; £65.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [7798

Connaught.

1 Q 14 Connaught, 2 speeds, complete lamps, horn,Xtf etc.; £23.—Cross, Jew^eller, Eotherham. [X7592
CONNAUGHT, 2%-3h.p., late 1915 miniature, almost

new; £24/10.—A. Wood, 48, High St., Windsor.
[7699

LIVERPOOL. — In stock, Connaught Miniature,
£27/10: 2-speed clutch standard model. £45; 1916

models.—Horsman and Co., 12, Hart St., London Rd.,
Liverpool. [X7160

CONNAUGHT, 1916 models in stock; immediate de-
livery of miniature and standard models, with 2 or

3-8peed gears, also single-speed models.—P. J. Evaur;,
John Bright St., Birminglaam. [7799

Diamond.
TWO Diamond 1916 2-stroke single-speed Models,

actually in stock.—Sole District Agents, The
Walsall Garage, Walsall. [7629

Douglas.
OUGLAS, 254h.p., ^V, 2 or 3-speed, in stock; from
£50/8.

OUGLAS, 2^^4h.p., U, 2 or 3-speed, in stock; from
£50/8.

OUGLAS. 2Sih.p., W, 3-speed, clutch, in stock;
£56/14.

"TVOUGLAS. 2%h.p., X, lady's, kick-start, in stock

D
D
D

EX STOCK
V^'e can give delivery from stock of the ^H

under-mentioned : Ml
Exchanges and Easy Payments. JM
1316 IVIODEL.S. S

ALLDAYS-ALLON, c.'. h.p., single H
speed £34 ^m

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-spped . . £42
ALLDAYS-ALLON, ^'i h.p., 2-sp. and

clutch £45

SUN-VILLIERS,2i h.p., single-speed . £29 10 ^
SUN-VILLIERS, 2^ h.p., 2-speed £35 10
JAMES, 2* h.p., 2-speed £38 11 fgm
NEW RYDER, 2l h.p., single-speed . . £28 13 B
NEW RYDER, 2i h.p., 2 sp. J.A.P. .£33 12 H|
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., countershaft £68 7 H
B.8.A., 4j h.p., 3-sp., all chain £64 ^m
B.S.A., 4I h.p., ditto, chain-cuin-belt . £62 .0 (^
ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, ^ih.p., na

sinsle-speed £27 10 |H
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds. Model B ... £70 ^
INDIAN. 7 h.p., 3 speeds. Model C ... £78 {^
ENFIELD, 2; h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . £42 ggn
ENFIELD, j h.p., 2-5peed, T.T £52 10 Bg
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., Combination £89 5 _|
LEVIS, 2 h.p.. Popular model £28 1 ^

1315 IVIODEI.S
AT REDUCED PRICES.

ROYAL RUBY, 2' h.p., 2-str.. 2-sp. . £36 10

ROYAL RUBY, 2.'. h.p., ditto, siugle-sp £29 10 ^
ROYAL RUBY, 2.', h.p. I.A.P., single-sp£32 10 H
ROYAL RUBY, 2'. h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10 =
BLACKBURNE, 3'. h.p., 3-sp. c'-shaft £67 9

J H., 4ih.p., 3-speeaM.A.G. £67 ^
J.H., 6 h.p., 3-sp, countershaft £73 10 H
ilAMES, 4j h.p., 3-speed, Combination £80 SJ

7i% cash discount on all above. BE!

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS. ^
SIDECAR OUTFITS
NOTE REDUCED PRICES.

REX, 1914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £48 ^H
REX. 1914, 6 h.p., hood and screen .... £46 ^B
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £50
ARIEL, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Sidecar £42 H
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3* h.p., clutch, and S'car £22 H
MATCHLESS, 1914", SB, M.A.G., 3 speeds £75
HARLEY, 1915, 7 h.p., Millford Sidecar . £70 ma
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., clutch, Millford . . £68 H
EAT, 1913, 6 h.p., 3 speeds and Sidecar £52
V.8.-J.A.P., 1913, 8 h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £32

JAMES, 1915, 4? h.p.. 3-5p. Combination £60 na
SOUO n/IOUNTS. 2

BAT, 191 'i, 4* h.p;, twin, 2-speed, T.T.. . £40

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2j h.p., Colonial, T.T. £40 ™
REX, 1909, 3).- h.p., 3-speed, handle start £21

ENFIELD, 2j"h.p., 1910, belt drive £14 ^"
ENFIELD, rgis, 3 ti-P- T.T., 2 speeds . . £42
BLACKBURNE, 1914, 3* h-P-, 3 speeds .

.
£50 "

HUMBER, 1914, 2 h.p., 3-sp., open Irame £23 H
INDIAN, 1914, 7b-P-, T.T., clutch £42 •
O.K., 3915, 2i h.p., 2 speeds, chain drive £24 ^B
F.N., 1912, 2ih.p., 2-sp., shaft drive .. £17 ^J
r'o'VER, 1914, 3i ii-V; 3-speed, T.T £44

P. &M.,1914, 3 J hp-> 2 speeds, little used £56 ™
RUDGE, 3^- h.p., clutch model, very fast £20 H
INDIAN, 1914,7 h.p., electric equip., 2-sp. £48 ^
P & W., 1913, 3),- h.p., 2-sp., handle start £40 H
VELOCETTE;j9i5,2lb.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke £32 «
ZENITH, 1913, 3* b.p., clutch £38

NEW HUDSON, igrs, 2J h.p., 2-5troke . . £25 H
DIAMOND, igi-l, 2ih.p., 2 speeds £30 H
CALTHORPE, igr4, 2 h.p., 2 speeds £19

T.M.C., 8 h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame £14
ALLDAYS-ALLON, ig'S, 2-str., 2-5pced £34 IK

LIGHT CARS. &c. I
PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., chassis only £40 __
VICTOR, 8 h.p., 1913,2 speeds .and reverse £60 ^
'WARNE, 1014, 3 speeds and reverse .. . £100 |_
OVERLAND, igrS, Model S3, j-scater, ^

liis-c new, all equipment . . .^ £225 »
CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6 speeds, ^

self-starter, etc., only done 6,000 . , £280 ^
STANDARD, i9i-t, 9-5 Light Car, dickey,

just thoroughly overhauled and re- »
painted £1 88

RALEIGH, II h.p., 1915, dj-namo, all _
equipment, only d'one 1,500 £190 ^

£5S/14.

JGLAS,
£54/12.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

10 Douglas. 2-€peed. with lamp, born, etc.
Julian, Broad St., Beading.19

DOUGLAS Model V, S-speed,
Peaker, Gibbs Ed., Newport,

DOUGLAS, 2 speeds, good tyie,
Buckingham,

19 en
[X5

order; ±45.-<
[X753|j

etc.: £26 10.^
Chelmsford. [7699'

new
Mon.

T>'

19
Sq.,

21, Tindal St

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-srjeecl, speedometer. lamp«. lil

new; £37.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath. ^77!

OUGLAS, complete, T.T.. ridden 900 mil . . .,

fect.-Sergt. George. 5tL Xorth Stafls. Eegt., 6fe>

Albans. [78lOJ

DOUGLAS. War Office model, need few times
officer on leave, as new; £47/10.— Officer, t/o Mo^

Supply, Ciiard. [789

15 Douglas 4h-p. Combination, absolntely lite newj^

Lucas Jamps, horn, etc. ; £72.—Cross, Effiugl
K-otherham. [X759a

"IQ15 3-6peed S^^h.p. Douglas, nearly new, exception
JLt7 ally fast: £45, no offers.—Edgerton. 19. L-^-wii

Grove, Lewisham. [X7624il

SUFFOLK.-AH new Douglas models in stot-k.-T
Nice and Co., Hyde Part Comer, Ipswich, ;:;.

Bury St. Edmunds. _"

2-«peed, .coe'.--

37gn5.-Oi:i:
LATE 1914 23:,h.p. T.T. Douglas,

new, lamps, horn, long exhaust
Anerley Park, .S.E. _,<_-.-+

DOUGLAS, 1915, immediate delivery any 2'-4b.p.

model, including War Office black Douplss.—
Moffat, Yeovil. Te!. : 50. [9203

DOUGI>AS.—Immediate delivery from stock : not
agents only, but Dou£]a6 experts and eped^ilists.

— Gibb, ffough, Gloucester. [X3538

DOUGLAS, 2%h.v-, duteli, 2 speeds. lamps, and L- m,
footboards, good condition: £24, or exchiu.. —

Markbam, 545, Edgware Rd., W. :x:-82

DOUGLAS. 1915. 4h.p.. 2Hspeed, tyres new, . ^-
eories, lamp: accept nearest o3er £50.—Lieut. A;ui-

strong, Warmiuster Garage, Warminster. [X -^--J

DOUGLAS, 1912, 254h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch. : -t-

boards, 1914 engine, new Clincher tyres. ^ -r--

eories, and spares : £30-—104, Palace Gardens T-rri-e.

\Y. :7se5

Donglas.—Immediate d- iiv^^iy_

and war model £54 Ig
'Alexander's, 115, Lothian Kd.,

[70

DOUGLAS, Douglas,
model V, 2-epeed, £50;8,

actually in etock.-
buigh.

-| ni5 Douglas,
J- *y tail lamp,
conditiou perfect

;

Cambridge.

2-speed V, 2,000 miles, Lucas la
horn, tools, etc., engine guarant)
£42.—Robinson's Garage. Green E

[0©

1Q13 T.T. 2-speed Douglas, good conditiou,
J-*' good, 2 lumps, generator, horn, speedomet^.^
Sansprav carburetter; £32.—Turner, 223, High Ed!.
KUburn, K.W. [7774

"I Q13 2^^h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, T.T., lamp and born.
JLtf knee grips, long exhaust, new back Dunloi , ii^t,

receutlv overhauled; £32, or exchange.—ilarkham. :J5,

Edgware Rd., W. tX7481

19 lutch model, jut=t overhai
icce.s?orie

Bunting, Wwenhoe, Soi
[S71:

T\OUGLAS,_ 254h.p., War Office model, in stock;

DOUGLAS Eastern Co\^nties Agents.—The above
models in stock for immediate delivery at rock

bottom p^.'ices; exchanges entertained. Trade supplied.
—Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6864

DOUGLAS, wants assembling; £6.-39, Fi.^bcr St..

Hyson Green, Nottingham. [X7518

BS2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

iMOTOR MARTi
! 100$ 136 Gt Portland SUondon W.I
iTe/ep/ione 'S52 Hoyfair fe/e^wms'Abdicale V^esdom

13 Douglas, 2-speed,
uakers, lamp.

conditiou £33, bargain.-
bourne, Bournemouth.

DOUGLAS.— There is no reason why you should wait,

if you want a Douglas. Get right into ton.ii \iiih

the people who can deliver, and avoid dicyippoiu'!i>"nt.

—The Cohnore Depot, 51, Reushaw St., Liverpool. ,"£21

DOUGLAS. 3-speed Colonial model. 1915. very -.tT^'

used, lamp, horn, speedometer, spares, tyres -iti:
owner ordered out. £47; also Watsonian sidecar. ,i4 —
Box 9.822, The Molor CyrJc Office?. Coventry. ;X,498

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2"^jh.p.. 3-speed gear, only nm 500
miles, in absolutelv new condition; £46; ex<-bini?(*

entertained.-Tuke and Bell. Ltd., Motor Dept.. Carlton
EuginecTing Worke, 599, High Rd., Tottcjiham, _L*^u-

don, N. , ^ 054

DOUGLAS, 1914, 5Uh.p.. kick etarter. cluul:, 2-

speed. large new Aliller head, tail laniiv. T. w
generator, new back tyre and tpare. all tools, ex. .-iit

condition- £48, or part exchange Morgan.—Cnii. 11'?-

ivorth, Thames Haven. ,011

DOUGLAS Model U, £50,'8: Douglas Model V, £50 S;

War Office Model, £54fl2; Douglas Model W,
£56/14; Douglas Model X, £56/14.—Above mo<%
actually iu stock at Sole Wholesale and Retail Midi
Distributing Ageuts, Colmore Depot, 51, Colmore T
Birmingham. IS£^

Eagle.

COVENTRY Eacle, nearly new, 2-slroke ; £2S
Buckingham, 21. Tindal St., Chelmsford, r??*^-^-

Enfield

ENFTELD 6b.p. Combination, 1914V'; £G2. — 78.

Wolfington Rd.. West Norwood. [0750

ENFIELD. 1915. 5h.p.. .Lucas head lamp, renr lamp,

verv httle used; £40, or offer.—331, B.'.: ^...v

Ed., N. --"
I7NFIELP 1915 Sh.p. Combinatiou, perfe^x. j-ile

Zi \i^c(\, lamp, and born ; £74.—Roberts, Church Paiik.

Bolton. LX7580

ENFIELD. 1912. 2\ih.p.. tMin-evl., Bosch mag., "in-

ning order; £10.-Eeauland. 6. North ST.P'a^ -

Lioiough. [\T419
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Jiimcs

JAMES, 1915. 4',Mi.r., 3-siioocJ countcrshalt Ronr.
rlutch. and kick-surtev. dmin dvivo. Cnnoi'lct

Bidociir. with Lu.iis electric liKhtiiiR outfit, T.wc.is elec-
tric lioin. inspoclion lamp and plug, brand new. not
ridden 400 miles; owner giving up cycling; cost .£117;
any inspection; ;£90. or nearest oHer ; will pay pnr-
chuser's .single train fare.—Bishop. Headland Park ltd.,

Paignton, Devon. [X7523
J.A.P.

61i.p. J.A.P in a No. 5 Chater frame, sprinc forks,
mag. (Bosch), in perfect condition; iJlS.^Joncs.

The Broadway. Muswell Hill. [7878

LAST Year's 8-101lp. Ovorliojid .T.A.P., 7in. ndivist-
able rullev. Stew,lrt 80 ni.p.h.. Stflwart-Wa'rncr

horn, 2>,|;iu. PaJmers, alio\^Tooni finish; £45.—W.
^Vatson, 27, Spencer Park, "Waudsworth Common, S.W

[77S2
J.H.

LIVERPOOL.—We can deliver from stock 6h.p. ,T.H.,
with M.A.G. engine. S-t^peed countershaft, oil chain

drive.—Horsman and Co., 12. Hart St., London Ed..
Liverpool. [X7161

Kerry.
KERRY-ABINGDON, S^A.p., 1912. free engine,

speedometer, lamps, etc.. excellent condition:
£20.—Mylam and Co., 197, London Rd., W. Croydon.

[7857

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FBANCIS 1915 Twin, ' speedometer, hern. lamp

set, done 500 miles only; accept £65 nett,

GET- IT AT

0IAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. & Britisii

Excelsiors.

1916 Models on View.

£78/10.—Sergeant Bloom,
Bath.

c/o Baetin,
cost

Claverton St..

[7848

cat linrn : £60.-
Edinburgh.

LEA-FRAN^CIS. 1915. 3>^h.p. twin. 3-srced connter-
shnft. ficnii T.T. bars. Luca^ head light, mechani-

-A. Downie, 19, Havmarket Terrace,
[X7372

Levis.

LEVIS. 1915, little used; £19/10.—Leighton's, oppo-
site Wood Green Station. [7826

1 Q16 Levis Poptilar in stock; £32.—Williams, A.J.S.
-^^ Agent, Chapel-ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[X7600
LEVIS Popular jNTodel, one only at the old price:

£28/1.—Sole District Agents, Walsall Garage,
[7628

perfect: £19/10.-
108, Church St.

[7792

LEVIS. 1914, Lucas lamp eet. etc.,

Pickrell, Royal Flying Corps.
Edmonton.

Oih.p. New Levis models just delivered from -works,
'W-l £28/1 cash, or deferred payments.-Waud'ooe's,
9. Shoe Lane, London. [X7558

"IQ15 Levis. Popular, lamp. horn, condition perfect;
XO' any trial; what offers?—Boi L322, "' "'

Cycle Oiflces, 20, Tuor St., E.C. .

"IrtlS Levis,

T EVISES.-

The Motor
[7908

Siih.p.. Popular model, absolutely in

stock: £28/1: exchanges: easy terms-—Julian.
Broad St.. Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

,. -We have eeven models in stock; deferred
pavments and exchanges entertained.—Lamb's, 151

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green. [7685

LEVIS 2^!troke Motor C.vcles. latest 1915 models.-
Sjle London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London. W.C.
'Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

LEVIS-rOPULAR. 1915, splendid 'condition, semi
T.T. bars, fully equipped: best offer over _£ 21

feenres this bargain.—Box L280. Tlte

Offices, 20, Tudor St, E.C.
Hlotor Cycle

[7570

Martin.

MAETIN'-J.A.P. Racy Motcr Cycle. 3 speeds, splendid
condition; £20 cash. Buckingham, 21, Tindal St.,

Chehnsfotd. [7697

Matchless
"I Q13 7h.p. Matchless, Can=elet^sidecar,^all acc^essjiries

cash or easy terms.—E. E.
Swansea, London, Cardiff.

Jones (Garages).
[0721

7-9h.p. Matchless, new September, 1914, and sidecar,

complete with Cowev speedometer, Lucas lamp
and horn, splendid condition: £70; any trial given.—

Clarke, Linden Grove, Middlesbrough. [X7570

MATCHLESS 1914 8B Combination, trip speedo-

meter, lamps, horn, etc., perfect throughout;
£70.—Arthur Mvlam and Co., 197, London Ed., W.
Croydon. 'Phone : 2379. Open Sundays. [7562

1Q14 Sh.p. Matchless, 2-speed, with magnificent

X«/ coachbuitt sidecar, hood and wind screen, com-

bination in condition like new; sell £60, or exchange

lower power and ca5h.-141. Marsh House Lane. W.ar-

lington. [X7552

Minerva.

MINEEVA. 3ii-4h.p., waterproof Bosch, good tyres,

perfect; £12/15.-1, Ebner St.. Wandsworth
[X7621

\/riNERVA. 2i!:h.p.. splendid engine, mag., B. and
B.. tvres eQual new, too large reason disposal:

wants timing; must sell: £7.-Micklethwaite, Cumber-

worth, near Huddersfleld. mis

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-EEVE Twin, lightweight, mag., Druid« seen

running: £8/10.-Speechley, 45. Church Ed., Arton^

Sole District Agents forCalthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or

Extended Payments.

SPECIAL OFFER.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
S.S., electric equipment, complete
with Coach-built Sidecar and
Luggage Grid ; usual price

£g^ los., sale price £79 15s. 12

months' guarantee.

Exckanges or Extended Payments
arranged.

Selections from our present stock. Trial nins

arranged for all second-hand machines. Try
belore ysn buy.

NEW MACHINES.
Usual Sale

' lyrics. Price.

£ s. t s. d.

ror, lih.p. CALTHORPE-
J^A.P., 2-speert. soiled 36 15 34 15

1915 23 h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-

stroUe. 2-sp., variable ignition 32 10 30 10

iQts 2th.p. EXCEISIOB, 2-

stroke. shop-soiled 30 16 28 10

igrs 2» h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-

stroke, 2-speed, and clutch,

shop-soiled 44 2 41 15

1915 4* h.p. EXCELSIOR Co:n-

bmation, shop-soiled 82 12 9 78 10

igiS "i 6 h.p. EXCELSIOR, 3-

speed, countershaft 71 8 66 10

MILLFORD Kmpress for H.-D.
machines, new — 18 15

ROVER Coach-built Sidecar,

with brake, shop-soiled 17 I7 15 15

SECONDHAND BARGAINS.
1915 3i h.p. Lady's BROUGH, 3-5peed,

'nearly new £53

1914 2 stroke LEVIS, 2-speed, fully

equipped S32 10

1915 4-3 h.p- ZENITH, countershaft,

nearlvnew MS 10

tor;i 6 h.p. ZENITH and Coach-built

^Sidecar £42

ion "i-e h.p. A.C. SOCIABLE, hood

'and screen- «37 10

1914 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, and

Bramble coach Sidecar £65

Sole London iind District Agents

:

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
LIMITED,

21a STORE STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,

LONDON, W.C.

WholKale 38. ALFRED PLACE.

Telephone : Museum 1240.

TeleCTams :
'* Dynametro,"

[naHaBnaaaBaan
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.I;.

Motouicnchc.
MOTOSACOOIIi:. 1911, coriiim .n n« new, tntr :

nacrlflcc f9.-Wull't.. Wi.l HI., Htllutd. 176'."

New Comet.
1Q1!> New Cornel, Z-trokc Iliwlco "nrlnc, 2 •p«-<l».
Xt7 f(Kith4Purd«, i>lioti-«olM ; tiuritatn, £20, or cxrhinito,
-.Matkhuin, 345, Kdlfwoio lUl,, W. [X7480

New Hudson.

Nr.W Ilud.on, 1914, Jll.h.p. .I.A.P.. T.T., iin|.|!l»l

la«l machine; £22.— I'crcy and Co., 337, Eu.lon
ltd., London. [77',7

NEW Hndion Illif Six Comblnttlon, unwilwl, irp'" :

omelTt, etc: £60.— Uolwrli, 27, Oreu'out (jtti..

Clapham. S.W. 17764

NEW Und«on Dl? Six Comhlniitlon, 1914, Id rowI
condition; fSS.-SDC-ddlnu, Denial Suiictr, neon*

Church Uinp, llollon. 1X7540

NEW Hudson UIb Six. £92(8, nclunllT In rtock: »l«o

model C 2-,.trol!e. £38; d'lirnil pajriuenti- ex-

. hnnRCs —Lamb'o, 151. BlBh St.. Wollhoinitow, «Dd 60,

lliBh Ed.. Wood Oteen. (7688

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2-rtroko. 2-<rw«I. Model d*
Luxe, splendid order. Lueiu lump »et, horn,

stcivart spprdoineter; £34, or near oflcr.— William*.
Overlcigh. Towyn, Merioneth. [7658

New Imperial.

IQIO Now Ira|>erial, 2 spewb, 2'th.p, J.A.P. cncino;
X*./ in stock: 35 gna.—Crow, aeent. Kolhcrh^iin,

(X7594
NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, 2y.h.p , 2*per<l. 'Iifip-

soiled; 30 ens.—Julian. Broad St.. Reading.
I'hone: 1024. [X6408

NEW Imperinl-.Tap, 25yi.p., 1915',<,, 2-iipecd. new
Aupust: enlisted: £27/10.—Mawn, 89, Oxford nd.,

Acoek's Green. tX7602

NEW Imperial, 1915, 2^h.p.. 2 ipecdt. complcl*
accessories, new condition; £30.—P. J. ETatu.

.Tohn Bright St., Birmingham. (7804

T Q15 2V.>h.p. New Imperial-Jap. 2-speed, lerjr llttla

X*J used, new condition, guaranteed; £28.—New.
some, Keswick Rd.. Blackpool. [X7524

NEW Imperial-Jap. 1915. 2>,!;ll.P-, 2-*Peed, P. and H.
lamp. horn, accessories, uulcaje 900, pcrlcct; £29.

-16, I'cntland St., Wand.sworth. [7735

NEW Imperial-Jap. both models in etock, with and
without clutch and kick starter. £36/15 and £43/1.

-Crow Bros.. 190. Hisb St.. Guildford. [772S

NEW Imperials. 1916 models, in Ktock : rcle London
agents- trade suppUed; few 1915 shop-soiled nt

reduced prices.-A. P. Key. 173, Gt. Portland St., Ixm-

don, W. [7832

NEW Imperial, 2\th.p.. 2-speed, May. 1915, enamel

and nickel exceUent, engine perfect, done 950,

tyres good, head light, accessories; £28.—Hine, Wliit^

gates. Woking. 17817

NEW Imperials. 1916 models, in stock: light tounVt,

with 2 speeds, also kick starter models: ladies' ma-
chines, prices from 35 gns.—P. J. Erana, John Bneht
St., Birmingham. 17805

NEW Imperials.—These famous medium-weighte are

the fluent ralue obtainable- DeUrerr fiom slock,

and prices from 35 gns.-The Colmoie Depot, 31, Mn-
tihaw St. Liverpool. [7822

OHh.p. New Imperial-Japs. latest models, jost de-

/W4: livered. 2-speed and tree engine, ao ideal light-

weight; £36/15; cash, extended payments, or ex-

change.—Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [i7542

Norton.

LIVERPOGL.—1916 Nortons from etock, big lour.

3-speed c-ountershalt, all chain drive De Luia
sidecar combination, £85.—Horsman and Co., 12. HatJ
St.. London Ed., LiverpcoL [5.7162

ATOETOX Big Four, torpedo cane sidecar, on De Luxe
ii cbassis, Sturmer-Archcr 3-si'eed ronntershaft. 3in.

tyrefi, clain-cnm-belt : cost ever £80 last month, 70 goi

-Chatfield, 2, Marina, BexhUL 17765

'OETOXS. 1915. in stock for immediate deliTerr;

XI T.T. models. iVih p. and 4h.p. big single coach-

built combinations, both sportini: and de luie: pncea

from £50 —P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham agent,

John Bright St. 17806

NS V. and sidecar, 2 speeds, mag. : £14/10. or

nearest oUcr.-Speechley. 45, Church Bd., Acton.

NS U . 2'-ih.?.. 2-speed, F-E.. mac, good condition

:

£8/10.-53. Laournum Ed., Merton, WimbledJa.

'-Shp XS.IT. Twin, excellent order: accept first offer

O over £25.-Seen Steele's Garage, Steeles Ed.. Haver-

stock Hill. [7660

S IT Twin. Indian red. 2 speeds, ample power for
_.' sidecar: bargain, £19. or exchange.-Martham,
345. Edgware Ed-. W. [3.7478

N.S.U.. 1914, Sl^h-p-, 2 speeds, free engine, eprins

frame, speedom'eter. lamp, and hom. splendid order

:

great bargain, £26.-Markham. 345, Edgwtire Bi^^W^

31.h.p. N.S.IT., new piston and mag. fitted in 1915.

2 A S.L air spring frame, new back studded

tyre, B. and B. drip feed; £18.-23, Manchester Rd..

Walkden. nr. Manchester. rX7S15

advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aig
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

1913, SVih.p., 2-speed, free engine, well Bpning

j^.r.T.

front and back, m.o.i.v., adjustable tappets, lamp,
fcols, etc., guaranteed good condition; sacrifice £19.—
No. 9,823, Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7514
3ili.p. N.S.U. , OTerhead valve, mag., adjustable
2 pulley, very low dropped frame, Lycetts La

Grande saddle, good tyres, new Clincher on back,
spring forks, T.T. bars, torpedo tank, B. and B.; £12,
or near.—Ginns, Carleton, Carlisle. [7905

N.U.T.
1915, 2^411. p. J.A.P. T.T. twin, overhead valves,

done 200 miles, only ten days in use, as new; pro-

perty of army ojficer; £65.—A. Downie, 19, Haymarket
Terrace, Edinburgh. [X737S

O.K.

O.K. Junior, 1914'/,, 2.6peed, lamp, horn, completely
new; £22.—Bailey, Hope Lane, Adlington, Maccles-

field. [X7S77

O.K., 1915, 2h.p., 2-speed, lamp, horn, splendid odn-
ditian: £24.—Jotcham, Hillesley, Wotton-under-

Edge. . i;X7382

O.K., 22/4h.p., 19i4 (late), 2-speed. free engine, 4-stToke.

fitted with speedometer, lamps, etc. ; Christmas
bargain, £C2/10.—Ncwnbam, 223, Hammersmith Ed.,
W. [7767

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2-speed, in splendid condition,
very little used: original price £33/10, to be cleared

at 21 gns., very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Read-
ing. 'Phone: 1024. [X23a6

Omega.
OMEGA, 1915=,4, 3h.p., 2 speed, 2-stroke, new ma-

chine; going at £32; perfect. — Webb, Belmont,
Surrey. [7839

P. and M.

P.
and M. Lightweight, 2-speed, free engine, Bosch
mag., good condition ; £13.—Pantling, VTing. Bucks-

[X7425

P. and M.—We have a 1914 2-speed kick staiter
model, very good order, £45 ; deferred payments

and exchanges entertained.-Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walfhamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [7688
ip. and M., coachbuilt sidecar, new March, 1914,
-- only ridden 5,000 miles, complete with Lucas
lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer, and insurance
policy; £48/10, rare bargain,-The Walsall Garage,
Walsall. [7626

Peugeot.
3ih.p. Peugeot, 2-speed, and F-E., with sidecar, mag.,

2 grand puller; any trial; just overhauled; splen-
did condition; absolute bargain, £25.—Clark, Garage.
Long Melford, SuSolb. [7770

Precision,
Precision, and wicker sidecar, good
£24.-Dyball, North Market Ed.. Gt,

[S7611
Premier.

Oih.p. Premier, 3 speeds, as good as new: £30, with^2 P.H. lamp and horn.—The Garage, Whitland, S.
Wales. [X6149
IT-gh.p. Twin Premier, 1914, 3-speed countershiift,
• Swan 16 gn. sidecar, grand order; £65, cost £100.-
P. Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk. [7696
"DEEMIES, 1915, 3%h.p., 3 speeds, military type,
-•- complete with lamps, speedometer, the Long horn,
only run 600 miles; bargain, £49/10.^4, Grosvenor Ed.,
Aldershot. [7647
TDEEMIEE. SVoh.p., 1911, and accessories, recently
-»- overhauled by makers, and fitted with 1915 parts,
excellent condition; trial; can be seen Saturdays or
Sundays; £23.—Gerard Cobb, The Grove, Esher. [7659

1Q13 3¥ih,p.
J- tr condition

;

Tarmouth.

Quadrant.
(7)UADRANTS.—1916 all-black models can be
VjC tained from stock at the following addresses

:

ob-

Quad:
St.,

'RANTS.—Quadrant Motors, 78, Gt. Queen

QUADRANTS.-
E.O. Tel. :

-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,
Hoi. 6777.

QUADRANTS.—Elco and Co.,
Tel. : Avenue 554S.

QUADRANTS.—Service Co.,
W.C. Tel. : Central 260.

QUADRANTS.—Newsome
Broadway, W. Tel. :

QUADRANTS.—Wm.
W. Tel. : Park 1

Bishopsgate At., E.C.

Ltd., High Holborn,

and Fletcher
Ealing 1337.

Whiteley, Ltd.

-D. C.
Walt.

Lamb,
169.

D. C. Lamb, High Rd
1956.

Ealing

Queen's Rd.,

Tudor Rd., Hackney,

High St„ Waltham-

Wood Green

QUADRANTS.—W. H. Clack,
N. Tel. ; Dalston 2722.

QUADRANTS.-
stow. Tel.

QUADEANTS.-
Tel. : Hornsey

QUADRANTS.—Quadrant Motors have a variety of
second-hand Quadrant motor cycles for disposal.

—78, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C. [7831

LIVERPOOL.-Latest model 4i/;h.p. 3-speed all-ch:iiu

Quadrant sidecar combination; £72.—HorsuKJU
and Co., 12. Hiirt St., London Ed.. Liverpool. [X7163

/jl ih.p. Quadrants, latest new 1916 models, chain-cuni-
dt2 belt transmission. BS.A. o-speed gear, free ca-

price £60;
Shoe Lane.

[X7559

tine, and kick start: delivery from stock;
sscliange or easy terms.—Wanchope's, 9,

London.

Under a spreading Chestnut tree

A mournful Cyclist stands;

A very " fed up " man is he,

With black and greasy hands

;

For his troubles with the engine parts

Seem endless as the sands.

And children coming home from
A dozen strong or more ; [School

Just love to get between his legs,

They want to "hear it roar."

He knows alas that burning sparks

Will fly from plugs no more.

Toiling—grousing—sorrowing.

One thing in life he knows

;

Next morn will see a task begun:
To Godfrey's shop he goes

And buys a Power Plus INDIAN
Before the evening's close.

Week in, week out, from morn till

You can hear his engine roar, [night

You can see him swing his trusty bike

At speed up one in four

—

And the Village Blacksmith died
with fright

As he stood at his smithy door.

We are more than sorry that the

exigencies of rhyme compel us to

deprive the Village Blacksmith of the

night's repose awarded him by the

gentle Longfellow long before the

advent of the Power Plus Indian. We
are sure that the Village Blacksmiths
of to-day (if there are any left) will

be proof against the phenomenal
speed of the Power Plus Indian
flashing past their smithy doors ;

especially when they learn that it is

just as easy to ride this wonderful
machine with "measured beat and
slow " as it is to attain a speed which
it would be unwise to mention.

Godfreys.

Th Power
Plus Indian

is the finest motor cycle

yet offered to the Motor
Cycling Public.

NOW ON
AT

VIEW

Godfreys, L*;'.'

208, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
"Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

CALL AND INSPECT OR WRITE
FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE.

CASH OR EASY TERMS.

R

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

3ih.p. Quadrant, fitted with variable gear, sound
2 condition; £20; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [X7545
Radco.

RADCO, 2-stroke, 2 speed*, splendid order: fl9;i0
-Buckingham, 21, Tindal St., Chelmrford. [7700

RADCO Lightweight. 1915 model, nice condition;
£20. complete with aii a^^orie* and tools —\N au-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [X7560

Rex.
6h.p. Rex Combination. 2.speed, hand-starter; £35.—

Lunn, Garage, Market Sq., Evesham. [X7601

6h.p. 2-spi'ed Twin Hex and sidecar: £20; wants re-

pair.—Bundle. 135, Brook St., Stepnej-. [7811

6-7h.p. Hex, 1913, 2-speed machine, with coachbuilt

sidecar, line r^et. excellent condition; £37/10.—
Finch, 19. Austin Av., Stockton-on-Tees. [X7571

"DES; 1913 6h.p. Combination, De Luxe model, cans
-t*j sidecar, wants overhauling; special bargain sub-

ject unsold, £17/10.—J. Maudes, 100, Gt. Portland
St., London. W. [7843

Rex-Jap.

BHAND New 1913 Rex-Jap, 2-6peed, and free engine

model, tihop-soiled only; £45, il fitted with new
Canoelet sidecar £55.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane Lon-
don. [X7S61

REX-J.A.P., 1914, Bh.p., connfershaft 3-spced gear.

enclosed chain drive, kick starter, automatic lubri-

cation, sidecar lugs brazed to irame, 650x65 Kempshall
tj-res, equal to new; £50.-The Premier Motor Co..

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7895

Royal Ruby.
OTAL Ruby, 2-stroke, nearly nevv; £22.-Bncking-

ham, 21, Tindul St., Cheknsiord. [7704

Rover.

ROVER, 1915, T.T. model, practically a new
machine; £38/10.—Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[7634

ROVER, 3V'h.p., 19K, Iiee engine, and coachbuilt

sidecar, In perlect order; £28.—Percy and Co.,

337, Euston Rd., London. [7759

ROVER, T.T., 3-speed. new 14 En. Montgomery, foot-

boards, handle starter, absolutely as new; nlust

sell, £46.—Jcavon's, Draper, Lye, Stourbridge. [X7573

3ih p TT Rover, 1914, Indistinguishable from new,

2 ' '

absolutelv faultless, mileage under 600; ex-

changes, or sell £38.-1. Welbeck St.. DarUugton. [7870

ROVERS in stock; immediate delivery of T.T. and
sporting machines; early delivery of countershaft

models.— P. J. Evans, controlling Birmingham agent.

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7807

T Q13 TT. Rover Slih.p. Motor Cycle, fitted with
Xtf Lucas head lamp, horn, speedometer, tools, etc.,

m splendid condition, tyres nearly new; fsO.—K t.

Wootten, 55, High St., Oxford. [7854

Rudge.

RUDGE Mulfi. 1914. T.T., 3".ih.p.; £34.-Moody,
.444. Fishponds Rd., Bristol. [7788

1 015 Rudge Multi. 3;2h.p.. sporting sidecar; £42/10.
i-U -Lieut. Harvey, Charlton HvUee, Cheltenliam

1 Q13V'' 3'jh.p. Rudge Multi. good, condition except
-L O one cover ; £30.—Robinson, 41, Michael's Rd..

Bedford. [7889

RUDGE, 1913, 2 speeds, and free, sidecar, quick de-

tachable; £32, or lightweight part.-48. Clifton

Av., Wembley. ^^42

TSLE of Man T.T. Rudge Multi. Si.jh.p., 1915, lamps,

i. etc.; £48.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Hd.,

Strcatham, London. [0751

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Swan sidecar. Miller

Xtl lamp- £42, cr near offer: fine condition.—The

Garage. Whitland. S. Wales. [X6148

SEVERAL good and very cheap Rndges for sale: send

for list,-Morgan and Maxwell, the London Motor
Mart, 80, High Rd., Stieatham. - [0752

T.T. Rudge Multi. 1914, special engine, ran in Nice
trial, Lucas lamp set and horn, very fast; no

offers, £40.—Apply, Weslake, Clyde House, St. Thomas,
Exeter. [X7503

RriiGE Multi. 1915. 3'.jli.r., h.irdly nsed, in splendid

couditicui. cuniiilete with accessories; owner enUstctl

;

£45. or ne.ircst utfci accepted.—125, Queen's Rd.. Fins-

bury Park. Liuulon. N. [X.7628

1 016 Rudije Multi. 3'..>h.p., standard model, just re-

JlO ceived^- £5815; best terms lor cash, exchanges,

or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishoi>sgate

Av., Camomile St, E.C. [0552

Scott.

SCOTT, 1914. and Mvers sidecar, perfect machine, only
run 3,800 miles; £50.-78, Bedford St., Liverpool.

[7718

T.T. Scott, very fast, l.nmps. horn, speedometer,
beautiful condition throughout: £26, or closi^ ojjer

considered.-Lamb, 113, Bonnerhill Rd., Kingston.
[7645

SCOTT, 1915. splendid condition, tyres as new, Lucas
lamp and horn, Coivcy speedometer; £40.— Castle

Motor Co., Ltd.. Showroom. Kiderminster. [X7527

SCOTT. 1914'^. and Canoelet. done 1.000 miles, con-
dition like new. extremely carefully kept, with

lamp, tools, spare tyre; £58.—Eadcs, 63, Wilton Ed.,
Birmingham. [X7S01

A20 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscelljineotis.

il, mU iluilit (Irlvo (onolortod),1 015 2Mli.p.. 3-sii

coiulitiini, 2 luiuiw. 2 RiMiorntors, ioo]-^.

'Hi',; £47. or nriir olVor; soeu bv appointinout.— Ltiirrplt,

142, D.'mniiil: Ilill. S.K, [X75'll

T^OU 11 Ken! ItiiiKaiu in Becond-liimd motor cyclM, eyrl.
X. nira, eoiir-i. iinicnetos, otc, you sliould mil or wiiti'
MorKuu mid Miixwrll, tho London Motv^r Mart. DO,
LliKh Rd,. Stioiitliani. who enn poaitivi'ly mivo ymi
[HMuutrt, sliillinj^s. and i>i'ncf. At tlio nioniont wo Imvo
A.i.S., Aiiu^ru'jin Kxi-elsinr. Ari.^1. A.S.L.. Tint. Jtrjid-
bury, Cidtliuiiir. Cliatcr-Lwi, Clyno (2 mid l-Mrnlti'l,
Ji.nmlas. KntlH'td (6h.p. coniliination, rlioap). F.N.
(sowM.iI), HiiTlyy-David-wn (1915), Hmnhor, Inii'erinl-
Jail, liidinu, Ixion 2-stroki', Hn/dewwd, Miiloliless.
j\U'to-Hin-L^, itotosiunwlie, Now lludsun, N.^S.IT. (sovt'r.dj,
I'rt'inior H'oiubi nation, clie^p), Itovor {several), Rndji''.
Sinjror, Triuinpli, Zouith; several rlicap eiileoars; A.c:
Soritiblo for salt* ch-eap; also H.S.iL cycle car and Wall
triear; ovor 150 motor cycles in Btock. Hours 9.30 In
10: Wednesdays 1 o'clock. [0748

SECOND-HAND Motor CyclGs.-Wa carry the larpcsl
and best stock in tho Kinpdoni. For instance. t!u

followiupr lots: 1915 Vetoce, £24; 1914 ditto. £21;
1915 Sun-Villicrs, £20; sUglitlr used IIJ Harl.'v
Davidson combination, £75; 1915 O.Iv., £22; 1915
demonstration Eovcr, complete -with lamiw. and" epi'ed^
ometer. £56; 1913 Cbatcr-I/ea, n-itli 25 trn. Gloria side-
car, £40: 3i.-.b.r. 3-t?peed Ariel, £30- 1913 3'-.b.p. PrC'
mier nud sidecar, £32/10: 1912 wator-oooled Rex and
sidecar. £25; 1914 2^ib.p. 3-speed A.J.S.. £36: 1914
Enfield combination, with accessories, -n-ind screen, and
boad, £58: 1915 £70 SV-li-p. 3-specd Triumph, aa new
£40: 1911 free engine I'rinmph. £20: 1911 free en-
gine Triumph, Tvitb footboards and handle starting-. £20;
50 more in stock. -Send for detail list, post free. No
reasonable offer accepted.—Colmore Depot, 51, Cotmore
Row, Birmingham. [X7422
FMEDCALF and Co., Colchester. TLone: 171.-

• We have for disposal the foOowing motor cycles:
6h.p. 1913 Rex-Jap twin and sidecar, £30 5V->h.p.
1914 Eudge. T.T. model, £30; 254h.p. 1915 Douelns,
3-speed. £40; 1914 Triumph, 2-speed, 2-?troke. £50:
4h.p. 1915 B.S.A., 5-spped, chain-cum-belt, £48- o'^.b.p
1913 B-S.A., 2-speed. £30; 2V-h.p. 1914 Levis, 2-speed,
2-stroke. good condition, £27: 3''-h.p. 1914 Sunbeam,
5-speed. as new. £57; 2">4b.p. 1914 Douglaa. 2-speed,
£38: 3Vjh.p. 1914 Premier, with 2-6peed countershaft
gear. £28; Douglas magneto, £4- 80 soiled motor cy-le
belts, all sizes, from 3/6 each; Douglas frame. £1: B
and B. carburetter, 23/-: one Bosch magneto. £5:
coacbbuilt sidecar, £4: several speedometers, second-
hand, little use<i, from 35/- each. We "n-ill exchange any
of the above motor cycles, etc., for the following, with
cash adjustments: Good make. 2-stroke engine, motor
cycle rims, motor cycle mudguards, head lamp set;
cycle or motor cycle lamps, stands, or footrests, car
foot pumps, jacks, tail lamps, tyres, Ford parts. [6380

HEBDEN'S ISIotor Mart. Burnley.—Clearance sale
to make room for 1916 models. Have in stock:

1916 Enfields, all models; Douglas, War OfBce model;
1915 7-9h.p. Indian and sidecar. 5-speed, hood, screen,
etc.. to clear offers accepted; Harley-Davidson, model
IIF. just delivered, offers; 1915 Wolf Peco, 2-st-roke,
2-speed, to clear; 1915 Wolf, 2V-3li.p., 2-stroke, 2-

speed, offers; 1915 2i:ih.p. Enfield, as new, 2-speed,
£30; 1914 B.S.A., T.T., perfect, a gift. ^58; 1913^2
Zenith-Jap, Gradua gear, new tyres and belt, a gift, £30 :

1912 Humber. 1914 engine, and new C.B. sidecar, per-
fect, £36; 3i;.h.p. 2-speed Triumph and Turner C.B.
sidecar, a gift. £50; 1916 2V-'h.-p. New Imperial, 2-

speed, clutch, and kick-starter, 41 gns. ; 1914 5-6h.p.
Rudge Multi and sidecar, new tyres and belt, speedo-
meter, lamp, horn, hood, etc., as new, co:;t £95, accept
£59; 1915 8h.p. Williamson, water-cooled, and side-
car, complete, cost £110. accept £80, as new; new
Williamson cycle car, water-cooled, 3-speed, Douglas

|

engine, list £120, best offer or excliange.—Hebden's
Motor Mart, St. James St., Burnlev. Tel. : 488.

[7906

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
PHOENIX Sidecars nnd Phcenix Sidecar Bodies.-We

are actual manufacturers. Established 1889.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—38 models to suit all motors.
Write for list.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—1916 list now ready; immediate
delivery ; largest stock in London.

PHCENIX Sidecars.— 100 complete sidecars always in
etock; Harley and American models.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Coacbbuilt from £8/5, wicker and
cane from £5.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—We make special models for
Aanerican mo'tors from 11 gns.

PHCENIX Sidecars on Hire; exchanges made; good
prices allowed for other makes.

PHCENIX Sidec^irs. second-hand. We have always a
large selection from 50/-.

PHCENIX Sidecar Bodies.—Special line in coacbbuilt
from £2/5: own make.

PHCENIX Sidecar Bodies.—Guaranteed largest stock
in London: eeveral stock-soiled and clearance.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—Largest and most varied sidecar
and body catalogue published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in

our own works; originators of the phcenix Trimo
forecar, popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept., Proprietors Phcenix Motors.
Ltd., 736, Hollowav Kd., and 4, 5. 6. Criterion

Mews, London, N- Tel.: Hornser 449. T.A.: Sycar-
nii, Upholl, London. [2218

TYPE T.T.

3/- each
Tames
the

worst

" plug

abusing "

engine.

THE
Plug for

two-stPokes.

FORWARD
MOTOR CO.,

Summer Row,

B'HAM.

WE MAKE CERTAIN OF
FORWARD RELIABILITY

-leave nothing to chance. EVERY

Forward Plug is tested Jor spark-

ing and leakage under a pressure

equal to double that of any engine.

The insulator will not crack or

break even under terrific heat.

The Forward combines every merit

required in a spark plug—with

the absence of any faults.

TYPE B.

3/- each

Wiienever a

rider puts

Forward

Plugs in his

engine he

reduces

trouble

possibilities

to a

minimum.

Every time

an Agent

sells a

• Forward

he makes a

friend.

Satisfaction and Sales
— go hand-in-hand. —

Anvr:nTi<;r%frNr?. tt

SIIIICAKS .\MI IOIII^.^I'^

J<|14
IMiii'lihiilll TorikHln Mlilnnr. (mxI

'' etiin.-Hi-<iB 223. IJiali nil, Kiiriutn

HARTO.VK'H for HMi-tori
.'.m, I'l rilniiTIIki IM . Klnf't ClOM, I

18 ON. Ny'lt^nlmin Hlilrmr, iCfl; re&r dfli .. -^ ..
iiii-lT or 2By5 tyro* &D'1 cuh.—Orabafti, isu,it,it

IM.. Wi.»h»ni. 17744

liMlln.,

HlulK^
1071 a

SIUKCAItH-Ri'roial t,nlkl->lmp<~l rrnrhlmllt
Kith nr wMtiout rhnMl*, iliciip—Wn

nriil rioll, LI<1 , llrlitnivo U4., I.«li.ait''r.

vni»,

SfKCIAr, Hl.lcfiirf to •till Amnrlciin Kt
llilllrvl);in.l^n; Oai'O lilOll 50'-. >•

17101 KliloiKlId riilim In ll|lit»clclil tuotlol .-.'.

Tills 61ilcuiln, Ilullfux.

IF Yon Wiint nno of tlift licft milf^ V4 hata In
lock Ciinocl't. Milll-Kul(or<1, lullan, aal Wat-

onliin.—Lanlll'^ 151. IJItli Ut., wallliauulo*, aD>l M,
lliirli M.. \ViK«1 Orccn. 176M
HARLGY-DAVrDSON Cano«li!l and nioria flMfura

in lilock. body and chaula cnamcllod ll.li. ftcit
28y3ln. Dtinlop K.8. tyro, etc.; prlwi 15 Kn*. to
27 srnt. : trad" htinplk-d.—Tho Prcmlor Motor Co., Ai'oa
Ud., BirmluBhuiu. 7fta/

TUK Juno, £10/10, 19/3 month; WaOoniin
leathorwolghl, E, £6/13/6, 12/3 month: K.

lined. £6/16, 12/8 month; O, £9/19/6, 18/4 month;
H. £10/10, 1973 month; VValaonJan cabrlolM, £12/12,
22/9 month,—Scon at 248. Bijihoi,tgat«, Ixiodon. 17661

TRICARS FOR SALE.
BAEGAINS: Mnrt Clear.—Tliriv- 1913 mrool curt,

from £35; pl'UM call-Liijuid.itor, 10c, Wirlctt
PJaco, West NonrooA CX7616

BODIES.
CAMBEE Coach Bodlc<i. £3/10: ll»l« U<^.-

and Haytes. 73, Oinrch St., CambonreU.
nrlKil
(7778

CAJitBEn Coach Tnndcm Model, f 4/12/6.-Bricht
and Haylca, 73, Cbnrcli St., CamlK-rnolL (7778

CAJnsEll Lightweight Modtli. under 20 lb.; £3/5^
Bright and llayles, 73, Church St., C»mb«r«cll.

[7777
CLEARANCE of Torpedo Coachballt Bodica from

£1/10 to £4; li«t Irec.—Tho Premier Motor Co..

Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7586

CYCLE CARS.
Dno Cycle (Jar, 8h.p. J.A.P., egnal to new:
55. or near offer.—J. WilUama, 80, DcloncTy

Regent's Park. X.W. [X7462

MORGAN Grey Sporting Model, ready (or Imme-
diate delivery: £94/10;_ca8h_cxcnanBCa_ con-

It/ £55

sidered.—The Walsall Garage. Waliall. (7631

MORGAN, Grand Pril, 1915, 700x80 tjrea. tpoedo-
meter, Lucas lamps and born, pcrlcct; £110,

or near offer.—Mj-lam and Co., 197. London Rd.. W.
Croydon. [7858

MORGAN'. 1914, sporting model, disc whcela, hood
and screen, speedometer, luU^ equipped and

like new; bargain. - - " "
~ "

Rd.. London.
£75.—Percy and Ck)., 337, Eniton

(7755

MORGAN, sportini? model, apedal body, with aide

door, upholstered real leather, hood. ,hood eorer,

condition; £75:
199. Piccadilly

(7729

cai tyiee, speedometer, etc.. red. new
licbtvreiglit part exchange. — Petty.

Regent 4838.

8h.p. J.A.P. Watcr<ooled Engine, hack axle, with

2.6peed gear and connectlona, fct of wheel* com-
plete witn Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, tilencer,

and radiato . ready fo' being awembled to make a cycle

car- wha. cflers?—The Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Mjn
chestc- t0705

BARGAINS.—Must clear following 2<ealcn: lOhp
Adams. 1910, £40; 8-lOh-P. Jackson aportinir.

m.o.i.v., Bosch, £45; 9h.p. Biley Baby cycle oar, 5 d»
tachftble wheels, mag., £50; 12h.p. Suauro-Naudtn spcrt-

ing, bulbous back torpedo. SO m.p.li.. £65: 20h.p. aport-

in? Dari.T-jil, bulbous, dynamo lighting, disc whceU,
£85- several others, 4-s©ater8, landanlet*. cbasaU, etc.:

iil^ase call; offers.-LiQuidator, 10c, Waylett Place, Wert
Nonrcod. „ tX76l7

CARS FOR SALE.
61J.P Rover 2-seat. Littla Cor, 3 speeds, hood, tcroen:

£25.-187, High St.. Tooting. (7836

lOh.p.. 1913. very smart; £135.—Bncfc-
- - Cbehnsford. [7707

CROSSLET (3oupe Cor, suit doctor; £230. or part

e-vJiange.-Buckingham. 21. Tlndal St, Chelros-

imd- [7710

SIZAIRE 9h.p. 2-se3t.. Stepney, lamps, etc., reliable

little car; £35.—ifylam and Co„ 197, London
Rd.. W. Croydon. [7859

FORD 1913 Touring Car. Just done np and re-

painted- £90. or part exchange.-Buckingham. 21.

Tindal St., Chehnsfotd. (7708

DE DION. 6h.p.. goad 2-6eatcr, in elccUenf mnning
order: bargain. £20. or would lake good motor

cvile level deoL—96. Oown St.. Ipswich. [X7614

G.W.K Light Car. 1915. latest model, Jart arrived

from works: immediate delivery: £178/10.-Wil-

SINGER Car.
ingham. 21. Tindal St.,

kins, Simpson, aid Co.. 11. Hammersmith Bd.. Lond'-n.
[7667

screen. 2 head. side, and tailG.W.K,. 1913. hood.
lamps, speedometer, _hom,_ tools, etc.. ot^ prwenl

ing overhauled;
l,iiid Sti. W.

£100.-Eei llundr. 132. Gt. Port-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, kz^
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CARS FOR SALE.
TUUMEULL 2-6eater Car, done only 50 miles, com-

plete witli electric lamps, spare wheel and tyre,

electric horn; £110, or part exchange.—Buckingham,
21, Tiadal St., Chelmsford. [7709

CALCOTT, 10.5h.p., 1916, latest model, the leading
light car, dynamo lighting set, and all complete

;

jnst arrived from works; immediate delivery.—Wilkins,
Simpson, and Co., 24, Sheet St., Windsor. [7566

HUMEEEETTE, 1914, ivaterKjooled, hood, screen, 2
head, side and tail lamps, speedometer, hora,

tools, etc., 700x80 tyres, in excellent condition tlrrough-

out; £95.-Kex Mundy, 132, Gt. Portland St., W.
[7904

WE Haveia 1915 Saxon, ridden 1.000 miles, £120;
Chater-Lea, 1913, ivater-cooled, £85; 1913 Cronch,

£65; Morgan, 1915. slightly soiled, £110; motor cycle
exchanges and deferred payments entertained.—Lamb's,
151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green. [7689

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments. — All makes snpplied ; lowest

terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.
[0618

EXTENDED Payments arranged on new motor
cycles of all best makes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [X7567

ELCE and Co. have a large selection of new and
second-hand motor cycles and light cars which

can be purchased on the most advantageous extended
terms.—15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.

[0481

WE Are Open to accept reasonable suggestions fdf
motor cycles snpplied on deferred payinent tenns,

and offer liberal prices on exchanges.—Lamb's, 151,
High St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.

[7691
ENGINES.

li.p. llinerva Engine, silencer, pulleys, belt; 30/-.—
Clark, 4, Churcli Row, South Shields [7657

ENGINE, .4i4h, p. 1913 Star, splendid condition, mag-
neto included.—]Jeighton's, opposite Wood Green

Station. [7824
33.h.p. Minerva Engine, mechanical valves, Amac

4- carburetter, silencer, and pulley; 30/-.—Millen,
Brunger Farm, Tenterden. Kent. [7743

5-6h.p. Blnmfleld Twin Engine, caTburetter, exhaust
pipes, silencer, magneto platform, Bosch magneto

;

what offers?—Moss's Garage, King's Norton, Birming-
ham. [X7484

Q-STROKE Power Units; liberal allowance upon
/W second-hand engines in part payment .for these;
all makes supplied.—Valhugh, 128, Balsall Heath Rd.,
Birmingham. [X7609

POPE 9h.p. Twin Engine, complete with Dixie mag-
neto and automatic carburetter, new condition ; also

new Druid latest pattern fork.—Box 9,827, I'lie Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7500

T.T. Blumfield, single, specially built, used 1914
race, mag., carburetter, radiator, special tanks;

SE18; old engine or 1911 Indian considered part pay-
ment.—110, Willows Rd., Birmingham. [X760S

SJLh.p. Blumfield, the famous long stroke single, com-
2 plete power units, fitted with E.I.C. magnetos,

Amao carburetters, adjustable pulleys, large "eilencers,

tested and guaranteed; price £17/10 each; second-hand en-
'ginee considered part eschonge; payment terms arranged.
Special terms to trade Blumfield, 70, Lower Essex
St., .Birmingham. [X7507

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
BRAND New British Magneto for SV-h.p.; 65/-.— 8,

Bristol Rd., Bournbrook. (D)
'

[X7627

PACKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Experts on
all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetising, over-
hauling, etc. : repairs executed with expedition and

imapproachable workmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, John's Place, King St., Acton.
London. 'Phone: Chiswick 1518.— State your

trouble. Let us quote you. [4292

MAGNETO, Repairs at lowest charges; best work.—
-Cooper, 1, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbuiy Park. N.

[7867
MAGNETOS.—A lew shop-soiled, perfect, 2V'h.p. 42/-,

3V'h,p. 48K 4-cyl. 95/-.-Boulton and Son. Old
Hall St., Wolv^iTiampton. [X7537

SEND Tour Magneto Repairs to the Runbaken
Magneto Co., Ltd.. Camp Street Works, De^iiis-

irate, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.:
Runmag, Manchester.

T>EPAIRS.-The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., hare
XV the largest and best equipped works in this
country for dealing with this class of work. Moderate
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

QPARES DepaTt:nent.—We can supply from stock all

N^ spare parts for Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, U.H.,
tic. Send for illustrated booklet.

rpHE Runbaken Magneto_ Co., Ltd., Camp Street
Works,, Dean^gate, Manchester. 'Phone: 8266

Citv {3 lines). T.A. : Runmag, Manchester. Call or

Trite. [0^04

MAGNETO Repair^ and all spare parts.—The Run-
baken Hasneto Co., Ltd., Camp St. Works, Deans-

£ate, Man.->he.4.er. "Tel.: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A.:
Ruumo? Miincbester. [0715

W Programme for 19161
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laRISTOCMT!
I OF ITSTYPE I

The IVY—during the year 191 5 has
maintained its splendid reputation,

and we are assured by letters from
our clients that the little machines
are giving every satisfaction. We
take this opportunity of thanking
those past and present riders of the

IVY Two-stroke, whose kind patron-
age has enabled us to put before the

public the aristocrat of its type, and
to assure potential purchasers that

for 1916, although only improved in

detail, it is better than ever.

We are retaining all the models
which have been such a success last

season, viz.:— Tourist, De Lu-xe,

and Lady's two-strokes, with or

withoCit 2-speed gears, and are intro-

ducing one new model— a 3 h.p.

two-stroke (70x90) single-cylinder,

which will be sold as a solo machine,

and with a sidecar as a lightweight

combination. This latter, however,
will not be ready for delivery before

February, 1916.

Tourist Model Fixed engine £29 10
2i h.p. (64x70)

Solo Machine. 2-speed £36

De Luxe Model Fixecl engine £34
2i h.p. (64x70)
Solo Machine. s-speed £40 1

Lady's Model Kxed engine £31
2ih.p. (64x70)

Solo Machine. 2-speed £37 10

3 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke,

70 X go bore and stroke. Solo

machine, and with sidecar as

combination, with or without
2-speed gear. Prices not yet

fixed ; deliveries cannot be com-
menced before February, 1916.

I

I

I

I

I

I

R

I

I
S. A. NEWMAN, Ltd.,

Aston Cross, Birmingham.

Advance 1916
Folder post ?ree—
Catalogue will be
ready shortly. I

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO Kepnirs by ilamifactiuer= : all repairs

guaranteed: tpare part,= for anr ujabe : prompt
delivery.—Kenyon arid Torranre, 399, Gt. We.^terD St.,
Rusholiue, ilanchester. 'Phone: 362 Eusholme. [6407

MAGNETO Repairs of everr description hv Bc^ci
epeciali-stg. Expedition and moderate char^c-s.

ilaffnetos bought and sold. Several 1 and 2-eTl. mag-
netos in. stock.—The Magneto ilart. and Kepairing Co.,

142, Wardonr St.. W. Gerraid 727. [7679

MAGNETOS, Eepairs, Spares.-Eepairs to all types
at our own , works by experts. Ke-winding. re-

magnetising, spare parts for any make. Prompt
delivery guaranteed.—Brooklyn Engineering Co.. la,
Bailey St., Pendleton, Manchester. [X7581

MAGNETO Repairs.-Tlie London and Paris Mag-
neto Co., 154, Gt. Portland St., London.—Lowest

prices compatible with good wort. Avoid tinkering
and excessive raannfactureis' charges. Magnetos
bought and sold.—'Phone: Gerrard 1908. P637

BELTS.
BALATA-CHEOME Belts, highly satisfactory all

weathers; ^/jir 9d.. %in. lOd., iin. 1/-. VMn. 112
per foot, r st free : extra strong beJts for passenger
work, with steel drilled eyelets and washers all through,
Iin. 1/6, I'/ain. 1(9 per foot. — Pollin, Shepherd_=weU,
Dover. [9494

TANKS.
TANKS Made, repaired, and enamelled.-Bright and

Hayles, 73, Church St., CamberweiL [7779

TANKS, tanks, tanks, any shape, to order or
repaired: all metal sidecar bodies; general sheet

metal work; lists free.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery .\y..

E.G. Tel. : Central 12445. [6136

TYRES.
T EGGATE'S, Edinburgh, for Tyre Valua

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—For great reductions in
brand new clearance tyres. *ee tielow for ap-

proval terms. Prompt despatch guaranteed.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh—Clearance—1915 new pat-
tern Clincher Dreadnought, 6-ply fabric, extra

heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers. 26x2V4 31/-,
list £2/7/3: 26x2'/,, to fit 21^ rims. 31/6, list £2/7/3;
26x2ii, 32/6, list JB2/10/10.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-Clearance-—1915 new pat^
tern Clincher de luxe, heavy rubber studded,

beaded covers: 26x2, 21/-; 26x2%, 21/-; 26x2^, to
at 2V4 rims, 23/6; 26x21!., 25/6.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh. — Clearance- — 1915 new
Clincher de Luxe, beaded edge. 4-ply fabric, special

heavy, rubber studded, " added " non-skid pattern (not
recessed} covers, 26x2t,^, for 2^ rims. 27/6; special
value; absolutely "it" for greasy roads.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.—Standard 1915 Clincher
Dreadnought, 3-ribbed, 6-plv fabric, beaded covers,

650x65 39/9, 700x80 44/9, 700x80 for 650x65 rims
44/9; specially made for voitnrette rims of extra power-
fui passenger outfits and light cars.

LEGGATE'S. Edinbirrgh--Clearance.-1915 Duniop
extra heavy mbber-studded beaded covers, ,26x2*^

28/6, list 37/9; 28x2V, !for Indians), 31/-. list 41f3:
28/3 (for Indians or Harley-Davidsons), 33/-, list 44/-.

LEGGATE'S, EdinbuTgh.-1916 Duniop .tubes, best
quality, extra heavy, fully guaranteed, 24x2 6/6,

24x2y 7/-, 26xl?i 6/6, 26X2 6/9, 26x214 7/9. 26x2%
8/6, 26X21A 8/9, 26x3 9/6, 660. .65 10/6, 28x2% 9/-,

28x3 10/6."

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
new, and sent anj-Avhere on 7 days' approval agaiust

remittance; cash refunded in full ii goods not approved
|of-

LEGG-4.TE and Co., Motor C.vcle Specialists. 15.

Slateford Ed., Edinburgh. [X7174

0,'(ix2H Beaded Kempshall; npproral; IB/-.—Curd.
ri\i 17, G.irdner St-, Brighton. [7791

REDUCED 1915 List Tyre, all makes.—T.A. : Tyres.
— Graham, Vine St., Birmiugham. [0658

BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes. See last week's
adverts.—228, PentouviUe Rd., King's Cross, Lon-

don, N. P882

OM Combination. 700x80, £2/10, li.st. price £3/10;
not.done 50. miles: too large for own machine.—

D.O., 233, Essex Rd., ST. After 6 p.m. [7653

7//? Allowance Gnarauteed for old tyre towards nearly
/ O all new motor cycle covers.—Particulars to

Taylors', T-vre Stockists, Store St., Loudon, W.C- (0626

ECONOMIC for economy in all makes and sizes of

covers and tubes from 24x2^10 700x86, both
stock and clearance lines : inuuediate delivery : send P.O.

stating vour requirements, or refer kist week's Motor
(^ire/f.-Econondc Tyre Co., 137, Lowisham High Ed.,

New Cross. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [7873

SITUATIONS VACANT.
rANTED. a motor cycle repairer, must be in-

»T eligible for military service, permanency: no
cue eniiagcd on Goverumeut work or living more than

10 miles distant need apply.—Apply, Wauchope s, 3,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. LX7548

AV^

A24 All letters reKiting to adveitisements-sliould quote tiie number at the cud of each advertisement, and the d.ite of tlie issue.
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—and this is the

LION ^?

BELT FASTENER-
which you can buy anywhere fop

SIXPENCE.
ALTHOUGH not quite so good as the

"STANLEY"—no other Fastener is

as good as the "STANLEY"— it is

constructed on the same lines, designed
by the same brains, and is put forward
as the next best. Just the thing to carry
as a spare. Better than any other at
the price ; and it is

GUARANTEED 5,000 MILES.
If there is anything you wish to know about belt
drive, WATCH THIS SPACE, on write us direct.
Our experience is at your service.

Send postcard for booklet "A II in Favour"

STANLEY MOTOR BELT
AND FASTENER CO. ,

^(inventors ofthe Original Hook Fasten ev^^r
and other practical Belt Aids), ^^r ^

(Stanley Webb, Manager), ^^j^F
1^^^^BROMLEY, KENT.J^j^^

AGENCIES.
MOTOR CS'cIlet, invalided ortlcer, capfihlt mon, vlNit-

iiii; t;nraKP8 imd motor cj-cllntu, I/ondon nml ^lltl-

iirbs. «U'.'*iriw iiKCncy. (ittrut'tfve nccMKOiicn.—Box L3I;!.
The Motor Ci/cU Omi:eii, 20. Tudor St, E.a 17(j61

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING rnlenl Agoncy. 253. Qtz/'b Inn 1U\..

London.—Free udvicc Incluaivo chorfrc*. r7777

HENItT SKKailKTT Churtcpwl Pntonl AKont. 24.
Tempi; ltt).v. Biruiinplinin.—Pnvonlrt, frode ninrli»

and deoiBUi^. Motor piito'ita u Bpcci«Iity. iOC36

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of oU kinds (apccinlity motor), npi'ty

Erneot J. Baes, luaurujco Broktr, Bislioya !=• •*

ford. [0693

Y)t~IIV Pay Your Insurance PrcmiumB a year id
»» advance, when you can pay tlicm monthlv with-

Lloyd's wlirifout extra cost
General Insuranco,

Lowest vafos.

199, Piccadilly, [7734

CONSULTING' ENGINEERS.
REX iMUNDY after eiebt years' competition ridinc

experience, offers expert advice on selection of
new and second-hand motor cycles and light car-
Second-hand raach'nes examined and reported c.

Tuition. Moderate lees.— 132. Gt. Portland St., W.
t7112

WANTED.

MORG VN onfl MnsTvell purchaee for spot
approved second-hand or new motor cycles.

rnsli__.__... light

cars, combinations, eidecart^. etc.—Morernn and Maxwell,
The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd., Btreathara.

£0747

M.
MAUDES' Purchase Second-hand or new light cor?,

sidecar combinations, motor crcleti, or sidecars.

Prompt cash.—100, Gt. Portland St., London. W. [6347

TT/"ANTED, Bosch magnetos.-Below.

4ih.p. De Dion Epgine wanted, perfect condition.—
2 Wortham. Blake, and Co.. Waltham Cross. [7820

Morsan and Maxwell,A CCESSORIES Streathain.
[X2550

100

FLYING MEN
can obtain commi??ion? in the R.F.C. ^S- K.N.A.S.

U IS wortti \'our white to

UEARIM TO Ft-Y
1

I

AT THE

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOU OF FI.YING.

Write Ui i^cpi. B—
London Aerodrome, KENDALL'S MEWS,

Hendon, N.W Hortman acuare, w.

Phone: 151. Kineshury. Phone: 5nj6 Marfair.

WANTED. 4-61i.p. twiD en^ne and magneto.—Rhode?,
32. Bertram Ed., Bradford. [STasO

WANTED, modern frame and magneto for 3^.p.—
Worsdall, Salthonse Lane, Hull. [^7504

H.F. Vnlcaniser wanted.—Fnll particulars and price.

Williams, Moncriefl Lane, Glasgow. [7680

WANTED, good Bosch single and 4-cyl. magnetos,—
136. Gt. Portland St., London, W. [7841

Motor Cycles Wanted, spot cash paid.—Bring
or send. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7834

WANTED, ligltTveight motor cycle, good condition

:

about ilO.—Burton, Hadham. Herts- [7347

WATER-COOLED Engines up to lOh.p., any con-
dition.—Nixon, Brampton, Cumberland. [X5190

POWEKFUL Motor Cycle Combination Tranted.—

R

Johnson, Corcliester At., Corbridge-on-Tyne. [7719

TEITJMPH or modern mate; bargain for cash.—
Hoult, A.S.C. Depot, ATOnmonth Docks. [X7487

MOTOSACOOHE Frame, wheels, etc., to suit 2^4h.p.

engine.—Borner, Coronation Ed., Sheemesa. [X7486

N.S.U. Gear, or Gradua pulley, fit 4h.p. J.A.P., good
condition.—55, Bunyan Ed., Walthamstow. [6992

5-6h.p. 1909 Tirin Eex. timing half crankcase, or

Tvhole.—Pugh. 250, Ongar Ed., Brentwood. [7663

DOUGLAS Frame, 1911 model D, also child's pillion

seat, low price.—Edgell, Farrington, Bristol.

rS.7156
TEITJMPH. 1914 or 1915, 4h.p., wanted; also side-

car.—McLintock, Morton Terrace, Gainsborough.
[57531

WANTED, suitable gear box for Chater-Lea twin, also

silencer and pipes.—125, London Ed., Manchester.
|r)7ia

WANTED, countershaft gear, with kick-starter, also

Humber 1915 cylinder.—Millard, Belvedere. j

[7457
ANTED, really good second-hand machines; teirt

prices paid.—Longman Bros., King St., Acton.
[7754

WANTED, 1913 Douglas, any condition, cheap;
also Douglas frame.—Niion, Brampton, Cumber-

[X7535

Black- 1

1

[7845 [f

W^

land.

-ryANTED,
tyres, low.—B.. 164, Wesetcombe Hill.

31.h.p. Eex Cylinder and Piston, crown and pinion
[

2 ISh.p. 1906 Darracq.—Barrow, Ivy Works. Faib-
worth. [X7534

|

WANTED, motor cycle.^ ; spot cash. — Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St-, Wanddworth Town ,

Station. [8420 ]
WANTED. F.N. 4-cyl. engine, C-A.V., or Lucae 12

volt i'-namo.—17, Poplar Ar., King's Heath. Bir-|

mingham- [X7427["

TYRES
Great Reductions.

Special Clearance Lines
COVERS.

CONTINENTAL. Oiir

Prict.

Ribbc/J H/6
SUiidard 14 /-

T.T., basket paltcTQ 16/0

'^it(>

26
36
26X2l
26X21X2}
26X2?
26X2} X2i
26X2t
26x2V
26X2}
650X65
650X75

Iicivy

19/-
20 -

20 8
20 />
24 '6

27/-
36/-

r,.iii

IT •.•.

IP ,'6

19/6
23 /J
26/6
2«/-

28/9
2«/9
34/-

37/6
Ul't
39/6
44/3

3S/-
38/-
40/-
55/-
24 /e

28/-

15 /9

IT/3
21/-

22 /e

25/-

jo/-
10 lb

28/-

JO/IO
<o/-

39/-

30/9
35/-

37/6

40/5

<2/-
46/.
43/-
70/-

32/6
38/6

26/9
29/-

30/6
30/6
32/9
36/.

C :>mbinat:'on

Autobi basket pattern 25 /•

,, rubjxr studded 31 /6
BEST ENGLISH MAKE.
(Cannot advertise n.irae.)

650x65 I'lllionrubberstuddcO 18/-
26x2 Special ligbtweiphl 13/9
CLINCHER. (3-ribl.<^l)

24x2 De Luxe 19/6
26X2i Dreadnought 27/6
26X2iX2j Dreadoolight 35/-
26 X 2i De Luxe 21 '-

26X2i De Luxe 23/6
26 X 2:} A Won, rubber stud'd 21 /-

26X2i A Won, rubber stud'd 22 /6
26X2i Rubbcrstudded, B.E. 17/6

(B quality)

26x2! A Won Ribbed, B.E. 13/9
650x65 De Luxe 30/-
KEMPSHALL.

26X2i Heavy Non-skid
26x2} „ ,,

26x2! „ „
28x3 „
26 X 2i Hcav-y Anti-skid
z6X2i

,, „
WOOD-MILNE.

26x2 Grip Rib, 3-ply

26X2i ,, ,,

26X2J „ „
26X2l
26X2iX2l „ „
26X3 X2j „ „

E.\tra Hea%-y 4-ply, 5/- each extra

TUBES (fully guaranteed).
CONTINENTAU Our Usual

Price.

26X2 4/8
26X2i 5/-
26X21 6/-
650X65 7/-
650x75 8/-
24X2 5/8
28X2i 71-
26x1} 4/-1

26X2} 5/3
26X2JX2i 6/9
26x3 7/3
28X3 8/-

BEUTS.
CONTINENTAL. Oar

Price.

lin 1,3
Jin 1

'-

jin lid.

RETREADING.
Special Heax-v 15 /- 1 Rubber
Heavy '. 12/6 ) Studded
Medium 10/- 1 or Ribbed.

All Goods sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance. Carriage forward, unless (wstage

is sent
GIVEN A\A/AV, 3/- OUTFIT
to all purchasers of goods to the value ot II

and over.

BL-TT
ENDS
1/6

EXTRA.

ENGLISH
MAIvE
0-NLY.

Usual
Price.

2/2
i/ii
I,'7

ELITE RUBBER CO., LU,
266, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD„

All letters relating to advertisements sticuld auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A25
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machines in stock, New and Second-hand.
Your old machine can be taken as part pay-
ment for a new model. Our extended terms
are also at your disposal. All machines are

guaranteed. Satisfaction is ensured by deal-

ing with us.

NEW MODELS.
B.S.A.P 4i h.p., 3-sp., chain drive . . £64
B.S.A.f 4i b.p., 3-sp., chain and belt £62
ENFIELD, 6 h.p. Combination £89 5
J.H., 5-6 h.p., 3-sp. Combination . . £84
JAMES, 4i b.p., 2-sp. Combination £73 3
JAMES, 3* h.p., 3-sp., Twin, solo . . £63
NORTON, 3.V h.p., T.T., Brooklands £60
R O V E R , 3* h.p., T.T., Philipson

pulley £56
BAT, 4-5 h.p., 2-sp., Sporting model £60 7 6
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2^ h.p., 2-sp. . £36 15
HOBART, 2lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 15
WOLF, 2J hrp., 2-sp., kick start . £36 19 2
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp., Model C . . £78
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp. Combination £93 15
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., countershaft gear 64 gns.

ZENITH, 6 h.p., countershaft gear . 73 gns.

ZENITH, 8 h.p., countershaft gear . 74 gns.

RUDGE Multi, 31 h.p., multi-sp. . . £58 15
QUADRANT, 4I h.p.,.3 speeds, S.-A.

gear £49 12 3
QUADRANT, 4i ip-, 3-sp-. B.S.A.

gear £60

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS IN STOCK
to fit all machines.

SECOND-HAND.
All thoroughly overhauled and

guaranteed.

1913 B.a.A., 3* h.p., 2-sp., F.E £35

1915 PREMIER, 34 h.p., military model £48
J910 BRADBURY, 4 h.P', T.T £17
1912 PREMIER, 3i h.p., 3 speeds .... £30

1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp. Corabinat'n £55

1913 MOTOSACOCHE, 3! h.p., 2-sp. £33 10

1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., T.T £45
1912 REX, 5-6 h.p., 2-sp. Combination . £35

1915 VELOCETTE, si h.p., 2-stroke £22 10
1914 AJ.S., 2} h.p., 3 speeds, clutch . . £35
1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 2-sp £45
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-5p., and S'car £.50

1912 TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., T.T., Philipson £25

1912 A.J.S., 5 h.p., 2-sp. Combination . £35

1915 INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3 speeds and S'car £65

I

Light Cars and Cycle Cars.
£117 12
£121 16
£178 10
£135
£80

1916 MORGAN de Luxe model .

.

1916 MORGAN G.P. No. 2

1916 G.W.K., standard model . .

.

1915 MORGAN G.P. No. 2, ,(-sp.

J913 SWIFT Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p. .

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS I

WANTED.
WANTED, Bat, or otLer good frame, fork-?, tank,

combined.—Full particulars, Santa Cruz, Sandown
Rd, Belia6t. [X7623

WANTED, motor cycle, with or without sidecar; cheap
spot cash.—Letters, Box 9,824, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry. [X7598

WANTED, eemi T.T. hars, fixed rear wheel carrier
and mudguard, for 1910 Tiiuinph.—Springett.

Billericay, Essex. [7721

WANTED.-Will give £50 for late 1915 model IIJ
Harley-Davidson motor cycle.—R., 12, Formosa

St., Paddington, W. [7868

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears or gear part*
bought for cash. — Motorist, 33, Lingard Ed.,

Northenden, Cheshire. [7641

T3EAUF0RT Garage buy or sell any make motor
J-* cycle.—97, Dravton Gardens, South Kensington.
Tel. : Kensington 734. [7796

WANTED, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, incomplete or out
of order not objected to.—Box 9,828, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7586

WANTED, any number of motor cycles and com-
binations, for immediate cash.—Percy and Co.,

337, Euston Rd., London. [7760

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles, purchased for cash.
Send particulars and lowest prices.—Service Co.,

?92, High Holborn, W.O. [0679

CYLINDER and Piston. SiAh.p. Triumph, 1907
model: state price and condition.-Box 9,801, The

Motor Cycle Offlcee, Coventry. [5:7160

N.S.U. Gear for 4 H.O. J.A.P.. Bowden countershaft
gear for 4-cyl. J.A.P., 1914 2-speed lightweight.—

S. Reeves, Ashton-in-Makerfield. [X6188

WANTED, modern high-powered combination, cheap
for cash, Indian or A.J.S. preferred.—Box 9,825,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [S7508

MAGNETOS Wanted, second-hand or new, any con-
dition, for cash ; best prices given.-Parrie, 13.

Hardwick Rd., Chiswick Park, London, W. [1429

WANTED, immediately, second-hand sporting canoe
let Scott, purple finish, good condition.—Box

9,817, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7379

WANTED or Exchange, 50/- and new 3-jet Binks
for N.S.U. adjustable gear, suit 3^/4h.p. Pre-

cision.—Valentine, 48, Blackscroft, Dundee. [X7643

"I
Q14 A.J.S. 2%h.p., etc., part exchange O.K. Junior,

-i-iJ 1915, 2-speed, J.A.P, engine, cash adjustment.-
Box 9,826, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7582

WANTED, magnetos, carburetters, speed gears, parts,
tyree, lamps, motor cycles, engines, plugs, etc.—

Cooper, 1, Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Park, Lojidon.
[7865

WANTED, second-hand Triumph parts, handle-bars
excepted.—Full particulars, lowest price. Box

L319, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St.. E.G.
[7732

0/|A Bicycles, motor cycles, light cars wanted for
/^\f\J sale and purchase at once.—Motor Auctions,
Eden St., Hampstead Rd., N.W. 'Phone: Museum 2949.

[7678
WANTED, good second-hand lamps, horns, speed-

ometers, and other modern accessories.—Particu-
lars and lowest price for cash, Service Co., 292, High
Holborn, W.O. [0743

EAGLES and Co., 275, High St., Acton, will pur-
chase second-hand motor cycles for immediate

cash; also N.S.U. 2-speed gears in any condition.

—

Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X7585

PISTON, with rings and gudgeon pin complete,
dimensions 66 mm.X62 mm. high. 25 mm. from

centre of gudgeon pin hole to top of piston.—Wm.
Mack, Victoria Place, Harthill, Lanarkshire. [X7646

WANTED, 28x3in. Indian tyre, fit 750x75 rim;
wind screen and hood, complete, to fit Mills-

Fulford Indian sidecar; long drive Indian chain; 28

X

IV? gent's cycle 3-speed wheel, coinplete, to fit Newton
Irame; approval; lowest cash.—2, Egton Terrace, Birt-
ley, Co. Durham. X7477

SEND Tour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing (Wimbledon St-ation L. and S.W. Railway per

goods, or Tooting Junction passenger train}. Cash offer
will be telegraplied immediately on receipt of machine.
Machine can be included in fortnightly auction with-
out charge, if offer not accepted. Reserve price may
be fixed.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage and Motor
Cycle Auction Rooms, 183. 185, 187, 189, High St..

Tooting. [7835

WANTED, any number ol solo motor cycles, com-
binations, cycle cars, light cars, magnetos,

speed gears, speedometers, carburetters, etc. We pur-
chase suitable machines for cash, exchange, or sell on
commission. Send us particulars; many clients on
waiting list. Being one of the world's largest motor
distributers, we have the largest clientele, and obtain
and give the highest prices. Valuation, tuition,
insurance. Low cost.—Morgan and Maxwell (Estab-
lished 1893). The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd.,
Streathoru, London. [X1252

EXCHANGE.
7"ANTED, piano and cash, for New Hudson corahinn-

tion.—Johnson, Wliite Swan, Moimtaorrel. tX7157

EXCHANGE Propositions considered; write me (see
Cycle Cars).— LiQuidator, lOo, Wayjett Place, West

Norwood. [X76:8

ROGAN'S ALL-WEATHER
MOTOR CYCLE CAPES

Made ot waterproof as supplied to

H.M. NAVY.

Splendid COVER for the

Machine IN THE WET or
IN GARAGES.

Folds DP Into a small
corapasH, 9x6x2 ina.

_So.n3ething to keep yon
dry and the dirt ofl yonr
clothes Wei«lit only
80 oances.

A FEW POINTS ABOUT IT.

Cover the machine wlien rider is oIT. Can be curled easily
by all Motor Cyclists. Can be rolled up any way. Can be
put on nny machine in half-a-minule. Does not blow op
when riding. Does not crack or get sticky. Docs not r>eri3h
like rubber. Does away with half accessories. Dirt can bo
washed off with a sponge. No extra, thick clothing required.
No thick cloves. No chest protectors. It is light and
portable. It is wind and rain proof. It keeps the machine
dry.

PRICES—MOTOR CYCLE CAPE, in Black or Khaki
22/6. LEGGINGS, Slip on 5/-. SOU'WESTER HAT,
Cloth Lined 2/9, LADIES' HOOD, Silk Uaed 5/-.
SIDECAR CAPES 15/-.
Sent on approval against cash. Money refunded if not Batisfled.

«l« ROOAISI,
THE MOTOR CYCLIST CLOTHING SPECIALIST,

4, Rippingham Rd., WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER

Indian Powerplus
Models F. & G. actually in stock.

£90 and £75 respectively.

First cheque secures,

LAMB, 151, HIGH ST.,WALTHAIVISTOW.
Telephone 169.

O What is
• WRONG
with the Machine.

How often motor cyclists
ask this question when
mysterious troubles arise

—

and how difficult it is at
times to trace the fault

!

TIME and TEMPER
can be saved by purchas-
ing a copy of

"TRACING
TROUBLES"
which gives a reliable
method for locating every
possible fault to which a
motor cycle is liable, to-
gether with a remedy for
every fault.

Price 1/- net. By post 1/2.
From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd, 20, Tudor StrMt,

London, E.G., and all leading bookselleis.

A26 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Aavertising and Publishing Offices:

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.
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Editorial Offices:
Hertford Street, Coventry.
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Th3 International News Airency. Now York. _
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Twin-cylinder Twc-stroKes.

NOW that twin-cylinder two-stroke engines

are coming to the fore it may be profit-

able to consider some of their peculiari-

ties and the difficulties which have to be
overcome by designers. The engine with

side-by-side cylinders and cranks at iSo° pre-

sents no new problem, tlie balance is excellent,

and the firing intervals are equal. Thus the

torque is as good as is possible with tlie number
of cylinders in question; equivalent, in fact,

to that of a four-cylinder four-stroke. It is

when a designer takes in hand a V twin or

horizontally-opposed engine that new considera-

,tions arise.

Considering first the V twin, it is obvious that

a single-throw crank such as is used on a four-

stroke for the torque and firing interval would

be but little better than on a single-cylinder. If

the angle between the cylinders were 50°, the

firing intervals would be in the proportion of

5 to 31 as compared with the intervals, or 41

to 31 (approximately 4 to 3) on a similar four-

stroke engine. To obtain even firing, one piston

must be at the bottom of its stroke when the

other is at the top. Thus in the 50" engine

before mentioned . the crank which carries the

front connecting rod must be 130° in rear of

the other, and tlie balancing of such an engine

would be something of a problem in itself.

Turning now to the horizontally-opposed

twin with cranks set at 180°, which is so

effective as a four-stroke, we- find that, while

the balance is practically perfect, except for a

longitudinal couple due to the cyhnders bemg

slightly offset, the firing is equivalent to that of

the same engine -in its four-stroke form—even,

it is true, but in no way superior to the torque

of a two-stroke single, namely, one explosion

per revolution. This is brought about by both

cylinders firing at the same tune. To obtain

even firing when the explosions are separated

one crank must be used, and we at once lose one

great advantage of this type of engine, viz., its

excellent balance, and revert to the balance of
a single-cylinder with a double set of recipro-

cating parts.

Dispensing with Magnetos.

IT
is interesting to consider the future of

ignition systems on motor cycles, and the

possibility of magnetos sooner or later being

dispensed with entirely. Such a suggestion

will come as a shock in many quarters where
magnetos, by reason of their excellent design and
results, have given entire satisfaction, and have
proved to be, probably, the most reliable portion

of the trustworthy modern motor bicycle. With
the growing adoption of dynamo lighting on
motor cycles as well as on cars, two entirely

separate electrical systems are coming into use,

when a properly designed single unit system

would s.uffice. In many cases modem cars have
three distinct electrical systems, but there is now
a natural tendency to embody these in a single

unit system. Thus we find a motor generator

which not only starts the engine, but also keeps

the batteries for the lamps properly charged,

and the batteries, in turn, provide current for the

distributer and coil ignition system. Thus, in a

single electrical unit the functions of starting,

lighting, and ignition are neatly carried out, the

generator being used in place of the three

electrical machines used in other designs, viz.,

the dynamo, the starter, and the magneto. The
wiring, it must be confessed, is at present verj'

complex, but there is no real need for this, as

the generator, coil, and distributer might well

be formed in a single unit. It may be that sooner

or later the same system will be adopted on side-

car outfits, particularly if these become a

standardised form of vehicle, as they promise

to do, as opposed to the double purpose detach-

able outfit. On the other hand, we feel sure that

motor cycUsts would look upon the elimination

of the magneto with considerable pangs of

regret, for undoubtedly it has given excellent

service, and on its adoption years ago gave the

motor cycle the biggest fillip it ever received.

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the oaSo facing the baoK aovar
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Novel Speed Judging Test in Holland.
Regularity Trial of the Motor Club Noord-Holland.

Scene at the starting point of uhe Dutch^regularity trial. A number of British machines competed and secured awards.

trial some little time ago when the event had readied 3 j

stage of great excitement. There were two teams, each.!A FEATURE of the speed-judging test, held on
the 1 2th inst. by the M.C. Noord-Holland,
^Yas the method of cliecking employed. A

circular course was chosen and competitors divided

into two groups, each departing in an opposite direction.

There were coloured signals—two of each colour, one

in one group and the other in the second group. When
the competitor in the first group met the competitor

in the second group carrying the same coloured signal

they both stopped and noted each other's time on
their time cards. There were also two controls.

The weather was not at all favourable, and the roads

were bad. However, twenty riders put in an appear-

ance, and British and American machines were pro-

'minent. For most of the run the road followed canals,

and, as will be gathered from the pictures, the roads
were heavy and slippery. Fortunately, nobody drove

into the canal—an actual happening in one Dutch

1
-fl

consisting of two solo and one sidecar outfit, from the 1
North Holland and South Holland clubs,

secretary of the organising club and a rider whose name
IS familiar to many of our readers, was a member of

the Noord team, and rode a twin-cylinder Simplex. He
did well, winning a silver medal. Four riders gained'

premier awards, i.e., silver medals, and these were

mounted on Simplex, J.H., . James and sc, and'

Vulkaan machines. Two bronze medals were awarded

to riders of Triumph and Reading Standard machines.

Holland is now the nearest country in which civilian

motor cycle competitions are possible. For this

reason more interest is attached to the doings of-

our Dutcli friends- than might be in times of

peace, though we always welcome any new,

that country.

from 4̂1

L.i:

At a control in the Dutch trial, a report of which appears on this page. Note the reHections in the canal.
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Drilled Countershaft Pulleys.
I have never personally suffered from belt slip on

the countershaft pulley of a combination drive, except
when the belt had stretched so appreciably 'that
shortenmg was essential ; my experience has been that
a taut belt grips a pulley of this size quite firmly, even

' when there is a lot of water about. However, I was
_
recently examining a machine belonging to an in-
•domitable all-weather fiend, and I noticed that his
countershaft pulley was drilled. On this particular
make of machine the gear box is rather far-^back, and
the arc of belt contact only extends from the seven
o'clock to the eleven o'clock positions of a watch dial.
In other words, the contact area is very little, if any,
larger than can be obtained by using a smaller pulley
set further away from the back wheel, as in the direct
belt drive, when the arc of belt contact might extend,
.say, from the 6.30 to the 11.30 positions. Some of
our designers have yet to realise that the combina-
tion drive requires («) as large a countershaft pulley as
possible

; (1^) as forward a position of the counter-
shaft as is possible; and (c) a smallish back wheel
pulley; that is, if the full benefit of the design is to
be secured. When belt slip is experienced with a taut
belt, a drilled pulley will be of some assistance.

The Four=cylinder and its Future.
I continue to suffer occasional onslaughts from

various
^
correspondents who consider I ' damn the

four-cylinder with faint praise," and in particular
that I have invariably been unjust towards the four-
cylinder F.N. Well,' I frankly admit that during a

long experience of motor cycling, dating back to the
very earliest days, I have always regarded the four-

cylinder motor cycle engine as the least adapted of
all possible designs to the general needs of the average
motor cyclist, and my critics should notice that the

trade and the public have invariably supported the
same opinion with unanimity and force. There has
always been a steady demand of a limited character
for good examples—formerly the F.N. alone, supple-

mented latterly by the Henderson. Furthermore,
the shaft drive, in the present state of affairs, stands

or falls with the four-cylinder engine ; it has never
really achieved any marked success with any other

type of power unit. A clever tuner, with plenty of

leisure at his disposal, may be thoroughly justified

in enthusing about engines which take five or six

times as much keeping in order as a single-cylinder

(N.B.—A twin takes more than twice as much tuning

as a single, and a four more than twice as much as

a twin) ; in particular, so long as decarbonisation

continues to afflict us every 1,000 to 1,500 miles, a

heavy engine which camiot be cleaned without being

removed from the frame can never become one of

the leading popular types, though men of leisure

will naturally discount this factor in return for the

magnificent running of the first-class four. Mr. Birrcll
once said that minorities must suffer—it is the badge
of their tribe ; and until \vc arc all expert tuners
with plenty of leisure for tinkering, not only the four-
cylijiders, but all other comparatively complex types
will remain in a minority, however excellently their
intrinsic merits may compare with simpler and cruder
patterns. For the present, therefore, the four-cylinder
enthusiasts form a minority; and their suffering will

inevitably take the form of watching the public and
the publicists laying heavier stress on the merits
of simpler types. When our publishers are multi-
millionaires and pension me off, I assure my corre-
spondents that I shall gleefully purchase a regular
stud of four-cylinders and begin to enjoy myself.
But as long as I work fifteen hours a day and have
to effect lightning repairs and adjustments whilst

eating up the crowd between two hill-climbs in a
Six Days Trial, I must stick to comparatively simple
types ; and being an honest man, I must communicate
my experiences to the general public, whose circum-
stances are usually parallel, though not identical.

Nevertheless, I freely admit that I cannot conceive
how a sporting undergraduate, for example, whose
sole, daily engagement may be a morning lecture, which
he generally cuts, can ride a thumping single-cylinder

when Hendersons and F.N.'s are obtainable. Is

that clear ?

Garage=built Cycle Cars.

For some mysterious reason the London suburbs
have probably produced more "own transfer" motor
cycles than the rest of the world put together; and
the output was especially large in the old tricar boom.
I resided in London at that time, and whenever one
penetrated into the back workshop of the small garage-

cum-repair shops, with which the suburbs were dotted,

one was pretty certain to find some quaint and gigantic

monstrosity of a tricar in course of completion, usually

to a customer's design as well as to his order. I doubt
whether these freak machines, which were usually of

the sporty and speedy order, ever made any serious

contribution to contemporary design. But there is

no reason why a locally planned and constructed cycle

car should not crystallise into a permanent type. The
supply of cycle car components is large, and during

the coming winter enthusiasts with eighty or a hundred
pounds to spend might do worse than attempt to

evolve original cycle cars, with the aid of their local

repair man. Anything is better than stagnation, and
it is very questionable whether the supply of standard

bicycles and cycle cars can catch up to the demand
until many months after peace returns. The sole

alternative in many cases lies in the purchase of some
imported mount; and not all the importations can

boast Hendee quality, as some light-hearted experi-

mentalists have already discovered to their cost.

All
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TWIN
TWO - STROKES.

Some of the Points

to be Considered in Designing
Twin Two-strokes.

THE majority of motor cyclists seem to think

that the two-stroke t\vin-cylinder engine which
is now being experimented with by such a

large number of firms can be evolved from standard

designs by taking the ordinary two-cylinder motor
cycle and altering the castings so that a two-stroke

twin is formed. Actually there are a great number of

very interesting problems on the successful solution

of which the success of the two-stroke machine
depends, while the designer gets little or no help- from
the-twin-c3'linder four-stroke engines.

When brought down to representative types, the

twin two-stroke is to be found in three forms, namely,

the twin upright or inclined side-by-side cylinders,

the V, and the horizontally-opposed cylinder design,

each having certain advantages and certain dis-

advantages which have to be \\eighed very carefully

before a decision is made.
The two-stroke twin design is best exemplified by the

Scott and Premier, which engines really are separate

engines side by side with parallel cylinders and a two-

throw crankshaft. Naturally the nature of the crank-

shaft may vary, since some prefer flywheels within the

crank case and the crank itself built up of pins secured

to the flywheels, while others employing an outside

flywheel have a built-up or solid crank of car type.

Crank case compression is used for these smaller

engines, although 'separate pump cylinders are found

Part sectional view of the Premier vertical twin-cvlinuer two-struke

engine.

when the bore is increased very much, and it is this

compressing of mixture within the crank case which
is responsible for so much trouble. Actually there is

one crank case for

tlie two cylinders,

but a diaphragm
or wall is cast

inside the case to

hold the centre

bearing of the

two-throw crank,

and effectually to'

divide one crank

case from that of
the other. Ob-
viously more or

less lubricant
varies the pressure

of gas which can
be drawn in and
forced to the com-
bustion spaceJ ob-

viously, also, the

separate compart-
ments must be
equally pressure

tight, while the

casting itself must not warp during cooling. All
details, therefore, need very careful attention if an
equal charge is to be compressed in eacli compartment
and the engine to run smoothly.

Even Firing.

Now to get even firing for a four-stroke two-cylinder
engine of this type, the cranks must be set so that
both pistons are moving together and reach the top
of the stroke together, but the two-stroke cycle makes -

it necessary to set the

cranks at 180°, so
allowing one piston to

be at the lowest point

in its stroke while the

other is at tlie top.

Were the four-stroke

design to be retained,

the engine could still

run as a two-stroke,

but it would be the

equivalent of one very
big two-stroke, both
charges firing together,

while the mo\-ing parts

Engine of the V-type twin two-stioke

Sun Vitesse.

Two-throw crank, so constructed

that the opposed cylinders shall be
more nearly in line. With this

design the pistons reach the end of

their travel toecther.
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are as unbalanced as those of the single-cylinder
engine. In the case where the cranks are at 180°,
one cylinder fires as the other finishes its stroke, and
I he impulses treading on one another's heels, the pull
or torque is much more even, l^ut there is a tenilency
to rock, a tendency best understood it one imagines

A type of engine in which the cylinders are parallel

and vertical, both pistons being at the uppermost positions

at the same moment,

the crank case balanced on its centre then one piston

pushed down. Obviously the engine would fall to that

side, wherefore the frame has to be made to resist

this force. If both pistons are pushed down togetiier

and equally, the engine would remain steady.

V Twin Two=stroKes.

regards the V engine, hereNow as regards the V engine, here we have no
point of similarity with the four-stroke V, as once
again a partition has to be erected to divide the crank

case into compartments, and the utmost care only will

preventieakage through the bearings. As an example,

one two-stroke twin has the usual two side plates

normally bolted together, but separated by another

Levis twin-cylinder two-stroke engine. The water-cooled cylmders

are arranged horizontally, and the cranks are set so as to bring the

cylinders as much in line as possible. The pistons move outwards and

inwards together.

casling, thus m.iking llir<>- p.irl.s bulled lOKetlut .mil
with pressure-tight joints. Allaflied lo ihc .iddiiiuii.-il

centre piece is the partition with a. Lkjss in llie rnitre
holding the centre hcarin;^ of the crank, ihii-i divi.jing
the case into two partition.s. A.s it wf)iiM be iini)o«-
sible to get the crank through this bei/ring into posi-
tion, the former is bolted together, the journal (timt
part of the crank which is in the bearing) liaving a
taper end and a .screw thread .so that the crank in the
next compartment can be .secured in place. It is

possible to split the partition horizontally, using
.special means to prevent gas escaping through the
joint, so allowing a solid crank to be used and making
it possible to place it in position and push down the
other half of the partition until the half bearing
beds down upon the top of the crank axle. Here
again unequal lubrication, leakage, or uneven gas
passages from the carburetter will affect the running
of the engine. Now with the Vtype engine it is

necessary to space out the explosions by allowing one
piston to be at the top while the other is at the Iwttom
of its stroke. In the four-stroke twin there is but
one crank pin and the cylinders are not fired evenly,
but in the case of a two-stroke, owing to the .separate

partitions, tlie cylinders are out of line with one
another, and two pins are necessary. Even then the
two pins must be at different positions relative to

each other, or the pistons would not be one at the top
and the other at the bottom, and even firing would not
occur. The angle at which these pins are relative to

one another can be set if one knows the angle at

V-type engine crank case, with special piece (shown

in black) acting as a wall, and dividing the case into

separate compartments.

which the cylinders are set. For instance, with a
50° angle between the cylinders, an angle of 130°

between the crank pins is necessary, since this is the

only position where one connecting rod is right down
while the other is right up. From this it follows

that die mechanical balance of a V two-stroke is

slightly better than that of a V foiu--stroke, but,

owing to the cylinders being out of line, the same
rocking motion is to be met with as was mentioned in

connection with the first type of two-cylinder. To
make the engine compact, die small end bearing of

the connecting rod is not equally on either side of

the rod, but all on that side nearest to the centre of

the engine, dius allowing die cylinders to be much
more nearly in line.
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—

Flywheel side of the twin-cylinder two-stroke Connaught. The
platform on which the engine is mounted forms the silencer and

also the support for the footrests, the whole unit being secured in

the frame by two substantial bolts.

DECEMBER joi/i, 1915.

Finally, there is the horizontally-opposed engine

similar to the Douglas. Many people know that the

Douglas type engine is exceptionally smooth, and this

is so because it is well balanced, the pistons moving
together and the cranks being at 180°, so that the

pistons arrive at the ends of the stroke together.

They also know that the centre web of the crank is

bent to bring the centres of the cylinders more in

line, and to lessen the rocking motion already referred

to. If, however, the pistons move outwards together

on a horizontally-opposed two-stroke the explosions

occur together, and, though the mechanical parts are

balanced, the effect would be that of a single large

two-stroke. Herein there is the advantage that the

engine is as smooth as a four-stroke, and fires as evenly

as a two-stroke- single, which all will admit is good.
Now, however, comes another difficulty, as this

type is difficult to arrange in a frame in such a manner
as to be accessible, yet it needs to be more accessible,

if possible, because carbon deposit is more apparent.

The twin V looks best and also fits a frame very

well, while the twin parallel cylinders can be made
up exceedingly well if care is used. So it follows

that the twin two-stroke is full of unsuspected diffi-

culties, but since it will be a thing of beauty to

handle, when it has even torque and even balance,

the battle between the various types now proceeding
in experimental shops will be of exceptional interest.

Tyre Repair Patents.

I

HAVE received some criticisms of my notes on the

Mustikon stud method of repairing inner tubes

(The Motor Cycle for December 2nd, page 558),
the challenge emanating from the patentee of a more
orthodox system. My correspondent asserts it is

possible to prevent that portion of the tube-, which
underlies a patch from expanding in all directions

under inflation by making a patch which is non-elastic

in one direction; if the non-elastic axis of such a patch
is set at right angles to a split or tear, inflation will

not tend to loosen the patch. There is, of course, an
alternative system which aims at making the patch and
tube equally elastic, so that they expand in the same
ratio.

The criticisms continue with statements that (o)

the lower disc of the Mustikon stud cannot adhere to

the inner surface of the tube, because this inner sur-

face cannot be prepared or cleaned, and must be
chalky or covered with sulphur ; {b) that the stem of

the pkig does not help to seal the puncture, because

it can only be inserted if it is a loose fit
;

{c) that the

curvature and spring of the outer cup of the stud

prevent its being solutioned to the tube over its whole
area, and that it can only adhere to the tube by its

edges.

All these criticisms are at least exaggerated. I have
cut sections of my own Mustikon repairs, and find that

the lower disc does adhere to the inside of the tube in

most cases, seeing that the inflation presses the disc

against the tube, and this pressure apparently com-
pensates for the foul nature of the surface. The stem
helps to seal the puncture, in my hands at any rate,

because I always select a stud which is just too large

for the puncture, and stretch the tube to set the stud

Al5

inserted; I admit a second pair of hands is really

desirable for this job, but I have often managed it

single-handed. The ciir\'ed section and springiness

of the outer cup do not prevent the whole area of the

cup adhering to the tube where the smaller sizes of

stud are concerned. I have not yet made a Mustikon
repair of a real big gash or split ; but I should guess

that the cup mighi be inclined to Hft where a jjsin.

stud was concerned, and I should follow the ordinar)'

rule of pressing such large repairs, e.g., between boards
in a vice, wherever possible.

I have only one hint of warning to utter with regard

to these handy repair studs, namely, that it is not the

easiest job in the world to coax the stud through a

hole in the tube, especially when the hole is small.

Road Rider.

WHY NOT ? A suggested method of carrj'ing a spare tyre

and disc on a disc-wheeled sidecar. The spare disc forms a

cover for a capacious locker behind the seat, and at tlie same

time provides a taper.
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THE ARRIVAL t?.^e 1916 MODEL

XCEISIOR
BETTER VALUE THAN EVER.

Kick-
starter
Fitted
Ri)iht-I);in<I

Side.

The most perfect motor cycle it is now possible to produce.

When a better motor cycle is built it will be an Excelsior.

The serene consciousness of personal safety, with absolute

certainty of troubleless travel, is only one of the pleasures

of riding an y^^

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Preliminary Specification from Sole Concessionnaires—

If A nOTC o C^MVTQ 10-12, Great Chapel Street,

HAKKlO & OUnO, Oxford Street, LONDON, W.
Telephone—REGENT 3906.

J
In answering this adcertisement it is desirable to mention •The Motor Cych."
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THE

Mysterious
Sidecar.

-m^

By Dr. A. M. Low. D.Sc. A.C.C.I., Sec. Lieut. R.F C.

IT
IS said that there is many a true word spoken

in jest, and it is certainly quite remarkable from
what humble beginnings many fine ideas have

started
;
the same remarks apply to the sidecar. In

this article I am suggesting in some short and un-
scientific notes that the sidecar is not the success
that it might be, even considering the huge numbers
seen about, and taking into consideration its popularity,
its really practical usefulness, both for pleasure and
business, and for business of the sterner sort. Yet
the sidecar is a strange compromise.

The Birth of the Rigid Sidecar.
In the early days of the movement there were

various discussions on the subject of rigid and flexible

sidecars ; that is to say, sidecars the wheels of which
could move relatively to the motor bicycle, which
required balancing. Then, as a natural outcome, it

struck people that the .machine which could stand up
by itself without such strange contraptions as wheels
on legs which could be pressed on the road by the

foot, like the Jack-no-Skid, would be very com-
fortable, arid would be free from risk of sideslip and
general danger. The fact that the machine was rigid

and would stand still by itself naturally led to it being

made more comfortable, and then, suddenly forgetting

that the strains which used to be balanced by the

body of the motor cyclist were being transferred to a

few miserable tubes usually bent into extraordinary

shapes, designers set to work straightaway fo bring out

sidecars looking like cabriolets. With the exception

of thickening up the metal, little was done to take

up strains really scientifically, and, more sericus still,

to absorb them. In the last A.C.U. Six Days Trial

I ventured to criticise severely the fact that rough

roads broke up and bent the sidecar outfits, with the

exception of one or two which were built up as units,

or, in other words, like small cars.

The Stresses to be Considered.

Now, in any design of motor vehicles to be used on

the road, there are not only the stresses of weights

to be taken into consideration, but there are an in-

finitely greater series of stresses set up by jolting.

Jolting remains to this day the most unsatisfactory part

of motor cycling,, and yet the sidecar body is often

beautifully comfortable. Why is this ? Simply because

scarcely anyone has attempted to absorb the road

shocks of the sidecar frame, since designers have

simply made the passenger comfortable by the

elaborate springing of his own weight, forgetting that

the sidecar chassis often takes enomious- shock loads

and the large proportion of Ihc stresses caused by ihe
weight of the motor cycle and rider, particularly wiien
the machine is being driven round a corner.
The consequence is that, in order to make the whole

outfit stand the 'strain, we have all sorts of au.xiiiary

stays, claims by the makers for straighlness of tubing,
and other excellent points ; while the whole chassis,

including that of the motor bicycle, has to be made
strong enough to stand the road shocks and the various
side loads imposed upon the \vhole vehicle, if twisting

and straining are to be prevented.

The Sidecar as a Complete Vehicle.
Notice that I refer to it ns a vehicle as apart from an

attachment, as it can no longer earn this name in many
cases. An attachment pure and simple would not

throw further strains on a machine other than by
absorbing some of the engine power, nor would it be
of such a design that it could practically never be
detached. Most sidecar outfits of the particularly satis-

factory type are simply vehicles, and it is strange to

think that Avith their speed, economy, reliability, half-

comfort, and unmechanical appearance—to quote the

good and bad points—they still represent one of the

cheapest and most satisfactory forms of conveyance
known. It is mysterious to think that, whereas half

a machine is comfortably enclosed and sprung, the

unfortunate owner and driver is in the majority of

cases, and then only with great difficulty, given any
comfort at all, and one is compelled to think that other

types of vehicles, may in time come in; but I trust not

at the o'ther end of the stick, for when we see both
passenger and driver in the sidecar, and the bicycle

turned into an attachment to the sidecar, instead of*

the sidecar to the bicycle, it should make us smile or

weep—if we are philosophically minded.
Rigid sidecar outfits are very- nice as vehicles if

everything is sprung, and the occupants are comfort-

able, clean, and happy, but I am not wishing to write

on these points, as I want to enter a plea for develop-

ment along the lines on which the original sponsors

of the sidecar expected to see progress.

Detachability and Lightness Desirable.

Assume that the sidecar machine steers well, and

is already cheap and good, there is little to be gained

in having steering sidecar wheels, and similar devices.

We will take it for granted that the rider of a sidecar

machine is somewhat of a sportsman, and does not

mind a little discomfort. If this is so he would surely

like to have a free machine which he could sometimes

ride solo, and this is one point I wish to labour.
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I would like to see it admitted that the sidecar is a

satisfactory but mysterious monstrosity, and I would
like to see it admitted that it is meant, in the case of

lighter vehicles, to be a unit attachment. In this

case it means that the sidecar must be very light in

order that the motor bicycle will not be interfered

with and can remain of a size and build suitable for

solo work. It must, moreover, be comfortable and
easily detached, and most of these points could be

obtained by springing the sidecar in every way, and

w//////////////'//m///y//y////myM////////^

The ordinary sidecar chassis must be nearly rigid. To obtain

strength, however, by absolute rigidity, means that weight is increased

immensely without even achieving any safety limit over the

enormous loads not due to reasonable weight, but to bouncing and

rock shock. This shock must be met, and it should not be allowed

to do away with the whole idea of the detachable sidecar.

constructing it in a somewhat novel manner, so that the

road shocks may be absorbed in such a way that the

necessity for rigidity, which has brought about the

weight of the present attachment, is removed. A light

vehicle can be sprung just as well as a heavy one if

only it be remembered that there are other and better

types of springs than quarter elliptic.

Points for Designers.

Now, in ordinary engineering design, such as in the

construction of a bridge, a deflection will take place

if the bridge ij subjected to bumping, although it may
be quite strong enough to stand the strain of a direct

load, and the bumps would probably break it down.
The same thing happens in the sidecar. The remedy
for a detachable " bridge," which is light and handy,

and can be used to cross any stream, like a sidecar

on a motor bicycle, is to make it so that the deflection

does not greatly increase the loading on the main parts.

All mechanisra and all cars spring enormoDsly, and
every part of a motor car chassis, including the frame,

whips and bends in all directions. Designers should

endeavour not to prevent this, but to make the units

so that interflexibility does not matter, does not cause

extra strain, nor prevent satisfactory working.

I have often thought that lessons from aeroplanes

might be learnt by many designers, and I said as much
nearly four years ago. On an aeroplane the chassis

takes the wesght of the machine, which is quite light,

but it also has to withstand enormous shocks, both on
landing and when the aeroplane is being taxied along

the ground. Notwithstanding, breakages very seldom

take place. Now the landing chassis of an aeroplane

is just like a sidecar, being really an attachment, and

I am proposing that cheap and light sidecars could be

made on this principle. If this were done such an

attachment when fixed to a motor bicycle would be

B4

very light and flexible, and quite rigid from the point

of view of standing alone, but the whole chassis would

have a slight amount of springy play. Also the com-

bination as -a whole would look smart, and anyone

could have such an attachment fixed to his machine

and attach it without the least difficulty.

The Advantages of Flexibility.

By saying that the machine should- be inter-

flexible, I do not mean to imply that the frame shoui<l

be spri+ng as much as the wheel. It would be like

a shock-absorber on a quarter-elliptic spring which

gi%'es way before the main spring. With a flexible

chassis the body could be slung on rubber stretchers,

and, even if only'a couple of inches whip in the chassis

were allowed for, enormous strength could be obtained,

and, by having taken up the shock, the strength would

be there by simply making the machine very little

hea^ier than would be necessary to carry the direct

load. The direct load is very little more than the

weight of the passenger. If the modem light sidecar

combination is used on rough roads, it is very un-

comfortable and not always safe, and, moreover, often

considerably strains the motor bicycle ; but if the

strains on the motor bicycle are localised on the vehicle

for which it was designed, the sidecar stresses imposed
on the machine when cornering could be absorbed

on the chassis of the whole outfit, which will be
immensely strong. Were the chassis made of wood,
for example, it would be difficult to avoid getting even

more strength than was necessary. Such a chassis

could easily be arranged to clip on to the machine,
with the result that we should have excellent springing

and plenty of comfort—just ° as upon an aeroplane

STCEL SOCKET FOR WOOD

A sidecar for safety cannot have the wheel sprung mucl\ more
than is allowed for a flexible chassis to take up Aock, but cheap

comfort for passengers is obtainable by a mixture of this " aero-

springing" to the seat and flexibility of support. The unsprung

weight is also reduced.

chassis—and, what is more, tlie outfit would not look

in the least peculiar. It does not matter a bit if the

wheel has not a parallel motion, as there is very little

load on this wheel when running, and an up and down
mo\'ement of three inches at a radius of -three feet

would be quite negligible. That it is negligible I

have proved for myself, for I have tried a similar

system on a fairly heavy light car, and also on an
ordinary Bedelia cycle car, and, added to the comfort,
dieapness, and safety, would be the excellent relia-

bility, general satisfaction, and the wonderful value
which the sidecar undoubtedly affords. Such a veliicle

would not be over luxurious, but mudi more comfort-
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able than most light sidecar outfits, and availalile to
the thousands who do not want the cabriolet-omnibus
type of attachment.

I have dclil>eralely endeavoured to make out the
reasons for this suggestion rather than enharge upon

'5.M
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If to any type of chassis or "bridge" no springs are fitted, the
girders, apart from heat expansion and so-called crystallisation,

must be made many times thicker than necessary, for the shock or
bouncing load may be cix times greater than the direct weight.

the details themselves, because these can be suggested
by individuals when once the basic facts are explained,

and it is always more valuable and inic n.siiii^; to have
to be original than to work <nit dci.iilb o( <.il.'r

peoples' ideas.

'lo make a rigid chassis as dtrong a» one whi. :. 1,

'slightly flexible entails |)ractically the doublitig rjj itt

weight, and this entails expense, whcre.iit kidcc.ir

chassis should cost about 30s. each at tlic outside. It

is not saying too much to state that the avcrnRC side-

car, though sprung no better than a farm carl, i<i

expected to travel at forty-five miles an hour. 'I'hc

springing of the sidecar wheel is not pleasant as a
rule, and, in my opinion, unnecessary, while rigidity

is dangerous, and it is bad for wear and bad for the
pockets. While on this subject I woulil say that the
Ford car owes most of its success to its general lack
of rigidity.

All I have written so far is a matter of suggestion,
and I can only hope that critics will be able to learn
therefrom, and not criticise in a purely destructive

manner.

STANDARDISATION.
A CROP OF VEXATIOUS EXPERIENCES. By " Ixion.'

EVERY now and then I utter a mournful plaint on
the utter lack of standardisation which marks the

British motor trade, and this week I have had
some lovely examples of the medley of sizes and
measurements which is deemed inseparable from the

industiy. A confrere on The Light Car and myself set
'

out in company, and ere long he struck a humoursome
trouble which resulted in his being hauled home by a

clothesline secured to the tail of a taxi ; when he got

his diseased 'bus safely in garage he presently found

two nuts, each neatly housed in the recesses of a pro-

jectiftg tube, each of which had to be removed, and
for neither of which an unusually full garage equipment

could furnish a tube spanner. I love to see an

engineer—and a conceited one at that—knocking

nuts off with a hammer and chisel in public; it is

excellent moral discipline for these swanky birds.

The next night my colleague came in to admire the

workmanlike fashion in which I proposed to fit out a

new bicycle. The job looked simple. I had merely

to fix two dry batteries on 'its tail, plus a hooter and

lamp on its front. The back chain stays were so

short, and so lumbered up with brakework, that the

tail lamp wouldn't go on them, and after an im-

passioned argument I excited his derision by mounting

it on one leg of the stand. Then we got to work on

the head lamp battery, which was supposed to clip

over the carrier bar, with a secondary clip on a

carrier strut. The clips were the wrong size, thanks

to the controversy which exists in the trade as to the

'best diameter for carrier tubing, and as to whether it

should be round or D-shaped. I bent up some fresh

clips. Then the strut clip proved to be fitted at quite

the wrong angle, and some dishonest friend had

eloped with my box of drills. Amidst shrieks of

laughter I refitted the clip with the aid of a hammer,

a large nail, and a rat-tail file. Then the handle-bar

tube was found to be Ifi-ths, while the hooter clip, plus

liners, was only adapted for lin. or Jgin- bars
;

I

accomphshed miracles with sandpaper packing. The

bicycle—like most modern machines—was innocent of

a lamp bracket, and I set to work with an English
bracket and an enemy-made lamp, which required
much adapting to each other, not to speak of the cun-
ning dispositions of the Bowden wires and front brake
work, which almost prevented a tongue bracket from
finding a lodgment of any kind on the handle-bar
stem. We ended a quarrelsome and hilarious even-
ing by speculating whether we shall ever get stan-

dardisation of such universal components as handle-

bars, chainstay tubing, carrier tubing, lamp brackets,

and the like, until some mammoth financier concen-

trates the entire industry into a single Trust.

Mr. Paula Rosa, jun., vice-president ot the Rio de Janeiro Motor

Club, and his Premier 3( h p. two-speed sidecar outfit

B.i
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Johannesburg to Cape Town by Sidecar.
WHAT is claimed to

be the first at-

tempt to ride a

motor cycle from Johannes-
burg to Cape Town was
successfully accomplished
last month by Messrs. Percy
Hunt and Charles Morley,

of Johannesburg, South
Africa, on a 7 h.p. Indian

sidecar outfit.

Johannesburg was left on

Saturday, November 13th,

at 3 p.m., and after an

adventurous journey Cape
Town was reached on the

following Friday at 4.30

p.Tn. The distance is about

SCENES ON THE SUCCESSFUL 1.000 MILES
SIDECAR lOURNEY

than the Napier in both

gross and actual running

tim^. The actual running

time of the car was 61 hours

and of the sidecar 55 J^

hours, but it is important

to remember in comparing
these figures that two men
shared the driving of the

sidecar, while one drove

the car throughout, though

the car driver had a com-
panion.

One of the toughest pro-

positions successfully

tackled by Hunt and Morley
was getting across the

Modder River, which at the

point and time of crossing

was 100 vards wide. In in-

1,075 miles, and the net running

time was SSYi hours, which gives

an average speed of nearly 19^^
miles an hour—a remarkably high

average when one thinks of the

rivers to be forded and other

difficulties to be overcome.

It is interesting to compare the

foregoing figures with those relat-

ing to a run over the same course

made in Ceptember last by a

Napier car. In this case the start

was from Salisbury, Rhodesia,

which is nearly as far north of

Johannesburg as the latter place

is from Cape Town. The Napier,

which was driven throughout the

the trip by one man, Mr. A. C.

Henderson, broke the journey at

Johannesburg, and the route fol-

lowed thence to Cape Town
appears to be the same as that

followed -by Messrs. Hunt and
Morley on the Indian sidecar.

The latter made quicker progress

b6

(1) The enil ot the run. Messrs. Hunt and
Morley at Cape Town.

(2) Other motor cyclists raise a passins cheer
as the Indian outfit rushes by,

(3) After a night's sleep on the Veldt—getting

ready again for the " road."

(4) The " road " between Hopetown and
Strydenburg, where the . Indian skidded in the

sand towards the bush. Hunt has a reviver whilst

his companion uses the camera.

vestigating its depth Morley had a

narrow escape from drowning, but

finally men and machine. got acro.-:>,

the former taking off the magneto
and then pushing the outfit across.

_ Travelling through the night on

one part of the trip they came
across a party of Hottentots, who
were so startled by the two head-

lights attached to the Indian outfit

that they left their fire and dashed
into the surrounding bush. A little

later a mule team .was met. and as

lhe~ mules had apparently ne\er

seen a motor vehicle before, the

consequences were rather discon-

certing for the waggon driver.

Some trouble was caused on a

portion of the trip by a warm
following wind, which caused the

engine to get very hot and gre;it

discoiufort to the men themselvt-.<.

However, these and other diffi-

culties did not prevent a splendiii

run being made.
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Alterations to the Latest Blackburne.
Single-cylinder Engine, 499 c.c. wi(h ouLsidc I lywhcci ; Ihrcc-bpcicd c:oun(ersluil

Gear; Chain and Bell Drive.

(Left) The Vi h.p. 1916 model Blackburne. Note the method ol operating the dutch from handle bar and neat troutcr guard.

(Right) The Blackburne sidecar chassis, showing at the rear the new triangulated strengthening stay.

THE Blackburne 3-^ h.p. motor
bicycle has a reputation for sound
design and excellent wearing
qualities which is not surprising

when it is taken into consideration that
it owes its origin to the brains of young
and keen riders whose road e.xperience

was considerable before its design was
finally settled. Though we had ridden
the machine solo on previous occasions
we had had practically no experience
of it as a sidecar mount, so we
took the opportunity of travelliug to

the works at Tongham, near Aldershot,
in one of the latest models, which was
driven by Mr. G. Q. Eoberts The
journey down was accomplished most
comfortably, and the single-cylinder

engine pulled remarkably well, its heavy
outside flywheel allowing it to "hang
on " to top on the hills, and to climb

most of the rises en route without a

change of speed, and this despite the

fact that the roads were hea^'y in parts

and the wind strong. On no occasion

was it found necessary to change below

second, and on this speed the machine
was quite fast. On the summit of the
Hog's Back we took control, and were
soon bowling along that wonderful road
at quite a comfortable pace. We found
both the Sturmey-Archer gear and the
handle-bar actuated clutch smooth in

action and easy to operate. The engine
is well balanced, and the steering of the
combination is all that can be desired.

At the end of the run we were
gratified to note that the whole machine
was exceedingly clean, the frame being
free from mud, and the crank case
devoid of any traces of oil, a most desir-

able feature.

Latest Modifications.

There have been no • very drastic

alterations in the new model Blackburne.

As regards the engine, the balance of

this has been improved by the adoption

of steel balance weights, and greater

cooling surface has been added to the

cylinder head by increasing the number
of radiating fins. Both cylinder and

Transmission side of the latest Blackburne, showing outside flywheel, a distinctive feature

of all Blackburne models since No. 1 was manufactured.

cylinder head are beautifully c.i«l, the
fins being thin and well finished, whilo
as to the bead, the fins immediately
adjacent to the valve ports aro iin.

higher than the others, thus allowing
the heat in the hottest portion to be
dissipated quickly. The valve ports have
been considerably deepened to allow the
gases a free passage. This has necessi-

tated lengthening the connecting rod
to a certain extent in order that the

compression may remain unaltered. A
new piston has been introduced which
has the two rings at the top instead of

one at the top and the other at the
bottom as formerly. This has been
found to be better from the lubrication

point of \\ew, as, though the bottom
ring in the lowest portion of the piston

is claimed to steady it in the cylinder,

Mr. J. S. Holroyd, the works manager,
considers that this is a fallacy, as the

piston can still rock in the ring. In the

latest piston there is a groove in the lower

extremity to collect oil, and the bottom
edge is rounded off.

tither improvements consist in the fit-

ting of new footboards with heel plates

at the back, a Splitdorf magneto (which
is well protected from the elements), and
the latest pattern Amac carburetter.

Not the least important is the provision

of a suitable guard for protecting the

driving chain.

Sidecar Alterations.

.Messrs. Burnev and Blackburne manu-
facture a speciaf sidecar for their motor
bicycle. The frame is of the dropped
pattern the principal portion of which

consists of a single U-shaped tube, the

rear extremities of which curve upwards
to the axle, wliich has now been

strengthened by means of a triangular

stay capable of being used as a luggage

platform or a spare petrol tin carrier.

The support running from the seat-pillar

of the motor bicycle is attached to the

apes of the triangle. The sidecar is

attached to the machine at four pointa.

On the road we found the sidecar to be

most comjortable and we!! ?rrui c

B7
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Gr

Dec. 30th
Jan. 1st

3rd
5th

:enwich TIMK.

4.57 p.m
4.58 „
5.1

5.3 „
In London half an hour earlier.

Fallen Trees.

The gale on Monday brought down
many trees, with the usual con.sequence .

of blocked roads. Two horses had a
narrow escape in the neighbourhood of

Birmingham, but up to the present we
have heard of no motor cycling accidents
from this cause. Apart from this, the
gale benefited the roads considerably.

Well-known Colonial Rider joins theR.F.C.

Mr. A. G. Salmon, the South African
rider and record holder on a Norton
motor cycle, has arrived in England
for the purpose of taking a commission
in the R.F.C. His knowledge of the
internal combustion engine and wireless
telegraphy should stand him in good
stead in this famous corps.

Troubles Never Come Singly !

A member of the staff who was due at

our Coventry office at 10 a.m. on Tues-
day commenced a trip from town by
road at six o'clock. Progress, however,
was twice delayed by fallen trees, which
entailed a detour in one case, but trouble

was not over, for a couple of punctures
(one in the dark) and a choked carbu-
retter livened the proceedings on this

very cold and windy ride, which took
two hours longer in consequence.

The Fleet and Motor Cycles.

At the present time a series of lantern

slides prepared by Tht Motor Cycle,

depicting motor cycling events held
during the last two or three years, and
certain motor cycle sections of the Army,
are on the high seas being exhibited to

our brave lads in the Navy. The slides

are in the care of the Chaplain of H.M.S.
Antrim, who has kindly undertaken to

pass them on to other ships in com-
pany with the Antrim. We should be
very happy to end the set of slides to
other naval officers for the benefit of the
men on board on receipt of an application
to that effect.

b8

Motor Cycles in Macedonia.

The paragraph in another part of this

issue referring to the absence of motor
cycles in Macedonia evidently refers to

one section only, for we have a letter

from a lieutenant in the R.E., who says
that '

' the go-anywTiere motor cycle' is

doing its duty bravely amongst the
rocky hills and muddy valleys of Greece
and Serbia."

Development of Military Motor Cyclists

in U.S.A.
The war has caused the United States

Government to overhaul and enlarge its

naval and military resoufces, and the
mechanical side of the subject is receiving
a good deal of attention. The employ-
ment of motor cyclists for various duties

such as are covered by British riders has
been decided upon. One instance in

which they will be employed is as scouts
to large armoured cars, and we learn
that, a motor cycle squad will be included
in the armoured motor car train with
which the New York National Guard is

to be equipped during the coming year

The Repair of War Crocks.

Like most other firms, Messrs. Burney
and Blackbui-ne are engaged in war work.
Now, in these days, it is obviously un-
wise to say much in this direction, but
there can be no liarm in mentioning that
a portion of this consists in I'epairing war-
worn motor cycles—warriors battered and
smashed, and often bullet torn—which
arrive from the Front. We saw several
makes of machines, and most of these
had been soundly repaired, and were
resplendent in fresh coats of enamel in

the official W.D. colour. But the
"wrecks" before treatment were pitiable
to behold.

SIDECARS
AND
ACCESSORIES.

In "The Meter Cycle" of January
27th a feature will be made of the
latest sidecar attachments and
motor cycle accessories.

SPECIAL FEATURES
TWIN-CYLINDER TWO-STROKES.

OVERSEAS TRIALS.

THE MYSTERIOUS SIDECAR.
By Dr. Low.

Irish Christmas Trial.

We are able to publish in this issue

an account of a Bank Holiday motor
cycle trial held in Ireland. It was
apparently the only competitive event
this Ghristmastide.

Despatch Rider Recruits.

We learn on excellent authority that

the War Office will shortly issue revised

instructions respecting the recruiting of

motor cyclist despatch riders in the

R E. The instructions are expected to

bear upon the new conditions brought
about by Lord Derby's scheme.

Motor Cycles and Head Lights.

According to the new lighting regula-

tions (reviewed in our last issue), in

certain areas head lights are pro-

hibited. This, one might reasonably
suppose, would mean that no motor
bicycles can be used after dark in the
streets, since these vehicles - use head
lights only, and have no side lamps. We
were, however, informed definitely by an
official at the Home Office the other" day
that this was not the case, and that all

the authorities concern themselves with
is the size and power' of the himp.

Boat-shaped Sidecars.

, M. Vallee-Picaud, who may be re-

membered by some of our readers as the
driver of a Clyno in tlie different Con-
tinental trials, such as the Paris-Nice,
in writing to us says that he has been
very interested in the different shaped
sideca-r bodies, especiallv those resembling
boats, aud reminds us tliat Iiis firm manu-
factured a boat-shaped sidecar body as
far back as 1913, which was known as
"The Skiff." It was taken through a,

number of French trials, such as the
P.iris-Nice and Marcelle-Lyon pas les

Alps. M. Vallee-Picaud s-iys he thinks
it can claim to be the first " boat " to

be taken to the top of the Alpa.
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Note the Date 1

SidoiMi' ;itliiL'hmentis and accessorioa for
notor <'yLK>s will form the cliief contents
of a s|UH-ial issue of 'J'/ie Mottir Ci/cle to
bo piililislio<l oil Tliuisiliiy, ,liiii\i:ivy 27lli.

Result of a Collision

lictm-iiiiis' to Bisloy from iumio on his
motor cvcie, Sergeiiiit. V. H. Brown,
W.iM.G.S. (late of the R,ex Co.), ran into
a car cominy out of a side road and broUe
his ris!;ht arm. He is at present in

hospital at Oxford, and doing well.

Christmas Riding Conditions.

Those who used their motor cycles
this Christmas to journey home or to
friends experienced very bad weather.
On Christmas Day it rained almcst con-
tinuously, Sunday was a little better
with showers only, but on Boxing Day
there was a heavy gale, which rendered
motor cycling most uncomfortable, but
not impossible, for we met many riders

— a large proportion khaki-olad.

Average Prices.

^Ye ^ive below the average prices of

second-hand models oft'ered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted. If there were not at least two
advertisements, then the last occasion on
which they were quoted is given.

•* Axeiage Latest
for weeklv

Make. Year. H.P. last

week
A.J.S 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . .

—

, 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £72
„ ,1913 <5 3-sp- sidecar ,

. I52
1915 2j 3-speed £51

Alton 1915 2^ 2-speed —
Ariel 1914 3 V 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Bradbury . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
B.S.A 1915 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . —

, 1914 4-t 3-sp. sidecar .

„ 1913 3.\ 2-sp. sidecar .

1913 3^ 2-speed —
Caltliorpe . . 1914 2 2-speed £17
CI5110 T914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —

,, 1913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Douglas ..- 1914 2iJ 2-sp. kick start —

... 1914 2i 2-sp. T.T —

... 1913 2il 2-sp. T.T £32
Eutield 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £75

average
btainabit

fya

lib
,<;53

00
jC56

£l4 -
£31

^63

£38
£40

O.K.

P. & M.
Premier

Rex

1914 6 2-sp, sidecar .

.

£6j —
„ .... 1913 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
„ .... 1915 3 2-sneed —

1914 3 2-speed £37
A. Excelsior 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£48
H.-Davidson 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£79
Indian .... 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£74
„ .... 1914 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£60
,, .... 1914 7 T.T. free engine —

I James 191,=; 4j- 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£75
I.ea-Frauc:s. 1915 3^ 3-speed £03
'Matchless .. 191 4 8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£70
New Imperial 1915 2i 2-speed £29

1914 2i 2-speed —
1915 2'.2-speed £23
1914 2 2-speed £23
1913 3^- 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
1914 z\ 3-sp- sidecar .

.

—
^9^3 3i 3-sp- sidecar .

.

—
1914 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Rover 1915 3V 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
„ .... - 1913 z\ 3-sp- sidecar .

.

—
Rudge 1915 3^ multi £47

, 1914 3^ multi £37
' „ 1913 34 multi —
Scott 1914 3t 2'sp. sidecir .

, 1913 35 2-sp. sidecar .

Singer 1913 S\ free engine . .

Sunbeam . . 1915 6 3-5?. sidecar .

„ . . 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

„ .- 1915 34 3-speed
. . 1914 si 3-5peed

-Triunrph . . . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . ._

- ,, ... 1914 4 3-speed £40
" 1913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£47
,, ... 1913 3I 3-5peed —

Williamson . 1914 P 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£')2

„ .. 1913 8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
" Zenitii 1914 6 Gradua sidecar £50

, 1914 8 Gradua sidecar —

£54
£48

£50

U9
£45

£44

i^-f'

fA3
£49
,(44
£48

£56
£41
i'40

£29

£23
£96
£So
Cb3
£52

f3S

i67

GreetiHRs from the Front.
W'l' liavi' to th.iiik HiMiiy id ciiir rciidcrH

for the Chrislnuis cards mid New Year
greetings which Imvc come to hiind
during the past few dayB. .Many arc.
fi'oni well-known riders "at the tronl,
and ni-lually include inOBdages from
Macedonia, Callipoli. and Italy,

Breaches of the Lighting Regulations.
.Vn Army Ijieutenant who signs him-

self "BBmS" writes: "I should like,

through the medium of your excellent
paper, to warn motor cyclists who reside

near Tyneside against driving at all

fast on foggy nights. The other night,

on a journey of only four miles, I

encountered" a cyclist with a red head
light, and a mile further on a cart with
a white rear light. I£ vehicles are

found on the roads in this condition, I

consider they should be fined much
more heavily than those who merely
exceed the speed limit. If I h.ad been
driving fast at the time, I should have
had a bad accident in either case."

The Motor Cvolo Club ol South Auilralia.

On Novi-fiilicr Olli u (lyiiiir 't.-i

mile npuud text wiih hulcl on '

.Meadows ruad, with tlm tiii<-

Ci.»«» 1.— I'P T

1 K. W«rrfn I"". I

2 J. V .1 '
•

f I CO.
1. .1. ir. I

! , ..

2. O, Froynt u.i Um'-i
3. C, a l.lnduy Wii Uond-

CijlHs 3.—ST.\xnAnr> axd Pnn->Ti. •
, Maciiini;n i,'i' to GOO r.o.

1. E. WArrcn (Ji, Bllloll-Jai.) ..

2. T. II. KiikImi li<-, K'-nt-Ruiiiiol
3. li;. E. Ka>t«r I3<^ Kent) .

Clahs 4.—T.T. .'siRirrrn M

I,, !'

31«<.
S2<|.

W. A. Drlcoi
E. E. Koitor
H. A Iluliri-l..

IIISM tT TO

201:
29ii.
34 li1.0.

Clash 5.—OvEa 800 O.c.

'1. E. 0. Wngnir f8 Blno Bp«-J«l))
2. N. K. Torodn (7 Inaian) ..

3. C. E. Nalty (7 Indian) ..
' Faatcst time ol the day.

Class 6 Passenger MACinin:s tjp to
W Courtney (3'.^ T.«wit &) ..

271.
2711.
aitit.

COO CO
62il.

RIDING A MOTOR CYCLE IN A COMMUNICATION TRENCH.

A British despatch rider in the Dardanelles carrj-ing a message up to the Brigade headquarters

after getting into the commumcation trench.

Bil
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MOTOR CYCLING IN NORTHERN INDIA.
The Account of a Trip into Kashmir.

I
HAVE frequently read most interesting accounts

in The Motor Cycle of trips on motor cycles

through the British Isles and elsewhere, and
think that readers would be interested to hear about

one recently performed in Northern India.

The particular route followed was from Peshawar to

Srinagar. There are two roads from railhead to

Srinagar, one via Murree, and one via Abbottabad.

We chose the latter, as coming from Peshawar it was
the nearer. Our outfit was a 3j^ h.p. three-speed 1913
Triumph with basket sidecar, and we took it by train

as far as the railway goes. This is Havelion,

a wayside station, which we reached at

7 o'clock one May morning, and having made
a hearty breakfast in the train, we proceeded

to load up at once. It was really wonderful
what we contrived to stow away on that small

vehicle : two passengers, a roll ' of bedding,

tiffin basket, small suit case, a spare tyre, and
that most necessary box of tools and spares,

as well as two tins of petrol, a third being

emptied into the tank prior to departure. It

is impossible to procure petrol en route, and
as the distance from Havelion to Srinagar

'

V^s-.^-J...-

•st

\Ve made a good start, the engine pulling well up
some very steep hills. We passed Abbottabad, a

pretty little station and the headquarters of several

Gurkha regiments, but some way beyond this misfor-

rune befell us. The road here was truly shocking;
sharp stones and slabs of fallen rock were lying about

in all directions, and there were wheel ruts six to ten

inches deep. The unfortunate occupant of the sidecar

got severely bumped, until finally came a loud report,

and we discovered one of the sharp stones had merci-

lessly cut through the sidecar tvre.

(Top) Nearing

Rampur, showing

one of the many

hairpin bends

which have to be

taken very slowly.

(Left) Road

mending in

Kashmir. A steam

roller is iu3t

discernible in the

bacltground

(Right) A stop

for lunch. Note

t h e luggage

strapped on the

carrier of tJw

Triumph.

-X

i^lM

is 167 miles, it is most necessary to take a
sufficient supply.
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Motor Cycling in Nortliern India.—

All along the Kashmir road arc small dak bungalows
at intervals of about twenty miles or so, and at any
of these one is always sure of a good meal and com-
fortable quarters for the night, and there is no heed
to announce one's arrival beforehand. Our lirst night

we spent at Gurhi Hari-bullah, a small bungalow,
situated high up above a rushing torrent of a river.

Next day we found the road in better condition, and
covered a distance of seventy-four miles. After heavy
rain the road is frequently impassable, the bridges

being washed away, and often great boulders come
hurtling down from the high cliffs above. But we
were lucky in our weather, and encountered no obstruc-

tions or landslips. Thirteen miles on we reached

Domel, 2,100 feet, and here a toll of five rupees is

due for motor cars, and two rupees for humbler
vehicles.

Climbing to Snowr=cIad Mountains.

At this point the Abbottabad route we had come

by joins the Murree road, and for the rest of the way

there is only one narrow road. From now onward the

gradient is very continuous, and pedalling was neces-

sary to help the engine. The latter was working

splendidly, for the load was indeed heavy— I

42 stone, including luggage, passengers, and

bicycle. Tow^ards evening the scenery got more
|

mountainous, and we caught glimpses of snow-

clad peaks in the distance.

We reached Rampur (4,300 feet) that night

and found a cliarming new bunga-

low to put up at and an excellent

dinner. It was very cold here, for

we had been steadily climbing all

day.

Next morning we left at seven

o'clock, and expected to reach

Srinagar about ten. but as far as

achievement went we did not do it

by a long way. The scenery on

the next part of our journey was

by far the prettiest we had come

across yet. The river rushes along

at a tremendous rate, over huge

boulders, and the trees and foliage

are beautiful, while away in the

distance are the great snow moun-

tains.

From BaramuUa up to Srinagar

the road is flat and ugly, and what

view one might obtain of the moun-

tains is shut out by rows of tall

poplars, planted so close together

that a fat man could not squeeze

through in places. However, we
were grateful enough for the shade

they gave.

Hereabouts the hub gear came

out of adjustment," and to remedy

matters I proceeded to tighten up

the adjustable gear rod nut, when,

to my dismay, the rod snapped off.

There seemed nothing to be done

but traverse the remaining twenty

miles on lowest gear. This was
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truly iieart breaking, a.s from here on to Srmngar
the road is absolutely flat and straiglit and in

excellent contlition, and wc had bec-n l(x>king for-

ward to a really fast .^pin all ihc way. Thus we
plodded along at ten miles an hour f<jr some dislancv,
and then decided to make one more effort to menrj
the rod. We tied the pieces up with slrinK. amj on
operating the change Icvi-r, to our intense ijeliglit the

gear suddenly slijiped into second, and so the remain-
ing distance into Srinagar was not so slow after all.

High Price of Petrol.

It is advisable for molori.sts to send on a supply of

petrol to Srinagar, for prices there run very high, as

much as 13s. 4d. being asked for a four-gallon

drum.
There is an excellent engineering firm in Srinagar,

and next day we took the bicycle there to have the

gear rod repaired, which was accomplished most satis-

factorily. After a thorough cleaning of the engine, the

good old Triumph was all ready for the return journey,

which, alas! was due to take place in a fortnight's

time, leave in India being of very short duration this

vear owing to the war and consequent sh<mage of

officers. C.A.T.

CHEPSTOW CASTLE. MONMOUTHSHIRE

In the foreground are two Matchless sidecar outfits

f
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Bank Holiday Trial in County Wicklow.
THE Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club held

a reliability trial on the Bank Holiday. The
event was more or lessx>f a holiday character,

and the distance was under seventy miles, so as to

avoid riding in- darkness. The route lay for the most
part in Co. Wicklow, and the crucial part of the trial

was the crossing of the Wicklow mountains by Wick-
low Gap. The ascent of the mountain.^- from the

eastern side was one of the two non-stop sections of
the route, the other being the ascent of the Sugarloaf
mountains from Kilmacanogue to Calary. Under
ordinary conditions neither of these ascents would be

regarded as serious tests for a motor cycle, but with

the roads in a more than usually heavy state they

proved very trying on Monday, and quite a number
of penalties were registered against the competitors on
both hills.

The start took place at ten o'clock from Donnybrook
Bridge, the twelve competitors being despatched at

The drawing on the regimental Christmas card ol tlie JVlotor

Machine Gun Service. The Editor acknowledges with thanks receipt

of several from different recruits.

one minute intervals. The outward journey was by
Bray and Kilmacanogue, where the first open check

was taken before entering on the non-stop section to

the top of the Sugarloaf. It was no easy matter to

maintain the scheduled speed of twenty miles an hour

to Mountain Stage Tavern, and the extra allowance

given to the low-powered passenger machines and the

lightweights was needed by most of the riders of these

machines. Afterwards it was easy going by Calary,

Roundwood, Annamoe, and Laragh to Glendalough,
where two hours were allowed for luncheon. .

^ Climbing the Mountains.
Immediately after the restart the crucial portion of

the trial was entered upon. A sharp hairpin corner

had to be tackled at the point where the main road
was left, but all the competitors took it with caution,

and there were no failures on the turn. As on the

Sugarloaf, there was difficulty in keeping up to

scheduled time, and although there were no stoppages
on the hill, the variations from time at the Granabeg
check should find a winner without the aid of a secret

check that was taken on the last stage of the journey.
The homeward route was by Hollywood, Poulaphuca,
Brittas, and Tallaght to Terenure, where the follow-

ing were checked in

:

W. Fennell (4 h.p. Norton and sc.)

P. H. Hurse (4^ h.p. B.S.A.)
C. B. Franklin (7 h.p. Indian and sc.)

J. Clarke (5-6 h.p. Rudge).
T. W. Ladd (6 h.p. Bradbury and sc.)

S. Allen (3^ li.p. James).
J. Carter (7 h.p. American Excelsior).

J. Redmond (7 h.p. Indian).

The other competitors were—G. Mayne (10 h.p.

Calthorpe), who stopped at Glendalough ; G. A. M.
Curtis (7 h.p. Indian and sidecar), who stopped at

Kilmacanogue; J. Cunningham (2^4^ h.p. Douglas),
who retired in Rocky Valley with magneto trouble

;

and R. Walsh {4.% h.p. B.S.A.), who stopped at

Mountain Stage Tavern.

> ^»«»' <

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE REPAIRS.
WITHOUT wishing to detract in any way from

the excellence of Mustikon patches, I may
perhaps be allowed a small criticism of my

colleague " Road Rider's " article on the subject of

tyre repair. Taking his sketches in order : horizontal

expansion must occur with Mustikon patches as with

the ordinary variety, but this expansion should not

be detrimental in any case, as the tube and patch

expand together, and if the tube be a good fit the

expansion will be but slight. Vertical or lifting

strain will only occur with a properly fitting tube if

it be inflated before being put into the cover ; when
in the cover the air pressure will force the tube and
patch into close contact and assist adhesion. Mustikon
patches are difficult to place in position, and do not

readily adhere to the inside of a tube, though they

stick well on the outside. Another point, too, occurs

to tne. How can a Mustikon patch be applied when
the' tyre is punctured through a similar patch already

in position ? Prepared patches are oft«n very hard
to remove, and the shank of a Mustikon is not long

enough to reach through tube and patch.

E14
,

AN AMERICAN TIP.

IN reamering out a

valve guide, it is

very essential to

hold the reamer per-

fectly central and up-

right. This can be done
by making a reamer
guide such as is shown
in the illustration here-

with, which can be
constructed of metal
or hard wood. The
threads, which should
fit the inlet valve port

or valve cap thread,

in the case of side by
side valves, should be

turned on the lathe

and the hole bored
Reamering a valve guide.

before the block is removed from the chuck; thus

they can be cut perfectly true and will then hold the

reamer correctly in position.
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THE STANDARDISATION
OF SPARKING PLUGS.

SIANDAl!niSATION of motor parts
is always desir.'ible, and, IUoukIi
sparking plug threads (with tTio

exception ot the American taper thread)
}iave always been more or less uniform,
we welcome the "intermi report" by the
Engineering Standards Committee giving
all the dimensions which have been
agreed upon and authorised by that body.
The angle of the thread is 60°, and tlie

ipitth of the threads 1.5 mm. The
effective diameter of a screw having a
single thread is the length of a ^ine
drawn through the axis and at right

angles to it, measured between the points
where the line cuts the slopes of the
thread. The other measurements will be
readily understood on reference to the
accompanying illustration.
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The standard spiirking plug llircad uduplcd Ly

OVERSEAS EVENTS
East London (S.A.) Club's Activities

THE East London (S.A.) M.C.C. held

a petrol consumption test on
November 14th. The route was

from East London to Mooiplaats and
back, a distance of fifty-six miles, and

very strong head wind, -so strong that
not one of the competitors could free
engine down any of the hills, some of
which were very stiff. The road is the
best in the district, but is, nevertheless,
none too good, there being some nasty
patches of loose stones, stiff climbs, anS
sharp bends.

Racing on the New Brighton (N.Z.) Beach.
The Pioneer Motor and Sports Club,

of Christchurch, held three races on the
New Brighton Beach on October 30th.
The beach was wet, and tlie riding con-

A SIDECAR OUTFIT ON RUNNERS^

sequently heavy. The (inBloa will b*
seen to have performed well. Rcniiltii ;

I'lVK-MiT-B Maiden Handioap.— F. N.
-Manlell (3i Triumph), handicap Irn. 30ii.

;

A. ^rorcland (4 Triumph), Im. ISs. ; E.
Smith (9 Dayton), scratch. No limes of
this event were taken.
TwE.s-Tr-MHE Soi.o Uakdioap.—F. V.

Thomas (4i B.S.A.), handicap 4m. ISx. j

F. Haworth (4 Triumph), 4m. ISs. ; W.
Hollobon (4 Triumph), 4m. 458. Winner's
time, 20m. 383. The winner made the
fastest time.

TE.V-SIII.E SiDECAB HA.NDICAP.—F. V.
Thomas (4i B.S.A.). handicap 2m. 10s.,
time 14m. 20s. ; F. Haworth (4 Triumph),
2m. 10s., time 14m. 27i.«. ; G. B. Brown
(4 Triumph), Im. 45s., time 14m. 41|».
Brown made the fastest time.

Consumption Test in South Australia.

Competitions have again started in

South Australia, but, on account of the
drain ot sporting members to the enli<t-

ing camps, competition is not so keen as
iu former years. On October 23rd a
petrol consumption test was held over a
distance of ten miles, with the following
result :

Ton-ronc»

•1. F. BoytoD (3','- Indian) .. 35.3
2. W. Courtney (3',^ I^»i5 tc.l . ?e.\
3. E. FetBUson (4 Indian

|
.. 21.

S

4. J. V. Johns (2% Ltvisl .. 18.3
* B«5t mileage per gallon (18B mile<).

A 6 h.p. Royal Enfield passenger outfit owned

by Mr. Bertel Sandberg, of Stockholm, with

runners substituted for the front and sidecar

wheels. It is interesting to compare these

pictures with those of Ajiierican motor cycle

sleighs published in our last issue,

the set speed was 18 m.p.h. There were

thirty entries, and the results were as

follow :

oz.

1. H. Feller (S'A Eoverl .. •• 'J
2. W. Innes (3% Triumph) .. .. 80
3. E. C. Martin (3i,i Triumph) .. 6V,'f

4. V. Snell (4 Triumph) . .. S2V..

5. F. Miles (3V2 Triumph) .. -.87
The winner's average was 121 m.p.g.

The outward journey is mostly up liill,

but on the return jom-ney there was a
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On the Road
with a 3f h.p. Scott

>-s^j.-^Sidecar Outfit.

THE IMPRESSIONS OF A COUNTRY RIDER.

I
HAVE always possessed a distinct leaning towards

the light sidecar outfit

—

i.e., a 33^ h.p. single-

cylinder machine with light sidecar attachment.

This type of mount is far more sporting to ride in a

mountainous district than the heavy twin outfit, which,

with its low emergency gear, will literally climb a tree

if judiciously handled.

It is just the possibility of " Konking '' out on a

severe gradient, together with the necessity for care-

ful handling, which adds so much to the sporting

attractions of a ride over the ranges on a medium-
powered outfit. I have long looked for one which,
though sporting to handle on pleasure rambles through
the hills, was capable of a high road speed on long

main road journeys, the 33^2 h.p. single falling some-
what short in this respect. Recently I have been
riding a 3^ h.p. Scott combination^by no means a

new one, but one which has enjoyed decent usage, and
this somewhat unconventional mount fills the bill

exactly.

This year I ha^e ridden several makes
|

of passenger machines, and each has
possessed its own little characteristics.

Some were fast on hills, but compaiativel)
slow on the level; others progressed uphill

and down at the same monotonous pun,
but none of them have proved so full of

firewoiks and the unexpected as the two-

cylinder two-stroke I am now riding. The

Scott sidecar, heavy though it be, makes practically no
difference to the speed of the machine on the level.

Given a good road it is quite as fast as an Ameri-
cali 7-9 h.p. twin which I have been riding, but

though fascinating to ride and sporting to handle it

must not be imagined that the Scott can hold its own
on hills with a big four-stroke twin. Considering its

power this cannot be expected; it is slightly faster on
hills than a good 3^4 h.p. two-speed combination, btu

not so fast as a three-speed. On an open road it

would leave either of the latter far behind, for the

simple reason that one can let the engine "rev"
downhill and on the level; without danger of over-

heating and without valve clatter! But over and
above this the engine is capable of turning over at a

terrific speed, and one acquires the habit of niaintain-

ing a higher road speed on a tAvo-stroke water-cooled

Scott than on any other machine of similar power I

have handled.

A road lest of a 3^; li.p. Scotl passenger machine. (Upper) Ascending a

gradient on a mountain path. (Lower) A halt in the woods.

BiS

,S«lJ!8s»!4.i8' %»«>

The abilit\ to peimit the engine to "rev

without suffering discomfort, and without

discolouring plated paits composing the

powei unit, is one of the great charms of

riding a Scott. The machine is as com-

foitable at 48 m.p.h. on the dead level as

it is at 30—in lact, more so, since the soft

puir of the exhaust at high speeds is rather

soothing. The absence of valves and the

continuous clatter which these members create

at high speeds is pleasant to experience. Very

few four-stroke machines of correspond-
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On the Road with a SJ l:.p. Scott Sidecar Outfit.—

iiig power that 1 have ridden have luoved coiiilVirlable
at a speed excecdhig 35 ni.pdi. over long distances,
but on the Scott it is merely a matter of seconds to
attain this speed from a standing start, and vibration
does_ not become excessive till a speed far above the
requirements of safe touring is attained. One sim|)ly
permits the engine to purr over at half throttle,

,

adjusting the speed on corners by the half-compres-
sion release, and since the engine will "rev" in-

definitely there is no need to cut out on ordinary
down grades.

One is apt to form the impression that the Scott
engine turns over very fast at normal road speeds, but
as a matter of fact it is geared much higher than most
four-stroke5, the standard gears being a,\^ and 7.6 to

I for solo work, and 4.3 and 8 to i for sidecar.

Handling and Control.
Given a natural gift for handling motor cycles, the

Scott is. one of the most delightful machines to handle,
though it is quite conceivable that the indifferent rider

would lind it rather difficult at first, and blame the

system of control. The foot-controlled gear enables
one to change from- one gear to the other in an infini-

tesimal space of time, and it cannot be doubted that

this feature has had much to do with the success of

the machine in various speed tests. Having no weight

of flywheel the engine picks up instantly in changing
down, and for the same reason the high gear goes

straight home, there being no konk or labouring with

the even torque.

Skill in handling a Scott, however, is largely

dependent on the rider's ability to use the right foot

and the left hand in exact unison. One does not

depend so much upon the carburetter controls as in

the case of most four-strokes. The engine speed

is governed largely by the half-compression, and,

in traffic, much depends on the smartness in planting

home the gear and releasing the half-compression

lever at just the right moment.
To obtain the best results a Scott requires handling,

and there are few machines which lend themselves

so well Id iIk- export rider. f)rii e li.'nin({ at<|uirc(|
the art, one can .slip iliioiigji iraflic and lake ccrlain
liberties that one would prohalily not nHctiipt with all

machines, the quick acceleralion and insianlancaux
action of the gears enabling one to slip in and oul
without risk. True that we <lo not all <U-sire lo
perform circus tricks on the Kin^'-s Highway, but
we have most of u.s a sneaking pride in ilic manner
in which we handle our machines through the rroivdecl

thoroughfares.

Maintenance.
As regards petrol consumption, this is not to l>c

complained of considering ihc many advantages of

an even torque. On a i)ractical test with passenger,
luggage and full equipment aboard, the machine

'

I am riding does 54 m.p.g. over mountainous road^,
including one or two freak gradients. The engine
consumes about the same quantity of oil as a

5-7 h.p. twin. The wear on rear tyre is about tlic

same as on a 3J4 h.p. single. One might anticipate

something better, but the foot-controlled gear is not

conducive to the longevity of the rear tyre. All things

considered, the question of maintenance is not one
that need influence one's decision, for there are many
medium-powered sidecar outfits more expensive to i m
than the Scott.

The Scott'Sidecar.

The maker's sidecar is unquestionably designed
on excellent lines, and those interested in sidecar

design might do well to study its construction. The
springing of the body is ingenious and efTective, and
the chassis design is splendidly thought out. I am
rather inclined to think that the body is too well sus-

pended, for, on pot-holey and tortuous roads, I note

my passenger swinging in all directions and omitting

grunts, while I, mounted comfortably on an Xl'AII

saddle, remain qpmparatively stationary.

in justice to the makers, in whom I have no material

interest, I cannot refrain from saying that there are

very few machines which I have found so interesting

and fascinating to handle as the machine under review.

H. Mortimer Batten.

A MOTOR CYCLE CLUB OUTING IN BRAZIL.

Meet of the Rio Molo Club, the recent formation of which was announced in Tht Motor Cycle, in a forest on Tiiuca HiL
U19
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MILITARY NOTES.

DECEMBER soth, 1915.

Cheery New Year Messages from Motor Cyclists on Active Service.

LATEST DESPATCHES FROM
THE FRONT.

SINCE our last issue went to press a
few more messages were received
from men at the Front, and so were,

unfortunately, too* late for inclusion in

the " Christmas Despatches from Service
Readers" published last week. There
are two joint letters, each from two well-

known men. The first is from Graeme
Fenton and Philip Grout, whose message
reads as follows :

"Graeme Fenton, Capt. A.S.C., and
Philip. Grout, Lieut. E.E., convey to all

the old brigade at home their very best
wishes for the New Year. May 1915
prove a record one in a way beneficial to

all at home and elsewhere. To ensure
1916 being ' beneficial,' enter at once for
the ' great trial

'
; entries close December

31st, 1915."

Sergts. J. Cocker and J. H. Pountney,
both of the No. 5 Battery, M.JM.G.S.,
on active service, write :

" You will be pleased to know that the
No. 5 Battery is still going strong and
doing some excellent work. As for the
past nine months we have been living
within two or three miles of the firing

line, where cameras are unknown, a
service snapshot is out of the question.
Wishing you and all old friends a pro-
sperous New Year."

It seems ages since we have heard of

Lieut. F. A. McNab, of the R.N.V.R.,
who has been on patrol service off the
north coast of Scotland. We have now
had a New Year greeting from him
from the South of England, which reads :

" The very best of luck in 1916 to all

my old friends, and I hope and trust

before it ends that we may all be back
fbt dear old Brooklands again. What a

day the first meeting at Brooklands will

FiighL-Lieuc. Victor Wiibertorce, who
loined the R.N.A.S. before the outbreak of

war. Previously he was a well-known

competition rider of Douglas bicycles and

G.W K. cycle cars.

B20

Despatch riders who were attached to the I /Ist Koya! Wilts Yeomanry tor hheen months

until that regiment left England for active service. Reading from left to right: Lance-

Corporals Corders, Rose, Bolt, Corporal Palmer, Lance-Corporal Hopkins, Ambulance-Driver

Sudweeks, Lance-Corporals Munday and Lockhead.

NO MOTOR CYCLES IN
be after peace is declared ! Wishing the
good old Motor Cycle a still better New
Year."

A lady motor cyclist has received from
a member of the M.M.G.S. on active

service a brooch made of a piece of a
German shell.

A

" The motor cyclists of the 1st

Canadian Motor Machine Gun Brigade
wish all their comrades and fellow
motor cyclists a prosperous New Year."
—From Pte. J. Aldersley, 1st Canadian
M.M.G. Brigade.

MACEDONIA.
REPORT reaches us from a reliable

source to the effect .that no motor
cycles are now being used in ilace-

donia "on account of the very muddy con-

dition of the country, as well as the

absence of roads. Despatch riders are

now using pedal cycles, and motor cyclist

officers are mostly engaged upon signal

woi'k. Probably when the weather im-

proves and roads of some sort are

formed, motor cycles will be used

again, for it is certain that where push
cyclists can ride motor cyclists can follow.

Sidney George, the Indian rider, has,
we learn, joined the R.F.C. as a
despatch rider.

Lieut. G. I. Francis sends a service

postcard, with the words " A Happy
New Year to All " written across it.

GARSON, a

France, and

ANOTHER DESPATCH RIDER
KILLED.

CORPORAL JACOB
despatch rider in

formerly an active

member of the Newcastle
and District M.C., has
died in hospital at

Boulogne from a wound
received whilst carrying
out his duties.

We understand that Gordon W. B.

McKechnie, a member of the Motor
Cycling Club, who received a commission
some time ago in the M.M.G.S., and has
seen active service, is being transferred

to the R.F.C.

THE BROTHERS
BASHALL.

VERY little has been
heard of " Bizz

"

and Harry Bashall

since the war began,
though we knew that

they were both " doing
their bit " over in France.

They are now attached to

the 2nd Indian Cavalry
Supply Column of the

M.T., A.S.C., "Bizz"
driving a Clyno sidecar

and Harry a Sunbeam
car. Like many others,

they have not had leave

yet, though both have
seen over a year's service.

Corporal '* Bizz " Bashall driving a Clyno outht ' some-

where in France." Together \vith ills brother Harry he is

attached to the 2nd Indian Cavalry Supply Column of the

A.S.C.. M.T
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, '• The Motor Cycle." Hertford Slroo:

Tyre Repairs.
Sir,—I was much interested in vour article on Muslikoii

nmci- tube patching, as indeed I am in most of tlie articles
in 1 lie Motor Oi/cle. It has reminded me of the miislu-oom
t.vpe ot solid rubber plug used in tlie repair of the single
tube tyres used long ago on pedal cycles, tlie head
ot the plug being passed through the {runcture and
the projecting end trimmed off flush with the tread
of the tyre. Possibly these plugs could be used in the
repair of holes m outer covers of motor cycle tyres if tliev
could be obtained, at least as a temporary repair. I may
add that most of my tjie troubles have been throuTh
punctures near the valve, which, I hope, will be capable of
easy repair by the Mustikon process. BATITE.

Varying the Power of Electric Light.
Sir,—I think the cheapest and simplest way out of the

difficulty is to use a small variable resistance (wire) in series
with light and battery. This article costs about Is. 6d., and
can be purchased at any electrical stores. If used with a
dynamo set, care should be taken to connect it between the
light leads and not between dynamo and battery, as this
would cause the dynamo voltage to drop (when charging),
and therefore the voltage of battery being higher, it would
try to run the dyfiamo «s a motor. " This would not improve
the condition of the aforementioned articles. This would
enable the lights to be varied at will from zero to full with-
out involving the complications of double filament bulbs, or
connecting an accumulator to a two-way switch to tap off
two, four, or six volts as needed. Again, say on a run
through country and town (especially in winter weather), one
does not want to stop to substitute a bulb of higher voltage
to get the desired light. X.Y.Z.

Motor Cycles in GaUipoh.
Sir,—Your readers may be interested to hear a little more

about the motor cycles in C4allipoli. Though not very many
are used for communications from the beaches to the firing
lines, yet a good many are used in communications between
the various beaches, and from G.H.Q. to various brigade
headquarters. In the Krithia sector the machines are
Douglases and countershaft three-speed Triumphs, the
former used by the R.N.A.S. and the latter by the Army
despatch riders.

On our beach there was a steep and precipitous path
leading from the shore to the top of the 100 feet cliffs, and
it was really wonderful to see the way the Triumplis climbed
it. Starting only twenty yards from the foot of the climb,
the average grade of which must liave been at least 1 in 4,

they would fairly roar up, accelerating all the way, in spite

of dust and sand from 2in. to 6in. thick. The only trouble
ever experienced with them was broken springs in the forks

owing to the terribly rough roads.

The Douglases were not quite so good at climbing, but
stood up to their work wonderfully. I met one as early as
last May, being driven through the bed of a stream in the

Saghir Dere, before ever the present road there was con-

structed. It was being biunped over rocks and holes, and
was dripping with water, yet it hummed on as though on

an English main road.

The only other machines I have seen were half a dozen

B.S.A.'s at a depot at Suvla Bay. In that region one could

enjoy (as much as shrapnel, etc., would allow) a blind of a
coup"le of miles all out across the fairly level dried mud of

the Salt Lake.

for the opinions of his correspondents.
,
Coventry, and muit be (ccompanled by Ibg wriler'i bum *a4 iddrra.

I have iiad your paper foiiI out to mc ovi-ry week, and
both on the PcninBuLi and hero in honpital thtro it nlway«
a rush for it as soon a,s it appears. I can truthfully «»jr
it is the only paper I ever read from cover to cover.

>Ialta. 1608, K.A.M.C.

Useful Hints on Dress to Lady Motor Cyclists.
Sir,—I am a constant roadcr of 'I'/ie Motor IJycU, unci if

you will allow me space I can give lady motor cyclist* a few
hints on how to make a very neat skirt for motoring. I took
an old-fashioned skirt with eight gores and rather wide, and
opened it up the left front and the left back and »cwcd it

up like a divided skirt. I can go into any shop, or walk in

it, and it never looks a bit divided, being" so wide round the
bottom, and it is heavy round the bottom and docs not blow
about. My coat is threcquarter length, knitted of the samp
colour of wool. The first time I was out on the motor I fell

tlie wind very much on my chest, so the next thing wa»
what I call a chest protector, cut out of leather and covered
with velvet coming up well to the neck; this I pen painted.
and it just looks like the front of my blouse, aild is quit*
warm on the coldest day. My hat is made to come down
over the ears, but I can hear quite well ; it is fastened under
the chin with a ribbon and spring button.

Miss Jeanie Kerr, ot Thornton, File, and her 7-9 h.p. Matchleii

sidecar. (See letter on this page.)

I enjoy motoring of all kinds, and can drive a motor car,

motor lorry, or a motor cycle, but I use most a 1915 7-9 h.p.

Matchless cycle and sidecar. I have liad no trouble with it

while doing long journeys. Sometimes I have One or

two passengers in the sidecar and sometimes I am alone, but
it is very easy to steer, only one must remember to have a bit

of the road for the sidecar. It is fitted with all the newest
patents and electric light. I have covered many miles on thus

cycle in all kinds of weather. One ride to be remembered by
me was on a night of torrents of rain, thunder, and lightning,

but weather does not trouble me with my sou'-wester bat

and coat. All went well until I reached a street in K ,

which was flooded. The lady in the sidecar wanted to turn,

but on I went. Before I got far the water was up above the
first rest, so I had to remove my foot to the second rest, and
five minutes later we left that street behind, none the worse
for our trip throngh the water.

JEANIE KERR
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Scott Lubrication.
Sir,—Capt. Dodds's letter and illustrations in reference

to his 1913 Scott and sidecar are very interesting.
I think the Best and Lloyd twin feed which he has

adopted quite good. At the same time I cannot very well
understand why he should have experienced any difficulty
in obtaining an equal share of oil to each cylinder with the
single drip-feed and pressure pump (as fitted by the Scott
Engineeving Co.), provided the crank case suction is equal
and lubricating pipes clear:

1 have used
'
the standard single drip-feed for the past

two years, and have always found the level of oil in each
crank case sump to be approximately the same ; and I cannot
say that I have experienced a semblance of a seizure.
My mileage is approximately 12,000, and I frequently carry
two passengers in the sidecar.

I notice Capt. Dodds's machine has not quite all the latest
improvements, viz., front forks. I ride the same model as
Capt. Dodds, and I find the 1915 forks a great improvement
compared with the 1914 pattern. jMy petrol consumption is

52 to 60 m.p.g. with Binks three-jet carburetter. i

I must endorse Capt. Dodds's remarks on the comfort
experienced in riding a Scott, and, like himself, I have
ridden a few other makes. I have toured from one end
of England to the other with two passengers on two occasions
with absolutely no mechanical trouble. For positive relia-

bility these machines cannot surely be siu'passed. I should
say I am in no way interested in the Scott Engineering
Co. other than being a satisfied rider of their machine.

C. B. THWAITE.

British Machines for British Riders.

Sir,

—

The Motor Cycle circulates pretty freely among
despatch riders on this side, and five of us have just been
discussing your big production of November 25th It is a
splendid effort, but do you not think that, considering Ute
large circulation your publication enjoys, far too iimch
publicity is given each week to American-made machines,
for publicitj' usually results in sales? American manu-
facturers have pushed sales strongly in Great Britain at a
time when our manufacturers are at a disadvantage, engaged
as they mostly are on Government work.
Judging by the pieminent and expensive advertisements,

the American firms, or their agents, indulge in, they must be
selling some macliines in Great Britain, and where they have
sold machines they will sell parts for subsequent replace-

ments. Result, as our old friend ilicawber would say, more
money for the United States of America.

If British-made motor cycles were sold in the States we
could, in normal times, afford to reciprocate by purcliasing

American-made motor cycles ; but where in the United
States, with the possible exception of the experimenting
department of some of the motor cycle manufacturers, can
one find British-made motor cycles?" They are not to be
seen on the roads, nor are the advertisements of British

cycle firms to be found in the motor cycle publications in

the U.S.A., for the tariff on motor cycles (50%, as far as
the writer remembers) prohibits the British manufacturer
from competing. The 33^% duty imposed on American
machines and parts by j\lr. JIcKenna should be the same as

on British machines entering the States. At this time, how-
ever, when the British Empire is fighting for its very exist-

ence against aii organisation largely created by money
derived from profits on goods dumped into Free Trade
Britain, and every sovereign, whether in the possession of

the State or the individual, is of vital value to the Empire
and civilisation, no one should be instrumental in allowing
even the smallest sum of money to leave the country, unless
it be in payment for some necessary article not procurable
in the Empire, and, with the wide range of British models to

choose from in Britain, the purchase of a foreign-made motor
cycle at present should be considered unpatriotic.

CUCKOO (Despatch Rider).

1st Canadian Contingent B.E.F., France.

The Lady Motor Cyclist—A Protest.

Sir,— I wish to endorse the remarks of Miss !Mary Reid
in your issue of December 15th in regard to ladies' motor
cycles. I may say I have ridden a lady's motor cycle for

the last four years, and have disposed of my old motor cycle

every year without any difficulty at 'all.

As regards speed capacity, I am certain it will travel

as fast as anyone would desire.

Having this year disposed of my 1914 machine I waited
six months for delivery of a new lady's Douglas in prefer-

ence to riding a man's, although there was always one at

my disposal. I think and hope that ladies will take to

riding ladies' machines instead of men's^ as it is much
more becoming. As it is with ladies"push cycles, so it should
be with motor cycles. (Mrs.) R. H. ATTWOOD.

Mrs. .^ttwood and her lady s model Douglas. (See letter on this page.)

Sir,

—

"Pro Bono Publico," in your issue of the 9th inst., is

amusingly illogical and unconsciously humoi'ous.
It is safe to assume that "P.B.P." is a "he," because it

is only a man who would make the distinctions in the three
instances he gives—the first being an " elderly female," the
second a "younger woman," and the third" a "youthful
rider."

He ridicules the " elderly female " for wearing a " waist-
less mackintosh " jacket, hea\'y boots, huge spectacles, and
aggressively obtrusive headgear. The " younger woman " is

guilty of wearing " an ordmary common (very common) peak
cap anchored down by a skewer, and reminding him of
washing day in the back kitchen." The "youthful rider of
the Rudge " pleases him with her well-cut riding breeches,
etc., but she evidently wears no headdress or "P.B.P."
would give us his impression of it, as he did in thfe first

two instances.

It is clear that the age of the ladies has distorted
"P.B.P.'s" judgment, but unless the " eFderly female's"
headgear is so obtrusive as to brusli " P.B.P." or others off

their mount when passing, or so aggressive as to frigliten

horses; or the "younger woman's" "skewer'' projects so
much that "P.B.P." is in danger of being transfixed or
losing an eye by it. he has no right to complain.

It is probable that neither the elderly female nor the
younger woman can afi'ord "well-cut riding breeches," but
"P.B.P.'s" ethics make no allowance for this, and he
reminds me of the Irish railway manager who separated his
lady passengers in w'aiting rooms labelled as follows :

First and Second Cla*s waiting room for Ladies.
Third Class waiting room for Fkm.ii.es.

These inscriptions remained until ridicule had its effect on
him. "P.B.P." would appear to be a reinearnatiou of this

long departed railroad philosopher.

You print a photograph of a Miss Blaokiston under
"P.B.P.'s" letter, and I do not think any dress could be
more efficient for motor cycling, nor any dress more pretty,
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tluin this lady's. The fust use of clothes is to keep in heat
and keep out rain, and Miss BInkiston's will do Imth. What
iiioro IS wanted? It was woman's viinity lirsl put frills and
fol-lols on her dross, and it was dune in ploaso the " lords
of creation," She has llounderod about loo long in wind-
catching, niusole-biiuiing draperies, adopted merely to obtain
graceful .and pretty effects for her "lord's" approval.
The fin mot of "Pro Bono Publko's" reasoning is lli.'it

when a lady motor cyclist is yonnii it is immaterial what
she wears on lier head ; when slio is older she Iwconies
a woman, and her headgear is subjected to biting criticism;
but later on in life the poor lady becomes a female, whose
headdress is not only distasteful," but absolutely dangerous

;

therefore, the only "way out" for the lady motor cyclist
who wishes to adopt a rational dress is either to retain her
youth ad vnHmtum, or to strengthen her mind to stand tlie

storm of ridicule which the lords of creation will let loose
on lier. LOCilSTES.

f,(,7

Two-stroke Lightweights—A Criticism.

Sir,—^I have recently been conducting some experiments
with different makes of two-stroke machines, and haAe
bought three well-known machines of different makes and
engaged a really capable rider to test them. I liave been
really astonished by the reix>rts sent in of the efficiency

of the engines but of the absolute ineflBciency of the machines
in other respects.

The conclusions based upon the reports are that it is im-
possible to use any of these machines in the kind of weather
we have fseen having lately. The mudguards are hopelessly
inefficient, the result being that a stream of mud and
water deluges the engine, carburetter, gear box, and belt.

The result of this is that all the working joints get worn out
in a week or two's riding, and that the machines cannot
be driven on account of the belt slipping owing to the slush

and water on it. On more than one occasion the driver has
had to put the machine on the train as it was impossible
to get on at all. In the rase of a chain-driven machine the
mud and wet getting under the chain caused it to break on
several occasions.

The journeys referred to were all the same, namely, from
JNIanchester to the Lake District and back. Two of these

machines are fitted with rim brakes on the back wheel
which are perfectly satisfactory ; the other machine has band
brakes, one of which actually wore the drum on which it

worked clean through, on tliree journeys. To mitigate this

trouble as far as possible I have had one of these machines

fitted with a screen right underneath the power

unit. This screen extends right back, and the

belt runs in it. The effect of this arrangement

is completely to revolutionise the running under

these adverse conditions and improve the comfort

immeasurably.

I enclose you an illustration of this machine,

from which you will observe the top of the belt

is unprotected, but this does not seem to matter,

_as the rider protects this. It is the bottom
portion of the belt which seems to collect all the

wet.

You will observe from the illustration that

this machine is fitted with a hot air supply to

the carburetter. In my opinion no two-stroke

machines should be turned out unless they have

a thoroughly efficient hot air service. This par-

ticular macliine is fitted with one of my three-jet

carburetters, and. under the very unsatisfactory

road conditions, will average 130 to 140 miles

per gallon with practically an absence of any

four-stroking.

Take the hot air pipe and muff off and the

mileage is 20 m.p.g. less, with nothing like such

good running. Apparently, it would seem that

to enable these modern lightweights to be ridden

in really bad weather, very much more ample

protection from the mud and rain is an absolute

necessitv.

C. BINKS, LTD.,

Chas. Binks, Managing Director.

SprliiK Frame Dmikii.
Sir,— Ijitely I liavu noliied thai in ncvcrul n<"W itliiig

finnu's the invenloru ondeiivnur to cnincidc tht- pivol of tito

Jowcr movable member willi Iho tixU of itio Kmr Imi.
Tlieorelicjilly, they arc rinht tin rfRardn tin- viiinili'in of
disliince between the axle of the wheel and tlip ax\a of llio
gear box

; but, practically, it i/t prefcrabls to pinco tlio pivot
bIikIUIv behind the rounttTBhafl ffMt.

In tlio first place, tho couHtruction in more rigid and more
simple

; besides that, tho variation of di»tancc i« »o mrinll
that it can ho neglected.

Consider an elastic frnmo allowinK a movement of the
wheel of 10 cm. Suppn.'^e that tin- dl.,i.,iiri. (rnm Ihf ax\-

Diagram showing the variation in the distance between the

driving centres of a spring frame.

of the gear box to the axle of tho wheel be 50 cm., and from
the pivot P to the wheel 45 cm., the variation will bo at a

minimum in so far that P is situated on the bisection of the
angle A C B, the arc AB representing the movement o( the
wheel.

Then if PA =
CP =
PD =
AD =
AC =
CK =

r

n

b

c

R
E

= 45

= 5

= S

= 50

The variation

R, = R

= R

of distance is

—

H — V(a + by- + c'

V{a_ + Vr' - c')' + c'

50— \/{5 + ^45= — 5=)= + 5=

= .028 cm.

that is to say, about eleven thousandths of an inch. Thus,
one sees that this variation is practically nil when the pivot

P is placed on the bisection of the angle ACE.
M. VAX GEERT.

A two-stroke

on this page)

carburetter.

lightweight, improved (as described in the letter from Mr. C Bmks

by the addition of an underscreen and a hot ai r intake to the
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^juegtions

A selccUon of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for pubhcation or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

ouestions ihould be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Fitting a Brake.

I have just taken my machine

?' to pieces, and am about to put
it back again, but am doubtful

-5J whether to put the brake to

pull on the top side of belt rim
or not ; it was on the under side

before. Does not the top side grip

better? I notice most makers fit the
brake shoe on the under side. Is

there any undue strain caused" by
fitting it on top?—J.S.L.

You had better fit the brake so as tO:

pull on the under side as it was before.

If you have the brake shoe to fit on the
top side it would probably have a
greater jamming action, whereas on the
under side it would provid'e sufficient

braking power arid yet would not be
liable to skid the wheel.

A Leaky Float.

(1.) I find there is some
^1 petrol in the float of my carbu-

^ retter, and when it is immersed
-SJ in hot water bubbles slowly

appear from a joint. Will this

make any difference to the petrol

consumption? If so, how can it be

, got out? (2.) Would it be possible

for me to fit a chain drive to my
23 h.p. two-stroke, as I find the
belt drive such a trouble owing to

the small diameter of the driving
pulley?—G.E.G.

(1.) Boil all the petrol out (this should
be done by submerging the float in very
hot wa^er), and then solder up the joint

where the leak is, as shown by the bub-
bles which appear. Otherwise the carbu-
retter will always be flooding. This
will increase the consumption, and will
eventually stop the engine. (2.) It

would be possible to fit chain _ drive to
this machine, but it would be a difficult

and rather expensive matter. Belt
drive should be quite satisfactory if the
pulleys are of the correct size. You
might try using a flexible leather belt,

but a leather belt is more messy and
rather more troublesome than a rubber
belt. Still, it grips well round a small
puUey, and is better than a rubber belt
m wet weather.

?

Geai Ratio.

(1.) Is a 62 to 1 top gear too

~ low for a 3j h.p. Minerva fitted

^ with a light coachbuilt sidecar,

as I am only able to get about
17 m.p.h. out of the machine?

The low gear has a 45% reduction. (2.)

Is oil or grease the more suitable for a
Toroga gear box, ball clutch type?

—

V.M.
(1.) We should think a 5 to 1 gear about
right for this machine when propelling

a sidecar, but your engine obviously
requires tuning up. You must be con-

tented with low speeds, otherwise you
will -cause the engine to overheat. (2.)

Thick gear oil is usual with sliding type
gears.

A Loose Bearing.

(1.) On taking my engine down
for -cleaning I find that the bush
in the big end of the connecting
rod is loose. It moves round,
but not up and down. Should

this be fixed? (2.) I also see that the
small end is tight, but there is a very
slight up-and-down play in the gud-
geon pin itself. Will this cause the
engine to rattle, or what will it do?
(3.) The agents tell me that my engine
has a high compression, and it is awk-
ward to turn the engine over ; in fact,

I cannot do it unless I inject paraffin,

and then it is quite easy, and when it

is warm I only pusli the pedal down
and away it goes. I have tried several

brands of oil. Could you make any sug-
gestion as to this? I give th.e engme
one pumpful every five miles. Is this

correct? (4.) I have the offer of some
oil which is used for steam engine and
generator combined. It looks just the
same as motor oil. Do you think it is

worth trying? (5.) I thought of putting
some baffle plates in my silencer, as tlie

engine is rather noisy. Would they
make it quieter, or would they cause
any back pressure?—W.H.T.

(1.) The bush should be fixed in the con-
necting rod. It should be a driving fit,

and is frequently pinned in addition. (2.)

If the up-and-down play is only very
slight you can probably run the engine

for a time without having this bush

secured. If, however, it causes excessive

noise it is time it should be seen to ; in

fact, it would perhaps be wise to have

it fixed at once. (3.) You should inject

paraffin or petrol before starting in cold

- weather, as the oil becomes congealed, so

causing the engine to be stiff to rotate.

Half a pumpful every five miles should

be enough. (4.) Only use good oil suit-

able for air-cooled engines. The oil suit-

able for steam engines would hardly be

suitable. (5.) Probably extra baffle plates

would cause back-pressure in the silencer.

What you want is a fairly large expansion

chamber, and a reasonably long exit pipe

with a flattened end.

Contact Breaker Adjustment.

I have a single-cylinder motor
cycle fitted with a Bosch D.\2
magneto, which I have just

had completely renovated, and
when refitted to my motor cycle

I found it would only spark from
full retard to. half advance. I

examined the contact breaker, and
found the new platinum points

breaking nearly ^in. apart. I ad-

justed them until they parted 1 mm.,
and now I get a splendid spark from
half to full advance, -but a poor spark
at full retard, and that only when
turning over fast. I also fi'nd that

the platinum points only remain open
for about one-thirtieth of a revolution

now, whereas before they remained
open for one-third of a revolution.

(1.) How long should they remain
apart? (2.) How can I reduce tlio

gear t I have an adjustable pulley

giving gears from 3g to 1 to 5j to 1.

I want- a lower gear, sav 6 to 1.

—

B.M.S.
(1.) We should recommend you to

adjust the points so as to break .4 mm.,
which is, roughly, that of a visiting

card. The magneto spanner contains a

gauge of this thickness. The points

should remain open during the whole
period that tlie fibre heel of the rocking
arm is resting upon the cam. (2.

)

The only way of reducing the gear
further is to fit a larger belt run.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

—

Copies of "The Motor Cycle" may only be seiit to netUral European cotttUries if posted direct from the offices of the publishes, or

by newsagents who have obtained permission from the War Office for tnis purpose. The publishers of " The Motor Cycle " have obtained the necessary permission.

and, consequently, can send subscribers' copies as usual. Before send^tg through newsagents it is important to enquire if permission has been obtaineii, as otherwise

copies intended for neutral European countries will not be forwarded by the Post Office,

B24
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Broken High Tension Wire,

If the H.T. wire wliich
r^ Joins the magneto to the spiii-lt-

\< ing plug is imrihj severed, will
LiJ the machine continue to fire at

all ? One day as I was out
with my brother, we stopped, and, on
restarting, the machine would fire

about five times and then stop, and
eventually refused to fire at nil. After
a great deal of trouble we discovered
tJiat, although the rubber covering of
the wire was not even cracked, the
wire itself was severed. After join-

ing it up the machine fired a^ain with
all its old vigour. Just before it

stopped completely it was firing per-
fectly regularly.—R.E.L.

Yes, as long as there is a strand of wire
the engine will continue to fire, or even
if the wire were broken and there was
a gap of ^in. the spark would jump the
gap and the engine would still fire. In
a case like that quoted in your letter

it is obvious that there was a break
Ml tlie wire, and probably the break
was insulated by a piece of rubber
between the severed strands, otherwise
the high tension current would easily

jump the gap.

Difficult Starting.

(1.) I have considerable diffi-

"^L culty at times in starting up my
> 3i h.p. single-cylinder from cold
-2J without injecting a considerable

quantity of petrol. (2.) The
petrol consumption is also very high,

only 60 to 70 ni.p.g. of No. 2, although
the engine does not overiieat and I

can climb quite steep hills easily solo

en top gear. (3.) After the engine

has been running well tor several miles

it suddenly misfires for a few y^'i'ds,

then fires regularly for a few minutes,

"when it will stop altogether. I have
cleared the petrol pipe and the carbu-

retter and found no trace of dirt nor
any air lock. There also does not

appear to be sufficient acceleration

when the magneto is fully advanced,
although the timing is in accordance

with the fl/Ccepted theory—points of

magneto just breaking with piston on

top and the lever set half-way between
full advance and fall retard. The valve

timing also appears to be correct.

—

D.B.H.
(1.) Difficult starting is nearly "always

due to too much air reaching the carbu-

retter at slow speeds. This maj' be

caused by too small a jot, a worn throttle
slide, or a worn inlet viilvo guide, or to
an air leak at the itiduction pipe union.

(2.) The petrol consimiplion jb certainly
rathcx higli, but it you try and econo-
mise it is quite posKililo that vou
will upset tlio running of the engine.

(3.) lie sure and use a sparking plug of
tlio single point typo made by a lirnt-

class manufnctiLrer. The possible trouble
is pre-ignition, caused by nn unsiiitable
plug.

A Formula for Horse-powot.

Would you kindly give me tlie

particulars (or calcjilating the
approximate horse-power of a
motor cycle engine?—W.H.T.

There are several formulaj for calculating
the liorse-povver of a motor cycle engine.
None of these, however, is particularly
satisfactory. A good idea of what we
mean can be obtained on referring to
page 154 of the current edition of " IMotor
Cycles and How to Manage Them

"

(which can be obtained from these offices,

price Is. 5d. post free, or from any book-
stall). It will be seen that the horse-
power by formula of a 3^ h.p. engine
varies from 3.83 to 6.36. A 500 c.c.

engine is called 3^ h.p., but as much as

5 h.p., if not more, can be got out of

it. Perhaps one of the best formula is

.u TT • V R=SNrevs. „
trie Hospitaller, —y,- qqq

R= radius

of cylinder, S = stroke (both in cm.), N=
number of cylinders, revs. = revs, per
minute. A simpler method is to reckon
1 h.p. for every 100 c.c. of capacity.

READERS' REPLIES.

Easy Starting.

I have noticed each- week in your
valued journal, letters complaining of

difficulty in starting engine, and I will

relate my experience. I own a big 5-5

h.p. almost new single-cylinder outfit,

carrying about 32 stones, and I had great

difficulty in starting. There was fitted a
decompressor, through which I could

inject petrol. Tlie trouble I attributed

to the oU in cylinder. I tried for days
to find a way of getting over the trouble,

without much success. At last I came
across a K.W. sparking plug, which is

fitted with a tap for injecting petrol. By
injecting petrol in plug and decompressor
I now have no trouble. VVliile writing

you, I would mention that I have been

looking out for a cna'lihiiill tariilt-rn ni'lc-

car, but <:iui find noin' lo fiiiil rnc Oii"
firm is makinj} one with two ii-paral'!

doom, und thiN ig a movo in Iho riKht
direction. But the trouble in Uin |i'n({th.

All firiiiB appoar to m-iko tlio b<jcly 6(1.

Tlii» lookn t<io cumbcrwimo. 1 oormidFr
5(1." plenty, ajid nm looking (or ono of
this Icngtli. I recently (Ittcd a iiprinK
nttnchment to my wicker pillifni neat, an<i
my p;mscngcr finds thin a great comfort,
On the tyro question, nil my thrcn tyrcn
are 650x65 mm. Bcltii I dincardivJ for
all cliain drive yeara ago. The improve-
mentn I desire to my prcHcnt mount aro

:

(at Three detarhnble, interchangeable
wheels; (6) engine cylinder that can be
dismounted without taking engine ont of
frame.—G.E.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" D.L." (GhisEow).—Junior Triumph.

Reliability, speed, and general running.

"Douglas" (Paialey).—PWlipson pulley
on 2| h.p. T.T. Douglas. Also auitablc
sidecar for same machine.

"H.M.H." (Halstead).—Cowey trip

speedometer. Accuracy (both speed and
mileage record), steadiness of indicating
hand, and general reliability.

RECOMIVIENDED ROUTES.
London to Moreton -iN-Tin!->fAJi5ii

(avoiding Oxford).—P.G.T.P.

London, Uxbridge, Gerrard's Cros.=,

High Wycombe, Weatley, Islip, Bletcli

ington, Shipping Norton, Jloreton-in-the
^larsh.

L.MiKHALL TO BaTH.—J.R.

Larkhall, Abington Inn, Be.ittock.

Lockerbie. Ecclefechan, Carlisle, Pen-
rith, Kendal, Lancaster, Garstang, Pres-
ton, Wigan, Warrington, Tarporley.
Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridgnorth.
Kidderminster, Worcester, Gloucester
Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath.

Ch.vth.\m to Taxjnton.—W.il.H.

Chatham, Aylesford, Wrotham Heath.
Ightham, Seal, Westerham, Redhi'.:.

Keigate, Dorking, Guildford. Hog's Back,
Famham, Alton, East Tisted, West
Meon, Bishop's Waltham. Botley, West
End, Totton. Cadnam, Ringwond, Wim-
borne, Blandford, Newton, Sherborne,
Marston Magna, Langport, Curry Rivel,

Taunton

SOME RUSSIAN DESPATCH RIDERS. The men shown are attached to a squadron in which there are sixty machines, all Indians, and

they have been in use on the Eastern Front for over a year.
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PAIRKLET,

Bowden Wire's New Address.

We understand that tlie head offices of

Messrs. Bowden Wire, Ltd., have now
been removed- to their new factory at
Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, N.W.

What War Means.
We have received a Christmas card

from R. W. Cban, 219, Goswell Road,
E.G., the well-known aluminium founder,
regretting that owing to scarcity of

aluminium he is unable to send the usual
artistic aluminium souvenirs which it has
been his custom to send out to his clients

in the past.

Blumfield Engines.

At present Blumfields, Ltd., are so
busy on munitions as to be unable to
pay much attention to the manufacture
of motor cycle engines. Fortunately,
however, they are still in a position to
supply a limited number of their single-

cylinder 80 mm. X 95 mm. engines.

20,000 Miles on One Tyre.

We recently had the opportunity of

examining a J. P. motor cycle tyre

which, guaranteed for 3,000 miles, and
supplied in 1912, had just come to

grief after having been used for 20,000
miles, according to the owner's state-

ment. The tread of the tyre was in

remarkably good condition before it

burst.

Catalogues Received.

" Ariel Spare Parts." Ariel Works,
Ltd., Bourn.brook, Birmingham A new
catalogue of spare parts and replace-

ments, copies of which may be liad on

application, to the makers. It is very
complete, and everj' part is illustrated

and numbered to facilitate quick

reference.

We are in receipt of a booklet entitled
" The YiUiers Two-stroke Motor Cycle
Engine," from the Villiers Engineering
Co., Ltd., Blakenhall, Wolverhampton.
One of the chiefs features of the book is

the spare parts list. As the engine is a
two-stroke there are not many working
parts, but all of these are illustrated,

described, nimjoered, and priced, enabling
the spare part to be ordered without any
possibility of error.

We are in receipt of a catalogue from
Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., 117, Cheap-
side, E.G., entitled " For the Services

and Civilians :^ What they want and
where to get it." It contains many
articles of motor cycle clothing which are

eminently suitable for wear by soldiers

and sailors. For instance, many leather
waistcoats, thick gloves, and other
articles formerly used chiefly by motor
cyclists^ are now bought in large numbers
by members of the sister services.

ANCIENT AND MODERN.
Despatch riders in training studying the map by the side of the old stocks at Aldbury.

F.N. Repairs.

T^ose desirous of having repairs carried

out to F.N. motor cycles, or who desire

to order spare parts for these machines,
should address their enquiries to the
Efenmo Works, Kimberley Road, Willes-
den Lane, N.W.

Increase of Prices.

On and after January 1st all Xorton
models will be mcreased in price by 5%.
At present this applies to only a few-

machines, but in consequence of still

further increases in the cost of raw
material the 5% advance W"l11 be extended
to all as from the date mentioned.

War Funds Subscriptions of the B.S.A.

Employees.

Soon after the outbreak of war the
employees of the B.S.A. Co. organised
the B.S.A. Employees War Fund, and
the amount subscribed for the first

twelve months, as shown by the balance-
sheet recently issued, is practicallv

£7,000.

In Aid of the Red Cross.

We are in receipt of a haudaonie
almanac for 1916, issued by Jlessrs.

Abdulla and Co., the cigarette specialists

of 60, New Bond Street, W. The page
for each month is beautifully illustrated

by means of the reproduction of a paint-

ing by some well-known artist. Copies
are to be sold at Is. each by Messrs.
Abdulla and Co. for the benefit of the
British Red Gross Society.

Armstrong Gears.

Some difficulty has been experienced
in the past by many jiders in finding a

firm who can supply spare parts of Arm-
strong gears or undertake repairs thereto.

It is, therefore, interesting to annomice
an addition to the short list of firms able

to do such work. The firm is Jlessrs.

W. B. James and Co., Leyland Terrace.
School Lane, Leyland, Lancashire. "

Reviews.

"The Maintenance and Repair of Jlotor
Cars." (Iliffe and Sons Ltd. 2s. 6d..

2s. 9d. post free.) A u.seful handbook
written by a motorist of many years'

experience, who is an owner -driver. A
careful study of this book will enable
anyone with an average mechanical know-
ledge to master the details of a motor
vehicle, and take entire charge of it with
confidence. Each chapter of the book
deals with a separate portion of the car,

such as the engine, lubrication, ignition,

transmission, t,yres, etc. ; consequently
the information contained can be easily

assimilated without the least possible
trouble, and wherever possible doubtful
points are illustrated. This book is of

almost as- much interest to the motor
cyclist as to the' car driver.

Al8_
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MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.

B.S.A. )

B.S.A., 1916 models in stock for immediatoidelivory

;

4Vih.p., 3-spe6d coiintevshalt Rear, chain nnd belt
drive,, model K, £62 ; model IT. all-rhaiu drive. .£64

:

liberal exchange or extended payment terms.—Eleo and
Co., 15-16, BisUppsgato Av.. Camomile St., E.C. r0597

Calthoi'pe.

CALTHOBPE Junior, 2h.p., 2-sp06di 16 sns., lowest,
Bpot cash.—Potter, Cams View, Qosport Ed;, Fare-

ham, Hants. pcvavs

1 Q15 Calthorpe-Jap. 2-speed, shop-soiled; 28 ens.;
X*/ very great bargain.—Julian, Broad tSt., Eeadlug.
'Phone: 1024. [X4886
CAXTHOBPE, Latest 2-SE6ed lightweight models in

stock; cash or exeliango; no waiting.—Eagles and
Co., High St., Actoa. W. [X791S
CALTHOEPE, latest 2-strote, 2-speed, lust arrived
^from works; immediate delivery; £31/7.—Wilkiug.

EiJIIon, and Co., II, Hammersmith Ed., London. [7943

Id 15 Oalthorpe Jnnioi, 2 speeds, new, £21, offers.
' Xt/ or sidecar, N.S.U. 2-6peed gear, and speedometer
as part.—Morley, 11, Grindell St, Hedon Ed., Hull.

i:X7874
CALTHOEPE, latest J.A.P., Enfleld 2-Bpeed, ju.^t

arrived from works; immediate delivery; £36/15.
—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.,
London. [7942

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, Enfleld 2-speed gear,
£29/10, .Lucas accessories; deferred payments.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. [7969

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed, excellent condi.
tiou and running order; £17.—Tuke and Bell.

Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, Hieh
Ed., Tottenham, N. [7621

Campion.
1Q16 Campion Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., 4-spoed
Xt/ Jardine chain-cum-belt, -660x65 tyres, all black
and gold-line finish, fitted up superb, Lucas lamp set,
gas or electric same lamp, Lucas sidecar lamp set,
electrio rear light, Stewart car horn, 6tuart sp6e<lometer,
Waibro sidecar, screen completely covers passenger,
wind cirffs for.^.handle-bars, luggage and petrol grid,
mascots, etc., all as new; -smartest combination on the
road; £85, cost £108; photo and paxticuhirs.-Walbro
Motor Co., Ely, Cambs: [X7835

Chater-Lea.

1| Q15 Ohater-Lea, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, small mileage.
- Xtf like new; cost £40, accept £31.—Thompson and
Edwards, West Hartlepool. [X7680
5-6h.p. Chater-Lea, twin. P. and H. lamp, tyres

26in.x2i,l,in., new puUev, less mag., slight repairs
wanted; price i£8.—21, Alexandra Ed., Leyton, N.E.

[7960
Chatei'-Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-LEA. 1911, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed P.
and M. gear,- with large 2-6eater coachbuilt side-

car; a bargain, £27/10.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor
Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, High- Ed., Totten-
ham, N. [7620

Chater-Lea-JIinerva.
1(f|14i^ 2-?4h-p. 3-speed Chater-Minerva, specially built,
Xt/ everything the best; £30; only illness compels
sale.—Box L343, The Molar Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.,

E.G. [7931

Clyno.
CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, countershaft

gear, kick-start, smart turnout; ^28.—Speechley,
45, Church Ed., Acton. [X7945

CLYNO Combination, 19133,4, 3-speed, clutch, spare
wheel, Binks, recently overhauled, spares, lamps,

horn, etc.; £52.—White, 31, Shakespeare St., Southport.
:3;8021

CLTNO Motor Cycle and coachbuilt sidecar; officer

at the Front wishes to dispose of his, spare wheel,
lamps, soreen, all complete, and in good condition : £70.
—To ber seen from 9 to 4 at 27, Mertoa Ed., Kensing-
ton. [7925

Dayton.

FOR Sale. Dayton Lightweight, condition practically
new; £16.—Charles Simcock, New Inn Yard,

Kendal. [S7837
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2?4b.p., V, 2 or 3-speed, in stock; from
£50/8.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.,-U, 2 or 3-speed, in stock; from
£50/8.

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., W, 3 speed, clutch, in stock;
£56/14.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., X, lady's, fcick-start, in stock;
£56/14.

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., War Offlco model, in stock;
£54/12.

DOUGLAS Eastern Counties Agents.—The above
models in stock for immediate delivery at rock

bottom prices; exchanges entertained. Trade silpplied.

—Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles.^Eobinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6864

1 QIO Douglas. 2-^peed, with lamp, horn, etc; 19 gns-—
Xt/ Julian, Broad St., Beading. [X5539

DOUGLAS Model U, 2-speed, and footboards, actually

in stock: £50/8.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow- [7973

: CORONET Sidecar Chassis
is ilosiynecl for long life, .'md iius a wou(li.-rfiil

reserve of staliility, nnd is safo oa prrcasy roads,
l-uggape carrier built inlo frame. Caauot sUako
loose, and is a boon when- touring.

£10 15s.
Scad for illustrated
catalogue describing
these well known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

We can give immediate delivery of all models, and
suitable for any make of machine.

Coronet Sidecars for
Harley-Davidsons.

We make a special Sidecar, enamelled French grey
to match, 2S\'3in. tyre, apron to cover entire
body, and 4-point attachment £13 10

Immediate Delivery.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
tij, electrically equipped, 3 speeds £76 13
iiF, standard 3-speed model £68 5

Delivery from stock. F.xchanges entertained.

NEW 1916 FORDS.
5-?eater Touring Car £i 35
Delivery Van £1 30

Motor cycles taken in exchange.

SPECIAL XMAS BARGAINS.
si h.p. LEA-FRANGIS, 1915, nearly new,

3-speed, kick starter, Hercules £r^ 13
Sidecar, £5 5 speedometer, £3 10 lamp
set ; the whole cost £94. 10 £67 15

2|h.p. WOLF, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . £33 10
4 h.p. WOLF, iqi6, 3-?.peed, chain drive, £55 11
2lh.p. LEVIS, igi5, 2-stroke, 2-speed ... £28 15
2' h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight, igii,

countershaft 2-speed gear £17 15
3?- h.p. PRECISION, 1912, nice condition. . £18 15
7 h.p. INDIAN, 191C, 2-speed, Millford

coach-built Sidecar £36 15

S^h.p. RUDGE, igi2, free-engine model. . £19 15
4' h.p. QUADRANT, 1912, 3-speed model £20 15
3i h.p. SINGER, igi2, 3-speed mo.-lel, with

cane Sidecar ' £25
3?,- h.p. SINGER, 1912, 3-speed gear £22 10
-:(ih.p. L.M.C., 1913. countershaft gear .. £25 10
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed £25 10
5.V h.p. REX, 1909, 2-speed gear £13 10
3ih.p. P. & M., 1909, 2-sp., with Sidecar £18 15

4I h.p. JAMES, late 1913. 3-speed, chain

drive, kick starter, coach Sidecar . . £43 15
6 h.p. twin REX, with Forecar attached,

2-speed, magneto ignition, a baxsain at £11 15

3^ h.p. EXCELSIOR, vertical eng., B. & B. £5 5

S^t.p. PREMIER, i9ii» B.S.A. 2-sp^ed.. £19 15
Light Parcel Car, fitted %vith 8 h.p. De

Dion engine, 3 speeds and reverse,

new radiator that cost £8 ; only wants
tyres ;

practically giving away at . . £9 15
61 h.p. DE DION 2-seater Car, in splendid

condition, 2 speeds and reverse, bucket
seats, tyres worth £8, 3 good lamps. . £16 15

MISCELLANEOUS.

New Stationary Petrol Engine, 2 flywheels,

bore and stroke 3lin. x 4in., electric

ignition,hopper cooled, complete ready
tor running £7 15

B. &B., Amac and Binks Carburetters, each 12/6
New Rft. tin. Rubber Belt, best make . . , 8/6
Sparking Plr.gs for Harley-Davidsons .... 3/6
Wicker Sidecar Bodies ; to clear 3/6
Cane Body, with side door and locker

under front 22/6
New Coach-biult Body, side door 57/6
Brand New Waterproof Magneto £3 15
New 2r/- Glare Brass Electric Tail Lamp 4/11

New 2t h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, t^vo

fly\vheels, magneto; listed £22 10 .. £18 10
New Torpedo Cane Sidecar Body £3

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A Ul FAX.
'Phone 1063. Close-at 6 p.m.

{aaBBMIBBHaHl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I)oiii;liiii.

DOtTOI/AS, War Ollk.i mmbIvI. mfA tim Hin"« br
oOlL'Pr on loiivc, u» iiuw; £47/10.— Oflltor, c/0 Mf»t"f

SuiiBl)', Gliiu-d. [789?

DOUGLAS, lOlB. War Odlco modol, prucllcally nr-w,
spccdoinctor, born, head and tall lump, pcrlcct:

X<)7/10.-Dolow.

DOUGLAS, 1013, zy.h.p., 2 ipccdn, clntm nnd Icfrk-

Btnrtor, accCBBOrioB, comploto; i:33/10.—Klco anfl

Co., IS-IS, BishopgEato Av., Camomilo St., R.O. [0601

DOUGLAS, 1916. ImmuUato dcUrorr «nT Z^lli p.

model, Inclndlnp Wur Onico black DoukIhi*. —
MoJTut, ycovil. ToL: GO. (9203

DOUGLAS.—IramwUalo, dclirorr from rtock; nc/t

(igGote only, but Dougloa experts and Rpcdalli^tii.

-Olbb, Ooogb, GlououtCT [X3G38

2ilb.p. 1914 DnnBlas, T.T., 2«pced, 191S carbuiHtM,
4. complete witli lanipa, etc., in (;ood order; £37.—

E. A. Prime and Co., Queen St., Uitdiin. [7933

DOUGLAS War Office Model, 2-«pced : £54/12; Ju-t
arrlTCd from worlw; immediate dcJlvcry.-Wilkins.

Simpson, and Co.. 11, Hammeriimitb Ud., Loudon. 17940

DOUGLAS, Douglas, DooBlaa.-Iminediritp delivery

modol V, Stpeod, £50/8, and l^ar rai-xlcl £64/12,
actuallF in etock.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., 10<lin-

biirgh. [7001

1Q15 Donslaa, 2-9peed V, 2,000 miles. Lncas lamp,
Xt/ tail lamp. horn, tools, etc., engine fruarantccd

foudition perfect; £42.—Eobineon'a Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [C866

DOUGLAS, model U, 3-speed gear and free engin";

£52/10, just arrived from worka; immediate
.
dc-

li^'ery.—Wilkins, Bimpeou, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Ed.. London. [7944

DOUGLAS.—If you place your order with na you will

not be disappointed, or kept w.-iitinfr. We have the

machines in stock.-The Colmore Depot, 31, RenRhaw
St.. Liverpool. [7956

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p , acceo^ories, 2-speed. free engine,

very good tyres, splendid running order, ju^t over-

hauled; £20, bargain.—Walker, D Co., 100th Pro-

visional Batt., Aldeburgh, SuUolk. [7958

DOUGLAS, War Office model, Watford epeedomoter.

P. and H. lamp. Stewart horn, etc; £48, a bar-

gain- new September; c,opt*£62.—Willdria, Simpson, and
Co., 11. Hammersmith Ed., London. [7952

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2%'ih.p., 3-speed gear, only run 300
milea, in absolutely new condition; £46; exchant;'?,^

jntertained.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept-. Carlton

Engineering Works, 699, High Ed., Tottenham, Lon-
don, N. [7054

1 015 War Offlce Model Douglas. September, done 300
Xij miles only, perfect condition, not punctrued, 2

Lucas lamps, Stewart warning signal ; any trial ; £48/10.

-2nd LieTit. F. L. Bambcr, 2;7th E. War. Eegt.., Dan-
bury, Essex. [7919

DOUGLAS Model U, £50/8: Douglas Model V, £50/8;
War OfSce Model, £54/12; Douglas Model W,

£56/14; Douglas Model X, £56/14.—Abovt models
actually in stock at Sole Wholesale and E«taii Midland
Distributing Agents, Colmora Depot, 31, Colmore Eow.
Birmingham. [X2344

Enfield.

ENFIELDS.—1916 6h.p. combinations actually in

stock : 86 gns.-Below.

ErfFIELD, 1915, 3h.p. twin, 2-6peed, lamp set, Lucas
horn, speedometer, watch and holder, rear lamp;

cost £59, bargain, £44.—D. J. Shepherd and Co.. En-
field Highway, N. (X7902

1 Q12 6h.p. Enfield, epecial wide coachbuilt sidecar tJ

Xt/ seat 2, accessories, etc.; £45, cash or easy term,^.

—E. E. Jones (Garagesl, Ltd., Swansea. London, Cardiff.
[0722

EJSEIELD)19l5, Sh.p., only done' 1,000, Dght Middle-

ton sidecar, lamps, speedometer, horn, mirror, tyres

and everything like new; £62.—North, Wood Laue,

Binfleld, Berks. [X7897

IPNFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, just arrived from
IJ works; immediate delivery; £89/5; make srue of

this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
smith Ed.. London. [7946

ENFIELD 1916 Combination in stock, 6h.p.. 2-

speed, coach sidecar; 85 gns.; liberal exchange
or extended payment terms. — Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgata Av., CamomQe St., E.C. [0479

FOE Sale, 6h.p. Enfield combination, new March,
1915, condition as new, lamp, horn, all spares;

lowest price £60, bargain; any enquirira re. same
answered.—Fellowes, Baker, Aberystwyth. [7963

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield Combinarion, complete with

lamp, generator, and horn, almost new- great bar-

gain, £74. first cheque sectires; guaranteed perfect.—

Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [6996

E??nELD 1916 Standard Combination, 85 gns. ; also

electricallv equipped, 100 gns-; actually here; de-

ferred pavments, exchanges.-Lamb's, 151. High Sr .

Walthamstow, and 50, Hi^h Ed., Wood Green. [7974

1 Q14 Enfield Combination, complete with lamps,
Xtf^horn, speedometer, mirror, watch, sidecar com-
pleto' vvith hood and screen, machine in splendid condi-

tion : this belonged to an officer, and has not been used
since" the,ooimnencement of the war, exc^t for 7 dayi;
£65.—Julian, Broad St, Beading. 'Phona: 1024.

[X2347

All letters relating to advertisemeuts should auote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfiesld.

ENFIEUD. 1916, latest model, 2-stiolie, 2>4h.p., 2-

epeed, and free engine, clia-in drive, just arrived
from works: immediate delivery: £42; make sure of
thirt now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
smitli Bd., London. [7919

1Q12 eh.p. Enfleld Ck>mbination, considerably worn,
J-t/ requires new piston and gudgeon pin arid brake
pedal, re-bustling, etc. ; genuirbe bargain to anybody
"Who laas time to carry out repairs; nearest ofCer to £12
secures.—J. Strong, Cambridge Place, Falmouti.

[X7834
Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior, De Luxe model, electric ligbts
and horn, speedometer, with Darlington coachbuilt

sporting sidecar, like new, need for demonstration work
only; cost last October £100, accept £77/10.—Thomp-
son and Edwards, West Hartlepool. [S7679

F.N.

r.N"., 4-cyl., clutch, speedometer, perfect ; £20.~
Harris, Cycle Depot, Ilfracombe. [X8023

3,h.p. F.N., re-built, re-bushed, new tubes and tank,
4, lamps; £10.-135a, London Ed., Croydon. [79392

HarIey=Davidson.
BARGAIN".—Nearly new 4]i.p, Harley-Davidson, IIC

model, 2-6peed ; 45 gns.—Railway Garage, Stainee.
'Phone: 46. [7928

HARLEY-DAVinsON Models in etock, complete
with Gloria eidecar.—Turpins, 22' and 29, Preston

Rd., Brighton. £0713

HARLEY-DAVIBSON, 3 speeds, 7-9]i,p., iull' electric
equipment, grey coaelibuilt sidecar, masimum hand

80 speedometer, not done 500, unscratched; 100 gns.—
W. Manley, 62, Albert Hall Mansions, liOndon, S-W.

[X7906

1 Q 15 Harley-Davidson Combination, model J, 3-
J-*y speed, 7'9h.p., dynamo lighting equipment, elec-

tric horn, coachbuilt sidecar, only done 2,000 miles,
as new; aESO, a bargain.—P. E. Wootton, 55, High St.,

Oxford. [7852

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—We have some real bar-
gains in Silent Greys. If you buy from us we can

gave you money. Exchanges and extended payhients
arranged.—The Colmore Depot, 31, Renebaw St., Liver-

pool, and 261, Deansgate, Mandiestei. [7955

Hobart.
HOBART, single speed; £30/9: 2-«peed, £36: deferred

payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [7982

Humber.
Sib. p. 1914 Humber, 3-epeed, torpedo sidecar, all

3 accessories; £50; cash or easy term^. — E. E..,

Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, Loudon, Cardiff. [0724

Indian.

1 Q 14 Indian, clutch model, accessories ; exchange
J-i/ lightweight, or sell; offers wanted.—Drayton, 278,
Iffley Kd- Oxford. [7468

LATE 1915 5h.p. Indian, 3-epeed, model B, in abeo-
lutely new condition, and very little used; £58, no

otters.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh. [6997

"IQ15 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed, new tyres, specially
J- 1/ tuned, in beautiful condition ; 44 gns.—Julian,
Central Garage, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

[X7637
INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., road racer, Lucas horn, P. and

H. tail lamps, good condition; £40: exchange for

T.T. Douglas.—Hartland, Caversbam Mill, Reading.
[X7873

INDIAN", 3V2h.p., epeedometer, lamps, just thoroughly
overhauled, new £3/12/6 back tyre, perfect running

order; £22/10.—P. Wainwright, Naval Camp, Bland-
ford. (D) [X7836

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speed, spring
frame, electric lamps, speedometer, guaranteed

sound ; bargain, £50.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate At., Camonaile St., E.G. [0481

INDIANS.—We have 1916 :power plus model F £90,
and G £75, and 5h.p. model B £63, in etock; de-

ferred payments and exchanges entertained.—Lamb'e,
151, High St., Walthamfitow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. [7966

1 Q16 7h.p. Indian, spring frame, 3-speed, electric
JLt? lighting, epeedometer, etc., absolutely in stock,

£78; 1916 5h.p. 3-speed model in etock, the solo or
sidecar machine, £70. — Julian, Broad St., Reading.
'Phone: J024. [X3145

1Q14 Indian, 7-9h;p., electric starter, 2-speed, clutch,
JLJ/ foot control, T.T. bars, spring frame, 26x3
Kempshall tyres. B220 saddle, Ilticas 541 lamp, electric

tail iarap. Corbiii-Brown speedometer; £46/10.—Robin-
eon's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6865

1 0151/2 Indian, 7h.p. model O, 3-speed, with luxurious
JLt/ Indian coachbuilt sidecar, complete electric equip-
ment, and speedometer, only used 3 days ; owner at
Front. Who wants a bargain at £85 for this splendid
new outfit?—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

[6998
1Q15 Indian Racer, 7-9h.p., clutch, specially finished
JLiJ machine throughout, enamelled light blue, BoetJj
magneto, Kempshall tjTes, lamp, horn, epeedometer. in-
numerable spares, under 1.000 miles, condition guaran-
teed as stated: £42/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [0649

£34
£42

£45
£29 10
£35 10
£38 11
£28 13
£33 12
£68 7
£64
£62

£27 10
£70
£78
£42
£52 10
£89 5
£28 1

EX STOCK
We can give delivery from stock of the

^^ under-mentioned

;

^B
^M Exchanges and Easy Payments. ^|

1916 BVIODEI.S. ^
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2} h.p., single

speed
ALLQAYS-AI.LON, 2* h.p., 2-speed .

.

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2% h.p., 2-sp. and
dutch

EUN-VILLIERS, 2i h.p., single-speed .

BUN-VILLIERS, 2} h.p., 2-speed
JAMES, 2^ h.p., 2-speed
NEW RYDER, 2i h.p., single-speed .

.

HEW RYDER, 2; h.p., 2.5p. J. .4. P. .

ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., countershaft
B.S.A.. 4} h.p., 3-sp., all chain
B.S.A., 4I h.p., ditto, chain-cum-belt .

HALLD.AYS-MATCHLESS, 2i h.p.,

single-speed
INDIAN, 5 h.p.^ speeds. Model B . .

.

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 3 speeds, Model C . .

.

ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, T.T
ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. Combination
LEVIS, 2 h.p.. Popular model

H 1915 IVIODEI.S
AT REDUCED PRICES.

ROYAL RUBY, 2k h.p., 2-str., 2 sp. . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p., ditto, single-sp £29 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p. J.A.P., single-sp £32 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2* h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 10
BLACKBURNE, 3.V h.p., 3-sp. c'-shaft £67 9
J H., 4i h.p., 3-speed M.A.G £67
J.H., 6 h.p., 3-sp, countershaft £73 10
JAMES, 4j h.p., 3-speed, Combination £80

7i% cash discount on all above.

B SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS
NOTE REDUCED PRICES.

REX, 1914, 8 h.p., Spacke engine, 3-speed £48
REX, r9r4, 6 h.p., hood and screen .... £48
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar £50
ARIEL, igr4, 4 h.p., 3-sp., coach Sidecar £42
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3i h.p., clutch, and S'car £22
MATCHLESS, 1914, 8B. M.A.G., 3 speeds £75
HARLEV, 1915, 7 h.p., Millford Sidecar . £70
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., clutch, Millford .. £68
BAT, rgrs, 6 h.p., 3 speeds and Sidecar £52
V.S-J.A.P., jgrs, 8 h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £32
JAMES, igrs, 4^ h.p., 3-sp. Combination £60

souo nnouNTS.
BAT, I9r5, 4* h.p., twin, 2-speed, T.T... £40
DOUGLAS, igX5, 2} h.p.. Colonial, T.T. £40
REX, rgog, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, handle start £21

B ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 1910, belt drive £14
ENFIELD, rgrj, 3 h.p., T.T., 2 speeds . . £42
BLACKBURNE, 1914. 3i h.p., 3 speeds . . £50
HUMBER, r9r4, 2 h.p., 3-sp., open frame £23
INDIAN, I9r4, 7 h.p., T.T., clutch £42
O.K., rgrs, 2^ h.Pr, 2 speeds, chain drive £24
F.N., r9i2, 2jh.p., 2-sp., shaft drive .. £17
ROVER, 1914. 3i h.p., 3-speed, T.T £44
P. & M., 1914, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, little used £56
RUDGE, 3* h.p., clutch model, very fast £20
INDIAN, 1914, 7b.p., electric equip., 2-sp. £48
P. & M., I9t3, 3^ h.p., 2-sp., handle start £40
VELOCETTE, igrs, 2* h.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke £32
ZENITH, igrs, 3i h.p., clutch £38
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-stroke . . £25
DIAMOND, 1914, 2ih.p., 2 speeds £30
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2 speeds £1»
ALLDAYS-ALLpN, 1915. 2-str., 2-speed £3*

H LIGHT CARS, &o.
PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., chassis only £40
VICTOR, 8 h.p., igrs, 2 speeds and reverse £60
WARNE, 1014, 3 speeds and reverse £100
OVERLAND, 1916, Model 83, 3-seater,

alike new, all equipment '. £22S
CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6 speeds,

^ self-starter, etc., only done 6,000 . . £280H STANDARD, 19U, 9-5 Light Car, dickey,

just thoroughly overhauled and re-

painted £188

^ RALEIGH, rrh.p., igrs, dynamo, allH eqxiipment, only done 1,500 £190

iMOTOR MARTi
1 100§136 Gt Portland SUondonW.I
\fk/ep/}one -SS2 Moyfatr ^/ej^/ff/T/j "Abdicate Wesdol

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1Q14 7-9b.p. 2-.=peed Indian, iliUford £25 fiidf^CiT

f-*^ (redj, electric equipment, epeedometer, done 3,100,
like new: £55, or exchange lower power.—Bos 9.S37,

,

The Motor Cj/cle Offices, Coventry. [X8022

James.
"|Q14% James 2-stroke, new -tyre on back, spe^'^o-

j

X»^ meter, lamps, and liorn ; fhorougli bargain; offi' • r

gone abroad: price £30-~Capt. Nichokon, Markv.ri.

,

I

near Dunstable, [X8047

JAMISS, 1915. 41/oh.p., 3-5peed conntershaft f^",
clutcli and kick starter, chain drive. Cane--! *

eidecar, with Lucae electric lighting outflt, Lucas ei' -

trie horn; £90/15.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansg-i- .

Manchester. [06":-

"IQ13 Jaraee, 434b. p., 3-speed, countershaft gear, chriiu

I

J-*/ driven, clutch, large head lamp and generator,

I

horn, Millford sidecar, in magnificent condition tbiough-

I

out.—Can be seen and tried at Pease's Motor Qm^K^,
Union Quay, Cork. ^654

J.A.P.

6 h.p. J.A.P., overhead valves, Bpsch, Drnids, Chater-
Lea frame, new Davidson tank, drip leed, and

new N.S.U. 2-speed, free engine ready to fit, nearly
I
new tyres, Service 12 gn. sidecar, only done few mile?
since enpine overhauled by makers: price £50; Oftu'-r

giving up cycling owing to ill-health.—George Fleming.
Loventer, Totnes, Devon. [5.7947

Juno.
JUNO-VILLIERS, 1915, 2i/2h-p., 2-stroke, 2 speed-:

co^t £36; done 500 miles, absolutely new condi-
tion, perfectly tuned ; bought combination ; £28.—Rectfir,

Finningley, Doncaater. - [7914
Levis.

1 Q15 Levis, ?.^4h.p.. Popular model, absolutely io
JL *y stock ; £28/1 ; exchanges : easy terms.-Julian.
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [X6410

LEVIS, latest Popular model, just arrived from work*;

:

immediate delivery; £28/1.—Wilkins, Simpson, slJ
Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed„ London. ^ [7947

LETIS 2-t;troke Motor Cycles, latest 1915 models.—
Sole London and district agents. Cars and Mt-tor

Sundries, Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C-
'Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

LEVIS No. I's, two in stock. £36/17; also two Popn-
lars. £28/1 ; 1916 models delivered January at mw

prices.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthametow, and 50,

High Rd., Wood Green. . [7972

Matchless

1 C|13 7h.p. Matchless, Canoelet sidecar, all acce?^nrie?

:

Xt/£55, cash or easv terms.—R. E. Jones (Garagesj.

Ltd.. Swansea. Xondon. Cardiff. [0721

1 Ql^ SB Matcliless, M.AG. engine. S-speed gear bos,
X*7 in perfect condition; £50.—Lieut. W. Eae. 2/l?t
Scottish Horse, Loutli, Lincolnshire. [X8048

MATCHLESS, late 1913. 31,0b.p. twin, 3-speed gear.

exhaust whistle, spare tube and belt, Dunlop tyres,

I

tools, etc., 2 lamps; £38.—W. Burrows, Favell Cottag*'.

1

1 Park Crescent, Abiugton, Northampton. [X7671

II

Minerva.
TITINERVA, 25/4h.p., Hellesen ignition, good tyre?;

I'

ItJL can be seen running; ^8.—Sapper Rhodes, New
Tavern Fort, Gravesend. [7959

1}
Q3.h-p. Mechanical Minerva, engine perfect, good belt.

j
i^4 B.B. carburetter, spring forks, new accumulator.

I
can ride away; £7/10; approval.- 17, Gardner St., Brish-
ton. t7935

]

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, l^ih.p.. mag., readv ride away;

£8/15, lowest.—9, Waldegrave Rd., Teddington.
II ^ - 17915
MOTOSACOCHE. 2i.ob.p., Bosch, Druids, variable

gear, perfect; £14.—Green, Cause»ayhead, I'en-

1 1 lance. [7926

1

1

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2-stroke. 2-speed countershaft
gear, lamps, horn, mileage 1,000, perfect; £31.—

I Below.

NEW Hudson. 1916. model Or -with 2-sreed counter-
shaft gear, in stock; £38.—D. J. Shepherd and

Co., Enfield Highway, N. [S:7900

NEW Hudson-Jap. 1912, 3-speed. pedal starter, all

accessories: £25; fine order.—Lamb'.*. 151. Hifli *

St.. Wulthamstow, and 50, High Rd., WooS Gr-'en.
[7981

NEW Hudson Big Six, fawn finish, combiiintion
£92/8: also 4b. p. oombinatipu £78/15; defenrd

pavments and t-xchauges.—Lamb's. 151. High St.. Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [7968

New Imperial.

NEW Xraperial-Jap. 1915. 2^;h.p.. 2-«peed. ^shop-

soiled r 30 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Rcadinp.
'Phone: 1024. [X6408

NEW luiperial-Jnp, 2-ppeed, 35 gns.. deferred pnr-
meuts.- Lamb's, 151, "High St., Walthouietow. aud

I 50. High Rd., Wood Green. [7971

NEW Iniperial-Jap, both models in stock, with and
without clutch and kick starter. £36/15 and £45/1.

—Crow Bros., 190, High St.. GuiUUord. [7723

NEW Imperials, 1916 models, in stock; sole London
opeut^^: trade supplied; few 1915 shop-soiled "t

I
reduced prioee.—A. P. Rev, 173, Gt. Portland St., Li-*"-

dou. W. [7632

A22 All letters relating to advertisements s&ould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Halifax Motor Exchange

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phoae : 7G6. TeleRrams :

" Perfection.'

NEW 1916 MODELS.
LEVIS, 2j h.p., ^-stroke £32
LEVIS, 2}. li.p., 2-speecl £47 10
SUNBEAM, 3; h.p., i-speed £73 10
EXCELSIOR (.American), 7 h.p., 3 speeds , . £75
CALTKORPE Minor Sporting s-seater 235 gns.
MORGAN, M..\,G. engine, and.-icccssorles . £113 13
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., 2-speed £36 15
NEW IMPERIAL, 2,1 h.p.. v.ariable magneto £37 18
DOUGLAS MODELS.—Orders booked now.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers of the
American EXCELSIORS. Liberal terms to

Yorkshire dealers.

NEW 1915 MODELS.
•NEW DIAMOND, 2-stroke £28 13 6
'CONN AUGHT, 25 h.p., 2-specd £41 16
*WOLF-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed £37
ROYAL RUBY, 2,V h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £36 10
•ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-speed £39 10
*ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., 3-speed £87
EXCELSIOR, 7 h.p., dynamo lighting, etc. . £71 10

* Cash oJiers wanted.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to suit American E.xcelsior and H.arley-Davidson
machines, 28 x 3 Dunlop tyre, grey coach-built
body and chassis £13 10

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 3J h.p. Twin LEA-FRANCIS £46 10
1913 3.V h.p. ROVER, 3 speeds £37 10
1913 3.V h.p. ROVER, Grado grar £27 10
1913 3). h.p. RUDGE Multi £34 10
1912 3} h.D. RUDGE Multi £27 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed RUDGE £24 10
jgi2 3; h.p. 2-speed F.E. BRADBURY £29 10
J912 2-sp. SCOTT, specially good £31 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-Epeed, spring forks £19 19
EXCELSIOR, 3l h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks . . £19 19
2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £24 10
8 h.p. 3-speed CHATER-LEA £33 10
1910 3,V h.p. Toiurist TRIU.MPH £22 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Sa.\on forks £12 10
5! h.p. iMagneto REX, spring forte £12 10
M.mC, 3 h.p., magneto £11 10
N.S.U., Twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring torks £14 10
DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., Twin, spring forks £16 10
SCOTT, W.C., 2-speed, chain drive £22 10
TRIUMPH, 3l h.p., specially good £19 10

£145 RITZ LIGHT CAR. £145

The last word in light car values ; 10 h.p. 4-cylinder,
mechanical lubrication, electric horn and lighting,
hond, screen, tools ; luxuriously sprung, and a
grand top gear car. Deliveries from stock.

Trial runs by appointment. E-\change liberally
catered for.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
New 1914-15 6 h.p. REX Sidette £69 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new .. £57 10
W.C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar Cneiv) £89 15
1913 REX Coach Sidette, speedometer, etc. £44 10
19123^; h.p. 2-speed Twin PREMIER and

smart coach-built Sidecnr £34 10
1913 G h.p. 2-speed F.E. REX, chain drive,

smart coach Sidecar £43 10
1013 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £38 10
1912 RUDGE, 3-ih.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £29 10
1912 RUDGE Multi .and Sidecar £34 10
ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-speed Combination £43 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-SDecd REX and Sidecar £34 10
igir 3ih.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and Sidecar . . £19 19
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
6 h.p. 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar £23 10
Brand New 6 h.p. 2-speed REX Sidette £69 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
New 1916 MORGAN, M.A.G. engine £113 13
MORGAN, 1914, Sporting, hood, screen, etc. £79 10
MORGAN, Standard, hood, screen, and

speedometer £59 10
New i9if, 5-seater OVERLAND £275
PREMIER, 7-9 h.p., 2-seater Car £67 10
Cycle Car Front and Rear Axles and Wheels £2 15
New Upholstered Sidecar Bodies 14/6, 15/6
Triumph Pattern Horns 5/9, 6/9
1914 Rex Coach Sidecar, as new £9 15
Shop-soiled Coach Bramble Sidecar £12
New Mechanical Horns. Special reduced price 15/11
Triumph Pattern Horns, new B /1

1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Impci'lal.

NEW Irareriiiln.-The nll-Diitish rccdium-wi'lBhts wlii. li

otior unbeatable, value; pricca from 3G guft.. and
ili'Iivory from stock.—The Coluioro Deuot, 31, Kcniiliinv
.St., LivLTjiool. [7967

IM1'URIAL-.T.A.P., light tourist, aWl.p.. Dniilop.., 2-

speed, latest model; £36/16; .iu«t uirivwl; imnimli-
fife dehveij*.—Wilkiiw, Siuipsnn, and Co., 11, Hotninej-
ymith Rd., London. [7948

Noi'tOI!.

1 Q12 Bin 4 Norton, a-epeed, free ensine, new ovlinder,
L*J piston, new <Seuapray cnrburetter, perfect condi-
tion; bargain : owner no time to ride.— 5, Creacent Ed.,
Sbeffleld. [X7917

NOHTON, S'/t-h.p., 3-.«peed, clutch, couutcralinft, picked
engine, very lust, 1915, mileage 300, perfect condi-

tion. T.T. bars, all nccftgsories, lamps, horn, tipeed-
oineter. watoh, mirror; owner giving up riding; bar-
gain, £60. or nearest ofEer.—Thornton, 31, Beaeonsflcld
Rd., St. Albans. [X7905

O.K.

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2-3peed. in splendid condition,
very little used; original price £33/10. to be cleared

at 21 gns., very great bargain.—Julian, Broad St., Read-
ing. 'Phone; 1024. [X2346

P. and M.

P. and M. 1913^/2, 2-speed. kick starter, Lucas acces-
sories, fine condition; 40 gns.; deferred payments,

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [7976

31h.p. P. and M. and wicker eidecnr, waterproof cover,
2 2 speeds, free engine, chain drive, head lamp

and generator, rear lamp on sidecar, horn, many spares;
£30.—Bridgwater Motor Co., Eastover, Bridgwater. [7922

Premier.
3ih.p. Premier, 3 speeds, as good as new: £30, with

2 P.H. lamp and horn.-The Garage, Whitland, S.

Wales. [X6149

CAPT. HUNTBACH'S 1913 T.T. model Premier,
winner Brooklands recently, with new Philippon,

large tank. etc.. equipped for touring; £30.—Motor
Machine Gun Service, Bisley, Surrey. [X7903

PREMIER, 1914. 3-speed countershaft, spares, ac-
cessories, £12/12 coach sidecar, £49/10; a 3l^h.p.

that really climbs like a eh.p..; exchange, lightweight
part, will separate.—Hanson, Moorfield St., Halifax.

[X7672
Quadrant.

4ih.p. Quadrant and sidecar, fast and powerful, spring
2 forks, adjustable pulley, new belt, and butt-ended

tubes, lamps, horn, tools, etc. : -£13.—7, Hitchen Hatch
Lane, Sevenoaks. [7937

Rex.
6 h.p. Twin Rex Combination, motor cycle and sidecar,

done about 5.000 miles, in perfect condition
throughout, all accessories, 2-speed, with clutch, tyres
all in good condition; £50, or near offer. Oakley, Ltd.,
85, Regency St., London, S.W. [0755

Rover.
ROVER. 1915, Sy^h.p.. 3-speed countershaft gear,

practically new condition throughout: .-652/10.

—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C. [0491

-(Q13 T.T. JKover SV^h-P- Motor Cycle, fitted with
-L*? Lucas head lamp. horn, speedometer, tools, etc.,

in splendid condition, tyres nearly new; £50.—F. E-
Wootten, 55, High St., Oxford. [7854

"DOVER, 1913, SVoh.p., 3 speeds, Senspray, Dunlops,
-CV lamp, horn, speedometer, complete set fools, and
all necessary spares, a very fine machine; photo; £35,
no offers.-Box L342, The Motor C'jcU Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.O. [7930

Rudge.
RTJDGE Multi. Just arrived from worts, S^.^h.p.

road.ster; £58/15.—D. J. Shepherd and Co., Enfleld
Highway, N. [X7898

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Swan sidecar. Miller
Xi? lamp; £42, or near offer; fine eondition.—The
Garage, Whitland, S. Wales. [X6148

RUDGE Multi and cane sidecar, in fiire order ; £38/10 ;

deferred payments.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High -Ed., Wood Green. [7979

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1913, bought new January, 1914,
2 belt, tyres, everything good condition, lamp, horn,

Senspray, Rudge-Ruthardt mag. ; £30, no reasonable
offer refused.—Taylor, Agents, Kettering. [7917

Scott.

COTT. 1914, in excellent condition; bargain, £45.—
0. Butcher, Derby Rd., Nottingham. [X7879

"1Q15',4 Scott, semi T.T., coaehbullt sidecar. Palmer
-Ic/ tjTes, Lucas lamp, gong, accessories, B. and E.,
all practically new; £69.—Hartridge, 12, Grey Friars,
Leicester. [X7171

1 Q13 3^.p. Scott, 2 speeds, clutch, and kick starter,
Xt/ new tyres, good condition, just overhauled: £28.
—Dunn, Plumber, Market Place, Bedlington, North-
umberland. [7927

Sheffield Minor.
SHEFFIELD Minors.-Immediate delivery of this ex-

ceptionally fine 2l.^h.p. 2-strok6 single-speed, 28
gns.: 2-speed, 33 gns., including 1916 improvements.-
Cohnore Depot. 51, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X2340

S'

FARRAR FOR FORDS.
Tho followlni; aro actually In stock.

loi'i FORD Cli.-issi;!, 20 li.p. .. £115
igiO FORD V,in, 20 h.p £130
1916 20 li.p. FORD Ambulance £135
igi6 6 li.p.ENFIELD Combination 85 gns.

1916 6h.p. J H.Conibinalion. . . . 90 gns.

1916 5-6 h.p.EXCELSIOR, Sturmty
countershaft 3-spoed fjear . . 68 gns.

1916 4,5 h.p. EXCELSIOR.Sturmcy
countershaft 3-spee<l gear . . 64 gns.

1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle
Car, 4-cyl., water-cooled, de-
tachable wheels, all on .... £120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD de luxe combination,

Lucas dynamo, 3 lamps, epecdoractcr,
horn, done 2,000 onlv £80

1913 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, T.T. bara, 2 speeds,
speedometer, horn, and lamp £33

3 h.p. SINGER, vertical, magneto ignition,

P. & M. 2-speed gear, Druid spring forks £10
1915 2-sp. 2-str. NEW HUDSON, done 500 28 gn9.
igi5 B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive . . £63

3i h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-sp., handle st'g £19
6 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model and Sidecar . . £40

FARLOW
SIDECARS.

Built throughout In our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which

are the buyer's ideal.

MODEL 3.

Undenluns chassis

with Luggage CanHer

combJneil,

Splendidly made and
Uuilt for hard work.

£10 15

Th"S is MODEL No. i

ABEAUTIFULLIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE : 9 Guineas.

Hood £2. Scrcea SI.

Delivery trom Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
F.R.S. lamp set, 500 beam, shop-soiled .... 35/-
F.R.S. lamp set, 1,000 beanri, shop-soiled . . 45/-

3 b.p. Anel Engine 32/6
New Clincher Clearance Covers De Luxe,

"heavy" rubberstudded.aSx 2^,26x2^,
and 26x2^^ 25/- each.

Latest mechanical horn, black and nickel £1
Cowey Speedometer for 26 X 2i wheel .... £2
Cowey Speedometer for Morgan £2 5
Set of Millers Cycle Car Lamps and

Generator, new £3
a h.p. J.A.P, Air-cooled Eng., fine condition 12 gns.

Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, new couditioa 15/-
Cox Cycle Car Carburetter 10/-

Spare Belt Carrier 3/6
Bosch Magneto, single^ylinder, new £5
Bosch Magneto, twin-cylinder, new £5 10

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 819)i

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at ttie end of each advertiseir-at, and the date ot the issue. a2^
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GOOD
;NEWS

START THE NEW
YEAR WELL,

by resolving to purchase that New or

Second-hand Motor Cycle from the

SERVICE CO. (the old established and

trustworthy firm).

We have a fine stock of 1916 models,

including Alton, American Excelsior,

A.J.S., Blackburne, Brough, B.S.A.,

Connaught, Coventry Eagle, Douglas,

Hszlewood, Ivy, Indian, J.H., James,

Metro, New Imperial, Norton, O.K.

Junior, Quadrant, Royal Enfeld, Rudge

Multj, Royal Ruby, Sun-ViUiers, Sun-

V.T.S., Service, Wolf, Zenith, etc., etc.,

actually on the premises, and can supply

any make on Easy Extended Payments,

at the same time taking yom- present

Motor cycle in part exchange and making

a liberal allowance for it.

IT WILL PAY YOU to obtain our

quotation.

We have over too Second-hand Motor

Cycles in stock to suit all needs and all

pockets. A selection is given below.

Complete List and' how to purchase by
Easy Extended Payments, Post Free

on application.

7S4.—IXION, 1914, z\, 2-stroke,
with lamp, horn, and tools. . £20

671.—SINGER, 1912-3, 3V, with
2-speed gear and clutch. A
reliable machine £25

537.—SERVICE, 1915, 2|, 2-sp.,

2-stroke, soiled onlv £35
704.—TRIUMPH, late 1912, 3*,

3-speed and clutch, new 2-Vin,

tvres, fine order .... . . . £32 10
758'.—DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T.,

2-speed £38
672.—CHATER-LEA, 1014, 8,

3-sp. and clutch, with Chater-
Lea side-entrance Sidecar . . . £53 10

734-—REX, 1914, 7h.p., 3-sp.,

kick starter, chain drive, with
coach-built Sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamps, and horn £52 10

848.—TRIUMPH Junior, 1915,
with Lucas lamp and horn,
just overhauled by makers, •

perfect £34
836.—NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,

1915, 2^, 2-speed, T.T. bars. , £28

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.

289-292-3, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.
•Phone—260 Central.
Wires—^"Admittedly."

MOTOR

s

CYCLES
Sun.

1914, countershaft

FOR SALE.

UN-VILLIEES, 1914, countershaft 2-speea, com-
pletely equipped, tyres practically nnsoiled; £22.

Adelaide Motor Co., 84, CJhalk Farm Ed., N.W. [7987

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAMS, 1S16, Si^h-P-, T-T. and standard

models, with sidecars, in stock.—^Moss, Wem.
[XS009

FOB Sale, 1916 oVih.p. Suuheam motor cycle, just

dsUveied; 70 gns.—Arthur Dyas, SI, Grimsby Ed.,
Grimsby. [7996

1Q14 (December) SVoh.p. T.T. Sunbeam, perfect con-
-LiJ dition, very fast and poirerful : £53.—Lieut. Tallit^.

Hoyal Engineers, Hall St., LlaneUy. [X7S80

SUNBEAM, sy^h.p., 1916, the ideal single-cylinder
sidecar machine, delivery irom stock. Recognised

agents. Exchanges.—Tel. : 3S8. T.A. : Bicycles.—
Kobinsou's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6867

A BARGAIN.—1914 SVoh.p. Sunbeam motor cycle, in
perfect condition, tyres new, speed indicator,

Einks carbm-etter; any expert examination; 50 gn«.—
Arthur Dyas, 81, Grimsby Rd., Grimsby. [7997

SUNBEAM, SVjh.p., 1914, new March, 1915, done
2,700 miles, perfect condition, recently taken

down, almost unscratched, large P. and H., Lucas horn,
Cowey speedometer, frrll tool-roll ; owner going out

;

£55.—Sec. Lieut. Hope Gill, East Hendred, Berks.
[7900

Triumph.
TRIUMPH. 1908, new tyres, belt, piston, etc.; £18/10,

—AsQuith, Shawell, Ensby. [X7881

1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed f £25 for
^iJ quick sale; bought car.—Gilley, St. Denis, Tor-
quay. [7985

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, ane machine; £24,
or near offer.—Williams, Head Master, Blaenffos,

Pemba. [X8049

1 Q08 Triumph, good going order, tyxea, belt good;
J-tf accept £12/10, bargain.—Thompson and Edward*^.
Bishop Auckland. - 1X7881

TEIUMPH, 1914. 3-speed, Lucas accessories; £49/10.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,

High Ed.. Wood Green. [7978

~|Oi6 Junior Triumph, 2-speed, 2-stroke, in stock;XU £44/2.-T.A. ; Bicycles. Tel.: 388.—Robinson',-^
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [0648

TRIUMPH, 3%h.p., speedometer, lamps, tools, new
tyres, sidecar, perfect running order.—Write, Thew,

17, Eynella Rd., Dulwich Park. [7920

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, semi-
T.T. Roadster, largo P. and H. lamp set, horn,

splendid order; £43/10.—Below.

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, Gloria
cane sidecar, guaranteed sound; £50, complete.

—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. [0492

1Q12 3V2h.p. Triumph, free engine model, with lamp
Xt/ and horn, new Dunlop tyre and belt, tine machine

;

£24.—The Garage, Whitland, S. Wales. [X6150

TEIUMPH, 1916, Junior model, just received; £44/2 ;

immediate delivery from stock.—Elce and Co., 15-

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0480

TEIUMPH, 1914, 3-spe6d, clutch, 14 gm MiUford
Emnresa sidecar, excellent condition; 55 gns.—W.

Bauwell Home Farm, East Harptree, Bristol. [7994

TEIUMPH, SVah.p 1910, new tyres and practically
new engine, perfect running order; bargain, £20.

—Eolman Steddy, Sarre, Birchington-on-Sea. [X8067

1 Q13 S^^h.p. 3-speed Triumph, with Canoelet coach-
JiU built sidecar; £50, cash or easy terms.-R. E.
Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, London, Cardiff. [0754

1 Q13 3-speed Triumph, with brand new 17 gn. Gloria
X*/ sidecar, luggage rail, all accessories, perfect:
£50, cash o. easy terms.—R. E. tlones [Garages), Ltd..
Swansea, London. Cardiff. - [0720

1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, and MiUford coach-
JiiJ built sidecar, with child's seat, lamps, speed-
ometer, horn, lot of accessories, tip.fop condition ; £55,—
Chalmers, 4'6, St. John's Ed., Tnnbridge Wells. [X7675

TEIUMPH, 4h.p., late 1914, recently overhauled by
makers, 3-speed, oversize tyres, £12 ; Derwent side-

car, new 3 months ago, Millers Projector, generator, and
horn, everything excellent condition: £56.—Francis, Gar-
age, Poutardawe, Glam. [X7904

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., late 1914, beautiful condition, 3-

speed, J.S. hub, Sturmey-Archer, tyres excellent,
very little used, new -spare valves, speedometer, Lucas
lamps, horn, t^xils, 1915 sidecar, Millford outfit: £55.
—Lieut. Allsopp, Dollar, Scotland. (D) [X7944

TEIUMPH, 3y2h.p., 1912%, T.T., clutch model, just
been re-bored, new piston, new Philipson pulley,

hand control, new Pedley tyres to back and trout, speed-
ometer, front and tail Miller lamps, complete with set
of tools and rep.'rir outfits, spare plugs and belt, an abso-
lute bargain, will accept £28 cash, or nearest; 100 miles
by speedometer since overhauhng.—For particulars, tri;ii

run, L. L. Sparks, Park Farm. Wotton, Dorking, Surrev.
[7934

Werner.
3ih.p. Werner, mag., B.B., footboards, spare Whittle

;

2 £12, or offer.—Cholmley Lodge Garage, Fortune
Green Rd., Hampstead. [7940

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
MOTOR ^nru tj, '•'GHT
CYCLES. ^ ST"*''^ '4' , CARS.

II

II

II
II

II

II

II

II

II

II
Ifi

II

II
il

II

For NEW IMPERIAL, LINCOLN-ELK, and
SPARKBROOK MOTOR CYCLES; SWAN
and MIDDLETON SIDECARS.

New Machines in Stock.
SUNBEAM, }i h.p., 3-speed £73 10
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2* h.p., 2-sp... £36 15
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch, lady's ' £43 1

ZENITH, 4-3 h.p., twin clutch £73 18 6
ALLDAYS Allon, 2-5peed, 2-stcoke £42
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-sp.,

var. mag., clutch £46 6
DOUGLAS, Model W, s-speed, clutch . . £56 M
DOUGLAS, War Office Model £54 12
DOUGLAS, Model V, 3-speed £52 10
DOUGLAS, Model V, 2'-speed £50 3
DOUGLAS, Model U, 3-speed £52 10
DOUGLAS, Model U, 2-speed £50 8
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain drive. . . £64
B.S.A., 4ih.p., 3-speed, chain-ciun-belt £62

Second-hand Bargains.
I9r4 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed £45
1914 A.J.S., 5-6 h.p., 3-speed Combination £70
igrs DOUGLAS, T.T., 2i h.p., 2-speed £45
J915 HENDERSON, and Swan Sidecar £30
I9r4 INDIAN Combination, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed £60
I9r4 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2J h.p., 2-speed £40
J914 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., shop-soiled .7 £45

1914 LITTLE GIANT, 2 h.p., 2-sp., lady's £20
r9i4 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., 2-sp., and coach S' car £58
I9r3 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., clutch and Sidecar £48
tgrs RUDGE, 3i h.p., Philipson pulley .. £27
rgrz MOTOSACOCHE, 2i h.p £15
1914 SCOTT Comb'n. 3J h.p., twin, 2-'!troke £40
1915 JAMES, 4i h.p., and James Canoelet

Sidecar • £65
igl2 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., free ensine £27
1915 3-speed HARLEY-DAVIDSON £50
1914 2-speed 3i h.p. Twin LEA-FRANCIS . £48
1913 5-6 h.p. A.J.S. and coach Sidecar .... £50
1913 3* h.p. T.T. RUDGE £22
1914 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, and Hutch £40

Second-hand Cars.
ijrs WHITING-GRANT £140
10X4 SINGER, dvn.mio lighting £175
1934 MORRIS-OXFORD £!60
191.I STANDARD £175
iQt^ MORBIS-OXFORD £130
rgrs FORD, 4-seater £70
BELSIZE, lo-rih.p £65
1915 HILLMAN Deliverv Van £172
1914 AUTOCRAT, dj-namo £1 60

New Cars.
TOis Bahv GRANT, self-starter & dynamo £160
igfi SINGER, dynamo —
MACKENZIE, 4-cylinder £185
1915 SCRIPPS-BOOTH. Inmrediate delivery.

Bl

II

II

II

II

REY'S

CAR DEPOT :

378, 380, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD.

'Phone : 4219 Regent
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT
173, Great Portland St
'Phone : 1970 Regent
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ja^ All letters relating to advertisement! shouia quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Largest MotorAccessoriesHouse inthcWorldl LTD
The "CORBIN-BROWN"

SPEEDOMETER
for Motor

Cycles.

f

©0 #-

Made on the centri-

fugal principle there-

fore absolutely
accurate at all times.

Extremely sensitive so ihat low mileai^e

is recorded as accurately as high.

Supplied for either front or rear drive.

Suitable for Indian, Harley-Davidson,
Henderson, Excelsior, or any make of

motor cycle. PRICF 65/-
Complete with fittings,

The Accessories illusfrated

on this page are obtaanable

^om Motor Dealers' and

Garages everywhere. In

case of difficulty communis

cate with our Showrooms:

15, NEWMAN ST., W.

Are your sparking plugs absolutely

gas-tight? If not, every com-
pression stroke means loss of powet
to the engine. Few motor cyclists

suspect the damage that ordinary
plugs can do when
they leak. Directly

the engine attains

its normal running
heat, tbe metal parts

of the plug expand,
causing considerable
leakage — the results

being overheated
electrodes, premature
ignition, and con-

sequent engine
inefficiency.

AC CICO MOTOR
CYCLE PLUGS
ARE gas-tight— under all conditions.

Do not continue to run your motor
cycle another day with a leaky plug.

Get satisfactory service NOW. Put an

AC CICO PLUG in your engine and
notice the big difference.

PRICE 21- each.

MOTOR CYCLE

LAMPS

THE *SPARTON'
WARNING SIGNAL

'/I for Motor Cycles.

^•i>ji.'i.^.\.t^

Every motor cyclist at sometime or
other needs a blow lamp for

soldering, etc.

THE "IMP" PETROL
BLOW TORCH.

Although small in size, is quite as
efficient as a large Blow Lamp.

Will heat or solder anything, and is

indispensable where quick, clean,

cheap, and intense heat is desired.

Produces a perfect Bunsen flame of
over 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

The 'IMP' ^^^-^ will not
is perfectly ,f^^ S^t out
safe,* and ^?^-iw^^^ of order.

PRICE
4,6
each. \

;i

Starts wltn a match, is entirely Auto-
' malic, and bums two hoturs on one filling.

AUTOCLIPSE LAMPS

are neatly designed, and
of superior workman-
ship, strongly constructed
to stand hard wear over
rough roads,

Smal! size suitable tor

Lightweight Machines.

The insistent

note of the

Sparton Warn
ing Signal in-

stantly secures for you a* right-

of-way" anywhere. Its com-

manding tone is clearly
distinguishable from all other

sounds, and heralds your
approach in an unmistakably

efiective manner.

Hand operated, 25 /-

Finished in all Black.

W'ri'e lor Sparlon Caiahgiu,

"Challenge" Waterproof

Fabric Straps.

^~v-

No. L60/2, Black Plated,

55 /- each.

Large size for Heavyweight
Machines or Sidecars, with fork

braoltet fitting.

No. L60/6 .. 87/6 each.

Will outlast, and are much stronger than,

the ordinary leather straps. Remain

flexible and keep their colour under aU

weather conditions. Suitable for use

with tyre carriers and luggaee gnds.

SupDlier) in various widths and lengths.

Price from 6d. each.

Descriptive pamphlet on request.

GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.G.Head OfBces and
Wholesale Warehouses :

North o£ England Depot : 267-273, DEANSGATE. MANCHESTER.
Showrooms: 15, Newman Street, W., and at Pari3.

Australian Showrooms: 328, Flinders Street, Melbourne. South African Representative: E.G.
Higginson, P.O. Box 1269, Johannesburg.

In arisweriuf} this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." Al
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WkmiSBmTISH

EXCELSIORl
8 hp.Twm

BAYLISS, THOMAS & CO., ^"•^S'*?,!^?'"''' COVENTRY.
Sole London Agents- H. TAYLOR & CO., Store Street, W.C. J

^0 ^L ^

JAMES No. 8. 2f h.p,

2-stroke, 2-sDeed, 226 c.c.

The JAMES Lightweight
-—the junior member of the famous JAMES famity—is, hke
all other JAMES models, essentially a "Quality'' machine.
Distinguished both in outline and finish, it is without a serious'xival for Town riding,
Business or Professional use.

Its low position ensures absolute immunity from skid—it is simple in control and very
economical in upkeep;^climbs all reasonable hills on top gear and has a speed of 4 to
40 m.p.h.

The igi6 JAMES Range includes

—

No. 6, 41 h.p. "Big Single," 3-sp. For Sidecar £66-5
or complete with JAMES-CANOELET Sidecar, £14-10 extra.

No. 7. 3i h.p. Twin, 3-sp., HanH-controlleH eiutch. Soto, £66-5

No. 8. Zl h.p. Two-stroke, 2-sp., Lightweight, £38-12-6
—and these may all be inspected at the JAMES Agencies to >>? found in all principal

To\TOS. Don't buy YOUR Lightweight before inspecting the JAMES—catalogue gives

all particulars. Send lor copy—NOW. -

The JAMES CYCLE Co., Ltd., Greet, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON DEPOT: 22, Holb. Via. B'HAM : Broad St. Corner.

7^ R.B.S.
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Even more reliable than the Sidecar.

M, Im C^ a

MORGAN RUNABOUT
"won the Gold Medal 5 Years in succession

in the English Six Days Trials,
and the

Grand Prix for Sidecars and Cycle Cars
in which no Sidecar survived.

Z' l^

Prices from £100.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Malvern Link.

IrlT?

In answerivg this advertisement it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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^w^
As the designers and builders of the famous A.J.S. we

KNOW that OUR machine is far superior in all the multi-

farious points which together go to make IDEAL Service, but—
Irom the Prospective Buyer's standpoint, the Jrst-hand evidence of the

actual A.J.S. owner will naturally aflord the strongest and most conclusive proof
of A.J.S. supremacy, hence we suggest—

Just 'ask the man who OWNS one" what HE thinks of his Mount

A-J.S. Perfected Engine ; Interchanseable Detachable Wheels ; All-enclosed Weatherproof Chain
Transmission: Three-speed Countershait G^ar ; Scientific *' Straight Tube" Frame; Patent

Spring Forks (incorporating wide mudguards) absorbing Vertical and
Horizontal shocks; Fully protective Mudguards and A J.S. Weatherproof Finish.

A ,7 S ^^ — are but a few of the more important features embodied in the A.J.S. for 1916.

^P^vJ^fFpT W Illustrated i<^ our MODEL D, The Passenger Machine, eh.p.twin cvl., 750 cc, 3-speed

Combination \ \ i-KAt-i- £84 Complete with sidecar £102 i8s- (Hood, Windscreen, and Sparc Wheel eitia).

May we send you full catalogue ? It deals with every model,

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914), Ld.
^ "^5 Retreat St.. Wolverhampton.

liOndon Agent

:

H. TAYLOR a Co.,
litd., Store St.,

Tottenham
Court Rd.

><^'i

>C<

THE BELT FOR RUDGE, ZENITH, PHILI^ON,

GRADO, BRAMPTON, or ANY GRADUAL GEAR.

GREAT XMAS OFFER

!

WE WILL SUPPLY A FURTHER 200 BELTS, ANY
SECTION UP TO 8' 0' LONG, FOR £1 - O - O EACH.

-ECONOMY —
is the question of tlie hour! WHY not study
thiis in connection with your TRAIMSIVI ISSIOiM 7

Now is the time you require an

ALL-WEATHER BELT
THERErORE WRITE US NOW AND

SAVE MONEY.
Address all communications to

—

The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY, Ltd.,

101. Great Western Street. MANCHESTER.

CONVINCING NO.

ANOELET '

OMMENTS

A4 In answering these advertisements it

Catalogue

free from

MEAD &
DEAKIN.
TYSELEY.
BIRMINGHAM

desirable to mention

li.T k
'Tlie Motor Cycle.'
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TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT, of the skilled workmen
employed in the manufacture of "SPHINX'* Plu^s
are serving in the Fighting Line with wounds and
honour. Those who remain behind are serving with
equal honour in the dai!y supply of thousands of
" SPHINX " Plugs required by His Majesty's Forces.
BECAUSE there is no other firm in the British Empire
who for over ten years have made the manufacture ot
sparking plugs their sole speciality, THEREFORE is

iheir plant, their experience, their organisation, and
expert knowledge required n the Service of the King.

SPHINX
THE SPBINX P.1FG COMPANY BiRMIMGriAM

Insurance
READERS of "The Motor Cycle" wishing

to insure a motor cycle, sidecar, or light

car, can obtain quotations for suitable

policies by filling in the attached form and
forwarding it to

:

The Manager, Insurance Dept.,
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" Offices, Coventry.

SPECIAL
. . NOTE. . .

A copy of

J]OTC»^CLE
is supplied by post eacn
week for twelve months
with ail policies upon
which the premium is

not less than

£2 : 7s. : 6d.

ENQUIRY FORM
(To be sent to above address).

Make 01

Mticliine.
H.P.

Date ot

Manufacture.
Present Value.

Registered
Number.

Will machine be driven solely by owner ?

.

1! )) i> „ „ for pleasure ?,

Will passenger be carried on luggage

carrier or pillion of motor cycle ? .

Name

Address

in answering these adxerUsemenU it is disirable to mention "The. Motor Cycle."' AS
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Ask
for

P i H' Model 127
iHB. J for handl:! bar.

«^^ Motor Cycles
FOR SPEED, COMFORT. AND RELIABILITY
THESE MACHINES SMILE AT HILLS AND POT-HOLE ROADS.

Send or call for prices and particulars.

The Pope Motor Cycle Agency,
Telephone—London Wall ii37 55, BANNER ST., E.G.

THE BIG TWIN.
Telegrams—" Acarobox, London."

Fit Yot»r Ford
with a Starting and Lighting Unit
Specially designed for Ford Cars. Equip it with the

SPLITDORF-APELCO STARTING AND
LIGHTING SYSTEM for Ford Cars—a self-contained electric
starting and lighting set of extreme efficiency, which is inex-
pensive to buy and can be easily fitted within 48 hours. It is the
luost compact and most serviceable svstem for the Ford owner.

Price £19 : 19 :

Vour Garage man can tit it tor you. Complete details trom
The AMERICAN SUPPLIES CO., Ltd.,
162, Great Portland Street, London.
]

I r. cr liiiii-h luKi Enropeitii Itftaosentacives for Splitdorf Electrical Co., Newark, U.S.A.
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STANDARD MODEL :

2-cyl. engine, water-cooled; friction drive,
variable speeds and reverse, hood,

screen, five detachable wheels
(four with tyres), lamps:

and all tools, etc.

179 GUINEAS.

G.W.R. LIMITED,
Cordw^alles Works, Maidenhead.

Telegrams—" Cars, Maidenhead."
Telephone—562, Maidenhead,

A
Famous

MotorCyclist
and theGWR

It is a significant fact that many
motor cyclists, when making the
change from their old mount to a
light car, select a G.W.K. "The
latest convert," says the " Light Car
and Cyclecar," Nov. 15th, " is Mr.
Hugh Gibson, one of the most prom-
inent figures in the motor cycling
world." The choice of a G.W.K. is

always well-merited, by reason of its

reliability and trustvyorthiness under
all conditions.

FEATURE
:. ONE .:

HERCULES
-- CHASSIS - -

This unconventional picture shows you in the best

possible manner the wonderfully simple yet efficient and

strong chassis of the Hercules Sidecar. This chassis

responds more readily to the movements of the motor

cycle, thus eliminating the risk of accident, simphfymg

steering—especially round left-hand comers—and mini-

mising side strain. The quality of materiaf and correct-

ness of design render this chassis strong beyond all

possible requirements and fracture proof. ' Full details

in the art catalogue from

The Hercules Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd.,

Conybere Street. Birmingham.

The "GRADO"
MULTI-PULLEY i

with Free Engine. ^
starts your machine like a m
Takes your machine and side- %.

car up hills impossible ^
without ! ^

Gets you safely through nrn

thickest traffic ! =
Ensures safety over greasiest 'M

roads

!

M
In fact, it turns work and

jjjj]

danger into a plejisure I sjs

Just half a turn of the handle M
on top tube changes from [mJ

'^^^'^^^^ top gear to free engine ! [H]

O-™^

^C"

Fitted in two hours to Triumph,
Bradbury, B.S.A., Rudge, Precision,

T.D.C., Rex, Singer, Premier, etc.

Price

Beica.

The

0} hiuialiovs and
LifringemeiUs

£3:3:0

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to

for Engines up to 6 h.p. 10/- extra to •£

suit Engines wilh crank bosses, like
[J]

J A.P„ old Rex, etc. m

Lightweight Model £2 10
|

Here is the Delivery from Stock,
fyj

curved slot which Write us to-day for UJ

ensures the beit further details. ^^ ni

never slipping on See "Motor Cycliag," iii

the lowest gear, 23rd Feb.
[J

Grade Manufacturing Co., Pershorc St., Birmingham. |

mention " The .Motor Cycle." ^1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, late 1914, Sli.p., water cooled, coach
combiaation, l:;udly use<l, as new: 65 gns., in-

cluding £10 accessories.—205. Batt«rsca Park Ed., S.W.
[7771

1 Q15 Williamson, water-cooled, engine overhauled, kick
J-*^ starter, coachbuilt sidecar, electric and acetylene
lamps, (spares: £50—Weldon, c/o Barrett's Garage, St
Peter's Ed., Cautcrbury. [7921

"Wolf.

TTTOLF i'.-lh.p. Combination, SOgnf. : scarcely used:
'*— deterred payment.-, exchanges.—Lamb's,' 151, Higli

St., WalthamstOff, and 50, Hig-li Kd., Wood Green. [7980

WOLF, 2''ih.p., 1916 model, just delivered, 2-speed,
2-stroke, kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch;

S36/19/6; exchiinges or deterred payments.—Eagles
and Co., High iSt., Acton, W. [X791'»

Zenith.

ZENITH-GEADU.-l Gear. 8h.p. J.A.P., 1913%. dutcli,
kick start. Swan de Luxe sidecar, D.A. lighting,

3 .Lucas? lamps, speedometer, accessories, spare tyre.
tube; £47, bargain.—Turner, 7, Princes Sq., Bavswater

[7918
1 Q 14 6h.p- Zenith, standard model, with Montgomery
J-i/ sporting sidecar, colour grey, lined black, whole
outfit re-enamelled and overhauled by makers, Luca:
lamps, Watford speedometer, horn, spare belt and tube
case, decompressors, new tyres, guaranteed in perfect
condition : 48 gns. : can be seen at The South Essex
Motor Co., High St., IHord. or write 2nd. Lieut. M.
B. Elliot, M.M.Q.S., Bisley Camp, Brookwood. [0745

Ladies' Machines.
OBAET, 2i/2h.p., 1912, 3-speed. Whittle belt, ex-
cellent tyres, just overhauled: £20, or offer.—Grev-
- " ' - " [5980

H
stoneo. Oakwood, Hesham.p OYAL Ruby, lady's model, J.A.P. a^/oh-p., counter-
J-l* shaft 2-speed, semi-automatic lubrication, just de-
livered from works; £38/5.—Hucklebridge, 153. Sloane
St., London, S.W. [X7511

NEW Imperial, lady's, J.A.P. 2V2b.p.. counter-shalt
2-speed gear, kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch.

just delivered from works; £45/3.—Hucklebridge. 133.
Sloane St., London, S.W. [X7513

Miscellaneous,
"Y\7"ANDSW0RTH Motor Exchange.-Easy .payment

system quarter down, balance 12 monthly pay-

mag
speedometer;

WAKDSWOKTH.—American Excelsior, 1914i/j

nilicent coach combination, 7-9h.p,
lamps ; 49 gns. ; exchanges.

WAN"DSWOETH.-Zenith, 1913, with Gloria £30 side-
car, 8h.p. J.A.P., beauty ; offers ; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—James, 1915, 2V2h.p., 2^troke,
mag., 2 speedis, practically new; £36/10; ex-

changes.

WANDSWOETH.-B.S.A., 1916 model K, just de-
livered, countershaft 3 epeeds; £62; exchangeo-

WA^rDSWORTH.—Hobart (biand newl, 2-stroke. just
deliveied, mag., must eell; £28/10; exchanges.

WAKDSWORTH.—Williamson 1913-14 coach com-
bination, BJi.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, Cowey

;

£53/10; exehangefi.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury 1913 coach combination,
4h.p., Bosch, 2 epeeds ; special, £33/10 ; ex-

changes.

WAXDSWORTH.-Rudge, 1915 (new). SV-^h.p., mag..
5 speeds; greatest bargain, '48 gns.; exchanges.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier, 1915, 3'/o.4h.p.. mag-, 3
speeds, tick, almost new; £45; exchanges.

WAXDSWORTH.-Mot06acoche, 1913, 2V2h.p.," mag-:
fine little machine; £14/10; exchanges.

AXDSWORTH.-E.IS"., 5-6h.p.. 4-cyl., mag
fast, runs well; £12/15; exchanges.W

WANDSWORTH.-Wolf lightweight. IVsh.p.,
nearly new tvras : very cheap ; exchangee.

W
"TTTANDSWORTH.-

AXDSWORTH.—Vindec Special, 5-6h.p. twin, mag
free engine, clutch; only £14/10; exchanges.

changes.
4h.p., mag

-Triumph, 1911, with sidecar, SV^-

2 speeds; bargain, £24/10; ex-

ANDSWORTH.-Royal Enfield, 1911, 2^.p. twin,
mag., nice order; £18/18; exchaoges.

"VTT'AXDSWORTH.-Hmnber, 1913, 3JA4h.p.,
TT speeds, like new; £33/10; exchanges.

W
WANDSWORTH.-Easv terms.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth Town Station.
'Phone; Battereea 327. [X7942

IF Ton Want Bargains in eecond-band motor cycle.?

you can get them at AYauchope'e, 9, Shoe Lane.
Tleet St., London. [5624

BARGAINS : Must Clear.—1915 Enfield combina-
tions, practically new, ^70; 1915 Harjey-David-

soajwin, 3-speed, almost new, £55; sidecar, 55/-; 1914
Auto-wheel, almost new, £8/8; 6b.p. 4-cyl. bicycle,
Di.o.i.7.,' clutch, low, battery ignition, £10; good o^^h.p.

1911 2-speed Hiuuber, £17/10; see Cycle Cars); please
- -call.—Liquidator, 10c, Waylett Place, West Norwood.
S.E, [X8018

QEZT- IT- AT"

lAYLORS
Sole London and District

Agents for AJ.S. & British

Exceisiors.

Sole District Agents forCalthorpes. g

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or
Extended Payments.

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscclluncous.

PALMER'S Giinigc, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
(or purcbunius. Aoi.'tions lortniglitly.

PALMKK'S Garage, Toollng.-Wrde (Or illurtratcd
dual catalngne. More iutcroeting to iiiotoriBti tlian

a sixpenny magnzlnc.

PALMEE'S Garaee, Tooting.—2-yili.p. DonglM, 2
fpccdo, elutcli, iHck starter; £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooling.-6h.p. 1912-13 Clyno,
2-spced, chitcli, £25; one aUo with tidecar, £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Toot!ng.-3'/Ji.P. Ariel and side-
car, variable gear, grand lot; £20.

PALMER'S GaraEe, Tnotiiig.-lh.p. Auto-Wheel, late
modol, nice order; £7/10.

PALMER'S Gaiagd, Tooting.—4b. p. T.T. Jomes^ very
lUst; great bargain, £18.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootine.-2',ai.p. Eoyal Euby, 2-
speed J.A.P., reliable: £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcotiug.— 2';,',h.p. Snnboam, EeTere
2-8trolte, 1915 model, as new; £25.

PAiMER'S Garage, Tooting.-7-9L.p. Quadrant 1914
combination, countershaft gear; £40.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.-2h.p. Moto-Rere light-
weight, £12; 2y2h.p. Premier, £18; 2'/ih-p- Eoyal

EnSeld, £18; 5-7h.p. Indian, £25; 2-J4h.p. Torpedo Pre-
cision, £15; 2i,-;h.p. O.K.-J.A-P., 1915, £26.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Next auction enle 5tli

January, at 2 o'clock. Catalogues free. Eutricr;
invited.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage and Mot..r
Auction Hoomji, 183, 185, 187, 189, High St., Toot-
ing. 'Buses, tramfi pass doora. Railway stations,
Wimbledon (L. and S.W. Ely.l, only 20 minutea Victoiia
via Balham (IiB. and S.O. Ely.) [7990

TRICARS FOR SALE.

rgrfi :Jh.p, 2-stroke EXCELSIOR 2-sp.
and clutch £44 2

Coach-built Sidecar for sanre £10 10
Ideal for solo or sidecar work. At a minimum

purchasing and running cost. Dcliverv from stock.
OTHER 1916 MODELS IN StOCK.

6 h.p, 3-speed A.J.S. Combination de
Luxe, with Lucas dynamo lighting —

4 h.p. 3-speed A.J.S. Combination .... £93 17
8 h.p. British EXCELSIOR, 3-speed . . £78 15

2i h.p. ALLONS, 2-speed £42

Fiurther selections.

NEW MACHINES.
Usual Sale
Price. Price.

£ s. is. d.

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
Model F — 78

7-gh.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
Model J — as 13

igrs 2jh.p. CALTHORPE-
J.A.P., 2-speed, soiled 36 rs 34 15

1915 2j h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-

stroke, 2-sp., variable ignition 32 10 30 10
igrs 2:ih.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-

stroke. shop-soded 30 16 28 10
19r5 5-6h.p. EXCELSIOR, 3-

speed, countershaft 71 8 66 10
MILLFORD Empress for H.-D.

machines, new, latest model. — 18 15
ROVER Coach-built Sidecar,

with brake, shop-soiled I7 I7 15 15

SECOND HAND BARGAINS.
1915 3i h.p. Ladj-'s BROUGH, 3-speed,

nearly new £53
I9r4 2-stroke -LEVIS, 2-speed, fully

equipped £32 10

igi5 4-5 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft,

nearly new £48 10
19 r3 5 h.p. ZENITH and Coach-built
Sidecar £42

1913 s-6 h.p. A.C. SOCIABLE, hood
and screen £37 10

1914 S h.p. ZENITH, countershaft, and
Bramble cosch Sidecar £65

igrr KERRY-ABINGDON : . . . £20

Sole London and District Agents:

BAEGAINS: Must Clear.-
from £35 ;

please call.-

Place, West Norvvood.

-Three 1913 parcel cars,
-Liduidator, 10c, Wavlett

[Xt020

S H. TAYLOR & CO., |
LIMITED,

21a STORE STREET, TOTTENHAM COURT RD„
LONDON, W.C.

Wholesale 38, ALFRED PLACE,
Telephone: Bluseum 1240, S
Telegrams: "Dyoametro," m

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
BEESTON Humber Motor Tricycle. 2%h.p., new car-

buretter, engine like new, good tyres; seen any
'. time: £5/10.—Police Station, Bishops Castle, Salop.

[7953

I SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
GLORIA Sidecar, wicker, side door, in splendid order,

£4/15, a bargain.—P. Corley, 88a, High St., Merton.
[7913

SIDECAR Screens, hoods odjnstablo; 16/6 each.-
Griffin and Co., James Watt St., Birmingham.

[X7948
QIDECAES.—Several bullet-shaped coachbuilt bodies.^ with or without chassis, cheap.—Write, Stokes

[.Hid Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Ed., Leicester. [0718

SPECIAL Sidecars to snit American Excelsior and
Harley-Davidson; Cape hosds 30/-, wind screene

17/6; splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
ville Sidecars, Halifax. [X1034

MOST of the leading make^ stocked, including Mont-
gomery. Empresri. Cancelet. Harley-David^on, and

Swan.—Lamb'<s, 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
HiKh Ed., Wood Green. [7983

PHOSNIX Sidecars, highest grade; immediate delivery.
Send for our 1916 catalogue. Special models for

Hurley-Davidson, Indian, Tale, and other American
iiiotors. Large stock of second-hand sidecars. Special
weekly list published. Sidecars on hire. Exchanges
made.—Phoenix Motore, Ltd. [Motor Cycle Oepotl, 736.
HoUoway Ed.. N. Tel.: Hornsey 449. [0135

BODIES.
CAMBER Coach Bodies. £3/10: lists (rce.—Bright

and Hayles. 73, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Coach Tandem Model, £4/12/6.-Bright
and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models, nnder 20 lb.; £3/5.—
Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell.

[799S

CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN 1916 models can be delivered from stock;

de luxe model, complete with hood, screen.

Limps, horn, etc., £117/12; Grand Prix No. 1,

,€Hl/6.—Below.

VTORGAN. Grand Prix No. 1, 1914. 8h.p. water-
IfX cooled J.A.P. engine, screen, lamps, horn, etc.,

guaranteed sound, very fast and reliajjie car; £90."

—

Below.

G.W.K., 1916. st-andard mode!, ^th detachable
wheels and spare, hood, screen, 5 lamps, and

horn, complete, ready (or road; immediate delivery

Irom stock; iei78/10; exchanges or extended terms
arranged.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mUe St.. E.G. :0598

,W.K. Light Car, 1916. "latest model, just arrived

_- from works; immediate delivery: £178/10.—Wil-
iiins, Simpson, and Ca. 11. Hammersmith Ed.. London.

MOEGAJf, 1915 (Septemberl, sporting grey model,

lOh.p., mag., engine done 500 miles, 2 acetylene,

1 oil lamp, generator, hood,_ screen, etc. ; £90, or ofier.

—W. EatcliSe, 25, Linton At., or Bambrook, Bmy.
[S7875

G-^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A25
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FOR STRAIGHT DEALS
AND STRAIGHTFORWARD EASY TERMS

208, Great
lelephone :

Telegrams :

Portland Street,
jMayfair 7091 (2 lines).

' Gotr.^bil^e VVesdo."

LONDON,

Model K.
Model G.
Model F.

Model A.
Model B.
Model D.

NEW MODELS. Early Delivery.
H.P,

. 2.V INDIAN I.Tghtweight, a-sp. §ear ... £49 10
, 7 Twin INDIAN, rigid frame, 3-sp. gear £75
7 Twin INDIAN, spring irame, 3-sp.

gear, rear drive speedometer, Split-

dorf ignition, lighting outfit £90
3* ZENITH Standard, T.T. bars £62 7 6
31 ZENITH CUitch £69 6
4-5 ZENITH Clutch £73 18 6

Model H. 4i B.3.A., 3-sp. countershaft gear, chain
drive £64

Model k. 4^ B.S.A., 3-speed .countersliaft gear,
chain-cttm-belt drive £62

10 CALTHORPE Minor Car, Grand
Duke 51ichael type £204 15

10 CALTHORPE ilinor Car, Standard
2-seater £194 5

ID CALTHORPE Minor Car, Coupe . . . £231
Model T. 5-seater FORD Car, complete with hood,

screen, lamns, horn (delivery' at
works) ....'. £135

NEW MODELS IN STOCK.
Model B.
Mo.el C.

Model D.

£90 15
£36 15
£37 18
£25 10

£37 18

5 Twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear £70
7 Twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear, electrically

equipped, kick starter and speedometer £78
7 Twin INDIAN Road Racer, single

speed aiid clutch £65

3I SCOTT, 2-stroke, 5-speed £71

3I SCOTT, 2-stroke, =-sp., and Scott
coach-built Sidecar

2| CALTKORPE-J.A.P., 2-sp., fcxed ign

2I CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-sp., var. ign

2I RADCO, 2-stro]ie, No. 2 single speed .

, 2j NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Light Toiur-

ist, 2-sp., variable ignition

2j NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Light Tour-
ist, 2-sp., fixed ignition £36 15

2i NEW IMPERIAL-il.A.P. Light Tour-
ist, single speed, variable ignition £32 5 9

6 J.H., twin cylinder, 3-sp. countershaft
gear, M^^.G. engine £80 17

DALM, 2-str.,2-sp. .\lbion gear, var. ign. £36
Model K. 4i B.S.A., 3-sp. countershaft gear, chain-

cura-belt drive £62
Model H. 4J B.S.A., 3-sp. countershaft gear, chain

drive £64
Model V. 2j DOUGLAS, 2-speed £50 8

2i DOUGLAS, 2-speed., W.D. model ... £54 12
Model D. 4-5 ZENITH Clutch £73 18 6
Model A. 3S- ZENITH Standard, T.T. bars S62 7 6

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-stioke, counter-
shaft drive, and 2-speed gear >. £42

Model No, 1^0. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD, Sidecar mod. £89 5

SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES.
£20 to £30.
H.P.

*igio 3I HUfVIBER, 2-sp. and wicker Sc.
'^1911 3V REXg 2-sp. and wicker Sidecar.

£30 to £40.

1913 2} DOUGLAS, 2-si)eed.

1913 3; TRIUMPH, 3-speed.
£40 to £50.

1914 2^i DOUGLAS, 2-speed.

1915 2-i DOUGLAS, 3-speed.
£50 to £60.

*I9I3 6 CLYNO, 3-sp., kick starter, de-
tachable wheels, with Clyno coach-
built Sidecar.

191.3 7 HENDEE Special, 2-sp. gear,
electrically equipped, electric
starter, and speedometer.

£55 1915 31 BROUGH, ladies' model, Stur-
mey-Archer countershaft 3-speed
gear, complete with kick starter,
lamp, speedometer, horn and tools

34S4 /5 £58 •1914 7 INDIAN, 2-sp., and coach-bnilt
Sidecar.

OVER £60.

3527 £65 1915 7 INDIAN, s-speed.
* Sidecar combmations.

These machines, which have all been thoroughly over-
hauled and replacements made where necessary, are only
offered subject to being unsold on receipt of deposit.

Wliere accessories are not included, we are prepared to
supply a Brand New P. & H. Lamp and Generator, also
Horn, for the special price of 28 /- or 35 /- according to size
seletted. Rear Light complete with Y piece and Tubing, 5 /-

Full specification of any machine on request.

3595 16

3597

3574
3588

3662
3659

£20
£25

£35
£39

£42
£47

3018/19 £52

3611

3633

£55

BAEGAINS.—Must clear following 2-8ea1
Adams. 1910, £40; 8-lOh.p. Jacksi

CYCLE CARS.
CALCOTT, lO.Sh.p., 1916. latest model, the leading

light car, dj-namo lighting set, and all complete

;

just airiTed from works; immediate deliTery.—Wilkins,
Simpson, and Co., 24, Sheet St., Windsor. [7950

8h.p. J.A,P. Water-cooled Engine, back axle, with
2.fipeed gear and connections, set of wheels com-

plete witn Palmer tyres, pair of side frames, silencer,

and radiato , ready for being assembled to make a cycle
car. wha. offers?—The Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Man-
cheste: [0706

;-aea1?rs; lOh.p.
p. Jackson sporting,

m.o.i.v., Bosch, £45; 9h.p. Riley Baby cycle car, 5 de-
tachable wheels, mag., £50; 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin sport-
ing, bulbous back torpedo, 50 m.p.h., £65; 20h.p. sport-
ing Darra<?q, bulbous, dynamo lighting, disc wheels,
£85; seve.ral others, 4-seaters, landaulet-s, chassis,- etc.;
please call; offers.—Liquidator, lOe, Waylett Place. West
Norwood. [X8017

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garag'e and Hotor Auction Rooms, 183,

185. 187, and 169, HigH St., Tooting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for piircliading-. Auction sales fortnightly.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting,—6h. p. BoTcr, 2-€ea1
exceptionally good condition ; £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. — 12-141i.p. modern
F.I.A.T, sporting 2-seatei, £85; one also, £150

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-12-141i.p. F.I.A.T., ligbt
modern laudaulet, very economical; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 18-22h.p. new IJ
latest model Maxwell, 4-6eater; £235.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-20h.p.
seater, splendid order throughout

;

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-201i.p.
landaulet, superb carriage : bargain.

Ford, 1914,
£75.

Standard,
£200.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-The Auction Sale or
January 5tli, 1916, will be entirely without reserve

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Write at once for dual
catalogue. Poet free. 500 automobile bargains,

[7991
G.W.K., 1913, hood, screen, 2 head, side and t^iJ

larapa, speedometer, lioxix, tools, etc. ; at present
being overhauled; £100; tuition free.—Rex Mundv, 132,
Gt. Portlard St., W. [7989

HUMBERETTE, 1914, water-cooled, hood, screen,
2 head, side aud tail lamps, speedomet-er, horn.

Stepney, tools, etc., 700x80 tyres,
tion throughout ; £95 ; tuition free.-

Gt. Portland St., W.

excellent condi
-Rex Mundy, 132,

[7988

. lowest
Holborn, London.

[0618

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
EXTENDED Payments. — All makes supplied

terms.-Service -00., 292, High Holborn.

ENGINES.
F.N. Engine, 4i''-5h.p., 4-cvI.. Tfith magneto, running;

£6/15.-1, Ebner St., Waudtiworth. [X7941

J .A. P. 6h.p. Engine, brand new. £16/10- and new
Bosch magneto, £5.-2, Kingswood Rd., Penge,

S.E. [7986
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

PAEKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists.—Experts on
all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.-Re-winding, re-magnetising, over-
hauling, etc ; repairs executed with expedition and

unapproachable workmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice, John's Place, King St., Acton.
London. 'Phone: Chiswick 1-518. — State your

SEND
Magneto Co.,

trouble. Let us quote you.
"

[4292

Tour Magneto Repairs to the Ruubaken
Ltd., Camp Street Works, Deans-

gate, Manchester. 'Phone; 8266 City [3 line^}. -T,A.

:

Runmag, Manchester.

have
in this
Moderate

REPAIRS.—The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd,
the largest and best equipped works ii

country for dealing with this class of work.
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

SPARES Departnent.-We can supply from stock all

spare parts for -Bosch. Eisemann, Mea. U.H.,
ttc. Send for illustrated booklet.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street
Works, Deanegate. Manchester. 'Phone: 8266

City (3 lines). T.A. : Rimmae. Manchester. Call or
write. [0404

MAGNETO Repairs and all spare parts.—The Run-
baken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp St. Works, Deans-

gate, Manchester. Tel.: 8266 City (3 lines}. T.A.

:

Runmag, Manchester. [0715

AGNETO "Repairs by Manufacturers; all repairs
guaranteed ; spare parte for any make ; prompt

delivery.—Kenyon and Torrance. 399, Gt. Western St..

Rusholme, Manchester. 'Phone: 362 Eusholme. [6407

greatly superior to
blades, ecrews, etc. ,--

cures misfiring 2/6 each rivet ; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebrouised, 2/6
each.

EBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. [X4331

M'

JEBRON, registered 291298,
platinum, unequalled for

J'^^

^••••••BBBHa«aaaaBBB«BBaaBsaaa

FORWARD

Fasteners
1Q1R Let youp choice
lulD for 1916 be a
Fopward belt fastener/
and so eliminate all the
trouble, delay, and dis-

comfort of changing or
mending a broken
fastenerand the danger
in muddy or frosty
weather of a serious
side slip through a
broken fastener.

FORWARD ^Si^iZ^^"-^
1/6 from all Agents.

KING
strongest
the world.
1/- detachable.

HOOK.
Hook Fastener

The
in

1 /3 adjustab.e.

Forward Motor Co.,
Summer Row, Birmingham.

BfaaBaBaaasaaaDeaBoaaaacBaaaaaaaaBBaBBBBaaaBBaai

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement., and the date of the issue.
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THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL

THROUGH.

Belt Manufacturers
Fit Them.

BLAKE FASTENER.
The strongest cheap fastener on

the market.

Plated 6d. each.

LEATHER
COVERED
LINKS.

9d. each.

BELT

PUNCHES

I, h 1, n.

1/- each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT

PUNCH.

TWO SIZES—

(Itol). (ItolJ).

S. T. ROBSON
275/7, Coventry fioad,

BIRMINGHAM.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
U.H. Magnulo. now. suitable for OouRln.t; £3/10, ox-

centionnl bargain.—Luther ShimwcU, YoulEravc.
Bakewell. [X8012
MAGNETO Repairs of every description by Bosch

speci.ilists, expedition and moderate eimrpe.s;
magnetos bought and ?old ; several 1 and 2-evl. mag-
netos in stock—The Magneto Mart and RepairinK
Co., 142, Wardour St., W. 'Phono ; Gcrrard 727.

C8004
SECOXD-HAXD SIiiRuetos.-200 of these, cheap; 1, 2,

3, 4, and 6-cyJ. Before writing elsewhere send for
list. Any machine sent on approval asaiust remittance.
—The Knnbakeu Magneto Co.. Ltd.. Camp Street Works,
Manchester. Tel.: 8266 Citv (3 line;). T.A. : Run-
mag, Maneheeter. [8006

BELTS.
BALATA-CHROME Belts, highly satisfactory all

weather.5: uin. 9d., %in. lod., iin. 1/-. l',4in. 1/2
per foot, post free : extra etrong belts for pa^enger
work, with steel drilled eyelets and washers- all through.
Iin. 1/6. l%in. 1/9 per foot. — Pollin, Shephcrdswell.
Dover. [9494

TANKS.
TANKS Made,

Hayles, 73,

TANKS, tanks,
repaired; all

repaired, and enamelled.—Bright nnd
Church St., Cambenvell. [7999

tanks, any shape, to order or
__ metal sidecar bodies; general sheet

metal work; lists free.-Attwood's. 86. Rosebery Av..
E.G. Tel.: Central 12445. [5136

T EGGATE'S,
TYRES.

IMinburgh, for Tyre Value.

T EQGATE'S. Edinburgh.-For great reductions in
-*-' brand new clearanee tyres. See below for ap
proval terms. Prompt despatch guaranteed.

T EGGATE'S. Edinburgh—Clearanee— 1915 new pat-
J-J tern Clinclier Dreadnoncht. 6-pIv fabric, extra
heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x21^ 31/-,
list £2/7/3: 26x2"/2, to fit 2^ rims, 31/6. list £2/7/3;
26x2Vj 32/6, list £2/10/10.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1915 new pat-
tern Clinclier de luxe, heavy rubber studde^l.

beaded covers: 26x2. 21/-; 26X2K, 21/-: 26x2%, to
at 2^4 rims, 23/6; 26x2"/2, 25/6.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 1915 new
Clincher de Luxe, beaded edge. 4-ply labric. special

beavy. rubber studded, " added " non-skid pattern (not
recessed! covers, 26x21/2, for 2'/i rims, 27/6; special
value; absolutely "it" for greasy roads.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.- Standard 1915 Clincher
Dreadnought. 3-ribbed. 6-pIv fabric, beaded covers,

650x65 39/9, 700x80 44/9. 700x80 for 650x65 rims
44'9; specially m.ide for voitnrette rtms of extra power-
ful passenger outfits and light cars.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.- Clearance.—1915 Dunlop
extra heavy rubher-studded beaded covers, 26x2%,

28/6. list 37/9; 28x2'/, (for Indians), 31/-, list 41/3,
28/3 (for Indians or Harley-Davidsons), 33/-. list 44/-.

1" EGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—1915 Dunlop tnbes, best
-i qu.iHry. extra heavy, fully guaranteed, 24x2 6/6,

24x214 7/-, 26x154 6/6, 26x2 6/9, 26x2^4 7/9, 26x2%
8'6, 26x2V. 8/9, 26x3 9/6, 650. .65 10/6, 28x2V2 9/-,

28x3 10/6.'

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-These goods are all brand
new, and seut anywhere on 7 days'. approval against

remittance; cash refunded in full if goods not approved
of.

Cycle Specialists, 1 5,

[3.7174

REDUCED 1915 List Tyre, all makes.-T.A. ; Tyres.
— Graham, Vine St., Birmingham. [0658

ECONOMIC—650x65 Pillion rubber studded covers.
18/-. listed 50/-; we hold written testimonials of

over 9.000 miles for these.

LEGGATE and Co., Motor
Slateford Ed., Edinburgh.

ECONOMia-Kempshall.
65 55/-. 700x80 65/

sidecar combinations ; fully

E^

eteel studs, in fibre, 650 x
: unapproachable for heavy
guaranteed; carriage paid-

ECOXOMIC.—Kempshall clearance non-skid^, 26x214
35/-, 26x2% 38/-, 26x2Vo 40/-, 28x3 50/-, carriage

paid.

ECONOMIC—Eempshall clearance anti-stids, 26x2
22/-, 26x2Vt 24^6. 30x2% 25/6, 26x21/2 26/6,

28x2\'2 27/6, 28x3 35/-, carriage paid.

CONOinC—Avon clearance. 26x2 Stonebenge.
Druid, and rubber studded, 16/9; 26x2ij Druid

Inricta and rubber studded, 17/6.

ECOXOMIC—Clincher 24x2 heavy 4-plv De Luse
covers 19/6, tubes 5/6, complete tjre 24/-.

ECONOMIC—Continental 4-ply heavy Model de
Course, 26x214 18/6, 26X2V2 18/-; gpecial to clear.

ECONOMIC—Continental. 26x2^4 ivired, 10/6; special
price per pair, 17/-; fit 26x2.

ECONOMIC—Clincher % section belting, in 7ft.

lengths, lid.; 2-piece belts cut any lequirement-a.

Yj. lid., Iin. 1/3:
1/2; fasteners free

ECONOMIC.-Continental belting
Shamrock-Gloria, % 1/-, Iin.

all belts.

ECONOMIC Tyr3 Co., 137, Lewi^ham Hiph Bd., New
Cross. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. Special clearance

lines. Close 1 Thursdaj-s, 8.30 Saturdays. [7965

7//? Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre towards nearly
/ O all new motor cycle covers.—Particulars to

Taylors', Tyre Stockists, Store St., London, W.C [0626

EVANS
VALUE
COLUMIN

NEW 1916
Motor Cycles in
BIRMINGHAM.
If you ^vant the best VALUE
in New Season's Models—call

NOW at P. J. EVANS' Depot.
If you %vant e.-^prrt advice in the matter
of selection and the opporlunity for a
thoro'igh. searching point-by-point
comparison of all the leading makes of

the day—call NOW at P. J. EVANS'
Depol.

Controlling B*ham Agent :

INDIAN, A.J.S., BAT,
ENFIELD, ROVER,
Norton, Connanght,
New Imperial, Clyno.

Also Agent for

Trmmph. Calthorpe, Zenith. James.

Don't select YOUR Mountby"CataIogue
knowledge" only, but come and compare
?ide-bv-3ide all the best makes, and
foUow'this up by Free Trial Trip, on any
machine you favour.

INDIAN,5h.p..tvim.8spred .... £7a
INDIAN. 5 h-p., 3 speed, with
Sulc-tr --. £84

ROVER, Sihp., T.T.. with
Philip^on *56 O

ROVER. 31 h.p., de Luxe Com-
lunation £84 7

ENFIELD, -af h.p. 2-sree<l,2 st'-ol;e40gns.

ENFIELD, G h.p., coach Com-
liinati.^n ^Al"^

A.J.S.,2{ h.p. 3-3peri1. kick starter £SS O
A.J.S.. 6 h.p.. S-speed. twin, and
s ,1 cfiT £102 18

NORTONV3ih."p.."T.T £B0 O
NORTON, 4 h.p.. ;i-speed. coa h

rnmhiiintic.'' £«* **

NEW IMPERIAL, H^ h.i".

.T \ P :-!-,! 35gns.
CONNAUGHT,;i-fth.p .standard £35 3
CALTHORPE. 23 h.p. J.A.P.,

o s]...Hi 35 gns.
JAMES, 41 h p.. S-speed, Bin Sincle £66 5

Immediate Deliveries from
Stock of 1916 Models.

Speria Pa merits to suit voar pncket—

LJbe ai Exclnnces—Satis Eaction euarantted.

Call TO-DAY—over 100 machines
in stock, awaitiag your inspection.

P. J. EVANS,
87-91. John Bright Street.

BIRMINGHAM.
•Phone: Mid 662. Wire: -'Lrtear. B'ham."

All letters relating to ad^ ertlsemeats should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A27
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THE

HENDERSON
PATENT AGENTS.

HEN"RY SKEERETT. Chartered Patent Apetit,
Tetuple Row, Eiriuint-^ham.— I'atent:

and designs. Motor patents a speciality.

24,
trade marks,

[0636

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of aU kinds (speciality motor), apply,

Erneet J. Baes, Insuraace Broker, Bisliops Stnrt
ford. [0695

WHY Pay Your Insurance Premiums a year in
advance, when you can pay them monthly with-

put extra cost ?

General Insurance,
Lowest rates,
199, Piccadilly

STOLEN.

Lloyd's policies.—
[7734

FOUR"
CYLINDER
MOTOR CYCLE

IS

YEARS AHEAD
Of ANY OTHER MAKE, AND ONLY COSTS

82 GUINEAS

DIAMOND
TWO-STROKE

IS THE FINEST
MOTOR CYCLE ON

LIGHTWEIGHT
THE MARKET.

Saddle position 2y'm.
Ground clearance 5in.

Weight 95 lb.

W'Tieelbase 4giii,

PRICE
PRICE

£28 13 6.

£37 O O.

SInerle-
Speed-
Two-
Spced.

DOUGLAS, Model W.O. " V " £54 12
6.S.A., Model K, and Sidecar £80 18
B.S.A., Model H, and Sidecar £82 18
B.S.A., Model K, solo £62

STOLEN on 7th Dec, 1915, from Queen's Club Motor
Garage. 44, Star Rd., Fulhara, S.W., gent's motor

cycle and racing- Canoelet fiidecar. Zenith competition
1914, 6h.p.. side valves, 750 c.c, 82 bore, racing tank,
Best and Lloyd's cylinder, foot brakes on back -wheel,

Lyso reliable belt, polished aluminium disc wheel,
enamelled red. No. LL 8060, standard tyres, 2 seats,
No. on crank case 46,488-. Finder will be rewarded.

—

Information to nearest police station or Bos L355,
The Motor Ci/cle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [7984

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
REX MUNDY, after eight years' competition riding

experience, offers expert advice on selection of

new and second-hand motor cycles and light cars.

Second-hand machines- examined and reported on.
Tuition. Moderate fees.—132, Gt. Portland St., W.

[7112

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, smart lad for motor cycle trade in City;

state age, wages, etc.—Bos L356, The Motor
Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.G. [0599

WANTED.

M.
MAUDES' Purchase Second-hand or new light cars,

sidecar combinations, motor cycles, or sidecars.

Prompt cash.—100, Gt. Portland St.. London, W. [6347

AOCESSOEIES.—Morgan and Maxwell, Streatham.
[X2560

WANTED, cylinder for 3h.p.
Tenterdcn, Kent.

Clyde engine.—Carke,
[X7908

WANTED, good Bosch single and 4-cyl. magnetos.

—

136, Gt. Portland St., London, W. [7841

-| /\ /\ Motor Cycles wanted : spot ca.^h paid ; bring
-IvFvF or send.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7992

SOUND Back Piston, with lings, 2».lh.p. 1910 Doni!-
las.—W. E. Boldersou, South Kelsey, Lincoln. [7936

WANTED, suitable gear box tor Chater-Lea twin, also

silencer and pipes.— 125, London Kd., Manchester
10718

WHITTLiE, IV&in,, or-ir4in. xSft. ; lowest price condi-
tion.—Turner, Lansdowne Terrace, Limerick.

[7911

LEVIS Popular, or other good -lightweight, nearly new;
cash.—Shaw, Bradbum House, Denton, Mani-iesfer.

[X7919
DOUGLAS or well-known make or combination.—16,

Osten Mews, Emperor's <5ate, Kensington, S.W.
[7954

ff]»30 Waiting lor respectable Douglas bike.—Write or.,^ call, Mr. Hayes, 4, Parchmore Rd., Thornton
Heath. [7962

WANTED, motor cycles; spot
Motor Exchange, Ebner St.

cash. — Wandsworth
, Wandtiworth Town

[8420

WANTED, F.E. hub wheel, for Triumph rim, 26x21,4.
must be good.—Simmers, 54a, Marischal St.

Aberdeen. [7932

SECOND-HAND
BARGAINS.

igrs H ARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model jiF £55
1915 DOUGLAS, 3-sp., and Sidecar £44
igi5 HENDERSON, T.T., roadster ; £72
rgrs H ARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model iiF £49 ' Q
igrs HENDERSON and Sidecar £79 (

O
1914 H ARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model icF £45
1914 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, X.T. bars, Model loF .. £48
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar £67
I9r4 HENDERSON, 2-spced model £55
1914 HENDERSON and Sidecar £68
I9r4 CHATER-LEA and Sidecar, Sh.p £49
I9r3-i4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, like new £44
igrs BAT and Sidecar, 8 h.p £40
Sidecar, fit Zenith £10
MILLFORD Sidecar.. £2 10

ROBERTSO?^
l57.GRtATPORTLAND STRfCT.W.

WANTED, 1914 combination, countershaft: give good
1912 clutch Trimuph and caeh.—Schoolmof^t'^'r.

llr, Pern. [X7918

WANTED, vulcaniser, complete with instructions.
good make; approval; cash.—Johnston, Victoria

Terrace. Enuis. - [7964

CIDECAR, underslung, or chafisis only, wanted for

Houee, luce, Wigan. [X7678

ECOND-HAND Motor Cycles, purchaeed for cash.
Send particulars and lowest prices.—Service Co.,

>92, mgh Holboiu, W.O. [0679

WANTED, several cheap motor cycles and rombina'
tions.—State lowest price, Box 9,835, The Motori

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [X7946,

WANTED, N.B.U. 2-spfed gear, incomplete or out
of order uot objected to.—BOx 9>S34, The Motor

Click Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. .. [X7911

WANTED, magnetos, carbui'etters, tyres, lamp sets,

plugs, speed gears, tyres, etc.—Cooper, 1, Stroud
Green Rd., Fiusbury Park, London.

AGNETOS Wanted, second-hand or new,
r cash

;

Cliiswick Park, Loudon, W,
Jxl dition, lor cash; host prices given.—Parrie, 15.

[8001

any con

Hardmck Rd., [1429

WANTED, Grado multi pulley, or other gear to suit
Rudge, 1912, free engine; .aJso Lucas or other

epeedometer,
Sligo.

26in., in pafect

The last —although certainly not least — of the

STANLEY
BELT ACCESSORIES
is here shown. So many motoi- cyclists are
familiar with the uses of STANLEY

ADJUSTING HOOKS,
so many have employed them fop so long a time,
and so often have these little fittings helped a
pider out of a bad belt difficulty, that it would
appeat' superfluous to say anything further about
them. Still, we are here to explain that they are
intended to be used in conjunction with any hook
fastener to lengthen the belt i?y J in., ^in., or Tin.

as may be required. At a pinch, two or even
three could be used together, bur in such a case
some stout cord should be wrapped round and
round in order to provide a grip on the engine
pulley.

Made of specially-selected steel, of the right
toughness and temper, they will last for years.
They cost but Gd- for the set of three, and should
^^ in yo"'" tootbag against any emergency.

If there is anything you wish to know about belt

drive, WATCH THIS SPACE, or write us direct.
Our experience is at your service.

All in Favour.-^

BELT
CO.

Si'id pos/card for booklet '

STANLEY MOTOR
^AND FASTENER
^^W (Inventors ofthe Original Hook Fasten er^^^
^^^k and other practical Belt Aids), _^^^
^^^^^ (Stanley Webb, Manager) ^^^^a
^^^^^BROMLEY, KENT.^^^^

ondition, dieap—Rose, l

1X7907
^

FLYING MEN
can obtain commission? in the K.F.C & k.N..\.S.

It is wortn \'our while to

UEARM

AT

Fl-V

THE

RUFFY-BAUMANN
SCHOOU OF FkYING.

Write to Dt^t. b—
London Aerodrome,

Hendon, N.W.
Dtnnp: l.'il. Kinpslnirv.

KENDALL'S HEWS.
Portman Square, W.
PJuiiiti: sOJGSlRyfair.

A2€ All letters relating to advertiaeraents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
UORG&N, 11 b.p., M.A.G.. aportinc
model £110

INDIAN, PoworpluamodelsF .. B90
,. .. ,. G .. £75

modelB.sh.p £63
B.S.A., belt-cum-cbain, moflcl K .. £63

,, all chain drive, modol H .. £63
andSidccur .. .. £18 18

MEW HUDSON, 9B, fawn finisli.

" bip six "combination (2m stock) £92 8
ALLONS, all models in etook,

from £34 to £45
LEVIS, No. 1 £36 17

Popular (2 in stock) .. £28 1
(Deliverv new pattern 1916 early Jannary).

DOUGI<AS, modol U .. .. £SO 8
HOBART, a-speed . .. £36

siuqie speed .. .. £30 9
CAIiTHORPES, all models.
ENPIEIjD,6b.i). .. .. SOGns.
NEWIMPEBIAIi JAP, 2.i|)d, 35 Gns,
ARIEU, 6-6 h,p., S.apeed com-
binalion £93 10

JAMES, dl h,p. combination .. £80 10

See small Advts. for Second-
hand Cars and Motorcycles,
and scnd'post card for complete
list of Bargains from £ 10 to £90

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

LEADING MAKES SIDECARS STOCKED.

Dr I AMR '51- His'' Street,

'Phone ; 169 Walthamstow. LONDON, N.E.

Also 60, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GKEEN, N.
Phone : 1956 Horuaey.

BARTLETTS
Are Sole London and District Agents for

:

MORTONS in Stock.
3| h.p. 3-speed chain-belt model and

Sporting Sidecar, T.T.

3^ h.p. Standard T.T. model.

DOUGLAS in Stock.
2f h.p. War Office model.

2| h.p. T.T. model.

OiViEGA in Stock.
2| h.p. J.A.P. model.

3 h.p. two-speed gear model.

ARNO in Stock.
31 h.p. T.T. mODEL, £42.

SECOND-HAND.
Igi4 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p. Twin, unscratched £45
I914 ZENITH, 3i h.p., clutch, and Sidecar £48
1914 ZENITH Combmation, 90 bore engine,

T.T ess 10

1913 NORTON, T.T., re-enamelled £38
1915 OMEGA, 3 h.p., 2-sreed £30
1913 ARIEL, 3i h.p., T,T. model £28
1913 DOUGLAS, T.T.,2| h.p. £30
1914 SUN-VILLIERS, 2* h.p., 2-speed . £26
1914 NEW HUDSON, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and

Sidecar, as new £48

1913 PRECISION, 3} h.p., Philipson pulley,

T.T £28
1912 ENFIELD, 2j h.p., twin, 2-speed £24

1912 B.S.A., 3* h.p.. Grade gear £30
1910 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., twin £16
1912 HOB ART, 2i h.p., 3-speed, and clutch,

lady's ". £20

74, Great Portland St., London, W.
TelephoDe 043 Mayiair.

WANT!:D.
DOUGLAS, 2-fipeod, wnntea, T.T. preforrod,-Write,

Proctor, Garage, Eaugemore, Burtou-oii-Tront,
[X7915

WANTED, any kindiol chang:e-.spccd gear, in good
order, that will fit a 1912 6h.p. ircK.—Send

particulars and lowest price to Wm. Rodgcrs, Alarknt
St., Omaeh. [X7943

WANTED, good BGcond-liand' lamps, horna, speed-
ometers, and otJier modern acceasoriea.—I'articu-

!nrs and lowest price for cash, Service Co., 292, Hipli
Holborn, W.O. [0743

EAGLES and Co., 275, High St., Aoton, will T?ur-
chasa second-hand motor cycles for immcdiato

cash; also N.S.U. 2-speed gears in any condition,—
Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [X79I0

INDIAN, 5li.p., 1915, perfect condition, and all accci^-

Eories; subject to expert trial.—S Late price and
how many miles run to Lewis, Mor Awel, Marine Rd..
Prestatyn. N. Wales. . [X7939

WE Win Purchase for Cash your motor cycle or
light car, sell on commission or exchange for a

new model; best terms, prompt attention; satisfaction
ensured by dealing with us.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0600

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing (Wimbledon Stittion L. and S.W. Railway per

goods, or Tooting Junolion passenger train). Ca^h offer
will be telegraph^ed imm.ediately on receipt of machine.
Machine can be included in fortnightly auction with-
out cliarge, if offer not accepted. Reserve price may
be fixed.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage and Motor
Cvcle Auction Rooms, 183, 185, 187, 189, High St.,

Tooting. [7993

WANTED, any number of solo motor cycles, com-
binations, cycle cars, light cars, magnetos,

speed gears, speedometers, carburetters, etc. We pur-
chase suitable machines for cash, exchange, or sell on
commission. Send us particulars; many clients on
waiting list. Being one of the world's largest motor
distributers, we have the largest clientele, and obtain
and give the highest prices. Valuation, tuition,
insurance. Low cost.—Morgan and Maxwell (Estab-
lished 1893), The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd.,
Streatham, London. tX1252

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Propositions considered: wnre me (see

Cycle Cars).—Liquidator, 10c, WayJett Place, West
Norwood. EX8019

3ih.p. Triumph, 2 speeds, clutch, Middleton eidecar;
2 exchange Douglas; sell £33.—78, Upper Tulf-e

Hill, S.W. [7912

EXCHANGE.—Any make" of motor cycle taken in

part exchange for light cars.—Service Co.,--Feathei-
etone Buildings, W.O. [0664

"I Q 13 T.T. Triumph, decompressor, new tyres and
-*-*y belt, Lucas lamps, lor 1914 Scott solo.—^ ary,
Millbrook, Southampton. [7995

EXCHANGE I912V2 4h.p. Rei, 2-speed gear, and
sidecar, for T.T. mount, or sell £26, cash adjust-

ments.—136, Lavenham Rd., Southfields. [8000

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., road racer, Lucas horn, P. and
H. and tail lamps, good condition, for T.T. Douglas,

or sell £40.—Hartland, Caversham Mill, Reading. [X7872

Oih.p. Werner (worth £12), 5x4 field camera (worth^2 £4). and cash for 3h.p. 1914-15 machine.—Cholm-
ler Lodge Garage, l-'ortune Green Rd., Hampstead. [7941

EXCHANGE 1914 4h.p. countershaft Premier and
coachbuilt eidecar (any examination} for cycle car,

or twin combination.—4, Crowhuret Ed., Brixton
'Phone: 42 Brixton. [7924

EXCHANGE Calthorpe lightweight, bought new last
March, 1915, 2h.p., 2 speeds, footboards, horn, etc.,

splendid condition, for higher power, or sell £24.—Sam-,
son. Temple St., Darvel, Ayreliire. tX8046

EXCHANGES are always best arranged at Maudes

;

most liberal terms and promptest deliveries.
Many 1916 models now in stock.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
100 and 136, Gt. Portland St., London, W. 'Phone :

552 Mayfair. [7842

REPAIRERS.

A.J.S. Specialist.

A.J.S. Repairs are my speciality.^Yonnga, 2 and 3.
The Parade, High Rd., Kilbum. [6366

WHITTALL Maciinists' Co., War Office Contractors,
for ail engine repairs.

WHITTALL.—Expert welders- Specialists in alu-
minium welding. Crank cases, cylinder flanges,

valve seats, pistons, etc, promptly welded and machined.
—Whittall Machinists' Ca, Wliittall St, Birmingham.

[0136
ARMSTRONG Gears.—All parts In stock; repairs

promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co..
Hounslow. [7588

DOUGLAS Repairs by Specialists: promptness;
reasonable charges.—Robinson's Garage, Green

St., Cambridge. [0613

WELDING Experts. — Broken motor cylinders, alu-
minium crank fases. etc., welded and machined;

nothing too difficult.—Below.

TONGE Welding Works, 174. Oldham Rd.. Middle-
ton, Manchester. Sound work; reasonable charges.

i:9037

TYRES
Great Reductions.

Special Clearance Lines. |
COVERS.

CONTINENTAL Our Usual
Price. Price.

26X21 Ribbed 12/8 J8/6
J9/6
23/326x2 T.T., basket pattern 18/9

26X2,V „ „ „ 19/- 26/6
26X2}X2} 20/- 28/-
26X2i „ „ „ 20/9 28/9
26X2JX2J „ „ „ 20/9 28/9
26X2! „ „ heavy 24/6 34/-
26X2J „ „ „ 27/- 37/6
26X2.V Combination 36/- 54/6
650x65 Autobi basket p;ittcm 25/- 39/6
650x75 „ rubbor5tudded31/6 44/3
BEST ENGLISH MAKE.
(Cannot advertise n<irae.)

650 X 65 Pillion rubber studded 18/- 50/-
26x2 Special lightweight 13/9 20/6
CLINCHER. (3-rihhpd)

24X2 De T.uxe 19/6 28/-
26X2.V Dreadnought 27/6 50/10
26X2.VX2i Dreadnought 35/- 40/-

26X2.t De Luxe 21./- 39/-
30/9
35/-26 X 2^ A Won, rubber stud'd 21 /-

26 X 2i A Won, rubber stud'd 22 /6 37/6
2SX2.V Rubberstudded, B.E. 17/6

(B quality)

26X2J A Won Ribbed, B.E. 13/6 —
40/6

KEMPSHALL.
26X2i Heavy Non-skid .. . S.?/- •t2/-

26X2i , 38/- 46/-

26X2-J „ „ ... 40/- 43/-
28x3 55/- 70/-
26X2:1 Heavy Anti-sk'.d .. . 24/6 32/6
26X2i „ „ ... 28/- 38 /6
WObD-niLNE.

26x2 Grip Rib, 3-ply ... 15/9 26/9
26X2i „ „ ... 17/8 29/-
26x21 „ „ .. 21/- 30 /c

26X2i „ 21/- 30/6
26X2iX2i 22/6 32/9
26X3 X2.i „ 25/- 36/-

Extra Heavy 4-ply, 5/- each extra

TUBES (fully guaranteed). |
CONTINENTAL. Our Usual

Price. Price.

26X2 4/8 7/^

26X2J 5/- 7/9 BUTT
ENDS26X2:\ 6/- 8/9

esoxes 7/- 11/6 1/6
650x73 8/- 14/- EXTRA.

28X2i 7/- 10/6 I
26X1J 4/- 6/5
26X2| 5/3 8/6 ENGLISH '
26X2iX2i 5/9 8/g ItL^KE
26X3 7/3 ro/6 ONLY.
28X3 8/- 12/6 J

BEUTS.
CONTINENTAL. Our Usual

Price. Price

lin 1/3 2/2
^in 1 /- i/ri

Jin lid. 1/7 IRETREADINC 1
Special Heavj- 15 /- ] Rubber
Heavy 12/6 > Studded
Medium 10/- J or Ribbed.

All Goods sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance. Carriage forward, unless postage

is sent
GIVE^9 AWAV, 3/- OUTFIT
to all purchasers of goods to the value Of £1

and over.

ELITE RUBBER CO.. Ltd
266, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD„

'Phone: Victoria 6553. One Minute Victoria Station.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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1916.
1915 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, electric liglit-

iog, spring Iraine, electric horn,
speedometer, shop-soiled 68 gns.

1915 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp.

;

list price £37 17 6 ; shop-soiled . . 30 gns.

1913 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed ;

list price £36 15 ; shop-soiled . . . ; 28 gns.

1916 Powerplus INDIAN and Sidecar. £96
1916 6 h.p. ENriELD and Sidecar ... 85 gns.

1916 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed £70
1916 B.S.A., 4j h.p., chain-cum-belt. . £62
1916 B.S.A., 4i h.p., all chain drive. . £64
1916 NORTON, T.T £52 10
1916 6 h.p. AJ.S., 3-sp., and Sidecar £102 18
1916 4 h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp., and Sidecar. £93 17
rgis ROVER, 3i h.p., countershaft .. £66 10
1915 LEVIS, 2-strol£e £28 1

1915 O.K. Junior, 2-sp., very little used 21 gns.

1915 LEVIS Popular, as new 24 gns.

1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-sp., new tyres,

specially tuned, in beautiful con-
dition 44 gns.

1913 B.S.A., 2-speed 30 gns.

DOUGLAS, 2-5peed, lanip, horn 17 gns.

CARS.

1916 OVERLAND 5-seater, practically-

equal to new 215 gns.

1915 FORD 5-seater, including car-

riage from works £138 15

1915 MORGAN, sporting model, horn,

lamps £109

EXCHANGES ! EASY TERMS !

JULIA
Broad Street. READING.

BIGGESt MOTOR CYCLE AND LIGHT CAR
DEALER IN THE SOUTH.

44 years' reputation, 'Phone 1024.

PLATING, enamellins
and particulars o

REPAIRERS.
TTALVES.—Nickel etee! valves, anv size, 4/6; per
T pair 8/6.~C. R. Toster, Kiiketall Rd., Leeds.

[0253
BROKEN Cylinders, flanges, aluminium cases, pis-

tone, cracked valve ?eatin?3 welded and macliined

;

all work guaranteed ; prompt delivery.

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted complete,
compression guaranteed.—West London Welding

Co.. Essex Place, Chlswick. Tel.: 536. [6550

ENGINES Overhauled, cylindera le-boied, and new
piftons fitted; absolete parts made to pattern.—A.

Pilkingion and Co., 54, Aston Rd., Biimingliam. [7916

tanks a speciality. Prices
application, write now.

—

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry. [X8044

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
re-bushing, parts duplicated. — EUenborough

Motor Works, EHenborough Rd., Wood Green, N. [8005

PISTONS, fitted with, top and bottom step-cut rings,
hardened steel gudgeon piii, and your cylinder re-

boied and ground, 28/-.—O. R. Foeter, Kirkstall Rd.,
Leeds. ^ [0310

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey ArcTiei Gears.—We actu-
ally "have parts in stock. Gears overhauled by ex-

perts, quick repairs.—Cromwell Engineering Co., Putney
Bridge Rd., S.W. [7668

MAGNETO Repairs.—24 liours' eervice. AJl makei
Spare parts suitable for Bosch magnetos a 'spec

alitv.—Simms Motor Units, Ltd.,. 191, Wardour St,,

London, W. T.A. : Siuintnnit, London. [0746

WELDING in all metals/ We have the plant and
experience. Nothing too difficult. Sound work

and Quick delivery.— Ox-y-Acetylene Welding, 349, Lillie

Rd.. Fulham. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1617. [6446

MADISON Motorics, Littleover, Derby, specialise re-
pairs, pistons, renewals, welding, motor csistings

to lOOh.p.; model /•h.p, petrol motors, heavy tooling
done, 9/9; gaa, oil, petrol engines. Catalogue 2d.

[X7876
GEARS, Gearg, Gears, Gears. — Sturmey-Archer and

Armstrong motor cycle gears overhauled and re-

placements fitted. To insure prompt, delivery we keep in
stock £1,000 worth of spare parts. We have always a

stock of complete gears for sale.-West London Motor
Co., 165, Percy Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London, W. [0744

MISCELLANEOUS-

A

SPEC!ALCASH BARGAINS

EXCELSSOR, 191 5, 7 h.p. model, eleotric lighting.

horn, and speedometer, 1,000 miles .. £59 10
ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, coun-

tershaft 3-speed gear, £87, shop-soiled £78
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., and Sidecar, shop-

sniled ; maker's price, £10^ £89
WOLF.J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled £33 10
BEX 6 h.p. Sidette. Brand new £67 10
REX 6 h.p. 1913 Sidette and accessories. . £39 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p., rgis, and Sidecar. . £46 10
RUDGE Multi, 1913, 3* h.p £29 10
ROVER, 1913, 3* h.p., 3-sp., Sidecar Com. £43 10
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, 1913 engine. . £28 10
BRADBURY, 1912, 3* h.p., 2-speed £27 10
HUfVIBER, 1912, 3i h.p., z-speed £28 10
RUDGE Multi, 3i h.p., 1912 model £26 10
V,S., 6 fa.p., P.&M. 2-speed gear, and coach

Sidecar £22 10
SCOTT, W.-C., 2-speed, fine condition ... £29 10
PREMIER, 3|h.p., 2-speed, twin, Sidecar £31 10
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. £31 10
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. . £29 10
BRADBURY, 19x2, 3i h.p., 2-sp., Sidecar £31 10
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2| h.p., 2-speed £23 10
&.P.K., 3A h.p., chain drive, counter-shaft

3-spee'd, and coach Sidecar £27 10
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., tourist, new tyres ... £19 10
REX, rqio, twin de luxe, 2-speed £22 10
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speed, fine condition.. £27 10
P. & M., 3I h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . . £24 10
REX, 5* h.p., magneto, twin, spring forks £13 10
REX, iQio, 3ib.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. £19 19
PEUGEOT, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, fine order £19 19
F.N., 4-cylinder, magneto, spring forks . . £11 15
REX, 3j h.p., magneto, spring forks .... £12 10
M.M.C.. 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks .... £915
FAFNIR, 3 h.p., coil ignition, untested .. £4 10

COLLIERS MOTORIES
DEAL STREET

(near Station), HALIFAX.

MOTOR Cycle Accessories at lowest^possJble prices,
cheapest house in the trade: Wind screens, 6

patterns,, 19/6 to 32/6; rear lamps, 2/3, 3/6, 3/11,
5/-, 7/6; engines, all makes, cash or gradual
payments; tanks and pulleys made to order
Best quality handle-bars, 12 patterns. 7/-; coach-
builfc bodies, 75/-; lamp brackets, 20 patterns;
belt rims, various sizes, 6/-; ,4in. mudguards, 3/3
pair: sidecar guards. 4/9; magneton from 84/-; tyres, all

makes, at lowest prices, spring seat pins, 6/6; kick
starters, 14/9; Walbro sidecar eci'eena, 30/-; front stands,
3/9; oilskin clothing, black, brown, yellow, jacket--- frc-tn

S/9; lined leather gauntlet glovea, 6/6; belt rim Israkes,
10/-: footboards and footrests, 12 jjatterns; long ex-
haust pipes for Triumphs, 10/6; rear lamps, 2/3, 3/-,
5/9, 4/4, 5/4. 5/6; sidecar shock absorbers, 7/6 set;
Stewart speed indicators. 50/-; aluminium footboards,
13/9 and 18/- pair; wood footboards, 5/6 and 8/6
pair; spring forks, 42/-; frames, 76/6; handle-bar
levers, 14 patterns; Bowden countershaft gears from
£10. List free, 180 pages. Any good make motor
cycle or sidecar bought or sold. Accessories £4 or
over supplied on gradual payments.—M.C. Dept.,
Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate.
London. 'Phone : Central 12857. [6615

^

VNPEEOEDENTED Barsains.

TYEES.—Special line in Clinchers. Beaded 26x2i,A A
Won, 21/-, usually 32/-: 26x21/2 lieavr, 25/-,

usual 41/6; 26x3, 27/6; 38x154, 15/6; 26x2, Uglrt,

14/6, usual 25/6; hea?y. 19/6, usual 31/6; 26x2Vi.
heavy, 21/-; 26x214, wired, 21/-; Hutchinson passenger
26x21/2, £1/7/6; HutchiuBon 650x65 light car, £1/9/6
^yellknown make covers, 26x2V^ 16/9. 26x2 13/9.
28x3, 28x21/2. 24x2, 24x2%. sieatly reduced. Up to
20% allowed off 1915 new covers and belts for old.

Leading makei in stock.

TUBES.—Hutchinson 1914, clearance. 26x2 3/9,
26x2i/i 4/9, 26x21/11 5/6, 24x2 3/9.

"DELTING, irell-known make. % 1/1 foot.

WATEEPBOOF Suits 3 Bpeciality, double texture,
highest grade, 23/6; very best heavy, no better

made, as ftold £3/10, our price 38/6; aeatlesB trousers,
double texture. 10/6, 15/- line; leggings, 3/9 5/6, 6/6;
oilskin best suita, with aeatlesa trousera, 25/-, ueual
35/-; aU guaranteed.

HUNDREDS of Bargains; everything for motorists
at cut prices; no list.—Baucroftian Co., 64, Bishopry

gate, E.O. T.A. ; Chaikel, London. Tel.: 9897 Lonrin,.

Wall. I29'89

A EMSTEONQ Parts in stock.—Below.

ARMSTEONG.—All parts in stock. Can post by re-

turn. Gears repaired promptly and efficiently.—

County Engineering Co., Hoonelow. [7589

35/-, as new.—E.F..
[7923GBADO Variable Speed Pulley

4, West St., Farnham.

Renowned for

THE BEST VALUE IN THE MORTH,
Ofier Bargains of best class at keenest prices,

with immediate delivery of the following

greatly sought after

LATEST MODELS FROM STOCK.

ZENITHS, models C. & E.
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., model E.
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, and J.A.P.
SPARKBROOK, 2 strokes, single and

2-bpePd.

EXCELSIOR (British), 2 strokes.

ROYAL RUBY, 2 strokes.

LEVIS, Popular and No. r model.
RAOCO, 2 strokes, single and

2-speed.

VELOCETTE, model D, 2-stroke.

HOBART, 2 strokes, 2-sp'*ed.

Ask for our Buyer's Guide.

ALSO A
GOOD
^ELECTION
OF RARE
BARGAINS
IN 2nd
HAND &
SLtGHTLY
USED
MACHINES.
FULL LIST
FREE.

|r«Q^ ! 4:V;gJlljBB^«

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH,
2/2-274, GREAT WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

.A30 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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You will Find
in the Abingdon "King

Dick" tlie motorcycle

which will give you
the best possible ser-

vice with the least

possible trouble. We
don't say you can

neglect it altogether.

We do say that with

reasonable care from

you it will give you
better service than any
other. There are two
models—3^- h.p. and 6-7

h.p. Write for

THE STRAIGHT DEALING FIRM.

JONES GARAGE
1, The Broadway,

MUSWEI-L. Hia-I-, N.
Sole N. London Agent for the YALE MOTOR CYCLE.
Special Agent for the ARIEL.
Also Agent for NEW IMPERIAL, the SUN, VINOEC
the RADCO, the OVERSEAS, INDIAN, ENFIELD etc'

NEW MACHINES in Stock.
5-6 h.p. ARIEL Coicbiiiatioas.

3^ h.p. ARIEL
z-spepd RADCOS, 2-stroke.

INDIANS, shortly.

SECOND-HAND.
1916 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, delivered in

September, 1915, u^ed four times, Lucas lamp
sets, never been lit, horn, and Insurance policy,

nine months to run, covering all risk. A real

bargain ; £82 cash, as new.
I914 3^ ti-P- 3-speed countershaft ARIEL

Combination £55
X913 3* ii-P- 2-speed B:S.A. and Sidecar, perfect £40

1911 DOUGLAS, single gear, new Hutchinson tyres £15
I9i3 7h.p. BLUE INDIAN, 2-spefd, and Mills-

Fulfnrd Sidecar, anice machine at £40

EASY PAYMENTS—i down and 10% on the balance ;

not 5% or 2.'.%. The reason is, I advertise my
machines at ABSOLUTE LOWEST CASH
PRICE. Not put some on, then advertise Easy
Payments, 2i% extra.

THIS IS A" STRAIGHT-DEALING FIRM.
All ULichines Sold xWth a Guarantee.

STURMEY-ARCHER HUBS REPAIRED
by Experienced Workman.

I can supply practically anvthins in the ACCESSORY
line at the Right Price,

Avon Lyso Belts, new and guaranteed, I, 8/-.

Midland Beits, new, I, 10/-.

Motor Cycle Lamps, sets, new, from 27/6.

HutchinsonT.T. T\T:es, 22/6, new.

Sidecar Covers, Clinchers, new, 13/-.

MISCELLANEOUS-
TKANSVKRS or every de.-^t;ription : ilhistrntpd list free

—SterliiiB Trniif^fer Co.. Felstmul. i'Jsoex. [3663
/^llATIS, our new price list of hoods, wind snrccnH,v^ iiprons.—Atkiusous, 24, Arminger Ed., Slioplimiv
lUiAi, W. L627V

MOTOR.—Qrnbam'a 1915 reduced liftt. evPrything frnm
c^poke to couipleto sets cyclo, sidecar.—Vine St..

lliriiimKham. [0659
T^OUOLAS Spare Parts (exception, malnshafta,
J-' cylinders, connecting rods). -Kobiuson's Garage,
Gnou St., Ciimbridt'C. [061ii

MOTOR Cleaning Cloth, 30 yards 3/-, oarriacfi paid,
tine wide cloth; repeat orders reueived daily.— ,1

Hindle, 22, Bolton St., Chorley. [7018

SIDECAR Hoode, 35/-; folding vrind screens, 22/6;
made from niensuremeutH.—Lang and Webb, 1,

Oaokson Rd., Hollowiiy, London. [8003

TRIUMPH Parts, second-hand; piston 1/6, connect-
ing rod .5/-, gudgeon pin 1/6; Brooks B190

saddle, brand new, 27/6.—Moss, Wem,
,

[X80H
SCOTT Gear Box, Philipson pullev tlightweiglit)

;

otitis. Wanted, gear, tit 2V'li.p. 191?, Singer.—
Box 9,838, The Motor Cycle Otflce.s, Coventry. [X8045

DROP Frame. Minerva, 2',4h.p. engine, new belt, new
saddle, all put together, complete, only want^s car-

iMiretter and tyres; take £6/10.—Derek Shannon, Olinda.
Kliyl. , 1:7910

OULLEXS for any motor; Motosacoche 4/3, othersA 4/9, adnii?table 10/6. plated, guaranteed; poet free.
-Perkins, 455. High Rd., Leyton. 'Phone: 248 Wnl-
tlKimstow. [7135

ENGINE, 6-8h.p., Rex, as new, £8; 3V^h.p. Humber,
55 /- ; Lucas 462 lamp set, new". £2 ; tyres,

saddles, horns, etc.—Cooper, 1, Stroud Green Rd., Fins-
bury Park, N. [8002

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, guaranteed
one rear: any make, 4/6 each, 8/- pair; .'itep-cut

piston rigs. 3/- pair ;
post free per return.—Capacity

Tool Co., Broeeley, Shropshire. [7107

MOTOR Suits, finest value obtainable, strong
d.'uble texhire material, heavily proofed. Tri-

bieiif;ted coat and overalls. 23/- complete; free repairs,

uccidonts included. Send for list.—The Para Rubher Co..

.lohn Briglit St., Birmingham. , [X2259

6 h.p. Engine, w.c, gear box and clutch one unit,

£\0; Bosch. 45/-; 3-wheel chassis, wheel steering,

i.ndv, tyres, chain drive, complete. £5/10.—Write,
iiimonde House, Albion Ed., Stoke Newington, N.

[7961

N.S.U.—Latest patt-ern 2-spe*d gears for belt drive, to

suit most makes. The easiest gear on the market
to fit; no alteration- to the motor cycle necessary; ideal

for sidecar work. Specialists in. repairs to these gears.

Snares in stock.—Eagles and Co., High. St., Acton, W.
rX7909

ARMSTRONG Gear Parts supplied, or gears repaired

by The Rotary Jointing Co., Regent St., Warring-
ton. Rotary metallic paste for valve caps, sparking

pings, or any screwed joint*?, 1/- per tin; Rotary sheet

jointing, for cylinder to crank case joints, stops all oil

leakages, 1/- sheets.
' [7658

DITNLOP Heavy, 26x2l^ 25/-; Avon, 24x2, 15/-;

6in. brake and band, 5/-; 2 gallons Price's Winter
de Luxe, 6/-; Lodge plug, 2/6: above all new; Rex
spring forks, 7in. head, 15/-; spring seat-pillar. 3/-;

Ivy back forks, stavs, stand, pedalling gear,, and ^wheeJ,

perfect, 30/-.—Carter, The Mount, Shrewsbury. [X7673

Irvine Smith
.COVERALLS-

do keep the rain out

-and the body thoroughly dry

under all weather conditions

besides being smart in

appearance and comfortable

in wear. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded.

Booklet and Patterns

post free — Write NOW.
My booklet contains illustra-

tions and patterns of the

various styles together with

easy measurement form. You
will be interested to have a copy

IRVINE SMITH,
Buttershaw, Bradford.

From

35/-

James

GROSE
LTD.,

•I'horics ;

Ccnlr.ll.

Ciiv.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,
and at 255-257, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.,

and at 8, NEW BRIDGE STREET.

The "SPUR"
All-British Lightweight Motor Cycle,

for Solo or Sidecar.
ENGINE—3 h.p. Dalm. 2-5troke, 314 c.c. GEAR—
2-specd Albon countershalt. TRANSMISSION—
Duiilop ^in. bplt-CLini-cliain drive. FRAME—
Specially constructed, very low saddle position.
FORKS-Druid. IGNITION—E.I.C. variable.
TYRES—Dunlop rubber-.'iiiiddcd. BRAKES—
Bowden front rim and foot-operated on back l-^ltrinj.

FOOTBOARDS—Comfortable and stronf^ ahiminiu.'n,
SADDLE—Lyoett's Pan seat. TOOLBAG—Pannier
style, fitted to back carrier. STAr4D—Swine bock
type, and clips on back mudguard. CARRIER—
Tubular, verv strong, and correctly fitted. CARBU*
RETTER—Amac. SILENCER—Very large, fitted

w'th two outlet pipes, gi\'ing no back pressure.

Agenls PRICE 33 GNS. Wanted.
Please compare with other makes at 40 Guineas.

DELIVERIES FROM STOCK.
" B.S.A." " O.K."-" DE LUXE "—" HARLEY-

DAVIDSONS ' IN STOCK.

MOTOR SPECIALISTS

I
THE

CENTRE
FOR

DISCRIMINATINGNORTHERN
MOTORISTS.

FOR BAfiGAINS THAT SATISFY SIMPLY SEE

The House with the largest

stock, lowest prices, easiest

terms, quickest delivery,

fullest guarantee. They

satisfy all.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet SL,

LONDOM, E C.

j^^
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Abincrdon Ecco, Ltd 29
Alexander & Co. 28
American Supplies 6
Bartlott's 27
Bat Motor Manufacturing Co. . . .Front Cover
Badeock'8 30
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Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd 2S
Booth's Motorics 19
Rrown Bros., Ltd 1
Brown & Barlow, Ltd Cover lii.

Clyno Engineeriig Co 8
Collier's Motorics 28
Corner, H., & Sons, Ltd Cover ii.

Donglas Bros Front Cover
Dunhill, A., & Co., Ltd Front Cover, 12
Elite Rubber Co., Ltd - 27
Evans, P. J 25
Farrar's Motors 21
Forward Motor Co 24
F.B.S. Lamps 30
Goddard's, Ltd - 30
Godfre.'f'B, Ltd 24

[OTOR(YCLE
TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
" Grado " Manufacturing Co.
Graves, J. G., Ltd
Grose. James, Ltd
G.W.K., Ltd.

7
16
29

Halifax Motor Exchange 21
Harris & Sons 11
Hendee Manufacturing Co 9
Hercules Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd 7

Herwin. Canny & Co 30
Hobson, H. M., Ltd Cover iii.

James Cycle Co., Ltd 2
J. H. Motor Engineering Works 10
Jones Garage 29
Julian. H 28
Lamb's 27
Lodge Sparking Ping Co.. Ltd 14
Markt & Co. (London), Ltd Cover ii.

Marston 15
Maude's Motor Mart 20
Mills-Fulford. Ltd Front Cover
Montgomery, W., & Co Front Cover
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd 3
Motor Cycle Insurance Policy 5

VAOE
Player, J., & Sons 18
Pope Motor Cycle Agency 6
Powell &^ Hanmer, Ltd 8
Price's Company, Ltd Cover iii.

Quadrant Motor Cycle Co., Ltd 14
Key, .4l. P 22
Royal Ruby Cycle Co Cover iv.

Robertson's Motors, Ltd 26
Robson, S. T 23
Ruffiy-Baumann School of Flying 26
Service Co., Ltd 22
9lm.ms Motor Units, Ltd Cover iii.

Smith, Irvine 29
South-Western Timber Co 15
Sphinx.Manufacturiig Co 5
Stanley Motor Belt & Fa=t{>ner Co. .... , 26
Stevens, A. J., and Co., Ltd 4
Taylor, H., & Co., Ltd 23
Thames Rubber & Leather Co 12
Travera, Ltd 29
Wauchope's Front Cover, 18, 29
Wood-Milne, Ltd 13
XL'AU, Ltd Frout Cover

GO^OARD'S MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.

Ft. Ft. Ft.

6x4x6 high
7X5x6i „
8x6x7 „
9 X 6 X 7l „
10x7x8 „
12 x8.x Si „

Wide double doors
2/0 extra.

( s. d
2 1 (

2 12 E

3 C

3 9 (

4 13 E

5 15 E

These liouses are made in sections to bolt together. Easily
fixed. Made of well-seasoned Jin. T. and G. and V-jointedl
Matchboards, and complete with floor and window. Rooii
felted with Patent Vulcanite Roofing. New illustrated

Catalogue with prices of other houses post free. '

GODOARD 'S Ltd., Grown Wks, Vicarage Lane, llford, Essexj
Telephone—8S0 llford. 1

m
C "Motor Cycles and
How TO Manage Them "

is unquestionably the best
and most complete hand-
book on motor cycles, their

care and management.

Sold by all leading
booksellers and bookstalls.

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BELT FASTENERS.

ASK YOUR
PRICE : / \ DEALER -

APPEARANCE

:

FUNCTION
&

PERFORMANCE

NAME :

HE SELLS AND
RECOMMENDS THEM.

Ensures more perfectly satisfactory belt service than
any other fasteners. Connects belt ends with absolutely
secure, immovable, unbreakable connection. Helps
smooth easy belt running. Gives longest service,
many having run 10,000 miles and still good. Enables
instant belt adjustment in two minutes or less.

MANUFACTURER : HERWIN, CANNY & CO., 36, WILLIAM ST., WOOLWICH, S.E.

Complete

DYNAMO SET
2,000ft. beam,

£7 : 7 :

F.R.S.
DYNAMO WORKS.

Pershore Street
BIRMINGHAM.

K>«;«rc& fc«3 «;•

Badcock's By- pass
The Rilo« Oet,

Fitted to thousands of carburetters of aU types during
the last three years, has proved conclusively that

a pilot jet is essential for

—

(1) A TICK round when idle.

(2) Even pulling at low speeds on top gear,

(3) Perfectly easy starting.

(4) Good acceleration.

(5) Economy In petrol, belts, tyres, and mecha-
nism generally.

(6) Maximum results with minimum of air vain
manipulation.

Send for interesting booklet on carburation; you will

soon send for the By-pas>, and add another to my
splendid collection of testimonials.

PRfCE 10/e. NO SUCCESS, NO PaV.

SURREY WORKS, 110, WOODVILLE RD.,
THORNTON HEATH.

A32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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BROWN
BROTHERS -""•"*

Tf:

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNfiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii^

i "CORBIN-BROWN" I

= Speedometer.

Tourist Bag, with clips foiattachiiii: to rear
caai ier. Well and strongly made, litfed with
two EiiKlisli lever locks. Siv.e IG >^ 10 > b\n.
No. Bl/7. Browni waterproof canvas covered,

each 12/6

Flexible Armoured Non-rustmg ~
Gas Tubing-. —

I\ta:le of polished nickel wire, coverin;^ a —
thick rubber tube, with rubber push-on ^H
ends. Theuseof thisTubiuf? is mostsat^s- ^Z
factory, as it will not kink or chafe through

.

^
"B" Quality. With butted ends. ^

No. L70/32. Length iziu. each -/9 z^
No. L70/33. ,, i8in. ,, 1/-
No. L70/34.

i8in.

24ia. 1/4 —

"Corbin- Brown" Motor
Cycle Speedometer.

For Rear Wheel Drive only.

Model AM, Price 50 /- each

No. L32/245.
The "Unique"
Motor Cycle

Electric

Rear Lamp.
^A small slot in the side of the lamp directs

a white lij;ht on to the numter plate, and a
red lit:lit is shown at rear. To fix, drill a

Jiu. roimd hole in the top rii;ht hand comer of tlie

number plate and fasten with i:;uts provided.

Price each 3/- (lessbulh). Bulhs extra 7d.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllll

((SPARTON >?

MECHANICAL
WARNING SIGNAL

for Motor Cycles.

Model " M "

SPA RT ON
(Hand operated).

For Motor Cycles, etc.

Blacjc and Nickel or

All Black only.

No. H8/15.

Each 20/-

Tbe tone of the

SP.VRTON is coramaiid-

ine, and ' instantly

sfcnres a clear way m
any traffic. The note

can be heard above an .-

noise, and the warning
is instantaneous.

The "Corbin-
Hrown*' is made of
specially hardened
steel and brass;
there are no "die-
cast" parts. It is

built with the pre-
cision of a high-

grade watch. The cable is made of hardened
steel, and is of the best possible construction.
Every " Corbm-Brown " Speedometer is cali-
brated by hand and tested to absolute
accuracy before being sent out. In the
"Corbin- Brown" Speedometer, the parts are
few and strong. Its centrifugal governor has
four balance weights so sensitive that they
respond to the slightest variation in speed.
This centrifugal principle of the "Corbin-
Brown" Speedometer is the same as that
applied to the regulation of engines. It en- ^

sures absolute regularity of revolution.

IHt
CLOVER Valve Grinding Compound.

ipect to Emery and other Abrasives.

Cuts quickly and
smoothly. Clean to use,
\'ery economical.
Clover compound is

supplied in the form of
paste in tins. Always
moist and ready for
immediate use. Sold
in 1 /- duplex tins. Of
all Garages and Motor

Dealers.
Write for booklet^

I

"Hints on Valve Grinding,*
etc.

^^A.K." KNEE GRIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLES,
(British Patent No. 21864/09.)

Made in the form of a broad belt or band of leather with convex rubber pads,

secured round tanks with buckled straps. When fixed the grips are perfectly

rigid. These grips give a firm seat in the saddle. Considerably less difficulty

is experienced from the " wobble" created when riding at high speeds, making
steering very much easier, as the knee-grip pads give the rider a firm hold on

the machine, thereby leaving the hands free to manipulate handle-bar levers.

Standard, Laced, or Tourist Trophy Pattern, per pair 7/6

The *'Duco" Combination Wheel Brush.

Brii-ish Manufacture.

"DUCO" MOTO^l CYCLE SINGLE TURN HORN.
British Made. No. 8 bulb.

No H5/84. Nickel finished .. each 11/6
Black „ .. „ 12/6

No. 7 Swivel Brackets extra, -/6, as illustranon.

An entirely new pattern of wire wheel cleaning
brush, registered design. Made of the finest

quality bristle, tapered shape. The point of the
brush is specially finished off with a tuft of very

. stiff bristle, to get into corners. The brush throughout is well
made and finished. No. B28/17 Motor cycle si^e, each 2/6

*'FLASH"
Antiseptic Hand Cieaner.

"Flash" cleans the hands and every-
thing better and quicker than soap;

it leaves the skin absolutely clean

and free from injtirious and un-
healthy matter. '." Flash" is thor-

oughly antiseptic, beneficial to the

skin, and maj' be used with hard,
soft, hot, cold, or salt water.

Price 3d. and 6d. per tin.

-ANTISEPTIC\t -ANTISEPTIC

"and Cleaner

^^TTER THAN SOAP

"Lodge " Spark-
ing Plug.

St-indiiid. Model C.
Suitable for practi-
cally every malie of
motor cycle. Gives
m a X 1 m u ni efli-

cieiicy. Absolntely
and rermaneiXly
ga^tighc. Will not
uveriieat or soot up.
^'o. S26'l-}. Ea- 4:-

In answering this advertisement it is

Head Offices and Wholesale Warehouse :

i GREAT EASTERN ST., LONDON, E.C.— Northern Depot : 267-273, Deansgate, Manchester.
zi: Showrooms ; 15, Newman Street, W. ; and at Paris.

I

\~ Australian Showrooms; Commerce House. 338, Flinders Street, Melbourne.

desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cycle." ai
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MOW T^ i.

MGTOIl'' CYCLI
The best and most scitisfactory way to become a

Motor Cycle Owner is the Selfridge way. Pay

20% or the cost price down and the remamder,

plus 21% interest, in twelve equal monthly pay-

ments. Below are a few machmes in stock, any

of which may be purchased on the Selfridge

deferred payment system.

1915 2i h.p. Selfridge, Villiers

Engine £28 10

1915 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson,

3-speed £68 15

1915 6 h.p. Zenith, Gradua Gear . . £79 7 6

1915 3i h.p. Hazlewood, 3-speed.. £63

1915 2i h.p. New Ryder.

Villiers Engine .. .. £28 10

1915 2 h.p. Calthorpe Junior,

2-speed £30 3

1915 Excelsior, 3-speed, kick starter,

7-9 h.p., dynamo light-

ing, etc £71 10

SECOND-HAND.
1914 21 h.p. Wolf, 3-speed, kick

starter £30

ACCESSORIES.
Special purchase of Nickel-plated Hand-operating

Mechanical Horns, most effective road clearer.

Each 15/-

Pigskin Tool Roll with adjustable strap down
centre, 6/6 With two adjustable straps, 7/9

Cleaning Roll, made from Cotton Waste,

50 yards double width. A roll 5/6

Pigskm Tool BagS;, handbag shape, each 8/-

Spare Tube Cases of Nut Brown Leather each 5/-

Combined Belt and Tube Cases of Nut Brown
Leather. Each 6/9

Motor Cycle Tool Bag for fixing on back carrier,

8 X 3^ X 4| in., in Nut Brown Leather, each 6/6
(size 9j X 5 X 6 in., each 7/9).

9

l©t<:©p Cydte SecoDM
(Between Men's Annex & Main Building).

I

SELISELFRIDGE & Co., Ltd., Oxford St.,

'Phone: " GERRARD ONE." u

the"ZILLA"belt
Rubber and Leather.

Guaranteed mileage.

THE ONLY GUARANTEED
BELT ON THE MARKET.

Our Guarantee : 1. WEAR, 2. UNBREAKABLE.
3. SAVES PETROL. 4. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
We are desirous of extending our special offer to readers of

"The Motor Cycle" Abroad, and as it takes some time to get

answers to advertisements, we have decided also to give Home
Readers a further 14 days during which they may purchase

our belts at the following special prices :

—

Ji" 1" \Vs" 1.

28/-

22/-

30/-

23/.

34/-

24/.

/4

36/-

25/-

USUAL PRICE for 8ft.

SPECIAL PRICE
lor auy leiigtb up to 8tt.

WHAT USERS SAY:
124, North End Road,

Gentlemen, West Kensington, W.
Re the belt supplied to me early this year, I am more than

delighted with it. 1 have done 2,126 mites so far with my Riidge
Miilti and sidecar. It has never given any trouble yet ; it will

not slip, and has a great advantage over any rubber belt, as it is

unbreakable under all conditions. My belt is still good for another

3,000 miles at least. Yours truly,

H. KiDGWELL.

22, Parkfield Street, Rusholme.
To the Zilla Belt Co., Ltd., Manchester.

Dear Sirs,—Kindly forward at once one of yoiir Zilla Belts. I

have run same on my Rudge-Multi over 2,000 miles ; it is still in

PERFECT CONDITION. I find it very satisfactory, ha\ing no
trouble with slipping, etc., and should certainly not think of using

any other. A friend of mine whom I got to try one, says he would
go miles out of his way to get a ZUla Belt.

Wishing you every success,

Yours respectfully, A, F, Holden.

Perfect drive for POWERFUL COMBINATIONS.

Equal in wear to 4 or 5 Rubber Belts.

Requires NO Fastener.

Finest All-weather Belt.

Excellent Belt for Variable Pulley Gears.

Consider it the finest Belt on the Market.

Transmission without loss of power.

The "ZILLA" is the ONLY PERFECT Belt.

Get a "ZILLA" and end all yonr Belt troubles.

Don't delay, send to-day Postal Order or Cheque to

:

THE ZILLA PATENT BELT Co., Ltd.,

101, Gt. Western Street, MANCHESTER.

In ayiswerin(/ tJiesg advertisements it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Cycle."
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The Holidays
are coming.

By far the most delightful hohday
can be obtained on an

Alldays Allon
(Regd )

Two-Stroke
the machine that is not only free

from trouble, but includes so many
special features. Here are just a few:

Engine (Patented). All working
parts eeisily detached for cleaning
or inspection. Long bearings. All

independently fed with oil by
semi-autornatic drip feed. Inside
fly-wheels. All parts machined.

Simple. Few working parts. No.
valves or springs.

Economical: Over loo miles to

the gallon.

Speedy and comfortable.

Frame : Designed to give low
position.

Well mudguarded. Comfortable
Saddle. Countershaft Drive.

Bi/mma/aH s Lorwc't

Price : Single-speed, £30 plus 5 °/o
advance. Two-speed, £37

plus 5 % advance. Two-speed, hand - controlled clutch,

£40 plus 5% advance.

There are other features enumerated

in the free Booklet. Setid for it now.

Alldays 6 Onions H^i^T^^^^) Co., Ltd.,
Established 1650.

Matchless WorKs Birmingham.
Lonaaa
Liverpool ...

In amwerinn this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

58, Holborn Viaduct, E.C
53. Renshaw Street.

A.i
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t/iesmusH

"EXeELSIOR
Good Value.

The British "Excelsior"
4i h.p. is a fine stolidly
built machine—good all

through, and as reliable
as it is possible for a
motor cycle to te.
*'Excelsior" Motor
Cycles have been famous
for 15 years for high
efficiency and low main-
tenance costs. You can-
not buy better value.

TRICE.
With clmin-tlrive counter CflA
Khaft tliree speed gear ., 3#Ut
With Stiirnie7 • Archer £CC
Uiree speed sear and belt 3iw0

Above rriccs GUliject to
an advance of 5 ver cent.

Complete details in New
Catalogue, sent post free.

Bayliss Thomas ik Co., Excelsior Works
(Founded 1874). Coventry.

Agents
London—H. Taylor & Co., Store St., W.C. (Sole Agents). Birmingham—C. Hefford, 156, Ladypool Rd. Northampton—G. Lovcday ai d
Co., 2, Kingsley Park Terrace. Bedford—E. Bristowe & Co.. 47, St. Peter's. Manchester—Reynolds Bros., 33, Downing St., Ardwicl.,
Liverpool—Hill & Bascombe, 165, Dulse St. York—Keg. Smith & Co , 138, Micklegate. ShelTietd—H. Eggington, 9, Commonsidf.
Hull^Mehew & Bailey 38, Charlotte St. Gloucester—C. Healey & Son, Ltd. Lancaster—B. Townley, Townley's Garage.
Plymouth—B. Heariey, 70, Ebrington St. Blackburn—J. McLellan, 27, Boland St. Glasgow—VV. Scott Sc Son. 156, North St.

Qodboldfl.

Buy a G.W.K. Light Car—and SAVE MONEY.
Low petrol consumption, long life of tyres, simplicity of design,

and durability of working parts mean low running costs.

Because the G.W.K. possesses, in an unequalled degree, all

these features, it has the lowest upkeep of any light car in the
world. Ask a friend who owns one, or write for users' opinions.

G.W.K. LIMITED,
Telegrams: "Cars, Maidenhead.'

CORDWALLES WORKS,MAIDENHEAD.
Telephone : .562 Maidenhead.

Standard Model, 2-cyl.,

water-cooled engine, fric-

tion drive, variable speeds
andTeverse, hood, screen,

five detachable wheels with
tyres, lamps, tools, etc.,

170 Gns.
Price is subject to altcraiion

:: :: without notice. :: ::

A4 In cmsivcrina thc!:r advertisfmcnts it is /Jeslrohh to mejition "The Mofnr Ci/de.
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CARBON DEPOSIT
What causes it. How it can be avoided.

Of all the puzzling' pioblcins yoii face in motor-cycling,

none is more confusing than—Carbon Deposit.

Barring mechanical troubles, faulty carburation and
ignition, carbon deposit from lubricating oil may be summed
up as follows :

—

Carbon Deposit is caused by excess lubricating oil burning
in the combustion chambers.

Prevent the presence of excess oil and you avoid undue
carbon in your combustion chambers.

In some motors, the piston stroke will, by suction, draw a
light oil too freely to the piston heads. In other motors a
heavy oil will work to the piston heads.

In either case excess carbon will be deposited.

The remedy is obvious.

Keep excess oil from your combustion chambers by using
an oil whose body and quality lit the mechanical conditions

of your motor.
Every day it is being demonstrated that Gargoyle Mobiloils

give remarkaUe freedom from carbpn deposit.

Why ? Not because Gargoyle Mobiloils are entirely free

from carbon-giving properties. Such oils cannot be produced.

Simply because there is a grade of Gargoyle Mobiloil fully

suited to the mechanical conditions of each type of motor.

The correct grade of Gargoyle Mobiloi! .will not reach the

combustion chambers in excess quantities.

If the oil is riot there to burn, it naturally cannot give

carbon deposit.

It is sometimes said that the body of an oil indicates the

amount of carbon it will deposit. Such advice is incorrect.

In many motors a light-bodied oil will deposit far more
carbon than a heavy oil, due to the excessive quantity that

works past the piston rings.

Oils have sometimes been put forward as " containing no
carbon." .All petroleum oils are chemical compounds, con-

sisting almost entirely of hydrogen and carbon. To remove
the carbon in chemical combination would destroy the oil.

Free carbon and other impurities are easily removed.
Your safeguard against undue carbon deposit is to use the

grade of Gargoyle Mobiloil especially suited to the mechanical
conditions of your engine.

Gargoyle Mobiloils are sold by dealers everywlicre.

Mobiloils
A grade for each type of motor.

WRITE TO-DAY
Send particulars of your ina-

cliine, and we will tell yoii the

biloil ioT efficient lubrication. VACUUM OIL CO., LTD.
Booklet free on request. CAXTON HOUSE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

iTeiegr.iirs : 'M'acuum, Vic, London." Tekphoiic : Victoria ()6ac (6 lines).

i

m

m

m

In answerinij this adcertisunent it is desirable to iimutioii " 'Hit Motor Cycle.
'
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eRemember
-the ORIGINAL

All-enclosed

Chain Driven

Motor Cycle with

Countershaft

3-speed Gear

S^P

1
(F

%:

— and. when selecting, let that fact influence you to

INVEST in the famous JAMES— the mount which was
chosen for Mihtary purposes by the

English, Belgian, French, & Rassian Governinents.

The JAMES full range of models is as under:

No. 6. 4i h.p. " Big Sinile " 3-speed, for Sidecar 60 Gns.

or complete with James Canoelet Sidecart 13 Cns> extra*

No. 7* 3ih>p>Twin, 3-sp., with hand-controlled clutch, Solo, 60 Gns.

No. 8. 2i h.p. 2-slroke, 2-speed, Lightweight 35 Gns.

Our Sole Agents in all the principal Tovras have the JAMES Models on
view—you should call and inspect them WITHOUT DELAY. In any case,

ask us for Catalogue, which describes ail our machines fully— a Post
Card will bring you copy.

The JAMES CYCLE Co., Ld., Greet, B'ham.
London Depot : 22, Holborn Via., E.G. B'HAM : 9, Broad St. Corner,

Illustration of the JAMES No. 7 3^ h.p. Twin, 3-speed, 500 c.c.— a fast,

powerful, comfortable, economical mount— ideal for Solo Touring
purp>oses. It incorporates all the many well-known features so long
associated with the JAMES name. PRICE 60 GUINEAS.

=^

^

%

Dixie 20.
A new type high-
tension Magneto
suitable for light-

weight twin Motor
Cycle engines. Gives
a very hot spark at

very low speed, and
of same intensity
whether advanced or

retarded. Dixie 10
is a similar model,
suitable for light-

weight singles.

For Easiest Starting
at lowest speeds— for highest Efficiency
at top speed— no possible drain on
the battery— no nursing of the
advance or retard— just ideal ignition,

sturdy and steady, and GUARAN-
TEED, there is nothing to equal the

AMEBICAK SUPPLIES Co.. Ltd.,

Direct British and European
Representatives tor SpUtdorf
Electrkal Co., Newark, U.S.A.

162, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

Wind
Rain
Cold
—any sudden change in the weather may come

—

even these fine days. Be prepared—protect your
passenger by having a Hercules Sidecar with

the unique all-weather equipment.- Hercules fittings are

the famous

r-

"iLous HERCULES SIDECAR,
nd are made in our own factory especially for our own
sidecars from the very finest materials. The Hood is

as rigid, waterproof, and strong as any big car hood,
and the Windscreen is perfectly fitted to the

^^ sidecar "dash," free from^^^ rattle, and out of the way
of the door which opens
independently. Further

particulars in the lUus-

HERCULES CYCLE

AND MOTOR

a6 In ansicerini/ these adrcrtisemcnts it ix desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cl

CONYBERE ST.

BIRMINGHAM.
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AUVERTISEMENTS.

MATCHLESS 8B COMBINATION. Powerful, Reliabie, Silent, and Distinctive.

Owing to Government
requirements, it is ab-

solutely impossible for

us to keep pace with

orders for Matchless

sidecar combinations,

and we appeal to the

Patriotism of disap-

pointed clients to excuse

the non-delivery.

MJiiiag

ss:MFgpsggggCTmqggm î

Insurance
EADERS of " The Motor Cycle " wishing

to insure a motor cycle, sidecar, cycle car,

or light car, can obtain quotations for suitable

policies by filling in the attached form and forwarding

it to:

The Manager, Insurance Dept.,
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" Offices, Coventry.

R

'^^AWMwmmm^kmmmTmm

SPECIAL
. NOTE. .

A copy of

J]Oim(YClE
is supplied by post each
week for twelve months
with all policies upon
which the premium is

not less than

£2 : 7s. : 6d.

ENQUIRY FORM
(To be senl to above address).

Make ot

Machme. H.R Date of

Manufacture.
- Preseot Value.

Regista-ed
Number.

Will machine be driven solely by owner ?

„ „ „ for pleasure ?

.

Will passenger be carried on luggage

carrier or pillion of motor cycle ?

.

Name

Address

^ f/tvSkj!K^ 11

ill5
"1

ill .^s^^^^sii 1;

Ik

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cade.' a;
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A Monthly Competition
for

Despatch Riders at the Front,
or otherwise connected with the Allied Forces.

INTERESTING LETTERS.

The best letter relating to the doings of the Rudge

Each Month - - £5
The 5 next best letters

Each Month - £lea
The most interesting letter making reference
to the Rudge received during the War,
whether having previously \(^on a prize or not

£10.
INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPHS.

The most interesting photograph,
including a Rudge in the picture

Each Month - - £5
The 5 next best interesting photographs

Each Month- 10/- ea.

The nvost interesting photograph, including a
Rudge in the picture, received during the War,
whether having previously won a prize or not

£10.
CONDITIONS.

Photographs may be any size, may be unmounted, or the negatives may be sent in undeveloped, in whicli case

the package must be clearly marked on the outside " Undeveloped Negatives."

Competitions received by us on or before the last day of each month will be adjudged for that month, and must
be addressed Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry, writing in the top left corner of the envelope the word
••'Competition."

Competitors must be prepared to obtain verification of information from a superior officer should it be desired.

The decision of the Directors of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., is final.

In cmswcrinr/ lliis aih-ciiixcmcni it ix dr.sirahh to mcntio7i "The Motor Cycle."-
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TYRES.
"pCONOMIC—Retreading Specialists.

ECONOMIC.-Dunlop 1913 Clearance LczenBe
Covers, 26x2y, 19/6; 26X2 rubber studded,

heavy, 15/-; 26X2, three-rib, 14/-; best English
make.

ECONOMIC.-650X65 Pillions. 18/-; 26X21/, extra
heavy lozenge, 18/-; best English make."

ECONOMIO.-Clincher Dreadnought ribbed, 26x2%
25/-, listed 47/3; 26x2 ribbed de luxe 12/6.

Eemp.shall 1915 clearance non-skida,

sn, ^^^-^T^T^- 26X2% 38,'-, 26x2i,i 40/-, 650x65
50/-, 26;<3 52/6, 28x3 55/-; anti-skid, 28X3, 30/-.

piCONOi\nC.-Stelastic,

EOONOJIIC-
2_6_x2J-i_35;-. 26\-2y8 38/-

heavy26X21/... 1914, e.\tra
our price 27/6.

700x80, steel studs i

tsl, 700X80, plain, 30/

covers, listed 50/9

ECON'OMIC—Kempshall,
fibre, 60/-; Continen

tubes, 8/-, for 650x65 rims.

Til*^*i^'°H"-'-~'^°°"^-^'''"' ''"y heavy salety tread,
r^^^o^'i '^,3""" IS/-, listed 32/3; 26x2% over-

size for 26x214 23/-, nsted 40/6.
78 ovei

"R'-'9.^9¥'-,'^-7;''°"'i"'="*'^-l lirainl n™ 1915 patternJ-i Model de Course, 26x21/4 17/6, Usted 30/-: 26x2%
li /.^' l'i%'^

^''^'- 26X2^X21,4 20/-; 26x214 20/"
listed 33/3. '-

/
>

17 CONOMIC—Continental Model de Course, 28x21/,,
„...Jv:': Continental basket pattern. 26x2i/i. 18/6";
24X2, 15/-; 24X2 heavy rubber stodded,

TfCONOlIIC.
15/-,

All or.1 ijv j-^i',?/" '^VV'"^"^'" "til"! t'O'ers, 26x21/2-'-' 25/-, listed 45/-; rubber-studded 18/6.

ECONOMIC.-Wood-Milne 26X21/, few at 15/- to
clear; 26X3 butt-ended tubes, 7/6.

ECONOMIC,
studded,

28x3 tubes, 8/3,

"^.-^'i','?"'' Britannic. heavy rubber
26x21/0, 17/6; Michelin, 26x2, 10/--

guaranteed.

coJsroMic--Shamrock-Gloria 25x2% e^tra
oversize fluted covers for 26x21/4 rims,' 20/-

^E
ECONOMIC.-Miracle 6-pIv v

oversize, for 26x2iy',, sui
machines, 35/-, listed 53/

heavy

verv heavv'covera, 26x25/3,
table for 5-6h.p. sidecar

TrCONOMIC.-Continental 1915 Belting, sj nd %-1-' 1/-, lin. 1/3, IM 1/4; fastener free all belts.

pCONOiVHC.-Avon Belting, brand new, 1914

^Uinr7ft°'6%.r7/6:^ "' '^' '"- ^"°=''" ^'^^^^

rZ, v^ i"„^Sl^ makes; Palmer, Avon, Dunlop,and Kempshalls in stock.
i^iiuiup,

B^%^?,f^%lm,'^°i'^^''' Lewisham High Rd,, New--' cross, .'jpecial clearance lines. 18014

BASTONE\g.-New Clearance
below :

DASTONE'S present to purchasers of Gocdyear,

Mir tflt
Continental covers only a 3/- re^

"DASTONE'S.—Goodyear rubber-studded 26x214 19/-

^6,!"l^xl^/1b/^*i^KSl5^.
''-'^ ^^-' "' '"^'

"DASTONE'S. — Continental combination 26 x2V,

«/- fllst 62/9) .

^^'^^'''- '^'^ '*'" ^'"^'' ^^^'

BASTONE'S
27/6.

[8014

and tubes as

-Stelastic extra heavy covers, 26x21/2

BASTONE'S.—Peter Union heavy covers, 25X2 12/-,
26X21/4 15/-, 26X2% 17/-, 23X2 IS/-!

BASTONE'S. -
studded

"D ASTONE'S.-Hutchinson

Hutchinson
24x2 12/-, 26x2

Biooklands
12/-.

-
Tubber-

26x214 25/-.

1913 pattern.
/-, ditto (wired

BASTONE'S.-
26X2 6/9,

Passenger
26x21/2 25/-.

BASTONE'S.—Best English make,
26x21/2 18/-, Pillion 650X55 1

edge) 25x214 16/-, 26x21,!, "17/-.

BASTONE'S.-New 1915 Michelin covers, headed, 26
Xl% 11/6, 26x2 14/9, 26x214 16/-, 26x21/

18/-, 28x2 16/6, 28x214 17/-; also wired edge in
stock,

BASTONE'S.-New 1915 Michelin Trident covers,
beaded, 26x2 26/6, 26x214 28/6, 26x21/2 31/-.

-New 1915 Michelin tubes, 26x1% 5/-,
-,-. 26X21/1 7/9. 26x21/2 8/6, 28x2 8/9;

butted, 26x2 8/6, 26x214 9/6, 25x2i/, 10/3, 28X2
10/6, 28X2% 11/3.

Guaranteed red tubes, 26X2 4/6, 26
/-, 26x3 7/3, 28x21/, 7/3.

Pentonville Rd., King's Cross.
[8037

not used : 9/-.—
[X9764

REDUCED 1915 List Tyre, all makes.—T.A. : Tyres.
—Graham, Vine St., Birmingham. [0658

T//?
Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre towards nearly

' " all new motor cycle covers.— Particulare to
Taylors', Tyre Stockists, Store St., London, W.O. [0626

TWO 28x21/4 Beaded Palmer and two Continental
covers, as new; 7/6 each, tubes 4/- each, not

repaired.—95, Hancock Rd., Saltier, Birmingham.
[X9945

BASTONE'S.
X2i,4 4/9, 26x21/

BASTONE'S.
London, N

BRAND New Tyre for Aufo-Wlieel,
18, Bellevue Gardens, Clapham.

228,.

ERIC S. MYERS,"
Scott Specialist.

The most luxurious combination on
tine road

:

A ^'Scott" and ^^ Myers"
Sidecar,

TYRES.
NF.W 26x2'4 rrnnvy Dunlr.p Tyrew. 16/-: firjO.^OO. 19/.

fuili, tit 26x2'/, 'wlici-If* : iiilx"*, Kcnniw ',,00/6!

MYERS SIDECARS, coach-built,
£17 10

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

NEW MACHINES,
ready for immediate delivery.

1915 3^Jh-P- SCOTT, 2-speed. kick start ... £85
1015 7 h.p. Model C 3-speed INDIAN £73 10
19156 h, p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination £84
1915 4.1 h.p. JAMES Combination £76 13
1915 2-^ h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £36 15
1915 2^ h.p. IXION, 2-stroke, 2-speed £32 10

Second-hand Bargains.

1914 2j h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, kick start, lamps,
horn, etc., in lovelv condition £45

1911 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, free-engine model £25
T914 4 h.p; TRIUMPH, free-engine model .... £38
igii 3^ h.p. PREMIER, .Millennium 2-sp. gear,

lamps, horn, etc £26
T912 4 h.p. BRADBURY and Sidecar, N.S.U.

2-speed gear, lamps, horn, etc £30
1912 5 h.p. CLYNO Combination £36
191 1 3;V h.p. ROVER, free-engine model £24
1913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON (water-cooled) and

Verona coach-built Sidecar. Sidecar brand
new, and machine not done 200 miles, perfect £65

1914: 33 h.p. SCOTT and'Myers coach-built Side-
car, lamps, horn, etc £60

1914 2|- h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed, kick
start, Binks carburetter, practically new . . . £32

1913 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, kick start, Mont-
gomery coach-built Sidecar, etc £55

1911 3i' h.p, P. &. M., thoroughly overhauled,
and in grand condition £28

rgio 3.1 h.p. P, & M., 2-speed, kick start, 1913
carburetter, Lucas large lamp set £22

1914 2^ h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, Villiers 2-str.

engine, condition as new £22
1914 3^ h.p. twin N.S.U. , hand-con trolled, 2-sp.

gear, kick starter, Lucas lamp, and horn,
T.T. handle-bars £30

1912 3.J h.p. ROVER, Armstrong 3-speed gear,

Stewart speedometer, lamp, and horn £30
1914 7 h.p. INDIAN and Indian coach-built Sc. £60
19 1

3

si ^-P- SCOTT, all accessories, in lovely

condition £40
1911 3V h.p. TRIUMPH, splendid condition, and

guaranteed perfect £25
1914 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination;

scarcely used ; condition absolutely as new
;

any trial £70
1913 3I h.p. SCOTT and Myers coach-built Side-

car, 1914 lubrication, Binks carburetter,

lamps, horn, etc., in lovely condition £50

ERIC S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,
62, MANNINGHAM LANE,

BRADFORD.

OlinclicrM. 7/6 ['iich. -Motor Tyrn Htorw/ 4<>7. 11
liii<l;o J'liniiJc. Twillli'MlidMi.

Iirijoiii:

(743S

A

SHOP-SOILED Clenranco CovorH. 1915, extra heavy.
26x2''ij Uunlop 25/-, 26x2'/.; 27/6, 26x3 (fit 2'Al

28/6, 26x2(r, extra lieavy hnU-.n 25/-, 26in. tubr;« 4/6,
bnat known rubber belts. 8It. lln. 9/6, &ft.x%in. 8/0;
on aiiproval ngainsit cash.—Albert L. Pittit, Hedditrh.
Ttl : 91. 1X9852
QPECIAf^ Tyro Bargnins.— llonvy 3-rihlK?(I, ntefi
C? moiildcfl, all sizes, 2 U- ; Jieavy lubbfT HltKult'd,

17/6; liKlitweiRht rubber studded, 12/6; we huvu f.iily

a limited number, bo ncoQ at once. AUo a (ew ruldjiT
beltrt at barRain ijrlces. Money returned willingly if

di6:^iiti3flGd.—TJie Hlminrock Co,, Koididale. [4915

CONTINENTAL Brand New Unboiled Tyros, not
clearance; a great opportunity; 26x2 xtandarj

13/3. rubbcr-stndded 15/6, Model De Course 20/9.
26x2i.''i standard 18/-, T.T, basket pattern 21 /J,
rubber skid 17/-. 26x2'/i. standard 20/-, Model Do
Course 26/6, sidecar 14/9; ditto tubes, 2in. 5/3,
2iiin. 6/-, 2'Ain. 6/9; heavy grooved Sirdiir 650x65,
3u/-.—Armstrong and Co., 17, Uoldhawk lid., London,
VV. 1 799J

MOTOR Cyclist's Never-ending Requirement i»

Tyres, and a matchless couple are Moseley and
Clincher; Moseley for trustworthmess and economy-
regular prices, and Clincher of never-waning popularity
and outstanding merit at prices unapproachable else-

where. Clincher clearance motor covers, perfect and
unsoiled, all sizes, rubber-studded, beaded, and over-

sizes. Dreadnought 29/-. De Luxe 22/6; Hutchinson
Tourist Trophy, 23/-; inner tubes, guaranteed, 5/6,
Agents all regular lines, all makes, sent by return,

over England. Wales, Ireland, and Scotland ; 5 /-

allowed for old covers when regular lines purchased,—
Scottish Autocar Co., 17-21, Slateford Rd., Edinburgh.

[X9395
PATENT AGENTS.

CONSULTING ratent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Ed.,
London.—Free advice. Inclusive charges. [7777

INT"ENTORS Advised Free.—King's Patent Agency,

Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [5813

FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered
Patent Agent. Registered United States Patent

Attorney. [7383

HENRT SKERRETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24,

Temple Row, Birminghara.—Patents, trade marks,
and designs. Motor patents a speciality. [0639

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
REX MUNDY, after 8 years' succes>ful competition

riding, olters unbiassed expert advice on (^election

of motor cvcUs. light cars, etc.; eecond-liand machines
examined: tuition; moderate fees.—Write, 19, Grafton
Mews, Warren St., W.

"

17083

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurances of all kinds (speciality motor), apply,

Ernetit J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Biehops Stnrt-

ford. C069.^

GARAGES.
GARAGE Accommodation, cycles 4/- monthly,

motor cvcles 8/- monthly, motor cycles with side-

cars 10/- rnonthly. tricars and parcel cars 13/-

monthly, cycle cars 20/- monthly; written application

nreierred.—Villiers Street Garage, Charing Cross, Lon-
don. [7659

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, motor cycle mechanic, overhanling and

ledting.—Applv, Wauchope'e, 9. Shoe Lane. Lon-
don. tS9802

all-round motor cycle mechanic

;

those ineligible for the army need apply.

—

208, Gt. Portland St.. London, W. [X9833

WANTED, good
only

Godfrey":

PERSONAL.

Telegrams

:

Telephone :

" Cycar, Bradford."
559I-559-. Bradford.

r^mffy

REWARD
Chalk

business,
addrt

Offered—The Adelaide Motor Co., 84,

Farm Ed.. JN'.W., have, since starting
lost a eustomer- Finder should c^all at above

'phone 6058 Hampstsad.

WANTED.
-Morgan and Maxwell, Stredtham.QPAEES,

"I Ck^^ Triumphs, good price given.- -Buntin

W

CS:7877

Harrow.
[7942

7"ANTED, 2 or 3-spced
Grocer, Cannock.

ear, to fit Bradbury.—Small,
CX9414

WANTED, N.S.F. eear, fit Eex: cheap
bard, Ashbourne.

ML - . . .

greenan Drive, Belfast

"Vr.S.U. 2-sreed Gear, for Eex,
i> Albion St., Earby, Colne.

F. Lum-
[7983

OTOR Cvcle 2 or 3-speed Hnb.—John.nt^u, 3, Ard-"- ^ - - [X9931

1913, belt drive.-40,
1X9932

WANTED. Old Pattern 60" X S.U. Engine or parts.

—Barker's Garage, Hanweli. [7945

W^
WANTED. lieit motor cycle, 1913, 1914,

15, Lancdowne Grore, Nea^den.

ANTED, irired-on covers, 26x2',4-— Blaik, 160,
Appin Crescent, Dunfermline. [7923

2.6peed.—
[7761

T ADT'S Maebine. any condition, cheap.—"^inifre^
GoTvdey, 895,

any
Fulham Ed., S.W.

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

[795S
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THE FAMOUS STAR FASTENER.
GUARANTEED NOT TO PULL

THROUGH.

9d. each.

Belt Manufacturers
Fit Them.

BLAKE FASTENER,
The strongest cheap fastener on

the market.

Plated 6d. each.

LEATHER
COVERED

H'
LINKS.

9d. each.

BELT

PUNCHES

1/- each.

2/6 each.

SELF-
CENTRING

ADJUSTABLE
BELT

PUNCH.

TWO SIZES—

(Hoi), (itolj).

S. T. ROBSON
275/7, Coventry Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

WANTED.

A .B.C., 1913-14. 01 S'/ili.p. ladian.-H. W. Tliurntoii
Joaes. Borthwen, Henai EtiVJop [X9842

T\7"ANTED,_ 1915 ,_CalthorpeJa£. — Perci¥al, The
Pyghtle, Northcourt Av., Reading, [8011

3^ h.p. Engine, Miuerra, witli mag.; cheap for casli.-

2 37, Kiddenmuster Ed., Croydon. [7925

SMAE-T Modern 4-seat. Car wanted in exchange for
landaulet.—Pahner'.s Garage, -Tooting. [8044

TIT'ANTED, SOO<i_.ofler of 1914-1915 B.S.A. sidecai.--
Bateman, Milnthorpe, Westmorland. [X9420

[X9869

I; no
[7899

9. Tlie

[7991

1914. for
[7999

J.A.P. Engine, twin, 5h.p., 654ce., with magneto.—
.Sampson, The Eath, Jliilord Haven. [7774

SPRING Forks, Drnid or Sa.xon, heavyweiglit.—

2

Booth Lane, Blackley, Mar

WANTED, good combination; cash or land
dealers.—14, Viaduct St., London.

LIGHT Sidecar, for T.T. Triumph; cheap
Crescent, Burlington Lane, Chiswick.

WANTED, sidecar combination, 1913,
cash.—H.C., 43, Essex St., Strand.

AUTO-WHEEL, any condition, clieap tor
Taylor, 177. Yorkshire St.. Rochdale.

TRIUMPH Free Engine Wheel, with or without
back stays.—Missin, Cottingham. Hull. [X9875

BACK Wlieel. 26x2iAin., beaded, 20in. belt rim, 2';iin

projection.—37, Alpine, Redhill, Surrey. [7810

-Bring
[8043

WANTED, 1914-15 6h.p. combination; cash.—Warr,
275, North Woolwich Ed., Silvertown. [7929

lady's modern 2-speed motor cycle.—

E

— — - -- - - - [7798

cash.

—

[X9376

VBRITISH
ALL!

T AA Motor Cycles Wanted ; spot cash paid.-
XVFVF or send. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

WANTED,
Williams, The Hoath, Edenbridge, Kent

BACK Wheel, free engine or fixed, lin. belt rim,
with or without tyre.—Bunting, Harrow. [7944

WANTED, 3V2h.p. motor cvele, Triiuuph preferred,

about £2or-lE, Foster Hill Ed., Bedford. [7854

WANTED, 2^roke Lightweight; giro fJO and
Singer mag. lightweight.—Briggs, Whitby. [7946

DOUGLAS 2-speed wanted, good, cheap for ca^h.—
Write, J., 54a, Kedcliffc Sq., Earl's Court. [X9851

WANTED, multi pulley, with free engine, for LM.C.
—WiUiams, Glyn, Llanbedrgoch, Anglesea. [X9695

DOUGLAS, 1912, wanted; £16 cash waiting—Par
ticulars, Ottley, 52, .Church Ed., Guildford. [7932

WANTED, B.S.A., James, -or Swan eidec.lr. 1914-
1915.—Eateman, Milnthorpe, Westmoilaud.

[X9421
REX Rear Cylinder, etc., a.o.l.v., perfect.—Walker.

Bridge St., Cannock Rd.'. Wolverhampton.
[X9897

1 Q13 SV^h.p. Eudge Multi, good condition, for cash;
-Lt/ appointment.—Dawson, Oundle, Nortliants.

[X9847
COMBINATION, powerful, 1913, or later; cash wait-

ing.-Particulars, Gill, 3, Primet Hill, Colne.
[X9964

WANTED, Douglas, 2 speeds, free engine ; cheap.
—Bailey, Wellington St., Eipley, Derbyshire.

[X9792
DOUGLAS, 25Ah.p., 1913 to 1915, must he perfect

condition.—Frank Maddison, St. Neots. Hunts.
[7906

SPEED 2-stroke Calthorpe wanted; give £24
cash.—1, Heath Gardens, Twickenham, London.

[7902
RIFLE, Lee Enfield, lew Morris tubes. Martini, and

bayonets; cheap. — 7, Wilton Ed., Handsworth.
Staffs. - [X9698

WANTED, magneto caiburetter, tyres, lamp set,

speedometer.-Burr, 2. Wakefield Ed., Totten-
ham. [7883

pot cash.—Wandsworth
Wandsworth, Town

[X3126

JUNIOR Triumph or Clyno, 1914 or 191S, 2-stroke,

must be sound condition.—Leycester's Lodge, Kenil-
worth.

- ,[X9672

3

WANTED, motor cycles;
Motor Exchange, Ebner St,

S^
PEEDOMETEE, 5-65, repeat, cojhplete. perfect

h. Mar
[X9714

WANTED, 1914 Morgan; will give 1914 Douglas
part payment.—Daines, Old Station Ed., New-

[7767

statesidecar
Ter., Birtle

[X992

Old Station Ed,
market.

W7"ANTED, Hendee Eed Indian,
VV lowest on approval.—2, Egton
Durham

MODERN Motor. Cycles ; good prices .paid. 'Phone :

169. Walthamstow.-Lainb's. 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow. [7853

WANTED, good combination ; ,.,.ilull particulars,
lowest cash price.—80, Ruby St., Old Kent Rd.,

London. [7886

N.S.U.
Particulars,

2-speed Gear or similar, to fit Trirmiph.

—

iculars, W. Marshall, 21, Bellfield Lane,
Portobello. [X9975

WANTED, motor cvcle and sidecar on hire 2 weeks
in July.—Write terms, 41, Harborough Ed.,

Strcatham. [7780

WANTED, lightweight magnetos, anti-clock; also

carburetters; cheap.-Milloid, 28, Holly Ed,

Someone has put forward the suggestion
that "ceptain makes" of belt fasteners
are "imported from abroad." We there-
fore take the opportunity of assuring
our thousands of patrons that

ALL
STANLEY GOODS
ARE, and ALWAYS HAVE BEEN,
MADE in GREAT BRITAIN by
BRITISH WORKMEN.
THE STANLEY GOOD GOODS:
STANLEY "SPARE LINK" .. 1/-

STANLEY FASTENER (Plated) .

.

9d.

STANLEY "SHIELD" 8d.

STANLEY " ADJUSTING HOOKS "

set of 3 6d,

" LION " FASTENER (Guuanteed 5,000 miles) 6d.

and—the

STANLEY
BELT—the BEST
power trans-
mitter for
use on a
motor cycle.
Our many
years' expe-
rience — on
the road

—

enables us to
offer riders
a really reliable article. As the phrase
goes, it is "AS GOOD AS THE STANLEY
FASTENER."

I" 1 /3, -I" 1 /6, I" 1 /9, 1" 1 /T 1 , 1 \" 2 /5 ft.

NOTE.—Owing to increase of cost o£ materials and labour we are
reluctautiy obliged to advance these prices by 10 jier ceut.

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT

&; FASTENER CO,
Inventors of the Original Hook Fastener

(Stanley Webb, Manager), Bromley, Kent.

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses

Ft. Ft. Ft. ;. d.

Cx.1 x6 bigh 2 s

7X5s6i „ z 12 6
8x 6x 7
X 6 s 7j

10 X 7 x8
I2x8xf

3 6
3 9

4 13 6
5 15 6

Wide doulile doors
2/6 extra.

These bouses are made in sections to bolt together. Easily

fixed. Made of well-seasoned }in. T. and G. and V-jointed

Matchboards, and complete with floor and window. Roof
felted with Patent Vulcanite RooBng. New illustrated

Catalogue with prices of other houses post free.

GODDARD'S,Ltil.,Crown W'ks,Vicaras< Lane, lllord, Essex
Telephone—SSo llford.Alderehot.

' "

[X9765

A42 All letters relntini! to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end ot-eacb adverils:a)eot and the date ol the issue,
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Satisfaction Guaranteed

CUT DOWN YOUR BILL
FOR ACCESSORIES
BY SENDING TO US.

Hatf-price again this week.
Caae Sidecax, t oinplete tt /-

Coach-built Body (New) 65/-
New Chassis i unassembled) 45/-
Pedley Belts, ?ft. 3in. X |in 9/-
Two-aote EKhcust 'WTiistle 2/6
Rear Lamps 2/6
Electric Rear 1 amps 4/6
Handle-bar Mirror 1/3
StroQ^ Back C arriers 6/-
Miller's HaaUe-bar Mirror and Rear Light 6/-

Rex Pump Clips pair 4d.

Handle-bar., semi-T.T., lin. stem 6/9
Haadle-bar Watch 4/6
Best & Lloyd Lubricators 8/6
Triple Controls 10/-

3/6 Mascot Pit gs ...-. 2/-
Brooks' Sa:tdle, B104 15/-
FroQt Stands ^^ 3/-
Back Stands 4/-
Rubber Footrest Pads pair 1 /9

Tanks eaameUed 12/6
Magneto Spanners 4d.

Leather Bags, 6 X 4in 2 /-

A.S.L. Air Spings 7/8
A. S. L. Rub-De- Mittens Sd-

WANTED.
WANTED, light coarhbuilt sidwar. also 2 or 3-

spccd gear, urgent.—W. B. Walton, Turnlee
Rd.f Glossop. [X985'1

WANTED, pngine-flhaft gear, (Jb.h.p., pprfoct «oiuli-
tion; give details, bore.—HoMby, 38, Grafton

Rd., Bedford. [X9702

NEW Phillipson Pulley for Triumph, Gradn gear
part payment.—22, WiUesdeo Av., Rusholme.

Manchester. [X9924

WANTED, at once, magneto motor cyclfo^; state price.

-Box No. L807, The- Motor Cycle Ofiice^. 20.
Tudor St., E.G. [8035

MAGNETO, anti, for 3h.p. eiagle, in good condition:
approval, deposit.—Simmon?, 4, Edeu Grove,

]Jyfli?et. Surrey. [7697

WANTED, 1913 or 1914 Douglas, for cash; must
be good and cheap ; uo dealers need apply.— 2,

Belmont Rd.. Luton. [7990

SMALL 2-scater, must be good; exchange for new
motor ''ycles, Indian, Enfield, etc., or larger rar.

—Bunting, Harrow. [7943

WANTED, magnetos, any size or condition; motor
goodf*, any kind.—Grore, 224, Fore St., Upper

Edmonton, Londsn. [7917

T\7ANTED, combination, iingle or twin, not earlier
VV than 1915: full particulars.—359, Wimbledon
Park Rd., Wimbledon. [7904

F.N., 4-cyI., clutch model, 2-6peed preferred; state
age, condition, price.-Bos No. 7,929, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. , [X9785

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles purchased for cash.
Send particulars and lowest prices.—Service Co..

292, High Holborn, W.O. [0679

ANTED, good solo mount, Douglas preferredWifull particulars, lowest cash price.— 1, Bowles
Rd., Old Kent Rd., London. [7885

DOUGLAS, 2^ili.p., T.T., new condition, other known
make considefed.—Particulars to O. Tarrant, 21,

Market Place. New Maiden. [7778

111^
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57, Green Lane, Wolverhampton.

GEAR-DRIVEN
TRIP CYCLOMETER

Tor MOTOR
price ^5/-
all necessary

fittings.

CYCLES
complete with

With flexible shaft and handle-

bar attachment, 42/-.

The "VEEDER" ;s the

World's distance recorder, and
no machine is complete with-

out one.

Write for Catalogue,

MARKT & CO. (LONDON), LTD.,

98/100, Clerkenwell Rd., E.C.

WANTED, loop motor cycle frame, suitable for 6h.p.
N.S.U., or complete machine, lesa engine.-Wil-

liins, c/o AYest's Hotel, Bath. [5151

WANTED, 1914 combination; fullest particulars,
lowest cash price.—Corporal Dungey, A.S.C.,

Cambridge Cottages, Woolwich. [7398

WANTED, motor cycle, clutch or speeds^ not earlier
1912: London district.-Box L806, Ths Motor

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [8032

WANTED, Douglas, late model, or 1913 3V2h.p. 3-

speed Triumph, must be in good ordef : cash
waiting.—ToJlady, Bicester, near Oxford. [X9905

WANTED, twin Precision, 8-lOh.p.. new or second-
hand, must be in good coudition, air or water-

cooled.—191, Sweetmaa St., Wolverhampton. 1X9760

WANTED, several really good bikes and combina-
tions : good prices for immediate acceptance.-

Longmans'. 1, King St., Acton. 1573 Chiswick. [7958

WANTED, Sturmey-Aicher or Armstrong 3-speed
motor gear, new or second-hand.—Lowest price,

Chrimes, Bryn Brassey Av., Hampden Park, Eastbourne.
[X9416

WANTED, 2 or 3-speed gears, carburetters, lamp
sets, good saddles, speedometers, and any other

motor evcie accessories.—125, London Rd., Manchester.
[X8115

WANTED, ooachbuilt sidecar, second-hand, to suit
1914 twin, 7-9h.p. Red Indian (Indian preferred).

—Box L801, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.G.
[7813

BACK Frame, for 1911 Speed King Res, to take
Armstrong gear, or N.S.U. pulley, suitable for

the above.— 2, Ellesmere Rd., Stockton Heath, Warring-
ton. - [7749

WANTED. B-S.A. combination, or Morgan, Model
de_ Luxe, late model ; must be cheap.—Hunter,

Central Fruit Stores, Cape Hill
ham.

WANTED, front cvlinder, pi.-^ton, induction pipe,

tank, all for 1913 twin Rex; B.B. carburetter,

Smethwick, Biruiing-
[X9767

piston,

saddle, oil and petrol pipes, 2\
Lane, Car-;haiton.

. tvre3.-Hole, 129. Park
[X9881

frame, Zenith-Gradua preferred, suit
"YV

ANTED,

F.E. JRud'ge, complete, perfect order,
field, Biggar Bank, Barrow-ln-Furness,

Jardine No. 10 or similar kick starter,

£25.—Butter-
[X9903
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BARGAINS.
SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

1914 2 h.p. LITTLE GIANT, lady's £25

1914 5-6 b.p. A.J.S, and coach Sidecar £75

1914 8 h.p. W.-C. WILLIAMSON and two-

19135-6 h.p. MATCHLESS, 2-speed, and
coach-built Sidecar £50

1914 5-6 h.p. 3-spccd RUDGE £52

1914 3}h.p. F.E. RUDGE £42

1911 2-speed BRADBURY £27

7h.p. REGAL, T.T £25

1913 5-6 h.p. ZENITH and Sidecar £48

1913 2-5peed DOUGLAS £36

19132'speed ENFIELD £32

1915 HENDERSON and coach Sidecar £80

1914 2j h.p. 2-speed A.J.S. £40

1914 2-speed DOUGLAS, with dynamo ... £50

1913 3i h.p. F.E. ROVER £35

1911 2-speed DOUGLAS £22

1913 3k h.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, and Sidecar. . £38

1911 2-speed TRIUMPH £30

SECOND-HAND CARS.

1914 SINGER, dynamo hghting £175

1913 A.C *145

J914 MATHIS £155

1914 PERRY Coupe £140

1915 WHITING-GRANT, as new £140

1915 HUMBERETTE, water-cooled, New . £145

1914 WILKINSON, 4-cylinder £110

1913 SINGER £140

1914 CALTHORPE £140

1914 Grand Prix MORGAN £100

1914 SWIFT SI'S

III- 10-12 h.p.BELSIZE £95

III ALLDAYS Midget £75

II' 1914 LA PONETTE, as new £175

III 1914 10 h.p. A.C.

HI

!!! w378, 380, 382, 384,

HI WKWr* m^/n ^"5ton Road,mmW B^ mfS'Phooe: 4219 Regent ||^ >-'& at 173, GL Portland ni
III SiV^^^^ ^Ust. -Phone: J970 Regent. Ill

!H '»

£160

WANTED,
counter-c:haft gear, in exchange for 16 gn. quarter-

plate focal plane camera: magneto cvcle irould be con-
sidered.—Hilkrest, Stanley Rd., Wallington. [7773

MOTOR Cycles of any good make wanted; good cash

price paid on the spot. \^ rite, and send full par-

ticulars and price, or call with the machine if p&ssible.

CoUiiore Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X3595

WANTED, second-hand solo or sidecar combinationt?,

for cash, or exchanged for 1915 models. 30 new
models in stock ready for delivery. Best terms quoted.

— Elce and Co., 15, Bishoysgate At., Camomile St., E.C.
[0597

WE are carfi buyers of late mo^lel B.S.A., Douglas.
Levis, Norton. Triumph, etc. Send us, particu-

lars of your machine or combination. Quote your best
!

»i"^^^^»——^—^^^^^^mi
price, and we will wire vou a definite reply immediately. JU^^^^ISSS—— —»— —.———— Si

III

HI

-Layton's G-irage. Bicester, Oxon. [X9948
.

All letter.^ relating to ndvertisements .should auote the nutnbei at the end of e.-,ch advertisement, and the date ot the issue. a4.^
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! IN STOCK TO-DAY. I

s

1915 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., and

Sidecar 80 gns.

1915 B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-3peed,

chain drive 60 gns.

1915 LEVIS, popular model.. £28 1

1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P.,
2-speed £34 14

1915 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.,

2-speed £35 6

Also a few second-hand Motor Cycles,

TRIUMPHS, A.J.S., and DOUGLAS.

CARS.
1915 FORD 5-seater £129 10 9

1911 FORD, perfect condition 65 gns.

s

WANTED.
big single engine, in first-class con-
Precision or Rudge preferred, in ex-

change for SVi'b.p. T.D.C., complete with silencer,
exhaust, aluminium plates. Senspray, only done 500,
ca,sh adjustment, sell £8.-52, Waterworks St.,

Bootle, Liverpool. [XSSTV

WANTED,
dition,

WANTED
tions.

any number of motor cycles, combina-
Ijght care, sidecars, enginee, accessories.

We buy, eell on commission, or exchange. We have
eeyeral clients waiting for eood machines. Send U3
particulars. We have the largest clientele, the finest
Balerooms, and obtain the highest prices ; terms, testi-

monialfl, etc., on application.—Morgan and MnxneiJ.
London Motor Salerooma. 80. High Ed.. Streatham,
London. LX5065

EXCHANGE.
EE Indians.- Sealey, Watford. [X9790a

lower power and cat^h.

[7870

8^=

BAT, 7h.p., perfect, new tyres;
—314, Leytonetone Ed.

SOCIABLE 8-lOh.p. twin tv.c. Rex, for motor cycle.
—29,, Minerva Av., Dover. [7965

6 h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, clutch, mag., for lower power.
—46, Mary Ed., W^est Bromwich. [X9901

hood.

—

[X9849

VTEW high-clas;
-L^ cycle.-

JULIAN, BROAD ST.,
READING.

Biggest Motor Cycle and Light Car
Dealer in the South.

44 years' reputation. 'Phone 1024.

NEAELY New Fitsu Body for sidecar,
Williams, India, Shipston-on-Stonr,

piano, furniture, Jor modern motor
Hirst, 13, Greenfield Ed., Holmfirth.

[X9928
£20 and 3-wheel chassis, fitted with engine, good

tvres, for motor cycle.—4, Skell Bank, Eipon.
[X9926

ALLDAYS 2-6eater, spare cover, new, peifect; £16, or
motor cycle.—Clack, 22, Henley St., StratfoTd-on-

Avoii. f7763
for combina-
Boatbuilder,

[X9893

CYCLE Car, 3-wheel, also light van,
tion, cash adjustrhent.—Hughes,

Selly Oak.

EXCHANGE Humber water-cooled tricar for iight-
weii-^nt, or ^^ell, perfect condition.—Eoberts, Manor

[7876

girls.

Lye,
[X9860

exi-hauge for Culthorpe,
i6h.— Stoddart. 57, Turuci

[7997

ltd., Euifclip.

WANTED, motor cycle: exchanse new boys:
and tradesman's cycles.—168, High St.

Stourbridge.

1Q12 Humber and cidcL-ar;
-I- •y Eadeo, or AUdays and v

Ed-, Walthanistow.

WILL Give £20 Cash and 2-speed Bat-Jap Combina-
tion for Humbeiette or gjod uyde uur.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

OV^EE. 1914, clutch model.

James

GROSE
LTD.,

•phones

:

7712
Central.

1297
Norti.

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.C.,

and at 255-257, Holloway Rd.. London. N.

The 'KIOTO' Suit asillastritcl)

Good (lualitu faicn tmterproof.
double texture ticill. All s&itus
acjcR, taped,andsolutioned. Hiffh
BlOjTn collar. Dust, wind, aud
rain proof. VeniiUited mulct
arms. Two side pockets. Full
length leggings, wU-sliaped spnt
and strap under instep.

The Suit 16/6
Leggings only S /6
Jacket only 12/6

The <BROOKLANDS' Suit.

Similar to the 'IVIoto' Suit
but superior quality.

The Suit, 21 /-, witli leggings.

„ ,, 24/-, with sea tless
trousers, giving waist
protection.

DUST COATS and SUITS.
Double-breasted Holland Jackets .. 5/-, 5/11,8/6
Shaped and button-sided Holland

Leggings 2/9, 3/6, 3/9

TO SAVE MONEY, SEND FOR OUR LIST.
POST FREE.

[8046

and casL
Walton
nS9332

Efficiency.
""THE perfection of a

machine depends on the

perfection of its component
parts. The splendid efficiency

of Abingdon "King Dick"
Motor Cycles and Engines is

due to the high standard' of

mechanical perfection to which
every part—down to tlie

smallest detail—is bnilt.

Ask your agent for details of new
" King Dicks "—or vciite to us direct.

ABINGDON-ECCO. LTD.,
TYSELEY. BIRMINGHAM.

London Representative: G. H. Smith.
12. Mortimer Street, W,

TJOV^ER. 1914, 3Voh.p,. T.T.,
XV for powerful iLoderu combination.—124
Ed., Eaist Mole~ey.

EXCHANGE-—Any malie of motor cycle takeu iu
part exchang:e for light cars.—Service Co., Eentlier-

'

Etone Buildings, W.O. [0664 i

EXCHAjS'GE 1911S/i Triumph, new condition, ioi

combination, ca^h adjustment.— 510, Whippendeil
[7939Ed., Watford, Herts.

INDIAN, T.T., red, 7h.p., fully eouipped, quite new;
exchange liougla^ and cash, or sell £54.—A.E.. 23,

Martet Place, Kingston. [7960

EXCHANGE Rex 6h.p. twin, free engine, mag., for
Lightweistit or Auto-Wheel and cycle.—Write, E..

2, Woodville Gardens, Ealing. [X9845

6 h.p. Autoine Tivjn, with Bosch, E.B. carburetter,
perfect condition, for good ZV2 or 4h.p. single unit.

I
~J. Hoiioot, Sleadrow, Farucombe. [7729

SANDERSON Camera (Junidrl, tripod, etc., £6/10
exchange new Jones speedometer, or sell £2/15.

—Police Station, Fuiwood, Preston. (D) [X9789

EXCHANGE N.S.U. and Sidecar, mag., 2-speed,
and fiee engine, for cycle and cash; sell £10.—" ."""-. ^- " - [X9942Albert Hall Buildings,

5

Biighouse.

hood,1 Qh P- Darracq, 4-^eater, 5 lamps, hood, screen, Step-X^ neyu any trial; exchange good combination, i.t

eell £45.—H. Eristjw, Kinross, Cremorue Ed-, Chel^ea.
i:X97486 h.p. 1913 Sparkbrook Combination, 1914 gear box.

splendid condition; exchange for lower power
outfit and cash.-Nixon, Brampton, Cumberland.

[X9815
WANTED, Triumph motor cycle, in exchange for

Carlt ju twin lens -artist camera, co.-;t £15/15

;

will give little caeh — Bury, Allandiile, Soutli Shore,
Blacli-pool. 1X9700

EXCHANGE Motor Cycle, 2^.p., requires finishing.
for ooachbuilt body, in good coudition, not mtire

than 18ih. wide, or sell £3/10.-
G.i(lalming.

-Payue, 94, High St.

[7905

"IQ14 2'',h.p. T.T. 3-spped Clutch Himibor, in fiuo
X«/ contlition, lor 1913-4 SV^h.p. single; 3-sp' nl

THE

SAXON
Compound

SPRING
FORKS
take all

the Shocks.

Sidecarists will

find them in-

dispensable.

Their steering

qualities are
perfect.

Get Saxons
and avoid dis-

appoint men t

.

*^— - -.^

^m

55. Bulstiode Ed ,

[7900

15-20h.p. 4-cyl. Touring Car. Bosch mag..
(51. excellent order; bargain,

£75; part exchange modern motor Cvcle if desired,

—

96. Crown St., Ipswich. [X9910

3'-,_.h.p.

Minerva
I
chassis, suitable for ^-ton delivery van ; chassis a
bargain at £25.-75, Christchurch Sf.. Ipswich.

f.\'9D09

clutch Eover preferred.— Sydney,
Eounslow, Midillesox.

K.R.T.T.
detachable wheels

WANTED, good jnodern lightweight 01
motor cycle, in exchange for 12h.p.

MADE IN 4 MODELS.
bciul po^lcard to-dnv toi- lull jvrtioular?.

S. R. RIDGWAY & CO.,
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Coventry Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

*44 All letters lel.iSinS to adveitiscment's should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Cut Down
ili Your
Tyre Bill
,.!;;.;-,'' Send your old covers^—any
:Vv,-, '; make or style—to us and
.^!-r>V. .1' we will quote you by
vw'Vivv^ return the cost of a

ji Beldam
!li Retread

CXCHAN(il:.

m.

Go'dboids'.

We retread tyres so skilfully
and with such good materials
that the retreads often last
longer than new covers. Thus
you double the life of your
tyre at little extra cost.

If you do not need our services
now send for retreading list. 'It

contains full particulars of cost
of Retreads and Repairs.

T[>;Vc aho for Prices of Beldam Tyres.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Brentford, Middlesex.

T^Xl^lIAXliK tioiv irim friinii' pluiinintl.-
-L-' lOiinU^ii iiuiIctT. ( jMh nihil' 25 untt., tui- u
llilTid riliiliir i-yilc Mini Bid. - "
1 ItM. (ilOHSup, DiMbjviliin

liv KCXrd

-Sidolwltom I'illUliIliltl'

[7795
/?ll.p. to lOh.p. Jfotor I'.nBino. in worltinit ordor-y will Bivo muBninciiiil nuiidinnlcal pipu oruan.
8[t.x5rt.. roiowood daso, oviir 100 liilioa. ooit £70,
in lovcl c.\olianK_o.— 10, Hamilton .St., l>al-!o.v, [.\9853
"1 Q 13 3V..11.I1. Miitilili-«ji, Kiltdiiro.if JJoBili. H.n., nowJ-tf Dnnlop licit, Roiid t.vro« ; cxi-llHilBC' (nr iiiivi.'rtnl
i:oiabiniition, witli »iii'.'d cciir, ciisli ii<liii»tiiii-nt up to
£20, or soil iiae.-SldliliiT. 118, lllnr.k St., Ii.'lv..di'r..

17799

REPAIRERS.
WIIITTAI.L Itni-liinists' Co.. Wur OlHco Contractora,

tor all roruiirs.

WHITTArjI,.—Expert welders: repairs returned, oc-
curiitely machined, inside 7 days. No eliaige if

uni?ucces6ful.

WHITTALL.—Ee-borinB and new pistons. All motor
repairs. Old oneines rejuvenated. All work

guaranteed' no cxasperatins delays. — Wliittoll Ma-
chinists' Co., \niittall St., Birmingham. [0136

r.N. Pistons,
repairs a

rings, >gudpe.''ns, etc.,

speciality.—llelow.
always in stock

;

F.N. 4-cyl. Engine, re-bored to 55 mm., power greatly
increased. We manufacture S-speed gears for these

mxachiues.— Earl, 5,
Ilampstead 3287.

Heath St , Hampstead. 'Phnni
[X9377

ALUMINIUM Crank Cases, gear boxes, etc., repaired
neatly and promptly without distortion.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, pistons, flanges, lugs,
frames, and a thousand otlier things repaired

and guaranteed by Weldings,
ningham.

Ltd., 37, Holt St., Bit-

EYERT Repair is guaranteed; every repair is machined
ready to tit: every repair has immediate attention

r

and everybody sends to
mingham.

Weldings, Ltd., Holt St.. Bii
[4936

VALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any size, 4/-; per pair
7/-.—C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.. Leeds. [0253

ENAMELLING! Plating l-Tanks a speciality. Write
for our prices now.—Murray's Plating Works,

Union St., Coventry. [X9971
CYLINDERS Bored, new piston, rings, gudgeon

:

22/6; repetition work wanted.—Riley, 17, Stock
port Rd., Ardwick. Manchester. ^ [X9838

WELDING Experts.—Broken motor cylinders, alu-
minium crank cases, etc., welded and machined

;

nothing too dirticult.—Bel..w.

TONGB Welding Works. 174, Oldham Ed., Middle-
ton, M:inchester. Sound work: reasonable marges.

[4661
ARMSTRONG Mark TI. and VII. Gear'Teplacements

supplied by The Rotary Jointing Co., Ke^ent St.,
Warrington. Send defective part as sample. £5286

PISTONS, fitted with top and btttom step-cut rings,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and yovir cylinder re-

bored and ground, 26/---

Leeds.
-C. B. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.,

[0310

"JUNIOR" F.R.S, SET.
Hanidle-bar fittings , . . )

4in. Mangin Lens [ 37/6.
6in. Lamp, best Generator i

'MAJOR* SET, l,200[t. beam.. 72/6
DYNAMO LIGHTING SET .. £ 7 7s.

F.R.S. LAMPS, Pershore St., Birmingham.
London Address an1 Depot : 57, Hatton Garden.
Special Agents—Service Co.. High Holbom. W.C. : Tavlor
and Co.. Store Street, Tottenliam Court Boad, U'.C ; Manclies-
ter Agents—BIe?srs. Feay and Co..- 12. Jackson's How.
Mancliester. Coventry Asent—J. Eob'^rtKeid, I, Chester St.

COMPRESSIOX.-
pistons, ring

THE HOUSING OF'THE MOTOR CYCLE-

Quality and Cheapness
Combined.

Guaranteed Weather-

;
proof. Made in sections

to bolt tiJKether.

Illustrated Catalogue
Post Free-

Telephone : Putney 7S.5.

or call and inspect.

South Western Timber Co., fu1ham.^s.w

PEUGEOT and other engines overhauled, oyJindere le-

bored, bronze bushes, etc., all types ; estimate on
application.—Tavlor, O.G. Motor Works, Warwick Rd..
Greet. Birmingham. [X6522

WELDING.—Kepnirs equal to' new. Metalwork of

every description, turnings, forginge, ebeetwoik.
polishing, and plating to suit all trades.—P.T.R. Works,
28. The Pavement, Clapham. S.W. [4152

MADISON" Motories, Littleorer, Derby, epecialiae re-

pairs, pistone, reneivals, welding, motor castings to
lOOh.p. : model VL'h.p. petrol motors, heavy tooling done,
9/9; gas, oil, petrol engines. Catalogue 2d. [X9661

-Cylinders re-bored and ground, new
and gudgeons complete, 18/-; orer-

hauliug, re-bushing, efliciency guaranteed.—Reliance
Mjtnr Engineering Co., Spou Lane, Smethwick, Bir-

mingham. [7867

CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with piston, rings,

and hardened gudgeone, up to 85mm. bore, 18/6
inclusive: guaranteed 3 months. Simplex steel piston;
will greatly improve your engine. High efficiency

silencers, steel barrel, with machined aluminium endi,

singles 14,'6, twins 18/6; list free. Please note prices

are increa<;ed 10%.—Moiman and Bliss, Motor and
General Engineers, London Rd., Hounslow. 'Phone

;

227. pen
IF Scientific Motor Repairing interest^ yon, send im-

mediately to The Tennant Engineering Co., Per-
shore St., Birmingham, pioneers in motor repair work.
For a few weeks longer, in quick time we can re-bore

cylinderSj fit new pistons, re-bush engines, alter and
repair frames, weld cracks and breaks to your entire

satisfaction, but we shall be munition making before

the end of July, and .then our proverbially prompt de-

liveries may not come up to reputation- None can or

will serve "you better. Send before the War Office

,

claims us, or your holidays may be jeopardised. Every ;

job fully guaranteed. Official repairers to A..C.TJ. [59850

MISCELLANEOUS.
20/-.

Sidecars
" Fully pr<il'( t-<J." S^-nc" lor Catalogue.

MODEL No. 12,
with

Detachable Hood and Windows.

Are the most satisfactory, because the

man who rides knows what is wan{e£

I have been experimu-ntinc for over ten years
wilti msitL-rials anii Myles of cut. and I have
tested them ont on the road. This means
saii^factioD to you as it did to the writer of
the following unsolicited testimonial :

Seiit. i?th. 19U,
I am more than pleased with overalls, Tlicy

are better in everj' way than 1 expected, and [

am t-Iad 1 struck your advert. I Bhail be glad
to recommend your firm. It's a treat to get
such satisTaction. Yon may use this as a
testiraonial. Yours truJy—W. G. Adams.

Estite .Agent, Swiudon, WUts.
My Booklet will interest you—send for it

to-day.—Irvine Smith.

MOSLEY & SMITH
V^ Etu-tier-sH^v BraLd'For-cl.

"Wilibro" Silencer Extension
FITS ANY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE.

EFFICIENT, NEAT, & EASILY
Carr. 10 6 paid.

WILLMOTT'S MOTORIES, NORWICH.

FITTED.

SADDLE, Brooks B170
bridge Ed., Clapham,

3-SPEED Gear Box.
15a, LondoQ Ed.

BiockweU, 119. Tav-
[7993

controls perfect

;

S.E.
-Allan.
[7776

IF YOU WANT IT NOW YOU CAN GET IT NOW
at lowest Cash Price or Easiest Terms at

—

9. SHOE LANE. FLtET STREET. LONDON.

All letters relating to advertisements should quDte the number at the end of ench advertisement, and the date of tiJe issue. Ait
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= IF YOU WANT =
Ij^ Deferred Payments. Exchanges (good ^
^f; prices allowed) Prompt Delivery, j^^ B.S.A; H or K and Sidecar (due in). ^
\X> ARIEL 3^ h.p. and 6 h.p. (in stock). Special v^
!V» all-black finish no extra. X*S CALTHORPES 2-speed, single or 2-stroke (in ™— stock). ^^ LEVIS Popular or No. i (turther consignment ^5— due in). ^"" ENFIELD de luxe or standard (overdue). ZZ
N? SAXON ii.i h.p. 2-seater cars (in stock! at S?
^i motor bicvcle and sidecar prices. |^— ALLON or MATCHLESS (in stock). —
fX INDIAN (in stock). fX
N5 QUADRANT with B.S.A. or countershaft gear X5
ZI! (due in). ^Z— HARLEY-DAVIDSON (in stock).

—
S» ROVER (in stock). SQ— NEW HUDSON (in stock). —

— THE RITZ. —

^
£120 ill I T I 1

[
tn\

^" t 1 b> aj. i-oiiituiciit —••

^ Motor Cycle Exchanges. Easy Payments. ^TRY= I AMD'Q 151, HIGH STREET. =
>X ^'^i'"" Wj WALTHAMSTOW, N.E. >V
^^ 'Phone 169 Walthamstow. N.x^ Hours 9 to 9. Thursday 9 to i «
iHiii^iiir}^ 111^111% Mi^iiiiii^rs^H]

SCOTLAND'S LARGEST DEALERS,
Famed for prompt delivery, lowest cash

prices, and best facilities for easy terms and
exchanges,

INVITE YOUR ENQUIRIES
for any machines of which you 6nd it

difficult to obtain delivery elsewhere,

WE ARE AGENTS FOR ALL BEST MAKES :

Including tbe famous

DOUGLAS,

Also for the Victorious

INDIAN,
LEVIS,
NORTON,
MATCH-

LESS,
CAL-
THORPE,

VELOCETTE, and BRADBURY MOTOR CYCLES,
and G.W.K. and CALTHORPE LIGHT CARS.

WE SAVE YOU TIME & MONEY ^^g^ pQ„
OUR

BUYERS'
GUIDE.

Our large" contracts ensure im-
mediate or the very earliest
possible deliveries of all above
makes.

WANTED—A number of Second-hand DOUGLAS
Machines as part payment for any of our
Agency Machines.

113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW CatalogTie, post free, 180 pages, 1,000 illustra-

tions; latest accessories, cheaper than any other
house, but owing to war marker prices are approximate;
write for list, which gives details. Eear lights, 10
patterns, 2/- to 11/6; oilsliin suits, brown, yellow, black,
12/-, 17/6, 19/-. fawn twiJl 17/6; eoaehbuilt sidecar

bodies, 75/-; sirlecar wind screens, 19/6; United couplers,!
21/-: engines, all makes, cash or gradual payments;'
sidecar lamp, 3/9;- the Maglite, 12/6; -Lucas horns, 9/6;
the Mira dynamo, 40/-; sidecar lamp brackets, 5 pat-
terns, 1/6; British-made magnetos, 95/-, 125/-, 130/-.

and 135/-: knee pads, 4/9; tyres, all makes, lowest
prices; tandem seats, 16/-; irout stands. 3/9 ; repair

bench, 12/-; leather caps, 4/3; rim brake, 10/6; belt
T iin brakes, 8/-; handle-bars, 7 patterns, 6/S to 10/9;
footrests, 4/3; footboards, 8/- pair; frames. 76/6; tanks
and pulleys made to order; 8-speed gear. 105/-: decom-
pressors, 6-/-; silencers, 2/9, 3/6, and 4/6; countershaft
gears, 120/-- kick starters, 14/9. Any make of machine
cr sidecar bought, sold, or supplied on montlily pay-
ments. Accessories to value of £4 supplied on gradual
payments.—M.C. Dept., Metropolitan Machinists' Co.,

Ltd.. 248, Bishopsgate, Loudon, E.G. 'Phone : Central
12857. [6615

GEEAT Bargains.—Thousand? of pounds worth of
good to clear.

,

TTRES.-Beaded Stela^tic, 1914, perfect, 26x21/".
27i6. usual £2/10/9; 26x2^,i, fit 2V'. 32/6, usual

f2n3/6,- 26x3, ribbed, 35/-, usual £2/18/6; 26x2,
24/6, usual £2/3/9 (limited quantity: Hutchinson Pas-
senger, 26x2y2, 27/6; Hutchinson 650x65 hght car.
29/6; 650x65, heavy, known make. 23/6; 26x3 etudded
heavy, 30/-, -usual £2/10; heavy leading make, 26x2,
14/6, 28x2 16/6, 26x2V. 15/11; about half usual
prices; wired, 26x2^. 21/.-.

TUBES--Hutchinson, 1914, 26x2 3/9. 26x2i/i 4/9,
26x2i/o 5/6, 24x2 3/9.

BELTING, well-known make, Skin. lOV^d., ^/iin. 1/-,

Vaiu. 1/2, lin. 1/4 foot; up to 20% allowed ofi

1915 belts for old belts: leading makes in stock.

WATEEPEOOF Suits, double texture, high-class.
15/6, complete, as «oia 22/6; best quality 35/-

suit, 18/6; high-grade. 21/6; very best heavy, no better
made, as eold £3/10, our price 35/-; geatletis trousers,

double texture, 10/6, 15/- line; oilskin best suits, witli

seatless trousers, 25/-, usual 35/-; leggings, 3/6, 5/.6,

6/6, all guaranteed.

GAUNTLETS, leather, tan lined, 2/^11/2, S/llVa, as
sold 5/6 and 6/6; canvas and leather 1/6.

LAMPS and Generators, lightweight. 9/6 and 14/6;
large set, 22/6; rear lights, acetylene, I/IIV-, 2/9,

3/11; generators, 4/6.

OBNS from 3/6; post horn, large, 11/9.H^
UNCTURE Stop, tlie ivonderful punutiire sealer,

1/6 ruj, tuo lor 1/3.

UTAE-KING Plugs, Lodge, BoscL, and otlier leading
makes, reduced piioes.

HUNDEEDS of Bargains ; no list.—Bancroftian Co..
64, BishciMgate. B.C. T.A. : Chaikel. London.

Tel.: 9697 London Wall. [2989

GRADO Multl Pulley, as new, fit Triumph; 37/6.—
19, Butcher Row, Beverley. [Xy357

GEADO Gear, fit Triumrb, traad new: i2.— S, Cljun-
d08 Av., Chingfoid Rd., Walthamstow. [7936

GRADO Gear, Triumph or I'lecision, almost new

;

30;-.—15, Cambridge St., Wellingborough. [X9745

"VTEW 1914 Dougla.'; Carburetter tor sale, 10/6.-
J-~ Jefierson, 21, Frizinghall Old Ed.. Bradford.

[X9697
N.S.U. Gear (latest), adjustable pulley, practically

new, fite Rover; :£5.—Sinclair, East Molescy.
[X9333

GRADO Gear, ofl 1913 Triumph, eciuiil new; nearest
offer £2 eecures.—Hepburii; 3, Hanover St., Fraser-

burgh [X9778

TWO Davison Lightweight Brass Torpedo Tanks (petrol

and oil) ; 8/-.—Nugent, Kingsgate ^ousG, Win-
chester. [X9967

MABON Adjustahle F.E. Prilley, h.b.c, fit Premier,
etc., perfect: 15/-.—Rogers, Victoria Rd., Pinston,

Alfreton, 17728

GRADO Multi Pulley, free engine, guaranteed as now

:

45/-, or nearest offer.—Lowndes, Eton College,
Windsor. [7760

SAVE Money on tyres, belts, rubber sundries, re-

treads; list free.—C. Hulme, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. ^ [X8045

DOUGLAS Pump, 2/6; King Road set, 29/-;
electric switch, 1/6; 5 plugs, 2/5.-204, Brown-

hill, Catford. [8049

MOTOR.-Graham's 1915 reduced list, evet^-thiug from
spoke to complete sets cycle- sidecar.—Vine St..

Binningham. [0659

DUNLOP Belt, fair condition, 3/-; Triumph car-
buretter, 1912, good, 8/-.—Warner, 29, Harley

St,, Stoke, Coventry, tX9784

IRON Cement for cracked cylinders, water tickets,
etc., 1/1 tin, post free; etauds heat.—Barker,

Oxford Ed.. Worfhing.
,

[X9761

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys for any engine, 4i.jin.

8/-, 5iu. 9/-: engine repiiirs, frames, alterations:
list Iree.—Crown Works, 9a, Ada Rd., Camberwell.

[7720

Bad weather is

the surest test of

a ship's quaHties.

The same may be applied

to a newspaper, and the

manner in which " The
Motor Cycle " has withstood

the storm and stress of the

war has given ample proof

of its sterling qualities.

^The decrease
m the circulation

due to the war
has been much

' less than might
have been ex-

pected, and .for

months past
there has been

a marked and
stead)^ growth
in the weekly
figures.

^ The circulation is

-" now very consider-

ably in excess of

70,000
copies weekly.

N.B.—"The Motor Cycle"

is the only paper of its kind

that publishes certified cir-

culation figures.

&46 All letters relating to advertisements 'hould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iss
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'LAZY TONGS'
Valve Spring Litter.

Roftdy for tiso. In Uao.

LEAVES BOTH HANDS FREE.
SIMPLE, RAPID, CERTAIN.

No. S028. Obtainable tlirough all dealers.

Sola Manutactuiers

:

BENTON & STONE. Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON : 12, MORTIMER STREET, W.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
ECONOMISE

EVEREST CARBURETTOR
and reduce your petrol bill.

WRITE FOR LIST—
Everest tJarburettors, Coventry.

Results
as usual

Radford Road,

Coventry.

" Perhaps you will be pleased

"to hear that I had three

" telegrams and four letters

" on day of issue, and by the

" following morning's post

" over seventy more offers,

" and several prepaid tele-

" grams before dinner-time."

GEO. H. BROAD.

Special Note. Letters similar to tlie

above are reaching " The Motor Cycle"

by almost every post, and it is apparent

that there is a good demand forsecond-

hafld machines, and that "The Motor
Cycle" provides the best means o£

getting into touch with buyers.

B

MISCELLANEOUS.

AMAC Cpiburottcr. suit twin, Rubertri band. 3'^-

Brown vdiinblc puIJey; offers lot, or soil sfpariitp.
—David Ray, Larbert.

"

[X97C2

SIDECAR Sliding Extension Hoods, 32/6; foldinR
wind screens, 22/6.—Lang and Wobb, 1, JackHon

Rd., Holloway, London. [7862

STRONG Frame, forks, tnnli, whePl-s, handln-bnrs, inud-
pnnrds, in good condition; 25/-.— 179, EarLsfleld

Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. r7758

FOR Sale, N.S.U. S-gpeed F.E. Gear, in perfpct con-
dition; a bnrsrain, £3/5.— G. PuUeu, Green Drapon

Yard, Stockton-on-'Xeea. [7873

BOSCH Magneto, waterproof, type ZEI, perfect, 55/-;
aUo h b. BowdPTi control for same, 5/-.—Warner, 29,

Harley St., Stoke, Coventry. [S9782

FITALL Gear, for sy.h.p. .T.A.P., 70/-; Toroga gear,
fur 3h.p.. 70/-; both nearly new.—Seen at 248,

Bishopsgate, London. E.G. [1 709

LUKIN Antomatic Carburetter, 17/6; new 26x2'/!
Englebert beaded cover, 12/9.—Adelaide Motor

Co., 84. Chalk Farm Rd., N.W. [7983

STEWART Speedometer, 39/6: mirror. 3/6; 750x80
new Dunlop grooved tyre, 35/-; Goodrich, 29/6;

tube, 8/6.—H.C., 43. Essex St., Strand. [8000

TRIUMPH Head Light, large, 7/6; Narona ditto,
6/6; wanted, offer for 1913 4h.p. Campion-Jap,

2-speed.— 143, Evington Ed., Leicester. [7977

BOOTS.—Save nearly 50% buying from factory direct.
Agents wanted. Write for li.st, particulars.—British

Boot Co.. 274, Portland Sq., Bristol. [6610

WATERPROOF Motor Cycle Outfit, jacket, and
overalls, nearly new; cost 56/6, accept 36/-.—

Rowlands, 11, Alba Gairdens, Golder's Green. [i9751

ASTONE'S.—Clearance line of Simms mechanical
horns 15/- (list 25/-, Clayton decompressors 6/6.

—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. London, N. [8039

TRIUMPH Rear Frame, for fixed engine, complete
with brakework and pedalling gear, lees wheel;

27'-.— Warner, 29, HarU'y St.. Stoke, Coventry. [X9783

WHOLESALE Motor Cycle and Cycle Acceesory
Catalogue, revised edition, lowest prices, fully

illustrated; free, trade only.—Eurslem, Oldham. [X8111

SIDECAR Sliding Extension hood, speedometer, mag-
neto, head light, tyre gaiters, new^ sparking plugs

and sundries.-Beardshaw, Auctioneer, AVood Green.
[7732

PARTS to build up motor cycles. Let rae know. I
have a "quantity of parts to clear at bargain prices.

—Applv,' Fred Jackson. Motor Engineer, Nuneaton.
[X9649

AUTO-WHEELS with Hammond's patent telescopii
shock absorber do not bounce; more power, saves

tyre wear; price 7/6.—E. Hammond, Elmer's End Rd.,
Beckenham. [7866

PULLEYS for any motor; Motosacoche 4/-. others
4/9. adjustables 10/-, plated', guaranteed; post

tree.— Perkins, 455, High Rd., Levton. 'Phone: 248
Waltliamstow. [5222

UNBREAKABLE Chrome-nickel Valves, guaranteed
one year; any make, 3/6 each, 6/- pair: step-

cut piston rings, 2/6 pair
;

post free per return.—
Capacity Tool Co., Broseley, Shropshire. [X8258

MOTOR Oil, noii-acid, n^n-gumming; easy start every
time, impossible obtain better; sample gallon 2/3,

5 gallons for 10/-; don't pay fancy prices.—Aldridge,
Islington Green, London, N. Established 100 years.

[4124
."VTEW 1915 Senspray Carburetter, fitted with
'j-^ Badcock's jet, fit Sunbeam or most sy^h-p. single,
25/-; Lycett pan saddle, 20/-; Terry's spring links,

7/6; approval, deposit.—Evans, 50, Market St., Wigan.
[X9817

CLAYTON Decompressor, for motor cycle, easy start-

ing and slow running; price 6/6. from all factors,

or direct from sole licencees, the Adams Motor Acces-
yorv Co., 10, Northumberland Rd., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

[4129
1 Q 1 1 Roval Enfield machine, £ 7 ; Projectile side-
J-t/ car, "£3; large F.R.S., 35/-; 5in. pulley, 4/-;
kick starter, 6 / 6 ; Whittle, 8 /- ; Triumph toolbag.
valves, carrier, tank, fork spring, oilgun, large horn,
electric lamps, all perfect; offers.—Vanse, Llyswen.

[7972

U.H Lightweight Magneto, unused, anti-clock. 52/6;
Pillion seat, unused, cost 30/-, 19/6; new 1914

lightweight carburetters, B. and B. 19/6, Senspray 20/6,
A in fir. 20/6, Binks 2-jet 18/6; pannier bag, 3/6 pair;

good spare belts, 3/- each; A.K. knee grips, 3/-. Write
me for all accessories, lamp sets, carbnretters, seats,

etc.; exchanges.—Syd. Pearson, 66, St. Patrick's Rd

.

Coventry. rX9973

Make YOUR Machine an
All-weather Machine!
For an outlay of a few s)iillhij;s

you can make your mnchiiic n

real all-weather macbiiiu.

The
Al Spring Roller

Blind Mudshields
prolcct the Icr? and feet of \\\--

rider from mud, rain, anrl cold,
bitinp winds, mnkiiit; bad wcntbci
riding as comfortable as it can
ever be.

Only 15/- complete.
Al MUDSCREEN CO.
39-41,Guildford St., LEEDS.

London Agrents :

East London Rubber Co., Great
Eastern Street ; Brown Bros.,

Great Eastern Street, and Service
Co., 292, High Holborn,

When ordering state maker's
name, year, and h.p, of machine.

OUT OF USE

—

ROLLED UP.

Because

Badcock's By- pass
THe Pilo-I: Uet,

Fitted to thousands of carburetters of alt types during
the last three years, has proved conclusively that
a pilot jet is essential for

—

(1) A TOOK round when idle.

(2) Even pulling ai low speeds on (op gear.

(3) Perfectly easy starting.

(4) Good acceleration.

(5) Economy in petrol, belts, tyres, and mecha-
nism generally.

(6) Maximum results with minimum of air valve
manipulation.

Send for interesting booklet on carboration ; you will

soon send for the By-pass, and add another to my
splendid collection of testimonials.

PRICE 10/6. NO SUCCESS, NO PAY.

SURREY WORKS. 110, WOODVILLE RD.,
THORNTON HEATH.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MOTOR Suits, finest value obtainable, stronj

double texture material, heavily proofed. Tri-
breasted coat and overalls; 23/- complete; fre« re-

pairs, accidents included. Send for list.—The Para
Rubber Co., John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9922

3-SPEED Bradbury Counter-shaft Gear, kick starter,

new : 2-speed counter-shaft gear ; Drnid spring
forks; 2 pair 26x21.1 wheels; 4h.p. Roc engine, lee*

T-linder and piston; Rover 1914 and Gloria eidecars;

oflers.—Margrave, 6, Shirley St., Leicester. [X9793

N.S.U. Latest Pattern 2-speed Gears. lor belt drive,
to suit most makes. The easiest gear on the

market to fit; no alteration to the motor cycle neces-
sary: ideal for sidecar work: specialists in repairs to
these gears; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton, London. [X9a63

— 229 miles per gallon

!

That's the official mileage obtained by Mr. T. Searell on a " Velocette " in the Tasmanian A.C.
Petrol Consumption Test^a remarkable record in petrol economy. He also obtained ::i7 m-p.g.
against a strong head wind, over the same course.

GRIMSBY HILL CLIMB 350 c.c. Class.—-mis was wox by Mr. c. h.
Jennison on the little " VELOCETTE ' .,„.„„„. , „. ^ „. - ,.

of 220 CO. VELOCE Ltd . Fleet St., BirminghaiB.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4.7
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Mills -Fulford, Ltd Front Cover
Montgomery, W., and Co Front Cover
Mosley and Smith 45
Motor Cycle Insurance Policy 7

Myers, Eric S 41
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Nicholas and Co 13
Overseas Motor Co., Ltd 24
Pedley. J., and Son. Ltd 27
Piggott. John. Ltd 16
Pone JNlotor Cycle Agency Cover ii.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd. ". 38
Prices' Company. Limited Cover iii.

Quadrant Motor Cycle Co., Ltd 16
Rev, A. P 43
Ridgway, S. R., and Co 44
Robson, S. T •. 42
Rover Co., Ltd 13
Roval Ruby Cycle Of Cover ir.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd S
Selfridge and Co., Ltd. 2
Service Co.. Ltd 40
Simms Motor Units, Ltd 26
South Western Timber Co 45
Stanley Motor Belt and Fastener Co 42
Tavlor, H., and Co., Ltd 35
Townend, H., and Co 27
Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd 11
Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd 5
Veloce, Ltd 47
Wnuchope's F^ont Cover. 30, 45
Willmott's Motpries 45
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Wylie and Lochhead, Ltd 27
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Zenith Motors. Ltd 20
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UNAPPROACHABLE

!

T IKE our giant Dreadnoug
-L' fasteners are playing their
helping Britain and her Allies

approachable
for reliabilit}^

efifi ci ency
,

durability,
time-saving,
and in a
hundred other
ways.

hts—these famous belt

part in the great war—

•

—proving absolutel}^ un-

Cut out your bell

troubles by using

STANDARD
or SIMPLEX
Fasteners.

HERWIN CANNY
AND CO,,

36, WiUiam Street,

WOOLWICH, S.E.

ffThe Light Car ts The paper for users and intending
users of small motor cars of any type.

EVERY WEDNESDAY. : : : ONE PENNY.

FITCHS
RIMEWASH

Indispensable to Cyclists, Motorists, and
Engineers.

"GRIIVIEVVASH "
will remove any grease or grime from tne hands

WITHOUT >A/ATER.

"GRIMEWASH "

roots out the dirt demon.

Ask your trader for

"GRIMEWASH."
Traders invited to sciid

'

tor tree sample and
terms.

Trade ;\Tarfc.

EsUlllishEd 1836.

FITCH, LIMITED. TAMWORTH

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks of every des-

cription, best workmanship and material, satisfactiou

guaranteed.

Everv tanl. te?li...i u;i>r'; prr^'^iirc

before leaving our works! PRICE, FROM 15'- Xsk

for booklet, post free. Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

A riRFFN i^ Cn 56-60, Chapel Street.
rt. UIVE.cn OC V.O., Salford, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 2101 Central.

riic Graves Tj h.v. j A I'. Liul.t TourioS Motor dc'-c. 70 by 76 l^ore

and stroke; Amac CarbureUer; DiiiilPp Rubber SUiddeJ T>rc!i;

Druid S}ifiiiK Forks; Hans Renold Ch.Tin; Two-sr^ed Countershait
Gear, nelix-tired carriage paid tc\ nrprovcd orders tor £S now.
balance £3 monthly if satisfied. Write for Catftlopnie oi 'Speed
Kinii' Models from £S& up. on F.iw Ttrras. Als.i Side CarS.
Cllnclier Tyres. Wall Auto-Wheel. Motor ClotblnK.
etc., on Easy Terms. J. G-. GRAVES Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

A4S In ansiceruKf these aclverdscmcnts it is d,.sirahlr. to /nctttton "The Motor C)/ch\
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B&B
TWO-STROKE MODEL

*TYP£ TOD

Have you had an opportunity ot trying
your friend's machine fitted witn one
of these carburetters ?

We don't want you to take our word
for it—we want you to prove for your-
self that they

REALLY MAKE TWO-STROKES TWO-STROKE

Then you will never be satisfied until

you have one on your own machine.

Send lor Descriptive Booklei to

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.,

Westwood Road,

WITTON, BIRMINGHAM

CARBURETTERS

Simms Non-soot Plugs.

THESE prove relialilc because- tlicy

are tested so thoroughly.
Before any plug can pass from our

works it has to stand up against twice

the working voltage and

double the highest com-

pression pressure. Only

a perfectly sound plug

can pass this test. That

is why you should choose

Simms "Non-soot" Plugs.

They fire perfectly at all

e-ngine speeds.

Single or twin points.

Metric or American threads.

Price, each 3/6

ftminsMotDrUnite
19lWauinjrSt.Oxford5t. LondoaW

And all dealer i.

HOBSQM
* PLUGS ^
NO ADVANCE

NO SHORTAGE
Small pattern No. 13, 3/6. Standard size No 14, 4/-

American or Metric Threads. Single or Twin Points.
29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Londoo, S.W.

Oil Economy.
Drums sealed and labelled.

No costiv tap required

Send a postcard (or 1915 Lists and
H.L. Literature, giving all particulars

and explanation ot above illustration.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l-le.'
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pTOR(YCLE

The Royal Ruby J wo-strolit.

You must come at last
to the Royal Ruby. Thousands of motor cyclists have been induced to try
other two-strokes; many of them have told us that they wished they had
made the Royal Ruby their first choice. It would have saved them a lotpjof

worry—and expense. We have studied the two-stroke motor, bicycle as-^i

speciality. We know Just what is needed, how to make the most of its strong
points and eliminate its weaknesses. The

t^oYAL nuBY
Is not just a motor bicycle with a two-strol<e engine
to be—a two-stroke motor bicycle. Do you see the
stroke-built all through. Here is the specification—ru

Specification,
FRAME.— Low built, soundly
constructed, and with dropped
back, giving low position.
FORKS. — Druid lighweight
(manufactured under Drew's
patent). ENGINE. — Villiers'

fli h.p-, 2-stroke, 70 mm.
X 70 mm. with c.c. 269.

CARBURETTER.—Aniac special.

BRAKES.—Bjwden front brake
and belt rini brake. BELT.—
Dunlop, Jin. SILENCER.— Iwin
type of special design- SADDLE.
—Middlemore and Lantplu,'n's

pan seat, padded top. CARRIER.
—Tubular. TANK. — Spici.,i-v

It is what it claims
difference ? It is two-
n through it.

well made, holding ij gallons of

petrol and ri gilts of oil, and

fastened on two support? brazed

to the frame. MUDGUARDS.—
Deep section steel. TYRES.—
Dunlop rubber-studded, 26iu. X
2in., BE.

Price, complete, £29 lOs.
Send for interesting illustrated catalogue, post free

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE Co.,
Cannel Street, Ancoats, Manchester.

Telephone: City 3818, Central 1370. Telegrams : " Machines, Manchesi'j.

*' Royal Ruby*' motor cycles can be obtained throufi:li any bona-fide agents,
address of nearest agrent.

SPECIAL STOCKING AGENT5.
LONnON—Maude's Motor Mart, 136, Great Portland Street, VV. ; Service Co., Ltd., 289-203. High Holborn, VV.C. :

Win. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Road, W. ; Harrods, Ltd., Urompton Road, Knightsbridge, S.W. MANCHESTER
—Hutchinson & Davies, 221, Deansgate (corner of Peter Street). LIVERPOOL—Mead Cycle Co., 35-39,
Wapping. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—Travers, Ltd., 77, Pilgrim Street. EDINBUkGH - Alexander & Co.,

113-115, Lothian Road. GLASGOW—Alexander & Co., 272-274, Great Western Road.

THE

QUICK DELIVERY.
Bona- fide Motor Cycle A geiits

wanted where we are not represented.

Printed aud rublisbed by tbe Proprietore, Iliffe ^t Sons Limited, 20. Tudur Street, LoDdon, E.G., and Coventry.
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